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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

New Web-Based Training (WBT) Course for Db2 DevOps
A new WBT course, Using the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to Provision, Migrate, and Recover Objects,
is now available at no cost to customers on active maintenance. The DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets
you integrate Db2 schema provisioning and deployment into CI/CD workflows. After completing this course,
Application Developers can use this plug-in to complete the following tasks:

• Generate DDL for one or more Db2 objects and related objects to make schema changes.
• Validate DDL schema changes and verify object dependencies.
• Compare DDL to a target subsystem and make changes.
• Migrate and deploy Db2 object changes from one subsystem to another.
• Revert the DDL changes.

To access Broadcom Mainframe web-based training, see our Quick Reference Guide.
Db2 Tools Community Monthly Update and Roadmap Webcast

Did you miss the last community update on March 13, 2023? Use this replay link to access a video of that
session.
Did you miss the last Roadmap Webcast on March 28, 2023? Use this link to access a recording of this session.
Registration is required.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.
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Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

The release notes explain the key features and details for SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for Db2
(SYSVIEW for Db2). SYSVIEW for Db2 lets you monitor and tune your Db2 environment and alerts you to ongoing and
potential performance issues and bottlenecks.

See the following documentation for detailed information about this release including:

• New Features (what's new)
• Release Compatibility and Support (release and support lifecycle dates, and maintenance grid)

For detailed installation information including software requirements and Db2 version support, see Installing in the
Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

New Features
The new features in this SYSVIEW for Db2 release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using
PTFs for simple installation.

SYSVIEW for Db2 Version 20.0 provides the following enhancements. To ensure availability of all features and fixes,
ensure that your products are current on maintenance. We recommend that you use the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
to have maintenance that is downloaded and received automatically on your system regularly.

To review previously released Version 20.0 features, see New Features Introduced in 2020 and New Features Introduced
under Incremental Release.

IBM Function Registry Support (LU09993)

SYSVIEW for Db2 can now use the Common Components and Services (CCS) Feature Registration Service (FRS),
through CAIRIM, to register with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS. You can now use FRS to track use of the SYSVIEW
for Db2 REST API endpoints.

The IBM Function Registry for z/OS lets you gather information about your product installations. Registry information
includes release and maintenance level, available features, status, use count, and LMP key for each feature.

Reviewing the available features helps you determine whether you are getting the most value out of your products.
Broadcom can also use this information to determine whether we are building features that are useful for you.

For more information about using the registry, see View IBM Function Registry for z/OS Data.

Support for Enhanced Plan Authorization Cache and RDS Statistics Block Fields (LU09573)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for new fields in (002) STATS2, (1002) CURR-STATS2, (003) ACCT, and (148) THREAD-
STATS trace records that were added for providing Service Controller (plan authorization cache) and RDS Statistics. The
new fields are included in the related reports. Administrators can use this new information to monitor plan authorization
cache performance. IBM enhanced the Plan Authorization Cache to provide consistent behavior between Db2 native and
external security controls, and to improve performance. IBM also enhanced the RDS statistics block with new fields to
provide counts for the SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT statement.

The following reports were updated: BTACTSML, BTACTTRL, BTSTASM2, BTSTATR1, DSAISTD, DSQHIST,
DSQSTATS, DSQTHD, HSBIND, HSSQL, HSUBIND, HSUSQL, HTSQL, HTUSQL, SQLCOUNT, SQLTOTAL, and
SYSBIND

The following new Db2 13 fields were added to (002) STATS2 and (1002) CURR-STATS2:
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• UNSUCC-AUTH-CHKS-PLNCACHE
• OVWRT-AUTH-PLNCACHE

The following new Db2 13 fields were added to (002) STATS2, (1002) CURR-STATS2, (003) ACCT, and (148) THREAD-
STATS:

• CURR-LOCK-TIMEOUT-APPL
• CURR-LOCK-TIMEOUT-PROFTAB

Support for Disconnected Database Access Threads (LU09412)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for new Db2 13 fields in the QDST section of IFCID 1. The new fields are included in
the related reports and exceptions. Administrators can use this new information to tune and troubleshoot disconnected
database access threads (DBATs) that are related to Db2 functionality and issues.

This feature includes the new IQLRLOCS - Remote Location List report. The following IQL reports were updated:

• SYSRMOTE - Remote Location Activity
• HSRMOTE - Remote Location Activity History
• HSURMOTE - Remote Location List History Summary
• DSAISTD - DSA SUBSYSTEM_DETAIL
• DSQSTATS - DSQ Subsystem Statistics
• DSQHIST - DSQ Subsystem Statistics History
• BTSTASM1 - Batch report
• BTSTATR1 - Batch report

The following fields were added in (1001) Distributed Processing Statistics:

• ILOS-CANCEL-DECLINED
• ACT-DBATS-KEEPDYN-YES
• MAX-DBATS-KEEPDYN-YES
• DBATS-TERM
• DBATS-TERM-POOLINAC
• DBATS-TERM-REUSE
• DBATS-SUSP-PROFX
• MAX-DBATS-SUSP-PROFX

The following field was added in (1047) Thread/DBAT/DS/EDM Pool HWM:

• HWM-ACT-DBATS-KEEPDYN-YES

The following fields were added in DDF System Statistics Fields:

• ILOS-CANCEL-DECLINED
• ACT-DBATS-KEEPDYN-YES
• MAX-DBATS-KEEPDYN-YES
• DBATS-TERM
• DBATS-TERM-POOLINAC
• DBATS-TERM-REUSE

The following fields were added in BTSTATR1 Distributed Data Facility Fields:
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• ILOS CANCEL DECLINED
• TERMED SINCE DDF START
• TERMED BY POOLINAC
• TERMED BY REUSE LIMIT
• ACT KEEPDYN(YES)
• SUSP DUE TO PROF EXP

Support for Index Splits (LU09090)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for new IFCID 396: INDEX-SPLIT.

The fields in this new IFCID provide detailed index split information. The information helps you to identify and analyze
abnormal behavior of the index splitting process. An abnormal process occurs when the elapsed time of the index split is
greater than a given threshold (for example, 1 second).

These fields are new with Db2 13.

The BTRECTRC report was updated to include this record.

The following new reports were added: IQLISPLT, HSTISPLT, and HSUISPLT.

IFCID 396 is always enabled/opened by default under class 3 and performance class 6.

For more information, see (396) INDEX-SPLIT.

Support for Rebind Package COPY-ID (LU08986)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for a new Db2 12 field in IFCID 239.

The following field was added to (239) ACCT-PACKAGES in the (003) Package Statistics trace record:

PACKAGE-COPYID
Specifies the copy ID of the package.

This new field can be used to find relevant package statistics, including EXPLAIN data. A non-zero copy ID value
indicates that the rebind phase-in feature of Db2 may have been used on the selected thread. The rebind phase-in feature
is available in V12R1M505 and above.

The following reports were updated to include the new field: BTACTTRL, HTPKGBP, HTPKGDTL, HTPKGLK, HTPKGS,
and HTPKGSQL

For more information, refer to (003) Package Statistics.

Support for Group Buffer Pool Residency Times (LU08523)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for new Db2 13 fields to IFCIDs 230 and 254.

• The following fields were added to the (230) GRP-BUFFER-STATS trace record:
GRP-DATENT-RES-TIME (QBGBART)

Specifies the group bufferpool data area residency time.
GRP-DIRENT-RES-TIME (QBGBERT)

Specifies the group bufferpool directory entry residency time.
• The following fields were added to the (254) CF-STATISTICS trace record:
DIR-RESIDENCY-TIME (QW0254ER)

Specifies the directory entry residency time.
DATA-RESIDENCY-TIME (QW0254AR)

Specifies the data area residency time.
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These fields allow you to monitor how long the group buffer pool data and directory entries reside in a coupling facility
cache structure before they are reclaimed. Use this information for diagnostics and performance tuning, especially to
improve structure sizing, appointment, and workload balancing between cache structures.

The following reports were updated to include new metrics: BTSYSPRM, DSQPRGBP, HSAGBFD, HSAGBFL,
HSGBUFD, HSPRGBP, HSUGBUFD, SYSAGBFD, SYSAGBFL, SYSGBUFD, and SYSPRGBP.

Support for Longest Waiting Lock and Latch (LU08075)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for a new IFCID 3 Db2 13 section QLLL - Longest Lock/Latch Waiter. The fields in the
new section help you monitor the longest lock and latch waiters whose performance can degrade based on the level
of contention for those latches. Monitoring locking and latching helps you to ensure data integrity, consistency, and
serialization of resources.

The following reports were updated to include new metrics: BTACTSML, BTACTTRL, DSQHIST, HPRACCT, HPRACCTS,
HTLOCKS, HTULOCKS, and THRDTRAC.

Suppress Header Type in the CSV Output (LU06965)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds a new IQL control system parameter CSV-HEADERS-WITH-TYPE. This parameter specifies
whether the data type prefixes every entry in the header row of the CSV output format.

To suppress this behavior and improve processing of the exported CSV in third-party software, set the value of CSV-
HEADERS-WITH-TYPE to NO.

Support for New Subsystem Statistics Fields (LU06611)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for new command statistics and storage manager statistics fields to the (001) STATS1
and (1001) CURR-STATS1 trace records. New fields help you monitor executed commands in your Db2 environments.

The following command statistics were added:

• The number of -DISPLAY BLOCKERS commands (Q9STCTBL).
• The number of -RUN MLUTIL commands (Q9STCTX6).
• The number of -DISPLAY STATS commands (Q9STCTX7).

The following storage manager fields were added:
DISCARD-BLK-64BIT-NO

Specifies the number of IARV64 REQUEST=DISCARDDATA,KEEPREAL=NO issued.
DISCARD-BLK-64BIT-YES

Specifies the number of IARV64 REQUEST=DISCARDDATA,KEEPREAL=YES issued.
CONTRACTED-STG-MANAGER

Specifies the number of 31-bit agent local pools that are contracted by the storage manager.

The following reports were updated to include new metrics: BTSTASM1, BTSTATR1, DSQHIST, DSQSTATS, HSCMD,
HSSTRG, HSUCMD, HSUSTRG, ICMDS, and SYSSTRG.

Accounting Record Filtering in History File Load (LU06553)

SYSVIEW for Db2 history load utility (IDB2UIFI) now allows file load filtering in History-Only data collector mode. Use the
GLOBALS WHERE condition to specify a subset of accounting records to be loaded into the history VSAM file.

REQ=LOADHIST was updated with the new parameter option WAIT239. The new parameter enables grouping of
associated IFCID 3, IFCID 151, and IFCID 239 records during load.

For more information, see Load Online History Files (IDB2UIFI REQ=LOADHIST).
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Support for New DSNZPARMs (LU06419)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for new system parameters (ZPARMs) to the (106) DSNZPARM and (1006) CURR-
PARMS trace records. The extended support allows you to use SYSVIEW for Db2 to troubleshoot and tune new ZPARMs.

The following Db2 12 ZPARMs were added:
ALLOW_UPD_DEL_INS_WITH_UR

Specifies whether Db2 can prepare UPDATE, DELETE, or INSERT with WITH UR isolation level.
FTB_NON_UNIQUE_INDEX

Specifies eligibility of non-unique indexes for FTB.
LOAD_DEL_IMPLICIT_SCALE

Specifies how LOAD FORMAT DELIMITED handles a missing decimal point.
LOAD_RO_OBJECTS

Specifies whether Db2 allows LOAD into read-only objects.
MFA_AUTHCACHE_UNUSED_TIME

Specifies how long  keeps MFA credentials from a distributed client in the global authentication cache.
REORG_IC_LIMIT_DASD

Specifies the maximum sequential image copies on DASD that REORG TABLESPACE can allocate.
REORG_IC_LIMIT_TAPE

Specifies the maximum sequential image copies on tape that REORG TABLESPACE can allocate.
REORG_INDEX_NOSYSUT1

Specifies whether REORG INDEX runs with NOSYSUT1 by default.
SUBSTR_COMPATIBILITY

Specifies whether SUBSTR allows incorrect input validation.
UTILS_USE_ZSORT

Specifies the use of Accelerator for Z Sort in DFSORT calls.

The following Db2 13 ZPARMs were added:
SPREG_LOCK_TIMEOUT_MAX

Specifies the maximum value for SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT statement.
TABLE_COL_NAME_EXPANSION

Specifies whether Db2 allows column names over 30 EBCDIC characters.
UTILITY_HISTORY

Specifies whether Db2 writes utility execution history to the SYSIBM1.SYSUTILITIES catalog table.

The following reports were updated to include new ZPARMs: BTSYSPRM, DSQPARMS, HSPARMS, and SYSPARMS.

Updated Support for CICS Transaction Server (LU06379)

SYSVIEW for Db2 now supports CICS Transaction Server for z/OS 6.1.

Support for new Lock and CPU Time Fields (LU06188)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for new Db2 12 fields to sections Q8ST and QIST of the (002) STATS2 and (1002)
CURR-STATS2 trace records. New fields help you monitor fails and retries for conditional locks and CPU times that are
consumed on the accelerator.

The following reports were updated to include new metrics: BTSTASM2, BTSTATR1, DSAISTD, DSQHIST, DSQSTATS,
HSACCDTL, HSCPU, HSLOCK, HSUACDTL, HSUCPU, HSULOCK, SYSACDTL, and SYSLOCKS.
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A new request, IDSDB2CP, is an online version of the HSCPU report. IDSDB2CP provides metrics that are not in the MVS
reports and also provides zIIP CPU and preemptible SRBs CPU times.

Support for Db2 13 Fields for SQL Data Insights Functions (LU06100)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for new Db2 13 fields to the (003) ACCT, (148) THREAD-STATS, and (369)
CONNECTION-STATS trace records. These fields help you monitor the performance of SQL Data Insights functions.
AIDB-ELAPSED (QWAC_AIDB_FNS_ELAP)

Specifies the accumulated elapsed time spent processing SQL Data Insights functions.
AIDB-ELAPSED-CPU (QWAC_AIDB_FNS_CP)

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is spent on CP processing SQL Data Insights functions.
AIDB-ELAPSED-ZIIP (QWAC_AIDB_FNS_ZIIP)

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is spent on an IBM specialty engine processing SQL Data Insights
function.

AIDB-COUNT (QWAC_AIDB_COUNT)
Specifies the accumulated number of Db2 entry/exit events that are performed by SQL Data Insights functions.

The following reports were updated to include new metrics: BTACTSML, BTACTTRL, BTRCSASL, BTRCSATL,
CSACCTD, CSACCTDG, DSQHIST, DSQTHD, HPRACCT, HPRACCTS, HSTCSAD, HSUCSAD, HTRESP, HTURESP,
THRDRESP, and THRDTRAC.

Db2 13 Support (LU05995)

Db2 13 for z/OS support is now provided for function levels V13R1M100, V13R1M500, and V13R1M501.

To help you determine whether you are ready to upgrade to Db2 13, a new Db2 13 Readiness report is now available. For
more information, see Are you ready for Db2 13? by Chris Crone, Distinguished Engineer.

To specify the new function levels for Db2 13, see Upgrade to New Db2 Releases and Function Levels in the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Support for Stealable Pages Count in the EDM Statement Cache Pool (LU05687)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for the number of stealable pages in the EDM statement cache pool (QISEDYLRU) to the
(1002) CURR-STATS2 and (1047) IDB2STAT trace records. This field helps you monitor the dynamic statement cache.

The following reports were updated to include new metrics: BTRHWMSM, BTRHWMTR, BTSTATSM2, BTSTATR1,
DSAISTD, DSQAPMGS, DSQHIST, DSQSTATS, HSEDM, and HSUEDM.

Two exception fields were added, QISEDYLRU and QISCEAVAIL, and a new default exception that uses QISCEAVAIL.

Export and Import Exception Definitions in JSON Format in Batch (LU05497)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for export and import of exception definitions in JSON format to simplify the management
of exception definitions. The JSON format provides exception definitions in human readable and editable format that lets
you make expedient changes to the individual exception definition parameters.

The Batch User Interface (UI) now lets you export, edit, check, and import exception definitions. The Batch UI can export
definitions from the active Data Collector KSDS definition file to JSON and import definitions from JSON to KSDS. You
can export and import exception definitions between Db2 subsystems to speed up the exceptions setup on new systems
or easily backup your definitions in a JSON format.

All new Batch UI functions (EXPORT, CHECK, IMPORT, REINIT) support the use of a PDS or PDSE dataset in the
EXCJSON allocation. Exception definitions in JSON format are stored as PDS/E members.

For more information and examples of new Batch UI functionality, see Batch User Interface (UI).
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Support for Connection Type Stability (LU05271)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds a new tracing system parameter CONN-TYPE. This parameter specifies whether the CONN-
GROUP field is static or dynamic for DDF and CICS connections.

Valid values are:
ORIGINAL

The connection type does not change during stored procedure execution. Use this setting if your WHERE clause
is checking the original connection type for DDF and CICS threads.

CURRENT
The connection type changes to RRS during stored procedure execution. Use this setting if your WHERE clause
is checking for DDF and CICS threads running stored procedures that are based on the switch of the connection
type to RRS.

The new parameter ensures consistent results when you use CONN-GROUP in an IQL WHERE clause.

Support for Secondary Roles in IFCID 269 (LU05224)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for new fields to the (269) TRUSTED-CONTEXT record. The new fields allow you to
better monitor secondary roles when you define EXTERNAL SECURITY PROFILE to switch users in a trusted connection.

The AUDCLASA report now includes new fields and updated layout. BTRECTRC and RECTRACE reports now include
the numbers of secondary roles.

Support for new RDS Sort and Db2ZAI Fields (LU04803)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for the following new fields to the (002) STATS2, (003) ACCT, 148 (THREAD-STATS),
and (1002) CURR-STATS2 trace records. These fields help you monitor and tune the performance of RDS sort
processing.
RDS-SORT-PERFORMED (QXSTSRT)

Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort was performed.
RDS-SORT-USED-ZSORT (QXSTSRTL)

Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort used the IBM Integrate Accelerator for Z Sort (SORTL).
ZAI-PREPARE-STABILIZED (QXSTMLSFND)

Specifies the number of times that a PREPARE request was satisfied because Db2ZAI stabilized the statement.
ZAI-SORT-FEEDBACK (QXSTMLSRT)

Specifies the number of times that Db2ZAI sort feedback was used.
The following reports were updated to include the new RDS Sort metrics: BTACTSML, BTACTTRL, BTSTATR1,
BTSTASM2, DSQHIST, DSQSTATS, DSQTHD, HSTPRLMS, HSUPRLMS, HTHDPRMS, HTUDPRMS, PRLMISC, and
THRDPRMS.

Support for Physically Closed Data Sets Fields (LU04374)

Many concurrently open data sets by Db2 utilities could trigger the DSMAX limit and impact performance of other
applications. Db2 12 has improved the process of closing data sets accessed only by utilities. SYSVIEW for Db2 adds
support for new fields to the (002) STATS2 and (1002) CURR-STATS2 trace records to count data sets that are physically
closed by Db2.

The following reports were updated to include new metrics: SYSDRAIN, HSDRAIN, HSUDRAIN, DSQHIST, DSQSTATS,
BTSTATR1, and BTSTASM2.
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Support for Exception Names (LU04287)

The SYSVIEW for Db2 exception system has been enhanced with Exception Name. Every exception gets a name value
to simplify its future identification and maintenance.

During the startup, the data collector upgrades the exception file and assigns a unique exception name to every existing
exception definition.

The product reports an exception name in the following ways:

• In the online interface display, when the exception is open to browse or edit.
• A new variable &XCPNAME can be used in the exception message text.
• A new OPS/MVS variable API.XCPNAME can be used in OPS/MVS REXX scripts.
• A new &XCPNAME can be used in the email system. The default plain email and email HTML template NSIEHTML

both include the name.
• In the SNMP trap. A new db2ExceptionName field in the CAIDB2MB MiB file maps the name.
• In a new IQL field EXP-NAME in the IDB2-EXCEPTIONS (1042) record.

Broadcom recommends using the Alternate Index to enforce uniqueness of exception names. This will better position you
to use future enhancements as they become available. For more information, see Configuration Best Practices.

Archiving SQL Incompatibilities and Extending IFCID 376 with Dynamic SQL Text (LU03348)

The SYSVIEW for Db2 archive tables have been enhanced to improve exploitation of IFCID 376 and provide better
troubleshooting.

History Unload Utility (IDB2UIFI REQ=UNLDHIST) now populates IFCID 376 records with SQL text from the Dynamic
SQL Text Database (HSTSQLDB) when the text is in the database, but not in the original trace record. A new IQL variable
SQL-INCOMPAT-TEXT adds support for capturing of SQL text for incompatible statements (IFCID 376) into the database.
To activate the capturing, set the system parameter IQL-DEFINE=(SQL-INCOMPAT-TEXT=YES) and start the IQLSLCNT
request.

Two new archive tables (APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_DETAIL and APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_PARMS) were added to store
execution details about SQL statements that are potentially incompatible with the current version of Db2. By analyzing
these statements, you can avoid unexpected application changes when migrating to a new release or activating a higher
Db2 function level.

A new output IQL format "OF=Hnn" now converts input binary data into its hexadecimal character representation in
EBCDIC encoding. This output format is suitable for loading data into Db2 CHAR columns.

Extended Profile Monitoring Statistics Support for IFCID 402 (LU03286)

SYSVIEW for Db2 can now collect the (402) PROFILE EXCEPTIONS records at a fixed time interval. Enhanced profile
monitoring statistics reports let you detect anomalies and measure workload against the thresholds that are defined in
system profiles.

New batch (BTRPROFD, BTRPROFS) and online (HSTPROF, HSUPROF) reports were introduced. A new menu option
was added to provide access to reports. The PROFILES report was updated.

A new IQL-based exception system IDSXC402 supports delta between two intervals. Capturing the delta allows you to
track profile exceptions and warnings that are triggered in specific intervals.

To activate this feature, set the new system parameter PROFILE-MONITORING to YES.
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Support for New I/O Interrupt Processing Metric (LU03091)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for a new field CPU-IO-INTERRUPT in the trace records (001) STATS1 and (1001)
CURR-STATS1. This field specifies the CPU time spent in I/O interrupt processing for each Db2 address space in the
record.

The following reports were updated to include a new metric: BTSTASM1, BTSTATR1, DSQHIST, DSQSTATS, HSCPU,
HSUCPU

A New Security Sample Profile for REST API Access (LU02841)

A new SYSVIEW for Db2 security profile RESTAPI provides minimally required rights to use the REST API. The RESTAPI
profile grants a user ID enough-only access to perform functions through /api/v1/idb2/ endpoints of the DBM Data Service.
By default, this profile grants access to data retrieval endpoints only (GET function of the REST API).

For more information, see the sample security file IDs list.

Support for New QMDA Fields (LU02646)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds new fields to the QMDA (accounting information) section of the (003) ACCT and (148) THREAD-
STATS records.

New fields provide additional identification details to improve the analysis of native Db2 REST API service threads.

Active Thread Detail and Thread History Overview reports were updated to include new metrics.

Aggregated Accounting for a Data Sharing Group (LU02303)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds the following new real-time reports. These reports show accounting statistics aggregated by
connection type (IFCID 369) for a data sharing group.

CSACCTSG
Displays the overview of accounting statistics aggregated by connection type summarized across the members of
a data sharing group.

CSACCTDG
Displays the detailed accounting statistics aggregated for the selected connection type across all members of a
data sharing group.

CSACCTSL
Displays the accounting statistics aggregated for the selected connection type and split by group members.

The existing CSACCTS report has been enhanced to include a new "DB2" column. This column indicates what member of
a data sharing group provides the data. You can use it as a filter to limit the displayed information.

To access the new reports, select the Data Sharing Group Summary ("*" row in the DB2 Group Members SYSPLEX
report). This selection navigates you to two other menu choices:

• 1 SnapShot GRPSTATS report (original)
• 2 Acct Sum CSACCTSG report (new)

New History-Only Data Collector Mode (LU02118)

SYSVIEW for Db2 now provides easier access and analysis of long-term Db2 statistics with a data collector running in
History-Only mode.

A new data collector system parameter DC-HISTORY-MODE lets you designate a data collector for history access only. In
this mode, only history reports are available. No new data is collected or processed. You can dynamically switch between
the allocated SYSVIEW for Db2 history files. While you must still load history files with SMF data in advance, you do not
need to restart the data collector when you switch between files.
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The History-Only data collector mode can be an online alternative to batch reports. To get started, submit a job that
allocates new history files, loads them with Db2 statistics from an SMF file, and starts the data collector in this mode. New
sample JCLs that are available in the SOURCE library include all these steps. Submit IDB2HDCJ (job) or IDB2HDCS
(started task) to start the data collector in History-Only mode.

Unload of IFCID 151 Records with Subtype 1 (LU02093)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for unloading of the IDB2ACCT records (IFCID 151) with SMF type 101, subtype 151.
The new subtype is an alternative to existing SMF type 101, subtype 1 and lets you differentiate between IFCID 151 and
IFCID 239, which unload with the same subtype.

A new JCL parameter SMF-151 is introduced for the Trace and History VSAM Linear Data Set Utility (IDB2UIFI). If
SMF-151 is set to YES, IDB2ACCT trace records are unloaded with SMF subtype 151.

CPU Optimization in Data Shareable Environment (LU01750)

SYSVIEW for Db2 has been enhanced to optimize the use of CPU for unsorted Cross-system Coupling Facility (XCF)
messages.

Extended Support for Global Contentions (LU01175)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for the following new global contention fields in the trace record (002) STATS:
ACTIVE-LATCH

The number of active IRLM control block latch contentions.
GLOBAL-DEADLOCK

The number of global deadlocks.
LOCAL-CONT

The number of local resource contentions.
GLOBAL-CONT

The number of global resource contentions.
CONT-GRANTED

The number of visits to the contention exit in which IRLM granted access.
CONT-FALSE

The number of visits to the contention exit in which IRLM did not grant access due to a false contention.
PLOCK-EXIT

The number of visits to the plock exit.
NOTIFY-EXIT

The number of visits to the notify exit.
The following reports were updated to include the new global contention statistics:

• Batch reports: BTSTASM2, BTSTATR1
• Real-time reports: DSQHIST, DSQSTATS, SYSGLOCK, SYSLOCKS, LACONT2
• History reports: HSLOCK, HSGLOCK, HSTLACO2, HSUGLOCK, HSULOCK, HSULACO2

New IQL Requests for Prometheus and Grafana Integration (LU01166, LU01610)

The Database Management Data Service has been enhanced to support a new generic endpoint (/api/v1/idb2/
prometheus/generic). This endpoint lets you produce Db2 performance metrics in the Prometheus exposition format.
SYSVIEW for Db2 introduces new IQL requests to exploit the new endpoint. These IQL requests produce Db2
performance metrics that are based on real-time subsystem statistics. You can feed SYSVIEW for Db2 data to the
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Prometheus open-source monitoring system and use Grafana open-source visualization tool with Prometheus to visualize
the data.

Four sample Grafana dashboard JSON files are now provided in the ../PXM/ds/config/ path of hlq.CDBAZFS. You can
customize these dashboards to display the metrics that are most important to you.

For more information, see Prometheus and Grafana Integration.

Archive Tables Update (LU01030)

SYSVIEW for Db2 updates the existing and adds two new archive tables.

The following archive tables now include the new Db2 12 statistics, such as Db2 command counts, remote location
details, FTB usage, Db2 Accelerator version 7 and zHyperLink details, and Db2 zParms:

• SUBSYSTEM_DAILY and SUBSYSTEM_DETAIL
• APPLICATION_DAILY and APPLICATION_DETAIL
• SUBSYS_DDF_DAILY and SUBSYS_DDF_DETAIL
• SUBSYS_BP_DAILY and SUBSYS_BP_DETAIL
• SUBSYS_GBP_DAILY and SUBSYS_GBP_DETAIL
• SUBSYS_ACCEL_DAILY and SUBSYS_ACCEL_DETAIL
• SUBSYS_ACCEL_DAILY and SUBSYS_ACCEL_DETAIL
• SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_DYNAMIC_ACCEL
• SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_STATIC_ACCEL
• SUBSYS_ZPARMS

The following two new archive tables store accounting data aggregated by the connection type:

• SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DETAIL
• SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DAILY

Use this data to monitor the overall application activity and tune the workload. The source of the data is a trace record
(369) CONNECTION-STATS.

Storage Statistics Added to USERS Command (LU00881)

SYSVIEW for Db2 command USERS has been enhanced to report the amount of storage allocated in the data collector
for every connected user. The command output is now logged to DBGPRINT at the time interval specified by the
HISTORY-MESSAGE-TIME system parameter.

Interval Delta Processing for IFCID 148 (SO16300)

SYSVIEW for Db2 now supports interval delta processing for IFCID 148 (THREAD-STATS).

A new IQL request THRDEXCP is based on IFCID 148 delta processing. This request populates the following two new
IQL-based exceptions:
THDNOCMT

Captures the threads that do not commit.
THRDLOOP

Captures the threads that consume much CPU and do not access any data (zero getpages). These threads might
be looping.

To start the THRDEXCP request with the data collector, customize its contents and update the STARTUP member.
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Support for New Fast Index Traversal Metric (SO16270)

SYSVIEW for Db2 adds a new counter to record INDEX-WITH-FTB (IFCID 389) for the number of index traversals in the
last interval.

VTAM Data Stream Compression Option (SO16116)

You can now specify the VTAM data stream compression option for the Remote Access Facility environment.

A new data collector system parameter VTAM-COMPRESS controls the compression of the data that is sent from the data
collector to the user interface through the following options:
COMPAT

Uses simple software compression, which achieves a much lower compression rate, but requires slightly less
CPU.

YES
Uses hardware compression to achieve a higher compression rate, but requires slightly more CPU.

NO
Does not compress data. This option may be best if VTAM does your data compression.

COMPAT is the default value and represents no change to existing processing of VTAM SEND/RECEIVE traffic.

Enhanced IUIBATCH Support (SO15952)

The SYSVIEW for Db2 Batch User Interface program IUIBATCH now supports commands CHECK and UNLOAD.

For the complete list of supported commands, see Batch User Interface (UI).

Sample Queries for Archive Tables (SO15049)

The Sample Queries for Archive Tables were added to this documentation to explain how to exploit the data in your
archive tables. A member in the SOURCE library, ARCSQL, contains the same sample queries. Change these queries
according to your needs and write them against your archive tables to get the most out of your archival data.

New Features Introduced in 2020
The new features and enhancements that have been delivered in 2020 for Version 20.0 of the SYSVIEW for Db2 are
summarized by the season in which they were released.

For a list of new features that have been delivered after 2020, see New Features.

New Features (Winter 2020)

The following list summarizes the enhancements that we have made to Version 20.0 of the SYSVIEW for Db2 from fall to
winter 2020:

Support for New Remote Location Fields (SO15647)
SYSVIEW for Db2 has added support for the new Db2 12 remote location fields. New fields were added to the
trace records (001) STATS1, (1001) CURR-STATS1, and (365) RECORD-LOCATION.
New fields were added to the exception system.
The following reports were updated to include the new Db2 12 QLST statistics:

• Batch reports: BTSTASM1, BTSTASM3, BTSTATR1, and BTSTATR3.
• Real-time reports: DSQHIST, DSQSTATS, DSQSTLOC, SYSRMDTL, and SYSRMOTE.
• History reports: HSRLOCS, HSRMOTE, HSRMTDT2, HSRMTDTL, HSURLOCS, HSURMOTE, HSURMTD,

and HSURMTD2.

Section DISTRIBUTED DATA FACILITY in the batch reports was restructured.
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Support for New Disk Cache Fields (SO15070)
SYSVIEW for Db2 has added support for the following new fields in the (003) ACCT, (148) THREAD-STATS,
(369) CONNECTION-STATS, and (1044) APM-APPL-SUM trace records:
DISK-CACHE-IO-WAIT

Accumulated wait time for synchronous read I/O operations that resulted in disk cache hits.
DISK-CACHE-IO-COUNT

The number of synchronous read I/O operations which hit disk cache, but did not use zHyperLink.

New Features (Fall 2020)

The following list summarizes the enhancements that we have made to Version 20.0 of the SYSVIEW for Db2 from
summer to fall 2020:

Control Frequency of SQL Statistics Collection (SO14923)
A new data collector system parameter HIST-SQL-MULTIPLE allows you to decrease the collection frequency
of SQL statistics in relation to subsystem statistics collection. The SQL statistics are based on IFCIDs 316/1043
and 401/1041. To determine the frequency of SQL statistics collection, multiply the values of HIST-SQL-
MULTIPLE and HISTORY-STATS-TIME parameters. For example, if HISTORY-STATS-TIME=1 and HIST-SQL-
MULTIPLE=15, the SQL statistics are collected every 15 minutes.
The amount of data for SQL statistics is typically larger than for subsystem statistics. You can now size the
interval according to the needs of your environment, collect SQL statistics less often, and therefore optimize the
resource consumption.

Updated Support for CICS Transaction Server (SO14864)
SYSVIEW for Db2 now supports CICS Transaction server for z/OS 5.6.

Support for New System Parameters (SO14754)
SYSVIEW for Db2 has added support for the following new Db2 system parameters:
STATIME_MAIN

Statistics records collection interval
DISALLOW_SSARAUTH

Block setting Db2 as a secondary address space
UTILS_BLOCK_FOR_CDC

Block certain utilities for Change Data Capture
New options were added for the following system parameters:
QUERY_ACCEL_OPTIONS

Offload uses only new accelerator type and balances workload between versions
INDEX_MEMORY_CONTROL

Index memory control storage limit
The following reports were updated: BTSYSPRM, DSQPARMS, SYSPARMS, and HSPARMS.

A Required Xmanager Started Task (SO14389)
SYSVIEW for Db2 has introduced a required active Xmanager started task. During initialization, the SYSVIEW for
Db2 data collector attempts to connect to the Xmanager instance to check the required maintenance level. The
PARMLIB XMANID parameter specifies that instance.
A new system parameter, XMANAGER-CHECK, specifies the data collector action (WARN, FAIL, or QUIET) when
the connection cannot be established. For FAIL action, the data collector terminates. Else, processing continues.
The default is WARN.

NOTE
In the future, this setting will be overridden and default to FAIL to enforce the requirement for the data
collector and Xmanager connection.
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MOI Instance Identifier Change (SO14164)
SYSVIEW for Db2 has introduced a new system parameter ZDM-PREFIX, which specifies the first four characters
of the CCS Data Mover instance identifier. This identifier uniquely identifies the SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector in
the MOI infrastructure and consists of a ZDM-PREFIX value appended with the Db2 subsystem name. A duplicate
data collector instance is not allowed to connect to the CCS Data Mover.
You can now change the instance identifier to a value that is consistent across the data collector restarts.

Support for New Group Buffer Pool Metrics (SO14099)
Support for the following trace records was added:
(003) ACCT - Group Buffer Pool Statistics

The following new field reports GBP metrics on the system level:
IXLAXISN-SUSPENDS-XI

The number of suspensions of coupling facility asynchronous cross-invalidation service sync-up
calls while waiting for the asynchronous cross-invalidation to finish.

The following reports were updated to include a new field: BTACTSML, BTACTTRL, DSQTHD,
DSQTHDGB, HPRACCT, HPRACCTS, HTGBPL, HTUGBPL, THRDGBP, and THRDTRAC.

(1002) CURR-STATS2 - Group Buffer Pool Statistics
The following new fields report GBP metrics on the thread level:
IXLCACHE-REQS-XI

The number of coupling facility cache requests with asynchronous cross-invalidation (XI).
IXLAXISN-SVCS-CALLS

The number of coupling facility asynchronous cross-invalidation service sync-up calls to
determine whether all outstanding cross-invalidation (XI) notifications have been delivered.

IXLAXISN-SUSPENDS-XI
The number of suspensions of coupling facility asynchronous cross-invalidation service sync-up
calls that occurred while waiting for the asynchronous cross-invalidation to finish.

The following reports were updated to include new fields: BTSTASM2, BTSTATR1, DSQHIST,
DSQSTATS, DSQSTGBP, HSGBUFD, HSUGBUFD, and SYSGBUFD.

Support for New Db2 12 Insert Algorithm and RID List Fields (SO14099)
Support for the following trace records was added:
(002) STATS2, (003) ACCT, (148) THREAD-STATS, and (1002) CURR-STATS2

The following fields were added:
IAG2-PIPE-ATTEMPTED-RNBL

The number of attempted Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) pipes reenablements since the last Db2
restart.

IAG2-PIPE-SUCCESSFUL-RNBL
The number of successful Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) pipes reenablements since the last Db2
restart.

IAG1-USED
The number of times basic Insert Algorithm (IAG1) is used.

IAG2-USED
The number of times fast Insert Algorithm (IAG2) is used.

MIAP-NOT-USED
The number of times RID list processing is not used or terminated for the whole query.

The following reports were updated to include new statistics.
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• Batch reports: BTACTSML, BTACTTRL, BTSTASM2, and BTSTATR1.
• Real-time reports: DSQHIST, DSQSTATS, DSQTHD, PRLMISC, SQLCOUNT, SYSLPRF, THRDLPRF,

and THRDPRMS.
• History reports: HSLPRF, HSTPRLMS, HSULPRF, HSUPRLMS, HTHDPRMS, HTLSTPRF, HTSQL,

HTUDPRMS, HTULPRF, and HTUSQL

Support for Db2 Accelerator Version 7 (SO13891)
SYSVIEW for Db2 has added trace record support for Db2 Accelerator version 7. New fields include details, such
as replication with delay protocol, and are reported on all monitoring levels:
Subsystem level statistics

The following new fields are introduced in (002) STATS2 and (1002) CURR-STATS2: ACCEL-USER-
MEM-MB, ACCEL-SQL-MEM-MB, ACCEL-QUEUE-LENGTH, ACCEL-SORT-OVERFLOW, ACCEL-BP-
HITRATIO, ACCEL-INBOUND, ACCEL-OUTBOUND, ACCEL-TMP-DATA-MB, ACCEL-LOG-DATA-MB,
ACCEL-WFD-REQS-SSID, ACCEL-WFD-EXPIRED-SSID, ACCEL-WFD-REQS-ALL, ACCEL-WFD-
EXPIRED-ALL, and ACCEL-WFD-REPL-VELOCITY.

Dynamic and static SQL level statistics
New fields ACCEL-WAIT-TIME-REPL and ACCEL-TIMEOUTS-REPL are introduced in (316) DYNAMIC-
SQL-STATS, (1043) DYNAMIC-CACHE-COLL, (401) EDM-POOL-STMTS, and (1041) EDM-STAT-STMT-
COLL.

Thread level statistics
New fields ACCEL-WAIT-TIME-REPL and ACCEL-TIMEOUTS-REPL are introduced in (003) ACCT and
(148) THREAD-STATS.

Db2 Accelerator-related reports were updated to include the new statistics.

• Batch reports: BTACTSML, BTACTTRL, BTDSQSML, BTDSQTRL, BTSSQSML, BTSSQTRL, BTSTASM2,
and BTSTATR1

• Real-time reports: DSQSTATS, DSQTHD, DYNSQLCI, DYNSQLTX, GRPSTATS, STASQLCD, STASQLTX,
SYSACDTL, SYSSTATS, and THRDACCL

• History reports: HSACCDTL, HSDYNSQD, HSSNAP, HSSTASQD, HSUACDTL, HSUDYNSD, HSUSNAP,
HSUSTASD, HTACCEL, and HTUACCEL

New Features (Summer 2020)

The following list summarizes the enhancements that we have made to Version 20.0 of the SYSVIEW for Db2 from spring
to summer 2020:

Support for New and Updated Trace Records (SO13557)
Support for the following trace record was added:
(003) ACCT

Support for new Db2 12 Resource Limit Facility (RLF) codes was added to the following fields: RLIMIT-
TYPE, PKG-RLIMIT-TYPE, RLF-DERIVED, and PKG-RLF-DERIVED.
The following reports were updated: BTACTSML, BTACTTRL, THRDLOCK, HTLOCKS, HTULOCKS,
HTPKGLK, HTUPKGRL, HTURLF, and HTUPKGLK.
The following new reports were added:
THRDRLF

Thread Resource Limit Facility request
HTHRLF

Thread Resource Limit Facility History request
zHyperLink Support (SO13557)

Dataset I/O and log activity reports were previously updated to show the zHyperLink workload use. SYSVIEW for
Db2 has now been further enhanced to support zHyperLink monitoring based on the most up-to-date version of
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related IFCID fields. You are now able to monitor and analyze zHyperLink exploitation, or estimate the potential
benefits of zHyperLink usage.
SYSVIEW for Db2 now reports on the following metrics:

• I/O workload that used zHyperLink
• I/O workload that did not use zHyperLink
• Percentage of the workload with potential to use zHyperlink
• Percentage of the workload that used zHyperlink
• Whether a read request was zHyperlink eligible (Disk Cache Hit)
• Whether a read request used zHyperlink

The following new fields were added to IFCIDs (003) ACCT, (007) READ-IO, (1002) CURR-STATS2, (1012) IO,
and (1026) STATS-BUFFER-SIZES:
ZHYPERLINK-READS

The number of synchronous read I/O operations which used zHyperLink.
DISK-CACHE-READS

The number of synchronous read I/O operations which hit disk cache, but did not use zHyperLink.
ZHLINK-READ-CPU

CPU time used for successful zHyperLink reads.
ZHLINK-READ-CPU-INT

Derived field from QBACSYIT (ZHLINK-READ-CPU).
DISK-CACHE-HIT

Read success of disk cache hit.
The following reports were updated: BTACTSML, BTACTTRL, BTSTASM2 BTSTATR1, BUFRDWRS, DSQHIST,
DSQSTATS, DSQSTBP, DSQTHD, DSQTHDBP, HSBRDWR, HSSNAP, HSUBRDWR, HSUSNAP, HTBUFRS,
HTPKGBP, HTRESP, HTUBUFRS, HTURESP, SYSSTATA, SYSSTATS, THRDBUFD, and THRDRESP.

Improved Documentation of IQL Fields Calculations
SYSVIEW for Db2 IQL field values are often calculated from Db2 fields. For better understanding of the listed
IQLs, the documentation of elapsed time and wait time fields has been enhanced with the exact calculations.
The following sections have been updated: (003) DB2 Accounting Record, (148) THREAD-STATS, and (369)
CONNECTION-STATS.
The documentation of the metrics which send SYSVIEW for Db2 data to MOI has also been enhanced with exact
calculations.

Cancel by Token Support (SO13508)
The SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface now supports thread cancellation using the thread token. Cancellation by
token allows INACTIVE threads to be canceled. The existing process of canceling a thread now automatically
uses the thread token, when it is available.
Two new fields have been added to IFCID 1017: HOLDER-THREAD-TOKEN and WAITER-THREAD-TOKEN

Support for New and Updated Trace Records (SO12769)
Support for the following trace records was added:
(001) STATS1 and (1001) CURR-STATS1 - Log Manager Statistics

The following new Db2 11 field was added related to Compression Dictionary Data Set (CDDS):
CDDS-ACCESS-REQS

Total number of CDDS access requests.
The following new Db2 12 fields were added related to zHyperLink:
ZHLINK-LOGW-REQS-SUCC

Total number of eligible LOG WRITE I/O requests with successful zHyperLink processing.
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ZHLINK-LOGW-REQS-UNSUCC
Total number of eligible LOG WRITE I/O requests with unsuccessful zHyperLink processing.

The following reports were updated: BTSTASM1, BTSTATR1, DSQHIST, DSQSTATS, HSLOG, HSULOG,
and LOGSTATS.
The real time and history reports were redesigned. Log Manager Statistics section was reorganized, so
that metrics are easier to understand.

(001) STATS1 and (1001) CURR-STATS1 - New Command Counts
The following new Db2 11 command count fields were added: DISPLAY-SERVICE, START-SERVICE,
STOP-SERVICE, START-CDDS, STOP-CDDS.
The following new Db2 12 command count fields were added: DISPLAY-ML, START-ML, STOP-ML.
The following reports were updated: BTSTASM1, BTSTATR1, DSQHIST, DSQSTATS, HSCMD,
HSUCMD, and ICMDS.

(1002) CURR-STATS2 - Secondary Latch Contentions
New Db2 12 fields related to secondary latch contentions were added.
The following reports use new fields for improved monitoring of latch contentions:
BTSTASM2 and BTSTATR1

Batch requests
HSTLACO2 and HSULACO2

New history interval and summary requests
LACONT2

New real-time subsystem secondary latch contentions request
New FTB Statistics Reports (SO12769)

A new real-time and history reports show Fast Traversal Block (FTB) activity on the system. Batch reports
BTSTASM2 and BTSTATR1 provide new metrics in the Miscellaneous section. Navigation was improved. You can
now better monitor and tune the fast traverse index access activity.

Stabilized Dynamic SQL Display (SO12769)
SQL Exec Current Stats and SQL Exec History (option 10 and 11 from the Main Menu) now display a new
column Catlg Stblz. This column indicates whether the dynamic SQL statement is stabilized using dynamic
SQL plan stability and its access path is stored in the Db2 catalog. You can now quickly find stabilized and non-
stabilized statements. Previously, this information was only available in details.

FULLDUMP=YES Option Deprecated (SO12769)
The system parameter option FULLDUMP=YES has been deprecated. FULLDUMP=YES is now processed as
FULLDUMP=SVC. This enhancement improves our support, as we can immediately process dumps in SVC format.

Improved Help Panels Descriptions (SO12769)
The online help panels descriptions have been reviewed and updated. CLEAR and COLIND command
descriptions have been improved in the following panels: DBGHCCLR, DBGHSOR, and DBGTCMD.

New Features (Spring 2020)

The following list summarizes the enhancements that we have made to Version 20.0 of the SYSVIEW for Db2 since
March 2019 when we transitioned from an incremental release to a continuous delivery release:

Support for New and Updated Trace Records (SO11616)
Support for the following trace records was added:
(106) DSNZPARM

A new Db2 12 system parameter STATPGSAMP specifies whether the runstats utility uses page-level
sampling.
The field QWP4QACO (QUERY_ACCEL_OPTIONS) now supports the following new options:
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• Offload with uncertainty cost enabled.
• Offload favors a new accelerator type.

SU-CONV-FACTOR was added to the required IQL requests.
The following reports were updated: ARCISDZ, BTSYSPRM, DSQPARMS, SYSPARMS, and HSPARMS.

(199) DATASET-IO-STATS
The following new fields add support for IBM zHyperLink for z/OS, which is supported by Db2 12:
ZHLINK-AVG-IO-DELAY-MIL, ZHLINK-MAX-IO-DELAY-MIL, ZHLINK-TOTAL-IO-PAGES, ZHLINK-AVG-
IO-DELAY-MIC, ZHLINK-MAX-IO-DELAY-MIC, ZHLINK-AVG-IO-DELAY-INT, and ZHLINK-MAX-IO-
DELAY-INT.
The following reports were enhanced to use new fields: DSIOSTAT, HSDSIO, and HSUDSIO.

Support for SWAP and SPLIT Commands (SO11616)
To ensure consistency between different environments, the SYSVIEW for Db2 now supports SWAP and SPLIT
commands in the user interface command line. The following ISPF commands are now supported: SPLIT, SWAP,
SWAP LIST, SWAP PREV, SWAP NEXT, SWAP n (where n is a session number), and SWAP screen_name.

IQL Support for the THRDACTV Thread Type Parameter (SO10739)
It is now possible to write an IQL request that returns filtered threads, for example all inactive threads. Before that
was only possible through the Active Threads screen request. In the IQL requests for record THREAD-STATS,
you can now code the "thread type" filter that mimics a specific thread type selection, such as Inactive or Indb2,
on the Active Threads Screen.
If you write IQLs to collect the thread stats, this enhancement allows you to apply the same filtering that is
available in the user interface. The result set may then be analyzed and passed to automation (OPS/MVS) or to
the SYSVIEW for Db2 Exception System.

New and Updated Metrics for MOI (SO10716)
SYSVIEW for Db2 adds support for sending additional Db2 subsystem metrics to MOI. For the complete list of
metrics, see the section MOI Integration.
An existing metric, IDBBREAD, was updated to now include all read I/O counts, both synchronous and prefetch.
A new IQL-DEFINE variable, MOIHWM, was introduced to control a couple metrics in IQLMSTAT. When enabled,
SYSVIEW for Db2 sends interval high-water mark values instead of classic active threads counts.

New Features Introduced Under Incremental Release
The following features were delivered with Version 20.0 of the SYSVIEW for Db2 under the Incremental Release model.
The solution has transitioned to the Continuous Delivery (CD) release model. For a list of new features delivered in the CD
model, see New Features.

Transition to Continuous Delivery

After DBM 20 GA IR 8, we have transitioned from an Incremental Release model to a Continuous Delivery (CD) release
model. The CD model provides new product features as individual PTFs, separate from product fixes, providing more
flexibility to select which service stream elements you want to apply. You are not required to apply all new features in the
CD release model; however, we strongly recommend that you stay current with new features and maintenance. SMP/E
dependencies still apply when selectively applying maintenance.

PTF SO10160

The following enhancements are now available with PTF SO10160.

• Indoubt Thread Monitoring
SYSVIEW for Db2 now reports the number of indoubt threads in (1001) CURR-STATS. The following IQL requests
were updated to include a new field INDOUBT-THREAD: SYSSTATA, SYSSTATS, and DSQSTATS.

• New Thread Summary History (Application Throughput)
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A new Application Interval Summary Report (HTUAPRF) helps you identify which Db2 threads used excessive amount
of resources in the specified time interval. This request is grouped by interval and one of the following fields: AUTH-ID,
CONN-NAME, CORR-ID, or PLAN-NAME. The IQL-DEFINE statement controls the grouping.

• Added Support for IBM Utility Monitoring
SYSVIEW for Db2 has added support for displaying the status of Db2 utility jobs. A new Utility Status panel (UTLEXE)
has been added to the System Statistics menu. A new internal IFCID (1050) UTILITY-EXEC reports the utility
information.

• Updated Exception Report DBGEXRPT
The Exception File Contents Report (DBGEXRPT) prints the contents of the Exception File, which indicates active and
inactive exceptions. The Exception File Reporting Utility was updated to display new Exception Definition fields.

• Improved ABEND Reporting
The user ABEND codes were standardized based on component. Forced S0C1/S0C3 were changed to user ABEND
codes. Reason codes were introduced to provide more information about the ABEND condition.

PTF SO08846

The following enhancements are now available with PTF SO08846.

• Support for New and Updated Trace Records
Support for the following Db2 system parameters was added to the trace records (106) DSNZPARM and (1006)
CURR-PARMS:

TS_COMPRESSION_TYPE
Specifies the type of compression algorithm to use with compressed table spaces.

ENCRYPTION_KEYLABEL
Specifies the name of an ICSF key label to provide to DFSMS when using z/OS DFSMS data set encryption
support to define encrypted data sets for the Db2 catalog, directories, and archive logs.

FLASHCOPY_XRCP
Specifies whether a data set level FlashCopy operation is allowed to a primary volume in an XRC relationship.

CDDS_MODE
Specifies a Db2 data sharing group participation in a GDPS Continuous Availability with zero data loss
environment.

CDDS_PREFIX
Specifies the prefix for the name of the compression dictionary data set (CDDS).

REORG_TS_NOPAD_DEFAULT
Specifies the default setting for NOPAD option of the UNLOAD EXTERNAL specification or the DISCARD
specification of the REORG TABLESPACE utility.

The following reports were updated to include new values: ARCISDZ, BTSYSPRM, DSQPARMS, SYSPARMS,
HSPARMS, and SYSPRLOG.

• Updated Exception Fields
Support for the following exception fields was added.

• Application exception fields: QWAC_WORKFILE_CURR, QWAC_WORKFILE_MAX, QWAX_PIPE_WAIT,
QWAX_PIPEWAIT_COUNT, QWAX_LOBCOMP_WAIT, QWAX_LOBCOMP_COUNT, and QXSTSFND.

• Subsystem exception fields:
– Buffer Pools Statistics: QBSTAGET, QBSTASGE, QBSTASYN, QBSTASSE
– Log Manager Statistics: QJSTDPXT, QJSTDPXN, QJSTCDDS
– EDM Pool Statistics: QISEKSPA8, QISEDPSL, QISEDPSC, QISEDPSM, QISEDPSF

• Custom HTML Templates for Email Alerts
Support for multiple custom HTML templates for email alerts was added. You can create multiple HTML templates
and assign them to different destination groups. A new keyword TEMPLATE in the destination group defines a PDS
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member that contains the HTML template. The partitioned data set specified in the SMTP-TEMPLATE-DSN parameter
is used to find the HTML template member.

• Batch Report Writer Update (SO08846)
The SYSVIEW for Db2 Batch Report Writer uses new parameter MBCCSID to support translation of SQL text encoded
using a mixed byte CCSID.

Documented PassTicket Configuration

The PassTicket configuration steps now explain how to log in to the VTAM user interface without having to type your
password on the VTAM UI logon screen. The PassTicket is a one-time password substitute that is supported by ACF2,
Top Secret, and RACF. PassTickets enable the z/OS components and products to authenticate a user ID without
transmitting the password across the networks.

REST API: Cancel Thread Function (SO08825)

A new REST API call supports thread cancellation.

Incremental Release 8 (SO07806)

The following enhancements are now available in IR 8.

Improved Reports

Multiple IQL reports were enhanced in reporting computation of the aggregated wait Db2 service time, detailed statistics,
and event counts:

THRDRESP, HTRESP, HTURESP
Thread response time

CSACCTD, HSTCSAD, HSUCSAD
Accounting statistics

THRDTRAC
Application probe

HPRACCT, HPRACCTS, HPRSTLST, HPRSTSML
Hierarchical application probe

DSQCONN, DSQHIST, DSQTACT, DSQTHD
DSQ requests

ARCIACD, ARCIACS
Application archive table requests

BTACTSML, BTACTTRL, BTDSQSMS, BTRCSASL, BTRCSATL, BTSSQSMS
Batch reports

Z316LST, Z316LSTS, Z401LST, Z401LSTS
SQL analysis reports

DYNSQLCI, DYNSQLST, STASQLCI, STASQLST
SQL statistics

HSDYNSQL, HSUDYNSQ, HSSTAPGM, HSSTAPGS, HSSTASQL, HSUSTAPG, HSUSTAPS, HSUSTASQ
SQL history statistics

The following remote location reports were enhanced to use metrics CONVERSATIONS-SENT (QLSTCNVS) and
CONVERSATIONS-RECEIVED (QLSTCNVR):
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• SYSRMOTE—System Remote Locations
• THRDLOCS—Thread Remote Location List
• HTRMOTE—Thread Remote Location History List
• HTURMOTE—Thread Remote Location History Summary List
• BTSTATR3—Distributed Activity by Remote Location Report
• BTSTASM3—Summary of Remote Activity Report

Support for Updated Trace Records

Support for the following trace record was updated:

(003) ACCT
The field PKG-RLIMIT-TYPE now supports new value:

• 16 Limit was obtained from a row in the RLMT table.

Improved Analysis of Authorization Issues

SYSVIEW for Db2 now prints additional authorization error messages (DBG55096W) into the data collector job log. These
messages simplify the analysis of authorization issues.

Mapping of User ABEND Codes

The list of user ABEND codes for SYSVIEW for Db2 was added to the product documentation.

DBM Data Service REST API (SO06977)

The Database Management Data Service (DBM Data Service) hosts a RESTful API that enables access to Db2 data and
metrics that are collected by the Database Management Solutions for Db2. The DBM Data Service allows mainframe and
non-mainframe applications to use the API hosted by the service to access the data collected by SYSVIEW for Db2. For
more information, see Using the REST API.

NOTE
You can integrate REST API with the API Mediation Layer. This integration provides the following benefits:

• Makes your service details, such as availability status and API documentation, available through the API
Catalog.

• Enables you to run multiple service instances to ensure high-availability.
• Lets you change the service IP location without affecting the REST API client communication.

Incremental Release 7 (SO06863)

The following enhancements are now available in IR 7.

IQL Editor

SYSVIEW for Db2 has introduced an IQL Editor (Windows application) that helps you to edit IQL files more easily. You
can modify IQLs, design new IQL requests, and create custom IQL reports. IQL Editor supports multiple open files in a
single window. Snippets with ready pre-defined code parts are included for easy creation of new content.

Support for New and Updated Trace Records

Support for the following trace records was added:
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(225) STMG-POOL-SUMRY
The following fields related to discarded pages were added: DISCARDED-PAGES, DISCARDED-64BIT-SHR-
DB2, DISCRD-64BIT-SHR-STK-DB2, and DISCARDED-64BIT-COM-DB2.

(337) LOCK-ESCALATION
A new field THREAD-TOKEN was added. This field contains the token of the thread responsible for the lock
escalation.

(376) APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT
The field SYSIBM-CHAR-FUNC now supports new function codes:

• 1215031—Temporal table
• 1215032—CALL Stored Procedure for replications

New Audit Request for Secondary ID Utilization

A new secondary ID utilization trace report (AUDCLKRB) shows the usage of Kerberos Principal Name. This report is
based on records (055) SET-SQLID, (083) IDENTIFY, (087) SIGNON, and (319) SECURITY-AUDIT (audit trace class 7).

Allow De-activation of Db2 Message Collection in GSS

Db2 message collection in GSS can now be deactivated. If you do not want certain items sent to the ILOG, you can
disable them. Previously the SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector was directing GSS to capture all WTO messages from the
Db2 subsystem address space to the ILOG file.

Active Thread Type Filter Usage Expanded

The active thread type filter can now be used for any request whose name begins with the characters THRDACT.
Previously this filter was only available to the THRDACTV request.

Autonomous Stored Procedures Marked in Thread History

In the thread history, Autonomous Stored Procedure accounting records are now marked with value A. Previously they
were indicated as child summary records.

Incremental Release 6 (SO06112)

The following enhancements are now available in IR 6.

Support for New and Updated Trace Records

Support for the following trace record was added:

(319) SECURITY-AUDIT
The following fields were updated to include new security mechanism types: FLAGS, SECURITY-TYPE, and
SECURITY-MECHANISM. The BTSQLTRL and BTRECTRC reports were updated to include new values.

NISGHTRW Automatic Daylight Savings Time Switching

The batch report writer (NISGHTRW) now supports automatic switching for the Daylight Saving Time (DST). The new
system parameter DST-LOCATION decides if the time is summer or winter and whether one hour should be added or not.

New Exception Variable &TTOKNXX

The new exception variable &TTOKNXX was added to contain the value of thread tokens. The thread token value is a
unique value for the life of the Db2 subsystem. This variable can be used in both application-based exceptions and IQL-
based exceptions. In the application-based exceptions, &TTOKNXX can be used as the exception message text.
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Dynamic SQL Text Database Runtime Statistics

The data collector was enhanced to automatically display online history runtime statistics related to activity in the dynamic
SQL text database when HISTORY-SQLTEXT=YES is specified.

Increased Storage Collection Limits for IDB2ACCT

The available storage for the collection of details about the activity of Db2 threads was increased to 128 MB. The
increased amount of storage prevents data loss on busy subsystems that are monitored by a data collector.

Exception Task Performance Improvement

The IQL exception EXCP0376 was modified to display only the statement ID and the statement number. This change of
default behavior decreases CPU overhead and storage shortages.

Incremental Release 5 (SO04455)

The following enhancements are now available in IR 5.

Support for New and Updated Trace Records

Support for the following trace records was added:

(002) STATS2, Accelerator Statistics
New Db2 11 fields were added to support new WAITFORDATA system statistics (for Accelerator V5 and V6):
ACCEL-USER-MEM-MB, ACCEL-SQL-MEM-MB, ACCEL-QUEUE-LENGTH, ACCEL-SORT-OVERFLOW,
ACCEL-BP-HITRATIO, ACCEL-INBOUND, ACCEL-OUTBOUND, ACCEL-TMP-DATA-MB, ACCEL-LOG-
DATA-MB, ACCEL-WFD-REQS-SSID, ACCEL-WFD-EXPIRED-SSID, ACCEL-WFD-REQS-ALL, ACCEL-WFD-
EXPIRED-ALL, and ACCEL-WFD-REPL-VELOCITY.

(002) STATS2, RID list Statistics
New Db2 12 fields were added: FTB-CANDIDATE-COUNT, FTB-INDEX-COUNT, FTB-LAST-INTERVAL-COUNT,
FTB-MEMORY-USAGE, FTB-THRESHOLD, and FTB-CUR-INTERVAL-COUNT.

(106) DSNZPARM
New Db2 11 fields were added: STATCLGSRT and QUERY-ACCEL-WAITFORDATA
New Db2 12 field was added: ZHYPERLINK

NOTE
The columns STATCLGSRT, ZHYPERLINK, and QUERY_ACCEL_WAITFORDATA were added to the
SUBSYS_ZPARM archive table.

Leveraging Dynamic SQL Text Database in IQL Reports

Multiple IQL reports were enhanced to use the Dynamic SQL Text Database:

V9CHRFUN, INCOMPTD, HSTINCMD
SQL incompatibilities

THRDTRAC, HPRACCT, HPRACCTS, HPRSTDTL
Hierarchical application probe

PRTRCDTL, RTNSTSUM
Stored procedure/user-defined functions

DISTRIB
Detail trace of DDF activity

EXPSQL
SQL statements that scan many pages
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APPLPROF
Profile of rows processed by a statement

RECTRACE
Detail trace of Db2 activity

SQLTRACE
Trace all SQL Statements

SQLSUM
Rows processed for each SQL statement

The T-Text line command in these reports now uses the dynamic SQL text database to retrieve the SQL text:

For dynamic statements
The SQL text is retrieved from the Db2 dynamic SQL statement cache. If the statement is not available in the
cache, the text is retrieved from the Dynamic SQL Text Database.

For static statements
The SQL text is retrieved from the Db2 catalog using the statement ID as before.

The C-Cache line command was added to these reports. This command preserves the original functionality for displaying
the detailed statement statistics retrieved from the dynamic cache or EDM pool.

Updated Exception Action to Send an SNMP Trap and Email

In the exception action to send an SNMP trap and email, you can now use the following three variables as a destination
group name: &AUTHIDX, &PLANNAM, and &CONNNAM.

F MSGTRAP to Create a Dump on Specific Message

A new MSGTRAP command allows you to create a dump when a specific message is issued.

Updated Support for CICS Transaction Server (CTS)

The CICS Transaction Server 5.5 is now supported.

Pervasive Encryption

IBM system z Pervasive Encryption support is now provided.

Incremental Release 4 (SO01395)

The following enhancements are now available in IR 4.

Support for New and Updated Trace Records

Support for the following trace records was added:

(151) IDB2ACCT
A new field STMT-TYPE-FLAG was added.

(406) SYSTEM-PROFILE-MON
Traces the system profile monitor (captures THREAD-INFO details of the DSNT773I or DSNT774I messages).
The RECTRACE and BTRECTRC reports were updated to include this record.
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Starting a Request Outside the STARTUP Member

A new behavior occurs when you select an option from the SYSTEM or THREAD menu, but the underlying request was
not included in the STARTUP member. The start panel is now shown instead of DBG55036W (request not found) and the
request may be started.

Redesign of the (151) IDB2ACCT Reports

The IDB2ACCT reports were redesigned to aggregate and report SQL details based also on statement ID (STMT-ID):

• New option C=Cache was added to the IDB2ACCT reports (THRDIDSQ, HTIDBSQL, HTUIDSQL) to show
detailed statistics from the dynamic or static SQL cache.

• New dynamic #IF statement "#IF IQL-EXCLUDE-ACCEL" was added to the IDB2ACCT report to exclude accelerator
fields ("AccelReq" and "AccelElapse") when the accelerator is not used.

NOTE
To suppress the "AccelReq" and "AccelElapse" fields, add IQL-DEFINE=(IQL-EXCLUDE-ACCEL=YES) to
the system parameter.

Support for New SQL Incompatibility (376) APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT Batch Reports

Support for the following new batch reports was added:

• BTRINCMT—SQL Incompatibility Trace
• BTRINCMS—SQL Incompatibility Summary (aggregated by incompatibility reason)

Storing and Reloading Thread History Selection

Use the Thread History Selection Presets panel to store the current thread selection criteria into a PDS member and
later reload it.

Previously, only values on the first screen of the thread history filters were saved to your profile. Now, you can use
the PRESETS function (PF4) to save the contents of all five thread history filter screens, including Dynamic WHERE
statements that you have composed. Each unique set of filters can be named and stored as a PDS member in the PDS
specified on the PRESETS screen. You can then reload these preset screen values on any subsequent session.

Dynamic SQL History File

A new history VSAM data set is utilized for storage and retrieval of Dynamic SQL texts. This feature is a major expansion
of the functionality that allows dynamic SQL statistics (IFCID 316) and dynamic SQL text (IFCID 317) to be saved in the
STATS history file.

The IQL functions STMT-CAPTURE and STMT-EXTRACT were introduced with this feature. By implementing the capture
of dynamic SQL (STMT-CAPTURE) strategically into certain IQL requests, the dynamic SQL text is captured while
executed and saved to the new Dynamic SQL Text Database (HSTSQLDB). IQL reports can then use the Statement
Extract (STMT-EXTRACT) function to display these statements.

To activate this feature, set HISTORY-SQLTEXT=YES. The VSAM linear data set must be defined using IDCAMS and
specified in the HSTSQLDB-DSN system parameter.

Using Dynamic SQL Text Database in SQL History Reports
The dynamic SQL history reports (option 11 in the main menu) were enhanced to use the Dynamic SQL Text Database:

• HSDYNSQD—Selected Dynamic SQL Detail - History
• HSUDYNST—Selected Dynamic SQL Text - History Sum
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Both reports display the text of the selected dynamic statement. The text is retrieved from the Dynamic SQL Text
Database when the system parameter HISTORY-SQLTEXT is set to YES. When this parameter is disabled, the text
retrieval is attempted from the HISTSTAT online history file. That retrieval is based on IFCID 317 capture.

Dynamic SQL Text Database typically includes the text of statements that are captured with different criteria. This option
increases the chances for the statement text to be stored and retrieved.

Incremental Release 3 (RO99552)

The following enhancements are now available in IR 3.

Support for New and Updated Trace Records

Support for the following trace records was added:

(1001) CURR-STATS1
The Latch Manager Statistics fields were updated with the new alias names:

• GBL-AUTH-LTCH-2 for UNASSN-LTCH-2
• DDF-DISC-LTCH-3 for UNASSN-LTCH-3
• SYSSTR-CACHE-LTCH-4 for UNASSN-LTCH-4
• DS-IDX-SPLIT-LTCH-6 for UNASSN-LTCH-6
• IDX-OBD-ALLOC-LTCH-7 for UNASSN-LTCH-7
• QRY-PAR-LTCH-8 for UNASSN-LTCH-8
• UT-SP-URIDS-LTCH-9 for UNASSN-LTCH-9
• DDF-RESYNCH-LTCH-18 for UNASSN-LTCH-18
• SYS-CKPT-LTCH-20 for UNASSN-LTCH-20
• INTR-CKPT-LTCH-22 for UNASSN-LTCH-22
• EDM-PREFETCH-LTCH-24 for UNASSN-LTCH-24

(021) LOCK
The fields LOCK-TYPE and LOCK-RESOURCE now include new Db2 12 lock types. Row and datapage locks
were updated to use relative page numbers.

(044) LOCK-SUSPEND-ST
The fields LOCK-TYPE and LOCK-RESOURCE now include new Db2 12 lock types. Row and datapage locks
were updated to use relative page numbers.

(045) LOCK-SUSPEND
The fields LOCK-TYPE and LOCK-RESOURCE now include new Db2 12 lock types. Row and datapage locks
were updated to use relative page numbers.

(150) LOCKS-HELD
The fields LOCK-TYPE and LOCK-RESOURCE now include new Db2 12 lock types. Row and datapage
locks were updated to use relative page numbers.

(172) DEADLOCK
The fields LOCK-TYPE and LOCK-RESOURCE now include new Db2 12 lock types. Row and datapage
locks were updated to use relative page numbers.

(196) LOCK-TO-DETAIL
The fields LOCK-TYPE and LOCK-RESOURCE now include new Db2 12 lock types. Row and datapage
locks were updated to use relative page numbers. Values RS (Resultant state) and CBS (Count By State) from
HELD-LOCK-TYPE field were moved into the new field HELD-LOCK-IRLM.

(366) PREV10-CHAR-FUNC and (376) APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT
New Db2 11 fields were added: SCHEMA-NAME-OFFSET, SCHEMA-NAME-VAR, SCHEMA-NAME-LEN,
SCHEMA-NAME-LONG, SPECIFIC-NAME-OFFSET, SPECIFIC-NAME-VAR, SPECIFIC-NAME-LEN, SPECIFIC-
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NAME-LONG, INCOMPAT-PARMS-OFFSET, INCOMPAT-PARMS-VAR, INCOMPAT-PARMS-LEN, INCOMPAT-
PARMS-LONG, SQL-TEXT-OFFSET, SQL-TEXT-VAR, SQL-TEXT-LEN, SQL-TEXT-LONG, ORDINAL-NUMBER,
SOURCE-TYPE, and TARGET-TYPE.
The field SYSIBM-CHAR-FUNC now include new Db2 11 and 12 types of incompatible change.

User Interface Changes

• Column filters saved using the FILTER SAVE n online commands are now stored in the second profile dataset
(DDname INSRPROF). These filters can be reloaded even after the user session is started again.

• A new operator command F jobname,z ZDM was added to the CCS Data Mover to control the data feed.

Extended Latch Manager Statistics

A new OLATCH real-time report for Latches Manager statistics was added. The report is available in the Additional
Systems Statistics menu (=1.6), the renamed submenu Locks and Latches (=1.6.10), the top submenu item 3
Latches (=1.6.10.3).

The archive tables SUBSYSTEM_DAILY and SUBSYSTEM_DETAIL were expanded to include latch manager statistics.

NOTE
Use the Archive Table Migration Utility (NSIGMIGA) to upgrade the affected archive table definitions and related
load utility control statements and IQL requests.

Extended IQL Syntax
JSON output specification

This feature is used internally to facilitate communication between SYSVIEW for Db2 and MOI.
Custom IQL Variables

Custom IQL variables can be used in #IF conditional elements in customized IQL requests. You can configure
custom IQL variables with the new IQL-DEFINE system parameter and its batch report parameter equivalent IQL-
DEFINE.

Support for New Db2 12 Lock Types

The multiple new lock types that were introduced in Db2 12 are now supported:

• Utility Commit lock
• Add Partition serialization lock
• SYSIBM.SYSENVIRONMENT serialization lock
• Compress Dictionary Build lock
• Compress Dictionary Load lock
• Hash Value lock
• Utility Object lock with Hash
• SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY Hash ID lock
• SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY Stabilization Group lock
• SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY Object Dependency lock
• SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY Authorization ID Dependency lock
• In-memory Fast Traverse Block (FTB) lock

All relevant IFCID trace records now include new lock types. For example, (021) LOCK, (044) LOCK-SUSPEND-ST, and
(150) LOCKS-HELD.
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SQL Incompatibility Data in History

Several new types of incompatible changes are now supported:

• Illegal SELECT INTO with a set operator is being bound (Db2 11 and 12).
• Pre Db2 12 POWER BIF returned SQLCODE = -802 for out of range (Db2 12).

The new HSTINCMP history and HSUINCMP history Summary Reports for SQL incompatibilities were added.

To accommodate the new report, the System History Statistics Menus were changed:

• Old "Deadlock and Timeout" menu option was combined with "Long URs at Checkpoint (IFCID 313)", the renamed
menu "Long URs / Deadlock / Timeouts" (...6.20). The "Timeouts and Deadlocks" report is available in the top
submenu item 2 "Deadlock/Timeout" (...6.20.2).

• New menu option "SQL Incompatibilities (IFCID 376)" is now available (...6.17).

Enhanced Thread Buffer Pool Statistics

The buffer pool hit ratio is now available in both real-time and history for Thread Buffer Detail, Package BP Detail panels,
and multiple statistics batch reports. The buffer pool hit ratio indicates the percentage of time the page was found in the
buffer pool. This functionality helps you improve buffer pool tuning.

Eight-character User ID Support

8-byte TSO/E user IDs for z/OS 2.3 are now fully supported across all Database Management Solutions for Db2, including
post-install processing.

Simplified Archive Table Creation and Configuration

The creation and configuration of Archive tables is now a post-installation step. For more information, see Archiving
Component Configuration.

Support for GBP Reclaim Statistics

SUBSYS_GBP_DAILY and SUBSYS_GBP_DETAIL now support GRP-DIRENT-RECLAIM, GRP-DATENT-RECLAIM,
and GRP-XIDIR-RECLAIM from IFCID 230.

MOI Solution

MOI lets your mainframe management team visualize and explore current and historical performance data, from across
your mainframe, from one location. MOI also uses machine learning to predict future performance. Data-science
algorithms provide the team with embedded and predictive analytics. MOI models your data and provides multiple tools
to analyze it in your web browser. MOI tools include alerts, dashboards, metrics, and reports.

With the historical, current, and predicted data, the team can:

• Predict incidents
• Remediate faster
• Improve collaboration among the mainframe management team
• Continuously optimize performance

MOI combines multi-domain data, machine learning, predictive analytics, and a domain-agnostic web application to help
your site maintain optimal mainframe performance.

SYSVIEW for Db2 sends data to MOI that describes bufferpool activities, connection time intervals, CPU usage, and the
overall subsystem health.

To learn more about the challenge that MOI addresses, see this video:
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For detailed information about this solution, see the MOI documentation.

Incremental Release 2 (RO97703)

The following enhancements are now available in IR 2.

Support for New and Updated Trace Records

Support for the following trace record was added:

• (350) SQL-STATEMENT
As of Db2 12, the field HOST-LANG2 contains new values. The RECTRACE and SQLTRACE reports were updated to
include the STMT-ID, HOST-LANG2, and PARSER-OPTIONS fields.

Correlate Db2 Thread with Batch Job Step

The new Db2 12 common field JOB-STEP was added to multiple reports to help correlate the Db2 thread with a given
batch job step:

• Online audit (AUDCLAS3, AUDCLASA, and so on)
• Online thread details (THRDACTV, THRDID*, and so on)
• Hierarchical application probe (HPRAPLST, HSDLKTO, and so on)
• Batch reports (BTACTTRL, BTAUDPOL, BTRECTRC, and so on)

Incremental Release 1 (RO96575)

The following enhancements are now available in IR 1.

Configuration Changes

• New data collector system parameter IFI-PLAN now allows you to specify a custom plan name for the data collector
threads used to collect IFI trace records. If you do not specify a custom plan for collecting IFI trace records, the Explain
plan is used.

• The DEBUG-LEVEL data collector processing parameter now also controls messages related to the Xnet processing.
Setting the parameter to value 1 suppresses most of these messages.

Archiving of SQL Statement Statistics
The following archive tables were added to record details of static and dynamic SQL statement statistics, running on or off
the Db2 accelerator:

• SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_DYNAMIC Table
• SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_DYNAMIC_ACCEL Table
• SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_STATIC Table
• SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_STATIC_ACCEL Table

Archiving of Application IDB2 Accounting Extension Statistics
The following archive tables were added to record application IDB2 accounting (151) details:

• IDB2ACCT_DETAIL
• IDB2ACCT_LOCKSUSP_DETAIL
• IDB2ACCT_IO_DETAIL
• IDB2ACCT_STMT_DETAIL
• IDB2ACCT_LOCKSUM_DETAIL
• IDB2ACCT_PEAKSORT_DETAIL
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Archiving of Auditing Details

The following archive tables were added to record Db2 auditing details:

• AUDIT_ADMIN_AUTH_DETAIL
• AUDIT_AUTH_CHANGES_DETAIL
• AUDIT_AUTHFAIL_DETAIL
• AUDIT_COMMAND_DETAIL
• AUDIT_DCL_DETAIL
• AUDIT_DDL_DETAIL
• AUDIT_DML_BIND_DETAIL
• AUDIT_DML_DETAIL
• AUDIT_OBJECTS
• AUDIT_TRACE_DETAIL
• AUDIT_TRUSTED_CON_DETAIL
• AUDIT_UTILITY_DETAIL

Archive Tables Update

The APPLICATION_DETAIL archive tables were expanded to include a new JOB_STEP column. This column is
populated with the Db2 12 common field JOB-STEP, which contains a step name of the thread batch job.

NOTE
Use the Archive Table Migration Utility (NSIGMIGA) to upgrade the affected archive table definition and related
load utility control statements and IQL requests.

Support for New and Updated Trace Records

Support for the following trace records was added:

(058) SQL-STMT
New Db2 12 fields were added: RDI-SECTNO, WAIT-GLB-CH-LLCK, WAIT-GLB-LLCK, WAIT-GLB-PP-LLCK,
WAIT-GLB-PG-PLCK, WAIT-GLB-PLCK, WAIT-PIPE, WAIT-PQSYNC.

(091) COMMAND
New fields were added: CMD-TXT-VAR, CMD-TXT-LEN, CMD-TXT-LONG. These fields derive from the start
record (090) COMMAND-ST.

(151) IDB2ACCT
Field STMT-IO-WAIT was updated to include Db2 12 pipe wait time and exclude unit switch wait time.
Field STMT-LOCK-WAIT was updated to include Db2 12 global lock wait times, Db2 12 wait time for parallel
query synchronization between parent and child tasks, and unit switch wait time.
New fields were added: THD-START, THD-END, IO-DBNAME, IO-PSNAME, LKSUM-DBNAME, LKSUM-
PSNAME, LKSUM-ACE-ADDR, STMT-ID.

(372) ADV-TRIG-DB2VAR
Traces the usage of Db2 variables for SQL PL advanced triggers. New with Db2 12. The BTRECTRC and
BTSQLTRL reports were updated to include this record.

(391) BLOCK-FETCH
Traces the block fetching. New with Db2 12. The BTRECTRC and BTSQLTRL reports were updated to include
this record.

(404) AUTH-COMPATIBILITY
Traces the authorization compatibility. New with Db2 12. A new ATHUCOMP report ("Authorization Compatibility
Summary") built on this record was added to the available Auditor reports. The BTRECTRC and BTSQLTRL
reports were also updated to include this record.
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(477) FTB-ALLOC
Traces allocation and deallocation of fast index traversal structures. New with Db2 12. The BTRECTRC report
was updated to include this record.

Support for New SQL Statistics

The following fields were added to (058) SQL-STMT. These fields support the collection of accumulated wait times for
execution in Db2 12.

• WAIT-GLB-CH-LLCK
• WAIT-GLB-LLCK
• WAIT-GLB-PP-LLCK
• WAIT-GLB-PG-PLCK
• WAIT-GLB-PLCK
• WAIT-PIPE
• WAIT-PQSYNC

This support is also now reflected in the fields STM-IO-WAIT and STM-LOCK-WAIT in (151) SQL Statement Summary.

In addition, the Db2 12 field RDI-SECTNO was added to (058) SQL-STMT to specify the section number of the SQL
statement. Multiple IQL requests built upon the SQL-STMT record (APPLPROF, DISTRIB, EXPSQL, and probes) now
report the SQL section number.

Enhanced SYSVIEW Integration Documentation

The SYSVIEW integration documentation was enhanced to provide Quick Configuration Steps. These steps summarize
the required configuration steps to set up the connection between SYSVIEW and SYSVIEW for Db2.

Extended IQL Syntax

Support for Variable Load (OF=VLnnn) IQL field output format ("field attribute") was added to generate data suitable for
loading into VARCHAR columns using the DB2 LOAD utility.

Re-grouping of Wait Time for SQL Statistics

Wait times are now grouped to match each other. The following changes were done:

• Hierarchical probe requests: HPRSTLST, HPRSTSML
– 'OthrWait' group removed:

• ACCUM-WAIT-SYNC-EX moved to 'LockLtch'.
• WAIT-LOG-WRITER moved to 'I/O Wait'.

• Accumulated SQL statistics reports (based on IFCID 1041/1043):
– 'Accum Other' group removed:

• ACCUM-WAIT-SYNC-EX and WAIT-PARA-SYNC moved to 'Accum Lock'.
• WAIT-LOG-WRITER and WAIT-PIPE fields moved to the 'Accum I/O' group.

• IFCID (151) IDB2ACCT changes:
– STMT-IO-WAIT now includes Db2 12 pipe wait time.
– STMT-LOCK-WAIT now includes Db2 12 global lock wait times and wait time for parallel query synchronization

between parent and child tasks.
– Execute unit switch wait time moved from STMT-IO-WAIT to STMT-LOCK-WAIT.

• IFCID (003) ACCT, (148) THREAD-STATS, and (369) CONNECTION-STATS:
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– Db2 12 wait time for parallel query synchronization between parent and child tasks moved from DECL-WAIT-
OTHERS to DECL-WAIT-LOCK.

– Db2 12 wait time for a pipe moved from DECL-WAIT-OTHERS to DECL-WAIT-DB2-IO.
– Unit switch wait time moved from DECL-WAIT-SERVICES to DECL-WAIT-LOCK.

Initial GA Release (INC00)

The following changes reflect new architecture in the initial increment of Version 20:

Configuration Changes

• Online user interface now supports a new profile data set introduced for storing user session data. The data set is
optional and allocated with the new INSRPROF DDname.

• The OBID-TRANSLATE-IFCID data collector system parameter now accepts YES and NO values.
• LOGON-CHECK VTAM User Interface parameter was removed. The password validation is now always required.
• Post-Install product customization tasks and related panels were reviewed. For more information, see Customize

SYSVIEW for Db2 and SYSVIEW for Db2 Catalog Customization Tasks topics in the Database Management Solutions
for Db2 documentation.

Menu Changes

• DBRM references were removed in multiple menu titles and requests:
– Active Threads (main menu item 5), Thread Detail Menu, and package-related statistics reports.
– Thread History (main menu item 6), Thread History Detail Menu, Thread History Summary Menu, and package-

related statistics reports.
– Explain Facility (main menu item 7), Explain Menu Options, Plan/Package Selection Criteria.

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see the tools that Broadcom offers to assist you in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Db2 Tools Community
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Product Accessibility Features
Learn about product accessibility features for software applications and operating systems, functional performance, and
documentation.

Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

The Database Management Solutions for Db2 provide the following accessibility features support.

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color combinations and
select colors that are easier to see.

NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.
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Third-Party Software Agreements
This article defines the third-party software agreements that apply to this release.

The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software (“OSS”) distributed with the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 product (the “Licensed Product”). The term “Broadcom” refers solely to the Broadcom Inc.
corporate affiliate that distributes the Licensed Product. The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all the noted OSS
and may also only use portions of a given OSS component.

To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom will make source code available for applicable
OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com including your name, address, the product
name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom and its corporate affiliates disclaim all warranties
and liability arising from or related to any use of the OSS.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU
Lesser General Public License (“LGPL”), the use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by
writing to the Free SoftwareFoundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license and copyright notice, download the attached zip file.

Product Names and Abbreviations
Lists the products and abbreviations that appear in this documentation.

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for Db2 (SYSVIEW for Db2)
• ACF2™ for z/OS ( ACF2)
• Application Performance Management (APM)
• Application Programming Interface (API)
• Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS)
• Brightside (Brightside)
• Call Attachment Facility (CAF)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services for z/OS (CCS)
• Database Management Data Service (DBM Data Service)
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS (Database Management Solutions for Db2)
• Db2 for z/OS ( Db2)
• Detector® for Db2 for z/OS (Detector)
• Execution Manager (Xmanager)
• Executing Manager Networking (Xnet)
• Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF)
• Interactive SQL Facility (ISQL)
• Log Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Log Analyzer)
• Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI)
• Mainframe Resource Intelligence (MRI)
• Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2 for z/OS (Mainframe Team Center - Database Management

for Db2)
• OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
• Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Representational State Transfer (REST)
• Report Facility and Compile/PRF
• Resource Access Control Facility (RACF)
• Resource Recovery Services Attachment Facility (RRSAF)
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• System Authorization Facility (SAF)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management (SYSVIEW)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
• Transport Layer Security (TLS)
• UNIX System Services (USS)
• z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF)
• Zowe™ (Zowe)
• Zowe™ API Mediation Layer (Zowe API ML)
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

The following process explains how to perform a base installation of SYSVIEW for Db2.

NOTE
Detailed instructions and other installation use cases (like upgrading and installing maintenance) are described
in the Installing section of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

1. Prepare for installation by reviewing the installation best practices and verifying that the installation
requirements (hardware, software, security, and so on) have been met.

2. Acquire and install the product using CSM (CSM) or native SMP/E (pax-ESD).
WARNING
If you install products using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders
is insufficient to complete the installation. We recommend that you increase the allocation parameters of the
SYSPRINT data set to at least 120 cylinders.

3. Install product maintenance using IBM z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
4. Configure the product using the Post-Install Tailoring panels: (select the following options in the order presented)

a. Select option 0 (Settings - Define session and environmental options). Use these settings to manage and
maintain the configuration environment. These settings are also used in batch jobs that are submitted in the
following steps.

b. Select option 1 (Setup - Create/edit global and product parmlib members). Use this option to set up global and
product-specific parmlib members.

NOTE
There are no product-specific parmlib members for SYSVIEW for Db2.

c. Select option 2 (Tailor - Execute product-specific customization tasks). Use this option to customize post-
install global options, Xmanager, Xnet, and perform product-specific customization.
Be sure to review the product customization members. The members summarize the product-specific
customization requirements.
Product tailoring with this option does not require or interact with the Db2 subsystems. However, you must tailor the
products on each PTISYSxx member.

NOTE
For more information, see Customize SYSVIEW for Db2.

d. Select option 3 (Tasks - Execute DB2 catalog customization tasks). This option generates JCL to perform Db2
tasks. Install related (INS and GEN) tasks appear first, followed by product-specific tasks. Execute these tasks on
each Db2 subsystem.
The install-related tasks include starting Xmanager and binding the product plans and packages.

5. Prepare the products for execution and verify user authorizations.

Before you begin using the product, we recommend that you complete the day 1 tasks, review configuration best practices
to optimize performance, and review the integration information that is provided in Getting Started. When these tasks are
completed, you can use the product as described in the Using documentation.
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Getting Started
Provides an overview of the product, configuration recommendations, security, and integration information.

Review the following information before you start using SYSVIEW for Db2:

• Key day 1 tasks to help you get started.
• How to operate and customize basic product components.
• How to use the security facilities to set up and enforce access.

These concepts are fundamental to your understanding of the power and flexibility of the product.

Getting Started section also provides the following information that you might want to review when already using the
product:

• How and with which other Broadcom products to integrate SYSVIEW for Db2.
• How to integrate SYSVIEW for Db2 REST API with the API Mediation Layer.
• How to monitor performance by integrating the data with Prometheus and using Grafana dashboards.

Day 1 Task Checklist
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start usingSYSVIEW for Db2.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you execute on Day 1.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Task Description Role Time Estimate

Customize DC System
Parameters

Set data collector system
parameters according to the
needs of your environment.

Db2 System Administrator 3 hours

Start the Data Collector Collect information about
Db2 subsystems. Start one
data collector for each Db2
subsystem that you want to
monitor.

Db2 System Administrator 5 minutes

Review Health Checks Assess the health of the product
settings to ensure that there are
no critical alerts.

Db2 System Administrator 5 minutes

Launch the Online User
Interface

Access SYSVIEW for Db2
online from a TSO session.

Db2 System Administrator 1 minute

Define Exceptions Review subsystem exception
definitions. Activate exceptions
that you need and disable
exceptions that you do not need.

Db2 System Administrator,
Database Administrator

2 hours

Customize History and Archive
Parameters

Set a repository from which
you run reports, load data, and
unload data.

Db2 System Administrator 3 hours
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Task Description Role Time Estimate

Use Batch Report Writer Familiarize yourself with trace
data processing and how to
produce the requested reports.

Database Administrator 30 minutes

Manage EXPLAIN Environment Allocate your authorization ID
with the option to execute the
EXPLAIN command for SQL
statements.

Database Administrator,
Application Developer

1 minute

(optional) Collect Additional
Thread Information

Enable the PDTSQL setting if
Detector® for Db2 for z/OS is
installed.

Db2 System Administrator 1 hour

Configuration Best Practices
To optimize your use of SYSVIEW for Db2, review the following configuration best practices.

Enable the Appropriate Security Authorizations

Verify that the user ID that is associated with the data collector task has the following security-related authorizations in
place:

• Authority to update the exception VSAM data set and the online history VSAM data sets
• TRACE, MONITOR1, and MONITOR2 Db2 privileges minimally

Business Value:

The proper authorizations are required to interact with Db2 and start the appropriate Db2 traces for monitoring the Db2
subsystem.

NOTE
For more information, see Security.

Adjust Dispatching Priority to Avoid Lost Trace Data

Set the dispatching priority for the data collector task after the started tasks are defined. Set this value just below the
IRLM dispatching priority and above the Db2 address spaces and Db2 applications. The dispatching priority must be high
enough to minimize the chance of lost Db2 trace data.

Business Value:

This practice minimizes the risk of losing performance data that might be critical in resolving Db2 performance problems.

NOTE
For more information about adjusting dispatching priority, see Data Collector (DC).

Refresh the OBID Table Translation File Periodically

We recommend setting up a batch job that periodically updates the OBID translation file and refreshes the file in the data
collector. We recommend the following refresh intervals:

• Once per day for development or test systems where objects are frequently created and dropped.
• Once per week for production systems where objects do not change much.

Business Value:

As objects in Db2 are created and dropped, this setup allows SYSVIEW for Db2 online displays to show current object
names rather than obsolete names or DBID/OBID numbers.
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NOTE
For more information, see OBID Translation Utility (IDB2OBI).

Allocate Adequate Trace Collection Buffer

In addition to having a high-enough dispatching priority, the data collector must have enough trace buffer space to collect
trace data. Otherwise, the buffers overflow and trace data is lost.

Two sets of buffers are involved:
Buffers residing in CSA

Db2 IFI uses these buffers to pass trace data to the data collector.
Buffers residing in the data collector private area

These buffers flush the CSA buffers and process the records.

The following data collector system parameter options control these buffers:
SRVBUFSZ and SRVBUFNUM

Control the size of the CSA trace buffers.
PRVMAXSZ

Controls the size of the private area buffers.

Set these parameters based on the following subsystem data:

• Type of Db2 subsystem being monitored
• Expected trace workload (such as the volume of trace data)
• Current system paging rate

Higher buffer sizes reduce the chance of lost trace data, but increase the demand on real, common, and virtual storage.

On higher-volume systems, we recommend the following settings (to start with a CSA buffer allocation of 4 MB):

• SRVBUFSZ=8
• SRVBUFNUM=128
• PRVMAXSZ=4096

On a low-volume system, use the following default values:

• SRVBUFSZ=8
• SRVBUFNUM=8
• PRVMAXSZ=1024

NOTE
To determine the current CSA (IFI monitor size) and private buffer sizes that are in use, use the INS IFI
command from the user interface. This command also shows the number of trace records that have been
lost due to unavailable buffers. If records are being lost and the dispatching priority of the data collector is set
appropriately, increase these values to reduce the number of lost records.

Business Value:

Allocating sufficient trace buffer space minimizes the risk of losing performance data that might be critical in resolving Db2
performance problems.

NOTE
For more information about trace buffer allocation, see Tracing Parameters.
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Enable Data Sharing When Monitoring Data Sharing Subsystems

SYSVIEW for Db2 has a limited number of displays to combine data from members of a data-sharing group. If the data
collector is monitoring a data-sharing Db2 subsystem, we recommend enabling the data-sharing option.

Business Value:

When the data sharing option is enabled, additional monitoring capabilities are provided for data-sharing environments.

NOTE
For more information about enabling data sharing, see Data Sharing Considerations.

Adjust the REGION Size

SYSVIEW for Db2 provides a system parameter to override the default REGION size and limit. If your system is storage-
constrained, you can reduce the value of this parameter to reduce system paging. However, we do not recommend
setting a region size that is below 128 MB. Instead, we recommend that you leave the default value of 128 MB in place
or that you increase the value. These changes help to ensure that the data collector does not run out of virtual storage
(particularly in environments where multiple application traces are running).

Business Value:

Overriding the default REGION size when needed lets you collect performance trace data based on your business needs
and storage constraints.

NOTE
For more information about adjusting the region size, see DC JCL Parameters.

Enforce Exception Name Uniqueness

Create a VSAM Alternate Index for the Exception Definition dataset. This index enforces the uniqueness of exception
names. A SOURCE library member IDB2XAIX (ssidXAIX) is created during post-install and contains a sample job.

NOTE
You should only execute the IDB2XAIX job after you apply the maintenance LU04287. During the start-up, the
data collector upgrades the exception file and assigns a unique exception name to every exception definition.

You should only create the Alternate Index when all data collectors sharing a specific exception data set have
been upgraded. Once an index has been created, you can no longer update or create exception definitions on
data collectors with lower maintenance levels.

Business Value:

Using unique NAMES makes it easier to identify which exception definitions are being updated in the ISPF panels.

Review and Evaluate Optional Components
Review and evaluate the following SYSVIEW for Db2 optional component installation considerations:

Evaluate Product Security and Limiting User Access Based on Needs

We recommend evaluating product security and limiting different SYSVIEW for Db2 features to users that require access
to those features.

Business Value:

Limiting access based on needs prevents users from interfering with data or functions for which they should not be
authorized.
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Install the GSS Interface Only if Specifically Needed

Install the Global Subsystem (GSS) if you need one or more of the following features:

• Collection, logging, and playback of Db2 console messages
• Logging and playback of exception messages
• Logging and playback of Db2 utility phase change messages
• Logging and playback of Db2 commands executed
• Invocation of REXX automated operations routines from IQL requests and exceptions
• Installation and use of the System Condition Monitor

Business Value:

The GSS provides additional information and functionality. However, if you do not need its functionality, you do not need to
install it and can avoid the additional installation time and effort.

NOTE
For more information about enabling the GSS user interface, see GSS Integration.

Integrate with SYSVIEW Interface and SCM

If you are a licensed user of SYSVIEW® Performance Management (SYSVIEW) and System Condition Monitor (SCM), we
recommend integrating this product and the SCM component for SYSVIEW for Db2.

Business Value:

Integrating with the SYSVIEW interface allows users of that product to access SYSVIEW for Db2 monitoring data from
within SYSVIEW. This integration eliminates the need for a separate terminal session to monitor Db2 and avoids the extra
process of moving from one product to another product. The SCM feature allows the SYSVIEW for Db2 user to monitor
the status of many Db2 subsystems across systems from a single point of interaction.

NOTE
For more information about enabling the SYSVIEW user interface with the SCM component, see the section
Integration with Other Products.

Evaluate Archive Db2 Tables

We recommend evaluating the need to maintain Db2 performance data in Db2 tables. SYSVIEW for Db2 provides a
facility for storing thread accounting and subsystem statistics data in Db2 tables that can be used for customized querying
and reporting of Db2 performance data.

NOTE
For more information about archiving Db2 data, see Archiving Component.

Business Value:

Long-term reporting is useful for performing trend analysis to see how the performance of the Db2 subsystem and its
applications is changing over time. Customized reporting allows you to perform detailed performance analysis that is
customized to your specific needs and for specific performance questions or problems that arise.

Install the VTAM Interface for Access Outside of TSO/ISPF

We recommend installing the VTAM user interface when you need access to the SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface outside
of the TSO/ISPF environment. Or, if you want to use the SYSVIEW interface.

Business Value:

Installing the VTAM user interface lets you monitor Db2 subsystems without tying up a TSO/ISPF session.
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Install the RAF Interface for Cross-System Data Access

To access data collectors across systems, we recommend installing the VTAM remote access facility (RAF) interface.
This interface uses VTAM connections so you can access Db2 performance data from any data collector that has RAF
enabled.

Business Value:

Installing the RAF interface lets you access data collectors across systems without having to connect locally for each
system.

Avoid Using Shadow Catalog Tables for EXPLAIN Analysis

We do not recommend creating and maintaining shadow tables of the Db2 catalog solely for use with the EXPLAIN
component of SYSVIEW for Db2. If you have shadow tables already installed for other usage and you have a system for
maintaining currency, you can use these shadow tables to perform dynamic EXPLAIN analysis. If catalog contention is not
a problem, we recommend using the real Db2 catalog tables to perform EXPLAIN analysis.

Business Value:

By not using shadow catalog tables to perform EXPLAIN analysis, you avoid unnecessary maintenance and avoid the
overhead of shadow tables.

NOTE
For more information, see Managing Exceptions.

Customize Exceptions

After you install a new data collector, you can use the Exception Monitor option on the product Main Menu to view
exceptions. Use the U line command to customize exception threshold values as needed so that exceptions are detected
only when desired.

We also recommend using the Permanent Exception Definitions option (on the main menu) to review all subsystem
exception definitions, evaluate the threshold values for each definition, and disable exceptions that are not needed.

Business Value:

Performing this customization on exceptions avoids unnecessary alerts from the exception system and allows only true
alerts to be displayed.

NOTE
For more information, see Managing Exceptions.

Product Overview
SYSVIEW for Db2 allows you to monitor and tune your Db2 environment and alerts you to ongoing and potential
performance issues and bottlenecks.

SYSVIEW for Db2 collects data from the Db2 traces, z/OS subsystem interface, and Db2 and z/OS control blocks.
The staff in your data center is responsible for the performance and management of Db2 and they can use this data to
manage your Db2 environment effectively.

Available Metrics

Use SYSVIEW for Db2 to view the following types of data online:
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• Real-time Db2 subsystem and Db2 accelerator statistics (cumulative and delta).
• Real-time application thread accounting.
• Real-time system address space statistics for Db2 subsystem components and threads.
• Real-time CICS RCT, IMS attachment, and statistics for application threads.
• Real-time statistics for static and dynamic SQL statements.
• Real-time audit information for Db2 commands, GRANT/REVOKE statements, authorization failures, and so on.
• Db2 subsystem and Db2 accelerator interval statistics history at user-defined intervals.
• Online thread accounting history.
• Online statistics history for static and dynamic SQL statements.
• Online Db2 console and utility phase change message history.
• Online Db2 subsystem, thread, SQL, and database exception history.
• Db2 subsystem and application trace data.
• SQL EXPLAIN data.

SYSVIEW for Db2 also allows you to:

• Use the REST API to access collected data.
• Integrate with Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI) to collect, view, and analyze historical performance data.
• Archive online history by offloading data into Db2 tables and use it as input for analyses, reports, and graphs.
• Create batch reports.
• Print the content of the panels.
• Take actions, issue alerts, or start traces when exception thresholds have been exceeded.

Role-based User Interface

The typical data center has five distinct areas of Db2 responsibility. People in these capacities uniquely manage various
aspects of the Db2 environment. The SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface is tailored to match specific monitoring needs of
these Db2 responsibilities.
Application Programmers

Tune Db2 applications and SQL before and after applications are put into production.
Auditors (Security Administrators or EDP Auditors)

Implement and manage corporate authorization procedures for Db2 data and application access.
Database Administrators

Ensure proper application, SQL, and database performance, and control other factors affecting the availability of
Db2 subsystems.

System Programmers
Monitor and tune Db2 subsystems to balance z/OS and Db2 resources to appropriate service levels.

Operators
Quickly identify critical issues to take appropriate action or notify appropriate people.

Key Benefits
SYSVIEW for Db2 provides the following monitoring and tuning tasks:
Establish baseline statistics for a Db2 monitoring strategy

Institute a daily run of the batch statistics summary (IQL member BTSTASM1) to provide baseline metrics
for overall Db2 usage. A daily load of system stats into the INSIGHT.SUBSYSTEM_DAILY Db2 performance
database adds the additional power of SQL queries to analyze baseline metrics.
You can build on this baseline to retrieve many additional statistics. For example, summarizing the accounting
data to know how many and what type of threads are running.
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Tune Db2 subsystem performance
You can use short-term Db2 subsystem history statistics intervals or logged exceptions to analyze performance
deficiencies. You can also use Db2 subsystem trace data to tune specific Db2 resources such as:

• Data sharing activity
• Database I/O activity
• Database scan activity
• EDM pool activity
• Lock suspensions
• Logging activity

Monitor Db2 subsystem efficiency
You can use the SYSVIEW for Db2 exception processor to detect when the subsystem resource usage exceeds
the set limits. You can view exceptions as they occur or you can examine a log of short-term exception history.

Diagnose Db2 application problems
You can use several components to determine the cause of Db2 application performance problems or to tune an
application:

• View real-time thread accounting data as the application is running.
• Trace the execution of application.
• Analyze exceptions as they occur or examine a log of short-term exception history.
• EXPLAIN an application SQL as it is running or from its PLAN or PACKAGE.
• View online thread accounting history data after the application has terminated.

Tune Db2 application performance
You can tune the Db2 application performance by using the following methods:

• Define and monitor performance thresholds using the SYSVIEW for Db2 exception processor.
• Analyze the Db2 access path that an application uses through the SQL EXPLAIN data.
• Analyze archived application accounting data to identify performance trends over time.

Perform stress test analysis
You can use subsystem statistics and thread accounting data to analyze performance of new or modified
applications that are stress-tested before being migrated to your production environment.

Perform capacity planning
You can forecast Db2 subsystem resource use by comparing long-term and current Db2 subsystem history
statistics. You can use archived data that has been loaded into Db2 tables to generate reports and graphs for
long-term trend analyses.

Architecture Overview
The architecture overview provides a high-level overview of the individual components that make up SYSVIEW for Db2.

NOTE
Not all components are required to be running for the product to be considered functional. Some components,
such as the batch reports, are run on an as-needed basis.

Components

SYSVIEW for Db2 consists of the following major functional components:
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Data Collector
is the heart of the product, the only component that is directly connected to Db2. The data collector operates
continuously as a started task, it collects, keeps, and processes Db2 performance data. One data collector is
required per Db2 subsystem. Data collector contains the following functional elements:

• Configuration
• IQL requests
• Real-Time Monitoring
• Online History
• Exception System
• Explain Facility
• Remote Access Facility (RAF)

Xmanager (PTXMAN)
is the  common component that enables integration with Detector and Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM.

PC Owner
is an optional task that owns the routines which are used for cross memory communications between users and
each data collector monitoring a Db2 subsystem.

User Interface
is built of TSO, VTAM, and Batch interfaces.

Batch Report Writer
processes the SMF or GTF Db2 trace data file in batch mode. The Batch Report Writer can also process
SYSVIEW for Db2 history files either directly or when they are unloaded into the SMF file. As the data collector,
the Batch Report Writer uses IQL requests to process trace data and produce the desired reports.

Utilities
are stand alone jobs that perform various functions. For example, unload history files, archive Db2 performance
trace data into Db2 tables, and collect OBID and DBID information from Db2.

SYSVIEW for Db2 also uses the following optional components:

Global Subsystem (GSS)
is the Common Components and Services component. The data collector uses the GSS to store exception,
Db2 command, and utility executions and invoke REXX automated operations routines from IQL requests and
exceptions.

Xnet (PXNPROC)
is the  common component that enables integration with SYSVIEW, and Cross-Enterprise APM. Xmanager
address space is a prerequisite for the Xnet.
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Figure 1: Product Architecture Overview

JCL Structure

SYSVIEW for Db2 is made of the following long-running JCL components (typically configured as started tasks, but can
also run as jobs):

• Data Collector—One instance per Db2 subsystem (required)
• XManager—One instance per z/OS image (required)
• PC Owner—One instance per z/OS image (optional)
• VTAM User interface—One instance per z/OS image (optional)
• GSS—One instance per z/OS image (optional)
• XNet—One instance per z/OS image (optional)

The following multiple separately executed batch jobs are also available:

• Batch Report Writer
• Batch User Interface
• Product Utilities:
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– OBID Translation Utility (IDB2OBI)
– Trace and History VSAM Linear Data Set Utility (IDB2UIFI)
– Archive Table Migration Utility (NSIGMIGA)
– Load Statement Generator (NSIGHTRW)
– Dump ILOG to a Data Set (GSSIDUMP)

Data Collector

The primary function of Data Collector is to process query language (IQL) request instructions to create reports and online
displays. You can view reports from the user interface or have them written to a report file for printing later. The data
collector creates a report only when the corresponding IQL request is active.

The data collector is the only component that is directly connected to Db2. Through this connection, it collects information
about the Db2 subsystem, threads, users, databases, and the IRLM and supporting z/OS statistics.

SYSVIEW for Db2 sampling intervals allow the data collector to report on real-time and recent Db2 subsystem and thread
status and real-time and recent subsystem, thread, SQL, and database exceptions. The product also automatically and
efficiently obtains the trace data that reports on recent thread and subsystem events.

Start one data collector for each Db2 subsystem that you want to monitor. You can run multiple data collectors as stand-
alone started tasks or as batch jobs. However, because the data collector can be active for a long time, do not run it as a
batch job.

Each data collector can support any number of interactive users running under the TSO or the VTAM user interface:

• locally (on the same z/OS image as the data collector)
• remotely (on a different z/OS image)
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Figure 2: Data Collector

History-Only Data Collector Mode

You can start the data collector in History-Only mode. This mode is enabled with the DC-HISTORY-MODE system
parameter and lets you only browse and analyze history data. No new Db2 information is collected. All started tasks are
disabled, except for the user tasks, file handler tasks, history subtasks, and history exceptions.

Insight Query Language (IQL) Request

An IQL request is a set of instructions that is stored as a member of a PDS library. These instructions
(as interpreted by the data collector) determine the format of the report or online display and
its destination (terminal display, printed report, or data file). These instructions also specify what Db2 data is
presented.SYSVIEW for Db2 is distributed with enough IQL requests to satisfy most of your reporting needs. For special
reporting requirements, you can use the Query Language to modify an existing request or write your own.
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Online History

Online history lets you view recent thread activity or intervals of subsystem performance data online. The online history
files are VSAM linear data sets that contain the most recent Db2 data that the data collector has collected and stored. The
data collector accesses online history to satisfy IQL requests for the Db2 subsystem interval and thread history.

One online history file stores subsystem history data, and another file stores thread history. When the files become
full, the oldest data on the file is overwritten with newer data. Thus, a nearly full data set of data is always available for
historical viewing.

Because the collection of online history is optional but highly recommended, it is included as part of the basic installation.

The online history data sets store several types of data. System and accounting statistics data sets hold specific Db2 data
in IFI format. Dynamic SQL text database stores SQL texts and attributes (not in IFI format). The following table illustrates
how each data set holds specific Db2 data:

Type of Db2 Data Record Type Data Set
Db2 System Services statistics IFCID 1 HSTSTATS
Db2 Database Services statistics IFCID 2 HSTSTATS
Other optional subsystem trace records various HSTSTATS
Db2 Thread Accounting data IFCID 3 HSTACCTG
Db2 Package Data IFCID 239 HSTACCTG
SYSVIEW for Db2 Accounting Record IFCID 151 HSTACCTG
Db2 Dynamic SQL text IFCID 317 HSTSTATS

HSTSQLDB

Exception System

The Exception System lets you set exception condition limits, display active exceptions, and review a log of previous
exceptions to detect when limits are exceeded. Therefore, you can isolate an exception occurrence and you can tune the
performance of an application or your Db2 subsystem.
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Figure 3: Exception System

The exception definitions are stored in the Exception Definition file. All definitions fall within one of the following types:

• Subsystem exceptions
• Database exceptions
• Application exceptions

– Real‑time thread monitoring
– Summarized historical thread monitoring
– Individual historical thread monitoring
– SQL statement monitoring

• External/IQL based Exceptions
– IQL-based exceptions require separately started IQL requests that are defined with the EXCP destination keyword.

While a unique exception data set can be created for each data collector, we recommend sharing a common exception
file. The Db2 subsystem name can be specified as a part of an exception definition, and only qualified subsystems use
these exceptions. Multiple exceptions are enabled by default in a newly installed data collector. Therefore, we recommend
reviewing all active exception definitions. Evaluate the threshold values for each definition, and disable exceptions that are
not needed.

Each exception can have multiple associated actions, such as:

• Logging the exception text
• Issuing z/OS operator command
• Invoking IMOD
• Starting an IQL request
• Canceling a thread
• Calling OPS/MVS
• Sending an email or SNMP trap
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The Global Subsystem data logging facility keeps the exception history within ILOG files.

The System Condition Monitor can report exceptions across multiple Db2 subsystems.

System Condition Monitor (SCM)

SYSVIEW for Db2 uses the System Condition Monitor to display the status of Db2 subsystems throughout your data
center network. The System Condition Monitor uses the GSS REXX automation facility to access, summarize, and report
on the Db2 exception information that is stored in GSS.

Explain Facility

The SYSVIEW for Db2 Explain Facility lets you display the access path information for the previously bound packages,
EXPLAIN an SQL statement, and create and drop supported explain tables.

Remote Access Facility (RAF)

This optional component lets users connect to remote data collectors without having to log in to the system where those
data collectors reside. RAF employs VTAM definitions on both local and remote z/OS images, but does not require the
VTAM User Interface.

PC Owner

PC Owner is optional. If used, only one task is required per z/OS image. The PC Owner task owns the routines that
are used for cross memory communications between users and each data collector monitoring a Db2 subsystem. PC
stands for Program Call, with reference to the Cross Memory Services (CMS) instruction. The PC Owner task creates an
index that provides access to all SYSVIEW for Db2 CMS service routines. The PC owner task is not required when CMS
services are handled by the data collector itself.

TSO User Interface

The TSO user interface lets you perform the following tasks:

• View online reports that the data collector creates
• Manipulate IQL requests
• View Db2 console and utility phase change messages
• Issue Db2 commands
• Create and change IQL requests using the ISPF editor
• EXPLAIN an SQL statement or display the access path information for packages

Using the TSO user interface, you can select reports by menu, by command, or by zooming. You can also print a report
being viewed by using a single function key.

VTAM User Interface

The VTAM User Interface (UI) is an optional component that lets you view online reports created by the data collector. Use
it to manipulate IQL requests, view Db2 console and utility phase change messages, and issue Db2 commands. The
VTAM interface is functionally similar to the TSO interface. The VTAM UI also lets you select reports by menu, by
command, or by zooming. You can use a single function key to print a report that you are currently viewing.

Batch User Interface

Use the Batch User Interface (UI) to start, stop, reset, and resume IQL requests in an active data collector. The interface
can also signal the data collector to reload the OBID table or restart the exception system. The Batch UI is not the Batch
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Report Writer or an interactive display interface, but a limited function SYSVIEW for Db2 interface that runs batch mode
using the common user interface code. Batch UI is most commonly executed as a scheduled job.

Batch Report Writer

The Batch Report Writer lets you process Db2 trace data from GTF, SMF, or online history files in batch mode. You can
also use it to unload the SYSVIEW for Db2 history files in the SMF format file. Like the data collector, the Batch Report
Writer uses IQL requests to process trace data and produce the desired reports. Multiple batch reports are distributed with
the product, simplifying your standard Db2 maintenance.

Archiving Component

You can automatically store summarized and detail statistics and accounting data in Db2 tables. Use this data to generate
reports that compare application and subsystem performance data for different time periods. The Archiving Component
is optional and consists of a set of Db2 tables (Archive Database) and JCL procedures. These procedures offload Online
History data (through the IDB2UIFI utility) for further LOADing into the archive database tables. This capability lets you
collect a continuous stream of Db2 performance data while running a non-stop Db2 environment.

Detail data and daily summaries of Db2 subsystem statistics and thread accounting records are stored in Db2 tables as
follows:

• For base data:
– Thread accounting detail
– Thread accounting summarized by day
– Subsystem statistics detail
– Subsystem statistics summarized by day

• For distributed data:
– Thread accounting detail by location
– Thread accounting summarized by day and location
– Subsystem statistics detail by location
– Subsystem statistics summarized by day and location

• For Db2 accelerator-related data:
– Thread accounting detail
– Thread accounting summarized by day
– Subsystem statistics detail
– Subsystem statistics summarized by day

The following Db2 subsystem data are also stored:

• Db2 subsystem parameters (DSNZPARM and DSNHDECP values)
• Buffer pool system parameters
• Group buffer pool system parameters
• Subsystem storage utilization statistics detail

The data collector can launch the archival process automatically at a specific time, or when online history files reach
a specific percentage of records that have not yet been unloaded. The archiving can be also started manually by issuing
an online UNLOAD command or by submitting the appropriate JCL procedure.

Global Subsystem (GSS)

The Global Subsystem (GSS) is a common optional component of those Broadcom products that require internal
communication or integration with other Broadcom products. GSS contains components such as message handler, a data
logging facility, and extensible REXX automation facility.
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The GSS Message Handler collects and logs Db2 console messages from all selected Db2 subsystems active on the z/
OS image and, optionally, messages from SYSVIEW for Db2 data collectors. SYSVIEW for Db2 data collectors use the
GSS data logging facility to store exception and Db2 utility phase change messages.

The data collectors can access the GSS logs. This access allows you to review significant Db2 and SYSVIEW for Db2
operational events without scrolling through hundreds of unrelated SYSLOG messages.

Install and activate the GSS if your data center requires any of the following optional SYSVIEW for Db2 features:

• Collection, logging, and playback of Db2 console messages
• Logging and playback of exception messages
• Logging and playback of Db2 utility phase change messages
• Invocation of REXX automated operations routines from IQL requests and exceptions
• Installation and use of System Condition Monitor

One GSS subsystem is required per z/OS image.

Data Collector (DC)
The SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector operates continuously as a server; it collects, keeps, and processes
Db2 performance data. One data collector is required per Db2 subsystem.

TIP
You should set the data collector and PC tasks as started tasks that start automatically upon IPL. By starting at
IPL, the data collector can monitor the Db2 subsystem and report problems when the Db2 subsystem becomes
available.

The data collector lifecycle includes the following processes:

• When the data collector starts, initialization parameters are read from the data set specified on the SYSPARMS DD
statement. These parameters are used to tailor the data collector environment for the Db2 to be monitored. You can
modify these parameters during installation and periodically thereafter to meet changing Db2 monitoring requirements
of your site. Some system parameters can be overridden at runtime.
After initialization, the data collector attempts to connect to the Db2 subsystem specified in system parameters. If
the Db2 subsystem is not active, the data collector terminates or waits for the Db2 (POSTed) active notification. The
DBWAIT parameter controls whether the data collector terminates or waits for Db2 to start.

• Once connected, the data collector obtains control block storage and issues a specific enqueue identifying the
monitored Db2 subsystem. The data collector then checks the syntax and starts all IQL requests included in the data
stream that is specified on the DBGIN DD statement.

• The data collector continually collects accounting and event trace data and control block data while connected to
Db2. This data is used to produce requested displays, reports, or other types of output files. In addition, users can
interactively control the display of real-time data by starting, stopping, pausing, and resuming IQL requests.

• The data collector terminates when one of the following events occurs:
– An MVS operator STOP command is issued specifying the data collector job name.
– The Db2 subsystem terminates and NONSTOP=NO is specified as an initialization parameter.
– The data collector encounters an ABEND that it cannot resolve.
The data collector shuts down in an orderly fashion regardless of whether the termination is normal or abnormal.
Termination frees all resources that were allocated by the data collector, including data sets and CSA storage.
Termination also stops all Db2 traces started by the data collector.
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WARNING

• The data collector task must always remain active, unless circumstances require that you stop and then
restart it.

• You must set the dispatching priority for the data collector as higher than Db2 or any connections to Db2.
Otherwise, collected data might not be accurate. Dispatching priorities are specified in z/OS performance
group parameters. We recommend the following dispatch priority (from highest to lowest):
– IRLM
– SYSVIEW for Db2
– Db2 address spaces and associated connections.
The data collector requires a higher priority than Db2 to prevent the data collector from being swapped out
while Db2 is active. In such a situation, Db2 trace records could be lost.

How DC Uses Db2
This section describes the Db2 facilities that the data collector uses and how your actions influence the data collector use
of Db2. This knowledge helps you select the data collector parameters that are correct for your installation.

Basic Attachment to Db2

We use a facility that is similar to the Db2 Call Attach Facility (CAF) to connect to Db2. With our multitask architecture,
three tasks require access to Db2, so three threads are allocated.

Authorization IDs

The Db2 authorization ID for the data collector must have TRACE, MONITOR1, MONITOR2, and DISPLAY privileges.
Determining which authorization ID to use can be difficult due to how authorization IDs are assigned to Db2 threads.

When running the data collector as a submitted job, you can assign an authorization ID by including a USER= parameter
on the JOB statement. When running as a started task, however, the authorization ID must be assigned in other ways,
depending on the security package at your installation. For example, if your security package is RACF, you can assign
a user ID to a started task by modifying the RACF Started Task Table in the same way that you assign a user ID to the
Db2 started tasks. If you fail to perform this action, the data collector started task has no user ID associated with it when it
connects to Db2. So the data collector started task is assigned the IBM default authorization ID set in the Db2 parameters
(usually IBMUSER).

If you have customized the Db2 authorization exit, DSN3@ATH, be sure that it allows the data collector to operate.

Authorization ID for Db2 Commands

The authorization ID used for Db2 commands that are issued from the user interface is the user SYSVIEW for Db2
logon ID. For the TSO user interface, the authorization ID is the user TSO logon ID. For the VTAM user interface, the
authorization ID is the ID specified by the user on the Logon ID panel.

IFI Interface

The Db2 Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) provides a standard way to monitor Db2 activities online. IFI allows
monitoring programs to invoke three types of functions:

• Sample current activity and status (READS function)
• Collect event trace records online (READA function)
• Issue Db2 commands (COMMAND function)

SYSVIEW for Db2 uses IFI for most control block sampling and all online event tracing.
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Traces

The result of the options that are previously described with the data collection specifications in the requests, is one or
more Db2 traces. This section describes Db2 trace destination, types, classes, the effect of starting and stopping the
requests, and how SYSVIEW for Db2 collects performance data without a performance trace.

Db2 Trace Destination The destination of SYSVIEW for Db2 traces is typically OP1, which represents Online Performance monitor
buffer number 1. If other performance monitoring programs using the IFI are active, SYSVIEW for Db2 is
assigned the next destination number in sequence. For example, OP2 or OP3.

Db2 Trace Types • An accounting trace causes Db2 to write an accounting record when a thread terminates. The Class
parameter controls how detailed the timing information is on the accounting record.

• A performance trace causes Db2 to write many different event trace records. The Class parameter
controls what type of records to write by controlling what events to trace.

• A monitor trace is a more comprehensive type of trace, used specifically by performance monitoring
programs. A monitor trace can include an accounting trace and performance traces and functions that
are not related to traces, like control block sampling. The Class parameter controls monitoring program
behavior:
– Monitor Class 1 enables the monitoring program to do control block sampling. If trace record

buffering information is provided, this class enables the monitor to collect event trace records,
including accounting, statistics, performance, and audit records.

– Monitor Class 2 and 3 have the same effect as accounting class 2 and 3. These monitor classes
collect detailed timing information for threads.

– Monitor Class 5 collects more IFI information.
– Monitor Classes 7 and 8 collect detailed information about packages.

Trace Classes With ACCTTRACE=NO, the data collector starts an accounting trace only when a request that uses the
accounting record is active or if HISTORY-ACCT is set to YES or FILTER. In these cases, MON CLASS(1)
trace is active.

YES NO 1 2 3 5 7 8 9 10

MON
1,2,3

MON 1 MON 1 MON 1,2 MON
1,2,3

MON
1,2,3,5

MON
1,2,3,5,7

ACCT
1,2,3,5,7,8

ACCT
1,2,3,5,7,8,9

MON
1,2,3,5,7,8,9,10

One reason to have this amount of control is that the Db2 Instrumentation Facility has only one accounting
component to service all accounting traces. Any class 3 accounting trace affects all accounting traces.

Each additional class above class 1 adds data to the resulting trace record. More overhead incurs for each
additional class specified. Attempt to collect all classes to achieve the greatest data analysis benefit from
SYSVIEW for Db2. Evaluate the data that a class adds and the benefit it has to the installation.

A brief description of the accounting classes:

• CLASS 1—Standard accounting data.
• CLASS 2—Entry or exit from Db2 event signaling.
• CLASS 3—Db2 wait time for I/O and locks. Resource usage information.
• CLASS 5—Time that is spent processing IFI requests.
• CLASS 7—Entry or exit from Db2 event signaling for package and DBRM accounting.
• CLASS 8—Wait time for a package.
• CLASS 9—SQL statement level accounting.
• CLASS 10—More data sections for package accounting IFCID 239. Sections QXPK (SQL stats), QBAC

(buffer pool stats), and QTXA (lock, resource usage, and RLF information).

For more information about accounting classes, see START TRACE command in the IBM Db2 Command
Reference.

How Unqualified
Requests Affect Traces

While DC parameters IFI and ACCTTRACE affect trace types, accounting classes, and destination,
SYSVIEW for Db2 requests determine the actual trace records that are collected. Instead of starting
a separate performance trace with a specific class or group of trace records, SYSVIEW for Db2 uses
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one trace type for all event trace records. SYSVIEW for Db2 dynamically modifies the list of trace
records associated with that trace as requests start and stop.

For example, if SYSVIEW for Db2 is not currently collecting SQL trace records and you start a request
that uses such a record. SYSVIEW for Db2 first determines if the requested trace record is already being
collected.

• If it is, then no modification to the SYSVIEW for Db2 trace is done. The new request shares the trace
record with other requests using the record.

• If the record is not being collected, then SYSVIEW for Db2 modifies the Db2 trace to start collecting
the specific trace records that are needed for that request. In the example, SYSVIEW for Db2 collects
beginning and ending SQL trace records.

If you stop the request, SYSVIEW for Db2 determines if any other requests use the same trace records as
the stopped request. If no, SYSVIEW for Db2 modifies the trace to stop the collection of that trace record.
In our example, when you stop your SQL trace request, SYSVIEW for Db2 stops the collection of the SQL
trace records, because no other request needs them.

Qualified Db2 Traces SYSVIEW for Db2 might start a qualified Db2 trace to reduce the overhead of the request. With a qualified
Db2 trace, Db2 writes trace records only for plans or authorization IDs that meet qualification parameters.
These parameters are specified on the -START TRACE command. SYSVIEW for Db2 starts a qualified
Db2 trace whenever you start Application Probe from the Application Developers menu, or when you start
a request with a PLAN or AUTHID qualifier on the Start Qualification panel. SYSVIEW for Db2 starts a
separate Db2 trace with a separate trace number (TNO) with the specified AUTH or PLAN parameters.

Because of the limit of Db2 traces that can be active at once, SYSVIEW for Db2 allows you to limit the
number of traces that it can start. Specify the amount in the NUMTRACES data collector initialization
parameter. The value includes initial traces and any qualified traces started after initialization.

Optimize Data Collector Performance
Describes some of the methods of optimizing the data collector performance and the business value they provide.

If collection overhead is a major concern, evaluate the following product activities.

Enable the History Component

We recommend enabling the optional history component of SYSVIEW for Db2. The history component lets you view past
application and subsystem performance data, which is collected and stored in VSAM history files.

Business Value:

The history component enables the monitoring of Db2 applications and the subsystem to help you understand past
performance problems.

Additional Considerations:

Consider the following recommendations if you install the history component:

• Pay attention to how the file is allocated (size and secondary extents) during the initial installation process to avoid the
need to redefine history and copy history files:
– Verify that the file is properly sized (primary allocation) for the amount of data to be collected.
– We recommend not defining history files with a secondary extents specification. When the history file is initialized,

SYSVIEW for Db2 initializes the entire file, which causes the data set to extend into as many extents as possible.
Use secondary extents only if you cannot allocate enough space in a primary allocation.

• Filter the history data (using the HISTORY-ACCT=FILTER system parameter) when implementing history on systems
that generate a high volume of accounting records. Filtering the records lets you specify which history records to keep
in the history file for subsequent online viewing and which records to discard. Trying to store all records on a high-
volume system can cause the data on the history file to wrap too quickly and generate unnecessary CPU overhead.
You can enable filtering in the HISTORY-ACCT system parameter option and customize the FILTERAC IQL request to
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generate a simple IQL WHERE clause that ignores unwanted records. We recommend using a WHERE clause that is
similar to the following example:
WHERE TOTAL-TIME-DB2 > .5

This clause causes SYSVIEW for Db2 to store records that have an “in DB2” elapsed time greater than ½ second. You
can set the time to a value that fits your applications and volume of data.

• Enable hardware compression for the history data. Compression lets you store, on average, more than twice the data
of uncompressed records, for little CPU overhead. When the data collector closes the history files during termination,
it indicates the amount of CPU overhead that is used to compress data. If CPU usage is of primary concern, and this
CPU overhead is too much, you can disable compression. However, disabling compression causes more data to be
written to the history files, thus eliminating some CPU savings.

• For high-volume systems, use an accounting trace setting for the ACCTTRACE system parameter option that
is consistent with the default accounting trace classes that are started and written to SMF. For low-volume and
development systems, we recommend a value of 8 or higher.

• Accept the default of starting all optional IFCIDs for the HIST-STATS-RECS system parameter option. These IFCIDs
do not generate much overhead. If CPU overhead is of primary concern, and you have disabled data set statistics for
your Db2 subsystem, remove 199 from this option to disable collection of IFCID 199 records.

• If CPU overhead is of primary concern, disable the collection of any additional thread data (through the HIST-ACCT-
DETAIL system parameter option). Otherwise, enable the PDTSQL setting if the Detector is installed. Evaluate all
other settings for this system parameter option on an as-needed basis regarding the overhead that each setting can
generate.

NOTE
For more information about the online history component (including adjusting allocations for the online history
data sets and using formulas to estimate the proper size for history files), see the section Online History.

Enable the Exception Component and Optimize Exception Settings

We recommend accepting the default of having the exception component enabled. If CPU overhead is of primary concern,
try the following recommendations to minimize the overhead of the exception component before disabling the entire
component:

• Set the overall exception interval to a value that provides timely detection of exceptions. Such a value is in the range of
5 to 15 seconds. If CPU overhead is of concern, you can set a higher value. The default is 10 seconds.

NOTE
We do not recommend a value higher than 60 seconds.

• If a large number of pagesets are allocated to Db2, database exceptions can generate a temporary spike in CPU
usage during the database exception interval. Set the exception database interval EXCEPTION-DB-INTERVAL system
parameter option to 900 seconds (15 minutes). If CPU overhead is of primary concern, consider increasing this value
with regard to how quickly you want to be notified of a database or pageset problem.

• After the data collector is started, evaluate the application and database exceptions and disable any exceptions that
are not used or needed. In general, subsystem exceptions generate little overhead. If there is a larger number of
concurrent threads or a high volume of threads, limit the application exceptions to required ones. If many pagesets are
allocated to Db2, disable any database exceptions that are not beneficial. You can view the overhead of the exception
system by using the MVSTASKS display for the data collector task to view the CPU used by the AMXSSXPE task. Try
enabling and disabling different exceptions to see how CPU overhead is affected, until it is at an acceptable level.

Business Value:

Enabling exceptions allows SYSVIEW for Db2 to monitor Db2 and alert you about performance problems automatically.
Customizing the exceptions allows the exception mechanism to execute more efficiently and reduce CPU and storage
overhead.
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Adjust IQL Requests if Overhead is Excessive

Most IQL requests that are started by default generate little overhead. In some instances, depending on the type of
applications, the following IQL requests can generate significant overhead. If CPU overhead of the data collector is of
concern, evaluate these IQL requests and edit or remove them from the STARTUP list if needed:

SORTSUM
This IQL request collects begin and end data for all sorts performed on behalf of SQL. SORTSUM is most
beneficial for transaction-based applications using static SQL. If there is a high rate of expedient or dynamic SQL
using sorts, we recommend removing this IQL request from the STARTUP list. If you remove this request, you
must also remove the SORT-ENDED section of the APPLEXCP IQL request.

CONNACTV/CORRACTV/PLANHIST/THRDHIST
In a high-volume Db2 subsystem, we recommend evaluating these IQL requests and removing them from the
STARTUP list if they are not useful. For these requests, the data collector accumulates data for each accounting
record produced, which can generate significant overhead.

Business Value:

Adjusting IQL requests can reduce data collector CPU and storage overhead.

DC Management
As a system administrator, you want to control the data collector management.

Start and stop the data collector and manage its execution through the list of available console commands.

• Execute the data collector as a batch job or as a started task.
• Stop the data collector using the recommended procedure (MVS STOP command) or optional procedure (MVS

CANCEL command).
• Manage the data collector using operator and online commands that it includes.

Start the Data Collector
You can execute the data collector as a batch job or as a started task.

We recommend setting up the data collector as started tasks that start automatically upon Initial Program Load (IPL). This
setup allows uninterrupted monitoring of Db2 subsystems.

Start the Data Collector as a Batch Job

The DC batch JCL is generated during the post-installation as a member db2ssidDCJ in the SOURCE library. Submit
this member to execute the data collector as a batch job. Typically, the JCL member is customized during the basic
installation.

Start the Data Collector as a Started Task

When the data collector procedure is in a procedure library, such as SYS1.PROCLIB, you can start the MVS console by
issuing MVS START command.

The following example shows how to start the data collector procedure that is stored as a member IDB2DCS:

S IDB2DCS

Started Task Options

Use the started task options to start the data collector and override defaults from the PROC statement.
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In the following example, we start the data collector procedure that is stored as a member IDB2DCS. The started task
options define the Db2 subsystem and specify not to wait for Db2 to become active.
S IDB2DCS,DBSUB=DB2T,DBWAIT=NO

Stop the Data Collector
Stop the data collector using the recommended or optional procedure.

Recommended Procedure

The data collector typically stops when the monitored Db2 subsystem stops (when NONSTOP=NO is specified) or when
the z/OS operator explicitly stops it with the MVS STOP command.

Use the following command to stop the data collector:

P IDB2DCS

Use the STOP command to stop the data collector whether it was started as a job or as a started task. If the program
termination is not immediate, wait for it. Repeated STOP commands are ignored.

Optional Procedure

You can also use the MVS CANCEL command to stop the data collector. If this command is executed, the data collector
cleans up the acquired resources. However, we do not recommend stopping the data collector this way. If you decide to
CANCEL the data collector, because of its multitasking architecture, you might have to issue multiple CANCEL commands
before termination is successful. Also, if some Db2 thread is in a long-running ROLLBACK as part of thread termination,
other threads are queued for termination. The data collector could go into a wait state if any of its Db2 Interface threads
are queued for termination. Use the DB2 -DISPLAY THREAD(*) command to determine if the data collector threads are in
QD (queued for deallocation) status.

If NONSTOP=NO is specified and Db2 is terminated normally, the data collector terminates only after all other active
threads are terminated.

Operator Commands
As a database administrator (DBA), use the following operator and online commands to manage the data collector.

D USERS to Display Connected Users

For TSO, the USERS command lists the user ID, literal value of "NONRAF" for LU name, and address space IDs (ASID)
of all users that are currently connected to the specified data collector. The data collector is identified by SSID and job
name pppppppp. ASID appears as a decimal number.

For VTAM, the USERS command lists the user ID, the VTAM LU name, and the address space ID of the VTAM user
interface task.

For users connected through Remote Access Facility (RAF), the command displays the user ID, the LU name, and literal
value "VTAM" for ASID.

USERS command also lists:

• REQUEST—Request name displayed by the user.
• INPUT-BUFFER—Sum of the data collector input buffer size and history request table size.
• ABOVE-THE-BAR—Size of the history request table, if allocated ABOVE THE BAR.

Issue the following command from the MVS console:
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F jobname,D USERS

jobname
Specifies the name of the data collector started task or job.

From the Command panel, issue the following command:

INS USERS

Example: The output of the USERS command

Three users are connected to the data collector: a native VTAM user, a TSO user, and one user connected through Xnet.

ssid SYSVDB2 USERS CONNECTED TO DATA COLLECTOR pppppppp          

USER     ASID   LUNAME           REQUEST   INPUT-BUFFER   ABOVE-THE-BAR

user1    0528   NONRAF                            4  MB            0  B

user2    XNET   USER2-0A1RHI00   DSQSTBP          1  MB            0  B

user3    04BB   A01NAB11         SYSSTATS        57  KB            0  B

D SRVSTATS to Display Trace Statistics

The IFI command displays current DC trace buffer statistics and the number of trace records that are processed through
the buffers. This resulting report provides the following information:

• The size of the trace buffers (MONSZ).
• The size of the private area buffer into which online trace record buffers are copied (PRVSZ).
• The number of buffers that were passed because a time threshold was exceeded (BY TIME).
• The number of buffers that were passed because the buffer was full (POSTED).
• The total number of buffers that were passed to the data collector (TOTAL).

The report also provides the following information about the collected trace records:

• The total number of trace records that were passed in the buffers (RECORDS).
• The number of trace records lost due to unavailable IFI buffers (LOST).
• The Db2 trace record number (IFCID), an indicator of the IFCID status (“A” for Active; “I” for Inactive), and the number

of records collected for that record (NUMBER).
NOTE
Only non-zero values display for inactive IFCIDs. Zero values for an Active IFCID indicates that records are
not yet collected for that IFCID.

The following example shows the output from the IFI command. Similar statistics are written to the DC log output file when
the DC is terminated.

ssid IFI STATISTICS FOR DATA COLLECTOR pppppppp

       MONSZ   PRVSZ   BY TIME   POSTED     TOTAL    RECORDS    LOST  

        256K   1024K     102      10573     10675     874586       0  

 IFCID    NUMBER   IFCID    NUMBER   IFCID    NUMBER   IFCID    NUMBER

   1 I          1    2 I          1    3 A       3290    4 A          4

   5 A          1    6 I     410989    7 I     410989    8 I        827

   9 I       6373   20 I      18448   23 A       1576   24 A       2765

  25 A       1577   44 I         59   45 I         59   73 I       3233

  90 A       1187   91 A       1188   95 I       1621   96 I       1619

 105 A        203  172 A          0  177 I       6211  196 A          0

 197 A        127  199 A         19  203 A          0  204 A          0

 205 A          0  206 A          0  207 A          0  208 A          0

 209 A          0  210 A          0  219 A          2  220 A         71

 221 A          0  224 A          0  225 I          1  235 A          0
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 236 A          0  239 A       1395  250 A          0  258 A         30

 313 A          0  316 A        113  318 A          0  335 A          0

 337 A          0  343 A          0  360 A          0  366 A          0

 369 I          1  370 A        606  400 A          0  402 A          0

Issue the following command from the MVS console:

F jobname,D SRVSTATS

jobname
Specifies the name of the Data Collector started task or job.

From the Command panel, issue the following command:

INS IFI

C VTAMTASK to Start and Stop Remote Access Facility

The data collector provides commands for the control of the Remote Access Facility (RAF). These commands use the
MVS MODIFY command interface to pass the request to the data collector.

Issue the following command from the MVS console:

F jobname,c VTAMTASK

• jobname
Specifies the name of the data collector started task or job.

• c
Specifies the RAF start or stop command.

S (START)
Reactivates the RAF when it is ready in either of the following cases:

• The RAF is not active when the data collector is started.
• The RAF becomes inactive while the data collector is running.

P (STOP)
Deactivates the RAF.
Example of use: Make a data collector available only to users who are resident on the z/OS system on which the
data collector is running.

• VTAMTASK
Tells the data collector that the command operates on the RAF task.

For more information, see the section VTAM Remote Access Facility (RAF).

UNLOAD to Unload History Files

The UNLOAD command forces the data collector to unload the accounting file, the statistics file, or both.

NOTE
The UNLOAD command is not available in History-Only data collector mode.

SYSOPR must be authorized to issue the UNLOAD command. For this authorization, specify HISTORY-UNLOAD=YES in
the SYSOPR security profile.

Issue the following command from the MVS console. jobname is the name of the data collector job (started task):

F jobname,UNLOAD {ACCT|STAT|ALL}

jobname
Specifies the name of the data collector started task or job.
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UNLOAD {ACCT|STAT|ALL}
Forces the data collector to unload the accounting file (ACCT), the statistics file (STAT), or both (ALL).

From the Command panel, issue the following command:
UNLOAD {ACCT|STAT|ALL}

C U=session-id to Cancel User Session

You might have to cancel a signed-on user. This situation happens when the user somehow exits the user interface
without going through the termination routines. This situation could leave the user connected to the data collector control
blocks and unable to log in again with the same user ID. To terminate that user with the data collector, the operator must
enter a data collector CANCEL command. Or, more drastically, the operator must take down and must bring back up the
data collector.

When a data collector user connection is canceled, that removes the user connection to the data collector. All resources
that are related to the connection are released from the data collector. The user is not canceled from the host application.
A new connection is established the next time when the user issues a request to the data collector.

To cancel a data collector user connection, issue the following command from the MVS console:

F jobname,C U=session-id

jobname
Specifies the name of the data collector started task or job.

session-id
Specifies the TSO logon ID of the user or LUNAME for a non-TSO user session.

When RAF is active and the user to be canceled is located on another operating system in the network, the user ID
specified in the cancel command must be the VTAM LU name. Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 USERS display command to
determine the user ID or VTAM LU to specify.

TESTMAIL to Send a Test Email

Before you configure a destination group or you customize HTML emails, we recommend that you test your changes. Use
the TESTMAIL command to send a test email to the specified destination group. Before the email is sent, the destination
group definition and HTML email template are temporarily loaded from their respective data sets. The currently loaded
destination group definition and HTML email template that is used in the Exception system are not affected. TESTMAIL
allows incremental testing of the changes to the data sets before the changes are applied to the Exception system (by
restarting the Exception system).

To send a test email to the specified destination group, issue the following command from the MVS console:

F jobname,TESTMAIL,destgrp

jobname
Specifies the name of the data collector started task or job.

destgrp
Specifies the name of the target destination group.

CSS Data Mover Transfer Control

You might have to suspend and then resume data feeds to the Data Mover facility used to transfer data to the
performance analytics software. Data Mover facility is a part of Common Components and Services.

F jobname,z ZDM

jobname
Specifies the name of the data collector started task or job.
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z
Specifies the operator subcommand:
S (Start)

Resumes the data feeds if paused.
P (Pause)

Pauses the data feeds if not paused.
D (Display)

Causes the data collector to print a message to the job log containing the state of data feeds.

MSGTRAP to Create a Dump on a Specific Message

Use the MSGTRAP command to create a dump when a specific message is issued. The maximum number of message
traps is 16.

The syntax of the MSGTRAP command is as follows:

►──F jobname,MSGTRAP──(DBGXXYYY)─┬─────────────────────┬──┬───────────┬──┬──►

                                 |        ┌─◄──,─◄─┐   |  └─,TASK(ID)─┘  |

                                 ├─,DUMP(─┼──MSTR──┼─)─┘                 |

                                 |        ├──IRLM──┤                     |

                                 |        ├──DIST──┤                     |

                                 |        ├──DBM1──┤                     |

                                 |        └──USER──┘                     |

                                 └─,OFF──────────────────────────────────┘

DBGXXYYY
Specifies which message number triggers the dump. To set a message trap, specify the message ID.
In the following example, we set a trap for message DBG44012I:
F jobname,MSGTRAP(DBG44012I)

DUMP
(Optional) Specifies which address spaces to dump:
USER

Alias for the address space of the active user. If the task that issued the message is handling a user
request, the dump includes the TSO address space or the VTAM UI address space.

MSTR, IRLM, DBM1, DIST
Aliases for the address spaces of the Db2 subsystem, monitored by the data collector.

The values (address space aliases) must be separated by comma. Address space of the data collector is always
dumped.

TASK(ID)
(Optional) To create a dump, the task ID specified in the MSGTRAP command must match the ID of the task that
issued the message. The task IDs are listed in the output of the DCCPU command.

OFF
Deletes a specified trap.
To delete a trap for a specific message, issue the following syntax:
F jobname,MSGTRAP(DBGXXYYY),OFF

D MSGTRAPS to Display Active Message Traps

Show all active message traps with their options.

To show all active traps, issue the following syntax:
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F jobname,D MSGTRAP

DC JCL Parameters
This section explains the Data Collector JCL statement and parameter.

Samples of the batch job and started task procedure for the SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector are provided in the SOURCE
library.

Batch Job

The data collector batch JCL is generated during the post-installation as member db2ssidDCJ in the SOURCE library.
Use this member to execute the data collector as a batch job. Typically, this JCL member is customized during the basic
installation.

An explanation of each JCL statement and parameter follows:

jobcards
Contains a jobname and other parameters according to your conventions regarding installation job naming and
JOB card parameter specification. This parameter is required.
The USER keyword must contain a user ID defined to Db2 that has TRACE, MONITOR1, and MONITOR2
privileges. The user ID length is 1-7 characters.

IDB2DC EXEC
Invokes the data collector program and specifies the available region size. This parameter is required.

DPRTY=(xx,xx)
Sets the data collector dispatching priority. Specify the value that places the data collector dispatching priority
above the Db2 to be monitored and above any connections to Db2 (except the IRLM). We recommend the
following dispatching priority scheme, from highest to lowest:

• IRLM
• Data collector
• Db2 systems services address space (SSAS)
• Db2 database address space (DBAS)
• Db2 connections

TIME=1440
Bypasses step termination if the data collector is in a continuous wait for longer than the SMF wait time limit.

PERFORM=
Specifies a defined performance class that ensures good response for the data collector. To specify the
performance class, uncomment this line in the sample JCL.

NOTE
Specify the class value as equal as or higher than the one that is defined for the Db2 subsystem. This
specification ensures that trace buffers from Db2 can be continually processed without loss of trace
data.

PARM=
Overrides certain data collector initialization parameters defaults. These defaults are established in the
SYSPARMS initialization parameter file. To use the override function, uncomment this line in the sample JCL. For
more information, see the section JCL PARM Overrides.

REGION=0M
Specifies the region size for the data collector. When the size is set to 0M, the data collector uses all available
storage below the 16-MB line and the site-defined default storage above the 16-MB line (typically 32 MB). You can
set the value higher than 32 MB.
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NOTE
Sizes below 32 MB may result in storage shortages and are not recommended.

STEPLIB
Describes the authorized library containing the load modules. This DD statement is typically required unless the
library containing the SYSVIEW for Db2 load modules is part of the LINKLIB concatenation.

SYSPARMS
Points to the data collector initialization parameters. The data collector initialization parameters describe the Db2
subsystem to be monitored and the environment. This DD statement is required and typically points to a member
in a PDS because the input consists of a small number of 80-byte records.

DBGPRINT
Points to the destination for the data collector system messages file. This DD statement is required. If a
permanently allocated data set is specified with a disposition of SHR and enough space is allocated for
anticipated message traffic, it can be browsed from TSO during execution.

DB2DDN
Specify DD DUMMY. This DD statement is required.

PTIPARM
Points to the global Database Management Solutions for Db2 parmlib data set. This DD statement is required.

PTILIB
Points to the install load library. This DD statement is required.

Started Task Procedure

The started task JCL procedure is generated during post installation as member db2ssidDCS in the SOURCE library. The
started task JCL procedure can also be generated in your PROCLIB data set under a different member name during the
post-installation processing. If the started task was not created in PROCLIB, you can copy the db2ssidDCS member from
the SOURCE library to your PROCLIB data set. This member is used to execute the data collector as a started task.

An explanation of each JCL statement and parameter follows:

db2ssidDC PROC
Required if the procedure contains symbolic parameters for which default values are to be specified.

• The DBSUB symbolic parameter lets the operator specify the Db2 subsystem for which the data collector
is to be started, overriding the subsystem name in the file that is specified in the input parameter file. The
subsystem name has a maximum length of four characters.

• The DBWAIT specification also overrides the value that is specified in the input parameter file. A value of YES
causes the data collector to wait for Db2 to start if it is not already active.

• The DBLOC parameter overrides the value that is specified in the input parameter file. The Db2 Location must
be enclosed within single quotes.

• PRT allows for changing the SYSOUT class from the default.
The SYSP and REQ symbolic parameters specify the member names of the files to be used for the
SYSPARMS and DBGIN statements.

• PER indicates the performance class to be used by the data collector.

db2ssidDC EXEC
Invokes the data collector program and specifies the available region size. The run-time parameters are
configured through the symbolic parameter values previously described.

The purpose of the other DD statements in the Started Task procedure is identical to procedures described in Batch Job.
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DC Data Sets
When you run a stand-alone data collector job, the DBGPRINT and SYSPARMS are required DD statements in the
JCL. These two statements are not dynamically allocated. Other allocations can be hard-coded in the JCL or can be
dynamically allocated based on the SYSPARM settings.

For dynamically allocated data sets, if you allocate a DDNAME in the startup JCL, the currently allocated data set is used.
The data set is not dynamically allocated or freed. This operation enables you to force a data set to be always used and to
use existing JCL from a prior release.

If a data set is dynamically allocated during initialization, it releases during the data collector termination.

NOTE

• These data sets are allocated during the post-installation process. To re-allocate them, find the associated
JCLs in the following SOURCE library members: db2ssisVSAM (history data sets), IDVSAMSY (exceptions
data set), and IDOBALLC (OBID data set).

• We recommend that you always use new JCL generated during the post-install for each new release in case
new JCL requirements are introduced.

The following table provides:

• DD names that are used to allocate the data sets dynamically in a stand-alone job
• The associated SYSPARM keyword that is used to specify the data set to be dynamically allocated
• A description of the data set

Stand-Alone DDname SYSPARM DSN Keyword Description
DBGIN DBGIN-DSN Points to the startup request file that identifies which requests are to be

started during data collector initialization.
DBGPRINT N/A Data collector output log message file. If a permanently allocated data

set is specified with a disposition of SHR and enough space is allocated
for anticipated message traffic, you can browse it from TSO during
execution.
This DD statement is required in JCL when running a stand-alone data
collector job.

DBGSNAP DBGSNAP-DSN Points to an ABEND dump data set when FULLDUMP=NO is specified in
SYSPARMS.
This data set is required if FULLDUMP option is disabled.

EXCPDEF EXCPDEF-DSN VSAM file that contains exception definitions that are distributed with the
product. This file also stores exception definitions that you create and
modify.
This data set is required if the exception processor is enabled.

HSTACCTG HSTACCTG-DSN VSAM online accounting statistics file.
This data set is required if accounting history is enabled.

HSTIN HSTIN-DSN Points to the HISTREQ member of the CDBATREQ library that contains
requests that are to be started to collect online history data.
This data set is required if history is enabled.

HSTSTATS HSTSTATS-DSN VSAM online history statistics file.
This data set is required if statistics history is enabled.
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OBIDTBL OBID-DSN DBID/OBID translation file for data that is previously extracted from the
DB2 catalog.
This data set is optional. OBID Translation Utility (IDB2OBI) populates
the content of this file. We recommend setting a batch job that
periodically updates the OBID translation file and refreshes the file in the
data collector using the OBID command.

SECURITY SECURITY-DSN Points to a sequential file of records, generated by an installation, each
of which defines the default capabilities and limits for a specific user ID or
group ID.This data set is required when the security parameters specify
SECURITY=YES and you want to define individual or group security
profiles by user ID.

SYSPARMS N/A Data collector startup parameters.
This DD statement is required in JCL when running a stand-alone data
collector job.

N/A DEST-GROUPS-DSN Partitioned data set and its member that contains the destination group
definitions for exceptions processing. The destination group offer SNMP
traps and emails.
This data set is optional.

N/A REQLIB A list of partitioned data sets containing IQL requests.
These data sets are required.For REQLIB data sets and user data sets
that are dynamically allocated for request output, a ddname of DBGyyyyy
is used to allocate the data sets when executing the data collector as a
stand-alone job. yyyyy is an assigned sequence number starting with
00001.

N/A SMTP-SYSOUT and SMTP-
WRITER

Points to the SYSOUT class and writer name for the SMTP server.

N/A THREAD-GROUPS-DSN Partitioned data set and its member that contains the thread group
definitions. This data set is optional.

N/A SMTP-TEMPLATE-DSN Partitioned data set and its member that contains the HTML template for
emails that are generated from the exception system (SMTP).This data
set is optional.

HSTSQLDB HSTSQLDB-DSN VSAM linear data set that stores SQL text which data collector captures.
This data set is optional.

DC System Parameters
During initialization, the data collector obtains the input parameters from files that are described by the SYSPARMS DD
statement in the data collector job.

The input parameters provide the following specifications:

• The Db2 subsystem to be monitored.
• The default options for the data set to be dynamically allocated for a request.
• The size and number of buffers to be acquired for the Db2 trace record processing.
• Any optional features to be enabled.
• The data sets to be allocated dynamically.

The post-install process generates the DC run-time system parameters into three members of the SOURCE library. These
members, concatenated together, form SYSPARMS of the data collector.
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• The IDDCPRMS member specifies the settings for all your data collectors (common SYSPARMS).
• A Db2-specific set of SYSPARMS is created for each DC with the member name db2ssidSYSP. For example,

XYZSYSP for Db2 subsystem XYZ. You can move parameters between the common IDDCPRMS member and Db2-
specific members.

• The third member contains the APPLS settings. This member is built and updated dynamically during the Db2-specific
post installation. All data collectors and SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface use this member.

NOTE
You must enclose any date and time specifications in single quotes.

DEFAULTS Statement

DEFAULTS must be the first word on the first input record in the input parameter file, unless the first record consists of a
comment.

Operational Parameters
The operational parameters enable you to customize base functions of the data collector.

Db2 Connection Parameters

The following parameters control connection to the monitored Db2 subsystem:

DB2-LOCATION='xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx'
Describes the monitored Db2 subsystem. The location name must be specified in quotes ('). Up to 16 characters
are allowed. This location name is the same as specified in the APPLS statement of the data collector RAF and
user interface parameters, so that the user interface can find this data collector locally and remotely.
Default: lparssid, where lpar is the z/OS LPAR name and ssid is the Db2 subsystem name.

DB2VER=rr.v
(Optional) Specifies the version of the Db2 subsystem. This value is used for processing IQL requests during
the data collector startup when the Db2 subsystem is not active. When the data collector connects to an active
subsystem, the Db2 version of that subsystem overrides the DB2VER specification.

NOTE
The data collector uses this parameter to pass the Db2 version to SYSVIEW for Db2 IQL parser to
customize the online and history displays. If the setting is incorrect, the data for an incorrect release
might appear or the data for a correct release might be missing.

Values: 10.1, 11.1, 12.1, 13.1
DBSUB=db2name

Specifies the name of the Db2 subsystem to be reported on.
Specify a fictitious Db2 subsystem name when you specify DC-HISTORY-MODE=YES to designate a history-only
data collector.
DBSUB is optional when you specify DC-HISTORY-MODE=NO.
Limits: 1 to 4 characters

DBWAIT=[YES|NO|ON|OFF]
Specifies whether to wait for a Db2 startup when Db2 is inactive at the data collector start. ON and OFF are
synonyms for YES and NO. If Db2 is inactive and DBWAIT=NO is specified, the data collector immediately
terminates.
Default: NO
Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: YES
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DC-DB2-STOP-MODE=[PRIM|SECO]
Specifies whether a data collector terminates its Db2 threads immediately upon being posted that Db2 is
terminating. The hierarchy is as follows:

• One primary data collector which behaves in the current manner by waiting until all other Db2 threads except
its own terminate before terminating its threads.

• One or more secondary data collectors that terminate their threads immediately.

Default: PRIM

NOTE
The mode can also be specified by EXEC PARM as STOPM=P or STOPM=S. When you specify the mode
on the EXEC statement, the system parameter setting is ignored.

DC-HISTORY-MODE=[YES|NO]
Allows the data collector to start up in History-Only mode. In this mode, the data collector can only browse the
history datasets. To start up the data collector in History-Only mode, ensure that the DBSUB parameter does not
point to any subsystem that exists on your system.
Setting up DC-HISTORY-MODE=YES overrides the values of the following system parameters:

• HISTORY, DBWAIT, and NONSTOP are set to YES
• HISTORY-SQLTEXT is set to NO

Default: NO

NOTE
The mode can also be specified by EXEC PARM, as HISTM=Y or HISTM=N. When you specify the
mode on the EXEC statement, the system parameter setting is ignored.

DC-GROUP=xxxxxxxx
Specifies the name of a SYSVIEW for Db2 data sharing group that includes two or more data collectors. The
group name must be unique to the Sysplex and the same DC-GROUP name must be specified for each data
collector in the group. SYSVIEW for Db2 uses the group name to display data from all active members when one
member of the group is selected for monitoring.

NOTE
Do not specify a Db2 data sharing group name for this parameter.

Default: None
NONSTOP=[YES|NO]

Specifies whether the data collector stays active when Db2 is stopped. SYSVIEW for Db2 prevents Db2 from
coming up when the system does not have usable USER LX entries. This action occurs because Db2 does
not free up the USER LX entries that were used during the previous cycle when other address spaces once
connected to it are still active. Db2 uses a new set of USER LX entries at every start.
The length of time the data collector, PC owner, and global subsystem jobs can run safely without causing a
problem is controlled by:

• The number of USER LX entries that are defined to the system.
• The frequency of cycling Db2 while SYSVIEW for Db2 is running.

Default: NO
Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: YES

DC Job Parameters

The following parameters control data collector job execution:
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DBGSNAP-DSN='dsn'
Specifies the name of the ABEND dump data set to allocate for snap dumps. This parameter is used when you
specify FULLDUMP=NO. For a SYSOUT class, specify a single SYSOUT character. A single character is assumed
to be a SYSOUT class, else it is assumed to be a data set name.
Default: A SYSOUT class of '*'

DEFAULT-CONSOLE-DEV='xxx'
Specifies the device address of the console that the data collector is to use. If this parameter is not specified,
the data collector defaults to the master console, if available. If no master console is available in a SYSPLEX
environment, this parameter can be used to specify an alternative display console.

FULLDUMP=[YES|NO|SVC]
Specifies the type of dump that is requested for an ABEND:
SVC

An SVC dump.
YES

A full ABEND dump. This option has been deprecated. If you specify FULLDUMP=YES, it is processed as
FULLDUMP=SVC.

NO
A summary SNAP dump. If you specify this option, allocate a data set DBGSNAP for the SNAP dump.

Default: SVC
Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: SVC

NOTE
This value can also be specified on the EXEC PARM statement as FDUMP=YES, FDUMP=NO, or
FDUMP=SVC. When you specify this value on the EXEC statement, the system parameter setting is
ignored.

REGION=-1|0|nnn
Specifies the data collector virtual storage region limit in megabytes. This value can override the default REGION
value for the address space. The following values are valid:
-1

If supplied, honors the REGION parameter on the EXEC JCL statement.
0

Specifies no region limit (not recommended).
nnn

Specifies a minimal region limit for the data collector task to use. This value overrides the default address
space REGION value only if it is higher. Specify a value of 64 or greater.

Default: The higher of either 128 or the address space region limit. The default ensures that the data collector
has a minimum region limit of 128 MB.

ZIIP-USE=[YES|NO|SRB]
Specifies whether the data collector uses zIIP processing. The following data collector functions can run on a zIIP
processor:

• IFI trace record processing for READA collected trace records.
• Processing history records to satisfy the online user history request.
• Execution of the Exceptions Processor.

The following values are valid:
YES

Uses zIIP processing.
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NOTE
If zIIP processors are not available, an informational message is issued and processing
continues with the execution on central processors.

SRB
Uses SRB mode, but does not use zIIP.

NOTE
ZIIP-USE=SRB is only used as a migration aid in non-zIIP environments to determine how
much CPU can be offloaded to any available zIIP processors. The output of the DCCPU
command estimates the zIIP savings that you can achieve with migration to a processor with
zIIP engines.

NO
Does not use zIIP or SRB.

Default: YES

DC Processing Parameters

The following parameters control data collector internal processing:

DATA-SHARING=[YES|NO]
If set to YES, enables the data sharing of the specific IQL statements in requests. These statements can be found
in several IQL requests surrounded by #IF DATASHR and #IFEND IQL statements.
Default: NO

DEBUG-LEVEL=n
or AGENT-DEBUG=n
Specifies the value for the level of debugging messages to be written to the DBGPRINT. The value can range
from 1 to 6.
Use values higher than 3 to see debugging messages that are related to the SNMP trap and email sending.
Setting this parameter to 1 disables most messages that are related to the Xnet processing.
Default: 3

DISPLAY-ACTIVE-CHILD=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether Db2 parallel child threads appear on the Active Threads panel when the variation field is set to
active.
Default: NO

DISPLAYSQL=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to extract the last SQL statement text from the control blocks if the thread is not in Db2 when
the display request is made. If YES is specified, an incorrect SQL statement can be displayed if the area pointed
to has been reused. If NO is specified, the SQL statement text is shown only when the thread is in Db2.
Default: NO
Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: YES

MAXUTASKS=nn
Specifies the maximum number of user interface tasks that this data collector can attach. A user interface task is
any task for data collector processing of SYSVIEW for Db2 commands that are issued by a user. For example,
display or start a request.
Limits: 2 - 16
Default: 10
Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: 6

NUMUTASKS=nn
Specifies the number of users that can simultaneously execute SYSVIEW for Db2 commands from the user
interface.
Default: 3
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Limits: 2 - 16
OBID-DSN='dsn'

Specifies the name of a sequential or partitioned data set with a member that contains the DBID/OBID name
translations that were built using the OBID Translation Utility (IDB2OBI).

TIP
Set up a batch job that periodically updates the OBID translation file and refreshes the file in the data
collector using the OBID command.

SMTP-SYSOUT=a
Specifies the SYSOUT class of the SMTP server.
Default: B

SMTP-WRITER=writer
Specifies the writer name of the SMTP server.
Default: SMTP
The following table shows the default settings for SMTP-SYSOUT and SMTP-WRITER:

SMTP-SYSOUT SMTP-WRITER Class used Writer Used

omitted omitted B SMTP

omitted defined * as defined

defined omitted as defined no writer name

defined defined as defined as defined

SMTP-TEMPLATE-DSN='dsname(member)'
Specifies the name of the partitioned data set and its member that contains the HTML template for outgoing
emails. For the syntax of the template, see Customize HTML Emails. The post-install creates a sample template
in the hlq.SOURCE(NSIEHTML) member. If no template data set is specified, HTML is generated from the
internal template.

NOTE
If you specify an HTML TEMPLATE for a destination group, you must also specify the data collector
system parameter SMTP-TEMPLATE-DSN. The partitioned data set specified in this parameter is used to
find the HTML template member.

THREAD-GROUPS-DSN='dsname(member)'
Specifies the name of the partitioned data set and its member that contains the thread group definitions. For the
definitions syntax, see Define Thread Groups.

NOTE
Specify this system parameter to generate (1044) APM-APPL-SUM records. If you specify an empty file,
this system parameter is disabled.

XMANAGER-CHECK=[WARN|FAIL|QUIET]
Specifies the data collector action when the connection to Xmanager cannot be established.
WARN

Issues the following message to the JESLOG and DBGPRINT destinations:
DBG02196W FAILED TO CONNECT TO XMANID=XXXX, OPERATION CONTINUES DUE TO XMANAGER-CHECK=WARN

Processing continues.
FAIL

Issues the following message to the JESLOG and DBGPRINT destinations:
DBG02197E FAILED TO CONNECT TO XMANAGER, PARMLIB XMANID=XXXX

The data collector terminates.
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NOTE
Two connection attempts with a 10-second delay let Xmanager initialize when it is started
together with the data collector.

QUIET
Issues the following message to the DBGPRINT destination:
DBG02195I FAILED TO CONNECT TO XMANID=XXXX, OPERATION CONTINUES DUE TO XMANAGER-CHECK=QUIET

Processing continues.
Default: WARN

NOTE
System parameter XMANAGER-CHECK will become obsolete in the future. The value will be overridden
by FAIL and the data collector connection to Xmanager will be required.

ZDM-PREFIX=xxxx
Specifies the first four characters of the CCS Data Mover instance identifier, which is an eight-character
composite of the ZDM-PREFIX and DBSUB system parameter values. The identifier uniquely identifies the
SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector in the MOI infrastructure.

NOTE
If the data collector with a duplicate identifier attempts to connect to CCS Data Mover, the connection is
rejected and the data collector connection task is halted. To resume the connection, use the CCS Data
Mover Transfer Control START command or restart the data collector.

This parameter can include underscore characters to ensure a total length of four alphanumeric characters.
Default: The first four characters of the SYSPLEX name

Global Subsystem Parameters

The following parameters control connection to the Global Subsystem:

CALL-GSS=[YES|NO|ASYNC]
Specifies whether calls are made to GSS for the execution of IMODs, or for logging exceptions, utility phase
executions, and Db2 commands. If GSS is not installed, available, or typically used, specify NO to reduce the
overhead by eliminating the GSS call and subsequent error processing when GSS is not available. When GSS
becomes available, change the parameter to ASYNC or YES and restart the data collector.
The preferred setting for CALL-GSS is ASYNC. If ASYNC is specified, calls to IMOD $DBGL_ILOGMSG to log
exceptions to the GSS ILOG and calls to IMOD IDB2MEXC to log exceptions to the System Condition Monitor are
done asynchronously. If the number of logged exceptions is high, this option can overload the GSS task. If you
are logging thousands of exceptions per hour, set the CALL-GSS to YES and change your exception definitions to
reduce the number of loggings.
Default: YES

DCMSGS=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether Message Handler calls the GSS to log console messages issued by this data collector for a
later review.
Default: YES
Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: NO

MSSUB=ISRV
Specifies the MVS subsystem name for the Global Subsystem IMOD facility. If you changed this name when you
installed the MVS subsystem names for GSS, also change the MSSUB= value here.
Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: ISRV
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Migration Aid Parameters

The following migration aid parameters can be used in migrating new releases of the data collector and PC owner. These
parameters limit the functionality of the NONSTOP parameter.

NOTE
If you try to terminate Db2 with two data collectors attached, Db2 does not terminate as both nonstop data
collectors are waiting until only its threads are active. Data collectors must be stopped until only one remains
active.

PCSSID=xxxx
Specifies a unique z/OS subsystem ID for the PC Owner with which the data collector is to operate in conjunction.
Default: None (the data collector looks for a default PC SSID of DBGI).

TESTVER=xxxx
Specifies a 1-4 character identifier for a separate unique data collector, which can be started on the same Db2
subsystem as another data collector.
Default: R20

PARMLIB/XMAN/XNET Parameters

The following parameters are used to locate connection plan names and Xnet and Xmanager address spaces:

ENV=nn
Specifies the environmental suffix value that determines which PARMLIB members to use. The PARMLIB
members control which plan names and which Xmanager task to use. If SUFFIX is also coded, the ENV
parameter is used instead.

NOTE
If you specify a non-numeric value, include the value in single quotation marks. For example, 'XX'.

SUFFIX=nn
Specifies the suffix value that points to a PARMLIB member. The PARMLIB members control which plan names
and which Xmanager task to use. For example, to link SYSVIEW for Db2 to Detector, point SUFFIX=00 to
member SETUP00 where you name the XMANID of your Xmanager where the Detector collection runs.
If ENV is also coded, the ENV parameter is used instead.
Default: 00

NOTE
If you specify a non-numeric value, include the value in single quotation marks. For example, 'XX'.

XNETAGT=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether the XNET agent subtask is attached and enabled. The XNET agent permits the transfer of
SYSVIEW for Db2 data to a remote XNET application, such as SYSVIEW, Cross-Enterprise APM, or DBM Data
Service.
This option also controls the setting of the #IF XNETAGT IQL variable. If set to YES, the XNETAGT IQL variable
has a true setting. This #IF IQL variable controls whether the online and history IQL requests used for XNET
applications are started during the data collector initialization.
Default: NO

XNETID='xxx'
Specifies a string of characters to identify uniquely the SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector. If you do not specify a
value, a default string is generated (uses the data collector job name and Db2 subsystem ID).
Limits: Up to 16 characters

OPS/MVS Parameters

The following parameters control integration with OPS/MVS:
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CA-OPS-HEARTBEAT-INTERVAL=x
Controls OPS/MVS event notification (heartbeat) processing. The OPSEVENT service is used to signal the
heartbeat and status information to System State Manager (SSM), which is a component of OPS/MVS. Status
updates are provided on SYSVIEW for Db2 events at a specified interval.
Specify CA-OPS-HEARTBEAT-INTERVAL=0 to turn off the processing.
Limits: 0 to 30 minutes
Default: 5 minutes

NOTE
For more information, see the OPS/MVS documentation.

CALL-OPS=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to invoke OPS/MVS to issue an API event. If this system parameter is enabled, the API can be
invoked for exceptions or IQL destination output. Specify NO, if OPS/MVS is not installed or is not typically used.
If you start using OPS/MVS, change the value to YES and restart the data collector.
Default: YES

NOTE
For more information about reporting exception events through the OPS/MVS interface, see Exception
Action to Notify OPS/MVS.

Tracing Parameters
The tracing parameters control how Db2 trace information is captured and what information is captured.

Trace Data Capture Parameters

The following parameters control the type of traces that are started and the class of accounting data that is collected:

• ACCTTRACE=[YES|NO|1|2|3|5|7|8|9|10]
Specifies whether to activate the accounting trace and if so, what classes to activate.

NOTE
An accounting trace is always activated for class 1 regardless of what you specify here.

Default: YES
Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: 8

• COLLECT-IFCID177=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to collect IFCID 177. By collecting this record, you can see which package was executed last and
the package version for active threads. To avoid overhead, the default SYSPARMS specifies a value of NO.

NOTE
If you specify the IOSUM option in the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system parameter, this specification overrides
the SYSPARMS value of NO, and IFCID 177 is collected.

Default: NO
Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: NO

• CONN-TYPE=[CURRENT|ORIGINAL]
Controls whether the CONN-GROUP IQL field in the (148) THREAD-STATS record is static or dynamic for DDF and
CICS connections. This parameter has a permanent setting.
Valid values are:
– ORIGINAL

The connection type does not change during stored procedure execution. Use this setting if your WHERE clause is
checking the original connection type for DDF and CICS threads.

– CURRENT
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The connection type changes to RRS during stored procedures execution. Use this setting if your WHERE clause is
checking for DDF and CICS threads running stored procedures based on the switch of the connection type to RRS.
Ensure that your WHERE clause is flexible enough to handle a changing connection type.

Default: CURRENT
• HWM-SAMP-INT=nn

Controls how often, in hundredths of a second, the high water mark (HWM) collection subtask samples for data. The
HWM subtask samples Db2 control blocks and logs the HWM values for the current statistics interval. In contrast,
the statistics records that Db2 produces contain the HWM values since the Db2 subsystem was last started. When
the statistics interval ends, the HWM values that SYSVIEW for Db2 collects are reset to zero. The HWM values are
available online only for the current and past subsystem history intervals.
Default: 200 (2 seconds)
Limits: 0 - 1000 (Specify 0 to collect no data)

• HWM-SAMP-CF=[YES|NO]
Controls whether the coupling facility is queried as part of the group buffer pool HWM processing for (1047) IDB2STAT
record generation.
Set this parameter to YES when you use the HWM-GRP-TOTAL-CHANGED field in (1047) IDB2STAT. Otherwise,
leave this parameter set to NO to help reduce overhead.
Default: NO

• IFI-PLAN='xxxxxxxx'
Specifies the name of the plan to be used for the data collector threads to collect IFI trace records. If not specified, the
explain plan is used. The explain plan is defined in one of the following ways:
– In the PLANSxx member of CDBAPARM
– With the system parameter EXPLAIN-PLAN-SYSIBM
You can use this parameter to prevent the data collector from holding a Db2 lock on the explain plan in case it must be
rebound after applying maintenance. The plan for the data collector IFI threads has no specific requirements.
Default: No default value, the explain plan is used.

• IFCID105=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to collect IFCID 105. These records contain mappings of DBID and OBID numbers to DBNAMEs
and PSNAMEs.

NOTE
Specifying IFCID105=NO and then starting a request that collects IFCID 105 reactivates the trace record
collection.
WARNING
The IFCID 105 records are created every stats interval. On large systems, they can produce significant data
collector overhead. If you maintain a current OBIDTBL file with the IDB2OBI utility, and your Db2 subsystem
does not typically create and drop large numbers of objects, set this value to NO.

Default: YES
• IFCID503=[YES|NO]

Specifies whether to activate IFCID 503 when IFCID 225 is traced. IFCID 503 contains no data. Db2 uses it as an
indicator to collect statistics about discarded pages included in IFCID 225.

WARNING
The collection of IFCID 503 can result in significant overhead. Set this parameter to NO unless you are
interested in the statistics for discarded pages. Also, use IFCID503=NO if Db2 11 PTF PI82191 or Db2 12
PTF PI78979 is not installed.

Default: YES
• NUMTRACES=nn

Determines the maximum number of traces that this data collector can start, including both qualified and unqualified
traces.
Default: 6
Limits: 1 - 30
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Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: 12
• OBID-TRANSLATE-IFCID=[YES|NO]

Specifies whether IFCID 370 is used to collect DBID/OBID translation data. Specifying NO disables the collection of
these translation records.

NOTE
The former values of 107, 370, and 0 are maintained for compatibility.

Default: YES
• PROFILE-MONITORING=[YES|NO]

Activates extended reporting of the Db2 system profile statistics. Setting YES enforces the collection of IFCID 402
records into the system history. Setting YES also starts up the IDSXC402 request for the IDSXC402 IQL exception,
and HSUPROF and HSTPROF online history requests.

NOTE
To ensure that you can use PROFILE-MONITORING=YES, ensure that you have applied APAR PH12041 for
Db2 for z/OS.

Default: NO
• READA-BUFFER-PCT=nn

Specifies the capacity threshold of the IFI OPX buffer. When the threshold is reached, Db2 notifies the data collector
that trace records are available for trace event processing. The buffer capacity threshold is expressed as a percentage.
Db2 sends the notification through the POST method.
Default: 10
Limits: 1 - 50

TIP
The recommended READA_BUFFER-PCT value is inverse to the relative activity of the system. On higher-
volume systems that produce many trace records, set the parameter to a lower value, such as the default
10%. On a low-volume system with little activity, the parameter can be set to a higher value, such as 40%.

• WAIT239=(max wait seconds, max records waiting)
Controls how SYSVIEW for Db2 waits for matching records:

• (003) ACCT records wait for package (IFCID 239) data.
• (001) STATS1 records wait for (002) STATS2 records.
• (002) STATS2 base segments wait for (002) STATS2 continuation segments.

This parameter helps minimize the overhead of SYSVIEW for Db2 chaining records that wait for matching records.
Specifying lower values reduces the overhead, but can increase the likelihood of processing records with incomplete
data.
When matching records are produced at similar time, there is little overhead, regardless of the values that are specified
in this parameter. However, if your input records indicate that matching data is present but unavailable, the wait
overhead can be significant. In this case, lowering the values for this parameter can greatly reduce the overhead of
processing the data.
The max wait seconds and max records waiting values are required. These values specify a maximum wait time in
seconds and a maximum number of records that are queued up to wait for matching records. If the maximum wait
time is reached for a record, the record is processed without complimentary sections. If the maximum record count is
reached, the oldest records on the chain are removed. These records are processed without matching sections until
the count drops below the maximum record count. If either value is exceeded, the waiting records are removed from
the wait chain and processed without all the complimentary data.
Default: WAIT239=(300,1000)
Limits: 1 - 2147483647 (for both fields)
Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: (300,100)

Trace Buffer Parameters

The following trace record buffer parameters control the size of the trace record buffers used by SYSVIEW for Db2 to
capture the Db2 trace information:
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• PRVBUFNUM=nn
This parameter is no longer used, but is maintained for compatibility purposes. Values in this parameter are ignored.
This value is automatically set to twice the value of SRVBUFNUM and cannot be changed.

• PRVMAXSZ=nnnn
Specifies the maximum size of storage, in kilobytes, allocated for trace buffers in the data collector private area when
processing requires a value larger than PRVBUFNUM. If IFI buffers are processed and no empty private area buffers
remain, the data collector dynamically obtains more private area buffers up to this maximum.
Default: 1024 KB is the default maximum size of the private area that is used for buffers. When SRVBUFSZ multiplied
by SRVBUFNUM multiplied by 2 is greater than the specified size, the larger size becomes the initial maximum and
therefore the private area limit.

• SRVBUFNUM=nn
SRVBUFSZ and SRVBUFNUM are used to calculate the size of the IFI monitor buffer that is specified with the Db2
START TRACE command. The monitor buffer size is the product of (SRVBUFSZ) * (SRVBUFNUM) * (4 KB). Db2
obtains this buffer from the private storage in the MSTR address space. The IFI trace destination writer in Db2 fills this
buffer.
Limits: 2 to 2048
Default: 4 buffers
Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: 8

• SRVBUFSZ=n
For more information about this parameter, see the description for SRVBUFNUM.
Limits: 2 to 8
Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: 8

• TRUNCTIME=nnnn
Specifies the interval time (in seconds) after which a partially filled Db2 trace buffer is flushed or made available for
data collector processing. This action occurs when no other Db2 trace buffer has been filled and made available in the
interval. This parameter is intended for use in a Db2 subsystem where it typically takes a long time to fill a Db2 trace
buffer. An IFI command READA is issued to obtain available trace data when this specified interval passes without
having been posted for data by the IFI.
Default: The default value in the SYSPARMS member is 10 seconds. If this parameter is not coded, the default value
is 60 seconds.

Trace data can be lost if the buffer is filled before the data collector can request it to be processed. You can use the INS
IFI command to determine the current CSA (IFI monitor size) and private buffer sizes in use. This command also shows
the number of trace records that were lost due to unavailable buffers. If the dispatching priority of the data collector is set
appropriately, increase the SRVBUFSZ, SRVBUFNUM, and PRVMAXSZ values to reduce the number of lost records:

• On higher-volume systems, use the following settings: SRVBUFSZ=8, SRVBUFNUM=128, PRVMAXSZ=4096
• On a low-volume system, use the following default values: SRVBUFSZ=8, SRVBUFNUM=8, PRVMAXSZ=1024

History and Archive Parameters
The history and archive parameters control the operation of the online history facility.

Use these parameters for the following tasks:

• To turn online history on and off (if online history VSAM files were defined during installation).
• To determine the collection interval for the statistics records.
• To determine whether thread accounting data should be gathered.
• To determine the history files usage in the online interface.
• To determine when the history files are to be unloaded.

The parameters are grouped into the following categories:
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Trace Data Collection Parameters

The following parameters define which trace records, when, and how are written to the history files.

HISTORY=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to activate online history. If you have created and initialized an online history VSAM file during
installation, specify YES to activate the online history statistics and accounting collection. If you specify NO, the
online history menu options do not function.
Default: NO

HSTACCTG-DSN='dsn'
Specifies the name of the online history VSAM file. This file collects Db2 thread history records when the online
accounting history option is enabled.

HSTSTATS-DSN='dsn'
Specifies the name of the online history VSAM file. This file collects Db2 subsystem history records when the
online statistics history option is enabled.

HSTSQLDB-DSN='dsn'
Specifies the name of the VSAM linear data set that collects captured dynamic SQL texts.

HISTORY-ACCT=[YES|NO|FILTER]
Controls the collection of thread accounting data:
YES

Collects all the accounting records.
NO

Eliminates the collection of accounting record.
FILTER

Limits the collection of accounting records by using one or more IQL FILTER requests.
This option also controls the setting of the #IF HISTORY-ACCT-FILTER IQL variable. If this parameter is set to
FILTER and HISTORY=YES, then the HISTORY-ACCT-FILTER IQL variable has a “true” setting. This #IF IQL
variable controls whether the FILTERAC IQL request is started by default.
Default: YES

NOTE
Filtering of accounting records that are based on FILTEROUT thread groups is applied regardless of
the HIST-ACCT parameter value. Even if HISTORY-ACCT=YES, some records can still be filtered
out. These records are not written into the history or processed in requests and exceptions. For more
information, see Define Thread Groups.

HIST-ACCT-DETAIL=(detail record list)
Controls whether a SYSVIEW for Db2 detail accounting record is written, and what information is included. If
one or more options are specified in the detail record list, and the detail data for the enabled option is generated,
SYSVIEW for Db2 writes its own thread accounting record. This record, IFCID 151 (known as IDB2ACCT record
in IQL), contains a summary of the detail information collected.
Default: PDTSQL is enabled in the default SYSPARMS member. Detail data is collected only if this parameter is
specified.
Default in sample SYSPARMS member: ('PDTSQL')

NOTE

• SYSVIEW for Db2 identifies and reports on detailed information for distributed threads on a
subsystem, where rollup records are enabled. The Db2 DSNZPARM ACCUMACC determines
whether rollup accounting records are generated for distributed threads. For ACCUMACC non-zero
values (2-25), the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL-ROLLUP system parameter controls whether the information
is collected for distributed threads. If ACCUMACC>25, SYSVIEW for Db2 does not collect this
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information (regardless of the parameter setting) because Db2 does not provide enough trace
details.

• Detailed information is not collected for the SYSVIEW for Db2-generated parallelism summary or for
Db2-generated child summary records. Detailed information is collected for parent thread and for the
individual child parallelism threads when DSNZPARM PTASKROL=NO.

You can specify any of the following options in the detail record list:
PDTSQL | SQL

Collects and summarizes a list of SQL statements that are executed. That includes the total and average
elapsed and CPU times for the statements. Only one of these options can be specified. If you specify
PDTSQL, then SYSVIEW for Db2 collects the information from Detector only when a Detector collection
is active. If you specify SQL, the information is collected from Db2 trace data, which can generate a
significant amount of overhead. PDTSQL is a low-overhead option that provides data which is not
available with the SQL option. This data includes buffer pool counts and class 3 suspend times.

IOSUM
Collects and summarizes I/O suspensions by pageset. I/O counts and elapsed time are collected. The
data collection can generate a high amount of overhead.

LOCKSUM
Collects the lock summary information from the IFCID 20 record. The data collection requires moderately
low overhead.

LOCKSPND
Collects a summary of lock suspensions by lock from Db2 trace data. The data collection requires
moderately low overhead.

SORTSUM
Collects a summary of sort activity by SQL statement from Db2 trace data. The data collection requires
moderately low overhead.

PDTSQL-BACKCHAIN=[YES|NO]
Controls whether THRD entries for SYSVIEW for Db2 accounting are chained together as a single or double
linked list. The specification of YES can reduce CPU usage by the data collector when the number of concurrently
active threads is high.

NOTE
This option is effective only if the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system parameter uses PDTSQL option.

Default: NO
HIST-ACCT-DETAIL-ROLLUP=[YES|NO]

Controls the collection of detail data, as specified in the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system parameter, for distributed
threads on subsystems where the rollup is enabled. The setting of the Db2 DSNZPARM ACCUMACC also
controls whether SYSVIEW for Db2 writes an accounting record:

• If this parameter is set to YES, and ACCUMACC value is from 2 through 25, SYSVIEW for Db2 writes an
accounting record.

WARNING
If you set this option to YES, resource consumption during the data collection can increase. That
consumption includes storage overhead and CPU.

• If ACCUMACC has a value greater than 25, SYSVIEW for Db2 does not write an accounting record, even if
HIST-ACCT-DETAIL-ROLLUP=YES.

• If ACCUMACC=NO, SYSVIEW for Db2 writes an accounting record, regardless of the value that is specified
for this system parameter.

Default: NO
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HIST-STATS-RECS=(nn,nn,…)
Specifies a list of IFCID records to write into the statistics history file. IFCIDs 1 and 2 are always included,
unless HISTORY-STATS-TIME parameter is set to 0. You can include any valid IFCID, but the following records
are recommended:

• 1—Statistics subtype 0
• 2—Statistics subtype 1
• 106—DSNZPARM data
• 172—Deadlock details
• 196—Timeout details
• 199—Data set I/O statistics
• 202—Statistics subtype 2
• 225—Db2 storage statistics
• 230—Statistics subtype 3
• 254—CF cache structure stats
• 313—Long running URs at checkpoint
• 365—Remote location activity
• 369—Connection statistics
• 376—SQL Incompatibilities
• 389—List of indexes with allocated Fast Traverse Blocks (FTB)
• 1036—Skeleton Cursor Table (SKCT) allocated entries
• 1038—Skeleton Package Table (SKPT) allocated entries
• 1039—Database Descriptor (DBD) allocated entries

Default: Enabled in the default SYSPARMS member. If this parameter is not specified, only IFCIDs 1 and 2 are
enabled by default.
The following IFCID records are supported in the online history collection and display, but are not enabled by
default:

316 (or 1043) Dynamic SQL statement use for the history interval
401 (or 1041) Static SQL statement use for the history interval

NOTE

• If you include IFCID 316, 401, or both, review the size of your online statistics history file. Specify
the HIST-SQL-MULTIPLE system parameter to collect these records with different frequency than
defined in the HISTORY-STATS-TIME parameter.

• IFCID 318 starts when HIST-STATS-RECS includes IFCID 316 or IFCID 1043, even if IQL-
INCLUDE-IFCID318=NO.

• IFCID 400 starts when HIST-STATS-RECS includes IFCID 401 or IFCID 1041, even if IQL-
INCLUDE-IFCID400=NO.

HISTORY-STATS-TIME=nn
Specifies the interval, in minutes, at which the grabbed, non-event based Db2 trace records (specified in HIST-
STATS-RECS) are collected and written to the online history statistics file. If you specify 0, no Db2 and SQL
statistics are written to the file. The time is synchronized on the hour, where possible. For example, if you specify
a value of 10, the data is collected on the hour and at every 10-minute interval.
Specify the HIST-SQL-MULTIPLE system parameter to define a frequency for collecting SQL statistics.
Default: 15
Default in sample SYSPARMS member: 30

HIST-SQL-MULTIPLE=nn
Controls the collection of SQL statistics. These statistics include IFCID records 316/1043 and 401/1041. To
determine the frequency of SQL statistics collection, in minutes, multiply the values of HIST-SQL-MULTIPLE and
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HISTORY-STATS-TIME parameters. For example, if HISTORY-STATS-TIME=1 and HIST-SQL-MULTIPLE=15,
the SQL statistics are collected every 15 minutes.
Limits: 0 - 1440
Default: 1

NOTE
If HIST-SQL-MULTIPLE is set to 0 or 1, HISTORY-STATS-TIME controls the frequency of SQL statistics
collection. For example, if HISTORY-STATS-TIME=5 and HIST-SQL-MULTIPLE=0, the SQL statistics
are collected every 5 minutes.

HIST-CPUPARA-CHILD=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to collect CPU parallelism child threads.
YES

CPU parallelism child threads are collected in the history accounting data sets.
NO

The child accounting records are only reflected in the CPU Parallelism Summary record for the parent
thread. The individual child threads are not written to the history data sets.

For example, if a running thread spawns three child threads and HIST-CPUPARA-CHILD=YES, four records are
written to history. When HIST-CPUPARA-CHILD=NO, we collect the child threads and we merge their stats into
the parent thread. A SUM of the parent and child threads is the only record that is written to history.
Default: YES

HIST-USERTAB-64BIT=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to store data that is associated with users who are performing history queries above the 2-GB
bar. The default value is NO, which indicates that data is stored below the bar.
The recommended setting is NO. Set this value to YES to store the data above the bar if you have many users
who are performing the history functions at the same time and are running low on the data collector storage.
Default: NO

HISTORY-COMPRESSION=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to compress the records that are written to the history data sets. SYSVIEW for Db2 uses
the hardware compression to compress history records, which generate little CPU overhead. The option can
be turned on and off without reallocating the ACCT and STAT files. These files can mix uncompressed and
compressed records.
Default: YES

HISTORY-MESSAGE-TIME=nn
Specifies the interval, in minutes, at which the informational messages about the online history file usage statistics
and statistics about users who are currently connected to the data collector are written to DBGPRINT.
Default: 30

HISTORY-SQLTEXT=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to activate the Dynamic SQL text database feature and related IQL functions.
Default: NO

NOTE
Dynamic SQL text database is not supported in History-Only mode.

Startup and UI Parameters

The following list contains descriptions of the parameters that define how the history files are used in the online user
interface:

HSTIN-DSN='dsn'
Specifies the name of a sequential or partitioned data set with a member that contains the list of online history IQL
requests to start automatically.
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HIST-DISPLAY-COUNT=nnnn
Specifies the number of threads that the History System displays in a thread list. Setting the value too large
degrades response time.
Default: 5000

HISTORY-READ-GOVERNOR=(recs, hsecs)
(Optional) Limits the CPU usage of user searches through the SYSVIEW for Db2 history files. When specified,
recs number of history records is read, followed by a voluntary WAIT of hsecs hundredths of seconds. For
example, if you specify HISTORY-READ-GOVERNOR=(5000, 25), then a wait of 0.25 seconds occurs for every
5000 records read. If the default is used, no governing takes place.
Limits: (0 - 1,000,000, 0 - 500)
Default: (0,0)

Data Unload Parameters

The parameters define when and how the history files can be unloaded:

HISTARCH-TASK='xxxxxxxx'
Specifies the name of the procedure that backs up the online history file. The procedure is in the SOURCE library.

HISTARCH-TIME='hhmmss'
Specifies the time when the data collector starts the HISTARCH-TASK procedure. This task runs daily. If no value
is specified, no task is submitted.

HISTARCH-ACCT-TASK='xxxxxxxx'
Names the procedure that the data collector starts to back up the online accounting history file when its percent
full threshold value is reached. Leaving this value blank or not specifying this system parameter, disables the data
offloading.

HISTARCH-ACCT-PCT=nn1 | (nn1 [,nn2, …, nn5])
Controls the start time of the unload procedure. The start time is based on the percentage of the size of the
accounting history file containing previously unloaded records. The JCL procedure name is specified in the
HISTARCH-ACCT-TASK system parameter. The procedure does not start when the procedure name is blank or
when HISTARCH-ACCT-TASK is not specified (offloading by percent full is disabled). A value of 0 disables the
backups.
Limits: 0 - 75
Default: 50

NOTE
This field supports up to five different numeric values. SYSVIEW for Db2 automatically sorts the
sequence, so you can enter values in any order. The duplicate numbers are ignored. If you specify only
one value, the parentheses are optional.

HISTARCH-STATS-TASK='xxxxxxxx'
Names the procedure that the data collector starts to back up the online subsystem history file when its percent
full threshold value is reached. Leaving this value blank or not specifying this system parameter, disables the data
offloading.

HISTARCH-STATS-PCT=nn1 | (nn1 [,nn2, …, nn5])
Controls the start time of the unload procedure. The start time is based on the percentage of the size of the
statistics history file containing previously unloaded records. The JCL procedure name is specified in the
HISTARCH-STATS-TASK system parameter. The procedure does not start when the procedure name is blank or
when the HISTARCH-STATS-TASK system parameter is not specified (offloading by percent full is disabled). A
value of 0 disables the backups.
Limits: 0 - 75
Default: 50
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NOTE
This field supports up to five different numeric values. SYSVIEW for Db2 automatically sorts the
sequence, so you can enter values in any order. The duplicate numbers are ignored. If you specify only
one value, the parentheses are optional.

Dynamic SQL Statement Text Capture Parameters
Use the following HIST-IFC317 parameters to capture dynamic SQL statement text (IFCID 317) into the online statistics
history file when the HIST-STATS-RECS parameter includes IFCID 316 or IFCID 1043. When the HISTORY-SQLTEXT
parameter is enabled, the SQL text is also stored in the Dynamic SQL history file. Each parameter defines whether
to capture the text of the top nn statements that run on Db2, the top mm statements that run on Db2 Accelerators, or
both. The data collector captures and stores statement text only if the related IFCID 317 record is available in the dynamic
statement cache at the end of the system history collection interval.

NOTE

• When nn and mm values are both 0, the data collector does not try to collect and store IFCID 317 records into
the history file.

• Do not specify IFCID 317 in the HIST-STATS-RECS parameter.

HIST-IFC317-AVG-CPU-TOP=nn,mm
Collects IFCID 317 records for the SQL statements during the collection interval with the top:

• nn average CPU times per execution
Limits: 0 - 512
Default: 0

• mm average accelerator CPU times per execution
Limits: 0 - 512
Default: 0

HIST-IFC317-AVG-ELAP-TOP=nn,mm
Collects IFCID 317 records for the SQL statements during the collection interval with the top:

• nn average elapsed times per execution
Limits: 0 - 512
Default: 0

• mm average accelerator elapsed times per execution
Limits: 0 - 512
Default: 0

HIST-IFC317-TOT-CPU-TOP=nn,mm
Collects IFCID 317 records for the SQL statements during the collection interval with the top:

• nn total CPU time
Limits: 0 - 512
Default: 0

• mm total accelerator CPU time
Limits: 0 - 512
Default: 0

HIST-IFC317-TOT-ELAP-TOP=nn,mm
Collects IFCID 317 records for the SQL statements during the collection interval with the top:

• nn total elapsed times
Limits: 0 - 512
Default: 0

• mm total accelerator elapsed times
Limits: 0 - 512
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Default: 0

Example
* Keep text of top 50 statements based on average Db2 CPU time

HIST-IFC317-AVG-CPU-TOP=50

*

* Keep text of top 25 statements based on Db2 total elapsed time

* and text of top 10 based on total accelerator elapsed time

HIST-IFC317-TOT-ELAP-TOP=25,10

*

* Keep text of only top 30 statements based on accelerator CPU time

HIST-IFC317-TOT-CPU-TOP=0,30

IQL Control Parameters
The IQL control parameters allow you to control content and behavior of IQL requests.

These parameters include startup, report control, day/date/time localization, and output data set allocation parameters.

All requests are stored as members in the SYSVIEW for Db2 CDBATREQ and REQUESTS libraries. The data collector
can automatically start any number of "startup" requests at its initialization.

Startup Parameters

A sample startup request file is in the STARTUP member in the SOURCE library. The data collector REQLIB specifies
the libraries from which the requests in the INCLUDE statements are read. At initialization, the data collector opens the
request library and starts each request that is named on an INCLUDE statement.

To change a startup request, edit the request, and save it in the request library that is specified in the REQLIB. The next
time the data collector starts with the modified request. To add or delete a startup request, edit the startup request file.
Insert a line into the list of request members or delete a line from the list.

NOTE
If you add a request to the list, make sure that it does not use OWNER-UNIQUE=YES. If it does, you can only
display it from the Show panel.

The following parameters control how IQL requests are started:

DBGIN-DSN='dsn'
Specifies the name of a sequential or partitioned data set with a member that contains a list of initial real-time
IQL requests. These IQL requests start automatically. For history IQL startup details, see History and Archive
Parameters.
For the real-time request to be started automatically, include its member name in the startup request file. During
initialization, the data collector reads the startup request. This sequential file consists of INCLUDE member
statements, one for each request that you want started automatically.

PRINT-REQUESTS=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether the IQL text of the request is written into the data collector log output file when the request is
started.
Default: NO

REQLIB='hlq.mlq.REQUESTS'
Specifies the names of the request libraries from which to read startup requests. These libraries are dynamically
allocated during the data collector initialization and then freed.
This parameter can also use the following syntax:
REQLIB= ('hlq.mlq.REQUESTS', '2nd request library', '...','...')
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Output Data Set Allocation Parameters

The following parameters specify default characteristics of the IQL request output data set. These values are dynamically
allocated for a data set when not specified in the IQL request.

DISP=[KEEP|DELETE|CATLG]
Specifies the default disposition.
Default: CATLG

DSORG=[PS|PO]
Specifies the default data set organization.
Default: PS

ENFORCE-PREFIX=[YES|NO]
Enforces the PREFIX string as the highest level qualifier for all data sets created from requests.
YES

Indicates that request appends any data set name behind the prefix. Names that are too long are
truncated.

NO
Indicates that requests can use any fully qualified data set name.

Default: NO
PREFIX='hlq.mlq.OUTPUT'

Specifies the default prefix. The prefix is appended to the front of the data set name except when the request
contains a fully qualified name.

SPACETYPE=[CYLINDER|CYL|TRACK|TRK|xxxx]
Specifies the default space type. CYL and TRK are synonyms for CYLINDER and TRACK. xxxx means that
space is allocated in blocks whose average length is xxxx.
Default: TRACK

PDS-DIRECTORY=nnnn
Specifies the default PDS directory block count. This value refers to the SPACETYPE specification.
Default: 50 blocks

PRIMARY=nnnn
Specifies the default primary quantity of space. This value refers to the SPACETYPE specification.
Default: 50 tracks
Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: 25 tracks

SECONDARY=nnnn
Specifies the default secondary quantity of space. This value refers to the SPACETYPE specification.
Default: 10 tracks

STATUS=[NEW|MOD|OLD|SHR]
Specifies the default status.
Default: NEW

SYSOUT='x'
Specifies the default SYSOUT class.
Default: *

UNIT=diskunit
Specifies the default unit type. If you specify a numeric value, you must enclose it in quotes. For example, '3380'.
Default: SYSDA
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Report Control Parameters

The following parameters control what information appears in IQL-based requests. Most of these parameters are probed
using IQL #IF statements in requests.

CSV-OVERRIDE=[PRINT|OUTFILE|OFF]
Changes the behavior of PRINT or OUTFILE IQL destination.
When this option is enabled, the data collector and batch report writer produce output in CSV (comma-separated
values) format instead of PRINT or OUTFILE report, unless CSV destination is specified. A common use scenario
is to produce CSV data in batch using archiving IQL requests (ARCIxxxx) and export it into a spreadsheet for
further analysis.

CSV-INTERVAL-FORMAT=[NUM|FORMAT|'mask']
Specifies the format of the interval field in CSV destination. This parameter enables you to switch to alternate
interval field formatting or a default mask that you provide.
NUM

Uses the format with microseconds (YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.TTTTTT). This setting is the default.
FORMAT

Uses the PRINT format (PF) or OUTFILE format (OF) that is specified on the field in the IQL request.
'mask'

Uses the format that is specified in the mask that you define. For more information about predefined
masks, see Day and Time Localization Parameters.
Example: CSV-INTERVAL-FORMAT='HH:MM:SS.TTT'

Default: NUM
CSV-HEADERS-WITH-TYPE=[YES|NO]

Specifies whether the data type appears in the column header of the CSV output format. Set this value to NO if
you want to improve processing of the exported CSV in third-party software.
Default: YES

DATA-SHARING=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to include data sharing information in the reports.
Default: NO

DB2VER=n.n
Controls the setting of the #IF DB2VER IQL variable. Specifies the Db2 version.
Default: The Db2 release if Db2 is active during startup. Otherwise, the default is 0.0.

DB2-MESSAGE-PRTLIM=nnnnn
Specifies the number of Db2 messages or z/OS file entries that can be written to the IQL output file. If you specify
an invalid value, a message is written to the DC log output file and the value defaults to 1000.
Default: 1000 lines
Limits: 1 - 10000

DDF=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to include Distributed Data Facility (DDF) information in the reports.
Default: NO

IQL-INCLUDE-ACCT=[YES|NO]
Controls the setting of the #IF IQL-INCLUDE-ACCT IQL variable. If set to YES, the IQL-INCLUDE-ACCT IQL
variable has a "true" setting. In IQL requests, this setting determines whether online reporting processes ACCT
(IFCID 3) records for real-time summarization and reporting. This setting does not affect the online thread history
collection and reporting, such as data stored and reported in the online history files. Also, this setting does not
affect the collection of the ACCT record for demand requests, such as probes. This setting controls collection
and display of the Quick Summaries view in the Thread History Main Menu option (IQL requests AUTHHIST,
CONNHIST, CORRHIST, PLANHIST, and THRDHIST).
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NOTE
The recommended setting is NO.

Default: NO
IQL-INCLUDE-SORT=[YES|NO]

Controls the setting of the #IF IQL-INCLUDE-SORT IQL variable. If set to YES, the IQL-INCLUDE-SORT IQL
variable has a "true" setting. In IQL requests, this setting determines whether online reporting processes start and
end SORT (IFCIDs 95 and 96) records for real-time summarization and reporting. This setting does not affect the
collection of sort records for thread history (HIST-ACCT-DETAIL=SORTSUM). Also, this setting does not affect
the collection of these records for demand requests, such as probes. By default, this setting controls collection
and display of Sort Utilization Summary view (SORTSUM IQL request) on the More. . . panel of the Active
Threads Main Menu option. This setting also controls the use of the IQL-based exception RECSSORT that is
generated by the APPLEXCP IQL request.

NOTE
To reduce overhead, leave this parameter set to NO. Set it to YES when you use the SORTSUM online
request or RECSSORT IQL exception.

Default: NO
IQL-INCLUDE-LOCKSUSPEND=[YES|NO]

Controls the setting of the #IF IQL-INCLUDE-LOCKSUSPEND IQL variable. If you set this parameter to YES,
the IQL-INCLUDE-LOCKSUSPEND variable has a "true" setting. In IQL requests, this parameter controls
whether online reporting processes start and end LOCK-SUSPEND (IFCIDs 44 and 45) records for the real-time
summarization and reporting. This setting has no effect on the collection of lock suspend records for the thread
history (HIST-ACCT-DETAIL=LOCKSPND setting). Also, this setting does not affect the collection of these records
for demand requests such as probes. By default, this setting controls collection and display of the Lk Susp Sum
view (Lock Summary), PLANLOCK IQL request, under the Thread History Main Menu view bar. This setting also
controls collection of the LOCK-SUSPEND records for the LOCKCONT (shows deadlocks and timeouts) IQL
request.

NOTE

• LOCKCONT still reports on all lock holders and waiters for a deadlock or timeout (IFCIDs 172 and
196). Deadlock or timeout suspend time is not included.

• Leave this parameter set to NO to reduce overhead. Set it to YES if you use PLANLOCK or you
require suspend time (deadlock or timeout) in the LOCKCONT request.

Default: NO
IQL-INCLUDE-IFCID318=[YES|NO]

Controls the setting of the IQL-INCLUDE-IFCID318 #IF IQL variable. If you set this parameter to YES, the IQL-
INCLUDE-IFCID318 IQL variable has a "true" setting. This variable controls the starting of the DYNSTATS IQL
request, which enables IFCID 318. If IFCID 318 is enabled, Db2 collects statistics for dynamic SQL in the dynamic
statement cache.

NOTE
Even if this parameter is set to NO, IFCID 318 starts when the system parameter HIST-STATS-REC
includes IFCID 316 or IFCID 1043.

Default: NO
Default in the Sample SYSPARMS Member: YES

IQL-INCLUDE-IFCID400=[YES|NO]
Controls the setting of the IQL-INCLUDE-IFCID400 #IF IQL variable. If this parameter is set to YES, the IQL-
INCLUDE-IFCID400 IQL variable has a "true" setting. This variable controls the starting of the STASTATS IQL
request, which enables IFCID 400. If IFCID 400 is enabled, Db2 collects statistics for static SQL in the EDM pool.
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NOTE
Even if this parameter is set to NO, IFCID 400 starts when the system parameter HIST-STATS-REC
includes IFCID 401 or IFCID 1041.

Default: NO
Default in the Sample SYSPARMS Member: NO

RLF=[YES|NO]
Controls the setting of the #IF RLF IQL variable. Indicates whether to report RLF data.
Default: NO

IQL-DEFINE=(...)
Allows you to define custom IQL variables that can be used in #IF statements. Custom IQL variables can be either
logical (values YES/ON or ON/OFF) or numeric (a number with up to one decimal place).

NOTE
We recommend that you do not use reserved words as the custom variable name.

When a custom IQL variable is set multiple times, the last definition of that variable is used. You cannot use IQL-
DEFINE to change predefined IQL variables, such as DDF, RLF, or DB2VER.
The following syntax explains the structure of custom IQL variables.
┌──◄──────── , ───────────────────────────┐

►►── IQL-DEFINE ─ = ─(──┴─ name = ─┬┬── YES ──┬─────────────────┬─┴─)─►◄

                                   │└── ON ───┘                 │

                                   ├┬── NO ──┬──────────────────┤

                                   │└── OFF ─┘                  │

                                   │ ┌──◄──────┐                │

                                   └─┴─ digit ─┴┬─────────────┬─┘

                                                └─ . ─ digit ─┘

IQL-DEFINE=(EXCP-LONG376=YES)
Enables tracking of individual statements by the statement ID in the IQL exception EXCP0376. Value YES
can result in significant CPU overhead and storage shortages.

IQL-DEFINE=(IQL-EXCLUDE-ACCEL=YES)
Removes accelerator fields from the IDB2ACCT reports.

IQL-DEFINE=(MOI=YES)
Enables sending Db2 metrics to MOI. Setting this value to YES is the first step of MOI integration.

IQL-DEFINE=(MOIDEBUG=YES)
Enables online debugging of IQLs for MOI.

IQL-DEFINE=(MOIHWM=YES)
Replaces active thread counts with the high-water mark (HWM) values of the interval while sending MOI
data. This setting is only recommended if the SYSVIEW for Db2 subsystem history interval is set to 1
minute.

IQL-DEFINE=(SQL-INCOMPAT-TEXT=YES)
Enables capturing text for dynamic SQL statements reported with IFCID 376 (APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT)
records that identify potentially incompatible behavior with the current version of Db2. Set SQL-
INCOMPAT-TEXT=YES and start the IQLSLCNT request to capture IFCID 376-related SQL text and store
it in the dynamic SQL text database (HSTSQLDB). For more information, see Archive SQL Statement
Incompatibilities.

IQL-DEFINE=(THREAD-HIST-INTERVAL=nn)
Specifies the interval for the Application Interval Summary report in minutes. If THREAD-HIST-INTERVAL
is not set, the report uses the HISTORY-STATS-TIME value. The value must be 1 through 60 and must
divide 60. Otherwise, a value of 15 is used.
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IQL-DEFINE=(THREAD-HIST-GROUP-BY-AUTH=YES|NO)
IQL-DEFINE=(THREAD-HIST-GROUP-BY-CONN=YES|NO)
IQL-DEFINE=(THREAD-HIST-GROUP-BY-CORR=YES|NO)
IQL-DEFINE=(THREAD-HIST-GROUP-BY-PLAN=YES|NO)

Specifies the Application Interval Summary report grouping. You can group by one of the following values:
Authorization ID, Connection Name, Correlation ID, Plan Name. If you set multiple values to YES, the
report uses the value that was last set to YES. If no value is set to YES, THREAD-HIST-GROUP-BY-
AUTH is set to YES during the data collector initialization.

Date and Time Localization Parameters

Date and time parameters override equivalent date-time and interval masks that are coded in the IQL request.

System parameter DATE specifies the date format of page headers. The same specification applies to job run date, FIRST
RECORD date, and LAST RECORD date.

The following parameters control how dates and times display in the reports output.

NOTE
These parameters only apply to IQL-based reports and requests. For more information about using these
parameters as masks in reports, see the section IQL Syntax.

DATE=
Specifies the month, day, and year, using two-character abbreviations.
Default: 'MM/DD/YY'

DATEMD=
Specifies the month and day, using two-character abbreviations.
Default: 'MM/DD'

DATETIME=
Specifies date and time, using two-character abbreviations.
Default: 'MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS'

DAYS=
Specifies the days of the week, using three-character abbreviations. This specification applies to IQL request field
output/print formats that have “DDD” specified. For example, PF='DDD, DD MMM, YYYY' displays the date as
SAT, 13 AUG, 2022. If you change the value, be sure to uncomment the line.
Default: ('SUN','MON','TUE','WED','THU','FRI','SAT')

MONTHS=
Specifies the months of the year, using three-character abbreviations. This specification applies to IQL request
field output/print formats that have “MMM” specified. For example, PF='DDD, DD MMM, YYYY' displays the date as
SAT, 13 AUG, 2022. If you change the value, be sure to uncomment the line.
Default: ('JAN','FEB','MAR','APR','MAY','JUN','JUL','AUG','SEP','OCT','NOV','DEC')

TIME=
Specifies the hour and minute, using two-character abbreviations.
Default: 'HH:MM'

TIMESS=
Specifies the hour, minute, and seconds, using two-character abbreviations.
Default: 'HH:MM:SS'

TIMED2=
Specifies the hour, minute, second, and hundredths of a second, using two-character abbreviations.
Default: 'HH:MM:SS.TT'

TIMED3=
Specifies the hour, minute, second, and thousandths of a second.
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Default: 'HH:MM:SS.TTT'
TIMED4=

Specifies the hour, minute, second, and ten-thousandths of a second.
Default: 'HH:MM:SS.TTTT'

Remote Access Facility Parameters
RAF, APPLS, and RAF-RUSIZE are the SYSVIEW for Db2 Remote Access Facility (RAF) parameters that control whether
the data collector can be accessed using RAF.

RAF=[YES|NO]
Enables or disables Remote Access Facility. If RAF=YES, users on other z/OS operating systems in the VTAM
network are allowed to connect to the data collector.
Default: NO

APPLS=((db2-location, db2-subsystem, RAF-applid, RAF-password), ....)
Specifies data for a table of SYSVIEW for Db2-to-VTAM-applid relationships. The data collector uses this
information to determine the VTAM application ID to use when initiating the Remote Access Facility. Each row
identifies a data collector monitoring the specified Db2 subsystem and the VTAM application name that is used
when the data collector is accessed from a remote z/OS.

NOTE

• This parameter is only used if RAF=YES.
• If db2-location contains special characters, it must be specified in quotes (').
• At least one entry must appear in this table. Multiple entries can be specified. The data collector

chooses the entry for the subsystem that is specified in the DB2-LOCATION and DBSUB
parameters. For Db2 data sharing environments, the DB2-LOCATION name must be the same for
each member data collector in the group.

RAF-RUSIZE=rusize
Specifies a value that overrides the RAF RUSIZE in the VTAM bind. rusize must be a value from 64 through 16
KB that is a power of 2. If not specified, this parameter uses your site VTAM definitions.

VTAM-COMPRESS=[COMPAT|YES|NO]
Directs the data collector to send data through VTAM using one of the following options:
COMPAT

Uses a software algorithm to do a simple compression of blanks and zeros. This option uses slightly less
CPU than hardware compression, but achieves a much lower compression rate. You must use this option
if the data collector and user interface (UI) are at different maintenance levels and the UI level does not
support the compression option.

YES
Uses hardware compression on the data stream. This option uses slightly more CPU than the other
options, but the highest compression rate results in the smallest possible buffer being sent over the
network.

NO
Does not use data compression. If you have VTAM configured to do data compression, this option
prevents duplicate data compression and may be the best performing option.

Default: COMPAT

Exception System Parameters
The following parameters control processing of exceptions:
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NOTE
SYSVIEW for Db2 only uses these parameters if the Exception Processor task is activated (EXCEPTION-
PROCESSOR=YES).

EXCEPTION-PROCESSOR=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether the Exception Processor task is activated.
Default: YES

CALL-DESTINATION=[YES|NO|SNMP|SMTP]
Abbreviated as CALL-DEST. Specifies whether to send SNMP traps or emails from the exception system. The
following values are valid:
YES

Sends SNMP traps and emails.
NO

Does not send SNMP traps and emails.
SNMP

or TRAP
Sends SNMP traps only.

SMTP
or MAIL
Sends emails only.

Default: YES
DB2-TYPE=[PROD|TEST]

Identifies the type of Db2 subsystem that SYSVIEW for Db2 is monitoring. Exceptions can be defined as
applicable to test Db2 subsystems, production Db2 subsystems, or both. This parameter lets you share the
exception data set and have a set of customized exception definitions and thresholds for test and production
subsystems.
Default: PROD

DEST-GROUPS-DSN='dsname(member)'
Specifies the name of the partitioned data set and its member that contains the destination group definitions. For
the syntax of the definitions, see Define Destination Groups.

EXCPDEF-DSN='dsn'
Specifies the name of the exception definition VSAM file. If Exception Monitor is enabled, the data collector uses
this file.

TIP
We recommend sharing a single common exception data set between all data collector tasks. In the
common exception data set, you can define unique exceptions by the Db2 subsystem name. Only
the Db2 subsystems that qualify by name will use these exceptions. You can also define customized
exceptions for production systems as opposed to test or development systems. In the common file, you
can customize exceptions by subsystem name or type.

EXCEPTION-INTERVAL=nnn
Specifies the interval, in seconds, in which the Exception Processor evaluates exceptions.
Minimum: 5
Default: 5
Default in Sample SYSPARMS member: 10

EXCEPTION-DB-INTERVAL=nnnn
Specifies the interval, in seconds, at which the Exception Processor queries Db2 about restricted databases.
Minimum: 60
Default: 300
Default in Sample SYSPARMS member: 900
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EXCEPTION-TSO-SEND=[SAVE|LOGON|NOW]
Controls the default action on the TSO SEND command. The Exception Processor issues this command for
exception. The following values are valid:
SAVE

Saves the message in the broadcast data set. The message is not sent immediately.
LOGON

Sends the message if the user is logged on. Otherwise, the message is saved in the broadcast data set.
NOW

Sends the message immediately.
Default: LOGON

MULTIPLE-EXCP-NOTIFY=(...)
By default, the OPS/MVS event, SMTP, and SNMP exception actions are performed only once per active
exception (when applicable). Use this parameter to allow these actions to be executed again when the exception
severity changes or when the exception is detected again (IQL exceptions). Put one or more of the following
values in parentheses. Include single quotes. Separate multiple values with a comma (,). The following values are
valid:
'OPS'

Enables multiple OPS/MVS events to be generated.
'SMTP'

Enables multiple emails to be sent. You can specify 'MAIL' instead.
'SNMP'

Enables multiple SNMP traps to be sent. You can specify 'TRAP' instead.
SCM-IMOD-NAME=IDB2MEXC

Specifies the name of the IMOD that stores the exception information in the System Condition Monitor. This
exception information is generated by the Exception Processor. The default value is for this parameter to be
commented out (no exception information is stored in the SCM). Uncomment the line to activate the IMOD.

EXPLAIN Facility Parameters
Use the following parameters to configure the EXPLAIN facility:

EXPLAIN-AUTHID=authid
Indicates the authorization ID that the EXPLAIN function uses to explain SQL statements. This parameter is
important for sites where all BINDs are done under a single authorization ID. If authid is not specified, the ID of
the logged on SYSVIEW for Db2 user is used as the authorization ID. If you intend to use the EXPLAIN-AUTHID
parameter, specify EXPLAIN=DC in the Security file.

NOTE
The EXPLAIN function that drops and creates Db2 objects uses the ID of the logged on user ID as the
authorization ID.

WARNING
Define this authorization ID as a user ID in your external security database (ACF2, Top Secret, or
RACF) with the secondary authorization IDs, if necessary. Grant permissions to perform the EXPLAIN
function to this user ID or one of its second authorization IDs. If Db2 is controlling permissions, execute
a Db2 GRANT statement. If external security is controlling permissions, verify that permissions are
given.

EXPLAIN-PLAN-SYSIBM=xxxxx
Specifies the EXPLAIN plan name to use when the default SYSIBM tables are used. The plan name must have
been bound with a default qualifier of SYSIBM when using the SYSIBM tables. The default plan name is taken
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from the PLANSxx member of CDBAPARM. You can use this system parameter to override the value in the
PLANSxx member. This plan name is also used for the data collector IFI trace record collection threads, unless
overridden using the IFI-PLAN system parameter.
Default: If no plan name can be obtained from the PLANSxx setup member, the default value is IDB2rrr, where
rrr is the version number. For example, Version 20.0 would have a default plan name of IDB2200. Otherwise,
the default value is the IDBSPLAN value in the PLANSxx setup member.

PANEL-EXPLAIN-DB=’xxx’
Specifies the default database name for the Manage EXPLAIN Environment panel.
Limits: Up to eight characters

SQL-WAIT-INTERVAL=nnnn
Specifies the elapsed time interval that the data collector user interface task spent waiting for EXPLAIN to be
accomplished. EXPLAIN is canceled if not returned from Db2 within the time period (in seconds) specified in
nnnn.
Default: 180
Limits: Minimum value of 60

Security Parameters
Security parameters control the data collector security facility. For more information, see the section Security.

NOTE
Not all restricted and forbidden IFCIDS are shown.

The following list describes the security parameters:

SECURITY=[YES|NO]
Indicates whether to enable the optional security and resource limit facility.
YES

Indicates that the facility is activated and that the security profiles that the SECURITY DD statement
specifies are applied to SYSVIEW for Db2 users.

NO
Indicates that the security facility is not activated. All users can PAUSE, RESUME, DISPLAY, STOP, and
edit requests.

Default: NO
Default in sample SYSPARMS member: YES

SECURITY-DSN='dsn'
Specifies the name of a sequential data set or a partitioned data set with a member that contains the security
profile definitions to be used by the data collector if security is enabled. For more information, see the section
Security File.

SECURITY-EXIT=NSIGHTEX
Specifies the member name of a load module that the data collector invokes when a command is received from a
SYSVIEW for Db2 user. This parameter is ignored if SECURITY=NO is specified. This exit routine enables you to
screen a command by user ID and request. The specified load module must be in an authorized library which has
been made available to the data collector.

NOTE
Since SYSVIEW for Db2 version 19, the PC owner address space is optional. To run without the PC
owner, you must use the same exit that is also named in the SECEXIT= parameter of the PC owner
address space PARM statement. To use different exits for the PC owner and the data collector, you
must continue to run the PC owner address space. For more information, see PC Owner Program
Requirements in the section Program Call (PC) Owner.
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MAX-REQUEST-TIME=nnnn
Specifies a value if SECURITY=NO is specified, or if SECURITY=YES and MAX-REQUEST-TIME=DC in the
security profile of the user. Specify the amount of time (in minutes) that a request started by such a user is active
before being terminated. If this parameter is omitted, SYSVIEW for Db2 assumes that the default value is zero (no
time limit).

MAX-TRACE-RECORDS=nnnn
Specifies a value if SECURITY=NO is specified, or if SECURITY=YES and MAX-REQUEST-TIME=DC in the
security profile of the user. Specify the number of DB2 trace records that a request started by such a user collects
before being terminated. If this parameter is omitted, SYSVIEW for Db2 assumes that the default value is zero (no
record limit).

RESTRICTED-IFCIDS=(nnn,nnn,...)
Specifies a list of DB2 trace IFCIDs that are restricted from general use. Only users granted access to restricted
IFCIDs in the Security file (Profile parameter START=RESTRICTED or START=ALL) can start requests using
these IFICIDs. This parameter is ignored if SECURITY=NO is specified.
Default: No IFCIDs are restricted
Default in sample SYSPARMS member:
RESTRICTED-IFCIDS=(

       6,7,8,9,               /* READ AND WRITE IO            */

       15,18,                 /* SCAN                         */

       20,                    /* LOCK-SUMMARY                 */

       22,                    /* MINI-PLAN                    */

       23,24,25,              /* UTILITY                      */

       26,27,28,95,96,        /* SORT                         */

       29,30,31,              /* EDM IO AND EDM POOL FULL     */

       44,45,54,              /* LOCK-SUSPEND AND CONTENTION  */

       55,                    /* SET-SQLID                    */

       58,59,63,              /* SQL STATEMENTS AND SQL TEXT  */

       68,69,                 /* COMMITS AND ABORTS           */

       72,73,74,75,           /* CREATE, TERMINATE THREAD     */

       82,83,86,87,           /* IDENTIFY AND SIGNON          */

       90,91,                 /* DB2 COMMANDS                 */

       92,97,                 /* AMS-COMMANDS                 */

       107,                   /* OPEN-CLOSE                   */

       108,109,110,111,       /* BIND AND FREE PLAN           */

       112,                   /* PLAN-ALLOC                   */

       125,                   /* MIAP-SELECTION               */

       126,                   /* LOG-BUFFER    (WRITES)       */

       140,141,142,143,144,145, /* AUDIT EVENTS               */

                              /* DDF RECORDS                  */

       157,158,159,160,161,162,163,164,165,166,167,168,169      

                      )

FORBIDDEN-IFCIDS=(nnn,nnn,...)
Specifies a list of DB2 trace IFCIDs which are forbidden from general use. Only users granted access to forbidden
IFCIDs in the Security file (Profile parameter START=ALL) can start requests using these IFCIDs. This parameter
is ignored if SECURITY=NO is specified.
Default: No IFCIDs are forbidden
Default in sample SYSPARMS member:
FORBIDDEN-IFCIDS=(

   1,2,                   /* STATS, DON'T COLLECT ONLINE  */ 

   4,5,                   /* TRACE-START AND STOP         */ 

   11,                    /* VALIDATION OR EDIT EXIT      */ 
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   21,                    /* LOCK DETAIL                  */ 

                          /* LOG EVENTS:                  */ 

   32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,114,115,116,117,118,        

   42,43,                 /* CHECKPOINT                   */ 

   46,47,48,49,50,        /* MVS DISPATCHING EVENTS       */ 

   51,52,56,57,           /* LATCH SUSPENSION             */ 

   67,                    /* ACCOUNTING BEGINNING         */ 

   76,77,78,79,           /* ABEND EVENTS (EOM, EOT)      */ 

   80,81,                 /* ESTABLISH EXIT               */ 

   93,94,                 /* MISC SUSPENDS                */ 

   98,99,100,101,         /* STORAGE MANAGEMENT           */ 

   102,103,               /* DB2 SHORT ON STORAGE         */ 

   104,105,               /* LOG AND DATABASE DATASET MAPS*/ 

   106,                   /* DSNZPARM                     */ 

   119,120,               /* BSDS WRITE                   */ 

   121,122,               /* DB2 ENTRY AND EXIT           */ 

   123,                   /* SRV                          */ 

   126,                   /* LOG-BUFFER     (WRITES)      */ 

   198                    /* GETPAGES                     */ 

                  )

THREAD-CANCEL-AUTHID=[USER|DC]
Specifies which authorization ID is used to cancel threads from the Active Threads request.
USER

Specifies that the logged user authorization ID is used to cancel threads from the Active Threads panel.
DC

Specifies that the data collector authorization ID is used to cancel threads from the Active Threads panel.
Default: USER

JCL PARM Overrides
You can override the following parameters with the PARM overrides. When running a stand-alone data collector job, use
the PARM= parameter of the EXEC statement in the data collector startup JCL or PROC.

The PARM field must have a leading slash (/) to indicate to the software that these fields are program-specific parameters.
What follows PARM= must be enclosed in single quotes (').

For more information about system parameters listed in the following table, see Operational Parameters.

SYSPARM JCL PARM Note
DATA-SHARING DATASHR
DB2VER DB2VER You should always specify the correct Db2 version, even if the product

retrieves it from a connected subsystem.
DB2-LOCATION DBLOC
DBSUB DBSUB
DBWAIT DBWAIT
DC-GROUP DCGRP
ENV ENV
FULLDUMP FDUMP
PCSSID PCSSID
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REGION RGN
DC-DB2-STOP-MODE STOPM
DC-HISTORY-MODE HISTM
SUFFIX SUFFIX

AUTH Obsolete parameter.

In the following example, the Db2 subsystem ID, location, and version are overridden:

//IDB2DC EXEC GM=NSIGHTDC,REGION=5M,DPRTY=(14,15),TIME=1440,

//       PARM='/DBSUB=DB2T,DBLOC=DB2LOCATION1,DB2VER=11.1'

Online History
The Online History component provides a continually available high-speed facility for the storage and online access of
short-term Db2 performance data.

This component stores:

• Db2 subsystem interval
• Thread accounting
• SQL statistics data
• Dynamic SQL texts

NOTE
For online access to long-term Db2 performance data, see History-Only Data Collector Mode.

Activate the Online History component to store, access, or create any of the following functionalities in your data center:

• Online access to Db2 Interval Statistics in the "System History" component.
• Online access to Thread Accounting records in the "Thread History" component.
• SMF-format Interval Statistics (SMF 100 Type 0 and 1) records dumped from Online History.
• SMF-format Thread Accounting (SMF 101) records dumped from Online History.
• Other SMF-format IFCID records stored in the interval statistics file (as dictated by the HIST-STATS-RECS system

parameter) dumped from Online History.
• SMF-format IFCIDs 239 and 151 (SYSVIEW for Db2 accounting record) records dumped from Online History.
• Online access to dynamic and static SQL execution in the "SQL Exec History" component.
• SMF-format interval SQL statistics (SMF 102, IFCIDs 1041 (401) and 1043 (316)) records dumped from Online History.
• Capture and retrieve dynamic SQL texts using IQL functions STMT-CAPTURE and STMT-EXTRACT.

SYSVIEW for Db2 comes with a set of predefined online history requests (available at the data collector startup). We
recommend that you do not modify the basic functionality of these requests.

WARNING
Do not add your own online history requests. All meaningful information from the online history files (accounting
and statistics data) is already reported in the supplied online history requests.

Online History Control
When you install SYSVIEW for Db2 using the post install process, you define the online history data sets and you activate
the collection of history data. Values that are specified for the data collector system parameters control the activation of
online history. For parameter details, see History and Archive Parameters.

The following list describes the primary options:
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Collection of online history
Enable or disable the collection of online history with the HISTORY=[YES|NO] parameter.

Collection of interval statistics history
Enable the collection of online interval statistics history with the HISTORY-STATS-TIME=nn parameter. nn is the
time, in minutes, at which the delta statistics are calculated and written.

Collection of thread accounting history
Enable or disable the collection of online thread accounting history with the HISTORY-ACCT=[YES|NO|
FILTER] parameter.

Collection of child threads
Enable or disable the collection of online child thread CPU parallelism accounting records with the HIST-
CPUPARA-CHILD=[YES|NO] parameter.

Collection of additional thread detail data
You can collect IFCID 239 (accounting package record) and IFCID 151 (accounting record):

• IFCID 239 is collected if an associated accounting or monitor class 7 trace is active. Use the ACCTTRACE
parameter to enable the necessary classes for collecting IFCID 239 records.

• IFCID 151 trace records collect more detailed thread accounting information from Db2 or Detector. Enable one
or more history accounting detail collection options with the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL parameter.

Collection of subsystem history data
Control which IFCID records are written to the online subsystem history file with the HIST-STATS-
RECS parameter.

Collection of SQL statement history
The SQL statement history is collected and stored as part of subsystem history data. To collect SQL statement
history data, enable the collection of subsystem history data, and specify IFCIDs 1043/316 and 1041/401 in
the HIST-STATS-REC parameter. Specify the HIST-SQL-MULTIPLE system parameter to collect these records
with different frequency than defined in the HISTORY-STATS-TIME parameter.

Enable dynamic SQL text database and associated IQL functions
Activate the dynamic SQL text database and IQL functions STMT-CAPTURE and STMT-EXTRACT with
the HISTORY-SQLTEXT=YES parameter.

Summarized application performance request HTUAPRF
Use the IQL-DEFINE parameter to set the variables, which control the Application Summary Interval report. For
rules that apply, see IQL-DEFINE in the IQL Control Parameters section.

Online History Data Sets
The online history component consists of the following three VSAM linear data sets:

• Subsystem interval and SQL statistics history
• Thread accounting history
• Dynamic SQL text database

Each data collector maintains their own copy of these three data sets. The first two data sets contain a control record.
This record maintains information about the data, such as which data was unloaded. They also contain a proprietary
embedded index to provide quick access to the data. The data collector accesses these sets to satisfy history IQL
requests. The Dynamic SQL text database is structurally different. This database stores the texts of dynamic SQL
statements. The collected statements enhance the reports that are related to dynamic SQL by returning complete SQL
texts and attributes.

All three data sets contain the most recent Db2 data that the data collector collects and stores. When necessary, the
oldest data on the data set is overwritten by newer data. Thus, a full data set of records is always available for online use.
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You can customize SYSVIEW for Db2 to unload automatically online history when a specified percentage data set has
not been unloaded. This percentage is specified in the HISTARCH-ACCT-PCT and HISTARCH-STATS-PCT system
parameters. Each parameter accepts up to five numeric values. You can specify multiple values to avoid potential data
loss due to unload procedure failures (commonly related to insufficient disk space). You can also unload the data sets at a
specified time in the HISTARCH-TIME system parameter. For more information, see History and Archive Parameters.

Data Types Stored

The online history data sets store several types of data. System and accounting statistics data sets hold specific Db2 data
in IFI format. Dynamic SQL text database stores SQL texts and attributes (not in IFI format). The following table illustrates
how each data set holds specific Db2 data:

Type of Db2 Data Record Type Data Set

Db2 System Services statistics IFCID 1 HSTSTATS

Db2 Database Services statistics IFCID 2 HSTSTATS

Other optional subsystem trace records IFCID xxx HSTSTATS

Db2 Thread Accounting data IFCID 3 HSTACCTG

Db2 Package Data IFCID 239 HSTACCTG

SYSVIEW for Db2 Accounting Record IFCID 151 HSTACCTG

Db2 Dynamic SQL texts IFCID 317 HSTSTATS, HSTSQLDB

Online History System Statistics

The data set for the SYSVIEW for Db2 history subsystem interval statistics stores the most recent Db2 subsystem-related
IFCID records that the HIST-STATS-RECS system parameter specifies. These records minimally include IFCIDs 1 and 2
(SMF type 100, subtypes 0 and 1), and by default also include the following IFCIDs:

• 106—Db2 ZPARM record
• 172—DEADLOCK detail
• 196—TIMEOUT detail
• 199—Data set I/O statistics for high use data sets
• 202—Dynamic ZPARMS (buffer pool settings)
• 225—Db2 storage summary
• 230—Global group buffer pool statistics (statistics subtype 3)
• 254—Group buffer pool cache structures
• 313—Long UIs at checkpoint
• 365—Remote location activity
• 369—Connection statistics
• 1041—Static SQL statement usage for the history interval (derived from IFCID 401)
• 1043—Dynamic SQL statement usage for the history interval (derived from IFCID 316)

Some of the collected records are event-based. Other records are obtained when the end of the collection interval expires.
Event-based records are reported for the interval in which they were collected. You can play back these intervals online
using the Statistics History component.

Non-event-based records such as IFCIDs 1 and 2 contain statistics that are retrieved in a user-defined time frame. The
time frame is specified in the HISTORY-STATS-TIME system parameter. Therefore, the number of collected records
relates to the time frame you select and not to the Db2 subsystem activity. Even if little or no thread activity occurs within
the Db2 subsystem, the data collector stores the non-event based records at the specified time frame.
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IFCID 1043 and IFCID 1041 are interval-based summaries of IFCID 316 and IFCID 401 records that are processed
during the statistics interval. Specify the HIST-SQL-MULTIPLE system parameter to extend the collection interval for
these records. SYSVIEW for Db2 compares data from IFCIDs 316 and 401 at the start and end of the history interval, and
accumulates any asynchronous records. The accumulated asynchronous records are used to calculate the activity for the
dynamic and static SQL during the interval.

For history purposes, specifying IFCID 316 is the same as specifying IFCID 1043. Specifying IFCID 401 is the same as
specifying IFCID 1041. These records are computed and written at the end of the statistics history interval. However these
records are displayed in their own set of SQL history displays in the online user interface. If unloaded, batch reports are
available to report on the IFCID 1041 and IFCID 1043 records.

Online History Accounting Statistics

The online history accounting data set stores the most recent thread accounting records reflecting the most recent Db2
application activity on the Db2 subsystem. The IFCID 3 (SMF type 101, subtype 0) accounting record is collected in this
data set. You can optionally collect IFCID 239 and IFCID 151 (SYSVIEW for Db2 accounting) records too. You can play
back these thread accounting records online using the online thread history component.

Thread accounting record contains application performance data for a single Db2 thread execution or a set of CICS/IMS
reusable thread executions. If DDF/RRSAF roll-up is enabled in Db2, it contains the summary roll-up accounting records
that Db2 produces for DDF or RRSAF thread activity. The number of thread accounting records written to the online
history corresponds to the Db2 subsystem activity.

IFCID 239 (accounting package detail) is collected when an associated accounting or monitor class 7 trace is active. Use
the ACCTTRACE system parameter option to enable the classes required to collect IFCID 239 records.

SYSVIEW for Db2 optionally collects detail thread accounting information from Db2 and Detector trace data. This data is
summarized and written in the IFCID 151 trace record, which is known as the SYSVIEW for Db2 accounting record. This
record is written to the online history file if at least one of the history accounting detail collection options is enabled in the
HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system parameter. SYSVIEW for Db2 optionally allows you to collect the following types of detail
accounting information (the system parameter option is in parentheses):

• Summary of SQL statements executed, including CPU and elapsed times. If Detector is used, additional buffer pool
counts and class 3 suspend times are included (SQL or PDTSQL).

• Summary of synchronous I/O suspend activity by pageset (IOSUM).
• Summary of sort activity (SORTSUM).
• Summary of lock suspensions by resource type (LOCKSPND).
• Summary of locks held by resource type (LOCKSUM).

To filter or limit the collection of accounting history data, use a FILTEROUT thread group or a special IQL FILTER request.
For example, if your volume of accounting records is high, consider collecting data only for threads that exceed a certain
amount of time in Db2.

WARNING
As of version 19, the accounting thread history data set is not backward compatible.

You can revert the changes:

1. Use the new release version to export history data with the IDB2UIFI /
REQ=UNLDHIST,UNLOAD=ALL,REMPOS=NO utility.

2. Use the old release version to load the data to newly allocated history files with the IDB2UIFI /
REQ=LOADHIST utility.

History data produced in the new format, such as IDB2ACCT records longer than 32 KB and parallelism
ROLLUP details, is discarded.
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Online Dynamic SQL Text Database

The Online Dynamic SQL text databases store the SQL text and attributes of dynamic SQL statements.

The collection is triggered by multiple events that occur during the life-time of the data collector. The collected information
contains the most resource consuming statements. You can also create custom IQL requests that trigger the capture of
dynamic SQL statements.

Various SYSVIEW for Db2 components request the retrieval of dynamic SQL statements from the Db2 subsystem. The
retrieval of the text usually occurs before the text of an IQL request is displayed.

The least recently used entries are automatically removed from the database. The SQL text database cannot be
unloaded.

Online History File Allocation

The online history VSAM files are allocated during the post install process. A sample JCL member for allocating the VSAM
files is created in db2ssidVSAM in the SOURCE library. This job defines the location and size of the online history files.

WARNING
If the files are incorrectly defined, allocate new files. Then use the IDB2UIFI utility to unload the data from the old
files and to load the data into the new files. You cannot use IDCAMS to copy the data from one file to another
because the data sets have embedded control information and an internal index.

To optimize storage and performance, consider adjusting the default allocations or the data collection filters for the online
history data sets. Consider the following factors:

• The amount of Db2 activity. A heavy workload results in the collection of greater amounts of data that requires more
DASD.

• The type of thread accounting history you want to collect. Do you want to collect everything, or filter the collected
records (by connection type, elapsed time, number of I/Os, and so on)? Your choice determines how much space is
allocated to the online history accounting data set. The more data that you decide to collect, the more space you need.

• The amount of history data you want to maintain online. How far back in time you want to access data online? The
further back in time your data goes, the more space you must allocate to the online history data sets.

• Is the compression of the history data enabled? Compressing the data lets you store more data within the same
amount of DASD space.

• The type of information to be stored on the data sets. More enabled IFCIDs require more DASD space.
• The frequency of subsystem history interval data collection. A smaller interval results in more data being collected and

stored over time.

Allocating too much space for the online history data sets wastes DASD space. Not allocating enough space can lead to
unavailable history data.

NOTE
You can change the primary and secondary allocation and you can specify the extended allocation attribute. By
default, the initialization routine keeps extending the initialized data set until the secondary space allocation fails.
To specify the secondary allocation for secondary extents, use the IDB2UIFI utility with the REQ=LOADHIST
option to initialize the data set. The IDB2UIFI utility lets you specify the maximum number of cylinders for the
data sets in the MAXCYLSTAT and MAXCYLACCT parameters. If you are allocating a large file (thousands of
cylinders), use the IDB2UIFI utility to initialize the files. Otherwise, the initialization takes place when the data
collector first opens the files. This process can take minutes, depending on the size of the files.
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Calculate Accounting History Data Set Size

Use the following table to calculate the size of records that are collected for online accounting history.

IFCID Base Section Size Repeating Sections (n) Repeating Section Size
3 2400 Db2 locations accessed 232
3 2400 Buffer pools used 64
3 2400 Group buffer pools used 92
151 400 Number of page sets with I/O

(IOSUM)
60

151 400 Number of packages for SQL
(PDT/SQL)

264

151 400 Number of unique SQL
statements (PDT/SQL)

192

151 400 Number of page sets accessed
(LOCKSUM)

16

151 400 Number of unique resources for
lock suspend (LOCKSPND)

48

239 300 Packages used 412
239 300 Packages with class 10 data

used
196

Use the following procedure to calculate the total space that is required to keep accounting data in the history file:

1. Calculate the average size of each collected IFCID record:
Base_Record_Size + Repeating_Section1_Size * Average_Number_Of_Repeating_Section1s +

 Repeating_Section2_Size * Average_Number_Of_Repeating_Section2s + ...

The following considerations apply:
– Do not change the base record size. This size is an estimate of the space that is required to store a record

including a record header, but does not include repeating sections.
– Multiply the repeating section size (from the table) by the average number of repeating sections for a given record.

Do not round the average. For example, if 10 percent of the records contain group buffer pool sections, use 1/10 for
the number of repeating sections.

2. Determine the number of IFCID records per hour. If you filter the accounting records, only use the unfiltered number of
records.
– IFCID 3—Peak number of IFCID 3 (accounting) records produced within one hour
– IFCID 151—If logging of SYSVIEW for Db2 accounting record is enabled, the peak number of accounting records

that are written per hour
– IFCID 239—Peak number of IFCID 3 records with package sections per hour

3. Compute the data set size (in bytes) required to store accounting data for a given number of hours.
(Average_Record1_Size * Number_Of_Record1s_per_Hour + Average_Record2_Size * Number_Of_Record2s_per_Hour

 + ...) * Number_Of_Hours

4. (Optional) If you use history compression, multiply the calculated data set size value by 2/5. This calculation gives the
estimated amount of space needed.

5. Divide the number of bytes by 737280, which is the number of bytes per cylinder (4096 bytes per page * 12 pages per
track * 15 tracks per cylinder).
The calculated value is the required DASD space for online accounting history data, in cylinders.
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Calculation Example

This example shows how to calculate the accounting history data set size.

1. Calculate the average size of each collected IFCID record. For example purposes assume the following environment:
– IFCID 3 contains two buffer pool sections, a group buffer pool section in 10 percent of the cases, and a Db2

location section in 5 percent of the cases
– IFCID 151 is not captured (HIST-ACCT-DETAIL parameter is disabled)
– IFCID 239 uses 3 packages in average and no class 10 packages (ACCTTRACE parameter is set to 8)
 IFCID_3_Average_Size = 2400 + 232 * 0.05 + 64 * 2 + 92 * 0.01 = 2540.52 bytes

 IFCID_239_Average_Size = 300 + 412 * 3 = 1536 bytes

2. Determine the (unfiltered) number of IFCID records per hour. For example purposes assume the following
environment:
– 500000 accounting records per hour
– 400000 accounting records with a package per hour

3. Compute the data set size (in bytes) required to store accounting data for a given number of hours.
For example purposes assume that accounting data is available for 72 hours.
Calculated_Data_Set_Size = (2540.52 * 500000 + 1536 * 400000) * 72 = 44272982917.44 bytes

4. For example purposes assume that history compression is enabled, so calculated data set size must be multiplied by
2/5.
Compressed_Data_Set_Size = 44272982917.44 * 0.4 = 17709193166.976 bytes

5. Divide the number of bytes by 737280.
Accounting_Data_Set_Size = 17709193166.976 / 737280 ≈ 24020 cylinders

Calculate Dynamic SQL Text Database Size

Use the following procedure to estimate the total space that you require for dynamic SQL text database size:

1. Determine the number of SQL statements that you want to keep.
2. Multiply the number of statements with the average length of the SQL statement. The estimate of this length is 2 KB.
3. Increase the number by 10 percent. This space is required for a database transaction log.

NOTE
The minimum space required for transaction log is 2000 pages. If you assign very small file size (under 100
cylinders), transaction log takes over 10%.

4. Divide the number of bytes by 737280, which is the number of bytes per cylinder (16384 bytes per page * 3 pages per
track * 15 tracks per cylinder). The calculated value is the required DASD space in cylinders.

Calculation Example

This example shows how to estimate the dynamic SQL text database size.

1. You want to keep 500000 SQL statements.
2. Multiply 500000 with the average length of the SQL statement (2 KB).

Dynamic_SQL_Text_DB_Size = 500000 * 2048000 = 1024000000 bytes

3. Add 10 percent for the database transaction log space.
Full_Dynamic_SQL_Text_DB_Size = 1024000000 * 1.1 = 1126400000 bytes

4. Divide the number of bytes by 737280 to calculate value in cylinders.
SQL_Data_Set_Size = 1024000000 / 737280 ≈ 1528 cylinders
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Calculate System History Data Set Size

Use the following table to calculate the size of records that are collected for online accounting history.

IFCID Base Section Size Repeating Sections (n, m...) Repeating Section Size
1 2700 n/a n/a
2 1800 Buffer pools in use 276
2 1800 Group buffer pools in use 212
106 5000 n/a n/a
172 300 Threads involved in deadlock 496
196 340 Threads involved in timeout 192
199 300 Pagesets with high I/O 52
202 300 Buffer pools defined 32
225 560 n/a n/a
230 300 Group buffer pools defined 80
254 300 Group buffer pools defined 88
313 300 Long-running units of recovery

at checkpoint
152

316 300 * (1+ n/8 + m/6) Unique dynamic SQLs not
executed on Db2 accelerator
per interval

900

317 300 Dynamic SQL statements
whose text is captured per
interval(both statements running
in Db2 and Db2 accelerator)

average statement length

365 300 Unique locations that have
connected to Db2

200

369 5152 n/a n/a
401 300 * (1 + n/22 + m/12) Unique static SQLs not

executed on Db2 accelerator
per interval

350

1036 100 Skeleton Cursor Table (SKCT)
entries

48

1038 100 Skeleton Package Table (SKPT)
entries

288

1039 100 Database Descriptor (DBD)
entries

24

1041 300 * (1 + n/22 + m/12) Unique static SQLs executed on
Db2 accelerator per interval

640

1043 300 * (1+ n/8 + m/6) Unique dynamic SQLs executed
on Db2 accelerator per interval

1240

Use the following procedure to calculate the total space that is required to keep accounting data in the history file:

1. Calculate the average size of each collected IFCID record:
Base_Record_Size + Repeating_Section1_Size * Average_Number_Of_Repeating_Section1s +

 Repeating_Section2_Size * Average_Number_Of_Repeating_Section2s + ...

Note the following points:
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– Do not change the base record size. This size is an estimate of the space that is required to store a record. That
includes a record header, but does not include repeating sections.

– Multiply the repeating section size (from the table) by the average number of repeating sections for a given record.
Do not round the average. For example, if 10 percent of the records contain group buffer pool sections, use 1/10 for
the number of repeating sections.

– IFCID 1043 and IFCID 1041 are interval-based summaries of the IFCID 316 and IFCID 401 records that are
processed during the statistics interval. Specify the HIST-SQL-MULTIPLE parameter to extend the collection
interval for these records.
For history purposes, specifying IFCID 316 is the same as specifying IFCID 1043, and specifying IFCID 401 is the
same as specifying IFCID 1041. For IFCID records 1043 and 1041, the total base section size depends on the
number of repeating sections.

2. Calculate the number of system history intervals per day.
Number_Of_Intervals = 1440 / HISTORY-STATS-TIME

The HISTORY-STATS-TIME parameter determines the interval, in minutes, at which Db2 collects and writes trace
records to the online history statistics file. The HIST-STATS-RECS parameter specifies the trace records. The value
1440 is the number of minutes in a day.

NOTE
HIST-SQL-MULTIPLE parameter can extend the interval time for collecting SQL statistics. If HIST-SQL-
MULTIPLE > 1, divide by this value when you calculate the number of intervals for IFCIDs 316 and 401.

3. Determine the number of IFCID records per day:
– IFCID 1—number of intervals
– IFCID 2—number of intervals
– IFCID 106—number of intervals
– IFCID 172—average number of deadlocks per day
– IFCID 196—average number of timeouts per day
– IFCID 199—1440 divided by DSSTIME ZPARM value (data set stats interval)
– IFCID 202—number of intervals
– IFCID 225—number of intervals
– IFCID 230—number of intervals
– IFCID 254—number of intervals
– IFCID 313—average number of checkpoints per day that contain long running URs
– IFCID 316—number of intervals
– IFCID 317—number of intervals
– IFCID 365—number of intervals
– IFCID 369—number of intervals
– IFCID 401—number of intervals
– IFCID 1036—number of intervals
– IFCID 1038—number of intervals
– IFCID 1039—number of intervals

4. Compute the data set size (in bytes) required to store subsystem data for a given number of days:
(Average_Record1_Size * Number_Of_Record1s_per_Day + Average_Record2_Size * Number_Of_Record2s_per_Day

 + ...) * Number_Of_Days

5. (Optional) If you use history compression, divide the calculated data set size value by 2. This calculation gives the
estimated amount of space needed.

6. Divide the number of bytes by 737280, which is the number of bytes per cylinder (4096 bytes per page * 12 pages per
track * 15 tracks per cylinder).
The calculated value is the required DASD space for online accounting history data, in cylinders.
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Calculation Example

This example shows how to calculate the system history data set size.

1. Calculate the average size of each collected IFCID record. For the example purposes, assume the following
environment:
– Eight buffer pools are defined and in use and there are no group buffer pools (a non-data sharing subsystem).
– Two threads are typically involved in a deadlock.
– Three threads are typically involved in a timeout.
– 20 page sets with high I/O are typically reported within a data set statistics interval.
– Five long-running URs are typically reported.
– From 500 unique dynamic SQL statements, 50 are not executed on Db2 accelerator within an average subsystem

history interval (HIST-SQL-MULTIPLE=1).
– The normal text of the 20 most expensive dynamic SQL statements is captured and the average SQL text length is

500 bytes.
– 50 unique remote locations access the Db2 subsystem.
– 500 unique static SQL statements are within an average subsystem history interval (HIST-SQL-MULTIPLE=1).
– 100 SKCT, 500 SKPT, and 1000 DBD entries are in the EDM pool in an average subsystem history interval.
IFCID_002_Average_Size = 1800 + 176 * 8 = 3208 bytes

 IFCID_172_Average_Size = 300 + 496 * 2 = 1292 bytes

 IFCID_196_Average_Size = 340 + 192 * 3 = 916 bytes

 IFCID_199_Average_Size = 300 + 52 * 20 = 1340 bytes

 IFCID_202_Average_Size = 300 + 32 * 8 = 556 bytes

 IFCID_313_Average_Size = 300 + 152 * 5 = 1060 bytes

 IFCID_316_Average_Size = 300 * (1 + 500 / 8 + 50 / 6) + 900 * 500 + 1240 * 50 = 533550 bytes

 IFCID_317_Average_Size = 300 + 500 * 20 = 10300 bytes

 IFCID_365_Average_Size = 300 + 200 * 50 = 10300 bytes

 IFCID_401_Average_Size = 300 * (1 + 500 / 12) + 350 * 500 ≈ 187800 bytes

 IFCID_1036_Average_Size = 100 + 48 * 100 = 4900 bytes

 IFCID_1038_Average_Size = 100 + 288 * 500 = 144100 bytes

 IFCID_1039_Average_Size = 100 + 24 * 1000 = 24100 bytes 

2. Calculate the number of system history intervals per day.
For the example purposes, assume that HISTORY-STATS-TIME is set to 15 minutes.
Number_Of_Intervals = 1440 / 15 = 96

3. Determine the number of IFCID records per day. For the example purposes, assume the following environment:
– 20 deadlocks per day on average
– 50 timeouts per day on average
– DSSTIME is set to 5 minutes, so there are 288 dataset stats intervals per day (1440 / 5).
– A long running UR is found within 20 checkpoints per day.

4. Compute the data set size, in bytes, required to store subsystem data for a given number of days. For the example
purposes, assume that system history data is available for 30 days.
Calculated_Data_Set_Size = (2700*96 + 3208*96 + 5000*96 + 1292*20 + 916*50 + 

                             1340*288 + 556*96 + 560*96 + 1060*20 + 533550*96 + 

                             10300*96 + 10300*96 + 187800*96 + 4900*96 + 144100*96 + 24100*96) * 30 =

 2671268880 bytes

5. For the example purposes, assume that history compression is enabled, so calculated data set size must be divided
by 2.
Compressed_Data_Set_Size = 2671268880 / 2 = 1335634440 bytes

6. Divide the number of bytes by 737280 to calculate the required DASD space for online accounting history data, in
cylinders.
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System_Data_Set_Size = 1335634440 / 737280 ≈ 1812 cylinders

Empirical Estimation of History Data Set Sizes

Instead of calculating the history data set size from the average trace record size and the incoming frequency, use the
following procedure to estimate data set size empirically.

1. Allocate safely large Online History Accounting (HSTACCTG) and System (HSTSTATS) data sets.
2. Run the data collector for few hours at normal workload times.
3. Execute the Trace and History VSAM Linear Data Set Utility (IDB2UIFI) to unload one hour of trace records captured

in both history files.
– Specify the REQ=UNLDHIST utility parameter to request the unload.
– Specify UNLOAD-FROM/TO parameter to cover a one hour range when the product was running, for example, as

follows:
UNLOAD-FROM-DATE=TODAY

UNLOAD-FROM-TIME='10:00:00'

UNLOAD-TO-DATE=TODAY

UNLOAD-TO-TIME='11:00:00'

– Specify SYSPARMS=YES on the utility JCL parameter to indicate that execution parameters for the utility job are to
be read from the SYSPARMS file

– Ensure that UNLOAD-TYPE parameter is either not coded or set to ALL (which is a default) to unload both history
files

4. Examine the DBGPRINT utility output log for DBG76029I and DBG76030I messages for both accounting
(HSTACCTG) and system (HSTSTATS) history data sets
– DBG76029I reports amount of unloaded uncompressed history data for the specified time interval

DBG76029I ssid hh:mm:ss       nnn MB OF EXPANDED DATA PROCESSED FOR FILE HISTACCT

DBG76029I ssid hh:mm:ss       nnn MB OF EXPANDED DATA PROCESSED FOR FILE HISTSTAT 

– DBG76030I reports amount of unloaded compressed history data for the specified time interval
DBG76030I ssid hh:mm:ss       mmm MB COMPRESSED DATA READ FROM FILE HISTACCT

DBG76030I ssid hh:mm:ss       mmm MB COMPRESSED DATA READ FROM FILE HISTSTAT

5. Compute the size of each data set, in bytes, required to store the history data within given number of hours. (1048576
is the number of bytes in a megabyte):
– If compression is not to be used, use the values from DBG76029I messages

DBG76029I_VALUE * 1048576 * Number_Of_Hours

– If compression is to be used, use the values from DBG76030I messages
DBG76030I_VALUE * 1048576 * Number_Of_Hours

6. Divide the number of bytes by 737280 (which is the number of bytes per cylinder = 4096 bytes per page * 12 pages
per track * 15 tracks per cylinder). The resulting value is the required DASD space, in cylinders. Expand the final data
set size by 20-25 percent to ensure some space margin:
Calculated_Dataset_Size / 737280 * 1.25

7. Allocate a new HSTACCTG file and a new HSTSTATS file based on the previous calculations
8. (Optional) Copy the contents of the original HSTACCTG and HSTSTATS files into the new ones using the IDB2UIFI

utility. (Do not use IDCAMS because the data sets have embedded control information):
– Unload the full contents of both history files with IDB2UIFI REQ=UNLDHIST
– Load the new files with IDB2UIFI REQ=LOADHIST

Calculation Example

1. Examine the DBGPRINT utility output log for DBG76029I and DBG76030I messages for both accounting
(HSTACCTG) and system (HSTSTATS) history data sets:
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DBG76029I ssid 06:03:50 180 MB OF EXPANDED DATA PROCESSED FOR FILE HISTACCT 

DBG76030I ssid 06:03:50 45 MB COMPRESSED DATA READ FROM FILE HISTACCT 

 ...

DBG76029I ssid 06:03:50 24 MB OF EXPANDED DATA PROCESSED FOR FILE HISTSTAT 

DBG76030I ssid 06:03:50 10 MB COMPRESSED DATA READ FROM FILE HISTSTAT

2. Compute the size of each data set, in bytes, required to store the history data within given number of hours. (1048576
is the number of bytes in a megabyte):
– Assume that compression is to be used
– Assume that system history data must be available for 720 hours (30 days) and accounting data for 72 hours

HISTACCT_Size = 45 * 1048576 * 72 = 3397386240 bytes

 HISTSTAT_Size = 10 * 1048576 * 720 = 7549747200 bytes

3. Convert the calculated data set sizes in number of cylinders and add a 20 percent margin:
HISTACCT_Size = 3397386240 / 737280 * 1.2 ≈ 5530 cylinders

 HISTSTAT_Size = 7549747200 / 737280 * 1.2 = 12288 cylinders

TIP
To see how much of the statistics and accounting history is available in your environment, you can list the
earliest statistics interval and thread.

• For the statistics history file HISTSTAT:
In the 2 System History main menu, select option 2 All System Intervals and scroll up to the top of the list
(or use top command) → notice the "From mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss" panel header field pointing to the earliest
interval available at the current moment.

• For the accounting history file HISTACCT:
In the 6 Thread History main menu, select option 2 List all Threads and scroll up to the top of the list (or
use top command) → notice the "From mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss" panel header field pointing to the earliest
thread available at the current moment.

To learn how long it takes for each of the history files to wrap around, compare the current time with the times of
the earliest history interval and the thread.

Control Amount of Accounting History Data
Some sites do not want to allocate large amounts of DASD to collect all thread activity during a specific time frame, such
as 24 hours. These sites are also not interested in collecting every type of thread accounting history.

To limit the amount, type, or frequency of thread accounting history that is collected, use the following filter options:

• Discard unnecessary accounting records using FILTEROUT thread groups
• Accept necessary accounting records using the IQL FILTER request

Both filtering options can be active simultaneously.

Filter Strategies

If your site wants to collect all Thread Accounting history for playback online or for performance and capacity planning
purposes, do not activate the history filtering. Consider history filtering if you want to collect Thread Accounting records
only for problem determination, or if you want to collect data to tune a particular connection type.

See the following examples of collection strategies that can be implemented through filtering:

• Test Db2 subsystems:
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– Select threads that abend
– Select threads that are involved in deadlocks
– Select threads with high ratios of lock wait time to elapsed time
– Select threads with low ratios of Db2 time to application elapsed time
– Discard all other threads

• Production Db2 subsystems:
– Filter CICS threads that exceed elapsed time by 2 seconds and TSO application threads by 5 seconds for a CICS

thread
– Filter all thread types that exceed 1 minute elapsed
– Filter online threads that experience lock escalation
– Filter online threads that issue more than 200 getpages or more than 50 -I/Os
– Filter non-batch threads that invoke a tablespace scan
– Filter threads with high ratios of lock wait time to elapsed time
– Discard all other threads

FILTEROUT Thread Groups

The FILTEROUT thread group defines a rule that instructs SYSVIEW for Db2 what accounting records (IFCID 3 and
239) are not written into the history file. The thread group rules are evaluated regardless of the HISTORY-ACCT system
parameter and are applied before FILTER request processing.

NOTE
Filtering of accounting records that are based on FILTEROUT thread groups is applied regardless of the
HIST-ACCT parameter value. The qualifying accounting records are not written to the history file and are not
processed in related IQL requests and exceptions.

For more information about thread groups, see the topic Define Thread Groups.

FILTEROUT Thread Group Example

The following example shows the FILTEROUT thread group definition that excludes all threads that run less than 500
milliseconds. Such threads are not written to the history file or processed in any IQL request or exception:

DEFINE FILTEROUT FGROUP1

      DESC 'Ignore short-running threads'

      FIELD ELAPSED-INDB2

      VALUE 0:500

FILTER IQL Request

The FILTER request instructs SYSVIEW for Db2 what accounting records are written into the history file. The FILTER
request is used only for online history purposes and only with the ACCT record. No reportable output data is produced.

FILTER works only if the HISTORY-ACCT=FILTER data collector parameter has been coded.

When using the FILTER statement, review the following factors:
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• A FILTEROUT thread group offers less flexibility as only a limited number of filtering fields is available, but it produces
less overhead. Consider using FILTEROUT thread groups first.

• The FILTER requests are the same as other IQL requests and must start with a function.
• You can have more than one active FILTER request per data collector at any one time. When more than one request is

active, an ACCT record is collected in the Online History file if it matches the WHERE clause of any one of the active
FILTER requests.

• The WHERE clause in a FILTER request specifies the thread terminations that are logged in online history. Because
multiple FILTER requests can run concurrently, a thread termination might be logged in online history even if it does
not meet a particular FILTER request's WHERE clause (because it meets another FILTER request's WHERE clause).

FILTERAC IQL Example

The following example shows the FILTER request that is provided with the product. This request can be found in the
REQUESTS library. No output is produced.

FILTERAC: FILTER (FLASH) ACCT                                                 

 WHERE CONN-TYPE = 'BATCH'                                                    

              OR = 'TSO'                                                      

              OR = 'DB2CALL'                                                  

              OR = 'SERVER'                                                   

              OR = 'UTILITY'                                                  

   OR THD-ELAPSED > 0           /*  > 0 SECONDS                               

   OR THD-TERM-CODE > 16

In this request, all accounting records are written to the online history file. If we increase the THD-ELAPSED threshold,
the request limits the number of accounting records that are written to the online history file. In THD-ELAPSED > 1
scenario, all batch, TSO, and database access threads are written to the file and only those CICS and IMS threads
that abend or take more than one second to execute.

Historical Backups of Performance Data
SYSVIEW for Db2 allows you to create complete and synchronized historical backups of the Db2 data.

SYSVIEW for Db2 in non-stop mode provides a 24-hour operation. Non-stop mode that is coupled with IDB2UIFI utility
allowing to unload history data lets you create complete and synchronized daily or weekly historical backups of the Db2
performance data. This data can be used in place of SMF collected data as an input to the Batch Report Writer or MICS or
SAS chargeback routines.

SYSVIEW for Db2 also provides procedures to summarize and insert this data into Db2 history tables. For more
information, see Archiving Component.

Back Up the Online History

You use the IDDCPRMS, IDUNLJCL, and db2ssidGDG members in the SOURCE library to back up the online history.

Modify IDDCPRMS to back up the online history when a specified percentage of an online file contains data that has not
been previously unloaded and to back up the online history at a specific time. The interval statistics and thread accounting
data sets are backed up together. Doing so forms a synchronized file that contains all Db2 performance data for a specific
time frame.

Modify the IDDCPRMS data collector initialization member, the IDUNLJCL JCL procedure, and the db2ssidGDG JCL
member to back up the online history data sets.

1. Complete the following fields depending on when the backup should occur.
– To back up automatically when the online history file contains a specified percentage of unloaded data, set the

following parameters:
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• HISTARCH-STATS-PCT and HISTARCH-ACCT-PCT that specify the percentage of unloaded data in the interval
statistics and accounting files that causes the submission of backup tasks.

• HISTARCH-STATS-TASK and HISTARCH-ACCT-TASK that specify the procedure names that are started by the
data collector to back up the statistic and accounting history.

– To back up online history at a specific time, set the following parameters:
• HISTARCH-TIME specifies the time for the data collector to start the procedure to back up online history.
• HISTARCH-TASK specifies the name of the data collector procedure to back up online history at the time

specified by HISTARCH-TIME.
2. Copy the IDUNLJCL member into a PROCLIB. If you rename the procedure, modify the HISTARCH-STATS-TASK and

HISTARCH-ACCT-TASK parameters to match the new name.
3. Use the db2ssidGDG members in the SOURCE library to create a GDG definition that IDUNLJCL uses to create

backup generation data sets. Create the GDG for each data collector that you customize to unload data.

The data collector automatically starts the IDUNLJCL procedure to back up the online history data. The IDUNLJCL
procedure defaults are coded to remember data set positioning and to back up records added after last backup.
To override the default unload parameters execute IDUNLJCL stand-alone to do on demand off-loads of data without
disrupting data set positioning.

The unloaded data can be loaded automatically into Db2 tables, which are known as the archive database. Use the
IDB2ARC procedure in the SOURCE library.

History-Only DC Mode
The History-Only Data Collector mode is an online alternative to batch reports for analysis of history data. In this mode,
you designate a data collector for history access only. You can dynamically switch between the allocated SYSVIEW for
Db2 history files.

To get started, submit a job that allocates new history files, loads them with Db2 statistics, and starts the data collector in
this mode. The sample JCLs provided in the SOURCE library include all these steps.

The following sample JCLs for History-Only mode are provided:

• IDB2HDCJ—Batch job
• IDB2HDCS—Started task procedure

JCL Steps

The sample JCLs contain the following steps:

NOTE

• If you already have history files that are populated with data, you can update the JCL to a single step.
Remove all other steps other than IDB2HDCJ or IDB2HDCS to start the data collector task.

• You can customize the following history/SMF files allocation parameters:
– HSTSTATS—Change the primary or secondary allocation.
– HSTACCTG—Change the primary or secondary allocation.
– SORTSMF—Change the primary or secondary allocation. Modify the include cards to filter out SMF

records, if necessary.

VSAMDEL
Deletes any history datasets existing from the previous job execution.

VSAMALLC
Defines new history datasets.
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SORTDEL
Deletes any SMF output dataset existing from the previous job execution.

SORTSMF
Sorts the input SMF records in time order (by QWHSSTCK field), using the E15 and E35 routines.

HISTLOADS
Loads subsystem statistics history file with data from SMF records.

NOTE

• The DBSUB parameter value must be blank or set to the SSID that you want to load. Only a single
subsystem data is supported.

• Loading data from multiple Db2 SSIDs (by using DBSUB=HIST) into the statistics history file is not
recommended. The system history reports may not display correct values.

• For more information about the loading utility, see Load Online History Files (IDB2UIFI
REQ=LOADHIST).

HISTLOADA
Loads accounting history file with data from SMF records.

IDB2HDCJ/IDB2HDCS
Starts the data collector in History-Only mode.
The sample system parameters are provided in the HISTSYSP member in the SOURCE library.

Define Destination Groups
SYSVIEW for Db2 supports destination groups for exception processing. The destination group defines SNMP trap and
email recipients for the exception alert notification.

Enable the destination group functionality with the following two steps:

• Define the destination group definitions in the configuration file that is specified in the DEST-GROUPS-DSN system
parameter.

• Set the action Send an SNMP Trap and Email in an exception to use the defined destination group.

Destination Group Definition Syntax
    ┌──────────────────────────────────────┐

    ▼                                      │

►►──┴──┬──Define-group-specification────┬──┴──►◄

       └──Include-member-specification──┘  

Define-group-specification:

►►────DEFINE──DESTINATION──group-name──────────►

►──┬───────────────────────────────────┬───────►

   └──DESC──'group-description'────────┘

►──┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────┬──────►◄

   ├─────Snmp-specification─┴─Email-specification───┤

   └─────Include-group-specification────────────────┘

Snmp-specification:

    ┌──────────────────────────────────┐

    ▼                                  │
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►►──┴────SNMP-ADDRESS──'snmp-address'──┴──────►◄

Email-specification:

                ┌──────────┐

                ▼          │

►►──FROM─'from'─┴──TO─'to'─┴──┬────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────────┬──►◄

                              └──SUBJECT─'subject'─┘  └──TEMPLATE─'member-name'─┘

Include-group-specification:

    ┌─────────────────────────────────┐

    ▼                                 │

►►──┴──INCLUDE-GROUP──group-name──────┴───────►◄

Include-member specification:

►►─────INCLUDE──┬───'dsname(member)'──┬───────►◄

                └───'member-name'─────┘

The following list describes the syntax fields:

DEFINE-DESTINATION or DEST group-name
Specifies the destination group name.
Limit: 8 characters

NOTE
The group name is always uppercase, even if specified as case sensitive.

DESC 'group-description'
(Optional) Specifies the group description.
Limit: 128 characters

SNMP-ADDRESS (abbrev. SNMP) 'snmp-address'
Specifies the address of the SNMP agent.
Limit: 128 characters per SNMP, up to 8 agents

FROM 'from'
Specifies sender email address.
Limit: 128 characters

TO 'to'
Specifies recipient email address.
Limit: 128 characters per address, up to 8 email addresses

TEMPLATE 'member-name'
(Optional) Specifies the PDS member that contains the HTML template for email alerts.
If you specify a TEMPLATE for a destination group, you must also specify the data collector system parameter
SMTP-TEMPLATE-DSN. The partitioned data set specified in the SMTP-TEMPLATE-DSN parameter is used to
find the HTML template member.
If you do not specify the template, HTML is generated from the internal template.

SUBJECT 'subject'
(Optional) Specifies the subject of the email.
Limit: 256 characters
If you omit the subject, the default text is &TEXT.
You can use several variables in the subject. These variables are replaced with the following values that are
related to the exception:
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&LPAR
Specifies the LPAR name
Limit: 4 characters

&SSID
Specifies the DB2 subsystem name
Limit: 4 characters

&SEVR
Specifies the exception severity as one of the following values:

• INFORMATIONAL
• WARNING
• CRITICAL

&TYPE
Specifies the exception type as one of the following values:

• SUBSYSTEM
• APPLICATION
• DATABASE
• SQL
• EXTERNAL/IQL

&STAT
Specifies the exception status as one of the following values:

• BEGAN
• ENDED
• PEAKED
• DIMINISHED

&TEXT
Specifies the exception text.
Limit: 100 characters

NOTE
You can specify SNMP-ADDRESS, FROM, TO, SUBJECT, and TEMPLATE keywords in any order.

INCLUDE-GROUP group-name
Specifies the name of the group that is included in the resulting compound group. The INCLUDE-GROUP field is
mutually exclusive with FROM/TO/SUBJECT and SNMP-ADDRESS fields.

INCLUDE 'dsname(member)' | 'member-name'
Specifies the source member that contains the group definitions. The content of the member is included in the
resulting groups configuration.
'dsname(member)'

Specifies a complete data set location that includes the member whose contents are included into the
resulting configuration.

'member-name'
Specifies a member that resides in the same PDS data set as the configuration file whose contents are
included into the resulting configuration.

Variables in the Exception

When setting the action Send an SNMP Trap and Email in an exception, use the following variables to define the name of
the destination group:
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&AUTHIDX
Specifies the authorization ID.
Default: DFLTAUTH

&PLANNAM
Specifies the plan name.
Default: DFLTPLAN

&CONNNAM
Specifies the connection name.
Default: DFLTCONN

The following rules apply:

• Previous variables can only be used for application or IQL-based exceptions.
• When the exception occurs and variable is used as a destination name, then:

– The variable is replaced with the actual value (if available). Else, the variable is replaced by the default value.
– Exception system tries to find the destination name of the replaced value.
– If the destination name is not found, the exception system searches for a DEFAULT destination.

Empty and Default Destination

You can define a valid destination group without a trap or mail.

If you need no action to be taken for some or undefined values, a dummy destination can be used for the variable-based
destination name. The exception system tries to use one of the following destinations:

DFLTAUTH
When authorization ID is not available

DFLTPLAN
When plan name is not available

DFLTCONN
When connection name is not available

DEFAULT
In all other cases

Definition of the default destination is optional. The purpose is to use it as dummy destination for unknown or unavailable
values.

Comments and Continuation

Any line starting with the asterisk in column 1 is considered as a comment.

The following example shows the continuation of the string with the next line starting in column 1:

* Comment line

DEFINE DEST GRP1

DESC 'This is a description

 of the group continuing on the next line'

Destination Groups Configuration File Examples

The following example shows three groups:

ADMINGRP Defines the group with two recipients, one SNMP trap, and HTML template.
MAILGRP Defines the group with only one recipient.

BOTHGRPS Includes previously defined groups.
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DEFINE DEST ADMINGRP

  DESC 'Admin group'

  TEMPLATE 'HTMLTMP1'

  FROM 'noreplay@example.com'

  TO 'admin@example.com'

  TO 'sysadm@example.com'

  SUBJECT '&TEXT'

  SNMP 'snmp-agent.example.com'

DEFINE DEST MAILGRP

  DESC 'Sends email only'

  FROM 'xc-robot@example.com'

  TO 'john@example.com'

  SUBJECT '&LPAR &SSID &SEVR --> &TEXT'

DEFINE DEST BOTHGRPS

  DESC 'Includes ADMINGRP and MAILGRP'

  INCLUDE-GROUP ADMINGRP

  INCLUDE-GROUP MAILGRP

The following example shows definition for the variable-based destination name:

• For application-based or IQL-based exception, use the destination name '&AUTHIDX'.
• When an exception occurs, only user with Authorization ID 'USER1' receives the email. Other users are ignored,

because dummy destination 'DEFAULT' is used.

DEFINE DEST USER1

  DESC 'Existing USER1'

  FROM 'noreplay@example.com'

  TO 'user1@example.com'

  SUBJECT '&TEXT'

        

DEFINE DEST DEFAULT

  DESC 'Dummy destination, no action taken'

      

DBGPRINT

If destination groups are successfully parsed, the DBGPRINT contains several messages that describe defined groups:

• DBG39075I 'Group: grp-name (group-description)'
• DBG39076I 'Trap: snmp-address'
• DBG39077I 'From: from'
• DBG39078I 'To: to'
• DBG39079I 'Sub: subject'
• DBG39080I 'IncG: included-groups'
• DBG39081I 'Tmplt: member-name'

This output is also produced, when the Exception system is restarted.

DBGPRINT example

The following example shows the DBGPRINT for the groups from the first destination groups configuration file example:

DBG39075I D11P 08:29:16 Group: ADMINGRP (Admin group)

DBG39077I D11P 08:29:16  From: noreplay@example.com

DBG39078I D11P 08:29:16    To: admin@example.com
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DBG39078I D11P 08:29:16    To: sysadm@example.com

DBG39079I D11P 08:29:16   Sub: &TEXT

DBG39081I D11P 08:29:16 Tmplt: HTMLTMP1

DBG39076I D11P 08:29:16  Trap: snmp-agent.example.com

        

DBG39075I D11P 08:29:16 Group: MAILGRP (Sends email only)

DBG39077I D11P 08:29:16  From: xc-robot@example.com

DBG39078I D11P 08:29:16    To: john@example.com

DBG39079I D11P 08:29:16   Sub: &LPAR &SSID &SEVR --> &TEXT

        

DBG39075I D11P 08:29:16 Group: BOTHGRPS (Includes ADMINGRP and MAILGRP)

DBG39080I D11P 08:29:16  IncG: ADMINGRP MAILGRP

Define Thread Groups
SYSVIEW for Db2 supports threads group processing. The thread group reporting offers the following functionality:

• Get aggregated metrics for a group of threads that represent an application.
• Filter out the accounting records, so that they do not get logged into history or processed in reports and exceptions.
• Define Correlation ID filtering for Application Exceptions running under the DISTSERV plan.

The application thread group reporting and filtering thread functionality is enabled by defining the thread group definitions
in the configuration file that is specified by the system parameter THREAD-GROUPS-DSN.

Thread Group Definition Syntax

The base thread group definition has the following syntax:

    ┌──────────────────────────────────────┐

    ▼                                      │

►►──┴──┬──Define-group-specification────┬──┴───►◄

       └──Include-member-specification──┘

Define-group specification:

►►───DEFINE──group-type──group-name────────────►

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────►

    └──DESC──'group-description'───────┘

 ►──┬──Body-specification──────────────┬───────►◄

    └──Include-group-specification─────┘

Body-specification:

               ┌────.────┐

               ▼         │

►►─────FIELD───┴──field──┴─────────────────────►

     ┌──────────────────────┐

     │         ┌────.────┐  │

     ▼         ▼         │  │

 ►───┴──VALUE──┴──value──┴──┴──────────────────►◄
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Include-group specification:

    ┌──────────────────────────────┐

    ▼                              │

►►──┴──INCLUDE-GROUP──group-name───┴───────────►◄

Include-member-specification:

►►──INCLUDE──┬──'dsname(member)'──┬──┬────────────────────┬──►◄

             └──'member-name'─────┘  │   ┌─────,──────┐   │

                                     │   ▼            │   │

                                     └─(─┴─group-type─┴─)─┘

The following list describes the syntax fields:

DEFINE group-type group-name
Specifies the group type and its name.
Multiple definitions of the same group name can be provided in the configuration file. The resulting group is built
as a logical disjunction (logical OR) between FIELDs/VALUEs combinations of matching groups.
Limit: 8 characters

NOTE
The group name is specified as case sensitive, but it is always treated as upper case.

The following group types are allowed:
APPLICATION (APPL)

Defines an application group that aggregates application metrics that are based on accounting records
(IFCID 3). You can access the collected values in IFCID 1044.

FILTEROUT
Defines a rule that instructs the product not to write accounting records (IFCID 3 and 239) into history files
or process them for IQL requests and exceptions.

NOTE
Accounting records are still processed for application groups even if they are filtered out by a
filtering group.

EXCEPTION-EXCLUDE
Defines a list of Correlation IDs that should not be evaluated by an Application Exception for plan name
DISTSERV.

EXCEPTION-INCLUDE
Defines a list of Correlation IDs that should be evaluated by an Application Exception for plan name
DISTSERV, while ignoring all other Correlation IDs.

DESC 'group-description'
(Optional) Specifies the group description. When there are multiple groups with the same name, the first group
description applies.
Limit: 128 characters

FIELD field
Specifies the thread fields that are checked to determine whether a thread is included in the group. If multiple
fields are specified, each field must be separated with a period (.). The evaluation result is determined as a logical
conjunction between the fields (logical AND).
The FIELD keyword can be replaced with an alias TYPE. Valid values are:
AUTHID

Specifies the authorization ID of the thread.
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Value: Masked string
IQL Common Field: AUTH-ID

PLANNAME
Specifies the thread plan name that is checked.
Value: Masked string
IQL Common Field: PLAN-NAME

CORRELATION-ID
Specifies the thread correlation ID that is checked.
Value: Masked string
IQL Common Field: CORRELATION

NOTE
When CORRELATION-ID is used in an EXCEPTION-INCLUDE or EXCEPTION-EXCLUDE
entry, masking is not allowed.

JOBNAME
Specifies the thread job name that is checked, valid only for batch jobs.
Value: Masked string
Derived from IQL Common Field: CORRELATION

CONNECTION-ID
Specifies the thread connection type that is checked.
Value: Masked string
IQL Common Field: CONNECTION

CPU-INDB2
Specifies the accumulated CPU time in Db2.
Value: Range of numbers that represent values in milliseconds
IQL IFCID 3 Aggregated Fields: TCB-CPU-DB2, DB2-ZIIP-CPU, SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP-C2, SP-WLM-UDF-
ZIIP-C2, NESTED-TRIG-ZIIP, STORPROC-LCL-CPU, UDF-LOCAL-CPU, STORPROC-DB2-CPU, TRIG-
ZIIP-CPU, STORPROC-ZIIP-CPU, UDF-ZIIP-CPU, OTHER-UDF-CPU, TRIG-TOTAL-CPU, TRIG-CPU-
ENCLAVE

ELAPSED-INDB2
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time in Db2.
Value: Range of numbers that represents values in milliseconds
IQL IFCID 3 Field: ELAPSED-TIME-DB2

ENDUSER-TRANSACTION
Specifies the transaction name of the thread end user that is checked.
Value: Masked string
IQL Common Field: ENDUSER-TRANSACTION

ENDUSER-WORKSTATION
Specifies the workstation name of the thread end user that is checked.
Value: Masked string
IQL Common Field: ENDUSER-WORKSTATION

ENDUSER-USERID
Specifies the user ID of the thread end user that is checked.
Value: Masked string
IQL Common Field: ENDUSER-USERID

CICS-TRANSACTION-ID
Specifies the CICS transaction that is checked, valid only for the CICS threads.
Value: Masked string
IQL Common Field: CICS-TRANSID
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IMS-PST
Specifies the IMS PTS name that is checked, valid only for the IMS threads.
Value: Masked string
IQL Common Field: IMS-PST-NUM

IMS-PSB
Specifies the IMS PSB name that is checked, valid only for the IMS threads.
Value: Masked string or integer
IQL Common Field: IMS-PSB-NAME

VALUE value
Specifies the value that is used to check the corresponding field. If multiple values are specified, their number
must match the number of fields that are provided on the FIELD keyword. Each value must be separated with a
period (.). The group definition can also contain multiple VALUE specifications. In this case, the resulting selection
criteria are combined as a logical disjunction (logical OR).
The VALUE keyword can be replaced with an alias MEMBER.
Value:

• Masked string that contains up to 256 characters. The following wild characters are allowed:
– Question mark (?) represents one arbitrary symbol that can be placed on any position in the string.
– Asterisk (*) represents multiple arbitrary symbols and indicates that the string is handled as a prefix. Place

asterisk (*) only at the end of the string.
• Single number that contains up to 16 digits.
• Range of numbers that contain up to 16 digits each. The range of numbers is specified with the colon symbol

as nnnn:mmmm. The range of numbers is inclusive, so both nnnn and mmmm are included. Specify nnnn:* to
obtain values that are equal to or greater than nnnn.

INCLUDE-GROUP group-name
Specifies the name of the group that is included in the resulting compound group. The INCLUDE-GROUP field is
mutually exclusive with FIELD and VALUE fields.
The INCLUDE-GROUP statements are not supported for the filter thread groups and can include only
APPLICATION thread groups.
If this field is not specified, all groups are included.

NOTE
Specifying the restricted group does not result in an error, only a warning message is issued.

INCLUDE 'dsname(member)' | 'member-name'  [(group-type)]
Specifies the source member that contains the group definitions. The content of the member is included in the
resulting groups configuration.
'dsname(member)'

Specifies a complete data set location that includes the member whose contents are included into the
resulting configuration.
Specifies the complete location of the configuration file that is included.

'member-name'
Specifies a member that is located in the same PDS data set as the configuration file whose contents are
included into the resulting configuration.

group-type
Specifies a group type (APPLICATION or FILTEROUT). The group type defines what types of thread
group definitions are included into the resulting group configuration from the source member pointed by
the INCLUDE statement.
The group-type is optional and if not provided, all definitions from the source member are included into
the final groups configuration.
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Examples

The following examples show the configuration file, filtering group definition, and application group definitions.

Example 1: Sample Thread Groups Configuration File

The following example shows a configuration file that includes both APPLICATION and FILTEROUT group definitions:

INCLUDE 'FILTRGRS'

INCLUDE 'GLOBAPPL'

INCLUDE 'IDB2.USER.GROUPS(MAIN)' (APPL)

These definitions are defined as entries in a member that the system parameter THREAD-GROUPS-DSN points to. In
these examples, the member is named IDB2.SYSTEM(MAIN).

This example makes the following assumptions:

• The IDB2.SYSTEM is only accessible by a system programmer
• The IDB2.USERS.GROUPS is accessible by actual users

In this sample configuration, the system programmer places global APPL and FILTEROUT group definitions into the
members IDB2.SYSTEM(GLOBAPPL) and IDB2.SYSTEM(FILTRGRS), respectively. A person with IDB2.SYSTEM
privileges maintains the GLOBAPPL and FILTRGRS members.

Users can use the member IDB2.USER.GROUPS(MAIN) as a starting point for their application group configuration.

Because the related INCLUDE statement in the configuration file is coded with the APPL restriction, the system
programmer can be sure of the following facts:

• No FILTEROUT group is read from the user file
• Users cannot influence what accounting records are written to the history file

Example 2: Sample FILTEROUT Thread Groups Definition in IDB2.SYSTEM(FILTRGRS)

The following example shows a filtering group definition:

DEFINE FILTEROUT FGROUP1

     DESC 'Ignore short-running threads'

     FIELD ELAPSED-INDB2

     VALUE 0:500

This FGROUP1 thread group instructs the product to filter out all threads that run less than 500 milliseconds. The
qualifying accounting records are not written to the history file and are not processed in related IQL requests and
exceptions.

Example 3: Sample Thread Groups Configuration File in IDB2.SYSTEM(GLOBAPPL) for Application Thread
Groups

The following example shows the application group definitions:

DEFINE APPLICATION AGROUP1

     DESC 'IMS PLA/CRA application'

     FIELD PLANNAME.IMS-PSB

     VALUE PLA*.1111:2222

     VALUE CRA*.3333

DEFINE APPL AGROUP2

     DESC 'Batch TEST jobs'

     FIELD JOBNAME
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     VALUE TEST1

     VALUE TEST2

     VALUE TEST3

DEFINE APPL AGROUP1

     DESC 'Additional CICS part'

     FIELD CICS-TRANSACTION-ID

     VALUE PLA*

     VALUE ID01

     VALUE IR12

DEFINE APPLICATION AGROUP3

     DESC 'Sample INCLUDE-GROUP'

     INCLUDE-GROUP AGROUP1

     INCLUDE-GROUP AGROUP2

INCLUDE 'BATCHGRS' (APPLICATION)

INCLUDE 'CICSGRS' (APPLICATION)

This sample configuration file has at least three application thread groups that are defined to the product: AGROUP1,
AGROUP2, and AGROUP3. Because the contents of the BATCHGRS and CICSGRS members are not provided in the
sample, assume that these members are empty. If these members are not empty, the group definitions that are specified
in the members are added to the resulting list of groups as though they are coded directly in the file.

The AGROUP1 contains the metrics that are aggregated across the following threads:

• IMS threads whose plan name starts with PLA and the IMS PSB value is within the range from 1111 to 2222.
• IMS threads whose plan name starts with CRA and IMS PSB value equals 3333.
• CICS threads those transactions start with PLA, or named ID01 or IR12.

The AGROUP2 contains the aggregated metrics for threads that run from batch jobs TEST1, TEST2, or TEST3.

The AGROUP3 contains the aggregated metrics across the following threads:

• IMS threads whose plan name starts with PLA and the IMS PSB number is within the range from 1111 to 2222.
• IMS threads whose plan name starts with CRA and the IMS PSB value equals 3333.
• CICS threads those transactions start with PLA, or named ID01 or IR12.
• Threads that run from batch jobs TEST1, TEST2, or TEST3.

Example 4: Sample EXCEPTION-EXCLUDE Entries

The following example excludes Correlation-ID db2jcc_appli and DISTURBED from Exception evaluation. This example
assumes that you have created an Application Exception for the plan name DISTSERV.

DEFINE EXCEPTION-EXCLUDE XGROUP1

     DESC 'Exclusions for DISTSERV plan exceptions'

     FIELD CORRELATION-ID

     VALUE 'db2jcc_appli'

     VALUE DISTURBED

DBGPRINT
If thread groups definitions are read from the file that is specified in the system parameter THREAD-GROUPS-DSN, the
DBGPRINT contains messages with definitions. For example:
DBG39086I SSID 02:55:14  Thread Groups:   DEFINE FILTEROUT FGROUP1

DBG39086I SSID 02:55:14  Thread Groups:     DESC 'Ignore short-running threads'
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DBG39086I SSID 02:55:14  Thread Groups:     FIELD ELAPSED-INDB2

DBG39086I SSID 02:55:14  Thread Groups:     VALUE 0:500

        

DBG39086I SSID 02:55:14  Thread Groups:   DEFINE APPLICATION AGROUP1

DBG39086I SSID 02:55:14  Thread Groups:     DESC 'IMS PLA/CRA application'

DBG39086I SSID 02:55:14  Thread Groups:     FIELD PLANNAME.IMS-PSB

DBG39086I SSID 02:55:14  Thread Groups:     VALUE PLA*.1111:2222

Customize Day/Month Abbreviations
Alter the constants table to override the default values for abbreviations of months of the year and days of the week.

This table also provides filtering of non-printables. For example, converting lower-case letters to upper-case or making null
values (X'00') show up as periods in displays.

NOTE
Most sites do not require altering this table.

The constants table is in the CONSTBLA member in the SOURCE library. This member allows you to change the default
abbreviations or filtering values. Assemble and link edit it using the MAKECT member in the SOURCE library.

NOTE
The data collector and batch report writer parameters can override these values in IQL-based reports and
displays. For more details, see the section IQL Control Parameters.

Change Month Abbreviations

The default values for month abbreviations are in the MONABBR segment of the member. You can change entries but
keep abbreviations limited to three characters and do not add more months.

Change Day Abbreviations

The default values for day abbreviations are in the DAYABBR segment of the member. You can change entries but keep
abbreviations limited to three characters and do not add more days.

Translate Table for Alphas

The MSTPRTPM segment shows how hex combinations are translated. The values in the row on the right (0-F) are the
first hex character. The values on top (0-F) are the second hex character. For example, hex value '00' (nulls) is translated
to hex value '4B' (period).

Translate Table for Uppercase

The translate table for uppercase (segment MSTPRTUM) is similar to the translate table for hex combinations, except that
it is used primarily to translate lower-case characters to upper-case. The uppercase translation only occurs when the user
interface parameter UPPER-CASE=YES is specified (the default is NO). For the description of UPPER-CASE parameter,
see the section UI System Parameters.

The values in the row on the right (0-F) are the first hex character. The values on top (0-F) are the second hex character.
For example, hex value '81' (lower-case a) is translated to hex value 'C1' (upper-case A).

Daylight Savings Time Concerns
When you change the clock time for daylight savings time (DST), the following data collector concerns apply:
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• When you change the clock time during an IPL, there are no concerns for the data collector. The data collector is
brought down and restarted after the IPL.

• When you change the clock time dynamically using the operator SET CLOCK command, there are no known issues
with leaving the data collector active during the clock-changing. But we recommend that you stop the data collector
first, issue the command, and restart the data collector. This process ensures correct data collection during overlapping
time periods or during a skip in a time period.

• The DB2 trace records contain timestamps in the Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) format. When DB2 records are
reported, the time values are converted to the local time using the time zone at the moment of request processing.
When you select the data that is written before the time change and run the report after the change, the data is
converted to the current local time zone and the reported time values look shifted in comparison with the reports
run before the time change. When you run the reports in batch, you can use the report writer SYSPARMs GMT-
ADJUSTMENT and DST-LOCATION to override the current local time setting offset.

NOTE
If you use GSS services for SYSVIEW for Db2, GSS also recommends restarting the ISERVE address space
around the SET CLOCK command similar to what is recommended for the SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector.

Data Sharing Considerations
SYSVIEW for Db2 supports Db2 data sharing by providing several displays where data from all the members of the Db2
data sharing group displays on the same screen. This data includes:

• General statistics data
• Selected thread data
• Lock contention data

To enable display of this data and to be able to jump to the appropriate data collector, the SYSVIEW for Db2 environment
must be properly set up:

• Each member of the Db2 data sharing group must be monitored by its own data collector. SYSVIEW for Db2 creates
its own Sysplex data sharing group which includes all the data collectors which are monitoring the corresponding Db2
data sharing group members.

• Each data collector must be enabled for data sharing by the DATA-SHARING=YES setting in the system parameters.
You can specify the data sharing group name in the DC-GROUP parameter. Else, the data collector group name
defaults to XDBGDCxx, where xx is the product release number. Group names must be unique in the sysplex to
accommodate multiple Db2 data sharing groups. Unique data collector group names must also be specified for each
data sharing group. To override the data collector group name, you can specify the name in the DCGRP parameter of
PARM.

When the previous steps are implemented, you can display the selected statistics data from all active Db2 data sharing
members. Select the SYSPLEX request display as shown in the View System Statistic section. This display is the default
display for the System Statistics selection on the Systems Menu. The SYSDCOLL request can also be selected here to
see which data collector is active with each Db2 member, with selected Db2 and group characteristics. The SYSPLEX
display defaults to show selected statistics information for all active Db2 members for which a data collector is active.
The user can display only selected members by specifying qualifying information in the criteria field (____) under the Db2
column header on the request display. The standard selection characters, asterisk (*), and question mark (?) can be used
in the criteria fields for multiple column and single column characters.

The THRDACTV display in the data sharing environment can show threads from all data sharing members, or for selected
members only. The default setting shows threads only from the Db2 member to which you are currently connected. To
show threads from all members, enter an asterisk (*) padded with blanks into the highlighted field directly under the
"DB2" column header. To show the history of thread contention in the data sharing group across all members, use the
LOCKCONT request. The IRLMCONT display shows the current contention among threads in the Db2 data sharing
group.
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The user interface can jump to another data collector to display detailed statistics or thread information when selected
from the SYSPLEX or THRDACTV displays. The VTAM Remote Access Facility (RAF) must be implemented on all data
collectors in the group to support this feature. A VTAM LU name must be defined for each data collector, specified in the
SYSPARMS for that data collector in the APPLS parameter, and activated. Do not forget to set RAF=YES and specify
the DB2-LOCATION. The UI System Parameters must also specify all the data sharing group members in the APPLS=
parameter. The location name for each member must specify the same location value, followed by unique member name,
and unique VTAM LU name for each member.

SYSVIEW for Db2 is able to connect and disconnect individual data collectors from its data sharing group. This capability
means that not all members have to be activated and data collectors can be stopped and restarted individually without
affecting operations. When a data collector is not available, data for the monitored Db2 member is excluded from the
appropriate displays. The SYSDCOLL display shows the status of each individual data collector.

Performance Considerations
If data collector collection overhead is a major concern in SYSVIEW for Db2, evaluate the following configuration items:

Online History

Consider the following recommendations if you configure the online history component:

• Pay attention to how the file is allocated (size and secondary extents) during the initial installation process to avoid
needing to redefine history and copy history files:
– Verify that the file is properly sized (primary allocation) for the amount of data to be collected.
– We recommend not defining history files with a secondary extents specification. When the history file is initialized,

SYSVIEW for Db2 initializes the entire file, which causes the data set to extend into as many extents as possible.
Use secondary extents only if you cannot allocate enough space in a primary allocation.

• Filter the history data when implementing history on systems that generate a high volume of accounting records.
Filtering the records lets you specify which history records to keep in the history file for subsequent online viewing and
which records to discard. For more information, see the section Control Amount of Accounting History Data.

• Enable hardware compression for the history data. Compression lets you store, on average, more than twice the data
of uncompressed records, for little CPU overhead. When the data collector closes the history files during termination, it
indicates the amount of CPU overhead that is used to compress data. If CPU usage is of primary concern and you find
that this CPU overhead is too much, you can disable the compression. However, disabling compression causes more
data to be written to the history files, thus eliminating some CPU savings.

• For high-volume systems, use an accounting trace setting for the ACCTTRACE SYSPARM option that is consistent
with the default accounting trace classes that are started and written to SMF. For low-volume and development
systems, we recommend a value of 8 or higher.

• Accept the default of starting all optional IFCIDs for the HIST-STATS-RECS SYSPARM option. These IFCIDs do not
generate much overhead. If CPU overhead is of primary concern and you have disabled data set statistics for your
Db2 subsystem, remove 199 from this option to disable collection of IFCID 199 records.

• If CPU overhead is of primary concern, disable the collection of any additional thread data (through the HIST-ACCT-
DETAIL SYSPARM option). Otherwise, enable the PDTSQL setting if Detector is installed. Evaluate all other settings
for this SYSPARM option on an as-needed basis with regard to the overhead that each setting can generate.

Exception System

We recommend accepting the default of having the exception component enabled. If CPU overhead is of primary concern,
try the following recommendations to minimize the overhead of the exception component before disabling the entire
component:
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• Set the overall exception interval to a value, such as 5 to 15 seconds, that provides timely detection of exceptions.
However, if CPU overhead is of concern, you can set a higher value. The default is 10 seconds. We do not recommend
a value higher than 60 seconds.

• After the data collector is started, evaluate the application and database exceptions and disable any exceptions that
are not used or needed. In general, subsystem exceptions generate little overhead. If there is a larger number of
concurrent threads or a high volume of threads, limit the application exceptions to those exceptions that are absolutely
required. If many pagesets are allocated to Db2, disable any database exceptions that are not beneficial. You can view
the overhead of the exception system by using the DCCPU command to view the CPU used by the AMXSSXPE task.
Try enabling and disabling different exceptions to see how CPU overhead is affected, until it is at an acceptable level.

Enabling exceptions allows SYSVIEW for Db2 to monitor automatically Db2 and alert you about performance problems.
Customizing the exceptions allows the exception mechanism to execute more efficiently and reduce CPU and storage
overhead.

IQL Requests

Most IQL requests that are started by default generate little overhead. In some instances, depending on the type of
applications, certain IQL requests can generate the significant overhead. These requests are, by default, disabled. The
following data collector parameters control whether the IQL requests are activated or not at startup:

IQL-INCLUDE-ACCT
Enables requests that require the accounting record (IFCID 3). Real-time processing of accounting records
may bring high overhead at high volume sites. If you want to use Thread History Option 3 Quick Summaries,
change the value to Yes.

NOTE
You do not need to enable the IQL-INCLUDE-ACCT parameter to collect accounting records to online
history.

IQL-INCLUDE-SORT
Enables the SORT detail request SORTSUM.

IQL-INCLUDE-LOCKSUSPEND
Enables collection of IFCID 44/45 for lock suspensions.

For more information about IQL request parameters, see the section IQL Control Parameters.

Customize HTML Emails
Modify HTML emails generated by the exception system. Customize content, formatting, and branding. Create multiple
HTML templates and assign them to different destination groups.

To modify emails, use a custom HTML template data set. Post-install adds a sample template to the high-
level.SOURCE(NSIEHTML) member of the SOURCE library.

NOTE
You can modify the HTML template but the HTML coding style for emails differs significantly from the one used
on modern websites. The difference is due to limited HTML and CSS support in most desktop email clients in
corporate environments.

Recommended Steps for HTML Email Customization and Testing

The following steps guide you through HTML template customization. For this example, we assume that the destination
group name is MYGROUP.

1. Copy the sample email template from the NSIEHTML member to a custom location.
2. Set the data collector system parameter SMTP-TEMPLATE-DSN to point to your copy of the template.
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3. Create or update the Destination Group definition file with a destination group containing your email address.
4. Verify that the data collector system parameter DEST-GROUPS-DSN points to the file.
5. Restart the data collector.

The new system parameter setting takes effect.
6. Issue MVS command F DCTASK,TESTMAIL,MYGROUP.

The data collector DCTASK sends a test email to the destination group MYGROUP.
NOTE
The data collector temporarily loads the destination group definition and HTML template from respective data
sets only for the purposes of the F TESTMAIL command.

7. Verify that the test email looks correct on all clients and devices in your organization.
8. If changes are required:

a. Edit your copy of template.
b. Change the content.
c. Reissue the MVS command.

9. Restart the exception system.

You have successfully updated the HTML template.

HTML Template Syntax

The HTML template file must be a PDS/PDSE member in the FB 80 format. Only the first 72 characters of each line
are significant; the remaining 8 characters are ignored. The content consists of free text and variables. Each variable
is replaced by its value when the email is generated. Some variables have special side effects which can be used for
conditional formatting.

Free Text

The free text consists of all printable EBCDIC characters including the blank, except for the ampersand (&) character. The
free text is copied into the generated email in its original form. The line breaks are respected.

Ampersand Character

Processing of the ampersand character depends on the character following it. If an uppercase letter follows the
ampersand, the ampersand and the alphanumeric characters which follow are treated as a variable name. If ampersand
character is the last character of the line (in column 72), it is ignored. In all other cases, the ampersand is copied into the
generated email.

According to the HTML/XHTML specification, certain special characters must be encoded using XML entity references.
Otherwise, these characters might interfere with the HTML tag structure. For example, if you need the "<" character to
appear in the email (in free text), you must encode it as "&lt;". This type of string is named a character entity reference.
Because the mnemonic alias (name) of the character entity reference does not start with an uppercase letter, it is correctly
copied into the output and not evaluated as a variable name. However, some mnemonic aliases for rarely used special
characters or capital letters of international alphabets start with an uppercase letter. These characters cannot be encoded
using their character entity references. They would be incorrectly evaluated as variable names. You must use a numeric
character reference. This limitation is specific to the SYSVIEW for Db2 implementation.

The following table describes the encoding of some special characters:

Character Encoding using character reference Encoding using numeric reference
& &amp; &#x0026;
< &lt; &#x003C;
> &gt; &#x003E;
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" &quot; &#x0022;
' &apos; &#x0027;
ω &omega; &#x03C9;
Ω &#x03A9;
š &scaron; &#x0161;
Š &#x0160;
æ &aelig; &#x00E6;
Æ &#x00C6;

For a complete list of the XML entity references, see the W3C Recommendation.

Variables

A variable name starts with the ampersand character, followed by an uppercase letter, followed by a string of letters and
numbers. The variable name is terminated with a non-letter, non-numeric character, or the end of the line. If the variable
name is immediately followed by the full stop character (.), the full stop character is not copied to the output email.

The variable value replaces the variable name when the email is generated. If an unknown variable name is coded,
the variable value is *invalid variable* (including the asterisks). If the variable name is correct, but the information is not
available, the variable value is N/A.

Exception Data Variables

Name Value
&LPAR LPAR name
&DSHRGRP Db2 Data sharing group name
&SSID Db2 subsystem name
&DB2VER Db2 version string
&DCJOBNM Name of the data collector started task or job.
&DCASID Hexadecimal address space ID of the data collector.
&INSVER SYSVIEW for Db2 version string
&XCTYPE Exception type
&SEVR Exception severity
&STAT Exception status
&TOKEN Exception token
&DATETIME Date and time string of the exception event.
&VALUE Monitored value that triggered the exception.
&BP Buffer pool name
&GBP Group buffer pool name
&DBNAME Database name
&PAGESET Pageset name
&ACE ACE of the thread that triggered the exception.
&PLAN Plan name
&CONN Connection
&CORR Correlation ID
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&AUTH Authentication ID
&TEXT Exception text
&IQLID Exception ID for the external/IQL exception
&XCSEVCODE Severity code of the exception.
&PACKAGE Package name
&COLLID Collection ID
&PACKVER Package version string
&STMTID SQL statement ID
&XCPNAME Exception name

NOTE
Not all variables contain data for every type of exception. If the data is not available, the value is N/A.

Special and Control Variables

The special and control variables are designed specifically for conditional formatting of the output HTML. These variables
are not important for simple customization of the HTML template.

Name Description
&SQLSTAT When the full captured SQL text is available, the value is NO.

When only a part of the SQL text is available, the value is YES. If
no SQL text is captured, the value is N/A.

&SQLTRUNC When only a part of the captured SQL text is available, the value
is YES. In all other cases, the value is an empty string.

&INFO When the severity of the exception is informational, the value is
INFORMATIONAL. In all other cases, the value is an empty string.

&WARN When the severity of the exception is warning, the value is
WARNING. In all other cases, the value is an empty string.

&CRIT When the severity of the exception is critical, the value is
CRITICAL. In all other cases, the value is an empty string.

&DCYEAR The last two digits of the year the data collector started task was
brought up.

&FLIP When the value of internal counter of the output generator is even,
the value is FLIP. Otherwise, the value is an empty string. After the
evaluation, the internal counter is incremented. If HTML output is
suppressed, &FLIP does not increment the counter.

&NEXT Increments the internal counter of the output generator. If HTML
output is suppressed, &NEXT does not increment the internal
counter.

&EVEN When the value of the internal counter of the output generator is
even, the value is EVEN, otherwise the value is an empty string.

&IF&VARIABLE When the value of &VARIABLE is an empty string or equals either
N/A or *invalid variable*, the output of the HTML generator is
suppressed.

&IFNOT&VARIABLE When the value of &VARIABLE is not an empty string and
does not equal either N/A or *invalid variable*, the output of the
HTML generator is suppressed.
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&FI Terminates the &IF block. Original suppress state of the HTML
generator before the corresponding &IF or &IFNOT control
variable is restored.

&IFEND Same as &FI.
&ENDIF Same as &FI.
&BOUNDARY The value is a constant string used as the boundary of the MIME

type multipart/related content. When you must add a related MIME
part, use this variable to separate the parts.

Conditional Formatting

• Conditional formatting improves the readability of the generated HTML emails.
• Using the &IF&VARIABLE ... &FI syntax allows you to exclude variables that do not contain any data. Excluding

such variables produces terser, more legible output.
• The &IF&VARIABLE ... &FI blocks can be nested up to 31 levels deep. Violation of this limit does not produce an

error message, but the generated output is incorrect.
• The &EVEN special variable is used for producing the attractive color striped look of HTML tables. Hard-coded

background colors cannot work correctly when the &IF syntax is used to drop rows conditionally from the table. A CSS
style specification for even and odd rows cannot be used due to limited support for CSS in popular email clients.

• For an example on how to use the &BOUNDARY variable to include an embedded image in the HTML, see the provided
sample template.

Program Call (PC) Owner
This section discusses requirements and issues concerning the operation of the Program Call (PC) Owner program.

The PC owner program owns the cross-memory routines that allow the communication between users and all data
collectors executing on one z/OS image. The program creates an index to the Cross Memory Services (CMS) program
call table, providing access to all SYSVIEW for Db2 CMS routines. One PC Owner environment is required per z/OS
image (running either as a separate address space or as part of the data collector).

Running Without a PC Owner

As of Version 19, the PC owner address space is no longer required. If the data collector is started with a PCSSID that
does not belong to the PC owner address space, the data collector establishes the necessary cross-memory structures. If
you opt to run without a PC owner address space, ensure that your system has the necessary number of free system
linkage indexes to allow each data collector to obtain one. The NSYSLX value in member IEASYSxx of SYS1.PARMLIB is
used to adjust the number of system linkage indexes available for use.

NOTE
If you run a large number of data collectors on a single LPAR, we recommend you to use a stand-alone PC
owner task.

Data collectors that run without a PC owner address space are subject to certain restrictions:

Same PCSSID
All data collectors that use the same PCSSID must use the same level of the cross memory routine module
NXCMSROM. A data collector that is started with a different version of this module terminates with message
DBG39050E. A PCSSID cannot be shared among different releases or maintenance levels of the product. This
restriction holds true whether you use a PC owner separately.

Security exit
A restriction also exists regarding the security exit. While this approach was not often implemented, it was
possible for the data collector to use a different exit from the TSO, VTAM, and batch interfaces. The TSO, VTAM,
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and batch interfaces use the security exit that is specified in the SECEXIT parameter of the PC owner. The
data collector uses the exit that is specified in the data collector SECURITY-EXIT system parameter. Usually,
these two parameters name the same program.

NOTE
If you use different exit programs for the data collector and TSO/VTAM/batch, you must continue to use
the PC owner standalone address space. Or you must integrate the two different exits into a common
module.

All data collectors using a common PCSSID must use the same security exit. If they are different, the data
collector terminates with message DBG39040E.
If you require different exits for individual data collectors, you must select one of the following options:

• Continue to use a PC owner address space
• Run data collectors using different security exits under different PCSSIDs (requires multiple CLISTs to invoke

the user interface under different PCSSIDs)
• Integrate the different exits

Running With a PC Owner

If you are unable to run without the PC Owner, the following requirements exist:

• When running data collectors as stand-alone jobs, bring up the PC owner program as a separate stand-alone job in its
own address space.

• When running the PC Owner as a stand-alone job, a single copy of this program provides for all data collectors and
users simultaneously executing on one z/OS image. Once started, this address space should remain active until the
operating system is IPL'ed. Because the PC Owner is started only once per IPL, we recommend that it is part of your
IPL procedures.

• Unlike the data collector with DBWAIT=NO, the PC owner task does not terminate when Db2 terminates.
• One system linkage table index must be available to be dynamically acquired when the PC Owner program is started.
• The module containing the SYSVIEW for Db2 CMS routines requires space in Extended CSA.
• The program also requires a trivial amount of storage in SQA for a table of Program Call (PC) numbers.

You can execute the PC owner program as a batch job or started task.

Execute PC Owner as a Batch Job

To invoke the PC owner program in batch, you can customize JCL member IDB2PCJ in the SOURCE library.

An explanation of each JCL statement and parameter follows:

IDB2PCJ EXEC
(Required) Invokes the PC Owner program (NSIGHTPC) and specifies execution-time values for the step.
The TIME specifies 1440 to bypass step termination when the step is in a continuous wait for longer than the SMF
wait time limit.
The PARM field indicates that the program does not initiate the 10-minute timer loop as the SMF wait time limit
is not in effect. Note the slash (/) preceding the STIMER keyword. The slash indicates that the parameter is a
program-specific parameter. The STIMER keyword is explained in STIMER Parameter.

STEPLIB
Is typically required unless the library containing the SYSVIEW for Db2 load modules is part of the LINKLIB
concatenation. This statement describes the authorized library containing the load modules.

DBGPRINT
(Required) Allocates an output destination for PC Owner system messages.
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Execute PC Owner as a Started Task

To invoke the PC owner program as a started task, you can customize member IDB2PCS in the SOURCE library.

An explanation of each JCL statement and parameter follows:

IDB2PCS PROC
Required if the procedure contains symbolic parameters for which default values are to be specified.

• The TIMER symbolic parameter can be used to disable the 10-minute timer loop in the program. The default is
to enable the loop.

• The PRT symbolic parameter enables the operator to change the SYSOUT class to one which can be printed.

IDB2PCS EXEC
(Required) Invokes the PC Owner program (NSIGHTPC) and specifies the execution time.

STEPLIB
Is required unless the library containing the SYSVIEW for Db2 load modules is part of the LINKLIB concatenation.
This statement describes the authorized library containing the load modules.

DBGPRINT
(Required) Allocates an output destination for PC Owner system messages.

STIMER Parameter

This JCL parameter is used to determine whether the 10-minute timer loop is invoked.

The purpose of the loop is to avoid being canceled by the SMF nonactivity wait time limit (if it is enabled for the program).
This limit is disabled by specifying TIME=1440. The timer loop would not be necessary and would be disabled to avoid
CPU and paging activity.

The format of the STIMER parameter is:
STIMER=[YES|ON|NO|OFF]

YES
(default) Enables the 10-minute timer loop.

ON
Enables the 10-minute timer loop.

NO
Disables the 10-minute timer loop.

OFF
Disables the 10-minute timer loop.

PCSSID Parameter

Use this JCL parameter to specify a PC Owner subsystem that is different from the default name (DBGI). This parameter
is mainly a migration aid that allows you to start several PC Owner subsystems simultaneously.

The format of the PCSSID parameter is:
PCSSID=xxxx 

xxxx
Specifies the one through four character subsystem name to be associated with this PC Owner address space.

SECEXIT Parameter

Use the SECEXIT JCL parameter to specify the name of the security exit module that the SYSVIEW for Db2 user
interfaces (TSO, VTAM, and batch) are to use. For more information, see the section NSIGHTEX User Exit.
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The format of the SECEXIT parameter is:
SECEXIT=xxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxx
Specifies the program name of the security exit module that the PC task is to load into the PC owner address
space. The program name can be one through eight characters in length. The default value is NSIGHTEX.

Run the PC Owner

When running the data collectors as stand-alone jobs, a stand-alone PC owner job is needed and can be started as a
batch job or as a started task. Batch job submission is simpler, but ties up an initiator. Started task invocation is more
complicated, but leaves all initiators free.

The remainder of this section applies to running the PC owner in a separate stand-alone batch job or started task.

To make the PC Owner a part of your normal IPL procedure, include the appropriate command statement in the
IEACMDxx member of the SYS1.PARMLIB.

Keep the PC Owner Task Active

If the PC Owner program is inactive, the data collector of the user interfaces does not run. The PC Owner program uses
the following steps to keep active:

1. Once the program has been started, it issues an ENQUEUE whose major name is DBUGDB2I and enters an enabled
wait.

2. The program awakens every 10 minutes and sets a timer for a new 10-minute period to avoid being canceled by the
SMF nonactivity timer limit (if active for this job).

3. If the SMF timer-limit has been deactivated for this task, a parameter can be passed to the program at startup which
eliminates the 10-minute timer (see STIMER Parameter).

Once this task is initialized, the use of CPU is negligible with the timer running and non-existent with the timer disabled.

Terminate the PC Owner
If you want to terminate the PC Owner task, use the following command:
MVS STOP jobname

The program releases the storage that it has acquired in both ECSA and SQA. The program also terminates connections
between the system linkage table index and other SYSVIEW for Db2 address spaces.

Restart the PC Owner

The PC Owner program can be restarted. When restarted, it picks up the previously used system linkage table index
number. However, the program probably loses the use of the previously used Address Space ID (ASID).

Troubleshooting

If you try to execute the PC Owner program from an unauthorized library, you can encounter a S047 ABEND. Authorize
the SYSVIEW for Db2 load library or move the load modules into an existing authorized library.

If you start two PC owner tasks with the same PCSSID parameter value, you get an ABEND S052.

TSO/VTAM User Interface (UI)
The section describes installation and administration considerations for using and customizing the TSO and VTAM user
interfaces.
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The online user interfaces manage conversations between the terminal user and one or more data collectors of the
same version. The online interfaces provide real-time interactive facilities for sending data collection requests to the data
collector and viewing the output of the requests on a terminal. The user interfaces also provide facilities to issue Db2 and
z/OS commands, view Db2 console messages and SYSVIEW for Db2 exception messages, and EXPLAIN SQL.

User interface access is available from TSO ISPF or native VTAM. Both interfaces are similar and can be used
interchangeably for most tasks that are involved in monitoring a Db2 subsystem.

The TSO user interface provides the following facilities that are not available under the VTAM user interface:

• Editing IQL requests
• Browsing the REVIEW output of an IQL request
• Edit SQL for EXPLAIN support

The user interface communicates with the data collector in one of two ways, depending on whether the data collector is on
the same z/OS image as the SYSVIEW for Db2 user.

• If the user is on the same z/OS image as the data collector, the data transfer is accomplished by using the cross-
memory routine owned by the PC Owner.

• If the user is remote, the Remote Access Facility (RAF) is used.

The user interface connects to the data collector with a user ID it acquires from a user exit routine. Each user interface
acquires its user ID from the applicable NSIGHTEX User Exit:

• TSO interface—NSIGHTEX exit routine sets the user ID from the TSO user ID
• VTAM interface—NSIGHTEX exit routine sets the user ID from the user ID entered on the VTAM User Interface

LOGON panel or from the initial logon command

Exiting the user interface or selecting another Db2 subsystem to monitor does not stop the data collector or any active IQL
requests.

TSO User Interface
TSO user interface requires the ISPF/Dialog Manager and the ISPF/PDF to be available on the z/OS system of the TSO
user.

Most of the features of the TSO user interface require at least one data collector to be active. If this data collector is on a
remote z/OS image, the SYSVIEW for Db2 Remote Access Facility (RAF) must be operational.

To access SYSVIEW for Db2 under TSO, modify your ISPF libraries, login CLIST, or TSO LOGON PROC.

ISPF CLIST

CLIST invokes the TSO user interface (UI). A sample CLIST (NSIGHT) is available in the SYSVIEW for Db2 CDBACLS0
library. The NSIGHT CLIST is built and customized during the post install process.

You can modify the CLIST as follows:

• Control whether CLIST uses the TSO LIBDEF library allocation function by specifying LIBD(ON) or LIBD(OFF).
• If LIBD(OFF), ensure that the SYSVIEW for Db2 ISPLLIB, ISPPLIB, ISPSLIB, and ISPTLIB libraries are added as data

set concatenations to the appropriate DD statements in your TSO LOGON PROCs.
• Copy NSIGHT CLIST from the CDBACLS0 distribution library to the CLIST library available to all TSO users.

To modify CLIST to force the TSO user interface to pick a specific Db2 subsystem, add /DBSUB=ssid. See the following
example:

ISPFEXEC SELECT PGM(IUISPF) +

PARM (PRTDD=&OUTDD,INPDD=SYSPARMS/DBSUB=DB81)
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UI reads the APPLS list from the UI parameters and attempts to connect to the data collector running at the location which
corresponds to the first SSID in the APPL list that matches the parameter.

NOTE
If the user has a PICK for the initial command, it is still executed.

ISPF Menu

To simplify the invocation of the TSO user interface, add the following line to the TRANS statement in your ISPF main
menu:

S,'CMD(INSIGHT)'

 after the lines

)PROC

&ZSEL = TRANS(TRUNC (&ZCMD, .)

 and add the line

%   S +SYSVDB2     - SYSVIEW Performance Management Option for Db2

IQL Request Library

The allocation of IQL request libraries using the REQUEST DDNAME can name one or more data sets. ISPF limits the
concatenation, including data sets defined by the PROFILE panel, to four. To support the ISPF split screen with SYSVIEW
for Db2 on both screens (each command to a separate data collector), the REQUEST library allocation is never freed.

Access the TSO User Interface

Typically, the TSO user interface is selected from the ISPF Main Menu. Control is returned to the ISPF Main Menu upon
exiting the user interface.

Security Control

The NSIGHTEX User Exit sets the User ID. For more information about the process of acquiring the User ID, Security ID,
and SYSVIEW for Db2 Menu name in the TSO environment, see the section Security.

Default Menu

The NSIGHTEX User Exit sets a default menu.

VTAM User Interface
VTAM user interface (UI) allows non-TSO users to:

• View online reports
• Manipulate IQL requests
• View Db2 console and utility phase change messages
• Issue Db2 commands

Once you successfully log in, the panels and functionality are the same as when using the TSO/ISPF interface, except for
request EDIT and BROWSE, and browse of reviewed files.

The VTAM user interface and the VTAM Remote Access Facility (RAF) are independent optional components, and neither
requires the other to operate.
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VTAM Definition

At first, define the VTAM APPLID by adding the following definitions to SYS1.VTAMLST:

IDB2USER  VBUILD TYPE=APPL

IDB2USER  APPL ACBNAME=IDB2USER,EAS=nn

nn
Specifies the approximate number of concurrent logged on users.

These statements can be added to an existing member or to a new member in SYS1.VTAMLST. The member name
serves as a node name to VTAM and must be different from the APPLID (IDB2USER in this example).

WARNING
Do not use the same VTAM APPLID you established for the Remote Access Facility. A separate APPLID is
required for the VTAM user interface.

VTAM APPLID must be varied active to VTAM. If the VBUILD statement is in the IDB2NODE member of SYS1.VTAMLST,
issue the following MVS console command to activate the VTAM node:

V NET,ACT,ID=IDB2NODE

When the node is varied active, all components of the node become active. You can verify the status of the node or the
VTAM APPLID by using the following MVS console command:

D NET,ACT,ID=name

name
Specifies the node name or the VTAM APPLID.

VTAM provides a mechanism for starting a list of nodes each time VTAM starts. Typically, this configuration list is named
ATCCONxx in SYS1.VTAMLST.

VTAM UI JCL

The JCL member IDB2VUJ in the SOURCE library can be used to start the VTAM user interface as a job. The JCL
member IDB2VUS in the same library can be used to start the VTAM user interface as a started task. You may optionally
have a copy of the VTAM user interface started task JCL copied into your PROCLIB data set under a different started task
name during the post-installation.

You can modify and use the JCL member to execute the VTAM user interface as a batch job. Explanations of the JCL
statements and parameters follow:

//IDB2VUS PROC
(Required) Supplies the APPLID and SSID symbolic parameters to the procedure. This statement uses the
following symbolic parameters:
SYSP=

Points to the member that contains user interface parameters.
APPLID=

Specifies the program parameters (PARM field on the EXEC card) for the VTAM user interface. You
specify up to three positional parameters in the EXEC PARM field (APPLID PROC parameter) as follows:

• VTAM logon application ID (APPLID).
• z/OS subsystem name to use when integrating SYSVIEW for Db2 with SYSVIEW. If the interface is

enabled, specify IDB2. Otherwise, specify NONE. You do not need to predefine the IDB2 subsystem to
z/OS. If this subsystem is not currently defined, it is dynamically added.

• If IDB2 is specified in the second parameter (SYSVIEW interface is enabled), use the third parameter
to specify the name of the subsystem used by the PC Owner task. This value matches the value
specified in the PCSSID system parameter. The default subsystem name is DBGI.
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//STEPLIB
Describes the authorized library containing the load modules. This statement is typically required unless the
library containing the product load modules is part of the LINKLIB concatenation.

//IUIMAPS
(Required) Allocates the online panels and messages file. The TSO and batch user interfaces also use this file.
Concatenation is allowed.

//DBGPARMS
(Required) Points to the VTAM user interface initialization parameters. The DDname SYSPARMS is maintained
for compatibility and may continue to be used. These parameters describe the available data collectors (as seen
on the PickDB2 panel) and general connection defaults, such as the PCSSID and TESTVER.

//INSPROF
(Required) Points to the data set that contains your session user profile.

//INSRPROF
(Optional) Points to the data set that contains your session request profile.

//SYSUDUMP
(Optional) Allocates the output destination for ABEND dumps that occur during execution.

//DBGPRINT
(Required) Allocates an output destination for VTAM user interface system messages. If a permanently allocated
data set is specified with a disposition of SHR and enough space is allocated for anticipated message traffic, it
can be browsed from TSO during execution.

//REQUESTS
(Optional) Accesses requests that are not part of the standard set that is supplied with SYSVIEW for Db2. To use,
uncomment this line and the following lines.

APPLID PROC Parameter Examples

Example 1: VTAM user interface using IDB2USER as the VTAM APPLID with no SYSVIEW interface enabled:

APPLID='IDB2USER,NONE'

Example 2: VTAM user interface using IDB2APPL as the VTAM APPLID with the SYSVIEW interface enabled using
the PCSSID of PC63:

APPLID='IDB2APPL,IDB2,PC63'

Example 3: VTAM user interface using IDB2APPL as the VTAM APPLID with the SYSVIEW interface enabled using
the default PCSSID:

APPLID='IDB2APPL,IDB2' or APPLID='IDB2APPL,IDB2,DBGI'

Example 4: VTAM user interface with no logon VTAM APPLID enabled and with the SYSVIEW interface enabled
using the default PCSSID:

APPLID='NONE,IDB2' or APPLID='NONE,IDB2,DBGI'

Start the VTAM UI

You can start the VTAM user interface as a job by submitting the JCL member IDB2VUJ found in the SOURCE library.
You can also issue the MVS start command to execute the VTAM user interface as a started task using the proc member
IDB2VUS found in the SOURCE library.

You can tell when the VTAM user interface is active when the batch job or proc issues the following message:

DBG51002I NOW ACCEPTING LOGONS
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Access Using the VTAM UI

How a user logs in to the VTAM user interface depends on exits within your z/OS installation. From a VTAM application
prompt, the user must enter a LOGON command naming the SYSVIEW for Db2 APPLID. See the following examples of
possible LOGONs:

LOGON APPLID(IDB2USER) DATA(USERID/PASSWORD)

LOGON APPLID=IDB2USER DATA=USERID/PASSWORD

If user enters LOGON command without the DATA parameter, or the specified USERID or PASSWORD is invalid,
the application prompts the user for a user ID and password. The NSIGHTEX user exit controls access. The sample
NSIGHTEX member that is provided in the SOURCE library requires that a User ID is entered.

The user can exit the SYSVIEW for Db2 VTAM user interface by entering X on any command line or by pressing the F3
key from the Main Menu.

Stop the VTAM User Interface

Issue the following z/OS console command to stop the SYSVIEW for Db2 VTAM user interface:

F jclname, SHUTDOWN

jclname
Specifies the name of the VTAM user interface started task name.

You can also issue a CANCEL console command for the VTAM user interface started task name.

Security Control

When you access SYSVIEW for Db2 through the VTAM user interface, the NSIGHTEX user exit provides a basic level of
user ID and password validation through a RACROUTE call to your installation external security package. For example,
RACF, ACF2, or Top Secret Top Secret. For more information about how to permit the VTAM user interface to call the
external security package for User ID and password validation, see the section Security.

For User ID and password validation, you do not need to modify the NSIGHTEX exit.

Top Secret Considerations

The NSIGHTEX User Exit validates the Top Secret user ID and password. For this action to occur, Top Secret requires
that you explicitly define the VTAM user interface as a Master Facility.

1. Define a Top Secret Master Facility or rename/alter an unused Master Facility.
2. Add the Master facility to a Top Secret profile that is available to users who must use it.
3. Create a Top Secret ACID for the IDB2VUS started task. The ACID is a pseudo user ID for a z/OS started task.

If the VTAM user interface must be started as a batch job, then specify the ACID in the USER= parameter of the JOB
statement. The ACID for a batch job must not be longer than seven characters.
The following example assumes that Master Facility USER3 is unused.

4. Use Top Secret to rename the Master Facility by issuing the following commands:
TSS MODIFY(FAC(USER3=NAME=INSIGHT))

TSS MODIFY(FAC(INSIGHT=MODE=FAIL))

TSS MODIFY(FAC(INSIGHT=PGM=NAI)) 

TSS MODIFY(FAC(INSIGHT=SUAS)) 

TSS MODIFY(FAC(INSIGHT=AUTHINIT)) 

TSS MODIFY(FAC(INSIGHT=SIGN(S))) 

TSS MODIFY(FAC(INSIGHT=NOLUMSG))

If the following conditions are met, you can change INSIGHT=SUAS to INSIGHT=MULTIUSER:
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– All user profiles have EXPLAIN=TSO
– All user profiles have DB2-COMMANDS=TSO
– The remote access facility (RAF) is not used

5. Add the Master Facility to a Top Secret profile:
TSS ADD(profile-name) FAC(INSIGHT)

6. Create the Top Secret ACID for the IDB2VUS procedure:
TSS CRE(IDB2VUS) TYPE(USER) PASSWORD(NOPWS,0)

    NAME('INSIGHT') PROF(profile-name...........)

    DEPT(department) MASTFAC(INSIGHT)

7. Assign the ACID to the IDB2VUS started task:
TSS ADD(STC) PROC(IDB2VUS) ACID(IDB2VUS)

In addition, verify that IDB2VUS has access to all data sets named in the JCL.

ACF2 Considerations

The NSIGHTEX user exit validates the ACF2 user ID and password. For this action to occur, define explicitly the VTAM
user interface to ACF2.

Before running the VTAM user interface in an ACF2 environment, define the started task to ACF2 as a MUSASS. The
following command sequence defines the MUSASS application using the ACF2 command processor:

ACF

SET LID

INSERT started task name NAME(descriptive text) MUSASS STC

END

Replace started task name with the VTAM user interface started task name. For example, IDB2VUS.

UI System Parameters
To initialize a SYSVIEW for Db2 user session, several input parameters are required. These parameters indicate Db2
subsystems available to the user and other session control parameters.

The user interface parameters are obtained from a PDS member defined on the DBGPARMS DD statement. The
DBGPARMS DD statement is required for the user interface to operate.

NOTE
The user interface accepts either the DBGPARMS or SYSPARMS DD statement as input. The SYSPARMS DD
statement is maintained for compatibility.

The post install process generates the user interface parameters into two members of the SOURCE library. These
parameters are all concatenated together to form the SYSPARMS for the user interface:

• The IDUIPRMS member contains all the user interface settings except for the APPLS parameter.
• The APPLS parameter is defined in the APPLS member. This parameter is built and updated dynamically during the

Db2-specific post installation. This parameter is used by all data collectors and user interfaces.

You can customize the user interface configuration at your site. The parameters are grouped in the following categories:

DEFAULTS Statement

DEFAULTS must be the first word on the first input record in the input parameter file, unless the first record consists of a
comment.
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Connection Parameters
APPLS=((DB2-list),(DB2-list),...)

Specifies a list of Db2 subsystems that the user can monitor. Each subsystem that is specified here appears in the
PickDB2 panel.
A comma appears after each entry except the final one. Each entry consists of four positional parameters as
follows:
(DB2-list) = (db2-location, db2-subsystem, RAF-applid, RAF-password)

db2-location (Required) Specifies the identifier for a Db2 subsystem that is to be displayed on the PickDB2
panel. This value must match the DB2-LOCATION name that is specified in the data collector
parameters. Location name must begin with an alphanumeric character. If location name contains
special characters, it must be specified in quotes (').
Examples: CA31D10A, CPU2D12B

db2-subsystem (Required) Specifies the Db2 subsystem identifier, up to four characters.
RAF-applid (Required) Specifies the VTAM application ID of the remote data collector that is monitoring the Db2

subsystem identified by the location and SSID parameters. This parameter is required, but is only
used if the Remote Access Facility (RAF) is active. Examples: DCAPPL1, NOVTAM.

NOTE
If RAF is set to NO in the data collector SYSPARMS member, specify RAF-
applid=NOTRAF and do not specify a RAF-password.

RAF-password (Optional) Indicates the password for the data collector that is specified in the RAF-APPLID. This
parameter is used only if the RAF is active.

CONNECT=[PC|RAF|ANY]
Specifies whether the user interface is to look for RAF or PC Owner connections exclusively or any active
connection. Bypassing a VTAM search can result in improved performance. If remote access is not needed, using
PC search can result in improved performance

PCSSID=xxxx
If you are running the data collector and PC owner as stand-alone jobs, the value of this keyword matches the
value specified in the data collector and PC owner parameters.

TESTVER=xxxx
If the data collector is running as a stand-alone job with the default TESTVER value, leave this value commented
out and allow it to default. Otherwise, specify a 1-4 character identifier that matches the value that is specified in
the data collector TESTVER parameter. You can dynamically change the user interface TESTVER value once you
have established a session by using the online TESTVER command.
Default: R20

TERMINAL=[LOGMODE|LOGMODE2|ON|OFF]
Controls the use of extended attributes. The following values are valid:
LOGMODE

Uses the extended attributes that are defined by the logmode of the terminal. If the device is defined with
Rows=Columns=0, the device is queried for its attributes.

LOGMODE2
Uses the extended attributes that are defined by the logmode of the terminal. If the device is defined with
Rows=Columns=0, SYSVIEW for Db2 uses the following values: Rows=24, Columns=80.

ON
Forces extended attributes on. This option is provided for diagnostic purposes.

OFF
Forces extended attributes off. This option is provided for diagnostic purposes.
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Global Subsystem Parameters
MSSUB=ISRV

Specifies the z/OS subsystem name for the Global Subsystem IMOD facility. If you changed this name when you
installed subsystem names for GSS, you must also change this value.

Operational Parameters
FILTER=[ON|OFF]

Controls whether the column filtering in sortable tabular requests is turned ON or OFF at the logon into the user
interface.
Default: ON

NOTE
The column filtering is also controlled by the FILTER command. For more information about the FILTER
command, see the topic Online Commands.

PANEL-DATE=[MMDD|DDMM]
Controls the date format of the online panels:
MMDD

Specifies the MM/DD/YY format.
DDMM

Specifies the DD.MM.YY format.
Default: MMDD

PRINT-DESTINATION1=print-node1
Specifies a destination for a SYSOUT data set. For more information, see the IBM MVS/ESA JCL Reference
Guide.

PRINT-DESTINATION2=print-node2
Specifies a destination for a SYSOUT data set. For more information, see the IBM MVS/ESA JCL
Reference Guide.

REPEAT=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether the REPEAT PF Key and its corresponding function of the DISPLAY command are allowed:
NO

The function is not available.
YES

Enables the user to monitor a request continuously without pressing the Enter key.
The ATTN key terminates the REPEAT function. Users can specify a command in the User Profile panels, which
also terminates the REPEAT function. The default command is REPEAT. For more information about the online
command, see the topic >REPEAT to Auto-Refresh Display.
Default: NO

STOP-REQUESTS=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to stop all requests when a user exits the user interface:
YES

Indicates that all requests are stopped on exit.
NO

Indicates that the user is prompted on exit to keep or cleanup the running requests.
Default: NO

UPPER-CASE=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether the PF keys and output are in uppercase and lowercase or uppercase only:
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NO
Indicates uppercase and lowercase.

YES
Indicates uppercase only.

Default: NO

Security Parameters
LCLPSWD=pppppppp

Specifies a password to be used internally to access the local RAF application. All applications which access this
local RAF application must use the same password.

SECURITY-FILE='dsn'
Specifies the name of security data set to be used to determine the user menu at the initial logon time.

SECURITY-PROVIDE-ORIGIN=[YES|NO]
Indicates whether extended information about the VTAM session (APPLID and remote LU name) is passed to the
security exit during logon. Enabling this option allows more granular access control to the VTAM User Interface.
Default: NO
If you enable this option (YES), you must set up the APPLID security.
For ACF2, you can create a SAFDEF and various resource rules under type SAF for the testing APPLIDs:
ACF

SET C(GSO)

INSERT SAFDEF.label ID(label2)

RACROUTE(REQUEST=AUTH,CLASS=APPL,REQSTOR=ACF9CSFV)

F ACF2,REFRESH(SAFDEF)

SET R(saf)

COMPILE *

$KEY(applid) TYPE(saf)

UID(mask) ALLOW|LOG|PREVENT

STORE

F ACF2,REBUILD(saf)

/F ACF2,SETNORUL(jobname|ALL)  <== you must use this command on each VTAM to clear all held access and

 resources rules from a user's address space

For Top Secret, you can protect an application. The following example adds the PAYP application to DEPT01. For
more information, see Application Protection in the Top Secret documentation.
TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) APPLICATION(PAYP)

For RACF, you can control access to some applications by defining them to RACF as resources in the APPL
class. For more information, see the IBM Authorizing access to RACF-protected applications documentation.

UI Data Sets
The following DD allocations are common to the TSO and VTAM online user interfaces:

NOTE

Profile data sets are allocated during the post-installation process. To re-allocate them, refer to the job in the
SOURCE(IDVSAMSY) data set.
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DBGPRINT
Receives diagnostic user interface messages. Typically, this statement is dummied out. If you have edited the
user interface IDUIPRMS member incorrectly, these messages can help diagnose a user interface initialization
problem. The TSO user interface has an execution parameter to name the DBGPRINT using the PRTDD
statement.

INSPROF
Points to the data set that contains SYSVIEW for Db2 session users profile information.

INSRPROF
(Optional) Points to the data set that contains SYSVIEW for Db2 session requests profile information.

IUIMAPS
Defines the z/OS library containing SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface messages, panels, and plot entries. You can
customize the messages and panels, which have formats similar to ISPF messages and panels. You can also
specify a concatenation of IUIMAP libraries. However, the libraries must be on similar devices. For example, one
cannot be on a 3380 while the others are on 3390.

REQUESTS
(Optional) Defines the z/OS library that contains the SYSVIEW for Db2 IQL requests. If this statement is not
specified, all started requests come from the data set specified in the REQLIB parameter in the data collector
IDDCPRMS member. REQUESTS DD statements cannot be concatenated: instead, a new facility has been
provided, the REQUESTS2 DD statement. For example:
//REQUESTS DD DISP=SHR,DSN='request library 1'

//REQUEST2 DD DISP=SHR,DSN='request library 2'

Use in the JCL for the VTAM Online User Interface and the batch user interface.
A sample REQUESTS DD statement the CLIST for use in TSO is:
FREE FI(REQUESTS,REQUEST2)

 IF &REQLIB=Y THEN -

DO

   ALLOC FI(REQUESTS) DA('request library 1') SHR

   ALLOC FI(REQUEST2) DA('request library 2') SHR

ENDDO

The order in which the libraries are searched for a request are first REQUESTS and then REQUEST2.
DBGPARMS

Defines a file containing user interface parameters, such as the table of available data collectors that are used to
build the PickDB2 panel.

Customize User Interface
The flexibility of the product allows you to customize the user interface (UI) according to the needs of your environment.

This section includes topics that describe the customization of different UI elements.

You can customize the following key components of the UI:

Panel libraries Customize libraries CDBAMAPS and CDBAPNL0 to change the panels.
Online commands Add your site-specific start panels and initial menus to the COMMANDS member of the CDBAMAPS panel

data set.
Online PF Keys Alter the CDBAMAPS panel data set member KEYS to customize the PF Key table.

Default PROFILE
parameter values

for a session

Change the User Profile panels by customizing the TSO and VTAM online user interface sessions.

Menu navigation Customize the product navigation by altering the Menu-Groups (MG) members in the REQUESTS IQL
library. These members maintain the display and control of the View Bar options.
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Panel Libraries
The product comes with panel libraries CDBAMAPS and CDBAPNL0. These libraries support the TSO/ISPF environment
and allow you to change panels to your needs.

SYSVIEW for Db2 includes the following two panel libraries:

CDBAMAPS Contains alterable panels (IUIMAPS).
CDBAPNL0 Contains ISPF panels that allow functioning in a TSO/ISPF environment.

WARNING
Do not change panels in this library.

CDBAMAPS

The CDBAMAPS library contains the following elements:

• IUIMAPS panels resemble ISPF panels. These panels provide a restricted subset of ISPF panel functionality and work
in TSO and VTAM user interfaces. Edit these panels to meet your particular needs. You can change literals on the
panels and you can modify the menu options.

• Help panels also come from the CDBAMAPS panel data set (although the format has no similarity to ISPF panels).
When the HELP function is called, control remains within the help function until all help panels have been traversed.
Help navigation is defined within the help panels themselves. New help can be added. DBGHDEST member in the
CDBAMAPS panel data set can be used as an example of navigation.

• Non-help panels can be added but they are only accessed if the user interface is aware of them. COMMANDS
member in the CDBAMAPS panel data set associates panels with commands, help panels, and PF key sets. Alter the
COMMANDS member to add a request and associated help panel.

Command and PF Key Definition
Customize the product panels according to your needs by understanding and changing the COMMANDS member and PF
Key sets.

Online COMMANDS Definition

The relationship between SYSVIEW for Db2 commands and their related help and data panels is established in the
COMMANDS member of the CDBAMAPS panel data set. The following sample shows a portion of this data set.
Commands are listed alphabetically.

*USER INTERFACE COMMANDS                                          
*---------------------------------------------------------------- 
* COMMAND    PANEL    HELP     CODENAME PF KEYS ,STACK   COMMENTS 
*---------------------------------------------------------------- 
  APPLS   ,2,DBGSMMA ,DBGHMMA ,INITMENU,INITMENU,MENUA            
  AUDITORS,2,DBGSMMU ,DBGHMMU ,INITMENU,INITMENU,MENUU            
  BROWSE  ,2,DBGSBRO ,DBGHBRO ,BROWSE  ,BROW    ,START            
  CHECK   ,2,DBGSCHK ,DBGHCHK ,CHECK   ,CHEC    ,CHECK            
  COMMANDS,1,DBGSCMD ,DBGHCMD ,COMMANDS,CMDS    ,FLASH            
  COND    ,4,DBGSCON ,DBGHCON ,COND    ,BROW    ,DISPL            
  DBAS    ,2,DBGSMMD ,DBGHMMD ,INITMENU,INITMENU,MENUD

Add entries to this member in the following circumstances:

• You have a site-specific start panel.
• You have additional initial menus.
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WARNING
This member is critical for the operation of the product. Before you change it, consult Broadcom Support.

For more information about changing the contents of the reports, see IQL Reference.

PF Keys Definition

The PF Key table (CDBAMAPS panel data set member KEYS) specifies sets of F Keys (1-12). F Keys 13-24 are handled
through the User Profile. Each set is uniquely named, and relates to the PF Keys column in the COMMANDS member.

The following sample shows a portion of this member:

* PF Key sets                                                 

* ----------------------------------------------------------- 

* name     f1      f2      f3      f4      f5      f6         

*          f7      f8      f9      f10     f11     f12        

* ----------------------------------------------------------- 

  ALTMENU  Help    Split   End                                

 

  BROW     Help    Split   End             Rfind              

           Up      Down                                       

  CHEC     Help    Split   End             Rfind              

           Up      Down            Left    Right              

  CMDS     Help    Split   End                                

           Up      Down                                       

  CONS     Help    Split   End             Rfind              

           Up      Down                                       

  DISP     Help    Split   End             Rfind              

           Up      Down

The PF Key set name is shown in the left-most column (ALTMENU, BROW). Each set consists of two lines corresponding
to the PF Keys shown in the comment box at the top of the member. For example, the ALTMENU F key set has only the
following F keys defined:

• F1—Help
• F2—Split
• F3—End

If you add a manual set of PF keys, specify the set name in the appropriate COMMANDS member entry.

NOTE
Some F Keys are dynamically added or overlaid in the application.

Default PROFILE Values
TSO and VTAM users can customize their online user interface sessions by changing the User Profile panels.

The session profile default values appear when SYSVIEW for Db2 is used for the first time. These values are established
in the DEFAULTS member in the CDBAMAPS panel data set. Change this member to establish a different profile defaults
from the ones that come with the product.

DEFAULTS member provides values for EXPLAIN, PICK, and scrolling options, print lines per page, repeat interval,
turquoise/blue transposition, and the default SYSOUT class.

Where multiple occurrences of the keyword occur (such as PICK and SCROLL), only the value of the first keyword is
used.
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For more information about customizing the online user interface session parameters, see User PROFILE Parameters for
a Session.

Menu Navigation
Customize the product navigation by altering Menu-Groups (MG) members in the REQUESTS IQL library. These
members maintain the display and control of the View Bar options.

View Bar displays and links many different IQL request-based panels.

The following System Statistics panel example highlights the View Bar:

 _  1 SnapShot  2 Buffer Pool  3 EDM Pool  4 Logs  5 Threads  6 More... 
 
 R/SYSSTATS      System Snapshot - 30 seconds                 Row 1-14 of 22

SYSVIEW for Db2 allows you to make the following customization to the View Bar:

• Change the order of the selections.
• Add or remove items.
• Provide a second probe.

A series of members in the REQUESTS IQL library maintains the display and control of the View bar options. The
member names start with MG and are divided along functional lines (threads, system, attachments, and so on).

The customization of the navigation (other than ISPF panel TRANS functions) requires the following knowledge about the
Menu-Groups:

• General characteristics
• The Menu-Groups that are used by SYSVIEW for Db2
• Basic syntax
• How the user interfaces use the control blocks generated by the syntax

WARNING
Incorrectly modifying Menu-Groups can impact the stability of the user interface and data collector.

Menu-Group General Characteristics

In general, the Menu-Group requests are similar to all other IQL requests, but they differ in several important ways.

Menu-Group requests are started by the data collector STARTUP request in the SOURCE library, or by the START
command of the user interface. A START-MENU-GROUP security parameter controls who can issue the START
command for a Menu-Group. STOP, PAUSE (FREEZE), RESET, and RESUME are invalid. Menu-Groups do not involve
Db2 traces. A START of Menu-Group “XYZ” replaces any prior “XYZ” Menu-Group. Define the Menu-Groups the same on
all data collectors. Different Menu-Group definitions cause unpredictable results.

Menu-Group List

The Menu-Groups are the IQL members of the REQUESTS library whose names begin with MG:

MGATTACH Used for CICS and IMS attachments.
MGCOUPLE Used for Coupling Facility Statistics displays.
MGHPROBE
/MGPROBES

Defines the requests that belong to application probes. A probe name can be used instead of a request
name in request-based user interface commands. The probe names are named in the User Started
Reports menus.

MGMSGS Used by the Message routine to define the View bar (changing this member can disable the Message
facility).
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MGRTPROB Defines the relationship of the Stored Procedure and User-Define Function probes.
MGSQL/MGSQLHST Used by SQL Analysis displays.

MGSTMTID Defines navigation to the dynamic SQL statistics display.
MGSYSTEM
/MGSYSHST

Used for system displays.

MGTHREAD
/MGTHDHST

Used for thread displays.

Menu-Group Syntax

The Menu-Group has a restricted syntax, as follows:

 mg-name: MENU-GROUP                                      

    ITEM="item-name" 

       VIEW=("view-title","view-type/view-information")    

         SELECT=("select-value",ITEM="select-item")

  

         PFKEY=(pfkey-number,"pfkey-label","pfkey-command")

  

       VIEW=("view-title","view-type/view-information")    

  

    ITEM="item-name" 

          ...

 ;

The italicized phrases are described as follows:

mg-name
Provides a unique name for each Menu-Group request. The mg-name values of MGMSGS and MGPROBES
serve unique uses as previously described. The mg-name can be used in a DISPLAY command.

item-name
Specifies the name of a group of views. This phrase must be unique within all the Menu-Groups and can be used
as follows:

• Name that is specified in the ITEM= clause.
• SELECT=(“select-value”,ITEM=select-item).
• If selected, the current ITEM is stacked and the ITEM= item-name is processed.
• For MGPROBES only, ITEM= defines a valid Probe name. This name can be used within a panel to start and

manipulate Probes (see panel DBGSMMA).

view-title
The string that is used on the View Bar line when more than one view is defined for an item. The View Bar is
limited in size. Only views that fit are shown.

view-type
Select one of the following values:
R

Simple request
D

Simple request but not from DISPLAY command
M

Menu
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S
History selection panels

H
History request or exception

X
Active Thread exception

view-information
This phrase is based on the view-type. Select one of the following values:
R

Request name
D

Request name
M

Menu name (member of CDBAMAPS panel data set)
S

History selection information
H

History request or exception name
X

R/label for thread exception display
select-value

The select-value defines where the display is transitioned upon selection. This value has one of these following
formats:
An action code: "x"

The action code value selects a screen object or places the cursor into the action field of a screen object.

• "x"—X can be replaced with any letter. Typically, “S” is used to select an item. An “*” selects any
value.

• "x-key"—Expression allows calling different IQL requests with same action code. Key can be from 1
to 8 character long. This value is compared against the first characters on the line where the action is
performed. When the values match, the specified IQL request displays.

• "x/key"—Expression is used when the action is blocked for specific line. When the values match,
error message DBG55016E, "Invalid selection on report" appears. If the values do not match, the
specified IQL request appears.

A special action code: "<x>"
The value within the "<x>" is an action code (x can be replaced with any letter). The "<>" notation is
reserved for the THRDLOCS request. This phrase directs the request to change data collectors by using
the location information that is provided in the request key.

A special directive: "History", "Detail", "Summary"
When these values are typed on the Command line or invoked through a PF key, they help transition to
another Item by stacking the current Item and processing the select-value. “Detail” and “Summary” are
also explicit directives to the history component of the display.

A menu item: "n"
A menu selection item is a value that is entered in the view entry field or the Command line. The Views
are numbered on the panel according to the order they appear in the Item. If this view is an “M/” menu
view entry, the current View is stacked and the new View processed. Otherwise, the View replaces the
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current View. We do not recommend the menu navigation to have a View Bar because that makes the
selection ambiguous.

The transition from one panel to another can carry a context:

• SELECT-KEY and FOCUS-KEY are used to pass thread ID fields (AUTH-ID, CORR-ID, and so on).
• Data set name from the XPB0 record is passed to requests using XPB0 or EDB records.
• Active RCT module name is passed from the CRCT record to requests using the CRCT or CRCTSS records.
• KEY and INKEY are used to pass all other fields.

Context passing examples:

• If you select a thread on the Thread Active (THRDACTV) panel, you are shown Thread Detail (THRDDETL)
for that thread. Each “thread” is a separate record. The THRDACTV request has a SELECT-KEY=YES
specification, so more displays at this level continue to carry this “thread” context.

• If you select a Buffer Pool on the Buffer Pool List (BUFLISTS) panel, you are shown Buffer Pool detail reports
for a particular Buffer Pool. The Buffer Pools are not represented as separate records, but as repeating
sections of one record. In this case, the “Buffer Pool” context is carried through the KEY/INKEY pair. The
BUFLISTS request has a KEY(buf-pool-name) specification and each line of the panel carries the context of
one “Buffer Pool”. The BUFEXCPS and associated requests have a INKEY(buf-pool-name) specification and
display only the selected buffer pool details.

select-item
The new item to navigate to if selected.

pfkey-number
The number of an F key to override (1, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12). Use with pkey-number and pfkey-command to define
the overridden PF key.
Do not customize F keys 2, 3, 7, 8, and 9. If your request is not greater than 80 columns wide, you can customize
F keys 10 and 11.

pfkey-label
The value to show for the override F key on the panel (used with pfkey-number and pfkey-command).

pfkey-command
The command to execute if the pfkey is used (used with pfkey-number and pfkey-label).

Menu-Groups Interaction

The user interfaces use the Menu-Groups to navigate. In the process of navigation, the user interface carries along
contextual information from the requests and from the view information. The following text explains how Menu-Groups get
invoked, transition between requests, and how the context of what Db2 objects is determined:

Menu-Group Invocation
Menu-Groups are invoked using the DISPLAY commands or display transitions (ISPF panel function TRANS).

DISPLAY Command
Issued by typing the command on the Command line or by menu selection that is based on an ISPF panel
TRANS function. The operand of the "DISPLAY name" command is usually the name of a request. The operand
from a panel is typically a Menu-Group name.
The display processor uses the name value to search all the data collector-defined menu-groups. The first
occurrence of name as a menu-group or as a “R/name” type is used. “H/”, “X/”, and “M/” types do not match. The
processing goes as follows:
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• If the name is not found, it is used to retrieve the output of a request within the data collector. Navigation from
the displays request is not provided. View Bar is not shown.

• If the name is a Menu-Group name, the first view-information of the first view of the first item is used to display
the View Bar and to provide subsequent navigation.

• If the name is an “R/name” type, this item and view information is used to display the view bar and to provide
subsequent navigation.
The “R/” as opposed to “D/” types permit the collection of Menu-Group requests to have multiple occurrences
of one request.

Probe Definition
The requests that are involved in a probe can be defined using explicit probe commands. Implicitly these requests
can be defined using the panel TRANS statement or issuing the action codes on the SHOW panel.
When a probe definition is required, the MGPROBES request is retrieved and the ITEM= is searched for the
name of the probe. The requests that are involved in the probe are defined in the following statement view
information string:
VIEW=("view-title","view-information")

• View-information contains the R/name (standard), R?name (detailed), or R+ name (no qualification) request in
the probe.

• The PROBE-DETAIL security parameter and the PROBE-DETAIL batch user interface parameter control the
detailed requests in probes.

• To start a probe request without qualification, use the R+name for the first request in the item request list.

Linking Requests Scenario

A situation where you want to link requests is when one request lists the events or objects and the second request
provides detail information about one of the items in the list. To implement linked requests, consider selection, navigation,
and context passing.

In the following examples, we illustrate how requests are linked by looking at BUFLISTS, BUFEXCPS, and MGSYSTEM.

Example 1: Select an item in the list
An item in a list is selected by entering something in a field. BUFLISTS lists all buffer pools. The first field in the
request is:
'.' (AT=M HELP=CURSLCT)

AT=M means that the field is modifiable. Initially it displays as a period, but you can key any character in the field.
You can also cursor-select the field by placing the cursor in the field and pressing Enter.
The next field in the request identifies the buffer pool:
BUF-POOL-NAME              (PF=A7,HC=C,HD='Pool')

This key can be used to pass context to a request which reports more detail for this particular buffer pool.
The remaining fields in the request are data fields that describe attributes of the buffer pool or indicate the level
of activity in the pool. They are only a few of the many fields that are associated with Buffer Pools. The list screen
shows fields that might prompt you to look into the buffer pool statistics in more detail.

Example 2: Specify which request is the detail request
The linkage between two requests is defined in a menu-group request. The real-time system statistics requests
are linked together in the MGSYSTEM request. In this example, we take the requests out of that context. Linking
two requests together in a menu-group request could be as simple as:
MGXAMPL: MENU-GROUP                     

            ITEM="ANAME"                 

               VIEW=(" ","R/BUFLISTS")   

               SELECT=("*",ITEM=BUFFDETL)

            ITEM='BUFFDETL'              

               VIEW=(" ","R/BUFEXCPS")
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MGXAMPL is a menu-group request. For SYSVIEW for Db2 to know about this navigation, MGXAMPL has to be
started. The request has two entities that are called items. Each item has a name, so that it can be referenced.
Each item, in this example, has a request. The SELECT statement says that any character can be used to select
the BUFFDETL item from BUFLISTS display. The BUFFDETL item displays the first view in its list of views. In this
case, the request BUFEXCPS is displayed whenever a line in the BUFLISTS display is selected.

Example 3: Specify which item was selected
After you have selected the request and specified the navigation, tell the request which item was selected. Our
example is not thread-based so FOCUS-KEY and SELECT-KEY are not used. BUFLISTS uses KEY(BUF-POOL-
NAME) to pass the buffer pool ID to BUFEXCPS. BUFEXCPS uses INKEY(BUF-POOL-NAME) to identify which
buffer pool data is shown.

VTAM Remote Access Facility (RAF)
The Remote Access Facility (RAF) allows users to connect to remote data collectors without having to log in to the system
where those data collectors reside.

Both the TSO and VTAM user interfaces can benefit from RAF connection. With RAF enabled, the SYSVIEW for Db2
Pick a DB2 Subsystem panel lists the RAF-connected data collectors as being REMOTE.

NOTE
The RAF and VTAM User Interface are independent components, neither requires the other to operate, and
each requires a separate unique VTAM APPLID.

Typical Configuration
Figure 4: RAF Typical Configuration

In this sample configuration, there are two z/OS images: MVS1 and MVS2. On MVS1, there is a single Db2 subsystem,
DB2A. On MVS2, there are two Db2 subsystems, DB2B and DB2C. MVS1 has a single Data Collector task to monitor
DB2A. MVS2 has two instances of a Data Collector task to monitor DB2B and DB2C subsystems. We assume that the
user interface should allow access to all three data collectors.

RAF VTAM Definition

1. Define a new VTAM APPLID in SYS1.VTAMLST (z/OS Communications Server definition library) for each data
collector that runs on the local system and is accessed remotely.
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In the sample configuration, the MVS1 system requires the following definitions in SYS1.VTAMLST:
DCAPPLA  APPL  AUTH=(NOACQ,NOCNM,NOPASS,NOPO,NOTSO,VPACE),          X

               EAS=32,ENCR=NONE,MAXPVT=0,PARSESS=NO,                X

               PRTCT=pppppppp,SONSCIP=YES

And the MVS2 system requires the following ones:
DCAPPLB  APPL  AUTH=(NOACQ,NOCNM,NOPASS,NOPO,NOTSO,VPACE),          X

               EAS=32,ENCR=NONE,MAXPVT=0,PARSESS=NO,                X

               PRTCT=pppppppp,SONSCIP=YES                            

DCAPPLC  APPL  AUTH=(NOACQ,NOCNM,NOPASS,NOPO,NOTSO,VPACE),          X

               EAS=32,ENCR=NONE,MAXPVT=0,PARSESS=NO,                X

               PRTCT=pppppppp,SONSCIP=YES

These statements can be added to an existing member or to a new member in SYS1.VTAMLST. If a new member
is used, the member name (VTAM node name) must be different from the APPLID (DCAPPLA, DCAPPLB, and
DCAPPLC in the example). Refer to the member RAFDCAPP in the SOURCE library for sample statements.

WARNING
The SRBEXIT parameter of the APPL statement must not be specified or it must be set to NO.

2. Define a VTAM APPLID for each online user that accesses a remote data collector. The definitions must be numbered
sequentially from 001 and the number of definitions should equal the maximum estimated number of concurrent users.
Refer to the member RAFUIAPP in the SOURCE library for sample statements.
In the sample configuration, the following similar definitions should be added to the SYS1.VTAMLST library on both
MVS1 and MVS2 systems:
MVSA001  APPL   AUTH=(NOACQ,NOCNM,NOPASS,NOPO,NOTSO,VPACE),          X

                ACBNAME=DBG001,DLOGMOD=IDB2MODE,MODETAB=IDB2LTBL,    X

                EAS=1,ENCR=NONE,MAXPVT=0,PARSESS=NO,SONSCIP=YES      X

                RTCT=pppppppp

MVSA002  APPL   AUTH=(NOACQ,NOCNM,NOPASS,NOPO,NOTSO,VPACE),          X

                ACBNAME=DBG002,DLOGMOD=IDB2MODE,MODETAB=IDB2LTBL,    X

                EAS=1,ENCR=NONE,MAXPVT=0,PARSESS=NO,SONSCIP=YES      X

                RTCT=pppppppp

MVSA003  APPL   AUTH=(NOACQ,NOCNM,NOPASS,NOPO,NOTSO,VPACE),          X

                ACBNAME=DBG003,DLOGMOD=IDB2MODE,MODETAB=IDB2LTBL,    X

                EAS=1,ENCR=NONE,MAXPVT=0,PARSESS=NO,SONSCIP=YES      X

                RTCT=pppppppp

                MVSA004  APPL

         ...

The ACBNAME parameter is the only required parameter, others are optional. The ACBNAME entries must start with
DBG001 and must be sequentially ascending in the entries that follow: DBG002, DBG003, and so on. PRTCT= is an
optional password. If PRTCT= is specified, then the LCLPSWD= keyword must be specified in the IDUIPRMS user
interface initialization member.

Data Collector and User Interface Parameters

To invoke the Remote Access Facility, appropriate data collector RAF and APPLS parameters must be specified.

If a data collector is not accessed using RAF, specify RAF=NO in its system parameters. In the sample configuration, all
data collectors are accessed using RAF, so RAF=YES should be specified in the system parameters.

The APPLS parameter must contain entries that identify the Db2 subsystems which are accessed remotely. Specify the
db2-location within APPLS that matches the DBLOC parameter in the data collector JCL. We recommend using one
APPLS member for all data collectors and the user interface by specifying each Db2 subsystem ID and location in the
APPLS parameter:

APPLS=(
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        (DB2ALOCATION,DB2A,DCAPPLA),

        (DB2BLOCATION,DB2B,DCAPPLB),

        (DB2CLOCATION,DB2C,DCAPPLC)

      )

Subsystem and location can be specified in the EXEC statement of the data collector JCL with DBSUB= and DBLOC=
parameters. For example, for the data collector for the DB2B subsystem, the EXEC statement might look as follows:
EXEC PGM=NISGHTDC,REGION=5M,DPRTY=(14,15),TIME=1440,

 PARM='/DBSUB=DB2B,DBWAIT=YES,DBLOC=DB2BLOCATION'

If you use a common APPLS member for data collectors and the user interface, no additional configuration is required for
the user interface. Otherwise, the APPLS parameter for the UI System Parameters must match the APPLS parameter for
the data collector.

Batch User Interface (UI)
The Batch UI (IUIBATCH) lets you manipulate IQL requests, reload OBID table, manage exceptions, and unload history
files.

The IUIBATCH program allows you to perform the following actions:

• Manipulate IQL requests in an active data collector.
• Signal the data collector to reload the OBID table.
• Restart or stop the exception processor.
• Export and import exception definitions.
• Unload the STAT or ACCT history file.

The batch UI is not the Batch Report Writer or an interactive display interface. The batch UI is a limited interface that runs
in batch mode using common user interface code. This interface is most commonly executed as a scheduled job.

How Batch UI Uses Data Collector

Running the batch UI establishes connection between the batch address space and the data collector. This connection
is defined with the DBSUB input parameter. If the data collector uses SECURITY=YES to initialize, the user ID must have
permission to execute the actions that you want to perform. Permissions are defined in the data collector security file. The
actions that you want to perform are specified in the COMMAND input parameter.

The batch UI connects to the data collector with a user ID that it acquired from the user exit routine. NSIGHTEX exit sets
one of two user IDs depending on the environment that is running. If the batch job is executed under TSO, the TSO User
ID is used in the user interface. Otherwise the user ID is taken from the USER= parameter of the JOB card.

If the command to start an IQL request is START, the batch UI opens the request library that is specified in the JCL. The
interface reads the IQL request members that are specified in the REQUEST parameter and sends the request to the DC. If
the command is STOP, the batch UI sends the request name to the data collector and the request is stopped.

The DBGPRINT DD statement records the results of each action in the form of a one-line message. A condition code is
also set so you can control the execution of subsequent steps in the job.

Requirements

The batch user interface has the following requirements:

• Most features of the interface require at least one data collector to be active.
• If one or more data collectors are on a remote z/OS image relative to the interface, the Remote Access Facility (RAF)

must be operational.
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Security Control

The User ID/Security ID is accessed in the same manner as in the TSO user interface. The menu is set to BATCH and the
menu data set is ignored. The data collector is passed the User ID/Security ID on every call.

Sample Jobs

The product comes with the following five sample batch user interface jobs in the SOURCE library:

IDB2BUJ1
Invokes the batch UI to start one or more IQL requests.

IDB2BUJ2
Invokes the batch UI to stop one or more IQL requests.

IDB2BUJ3
Invokes the batch UI to demonstrate a job that starts then stops the application probe.

IDB2BUJ4
Invokes the batch UI to export exception definitions to a PDS library in the JSON format.

IDB2BUJ5
Invokes the batch UI to import exception definitions from a PDS library in the JSON format.

Required DD Statements

Regardless which JCL you use, the batch user interface requires most of the following DD statements:

STEPLIB
Load library.

IUIMAPS
Panels and messages.

DBGPARMS
Batch UI parameters.

NOTE
The DD name SYSPARMS is maintained for compatibility. You can still use it.

DBGPRINT
Printed messages.

REQUESTS
Library containing IQL requests to be started.

REQUEST2
(Optional) Second request library. The REQUESTS DD statement cannot be concatenated, so REQUEST2
specifies a second PDS.

EXCJSON
PDS library or a sequential dataset with exception definitions in the JSON format. The dataset must be allocated
with RECFM=FB, LRECL=80.
This DD statement is required for COMMAND=EXCMGR, REQUEST=EXPORT|IMPORT|REINIT|CHECK.

Batch UI Parameters

The batch user interface requires the following parameters to be input in a file that is allocated by the DBGPARMS DD
statement:
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NOTE

• The following common parameters are required, regardless of the COMMAND: DBSUB, PCSSID, TESTVER,
and APPLS.

• The COMMAND and REQUEST parameters serve multiple functions. Depending on the specified operand,
these parameters can apply to IQL requests or to the exception processor.

COMMAND=[START|STOP|PAUSE|RESET|RESUME|CHECK|LAUNCH|FREEZE] | EXCMGR | OBID | UNLOAD
Specifies one of the following values:

• An action that is taken on the IQL requests included in the REQUEST parameter.
• The exception processor that is affected by an action that is defined in the REQUEST parameter.
• The reload of the file that is defined in the system parameters.

NOTE
For the definition of commands, see Online Commands.

REQUEST=('xxxxxxxx','xxxxxxxx',...) | [RESTART|STOP|EXPORT|IMPORT|REINIT|CHECK] [ALL|ACCT|STAT]
Specifies one of the following values:

• A list of IQL request names and probe names to be processed. For the START command, each request in the
list must exist in the library that the REQUESTS DD statement references.

• An action to restart or stop the exception processor, or manage the exception definitions, when
COMMAND=EXCMGR.

• Whether to unload the STAT history file, the ACCT history file, or both (ALL), when COMMAND=UNLOAD.

EXCEPTION-NAME=('xxxxxxxx','xxxxxxxx',...)
Specifies the names of the exceptions for the EXPORT, IMPORT, or REINIT request. To specify an exception
name prefix that matches multiple exception names, you can use an asterisk (*) as a wildcard.

DBSUB=xxxx
Specifies the 1-4 character Db2 subsystem name, monitored by the data collector, that the batch UI
communicates with.

PCSSID=xxxx
Specifies the 1-4 character subsystem name to be associated with this PC Owner address space.

APPLS=((DB2-list))
Specifies detailed information concerning the Db2 subsystem entered in the DBSUB parameter where (DB2-list) =
(location, SSID, RAF-applid, RAF-password).

START-QUALIFY=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether one or more of the following QUALIFY statements is used to qualify the request. The string is
the appropriate value (Plan, Authorization ID, and so on) for the parameter. Wildcard characters are allowed. The
default is blank (that is, the parameter is not used).
QUALIFY-PLAN='string'

QUALIFY-AUTH='string'

QUALIFY-OPER='string'

QUALIFY-CONN='string'

QUALIFY-CORR='string'

NOTE
The Authorization ID and Plan enforcement from the Security Profile always take precedence and are
enforced when running the batch UI.

TESTVER=xxxx
Specifies a 1-4 character identifier that matches the value that is specified in the data collector TESTVER
parameter. The default is R20.
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NOTE
If the data collector is running as a stand-alone job with the default TESTVER value, leave this value
commented out.

OCCUR=n
Specifies a one-digit number, 1-9, that identifies the occurrence number for request-based commands. You can
specify this parameter if you have START-MULTIPLE=YES in your security profile.

PROBE-DETAIL=[YES|NO]
Indicates whether to start the detail request for COMMAND=START and REQUEST=probename. You can specify
this parameter if you have PROBE-DETAIL=YES in your security profile. The default is PROBE-DETAIL=NO.

NOTE
This option has the same functionality as the Detail option on the Start Qualification Panel for probes.

Return Codes

The batch UI generates one of the following condition codes when the step accessing it has completed.

0
Indicates that the step completed successfully.

4
Specifies one of the following values:

• START REQUEST. REQUEST NOT FOUND
• START REQUEST. SYNTAX ERROR IN REQUEST
• START REQUEST. TRACE QUALIFIER REQUIRED
• ANY REQUEST. PCSSID INVALID OR PC OWNER NOT STARTED

16
Specifies one of the following values:

• INVALID COMMAND
• COMMAND REQUIRES AN OPERAND
• STOP REQUEST AND REQUEST NOT ACTIVE

20
Indicates that the DBLOC in the APPLS parameter does not match an existing data collector.

23
Indicates that TESTVER does not match an existing data collector.

148
Specifies the following value:

• DATA COLLECTOR NOT AVAILABLE

Use Scenarios

The main uses for the batch user interface are:

• Extract reports from SYSVIEW for Db2 output files.
• Monitor off-hours.
• Reload the OBID table.
• Restart the exception processor.
• Import or export exception definitions in the JSON format.
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Extract Reports from Output Files

Use the batch UI to copy reports and reinitialize output files. For example, you can extract reports from the SYSVIEW for
Db2 output file if you run the data collector continuously (system parameter NONSTOP=YES) and periodically (for example,
daily).

1. Stop the IQL request, freeing the ENQ on the output data set.
2. Copy the output file to disk or tape.
3. Initialize the output file.
4. Restart the IQL request.

Monitoring Off-Hours

Use the batch UI to perform specific monitoring at off-hours. For example, for a recurring performance problem with a
batch job that runs at 3 AM, you can start and stop IQL requests using the batch UI. The batch user interface JCL and
commands can be placed in the same job stream as the problem batch job. This option provides you with timely and
specific performance information.

To perform this operation, run a batch job.

1. Start IQL requests.
2. Run the problem batch job.
3. Stop IQL requests.

Start IQL Requests

JCL member IDB2BUJ1 in the SOURCE library provides an example of how to invoke the batch UI to start an IQL
request. The DBGPARMS statements that start one or more requests are shown here:

//DBGPARMS DD * 

 DEFAULTS 

  COMMAND=START                  /* START REQUESTS    */

  REQUEST=('SQLTRACE','LOCKSUM') /* IQL REQUEST NAMES */

  DBSUB=DSN                      /* ON THIS SUBSYSTEM */

  APPLS=(

         (DB2LOCATION1,DSN,NOTRAF)

        )

 ;

//

Stop IQL Requests

JCL member IDB2BUJ2 in the SOURCE library provides an example of how to invoke the batch UI to stop an IQL
request. The DBGPARMS statements that stop one or more requests are shown here:

COMMAND=OBID

//DBGPARMS DD * 

 DEFAULTS 

  COMMAND=STOP                   /* STOP REQUESTS     */

  REQUEST=('SQLTRACE','LOCKSUM') /* IQL REQUEST NAMES */

  DBSUB=DSN                      /* ON THIS SUBSYSTEM */

  APPLS=(

         (DB2LOCATION1,DSN,NOAPPL,NOPASS)

        )

 ;

//
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Reload the OBID Table

Use the batch UI to run a job step to issue the OBID command that instructs the data collector to reload its OBID table:

//DBGPARMS DD  *

 DEFAULTS

  COMMAND=OBID        /* OBID TABLE RELOAD */

  DBSUB=DSN           /* ON THIS SUBSYSTEM */

  APPLS=(

         (DB2LOCATION1,DSN,NOTRAF)

        )

 ;

//*

Typically, you insert this job step after the step that builds the OBID table.

Restart the Exception Processor

Use the COMMAND and REQUEST batch UI parameters to restart the exception processor:

//DBGPARMS DD  *

 DEFAULTS

  COMMAND=EXCMGR        /* EXCEPTION PROCESSOR */

  REQUEST=RESTART       /* TO BE RESTARTED     */

  DBSUB=DSN             /* ON THIS SUBSYSTEM   */

  APPLS=(

         (DB2LOCATION1,DSN,NOTRAF)

        )

;

//*

Export Exception Definitions

Use the COMMAND and REQUEST batch UI parameters to export specified exception definitions to JSON:

//DBGPARMS DD  *

 DEFAULTS

  COMMAND=EXCMGR        /* EXCEPTION PROCESSOR */

  REQUEST=EXPORT        /* EXPORT REQUEST      */

  EXCEPTION-NAME=('*')  /* EXPORT ALL EXCEPTIONS */

  DBSUB=DSN             /* ON THIS SUBSYSTEM   */

  APPLS=(

         (DB2LOCATION1,DSN,NOTRAF)

        )

;

//*

//EXCJSON DD DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,30)),

//        DSN=IDB2.EXCPDEF.JSON

Import Exception Definitions

Use the COMMAND and REQUEST batch UI parameters to import specified exception definitions from JSON:

//DBGPARMS DD  *

 DEFAULTS

  COMMAND=EXCMGR        /* EXCEPTION PROCESSOR */
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  REQUEST=IMPORT        /* IMPORT REQUEST      */

  EXCEPTION-NAME=('*’)  /* IMPORT ALL EXCEPTIONS */

  DBSUB=DSN             /* ON THIS SUBSYSTEM   */

  APPLS=(

         (DB2LOCATION1,DSN,NOTRAF)

        )

;

//*

//EXCJSON DD DISP=SHR,DSN=IDB2.EXCPDEF.JSON

Delete and Import Exception Definitions

Use the COMMAND and REQUEST batch UI parameters to delete all existing exception definitions and import specified
exception definitions from JSON:

//DBGPARMS DD  *

 DEFAULTS

  COMMAND=EXCMGR        /* EXCEPTION PROCESSOR */

  REQUEST=REINIT        /* REINIT REQUEST      */

  EXCEPTION-NAME=('*’)  /* IMPORT ALL EXCEPTIONS */

  DBSUB=DSN             /* ON THIS SUBSYSTEM   */

  APPLS=(

         (DB2LOCATION1,DSN,NOTRAF)

        )

;

//*

//EXCJSON DD DISP=SHR,DSN=IDB2.EXCPDEF.JSON

Check Exception Definitions

Use the COMMAND and REQUEST batch UI parameters to validate the syntax of exception definitions in the JSON
format:

//DBGPARMS DD  *

 DEFAULTS

  COMMAND=EXCMGR        /* EXCEPTION PROCESSOR */

  REQUEST=CHECK         /* CHECK REQUEST      */

  EXCEPTION-NAME=('*’)  /* CHECK ALL EXCEPTIONS */

  DBSUB=DSN             /* ON THIS SUBSYSTEM   */

  APPLS=(

         (DB2LOCATION1,DSN,NOTRAF)

        )

;

//*

//EXCJSON DD DISP=SHR,DSN=IDB2.EXCPDEF.JSON

Batch Report Writer
Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 batch report writer to process Db2 trace files in batch mode.

Like the data collector, the batch report writer uses IQL requests to process trace data and produce requested reports.

You can specify the same trace records in requests processed by the data collector and request run in batch. The only
exception are requests that use data that is sampled from control blocks. Such requests cannot be used with the batch
report writer.
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Use the Db2 command -START TRACE with the DEST(SMF) parameter to instruct Db2 to capture trace data as SMF
records. You can then use these records with the batch report writer independently whether the data collector is running or
not.

For more information about the START TRACE command, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS documentation.

For trace class and IFCID information for each batch report, see the section Batch Reports.

Batch Report Writer Operation
The SYSVIEW for Db2 Batch Report Writer reads the request file to determine what data is required from the trace input
and how to format the output.

The input file is then read sequentially to collect all required data. The results can be sorted. The program writes
requested reports to the output data sets and then terminates.

Prerequisites

Batch Report Writer has the following prerequisites:

• If SMF or GTF records are used as an input, they should be sorted in time sequence order
(ccyymmddhhmmss999999), where 999999 is fractions of a second. A single GTF or SMF file is typically in the correct
order. However, when you concatenate files, the records can be out of sequence. The SAVEIFI or online history VSAM
file has data in the correct sequence. You cannot concatenate multiple SAVEIFI or online history files.

• Sufficient virtual storage to process the requests.

Input Files

Batch Report Writer is submitted as a batch job that uses the following input:

• Batch Report Writer parameters file.
• Request file that contains the IQL requests to run.
• Db2 trace data file, which can be any of the following file types:

– Unloaded SMF file
– GTF file
– SAVEIFI trace VSAM linear data set from online IQL execution
– Unloaded online SAVEIFI or history file (in the SMF format)
– An online history STATS or ACCOUNTING VSAM linear data set

NOTE
Batch Report Writer accepts only one input data file. If multiple data files are provided, Batch Report Writer
picks one according to the following preference, from highest to lowest:

1. //HISTACCT
2. //HISTSTAT
3. //SAVEIFI
4. //DB2DDN

The Batch Report Writer IQL requests that specify the INTERVAL parameter require sorting of Db2 trace records in
time ascending sequence. If you are concatenating multiple GTF or SMF files, the data must be sorted. Exit routines
NSIGHT15 and NSIGHT35 are provided to sort the GTF and SMF Db2 trace records according to the store clock (STCK)
value in QWHSSTCK.

Sample JCL is provided in the SMFSORT member in the SOURCE data set.

Batch Report Writer can process SMF records that were compressed when the SMFCOMP was ON.

Batch Report Writer does not start traces. To put the Db2 trace records in the file, use one of the following methods:
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• Start traces manually or automatically (using Db2 initialization parameters or Db2 START TRACE commands).
• Start an IQL request using the SAVEIFI output destination.
• Unload the online history or online trace file.

Output Files

The Batch Report Writer output files are a system message file, and the report and output files that were specified in the
requests.

Termination Codes

The Batch Report Writer termination codes are listed in the section Return Codes.

Batch Report Writer JCL Example

A member IDB2RWJ in the SYSVIEW for Db2 source library includes sample JCL for executing Batch Report Writer. We
recommend that you tailor this member to produce only the reports you want by including DBGIN statements of the
reports.

For examples, see the section Batch Report Filtering Examples.

DD Statements

JCL for executing Batch Report Writer includes the following required or optional DD statements:

jobcard1 and jobcard2
(Required) Specifies the job name and other parameters according to your conventions regarding installation job
naming and job statement parameter specification.

//IDB2RWJ EXEC
(Required) Invokes the Batch Report Writer program and specifies the available region size.
Add a PARM= value to the EXEC statement to override certain SYSPARMS values that are specified in the file
pointed to by the SYSPARMS DD statement.
The following parameters can be specified:
DBSUB

Specifies the Db2 subsystem to report on, for example:
//IDB2RWJ  EXEC PGM=NSIGHTRW,REGION=4M,PARM='/DBSUB=ssid'

DB2VER
Specifies the Db2 version for processing the requests that are specified as input using the DBGIN DD
statement, for example:
//IDB2RWJ  EXEC PGM=NSIGHTRW,REGION=4M,PARM='/DB2VER=version'

//STEPLIB
Specifies the authorized library that contains load modules. This DD statement is required unless the library that
contains the SYSVIEW for Db2 load modules is part of the LINKLIB concatenation.

//SYSPARMS
(Required) Points to the file that contains the Batch Report Writer initialization parameters.

Trace Data Files
One of the following statements is required:
//DB2DDN

Points to the Db2 file that contains the sorted GTF or SMF trace data. Data is sorted by date and time.
This statement can also point to an unloaded online history file.
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//SAVEIFI
Points to a single SAVEIFI trace VSAM linear data set containing the records that the IQL SAVEIFI trace
output destination captured. For more information about this option, see the section Output-Specification.

//HISTSTAT
Points to the online history statistics VSAM linear data set. The data collector that owns this file may be
either up or down when Batch Report Writer is executed.

//HISTACCT
Points to the online history accounting VSAM linear data set. The data collector that owns this file may be
either up or down when Batch Report Writer is executed.

//OBIDTBL
Translates DBIDs and OBIDs to database and tablespace names. This DD statement is recommended for proper
translation.

//DBGIN
(Required) Points to the input request stream, which specifies the reports and report formats to generate from
the Db2 trace data. This statement can be a single file containing one request or a single file containing multiple
requests. This statement can also be (as in the sample) a list of concatenated files, each containing an individual
request.

TIP
You can include a GLOBAL WHERE clause into the input request stream to filter data by specific
criteria. For IQL syntax details, see GLOBALS Statement.

//DBGIN  DD * 

  GLOBALS

  WHERE EVENT-TIME >= '210716120330' AND <= '210716170000'

    AND PLAN-NAME = 'PAY200' 

//       DD DSN=hlq.CDBATREQ(BTACTSMS),DISP=SHR

//DBGPRINT
(Required) Specifies the destination of the IDB2RWJ messages.

//SYSUDUMP
(Optional) Specifies the destination for ABEND dumps.

//BTACTSMS
(Required) Represents the name of the output for the same named request. The sample JCL includes one DD
statement for each of the same named requests that are specified in the DBGIN DD statement concatenation list.
This statement points to a SYSOUT data set to contain output reports or a data set that is the destination for the
output reports.

//PTILIB
(Optional) Specifies the library that contains programs required for communication with the Xmanager. The name
should match the PTILIB in the Xmanager procedure and the STEPLIB of the SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector.

//PTIPARM
(Optional) Specifies the library that contains configuration parameters for Xmanager. The name should match the
data set name used in the PTIPARM DD statement in the Xmanager procedure.

If the IQL contains GROUP BY or ORDER BY syntax, Batch Report Writer sorts the results before writing the output.
Batch Report Writer can sort the data internally or it can LINK to the system SORT routine. The internal sort routine is
used when there is a small amount of data to sort. Otherwise, the system SORT routine is used. If the system SORT
routine is used, sort work data sets (SORTWKxx DD statements) are dynamically allocated with the appropriate size. You
can specify the SORTWKxx DD statements in the JCL.
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NOTE
We recommend that you do not specify SORTWKxx DD statements. The number and size of sort work data
sets required are unknown.

//SORTWKxx - where xx is 01, 02, 03, etc.
Allocates the sort work data sets for the system SORT routine. This DD statement is optional and its use is not
recommended.

//DFSPARM DD *
(Optional) Controls the system SORT PARM options and program control statement overrides. This statement
overrides the system SORT routine defaults and the Batch Report Writer defaults. We recommend that you do not
use this DD statement.

NOTE
For more information about this DD statement, see the IBM z/OS DFSORT Application Programming
Guide.

Batch Report Writer Parameters
These parameters allow you to control content and behavior of IQL requests that are run using the batch report writer.

During initialization, the batch report writer obtains input parameters from a file specified by the SYSPARMS DD statement
in the batch job stream. A sample member is IDRWPRMS in the SOURCE library.

The underlined value (if any) for each keyword is the default value. The default value is used only when no value is
specified in the input parameter file.

This section is grouping the batch report writer parameters by function. If parameters are similar to the data collector
system parameters, the specified values should match. Depending on the Db2 version, some parameters do not apply to
your site.

NOTE
Some italicized values (such as prodcode and hlq) are initially populated during the SYSVIEW for Db2 basic
installation using the IDEDIT macro. The DBSUB parameter is set to DB23 for installation verification purposes.
After verification, set this parameter to the correct subsystem ID.

DEFAULTS Statement

DEFAULTS must be the first word on the first input record in the parameter file unless the first record consists of a
comment.

Identification Parameters

The following list describes the identification parameters:

DBSUB=db2name|SSID
Specifies the name of the Db2 subsystem to be reported on. This parameter is optional. If it is omitted, all Db2
records in the file are reported on.
Specify SSID to process data from multiple Db2 subsystems in the same execution of the batch report writer. If
you specify SSID, the batch report writer takes the following actions:

• Looks for multiple subsystems.
• Implements a page break.
• Updates the subsystem ID in the report header when a new subsystem ID is encountered.

NOTE
The input must be presorted by subsystem, date, and time.
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GMT-ADJUSTMENT=nn
Specifies the standard time offset from Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) for your location. The value is the time zone
correction in hours. If your installation is east of Greenwich, enter a positive value. If your installation is west of
Greenwich, enter a negative value.
This parameter enables you to override the system time zone change. Use it when running a job at a location that
is different from the location where the data is collected.

NOTE
Parameters GMT-ADJUSTMENT and DST-LOCATION automatically convert the store-clock values in
trace records from GMT to local time. Set GMT-ADJUSTMENT to standard time offset from GMT for your
location and do not change the setting during the Daylight Saving Time period.

DST-LOCATION=location
Specifies your location to set the rules when the Daylight Saving Time (DST) starts and ends.
NO

DST time does not apply to your location.
USA

Uses DST rules for the USA.
CANADA

Uses DST rules for Canada.
EUROPE

Uses DST rules for Europe.
BRAZIL

Uses DST rules for Brazil.
ISRAEL

Uses DST rules for Israel.
Default: NO
The following example shows the system parameter settings for different locations:
For USA, Washington (Eastern Standard Time (GMT-5)):

   GMT-ADJUSTMENT=-5

   DST-LOCATION=USA

For Europe, Czech Republic, Prague (Central European Standard Time (GMT+1)):

   GMT-ADJUSTMENT=1

   DST-LOCATION=EUROPE

For Brazil, Brasilia (Brazil Standard Time (GMT-3)):

   GMT-ADJUSTMENT=-3

   DST-LOCATION=BRAZIL

For Israel, Jerusalem (Israel Standard Time (GMT+2))

   GMT-ADJUSTMENT=2

   DST-LOCATION=ISRAEL

REQLIB='hlq.mlq.REQUESTS'
Specifies the names of the request libraries from which to read the requests and report segments being
referenced with an INCLUDE clause. This parameter is required for any batch report that contains an INCLUDE
clause. These libraries are dynamically allocated during the report writer initialization, and then freed.
This parameter can also use the following syntax:
REQLIB= ('hlq.mlq.REQUESTS', '2nd request library', '...','...')
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WAIT239=(max wait seconds, max records waiting)
Controls how SYSVIEW for Db2 waits for matching records:

• (003) ACCT records wait for package (IFCID 239) data
• (001) STATS1 records wait for (002) STATS2 records
• (002) STATS2 base segments wait for (002) STATS2 continuation segments

This parameter helps minimize the overhead of SYSVIEW for Db2 chaining records that wait for matching
records. Specifying lower values reduces the overhead, but can increase the likelihood of processing records with
incomplete data.
When matching records are produced at similar time, there is little overhead, regardless of the values that are
specified in this parameter. However, if your input records indicate that matching data is present but unavailable,
the wait overhead can be significant. In this case, lowering the values for this parameter can greatly reduce the
overhead of processing the data.
The max wait seconds and max records waiting values are required. These values specify a maximum
wait time in seconds and a maximum number of records that are queued up to wait for matching records. If
the maximum wait time is reached for a record, the record is processed without complimentary sections. If the
maximum record count is reached, the oldest records on the chain are removed. These records are processed
without matching sections until the count drops below the maximum record count. If either value is exceeded,
waiting records are removed from the wait chain and processed without all the complimentary data.
Default: WAIT239=(300,1000)
Limits: 1 - 2147483647 (for both fields)
Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: (300,100)

ZIIP-USE=[YES|NO|SRB]
Specifies whether the batch report writer uses zIIP processing. For more information, see ZIIP-USE.

MBCCSID=ccsid
When Db2 is defined with zPARM MIXED=YES and you do not use UNICODE IFCIDs, this parameter translates
the SQL text that is encoded in a mixed byte EBCDIC code page to a Standard U.S. EBCDIC. The coded value is
not checked for validity.
Example: MBCCSID=1390

Output Data Set Allocation Parameters

The following parameters specify default characteristics of the IQL request output data set. These values are dynamically
allocated for a data set when not specified in the IQL request.

DISP=[KEEP|DELETE|CATLG]
Specifies the default disposition.
Default: CATLG

DSORG=[PS|PO]
Specifies the default data set organization.
Default: PS

ENFORCE-PREFIX=[YES|NO]
Enforces the PREFIX string as the highest level qualifier for all data sets created from requests.
YES

Indicates that request appends any data set name behind the prefix. Names that are too long are
truncated.

NO
Indicates that requests can use any fully qualified data set name.

Default: NO
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PREFIX='hlq.mlq.OUTPUT'
Specifies the default prefix. The prefix is appended to the front of the data set name except when the request
contains a fully qualified name.

SPACETYPE=[CYLINDER|CYL|TRACK|TRK|xxxx]
Specifies the default space type. CYL and TRK are synonyms for CYLINDER and TRACK. xxxx means that
space is allocated in blocks whose average length is xxxx.
Default: TRACK

PDS-DIRECTORY=nnnn
Specifies the default PDS directory block count. This value refers to the SPACETYPE specification.
Default: 50 blocks

PRIMARY=nnnn
Specifies the default primary quantity of space. This value refers to the SPACETYPE specification.
Default: 50 tracks
Default in Sample SYSPARMS Member: 25 tracks

SECONDARY=nnnn
Specifies the default secondary quantity of space. This value refers to the SPACETYPE specification.
Default: 10 tracks

STATUS=[NEW|MOD|OLD|SHR]
Specifies the default status.
Default: NEW

SYSOUT='x'
Specifies the default SYSOUT class.
Default: *

UNIT=diskunit
Specifies the default unit type. If you specify a numeric value, you must enclose it in quotes. For example, '3380'.
Default: SYSDA

Report Control Parameters

These parameters control what information appears in reports.

CPUPARA-CHILD=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to report individual child records or sum them into the parent and only report the sum.
YES

The batch accounting reports contain the parent and child thread information.
NO

The individual child accounting records are only reflected in the summary record for the parent thread.
Example: If a running thread spawns three child threads and CPUPARA-CHILD=YES, four records are reported.
When CPUPARA-CHILD=NO, we collect child threads and we merge their stats into the parent thread. A SUM of
the parent and child threads is the only reported record.
Default: YES

CSV-OVERRIDE=[PRINT|OUTFILE|OFF]
Changes the behavior of PRINT or OUTFILE IQL destination.
When this option is enabled, the data collector and batch report writer produce output in CSV (comma-separated
values) format instead of PRINT or OUTFILE report, unless CSV destination is specified. A common use scenario
is to produce CSV data in batch using archiving IQL requests (ARCIxxxx) and export it into a spreadsheet for
further analysis.
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CSV-INTERVAL-FORMAT=[NUM|FORMAT|'mask']
Specifies the format of the interval field in CSV destination. This parameter enables you to switch to alternate
interval field formatting or a default mask that you provide.
NUM

Uses the format with microseconds (YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.TTTTTT). This setting is the default.
FORMAT

Uses the PRINT format (PF) or OUTFILE format (OF) that is specified on the field in the IQL request.
'mask'

Uses the format that is specified in the mask that you define. For more information about predefined
masks, see Day and Time Localization Parameters.
Example: CSV-INTERVAL-FORMAT='HH:MM:SS.TTT'

Default: NUM
CSV-HEADERS-WITH-TYPE=[YES|NO]

Specifies whether the data type appears in the column header of the CSV output format. Set this value to NO if
you want to improve processing of the exported CSV in third-party software.
Default: YES

DATA-SHARING=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to include data sharing information in the reports.
Default: NO

DB2VER=vv.r
Specifies the Db2 version of the input trace data.
Values: 10.1, 11.1, 12.1, 13.1

DDF=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to include Distributed Data Facility (DDF) information in the reports.
Default: NO

PACKAGE=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to include package information in short accounting reports.
Default: NO

UNLOAD-FROM-DATE=['YYYY/MM/DD'|TODAY|YESTERDAY]
Specifies that you only want to process data from the specified date. The parameter only applies to the //
HISTSTAT or //HISTACCT input online history file.

UNLOAD-FROM-TIME='HH:MM:SS'
Specifies that you only want to process data from the specified time. This parameter is used with UNLOAD-FROM-
DATE. The parameter only applies to the //HISTSTAT or //HISTACCT input online history file.
Defaults: UNLOAD-FROM beginning of file

UNLOAD-TO-DATE=['YYYY/MM/DD'|TODAY|YESTERDAY]
Specifies that you only want to process data up to the specified date. The parameter only applies to the //
HISTSTAT or //HISTACCT input online history file.

UNLOAD-TO-TIME='HH:MM:SS'
Specifies that you only want to process data up to the specified time. This parameter is used with UNLOAD-TO-
DATE. The parameter only applies to the //HISTSTAT or //HISTACCT input online history file.
Defaults: UNLOAD-TO end of file

IQL-DEFINE=(...)
Allows you to define custom IQL variables that can be used in #IF statements. Custom IQL variables can be either
logical (values YES/ON or ON/OFF) or numeric (a number with up to one decimal place).

NOTE
We recommend that you do not use reserved words as the custom variable name.
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When a custom IQL variable is set multiple times, the last definition of that variable is used. You cannot use IQL-
DEFINE to change predefined IQL variables, such as DDF, RLF, or DB2VER.
The following syntax explains the structure of custom IQL variables.
┌──◄──────── , ───────────────────────────┐

►►── IQL-DEFINE ─ = ─(──┴─ name = ─┬┬── YES ──┬─────────────────┬─┴─)─►◄

                                   │└── ON ───┘                 │

                                   ├┬── NO ──┬──────────────────┤

                                   │└── OFF ─┘                  │

                                   │ ┌──◄──────┐                │

                                   └─┴─ digit ─┴┬─────────────┬─┘

                                                └─ . ─ digit ─┘

IQL-DEFINE=(EXCP-LONG376=YES)
Enables tracking of individual statements by the statement ID in the IQL exception EXCP0376. Value YES
can result in significant CPU overhead and storage shortages.

IQL-DEFINE=(IQL-EXCLUDE-ACCEL=YES)
Removes accelerator fields from the IDB2ACCT reports.

IQL-DEFINE=(MOI=YES)
Enables sending Db2 metrics to MOI. Setting this value to YES is the first step of MOI integration.

IQL-DEFINE=(MOIDEBUG=YES)
Enables online debugging of IQLs for MOI.

IQL-DEFINE=(MOIHWM=YES)
Replaces active thread counts with the high-water mark (HWM) values of the interval while sending MOI
data. This setting is only recommended if the SYSVIEW for Db2 subsystem history interval is set to 1
minute.

IQL-DEFINE=(SQL-INCOMPAT-TEXT=YES)
Enables capturing text for dynamic SQL statements reported with IFCID 376 (APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT)
records that identify potentially incompatible behavior with the current version of Db2. Set SQL-
INCOMPAT-TEXT=YES and start the IQLSLCNT request to capture IFCID 376-related SQL text and store
it in the dynamic SQL text database (HSTSQLDB). For more information, see Archive SQL Statement
Incompatibilities.

IQL-DEFINE=(THREAD-HIST-INTERVAL=nn)
Specifies the interval for the Application Interval Summary report in minutes. If THREAD-HIST-INTERVAL
is not set, the report uses the HISTORY-STATS-TIME value. The value must be 1 through 60 and must
divide 60. Otherwise, a value of 15 is used.

IQL-DEFINE=(THREAD-HIST-GROUP-BY-AUTH=YES|NO)
IQL-DEFINE=(THREAD-HIST-GROUP-BY-CONN=YES|NO)
IQL-DEFINE=(THREAD-HIST-GROUP-BY-CORR=YES|NO)
IQL-DEFINE=(THREAD-HIST-GROUP-BY-PLAN=YES|NO)

Specifies the Application Interval Summary report grouping. You can group by one of the following values:
Authorization ID, Connection Name, Correlation ID, Plan Name. If you set multiple values to YES, the
report uses the value that was last set to YES. If no value is set to YES, THREAD-HIST-GROUP-BY-
AUTH is set to YES during the data collector initialization.

Date and Time Localization Parameters

Date and time parameters override equivalent date-time and interval masks that are coded in the IQL request.

System parameter DATE specifies the date format of page headers. The same specification applies to job run date, FIRST
RECORD date, and LAST RECORD date.

The following parameters control how dates and times display in the reports output.
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NOTE
These parameters only apply to IQL-based reports and requests. For more information about using these
parameters as masks in reports, see the section IQL Syntax.

DATE=
Specifies the month, day, and year, using two-character abbreviations.
Default: 'MM/DD/YY'

DATEMD=
Specifies the month and day, using two-character abbreviations.
Default: 'MM/DD'

DATETIME=
Specifies date and time, using two-character abbreviations.
Default: 'MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS'

DAYS=
Specifies the days of the week, using three-character abbreviations. This specification applies to IQL request field
output/print formats that have “DDD” specified. For example, PF='DDD, DD MMM, YYYY' displays the date as
SAT, 13 AUG, 2022. If you change the value, be sure to uncomment the line.
Default: ('SUN','MON','TUE','WED','THU','FRI','SAT')

MONTHS=
Specifies the months of the year, using three-character abbreviations. This specification applies to IQL request
field output/print formats that have “MMM” specified. For example, PF='DDD, DD MMM, YYYY' displays the date as
SAT, 13 AUG, 2022. If you change the value, be sure to uncomment the line.
Default: ('JAN','FEB','MAR','APR','MAY','JUN','JUL','AUG','SEP','OCT','NOV','DEC')

TIME=
Specifies the hour and minute, using two-character abbreviations.
Default: 'HH:MM'

TIMESS=
Specifies the hour, minute, and seconds, using two-character abbreviations.
Default: 'HH:MM:SS'

TIMED2=
Specifies the hour, minute, second, and hundredths of a second, using two-character abbreviations.
Default: 'HH:MM:SS.TT'

TIMED3=
Specifies the hour, minute, second, and thousandths of a second.
Default: 'HH:MM:SS.TTT'

TIMED4=
Specifies the hour, minute, second, and ten-thousandths of a second.
Default: 'HH:MM:SS.TTTT'

ZIIP-USE
The ZIIP-USE parameter specifies whether the batch report writer uses zIIP processing. The I/O activity affects zIIP
utilization.

During termination, messages in the DBGPRINT indicate zIIP and CP usage. The use of zIIP processors can reduce
processing load on your general CPUs and potentially reduce cost and elapsed time.

This parameter has the following format:
ZIIP-USE={YES|NO|SRB}
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YES
Uses zIIP processing. This setting is the default.

NOTE
If zIIP processors are not available, an informational message is issued and processing continues with
the execution on central processors.

SRB
Uses SRB mode, but does not use zIIP.

NOTE
ZIIP-USE=SRB is only used as a migration aid in non-zIIP environments to determine how much CPU
can be offloaded to any available zIIP processors. The output of the DCCPU command estimates the
zIIP savings that you can achieve with migration to a processor with zIIP engines.

NO
Does not use zIIP or SRB.

ZIIP Utilization

Typically, over 90 percent of the batch report writer processing can be run on the zIIP processors.

The following factors into zIIP utilization:

• The availability and current use of zIIP processors.
• The amount of I/O activity. Less input (DB2DDN) and output (report output) I/O typically results in a higher percentage

of zIIP utilization.
– Input I/O—The number of processed non-Db2 trace records increases I/O performed and reduces zIIP utilization.
– Input I/O—The number of Db2 trace records that are not relevant to the report increases the ratio of I/O performed

to CPU used.
– Output I/O—Trace reports, especially long accounting and statistics reports, produce more output. This output

increases the ratio of I/O performed to CPU used.
– Block size of input/output files—Higher block size results in less I/O and higher percentage of zIIP utilization.

• The SAVEIFI file input does not have the same input I/O concerns as the I/O that is processed as a subtask.

NOTE
Inefficient block sizes on the input and output files can significantly increase elapsed time and CPU costs when
ZIIP-USE is set to YES or SRB. To minimize the overhead increase, ensure that BLKSIZE in the DB2DDN input
file and the report output files is at the largest optimum size. If you do not specify the blocksize for new output
files, the batch report writer specifies the optimum size for you. That includes the SYSOUT output file.

Sort Exit Routines
The Batch Report Writer IQL requests that specify the INTERVAL parameter require sorting of Db2 trace records in time
ascending order. If you concatenate SMF files, data must be sorted.

Exit routines NSIGHT15 and NSIGHT35 sort the SMF Db2 trace records according to the store clock (STCK) value in
QWHSSTCK. SMFSORT member in SYSVIEW for Db2 common SOURCE data set provides the sample JCL. You must
use E15 and E35 sort exits together.
E15 sort exit routine (NSIGHT15)

Processes each SMF record before the record is sorted.
For Db2 trace records (SMF record types 100, 101, and 102), NSIGHT15 swaps the values in QWHSSTCK and
SMF time and SMF date (8 bytes).
For all other records, NSIGHT15 uses the CONVTOD system macro to convert the SMF date and SMF time to a
store clock value (STCK). Results are provided in the SMF time and SMF date fields (8 bytes).
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The SORT FIELDS parameter specifies a starting position of 7 and a length of 8 to sort on the store clock value.
If errors are detected, SYSVIEW for Db2 issues a message and the SORT terminates with a return code of 16.

E35 sort exit routine (NSIGHT35)
Processes each SMF record after the record is sorted.
For Db2 trace records (SMF record types 100, 101, and 102), NSIGHT35 swaps values in QWHSSTCK and SMF
time and SMF date (8 bytes), restoring them to their original value.
For all other records, NSIGHT35 uses the STCKCONV system macro to convert the store clock value (STCK) in
SMF time and SMF date (8 bytes) back to their original values.
If errors are detected, SYSVIEW for Db2 issues a message and the SORT terminates with a return code of 16.

Export IQL Request Output in CSV Format
As a database administrator (DBA), you can analyze the output of IQL requests locally. SYSVIEW for Db2 allows you to
export the captured data into a spreadsheet.

SYSVIEW for Db2 provides many predefined Insight Query Language (IQL) requests. While you can export almost any
IQL request into comma-separated values (CSV) format, SYSVIEW for Db2 only supports this functionality on archive
table IQLs (ARCIxxxx). CSV files require tabular output that most available IQL requests are not designed for, and might
return unexpected CSV output.

Use the batch report writer to generate the output of an IQL request to a CSV file. You can then transfer the file from the
mainframe to a PC, where you can analyze it using a spreadsheet application.

1. Update the output destination of the IQL request to CSV. Alternatively, set the system parameter CSV-OVERRIDE to
OUTFILE or PRINT to override the default IQL output destination to CSV.

2. Run the batch report writer job with the selected IQL request and appropriate input data.

The output of an IQL request in CSV format is saved into a dataset.

Use the following commands to download the CSV file:

NOTE
These steps are optional. You can use other methods to download the CSV file, such as Zowe CLI commands.

1. Open the Windows Command Prompt (cmd).
2. Use the ftp command to connect to the mainframe. You can connect through an IP address or DNS address.

ftp XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX
or

ftp dnsaddress

3. When prompted, provide your mainframe ID and your mainframe password.
4. Use the ascii command to switch to text mode. You must transfer files in ASCII (Text) mode.

ftp> ascii

5. Use the get command to download the file.
ftp> get filename

You have downloaded the output of an IQL request into a CSV file on your PC.

Example: Export the Output of an IQL Report ARCIACD to a CSV File

This example assumes that one of the following conditions is met:

• You have replaced the output destination of the ARCIACD IQL request from OUTFILE to CSV.
• The system parameter CSV-OVERRIDE is set to OUTFILE.

When one of these conditions is true, the batch report writer generates the output of an IQL request ARCIACD
(application detail) to a CSV file.
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Sample batch report writer job to generate an IQL request:

//IDB2RWJ  EXEC PGM=NSIGHTRW,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idb2.CDBALOAD

//DBGPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPARMS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idb2.SOURCE(IDRWPRMS)

//OBIDTBL  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ssid.OBID

//DB2DDN   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ssid.SMFALL

//DBGIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idb2.CDBATREQ(ARCIACD)

//ARCIACD  DD SYSOUT=*

Sample job output:

BROWSE    IDB2RH20.JOB36744.ARCISTD                             

 Command ===>                                                    

*************************************************************** T

"ARCISTD","SubrequestID","String:'NULLS-31-FIELDS' ","String:'NUL

"ARCISTD","1","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","2022-08-27

"ARCISTD","2","","","","","","","","","","","","","","","","","",

"ARCISTD","1","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","2022-08-27

"ARCISTD","2","","","","","","","","","","","","","","","","","",

"ARCISTD","1","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","2022-08-27

"ARCISTD","2","","","","","","","","","","","","","","","","","",

"ARCISTD","1","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","2022-08-27

"ARCISTD","2","","","","","","","","","","","","","","","","","",

"ARCISTD","1","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","2022-08-27

"ARCISTD","2","","","","","","","","","","","","","","","","","",

"ARCISTD","1","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","N","2022-08-27

Sample FTP commands to download the report to PC:

C:\IQLs>ftp ca31

Connected to subsystem.example.com.

220-FTPD311 IBM FTP CS V2R5 at USILCA31.lvn.broadcom.net, 10:09:30 on 2022-08-22.

220 Connection will close if idle for more than 12 minutes.

User (subsystem.example.com:(none)): username

331 Send password please.

Password:

230 username is logged on.  Working directory is "USERNAME.".

ftp> ascii

200 Representation type is Ascii NonPrint

ftp> get 'USERNAME.IDB2.ARCIACD' file.csv

200 Port request OK.

125 Sending data set USERNAME.IDB2.ARCIACD

250 Transfer completed successfully.

ftp: 133330 bytes received in 0.83Seconds 160.64Kbytes/sec.

Control the CSV Data Generation

The following system parameters allow you to control the format of the CSV output.

CSV-INTERVAL-FORMAT=[NUM|FORMAT|'mask']
Specifies the format of the interval field in CSV destination. This parameter allows you to change the interval field
formatting. The following values are valid:
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NUM
Uses the format with microseconds (YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.TTTTTT). This setting is the default.

FORMAT
Uses the format that is specified in the IQL request.

'mask'
Uses the format that is specified in the mask that you define. For example, CSV-INTERVAL-
FORMAT='HH:MM:SS.TTT'.

CSV-HEADERS-WITH-TYPE=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether the data type appears in the column header of the CSV output format. The default value is
YES. To improve processing of the exported CSV in third-party software, set the value of CSVHEADERS-WITH-
TYPE to NO.

Batch Report Filtering Examples
The filtering examples describe how to control trace records processed by the Batch Report Writer.

Using IQL GLOBALS Statement

You can use the GLOBALS statement to generate criteria that apply to all requests in a single Batch Report Writer job
step. For example, use the GLOBALS statement when running a series of requests that only report on a particular plan. In
the following example, the plan name is SEAGOON. Customize the first IQL report by adding the following statement to its
beginning:

GLOBALS WHERE PLAN-NAME='SEAGOON'

NOTE
All requests that you specify in the Batch Report Writer job step are processed as if they were coded with
WHERE PLAN-NAME='SEAGOON'. The GLOBALS statement only applies for that job step.

Sometimes it is more convenient to code the GLOBALS statement as a separate DD in the Batch Report Writer JCL. This
flexibility lets you change the GLOBALS statement without having to change IQL requests.

In the following example, DBGIN consists of three concatenated files: the GLOBALS statement and the two request
members. To increase flexibility in changing the criteria for which input records are processed, the GLOBALS statement is
specified inline in the JCL. The WHERE condition in the statement makes the Batch Report Writer process only the trace
records that were produced on August 14, 2022 under the plan SEAGOON:

//IDB2RWJ  EXEC PGM=NSIGHTRW,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idb2.CDBALOAD

//DBGPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPARMS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idb2.SOURCE(IDRWPRMS)

//OBIDTBL  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ssid.OBID

//DB2DDN   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ssid.SMFALL

//DBGIN    DD *

  GLOBALS

  WHERE PLAN-NAME='SEAGOON' AND 

        EVENT-TIME >= '220814000000' AND

                   <= '220814235959'

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idb2.CDBATREQ(BTSTASM1)

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idb2.CDBATREQ(BTSTASM2)

//BTSTASM1 DD SYSOUT=*

//BTSTASM2 DD SYSOUT=*
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NOTE
You cannot use asterisk (*) and question mark (?) wildcard characters with the WHERE parameter in a
GLOBALS statement or in a request. Instead, use the substring facility (fieldname-expression).

Other GLOBALS parameters control the number of records read, page size, line size, column spacing, and data set name
prefix.

Using UNLOAD-FROM/TO System Parameters

If you run the Batch Report Writer using the data collector's online history STATS or ACCOUNTING file as a direct input,
you can use the following parameters to limit the amount of processed data:

NOTE
For the full list of available parameters, see Batch Report Writer Parameters.

• UNLOAD-FROM-DATE and UNLOAD-FROM-TIME
These parameters specify the beginning of the time range.

• UNLOAD-TO-DATE and UNLOAD-TO-TIME
These parameters specify the end of the time range.

As in the previous example, it is more convenient to code frequently changed UNLOAD parameters inline in a separate
DD in the Batch Report Writer JCL while keeping the base system parameters in a separate file.

The following example combines a GLOBALS WHERE clause and UNLOAD parameters to demonstrate how to process a
one hour range of the accounting history file data for the current day for plan SEAGOON:

//IDB2RWJ  EXEC PGM=NSIGHTRW,REGION=4096K          

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=idb2.CDBALOAD          

//DBGPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                            

//DBGIN    DD  *

  GLOBALS

  WHERE PLAN-NAME='SEAGOON'

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=idb2.CDBATREQ(BTACTSMS)

//BTACTSMS DD  SYSOUT=*                            

//HISTACCT DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=idb2.ssid.HSTACCTG     

//SYSPARMS DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=idb2.SOURCE(IDRWPRMS)  

//         DD  *                                   

 UNLOAD-FROM-DATE='TODAY'                          

 UNLOAD-FROM-TIME='10:00:00'                       

 UNLOAD-TO-DATE='TODAY'                            

 UNLOAD-TO-TIME='11:10:00'                         

/*

WARNING
The concatenation of the base parameters file and the inline parameters JCL works only if the base parameters
file does not end with an optional semicolon ';'.

Security
The security facility lets you control which data, commands, trace records, reports, and menus a particular user can
access.

SYSVIEW for Db2 provides multilevel security as a flexible and easy way to set up and enforce access. Product monitors
activity of Db2 subsystems by gathering performance information from Db2 control blocks and collecting data from the
Db2 trace records provided by the Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI). No facilities to browse or update data in Db2
tables are available. However, users can view SQL statements that add or update Db2 data.
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You can use the security facilities to restrict reporting of IFCIDs that can have an undue impact on performance. You can
also restrict who can start, stop, reset, freeze, or resume requests.

The product does not use external security packages (SAF) for these purposes. Grant access through your external
security product to the data sets used by the product.

Data Collector

The data collector security facility is initiated during the data collector startup by:

• Reading the system parameters.
• Loading the optional NSIGHTEX User Exit that is specified with the parameter SECURITY-EXIT.
• Reading the security file that is specified with the parameter SECURITY-DSN.

To activate the security facility, set the system parameter SECURITY to YES. For more information about related data
collector system parameters, see the section Security Parameters.

During execution, the data collector checks the security every time it gets a call from the user interface. The data collector
invokes the NSIGHTEX User Exit to check:

• Whether the operation is unconditionally allowed or disallowed.
• Whether access is determined by checking the security file settings using the user ID or group ID.

User Interface

During each user interface initialization, the user interface system parameters are read, the NSIGHTEX User Exit is
invoked to authenticate the user ID and assign the group ID using RACF, Top Secret, or ACF2 security. The user ID and
group ID are then available for passing to the data collector with each command. The exit also assigns the default user
menu at initial logon time.

The NSIGHTEX User Exit that is used by the user interface is loaded and controlled by PC Owner task. The name of
the security exit is specified in the SECEXIT PC Owner JCL parameter. If no PC owner address space is being used,
the SECURITY-EXIT data collector system parameter names the exit to be used by both the data collector and the user
interface.

Online user interface uses the security file that is specified with the parameter SECURITY-FILE to determine the default
menu at initial logon time. The menu that is read from the security file overrides the menu that is assigned by the user exit.

PassTicket Configuration

The PassTicket is a one-time password substitute that is supported by ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF. PassTickets are
encoded and encrypted. PassTicket allows access to a specific application only. You must use it within a few minutes of
the time when it is generated. PassTickets enable the z/OS components and products to authenticate a user ID without
the transmittal of password across networks. For example, you select a session from TPX and want to log in to the VTAM
user interface automatically. The PassTicket eliminates the need to type your password on the VTAM UI logon screen.

1. Enable the user interface system parameter SECURITY-PROVIDE-ORIGIN and set up the APPLID security.
2. Your security administrator must define the PassTicket APPL entry using the following commands. The APPLID of

your VTAM user interface must match the PassTicket profile name.
Example: ACF2 Commands
SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON)

INSERT applid SSKEY(FEDCBA9876543210)  <== replace SSKEY with 16 hex digits of your choosing. All Systems

 in the configuration must use the same key for the APPLID entry.

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)  <== rebuild the in-core profile table

Example: Top Secret Commands
TSS ADDTO(department) APPLICATION(APPLID)  <== replace “department” with an existing department name
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TSS ADDTO(NDT) PSTKAPPL(APPLID) SESSKEY(FEDCBA9876543210)  <== replace SESSKEY with 16 hex digits of your

 choosing. All Systems in the configuration must use the same key for the APPLID entry

Example: RACF Commands
RDEFINE APPL APPLID UACC(NONE)

SETROPTS CLASSACT(APPL)

RDEFINE PTKTDATA APPLIDSSIGNON(KEYMASKED(FEDCBA9876543210))  <== replace KEYMASKED with 16 hex digits of

 your choosing. All Systems in the configuration must use the same key for the APPLID entry

SETROPTS RACLIST(APPL) REFRESH  <== rebuild in-core profiles

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH

Execute the examples according to your system requirements. After you use the commands, the application and
secure key are defined to external security.

3. From the TPX User Maintenance panel, select option 2 TPX Session Options.
TPX Userid Maintenance Table Entry List panel appears.

4. To modify a session, either type S sessionID, or use the Tab key to move the cursor to the entry you want, type S,
and press Enter.
The first TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel appears.

5. Press PF8 to open the second TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel.
6. Specify SessionData as &USERID/&PSWD.
7. Press PF8 to open the third TPX Userid Maintenance Detail Panel.
8. Enable PassTicket using either of the following options:

– Generate Pass Ticket
– Gen Qualified Pass Ticket

9. Press PF3 three times to return to the TPX Menu.
10. To put changes to effect, issue the command f to log out from the terminal, and log back in.

After you specify SessionData as &USERID/&PSWD and enable PassTicket for a session, TPX attempts to generate
a PassTicket for the following profiles: applid.groupid.userid, applid.userid, applid.group, applid. If you use RACF, only
applid applies.

Security File

The security file defines access to SYSVIEW for Db2 on a user-by-user basis and enables setting individual user access
profiles. These profiles that are provided in the security file specify different sets of security options. A profile can be
assigned to:

• A single user ID
• A single group ID
• A range of user IDs
• A range of group ID

If a security profile assigned to the user with the security file can be overridden in the NSIGHTEX User Exit. If no profile is
defined for the user or the specified profile has no MENU specification, the user access to the user interface is denied.

The security file is read by the data collector into an internal table at startup. If the file is explicitly allocated in the data
collector job with SECURITY DD statement, specify FREE=CLOSE to assist subsequent modifications.

The SECURITY command can be issued from the user interface to let a user with the proper security profile request
rebuilding the data collector security table from information that is contained in the security file. Any new user
connecting to the data collector after the rebuilt uses the parameters of the new table, while a user already connected to
the data collector retains the security information acquired when the user first connected.
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NSIGHTEX User Exit

The NSIGHTEX User Exit is used with the security file and can override certain features of the security file.
The NSIGHTEX User Exit is invoked by both the data collector and the TSO, VTAM, and batch user interfaces:

Data Collector
Before a data collector command is processed and the user security is checked, the NSIGHTEX routine is called.
The routine indicates whether to:

• Unconditionally allow access
• Unconditionally disallow access
• Have the data collector determine access based on the security profile of the user

User Interface
The NSIGHTEX User Exit is called at the start of the user interface session and at termination of that session.

The sample User Exit is provided in both the LOAD(NSIGHTEX) and SOURCE(NSGHTEXA) libraries. A sample job to
assemble and link the exit is provided in the SOURCE(MAKEEX) library. Modify NSIGHTEX only if you require extra
functionality. Default functionality includes checks to RACF, Top Secret, and ACF2 security to validate the User ID, assign
a Group ID, and set a default logon menu:

User ID
The User ID is validated when the user logs in to the user interface (exit functions INITTSO, LOGON,
INITBAT) and connects to the data collector (exit function INITUSER). If you use the VTAM user interface, the
user exit can also pass the session APPLID and remote LU name to the external security validation. For the
APPLID and remote LU name to be passed, the VTAM security parameter SECURITY-PROVIDE-ORIGIN must
be set to YES.

Group ID
The Group ID is a security group name that the NSIGHTEX User Exit sets based on connection groups that are
associated with System Authorization Facility (SAF) security profile. The security file allows creating user profiles
that are based on group IDs rather than specific user IDs which can simplify security management.
NSIGHTEX first sets the group ID from the ACEE GROUP field. The ACEE GROUP contains the default
group. The exit checks to see if ACEE connect groups are specified. If so, the connect groups are searched
for the first occurrence of a connect group starting with INS. The group ID is set to the value of this connect
group. For more information on how to assign connect groups in various security packages, see the section
Setting up Connect Groups. For more information on how to change the NSIGHTEX security exit to use connect
groups that start with prefix other than INS, see the section Use Other Security Group Names.

Default Menu
The NSIGHTEX exit sets a default menu for a user interface session. The default menu is SYSTEM, except for
the user who has a group ID assigned. The following shows which menu is used depending on what the first four
letters of the connect group are (unless the exit code has been customized):

INSS Uses the SYSTEM menu
INSD Uses the DBA menu
INSA Uses the APPDEVL menu
INSO Uses the OPERATOR menu
INSU Uses the AUDITOR menu

The menu name that is assigned by the exit is ignored when the menu is retrieved from security file that is
specified with the user interface SECURITY-FILE parameter. If no menu is assigned to the user, access to the
user interface is denied.

The sample exit code is in the SOURCE library member NSGHTEXA. For more information on how to customize the exit,
see the section NSIGHTEX User Exit.
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Db2 Authorizations

The data collector requires the following Db2 authorizations:

• TRACE, MONITOR1, MONITOR2, and DISPLAY
• EXECUTE on the Db2 plan for EXPLAIN
• SYSCTRL authority to allow canceling of Db2 threads

For more information, see the section Db2 Authorizations.

Product Data Sets

Before you start or access the product, ensure that external security package is configured to grant access to the product
libraries. For the list of data sets that are used by each product component, see the section Data Set External Security
Requirements.

Security File
The SYSVIEW for Db2 installation process creates a Security file. The purpose of this file is to define user profiles and
assign one of the profiles to a user.

The structure of the Security file includes a Db2 Subsystem ID (or wild-card character), so you only need to maintain one
Security file that all Users and data collectors can use.

User profiles contains elements that permit access to SYSVIEW for Db2 facilities such as EXPLAIN, Db2 messages and
commands, and the SYSVIEW for Db2 default menu. Profiles also contain elements specifying request management
attributes such as the maximum trace records allowed, maximum request time, RESTRICTED-IFCID or FORBIDDEN-
IFCID access, the START, DISPLAY, and SHOW privileges.

The following diagram shows the two major components of the security file, the User IDS and User PROFILES.

Figure 5: Security File Components

The security file is accessed by the data collector and the online user interfaces. The algorithm differs slightly between the
components. The data collector uses the subsystem ID, but the online user interface does not:
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Data collector
reads the security file and builds an internal table of those ID entries that specify a Subsystem ID of * (all) and the
specified Db2 subsystem ID being monitored. Other subsystem IDs in the file are ignored. The search for a profile
is done based on the User ID (or Group ID, if applicable).

Online user interface
reads the security file and retains all ID entries. The search for a profile is done based on the User ID (or Group
ID, if applicable). The user interface finds the MENU parameter in the profile to display the default menu at user
logon.

The initial security file (SECURITY) is created in the SOURCE library and assigns all users (User IDs A through Z99999)
to the SYSADM profile for any subsystem to be monitored. This file can be customized through the ISPF Editor.

The online SECURITY command can be issued from the user interface to let a user with the proper security profile
to request rebuilding the internal data collector security table from information that is contained in the security file.
Specify the data set name of a new or updated security file on the panel that is displayed when you enter the SECURITY
command. The security file is then allocated dynamically by the data collector, processed to build a new internal security
table, and deallocated when the file is closed. Any user connecting to that data collector after the security table has been
rebuilt is then bound by the parameters of the new table. Any user who is already connected to a data collector retains
the security information acquired when the user first connected. To force a reconnection without exiting the user interface,
enter PICK as a command and press F3.

User IDS
The User ID table in the security file contains all user-to-profile assignments.

Figure 6: User ID Table

IDS List Syntax

The syntax of the ID list is:

IDS=((TYPE=USER|GROUP,idname,ssid,profile)...

      (TYPE=USER|GROUP,idname,ssid,profile))
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TYPE=[USER|GROUP]
Specifies the ID type for this sublist. USER indicates that the next field (idname) matches using the user ID.
GROUP matches the security group name that NSIGHTEX assigns based on System Authorization Facility (SAF)
profile. The NSIGHTEX is coded to check for groups that begin with the letters INS.

idname
Specifies the ID or range of IDs to be assigned a profile in this sublist. For example, A-Z9999999.

ssid
Specifies the SSID of the Db2 subsystem used by the data collector on which the listed users or groups are
operating under the assigned profile. A value of asterisk (*) indicates all SSIDs.

profile
Specifies the SYSVIEW for Db2 user profile name.

Each sublist must be enclosed in parentheses.

IDS List Examples

The following example shows the security file IDs list.

IDS=(

     (TYPE=USER,CHARLEY,*,SYSADM),

     (TYPE=GROUP,INSSYS,*,SYSADM),

     (TYPE=GROUP,INSD-INSD9999,*,DBA),

     (TYPE=GROUP,INSO-INSO9999,*,OPERATOR),

     (TYPE=GROUP,INSA-INSA9999,DSN,APPLS),

     (TYPE=GROUP,INSU-INSU9999,*,AUDITOR),

     (TYPE=GROUP,INSR-INSR9999,*,RESTAPI),

     (TYPE=GROUP,EXPLORE,*,OPERATOR),

     (TYPE=USER,A-A9999999,*,NOACCESS),

     (TYPE=USER,RESTUSER,*,RESTAPI)

    )

The sample security file includes the following profile definitions:

• SYSADM—Provides access to functions that are most commonly used by Db2 systems programmers.
• DBA—Provides access to functions that are most commonly used by Db2 database administrators.
• OPERATOR—Provides access to functions that are most commonly used by MVS console operators.
• APPLS—Provides access to functions that are most commonly used by Db2 applications developers.
• AUDITOR—Provides access to functions that are most commonly used by EDP auditors.
• NOACCESS—Forbids access to the SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector.
• RESTAPI—Provides access to the SYSVIEW for Db2 REST API which is available through the http://host:port/dbm/

api/v1/idb2/ endpoints of the DBM Data Service. By default, this profile restricts access to data retrieval endpoints only
(GET function of the REST API).

Review and update these definitions to ensure proper access rights for your users.

The following example shows how to code the IDs list to include all users that do not have a specific entry.

IDS=(

     (TYPE=USER,XYZ789,A,DBA),

     (TYPE=USER,A-E999999,*,NOACCESS),

    )
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User PROFILES
User profiles in the security file define user access rights.

Figure 7: User Profiles

User Profile Syntax

The format of the user profile is:

(profile name,keyword1,keyword2,...,keywordx)

A comma (,) must follow each keyword except the last one. Some of the keywords have no default value.

User Profile Keywords

The following list describes the user profile keywords that you can specify in the security file:

NOTE
Some of the keywords have no default value. Default values are used if the parameters are not specified in the
SECURITY file. Some of the default values can be overwritten with a different value in the sample SECURITY
file.

ALL-MENUS=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to list all available menus under the Menu pull-down menu. If NO is specified, only the initial
menu of the user is listed.
Default: NO

ALTER=[NO|USER|USER-STARTUP|ALL]
Controls the ability of the user to STOP, FREEZE, RESET, and RESUME the requests that have already been
started. This parameter is related to the START command that follows. The following values are valid:
NO

Specifies that the user cannot issue these commands.
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USER
Specifies that the user can issue these commands only for requests that they have started.

USER-STARTUP
Specifies that the user can issue these commands only for requests that they or the data collector start.

ALL
Specifies that the user can issue these commands.

AUTHID=['string'|'*'|'*n'|' ']
Controls the focus of the request display to allow viewing data for a particular authorization ID.
The following values can be specified for AUTHID:
'string'

Enforces viewing for authorization ID 'string'. An underscore character (_) can be used as a wildcard.
'*'

Enforces viewing only data for the ID of the user.
'*n'

Enforces viewing data for authorization IDs containing the first n characters of the ID of the user.
' ' (blank)

Means that this parameter is not enforced.
If you specify a non-blank value for this field, also specify REQUEST-LIBRARY=DC. This specification prevents
users from bypassing the auth ID and plan enforcement by editing requests in their own request library and
removing FOCUS-KEY=YES from the request.
Default: blank

CONNECT=[YES|NO]
Controls whether the user can connect to the data collector for a valid Db2 subsystem.
Default: NO

DB2-COMMANDS=[TSO|DC|NO|ALL]
Controls access to the Db2 command interface. Specify one of the following values for DB2-COMMANDS:
TSO

Indicates that only the TSO user interface issues Db2 commands and only when the data collector is
local.

DC
Indicates that the data collector issues Db2 commands.

NOTE
If the data collector issues Db2 commands, it does so under the SYSVIEW for Db2 user ID of
the logged on user. As a result, the external security system at your site controls authorization.

NO
Indicates that Db2 commands are not issued.

ALL
Indicates that the data collector issues Db2 commands when the data collector is remote. If the data
collector is local, the VTAM user interface or TSO user interface can issue Db2 commands.

NOTE
If you use Top Secret, authorize the data collector to perform a RACROUTE call to set the user
authorization. Failure to do so causes the data collector to terminate abnormally.

Default: NO
DB2-MESSAGES=[YES|NO]

Controls whether the user can view Db2 messages from within SYSVIEW for Db2.
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Default: NO
DISPLAY=[NO|USER|USER-STARTUP|ALL]

Specifies the type of requests that the user can display:
NO

The user cannot display requests.
USER

The user can only display requests that they have started.
USER-STARTUP

The user can display only requests that they or the data collector have started.
ALL

The user can display all requests.
EXCEPTION-DEFINITION=[YES|NO]

Controls whether the user can view and modify exceptions.
Default: NO

EXCEPTION-DISPLAY=[YES|NO]
Controls whether the user can view exceptions from the initial menu.
Default: NO

EXPLAIN=[TSO|DC|NO|ALL]
Controls access to the SYSVIEW for Db2 EXPLAIN facility. For more information, see Db2 Authorizations.
Specify one of the following values for EXPLAIN:
TSO

Indicates that only the TSO user interface issues EXPLAIN commands and only when the data collector is
local.

DC
Indicates that the data collector issues EXPLAIN commands.

NOTE

• If the data collector issues EXPLAIN commands, it does so under the SYSVIEW for Db2
user ID of the logged on user. As a result, the external security system at your site controls
authorization. However, if the EXPLAIN-AUTHID system parameter is specified, the DC
issues commands under the authorization ID specified in that parameter.

• We do not recommend using the DC value. This value uses one of the user tasks in the data
collector and single-threads the data collector for a short time for all users who are using
EXPLAIN while the task is in DB2 IDENTIFY status.

NO
Indicates that EXPLAIN commands are not issued.

ALL
Indicates that the data collector issues EXPLAIN commands when the data collector is remote. If the data
collector is local, the VTAM user interface or TSO interface issues EXPLAIN commands.

Default: NO
GROUP-VALIDATION=[YES|NO|UNLIMITED]

Controls whether the user starting a request can permit other users to display, alter, or stop that request. For more
information about how to define a user group, see USER-GROUPS List.
YES

Enables the user to specify a group that they belong to. That permits other members of that group to
display, alter, or stop the request.
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NO
Prevents the user from granting the capability to any group to display, alter, or stop the request.

UNLIMITED
Enables the user to specify any valid group, permitting the members of all groups to display, alter, or stop
the requests that they start.

Default: NO
HISTORY=[YES|NO]

Controls access to the SYSVIEW for Db2 online history facility to view the recent performance history.
Default: NO

HISTORY-READ-LIMIT=recs
Limits the number of history records that a single search command can read. This parameter controls history
searches and summarizations that can run for a long time and can consume high amounts of CPU.
Default: 0
Limits: 0 through 999999999
No limit exists when 0 is specified.

HISTORY-UNLOAD=[YES|NO]
Controls:

• Whether the user is authorized to issue the UNLOAD (formerly SWITCH) command to unload one or more
history files.

• Whether the user is allowed to switch the history datasets in History-Only data collector mode.

For compatibility purposes, this option can also be specified as HISTORY-SWITCH.
Default: NO

LIST-BROWSE-EDIT=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to list the LIST command under the Tools pull-down menu. This keyword also controls access
to the LIST, BROWSE, and EDIT commands.
Default: NO

MAX-REQUEST-TIME=[DC|UNLIMITED|nnnn]
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that a request can remain active. When the request reaches this limit,
the request is changed from ACTIVE to FROZEN. The following values are valid:
DC

Takes the value from the MAX-REQUEST-TIME parameter in the SYSPARMS of the data collector.
UNLIMITED

Places no limit on the number of minutes. This option is equivalent to MAX-REQUEST-TIME=0.
nnnn

Specifies the maximum number of minutes.
Default: UNLIMITED

MAX-TRACE-RECORDS=[DC|UNLIMITED|nnnn]
Specifies the maximum number of Db2 trace records that a user request can collect. When the request reaches
this limit, the request is changed from ACTIVE to FROZEN. The following values are valid:
DC

Takes the value from the MAX-TRACE-RECORDS parameter in the SYSPARMS of the data collector.
UNLIMITED

Places no limit on the number of trace records. This option is equivalent to MAX-TRACE-RECORDS=0.
nnnn

Specifies the maximum number of trace records.
Default: UNLIMITED
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MENU=[SYSTEM|DBA|OPERATOR|APPLDEVL|AUDITOR]
Specifies the name of the SYSVIEW for Db2 menu to use for this user.

MVS-COMMANDS=[YES|NO]
Controls access to the MVS console panel and the issuance of MVS commands.
YES

Indicates that the user is permitted to see the MVS console panel and issue MVS commands.
NO

Indicates that the Commands view bar does not show "MVS Console".
Default: NO

MVS-DISPLAY=[YES|NO]
Controls whether a user can view requests with z/OS data.
Default: YES

NON-DISPLAY=request-name-list
Specifies a list of requests that a user is not permitted to display. For more information about how to define a
request list, see REQUESTS List.

OBID-REFRESH=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether the OBID translation table for any data collector is refreshed.
Default: NO

PANEL-CHARACTER='c'
Specifies a panel suffix for these user interface commands with an '*' in the eighth position.
Default: The first character of the profile ID

PLAN=['string'|'*'|'*n'|' ']
Controls the focus of the request display to allow viewing data for a particular plan name.
The following values can be specified for PLAN:
'string'

Enforces viewing for plan name 'string'. An underscore character (_) can be used as a wildcard.
'*'

Enforces viewing only data for the plan corresponding to the ID of the user.
'*n'

Enforces viewing data for the plan containing the first n characters of the ID of the user.
' ' (blank)

Means that this parameter is not enforced.
If you specify a non-blank value for this field, also specify REQUEST-LIBRARY=DC. This specification prevents
users from bypassing the auth ID and plan enforcement by editing requests in their own request library and
removing FOCUS-KEY=YES from the request.
Default: blank

PLAN-AUTH-ONLY=[YES|NO]
Controls specifications for the Start Request and Start Probe Qualification panels. YES specifies that the user
is permitted to only specify plan and auth ID. NO specifies that the Qualification panels have more fields as
Connection, Correlation, and so on.
Default: NO

PROBE-SQL-TRACE=[YES|NO] or PROBE-DETAIL=[YES|NO]
Controls the starting of the detail requests of the SYSVIEW for Db2 probes. As delivered, the APPLPROB probe
has the detailed trace SQLTRACE, and the HPROBE probe has the detailed request HPRSTDTL. In previous
releases of SYSVIEW for Db2, this parameter was named PROBE-SQL-TRACE, which can also be specified.
YES

Enables the user to start the detailed requests (on the Start Qualification panel).
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NO
Removes the option to start the detailed requests from the Start Qualification panel.

Default: NO
PTTCTHD=[YES|NO|DB2CMD]

Controls whether an individual can cancel threads. The following values are valid:
YES

Cancels threads using a typical Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM CANCEL request.
NO

Indicates that the user cannot cancel threads.
DB2CMD

Cancels threads using only the DB2 CANCEL THREAD COMMAND. When this operand is specified,
SYSVIEW for Db2 invokes Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM with the DB2CAN command option.

Default: NO
REPEAT=[NO|UNLIMITED|nnnn]

Controls whether a user can use the REPEAT command, and, if permitted, the minimum repeat interval. The
following values are valid:
NO

Specifies that the user is not allowed to use the REPEAT command.
UNLIMITED

Specifies that the data collector does not restrict the REPEAT command or the repeat interval.
nnnn

Specifies that the user can use the REPEAT command, with a minimum interval value of nnnn seconds.
You can specify a value of 0 through 32767.

Default: UNLIMITED
A value of 0 is the same as UNLIMITED.

REQUEST-LIBRARY=[DC|USER]
Specifies whether a user can start requests from a library other than the one specified in the REQLIB parameter
of the data collector initialization member. The following values are valid:
DC

The text of the request is taken from the request library of the data collector by changing the user request
to an "INCLUDE request-name" statement.

USER
If REQUESTS DDname is specified, the text of the request is taken from the request libraries of the user
interface. Else, an "INCLUDE request-name" statement is generated to retrieve the text from the request
library of the data collector.

Default: USER
SECURITY-REFRESH=[YES|NO]

Specifies whether SYSVIEW for Db2 security updating is checked after editing the security file.
Default: NO

SHOW=[NO|USER|USER-STARTUP|ALL]
Controls the ability of the user to issue the SYSVIEW for Db2 SHOW command to display active requests. The
following values are valid:
NO

The user cannot issue the SHOW command.
USER

The user can issue the SHOW command to display only requests that they have started.
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USER-STARTUP
The user can issue the SHOW command only for requests that they or the data collector start.

ALL
The user can issue the SHOW command to display all requests.

START=[NO|RESTRICTED|LIMITED|ALL|LIST=request-name-list]
Controls the ability of the user to start requests (related to the ALTER command). The following values are valid:
NO

The user cannot start any request.
RESTRICTED

The user can start requests referencing IFCIDs that are not on the FORBIDDEN-IFCIDS list in the data
collector initialization parameters.

LIMITED
The user can start requests referencing IFCIDs that are not on the RESTRICTED-IFCIDS or
FORBIDDEN-IFICDS lists in the data collector initialization parameters.

ALL
The user can start any request.

LIST=request-name-list
The user can start only requests that are specified in the request-name-list. For more information about
how to define a request list, see REQUESTS List. For example, the START parameter specifying the LIST
option using the NOPROBE request list appears as follows:
START=LIST=NOPROBE

START-HISTORY-FILTER=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether a user can start requests that are history requests.
Default: NO

START-MENU-GROUP=[YES|NO]
Controls whether a user can start MENU-GROUP requests. YES specifies that the user can start the requests.
This function is typically permitted only for those individuals who administer SYSVIEW for Db2.
Default: NO

START-MULTIPLE=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether the user is permitted to start several occurrences on a single request or probe.
Default: NO

START-WILDCARD=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether a user can start requests using wildcard characters, and requests that have no qualification.
Using wildcard characters means that Db2 qualified traces are not used.
Default: NO

SYSTEM-CONDITION-MONITOR=[YES|NO]
Controls access to the System Condition Monitor. A value of NO means that the SCM option is not available from
the Tools pull-down menu or from the command line.
Default: NO

SYSVDB2-COMMANDS=[YES|NO]
Controls access to the SYSVIEW for Db2 commands interface.
Default: NO

WTO-NOTIFY=[YES|NO]
Controls the ability of the user to START requests that contain a CONSOLE or NOTIFY statement.
Default: NO
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Security Rules

The following table describes the security rules and received function codes. As an auditor, use this table to analyze a
message DBG55096W and see which security rule was enforced based on the function code.

Security rule Function code in DBG55096W

PTTCTHD=NO 24X7CTHD

DB2-COMMANDS=NO DB2CMD

CONNECT=NO CONNECT

DB2-MESSAGES=NO DB2MSG

EXCEPTION-DEFINITION=NO EXCPPUT EXCPINA EXCPACT EXCPMGRI EXCPUPD
EXCPMGRR

EXCEPTION-DISPLAY=NO EXCPCUR EXCPCURS EXCPCURA EXCPCURD EXCPCURI
EXCPGET EXCPDEF EXCPTRP EXCPMGRR

OBID-REFRESH=NO OBIDTBL

SECURITY-REFRESH=NO SECFRESH

SYSVDB2-COMMANDS=NO INSCMD

SHOW=NO SHOW

EXPLAIN=NO XPLNPGM XPLNXPLN DB2SPXPL XPLNSTMT

HISTORY=NO FLASH

HISTORY-UNLOAD=NO UNLOAD

ALTER=NO DELETE PAUSE RESET RESUME

START=NO ADD

DISPLAY=NO DISPLAY OBJLIST FREEHIST

DB2-COMMANDS=TSO DB2CMD

REQUESTS List

Request lists are ways of grouping a series of requests under one name to be used the START-LIST or NON-DISPLAY
keywords.

REQUESTS=(                                                      

  (APPLS,                                                        

       THRDTRAC,PLANSUM,SCANSUM,       /* THE PROBE          

       SQLSUM,LOCKSUM,APPLIO,          /* WITH NO SQLTRACE

       APPLPROF,                       /* MINI-PROBE         

       ACCSHIST),                      /* MINI-EXPLAIN       

  (NOPROBE,                                                      

       APPLPROF,                       /* MINI-PROBE         

       ACCSHIST)                       /* MINI-EXPLAIN       

  )                                                             

The REQUESTS list is usually the second to last section of the Security File and has the format:

REQUESTS=(

   (request-list-name1,

       request1,
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       request2,

       request3)

   (request-list-name2,

       request1,

       request3,

       request4)

   )

The request-list-namen is the unique list name as APPLS and NOPROBE in the previous example. The requestn is the
name of an SYSVIEW for Db2 request as THRDTRAC, PLANSUM, and SQLSUM in the previous example.

USER-GROUPS List

User groups define and group users so that users who start a request can allow other members of the group to display,
alter, and stop the request.

The GROUP-VALIDATION parameter controls whether users can grant this permission only to members of groups to
which they belong or to members of any group. The GROUP-VALIDATION parameter is also used to specify that users
cannot grant permission.

For example, for DBA users to have the capacity to allow Application profile users to alter and stop requests that are
started by DBA owners, take the following steps:

1. Create a user group whose members include both DBA and Application profile users.
2. Define GROUP-VALIDATION=YES in the DBA owners profiles.

For a DBA user to let the Application users display, alter, or stop a request, the DBA user enters the group name in the
Start Qualification panel.

For the Application users to be able to allow each other to display, alter, or stop their requests, take the following steps:

1. Create a user group whose members include all Application users.
2. Define GROUP-VALIDATION=YES in the Application users profile.

Syntax for Specifying User Groups

The following syntax is used to specify user groups:

USER-GROUPS=(

    (groupname1,

         userid1,userid2,...,useridn),

    (groupname2,

        ...

    (groupnamen,

        userid1,userid2,...,useridn)

)

groupname
Any name of no more than eight characters. Alternatively, user IDs can be organized so that each begins with
a shared prefix, distinguishing users by some criteria. For example, the prefix for all user IDs in the accounting
department is ACCT and in the shipping department SHPG. So a group name can be no more than an asterisk
and the number of characters in the prefix. The asterisk and number must appear within single quotes.
For example, '*4' instructs SYSVIEW for Db2 to regard the first four characters of every user ID as a group. There
would be an ACCT and an SHPG group. Naming conventions allow a prefix of one to seven characters.
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userid
Any valid user ID. Alternatively, the * wildcard can be specified by itself to indicate all users IDs or when user IDs
are grouped by a shared prefix, as a suffix. For example, '*' or 'ACCT*'. The asterisk, whether alone or with other
characters, must appear within single quote.

Examples of Specifying User Groups
In one organization, a user group can serve to associate the three individuals in the human resources
department with the letters HR assigned as the group name.
USER-GROUPS=(

   (HR,

        TOM,JANE,HARRY)

)

In another, each user ID for a given department begins with the same three letter prefix. EDP for the data
processing department and ACG for the accounting department.
USER-GROUPS=(

    (EDP,

        'EDP*'),

    (ACG,

        'ACG*)

)

Finally, the user can work in an organization which assigns a two-character prefix to all user IDs. All user IDs
are grouped according to a prefix which denotes some distinguishing criteria. For example, department or
office location.
USER-GROUPS=(

    ('*2',

        '*')

)

In this case, SYSVIEW for Db2 recognizes as many user groups as there are unique two-character prefixes
and assigns all user ids to their corresponding group.

Security File Validation
The contents of SYSVIEW for Db2 Security File must be syntactically correct for the data collector or user interface to
initialize.

To test changes to the Security File and to the user interface parameters, execute the SYSVIEW for Db2 CLIST with the
addition of DBGP(D). If you are using the ISPF command facility, enter:

%NSIGHT DBGP(D)

From the ISPF command line, enter:

TSO %NSIGHT DBGP(D)

If the Security File and IDUIPRMS are correct, you see the appropriate SYSVIEW for Db2 Menu. Press F3 to show the
user interface DBGPRINT file in browse-mode.

If a syntax error is detected, you are shown the user interface DBGPRINT file in browse-mode with the errors noted within.

NSIGHTEX User Exit
NSIGHTEX is routine that is used for all user exit functions in SYSVIEW for Db2.

The NSIGHTEX exit is called from the data collector and from the TSO, VTAM, and batch user interfaces. The requested
function is specified with the call.
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• For the data collector, the SECURITY-EXIT data collector SYSPARM parameter specifies the name of the security exit
to be loaded. The security exit is loaded into the data collector address space.

• For the user interfaces, the PC task loads and controls the security exit. The SECEXIT PC task parameter controls the
name of the security exit that the PC task loads.

• If PC owner address space is not used, the SECURITY-EXIT data collector SYSPARM names the exit to be used by
both the data collector and the user interfaces. If separate exits are used for the data collector and user interfaces, you
must either continue to use a PC owner address space, or you integrate the two exits into one.

The NSIGHTEX User Exit is provided in both the LOAD and SOURCE libraries. Modify the NSIGHTEX only if you require
more functionality. Default functionality includes a User ID check and selection of the security group name with INS prefix
using RACF, Top Secret, and ACF2 security. The sample code is in the SOURCE library member NSGHTEXA.

Operation

Each routine is passed in register R1 as the address of a control block. The first eight characters of the control block name
the function to be performed.

• R1—Address of the IUIUPL control block (see IUIUPL in the SOURCE library)
• R13—Address of standard OS save area
• R14—Return address
• R15—Entry point address

Exit Characteristics

The characteristics of the NSIGHTEX user exit are:

• The TSO, VTAM, and batch user interface require an NSIGHTEX load module. If the module is not present, these
interfaces terminate abnormally.

• The data collector requires the NSIGHTEX User Exit only if SECURITY=YES and SECURITY-EXIT=NSIGHTEX are
specified. The load module can have any name, but we suggest that you call it NSIGHTEX. We also suggest that you
use the same load module as the user interface.

• If PC owner address space is not used, all data collectors running under a common PCSSID must name the same
SECURITY-EXIT. If different data collectors use different security exits, you must continue to use the PC owner
address space.

• In the data collector, the User Exit runs in an authorized environment in program state.
• Authorize the VTAM user interface only if the exit accesses an external security package (RACF, Top Secret, or ACF2).

If the VTAM user interface is authorized, the exit is called in an authorized environment.
• Each routine is entered in 31-bit addressing mode and must return in the same mode.
• An ESTAE environment is established before the exit routine is called from the data collector to protect the data

collector from an ABEND within the exit routine. If an ABEND does occur, the exit routine is disabled and processing
continues as if no exit routine was specified.

• Supports z/OS 2.3 TSO/E 8-character user ID.

Assembly and Link-Editing

Sample JCL is in member MAKEEX in the SOURCE library. This sample JCL assembles and link-edits the NSIGHTEX
User Exit.

Functions by Caller
This section discusses the functions by caller for the data collector and for the TSO, VTAM, and batch user interfaces.
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Data Collector

The following describes the functions by caller for the data collector.

INITUSER
The data collector calls INITUSER during the first call from the SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface. This function
controls whether the user can connect to the data collector and it can alter the PROFILE name assigned to the
user.
If the connection is allowed, the exit can specify a new profile name from a specified list.
R15 return codes:

• 0—Connection is allowed
• Non-zero—Connection is disallowed

ALLCALLS
The data collector calls ALLCALLS for every call from the SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface. This function controls
whether the user can perform the action.
R15 return codes:

• 0—Function is unconditionally allowed
• 4—Use default data collector criteria
• Else—Function is unconditionally disallowed

ALLREQS
The data collector calls ALLREQS for the following request-based functions: SHOW, DISPLAY, ADD(START),
STOP, FREEZE, RESET, and RESUME. The exit controls whether these functions are performed.
R15 return codes:

• 0—Function is unconditionally allowed
• 4—Use default data collector criteria
• > 4—Function is unconditionally disallowed

STARTREQ
The data collector calls STARTREQ during ADD(START) processing. The request to be started has already been
syntax-checked and the required DB2 trace IFCIDs determined. This exit can control the start based on the actual
resources required.
R15 return codes:

• 0—Function is unconditionally allowed
• 4—Use default data collector criteria
• > 4—Function is unconditionally disallowed

TSO User Interface

The following section describes the functions by caller for TSO user interfaces.

GETFUNCS
The TSO user interface calls GETFUNCS before INITTSO, only if TSO/E user ID length is set to 8 characters (z/
OS 2.3).
The exit indicates whether the function is supported:

• TSO/E 8-character User ID

Register 15 on return from the exit must be zero.
INITTSO

The TSO user interface calls INITTSO during initialization. This exit does not run as an authorized program.
Therefore, the exit must determine the user ID from the TSO control blocks or the ACEE.
The NSIGHTEX User Exit:
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• Might control access to the TSO user interface
• Must specify the user ID and security group for data collector calls
• Must specify the initial menu set for the user interface

R15 return codes:

• 0—Permit access
• 4—Deny access

EXITTSO
The TSO user interface calls EXITTSO during termination. The return code in register 15 is ignored.

VTAM User Interface

The following section describes the functions by caller for VTAM user interfaces.

GETFUNCS
The VTAM user interface calls GETFUNCS when a user attempts to log in. The exit indicates which of these
extended functions are supported:

• Password phrases
• Password changing

Register 15 on return from the exit must be zero.
LOGON

The VTAM user interface calls LOGON when a user attempts to log in. The exit is called before the user is
prompted for the user ID and password/password phrase. The exit is also called after the user presses ENTER on
the keyboard.
This exit must be authorized to call external security packages.
The NSIGHTEX user exit:

• Controls access to the VTAM user interface
• Specifies the user ID and security group for data collector calls
• Specifies the initial menu set for the user interface
• Handles password or password phrase change requests

R15 return codes:

• 0—Permit access
• 4—Deny access
• 8—User interface prompts for user ID/password - no message returned
• 12—User interface prompts for user ID/password - a message is returned to place on panel and sound alarm
• 16—User interface prompts for user ID/password - a message is returned to place on panel but no alarm

sounded
• 32—The exit is unable to process the parameter list.

LOGOFF
The VTAM user interface calls the NSIGHTEX User Exit on termination of the user session to free external
security package control blocks. The return code in Register 15 is ignored.

Batch User Interface

The following section describes the functions by caller for batch user interfaces.

GETFUNCS
The batch user interface calls GETFUNCS before INITBAT, only if TSO/E user ID length is set to 8 characters (z/
OS 2.3).
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The exit indicates whether the function is supported:

• TSO/E 8-character User ID

Register 15 on return from the exit must be zero.
INITBAT

The batch user interface calls INITBAT during initialization. This exit must determine the user ID from the control
blocks or the ACEE because it is not running as an authorized program.
The NSIGHTEX User Exit might:

• Control access to the batch user interface
• Specify the user ID and security group for data collector calls

R15 return codes:

• 0—Permit access
• 4—Deny access

EXITBAT
The batch user interface calls EXITBAT during termination. The return code in Register 15 is ignored.

Use Other Security Group Names
To use security group names that do not start with INS, you must modify the sample NSIGHTEX routine (NSGHTEXA
member in the SOURCE library).

The code sections are highlighted by the BEGIN and END comment, making up a change code block.

*CHANGEGROUPPREFIX CODE BEGIN

 ...

*CHANGEGROUPPREFIX CODE END

After the BEGIN line, the set of comments describes what is the code in the change code block doing and how to change
it.

NOTE
If you are using connect group names, leave the &NOCGRP variable setting set to 0 (&NOCGRP SETB 0) and
assemble with the CGRP macro. These settings are default.

Once you modify an exit and successfully assemble and link the NSIGHTEX module, update security file to use the group
names according to the changes.

Setting up Connect Groups
When the SYSVIEW for Db2 security file uses groups to assign a security user profile to a connecting user, the
NSIGHTEX user exit assigns the user with a group ID.

The assignment of the group ID is based on connect groups as set in the external security (IBM RACF, ACF2, Top
Secret) user profile. By default, NSIGHTEX is coded to search for connect groups that start with "INS". The first matching
connect group is used as a group ID.

Various security packages use different methods to assign connect groups to the user.

ACF2 Security

If you use ACF2, you create connect groups by writing resource rules in the TGR class. Using the supplied NSIGHTEX
exit, you would write the rules as follows:
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 $KEY(INSSxxx) TYPE(TGR)

  UID(your_uid_string) ALLOW

 

Where xxx can be set to any value. If the user is allowed access to this resource through their ACF2 UID string, the
Systems Menu is displayed when they access the SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface. To display the DBA menu instead,
specify the following rule:

$KEY(INSDxxx) TYPE(TGR)

  UID(dba_uid_string) ALLOW

Repeat as needed for other groups and in the NSIGHTEX sample code in the SOURCE library.

After you COMPILE and STORE these rules, rebuild the ACF2 resident directory if class TGR has been defined as
resident. To make this determination, see the ACF2 documentation about RESDIR and INFODIR GSO records. The
console command to rebuild the resident directory is:

F ACF2,REBUILD(TGR)

NOTE
If a user has access to multiple connect groups, the security ID is set to the first TGR group encountered to
which the user has access. ACF2 sorts and returns these groups alphabetically. Therefore, a user with access to
group INSAxxx and INSSxxx is assigned to INSAxxx.

Top Secret Security

Use the IBMGROUP resource class to assign connect group names to the SYSVIEW for Db2 User ID:

• When used with Top Secret ADDTO/REMOVE, this resource class has the following format:
TSS ADDTO(user-id) IBMGROUP(INSxxx1,INSxxx2,...)

• When used with Top Secret PERMIT/REVOKE, this resource class has the following format:
TSS PERMIT(user-id) IBMGROUP(INSxxx1,INSxxx2,...)

For more information, see the Top Secret documentation.

IBM RACF Security

Use the RACF CONNECT command to connect a SYSVIEW for Db2 user ID to multiple connect groups:
CONNECT user-id IBMGROUP(INSxxx1)

CONNECT user-id IBMGROUP(INSxxx2)

 ...

For more information, see the IBM RACF documentation.

Db2 Authorizations
This section describes the Db2 privileges that are required to run SYSVIEW for Db2 data collectors.

Db2 Privileges

The data collector ID requires the following Db2 authorizations:
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• TRACE, MONITOR1, MONITOR2 privileges to be able to capture the Db2 trace information.
• DISPLAY permission to capture database object and data sharing group status information.
• EXECUTE permission for the Db2 plans to be able run EXPLAIN and collect SQL statistics for static statements.
• SYSCTRL authority to allow canceling Db2 threads by the exception system or by online users if the system

parameter THREAD-CANCEL-AUTHID is set to DC.

As part of the post installation, the SOURCE member IDGRANT is created and contains required SQL GRANT
statements. This member should be executed under ISQL, IBM SPUFI, or similar dynamic SQL program to grant the
required privileges to the authorization ID running the data collector.

Db2 Plan Authorizations

You can grant or revoke authorization to execute multiple SYSVIEW for Db2 plans to use the following functions:

System Tables EXPLAIN
The EXECUTE permission on a plan is required for the data collector to run the EXPLAIN feature using the
live Db2 catalog tables. The plan name is taken from the PLANSxx member of CDBAPARM library from
the IDBSPLAN keyword and can be overridden with the EXPLAIN-PLAN-SYSIBM data collector system
parameter. The plan name must have been bound with a default qualifier of SYSIBM when using the SYSIBM
tables. For more information, see Explain Facility Parameters.
IFCID 401 Collection

The plan associated with System Tables EXPLAIN is also used by the data collector threads for collecting
IFI trace records (IFCID 401). The plan name can be overridden with the system parameter IFI-PLAN to
prevent the data collector from holding a Db2 lock on the explain plan in case it must be rebound after
applying maintenance.

OBID Translation Utility
The EXECUTE permission on a plan is required for the user who submits an OBID translation utility job. This
SYSVIEW for Db2 utility provides Db2 catalog information including actual names to OBID values. The plan name
is taken from the PLAN= parameter that is specified in the utility JCL. For more information, see OBID Translation
Utility (IDB2OBI).

To grant or revoke authorization to these functions for SYSVIEW for Db2 users, use the Product Authorizations facility
(option A from the Database Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu).

EXPLAIN and Db2 Commands Authorization Concerns

SYSVIEW for Db2 supports the execution of EXPLAIN and Db2 commands differently, depending on whether the user is
connected locally or remotely.

Non-RAF TSO User Interface (Local)

TSO Users can directly execute the EXPLAIN and Db2 commands with the same authorization as in ISQL or IBM SPUFI.
These TSO functions can only occur if the TSO user is on the same z/OS LPAR as Db2 (non-RAF connection).

RAF VTAM and TSO User Interfaces (Remote)

VTAM user interface and TSO user interface users who are connected through RAF (Remote Access Facility) can
execute the EXPLAIN and Db2 commands but only through the data collector acting as a server. In this mode,
authorization can differ based on your external security package and your DSN3@ATH routine:

ACF2
The correct authorization is used if the ACF2 distributed DSN3@ATH routine is used. This routine uses the
AIDLPRIM field passed to it as the primary authorization and builds the secondary authorization from the primary.
Many ACF2 sites have altered DSN3@ATH to ignore AIDLPRIM, or they build the secondary authorization that is
based on the data collector address space. Authorization is not correct for these sites.
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Top Secret
The correct authorization is used if the Top Secret distributed DSN3@ATH routine is used. This routine uses the
AIDLPRIM field passed to it as the primary authorization and builds the secondary authorization from the ACEE
attached to the data collector.
For Top Secret, the data collector builds the ACEE attached to the data collector according to the user ID. To
accomplish this task, the data collector must be authorized to Top Secret to execute a RACROUTE CREATE.
Expect Top Secret to abend the data collector if RACROUTE permission is not set for the data collector.

RACF
The correct authorization is used if the Db2 distributed DSN3@ATH routine is used. This routine uses the
AIDLPRIM field passed to it as the primary authorization and builds the secondary authorization from the ACEE
attached to the data collector.
For RACF, the data collector builds the ACEE attached to the data collector according to the User ID. No
additional setup actions are required.

None
The data collector detects that security is not active and does not use the RACROUTE logic. The data collector is
then at the mercy of the user DSN3@ATH routine, which is probably hard-coded and works.

The remote execution of EXPLAIN requires the security setting of the EXPLAIN keyword to ALL (recommended) or DC.

WARNING
The data collector terminates abnormally when not given the authority to perform external security checks
required for EXPLAIN and Db2 commands. For the security authorization steps, see VTAM User Interface.

Data Set External Security Requirements
The following list describes the SYSVIEW for Db2 started tasks, jobs, and data set access rights to grant with the external
security package (RACF, ACF2, or Top Secret):

Data Collector started task:

• Read access is required for the following data sets:
– Product load library (hlq.CDBALOAD)
–  parmlib data set (hlq.CDBAPARM)
– IQL request libraries (system and user as specified in the data collector SYSPARMS (default

hlq.CDBATREQ, user-defined post-install-hlq.REQUESTS)
– SOURCE data set (created during post-installation processing as post-install-hlq.SOURCE)
– SECURITY data set (created during post-installation processing as post-install-hlq.SECURITY)
– OBID translation file (created during post-installation processing as post-install-hlq.DB2ssid.OBID)
– Thread group definition file specified by the THREAD-GROUPS-DSN system parameter
– Destination group definition file specified by the DEST-GROUPS-DSN system parameter

• Update access to the IQL output files that are provided on request destinations (PRINT, SAVEIFI, OUTFILE,
etc.)

NOTE
If a new data set is being allocated, CREATE access is required.

• Universal access (UACC - READ, UPDATE, and ALTER):
– Exception definition VSAM file(s) (if exceptions are enabled, post-install-hlq.EXCPDEF or post-install-

hlq.DB2ssid.EXCPDEF data sets)
– History VSAM files (if history is enabled, post-install-hlq.DB2ssid.HSTSTATS and post-install-

hlq.DB2ssid.HSTACCTG data sets)

PC Owner started task

• Read access is required to the product load library
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GSS started task
to load and execute programs that are required for initializing and maintaining the global subsystem

• Read access to the SYSVIEW for Db2 IMOD file

VTAM User Interface started task
(IDB2VUS in SOURCE) and TSO user sessions:

• Read access to the following data sets:
– Product load library (hlq.CDBALOAD)
– Product ISPF panel library (hlq.CDBASKL0)
– Product IQL request library (default hlq.CDBATREQ, user-defined post-install-hlq.REQUESTS)
– Product IUIMAPS library
– SOURCE data set (created during post-install processing as post-install-hlq.SOURCE)
– SECURITY data set (created during post-install processing as post-install-hlq.SECURITY)
– User IQL request library (created during post-install processing)
– User profile VSAM data set (created during post-install processing)

IDB2ARC archive procedure

• Read access is required to the following data sets:
– Product load library
– Product parmlib data set
– IQL request libraries (system and user as specified in the report writer SYSPARMS)
– SOURCE data set (created during post-installation processing)
– Online history VSAM files

IDB2ARCA audit archive procedure

• Read access is required to the following data sets:
– Product load library
– Product parmlib data set
– IQL request libraries (system and user as specified in the report writer SYSPARMS)
– SOURCE data set (created during post-installation processing)
– Provided SMF data set

Batch report writer

• Read access to the following data sets:
– Product load library
– IQL request libraries (if needed)
– SOURCE data set (created during post-installation processing)
– Input files, as needed:

• Unloaded SMF file
• GTF file
• SAVEIFI trace VSAM linear data set from online IQL execution
• Unloaded online SAVEIFI or history file (which are in SMF format)

• Write access to any output data sets in IQL
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Utilities

• IDB2OBI to translate DBIDs and OBIDs into DB2 object names
• NSIGHTRW to generate DDL and LOAD statements for offloading IQL data into DB2 tables
• GSSIDUMP to dump the SYSVIEW for Db2 messages ILOG to a data set
• IDB2UIFI to manage the VSAM history data sets
• NSGIMIGA to migrate archive database to the latest release

Where applicable, these utilities typically require READ access to the following data sets:

• Product load library
• Input files

Archiving Component
As a database administrator (DBA), you want to archive Db2 application, subsystem, and audit data into Db2 tables for
retrieval and analysis.

To support data archiving, SYSVIEW for Db2 provides the following archive tables:

• For subsystem and application data, there is one daily and one detail archive table for each of the following data sets:
– Base data
– Db2 accelerator data (broken down by accelerator server name) associated with the base data
– Distributed data (broken down by location) associated with the base data
– Buffer pool data (broken down by buffer pool name)
– Group buffer pool data (broken down by group buffer pool name)
– Package accounting data (broken down by program name)
A one-to-many relationship exists between the base data and other tables because each base record can contain from
zero to any number of buffer pools, programs, remote locations.

• Two detail subsystem archive tables contain Db2 storage utilization data:
– Address space-related Db2 storage data (broken down by address space name)
– The rest of Db2 storage utilization information

• Three subsystem archive tables contain Db2 parameter changes:
– Buffer pool parameters
– Group buffer pool parameters
– Db2 subsystem parameters (zParms)

• Four subsystem archive tables contain details for SQL statistics and statements:
– Dynamic SQL statement statistics
– Dynamic SQL statements on the Db2 accelerator
– Static SQL statement statistics
– Static SQL statements on the Db2 accelerator

• Two subsystem archive tables contain respectively detail and daily accounting data aggregated by connection type.
• Application archive tables are extended with six detail IDB2 accounting tables (broken down by a thread):

– Supplemental thread data that is not in the Db2 accounting record
– Lock suspensions data
– I/O operations data
– Executed SQL statement statistics
– Page locks and lock escalations summary data
– Sort summary and SQL statements with most expensive sort operations

• Two application archive tables contain details about the SQL statements that are potentially incompatible with the
current version of Db2:
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– Incompatible SQL statements details
– Parameter details for SQL statements with incompatibility reason code 7 and 8

• 12 audit archive tables store detail audit data:
– Administrative privilege usage
– Authorization ID changes
– Authorization failures
– Db2 commands
– Explicit GRANT and REVOKE operations
– CREATE, ALTER, and DROP statements
– Dynamically prepared statements that accessed audited tables
– First WRITE or READ access details of audited tables
– Access attempts to audited objects
– Executions of START TRACE and STOP TRACE command with the AUDITPOLICY parameter
– Established or reestablished trusted connections
– Db2 utility execution details

For detailed information about each table, see Archive Tables.

Archival Process
The archive tables are populated with the SMF-format Db2 performance data.

For flexibility, you can use other data that has been off-loaded from the online history files (using the SYSVIEW for Db2
IDB2UIFI Utility with the REQ=UNLDHIST parameter). Or you can use the data collected and off-loaded from SMF (MANx
data sets). In both cases, you end up with an SMF flat file.

Using the SMF flat file, you run a SYSVIEW for Db2 Batch Report Writer job that creates OUTFILEs that contain data for
the Fast Load or IBM Db2 LOAD utility. Finally, you run either load utility to put the data in the Db2 archive tables.

If you have multiple systems, you can transfer the sequential SMF file from one system to another. You can then use the
unloaded SMF data from the first system as input to the Batch Report Writer Archive IQL in another system. That keeps
all your Db2 data together in one database on a single system.

The following illustration shows this consolidation process:
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Figure 8: Archive Data Sources

You can use a sample IDB2ARC JCL procedure to drive the whole archiving process for a particular data collector. The
procedure is provided in the SOURCE library and includes the following steps:
STEP1

Invokes the IDB2UIFI utility with the REQ=UNLDHIST parameter to unload the data from the Online History
VSAM data sets to a sequential data set in SMF format (defined as a GDG data set).

STEP2
Invokes the Batch Report Writer that processes archive IQL requests using the SMF data set as an input and
OUTFILEs as an output.

STEP3
Executes Db2 COPY utility to create image copies of table spaces containing the archive tables.

STEP4
Executes Db2 LOAD utility to populate archive tables using input OUTFILEs and control load statements.

STEP5
Deletes OUTFILEs if previous steps completed successfully.

A sample IDB2ARCA JCL procedure drives the archiving process for audit Db2 records unloaded from the system SMF
log:
STEP1

Invokes the Batch Report Writer that processes archive IQL requests using the SMF data set as an input and
OUTFILEs as an output.

STEP2
Executes Db2 COPY utility to create image copies of table spaces containing the archive tables.
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STEP3
Executes Db2 LOAD utility to populate archive tables using input OUTFILEs and control load statements.

STEP4
Deletes OUTFILES if previous steps completed successfully.

If input SMF records are coming from multiple subsystems, the records must first be sorted by date and time (for each
system-subsystem combination). A sample sort job SMFSORT is available in the SOURCE library.

To unload only the online history files to an SMF sequential data set for reporting and backup purposes, use the
IDUNLJCL procedure in the SOURCE library (similar to STEP1 of the IDB2ARC procedure).

Archiving Component Configuration
After completing the basic product installation under the post install process, you can configure the SYSVIEW for Db2
archive component.

1. Create new archive tables
2. (Optional) Migrate existing archive tables
3. (Optional) Customize archive tables
4. Customize IDB2ARC procedure
5. Customize IDB2ARCA procedure
6. Create GDG base for SMF data
7. (Optional) Automate the unload process

The archive tables can reside on a Db2 subsystem other than where actual data is collected. You can customize the
unloading IDB2ARC and IDB2ARCA JCL procedures during the post-installation. Specify the DB2 SSID of where archive
data is loaded for one of the following scenarios:

• Archive data is stored on the same Db2 subsystem where the data collector is running.
• Archive data is stored on a separate Db2 subsystem on the same z/OS system from where the data collector is

running.

Create New Archive Tables

During the post-installation process, choose what set of archive tables are created:

• The complete new set of archive tables
• The subset of archive tables that are introduced in Version 18.0. This option assumes that your existing archive tables

are migrated to the current release.

In both cases, you can configure and create the desired archive tables on the Post-Install Tailoring (INS) ISPF panel:

1. Open the SYSVIEW for Db2 Customization Parameters ISPF panel.
2. Navigate to Page 3 of 5 to open the SYSVIEW for Db2 Archive Database Configuration ISPF panel.
3. Enter the requested values for estimating table space and index space storage requirements.
4. Select Create a new database (option 2).
5. Review the calculated tablespace allocations and enter END to generate output ARCDDL member that contains

archive table definitions.
6. Use the Interactive SQL Facility or IBM SPUFI under DB2I to execute the ARCDDL member on the Db2 subsystem

where the archive database is stored.

The generated ARCDDL member executes and performs the following actions:

• Provides a STOGROUP for the SYSVIEW for Db2 archive database
• Defines the archive database, tablespaces, Db2 tables, and indexes
• Grants the privileges to authorized users for access to the archive database
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When ARCDDL issues a condition code of 0, the new archive tables have been created.

All new tables are created in separate universal tablespaces.

Migrate Existing Archive Tables

If you created or modified archive tables in an older release of SYSVIEW for Db2, upgrade your archiving environment to
the current release using the Archive Table Migration Utility (NSIGMIGA). The migrations are supported from Version 16.0.

Follow the steps:

1. If you are migrating from Version 17.0 or earlier, create new archive tables.
2. Execute the Archive Table Migration Utility (NSIGMIGA).
3. Execute the ALTER DDL statements that are generated by the utility in the ALTEROUT library.
4. Use the IQL and LOAD utility statements that are generated by the utility to create load data, and to load the data into

the Db2 tables.
5. Change the table names in the LOAD statement members (ARCL*) to point to your table names.

If any of the following obsolete fields are referenced in your customized archive IQL requests, SYSVIEW for Db2 returns a
value of zero:

• CPU-BEFORE-ENCLAVE ((003) ACCT Db2 Accounting Record)—IQL requests ARCIACS, ARCIACD.
• DB2-CPU-BEFORE-ENCLAVE ((003) ACCT Db2 Accounting Record)—IQL requests ARCIACS, ARCIACD.
• DUPLEXED-WRITES ((003) ACCT)—IQL requests ARCIACSG, ARCIACDG.
• PACKAGE-STORPROC-WAIT ((003) ACCT Package Statistics)—IQL requests ARCIACSP, ARCIACDP.
• PACKAGE-STORPROC-WAITS ((003) ACCT Package Statistics)—IQL requests ARCIACSP, ARCIACDP.
• UDF-ELAP-SCHD-WAIT ((003) ACCT Package Statistics)—IQL requests ARCIACSP, ARCIACDP.

WARNING
Do not remove these fields. Instead, replace them with the ACCT-ZERO field so the output remains compatible
with the table loads. Examples are provided in the default archive IQL requests (ARCI* in the TGTREQ library).

Customize Archive Tables

You can alter columns and you can delete tables. But keep the following synchronized: DDL for the table creation, IQL for
processing and converting SMF data, and load utility statements. If you add or delete a column, add or delete that column
in the DDL member, IQL member, and load statement member.

TIP
We strongly recommend that you do not alter any indexes or identification sections.

The following table identifies which IQL member and load utility statement member is related to each archive table:

Archive Table IQL Member LOAD Utility Statement Member

SUBSYSTEM_DETAIL ARCISTD ARCLSTD

SUBSYSTEM_DAILY ARCISTS ARCLSTS

SUBSYS_ACCEL_DETAIL ARCISTDA ARCLSTDA

SUBSYS_ACCEL_DAILY ARCISTSA ARCLSTSA

SUBSYS_BP_DETAIL ARCISTDB ARCLSTDB

SUBSYS_BP_DAILY ARCISTSB ARCLSTSB

SUBSYS_GBP_DETAIL ARCISTDG ARCLSTDG

SUBSYS_GBP_DAILY ARCISTSG ARCLSTSG
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SUBSYS_DDF_DETAIL ARCISTDD ARCLSTDD

SUBSYS_DDF_DAILY ARCISTSD ARCLSTSD

SUBSYS_BP_PARMS ARCISDZB ARCLSDZB

SUBSYS_GBP_PARMS ARCISDZG ARCLSDZG

SUBSYS_ZPARMS ARCISDZ ARCLSDZ

SUBSYS_STORAGE_DETAIL ARCIED ARCLED

SUBSYS_STORAGE_AS_DETAIL ARCIEDA ARCLEDA

SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_DYNAMIC ARCIQDD ARCLQDD

SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_DYNAMIC_ACCEL ARCIQDDA ARCLQDDA

SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_STATIC ARCIQDS ARCLQDS

SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_STATIC_ACCEL ARCIQDSA ARCLQDSA

SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DETAIL ARCISACD   ARCLSACD

SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DAILY ARCISACS ARCLSACS

APPLICATION_DETAIL ARCIACD ARCLACD

APPLICATION_DAILY ARCIACS ARCLACS

APPL_ACCEL_DETAIL ARCIACDA ARCLACDA

APPL_ACCEL_DAILY ARCIACSA ARCLACSA

APPL_BP_DETAIL ARCIACDB ARCLACDB

APPL_BP_DAILY ARCIACSB ARCLACSB

APPL_DDF_DETAIL ARCIACDD ARCLACDD

APPL_DDF_DAILY ARCIACSD ARCLACSD

APPL_GBP_DETAIL ARCIACDG ARCLACDG

APPL_GBP_DAILY ARCIACSG ARCLACSG

APPL_PGM_DETAIL ARCIACDP ARCLACDB

APPL_PGM_DAILY ARCIACSP ARCLACSP

APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_DETAIL ARCIASID ARCLASID

APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_PARMS ARCIASIT ARCLASIT

IDB2ACCT_DETAIL ARCIAD ARCLAD

IDB2ACCT_LOCKSUSP_DETAIL ARCIADLK ARCLADLK

IDB2ACCT_IO_DETAIL ARCIADIO ARCLADIO

IDB2ACCT_STMT_DETAIL ARCIADST ARCLADST

IDB2ACCT_LOCKSUM_DETAIL ARCIADLS ARCLADLS

IDB2ACCT_PEAKSORT_DETAIL ARCIADPS ARCLADPS

AUDIT_ADMIN_AUTH_DETAIL ARCIAAD ARCLAAD

AUDIT_AUTH_CHANGES_DETAIL ARCIACHD ARCLACHD

AUDIT_AUTHFAIL_DETAIL ARCIAFD ARCLAFD

AUDIT_COMMAND_DETAIL ARCICMDD ARCLCMDD

AUDIT_DCL_DETAIL ARCIDCLD ARCLDCLD
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AUDIT_DDL_DETAIL ARCIDDLD ARCLDDLD

AUDIT_DML_BIND_DETAIL ARCIDMLB ARCLDMLB

AUDIT_DML_DETAIL ARCIDMLD ARCLDMLD

AUDIT_OBJECTS ARCIAUDO ARCLAUDO

AUDIT_TRACE_DETAIL ARCITRCD ARCLTRCD

AUDIT_TRUSTED_CON_DETAIL ARCITRSD ARCLTRSD

AUDIT_UTILITY_DETAIL ARCIUTLD ARCLUTLD

Customize the IDB2ARC Procedure

The IDB2ARC procedure is created during the post-installation. To unload SYSVIEW for Db2 history data into Db2 archive
tables, use the IDB2ARC member in the SOURCE library as a sample JCL procedure.

1. Copy the IDB2ARC member from the SOURCE library to your PROC library.
2. Edit the copied procedure as described in the member.

The IDB2ARC procedure executes IDB2UIFI utility with the specified REQ=UNLDHIST parameter.

WARNING
Use the default options of REMEMBER-POS=YES and UNLOAD=NEW when the IDB2UIFI utility unloads data to the
SMF file.

Customize IDB2ARCA Procedure

1. Copy the IDB2ARC member from the SOURCE library to your PROC library.
2. Edit the copied procedure as described in the member.

IDB2ARCA processes the SMF data from the external data set. If this procedure should run periodically, automate the
SMF unload and start of this task. Use a scheduling product such as ESP.

Create GDG Base for SMF Data

The dbssidGDG members in the SOURCE library are sample JCLs, which create the GDG base that keeps the
unloaded SMF data.

The members are tailored for each specific Db2 subsystem during the post-installation process.

Execute the dbssidGDG jobs for each data collector that collects data for archiving.

Automate the Unload Process

Use the data collector initialization parameters member (IDDCPRMS) to automate the online history unload process. The
parameters specify when and what task (JCL procedure) the data collector performs at unload.

You can also perform the following instances:

• Run the unload job on a demand basis.
• Use a scheduling product such as ESP to submit and track the execution of the unload job.

To automate the unload process, specify the data collector history unload initialization parameters. For more information,
see step 1 in the section Historical Backups of Performance Data.

When the SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector invokes the unload started task, it passes the DBSUB, DBLOC, and TESTVER
parameters to identify the invoking data collector.
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Archiving Component Members
The following list describes the related SOURCE library members for the archive component.

ARCDDL
Contains the DDL SQL statements that create archive database. This member is generated by post-install into the
Source library.

ARCCOPY
Contains copy statements for the Db2 COPY utility. The member is used in the IDB2ARC procedure.

ARCCOPYA
Contains copy statements for the Db2 COPY utility. The member is used in the IDB2ARCA procedure.

ARCFLDLS
Contains the list of fields added to the archive tables since Version 16.0. The member is used by the Archive
Table Migration Utility (NSIGMIGA) as an input.

ARCIxxxx
A set of members containing IQL requests used for history loading.

ARCLxxxx
A set of members containing LOAD control statements. These members are used in the IDB2ARC procedure.

ARCMIGSY
Contains SYSIN control statements for the Archive Table Migration Utility (NSIGMIGA).

ARCMIGUT
Contains a sample JCL to execute the archive migration utility.

ARCSQL
Contains sample SQL for retrieving data from the archive database.

ARCSQLD
Contains SQL statements for deleting old data from archive tables. This member is created during post-install.

ARC18ALT
Contains a sample SQL for altering tables, which were created in Versions 16.0 or 17.0 with Db2 V8 NFM or
higher enabled, to the current table definitions.

IDB2ARC
Contains a sample JCL procedure to archive online history data.

IDB2ARCA
Contains a sample JCL procedure to archive Db2 audit SMF data.

db2ssidGDG
Contains a sample JCL that creates a GDG base for keeping archive table space image copies created during the
LOAD processing.

Archival Recommendations
While processing needs can vary from one installation to another, this section suggests an approach for archiving Db2
application and subsystem data to Db2 tables.

Optimize Archived Data

The daily tables contain a daily summary for the subsystems and their applications. This data is ideal for trend analysis
and useful for capacity planning:
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• For the applications, the data is summarized for each system, subsystem, plan name, and connection ID combination.
• For the subsystems, the data is summarized by system and subsystem. You can archive data from multiple systems

and subsystems into the same set of Db2 tables. Both the system name and the subsystem name are a part of the
keys for the tables.

The Batch Report Writer archive IQL requires input that is sorted by date and time. So you should process data from one
data collector at a time. To process data from multiple data collectors simultaneously, presort the SMF data before you
archive it.

NOTE
The Batch Report Writer archive IQL cannot prevent the storage of duplicate data in Db2 tables, particularly in
the _DAILY tables (unique keys help with the _DETAIL tables). Ensure that you are processing new data when
archiving into Db2 tables.

Periodically delete data that is over x days old and run REORG to reclaim deleted space. To perform the delete, the
sample SQL member ARCSQLD in the SOURCE library is provided.

Archive Daily Data

Archiving daily data for both applications and subsystems is recommended for all systems. You can retain this data long
term at a relatively low processing and DASD cost. You can maintain years of subsystem daily summary data at a low
cost because there is only one subsystem record (row) per day of activity. Most installations can maintain at least a year
of application daily summary data. The storage depends on the amount of DASD dedicated to hold this data and the
number of plans that are executed daily.

NOTE
If you have Db2 SMF data on tape, consider replacing it in the Archive database using the Batch Report Writer.

Archive Detail Data

Archiving detail data is recommended on an as needed basis. For development subsystems, you could archive application
detail data on a permanent basis, keeping the data for a short time, a few weeks to a month. Performing such archiving
does not cause any difficulty for your system because development environments typically do not generate great
activity, except during stress test situations. Such archiving also provides you with the detailed data that you need in a
development environment.

To measure activity on a time interval basis, consider archiving subsystem detail data. This data can show you the peak
and low periods of Db2 activity. You can use this information during stress test situations and for capacity planning.

Archive Parameter Data

Archiving Db2 subsystem parameters data is recommended for all systems. You can retain this data for the extended
periods of time at a relatively low processing and DASD cost.

You can maintain years of Db2 subsystem, buffer pool, and group buffer pool parameters data at a low cost. Only few
records are produced during each UNLOAD procedure execution: one record (row) for each UNLOAD and one record for
each change of parameters.

Manipulate Archived Data

Once data has been loaded into the archive database, you can use it for generating reports. The ARCSQL member in the
SOURCE library contains sample SQL statements for manipulating archived data from the archive database. For more
information, see Sample Queries for Archive Tables.
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Manage Archive Environment

Since the archive tables can hold data for multiple systems and subsystems, the archive environment is easy to manage.
Because of this design, you can:

• Extract data from one or more systems (using the unloaded online history data, or raw SMF data).
• Transfer data to the system with the archive database.
• Load data to the Db2 tables.

This way, you can keep the archive database on one system and you can minimize the impact on critical (production)
systems.

If you store data from multiple subsystems in the same set of archive tables, run STEP1 (Unload) and STEP2 (Report
Writer) of the sample SOURCE(IDB2ARC) job for each data collector. The remaining steps must be run at the site where
you are storing the data into Db2 tables.

Archive SQL Statement Incompatibilities

Identify and archive SQL statements with potentially incompatible behavior to the current version of Db2. By analyzing
these statements, you can avoid unexpected application changes when migrating to a new release or activating a higher
Db2 function level. Archive tables APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_DETAIL and APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_PARMS store this
information as provided by IFCID 376 (APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT) records.

The SYSVIEW for Db2 unload utility (IDB2UIFI REQ=UNLDHIST) populates IFCID 376 with SQL text from the Dynamic
SQL Text Database (HSTSQLDB) when the text is in the database, but not in the original trace record. The text is
populated up to a maximum length of 4000 characters.

To enable capturing of SQL text for incompatible statements (IFCID 376) into the database, set the data collector
parameter IQL-DEFINE=(SQL-INCOMPAT-TEXT=YES). If the IQLSLCNT request is running, this setting instructs it to
capture the text.

Utilities
Utilities are stand alone jobs that perform various functions.

SYSVIEW for Db2 utilities help you to perform the following functions:

• Unloading of the history files.
• Archiving Db2 performance trace data into Db2 tables.
• Collecting OBID and DBID information from Db2.
• Printing the contents of the exception file.

Some of the utilities, such as IDB2OBI and IDB2UIFI, are typically run on a regular schedule.

Archive Table Migration Utility (NSIGMIGA)
As a database administrator (DBA), you must migrate to a new version of SYSVIEW for Db2. NSIGMIGA simplifies the
upgrade and retains modifications from an earlier release.

The migration process sometimes includes adding new columns to SYSVIEW for Db2 archive tables. If your site modified
the following instances that are provided with SYSVIEW for Db2, you might prefer to retain these modifications when
upgrading to a new version:

• Load utility control statements
• IQL requests
• Table definitions
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Use the archive table migration utility (NSIGMIGA) to generate upgraded members for the load utility control statements,
IQL requests, and table ALTER statements. NSIGMIGA simplifies the upgrade of the archiving environment and retains
modifications from an earlier release.

The following figure shows how to use NSIGMIGA.

Modify SYSIN Control Statements

SYSIN control statements define the following instances:

• The existing archive tables to be upgraded.
• The associated members that contain the LOAD utility control statements and IQL requests.

Modify SYSIN control statements for each archive table that you want to update.

1. Open the ARCMIGSY member in the SOURCE library that contains the SYSIN control statements.
2. For each existing archive table, update OWNER, LOADNAME, IQLNAME, and INDEXNAME (if applicable) keywords.
3. (Optional) Add other keywords that apply to your system.

NOTE
Specify one keyword per line. Include a colon after each keyword.

The following keywords are available:
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ALTERNAME
Specifies the PDS member that contains the generated ALTER statements. These statements are written to the
partitioned data set defined by the ALTEROUT ddname. ALTERNAME must be the first statement and you can
specify it only once.

INDEXNAME
Specifies the name of the index that exists on the archive table. This specification is required for tables with
modified index.

IQLNAME
Specifies the member of the IQLIN PDS that contains the IQL requests used to generate the load data for the
archive table. This member is also used when results are written to IQLOUT. If this member exists in IQLOUT, it is
overwritten with the new results when the JCL is executed.

KEYED
Specifies whether the archive table is populated by the IQL request that processes multiple record types. Valid
values are TRUE and FALSE (default).

LOADNAME
Specifies the member of the LOADIN PDS that contains the load utility control statements. These statements
are used to load data into the related archive table. The member is also used when the results are written to
LOADOUT. If this member exists in LOADOUT, it is overwritten with new results when the JCL executes.

OWNER
Specifies the owner of the archive table.

TABLENAME
Specifies the name of the archive table as defined in your environment. Specify this field if your table name is
different from the standard SYSVIEW for Db2 table name.

TABLETYPE
Specifies the standard name of the SYSVIEW for Db2 archive table.

Example 1: SYSIN Control Statements for SUBSYS_BP_DAILY

This example describes how NSIGMIGA processes the SYSIN control statements to update the archive table
SUBSYS_BP_DAILY. The load utility control statements are read from the LOADIN data set (member ARCLSTSB). The
new fields are added and the results are written to the LOADOUT data set (also ARCLSTSB). The IQL requests that
built the load files are read from the IQLIN data set (also ARCISTSB). The new ALTER statements are written to the
ALTEROUT data set (member INSALTER).

ALTERNAME: INSALTER

TABLETYPE: SUBSYS_BP_DAILY

OWNER: CUSTDB

LOADNAME: ARCLSTSB

IQLNAME: ARCISTSB

Example 2: SYSIN Control Statements for AUDIT_ADMIN_AUTH_DETAIL

This example describes how NSIGMIGA processes the SYSIN control statements to update the archive table
AUDIT_ADMIN_AUTH_DETAIL. This example includes the keyword KEYED that is specific to processing multi-record
archive tables.

TABLETYPE: AUDIT_ADMIN_AUTH_DETAIL

OWNER: CUSTDB

LOADNAME: ARCLAAD

IQLNAME: ARCIAAD

KEYED: TRUE
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Customize and Execute Sample JCL

NSIGMIGA runs as a batch job. To run NSIGMIGA, customize and execute the sample JCL in the ARCMIGUT member
in the SOURCE library. Instructions for modifying the JCL and the input and output file descriptions are provided in the
member.

Upon successful execution, NSIGMIGA issues a return code of 0.

Review the Output and Execute Generated ALTER DDL Statements

After successful utility completion, review the output and execute generated ALTER DDL statements.

1. Review the NSIGMIGA output that includes the following instances:
– ALTER statements (ALTEROUT data set)
– Updated LOAD utility control statements (LOADOUT data set)
– Updated IQL requests (IQLOUT data set)

2. Execute the generated ALTER statements.
3. Ensure that your unload procedure uses generated LOAD statements and IQL requests.

Dump ILOG to a Data Set (GSSIDUMP)
GSSIDUMP is used to dump the SYSVIEW for Db2 messages ILOG to a data set. The job, as shipped in the SOURCE
library, consists of the following steps:

1. Allocates the dump data set. The DCB for the data set must be:
DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=VB,LRECL=1024)

2. Executes a program which causes the SYSVIEW for Db2 Message Handler to unload the messages ILOG.
The SYSIN input identifies each ILOG subfile to be dumped. The format of the input is:
INSIGHT,dsn,log#,ilog subfile

Example: Dump Two Subfiles

Specify the following syntax to dump the first two subfiles of the first ILOG (as defined by the GSSILOG job):

INSIGHT,GSW.DSNA.DUMP1#0,1,0

 INSIGHT,GSW.DSNA.DUMP1#1,1,1

Exception File Contents Report (DBGEXRPT)
The DBGEXRPT utility lets you print the Exception File. This file contains all the exceptions that you have defined. Run
the Exception File Contents Report to see which of the defined exceptions are active and which are inactive.

Exception File Contents Report JCL

A sample job stream for the Exception File Contents report is provided in member EXRPTJCL in the SOURCE library.

The following list describes the fields in the sample JCL. All of these fields are required:

//STEPLIB
Points to SYSVIEW for Db2 production load library.

//EXCPDEF
Points to the exception data set.

//DBGIN
Points to the input parameters for this utility.
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//DBGPRINT
Output containing the input parameters and basic Exception File statistics.

//DBGRPT
The formatted reported of the contents of the Exception File.

Input Parameters

The following list describes the valid input parameters:

type=[all|subsys|appl|dbase|sql|iql]
Specifies the types of exceptions to list: all, subsystem, application, database, sql, iql.

list=[all|act|inact]
Specifies which exceptions to show. You can display active, inactive, or all exceptions.

format=[oneline|detail]
Specifies the report detail level. Value oneline returns a quick report. Value detail returns a detailed report.

case=[mixedcase|uppercase]
Specifies whether the report displays in mixed or upper case.

Load Statement Generator (NSIGHTRW)
Load Statement Generator lets you store Db2 performance data into Db2 tables.

Load Statement Generator performs this action by analyzing a request from SYSVIEW for Db2 and creating the DB2
CREATE TABLE and load utility control statements that would match an OUTFILE produced by the request.

Load Statement Generator is a module of the SYSVIEW for Db2 Report Writer program (NSIGHTRW) and is activated
when you specify LOAD=YES on the EXEC statement that invokes the program.

Load Statement Generator reads the request file to determine the layout of the output file. The CREATE TABLE statement
is then generated with one column for each field in the request. Finally, the Load Utility control statements that define the
format of the output file are generated.

The following flow describes the use of Load Statement Generator:

1. Create or edit an IQL request containing an OUTFILE statement.
2. Use the IQL request as input to the Load Statement Generator.
3. The IQL request is evaluated. Based on the structure of the output fields, the appropriate SQL and Load Utility DCL

statements are generated.
4. Create the Db2 table using the generated SQL statements.
5. Run the IQL request in batch or online environments to create the output data in the OUTFILE.
6. Use that OUTFILE as input (with the generated Load Utility DCL statements) to load the records into the Db2 table.

Load Statement Generator Requirements

Load Statement Generator has the following operation prerequisites:

• Sufficient virtual storage for processing a desired request.
• Sufficient DASD storage (approximately four tracks) for two output files.

Load Statement Generator Input and Output

Load Statement Generator is submitted as a batch job whose input file is the IQL request to be analyzed. The output
contains the following files:
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DBGPRINT
A system message file.

DBGDDL
Contains an SQL CREATE TABLE statement.

DBGLOAD
Contains the Db2 Load Utility control statements.

Generated Statements

The following items apply to generated SQL and load statements:

• The Db2 table name that is used is the name of the SYSVIEW for Db2 request. Consider changing the table name in
both files.

• The column names are derived from the SYSVIEW for Db2 field names. Hyphens in the field names are translated
into underscores (_) in the Db2 column names. If the field name is longer than 30 characters, it is truncated to 30
characters. If the truncated field was also a repeating group field, the column name has an asterisk (*) appended to it
in position 31, making it an illegal column name. Edit the column name in both files.

• The literal values in the field list (like the values that are used in a non-column format report) are translated into column
names. These names take the form 'ERR_nn', where nn is a sequence number that is incremented by one for each
field.

• Summary function fields, such as AVG(LOCK-WAIT-DB2), are translated into column names of the form
AVG_LOCK_WAIT_DB2, where the function abbreviation becomes part of the column name. If the function operates
on multiple fields, the generated column name includes only the first field name that is used in the function.

Input Parameter File

The contents of this input parameter file should be a valid set of batch report writer parameters. The parameters that
are specified do not affect the generation of the DDL and load statements, but they must be syntactically correct. The
IDRWPRMS member of the SOURCE library can be used, by default.

Load Statement Generator JCL

A sample job stream for Load Statement Generator is provided in the member IDB2LSJ in the SOURCE library.

Supply the IQL request name in the reqname field (if the request library is not the standard-format SYSVIEW for Db2
REQUESTS library, also change the DSN).

Uncomment the Step 1 statements to delete the two data sets if they have already been created.

The following list describes the fields in the sample JCL:

jobcard1
Specifies the job name and other parameters according to your conventions regarding installation job naming and
job statement parameter specification.

jobcard2
(Optional) Must be included if specified in your SYSVIEW for Db2 installation worksheet.

//STEP1
(Optional) Invokes the IEFBR14 utility to delete load statement data sets if previously defined. Uncomment this
statement, //DB2LOAD, and //DB2DDL to execute this step.

//DB2LOAD
(Optional) Specifies the data set that contains previously generated load utility control statements. See the
comment in #2.
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//DB2DDL
(Optional) Specifies the data set that contains previously generated CREATE TABLE statements. See the
comment in #2.

//STEP2 EXEC
Invokes the SYSVIEW for Db2 Report Writer program (NSIGHTRW).

PARM='LOAD=YES'
Invokes the Load Statement Generator module of the SYSVIEW for Db2 Report Writer program.

//STEPLIB
Specifies the authorized library that contains load modules. This statement is required unless the library that
contains the SYSVIEW for Db2 load modules is part of the LINKLIB concatenation.

//SYSPARMS
Points to the file that contains the data collector or Batch Report Writer initialization parameters.

//DBGIN
Points to the SYSVIEW for Db2 request file that contains the member that is specified in reqname.

//DBGLOAD
Specifies the data set that contains the generated Load Utility control statements.

//DBGDDL
Specifies the data set that contains the generated CREATE TABLE statements.

//DB2DDN
Must be specified as “DD DUMMY”.

//DBGPRINT
Specifies the destination of the Batch Report Writer system messages file. If a permanently allocated data set
is specified with a disposition of SHR and enough space is allocated for anticipated message traffic, it can be
browsed from TSO during execution.

//PTILIB
Specifies the library that contains programs required for communication with the Xmanager. The name should
match the PTILIB in the Xmanager procedure and the STEPLIB of the SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector.

//PTIPARM
Specifies the library that contains configuration parameters for Xmanager. The name should match the data
set name used in the PTIPARM DD statement in the Xmanager procedure.

OBID Translation Utility (IDB2OBI)
The trace records generated by Db2 do not contain translations of DBIDs and OBIDs for objects that are stored in
segmented tablespaces. The IDB2OBI Utility extracts these translations from the Db2 catalog and stores them in a
sequential file. The data collector reads the OBIDTBL file when it is started and whenever the OBID command is executed
from the SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface.

During the installation process, you created and loaded the OBID table for the Db2 subsystem for which you did the initial
SYSVIEW for Db2 installation. This section provides information about how to perform subsequent runs of the IDB2OBI
job to update the OBID table. For example, when Db2 tables are created or dropped.

OBID Requirements

The Db2 subsystem must be started before running this job and the following catalog tables must be available for read
access:
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• SYSIBM.SYSTABLES
• SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE
• SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART
• SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES
• SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART

Ensure that plan IDB2OBI is bound for the Db2 subsystem you intend to extract data from.

WARNING
If you run this job while the data collector is active, inform the data collector that the OBID table has been
updated. Issue the OBID command from the TSO or VTAM user interface.

OBID Record Format

The following list describes the OBID record fields in the order in which they appear:

DBID
Database identifier.

OBID or ISOBID
Object identifier for table spaces, tables, and indexes or object identifier for index spaces.

DBNAME or CREATOR
Database name for page sets, or creator name for tables and indexes.

Name
Name of table, index, or page set.

Object Type
Abbreviations that are used to indicate the object type:
T

Table
P

Page set
I

Index
High-level qualifier

The data set high-level qualifier is used for page sets, otherwise this field is blank.
Partitions

The number of partitions is included for page sets, otherwise this field is blank.
I or J

Indicates which pageset data set the Db2 subsystem is using, the I or J copy.

OBID Translation JCL

A sample job stream for the IDB2OBI Utility is provided in member db2ssidOBLD in the SOURCE library.

The following considerations apply:

• In the data sharing environment, do not specify the data sharing group name as it is obtained automatically by the
IDB2OBI utility. The GROUP parameter is ignored.

• If the plan IDB2OBI was bound using a different plan name, change the IDB2OBI value to that name in the
PLAN=IDB2OBI parameter in the JCL.
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Refreshing the OBID Table Translation File Periodically

We recommend setting up a batch job that periodically updates the OBID translation file and refreshes the file in the data
collector. We recommend the following refresh intervals:

• Once per day for development or test systems where objects are frequently created and dropped
• Once per week for production systems where objects do not change much

As objects in Db2 are created and dropped, this setup allows SYSVIEW for Db2 online displays to show current object
names rather than obsolete names or DBID/OBID numbers.

IDOBLOAD is a sample JCL to invoke the Db2 catalog extract program to populate the OBID table.

Trace and History VSAM Linear Data Set Utility (IDB2UIFI)
The IDB2UIFI utility is a general-purpose utility for managing VSAM linear data sets used by SYSVIEW for Db2. This
utility has three functions. Specify which function to perform by using the JCL PARM parameter REQ= or the system
parameters file parameter IDB2UIFI-REQ=.
The following functions can be specified:

PARM JCL Parameter SYSPARMS File Parameter Description Section
REQ=LOADHIST IDB2UIFI-REQ=LOADHIST Initializes and (optional)

performs an initial load of the
online files.

Load Online History Files
(IDB2UIFI REQ=LOADHIST)

REQ=UNLDHIST IDB2UIFI-REQ=UNLDHIST Unloads online history files. Unload Online History Files
(IDB2UIFI REQ=UNLDHIST)

REQ=LDS2SMF IDB2UIFI-REQ=LDS2SMF Unloads Db2 trace data that
is captured by an online IQL
request in a SAVEIFI file.

Unload SAVEIFI Trace Data Set
(IDB2UIFI REQ=LDS2SMF)

Precede parameters in the JCL PARM with a slash, “/”.

Load Online History Files (IDB2UIFI REQ=LOADHIST)
To initialize and load a newly defined set of online VSAM linear history data sets, use the LOADHIST function of the
IDB2UIFI utility.

Files are loaded using data from the input sequential file of Db2 SMF formatted records. Use the utility to load data from
previously unloaded history files when you migrate between SYSVIEW for Db2 releases or to resize your online history
files. Because you are working with newly defined files, you can run the load without having the online data collector
active. Also, the new files are initialized when the utility first opens them.

To load online history files, specify REQ=LOADHIST in the program parameters or IDB2UIFI=LOADHIST in the system
parameters file. You can also use the compress option to compress the loaded history records.

NOTE
To load only subsystem history or thread history, but not both, specify REQ=LOADSTAT or REQ=LOADACCT
instead of REQ=LOADHIST.

The online history files are loaded. If REMEMBER-POS is enabled (default), the utility flags the records that were
previously unloaded. Otherwise, the utility unloads all records during the next unload utility execution.

NOTE
To perform only the data set initialization and no record loading, specify a null SMFIN file or //SMFIN DD
DUMMY.
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Parameter Options for REQ=LOADHIST

The following list describes the options for REQ=LOADHIST. These options also apply to REQ=LOADACCT and
REQ=LOADSTAT. Any other parameter options that are specified have their syntax checked, but are ignored during
execution. The long form of these options is given, as this format is accepted both in JCL and the system parameters file.
Where abbreviated forms of the option are available for JCL, they are listed after the description.

SYSPARMS=[YES|NO]
(JCL PARM option only)
Specifies whether the execution parameters for the utility job are to be read from the SYSPARMS file. If this value
is coded as YES and other values are also coded on the JCL PARM statement, the JCL PARM values override
equivalent parameters in the SYSPARMS file specifications.

NOTE
The SYSPARMS utility input must comply with the syntax rules for the data collector system parameters.
DEFAULTS must be the first word on the first input record in the input parameter file, unless the first
record consists of a comment.

REQ=[LOADHIST|LOADACCT|LOADSTAT]
(JCL PARM parameter)
IDB2UIFI-REQ=[LOADHIST|LOADACCT|LOADSTAT] (SYSPARMS parameter)
Specifies whether to load the online history files (LOADHIST), the thread history file (LOADACCT), or the
subsystem history file (LOADSTAT). This parameter is required.

DBSUB=[dbname|HIST]
(Optional) Specifies the Db2 subsystem name. This parameter is recommended.

• If the input file contains records from multiple Db2 subsystems, the utility only loads records that match the
DBSUB parameter.

• If HIST is specified, the utility loads records from multiple Db2 subsystems into history files. Use this option
only when you run the data collector in History-Only mode.

• If no value is specified, the utility loads records that match the Db2 subsystem of the first Db2 SMF record
encountered in the input.

REMEMBER-POS=[YES|NO]
(Optional) Specifies whether to track the last record that was loaded using this job. YES maintains the position
of the last record that is loaded in the history file. NO does not track the last loaded record. If YES is specified,
a subsequent unload utility execution that uses UNLOAD=NEW only unloads records that were added after this
initial loading of data.
JCL Abbreviations: REMPOS=, REMEMBER=, REMEMBR=, REM=

HISTORY-COMPRESSION=[YES|NO]
(Optional) Specifies whether to compress the records being loaded (using hardware compression). The
recommended setting is YES.
JCL Abbreviation: CMP=

MAXCYLACCT=
Specifies the maximum number of cylinders that the accounting VSAM linear data set can extend to. You must
use this parameter if you specify secondary extents during the data set allocation. If you do not use this parameter
or code a value of zero, only the primary extent gets formatted for use. If you format the accounting history file
without using this utility, the data collector initializes the file as if MAXCYLACCT=0 were coded. The secondary
space allocation is not used.
Specify a value from 0 to 99999999.
Default: 0

MAXCYLSTAT=
Specifies the maximum number of cylinders that the statistics VSAM linear data set can extend to. You must use
this parameter if you specify secondary extents during the data set allocation. If you do not use this parameter or
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code a value of zero, only the primary extent gets formatted for use. If you format the statistics history file without
using this utility, the data collector initializes the file as if MAXCYLSTAT=0 were coded. The secondary space
allocation is not used.
Specify a value from 0 to 99999999.
Default: 0

WAIT239=[YES|(max wait seconds, max records waiting)]
Enables grouping of associated IFCID 3, IFCID 151, and IFCID 239 records during load.
Use this parameter in the following scenarios:

• The source SMF data set does not originate from the previous unload of the history VSAM data set.
• The input SMF data set has been sorted by the record time value.

This parameter is disabled by default. Once you specify it, you cannot disable it through the rest of the current
execution of the data collector.
You can specify the following values:
YES

Use this option for loading accounting records into History-Only data collector VSAM accounting datasets.
If WAIT239 is set to YES, the IDB2UIFI utility uses unspecified default values for max wait seconds and
max records waiting parameters.

(max wait seconds, max records waiting)
Specifies the maximum wait time and the maximum number of records that wait for matching records
in the queue. If the maximum wait time is reached, the record is processed without complementary
sections. If the maximum record count is reached, the oldest records on the chain are removed. These
records are processed without matching sections until the count drops below the maximum record count.
If either value is exceeded, waiting records are removed from the wait chain and processed without
complementary data.

Sample JCL parameter settings are as follows:

PARM=('/REQ=LOADHIST,CMP=YES,DBSUB=DSN,REMPOS=YES')

Sample SYSPARMS settings are as follows:

DEFAULTS

IDB2UIFI-REQ=LOADHIST 

HISTORY-COMPRESSION=YES

DBSUB=DSN

REMEMBER-POS=YES

JCL for REQ=LOADHIST

If you are migrating your existing history files, Db2 generates a sample JCL post-installation as part of the installation
JCL job stream. You can use the following DD statements with the load utility function. These statements apply to
REQ=LOADHIST, REQ=LOADACCT, and REQ=LOADSTAT.

//(EXEC statement) (Required) Invokes the IDB2UIFI utility program. The run-time parameters are specified in the PARM field.
A “/” character must precede these parameters.

//STEPLIB Specifies the authorized product library that contains the load modules. This statement is required unless
the library containing the load modules is part of the LINKLIB concatenation.

//SMFIN (Required) Specifies the sequential data set of Db2 SMF records to be loaded. The utility loads only those
records that match the DBSUB Db2 subsystem ID.

//DBGPRINT (Required) Contains output messages from the utility execution.
//SYSUDUMP (Optional) Points to a destination for any ABEND dumps that occur during execution.
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//HISTSTAT Points to the newly defined and uninitialized subsystem statistics history VSAM linear data set. This
statement is required for REQ=LOADHIST and LOADSTAT.

//HISTACCT Points to the newly defined and uninitialized online thread history accounting VSAM linear data set. This
statement is required for REQ=LOADHIST and LOADACCT.

//PTILIB (Required) Points to the install load library.
//PTIPARM (Required) Points to the global Database Management Solutions for Db2 PARMLIB data set.

If you code SYSPARMS=YES in the JCL PARM statement, the following two files are also required:

//SYSPARMS Points to a SYSPARMS input file.
//DBGIN Specifies DD DUMMY for this file if the GLOBALS WHERE clause is not used.

Use the GLOBALS WHERE statement to generate criteria that apply to filtering of accounting data (IFCID
3, 151, and 239) in load requests. The filter specifies which trace records are loaded in the VSAM data set.
For the syntax of the GLOBAL WHERE specification, see Batch Report Filtering Examples.

Unload Online History Files (IDB2UIFI REQ=UNLDHIST)
UNLDHIST function lets you copy data from the online VSAM linear history data sets to a sequential file of SMF-formatted
records.

Any application that uses SMF records as input can process such a file. Use this file as input to the Batch Report Writer,
MICS, SAS chargeback routines, or Db2 archive component.

Configure UNLDHIST

To activate this function, specify REQ=UNLDHIST in the program parameters or IDB2UIFI-REQ=UNLDHIST in the system
parameters file.

The UNLDHIST function can unload data from the HSTSTATS and HSTACCTG files. By default, when the data is
processed, UNLDHIST writes out all system interval and thread accounting records written from the last unload. To
override automatic write out, request a custom range in the UNLOAD-FROM and UNLOAD-TO options in the SYSPARMS
file. This write-out results in a complete set of performance data that is synchronized for a time period.

When you use UNLDHIST, the online data collector should ideally be active.

During post-installation, a sample JCL for the utility is created in the high-level.SOURCE(IDUNLJCL) member.

Parameter Options for REQ=UNLDHIST

The following list describes the JCL PARM or SYSPARMS file parameter options. The listed long form option is accepted
both in JCL and in the system parameters file. Any abbreviated forms that are available for JCL are listed after the
description.

SYSPARMS=[YES|NO] (JCL PARM option only)
Specifies whether the execution parameters for the utility job are to be read from the SYSPARMS file. If this value
is YES and other values are also coded on the JCL PARM statement, the JCL PARM values override equivalent
parameters in the SYSPARMS file specifications.

NOTE
The SYSPARMS utility input must comply with syntax rules for data collector system parameters.
DEFAULTS must be the first word on the first input record in the input parameter file, unless the first
record consists of a comment.

REQ=UNLDHIST (JCL PARM parameter)
IDB2UIFI-REQ=UNLDHIST (SYSPARMS parameter)

(Required) Requests the IDB2UIFI utility online history file function.
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DBSUB=
(Required) Specifies the Db2 subsystem name. Match this name with DBSUB of the data collector whose history
files are being unloaded.

DB2-LOCATION=
Specifies the data collector location name. This option is used with DBSUB and TESTVER parameters to identify
the data collector owning the online history data sets. Match this name with DBLOC of the data collector whose
history files are being unloaded. This parameter is required if you are dynamically allocating history files, or if
REMEMBER POSITION is enabled.
Limits: 1-16 characters
JCL Abbreviation: DBLOC=

TESTVER=
Specifies the data collector TESTVER ID. This option is used with DBSUB and DBLOC parameters to identify
the data collector owning the online history data sets. Match this ID with TESTVER of the data collector whose
history files are being unloaded. This parameter is required if you are dynamically allocating history files, or
if REMEMBER POSITION is enabled.
Default: R20
Limits: 1-4 characters
JCL Abbreviations: TSTV=, TESTV=

REMEMBER-POS=[YES|NO]
Lets you track the last record that was unloaded using this job. Value YES maintains the position of the last record
that is unloaded in the history file. Value NO does not track the last unloaded record.
JCL Abbreviations: REMPOS=, REMEMBER=, REMEMBR=, REM=

SMF-151=[YES|NO] (JCL PARM parameter)
IDB2ACCT-SMF-SUBTYPE-151=[YES|NO] (SYSPARMS parameter)

Specifies which SMF subtype is used for the unloading of the IDB2ACCT accounting records (IFCID 151).
Possible values are:
YES

Sets the SMF subtype to 151.
NO

Sets the SMF subtype to 1.
Default: NO

HISTORY-COMPRESSION=[YES|NO]
(Optional) Specifies whether to compress the records being unloaded using hardware compression. Option YES
is recommended.
JCL Abbreviation: CMP=

HSTSQLDB-CONN=[YES|NO]
(Optional) Specifies whether to connect to the HSTSQLDB dataset during unload to acquire the SQL text from it.
Possible values are:

YES Connect to the SQL database and attempt to retrieve the SQL text.
NO Do not connect to the SQL database.

JCL Abbreviation: SQLDB=
UNLOAD=[NEW|ALL]

Specifies the type of unload to perform. Value NEW unloads only those online history records that were added
from the last unload to the sequential data set. This specification works only if you specified REMPOS=YES on a
previous REQ=UNLDHIST run. Value ALL unloads all records from the Online History data sets to the sequential
file.
JCL Abbreviation: UNLD=
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UNLOAD-CHLD=[YES|NO]
Specifies whether to unload the parent and children CPU parallelism thread accounting records or unload only the
summary record for these threads. Unloading both types of records would result in duplicate data.
Value YES unloads the parent and children but not the summary record.
Value NO unloads the summary accounting record but not the parent and child records.
Set this parameter according to the setting of the data collector system parameter HIST-CPUPARA-CHILD.
JCL Abbreviations: UNLCHD=, UNLDCHD=

UNLOAD-TYPE=[ALL|ACCTG|STAT]
Specifies which types of online history records to unload to the sequential data set. Possible values are:

ACCTG Unload only thread accounting history records
STAT Unload only subsystem statistics history records
ALL Unload all online history records

JCL Abbreviations: UNLTYP=, UNLDTYP=
OFFLINE=[FAIL|BLOCK]

Specifies the utility behavior when the data collector is not running and REMEMBER parameter is set to YES.
FAIL

The utility terminates with RC=8.
BLOCK

The utility locks the requested history files and updates the field that identifies the last unloaded record
without the assistance from the data collector.

NOTE
BLOCK applies when the data collector is not running during the start of the unload process.
You cannot start the data collector while the utility is running in the blocking mode.

The following parameters are not available as JCL PARMS and can only be coded in the SYSPARMS file:

GMT-ADJUSTMENT=nn
Specifies the standard time offset from Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) for your location. The value is the time zone
correction in hours. If your installation is east of Greenwich, enter a positive value. If your installation is west of
Greenwich, enter a negative value.
This parameter enables you to override the system time zone change. Use it when running a job at a location that
is different from the location where the data is collected.

NOTE
Parameters GMT-ADJUSTMENT and DST-LOCATION automatically convert the store-clock values in
trace records from GMT to local time. Set GMT-ADJUSTMENT to standard time offset from GMT for
your location and do not change the setting during the Daylight Saving Time period.

DST-LOCATION=location
Specifies your location to set the rules when the Daylight Saving Time (DST) starts and ends.
The following values are valid:
NO

DST time does not apply to your location.
USA

Uses DST rules for USA.
CANADA

Uses DST rules for Canada.
EUROPE

Uses DST rules for Europe.
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BRAZIL
Uses DST rules for Brazil.

ISRAEL
Uses DST rules for Israel.

Default: NO
The following example shows the SYSPARMS settings for different locations:
For USA, Washington (Eastern Standard Time (GMT-5)):

   GMT-ADJUSTMENT=-5

   DST-LOCATION=USA

For Europe, Czech Republic, Prague (Central European Standard Time (GMT+1)):

   GMT-ADJUSTMENT=1

   DST-LOCATION=EUROPE

For Brazil, Brasilia (Brazil Standard Time (GMT-3)):

   GMT-ADJUSTMENT=-3

   DST-LOCATION=BRAZIL

For Israel, Jerusalem (Israel Standard Time (GMT+2))

   GMT-ADJUSTMENT=2

   DST-LOCATION=ISRAEL

UNLOAD-FROM-DATE=['YYYY/MM/DD'|TODAY|YESTERDAY]
Specifies that you want to unload only data beginning from the specified date.

UNLOAD-FROM-TIME='HH:MM:SS'
Specifies that you want to unload only data beginning from the specified time. Must be used with UNLOAD-
FROM-DATE.

UNLOAD-TO-DATE=['YYYY/MM/DD'|TODAY|YESTERDAY]
Specifies that you want to unload only data up to the specified date.

UNLOAD-TO-TIME='HH:MM:SS'
Specifies that you want to unload only data up to the specified time. Must be used with UNLOAD-TO-DATE.
Defaults: UNLOAD-FROM beginning of the file. UNLOAD-TO end of file.

NOTE
When an UNLOAD FROM-TO range is used, UNLOAD=NEW is overridden to UNLOAD=ALL and REMEMBER-
POS=YES is overridden to REMEMBER-POS=NO. Message DBG73119W is issued.

Sample JCL parameter settings are as follows:

PARM=('/REQ=UNLDHIST,DBSUB=DSN')

Sample SYSPARMS settings are as follows:

DEFAULTS 

IDB2UIFI-REQ=UNLDHIST 

UNLOAD-TYPE=STAT 

DBSUB=DSN

UNLOAD-FROM-DATE='TODAY' 

UNLOAD-TO-DATE='TODAY' 

UNLOAD-FROM-TIME='03:00:00'

UNLOAD-TO-TIME='05:00:00'
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JCL for REQ=UNLDHIST

The Online History Data Set Unload Utility can be run as a JCL procedure. A sample procedure is provided in a member
IDUNLJCL in the SOURCE library.

NOTE
DD statements are not required for unloaded online history files because the utility program dynamically
allocates correct files. This option enables you to share PROCs for multiple data collectors without making
PROC dependent on the online history file names which can change.

The sample JCL contains the following fields:

//IDUNLJCL
(PROC statement)

(Required) Provides values for symbolic parameters used by the utility. This statement overrides DBSUB,
DBLOC, and TESTVER PROC parameters.

//S01 (EXEC statement) (Required) Invokes the IDB2UIFI utility program and specifies the region size. The run-time parameters are
configured through symbolic parameter values. You can specify run-time parameters in the PARM field.
Precede these parameters with a “/” character.

//STEPLIB Specifies the authorized product library containing the load modules. This parameter is required unless the
library containing the load modules is part of the LINKLIB concatenation.

//SMFOUT (Required) Specifies the sequential data set where unloaded online history records are written.
By default, this parameter is set up as a GDG so that you can use previous versions of the
unloaded SMF-format online history records. Use the db2ssidGDG member in the SOURCE
library to create a base GDG definition for IDUNLJCL. Recommended file attributes are
DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=32760,BLKSIZE=24576).

//DBGPRINT (Required) Contains output messages from the utility execution.
//PTILIB (Required) Points to the install load library.

//PTIPARM (Required) Points to a global Database Management Solutions for Db2 parmlib data set.
//SYSUDUMP (Optional) Points to the destination for any ABEND dumps that occurred during the execution.

If you code SYSPARMS=YES in the JCL PARM statement, the following two files are required:

//SYSPARMS Points to a SYSPARMS input file.
//DBGIN Specifies DD DUMMY for this file.

If you do not want the utility to allocate the history files dynamically, specify the following optional fields:

//HISTSTAT Online subsystem statistics history file (HSTSTATS).
//HISTACCT Online thread history accounting file (HSTACCTG).
//HSTSQLDB Online history file that stores the SQL text which the data collector captures (HSTSQLDB). This file is only

used for unloading IFCID 376 records (APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT) to extend their content with SQL text, if
available, up to a maximum of 4000 characters.

NOTE
If the unload utility fails to initialize the SQL database, the job completes with RC=4.

Unload SAVEIFI Trace Data Set (IDB2UIFI REQ=LDS2SMF)
Any application that uses SMF records as input can process the resulting file. During the post installation, sample JCL for
the utility is created in the high-level.SOURCE(IDB2UIFI) member.

Use the following PARM option for the LDS2SMF:

PARM='/REQ=LDS2SMF'

Use the following statement in the SYSPARMS input file:

DEFAULTS
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IDB2UIFI-REQ=LDS2SMF

NOTE
The data in the SAVEIFI trace data set does not need to be converted for use with the batch report writer. The
report writer can use the SAVEIFI data set directly by specifying it on a SAVEIFI DD card.

In addition to a STEPLIB pointing to the product library, the following DD statements are required:

DBGPRINT Contains output messages from the utility execution.
SAVEIFI Specifies the input VSAM linear data set file, which contains records that the IQL SAVEIFI trace destination

writes.
SMFOUT Specifies the output sequential file of SMF formatted records. The following file attributes are

recommended:
DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=32760,BLKSIZE=24576)

//PTILIB Points to the install load library.
//PTIPARM Points to the global Database Management Solutions for Db2 parmlib data set.

//SYSPARMS Points to a system parameters input file. Only required if SYSPARMS=YES is coded in the JCL PARM
statement.

//DBGIN This DD statement is only required if SYSPARMS=YES is coded in the JCL PARM statement. Specify DD
DUMMY for this file.

Integration with Other Products
SYSVIEW for Db2 can be used with the following Broadcom tools and utilities:

NOTE
For integration-specific steps, see the other topics in this section.

For more information about Detector integration, see Collect Additional Thread Information.

Detector® for Db2 for z/OS (Detector)
SYSVIEW for Db2 can collect and summarize performance data from Detector. Enable the PDTSQL setting if
Detector is installed. The PDTSQL option uses existing Detector collection and results in much lower overhead
than the SQL option.

APM Integration
SYSVIEW for Db2 uses the Xmanager (PTXMAN) and Xnet (PXNPROC) components to provide performance
data to the DX APM.

Global Subsystem (GSS)
As a component of Common Components and Services, GSS lets Broadcom products communicate with one
another using cross memory communications and access authorized operating system services. GSS gives you
quick access to information from different areas to determine how to use your system resources more efficiently.
The GSS Message Handler optionally collects messages from SYSVIEW for Db2 data collectors. SYSVIEW for
Db2 data collectors use the GSS data logging facility to store exception, Db2 command execution, and Db2 utility
phase change messages.

Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI)
MOI can collect, view, and analyze historical performance data from SYSVIEW for Db2 to provide a historical view
of activity and performance. Based on this data, MOI uses machine learning to predict future performance, which
can help you avoid potential performance issues.

SYSVIEW® Performance Management (SYSVIEW)
Connect SYSVIEW with SYSVIEW for Db2 to display data for monitored Db2 subsystems in the SYSVIEW
environment.
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APM Integration
SYSVIEW for Db2 provides accounting metrics and data sharing statistics to the APM.

SYSVIEW for Db2 provides the following information to the DX Application Performance Management (APM):

• Cumulative data sharing statistics per member of the data sharing group.
• Aggregated accounting metrics as defined by the APPLICATION thread groups. For more information, see Define

Thread Groups.

To collect data from SYSVIEW for Db2 using DX APM, ensure that the Db2 REST API is configured for all the systems
that you want to monitor.

For more information, see Using the REST API.

Cross-Enterprise APM

In older versions of APM, the Cross-Enterprise APM component is used to collect information from SYSVIEW for Db2
and provide it to the DX APM. Xmanager (PTXMAN) and Xnet (PXNPROC) Database Management Solutions for Db2
common components are used to feed data directly to the Cross-Enterprise APM. This mechanism is the same as it is for
SYSVIEW, and similar configuration is required.

WARNING
Enable XNETAGT data collector system parameter to activate the data transfer to the Cross-Enterprise APM.

For more information how to integrate SYSVIEW for Db2 and Cross-Enterprise APM, see the Cross-Enterprise APM
documentation.

GSS Integration
The Global Subsystem (GSS) contains common components that are used by certain Broadcom products that require
integration with other Broadcom products.

The GSS Message Handler collects and logs Db2 console messages from all selected Db2 subsystems active on the
z/OS image. Also, the GSS Message Handler optionally collects messages from SYSVIEW for Db2 data collectors.
SYSVIEW for Db2 data collectors use the GSS data logging facility to store exception, Db2 command execution, and Db2
utility phase change messages.

NOTE
We assume that the GSS is installed. For more information about installing GSS, refer to the Common
Components and Services documentation.

Integrating SYSVIEW for Db2 with GSS lets you use one or more of the following SYSVIEW for Db2 features:

• Invocation of GSS Intelligent Modules (IMODs that are REXX automated operations routines) from IQL requests and
exceptions

• Viewing Messages across multiple systems:
– Db2 console messages
– Exception messages
– Db2 utility phase change messages
– Db2 command executions

• Monitoring the Condition of Db2 Subsystems
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Figure 9: How to Integrate SYSVIEW for Db2 and GSS

Gather Your Information

A few customization variables are used to customize the JCL members in the SOURCE library for the GSS integration
support. These members allow you to define and allocate the IMOD and ILOG files. IMODs (Intelligent Modules) are
REXX-language modules that GSS uses to perform the following types of activities:

• Automated systems monitoring
• Triggering detailed analysis
• Regulating resources
• Reporting on global system activities
• Problem documentation and resolution

The ILOG files store the GSS collected information that can be retrieved by data collectors providing a single view on
multiple systems.

The following variables must be identified:

Qualifier Description
gsshqv Identifies the high-level qualifier and any mid-level qualifiers of

IMOD and ILOG VSAM data sets in sample JCL. For example,
SYSVDB2.RDXXXS. The default qualifier is the qualifier for the
VSAM data sets specified during the SYSVIEW for Db2 post-
install. Select a high-level qualifier where the GSS address
space can have update access. The low-level qualifier is not
customizable and predefined for each data set.

gapflink Replaces the data set name of the APF-authorized GSS LOADLIB
data set CAW0LOAD.

imodvol Replaces the DASD volume on which the SYSVIEW for Db2
VSAM IMOD and ILOG data sets are allocated. For SMS-
managed data sets, specify "*".
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Modify GSS Installation Edit Macro

Modify the PDS members that are used to install GSS using the edit macro GSSEDIT in the SYSVIEW for Db2 SOURCE
library.

1. Replace the rightmost parameters of each ISREDIT CHANGE macro with the values that you gathered for gsshqv,
gapflink, and imodvol.

2. Copy the GSSEDIT member to a library that is concatenated to the SYSPROC DD in your TSO logon procedure.
NOTE
When you edit a SYSVIEW for Db2 GSS installation member, enter GSSEDIT on the ISPF editor command
line to replace the defaults with your specifications.

Prepare the IMOD Files

SYSVIEW for Db2 requires the allocation and creation of a GSS IMOD data set that contains custom IMODs. The System
Condition Monitor (SCM) and other facilities use these IMODs. Define and load this SYSVIEW for Db2-specific IMOD data
set using the GSSIMOD JCL member in the SOURCE library:

1. Modify the GSSIMOD member in the SOURCE library using the GSSEDIT macro. Change the gsshqv, gapflink, and
imodvol values to the values that you have gathered.

2. Submit the GSSIMOD JCL. If you receive a return code of greater than 0, correct the JCL and submit the job again.
3. Add the IMOD data set to the GSS PARMLIB (CAW0OPTN) ISETS members that your GSS started tasks use.

NOTE
The GSSISET member of the SOURCE library contains an example of what to add. Customize GSSISET
using the GSSEDIT macro and then copy GSSISET into the ISETS member.

4. Verify that the GSS started tasks have read access to the SYSVIEW for Db2 IMOD file.

Enable DC System Parameters

SYSVIEW for Db2 data collectors require the enabling of several system parameters before they can use GSS. To enable
GSS calls, set CALL-GSS to ASYNC or YES and set MSSUB to the GSS subsystem name.

Configure GSS

Prepare GSS for integration with SYSVIEW for Db2. Modify the GSS initialization parameters, where required, that affect
how GSS supports SYSVIEW for Db2. The GSSINS member in the SOURCE library contains sample GSS initialization
and operating parameters that are relevant to SYSVIEW for Db2.

If you are operating in a multi system environment, with or without shared DASD, optionally activate GoalNet in GSS. As a
result, SYSVIEW for Db2 can gather information from multiple systems and can consolidate displays.

NOTE
To use the System Condition Monitor on external systems, install GSS on all z/OS images. SYSVIEW for Db2 is
required on systems where the information is displayed.

1. Copy the DB2SSID member from the SOURCE library to the GSS parmlib CAW0OPTN data set.
2. Edit the GSSINS member of the SOURCE library and use the GSSEDIT edit macro to customize the member. Copy

the GSSINS member from the SOURCE library to the GSS parmlib CAW0OPTN data set as member INSIGHT.
The following parameters are defined:

COMMAND
Defines the INSIGHT console command to GSS. SYSVIEW for Db2 distributes a set of IMODs with a name prefix
of $DBGL_. These IMODs process operator console commands to provide more functions to the operator.

ILOG
Defines an ILOG file. Specify this parameter once for each ILOG that you have defined.
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PRODUCT
Activates the GSS support for SYSVIEW for Db2. This parameter does not conflict with other specifications of the
PRODUCT parameters.

WTO
Executes a particular IMOD whenever a WTO that you identify is issued. This parameter executes the
IDB2_IDB2309E IMOD in response to the IDB2309 message (which indicates the FLASHBACK file must be
backed up).

3. Edit the RUNPARM member of the GSS parmlib CAW0OPTN data set and uncomment the INCLUDE INSIGHT line.
4. Modify your GSSA system PROCLIB member by adding the following DD statement:

//DB2SSID DD DSN=hlq.CAW0OPTN(DB2SSID),DISP=SHR

This DD statement points to the DB2SSID member of the CAW0OPTN data set.
GSS reads the DB2SSID member at initialization time to determine what Db2 address spaces to monitor and which
ILOGs to use to record information about those address spaces. Based on your use of GSS, subsequent install steps
describe more updates to this member.

5. (Optional) Collect information from multiple systems by activating GoalNet. For more information about how to activate
GoalNet, see the installation documentation.

(Optional) Enable Message Logging

ILOG data sets are required for each subsystem that GSS monitors. ILOGs are used to store and retrieve the information
that GSS collects.

NOTE
Complete these steps only if you want to log Db2 WTO messages, exceptions, utility, or command executions.
Skip these steps if you are using only the System Condition Monitor (SCM).

1. Allocate the ILOG data sets for each subsystem that GSS monitors. Use the instructions that are provided in the
GSSILOG member in the SYSVIEW for Db2 SOURCE library. Use the GSSEDIT edit macro to update gsshqv,
gapflink, and imodvol with the values that you gathered earlier.

2. Identify your ILOG data sets to GSS using the INSIGHT member of the GSS CAW0OPTN data set. Each ILOG
statement identifies one ILOG file and one subfile.
An ILOG statement contains the following information:
– A unique ILOG number that no other application uses
– The dsname of a data set that you allocated for ILOG use
– The subfile for the ILOG

3. Verify that the GSS started task has update authority to the ILOG file.
4. Identify the Db2 subsystems that use the ILOG data set (by ILOG number) in the DB2SSID member of the GSS

CAW0OPTN data set. Define an ILOG statement for each Db2 subsystem that requires messages to be logged. Each
line specifies one Db2 subsystem and its associated ILOG data set number.
The ILOG data set number corresponds to the nn in the LOGnn#0 and LOGnn#1 data sets. Typically, you would
assign a distinct log number for each Db2 subsystem so that the SYSVIEW for Db2 Messages component displays
messages for each Db2 subsystem separately. You can assign more than one Db2 subsystem to a given set of ILOG
data sets. In this case, all messages from the selected subsystem are stored in the same ILOG.

NOTE
Verify that the ILOG numbers in this member match the ILOG numbers in the INSIGHT member of the
CAW0OPTN data set.

5. (Optional) Enable the GSS ILOG switching.
a. Add the NOOPEN option on the ILOG FILE statements in the GSS parmlib used to start the GSS ISERVE address

space.
The GSS parmlib is updated. GSS defers the ILOG file open until the Db2 subsystem is active.
Examples:
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ILOG FILE 10 SUBFILE 0 DSN TSPROD.GSS.Q91B.LOG00#0 PAGES 200 NOOPEN

ILOG FILE 10 SUBFILE 1 DSN TSPROD.GSS.Q91B.LOG00#1 PAGES 200 NOOPEN

b. Add the ILOG FILE statements to the GSS parmlib on all LPARs where the associated Db2 subsystem can be
started.
GSS allocates the ILOG files with the SHR attribute and issues a cross-systems exclusive enqueue when the files
are opened. As a result, ILOG files open on only one GSS address space at a time.

6. Confirm that messages are logging:
a. Start a data collector on a Db2 subsystem where messages are being collected.
b. Access the SYSVIEW for Db2 messages option, and look for a message DBG47001I. This message indicates that

messages are logging.
7. (Optional) If you do not want that certain items are sent to ILOG, you can disable them:

a. To disable capturing WTOs from the Db2 MSTR address space, add NOMSTR to the line in the DB2SSID member.
The DB2SSID member names the subsystem and ILOG number.
Example: DB2P 4 * NOMSTR

b. To disable capturing WTOs from the Db2 DBM1 address space, add NODBM1 to the line in the DB2SSID member.
Example: DB2L 3 * NODBM1

c. To disable capturing WTOs from the Db2 IRLM address space, add NOIRLM to the line in the DB2SSID member.
Example: DB2C 9 * NOIRLM

d. To disable capturing WTOs from the Db2 DIST address space, add NODIST to the line in the DB2SSID member.
Example: DB2P 4 * NOMSTR NODBM1 NODIST

e. To disable capturing WTOs from a SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector, set the system parameter DCMSGS to NO.
f. To disable capturing utility execution, stop the request UTILTRAL.
g. To disable capturing Db2 commands that have been issued, stop the request DB2CMDL.
h. To disable capturing exceptions, modify the exception definition to turn off recording to the ILOG, or use CALL-

GSS=NO to turn off all logging of exceptions.

(Optional) Enable the System Condition Monitor (SCM)

The System Condition Monitor (SCM) displays the status of Db2 subsystems that have been identified to it. The following
colors or words represent the status of each system: Red (Problem), Yellow (Warning), and Green (OK). The data can be
sorted to display subsystems experiencing the most problems at the top of the list. The exception count is also provided
and reflects all active exceptions that have an IN-ALERT status. Select a subsystem that is experiencing exceptions to
obtain a list and description of each exception message. In addition, you can invoke the list of active threads or subsystem
statistics for the selected subsystem. Use this information to help monitor the health of multiple Db2 subsystems and
quickly determine which Db2 subsystems are experiencing problems.

WARNING

• The Global Subsystem uses its VTAM GoalNet component to enable communication between multiple
GSS instances on local and remote z/OS systems. Activate GoalNet to see the Db2 status information from
multiple data collectors that are connected to different GSS subsystems in a single system condition monitor.

• Enable the SCM after completing the GSS and SYSVIEW for Db2 integration.

1. Make the following changes to exception system parameters:
a. Set SCM-IMOD-NAME to IDB2MEXC. All exceptions that are logged to the Exception System are also logged to the

SCM.
b. Set EXCEPTION-PROCESSOR to YES.

2. Uncomment the lines that start with WTO ID at the bottom of the INSIGHT member of the GSS parmlib CAWOOPTN
library. You created this member as part of the GSS and SYSVIEW for Db2 integration.

3. If your ISERVE subsystem name is not ISRV, set the MSSUB parameter to your ISERVE subsystem name in the UI
and data collector system parameter members (IDUIPRMS and IDDCPRMS).
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4. Make the following changes in the DB2SSID member of the GSS parmlib CAW0OPTN library:
a. Set the SYSTEM CONDITION MONITOR parameter to YES.
b. Define the Db2 subsystems that you want to monitor in the subsystem list.

For Db2 subsystems where the message logging is enabled, the subsystem and the ILOG that the subsystem
uses should be in the subsystem list. If the subsystem does not appear in the list, add the Db2 subsystem, using
asterisks for the IMOD and ILOG parameters. For example, to add Db2 subsystem ABCD, add the following line to
the DB2SSID member:
ABCD * *  /* no IMOD, no ILOG

5. Verify that the SCM is enabled:
a. Restart the Global Subsystem (GSS) if you changed the SYSTEM CONDITION MONITOR setting from NO to YES

in Step 3.
b. Log in to a SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface session.
c. Issue the COND command.
If SCM is installed correctly, the System Condition Monitor panel appears. This panel dynamically provides the
condition status and the number of exceptions for each subsystem that is defined in DB2SSID.

Support a New Db2 Subsystem

If necessary, you can add support for a new Db2 subsystem after SYSVIEW for Db2 and GSS are integrated:

1. To log Db2 WTO messages, exceptions, utility, or command executions for the new subsystem, complete the steps in
(Optional) Enable Message Logging.

2. To monitor the new subsystem using SCM, define the Db2 subsystems that you want to monitor in the subsystem list.
For Db2 subsystems where message logging is enabled, the subsystem and the ILOG that the subsystem uses should
be in the subsystem list. If the subsystem does not appear in the list, add the Db2 subsystem, using asterisks for
the IMOD and ILOG parameters. For example, to add Db2 subsystem ABCD, add the following line to the DB2SSID
member:
ABCD * *  /* no IMOD, no ILOG

System Condition Monitor (SCM)
System Condition Monitor (SCM) shows the status of identified Db2 subsystems. The key is the use of Global SubSystem
(GSS), which comes with the product.

For more information about configuration, see GSS Integration.

Execution Overview

System Condition Monitor (SCM) is a repository of global system exception and event information. Storing of condition
information is typically done in 30-60 seconds intervals. Events or exceptions can also trigger the storing of information.

Each data collector that is involved uses a common IMOD to retrieve data that is stored in the GSS. By using GoalNet,
data can be retrieved for the product data collectors on multiple z/OS images.

One GSS exists per z/OS. When you request data from more than one z/OS image, SCM requests data from its local
GSS and causes the IMODs to execute. Doing so retrieves data from each GSS on the other z/OS images. When you
request SCM data from a remote z/OS image, the local GSS retrieves the local data from the remote z/OS. This retrieved
data is referred to as global data. GSS never stores local z/OS data in another z/OS image.

The result is a single-image view of all systems in a network of systems. This technology has low overhead, with a
minimum of network traffic, because exceptions are sent to other GSSs only when needed.
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Customization

You can customize the following aspects of the System Condition Monitor: color, exception/message lifetime, Db2
messages, and exception definitions.

NOTE
Exceptions are customized using the Exception Definition facility. For more information about customizing
exceptions, see Managing Exceptions.

Color

The color (or for monochrome terminals, severity word) assigned to an exception or message is defined in the Exception
IMOD. For SYSVIEW for Db2, IMOD IDB2MEXC contains the associates exceptions/messages and the colors.

The format of the REXX code is:

when exception = 'excpid' then color = 'c'

'excpid'
Specifies the ID of the exception or message.

'c'
Specifies the color:
G

Green (OK)
Y

Yellow (Warning)
R

Red (Problem)

Change the 'c' value to assign a different color to the exception or message.

To change the color for Inactive subsystems or systems that are not communicating with the SCM (TIMEOUT status),
modify the REXX code in the INTERVAL_CHECK routine at the end of the GETGSTAT IMOD.

Exception/Message Lifetime

SYSVIEW for Db2 exceptions and messages are kept by the System Condition Monitor for the following amounts of aging
time:

• Exceptions—As set in the Exception Definition facility
• Messages: Problems (Red)—20 minutes
• Other (Yellow or Green)—7 minutes

Every 60 seconds, the $DB2CLEAN IMOD goes through the queue and determines whether the previous time limits have
been exceeded. If so, the exception/message is removed from the queue.

To adjust these time parameters to your needs, use the IDB2MEXC IMOD.

Alter Clean up Time
The cleanup program time interval is 60 seconds. To modify that interval in IMOD $DB2CLNUP, set the desired time value
in the pause statement, in seconds:
000005      pause(60)
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Alter Aging Time

To modify the aging program time intervals, change the following parameters (measured in seconds) to the desired time
value in IMOD IDB2MEXC:

000293   if color = 'R' then duration = '01200'   /* 20 minutes

000294     else duration = '00420'                /*  7 minutes

After you have modified one or both IMODs, follow the instructions in the IBM Global Subsystem User Guide to recompile
and reload the IMODs.

The Use of name.n Variables

When the Exception IMOD processes the exception, it stores the jobname issuing the WTO in a local variable named
SYSID. The Exception IMOD then attempts to store the exception text to GSS in a compound variable. The value in
SYSID is used in the tail of that compound variable so that messages for the same subsystem can be stored together as
elements in an array.

When you display a System Condition Monitor panel, the GETGSTAT IMOD checks to see if there are messages to be
displayed. The GETGSTAT IMOD performs this operation by constructing compound variable names and checking to see
if the message text is stored in those compound variables. In constructing the compound variable names, GETGSTAT
uses the name.n variables that are defined in the Definition IMOD. Under this scheme, if you want to collect WTOs,
list the issuers jobnames in the Definition IMOD. Ensure that the values that are assigned to the SYSID variable in the
Exception IMOD are also listed in the Definition IMOD list of name.n variables.

MOI Integration
Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI) lets you collect, view, and analyze historical performance data.

This data gives network engineers and the mainframe management team a historical view of activity and performance.
Based on this data, MOI uses machine learning to predict future performance, which can help you avoid potential
performance issues.

NOTE
For more information on how to install MOI, see the Mainframe Operational Intelligence product documentation.

Address Prerequisites

Before you integrate SYSVIEW for Db2 and MOI, confirm that your site has addressed the following prerequisites:

• SYSVIEW for Db2 Version 20.0 with the latest maintenance
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT

CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1
• Receive and apply all current Common Components and Services for IBM z/OS maintenance

After you complete these tasks, you can configure SYSVIEW for Db2 to send data to MOI.

Send SYSVIEW for Db2 Data to MOI

This procedure explains how to integrate SYSVIEW for Db2 and MOI. After you complete this procedure, SYSVIEW for
Db2 sends Db2 metrics to MOI.

For this procedure, you need access to SYSVIEW and SYSVIEW for Db2.

1. Add IQL-DEFINE=(MOI=YES) to the data collector system parameters. For more information, see the section DC
System Parameters.

2. For a selected subsystem, issue SHOW D and verify that at least one of the following data collector IQL request
categories are active:
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– IQLMDCPU—Collects CPU metrics
– IQLMSTAT—Collects Subsystem metrics
– IQLMBUFP—Collects Bufferpool metrics
– IQLMCCPU—Collects Connection metrics

NOTE
You can enable or disable individual categories. Disabled categories do not send data to MOI. By default,
each category is set to ACTIVE.

The following image shows the output from SHOW D with the four collection categories in an active state:

3. Verify that you are connected to CCS Data Mover. The following message must appear in the DBGPRINT member of
the Data Collector started task:
DBG85004I SSID HH:MM:SS CCS Data Mover connection established (instance XXXXXXXX).

4. Issue CADPROD in SYSVIEW and verify that the Data Collector categories are registered as producers on your
subsystem. The following image shows the output from CADPROD with the four collection categories registered as
producers:
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After you verify that the data collector categories are registered, you are ready to view the data in MOI.

Confirm that the System Data Appears in MOI

To complete this integration, confirm that the system data appears in MOI:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Confirm that Db2 statistics data appears in the MOI user interface.

If you see Db2 statistics in Green Highway, SYSVIEW for Db2 is successfully sending data to MOI.

Metrics Available in MOI

After you configure the SYSVIEW for Db2 Adapter, MOI displays data for the following Db2 Statistics:

• Buffer Pool Statistics
• Accounting Aggregated by Connection Type
• Db2 Address Space CPU Usage
• Subsystem Statistics

Buffer Pool Statistics

The bufferpool metrics describe the following activities in the bufferpool that you have selected:

NOTE
IQL request IQLMBUFP feeds these metrics through IFCIDs (1002) CURR-STATS2 and (1026) STATS-
BUFFER-SIZES.

IDBBWRTI
Write I/O - Number of write I/O operations.
IQL Fields: IMM-WRITES-SYS + WRITE-IO
IBM DB2 Field Names: QBSTIMW + QBSTWIO
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IDBBREAD
Synch Read I/O - Number of synchronous read I/O operations.
IQL Field: READ-IO
IBM DB2 Field Name: QBSTRIO

IDBBPGWR
Page Writes - Number of updated BP pages written to disk.
IQL Field: PG-WRITES-SYS
IBM DB2 Field Name: QBSTPWS

IDBBHITR
Bufferpool Hit Ratio.
IQL Fields: (GET-PAGE - (READ-IO + PG-READ-PREFETCH + LIST-PREFETCH-PAGES + DYNAMIC-
PREFETCH-PAGES)) / GET-PAGE * 100
IBM DB2 Field Names: (QBSTGETP - (QBSTRIO + QBSTSPP + QBSTLPP + QBSTDPP)) / QBSTGETP * 100

IDBBGTPG
Get Pages - Number of GETPAGE requests.
IQL Field: GET-PAGE
IBM DB2 Field Name: QBSTGET

IDBBBWRN
Buffer Pool Warnings - Number of buffer pool exceptional conditions (expansion failures, HSM recall timeouts,
data management thresholds, sequential prefetches disabled, workfile prefetches aborted, workfiles not created,
sort workfiles denied, inefficient sorts, conditional sequential getpages failed, prefetch quantity reduced, reduced
degree parallel I/Os, and buffer pools full).
IQL Fields: EXP-FAIL-GETMAIN + RECALL-TIMEOUT + SEQ-PREFETCH-DIS-BUF + SEQ-PREFETCH-DIS-
RD-ENG + WK-PREFETCH-ZEROS + WPHFWT-THRESHOLD + WKFILE-NOBUFFS + WORKFILES-DENIED
+ COND-SEQ-GETP-FAIL + PARALLELISM-DOWNGRADED + PREFETCH-QTY-TO-HALF + PREFETCH-QTY-
TO-FOURTH + INEFFICIENT-SORTS + EXP-FAIL-MAX-LIM
IBM DB2 Field Names: QBSTXFV + QBSTRTO + QBSTSPD + QBSTREE + QBSTWKPD + QBSTDMC +
QBSTMAX + QBSTWFD + QBSTNSG + QBSTPQF+ QBSTPL1 + QBSTPL2 + QBSTWFF + QBSTXFL

IDBBDSO
Datasets Opened - Number of data sets physically opened for the buffer pool.
IQL Field: DS-SUCC-OPENED
IBM DB2 Field Name: QBSTDSO

IDBBPRTM
Page Residency Time - Average time, in seconds, that a page resided in the buffer pool.
IQL Fields: BP-SIZE * INTERVAL-TIME-BPZ / (READ-IO + PG-READ-PREFETCH + LIST-PREFETCH-PAGES +
DYNAMIC-PREFETCH-PAGES)
IBM DB2 Field Names: QDBPVPSZ * (delta QWHSSTCK) / (QBSTRIO + QBSTSPP + QBSTLPP + QBSTDPP)

IDBBUSR1
Buffer Pool User Field.

IDBBUSR2
Buffer Pool User Field 2.

IDBBUSR3
Buffer Pool User Field 3.

IDBBUSR4
Buffer Pool User Field 4.

IDBBUSR5
Buffer Pool User Field 5.
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IDBBUSR6
Buffer Pool User Field 6.

IDBBUSR7
Buffer Pool User Field 7.

IDBBUSR8
Buffer Pool User Field 8.

IDBBUSR9
Buffer Pool User Field 9.

The analyzed data highlights anomalies that might be caused by a poorly sized buffer pool or an SQL statement with an
inefficient access path.

Accounting Aggregated by Connection Type

SYSVIEW for Db2 sends the following time interval metrics for this connection type:

NOTE
IQL request IQLMCCPU feeds these metrics through IFCID (369) CONNECTION-STATS.

IDBCTRNS
Number of transactions aggregated for the connection type.
IQL Field: TRANSACTIONS-COUNT
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWACPCNT

IDBCCMTA
Number of Commits and Aborts aggregated for the connection type.
IQL Fields: COMMITS + ABORTS
IBM DB2 Field Names: QWACCOMM + QWACABRT

IDBCAPPE
Application Elapsed Time - Thread total elapsed time. Aggregated for the connection type.
IQL Field: THDS-ELAPSED
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWACESC

IDBCTM
Db2 Elapsed Time - Thread elapsed time in Db2. Aggregated for the connection type.
IQL Field: TOTAL-TIME-DB2
IBM DB2 Field Names: QWACASC + QWACSPEB + QWACSPNF_ELAP + QWACUDEB +
QWACUDFNF_ELAP + QWACTREE + QWACTRET

IDBCCPU
Db2 CPU Time - Thread CPU time while in Db2. Aggregated for the connection type.
IQL Field: DECL-CPU-DB2-TOTAL
IBM DB2 Field Names: QWACAJST + QWACSPTT + QWACUDTT + QWACTRTT + QWACTRTE +
QWACSPNF_CP + QWACUDFNF_CP + QWACCLS2_ZIIP + QWACTRTT_ZIIP + QWACSP_CLS2SE +
QWACUDF_CLS2SE + QWACTRTE_SE + QWACSPNF_ZIIP + QWACUDFNF_ZIIP

IDBCCP
Db2 CP Time - Thread CPU time on CP processors while in Db2. Aggregated for the connection type.
IQL Field: DECL-CP-DB2-TOTAL
IBM DB2 Field Names: QWACAJST + QWACSPTT + QWACUDTT + QWACTRTT + QWACTRTE +
QWACSPNF_CP + QWACUDFNF_CP

IDBCZIIP
Db2 zIIP Time - Thread CPU time on zIIP processors while in Db2. Aggregated for the connection type.
IQL Field: DECL-ZIIP-TIME-DB2
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IBM DB2 Field Names: QWACCLS2_ZIIP + QWACTRTT_ZIIP + QWACSP_CLS2SE + QWACUDF_CLS2SE +
QWACTRTE_SE + QWACSPNF_ZIIP + QWACUDFNF_ZIIP

IDBCUNAC
Db2 Other Time - Thread unaccounted elapsed time in Db2. Aggregated for the connection type.
IQL Field: UNACC-DB2-TIME
IBM DB2 Field Names: (QWACASC + QWACSPEB + QWACSPNF_ELAP + QWACUDEB +
QWACUDFNF_ELAP + QWACTREE + QWACTRET) - (QWACAJST + QWACSPTT + QWACUDTT +
QWACTRTT + QWACTRTE + QWACSPNF_CP + QWACUDFNF_CP + QWACCLS2_ZIIP + QWACTRTT_ZIIP
+ QWACSP_CLS2SE + QWACUDF_CLS2SE + QWACTRTE_SE + QWACSPNF_ZIIP + QWACUDFNF_ZIIP) -
(QWACAWTL + QWACAWTP + QWACAWTJ + QWACAWTK + QWACAWTM + QWACAWTN + QWACAWTO
+ QWACAWTQ + QWACAWLH + QWAC_PQS_WAIT + QWAXAWDR + QWAXAWCL ) - (QWACAWTI +
QWACAWTR + QWACAWLG + QWACAWTW + QWAX_PIPE_WAIT) - (QWACAWTE + QWAXOCSE +
QWAXSLSE + QWAXDSSE + QWAXOTSE) - (QWAXALOG + QWAXAWAR) - (QWACAWTG + QWACALBW
+ QWAXAWFC + QWAXIXLTORG + QWAX_LOBCOMP_WAIT + QWAC_AT_WAIT) - (QWACCAST +
QWACUDST) - QWACAACW

IDBCWTIO
I/O Wait Time - Thread elapsed time in Db2 while processing or waiting for I/O requests of other threads.
Aggregated for the connection type.
IQL Field: DECL-WAIT-DB2-IO
IBM DB2 Field Names: QWACAWTI + QWACAWTR + QWACAWLG + QWACAWTW + QWAX_PIPE_WAIT

IDBCWTLK
Lock/Latch Wait Time - Thread elapsed time in Db2 while waiting for a resource (lock) or a serializing process
(latch). Aggregated for the connection type.
IQL Field: DECL-WAIT-LOCK
IBM DB2 Field Names: QWACAWTL + QWACAWTP + QWACAWTJ + QWACAWTK + QWACAWTM +
QWACAWTN + QWACAWTO + QWACAWTQ + QWACAWLH + QWAC_PQS_WAIT + QWAXAWDR +
QWAXAWCL

IDBCWTLG
Log Wait Time - Thread elapsed time in Db2 while waiting for log (archive read or suspend due to QUIESCE).
Aggregated for the connection type.
IQL Field: DECL-WAIT-LOG
IBM DB2 Field Names: QWAXALOG + QWAXAWAR

IDBCWTSR
Db2 Services Wait Time - Thread elapsed time in Db2 while waiting for synchronous execution unit switches to
Db2 services. Aggregated for the connection type.
IQL Field: DECL-WAIT-SERVICES
IBM DB2 Field Names: QWACAWTE + QWAXOCSE + QWAXSLSE + QWAXDSSE + QWAXOTSE

IDBCWTAC
Accelerator Wait Time - Thread elapsed time in Db2 while waiting for requests to an accelerator. Aggregated for
the connection type.
IQL Field: ACCEL-WAIT-TIME
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWACAACW

IDBCWTOT
Other Wait Time - Thread elapsed time in Db2 while waiting for resources not listed in other fields. Aggregated for
the connection type.
IQL Field: DECL-WAIT-OTHERS
IBM DB2 Field Names: QWACAWTG + QWACALBW + QWAXAWFC + QWAXIXLTORG +
QWAX_LOBCOMP_WAIT + QWAC_AT_WAIT
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IDBCCPZP
Db2 CP Time zIIP eligible - Thread CPU time on CP processors for zIIP eligible workload while in Db2.
Aggregated for the connection type.
IQL Field: ZIIP-NOTUSED-CPU
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWACZIIP_ELIGIBLE

The connection type might be BATCH, CICS, IMS, DISTRIB, UTILITY, or RRSAF. These metrics allow you to focus on a
specific type of workload when evaluating the performance of an application.

Db2 Address Space CPU Usage

SYSVIEW for Db2 sends metrics that describe overall CPU usage by the Db2 subsystem:

NOTE
IQL request IQLMDCPU feeds these metrics through IFCID (1001) CURR-STATS1.

IDBDJSTM
TCB CP Time - Accumulated CPU time on CP processors for the Db2 address space.
IQL Field: JS-TIMER
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWSAEJST

IDBDSRBT
Nonpreemtable SRB CP Time - Accumulated nonpreemtable SRB CPU time for the Db2 address space.
IQL Field: NON-PREEMPT-SRB
IBM DB2 Field Names: QWSASRBT - QWSAPSRB

IDBDPRES
Preemptible SRB CP Time - Accumulated SRB CPU time on CP processors for the Db2 address space.
IQL Field: PREEMPT-SRB-TIMER
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWSAPSRB

IDBDZIIP
Preemptible SRB zIIP Time - Accumulated SRB CPU time on zIIP processors for the Db2 address space.
IQL Field: PREEMPT-SRB-ZIIP
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWSAPSRB_ZIIP

IDBDCPUT
Total CPU Time - Accumulated CPU time for the Db2 address space.
IQL Field: JS-TIMER + NON-PREEMPT-SRB + PREEMPT-SRB-TIMER + PREEMPT-SRB-ZIIP
IBM DB2 Field Names: QWSAEJST + QWSASRBT + QWSAPSRB_ZIIP

Anomalies may signal the introduction of a new application or may alert you to overuse of the zIIP processors.

Subsystem Statistics

SYSVIEW for Db2 sends metrics that describe the overall health of the Db2 subsystem:

NOTE
IQL request IQLMSTAT feeds these metrics through IFCIDs (1001) CURR-STATS1, (1002) CURR-STATS2, and
(225) STMG-POOL-SUMRY.

IDBSSYNC
Single Phase Commits - Number of successful SYNCHRONIZE requests.
IQL Field: SYNCHS
IBM DB2 Field Name: Q3STSYNC

IDBSABRT
Aborts - Number of successful ROLLBACK requests.
IQL Field: ABORTS
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IBM DB2 Field Name: Q3STABRT
IDBSCALL

Stored Procedure Calls - Number of SQL CALL statements executed.
IQL Field: SQL-CALL-STMTS
IBM DB2 Field Name: QXCALL

IDBSESCA
Lock Escalations - Total number of lock escalations to shared and exclusive modes.
IQL Fields: LOCK-ESCAL-SHR + LOCK-ESCAL-EXC
IBM DB2 Field Names: QTXALES + QTXALEX

IDBSSQLT
SQL Statements - Total number of executed SQL statements.
IQL Field: SQL-TOTAL
IBM DB2 Field Names: QXSELECT + QXINSRT + QXUPDTE + QXDELET + QXDESC + QXPREP + QXOPEN
+ QXCLOSE + QXCRTAB + QXCRINX + QXCTABS + QXCRSYN + QXCRDAB + QXCRSTG + QXDEFVU
+ QXDRPIX + QXDRPTA + QXDRPTS + QXDRPDB + QXDRPSY + QXDRPST + QXDRPVU + QXALTST
+ QXFETCH + QXALTTS + QXALTTA + QXALTIX + QXCMTON + QXLOCK + QXGRANT + QXREVOK +
QXINCRB + QXLABON + QXSETSQL + QXCRALS + QXDRPAL + QXSETHV + QXALDAB + QXDRPPKG
+ QXDSCRTB + QXCON1 + QXCON2 + QXREL + QXSETCON + QXSETCDG + QXSETCRL + QXCALL +
QXCRGTT + QXRNTAB + QXALOCL + QXALOCC + QXCTRIG + QXDRPTR + QXSETPTH + QXDRPFN
+ QXDRPPR + QXCDIST + QXDDIST + QXCRUDF + QXCRPRO + QXHOLDL + QXFREEL + QXCRATB +
QXALUDF + QXALPRO + QXDCLGTT + QXCRESEQ + QXALTSEQ + QXDROSEQ + QXALTVW + QXALTJR
+ QXMERGE + QXTRTBL + QXCRROL + QXDRPROL + QXCRCTX + QXALTCTX + QXDRPCTX + QXRNIX +
QXCREMP + QXDRPMP + QXALTMP + QXCRTSV + QXDRPSV

IDBSCR8T
Threads Created - Number of successful CREATE THREAD requests.
IQL Field: CREATE-THDS
IBM DB2 Field Name: Q3STCTHD

IDBSLCKC
Number of LOCK requests.
IQL Field: LOCK-CALLS
IBM DB2 Field Name: QTXALOCK

IDBSSUSP
Suspensions - Total number of suspends due to lock and IRML latch conflicts and other reasons.
IQL Fields: SUSPENDS-LOCK + SUSPENDS-LATCH + SUSPENDS-OTHER
IBM DB2 Field Names: QTXASLOC + QTXASLAT + QTXASOTH

IDBSLOGW
Log CIs Written - Number of log control intervals (CIs) written (includes CI rewrites and COPY1 and COPY2
active log data set writes).
IQL Field: LOG-WRITE-CIS
IBM DB2 Field Name: QJSTCIWR

IDBSTERM
Threads Terminated - Number of successful TERMINATE THREAD requests.
IQL Field: TERMINATES
IBM DB2 Field Name: Q3STTERM

IDBSCTHR
Active Users - Number of active users in Db2 (allied address spaces). The maximum is defined by the CTHREAD
Db2 subsystem parameter.
IQL Field: CURR-THRDS
IBM DB2 Field Name: Q3CURTHD
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IDBSDBAT
Active Remote Connections - Number of active remote connections. The maximum is defined by the MAXDBAT
Db2 subsystem parameter.
IQL Field: CURR-DBAT-THRDS
IBM DB2 Field Name: Q3CURDBT

IDBSIDBT
Inactive Remote Connections - Number of inactive remote connections. The maximum number of active and
inactive connections is defined by the CONDBAT Db2 subsystem parameter.
IQL Field: CURR-DBAT-INACTIVE-THRDS
IBM DB2 Field Name: Q3CURDBI

IDBSIDFO
Active TSO Connections - Number of TSO connections in use. The maximum is defined by the IDFORE Db2
subsystem parameter.
IQL Field: CURR-FOREGROUND-THRDS
IBM DB2 Field Name: Q3CURFRG

IDBSFAUP
Plan Authorization Failures - Number of failed authorization checks for a plan.
IQL Fields: AUTH-CHK-ATTEMPTS - AUTH-CHKS
IBM DB2 Field Names: QTAUCHK - QTAUSUC

IDBSROWS
Rows Accessed - Total number of rows fetched, inserted, updated, and deleted.
IQL Fields: ROWS-FETCHED + ROWS-INSERTED + ROWS-UPDATED + ROWS-DELETED
IBM DB2 Field Names: QXRWSFETCHD + QXRWSINSRTD + QXRWSUPDTD + QXRWSDELETD

IDBSTOUT
Number of Timeouts.
IQL Field: TIMEOUTS
IBM DB2 Field Name: QTXATIM

IDBSDLCK
Number of Deadlocks.
IQL Field: DEADLOCKS
IBM DB2 Field Name: QTXADEA

IDBSGCNT
Global Contentions - Number of global contentions that includes false contentions, synchronous to asynchronous
heuristic conversions, IRLM and XES resource suspensions.
IQL Fields: GA-FALSE-CONT-LPAR + GA-FALSE-CONT + GA-SUSP-IRLM-GLB + GA-SUSP-XES-GLB
IBM DB2 Field Names: QTGSFLMG + QTGSFLSE + QTGSIGLO + QTGSSGLO

IDBSCKPT
Number of Checkpoints.
IQL Field: DB2-CHECKPT
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWSDCKPT

IDBSLSUS
Log Writes Suspended - Number of times that a log manager request resulted in suspend for a log record that
was written to the log data sets.
IQL Field: LOG-WRITE-SUSPENDS
IBM DB2 Field Name: QJSTLSUS

IDBSWTB
Log Buffers Unavailable - Number of times Db2 needed to place data into a log buffer but no log buffer was
available.
IQL Field: UNAVAIL-ACT-BUF
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IBM DB2 Field Name: QJSTWTB
IDBSRACH

Archive Log Reads - Number of times Db2 needed to read data from the archive log data sets.
IQL Field: READS-FROM-ARCH-LOG
IBM DB2 Field Name: QJSTRARH

IDBSSQPA
Plan and Package ATB Storage - Amount of storage above the bar that was allocated for plans and packages.
IQL Fields: PLAN-ATB-STORAGE + PKG-ATB-STORAGE
IBM DB2 Field Names: QISESQCA + QISESQKA

IDBSSQPB
Plan and Package BTB Storage - Amount of storage below the bar that was allocated for plans and packages.
IQL Fields: PLAN-BTB-STORAGE + PKG-BTB-STORAGE
IBM DB2 Field Names: QISESQCB + QISESQKB

IDBSDBDL
DBD Loads - Number of times database descriptor requests required a load from DASD.
IQL Field: LOAD-DBD
IBM DB2 Field Name: QISEDBDL

IDBSDBDG
DBD Requests - Number of times an application requested to use database descriptor.
IQL Field: REQS-DBD
IBM DB2 Field Name: QISEDBDG

IDBSCTKL
Plan and Package Loads - Number of times cursor table (CT) and package table (PT) had to be loaded from
DASD.
IQL Fields: LOAD-CT + LOAD-PT
IBM DB2 Field Names: QISECTL + QISEKTL

IDBSSCKG
Plan and Package Requests - Number of times an application requested to use cursor and package tables.
IQL Fields: REQS-CT + REQS-PT
IBM DB2 Field Names: QISECTG + QISEKTG

IDBSDSTI
Inserts into the Dynamic Statement Cache.
IQL Field: INSERTS-DYN
IBM DB2 Field Name: QISEDSI

IDBSDSTG
Number of requests for the Dynamic Statement Cache.
IQL Field: REQS-DYN
IBM DB2 Field Name: QISEDSG

IDBSEDMF
EDM Pool Failures - Number of failure conditions related to full skeleton, DBM and statement pools, full RDS pool
above the bar, and no free page in the EDM pool.
IQL Fields: FAIL-STMTPOOL-FULL + FAIL-DBDPOOL-FULL + FAIL-POOL-FULL + FAIL-STMTABAR-FULL +
FAIL-SKELPOOL-FULL
IBM DB2 Field Names: QISECFAL + QISEDFAL + QISEFAIL + QISESFAL + QISEKFAL

IDBSDSO
Datasets Opened - Total number of data sets physically opened for buffer pools.
IQL Field: DS-SUCC-OPENED
IBM DB2 Field Name: QBSTDSO
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IDBSGTPG
Get Pages - Total number of GETPAGE requests.
IQL Field: GET-PAGE
IBM DB2 Field Name: QBSTGET

IDBSSWS
Buffer Updates - Total number of records that were updated in buffer pools.
IQL Field: SETW-SYS
IBM DB2 Field Name: QBSTSWS

IDBSWRTI
Write I/O - Total number of write I/O operations.
IQL Fields: WRITE-IO + IMM-WRITES-SYS
IBM DB2 Field Names: QBSTWIO + QBSTIMW

IDBSREAD
Read I/O - Total number of read I/O operations (synchronous and prefetch).
IQL Fields: READ-IO + PREFETCH-READS + LIST-PREFETCH-READS + DYNAMIC-PREFETCH-READS
IBM DB2 Field Names: QBSTRIO + QBSTPIO + QBSTLIO + QBSTDIO

IDBSBWRN
Buffer Pool Warnings - Total number of buffer pool exceptional conditions (expansion failures, HSM recall
timeouts, data management thresholds, sequential prefetches disabled, workfile prefetches aborted, workfiles not
created, sort workfiles denied, inefficient sorts, conditional sequential getpages failed, prefetch quantity reduced,
reduced degree parallel I/Os, and buffer pools full).
IQL Fields: EXP-FAIL-GETMAIN + RECALL-TIMEOUT + SEQ-PREFETCH-DIS-BUF + SEQ-PREFETCH-DIS-
RD-ENG + WK-PREFETCH-ZEROS + WPHFWT-THRESHOLD + WKFILE-NOBUFFS + WORKFILES-DENIED
+ COND-SEQ-GETP-FAIL + PARALLELISM-DOWNGRADED + PREFETCH-QTY-TO-HALF + PREFETCH-QTY-
TO-FOURTH + INEFFICIENT-SORTS + EXP-FAIL-MAX-LIM
IBM DB2 Field Names: QBSTXFV + QBSTRTO + QBSTSPD + QBSTREE + QBSTWKPD + QBSTDMC +
QBSTMAX + QBSTWFD + QBSTNSG + QBSTPQF+ QBSTPL1 + QBSTPL2 + QBSTWFF + QBSTXFL

IDBSRIDF
RID Pool Failures - Number of times RID List processing (list prefetch) failed due to exceeding data manager limit,
insufficient storage, or too many concurrent processes.
IQL Fields: RIDLIST-DMLIMIT + RIDLIST-STORAGE + RIDLIST-PROCESSES
IBM DB2 Field Names: QISTRPLM + QISTRSTG + QISTRMAX

IDBSLTBP
Buffer Pool Latches - Number of latches related to the buffer pool activity (latch levels 14, 23, and 24).
IQL Fields: BUF-MGR-EXC-LTCH-14 + BUF-MGR-EXC-LTCH-23 + UNASSN-LTCH-24
IBM DB2 Field Names: QVLSLC14 + QVLSLC23 + QVLSLC24

IDBSLTST
Storage Latches - Number of latches related to the storage management (latch levels 25, 26, 31, and 32).
IQL Fields: DATA-MGR-HASH-LTCH-25 + DATA-MGR-LTCH-26 + SMP-VECTOR-TBL-LTCH-31 + SMP-
HEADER-BLK-LTCH-32
IBM DB2 Field Names: QVLSLC25 + QVLSLC26 + QVLSLC31 + QVLSLC32

IDBSLTOT
Other Latches - Total number of latches excluding buffer pool and storage activities (excluding latch levels 14,
23-26, 31, and 32).
IQL Field: Calculated value

IDBSSDBM
DBM1 Private 64-bit Real Storage Utilization (without buffer pools).
IQL Fields: REAL-4K-64BIT-XBP, AUXSLOTS-64BIT-XBP, DISCARDED-PAGES
IBM DB2 Field Names: QW0225PRISTG_REAL, QW0225PRISTG_AUX, QW0225PRISTG_DPAGE
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IDBSSDDF
DIST Private 64-bit Real Storage Utilization.
IQL Fields: REAL-4K-64BIT-XBP, AUXSLOTS-64BIT-XBP, DISCARDED-PAGES
IBM DB2 Field Names: QW0225PRISTG_REAL, QW0225PRISTG_AUX, QW0225PRISTG_DPAGE

IDBSSSHR
Db2 64-bit Real Shared Storage Utilization.
IQL Fields: REAL-64BIT-SHR-DB2, AUXSLOTS-64BIT-SHR-DB2, DISCARDED-64BIT-SHR-DB2
IBM DB2 Field Names: QW0225SHRSTG_REAL, QW0225SHRSTG_AUX, QW0225SHRSTG_DPAGE

IDBSSTAK
Db2 64-bit Real Shared Stack Storage Utilization.
IQL Fields: REAL-64BIT-SHR-STK-DB2, AUXSLT-64BIT-SHR-STK-DB2, DISCRD-64BIT-SHR-STK-DB2
IBM DB2 Field Names: QW0225SHRSTKSTG_REAL, QW0225SHRSTKSTG_AUX,
QW0225SHRSTKSTG_DPAGE

IDBSSCMN
Db2 64-bit Real Common Storage Utilization.
IQL Fields: REAL-64BIT-COM-DB2, AUXSLOTS-64BIT-COM-DB2, DISCARDED-64BIT-COM-DB2
IBM DB2 Field Names: QW0225COMSTG_REAL, QW0225COMSTG_AUX, QW0225COMSTG_DPAGE

IDBSSCAC
Db2 64-bit Statement Cache Storage Utilization.
IQL Field: TOT-CACHSTMT-64BIT
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0225S2

IDBSUSR1
User Field 1

IDBSUSR2
User Field 2

IDBSUSR3
User Field 3

IDBSUSR4
User Field 4

IDBSUSR5
User Field 5

IDBSUSR6
User Field 6

IDBSUSR7
User Field 7

IDBSUSR8
User Field 8

IDBSUSR9
User Field 9

A decrease of some values, such as commits and SQL statements executed, may indicate an anomaly. The presence of
some values, such as lock escalations, may indicate an anomaly.

SYSVIEW Integration
You can integrate SYSVIEW® Performance Management (SYSVIEW) with SYSVIEW for Db2 to display data for
monitored Db2 subsystems in the SYSVIEW environment.
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Integrating SYSVIEW with SYSVIEW for Db2 enables the following SYSVIEW features:

• Display data for the monitored Db2 subsystems in the SYSVIEW environment.
• Invoke the SYSVIEW for Db2 main menu from the SYSVIEW VTAM user interface with the IDB2 command.
• Invoke the SYSVIEW for Db2 thread details panel for the thread that is selected on the SYSVIEW panel with the IDB2

line command.
• Access the Db2 status information in the SYSVIEW System Condition Monitor.

Quick Configuration Steps

This section assumes that you are running Execution Manager (Xmanager). If you currently do not run the Xmanager
started task, you have to configure it to run on your system.

NOTE
For detailed configuration steps and troubleshooting tips, see the SYSVIEW and Database Management
Solutions for Db2Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Xnet Task Setup

To use Xnet, prepare the JCL procedures for Xnet started tasks and allocate the Xnet runtime log file data sets. You
can adjust the Xnet initialization parameters. For more information, see Customize Xnet in the Database Management
Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Step 1 – Prepare the Xnet address space

Before you can use Xnet, you must create a basic Xnet configuration that can be started and verified. Once you have the
basic Xnet configuration operating correctly, more customization is required to complete the interface setup.

Configuration samples are in the following locations:

• The sample started task JCL is in member PXNPROC in the CDBASAMP data set.
• Sample input parameters are in member PXNPARM in the CDBAPARM data set.

1. Update PXNPROC with the following three values:
– The name of the TCP/IP address space
– The port number of your choice
– The XMANID of the Xmanager address space

2. Update the PXNPARM member to use PassTickets. To use a name other than the default DB2TOOLS, uncomment
and update the PASSNAME field. Name must match an entry in the security data base and must match the setting in
the SVWLDB2 member of the SYSVIEW parmlib (CNM4BPRM) data set.

3. Run the PXNALLOC job in the CDBASAMP library to allocate the Xnet Log files

WARNING
Do not bring up the Xnet address space with PASSNAME activated until you have correctly defined the
application to external security (step 2). You may get security access failures resulting in the UserID suspension.

Step 2 – PassTicket Setup

The PassTicket APPL entry must be defined. Your security administrator can use the following commands to define the
PassTicket application. In the following examples, we assume that the PASSNAME is “DB2TOOLS”. DB2TOOLS specifies
the application ID, which is used for the PassTicket validation. This value is specified in the Xnet INITPARM data set
parameter PASSNAME and in the SYSVIEW for Db2 PARMLIB XNET-PassTicketApplId parameter.

The following examples are provided as a guideline. Only a security administrator familiar with PassTicket configuration
should execute this process according to your system requirements.
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Example: ACF2 Commands

SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON)

INSERT DB2TOOLS SSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF)  <== replace SSKEY with 16 hex digits of your choosing. All Systems in

 the configuration must use the same key for the DB2TOOLS entry.

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)             <== rebuild the in-core profile table

Example: Top Secret Commands

TSS ADDTO(department) APPLICATION(DB2TOOLS)  <== replace “department” with an existing department name

TSS ADDTO(NDT) PSTKAPPL(DB2TOOLS) SESSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF)  <==  replace SSKEY with 16 hex digits of your

 choosing. All Systems in the configuration must use the same key for the DB2TOOLS entry.

Example: RACF Commands

RDEFINE APPL DB2TOOLS UACC(NONE)  <== define the DB2TOOLS application

SETROPTS CLASSACT(APPL)           <== define the DB2TOOLS application

SETROPTS GENERIC(PTKTDATA)        <== specify this command if you want to implement a generic user ID

        

SETROPTS CLASSACT(PTKTDATA) RACLIST(PTKTDATA)  <== activate the PassTicket class if currently not active

      

RDEFINE PTKTDATA DB2TOOLS SSIGNON(KEYMASKED(012345679ABCDEF))  <== define profiles for the applications and

 specify an encryption key (KEYMASKED). Replace SSKEY with 16 hex digits of your choosing. Each application

 key must be the same on all systems in the configuration and the values must be secret.

        

RDEFINE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.DB2TOOLS.*  OWNER(userid) UACC(NONE)  <==designate no universal access, so that

 explicit permissions must be granted to individual users

PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.DB2TOOLS.* ID(userid) CLASS(PTKTDATA) ACCESS(UPDATE)  <== grant update access to user id

        

RALTER PTKTDATA DB2TOOLS APPLDATA('NO REPLAY PROTECTION')  <==bypass PassTicket replay protection when the

 threat of PassTicket replay is not a security concern

        

PERMIT DB2TOOLS CLASS(APPL) ID(userid)  <== permit access to the DB2TOOLS application for each SYSVIEW for Db2

 component user that is permitted to access the component data from SYSVIEW for Db2 using Xnet

        

ALTUSER (userid) NOPASSWORD  <== if not specified, you should specify a password and change it periodically

SETROPTS RACLIST(APPL) REFRESH      <== refresh the APPL class if it is already active and raclisted

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH  <== refresh the PTKTDATA class if it is already active and raclisted

The application and secure key are now defined to external security. You can now configure specific PassTickets for
validating access.

Step 3 – Xnet UserID

Define a PXNPROC started task User ID. This User ID must have an OMVS segment containing a UID, GID, and HOME
directory.

The Xnet address space can now be started.

Step 4 – SYSVIEW Setup for Xnet

SYSVIEW must also be customized to communicate with the Xnet address space. In the SYSVIEW, main product
configuration member GSVXssid specify:

Component-DB2                    Yes
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This setting causes SYSVIEW to read the member SVWLDB2 from the parmlib (CNM4BPRM) data set. In this member
you must set the following values:

XNET-PassTicketApplId          'DB2TOOLS'

XNET-Port                       nnnn  <== must match the value specified in the Xnet Proc PXNPROC

SYSVIEW is now configured to communicate with Xnet.

SYSVIEW users who want to access the Db2 option must have an OMVS UID and GID. Verify with your security
administrator if systemwide assignment of UID and GID by default is in place. To set it up, use the following commands:

Example: ACF2 Commands

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(OMVS)

INSERT userid UID(nnnn) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) HOME(/)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

SET PROFILE(GROUP)  DIV(OMVS)

INSERT group_name_specified_in_your_logonid GID(nnnn)

F ACF2,REBUILD(GRP),CLASS(P)

Example: Top Secret Commands

TSS CREATE(OMVSGRP) NAME('OMVS GROUP') DEPT(department)

TSS ADD(OMVSGRP) GID(nnn)

TSS ADD(uuuuuuu) HOME(/) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(nnnn) GROUP(OMVSGRP)

Example: RACF Commands

ALTUSER uuuuuuu OMVS(UID(nnn) HOME(/) PROGRAM(/bin/sh))

ALTGROUP gggggggg OMVS(GID(nnn))  <== gggggggg is an existing group to which this user belongs

The last step is to activate the Xnet agent in SYSVIEW for Db2.

Step 5 – SYSVIEW for Db2 Setup for Xnet

The following SYSVIEW for Db2 operational system parameters control connection to Xnet:

SUFFIX=nn
Points SYSVIEW for Db2 to the parmlib member SETUPnn in the file pointed to by the PTIPARM DD statement in
the data collector JCL. This member contains the Xmanager configuration data.

WARNING
Ensure that the PTIPARM DD statement in the SYSVIEW JCL points to the same data set that the
Xmanager JCL uses.

XNETAGT=YES
Activates the Xnet interface and the SYSVIEW for Db2 IQL requests that supply Db2 data to SYSVIEW.

XNETID='character string'
(Optional) A 16-byte character string to uniquely identify the data collector to Xnet.

Re-cycle the SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector. Db2 data should now be flowing from SYSVIEW for Db2 to SYSVIEW,
which can be viewed by selecting the DB2 option from the SYSVIEW main menu.

SYSVIEW IDB2 Command

To invoke SYSVIEW for Db2 from within SYSVIEW, issue the IDB2 command in SYSVIEW in one of the following ways:

• Issue IDB2 as a standalone command to invoke the SYSVIEW for Db2 main menu.
• Issue IDB2 as a line command against a selected CICS or IMS transaction to invoke the SYSVIEW for Db2 thread

details request (THRDDETL).
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IDB2 command is only available in the VTAM user interface. To enable the VTAM communication between the products,
complete the following configuration steps:

1. Make the IDB2COMM module available to the SYSVIEW user in one of the following ways:
– Make the SYSVIEW for Db2 load library available to the address space using a STEPLIB or LINKLIST (this method

is recommended).
– Copy the IDB2COMM load module to the SYSVIEW load library.

2. Configure the VTAM user interface with the SYSVIEW option that is enabled through the started task PARM string.
The PARM string has the following format:
PARM='vtam-applid,IDB2,pcssid'

vtam-applid
Specifies the name of the VTAM ACB that is defined to VTAM and allows user sessions to be initiated.

IDB2
Specifies a constant value that allows the use of the IDB2 command in SYSVIEW to navigate directly to
SYSVIEW for Db2.

pcssid
Specifies the value of the PC owner and Data Collector PCSSID= setting.

System Condition Monitor

SYSVIEW includes a System Condition Monitor (SCM), which is a color-coded, high-level summary of currently monitored
resources. Similarly to SYSVIEW for Db2, it uses intelligent modules (IMODs) written in compiled REXX with more
Broadcom-supplied functions, or IMODs, to communicate with monitored subsystems.

SYSVIEW for Db2 can provide SYSVIEW SCM with Db2 status information, which allows SYSVIEW to monitor the status
of the Db2 subsystems defined. This integration enables rapid investigation of a system performance problem that may be
caused by Db2.

Integrate REST API with the API Mediation Layer
Complete these tasks to integrate the DBM Data Service APIs with Zowe API Mediation Layer.

Integrate the DBM Data Service RESTful API services for the SYSVIEW for Db2 with the Zowe API Mediation Layer
(Zowe API ML). The Zowe API ML consolidates mainframe RESTful API services at a single secure point of access
so that application developers, database administrators, and DevOps engineers can view all discovered services, their
associated APIs, and Swagger documentation in an easy-to-use interface.

For more information about the benefits of integrating with the Zowe API ML, see the Zowe API ML documentation at
https://docs.zowe.org. Integration is optional.

Zowe Conformance

The SYSVIEW for Db2 RESTful API service has earned Zowe Conformant status for v1 and v2 of the Zowe API ML.
The Zowe Conformance Program gives users confidence that when they use a product, application, or distribution that
leverages Zowe, they can expect common functionality, interoperability, and user experience.

Prerequisites

Ensure that your site meets the following prerequisites:

• Ensure that the DBM Data Service is configured and running (see Customize the DBM Data Service in the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation).
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This task assumes that you have completed the required post-installation configuration tasks for the DBM Data
Service, the Xmanager, Xnet, and optionally configured the Batch Processor, Detector, RC/Migrator, and SYSVIEW for
Db2.

• Download the Zowe API ML package using one of the following methods:
– Acquire the Zowe API ML software as part of the Brightside software package on Broadcom Support (log in and go

to My Downloads). For installation instructions, see Zowe API ML in the Brightside documentation.
• Acquire the Zowe API ML software as part of the Zowe open-source project. For more information about installing the

Zowe API ML, see the Zowe documentation.

Configuration

To integrate the DBM Data Service REST APIs with the Zowe API ML discovery service, gateway, and catalog
components, update the configuration of the DBM Data Service as described in Customize Using the DBM for Db2
Configuration Utility in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

This integration makes your service details such as availability status and API documentation available through the API
Catalog. Integration also enables you to run multiple service instances to ensure high-availability, and lets you change the
service IP location without affecting the REST API client communication.

Prometheus and Grafana Integration
Integrate SYSVIEW for Db2 with Prometheus through the REST API, configure Prometheus to scrape the data, and
connect Grafana to visualize the data.

As a database administrator (DBA), you want to be able to query, visualize, alert on, and explore the metrics that are
most important to you. SYSVIEW for Db2 provides integration with Prometheus through a  (DBM) Data Service REST
API endpoint /idb2/prometheus/generic. You can configure Prometheus to scrape the SYSVIEW for Db2 data through
this endpoint. When Prometheus is successfully configured to scrape and store the SYSVIEW for Db2 data, you can use
Grafana with Prometheus to visualize the data.

For the list of metrics that are available with SYSVIEW for Db2 REST API, see REST API Requests.

Architecture Diagram

The following figure shows an overview of the SYSVIEW for Db2 integration with Prometheus and Grafana.
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The integration includes the following components:

• The following components run on z/OS:
SYSVIEW for Db2 Data Collectors

Provide the direct connection to Db2. Operate continuously as a started task, collect, keep, and process Db2
performance data.

Database Management Data Service (REST API Service)
Provides a RESTful API that enables access to Db2 data and metrics that are collected by the DBM.

(Optional) Zowe API ML
Consolidates mainframe RESTful API services at a single secure point of access, including the SYSVIEW for Db2
REST API.

• The following components run on the local system (non-z/OS):
Prometheus

The monitoring system and time series database.
Grafana

The open-source platform for monitoring and observability.

Configure Prometheus

Prometheus records real-time metrics in a time series database that is built using an HTTP pull model. You must configure
Prometheus to scrape metrics from the SYSVIEW for Db2 REST API endpoint in 1-minute intervals.

To simplify the setup, we provide a sample Prometheus configuration file. Download, customize, and use the file to
instantiate the Prometheus data collection.

1. Download and extract the latest release of Prometheus for your platform.
NOTE
The minimum supported version for integration with SYSVIEW for Db2 is Prometheus 2.5.0.

2. Download the sample Prometheus configuration file from the USS-mounted file system. The path is ../PXM/ds/
config/idb2_prometheus.yml.
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NOTE

• The sample file is encoded in ASCII/UTF-8. You must download it in binary mode.
• If you cannot locate the mountpoint directory, contact a z/OS programmer who performs DBM

installations and maintenance on your z/OS systems. The USS mountpoint for the zFS file system is
defined during the SMP/E installation.

3. Customize the file to connect it to your Broadcom Data Service. For more information, see Customize the Prometheus
Configuration File.

4. Start Prometheus with the customized sample configuration file.
prometheus --config.file=prometheus.yml

NOTE
If you start Prometheus with the executable file, prometheus.yml must reside in the same folder
as prometheus.exe.

Prometheus parses prometheus.yml as a default configuration file.
5. Verify that http://prometheus-hostname:port opens the Prometheus user interface.

This URL also serves as a data source for Grafana.
6. Open http://prometheus-hostname:port/targets to verify that Prometheus collects the SYSVIEW for Db2

data.

Customize the Prometheus Configuration File

Customize the Prometheus configuration according to your DBM Data Service configuration.

The following example shows the parameters that enable you to integrate Prometheus with the SYSVIEW for Db2 REST
API:
global:

  scrape_interval:     1m

  scrape_timeout:      30s

  external_labels:

    monitor: 'sysview-for-db2'

scrape_configs:

  - job_name: 'SSID'

    scheme: https

    basic_auth:

      username: MFUSERID

      password_file: pwd_file.txt

    metrics_path: "/dbm/api/v1/idb2/prometheus/generic"

    params:

      function: ['DSAISTD,DSAISTDX,DSAISTDA,DSAISTDB,DSAISTDD,DSAISTDG,DSAIED,DSAIEDA,DSAISACD']

      delta: ['true']

      ssid: ['SSID']

    static_configs:

      - targets: ['dbmds.lpar.hostname:port']

Where:

The global: section specifies the global configuration parameters:

scrape_interval
Specifies the global scrape interval.

NOTE
Set this value to 1 minute, so that it matches the interval, with which SYSVIEW for Db2 produces data.
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scrape_timeout
Specifies the global scrape timeout. Recommended value is 30 seconds.

external_labels
Specifies the labels for communication with external systems.

The scrape_configs: section specifies a set of targets and parameters to scrape the data. The scrape configuration
can contain multiple scraping instances. Typically, there would be one instance for every SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector
(SSID).

job_name
Specifies a unique scraping instance name.

scheme
Specifies the TCP/IP protocol scheme to access the REST API. Typically, scheme should be configured as https.

basic_auth
Specifies the basic authentication details to access the DBM REST API:
username

A mainframe user id to connect to SYSVIEW for Db2. This user id only requires access to SYSVIEW for
Db2.

password_file
The name of the text file with the mainframe user ID password.

TIP
Alternatively, you can specify the password string directly.

metrics_path
Specifies the scraping endpoint path, which is /dbm/api/v1/idb2/prometheus/generic . You should only
customize this path if you use API Mediation Layer for z/OS or other reverse-proxy servers that change the URL.

params
Specifies the scraping endpoint parameters. For more information, see Swagger JSON File in Using the REST
API.
function

Specifies a list of SYSVIEW for Db2 Data Service IQL request names that feed the data. Multiple
requests are delimited by comma. Only change this setting if needed.

delta
Specifies that the data that is feeding the IQL requests produces metric values as a 1-minute interval
delta's. Set this value to true.

ssid|agent|environment
Specifies the target SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector.
agent

Specifies Xnet agent ID. Required unless ssid is specified.
ssid

Specifies the Db2 subsystem ID. Required unless agent is specified.
environment

Specifies the Xnet environment.

NOTE
Typically, you would only specify a ssid parameter. This specification is sufficient for sites with
one SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector per Db2 subsystem and one Xmanager per z/OS LPAR.

static_configs: targets
Specifies the host name and port of the DBM Data Service instance.
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Configure Grafana

Grafana lets you visualize and explore the state of your system. Use Grafana with Prometheus as a data source to display
the SYSVIEW for Db2 data.

1. Download and install the latest release of Grafana for your platform.
2. Verify that http://grafana-hostname:port opens the Grafana user interface.

NOTE

• By default, Grafana is available locally at the URL http://localhost:3000/.
• On a Windows platform, you might need to assign special permissions to use the default Grafana port

3000. You can change the default port in the custom.ini file. For more information, see the Grafana
documentation.

3. Add Prometheus as a data source in Grafana:
a. Select Configuration.
b. Select Data Sources.
c. Select Add Data Source.
d. Select Prometheus.
e. Configure the Prometheus data source name.

NOTE

• The sample dashboard files that we provide use the name Prometheus. If you choose another name,
you must edit the data source name in the sample dashboard files.

• By default, Prometheus runs on port 9090 and is available locally on the URL http://localhost:9090.
f. Select Save & Test
For more information about the data source configuration parameters, see the Prometheus documentation.

4. Download the following SYSVIEW for Db2 dashboard files and import them to Grafana:
NOTE

• The dashboard files are encoded in ASCII/UTF-8. You must download them in binary mode.
• These dashboards are compatible with Grafana 7.0. You may have to install the missing plugins.

uss-mount-../PXM/
ds/config/idb2_gra
fana_gm_v1.0.json

Group by Member View

uss-mount-../PXM/
ds/config/idb2_gra
fana_gw_v1.0.json

Group-Wide View

uss-mount-../PXM/
ds/config/idb2_gra
fana_mv_v1.0.json

Member View

uss-mount-../PXM/
ds/config/idb2_gra
fana_bp_v1.0.json

Buffer Pool Statistics

5. (Optional) Customize the dashboards as needed.
6. Verify that the dashboards display the correct data.

Prometheus Metric Format

Prometheus stores data as a time series, with streams of timestamped values belonging to the same metric and set of
labels. Every time series is uniquely identified by a metric name and an optional key-value label. A specific combination of
labels identifies any variation of a particular metric.
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The following example shows two instances of the BP_GETPAGE metric. The two instances are collected on the same
subsystem, within the same request.

# HELP BP_GETPAGE N/A

# TYPE BP_GETPAGE gauge

BP_GETPAGE{index="BP0",ssid="DT31",group="DTGP",function="DSAISTDB";} 23781.0

# HELP BP_GETPAGE N/A

# TYPE BP_GETPAGE gauge

BP_GETPAGE{index="BP1",ssid="DT31",group="DTGP",function="DSAISTDB";} 14794.0

Prometheus supports the following labels:

function
Specifies a data feeding request name.

group
Specifies a data sharing group name.

NOTE
For a standalone subsystem, the group label value is the same as ssid.

ssid
Specifies a Db2 subsystem.

index
Specifies an identifier for the repeating field values. Assignment of this label depends on the function:

NOTE
The REPEATING_INDEX_FIELD in the associated IQL request specifies an IQL field whose value
populates the index label value.

• For DSAISTDA, the index values contain Db2 accelerator names.
• For DSAISTDB, the index values contain buffer pool names, such as BP0 or BP1.
• For DSAISTDG, the index values contain group buffer pool names, such as GBP0 or GBP1.
• For DSAISTDD, the index values contain remote location names, such as DRDA REMOTE LOCS for the

summary or ::FFFF:10.230.9.73 for a specific location.
• For DSAIEDA, the index values contain Db2 address space names, such as DBM1 or DIST.
• For DSAISACD, the index values contain Db2 connection types, such as ALL for the summary or REST API or

BATCH for a specific type.
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Using
This section explains how you can use the SYSVIEW for Db2 online interface to monitor the Db2 activity and
performance. Many components let you see Db2 activity from many different perspectives. Use the product to identify
areas in which you can improve performance and to diagnose the reasons for Db2 problems.

The following diagram illustrates the information available online through the SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface:
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Figure 10: Information Reported

SYSVIEW for Db2 helps improve the performance of your Db2 subsystem and related applications by supplying data from
the following areas:

Db2 System Activity
provides general Db2 subsystem activity information, including the areas as:
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• Buffer pool usage
• EDM pool usage
• Log activity
• Storage usage
• Locks
• SQL counts
• System parameters

Db2 System History
provides information from recent Db2 subsystem activity. The history is viewed within intervals of time (for
example, every 5 minutes) and typically relates to the data included under the Db2 system activity.

Db2 Attachments
includes CICS and IMS information.

Messages
include Db2, z/OS, and SYSVIEW for Db2 issued messages.

Db2 Thread Activity
provides information about the currently active application (thread) activity within Db2, including SQL text and
locks held.

Db2 Thread History
provides information from the recent Db2 thread activity. The completed threads are listed in chronological order
and identified by Auth ID and Plan.

EXPLAIN
provides access path information about specific SQL text. You can use this information to examine and tune
performance of SQL queries.

User Started Requests
include the probes (application traces) and reports with a high CPU overhead. In addition, users are provided
with a mechanism for controlling their own customized reports. The most commonly used reports are started
automatically with SYSVIEW for Db2.

Auditing Functions
include issued Db2 commands, processed GRANT/REVOKE statements, authorization failures, BINDs on
dynamic SQL, and so on. Auditors use this information to examine the system and application usage and
performance. The audit reports are part of the User-Started Reports.

Exceptions
determine when a Db2 processing limit has been exceeded. You can detect events for which you specify your
own exceptions and their characteristics.

SQL Activity
includes information about static SQL statements in the EDM pool and dynamic statements in the cache.

SQL History
provides information from the recent SQL activity in the EDM pool and the dynamic statement cache. The
information is summarized by SQL statement on an interval by interval basis.

Commands
allow issuing Db2, console, and SYSVIEW for Db2 commands from within the product.

System Condition Monitor (SCM)
provides a single-point-of-view status for all Db2 subsystems across local and remote z/OS images.
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Online User Interface
Access SYSVIEW for Db2 online from a TSO or VTAM session. The user interface displays collected Db2 statistics and
real-time Db2 events.

To see recent events, display formatted historical reports from the data collector memory. Interactive menu system allows
rapid navigation between panels and easy access to commonly used functions.

Start a TSO Session

To start a TSO/ISPF session, select SYSVIEW for Db2 from an ISPF Master Application Menu and press Enter. The
option code can differ from site to site, so verify with your administrator.

Stop a TSO Session

Your SYSVIEW for Db2 session continues until you perform one of the following steps:

• Press F3 (End) from the main menu.
• Enter EXIT or X on the command line of any panel.

If you have reports or a probe running when you exit, the Cleanup User Reports panel appears.

Specify the option:

1
Clean up the reports.

2
Keep the reports for later viewing.

3
Stop the reports when you exit.

If you specify option 1 or option 2, you return to the ISPF Master Applications menu.
If you specify option 3, you return to the initial menu.

Stopping a session does not affect the execution of the data collector. The data collector continues to process any active
requests that are started by terminal users.

Start a VTAM Session

Once the VTAM user interface job or started task is active, you can log in to the product through VTAM. The logon might
vary by site but resembles the method in the following procedure (assuming that VTAM APPLID is IDB2USER).

1. Enter one of the following syntaxes from an MVS Logon panel and press Enter:
LOGON APPLID=IDB2USER DATA=userid/password

LOGON APPLID(IDB2USER) DATA(userid/password)

SYSVDB2

NOTE
The DATA field is optional.

The VTAM User Logon panel appears unless you have supplied the correct user id and password.
2. (Optional) If you did not use the DATA parameter in the previous step, enter your user id and password and press

Enter.
The appropriate main menu appears.

NOTE
You can use the same user id to log in to the VTAM APPLID multiple times.
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Stop a VTAM Session

Your SYSVIEW for Db2 session continues until you press F3 (End) from the main menu, or enter EXIT or X on the
command line of any panel.

Verify Online Session

The following sample scenario describes simple online session verification steps:

1. Type PICKDB2 on the command line or press PF6 to view the status of the data collector.
The Pick a DB2 Subsystem panel appears.

Pick                   Pick a DB2 Subsystem                                  

Use F6 to REFRESH status.                              Y Y Status, N No Status

  Location         SSID Type   System   Status   Network  LU Name            
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
. DB2LOCATION1     DB2A LOCAL  MVS1     Active   USILDA01 DB2ADB2            
. DB2LOCATION2     DB2B                 Inactive

Select an active location.
2. Enter 1 or =1 (TSO navigation) on the command line from the Systems Menu.

The System Snapshot panel appears. This panel is a real-time health overview of the Db2 subsystem that is selected
from the Pick list.

NOTE
For multiple subsystems, the Db2 Group Member panel appears instead.

_  1 SnapShot  2 Buffer Pool  3 EDM Pool  4 Logs  5 Acct Sum  6 More...       

R/SYSSTATS      System Snapshot - 30 Seconds
                                                                  Delta_______
EXCEPTIONS Crit Warn Info   BUFFERS            EDM POOL                       
 Subsystem   24    8    9    Warnings       0   DBD Lds      0    % Rqsts   0.0
 Database    71   55  129    Act Pools     12   CT  Lds      0    % Rqsts   0.0
 Applicatn   17   11    7    % Act Pgs    6.7   PT  Lds      2    % Rqsts   0.1
               Pct  Max StIn Getpages  238534   Dyn Ins    623    % Rqsts  39.8
LIMITS Current Max  HWM  HWM Sync Rds    4353                                 
 Users      21   2   52   22 Read Eff    54.8  LOCKING                        
 TSO         2   0   19    3 Buf Updts    905   Suspend      6  LOGGING       
 Batch      19   2   46   19 Pg Writes     61   Escalate     0   Dlyd Wrts    0
 DDF Actv    3   0   29    4 Write I/O     45   Timeout      0   Arch Read    0
 DDF Inac   27   3   75                         Deadlock     0   Warnings     0
 Dataset  3047  30                                                            

SQL                     ADDRESS SPACES         THREADS       Active    Complete
 Dynamic       2046      DBAS Pg/Sec  0.0       Count            21           2
 Ins+Upd+Dlt    250      SSAS Pg/Sec  0.0       Commits         693          99
 Open+Select  14338      IRLM Pg/Sec  0.0       Aborts            0           0
 Accelerator      0      DIST Pg/Sec  0.0       DB2 CPU     3:57.42           
                         DB2 Pct CPU  0.6       Indoubt           0                    
          
STORED PROCEDURES        DB2 WSS (K)     1105988                              
 SQL CALLs     1061      DB2 Up Time  85:59:05                                
 Failures         0
                            POOL FAILURES
MISCELLANEOUS                RID            0  DATA SHARING
 DDF ACTIVE    Rel 12.1.500  EDM            0   Group  DSNDTGP
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 RLF INACTIVE  SRC !DT32                        Member DT32
            
ACCELERATORS( 1 )
 % Avg CPU Usage   0.00  % Max Disk Usage   2.37
 % Avg CPU SSID   47.37  % Max Disk SSID    1.81   Cur Queued Requests        0
 % Max Worker CPU  0.00  % Avg BP HitRatio 99.99   Avg Sort Overflows         0
 % Max Coord. CPU  0.00  % Avg SQL Offload  0.00   SQLs Failed SSID           0

On this panel, note the following values:
– The view bar options on the third line. These options can be entered on the command line to view detailed statistics

that support the snapshot summary. Many components have view bars that serve a similar purpose to the one on
this panel.

– The Delta field on the right next to the panel title. The System Snapshot panel defaults to displaying system
statistics accumulated during the collection interval (the default interval is 30 seconds). Enter Accum in this field to
display the system statistics that are accumulated since Db2 was started. Other components have a function like
the Delta/Accum field for controlling the data that displays.

3. Enter 2 on the command line or view bar and press Enter.
The Buffer Pool List panel appears. This panel displays a list of active buffer pools and their activity for the past 30
seconds (the interval).

4. Tab to one of the buffer pools and press Enter.
The Buffer Pool Exception Counter panel appears.

_  1 Exceptions  2 Thresholds  3 Read/Write  4 Workfiles  5 Files             

R/BUFEXCPS      BP Exception Counters - 30 Seconds
                                                                  Delta_______
BUFFER POOL BP0                                                       Pct Count
Target Size (buffers).   3300            Data Management.............  95     0
Allocated Size........   3300            Seq Prefetch Disabled.......  90     0
Curr Non-Stealable Bfs   1235            Buffer Pool Full................     0
% Non-Stealable Buffrs   37.4            Expansion Failures..............     0
                         Read   Write    DFHSM Recall Timeouts...........     0
I/Os with Paging.......     0       0    Workfile Prefetch Aborted.......     0
Unavailable I/O Engine.     0            Sync Reads for Sequential Access  5530
                                         Conditional Getpage Failures....     0
Wrkfl Not Created - No Buffer..     0    Conditional Seq. Getpage Fail...     0
Sort Wrkfls Denied - No Buffer.     0    Parallel I/O Degrees Reduced....     0
Inefficient Sorts - No Buffer..     0    Reduced Degree Parallel I/Os....     0
Average Degree Reduction........   0.0
Prefetch Quantity Reduced to 1/2     0
Prefetch Quantity Reduced to 1/4     0

Command ===> ________________________________________________________________
F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                  6=History
                           9=Swap                                12=Return

The view bar option that you are currently viewing is highlighted. You can see other detailed buffer pool statistics by
typing the appropriate option on the view bar or command line and pressing Enter.

5. Enter SYSTEMS on the command line and press Enter to return to the Systems Menu.

Product Panels
Panels provide a consistent look-and-feel of the product.

Use the following options to navigate the SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface:
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• Command line
• Fast-path (stacked) commands
• Function (F) keys

The following example shows the SYSVIEW for Db2 main menu:

 Menu  Print  Tools  Help    SYSVIEW for DB2     SSID          MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
                                                 Location               User ID
 Copyright (c) YYYY CA Technologies
 
 
 Systems                 Systems Menu
 
 DB2 System         1  System Statistics
                    2  System History
                    3  CICS / IMS Attachments
                    4  Messages
 
 Threads            5  Active Threads    SQL Analysis 10  SQL Exec Current Stats
                    6  Thread History                 11  SQL Exec History
                    7  Explain
 
                    8  User Started Reports
                    9  Exception Monitor
                    0  Permanent Exception Definitions

Command ===>
   F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                  6=PickDB2
                              9=Swap

Menu Bar
Provides easy access to commonly used functions. Each item contains a drop-down list with a varying number of
options. Enter the item underlined letter on the command line and press Enter to display the drop-down options.

SSID
Specifies the ID of the monitored Db2 subsystem.

Location
Specifies the name of the Db2 location as defined in SYSVIEW for Db2 system parameters DB2-LOCATION and
APPLS.

User ID
Specifies the user ID that is logged on through TSO or VTAM.

MVS-sys
Specifies the MVS system ID of the Db2 that you are monitoring. This value can be blank.

View Bar
Only appears on some panels.
Displays all choices available on a panel. These usually represent different views of the same data. For example,
the System Statistics panel has the following view bar:

1 SnapShot  2 Buffer Pool  3 EDM Pool  4 Logs  5 Threads  6 More

The options are numbered, with the currently displayed option highlighted. You can enter your selection in the
field to the left of the View Bar or to the command line.

Panel ID
Only appears if PANELID ON is entered.
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Displays the ID of the panel. This ID is not the same as the Panel Name, which is the name of the request that
produced the panel.

FOCUS Indicator
Only appears on some panels.
Indicates whether FOCUS qualification is being used for the data that is displayed on the panel. The F6 key (if
displayed) opens the Report Focus panel that lets you specify filtering criteria for the current display.

Panel Name
Displays the name of the panel. Many panels are generated by requests. Request names are preceded by “R/” to
indicate that the panel is an IQL-based report.

Panel Title
Displays the title of the panel. On external/IQL based requests, this value comes from the TITLE= parameter.

Row or Item or Fltr Count
Only appears on some panels.
Displays the current rows or items that you are viewing in a list. The count is always shown as value x of z and
value is the unit of increment (rows or items).
x

Specifies the number of the first row or item currently displayed.
z

Specifies the total number of rows or items to display. These numbers are updated as you scroll forward
or backward.

When some items in the list are filtered out due to active column filtering, the Item keyword is replaced with Fltr. If
all data is filtered out or no data match the filtering criteria, Fltr is replaced with No Data.

Variation Field
Only appears on some panels.
Allows you to change display parameters unique to the current panel. For example, the System Statistics panel
can display performance data accumulated from the Db2 startup (Accum) or the difference between current and
previous time interval (Delta). Both indicate the type of data that you are viewing. Change the field value to see a
different unit of the information.

Action Line
Some list panels include this line to display the command options available to take on the listed items. For
example, the Threads Identified to Db2 (THRDACTV) panel includes the following action line:

Actions: S=Select, T=SQL Text, L=Locks Held, E=Exceptions, R=Remote, M=More

To perform the command for a list item, enter its single-character mnemonic (such as S for Select) in the field
preceding the list item and press Enter.

Panel Body
Displays the data applicable to the function being performed.

Help Pop-up Window
Overlays the current display to provide the help information.

Message Line
Specifies the area where the error, warning, or informational messages appear. For detailed explanation of the
message, press the F1 (Help) key. A pop-up window appears with the message that contains the cause and
remedy.

Command Line
Allows you to enter:

• SYSVIEW for Db2 and TSO commands
• Menu Bar and View Bar option selections
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F Key Line 1/F Key Line 2
All panels and pop-up windows display the function keys that are active for that panel or window.

Drop-down Menu Bar
All Menu Bar choices present you with a drop-down window that contains options that you can select. Enter the desired
option number in the drop-down window or on the command line.

To access the drop-down Menu Bar items, use one of the following methods:

• Enter the underlined character of the Menu Bar item on the command line and press Enter.
• Place the cursor on the selected Menu Bar item and press Enter.

NOTE
Functions only appear in the drop-down list if you are authorized to use them. Some of the examples that are
used in this documentation might not appear exactly as displayed at your site.

A drop-down window option can directly perform actions (as printing a panel) or invoke another window. Options followed
by an ellipse (...) indicate that another panel appears when you select it.

The following Menu Bar options are available:

Menu
Displays the following drop-down list options from any panel:

• Systems
• DBA
• Operators
• Application
• Auditors
• Explore (appears if Broadcom Explore products are installed)
• Exit

The drop-down list options vary depending on the menu type and security constraints. To select an option, enter
its corresponding number on the command line or in the entry field to the left of the drop-down option list, and
press Enter.

Print
Lets you print the product data as it appears on panels or reports.
When the print operation has successfully completed, a message appears indicating that the reports have been
printed.
This menu has a drop-down window with the following options:
Screen

Prints the screen that you are viewing to the output or destination that is specified in the user profile. You
can also quickly execute this option by entering P.1 or SCREEN on the command line of any panel.

Report
Prints an entire report to the output or destination that is specified in the User Profile. No generic panel
information (Menu Bar, Date/Time, F Keys, and so on) is printed on the report. You can also quickly
execute this option by entering P.2 on the command line of any panel.

Exit (F3)
Returns you to the underlying panel without performing the print function.

Tools
Provides access to functions and commands. This menu has a drop-down window with the following options:
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Commands
Displays the panels that let you enter Db2, MVS Console, and the product commands. In each of the
options, you can see the results of your command entry on the same panel.

Condition
Provides a single-point-of-view status for all Db2 subsystems across local and remote z/OS images.

DBGPRINT
Displays the current DBGPRINT output in a scrollable panel. DBGPRINT is the data collector log of your
user session.

List
Displays a scrollable list of the requests in the requests library, ordered by request name. From the
request list, you can browse and edit (ISPF only) the code, verify the syntax, and start it.

Pick
Displays the PICK panel from which you can select the Db2 subsystem that you want to monitor. All Db2
subsystems that are defined to the product (including those Db2 subsystems on other MVS images)
display on this panel.

Plot
Displays the 3270 Graphics panel from which you can display predefined and custom plots of subsystem
statistics.

Profile
Enhances your flexibility in using the product. Use profile to set your display parameters, print
parameters, request additional data sets, user commands, and F13-24 key assignments.

Show
Displays the Show panel, which lists all requests in the data collector that you are allowed to view. Use
this panel to display, start, freeze, resume, print, reset, and qualify a request.

Exception
Displays the Exception System Monitor panel which shows the status of the Exception System.

Hist Files
Displays the Manage History Datasets panel from which you can dynamically specify the history datasets
in the active data collector. The history datasets can only be changed in History-Only mode.

Exit (F3)
Returns you to the underlying panel.

Help
Displays a menu-directed online help facility and the current product maintenance level. This menu has a drop-
down window with the following options:
Screen

Displays a pop-up Help window with information about the current panel. You can also perform this
function by placing the cursor on the command line and pressing F1 (Help).

Index
Displays the Help Index panel. Use this panel to navigate to various help topics.

Tutorial
Displays available tutorials about SYSVIEW for Db2 and the batch reporting.

About
Displays the SYSVIEW for Db2 User Level panel. This panel shows the TESTVER value being used and
the software level of the user interface (UI) to help you verify the UI code level.

Exit (F3)
Returns you to the underlying panel.
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FastPath Commands
SYSVIEW for Db2 navigation lets you stack commands by entering a period between the option numbers, letters, or both.
A stacked command string is known as a fast-path.

You can enter any valid combination of options, including Menu Bar and View Bar options.

For example, you can select online help of a panel by entering h.1 on the command line, which is the same as selecting
the Help Menu Bar option and then option 1 Screen from the drop-down.

You can precede the fast-path command with the equal sign (=) to start the command stack from the Main Menu. For
example, you can select online help for the Main Menu by entering =h.1 on the command line. You can achieve the same
outcome by entering the equal sign (=) on the command line to go to the Main Menu and then entering h.1 there.

Function (F) Keys
Every panel includes a related set of function (or F) keys. While F keys vary from panel to panel, the following keys
appear on every panel:

F1 (Help)
Displays the Help pop-up window with field-level online help if your cursor is placed on an enterable or display
field. If a message is currently displayed in the message area, help regarding this message displays in the Help
pop-up window. Otherwise, generalized online help for the panel displays in the Help pop-up window.

F2 (Split)
Changes to another application if one is active or splits the screen. SPLIT is not cursor-sensitive.

F3 (End)
Returns you to the previous panel. From the main menu, F3 exits SYSVIEW for Db2.

F9 (Swap)
Changes to another application if one is active. This key only works if another application is active.

The following F keys do not appear on every panel, but when they do they always have the same function.

F7 (Up)
Scrolls you up through the display. When you have reached the top, a message appears indicating that you have
reached the scroll limit.

F8 (Down)
Scrolls you down through the display. When you have reached the bottom, a message appears indicating that you
have reached the scroll limit.

F10 (Left)
Scrolls you left through the display. When you have reached the farthest left position, a message appears
indicating that you have reached the scroll limit.

F11 (Right)
Scrolls you right through the display. When you have reached the farthest right position, a message appears
indicating that you have reached the scroll limit.

F Keys 13-24
Open to associate to commands. For more information, see User PROFILE Parameters for a Session.

Online Help
Each online help panel has two levels of help available: general and field.

Help initially appears in the pop-up window. You can expand help to full-screen.
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General
Provides information about the current panel. For general online help, place your cursor on the command line or
in a non-field area of the panel and press F1. You can also enter HELP on the command line and press Enter. For
messages, press F1 while the message is showing in the Message Area. As long as a message displays in the
Message Area, F1 continues to display online help for that message.

Field
Provides information about a particular field, entry (selectable fields), and non-enterable (data fields). To display
field-level online help, place your cursor anywhere on the field (description, data, or heading) and press F1.

Help initially appears in the Help pop-up window. You can expand help to full-screen.

Help Pop-up Window

To display field level online help in a pop-up window, place the cursor in the field and press F1.

When Help appears, the F Key assignments are automatically changed to reflect the functionality for the Help pop-up
window. This functionality includes F5, which expands Help to full-screen, and F7 and F8 to scroll the information in the
Help pop-up window.

To close the Help pop-up window, press F3 (End). The P Key assignments revert to the functionality of the underlying
panel.

If there is more information than can fit into a window, a Row Count (Row n-n/n) displays in the lower right corner. Use the
F7 and F8 scroll function keys to review the information.

Hypertext Links

Many Help windows include hypertext links. A hypertext link lets you view more detail. Hypertext links are shown as
selection fields in red on color terminals, highlighted on monochrome terminals.

To use the hypertext link, press the Tab key until the cursor appears on the link field in the Help window. Press Enter.
The Help pop-up window displays the information.

To return to the previous level Help window, press F3 (End). To close the Help pop-up window and return to the underlying
panel, press F12.

Help Full-screen Window

To see a full-screen display of online help information, press F5 from a Help pop-up window.

The same navigation and hypertext link facilities that apply to the Help pop-up Window also apply to full-screen Help. The
only difference is that the F5 (Expand) key becomes the RFIND function that lets you repeat a find for the text in the Help
panel (you must have already specified a FIND command before issuing RFIND).

Full-screen Help enables you to print the text of the Help by using the Print drop-down list. Full-screen Help reduces the
amount of scrolling required with the Help pop-up window.

Help panels continue to appear in full-screen mode until you return to the underlying data or menu panel.

Help Index

To display all help topics, commands, online error message explanations, and records and fields, use one of the following
methods:

• Enter INDEX on the command line.
• Select option 2 Index from the Help drop-down list.

The Help Index contains a scrollable list of hypertext links that are organized under topics. Position the cursor at the
desired topic and press Enter.
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A full-screen display of the topic appears. Hypertext links can be embedded within the display. Navigation is the same as
for full-screen Help. Press F3 to return to the previous panel or press F12 to return to the underlying data panel.

Tutorial

Another help feature is the tutorial that describes procedures for performing several key functions, such as starting a
request or using batch reporting.

To access the Tutorial menu, use of the following methods:

• Enter TUTORIAL on the command line
• Select option 3 Tutorial from the Help drop-down list.

The Tutorial menu panel contains a list of hypertext links that are organized under broad topics. Position the cursor at the
desired topic and press Enter.

A full-screen display of the tutorial appears. Some of the tutorial material is presented in a step-by-step style to guide
you through the procedure (as Starting a Request). Other tutorials act as sub-menus to explanations of components
(as Menus).

Navigation is the same as for full-screen Help. Press F3 to return to the previous panel or press F12 to return to the
underlying data panel.

Online Commands
Use the command line to enter the number, menu bar letter, or view bar number that corresponds to any option to access
a specific function.

The following commands are supported on the command line. Some of the commands may be environment-dependent.

APPLDEVL or APPLS or AP
Displays the Application Developers Menu.

AUDITORS or AU
Displays the Auditors Menu.

BROWSE or BR
Browses a request in the request library. The following syntax is valid:
BROWSE request or BR request

CHECK or CH
Checks the syntax of a request. The following syntax is valid:
CHECK request or CH request

CLEAR
Clears the selections on all Thread History Selection screens or SQL History Selection screen. The time range
fields values are preserved.

COLIND
Shows or hides the column header indexes in sortable requests. The indexes appear as dashed lines under the
column header labels. The following syntax is valid:
COLIND ON|OFF

If you do not specify any value, the COLIND command toggles between ON and OFF.

NOTE
When COLIND-ON, column header indexes are enabled for the whole UI session and displayed only for
sortable requests.

COLOR or COL
Sets color attributes ON or OFF. The following syntax is valid:
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COLOR ON|OFF or COL ON|OFF

COMMANDS or C
Displays the Db2 Commands panel. You use this panel to issue commands to Db2.

COND
Displays the System Condition Monitor.

DBA or DB
Displays the DBA Menu.

DB2CMDS or DB2
Issues Db2 commands. The following syntax is valid:
DB2CMDS command or DB2 command

DISPLAY or D
Shows the latest set of data for a request. The following syntax is valid:
DISPLAY name, occurrence# or D name, occurrence#

name
Specifies the name of a probe or the name of a request.
The name is first validated as a probe name using MGPROBES. If it is a probe, the display returns the
first request that is named in the probe. If it is not a probe, the display returns the named request.

occurrence#
Specifies the occurrence to display.

• If a START-MULTIPLE=NO user does a display, the display terminates with an error message if the
occurrence is specified. Otherwise, the display implicitly occurs with an occurrence number 1.

• If specified by a START-MULTIPLE=YES user, this occurrence displays.

If not specified by a START-MULTIPLE=YES user, the occurrence number 1 displays.
Limits: 1 - 9

EDIT or ED
Edits or creates a request member through TSO (ISPF). The following syntax is valid:
EDIT request or ED request

EXCDEF
Invokes the Exception Definitions display.

EXCEPT
Invokes the Exception display.

EXCMGR
Invokes the Exception Status display. The exception status display allows you to stop and restart the exception
system.

EXIT or X
Exits SYSVIEW for Db2.

EXPLAIN or E
Displays the EXPLAIN Menu Options panel.

FILTER or FILT
Displays, hides, or clears the column filtering fields in sortable tabular requests. The filtering fields appear as solid
underscores under the column header labels (instead of the dashed lines) when the FILTER command is active.
The following syntax is valid:
FILTER ON|OFF|CLEAR|SAVE n|LOAD n

ON
Turns on the filtering in filterable requests.
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OFF
Turns off the filtering in filterable requests.

CLEAR
Clears active filter.

SAVE n
Saves the active filter settings under number n (1-9).

LOAD n
Reloads a previously saved filter settings number n (1-9).

FIND or F
Finds a string in any SYSVIEW for Db2 scrollable display. After a FIND command has been entered, an RFIND
PF key can be used to find the next occurrence. The following syntax is valid:
FIND string or F string

This command is a subcommand that can be issued only from certain panels.
FIXLEVEL or FIX

Displays the SYSVIEW for Db2 User Level panel.
FOCUS

Refines the amount of data that is reported at the terminal. Reduces the amount of data that is transferred
between the data collector and online user interface tasks by setting Db2 IFI qualification criteria for the requested
trace records. This command is specific only to some reports.

FREEZE
Suspends data collection for a request. The following syntax is valid:
FREEZE occurs

H
Displays the Help pull-down menu.

HELP
Displays the help window for a screen. Use the PF key to expand the help window.

INDEX or IND
Displays the product Help Index.

INSCMDS or INS
Displays the SYSVIEW for Db2 Commands panel or issues a SYSVIEW for Db2 command. The following syntax
is valid:
INSCMDS or INS - to display the Commands panel 

INSCMDS command-name or INS command-name - to directly issue a command

The following product commands are available: Users, IFI, History, and DCCPU. For more information, see the
section Issuing Commands.

KEYS
Displays the User Profile PF key panel.

LAUNCH
Adds a request to the data collector. The following syntax is valid:
LAUNCH name, occurrence#

name
Specifies the name of a probe or the name of a request.
The name is first validated as a probe name using MGPROBES. If it is a probe, the requests that are
named in the probe are started. If it is not a probe, the request library is accessed for this member name.

occurrence#
Specifies the occurrence to start.
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• If a START-MULTIPLE=NO user does a start, the start terminates with an error message if the
occurrence is specified. Otherwise, the start implicitly occurs with an occurrence number 1.

• If specified by a START-MULTIPLE=YES user, this occurrence is started. If the occurrence has
already started, the start continues with a free occurrence#.

• If not specified by a START-MULTIPLE=YES user, the first unused occurrence number is used.

If there is at least one item currently in the data collector, an informational number indicates the number of
occurrences.
Limits: 1 - 9

LIST or L
Lists all available requests.

M
Displays the Menu pull-down menu.

MESSAGES or MSG or MES
Displays the SYSVIEW for Db2 Messages Facility.

MVSCMDS or MVS
Displays the MVS Console panel. You can use this panel to view MVS console messages and issue MVS
operator commands. The following syntax is valid:
MVSCMDS command or MVS command

NEW
Shows a summary of new features for this release of the product.

OBID
Refreshes the OBID translation table. This command is typically issued after running the IDB2OBI utility to extract
tablespace names from the Db2 catalog.

OPERATOR or OP
Displays the Operators Menu.

OPTIONS or O or PROF or PROFILE
Shows user profile parameters, which can be updated.

P
Displays the Print pull-down menu.

PANELID
Sets the display of the panel ID to ON or OFF. The following syntax is valid:
PANELID ON|OFF

PAUSE
Pauses data collection for a request. The following syntax is valid:
PAUSE name, occurrence#

name
Specifies the name of a probe or the name of a request.
The name is first validated as a probe name using MGPROBES. If it is a probe, the probe is altered or
printed. If it is not a probe, the request is altered or printed.

occurrence#
Specifies the occurrence to alter or print.
Limits: 1 - 9

PICKDB2 or PIC
Selects a Db2 subsystem to monitor. The following syntax is valid:
PICKDB2 subsystem or PIC subsystem
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PLOT
Displays the 3270 Graphics selection list. The following syntax is valid:
PLOT plotname

PRINT (*)
Prints a report to the print destination specified in your user profile. The following syntax is valid:
PRINT name, occurrence#

This command is a subcommand that can be issued only from certain panels.
PROBE

Displays the Start Request panel that starts user reports.
RECALL or RETRIEVE

Retrieves the last 10 commands entered on the command line. This command is most effective when assigned to
a user-defined PF key.

REGS
Displays debugging information.

REOPEN
Reopens the CDBAMAPS data set.

REPEAT
Activates automatic screen refresh.

RESET or RESE
Resets a request accumulator to zero. The following syntax is valid:
RESET name, occurrence# or RESE name, occurrence#

RESUME or RESU
Resumes data collection for a request. The following syntax is valid:
RESUME name, occurrence# or RESU name, occurrence#

name
Specifies the name of a probe or the name of a request.
The name is first validated as a probe name using MGPROBES. If it is a probe, the probe is altered or
printed. If it is not a probe, the request is altered or printed.

occurrence#
Specifies the occurrence to alter or print.
Limits: 1 - 9

REVIEW or REV
Browses the REVIEW file of a request. The following syntax is valid:
REVIEW occurs or REV occurs

RFIND
Finds the next occurrence from a previous FIND command.

SCREEN
Prints the screen image.

SECURITY or SEC
Displays the Security Refresh panel.

SHOW or S
Shows current requests in the data collector.

SORT
Sorts the rows of sortable reports by up to four columns in ascending (A) or descending (D) order. The following
syntax is valid:
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SORT column1 A|D [column2 A|D] [column3 A|D] [column4 A|D]|OFF

column1 A|D [column2 A|D] [column3 A|D] [column4 A|D]
Identifies the columns to sort.

OFF
Turns sorting off.

This command is a subcommand that can only be issued from certain panels. The active SORT command is
displayed in the request header. When the SORT is not available, SORT N/A can be displayed.

SPLIT
Splits the screen. If only one screen is currently being used, the new screen opens and the cursor moves to the
new screen. If more than one screen exists, no new screens open; cursor moves between the two logical screens
that are displayed. This command does not apply to the VTAM environment.

START or STA
Adds a request to the data collector. The following syntax is valid:
START name, occurrence# or STA name, occurrence#

name
Specifies the name of a probe or the name of a request.
The name is first validated as a probe name using MGPROBES. If it is a probe, the requests that are
named in the probe are started. If it is not a probe, the request library is accessed for this member name.

occurrence#
Specifies the occurrence to start.

• If a START-MULTIPLE=NO user does a start, the start terminates with an error message if the
occurrence is specified. Otherwise, the start implicitly occurs with an occurrence number 1.

• If specified by a START-MULTIPLE=YES user, this occurrence is started. If the occurrence has
already started, the start continues with a free occurrence#.

• If not specified by a START-MULTIPLE=YES user, the first unused occurrence number is used.

If there is at least one item currently in the data collector, an informational message indicates the number
of occurrences.
Limits: 1 - 9

STARTU
Adds an unqualified request to the data collector.

STOP or STO
Terminates an active IQL request that is collecting data. The following syntax is valid:
STOP name, occurrence# or STO name, occurrence#

name
Specifies the name of an active request or a probe.
The name is first validated as a probe name using MGPROBES. If it is a probe, the probe is altered or
printed. If it is not a probe, the request is altered or printed.

occurrence#
Specifies the occurrence to alter or print.
Limits: 1 - 9

SWAP
Swaps the screen that is currently displayed for another logical screen. This command is equivalent to the ISPF
SWAP and does not apply to the VTAM environment. This command can be used with one of the following
parameters:
SWAP LIST|PREV|NEXT|n|screen_name
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no operand If more than one screen exists, SWAP moves the cursor between the two logical screens that are
displayed. This command has no effect for a single screen.

LIST Shows the ISPF task list, from which you select which screen to display.
PREV Changes the display to the next lower screen number from the one where the command is entered.
NEXT Changes the display to the next higher screen number from the one where the command is entered.
n Changes the display to the screen numbered n if it is active.

screen_name Changes the display to the screen named screen_name if it is active.

SYSTEMS or SY
Shows the Systems Menu.

T
Displays the Tools pull-down menu.

TESTVERS or TESTV
Changes the current setting of the TESTVER user interface parameter (defined in SYSPARMS). You can use
different TESTVER values when bringing up multiple data collectors for the same Db2 subsystem. Use this
command with the operand of the desired TESTVER value to switch to another data collector for the same Db2
subsystem. The following syntax is valid:
TESTVERS setting or TESTV setting

TSO command
Issues TSO commands.

TUTORIAL or TU
Displays the SYSVIEW for Db2 tutorial.

UNLOAD
Starts an unload job for the history data sets if one has been defined in the data collector system parameters. To
use this command, specify HISTORY-UNLOAD=YES in your security profile.

NOTE
UNLOAD is ignored when you specify system parameter DC-HISTORY-MODE=YES.

Possible values are:
UNLOAD ACCT — Unloads the accounting file

UNLOAD STAT — Unloads the statistics file

UNLOAD ALL — Unloads both history files

FOCUS on a Report
The focus facility is a filtering mechanism that lets you view only the data you are interested in without changing the
characteristics of the active request.

The data collector continues to collect information, but while you are in FOCUS, you only see information about selected
threads. Once you have set FOCUS to ON, the FOCUS qualifications are used for all applicable panels until you set
FOCUS to OFF.

If FOCUS is available for a panel, the panel appears with a F6=FOCUS key. When you press F6, the Report Focus panel
appears.

The following example shows the report focus template for the active threads display:

Focus     Report Qualifications/Focus For THRDACTV Started By STARTUP          

                 Start-Qualification / Focus                                   

 Status  . . . : NO       / . N  Y or N                                        

 Plan  . . . . :          / . ________   Auth ID . . . :          / . ________ 

 Connection ID :          / . ________   Operator ID . :          / . ________ 

 Correlation ID:              / . . . . . . ____________                       
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 Location  . . :                  / . . . . ________________                   

 Network ID  . :          / . . . . . . . . ________                           

 LU Name . . . :          / . . . . . . . . ________                           

 End User's ID :                  / . . . . ________________                   

 Workstation Nm:                    / . . . __________________                 

 Transaction Nm:                        / . __________________________________ 

 Collection ID :                        / . __________________________________ 

 Package/DBRM  :                        / . __________________________________ 

 DB2 Role Name :                        / . __________________________________ 

 

 

Command ===> ________________________________________________________________  

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                             

                             9=Swap                                12=Return  

The FOCUS variables are only used once you enter Y in the field below the Focus column title. Variables are retained
from session to session.

To turn focus on and off, you can enter FOCUS ON or FOCUS OFF on the command line and press Enter. The Focus
Indicator on the fourth line of the panel indicates whether the report uses focus filtering.

Your installation might enforce the Auth ID focus. If it does, focus is set to ON and variables are set accordingly. Auth ID
enforcement might force the Auth ID to be your user ID or a leading portion of your user ID.

For reports started with start qualifications (all user started requests), the focus panel shows start qualifications that are
currently in place in addition to focus variables.

NOTE
Column filtering capability is available on sortable tabular reports, but the usage of the FOCUS facility is
still feasible. This facility reduces the amount of data that is transferred between the SYSVIEW for Db2 data
collector and the user online interface tasks.

LIST IQL Requests
As a database administrator (DBA), use online help INDEX to list all SYSVIEW for Db2 reports.

For more information about help INDEX, see the section Online Help. To display supported reports, one of the following
methods:

• Enter INDEX on the command line.
• Select option 2 INDEX from the Help drop-down list.

To see a list of available IQL requests and to start inactive requests, use the List of Request Library panel. To display this
panel, use one of the following methods:

• Enter LIST on the command line.
• Select option 4 LIST from the Tools drop-down list.

The following example shows the List of Request Library panel:

 _  1 First Line   2 Statistics
 
Actions: B=Browse, S=Start, C=Check, E=Edit (in ISPF)                          
 
List-1st                List of Request Library                Item 1-10 of 171
 
  Request  Lib          First line of request                                  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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_ ACCSHIST- 2 * (qualified trace) Trace of all SQL Statements (Owner-unique=ye 
_ ALTERBP - 2 * (unqualified trace) ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands issued           
_ AMSTRACE- 2 * (unqualified trace) AMS Commands Issued by DB2                 
_ APPLEXCP- 2 * (unqualified trace) Application Exception Events               
_ APPLIO  - 2 * (qualified summarize) I/O By Database by Pageset               
_ APPLPROF- 2 * (qualified Summarize) Profile of Rows Processed for a Statement
_ ARCIACD - 2 *                                                                
_ ARCIACDB- 2 *                                                                
_ ARCIACDD- 2 *                                                                
_ ARCIACDP- 2 *                                                                
 
Command ===> __________________________________________________________________
  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                             
  F7=Up         8=Down       9=Swap                                           

This panel displays a list of the requests in the Request libraries in the order of request name. To locate a particular
request, use the following syntax on the command line and press Enter:

L requestname

The column Lib indicates which of the Request libraries contains this request. A value of 1 represents the first library in
the concatenation sequence as provided in the Additional Request Datasets PROFILE settings. For more information, see
the section User PROFILE Parameters for a Session.

To change the displayed request information, use the following view bar options:

1 (First Line)
Displays the first line of each request. For SYSVIEW for Db2-supplied requests, the first line is always a comment
describing the request.

2 (Statistics)
Shows information about the request, including version, creation and modification dates, size, and the last person
to update the request.

For each item listed on the List of Request Library panel, you can issue the following command options:

B (Browse)
Displays the IQL statements of the request (similar to ISPF Browse).

S (Start)
Begins data collection for the request. When a request is Started, SYSVIEW for Db2 checks for syntax errors. If it
detects errors, the request is not Started and a listing displays the IQL code and any syntax checker messages.
When you Start a request, the Start Qualification panel can display. This panel controls the amount of data the
data collector maintains for this request. Not all requests must be qualified.

NOTE
The User Profile START parameter in the Security File enables you to Start requests.

A started request runs until the data collector terminates or the request stops. You must stop the request if you
want to use the same request to study another application using different Start Qualifications.

C (Check)
Checks the IQL code syntax. If a syntax error is found, a listing displays the IQL code and any syntax checker
messages.

E (Edit)
Displays the requests IQL code in an ISPF Edit session. Normal ISPF functionality is available (TSO User
Interface only).
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PICK Db2 Subsystem to Monitor
Select the Db2 subsystem for which you want to display performance data in SYSVIEW for Db2. You can monitor
subsystems on the same or remote z/OS image.

Each subsystem is connected to a data collector. To determine which subsystem to monitor, SYSVIEW for Db2 collects
the status of the data collector based on the Db2 subsystem name (SSID).

You can select any of the listed subsystems at any time. However, for most product functions, the data collector must be
active.

1. Complete one of the following steps and press Enter:
– Press F6 on the Main Menu.
– Enter PICK on the command line or PICK ssid on the command line to specify a Db2 subsystem.

If the specified subsystem is active, the product switches to the data collector monitoring the specified Db2
subsystem without presenting a pick list. The pick list is presented if the specified subsystem is not on the APPLS
list.

– Select option 5 Pick from the Tools drop-down list.
The Pick a Db2 Subsystem panel appears. The monitored subsystem is highlighted. The corresponding SSID and
System display on every panel header (Db2 SSID and MVS System ID).

NOTE
The default display includes a Status option. By default, if your site has fewer than six subsystems in the
APPLS list, the status displays for each one. Otherwise, the status for each data collector does not appear.
Your user profile stores the status setting.

2. (Optional) Change the Status to Y.
The product asynchronously collects the status information for each data collector when the PICK command (with
no operand) is initially invoked. The product saves the status in a cache during the user session. The status shows
as Pending until the asynchronous subtask has collected its status. Later invocations of the PICK command (with no
operand) reflect the cached status.

3. (Optional) Use the F6 (Refresh) subcommand from the Pick a Db2 Subsystem panel to reset and recollect the data
collector status for all subsystems in the list.

4. Place the cursor at the beginning of the row for the subsystem that you want to monitor and press Enter.

REPEAT to Auto-Refresh Display
On the panels with a short interval for gathering data, you must press Enter to refresh the display. The example is System
Snapshot panel with a 30-seconds interval.

For the automatic refresh, put your entire online session to the repeat mode. Enter REPEAT on the command line for
the panel display to start refreshing automatically. On most panels, the word REPEAT appears on the fourth line, which
indicates that you are in auto-refresh mode. This function simulates pressing Enter to refresh the report.

You can specify the refresh frequency of the data display on the User Profile - Display Parameters panel. This
specification is different than data gathering interval in the request that specifies how often the data collector polls Db2
and rebuilds the report. There can be many repeat intervals between data gathering intervals. The current data gathering
interval, when appropriate to the report, displays as part of the report title. For example, System Snapshot - 30 seconds.

You can control the use of REPEAT command option in two ways.

• Parameter REPEAT=YES|NO controls your ability to issue a REPEAT command for the user interface session.
• To control the usage of REPEAT command for each data collector, use REPEAT= option in the data collector security

profiles.

To stop repeat mode, use one of the following methods:
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• Enter REPEAT again on the command line and press Enter.
• On TSO, press the ATTN key or any PA key.

NOTE
With some session manager software, the ATTN key is redefined and not passed to the product application.
Try a PA key or cancel your TSO session externally.

• On VTAM, press any PA key.
• Define your own command that stops the auto-refresh on the User Profile - Display Parameters panel.

When the auto-refresh is disabled, you must press Enter to refresh the panel.

SORT and FILTER Tabular Reports
You can sort and filter tabular reports.

Sort Tabular Reports

Many of the reports are column-formatted. Use the SORT command, where available, to sort reports by up to four
columns in ascending or descending order. Ascending order is the default.

The active SORT command is displayed in the request header. In TSO, the ISPF profile retains the sort settings, so that
your last sort command is retained for future product sessions.

To simplify the process of creating your SORT command, display the column indexes and find the column order number
by executing the COLIND command.

The following examples describe how to use the SORT command:

Example: Sort the Threads Identified to Db2 panel by the Connection Type

The following command displays columns from left to right. Connection type is the fourth column.

SORT 4

The following command displays columns from left to right in the descending sequence. Connection type is the fourth
column.

SORT 4 D

Example: Specify Multiple Columns as the SORT criteria on the Threads Identified to Db2 Panel:

This example shows how to sort the report by multiple columns. The active threads are sorted by column three, the PLAN
name. Threads are then sorted by the column two, the CORRELATION ID. The columns are further sorted by the AUTHID
and the Db2 CPU use:

SORT 3 A 2 A 1 A 9 D

Example: Disable the SORT

The following command disables SORT.

SORT OFF

NOTE
Specifying invalid SORT parameters also disables sort.

Filter Tabular Reports

Column filtering is available on any sortable tabular reports and enabled through the FILTER command. The SORT status
that is displayed on the request header indicates whether the request is sortable.
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When the FILTER command is active, dashes under the column header labels convert into solid underscores and act as
selection fields. The scroll indication in the top-right corner of a panel changes from Item to Fltr. Filtering is available on
all columns of the report and preserved even if no data match the specified filtering criteria. The Fltr scroll indicates that
some data rows are filtered out. If all data is filtered out or no data match the filtering criteria, an informational message is
issued and scroll indication changes from Fltr to No Data.

When you filter multiple columns, the resulting filter is determined as a logical conjunction between them (logical AND).

NOTE
Number and timestamp filters work only when the report data adhere to the same format as described in the
following text. If you use customized time formats in your report (like HH.MM.SS.TT), the timestamp filters do not
work as expected.

The following filtering criteria syntax is valid:

[=|>|<|!] value|number|timestamp 

value
Specifies the masked text string. The following characters are valid:

• Alphabetical characters (a-z, A-Z) and national characters.
• Numerical characters (0-9).
• Question mark (?) represents one arbitrary symbol that can be placed on any position in the string.
• Asterisk (*) represents multiple arbitrary symbols and indicates that the string is handled as a prefix. Place

asterisk (*) only at the end of the string.

number
Specifies the numerical value. The value can be the whole (nnnn) or a decimal (nn.nn) number. The value can be
followed by the following power-of-ten suffixes:

• K—Thousand (kilo)
• M—Million (mega)
• G—Billion (giga)

timestamp
Specifies the timestamp value in the HH:MM:SS.TH format. Any component of the format value can be omitted.
The following sample timestamp combinations are valid:

• HH:MM:SS.TH
• HH:MM:SS
• HH:MM:
• HH::
• MM:SS
• MM:
• SS

=
Specifies to return all column values that are equal to the filtering criteria.

!
Specifies to return all column values that are not equal to the filtering criteria.

>
Specifies to return all column values that are equal or alphabetically following the filtering criteria for the masked
string criteria.
Specifies to return all column values that are equal or numerically larger than the filtering criteria for the numeric
or timestamps criteria.
This is the default for numeric and timestamp criteria.
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<
Specifies to return all column values that are alphabetically following the filtering criteria for the masked string
criteria.
Specifies to return all column values that are numerically smaller than the filtering criteria for the numeric or
timestamp criteria.

The following table contains some sample filtering criteria and shows whether the column value is selected in the resulting
report:

Filter Filter Type Column value Result

IDB* Text IDBSPLAN Match

IDB Text PLANIDBS No match

IDB Text IDB Match

=IDB Text IDBSPLAN No match

=IDB Text PLANIDBS No match

=IDB Text IDB Match

!IDB Text IDB No match

!IDB Text IDBSPLAN Match

!IDB* Text IDBSPLAN No match

!IDB Text PLANIDBS Match

!IDB? Text IDB Match

>IDB Text IDBSPLAN Match

>IDB Text PLANIDBS Match

>IDB Text ABCPLAN No match

123 Number 123 Match

123K Number 123000 Match

123 Number 127 Match

1000M Number 1.000G Match

123 Number 123 Match

123 Number 125 No match

=0.23M Number 230K Match

!123K Number 123000 No match

!123 Number 125 Match

>123 Number 100 No match

>123K Number 123000 Match

>0.18M Number 200K Match

>1.000G Number 500M No match

<123 Number 100 Match

<123K Number 123000 No match

<0.23M Number 200K Match

<1500M Number 1.000G Match
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>1:00:00 Timestamp 0:02:03 Match

>1:: Timestamp 0:02:03 Match

>2: Timestamp 0:02:03 Match

<0:2 Timestamp 0:00:05 No match

>0:10 Timestamp 00:11.5 Match

User PROFILE Parameters for a Session
Session parameters in your user profile affect how you interact with the product. These parameters are effective
immediately and remain effective for subsequent sessions.

To access the profile panels, use of the following options:

• Select option 7 PROFILE from the Tools drop-down list.
• Enter PROFILE on the command line

The user profile panels are separated by general function as follows:

Display Parameters
Control whether to execute a specific command each time you access the product and the ID to use for EXPLAIN
processing

Print Parameters
Control the output format and destination of print requests.

Additional Request Data Sets
Specify concatenation for data sets containing requests other than the requests initially supplied with the product.
Your administrator may have zero, one, or two request libraries defined by default to your session. If your
administrator has provided at least one request library, you can concatenate your own libraries before it (or them)
by specifying values for the first, second, and third user data set.

User Commands
Link user-defined commands names with command strings. For example, you can create a command for a
commonly used function (as in ACTIVE for the D THRDACTV command). Then, you simply enter ACTIVE on the
command line to do the navigation.

PF Keys
Specify commands to be executed for F Keys 13-24. The F Keys 1-12 are predefined and cannot be modified.

Press F8 to advance to the next profile and F7 to return to the previous one.

Field-level online help is available for parameters. Place the cursor on the field and press F1.

Monitoring Db2 System Activity
System Statistics data provides current and historical Db2 subsystem information.

View Interval and Accumulated Current Data

Many system statistics panels can display current data in one of the following two ways:

Delta
Displays the difference between values that are found at this interval and the last interval (current interval value -
previous interval value). The time interval shown next to the panel title (usually 30 seconds). The time interval can
be changed by altering the time in the related request.
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Accum
Displays data representing total statistical accumulation following the start of Db2.

To change how the data is derived, entering A or D over the existing indicator in Variation Field and press Enter. The
values displayed increase if you go from a Delta to an Accum view. If you go from an Accum to a Delta view, the values
decrease.

View Detailed and Summarized Historical Data

You can access detailed and summarized historical data for the interval that you specify on the System History
Selection panel. This historical data resides in the product history files.

Detail
Information panels display collected data from the specified interval record by record. To access the detail
information panels for most recent history time interval (near-term history), press F6 in the System Statistics
panel.

Summary
Information panels display the information for the specified interval. Press PF6 to display the first summarized
data panel. You cannot get to summarized subsystem historical data from any current subsystem statistic
panel. The time period being summarized is shown on every panel in the From/To fields.

1. Select option 2 System History from the main menu.
2. Specify the date and timespan for the data that you want to view (0 through 24 hours).

NOTE
SYSVIEW for Db2 collects data from the first record it encounters with an end time after your specified begin
date/time and ends with the first record it encounters up to (but not including) your specified end date/time.
For example, if you select data from 8:00 AM through 10:00 AM, the actual returned data can be from 8:00
AM to 9:30 AM. To include the 10:00 data, specify the end time 10:01 AM. The default interval is set for
viewing the data for the current day, starting at midnight.

3. Take one of the following actions, depending on how you want to view your data:
– Press F5 (List) to access detailed data for the specified interval.

• Select the view bar option 1 System or 2 Accounting and enter S next to the interval you want to view.
– Select the view bar option 2 All System Intervals to see a list of detailed data for all Db2 System Statistics

intervals.
The System History List panel appears.
• Enter S next to the interval that you want to view.

– Select the view bar option 3 All Accounting Intervals to see a list of detailed data for all accounting statistics
intervals.
The Accounting by Connection History List panel appears.
• Enter S next to the interval that you want to view.

– Press F6 (Summarize) to view summarized data for the specified interval.
The System Overview History Summary panel appears.

NOTE
The product must find at least two records in the data collector (for a beginning and ending point) within the
time interval you specify.

If you receive the following message, SYSVIEW for Db2 could not find enough records to satisfy your request.
DBG550C1W - Selected records not found

Try increasing the interval between the begin date and time and the end date and time.
4. Use the view bar options to select the data you want to view.

The requested data appears.
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NOTE
Press F5 to display the same fields for the previous interval and F6 to display the same fields for the
subsequent interval.

View System History List

The System History List panel displays a list of system statistics intervals that are maintained in the history file. The data
that is included depends on the following options:

• If you specified time range in the System History Selection panel, then only those dates/times are available. An item
count (Item n-n of n) indicates how many intervals can you scroll through.

• If you selected the view bar option 2 List all Intervals, all intervals that are maintained in the history file are listed.
The most recent range displays first (scroll up to see prior intervals). The range of dates and times reflects the list of
intervals on the current panel. No item count is available.

To see more detail for a particular time interval, enter S or cursor-select the field for that interval and press Enter.

NOTE
If you reach this panel through F5 (meaning use selection criteria), the Records Read/First Last appears. The
view bar does not appear.

When the HISTORY-READ-LIMIT is reached, the F4 key at the bottom of the display has ReadNext option enabled and
message DBG550DAW appears. This option causes the data collector to read through the next HISTORY-READ-LIMIT
set of records and append any qualifying records to the prior result set. The ReadNext option applies only when all of the
following conditions are met:

• The F5 (List) option was used to get to this display from the selection criteria screen. ReadNext is not applicable
to the list all versions of this screen. These displays read one screen of data at a time and have no selection criteria
applied.

• A nonzero value is specified in the HISTORY-READ-LIMIT in the security profile of the user.
• The data collector reached the HISTORY-READ-LIMIT before reaching one of the following criteria:

– The end of the file.
– The end of the time range that is specified in the selection criteria page.
– The maximum number of records specified by the HIST-DISPLAY-COUNT system parameter.

Display a Plot from a Report

Some of the System Statistics panels provide the Plot function (F4) to display data in graphical plots on your 3270
terminal. You can select from a list of predefined plots or you can create your own using a series of plot builder
panels. Plots can only be built from data that is collected in a Monitor request.

Related pairs of data, such as Total Getpages and Total Synchronized Read I/Os, are shown as different colors on the
plot. For the bottom plots, there is only one data type being plotted. The time intervals, in minutes, are shown in each
following plot. The date scales are shown below the data type name, to the left or right of each plot. The upper right and
lower left plots have no data to plot for the displayed time interval, so no bars appear.

• In color mode, the displayed plots use blue for the left variable and yellow for the right variable. When both occur on
the same block, the yellow block has an asterisk (*) to show that the left variable would also be in that position.

• In non-color mode, the displayed plots use x for the left variable and * for the right variable. When both occur on the
same block, b* is used to show that the other variable would also be in that position.

Plot panels appear differently than other panels in SYSVIEW for Db2. Command line is not available. Only PF keys can
be used for navigation. Use PF keys are disabled.

To expand a particular plot, press the appropriate PF key (F9 through F12). When you expand a plot, the time frame
changes to include statistics (by minute) for the data types for the last hour. The same colors are used, but this plot
provides a more granular view of the data. The dashed lines across the plot indicate the average value for the past hour. If
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the line refers to the average of the left data type, an A appears to the left of the line. If the line is the average of the right
data type, an A appears to the right of the line. The scale is created by making even size intervals that would be large
enough to hold the maximum value occurring in the current data. So the scale changes as larger values occur or when the
largest variable no longer displays.

To return to the tabular panel, press F3.

Start the Plotting Function

To start the plotting function, type PLOT on the command line and press Enter. The 3270 Graphics panel appears. The
panel is divided to four custom plots and predefined plots. If custom plots have been created, they are displayed. You can
cursor-select any of the listed predefined plots.

Use the F7 and F8 keys to scroll through the list of predefined plots. F7 and F8 only scroll beneath the dashed line while
the upper section remains the same.

Example of a Predefined Plot
Plots created on 3270 differ from the plots that are created for a graphically oriented environment, such as
Windows or Presentation Manager. In the following example, PD4WPAG (Address Space Page Rates per 1/2
hour) has been selected from the 3270 Graphics panel.

                                     Addr Space Page Rates per <x:ba> hr       
n SSAS Pages/Sec                                   n DBAS Pages/Sec            
   .24 |                        |               3.12 |                        |
   .28 |                        |               2.60 |                        |
   .16 |                        |               2.08 |                        |
   .12 |                        |               1.56 |                        |
   .08 |                        |               1.04 |                        |
   .04 A-------------------------                .52 A-------------------------
       +|-----|-----|-----|-----|                    +|-----|-----|-----|-----|
n IRLM Pages/Sec                                   n DIST Pages/Sec            
 30.00 |                        |                .12 |                        |
 25.00 |            =  =        |                .10 |                        |
 20.00 |            =  =        |                .08 |                        |
 15.00 |            =  =        |                .06 |                        |
 10.00 |            =  =        |                .04 |                        |
  5.00 |            =  =        |                .02 A------------------------|
       +|-----|-----|-----|-----|                    +|-----|-----|-----|-----|
      06:30       11:30       16:30                 06:30       11:30     16:30
 
 F1=Help       2=           3=End        4=            5=Print       6=        
 F7=           8=           9=Top Left  10=Top Right  11=Bot Left  12=Bot Right

This example shows four different plots, each representing a different Address Space (SSAS, DBAS, IRLM,
DIST). The dashed line at the .02 level of the lower-right plot, which starts with an A, indicates the average
DIST pages per second per half-hour. In these types of multiple-plot settings, PF Keys 9 - 12 let you expand
on each of the four plots. When only one plot displays on this panel, these keys are de-activated and not
shown.

Create a Customized Plot

You can create up to four plots using the data in two specified SYSVIEW for Db2 requests:

• DCMSTATL (System Statistics for the Past 30 Hours)
• DCMSTATS (System Statistics for the Past 60 Minutes)

Your user profile stores plot definitions for future sessions.
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NOTE
If you have already created one or more plots, their titles display on the upper portion of the 3270 Graphics
panel.

1. Enter PLOT on the command line and press Enter.
The 3270 Graphics panel appears.

2. Cursor-select one of the blank entries (a, b, c, or d) in the upper portion of the 3270 Graphics panel. Or, select an
existing custom plot to modify and press Enter.
The 3270 Plot Builder screen appears.

3. Type a name for your plot in the Title field and enter a valid request name in the Based on request field. Press Enter.
The request appears in the Requests for plotting list.

NOTE
To establish field names for each quadrant, cursor-select the first field of the first plot and press Enter. To
delete the field name from the quadrant, position the cursor on the field name. Then press ERASE EOF or
blank out the field name.

4. (Optional) If you do not know the name of the fields you want plotted, cursor-select the appropriate field in the
quadrant. Press Enter.
The Choose a Field to Plot panel appears.

5. Cursor-select one of the listed field names and press Enter. Use F7 and F8 keys to scroll the list.
The 3270 Plot Builder panel reappears. The select field name shows in the plot field name. Continue the process until
you enter all desired fields for all plots that you are creating.

6. (Optional) Press F4 to display your new plot.
The new plot is displayed. To see more detail or expand on a particular plot, press the PF key appropriate to that plot
(F9 through F12).

7. (Optional) Press F3 when you have finished reviewing your plots.

The panel from which you started appears.

View System Statistics
This section describes panels of the Main Menu option 1 System Statistics.

Panels are described with the following properties: panel title, navigation menu, request name, example of use, view
types, and short description.

The System Statistics Menu (for Data Sharing Group)

The following example shows the System Statistics menu for the data sharing group:

_  1 Sysplex  2 Data Collectors  3 Display Group

 R/SYSPLEX       DB2 Group Members                            

Actions: S=Sys Stats, T=Threads, X=Exceptions, C=CF Stats
                 Threads       Thrds DB2 AS    BP                            
   DB2     DB2   TotCPU/       Totl/  %CPU/ %ActPg/ <-------  Status  ------->
   *___    SRC   ThdRate       InDB2 PgRate   RdEff  Subsys    Appl   Database
   ---- -------- ------- ----------- ------ ------- -------- -------- --------
 _ DH1G !DH1G       6.33           3   0.03     0.4   CRIT     NORM     NORM 
                    0.00           0   0.00  ******                          
 _ DH3G !DH3G      34.75           7   0.05     1.4   CRIT     NORM     CRIT 
                    0.00           0   0.00  ******                          
   ---- -------- ------- ----------- ------ ------- -------- -------- --------
 _ *    DSNDHG     41.08          10   0.04     0.9 ======== ======== ========
                    0.00           0   0.00  ******

To view the data sharing statistics, ensure that the following prerequisites are met:
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• The data collector is installed for each member and enabled for data sharing.
• The DATA-SHARING system parameter is set to YES.

The following menu options are available:

1 Sysplex  - DB2 Group Members panel (SYSPLEX)
Displays system status overview of all Db2 members in a current data sharing group.
Example of use: Determine if the data sharing group is having problems.
Select a specific Db2 member or all groups (the last summary line that is identified with the asterisks *) with the
following options:
S

Displays detailed statistics for a specific member or data sharing group. The same set of panels appears
as for the standalone Db2 subsystem/member. If you only cursor-select a specific Db2 member and press
Enter, the same set of panels appears.

T
Displays thread activity for a specific member or data sharing group. This action brings up the Active
Thread menu.

X
Displays exceptions for a specific member. This action displays the Exception Monitor menu.

C
Displays coupling facility statistics for all structures on the system and not only the structures for the Db2
subsystem currently viewed. The following panel appears:
Available Coupling Facilities (COUPLE)

Displays all available coupling facilities on this system.
Example of use: See if the coupling facility is active.
Use the following options to select a specific coupling facility:

A
Displays the CF XXX Active Structures panel (CFSTRUCL). This panel displays all active
coupling facility structures for the selected coupling facility.
Example of use: Ensure that particular structure is active and being used.
You can select a particular structure with the following options:
S

Displays the CF XXX Structure Detail panel (CFSTRUCA). This panel displays detailed
information about the selected coupling facility structure.
Example of use: Determine how the particular coupling utility structure is being utilized.

P
Displays the Structure XXX  Preference List panel (CFSTRUCP). This panel displays
the preference list for the selected coupling facility structure.
Example of use: Display the list of coupling facilities that use the structure name.

X
Displays the Structure XXX Exclusion List panel (CFSTRUCX). This panel displays the
exclusion lists for the selected coupling facility structure.
Example of use: Display the list of coupling facilities that are defined not to use a
coupling facility structure.

R
Displays the Structure XXX CF List panel (CFSTRUCR). This panel displays the list of
coupling facilities that use the selected coupling facility structure.
Example of use: Display what coupling facilities use a coupling facility structure.
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U
Displays the Structure XXX User List panel (CFSTRUCU). This panel lists the user
connections that use the selected coupling facility structure.
Example of use: Determine which users use a coupling facility structure.

C
Displays the CF COUPLET1 Connected Systems panel (CFSYCONN). This panel displays the
MVS systems that are using the selected coupling facility.
Example of use: Determine which systems are sharing the coupling facility.

D
Displays the CF COUPLET1 Structures Defined panel (CFSTRUCD). This panel displays all the
structures that are defined to the selected coupling facility.
Example of use: Determine if a particular structure is defined to the coupling facility.

If you cursor-select all groups (the last summary line that is identified with the asterisks *) and press Enter, the
following panel appears:
1 SnapShot - System Snapshot - DS Group (GRPSTATS)

Displays a system status overview of all Db2 members in the data sharing group. The reported metrics
are aggregated across Db2 subsystems in a data sharing group. The percentage fields (marked with
percent sign or Pct) are calculated as averages. The Max and HWM fields are calculated as maximums.
The rest of the fields are summed. The exceptions are Read Eff and Min/Chkpt that are calculated as
averages and DB2 Up Time that is calculated as maximum.
Example of use: Quickly identify the resources that are consumed by the data sharing group.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D)

2 Acct Sum - DSG Acct Stats by Conn Type (CSACCTSG)
Displays the overview of accounting statistics that are aggregated by connection type summarized across
the members of the data sharing group.
Example of use: Determine the total activity of applications that are connected to the Db2 subsystem.
Compare the accounting statistics for different connection types.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D)
This panel lets you perform the following commands:
S

Displays the DSG Acct Stats by Conn Detail panel (CSACCTDG)
Displays the detailed accounting statistics aggregated for selected connection type across all
members of the data sharing group.
Example of use: Examine the detailed accounting statistics that are aggregated for one or all
connection types.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D)

L
Displays the DSG Acct Stats for Conn Type panel (CSACCTSL)
Displays the accounting statistics aggregated for the selected connection type and split by group
members.
Example of use: Determine how the total application activity of a specific connection type is
distributed among the members of the data sharing group.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D)
This panel lets you perform the following command:
S

Displays the Acct Stats by Conn Detail panel (CSACCTD)
Displays the detailed accounting statistics aggregated for the selected Db2 member and
connection type.
Example of use: Examine the detailed accounting statistics.
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2 Data Collectors - Data Sharing Data Collectors and DB2s panel (SYSDCOLL)
Displays information about the status of the product data collectors and Db2 data sharing members.
Example of use: Determine which data collectors and Db2 members are available.

3 Display Group - Display Group Detail panel (DSGRPDTL1)
Displays a summary of the information that is provided by the -DISPLAY GROUP DETAIL command. Displays the
information about the XCF status of the members. Displays the following information about the data sharing group
to which a Db2 subsystem belongs: group mode, SCA status, available lock/list entries, and used lock/list entries.
Example of use: Determine the storage that is allocated to SCA, locks, and lists for the data sharing group.

The System Statistics Menu (for Standalone Db2 Subsystem or a Specific Db2 Member in the Data Sharing
Group)
The following example shows the System Statistics menu for a standalone Db2 subsystem or a specific Db2 member in
the data sharing group:

_  1 SnapShot  2 Buffer Pool  3 EDM Pool  4 Logs  5 Acct Sum  6 More...       

R/SYSSTATS      System Snapshot - Accumulate                      Accum_______
...

The following menu options are available:
1 SnapShot - System Snapshot panel (SYSSTATS)

Displays the system status overview for a particular Db2 address space. Display the most important Db2
accelerator metrics.
Example of use: Determine if the subsystem is having problems.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), Plot (F4), History (F6)

2 Buffer Pool - Buffer Pool List panel (BUFLISTS)
Displays an overview of sizing and I/O activity for those Db2 buffer pools that have a defined size.
Example of use: Determine the status of buffer pools.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), Plot (F4), History (F6)
If you select a particular buffer pool, the following list of view bar options appears:
1 Exceptions - BP Exception Counters panel (BUFEXCPS)

Displays the Db2 subsystem buffer pool exception counters for the selected buffer pool. This panel
notifies you about the significant buffer pool exception activity.
Example of use: Determine if the size of the buffer pool is sufficient.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

2 Thresholds - BP Thresholds panel (BUFTHRES)
Displays threshold information for the selected buffer pool.
Example of use: Determine if a buffer pool requires resizing.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

3 Read/Write - BP Read/Write Activity panel (BUFRDWRS)
Shows read/write activity for the selected buffer pool.
Example of use: Determine the real-time buffer pool and I/O activity for a specific buffer pool.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

4 Workfiles - BP Workfiles panel (BUFWKFLS)
Displays statistical information about the work file for the selected buffer pool.
Example of use: Determine efficient use of sort work files.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

5 Files - Pagesets Using This BP panel (PSALLOC)
Shows page sets that are using the selected buffer pool and related page sets that are currently open.
For each data set, the information about space usage and extent allocation is provided.
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Example of use: Determine what table spaces and index spaces use the buffer pool.
If you select a particular page set, the following panels appear:
1 List - Dataset Extents panel (EXTENTS)

Provides information about all extents for the selected Db2 data set. Shows the effects of the
physical fragmentation of a tablespace from the extents. This panel can also aid in Device Busy
debugging.
Example of use: Determine how fragmented data set extents are.

2 Summary - Total DASD By Volume panel (EXTENTSS)
Summarizes data set extent information by volume.
Example of use: Determine the total space requirements of a data set.

6 Simulate - Simulated Buffer Pool Statistics panel (BUFSIM)
Displays statistical information for the simulated buffer pool activity.
Example of use: Determine how the buffer pool expansion impacts I/O activity.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

3 EDM Pool - EDM Pool panel (EDMPOOL)
Displays:

• The EDM pool usage of the Db2 subsystem.
• A histogram of percentages for each page component in the EDM pool.
• The percentages of requests that required a load from DASD.
• The number of I/Os to the DSNDB01 page sets that hold the objects that are loaded into the EDM pools.
• Detailed EDM pool information for DBDs (database descriptors), CTs (cursor tables), and PTs (package tables)

in real time.

Example of use: Determine how the EDM pool resources are allocated. Determine which objects consume the
most pages in the EDM pool.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), Plot (F4), History (F6)

NOTE
SYSVIEW for Db2 requires an installed copy of Subsystem Analyzer to gather the EDM pool detail
information, but does not require an active Subsystem Analyzer collection.

If you select one of the following options, a corresponding panel appears:
. SKCT - Snapshot of Skeleton Cursor Table Usage panel (EDMSKCT)

Displays an overview of currently allocated skeleton cursor table entries. Contains the current EDM pool
information regardless of whether the report is accessed from Accum or any of the Delta EDMPOOL
entries.
Example of use: Determine which plans have skeleton cursors allocated and how much of the skeleton
(EDM) pool is allocated to the skeleton cursor for that plan.

. SKPT - Snapshot of Skeleton Package Table Usage panel (EDMSKPT)
Displays an overview of currently allocated skeleton package table entries. Contains the current EDM
pool information regardless of whether the report is accessed from Accum or any of Delta EDMPOOL
entries.
Example of use: Determine which packages have skeleton entries allocated and how much of the
skeleton (EDM) pool is allocated to the skeleton package for that package.

. DBD (USED) - Snapshot of DBD Pool Usage panel (EDMDBD)
Displays an overview of currently allocated DBDs. Contains the current EDM pool information regardless
of whether the report is accessed from Accum or any of Delta EDMPOOL entries.
Example of use: Determine the storage that is allocated from the DBD pool to each DBD.
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. STMT (USED) - Dynamic SQL Statements in Cache panel (DYNSQLST)
Displays information about dynamic SQL statements that have been cached for reuse. Only the first 60
bytes of the SQL statement are displayed. Resource usage statistics can be obtained if a trace activates
IFCID 318. Use request DYNSTATS to activate IFCID 318.
Example of use: Determine cached dynamic SQL statements and accumulated resource usage for each
statement. The complete cached SQL statement can be displayed by selecting the specific statement.

4 Logs - Log Status and Allocations panel (LOGALLOC)
Displays log data sets status and Db2 DSNZPARM values that are related to logging.
Example of use: Determine which logs are currently available and which logs are waiting for archive conditions.
You can also use this display to verify the checkpoint frequency and associated settings and the current logging
zParm settings.

5 Acct Sum - Accounting Stats by Connection Type panel (CSACCTS)
Displays the overview of accounting statistics that are aggregated by connection type and for all connection types
together.
Example of use: Determine the total activity of applications that are connected to the Db2 subsystem. Compare
the accounting statistics for different connection types.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)
If you select a particular connection type, the following panel appears:
Accounting Stats by Connection Detail panel (CSACCTD)

Shows detailed accounting statistics, which are also presented in a graphical format.
Example of use: Examine detailed accounting statistics that are aggregated for one or all connection
types.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

6 More…
Displays Additional System Statistics Displays Menu.

Additional System Statistics Display Menu
The following example shows the Additional System Statistics Display menu:

R/ISYSTMC       Additional Systems Statistics Displays
        
__  1 MVS Address Space Displays         14 Group Buffer Pool
    2 Dataset Statistics                 15 Accelerator Services
    3 System Parameters                  16 Dynamic Prepare / Row Access
    4 Log Activity                       17 SQL Incompatibilities (IFCID 376)
    5 Multi-site Update Exceptions       18 Storage Statistics
    6 Thread and Command Counts          19 Storage Utilization (IFCID 225)
    7 SQL and Routine Counts             20 DB2 Messages (IFCID 197)
    8 List Prefetch / RID Pool           21 z/OS System Statistics
    9 Parallelism / Misc / IAG           22 Index FTB Optimization (389, 477)
   10 Locks and Latches                  23 Utility Status
   11 Remote Locations                   24 Profile Monitoring (IFCID 402)
   12 Binds and Authorization
   13 Workfile DB Utilization

The following menu options are available:
1 MVS ASID Displays / DB2 CPU

Shows current address space information that is associated with the subsystem.
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Snapshot - Address Space Snapshot panel (MVS)

Displays a summary of activity for the selected address space. The following information is provided:
swap status, SRM specifications, CPU times, working set sizes, and various timing fields. This panel also
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shows a graphical representation of critical performance indicators at the system and address space
levels. These indicators appear as red and green bars on extended attribute terminals. Graphical data at
the address space level is presented in the following formats:

• On the Address Space graph, the interval is the time that has elapsed since you last pressed Enter.
• On the Address Space Trend graph, the interval is the elapsed time that was spent in the Address

Space Snapshot display. The purpose of this graph is to provide a more normalized view of these
critical performance indicators.

Example of use: Determine if MVS System Resource Manager (SRM) definitions are correct for a
production CICS region.

2 Storage - Virtual Storage Snapshot panel (MVSSTOR)
Maps the storage for an MVS address space. Shows a virtual storage static map outlining all storage
areas (both common and private) and the percent utilization for the areas where appropriate. In addition,
the private area is presented in terms of region and non-region. The display also contains the working set
size and the amount of fixed and expanded storage for the selected address space.
Example of use: Determine if the address space is nearing limits on the available memory.

3 Enqueues - Address Space Enqueues panel (MVSENQS)
Lists MVS enqueues and conflicts for the specified address space or the MVS system as a whole. Shows
a scrollable list of all resources that the selected address space currently owns. Also shows any existing
contentions. If the address space is waiting for a resource, the owner of the resource is identified by
system, job name, ASID, and TCB Address. If a contention exists at the system level, the panel identifies
the resource owner and all address spaces that are waiting.
Example of use: Determine which held enqueues are not letting batch programs execute.

4 Tasks - Address Space Tasks panel (MVSTASKS)
Shows the MVS task structure for an address space. Shows the address of the TCB and the total
CPU time that the task has used. Also shows the status of the task: whether it is active on a CPU,
waiting, or has abended. The structure displays in a hierarchical manner to show the parent-child-sibling
relationship between the various task control blocks (TCBs) in the Address Space. The parent-child-
sibling relationship concept is commonly used to describe how tasks were created. In z/OS, a new task
is created using the ATTACH macro. The task that issues the ATTACH macro creates a subtask or child
task. If the original task, the parent task, creates another subtask, it now has two children, referred to as
sibling tasks.
Example of use: Determine if a task is active, waiting, or has abended.

5 Programs - Address Space Programs panel (MVSPGMS)
Displays the programs loaded by the specified address. A program name is displayed with its virtual
storage address, length, addressing mode, storage subpool and key, use count, and linkage editor
attributes.
Example of use: Determine if programs linkage editor parameters are correctly specified.

6 Files - Address Space Files panel (MVSFILES)
Displays all data sets currently allocated to the specified address space. The list includes the ddname, I/O
counts, volumes, and extent information for each data set.
Example of use: Determine the I/O counts to non-VSAM data sets that are allocated to a CICS region.

7 DB2 CPU - DB2 CPU & Agent services (IDSDB2CP)
Displays CPU time used by the Db2 address spaces.
Example of use: Determine peak period CPU load.

All views except IDSDB2CP include the following input fields:
JOB

Specifies the job name of the address space for which you are displaying data. You can type over this
field to change the display to that of any other address space in the z/OS system.
When you first select MVS Address Space Displays, the job name is one of the following items:
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• The DBM1 if selected from System Statistics or displayed directly
• The Address Space of the selected thread if selected from the Active Threads panel

ASID
The address space identifier (ASID) of the address space for which you are currently displaying data.
The ASID is represented in the hex notation. If multiple address spaces in the system have the same job
name, you can type over this field to change display to any other address space in the MVS system.

Type
Appears only on the Address Space Enqueues panel.
Specifies the type of the enqueue conflict:
A

Enqueues for this Address Space.
S

Enqueue conflicts for the MVS system.
C

Enqueue conflicts with holders and waiters for the Address Space.
2 Dataset Statistics

You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Open - Datasets Currently Open panel (DATASETS)

Shows all currently open data sets and information about their use, allocation, and extents.
Example of use: Determine those data sets with a large number of extents (use sorting).
If you select a particular data set, the following panel options appear:
1 List - Dataset Extents panel (EXTENTS)

Provides information about all extents for the selected Db2 data set. Shows the effects of the
physical fragmentation of a tablespace from the extents. This panel can also aid in Device Busy
debugging.
Example of use: Determine how fragmented data set extents are.

2 Summary - Total DASD By Volume panel (EXTENTSS)
Summarizes data set extent information by volume.
Example of use: Determine the total space requirements of a data set.

2 Counts/Drains - Dataset Counts & Drains panel (SYSDRAIN)
Lists the data set queuing statistics that are related to closing a data set. Lists data set open and drain
processing activity. The information that this panel provides can help you diagnose problems in the
following areas: thrashing situations, data set open delays, and data set open failures.
Example of use: Determine if the DSMAX parameter in Db2 DSNZPARM is appropriate.
View: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

3 I/O Stats - Dataset I/O Statistics panel (DSIOSTAT)
Displays information about data sets that exceeded the threshold of one I/O per second during the last
dataset statistics interval. This request can only be run online, because the data is received through an IFI
READS call.
Example of use: Determine those data sets whose I/O rate exceeds the I/O threshold for the interval.
View: History (F6)

4 Extension Trace - Dataset Extension Trace panel (DSEXTEND)
Displays information about data set extents and data set sizes when a Db2 data set obtains a new extent.
This request must be active when the data set is extended to gather the information.
Example of use: Tract data set extension. Determine what data sets are intensively growing. Review
data set parameters and their limits.
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5 Last extension - Last Dataset Extensions panel (DSEXTNDS)
Displays the last obtained extent of a Db2 data set that reached the growth threshold set with exception
variable DATASET-EXTEND-LIMIT in the THRESHDS request. SYSVIEW for Db2 gathers information for
all data sets from the start of the report. However, only information about the last extension is kept.
Example of use: Determine data sets with many extents. Determine when the data set approaches the
limit.

3 System Parameters
Displays information about the Db2 Subsystem, IRLM JCL, Buffer Pool, and Group Buffer Pool parameters. For
each Db2 subsystem parameter, you can view the fields for each Db2 install panel and their related ZPARMs and
values. You can also view some of the JCL parameters with which the IRLM task was started. In addition, you can
view a list of buffer pools that are defined to the Db2 subsystem and the related buffer pool parameters. For each
group buffer pool, you can view its size. You can also view the number of directory and data entries and fields that
can be modified using the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL Db2 command. You can select from the following view
bar options:
1 DB2 Parms - DB2 Subsystem Parameters panel (SYSPARMS)

Displays current Db2 system parameters (DSNZPARMS and DSNHDECP).
Example of use: Determine if recently changed Db2 parameters are in use.

2 IRLM JCL - IRLM JCL Parameters panel (SYSPRIRL)
Displays selected parameters from the IRLM JCL.
Example of use: Determine the parameter settings with which IRLM was started.

3 Buffers - Buffer Pool System Parameters panel (SYSPRMBP)
Lists the DSNZPARM or BSDS pools parameters that are related to defining buffer pools.
Example of use: Determine the buffer pool values used by the last ALTER BUFFERPOOL command.

4 Grp Buffers - Group Buffer Pool Parameters panel (SYSPRGBP)
Displays parameter information for each group buffer pool that is connected to the Db2 data sharing
member.
Example of use: Determine what values you would enter in an ALTER
GROUPBUFFERPOOL command.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D)

4 Log Activity - Log Activity panel (LOGSTATS)
Summarizes the Log Manager activity.
Example of use: Determine if you are having log serialization problems.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), Plot (F4), History (F6)

5 Multi-site Update Exceptions - Multi-site Update Exception Details panel (MULTISYT)
Lists the exceptions that have occurred during updates to more than one remote site. Multi‑site update increases
the flexibility of distributed Db2 applications by permitting updates to more than one remote site within a commit
scope. Multi‑site update allows programs to update data in multiple database systems with coordinated recovery
among all the systems. Network communication failures increase the likelihood of INDOUBT threads in a
multi‑site update environment. The MULTISYT request reports events that affect the recovery of these INDOUBT
threads.
Example of use: Determine when to use the RESOLVE INDOUBT Db2 command.

6 Thread and Command Counts
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Thread Counts - Thread Counts panel (SYSSVCS)

Displays the counts of threads that are processed by the Db2 Subsystem Services address space.
Example of use: Diagnose problems with queued thread.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

2 Command Counts - Command Counts panel (ICMDS)
Displays the counts of Db2 commands that are executed from SYSVIEW for Db2.
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Example of use: Determine which Db2 commands are being issued.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

7 SQL and Routine Counts
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 SQL - SQL Counts panel (SQLTOTAL)

Displays the total number of statements that were issued for each SQL type for the Db2 subsystem.
Example of use: Determine the types of SQL statements being executed.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), Plot (F4), History (F6)

2 Routine - DB2 Routine Counts (SYSRTN)
Displays the Db2 routine counters including stored procedure counts, user-defined function (UDF) counts,
and trigger counts.
Example of use: Determine if Db2 routines are abending or have timed out.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

8 List Prefetch / RID Pool - List Prefetch / RID Pool panel (SYSLPRF)
Displays List Prefetch and RID Pool statistics for this Db2 subsystem.
Example of use: Determine if storage problems affect multiple indexing, list prefetch, or RID processing.
A shortage of virtual storage in the database services (DBM1) address space causes these types of problems.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

NOTE
You can also use the Virtual Storage Snapshot panel to view the current breakdown of private storage
that is used by the DBM1 address space.

9 Parallelism / Misc / IAG - Parallelism / Miscellaneous / IAG panel (PRLMISC)
Displays query parallelism statistics, miscellaneous metrics (such as maximum LOB and XML storage used), and
Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) metrics.
Example of use: Determine why parallelism was disabled. Determine sparse index use degradations. Determine
whether Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) pipes were allocated.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

10 Locks and Latches
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Locks - Locks panel (SYSLOCKS)

Displays locking, timeout, deadlocks, and suspensions for Db2 subsystem. These statistics are for logical
locks that are used to control the concurrency between transactions. These transactions can be on a local
Db2 subsystem or across Db2 subsystems in the data sharing environment. The request SYSGLOCK
displays statistics for physical locks that are used in the data sharing environment to establish the
concurrency of cached data in different Db2 subsystems.
This panel helps you diagnose problems in the following areas: excessive lock/latch suspend time, shared
and exclusive lock escalations, and lock limits.
Example of use: Determine if timeouts or deadlocks are occurring.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

2 Global Locks - Global Locks panel (SYSGLOCK)
Displays statistics related to the data sharing environment: contentions, engines, notifies, requests,
propagations, and negotiations. This information refers to physical locks used by the data sharing group
that Db2 acquired to ensure the consistency of data that is cached in different Db2 subsystems. These
locks are owned by the subsystem and not by transactions (a SYSLOCKS request is used for logical
locks).
Example of use: Determine if group buffer pool parameters require tuning because of large numbers of
contentions.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)
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3 Latches - Latch Manager panel (OLATCH)
Displays latch suspension counters for the Db2 subsystem. The counters are incremented each time that
a latch suspension occurs. Compared to lock suspensions, latches typically have a smaller impact on
performance.
Example of use: Determine the impact of lock avoidance through latching.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

4 Secondary Latches - Secondary Latch Contentions (LACONT2)
Displays IRLM counters for secondary latch contentions.
Example of use: Analyze this data to tune the performance-related issues in IRLM.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

11 Remote Locations - Remote Location List panel (SYSRMOTE)
Lists the remote locations that are accessing the Db2 subsystem as recorded in IFCID 365. You can obtain
detailed statistics for each location. Use this information to help assess your distributed activity and to understand
how users access and use Db2 across your network.
Example of use: Identify and investigate excessive activity that is occurring in unexpected locations.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)
If you select a particular remote location, the following panel appears:
Remote Location Detail panel (SYSRMDTL)

Shows Distributed Data Facility activity for the selected remote location.
Example of use: Determine if Db2 is switching from continuous block fetch to limited block fetch mode.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

12 Binds and Authorization - Bind/Auth Check panel (SYSBIND)
Displays the counts of binds in the Db2 subsystem. Lists BIND/REBIND/FREE activity for plans and packages
and authorization check information.
Example of use: Determine bind activity.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

13 Workfile DB Utilization - Workfile DB Utilization Summary panel (SYSWKDB)
Displays an overview of the utilization of all work file databases as a whole. Provides the following data: current
and peak work file DB storage use, tablespace work file storage, and storage limits.
Example of use: Determine utilization for the work file databases.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D)

14 Group Buffer Pool
You can select from the following View Bar options:
1 This DB2 - Group BP List This DB2 panel (SYSGBUFL)

Displays one line of statistics for each group buffer pool that is connected to Db2. Shows group buffer
pool utilization by the Db2 subsystem in the data sharing group.
Example of use: Determine resource balancing or resource allocation problems.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)
If you select a particular group buffer pool, the following panel options appear. These panels display buffer
pool utilization by the Db2 subsystem in the data sharing group.
1 Primary - Group BP Detail This DB2 panel (SYSGBUFD)

Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)
2 Secondary - Group BP Detail This DB2 panel (SYSGBUFS)

Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)
2 All DB2s - Group BP List All DB2s panel (SYSAGBFL)

Displays one line of statistics for each group buffer pool in the coupling facility cache structure. Shows
group buffer pool utilization across all Db2 subsystems in the data sharing group.
Example of use: Determine resource balancing or resource allocation problems.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D)
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If you select a particular group buffer pool, the following panel options appear. These panels show
statistics for the coupling facility cache structure and group buffer pool utilization across all Db2
subsystems in the data sharing group.
1 Primary - Group BP Detail All DB2s panel (SYSAGBFD)

Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D)
2 Secondary - Group BP Detail All DB2s panel (SYSAGBFS)

Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D)
15 Accelerator Services - Accelerator List panel (SYSACCEL)

Displays a list of query accelerator servers that are used by Db2 queries and their usage statistics.
Example of use: Determine query accelerator resource utilization for each accelerator server. Determine if
there have been any accelerator server failures or delays. Determine how many queries use the accelerator
server. Determine the status of the accelerator.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D)
If you select a particular accelerator, the following panel appears:
Accelerator Detail (SYSACDTL)

Displays data for a selected query accelerator server showing usage statistics for the server.
Examples of use: Determine how many queries use the accelerator server and how long the average
query takes to execute. Determine the amount of data being transferred back and forth between Db2 and
the accelerator server.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D)

16 Dynamic Prepare / Row Access - Dynamic Prepare / Row Access panel (SYSDYNP)
Displays dynamic prepare statistics for the Db2 subsystem. Shows direct row access and the total number of rows
accessed on behalf of threads executing on the subsystem.
Example of use: Determine the utilization and efficiency of the dynamic statement cache.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

17 SQL Incompatibilities (IFCID 376)
You can select from the following view bar options. Use these panels to monitor running applications that execute
SQL statements potentially incompatible with the current release of Db2.
1 Summary - SQL Incompatibility Summary panel (INCOMPTS)

Displays the summary of executed SQL statements that could have potentially incompatible changes after
switching to the new application compatibility behavior. Only statement instances with unique statement
IDs are counted.
Example of use: Determine the number of statements that are affected by the particular
application compatibility behavior change.
Views: History (F6)

2 Detail - SQL Incompatibilities panel (INCOMPTD)
Displays a trace of executed SQL statements that might have potentially incompatible changes after
switching to the new application compatibility behavior.
For statements with a non-zero ID, you can use the following options:
T—Text

Retrieves the SQL text.
C—Cache

Displays the detailed statement statistics.
Example of use: Determine when the program executes a potentially incompatible SQL statement.
Views: History (F6)

NOTE
You can also monitor incompatibilities with the automatically started IQL exceptions:
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• EXCP0376 request—For Db2 11 and above.
• EXCP0366 request—For Db2 10.

For more information about the exceptions EXCP0366 and EXCP0376, see IQL Exception Requests.

18 Storage Statistics - DB2 Storage Statistics panel (SYSSTRG)
Displays the storage acquisition counts for the Db2 address spaces. Shows information about short‑on‑storage
(SOS) conditions, pool and segment information, and the number of GETMAINs and FREEMAINs issued. A
shortage of virtual storage in the database services (DBM1) Address Space causes a short-on-storage condition.
Example of use: Determine if shortages of storage are occurring.
Views: Accum (A)/Delta (D), History (F6)

19 Storage Utilization (IFCID 225)
You can select from the following view bar options. These panels display the storage use statistics for the Db2
subsystem as recorded in the IFCID 225 record.

• 1 Private - Address Space Private Storage Summary panel (SYS225AS)
• 2 Thrd/Engine - Thread and Engine Counts panel (SYS225TH)
• 3 Shared/Comm - Shared and Common Storage Usage panel (SYS225SC)
• 4 Cache and Shareable Statements panel (SYS225CS)
• 5 Stg Pool - DB2 Storage Pool Summary panel (SYS225PO)
• 6 IRLM - IRLM Storage Information panel (SYS225SI)

Example of use: Determine how Db2 is using virtual storage.
20 DB2 Messages (IFCID 197) - Last 1000 DB2 Messages via IFCID 197 panel (SYSERRM)

Displays the last set of messages that Db2 IFCID 197 recorded from when the IQL request was last started. The
NEVENTS keyword in the IQL request determines the number of messages available.
Example of use: View errors reported by Db2 messages.

21 z/OS System Statistics - z/OS System Statistics Snapshot panel (SYSZOS)
Displays an overview of the z/OS system and Db2 system resource utilization. This information is provided as
part of the Db2 statistics IFCID 1 record. This information is only populated if the ZOSMETRICS ZPARM option is
enabled. If the values in this panel are blank, then this option is not enabled.
Example of use: Determine system resource utilization and the amount of resources that Db2 uses.

22 Index FTB Optimization (389, 477)
You can select from the following view bar options. These panels display the Fast Traverse Block (FTB) statistics.
1 FTB Statistics (IDSSFTB)

Shows statistics about the FTB usage on a system. This information is updated on demand.
Example of use: Determine how many indexes are eligible for the FTB access. Compare this amount
with the number of indexes that were optimized in the last optimization interval.
Views: History (F6)

2 FTB Indexes (IDSFTB)
Reports the list of all currently optimized indexes. The information is refreshed every 2 minutes.
Example of use: Determine which indexes use the optimized FTB access and how much storage their
FTB structures consume.
Views: History (F6)

3 FTB Structures (IDSFTBAL)
Shows the hourly summaries for index FTB allocations and deallocations.
Example of use: Determine indexes utilizing the fast index traversal and evaluate the FTB allocation
efficiency.
Views: History (F6)

23 Utility Status - Utility Status panel (UTLEXE)
Shows the status of Db2 utility jobs. Provides information for all utility jobs in the data sharing group.
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Example of use: Identify Db2 utilities that are STOPPED. Determine if a Db2 utility is ACTIVE and how much
data it has processed.

24 Profile Monitoring (402)
Shows statistics about the usage of Db2 system profiles. Profiles with no activity are filtered out and excluded.
Example of use: Determine active profiles on the subsystem.

Starting the Requests Not Included in the STARTUP Member
If you select an option from the SYSTEM menu, but the underlying request was not included in the STARTUP member,
the start panel enables you to start a request. Message DBG55036W (request not found) is not issued.

View System History
This section describes the panels available in the Main Menu option 2 System History with navigation menu option, panel
title, request name (if applicable), and short description.

The System History Menu

The following example shows the System History menu:

_  1 Select by PF Key   2 All System Intervals  3 All Accounting Intervals
 
SysHist                   System History Selection                       
 
 Specify time range then List or Summary PF Key                          
...

The following menu options are available:

1 Select by PF Key -  System History Selection panel
Specify time range (begin time and date end time) and date function (detail list or summary). The detail
list (F5) identifies each system and accounting interval that is available in the time range. The summary
(F6) accumulates data for all intervals in the range.

2 All System Intervals - System History List panel (HSLIST)
Lists the Db2 System Statistics intervals that are maintained in the product History. You
can scroll though this list and you can select more detail on any item displayed. You can access this panel also by
pressing F5 on the System History Selection panel.

3 All Accounting Intervals - Accounting by Connection History List panel (HSTLSTAA)
Lists all accounting statistics intervals that are maintained in the product History.
If you select a particular accounting interval, the following panel appears:
Accounting by Connection History panel (HSTCSA)

Displays an overview of accounting statistics. These statistics are aggregated by connection type. The
statistics are for all connection types together during the selected accounting interval.
Example of use: Determine the total activity of applications that were connected to the Db2 subsystem.
Compare the accounting statistics for different connection types. Select a particular connection type with
the following options:
S

The following panel appears:
Accounting by Connection Detail History panel (HSTCSAD)

Displays detailed accounting statistics that are also presented in a graphical format
during the selected accounting interval.
Example of use: Examine detailed accounting statistics that were aggregated for one or
all connection types.
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T
The Thread History Selection panel appears, with values pre-set according to the selected
interval and connection type. The connection type is added as a dynamic WHERE clause on
page 5 of the thread history selection panel.

View Detailed Historical Data

The following example shows the menu that appears when you select a particular time interval from the System History
List panel (HSLIST):

 1 Overview  2 Buffers  3 EDM Pool  4 Locks  5 Acct Sum  6 More...  7 Excpts

 

 R/HSSNAP        System Overview History   

 ...                                    

The following menu options are available:

1 Overview - System Overview History panel (HSSNAP)
Provides the overview of the subsystem performance during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Examine how the Db2 system performs at a certain time.

2 Buffers - Buffer Pool History List panel (HSBUFL)
Lists the Db2 buffer pools that were in use during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine the Db2 buffer pool activity for the peak time period.
If you select a particular buffer pool, the following panel options appear:
1 Exceptions - BP Exception Counter History panel (HSBXCPT)

Displays the buffer pool exception counters of the Db2 subsystem during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine any significant buffer pool exception activity that requires to be addressed.

2 Thresholds - BP Thresholds History panel (HSBTHRS)
Displays the counts of exceeded buffer pool thresholds during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine which buffer pools are stressed by peak loading.

3 Read/Write - BP Read/Write History panel (HSBRDWR)
Displays the counts of Db2 buffer pool read and write activity during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine any insufficient buffer pool or hiperpool shortages for your peak time period.

4 Workfiles - BP Workfiles History panel (HSBWKFL)
Displays the counts of a work file activity during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine if work files are being properly load balanced.

5 Simulate - Simulated Buffer Pool History panel (HSBSIM)
Displays the simulated buffer pool activity statistics during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine the impact of buffer pool expansion on the I/O activity.

If the buffer pool you selected has no data for the interval, the BP Exception Counter panels display the following
message:
This buffer pool is defined but not active

3 EDM Pool - EDM Pool History panel (HSEDM)
Displays the average use of the Db2 subsystems EDM pool that occurred during the selected system interval.
Displays the histogram of the percentages for each page component in the EDM pool for that interval and the
percentages of requests that are loads.
To write this data to history, specify IFCIDs 1036, 1038, and 1039 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system
parameter.
Example of use: Determine I/O activity that results from the EDM pool sizing constraints.
If you select one of the following options, an appropriate panel appears:
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. SKCT - Snapshot of Skeleton Cursor Table Usage panel (HSTEDMCT)
Displays a snapshot of allocated Skeleton Cursor Table entries at the selected history interval.
Example of use: Determine which Plans had Skeleton Cursors allocated and how much of the Skeleton
(EDM) pool was allocated to the Skeleton Cursor for that Plan.

. SKPT - Snapshot of Skeleton Package Table Usage panel (HSTEDMPT)
Displays a snapshot of allocated Skeleton Package Table entries at the selected history interval.
Example of use: Determine which Packages had Skeleton entries allocated and how much of the
Skeleton (EDM) pool was allocated to the Skeleton Package for that Package.

. DBD (USED) - Snapshot of DBD Pool Usage panel panel (HSTEDMD)
Displays a snapshot of allocated DBDs at the selected history interval.
Example of use: Determine the storage that was allocated from the DBD pool to each DBD.

4 Locks - Lock History panel (HSLOCK)
Displays the data about the product Lock Manager activity during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Examine if a large number of deadlocks or timeouts occur in certain time frames.

5 Acct Sum - Accounting by Connection History panel (HSTCSA)
Displays the overview of accounting statistics that are aggregated by the connection type during the selected
system interval.
To write this data to history, specify IFCID 369 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system parameter.
Example of use: Determine the total activity of applications that were connected to the Db2 subsystem at a
certain time. Compare the accounting statistics for various connection types at a certain time.
Select a particular connection type with the following options:
S

The following panel appears:
Accounting by Connection Detail History panel (HSTCSAD)

Displays detailed accounting statistics during the selected system interval that are also presented
in a graphical format.
Example of use: Examine detailed accounting statistics that are aggregated for one or all
connection types at a certain time.

T
The Thread History Selection panel appears with values pre-set according to the selected interval and
connection type. The connection type is added as a dynamic WHERE clause on page 5 of the thread
history selection panel.

6 More...
Displays Additional Systems Statistics Displays Menu.

7 Exceptions - Exception List panel
Lists the exceptions that were generated by the exception system during the selected system interval. The first
part of the exception line indicates the level of severity: critical, warning, or informational. The remaining portion
of the exception contains the message text. These exceptions are based on the current set of product exception
definitions.
Each record of the history file is run through the exception system to see if it qualifies for the display. The decision
is based on how the exception was defined at the time of the display, not when the thread was run. If you modify
your active exception definition threshold value, all history records are evaluated against the new value. Modifying
threshold values is a good way to use historical data to establish valid threshold values for your shop. Have the
exception active, adjust the values, and see the desired effect in the history system.
Example of use: Examine the threshold values for the exceptions.

Additional Systems Statistics Displays Menu (Detailed Historical Data)

The following example shows the Additional Systems Statistics Displays menu for the detailed historical data:
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   R/ISYSHMC       Additional Systems Statistics Displays                
 
 
__  1 DB2 CPU Times and Agent Services   14 Group Buffer Pool     
    2 Dataset Statistics                 15 Accelerator Services                        
    3 System Parameters (106, 202, 230)  16 Dynamic Prepare / Row Access                 
    4 Log Activity                       17 SQL Incompatibilities (IFCID 376)
    5 IFI Counts and Data Capture        18 Storage Statistics                    
    6 Thread and Command Counts          19 Storage Utilization (IFCID 225)   
    7 SQL and Routine Counts             20 Long URs / Deadlock / Timeouts  
    8 List Prefetch / RID Pool           21 z/OS System Statistics                
    9 Parallelism / Misc / IAG           22 Index FTB Optimization (IFCID 389)    
   10 Locks and Latches                  24 Profile Monitoring (IFCID 402)
   11 Remote Locations                      
   12 Binds and Authorization       
   13 Workfile DB Utilization

The following menu options are available:

1 DB2 CPU Times and Agent Services - DB2 CPU & Agent Services History panel (HSCPU)
Shows TCB, SRB, and total CPU times for the following Db2 services during the selected system interval: system,
database, lock, distributed data, and allocation services
Example of use: Determine peak period CPU load.

2 Dataset Statistics
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Counts/Drains - Dataset Counts & Drains History panel (HSDRAIN)

Displays information that is related to the effects of deferred data set close processing (drains) during the
selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine the appropriate value to set DSMAX in DSNZPARM.

2 I/O Stats - Dataset I/O Statistics History panel (HSDSIO)
Displays information about data sets which have exceeded the I/O threshold of one I/O per second during
the data set statistics interval. If more than one data set statistics record is encountered for a specific
interval, then data from all records are listed.
To write this data to history, specify IFCID 199 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system parameter.
Example of use: Determine those data sets whose I/O rate exceeds the I/O threshold for the interval.

3 System Parameters (106, 202, 230)
You can select from the following view bar options. Use information about these panels to determine what Db2
parameters were in use during the selected system interval. This information also helps show which parameters
might have changed from one interval to another.
To write this data to history, specify IFCIDs 106, 202, and 230 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system
parameter.
1 DB2 Parms - DB2 Subsystem Parameters History panel (HSPARMS)

Displays the Db2 system parameters (DSNZPARMS and DSNHDECP) that were used during the
selected system interval.

2 Buffers - Buffer Pool System Parameters History panel (HSPRMBP)
Displays the buffer pool settings that were used during the selected system interval.

3 Grp Buffers - Group Buffer Pool Parameters History panel (HSPRGBP)
Displays the group buffer pool settings that were used during the selected system interval.

4 Log Activity  - Log Activity panel (HSLOG)
Displays the Db2 subsystems log activity that occurred during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine logging activity for a certain time frame.
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5 IFI Counts and Data Capture - IFI Counts and Data Capture History panel (HSIFI)
Displays statistics for the Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) and Data Capture information from IFCID 185 that
was recorded during the selected system interval. Information is provided in four general areas: IFI information,
information by destination, information by IFCID, and data capture information.
Example of use: Determine the impact of using the product Probe for tracing applications.

6 Thread and Command Counts
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Thread Counts - Thread Counts History panel (HSSVCS)

Displays counts of threads processed by the Db2 Subsystem Services address space (MSTR).
Example of use: Examine if thread queuing happened during a certain time.

2 Command Counts - Command Counts History (HSCMD)
Displays counts of the number of Db2 commands that have been issued during the selected system
interval. This value differs from viewing the results of the commands that were entered. For more
information, see Monitoring DB2 Attached Systems (CICS, IMS).
Example of use: Determine which Db2 commands have been issued.

7 SQL and Routine Counts
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 SQL - SQL Counts History panel (HSSQL)

Displays the counts of Db2 SQL statements, by type, that were processed for the entire subsystem
during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Examine what types of SQL statements were issued at a certain time.

2 Routine - DB2 Routine Counts History panel (HSRTN)
Displays the statistics about the types of Db2 routines that were processed during the selected system
interval. Routines include stored procedures, user-defined functions (UDFs), and triggers.
Example of use: Determine if Db2 routines were abending or Db2 routines have timed out.

8 List Prefetch / RID Pool - List Prefetch / RID Pool History panel (HSLPRF)
Displays data from SYSVIEW for Db2 History of activity counts of List Prefetch and Rid Pool statistics for
a particular time period.
This information helps you diagnose problems due to multiple index, list prefetch, or RID processing storage
failures. These types of storage failures result from a shortage of virtual storage in the database services (DBM1)
address space.
Example of use: Determine if storage problems affect multiple indexing, list prefetch, or RID processing.

9 Parallelism / Misc / IAG - Parallelism / Misc / IAG History Summary panel (HSTPRLMS)
Displays statistics of query parallelism, multiple miscellaneous metrics, such as maximum LOB and XML storage
used, and Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) metrics.
Example of use: Determine why the parallelism was disabled. Determine sparse index use degradations.
Determine how often Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) gets disabled.

10 Locks and Latches
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Locks - Lock History panel (HSLOCK)

Displays the data about the product Lock Manager activity during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Examine if a large number of deadlocks or timeouts occur in certain time frames.

2 Global Locks - Global Locks History (HSGLOCK)
Displays statistics that are related to data sharing environment: contentions, engines, notifies,
requests, propagations, and negotiations. Provides information about the physical locks that are
used by data sharing and acquired by Db2 to ensure the consistency of data cached in different Db2
subsystems during the selected system interval. The subsystem, not transactions, owns these locks. The
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statistics that are presented in the HSLOCKS and HSULOCKS requests are for logical locks that are used
by transactions.
Example of use: Determine if group buffer pool parameters require tuning because of large numbers of
contentions.

3 Latches - Latch Manager History panel (HSLATCH)
Displays the latch statistics counters that the latch manager maintained during the selected system
interval. The counters are incremented each time that a latch suspension occurs. Latch effects are
typically small in comparison with lock suspensions.
Example of use: Determine the impact of lock avoidance though latching.

4 Secondary Latches - Secondary Latch Contentions (HSTLACO2)
Displays IRLM counters for secondary latch contentions.
Example of use: Analyze this data to tune the performance-related issues in IRLM.

11 Remote Locations
Displays detailed information about remote locations in the history file that were active during a selected system
interval. Use this information to help assess your distributed activity and to understand how users access and use
Db2 across your network.
Example of use: Identify and investigate excessive activity that is occurring in unexpected locations.
You can select from the following view bar options. These options display the remote locations accessing the
subsystem. Use them to determine which remote locations generate the most distributed activity.
1 Remote Activity - Remote Location Activity panel (HSRMOTE)

Displays the remote locations which accessed Db2 during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine which remote locations generate the most distributed activity.
If you select a particular remote location, the following panel appears:
Remote Location Detail History panel (HSRMTDTL)

Displays the counts of activity that occurred for Db2 remote processing.
Example of use: Determine remote location processing for a particular location at a certain time.

2 Remote Location - Remote Location List History panel (HSRLOCS)
Displays the remote locations which accessed Db2 during the selected system interval.
To write this data to history, specify IFCID 365 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system parameter.
Example of use: Determine which remote locations generate the most distributed activity.
If you select a particular remote location, the following panel appears:
Remote Location Detail History panel (HSRMTDT2)

Displays the counts of activity that occurred for Db2 remote processing.
Example of use: Determine remote location processing for a particular location at a certain time.

12 Binds and Authorization - Bind/Auth Check History panel (HSBIND)
Displays the BIND/REBIND/FREE data and authorization check information for plans and packages during the
selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine when the costly bind resources are being consumed.

13 Workfile DB Utilization - Workfile DB Utilization History panel (HSWKDB)
Displays an overview of the use of all work file databases as a whole during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine the work file databases use at a certain time.

14 Group Buffer Pool
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 This DB2 - Group Buffer Pool History Detail This DB2 panel (HSGBUFL)

Displays one line statistic for each group buffer pool that was used by the Db2 you are monitoring during
the selected system interval. Displays group buffer pool usage by the Db2 subsystem in a data sharing
group during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine resource balancing or resource allocation problems.
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If you select a particular group buffer pool, the following panel options appear. These panels display buffer
pool usage by the Db2 subsystem in a data sharing group for the selected system interval.

• 1 Primary - Group BP History Detail This DB2 panel (HSGBUFD)
• 2 Secondary - Group BP History Detail This DB2 panel (HSGBUFS)

2 All DB2s - Group Buffer Pool List All DB2s panel (HSAGBFL)
Displays one line of statistics for each group buffer pool in the coupling facility cache structure during the
selected system interval. Displays group buffer pool usage across all Db2 subsystems in a data sharing
group during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine resource balancing or resource allocation problems.
If you select a particular group buffer pool, the following panel options appear. These panels display
statistics for the coupling facility cache structure and group buffer pool usage across all Db2 subsystems
in a data sharing group during the selected system interval.

• 1 Primary - Group BP Detail All DB2s History panel (HSAGBFD)
• 2 Secondary - Group BP Detail All DB2s History panel (HSAGBFS)

15 Accelerator Services - Accelerator Server List History panel (HSACCLST)
Lists the accelerator servers and their usage statistics during the selected system interval. The following
information is provided:

• IDAA server status.
• IDAA server resource use.
• IDAA server failures or delays.
• The number of queries using the IDAA servers and the average and total query execution time for each query.
• The amount of data, requests, and SQL statements transferred between Db2 and the IDAA server.

Example of use: Determine query accelerator resource use for each accelerator server. Determine if there have
been any accelerator server failures or delays. Determine how many queries use the accelerator server.
If you select a particular accelerator, the following panel appears:
Accelerator Server Detail History panel (HSACCDTL)

Displays data for a selected query accelerator server, showing usage statistics during the selected system
interval.
Examples of use: Determine the amount of data that was transferred back and forth between Db2 and
the accelerator server.

16 Dynamic Prepare / Row Access - Dynamic Prepare/Row Access History panel (HSDYNP)
Displays dynamic prepare statistics during the selected system interval. Displays direct row access and the total
number of rows that are accessed on the behalf of threads executing during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine the use and efficiency of the dynamic statement cache. Determine any direct row
access inefficiencies.

17 SQL Incompatibilities (IFCID 376) - SQL Incompatibilities History (IFCID 376) panel (HSTINCMP)
Lists the SQL statements executed in the selected history interval that could have potentially incompatible
changes after switching to the new application compatibility behavior. Only statement instances with unique
statement IDs are reported.
To write this data to history, specify IFCID 376 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system parameter.
Example of use: Determine affected programs, SQL statements, and reasons of incompatibility with the new
application compatibility behavior.
If you select a particular SQL statement, the following panel appears:
SQL Incompatibilities Hist Details (376) panel (HSTINCMD)

Displays details of the selected SQL statement that could have potentially incompatible change after
switching to the new application compatibility behavior.
Examples of use: Determine details of the SQL statement with potentially incompatible behavior.
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18 Storage Statistics - Storage History panel (HSSTRG)
Displays the summary of Db2 Storage Manager activities for the selected system interval. Displays information
about short on storage (SOS) conditions, pool and segment information, and the number of GETMAINs and
FREEMAINs issued during the selected system interval. A shortage of virtual storage in the database services
(DBM1) address space causes a short on storage condition.
Example of use: Determine if short on storage occurred.

19 Storage Utilization (IFCID 225)
You can select from the following view bar options. These panels display the storage use statistics for the Db2
subsystem as recorded in the IFCID 225 during the selected system interval:

• 1 Private - Address Space Private Stg Summary History (HS225AS)
• 2 Thrd/Engine - Thread and Engine Counts History panel (HS225TH)
• 3 Shared/Comm - Shared and Common Storage Usage History panel (HS225SC)
• 4 Cache and Shareable Statements History panel (HS225CS)
• 5 Stg Pool - DB2 Storage Pool Summary History panel (HS225PO)
• 6 IRLM - IRLM Storage Information History panel (HS225SI)

To write this data to history, specify IFCID 225 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system parameter.
Example of use: Determine how is Db2 using virtual storage.

20 Long URs / Deadlock / Timeouts
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Long URs - Long UR During Checkpoint - History panel (HSLNGUR)

Contains a list of long units of recovery that Db2 detected during checkpoints during the selected system
interval.
To write this data to history, specify IFCID 313 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system parameter.
Example of use: Determine which applications can pose long recovery times and should be evaluated
for more frequent committing of data.

Deadlock/Timeout - Time outs and Deadlocks History panel (HSDLKTO)
Lists the deadlocks and timeouts that Db2 handled during the selected system interval. When a deadlock
error occurs or a user times out while waiting for a lock, details are organized into two sets of data.
Deadlock or timeout victim identifies who waited and task holding identifies who held the lock.
To write this data to history, specify IFCIDs 172 and 196 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system
parameter.
Example of use: Determine the cause of those threads that often lock timed out or are involved in a
deadlock situation.
You can perform the following actions:
T

Displays the text for SQL involved in the deadlock or timeout event.
C

Displays the detailed statistics from the cache for SQL involved in the deadlock or timeout event.
21 z/OS System Statistics - z/OS System Statistics Snapshot panel (HSZOS)

Contains an overview of the z/OS system and Db2 system resource use. This information is provided as part of
the IFCID 1 record. If the values are blank or all zeros, the ZOSMETRICS ZPARM option is not enabled.
Example of use: Determine system resource use and the amount of resources Db2 used when the statistics
record was collected.

22 Index FTB Optimization (IFCID 389)
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 FTB Statistics History (HSTSFTB)

Displays statistics history about the Fast Traverse Blocks (FTB) use on a system.
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Example of use: Determine how many indexes are eligible for FTB access. Compare this amount with
the amount of indexes that were optimized in the last optimization interval.

2 FTB Index Optimization History Panel (HSTIFTB)
Displays information about indexes that had Fast Traverse Blocks (FTB) allocated to them. The trace
record which contains this information is produced at 2-minute intervals.
Example of use: Determine which indexes have used the optimized FTB access and how much storage
their FTB structures consumed at a certain time.

24 Profile Monitoring (402)
Shows statistics about the usage of Db2 system profiles. Profiles with no activity are filtered out and not included.
Example of use: Determine active profiles on the subsystem.

View Summarized Historical Data

The following menu appears when you press PF6 on the System History Selection panel (SysHist):

_  1 Overview  2 Buffers  3 EDM Pool  4 Locks  5 Acct Sum  6 More...
 R/HSUSNAP       System Overview History Summary   
...

The following menu options are available:

1 Overview - System Overview History Summary (HSUSNAP)
Displays the overview of the subsystem performance summarized during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Examine how the Db2 system performs at a certain time.

2 Buffer Pool - Buffer Pool History List Summary Panel (HSUBUFL)
Lists the Db2 buffer pools that were in use during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine the Db2 buffer pool activity for the peak time period.
If you select a particular buffer pool, the following panel options appear:
1 Exceptions - BP Exception Counter History Summary panel (HSUBXCPT)

Displays the buffer pool exception counters of the Db2 subsystem during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine any significant buffer pool exception activity that requires to be addressed.

2 Thresholds - BP Thresholds History Summary panel (HSUBTHRS)
Displays the counts of exceeded buffer pool thresholds during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine which buffer pools are stressed by peak loading.

3 Read/Write - BP Read/Write History Summary panel (HSUBRDWR)
Displays the counts of Db2 buffer pool read and write activity during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine if you have insufficient buffer pool or hiperpool shortages for your peak time
period.

4 Workfiles - BP Workfiles History Summary panel (HSUBWKFL)
Displays the counts of a work file activity during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine if work files are being properly load balanced.

5 Simulate - Simulated Buffer Pool History Summary panel (HSUBSIM)
Displays statistical information for simulated buffer pool activity during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine how expansion of a buffer pool would impact the I/O activity.

If the buffer pool you select in the buffer pools list has no data for the interval, the BP Exception Counter panels
display the following message:
This buffer pool is defined but not active
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3 EDM Pool - EDM Pool History Summary panel (HSUEDM)
Summarizes EDM pool loads and accesses that occurred during the selected system interval. Displays the
histogram of the percentages for each page component in the EDM pool for that interval and the percentages of
requests that are loads.
Example of use: Determine I/O activity that results from the EDM pool sizing constraints.

4 Locks - Lock History Summary panel (HSULOCK)
Displays the summarized Lock Manager activity that occurred during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Examine if a large number of deadlocks or timeouts occur in certain timeframes.

5 Acc Sum - Accounting by Connection History Summary panel (HSUCSA)
Displays the summarized accounting statistics that are aggregated by the connection type during the selected
system interval.
To write this data to history, specify IFCID 369 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system parameter.
Example of use: Determine the total activity of applications that were connected to the Db2 subsystem at a
certain time. Compare the accounting statistics for various connection types at a certain time.
Select a particular connection type with the following options:
S

The following panel appears:
Accounting by Connection Detail Hist Sum panel (HSUCSAD)

Displays detailed accounting statistics during the selected system interval that are also presented
in a graphical format.
Example of use: Examine detailed accounting statistics that are aggregated for one or all
connection types at a certain time.

T
The Thread History Selection panel appears with values pre-set according to the summary interval and
selected connection type. The connection type is added as a dynamic WHERE clause on page 5 of the
thread history selection panel.

6 More...
Displays the Additional Systems Statistics Displays Menu that is described later in this section.

Additional Systems Statistics Displays Menu (Summarized Historical Data)

The following example shows the Additional Systems Statistics Displays menu for the summarized historical data:

R/ISYSHSC       Additional Systems Statistics Displays           
 
 
__  1 DB2 CPU Times and Agent Services   14 Group Buffer Pool       
    2 Dataset Statistics                 15 Accelerator Services            
    3 System Parameters (106, 202, 230)  16 Dynamic Prepare / Row Access                
    4 Log Activity                       17 SQL Incompatibilities (IFCID 376)      
    5 IFI Counts and Data Capture        18 Storage Statistics                 
    6 Thread and Command Counts          19 Storage Utilization (IFCID 225)      
    7 SQL and Routine Counts             20 Long URs / Deadlock / Timeouts    
    8 List Prefetch / RID Pool           21 z/OS System Statistics                 
    9 Parallelism / Misc / IAG           22 Index FTB Optimization (IFCID 389)    
   10 Locks and Latches                  24 Profile Monitoring (IFCID 402)
   11 Remote Locations   
   12 Binds and Authorization  
   13 Workfile DB Utilization 

The following menu options are available:
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1 DB2 CPU Times and Agent Services - DB2 CPU & Agt Services History Summary panel (HSUCPU)
Displays TCB, SRB, and total CPU times for the following Db2 services during the selected system interval:
system, database, lock, distributed data, and allocation services
Example of use: Determine peak period CPU loads.

2 Dataset Statistics
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Counts/Drains - Dataset Counts & Drains History Summary panel (HSUDRAIN)

Displays information that is related to the effects of deferred data set close processing (drains) during the
selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine the appropriate value to set DSMAX in DSNZPARM.

2 I/O Stats - Dataset I/O Statistics History Summary panel (HSUDSIO)
Displays information about data sets which have exceeded the I/O threshold of one I/O per second during
the data set statistics interval. All data set statistics records are accumulated for the selected time range
with the resulting total or averages displayed.
To write this data to history, specify IFCID 199 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system parameter.
Example of use: Identify data sets with the most activity. These data sets might require I/O tuning.

3 System Parameters (106, 202, 230) - DB2 System Parameter Modification History panel (HSUPARMS)
Displays the list of system history intervals where changes to Db2 system parameters, buffer pool parameters,
and group buffer pool parameters were made. Use this information to select a specific history interval on the
System History Selection panel. Parameter values for that interval appear.To write this data to history, specify
IFCIDs 106, 202, and 230 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system parameter.
Example of use: Determine if any of the buffer pool parameters were changed within a given history interval
range.

4 Log Activity - Log Activity - History Summary panel (HSULOG)
Displays the summarized Db2 subsystems Log activity that occurred during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine logging activity for a certain time frame.

5 IFI Counts and Data Capture - IFI and Data Capture History Summary panel (HSUIFI)
Displays statistics for the Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) and Data Capture information from IFCID 185 that
was recorded during the selected system interval. Information is provided in four general areas: IFI information,
information by destination, information by IFCID, and data capture information.
Example of use: Determine the impact of using the product Probe for tracing applications.

6 Thread and Command Counts
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Thread Counts - Thread Counts History Summary panel (HSUSVCS)

Displays counts of threads processed by the Db2 Subsystem Services address space (MSTR).
Example of use: Examine if thread queuing has happened during a certain time.

2 Command Counts - Command Counts History Summary (HSUCMD)
Displays counts of the number of Db2 commands that have been issued during the selected system
interval. This value differs from viewing the results of the commands that were entered. For more
information, see Monitoring DB2 Attached Systems (CICS, IMS).
Example of use: Determine which Db2 commands have been issued.

7 SQL and Routine Counts
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 SQL - SQL Counts History Summary panel (HSUSQL)

Displays the counts of Db2 SQL statements by type that were processed for the entire subsystem
during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Examine what types of SQL statements were issued at a certain time.
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2 Routine - DB2 Routine Counts History Summary panel (HSURTN)
Displays the statistics about the types of Db2 routines that were processed during the selected system
interval. Routines include stored procedures, user-defined functions (UDFs), and triggers.
Example of use: Determine if Db2 routines were abending or Db2 routines have timed out.

8 List Prefetch / RID Pool - List Prefetch / RID Pool History Summary panel (HSULPRF)
Displays data from SYSVIEW for Db2 History of activity counts of List Prefetch and Rid Pool statistics for a
particular time period.
This information helps you diagnose problems due to multiple index, list prefetch, or RID processing storage
failures. These types of storage failures result from a shortage of virtual storage in the database services (DBM1)
address space.
Example of use: Determine if storage problems affect multiple indexing, list prefetch, or RID processing.

9 Parallelism / Misc / IAG - Parallelism / Misc / IAG History Summary panel (HSUPRLMS)
Displays statistics of query parallelism, multiple miscellaneous metrics, such as maximum LOB and XML storage
used, and Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) metrics.
Example of use: Determine why the parallelism was disabled. Determine sparse index use degradations.
Determine how often Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) gets disabled.

10 Locks and Latches
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Locks - Locks History Summary (HSULOCK)

Displays the summarized Lock Manager activity that occurred during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Examine if a large number of deadlocks or timeouts occur in certain time frames.

2 Global Locks - Global Locks History Summary panel (HSUGLOCK)
Displays the following statistics that are related to the data sharing environment: contentions, engines,
notifies, requests, propagations, and negotiations. Displays information about physical locks that data
sharing uses. Db2 acquires these locks to ensure the consistency of data that are cached in different Db2
subsystems during the selected system interval. The subsystem, not transactions, owns these locks. The
statistics that are presented in the HSLOCKS and HSULOCKS requests are for logical locks that are used
by transactions.
Example of use: Determine if group buffer pool parameters require tuning because of large numbers of
contentions.

3 Latches - Latch Manager History Summary panel (HSULATCH)
Displays the summarized latch statistics counters that the latch manager maintained during the selected
system interval. The counters are incremented each time that a latch suspension occurs. Latch effects
are typically small in comparison with lock suspensions.
Example of use: Determine the impact of lock avoidance though latching.

4 Secondary Latches - Secondary Latch Contentions (HSULACO2)
Displays IRLM counters for secondary latch contentions.
Example of use: Analyze this data to tune the performance-related issues in IRLM.

11 Remote Locations
Displays detailed information about remote locations in the history file that were active during a selected system
interval. Use this information to help assess your distributed activity and to understand how users access and use
Db2 across your network.
Example of use: Identify and investigate excessive activity that is occurring in unexpected locations.You can
select from the following view bar options. These options display the remote locations accessing the subsystem.
Use them to determine which remote locations generate the most distributed activity.
1 Remote Activity - Remote Location List History Summary panel (HSURMOTE)

Displays the remote locations accessing this Db2 during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine which remote locations generate the most distributed activity.
If you select a particular remote location, the following panel appears:
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Remote Location Detail History Summary panel (HSURMTD)
Displays the counts of activity that occurred for Db2 remote processing.
Example of use: Determine remote location processing for a particular location at a certain time.

2 Remote Location - Remote Location List History Summary panel (HSURLOCS)
Displays the remote locations accessing this Db2 during the selected system interval.
To write this data to history, specify IFCID 365 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system parameter.
Example of use: Determine which remote locations generate the most distributed activity.
If you select a particular remote location, the following panel appears:
Remote Location Detail History Summary panel (HSURMTD2)

Displays the counts of activity that occurred for Db2 remote processing.
Example of use: Determine remote location processing for a particular location at a certain time.

12 Binds and Authorization - Bind/Auth Check History Summary panel (HSUBIND)
Displays the summarized BIND/REBIND/FREE data and authorization check information for plans and packages
during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine when the costly bind resources are being consumed.

13 Workfile DB Utilization - Workfile DB Utilization History Summary panel (HSUWKDB)
Displays an overview of the use of all work file databases as a whole during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine the work file databases use at a certain time.

14 Group Buffer Pool - Group BP History Summary List This DB2 panel (HSUGBUFL)
Lists the group buffer pools that were used by the Db2 you are monitoring during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine resource balancing or resource allocation problems.
If you select a particular group buffer pool, the following view bar options appear. These panels display primary
or secondary group buffer pool usage by the Db2 subsystem in a data sharing group during the selected system
interval.

• 1 Primary - Group BP History Summary Detail This DB2 panel (HSUGBUFD)
• 2 Secondary - Group BP History Summary Detail This DB2 panel (HSUGBUFS)

15 Accelerator Services - Accelerator Server List History Summary panel (HSUACLST)
Lists the accelerator servers and their usage statistics during the selected system interval. The following
information is provided:

• IDAA server status.
• IDAA server resource use.
• IDAA server failures or delays.
• The number of queries using the IDAA servers and the average and total query execution time for each query.
• The amount of data, requests, and SQL statements transferred between Db2 and the IDAA server.

Example of use: Determine query accelerator resource use for each accelerator server. Determine if there have
been any accelerator server failures or delays. Determine how many queries use the accelerator server.
If you select a particular accelerator, the following panel appears:
Accelerator Server Detail History Summary panel (HSUACDTL)

Displays data for a selected query accelerator server, showing usage statistics during the selected system
interval.
Examples of use: Determine the amount of data that was transferred back and forth between Db2 and
the accelerator server.

16 Dynamic Prepare / Row Access - Dyn Prep/Row Access History Summary panel (HSUDYNP)
Displays dynamic prepare statistics during the selected system interval. Displays direct row access and the total
number of rows accessed on behalf of threads executing during the selected system interval.
Example of use: Determine the use and efficiency of the dynamic statement cache. Determine inefficiencies in
direct row access.
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17 SQL Incompatibilities (IFCID 376) - SQL Incompatibility History Summary (376) panel (HSUINCMP)
Displays a summary of SQL statements executed in the selected history intervals that could have potentially
incompatible changes after switching to the new application compatibility behavior.
To write this data to history, specify IFCID 376 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system parameter.
Example of use: Determine the number of statements affected by the particular application compatibility behavior
change.

18 Storage Statistics - DB2 Storage Statistics History Summary panel (HSUSTRG)
Displays the summary of Db2 Storage Manager activities for the selected system interval. Displays information
about short on storage (SOS) conditions, pool and segment information, and the number of GETMAINs and
FREEMAINs issued during the selected system interval. A shortage of virtual storage in the database services
(DBM1) address space causes a short on storage condition.
Example of use: Determine if short on storage occurred.

19 Storage Utilization (IFCID 225)
You can select from the following view bar options. These panels display the storage use statistics for the Db2
subsystem as recorded in the IFCID 225 record during the selected system interval.

• 1 Private - ASpace Priv Stg Avg/Max Vals History Summary panel (HSU225AS)
• 2 Thrd/Engine - ASpace Priv Stg Avg/Max Vals History Summary panel (HSU225TH)
• 3 Shared/Comm - Shared & Common Avg/Max Stg Use Hist Summary panel (HSU225SC)
• 4 Cache/Share - Cache and Shareable Stmt Avg/Max Val Hist panel (HSU225CS)
• 5 Stg Pool - DB2 Stg Pool Summary Avg/Max Val Hist Sum panel (HSU225PO)
• 6 IRM - IRLM Storage Information Avg/Max Val Hist panel (HSU225SI)

To write this data to history, specify IFCID 225 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system parameter.
Example of use: Determine how is Db2 using virtual storage.

20 Long URs / Deadlock / Timeouts
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Long URs - Long UR During Checkpoint - History panel (HSULNGUR)

Contains a list of long units of recovery that Db2 detected during checkpoints during the selected system
interval.
To write this data to history, specify IFCID 313 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system parameter.
Example of use: Determine which applications can pose long recovery times and should be evaluated
for more frequent committing of data.

2 Deadlock/Timeout - Timeouts and Deadlocks History panel (HSUDLKTO)
Lists the deadlocks and timeouts that Db2 handled during the selected system interval. When a deadlock
error occurs or a user times out while waiting for a lock, details are organized into two sets of data.
Deadlock or timeout victim identifies who waited and task holding identifies who held the lock.
To write this data to history, specify IFCIDs 172 and 196 in the HIST-STATS-RECS data collector system
parameter.
Example of use: Determine the cause of those threads that often lock timed out or are involved in a
deadlock situation. You can perform the following actions:
T

Displays the text for SQL involved in the deadlock or timeout event.
C

Displays the detailed statistics from the cache for SQL involved in the deadlock or timeout event.
21 z/OS System Statistics - z/OS System Statistics Averages panel (HSUZOS)

Contains an overview of the z/OS system and Db2 system resource use. This information is provided as part of
the IFCID 1 record. If the values are blank or all zeros, the ZOSMETRICS ZPARM option is not enabled.
Example of use: Determine system resource use and the amount of resources Db2 used when the statistics
record was collected.
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22 Index FTB Optimization (IFCID 389)
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 FTB Statistics History (HSUSFTB)

Displays statistics history about the Fast Traverse Blocks (FTB) use on a system.
Example of use: Determine how many indexes are eligible for FTB access. Compare this amount with
the number of indexes that were optimized in the last optimization interval.

2 FTB Index Optimization History Panel (HSUIFTB)
Displays information about indexes that had Fast Traverse Blocks (FTB) allocated to them. The trace
record which contains this information is produced at 2-minute intervals.
Example of use: Determine which indexes have used the optimized FTB access and how much storage
their FTB structures consumed at a certain time.

24 Profile Monitoring (402)
Shows statistics about the usage of Db2 system profiles. Profiles with no activity are filtered out and excluded.
Example of use: Determine active profiles on the subsystem.

How to Monitor Db2 Accelerator Statistics
Collect and report on Db2 Accelerator-related trace data to monitor and manage Db2 Accelerator more effectively.

As a database administrator (DBA), you want to monitor the statistics that Db2 Accelerator generates. The Db2
Accelerator quickly filters and processes enormous amounts of data. SYSVIEW for Db2 allows you to collect and report
on Db2 Accelerator-related trace data to monitor and manage Db2 Accelerator more effectively. For example, you can
compare the Db2 Accelerator SQL execution time against the locally executed SQL to tune your Db2 Accelerator use.

Collection and analysis of Db2 Accelerator-related statistics can help you answer the following questions about your Db2
Accelerator servers:

• What is the current status of the server?
• How many query acceleration resources does each server use?
• Have any failures or delays occurred?
• How many queries use the Db2 Accelerator servers and what is the average and total query execution time?
• How much data is transferred between Db2 and the Db2 Accelerator server?

This data is collected using TRACE and MONITOR requests that are provided with the product.

Address the prerequisites to verify that the product is configured to collect Db2 Accelerator server statistics. Next, use the
online displays to analyze the collected statistics. Statistics are provided by subsystem and by thread.

NOTE
Batch reports are also available. However, this user scenario does not discuss how to create them. For more
information about batch reports, see the section Batch Reports.

Review the Prerequisites

Before performing the tasks described in this user scenario, verify that the query accelerator DSNZPARMS are enabled. If
DSNZPARMS are not enabled, contact your system administrator.

Issue the D SYSPARMS command from an active collection. Review the information that is provided on the Db2
Subsystem Parameters panel.

Analyze Collected IBM Db2 Accelerator Statistics by Subsystem

IBM Db2 Accelerator server statistics are provided by subsystem in the following formats:
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• Current data, which provides information about the Db2 subsystem you are currently monitoring for the time interval
shown next to the panel title (usually 30 seconds).

• Detailed historical data for each interval in a specified time range.
• Summary of historical data for all intervals in a specified time range.

The following information is provided:

• IBM Db2 Accelerator server status.
• IBM Db2 Accelerator server resource use.
• IBM Db2 Accelerator server failures or delays.
• The number of queries using the Db2 Accelerator servers and the average and total query execution time for each

query.
• The amount of data and requests transferred between Db2 and the IBM Db2 Accelerator server.
• IBM Db2 Accelerator costs and utilization.
• IBM Db2 Accelerator disk storage.
• IBM Db2 Accelerator replication latency and state.
• The number of queries, active requests, worker nodes, logs, bytes, and rows that the IBM Db2 Accelerator processes.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the statistics for the IBM Db2 Accelerator servers that Db2 queries are actively using:
a. Select option 1 System Statistics from the main menu.
b. Select view bar option 6 More....

The Additional Systems Statistics Displays Menu appears.
c. Select option 24 Accelerator Services.

The Accelerator List panel displays a list of IBM Db2 Accelerator servers that Db2 queries used during the most
recent interval. For each server, the following statistics are provided: current status, number of queries, resource
use, and failures or delays.

d. Select a server from the list.
The Accelerator Detail panel displays more detail for the selected IBM Db2 Accelerator server. Query execution-
time statistics and the amount of data that is transferred between Db2 and the IBM Db2 Accelerator server are
provided.

2. Display the detailed historical Db2 Accelerator statistics from the online history files:
a. Select option 2 System History from the Main Menu.
b. Specify time range and press F5.

The System History List panel displays a list of all intervals in the specified time range.
c. Select an interval.
d. Select view bar option 7 More....

The Additional System Statistics Displays menu appears.
e. Select option 19 Accelerator Services.

The Accelerator Server List Historywintitle> panel appears. A list of IBM Db2 Accelerator servers and statistics
about their use for the selected interval displays.

f. Select an IBM Db2 Accelerator server.
The Accelerator Server Detail History panel displays more detail for the selected IBM Db2 Accelerator server.

3. Display summarized historical IBM Db2 Accelerator server statistics from the online history files:
a. Select option 2 System History from the Main Menu.
b. Specify time range and press F6.

The System Overview History Summary panel appears, summarizing statistics for all intervals in the specified
time range. This information gives you an overview of how the system looked at a particular time.

c. Select view bar option 6 More....
The Additional System Statistics Displays menu appears.
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d. Select option 19 Accelerator Services.
The Accelerator Server List History Summary panel appears. This panel contains a summary of statistics for the
IBM Db2 Accelerator servers in use during the selected interval.

Analyze Collected IBM Db2 Accelerator Statistics by Thread

IBM Db2 Accelerator server statistics are provided by thread in the following formats:

• Current data for the selected active thread
• Detailed historical data for each thread in a specified time range.
• Summary of historical data for all threads in a specified time range.

The following information is provided:

• IBM Db2 Accelerator server resource use
• IBM Db2 Accelerator server failures
• Number of queries that use the IBM Db2 Accelerator server
• Average and total resource use for each query

Follow these steps:

1. Display the statistics for the IBM Db2 Accelerator servers that Db2 queries are actively using.
a. Select option 5 Active Threads from the main menu.

The Threads Identified to DB2 panel appears.
b. Select a thread.

The Active Thread Detail panel appears.
c. Select the view bar option 6 More....

The Thread Detail Menu appears.
d. Select the option 16 Accelerator Services.

The Thread Accelerator Services panel appears. This panel displays the statistics for the IBM Db2 Accelerator
servers that the selected thread used. Information that is provided includes IBM Db2 Accelerator resource use
and IBM Db2 Accelerator server failures. This panel also identifies the number of queries that use the IBM Db2
Accelerator server and the average and total resource use for each query. Elapsed, CPU, and zIIP times are
displayed for accelerator-eligible SQL that ran on Db2.

2. Complete the following steps to display detailed historical information for each thread in the specified time range:
NOTE
Statistics are retrieved from the online history file.

a. Select option 6 Thread History from the Main Menu.
The Thread History Selection panel appears.

b. Specify selection criteria (including the time range) and press F5.
The Thread History List panel appears.

c. Select a thread.
The Thread History Overview panel appears for the selected thread.

d. Select the view bar option 6 More....
The Thread History Detail Menu appears.

e. Select option 10 Accelerator Services.
The Thread Accelerator History panel appears. This panel displays the statistics for the IBM Db2 Accelerator
servers that the selected thread used. Information that is provided includes IBM Db2 Accelerator resource use
and IBM Db2 Accelerator server failures. This panel also identifies the number of queries that use the IBM Db2
Accelerator server and the average and total resource use for each query.

3. Complete the following steps to display summarized historical statistics for all threads in the specified time range:
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NOTE
Statistics are retrieved from the online history file.

a. Select option 6 Thread History from the main menu.
The Thread History Selection panel appears.

b. Specify selection criteria (including the time range) and press F6.
The Thread History Summary Overview panel appears.

c. Select the view bar option 5 More....
The Thread History Summary Menu appears.

d. Select the option 11  Accelerator Services.
The Thread Accelerator History Summary panel appears. This panel displays the summarized statistics for the
IBM Db2 Accelerator servers that the threads used during the time range that is specified in Step 3b.

Monitoring Db2 Attached Systems (CICS, IMS)
This section describes how to monitor systems that are attached to the Db2 subsystem. Monitoring is available through
the panels in the main menu option 3 CICS / IMS Attachments. The following information is provided for each of the
panels: navigation menu option, panel title, request name (if applicable), and short description.

The following example shows the CICS / IMS Attachments menu:

 _  1 CICS   2 IMS                                                             

  

 Actions:  S=Select for more detail                                            

 R/CICSCONN      CICS Connections                                     Item 1-1/1

 ...

 

The following menu options are available:

1 CICS - CICS Connections panel (CICSCONN)
Summarized Resource Control Table (RCT) information for all CICS subsystems with attachments to the Db2
subsystem being monitored. In CICS, the Resource Control Table is used to define the transactions and their
associated threads that can be used to access Db2.
Example of use: Determine if a shortage of dedicated threads could be responsible for slowing
Db2 processing. Determine if all expected CICS subsystems are connected.
If you select a particular connection, the following panel appears:
CICS RCT Entries (CICSTRAN)

Lists all transaction definitions in an RCT for a CICS subsystem that is currently attached to this Db2.
Threads are defined as ENTRY or POOL threads.
Example of use: Determine the individual CICS connections that are connected to this Db2.

2 IMS - IMS Regions panel (IMSREGN)
Lists all IMS regions that are currently attached to this Db2 subsystem.
Example of use: Determine the IMS activity from threads that are connected to Db2.
If you select a particular thread currently running in an IMS region, the Active Thread Detail panel for the selected
IMS region appears. For more information about the Active Thread Detail panel and menu options, see View
Active Threads.

Viewing Messages
To view various types of Db2 and Db2 related messages that SYSVIEW for Db2 collects, select option 4 Messages from
the Main Menu.
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This option requires the active Global Subsystem and allocated ILOG data sets. For more information, see the section
GSS Integration.

The following example shows the Messages menu:

_  1 DB2   2 All   3 Exception   4 Utility   5 DB2 Command     
                                                               
Messages                Messages                                
...

The following menu options are available:

1 DB2
Displays Db2 WTO messages that are written to Db2 tasks or DSN messages that are written to user jobs and
started tasks.

2 All
Displays all types of messages (Db2, Utility, and so on).

3 Exception
Displays exception messages. These messages are produced by exception processor and captured into the ILOG
data set.

4 Utility
Displays messages generated by Db2 utility executions.

5 DB2 Command
Displays the results of Db2 commands issued to the current Db2 subsystem.

Messages are displayed in ascending date and time sequence with most recent messages displayed first.

Display only includes messages for the currently selected Db2 subsystem.

Monitoring Db2 Threads
Extensive data is available to monitor Db2 threads. To show this data:

• View Thread History online
• View active threads and summary thread reports online
• Activate the Db2 accounting trace and have Db2 write accounting records to SMF for batch reports

These three options are the primary ways to control the data to monitor Db2 threads.

Understanding Threads

A thread is a fundamental execution unit for Db2. An active user corresponds to an active thread. A batch job or TSO user
is a single thread. In IMS, each message processing region is a thread. CICS has a more complex structure, where many
users can serially use the same thread. However, when CICS thread reuse is achieved, Db2 might be unaware of any
change of the user of the thread. So accounting data cannot be written when the user of the thread changes.

Application or thread activity has great impact on Db2 performance. Db2 accounting data provides accurate and timely
information about individual threads.

With system statistics data, the accounting data forms the core of the performance data available to Db2 analysts.
Accounting data includes information about the execution of a single Db2 thread. Accounting data contains:
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• Timing information
• SQL counts
• Buffer pool activity
• Lock activity
• DDF data
• RLF (Resource Limit Facility) data
• IFI (Instrumentation Facility Interface) data
• Data Propagation data
• Package-specific timing and SQL counts

A single accounting record does not always correspond to a single transaction. The accounting record does not track
individual transactions but tracks Db2 threads. Because threads can be used by multiple transactions, one accounting
record can contain data for more than one transaction. If the transaction is a CICS pool thread, the Db2 thread is
terminated when a COMMIT (or ROLLBACK) is issued. That causes an accounting record to be written. However, one
transaction can span multiple accounting records.

Monitoring Threads Online

With SYSVIEW for Db2, the control block data that Db2 accumulates is available online in the product THD-STATS record.
There you can see the activity totals for active threads. Once the thread terminates, you can use the Thread History option
to view the accounting data online. The product manages the Db2 transactions that are required to gather this information
online.

Thread Destination

Accounting records (Accounting Class 1) are written to SMF as SMF Type 101. The accounting trace commonly starts
automatically with Db2.

When you start Classes 2 and 3, Db2 starts internal traces to destinations SR1 and SR2. The effect is that SMF Type 101
records are larger, each record includes more sections of data. Overhead for Class 2 depends on how much work is done
by the program. A pessimistic estimate for Class 2 might be 25 percent overhead. More typical values are 2-3 percent for
Class 1 and 5-10 percent for Classes 2 and 3. Overhead for Classes 5, 7, and 8 is unknown.

Recommendations

Always start Accounting Class 1 to SMF. In test mode, start Classes 2 and 3. If you require Db2 CPU and elapsed time,
start Class 2. If you require I/O Wait and Lock Wait times, start Class 3. If you require IFI statistics, start Class 5. If you
require Package Accounting Data, start Classes 7 and 8.

Elapsed Times, CPU Times, and Wait Times

Db2 provides several measures of thread time. These measures differ in the amount of detail they provide and in the
amount of overhead that is required to provide the data. Use the Class parameter of the accounting trace to control which
types of time measurements you see. Monitor this information to determine how long the thread is active, how much of
that time is spent in Db2, and how much time is spent waiting for Db2 resources.

The following fields allow a breakdown of transit time for a given thread. If you see an application that is having
problems, review if the problem cause is not too much I/O or lock contention.

Class 1 Times (Thread time)

When Class 1 is active, Db2 provides the elapsed and CPU times for the Allied Agent Address Spaces.

Class 1 elapsed time measures the time from the end of thread creation to the start of thread termination. For QMF,
SPUFI, ISPF, or other types of threads active during an interactive terminal session, elapsed time can include significant
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amount of think time. Think time is the time when the thread is active while the online user responds to prompts. For CICS
or IMS which reuse threads, Class 1 elapsed time includes the time when the thread is active but waiting for a transaction.

Class 2 Times (In-Db2 time)

When Accounting Class 2 is active, Db2 collects elapsed and CPU times for the time the thread is in Db2. Class 2 times
are subsets of Class 1 times.

Class 2 elapsed time starts with the call to Db2 and ends with the return from Db2 to the application program with an
SQLCODE.

Class 2 CPU time measures the CPU time spent in Db2.

Starting the requests not included in STARTUP member

If you select an option from the THREAD menu, but the underlying request was not included in the STARTUP member.
Instead of issuing message DBG55036W (request not found), the start panel allows you to start a request.

View Active Threads
This section lists the panels available within the Main Menu option 5 Active Threads. The following information is
provided for each of the panels: navigation menu option, panel title, request name (if applicable), and short description.

The Active Threads Menu

The following example shows the Active Threads menu:

_  1 All  2 Connections  3 Curr Contn  4 D-Lk/T-Out  5 Lk Susp Sum  6 More...            
   
                                                                     FOCUS OFF
R/THRDACTV      Threads Identified to DB2                          Item 1-25/25
...

The following menu options are available:

NOTE

• Option 5 Lk Susp Sum only appears in the Active Threads menu if the data collector system parameter IQL-
INCLUDE-LOCKSUSPEND is set to YES. Else, option More... appears as number 5.

• Menus depend on your settings, system type, and customization. Other than this exception (5 Lk Susp Sum),
minimalist version of the menus is described in this documentation.

1 All - Threads Identified to DB2 panel (THRDACTV)
Lists all users that are currently connected to Db2, their status, and how long they have been active. SYSVIEW
for Db2 uses control block sampling to get the data for this report.
Example of use: Determine the current threads.
CICS protected threads and IMS WFI transactions usually show a large number of commits as threads are
reused. If you see few commits, verify CICS thread definitions. For threads using Db2 CPU Parallelism, the parent
and active child threads are shown. The parent thread reports activity of the parent plus all terminated child
threads.
Use the F4 (SortCPU) key to sort the thread list by Db2 CPU time in descending order. Perform this action to see
the active threads that use the highest amount of CPU time in the system. Sorting remains in effect until you issue
a SORT OFF command from the command line.
You can filter the threads which appear by changing the Variation field (located below the Item Count on the upper
right portion of the panel). The possible values for this field are:
ALL

Displays every thread except INACTIVE (default)
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ACTIVE
Displays all threads except the threads with statuses IDENTIFY and INACTIVE

INACTIVE
Displays only INACTIVE threads

NON-DISTRIB
Displays only non‑distributed agents

REQUESTORS
Displays only requestor agents

DBATS
Displays only server agents

If the filtering you select has no data to report, a message informs you that threads of that type do not exist. For
example, you specified DBATs and there are no DBATs currently running.
You can select a particular thread to see more detail in two ways:

• Enter S or cursor‑select a thread and press Enter. The Active Thread Detail panel appears with more display
options available through View Bar.

• You can also select the same Active Thread Detail View Bar options from within the Threads Identified to DB2
panel by entering the equivalent action line command option. For example, you can either enter L next to a
thread and press Enter. Or you can enter S, select View Bar option 3 Locks Held, and press Enter again.
The effect is the same.

NOTE
If the thread has terminated or there is no data to report, Threads Identified to DB2 panel continues
to display. The following error message appears:
DBG55028I No data for selected report

2 Connections - Active Threads by Connection (CONNACTV)
Summarizes current thread activity by Db2 connections. Displays distribution of work across Db2 connections so
you can quickly see where the heaviest workload is in your system. The # Threads column indicates how many
threads have completed in that connection.
Example of use: Determine current balance of work by Db2 connections.

3 Curr Contn - Current Lock Contentions panel (IRLMCONT)
Displays the currently detected IRLM lock contentions. Whenever a contention is detected, the details are
organized into two groups of data:

• WAITER—Identifies the user waiting to lock a resource
• LOCK HOLDER—Identifies the user holding the lock

Use line commands listed on the panel to invoke displays for threads involved in contention or to cancel a thread.
Example of use: Determine which threads are currently waiting on locks and what lock resources are involved in
the conflicts

4 D-Lk/T-Out - Lock Timeouts and Deadlocks panel (LOCKCONT)
Displays the deadlocks and timeouts that are handled by the Db2 subsystem. Whenever deadlock occurs or the
user is timed out while waiting for a lock, the details are organized into two groups of data.

• Deadlock or Timeout Victim—Identifies the user who waited.
• Task Holding—Identifies the user who held the lock.

You can perform the following actions:
T

To display the text for SQL involved in the deadlock or timeout event
C

To display the detailed statistics from the cache for SQL involved in the deadlock or timeout event
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WARNING
To avoid a tablespace scan of the SYSPACKSTMT table while retrieving static SQL, create a user index
that contains a STMT_ID column.

Example of use: Determine the cause of those threads that often time out or are involved in a deadlock situation.
5 Lk Susp Sum - Plan Suspension Summary (PLANLOCK)

Contains a summary of lock suspensions groups by plan name.

NOTE
This option only appears if system parameter IQL-INCLUDE-LOCKSUSPEND is set to YES.

6 More...
Displays The Thread Menu.

The Thread Menu

The following example shows the Thread Menu:

R/MTHREAD1      Thread Menu                                                   
 
 
                 _ 1 Catalog Exclusive Locks                                   
                   2 Summary By Plan, Corr-ID, or Auth-ID                      
                   3 Lock Detail                                               
                   4 Lock Wait

The following menu options are available:

1 Catalog Exclusive Locks - Catalog Exclusive Locks Currently Held panel (CATLLOCK)
Displays current exclusive locks in database DSNDB06 (Catalog) or in tablespaces SCT02, SPT01, or DBD01 in
database DSNDB01 (Directory). Exclusive locks are important because they can prevent DBDs, SKPTs, or SKCTs
from being loaded into the EDM Pool to run a job. Tablespaces SYSLGRNG and SYSUTILX are not included in
display.
Example of use: Determine who is blocking critical Db2 work because they have these exclusive locks.

2 Summary By Plan, Corr-ID, or Auth-ID
The following view bar options are available:
1 by Plan - Current Threads by Connect and Plan (PLANACTV)

Displays the thread statistics for active threads. The data is grouped by plan name within the connection
name. The last line displays totals for all threads currently running in this Db2 subsystem.
Example of use: Determine which plans are currently in use.

2 by Correlation - Current Threads by Connect & Corr ID panel (CORRACTV)
Summarizes current thread activity by Db2 correlation IDs and each connection. The data is grouped by
correlation ID within connection. The last line displays totals for all threads currently running in this Db2
subsystem.
Example of use: Determine the actively current correlation IDs.

3 by Auth ID - Current Threads by Connect & Auth-id panel (AUTHACTV)
Summarizes current thread activity by Db2 authorization IDs and Db2 connection type. The data is
grouped by authorization ID within connection. The last line displays totals for all threads currently running
in this Db2 subsystem.
Example of use: Determine who is currently active on the Db2 subsystem.

3 Lock Detail - Locks Currently Held panel (LOCKDETL)
Displays all locks held for active threads. Information is summarized by lock type, database, page set (tablespace
or index), lock duration, and lock status.
Example of use: Determine the current thread locks on a selected Db2 subsystem.
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4 Lock Wait - Threads Currently Locked panel (LOCKWAIT)
Displays all threads that are currently waiting on locks that are held by another thread.
Enter an S in the selection field to see which thread is holding the lock. The Active Thread Detail panel appears
with more display options available through View Bar.
Example of use: Determine who is blocking execution by holding locks.

The Active Thread Detail Menu

The following example shows the Active Thread Detail Menu which appears after you select a particular thread on the
Threads Identified to DB2 panel:

_  1 Detail  2 SQL Text  3 Locks Held  4 Exceptions  5 Remote  6 More...      
 
R/THRDDETL      Active Thread Detail                                Row 1-32/34 
...

The following menu options are available:

1 Detail - Active Thread Detail panel (THRDDETL)
Displays snapshot information for an active thread:

• The first section of the panel identifies the thread. This section shows the thread creation time, plan BIND
options, and the number of commits and aborts. For a protected CICS thread or an IMS Wait-for-Input (WFI)
transaction, the sum of these two fields equals the number of transactions that have used this thread. The
section also shows the thread status and its type.

• The second section identifies the program and precompiler-generated statement number that is associated
with the current or most recent SQL statement. The exceptions that are generated by this thread appear on the
next line with the thread status.

• The third section is divided into several subsections:
– Accumulated time statistics for the thread
– Lock, list prefetch, and query parallelism information
– Counts of selected groups of SQL statements issued by this thread
– Buffer Pool activity and other miscellaneous information

• The fourth section displays the CPU utilization by this thread: a percentage of the application elapsed time
spent on processor execution and current thread CPU consumption on a single engine and the whole LPAR.

• The fifth section lists additional thread identification parameters.
• The last section only appears if the thread has executed an SQL statement. Enter E to view existing EXPLAIN

data for a plan or package, or T to retrieve the SQL statement text from the Db2 catalog for the current or most
recently executed SQL statement.

• If you select detail for a CICS thread, additional lines display information and statistics related to the CICS
transaction.

Example of use: Determine if the thread has a low read efficiency - excessive I/O.
2 SQL Text - Currently Executing SQL Statement for the Thread panel (SQLTEXT)

If status is ACTIVE-D or LOCKWAIT, this panel displays the text of the currently executing dynamic SQL
statement.
If thread is active but not in Db2 and the status is ACTIVE-A, this panel displays the most recently executed SQL
statement.
This panel can help you identify poorly performing SQL statements.
From this panel, you can EXPLAIN text that is shown in the lower section of the panel.
Example of use: Determine if the SQL statement uses excessive Db2 CPU or elapsed time.
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3 Locks Held - Locks Currently Held panel (IRLMENQS)
Displays summary information for locks that are held for a thread. Information is summarized by Lock Type,
Database, Page Set (tablespace or index), Lock Duration, and Lock Status.
Example of use: Determine the locks that are held by an active thread.

4 Exceptions - Exception List panel
Displays the exceptions that the Exception system generated for this thread. Critical messages are highlighted or
colored.
If the thread has no exceptions, the following message appears on the message line:
DBG55028I No data for selected report

Example of use: Determine what exceptions are triggered by this thread.
5 Remote - Thread Remote Location List (THRDLOCS)

Shows a list of locations where distributed threads are currently executing. If the thread has no remote
processing, this panel displays without listed locations.
Example of use: Determine the level of distributed activity at each of the remote sites.
You can perform two actions on the listed locations:

• To see all threads running at the remote location, enter G in the selection field. Threads Identified to DB2
panel appears for the selected location. You can continue viewing details of all threads. When you end, you
are automatically switched back to the subsystem you were monitoring.

• Enter S to view more detail for the distributed allied thread. The following panel appears:
Thread Remote Location Detail panel (THRDRMTD)

Displays details of the distributed allied thread on the local system.
Example of use: Determine the amount of data that is passed between the remote location and the host
Db2 by the thread.

6 More...
Displays The Thread Detail Menu.

The Thread Detail Menu

The following example shows the Thread Detail Menu:

R/M2THREAD      Thread Detail Menu                                            
Auth ID STRMI10       Plan IQPIP190    Corr ID STRMI10                         
__  1 Thread Locks and Global Locks     10 IFI Counts / Data Capture
    2 Response Time Summary             11 Group Buffer Pools
    3 Buffer Pool                       12 Resource Limit Facility
    4 SQL Counts                        13 Dynamic Prepare / Row Access
    5 Auth IDs                          14 DB2 Routine Counts
    6 List Prefetch / RID Pool          15 SYSVDB2 Accounting Collection
    7 MVS Address Spaces                16 Accelerator Services
    8 Buffer Pool Trace                 17 Parallelism / Misc / IAG / Workfile
    9 Packages (SP/UDF, trigger)
...

The following menu options are available:

1 Thread Locks and Global Locks
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Locks - Thread Locks panel (THRDLOCK)

Displays the locks that are held by this active thread.
Example of use: Determine if the thread is causing lock escalations.

2 Global Locking - Thread Global Locking (THRDGLK)
Shows the global locking activity for a selected thread.
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Example of use: Determine the number of global lock contentions. Determine if global lock contentions
are causing a problem.

2 Response Time Summary - Thread Response Time panel (THRDRESP)
Displays vital response time indicators for an active thread in a graphic format. The histogram to right of the
statistics provides a quick glance status of the various response time indicators. If the values exceed 100 percent,
the bar turns red (on color terminals).

NOTE
Only indicators with non-zero data are displayed. As a result, the display may change when you press
Enter to refresh the display as new non-zero events are added to the display.

Example of use: Determine if the thread is suffering from excessive lock or latch suspend time.
3 Buffer Pool - Thread Buffer Detail panel (THRDBUFD)

Lists buffer pools accesses for a selected thread. Information is grouped by each buffer pool used.
Example of use: Determine if the thread does too many GETPAGE requests.

4 SQL Counts - Thread SQL Counts panel (SQLCOUNT)
Displays counts of SQL statements by type and stored procedure usage for a selected thread.
Example of use: Determine the type of SQL statements executed.

5 Auth IDs - Authorization IDs panel (THRDAUTH)
Displays all of the authorization ID associated with the selected thread.
Example of use: Determine if the current thread has changed SQL ID.

6 List Prefetch / RID Pool - List Prefetch / RID Pool panel (THRDLPRF)
Displays the list prefetch and RID Pool statistics for an active thread. This information helps you diagnose
problems with storage failures resulting from a shortage of virtual storage in the database services DBM1 address
space.
Example of use: Determine if a thread experienced degraded multiple index, list prefetch, or RID processing.

7 MVS Address Spaces
You can select from the following view bar options:

NOTE
The JOB and ASID fields on these panels can be altered to see the address space information for other
address spaces.

1 Snapshot - Address Space Snapshot panel (MVS)
Displays critical MVS performance statistics for the current thread.
Example of use: Determine if MVS System Resource Manager (SRM) definitions are correct for a
production CICS region.

2 Storage - Virtual Storage Snapshot (MVSSTOR)
Maps the storage for an MVS address space.
Example of use: Determine if the address space is nearing the available memory limits.

3 Enqueues - Address Space Enqueues (MVSENQS)
Lists MVS enqueues and conflicts for the specified address space or the MVS system as a whole. You
can specify the following types of enqueues:
A

Lists enqueues for the address space.
C

Lists enqueue conflicts with the address space involved.
S

Lists enqueue conflicts for all address spaces.
Example of use: Determine the enqueues held, that are not letting batch programs execute.
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4 Tasks - Address Space Tasks panel (MVSTASKS)
Displays the MVS task structure for the specified address space.
Example of use: Determine if a task is active, waiting, or has abended.

5 Programs - Address Space Programs panel (MVSPGMS)
Lists the programs that are loaded by the specified address space.
Example of use: Determine if the programs linkage editor parameters are correctly specified.

6 Files - Address Space Files panel (MVSFILES)
Lists the DD names that are allocated to the specified address space.
Example of use: Determine the I/O counts to non-VSAM datasets that are allocated to a CICS region.

8 Buffer Pool Trace - Thread Buffer Pool Trace (THBPTRAC)
Displays the most recent buffer pool accesses for a selected thread. As this panel can include quite a long list,
use the FIND command to search for a particular character string.
Example of use: Determine exactly how the buffer pool is being accessed.

9 Packages (SP/UDF, trigger) - Current Package List (THRDPKGS)
Displays the packages that have been executed for a selected thread. Information is also provided about the
number of SQL statements in the package, CPU and zIIP CPU time, I/O suspension time, lock, latch, claim, and
drain suspension time, and suspension time unrelated to I/O or lock/latch. Additional details are available for each
package.
This request only shows data if you have started a monitor or accounting class 7 or 8 trace and at least one
program has been executed.
Example of use: Determine which packages are consuming the most resources.
You can perform the following actions:

• Select a package entry to view the detailed information. The following panel appears:
Current Package Detail panel (THRDPKGD)

Lists the detailed package information for the selected package. You may use action E to view catalog
information for the current package and have available Explain functionality.
Example of use: Determine how much SQL and where the class 3 delays are in the package executions.

• Invoke am EXPLAIN against the selected package. Catalog and plan table data display for the selected
package.

10 IFI Counts / Data Capture - Thread IFI Counts / Data Capture panel (THRDIFI)
Shows the cost of for the Instrumentation Facility Interface trace activity for an active thread.
This request only shows data if both of the following conditions are true:

• You have started Accounting trace class 5.
• The thread calls the Instrumentation Interface Facility (IFI).

Example of use: Determine overhead of the product data collector threads.
11 Group Buffer Pools - Thread Group Buffer Pool panel (THRDGBP)

Shows the group buffer pool activity for a selected thread. Information is grouped by each group buffer pool used.
Example of use: Determine the usage of group buffer pools.

12 Resource Limit Facility - Thread Resource Limit Facility panel (THRDRLF)
Provides Resource Limit Facility (RLF) information for an active thread.
Example of use: Determine if RLF parameters are controlling expensive threads.

13 Dynamic Prepare / Row Access - Dynamic Prepare / Row Access panel (THRDDYNP)
Displays dynamic prepare statistics for the Db2 thread and direct row access and the total number of
rows accessed on behalf of the thread.
Example of use: Determine the utilization and efficiency of the dynamic statement cache. Determine
inefficiencies in the direct row access. Determine if an application has had a change in the number of
rows accessed.
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14 DB2 Routine Counts - Thread DB2 Routine Counts (THRDRTN)
Displays the counts of Db2 routine usage for a selected thread. Db2 routine counts include stored procedure
counts, user-defined function (UDF) counts, and trigger counts.
Example of use: Determine if Db2 routines are abending or they have timed out.

15 SYSVDB2 Accounting Collection
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Summary - Thread SYSVDB2 Accounting Overview (THRDIDSM)

Displays an overview of the extra accounting data that is collected, based on the detail options that
are specified in the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL data collector system parameter setting. The left side of the
panel shows which detail collections are enabled and the percentage of thread suspension time that is
attributed to the collection type. This panel also shows a summary of sort activity and lock escalations.
The sort activity is collected from the Db2 sort trace data when SORTSUM option is specified in the HIST-
ACCT-DETAIL system parameter setting. This panel identifies the active collections and provides access
to detailed information related to the selected application:

• SQL activity
• Summary of I/O suspends for synchronous I/O
• Summary of lock suspends activity by resource name
• Summary of page lock activity by pageset
• Summary of sort activity

Example of use: Determine which detail collections are active and which of the detail screens contain
most of the elapsed or suspend information.

2 SQL - SYSVDB2 Acct Rec SQL Summary panel (THRDIDSQ)
Displays the summary of SQL activity for the selected application. If the system parameter HIST-ACCT-
DETAIL specifies the SQL collection option, the data is collected from Db2 SQL statement trace data.
PDTSQL option indicates data collection from Detector, which includes additional data, such as select
buffer pool counts and class 3 suspend times. With SQL option, the value of these fields is zero.
Example of use: Determine which SQL statements the applications spend the most time processing.

3 I/O Susp - SYSVDB2 Acct Rec Sync I/O Summary panel (THRDIDIO4)
Displays the I/O suspend summary for synchronous I/O performed by the selected application. This data
is collected from the Db2 I/O trace data when IOSUM collection option is specified in the HIST-ACCT-
DETAIL system parameter setting.
Example of use: Determine where I/O delays are affecting SQL performance.

4 Lock Susp - SYSVDB2 Acct Rec Lock Suspend Summary panel (THRDIDLK)
Displays a summary of lock suspend activity by resource name for the selected application. This data
is collected from the Db2 lock suspend trace data when LOCKSPND collection option is specified in the
HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system parameter setting.
Example of use: Determine where lock suspend delays are affecting SQL performance.

5 Lock Sum - SYSVDB2 Acct Rec Lock Usage Summary panel (THRDIDLS)
Displays a summary of page lock activity by page set for the selected application. This data is collected
from the Db2 lock summary trace data (IFCID 020) when LOCKSUM collection option is specified in the
HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system parameter setting.
Example of use: Determine which page sets have a high number of page locks and if any lock
escalations have taken place.

6 Sort Sum - SYSVDB2 Acct Rec Sort Usage Summary panel (THRDIDSS)
Displays a summary of sort activity for the selected application. The data is collected from the Db2 sort
summary trace data (IFCIDs 095 and 096) when SORTSUM collection option is specified in the HIST-
ACCT-DETAIL system parameter setting.
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Examples of use: Determine how much sort workspace is utilized to assist in calculating sort space
requirements for the application. Determine how much data is being sorted. Determine the amount of time
that the application spent sorting data.

16 Accelerator Services - Thread Accelerator Services panel (THRDACCL)
Displays statistics related to the IBM Db2 Accelerators that are used by an active thread. This data helps monitor
and manage your accelerator use more effectively. Provides the following information:

• Accelerator server resource use and failures
• Accelerator-eligible elapsed, zIIP, and CPU times
• Number of queries that use the accelerator server
• Average and total resource use for each query
• Number of rows and SQL statements exchanged between the accelerator and Db2 subsystem

Example of use: Determine query accelerator resource use for each accelerator server. Determine any
accelerator server failures. Determine how many queries use the accelerator server. Determine the average and
total use for each query. Determine how much elapsed, CPU, and zIIP time was used to process accelerator-
eligible SQL on Db2.

17 Parallelism / Misc / IAG / Workfile - Parallelism / Misc / IAG / Workfile panel (THRDPRMS)
Displays statistics of query parallelism, multiple miscellaneous metrics (such as maximum LOB and XML storage
used), insert algorithm metrics, and workfile metrics for an active thread.
Example of use: Determine why the parallelism was disabled. Determine sparse index use degradations.
Determine how often Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) gets disabled.

View Thread History
Thread History lets you view the accounting data that is online after the thread terminates.

You can access detailed data for an individual thread (one thread termination record) or view a summary of the specified
interval. You can also specify other selection criteria.

This section describes panels in the Systems Menu, Thread History (option 6). Each of the panels contains the
navigation menu option, panel title, request name (if applicable), and short description.

The Thread History Menu
The following example shows the Thread History Selection panel:

_  1 Select by PF Key  2 List all Threads  3 Quick Summaries...

THstSel1                Thread History Selection                    Page 1 of 5
...

The following menu options are available:

1 Select by PF Key - Thread History Selection panels
The following five panels let you limit the amount of displayed thread history data and specify the time interval for
the thread history summarize:

• Page 1—Date/time range and thread identification fields.
• Page 2—CPU times, elapsed times, and buffer pool usage.
• Page 3—Other exceptions and SQL counts.
• Page 4—Sent counts, received counts, locks counts, and prefetch counts.
• Page 5—Enter any IQL WHERE filtering expression.

Use the F7/F8 scrolling keys to navigate across selection criteria panels. The selection criteria and the time range
fields on Page 1 are retained until you press F3. The criteria on Page 1 are maintained in the user profile and
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are retained when you exit the product. When you re-access the Thread History, these saved criteria display as
default settings on the first panel. You can clear that criteria with F11.
You can select the following options from the Thread History Selection panel:

• To view selected detail data, press F5 (List).
• To view all detail data, select view bar option 2 List all Intervals.
• To view summarized data that was collected since the data collector was last started, select view bar option 3

Quick Summaries....
• To view selected summarized data, press F6 (Summarize).

When retrieving selected thread history accounting records, SYSVIEW for Db2 returns all qualifying non‑CPU
parallelism records and qualifying CPU parallelism summary records. The CPU parallelism summary records,
generated by the product, are a summary of the parent and all child records generated by a thread utilizing
CPU parallelism. You can use the CPU Parallelism selection field to include or exclude only the CPU parallelism
summary records. In either case, the individual parent-child records are not reflected in the resulting list or
summary.
Some selection criteria fields (Plan Names, Auth IDs, and so on) allow the entry of multiple selection criteria.
The criteria are OR'd together. That is, any record that matches one criterion is included. If the data you enter is
meant to be everything‑except‑these‑values, enter an X in the selection field on the leftmost portion of the line.
For example, to view all thread history except those records with the authorization ID “IBMUSER,” enter in the
selection line:
X Auth IDs . . . IBMUSER ________ ________

Leave the selection field blank to include the specified values. In alphanumeric selection fields, you can use the
asterisk (*) wildcard character to ignore the information from that position onward. For example, if you specify an
Auth ID selection of AH*, all authorization IDs beginning with AH are selected: “AH,” “AHB,” “AHB2,” “AHZ,” and
so on.
You can use special filtering criteria on the selection Page 5 panel. Page 5 allows entering an arbitrary IQL
WHERE filtering expression. The panel contains multiple input lines where you code an IQL expression. That IQL
expression is evaluated as if placed after the WHERE keyword in the HTLIST IQL request. This request displays
the filtered thread history list. Use this option to specify complicated filtering criteria, which cannot be specified in
the first four panels. For example, to find threads where package PKG1 executed more than 100 SQL statements,
enter the following text:
Specify custom WHERE condition

WHERE _ANY(PACKAGE-PROGRAM = 'PKG1' AND PACKAGE-SQL-COUNT > 100)______

. . . ________________________________________________________________

You can save history selection criteria into a partition data set (PDS) member and later reload it from the Thread
History Selection Presets panel. Press PF4 on any of the Thread History Selection panels to access the Presets
panel and input the PDS name. The PDS which stores the selection presets must be allocated with record format
FB and record length 80. The active UI user must have write access to the PDS.

2 List all Threads - Thread History List panel (HTLIST)
Displays a list of thread termination records maintained in the product history file. You can select more detail on
any item displayed. You can access this panel also by pressing F5 on the Thread History Selection panels.
The information that is displayed depends on how you got there:

• If you specified selection criteria on the previous selection criteria panels, then only threads that met the
criteria are available. An item count (Item n#n of n) appears so you know how many threads you can scroll
through. The range of dates and times reflects your selection criteria.

• If you choose the view bar option 2 List All Threads, all threads that are maintained in the history file appear.
The most recent threads display first (scroll up to see previous threads). The range of dates and times reflects
the list of threads on the current panel. No item count appears.
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NOTE
If you pressed F5 (List) to get to this panel from the selection criteria panels, the Records Read/First
Last appears. The view bar does not appear.

When HISTORY-READ-LIMIT is reached, the ReadNext option is enabled for the F4 key at the bottom of
the display. Message DBG550DAW appears. This option causes the data collector to read through the next
HISTORY-READ-LIMIT set of records and append any qualifying records to the prior result set. The ReadNext
option applies only when all of the following conditions are met:

• The F5 (List) option was used to get to this display from the selection criteria panels, so ReadNext is not
applicable to the list of all versions of this screen. These displays read one screen of data at a time and have
no selection criteria applied.

• A non-zero value is specified in the HISTORY-READ-LIMIT in the security profile of the user.
• The data collector reached the HISTORY-READ-LIMIT before reaching one of the following criteria:

– The end of the file.
– The end of the time range specified in the selection criteria page.
– The maximum number of records that the HIST-DISPLAY-COUNT system parameter specifies.

3 Quick Summaries...

NOTE
The view bar option 3 Quick Summaries... is not available by default. System parameter IQL-
INCLUDE-ACCT controls this option. Due to possible significant overhead, you should leave this option
disabled.

You can select from the following panel options:
1 Brief Thread History - Brief Thread History panel (THRDHIST)

Displays high‑level statistics for threads that have completed since this data collector was last started. An
item count (Item n‑n of n) indicates the number of thread history records available for viewing from this
panel.
This panel includes the F6 key option to Focus the report. The Focus facility is a filtering mechanism that
lets you view only the data you are interested in without changing the characteristics of the active request.
Example of use: Determine if any thread has abnormally terminated.

2 by Connection Type - Thread History by Connection Type (CONNHIST)
Summarizes completed thread activity by Db2 connection types. The item count (Item n‑n of n) indicates
the number of different connection types that can be viewed on this report. A connection type is the name
of an item that is connected to Db2. These items are defined as:
TSO

Specifies TSO foreground users.
BATCH

Specifies TSO background users.
UTILITY

Specifies a utility running in Db2.
DB2CALL

Specifies the call attach user.
“jobname”

Specifies the name of the CICS/IMS region.
“DB2 ssid”

Specifies an internal Db2 connection.
SERVER

Specifies a DRDA connection (Db2 is the server).
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Example of use: Determine the balance of work completed by Db2 connections.
3 by Connection and Plan - Thread History by Connect and Plan panel (PLANHIST)

Displays the distribution of work for completed threads across plans within a Db2 connection. The item
count (Item n‑n of n) indicates the number of different plan/connection type combinations that can be
viewed on this report.
Example of use: Determine the distribution of completed work by connection and plan.

4 by Connection and Correlation - Thread History by Connect and Corr ID panel (CORRHIST)
Displays the distribution of work for completed threads across Db2 correlations within a Db2 connection.
The item count (Item n‑n of n) indicates the number of different correlation ID/connection type
combinations that can be viewed on this report.
Example of use: Determine the correlation IDs that have been active.

5 by Connection and Auth ID - Thread History by Connect and Auth ID (AUTHHIST)
Displays the distribution of work for completed threads across authorization IDs within a Db2 connection.
The item count (Item n‑n of n) indicates the number of different Authorization ID/Connection Type
combinations that can be viewed on this report.
Example of use: Determine the distribution of work that is completed by connection and user.

View Detailed Thread Historical Data
If you select a particular thread from the Thread History List panel (HTLIST), the following menu appears:

_  1 Overview  2 Exceptions  3 Resp Time  4 Locks  5 Buffers  6 More...

R/HTDETL        Thread History Overview

The following menu options are available:
1 Overview - Thread History Overview panel (HTDETL)

Displays an overview of activity for a completed thread (detailed in the area above the dashed line). The portion of
the panel below the dashed line displays the same information as the Active Thread Detail panel.
Example of use: Quickly examine a completed thread for potential problems.

2 Exceptions - Exception List panel
Displays the exceptions that were generated by the Exception system for a completed thread. The first part of the
exception line indicates the level of severity of the exception: critical, warning, or informational. The remaining
portion of the exception contains the message text. These exceptions are based on the product's current set of
exception definitions.
Each record of the history file is run through the exception system before display to see if it qualifies as an
exception. This qualification depends on how the exception is defined at the time of the display, not as it was
defined when the thread was being run. If you modify your active exception definition to a different threshold
value, all history records are evaluated against that new threshold value. So you can use historical data to
establish valid threshold values for your shop. Have the exception active, adjust the values, and see the desired
effect in the history system.
Example of use: Examine the threshold values for the exceptions.

3 Resp Time - Response Time History panel (HTRESP)
Displays a Db2 response times and CPU used for a completed thread. Shows vital response time indicators in a
graphic format. The histogram to the right of the statistics provides a quick glance status of various response time
indicators. If the values exceed 100 percent, the bar turns red (on color terminals).
Only events that have non-zero data appear. As a result, the display might change from one thread to another, as
non‑zero events might be different.
Example of use: Determine what portion of a thread response time is because of the applications processing
between SQL calls.
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4 Locks - Thread Locks History panel (HTLOCKS)
Displays the locking activity for a completed thread.
Example of use: Determine if excessive lock escalations occurred while this thread was running.

5 Buffers - Thread Buffer Pool History panel (HTBUFRS)
Displays the buffer pool activity for a completed thread. This panel groups information by each buffer pool used.
An Item Count (Item n‑n of n) indicates the number of buffer pools that the selected thread used. If more than two
buffer pools were used, the F7/F8 scrolling keys are activated and displayed.
Example of use: Determine what Db2 buffers were utilized by a thread.

6 More...
Shows the Thread History Detail Menu.

Thread History Detail Menu (Detailed Historical Data)
The following example shows the Thread History Detail menu for the detailed historical data:

R/MTHDHS6P      Thread History Detail Menu

Auth ID DCDADM        Plan DISTSERV    Corr ID DCDTKO3C

__  1 Remote Locations                  13 Parallelism / Misc / IAG / Workfile
    2 SQL Counts                        14 Resource Limit Facility
    3 List Prefetch / RID Pool
    4 Packages (coll, SP/UDF, trigger)
    5 IFI Counts / Data Capture
    6 Group Buffer Pools
    7 Global Locking
    8 Dynamic Prepare / Row Access
    9 DB2 Routine Counts
   10 Accelerator Services
   11 SYSVDB2 Accounting Collection
   12 Parallel I/O Thread List

The following menu options are available:
1 Remote Locations - Thread Remote Location History List panel (HTRMOTE)

Displays all distributed locations on which the completed thread was executing. If the thread had no distributed
processing, the area below the dashed line is blank.
Example of use: Determine the level of distributed activity at each of the remote sites.
If you select a particular non-blank location, the following panel appears. This action automatically switches your
session to the data collector on the remote subsystem and displays the Thread Detail information for the thread
on that subsystem. When you end, you are automatically switched back to the original subsystem you were
monitoring.
Thread Remote Location History List panel (HTRMOTE)

Shows one of the completed thread remote locations. The totals are provided for several categories,
including elapsed local and remote times, requests queued, allocated, and ended conversations, and two-
phase commit operations.
Example of use: Determine if there are problems with switching from continuous block fetch to limited
block fetch mode.

2 SQL Counts - Thread SQL Counts History panel (HTSQL)
Displays the total count of SQL statements by type for a completed thread.
Example of use: Determine the type of SQL statements executed by thread.

3 List Prefetch / RID Pool - List Prefetch / RID Pool History panel (HTLSTPRF)
Displays SYSVIEW for Db2 History data on the number of times List Prefetch and Rid Pool invoked for a
completed thread.
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Example of use: Determine if List Prefetch or Rid Pool was successfully used by a certain thread.
4 Packages (coll, SP/UDF, trigger) - Package History List panel (HTPKGS)

Displays the packages that were executed for a completed thread. This panel provides information about the
number of SQL statements in the package, CPU and zIIP CPU time, I/O suspension time, lock, latch, claim, and
drain suspension time, and suspension time unrelated to I/O or lock/latch. More details are available for each
package.
This request shows data only if you trace accounting classes 7 and 8.
Example of use: Determine the package causing performance problems.
You can perform the following actions:

• If you select a particular package entry, the following view bar options appear. Detailed information about
package data, buffer pools, locking and RLF, and SQL activity data is available for a selected package.
Example of use: Use the information to determine which type of activity Db2 spends the most time for the
problem plans. You may use action E to view catalog information for the current package and have available
Explain functionality.
– 1 Resp Time - Package History Detail panel (HTPKGDTL)
– 2 Buffers - Package History BP Detail (HTPKGBP)
– 3 Locks - Package History Lock Detail panel (HTPKGLK)
– 4 SQL - Package History SQL Detail panel (HTPKGSQL)

• Invoke an EXPLAIN against the selected package. Catalog information display for the selected package.

5 IFI Counts / Data Capture - Thread IFI / Data Capture History panel (HTIFI)
Displays the following information about IFI and Data Propagator (DPROP) processing for the summarized
threads:

• Entries and exits from IFI events
• Log records captured and read, and log extractions
• Data rows and descriptions read
• Tables returned

The following request shows data only if both of the following conditions are true:

• You trace accounting class 5
• The thread calls the Instrumentation Interface Facility (IFI)

Example of use: Determine overhead used by Data Propagator.
6 Group Buffer Pools - Thread Group Buffer Pool History panel (HTGBPL)

Displays the group buffer pool activity for a completed thread. This panel groups information by each group buffer
pool used.
Example of use: Determine what Db2 group buffers were utilized by a thread.

7 Global Locking - Thread Global Locking History panel (HTGLK)
Displays the following types of global locking activity for a completed thread: contention, request, propagation,
and notify.
This request shows data only if the thread uses global resources.
Example of use: Determine global locking contention.

8 Dynamic Prepare / Row Access - Dynamic Prepare / Row Access History panel (HTDYNP)
Displays the dynamic prepare and direct and total rows accessed activity for a completed thread.
Example of use: Determine the utilization and efficiency of the dynamic statement cache for particular threads.
Determine inefficiencies in direct row access. Determine whether the number of rows accessed changed for an
application

9 DB2 Routine Counts - Thread DB2 Routine Counts History panel (HTRTN)
Displays statistics about the use of Db2 routines, including stored procedures, user-defined functions, and triggers
for a completed thread.
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Example of use: Determine if Db2 routines are abending or they have timed out.
10 Accelerator Services - Thread Accelerator History panel (HTACCEL)

Displays the following statistics that are related to the IBM Db2 Accelerator:

• Accelerator server resource use and failures
• Number of queries that use the accelerator server
• Average and total resource use for each query
• Accelerator-eligible elapsed, zIIP, and CPU times

Example of use: Determine query accelerator resource utilization for each accelerator server used. Determine
if there have been any accelerator server failures. Determine how many queries use the accelerator
server. Determine the average and total utilization for each query. Determine how much elapsed, CPU, and zIIP
time was used to process accelerator-eligible SQL on Db2.

11 SYSVDB2 Accounting Collection - Thread SYSVDB2 Accounting Overview History panel (HTIDBSUM)
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Summary - Thread SYSVDB2 Accounting Overview History panel (HTIDBSUM)

Displays an overview of the extra accounting data that is collected for a completed thread. This data is
based on the detail options that the data collector system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL specifies.
The left side of the screen displays the enabled detail collections and the percentage of thread suspend
time that is attributed to the collection type. This screen also shows a summary of sort activity and lock
escalations. The sort activity is collected from Db2 sort trace data when the system parameter HIST-
ACCT-DETAIL specifies the SORTSUM option.
Example of use: Determine which detail collections are active.

2 SQL - SYSVDB2 Acct Rec SQL History panel (HTIDBSQL)
Displays a summary of SQL activity for a completed thread. If system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL
specifies the SQL collection option, the data is collected from the Db2 SQL statement trace data.
PDTSQL option indicates the additional data collection from Detector, which includes data such as select
buffer pool counts and class 3 suspend times. With the SQL option, the value of these fields is zero.
Example of use: Determine the SQL statements that the application spent most time processing.

3 I/O Sysp - SYSVDB2 Acct Rec Sync I/O History panel (HTIDBIO)
Displays I/O suspend summary for synchronous I/O performed by the completed thread. This data is
collected from Db2 I/O trace data when the system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL specifies the IOSUM
collection option.
Example of use: Determine where I/O delays are affecting SQL performance.

4 Lock Susp - SYSVDB2 Acct Rec Lock Suspend History panel (HTIDBLK)
Displays the summary of lock suspend activity by resource name for a completed thread. This data is
collected from Db2 lock suspend trace data when the system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL specifies
the LOCKSPND collection option.
Example of use: Determine where lock suspend delays are affecting SQL performance.

5 Lock Sum - SYSVDB2 Acct Rec Lock Sum History panel (HTIDBLS)
Displays the summary of page lock activity by page set for a completed thread. This data is collected from
the Db2 lock summary trace data (IFCID 020) when the system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL specifies
LOCKSUM collection option.
Example of use: Determine which page sets have a high number of page locks and if any lock
escalations have taken place.

6 Sort Sum - SYSVDB2 Acct Rec Sort Summary History panel (HTIDBSS)
Displays a summary of sort activity for a completed thread. This data is collected from Db2 sort
summary trace data (IFCIDs 095 and 096) when the system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL specifies
SORTSUM collection option.
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Examples of use: Determine how much sort workspace is being utilized to assist in calculating sort
space requirements. Determine how large of sorts are taking place and which applications are performing
large sorts. Determine how much time an application spends sorting data

12 Parallel I/O Thread List - Thread History List panel (HTLIST)
Displays the thread termination records. You can display more detail on any item in the list. The Thread History
menu and Thread History Detail menu appear for the selected item.
Example of use: Determine which threads are using excessive amounts of resources.

13 Parallelism / Misc / IAG / Workfile - Parallelism / Misc / IAG / Wkfile History panel (HTHDPRMS)
Displays statistics of query parallelism, multiple miscellaneous metrics, such as maximum LOB and XML storage
used, insert algorithm metrics, and workfile metrics for a completed thread.
Example of use: Determine why the parallelism was disabled. Determine sparse index use degradations.
Determine how often Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) was used.

14 Resource Limit Facility - Thread Resource Limit Facility History panel (HTHRLF)
Displays Resource Limit Facility (RLF) information for a completed thread: limit specification, count, average and
max CPU used, and % limit.
Example of use: Determine if RLF parameters are controlling expensive threads.

View Summarized Thread Historical Data
If you press F6 on the Thread History Selection panel, the following menu appears:

_  1 Overview  2 Resp Time  3 Locks  4 Buffers  5 More...  6 App Throughput

R/HTUDETL       Thread History Summary Overview   
...

The following menu options are available:
1 Overview - Thread History Summary Overview panel (HTUDETL)

Displays the statistics for the summarized set of completed threads. The portion of the panel above the dashed
line displays the number of accounting records that have certain normal, abend, or INDOUBT conditions. In the
HIGHLIGHTS section, this panel also includes the number of thread aborts and commits. The portion of the panel
below the dashed line displays the same information as the Thread History Overview panel (HTDETL).
Example of use: Quickly examine the summarized set of completed threads for potential problems.

2 Resp Time - Response Time History Summary panel (HTURESP)
Displays Db2 response times and CPU used by the summarized threads. The Qualifying Records field indicates
the number of thread accounting records summarized for this request. The average times are calculated by
dividing the total times by the number of qualifying records. Only events with non‑zero values show up. As a
result, the display might change from one summarized display to the next, because the non‑zero events might be
different.
Example of use: Determine what portion of the summarized thread response time is because of the applications
processing between SQL calls.

3 Locks - Thread Lock History Summary panel (HTULOCKS)
Displays the total and average locking activity for the summarized threads. The average values are calculated by
dividing the total values by the number of qualifying records.
Example of use: Determine if excessive locking activity actually has occurred which may cause timeouts or
deadlocks.

4 Buffers - Thread Buffer Pool History Summary panel (HTUBUFRS)
Displays the buffer pool activity for the summarized threads. This panel groups each buffer pool used within
the summarized set of completed threads. Total and average values for all statistics are shown for each buffer
pool. An item count (Item n‑n of n) indicates the number of used buffer pools.
Example of use: Determine what Db2 buffers were utilized by the summarized threads.
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5 More...
Displays the Thread History Summary Menu.

6 App Throughput
Displays the summary of completed thread activity, which is grouped by interval and one of the following criteria:
Authorization ID, Plan Name, Correlation ID, or Connection Type.
Example of use: See the Db2 thread activity summary to recognize which activities used an excessive amount of
resources in the specified time interval.

Application Interval Summary Report (Application Interval Summary by AUTH-ID)
The following example shows the report of users (Auth ID) consuming most Db2 CPU time.

1 Overview  2 Resp Time  3 Locks  4 Buffers  5 More...  6 App Throughput                 
  
                                                                                          
     
 R/HTUAPRF       Application Interval Summary by AUTH-ID            Item 1-22/22          
     
 SORT 1 A 5 D                                                                             
     
 From 09/19/19 09:04:30 To 09/19/19 10:04:29                                              
     
                                    HHH:MM:SS MM:SS.TTT HHH:MM:SS HH:MM:SS.TTT         
 Buffer 
      Interval      Auth ID Threads  DB2 Elap  DB2 CPU  Appl Elap   Appl CPU   Getpage  
 Updts 
 1---------------- 2------- 3------ 4-------- 5-------- 6-------- 7----------- 8------
 9------ 
 09/19/19 09:00:00 DCDADM      1316      3:37    33.868      7:35       35.851 3827453
 4645517 
 09/19/19 09:00:00 PLATDEV        6        51     0.009        51        0.010       0    
   0 
 09/19/19 09:15:00 DCDADM      2172     13:23  1:11.029     26:37     1:14.523 8304237
 9518929 
 09/19/19 09:15:00 QAPUT         52        23     0.751      1:34        0.898   62350  
 42895 
 09/19/19 09:15:00 PLATDEV       13        49     0.028        49        0.051     524    
   0 
 09/19/19 09:15:00 LILAN01        1         0     0.004         0        0.005      38    
   0 
 09/19/19 09:15:00 TERJO03        6         0     0.001         0        0.001       0    
   0 
 09/19/19 09:15:00 SNOOL01        1         0     0.000         3        0.000       0    
   0 
 09/19/19 09:30:00 DCDADM      3003      6:58  1:10.420     15:31     1:14.525 8396253
 9523338 
 09/19/19 09:30:00 SNOOL01        5         4     0.201     11:25        0.538       0    
   0 
 09/19/19 09:30:00 BARWA02        6         0     0.041      1:50        0.042    1350    
   2 
 09/19/19 09:30:00 PLATDEV        5      1:10     0.011      1:10        0.011       0   
    0

View Thread History Summary Menu
The following example shows the Thread History Summary Menu for the summarized historical data:

R/MTHDHSM6      Thread History Summary Menu
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__  1 Remote Locations                  13 Parallelism / Misc / IAG / Workfile
    2 SQL Counts
    3 List Prefetch / RID Pool
    4 Resource Limit Facility
    5 Packages (coll, SP/UDF, trigger)
    6 IFI Counts / Data Capture
    7 Group Buffer Pools
    8 Global Locking
    9 Dynamic Prepare / Row Access
  10 DB2 Routine Counts
  11 Accelerator Services
  12 SYSVDB2 Accounting Collection

The following menu options are available:
1 Remote Locations - Thread Remote Location History Summary List (HTURMOTE)

Displays all remote locations used by the summarized threads in the history file. The Qualifying Records field
displays the number of threads that are processed at the selected remote location that met the selection criteria.
The average value is computed by dividing the total value by the number of qualifying records.
Example of use: Determine the level of distributed activity at each of the remote sites.
If you select a particular non-blank location, the following panel appears. This action automatically switches your
session to the data collector on the remote subsystem and displays the Thread Detail information for the thread
on that subsystem. When you end, you are automatically switched back to the original subsystem you were
monitoring.
Thread Remote Location History Summary List panel (HTURMDTL)

Displays more information for a selected remote location. The totals and averages are provided for
several categories, including elapsed local and remote times, requests queued, conversations allocated
and ended, and two-phase commit operations.
Example of use: Determine if there are problems with switching from continuous block fetch to limited
block fetch mode.

2 SQL Counts - Thread SQL Counts History Summary (HTUSQL)
Displays the total and average counts of SQL statements by type for the summarized threads. The average
counts are calculated by dividing the total counts by the number of qualifying records.
Example of use: Determine the type of SQL statements executed by the threads.

3 List Prefetch / RID Pool - List Prefetch / RID Pool Hist Sum panel (HTULPRF)
Displays SYSVIEW for Db2 History data on the number of times List Prefetch and Rid Pool invoked for a
completed thread.
Example of use: Determine if List Prefetch or Rid Pool was successfully used by a certain thread.

4 Resource Limit Facility - Thread Resource Limit History Summary panel (HTURLF)
Displays Resource Limit Facility (RLF) information for the summarized threads: limit specification, count, average
and max CPU used, and % limit.
Example of use: Determine if RLF parameters are controlling expensive threads.

5 Packages (coll, SP/UDF, trigger) - Package History Summary List panel (HTUPKGL)
Displays data from the history file of the packages that were executed for the summarized threads. Also provides
a scrollable list of the collection IDs in the history file for these threads. The collection ID is specified on the
PACKAGE parameter of the BIND PACKAGE statement.
This panel also provides:

• The number of SQL statements in the package
• CPU and zIIP CPU time
• I/O suspension time
• Lock, latch, claim, and drain suspension time
• Suspension time unrelated to I/O or lock/latch
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Detailed information is available for a selected collection ID.
This request shows data only if accounting classes 7 and 8 are traced.
Example of use: Determine the package causing performance problems.
You can perform the following actions:

• If you select a particular collection entry, the following view bar options appear. Detailed information about
package data, buffer pools, locking and RLF, and SQL activity data is available. Use the information, for
example, to determine which type of activity Db2 spends the most time for the problem plans. Use action E to
view catalog information for the current package and have available Explain functionality.
– 1 Resp Time - Package History Summary Detail panel (HTUPKGD)
– 2 Buffers - Package History BP Summary panel (HTUPKGBP)
– 3 Locks/RLF - Package History Lock Summary panel (HTUPKGLK)
– 4 SQL - Package History SQL Summary panel (HTUPKGSQ)

• Invoke an EXPLAIN against the selected package to display the catalog information.

6 IFI Counts / Data Capture - Thread IFI / Data Capture History Summary panel (HTUIFI)
Displays the following information about IFI and Data Propagator (DPROP) processing for the summarized
threads:

• Entries and exits from IFI events
• Log records captured and read, and log extractions
• Data rows and descriptions read
• Tables returned

This request only shows data if both of the following conditions are true:

• You trace accounting class 5
• The thread calls the Instrumentation Interface Facility (IFI)

Example of use: Determine overhead used by Data Propagator.
7 Group Buffer Pools - Thread Group Buffer Pool History Summary panel (HTUGBPL)

Displays the group buffer pool activity for the summarized threads. Information about this panel is grouped by
each group buffer pool used.
Example of use: Determine what Db2 group buffers were utilized by the threads.

8 Global Locking - Thread Global Locking History Summary panel (HTUGLK)
Displays the following types of global locking activity for the summarized threads: contention, request,
propagation, and notify.
This request shows data only if the thread uses global resources.
Example of use: Determine global locking contention.

9 Dynamic Prepare / Row Access - Dyn Prep / Row Access History Summary panel (HTUDYNP)
Displays the dynamic prepare and direct and total rows accessed activity for the summarized threads.
Examples of use: Determine the utilization and efficiency of the dynamic statement cache for particular threads.
Determine inefficiencies in direct row access. Determine whether the number of rows accessed changed for an
application.

10 DB2 Routine Counts - Thread DB2 Routine Counts History Summary panel (HTURTN)
Displays counts of Db2 routine usage for the summarized threads. Db2 routine counts include stored
procedure counts, user-defined function (UDF) counts, and trigger counts.
Example of use: Determine if Db2 routines are abending or have timed out.

11 Accelerator Services - Thread Accelerator History Summary panel (HTUACCEL)
Displays the following statistics that are related to the IBM Db2 Accelerator:
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• Accelerator server resource use and failures.
• Number of queries that use the accelerator server.
• Average and total resource use for each query.
• Accelerator-eligible elapsed, zIIP, and CPU times.

Examples of use:

• Determine query accelerator resource utilization for each accelerator server used.
• Determine if there have been any accelerator server failures.
• Determine how many queries use the accelerator server.
• Determine the average and total utilization for each query.
• Determine how much elapsed, CPU, and zIIP time was used to process accelerator-eligible SQL on Db2.

12 SYSVDB2 Accounting Collection
You can select from the following view bar options:
1 Summary - Thread SYSVDB2 Acct Overview History Summary panel (HTUIDSUM)

Displays an overview of the extra accounting data that is collected for the summarized threads. This data
is based on the detail options that the data collector system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL specifies.
The left side of the screen shows the enabled detail collections and the percentage of the thread
suspend time that is attributed to the collection type. This screen also shows a summary of sort activity
and lock escalations. The sort activity is collected from Db2 sort trace data when the data collector
system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL specifies the SORTSUM option.
Example of use: Determine which detail collections are active.

2 SQL - SYSVDB2 Acct Rec SQL History Summary panel (HTUIDSQL)
Displays a summary of SQL activity for the summarized threads. If the system parameter HIST-ACCT-
DETAIL specifies the SQL collection option, the data is collected from Db2 SQL statement trace data.
PDTSQL option indicates data collection from Detector, which includes additional data, such as select
buffer pool counts and class 3 suspend times. With the SQL option, the value of these fields is zero.
Example of use: Determine which SQL statements the application was spending the most time
processing.

3 I/O Sysp - SYSVDB2 Acct Rec Sync I/O History Summary panel (HTUIDIO)
Displays I/O suspend summary for synchronous I/O performed by the summarized threads. This data is
collected from Db2 I/O trace data when the system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL specifies the IOSUM
collection option.
Example of use: Determine where I/O delays are affecting SQL performance.

4 Lock Susp - SYSVDB2 Acct Rec Sync I/O History Summary panel (HTUIDIO)
Displays the summary of lock suspend activity by resource name for the summarized threads. This
data is collected from Db2 lock suspend trace data when the system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL
specifies the LOCKSPND collection option.
Example of use: Determine where lock suspend delays are affecting SQL performance.

5 Lock Sum - SYSVDB2 Acct Rec Sync I/O History Summary panel (HTUIDIO)
Displays the summary of page lock activity by page set for the summarized threads. This data is
collected from Db2 lock summary trace data (IFCID 20) when the system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL
specifies the LOCKSUM collection option.
Example of use: Determine which page sets have a high number of page locks and if any lock
escalations have taken place.

6 Sort Sum - SYSVDB2 Acct Rec Sort Summary Hist Sum panel (HTUIDSS)
Displays a summary of sort activity for the summarized threads. This data is collected from Db2 sort
summary trace data (IFCIDs 95 and 96) when the system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL specifies the
SORTSUM collection option.
Examples of use:
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• Determine how much sort workspace is being utilized to assist in calculating sort space requirements.
• Determine how large of sorts are taking place and which applications are performing large sorts.
• Determine how much time an application spends sorting data.

13 Parallelism / Misc / IAG / Workfile - Parallelism / Misc / IAG / Wfile Hist Sum panel (HTUDPRMS)
Displays statistics of query parallelism, multiple miscellaneous metrics, such as maximum LOB and XML storage
used, insert algorithm metrics, and workfile metrics for a completed thread.
Examples of use: Determine why the parallelism was disabled. Determine sparse index use degradations.
Determine how often Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) was used.

Cancel a Thread
Use the Threads Identified to DB2 (THRDACTV) panel to cancel Db2 threads.

You can cancel multiple Db2 threads from SYSVIEW for Db2 without impacting other transactions. This option is enabled
by Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM.

Sometimes you must cancel a Db2 thread because the SQL call is looping or executing for an extended time. You might
also have to cancel idle threads that are leftovers of the application failure.

Ensure that the following prerequisites are met:

• The Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM Value Pack component is licensed, installed, and running. The Value
Pack components are provided at no additional charge with the Database Management Solutions for Db2.

• You are authorized to cancel threads through the SYSVIEW for Db2 security. Authorization is provided in the
SYSVIEW for Db2 security file.

• Depending on whether the data collector or logged user ID cancel threads (controlled by the system parameter
THREAD-CANCEL-AUTHID), one of the following options applies:
– The authorization ID that is associated with the SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector is authorized to issue a CANCEL

command through Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM. This authorization is provided by default to
authorization IDs with permission to access the Manage Db2 Default Group function in Thread Termination/Dynamic
DSNZPARM.

– You are authorized to issue CANCEL through the Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM security. This
authorization is provided by default to authorization IDs with the authorization to access the Manage Db2 Default
Group function in Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM. You also have the Db2 authority to issue the CANCEL
THREAD command in Db2.

You can cancel a specific thread.

1. To access the Threads Identified to Db2 (THRDACTV) panel, use one of the following methods:
– Select the option 5 Active Threads from the main menu.
– Select the option 1 System Statistics from the main menu and then select the view bar option 5 Threads.
– Enter D THRDACTV on the command line from any panel.

2. To cancel threads, enter C in the selection field to the left of each thread.
A confirmation panel appears, which identifies the threads that you want to cancel.

3. Press F6.
The threads are canceled.

CANCEL command uses standard IBM interfaces to terminate a thread in the application (STATUS ACTIVE-A) and in
Db2 (STATUS ACTIVE-D). The integrity of Db2 data is maintained using normal Db2 ROLLBACK processing. ROLLBACK
processing can be slow. As a result, CANCEL can take some time to complete when the thread has been processing
many updates.

NOTE
The CANCEL command does not apply to the data collector threads.
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About Distributed Threads
Distributed processing in processing threads remotely. Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 Distributed Data Facility (DDF) for
distributed processing.

Distributed processing involves two (or more) Db2 subsystems: one that has a program that needs data and one (or more)
that has the data. For this discussion, suppose that you have a program that needs data on a different subsystem. Your
SQL statements see the table on the remote (from your point of view) system, but you bind the program on the local (from
your point of view) system.

Identifying Threads

When you run the program, Db2 creates a distributed allied thread for you on the local, or requesting system, and a
database access thread on the remote, or serving system. (If your SQL accesses only local data, you would have an
“allied thread” on the local system).

Db2 creates additional identifying data for distributed threads, assigning an instance number (a hexadecimal number
that uniquely identifies this and all other work done in the network on your behalf), and a logical unit of work ID for
each thread that identifies the threads in the VTAM network. The other identifying fields (authorization ID, plan name,
connection name, correlation ID) are the same for the database access thread as for the distributed allied thread (except
if authorization ID translation occurs, in which case the database access thread has the new ID). You now have a
requesting thread on the local system and a serving (or responding) thread on the remote system.

How Distributed Processing Works

When the distributed allied thread runs the SQL, Db2 sends the SQL statement from the requesting to the serving system.
The serving system executes the SQL statement dynamically and passes rows back to the requesting system. If the data
is read-only, Db2 can use “block fetch” to return the rows to the requesting system. Block fetch allows Db2 to send many
rows in one message (as many rows as can fit into a 32K block), eliminating unnecessary overhead of transmitting rows
one at a time. The requesting system, finally, processes the rows returned from the serving system. At the end of the
program, commits are coordinated between the two threads, and when the local thread terminates, the database access
thread terminates.

Distributed Processing Statistics

Distributed processing creates two sets of thread statistics; actually, you have two accounting records, one for the
requesting thread written to the trace destination at the local site, and one for the serving thread at the remote site. The
requesting thread has multiple sets of statistics that describe the DDF activity, one for each remote location it might have
accessed. The database access thread has one set of statistics that describe the DDF activity with its requester site. Use
the Instance number to determine the records that identify the same unit of work.

How Times Are Calculated

For the requester, the Accounting time fields have the same meaning as the non-DDF thread: Class 1 elapsed and CPU
times are measured from the end of the create thread to the start of the terminate thread. Class 2 in-Db2 times show the
accumulated elapsed times and CPU time. This would include time in-Db2 during remote processing, although during
remote processing, Db2 CPU for the requester is very small, because the local Db2 system is not doing any work.

For the server, there is no difference between Class 1 and Class 2 times. All time is considered in-Db2 time. Elapsed time
is measured from end of create thread to start of terminate thread, and CPU time is the amount of CPU used by the DDF
address space for this thread. SRB time is not applicable for database access threads.

There are three additional times to consider when using DDF:
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• First is the amount of time on the requester system spent waiting for remote work to complete. This time begins when
the remote SQL is sent, and ends when the first data is returned to the local Db2 for processing.

• Second is the accumulated elapsed time in the server spent processing the SQL, measured from the time the SQL is
received to the time the final result is sent. When block fetch is used, this time might be more than the elapsed time
described in the previous item. This is because the requester can stop waiting for a response and start processing
rows before the server is finished sending.

• Last is the CPU time in the server processing the SQL. This is the amount of Db2 processor time used by the database
access thread to process the SQL.

Collect Additional Thread Information
Collect thread information at a level of detail beyond what Db2 supplies through real-time trace records for active threads
(IFCID 148) and accounting records (IFCID 3) for completed threads.

SYSVIEW for Db2 captures this data into internal data collector tables for run-time access while a thread is active and
externalized into the accounting history file as IFCID 151. This functionality provides compact and concise level of detail
for all threads.

SYSVIEW for Db2 collects and summarizes thread data from additional Db2 traces and from Detector, depending on the
trace options enabled. Collection of the data produces overhead that might be significant for SQL and I/O suspension
details. If you also run Detector, the PDTSQL option for data collection results in much lower overhead than SQL option.
PDTSQL allows SYSVIEW for Db2 to use the Detector collection rather than collecting data itself. To link SYSVIEW for
Db2 to Detector, point SUFFIX=00 to member SETUP00 where you name the XMANID of your Xmanager where the
Detector collection runs.

You can control what information to collect through the data collector system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL. Each
parameter option activates collection of specific data. The reports that represent this data are available for both active and
completed threads. For navigation details, see View Active Threads and View Thread History.

You can collect the following thread information:

• Summary
• SQL
• I/O suspension
• Lock suspension
• Lock summary
• Sort summary

Summary Report

This report provides an overview of the detailed accounting data that was collected. The summary screen is present if any
one of the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL options is activated (described later in the section). The following information is included:

• The list of enabled trace collections and the percentage of thread suspension time attributed to the collection type.
• The total elapsed and CPU processing time.
• The number of sort operations, records sorted, and the total amount of elapsed time spent sorting.
• The maximum number of page locks held, and the number of shared and exclusive lock escalations.

SQL Report

This report provides the summary of the SQL activity that is aggregated by statement number for the accounting record.
This data is collected from either Db2 SQL statement trace data or from Detector. The report includes the following
metrics:
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• Package name, collection name, statement number, statement type, and the number of SQL statement executions.
• The total and average elapsed and CPU times.
• The number of times that the SQL statement was executed on the accelerator and total elapsed time.
• The amount of time that the SQL statement spent waiting on I/O operations and lock suspends.
• The number of buffer pool getpage, synchronous read I/O operations, and prefetch operations performed.

You can issue line commands to obtain SQL statement text for a selected SQL statement. You can also invoke an
EXPLAIN against the statement and see how the access path would change if the statement were rebound.

I/O Suspension Report

This report provides the I/O suspend summary for synchronous I/O performed for the accounting record by page set. The
report includes the following metrics:

• The database name, page set name, and partition number.
• The total elapsed time the application was suspended waiting for synchronous read and write I/O.
• The number of suspends, read pages, and elapsed time application was suspended for each of synchronous read,

prefetch, and write I/O operations for the identified page set.
• The buffer pool name.

Lock Suspension Report

This report provides the summary of lock suspend activity by resource name for the accounting. The report includes the
following metrics:

• The lock type and the lock resource name.
• The number of times that application failed to get the lock due to a deadlock or timeout situation.
• The number of times that application was suspended waiting for the lock.
• The total suspend time of waiting for the lock to be released. This time is also presented in percentage and in a

graphical format.

Lock Summary Report

This report provides the summary page lock activity information by page set for the accounting record. The report includes
the following metrics:

• The database name and the page set name.
• The maximum number of concurrent pages, row, LOB, or XML locks held by a thread on the identified page set.
• The lock state and lock type.
• The table space type.
• The number of tables within segmented table spaces for which lock escalations have occurred.

Sort Summary Report

This report provides the total, average, and peak (high-water mark) values for the following categories of data:

• The number of sorts, sorted records, and sort elapsed time.
• The sort space and sort record, data area, and key length sizes.
• The work files used, initial work files, and partitioned work files.
• The sort merge passes, columns, and keys.
• The sorts with return code 0 and sorts with nonzero return codes.
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Collect CICS Thread Information
CICS Monitoring Facility (CMF) allows you to collect the CICS thread information.

Activate the CMF to get values in the CICS fields in the THRDDETL display.

• To activate the facility permanently, set MN=ON and MNPER=ON in the SIT table
• To activate the facility temporarily, use the following form of the CEMT transaction:

CEMT SET MONITOR STATUS(ON)

The CICS fields with the labels in the request of Elapsed, Suspend, CPU, I/O Wait, and Dispatch are blank or 0 if the
CICS Monitor facility in CICS is not activated. The other CICS fields are filled in from other CICS control blocks. If all CICS
fields are blank, "!" on each line indicates not to display the line.

NOTE
See the IBM CICS System Programming Reference for information about other operands of the CEMT SET
MONITOR command.

Using EXPLAIN
The EXPLAIN command provides information about the SQL statement and the access path that was selected.

All applications that access Db2 do so using SQL queries or requests for data. From a performance standpoint, however,
some queries are less efficient than others.

Stage 1 and Stage 2 Predicates

When an SQL query is executed in Db2, the Db2 Data Manager determines if the predicates in the WHERE clause are
indexable. Such predicates can match the entries of a suitable index. A suitable index can greatly reduce the number of
rows that are processed, saving both I/O and CPU time.

The Data Manager then evaluates the rows retrieved based on the Stage 1 predicates in the query and passes the
qualifying rows to the Relational Data Services (RDS) facility. RDS evaluates the rows that are based on Stage 2
predicates in the query and returns qualified data to the user.

Indexable predicates save on I/O by retrieving fewer rows for the Data Manager to evaluate. Eliminating rows at the Stage
1 predicate level saves time because evaluating rows for Stage 2 predicates consumes much more CPU time.

To optimize using method can require rewriting your SQL statements to change Stage 2 to Stage 1 predicates, or to
evaluate Stage 1 predicates first. For a complete table listing Indexable, Stage 1 and Stage 2 predicates, see the IBM Db2
Administration Guide.

Mini-EXPLAIN

With SYSVIEW for Db2, you can view SQL that is currently executing, or SQL that was executing. To discover whether
a plan or a particular SQL statement uses the index, use the Mini-EXPLAIN (ACCSHIST) request that uses performance
trace data, or the EXPLAIN facility. When the ACCSHIST request is active, information about the SQL statement access
path is written to it each time an SQL statement is explained, bound, or executed dynamically. Information that is
displayed includes the SQL text and a description of the access path selected.

You can execute the EXPLAIN facility from several panels (such as ACCSHIST and SQLTEXT) by entering E in the
appropriate entry field.

When SYSVIEW for Db2 does an EXPLAIN, it uses the user's explain tables. The PROGNAME entry in the explain
tables is the SYSVIEW for Db2 name that performs the EXPLAIN. The update to the explain tables is rolled back after the
EXPLAIN is performed. The advantage of this approach is that you never have to be concerned with what QUERYNO is
used for to do the EXPLAIN.
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The EXPLAIN Plan

The EXPLAIN can use one of the two plan names specified in the install parameters (part of the data collector system
parameters). Use the PROFILE command to specify which plan to use. This option allows installation with one plan that
is bound against the SYSIBM tables and an alternate plan that is bound against one or more catalog shadow tables.
However, if your administrator has specified the same plan name for SYSIBM and user qualified plans in the system
parameters, changing this option has no effect on EXPLAIN execution.

NOTE
The shadow catalog tables are not recommended for use. This feature is obsolete and support may be
discontinued. The IDBUPLAN and IDBSPLAN keywords in the PLANSxx setup member are given the same
value by default to enforce using the true SYSIBM catalog tables for EXPLAIN.

On the PROFILE display, you can specify the following options:
S

To use plan name for SYSIBM tables (EXPLAIN-PLAN-SYSIBM).
U

To use plan name for user qualified tables (EXPLAIN-PLAN-USERQUAL).

Manage EXPLAIN Environment Panel
To be able to execute the EXPLAIN command on the SQL statements, allocate explain tables under one of your
authorization IDs.

Create the explain tables using SYSVIEW for Db2 EXPLAIN facility. Select option 5 Manage EXPLAIN Environment from
the Explain Menu Options panel.

                          Manage EXPLAIN Environment                           

                                                                                

                                                                                

 Specify the items to be created or dropped and the desired options (blank      

 fields will have default values used).  Then press Enter.                      

                                        Options:                                

  Type of request . . 1 1. Create        Database  ________  Tblspace  ________

                        2. Drop          SQLID . . ________  Qualifier ________

                                                       DB/Tblspace     Index    

  Items to be created/dropped:           Buffer pool  . . ________ . . ________

  _ Database                             VCAT/STOGROUP  . ________ . . ________

  _ Tablespace                             Name . . . . . SYSDEFLT . . SYSDEFLT

  _ PLAN_TABLE                           Pri quantity . . 30______ . . 12______

  _ PLAN_TABLE_HINT_IX                   Sec quantity . . 30______ . . 12______

  _ DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE                   Close YES/NO . . NO______ . . NO______

  _ DSN_QUERYINFO_TABLE                  CCSID  . . . . : UNICODE_             

                                                                               

 Command ===> ________________________________________________________________  

   F1=Help                    3=End                                             

                                                                    12=Return

From this panel, you can select one or more objects to be created or dropped. These objects include database,
tablespace, plan table, plan table index used, DSN statement table, and DSN query information table.
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• Default database name is specified by the PANEL-EXPLAIN-DB system parameter.
• PLAN_TABLE provides information about the access path that is selected for SQL statement.
• DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE provides information about the estimated cost of the statement.
• DSN_QUERYINFO_TABLE specifies whether the statement can be executed on Db2 Accelerator.
• SQLID specifies the owner (qualifier) of the explain table to be created.
• When creating a database, tablespace, or index, you can specify the object characteristics on the right side of the

panel. SYSVIEW for Db2 automatically creates an explain table with the maximum number of columns that are
supported by the Db2 release on which you are creating the table.

After you enter the data, press Enter to create or drop objects.

The following considerations apply:

• You must have proper Db2 authority (such as “Create Database” or “Create Table”) to create or drop objects.
• Db2 uses default values for any field that you leave blank.
• If there is an error executing create or drop, a panel displaying the function being performed with the SQL error

messages display. All work is rolled back.

EXPLAIN Data for Plans and Packages
You can select from a list of plans/packages/programs and EXPLAIN them, view related Db2 catalog statistics, and view
SQL text.

Plan/Package Selection Criteria Panel

Before you can display EXPLAIN data for a plan or package, you have the option of selectively displaying lists of plans
and packages by specifying selection criteria.

The panel is initially displayed with default values. An asterisk (*) indicates that all items (plans, collections, locations, and
so on) display on the program list panel.

To filter the list, enter the desired values in the input fields. You can use an asterisk (*) wildcard character at the end of
value to display all items starting with the prior characters. For example, if you enter ABC* in the plan field, SYSVIEW for
Db2 returns all packages for plans that begin with ABC.

Press Enter to display the list of packages.

The following example shows the Plan/Package Selection Criteria panel:

                       Plan/Package Selection Criteria                       

 

 

  Enter the selection criteria below.  Then press Enter.                      

 

    Name of Plan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *                                

    Name of Collection ID  . . . . . . . . . *                                

    Name of Package  . . . . . . . . . . . . *                                

    Location name associated with package  . *                                

    Plan or collection owner ID  . . . . . . *                                

 

Command ===> ________________________________________________________________  

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                             

                             9=Swap                                12=Return                                 
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Qualifying List of Programs Panel

Once you specify selection criteria (or take the default values), a list of all rows from the catalog that match the selection
criteria appears. The following example shows the Qualifying List of Programs panel:

                         Qualifying List of Programs                           

 

Actions: S=View EXPLAIN data, P=View PATH, L=View long names                   

 

  Plan     Collection ID      Program  EXP BindDate BindTime Owner    Creator  

. DSNESPCS DSNESPCS           DSNESM68  N  04/12/08 16:38:10 DRAJE03  DRAJE03  

.          DSNTIAP            DSNTIAP   N  04/12/22 12:33:02 DRAJE03  DRAJE03  

. DSNESPRR DSNESPRR           DSNESM68  N  04/11/18 11:26:32 DRAJE03  DRAJE03  

.          DSNTIAP            DSNTIAP   N  04/12/22 12:33:02 DRAJE03  DRAJE03  

 

 

Command ===> ________________________________________________________________  

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                     5=Rfind                 

                             9=Swap      10=Left      11=Right     12=Return  

The rows are sorted by plan, collection ID, and program name. To view more bind information, use the F11 key to scroll
right.

You can perform the following actions on a particular row of Qualifying List of Programs panel:

S
View EXPLAIN data for a particular DBRM. For more information about this option, see EXPLAIN Data for an
Existing Program. To be able to display EXPLAIN data, the plan or package had to be previously bound with
EXPLAIN=YES specification. This is indicated in the list by a "Y" in the EXP column. If you try to view EXPLAIN
data for a plan that is not bound with EXPLAIN=YES, the following message appears:
DBG55129W EXPLAIN Data not found in the Plan_Table

P
View the complete PATH information. The following example shows the PATH for Selected Plan/Package panel:
PATH for Selected Plan/Package                        

 

Path : "SYSIBM","SYSFUN","SYSPROC","USERA02 "                                  

      :                                                                        

      :                                                                        

      :                                                                        

 

 

 Command ===> ________________________________________________________________ 

   F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                            

                              9=Swap                                12=Return

L
View the complete list of long names for the data that appears in the selected line. The following example shows
the Long Names Display panel:
Long Names Display                                

 

Location  . :                                                                  

            :                                                                  

Collection  : DSNESPCS                                                         

            :                                                                  

Program . . : DSNESM68                                                         
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            :                                                                  

Owner . . . : DRAJE03                                                          

            :                                                                  

Creator . . : DRAJE03                                                          

            :                                                                  

Qualifier . : DRAJE03                                                          

            :                                                                  

Opt. hint . :                                                                  

            :                                                                  

 

Command ===> ________________________________________________________________  

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                             

                             9=Swap                                12=Return

EXPLAIN Data for an Existing Program
When you select a plan/package to EXPLAIN, the expanded explanation view of the EXPLAIN Data for Existing Programs
panel appears.

This panel shows EXPLAIN data for an application plan or package that was previously bound in DB2 with a BIND option
of EXPLAIN=YES. The data is shown in tabular format. More information for that statement appears below the dashed
line. Press F11 to show detailed EXPLAIN information.

If the plan has been bound with the EXPLAIN=YES option more than once without deleting previous EXPLAIN data from
the PLAN_TABLE, SYSVIEW for Db2 displays the rows of the PLAN_TABLE that are associated with a single BIND
execution.

You can use the Level set input field to display different levels of EXPLAIN data that is associated with different BIND
executions. By default, SYSVIEW for Db2 displays the last set of EXPLAIN data available. A message also appears
indicating whether the EXPLAIN data on the screen is current for the last BIND of the plan. The level set you enter is
interpreted as a negative number.

Expanded Explanation View

The following example shows the view bar option 1 Expanded explanation of the EXPLAIN Data for Existing Programs
panel:

  1 Expanded explanation   2 Summary list                                      

                                                          Level set (-) . 0    

                     EXPLAIN Data for plan IDB2V62S                            

                                                               Row 1-30 of 1007

Actions: C=Catalog stats, T=SQL Text, O=Update OPTHINT (DB2 V6).  F6=Delete.   

           QB JN   Mtch                           Index N-Sort-C TS Pre C Dgree

     Stmt#  # MT AC Cl Table/Index Name            Only UJOGUJOG LCK Tp E Ac Jn

  PROGRAM: NUXPLAN                                         DATA IS CURRENT     

_      566  1    I   1 SYSIBM.SYSPLAN                 N --------  IS           

                       SYSIBM.DSNPPH01                                         

-----------------------                                                        

 Line 01         Data accessed from the table                                  

  SQL operation: SELECT statement                                              

  Cost estimate: Milliseconds=1         Service units=1                        

               : Cost made without using default values.                       

  In......Table: SYSIBM.SYSPLAN                                                
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          Index: SYSIBM.DSNPPH01                                               

  Access Method: Matching index scan with data access using  1 column.         

           Lock: Intent share                                                  

                                                                               

----------------------                                                         

_      584  1    I   4 SYSIBM.SYSPACKAGE              N --------  IS           

                       SYSIBM.DSNKKX01                                         

-----------------------                                                        

 Line 01         Data accessed from the table                                  

  SQL operation: SELECT statement                                              

  Cost estimate: Milliseconds=1         Service units=1                        

               : Cost made without using default values.                       

  In......Table: SYSIBM.SYSPACKAGE                                             

          Index: SYSIBM.DSNKKX01                                               

  Access Method: Matching index scan with data access using  4 columns.        

           Lock: Intent share                                                  

                                                                               

----------------------                                                         

_     2670  1    R     SYSIBM.SYSSTMT                   --------  IS  S        

                                                        ------Y-               

-----------------------                                                        

                                                                               

Command ===>                                                                   

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                     5=Rfind      6=Delete   

  F7=Up         8=Down       9=Swap      10=Left      11=Right     12=Return

Summary List View

The following example shows the view bar option 2 Summary list of the EXPLAIN Data for Existing Programs panel.
This view displays the same information as the Expanded explanation view, but only the portion above the dashed
line (only the tabular EXPLAIN format).

  1 Expanded explanation   2 Summary list                                      

                                                          Level set (-) . 0    

                     EXPLAIN Data for plan IDB2V62S                            

                                                                Row 1-30 of 180

Actions: C=Catalog stats, T=SQL Text, O=Update OPTHINT (DB2 V6).  F6=Delete.   

           QB JN   Mtch                           Index N-Sort-C TS Pre C Dgree

     Stmt#  # MT AC Cl Table/Index Name            Only UJOGUJOG LCK Tp E Ac Jn

  PROGRAM: NUXPLAN                                         DATA IS CURRENT     

_      566  1    I   1 SYSIBM.SYSPLAN                 N --------  IS           

                       SYSIBM.DSNPPH01                                         

_      584  1    I   4 SYSIBM.SYSPACKAGE              N --------  IS           

                       SYSIBM.DSNKKX01                                         

_     2670  1    R     SYSIBM.SYSSTMT                   --------  IS  S        

                                                        ------Y-               

_     2678  1    R     SYSIBM.SYSSTMT                   --------  IS  S        

                                                        ------Y-               

_     2686  1    R     SYSIBM.SYSSTMT                   --------  IS  S        

                                                        ------Y-               

_     2695  1    R     SYSIBM.SYSSTMT                   --------  IS  S        

                                                        ------Y-               
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_     2764  1    I   1 SYSIBM.SYSPLAN                 N --------  IS           

                       SYSIBM.DSNPPH01                                         

_     2772  1    I   1 SYSIBM.SYSPLAN                 N --------  IS           

                       SYSIBM.DSNPPH01                                         

_     2780  1    I   1 SYSIBM.SYSPLAN                 N --------  IS           

                       SYSIBM.DSNPPH01                                         

_     2788  1    I   1 SYSIBM.SYSPLAN                 N --------  IS           

                       SYSIBM.DSNPPH01                                         

_     2820  1    I   3 SYSIBM.SYSPACKSTMT             N --------  IS           

                       SYSIBM.DSNKSX01                                         

                                                        ------Y-               

_     2831  1    I   3 SYSIBM.SYSPACKSTMT             N --------  IS           

                       SYSIBM.DSNKSX01                                         

                                                        ------Y-               

_     2842  1    I   3 SYSIBM.SYSPACKSTMT             N --------  IS           

                       SYSIBM.DSNKSX01                                         

                                                        ------Y-               

                                                                               

Command ===>                                                                   

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                     5=Rfind      6=Delete   

  F7=Up         8=Down       9=Swap      10=Left      11=Right     12=Return

Available Actions on the Views

You can perform take the following actions from these panels:

C
Retrieves DB2 catalog statistics for all tables and their indexes (whether used or not) involved with the selected
SQL statement. The example of the DB2 Catalog Statistics for Tables/Indexes that appears follows:
DB2 Catalog Statistics for Tables/Indexes

 ***************** Table stats for SYSIBM.SYSSEQUENCES

 Num pages: 1636     Pct pages: 96%   Num columns: 26    Editproc: N/A

 Num rows : 1636     Seg Size : 4     Max rec len: 1694  Valiproc: N/A

 ----------------- Index stats for SYSIBM.DSNSQX03

 %Clustered: 98%    1st key card : 14        URule: DUPLICATE  Clustered : Y

 Page size : 4      Full key card: 32        Space: 240        Clustering: N

 Num levels: 2      Num leaf pgs : 8         Type : 2

 Seq# <- Column name --> Match Column-type      Colcard  Low2key  High2key Colum

 1    SEQSCHEMA           N/A  VARCHAR(128)     14       ANLQA    QASYSJO  SEQSC

 2    SEQNAME             N/A  VARCHAR(128)     26       AL2@@@@@ TEST_ORD SEQNA

 ----------------- Index stats for SYSIBM.DSNSQX01

 %Clustered: 78%    1st key card : 190       URule: PRIMARY    Clustered : N

 Page size : 4096   Full key card: 1636      Space: 240        Clustering: Y

 Num levels: 2      Num leaf pgs : 27        Type : 2

 Seq# <- Column name --> Match Column-type      Colcard  Low2key  High2key Colum

 1    SCHEMA               Y   VARCHAR(128)     190      @DB2_QUA YNALUA1@ SCHEM

 2    NAME                 N   VARCHAR(128)     1248     AL_DTSTS ZZ1VANJS NAME

 ----------------- Index stats for SYSIBM.DSNSQX02

 %Clustered: 89%    1st key card : 1636      URule: UNIQUE     Clustered : N

 Page size : 4096   Full key card: 1636      Space: 240        Clustering: N
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 Num levels: 2      Num leaf pgs : 6         Type : 2

 Seq# <- Column name --> Match Column-type      Colcard  Low2key  High2key Colum

 1    SEQUENCEID          N/A  INTEGER          1636     X'800000 X'800016 SEQUE

 *******************************************************************************

 DBG55136I Catalog data retrieved from tables using qualifier GRAAN04

 Command ===>

   F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                     5=Rfind

                              9=Swap      10=Left      11=Right     12=Return

Each set of statistics displays indexes within tables. Within the index sections, after related statistics, is a list of all
the columns that make up that index.
If the information spans more than one screen, the F7/F8 scrolling keys are activated and displayed.

T
Retrieves the SQL text that generated this line of data. The text of that statement and its related program,
collection, and plan display on the SQL Statement Retrieved from DB2 Catalog panel. See the following example
of this panel:
SQL Statement Retrieved From DB2 Catalog                     

                                                                               

Use F6 to perform a dynamic EXPLAIN.                                           

                                                                               

Plan . : IDB2115S       Statement Number: 000003970             Degree . : 1   

Status : COMPILED W/DEFAULTS                                    OptHints : NO  

Program: NUXPLAN                                                               

Coll ID:                                                                       

Version:                                                                       

Path . : "SYSIBM","SYSFUN","SYSPROC","MATSAA2 "                                

 DECLARE GET_INDEX_STATS_51                                                    

     CURSOR FOR                                                                

     SELECT I . NAME, I . CREATOR, I . UNIQUERULE, I . COLCOUNT, I .           

            CLUSTERING, I . CLUSTERED, I . FIRSTKEYCARDF, I .                  

            FULLKEYCARDF, I . NLEAF, I . NLEVELS, I . BPOOL, I . PGSIZE,       

            I . CLOSERULE, I . SPACE, I . CLUSTERRATIO, I . INDEXTYPE          

     FROM SYSINDEXES I, SYSTABLES T                                            

     WHERE I . TBCREATOR = : H                                                 

           AND I . TBNAME = : H                                                

           AND T . CREATOR = : H                                               

           AND T . NAME = : H                                                  

           AND T . CREATOR = I . TBCREATOR                                     

           AND T . NAME = I . TBNAME                                           

           AND T . DBNAME = I . DBNAME                                         

           AND T . TYPE = 'T'                                                  

                                                                               

                                                                               

Command ===> ________________________________________________________________  

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                     5=Rfind      6=Explain  

                             9=Swap                                12=Return

The statement text is retrieved from the SYSIBM.SYSSTMT and the SYSIBM.SYSPACKSTMT catalog tables. If
the program was recompiled and the statement numbers changed, then the statement text cannot be located.
For OPEN, FETCH, and CLOSE cursor statements, SYSVIEW for Db2 retrieves and displays the DECLARE
CURSOR statement in addition to the manipulative cursor statements. If you press F6 to perform a
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dynamic EXPLAIN for one of these statements, SYSVIEW for Db2 invokes EXPLAIN for the DECLARE
CURSOR statement.

O
Invokes a panel for which you can update the optimizer hints (OPTHINT plan table column) value for the selected
SQL statement.

F6
Deletes the EXPLAIN data for the current level being displayed. This option lets you delete old levels of EXPLAIN
data for a plan, if you have DB2 UPDATE authority to the PLAN_TABLE.

F11
Displays more EXPLAIN information.

• Scroll once to see the P-GroupID, Para Mode, Pg Rng, Outer Join, and MSJ Col fields.
• Scroll twice to see the #, Seq, and Timestamp fields.
• Scroll three times to see the Correlation-name and Group Member fields.

EXPLAIN Data for SQL Statements
You can perform dynamic EXPLAIN on the SQL statements that you provide using any of the following options:

NOTE
Navigation from other panels within SYSVIEW for Db2 brings you to this portion of the EXPLAIN facility. If the
Explain action in EDIT field in your User Profile has a value of Y, you go directly to the ISPF Edit panel before
EXPLAIN. This option gives you the ability to use PARITY commands from the Edit panel, if you have PARITY
installed.

Provide SQL Statement in a Data Set

Specify the data set name where the SQL resides in the EXPLAIN SQL from a Data Set entry panel. If the SQL is in a
PDS, specify the data set name and the member name. Press Enter to retrieve the SQL and have it explained. If you want
the EXPLAIN done using a different SQLID, enter the ID in the appropriate field. You can also specify a qualifier to use for
unqualified tables.

After you perform the EXPLAIN, you can edit the SQL statement using ISPF Edit (TSO User Interface only) and you can
re-EXPLAIN it.

                           EXPLAIN SQL from a Data Set                         

                                                                               

 Enter data set name containing SQL.  Then press Enter to EXPLAIN it.          

                                                                               

Data set name . . . gsw.input.data______________________________               

                    (Fully qualified and unquoted)                             

Member name . . . . ________ (Required for PDS)                                

                                                                               

Use SQLID . . . . . ________                                                   

Table Qualifier . . SYSIBM__                                                   

Set degree  . . . . 1_____                                                     

Use path  . . . . : "SYSIBM","SYSFUN","SYSPROC","USERA02 "                     

                    (Use PATH command to view complete path and to update it)  

                                                                               

Command ===> ________________________________________________________________  

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                             

                             9=Swap                                12=Return  
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You can also specify the path to use. The View/Update CURRENT PATH panel appears when you:

• Enter the PATH command on the command line.
• Select Option 2 EDIT/EXPLAIN SQL statement from a data set from the Explain Menu Options panel.

See the following example of this panel:

                           View/Update CURRENT PATH                            

                                                                               

Change PATH below as desired, then press Enter to update it.                   

                                                                               

                                                                               

Path . "SYSIBM","SYSFUN","SYSPROC","USERA02 "__________________________        

     . ________________________________________________________________        

                                                                               

(Names should be enclosed in double quotes and separated by commas with        

 no blank spaces in between.)                                                  

                                                                               

Command ===> ________________________________________________________________  

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                             

                             9=Swap                                12=Return  

Specify SQL Statement in an ISPF Editor

The Edit SQL panel appears when you:

• Select option 3 EDIT/EXPLAIN SQL statement entered in ISPF EDIT from the Explain Menu Options panel.
• Enter E on other panels that offer the EXPLAIN option.

This option is valid only for TSO User Interface users.

See the following example of this panel:

EDIT ---- EDIT-SQL ------------------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR  

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************

000001 SELECT * FROM LGNTDSN4.SYSIBM.LOCATIONS                              

000002                                                                         

000003                                                                         

 ...                                                             

000016                                                                         

000017                                                                         

000018                                                                        

Enter the text of the SQL statement using normal ISPF Edit procedures. Press F3 (End) to perform the EXPLAIN.

After you perform the EXPLAIN, you can edit the SQL statement and you can re-EXPLAIN it.

Specify SQL Statement in an SYSVDB2 Panel

To access this panel, select option 4 EDIT/EXPLAIN SQL statement entered on SYSVDB2 panel from the Explain Menu
Options panel.

See the following example of this panel:
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Enter SQL statement text.  Then press Enter to EXPLAIN it.                     

SQL statement text:                                                            

 . . . update sysibm.sysindexes set firstcardkey = 1                           

 . . . where name > 'jbf' and name < 'jbh'_____________________________________

 . . . ________________________________________________________________________

 . . . ________________________________________________________________________

 . . . ________________________________________________________________________

Use SQLID . ________  Table Qualifier . SYSIBM__  Set degree . . 1_____        

Use PATH  : "SYSIBM","SYSFUN","SYSPROC","USERA02  (Use PATH command to update) 

                                                                               

Command ===> ________________________________________________________________  

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                             

                             9=Swap                                12=Return  

If you want the EXPLAIN done using a different SQLID, enter the ID in the appropriate field. You can also specify a
qualifier to use for unqualified tables.

You can also specify the PATH that is to be used.

After you perform the EXPLAIN, you can edit the SQL statement using ISPF Edit (TSO User Interface only) and you can
re-EXPLAIN it.

Dynamic EXPLAIN
When you select an SQL statement to dynamically EXPLAIN, the Expanded view of the Dynamic EXPLAIN of an SQL
Statement panel appears.

Expanded Explanation View

This view displays EXPLAIN data for an SQL statement that was dynamically explained. For the EXPLAIN to work,
you must have UPDATE access to the explain tables that are allocated for one of your authorization IDs (primary or
secondary).

If you want to use explain tables for one of your secondary IDs, enter the secondary authorization ID in the Use
SQLID field. You can also specify a qualifier to use for unqualified tables and change the degree value. You can also use
the PATH command to update the current PATH setting. 

The Expanded explanation view shows data in tabular format. More information for that statement appears below the
dashed line. Press F11 to show more EXPLAIN information.

The following example shows the Expanded explanation view:

  1 Expanded explanation   2 Summary list                Use SQLID  . MATSAA2_  

                                                         Qualifier  . SYSIBM__ 

                     Dynamic EXPLAIN of an SQL Statement Set degree . ANY__      

                                                                               

Use: F4=edit SQL; F6=perform EXPLAIN; F12=get catalog stats; PATH cmd upd Path 

           QB JN   Mtch                           Index N-Sort-C TS Pre C Dgree

     Stmt#  # MT AC Cl Table/Index Name            Only UJOGUJOG LCK Tp E Ac Jn

     PATH: "SYSIBM","SYSFUN","SYSPROC","MATSAA2 "                              

     (N/A)  1    R     SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES                --------  IX  S        

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Line 01         Data accessed from the table                                  

  SQL operation: UPDATE statement                                              

  In......Table: SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES                                             
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  Access Method: Table scan using sequential prefetch.                         

           Lock: Intent exclusive                                              

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

update sysibm.sysindexes set firstkeycard = 1                                  

where name > 'jbf' and name < 'jbh'                                            

                                                                               

Command ===> ________________________________________________________________

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End        4=EditSQL    5=Rfind      6=Explain  

                             9=Swap      10=Left      11=Right     12=GetStats

Summary List View

This view displays the same information as the Expanded view, but only the portion above the single dashed line (only the
tabular EXPLAIN format). This view also shows the explained SQL statement.

The following example shows the Summary list view:

  1 Expanded explanation   2 Summary list                Use SQLID  . MATSAA2_

                                                         Qualifier  . SYSIBM__

                     Dynamic EXPLAIN of an SQL Statement Set degree . ANY___

                                                                               

Use: F4=edit SQL; F6=perform EXPLAIN; F12=get catalog stats; PATH cmd upd Path 

           QB JN   Mtch                           Index N-Sort-C TS Pre C Dgree

     Stmt#  # MT AC Cl Table/Index Name            Only UJOGUJOG LCK Tp E Ac Jn

     PATH: "SYSIBM","SYSFUN","SYSPROC","MATSAA2 "                              

     (N/A)  1    R     SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES                --------  IX  S        

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

update sysibm.sysindexes set firstkeycard = 1                                  

where name > 'jbf' and name < 'jbh'                                            

Available Actions

In both views, you can use the following function keys:

F4 (EditSQL)
If you are using SYSVIEW for Db2 in TSO/ISPF, you can edit the SQL statement through ISPF EDIT. If the
statement is changed during the edit session, SYSVIEW for Db2 automatically redoes the statement EXPLAIN.

F6 (Explain)
Redoes the EXPLAIN for the SQL statement.

F12 (GetStats)
Shows catalog statistics for the SQL Statement.

PATH
Opens the View/Update CURRENT PATH panel.

Changing Dynamic EXPLAIN Parameters

In both views, the following three fields can be changed to see how the EXPLAIN performs with different variables:

Use SQLID
This field is used in a SET SQLID before explaining the text.

Qualifier
For dynamic SQL, this field is initially set to the SQLID value. For static SQL, it is the value that is specified for
QUALIFIER when the SQL was bound.
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Set Degree
For dynamic SQL, this field is initially set to 1. For static SQL, it is the value that is specified for SET DEGREE
when the SQL was bound.

Dynamic EXPLAIN Limitations

When you dynamically EXPLAIN currently executing SQL, the complete statement text might not be available. The
Derivation field on the SQL Text panel indicates how the text was obtained and whether it was truncated or not. EXPLAIN
of the incomplete SQL statement ends with an SQLCODE -104.

Dynamic EXPLAIN only supports a current PATH up to 254 characters. For a currently executing SQL, EXPLAIN may fail
with an SQLCODE -010 due to the PATH text truncation.

Retrieve SQL Statements for EXPLAIN

Reports that list SQL statements or statement identifiers let you EXPLAIN these statements. Perform an EXPLAIN of the
listed SQL statement by entering the following letters in the selection field:

E
To retrieve data from a PLAN_TABLE. The PLAN_TABLE is the one used the last time that the plan was bound.
The SQL statement must be in a plan that has been bound with EXPLAIN=YES.

T
To display the text in the SQL Statement Retrieved from DB2 Catalog panel. The following example shows this
panel:
SQL Statement Retrieved From DB2 Catalog                     

                                                                  Row 1-8 of 69

Use F6 to perform a dynamic EXPLAIN.                                           

                                                                               

Plan . . : IDB2V42      Collection ID . :                                      

Program  : NUXPLAN      Statement Number: 03464                                

Vers :                                                                         

                                                                               

FETCH PROG_V31_BYPASS                                                          

    INTO : H, : H, : H, : H, : H, : H, : H, : H, : H, : H, : H, : H, : H       

         , : H, : H, : H, : H                                                  

                                                                               

DECLARE PROG_V31_BYPASS                                                        

    CURSOR FOR                                                                 

    SELECT '(N/A)   ', C . COLLID, C . NAME, C . OWNER, CHAR ( C .             

           BINDTIME ), C . VALIDATE, C . ISOLATION, ' ', C . RELEASE, C        

                                                                               

Command ===>                                                                   

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                     5=Rfind      6=Explain  

  F7=Up         8=Down       9=Swap                                12=Return

Press F6 to perform the dynamic EXPLAIN or press F3 (End) to return to the previous panel. While you cannot
edit the text on this panel, you can edit the text from within the Dynamic EXPLAIN function.

Using User-Started Reports
As a database administrator (DBA), you are responsible for addressing performance issues that occur in your
environment.

SYSVIEW for Db2 provides various types of reports that you can start manually and apply for a specific problem-solving
scenario.
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This section explains how to manage reports and describes different types of user-started reports:

NOTE
This section does not describe reports that are started by the data collector.

Application reports
Reports available to application users that can be launched from application, systems, and DBA start menus.

Thread and system reports
Reports available to system and DBA users that can be launched from systems and DBA start menus.

Stored procedure and UDF reports
Reports that monitor the performance of routines (stored procedures and user-defined functions).

Auditor Reports
Reports that provide audit information to security administrators and EDP auditors.

Manage Reports
Select option 8 User Started Reports from the Main Menu to display the status of reports that you are authorized to see.

You can also access the Show facility with the SHOW command. Once a report is started, you can display, alter,
or stop the report. The reports are typically defined by one request. Certain reports that are also referred to as
probes (APPLPROB and HPROBE) are defined by multiple underlying requests.

Display Running Reports

The Show facility has long, short, and diagnostic formats. The long and short formats each list the user-started
reports that you are authorized to display. The reports that you started are listed first. The long format also lists the
subcomponents of the probes. These formats are suitable for most purposes.

Diagnostic format is intended for advanced users who want to view all requests, including startup requests. The requests
are listed in the order that they were started. Requests that belong to a probe are also listed. This format is provided for
diagnostic purposes and many of the requests that are listed cannot be displayed or altered from this panel, because they:

• Are not intended to report data.
• Are linked to another request, and require a context gained from that other request.

To change formats, enter Long, Short, or Diagnostic in the entry field in the upper right corner of the Show User
Started Requests panel. You can enter the first character of the format type (S, L, or D) and the screen recognizes the
command.

Alter Running Report

The Show facility supports the following line commands to manage the report status. The line commands can be used on
all probes and all nonprobe reports. The line commands can also be used on some of the probe components, depending
on the type of probe.

S (Display)
Retrieves a report from the data collector to display on the terminal.

F (Freeze)
Suspends the collection of data for an active report (the data that is already collected is retained for display) or
for the probe. Use R (Resume) to resume collecting data. Db2 processing between the Freeze and Resume is
excluded from the request data. Freezing a request eliminates the need for one or more trace record types and
can eliminate the CPU overhead of the request in the Db2 subsystem. This option applies if you collect records
only for the frozen report. If you collect records for another report, they continue to be collected. Freezing the
request does not eliminate its virtual storage overhead in the data collector.
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P (Print)
Prints the data (in a report format) from the selected report. If there is data to print, the following message is
issued:
DBG55058I - The reports have been printed

If there is no data to print, the following message appears:
DBG55059I - No report data to print

R (Resume)
Restarts a report or probe that has been suspended with the F (Freeze) option.

X (Stop)
Purges the report or probe from the data collector. Stopping a report eliminates all its storage and CPU overhead
from the Db2 subsystem and the data collector.

Z (Reset)
Causes the output accumulators of an active report to be output to PRINT or OUTFILE, as specified in the User
Profile Print Parameters. Then resets the accumulators to zero. This option does not restart the report.

Q (Qualifiers)
Shows any start qualifications effective for this report or probe.

Start a Report

To start a report, navigate to the proper menu option.

1. Select option 8 User Started Reports from the Main Menu.
2. Select view bar option 2 Start Menu.

The Start Requests menu that corresponds to your user profile appears.
– Application and auditor users see a panel with numbered selections for starting specific reports.
– System and DBA users see a panel with additional options.
Selecting a report from the menu initiates the Start Qualification.

3. Qualify reports to be started.

After the report is started, you can use Focus command to see specific details without changing the characteristics of the
active request.

Qualify the Report

After you start one or multiple reports, specify qualification parameters to reduce the amount of data that the data collector
is required to maintain for the request. An unqualified request does not use any Db2 qualifying parameters at start time,
although you can refine the displayed data using the Focus feature.

The Start Qualification panel appears when you start a report. This panel lets you specify qualification parameters for
requests that are included in the report.

Qualifications fall into two general groupings:

SYSVIEW for Db2 Qualifications
Control how long a request runs, the time it starts collecting data, and when it is reset.

NOTE
Your user profile in the security file might limit the values that you can specify.

Db2 Qualifications
Filters the collection of data to only those options that contain certain Db2 variable values. Wildcards can be used
on these fields.
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When you have entered your start qualification parameters in the Start Qualification panel, press Enter to start the
request. You might have to wait for a time interval to complete before the data appears. If you decide not to start the
request, press F3 (End).

NOTE
The Start Qualification panel differs depending on the started request and security parameters. The Include
Detail line only relates to Probes. Security can let you choose details or not. The fields for Plan, Auth ID,
Connection, Correlation, Operator, Location, Network ID, and LU Name vary based on the item started and your
security profile.

The following example shows the Start Qualification panel:

                        Start Qualification                                    
                                                            Request APPLPROF   
SYSVIEW for DB2 Qualifications    Qualifications                                         
     
  Duration . . . . ____ HHMM          Start Time/Date . ____ HHMM . _____ MM/DD
  Reset Duration . ____ HHMM          Show Identifier . ____________________   
  Reset Time   . . ____ HHMM          Group . . . . . . ________               
  Save Trace Data. N (Y/N)  DSN . ____________________________________________ 
DB2 Qualifications                                                             
  DB2 Qualify  . . . N (Y/N)               Operator . . . . ________            
  Plan . . . . . . . ________              Auth ID  . . . . ________           
  Connection . . . . ________              Correlation  . . ____________       
  Location . . . . . ________________________________________
  Network ID . . . . ________              LU Name  . . . . ________           
  End User's ID  . . ________________      Workstation ID . __________________ 
  Transaction Name . ________________________________                          
  Collection ID  . . ____________________  Package/DBRM . . __________________ 
  DB2 Role Name  . . _________________________________________________________ 
 
Command ===> ________________________________________________________________  
  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                             
                             9=Swap                                12=Return  

The Start Qualification panel contains the following fields:

Reset Fields
Reset clears the request report and starts accumulating data again. Resetting is the same as stopping the request
and starting it again. Reset Duration is the amount of time before the request is reset. Reset Time is the next
occurrence of that time, today, or tomorrow. If you specify both Reset Duration and Reset Time, the Reset Time is
used for the first reset and the Reset Duration is used for subsequent resets.

Show Identifier Field
This field lets you identify a prefix for the Title field on the Show User Started Requests panel.

Group Field
Defines the user group that owns the request, so that a group of users can share reports within the data
collector. The Security system defines user groups. A user group has a group name and a list of user IDs. If your
user ID is defined to a group and that group name was specified in this field, you can display, alter, and stop the
report. You can specify a group name in this field if your user ID is part of the group. In addition, some users can
specify any valid group name if they are authorized to do so.

NOTE
This field does not affect the order of reports that are listed on the Show panel. Reports that you start
are always listed first.
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Save Trace Data
This option lets you specify a trace data set to capture the raw Db2 trace data that are used to satisfy the IQL
request. Specify Y to have the data collector write the raw Db2 trace records to a VSAM linear data set specified
in the DSN field. Do not use quotes when specifying the data set name. You can use the sample JCL in the
library high-level.SOURCE(IDB2LDS) member to define the linear data set. Only Db2 trace records that are
collected for active IQL requests and match any of the specified qualifications are written to the data set. This
option overrides any data set specified in a SAVEIFI clause of the IQL request or requests.
Trace data may be used directly as an input to the Batch Report Writer by specifying the data set on a SAVEIFI
DD card.
Trace data may also be an input for the IDB2UIFI copy utility. This utility can generate a sequential file of SMF
formatted trace records. For more information, see the section Trace and History VSAM Linear Data Set Utility
(IDB2UIFI).

Using Wildcards
Wildcard characters can be used in the Db2 Qualification fields. An asterisk (*) denotes multiple characters.
A question mark (?) denotes a single character. Trace overhead is proportional to the number of records Db2
passes to the data collector. Do not start requests that generate many records, such as RECTRACE, with
wildcards. This reason is that they force SYSVIEW for Db2 to use unqualified Db2 traces, which generate far
more data and overhead than qualified Db2 traces.

Db2 Qualify Field
If you specify YES for the product START-WILDCARD security parameter, the Db2 Qualify field is added after the
Db2 Qualifications heading on the Start Qualification panels.
If you specify Y for the Db2 Qualify field, requests using Db2 qualified traces collect data only from Db2 that meets
the qualifications that follow.
If you specify N for the Db2 Qualify field, all pertinent data for this request is collected from Db2.

WARNING
Specifying N can result in producing enormous amounts of data.

For more information about the START-WILDCARD security parameter, see the section User PROFILES.

Focus on the Report

The Focus facility lets you view only the information that interests you without changing the characteristics of the active
request. When you use Focus, the data collector continues to collect information that is based on Start Qualification
criteria. But you only see data that fits your selection criteria. After you set Focus to YES, the Focus qualifications are used
for all applicable displays until you set Focus to NO.

Focus is available when F6 (FOCUS) shows on F Key Line 1 of the panel. When you press this key, the Report Focus panel
appears:

Focus     Report Qualifications/Focus For SQLTRACE Started By USERID          
                 Start-Qualification / Focus                                   
 Status  . . . : NO       / . N  Y or N                                        
 Plan  . . . . :          / . ________   Auth ID . . . :          / . ________ 
 Connection ID :          / . ________   Operator ID . :          / . ________ 
 Correlation ID:              / . . . . . . ____________                       
 Location  . . :                  / . . . . ________________                   
 Network ID  . :          / . . . . . . . . ________                           
 LU Name . . . :          / . . . . . . . . ________                           
 End User's ID :                  / . . . . ________________                   
 Workstation Nm:                    / . . . __________________                 
 Transaction Nm:                        / . __________________________________ 
 Collection ID :                        / . __________________________________ 
 Package/DBRM  :                        / . __________________________________ 
 DB2 Role Name :                        / . __________________________________ 
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Command ===> ________________________________________________________________  
  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                             
                             9=Swap                                12=Return

The Report Focus panel displays start qualifications in the left column and focus qualifications in the right column. Only
Focus qualifications can be entered on this panel.

To establish Focus reporting criteria, enter Y in the Focus Status field and enter the desired reporting restrictions. Press
F3 (End) to apply the Focus criteria to the request or press F12 to ignore any changes you made on the Report Focus
panel. In both cases, the request redisplays.

Turn Focus on and off by entering FOCUS ON or FOCUS OFF on the command line of the request panel.

Your installation can enforce an auth ID focus. If it does, Focus is set to Y and Focus variables are set accordingly. The
enforcement can make the auth ID to be your user ID or a leading portion of your user ID.

Application Reports
Application reports are a type of user-started reports.

You can access available application reports from application, systems, and DBA start menus.

1. Select option 8 User Started Reports from the Main Menu.
2. Select view bar option 2 Start Menu.

Menu items 1 through 4 provide application reports.

Example: Start Requests Menu

This example shows the menu containing available application reports options (options 1 through 4):

StartReq           Start Requests                                           

 

 Application                                                                 

                  1  Profile of Rows Processed by a Statement                

                  2  Mini-EXPLAIN for Binds and Dynamic SQL                  

                  3  Traditional Application Probe (wraps data)              

                  4  Hierarchical Application Probe (pauses when full)

 Menus

                  5  Routine Thread Requests

                  6  High Volume/Overhead Thread Requests

                  7  Routine System Requests

                  8  High Volume/Overhead System Requests

                  9  SP and UDF Monitoring Requests                           

                  0  Auditor Requests                                         

...

Profile of Rows Processed by a Statement Panel
The Profile of Rows Processed by a Statement panel provides a summary of SQL statements that are processed within a
plan. The panel shows the number of processed SQL statements and the average number of rows that are processed by
each statement. This data helps you to identify problem plans and programs. Unpaired statements include statements like
DESCRIBE. UNPAIRED also appears when an error occurred before the normal statement termination.

The following example shows the Profile of Rows Processed by a Statement panel:

R/APPLPROF      Profile of Rows Processed by a Statement       Row 40-68 of 123

Actions:  T=Text, E=Explain, C=Cache                                           
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                                                                 AvRows        

                                                 Count/    Trigd  Index        

                Program/            Stmt Typ/  Av Dur(sec) %Trig   Data        

    Plan      Collection ID   Stmt# Iso Level  Av CPU(sec) %Trig WkFile        

- -------- ------------------ ----- --------- ------------ ----- ------        

_ DSNESPRR DSNESM68             215 DELETE               2 NO       6.0        

           DSNESPRR                 RR              0.0063  55.7  478.0        

                                                    0.0029  44.4    0.0        

_ DSNESPRR DSNESM68             215 DR INDEX             1 NO      21.0        

           DSNESPRR                 NA              1.2046         11.0        

                                                    0.0174          0.0        

_ DSNESPRR DSNESM68             222 ROLLBACK             1 NO       0.0        

           DSNESPRR                 NA              0.0000          0.0        

                                                    0.0000          0.0        

_ DSNESPRR DSNESM68             222 UNPAIRED             2 NO       0.0        

           DSNESPRR                 NA              0.0000          0.0        

                                                    0.0000          0.0        

_ DSNESPRR DSNESM68             229 UNPAIRED             4 NO       0.0        

           DSNESPRR                 NA              0.0000          0.0        

                                                    0.0000          0.0        

_ IDB2V61S NUXPLAN              547 SELECT               1 NO       2.0        

                                    CS              0.0001          2.0        

                                                    0.0001          0.0        

_ IDB2V61S NUXPLAN              688 PREPARE              1 NO       5.0        

                                    NA              0.0174          5.0        

                                                    0.0115          0.0        

_ IDB2V61S NUXPLAN              699 OPENCURS             1 NO       0.0        

                                    CS              0.0212        270.0        

                                                    0.0101          0.0        

_ IDB2V61S NUXPLAN             1002 CLOSCURS             1 NO       0.0        

                                    NA              0.0001          0.0        

                                                    0.0001          0.0        

                                                                               

Command ===> ________________________________________________________________  

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                             

  F7=Up         8=Down       9=Swap                                12=Return

Mini-EXPLAIN for Binds & Dynamic SQL Panel
The Mini-EXPLAIN for Binds & Dynamic SQL panel displays information about the access path that the Db2 optimizer has
chosen to use for retrieving rows from a table.

The following example shows the Mini-EXPLAIN for Binds & Dynamic SQL Panel:

R/ACCSHIST      Mini-EXPLAIN for Binds & Dynamic SQL            Row 1-33 of 191

 

    >>                                                                         

===============================================================================

Time 01/19/05 13:02:13 Plan IDB2115S                                           

Auth USERA02                                                                   

  Enter E to EXPLAIN the following SQL ==> _                                   
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       EXPLAIN  PLAN SET QUERYNO=00006345 FOR                                  

 

                                                  SELECT I . NAME, I . CREATOR,

        I . UNIQUERULE, I . COLCOUNT, I .                CLUSTERING, I . CLUSTE

       RED, I . FIRSTKEYCARDF, I .                       FULLKEYCARDF, I . NLEA

       F, I . NLEVELS, I . BPOOL, I . PGSIZE,            I . CLOSERULE, I . SPA

       CE, I . CLUSTERRATIO, I . INDEXTYPE        FROM SYSIBM  .SYSINDEXES I, S

       YSIBM  .SYSTABLES T                                          WHERE I . T

       BCREATOR =   ?                                                     AND I

        . TBNAME =   ?                                                    AND T

        . CREATOR =   ?                                                   AND T

        . NAME =   ?                                                      AND T

        . CREATOR = I . TBCREATOR                                         AND T

        . NAME = I . TBNAME                                               AND T

        . DBNAME = I . DBNAME                                             AND T

        . TYPE = 'T'                                                           

    >>                                                                         

 

QB/                   Mtch                          C-E/ SrtN/         Dgree/ P

Seq Access method/   Cols/ Creator  Table name/     Indx SrtC  TS Pref GrpID  S

 #  Access type       MIX# Tbl/IX   Index name      Only UJOG  LK Type Ac Jn  S

--- ------------------ --- -------- ------------------ - ---- --- ---- -- --  -

1   1st or only table    2 SYSIBM   SYSTABLES            ----  IS N/A          

  1 Matching I-scan      1 SYSIBM   DSNDTX01           N ----                  

1   Join by nested lp    2 SYSIBM   SYSINDEXES           ----  IS List         

  2 Match I-scan/LPrf    1 SYSIBM   DSNDXX03           Y ----                  

1   Join by nested lp    1 SYSIBM   SYSINDEXES           ----  IS List         

  2 Match I-scan/LPrf    2 SYSIBM   DSNDXX02           Y ----                  

1   Join by nested lp      SYSIBM   SYSINDEXES           ----  IS N/A          

  2 Nonmatch I-sc/LPrf   3                             N ----                  

 

Command ===> ________________________________________________________________  

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                             

  F7=Up         8=Down       9=Swap      10=Left      11=Right     12=Return  

You can use these panels with the BIND/REBIND/FREE Activity panel.

Enter E and press Enter to perform a dynamic EXPLAIN of the statement.

Traditional Application Probe
The Application Probe gives you an easy, thorough, and efficient way to trace Db2 activity for a Db2 user and plan. Using
the Probe, you can collect and display significant activities in the life of a thread.

The application probe is a collection of reports you use to see how your Db2 program is running in detail. You use this
function to probe the internal Db2 activity your program caused. The reports are generated from a selected set of Db2
event trace records that start when you start the probe and stop when you halt the probe. The reports are grouped to let
you see various summaries of Db2 events or a detailed chronological report of Db2 activity.

The following reports are available in the traditional application probe:

Probe Thread Summary Panel (THRDTRAC)
Formats the accounting information as threads complete and any exceptional conditions that are caused by the
applications being traced, such as negative SQL return codes.
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Application I/O by Database and Pageset Panel (APPLIO)
Summarizes all synchronous reads and writes for the threads by database and table space/index. The panel
identifies those objects (databases and page sets) that are most frequently used. This data can be used to help
pinpoint inefficient scans.

SQL Statements by Plan and Program Panel (PLANSUM)
Summarizes all SQL statements by plan and program within plan, showing the total number of items (pages,
index entries, data rows, or work file rows) processed. This panel is useful for determining which programs
execute many statements with inefficient Stage 2 predicates.

Rows Processed for Each SQL Statement Panel (SQLSUM)
Summarizes all SQL statements by plan, program within plan, and SQL statement number within program,
showing the total number of items (pages, index entries, data rows, or work file rows) processed.
You can EXPLAIN the listed SQL statement in one of the following ways. In the selection field next to a statement,
enter:
E

To retrieve data from a PLAN_TABLE. The PLAN_TABLE is the one used the last time that the plan was
bound with EXPLAIN=YES.

T
To show the SQL text. You can then perform the EXPLAIN from this panel.

C
To show the detailed statistics from the cache.

Scan Summary by Plan and Pageset Panel (SCANSUM)
Summarizes all data manager scan activity by plan, database, and table space/index (or page set), showing the
total number of items (pages, index entries, data rows, or work file rows) processed for each Db2 object. This
panel is useful for determining which plans are using expensive Stage 2 predicates.

Page Lock Summary Panel (LOCKSUM)
Summarizes lock activity for a thread, including highest number of page locks held concurrently, lock escalations,
and lock activity for each Db2 object on which locks were held. This panel is useful for determining the tables and
table spaces experiencing possible lock escalation or timeout conditions.

Trace All SQL Statements Panel (SQLTRACE)
Traces all SQL statements and different Db2 activities caused by them. The SQLTRACE request is started only if
you specify a Y in the Include SQLTRACE parameter of the Start Qualifications panel.
To perform a dynamic EXPLAIN of the listed SQL text, enter an E in the selection field next to a statement and
press Enter.
If only an SQL statement number appears on the report, you can obtain EXPLAIN information in one of the
following ways. In the selection field next to a statement, enter:
E

To retrieve data from a PLAN_TABLE. The PLAN_TABLE is the one used the last time that the plan was
bound with EXPLAIN=YES.

T
To show the SQL text. You can then perform the EXPLAIN from this panel.

C
To show the detailed statistics from the cache.

NOTE
For all panels, use the following view bar options to select other requests in the probe: 1 Summary, 2 IO, 3
Plan, 4 SQL, 5 Scans, 6 Locks, and 7 Detail.
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Hierarchical Application Probe
The hierarchical probe and traditional probe contain similar data, but differ in how they present the data. The hierarchical
probe collects and groups the data which is both summarized by application plan and for each thread traced. You start at
high-level summary screens and drill down to more detailed lower-level screens. These screens only show data for the
item that you selected on the high-level screen.

Hierarchical Probe Structure

The following illustration shows the different displays available and hierarchical structure:
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Figure 11: Hierarchical Application Probe
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Pausing of the Hierarchical Probe

Unlike the traditional probe, whose data is allowed to wrap for all its requests, the hierarchical probe requests are not
allowed to wrap. Going from a summarized view to a more detailed view, the data in one request is always dependent on
the data from another request. So when the data collection table for one of the hierarchical probe requests fills up, all the
hierarchical probe requests are paused. The data collection table size depends on the NEVENTS keyword.

Request DefaultNEVENTS Estimated Storage Description

HPRACCT 150 0.2 MB Provides an overview of the
accounting record.
Identifies accounting record
fields indicating potential
problems.
Identifies potentially harmful
SQL statements (including any
SQL statement with a negative
SQL return code).
Identifies SQL statements with
excessive sorting activity.

HPRSTDTL 3000 2.4 MB Provides detail events for an
SQL statement or subsystem
event (create thread, commit,
and so on).
This request is analogous to
SQLTRACE in the traditional
probe and is optional to start
when the hierarchical probe is
started.

HPRSTLST 1500 0.7 MB Provides a list of each SQL
statement and DB2 event that
occurred for a thread.

HPRSTSML 1500 0.8 MB Provides a list of each SQL
statement or DB2 event for a
given SQL statement or DB2
event.

Most of the hierarchical probe requests are SUMMARIZE requests and are not subject to pausing (unless you add an
NEVENTS keyword). If your hierarchical probe is pausing too early, you can look at the DBGPRINT from the data collector
to see which request was paused first. Requests HPRSTLST and HPRSTSML trace the same type of data and usually fill
up at approximately the same time. Therefore, if you increase one, increase also the other.

NOTE
These probe requests are TRACE requests and have a limitation of collecting NEVENTS before the request is
paused.

Hierarchical Probe Reports

The following reports are available in the hierarchical application probe:

SQL Summary by Plan Panel (HPRAPSUM)
The initial request for the hierarchical probe data display. This panel provides the summary of all traced applications,
which are grouped by plan name.
Example of use: View the traced applications and obtain more detailed information.
You can perform the following actions:
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A
Displays panel: Accounting Summary for Plan Panel (HPRACCTS)
Summarizes the accounting records fields for the qualifying threads, highlighting possible fields that might need to
be analyzed.
Example of use: Use the accounting information to determine if any problem fields might be nonzero indicating
possible problems.

I
Displays panel: I/O by DB and Pageset for Plan Panel (HPRPLNIO)
Summarizes the I/O activity for the application plan.
Example of use: Identify which page sets might have excessive I/O response times.

K
Displays panel: Lock Summary for Plan Panel (HPRPLNLK)
Summarizes the page lock activity and lock suspensions for the application plan.
Example of use: Identify for which page sets the most number of page locks are being held.

L
Displays panel: Threads Traced for Plan Panel (HPRAPLST)
Lists each thread that is traced for the selected plan.
Example of use: Identify which threads have the worst response time and which statements are using the most
resources.
You can perform the following actions:
A

Displays panel: Thread Accounting Summary Panel (HPRACCT)
Shows the summary of the fields on the accounting record for the thread. Highlights the fields that you
might need to analyze, SQL statements with nonzero return codes, and statements with expensive sorts.

I
Displays panel: Thread I/O by Database and Pageset Panel (HPRTHDIO)
Shows the summary of the I/O activity for the thread. This panel identifies the I/O activity for database
page sets.
Example of use: Identify which page sets might have excessive I/O response times.

K
Displays panel: Thread Lock Summary Panel (HPRTHDLK)
Shows the summary of the page lock activity and lock suspensions for the thread. This panel identifies
the page lock activity.
Example of use: Identify for which page sets the most page locks are held.

S
Displays panel: SQL Statements for a Thread Panel (HPRSTLST)
Lists each SQL statement and selected other events, such as create and terminate thread, traced for the
selected thread. This panel identifies statements with the worst response time.
Example of use: Determine what events are causing the response time.
You can perform the following actions:
S

Displays panel: SQL Statement Detail Panel (HPRSTDTL)
Shows the detailed events that are associated with a particular execution of an SQL statement or
non-SQL event. For example, create and terminate thread.

E
EXPLAINs data for the associated program

T
Shows the SQL text for the statement
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S
Displays panel: Statement Summary for Plan Panel (HPRSTSM)
Summarizes all SQL that has been traced for a plan. Summarizes each SQL statement and selected other traced
events (such as create and terminate thread), grouped by plan, collection ID, program, and statement number.
Example of use: Determine which statements have the worst response time and what events are causing the
response time.
You can perform the following actions:
L

Displays panel: Selected Statement List for Plan Panel (HPRSTSML)
Lists each thread that is traced for a plan. Shows each individual execution of a particular SQL statement
or other non-SQL event, such as create and terminate thread. This panel identifies executions with the
worst response time and lets you determine what events are causing the response time.
You can perform the following actions:
S

Displays panel: SQL Statement Detail Panel (HPRSTDTL)
Shows the detailed events that are associated with a particular execution of an SQL statement or
a non-SQL event. For example, create and terminate thread.

E
Shows EXPLAIN data for the associated program

T
Shows the SQL text for the statement

S
Displays panel: Rows Processed for SQL Statement Panel (HPRSTSMS)
Summarizes the rows that are processed for the selected SQL statement. This panel shows the totals and
averages and identifies how much data is being retrieved and qualified by the data manager (DM) or the
RDS. You can perform the following actions:
E

EXPLAINs data for the associated program
T

Shows the SQL text for the statement
E

EXPLAINs data for the associated program
T

Shows the SQL text for the statement

Thread and System Reports
Thread and system reports are available to system and DBA users.

When running, these reports might or might not affect the Db2 performance:

• Routine system requests do not affect the Db2 performance.
• High volume/overhead system requests might adversely affect the Db2 performance.

You can access available thread and system reports from systems and DBA start menus.

1. Select option 8 User Started Reports from the Main Menu.
2. Select view bar option 2 Start Menu.

Menu items 7 and 8 provide thread and system reports. Select either option to see the subsection for each category.
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Example: Start Requests Menu

This example shows the menu containing available thread and system reports (options 7 and 8):

StartReq           Start Requests                                           

 

 Application                                                                 

                  1  Profile of Rows Processed by a Statement                

                  2  Mini-EXPLAIN for Binds and Dynamic SQL                  

                  3  Traditional Application Probe (wraps data)              

                  4  Hierarchical Application Probe (pauses when full)

 Menus

                  5  Routine Thread Requests

                  6  High Volume/Overhead Thread Requests

                  7  Routine System Requests

                  8  High Volume/Overhead System Requests

                  9  SP and UDF Monitoring Requests                           

                  0  Auditor Requests                                         

...

Routine Thread Requests
The Routine Thread Requests panel allows you to start thread requests that do not affect system performance.

The following example shows the Routine Thread Requests panel:

ThdRouReq           Routine Thread Requests                     

 

                  1  Summary of Package Allocations             

                  2  BIND, REBIND and FREE activity             

                  3  DB2 Utility activity                       

                  4  Long I/O                                   

                  5  Plans That Waited For I/O For Another Thread

...

Available Routine Thread Reports

The following routine thread reports are available:

Summary of Package Allocations (PKGALLOC)
Lists the trace of the package allocations for the threads that are specified in the Start Qualifications panel.
Example of use: Determine which packages are being executed.

BIND/REBIND/FREE Activity (BINDTRAC)
Displays when BIND activity occurs, who is doing it, and what options are being used. You can use this panel with
the Mini-EXPLAIN for BINDs and Dynamic SQL panel.
Example of use: Determine the type of activity against the catalog that can cause contentions on systems. Use
this panel as a standards enforcement tool for applications.

Utility Activity Panel
Displays the phases that a utility program has executed.
Example of use: Determine which Db2 utilities are running.

Long I/Os (LONGIO)
Displays physical I/O operations that take more than 25 milliseconds to complete.
Example of use: Determine if excessive DASD contention is occurring.
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Plans That Waited on I/O for Another Thread (IOWAITRS)
Displays which plans are delayed by I/O performed for other plans.
Example of use: Determine if there are data set or buffer pool contention problems.

About BIND Process

The BIND process for plans checks all SQL statements in the plan for validity, specifies and records how resource locks
are to be acquired and released, and calculates data access costs and determines access path. You can improve the
application performance by your choice of BIND parameters and by your BIND and REBIND timing. One recurring
trade-off that you face is whether to tune for greater concurrency or more efficient CPU usage. You can decide only by
assessing the needs of your site. However, when you do decide, the BIND parameters offer you clear alternatives.

When you are first preparing to execute a program, you use the BIND(ADD) option. If you later change the SQL in a
program to improve performance or because of changing needs at your site, you must BIND the program again using the
BIND(REPLACE) option. Always include the RETAIN parameter to keep the plan authorities in place, unless you truly
mean to eliminate them.
The VALIDATE parameter controls when Db2 verifies the Db2 objects that are used in the plan, at bind time (BIND) or at
execute time (RUN).

WARNING
Always select BIND. If you select RUN, Db2 verifies the Db2 objects every time when you run the program,
wasting your time and system resources.

When you create/drop an index or you make another change which affects path without changing the SQL in a program,
REBIND the program to ready it for execution. Do not run PDASTATS or RUNSTATS before a REBIND so the access
path selection uses up-to-date statistics.
Some changes (like dropping an index) to a database can invalidate a plan. If your plan is invalidated and you try to
execute the program without first rebinding, Db2 performs an automatic bind at thread allocation. While this happens, the
program waits. You also have no control over the access path that is selected for the program, which begins to execute
when the automatic bind ends. Try to avoid this condition by using BIND(REPLACE) or REBIND after a plan is invalidated.

Parameters set at BIND time can significantly affect later application performance. The following suggested parameter
settings have the greatest performance impact:

VALIDATE
Use VALIDATE(BIND) instead of VALIDATE(RUN) (the default). The overhead from having Db2 validate all SQL
statements at each program execution can be considerable.
VALIDATE(BIND) establishes static SQL validity at each BIND and allows multiple executions from a single
validation.

ACQUIRE and RELEASE
IBM recommends ACQUIRE(USE)/RELEASE (COMMIT). This option determines when in the program execution
that resource locks are acquired and released.
ACQUIRE(USE) specifies that resources (tablespaces, pages, and so on) are acquired when they are needed.
RELEASE(COMMIT) releases the resources at the first commit after they are no longer needed.
This option allows greater application concurrency, and is especially useful if many SQL statements in a program
execute only rarely. This option can, however, increase the possibility of deadlocks.

ACQUIRE(ALLOCATE)/RELEASE(DEALLOCATE)
Acquires all of the resource locks needed by a program when the program is initiated, then retains them until all
execution completes. This process is more CPU efficient but greatly decreases concurrency, so use it only if CPU
cost is your highest priority.

ISOLATION LEVEL
Again, your choice determines the priority of concurrency or CPU usage. You can select one of two following two
settings:
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Cursor Stability (CS)
Specifies that a page lock is held only while the cursor is on that page, and the lock is released when
the cursor moves to another page. This specification allows maximum concurrency, but also allows the
chance that the cursor returns to a page on which the data has changed.

Repeatable Read (RR)
Holds a page lock until the next commit point. This process ensures that the application
can return to a page and can find the data unchanged, but can leave pages locked for a long timeframe
(less concurrency), particularly in a distributed environment, where remote access times are slower.

These settings apply to read-only processing, as updated data remains locked until a COMMIT or ROLLBACK.
We recommend isolation level CS. Or, if you use RR level, plan for frequent COMMITs.

EXPLAIN
Use EXPLAIN(YES) after creating a PLAN_TABLE to produce access path information at BIND time. If you
have created or dropped indexes or tables since an application was bound, you should run the PDASTATS or
RUNSTATS utility and then BIND or REBIND the application. Check the PLAN_TABLE results, or use the Mini-
EXPLAIN panel. Based on this information, you can change the application SQL to improve performance.

RETAIN
Enter YES to keep all execution authorities when modifying an existing plan. If you enter NO, Db2 spends time
deleting from and writing to the SYSPLANAUTH Catalog table at REBIND time.

Recommendations for Running the DB2 Utilities

The following list describes some recommendations for running Db2 utilities:

LOAD
To improve the performance of the LOAD utility:

• Load numeric data in its internal format; numeric conversion results in unnecessary overhead.
• Sort your input data in cluster order to avoid having to reorganize it later.
• Use LOG(NO) on the LOAD statement followed by a full image copy with SHRLEVEL CHANGE

REORG
To improve performance of the REORG utility:

• Use LOG(NO) on the REORG statement followed by a full image copy.
• Specify UNLOAD CONTINUE on the REORG statement, to keep from invoking all edit routines and field

procedures during unloading and reloading.

Sorting with DFSORT
LOAD and REORG both invoke DFSORT to order the key and the RID pairs for indexes. To improve the
performance of the DFSORT utility:

• Reduce the device contention by allocating sort work files on devices separate from the input and output files.
• Allocate sort work files on fast devices to maximize data transfer rate and sort work file I/O.
• Specify larger virtual storage (2 MB or more) for the utility procedure default region to allow DFSORT to run

more efficiently.
• Use cylinder allocation for sort work data sets for optimized sorts.

COPY
Use a full image copy after REORG or if more than 5 percent of the tablespace pages contain updated records, to
save the cost of a later merge copy.

RECOVER
To improve the performance of the RECOVER utility:
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• Use the PART option to retrieve multiple indexes simultaneously or only the one part in error. RECOVER
INDEX is faster than REORG INDEX. Also, the PART option is required for partitioned indexes.

• Use a tablespace list (RECOVER TABLESPACE ts1 TABLESPACE ts2...) rather than multiple RECOVER
commands to avoid multiple log scans.

RUNSTATS
Specify a list of columns when gathering statistics on non-indexed columns to avoid gathering statistics on all
columns.

High Volume/Overhead Thread Requests
The High Volume/Overhead Thread Requests panel allows you to start thread requests that may involve high overhead or
high volumes of data.

The following example shows the High Volume/Overhead Thread Requests panel:

ThdHiReq             High Volume/Overhead Thread Requests       

 

               __ 1  Table Constraint Activity Summary          

                  2  Table Constraint Activity Detail           

                  3  SQL Statements that Scan Many Pages        

                  4  SQL Summary by Plan and Program            

                  5  SQL Summary by Plan, Program and Cursor    

                  6  Lock Suspension Details                    

                  7  Detail Trace of DB2 SQL Statements         

                  8  Detail Trace of DDF Activity               

                  9  Page Accesses by Plan and Buffer Pool      

                 10  Read  Summary by Database, Pageset, and Plan

                 11  Write Summary by Database, Pageset, and Plan

                 12  Parallel Group Details                     

...

The following high volume/overhead thread requests are available:

Table Constraint Activity Summary (TBLCONSM)
Displays summarized information about table constraints.
Example of use: For a given field, determine how many times an SQL statement is not performed for violating a
constraint.

Table Constraint Activity Detail (TBLCONDT)
Displays detailed information about table constraints.
Example of use: Determine when and who added or removed a table check constraint.

SQL Statements that Scan Many Pages (EXPSQL)
Displays work that is performed for any SQL statement that processes more than 25 pages.
Example of use: Determine those SQL statements that are causing excessive GETPAGE requests.
You can EXPLAIN the listed SQL statement in one of the following ways. In the selection field next to a statement,
enter:
T

Shows the SQL text. You can then perform the dynamic EXPLAIN from this panel.
E

Retrieves data from a PLAN_TABLE. The PLAN_TABLE is the one used the last time that the plan was
bound with EXPLAIN=YES.

C
Shows the detailed statistics from the cache.
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SQL Summary by Plan and Program (PGMSUM)
Summarizes the SQL activity by plan and program for the threads that are specified in the Start Qualifications
panel.
Example of use: Determine the programs that execute many inefficient Stage 2 predicates (described in Stage 1
Versus Stage 2 Predicates).

SQL Summary by Plan, Program and Cursor (CURSSUM)
Summarizes DB2 page set accesses for each SQL cursor statement.
Example of use: Determine problem SQL statements by showing the average and total rows and pages
processed. Results are grouped by cursor name within program type. Determine the problem SQL statements by
whether the statements were processed by Stage 1 (Data Manager) or by Stage 2 (Relational Data Services).

Lock Suspension Details (SUSPNDTR)
Lists the threads that have been suspended while waiting for a lock.
Example of use: Determine response delays due to lock suspensions.

Detail Trace of DB2 Activity (RECTRACE)
Displays exactly what DB2 is doing in the course of program execution. This report contains one line for each DB2
event. For most events, both a begin and an end record are formatted and printed. Column headings apply to the
DB2 Lock Detail records. For other records, only the leftmost column heading applies, as described in the field-
level help.
Example of use: Determine problems in response time or to test applications before they are moved into a
production environment.

WARNING
This request can be expensive. Be sure to include the qualification specification on the Start
Qualifications panel so a DB2 qualified trace activates for the request. Otherwise, the cost of running
every program in the system can more than double.

To perform a dynamic EXPLAIN of the listed SQL text, enter an E in the selection field next to a statement and
press Enter.
If only an SQL statement number appears on the report, you can obtain EXPLAIN information in one of the
following ways. In the selection field next to a statement, enter:
T

Shows the SQL text. You can then perform the dynamic EXPLAIN from this panel.
E

Retrieves data from a PLAN_TABLE. The PLAN_TABLE is the one used the last time that the plan was
bound with EXPLAIN=YES.

C
Shows the detailed statistics from the cache.

Detail Trace of DDF Activity (DISTRIB)
Shows in detail what happens when distributed data is processed.
Example of use: Determine the execution flow for distributed SQL statements.

WARNING
This request can generate large amounts of data in a short time.

To perform a dynamic EXPLAIN of the listed SQL text, enter an E in the selection field next to a statement and
press Enter. For more information, see Using EXPLAIN.
If only an SQL statement number appears on the report, you can obtain EXPLAIN information in one of the
following ways. In the selection field next to a statement, enter:
T

Shows the SQL text. You can then perform the dynamic EXPLAIN from this panel.
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E
Retrieves data from a PLAN_TABLE. The PLAN_TABLE is the one used the last time that the plan was
bound with EXPLAIN=YES.

C
Shows the detailed statistics from the cache.

Page Accesses by Plan and Buffer Pool (PLNPGACC)
Shows a trace of page accesses by buffer pool within plan.
Example of use: Determine the exact sequence of buffer pool accesses.

WARNING
This request can generate large amounts of data in a short time.

Read I/O Summary by DB, Pageset and Plan (PLANRDIO)
Summarizes the physical read I/O grouped by page set within database and by the plan accessing that page set.
Information displays in alphabetical order by database, page set, and plan.
Example of use: Determine which page set/plan combinations are impacting response time.

Write I/O Summary by DB, Pageset and Plan (PLANWRIO)
Summarizes physical write I/O, grouped by page set within database, and by plan accessing the page set.
Information displays in alphabetical order by database, page set, and plan.
Example of use: Determine those plans that do synchronous write I/Os.

Parallel I/O Group Details (PARALLIO)
Lists the trace of parallel I/O activity initiated.
Example of use: Determine when the degree of I/O parallelism was reduced by buffer pool shortages.
You can EXPLAIN the listed SQL statement in one of the following ways. In the selection field next to a statement,
enter:
T

Shows the SQL text. You can then perform the dynamic EXPLAIN from this panel.
E

Retrieves data from a PLAN_TABLE. The PLAN_TABLE is the one used the last time that the plan was
bound with EXPLAIN=YES.

C
Shows the detailed statistics from the cache.

Routine System Requests
The Routine System Requests panel allows you to start thread requests that do not affect system performance.

The following example shows the Routine System Requests panel:

SysRouReq           Routine System Requests                 

 

Database      _ 1  Read I/O Summary by Database and Pageset 

 and            2  Write I/O Summary by Database and Pageset

Pageset         3  I/O summary by Database and Pageset      

                4  Dynamic Prefetch by Database and Pageset 

 

Other           5  ARCHIVE LOG Reads                        

                6  Checkpoints Taken                        

                7  ALTER BUFFERPOOL Commands                 

                8  AMS Commands Issued by DB2               

                9  Data Sharing Details                      
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...

The following routine system requests are available:

Read I/O Summary by DB and Pageset (RDBYPSET)
Traces the DASD reads for threads and summarizes the counts by database and page set. Example of
use: Determine pagesets that are faster DASD.

Write I/O Summary by DB and Pageset (WRBYPSET)
Summarizes the DASD writes by database and page set.
Example of use: Determine which pagesets are being written synchronously.

I/O Summary by Database and Pageset (IOBYPSET)
Summarizes the physical I/O to Db2 data sets by page set. A page set is a table space or an index within the
database. Subtotals are presented for each database and a grand total at the bottom of the report.
Example of use: Determine if inefficient table space I/Os are being performed for load balancing.

Dynamic Prefetch by DB and Pageset (DYNAMPRF)
Displays Db2 page sets that have are accessed by dynamic prefetch.
Example of use: Determine the effectiveness of dynamic prefetch.

Archive Log Reads (LOGRDSUM)
Displays archive log read activity and impact.
Example of use: Determine the requirements for the active log resizing considering recovery and rollbacks.

Checkpoints Taken (CHECKPTS)
Displays when each Db2 checkpoint was taken and its beginning RBA since the request was started.
Example of use: Determine if the time between Db2 checkpoints is acceptable for Db2 restarts and recovery.

ALTER BUFFERPOOL Commands Issued (ALTERBP)
Displays changes that have been made to the Db2 buffer pools since the request was started and who made the
change.
Example of use: Determine changes that are made to the Db2 buffer pools and hyperpools.

AMS Commands Issued by DB2 (AMSTRACE)
Traces all Db2‑issued VSAM AMS (Access Method Services) commands. These Db2‑issued AMS commands
result from creating and deleting of table spaces and index spaces defined with storage groups.
Example of use: Determine ICF Catalog activity that is generated through Db2.

Data Sharing Details (DATASHR)
Displays detailed information about data sharing.
Example of use: Determine how long rebuilds of the coupling facility take and why they occurred.

High Volume/Overhead System Requests
The High Volume/Overhead System Requests panel allows you to start system requests that may adversely affect DB2
performance while running:

The following example shows the High Volume/Overhead System Requests panel:

SysHiReq             High Volume/Overhead System Requests          

                                                                   

            _ 1  Page Accesses by Buffer Pool                      

              2  EDM Pool Load Activity                            

              3  Detail Trace of DB2 Logging Activity              

              4  Summary of Secondary ID Usage for TSO             

              5  Summary of Secondary ID Usage for CICS and IMS    

              6  Summary of Pseudo Deleted Cleanup Activity (DB2 11)
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...

The following high volume/overhead system requests are available:

NOTE
The System and DBA users have a High Volume/Overhead System Requests option on their Start Menu.

Page Accesses by Buffer Pool (BPPGACCS)
Traces DB2 buffer pool activity that is accessed within each buffer pool, broken down by page set.
Example of use: Determine the buffer pool hit ratio of page sets.

WARNING
This request is expensive to run. Use this request with a qualified DB2 trace.

EDM Pool Load Activity (EDMTRACE)
Displays the loads of skeleton cursor tables and database descriptors. Large load values can suggest that the
EDM Pool is too small or is fragmented. Each load causes I/O activity to the directory.
Example of use: Determine which objects are loaded most frequently by sorting the report on column 2 (Obj
Typ). Issue the following command:
SORT 2

Detail Trace of DB2 Logging Activity (LOGTRACE)
Displays the events that make up DB2 logging.
This request is formatted as a 132-character display. We recommend modifying the LOGTRACE request to use a
PRINT output specification.
Example of use: Determine the execution flow of DB2 logging events.

WARNING
This request can produce a large volume report.

Summary of Secondary ID Usage for TSO (SECIDISM)
Summarizes TSO logon attempts that use secondary IDs.
This request is formatted as a 132-character display. We recommend modifying the SECIDISM request to use a
PRINT output specification.
Example of use:  Determine secondary Auth ID usage.

Summary of Secondary ID Usage for CICS and IMS (SECIDSSM)
Summarizes CICS and IMS sign-on attempts that use secondary IDs.
This request is formatted as a 132-character display. We recommend modifying the SECIDISM request to use a
PRINT output specification.
Example of use:  Determine secondary Auth ID usage.

Pseudo Deleted Cleanup Summary Activity (DB2 11) (PSEDOSUM)
Displays the activity of pseudo delete demon. Data is summarized at one hour interval and grouped by database
and index space.
Example of use: Determine how often is pseudo deleted daemon active and identify the number of deleted or
cleaned pages.

Stored Procedure and UDF reports
As a database administrator (DBA), you want to monitor how your stored procedures and user-defined functions conduct
real-time analysis on the collected data.

SYSVIEW for Db2 collects data and allows you to generate reports that address the following questions:
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• Which routines are consuming the most resources?
• Which statements are the routines executing?
• Who is invoking stored procedures and what are the nesting levels?
• How can I debug the execution of these routines? For example, what statements are the routines invoking and what

are the elapsed and CPU times for each routine?

Stored procedure and UDF reports can help you to quickly analyze your routines. You can apply the information when
tuning your routines.

SYSVIEW for Db2 provides the following stored procedure and UDF reports:

SP/UDF Summary (RTNSUM)
This report helps you determine which routines consume the most resources. You can also identify how many
times each routine executed on a different nesting level and how many times a routine failed. Data is gathered
from IFCIDs 233, 380, and 381 and provides a summary of stored procedures and UDF data in a tabular format.
Routines can also be sorted by elapsed Db2 time in descending order. Records in this IQL request are grouped
by procedure name, schema, version, nesting level, routine type, and program name. These records are ordered
according to the routine name. Total and average elapsed times are provided. From this report, you can access
detailed information for the routines that are currently executing, including the SQL statements.

SP/UDF Statement Summary (RTNSTSUM)
This report gathers data from IFCIDs 233, 497, 498, and 499 and lists the SQL statements that the selected
stored procedure or UDF executed. The statement ID and type are displayed and you can view detailed
information for the SQL statements that are currently executing, including the SQL text.

SP/UDF Trace (PRTRACE)
This report helps you monitor the execution flow of your stored procedures and UDFs. For example, you can
identify how routines are being invoked and the amount of resources that the routines use. Information about the
entry and exit of each routine is provided, highlighting the calling hierarchy of the nested activity. Routines can
be sorted by elapsed Db2 time in descending order, listing the most expensive routine first. More information,
including the routine type, event, collection, transaction, end user, and event time is provided. From this report,
you can access detailed information for the routines that are currently executing, including the SQL statements.

SP/UDF Statement Trace (PRTRCDTL)
This report lists the SQL statements that the selected routine executed. The statement ID and type are displayed,
and the transaction, end user, and event time are also provided. You can view the SQL text for each statement
that this panel displays.

You can obtain this information by generating reports using the User Started Reports option or by generating reports in
batch. For more information about creating batch reports, see the section Batch Report Writer.

1. Select option 8 User Started Reports from the Main Menu.
2. Select view bar option 2 Start Menu.

The Start Requests menu displays.
3. Select option SP and UDF Monitoring Requests.

The SP and UDF Monitoring Requests panel displays.
pUdfReq            SP and UDF Monitoring Requests

 

               _ 1  SP/UDF Trace                

                 2  SP/UDF Summary              

          ...

You can display routines that are consuming most resources and optionally display the statements that each routine
executes.

1. Select option 2 SP/UDF Summary.
2. Specify start qualification parameters.
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Press Enter.
The request begins and displays with an Active status on the Show User Started Requests panel. After the data
collection is complete, the SP/UDF Summary report displays.

3. Press F4 to sort routines.
Routines display in descending elapsed Db2 time order (routines that use most resources are shown first).

4. (Optional) Select a routine and press Enter.
The SP/UDF Statement Summary report displays.

You can obtain detailed trace information about the execution of the stored procedure and optionally display the
statements executed by each routine.

1. Select option 1 SP/UDF Trace.
2. Specify the start qualification parameters.

Press Enter.
The request begins and displays with an Active status on the Show User Started Requests panel. After the data
collection is complete, the SP/UDF Trace report displays.

3. Press F4 to sort routines.
Routines display in descending elapsed Db2 time order (routines that use most resources are shown first).

4. (Optional) Select a routine and press Enter.
The The SP/UDF Statement Trace report displays.

Auditor Reports
As a security administrator or EDP auditor, you are responsible for implementing and managing corporate authorization
procedures for Db2 data and application access.

The SYSVIEW for Db2 auditor reports provide you with the required information.

Proper authorization is required to access and generate audit reports.

NOTE
You can run most auditor reports in batch without any IQL changes. For more information, see Commonly
Converted (Online) Audit Requests. For more information about creating batch reports, see the section Batch
Report Writer.

Auditor Reports Overview

The Audit Trace Requests panel lists all audit trace requests and allows you to start the requests which are not
active. From this panel you can display, start, freeze, print, resume, stop, reset, qualify, and review a request:

    1 Auditors Menu      2 Former Auditors Menu

Auditors                  Audit Trace Requests                     Item 1-12/12 

Actions: S=Display F=Freeze P=Print R=Resume X=Stop Z=Reset Q=Qualifiers V=Revw

  Name       Status   Title (classes)                           Recs  Owner    TQU     Start

  --------   -------- ---------------------------------------- ------ -------- --- --------------

_ DB2CMDS    ACTIVE   DB2 Commands Issued                        6560 STARTUP  T   YY-MM-DD HH:MM

_ UTILTRAC   ACTIVE   Utility Activity (8)                      21268 STARTUP  T   YY-MM-DD HH:MM

_ AUTHFAIL   INACTIVE Authorization Failures (1)                                                

_ GRANTREV   INACTIVE GRANT/REVOKE Statements Processed (2)                                     

_ AUDCLAS3   INACTIVE Audit DDL (3, 10, 11)                                                      

_ AUDCLAS4   INACTIVE Updates on Audited Tables (4)                                             
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_ AUDCLAS5   INACTIVE READs on Audited Tables (5)                                               

_ AUDCLAS6   INACTIVE BIND & Dynamic SQL on Audited Tables (6)                                  

_ SECIDTR    INACTIVE Secondary ID Utilization (7)                                              

_ AUDCLKRB   INACTIVE Secondary ID Utilization - Kerberos (7)

_ AUDDISTR   INACTIVE Distributed Auth-ID Translation (7)                                       

_ AUDCLASA   INACTIVE Trusted Context Activity (10)                                             

_ AUDCLASB   INACTIVE Audit Administrative Authorities (11) 

_ ATHUCOMP   INACTIVE Authorization compatibility (IFCID 404)                                      

...

SYSVIEW for Db2 provides the following auditor requests:

Authorization Failures (AUTHFAIL)
Displays all local Db2 authorization failures. This report can help determine which users are issuing unauthorized
Db2 commands or SQL.
This report is based on data from (140) AUDIT-FAILURES (audit trace class 1).

GRANT/REVOKE Statements Processed (GRANTREV)
Displays information about the SQL GRANT/REVOKE statements. This report identifies the authorization level of
the person who issued the statement, the event time, object type, and the SQL code.
This report is based on data from (141) GRANT-REVOKE (audit trace class 2).

Audited DDL (AUDCLAS3)
Displays the Db2 Data Definition Language (DDL) statements that were executed against the audited Db2
objects. These include trusted context, row permissions, column masks, and tables with audit levels CHANGES or
ALL. Use the AUDCLAS3 report to determine who is issuing DDL against the audited Db2 objects and capture the
related SQL statements.
CREATE is always included for a trusted context, row permission, or column mask. For a table, CREATE is
included only when the table definition contains the AUDIT option.
DROP is always included for the audited Db2 objects. For an audited table, DROP is included even if it occurs as
a result of Drop Database or Drop Tablespace.
ALTER is always included for a trusted context, row permission, and column mask. For a table, ALTER is included
only when it changes the AUDIT status of the table.
This report is based on data from (142) AUDIT-DDL, (270) TRUSTED-CONTEXTDDL, and (271) ACCESS-CNTL-
TRC (audit trace classes 3, 10, and 11).

Updates on Audited Tables (AUDCLAS4)
Displays the first instance (in a unit of recovery) of an SQL modification (UPDATE, INSERT, or DELETE) to an
audited table (audit level CHANGES or ALL). This report helps identify the users and plans that are updating
audited Db2 tables.
This report is based on data from (143) AUDIT-WRITE (audit trace class 4).

READs on Audited Tables (AUDCLAS5)
Displays plans/authorization IDs that issue SELECTs against audited Db2 tables (audit level ALL only).
This report is based on data from (144) AUDIT-READ (audit trace class 5).

BINDs and Dynamic SQL on Audited Tables (AUDCLAS6)
Traces all instances of dynamic SQL statements that are issued against audited tables or binds of SQL that
include an audited table. This report helps you identify who is binding plans, running dynamic SQL, or binding
plans and packages that access audited tables. If the table has the AUDIT CHANGES option, only UPDATE,
INSERT, or DELETE statements are reported. If the table has the AUDIT ALL option, all SQL statements,
including SELECT, are reported.
This report is based on data from (145) AUDIT-LOG (audit trace class 6).

DB2 Commands Issued (DB2CMDS)
Displays an audit trail of all Db2 commands and who issued them. This information is also sent to the Messages
function for viewing in context with other subsystem activity.
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This report is based on data from (90) COMMAND-ST and (91) COMMAND.
Another version of this report, DB2CMDL, is suitable for ILOGs.
This request is part of the standard SYSVIEW for Db2 startup deck. You do not need to start this request.

Secondary ID Utilization (SECIDTR)
Displays an audit trail of secondary ID usage where an AUTH-ID was changed. This panel is useful in determining
how the SET-CURRENT-SQLID statement is being used. Change the AUTH-ID using a SET-CURRENT-SQLID
statement, or when a TSO, IMS, or CICS connection is made to Db2.
This report is based on data from (55) SET-SQLID, (83) IDENTIFY, (87) SIGNON, and (319) SECURITY-AUDIT
(audit trace class 7).

Secondary ID Utilization - Kerberos (AUDCLKRB)
This report is same as SECIDTR except the (319) SECURITY-AUDIT reporting, which displays the usage of
Kerberos Principal Name.

Distributed Auth-ID Translation (AUDDISTR)
Displays an audit trail of how Db2 translates authorization IDs for remote request processing. This report helps
determine faulty authorization ID translations in distributed processing.
This report is based on data from (169) DIST-AUTH-TRANS (audit trace class 10).

Trusted Context Audit (AUDCLASA)
Displays all of the successful and failed attempts to establish or reuse trusted connections. This request provides
trusted context details and identifies the users who are accessing the connection through a trusted context.
This report is based on data from (269) TRUSTED-CONTEXT (audit trace class 10).

Audit Administrative Authorities (AUDCLASB)
Displays the activity that was performed with administrative authority on system and database objects. This report
identifies checked privileges, the authorization ID that has the involved authority. The SQL and command text are
also displayed.
This report is based on data from (361) AUDIT-ADMIN-AUTH (audit trace class 11).

Authorization Compatibility Summary (ATHUCOMP)
Displays which Authorization IDs and ROLEs execute UNLOAD utility and which database objects are unloaded.
Before activating Db2 function level V12R1M500 or greater, these users might need the UNLOAD privilege
granted.
This report is based on data from (404) AUTH-COMPATIBILITY.

Utility Activity (UTILTRAC)
Identifies the utilities that are running, the objects that the utility accesses, and the output data sets.
This report is based on data from (23) UTILIT-ST, (24) UTIL-PHASE, (25) UTILITY, (219) UTILITY-LIST, and (220)
UTILITY-STATS (audit trace class 8).
Another version of this report, UTILTRAL, is suitable for ILOGs.
This request is part of the standard SYSVIEW for Db2 startup deck. You do not need to start this request.

Access the Auditor Report

You can access the auditor report in several different ways.

1. Access the Auditors Menu using one of the following methods:
NOTE
If you are defined as auditor, the Auditors Menu appears by default. Go to step 2.

– To access the Auditors Menu:
a. Select option 8 User Started Reports from the main menu.
b. Select view bar option 2 Start Menu.

The Start Requests menu appears.
c. Select the Auditors Requests option.
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The Auditors Menu displays the list of audit requests that are running, including their status, owner, and start
time.

– Issue one of the following commands from the Main Menu:
• AUDITORS (AU)
• M, followed with a 5
Press Enter.
The Auditors Menu displays a list of audit requests that are running, their status, owner, and start time.

2. Generate the report for an inactive request:
a. Issue the S line command.
b. Specify the Start Qualification parameters and press Enter.
The request begins. The status changes to Active.

3. Press F3.
The Auditors Menu appears.

4. Issue the S line command again.
The selected report appears.

NOTE
The availability of data depends on the request type. Some reports require more time to gather data.

Managing Exceptions
Knowing when a Db2 processing limit is exceeded is integral in tuning the Db2 performance. The Exception Processor
detects events based on user-defined or predefined exceptions.

SYSVIEW for Db2 includes thousands of predefined exceptions. Use the Exception File Contents report utility
(DBGEXRPT) to list all defined exceptions.

How the Exception Processor Handles Exceptions

When the data collector is started, the Exception Processor routines read exceptions from the exception definitions VSAM
data set and build an exception template or base definitions in storage. The first time SYSVIEW for Db2 is started, the
Exception Processor initializes the VSAM data set with default exceptions.

Multiple data collectors on the same z/OS image can share one Exception Definitions VSAM file. Multiple z/OS images
with shared DASD can also share one Exception Definitions VSAM file.

You can dynamically modify or disable existing exceptions. You can also add new exceptions online, but these do not take
effect until the exception system is restarted. When you add an exception online, you can restart the exception system.

You can use the Exception Manager display to restart the exception system dynamically by using the option 9 Exception
from the Tools drop-down list or by issuing the EXCMGR command.

The following diagram shows the flow of data to and from the Exception Processor:
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Figure 12: Exception Processor Processing Flow

Exception Types

Exception definitions fall within one of the following types:

• Subsystem exceptions
• Database exceptions

NOTE
Database exceptions cause some overhead. A -DIS DB(*) SPACENAME (*) RESTRICT command is
executed as a thread with a correlation ID of INTERNAL and the data collector Auth ID. This thread causes
DBDs to be loaded into the EDM Pool and also causes GETPAGE requests.

• Application exceptions
– Real-time-Monitor threads currently allocated to Db2.
– Summarized historical-Monitor accounting trace records. Summarized exceptions indicate how well your

applications are performing. These exceptions are based on averages and totals for a specific subsystem,
connection, and plan combination from when SYSVIEW for Db2 was initialized.

– Individual historical-Monitor accounting trace records. Individual exceptions cause each accounting record to be
analyzed and checked for possible exceptions. This happening can be more expensive than summarize historical
exceptions, depending upon the rate of thread termination.
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SQL Statement exceptions-Similar to Real-time, except that they apply to one static or dynamic SQL statement.
You do not need performance traces to monitor SQL exceptions. The purpose of these exceptions is to identify
expensive SQL statements.

• External/IQL based Exceptions
IQL-based exceptions come from IQL requests that have a destination of EXCP. With IQL-based exceptions, you
can create custom-based IQL requests that send messages to the Exception Processor. This option enables you to
use information from Db2 trace records (IFCIDs) that are not covered by standard product exceptions. The first eight
characters of the message text that is generated by the IQL request are used as a unique tag or exception identifier.
This tag identifies the exception to the Exception Processor. The Exception Processor looks for an External/IQL based
exception definition that most closely matches the exception identifier. The default supplied exception identification tag
is ********. This tag is used as a catch for all nondefined external/IQL based exceptions.

NOTE
To activate an IQL-based exception, the related IQL request must be also started manually or automatically
from the STARTUP member. The inactivating of IQL exception makes the Exception Monitor ignore the
exception occurrences, but does not stop the related IQL request.

Exception Status

An exception can have one of the following statuses:

• BEGAN
• CONTINUED
• PEAKED
• DIMINISHED
• ENDED

BEGAN and ENDED statuses apply to all exceptions.

Diagnose Application

Use an exception occurrence to diagnose and tune applications:

1. Review the Exception Messages panel to see when an exception occurred or view the Exception Monitor panels to
see an exception as it occurs. Either method flags exceptions and identifies the responsible application.

2. Use the Thread History panel to determine what was application doing when the exception occurred.
3. Use the application probe to trace the application and determine:

– Which locks were held on which Db2 tables
– Which SQL statements were executing at the time
– What resources were consumed

4. Correct the application.

Define Exceptions
Update exception definitions on the Permanent Exception Definitions panel in the Exception Monitor option of the main
menu. The process is the same for adding and updating exceptions.

After any updates of the exceptions, the Exception Data Set Updated panel prompts you to restart the exception system.

You must restart the exception system. Any changes, such as new definitions, changes to exception status, changes to
identification data only become active after a restart.
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Define a New Exception

You can define a new exception through a series of panels where you specify the exception parameters. The flow is
generally the same for all five types of exceptions (Subsystem, Database, Application, SQL Statement, and External/IQL
based). For a detail walk-through the process, see Exception Definition Steps.

Activate and Inactivate an Exception

You can activate and inactivate exceptions at any time using any of the exception definition list displays.

Use the A and I action codes to activate or inactivate individual exceptions. Use commands ACTALL and INACTALL to
activate or inactivate all listed exceptions.

Active
The normal state for an exception. The data collector processes events that satisfy the criteria that are defined in
the exception.

Inactive
The data collector ignores the exception.

The restart prompt appears after you change the status of an exception.

NOTE
To activate an IQL-based exception, the related IQL request must be also started manually or automatically from
the STARTUP member. The inactivating of IQL exception makes the Exception Monitor ignore the exception
occurrences, but does not stop the related IQL request.

Change an Exception

You can change the previously defined exception characteristics.

1. Type the U (Update) action code in the selection field next to an exception on any of the following panels:
– The List of Exception Definitions panel
– Any Exception Monitor panels

NOTE
Updating exception definitions from the Exception Monitor panels does not update the base definitions in
the exception definition VSAM data set. Changes are lost when the data collector is brought down. Use
the Permanent Exception Definitions option to update the base definition. The panels that correspond to
the choices in the View/Update Exception Definition panel are the same ones that you use for defining an
exception.

Press Enter.
The View/Update Exception Definition panel appears.
The listed categories vary depending upon the type of exception definition.

2. Type S next to any category (Identification Data, Execution Controls, and so on) and press Enter.
A panel appears that lets you update the characteristics of the exception definition.

3. Specify new characteristics and press Enter.
4. Restart the exceptions system.

You have updated the exception definition characteristics.

Delete an Exception

You can delete an exception.

1. Enter D in the input field next to the exception that you want to delete.
2. Press Enter to confirm the deletion.

The Exception Data Set Updated panel prompts you to restart the exception system.
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3. Restart the exceptions system.

You have deleted an exception.

Exception Definition Steps
Describes the scenario of defining a new application exception that checks for a low GETPAGE per READ I/O ratio.

During the process of defining a new exception, you can always press F3 (End) to move back through the panels and
change your definitions, or F12 to cancel the process.

The following table lists steps that are required to add an exception. Panel names are in order in which they appear. The
table describes exception characteristics that you define on each panel.

Start by selecting the option 0 Permanent Exception Definitions from the main menu.

Step Panel Title Definitions
1 Exception Definitions (menu) Select the type of exception to add. You can define, view, or

update subsystem, database, application, of external/IQL based
exceptions.
For this scenario, select option 3 Application Exceptions.

2 List of Application Exception Definitions Press F6 to add a definition.
For IQL Exceptions, go directly to Step 6.

3a Full Application or SQL Statement Exception
(Application Type only)

Select whether the new exception should apply on the application
level or for each SQL statement.

3b Application Types Selection List (Entire
Application Exceptions only)

Select whether to look for application exceptions in the historical
summary, individual historical, or real-time mode. You can select
more than one application exception.

3c SQL Statement Types and Capture Options (SQL
Exceptions only)

Select whether to look for exceptions in dynamic, static, or both
types of SQL.

4 Define/Modify Exception Type Select the exception type. Choices vary for subsystem,
application, and database exception categories.

5 Exception Field Variables Enter the variables for the exception type, which indicates the data
to which the exception applies. Choices depend on the exception
type.

6 Exception Identification Data Specify the subsystem, plan, or other identification information to
which the exception applies.

7 Exception Execution Controls Specify the exception control information for the following options:
• Exception levels (Critical, Warning, or Informational)
• Thresholds for levels
• Times of day the exception is checked
• Days of the week the exception is checked
• When to reset the exception actions
• How often the exception is checked

8 Exception Message Text Enter the text to display for the exception. Enter this message text
to proceed.
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9 Exception Display Controls Specify the display controls for the following options:
• Length of time the exception displays after its detection
• Number of times the exception is detected before being

displayed
• Which panel is displayed (go to panel) when the exception is

chosen from the exception display
• Level at which the terminal alarm sounds
• Level at which the exception displays
• Color in which the exception levels display

10 Logging and Notification Specify logging and notification information for the following
options:
• Level at which the exception starts to log
• Number of times the exception occurs before being logged
• Name of up to three TSO users to notify when the exception is

triggered
• Level at which a WTO is issued
• Level at which a held WTO is issued

11 Exception Actions-Part I Specify the action to take when the exception is triggered,
including the following options:
• Text of an operator command that is issued
• Level at which the operator command is issued
• IMOD invoked when the exception occurs
• SYSVIEW for Db2 request that automatically starts

12 Exception Actions-Part II • Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM command to
execute

• Issue OPS/MVS event
• Send an SNMP Trap or an e-mail

When you complete these steps, you are informed that the exception is added or updated, and the View/Update
Exception Definition panel appears. This panel presents the specified exception criteria.

The information that is displayed in steps 4, 5, and 6 comprises the exception key. These items must be a unique
combination. You cannot define duplicate exceptions.

List of Application Exception Definitions

The List of Application Exception Definitions panel lists application exceptions that are defined on the system.

Exceptions are listed with the following characteristics:

• Exception status (active or inactive)
• Exception name
• Subsystem name
• Connection name
• Plan name
• Type (SUMmary, REAL-time, SQL-based, or INDividual)
• Message text

To perform a function in the list, use one of the following action codes:

U
Update current and permanent
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P
Permanent update only

C
Copy

D
Delete

A
Activate

I
Inactivate

B
Browse

NOTE
The Copy function has the same panel flow as adding an exception: the fields are filled out as on the original.
However, you must change the key information.

Press F6 to add a new exception. The Full Application or SQL Statement Exception panel appears.

The following example shows the List of Application Exception Definitions panel:

                  List of Application Exception Definitions                   

                                                                      Row 1/135

Commands: ADD=Add exception, ACTALL/INACTALL=Activate/inactivate all exceptions

Actions: U=Update current and permanent, P=Update permanent definition only,

         C=Copy, D=Delete, A=Activate, I=Inactivate, B=Browse.  Use F6 to add.

STA/NAME SSN  CONN/PLAN TYPE <---------------  EXCEPTION TEXT  --------------->

_ INACT  **** ********  SQL  Long running SQL: PLAN=&PLANNAM, AUTH=&AUTHIDX,

SQ000001      ********       CONN=&CONNNAM, CORR=&CORRELATION, Resp=&VALUEXX

                                                                              

_ INACT  **** ********  REAL Application is running with repeatable read      

AP000013      ********                                                       

                                                                              

_ INACT  **** TSO       SUM  High average "IN DB2" time per unit of work,

AP000003      ********       &VALUEXX, for PLAN=&PLANNAM and CONN=&CONNNAM

                        REAL High avg. "IN DB2" time per unit of work: &VALUEXX

Full Application or SQL Statement Exception Panel

After you select to create an exception (F6) on the List of Application Exception Definitions panel, the Full Application
or SQL Statement Exception panel lets you indicate if the exception applies to the application as a whole or for an
individual SQL statement.

Select Option 1 Entire application and press Enter.

The following example shows the Full Application or SQL Statement Exception panel:

                 Full Application or SQL Statement Exception                  

 

  Indicate whether the exception is to apply to the application as a whole, or

   for an individual SQL statement (real time only).  Then press Enter.       
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    Indicate the type of application exception . . . 1 1. Entire application  

                                                       2. SQL statement

Depending on the option you select, the following panels appear where you specify additional parameters of the
exception:

Application Types Selection List Panel

If you selected the option 1 Entire application on the Full Application or SQL Statement Exception panel, the Application
Types Selection List panel lets you select one or more application types. SYSVIEW for Db2 checks for exceptions for the
types you select.

You can check for the following activity:

Summarized historical thread activity
Enter S next to Check thread history data on a summary/average basis to select this option. Press the Tab
key.
SYSVIEW for Db2 summarizes data from application history (accounting trace) records. This check is a relatively
inexpensive type and is useful in seeing how well an application is performing as a whole. Using this type of
check, you avoid receiving exception messages from application spikes.

Individual historical thread activity
Press the Tab key without selecting this option.
SYSVIEW for Db2 analyzes data for each application history (accounting trace) record. This option can be useful
in flagging events such as deadlocks and timeouts for a particular application. Use discretion in selecting the
types of exceptions that you define for individual checking. If you select an exception that occurs frequently, the
internal queue for individual exceptions can grow large. A large queue can consume a significant amount of
virtual storage and CPU cycles within the product address space. However, infrequent events such as deadlocks
typically do not cause problems.

Real-time thread activity
Enter S next to Check threads that are currently executing to select this option. Press Enter.
SYSVIEW for Db2 checks applications that are currently connected to Db2. The product can process real-
time application exceptions with low overhead because it gets the data directly from the Db2 address spaces,
avoiding overhead of connecting to Db2 and using the IFI.

The following example shows the Application Types Selection List panel:

                       Application Types Selection List               

 

 

  Choose one or more of the following with an "S".  Then press Enter. 

 

   S Check thread history data on a summary/average basis           

     Check thread history data for each thread                     

   S Check threads that are currently executing                      

 

  Note: Checking data for each thread can generate a significant    

  amount of overhead if there is a high volume of qualifying threads.

NOTE
The note on the panel relates to the second choice.
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SQL Statement Types and Capture Options

The SQL Statement Types and Capture Options panel contains additional characteristics for SQL Statement exceptions.
This panel appears when you select the option 2 SQL statement on the Full Application or SQL Statement Exception
panel.

Specify the following options on this panel:

Indicate which types of SQL statements to check
Specifies the types of SQL statements to which the exception applies:
1

Checks only dynamic SQL
2

Checks only static SQL
3

Checks both dynamic and static SQL
Default: 1

Capture SQL text to data set starting at level
Specifies when to log an SQL statement that exceeds the exception threshold to the data set specified in
DSName. Enter one of the following values:
C

Logs the SQL statement-the indicated data set at the exception critical level
W

Logs the SQL statement-the indicated data set at the exception warning level
I

Logs the SQL statement-the indicated data set whenever the exception is detected
N

Never logs the SQL statement
Default: N

DSName
Specifies the name of the data set to which the SQL Statement exceptions are logged. The data set name must
be fully qualified without quotes and defined for fixed 80‑byte records. The data set is dynamically allocated when
there is an SQL statement to be logged, MODs or appends new data, and frees the data set when the data has
been written.
Default: blank

Try to EXPLAIN captured SQL Statements
Specifies whether to perform an EXPLAIN for SQL statements that are being captured and logged to a data
set. The EXPLAIN results are placed in the data set. EXPLAIN takes place on behalf of the data collector,
implying that the data collector address space user ID must have access to all objects in the statement and a
PLAN_TABLE allocated for the EXPLAIN to be successful.

NOTE
Explain is not performed for EXPLAIN, CREATE, ALTER, or DROP. These statements are not
explainable.

Enter one of the following values:
Y

EXPLAINs the SQL statement yielding default tabular output
X

EXPLAINs the SQL statement yielding the normal tabular output plus the extended explanation
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N
Never EXPLAINs the SQL statement

Default: N

The following example shows the SQL Statement Types and Capture Options panel:

                   SQL Statement Types and Capture Options                     

 

  Update the following as desired.  Then press Enter.                          

 

    Indicate which types of SQL statements to check . . . 1 1. Dynamic SQL     

                                                            2. Static SQL      

                                                            3. Both types      

 

    Capture SQL text to data set starting at level  . . . N (I=Info, W=Warn,   

                                                             C=Crit, N=None)   

      DSName .                                              (Unquoted)         

 

    Try to EXPLAIN captured SQL statement . . . . . . . . N (N=No, Y=Yes,      

                                                            X=Extended EXPLAIN)

Logging SQL Statement Exceptions

If you specify a data set for capturing SQL Statement exceptions, the data is written to the file as 80-byte records. The
following example shows the format of records that are written to the data set for SQL exceptions:

-  YYYY-MM-DD-10.54.10.622631                                                  

-                                                                              

-  SQL statement detected and logged for the following exception:-             

-    Long running SQL statement. Resp= 33.33                                   

-                                                                              

-                                                                              

-  Identification data:                                                        

-    Subsystem . . : DB23             Plan name . . : DSNESPRR                 

-    Auth ID . . . : DXB164           Program name  : DSNESM68                 

-    Connection ID : TSO              Stmt number . : 00131                    

-    Correlation ID: DXB164           Language  . . : *DYNAMIC*                

-    Location  . . :                  Collection ID :                          

-    Version:                                                                  

-    Statement type: OPEN CURSOR                                               

-    Statement begin time: YYYY-MM-DD-10.53.28.319391                          

-                                                                              

-  SQL Statement Text:                                                         

-                                                                              

-    SELECT *                                                                  

-        FROM SYSIBM.SYSSTMT                                                   

-        WHERE TEXT IN (SELECT TEXT                                            

-        FROM SYSIBM.SYSSTMT                                                   

-        WHERE TEXT LIKE '%A%' )                                               

-        ORDER BY TEXT                                                         

-                                                                              

-    Dynamic explain of SQL statement using qualifier: DXB164                  

-       QB JN   Mtch                        Index N-Sort-C TS Pre C Dgree GrpID

- Stmt#  # MT AC Cl Table/Index Name         Only UJOGUJOG LCK Tp E Ac Jn Ac Jn
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- (N/A)  1    R     SYSIBM.SYSSTMT                ----  IS  S    N/A   N/A     

-                                                 ---Y-           N/A   N/A    

-        2    R     SYSIBM.SYSSTMT                ----  IS  S    N/A   N/A     

-                                                 --Y-Y-           N/A   N/A   

----------------------------------------                                       

-Line 01         Data accessed from the table                                  

- In......Table: SYSIBM.SYSSTMT                                                

- Access Method: Table scan using sequential prefetch.                         

-          Lock: Intent Share                                                  

-                                                                              

-Line 02         Data accessed from the table                                  

- In............ Composite table (previous interim table)                      

- Access...Sort: Composite table sorted for ORDER BY.                          

-                                                                              

-Line 03         Data accessed from the table                                  

- In......Table: SYSIBM.SYSSTMT                                                

- Access Method: Table scan using sequential prefetch.                         

-          Lock: Intent Share                                                  

-                                                                              

-Line 04         Data accessed from the table                                  

- In............ Composite table (previous interim table)                      

- Access...Sort: Composite table sorted for UNION or elimination of duplicate  

-                rows and ORDER BY.                                            

-

Define/Modify Exception Type

The Define/Modify Exception Type panel allows you to select the type of exception checking to be performed.

Select the exception type to continue to the next definition panel.

Other exception types apply to subsystems, databases, and SQL statements.

Select the first option Ratio of one field value over another.

The following example shows the Define/Modify Exception Type panel:

                        Define/Modify Exception Type                           

 

    Select type of exception using an "S".  Then press Enter.                 

    S Ratio of one cumulative/snapshot field value over another               

    . Ratio of one delta field value over another delta value for an interval 

    . The value of a cumulative/snapshot field                                

    . Change (delta) of a field value for an interval                         

    . Rate per second of a delta field value for an interval                  

    . Percentage of one cumulative/snapshot field value over another          

    . Percentage of one delta field value over another for an interval        

    . A specified resource is active or inactive                              

    . Average application "time" (CPU, elapsed, etc.) exception

Cumulative and Snapshot Fields

Most exception types allow the use of one of two fields to define an exception. Possible field values are cumulative and
snapshot.
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Cumulative
Represents a value that increases until Db2 is restarted. This value can be used for any exception type that
requires a counter. Cumulative values can also be used as delta values for the interval exception type. When
used as a delta (change), the value at the beginning of the exception definition interval is subtracted from the
value at the end of the interval. Most field values are cumulative. For example, buffer pool GETPAGE counts, or
the number of system deadlocks.

Snapshot
Represents a value that can go up, down, or remain static. Snapshot value fields include the following options:

• Predefined percentages (a single field representing a percentage)
• Object size
• A DSNZPARM value
• A high water mark (HWM) value
• Another value that can increase or decrease over time

Examples of snapshot value fields include the following options:

• Size of a pool
• Number of pages of a pool in use
• Current number of threads in use
• Maximum number of threads allowed (DSNZPARM limit)

NOTE
Do not use snapshot values in the exception type that is defined for an interval or uses a delta value.

Exception Field Variables

The Exception Field Variables panel allows you to select variables for the exception.

If the list of variables is too long to fit on your screen, use the F7 and F8 scrolling keys.

Scroll right (F11) to see the following fields:

IFCID
Specifies the number of a trace record that is associated with the Db2 field.

Type
Indicates whether the field value is cumulative or a snapshot.

For this scenario, select # of GETPAGE requests for all pools. Because you are defining a ratio of one field to another,
this exception definition requires two variables. The Exception Field Variables panel appears again, prompting you to
select a second field variable. Select # of synchronous READ I/Os for all pools.

You have selected an application to monitor the ratio of GETPAGE requests per READ I/O operation.

The following example shows the Exception Field Variables panel:

                          Exception Field Variables                            

                                                            Row xxx-yyy of zzzz                        

   Select field 1 using an "S".  Then press Enter.            DB2/IDB2 Field  

   . # times para. coordinator bypass a DB2 - BP shortage     QXXCSKIP        

   . # parallel groups exec single DB2 - declared temp tbl    QXDEGDTT        

    Buffer Pool Totals (QBAC)                                                 

   . # of synchronous writes for all pools                    QBACIMW         

   S # of GETPAGE requests for all pools                      QBACGET         

   . # of system page updates for all pools                   QBACSWS         

   . # of synchronous READ I/Os for all pools                 QBACRIO         
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   . # of sequential prefetch requests for all pools          QBACSEQ         

   . # of list prefetch requests for all pools                QBACLPF         

   . # of dynamic prefetch requests for all pools             QBACDPF         

   . # of successful hiper pool reads for all pools           QBACHRE         

   . # of unsuccessful hiper pool reads for all pools         QBACHRF         

   . # of successful hiper pool writes for all pools          QBACHWR         

   . # of unsuccessful hiper pool writes for all pools        QBACHWF         

   . # getpages failed - conditional getpage for all pools    QBACNGT         

   . # async. pref. pages read by owning agent for all pools  QBACSIO         

   . # pages found/moved from HP to VP for pref. for all BPs  QBACHPG         

    Buffer Pool Statistics for Each Buffer Pool                               

   . # of synchronous writes for BP0                          QBACIMW         

   . # of GETPAGE requests for BP0                            QBACGET

Exception Identification Data

The Exception Identification Data panel prompts you for identification data for the exception that is specified on the panel.
The exception is identified by the exception name.

You can specify whether the exception should exist if the value is higher than, lower than, or equal to the threshold value.
For resource availability, you can specify whether the exception should exist if the resource is active or inactive.

Identification data is specific to the type of exception you are defining:

• For subsystem exceptions, you can specify the subsystem to which the exception applies.
• For application exceptions, you can specify the subsystems, connections, and plans to which the exception applies.
• For database exceptions, you can specify the subsystems, database, and page set to which the exception applies.
• For external/IQL based exceptions, you can specify the exception ID, severity level, and subsystem name to which the

exception applies.

NOTE
If you specify the plan name "DISTSERV" (fully qualified, no masking), an additional filter is available by
Correlation-ID through the Thread Groups feature.

• If an EXCEPTION-EXCLUDE is coded in the list of thread groups, individual Correlation-ID values associated
with the DISTSERV plan can be excluded from the exception evaluation.

• If an EXCEPTION-INCLUDE is coded in the list of thread groups, that restricts the evaluation of work running
under plan DISTSERV to only the Correlation-IDs specified. All other Correlation-IDs are ignored.

For more information about thread groups, see Define Thread Groups.

Use an asterisk (*) to generically specify any of the identification names. For example, you could specify a subsystem
name of *, a database name of DSNDB06, and a page set name of DSN*. You can also select a connection type to have
the exception apply only to a particular type of connection, or you can leave the default value of 0. 0 means that the
exception applies to all connection types.

If one exception is defined for all connection types and a similar exception is defined for a specific connection type,
the exception with the specific connection type is used for any record with the matching connection type selected. The
exception that is defined for all connection types is used for records that are defined with other connection types.

The entry of a subsystem is allowed because one VSAM data set with exception definitions can be shared by multiple
data collectors. If each of your data collectors has its own exception definitions VSAM data set, then you do not need to
enter a subsystem name.

Enter the exception identification data as follows:

1. Specify whether the value for the exception is higher or lower than the threshold value.
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In the Enter HIGH OR LOW field, enter LOW to check for a low GETPAGE per READ I/O ratio.
2. Specify whether this exception should apply to test, production, or both types of Db2 subsystems.

Data collectors can be defined to be monitoring test or production subsystems. You can use this setting to have a
particular exception definition that applies to either or both types.

3. You can specify the subsystem, connection, and plan to which the exception applies. You can either enter this
information, or you can qualify it with wildcard characters.
Leave the default asterisks in the three qualifying data fields so that all subsystems, connections, and applications are
checked for exceptions. Press Enter.

4. If you have defined a duplicate exception, a pop-up window prompts you to perform one of the following steps:
– Redefine the key of the exception you are defining
– Update panels in the existing exception

The following example shows the Exception Identification Data panel:

                        Exception Identification Data

                                                                        Row 1/14 

Verify the information below.  Then press Enter. 

                                                                

Exception name: AP000003

Type: Ratio of one cumulative/snapshot field value over another

 V1: # of GETPAGE requests for all pools                      QBACGET

 V2: # of synchronous READ I/Os for all pools                 QBACRIO 

  Is the exception to occur when the value is higher or equal to, or lower

  than or equal to the threshold value? . . . .  HIGH (Enter HIGH or LOW) 

  Does exception apply to test, prod. or both? . BOTH (Enter TEST/PROD/BOTH) 

  Qualifying data (may be generically specified)                        

    Subsystem name . ****  Connection name . ********  Plan name . ********  

    Conn type 0  0 All        3 CAF Online 6 IMS Trans   9 DDF Privat 12 CICS 

                 1 TSO Online 4 CAF Batch  7 IMS BMPATT 10 DDF DRDA   13 Utility

                 2 TSO Batch  5 DL/I Batch 8 IMS MPPATT 11 IMS Cntrl  14 RRSAF

Generic Specifications

Though you can specify exceptions generically, a separate exception entry is dynamically built for each qualifying
application, database, or subsystem. SYSVIEW for Db2 does not summarize all qualifying data into one generically
specified exception entry. SYSVIEW for Db2 reports exceptions uniquely by plan, connection, and subsystem or
database, page set, and subsystem. When duplicate exception types with different qualifying data are specified, the
unique exception definition is used.

To determine which exception entries qualify for a record, SYSVIEW for Db2 uses criteria in the following order:

• Plan name
• Connection ID
• Subsystem ID
• Connection type

For database exceptions, SYSVIEW for Db2 uses:

• Page Set
• Database
• Subsystem

For example, if an application has DSN8CC21 as the plan name, CICSTEST as the connection ID, and the following
defined exceptions:

PLAN=DSN8*,CONN=CICSTEST...
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PLAN=DSN8C*,CONN=CICS*...

PLAN=DSN8C*,CONN=*...

First, all exceptions that match the plan name are found. In this example, all three match. The first one would be
eliminated because the other two more uniquely match the record. The next criterion is connection name. The second is
chosen over the third because CONN=CICS* is more specific than CONN=*.

The same is true for database exceptions. Page set names have a higher priority than database names, and both names
have a higher priority than subsystem names.

Exception Execution Controls

The Exception Execution Controls panel lets you control the exception levels to be active and their threshold values and
check/reset timing.

Enter the execution controls as follows:

1. Specify the exception levels that you want active.
Check for critical exceptions only by tabbing to the Informational Active field and entering N, then tabbing to the
Warning Active field and entering N.

2. Specify the threshold value for that level.
Check for a threshold value of 5 by tabbing to the Threshold Value field (to the right of the Critical Active field) and
entering 5.

3. Specify the time of day that you want to check the exception.
You can define two different times of day for checking the exception. For example, to specify that the exception is to
be checked during peak hours of the day only, set the Begin Time #1 field to 0900 and the End Time #1 field to 1600.
If you want the exception to be checked only once per day, set the second time range to 0000 to 0000 (default). Leave
the default values, as shown in the previous sample panel.

NOTE
The range of your time specification cannot span over midnight. Specify the days of the week that you want
to check the exception.

Leave the Y default value next to each day of the week to check for the exception every day.
4. Specify the time of day that you want to reset the exception.

The action flags are reset, causing any action for an exception that might be reoccurring to be reinvoked. For example,
if an exception is triggered and logged, and then continues to occur, resetting the exception relogs that exception and
takes the specified action again. This option can be useful if you want to be sure that exception appears on the report
every day that it is triggered, even if the exception never ended.
If you do not want to reset the exception, set this field to 2400, as shown in the sample panel.
Leave the default setting, 2400, so that this exception is not reset.

5. Set the amount of time to elapse between the exception checks.
The last field on the panel lets you specify the amount of time that elapses between exception checks. If this time
is less than the exception processor detection cycle, the time defaults to the detection cycle time. This field is most
useful for limiting checks on expensive exceptions and for increasing the time range on interval-based exceptions. For
example, you can set an exception to check the number of databases opens for the last hour.
Allow five seconds to elapse between exception checks by tabbing to the last field on the panel and entering 5, as
shown in the sample panel. Press Enter.
If you were defining a database/pageset exception to monitor space, you would also see the following option on the
screen:
 Number of extents dataset considered 100% full 10  (1-999)

 

For pageset space utilization, this field indicates how many data set extents are to be considered as 100 percent full
when calculating the total percent of space used. The maximum page set data set size is computed by multiplying
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this value (minus one for the primary extent) by the secondary extent size, and then adding it to the primary extent
size. This option lets you consider the number of extents that is acceptable for your installation when calculating space
utilization.
If zero is coded or defaulted, a true estimate of space used (as a percentage of total space available for expansion)
is calculated by using available information as current number of extents, number of candidate volumes, SMS
STORCLAS/DATACLAS attributes, and whether the DB2 sliding scale extent option is active. This calculation assumes
that the space for expansion is available on candidate volumes. The calculation does not account for the possibility of
extent consolidation.

You have completed the exception execution controls.

The following example shows the Exception Execution Controls panel:

                        Exception Execution Controls                    

 

  Change the execution controls below as needed.  Then press Enter.        

 

    Specify which levels are active and their threshold values:            

      Informational active?  . . N (Y or N)   Threshold value . . . 0      

      Warning active?  . . . . . N (Y or N)   Threshold value . . . 0      

      Critical active? . . . . . Y (Y or N)   Threshold value . . . 5      

    Specify the times of day for which the exception is to be checked:     

      Begin time # 1 . . . 0000 (HHMM)    End time # 1 . . . 2400 (HHMM)   

      Begin time # 2 . . . 0000 (HHMM)    End time # 2 . . . 0000 (HHMM)   

    Indicate the days of the week the exception is valid (Y=Yes, N=No):    

      Sun Y   Mon Y   Tues Y   Wed Y   Thur Y   Fri Y   Sat Y              

    Time of day to reset exception (2400 implies do not reset) 2400 (HHMM)  

    How many seconds are to elapse between exception checks? 5             

Exception Message Text

The Exception Message Text panel lets you specify the text of the exception message.

Each exception message contains two 50-character parts. On most panels, the exception message displays on two lines,
each containing one of the two 50-character parts, with the extra blanks compressed out. For notification messages, such
as messages to TSO users and WTO messages, the two 50-character parts combine into one 100-character part. Extra
blanks are removed. That includes the blanks at the end of the first 50-character part.

Exception messages can contain variables for the subsystem name and exception value. These variables are replaced
with the appropriate data when the message appears. Exception variables begin with the ampersand (&). Most exception
variables are padded with Xs at the end, which provides enough room in the exception message to replace the variables
with the data.

Each exception type requires specific text sections:

• Application exceptions have three text sections:
Text for Summarized Historical Exceptions

When an exception occurs for summarized historical application data, this text appears on the Exception Monitor.
Individual/Real-Time Text for the Exception Display, Logging, and Notifications

When an individual value for historical application data or a value for real-time application activity exceeds a
threshold, this text appears on the Exception Monitor. The text in this message should include variables that
identify the plan, connection, user, and so on.
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Individual/Real-Time Text for all Other Online Screens
When an individual value for historical applications or a value for real-time application activity exceeds a
threshold, this text appears on all other displays. Do not include variables in the text for this message section,
because other fields on the panel on which the message appears already identify the application.

NOTE
You must enter the text in all sections.

• Subsystem and database exceptions require one message area only.
• SQL Statement exceptions have two message sections that are similar to the second and third application message

text previously described.
• External/IQL based exceptions do not use this message text.

The following example shows the Exception Message Text panel:

                           Exception Message Text                              

                                                                               

  Specify the exception text on the lines below.  Then press Enter.            

                                                                               

    Text for summarized historical exceptions                                  

      Part 1 . . . High average number of BP GETPAGE requests/READ             

      Part 2 . . . I/O. &VALUE for PLAN=&PLANNAM and CONN=&CONNAM              

                                                                               

    Ind./real-time text for the exception display, logging, & notifications    

      Part 1 . . . High avg. #BP GETPAGE requests/read I/O: &VALUEXX           

      Part 2 . . . P=&PLANNAM A=&AUTHIDIDX CN=&CONNAM CR=&CORRELATION          

                                                                               

    Ind./real-time text for all other on-line screens                          

      Part 1 . . . High average number of buffer pool GETPAGE                  

      Part 2 . . . requests per READ I/O:  &VALUEXX

Message Variables

Each message has its own set of variables that you can use in the exception text. Most of the variable names are padded
with Xs to be used as holding places for the full-length of the value. That way, you can verify that there is enough room to
replace the variable with the value. The following table shows the variables, their meaning, and where they can be used:

Variable Meaning Valid For

&ACEXXXX ACE address for an active thread A2, A3, S1, S2

&AUTHIDX Authorization ID A2, A3, S1, S2

&BPNAME Buffer pool name (for example, BP32K6) SSGenBP

&CONNNAM Connection ID A1, A2, A3, S1, S2

&CONNTYPEX Connection type (TSO-ONLINE, CAF-
BATCH, CICS, and so on)

A1, A2, A3, S1, S2

&CORRELATION Correlation ID A2, A3, S1, S2

&DATABASESTATUSX Database status DB

&DBNAMEX Database name DB

&FLD1VAL Current exception definition variable value all

&FLD2VAL Current exception definition variable value all

&LVL Level of exception: CRIT, WARN, or INFO all
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&PAGESET Page set name DB

&PLANNAM Plan name A1, A2, A3, S1, S2

&SSN Subsystem name all

&TTOKNXX Thread Token A2, A3, S1, S2

&VALUEXX Exception value all

&XCPNAME Exception name all

The Valid For column abbreviations in the table denote:

A1
First message text for application exception messages.

A2
Second message text for application exception messages.

A3
Third message text for application exception messages.

S1
First message text for SQL Statement exception messages.

S2
Second message text for SQL Statement exception messages.

DB
Database exception messages.

all
All exception message types.

SSGenBP
Subsystem exception messages for exceptions that are defined using generic local or group buffer pool fields.

NOTE

• &VALUEXX might not be valid for some exception types, such as resource availability.
• When &ACEXXXX is used in an external/IQL based exception, the IQL must name the THREAD-STATS

record.
• &FLD1VAL and &FLD2VAL might not be valid for some exception types. If these variables are specified for

an exception type that does not apply, N/A is substituted for the exception variable.

Some data automatically displays whenever the messages display or are sent (such as subsystem name, data, time,
and level of exception). When WTOs and TSO notification messages are sent, the exception message is sent after an
identification message.

Display Controls

The Display Controls panel allows you to specify when and how your exception displays.

You can specify the following options on this panel:

Number of Seconds...
Controls the length of time (in seconds) that the exception message is to be displayed after it is detected. This
information is used to determine whether to include an exception in the Exception Monitor.
Enter 60 in this field to display this message once it is detected. Press the Tab key.

Number of Times...
Controls the number of times the exception must be detected before being displayed.
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Enter 1 in this field to display it the first time it is triggered.
Screen Command to Execute...

Specifies a command to be executed when you use the G (goto screen) action code on the Exception Monitor.
You can use any valid panel navigation command in this field, including special commands.

• $XCAS displays the System Snapshot panel for the subsystem for which the exception occurred. For a
description, see "System Snapshot" in the section View System Statistics.

• $XCAP is valid for application exceptions and behaves differently depending on the application exception type:
– Real time displays the appropriate application in the Active Thread Detail panel. For more information about

this panel, see the section View Active Threads.
– Ind. Hist and Sum. Hist display the Thread History Selection Criteria panel with the plan, connection, and

subsystem names already filled in. You can fill in any other criteria, then view Detailed (F5) or Summarized
(F6) data.

• Other special commands that begin with $XCA are included in member DEFAULTS in the SYSVIEW for Db2
CDBAMAPS panel data set.

Tab to the Screen Command to Execute... field and enter D THRDHIST to display the Brief Thread History
panel when you use the G action code on the Exception Monitor for this exception.

Sound Terminal Alarm or Bell...
Specifies the level at which to sound the terminal alarm when the exception appears:
C

Sounds the alarm only for critical occurrences
W

Sounds the alarm for warning and critical occurrences
I

Sounds the alarm when an exception is detected
N

Eliminates the alarm altogether
Tab to the SOUND TERMINAL ALARM OR BELL... field and enter N to eliminate the alarm from sounding when
the exception is triggered.

Display Starting Level...
Controls the level at which to display the exception:
C

Displays the exception only when the exception reaches the critical level
W

Displays the exception when it reaches the warning or critical level
I

(Default) Displays the exception when it is detected at any level
N

Does not display the exception
Keep the default value (I) to display the message when this exception is triggered.

Color to Display Exception Messages
Controls the color of the exception message for three different levels:
R

Displays the message in red (default for critical)
P

Displays the message in pink
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Y
Displays the message in yellow (default for warning)

G
Displays the message in green

T
Displays the message in turquoise (default for informational)

B
Displays the message in blue

W
Displays the message in white

Enter T in the Informational field, Y in the Warning field, and R in the Critical field.

Verify that the information that you entered into the fields on this panel match that shown in the sample panel.

The following example shows the Display Controls panel:

                              Display Controls                                 

 

  Change the display options below as needed.  Then press Enter.               

 

    Number of seconds to display after last occurrence  . 60                   

    Number of times exception will occur before display . 1                    

    Screen command to execute ("go to" screen)  . . . . . D THRDHIST           

 

    Sound terminal alarm or bell starting at level  . . . N (I=Info, W=Warn,   

                                                             C=Crit, N=None)   

    Display starting at level . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I (I=Info, W=Warn,   

                                                             C=Crit, N=None)   

    Color to display exception messages                                        

      Informational . . . T     Warning . . . Y     Critical . . . R           

      (R=Red, P=Pink, Y=Yellow, G=Green, T=Turq., B=Blue, W=White)

Logging and Notification Controls

The Logging and Notification Controls panel specifies when logging and automatic notification for WTO and TSO (SEND
command) messages are to occur.

For more information about viewing log exceptions, see the section Viewing Messages.

Specify the following options on the panel:

Log Exception Starting at Level
Specifies the level to start logging the exception to its ILOG log data set:
C

Logs the exception only when the exception reaches the critical level
W

Logs the exception when the exception reaches the warning or critical level
I

Logs the exception whenever the exception is detected at any level
N

Indicates that the exception is never logged
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NOTE
Enter W in this field to log an exception when it reaches the warning level.

For Individual Hist, For Hist Summary, and For Real-Time
Specifies the application exception types to log this exception. If a type is not active for this exception, the
corresponding setting has no effect.

NOTE
Enter Y next to the For Individual Hist and For Real-Time fields to log the exception for those
exception types.

Number of Times Exception Will Occur...
Indicates how many times to detect the exception before logging it.
Default: 1

NOTE
Leave the default value in this field to log the exception each time it is triggered.

Send to TSO User... and Starting at Level
Indicates the level at which to notify TSO users that an exception occurred. You can specify up to three TSO user
IDs. The following values are valid:
C

Notifies the specified TSO users only when the exception reaches the critical level
W

Notifies the specified TSO users when the exception reaches the warning or critical level
I

Notifies the specified TSO users when the exception is detected at any level
N

Indicates that a message is never sent to the specified TSO users
Default: N

NOTE
Enter your own user ID in one of the Send to TSO User fields and enter W to notify when the exception
reaches the warning or critical levels.

For Individual Hist, For Hist Summary, and For Real-Time
Specifies the application exception types to send this exception. If a type is not active for this exception, the
corresponding setting has no effect.

NOTE
Enter Y next to the For Individual Hist and For Real-Time fields to send the exception message to you
for those exception types.

Issue WTO Starting at Level...
Specifies at what level to start issuing WTO messages for the exception. To be effective, this level should be at, or
higher than, the issuing level. The following values are valid:
C

Sends/holds a WTO only when the exception reaches the critical level
W

Sends/holds a WTO when the exception reaches the warning or critical level
I

Sends/holds a WTO when the exception is detected at any level
N

Indicates that a WTO is never sent/held
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Default: N
For Individual Hist, For Hist Summary, and For Real-Time

Specifies the application exception types to send a WTO message for this exception. If a type is not active for this
exception, the corresponding setting has no effect.

NOTE
Leave the default value (N) in each of these fields.

Hold the WTO Starting at Level
Indicates when to issue a held WTO for exception types that you specified in the previous field. The following
values are valid:
C

Holds the WTO only when the exception reaches the critical level
W

Holds the WTO when the exception reaches the warning or critical level
I

Holds the WTO when the exception is detected at any level
N

Indicates that the WTO is never held
Default: N

WARNING
Use this field with extreme caution! Leave the value at default. Too many exceptions flood a console and
bring down z/OS!

Issue Multi-Line WTO or 2 Single WTOs
Indicates whether separate WTOs are issued for each line of text that makes up the message, or as one multiline
WTO that contains all the exception identification data and text. The following values are valid:
S

Issues a separate message DBG72017E for each line of text that makes up the full text of the message
M

Issues one multiline DBG72017E message that contains all the message text
Default: S

NOTE
Leave the default value for this field.

Review your specifications against the specifications that are shown in the sample panel and if they agree, press Enter.

The following example shows the Logging and Notification Controls panel:

                      Logging and Notification Controls                        

            Change the logging and notification options below.  Then press Enter.        

 

    Log exception starting at level . . . . . . . . . . . W (I, W, C, or N)    

      For individual hist. . Y   For hist. summary . N   For real-time . Y     

    Number of times exception will occur before logging . 1_______             

    Send to TSO user #1 . . SE12345  starting at level  . W (I, W, C, or N)    

    Send to TSO user #2 . . ________ starting at level  . N                    

    Send to TSO user #3 . . ________ starting at level  . N                    

      For individual hist. . Y   For hist. summary . N   For real-time . Y     

    Issue WTO starting at level . . . . . . . . . . . . . N (I, W, C, or N)    

      For individual hist. . N   For hist. summary . N   For real-time . N     

      Hold the WTO starting at level  . . . . . . . . . . N (I, W, C, or N)    
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    Issue Multi-Line WTO or 2 Single WTO's  . . . . . . . S (M=Mult, S=Sngl)   

 

Command ===> ________________________________________________________________  

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                             

                             9=Swap                                12=Return

Exception Actions - Part 1

The Exception Actions Part 1 panel allows you to control the actions that SYSVIEW for Db2 takes when the exception
occurs.

On this panel, you can specify the following options:

Issue Following Operator Command Starting at Level
Indicates whether to issue a z/OS operator command when an exception reaches a certain severity level:
C

Issues the command at the exception critical level
W

Issues the command at the exception warning level
I

Issues the command whenever the exception is detected
N

(Default) Never issues the command
The command is issued only when the exception is first detected. For example, if the same exception is detected
for 10 consecutive intervals, the command is issued once (during the first interval). If the exception goes
undetected for one or more intervals, the command is reissued the next time when the exception is detected.
If exception is defined generically, the command is issued for each new beginning occurrence that uses
generically defined exception. For example, each plan.

CMD Text
Specifies the z/OS operator command to display when the exception reaches the specified level.
Leave this field blank.

For Individual Hist, For Hist Summary, and For Real-Time
Specifies the application exception types to send the specified z/OS operator command for this exception. If the
type is not active for this exception, the corresponding setting has no effect.
Leave these fields set to a default value (N).

Invoke Following IMOD...
Specifies the name of an IMOD to invoke each time it detects this exception. Blanks indicate not to invoke an
IMOD.
The data sent to an IMOD named in the definition of an exception has the following layout:

Position Length Description
1 4 Db2 subsystem name
5 8 Plan name
13 8 Connection name
21 8 Authorization ID
29 12 Correlation ID
41 8 IQL request name
49 1 Severity code (C, W, or I)
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50 1 Type code:
• 1—External/IQL
• I—Application, individual
• R—Application, real-time
• A—Application, summary
• S—Subsystem
• D—Database

51 1 Reason for invoking the IMOD (not
applicable for types 1 and I):
• B—Exception beginning
• E—Exception end
• P—Exception peak
• D—Dropped severity

52 1 Reserved
53 4 ASID of the user thread
57 2 Length of message text
59 100 Exception message text

Using ISERV...
Indicates where to execute IMOD. If you specify IMOD and you leave this field blank, then the default ISERV
specified in the MSSUB system parameter is used.
ISERV should typically be blank. You can use this field to override the MSSUB value of the data collector.

Starting at Level
Specify at what severity level to invoke the IMOD:
C

Invoke the IMOD only when the exception reaches the critical level
W

Invoke the IMOD only when the exception reaches the warning or critical level
I

Invoke the IMOD when the exception reaches any level
N

(Default) Never invoke the IMOD
The IMOD is invoked under any of the following conditions:

• When the exception first occurs
• When it reaches a new peak or worst value
• When it stops occurring
• When it occurs after not being detected for at least one exception detection cycle

For external/IQL based exceptions, the IMOD is issued for each detection.
For Individual Hist, For Hist Summary, and For Real-Time

Specifies the application exception types to send the specified IMOD for this exception. If a type is not active for
this exception, the corresponding setting has no effect.
Leave the default (N) in these fields.

Start Request..., Starting at Level...
You can specify up to three SYSVIEW for Db2 requests to start when the exception occurs. For Application
exceptions, the request is qualified as much as possible. To indicate at what level to start the requests, enter one
of the following options:
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C
Start the request only when the exception reaches the critical level

W
Start the request only when the exception reaches the warning or critical level

I
Start the request when the exception reaches any level

N
(Default) Never start the request

The request is started when the exception first occurs, or when it occurs after not being detected for at least one
exception detection cycle. For external/IQL based exceptions, the request is started for each detection.
Enter APPLPROF next to Start Request # 1 and Enter W next to Starting at Level to start the APPLPROF request
when the exception reaches the warning or critical level.

For Individual Hist, For Hist Summary, and For Real-Time
Specifies the application exception types to start the request for this exception. If a type is not active for this
exception, the corresponding setting has no effect.
Enter Y next to the For Individual Hist and For Real-Time fields to start the request for those exception types.

Compare your specifications with specifications in the sample panel. If they match, press Enter.

The following example shows the Exception Actions Part 1 panel:

                           Exception Actions Part 1                            

 

  Specify actions to take when exception occurs.  Then press Enter.            

 

    Issue following operator command starting at level  . N (I, W, C or N)     

      Cmd text                                                                 

      For individual hist. . N   For hist. summary . N   For real-time . N     

    Invoke following IMOD when the exception occurs . . .                      

      using ISERV (blanks imply use default ISERV)  . . .                      

      starting at level . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N (I, W, C or N)     

      For individual hist. . N   For hist. summary . N   For real-time . N     

    Start request # 1 APPLPROF starting at level  . . . . W (I, W, C or N)     

      For individual hist. . Y   For hist. summary . N   For real-time . Y     

    Start request # 2          starting at level  . . . . N (I, W, C or N)     

      For individual hist. . N   For hist. summary . N   For real-time . N

Exception Actions - Part 2

The Exception Actions Part 2 panel lets you control the actions that Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM takes when
the exception occurs.

To control the actions that Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM takes when the exception occurs, provide the
following values:

Issue following PTT Command Starting at Level
Specify C (Critical).
The command is issued only when the exception is first detected. For example, if the same exception is detected
for ten consecutive intervals, the command is issued once (during the first interval). If the exception goes
undetected for one or more intervals, the command is reissued the next time that the exception is detected.
If an exception is defined generically, the command is issued for each new beginning occurrence (for example,
each plan) using the generically defined exception.
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Part 1/Part 2
Specifies the Thread Terminator/Dynam DSNZPARM commands that are issued when the exception reaches the
specified level.

• In the Part 1 field, enter:
CANCEL PLAN=&PLANNAM CONN=&CONNNAM AUTH=&AUTHIDX

• In the Part 2 field, enter:
CORR=&CORRELATION ACE=&ACEXXXX TOKEN=&TTOKNXX

For Individual Hist, For Hist Summary, and For Real-Time
Specifies the application exception types to issue the PTT command for this exception. If a type is not active for
this exception, the corresponding setting has no effect.
Specify Y in the Real-Time field.

Issue OPS/MVS API Event Starting at Level
Specify C (Critical) for this field.
For more information about the OPS/MVS action, see Exception Action to Notify OPS/MVS.

For Individual Hist, For Hist Summary, and For Real-Time
Specifies the application exception types to issue OPS/MVS API event for this exception. If a type is not active for
this exception, the corresponding setting has no effect.
Specify Y for the Hist Summary field.

Send SNMP trap/email to destination group ____ starting at level
Leave both the group name blank and N (No) in the starting at level field.
For more information about how to send an SNMP trap/email, see Exception Action to Send an SNMP Trap and
Email.

Number of times exception will occur before sending
Indicates how many times to detect the exception before the agent is invoked to issue an SNMP trap or email.
Leave the default value of 0.

For Individual Hist, For Hist Summary, and For Real-Time
Specifies the application exception types to send a notification for this exception. If a type is not active for this
exception, the corresponding setting has no effect.
Leave these fields as N.

View/Update Exception Definition Panel

The View/Update Exception Definition panel indicates that you have successfully added your exception.

This panel lets you perform the following actions:

• Define a new application exception.
• Update the definition of an existing exception.
• Press F3 (End) to return to the List of Exception Definition panel.

The following example shows the View/Update Exception Definition panel:

                      View/Update Exception Definition                         

                                                                       Row 1/14

Choose one of the following with an "S".  Then press Enter.

Exception name: AP000008

Type: Ratio of one cumulative/snapshot field value over another      

V1: # of GETPAGE requests for all pools                      QBACGET 

V2: # of COMMITs and aborts                                  FLDCMAB
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  . Exception Identification Data                                              

  . Exception Execution Controls                                               

  . Exception Message Text                                                     

  . Exception Display Controls                                                 

  . Logging and Notification Controls                                          

  . Exception Actions Part 1 (Commands, IMODs, Requests)                       

  . Exception Actions Part 2 (PTT cmds, OPS/MVS, Trap/Email)                           

  . Application exception types (Sum, Individual, Real)                        

 

Command ===> ________________________________________________________________  

  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                                             

                             9=Swap                                12=Return

Exception Action to Notify OPS/MVS
When an exception alert within SYSVIEW for Db2 is triggered based on a defined threshold or rule, you can use the OPS/
MVS generic event API to send an event notification to OPS/MVS.

The API rules process this notification. Event notification passes information directly to OPS/MVS, including pertinent data
in OPS/REXX variables. Event notification action reduces the number of console messages and reduces the overhead
that is associated with processing the messages.

NOTE

• For more information about using OPS/MVS, see the OPS/MVS documentation.
• For more information about sending data to OPS/MVS as part of an IQL request, see IQL Reference.

1. Configure OPS/MVS and SYSVIEW for Db2 to enable the event notification process:
– In OPS/MVS, set the APIACTIVE parameter to ON.
– In SYSVIEW for Db2, set the CALL-OPS parameter to YES.

2. Write API rules for processing SYSVIEW for Db2 event notifications. Sample members are provided in the SYSVIEW
for Db2 SOURCE library.

3. Update or define an exception definition to enable its "Issue OPS/MVS API Event starting at level" action.

Variables for API Rules

Use the following variables when writing API rules in OPS/MVS. These variables identify the data that the SYSVIEW for
Db2 exception system passes to OPS/MVS and are read-only.

API.ID
Identifies the event.
Value: IDB_db2subsys_type_severity

NOTE
The underscore denotes text concatenation. For example, API.ID can contain the value
IDBD10ASSC, where D10A is the Db2 subsystem name, SS indicates the Subsystem exception type,
and C indicates that the exception is critical.

IDB is always the prefix. The following list describes the values:
db2subsys

Specifies the Db2 subsystem.
type

Specifies the exception type:
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• SS—Subsystem
• AP—Application
• DB—Database
• SQ—SQL
• IQ—External/IQL

severity
Specifies the exception severity:

• C—Critical
• W—Warning
• I—Informational

API.APPLICATION
Specifies the name of the application sending the data to OPS/MVS. This value is always SYSVDB2.

API.JOBNAME
Specifies the JOBNAME of the data collector.

API.DCASID
Specifies the address space ID of the data collector.

API.VERSION
Specifies the version of SYSVIEW for Db2.

API.IQLID
Specifies the exception ID for External/IQL-based exceptions.

API.TEXT
Specifies the text of the exception message. The message text can contain up to 480 characters. In the OPSLOG,
this message appears in the color that was specified in the exception definition.

API.SYSTEM
Specifies the name of the z/OS system where the exception occurred.

API.DSGROUP
Specifies the data sharing group where the exception occurred.

API.DB2SUBSYS
Specifies the Db2 subsystem name where the exception occurred.

API.TYPE
Specifies the type of exception.
Values: SUBSYSTEM|APPLICATION|DATABASE|SQL|EXTERNAL/IQL

API.SEVERITY
Specifies the severity of the exception.
Values: INFORMATIONAL|WARNING|CRITICAL

API.TOKEN
Specifies a unique value for the instance of an exception for a data collector.

NOTE
This value is not unique to the LPAR. To create LPAR unique value, use this value with the API.DCASID
variable.

API.DATETIME
Specifies the date and time in the following format: YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.TTTTTT.

API.STATUS
Specifies the status of the exception.
Values: BEGAN|ENDED|PEAKED|DIMINISHED
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API.VALUE
Contains the &VALUEXX exception variable, when &VALUEXX is available in the exception message.

API.SUBTYPE
Specifies the pool subtype.
The variable is set to N/A when it is not applicable for the current exception type.
Values: BPOOL|GBPOOL

API.BPNAME
Contains the &BPNAME exception variable, when &BPNAME is available in the exception message. &BPNAME
represents the buffer pool name where the buffer pool exception occurred.
The variable is set to N/A when it is not applicable for the current exception type.

API.GBPNAME
Contains the &BPNAME exception variable, when &BPNAME is available in the exception message. &BPNAME
represents the group buffer pool name where the group buffer pool exception occurred.
The variable is set to N/A when it is not applicable for the current exception type.

NOTE
The &BPNAME exception variable applies for buffer pools and group buffer pools.

API.DBNAME
Contains the &DBNAMEX exception variable, when &DBNAMEX is available in the exception message.
&DBNAMEX represents the name of the database where the exception occurred.
The variable is set to N/A when it is not applicable for the current exception type.

API.PAGESET
Contains the &PAGESET exception variable, when &PAGESET is available in the exception message.
&PAGESET represents the pageset name where the database exception occurred.
The variable is set to N/A when it is not applicable for the current exception type.

API.AUTHID
Specifies the authorization ID for thread-based exceptions. The variable is set to N/A for other exception types.

API.PLAN
Specifies the plan name for thread-based exceptions. The variable is set to N/A for other exception types.

API.CONN
Specifies the connection for thread-based exceptions. The variable is set to N/A for other exception types.

API.CORRID
Specifies the correlation ID for thread-based exceptions. The variable is set to N/A for other exception types.

API.EXCPNAME
Specifies the exception name.

API.ACE
Specifies the thread ACE for thread-based exceptions. The variable is set to N/A for other exception types.

API.COLLID
Specifies the collection ID for thread-based exceptions. The variable is set to N/A for other exception types.

API.PACKAGE
Specifies the package name for thread-based exceptions. The variable is set to N/A for other exception types.

API.PACKVER
Specifies the package version for thread-based exceptions. The variable is set to N/A for other exception types.

API.STMTID
Specifies the statement ID for thread-based exceptions. The variable is set to N/A for other exception types.
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API.SQLTEXT
Specifies the SQL text for thread-based exceptions. SQL text can contain up to 16384 characters. The variable is
set to N/A for other exception types.

API.TRUNCSQL
Specifies whether the SQL text has been truncated for thread-based exceptions. The variable is set to N/A for
other exception types.

API.COLOR
Specifies the binary value of the color of the API.TEXT that is used in the OPSLOG.

• 00—Default
• 01—Green
• 02—Blue
• 03—Red
• 04—White
• 05—Pink
• 06—Yellow
• 07—Turquoise

Sample Members for API Rules

The following sample members are provided in the SYSVIEW for Db2 SOURCE library during post-install:

OFSRULE
Sends an email with full details about the exception using the sample OPS/REXX script EMAILMSG supplied with
the OPS/MVS.

OPSRULE1
Specifies the API event that causes the rule to execute.

OPSRULE2
Alters the buffer pool size. This sample applies to events that trigger critical buffer pool exceptions.

OPSRULE3
Sends an email with short information about the exception using the supplied OPSMAIL script.

OFSRULE4
Parses the output of THRDOP01. THRDOP01 is an optional request that passes a count of active DBATs,
grouped by workstation, user, and transaction name.
You can customize OFSRULE4 to act when the count of DBATs from a single source exceeds a certain value, for
example, 25.

OPSMAIL
Parses input data from the exception and sets up the SMTP variables, so an email can be sent using SMTP.

Exception Action to Send an SNMP Trap and Email
Configure an exception alert to inform the members of the destination group of an exception.

When a defined threshold or a rule triggers the exception, the exception alert triggers one or both of the following
mechanisms:

• The alert invokes The Event Notification Facility (CAIENF) to send an SNMP trap.
• The alert calls an SMTP server to send an email.
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Use the event notification action to reduce the number of console messages and overhead that is associated with the
processing of the messages:

1. Define destination in the DEST-GROUPS-DSN system parameter.
2. (Optional) Set the CALL-DEST parameter to ON, TRAP, or MAIL. The default setting (ON) sends both SNMP traps

and mails.
3. (Optional) Set the DEBUG-LEVEL parameter to 4 or higher to display the following debugging messages:

– Which exception was triggered
– Which destination was used
– Which email or SNMP trap was sent

4. (Optional) Set the SMTP-SYSOUT and SMTP-WRITER parameters. If you omit both, SYSOUT class B and writer
SMTP are used.

5. Enable modern look of the emails in the SMTP-TEMPLATE-DSN parameter.
NOTE
If you specify HTML TEMPLATE as a destination group, you must also specify the data collector system
parameter SMTP-TEMPLATE-DSN. Else, this step is optional.

6. Update or define an exception definition so that its "Send SNMP trap/email to destination group" action is enabled and
specifies the desired destination group name.

Exception Variables

When setting an action in the exception, use the following variables to define the name of the destination group:

&AUTHIDX
Specifies the authorization ID.
Default: DFLTAUTH

&PLANNAM
Specifies the plan name.
Default: DFLTPLAN

&CONNNAM
Specifies the connection name.
Default: DFLTCONN

These variables can be used only for application-based or IQL-based exceptions.

When an exception occurs and a variable was used as a destination name, the variable is replaced with an actual
value. If there is no actual value, the variable is replaced with the default value. Exception system attempts to find the
destination name of the replaced value. If there is no match, the exception system attempts to find the destination that is
named DEFAULT.

Empty and Default Destination

You can define a valid dummy (empty) destination group without a trap or mail.

If you need no action for some or undefined values, a dummy destination can be used for the variable-based destination
name.

The exception system attempts to use the following destinations:

DFLTAUTH
If the authorization ID is not available

DFLTPLAN
If the plan name is not available
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DFLTCONN
If the connection name is not available

DEFAULT
Otherwise

NOTE
Default destination is optional. You can define it as a dummy destination for unknown or non-available values.

The SNMP Trap MiB Definition

SYSVIEW for Db2 sends the enterprise-specific trap (SNMPv1). The enterprise ID is 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.3.9.26, and the
name is caiDb2mvs. The MiB (Management Information Base) file is created during a post installation in the high-
level.SOURCE(CAIDB2MB) member. Use this MiB file to get compiled and loaded into your system monitoring
applications.

The Email Formats

SYSVIEW for Db2 sends an email through an SMTP external writer. The email contains data similar to the data sent
through the SMNP trap. The email is built using the MIME standard and contains the following two parts:

1. Content-Type: text/plain
2. Content-Type: text/html

The Text/Plain Email

The text/plain part allows the email to be displayed in a client that does not support HTML formatting. Customization is not
supported for the layout of this part. The following example demonstrates the email contents in plain text format:

SYSVIEW for DB2 detected following exception: 

LPAR                : SYSA 

Data Sharing Group  : N/A 

DB2 Subsystem Name  : D12A 

DB2 Release         : 12.1 

Data Collector Job  : INSIGHT1 

Data Collector ASID : 0276 

SYSVDB2 Version     : 20.0 

Exception Type      : SUBSYSTEM 

Exception Severity  : CRITICAL 

Exception Status    : ENDED 

Exception Token     : 000000FE 

Date and Time       : 2021-12-22-05.55.31.952393 

Value               : 2 

Buffer Pool         : N/A 

Group Buffer Pool   : N/A 

Database name       : N/A 

Pageset             : N/A 

ACE                 : N/A 

Plan                : N/A 

Connection          : N/A 

Correlation         : N/A 

Authorization ID    : N/A 

Exception message   : Low number of active logs, 2, available for Db2 to use.

Exception name      : xxxxxxxx
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The Text/HTML Email

The layout of the text/html part can be customized using an HTML template. For information about the template syntax,
see Customize HTML Emails. The following examples demonstrate the email contents in HTML format when the HTML
template is either used or not used:

• Without template:
SYSVIEW for DB2 detected following exception: 

LPAR                : CA32 

Data Sharing Group  : DSNDTGP 

DB2 Subsystem Name  : DT32 

DB2 Release         : 12.1 

Data Collector Job  : IDB2DCAD 

Data Collector ASID : 01AF 

SYSVDB2 Version     : 20.0 

Exception Type      : APPLICATION 

Exception Severity  : CRITICAL 

Exception Status    : PEAKED 

Exception Token     : 0000021F 

Date and Time       : 2022-01-20-04.50.36.390558 

Value               : 21.29 

Buffer Pool         : N/A 

Group Buffer Pool   : N/A 

Database name       : N/A 

Pageset             : N/A 

ACE                 : 32FEAC20 

Plan                : IDB2IFI 

Connection          : DB2CALL 

Correlation         : IDB2DCAP 

Authorization ID    : PLATDEV 

Collection            

Package

Package version

Statement ID        : N/A

SQL text truncated  : NO 

Exception IQL ID    : N/A

Exception message   : High avg "IN DB2" resp time per LUW: 21.29 P=IDB2IFI A=PLATDEV CN=DB2CALL CR=IDB2DCAP

Exception name      : AP000020

• With template:
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Configuration Example

The following HTML template configuration example sends an SNMP trap and email to the destination group MYTRAPS.
Steps that support the creation of multiple HTML templates are marked as optional.

1. Define destination with the DEST-GROUPS-DSN system parameter.
DEST-GROUPS-DSN='IDB2.SYSPARMS(DESTGRPS)'

2. (Optional) Allocate a new template PDS library IDB2.SOURCE.ETMPL and copy the NSIEHTML sample template
member to this library.

3. (Optional) Define the default template with the SMTP-TEMPLATE-DSN system parameter:
SMTP-TEMPLATE-DSN='IDB2.SOURCE(NSIEHTML)'

NOTE
If you specify the HTML TEMPLATE for a destination group, you must also specify the data collector system
parameter SMTP-TEMPLATE-DSN. The partitioned data set specified in the SMTP-TEMPLATE-DSN
parameter is used to find the HTML template member.

4. (Optional) Create an email template member in IDB2.SOURCE.ETMPL(HTMLTMP1).
5. Define a destination group in IDB2.SYSPARMS(DESTGRPS):

DEFINE DEST MYTRAPS

  DESC '2 traps and mails for admins'

  TEMPLATE 'HTMLTMP1'

  FROM 'noreply@example.com'

  TO   'admin1@example.com'

  TO   'admin2@example.com'

  SUBJECT '&LPAR &SSID &SEVR - &TEXT'

  SNMP 'trap1.example.com'

  SNMP 'trap2.example.com'

6. Update the exception to use the new MYTRAPS destination.

                         Exception Actions Part 2 

Specify actions to take when exception occurs. Then press Enter. 

  Issue following PTT command starting at level . . . : N (I, W, C or N) 
    Part 1 . . : __________________________________________________
    Part 2 . . : __________________________________________________

  Issue OPS/MVS API Event starting at level . . . . . : N (I, W, C or N) 

  Send SNMP trap/email to destination group MYTRAPS_ starting at level W
    Number of times exception will occur before sending 5

Export and Import Exception Definitions
The Data Collector started task uses the exception definition KSDS file to store exception definitions in an internal
binary format. As an alternative, you can use the exception definition JSON format to store, import, and export exception
definitions in human readable and editable format. The Batch User Interface can export exception definitions from the
active Data Collector KSDS definition file to JSON and import exception definitions from JSON to KSDS. You can export
and import exception definitions between Db2 subsystems.

Exception definitions in JSON format are stored as members of a PDS or PDSE dataset. Note the following requirements
and limitations:
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• You must define the PDS/E dataset with record format FB and a record length of 80. The first 72 columns are
significant and the contents of columns 73-80 are ignored.

• There is no continuation character. All JSON field names and values must fit on a single input line. Line breaks in a
field name or field value are not allowed.

• The content uses EBCDIC code page 37.

Each member of the PDS/E dataset must contain a single exception definition. The name of the exception definition
that you specify in the “name” field must match the PDS/E member name.

The main function of JSON is not to define exception definitions. But this format enables you to make expedient changes
to the individual exception definition parameters. The structure of the JSON definition typically corresponds to the
Exception Definition UI panels and you can readily identify the field names with the corresponding field of the UI panels.

The Batch User Interface supports the following actions:

Export Exception Definitions

You can export exception definitions from the active Data Collector KSDS exception definition file to JSON.

Run the Batch User Interface with COMMAND=EXCMGR and REQUEST=EXPORT in the DBGPARMS input. The
EXCEPTION-NAME parameter in DBGPARMS specifies which exceptions to export. If you do not specify a value,
all exceptions are exported.

You must allocate the output EXCJSON DD to a single PDS/E dataset. Each exception definition is stored as a single
member of the PDS/E dataset. You must allocate the dataset with the DISP parameter. You can assign the following
actions:
DISP=NEW

Allocates a new PDS/E dataset and writes all exported exception definitions into the PDS/E dataset.
DISP=MOD

Writes all exported exception definitions into the PDS/E dataset. Overwrites any existing members in the PDS/E
that have the same name.

DISP=OLD
Deletes all existing members to reinitialize the PDS/E directory and writes all exported exception definitions into
the PDS/E dataset. Stores each exception definition as a single member.

Edit Exception Definitions

Use the ISPF editor or other tools to edit the JSON exception definition PDS/E members.
You can modify all exception definition fields, with the following exceptions:
“json_version”

Specifies the version of the JSON format structure. Changing the value of this field may cause unexpected
behavior.

“name”
Specifies the name of the exception definition. The name must correspond to the name of the PDS/E member that
contains the JSON text. If you change the name, you must also rename the PDS/E member.

“type”
Specifies the type of the exception definition. Different sets of JSON fields are defined for each exception type.
Therefore, we recommend that you do not change the exception definition type.

"type", “v1”, “v2”
These fields within the “identification_data”: {“values”: {…}} subobject contain internal code names
for the exception fields. We do not support changing these fields.
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Check Exception Definitions

Before you import exception definitions from JSON, perform the “CHECK” action. The “CHECK” action provides the
following validations:

• Validates the JSON syntax
Verifies that all fields contain valid values and all required fields are present. If there is a syntax error, an error
message appears. This error message contains the specific error and the number of the input line that contains the
error.

• Validates whether you can import the exception definition to the active Data Collector
An informational, warning, or error message appears and the possible actions are as follows:
– You can import the exception definition.
– An exception definition with the same name exists and you can update it during import.
– An exception definition with the same name exists, however it has a different exception type or is defined for

different value fields or IQL ID.
– An exception definition with the same identification data (which form the primary key of the exception KSDS file) but

a different name is already defined. You cannot import the exception definition.

Run the Batch User Interface with COMMAND=EXCMGR and REQUEST=CHECK in the DBGPARMS input. The
EXCEPTION-NAME parameter in DBGPARMS specifies which exceptions to check. If you do not specify a value, all
exceptions are checked. You must allocate the input EXCJSON DD to a concatenation of one or more PDS/E datasets
that contain exception definitions in JSON format.
If a member with the same name is present in multiple datasets in the concatenation, only the member of the top-most
dataset in the concatenation is processed.

Import Exception Definitions

You can import exception definitions from JSON to an active Data Collector KSDS exception definition file.

Run the Batch User Interface with COMMAND=EXCMGR and REQUEST=IMPORT in the DBGPARMS input. The
EXCEPTION-NAME parameter in DBGPARMS specifies which exceptions to import. If you do not specify a value, all
exceptions are imported. You must allocate the input EXCJSON DD to a concatenation of one or more PDS/E datasets
that contain exception definitions in JSON format.

NOTE
If a member with the same name exists in two or more datasets within the concatenation, only the member of
the top-most dataset in the concatenation is processed.

After you import exception definitions, restart the active Data Collector exception system for the changes to take effect.
Run the Batch User Interface with COMMAND=EXCMGR and REQUEST=RESTART in the DBGPARMS input to restart
the exception system.

Use a Sequential Dataset

You can allocate the EXCJSON DD to a PDS/E library, a sequential dataset, or a PDS/E member.
If you use a sequential dataset or PDS/E member as the output for the EXPORT function, all exception definitions
that match the EXCEPTION-NAME specification are written sequentially to a single dataset. You cannot allocate the
EXCJSON DD output to a concatenation of multiple datasets.
The following specification lets you allocate the EXCJSON DD output as a spool output:
//EXCJSON DD SYSOUT=*

If you use a sequential dataset or PDS/E member as the input for the CHECK, IMPORT, or REINIT functions, the entire
input dataset is read. Only exception definitions that match the EXCEPTION-NAME specification are processed. You can
allocate the EXCJSON DD input to a concatenation of multiple datasets. If multiple exception definitions with the same
name exist in a sequential dataset or in multiple datasets in the concatenation, only the first definition is processed.
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WARNING
To simplify concatenation of JSON exception definition datasets, do not separate the individual exception
definition JSON objects by a comma. Comma separated values result in a syntax error.

Monitor Exceptions
Use exception facilities to set exception limits, view current exceptions, and review a log of previous exceptions to see
when limits were exceeded.

These actions let you isolate an exception occurrence and tune the performance of the application or Db2 subsystem.

Exception List Type

Every Exception Monitor panel includes a Type field. This field allows you to switch between the following possible lists of
exceptions:

IN-ALERT
(Default) Displays all current exceptions. These exceptions had occurred in the last exception interval or their
display time has not yet elapsed.

TRIPPED
Lists all exceptions that have occurred since the data collector has been active. This list excludes real-time
application exceptions for threads that no longer exist. Such exceptions are discarded when the thread goes away
to reduce the storage usage.

INUSE
Lists all active exceptions that are being checked by the exception processor. This list does not include INUSE
exceptions. Also, if an exception is being used by one or more threads, plans, databases, and so on, then the
exception is listed for each qualifying thread, page set, or plan. The exception processor requires qualifying data
(such as a qualifying thread or a page set) for an exception to be checked. Only such exceptions then show up on
this display.

To change the exception list, type over the current value and press Enter.

Exception Order

In all Exception Monitor views, the exceptions are listed in the order of severity levels:

• CRITICAL
• WARNING
• INFORMATIONAL

Search for an Exception

To search for a text string in the Exception Monitor panels, enter F searchstring on the command line and press
Enter. Use the F5 (rfind) key to repeat the search.

Actions

To perform actions on listed exceptions, use the following commands in the selection field. Enter a command to the left of
each action severity level.

U (Update Current and Permanent)
Changes both the current runtime definition and the permanent definition in the exception data set.

T (Temporary Update)
Overrides the current runtime exception definition temporarily until the exception system is restarted.
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G (Goto Screen)
Executes the go to screen command, if specified in the exception definition. Many Subsystem exceptions have
a go to action that displays the System Snapshot panel. Many Application exceptions have a go to action that
displays the Active Thread Detail panel. If you try a go to action and no go to screen command is specified for that
exception, the following error message appears:
DBG55124W There is no "GOTO" command defined

Once you go to a panel, the normal functions within that component are available. When you press F3 (End) to
end, you return to the Exception panel that you started from.

H (Help)
Provides a pop-up help window with a description of the exception definition, fields that comprise the definition,
and helpful hints. For external/IQL based exceptions, the online help that is associated with the exception
identifier appears. Like other Help system panels, many Exception Help panels include hypertext links to view
additional information.

B (Browse)
Allows you to invoke the exception definition screens in browse mode. You can view the exception definition, but
you cannot update it.

The Exception Monitor Menu

The following example shows the Exception Monitor menu that you access by selecting option 9 Exception Monitor from
the main menu:

_ 1 All  2 Subsystem  3 Application  4 Database  5 Ext/IQL    Type . IN-ALERT 
                                                              (IN-ALERT, INUSE,
EXCDISP                    All Exceptions In Alert            TRIPPED)        
                                                                   Row n-nn/nnn
Actions: H=Help, G="Goto" screen, U=Update current and permanent,             
         T=Temp update, B=Browse               
...

The following menu options are available:

• 1 All - All Exceptions In Alert panel (EXCDISP)
Displays the exceptions for the current subsystem in the following order:
– Subsystem
– Application (real-time)
– Application (historical summary)
– Application (individual historical)
– Database
– External/IQL
To see exceptions for another subsystem, return to the main menu, press F6 to pick the Db2, and then return to this
panel.
You can also access this panel by entering EXCEPT on the command line.

• 2 Subsystem - Subsystem Exceptions In Alert panel
Displays subsystem exceptions.
You can also see Subsystem exceptions for recent past activity by displaying the Exception List panel within the
System History function.

• 3 Application -  Application Exceptions In Alert panel
Displays application and SQL based exceptions.
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You can also see Application exceptions for current thread activity by displaying the Exception List panel within the
Active Threads function. If you want to see Application exceptions for completed threads, display the Exception List
panel from within the Thread History function.

• 4 Database - Database Exceptions In Alert panel
Displays database exceptions.
When you display in use exceptions, the panel lists all exception definitions that reside in memory waiting to be
checked. Inactive exceptions are excluded from the list.

• 5 Ext/IQL - External/IQL Exceptions In Alert panel
Displays external/IQL based exceptions.

Manage the Exception System
Use the Manage Exception System panel to check and change the status of the exception system.

To invoke Exception Manager, enter EXCMGR on the command line or select option 9 Exception from the Tools drop-down
list.

The following values describe the status of the exception system:

RUNNING Indicates that exception system is processing normally.
STOPPED Indicates that exception system was at one time running normally, but has since been stopped. Use this

panel to restart the exception system.
STOPPED DUE

TO DESTINATION
GROUP ERROR

Indicates that a problem related to destination group definitions was found during the exception system
restart. Correct the destination group error and restart the exception system.

TERMINATING Indicates that exception system was running normally, but has since received a request to stop or restart
and is terminating.

INITIALIZING Indicates that exception system has received a request to restart and is currently in the initialization phase.
NOT INSTALLED

OR ABENDED
Indicates that exception system did not start when the data collector was started (controlled by
EXCEPTION-PROCESSOR system parameter), or it started and abended.

To change the current state of the exception system, enter 1 to restart the exception system or 2 to stop the exception
system. If you enter 1 and the exception system is currently running, the exception system stops and restarts. The
exception system can be also restarted with the data collector batch interface.

Monitoring SQL Activity
As a database administrator (DBA), you want to monitor how your dynamic and static SQL statements perform and
conduct real-time and historical analysis on the collected data. This information helps you identify the resource-intensive,
poorly performing statements by answering the following questions:

• Which SQL is consuming the most resources?
• How has the execution of a selected statement changed over time?
• How many SQL statements executed during an interval or range of intervals, and what was their resource

consumption?
• Which programs issue the most static SQL?
• Which programs contain the most resource-intensive SQL?
• Which SQL has recently executed and what was the resource consumption?

This information helps you react quickly to problem SQL, without running expensive traces.

NOTE
This functionality uses the synchronous and asynchronous IFCID 316 and 401 records and is available for Db2
10 NFM and higher.
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Identify poorly performing dynamic and static SQL through the following steps:

1. Review the prerequisites and enable IFCIDs to collect the SQL statistics. For more information, see the subsection
SQL Analysis Configuration Prerequisites.

2. Analyze the current and historical SQL statistics. For more information, see the subsections Viewing SQL Exec
Current Stats and Viewing SQL Exec History.

SQL Analysis Configuration Prerequisites
To perform SQL analysis tasks, address the following prerequisites:

• Verify that your subsystem is running Db2 10 or higher.
• Verify that capturing of IFCIDs 316, 317, and 401 is enabled.
• If historical data collection is enabled, verify that HSTSTATS file is sized appropriately. For calculation details, see the

section Online History Data Sets.

Enable IFCIDs to Collect SQL Statistics

For historical reporting, SYSVIEW for Db2 collects data from synchronous and asynchronous IFCID 316 and IFCID 401
records and builds its own internal records. These records reflect dynamic and static SQL activity for a collection interval.
You can view the data in an interval-by-interval display, or can view a summary of all selected intervals. In addition,
you can optionally collect the SQL statement text (IFCID 317 records) for the dynamic SQL statements with the worst
performance. Use history selection criteria to limit the data to selected programs, SQL statements, or SQL statements that
exceed a specified threshold value.

For static SQL collection, IFCID 1041 EDM-STAT-STMT-COLL is also used. This record is the same as the IFCID 401
EDM-POOL-STATS, except that this record contains values for the specified data collector history interval. The data
collector builds this record and typically stores this record in the online history. The data collector builds this record
using the synchronous IFCID 401 records at the end and start of each history interval. The data collector also uses the
asynchronous 401 records that are obtained during the interval to calculate the statement activity during the specified
interval.

For dynamic SQL collection, IFCID 1043 DYNAMIC-CACHE-COLL is also used. This record is the same as the IFCID
316 DYNAMIC-SQL-STATS, except that this record contains values for a specified data collector history interval. The data
collector builds this record using synchronous IFCID 316 records from the start and end of each history interval and the
asynchronous IFCID 316 records that are obtained during the interval. The data collector then uses this information to
calculate the statement activity during the interval. This record is typically stored in the online history.

You can enable data collection for static SQL, dynamic SQL, or both. You can also enable data collection for real-time
analysis, or for real-time and historical analysis.

1. To collect real-time data, enable the following data collector system parameters:
– IQL-INCLUDE-IFCID318=YES
– IQL-INCLUDE-IFCID400=YES
For more information, see IQL Control Parameters.

2. To collect historical data and real-time summary data, enable the following IFCIDs in the data collector parameter
HIST-STATS-RECS:
– IFCID 316
– IFCID 401
For more information, see History and Archive Parameters.

3. To collect the dynamic SQL statement text, enable and specify a value for one or more of the following data collector
system parameters:
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– HIST-IFC317-AVG-CPU-TOP=nn,mm
– HIST-IFC317-AVG-ELAP-TOP=nn,mm
– HIST-IFC317-TOT-ELAP-TOP=nn,mm
– HIST-IFC317-TOT-CPU-TOP=nn,mm
For more information, see Dynamic Statement Text Capture Parameters in the History and Archive Parameters.

NOTE
IFCID 317 records are collected only if the dynamic SQL statement is still available in the dynamic statement
cache at the end of the history interval.

Viewing SQL Exec Current Stats
The SQL current statistics are provided in the following formats:

• Snapshot of all SQL statements currently in the EDM pool or dynamic statement cache.
• A summary of statistics for all SQL executed during the current collection interval.

Perform a real-time analysis of recently executed SQL to determine which dynamic and static SQL is consuming the most
resources.

• Identify all SQL statements that are currently loaded in the cache or EDM pool.
• Identify all SQL statements that were executed in the current collection interval.
• Identify the SQL statements that have remained in the cache or EDM pool the longest.
• View detailed statistics for a selected SQL statement:

– Class 2 and Class 3 times, including total and average execution time
– Buffer pool activity
– RID pool failures

• View the dynamic SQL statement text for a selected SQL statement or retrieve static SQL statement text from the
Db2 catalog and perform a dynamic EXPLAIN to see how the access path would change if the SQL statement were
rebound.

For the current SQL activity statistics, select Main Menu option 10 SQL Exec Current Stats. The following information is
provided for each of the subsequent panels: navigation menu option, panel title, request name (if applicable), and short
description.

The following example shows the SQL Exec Current Stats menu:

_  1 DynCache  2 DynCache-Int  3 Static SQL-EDM  4 Static SQL-Int             
                                                                     FOCUS OFF
R/DYNSQLST      Dynamic SQL Statements in Cache                   Item 1-29/145 
...

The following menu options are available:

1 DynCache - Dynamic SQL Statements in Cache panel (DYNSQLST)
Displays information about dynamic SQL statements that have been cached for reuse. The first 60 bytes of the
SQL statement are displayed. Resource usage statistics can be obtained if IFCID 318 is activated by a trace.
Request DYNSTATS can be used to activate IFCID 318.
Example of use: Determine cached dynamic SQL statements and each statements accumulated resource
usage.
If you select a particular SQL statement, the following panel appears:
Selected Dynamic SQL Statement in Cache (DYNSQLTX)

Displays a complete cached dynamic SQL statement for the specific statement. The SQL statement can
be explained to determine the access path being used.
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Example of use: Use the explain feature to determine the access path being used by the dynamic
statement.

2 DynCache-Int - Dynamic SQL Stats - Current Hist Interval (DYNSQLCI)
Displays statistics about dynamic SQL statements that are collected during the current history collection interval.
To collect this data, include IFCID 316 in the HIST-STATS-RECS system parameter.
Example of use: Determine which dynamic SQL statements most frequently executed and consumed most CPU
during the current history collection interval.
If you select a particular SQL statement, the following panel appears:
Selected Dynamic SQL Stmt Detail Hist Int panel (DYNSQLCD)

Displays the complete set of statistics for the selected SQL statement. Displays also the complete SQL
statement text if the statement is still in the dynamic statement cache.
Example of use: Determine buffer pool activity, CPU usage, and class 3 wait times for the selected SQL
statement. View SQL statement text if available.

3 Static SQL-EDM - Snapshot of Static SQL Stats in EDM Pool panel (STASQLST)
Displays statistics about static SQL statements currently in the EDM pool since IFCID 400 was activated. Usage
statistics can be obtained if IFCID 400 is activated. To enable IFCID 400, you can either set IQL-INCLUDE-
IFCID400=YES in the data collector system parameters, or include IFCID 401 in the HIST-STATS-RECS
parameter, which also causes the data collector to save static SQL statistics to the online history files.
Example of use: Determine which static SQL statements are most frequently executed and consume the most
CPU.
Perform the following actions:
S

The following panel appears:
Selected Static SQL Statement Detail (STASQLTX)
Displays detailed statistics about a selected static SQL statement.
Example of use: Determine buffer pool activity, CPU usage, and class 3 wait times for the selected SQL
statement.

T
The following panel appears:
SQL Statement Retrieved From DB2 Catalog panel
Retrieves the SQL statement from the SYSPACKSTMT catalog table using the statement ID.
Note that the STMT_ID column is not in any default index. We recommend creating an index containing
the STMT-ID column.
Displays the SQL text for the plan, collection ID, program, version, and the precompiler statement number
shown.
The product retrieves the statement text from the qualifier.SYSSTMT table for DBRMs within a plan and
from SYSIBM.SYSPACKSTMT for packages.
A program that has been recompiled causing the statement numbers to be changed means that
SYSVIEW for Db2 cannot locate the statement text. The qualifier in qualifier.SYSSTMT was used
when the SYSVIEW for Db2 plan was bound. By default, the qualifier is SYSIBM.
For OPEN, FETCH, and CLOSE cursor statements, prior DECLARE cursor statement in addition to
the manipulative cursor statement is retrieved. If you invoke EXPLAIN for one of these statements, the
product invokes EXPLAIN for the DECLARE CURSOR statement.
Press F6 or use the EXPLAIN command to perform a dynamic EXPLAIN of the SQL statement.

4 Static SQL-Int - Static SQL Stats - Current Hist. Interval panel (STASQLCI)
Displays statistics about static SQL statements collected during the current history collection interval. To collect
this data, include IFCID 401 in the HIST-STATS-RECS system parameter.
Example of use: Determine which static SQL statements most frequently executed and consumed most CPU
during the current history collection interval.
Perform the following actions:
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S
To display detailed statistics about a selected static SQL statement. The following panel appears:
Selected Static SQL Statement Detail (STASQLCD)

T
To retrieve the SQL statement from the SYSPACKSTMT catalog table using the statement ID. The
following panel appears:
SQL Statement Retrieved From DB2 Catalog panel

On DYNSQLST and STASQLST panels, you can optionally issue the FOCUS command to limit displayed data to the
selected programs, SQL statements, or statements that exceed a specified threshold value.

To simplify the analysis, you can sort the display.

Example: Enter the following command on the STASQLCI display to sort the data by accumulated CPU in the descending
sequence.
SORT 4 D

Viewing SQL Exec History
SQL historical statistics are provided in the following formats.

• Summarized by the SQL statement or program, on an interval-by-interval basis in a specified range.
• Summarized by the SQL statement or program (applies only to static statements) for all of the intervals in a specified

range.

Identify resource-intensive dynamic and static SQLs that perform poorly. You can identify statements for each interval in a
specified range, or over a range of intervals.

• View executed SQL statements.
• Identify SQL statements that execute most frequently.
• Identify programs that issue most static SQLs and consume most resources.
• Identify programs that were executed during a specified range.
• Identify SQL statements that were executed for a selected program and the resources they consumed.
• View detailed statistics for a selected SQL statement:

– Class 2 and Class 3 times, including total and average execution time
– Buffer pool activity
– RID pool failures

View the dynamic SQL statement text for a selected SQL statement. Or retrieve a static SQL statement text from the Db2
catalog and perform a dynamic EXPLAIN to see how the access path would change if the SQL statement was rebound.

NOTE
The dynamic SQL statement text is provided when:

• The HIST-IFC317 system parameter is enabled and dynamic statement text remains in the dynamic
statement cache at the end of the history interval.

• The text was captured into the Dynamic SQL Text Database (enabled with the HISTORY-SQLTEXT=YES
system parameter setting) due to the active STMT-CAPTURE function in running IQL requests.

If the entire text is not available, the first 60 bytes of the statement text appear. Without enabled SQL Text
Database, use the 32-character value from the "Gen stmt name" field to query the SQL Exec History Summary.
See whether the same statement was captured in a different online history interval.

The historical SQL activity statistics are available within the main menu option 11 SQL Exec History. The following
information is provided for each of the subsequent panels: navigation menu option, panel title, request name (if
applicable), and short description.
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The SQL History Selection

The following example shows the SQL History Selection panel.

SqlHist                    SQL History Selection                            
 
 Specify time range and selection criteria then List or Summary PF Key      
 
 Time Range                                                                 
   Begin Time  HHMMSS . . . . 000000          End Time  HHMMSS . . . . 074805
   Begin Date  MMDDYY . . . . 043022          End Date  MMDDYY . . . . 043022
 
 _ Program(s) . . . . ________________  ________________  ________________  
                     (HMMSSTTT)                                              
 _ Total CPU time. .> ________ (includes/excludes instances of statements   
 _ Total elapsed . .> ________  for an interval based on these criteria)    
 
 Retreive specific statement (expanded hex values):                         
   Statement ID . . . ________________ (static/dynamic)                     
   Internal DB2 name. ________________________________ (dynamic)              
...

This panel allows you to query dynamic and static SQL statement execution statistics. You can summarize statistics by
SQL statement on an interval-by-interval basis or by SQL statement for the entire specified interval range. The data is
accumulated from IFCIDs 316 and 401 for each statistics interval and stored in the product history files at the end of the
interval. If enabled, the worst performing dynamic SQL statements are collected and stored with the IFCID 316 data. Use
SQL Exec History displays to identify and analyze the worst performing and most resource intensive static and dynamic
SQL statements.

To collect this data, you must enable the SQL statistics collection in the data collector system parameters. That
includes IFCID 401 for static SQL and IFCID 316 in the HIST-STATS-RECS parameter.

Review the following considerations when specifying criteria on the SQL History Selection panel:

• Specify the desired interval range on the initial selection screen. The default range is the current day intervals. You
may optionally include or exclude interval data based on program name, total elapsed time, or total CPU time. For
example, you can specify to include only SQL statements that the program MYPROG executes whose total CPU
usage exceeds 10 seconds for an interval. The statistics are then only included for intervals where a given statement
total CPU exceeded 10 seconds.

• You can retrieve statistics for a particular static SQL statement by specifying the statement ID for the statement.
• You can retrieve statistics for a particular dynamic SQL statement by specifying the internal Db2 name. Db2 assigns a

unique internal Db2 name for each dynamic SQL statement. Db2 also assigns a unique statement ID for each instance
of the dynamic SQL statement. When the SQL statement is loaded into the cache, it is assigned a unique statement
ID for the current Db2 execution. If Db2 is restarted, the dynamic SQL statement IDs are reused. If the statement is
flushed and then reloaded or another copy of the same statement is loaded for another user, then those statements
are assigned a separate unique statement ID even though it is the same SQL statement. So the statement ID is used
by Db2 to identify each unique instance of a statement. Regardless of the multiple unique instances of the same SQL
statement in the dynamic statement cache, the internal Db2 name is the same for each of those instances of the
same SQL statement. Therefore, on the selection screen you may specify the internal Db2 statement name to get all
executions of the same SQL statement text. And you may specify the statement ID to get execution statistics for a
particular instance of a dynamic SQL statement.

You can use the following functions:
F5

To generate an interval by interval list of static and dynamic SQL executed. The following panel appears:
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SQL Summary By Collection Interval (HSLISTSQ)
Lists a single line for each interval with total dynamic and static SQL activity for the interval.
The From/To dates show the time for the first and last collection intervals in the list. Dates of 01/01/00 are
displayed when there are no qualified collection interval data to be displayed.
Records Read First/Last shows timestamps for the first and last history records read. The number of
history records read is displayed under the Records Read label. This count does not reflect the number
of lines displayed. This count is the physical number of records that have been read from the history
file to satisfy the current set of output. When the security parameter HISTORY-READ-LIMIT specifies a
non-zero value, the number of records read may not be a multiple of the HISTORY-READ-LIMIT value.
Additional records may be needed to complete the required set of records for a collection interval.
Select an interval to view detailed dynamic and static SQL executed during the interval. The detailed SQL
history menu options that appear are described later in the section.
Example of use: Compare total dynamic and static SQL executions for each interval in the list.

F6
To generate a summary of activity for qualifying SQL statements for all the intervals in the specified time range.
For static SQL, the data is grouped by both SQL statement and by program name. For dynamic SQL, the data is
grouped by the Db2-generated statement name, which is a unique value for every identical SQL statement added
to the cache.

The Detailed SQL History Menu

If you select a particular interval on the SQL Summary By Collection Interval panel (HSLISTSQ), the following menu
appears:

_  1 Dynamic SQL  2 Static SQL List  3 Static SQL by Pgm                      
 
R/HSDYNSQL      Dynamic SQL Statistics - History Interval            Item n-n/n
...

The following menu options are available:

1 Dynamic SQL - Dynamic SQL Statistics - History Interval panel (HSDYNSQL)
Displays statistics about dynamic SQL statements that are collected during the selected history collection interval.
To collect this data, include IFCID 316 in the HIST-STATS-RECS system parameter.
Example of use: Determine which dynamic statements were most frequently executed and which consumed
most CPU during the selected history collection interval.
If you select a particular SQL statement, the following panel appears:
Selected Dynamic SQL Detail - History (HSDYNSQD)

Displays detailed statistics about a selected dynamic SQL statement. The complete SQL statement text
is displayed if it is one of the worst performing SQL statements (as defined in the data collector system
parameters) and if the statement text was available in the dynamic statement cache at the end of the
history interval. If the dynamic SQL text database is enabled (HISTORY-SQLTEXT=YES), the statement
text is retrieved from there.
Example of use: Determine buffer pool activity, CPU usage, and class 3 wait times for the selected SQL
statement. View SQL statement text if available.

2 Static SQL List - Static SQL Stats - Selected Hist. Interval panel (HSSTASQL)
Displays statistics about static SQL statements that are collected during the selected history collection
interval.
To collect this data, include IFCID 401 in the HIST-STATS-RECS system parameter.
Example of use: Determine which static statements were most frequently executed and which consumed
most CPU during the selected history collection interval.
Perform the following actions:
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S
To display detailed statistics about a selected static SQL statement. The following panel appears:
Selected Static SQL Detail - History panel (HSSTASQD)

T
The following panel appears:
SQL Statement Retrieved From DB2 Catalog panel
Retrieves the SQL statement from the SYSPACKSTMT catalog table using the statement
ID. Displays the SQL text for the plan, collection ID, program, version, and the precompiler
statement number shown.

NOTE
The STMT_ID column is not in any default index. Create an index which contains the
STMT-ID column.

The product retrieves the statement text from the qualifier.SYSSTMT table for DBRMs within a
plan and from SYSIBM.SYSPACKSTMT for packages.
A program that has been recompiled causing the statement numbers to be changed means that
SYSVIEW for Db2 cannot locate the statement text. The qualifier in qualifier.SYSSTMT is used
when the plan is bound. By default, the qualifier is SYSIBM.
For OPEN, FETCH, and CLOSE cursor statements, the prior DECLARE cursor statement, in
addition to the manipulative cursor statement, is retrieved. If you invoke EXPLAIN for one of
these statements, the product invokes EXPLAIN for the DECLARE CURSOR statement.
You may use the F6 function key or the EXPLAIN command to perform a dynamic EXPLAIN of
the SQL statement.

3 Static SQL by Pgm - Static SQL Summary by Pkg - Hist Int panel (HSSTAPGM)
Displays a summary of statistics, grouped by package, about static SQL collected during the selected
history collection interval.
To collect this data, include IFCID 401 in the HIST-STATS-RECS system parameter.
Example of use: Determine which packages executed most statements and which consumed most CPU
during the selected history collection interval.
If you select a particular statement ID, the following panel appears:
Static SQL Stats - Selected Hist. Interval panel (HSSTAPGS)

Lists the static SQL statements for the selected package during the selected interval.
Example of use: Determine which static statements were most frequently executed and which
consumed most CPU during the selected history collection interval.
Perform the following actions:
S

To display detailed statistics about a selected static SQL statement. The following panel
appears:
Selected Static SQL Detail - History panel (HSSTASQD)

T
To retrieve the SQL statement from the SYSPACKSTMT catalog table using the
statement ID. The following panel appears:
SQL Statement Retrieved From DB2 Catalog panel

The Summarized SQL History Menu

If you press P5 on the SQL History Selection panel, the following menu appears:

_  1 Dynamic SQL  2 Static SQL List  3 Static SQL by Pgm                      
 
R/HSUDYNSQ      Dynamic SQL Statistics - History Summary             Item 1-9/9
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...

The following menu options are available:

1 Dynamic SQL - Dynamic SQL Statistics - History Summary panel (HSUDYNSQ)
Displays statistics about dynamic SQL statements that are collected during the selected history collection interval.
The data is summarized by SQL statement. If multiple instances of the same SQL statement are encountered, the
data is summarized across intervals and across users.
To collect this data, include IFCID 316 in the HIST-STATS-RECS system parameter.
Example of use: Determine which dynamic statements were most frequently executed and which consumed
most CPU during the selected history collection interval.
Perform the following actions:
S

To display the complete set of statistics for the selected SQL statement. The following panel appears:
Selected Dynamic SQL Detail - Hist Sum panel (HSUDYNSD)

T
To display the SQL statement text. The SQL statement is collected if it is one of the worst performing
SQL statements and if the statement text was available in the dynamic statement cache at the end of the
history interval. If the dynamic SQL text database is enabled (HISTORY-SQLTEXT=YES), the statement
text is retrieved from there. The following panel appears:
Selected Dynamic SQL Text - Hist Sum panel (HSUDYNST)

2 Static SQL List - panel (HSUSTASQ)
Displays statistics about static SQL statements that are collected during the selected history collection interval.
To collect this data, include IFCID 401 in the HIST-STATS-RECS system parameter.
Example of use: Determine which static statements were most frequently executed and which consumed most
CPU during the selected history collection interval.
Perform the following actions:
S

To display detailed statistics about a selected static SQL statement. The following panel appears:
Selected Static SQL Detail - Hist Sum panel (HSUSTASD)

T
To retrieve the SQL statement from the SYSPACKSTMT catalog table using the statement ID. The
following panel appears:
SQL Statement Retrieved From DB2 Catalog panel

3 Static SQL by Pgm - Static SQL Summary by Package panel (HSUSTAPG)
Displays a summary of statistics, grouped by package, about static SQL collected during the selected history
collection interval.
To collect this data, include IFCID 401 in the HIST-STATS-RECS system parameter.
Example of use: Determine which packages executed most statements and which consumed most CPU during
the selected history collection interval.
If you select a particular package, the following panel appears:
Static SQL Stats for Selected His. Interval  - Hist Sum panel (HSUSTAPS)

Lists the static SQL statements for the selected package during the selected interval.
Example of use: Determine which static statements were most frequently executed and which consumed
most CPU during the selected history collection interval.
Perform the following actions:
S

To display detailed statistics about a selected static SQL statement. The following panel appears:
Selected Static SQL Detail - History panel (HSUSTASD)
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T
To retrieve the SQL statement from the SYSPACKSTMT catalog table using the statement
ID. The following panel appears:
SQL Statement Retrieved From DB2 Catalog panel

Issuing Commands
This section describes how to issue Db2, MVS Console, and SYSVIEW for Db2 commands.

NOTE
For a complete list of online user interface commands, see Online Commands.

Issue Db2 Commands

The Db2 Commands panel lets you issue a Db2 command and view the result.

To issue a Db2 command, select option 1 Commands from the Tools drop-down list, type DB2 -commandsyntax in the
command line, or -commandsyntax in the four-line command input area and press Enter.

The results of your command appear in the lower portion of the panel (response area).

Up to four commands can be entered in the command input area. Commands must begin at the beginning of a command
input line. The command can include as much text as can fit in the available area.

If multiple commands are present, command execution is cursor-sensitive. Place the cursor on the line containing the
command to be executed and press Enter. For multi-line commands, you can place the cursor on any of the lines
containing the command text. If you place the cursor on a blank line and a valid command is on the preceding line,
the command is executed. If the cursor is on the command line, or in any position outside the four command lines, the
command on line 1 is executed.

If the result of your command does not fit on one panel, use the F7/F8 scrolling keys to navigate through the result. In
addition, the row indicator (Row n-n of n) appears above the location.

The following example shows the Db2 Commands panel with the results of the -DISPLAY THREAD(*) command:

_ 1 DB2 Commands  2 MVS Console  3 SYSVIEW for DB2 Commands

DB2CMDS                 DB2 Commands                                Row 1-28/79

DB2 Command                                          Location SSIDTR18       
   ===> -DISPLAY THREAD(*)____________________________________________________
   ===> -DIS TRACE(*)_________________________________________________________
   ===> -DIS DB(DSNDB07)______________________________________________________
   ===> ______________________________________________________________________
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DSNV401I  !DH3G DISPLAY THREAD REPORT FOLLOWS -                               
DSNV402I  !DH3G ACTIVE THREADS -                                              
NAME     ST A   REQ ID           AUTHID   PLAN     ASID TOKEN                 
DISCONN  DA *   197 NONE         NONE     DISTSERV 0215  5209                 
 V471-USILDA01.DH3GDB2.CEBE38D25EA7=5209                                      
U31GQAC3 N        3              ADGACID           01CA     0                 
 V437-WORKSTATION=U31GQAC3                                                    
      USERID=ADGACID                                                          
      APPLICATION NAME=*                                                      
 V442-CRTKN=                                                                  
                                                                              
U31GQAC3 ND    5786 POOLCPMI0002 SSWTUSER          01CA     0                 
 V437-WORKSTATION=*                                                           
      USERID=*                                                                
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      APPLICATION NAME=POOLCPMI                                               
 V442-CRTKN=POOLCPMI0002                                                      
                                                                              
Command ===> ______________________________________________________________
  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                     5=Rfind                
        F7=Up         8=Down       9=Swap

Issue MVS Console Commands

The MVS Console panel lets you view the current MVS Master Console display and issue MVS console commands.

To issue an MVS console command, select option 1 Commands from the Tools drop-down list, view bar option 2 MVS
Console, enter MVS commandsyntax on the command line, and press Enter.

MVS console commands can only be entered on the command line and must be preceded by the character string "MVS".

To display only the MVS console, enter MVS in the command line.

The following example shows the MVS Console panel:

_ 1 DB2 Commands  2 MVS Console  3 SYSVIEW for DB2 Commands
                                                                               
MVSConsole              MVS Console                                 Row 1-32/39
                                                                              
                              ALTERNATE CONSOLE                               
   DEV#  900  CONID : 10  DEL = R   SEG = 19  CON = N  RUNM = 20  RTME = 010  
  |  MINUTES                                                                  
  | 10.57.58 CA31 STC57596 *&MIM1040I PTXTSF18 WAITING FOR RESOURCES FOR 57.5
  |  MINUTES                                                                  
  | 10.58.58 CA31 STC57596 *&MIM1040I PTXTSF18 WAITING FOR RESOURCES FOR 58.5
  |  MINUTES                                                                   
  | 10.59.58 CA31 STC57596 *&MIM1040I PTXTSF18 WAITING FOR RESOURCES FOR 59.5
  |  MINUTES                                                                  
  | 11.00.36 CA31 STC59682 *&MIM1040I PTXTSF18 WAITING FOR RESOURCES         
  | 11.00.58 CA31 STC59701 *&MIM1040I PTXTSF18 WAITING FOR RESOURCES         
  | 11.00.58 CA31 STC57596 *&MIM1040I PTXTSF18 WAITING FOR RESOURCES FOR 60.5
  |  MINUTES                                                                   
                                                                               
Command ===> ________________________________________________________________
  F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                     5=Rfind                
        F7=Up         8=Down       9=Swap

Issue SYSVIEW for Db2 Commands

The SYSVIEW for Db2 commands let you view collection statistics for the data collector. You can issue these commands
from the SYSVIEW for Db2 Commands panel.

To issue a command, select option 1 Commands from the Tools drop-down list. Then select view bar option SYSVIEW
for Db2 Commands, enter the command, and press Enter to execute.

The following example shows the SYSVIEW for Db2 Commands panel with the HISTORY command results:

_ 1 DB2 Commands  2 MVS Console  3 SYSVIEW for DB2 Commands
        
InsCmds              SYSVIEW for DB2 Commands

Commands: Users, IFI, History, DCCPU

SYSVIEW for DB2 Console Command                                         
   ===> HISTORY_______________________________________________________________
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DBG40020I MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS DB2SUB=D10A STATS INTV=001, ACCT=ON, DETAIL=ON
          ACCT DETAIL OPTIONS: SQL, IOSUM, LOCKSUM, LOCKSPND, SORTSUM
          FILTEROUT THREAD GROUPS: ENABLED, FILTERED=81
          -----------------ACCOUNTING------------------- ------STATISTICS------
           IFCID 3  IFCID 3 IFCID239 IDB2ACCT UNLD  LOST IFCID1/2    OTHER UNLD
          RECEIVED SELECTED  WRITTEN  WRITTEN  SUB  RECS  WRITTEN  WRITTEN  SUB
INTERVAL        10       10        4        4    0     0       10       31    0
TOTAL          260      260      245       21    1     0       20       76    0
          HSTACCTG100% NOT UNLD (AT 50%)
          HSTSTATS 14% NOT UNLD (AT 50%)
          ACCT DETAIL STATS - ORPHANS:        0 BUFFERS (M):    2/  64 EXP:   0
          ----------------RECORDS---------------- ---------HASH TABLES---------
    TYPE  USED-INTV LOST-INTV USED-TOTL LOST-TOTL  SLOTS   DIRECT    CHAIN SLSZ
    THRD          8         0        34         0      3       34        0 2488
    PKG          10         0        47         0      9       44        3  680
    STMT         37         0       169         0     28      159       10  264
    LOCK          0         0         2         0      1        2        0   72
    I/O          30         0       142         0     25      132       10   88
    LKSM         15         0       125         0     21      120        5   40
    SORT          4         0        11         0      4        7        4   72
    IOX           0         0         0         0      4        0        0   40
    AIXT          0         0         0         0   4093       34        0    8
          -----SQL TEXT DATABASE STATISTICS-----
          MEMORY USAGE/HWM:    730272 /    731840, ENCRYPTION: NO             
          THE OLDEST SQL TEXT CAPTURED ON 2021/06/25 07:17:31.984             
              CHECK    INSERT    SELECT   CLEANUP  DB2START   DROPPED   INSFAIL
INTERVAL          0         0         0         0         0         0         0
TOTAL             0         0         0         0         1         0         0
        
>Command ===> ________________________________________________________________ 
F1=Help       2=Split      3=End                 5=Rfind                 9=Swap

Use the following SYSVIEW for Db2 commands to review information about the data collector:

USERS (INS U)
Displays users that are attached to the data collector. Each user is identified by the TSO user id or the VTAM
LUNAME.

IFI (INS I)
Shows the DC-maintained OP buffer sizes and the IFI and IFCID collection statistics.

HISTORY (INS H)
Shows the online history statistics for the last reporting interval:

• The second line of the report lists the enabled HIST-ACCT-DETAIL options and is available when
DETAIL=ON.

• The third line of the report indicates whether the FILTEROUT thread groups are active.
If the filtering is enabled, this line also displays how many accounting records were filtered and not written to
the accounting history file.

• The ACCOUNTING and STATISTICS sections provide collection information for the last interval and the total
from the data collector last restart.
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NOTE
The LOST column in the ACCOUNTING section only counts records that are lost during processing
after retrieved from Db2. This column does not count records that are lost between Db2 and the data
collector.

• The HSTACCTG and HSTSTATS values indicate the percentage of data in the history file that has not been
offloaded. The "(AT nn%)" values show the system parameter setting that controls the percentage at which an
unload job is submitted.

NOTE
Unloading the online history data is optional. The history data eventually overwrites older data even if
older data is not unloaded.

• ACCT DETAIL STATS is available when DETAIL=ON. This section shows the size of the collection buffers, the
number of processed trace records, and the total hash table usage while collecting trace data.

• The SQL TEXT DATABASE STATISTICS section shows the SQL text database operation statistics.

DCCPU (INS D)
Shows the processing information for the data collector tasks. This command reports how much CPU has been
consumed by the data collector itself. The following details are provided:

• Data collector tasks.
• If ZIIP-USE is set to NO: TCB CP time is displayed for each of the tasks.
• If ZIIP-USE is set to YES: TCB CP time, zIIP on zIIP time, zIIP on CP time, and task switches for each task are

displayed.
• If ZIIP-USE is set to SRB: TCB CP time and zIIP eligible time for each task are displayed. This setting helps

determine how much CP time can be offloaded to zIIP.
• Number of Unicode quick conversions and the number of Unicode conversions that were sent to the Broadcom

conversion service.
• Total CPU time.
• Total elapsed time following the start of the data collector.
• The percentage of total CPU time spent executing on a zIIP processor.

Monitoring the Condition of Db2 Subsystems
The System Condition Monitor (SCM) displays the status of Db2 subsystems that have been identified to it.

The SCM gives a single-image view of all systems in a network of systems.

The status of each Db2 subsystem identified to the SCM is represented with the following colors or words:

• Red (Problem)
• Yellow (Warning)
• Green (OK)

You can sort the data to display subsystems experiencing the most problems at the top of the list.

The exception count reflects all active exceptions that have an IN-ALERT status. Select a subsystem that is experiencing
exceptions to obtain a list and description of each exception message. In addition, you can invoke the list of active threads
or subsystem statistics for the selected subsystem.

Use this information to help monitor the health of multiple Db2 subsystems and quickly determine which Db2 subsystems
are experiencing problems.
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NOTE
If you use an extended attribute terminal but you prefer to see words instead of color bars, enter COLOR OFF on
the command line. However, issuing this command affects other SYSVIEW for Db2 functions such as PLOT and
the colorizing of fields by value thresholds.

1. Complete one of the following steps to access the SCM:
– Select the option 2 CONDITION from the Tools drop-down list.
– Issue the COND command from any product panel.

2. Filter the data using the input fields above the column headings:
– Limit the subsystem display using the name Name and System column headings.
– Indicate whether to show inactive address spaces by entering Y or N in the Show Inactive column heading.
– Enter X next to each severity color (or word) that you want displayed in the Condition column heading.

The condition of inactive subsystems is always displayed.
3. (Optional) Sort the subsystem list using the SORT command, using the following syntax:

SORT column1 A|D column2 A|D column3 A|D column4 A|D

4. (Optional) Invoke a list of exceptions, active threads, or subsystem statistics for the selected subsystem.
NOTE
Valid action line commands are displayed on the panel.

The following example shows the System Condition Monitor panel:

Condition               System Condition Monitor                     Item 1-4/4

Actions: S=Show Detail, X=Except, T=Threads, A=Subsystem Stats                

                                                            Problem X__       

                                Show                        Warning X__       

  *_______  DB2_____  CA31___   Inactive N__  Excpt         Ok      X__       

  Name      Type      System    Time          Count         Condition         

  --------  --------  --------  --------   --------         ---------------   

. DA0G      DB2       CA31      04:48:23          0         Ok                

. DB2G      DB2       CA31      04:48:23          0         Ok                

. D10A      DB2       CA31      04:48:27         28         Problem           

. D11A      DB2       CA31      04:48:28         19         Problem            

 ...

Using the REST API
The DBM Data Service (REST API component) of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 REST APIs provide Db2
for z/OS administration, performance monitoring, DevOps capabilities, and general services.

The REST APIs let you create your own applications and interfaces and build your own workflows. To try out the REST
API requests, you can use the integrated Swagger web interface of the DBM Data Service and other API testing tools
such as Postman and Insomnia.

As a SYSVIEW for Db2 application developer or database administrator, you can use custom or third-party applications
that use REST API requests to perform the following tasks:

• Manage the DBM Data Service and retrieve information about agents, environments, and Db2 subsystems using the
general (GEN) requests.

• Retrieve Db2 performance metrics from SYSVIEW for Db2 using the IDB2 requests and use them in the Prometheus
open-source monitoring system and use the time series database to display them. You can customize Grafana
dashboards to display the metrics that are most important to you.

For instructions about how to install and configure the DBM Data Service REST API, see Customize the DBM Data
Service in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.
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You can optionally Integrate REST API with Zowe API Mediation Layer.

Authentication

All requests require user authentication. You can authenticate with mainframe credentials (username and password)
or with a previously generated ESM Microservice token or the Zowe API Mediation Layer security token. The user
credentials are encoded and passed as a header on the API request.

The following request headers are common to all requests except where noted. The following authorization order applies:
Esm-context

CCS ESM Microservice security token. This header is required if a basic authorization header is not present.
Authorization

Basic authentication credentials or the Zowe API Mediation Layer security token. This header is required if a CCS
ESM Microservice token is not present.
Example: cURL
This example demonstrates basic authorization.
curl -X 'GET' \

'https://LPAR:8221/dbm/api/v1/idb2/generic?

function=dsqstats&delta=false&ssid=ssid&flattenResults=false'  \ -H 'accept: application/json' \ -H

 'Authorization: Basic cmtsZ28wMTpoZWF0MjI='

Example: Zowe API Mediation Layer Security Token
This example demonstrates authorization using the Zowe API Mediation Layer security token.
curl -X 'GET' \

'https://LPAR:8221/dbm/api/v1/idb2/generic?

function=dsqstats&delta=false&ssid=ssid&flattenResults=false' \ -H 'accept: application/json' \  -H 

 'Authorization: Bearer yJraWQiOiJvekdfeVNNSFJzVj'

You can supply a token with the request to replace your credentials in the header for all REST calls.

Request Routing

API requests are routed based on the environment, Db2 subsystem ID, and DBM Data Service API request. An
environment is an Xnet/Xmanager pair that is configured in the environments.yaml file during customization of the DBM
Data Service.

Some agents and Db2 subsystems are accessible through more than one environment. The environment is chosen
automatically when a Db2 subsystem is only accessible through a single environment. Most requests target specific Db2
subsystems (alternatively, IDB2 requests can use an agent ID).

The GEN (Xnet, Xmanager) and IDB2 (SYSVIEW for Db2) API requests are processed by Xnet agents.

If the request does not provide a required environment, an error message is issued that lists the valid environments that
you can use in the request.

Request Parameters

You can specify parameters on some of the requests to influence execution. Parameters for an API request can be
specified as a query parameter in the URL or as part of the body of the POST request.

The following request parameter is common to all API requests:
environment

Indicates the environment name that is defined during configuration of the DBM Data Service in the
environments.yaml file. The environment specifies an Xnet instance to route the requests through. This parameter
requires the ssid (Db2 subsystem ID) or group (Db2 data sharing group attach name) parameter to also be
specified.
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If a parameter value is omitted from the API request, the value from the default or specified modification is used. If a
parameter value is provided for the request and specified in the templateSettings.yaml, the API request value is used.
If a parameter value is omitted completely, the control cards that are associated with the value are omitted. The product
defaults are used.

The following parameter is common to all SYSVIEW for Db2 requests:
agent

Provides a unique identifier that specifies the running version of the Database Management Solutions for Db2.

Request Execution Types

API requests can execute synchronously or asynchronously:

• Synchronous requests return the requested data or an error message.
• Asynchronous requests return a token or an error message. The token is used in a subsequent API request to retrieve

the status and results.

The execution type is based on the request that is called. AUTH, GEN, and IDB2 requests execute synchronously.

Request Documentation and URL

The documentation for the available endpoints and their parameters is provided in the Swagger UI, which is an interactive
listing of the endpoints. You can find the URL in message PXMD002I in the DBM Data Service started task:
PXMD002I DBM Data Service API Documentation URL: https://host:port/dbm/docs

Each API request has the same base URL:
protocol://host:port/dbm/api/version

protocol
Identifies the communication protocol (http or https) between the DBM Data Service REST API server and
the clients. This value is set during configuration of the DBM Data Service in the application-production.yaml
configuration file.
TLS 1.2 or TLS 1.3 HTTPS encrypted protocol is used to communicate with an ESM like ACF2, Top Secret, or
IBM RACF through the authentication service.

host
Identifies the host name (IP address or DNS) of the system where the DBM Data Service server is running.

port
Identifies the port number that is used to access the DBM Data Service server.

version
Specifies the current endpoint version.

For example: https://LPAR:7300/dbm/api/v1/.

To try out any of the available API calls, use the drop-down arrow to expand the resource and select Try it out. Provide
the required parameters, then Execute. A padlock icon on a resource indicates that the operation requires authentication.

REST API Calls

The following authorization and IDB2 calls are provided:

NOTE
For a full list of REST API calls, including GEN, Detector, and DevOps requests, see Use the REST API in the
Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.
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Authorization Requests
The following AUTH requests are available:

auth/login
Authenticate mainframe user credentials and return authentication token.

auth/query
Validate the authentication token and return token details.

SYSVIEW for Db2 Requests
The following IDB2 requests for SYSVIEW for Db2 are available:

/idb2/action/exception
Restart or stop the exception system.

/idb2/action/obidfile
Reload the OBID/DBID file that the data collector uses.

/idb2/action/security
Reload the security configuration from a specified file.

/idb2/action/unload
Trigger unload of history files (statistics and accounting).

/idb2/action/unload/{type}
Trigger unload of a specific history file (statistics, accounting, or both).

/idb2/generic
Return the results of a DBM Data Service request with provided Xnet parameters (serviceability endpoints).

/idb2/plots
Return short-term time series of critical Db2 subsystem metrics.

/idb2/prometheus/generic
Return the results of a request in the Prometheus exposition format.

/idb2/request or /idb2/request/{token}
List requests that are running on a data collector, list requests for a given token, pause or resume a request,
reset, or stop a request.

/idb2/stats
Provide real-time Db2 subsystem statistics based on Db2 trace records (IFCID 1 and 2).

/idb2/sysparms
Provide Db2 subsystem parameters (zParms) based on Db2 trace records (IFCID 106).

/idb2/thread/ace/{ace}/detail
Provide detailed real-time Db2 thread accounting information for a specific Agent Control Element (ACE) address.

/idb2/thread/corrid/{corrid}/detail
Provide detailed real-time Db2 thread accounting information for a specific correlation ID.

/idb2/threads
List active Db2 threads and cancel Db2 threads.

Troubleshoot Errors

For errors that occur during request processing, the API returns an HTTP status code to the calling client. An error is
indicated by a 4nn code or a 5nn code. For example, Status: 400 Bad Request.

Some errors might include a JSON object/response that contains a message that describes the error. Use this information
to diagnose the error or provide it to Broadcom Support if necessary.
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Using History-Only DC Mode
As a database administrator (DBA), you want to easily access and analyze long-term Db2 statistics, without having to
restart the data collector when you switch between history files. A system parameter DC-HISTORY-MODE lets you
designate a data collector for history access only. In History-Only DC mode, only history reports are available, no new Db2
data is collected or processed.

This section describes the History-Only Mode Menu panel, which provides access to options available when the active
data collector is running in History-Only mode. On this panel, you can access System History (option 1), Thread History
(option 2), and SQL Exec History (option 3) statistics to analyze pre-loaded Db2 history files.

Panel option 0 Manage History Datasets lets you dynamically switch between the allocated history files that contain the
statistics.

Manage History Datasets

The following example shows the Manage History Datasets menu:
                       Manage History Datasets                                 

                                                                               

                                                     Location D12AP284         

                                                                               

 Accounting . . : TSPROD.IDB2.WRK1.P2554.DT31.HSTACCT                          

 Statistics . . : TSPROD.IDB2.WRK1.P2554.DT31.HSTSTAT                          

 SQL Database . : TSPROD.IDB2.WRK1.P2554.DT31.HSTSQLDB                         

                                                                               

 Specify a fully qualified name with no quotation marks.                       

 This command immediately reallocates history datasets for all users.

This panel lets you dynamically specify the history datasets allocated in the active data collector. The history datasets can
only be changed in History-Only mode.

View IBM Function Registry for z/OS Data
View the IBM Function Registry for z/OS data for your Broadcom product to see what product features are available and
are enabled at your site.

This information helps you determine whether your site is getting the most value out of SYSVIEW for Db2. If you do not
have the permissions to perform these steps, ask your System Programmer to assist you.

Prerequisites

Before you view the registry data, verify that your site meets the following prerequisites:

• The Feature Registration Service (FRS) has been installed. For installation instructions, see the Common Components
and Services documentation.

• The PTF that enables FRS support for SYSVIEW for Db2 has been applied. For more information, see New Features.
• SYSVIEW for Db2 has been started. Starting the product prompts the FRS to register it with the IBM Function Registry

for z/OS.

Viewing Methods

When SYSVIEW for Db2 is registered with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS, you can view the product data in the
registry. Use any of the following methods to view the data:

SYSVIEW Performance
Management
16.0 or higher

Displays detailed information about a single product. To use this method with SYSVIEW 16.0 or higher, you
must have a product license.
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Alternatively, in SYSVIEW 17.0, you can use SYSVIEW Essentials, which is a lightweight configuration of
SYSVIEW. You do not need a license for SYSVIEW Essentials.

IBM FXEPRINT
batch utility

Displays detailed information about all registered Broadcom mainframe products.

Your system console Displays the feature enablement status for a single product.

View the Data Using SYSVIEW or SYSVIEW Essentials

SYSVIEW and SYSVIEW Essentials include commands to display the IBM Function Registry for z/OS data for your
product. This data can include the product release and maintenance level, product features, and the use counts for those
features. The specific data that is shown depends on the data that SYSVIEW for Db2 reports to the function registry.

1. From any SYSVIEW menu, type FXE in the Command field and select Enter.
The IBM Function Registry for z/OS panel appears.

2. Find "Broadcom" in the Vendor column and type SB in the Cmd field next to it. Select Enter.
The registered Broadcom products appear.

3. Tab to your product and select Enter.
The function registry information for the selected product appears.

View the Data Using FXEPRINT

The IBM FXEPRINT batch utility generates a report that provides information about all Broadcom mainframe products
that are registered with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS. This data can include the product release and maintenance
level, the product features, and the use counts for those features. The specific data that is shown depends on the data
that SYSVIEW for Db2 reports to the function registry.

Use the following JCL to run the IBM FXEPRINT batch utility:
//FXEPRINT EXEC PGM=FXEPRINT,TIME=1440,REGION=0K

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=(LRECL=80)

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

View the Data Using the System Console

Use the following command to display the status of the registered features for SYSVIEW for Db2 on the system console:
D FXE,VN=BROADCOM,PN='product_name',ssid*,FN=*,STATE

product_name
Specifies the product name. Enter Sysview for Db2.

ssid
Specifies the subsystem ID.

The feature information for SYSVIEW for Db2 appears on the system console.
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Reference
This section provides the following referential information for SYSVIEW for Db2.
IQL Reference

Provides an overview of Insight Query Language (IQL), its syntax, writing requests, and their use in monitoring
data.

IFCID Records
Includes the list of trace records sorted numerically. Each record contains the description of its fields.

Batch Reports
Includes the types of available batch reports with examples.

Archive Tables
Describes the archive tables that are categorized by function and sample queries to exploit the data in the tables.

REST API Requests
Describes the requests which feed the REST API endpoint generic.

Exceptions
Describes exception definitions and field variables.

Health Checks
Describes the available health checks

IQL Reference
This section describes the following concepts:
Insight Query Language (IQL)

IQL overview, IQL syntax, and how to write IQL requests.
IQL Editor

A stand-alone IQL editing tool.
Monitoring data

Monitoring event trace data, control block data, and mixed data.

IQL Overview
SYSVIEW for Db2 provides the flexibility to change and create most batch reports and online panels using the Insight
Query Language (IQL).

The Language Behind the Reports
Most batch reports and online panels use hard coding to display data. Here is an illustration of the Brief Thread History
(THRDHIST) panel:
R/THRDHIST      Brief Thread History                             Item 3-4 of 4

                                                                               

 Auth IBMUSER                HH:MM:SS   Commits        1    Getpages       0   

 Plan            Tot Elapsed        7   Aborts         0    Buf Updts      0   

 Type ALLIED-N   DB2 Elapsed        7   Fetches             Read I/O       0   

 Term NEW AUTH   DB2 CPU....        0   Total SQL           Write I/O      0   

 Date MM/DD/YY   I/O Wait...        0   Timeouts            Avg Wait   0.000   

 Time 11:45:28   Lock Wait..        0   Deadlocks                              
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 Auth IBMUSER                HH:MM:SS   Commits        1    Getpages       0   

 Plan            Tot Elapsed        0   Aborts         0    Buf Updts      0   

 Type ALLIED-N   DB2 Elapsed        0   Fetches             Read I/O       0   

 Term NEW AUTH   DB2 CPU....        0   Total SQL           Write I/O      0   

 Date MM/DD/YY   I/O Wait...        0   Timeouts            Avg Wait   0.000   

 Time 11:45:29   Lock Wait..        0   Deadlocks

But instead of a hard-coded ISPF panel, the body of this panel (everything from the column headings down) is the result
of coding using IQL.

The complete IQL code (called a request) for the THRDHIST panel follows:

* (unqualified trace) Thread History (Completed Threads)                        

*                                                                               

* DECLARED ACCT I-O-CNT                                                         

* DECLARED ACCT THDTYPE                                                         

*                                                                               

THRDHIST: TRACE (SK=1 COLFMT=OFF LINESIZE=156 SORT-LINES=7) ACCT               

'Auth'           AUTH-ID                                                 

%     'Plan'           PLAN-NAME                                               

#IF DDF                                                                        

%     'Type'           THDTYPE          (HELP='THDTYPE')                       

#IFEND                                                                         

%     'Term'           THD-TERM-REASON                                         

%     'Date'           EVENT-TIME       (PF=DATE)                              

%     'Time'           EVENT-TIME       (PF=TIMESS)                            

01:29 'HH:MM:SS'                                                               

02:17 'Tot Elapsed'    THD-ELAPSED      (PF=TIMESS)                            

% :17 'DB2 Elapsed'    ELAPSED-TIME-DB2 (PF=TIMESS)                            

% :17 'DB2 CPU....'    SUM(TCB-CPU-DB2 + SRB-CPU-DB2)                          

(PF=TIMESS HELP=DB2CPU)                              

% :17 'I/O Wait...'    IO-WAIT-DB2      (PF=TIMESS)                            

% :17 'Lock Wait..'    LOCK-WAIT-DB2    (PF=TIMESS)                            

01:40 'Commits  '      COMMITS          (PF=N6)                                

% :40 'Aborts   '      ABORTS           (PF=N6)                                

% :40 'Fetches  '      SQL-FETCHES      (PF=N6)                                

% :40 'Total SQL'      SQL-TOTAL        (PF=N6)                                

% :40 'Timeouts '      TIMEOUTS         (AT=(W,0,R) PF=N6)                     

% :40 'Deadlocks'      DEADLOCKS        (AT=(W,0,R) PF=N6)                     

01:60 'Getpages '      SUM(GET-PAGE(*)) (PF=N6)                                

% :60 'Buf Updts'      SUM(SETW-SYS(*)) (PF=N6)                                

% :60 'Read I/O '      SUM(SYNC-READ(*))(PF=N6)                                

% :60 'Write I/O'      SUM(IMM-WRITE(*))(PF=N6)                                

% :60 'Avg Wait '      AVG(IO-WAIT-DB2/I-O-CNT)                                

(AT=(W,0.025,R) PF='SS.TTT' HELP=IOTIME)             

01:81 'Last Package Executed:'                                                 

% :83 'Coll ID'        PACKAGE-COLLECTION-ID                                   

% :83 'Package'        PACKAGE-ID                                              

% :83 'Version'        PACKAGE-VERSION-STRING (PF=A64)                         

*                                                                              

TITLE = ('Brief Thread History')                                               

DISPLAY-LAST = YES                                                             

FOCUS-KEY=YES                                                                  

NEVENTS = 100                                                                  
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TERMINAL (HELP=DBGRTHI,NODATA=DBGNFOC)

Power Through Flexibility

With IQL, you have the flexibility to change and create the following items:

Layout
Fields and headings can be placed or moved on printed reports and display panels. In the previous THRDHIST
example, you can eliminate and add some fields.

The records and fields displayed
You can select from the 240+ records and the thousands of fields available among those records. The THRDHIST
example uses the ACCT record (IFCID record number 003).

The format of how the information displays
You can assign special attributes (color, intensity, reverse video, blinking, underscoring) to displayed fields. Dates
and times can be easily manipulated to accommodate different shop or national standards. Using IQL, you could
change the TERM CODE field on the THRDHIST report to display in RED when the value is not NORMAL. You
could alter the date to read dd/mm/yyyy and the time as hh:mm.

How reports are delivered
You can decide to send a report to a printer, to a screen, or to a file for later processing. For example, the
THRDHIST is delivered to a screen (TERMINAL), but you could create another version that sends the output to a
printer.

Why Write Requests?
SYSVIEW for Db2 provides over 600 predefined requests that cover most reporting functions that are required to monitor
Db2.

If you require a different field on one of the requests or a new report, use IQL to alter existing or write new requests. You
can also use IQL Editor to alter existing requests and write new requests.

Because requests are stored as PDS members in the SYSVIEW for Db2 library, you can use ISPF to edit and create
requests.

Alter Existing Requests

You can alter an existing request using the ISPF editing. For example, to see a different column heading on the Brief
Thread History report, use ISPF editing to edit request THRDHIST. Review the IQL for the request, find the existing
column heading, change it, and save the request.

If the request is running for your data collector, stop and start the request to see the changes. If the request is not running,
the changes are reflected the next time that the request is started.

Write New Requests

For example, the SQLTRACE request displays much information, but not for a particular record that you require. Use
ISPF editing to create a new request that displays information from that particular record. Format and display the new
report as you wish. Or model it after the SQLTRACE report and make another version of SQLTRACE available. The only
requirement is to define a unique request name.

Once you save the request, authorized users can start running it.

You can also create a request that shows data that is not provided as a prepackaged request. For example, you want
information about validation and edit proc exits. Because SYSVIEW for Db2 does not provide any requests that report this
information, you have to write your own. You write a TRACE or SUMMARIZE request against the VAL-EXIT record.
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IQL Editor

You can also use IQL Editor to alter existing requests and write new requests on your local machine.

How Requests Work
When writing an IQL request, you can:

• Specify the records and fields to process.
• Select the data to report on.
• Direct the output of the data.

For more details about specifying the records to process and directing the output, see How to Write a Request.

Specify Records and Fields

In each request, you can specify which data fields or summary functions of the data fields you want reported. You also
specify the record types from which the data comes.

The DECLARE statement also lets you define new fields. The fields are added on to the record type, so you can extend
the record by adding new virtual fields. The fields are available to any request started after the request that has the
DECLARE.

The following DECLARE statement converts a field into an English equivalent, depending on the field value:
DECLARE TABLENAME (A10) VALOF

  IF PAGESET-NAME     = 'QRXST200' RESULTIS 'SALARY'

  ELSEIF PAGESET-NAME = 'QRXGB100' RESULTIS 'TIME CARD'

  IFEND

Select the Data

Any field can be used to limit the data that gets processed or displayed. Use the WHERE clause to determine which
records are processed by the IQL request.

Requests that contain the WHERE clause only process records that satisfy the logical conditions of the clause. If WHERE
is not specified, all records received by the request are processed.

Selection criteria typically refer to fields, such as:

• Identification of entities like plan (PLAN-NAME), connection (CONN-NAME), program (PROGRAM), or authorization ID
(AUTH-ID).

• Time-of-day.
• Processing times such as duration in the thread (EVENT-DUR), or CPU time (TCB-CPU-DB2).
• The number of Db2 physical I/Os, page accesses, and system paging.
• Particular values of fields such as Lock Type, Page Set, or Return Code.

Direct the Output

An IQL request can produce any combination of the following kinds of output. Each of those outputs contains the
specified data fields or summary functions.

• Real-time terminal displays.
• Reports formatted for printing or plotting.
• Review file for later browsing from terminals.
• Machine-readable data files.
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Types of Data
Two types of DB2 data are accessed:

• Event Trace
• Control Block

Our records closely model the DB2 IFCID definitions, but are not identical to them, to simplify request writing.

Event Trace Data

DB2 generates trace records from DB2 events and passes the data to the SYSVIEW for Db2 trace destination. Event
tracing lets you determine exactly what an application is doing, and is essential to the application debugging and tuning.

Event trace records are asynchronous.

Tracing is turned on for only those trace record types for which requests are active. The CPU overhead for tracing is
proportional to the number of events traced.

Control Block Data

Data is sampled from control blocks in the DB2 address spaces at specified intervals. Control block sampling provides a
periodic assessment of overall system loads and individual user status. Control blocks outside of DB2 are also sampled,
such as the TCB, which is used in the MVSTASKS request. 

Control Block records are synchronous.

Sampling Control Block Data has relatively low overhead, but is also proportional to the number of control blocks sampled.

Differences Between Event Trace and Control Block Data

The following table summarizes some differences between Event Trace and Control Block data:

Attributes Event Trace Data Control Block Data

Type Asynchronous Synchronous

Functional area Actions Objects

Reported Online YES YES

Reported in Batch YES NO

Overhead Proportional to the number of DB2 records
returned.

Proportional to the number of DB2 records
returned.

Requesting and Reporting Record is requested once and reported
every time that the associated event
occurs.

Record is requested every time report is
needed. The request can be user-activated
(user presses Enter) or set to a specific
time interval.

Types of Requests
IQL contains four specific statements that determine what type of request you are running: MONITOR, TRACE,
SUMMARIZE, and FILTER.

MONITOR Request

The MONITOR request produces a summary of activity at intervals that are specified by the INTERVAL parameter.

The following IQL statements make up a request named SAMPLE2:
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SAMPLE2:  MONITOR (DELTA SK=1 COLFMT=NO) /* label and request type

          CURR-STATS1                    /* record type

          INTTIME                        /* interval start time

          02:05  'READS FROM........ buffer:' LOG-READS-FROM-BUF

                                         /* 1st field,heading,location

          % :20  'active log:' READS-FROM-ACT-LOG

                                         /* 2nd field,heading,location

          % :19  'archive log:' READS-FROM-ARCH-LOG

                                         /* 3rd field,heading,location

          TERMINAL                       /* output

          INTERVAL = 15 MINUTES          /* time parameter

          ;                              /* end-of-request

The following example illustrates the output:

 13:30:00

    READS FROM........ buffer:     178

                       active log:   5

                       archive log:  0

13:45:00

    READS FROM........ buffer:      75

                       active log:  10

                       archive log:  5

TRACE Request

A TRACE request reports detail recorded by the specified record-types. This request is the only request that allows
multiple record-types. Any number of TRACE statements can be included in the request.

You can use the TRACE statement to:

• Do any type of exception reporting of individual events.
• Trace the chronological sequence of any set of events.

The following IQL statements make up a request named SAMPLE1:

SAMPLE1: TRACE                   /* label and request type                     

         SQL-STMT                /* record type                                

         EVENT-TIME              /* 1st field                                  

         COOR_ID (HD='USER')     /* 2nd field with new heading                 

         PROGRAM                 /* 3rd field                                  

         PLAN-NAME               /* 4th field                                  

         EVENT-DUR (HD='ELAPSET')/* 5th field with new heading                 

         EVENT-CPU (HD='CPU')    /* 6th field with new heading                  

         STMT-NUM (PF=NZL5)      /* 7th field                                   

         TERMINAL NEVENTS=50     /* output and limitation                      

         ;                       /* end-of-request

The following example illustrates the output:

 TIME        USER      PROGRAM  PLANNAME   ELAPSED  CPU   STMT NUM              

----------  --------  -------  ---------  -------  ----  ---------             

09:48:30.0  USER0001  L796     X005P234     1.23   0.12  237                   

09:48:42.2  USER0001  L643     X005P234     2.04   0.21  240                   

09:48:42.9  USER0001  DBM97    DSNUTIL      5.43   0.58  57
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SUMMARIZE Request

Use a SUMMARIZE statement to obtain information that applies to a set of events as a whole, rather than being unique to
individual events.

The following IQL statements make up a request named SAMPLE3:

SAMPLE3: SUMMARIZE                   /* label and request type                 

         READ-IO                     /* record type                            

         DB-NAME (HD='Database')     /* 1st field and new heading              

         COUNT (*)                   /* 2nd field (# of records)               

         SUM(PAGES-READ)             /* 3rd field                              

         (HD='sUM PGS RD')           /* 3rd field column heading               

         AVG(PAGES-READ)             /* 4th field                              

         (HD='AVG PGS RD')           /* 4th field column heading               

         GROUP BY DB-NAME            /* summary field                          

         PRINT (SYSOUT)              /* output specification                   

         ;                           /* end-of-request

The following example illustrates the output:

DATABASE       COUNT       SUM PGS RD  AVG PGS RD                              

--------  ----------  ---------------  ----------                              

PRDDB2DB         252              460        1.82

FILTER Request

The FILTER request does not produce data. The WHERE clause of a FILTER request contains criteria for collecting
thread data in the Online History system.

The following IQL statements make up a request named SAMPLE4:

SAMPLE4: FILTER (FLASH)             /* label and request type                  

         ACCT                       /* record type                             

         WHERE (THD-ELAPSED > 10)   /* selection criteria                      

         ;                          /* end-of-request

This request sample causes the Db2 accounting record to be written to the online history file when the field THD-
ELAPSED has a value greater than 10 seconds.

NOTE
Another filtering option available is based on using FILTEROUT thread groups. The option offers less flexibility
for filtering of accounting records (IFCID (0003) ACCT). Only limited number of filtering fields is available, but
produces less overhead associated with processing of accounting records. The FILTEROUT thread group
selects what records are not written to thread history or processed in other requests and exceptions. For more
information about the thread groups, see the topic Define Thread Groups.

Navigational Requests

Navigational requests are used to define panel navigation.

For more information about customizing the online user interface, see the topic Customize User Interface.

Requests and Data
The following table shows sample requests that can be run against different types of data.
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The samples are separated by request type and data. The requests that produce these reports are indicated in
parentheses.

Request Type Event Trace Data Control Block Data Both
TRACE
Get detailed information about
individual Db2 events.

Report of statistical information
of threads as they complete
(THRDHIST).
Detailed report of the events
in the execution of a thread
(SQLTRACE).

Report of currently running
threads (THRDACTV).
Detailed report of statistics
of a currently active thread
(THRDDETL).

Report of an 'unfortunate' event.
Some of these events are
Event Trace Records (a thread
abended) while other events
are Control Block Data records
(number of times a data set
open failed).

MONITOR
Summarize variations in system
load at fixed intervals.

Report on the I/O trend of a
series of transactions over a
time period.

Report on the Buffer Pool
statistics over a time period
(BUFFLOAD).

Report information about
threads that have completed
(Event Trace Data) and threads
that are still active (Control
Block Data) (SYSSTATS).

SUMMARIZE
Obtain information that applies
to a set of events, rather than
individual events.

Report of the summary of I/
O by database and page set
(IOBYPSET).
Report of the summary
of completed threads by
connection-ID and correlation-ID
(CORRHIST).

Report of the summary of all
locks currently held by active
threads (LOCKDETL).
Report of the summary of active
threads by connection-ID and
correlation-ID (CORRACTV).

Monitoring Event Trace Data
When writing a request, an important decision is whether to monitor event trace data (asynchronous), control block data
(synchronous), or both. This section discusses event trace data.

What is Event Trace Data?

Event trace data is detailed information that is collected for Db2 events. Event trace records are asynchronous. Rather
than being requested directly by SYSVIEW for Db2, they are produced automatically by Db2 (if the trace has been
activated) and passed to SYSVIEW for Db2 when the event occurs.

Use event trace data to determine what an application is doing and if it is essential to that application's debugging and
tuning. For example, write a TRACE request using event trace data:

• To determine the sequence of events that occurred in the life of a thread.
• To know how many pages a thread read from each database it accessed.

Db2 can report on many different events that occur in a Db2 subsystem. A numeric identifier that is called an
Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier (IFCID) identifies each type of event. These events usually relate to a
specific transaction or thread. However, the statistics interval specific to the Db2 installation parameters creates a timed
(reoccurring) event that produces STATS1 and STATS2 records.

When a request starts, the data collector tells Db2 what events to report by modifying Db2 traces. Db2 reports the events
as they occur, until the data collector stops the request.

Order of Collection

Event trace data is collected in the order in which it occurs. For example, when two events occur within a monitored time
period, Db2 reports the first event first. This principle contrasts with control block data, where multiple occurring records
can have a random order.
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Event Trace Data Accumulators

Event trace records are often associated with specific Db2 objects. For example, the EDM pool, a specific database, or
a buffer pool. Fields in event trace records are often accumulated in corresponding fields in a THREAD-STATS, CURR-
STATS1, or CURR-STATS2 control block data record.

For example, when a READ I/O operation ends, Db2 creates an IFCID 007 record. The data collector reads this record
and constructs a READ-IO record. This record contains, among other data, the number of pages that are read into a
specific buffer pool. This data is also accumulated into the CURR-STATS2 record buffer pool field and into the THREAD-
STATS record for the thread that requested the read. Detailed page set information about the READ-IO record is not
carried forward into CURR-STATS2 and THREAD-STATS.

Paired Events

The Db2 reports the start and end of the events that are important and take long to complete. These events are called
paired events. Other events are reported only when they end.

For example, a database scan is a paired event. The start of the scan is reported in the SCAN-ST record (IFCID 015), and
the end in the SCAN record (IFCID 018).

Another example of a paired event is SQL statement processing. The start of the event is reported in the SQL-STMT-ST
record (IFCID 059), and the end in the SQL-STMT record (IFCID 058).

These two paired events are potentially related. An SQL statement can result in a database scan. If you want to know
more information about the thread performance and the sequence of events, you can trace all four events. In this case,
your request includes the SCAN-ST, SCAN, SQL-STMT-ST, and SQL-STMT records.

However, if you only want a performance summary and not detailed thread information, you can summarize the SQL-
STMT record or the SCAN record. You do not want to summarize the SQL-STMT-ST and SCAN-ST records because they
mostly indicate the order of events and not the outcome.

An example of an unpaired event is the creation of a mini-plan. This event is reported in one record, the MINI-PLANS
record (IFCID 022).

Hierarchy of Event Trace Data

Event trace data can be classified into a four-level hierarchy.
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Figure 13: The Hierarchy of Event Trace Data

The figure includes the following four field levels:

System activity
summary (the

top-level fields)

(STATS1 and STATS2) contain Db2-maintained counters of the overall system activity. You can use them to
gather performance data such as capacity/load or exception warnings for thresholds exceeded. These
records include statistics on: Address Space, Subsystem Services, SQL, Buffer Pools, Log Manager,
Relational Data Manager, Lock Manager, Storage Manager, and EDM Pool. Most of the data is the same as
CURR-STATS1 and CURR-STATS2.

Application activity
summary (the

second-level field)

(ACCT) is generated by Db2 when a thread ends or is reused. ACCT is useful in general activity traces and
summarizations. Most of the data is the same as THREAD-STATS. For more information, see the section
Monitoring Control Block Data.

Db2 events not
documenting a delay
(the third-level fields)

(SQL-STMT, SCAN, CREATE-THREAD, and so on) show Db2 events that do not document a delay.

Db2 events that
delay the execution

of a thread (the
bottom-level fields)

(READ-IO, WRITE-IO, LOCK-SUSPEND, CONTENTION, DEADLOCK, and so on) show Db2 events that
delay thread execution.

Reporting Event Trace Data
Db2 can produce a tremendous amount of event trace data. Therefore, Db2 reports only those events that are requested.
In addition to limiting the types of events reported, you can also limit the data to specific plans, authorization IDs, or
locations.

When the data collector starts a request that includes event trace records, we tell Db2 which events to report on. When
one of those events ends, Db2 always reports event trace data. Sometimes, Db2 also reports data when an event begins.

For ACCT record (IFCID 003), Db2 reports event trace data for a thread once that thread has completed. While a thread
is running, you can obtain most of the same data by sampling the THREAD-STATS record (IFCID 148). This is a control
block data item that is covered in the section Monitoring Control Block Data.

This illustration shows how event trace data is gathered.
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Figure 14: Reporting event trace data

Note the following insights about the illustration:

• 1—A thread is like a runner, who runs a timed race.
• 2—At the starting time (00:00:00), the runner (thread) begins. Event trace record CREATE-THREADS is created.
• 3, 4, and 5—While running, thread statistics can be sampled (snapshots). Those samples make up control block data

records.
• 6—When the thread (runner) finishes, it occurs at some ending time.
• 7—The statistics that were taken while the thread was running are accumulated and written to an ACCT event trace

record (notepad), which remains even after the thread has disappeared.

Event Trace Records in Use
All event trace records and fields are described in the online help and in the section Record List.

The following list describes the most commonly used event trace records:

ACCT
ACCT (003) contains general information regarding thread activity, which is reported when a thread terminates.

SQL-STMT
SQL-STMT (058) traces the execution of each SQL statement for an application.

SQL-TEXT
SQL-TEXT (063) traces the actual text of the dynamic SQL statements that are prepared and executed.

LOCK-SUSPEND
LOCK-SUSPEND (045) records the reason for a lock resume, noting whether it was a normal resume or the result
of a deadlock or timeout.

MINI-PLANS
MINI-PLANS (022) tracks the mini-plans that are generated by the Db2 optimizer at BIND and SQL PREPARE.

SCAN
SCAN (018) records the end of an index scan, a sequential scan, an insert operation, or hash scan of a catalog.

READ-IO
READ-IO (007) records the completion of a READ I/O operation. This record includes the number of pages read
and the fields that contain data that is copied from the READ-IO-ST record (006).
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WRITE-IO
WRITE-IO (009) records the completion code after a synchronous or asynchronous WRITE I/O operation. This
record includes the number of pages written and fields that contain data that is copied from the WRITE-IO-ST
record (008).

CONTENTION
CONTENTION (054) records lock contentions that result from a deadlock or timeout. IFCID 054 is used. In
subsequent Db2 releases, IFCID 172 reports on deadlocks and IFCID 196 reports on timeouts.

SORT-ENDED
SORT-ENDED (096) records the number of sorted records, key sizes, work files, insertions, retrievals, and initial
runs.

TRACE Request for Event Trace Data
A TRACE statement reports events in the order in which they occur.

Specifying Start Qualifications

The Start Qualifications panel appears after you start an online request, but before the data displays.

Some qualifying fields (Plan, Auth ID, and Location) can reduce the amount of thread-based data that is reported by Db2.
Other qualifying fields (Operator, Connection, Correlation, Network ID, and LU Name) can reduce the amount of thread-
based data reported by SYSVIEW for Db2.

Use start qualifications to achieve the following benefits:

• Maximize the usefulness of the report by displaying only the data that you need.
• Minimize the amount of work Db2 and SYSVIEW for Db2 have to perform for your request.

Start qualifications are not useful for requests that are based on STATS1, STATS2, and DSNZPARMS. None of these
records can be identified by the thread identification fields that make up the start qualifications panel.

Command and Keyword Considerations

When you use a TRACE request, follow these guidelines:
FOCUS Command

Reduces the amount of thread-based data that is displayed after the data has been collected. For example,
you start a request SQLTRACE, which is qualified on a specific plan name. Two or more plans are running
simultaneously. To focus on one of the threads, FOCUS on AUTH-ID or CORR-ID.
The default value of FOCUS-KEY is YES, so FOCUS is automatically available.
FOCUS is not useful for requests that are based on STATS1, STATS2, and DSNZPARMS. Threads are not able to
identify these records.

OWNER-UNIQUE Keyword
Indicates whether more than one request with the same name is allowed to execute. The default is NO.
Specify OWNER-UNIQUE=YES to allow more than one user to run the same request with their own start
qualifications.

INTERVAL Keyword
Do not specify the INTERVAL keyword on a TRACE request that is built on event trace records.

DISPLAY-LAST Keyword
Indicates whether the display is automatically scrolled to the end of the displayed report, showing the latest data.
Specify DISPLAY-LAST=YES when there is much data and the most recent data is likely more interesting than
the oldest data.
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Example 1: CHECKPTS Request

The CHECKPTS request shows when each checkpoint was taken and its beginning RBA.

This example is a one-record request. The report traces record (043) CHECKPOINT, with various fields reported in a
columnar format (default). NEVENTS=200 limits the display to the latest 200 checkpoints. DISPLAY-LAST=YES is coded
to show the most recent checkpoint data first. TERMINAL indicates where the output goes: to the related help panel
(DBGRCPT), and no data panel (DBGNTRA).

CHECKPTS: TRACE CHECKPOINT                                                                  

   EVENT-TIME  (PF=DATETIME,HD='Date  Time')                            

   BEG-CHECKPT-RBA (PF=H16,HD='Beginning Checkpoint RBA')               

*                                                                           

NEVENTS=200                                                                

TITLE =  ('Checkpoints Taken')                                             

DISPLAY-LAST = YES                                                         

TERMINAL (help=DBGRCPT,nodata=DBGNTRA);

The report in this example produces the following output:

R/CHECKPTS       Checkpoints Taken                                            

                                                                               

     Date  Time    Beginning Checkpoint RBA                                    

 ----------------- ------------------------                                    

 MM/DD/YY 10:41:42 000000000FD396F6                                            

 MM/DD/YY 10:46:42 000000000FE275B3

Example 2: SQLTRACE Request

The SQLTRACE request traces Db2 activity of a probed thread that allocates resources and executes user requests.

'vvv' specification indicates that the IQL syntax is not shown. The full syntax is in the SYSVIEW for Db2 request library.

The report traces multiple event trace records, SQL-STMT, SCAN-ST, and MIAP-SELECTION. To specify more than one
record type, the record information is surrounded with double angle brackets (<< and >>).

SQLTRACE: TRACE (LINESIZE=132 COLFMT=OFF)

vvv

 

 << SQL-STMT                                     

   '_' (AT=M HELP=CURSLCTC) 'E' (AT=W) 'Explain '

                            'T' (AT=W) 'Text '   

                            'C' (AT=W) 'Cache'   

 % :01 'END' (AT=W) STMT-TYPE                    

   :20  EVENT-TIME         (PF='MM:SS.TTTT')     

   :31  CORR-ID            (PF=A8)               

   :40  PLAN-NAME                                

   :49  EVENT-DUR          (PF=N4.4)             

   :60 '   Program:'                             

        PROGRAM-NAME-VAR   (PF=A128)             

 % :31  AUTH-ID                                  

#IF DB2VER > 10.1                                

   :40  EVENT-SE           (PF=N3.4)             

#IFEND                                           

   :49  EVENT-CPU          (PF=N4.4)              
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vvv

<< SCAN-ST                                     

  :03 'BEGIN' (AT=W) SCAN-TYPE 'SCAN' (AT=W)   

  :20  EVENT-TIME             (PF='MM:SS.TTTT')

  :31  CORR-ID                (PF=A8)          

  :40  PLAN-NAME                               

  :60 'Database:'                              

       DB-NAME                                 

  :90 '   Pageset:'                            

       PAGESET-NAME                            

% :31  AUTH-ID                                    

vvv

 << MIAP-SELECTION                                              

   :03  MIAP-LIST-PREFETCH-IND (HELP=IND)                       

   :20  EVENT-TIME             (PF='MM:SS.TTTT')                

   :31  CORR-ID                (PF=A8)                          

   :40  PLAN-NAME                                               

   :60  'Total RIDs   :'                                        

   :75  NUM-RIDS               (PF=NL7)                         

   :86  'Status:'                                               

   :94  MIAP-STATUS            (HELP=STATUS)                    

 % :31  AUTH-ID                                                 

 % :60  'Plan name    :'       PLAN-NAME                        

 % :60  'Collection ID:'       COLLECTION-NAME-VAR  (PF=A70)    

 % :60  'Program Name :'       PROGRAM-NAME-VAR     (PF=A70)    

 % :60  'SQL Stmt Num :'       STMT-NUMBER          (PF=NL8)    

#IF DB2VER > 11.1                                               

   :94  'RID Legs Reordered:'  LEGS-REORDERED                   

#IFEND                                                          

 % :60  'Timestamp    :'       COMPILER-TS                      

#IF DB2VER > 11.1                                               

   :94  'Adaptive Index    :'  ADAPTIVE-INDEX                   

#IFEND                                                          

 >>                                                             

                                                                

  <<* MIAP-SELECTION                                            

   %:60  'Index:    :'  OBIDNAME(DBID,OBID)   (PF=A27)          

         'DBID:'        DBID                                    

    :114 'OBID:'        OBID                  (PF=NL5)          

   %:61  'Threshold:'   INDEX-THRESHOLD       (PF=NL10)         

    :89  'Error Msg:'   MIAP-STATUS-INDEX (AT=R HELP=STATUSIX)  

   %:61  'RIDs     :'   NUM-RIDS-INDEX        (PF=NL7)          

 #IF DB2VER > 11.1                                              

         'Probing Est. Total:'   IX-PROB-RID-TOTAL     (PF=NL7) 

         '  KeyRange:'           IX-PROB-RID-KEYRANGE  (PF=NL7) 

   %:61  'Leg Rsns  Terminate:'  LEG-TERM-RSN                   

         '  Not-Probed:'         LEG-NOTPROBED-RSN              

         'Reordered:'            LEG-REORDERED-RSN              

         ' Full:'                LEG-FULL-RSN                   

 #IFEND                                                         
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  >>                                                            

vvv

 TITLE = ('Trace all SQL Statements')                                   

 COLHDG =                                                               

 ('                   Event Time Corr ID  Plan     Dur (s)  ',          

  '   Event Action    MM:SS.TTTT Auth ID  zIIP (s) CPU (s)  ',          

  '------------------ ---------- -------- -------- ---------')          

 OWNER-UNIQUE = YES                                                     

 NEVENTS =  1500                                                        

*  PRINT (DA('GSW.JBG.REQUESTS.PRINTFL2')SHR)                           

*  NOWRAP=YES   /* UNCOMMENT TO PREVENT WRAPPING OVER 1ST 1500 EVENTS */

 TERMINAL (help=DBGRSQT,nodata=DBGNTRF)

The report in this example produces the following output:

_  1 Summary  2 IO  3 Plan  4 SQL  5 Scans  6 Locks  7 Detail                  
                                                                              
R/SQLTRACE      Trace all SQL Statements                         Row 7654/12399
                                                                               
                   Event Time Corr ID  Plan     Dur (s)                        
   Event Action    MM:SS.TTTT Auth ID  zIIP (s) CPU (s)                        
------------------ ---------- -------- -------- ---------                      
_ E Explain  T Text  C Cache                                                              
                              
END DELETE         20:50.7858 R140P25  VSQL        2.8263     Program: VSQL               
                              
                              HOPRO03    0.0000    0.0440                                 
                              
                                                               Stmt #: 1333      Iso
 Level: CS                          
                                                            Stmt type: Dynamic            
                              
                                                               Sect #: 1                  
                              
                                                           Collection:
 DSN_DEFAULT_COLLID_VSQL                          
                                                               Cursor: DT                 
                              
                                                             SQL Code: 0                
 Reoptimized: NO                
                                                             SQL Type: DELETE CURSOR      
                              
                                                     Expansion reason:                    
                              
                                                  Getpage requests...: 6687      Sync read
 I/O......: 279               
                                                  Sync write I/O.....: 100      
 Sorts..............: 0                 
                                                  Rows examined......: 5345      Rows
 processed.....: 5280              
                                                  Index scans........: 0        
 Tablespace scans...: 1                 
                                                  Parallel groups....: 0                  
                              
                                                  RID list fail-Limit: 0         RID list
 fail-stor.: 0                 
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                                                                       MM:SS.TTTTTT       
                              
                                                  Elapsed time.......:     2.826280       
                              
                                                  CPU time...........:     0.044019       
                              
                                                  Wait sync I/O......:     0.212220       
                              
                                                  Wait other read....:     0.008279       
                              
                                                  Wait local lock....:     0.000426       
                              
                                                  Wait log writer....:     0.035475       
                              
                                                           |------------  Rows 
 -------------------| |----- Pages -----|
                                                             Any Right   DM  RDS          
        RI        RI  LOB  LOB
                                                           Table Table Qual Qual ISRT UPDT
 DLET DLET Scan Scan Scan UPDT
                                                   Index      65         65               
            195               
                                                   Seq DS   5345  5345 5280               
 5280      5771               
  BEGIN ISRT SCAN  54:01.2237 R140P19  DSNUTIL             Database: R140P10              
  Pageset: XTAB0001   
                              HOPRO03                           CUB: 00000405F0927530     
                      
                                                           Table: COVME01.MAPG02_CUSTOMER 
                      
                                                           Index: N/A                     
                      
                                                           File Type     : NON-WK         
                      
                                                           Trigger... Lvl:  0 SQL Type: N/
A    RI Type: (NOT RI)
  MIAP             48:57.0442 R140P31  RBPAD200            Total RIDs   : 3611      
 Status: Successful access          
                              HOPRO03                                                     
                              
                                                           Plan name    : RBPAD200        
                              
                                                           Collection ID: RBPAD200_ALLPKGS
                              
                                                           Program Name : BPALOG          
                              
                                                           SQL Stmt Num : 1089            
   RID Legs Reordered: N      
                                                           Timestamp    : 1A4280D71E422182
   Adaptive Index    : Y      
                                                                                          
                              
                                                           Index:    :
 PTI.BPLOG_0203_INDEX        DBID:   280   OBID: 9
                                                            Threshold: 19950           
 Error Msg:                      
                                                            RIDs     : 3611    Probing
 Est. Total: 0         KeyRange: 0
                                                            Leg Rsns  Terminate:     Not-
Probed: A Reordered:    Full:
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MONITOR Request for Event Trace Data
The MONITOR request produces a summary of activity at intervals that are specified by the INTERVAL keyword.

Specifying Start Qualifications

The Start Qualifications panel appears after you start an online request, but before the data displays.

Some qualifying fields (Plan, Auth ID, and Location) can reduce the amount of thread-based data that is reported by Db2.
Other qualifying fields (Operator, Connection, Correlation, Network ID, and LU Name) can reduce the amount of thread-
based data reported by SYSVIEW for Db2.

Use start qualifications to achieve the following benefits:

• Maximize the usefulness of report by displaying only the data that you need.
• Minimize the amount of work Db2 and SYSVIEW for Db2 have to perform for your request.

Start qualifications are not useful for requests that are based on STATS1, STATS2, and DSNZPARMS. None of these
records can be identified by the thread identification fields that make up the start qualifications panel.

Command and Keyword Considerations

When you use the MONITOR requests, follow these guidelines:
FOCUS Command

Do not use the FOCUS command for MONITOR requests because all the FOCUS criteria is summarized out.
FOCUS criteria includes Plan, Auth ID, Location, Operator, Connection, Correlation, Network ID, and LU Name.

OWNER-UNIQUE Keyword
The OWNER-UNIQUE keyword indicates whether more than one request with the same name is allowed to
execute. The default value is NO.
Specify OWNER-UNIQUE=YES to allow more than one user to run the same request with their own start
qualifications.

INTERVAL Keyword
You must specify the INTERVAL keyword to define the time interval to be monitored.

DISPLAY-LAST Keyword
The DISPLAY-LAST keyword indicates whether the display is automatically scrolled to the end of the displayed
report, showing the latest data.
Specifying DISPLAY-LAST=YES is useful for large reports.

Summary Functions Keywords
Do not use summary functions PCT and SUM with fields from records STATS1 and STATS2. Those fields always
contain the latest data, and PCT and SUM would produce erroneous results.

Example

The specification in the following example produces a report of accounting information for completed threads.

ACCTMON: MONITOR (COLFMT=OFF) ACCT                                              

   :02 Inttime                                                             

   :12 COUNT(*)                                                            

   :20 AVG(ACCT.TCB-CPU-TOT + ACCT.SRB-CPU-TOT)                            

                             (PF='MM:SS.TT')                                                     

   :39 AVG(ELAPSED-TIME-DB2) (PF='HH:MM:SS')                               

   :48 AVG(GET-PAGE(1))      (PF=N6.1)                                          

   :58 AVG(COMMITS)          (PF=N6)                                                

   :67 AVG(ABORTS)           (PF=N6)                                                
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TITLE = ('ACCOUNTING MONITOR')                                          

COLHDG='   Time      Count  DB2 CPU  Average: -Elapsed --Getpgs ' -           

       'Commits   Aborts'                                                           

INTERVAL = 1 MINUTE                                                     

NINTERVALS = 2                                                            

TERMINAL;

The ACCT (event trace data) record is monitored at 1-minute intervals (INTERVAL=1 MINUTE). Only two intervals are
reported (NINTERVALS=2). Each reported field (with the exception of time) is summarized with COUNT or with AVG.
Specify COLFMT=OFF to make this report a free-form report (we select to do our own column formatting).

R/ACCTMON      Accounting Monitor                                  Row 1-2 of 2

                                                                               

   Time      Count  DB2 CPU  Average: -Elapsed --Getpgs Commits   Aborts       

 18:54:00       14  2:16:82               1:09      3.0       8        0       

 18:55:00        0     0.00                  0      0.0       0        0

SUMMARIZE Request for Event Trace Data
The SUMMARIZE request summarizes events over any fields in the record.

Specifying Start Qualifications

The Start Qualifications panel appears after you start an online request, but before the data displays.

Some qualifying fields (Plan, Auth ID, and Location) can reduce the amount of thread-based data that is reported by Db2.
Other qualifying fields (Operator, Connection, Correlation, Network ID, and LU Name) can reduce the amount of thread-
based data reported by SYSVIEW for Db2.

Use start qualifications to achieve the following benefits:

• Maximize the usefulness of report by displaying only the data that you need.
• Minimize the amount of work Db2 and SYSVIEW for Db2 have to perform for your request.

Start qualifications are not useful for requests that are based on STATS1, STATS2, and DSNZPARMS. None of these
records can be identified by the thread identification fields that make up the start qualifications panel.

Command and Keyword Considerations

When you use the SUMMARIZE requests, follow these guidelines:

FOCUS Command
Do not use the FOCUS command for SUMMARIZE requests because all the FOCUS criteria is summarized out.
FOCUS criteria includes Plan, Auth ID, Location, Operator, Connection, Correlation, Network ID, and LU Name.

GROUP BY Keyword and Summary Functions
Fields in the request that are not in the GROUP BY clause should be named in summary functions (AVG, SUM,
PCT, and so on). Otherwise, the data in the fields represent only what was on the last record.

OWNER-UNIQUE Keyword
The OWNER-UNIQUE keyword indicates whether more than one request with the same name is allowed to
execute. The default value is NO.
Specify OWNER-UNIQUE=YES to allow more than one user to run the same request with their own start
qualifications.

INTERVAL Keyword
You can specify the INTERVAL keyword to accumulate data for a specified period. Use this specification for
requests that are directed to output other than TERMINAL.
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DISPLAY-LAST Keyword
The DISPLAY-LAST keyword is not useful for SUMMARIZE requests.

CORRHIST Example

The CORRHIST request shows the thread history of work that is completed across DB2 correlations within a DB2
connection.

CORRHIST: SUMMARIZE (SUBTOT=ON,SK=1,SORT-LINES=3,IS=OFF) ACCT      
  CONN-TYPE                     (HD='Conn')                          
  CORR-ID                       (HD='Corr-id')                       
  COUNT(*)                      (PF=N4 HD='Count')                   
  SUM(ELAPSED-TIME-DB2)         (PF=TIMESS HD='DB2 Elap', 'HH:MM:SS')
  SUM(TCB-CPU-DB2 + SRB-CPU-DB2)(PF=TIMESS HD='DB2 CPU', 'HH:MM:SS')  
  SUM(COMMITS)                  (PF=N6 HD='Commits/' 'Aborts')       
% SUM(ABORTS)                   (PF=N6)                              
  AVG(GET-PAGE(*))              (PF=N4.1,HD='Avg/Max','Getpgs')      
% MAX(GET-PAGE(*))              (PF=N6)                              
  AVG(SYNC-READ(*))             (PF=N4.1,HD='Avg/Max','Read I/O')    
% MAX(SYNC-READ(*))             (PF=N6)                              
  AVG(SEQ-PREFETCH(*))          (PF=N4.1,HD='Avg/Max','Seqpref')     
% MAX(SEQ-PREFETCH(*))          (PF=N6)                              
GROUP BY CONN-TYPE (SUBTOT=OFF) CORR-ID (SUBTOT=OFF)               
FOCUS-KEY = OFF                                                    
TITLE = ('Thread History by Connect and Corr ID' )                 
TERMINAL (help=DBGRCRH,nodata=DBGNTRA);

The following example illustrates the CORRHIST output:

R/CORRHIST          Thread History by Connection and Correlation              
First event MM/DD/YY 05:43:21 Last event MM/DD/YY 19:42:32    DSN             
                                                                              
                            DB2 Elap  DB2 CPU Commits/ Avg/Max  Avg/Max Avg/Max
  Conn     Corr-id   Count HH:MM:SS HH:MM:SS   Aborts  Getpgs Read I/O Seqpref
-------- ------------ ----- -------- -------- -------- ------- -------- -------
BATCH    AUTH001G         3        6        0        3    65.0      3.7     0.0
                                                     0      65       11       0
                                                                               
DB2CALL  AUTH001 ....    25     2:59       25       48  3518.6     53.5    83.8
                                                     6   26568      420     648
                                                                               
DB2CALL  AUTH001 ....     5        1        0       12   197.2      0.4     0.0
                                                     2     319        2       0
                                                                               
DB2CALL  ABCDEF  ....   597     6:39        5      597     5.7      0.4     0.2
        0    3412      223     104

IOBYPSET Example

The IOBYPSET request shows physical I/O by database and page set.

IOBYPSET: SUMMARIZE (SUBTOT=ON,IS=ON) READ-IO                      
  DB-NAME                     (HD='Database')                        
  PAGESET-NAME                (HD='Pageset ')                        
  COUNT(READ-IO)              (PF=N5 HD='Read','I/Os')               
  SUM(READ-IO.PAGES-READ)     (PF=N6 HD='Total ','Pages ','Read ')   
  COUNT(WRITE-IO)             (PF=N5 HD='Write','I/Os')              
  SUM(WRITE-IO.PAGES-WRITTEN) (PF=N7 HD='Total ','Pages ','Written') 
  SUM(READ-IO.PAGES-READ + WRITE-IO.PAGES-WRITTEN)                   
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                              (PF=N6 HD='Total ','Pages ','Rd/Wr ')  
  AVG(READ-IO.EVENT-DUR)                                             
             (AT=(W,0.025,R),HD='Avg Rd','Time',PF='SS.TTT')       
  MAX(READ-IO.EVENT-DUR)                                             
             (AT=(W,0.025,R),HD='Max Rd','Time',PF='SS.TTT')       
  AVG(WRITE-IO.EVENT-DUR)                                            
             (AT=(W,0.025,R),HD='Avg Wr','Time',PF='SS.TTT')       
  MAX(WRITE-IO.EVENT-DUR)                                            
             (AT=(W,0.025,R),HD='Max Wr','Time',PF='SS.TTT')       
GROUP BY DB-NAME PAGESET-NAME                                      
OWNER-UNIQUE = YES                                                 
TITLE = ('I/O Summary by Database and Pageset')                    
TERMINAL (HELP=DBGRIOL,NODATA=DBGNTRA);

The IOBYPSET request summarizes READ-IO records and groups the information by DB-NAME and PAGESET-
NAME. Most of the fields that are shown in the column-formatted report (default) are summed (SUM) or averaged (AVG).
OWNER-UNIQUE=YES indicates that this request can be run concurrently by more than one user.

R/IOBYPSET      I/O Summary by Database and Pageset              Row 1-10 of 17
                                                                               
                        Total         Total  Total                             
                   Read Pages  Write  Pages  Pages  Avg Rd Max Rd Avg Wr Max Wr
Database Pageset   I/Os  Read   I/Os Written Rd/Wr   Time   Time   Time   Time 
-------- -------- ----- ------ ----- ------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
DLVY     IRTOOLRC     2      2     0       0      2  0.081  0.085  0.000  0.000
-------- -------- ----- ------ ----- ------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
DLVY     ========     2      2     0       0      2  0.081  0.085  0.000  0.000
                                                                               
DSNDB06  DSNADH01     2      2     0       0      2  0.082  0.083  0.000  0.000
         DSNATX02    15     15     0       0     15  0.092  0.156  0.000  0.000
         DSNAUH01     1      1     0       0      1  0.067  0.067  0.000  0.000
         DSNDSX01     4      4     0       0      4  0.076  0.095  0.000  0.000
         DSNDTX01     3      3     0       0      3  0.126  0.157  0.000  0.000
         DSNGGX01     2      2     0       0      2  0.088  0.098  0.000  0.000

Writing Batch Requests
Use batch requests of event trace data for:

• Routine monitoring
Scan through batch accounting trace summaries looking for unusually large values.

• Charge back
Scan through Batch Accounting Trace - Long records and use the accounting values for charge-back purposes.

You can write a batch request of event trace data to generate a report of SMF, GTF, or online history data. Consider the
following points when writing batch requests:

• TRACE, MONITOR, and SUMMARIZE statements are all supported
• All batch requests require a label
• Control block data cannot be accessed in a batch request

For more information about how to work with requests in batch and for a complete list of the predefined reports, see Batch
Reports.

Monitoring Control Block Data
Monitor control block data with TRACE, MONITOR, and SUMMARIZE requests.
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Db2 provides data to the SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector on request or with frequency specified in the INTERVAL
parameter.

Control block records are read synchronously.

This section includes topics that describe reporting on control block data, common control block records, and requests to
use on control block data.

The following requests allow you to report on and monitor control block data:

• TRACE—Reads control blocks.
• MONITOR—Summarizes control block data over fixed time intervals.
• SUMMARIZE—Summarizes control blocks over any fields in the record.

Reporting Control Block Data
When SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector reports on sampled data, it requests data from Db2. Db2 returns data when the
user presses the Enter key (as in the THRDACTV request) or with a specific frequency. For example, every 30 seconds
(as in the SYSSTATS request). The keyword INTERVAL determines the frequency of data reporting.

Db2 reports sampled data for an object that is currently active.

The following illustration shows how the control block data is gathered.

Figure 15: Reporting control block data

Note the following insights about the illustration:

• 1—A thread is like a runner, who runs a timed race.
• 2—At the starting time (00:00:00), the thread (runner) begins.
• 3, 4, and 5—While running, thread statistics can be sampled (snapshots). Those samples make up control block data

THREAD-STATS records.
• 6—The thread (runner) finishes at some end time.
• 7—Statistics taken while thread was running are accumulated and written to an ACCT event trace record (notepad).

This record keeps the data after the thread has disappeared.

Control Block Records in Use
All control block records and fields are described in the Reference section of this documentation.

The following list describes commonly used records:
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CURR-STATS1 (1001)
Contains subsystem services data that is cumulative from the startup of Db2. This record contains global activity
counts of many types and records overall system activity.

CURR-STATS2 (1002)
Contains global activity counts of the database manager services.

THREAD-STATS (148)
Returns one or more records that are based on the request focus. This record shows activity totals for threads.

CURR-SQL (124)
Contains the current dynamic SQL statement data. The request focus determines the output.

LOCK-HOLDERS (149)
Contains information on locks on a given resource, such as threads holding locks and threads waiting for locks to
be released. The request focus determines the output.

LOCKS-HELD (150)
Contains lock information for each thread holding a lock. The request focus determines the output.

CURR-PARMS (1006)
Contains same data as DSNZPARM (106).

IMS-REGION (1011)
Contains information about IMS regions that are connected to Db2.

CRCT (1007)
Consists of Db2 CRCT fields that relate to the CICS-DB2 connection. These fields are defined in the TYPE=INIT
form of the DSNCRCT macro.

CRCTSS (1008)
Consists of Db2 CRCT fields that define the CICS threads (TYPE=COMD, TYPE=POOL, and TYPE=ENTRY
forms of the DSNCRCT macro).

XPB0 (1005)
Contains information about the open data sets.

EDB (1009)
Contains information about the extents for an open data set.

MVS (1020-1024)
These records generate MVS displays.

DC-DATA-SHARE (1030)
Contains information about the Db2 and data collector data sharing groups.

UTILITY-EXEC (1050)
Contains information about the utility job execution.

TRACE Request for Control Block Data
A TRACE statement reads data from control blocks records.

Specifying Start Qualifications

Use FOCUS instead.

Command and Keyword Considerations

When you use a TRACE request, follow these guidelines:
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FOCUS Command
Reduces the amount of thread-based data that is displayed after the data has been collected. FOCUS is useful for
mixed data requests that display THREAD-STATS, LOCK-DETAIL, or other thread-based event trace data. To use
the FOCUS command, specify FOCUS-KEY=YES in the TRACE statement.

OWNER-UNIQUE Keyword
Indicates whether more than one request with the same name is allowed to execute. The default is NO.

INTERVAL Keyword
You must specify INTERVAL in the TRACE statement for SYSVIEW for Db2 to read the control block data. If you
specify INTERVAL=DEMAND, the panel is refreshed when the Enter key is pressed.
With INTERVAL=time-specification, the data collector automatically reads the control block data at the
given time interval. The panel refreshes only when the user presses the Enter key.

DISPLAY-LAST Keyword
Specifying DISPLAY-LAST=YES is not useful for control block Data TRACE requests because the data is
unordered.

Example 1: THRDACTV Request

The following THRDACTV request shows statistics for currently active threads. 'vvv' denotes the IQL syntax that is not
shown. Complete syntax is available in the SYSVIEW for Db2 request library.

The request traces control block record THREAD-STATS, with various fields reported in a columnar format (default).
SELECT-KEY=YES specification allows cursor-selection for more detail on a particular thread (which is in another
request). NEVENTS=20 limits the display to 20 threads. INTERVAL=DEMAND specification allows the terminal user to
refresh the panel with new THREAD-STATS data by pressing the Enter key.

vvv

THRDACTV: TRACE (LINESIZE=521 SORT-LINES=1) THREAD-STATS               

 '_'                           (AT=M HELP=TACTVSLT)                    

#IF DATASHR                                                            

 SUBSYS                        (HD='DB2 ','____' HA=M)                 

#IFEND                                                                 

 AUTH-ID                       (HD='Auth ID ')                         

 CORR-ID                       (HD='Corr ID ')                         

 PLAN-NAME                     (HD='  Plan  ' NOSCROLL)                

 CONN-NAME                     (PF=A8 HD='ConnName')                   

 STATUS                        (HD='Status' HELP='STATUS')             

 LAST-EVENT                    (HD='In','Event' HELP='LASTEVNT')       

*QW148ETK                      (PF=H16 HD='Enclave token')             

 TOTAL-TIME-DB2                (PF='HH:MM:SS' HD='DB2 Elap','HH:MM:SS')

 CP-USAGE-LPAR                 (PF=N3.2/2 HD='DB2','CP %' HC=C)        

 ZIIP-USAGE-LPAR               (PF=N3.2/2 HD='DB2','zIIP %' HC=C)      

 DECL-CPU-DB2-TOTAL            (PF='MM:SS.TT' HD='DB2 CPU','MM:SS.TT') 

 CONN-GROUP                    (HD='Conn','Type')                      

 QW0148IL                      (HD='Last','Ifcid')                     

 APPL-CRIT-EXCPT               (PF=N3 HD='Crt' AT=(W,0,R))             

 APPL-WARN-EXCPT               (PF=N3 HD='Wrn' AT=(W,0,Y))             

 APPL-INFO-EXCPT               (PF=N3 HD='Inf' AT=(W,0,B))             

 PROFMON-COND-TYPE             (PF=A1 HD='PM')                         

 SUM(COMMITS + ABORTS)         (PF=N3 HD='Cmt','+Ab' HELP=CMT_ABRT)    

 SUM(GET-PAGE(*))              (PF=N7 HD='Get','Pages')                

 SUM(SYNC-READ(*))             (PF=N6 HD='Read','I/O')                 

 AVG(GET-PAGE(*)/SYNC-READ(*))                                         
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               (HELP=READEFF PF=N4.1 HD='Read','Eff' AT=(W,0,R,5.0,W)) 

 SUM(SETW-SYS(*))              (PF=N7 HD='Buf','Updts')                

 MAX-PAGE-LOCKS                (PF=N4 HD='MxPg','Lcks')                

 THD-ELAPSED                 (PF='HHH:MM:SS' HD='Appl Dur','HHH:MM:SS')

 CICS-TASKID                   (PF=N5 HD='CICS','TASK')                

 OWNING-PROG-NAME              (PF=A18 HD='Current','Program')         

 JOBNAME-THREAD-HOME           (PF=A8 HD='Thread','Jobname')           

#IF DB2VER > 11.1                                                      

 JOB-STEP                      (PF=A8 HD='Job Step')

#IFEND                                              

vvv

*------------------------------                                         

 STORPROC-TOT-ELAPSED-SQL   (PF='MM:SS.TTT' HD='xSP2 Elap','MM:SS.TTT') 

 ROLE-NAME-VAR                 (PF=A12 HD='DB2 Role Name')              

 ENDUSER-WORKSTATION           (PF=A18 HD='End User','Workstation Name')

 ENDUSER-USERID                (PF=A16 HD='End User','User ID')         

 ENDUSER-TRANSACTION           (PF=A32 HD='End User','Transaction Name')

 QMDA-PRODUCT                  (PF=A8  HD='Product','ID')               

 THREAD-TOKEN                  (PF=N8 HD='Thread','Token')              

 ACE                                                                    

*                                                                       

TITLE=('Threads Identified to DB2')                                     

SELECT-KEY=YES                                                          

FOCUS-KEY=YES                                                           

NEVENTS=20                                                              

INTERVAL=DEMAND                                                         

DATASHAREABLE                                                           

TERMINAL(PANEL=DBGSDTA,HELP=DBGRTHA,NODATA=DBGNFOC)                     

;

The report in this example produces the following output:

_  1 All  2 Connections  3 Curr Contn  4 D-Lk/T-Out  5 Lk Susp Sum  6 More...             
                                          
                                                                      FOCUS OFF           
                                           
 R/THRDACTV      Threads Identified to DB2                             Item 1/13          
                                           
 SORT OFF                                                          All                    
                                           
Actions: S=Select, T=SQL, L=Locks, E=Except, R=Rmt, C=Cancel, M=More...                   
                                           
                                                      In   DB2 Elap   DB2    DB2   DB2 CPU
 Conn  Last                Cmt     Get   Re
   Auth ID    Corr ID      Plan   ConnName  Status   Event HH:MM:SS  CP %  zIIP % MM:SS.TT
 Type Ifcid Crt Wrn Inf PM +Ab   Pages    I
                                                                                          
                                           
 _ NONE     NONE         DISTSERV DISCONN  DDFREUSE                                       
 DBAT     0   0   0   0      0       0     
 _ NONE     NONE         DISTSERV DISCONN  DDFREUSE                                       
 DBAT     0   0   0   0      0       0     
 _ PLATDEV  IDB2DCAP     IDB2IFI  DB2CALL  ACTIVE-D            1:27   0.00   0.00  1:22.77
 CAF    187   0   0   0      0       0     
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 _ PLATDEV  IDB2DCAP     IDB2IFI  DB2CALL  ACTIVE-A            1:13   0.02   0.00    23.77
 CAF    232   0   0   0      0       0     
 _ PLATDEV  IDB2DCAP     IDB2IFI  DB2CALL  ACTIVE-A              29   0.02   0.00    27.10
 CAF    232   0   0   0      0       9     
 _ PLATDEV  IDCD12AS     IDB2TFKS DB2CALL  ACTIVE-A               0   0.00   0.00     0.05
 CAF    232   0   0   0      1       0     
 _ PLATDEV  IDCD12AS     IDB2TFKS DB2CALL  ACTIVE-A            1:16   0.01   0.00    10.51
 CAF    232   0   0   0      1       0     
 _ PLATDEV  IDCD12AS     IDB2TFKS DB2CALL  ACTIVE-A              30   0.02   0.00    26.57
 CAF    232   0   0   0      1       0     
 _ PLATDEV  BARAPI       SCBROWSE DB2CALL  ACTIVE-A               0   0.00   0.00     0.05
 CAF    232   0   0   0      7   12180    6
 _ CC892125 db2jcc_appli DISTSERV SERVER   ....     ....          0   0.00   0.00     0.00
              0   0   0      1       0     
 _ SIADM    db2jcc_appli DISTSERV SERVER   ....     ....          0   0.00   0.00     0.00
              0   0   0      2       0     
 _ CC892125 db2jcc_appli DISTSERV SERVER   ....     ....          0   0.00   0.00     0.01
              0   0   0     12     214     
 _ CC892125 db2jcc_appli DISTSERV SERVER   ....     ....          0   0.00   0.00     0.04
              0   0   0     10     885

Example 2: THRDDETL Request

The THRDDETL request shows THREAD-STATS data for a single active thread. 'vvv' indicates the IQL syntax that is not
shown. Complete syntax is available in the SYSVIEW for Db2 request library.

The THREAD-STATS record that was read for the THRDACTV request in Example 1 is read to get detailed information
about the selected thread, demonstrating the usefulness of SELECT-KEY=YES specification.

The request includes several #IF statements. These statements define and populate fields that are based on high-level
system parameters, such as the Db2 version. These parameters can vary depending on your version of Db2.

INTERVAL=DEMAND specification allows the terminal user to refresh the information by pressing the Enter key.

vvv

THRDDETL: TRACE (COLFMT=OFF)                                  

<<  THREAD-STATS                                              

   'Created'           THD-START               (PF=TIMESS)    

   'Isol Level'        CURR-SQL.ISOLATION-LVL                 

   'Acquire'           CURR-SQL.ACQUIRE                       

   'Release'           CURR-SQL.RELEASE                       

   'Commits'           COMMITS                 (PF=NL5)       

   'Aborts'            ABORTS                  (PF=NL3)       

 % 'Thread Status'     STATUS                  (HELP='STATUS')

   'RecType'           CPU-PARALLEL-IND                       

#IF DDF                                                       

   'Thread Type'       THDTYPE                                

#IFEND                                                        

vvv

 % '-----------------------------------------------------------------' -

   '--------------'                                                     

                                                                        

 % 'Program'           CURR-SQL.CURRENT-PROG   (PF=A18)                 

   '  Sect'            CURR-SQL.PROGSECT       (PF=NL2)                 
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   '  Stmt #'          CURR-SQL.STMT-NUM       (PF=NL8)                 

   'Type'              CURR-SQL.THRD-SQL-TYPE  (HELP=DYORST)            

 % 'Exceptions   Crit' APPL-CRIT-EXCPT         (PF=NL4 AT=(W,0,R))      

   'Warn'              APPL-WARN-EXCPT         (PF=NL4 AT=(W,0,Y))      

   'Info  '            APPL-INFO-EXCPT         (PF=NL4 AT=(W,0,B))      

   'Status'            EXTENDED-STATUS                                  

 % 'Conn ID'           CONN-NAME               (PF=A8)                  

   'Status'            CONN-THREAD-STATUS      (PF=A2)                  

   '-'                 CONNECTION-STATUS       (PF=A32 HELP=CONNSTAT)   

   ' Prod ID'          QMDA-PRODUCT            (PF=A8)                  

 % 'Last Page Accessed' CURRENT-IO-DBNAME                               

                       CURRENT-IO-PSNAME                                

   'Page'              CURRENT-IO-PAGE         (PF=H8)                  

                                                                        

 % '-----------------------------------------------------------------' -

   '--------------'                                                     

                                                                        

 % '!' LOCKWAIT-MSG                            (AT=R)                   

       LOCK-TYPE                               (AT=R)                   

       DB-NAME                                 (AT=R)                   

       PAGESET-NAME                            (AT=R)                   

>>                                                                      

<<  THREAD-STATS                                                       

 01:01 "Times         in HH:MM:SS.T"           (AT=B)                  

 % 'Elapsed Time App' THD-ELAPSED              (PF='HH:MM:SS.T')       

 % 'Total DB2 Elapsd' TOTAL-TIME-DB2           (PF='HH:MM:SS.T')       

 % 'Total DB2 CPU   ' DECL-CPU-DB2-TOTAL       (PF='HH:MM:SS.T')       

vvv

 % :30 'L Prf No Stg' MIAP-NO-STORAGE          (PF=N3)                 

 % :30 'Parallel Err' SUM(REDUCED-DEGREE                               

                        + SEQ-CURSOR                                   

                        + SEQ-ESA-SORT                                 

                        + SEQ-BUFFER                                   

                        + PARA-GRPS-EXECCORR                           

                        + PARA-GRPS-EXECRR                             

                        + PARA-GRPS-BYPS)(PF=N3 AT=(W,0,R) HELP=PIOERR)

 %:30 'Package Count' PACKAGE-DBRM-COUNT       (PF=N2)                 

 % '!' :30 'ProfID'   PROFMON-PROFILE-ID       (PF=N9)                 

 % '!' :30 'Prof Mon Cond ' PROFMON-COND-TYPE  (PF=A1)                 

vvv

 %                                                             

 % :01 'Identification'                           (AT=B)       

 % '!' 'End User User ID    :'                                 

        ENDUSER-USERID-VAR                        (PF=A128)    

#IF DB2VER > 10.1                                              

 % '!' 'End User Workstation:'                                 

        ENDUSER-WORKSTATION-VAR                   (PF=A128)    

 % '!' 'End User Transaction:'                                 

        ENDUSER-TRANSACTION-VAR                   (PF=A128)    
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#ELSE                                                          

 % '!' 'End User Workstation:'                                 

        ENDUSER-WORKSTATION                       (PF=A18)     

 % '!' 'End User Transaction:'                                 

        ENDUSER-TRANSACTION                       (PF=A32)     

#IFEND                                                         

#IF DB2VER > 11.1                                              

 % '!' 'Job Step Name       :' JOB-STEP           (PF=A8)      

#IFEND                                                         

 % '!' 'Requestor Location  :'                                 

        REQUESTOR-LOC-VAR                         (PF=A128)    

 % '!' 'Extended Corr Token :' CORR-TOKEN-VAR     (PF=A128)    

 % '!' 'Trusted Context     :' TRUSTEDCONTEXT-VAR (PF=A128)    

 % '!' 'Role Name           :' ROLE-NAME-VAR      (PF=A128)    

 % '!' 'Original Appl User  :' ORIG-APP-USER-VAR  (PF=A128)    

 % '!' 'CICS Origin Adapter :' QMDA-CICS-EYE      (PF=A36)     

 % '!' 'CICS Origin Adata 1 :' QMDA-CICS-DATA1    (PF=A64)     

 % '!' 'CICS Origin Adata 2 :' QMDA-CICS-DATA2    (PF=A64)     

 % '!' 'CICS Origin Adata 3 :' QMDA-CICS-DATA3    (PF=A64)     

 % '!' 'Client Platform     :' QMDA-CLIENT-PLAT   (PF=A18)     

 % '!' 'Client Application  :' QMDA-CLIENT-APPL   (PF=A20)     

 % '!' 'Client Auth ID      :' QMDA-CLIENT-AUTH   (PF=A8)      

 % '!' 'REST Service Method :' QMDA-REST-FUNC     (PF=A5)      

 % '!'  LABEL-QMDA-STRING (AT=T) ':' QMDA-ACCOUNT-VAR (PF=A128)

>>                                                             

vvv

TITLE=('Active Thread Detail')                                

FOCUS-KEY=YES                                                 

SELECT-KEY=YES                                                

INTERVAL=DEMAND                                               

NEVENTS=2                                                     

TERMINAL(PANEL=DBGSDTHD,HELP=DBGRTHD,NODATA=DBGNFOC)

The report in this example produces the following output:

_  1 Detail  2 SQL Text  3 Locks Held  4 Exceptions  5 Remote  6 More...
                                                                        
R/THRDDETL      Active Thread Detail                                   Row 1/35
SORT N/A                                                                       
Auth ID PLATDEV       Plan SCBROWSE    Corr ID BARAPI                          
Created 10:33:02 Isol Level CS Acquire A Release C Commits 7     Aborts 0      
Thread Status ACTIVE-A RecType        Thread Type ALLIED-N                     
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Program SCBROWSR             Sect 0    Stmt # 0        Type STATIC             
Exceptions   Crit 0    Warn 0    Info   0    Status IN USER SWAPPED/DET        
Conn ID DB2CALL  Status T  - ALLIED NONDISTRIBUTED THREAD      Prod ID DSN12015
Last Page Accessed DSNDB06  DSNUCH01 Page 00000658                             
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Times         in HH:MM:SS.T  Lock info         SQL info       Buffer pool info 
Elapsed Time App  5:31:00.2  Max Pg Locks   1  Select      0  Getpage     12180
Total DB2 Elapsd        0.2  Lock Suspnds   0  Fetch      49  Read I/O      698
Total DB2 CPU           0.0  Deadlocks      0  I/U/D       0  Read Eff     17.4
 DB2 CP Time            0.0  Escalations    0  Dynamic     0  Pref Reqs     274
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 DB2 zIIP Time          0.0  Timeouts       0  DDL/DCL     0  Buf Updts       0
Routine Elapsed         0.0                    Calls       0  BP Warn         0
Wt All DB2 I/O          0.1  Other info        CallFail    0  Avg I/O    0.0002
Wt All Lock/Ltch        0.0  Log Write      0                                  
Wt Log                  0.0  Thd Token  18109  Eligible times HH:MM:SS.T  % Tot
Wt DB2 Services         0.0  WLM Name .......  zIIP not used         0.0    0.0
Wt DB2 Accel            0.0  L Prf No Stg   0  Accel Elapsed         0.0    0.0
Wt Class3 Others        0.0  Parallel Err   0  Accel CP              0.0    0.0
Other DB2 Time          0.0  Package Count  1  Accel zIIP            0.0    0.0
                                                                               
CPU Utilization       CP (%)  .....50....100   zIIP (%)  .....50....100        
  Average by engine     0.00                |      0.00                |       
  Current by engine     0.00                |      0.00                |       
  Current by LPAR       0.00                |      0.00                |       
                                                                               
Identification                                                                 
  End User User ID    : PLATDEV                                                
  End User Workstation: DB2CALL                                                
  End User Transaction: BARAPI                                                 
  Job Step Name       : SCBRD12A                                               
                                                                               
_ E Explain  T SQL Text  Program SCBROWSR  Stmt           Sect     Collection

MONITOR Request for Control Block Data
The MONITOR request summarizes control block data over fixed time intervals.

This request is mostly used with (1001) CURR-STATS1 and (1002) CURR-STATS2 records. You can also use it with the
(148) THREAD-STATS record to track a long-running thread.

Specifying Start Qualifications

The start qualifications panel appears after you start an online request, but before the data displays. Some of the
qualifying fields (Plan, Auth ID, and Location) can reduce the amount of thread-based data reported by Db2. Other
qualifying fields (Operator, Connection, Correlation, Network ID, and LU Name) can reduce the amount of thread-based
data reported by SYSVIEW for Db2.

Start qualifications are useful for:

• Minimizing the amount of work Db2 has to perform for your request.
• Maximizing the usefulness of the report by displaying only the data you need.
• Requests that use THREAD-STATS records.

Start qualifications are not useful for requests that are based on CURR-STATS1, CURR-STATS2, and CURR-PARMS
records.

Command and Keyword Considerations

When you use the MONITOR requests, follow these guidelines:

FOCUS Command
Do not use the FOCUS command for MONITOR requests because all FOCUS criteria is summarized out.
FOCUS criteria includes Plan, Auth ID, Location, Operator, Connection, Correlation, Network ID, and LU Name.

OWNER-UNIQUE Keyword
The OWNER-UNIQUE keyword indicates whether more than one request with the same name is allowed to
execute. The default value is NO.
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Specify OWNER-UNIQUE=YES to allow more than one user to run the same request with their own start
qualifications. This specification can be useful in requests that access the THREAD-STATS record.

INTERVAL Keyword
You must specify the INTERVAL keyword to define the monitored time interval.

DISPLAY-LAST Keyword
The DISPLAY-LAST keyword indicates whether the display is automatically scrolled to the end of the displayed
report, showing the latest data. DISPLAY-LAST=YES is therefore useful for long reports.

Summary Function Keywords
Do not use summary functions (AVG, COUNT, MAX, MIN, PCT, RATE, and SUM) with fields from records CURR-
STATS1, CURR-STATS2, and CRCTSS (if ACCUM is specified). Those fields always contain accumulated data
and if summed or averaged, they produce erroneous results.

LOGSTATS Example

The following LOGSTATS request produces a report of log activity based on the following specifications:

• The control block data (CURR-STATS1) is monitored at a 30-second interval (INTERVAL=30 SECONDS).
• Latest records appear first (DISPLAY-LAST=YES).
• Output appears on the screen (TERMINAL).
• The time interval that is represented on the request (INTTIME) displays on the first line.

LOGSTATS:

  MONITOR (DELTA SK=1 COLFMT=NO)

   CURR-STATS1

     INTTIME (PF=TIMESS)

   02:03  'Highest RBA    '                                  (AT=B)

                                          LOG-HIGH-RBA       (PF=H20)

   % :03  'Checkpoints taken          '                      (AT=B)

                                          DB2-CHECKPT        (PF=N8)

   % :03  'BSDS access requests       '                      (AT=B)

                                BSDS-ACCESS-REQS   (PF=N8 AT=(W,0,R))

#IF DB2VER > 10.1

   % :03  'CDDS access requests       '                      (AT=B)

                                          CDDS-ACCESS-REQS   (PF=N8)

#IFEND

vvv

FOCUS-KEY = NO

DISPLAY-LAST = YES

INTERVAL = 30 SECONDS

TITLE = ('Log Activity - &XXXXXXXXX')

TERMINAL (               help=DBGRLGD,nodata=DBGNINT1);

The report in this example produces the following output:

R/LOGSTATS      Log Activity - 30 Seconds                       Row 451-484/500
                                                                  Delta
05:43:30
  Highest RBA     000000000032681F5F72  Log WRITEs to active log
  Checkpoints taken                  0   Asynch NOWAIT requests               0
  BSDS access requests               0   Asynch scheduled by threshold        0
  CDDS access requests               0   Synch FORCE requests                 0
 
  Log READs                             Log WRITE I/Os to active log
   From log buffer                   0   Total number of requests             0
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   From active log                   0   Serial requests                      0
   From archive log                  0   Successful with zHyperLink           0
                                         Unsuccessful with zHyperLink         0
  VSAM Control Intervals
   Created for active log            0  Log WRITE routine calls               0
   Written to active log             0
   Offloaded to archive log          0  Log WRITE suspends
                                         Total number of suspends             0
  Archive log allocations                Suspended by XES                     0
   For reading                       0   Suspended by XES time             0.00
   For writing                       0
                                        Delays
  "Look-ahead" tape mounts               WRITEs - no available buffer         0
   Attempted                         0   READs - unavailable resources        0
   Failed                            0   READs - tape vol contentions         0
      Output log buffers paged-in          0

SUMMARIZE Request for Control Block Data
This request summarizes control blocks over any fields in the record.

Specifying Start Qualifications

Use FOCUS instead.

Command and Keyword Considerations

When you use the SUMMARIZE requests, consider the following command and keyword information:

FOCUS Command
The FOCUS command is useful for requests that display THREAD-STATS records.
To use the FOCUS command, specify FOCUS-KEY=YES in the SUMMARIZE statement.

GROUP BY Keyword and Summary Functions
The GROUP BY keyword is useful for ordering the report by one or more fields. Do not use GROUP BY with
CURR-STATS1, CURR-STATS2, and CURR-PARMS records, because there is only one each per Db2. For other
records, specify a summary function (AVG, PCT, SUM, and so on) when GROUP BY list does not specify the
field. Else, the field might display data from the last record that is read and not from the group of records. For
effective use of GROUP BY keyword, see the CORRACTV example.

NOTE
Summary functions are useful for CURR-STATS1, CURR-STATS2, and CURR-PARMS when you want
to compute using two or more fields. For example, if you want to report on CPU, code SUM (TCB-CPU-
TOT + SRB-CPU-TOT).

OWNER-UNIQUE Keyword
The OWNER-UNIQUE keyword indicates whether more than one request with the same name is allowed to
execute. Use the default value (NO).

INTERVAL Keyword
You must specify the INTERVAL keyword, which lets you accumulate data for the specified period. Specify
INTERVAL=DEMAND.

DISPLAY-LAST Keyword
The DISPLAY-LAST keyword is not useful for SUMMARIZE requests.
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CORRACTV Example

The CORRACTV request shows the distribution of work across Db2 correlation IDs within each connection.

 DECLARE THREAD-STATS IDENTIFIE(N3) VALOF                          

   IF THD-STATUS = 'IDENTIFY' RESULTIS 1

    ELSE RESULTIS 0 

    IFEND  

*                                                                  

 DECLARE THREAD-STATS ACTIVE-D(N3) VALOF                           

   IF THD-STATUS = 'ACTIVE  '                                    

     IF  APPL-DB2-FLAG = 'D' RESULTIS 1 ELSE RESULTIS 0 

      IFEND 

    IFEND 

*                                                                  

 DECLARE THREAD-STATS ACTIVE-A(N3) VALOF                           

   IF THD-STATUS = 'ACTIVE  '                                    

     IF APPL-DB2-FLAG = 'A' RESULTIS 1 ELSE RESULTIS 0 IFEND 

    IFEND 

*                                                                  

CORRACTV: SUMMARIZE (SUBTOT=ON,SORT-LINES=1,IS=OFF) THREAD-STATS  

  CONN-TYPE             (HD='Conn')                                 

  CORR-ID               (HD='Corr-id')                              

  COUNT(*)              (PF=N4 HD='Count' NOSCROLL)                 

  SUM(IDENTIFIE)        (PF=N3 HD='Iden')                           

  SUM(ACTIVE-D)         (PF=N3 HD='Actv','DB2')                     

  SUM(ACTIVE-A)         (PF=N3 HD='Actv','Appl')                    

  SUM(ELAPSED-TIME-DB2) (PF=TIMESS HD='DB2 Elap','HH:MM:SS')        

  SUM(TCB-CPU-DB2 + SRB-CPU-DB2)                                    

                        (PF=TIMESS HD='DB2 CPU','HH:MM:SS')         

  SUM(APPL-CRIT-EXCPT)  (PF=N4 AT=(W,0,R) HD='Crit')                

  SUM(APPL-WARN-EXCPT)  (PF=N4 AT=(W,0,Y) HD='Warn')  

  SUM(APPL-INFO-EXCPT)  (PF=N4 AT=(W,0,B) HD='Info')  

  SUM(COMMITS + ABORTS) (PF=N3 HD='Cmt','+Ab')        

  SUM(GET-PAGE(*))      (PF=N6 HD='Get','Pages')      

  SUM(SYNC-READ(*))     (PF=N6 HD='Read','I/O')       

GROUP BY CONN-TYPE (SUBTOT=OFF) CORR-ID (SUBTOT=OFF)

FOCUS-KEY=YES                                       

TITLE = ('Current Threads by Connect & Corr ID')    

INTERVAL = DEMAND                                   

TERMINAL (help=DBGRCRA,nodata=DBGNFOC);

The CORRACTV request reads data from Control Block record THREAD-STATS. Grouping is done by fields CONN-TYPE
and CORR-ID. The report is updated each time the Enter key is pressed (INTERVAL=DEMAND). To view only a specific
set of criteria using the FOCUS command, FOCUS-KEY=YES has been specified.

 _  1 by Plan  2 by Correlation  3 by Auth ID                                   
                                                                     Focus off 
R/CORRACTV      Current Threads by Connect & Corr ID              Item 1-6 of 6
 
                                 Actv Actv DB2 Elap  DB2 CPU                Cmt
  Conn      Corr-id   Count Iden  DB2 Appl HH:MM:SS HH:MM:SS Crit Warn Info +Ab
-------- ------------ ----- ---- ---- ---- -------- -------- ---- ---- ---- ---
DB2CALL  DD1DS67          3    0    0    3        0        0    0    0    0   0
DB2CALL  DXB151$3         3    0    0    3        0        0    0    0    0   0
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DB2CALL  GSWU41DC         3    0    1    2       48        0    1    1    0   0
DB2CALL  GSWV3123         3    0    0    3       48       12    1    1    0   0
-------- ------------ ----- ---- ---- ---- -------- -------- ---- ---- ---- ---
      ======== ============    12    0    1   11     1:37       13    2    2    0   0

IRLMENQS Example

The IRLMENQS request shows a summary of all locks currently held by a thread.

 IRLMENQS: SUMMARIZE (ST=OFF SORT-LINES=1)            

<<* IRLM-LOCKS                                      

  OWNER-LOCK-TYPE           (HD=('Lock','Type'))       

  OWNER-DB-NAME             (HD=('SKCT or','Database'))

  OWNER-PAGESET-NAME        (HD='Pageset')             

  OWNER-LOCK-DUR            (HD=('Lock','Duration'))   

  OWNER-LOCK-STATE          (HD=('Lock','Stat'))       

  COUNT(*)                  (HD='Count')               

  ' '                                                  

  OWNER-AUTH-ID             (HD='Auth')                

  OWNER-CORR-ID             (PF=A8,HD='Corr')          

  OWNER-PLAN-NAME           (HD='Plan')                

*                                                    

  GROUP BY OWNER-LOCK-TYPE OWNER-DB-NAME OWNER-PAGESET-NAME

        OWNER-LOCK-DUR OWNER-LOCK-STATE                 

>>                                                     

*                                                         

INTERVAL=DEMAND                                   

FOCUS-KEY=YES                                     

NEVENTS=1000                                      

TITLE = ('Locks Currently Held')                  

TERMINAL (help=DBGRLDE,nodata=DBGNTRA);

This request summarizes information from the IRLM-LOCKS (Control Block Data) record. The COUNT(*) parameter
produces a count of the IRLM-LOCKS records that were summarized. The report is grouped by fields OWNER-LOCK-
TYPE, OWNER-DB-NAME, OWNER-PAGESET-NAME, OWNER-LOCK-DUR, and OWNER-LOCK-STATE. The
INTERVAL=DEMAND specifies that the panel information updates only when the Enter key is pressed.

 _  1 Detail  2 SQL Text  3 Locks Held  4 Exceptions  5 Remote  6 More...       
 
R/IRLMENQS      Locks Currently Held                              Item 1-6 of 6
 
  Lock    SKCT or            Lock   Lock                                       
  Type   Database  Pageset Duration Stat   Count     Auth     Corr     Plan    
-------- -------- -------- -------- ---- -------   -------- -------- --------  
DATAPAGE DSNDB06  SYSDBASE MANUAL   S          3   AUTH001  CORR001  DLVZDYNS  
INDXPAGE DSNDB06  DSNDTX02 MANUAL   S          2   AUTH001  CORR001  DLVZDYNS  
PAGESET  DSNDB06  SYSDBASE COMMIT   IS         1   AUTH001  CORR001  DLVZDYNS  
PAGESET  DSNDB06  SYSDBAUT COMMIT   IS         1   AUTH001  CORR001  DLVZDYNS  
PAGESET  DSNDB06  SYSUSER  COMMIT   IS         1   AUTH001  CORR001  DLVZDYNS  
      SKCT     DLVZDYNS          PLAN     S          1   AUTH001  CORR001  DLVZDYNS

Monitoring Mixed Data
This section includes topics that describe requests that use both event trace (asynchronous) and control block
(synchronous) data:
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TRACE Request
for Mixed Data

Reports event trace records as they occur and grabs control block data periodically. This type of request is
useful for exception reporting.

MONITOR Request
for Mixed Data

Summarizes event trace records and control block data periodically over the fixed time periods.

The time periods for grabbing control block data are specified in the INTERVAL parameter.

NOTE
We advise against using a SUMMARIZE request on mixed data.

TRACE Request for Mixed Data
A mixed data TRACE request reports event trace records as they occur. This report grabs control block data periodically
according to the INTERVAL parameter.

This type of request is useful for exception reporting.

Specifying Start Qualifications

The start qualifications panel appears after you start an online request, but before the data appears. Some of the
qualifying fields (Plan, Auth ID, and Location) can reduce the amount of thread-based data that is reported by Db2. The
other qualifying fields can reduce the amount of thread-based data that is reported by SYSVIEW for Db2. These fields are:
Operator, Connection, Correlation, Network ID, and LU Name.

Use start qualifications to achieve the following outcomes:

• Minimize the amount of work Db2 has to perform for your request.
• Maximize the usefulness of the report by displaying only the data you need.

Command and Keyword Considerations

The following guidelines apply to the use of TRACE request:

FOCUS Command Reduces the amount of thread-based data that is displayed after the data has been collected. The default
value of FOCUS-KEY is YES, so FOCUS is automatically available.

FOCUS is useful for mixed data requests that display THREAD-STATS, LOCK-DETAIL, or other thread-
based event trace data. Otherwise, FOCUS is not useful in mixed-data requests.

OWNER-
UNIQUE Keyword

Indicates whether more than one request with the same name is allowed to execute. The default value is
NO.

Specify OWNER-UNIQUE=YES to allow more than one user to run the same request with their own start
qualifications.

INTERVAL Keyword Required to define the time interval to be traced.
DISPLAY-

LAST Keyword
Indicates whether the display is automatically scrolled to the end of the displayed report to show the latest
data.

Specify DISPLAY-LAST=YES where there is much data and the recent data is more interesting. For
example, in a THRDHIST request.

SSXCP Example

The SSXCP request shows exception conditions that are system-oriented.

 DECLARE MAX-CHECKPOINTS(N7)=0;                                                 
 DECLARE MAX-ARCH-RD-ALLOCS(N7)=0;                                              
 DECLARE MAX-ARCH-WR-ALLOCS(N7)=0;                                              
 DECLARE MAX-BSDS-ACCESS-REQS(N7)=0;                                            
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 DECLARE MAX-DEFERRED-WRITE(N7)=0;                                              
 SSXCP:                                                                         
 TRACE (COLFMT=OFF DELTA)                                                       
 ***                             SYSTEM CHECKPOINTS TAKEN                       
   <<CURR-STATS1                                                                
     '_' (AT=M) 'SYSCHKPT'                                                      
     EVENT-TIME (PF='MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS')                                        
     'Total DB2 checkpoint count:' DB2-CHECKPT                                  
     WHERE  DB2-CHECKPT > MAX-CHECKPOINTS                                       
   >>                                                                           
 ***                             LOG READ/WRITE ALLOCATIONS                     
   <<CURR-STATS1                                                                
     '_' (AT=M) 'LOGALLOC'                                                      
     EVENT-TIME (PF='MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS')                                        
     'Archive log allocations: Read:'                                           
     ARCH-LOG-READ-ALLOC           (PF=NL4)                                     
     'Write:'                                                                   
     ARCH-LOG-WRITE-ALLOC          (PF=NL4)                                     
     WHERE ARCH-LOG-READ-ALLOC  > MAX-ARCH-RD-ALLOCS                            
        OR ARCH-LOG-WRITE-ALLOC > MAX-ARCH-WR-ALLOCS                            
   >>                                                                           
 ***                             EXCESSIVE BSDS ACCESSES                        
   <<CURR-STATS1                                                                
     '_' (AT=M) 'BSDSACC'                                                       
     EVENT-TIME (PF='MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS')                                        
     'BSDS accessed'                                                            
     BSDS-ACCESS-REQS              (PF=NL4)                                     
     'times in interval'                                 
     WHERE BSDS-ACCESS-REQS > MAX-BSDS-ACCESS-REQS
   >>                                                      
 ***                             DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD REACHED
   <<CURR-STATS2                        
     '_' (AT=M) 'DEFERWRT' 
     EVENT-TIME (PF='MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS')                         
     '# Times deferred write threshold:' 
     'BP0-' DEFERRED-WR-THRESHOLD(1)                            
     WHERE  DEFERRED-WR-THRESHOLD(1) > MAX-DEFERRED-WRITE        
   >>                                                      
 ***                              THREAD ABENDED/AGENTS INDOUBT
   <<ACCT                                                    
     '_' (AT=M) 'THDABEND'                                   
     EVENT-TIME (PF='MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS')                     
     'Indoubt Abend status:'                                 
     % :08 'Corr:' CORR-ID :29 'Plan:'  PLAN-NAME            
     % :08 'Termination Code:'  THD-TERM-CODE (PF=N2)        
         'Termination Reason:'  THD-TERM-REASON              
     WHERE THD-TERM-CODE = 28 OR = 40 OR = 44 OR = 48 OR = 52
                              OR = 56                        
   >>                                                       
   INTERVAL = 30 SECONDS                   
   FOCUS-KEY = NO                                                
   SELECT-KEY = YES                                              
   DISPLAY-LAST = YES                                            
   TITLE = ('Subsystem Exceptions')                              
   TERMINAL NEVENTS = 100;

In the following example, the request reads both event trace data (ACCT record) and control block data (CURR-STATS1
and CURR-STATS2 records). Control blocks are read every 30 seconds (INTERVAL=30 SECONDS). Each exception
is a separate line on the request (COLFMT=OFF). This report allows navigation to detailed exception help, so each line
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starts with a selection field. '_' (AT=M) defines a selectable underscore field at the start of each line. SELECT-KEY=YES
indicates that lines can be selected with a cursor.

  SSXCP                    Subsystem Exceptions                     
  Actions:  S=Select                                                       
 
_ DEFERWRT MM/DD/YY 16:19:01 # Times deferred write threshold: BP0-       1 
_ DEFERWRT MM/DD/YY 17:46:30 # Times deferred write threshold: BP0-       2 
_ DEFERWRT MM/DD/YY 17:47:00 # Times deferred write threshold: BP0-       3 
_ SYSCHKPT MM/DD/YY 17:47:30 Total DB2 checkpoint count:       1            
_ DEFERWRT MM/DD/YY 17:49:00 # Times deferred write threshold: BP0-       5 
_ SYSCHKPT MM/DD/YY 17:49:30 Total DB2 checkpoint count:       2            
_ DEFERWRT MM/DD/YY 17:50:00 # Times deferred write threshold: BP0-       2 
_ LOGALLOC MM/DD/YY 17:53:00 Archive log allocations: Read: 0    Write: 1   
_ BSDSACC  MM/DD/YY 17:54:00 BSDS accessed 66   times in interval           
_ THDABEND MM/DD/YY 17:56:00 Users cancel/abend  1    Agents indoubt 0      
_ THDABEND MM/DD/YY 18:02:26 Indoubt Abend status:                          
      Corr: GSWV31QA       Plan:                                            
        Termination Code: 28 Termination Reason: RES IDBT

MONITOR Request for Mixed Data
A mixed data MONITOR request summarizes event trace records and control block data periodically over the fixed time
periods. These periods are specified in the INTERVAL parameter.

Specifying Start Qualifications

The start qualifications panel appears after you start an online request, but before data appears. Some of the qualifying
fields (Plan, Auth ID, and Location) can reduce the amount of thread-based data that is reported by Db2. Other qualifying
fields can reduce the amount of thread-based data that is reported by SYSVIEW for Db2. These fields are: Operator,
Connection, Correlation, Network ID, and LU Name.

Use start qualifications to achieve the following outcomes:

• Minimize the amount of work Db2 has to perform for your request.
• Maximize the usefulness of the report by displaying only the data you need.

Command and Keyword Considerations

The following guidelines apply to the use of MONITOR request:

FOCUS Command Do not use the FOCUS command for MONITOR requests because all FOCUS criteria is summarized out.
OWNER-

UNIQUE Keyword
Indicates whether more than one request with the same name is allowed to execute. The default value is
NO.

Specify OWNER-UNIQUE=YES to allow more than one user to run the same request with their own start
qualifications.

INTERVAL Keyword Required to define the monitored time interval.
DISPLAY-

LAST Keyword
Useful for requests, where there is more than one full screen of data to display.

SYSSTATS Example

The SYSSTATS request displays an overview of system activity. Event trace data is represented by the ACCT record to
show data about completed threads.

SYSSTATS: SUMMARIZE (COLFMT=OFF DELTA)
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<< CURR-STATS2                                                       
       'EXCEPTIONS'(AT=B)'Crit Warn Info'                             
 % :02 'Subsystem'                                                    
   :12 SUBSYS-CRIT-EXCPT       (PF=N4 AT=(W,0,R))                     
   :17 SUBSYS-WARN-EXCPT       (PF=N4 AT=(W,0,Y))                     
   :22 SUBSYS-INFO-EXCPT       (PF=N4 AT=(W,0,B))                     
 % :02 'Database '                                                    
   :12 DATABASE-CRIT-EXCPT     (PF=N4 AT=(W,0,R))                     
   :17 DATABASE-WARN-EXCPT     (PF=N4 AT=(W,0,Y))                     
   :22 DATABASE-INFO-EXCPT     (PF=N4 AT=(W,0,B))                     
 % :02 'Applicatn'                                                    
   :12 APPL-CRIT-EXCPT         (PF=N4 AT=(W,0,R))                     
   :17 APPL-WARN-EXCPT         (PF=N4 AT=(W,0,Y))                     
   :22 APPL-INFO-EXCPT         (PF=N4 AT=(W,0,B))                     
                                                                      
 %                    :08 '        Pct'                               
                      :20 ' Max StIn'                                 
 %     'LIMITS'(AT=B) :08 'Current Max'                               
                      :20 ' HWM  HWM'                                 
 % :02 'Users'    :11 CURR-STATS1.CURR-THRDS               (PF=N4)    
                  :16 CURR-STATS1.THRDS-PCT                (PF=N3)    
                  :20 CURR-STATS1.HWM-CTHREAD-THRDS        (PF=N4)    
                  :25 CURR-STATS1.INT-HWM-CTHREAD-THRDS    (PF=N4)    
 % :02 'TSO     ' :11 CURR-STATS1.CURR-FOREGROUND-THRDS    (PF=N4)    
                  :16 CURR-STATS1.FOREGROUND-THRDS-PCT     (PF=N3)    
                  :20 CURR-STATS1.HWM-IDFORE-THRDS         (PF=N4)    
                  :25 CURR-STATS1.INT-HWM-IDFORE-THRDS     (PF=N4)    
 % :02 'Batch   ' :11 CURR-STATS1.CURR-BACKGROUND-THRDS    (PF=N4)    
                  :16 CURR-STATS1.BACKGROUND-THRDS-PCT     (PF=N3)    
                  :20 CURR-STATS1.HWM-IDBACK-THRDS         (PF=N4)    
                  :25 CURR-STATS1.INT-HWM-IDBACK-THRDS     (PF=N4)    
 % :02 'DDF Actv' :11 CURR-STATS1.CURR-DBAT-THRDS          (PF=N4)    
                  :16 CURR-STATS1.DBAT-THRDS-PCT           (PF=N3)    
                  :20 CURR-STATS1.MAX-ACTIVE-DBATS         (PF=N4)    
                  :25 CURR-STATS1.INT-HWM-MAXDBAT-THRDS    (PF=N4)    
 % :02 'DDF Inac' :11 CURR-STATS1.CURR-DBAT-INACTIVE-THRDS (PF=N4)      
                  :16 CURR-STATS1.DBAT-INACTIVE-THRDS-PCT  (PF=N3)      
                  :20 CURR-STATS1.HIGH-MAX-DBAT-INACTIVE   (PF=N4)      
                  :25 SUM(IDB2STAT.HWM-INACTIVE-DBATS                   
                         +IDB2STAT.HWM-T2-CURR-INACT)      (PF=N4)      
 % :02 'Dataset'  :10 CURR-STATS1.CURR-DATASETS            (PF=N5)      
                  :16 CURR-STATS1.DATASETS-PCT             (PF=N3)      
                  :25 IDB2STAT.HWM-DS-CURR-OPEN            (PF=N4)      
                                                                        
 01:29 'BUFFERS'   (AT=B)                                               
 % :30  'Warnings ' SUM(EXP-FAIL-GETMAIN(*)                             
                      + RECALL-TIMEOUT(*)                               
                      + SEQ-PREFETCH-DIS-BUF(*)                         
                      + SEQ-PREFETCH-DIS-RD-ENG(*)                      
                      + WK-PREFETCH-ZEROS(*)                            
                      + WPHFWT-THRESHOLD(*)                             
                      + WKFILE-NOBUFFS(*)                               
                      + WORKFILES-DENIED(*)                             
                      + COND-SEQ-GETP-FAIL(*)                           
                      + PARALLELISM-DOWNGRADED(*)                       
                      + PREFETCH-QTY-TO-HALF(*)                         
                      + PREFETCH-QTY-TO-FOURTH(*)                       
                      + INEFFICIENT-SORTS(*)                            
                      + EXP-FAIL-MAX-LIM(*))                            
                      (PF=N6 AT=(W,0,R) HELP=BPWARNS)                   
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 % :30  'Act Pools' ACTIVE-POOLS               (PF=N6)                  
 % :30  '% Act Pgs' AVG(CURR-ACT-BUF(*)/BP-SIZE(*))                     
                      (PF=N4.1/-2 HELP=PCTACTPG)                        
 % :30  'Getpages ' SUM(GET-PAGE(*))           (PF=N6)                  
 % :30  'Sync Rds ' SUM(READ-IO(*))            (PF=N6)                  
 % :30  'Read Eff ' AVG(GET-PAGE(*)/READ-IO(*))                         
                      (PF=N4.1,AT=(W,0,R,5,W),HELP=READEFF)             
 % :30  'Buf Updts' SUM(SETW-SYS(*))           (PF=N6)                  
 % :30  'Pg Writes' SUM(PG-WRITES-SYS(*))      (PF=N6)                  
 % :30  'Write I/O' SUM(IMM-WRITES-SYS(*)+WRITE-IO(*))                  
                      (PF=N6 HELP=WRITEIO)                              
                                                                        
 01:48 'EDM POOL'  (AT=B)                                                 
 % :48 ' DBD Lds'     LOAD-DBD                    (PF=N6)                 
     '   % Rqsts'     AVG(LOAD-DBD/REQS-DBD)                              
                      (PF=N3.1/-2 HELP=PCTDBDRQ AT=(W,10,R))              
 % :48 ' CT  Lds'     LOAD-CT                     (PF=N6)                 
     '   % Rqsts'     AVG(LOAD-CT/REQS-CT)                                
                      (PF=N3.1/-2 HELP=PCTCTRQ AT=(W,10,R))               
 % :48 ' PT  Lds'     LOAD-PT                     (PF=N6)                 
     '   % Rqsts'     AVG(LOAD-PT/REQS-PT)                                
                      (PF=N3.1/-2 HELP=PCTPTRQ AT=(W,10,R))               
 % :48 ' Dyn Ins'     INSERTS-DYN                 (PF=N6)                 
     '   % Rqsts'     AVG(INSERTS-DYN/REQS-DYN)                           
                      (PF=N3.1/-2 HELP=PCTDYNRQ AT=(W,33,R))              
                                                                          
 %%:48 'LOCKING'      (AT=B)                                              
 % :48 ' Suspend '    SUM(SUSPENDS-LOCK + SUSPENDS-LATCH +                
                       SUSPENDS-OTHER)            (PF=N5 HELP=SUSPNTOT)   
 % :48 ' Escalate'    SUM(LOCK-ESCAL-SHR + LOCK-ESCAL-EXC)                
                      (PF=N5 AT=(W,0,R) HELP=ESCALTOT)                    
 % :48 ' Timeout '    TIMEOUTS                    (PF=N5 AT=(W,0,R))      
 % :48 ' Deadlock'    DEADLOCKS                   (PF=N5 AT=(W,0,R))      
                                                                          
 08:65 'LOGGING'      (AT=B)                                              
 % :65 ' Dlyd Wrts'   CURR-STATS1.UNAVAIL-ACT-BUF  (PF=N4 AT=(W,0,R))     
 % :65 ' Arch Read'   CURR-STATS1.READS-FROM-ARCH-LOG                     
                      (PF=N4 AT=(W,0,R))                                                  
        
 % :65 ' Warnings '   SUM(CURR-STATS1.WAIT-RESOURCE                       
                      + CURR-STATS1.READS-DLYED-CONTENTION                
                      + CURR-STATS1.LOOK-AHEAD-FAILURES)                  
                      (PF=N4 AT=(W,0,R) HELP=LOGWARNS)                    
                                                                          
 14:01 'SQL' (AT=B)                                                    
 %     ' Dynamic    ' SUM(SQL-DESCRIBES+SQL-PREPARES)                  
                      (PF=N6 HELP=QX$DYNAM)                            
 %     ' Ins+Upd+Dlt' SUM(SQL-INSERTS+SQL-UPDATES+SQL-DELETES          
                         +SQL-MERGE+TRUNCATE-TABLE)                    
                      (PF=N6 HELP=QX$IUD)                              
 %     ' Open+Select' SUM(SQL-OPENS+SQL-SELECTS)  (PF=N6 HELP=QX$OPSL) 
 %     ' Accelerator' SUM(ACCEL-QUERY-SUCCESS-SSID(*)                  
                      +ACCEL-QUERY-FAIL-SSID(*))                       
                      (PF=N6 HELP=ACCSQLS)                             
                                                                       
 %%    'STORED PROCEDURES' (AT=B)                                      
 %     ' SQL CALLs  '  SQL-CALL-STMTS              (PF=N6)             
 %     ' Failures   '  SUM(STORPROC-ABNDS                              
                     + SQL-CALL-TIMEOUTS                               
                     + SQL-CALL-REJECTS)           (PF=N6 AT=(W,0,R)   
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                                                    HELP=PROCFAIL)     
                                                                       
 %%    'MISCELLANEOUS'     (AT=B)                                      
 % :02 'DDF'          CURR-STATS1.DDF-STATUS                           
       ' Rel'         DB2-VERSION                                      
 % :02 'RLF'          CURR-STATS1.RLF-STATUS                           
       ' SRC'         DB2-SRC                                          
                                                                       
 14:25 'ADDRESS SPACES'  (AT=B)                                        
 % :25 ' DBAS Pg/Sec' RATE(CURR-STATS1.PGIN(2)+CURR-STATS1.PGOUT(2))   
                      (PF=NL2.1 AT=(W,5,R) HELP=PGRTDBAS)              
 % :25 ' SSAS Pg/Sec' RATE(CURR-STATS1.PGIN(1)+CURR-STATS1.PGOUT(1))   
                      (PF=NL2.1 AT=(W,5,R) HELP=PGRTSSAS)              
 % :25 ' IRLM Pg/Sec' RATE(CURR-STATS1.PGIN(4)+CURR-STATS1.PGOUT(4))   
                      (PF=NL2.1 AT=(W,5,R) HELP=PGRTIRLM)              
 % :25 ' DIST Pg/Sec' RATE(CURR-STATS1.PGIN(3)+CURR-STATS1.PGOUT(3))   
                      (PF=NL2.1 AT=(W,5,R) HELP=PGRTDIST)              
 % :25 ' DB2 Pct CPU' AVG(CURR-STATS1.SRB-TIMER (1)                    
          + CURR-STATS1.SRB-TIMER (2) + CURR-STATS1.SRB-TIMER (3)    
          + CURR-STATS1.SRB-TIMER (4)                                
          + CURR-STATS1.JS-TIMER (1)                                 
          + CURR-STATS1.JS-TIMER (2) + CURR-STATS1.JS-TIMER (3)      
          + CURR-STATS1.JS-TIMER (4)                                                     
   
          + CURR-STATS1.PREEMPT-SRB-ZIIP (1)                         
          + CURR-STATS1.PREEMPT-SRB-ZIIP (2)                         
          + CURR-STATS1.PREEMPT-SRB-ZIIP (3)                         
          + CURR-STATS1.PREEMPT-SRB-ZIIP (4)                         
          / CURR-STATS1.AVAIL-DB2-ACC-CPU-SECS)                      
                      (PF=N2.1/-2 HELP=CPUPCT)                       
 % :25 ' DB2 WSS (K)' SUM(CURR-STATS1.WORKING-SET-SIZE(1)            
               + CURR-STATS1.WORKING-SET-SIZE(2)                     
               + CURR-STATS1.WORKING-SET-SIZE(3)                     
               + CURR-STATS1.WORKING-SET-SIZE(4))                    
                      (PF=N9 HELP=WKSETSZ)                           
 % :25 ' DB2 Up Time' DB2-ELAPSED-TIME (PF='HHH:MM:SS')              
                                                                     
 %%:29 'POOL FAILURES' (AT=B)                                        
 % :29 ' RID      ' SUM(RIDLIST-DMLIMIT                              
           + RIDLIST-STORAGE + RIDLIST-PROCESSES)                    
                      (PF=N6 AT=(W,0,R) HELP=RIDFAIL)                
 % :29 ' EDM      ' SUM(FAIL-POOL-FULL                               
           + FAIL-DBDPOOL-FULL + FAIL-STMTPOOL-FULL                  
           + FAIL-SKELPOOL-FULL + FAIL-STMTABAR-FULL                 
                       ) (PF=N6 AT=(W,0,R) HELP=EDMFAIL)             
                                                                     
 14:48 'THREADS    ' (AT=B)                                          
   :62 'Active    Complete'                                          
 % :49 'Count'   :60 CURR-STATS1.CURR-THRDS      (PF=N8)              
       ' '       :72 CURR-STATS1.CREATE-THDS     (PF=N8)                 
 % :49 'Commits' :60 SUM(THREAD-MINI-STATS.SUM-THD-COMMITS) (PF=N8)                 
       ' '       :72 CURR-STATS1.SYNCHS          (PF=N8)                 
 % :49 'Aborts'  :60 SUM(THREAD-MINI-STATS.SUM-THD-ABORTS)  (PF=N8)                      
       ' '       :72 CURR-STATS1.ABORTS          (PF=N8)                 
 % :49 'DB2 CPU'                                                         
         THREAD-MINI-STATS.SUM-DB2-TOTAL-CPU                             
                      (PF=TIMED2 HELP=DB2CPU)                            
                                                                         
#IF IQL-INCLUDE-ACCT                                                     
         SUM(ACCT.TCB-CPU-DB2                                            
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           + ACCT.DB2-ZIIP-CPU                                           
           + ACCT.SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP-C2                                      
           + ACCT.SP-WLM-UDF-ZIIP-C2                                     
           + ACCT.NESTED-TRIG-ZIIP                                       
           + ACCT.STORPROC-LCL-CPU                                       
           + ACCT.UDF-LOCAL-CPU                                          
           + ACCT.TRIG-ZIIP-CPU                                          
           + ACCT.STORPROC-ZIIP-CPU                                      
           + ACCT.UDF-ZIIP-CPU                                           
           + ACCT.STORPROC-DB2-CPU)                                      
                      (PF=TIMED2 HELP=DB2CPU)                            
#IFEND                                                                   
                                                                         
 % :49 'Indoubt' :60 CURR-STATS1.INDOUBT-THREADS (PF=N8 AT=(W,0,R))      
                                                                         
 %%%%% :48  'DATA SHARING' (AT=B)                                        
 % :48 ' Group '     DS-GROUP-NAME                                       
 % :48 ' Member'     DS-DB2-MEMBER                                       
>>                                                                       
                                                                         
<< CURR-STATS2                                                             
 %02:01 'ACCELERATORS('(AT=B) ACCEL-ONLINE-SERVERS (PF=N1) ')'(AT=B)        
 % ' % Avg CPU Usage '                                                      
      AVG(ACCEL-QUERY-EX-CPU-ALL(*)+ACCEL-MAINT-CPUTME-ALL(*)+              
          ACCEL-REPL-CPU-ALL(*)/                                            
        ACCEL-ONLINE(*))  (PF=N2.2/-2 HELP=ACCCPUUSE)                       
 % ' % Avg CPU SSID  '                                                      
      AVG(ACCEL-QUERY-EX-CPU-SSID(*)+ACCEL-MAINT-CPUTME-SSID(*)+            
          ACCEL-REPL-CPU-SSID(*)/                                           
        ACCEL-QUERY-EX-CPU-ALL(*)+ACCEL-MAINT-CPUTME-ALL(*)+                
        ACCEL-REPL-CPU-ALL(*)) (PF=N2.2/-2  HELP=ACCCPUSSID)                
 % ' % Max Worker CPU' MAX(ACCEL-WORKR-AVGCPU)                              
                               (PF=N2.2/2 HELP=ACCNODESCPU)                 
 % ' % Max Coord. CPU' MAX(ACCEL-COORD-AVGCPU)                              
                               (PF=N2.2/2 HELP=ACCCOORDCPU)                 
                                                                            
 %03:25 ' % Max Disk Usage ' MAX(ACCEL-DISK-ALL)                            
                               (PF=N2.2 HELP=ACCMALLDISK)                   
 %:25   ' % Max Disk SSID  ' MAX(ACCEL-DISK-SSID)                           
                               (PF=N2.2 HELP=ACCMDISK)                      
 %%:25  ' % Avg SQL Offload'                                                
           AVG(ACCEL-QUERY-SUCCESS-SSID(*)+ACCEL-QUERY-FAIL-SSID(*)         
           / SQL-SELECTS + SQL-OPENS) (PF=N2.2/-2  HELP=ACCSQLOFF)          
                                                                            
 %03:51 ' Max Queued Requests' MAX(ACCEL-MAX-QRY-QLEN)    (PF=N8)           
 %:51   ' Cur Queued Requests' SUM(ACCEL-CUR-QRY-QLEN(*)) (PF=N8)           
 %%:51  ' SQLs Failed SSID   '                                              
          SUM( ACCEL-QUERY-FAIL-SSID(*)) (PF=N8)                            
 WHERE ACCEL-ONLINE-SERVERS > 0                                             
 >>                                                                         
                                                                            
 TITLE = ('System Snapshot-30 seconds')                                   
 FOCUS-KEY = NO                                                             
 INTERVAL = 30 SECONDS                                                      
 NEVENTS = 1                                                                
 TERMINAL (PANEL=DBGSDSS,HELP=DBGRSST,NODATA=DBGNINT1);

This request deals mainly with control block data, so the primary record type is CURR-STATS2. Secondary control
block data record types that are included are CURR-STATS1 and THREAD-STATS. SYSSTATS is a mixed data request
because it includes the event trace data record ACCT to show completed thread statistics.
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Other considerations:

• Specify COLFMT=OFF for a free-form report
• DELTA indicates that the displayed values represent only the difference that occurred from the start to the end of the

current interval.
• NINTERVALS=1 indicates that only one 30-second interval is retained for reporting.

_  1 SnapShot  2 Buffer Pool  3 EDM Pool  4 Logs  5 Threads  6 More...         
                                                                               
R/SYSSTATS      System Snapshot-30 seconds                     Row 1-14 of 22
                                                                  Delta        
EXCEPTIONS Crit Warn Info   BUFFERS            EDM POOL                        
 Subsystem    2    4    2    Warnings       0   Free Pg     37    % Total   7.4
 Database     0    0    4    Act Pools      1   DBD Lds      0    % Rqsts   0.0
 Applicatn    7    4    0    % Act Pgs    0.9   CT  Lds      0    % Rqsts   0.0
                             Getpages       0   PT  Lds      0    % Rqsts   0.0
                             Sync Rds       0                                  
LIMITS    Count  % Max       Read Eff     0.0  LOCKING          LOGGING        
 Users        9     18       Buf Updts      0   Suspend      0   Dlyd Wrts    0
 TSO          4     11       Pg Writes      0   Escalate     0   Min/Chkpt ****
 Batch        6     17       Write I/O      0   Timeout      0   Dlyd Read    0
 DDF Actv     0      0                          Deadlock     0                 
 DDF Inac     0      0      RID POOL                                           
 Datasets    76     10       Failures       0

How to Write a Request
This section describes how to write IQL requests to handle various subsystem monitoring and reporting. The easiest way
to write a request is to copy an existing one and modify the copy. This section describes how to write a new request and
provides an example of developing a request.

Write a New Request

Address the following questions each time when you write a new request.

1. Identify the Data
2. Determine the Type of Request
3. Handle any Special Processes
4. Determine Output Destinations
5. Determine Output Format

Before you start new or revised request, verify the syntax.

Identify the Data

The first step in writing a request is to determine the data that will give you the information about your problem.

To identify the data, answer the following questions:

1. Is the data on the ACCT record?
If YES, go to step 6.
If NO, go to step 2.

2. Is this real-time data?
If YES, go to step 3.
If NO, go to step 4.

3. If you are reporting control block data, is the data thread-related?
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If YES, look at records THREAD-STATS, CURR-SQL, and LOCKS-HELD.
If NO, look at other control block records. Go to step 5.

4. If you are reporting event trace data, is it DB2-subsystem-related?
If YES, look at records that are associated with background events and log manager events. Go to step 5.
If NO, look at other control event trace records. Go to step 5.

5. What specific records do you need information from?
These records were determined in step 4. Go to step 6.

6. What specific fields in those records contain the data?
Make note of the fields you will be using. Go to step 7.

7. Do you need fields that are not located on any record?
if YES, use the DECLARE statement to add new fields. Go to step 8.
If NO, go to step 8.

8. Do you want to reduce the amount of data reported?
If YES, consider using a WHERE clause to limit the data reported.
If NO, continue to the next section (Determine the Type of Request).

You now know the type of data on which you will be reporting. The next section will determine how this data will be
processed.

Determine the Type of Request

The following questions help you determine the type of request you will be writing:

1. Do you want to see the most detail available?
If YES, write a TRACE request for event trace data, control block data, or mixed data as needed.
If NO, go to step 2.

2. Do you want to summarize by object type (plan, page set, auth ID, and so on)?
If YES, write a SUMMARIZE request for event trace data or control block data.

NOTE
Mixed data is not recommended.

If NO, go to step 3.
3. Do you want to summarize by time interval (seconds, hours, days, and so on)?

If YES, write a MONITOR request for event trace data, control block data, or mixed data as needed.
If NO, do not write a request. Do not go any further.

You now know what type of request you will be writing. The next section (Special Process Handling) will determine
whether you must perform any special processing.

Handle any Special Processes

The following questions help you determine what, if any, special IQL processing will be required to create your report:

1. Do you want to sort any of the data using the SYSVIEW for Db2 SORT command?
If YES, include a SORT-LINES parameter in your request.
Will the output be plotted on a terminal?
If YES, include a PLOT parameter in your request.

2. Will you be limiting the data that is processed through the request at input time or output time?
If yes, include one or more of the following:
– MAXRECS
– MAXLINES
– MAXTIME
– IDENT-SUP
– SUBTOT
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3. Is the record being reported STATS1, STATS2, CURR-STATS1, CURR-STATS2, or CRCTSS?
If NO, continue to the next section, Determine Output Destinations.

4. Is data being accumulated by interval or since DB2 started?
If YES, use the ACCUM or DELTA parameter in the request.
If NO, go to the next section, Determine Output Destinations.

You have now handled any special processing needs of your request. In the next section (Determine Output Destinations),
you will determine where the output is sent.

Determine Output Destinations

This following questions help you to determine where the output from your request will be sent. One or more output
destinations must be specified.

1. Will the request create a report to be viewed online?
If YES, specify TERMINAL, CONSOLE, NOTIFY and/or NOTIFYL.

2. Will the request create printed output?
If YES, specify the PRINT parameter in your request.

3. Will the request be written to a file for browsing from SYSVIEW for Db2?
If YES, specify the REVIEW parameter in your request.

4. Will the request write output for later processing from a Global Subsystem IMOD? For more information, see the
section IQL Syntax.
If YES, specify the IMOD and possibly the IMODSSID parameter in your request.

5. Will the request write output for later processing by another program?
If YES, specify the OUTFILE or OUTEXIT parameter in your request.

You have now determined where the output will go. The last step is deciding how that output data will look.

Determine Output Format

The following questions help you determine the specifications to make the data look the way that you want on the report
or how the data is formatted in an output file:

1. Are you showing only a few fields per record?
If YES, make your request column-formatted by specifying COLFMT=YES.
If NO, make your request free-formatted by specifying COLFMT=NO. Go to Step 3.

2. Do you want column spacing other than the default of one space between columns?
If YES, include a COLSPC parameter report format option.

3. Do you want a page size other than the default of 55 lines per page?
If YES, include a PAGESIZE parameter report format option.

4. Do you want a line size other than the default of 121 characters per line?
If YES, include a LINESIZE parameter report format option.

5. Do you want a title on your report?
If YES, use a TITLE specification in your request.

6. Do you want to override all column headings with a single heading specification?
If YES, use a COLHDG specification in your request. If you do this, you cannot specify an HD parameter for a field. Go
to Step 8.

7. Do you want a field to have a different heading other than the heading defined under the Records and Fields portion of
the SYSVIEW for Db2 online tutorial?
If YES, use an HD parameter on the fields on which you want to customize the heading.

8. Do you want a field to have a print format different from the field's basic definition?
If YES, use a PF parameter on the fields you want to customize.
Format all date and time fields using the PF Print Field attribute as follows:
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MIN(THD-START)     (PF='YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS' HD='THREAD','START2')

Do you want the field to have a certain format when written to an output file?
If YES, use an OF parameter on the fields you want to customize.

9. Do you want the field to have a different color or intensity when displayed on a terminal?
If YES, use an AT parameter on the fields you want to customize.

10. What type of request are you creating?
– For a MONITOR request, will you use the field in plotting?

If YES, specify a PLOT output type, and a PLOT-LABEL for each field to be plotted.
– For a TRACE or MONITOR request, do you want the most recent data displayed first?

If YES, use a DISPLAY-LAST=YES in your request.
– For a SUMMARIZE request, answer the following questions:

Are you accumulating the totals by a DB2 object (PLAN-NAME, STMT-NUM, and so on)?
• If YES, use a GROUP BY clause in your request.

– Do you want the data displayed in a different sequence from the sequence specified in the GROUP BY clause?
• If YES, use an ORDER BY clause in your request.

Reporting Current Status
Types of activities and how you can report them.

Immediate Past Activity

To report the data in CURR-STATS1 (1001) or CURR-STATS2 (1002), use a TRACE of the record with an INTERVAL
specification. You can safely specify both CURR-STATS1 and CURR-STATS2 fields in the same field list.

To count the things that are not in the CURR-STATS records, select between the following options:

• To report only on the most recent interval, use a MONITOR with NINTERVALS=1.
• To display data in the same report as the STATS data, use the CURR-STATS record as the primary record type and

specify summary functions of the secondary record type (see request SYSSTATS as an example).

Current Activity

To show the status of active threads, CICS connections, and so on:

• Use a TRACE with an INTERVAL specification to list all the records for the on-demand record-type.
• To sort data in a particular order, use a SUMMARIZE with a GROUP BY on the unique record identifier (CORR-ID, and

so on) and an ORDER BY to order by some quantity (such as SUM(ELAPSED-TIME) DESC). You can specify the field
names or the SUM function in the field list.

• In batch, try a SUMMARIZE(ACCUM) of STATS using field names, not summary functions. This shows the field values
of the last record encountered.

Activity to Date/ Total Db2 Processing

To show the total activity on the system until now:

• To give the cumulative totals from the Db2 startup, use CURR-STATS1 and CURR-STATS2 in a TRACE with the
ACCUM option and specify INTERVAL=DEMAND.

• To maintain running totals from the start of a request, specify a SUMMARIZE with no GROUP BY, SUM functions and
an INTERVAL to drive statistics gathering.

• To show the field values of the last encountered record, use a batch SUMMARIZE(ACCUM) of STATS using field
names, not summary functions.
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Tracing Events
Event tracing is straight-forward: use a TRACE statement. To trace multiple event-types, use multiple field-lists.

WARNING
Do not mix multiple record types in one field list.

A common problem is trying to correlate SQL statements with SCAN processing. This cannot be done easily, as it is
necessary to have a good understanding of internal DB2 processing to tie SCAN results to a specific SQL statement.

Reporting Trends
Trends can be analyzed over the short term (over the course of the day), or the long term. Long-term trends require
analysis outside of SYSVIEW for Db2, where writing IQL to an output file can be useful.

Use a MONITOR request to summarize data at fixed intervals.

For long-term analysis outside of SYSVIEW for Db2, you can use the Load Statement Generator (NSIGHTRW) to write
output files that are Db2 loadable. The load statement generator is described in the topic Load Statement Generator
(NSIGHTRW).

Exception Monitoring Considerations
This topic discusses exception reporting considerations.

Unfortunate Events

Specific events with associated event trace records can be directly traced using a TRACE statement.

Thresholds Exceeded

Thresholds can be established using DECLARE GLOBAL values and can be changed without modifying requests. See
the THRESHDS request as an example.

If counters are maintained in record types (CURR-STATS, THREAD-STATS), exceptions are easily established in a
WHERE clause in a TRACE request with an INTERVAL specification to trigger data gathering.

NOTE
You cannot use a “having” type of syntax with SUM(field) > value controlling output.

How You Write a New Request
Use the following process to write a new request:

1. Identify the data.
2. Determine the type of request.
3. Handle any special processes.
4. Determine where the output will go.
5. Determine the look of the output.

An example of a request that is written following these steps is included.

Before you start new or revised request, verify the syntax. For more information, see the section Syntax Checking Your
Request.
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How You Identify the Data

The first step in writing a request is to determine the data that will give you the information about your problem.

To identify the data, answer the following questions:

1. Is the data on the ACCT record?
If YES, go to step 6.
If NO, go to step 2.

2. Is this real-time data?
If YES, go to step 3.
If NO, go to step 4.

3. If you are reporting control block data, is the data thread-related?
If YES, look at records THREAD-STATS, CURR-SQL, and LOCKS-HELD.
If NO, look at other control block records. Go to step 5.

4. If you are reporting event trace data, is it DB2-subsystem-related?
If YES, look at records that are associated with background events and log manager events. Go to step 5.
If NO, look at other control event trace records. Go to step 5.

5. What specific records do you need information from?
These records were determined in step 4. Go to step 6.

6. What specific fields in those records contain the data?
Make note of the fields you will be using. Go to step 7.

7. Do you need fields that are not located on any record?
if YES, use the DECLARE statement to add new fields. Go to step 8.
If NO, go to step 8.

8. Do you want to reduce the amount of data reported?
If YES, consider using a WHERE clause to limit the data reported.
If NO, continue to the next section (Determine the Type of Request).

You now know the type of data on which you will be reporting. The next section will determine how this data will be
processed.

How You Determine the Type of Request

This section helps you to determine the type of request you will be writing.

To determine the type of request, answer the following questions:

1. Do you want to see the most detail available?
If YES, write a TRACE request for event trace data, control block data, or mixed data as needed.
If NO, go to step 2.

2. Do you want to summarize by object type (plan, page set, auth ID, and so on)?
If YES, write a SUMMARIZE request for event trace data or control block data.

NOTE
Mixed data is not recommended.

If NO, go to step 3.
3. Do you want to summarize by time interval (seconds, hours, days, and so on)?

If YES, write a MONITOR request for event trace data, control block data, or mixed data as needed.
If NO, do not write a request. Do not go any further.

You now know what type of request you will be writing. The next section (Special Process Handling) will determine
whether you must perform any special processing.
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How You Determine Special IQL Processing Requirements

This section is used to determine what, if any, special IQL processing will be required to create your report.

To handle any special processes, answer the following questions:

1. Do you want to sort any of the data using the SYSVIEW for Db2 SORT command?
If YES, include a SORT-LINES parameter in your request.
Will the output be plotted on a terminal?
If YES, include a PLOT parameter in your request.

2. Will you be limiting the data that is processed through the request at input time or output time?
If yes, include one or more of the following:
– MAXRECS
– MAXLINES
– MAXTIME
– IDENT-SUP
– SUBTOT

3. Is the record being reported STATS1, STATS2, CURR-STATS1, CURR-STATS2, or CRCTSS?
If NO, continue to the next section, Determine Output Destinations.

4. Is data being accumulated by interval or since DB2 started?
If YES, use the ACCUM or DELTA parameter in the request.
If NO, go to the next section, Determine Output Destinations.

You have now handled any special processing needs of your request. In the next section (Determine Output Destinations),
you will determine where the output is sent.

How You Determine Output Destinations

This section is used to determine where the output from your request will be sent. One or more output destinations must
be specified.

To determine where the output from your request will be sent, answer the following questions:

1. Will the request create a report to be viewed online?
If YES, specify TERMINAL, CONSOLE, NOTIFY and/or NOTIFYL.

2. Will the request create printed output?
If YES, specify the PRINT parameter in your request.

3. Will the request be written to a file for browsing from SYSVIEW for Db2?
If YES, specify the REVIEW parameter in your request.

4. Will the request write output for later processing from a Global Subsystem IMOD? For more information, see the
section IQL Syntax.
If YES, specify the IMOD and possibly the IMODSSID parameter in your request.

5. Will the request write output for later processing by another program?
If YES, specify the OUTFILE or OUTEXIT parameter in your request.

You have now determined where the output will go. The last step is deciding how that output data will look.

How You Determine Output Format

In this section, you will determine the specifications to make the data look the way that you want on the report or how the
data is formatted in an output file.

To determine the look of the output, answer the following questions:

1. Are you showing only a few fields per record?
If YES, make your request column-formatted by specifying COLFMT=YES.
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If NO, make your request free-formatted by specifying COLFMT=NO. Go to Step 3.
2. Do you want column spacing other than the default of one space between columns?

If YES, include a COLSPC parameter report format option.
3. Do you want a page size other than the default of 55 lines per page?

If YES, include a PAGESIZE parameter report format option.
4. Do you want a line size other than the default of 121 characters per line?

If YES, include a LINESIZE parameter report format option.
5. Do you want a title on your report?

If YES, use a TITLE specification in your request.
6. Do you want to override all column headings with a single heading specification?

If YES, use a COLHDG specification in your request. If you do this, you cannot specify an HD parameter for a field. Go
to Step 8.

7. Do you want a field to have a different heading other than the heading defined under the Records and Fields portion of
the SYSVIEW for Db2 online tutorial?
If YES, use an HD parameter on the fields on which you want to customize the heading.

8. Do you want a field to have a print format different from the field's basic definition?
If YES, use a PF parameter on the fields you want to customize.
Format all date and time fields using the PF Print Field attribute as follows:
MIN(THD-START)     (PF='YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS' HD='THREAD','START2')

Do you want the field to have a certain format when written to an output file?
If YES, use an OF parameter on the fields you want to customize.

9. Do you want the field to have a different color or intensity when displayed on a terminal?
If YES, use an AT parameter on the fields you want to customize.

10. What type of request are you creating?
– For a MONITOR request, will you use the field in plotting?

If YES, specify a PLOT output type, and a PLOT-LABEL for each field to be plotted.
– For a TRACE or MONITOR request, do you want the most recent data displayed first?

If YES, use a DISPLAY-LAST=YES in your request.
– For a SUMMARIZE request, answer the following questions:

Are you accumulating the totals by a DB2 object (PLAN-NAME, STMT-NUM, and so on)?
• If YES, use a GROUP BY clause in your request.

– Do you want the data displayed in a different sequence from the sequence specified in the GROUP BY clause?
• If YES, use an ORDER BY clause in your request.

An Example of Developing a Request
This article describes how to write a request that produces a report of dynamic sequential prefetch by database and page
set.

Sections A through E describe the main steps for writing a request. The IQL Syntax of the Example section contains
sample code that is based on the answers to the questions in each section.

A - Identify the Data Type

These steps identify the data:

1. Is the data on the ACCT record? NO.
2. Is this real-time data? NO.
3. Is the event trace data related to a DB2 subsystem? NO.
4. What specific records do you need information from? READ-IO (only after browsing all of the records and fields).
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5. What specific fields in those records contain the data? The TYPE-OF-READ field contains a flag that indicates
Dynamic Sequential Prefetch read. We will use the PAGES-READ field and common fields DB-NAME and PAGESET-
NAME. We will count READ I/O operations.

6. Do you need fields that are not located on any record? YES. We will define two new fields: one will be the number of
dynamic prefetch operations, and the second will be the number of pages read using dynamic prefetch.

7. Do you want to reduce the amount of data reported? YES.

B - Determine the Request Type

These steps determine the type of request:

1. Do you want to see the most current detail available?
If no, we do not want to see a line of detail for each dynamic sequential prefetch.

2. Do you want to summarize by object type?
If yes, we want to summarize by database and page set. Therefore, we will write a SUMMARIZE request.

C - Handle Special Processes

These steps handle any special processes:

1. Do you want to sort any of the data?
If yes, we want to sort by the number of pages. But we cannot finish coding the SORT-LINES= parameter until we
know how many lines will show for each database and page set.

2. Will the output be plotted to terminal?
If no, go to Step 3.

3. Will you be limiting the data that is processed through the request at input time?
If yes, we do not want to see subtotaling. Go to Step 4.

4. Is the record being reported? No.

D - Determine the Output Destination

This step determines where to send the output:

1. Will the request create a report to be viewed online?
If yes, it will be viewed by a person at a terminal. Go to Step 2.

2. Will the request create printed output?
If no, go to Step 3.

3. Will the request be written to a file for later browsing from SYSVIEW for Db2?
If no, go to step 4.

4. Will the request write output for later processing from a Global Subsystem IMOD?
If no, go to step 5.

5. Will the request write output for later processing by another program? No.

E - Determine the Output Format

This step determines the look of the output:

1. Are you showing only a few fields per record?
If yes, the report will be column-formatted. Go to Step 2.

2. Do you want column spacing other than the default of one space between columns?
If yes, we want two spaces between columns. (Go to Step 3)

3. Do you want a page size other than the default of 55 lines per page?
If no, go to step 4.

4. Do you want a line size greater than the default of 121 characters per line?
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If no, go to step 5.
5. Do you want a title on your report?

If yes, go to Step 6.
6. Do you want column headings that are overridden with a single heading specification?

If no, got to Step 7.
7. Do you want a field to have a different heading as defined under SFIELDS?

If yes, see the example (go to Step 8).
8. Do you want a field to have a print format different from the field basic definition?

If yes, see the example (go to Step 9).
9. Do you want the field to have a certain format when written to an output file?

If no, go to step 10.
10. Do you want the field to have a different color or intensity when displayed on a terminal?

If no, go to Step 11.
11. Will you use the field in plotting?

If no, go to Step 12.
12. Is it a SUMMARIZE request?

If yes, go to Step 13.
13. Are you accumulating totals by DB2 object?

If yes, go to Step 14.
14. Do you want a different display sequence? No.

IQL Syntax of the Example

Based on the answers to the previous questions, you might generate IQL syntax as in the following example. The letters
and numbers in the left margin refer to the section and step where the syntax parameter was decided.

A7     DECLARE READ-IO DYNPREF-PAGES (N7) VALOF

       IF TYPE-OF-READ='D'  RESULTIS PAGES-READ

          ELSE RESULTIS 0

       IFEND

A7     DECLARE READ-IO DYNPREF-OPS (B4) VALOF

       IF TYPE-OF-READ='D'  RESULTIS 1

          ELSE RESULTIS 0

       IFEND

B2     DYNAMPRF: SUMMARIZE

C3               (SUBTOT=OFF,

E1                COLFMT=YES,

E2                COLSPC=2,

C1                SORT-LINES=1)

A5                READ-IO

A6                DB-NAME

E7                   (HD='Database')

A6                PAGESET-NAME

E7                   (HD='Pageset')

A7                SUM(DYNPREF-PAGES)

E7,E8                (PF=N7 HD='Dyn Prf','Pages')

A7                SUM(DYNPREF-OPS)

E7,E8                (PF=N7 HD='Dyn Prf','I/Os')

A6                SUM(PAGES-READ)

E7,E8                (PF=N7 HD='Total','Pages')

A6                COUNT(*)

E7,E8                (PF=N7 HD='Total','I/Os')
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E14               GROUP BY DB-NAME PAGESET-NAME

D1                TERMINAL

E5            TITLE=('Dynamic Prefetch by Database and Pageset');

      

Example Output
An example of the report follows:
 DYNAMPRF            Dynamic Prefetch by Database and Pageset                  

                     Dyn Prf  Dyn Prf    Total    Total 

 Database   Pageset    Pages     I/Os    Pages     I/Os 

 --------  --------  -------  -------  -------  ------- 

 DSNDB06   DSNADH01        0        0        1        1 

 DSNDB06   DSNATX02        0        0        7        7 

 DSNDB06   DSNDSX01        0        0        1        1 

 DSNDB06   DSNDTX01        0        0        3        3 

 DSNDB06   DSNDXX02        0        0        4        4 

 DSNDB06   DSNPPH01        0        0        1        1 

 DSNDB06   SYSDBASE       22        4       22        4

 DSNDB06   SYSDBAUT        0        0        2        2 

 DSNDB06   SYSPLAN         0        0      158       16 

The PF key assignments are established using the KEYS member in the SYSVIEW for Db2 CDBAMAPS
panel data set.

Syntax Checking Your Request
Before starting your new or revised request, syntax check it to ensure that the request runs before you must run it.

To syntax check the request, use SYSVIEW for Db2 online. Perform on of the following options:

• Enter CHECK requestname on the Command line and press Enter.
• Enter C next to the request name on the LIST panel and press Enter

The following example shows the output of checking a request that had syntax errors:

Check                   Check Syntax--Request ALBUFLST        Row 12-25 of 165

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DBG55034W--Request contains syntax errors                                     

           12   COLHDG='   Time     Count  DB2 CPU  Average: -Elapsed --Getpgs

           13     'Commits   Aborts'                                          

           14   INTERVAL = 1 year                                             

                               <|                                             

 DBG01014E 13:25:09 MISSPELLED RESERVED WORD OR UNQUOTED LITERAL              

                               <|                                             

 DBG01008E 13:25:09 INVALID INTERVAL UNIT                                     

                               <|                                             

 DBG02004E 13:25:09 INVALID TOKEN IN REQUEST                                  

           15  *PRINT (DSN('GSW.JBG.ACCTMON') SHR)                            

           16   FOCUS-KEY = YES                                               

           17   NINTERVALS=2                                                  

           18   TREMINAL;                                                     

                      <|                                                      
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 DBG01014E 13:25:09 MISSPELLED RESERVED WORD OR UNQUOTED LITERAL              

                      <|                                                     

The | character points at the last character of the token where the error was detected. If you have errors, edit the request
to make the corrections, and recheck the request.

If your request is error-free, the following message appears:

DBG055012I--Request is free of syntax errors

IQL Syntax
This section provides syntax and explanations of the Query Language.

The syntax diagrams in this section are presented following a hierarchy of how you use them, from highest level to detail
level (IQL-Statements to #IF).

Each portion of the IQL syntax is shown in the following format:

• A description of the syntax
• A 'railroad' syntax diagram
• Field explanations
• Examples

Generally, read the syntax diagrams from left to right, top to bottom, following the path of the line.

Syntax Diagrams Symbols

Each syntax diagram line begins and ends with one of the following symbols:

Diagram Line Description

►►──────── Beginning of the statement.

─────────► Statement continues on the next line.

►───────── Statement continues from the previous line.

►────────► Diagrams that are not complete statements.

────────►◄ End of the statement.

Required and Optional Items

Required items occur on the line:

►►──── required item ────►◄

Optional items occur above or below the line:

                                         ┌─ optional item ─┐

►►── required item ─┬─────────────────┬─┴─────────────────┴──►◄

                    └─ optional item ─┘
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Multiple Choices

If more than one choice can be made, the choices appear in a stack. If one of the choices is the default, then it is
underlined.

If you must select one of the choices, one of the choices occurs on the line:

►►── required item ─┬─ required choice 1 ─┬─────►◄

                    ├─ required choice 2 ─┤

                    ├─ required choice 3 ─┤

                    └─ required choice 4 ─┘

If all of the choices are optional, all of the choices occur above or below the line:

►►── required item ─┬───────────────────┬─────►◄

                    ├─ optional choice ─┤ 

                    ├─ optional choice ─┤

                    └─ optional choice ─┘

Repeating Fields

An arrow returning to the left, above the line, indicates that an item (or items) can be repeated.

     ┌──◄─────────────────┐

►►───┴─ repeatable item ──┴───►◄

Sometimes, if you repeat an item, include a comma, arithmetic operand, or some other symbol or operation.

     ┌──◄───── , ─────────┐

►►───┴─ repeatable item ──┴───►◄

Statement Identifiers

Statement identifiers are shown at the top of every page and represent the discussion of one syntax diagram:

TRACE or Field-Function

When IQL statement syntax diagrams refer to an IQL statement explained elsewhere, that referenced statement is shown
in lowercase, italicized type:

field-function or attribute

When you encounter these types of names, look at the appropriate discussion for that name within this chapter.

IQL Keywords

Keywords are a predefined set of words, with maximum 32 characters. Keywords cannot be written as user-supplied
labels, values, or field names. Never surround these words with quotation marks or apostrophes, unless they are used as
a literal value (such as in a title or column heading).

In the syntax diagrams, the keywords are shown as all uppercase letters, like the following example:

SUBTOT=YES or GROUP BY plan name

In the second example, GROUP BY is a keyword (plan name is a field name, discussed in the following section).

For the complete list of IQL keywords, see the section Record List.

Field Names and Literals

Field names and literal substitutions are shown in syntax diagrams in all lowercase letters, like the following example:
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plan name or number of records

NOTE
These fields do not have a hyphen connecting the words.

Constants
IQL syntax uses different types of constants: numeric, decimal, character string, and continuing character string constants.

Numeric Constants

Numeric constants can be fixed integer or decimal. For each type, negative values can be indicated by prefixing the
numeric digits with a minus sign (-). Commas are not allowed within numeric constants.

Decimal Constants

Decimal constants can have up to 15 numeric digits, with a decimal point at any position. They must begin with a decimal.

Example: Valid and Invalid Decimal Constants

0.005   1000.7   12345.1234512345 <- valid decimal constants

1,000.7   12345.12345123456       <- invalid decimal constants

Character String Constants

Character string constants include alphanumeric, hexadecimal, and continuous character strings.

Alphanumeric Character Strings

Alphanumeric character string can contain any character in the collating sequence for which a data entry key is available.
Character string constants are entered between single (') or double (“) quotation marks.

To be treated as character strings, enclose numeric literals within a single quote.

When using single or double quotation mark as a member character within the alphanumeric character string, consider the
following restrictions:

• To include a single quotation mark, you must enclose the entire string by double quotation marks.
• To include a double quotation mark, you must enclose the entire string by single quotation marks.
• Individual alphanumeric character string constants cannot contain both single and double quotation marks as

member characters. However, you can achieve this effect within a single hexadecimal character string constant or by
concatenating character string constants.

Examples: Valid Strings

“ABC'XYX”

'ABC”XYZ'

'ABC'

“ABC DEF”

Examples: Invalid Strings

ABC'

“ABC   '

“'ABC   

ABC'”'XYZ

Example: Fixed Integer Numeric Constant
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220901

Example: Character String Constant

'220901'

Hexadecimal Character Strings

A hexadecimal character string is an even number of hexadecimal digits (0 through F) preceded by an X and then
enclosed within single quotation marks (').

Any character of the collating sequence, binary number, or packed decimal number, can be represented within a
hexadecimal character string.

Example: Valid Hexadecimal Character String

X'C1C2C3' X'FFFFFFFF'

Example: Invalid Hexadecimal Character String

X'G7C2' XFFFFFFFF

Continuing Character Strings

Character string constants can be continued by using the concatenation operator dash (-) between them.

Example: Valid Equivalent Character Strings

'THE QUICK'--'BROWN' and 'THE QUICK BROWN'

'ABC'--X'C4'--'EF' and 'ABCDEF'

'THIS CHARACTER STRING' -

'SPANS INPUT RECORDS' and

'THIS CHARACTER STRING SPANS INPUT RECORDS'

'“THE QUICK”'--”'BROWN FOX'”

Dates and Times
This section describes how to specify dates and times in the IQL syntax.

Date and Time Constants

Times and dates are special character string constants. You must enclose them in single quotation marks (') and you must
enter them in the valid format.

Enter dates as yymmdd, where yy represents the last two digits of a year, mm represents the month, and dd represents the
day. For example:
'210322' '220101'

Enter time as yymmddhhmmss, where hh represents the hour of the day (24-hour clock), mm represents minutes, and ss
represents seconds. You can omit trailing digits of the time portion. For example:

'210322123000'

Date and Time Comparisons

Times and dates are handled as character string variables. Two fields can be used for data and time comparisons.
EVENT-TIME includes both data and time and EVENT-TOD is the time of day in the format hhmmss.

In the following example, we select all Db2 trace records between 2:00AM of one day and 1:00AM of the next day:
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WHERE EVENT-TIME >= '210901020000'

             AND <= '210902010000'

Date and Time Arithmetic

You can perform limited arithmetic functions (addition and subtraction) using the timestamp. The timestamp has a format
of yymmddhhmmsstttt.

In the following example, we subtract one timestamp from another to get the duration.
duration=timestamp2-timestamp1

If timestamp2 is not greater than timestamp1, the duration is 0.

A duration can be added or subtracted from a timestamp. The result is a timestamp. For example, you can also DECLARE
a duration that is the sum of two durations:
duration3=duration1+duration2

Duration Comparisons

Duration fields (such as TCB-CPU, SRB-CPU, EVENT-DUR, IO-WAIT-DB2) must be compared to a duration value,
usually in seconds.

In the following example, we select commands with an estimated DURATION time greater than 200 milliseconds.

WHERE EVENT-DUR > 0.200 SECS

The following units of time duration are valid:

• SECOND
• SECONDS
• SECS
• MINUTE
• MINUTES
• QTR-HOUR
• HALF-HOUR
• HOUR
• HOURS
• DAY

The default value is SECONDS.

Request Structure
This section describes the structure of IQL statements.

Syntax

The following syntax diagram explains how to organize the IQL request input stream:

►►──┬─────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬───► 

    └─ GLOBALS-statement ─┘ └─ DECLARE-statements ─┘     

                                                   

►►──┬──────────┬─┬─ trace-spec ─────┬─── ; ──────►◄

    └─ label: ─┘ ├─ monitor-spec ───┤              

                 ├─ summarize-spec ─┤              

                 └─ filter-spec ────┘
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Usage

Only one GLOBALS statement can be specified in the input stream.

The label: keyword is used to specify the request name and is a string of one to eight (1-8) characters with no surrounding
quotes. The first character must be an alphabetic character (A to Z in upper or lowercase) or a pound sign (#). The
following characters can be alphabetic, numeric, or special characters (_-$%@).

The label must be the first token (columns 1 through 72) in the line. The colon (:) must immediately follow the label name
(no spaces allowed). See the following example:

 #label1:

   Start:

Acnt_rpt:  TRACE (DELTA COLFMT=OFF)

Multiple requests can exist within the input stream, each with its own label.

A label is required for batch requests. Labels are recommended in all requests. Ideally, the label should match the
member name in the request library.

The input stream must terminate with a semicolon (;), preferably as the only character on the last line.

IQL Statement Format

All IQL statements are 80-byte statement image records. Columns 1-72 are considered a meaningful input. Columns
73-80 are ignored.

Including Comments

You can place comment statements anywhere in the input stream. Comments can contain arbitrary text. You can identify
them by the following characteristics:

• An asterisk (*) in the first column of an input record identifies the entire record as a statement.
• Characters /* or // identify the rest of any statement record as a comment and cause the statement interpreter to skip to

the next record.

Example:
* THIS ENTIRE RECORD IS A COMMENT

IF DATE = '220101' /* Happy New Year [trailing comment]

GLOBALS Statement
GLOBALS statement specifies values that are used to develop data for reports and output files.

Code this statement only if you need any GLOBALS keywords. These keywords apply to all requests running in the data
collector or the Batch Report Writer. GLOBALS is primarily used with batch jobs.

When using the GLOBALS statement, the following rules apply:

• Each IQL input stream can include a single GLOBALS statement.
• The GLOBALS statement must end with a semicolon (;).

The GLOBALS statement has the following syntax:

►►─ GLOBALS ┬───────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬────►

            └ MAXRECS=number of records ────┘ └─ PAGESIZE=number of lines ──┘               

 ►──────────┬───────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬────►

            └ LINESIZE=number of characters ┘ └─ COLSPC=number of blanks  ──┘               

 ►──────────┬───────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬ ; ─►◄
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            └ PREFIX=node of a DSN ─────────┘ └─ WHERE selection-criteria ──┘

MAXRECS or MR
Limits the number of Db2 trace records read by the data collector or Batch Report Writer. When the specified
number of records have been read, an end-of-file condition occurs. Use this parameter to allow short trial runs to
verify that statements produced desired results, without having to process the entire input file.
If MAXRECS is greater than the value specified for MAX-TRACE-RECORDS in the SYSVIEW for Db2 security
profile, MAX-TRACE-RECORDS value overrides MAXRECS.
Example: If you specify MR=1000, Batch Report Writer reads up to a maximum of 1000 trace records.

PAGESIZE or PS
Establishes a default number of lines per page for printed reports. The specified value applies to all reports except
when the PS format parameter overrides.
For example, specify PS=60 to indicate that reports default to 60 lines per page.

LINESIZE or LS
Establishes a default line length for reports that are printed or displayed at SYSVIEW for Db2 terminals.
The maximum value is 4096.
The specified value is the maximum line length for all reports unless the LS format parameter overrides.
For example, specify LINESIZE=80 to indicate that the line length for online or batch reports default to 80
characters.

COLSPC or SF
Establishes a default number of spaces between columns in reports.
The minimum value is 1.
The specified value applies except when the COLSPC format parameter overrides.
For example, specify COLSPC=3 to define the gap between columns as three spaces.

PREFIX
Establishes a default first node for a data set name.
If you code a PREFIX in GLOBALS, it overrides the PREFIX= parameter that is coded in the data collector or
Batch Report Writer SYSPARMS.
To use a GLOBALS PREFIX, code ENFORCE-PREFIX=YES in the data collector or Batch Report Writer system
parameters.
For example, specify PREFIX=GSMW to indicate that all data set names (without quotation marks) referenced in
the input stream have a default first node of GSMW.
In the following syntax, the print file would be written to data set GSMW.DB2.REPORT:
PRINT(DSN('DB2.REPORT')SHR)

WHERE
Specifies the event trace record selection criteria that is applied before any selection by request statements.
When using the WHERE clause in the GLOBALS statement, you can only use common field names. For more
information, see the section IFCID Records.
See the Selection-Criteria section for detailed syntax and explanation.
Examples:

• Specify the following options to indicate that the request runs only if the SUBSYS and PLAN-NAME fields
contain the indicated values:
WHERE SUBSYS = 'DB2X' AND PLAN-NAME = 'PAY200'

• Specify the following options to indicate that all the global parameters are being set for this input stream:
GLOBALS

MAXRECS=1000

PAGESIZE=60

LINESIZE=132

COLSPC=3

PREFIX=GSWM
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WHERE EVENT-TIME >= '220901130330' AND <= '22090130430'

              AND PLAN-NAME = 'PAY200'

This example has the following characteristics:
– Batch Report Writer reads up to a maximum of 1000 trace records.
– Printed reports default to 60 lines per page.
– Line length for online or batch reports defaults to 132 characters.
– The gap between columns defaults to three spaces.
– All data set names (without quotation marks) referenced in the input stream have a default first node of

GSMW.
– The request only reports records that satisfy the following two conditions:

• EVENT-TIME occurred during one minute between 1:03:30PM and 1:04:30PM on September 1, 2022
• PLAN-NAME is equal to PAY200

DECLARE Statement
DECLARE defines either a new field and the means of computing its value from existing fields, or a new virtual trace
record and the means of building it by merging data from existing records.

The following definition forms are supported:

• A static definition of a global constant.
• A declaration of a virtual merging record.
• A declaration of a new field through:

– An assignment of values based on arithmetic calculations.
– A static redefinition of an existing field.
– An assignment of values based on logical criteria.

DECLARE has the following syntax:

►►── DECLARE ─┬── GLOBAL ─────── new field name = constant ──────────────── ; ─►◄

              ├── MERGE ──────── DCL-merge-spec ─────────────────────────── ; ─►◄

              └── record-name ── new field name ── DCL-field-spec ─────────────►

 

 ►─┬── = ─────┬── a-expression ──────┬───────────────────────────────────── ; ─►◄

   │          └── ( a-expression ) ──┘                                           

   │                                                                             

   ├── REDEFINES field name ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬── ; ─►◄

   │                         └ ( ┬────────────┬┬───────────────────┬─ ) ┘

   │                             └ occurrence ┘└,length ┬──────────┤   

   │                                                    └,position ┘     

   │                                                                            

   └── VALOF IF logical-expression ──┬──────────┬── RESULTIS value ────────────►

                                     └── THEN ──┘                                

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ IFEND ; ─►◄

   | ┌─◄───────────────────────────────────────────────────────◄─┐ |       

   ├─┴─ ELSEIF logical-expression ─┬────────┬── RESULTIS value ──┴─┤     

   |                               └─ THEN ─┘                      |       

   └─── ELSE ────────────────────────────────── RESULTIS value ────┘
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Special Considerations

Consider the following information when using DECLARE statements:

• Once defined in a single DECLARE statement, a declared field can be referenced in any subsequent statements, or
even subsequent requests.

• DECLARE statements can be added but not deleted from a SYSVIEW for Db2 terminal. Once in effect, the field
definition from a DECLARE remains available through the rest of the current execution of the data collector.

• If a field is declared multiple times, the field computation uses the most recent definition.
• If you start a request with a declared (DECLARE) field, you cannot later change the field format or length in another

request. Nor can you change the field format or length by stopping, editing, and restarting the request. To change the
format or length, stop the data collector, change the request, and then start the data collector again.

• You can define a new repeating field on an existing repeating field, but do not include the occurrence number.
• All fields in a-expression must exist within the specified trace record or in a previous DECLARE statement for that

record.
• Terminate the DECLARE statement with a semicolon (;).

Keyword Descriptions

DECLARE statement includes the following keywords:

GLOBAL
Defines a field that is not associated with any specific record, but can be used anywhere a field can be used.
Usually, this global field is a constant value, such as a percentage multiplier.
Example: A new 4-byte field FULL0 containing zeros only
DECLARE GLOBAL FULL0 (B4) = 0;

MERGE
Defines a new virtual trace record. A virtual record simplifies report writing and enables calculations across
multiple related records. The new record is built by merging fields from multiple existing records. In the merge,
a whole record section containing a referenced field is taken, so it is sufficient to specify only one field from the
section. For more information about syntax details, see the subsection DCL-Merge-Spec.
Example
The following record uses two sections from IFCID (002) STATS2 and one section from IFCID (202) DYNAMIC-
ZPARMS:
DECLARE MERGE BUF-DETAILS

   STATS2.REC-NAME 

   DYNAMIC-ZPARMS.VIRT-SEQ-THRSH 

   STATS2.GET-PAGE ;

record-name
Specifies a valid SYSVIEW for Db2 trace record name. A DECLARE of the record name adds a field to the
record. By declaring a record name, you can extend the record with the new virtual fields. For more information
about the field format, see the subsection DCL-Field-Spec.
Example: An eight-digit numeric field SUMIUD is added to the ACCT record as the sum of three fields
DECLARE ACCT SUMIUD (N8) = SQL-INSERT + SQL-UPDATES + SQL-DELETES;

REDEFINES
A DECLARE can redefine an entire existing field or a portion of it.

WARNING
The format of the field being declared must be compatible with the area being redefined.

The field name must exist within the specified record-name or in a previous DECLARE statement.
You can specify the following optional values:
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Occurrence
Some SYSVIEW for Db2 records contain repeating groups of fields. Each group is known as occurrence.
Each occurrence is numbered sequentially, starting with 1. To refer to a specific field within a group, add
an occurrence number after the field name.

Length
Specifies the length of the redefined field. The length must be preceded by a comma (,) and must match
the length of the declared field.

position
Specifies the starting point within the field (offset) at which the redefinition starts. Offsets are defined in
bytes, from left to right. A value of 1 indicates the first (leftmost) byte. Position must be preceded by a
length value and a comma (,).
Default: 1

Example
In the following example, a 4-character virtual field USER-PREF is a redefinition of the ACCT record field CORR-
ID, which is 4 bytes long:
DECLARE ACCT USER-PREF (A4) REDEFINES CORR-ID(,4);

VALOF
When the VALOF parameter is used in a request, the statement following the parameter (usually a conditional
statement) is executed. When a RESULTIS keyword is encountered, the constant that follows it is assigned to the
declared field. Evaluation of the statement stops.
Conditional statements have a standard IF, THEN, ELSE structure.

• The IF statements must terminate with an IFEND.
• An IF without an ELSE causes the field to have a blank or 0 value when the IF condition is not satisfied.
• An ELSEIF is provided to support the easy construction of case statements. ELSEIF is almost equivalent to

“ELSE IF” except that a matching IFEND is not required for each ELSEIF.

Example: Definition of a 10-character field TABLENAME
DECLARE LOCK-SUSPEND TABLENAME (A10) VALOF

IF PAGESET-NAME     = 'QRXST200'  RESULTIS 'SALARY'

ELSEIF PAGESET-NAME = 'QRXGB100'  RESULTIS 'TIME CARD'

IFEND;

If the field PAGESET-NAME has a value of 'QRXST200', TABLENAME has a value of 'SALARY'. If the
field PAGESET-NAME has a value of 'QRXGB100', TABLENAME has a value of 'TIME CARD'. Otherwise,
TABLENAME is initialized to blanks.

DCL-Merge-Spec

DCL-Merge-Spec is a subparameter of the DECLARE MERGE statement. DCL-Merge-Spec describes the contents of the
virtual record and defines which fields from which trace records are merged to build new record.

DCL-Merge-Spec has the following syntax:

                                             ┌─◄──────────────────────◄─┐

►── new-record-name ─┬─────────────────────┬─┴─ record-name.field-name ─┴─►

                     └─ ( merge-profile ) ─┘

Keyword Descriptions
new-record-name

(Required) Defines a name for the new virtual record. The name can contain up to 32 characters.
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merge-profile
(Optional) Defines the rules for merging the records together.
The following values are supported:
STAT

Statistics profile. With this profile, the asynchronous statistics trace records are merged together based
on no particular key. Records are collected for the merge within a 30-second time window. Use the STAT
profile to combine statistics trace records, such as: (001) STATS1, (002) STATS2, (106) DSNZPARM,
(202) DYNAMIC-ZPARMS, (225) STMG-POOL-SUMRY, (230) GRP-BUFFER-STATS, (365) RECORD-
LOCATION, and (369) CONNECTION-STATS.

GRAB
Real-time statistics profile. With this profile, the synchronous statistics trace records that are grabbed
from control blocks are merged together at the given sampling point. Use the GRAB profile to combine
statistics trace records, such as: (1001) CURR-STATS1, (1002) CURR-STATS2, (1006) CURR-PARMS,
(1026) STATS-BUFFER-SIZES, and (1047) IDB2STAT.

ACCT
Accounting profile. With this profile, the accounting trace records are merged together using an internal
transaction key. Records are collected for the merge within a 30-second time window. Use the ACCT
profile to combine accounting trace records (003) ACCT and (151) IDB2ACCT.

SQLT
SQL statement text profile. With this profile, the dynamic SQL trace records are merged together using a
statement identifier. Records are collected for the merge within a 30-second time window. Use the SQLT
profile to combine the following trace records: (316) DYNAMIC-SQL-STATS, (317) DYNAMIC-SQL-STMT,
and (1043) DYNAMIC-CACHE-COLL.

If the profile is not specified, SYSVIEW for Db2 attempts to select the correct merge profile based on the specified
trace records. The 30-second time window defines how long the merge processing waits for all required records
to come.

record-name.field-name
The record-name must be a valid SYSVIEW for Db2 record name. The field-name is one of the valid fields in the
specified record. The following requirements apply:

• All field names must be fully qualified with the record name.
• Specify at least one qualified common field. The qualification record name identifies which record supplies the

common fields for the virtual record being built.

NOTE
Merging of records happens at the section level. Each specified field determines the record section to be
collected and merged into the virtual record. It is sufficient to specify only one field from a section. When
a section is referred multiple times with different fields, an informational message is issued. For IFCID
structure and field details, see online index help panels.

Special Considerations for Request Writing

The following considerations apply when using virtual records in request text:

• When merging sections from multiple records into a new virtual record, more than one field might have the same
name. In such cases, qualify the fields with the original record name to avoid ambiguity. If qualification is omitted,
the parsing error DBG02223E is issued.

• When merging repeating sections, no implicit dependency is set between fields in different sections. In most cases, to
get meaningful results, specify the relations with a JOIN statement.
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Example
The following example demonstrates how to calculate buffer pool residency time in a batch report. The
example uses a new virtual record BUF-DETAILS that is built by merging fields from IFCIDs (002) STATS2
and (202) DYNAMIC-ZPARMS:
DECLARE MERGE BUF-DETAILS (STAT)

  STATS2.REC-NAME 

  DYNAMIC-ZPARMS.BP-SIZE 

  STATS2.READ-IO ;

DECLARE BUF-DETAILS RES-TIME (N15.4) = 

  DYNAMIC-ZPARMS.BP-SIZE / ( 

    READ-IO +

    PG-READ-PREFETCH + 

    LIST-PREFETCH-PAGES +

    DYNAMIC-PREFETCH-PAGES ) ;

TESTVIRT: TRACE (DELTA LS=100)

<<* BUF-DETAILS

  STATS2.BUF-POOL-NAME 

  RES-TIME (HD='RESIDENCY TIME' PF=N9.4) 

  JOIN(STATS2.BUF-POOL-NAME=DYNAMIC-ZPARMS.BUF-POOL-NAME)

>>

PRINT(TESTVIRT) ;

Report output:
BP NAME  RESIDENCY TIME

-------- --------------

BP0              0.0070

BP1              1.1290

BP2             23.0150

BP3            178.9500

BP7              0.8750

BP31             9.6380

BP32K           97.1420

BP32K1           3.2010

BP8K0            0.2400

BP8K1            0.0110

BP16K0         242.8570

The report is based on the virtual record BUF-DETAILS. This record contains the following fields:

• Common fields from the header section of (002) STATS2
• All record-specific fields from the (202) DYNAMIC-ZPARMS, because the record has only one section. The

section is repeating and contains parameters for each active buffer pool.
• Fields from the buffer statistics section from the (002) STATS2. The section is repeating and contains

statistics for each active buffer pool.

The new record contains two repeating sections that are related to buffer pool metrics. To combine them
properly in the output result, the report contains a JOIN statement set on the buffer pool names. Also, the
sections contain duplicate field names. Therefore, the corresponding fields are qualified with the original
record names.
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DCL-Field-Spec

DCL-Field-Spec parameter supplies format definitions for fields that are defined in the DECLARE statement.

DCL-Field-Spec is a subparameter of the DECLARE statement and has the following syntax:

►─ ( ─┬─ A number of characters ────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ) ─►

      ├─ B ─┬ 2 ┬─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────┤

      │     ├ 4 ┤ └ .decplaces ─┬─────────────────────────┤             │

      │     └ 8 ┘               └ / ─┬ + ┬─ scale factor ─┘             │

      │                              └ - ┘                              │

      ├─ F ─────── # of digits ┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┤

      │                        └ .decplaces ─┬────────────────────────┤ │

      │                                      └ / ─┬ + ┬─ scale factor ┘ │

      │                                           └ - ┘                 │

      ├─ I8 ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

      ├─ N ─┬───┬─ # of digits ┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┤

      │     └ S ┘              └ .decplaces ─┬────────────────────────┤ │

      │                                      └ / ─┬ + ┬─ scale factor ┘ │

      │                                           └ - ┘                 │

      ├─ P number of digits ───┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─┤

      │                        └ .decplaces ─┬────────────────────────┤ │

      │                                      └ / ─┬ + ┬─ scale factor ┘ │

      │                                           └ - ┘                 │

      ├─ S number of characters ────────────────────────────────────────┤

      └─ T8 ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Where:
A

Specifies the character format. The length specifies the number of characters.
Example: If you specify (A11), the field is represented as an 11 character field.

B
Specifies the binary format. The length specifies alignment:
2

Halfword
4

Fullword
8

Doubleword
The decimal places and scaling factor are used in printing the field. A PF= parameter is required in requests
which reference this binary declared field to specify the number of digits to be printed.
Example: If you specify (B4), the field is represented as a binary fullword field.

F
Specifies a numeric format fullword. The length specifies the number of digits. The decimal places and scaling
factor are used in printing. Scaling lets you shift the decimal point a specified number of digits:

• To the left if the scale is positive.
• To the right if the scale is negative.

Example: If you specify (F4.2/-2), the field is four digits long with two decimal places. The decimal point is shifted
two places to the right, making the number whole. This operation is an example of how to display a field as a
percentage.
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I
Specifies the interval format. This field stores the sum or difference of two intervals, or the difference of two times.
Default: 8 (any other value is ignored)
Example: If you specify (I8), the field is represented as an interval format field.

N
Specifies a numeric format doubleword. The length specifies the number of digits. The NS notation represents a
signed number. The decimal places and scaling factor are used in printing. Scaling lets you shift the decimal point
a specified number of digits:

• To the left if the scale is positive.
• To the right if the scale is negative.

Example: If you specify (N3.1/-2), the field is three digits long with one decimal place. The decimal point is shifted
two places to the right, making the number whole. This operation is an example of how to display a field as a
percentage.

P
Specifies the packed format. The length specifies the number of digits. If an even value is specified for length, it
is incremented by one (for the sign). The decimal places and scaling factor are used in printing. For more details,
see Constants.
Example: Specify (P5.1) to indicate that the field is 7-digits long including one decimal place.

S
Specifies the character with an attribute format. This format lets you include an attribute in the RESULTIS clause.
The length specifies the number of characters.
Example: Specify (S15) to indicate that the field is 15-characters long and has an attribute.

T
Specifies the timestamp format. Use this field for the following purposes:

• To redefine an existing timestamp field.
• To create a field that is a timestamp plus or minus an interval.

Default: 8 (any other value is ignored)
Example: Specify (T8) to redefine the timestamp field.

Logical-Expression

Logical-Expression is a subparameter of the DECLARE statement that should only be used with the VALOF keyword.

This parameter has the following syntax:

   ┌──◄─────────────────────────────┌─── AND ───┐────────────────────┐                     

   │                                ├──── &  ───┤                    │

   │                                ├─── OR ────┤                    │

   │                                └──── |  ───┘                    │

►──┴─┬─────┬─┬── a-expression ───┬──┬─── EQ ────┬─┬─ a-expression ───┼──►

     └ NOT ┘ └─ (a-expression ) ─┘  ├─── -  ────┤ └─(a-expression) ──┘

                                    ├─── NE ────┤

                                    ├─── ⌐= ────┤

                                    ├─── GT ────┤

                                    ├───  > ────┤

                                    ├─── GE ────┤

                                    ├─── >= ────┤

                                    ├─── LT ────┤

                                    ├───  < ────┤
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                                    ├─── LE ────┤

                                    └─── <= ────┘

Example: Omit the Left Side of a Comparison

If the left field is omitted, the field that is most recently referred to is assumed. Note the comparison operators in the
following example:

(=,    <String , '>   <String <'>   <String , etc.) may '>   <String '>   <String be omitted.'>  >

For example:

WHERE PLAN-NAME = 'ABC123' OR = 'DEF345' OR = 'XYZ987'

Example: True Logical-Expression

(SETW-SYS(1) / 100) > (SETW-SYS1(2) / 100)

This example is true if a-expression (SETW-SYS(1) / 100) is greater than a-expression (SETW-SYS1(2) / 100). The
a-expressions are computed separately before the comparison is made.

Example: Compound Logical-Expression

THD-TERM-CODE = 28 & IO-WAIT-PCT < 99

The first logical-expression (THD-TERM-CODE = 28) and the second logical-expression (IO-WAIT-PCT < 99) must both
be true for the entire logical-expression to be true. Each logical-expression is made up of an a-expression, a comparator,
and a second a-expression.

Value

Value is a part of DECLARE statement. Use this expression to provide the content of the field being defined, once
all tests and conditions have been passed.

Value has the following syntax:

►─┬─ constant─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  └─┬────────────────────────┬──┬─ alphanumeric-constant ─┤

    └AT=( ── I ──────────── )┘  └─ a-expression ──────────┘

         ├── M ────────────┤

         ├─┬─────┬─┬─ B ─┬─┤

         │ ├ L ──┤ ├─ R ─┤ │

         │ ├ V ──┤ ├─ P ─┤ │

         │ └ U ──┘ ├─ G ─┤ │

         │         ├─ T ─┤ │

         │         ├─ Y ─┤ │

         │         └─ W ─┘ │

         ├── L ────────────┤

         ├── V ────────────┤

         └── U ────────────┘

Enclose alphanumeric constants in single quotes. If the value represents a hexadecimal value, precede it with an x. For
example, x'00000000'.

To give the alphanumeric constant or arithmetic-expression value a display attribute, include the AT= parameter.
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Value Attributes

The value has the following attributes:

Attribute Description Attribute Description

I Intensified R Red

B Blue P Pink

M Modify G Green

L Blink T Turquoise

V Reverse Y Yellow

U Underscore W White

Attributes I, M, R, and W cause highlighting on monochrome terminals.

On a three-color-terminal:

• Attribute M is red.
• Attributes I, R, and W are white.
• All other attributes are blue.

In the following example, we define the field STATUS. Its value and attributes are determined by a series of IF-THEN-
ELSE statements (hence, the VALOF keyword is used).

DECLARE THREAD-STATUS STATUS (S8) VALOF

IF THD-STATUS = 'ACTIVE'

   IF APPL-DB2-FLAG = 'A' RESULTIS AT(W) 'ACTIVE-A'

   ELSE                   RESULTIS AT(R) 'ACTIVE-D'

   IFEND

ELSE                      RESULTIS AT(W) THD-STATUS

IFEND

The following THD-STATUS and APPL-DB2-FLAG field values affect the setting and display of the STATUS field:

• If THD-STATUS has a value of 'ACTIVE' and APPL-DB2-FLAG has a value of 'A', STATUS is set to 'ACTIVE-A'. Its
value appears in white on color terminals. On monochrome terminals, it is highlighted.

• If APPL-DB2-FLAG has a value other than 'A', STATUS is set to 'ACTIVE-D'. Its value appears in red on color
terminals. On monochrome terminals, it is highlighted.

• If THD-STATUS has a value other than 'ACTIVE', STATUS is set to the same value. Its value appears in white on color
terminals. On monochrome terminals, it is highlighted.

A-Expression

A-Expression has the following syntax:

►──┬── constant ───────────────────────┬────►

   └── fieldname-expression ───────────┘

 

   ┌──◄─────────────────────────────◄──┐

►──┴┬────────────────────────────────┬─┴──►

    ├ + ┬─┬── constant ──────────────┤

    ├ - ┤ └── fieldname-expression ──┘

    ├ * ┤                   

    └ / ┘                       
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Enclose an alphanumeric constant in single quotes. If the value represents a hexadecimal value, precede it by an x, as in
x'00000000'. Arithmetic operations can be performed only on numeric fields and constants.

Example 1

RLF-SP-AUTH-CNT * RLIMI-16M / 62500

The result of numeric field RLF-SP-AUTH-CNT multiplied by numeric field RLIMI-16M is divided by numeric constant
62500.

Example 2

1.000000 - DB2-CPU-PCT - IO-WAIT-PCT - LOCK-WAIT-PCT

The result is numeric constant 1.000000 minus numeric field DB2-CPU-PCT minus numeric field IO-WAIT-PCT minus
numeric field LOCK-WAIT-PCT.

Example 3

PLAN(,6)

The field has the value of the first 6 bytes (length) of field name PLAN.

Fieldname-Expression

The fieldname-expression has the following syntax:

►─┬───────────────┬ field-name ┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  └ record-name . ┘            └ ( ┬┬────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬┬ ) ┘

                                   │└ occurrence ┘ └,length ┬──────────┬┘│

                                   │                        └,position ┘ │

                                   └─────────── * ───────────────────────┘

field-name
Specifies the name of the field, previously declared, or defined in the trace record.

record-name
(Optional) Specifies a valid SYSVIEW for Db2 trace record name. You are only allowed to specify the follow valid
values based on a specific context:

• IDB2ACCT—When specifying a WHERE filtering expression in the online Thread History Selection Panel
5 (THstSel5).

• The name of the original record that was used to build a virtual merged record—To qualify an ambiguous field
name.

occurrence
Some SYSVIEW for Db2 records contain repeating groups of fields. Each group is known as occurrence. Each
occurrence is numbered sequentially, starting with 1. To refer to a specific field within a group, add an occurrence
number after the field name.
Default: 1

length
Specifies the length of the redefined field. The length must be preceded by a comma (,) and must match the
length of the declared field.
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position
Specifies the starting point within the field (offset) at which the redefinition starts. Offsets are defined in bytes,
from left to right. A value of 1 indicates the first (leftmost) byte. Position must be preceded by a length value and a
comma (,).
Default: 1

Example 1: Repeating group field

This example references the first occurrence of a repeating group field ROWS-PROCESSED.

ROWS-PROCESSED(1)

Example 2: Select all events that match the criteria

This example selects all events where the first three characters of the connection name are “TSO”.

WHERE CONN-NAME(,3) = 'TSO'

The first comma in this example indicates that there is no occurrence for this field.

Request Types
IQL requests include the following types: TRACE, Hierarchical-TRACE, MONITOR, SUMMARIZE, Hierarchical-
SUMMARIZE, and FILTER.

This section describes available IQL requests:

TRACE
Produces detail data about control blocks or events.

Hierarchical-TRACE
Enables formatting of trace records having a one-to-many or one-to-one logical relation between repeating field
groups within a single trace record.

MONITOR
Produces a summary of activity at intervals specified by the INTERVAL parameter.

SUMMARIZE
Produces summary data for events recorded by the specified record type.

Hierarchical-SUMMARIZE
Facilitates the summarization of repeating groups. You can summarize distributed information by location within a
higher-level summarization of a thread.

FILTER
Does not produce any data. This request collects thread data for the online history.

TRACE

A TRACE request produces detail data about control blocks or events.

The primary element of a TRACE statement is one or more field-specifications specifying the trace record types to write
and their output format.

Terminate the TRACE statement with a semicolon (;).

The TRACE statement has the following syntax:

►►────TRACE──┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────► 

             └─report-format-options──┘
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                                  ┌─◄────────┐

►┬──────record-name┬─────────────┬┴field-spec┴────────────────────┬─────────────┬───────────────┬► 

 │                 └(screen-parm)┘                                └top-reporting┘               │ 

 │┌◄───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐│ 

 ││                               ┌─◄────────┐                                                 ││ 

 └┴┬<<──record-name┬─────────────┬┴field-spec┴┬──────────────────┬┬─────────────┬───────────>>┬┴┘ 

   │               └(screen-parm)┘            └selection-criteria┘└top-reporting┘             │ 

   │                              ┌─◄────────┐                                                │  

   └<<*─record-name┬─────────────┬┴field-spec┴┬──────────────────┬┬─────────────┬┬─────────┬>>┘ 

                   └(screen-parm)┘            └selection-criteria┘└top-reporting┘└join-spec┘      

                                          

►┬──────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────► 

 └selection-criteria┘ └interval-specification┘ └time-based-spec┘

   ┌─◄────────────────────────────────┐

►──┼──────────────────────────────────┼─output-specification───;────────────────────────────────►◄ 

   ├── NEVENTS = number of buffers ───┤

   ├── DISPLAY-LAST = ────┬─ NO ─┬────┤

   │                      └ YES ─┘    │

   ├── OWNER-UNIQUE = ────┬─ NO ─┬────┤

   │                      └ YES ─┘    │

   ├── FOCUS-KEY = ───────┬─ NO ─┬────┤

   │                      └ YES ─┘    │

   ├── SELECT-KEY = ──────┬─ NO ─┬────┤

   │                      └ YES ─┘    │

   ├── COLHDG = (list of strings) ────┤

   ├── TITLE = (list of strings) ─────┤

   └── DATASHAREABLE ─────────────────┘

NOTE
The available memory limits the maximum value for the IQL keyword NEVENTS. Larger values require more
virtual storage. This keyword determines the table storage size that a request requires.

TRACE and Data

The TRACE statement has different uses depending on the type of data reported:

• Event Trace Data
• Control Block Data (requires an INTERVAL specification)
• Mixed Data

Record-Name

The record-name specifications depend on the number of records traced:

• To TRACE only one record type (and not report on all fields in a repeating group), specify the record-name according
to the first line of the syntax diagram.

• To TRACE more than one record type, code the record-name as shown in the second line of the syntax diagram. Code
each record-name specification within a pair of chevrons (<< >>).

To report on all fields within a repeating group (such as Buffer Pool statistics), code the record-name according to the third
line of the syntax diagram. Each record-name specification must be preceded with <<* and terminated with >>.

NOTE
This type of specification is valid whether this is the only record in the request.
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Non-repeating fields can be included inside the repeating group specification. In the following example, AUTH-ID occurs
only once in the ACCT record. But package information can occur multiple times (once for each package that is executed
by a thread).

TRACE

  <<* ACCT

      AUTH-ID

      PACKAGE-COLLECTION

      PACKAGE-PROGRAM

  >>

The AUTH-ID field prints for each package displayed.

Specifying Selection Criteria for Multiple Field Lists

If your TRACE request contains more than one field-specification and you are specifying selection-criteria to filter the
input, see Placement of the WHERE Clause for Multiple Field Lists for more information.

Field-Spec

Specifies one or more fields within the record that you want to TRACE.

Screen-Parm

(Optional) In the IQL requests for the record THREAD-STATS, you can code "thread type" filter that mimics a specific
thread type selection, such as Inactive or Indb2, on the Active Threads Screen. The value, coded in parentheses, can be
one of the values that are acceptable on the THRDACTV screen "thread type" field:

(ALL)
Displays every thread except INACTIVE

(ACTIVE)
Displays every thread except IDENTIFY and INACTIVE

(INACTIVE)
Displays INACTIVE threads

(DBATS)
Displays server agents

(NON-DISTRIB)
Displays non-distributed agents

(REQUESTORS)
Displays requestor agents

(INDB2)
Displays allied threads which are in Db2

Keyword Descriptions

This section describes the TRACE statement keywords.

NEVENTS
Specifies the approximate number of output lines (output buffers) kept in memory for display at SYSVIEW for Db2
terminals. The output lines are stored in this memory buffer during the data collection, formatted, and transferred
to SYSVIEW for Db2 terminals on a user request. Use this keyword when the output destination is TERMINAL.
Usually the output buffers number is close to the number of collected trace records.
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NOTE
For non-history TRACE requests that are defined as INTERVAL=DEMAND and NOWRAP=NO, the
NEVENTS value controls the initial buffers allocation. The allocated space dynamically increases to
ensure that no data is lost and that all data is returned to the user. A smaller initial buffer allocation that
is based on a smaller NEVENTS value can help save virtual storage in the data collector address space.

Default: 20

NOTE
The available memory limits the maximum value for this keyword. Larger values require more virtual
storage.

For example, if you specify NEVENTS=30 , approximately 30 events are held in the buffer for display.
DISPLAY-LAST

Indicates whether the display request automatically scrolls to the end of the report, to the latest data.
This keyword is relevant only for Event Trace Data.
Default: NO
For example, if you specify DISPLAY-LAST=NO , the request always starts at the beginning of the report.

OWNER-UNIQUE
Indicates whether more than one request with the same name is allowed to execute. If YES, the request is unique
by request name and owner ID.
This keyword is relevant only for Event Trace Data.
Default: NO (the request is unique by request name)
For example, if you specify OWNER-UNIQUE=YES , more than one request with the same name can execute.

FOCUS-KEY
Indicates how the request interacts with the FOCUS parameters of an online SYSVIEW for Db2 user. If NO, the
FOCUS parameters have no effect on viewing request output.
Default: YES (the records that are displayed at the terminal are limited according to the FOCUS criteria entered
on the Set Focus panel).
For example, if you specify FOCUS-KEY=NO , this request is unaffected by the FOCUS parameters of the user.

SELECT-KEY
Establishes keys that are used internally for the cursor selection of threads, as in the THRDACTV request.
Default: NO
For example, if you specify SELECT-KEY=YES , the request establishes keys for cursor-selection of threads.

TITLE
Provides one or more character strings that are used as a title in PRINT, TERMINAL, or REVIEW reports.
For example, specify: TITLE=('Threads Currently Active') .

COLHDG
Overrides all default column headings across the entire report.
When using COLHDG, the column width is the maximum length of the print specification or the length of the
header specification for the field in the column.
If you use COLHDG, you cannot use the HD= field-attribute. For this reason, we do not recommend use of the
COLHDG keyword with column-formatted (COLFMT=YES) requests.
For example, if you specify the following syntax, the column heading specification creates this three line heading
on all reports. The specified (or default) field headings are overridden.
COLHDG=('        Time/             Plan/   Dur/CPU'

        '        Date    Corr      Auth  (Seconds)'

        '--------------  -------- ------ ---------')

The column heading specification creates this three line heading on all reports, overriding any specified (or
default) field headings.
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The following request, named SQLTRAC, performs a trace of two records: SQL-STMT and CONTENTION.
Because there is more than one record being processed, the information for each record is enclosed within pairs
of chevrons (<<...>>).
SQLTRAC:  TRACE

          <<SQL-STMT

            STMT-NUM

            STMT-TYPE

            PROG-NAME

            WHERE PROG-NAME NE 'CORPYRL'>>

          <<CONTENTION

            CONTENTION-TYPE

            DBNAME PAGESET-NAME>>

          WHERE CORR-ID = 'XDBG7'

          TITLE=('SQL AND DEADLOCK--REPORT FOR ONE USER')

          TERMINAL NEVENTS=40;

By default, the report is column-formatted. The columns are in the order of the specified field names for each
record. The request is available at the terminals of SYSVIEW for Db2 interactive users (due to the TERMINAL
keyword). 40 of these events are kept in a buffer.

DATASHAREABLE
Results in data from all active member data collectors showing on a single display.
For the requests based on event-based records, data from each member data collector displays one after the
other.
When using this keyword, note the following conditions and limitations:

• Valid only for online requests
• Valid for data collectors that are defined as members of a data sharing environment.
• Not valid for interval requests or requests that are based on DELTA records (inconsistent results can occur)

Hierarchical-TRACE

This variation of the TRACE statement enables formatting of trace records having a one-to-many or one-to-one logical
relation between repeating field groups within a single trace record. For each occurrence of the repeating field group in
the primary (outer) report section, the Hierarchical-TRACE produces zero or more formatted subsidiary (nested) report
sections of the related repeating field group.

To specify the logical relation between the primary and the subsidiary field list, use the Join-Specification subparameter.

NOTE
The Hierarchical-TRACE is an expansion of the TRACE statement. All keyword and field explanations are the
same. This section only explains the differences between those two request types.

The hierarchical-trace has the following syntax:

►►───TRACE──┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────► 

            └─report-format-options──┘

        

                                ┌─◄────────┐

►─<<*─record-name┬─────────────┬┴field-spec┴┬──────────────────┬┬───────────────┬─► 

                 └(screen-parm)┘            └selection-criteria┘└─top-reporting─┘

                  ┌─◄────────┐ 

►─<<*─join-spec───┴field-spec┴─────────┬──────────────────┬┬───────────────┬─>>───► 

                                       └selection-criteria┘└─top-reporting─┘
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►─>>─┬──────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬──────────────► 

     └selection-criteria┘ └interval-specification┘ └time-based-spec┘

 

  ┌─◄────────────────────────────────┐

►─┼──────────────────────────────────┼─output-specification───;──────────────────►◄ 

  ├── NEVENTS = number of buffers ───┤

  ├── DISPLAY-LAST = ────┬─ NO ─┬────┤

  │                      └ YES ─┘    │

  ├── OWNER-UNIQUE = ────┬─ NO ─┬────┤

  │                      └ YES ─┘    │

  ├── FOCUS-KEY = ───────┬─ NO ─┬────┤

  │                      └ YES ─┘    │

  ├── SELECT-KEY = ──────┬─ NO ─┬────┤

  │                      └ YES ─┘    │

  ├── COLHDG = (list of strings) ────┤

  ├── TITLE = (list of strings) ─────┤

  └── DATASHAREABLE ─────────────────┘

Restrictions

When using this format of the TRACE statement, the following restrictions apply:

• Mark both the primary (outer) and the subsidiary (nested) report sections as repeating, using the <<* syntax.
• Embed only one subsidiary section inside the primary section.
• Do not specify Record-Name in the subsidiary section.
• Begin the subsidiary section with the Join-Specification (after <<*).
• The only supported output specifications are PRINT and TERMINAL.

Join-Specification

Use the Join-Specification subparameter to specify the relation between the repeating field group in the primary section
and the repeating field group in the subsidiary report section. The relation type can be one-to-many or one-to-one.

JOIN ALL
If the Join-Specification uses the JOIN ALL syntax, the relation is considered to be one-to-many. All occurrences
of the subsidiary field group for each primary field group are formatted in the output.

JOIN
If the Join-Specification omits the ALL keyword, the relation is considered to be one-to-one. Only one occurrence
of the subsidiary field group for each primary field group is formatted in the output.

Example
The following example displays information from each repeating buffer pool section occurrence (IFCID
1002) combined with information from its related simulated buffer pool section occurrence.
BPHTRACE: TRACE (COLFMT=NO)

<<* CURR-STATS2

  'Buffer pool:' BUF-POOL-NAME

  'Number of SYNCH I/O:' READ-IO (PF=NL7)

  <<* JOIN (BUF-POOL-NAME=SBUF-POOL-NAME)

   ' Simulation: Number of avoided SYNCH I/O:'

         SUM(SIM-PGS-RAND-SYNRIO+

             SIM-PGS-SEQ-SYNRIO) (PF=NL7)

  >>

>>
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TITLE='Sample Hierarchical TRACE report'

INTERVAL=DEMAND

TERMINAL;

Sample report output:
R/BPHTRACE      Sample Hierarchical TRACE report                    Row 1-34/41

        

Buffer pool: BP0      Number of SYNCH I/O: 6818075

 Simulation:  Number of avoided SYNCH I/O: 18371

Buffer pool: BP1      Number of SYNCH I/O: 8963

Buffer pool: BP2      Number of SYNCH I/O: 35630

Buffer pool: BP3      Number of SYNCH I/O: 63

Buffer pool: BP4      Number of SYNCH I/O: 60

Buffer pool: BP5      Number of SYNCH I/O: 59

 Simulation:  Number of avoided SYNCH I/O: 0

Buffer pool: BP6      Number of SYNCH I/O: 59

 Simulation:  Number of avoided SYNCH I/O: 0

Buffer pool: BP7      Number of SYNCH I/O: 3098

 Simulation:  Number of avoided SYNCH I/O: 204

Buffer pool: BP8      Number of SYNCH I/O: 62

 Simulation:  Number of avoided SYNCH I/O: 0

MONITOR

The MONITOR request produces a summary of activity at intervals that the INTERVAL parameter specifies.

Specify INTTIME, the start time of the interval being reported, as the first field-specification.

Terminate the MONITOR statement with a semicolon (;).

The MONITOR statement has the following syntax:
►►───MONITOR──┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────► 

              └─report-format-options──┘

        

                                  ┌─◄────────┐

►┬──────record-name┬─────────────┬┴field-spec┴───────────────────────────────────┬► 

 │                 └(screen-parm)┘                                               │ 

 │┌◄────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐│ 

 ││                               ┌─◄────────┐                                  ││ 

 └┴┬<<──record-name┬─────────────┬┴field-spec┴┬──────────────────┬───────────>>┬┴┘ 

   │               └(screen-parm)┘            └selection-criteria┘             │ 

   │                              ┌─◄────────┐                                 │ 

   └<<*─record-name┬─────────────┬┴field-spec┴┬──────────────────┬┬─────────┬>>┘ 

                   └(screen-parm)┘            └selection-criteria┘└join-spec┘      

                                                  

►┬──────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬──────────────────► 

 └selection-criteria┘ └interval-specification┘ └time-based-spec┘

   ┌─◄───────────────────────────────────┐

►──┼─────────────────────────────────────┼─output-specification──;───────────────►◄ 

   ├── NINTERVALS = number of intervals ─┤

   ├── OWNER-UNIQUE = ────┬─ NO ─┬───────┤

   │                      └ YES ─┘       │

   ├── DISPLAY-LAST = ────┬─ NO ─┬───────┤
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   │                      └ YES ─┘       │

   ├── COLHDG = (list of strings)────────┤

   └── TITLE = (list of strings)─────────┘

NOTE
The available memory limits the maximum value for the IQL keyword NINTERVALS. Larger values require more
virtual storage. This keyword is used in determining the table storage size that a request requires.

MONITOR and Data
The MONITOR statement has different uses depending on the type of data being reported:

• Event Trace Data
• Control Block Data (requires an INTERVAL specification)
• Mixed Data

Record-Name

The record-name specifications depend on how many records are being monitored:

• To monitor one record type (and not report on all fields in a repeating group), specify the record-name as shown in the
first line of the syntax diagram.

• To monitor more than one record type, code the record-name as shown in the second line of the syntax diagram. Code
each record-name specification within a pair of chevrons (<< >>).

Specifying Selection Criteria for Multiple Field Lists

If your MONITOR request contains more than one field-specification and you are specifying selection-criteria to filter the
input, see Placement of the WHERE Clause for Multiple Field Lists for more information.

Field-Spec

Specifies one or more fields within the record that you want to MONITOR.

Screen-Parm

(Optional) In the IQL requests for the record THREAD-STATS, you can code "thread type" filter that mimics a specific
thread type selection, such as Inactive or Indb2, on the Active Threads Screen. The value, coded in parentheses, can be
one of the values that are acceptable on the THRDACTV screen "thread type" field:

(ALL)
Displays every thread except INACTIVE

(ACTIVE)
Displays every thread except IDENTIFY and INACTIVE

(INACTIVE)
Displays INACTIVE threads

(DBATS)
Displays server agents

(NON-DISTRIB)
Displays non-distributed agents

(REQUESTORS)
Displays requestor agents

(INDB2)
Displays allied threads which are in Db2
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Keyword Descriptions

This section describes the MONITOR statement keywords.

NINTERVALS
Sets a limit on the number of intervals that are retained for reporting. The data is managed on a first in, first out
basis.
Default: 20

NOTE
The available memory limits the maximum value for this keyword. Larger values require more virtual
storage.

For example, if you specify the following syntax, SYSVIEW for Db2 builds a ten-row table when the request starts:
INTERVAL=1

NINTERVALS=10

After 10 minutes, the table is filled. At minute 11, the first row is overlaid to accommodate the most recent interval.
From this point on, when you display this request, you see the data for the last 10 minutes, broken up into
ten intervals.

OWNER-UNIQUE
Indicates whether more than one request with the same name is allowed to execute.
NO

Indicates that the request is unique by request name. This value is the default.
YES

Indicates that the request is unique by request name and owner ID.
For example, if you specify OWNER-UNIQUE=YES , more than one request with the same name is allowed to
execute.

DISPLAY-LAST
Indicates whether the display automatically scrolls to the end of the report (latest data) when the request is
displayed.
Default: NO
For example, if you specify DISPLAY-LAST=NO , the request always starts at the beginning of the report.

COLHDG
Overrides all default column headings across the entire report.
When using COLHDG, the width of a column is the maximum length of the print specification or the length of the
header specification for the field in the column.
If you use COLHDG, you cannot use the HD= field-attribute. For this reason, we do not recommend use of the
COLHDG keyword with column-formatted requests.
For example, if you specify the following syntax, the column heading specification creates this two-line heading on
all reports, overriding any specified (or default) field headings:
COLHDG=(' Date       Time    User ID   Thread   '

        '--------  --------  --------  ---------')

TITLE
Provides one or more character strings which are used as a title in PRINT, TERMINAL, or REVIEW reports.
For example, if you specify TITLE='Monitor of Log Activity-30 Second Intervals' , the request
displays with this title.

SUMMARIZE

The SUMMARIZE request produces summary data for events that the specified record type records. Any number of
SUMMARIZE statements can be included in a request. Terminate the SUMMARIZE statement with a semicolon (;).
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Two variations of the SUMMARIZE statement exist. The following example is for reporting on only one record.

NOTE
For information about reporting on multiple records, see Hierarchical-SUMMARIZE.

The SUMMARIZE statement has the following syntax:

►►──SUMMARIZE──┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────► 

               └──report-format-options──┘

        

                                  ┌─◄────────┐

►┬──────record-name┬─────────────┬┴field-spec┴───────────────────┬───────────────────────┬───────────────┬► 

 │                 └(screen-parm)┘                               └group-by─┬─────────────┤               │

 │                                                                         └top-reporting┘               │

 │┌─◄───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐│

 ││                               ┌─◄────────┐                                                          ││

 └┴┬<<──record-name┬─────────────┬┴field-spec┴┬──────────────────┬┬──────────────────────┬───────────>>┬┴┘

   │               └(screen-parm)┘            └selection-criteria┘└group-by┬─────────────┤             │

   │                                                                       └top-reporting┘             │

   │                              ┌─◄────────┐                                                         │

   └<<*─record-name┬─────────────┬┴field-spec┴┬──────────────────┬┬──────────────────────┬┬─────────┬>>┘

                   └(screen-parm)┘            └selection-criteria┘└group-by┬─────────────┤└join-spec┘

                                                                           └top-reporting┘

                                                               

►┬──────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────► 

 └selection-criteria┘ └interval-specification┘ └time-based-spec┘

  ┌──◄────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►─┼───────────────────────────────────────────────┼─output-specification──;──────────────────────────────►◄ 

  ├─ORDER─┬────┬─field-name─┬────────────┬────────┤

  │       └─BY─┘            ├─ASCENDING──┤        │

  │                         └─DESCENDING─┘        │

  ├─FOCUS-KEY = ─────┬─NO──┬──────────────────────┤

  │                  └─YES─┘                      │

  ├─OWNER-UNIQUE = ──┬─NO──┬──────────────────────┤

  │                  └─YES─┘                      │

  ├─COLHDG = (list of strings) ───────────────────┤

  ├─TITLE =  (list of strings) ───────────────────┤

  └─DATASHAREABLE─────────────────────────────────┘

Group-by specification:

                ┌────────────────◄─────────────────┐

►──GROUP─┬────┬─┴─field-name─┬─────────────────────┼───►

         └─BY─┘              └─(SUBTOT = ─┬─ON──┬─)┘

                                          └─OFF─┘

SUMMARIZE and Data

The SUMMARIZE statement has different uses depending on the type of data being reported:

• Event Trace Data
• Control Block Data-an INTERVAL specification is required
• Mixed Data-the use of SUMMARIZE with mixed data is not recommended
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Special Considerations

Unlike an SQL SELECT, the sort order defaults to the fields specified in the GROUP BY clause, unless it is overridden
with an ORDER BY.

If an interval-specification is supplied, summary tables are output at breaks of the specified time interval. If no interval-
specification is coded, a summary table is output when the report is stopped through the SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface
command or when the DC terminates. However, a SUMMARIZE request does not require an interval-specification to show
data at a SYSVIEW for Db2 terminal, unless the data is Control Block Data.

Record-Name

The record-name specifications depend on how many records are being summarized:

• If you are summarizing only one record type (and not nreporting on all fields in a repeating group), then specify the
record-name as shown in the first line of the syntax diagram.

• If you are summarizing more than one record type, code the record-name as shown in the second line of the syntax
diagram. Each record-name specification should be coded within a pair of chevrons (<< >>).

If you want to report on all fields within a repeating group (such as Buffer Pool statistics), code the record-name as shown
in the third line of the syntax diagram. Each record-name specification must be preceded with <<* and terminated with >>.

NOTE
This type of specification is valid whether this is the only record in the request.

Non-repeating fields can be included inside the repeating group specification. In the following example, AUTH-ID occurs
once per record, but package information can occur multiple times (once for each package executed by a thread).

SUMMARIZE

  <<* ACCT

      AUTH-ID

      PACKAGE-COLLECTION

      PACKAGE-PROGRAM >>

  GROUP BY AUTH-ID PACKAGE-COLLECTION PACKAGE-PROGRAM

The AUTH-ID field prints for each package displayed.

Specifying Selection-Criteria for Multiple Field Lists

If your SUMMARIZE request contains more than one field-specification, and you are specifying selection-criteria to filter
the input, see Placement of the WHERE Clause for Multiple Field Lists for more information.

Field-Spec

Specifies one or more fields within the record that you want to SUMMARIZE.

Screen-Parm

(Optional) In the IQL requests for the record THREAD-STATS, you can code "thread type" filter that mimics a specific
thread type selection, such as Inactive or Indb2, on the Active Threads Screen. The value, coded in parentheses, can be
one of the values that are acceptable on the THRDACTV screen "thread type" field:

(ALL)
Displays every thread except INACTIVE

(ACTIVE)
Displays every thread except IDENTIFY and INACTIVE
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(INACTIVE)
Displays INACTIVE threads

(DBATS)
Displays server agents

(NON-DISTRIB)
Displays non-distributed agents

(REQUESTORS)
Displays requestor agents

(INDB2)
Displays allied threads which are in Db2

Keyword Descriptions

This section describes the SUMMARIZE statement keywords.

GROUP BY
Groups the data. A GROUP BY clause typically includes a SUMMARIZE statement. The grouping fields are listed
following the GROUP BY keyword and are listed from major to minor break level.
Report subtotals and subtotal records for each specified break level are automatically generated unless
SUBTOT=OFF is specified.
If numbers are used to specify the ORDER BY or GROUP BY criteria, the embedded text strings are not counted
as columns.
In the following example, the request is sorted by field names PLAN-NAME, CURSOR-NAME, and STMT-NUM.
Subtotals accumulate by PLAN-NAME only.
GROUP BY PLAN-NAME

CURSOR-NAME (SUBTOT=OFF) STMT-NUM (SUBTOT=OFF)

ORDER BY
Suppresses subtotals. ORDER BY is most commonly used to sort tables in descending order of magnitude of
resource usage.

• Only one ORDER BY keyword can be given in a SUMMARIZE statement.
• Only one field name can be specified in an ORDER BY clause.
• ORDER BY of an AVG field sorts on the sum that is used to calculate the average.

If this keyword is omitted, the output table is automatically in GROUP BY field sequence.
For example, if you specify ORDER BY PLAN-NAME DESCENDING , the output is sorted in descending order by
field name PLAN-NAME.

FOCUS-KEY
Indicates whether FOCUS criteria influence how the records display. You cannot use this parameter in requests
where data is being subtotaled. The following values are valid:
NO

Indicates that FOCUS parameters set by the interactive user have no affect on viewing request output.
This value is the default.

YES
Limits the records that the terminal displays according to the FOCUS criteria.

The FOCUS-KEY specification is useful for Control Block Data requests.
For example, if you specify FOCUS-KEY=NO , this request is unaffected by the FOCUS parameters of the user.

OWNER-UNIQUE
Indicates whether more than one request with the same name is allowed to execute:
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NO
The request is unique by request name. This value is the default.

YES
The request is unique by request name and owner ID.

OWNER-UNIQUE=YES is useful only for Event Trace Data requests.
For example, if you specify OWNER-UNIQUE=YES , several versions of this request can co-exist, each with a
different owner ID.

COLHDG
Overrides all default column headings across the entire report.
When using COLHDG, the width of a column is the maximum length of the print specification or the length of the
header specification for the field in the column.
If you use COLHDG, you cannot use HD=field-attribute. Therefore, we do not recommend use of the COLHDG
keyword with column-formatted requests.
In the following example, the column heading specification creates two-line heading on all reports, overriding any
specified or default field headings.
COLHDG=(' Date       Time    User ID   Thread   '

        '--------  --------  --------  ---------')

TITLE
Provides one or more character strings which used as a title in PRINT, TERMINAL, or REVIEW reports.
For example, if you specify the following syntax:
TITLE=('Threads History','for August')

A stack title is created because of the comma:
Thread History

  for August

The following example is part of the IQL for the prepackaged SQLSUM request. This request produces a
summary data report about the SQL-STMT record (END-SQL statement 058).
SQLSUM:  SUMMARIZE (COLFMT=ON)

          SQL-STMT

          PLAN-NAME CURSOR-NAME STMT-NUM

          AVG(ROWS-PROCESSED(1))

          GROUP BY PLAN-NAME CURSOR-NAME STMT-NUM

          TITLE = 'SQL SUMMARY'

          PRINT(DSN('SE19257.SQLSUM.RPT')SHR)

The report, titled “SQL SUMMARY”, displays data and computes subtotals for fields PLAN-NAME, CURSOR-
NAME, and STMT-NUM in a column format. The average value for the first iteration of ROWS-PROCESSED is
also shown in the report.
The report is output to an existing print data set SE19257.SQLSUM.RPT .

DATASHAREABLE
Results in data from all active member data collectors showing on a single display.
For the requests based on event-based records, data from each member data collector displays one after the
other.
For the requests based on snapshot or real-time data, the data from all member data collectors is aggregated and
grouped according to the IQL request.
When using this keyword, note the following conditions and limitations:

• Valid only for online requests
• Valid for data collectors that are defined as members of a data sharing environment.
• Not valid for interval requests or requests that are based on DELTA records (inconsistent results can occur)
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Hierarchical-SUMMARIZE

This variation of the SUMMARIZE statement facilitates the summarization of repeating groups and lets you summarize
distributed information by location within a higher-level summarization of thread by thread ID (connection, plan,
correlation, and authorization).

NOTE
For more information about reporting using a single record, see SUMMARIZE. All notes and field explanations
are the same as the SUMMARIZE statement.

The hierarchical-summarize has the following syntax:

►►──SUMMARIZE──┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────► 

               └──report-format-options──┘

        

                                 ┌─◄────────┐

►─┬<<──record-name┬─────────────┬┴field-spec┴┬──────────────────┬┬──────────────────────┬──────────────┬─► 

  │               └(screen-parm)┘            └selection-criteria┘└group-by┬─────────────┤              │

  │                                                                       └top-reporting┘              │

  │                                                                                                    │

  │                              ┌─◄────────┐                                                          │

  └<<*─record-name┬─────────────┬┴field-spec┴┬──────────────────┬┬──────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬──┘

                  └(screen-parm)┘            └selection-criteria┘└group-by┬─────────────┤ └join-spec┘

                                                                          └top-reporting┘    

                                                                     

 ┌─◄────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 │                               ┌─◄────────┐                                                           │

►┴┬<<──record-name┬─────────────┬┴field-spec┴┬──────────────────┬┬────────┬┬─────────────┬───────────>>┬┴► 

  │               └(screen-parm)┘            └selection-criteria┘└group-by┘└top-reporting┘             │

  │                                                                                                    │

  │                                                                                                    │

  │                              ┌─◄────────┐                                                          │

  └<<*─record-name┬─────────────┬┴field-spec┴┬──────────────────┬┬────────┬┬─────────────┬┬─────────┬>>┘

                  └(screen-parm)┘            └selection-criteria┘└group-by┘└top-reporting┘└join-spec┘

                                                 

        

►─>>─┬──────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────► 

     └selection-criteria┘ └interval-specification┘ └time-based-spec┘

        

  ┌──◄────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►─┼───────────────────────────────────────────────┼───output-specification──;───────────────────────────►◄ 

  ├─FOCUS-KEY = ─────┬─NO──┬──────────────────────┤

  │                  └─YES─┘                      │

  ├─OWNER-UNIQUE = ──┬─NO──┬──────────────────────┤

  │                  └─YES─┘                      │

  ├─COLHDG = (list of strings) ───────────────────┤

  └─TITLE =  (list of strings) ───────────────────┘

Special Considerations

When using this format of the SUMMARIZE statement, the following restrictions apply:
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• The record type must be the same for all field lists.
• You cannot use the ORDER BY keywords.
• A hierarchical SUMMARIZE is identified by having a subsidiary list that is embedded in a primary field list. The

subsidiary list must precede the closing chevrons >>, of the primary field list. The primary field list must be followed by
a GROUP BY clause.

• The only supported output specifications are PRINT and TERMINAL.

Properly Using Selection Criteria

If your SUMMARIZE request specifies selection-criteria to filter the input, see Placement of the WHERE Clause for
Multiple Field Lists for more information.

The following example illustrates a Hierarchical Summarize:

HIERARCH: SUMMARIZE (COLFMT=NO)

          <<ACCT

            “CONNECT” CONN-NAME

            “CORR ID” CORR-ID

            “AUTH ID” AUTH-ID

            “PLAN”    PLAN

            “APPL ELAPSED” AVG(THD-ELAPSED PF=TIMED3)

            “DB2 ELAPSED”  AVG(ELAPSED-TIME-DB2 PF=TIMED3)

            “COUNT”   COUNT(*)

            GROUP BY CONN-NAME CORR-ID AUTH-ID PLAN

          <<* ACCT

            “LOCATION” REC-LOCATION

            “COUNT”    COUNT(*)

            “DBAT ELAPSED” AVG(ELAPSED-DB-AGENT) (PF=TIMED3)

            “MSG SENT”     AVG(MESSAGES-SENT) (PF=N9.2)

            “MSG RECEIVED” AVG(MESSAGES-RECEIVED) (PF=9.2)

            GROUP BY LOCATION

            >>

            >>

FILTER

The FILTER request does not produce any data. Use it to collect thread data for the Online History system. To do
this operation effectively, code the data collector SYSPARMs as follows:

HISTORY-ACCT=FILTER

When more than one FILTER request is active, a thread record is collected in the Online History file if it matches the
selection-criteria of any one of the active FILTER requests.

The FILTER statement must be terminated with a semicolon (;).

The FILTER request has the following syntax:

FILTER (FLASH) ACCT selection-criteria ;

In the following example, the thread accounting record (ACCT) is written to the Online History file when the THD-
ELAPSED value is greater than 10 seconds.
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ZTIME:  FILTER (FLASH) ACCT WHERE (THD-ELAPSED > 10) ;

Request Elements
As a database administrator (DBA), you want to format reports in a way that best suits your environment.

The following syntax elements enable you to build the IQL requests:

Report-Format-Options Specify the overall report formatting parameters.
Field-Specification Specify computation, positioning, and formatting attributes of the IQL field.
Selection-Criteria Specify filtering criteria for selecting only specific input trace records for the IQL request.
Join-Specification Specify the join criteria for processing data from different repeating groups within the same trace record.

Interval-Specification Specify the time interval for trace data collection and aggregation in a request. The meaning of the interval
depends on the statement type.

Top-Reporting Specify the criteria to include an extra section in printed TRACE and SUMMARIZE requests to identify
resource-intensive objects.

Time-Based-
Specification

Specify the start, end, or reset of data gathering in the request.

Output-Specification Specify output destinations for the request.
Conditional

Elements: #IF, #ELSE,
#ELSEIF, #IFEND

Conditionally include or exclude IQL statements.

Report-Format-Options

Report-Format-Options let you specify the parameters that determine how the IQL request formats the data.

The statement-level formatting parameters ensure that a request renders in a way that is best for your environment.

Parameters coded for request statement override corresponding default or GLOBALS parameter for that request.

The following syntax applies:

     ┌─◄────────────────────────────────────────────────◄─┐

►─ (─┼─ COLFMT = ─┬ YES ┬─────────────────────────────────┼──)──►

     │            └ NO ─┘                                 │

     ├─ PAGESIZE = number of lines ───────────────────────┤

     ├─ LINESIZE = number of characters ──────────────────┤

     ├─ COLSPC = number of blanks ────────────────────────┤

     ├─ SK = number of blank lines ───────────────────────┤

     ├─ MAXLINES = number of lines ───────────────────────┤

     ├─ MAXRECS = number of records ──────────────────────┤

     ├─ MAXTIME = number───┬─ SECOND ──────────┬──────────┤

     │                     ├─ SECONDS ─────────┤          │

     │                     ├─ SECS ────────────┤          │

     │                     ├─ MINUTE ──────────┤          │

     │                     ├─ MINUTES ─────────┤          │

     │                     ├─ QTR-HOUR ────────┤          │

     │                     ├─ HALF-HOUR ───────┤          │

     │                     ├─ HOUR ────────────┤          │

     │                     ├─ HOURS ───────────┤          │

     │                     └─ DAY ─────────────┘          │

     │                                                    │

     ├─ SORT-LINES = number of lines ─────────────────────┤

     ├─ PLOT ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤
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     ├┬ ACCUM ───┬────────────────────────────────────────┤

     │└ DELTA ───┘                                        │

     ├─ NOSCROLL = number of lines to remain on screen ───┤

     ├─ SUBTOT = ┬ YES ─┬─────────────────────────────────┤

     │           └ NO ──┘                                 │

     └─ IDENT-SUP = ┬ YES ─┬──────────────────────────────┘

                    └ NO ──┘

COLFMT
Specifies whether the data is reported in column format or free format. The following values are valid:

• YES
Reports the data in column format. This value is the default.

• NO
Reports the data in free, or line-wrap, format.

For example, if you specify COLFMT=NO, the data is reported in a free format.
PAGESIZE (PS)

Specifies the number of lines per page for the request when written to a PRINT file. The default value is 55.
For example, if you specify PS=66, the printed request has 66 lines per page.

LINESIZE (LS)
Specifies the maximum line length for the request. The default value is 121.
The request field lists and related formatting options, including column headers and request titles determine
the actual line size. A syntax error occurs if the actual line size exceeds the specified maximum line size. The
maximum printed line length is 4095 characters.
For example, if you specify LS=176, the maximum line size for the request is 176 characters.

COLSPC (SF)
Specifies the number of spaces that are placed between output columns in column-formatted reports. The default
value is 1.
For example, if you specify SF=3, the output report contains three spaces between columns.

SK
Specifies the number of skipped lines between different records or sets of records in column-formatted reports.
The default value is 0.
For example, if you specify SK=2, the report skips two lines between the records displayed.

MAXLINES (ML)
Specifies the maximum number of Event Trace records to be reported. This number is not the actual number of
print lines if multiple lines per record have been specified.
For example, if you specify ML=500, up to 500 Event Trace records are reported.

MAXRECS (MR)
Specifies the maximum number of records that the request can collect. This value is overridden by the MAX-
TRACE-RECORDS parameter in your Security file overrides if the Security file value is lower. The request is
PAUSED once the MAXRECS quantity is reached. For example, if you specify MR=5000, up to 5000 records are
collected.

MAXTIME (MT)
Specifies the maximum amount of time that the request can run. A time value is required. This value is overridden
by the MAX-REQUEST-TIME parameter in your Security file if that value is lower. The request is PAUSED once
the MAXTIME limit is reached.
For example, if you specify MAXTIME=1 QTR-HOUR, the request can run for a one quarter of an hour (15
minutes).
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SORT-LINES (SL)
Specifies the number of report lines that make up a unit to sort. Some requests have more than one line that
belongs together. '0' disables sorts from the User Interface.
If a blank line follows a group of lines, include the blank line in your count. For example, both the DATASETS and
SORTSUM requests have two lines of data for each line item. However, the SORTSUM request has blank lines
between each line item. DATASETS is coded as SORT-LINES=2 and SORTSUM is coded as SORT-LINES=3.
Specify SORT-LINES only for column-formatted reports.
For example, if you specify SORT-LINES=4, four lines make up one sortable unit of data.

PLOT
Specifies that the data from this request is used for plotting.

ACCUM/DELTA
Applies when the request reports on the following records: STATS1, STATS2, CURR-STATS1, CURR-STATS2,
CF-STATISTICS, STATS-BUFFER-SIZES, GRP-BUFFER-STATS, RECORD-LOCATION, DSNZPARM,
DYNAMIC-ZPARMS, CRCTSS, or THREAD-STATS. Many fields in these records contain values that accumulate
from the start of the Db2 subsystem, Db2 thread, or CICS region.
ACCUM

Specifies that field values are reported as they occur in the record. For example, show the accumulated
value of the field since Db2 subsystem, Db2 thread, or CICS region was started. This value is the default.

DELTA
Specifies that incremental values are reported. The interval start time is subtracted from the interval end
time.

ACCUM/DELTA
Applies only to accumulated fields. Does not apply to fields containing character strings or to “snapshot”
fields, such as the various EDM Pool Pages fields (FREE-PGS, PAGES-DBD, and so on).

For example, if ACCUM is specified, data is accumulated from the time that Db2 started.

NOTE
For DSNZPARM and DYNAMIC-ZPARMS records no delta values are calculated, but records with the
changed settings from the prior record are identified.

NOSCROLL
Specifies the first n lines as extra header lines in online displays. These lines remain on the screen when you
scroll vertically.
The maximum NOSCROLL value is 12.
For example, if you specify NOSCROLL=2, the first two lines of the request remain on the screen when the
request is scrolled up or down.

SUBTOT (ST)
Specifies whether subtotaling occurs. The default is YES. This setting can only be used with SUMMARIZE
requests.

IDENT-SUP (IS)
Specifies whether fields in the GROUP BY clause show each time that they occur, or only at the first occurrence.
The default value is YES. This setting can only be used with SUMMARIZE requests.
NO

Displays duplicate database names, as shown in the following example:
Database       Pages         Count

------------   -----------   -----

JBG            JUNK1             7

JBG            JUNK2             6

ABCD           IDAHO             9

ABCD           OREGON            7
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YES
Does not display duplicate database names, as shown in the following example:
Database       Pages         Count

------------   -----------   -----

JBG            JUNK1             7

               JUNK2             6

ABCD           IDAHO             9

               OREGON            7

In the following example, the report is free-formatted (COLFMT=NO) with 45 lines per page (PAGESIZE=45).
Incremental totals are shown (DELTA), and the request can run maximum 30 seconds (MAXTIME=30 SECS).
(COLFMT=NO PAGESIZE=45 DELTA MAXTIME=30 SECS)

Field-Specification

The requests must specify the fields that build the request. Field-Specification lets you specify computation, positioning,
and formatting attributes of the IQL field.

This parameter has the following syntax:

►┬───┬┬───┬┬──────┬┬───────┬┬ field-name ┬─────────────────────────────────────┬┬──────────────┬►

 ├ % ┤└'!'┘└ line ┘└:column┘│            └(┬────────────┬┬───────────────────┬)┤└ field-attrib ┘

 └ %P┘                      │              └ occurrence ┘└,length ┬──────────┤ │

                            │                                     └,position ┘ │

                            ├ field-function ──────────────────────────────────┤      

                            ├ string-constant ─────────────────────────────────┤

                            └ INTTIME ─────────────────────────────────────────┘

%. %P, '!'
If COLFMT=YES (default), % stacks field values in the report in the same column as the previously defined field.
If COLFMT=NO (free-formatting), % causes a skip to the next line and %P causes a skip to the next page.
If the % next line character is superseded by a '!' as a column 1 literal of the new line, the '!' specification causes
the output line to be suppressed (skipped). This suppression applies when data fields in the output line have no
data (blanks or zeros). If the output line contains non-blanks or non-zero data values, '!' represents a 1-byte blank
literal. The attribute byte of the next data field or literal after the ‘!’ starts in column 3.

line
Specifies the line number within the text block where the field appears.

column
Specifies the column number within the text block where the field appears, preceded by a colon (:).

occurrence
Some SYSVIEW for Db2 records contain repeating groups of fields. Each group is known as occurrence. Each
occurrence is numbered sequentially, starting with 1. To refer to a specific field within a group, add an occurrence
number after the field name.
Default: 1

length
Specifies the length of the redefined field. The length must be preceded by a comma (,) and must match the
length of the declared field.

position
Specifies the starting point within the field (offset) at which the redefinition starts. Offsets are defined in bytes,
from left to right. A value of 1 indicates the first (leftmost) byte. Position must be preceded by a length value and a
comma (,).
Default: 1
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field-name | field-function | string-constant | INTTIME
You must specify one of the following options:

field-name The name of the field from the request record.
field-function The field function.

string-constant A valid alphanumeric character string.
INTTIME The INTERVAL start time. INTTIME is valid for any request that specifies an INTERVAL, but is

always 0 when INTERVAL=DEMAND.

field-attrib
Specifies the field attributes.

Example

The (AT=W,0,R) attribute has been specified for the 'archive log' field. If the value of the archive log value is 0, this
specification makes it appear in red on a color terminal (or highlighted on a monochrome terminal). Otherwise, it appears
in white.

(COLFMT=YES)

INTTIME

02:05 'READS FROM........ buffer:' LOG-READS-FROM-BUF 

% :20 'active log:'                READS-FROM-ACT-LOG

% :19 'archive log:'               READS-FROM-ARCH-LOG (AT=W,0,R)

An example of these field specifications is:

11:01:01

    READS FROM........ buffer:     77

                   active log:     18

                  archive log:      5

Field-Function
Field-function is a subparameter of the field-specification request element. Field-name and numeric-field can have an
occurrence number.

The following syntax is valid for field-function:

                                     ┌ + ┐                              

                                     ├─/─│                              

            ┌─◄──────────────────────┴───┴──────────────────◄─┐          

►─┬ AVG ─ ( ┼─ numeric constant ─┬─┬─────────────────────────┬┴ ) ──┬►

  │         └─ numeric field ┬───┤ ├◄────────────────────────┤      │

  │                          └(*)┘ ├ + ┬┬ numeric constant ──┤      │

  │                                └ / ┘└ numeric field ─┬───┤      │

  │                                                      └(*)┘      │

  ├ COUNT ── ( ─┬─ * ────────┬─ ) ──────────────────────────────────┤

  │             └─ record ID ┘                                      │

  │         ┌─◄─── , ──◄─┐                                          │    

  ├ MAX ── (┴ field name ┴) ────────────────────────────────────────┤

  │         ┌─◄─── , ──◄─┐                                          │    

  ├ MIN ── (┴ field name ┴) ────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├ PCT ── ( ┬─ * ──────────────────────────────────────────┬── ) ──┤

  │          ├─ record ID ──────────────────────────────────┤       │

  │          ├─ numeric constant ─┬─┬───────────────────────┤       │

  │          └─ numeric field ┬───┤ ├◄──────────────────────┤       │

  │                           └(*)┘ ├ + numeric constant ───┤       │

  │                                 └── numeric field ─┬───┬┘       │
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  │                                                    └(*)┘        │

  ├ RATE ─ ( ┬─ * ──────────────────────────────────────────┬── ) ──┤

  │          ├─ record ID ──────────────────────────────────┤       │

  │          ├─ numeric constant ─┬─┬───────────────────────┤       │

  │          └─ numeric field ┬───┤ ├◄──────────────────────┤       │

  │                           └(*)┘ ├ + ──numeric constant──┤       │

  │                                 └─────numeric field─┬───┤       │

  │                                                     └(*)┘       │

  ├ SUM ─ ( ─┬─ numeric constant ─┬─┬───────────────────────┬── ) ──┤

  │          └─ numeric field ┬───┤ ├◄──────────────────────┤       │

  │                           └(*)┘ ├ + ──numeric constant──┤       │

  │                                 └─────numeric field─┬───┤       │

  │                                                     └(*)┘       │

  ├ DBIDNAME (dbid) ────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├ OBIDNAME (dbid,obid) ───────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├ STMT-CAPTURE (StmtID field name) ───────────────────────────────┤

  └ STMT-EXTRACT (┬─ 'TEXT' ─┬─, StmtID field, timestamp field─) ───┘

                  └─ 'ATTR' ─┘

AVG
Specifies the average (mean) value of the summarized fields. If you specify an asterisk (*) after a numeric field, all
occurrences of the field within the record are summed.
Derivation: The sum of the field in this break group of records divided by the number of records (COUNT) or the
SUM of values following the forward slash (/).
Report Format: N+.2 (the digits of the summarized field N plus two decimal places; the column width is three
larger)
Outfile Format: B8.2 (a doubleword binary with two decimal places of precision)
Example: Specification AVG(IO-WAIT-DB2) shows the average of IO-WAIT-DB2 fields in all processed ACCT
records in a SUMMARIZE request.

COUNT
Specifies the number of event trace records as categorized by a SUMMARIZE or MONITOR request.
A value of '*' means that the request's primary record type is counted.
Report Format: N8 (eight numeric digits with no decimal places)
Outfile Format: B4 (a binary word)
Example: If you specify COUNT(PAGE-WAITS) , the number of PAGE-WAITS records is tallied.

MAX
Specifies the maximum value of the summarized field. REPORT and OUTFILE formats are identical to the
summarized field.
Derivation: The largest value in the group of records.
Example: If you specify MAX(SYNC-READ-TOT) , this field contains the largest value of SYNC-READ-TOT.

MIN
Specifies the minimum value of the summarized field. REPORT and OUTFILE formats are identical to the
summarized field.
Derivation: The smallest value in the group of records.
Example: If you specify MIN(WAITS-DB2-SERVICES) , this field contains the smallest value of WAITS-DB2-
SERVICES.

PCT
Summarizes a field and then shows (by GROUP BY break) a field percentage of the total of that field across all
processed records. PCT is valid only in a SUMMARIZE statement.
A value of '*' refers to the primary record type of the request.
Derivation: The sum of the field value (or COUNT of records) divided by the sum of the field for the entire
interval, and multiplied by 100.
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Report Format: N3.1 (three numeric digits plus one decimal place)
Outfile Format: B4.1 (a single word binary with one decimal place of precision)
Example: In the following specification, column 1 shows the database name, column 2 shows the page set name,
and column 3 shows the percentage of READ-IO operations for each database/page set.
SUMMARIZE READ-IO

DATABASE PAGESET

PCT(*)

...

GROUP BY DATABASE PAGESET;

RATE
Specifies the average rate per second of the summarized fields during the time reported. Use this keyword to
indicate the intensity of use of resources. RATE is not valid in a TRACE statement. A value of '*' refers to the
request's primary record type.
Derivation: The sum of the field (or COUNT of records) divided by the number of units-of-duration reported.

• For requests that contain an INTERVAL specification, the reported period is the length of the specified interval.
• For requests with no INTERVAL specification, the reported period is time between the first and the latest Db2

trace records selected for the request.

The result is a per unit-of-duration value for the field. PER specifies the time unit of comparison, which can be
used only with the RATE parameter. Use PER to change the time unit of duration. You can use any time unit.
Default is per second.
Report Format: N+3.2 (three more digits than the summarized field plus two decimal places; the column width is
six larger)
Outfile Format: B8.2 (a doubleword binary with two decimal places)
Example: If you specify RATE(COMMITS + ABORTS) (PER MINUTE HD='Syncs/Min') , the field shows the
average rate of the sum of COMMITS and ABORTS per minute. The heading is 'Syncs/Min'.

SUM
Specifies the sum of the summarized field. If you specify '*' after a numeric field, all occurrences of the field within
the record will be summed.
Report Format: N+8 (eight more digits than the summarized field)
Outfile Format: B8 (a doubleword binary)
Example: If you specify SUM(TCB-CPU-DB2 + SRB-CPU-DB2) , the field has the value of the sum of the
summarized TCB-CPU-DB2 added to the sum of the summarized SRB-CPU-DB2.

DBIDNAME
Specifies the database name for the DBID in SYSIBM.SYSDATABASE.
Report format: Eight-character database name
Outfile format: Eight-character database name
Example: If you specify DBIDNAME(DBID) , the field translates DBIDs to database names.

OBIDNAME
Specifies a tablespace, table, or indexspace name from one of three tables:

• SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES for index spaces
• SYSIBM.SYSTABLES for segmented tablespaces and tables
• SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACES for nonsegmented tablespaces

Report format: 27-character tablespace or indexspace name, in the form of creator.spacename.
Outfile format: 27-character tablespace or indexspace name, in the form of creator.spacename.
Example: If you specify OBIDNAME(DBID, OBID) , the field contains the tablespace name that is translated
from DBID and OBID fields in a record.
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NOTE

Use the DBID and OBID functions to translate the Db2 internal identifiers when the report is created.
This translation ensures that the database, tablespace, and indexspace names are displayed instead
of numeric internal identifiers. If you do not translate internal identifiers, you might have to run a catalog
query to identify the objects.

The Db2 catalog is not read directly to perform these translations. To minimize the catalog contention,
SYSVIEW for Db2 uses a file that is defined in the OBIDTBL DD statement of the data collector. This file
is built by the OBID translation utility and contains information from Db2 trace records and data collector
file.

If the name cannot be translated, the arguments are used instead and you see numeric database or
page set internal identifiers (DBIDs or OBIDs).

STMT-CAPTURE
Triggers the capture of dynamic SQL statement text and attributes and saves them to the dynamic SQL text
database. The parameter of the function is the name of the field that contains the statement ID.

STMT-EXTRACT
Retrieves the text or attributes of a dynamic SQL statement from the dynamic SQL text database. To return the
statement, this extract function requires a type ('TEXT' or 'ATTR'), statement ID, and timestamp.

NOTE

This function is associated with the following special return values:

• SQL text not available—Indicates that the text is not in the database.
• SQL text database not available—Indicates that the database is not running.
• STMT_EXTRACT() function is not applicable—Indicates that some wrong fields or fields with zero

values have been passed.

Report format: Varying-lengths character-string up to 2 MB.
Outfile format: Varying-lengths character-string up to 2 MB.
Example: Specify STMT-EXTRACT('TEXT',UNIQUE-ID,EVENT-TIME) to retrieve the text of the dynamic SQL
statement from the product SQL text database. The text is identified by the UNIQUE-ID statement ID and EVENT-
TIME timestamp fields.

Field-Attrib
Field-attrib is a subparameter of the field-specification request element.

You can follow each list element with formatting information that overrides default field or summary-function formats for
reports and outfiles. List elements consist of a field, summary function, or text item.

The following syntax is valid for field-attrib:

    ┌─◄────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────◄─┐

►─( ┼ HD = character string ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┼ )─►

    ├ HA = M ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    ├ HC = ┬ L ┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    │      ├ C ┤                                                                 │

    │      └ R ┘                                                                 │

    ├ PF = ┬ A number of characters ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    │      ├ H ┬───┬┬───┬ number of digits ──────────────────────────────────────┤

    │      │   └ Z ┘└ L ┘                                                        │

    │      ├ N ┬───┬┬───┬┬───┬ number of digits ┬────────────────────────────────┤

    │      │   └ C ┘└ Z ┘└ L ┘                  └ decplaces┬────────────────────┬┤

    │      │                                               └ / ┬ + ┬scale factor┘│
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    │      │                                                   └ - ┘             │

    │      ├ G number of columns/normalizing value ──────────────────────────────┤

    │      ├ date-time-mask ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    │      └ Q ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    ├ NODISP ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    ├ NOSCROLL ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    ├ OF = ┬ A number of characters ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    │      ├ B number of digits ┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────────┤

    │      │                    └ decplaces ┬──────────────────────┬┘            │

    │      │                                └ / ┬ + ┬ scale factor ┘             │

    │      │                                    └ - ┘                            │

    │      ├ H number of digits ─────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    │      ├ P number of digits ┬────────────────────────────────────┬───────────┤

    │      │                    └ decplaces ┬───────────────────────┬┘           │

    │      │                                └ / ┬ + ┬─ scale factor ┘            │

    │      │                                    └ - ┘                            │

    │      ├ V number of characters ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    │      ├ VL number of characters ────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    │      └──┬ DB2 ───────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    │         └ date-time-mask ┘                                                 │

    ├ PL = 'label' ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

    ├ AT = ┬ attribute ─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────┤

    │      │              ┌─◄─────────────────────────────────┐     │            │

    │      └ ( attribute ─┴─ , numeric threshold , attribute ─┴─ ) ─┘            │

    └ HELP = panel name ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

HD
Supplies column headers which override the default headers in a report. Enclose character strings in single
quotes.
To stack headers in a column, type a comma between each character string. Stacking headers is useful when
more than one field is written to a column.
For example, if you specify (HD='ROWS','TS','WRK'), the following column header specification prints as:
ROWS

TS

WRK

HA
Specifies a header underscore line '______' in the HD= entry. HA=M makes the underscore line modifiable,
so you can specify the selection criteria. The following header record variables can be specified with HA=M:
SUBSYS, AUTH-ID, CORR-ID, CONN-NAME, and PLAN-NAME.
Example: If you specify SUBSYS (HD='DB2 ','____' HA=M), the column variable in the report has a two
line column header. The second line consists of underscores where you can type criteria. You can specify a
fully qualified subsystem name or combination of letters, numbers, and wildcards, such as an asterisk (*) or
question mark (?). A question mark is a column wildcard. Data is retrieved only from Db2 subsystems that meet
the selection criteria.

HC
Specifies the header placement.
L

Left
C

Center
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R
Right

The default placement for alpha fields is Center. The default for numeric fields is Right.
Example: If you specify (HC=R, HD='ROWS','TS',WRK'), HD=, specifications are right justified:
ROWS

  TS

 WRK

PF
Specifies the print format for the field.
For the example purposes, the assumed field value is 1960.
A—Alphanumeric

The field column width is the specified length. For example, (PF=A8) prints as 1960^^^^ (4 trailing
blanks).

H—Hexadecimal
The field is printed in hex format. The field column width is the number of hex digits. For example,
(PF=H8) prints as 000007A8.
Specification of Z (Zero suppression) or L (Left justification) has no impact on hexadecimal print format.

N—Numeric
Prints the field with right justification.
NC
Prints the field with commas between every three digits.
NZ
Zero suppresses the field. If the value is zero, the field is blank.
NL
Prints the field with left justification.
If the data for a numeric formatted field overflows the output specification, the data is represented in either
K (1000), M (1000000), or G (1000000000). For example, if a field is formatted as N4 and the data value
to display is 238152, SYSVIEW for Db2 shows the data as 238K.
Scaling shifts the decimal point for a specified number of digits. Decimal point shifts to the left (if the scale
is positive) or to the right (if the scale is negative). A scale factor of -2 is useful for printing the percentage
fields (decimal point moves two places to the right).
Example: Specify PF=N4.1/2 to print as:
196000 (1960.0 shifted decimal point by two places to the left)

G—Graph
Prints a histogram horizontally in the column width specified. One column is used for the base of the
histogram, and the rest are used for building bars. This format cannot be used for the AVG function.
In the SUMMARIZE request, the length of bars is normalized to the maximum value for the summary
function in the table. To override this value, specify a normalizing value. A normalizing value represents
the smallest value at which all bar columns are filled.
Example: If you specify PF=G11/100, the number of columns is 11 (10 data, 1 base), and the
normalizing value is 100.
Because the number of columns is based on a normalizing value of 100, each bar represents 10 I/Os
(100/10).

date-time-mask
Fields which are date-time stamps (such as EVENT-TIME) or intervals (EVENT-DUR) can have special
formatting masks specified. These allow flexible output to the precision desired. You can specify the
parameter and literal masks.
The parameter mask must be specified as one of the following values:
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• DATE or 'MM/DD/YY'
• DATEMD or 'MM/DD'
• DATETIME or 'MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS'
• TIME or 'HH:MM'
• TIMESS or 'HH:MM:SS'
• TIMED2 or 'HH:MM:SS.TT'
• TIMED3 or 'HH:MM:SS.TTT'
• TIMED4 or 'HH:MM:SS.TTTT'

The timestamp format changes when the time value exceeds the maximum that fits into the output.
Example: If print format HH:MM:SS is specified and time is 100 hours or more, the output reformats to
a value that fits the provided output space. If you specify 'nynmndnnh', that is 1y2m3d11h for 1 year, 2
months, 3 days, and 11 hours.
The following “building blocks” make up a literal mask:

• YYYY - year
• YY - year
• MM - month (when not placed after HH or before SS)
• MMM - month (in letters)
• DD - day
• DDD - day (in letters)
• HHHHHHHH - hours
• HHHHHHH - hours
• HHHHHH - hours
• HHHHH - hours
• HHHH - hours
• HHH - hours
• HH - hours
• H - hours
• M - minutes
• MM - minutes (when placed after HH or before SS)
• SS - seconds
• T - seconds (tenths)
• TT - seconds (hundredths)
• TTT - milliseconds
• TTTT - milliseconds (tenths)
• TTTTT - milliseconds (hundredths)
• TTTTTT - microseconds

The building blocks must be enclosed in single quotes. For example, 'YYYY-MMM-DD'.
Separate the building blocks with any punctuation (commas, periods, colons, and so on) except single
quotes (') and double quotes (“).
The default values of each parameter mask can be changed using the data collector initialization
parameters. For example, if your standard is to display the date as DD/MM/YY, you would change the
data collector DATE parameter to 'DD/MM/YY'. Literal masks MMM and DDD derive their values from the
DAYS and MONTHS values in the data collector initialization parameters.

Q—SQL text formatting
An SQL text formatting routine processes the input text before the output is written to the terminal or a file.
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NODISP
Instructs SYSVIEW for Db2 to exclude this variable on the report and to exclude it from the line size or number
of columns calculations. For example, if you specify PLAN (NODISP), the field can be used in a GROUP BY or
WHERE clause, but does not appear in the report.

NOSCROLL
If you specify PF=NOSCROLL, the field is not scrolled “off” the screen when horizontal scrolling is done. Only one
field in a field list can have the NOSCROLL field attribute.

OF
You can use an OF parameter to change the format of a field in a record that is written to an OUTFILE data file.
Code this parameter with other field-format parameters (PF and HD) immediately following the field or summary
function specification.
Except for the DB2 and the Date-Time And Interval Masks specifications, a length value must be supplied for
each format.
A—Alphanumeric

Copies fields from input to output up to the length specified. Number of characters indicates the length of
the output field.

B—Binary
Converts numbers to 2-byte or 4-byte binary fields. A field that is the maximum negative number (X'8000'
for 2-byte fields, and X'80000000' for 4-byte fields) indicates an overflow. The number of characters
indicates the number of bytes in the output field. The decplaces value indicates the number of decimal
places if the number is converted from binary to decimal.

H—Hexadecimal
Converts input binary data into its hexadecimal character representation in EBCDIC encoding. The
number of digits indicates the output field length in characters. This output format is suitable for loading
data into Db2 CHAR columns.

P—Packed
Converts numbers to the packed format. The number of digits is the number of digits, rather than the
number of bytes. If an even value is specified for length, the value increments by one. This situation
occurs because a packed field always has an even number of positions, including one position for the
sign. A field that is defined as P 9.6 occupies 8 bytes.

V—Variable
Indicates that the field is a variable-length character string. Number of characters indicates the maximum
length.

VL—Variable load
Writes a halfword binary length of the field (excluding trailing whitespace) and then copies the field
from input to output up to the length specified. This output format is suitable for loading data into Db2
VARCHAR columns using the Db2 LOAD utility.

DB2 / date-time-mask
The date-time-mask specifications that are defined under the PF parameter can also be used with an OF
parameter.
DB2 is a special output format. This format writes time in the Db2 timestamp format, which is suitable for
the Db2 LOAD utility input. The format is YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.TTTTTT.

PL
Specifies a plot label for the field. The plot label can be up to 16 characters long and is valid only for MONITOR
requests that are coded with PLOT Report Format option.
Example: If you specify PL='PCT SKCT', the field is labeled as PCT SKCT for plotting purposes.
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AT
Supplies attribute values for terminal display. If a number value (threshold) is supplied, the field is compared
against the values and the appropriate attribute is used.
Example: If you specify ELAPSED-TIME-DB2 (PF=N5.1,AT=(B,20,R,25,W)), the ELAPSED-TIME-DB2
value determines in which color the field displays:

• Blue—If ELAPSED-TIME-DB2 is 20
• Red—If ELAPSED-TIME-DB2 is from 21 through 25
• White—If ELAPSED-TIME-DB2 is greater than 25

Attribute
Attribute is a subparameter of AT that specifies the attribute values for the terminal display.
Attribute has the following syntax:
►─────┬── I ───────────┬──────►

      ├── M ───────────┤

      ├─┬───┬──┬─ B ─┬─┤

      │ ├ L ┤  ├─ R ─┤ │

      │ ├ V ┤  ├─ P ─┤ │

      │ └ U ┘  ├─ G ─┤ │

      │        ├─ T ─┤ │

      │        ├─ Y ─┤ │

      │        └─ W ─┘ │

      ├── L ───────────┤

      ├── V ───────────┤

      └── U ───────────┘

Where:

• B—Blue
• G—Green
• I—Intensified
• L—Blink
• M—Modify
• P—Pink
• R—Red
• T—Turquoise
• U—Underscore
• V—Reverse
• W—White
• Y—Yellow

Attributes I, M, R, and W cause highlighting on monochrome terminals.
On a three-color-terminal:

• Attribute M is red
• Attributes I, R, and W are white
• Other attributes are blue

Example: If you specify (AT=UY), the field is underlined. On a color terminal, the field also becomes
yellow.

HELP
Specifies a unique member in the help library that contains the field-level help text for this field.
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Typically, field-level help defaults to the primary (IBM) name of the field. For request fields computed from several
fields, this parameter defaults to HELP=NOHELP. In these cases, a unique help ID must be specified, and the
corresponding member added to the help library.
For fields computed from a single field, such as AVG(TCB-TIME), the default is to get the help for the field used in
calculation. In this example, the field-level help would be for TCB-TIME, rather than the average of TCB-TIME.
Example: If you specify (HD='DB2 Elap' OF='HH:MM:SS' AT=VG HELP=DB2ELAPS), the field displays as
hours, minutes, and seconds, in reverse video green. The heading of the field is DB2 Elap. The associated field-
level help panel is 'DB2ELAPS'.

Selection-Criteria

Selection-criteria lets you specify criteria for selecting only specific input trace records for the IQL request.

Selection-criteria conforms to standard evaluation rules for logical conditions in languages such as COBOL. Comparisons
can be combined with AND (&) and OR (|) operators. An expression is evaluated to give a result of TRUE or FALSE.

Expressions in parentheses are compared first (innermost to outermost), followed by the NOT operator, AND operator,
and OR operator.

The following syntax applies:

                                       ┌ AND ┐

                                       ├ & ──┤

                                       ├ OR ─┤

                                  ┌─◄──┴ | ──┴─────────◄──┐

►─┬──────────────────────┬ WHERE ─┼ where-expr ───────────┼─►

  │        ┌─◄────────┐  │        └ quantified-where-expr ┘ 

  ├ INKEY (┼──────────┼ )┤        

  │        └field name┘  │ 

  │        ┌─◄────────┐  │ 

  └ KEY ─ (┴field name┴ )┘

INKEY / KEY

KEYS can perform the following functions:

• Pass the identifier fields (field name) from a list request to a detail request.
• Identify data that is used for the selected line function.
• Identify the data instance in the exception IQL request.

The TRACE and SUMMARIZE requests use the INKEY / KEY specification to pass the identifier fields (field name) from
a list request to a detail request. For example, when you pass the buffer pool name from the BUFLISTS request to the
BUFRDWR request, BUFRDWR displays the buffer pool read/write fields for the selected buffer pool.

NOTE
This technique is not required for connecting the THRDACTV and THRDDETL requests. For threads, SELECT-
KEY and FOCUS key provide this function.

Requests are linked by passing a key between them. The key can be composed of one or more field names.

• In the calling request (BUFLISTS in the previous example), code a KEY specification-KEY(field-a field-b). You can use
the WHERE portion of the selection criteria to limit further the record being passed.

• In the called request (BUFRDWR in the previous example), code an INKEY specification-INKEY(field-a field-b). The
passed key must match the KEY specification. When you specify INKEY in a request, only records with a matching
KEY are output.

• If INKEY is shorter than KEY, only the leading part of the key is compared.
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KEY value also allows you to perform the following actions:

• Identify data for a selected line function. Line functions include performing an EXPLAIN or retrieving SQL text from the
Db2 catalog. These functions typically use predefined KEY values followed by certain required data values.

• Identify the data instance in the exception IQL request (IQL requests with the EXCP destination coded) based on
thread or accounting data. If you do not specify KEY value, each instance of the data that is produced by the IQL is
tracked as an individual exception. Use the KEY value to limit IQL exception occurrences of group data for an IQL
exception.

NOTE
Specify multiple keys in KEY only where documented.

The following predefined KEY values are supported:

DSRQ
Specifies the target Db2 subsystem for the data that is displayed in a DATASHAREABLE IQL request. The DSRQ
key and its value are the first two items that the KEY specifies. These values typically precede other key values
that identify which KEY data to use.
The following IQL fields are required:

DATASHR-KEY Specifies the GLOBAL field for DSRQ.
SUBSYS Specifies the Db2 subsystem.

Example:
KEY(DATASHR-KEY       

       SUBSYS                       

       STMT-ID-KEY                  

       WAIT-STMT-TYPE-FLG           

       WAIT-STMT-TYPE-FLG           

       FULL0                        

       WAITERS-STMT-ID              

       STMT-ID-KEY EVENT-TIME)

EXPL
Passes the identifying data when EXPLAIN is invoked. For example, retrieving STATIC SQL text from the Db2
catalog, or retrieving data from the PLAN_TABLE for the selected program.
The following IQL fields are required:

EXPLAIN-KEY Specifies the GLOBAL field for EXPL.
PLAN NAME Specifies a plan name of eight characters.

COLLECTION ID Specifies a collection ID of eight characters.
PACKAGE NAME Specifies a package name of eight characters.

STATEMENT NUMBER Specifies a 4-byte SQL statement number.

The following IQL field is optional:
SECTION NUMBER Specifies a 2-byte SQL section number.

Example:
KEY(EXPLAIN-KEY PLAN COLLECTION-ID PROGRAM STMT-NUM PROGSECT)

EXPC
Passes the identifying package data to the EXPLAIN engine.
The following IQL fields are required:

EXPLAIN-KEYC Specifies the GLOBAL field for EXPC.
PLAN-NAME Specifies a plan name of eight characters.
PACKAGE-C
OLLECTION

Specifies the collection ID of the package.

PACKAGE-PROGRAM Specifies the name of the DBRM member (program name).
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PACKAGE-TOKEN Specifies the 64-bit unsigned binary integer that represents the package consistency token.
PACKAGE-

COPYIDKEY
Specifies the copy ID of the package. This field contains a valid value only if the Db2 rebind phase-
in feature is used.

Example:
KEY(EXPLAIN-KEYC PLAN-NAME PACKAGE-COLLECTION PACKAGE-PROGRAM PACKAGE-TOKEN PACKAGE-COPYIDKEY)

EXPA
Passes the SQL ID field to the EXPLAIN engine when requesting a dynamic EXPLAIN of an SQL statement that
is displayed on an IQL request.
The following IQL fields are required:

EXPLAIN-KEYA Specifies the GLOBAL field for EXPA.
USER ID Specifies a user ID up to eight characters, for example, AUTH-ID.

Example:
KEY(EXPLAIN-KEYA AUTH-ID)

EXPS
Specifies the SQL statement text output in an IQL request that can be used as an input for a dynamic EXPLAIN.
The following IQL field is required:

EXPLAIN-KEYS Specifies the GLOBAL field for EXPS.

Example:
KEY(EXPLAIN-KEYS SQL-QUALIFIER CURR-DEGREE CURRENT-PATH-LENGTH CURRENT-PATH-INFO)

STMT-ID
Specifies the SQL statement that is shown from the dynamic statement cache, when invoking the DYNSQLTX
display.
The following IQL field is required:

STATEMENT ID Specifies the SQL statement.

Example:
KEY(STMT-ID)

FULL0
Retrieves the SQL statements from the dynamic statement cache.
The following IQL fields are required:

FULL0 Specifies the GLOBAL field for a fullword 0 value. FULL0 must be specified three times.
STATEMENT ID Specifies the dynamic statement cache key value for the selected SQL statement, for example,

STMT-ID.
STMT-ID-KEY Specifies the @SID key value.

Example:
KEY(FULL0 FULL0 FULL0 STMT-ID STMT-ID-KEY EVENT-TIME)

@SID
Retrieves the SQL statements from the dynamic statement cache or retrieves static SQL from the catalog table.
The following IQL fields are required:

STMT-ID-KEY Specifies the GLOBAL field for @SID.
STATEMENT TYPE Specifies a 2-byte filler field.
STATEMENT TYPE Specifies a 2-byte statement-type field that is used to identify dynamic or static SQL text, for

example, STMT-TYPE.
FULL0 Specifies a 4-byte filler field.

STATEMENT ID Specifies an 8-byte SQL statement ID for static or dynamic SQL, for example, STMT-ID.
STMT-ID-KEY Repeats the @SID value.
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EVENT-TIME Specifies the 8-byte STCK time of the data. This information is used to validate data from the
dynamic statement cache.

Example:
KEY(STMT-ID-KEY            

    WAIT-STMT-TYPE-FLG     

    WAIT-STMT-TYPE-FLG     

    FULL0                  

    WAITERS-STMT-ID        

    STMT-ID-KEY EVENT-TIME)

#SKM
Selects the SQL statement detail during a hierarchical probe. Follow this key with another key, such as the
EXPLAIN key.
The following IQL fields are required:

TRACE-KEY Specifies the GLOBAL key for #SKM.
ACE Specifies a 4-byte thread ACE value.

START-EVENT-TIME Specifies the start STCK of the SQL statement event.
EVENT-TIME Specifies the end STCK of the SQL statement event.

Example:
KEY(TRACE-KEY, ACE, START-EVENT-TIME, EVENT-TIME)

#DTS
Drills from a higher-level thread list to a detailed thread event during a hierarchical probe.
The following IQL fields are required:

ITRACE-KEY Specifies the GLOBAL field for #DTS.
INSIGHT-TH
READ-UNIQ

Specifies an IQL field to identify data that is associated with a thread.

PLAN-NAME Specifies an eight character plan name.
CONN-NAME Specifies an eight character connection name.

AUTH-ID Specifies an eight character authorization ID.
CORR-ID Specifies a 12 character correlation ID.

Example:
KEY(ITRACE-KEY INSIGHT-THREAD-UNIQ PLAN-NAME CONN-NAME AUTH-ID CORR-ID)

TCAN
Specifies the thread that is involved in a lock contention on the IRLMCONT display. The data is used to display
selected thread detail displays or to invoke a cancel thread request.
The following IQL fields are required:

THREAD-CANCEL Specifies the GLOBAL field for TCAN.
THREAD ACE Specifies a 4-byte thread ACE value, for example, IHLCKACE.
PLAN NAME Specifies an 8-byte plan name, for example, HOLDER-PLAN NAME.

CONNECTION NAME Specifies an 8-byte connection name, for example, HOLDER-CONN-NAME.
CORRELATION ID Specifies a 12-byte correlation ID, for example, HOLDER-CORR-ID.

AUTH ID Specifies an 8-byte authorization ID, for example, HOLDER-AUTH-ID.
THREAD TOKEN Specifies a binary 4-byte thread token value, for example, HOLDER-THREAD-TOKEN.

Example:
KEY(THREAD-CANCEL,   

    IHLCKACE,        

    HOLDER-PLAN-NAME,

    HOLDER-CONN-NAME,

    HOLDER-CORR-ID,  

    HOLDER-AUTH-ID,
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    HOLDER-THREAD-TOKEN)

EDMX
Specifies a selection line that displays the EDM pool detail information in the EDMPOOL IQL request. The data in
the EDMPOOL request output is used to identify the selected line.
Example:
KEY(EDMPOOL-KEY)

TOKN
Specifies that a thread token is being passed as the input KEY.
The following IQL fields are required:

CANCEL-TOKEN Specifies a GLOBAL field that contains the string "TOKN".
THREAD TOKEN Specifies a 4-byte thread token. Any trace record containing a thread token may use this key. The

thread token value must immediately follow the TOKN string.

Example:
KEY(CANCEL-TOKEN                                        

    HOLDER-THREAD-TOKEN)

Quantified-Where-Expression
The quantified-where-expressions is a sub-parameter of the selection-criteria parameter.

Use quantified-where-expressions in the WHERE clause to select a record based on the values of fields that are
contained in a repeating group of fields. A quantified-where-expression can be used to select a record if any (keyword
ANY) occurrence of a repeated field matches the condition.

Alternatively, use the keyword ALL to specify that all occurrences of the field must match the condition.

The quantified-where-expression has the following syntax:

►──┬───┬─┬ ANY ──┬─ ( ─ where-expression ─ ) ─►

   └NOT┘ ├ ALL ──┤    

         └ EVERY ┘

ANY
The quantified-expression matches if any occurrence of the repeating group matches the specified where-
expression. If the record contains no occurrences of the repeating group, the quantified-expression evaluates to
FALSE.

ALL
The quantified-expression matches if all occurrences of the repeating group match the specified where-
expression. If the record contains no occurrences of the repeating group, the quantified-expression evaluates to
TRUE.

EVERY
The quantified-expression matches if all occurrences of the repeating group match the specified where-
expression. If the record contains no occurrences of the repeating group, the quantified-expression evaluates to
FALSE.

where-expression
Where-expression to be evaluated. The expression should reference a field that is contained within the repeating
group of fields.

A where-expression must not embed a quantified-where-expression. A syntax error is reported in this case.

Do not use the quantified-where-expression in a WHERE clause within a repeating group of fields (preceded with <<* and
terminated with >>).

WHERE Clause Example 1
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The following WHERE clause selects accounting records for threads which accessed buffer pool BP16K1:

WHERE ANY (BUF-POOL-NAME = 'BP16K1' AND GET-PAGE > 0)

WHERE Clause Example 2

The following WHERE clause selects accounting records for threads which did not execute a package with name 'TEST':

WHERE ALL (PACKAGE-PROGRAM NE 'TEST')

Where-Expression
Where-expression is a subparameter of the selection-criteria parameter and specifies a single logical condition to
be evaluated as a result of TRUE or FALSE.

Where-expression has the following syntax:

►───┬───┬─┬ fieldname-expr ─┬ TESTANY ┬─ x'2 hex digits'─┬─►

    └NOT┘ │                 ├ TESTOFF ┤                  │

          │                 └ TESTON ─┘                  │

          │                                              │

          └ arithmetic-expr ┬───┬┬ EQ ┬─ arithmetic-expr ┘

                            └NOT┘├ =  ┤

                                 ├ NE ┤

                                 ├ ⌐= ┤

                                 ├ GT ┤

                                 ├ >  ┤

                                 ├ GE ┤

                                 ├ >= ┤

                                 ├ LT ┤

                                 ├ <  ┤

                                 ├ LE ┤

                                 └ <= ┘

In a where-expression, the arithmetic expression consists of one or more of the following elements:

• fieldname-expression
• section-field-function
• constant

An arithmetic expression can consist of a single alphanumeric constant or non-numeric field, or it can consist of one or
more numeric elements. To create an arithmetic expression with multiple elements, use the standard arithmetic operators:
+, -, *, /, ( ). The following diagram illustrates the syntax of arithmetic expressions in where-expressions:

►──┬── constant ──────────────────────────┬────►

   ├── fieldname-expression───────────────┤

   └── numeric-constant ──────────────────┘

 

   ┌──◄────────────────────────────────◄──┐

►──┴─┬──────────────────────────────────┬─┴────►

     ├ + ┬─┬── constant ────────────────┤

     ├ - ┤ ├── fieldname-expression ────┤

     ├ * ┤ └── section-field-function ──┘

     └ / ┘

NOTE
The syntax of the arithmetic expression in where-expressions is the same as for a DECLARE statement A-
Expression, with the addition of the section-field-function.
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In where-expressions, you can omit the left side of the comparison. If the left field is omitted, the field that was most
recently referred to is used. Comparison operators (=, >, <, and so on) cannot be omitted. See the following example:

WHERE PLAN-NAME = 'ABC123' OR = 'DEF345' OR = 'XYZ987'

Section-Field-Function
Section-field-function is a subparameter of the selection-criteria parameter.

The section-field-function aggregates the value of a numeric field across multiple occurrences of a trace record repeating
section. The section-field-function resembles the field-function, however it applies to one trace record only while the field-
function aggregates values across multiple records. The section-field-function should not be used outside of WHERE
statements.

►───┬─┬ AVG ┬── ( ── arithmetic-expression ── ) ──┬─►

    │ ├ MIN ┤                                     │

    │ ├ MAX ┤                                     │

    │ └ SUM ┘                                     │

    └─ COUNT ── ( ── field-name ── ) ─────────────┘

In a section-field-function, an arithmetic expression consists of one or more of the following elements:

• A fieldname expression (see Fieldname-Expression)
• A constant

An arithmetic expression can consist of a single alphanumeric constant or non-numeric field, or it can consist of one or
more numeric elements. To create an arithmetic expression with multiple elements, use the standard arithmetic operators:
+, -, *, /, ( ). For more information, see A-Expression.

NOTE
An arithmetic expression in a section-field-function cannot contain another section-field function. Compare to an
arithmetic expression in a Where-Expression.

The arithmetic expression must contain at least one fieldname expression, and at least one fieldname expression must
end with an asterisk in parentheses (*). The parentheses indicate the number of the repeating section occurrence; the
asterisk means that all section occurrences are looped through. For example, the following function sums the GET-PAGE
field values in all occurrences of a record repeating section:
SUM(GET-PAGE(*))

AVG
Evaluates the average (mean) value of the occurrences of the field.

MAX
Evaluates the maximum value of the occurrences of the field.

MIN
Evaluates the minimum value of the occurrences of the field.

SUM
Evaluates the sum of values of the occurrences of the field.

COUNT
Evaluates the number of occurrences of the field. The field name is not followed by an asterisk in parentheses.
COUNT(GET-PAGE)

TESTANY / TESTOFF / TESTON
Use keywords TESTANY, TESTOFF, and TESTON for bit-tests, such as testing flag-bits in a flag-byte.

The mask determines which bits are tested. Where a bit in the mask is '1', the corresponding bit in the field is tested. The
mask is required for the following keywords:
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NOTE
Fieldname-Expression is always one byte long.

TESTANY
When any bits corresponding to the mask bit are ON (a value of “1”), this test is TRUE.

TESTOFF
When all bits corresponding to the mask are OFF (a value of “0”), this test is TRUE.

TESTON
When all bits corresponding to the mask are ON (a value of “1”), this test is TRUE.

The following example shows how bit-tests work. Bit 0 is the leftmost and bit 7 the rightmost bit.

The binary value of REC-TYPE is '11110110'.

Selection-Criteria Bit-Mask Result Explanation
WHERE REC-TYPE TESTANY
X'21'

'00100001' TRUE Bit 2 of REC-TYPE is ON.

WHERE REC-TYPE TESTOFF
X'04'

'00000100' FALSE Bit 5 of REC-TYPE is ON.

WHERE REC-TYPE TESTON
X'21'

'00100001' FALSE Bit 7 of REC-TYPE is OFF.

Examples

The following examples demonstrate how tests work.

Example 1

The selection test is if fieldname-expression THD-STATUS is not equal (NE) to constant IDENTIFY.

WHERE THD-STATUS NE 'IDENTIFY'

Example 2

In the following example, for the result to be TRUE, all four tests (because of the AND statements) must be TRUE.

WHERE CURSOR-NAME (1,2) NE X'0000'

AND CURSOR-NAME (1,2) NE  '  '

AND PLAN-NAME = 'myplan' AND AUTH-ID = 'myauthid'

Test 1
The first 2 bytes of the first occurrence of fieldname-expression CURSOR-NAME are not equal to the constant
x'0000'.

Test 2
The first 2 bytes of the first occurrence of fieldname-expression CURSOR-NAME are not equal to the constant
blanks.

Test 3
The fieldname-expression PLAN-NAME is equal to the constant 'myplan'.

Test 4
The fieldname-expression AUTH-ID is equal to the constant 'myauthid'.

Example 3

In the following example, only one of the tests (because of the OR statement) must be TRUE for the result to be TRUE.

WHERE (CORR-ID = 'DB2TEST' AND COMMITS > 2) OR
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ABORTS NE 0 AND NOT EVENT-TIME < '220320083000'

Test 1
Is fieldname-expression CORR-ID equal to constant DB2TEST and fieldname-expression CMMITS greater than
constant 2? If both conditions are true, the test completes with a TRUE evaluation. If not, see the next test (Test
2).

Test 2
Is fieldname-expression ABORTS not equal to constant 0? If ABORTS is equal to 0, then test completes with a
FALSE evaluation. If not, see the next test (Test 3).

Test 3
If fieldname-expression EVENT-TIME is equal to or greater than 220320083000, the test completes with a FALSE
evaluation. Otherwise the test completes with a TRUE evaluation.

Placement of the WHERE Clause for Multiple Field Lists
To place the WHERE clause in the request, you must first define a field list as a record name followed by one or more
fields.

The following example contains fields enclosed within chevrons (<<). REC-PLAN-NAME and ISOLATION-LVL are fields
within the PLAN-ALLOC trace record.

<< PLAN-ALLOC

   REC-PLAN-NAME

   ISOLATION-LVL

>>

The following table shows the valid placements of the WHERE clause.

If this is a multiple field list for … … and the fields are CoMMon Fields,
then …

… otherwise …

The same record. The WHERE clause can follow the last
field list and applies to all field lists. See
Example 1.

The WHERE clause can follow the last
field list and applies to all field lists. See
Example 2.

For different records. The WHERE clause can follow the last
field list and applies to all field lists. See
Example 3.

The WHERE clause has to be inside the
field list. See Example 4.

Example 5 shows WHERE clauses that appear both within and after field lists.

Example 1: Same Record, Common Fields

If a request has multiple field lists for the same record (such as the BTACTTRL batch report), the WHERE clause can
follow the last field list. Fields in the WHERE clause can be any of the fields in the record.

In this example, only ACCT records for the AUTH-ID SEAGOON are reported.

BTACTTRL: TRACE (COLFMT=NO LINESIZE=132 PAGESIZE=62) 

<< ACCT

%     'BEGIN TIME :' THD-START (PF='MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS.TTTT')

%     'END TIME   :' THD-END (PF='MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS.TTTT')

%     'LOCATION   :'   LOCATION 

02:040 'PRIMAUTH:'      AUTH-ID 

% :040 'ORIGAUTH:'      OPER-ID 

% :040 'PLANNAME:'      PLAN-NAME 

02:060 'CORR ID:'       CORR-ID 
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% :060 'CONNECT:'       CONN-NAME

>>

<<* ACCT

%                         BUF-POOL-NAME

% :003 'BUFR UPDATES'     SETW-SYS                (PF=N6)

% :003 'IMMED WRITES'     IMM-WRITE               (PF=N6)

02:024 'GETPAGES'         GET-PAGE                (PF=N6)

% :024 'SYNC RDS'         SYNC-READ               (PF=N6)

% :024 'READ EFF'         AVG(GET-PAGE/SYNC-READ) (PF=N4.1)

>>

WHERE AUTH-ID = 'SEAGOON'

Example 2: Same Record, Other Fields

This example demonstrates multiple field lists for the same record with a WHERE clause in one of the field lists.

All ACCT records are reported, but buffer pool information is only present if the thread caused more that 50000 get page
requests in that buffer pool.

NOTE
Do not use quantified-where-expression in the WHERE clause within a repeating group of fields (preceded with
<<* and terminated with >>).

BTACTTRL: 

TRACE (COLFMT=NO LINESIZE=132 PAGESIZE=62) 

<< ACCT

%     'BEGIN TIME :' THD-START (PF='MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS.TTTT')

%     'END TIME   :' THD-END (PF='MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS.TTTT')

%     'LOCATION   :' LOCATION 

02:040 'PRIMAUTH:' AUTH-ID 

% :040 'ORIGAUTH:' OPER-ID 

% :040 'PLANNAME:' PLAN-NAME 

02:060 'CORR ID:' CORR-ID 

% :060 'CONNECT:' CONN-NAME

>>

<<* ACCT

% BUF-POOL-NAME

% :003 'BUFR UPDATES' SETW-SYS (PF=N6)

% :003 'IMMED WRITES' IMM-WRITE (PF=N6)

02:024 'GETPAGES' GET-PAGE (PF=N6)

% :024 'SYNC RDS' SYNC-READ (PF=N6)

% :024 'READ EFF' AVG(GET-PAGE/SYNC-READ) (PF=N4.1)

WHERE GET-PAGE > 50000

      >>

Example 3: Different Records, Common Fields

If the request has multiple field lists for different records (such as the SQLTRACE request), then WHERE clause can
follow the last field list, if the WHERE clause specifies fields that are described in Common Fields.
SQLTRACE: TRACE

<<PLAN-ALLOC

  'PLAN ALLOCATED' (AT=W)

  :20 EVENT-TIME (PF='MM:SS.TTTT')

  :31 CORR-ID (PF=A8)

  :40 PLAN-NAME

  :61 'Isolation Level' ISOLATION-LVL
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% :40 AUTH-ID

>>

<<PACKAGE-ALLOCATED

  'PACKAGE ALLOCATED' (AT=W)

  :20 EVENT-TIME (PF='MM:SS.TTTT')

  :31 CORR-ID (PF=A8)

  :40 PLAN-NAME

  :61 'Isolation Level' ISOLATION-LEVEL

>>

      WHERE AUTH-ID = 'SEAGOON'

Example 4: Different Records, Other Fields

If the WHERE clause does not specify common fields, it must be inside the field list for which it applies.
SQLTRACE: TRACE

<<PLAN-ALLOC

  'PLAN ALLOCATED' (AT=W)

  :20 EVENT-TIME (PF='MM:SS.TTTT')

  :31 CORR-ID (PF=A8)

  :40 PLAN-NAME

  :61 'Isolation Level' ISOLATION-LVL

% :40 AUTH-ID

WHERE ISOLATION-LVL = 'RR'

>>

<<PACKAGE-ALLOCATED

  'PACKAGE ALLOCATED' (AT=W)

  :20 EVENT-TIME (PF='MM:SS.TTTT')

  :31 CORR-ID (PF=A8)

  :40 PLAN-NAME

  :61 'Isolation Level' ISOLATION-LEVEL

% :40 AUTH-ID

WHERE ISOLATION-LEVEL = 'RR'

      >>

Example 5: Different Records, Common, and Other Fields

The request can have WHERE clauses inside field lists and also after the last field list.

In this example, the first two WHERE clauses apply to specific fields within each record. The third WHERE clause applies
to the AUTH-ID field, which is common to both records.
SQLTRACE: TRACE

<<PLAN-ALLOC

  'PLAN ALLOCATED' (AT=W)

  :20 EVENT-TIME (PF='MM:SS.TTTT')

  :31 CORR-ID (PF=A8)

  :40 PLAN-NAME

  :61 'Isolation Level' ISOLATION-LVL

% :40 AUTH-ID

WHERE ISOLATION-LVL = 'RR'

>>

<<PACKAGE-ALLOCATED

  'PACKAGE ALLOCATED' (AT=W)

  :20 EVENT-TIME (PF='MM:SS.TTTT')

  :31 CORR-ID (PF=A8)

  :40 PLAN-NAME
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  :61 'Isolation Level' ISOLATION-LEVEL

% :40 AUTH-ID

WHERE ISOLATION-LEVEL = 'RR'

>>

      WHERE AUTH-ID = 'NEDDY'

Selection Considerations
Start qualification, WHERE clause, FOCUS criteria, and FILTER command all limit the output of the reports. Each filters
data at different stages of the reporting process.

Start qualification has the potential of being the most efficient. SYSVIEW for Db2 starts a Db2 qualified trace when the
qualification is specified in one or more of the following fields:

• Plan
• Auth ID
• Connection
• Correlation
• Location
• End-user ID
• Workstation ID
• Transaction name
• Collection ID
• Package/DBRM
• Db2 role name

Db2 typically passes less data to SYSVIEW for Db2 when the request is qualified.

If you do not specify a value in at least one of these fields, SYSVIEW for Db2 starts an unqualified trace. Only the data
that matches the start criteria is kept. In this scenario, start qualification is like a dynamic WHERE clause.

WHERE clause can be more expensive than qualified trace because the data collector typically receives more data from
Db2. However SYSVIEW for Db2 only keeps data that matches the WHERE clause criteria.

FOCUS qualification is more expensive than WHERE. All data that is passed to SYSVIEW for Db2 is kept for the display.
The FOCUS panel selects the data that the user wants to see from the SYSVIEW for Db2 buffers.

FILTER command is the most expensive technique. FILTER does not limit the amount of data passed through the data
collector buffers. The command is applied at the last stage in the online user interface.

Join-Specification

Join-Specification lets you specify the join criteria for processing data from different repeating groups within the same
trace record.

This functionality enables meaningful calculations across related repeating groups and combined data in a single report
section.

When repeating IQL report section (preceded with <<* and terminated with >> chevrons) includes fields
from multiple repeating groups, but does not contain Join-Specification, the fields from these sections are still
combined. However, combination rules do not apply. Only the physical order of the sections is used.

The following syntax applies:

   ┌─◄─────────────────────────────────┐

   │                      ┌ AND ┐      |

   │                      ├ & ──┤      |
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   │                      ├ OR ─┤      |

   |                 ┌─◄──┴ | ──┴─┐    |

►──┴──JOIN─┬─────┬─(─┴─where-expr─┴─)──┴──►

           └ ALL ┘

The join-specification functioning is similar to SQL join operation. The fields from the first referenced repeating group
(source section) are combined with fields from the second group (matching section) based on the where-expression
condition.

• If the where-expression is TRUE, the fields from both repeating groups (first and second) are available for IQL
processing

• If the where-expression is FALSE, only the fields from the first referenced repeating group are available for IQL
processing

• For each instance of the source section, only the first matching section is processed unless the keyword ALL is
specified.

The following requirements apply to join-specification:

• You can code it only within a repeating report section (preceded with <<* and terminated with >>).
• You can specify only one "JOIN ALL" clause within a repeating report section.
• An embedded where-expression (or where-expressions) must contain fields from two different repeating field groups of

the same trace record.
• You can use multiple Join-Specifications in the same repeating report section in the following situations:

– When joining fields from different repeating groups in a chained manner, the first join combines fields from repeating
groups A and B, the second join combines fields from groups B and C, and so on.

– When joining fields of the same first repeating group, the first join combines fields from repeating groups A and B,
the second join combines fields from groups A and C, and so on.

The Join-Specification Example

The following example uses IFCID 1002 (CURR-STATS2) fields. Buffer pool statistics are combined with group buffer pool
data using a match on the buffer pool ID.

TESTJOIN: TRACE

 <<*CURR-STATS2

   BUF-POOL-ID

   BUF-POOL-NAME

   GET-PAGE

   GRP-BUF-POOL-ID

   GRP-BUF-POOL-NAME

   CLASS-CASTOUTS

   JOIN(BUF-POOL-ID=GRP-BUF-POOL-ID)

 >>

 TERMINAL

 ;

The report output shows combined statistics. The empty report sections mean that the repeating section for the group
buffer pool with matching buffer pool ID is not available for matching the buffer pool ID. The group buffer pool was either
inactive or not allocated.

 R/TESTJOIN                                                                     

  

        0 BP0      304262162       0 GBP0             0                          

        1 BP1       64113822                                                     

        2 BP2        8284842       2 GBP2          9127                          

        3 BP3             15                                                     
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       80 BP32K      3958818      80 GBP32K         330                          

       81 BP32K1        7532                                                     

      100 BP8K0      5082817     100 GBP8K0           5                          

      120 BP16K0     6930780     120 GBP16K0      37964

Interval-Specification

Interval-Specification lets you specify the time interval for the trace data collection and aggregation in a request.

The DEMAND keyword causes control block data to be collected when the terminal operator presses the Enter key.
Output appears on the screen.

The following syntax applies:

►─ INTERVAL= ─┬─ number ─┬─ SECOND ────┬─────►

              │          ├─ SECONDS ───┤

              │          ├─ SECS ──────┤

              │          ├─ MINUTE ────┤

              │          ├─ MINUTES ───┤

              │          ├─ QTR-HOUR ──┤

              │          ├─ HALF-HOUR ─┤

              │          ├─ HOUR ──────┤

              │          ├─ HOURS ─────┤

              │          └─ DAY ───────┤

              └─ DEMAND ───────────────┘

The meaning of the interval depends on the statement type.

Use with TRACE

Any control block records specified in a request are sampled whenever the INTERVAL break occurs. Depending on the
WHERE clause, the sampled data is added to the report.

TRACE requests that are only built on event trace data do not require the INTERVAL specification.

Use with MONITOR

The Interval-Specification is required in the MONITOR statement. Specifying the INTERVAL parameter generates interval
reports and provides the length of the interval. The request is processed periodically and the time of processing is
synchonized with the clock. For example, a request started at 7:53 PM is processed at 8:00 PM, 8:30 PM, and so on. This
setup provides coordination between the data computed during these time intervals and the data collected by various
system monitoring functions.

If you code INTTIME as a field in the request, the beginning time of each interval is reported. If no items were logged
within the interval, the written records are null.

Use with SUMMARIZE

Specifying the INTERVAL parameter generates interval reports and provides the length of the interval. The request is
processed periodically and the time of processing is synchonized with the clock. For example, a request started at 7:53
PM is processed at 8:00 PM, 8:30 PM, and so on. This setup provides coordination between the data computed during
these time intervals and the data collected by various system monitoring functions.
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Use with Event Trace Data

INTERVAL specifies how often the accumulators are reset to zero. For reports viewed online, this provides the
appearance of a fresh start at each interval. For reports that are not viewed online, the summarized data is written at the
end of each interval and the accumulators are zeroed. This setup provides the appearance of a MONITOR request of
summarized data.

Use with Control Block Data

INTERVAL specifies the frequency of control blocks sampling.

Example 1

The request collects control block data when the terminal operator presses the Enter key. Output appears on the screen.

INTERVAL = DEMAND

Example 2

You start a MONITOR request with the INTERVAL at 12:47. The first interval starts at 12:50 (the closest 5-minute interval).
The request does not get reported until 12:55, when the first 5-minute interval is complete.

INTERVAL = 5 MINUTES

Top-Reporting

Top-Reporting lets you specify the criteria to include an extra section in printed TRACE and SUMMARIZE requests to
identify resource-intensive objects.

SYSVIEW for Db2 batch IQL provides two options for identifying resource-intensive objects or records in printed TRACE
and SUMMARIZE reports:

• The first option provides a TOP xx index at the end of TRACE and SUMMARIZE reports that is. This index is based
on user-specified fields. It identifies the most resource-intensive objects or records, and the pages and line numbers
where they appear in the report. To enable this option, specify the TOP xx clause for each field you want to report on.
You can specify multiple TOP xx clauses.

• The second option lets you limit the TRACE and SUMMARIZE reports so that they display only the TOP xx objects or
records specified. The objects or records are displayed in descending order. To enable this option, specify the TOP xx
clause with ONLY option.

NOTE
When TOP xx with the ONLY option is specified in an INTERVAL-based report, the top occurrences for each
interval are printed. When TOP xx without ONLY is specified in an INTERVAL-based report, one report index at
the end of all intervals shows the top occurrences across all intervals.

The following syntax applies:

   ┌──◄──────────────────────────────────┐

   │                  ┌──◄─── , ───────┐ │

►──┴─ TOP xx ─┬───────┴── field-name ──┴─┴──┬───►

              └─ ONLY ─── field-name ───────┘

xx
Represents one of the following conditions:

• When you specify the ONLY option, xx represents the number of occurrences of a specified field to include in
the report.

• When you do not specify the ONLY option, xx represents the number of occurrences of a specified field to
include in the top xx index. The top xx index appears at the end of the report.
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ONLY
Sorts the report only on the specified field name and prints only the report data that meets the TOP xx criteria.
You can specify only one TOP xx clause with the ONLY option per report.

field-name
Specifies the name of the field you want to report on. You can specify a relative field number instead of a field
name. For example, to report the tenth field in a report, specify 10 instead of the field name.

When coding the TOP clause, the following conditions and limitations apply:

• The TOP xx clause must be in the same request block as the target data field or fields. The target field or fields must
be in the printed report.

• You can specify only one TOP xx clause with the ONLY option per report. Each clause can contain only one field.
• A request cannot contain a TOP xx clause and a TOP xx clause with the ONLY option.
• For a TRACE request, specify the TOP xx clause after the list of fields.
• For a SUMMARIZE request:

– Do not code ONLY option with an ORDER BY. The report is sorted by the field that is specified in the TOP xx
clause.

– Do not code ONLY option in the reports that use subtotals (SUBTOT=ON). ONLY option reorders output based on
the field specified in the TOP xx clause.

– Specify a GROUP BY clause before the TOP xx clause.

Index Report Output (TOP xx)

Specifying the TOP xx clause without ONLY option produces an index report for each field name that is specified in each
TOP xx clause in the request. In the page header of the index report, an extra title line identifies the number of reported
occurrences and the field being reported on.

The format of the report is different for TRACE and SUMMARIZE reports. For a TRACE report, the index output appears
in a fixed format that contains identification data. For a SUMMARIZE report, the left side of the report shows the GROUP
BY fields. A fixed amount of space is available for showing the GROUP BY fields. The size for any given GROUP BY field
in the index report is limited to 24 characters. If the size of the GROUP BY fields exceeds the space available in the report
output, then only the first set of GROUP BY fields that fit are displayed.

Example: TRACE Output

The following sample BTACTTRL report shows the result of a TRACE request that contained the following TOP xx clause:
TOP 10 TOTAL-TIME-DB2 :

MM/DD/YYYY 12:04:05                                                                                          

            PAGE 25163

REQUEST: BTACTTRL                                                                                            

         DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 09:00:34                                                                             

                      

 

                                              DETAILED TRACE OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION                       

                      

                                                INDEX OF TOP    10 BY TOTAL-TIME-DB2                         

                      

                                              .                                                              

                      

 TOP  TIMESTAMP                  PLAN     CONN     CORR ID      AUTH ID  THRD ACE DATA VALUE                

 PAGE NUM LINE NUMBER  

----- -------------------------- -------- -------- ------------ -------- -------- --------------------------

 -------- ------------ 
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    1 YYYY-08-10 11:28:58.281448 DSNREXX  DB2CALL  USER0035     USER0A4  297526C0 39:22.478647               

    4927       233163 

    2 YYYY-08-10 10:09:39.576721 DSNREXX  DB2CALL  USER0035     USER0A4  265B4C00 39:16.736926               

    2343       110750 

    3 YYYY-08-11 09:04:02.019064 DSNREXX  DB2CALL  USER0035     USER0A4  2B067700 18:26.994865               

    5868       280148 

    4 YYYY-08-10 10:05:24.627081 RBPAR151 DB2CALL  USER001      USER001  265B4140 14:24.121904               

    2180       102551 

    5 YYYY-08-10 10:46:10.236685 RBPAR151 DB2CALL  USER001      USER001  26773700 11:21.603014               

    3302       156323 

    6 YYYY-08-11 11:31:54.035282 RBPAI999 DB2CALL  USER6597     USERL01  295F76E0 10:36.252800               

   36697      1841338 

    7 YYYY-08-11 10:44:16.776667 RBPAI999 DB2CALL  USER6597     USERL01  2F206C40  7:38.760337               

   33781      1695904 

    8 YYYY-08-10 10:05:14.970426          DB2CALL  INTERNAL     USER020  265B33D0  5:17.820805               

    2173       102209 

    9 YYYY-08-10 10:07:25.507806 DGL1I15  DB2CALL  USER01X      USER01X  265B5160  4:38.454652               

    2272       107192 

   10 YYYY-08-10 10:39:38.805013          DB2CALL  INTERNAL     USERDEV  267739B0  4:37.354179               

    3185       150666

Example: SUMMARIZE Output

The following sample BTACTSML report shows the result of a SUMMARIZE request that contained the following TOP xx
clause: TOP 100 AVG(THD-ELAPSED) . In this example, the report is grouped by the AUTH-ID-VAR, PLAN-NAME, and
CORR-ID fields.

MM/DD/YY 12:04:05                                                                                            

            PAGE  2714

REQUEST: BTACTSML                                                                                            

         DB2 SYS: SSID

INTERVAL START MM/DD/YY 00:00:00                                                                     INTERVAL

 END MM/DD/YY 11:45:35

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 09:00:07                                                                      LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY 11:45:35

 

                               DETAILED SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION GROUPED BY AUTH, PLAN, CORR        

                      

                                              INDEX OF TOP   100 BY AVG(THD-ELAPSED...)                      

                      

                                           .                                                                 

                      

 TOP  AUTH-ID-VAR              PLAN-NAME CORR-ID                                  DATA VALUE                

 PAGE NUM LINE NUMBER  

----- ------------------------ --------- ------------ --------------------------- --------------------------

 -------- ------------ 

    1 USERO03                  DSNUTIL   USERD01                                     32:58.010391            

    1897        93495 

    2 USERO01                  D80KMAIN  USERO01                                     30:36.499909            

    1567        78136 

    3 USER0A4                  DSNREXX   USER0035                                    26:14.128872            

     126         6171 

    4 USER0A4                            ID0000$Z                                    20:39.902713            

     115         5680 
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    5 USER0A4                  DSNREXX   USER0035                                    18:27.003640            

    1234        61044 

    6 USERO03                  DGL1R151  USERD003                                    12:03.182635            

    1842        91181

The following list describes the fields that can appear in the top xx index portion of the report:

TOP
Specifies the occurrence number.

TIMESTAMP
Specifies the timestamp of the main IFI record that is used to produce the data.

PLAN
Specifies the plan name of the thread that produced the data.

CONN
Specifies the connection name of the thread that produced the data.

CORR ID
Specifies the correlation ID of the thread that produced the data.

AUTH ID
Specifies the authorization ID associated with the thread that produced the data.

THRD ACE
Specifies the ACE pointer of the thread that produced the data.

DATA VALUE
Specifies the data value, as formatted in the report output, for the field that is identified in the index report title line.

PAGE NUM
Specifies the page number within the report of the first report block output line that contains the data value in
question.

LINE NUM
Specifies the line number within the report of the first report block output line that contains the data value in
question.

TOP xx ONLY Report Output

When you specify ONLY option in the TOP xx clause, the report page header indicates that the report is a TOP xx ONLY
report. The report page header also identifies the field that is specified in the clause. If the field is a function, the function
is shown and the first field of the function is listed. The report contains only the top occurrences data for the field that is
specified in the TOP xx ONLY clause.

Example: TOP xx ONLY Report Output

The following example shows a BTACTSMS report when you specified TOP 10 ONLY AVG(GET-PAGE(*)) :

MM/DD/YY 12:04:05                                                                                            

        PAGE     1

REQUEST: BTACTSMS                                                                                            

     DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 09:00:34                                                                  LAST RECORD

 MM/DD/YY 11:45:35

TOP    10 ONLY BY AVG(GET-PAGE...)                                                                           

                  

                                            SHORT SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION                          
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                                                 GROUPED BY AUTH-ID, PLAN-NAME                               

                  

 

                                                                         AVERAGE       AVERAGE               

 AVERAGE    SYNC. 

                                   AVG SQL  AVG SQL   AVG SQL AVG SQL ELAPSED TIME, ELAPSED TIME,    AVERAGE 

   SYNC.  WRITES, 

                          ABORTS, SELECTS, UPDATES,  PREPARE,   OPEN,    TCB TIME      TCB TIME   GET PAGES, 

  READS, TIMEOUT+ 

 AUTHID  PLANNAME # OCCUR COMMITS  INSERTS  DELETES     FETCH   CLOSE   (CLASS 1)     (CLASS 2)   BUF.UPDATE

 LOCK SUS DEADLOCK 

-------- -------- ------- ------- -------- -------- --------- ------- ------------- ------------- ----------

 -------- -------- 

USER0A4  DSNREXX       5        1  43236.0  28825.2   16016.6     0.8    19:26.8301    19:26.1884  4756334.0 

   331.2      187 

                                5  16013.4   1601.4       1.6     0.8     8:11.7470     8:11.7004   114072.0 

   876.6        0 

 

USER001  MACKCMOD       1       0      6.0      0.0       0.0     3.0     2:12.7935     2:12.4334  4193723.0 

   184.0        0 

      1      0.0      0.0       4.0     3.0     1:53.1125     1:52.8140        6.0      0.0        0

Time-Based-Specification

Time-Based-Specification lets you specify the start, end, or reset of data gathering in the request.

The following syntax applies:

     ┌──◄───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►────┼─ START-TIME ────┬─ = ─────── 'hhmmss' ───────────────────────────┼─►

     ├─ STOP-TIME ─────┤                                                |

     ├─ RESET-TIME ────┘                                                |

     |                                                                  |

     ├─ RESET-DURATION ┬─ = ─── ( ─ number ─┬─ SECS ───────────┬── ) ───┤

     ├─ STOP-DURATION ─┘                    ├─ MINUTE ─────────┤        |

     |                                      ├─ MINUTES ────────┤        |

     |                                      ├─ QTR-HOUR ───────┤        |

     |                                      ├─ HALF-HOUR ──────┤        |

     |                                      ├─ HOUR ───────────┤        |

     |                                      ├─ HOURS ──────────┤        |

     |                                      └─ DAY ────────────┘        |

     ├─ START-DATE ────┬─ = ──┬──── 'yymmdd' ──────────────────────┬────┤

     ├─ STOP-DATE ─────┘      |             ┌──◄───────┐           |    |

     |                        |             |  | , |   |           |    | 

     |                        └──── ( ──────┼─ 'SUN' ──┼───── ) ───┘    |

     |                                      ├─ 'MON' ──┤                |

     |                                      ├─ 'TUE' ──┤                |

     |                                      ├─ 'WED' ──┤                |

     |                                      ├─ 'THU' ──┤                |

     |                                      ├─ 'FRI' ──┤                |

     |                                      └─ 'SAT' ──┘                |

     └─ STOP-PAUSED ───── = ──────┬─ YES ──┬────────────────────────────┘
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                                  └─ NO ───┘

Start and Stop the Request

To allow requests to automatically start and end, a start time and end time (or duration) must be specified. You can specify
it by adding a parameter to the start request or within a request.

If the starting time is less than the current time, the request is started on the following day.

For example, if you specify START-TIME='093000' END-DURATION=(5 HOURS), the request is started at 9:30 AM. The
request runs for five hours and stops at 2:30 PM.

Reset Statistics

You can reduce the amount of storage that keeps old data by resetting the statistics gathering within a long-running
request. Use parameters RESET-TIME and RESET-DURATION. Usually, both parameters must be specified.

If you specify RESET-TIME only, statistics gathering is reset at the specified time, provided the request was started
beforehand. If you specify RESET-DURATION, statistics gathering is reset after the specified amount of time. If you
specify both, RESET-TIME is used for the first reset, and RESET-DURATION is used for subsequent resets.

For example, if you specify RESET-TIME='170000' RESET-DURATION=(1 DAY), this long-running request resets
statistics gathering at 5:00 PM. The request then resets statistics gathering at that same time every day.

Date Specification Options

When you specify START-DATE or STOP-DATE, you can make the following sections:

Specify a particular date
Have the request start or end on a particular date. For example, START-DATE='220526' starts the request on May
26, 2022.

Specify a day or a days
Have the request start or end on a particular day of the week, or run on several days of the week. For example,
START-DATE= ('MON','WED','FRI') runs the request only on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.

Specify a range of days
Have the request start on one day and end on another. For example, START-DATE=(MON-FRI) makes the
request run Monday through Friday.

Controlling What Happens When the Time Has Elapsed

The STOP-PAUSED parameter enables you to control what happens to your request when the specified time period has
completed. You have the same control whether it is an actual time or some duration.

• If you specify STOP-PAUSED=YES, the request is paused at the stop time. When the request is paused, the last
interval can be displayed.

• If you specify STOP-PAUSED=NO, the request is stopped at the stop time. When the request is stopped, no data is
available.

If no STOP-PAUSED parameter is specified, one of the following actions occurs:

• If the request has a TERMINAL output statement, then the request is paused.
• If the request has a FILE or PRINT output statement, the request is stopped, and the output file written.

Further Considerations

The following other facts relate to Time-Based-Specification:
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• If STOP-TIME and STOP-DURATION are both specified in a request, then STOP-TIME is used.
• If the current time is between the START-TIME and STOP-TIME, the request is started.
• If START-DATE is specified as a day, START-DATE is calculated as the current or next occurrence of the day. For

example, if the request is started on Tuesday and START-DATE=('MON') is specified, the request only starts gathering
data on the following Monday.

• If START-DATE is not specified, it defaults to the current date. If STOP-TIME is specified and STOP-DATE is not, then
STOP-DATE is set as the first STOP-TIME or STOP-DATE that follows the START-TIME.

• If multiple days are specified in START-DATE, then the request is started again on the next specified day.

Output-Specification

Output-Specification lets you specify output destinations for the request.

Each request must specify one or more output destinations for the information that is developed for the request. Any
combination of the possible output destinations can be specified.

The following syntax applies:

  ┌──◄─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►─┼┬ PRINT ─┬ ( ┬ ddname ───────────────────────────────────────┬──────┬ ) ┼─►

  |├ OUTFILE┤   ├ SYSOUT ─┬─────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬──┘      |   |

  |└ CSV ───┘   |         └ (class) ┘ ├ DEST ( destination ) ┤         |   |

  |             |                     ├ OUTPUT ( ddname ) ───┤         |   |

  |             |                     └ DD ( ddname ) ───────┘         |   |

  |             └ DSN ('dsname') ─┬ SHR ┬─┬────────────────────────────┤   |

  |                               ├ MOD ┤ ├ CYL ┬SPACE(pri┬──────────┬)┤   |

  |                               ├ OLD ┤ |     |         └,sec┬─────┤ |   |

  |                               └ NEW ┘ ├ TR  ┘              └,dirb┘ |   |

  |                                       └ BLK(blksize) ──────────────┘   |

  ├─ REVIEW ( DSN(dsname) ─┬ SHR ┬─ ) ─────────────────────────────────────┤

  |                        └ MOD ┘                                         |

  ├─ SAVEIFI ( DSN(dsname) OLD ) ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ CONSOLE ( route code list ) ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ TERMINAL ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┤

  |            └ ( ┬───────────────┬┬────────────────┬┬──────────────┬ ) ┘ |

  |                └ PANEL=panelid ┘└ NODATA=panelid ┘└ HELP=panelid ┘     |

  ├─ NOTIFY ( user id list ) ──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ NOTIFYL ( user id list ) ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ IMOD ( IMOD routine ) ────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ IMODSSID ( IMOD routine )─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ ILOG ( destination name ) ────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ EXCP ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ OPSMVS ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  ├─ NOWRAP = ┬─ NO ──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  |           └─ YES ─┘                                                    |

  ├─ OUTEXIT (user routine) ───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  └─ JSON(TSD, ZDM( category )) ───────────────────────────────────────────┘

PRINT
Specifies that the information for this request is formatted in a file for printing. Print files cannot be viewed
interactively. A page break occurs when the number of printed lines exceeds the PAGESIZE report format option,
or when the request uses %P format option.
The report format options and the field format options determine the report format.
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• The record size of the output report is the line size, as determined from the report format, plus one for the print
control character.

• The first byte of each record following the descriptor word is the ANSI carriage control character.

When specifying the DSN options for the print file, the following considerations apply:

• You should only use the NEW keyword when using generation data groups (GDGs). Else, verify that the data
set does not exist before the request is started.

• The block size defaults to the optimal value. You can override this value with the BLKSIZE keyword in the DSN
subparameter or in the data set label (for example, DSCB or tape label), with the JCL value taking precedence
over the data set label.

• The logical record length is always 4 less than the block size.
• All files have variable-blocked formats. The record format is VBA.

For example, if you specify PRINT(SYSOUT(A)), the output is formatted for printing only. The output is sent to a
printer assigned to SYSOUT class A.

OUTFILE
Specifies that the request information is written to a machine-readable file in a format suitable for later processing.
For more information, see OUTFILE Destination.
The output format consists of a header followed by sets of fields specified in the request.
The reports in an outline format have the following characteristics:

• “Output Files” describes the general layout of the file and the specific format of the header fields.
• “Field-Function” defines the format of SYSVIEW for Db2 summary fields like AVG and MAX.
• Records and Fields in the online tutorial describes the default format of all other Db2 performance fields.

Those defaults can be overridden in the request by using the OF= field format option.

For example, if you specify OUTFILE (DSN('SE19257.DB2.REPORT') SHR), the output is in machine-
readable format and written to an existing data set SE19257.DB2.REPORT.

CSV
Specifies that output for this request is written to a CSV (comma-separated values) file. You can use such file in
table processors.
Each line in the file is prefixed by a request name. The prefix allows you to distinguish between multiple requests
that might be written into a single file.
For more information about exporting requests in CSV, see the section Export IQL Request Output in CSV
Format.

REVIEW
Specifies that information for this request is written to a file that can be later browsed from SYSVIEW for Db2
terminals under TSO only.
The purpose of the review file is to browse a large file of data that the data collector gathers in real time. While
you can also use the TERMINAL destination, the amount of data held by a TERMINAL buffer (specified by the
NEVENTS parameter) is typically smaller.
While the request is active, information written to the review file can be displayed with the REVIEW command
from the TSO user interface. This display flushes the contents of the review buffer to the file.
Review files contain formatted report output similar to the output contained in Print files, but with several
differences. The review files do not contain carriage control characters in the first data byte. Page headings and
column headings appear only at the top of the report.
Characteristics of review-formatted reports:

• Review files are sequential, variable-blocked. The block size defaults to 4096, but this value can be modified
by specifying a block size in the review file allocation specification.

• You can use a review output specification in a request processed by the batch report writer. However, you
cannot access such file with the REVIEW command.

• The review file must be allocated with the data set name allocation.
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For example, if you specify REVIEW (DSN('AI06SLW.DB2.REVIEW') OLD), the output is formatted for TSO
browsing only and written to an existing data set AI06SLW.DB2.REVIEW.

SAVEIFI
Specifies a trace data set to capture the raw Db2 trace data that is used to satisfy the IQL request. Use the
SAVEIFI phrase to have the SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector write the raw Db2 trace records to a VSAM
linear data set specified in the dsname of the DSN keyword. You can use the sample JCL in the library high-
level.SOURCE(IDB2LDS) member to define the linear data set.
The Db2 trace records that were collected for started IQL requests and match any specified qualifications are
written to the data set.
You can use trace data as a direct input for the batch report writer. Specify the data set on the SAVEIFI DD
card, or as an input to the IDB2UIFI copy utility. This utility can generate a sequential file of SMF-formatted trace
records.
For more information about the IDB2UIFI utility, see Trace and History VSAM Linear Data Set Utility (IDB2UIFI).
Example: Specify the SAVEIFI Output Destination
This example shows how to specify the SAVEIFI output destination so that trace records are written to the
IDB2.APPLPROF.SAVEIFI linear data set.
SAVEIFI (DSN ('IDB2.APPLPROF.SAVEIFI') OLD)

The following considerations apply:

• Do not use this option in a batch report.
• Only specify a disposition of OLD as indicated in the syntax diagram.
• You can start more than one request at a time to write to the same trace data set.

CONSOLE
The information that is developed for this request is formatted and written with a WTO using the specified route
codes.
Route code values are one or two decimal digits ranging in value from 1 to 16. The value 2 is the Master Console,
11 is written to the JOB log, and so on. Routing codes are defined in the IBM MVS Supervisor Services and
Macro Instructions guide, under WTO.
Design requests that use the CONSOLE keyword to write small amounts of exception data, like the SYSEXCPT
request. Doing so helps avoid flooding the console with Db2 performance data.
Only the users that are specified in the data collector SYSOPR parameter can start requests that include
CONSOLE.
For example, if you specify CONSOLE(2), the output data is sent to the master console as a WTO.

TERMINAL
The information for the request is stored in the memory buffer for real-time transmission to the user interface
session. Users can issue a DISPLAY command at any time during the data collector session to display the most
recent information at their terminals. No data is saved for use after the data collector session has ended.
This keyword does not apply to requests processed by the batch report writer. If TERMINAL appears in a batch
request, it is ignored.
The PANEL keyword lets you specify which panel is used to display the request. This feature is used for requests
that have special features such as list screens from which selections are made. If the PANEL keyword is not
specified, a default member of the product CDBAMAPS panel data set is used. The default varies depending on
the type of request.
The NODATA keyword gives you the option of displaying the named panel when the request has no data to
display. The default value is the NODATA panel in the product CDBAMAPS panel data set.
The HELP keyword gives you the option of associating a screen-level (as opposed to field-level) help panel for
this request. This panel must exist in the product CDBAMAPS panel data set. If you do not specify a panel name,
the request displays the default DBGHDIS help when you press F1.
The following actions apply to terminal-formatted reports:
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• When used with TRACE requests, supplement the TERMINAL keyword with the NEVENTS parameter. Adding
this parameter specifies the maximum number of Event Trace Records for which information is saved for
viewing with the DISPLAY commands. The default value of NEVENTS is 20.

• When used with MONITOR requests, supplement the TERMINAL keyword with the NINTERVALS parameter.
Adding this parameter specifies the maximum number of intervals for which information is saved for viewing
with the DISPLAY commands. The default value of NINTERVALS is 20.

• When used with SUMMARIZE requests, no supplemental parameter is needed. The entire current summary
table for a request is always available for viewing with the DISPLAY commands.

For example, if you specify TERMINAL (NODATA=NULLSCR HELP=PR010009), the user can DISPLAY the
output of this request in the current online interface session. If the request has no data to display, the panel
NULLSCR appears. If the request contains data, the associated screen-level help panel is PR010009.

NOTIFY
The information for this request is formatted and written with a NOTIFY to the TSO user IDs specified in the list.
User IDs must be in quotes and separated with spaces or commas. User IDs are not validated.
Only the users that are specified in the data collector SYSOPR parameter can start requests that include NOTIFY.

NOTE
Multi-line messages sometimes end up out of order. This problem is an operating system problem.

Use NOTIFY with requests that display a small amount of data on an exception basis, such as
SYSEXCPT. Doing so helps avoid flooding the TSO user with messages. For example, if you specify
NOTIFY('SYSADM','GSWSMM','DBA004'), the output of the request is sent to user IDs SYSADM, GSWSMM,
and DBA004. These users receive a NOTIFY message.

NOTIFYL
This keyword also writes request information to TSO User IDs, but differs from NOTIFY in that NOTIFYL uses the
LOGON parameter of the TSO SEND command. Request information remains in SYS1.BROADCAST until the
user ID logs on.

NOTE
Multi-line messages sometimes end up out of order. This problem is an operating system problem.

For example, if you specify NOTIFYL('SYSADM','GSWMM','DBA004'), the request output is sent to user IDs
SYSADM, GSWSMM, and DBA004. These users receive a NOTIFY message. If any of them is not logged on at
the time, the output is stored in SYS1.BRODCAST and they receive a NOTIFY message at they next logon.

IMOD
The information that is developed for this request is sent to the Global Subsystem (GSS) and processed by the
IMOD routine specified.
IMODs can be used to provide extra processing of the request output. When IMOD is specified in the request,
the output is preceded by an IMOD header and sent to the IMOD routine allowing more processing of the request
output.
Exception requests are a prime candidate for IMODs. An IMOD could parse the request output text and then,
depending on the time, invoke OPS/MVS. Other actions can include TSO NOTIFYs, E-Mail SENDs, and
Exception Logs.
IMOD Header Information provides the following columns:
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• 1-8 (request name)
• 9-16 (request owner)
• 17-20 (Db2 subsystem ID)
• 21-28 (operator ID for thread)
• 29-36 (thread plan)
• 37-44 (thread authorization ID)
• 45-52 (thread connection name)
• 53-64 (thread correlation ID)
• 65-80 (thread location ID)

When a nonstandard subsystem is used for testing, for example, the IMODs of the subsystem can be specified.
Typically, this specification is omitted and the GSS default (ISRV) is used. If IMODSSID is not specified, the value
in the MSSUB data collector initialization parameter is used. If MSSUB is not specified, value ISRV is used.
For example, if you specify IMODSSID(MVSX1), the output of the request is formatted for use in subsystem
MVSX1.

ILOG
Logs the output of the DB2CMDL and UTILTRAL requests.

WARNING
Do not change the ILOG parameter or use it in other requests.

EXCP
Sends data to the SYSVIEW for Db2 exception processor.

OPSMVS
Sends data to OPS/MVS. For variables, see OPSMVS Destination.

NOWRAP
Specify NOWRAP=YES in the request to stop the collection of data when the space specified by NEVENTS or
NINTERVALS is exceeded. When the limit is reached, the request is paused.
If you omit the NOWRAP parameter, collected data “wrap-around” and overwrite the data at the beginning of the
file.
If you specify NOWRAP=YES, data collection for this request stops upon reaching the space limit.

OUTEXIT
Information from this request is passed to a user routine which controls the output to a specified OUTFILE. Each
line of output is passed to the specified user routine. If the routine completes with a return code of 16 or greater,
this line is not written to the OUTFILE.

JSON
Specifies that IQL request should generate the output in JSON format.

NOTE
The JSON output specification in custom IQL requests is not supported. This feature is used internally to
facilitate communication between SYSVIEW for Db2 and MOI.

Example: Specify a User Routine for OUTEXIT to Pass Output to

In this example, output is passed to the EXCPTOUT user routine.
OUTEXIT(EXCPTOUT)

Example: Specify Multiple Output Formats in a Request

In this example, the output of the request is available in three different formats:

• Available for subsequent processing in the DB2.EXCPTFIL file
• Sent directly to users SYSADM and DBA004
• Available for DISPLAY to online users (with help panel PNLHLP2)
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PRINT OUTFILE(DD('DB2.EXCPTFIL')) NOTIFY('SYSADM','DBA004')

TERMINAL (HELP=PNLHLP2)

Allocating Output Files
You have several options for allocating files that are used with PRINT, REVIEW, and OUTFILE output specifications.

Always remember that the data set is allocated to the data collector, not to the user interface session.

The data collector follows these steps:

1. Creates (if new) the file.
2. Opens the file.
3. Writes the records to the file.
4. Closes the file.

Therefore, the data collector must have authority to create or modify the specified data set.

File Allocation Specifications

You can use one of the following file allocation specifications: ddname, SYSOUT, or DSN.

DSN is the most direct way to get data into the data set and therefore most frequently used. You may use ddname for files
that need special handling that is not supported in the IQL. For example, when using the COPIES parameter. You can use
SYSOUT in requests to run with the batch report writer, or in the data collector requests where you do not need immediate
access to reports.

ddname
The ddname file allocation is specified using only a ddname after the request output specification. ddname must
match the ddname specification on the DD statement in the data collector or batch report writer JCL, where the
data set attributes are listed. The data set can be allocated as a GDG, if desired.
Example:
In the request you code an output specification as follows:
PRINT(BTACTSML)

In the JCL, you would code the corresponding DD statement:
//BTACTSML DD DSN=INSDB2.ACTSUMRY,DISP=OLD

NOTE
The ddname matches the allocation specification in the request.

SYSOUT
The SYSOUT allocation uses the SYSOUT class parameter to specify which SYSOUT class to use. If you omit
the class, the value that is specified in the SYSOUT parameter of the data collector or batch report writer is used.
You can use the following parameters with the SYSOUT specification. These parameters are optional.
DD

Specifies the ddname that is associated with SYSOUT allocation.
DEST

Routes a SYSOUT data set to a specific destination. Specify a SYSOUT class to use DEST. The following
destination are possible:

• Local or remote terminal
• Node
• Node and user ID
• Node and remote workstation
• Local device
• Group of devices
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The values for DEST parameter are different for JES2 and JES3. They match the JCL DEST parameter.
OUTPUT

Specifies the name of an OUTPUT JCL statement in the data collector JCL. This statement has additional
SYSOUT options, such as DEST, COPIES, and FORMS. For more details, see the IBM z/OS MVS JCL
Reference.

Example: Route a SYSOUT file to a destination
PRINT(SYSOUT(A) DEST('SEATAC.JBG'))

Example: Route a SYSOUT file to an output file
PRINT(SYSOUT(B) OUTPUT(DFS))

The specified OUTPUT ddname (DFS) is associated with a JCL DD statement with the ddname of DFS.
DSN

To specify the data set name allocation (DSN), use a subset of the TSO ALLOCATE syntax. SYSVIEW for Db2
dynamically allocates data sets when the request is started.
Synonyms for DSN: DA, DS, DATA SET, DSNAME
Specify each of the following instances:
dsname:

Specifies the name of the data set to be allocated. The name must be fully qualified in single quotation
marks (') if the name contains something other than a normal standard character (A-Z, 0-9, @, $, #). If
you do not to specify the dsname, SYSVIEW for Db2 chooses a data set name as follows:
prefix.output-spec-type-request-name

prefix
Identifies the prefix. The prefix is supplied by the PREFIX keyword of the data collector or batch
report writer parameters.

NOTE
You can use the ENFORCE-PREFIX parameter to enforce the use of a prefix so that
all data sets dynamically allocated by SYSVIEW for Db2 have the same high-level
qualifier. For more information about data set allocation parameters, see the section IQL
Control Parameters.

output-spec-type
Identifies the output type as PRINT, REVIEW, or OUTFILE.

request-name
Identifies the name of your request.

NOTE
If any node of the dsname is #USERID, SYSVIEW for Db2 substitutes the terminal
operator user ID for that node. This option does not work if the data collector
SYSPARMS contains ENFORCE-PREFIX=YES.

SHR, OLD, MOD, NEW
Specifies the status and disposition of the data set. Specify one of these parameters.

Example: An output file is directed to an existing data set
REVIEW( DSN('GSWIDB2.ACCT.REVIEW') SHR)

Example: An output file is directed to a GDG data set
PRINT( DSN('GSWIDB2.ACCT.GDG(+1)') NEW)

Sharing Output Files
Having multiple IQL requests direct their outputs to a shared output file (by using PRINT or OUTFILE specification) can
mean fewer that physical files are created and post-processed.

We strongly recommend that you do not share output files!
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Best practice is to only share output files for SUMMARIZE requests that do not have INTERVAL parameters as they are
printed one after the other at the end of a run.

Why Share?

The following general restrictions apply to sharing of output files by multiple requests:

• A PRINT file cannot also be used as an OUTFILE file.
• An OUTFILE cannot also be used as a PRINT file.
• A CSV file should not be shared with other PRINT and OUTFILE requests.

PRINT Files Sharing Considerations

If PRINT parameters from multiple TRACE, MONITOR, or SUMMARIZE requests specify the same ddname, then
consider the following factors:

• SUMMARIZE reports without INTERVAL parameters are printed one after another at the end of the run. Any number of
this kind of request can share a single ddname without requiring any special consideration. This practice minimizes the
number of ddnames that have to be defined and requires no additional specifications in requests or post-processing of
reports.

• If SUMMARIZE reports with INTERVAL parameters or MONITOR or TRACE reports share ddname with other reports,
then report lines of those reports are intermixed in the output. This usage is not recommended.

OUTFILE Files Sharing Considerations

Multiple requests can specify the same file in their OUTFILE parameters. This option can cause interleaving of output from
different requests. Records can later be separated by a post-processor based on the request name (label) contained in
the header of each record.

CSV Files Sharing Considerations

Multiple requests can specify the same file in their CSV parameters. This option can cause interleaving of output from
different requests. Records are prefixed by a field with a request name that allows to separate the records during
processing.

Output File Running Out of Room
If an output file on disk runs out of extents, the data collector ceases writing to that file.

This event also sets the data collector completion code to '8' if it has not already been set to a higher value. The
SYSVIEW for Db2 processing continues unaffected.

Ensuring Space

You can take the following actions to prevent loss of data due to an output file on disk running out of extents.

• Have some idea of the volume of data that is generated by each request and provide file space accordingly.
• Include MAXRECS and MAXLINES parameters in each request. These parameters can prevent excessive amounts of

output data from being generated by programs looping on error conditions or other unusual conditions.

Conditions

Data from SUMMARIZE requests without INTERVAL specification and from requests reporting only exception
conditions usually occupies little space. However, nonstandard conditions as application program looping can cause large
numbers of records to be written to an exception report.
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OUTFILE Destination
This section provides OUTFILE use scenarios.

When you write a request with OUTFILE as the output specification, you are creating a flat sequential file of data. This file
can be used to load data into Db2 tables or for processing by other programs.

The following examples explain how OUTFILE works.

Scenario 1: Loading Db2 Tables

You want to know details about the Db2 performance data for a past event, but you do not have an IQL request coded
and SMF data is no longer available. If the data was stored in the Db2 tables, you can use Report Facility or IBM QMF to
produce performance reports or satisfy on-demand requests.

OUTFILE files can be used as input to the Db2 Load utility. The DDL and load statements that are required to perform this
task can be produced by running the Load Statement Generator against the IQL request that produced the OUTFILE. For
more information, see the section Load Statement Generator (NSIGHTRW).

Scenario 2: Processing by Other Programs

You are interested in reporting charge-back data for the Db2 resource usage. You create a request that writes accounting
record data to an OUTFILE. This file is then used as input to MICS (an accounting and chargeback system) for charge-
back reporting.

OUTFILE Format

All records are output in a variable-blocked format. The block size depends on the type of output device.

OUTFILE Header Format

Every OUTFILE record that is written by the data collector contains an OUTFILE header. The format is shown in the
following illustration:

OUTRECRD DSECT

*

* This DSECT Maps The Start Of An Output File Record.

*

OUTRECDW DS    F            Record Descriptor Word

OUTEXNAM DS    CL8          Request Name

OUTDBNAM DS    CL4          DB2 Subsystem Id

OUTRDATE DS    CL6          Report Date

OUTRTIME DS    CL6          Report Time

*

* Interval Summary Descriptors

*

OUTINSTD DS    CL6          Interval Start Date

OUTINSTT DS    CL6          Interval Start Time

OUTINEND DS    CL6          Interval End Date

OUTINENT DS    CL6          Interval End Time

OUTFRSDT DS    CL6          1st Record in Interval; Date

OUTFRSTI DS    CL6          1st Record in Interval; Time

OUTLSTDT DS    CL6          Last Record in Interval; Date

OUTLSTTI DS    CL6          Last Record in Interval; Time

OUTBRKLV DS    H            Break Level

OUTFLSID DS    H            Field List Level 1-n

*

* Detail Record Descriptors
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*

                     ORG    OUTINSTD

OUTRECDT DS    CL6          Record Date for Detail Record

OUTRECTI DS    CL6          Record Time for Detail Record

*

* Summary Descriptors For Summaries Without Intervals

* 

                     ORG    OUTINSTD

OUTSMSTD DS    CL6          Summary Start Date

OUTSMSTT DS    CL6          Summary Start Time

OUTSMEND DS    CL6          Summary End Date

OUTSMENT DS    CL6          Summary End Time

                     ORG

OUTRECTY DS    CL2          Record Type

*              IS = Interval Summary

*              GT = Grand Total of Interval Summary

*              SU = Summary Without Intervals

*              DE = Detail Record

OUTHDRLN EQU   *-OUTRECRD   Header Length

OUTDATA  DS    X            Start of Data

OUTFILE Header Field Explanations - Start of File
OUTRECDW

Standard variable-length record header (COBOL and other high-level language programs does not see this word).
OUTEXNAM

Name that is coded as the label for the request.
OUTDBNAM

Name of the Db2 database.
OUTRDATE, OUTRTIME

Date and time of the job which created this file.

OUTFILE Header Field Explanations - Interval Summary Descriptors
OUTINSTD, OUTINSTT

Date and time the interval started.
OUTINEND, OUTINENT

Date and time the interval ended.
OUTFRSDT, OUTFRSTI

Date and time of the first record in the interval (zero if no records in the interval).
OUTLSTDT, OUTLSTDI

Date and time of the last record in the interval (zero if no records in the interval).
OUTBRKLV

BREAK level for the record being written. Ranges from 1 for the highest level subtotal record, to n, where n is the
number of GROUP BY fields and the most detailed level of break.

• The grand total record for the interval has a break level of 0.
• If SUBTOT=OFF is specified, all have a break level of n.
• Fields 1-4 are zero if no records are processed for the request.
• OUTFLSID is the number of the field list.
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OUTFILE Header Field Explanations - Detail Record Descriptors

The following field redefines the header starting at the field OUTINSTD for detail records:

OUTRECDT, OUTRECTI
Detail record date and time.

OUTFILE Header Field Explanations - Summary Descriptors for Summaries Without Intervals

The following fields redefine the header starting at the field OUTINSTD for summary records with no INTERVAL
specification:

OUTSMSTD, OUTSMSTT
Date and time of the first record that is read for summary.

OUTSMEND, OUTSMENT
Date and time of the last record that is read for summary.

OUTRECTY
Type of record. 2-byte alpha field with the following values:
IS

Interval summary record
GT

Grand total of interval summary
SU

Table record for summarize request with no INTERVAL
DE

Detail record - TRACE request

Output Fields - Variable Portion of Record

Fields are put in output records in the order that they are specified in the request. Fields are output with a standard format
unless overridden by the output-format (OF) parameter of the field specification. For more information, see the section
Output-Specification.

In the absence of other criteria, fields are output in the same format as the input format. The “Records and Fields” portion
of the SYSVIEW for Db2 online help lists the input formats of all Db2 performance fields. Some special cases are:

• GROUP BY fields are output in the same format as standard fields except when subtotaled records are being written.
• Subtotal records have the break fields which are totaled to set high-values (hexadecimal FFs).
• The grand total record for the table has all break fields set to high-values (hexadecimal FFs).
• If you specify a literal in your request (not as HD= or as a column heading), it is treated as another field in that record

and written to OUTFILE in the order in which it appears within the request.

BTLDACCT an OUTFILE Example

The following request (BTLDACCT) loads accounting records to an OUTFILE. This request is shipped with SYSVIEW for
Db2 and can be found in the request library. vvv represents the IQL syntax that is not shown for space reasons.

vvv

BTLDACCT: TRACE ACCT                        

  SUBSYS                    

  DB2-RLSE-NUM              

  LOCATION                  

  CORR-ID (OF=A12)          

  CONN-NAME                 
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  PLAN-NAME                 

  AUTH-ID                   

  OPER-ID                   

  EVENT-TIME       (OF=DB2) 

  THD-START        (OF=DB2) 

  THD-ELAPSED      (OF=P7.6)

  TCB-CPU-TOT      (OF=P7.6)

  SRB-CPU-TOT      (OF=P7.6)

  ELAPSED-TIME-DB2 (OF=P7.6)

  TCB-CPU-DB2      (OF=P7.6)

  SRB-CPU-DB2      (OF=P7.6)

  IO-WAIT-DB2      (OF=P7.6)

  LOCK-WAIT-DB2    (OF=P7.6)

  THD-TERM-CODE             

  THD-TERM-REASON

vvv

  OUTFILE (BTLDACCT)

BTLDACCT generated an OUTFILE, two records of which are shown here. All of the fields that are shown on the request
on the previous page are included (through THD-TERM-REASON). The records are shown as they would appear in ISPF
Browse with hex turned on:

BTLDACCT RECORD 1

BTLDACCTDB23930316171000920114133716......................................

CEDCCCCECCFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF00000000000000000000000000000000000000

23341333422393031617100092011413371600000000000000000000000000000000000000

DEDB23GCOIDB2DEVDB23  GSWJBG1     BATCH   RADIO23 JBG     JBG     

CCCCFFCCDCCCFCCECCFF44CEEDCCF44444CCECC444DCCCDFF4DCC44444DCC44444

454223736942245542230072612710000021338000914962301270000012700000

2022-01-14-13.37.16.5162072022-01-14-13.34.55.863763....km<....g.<.......

FFFF6FF6FF6FF4FF4FF4FFFFFFFFFF6FF6FF6FF4FF4FF4FFFFFF001099400008040000052

2022001014013B37B16B5162072022001014013B34B55B863763004524C000179C000026C

b..%................................NORMAL    [rest of record not shown]

000871600002690000018000041900001090000DDDDCD

001288C000157C000004C000698C000017C000C569413

OUTEXIT Destination
An OUTEXIT can be specified only in a request with an OUTFILE specified. The OUTEXIT routine uses the standard
assembly language save area convention.

The exit must be assembled and linked into the product load libraries that are used in the STEPLIB DD statement in the
data collector JCL procedure. The request can then be started to process the data as coded in the IQL request. The
parameters that are passed to the OUTEXIT are pointed to by register 1 (R1). Two parameters exist:

• A pointer to the record generated from the IQL request in OUTFILE format.
• A pointer to the request control block.

For the OUTFILE record format, see OUFILE Destination. DSECT for the OUTFILE header is in the OUTRECRD member
of the SOUCE library.
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An IQL request in the following example contains an OUTEXIT routine that looks at IFCID 090 (DB2 commands issued).
The exit looks for a START/STOP DATABASE command, writes it to the console using the WTO macro, and places the
output to the OUTFILE data set.

NOTE
To leave the Db2 command record out of the OUTFILE data set, the return code that is passed back from the
OUTEXIT routine must be 16.

 * (unqualified trace) DB2 commands issued                                   

 ALSCMDS: TRACE (COLFMT=NO)                                                 

 << COMMAND-ST                                                              

  EVENT-TIME   (PF=DATETIME,OF='MMDDYYYYHHMMSS')                            

  AUTH-ID                                                                   

  CORR-ID                                                                   

  CMD-TXT   (OF=V200)                                                       

 >>                                                                         

 TITLE = ('DB2 Commands Issued')                                            

 OUTFILE(DA('GSW.LAW.OUTFILE1') NEW)

 OUTEXIT(OUTEXIT)                                                           

 TERMINAL ;

Assembler source code for the OUTEXIT load module exit routine that is specified in the request from this example can be
coded as follows:
 OUTEXIT  CSECT                                                              

************************************************************                

* A SAMPLE OUTEXIT FOR AN OUTFILE SPECIFIED IN A REQUEST                    

* WHICH PROCESSES IFCID 90, THE COMMAND START IFCID.                        

* THIS ROUTINE CHECKS FOR A START DATABASE OR STOP DATABASE                 

* COMMAND AND ISSUES A WTO WITH AUTHID, CORRECLATION ID                     

* AND A PORTION OF THE COMMAND TEXT.                                        

************************************************************                

R0       EQU   0                                                            

R1       EQU   1                                                            

R2       EQU   2                                                            

R3       EQU   3                                                            

R4       EQU   4                                                            

R5       EQU   5                                                            

R6       EQU   6                                                            

R7       EQU   7                                                            

R8       EQU   8                                                            

R9       EQU   9                                                            

R10      EQU   10                                                           

R11      EQU   11                                                           

R12      EQU   12                                                           

R13      EQU   13                                                      

R14      EQU   14                                                      

 R15      EQU   15                                                      

         STM   R14,R12,12(R13)                                         

         LR    R12,R15                                                 

         USING OUTEXIT,R12                                             

         LR    R3,R1                  SAVE PARMS ADDRESS               

         GETMAIN RC,LV=WORKLEN                                         

         LTR   R15,R15                ANY ERRORS?                      

         BNZ   GETMNERR               BRANCH YES                       

         LR    R2,R13                                                  
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         LR    R13,R1                 POINT TO WORKAREA                

         USING WORKAREA,R13                                            

         LR    R0,R1                                                   

         LA    R1,WORKLEN                                              

         SR    R15,R15                                                 

         MVCL  R0,R14                 CLEAR WORK AREA                  

         ST    R2,4(,R13)             CHAIN                            

         ST    R13,8(,R2)              SAVE AREAS                      

         LA    R15,16                                                  

         LM    R4,R5,0(R3)            LOAD OUTEXIT PARAMETERS          

         LTR   R4,R4                  ANY RECORD PASSED?               

         BZ    OUTBACK                BRANCH NO                        

         USING OUTRECRD,R4            OUTFILE RECORD ADDRESSIBILTY     

         SR    R8,R8                                                   

         ICM   R8,3,0(R4)             LENGTH OF RECORD                 

         ALR   R8,R4                  END OF COMMAND TEXT              

         LA    R6,OUTDATA             POINT TO BEGINNING OF REQUEST    

 *                                      FIELDS                          

         USING REQDATA,R6                                              

         LA    R7,REQCMDTX            POINT TO COMMAND TEXT            

         BAL   R14,FINDFLD            FIND THE NEXT FIELD IN COMMAND   

         CLC   0(4,R7),=C'-STA'       START COMMAND?                   

         BE    CHKDB                  YES, GO CHECK IF DATABASE        

         CLC   0(4,R7),=C'-STO'       STOP COMMAND?                   

         BNE   DONTWRIT                                               

 CHKDB    EQU   *                                                      

         BAL   R14,FINDBLNK           FIND END OF FIELD               

         BAL   R14,FINDFLD            FIND THE NEXT FIELD IN COMMAND  

         CLC   0(8,R7),=C'DATABASE'   IS IT DATABASE?                 

         BE    GOTDB                  YES                             

         CLC   0(2,R7),=C'DB'         IS IT SHORTENED DATABASE?       

         BNE   DONTWRIT               BRANCH NO                       

 GOTDB    EQU   *                                                      

         SR    R0,R0                  CLEAR REGISTER FOR WTO          

         MVC   WTOAREA(WTOPLEN),WTOPROT MOVE SKELETON WTO             

         MVC   LINE1(PLINE1LN),PLINE1 MOVE 1ST MESSAGE LINE           

         MVC   LINE1+(PLAUTH-PLINE1)(8),REQAUTH MOVE AUTHID TO MESSAGE

         MVC   LINE1+(PLCORR-PLINE1)(12),REQCORR MOVE CORRID TO MSG   

         LA    R1,70                  MAX LINE OF D TYPE WTO LINE     

         STH   R1,LINE2                                               

         MVC   LINE2TXT(7),PLMSGNUM   MOVE MESSAGE NUMBER TO LINE     

         MVC   LINE2TXT+7(63),REQCMDTX  MOVE 1ST 63 BYTES OF COMMAND  

         LA    R1,WTOAREA             POINT TO PARM LIST              

         WTO   TEXT=((LINE1,),(LINE2,)),MF=(E,(1))                    

         SR    R15,R15                SET RC FOR DC TO WRITE LINE     

         B     OUTBACK                                                

 FINDFLD  DS    0H                                                     

         CLI   0(R7),C' '             CHECK FOR BLANK                 

         BNER  R14                    BRANCH FOR FIELD                

         LA    R7,1(,R7)                                              

         CR    R7,R8                                                  

         BH    DONTWRIT               BRANCH END OF COMMAND           

         B     FINDFLD                                                
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 FINDBLNK DS    0H                                                     

         CLI   0(R7),C' '             CHECK FOR BLANK                 

         BER   R14                    BRANCH FOUND BLANK              

         LA    R7,1(,R7)                                              

         CR    R7,R8                                                

         BH    DONTWRIT               BRANCH END OF COMMAND         

         B     FINDBLNK                                             

 DONTWRIT EQU   *                                                    

         LA    R15,16                 SET RC > 16 TO NOT WRITE      

         B     OUTBACK                                              

 OUTBACK  EQU   *                                                    

         LR    R6,R15                 SAVE RETURN CODE              

         LR    R1,R13                                               

         L     R13,4(,R13)            PREVIOUS SAVE AREA ADDRESS    

         FREEMAIN RC,LV=WORKLEN,A=((1))                             

         LR    R15,R6                 RESTORE RETURN CODE           

 OUTBACK1 EQU   *                                                    

         L     R14,12(,R13)           RESTORE ENTRY R14             

         LM    R0,R12,20(R13)         RESTORE OTHER REGISTERS       

         BR    R14                    RETURN TO DATA COLLECTOR      

 GETMNERR EQU   *                                                    

         LA    R15,32                                               

         B     OUTBACK1                                             

 PLINE1   DC    AL2(PLINE1LN)                                        

 PLMSGNUM DC    C'TST001 DB2 AUTHID '                                

 PLAUTH   DC    C'AAAAAAAA AND CORRID '                              

 PLCORR   DC    C'CCCCCCCCCCCC ISSUED DB2CMD   '                     

 PLINE1LN EQU   *-PLINE1                                             

 WTOPROT  WTO   TEXT=((,D),(,DE)),MF=L                               

 WTOPLEN  EQU   *-WTOPROT                                            

 WORKAREA DSECT                                                      

 SAVEAREA DS    18F                                                  

 LINE1    DS    (PLINE1LN)C                                          

 LINE2    DS    H                                                    

 LINE2TXT DS    CL70                                                 

 WTOAREA  DS    (WTOPLEN)X                                           

          DS    0F                                                   

 WORKLEN  EQU   *-WORKAREA                                           

 REQDATA  DSECT                                                     

REQEVNTM DS    CL14                   EVENT TIME IN MMDDYYYYHHMMSS 

REQAUTH  DS    CL8                    AUTHID OF ISSUER             

REQCORR  DS    CL12                   CORRELATION ID OF ISSUER     

REQCMDTX DS    CL200                  COMMAND TEXT                 

         COPY  OUTRECRD                                            

      END

OPSMVS Destination

When the OPSMVS is specified as the output location in an IQL request, the following variables identify the data that
SYSVIEW for Db2 passes to OPS/MVS. Use these variables when writing the API rules in OPS/MVS.
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NOTE

• These variables are read-only.
• API.AUTHID, API.PLAN, API.CONN, and API.CORRID are available only for TRACE or SUMMARIZE (fixed

interval) requests.
• API.ACE is available only for THREAD STATS.
• For more information about using OPS/MVS, including how to write API rules, see the OPS/MVS

documentation.

API.ID
Identifies the event by its request name. IQ is always the prefix.
Value: IQ_reqname

NOTE
The underscore denotes text concatenation.

API.APPLICATION
Specifies the name of the application sending the data to OPS/MVS. This value is always SYSVDB2.

API.VERSION
Indicates the version of SYSVIEW for Db2 that you use.

API.TEXT
Identifies the request that was sent. In the OPSLOG, this message appears in the default color.
Value: SYSVDB2: REQUEST reqname SENT.

API.OUTPUT
Specifies the line from the request.

API.REQNAME
Specifies the name of the request.

API.DB2SUBSYS
Specifies the Db2 subsystem name.

API.SYSTEM
Specifies the name of the system.

API.OWNER
Specifies the owner of the request.

API.DATE
Specifies the date in the following format: YYYY-MM-DD.

API.TIME
Specifies the time in the following format: HH.MM.SS.TTTTTT.

API.AUTHID
Specifies the authorization ID for thread-based requests.

API.PLAN
Specifies the plan name for thread-based requests.

API.CONN
Specifies the connection for thread-based requests.

API.CORRID
Specifies the correlation ID for thread-based requests.

API.ACE
Specifies the thread ACE for thread-based requests.
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Conditional Elements: #IF, #ELSE, #ELSEIF, #IFEND

The #IF statement lets you conditionally include or exclude IQL statements.

#IF facilitates the use of the same request library for data collectors that monitor separate Db2 subsystems. Requests on
different Db2 versions can be supported using one library.

When you code an IQL request, you can avoid the #IF statement and code the IQL statements in the request itself. A field
only appears in a report, when you code it in the request.

When the condition is true, the IQL between #IF and the next #ELSEIF, #ELSE, or #IFEND becomes part of the request.
The statements after the subsequent #ELSEIF or #ELSE are ignored. The DBGPRINT prints ignored statements as
comments.

When the condition is not true, the IQL is excluded from the request. An invalid condition is processed as false.

If any expression is true, the statements after the subsequent #ELSEIF and #ELSE are ignored. The DBGPRINT prints
ignored statements as comments. Any invalid condition is processed as false.

The following groups of parameters specify the fields that are tested in #IF (DB2VER, DDF, RLF, BATCH, and DATASHR):

• RWPARMS—Batch report writer parameters
• SYSPARMS—Data collector parameters

Only these fields can be tested in #IF or #ELSEIF. The statements are only tested when the request is started.

The following syntax applies:

       ┌──◄────────────── #ELSEIF ───────────────────────────────────────┐

       │                                               ┌─◄── #ELSE ──────┤

►─ #IF ┼─ numeric-variable  ─┬─ EQ ──┬─ digits.digit ┬─┴ IQL Statements ─┴ #IFEND ─►

       │                     ├─ NE ──┤               │

       │                     ├─ GT ──┤               │

       │                     ├─ GE ──┤               │

       │                     ├─ LT ──┤               │

       │                     ├─ LE ──┤               │

       │                     ├─ = ───┤               │

       │                     ├─ > ───┤               │

       │                     ├─ >= ──┤               │

       │                     ├─ < ───┤               │

       │                     └─ <= ──┘               │

       └─ logical-variable  ─────────────────────────┘

Predefined IQL Variables
DB2VER

Specifies that the test is made on Db2 version number nn.n.
DB2VER is not a data field, so the request cannot display it. To show the Db2 version, use the following IQL, and
then include the field DB2-VERSION in the request:
#IF DB2VER = 11.1

    DECLARE GLOBAL DB2-VERSION (A3) = "11.1"

#ELSEIF DB2VER = 12.1

    DECLARE GLOBAL DB2-VERSION (A3) = "12.1"

#ELSE

    DECLARE GLOBAL DB2-VERSION (A3) = "???"

#IFEND
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DDF
Specifies whether to display the Distributed Data Facility data.
Default: NO

RLF
Specifies whether to display the Resource Limit Facility data.
Default: NO

BATCH
Specifies whether to generate the following statement in a request. The default for the online execution in the data
collector is NO. The default for the execution of the batch report writer is YES.

PACKAGE
Specifies whether to include package information in the batch accounting short reports.
Default: NO

DATASHR
Specifies whether to generate the data sharing statements in a request.
Default: NO

IQL-INCLUDE-ACCT
Specifies whether online reporting processes ACCT (IFCID 3) records for the real-time summarization and
reporting. The system parameter IQL-INCLUDE-ACCT or batch report writer parameters (RWPARMS) control this
setting.
This setting does not affect the online thread history collection and reporting. For example, data that is stored
and reported in the online history files. Also, this setting does not affect the collection of the ACCT record for
demand requests such as probes. By default, this setting controls the collection and display of Quick Summaries
in the Thread History main menu option (IQL requests AUTHHIST, CONNHIST, CORRHIST, PLANHIST, and
THRDHIST).
Default: NO

IQL-INCLUDE-SORT
Specifies whether online reporting processes start and end SORT (IFCIDs 95 and 96) records for the real-time
summarization and reporting. The system parameter IQL-INCLUDE-SORT or batch report writer parameters
(RWPARMS) control this setting.
This setting does not affect the collection of sort records for thread history (HIST-ACCT-DETAIL=SORTSUM
setting). Also, this setting does not affect the collection of these records for demand requests, such as probes. By
default, this setting controls the collection and display of the Sort Utilization Summary (SORTSUM IQL request)
view under the More. . . panel of the Active Threads main menu option. This setting also controls the use of the
RECSSORT IQL-based exception. A section of the APPLEXCP IQL request generates this exception.
Default: NO

IQL-INCLUDE-LOCKSUSPEND
Specifies whether online reporting processes start and end LOCK-SUSPEND (IFCIDs 44 and 45) records for the
real-time summarization and reporting. The system parameter IQL-INCLUDE-LOCKSUSPEND or batch report
writer parameters (RWPARMS) control this setting.
This setting does not affect the collection of lock suspend records for thread history (HIST-ACCT-DETAIL=
LOCKSPND setting). Also, this setting does not affect the collection of lock suspend records for demand requests
such as probes. By default, this setting controls the collection and display of the Lk Susp Sum view (formerly
Lock Summary), PLANLOCK IQL request, under the Thread History main menu view bar. This setting also
controls the collection of the LOCK-SUSPEND records for the LOCKCONT (shows deadlocks and timeouts) IQL
request.

NOTE
LOCKCONT still reports on all the lock holders and waiters for a deadlock or timeout as reported by
IFCIDs 172 and 196. Suspend time for the deadlock or timeout is not included.

Default: NO
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HISTORY-ACCT-FILTER
Specifies whether the FILTERAC IQL request starts by default. The system parameter HISTORY-ACCT controls
this setting. The setting for batch is always FALSE. If HISTORY-ACCT=FILTER and HISTORY=YES, then this
variable has TRUE setting.
Default: NO

XNETAGT
Specifies whether the online and history IQL requests used for CSM or DX Application Performance Management
start during the data collector initialization.
Default: NO

IQL-INCLUDE-IFCID318
Controls whether to start the DYNSTATS IQL request, which starts IFCID 318. When IFCID 318 is enabled, Db2
collects and stores statistics for dynamic SQL to the dynamic statement cache.
The system parameter IQL-INCLUDE-IFCID318 controls this setting.
Default: YES

IQL-INCLUDE-IFCID400
Specifies whether to start the STASTATS IQL request, which enables IFCID 400. When IFCID 400 is enabled,
Db2 collects and stores statistics for static SQL to the EDM pool.
The system parameter IQL-INCLUDE-IFCID400 controls this setting.
Default: NO

HISTORY-SQLTEXT
Specifies the availability of the Dynamic SQL text database and associated IQL functions.
Values: TRUE, FALSE

Custom IQL Variables

You can define custom IQL variables. These variables can be used in customized IQL requests to optionally disable parts
of the requests. Custom IQL variables can be both logical and numeric. Custom IQL variables are configured using the
IQL-DEFINE system parameter.

IQL Reserved Words
The following list contains IQL reserved words that cannot be used in a request, except as the keywords specified in the
syntax:
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• #ELSE
• #ELSEIF
• #IF
• #IFEND
• ABG
• ACCUM
• AND
• ASC
• ASCENDING
• AT
• ATTRIB
• AVB
• AVBLOCK
• BATCH
• BLK
• BLKSIZE
• BLOCK
• BY
• COLFMT
• COLHDG
• COLSPC
• COLUMNS
• CONSOLE
• COPY
• COUNT
• CYL
• CYLINDERS
• DA
• DATASET
• DATASHR
• DATE
• DATEMD
• DATETIME
• DAY
• DB2VER
• DBIDNAME
• DD
• DDF
• DDN
• DDNAME
• DECLARE
• DELTA
• DEMAND
• DESC
• DESCENDING
• DEST
• DISPLAY-LAST
• DS
• DSN
• ELSE
• ELSEIF
• EQ
• EXCP
• EXTRACT
• F
• FI
• FILE
• FILEATTR
• FILTER
• FLASH
• FOCUS-KEY
• GE
• GLOBAL
• GLOBALS
• GRAND-TOTAL-TABLE
• GROUP
• GT
• GTT
• HA
• HALF-HOUR
• HC
• HD
• HELP
• HISTORY-ACCT-FILTER
• HOUR
• HOURS
• IDENT-SUP
• IF
• IFEND
• ILOG
• IMOD
• IMODSSID
• INCLUDE
• INKEY
• INTERVAL
• INTERVAL-FORMAT
• INT-START-TIME
• INTTIME
• IQL-INCLUDE-ACCT
• IQL-INCLUDE-SORT
• IQL-INCLUDE-LOCKSUSPEND
• IS
• JOIN
• KEY
• LE
• LINESIZE
• LS
• LT
• MAX
• MAXLINES
• MAXRECS
• MAXTIME
• MEAN
• MIN
• MINUTE
• MINUTES
• ML
• MOD
• MONITOR
• MR
• MT
• NATURAL-DB2
• NE
• NEVENTS
• NEW
• NINTERVALS
• NO
• NODATA
• NODISP
• NOSCROLL
• NOT
• NOTIFY
• NOTIFYL
• NOWRAP
• OBIDNAME
• OF
• OFF
• OLD
• ON
• OR
• ORDER
• OREO
• OUTEXIT
• OUTFILE
• OUTPUT
• OUTPUT-INTERVAL
• OWNER-UNIQUE
• PAGESIZE
• PCT
• PER
• PF
• PL
• PLOT
• PLOT-LABEL
• PREFIX
• PRINT
• PS
• QTR-HOUR
• RATE
• RECTYPE
• REDEFINES
• RESET DURATION
• RESET-TIME
• RESULTIS
• REVIEW
• RLF
• SECOND
• SECONDS
• SECS
• SELECT
• SELECT-KEY
• SF
• SHR
• SK
• SL
• SORT
• SORT-LINES
• SP
• SPACE
• ST
• START-DATE
• START-TIME
• STMT-CAPTURE
• STMT-EXTRACT
• STOP-DATE
• STOP-DURATION
• STOP-PAUSED
• STOP-TIME
• SUBTOT
• SUM
• SUMMARIZE
• SWITCH-EXIT
• SYSOUT
• TERMINAL
• TESTANY
• TESTOFF
• TESTON
• THEN
• TIME
• TIMED2
• TIMED3
• TIMED4
• TIME-FORMAT
• TIMESS
• TITLE
• TR
• TRACE
• TRACKS
• USER-EXIT
• VALOF
• WHERE
• XNETAGT
• YES
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IQL Editor
IQL Editor is a stand-alone Insight Query Language (IQL) editing tool for SYSVIEW for Db2 for use with Microsoft
Windows. As a database administrator, install IQL Editor to edit IQL files, design IQLs, modify IQLs, and create custom
IQL reports. IQL Editor supports tabbed editing, which allows working with multiple open files in a single window.

Prerequisites

Before instaling IQL Editor, ensure that the following system requirements are met:

• Windows 7 or later
• Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.2 or later

Installation

We deliver the IQL Editor installer file with the Database Management Solutions for Db2 installation package. The installer
is in the zFS file system, in hlq.CDBAZFS data set. Download the installer from the USS folder and install IQL Editor on
your PC.

1. Locate the installer in the mounted hlq.CDBAZFS file system. The installer path is uss-mountpoint/IDB2/
IQLEditorInstaller.exe.
If you cannot locate the mountpoint directory, refer to your z/OS programmer, who performs Database Management
Solutions for Db2 installations and maintenance on your z/OS systems. The USS mountpoint for the zFS file system is
defined during the SMP/E installation.

2. Use ftp in binary mode to download the installer to your PC.
3. Open the installer to start the installation wizard.
4. Accept the license terms.
5. Select Install to complete the installation.

NOTE
If Microsoft .NET Framework is not available on your PC, the installer attempts to download it. If you have no
internet connection, work with your Microsoft administrator to install Microsoft .NET Framework.

You installed IQL Editor for SYSVIEW for Db2 on your PC.

Download and Upload IQL Files

To edit the IQL files, download them from the mainframe to your PC in text mode. To apply the changes, upload the files
back to the mainframe from your PC in text mode.

1. Open the Windows Command Prompt (cmd).
2. Use the ftp command to connect to the mainframe. You can connect through an IP address or DNS address.

ftp XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX

or

ftp dnsaddress

3. The console prompts you for the username and password. Provide your mainframe ID and your mainframe password.
4. Select your IQL library data set as a working directory.

ftp> cd 'IQL.PDS.NAME'

5. (Optional) Turn off interactive mode to avoid the confirmation steps for each file transfer.
ftp> prompt off

6. You must transfer files in ASCII (Text) mode. Use the ascii command to switch to text mode.
ftp> ascii

7. Use the mget command to download files from the mainframe to the PC.
Use the mput command to upload files to the mainframe from the PC.
Use the get or put command to download or upload a single file.
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ftp> mget * (downloads all files from the selected folder)       

ftp> mput * (uploads all files from the selected folder)

ftp> get filename (downloads a single file)

When the files are on your PC, you can upload them to IQL Editor.

Example

The following example shows the transfer of files from mainframe to PC. We download all files from the working directory
PTIPROD.RD200.PRD.CDBATREQ to the local folder.
C:\IQLs>ftp ca31

Connected to usilca31.broadcom.com.

220-FTPD311 IBM FTP CS V2R3 at USILCA31.BROADCOM.COM, 12:41:12 on 2021-12-14.

220 Connection will close if idle for more than 8 minutes.

User (usilca31.broadcom.com:(none)): username

331 Send password please.

Password:

230 username is logged on. Working directory is "USERNAME.".

ftp> cd 'PTIPROD.RD200.PRD.CDBATREQ'

250 The working directory "PTIPROD.RD200.PRD.CDBATREQ" is a partitioned data set

ftp> prompt off

Interactive mode Off .

ftp> ascii

200 Representation type is Ascii NonPrint

ftp> mget *

200 Representation type is Ascii NonPrint

200 Port request OK.

125 Sending data set PTIPROD.RD200.PRD.CDBATREQ(ACCSHIST) FIXrecfm 80

250 Transfer completed successfully.

ftp: 11726 bytes received in 0.09Seconds 134.78Kbytes/sec.

200 Port request OK.

125 Sending data set PTIPROD.RD200.PRD.CDBATREQ(ALTERBP) FIXrecfm 80

250 Transfer completed successfully.

ftp: 6642 bytes received in 0.09Seconds 76.34Kbytes/sec.

Create IQL Files

IQL Editor allows you to create IQL files. To create a file, select File, New from the main menu. When you add content to
the new file, you can use snippets with ready pre-defined code parts. To save a file, select File, Save from the menu. To
upload the file to the mainframe, follow the steps from Download and Upload IQL Files.
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Interface

The following image shows the IQL Editor interface. Available files are listed on the left. Files APPLIO and APPLPROF
are open in tabs. Code editor and IQL Visual Output module show the content of APPLIO, which is the selected file.

IFCID Records
This section describes the record list, common fields, and particular IFCIDs sorted numerically.

This section provides information about fields that are used in batch reports, archive tables, or when writing requests.

Description of each IFCID and its fields is also available online in the TSO/VTAM user interface from the Index Help
Menu. To access the menu, perform one of the following steps:

• Enter INDEX on the command line
• Select option 2 Index from the Help pull-down menu

Record List
This section lists the records and fields that are used in writing requests. The records are grouped according to how
data is accessed from Db2 (control block data and event trace records). Within the event trace records, the records are
grouped by performance class trace or audit trace.

NOTE
The IFCIDs and their fields are also accessible directly in the product in the Help Index.

Control Block Records
Control block records integrate data that is sampled by the data collector at the interval break. The INTERVAL parameter
of the request specifies this condition.
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These records are synchronous. Many of them correspond to records that process batch data. For example, record
number 1001 (CURR-STATS1, interactive data) corresponds to record number 001 (STATS1, batch data).

The following list includes all such records and describes what they record:

THREAD-SQL (124)
Current SQL Statement Data.

THREAD-STATS (148)
Active Thread Statistics.

LOCK-HOLDERS (149)
Resource lock statistics.

LOCKS-HELD (150)
Lock Owners and Request Wait Statistics.

DATASET-IO-STATS (199)
Data Set I/O Statistics Record.

DYNAMIC-ZPARMS (202)
Dynamic system parameter information.

STMG-POOL-STATS (217)
Storage Management Pool Statistics Record.

STMG-POOL-SUMRY (225)
Storage Management Pool Summary Record.

GRP-BUFFER-STATS (230)
Group buffer pool statistics.

CALLING-AGT-AUTHID (234)
Authorization ID information for the calling agent.

CF-STATISTICS (254)
Coupling Facility Cache Structure Statistics.

DYNAMIC-SQL-STMT (317)
Dynamic SQL Statement Text.

THREAD-PACKAGES (346)
Detailed package information for all packages that are called from a thread.

RECORD-LOCATION (365)
Remote locations that a Db2 subsystem communicates with through DRDA protocols.

CONNECTION-STATS (369)
Thread accounting aggregated by connection type.

DECP-LOCATION (373)
Location of the DECP control block that the attached subsystem loaded at startup and the name of the DECP
module.

EDM-POOL-STMTS (401)
Static statements that are tracked in the EDM pool.

CURR-STATS1 (1001)
Statistics Record 1.

CURR-STATS2 (1002)
Statistics Record 2.

XPB0 (1005)
Data sets that are currently allocated by DBM1 Db2 address space.
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CURR-PARMS (1006)
Current Db2 Parameters (DSNZPARM fields).

CRCT (1007)
CICS RCT Connection Information.

CRCTSS (1008)
CICS RCT Transaction Information.

EDB (1009)
Data Set Extent Description.

OBTBL (1010)
Internal ID Translation.

IMS-REGION (1011)
IMS Region Connection Information.

ADDED-ZPARMS (1014)
Additional System Parameters.

ACTIVE-LOGS (1015)
Log data sets.

BUFFER-TRACE (1016)
Buffer Pool Activity.

IRLM-CONTENTIONS (1017)
Lock Contention.

IRLM-LOCKS (1018)
Locks Held by a Thread.

MVS-SUMMARY (1019)
Address Space Activity-Summary.

MVS-TCBS (1020)
Address Space Task Structure.

MVS-PROGRAMS (1021)
Programs Loaded in an Address Space.

MVS-VIRTUAL-STOR (1022)
Virtual Storage Static Map.

MVS-DATASETS (1023)
Data sets in the Address Space.

MVS-ENQUEUES (1024)
Address Space Enqueues.

THREAD-SEC-AUTHIDS (1025)
Thread Authorization IDs.

STATS-BUFFER-SIZES (1026)
Buffer Pool and ZPARM Fields.

THREAD-DDF-DATA (1027)
DDF Thread Statistics.

THREAD-MINI-STATS (1028)
Summary statistics for all currently executing threads.

THREAD-GLB-STATS (1029)
Thread Group Buffer Pool and Global Locking Stats.
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DC-DATA-SHARE (1030)
Db2 and Data Collector Data Sharing Group Fields.

IDB2THRD (1034)
Additional thread detail data that the product collects when accounting detail is enabled.

CT-POOL-USAGE (1035)
Cursor table usage statistics.

SKCT-POOL-USAGE (1036)
Skeleton cursor table usage statistics.

PT-POOL-USAGE (1037)
Package table usage statistics.

SKPT-POOL-USAGE (1038)
Skeleton package table usage statistics.

DBD-POOL-USAGE (1039)
DBD storage statistics.

DSG-DETAIL (1040)
DISPLAY GROUP DETAIL command summary.

EDM-STAT-STMT-COLL (1041)
Static statements that are tracked in the EDM pool.

IDB2-EXCEPTIONS (1042)
Currently active exceptions.

DYNAMIC-CACHE-COLL (1043)
Dynamic statements that are tracked in the dynamic statement cache.

APM-APPL-SUM (1044)
Summary of the application activity.

IDB2STAT (1047)
Extra subsystem statistics.

UTILITY-EXEC (1050)
Utility status.

Event Trace Records
Db2 produces event trace records and sends them to the IFI destination for reporting.

These records are asynchronous. Each indicates an actual event in the Db2 execution. These events do not depend on
sampling intervals. Many events have pairs of records for start and end. The end events typically contain all data from the
start events, so they are only necessary for tracing.

This topic categorizes event trace records. Categories are listed in an alphabetical order.

Audit Records

The Db2 audit facility produces the following records:

UTILITY-ST (023)
Utility Start. Associated with Audit trace class 8.

UTIL-PHASE (024)
Utility Phase Change. Associated with Audit trace class 8.
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UTILITY (025)
Utility End. Associated with Audit trace class 8.

SET-SQLID (055)
Set current SQLID. Associated with Audit trace class 7.

IDENTIFY (083)
End of Identify. Associated with Audit trace class 7.

SIGNON (087)
End of Signon. Associated with Audit trace class 7.

AUDIT-FAILURES (140)
Authorization failures. Associated with Audit trace class 1.

GRANT-REVOKE (141)
Use of GRANT and REVOKE statements. Associated with Audit trace class 2.

AUDIT-DDL (142)
Use of CREATE, ALTER, and DROP statements. Associated with Audit trace class 3.

AUDIT-WRITE (143)
Use of INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements. Associated with Audit trace class 4.

AUDIT-READ (144)
First SELECT statement per transaction per table. Associated with Audit trace class 5.

AUDIT-LOG (145)
Binds for static and dynamic SQL. Associated with Audit trace class 6.

DIST-AUTH-TRANS (169)
Distributed AUTH-ID Translation. Associated with Audit trace class 7.

UTILITY-LIST (219)
Utility list processing. Associated with DB2 audit trace class 8.

UTILITY-STATS (220)
Utility data set usage statistics. Associated with Audit trace class 8.

TRUSTED-CONTEXT (269)
A trusted connection being established or reused. Associated with Audit trace class 10.

TRUSTED-CONTEXTDDL (270)
A new trusted context being defined or altered using SQL CREATE and ALTER statements. Associated with Audit
trace class 10.

ACCESS-CNTL-TRC (271)
Records a row permission or column mask being dropped, created, or altered. Associated with Audit trace class
11.

SECURITY-AUDIT (319)
Audit trail for the authorization ID conversion for a KERBEROS user ID. Associated with Audit trace class 7.

AUDIT-ADMIN-AUTH (361)
Information that is used to audit administrative authorities. The following record is associated with Audit trace
class 11:

AUDITPOLICY-TRACE (362)
Records START TRACE AND STOP TRACE with the AUDITPOLICY option.

Authorization Exit Information

The following record is associated with Performance trace class 22:
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ACC-AUTH-EXIT (314)
Access control authorization exit parameters.

Background Events

Background events are not related to other processing and include the following types of records:

• Statistics records generated by the statistics trace
• Checkpoints by Db2
• Application termination (usually abends)
• Short on storage (region too small) conditions
• Mapping records used for interpreting traces
• Trace on and off records

The following records are associated with Performance trace class 1:

STATS1 (001)
Same as CURR-STATS1.

STATS2 (002)
Same as CURR-STATS2.

TRACE-START (004)
The beginning of trace.

TRACE-STOP (005)
The end of trace.

EDM-FULL (031)
EDM pool full.

CHECKPOINT-ST (042)
Begin checkpoint.

CHECKPOINT (043)
End checkpoint.

EOM-ST (076)
Begin EOM.

EOM (077)
End EOM.

EOT-ST (078)
Begin EOT.

EOT (079)
End EOT.

SOS-ON (102)
On for short on storage.

SOS-OFF (103)
Off for short on storage.

DB-DS-MAP (105)
Buffer manager mapping of DBIDs and OBIDs.

DSNZPARM (106)
System parameters that refer to trace.

OPEN-CLOSE (107)
Buffer manager OPEN and CLOSE activity.
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The following records are associated with Performance trace class 19:

DS-OPEN (370)
Records when a page set data set opens.

DS-CLOSE (371)
Records when a page set data set closes.

Buffer Manager I/O and EDM Requests

Relate to physical I/O. Use these records to summarize I/O to the page set level. The following records are mostly
associated with Performance trace class 4:

READ-IO (006)
Begin read I/O.

READ-IO (007)
End read I/O.

WRITE-IO-ST (008)
Begin synchronous or asynchronous write I/O.

WRITE-IO (009)
End synchronous or asynchronous write I/O.

EDM-REQ-ST (029)
Begin EDM I/O request.

EDM-REQ (030)
End EDM I/O request.

PAGE-WAITS (127)
Begin wait for I/O performed for another thread.

PAGE-RESUMES (128)
End wait for I/O performed for another thread.

PG-LATCH-WAIT-ST (226)
Begin wait for page latch.

PG-LATCH-WAIT (227)
End wait for page latch.

IO-PAR-INS-BEG (357)
Beginning of the insert into an index with I/O parallelism.

IO-PAR-INS-END (358)
End of the insert into an index with I/O parallelism.

INDEX-PAGE-SPLIT (359)
Index page split.

PSEUDO-DELETED (377)
The activity of index pseudo delete daemon.

INDEX-SPLIT (396)
Index split.

Data Capture

Relate to data capture feature of Db2. The following record is associated with Db2 global trace class 9:

DATA-CAPTURE-BUFR (184)
Information from DC communication buffers.
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Data Manager Detail

Relate to tracing of database index and page set scans. These records break out work by page set and help you
understand the functioning of the application. The following records are associated with Performance trace class 8:

SCAN-ST (015)
Begin scan

SCAN (018)
End scan

MIAP-SELECTION (125)
Multiple index access path selection.

PARALLEL-GROUP-EXE (221)
Degree of parallelism of a parallel group.

PARALLEL-GROUP-SUM (222)
Number of rows processed by a parallel group.

PARALLEL-GRP-TASK (231)
Parallel group task time.

TBL-CHK-CONST(305)
Table check constraint.

GLB-TEMP-TBL (311)
Global temporary table details.

PAR-GRP-STRAW-TRC (363)
Describes how Db2 uses the straw model distribution method to process parallel groups.

Data Sharing Detail

The following records are associated with Performance trace class 21:

XI-BUFFER (255)
Buffer Cross-Invalidated

DS-P-LOCKING (259)
P-locking Dynamics for Data Sharing

GBP-CASTOUT (263)
Group Buffer Pool Castout Details

ASYNC-IXL-REQS (329)
Asynchronous GBP IXL Request Time

Data Sharing Global Statistics

The following record is associated with Statistics trace class 5:

GRP-BUFFER-STATS (230)
Group Buffer Pool Statistics

Data Sharing Summary

The following records are associated with Performance trace class 20:

INVALIDATE-DBD (249)
EDM Pool Invalidate DBD
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GRP-BUFFER-CONN (250)
Group Buffer Pool Connect/Disconnect

DS-GLOB-INTEREST (251)
Inter-Db2 Interest Changes for Data Sharing Objects

ALTER-GBP-RESULTS (256)
ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL Command Results

DS-IRLM-NOTIFY (257)
Inter-Db2 Notify Message Sending Detail

GBP-CHKPNT (261)
Group Buffer Pool Checkpoint Processing Details

GBP-CAST-THSH (262)
Group Buffer Pool Castout Threshold

CF-REBLD-START (267)
Coupling Facility Structure Rebuild/Alter Begin

CF-REBLD-END (268)
Coupling Facility Structure Rebuild/Alter End

Db2 Message Monitoring

Provide Db2 messages. The following record is associated with Performance trace class 18:

DB2-ERROR-MSGS (197)
Records WTO messages issued by Db2.

Db2 Subsystem Exception Conditions

Describe system exceptions that mainly involve updates at multiple sites. The following records are associated with
Statistics trace class 4:

HEURISTIC-DECISION (203)
Heuristic Decision/Forced Commit or Abort for Distributed Indoubt Thread

REMOTE-COLDSTART (204)
Db2 Attempted to Reconnect to a System that Requests a Cold Start

WARMSTART-ERR (205)
Incorrect Logname of Synchpoint Parameters

SNA-STATE-ERROR (206)
SNA Compare States Protocol Error

HEURISTIC-DAMAGE (207)
Heuristic Damage Detected during the SNA Compare State Exchange

SYNCPOINT-ERROR (208)
SNA Synch Protocol Error during SNA Synchpoint Process with Remote Site

COMMUNICATION-LOST (209)
Synchpoint Communication Failure After Phase 1 of SNA Commit

REMOTE-LOG-CHANGE (210)
Remote Site Started with a Changed Recovery Log Name

RESTART-DATA-LOSS (235)
Conditional restart data loss.
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EXCHANGE-LOG-ERR (236)
SLN Protocol Error

DDF-RESTART-ERR (238)
Error Detected During Db2 Restart

CF-REBLD-START (267)
Coupling Facility Structure Rebuild/Alter Begin

CF-REBLD-END (268)
Coupling Facility Structure Rebuild/Alter End

MAXTEMPS-EXCEEDED (343)
An agent that exceeds the MAXTEMPS subsystem parameter value.

PREV10-CHAR-FUNC (366)
Records when an application invokes the pre-Db2 10 CHAR built-in function

APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT (376)
SQL statements potentially incompatible with the current version of Db2

PROFILE-EXCEPTIONS (402)
Profile warnings or exception conditions when they take place in a statistics interval.

Db2 Supplied UDF and Stored Procedure Trace

The following records relate to user-defined function and stored procedures:

STORED-PROC-EXE (233)
Begin or end of a call to a stored procedure or user-defined function. Associated with Performance trace class 3.

SP-UDF-ENTRY-EXIT (344)
Records entry and exit points in Db2-supplied stored procedures and user-defined functions. Associated with
global trace class 11.

SP-UDF-DATA-POINT (345)
Records data points in Db2-supplied stored procedures and user-defined functions. Associated with global trace
class 11.

STORPROC-DETAIL (380)
Begin or end of a call to a stored procedure or user-defined function. Associated with Performance trace class 24.

UDF-DETAIL (381)
Signals the beginning and the end of a user-defined function.

STMT-OUT-SP-UDF (497)
Begin or end of a call to a stored procedure or user-defined function.

STMT-INSIDE-UDF (498)
Begin or end of a call to a stored procedure or user-defined function.

STORED-PROC-EXE (499)
Begin or end of a call to a stored procedure or user-defined function. Associated with Performance trace class 24.

Db2 Wait Events

The following records describe threads with suspended execution:

AGENT-SUSPEND (170)
Begin Wait Db2 Service Task

AGENT-RESUME (171)
End Wait Db2 Service Task
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TCPIP-LOB-MAT-ST (351)
Generated at the beginning of the time that is spent waiting for TCP/IP to materialize a LOB.

TCPIP-LOB-MAT (352)
Generated at the end of the time that is spent waiting for TCP/IP to materialize a LOB.

ACCEL-CALL-START (378)
Beginning of the accelerator call event.

ACCEL-CALL-END (379)
End of the accelerator call event.

TASK-SUSP-BEGIN (382)
Suspend for the parallel task synchronization begin.

TASK-SUSP-END (383)
Suspend for the parallel task synchronization end.

Dispatching

Generate many records of no interest. The following records are associated with Performance trace class 11:

EU-SWITCH (046)
Begin Execution Unit Switch

SRB-ST (047)
Begin New SRB

SRB (048)
End New SRB

TCB-ST (049)
Begin New TCB

TCB (050)
End New TCB

SHR-LATCH-SUSP-ST (051)
Shared Latch Resume

SHR-LATCH-SUSP (052)
Shared Latch Wait

EXCL-LATCH-SUSP-ST (056)
Exclusive Latch Wait

EXCL-LATCH-SUSP (057)
Exclusive Latch Resume

SUSPEND-ST (093)
Suspend Called

SUSPEND (094)
Event Resumed

Distributed Data Processing

The following serviceability records are associated with global trace class 7:

VTAM-EXIT (164)
VTAM Exits

VTAM-MACRO (165)
VTAM Macro Calls/Returns
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VTAM-BUFFER (166)
VTAM Buffers Sent/Received

Distributed Database Information

Relate to the distributed database usage. The following records are associated with Performance trace class 16:

DRDS-REQUESTOR (157)
Distributed Request Requestor

DRDS-RESPONDER (158)
Distributed Request Responder

DRDS-CONVERSATION (159)
Create Conversation and Wait Requests

DC-REQUESTOR (160)
DC Requesting Agent Data

DC-RESPONDER (161)
DC Responding Agent Data

DTM-REQUESTOR (162)
DTM Requesting Agent Data

DTM-RESPONDER (163)
DTM Responding Agent Data

VTAM-CONV-QUEUED (167)
VTAM Conversation Allocation Requests Queued

DRDS-INTERFACE (183)
RUW Requests

Distributed SQL Text

The following record is associated with global trace class 8:

DIST-SQL-TEXT (168)
The Distributed SQL Statement.

Drain and Claim Detail

Relate to serializing resource access using the DRAIN/CLAIM functions. The following records are associated with
Performance trace class 17:

CLAIM (211)
Make Claim/Release Claim/Change Claim Request Info

DRAIN (212)
Drain Claim/Release Claim Request Information

DRAIN-SUSPEND-ST (213)
Begin Wait for a Drain Lock

DRAIN-SUSPEND (214)
End Wait for a Drain lock

CLAIM-WAIT-ST (215)
Begin Wait for Claim Count to Go to Zero

CLAIM-WAIT (216)
End Wait for Claim Count to Go to Zero
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DRDA and Private Protocol Communication Flows

The following serviceability records are associated with global trace class 9:

VTAM-TRACE (180)
Row Buffer List

DDM-OBJECTS-CREATE (181)
Row DDM Level 6B Object Create

DDM-OBJECT-TRACE (182)
Row DDM Level 6B Object Trace

DRDS-INTERFACE (183)
The type of request being processed at the requestor.

Edit and Validation Exits

Useful in debugging installation Db2 exits. The following record is associated with Performance trace class 13:

VAL-EXIT (011)
Validation Exit and Edit Exit Calls

LE Message Routine Exit

The following record is associated with Performance trace class 23:

LE-MSGRTN-EXIT (327)
LE message routine exit invocation

Lock Detail

The following records are associated with Performance trace class 7:

WARNING
These traces generate many records. Only use them if your contention problem cannot be resolved with LOCK
SUSPEND and LOCK CONTENTION traces.

LOCK (021)
Every Lock Acquired, Changed, or Released

COMMIT-LSN-TEST (223)
COMMIT_LSN Detail Record

Lock Information

Help resolving problems with lock contention. The following records are associated with Performance trace class 6:

LOCK-SUMMARY (020)
Page Lock and Table Space Lock Summary

LOCK-SUSPEND-ST (044)
Lock Suspend

LOCK-SUSPEND (045)
Lock Resume

DEADLOCK (172)
Deadlock Details

LOCK-TO-DETAIL (196)
Lock timeout details
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DRAIN-SUSPEND-ST (213)
Begin Wait for a Drain Lock

DRAIN-SUSPEND (214)
End Wait for a Drain lock

COM-LSN-TST-AGT (218)
COMMIT_LSN Summary Record

LOCK-ESCALATION (337)
Lock escalation occurrences.

Log Manager Events

Detailed tracing of log I/O. The thread accounting statistics should typically be sufficient to identify problems. The following
records are associated with Performance trace class 5:

WAIT-FOR-LOG-ST (032)
Begin Log Manager Wait

WAIT-FOR-LOG (033)
End Log Manager Wait

LOG-READ-ST (034)
Begin Read I/O

LOG-READ (035)
End Read I/O

LOG-NONIO-ST (036)
Begin Non-I/O Wait

LOG-NONIO (037)
End Non-I/O Wait

LOG-WRITE-ST (038)
Begin Write I/O

LOG-WRITE (039)
End Write I/O

LOG-WRITE-ARCH-ST (040)
Begin Archive Write

LOG-WRITE-ARCH (041)
End Archive Write

LOG-DS-MAP (104)
Log Manager Data set Mapping

ARCH-RD-WAIT (114)
Begin Read I/O Archive

ARCH-RD-DASD (115)
End Read I/O Archive DASD

ARCH-RD-TAPE (116)
End Read I/O Archive Tape

ARCH-RD-ST (117)
Begin Log Wait Archive

ARCH-RD (118)
End Log Wait Archive
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BSDS-WRITE-ST (119)
Begin BSDS Write I/O

BSDS-WRITE (120)
End BSDS Write I/O

TAPE-DEALLOC-ST (228)
Begin tape unit deallocation processing

TAPE-DEALLOC (229)
End of tape unit deallocation processing

RARQ Entry and Exit

These records are written on entry and exit from Db2. The data provides little interest. The following records are
associated with Performance trace class 14:

ACCT-REQ (067)
Start of the accounting collection

DB2-ENTRY (121)
RARQ Entry

DB2-EXIT (122)
RARQ Exit

Remote Unit of Work Error Conditions

Describe exception conditions detected by Distributed Data Facility resource manager. The following records are
associated with Statistics trace class 4:

DDIS-ERROR-REC (191)
Distributed Data Interchange Services Error

DDM-CA-ERRORS (192)
Distributed Data Manager Level 6A Header Flags Errors

UOW-SQL-MISMATCH (193)
Distributed Transaction Manager Error

INVALID-SNA-FMH5 (194)
Invalid FMH-5

DRDS-ERROR-DATA (195)
Invalid SQLDA

Serviceability Records

The following records provide data of little interest:

LOG-BUFFER (126)
Log Buffer Contents.

SMC-STORAGE-DETAIL (176)
SMC storage detail tracing.

DSNJW117-EXIT-START (178)
Begin Wait Logger Exit. Associated with user-defined classes 30, 31, and 32 for all traces.

DSNJW117-EXIT-END (179)
End Wait Logger Exit. Associated with user-defined classes 30, 31, and 32 for all traces.
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HYBRID-JOIN-OVFL (190)
Overflow Conditions for Hybrid Joins. Associated with global trace 5.

COMPRESS-DICT-ACT (264)
Compression dictionary activity.

LOCATOR-ACTION (331)
Traces creating, holding, and freeing LOB locators. Associated with user-defined trace classes.

TRANSCSO (332)
Transform CSOS. Associated with user-defined trace classes.

TRAVERSECSO (333)
CSOS passed to the LOB manager component. Associated with user-defined trace classes.

DRDS-PROT-ERR (334)
First failure data capture records for errors that DRDS detects. Associated with user-defined trace classes.

SERVICEABILITY-336 (336)
IBM serviceability use.

SQLCODE-TRACE (340)
Information for the DSN1SDMP utility about a specific SQLCODE.

AUTHLE-PROCESSING (353)
AUTHLE processing.

DB2-LE-PROCESSING (354)
Db2 LE token processing.

SQLPLIST-FLOW (355)
SQL PL flow.

SQLPLIST-VARS (356)
SQL PL variables.

ALLIED-ADDR-SPACE (364)
Creation and termination of an allied address space.

XML-STGMGR-TRACE (367)
Storage use by XML queries at run time.

PKG-RTN-AUTHCACHE (374)
The use of the package and routine authorization cache.

RID-OUT-OF-STORAGE (375)
OUT OF STORAGE conditions for the RID pool.

SRV-STAT-FDBK-RECMD (384)
Statistics feedback recommendations.

SRV-STAT-FDBK-EXTRN (385)
Statistics feedback externalization.

RACF-ENF-SIGNALS (386)
RACF ENF signal.

PROFILE-TBL-SET-STM (387)
Special register value set through the profile table facility.

RLF-PREDICT-GOVERN (397)
RLF predictive governing.

RLF-REACTIVE-GOVERN (398)
RLF reactive governing.
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ASUTIME-SQLPL-ROUT (399)
ASUTIME for SQL PL routines.

Sort Detail

These records provide data of little interest. The following records are associated with Performance trace class 9:

SORTWORK (026)
Work File Obtained

SORTRUN (027)
Detailed Sort Information

SORTRUN-ST (028)
Detailed Sort Information

SQL Events

Associated with execution of a single SQL statement. The following records are especially useful:

• SQL-STMT statistics of the resource usage.
• SQL-TEXT of dynamically bound statements.
• Tracing of SORTs executed.

The following records are mostly associated with Performance trace class 3:

SET-SQLID (055)
Set Current SQLID

SQL-STMT (058)
End SQL Statement

SQL-STMT-ST (059)
Begin SQL Statement Processing

SQL-TEXT (063)
Identify SQL Statement

AMS-CMD-ST (092)
Access Method Services Command Start

SORT-ST (095)
Sort Started

SORT (096)
Sort Ended

AMS-CMD (097)
Access Method Services Command End

PLAN-ALLOC (112)
Plan Attributes for Successful Allied Thread Allocation

MINI-PLANS (022)
Mini-Plans Generated

PACKAGE-ALLOCATED (177)
Package Attributes for Successful Allied Thread Allocation

SET-CUR-DEGREE (237)
Set CURRENT DEGREE
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ASSOC-LOCATORS (272)
Associate locator statement details

ALLOCATE-CURSOR (273)
Allocate cursor statement details

FUNC-RESOLUTION (324)
Db2 function use

TRIGGER-ACTIV (325)
Db2 trigger entry/exit

INCR-BIND-SR (341)
Incremental binds of statements that reference special registers that became longer in Db2 V8.

WORKFILE-SPACE (342)
The amount of space used by an agent in a work file or temporary database. Associated with Performance trace
class 32.

MAXTEMPS-EXCEEDED (343)
Traces agent when the MAXTEMPS subsystem parameter value for that agent is exceeded. MAXTEMPS specifies
the maximum amount of temporary storage that agent can use.

SQL-STATEMENT (350)
The complete text of a parsed SQL statement. Associated with Performance trace class 32.

REBIND-PAR-PKGS (360)
Traces incrementally rebound queries when the parallelism that was chosen in packages created before Db2 10
caused rebind.

Storage Manager

These records provide data of little interest. The following records are associated with Performance trace class 12:

GETM-NONP-ST (098)
Begin GETMAIN/FREEMAIN

GETM-NONP (099)
End GETMAIN/FREEMAIN

GETM-POOL-ST (100)
Begin GETMAIN/FREEMAIN (Pool Related)

GETM-POOL (101)
End GETMAIN/FREEMAIN (Pool Related)

These records are associated with Performance trace class 32:

ROUT-GET-STOR (277)
Db2 Routine Get Storage Events

ROUT-FREE-STOR (278)
Db2 Routine Free Storage Events

Subsystem Events

Associated with an application connecting and disconnecting to and from Db2. The accounting record contains valuable
information on the total resource usage by a thread. The following records are mostly associated with Performance trace
class 2:

ACCT (003)
Accounting
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SYNC-ST (068)
Begin Abort, Sync, Prepare for Commit, Commit Phase 2

SYNC (069)
End Abort, Sync, Prepare for Commit, Commit Phase 2

CREATE-THREAD-ST (072)
Begin CREATE THREAD

CREATE-THREAD (073)
End CREATE THREAD

TERM-THREAD-ST (074)
Begin TERMINATE THREAD

TERM-THREAD (075)
End TERMINATE THREAD

EST-EXIT-ST (080)
Begin Establish Exit

EST-EXIT (081)
End Establish Exit

IDENTIFY-ST (082)
Begin Identify

IDENTIFY (083)
End Identify

SIGNON-ST (086)
Begin Signon

SIGNON (087)
End Signon

BEGIN-QUIESCE (174)
Begin ARCHIVE LOG MODE (QUIESCE) Command Processing

END-QUIESCE (175)
End ARCHIVE LOG MODE (QUIESCE) Command Processing

COMMIT-FORCE-ST (321)
Beginning of a forced commit. Associated with Performance trace class 8.

COMMIT-FORCE (322)
End of a forced commit. Associated with Performance trace class 8.

System Statistics and Parameters

The following records are mostly associated with Statistics trace class 1:

STATS1 (001)
Statistics 1

STATS2 (002)
Statistics 2

DB-DS-MAP (105)
Buffer Manager Mapping of DBIDs and OBIDs

DSNZPARM (106)
System Parameters in Effect at Trace Invocation
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DYNAMIC-ZPARMS (202)
Dynamic System Parameter Information

STMG-POOL-SUMRY (225)
Storage management pool summary

RECORD-LOCATION (365)
Describes remote locations that a Db2 subsystem communicates with through DRDA protocols. Associated
with Statistics trace class 7.

CONNECTION-STATS (369)
Thread accounting information that is aggregated by connection type.

Utility Execution Tracing

Relate to auditing of command issuers, audit trail of BINDs. The following records are associated with Performance trace
class 10:

UTILITY-ST (023)
Utility Start

UTIL-PHASE (024)
Utility Phase Change

UTILITY (025)
Utility End

COMMAND-ST (090)
Db2 Command Text

COMMAND (091)
Db2 Command Completion

BIND-ST (108)
Begin BIND/REBIND

BIND (109)
End BIND/REBIND

FREE-PLAN-ST (110)
Begin BIND FREE

FREE-PLAN (111)
End BIND FREE

ALTERED-BUFFERS (201)
Alter Buffer Pool Command

UTILITY-LIST (219)
Utility list processing

UTILITY-STATS (220)
Utility data set usage statistics

ALTER-GBP-RESULTS (256)
ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL Command Results

Format of Records and Fields
The records and fields information in this documentation use the following format:
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• The IQL field name and description.
• The field derivation and the IBM DB2 field name. Use this name to cross-reference with IBM Db2 documentation.

When requesting data in SYSVIEW for Db2, you can specify fields with either IQL or IBM field name.
NOTE

• If no name is shown, that indicates no corresponding IBM DB2 field.
• For more information, see member DSNWMSGS in the Db2 sample library. This member contains a

listing of all Db2 Instrumentation Facility Component records and descriptions of fields that are associated
with them.

Some fields have been altered from the IBM documentation to simplify request writing.

Italicized lines indicate a group-level field. The number of fields within that group is shown.

Records in Alphabetical Order
This section lists the SYSVIEW for Db2 records in alphabetical order by record name.

The records are listed with their IFCID number, type (synchronous, asynchronous, or both), and description.

IQL Record Name IFCID Type Description
ACC-AUTH-EXIT 0314 Asynchronous Access control authorization exit

parameters.
ACCEL-CALL-END 0379 Asynchronous End Db2 accelerator call.
ACCEL-CALL-START 0378 Asynchronous Begin Db2 accelerator call.
ACCESS-CNTL-TRC 0271 Asynchronous Row permission or column mask

created, dropped, or altered.
Associated with Db2 audit trace
class 11.

ACCT 0003 Asynchronous Thread accounting information.
ACCT-PACKAGES 0239 Asynchronous Package accounting

information.
ACCT-REQ 0067 Asynchronous Beginning of accounting

collection.
ACTIVE-LOGS 1015 Synchronous Log data sets. Internal record.
ACT-LOG-SHORTAGE 0330 Asynchronous Shortage of active log space.
ADDED-ZPARMS 1014 Synchronous Additional system parameters.

Internal record.
ADV-TRIG-DB2VAR 0372 Asynchronous Advanced Triggers Db2

variables.
AGENT-RESUME 0171 Asynchronous End wait Db2 service task.
AGENT-SUSPEND 0170 Asynchronous Begin wait Db2 service task.
ALLIED-ADDR-SPACE 0364 Asynchronous Creation and termination of an

allied address space.
ALLOCATE-CURSOR 0273 Asynchronous Allocate cursor statement

details.
ALTER-GBP-RESULTS 0256 Asynchronous ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL

command results.
ALTERED-BUFFERS 0201 Asynchronous Alter buffer pool command.
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AMS-CMD 0097 Asynchronous End access method services
command.

AMS-CMD-ST 0092 Asynchronous Begin access method services
command.

APM-APPL-SUM 1044 Synchronous Summary of application activity.
Internal record.

APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT 0376 Asynchronous Application invokes unique
SQL statement potentially
incompatible with the current
Db2 version.

ARCH-RD 0118 Asynchronous End log wait archive.
ARCH-RD-DASD 0115 Asynchronous End read I/O archive on DASD.
ARCH-RD-ST 0117 Asynchronous Begin log wait archive.
ARCH-RD-TAPE 0116 Asynchronous End read I/O archive on tape.
ARCH-RD-WAIT 0114 Asynchronous Begin read I/O archive.
ASSOC-LOCATORS 0272 Asynchronous Associate locator statement

details.
ASUTIME-SQLPL-ROUT 0399 Asynchronous ASUTIME for SQL PL routines.
ASYNC-IXL-REQS 0329 Asynchronous Asynchronous GBP IXL request

time.
AUDIT-ADMIN-AUTH 0361 Asynchronous Administrative authorities audit.

Associated with Db2 audit trace
class 11.

AUDIT-DDL 0142 Asynchronous Use of CREATE, ALTER, and
DROP statements. Associated
with Db2 audit trace class 3.

AUDIT-FAILURES 0140 Asynchronous Authorization failures.
Associated with Db2 audit trace
class 1.

AUDIT-LOG 0145 Asynchronous Binds for static and dynamic
SQL. Associated with Db2 audit
trace class 6.

AUDITPOLICY-TRACE 0362 Asynchronous Start and stop trace with
AUDITPOLICY option.

AUDIT-READ 0144 Asynchronous First select statement
per transaction per table.
Associated with Db2 audit trace
class 5.

AUDIT-WRITE 0143 Asynchronous Use of INSERT, UPDATE,
and DELETE statements.
Associated with Db2 audit trace
class 4.

AUTH-COMPATIBILITY 0404 Asynchronous Authorization compatibility.
AUTHLE-PROCESSING 0353 Asynchronous AUTHLE processing trace.
BEGIN-QUIESCE 0174 Asynchronous Begin archive logmode

(quiesce) command processing.
BIND 0109 Asynchronous End bind/rebind.
BIND-ST 0108 Asynchronous Begin bind/rebind.
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BLOCK-FETCH 0391 Asynchronous Block Fetch.
BSDS-WRITE 0120 Asynchronous End BSDS write I/O.
BSDS-WRITE-ST 0119 Asynchronous Begin BSDS write I/O.
BUFFER-TRACE 1016 Synchronous Buffer pool activity. Internal

record.
BYPASSED-PROCEDURE 0224 Asynchronous Down-level select procedure

detection.
CALLING-AGT-AUTHID 0234 Synchronous Authorization ID information for

the calling agent.
CF-REBLD-END 0268 Asynchronous End coupling facility structure

rebuild/alter.
CF-REBLD-START 0267 Asynchronous Begin coupling facility structure

rebuild/alter.
CF-STATISTICS 0254 Synchronous Coupling facility cache structure

statistics.
CHECKPOINT 0043 Asynchronous End checkpoint.
CHECKPOINT-ST 0042 Asynchronous Begin checkpoint.
CLAIM 0211 Asynchronous Make claim, release claim,

change claim request
information.

CLAIM-WAIT 0216 Asynchronous End wait for claim count to go to
zero.

CLAIM-WAIT-ST 0215 Asynchronous Begin wait for claim count to go
to zero.

COM-LSN-TST-AGT 0218 Asynchronous Lock avoidance summary.
COMMAND 0091 Asynchronous End Db2 command.
COMMAND-ST 0090 Asynchronous Begin Db2 command.
COMMIT-FORCE 0322 Asynchronous End of a forced commit.
COMMIT-FORCE-ST 0321 Asynchronous Beginning of a forced commit.
COMMIT-LSN-TEST 0223 Asynchronous Lock avoidance details.
COMMUNICATION-LOST 0209 Asynchronous Synchpoint communication

failure after phase 1 of SNA
commit.

COMPRESS-DICT-ACT 0264 Asynchronous Compression dictionary activity.
CONNECTION-STATS 0369 Both Thread accounting information

aggregated by connection type.
CRCT 1007 Synchronous CICS RCT connection

information. Internal record.
CRCTSS 1008 Synchronous CICS RCT transaction

information. Internal record.
CREATE-THREAD 0073 Asynchronous End create thread.
CREATE-THREAD-ST 0072 Asynchronous Begin create thread.
CT-POOL-USAGE 1035 Synchronous Cursor table usage statistics.

Internal record.
CURR-PARMS 1006 Synchronous Db2 system parameters.

Internal record derived from
IFCID (0106) DSNZPARM.
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CURR-SQL 0124 Synchronous Current SQL statement data.
CURR-STATS1 1001 Synchronous Subsystem statistics that are

related to the MSTR Db2
address space. Internal record
derived from IFCID (0001)
STAT1.

CURR-STATS2 1002 Synchronous Subsystem statistics that are
related to the DBM1 Db2
address space. Internal record
derived from IFCID (0002)
STAT2.

DATA-CAPTURE-BUFR 0184 Asynchronous Information from DC
communication buffers.

DATASET-EXTEND 0258 Asynchronous Data set extension activity.
DATASET-IO-STATS 0199 Both Data set I/O statistics.
DB2-ENTRY 0121 Asynchronous RARQ entry.
DB2-ERROR-MSGS 0197 Asynchronous WTO messages issued by Db2.
DB2-EXIT 0122 Asynchronous RARQ exit.
DB2-LE-PROCESSING 0354 Asynchronous Db2 LE token processing trace.
DBD-POOL-USAGE 1039 Synchronous DBD storage statistics. Internal

record.
DB-DS-MAP 0105 Asynchronous Buffer manager mapping of

DBIDs and OBIDs.
DC-DATA-SHARE 1030 Synchronous Db2 and Data Collector data

sharing group data. Internal
record.

DC-REQUESTOR 0160 Asynchronous DC requesting agent data.
DC-RESPONDER 0161 Asynchronous DC responding agent data.
DDF-RESTART-ERR 0238 Asynchronous Error detected during Db2

restart.
DDIS-ERROR-REC 0191 Asynchronous Distributed data interchange

services error.
DDM-6A-ERRORS 0192 Asynchronous Distributed data manager level

6A header flags errors.
DDM-OBJECTS-CREATE 0181 Asynchronous Row DDM level 6B object

create.
DDM-OBJECTS-TRACE 0182 Asynchronous Row DDM level 6B object trace.
DEADLOCK 0172 Asynchronous Deadlock details.
DECP-LOCATION 0373 Synchronous Location of the DECP control

block that the attached
subsystem loaded at startup and
the name of the DECP module.

DIST-AUTH-TRANS 0169 Asynchronous Distributed AUTH-ID translation.
DIAG-IFCID-INFO 1048 Synchronous Internal diagnostic record.
DIST-SQL-TEXT 0168 Asynchronous The distributed SQL statement.
DRAIN 0212 Asynchronous Drain claim, release claim

request information.
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DRAIN-SUSPEND 0214 Asynchronous End wait for a drain lock.
DRAIN-SUSPEND-ST 0213 Asynchronous Begin wait for a drain lock.
DRDS-CONVERSATION 0159 Asynchronous Create conversation and wait

requests.
DRDS-ERROR-DATA 0195 Asynchronous Invalid SQLDA.
DRDS-INTERFACE 0183 Asynchronous Information about the type of

request being processed at the
requestor.

DRDS-PROT-ERR 0334 Asynchronous First failure data capture records
for errors that DRDS detects.

DRDS-REQUESTOR 0157 Asynchronous Distributed request requestor.
DRDS-RESPONDER 0158 Asynchronous Distributed request responder.
DS-CLOSE 0371 Asynchronous Page set data set closure.
DSG-DETAIL 1040 Synchronous DISPLAY GROUP DETAIL

command summary. Internal
record.

DS-GLOB-INTEREST 0251 Asynchronous Inter-Db2 interest changes for
data sharing objects.

DS-IRLM-NOTIFY 0257 Asynchronous Inter-Db2 notify message
sending detail.

DSNJW117-EXIT-END 0179 Asynchronous End wait logger exit.
DSNJW117-EXIT-STRT 0178 Asynchronous Begin wait logger exit.
DSNZPARM 0106 Both Db2 system parameters.
DS-OPEN 0370 Asynchronous Page set data set open.
DS-P-LOCKING 0259 Asynchronous P-locking dynamics for data

sharing.
DTM-REQUESTOR 0162 Asynchronous DTM requesting agent data.
DTM-RESPONDER 0163 Asynchronous DTM responding agent data.
DYNAMIC-CACHE-COLL 1043 Synchronous Dynamic SQL statement

caching usage. Internal record
derived from IFCID (0316)
DYNAMIC-SQL-STATS.

DYNAMIC-SQL-STATS 0316 Both Dynamic SQL statement
caching usage.

DYNAMIC-SQL-STMT 0317 Synchronous Dynamic SQL statement text.
DYNAMIC-STATS-ST 0318 Neither Start collecting dynamic SQL

caching statistics.
DYNAMIC-ZPARMS 0202 Both Dynamic system parameter

information.
EDB 1009 Synchronous Data set extent description.

Internal record.
EDM-FULL 0031 Asynchronous EDM pool full.
EDM-POOL-STMTS 0401 Both Static SQL statement EDM pool

usage.
EDM-POOL-STMTS-ST 0400 Neither Start collecting static SQL EDM

pool statistics.
EDM-REQ 0030 Asynchronous End EDM I/O request.
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EDM-REQ-ST 0029 Asynchronous Begin EDM I/O request.
EDM-STAT-STMT-COLL 1041 Synchronous Static SQL statement EDM pool

usage. Internal record derived
from IFCID (0401) EDM-POOL-
STMTS.

END-QUIESCE 0175 Asynchronous End archive logmode (quiesce)
command processing.

EOM 0077 Asynchronous End EOM.
EOM-ST 0076 Asynchronous Begin EOM.
EOT 0079 Asynchronous End EOT.
EOT-ST 0078 Asynchronous Begin EOT.
EST-EXIT 0081 Asynchronous End establish exit.
EST-EXIT-ST 0080 Asynchronous Begin establish exit.
EU-SWITCH 0046 Asynchronous Begin execution unit switch.
EXCHANGE-LOG-ERR 0236 Asynchronous SLN protocol error.
EXCL-LATCH-SUSP 0057 Asynchronous End exclusive latch wait.
EXCL-LATCH-SUSP-ST 0056 Asynchronous Begin exclusive latch wait.
FREE-PLAN 0111 Asynchronous End bind free.
FREE-PLAN-ST 0110 Asynchronous Begin bind free.
FTB-ALLOC 0477 Asynchronous Fast Traverse Block (FTB)

allocation and deallocation.
FUNC-RESOLUTION 0324 Asynchronous Function resolution information.
GBP-CASTOUT 0263 Asynchronous Group buffer pool castout

details.
GBP-CAST-THSH 0262 Asynchronous Group buffer pool castout

threshold.
GBP-CHKPNT 0261 Asynchronous Group buffer pool checkpoint

processing details.
GETM-NONP 0099 Asynchronous End getmain/freemain.
GETM-NONP-ST 0098 Asynchronous Begin getmain/freemain.
GETM-POOL 0101 Asynchronous End getmain/freemain (pool

related).
GETM-POOL-ST 0100 Asynchronous Begin getmain/freemain (pool

related).
GLB-TEMP-TBL 0311 Asynchronous Global temporary table details.
GRANT-REVOKE 0141 Asynchronous Use of grant and revoke

statements. Associated with
Db2 audit trace class 2.

GRP-BUFFER-CONN 0250 Asynchronous Group buffer pool connect/
disconnect.

GRP-BUFFER-STATS 0230 Both Group buffer pool statistics.
HEURISTIC-DAMAGE 0207 Asynchronous Heuristic damage detected

during the SNA compare state
exchange.
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HEURISTIC-DECISION 0203 Asynchronous Heuristic decision/forced commit
or abort for distributed indoubt
thread.

HYBRID-JOIN-OVFL 0190 Asynchronous Overflow conditions for hybrid
joins. This record is associated
with global trace 5.

IDB2ACCT 0151 Asynchronous Additional thread detail when
SysvDB2 accounting detail is
enabled. Internal record that
derives from IFCID (1034)
IDB2THRD.

IDB2-EXCEPTIONS 1042 Synchronous Identifies currently active
exceptions. Internal record.

IDB2STAT 1047 Synchronous Additional subsystem statistics.
IDB2THRD 1034 Synchronous Additional thread detail when

SysvDB2 accounting detail is
enabled. Internal record.

IDENTIFY 0083 Asynchronous End Identify.
IDENTIFY-ST 0082 Asynchronous Begin Identify.
IFI-READ-S 0188 Asynchronous Completion of a READS request

for IFCID 0185 when issued
for an external program that
captures changed Db2 data.

IMS-REGION 1011 Synchronous IMS region connection
information. Internal record.

INCR-BIND-SR 0341 Asynchronous Incremental bind of statements
that reference special registers
that became longer in Db2 8.

INDEX-PAGE-SPLIT 0359 Asynchronous Index page split.
INDEX-SPLIT 0396 Asynchronous Detailed index split information.
INDEX-WITH-FTB 0389 Asynchronous List of indexes with allocated

Fast Traverse Blocks (FTB).
INPUT-VAR-TRACE 0247 Asynchronous SQLDA data and input host

variable data related to a user
application program.

INVALIDATE-DBD 0249 Asynchronous EDM pool invalidate DBD.
INVALID-SNA-FMH5 0194 Asynchronous Invalid FMH-5.
IO 1012 Asynchronous End of read and write I/Os.

Internal record.
IO-PAR-INS-BEG 0357 Asynchronous Begin insert into an index.
IO-PAR-INS-END 0358 Asynchronous End insert into an index.
IRLM-CONTENTIONS 1017 Synchronous Lock contention. Internal record.
IRLM-LOCKS 1018 Synchronous Locks held by a thread. Internal

record.
LE-MSGRTN-EXIT 0327 Asynchronous LE message routine exit

invocation.
LOCATOR-ACTION 0331 Asynchronous Information about creating,

holding, and freeing LOB
locators.
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LOCK 0021 Asynchronous Detail lock request.
LOCK-ESCALATION 0337 Asynchronous Lock escalation occurrence.
LOCK-HOLDERS 0149 Synchronous Lock information for a given

resource.
LOCKS-HELD 0150 Synchronous Lock information for a given

thread.
LOCK-SUMMARY 0020 Asynchronous Page lock and tablespace lock

summary.
LOCK-SUSPEND 0045 Asynchronous Lock resume.
LOCK-SUSPEND-ST 0044 Asynchronous Lock suspend.
LOCK-TO-DETAIL 0196 Asynchronous Lock timeout details.
LOG-BUFFER 0126 Asynchronous Log buffer contents.
LOG-DS-MAP 0104 Asynchronous Log manager data set mapping.
LOG-NONIO-ST 0036 Asynchronous Begin log manager wait for

non‑I/O.
LOG-NONIO-WAIT 0037 Asynchronous End log manager wait for non‑I/

O.
LOG-READ 0035 Asynchronous End log manager read I/O.
LOG-READ-ST 0034 Asynchronous Begin log manager read I/O.
LOG-WRITE 0039 Asynchronous End log manager write I/O.
LOG-WRITE-ARCH 0041 Asynchronous End log manager archive write I/

O.
LOG-WRITE-ARCH-ST 0040 Asynchronous Begin log manager archive write

I/O.
LOG-WRITE-ST 0038 Asynchronous Begin log manager write I/O.
LONG-UR-CKPNT 0313 Asynchronous Long running in-flight and in-

doubt URs and readers.
MAXTEMPS-EXCEEDED 0343 Asynchronous Agent exceeds the MAXTEMPS

subsystem parameter value.
MEPL-TRACE 0186 Asynchronous MEPL trace record.
MIAP-SELECTION 0125 Asynchronous Multiple index access path

selection (MIAP).
MINI-PLANS 0022 Asynchronous Mini-plans generated.
MVS-DATASETS 1023 Synchronous Data sets in the address space.

Internal record.
MVS-ENQUEUES 1024 Synchronous Address space enqueues.

Internal record.
MVS-PROGRAMS 1021 Synchronous Programs loaded in an address

space. Internal record.
MVS-SUMMARY 1019 Synchronous Address space activity-

summary. Internal record.
MVS-TCBS 1020 Synchronous Address space task structure.

Internal record.
MVS-VIRTUAL-STOR 1022 Synchronous Virtual storage static map.

Internal record.
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OBTBL 1010 Synchronous Internal ID translation. Internal
record.

OPEN-CLOSE 0107 Asynchronous Buffer manager open and close
activity.

OUTPUT-VAR-TRACE 0248 Asynchronous SQLDA data and output host
variable data related to a user
application program.

PACKAGE-ALLOCATED 0177 Asynchronous Package attributes for
successful allied thread
allocation.

PAGE-ACCESS 0198 Asynchronous GET‑PAGE, SET WRITE
INTENT, and RELEASE PAGE
requests to the buffer manager.

PAGE-RESUMES 0128 Asynchronous End wait for I/O performed for
another thread.

PAGE-WAITS 0127 Asynchronous Begin wait for I/O performed for
another thread.

PARALLEL-GROUP-EXE 0221 Asynchronous Degree of parallelism of parallel
group.

PARALLEL-GROUP-SUM 0222 Asynchronous Number of rows processed by a
parallel group.

PARALLEL-GRP-TASK 0231 Asynchronous Parallel group task time.
PAR-GRP-STRAW-TRC 0363 Asynchronous Db2 uses the straw model

distribution method to process
parallel groups.

PG-LATCH-WAIT 0227 Asynchronous End wait for page latch.
PG-LATCH-WAIT-ST 0226 Asynchronous Begin wait for page latch.
PIPE-SUSPEND 0414 Asynchronous End of a wait for a pipe

suspend.
PIPE-SUSPEND-ST 0413 Asynchronous Begin of a wait for a pipe

suspend.
PKG-RTN-AUTHCACHE 0374 Asynchronous Package and routine

authorization cache usage.
PLAN-ALLOC 0112 Asynchronous Plan attributes for successful

allied thread allocation.
PREV10-CHAR-FUNC 0366 Asynchronous Application invokes SQL

statement potentially
incompatible with the current
Db2 version.

PROFILE-EXCEPTIONS 0402 Both Profile warning and exception
conditions.

PROFILE-TBL-SET-STM 0387 Asynchronous Special register value set
through the profile table facility.

PSEUDO-DELETED 0377 Asynchronous Activity of the index pseudo
delete cleanup daemon.

PT-POOL-USAGE 1037 Synchronous Package table usage statistics.
Internal record.

RACF-ENF-SIGNALS 0386 Asynchronous RACF ENF signal.
READ-IO 0007 Asynchronous End read I/O.
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READ-IO-ST 0006 Asynchronous Begin read I/O.
REBIND-PAR-PKGS 0360 Asynchronous Incrementally rebound query

when rebind occurs because
parallelism was selected in
packages that were created
before Db2 10.

RECORD-LOCATION 0365 Both Remote locations that a Db2
subsystem communicates with
through DRDA protocols.

REMOTE-COLDSTART 0204 Asynchronous Db2 attempted to reconnect to
a system that requests a cold
start.

REMOTE-LOG-CHANGE 0210 Asynchronous Remote site started with a
changed recovery log name.

RESTART-DATA-LOSS 0235 Asynchronous Conditional restart data loss.
RID-OUT-OF-STORAGE 0375 Asynchronous OUT OF STORAGE condition

for the RID pool.
RLF-PREDICT-GOVERN 0397 Asynchronous Resource limit facility (RLF)

predictive governing.
RLF-REACTIVE-GOVERN 0398 Asynchronous Resource limit facility (RLF)

reactive governing.
RLF-TIME-EXCEEDED 0173 Asynchronous Db2 entry for database access

threads.
ROUT-FREE-STOR 0278 Asynchronous Db2 routine free storage events.
ROUT-GET-STOR 0277 Asynchronous Db2 routine get storage events.
SCAN 0018 Asynchronous End scan.
SCAN-ST 0015 Asynchronous Begin scan.
SCA-REQ-END 0266 Asynchronous End request for a shared

communications area (SCA).
SCA-REQ-START 0265 Asynchronous Begin request for a shared

communications area (SCA).
SECURITY-AUDIT 0319 Asynchronous Audit trail for authorization ID

conversion for a Kerberos user
ID. Associated with Db2 audit
trace class 7.

SERVICEABILITY-336 0336 Asynchronous IBM serviceability record.
SET-CUR-DEGREE 0237 Asynchronous Set current degree.
SET-SQLID 0055 Asynchronous Set current SQLID.
SHR-LATCH-SHRSUSP 0051 Asynchronous End shared latch wait.
SHR-LATCH-SHRSUSP-ST 0052 Asynchronous Begin shared latch wait.
SIGNON 0087 Asynchronous End Signon.
SIGNON-ST 0086 Asynchronous Begin Signon.
SITEMON 0155 Asynchronous Reserved record for user-written

applications.
SKCT-POOL-USAGE 1036 Synchronous Skeleton cursor table usage

statistics. Internal record.
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SKPT-POOL-USAGE 1038 Synchronous Skeleton package table usage
statistics. Internal record.

SMC-STORAGE-DETAIL 0176 Asynchronous SMC storage detail tracing.
SNA-STATE-ERROR 0206 Asynchronous SNA compare states protocol

error.
SORT-ENDED 0096 Asynchronous End sort.
SORTRUN 0027 Asynchronous Detailed ordered record sort

information.
SORTRUN-ST 0028 Asynchronous Detailed partition sort

information.
SORT-ST 0095 Asynchronous Begin sort.
SORTWORK 0026 Asynchronous Work file creation for sort.
SOS-OFF 0103 Asynchronous End short on storage condition.
SOS-ON 0102 Asynchronous Begin short on storage

condition.
SP-UDF-DATA-POINT 0345 Asynchronous Data points in Db2-supplied

stored procedures and user-
defined functions.

SP-UDF-DETAIL 1045 Asynchronous Beginning and end of a stored
procedure or user-defined
function. Internal record
derived from IFCIDs (0380)
STORPROC-DETAIL and (381)
UDF-DETAIL.

SP-UDF-ENTRY-EXIT 0344 Asynchronous Entry and exit points in Db2-
supplied stored procedures and
user-defined functions.

SQLCODE-TRACE 0340 Asynchronous DSN1SDMP utility information
about a specific SQL code.

SQLPLIST-FLOW 0355 Asynchronous SQL PL flow trace.
SQLPLIST-VARS 0356 Asynchronous SQL PL variables trace.
SQL-STATEMENT 0350 Asynchronous Complete text of a parsed SQL

statement.
SQL-STMT 0058 Asynchronous End SQL statement processing.
SQL-STMT-ST 0059 Asynchronous Begin SQL statement

processing.
SQL-TEXT 0063 Asynchronous SQL statement text.
SRB 0048 Asynchronous End new SRB.
SRB-ST 0047 Asynchronous Begin new SRB.
SRV 0123 Asynchronous Db2 performance record.
SRV-STAT-FDBK-EXTRN 0385 Asynchronous Statistics feedback

externalization.
SRV-STAT-FDBK-RECMD 0384 Asynchronous Statistics feedback

recommendations.
STATS1 0001 Both Subsystem statistics that are

related to the MSTR Db2
address space.
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STATS2 0002 Both Subsystem statistics that are
related to the DBM1 Db2
address space.

STATS-BUFFER-SIZES 1026 Synchronous Buffer pool and ZPARM fields.
Internal record.

STMG-POOL-STATS 0217 Both Storage management pool
statistics.

STMG-POOL-SUMRY 0225 Both Storage management pool
summary.

STMT-INSIDE-SP 0499 Asynchronous Statement ID executed inside a
stored procedure environment.

STMT-INSIDE-SP-UDF 1046 Asynchronous Statement ID executed inside a
stored procedure or user-define
function environment. Internal
record derived for IFCIDs (498)
STMT-INSIDE-UDF and (499)
STMT-INSIDE-SP.

STMT-INSIDE-UDF 0498 Asynchronous Statement ID executed
inside a user-define function
environment.

STMT-OUT-SP-UDF 0497 Asynchronous Statement ID executed outside
of a stored procedure or user-
define function environment.

STORED-PROC-EXE 0233 Asynchronous Begin or end of a call to a stored
procedure or user-defined
function.

STORPROC-DETAIL 0380 Asynchronous Beginning and the end of a
CALL statement for external and
native SQL procedures.

SUSPEND 0094 Asynchronous Event resumed.
SUSPEND-ST 0093 Asynchronous Suspend called.
SYNC 0069 Asynchronous End abort.
SYNCPOINT-ERROR 0208 Asynchronous SNA synch protocol error during

SNA synchpoint process with
remote site.

SYNC-ST 0068 Asynchronous Begin abort.
SYS-EVENT-STALLED 0335 Asynchronous Stalled system event.
TAPE-DEALLOC 0229 Asynchronous End of tape unit deallocation

processing.
TAPE-DEALLOC-ST 0228 Asynchronous Begin tape unit deallocation

processing.
TASK-SUSP-BEGIN 0382 Asynchronous Begin suspend for the parallel

task synchronization.
TASK-SUSP-END 0383 Asynchronous End suspend for the parallel

task synchronization.
TBL-CHK-CONST 0305 Asynchronous Table check constraint.
TCB 0050 Asynchronous End new TCB.
TCB-ST 0049 Asynchronous Begin new TCB.
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TCPIP-LOB-MAT 0352 Asynchronous End wait for TCP/IP to
materialize a LOB.

TCPIP-LOB-MAT-ST 0351 Asynchronous Begin wait for TCP/IP to
materialize a LOB.

TERM-THREAD 0075 Asynchronous End terminate thread.
TERM-THREAD-ST 0074 Asynchronous Begin terminate thread.
THREAD-DDF-DATA 1027 Synchronous DDF thread statistics. Internal

record.
THREAD-GLB-STATS 1029 Synchronous Thread group buffer pool and

global locking statistics. Internal
record.

THREAD-MINI-STATS 1028 Synchronous Summary statistics for all
currently executing threads.
Internal record.

THREAD-PACKAGES 0346 Synchronous Package detailed information.
THREAD-SEC-AUTHIDS 1025 Synchronous Thread authorization IDs.

Internal record.
THREAD-STATS 0148 Synchronous Active thread statistics.
TRACE-START 0004 Asynchronous Beginning of a trace.
TRACE-STOP 0005 Asynchronous End of a trace.
TRANSCSO 0332 Asynchronous Transform CSOS information.
TRAVERSECSO 0333 Asynchronous Information about CSOS that

is passed to the LOB manager
component.

TRIGGER-ACTIV 0325 Asynchronous Db2 trigger entry/exit.
TRUSTED-CONTEXT 0269 Asynchronous Trusted connection established/

reused. Associated with Db2
audit trace class 10.

TRUSTED-CONTEXTDDL 0270 Asynchronous Trusted connection defined/
altered. Associated with Db2
audit trace class 11.

UDF-CACHING 0390 Asynchronous Caching of user-defined
functions.

UDF-DETAIL 0381 Asynchronous Beginning and the end of a
user-defined function.

UOW-SQL-MISMATCH 0193 Asynchronous Distributed transaction manager
error.

USER-SELECTION 1049 Synchronous For internal use only.
UTILITY 0025 Asynchronous Utility end.
UTILITY-EXEC 1050 Synchronous Utility status. Internal record.
UTILITY-LIST 0219 Asynchronous Utility list processing.
UTILITY-ST 0023 Asynchronous Utility start.
UTILITY-STATS 0220 Asynchronous Utility data set usage statistics.
UTIL-PHASE 0024 Asynchronous Utility phase change.
VAL-EXIT 0011 Asynchronous Validation exit and edit exit calls.
VTAM-BUFFER 0166 Asynchronous VTAM buffers sent/received.
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VTAM-CONV-QUEUED 0167 Asynchronous VTAM conversation allocation
requests queued.

VTAM-EXIT 0164 Asynchronous VTAM exits.
VTAM-MACRO 0165 Asynchronous VTAM macro calls/returns.
VTAM-TRACE 0180 Asynchronous Row buffer list.
WAIT-FOR-LOG 0033 Asynchronous End log manager wait.
WAIT-FOR-LOG-ST 0032 Asynchronous Begin log manager wait.
WARMSTART-ERR 0205 Asynchronous Incorrect logname of synchpoint

parameters.
WORKFILE-SPACE 0342 Asynchronous Amount of space used by an

agent in a work file or temp
database.

WRITE-IO 0009 Asynchronous End synchronous or
asynchronous write I/O.

WRITE-IO-ST 0008 Asynchronous Begin synchronous or
asynchronous write I/O.

XES-REQ-END 0260 Asynchronous End of a coupling facility
request.

XES-REQ-START 0252 Asynchronous Beginning of a coupling facility
request.

XI-BUFFER 0255 Asynchronous Buffer cross-invalidated.
XML-STGMGR-TRACE 0367 Asynchronous Storage use by XML queries at

run time.
XPB0 1005 Synchronous Statistics for data sets currently

allocated by DBM1 Db2 address
space. Internal record.

Records in Numerical Order
This section lists the SYSVIEW for Db2 records in numerical order by IFCID number.

The records are listed with their IQL record name, type (synchronous, asynchronous, or both), and description.

IFCID IQL Record Name Type Description
0001 STATS1 Both Subsystem statistics that are

related to the MSTR Db2
address space.

0002 STATS2 Both Subsystem statistics that are
related to the DBM1 Db2
address space.

0003 ACCT Asynchronous Thread accounting information.
0004 TRACE-START Asynchronous Beginning of a trace.
0005 TRACE-STOP Asynchronous End of a trace.
0006 READ-IO-ST Asynchronous Begin read I/O.
0007 READ-IO Asynchronous End read I/O.
0008 WRITE-IO-ST Asynchronous Begin synchronous or

asynchronous write I/O.
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0009 WRITE-IO Asynchronous End synchronous or
asynchronous write I/O.

0011 VAL-EXIT Asynchronous Validation exit and edit exit calls.
0015 SCAN-ST Asynchronous Begin scan.
0018 SCAN Asynchronous End scan.
0020 LOCK-SUMMARY Asynchronous Page lock and tablespace lock

summary.
0021 LOCK Asynchronous Detail lock request.
0022 MINI-PLANS Asynchronous Mini-plans generated.
0023 UTILITY-ST Asynchronous Utility start.
0024 UTIL-PHASE Asynchronous Utility phase change.
0025 UTILITY Asynchronous Utility end.
0026 SORTWORK Asynchronous Work file creation for sort.
0027 SORTRUN Asynchronous Detailed ordered record sort

information.
0028 SORTRUN-ST Asynchronous Detailed partition sort

information.
0029 EDM-REQ-ST Asynchronous Begin EDM I/O request.
0030 EDM-REQ Asynchronous End EDM I/O request.
0031 EDM-FULL Asynchronous EDM pool full.
0032 WAIT-FOR-LOG-ST Asynchronous Begin log manager wait.
0033 WAIT-FOR-LOG Asynchronous End log manager wait.
0034 LOG-READ-ST Asynchronous Begin log manager read I/O.
0035 LOG-READ Asynchronous End log manager read I/O.
0036 LOG-NONIO-ST Asynchronous Begin log manager wait for

non‑I/O.
0037 LOG-NONIO-WAIT Asynchronous End log manager wait for non‑I/

O.
0038 LOG-WRITE-ST Asynchronous Begin log manager write I/O.
0039 LOG-WRITE Asynchronous End log manager write I/O.
0040 LOG-WRITE-ARCH-ST Asynchronous Begin log manager archive write

I/O.
0041 LOG-WRITE-ARCH Asynchronous End log manager archive write I/

O.
0042 CHECKPOINT-ST Asynchronous Begin checkpoint.
0043 CHECKPOINT Asynchronous End checkpoint.
0044 LOCK-SUSPEND-ST Asynchronous Lock suspend.
0045 LOCK-SUSPEND Asynchronous Lock resume.
0046 EU-SWITCH Asynchronous Begin execution unit switch.
0047 SRB-ST Asynchronous Begin new SRB.
0048 SRB Asynchronous End new SRB.
0049 TCB-ST Asynchronous Begin new TCB.
0050 TCB Asynchronous End new TCB.
0051 SHR-LATCH-SHRSUSP Asynchronous End shared latch wait.
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0052 SHR-LATCH-SHRSUSP-ST Asynchronous Begin shared latch wait.
0055 SET-SQLID Asynchronous Set current SQLID.
0056 EXCL-LATCH-SUSP-ST Asynchronous Begin exclusive latch wait.
0057 EXCL-LATCH-SUSP Asynchronous End exclusive latch wait.
0058 SQL-STMT Asynchronous End SQL statement processing.
0059 SQL-STMT-ST Asynchronous Begin SQL statement

processing.
0063 SQL-TEXT Asynchronous SQL statement text.
0067 ACCT-REQ Asynchronous Beginning of accounting

collection.
0068 SYNC-ST Asynchronous Begin abort.
0069 SYNC Asynchronous End abort.
0072 CREATE-THREAD-ST Asynchronous Begin create thread.
0073 CREATE-THREAD Asynchronous End create thread.
0074 TERM-THREAD-ST Asynchronous Begin terminate thread.
0075 TERM-THREAD Asynchronous End terminate thread.
0076 EOM-ST Asynchronous Begin EOM.
0077 EOM Asynchronous End EOM.
0078 EOT-ST Asynchronous Begin EOT.
0079 EOT Asynchronous End EOT.
0080 EST-EXIT-ST Asynchronous Begin establish exit.
0081 EST-EXIT Asynchronous End establish exit.
0082 IDENTIFY-ST Asynchronous Begin Identify.
0083 IDENTIFY Asynchronous End Identify.
0086 SIGNON-ST Asynchronous Begin Signon.
0087 SIGNON Asynchronous End Signon.
0090 COMMAND-ST Asynchronous Begin Db2 command.
0091 COMMAND Asynchronous End Db2 command.
0092 AMS-CMD-ST Asynchronous Begin access method services

command.
0093 SUSPEND-ST Asynchronous Suspend called.
0094 SUSPEND Asynchronous Event resumed.
0095 SORT-ST Asynchronous Begin sort.
0096 SORT-ENDED Asynchronous End sort.
0097 AMS-CMD Asynchronous End access method services

command.
0098 GETM-NONP-ST Asynchronous Begin getmain/freemain.
0099 GETM-NONP Asynchronous End getmain/freemain.
0100 GETM-POOL-ST Asynchronous Begin getmain/freemain (pool

related).
0101 GETM-POOL Asynchronous End getmain/freemain (pool

related).
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0102 SOS-ON Asynchronous Begin short on storage
condition.

0103 SOS-OFF Asynchronous End short on storage condition.
0104 LOG-DS-MAP Asynchronous Log manager data set mapping.
0105 DB-DS-MAP Asynchronous Buffer manager mapping of

DBIDs and OBIDs.
0106 DSNZPARM Both Db2 system parameters.
0107 OPEN-CLOSE Asynchronous Buffer manager open and close

activity.
0108 BIND-ST Asynchronous Begin bind/rebind.
0109 BIND Asynchronous End bind/rebind.
0110 FREE-PLAN-ST Asynchronous Begin bind free.
0111 FREE-PLAN Asynchronous End bind free.
0112 PLAN-ALLOC Asynchronous Plan attributes for successful

allied thread allocation.
0114 ARCH-RD-WAIT Asynchronous Begin read I/O archive.
0115 ARCH-RD-DASD Asynchronous End read I/O archive on DASD.
0116 ARCH-RD-TAPE Asynchronous End read I/O archive on tape.
0117 ARCH-RD-ST Asynchronous Begin log wait archive.
0118 ARCH-RD Asynchronous End log wait archive.
0119 BSDS-WRITE-ST Asynchronous Begin BSDS write I/O.
0120 BSDS-WRITE Asynchronous End BSDS write I/O.
0121 DB2-ENTRY Asynchronous RARQ entry.
0122 DB2-EXIT Asynchronous RARQ exit.
0123 SRV Asynchronous Db2 performance record.
0124 CURR-SQL Synchronous Current SQL statement data.
0125 MIAP-SELECTION Asynchronous Multiple index access path

selection (MIAP).
0126 LOG-BUFFER Asynchronous Log buffer contents.
0127 PAGE-WAITS Asynchronous Begin wait for I/O performed for

another thread.
0128 PAGE-RESUMES Asynchronous End wait for I/O performed for

another thread.
0140 AUDIT-FAILURES Asynchronous Authorization failures.

Associated with Db2 audit trace
class 1.

0141 GRANT-REVOKE Asynchronous Use of grant and revoke
statements. Associated with
Db2 audit trace class 2.

0142 AUDIT-DDL Asynchronous Use of CREATE, ALTER, and
DROP statements. Associated
with Db2 audit trace class 3.

0143 AUDIT-WRITE Asynchronous Use of INSERT, UPDATE,
and DELETE statements.
Associated with Db2 audit trace
class 4.
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0144 AUDIT-READ Asynchronous First select statement
per transaction per table.
Associated with Db2 audit trace
class 5.

0145 AUDIT-LOG Asynchronous Binds for static and dynamic
SQL. Associated with Db2 audit
trace class 6.

0148 THREAD-STATS Synchronous Active thread statistics.
0149 LOCK-HOLDERS Synchronous Lock information for a given

resource.
0150 LOCKS-HELD Synchronous Lock information for a given

thread.
0151 IDB2ACCT Asynchronous Additional thread detail when

SysvDB2 accounting detail is
enabled. Internal record that
is derived from IFCID (1034)
IDB2THRD.

0155 SITEMON Asynchronous Reserved record for user-written
applications.

0157 DRDS-REQUESTOR Asynchronous Distributed request requestor.
0158 DRDS-RESPONDER Asynchronous Distributed request responder.
0159 DRDS-CONVERSATION Asynchronous Create conversation and wait

requests.
0160 DC-REQUESTOR Asynchronous DC requesting agent data.
0161 DC-RESPONDER Asynchronous DC responding agent data.
0162 DTM-REQUESTOR Asynchronous DTM requesting agent data.
0163 DTM-RESPONDER Asynchronous DTM responding agent data.
0164 VTAM-EXIT Asynchronous VTAM exits.
0165 VTAM-MACRO Asynchronous VTAM macro calls/returns.
0166 VTAM-BUFFER Asynchronous VTAM buffers sent/received.
0167 VTAM-CONV-QUEUED Asynchronous VTAM conversation allocation

requests queued.
0168 DIST-SQL-TEXT Asynchronous The distributed SQL statement.
0169 DIST-AUTH-TRANS Asynchronous Distributed AUTH-ID translation.
0170 AGENT-SUSPEND Asynchronous Begin wait Db2 service task.
0171 AGENT-RESUME Asynchronous End wait Db2 service task.
0172 DEADLOCK Asynchronous Deadlock details.
0173 RLF-TIME-EXCEEDED Asynchronous Db2 entry for database access

threads.
0174 BEGIN-QUIESCE Asynchronous Begin archive logmode

(quiesce) command processing.
0175 END-QUIESCE Asynchronous End archive logmode (quiesce)

command processing.
0176 SMC-STORAGE-DETAIL Asynchronous SMC storage detail tracing.
0177 PACKAGE-ALLOCATED Asynchronous Package attributes for

successful allied thread
allocation.
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0178 DSNJW117-EXIT-STRT Asynchronous Begin wait logger exit.
0179 DSNJW117-EXIT-END Asynchronous End wait logger exit.
0180 VTAM-TRACE Asynchronous Row buffer list.
0181 DDM-OBJECTS-CREATE Asynchronous Row DDM level 6B object

create.
0182 DDM-OBJECTS-TRACE Asynchronous Row DDM level 6B object trace.
0183 DRDS-INTERFACE Asynchronous Information about the type of

request being processed at the
requestor.

0184 DATA-CAPTURE-BUFR Asynchronous Information from DC
communication buffers.

0186 MEPL-TRACE Asynchronous MEPL trace record.
0188 IFI-READ-S Asynchronous Completion of a READS request

for IFCID 0185 when issued
for an external program that
captures changed Db2 data.

0190 HYBRID-JOIN-OVFL Asynchronous Overflow conditions for hybrid
joins. This record is associated
with global trace 5.

0191 DDIS-ERROR-REC Asynchronous Distributed data interchange
services error.

0192 DDM-6A-ERRORS Asynchronous Distributed data manager level
6A header flags errors.

0193 UOW-SQL-MISMATCH Asynchronous Distributed transaction manager
error.

0194 INVALID-SNA-FMH5 Asynchronous Invalid FMH-5.
0195 DRDS-ERROR-DATA Asynchronous Invalid SQLDA.
0196 LOCK-TO-DETAIL Asynchronous Lock timeout details.
0197 DB2-ERROR-MSGS Asynchronous WTO messages issued by Db2.
0198 PAGE-ACCESS Asynchronous GET‑PAGE, SET WRITE

INTENT, and RELEASE PAGE
requests to buffer manager.

0199 DATASET-IO-STATS Both Data set I/O statistics.
0201 ALTERED-BUFFERS Asynchronous Alter buffer pool command.
0202 DYNAMIC-ZPARMS Both Dynamic system parameter

information.
0203 HEURISTIC-DECISION Asynchronous Heuristic decision/forced commit

or abort for distributed indoubt
thread.

0204 REMOTE-COLDSTART Asynchronous Db2 attempted to reconnect to
a system that requests a cold
start.

0205 WARMSTART-ERR Asynchronous Incorrect logname of synchpoint
parameters.

0206 SNA-STATE-ERROR Asynchronous SNA compare states protocol
error.
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0207 HEURISTIC-DAMAGE Asynchronous Heuristic damage detected
during the SNA compare state
exchange.

0208 SYNCPOINT-ERROR Asynchronous SNA synch protocol error during
SNA synchpoint process with
remote site.

0209 COMMUNICATION-LOST Asynchronous Synchpoint communication
failure after phase 1 of SNA
commit.

0210 REMOTE-LOG-CHANGE Asynchronous Remote site started with a
changed recovery log name.

0211 CLAIM Asynchronous Make claim, release claim,
change claim request
information.

0212 DRAIN Asynchronous Drain claim, release claim
request information.

0213 DRAIN-SUSPEND-ST Asynchronous Begin wait for a drain lock.
0214 DRAIN-SUSPEND Asynchronous End wait for a drain lock.
0215 CLAIM-WAIT-ST Asynchronous Begin wait for claim count to go

to zero.
0216 CLAIM-WAIT Asynchronous End wait for claim count to go to

zero.
0217 STMG-POOL-STATS Both Storage management pool

statistics.
0218 COM-LSN-TST-AGT Asynchronous Lock avoidance summary.
0219 UTILITY-LIST Asynchronous Utility list processing.
0220 UTILITY-STATS Asynchronous Utility data set usage statistics.
0221 PARALLEL-GROUP-EXE Asynchronous Degree of parallelism of parallel

group.
0222 PARALLEL-GROUP-SUM Asynchronous Number of rows processed by a

parallel group.
0223 COMMIT-LSN-TEST Asynchronous Lock avoidance details.
0224 BYPASSED-PROCEDURE Asynchronous Down-level select procedure

detection.
0225 STMG-POOL-SUMRY Both Storage management pool

summary.
0226 PG-LATCH-WAIT-ST Asynchronous Begin wait for page latch.
0227 PG-LATCH-WAIT Asynchronous End wait for page latch.
0228 TAPE-DEALLOC-ST Asynchronous Begin tape unit deallocation

processing.
0229 TAPE-DEALLOC Asynchronous End of tape unit deallocation

processing.
0230 GRP-BUFFER-STATS Both Group buffer pool statistics.
0231 PARALLEL-GRP-TASK Asynchronous Parallel group task time.
0233 STORED-PROC-EXE Asynchronous Begin or end of a call to a stored

procedure or user-defined
function.
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0234 CALLING-AGT-AUTHID Synchronous Authorization ID information for
the calling agent.

0235 RESTART-DATA-LOSS Asynchronous Conditional restart data loss.
0236 EXCHANGE-LOG-ERR Asynchronous SLN protocol error.
0237 SET-CUR-DEGREE Asynchronous Set current degree.
0238 DDF-RESTART-ERR Asynchronous Error detected during Db2

restart.
0239 ACCT-PACKAGES Asynchronous Package accounting

information.
0247 INPUT-VAR-TRACE Asynchronous SQLDA data and input host

variable data related to a user
application program.

0248 OUTPUT-VAR-TRACE Asynchronous SQLDA data and output host
variable data related to a user
application program.

0249 INVALIDATE-DBD Asynchronous EDM pool invalidate DBD.
0250 GRP-BUFFER-CONN Asynchronous Group buffer pool connect/

disconnect.
0251 DS-GLOB-INTEREST Asynchronous Inter-Db2 interest changes for

data sharing objects.
0252 XES-REQ-START Asynchronous Beginning of a coupling facility

request.
0254 CF-STATISTICS Synchronous Coupling facility cache structure

statistics.
0255 XI-BUFFER Asynchronous Buffer cross-invalidated.
0256 ALTER-GBP-RESULTS Asynchronous ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL

command results.
0257 DS-IRLM-NOTIFY Asynchronous Inter-Db2 notify message

sending detail.
0258 DATASET-EXTEND Asynchronous Data set extension activity.
0259 DS-P-LOCKING Asynchronous P-locking dynamics for data

sharing.
0260 XES-REQ-END Asynchronous End of a coupling facility

request.
0261 GBP-CHKPNT Asynchronous Group buffer pool checkpoint

processing details.
0262 GBP-CAST-THSH Asynchronous Group buffer pool castout

threshold.
0263 GBP-CASTOUT Asynchronous Group buffer pool castout

details.
0264 COMPRESS-DICT-ACT Asynchronous Compression dictionary activity.
0265 SCA-REQ-START Asynchronous Begin request for a shared

communications area (SCA).
0266 SCA-REQ-END Asynchronous End request for a shared

communications area (SCA).
0267 CF-REBLD-START Asynchronous Begin coupling facility structure

rebuild/alter.
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0268 CF-REBLD-END Asynchronous End coupling facility structure
rebuild/alter.

0269 TRUSTED-CONTEXT Asynchronous Trusted connection established/
reused. Associated with Db2
audit trace class 10.

0270 TRUSTED-CONTEXTDDL Asynchronous Trusted connection defined/
altered. Associated with Db2
audit trace class 11.

0271 ACCESS-CNTL-TRC Asynchronous Row permission or column mask
created, dropped, or altered.
Associated with Db2 audit trace
class 11.

0272 ASSOC-LOCATORS Asynchronous Associate locator statement
details.

0273 ALLOCATE-CURSOR Asynchronous Allocate cursor statement
details.

0277 ROUT-GET-STOR Asynchronous Db2 routine get storage events.
0278 ROUT-FREE-STOR Asynchronous Db2 routine free storage events.
0305 TBL-CHK-CONST Asynchronous Table check constraint.
0311 GLB-TEMP-TBL Asynchronous Global temporary table details.
0313 LONG-UR-CKPNT Asynchronous Long running in-flight and in-

doubt URs and readers.
0314 ACC-AUTH-EXIT Asynchronous Access control authorization exit

parameters.
0316 DYNAMIC-SQL-STATS Both Dynamic SQL statement

caching usage.
0317 DYNAMIC-SQL-STMT Synchronous Dynamic SQL statement text.
0318 DYNAMIC-STATS-ST Neither Start collecting dynamic SQL

caching statistics.
0319 SECURITY-AUDIT Asynchronous Audit trail for authorization ID

conversion for a Kerberos user
ID. Associated with Db2 audit
trace class 7.

0321 COMMIT-FORCE-ST Asynchronous Beginning of a forced commit.
0322 COMMIT-FORCE Asynchronous End of a forced commit.
0324 FUNC-RESOLUTION Asynchronous Function resolution information.
0325 TRIGGER-ACTIV Asynchronous Db2 trigger entry/exit.
0327 LE-MSGRTN-EXIT Asynchronous LE message routine exit

invocation.
0329 ASYNC-IXL-REQS Asynchronous Asynchronous GBP IXL request

time.
0330 ACT-LOG-SHORTAGE Asynchronous Shortage of active log space.
0331 LOCATOR-ACTION Asynchronous Information about creating,

holding, and freeing LOB
locators.

0332 TRANSCSO Asynchronous Transform CSOS information.
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0333 TRAVERSECSO Asynchronous Information about CSOS that
is passed to the LOB manager
component.

0334 DRDS-PROT-ERR Asynchronous First failure data capture records
for errors that DRDS detects.

0335 SYS-EVENT-STALLED Asynchronous Stalled system event.
0336 SERVICEABILITY-336 Asynchronous IBM serviceability record.
0337 LOCK-ESCALATION Asynchronous Lock escalation occurrence.
0340 SQLCODE-TRACE Asynchronous DSN1SDMP utility information

about a specific SQL code.
0341 INCR-BIND-SR Asynchronous Incremental bind of statements

that reference special registers
that became longer in Db2 8.

0342 WORKFILE-SPACE Asynchronous Amount of space used by an
agent in a work file or temp
database.

0343 MAXTEMPS-EXCEEDED Asynchronous Agent exceeds the MAXTEMPS
subsystem parameter value.

0344 SP-UDF-ENTRY-EXIT Asynchronous Entry and exit points in Db2-
supplied stored procedures and
user-defined functions.

0345 SP-UDF-DATA-POINT Asynchronous Data points in Db2-supplied
stored procedures and user-
defined functions.

0346 THREAD-PACKAGES Synchronous Package detailed information.
0350 SQL-STATEMENT Asynchronous Complete text of a parsed SQL

statement.
0351 TCPIP-LOB-MAT-ST Asynchronous Begin wait for TCP/IP to

materialize a LOB.
0352 TCPIP-LOB-MAT Asynchronous End wait for TCP/IP to

materialize a LOB.
0353 AUTHLE-PROCESSING Asynchronous AUTHLE processing trace.
0354 DB2-LE-PROCESSING Asynchronous Db2 LE token processing trace.
0355 SQLPLIST-FLOW Asynchronous SQL PL flow trace.
0356 SQLPLIST-VARS Asynchronous SQL PL variables trace.
0357 IO-PAR-INS-BEG Asynchronous Begin insert into an index.
0358 IO-PAR-INS-END Asynchronous End insert into an index.
0359 INDEX-PAGE-SPLIT Asynchronous Index page split.
0360 REBIND-PAR-PKGS Asynchronous Incrementally rebound query

when rebind occurs because
parallelism was selected in
packages that were created
before Db2 10.

0361 AUDIT-ADMIN-AUTH Asynchronous Administrative authorities audit.
Associated with Db2 audit trace
class 11.

0362 AUDITPOLICY-TRACE Asynchronous Start and stop trace with
AUDITPOLICY option.
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0363 PAR-GRP-STRAW-TRC Asynchronous Db2 uses the straw model
distribution method to process
parallel groups.

0364 ALLIED-ADDR-SPACE Asynchronous Creation and termination of an
allied address space.

0365 RECORD-LOCATION Both Remote locations that a Db2
subsystem communicates with
through DRDA protocols.

0366 PREV10-CHAR-FUNC Asynchronous Application invokes SQL
statement potentially
incompatible with the current
Db2 version.

0367 XML-STGMGR-TRACE Asynchronous Storage use by XML queries at
run time.

0369 CONNECTION-STATS Both Thread accounting information
aggregated by connection type.

0370 DS-OPEN Asynchronous Page set data set open.
0371 DS-CLOSE Asynchronous Page set data set closure.
0372 ADV-TRIG-DB2VAR Asynchronous Advanced Triggers Db2

variables.
0373 DECP-LOCATION Synchronous Location of the DECP control

block that the attached
subsystem loaded at startup and
the name of the DECP module.

0374 PKG-RTN-AUTHCACHE Asynchronous Package and routine
authorization cache usage.

0375 RID-OUT-OF-STORAGE Asynchronous OUT OF STORAGE condition
for the RID pool.

0376 APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT Asynchronous Application invokes unique
SQL statement potentially
incompatible with the current
Db2 version.

0377 PSEUDO-DELETED Asynchronous Activity of the index pseudo
delete cleanup daemon.

0378 ACCEL-CALL-START Asynchronous Begin Db2 accelerator call.
0379 ACCEL-CALL-END Asynchronous End Db2 accelerator call.
0380 STORPROC-DETAIL Asynchronous Beginning and the end of a

CALL statement for external and
native SQL procedures.

0381 UDF-DETAIL Asynchronous Beginning and the end of a
user-defined function.

0382 TASK-SUSP-BEGIN Asynchronous Begin suspend for the parallel
task synchronization.

0383 TASK-SUSP-END Asynchronous End suspend for the parallel
task synchronization.

0384 SRV-STAT-FDBK-RECMD Asynchronous Statistics feedback
recommendations.

0385 SRV-STAT-FDBK-EXTRN Asynchronous Statistics feedback
externalization.
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0386 RACF-ENF-SIGNALS Asynchronous RACF ENF signal.
0387 PROFILE-TBL-SET-STM Asynchronous Special register value set

through the profile table facility.
0389 INDEX-WITH-FTB Asynchronous List of indexes with allocated

Fast Traverse Blocks (FTB).
0390 UDF-CACHING Asynchronous Caching of user-defined

functions.
0391 BLOCK-FETCH Asynchronous Block Fetch.
0396 INDEX-SPLIT Asynchronous Detailed index split information.
0397 RLF-PREDICT-GOVERN Asynchronous Resource limit facility (RLF)

predictive governing.
0398 RLF-REACTIVE-GOVERN Asynchronous Resource limit facility (RLF)

reactive governing.
0399 ASUTIME-SQLPL-ROUT Asynchronous ASUTIME for SQL PL routines.
0400 EDM-POOL-STMTS-ST Neither Start collecting static SQL EDM

pool statistics.
0401 EDM-POOL-STMTS Both Static SQL statement EDM pool

usage.
0402 PROFILE-EXCEPTIONS Both Profile warning and exception

conditions.
0404 AUTH-COMPATIBILITY Asynchronous Authorization compatibility.
0413 PIPE-SUSPEND-ST Asynchronous Begin of a wait for a pipe

suspend.
0414 PIPE-SUSPEND Asynchronous End of a wait for a pipe

suspend.
0477 FTB-ALLOC Asynchronous Fast Traverse Block (FTB)

allocation and deallocation.
0497 STMT-OUT-SP-UDF Asynchronous Statement ID executed outside

of a stored procedure or user-
defined function environment.

0498 STMT-INSIDE-UDF Asynchronous Statement ID executed
inside a user-define function
environment.

0499 STMT-INSIDE-SP Asynchronous Statement ID executed inside a
stored procedure environment.

1001 CURR-STATS1 Synchronous Subsystem statistics that are
related to the MSTR Db2
address space. Internal record
derived from IFCID (0001)
STAT1.

1002 CURR-STATS2 Synchronous Subsystem statistics that are
related to the DBM1 Db2
address space. Internal record
derived from IFCID (0002)
STAT2.

1005 XPB0 Synchronous Statistics for data sets currently
allocated by DBM1 Db2 address
space. Internal record.
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1006 CURR-PARMS Synchronous Db2 system parameters.
Internal record that is derived
from IFCID (0106) DSNZPARM.

1007 CRCT Synchronous CICS RCT connection
information. Internal record.

1008 CRCTSS Synchronous CICS RCT transaction
information. Internal record.

1009 EDB Synchronous Data set extent description.
Internal record.

1010 OBTBL Synchronous Internal ID translation. Internal
record.

1011 IMS-REGION Synchronous IMS region connection
information. Internal record.

1012 IO Asynchronous End of read and write I/Os.
Internal record.

1014 ADDED-ZPARMS Synchronous Additional system parameters.
Internal record.

1015 ACTIVE-LOGS Synchronous Log data sets. Internal record.
1016 BUFFER-TRACE Synchronous Buffer pool activity. Internal

record.
1017 IRLM-CONTENTIONS Synchronous Lock contention. Internal record.
1018 IRLM-LOCKS Synchronous Locks held by a thread. Internal

record.
1019 MVS-SUMMARY Synchronous Address space activity-

summary. Internal record.
1020 MVS-TCBS Synchronous Address space task structure.

Internal record.
1021 MVS-PROGRAMS Synchronous Programs that are loaded in an

address space. Internal record.
1022 MVS-VIRTUAL-STOR Synchronous Virtual storage static map.

Internal record.
1023 MVS-DATASETS Synchronous Data sets in the address space.

Internal record.
1024 MVS-ENQUEUES Synchronous Address space enqueues.

Internal record.
1025 THREAD-SEC-AUTHIDS Synchronous Thread authorization IDs.

Internal record.
1026 STATS-BUFFER-SIZES Synchronous Buffer pool and ZPARM fields.

Internal record.
1027 THREAD-DDF-DATA Synchronous DDF thread statistics. Internal

record.
1028 THREAD-MINI-STATS Synchronous Summary statistics for all

currently executing threads.
Internal record.

1029 THREAD-GLB-STATS Synchronous Thread group buffer pool and
global locking statistics. Internal
record.
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1030 DC-DATA-SHARE Synchronous Db2 and Data Collector data
sharing group data. Internal
record.

1034 IDB2THRD Synchronous Additional thread detail when
SysvDB2 accounting detail is
enabled. Internal record.

1035 CT-POOL-USAGE Synchronous Cursor table usage statistics.
Internal record.

1036 SKCT-POOL-USAGE Synchronous Skeleton cursor table usage
statistics. Internal record.

1037 PT-POOL-USAGE Synchronous Package table usage statistics.
Internal record.

1038 SKPT-POOL-USAGE Synchronous Skeleton package table usage
statistics. Internal record.

1039 DBD-POOL-USAGE Synchronous DBD storage statistics. Internal
record.

1040 DSG-DETAIL Synchronous DISPLAY GROUP DETAIL
command summary. Internal
record.

1041 EDM-STAT-STMT-COLL Synchronous Static SQL statement EDM pool
usage. Internal record derived
from IFCID (0401) EDM-POOL-
STMTS.

1042 IDB2-EXCEPTIONS Synchronous Identifies currently active
exceptions. Internal record.

1043 DYNAMIC-CACHE-COLL Synchronous Dynamic SQL statement
caching usage. Internal record
derived from IFCID (0316)
DYNAMIC-SQL-STATS.

1044 APM-APPL-SUM Synchronous Summary of the application
activity. Internal record.

1045 SP-UDF-DETAIL Asynchronous Beginning and end of a stored
procedure or user-defined
function. Internal record
derived from IFCIDs (0380)
STORPROC-DETAIL and (381)
UDF-DETAIL.

1046 STMT-INSIDE-SP-UDF Asynchronous Statement ID executed inside a
stored procedure or user-define
function environment. Internal
record derived for IFCIDs (498)
STMT-INSIDE-UDF and (499)
STMT-INSIDE-SP.

1047 IDB2STAT Synchronous Extra subsystem statistics.
1048 DIAG-IFCID-INFO Synchronous Internal diagnostic record.
1049 USER-SELECTION Synchronous For internal use only.
1050 UTILITY-EXEC Synchronous Utility status. Internal record.
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Common Fields
Common fields are common to all IFCIDs in the product.

All SYSVIEW for Db2 trace records contain the following fields:

ENDUSER-USERID
Specifies the user ID of the end user of the thread for which the storage is being reported.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCEUID

ENDUSER-TRANSACTION
Specifies the transaction name of the end user of the thread for which the storage is being reported.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCEUTX

ENDUSER-WORKSTATION
Specifies the workstation name of the end user of the thread for which the storage is being reported.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCEUWN

HEADER-FLAGS
Specifies the following flags:
x'80

—Indicates whether trace information in selected fields is in UNICODE (UTF-8). 1—The trace is in
UNICODE.

x'40'
—Indicates whether a check for record compatibility or incompatibility is required. 1—The check is
required.

IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSFLAG
BASEREL-SUBVERSION

Specifies the subversion for the base release.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSSUBV

ENDUSER-USERID-OFFSETS
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QWHCEUID is
truncated. This field is thread-related and does not apply to record types 1, 2, 1001, and 1002.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCEUID_OFF

ENDUSER-USERID-VAR
Specifies the workstation user ID of the end user. This ID can be different from the authorization ID used to
connect to Db2. If the client did not supply this information, this field is blank.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCEUID_D

ENDUSER-USERID-LEN
Specifies the length of user ID of the end user.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCEUID_LEN

ENDUSER-USERID-LONG
Specifies the workstation user ID of the end user. This ID can be different from the authorization ID used to
connect to Db2. If the client did not supply this information, this field is blank.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCEUID_VAR

REC-NAME
Specifies the record-name-event type.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

RMID
Specifies the resource manager ID.
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IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSRMID
IFCID

Specifies the IFCID.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSIID

LSE-IND-NUM
Specifies the release indicator number.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSRN

ACE
Specifies the ACE address-dispatch unit address.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSACE

SUBSYS
Specifies the subsystem name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSSSID

EVENT-TIME
Specifies the event date and time (STCK).
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSSTCK

EVENT-TIME-HOURS
Specifies the store clock time when the trace record was produced. The value is trimmed to hours and can be
used to group data in a summary request.
IBM DB2 field name: Derived from QWHSSTCK

EVENT-DATE
Specifies the event date (STCK), yyyymmdd.
IBM DB2 Field Name: Derived from QWHSSTCK

EVENT-TOD
Specifies the event time of day (STCK), hhmmss.
IBM DB2 Field Name: Derived from QWHSSTCK

EVENT-TIMESTAMP
Specifies the event time in Db2 timestamp format, YYYYMMddhhmmssnnnnnn.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

EVENT-DAY-OF-YEAR
Specifies the day portion of Julian date.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

EVENT-DAY-OF-WEEK
Specifies the day of the week (a number from 1 through 7, where 1 represents Sunday).
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

EVENT-CP
Specifies the CPU time between the start/end pair of events. This time does not include the CPU time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP.
IBM DB2 Field Name: Delta of QWHUCPU-QWHUSE values

WEEK-NUM
Specifies the relative week number since 01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or summarizing data by
week.
IBM DB2 Field Name: Derived from QWHSSTCK

INTTIME, INT-START-TIME
Specifies the start timestamp of the interval, for an interval-based request.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A
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INTENDTM, INT-END-TIME
Specifies the end timestamp of the interval, for an interval-based request.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

INTELAP, INT-ELAP-TIME
Specifies the elapsed time for the interval, for an interval-based request.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

DEST-SEQ-NUM
Specifies the record sequence number for the destination.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSWSEQ

IFCID-SEQ-NUM
Specifies the record sequence number for the IFCID
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSISEQ

LOCATION
Specifies the local location name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSLOCN

LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QWHSLOCN is
truncated. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSLOCN_OFF

LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the location name by which Db2 refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a network of subsystems.
The location name is defined in the communications database in table SYSIBM.LOCATIONS, which maps
location names to VTAM LU names.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSLOCN_D

LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSLOCN_LEN

LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the location name by which Db2 refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a network of subsystems. The
location name is defined in the communications database in table SYSIBM.LOCATIONS, which maps location
names to VTAM LU names.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSLOCN_VAR

AUTH-ID
Specifies the authorization ID. This field is thread-related and does not apply to record types 1, 2, 1001, and 1002.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCAID

AUTH-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QWHCAID is
truncated. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCAID_OFF

AUTH-ID-VAR
Specifies the primary authorization ID of the Db2 thread producing the trace data. This field varies in length and
contains the complete name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCAID_D
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AUTH-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the authorization ID.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCAID_LEN

AUTH-ID-LONG
Specifies the primary authorization ID of the Db2 thread producing the trace data. This field contains the complete
field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCAID_VAR

CORR-ID, CORRELATION
Indicates the correlation ID value. This field is thread-related and does not apply to record types 1, 2, 1001, and
1002.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCCV

CORR-NAME-DERIVED
Specifies a derived value from the correlation ID.

• For IMS threads, the value is the PSB name.
• For CICS threads, the value is the CICS transaction ID.
• For all other threads, the value is the same as the correlation ID.

This field is useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.
IBM DB2 Field Name: Derived from QWHCCV

JOB-STEP
Contains a JCL step name for the batch job when the Db2 thread is running as a TCB.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCJOBSTEP

CONN-NAME, CONNECTION, CONN-TYPE
Specifies the connection name. This field is thread-related and does not apply to record types 1, 2, 1001, and
1002.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCCN

CONN-TYPE-8
Specifies a short description of the type of connection that the thread that produced the trace data uses.
Examples include the following descriptions:

• TSO
• DB2CALL
• DLI-BTCH
• CICS
• IMS-BMP
• IMS-MPP
• DB2-PRIV
• DRDA
• IMS-CNTL
• IMS-TBMP
• UTILITY
• RRS

IBM DB2 Field Name: Derived from QWHCATYP
PLAN-NAME, PLAN

Specifies the plan name. This field is thread-related and does not apply to record types 1, 2, 1001, and 1002.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCPLAN
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OPER-ID
Specifies the original authorization ID before signon exit. This field is thread-related and does not apply to record
types 1, 2, 1001, and 1002.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCOPID

OPER-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QWHCOPID is
truncated. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCOPID_OFF

OPER-ID-VAR
Specifies the original authorization ID before the authorization exit routine of the installation changed the ID.
If the exit routine did not change the original ID, or is not present, the OPER ID is the same as the authorization
ID.
An exception occurs when a thread is reused for IMS and CICS. If a thread is reused in CICS or IMS and the
authorization ID of the current user differs from the authorization ID currently associated with the thread (the last
user of the thread), then the OPER ID is the authorization ID of the previous user.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCOPID_D

OPER-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the original authorization ID.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCOPID_LEN

OPER-ID-LONG
Specifies the original authorization ID before the authorization exit routine of the installation changed the ID.
If the exit routine did not change the original ID, or is not present, the OPER ID is the same as the authorization
ID.
An exception occurs when a thread is reused for IMS and CICS. If a thread is reused in CICS or IMS and the
authorization ID of the current user differs from the authorization ID currently associated with the thread (the last
user of the thread), then the OPER ID is the authorization ID of the previous user.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCOPID_VAR

EVENT-DUR
Specifies the event duration-for end events from START/END pairs.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

EVENT-CPU
Specifies the event CPU time-for end events from START/END pairs. This time includes CPU that is consumed on
an IBM zIIP.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalizes the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times may be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A
SUBSYS-CRIT-EXC

Specifies the number of critical subsystem exceptions that were detected during the last exception cycle.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

SUBSYS-WARN-EXCPT
Specifies the number of warning subsystem exceptions that were detected during the last exception cycle.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A
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SUBSYS-INFO-EXCPT
Specifies the number of informational subsystem exceptions that were detected during the last exception cycle.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

DATABASE-CRIT-EXCPT
Specifies the number of critical database exceptions that were detected during the last exception cycle.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

DATABASE-WARN-EXCPT
Specifies the number of warning database exceptions that were detected during the last exception cycle.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

DATABASE-INFO-EXCPT
Specifies the number of informational database exceptions that were detected during the last exception cycle.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

APPL-CRIT-EXCPT
Specifies the number of critical application exceptions that were detected during the last exception cycle.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

APPL-WARN-EXCPT
Specifies the number of warning application exceptions that were detected during the last exception cycle.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

APPL-INFO-EXCPT
Specifies the number of informational application exceptions that were detected during the last exception cycle.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

MVS-SMF-ID
Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

DB2-SRC
Specifies the subsystem recognition character (SRC) for the Db2 subsystem. The SRC must prefix every
command that is issued from a console for this subsystem.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

DB2-VERSION
Specifies the Db2 version number.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

DB2-ELAPSED-TIME
Specifies how long the Db2 subsystem has been active.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

CONN-SYSTEM
Specifies the connecting system type code.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCATYP

CONN-TOKEN
Specifies the network name, LUNAME, CICS uniqueness value (if RCT coded TOKENE=YES).
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

DS-DB2-MEMBER
Specifies the Db2 member name within the Db2 data sharing group.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

DS-GROUP-NAME, DATASHR-GROUP-NAME
Specifies the Db2 data sharing group name. Use DATASHR-GROUP-NAME in any IQL WHERE clause.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A
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DS-DATA-MEMS-COUNT
Specifies the count of data collectors that returned data to be included in the aggregated data sharing display.
This count represents the number of data sharing group members whose data is included in the aggregated
statistics. If either of the following conditions exist, this count is 1:

• The data is not from a data sharing group member.
• The data does not show aggregated statistics (not a summary request).

IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A
DS-DATA-MEMS-VAR

Specifies the list of data sharing members (SSID list) for which an associated data collector returned data. The
returned data is included in the aggregated data sharing display. If either of the following conditions exist, this list
has one SSID (local SSID):

• The data is not from a data sharing group member.
• The data does not show aggregated statistics (not a summary request).

This IQL variable is a variable length string value.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

DS-DATA-MEMS-LONG
Specifies the list of data sharing members (SSID list) for which an associated data collector returned data. This
data is included in the aggregated data sharing display.
If either of the following conditions exist, this list has one SSID (local SSID):

• The data is not from a data sharing group member.
• The data does not show aggregated statistics (not a summary request).

This IQL variable is a fixed-length string value padded with blanks.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

PADDING-FIELD
Always contains zero. This field is used by archive requests.
DB2 Name: N/A

ZERO-TOD
Always contains zero. This field is used by archive requests.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

ZERO-FIELD
Always contains zero. This field is used by archive requests.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

DS-DATA-MEMS-LEN
Specifies the data string length of the list of data sharing members (SSID list) for which an associated data
collector returned data. This data is included in the aggregated data sharing display.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

START-EVENT-TIME
Specifies the start time for Db2 events that come in pairs of records (begin and end events).
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

INSIGHT-THREAD-UNIQ
Specifies the activity that is associated with an instance of a thread. When thread is reused in CICS and IMS, this
field specifies a logical unit of work
Use this field in thread-related requests to logically group thread activity. This field does not display a value.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

DB2-STATUS
Specifies the status of the Db2 subsystem (active or inactive).
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IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A
DB2-START-TIME

Specifies the date and time that the Db2 subsystem was started.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

DB-NAME
Specifies the database name for applicable record types. This field is a valid character translation of the DBID
field when this field occurs in a record. This field is otherwise unpredictable and is not translated for repeating
fields in MIAP-SELECTION and LOCK-SUMMARY.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

PAGESET-NAME
Specifies the page set name for applicable record types. This field is a valid character translation of the OBID
or PAGESET-OBID fields when this field occurs in a record. This field is otherwise unpredictable and is not
translated for repeating fields in MIAP-SELECTION and LOCK-SUMMARY.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

TRUSTEDCONTENT-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QWHC to the trusted context name, when the application is running in
a trusted context. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long
name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCTCXT_OFF

TRUSTEDCONTEXT-VAR
Specifies the trusted context name. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCTCXT_D

TRUSTEDCONTEXT-LEN
Specifies the length of the trusted context name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCTCXT_LEN

TRUSTEDCONTEXT-LONOG
Specifies the trusted context name.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCTCXT_VAR

ROLE-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QWHC to the role name associated with the authorization ID when the
application is running in a trusted context. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this
field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the
trace record.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCROLE_OFF

ROLE-NAME-VAR
Specifies the role name that is associated with the authorization ID.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCROLE_D

ROLE-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the role name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCROLE_LEN

ROLE-NAME-LONG
Specifies the role name that is associated with the authorization ID.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCROLE_VAR
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ORIG-APP-USER-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QWHC to the original application user ID. This field provides no practical
tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify
that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCOAUD_OFF

ORIG-APP-USER-VAR
Specifies the original application user ID. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCOAUD_D

ORIG-APP-USER-LEN
Specifies the length of the original application user ID.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCOAUD_LEN

ORIG-APP-USER-LONG
Specifies the original application user ID. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWlHCOAUD_VAR

CORR-TOKEN-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QWHC to the extended correlation token field. This field provides no
practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field
to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCCTKN_OFF

CORR-TOKEN-VAR
Specifies the extended correlation token value. Requester applications in a distributed environment can provide
a token value to identify the connecting application. If the appropriate information is provided, this field contains
a correlation token. Use this token to correlate work on the remote system with work performed on the Db2
subsystem.
The correlation token contains the following components, which are separated by a period:

• 3 to 39 character IP address.
• 1 to 8 character port address.
• 12 character unique identifier.

This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCCTKN_D

CORR-TOKEN-LEN
Specifies the length of the extended correlation token value.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCCTKN_LEN

CORR-TOKEN-LONG
Specifies the extended correlation token value. A requester application in a distributed environment can provide
a token value to identify the connecting application. If the appropriate information is provided, this field contains
a correlation token. Use this token to correlate work on the remote system with work performed on the Db2
subsystem.
The correlation token contains the following components, which are separated by a period:

• 3 to 39 character IP address.
• 1 to 8 character port address.
• 12 character unique identifier.

This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCCTKN_VAR

DB2-RLSE-NUM
Specifies the Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.
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IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A
NULLS-14-FIELDS

Contains Y if the Db2 data is from a release before version 14. Otherwise, this field contains N.

NOTE
Fields NULLS-31-FIELDS through NULLS-91-FIELDS and NULLS-10-FIELDS through NULLS-13-
FIELDS provide the same information for older versions (3 through 9 and 10 through 13).

IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A
ACCT-ZERO

Always contains zero. Used by archive requests.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

STATS1-ZERO
Always contains zero. Used by archive requests.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

STATS2-ZERO
Always contains zero. Used by archive requests.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

CICS-TRANSID
Specifies the four-character CICS transaction ID for CICS-related data.
IBM DB2 Field Name: Derived from QWHCCV

IMS-PST-NUM
Contains the four-character PST number for IMS-related data.
IBM DB2 Field Name: Derived from QWHCCV

IMS-PSB-NAME
Contains the eight-character PSB name for IMS-related data.
IBM DB2 Field Name: Derived from QWHCCV

ARC-EXTENDED-CONN-TYPE
Specifies an extended description of the type of connection used by the thread that produced the trace data. For
example:

• TSO ONLINE/BATCH
• DB2 CALL ATTACH
• DL/I BATCH
• CICS ATTACH
• IMS ATTACH BMP
• IMS ATTACH MPP
• SYSTEM-DIRECTED ACCESS
• APPLIC-DIRECTED ACCESS
• IMS CONTROL REGION
• IMS TRANSACTION BMP
• DB2 UTILITIES
• RRSAF ATTACH

IBM DB2 Field Name: Derived from QWHCATYP
MVS-SYSTEM-ID

Specifies the four character MVS system ID.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSSID
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ACCOUNTING-ACE
Specifies the ACE of the agent that initiated the accounting interval. If the record was written outside of the
accounting interval, this field contains a 0.
This field has the following uses:

• Correlation to QWHSACE for non-rollup IFCID 3 records.
• Correlate to QWARACE for DDF/RRSAF rollup accounting.

IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCAACE
IWHDUSE

Specifies the CPU time of the currently dispatched execution unit consumed on an IBM specialty engine.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHUSE

EVENT-SE
Specifies the CPU time used only on a zIIP engine between the start and end of an event.
The zIIP CPU time is normalized.
IBM DB2 Field Name: Delta of QWHUSE values

ENDUSER-TRANSACTION-OFF
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QWHCEUTX is
truncated.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCEUTX_OFF

ENDUSER-TRANSACTION-VAR
Specifies the transaction or application is running. If the client did not provide this information, this field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCEUTX_D

ENDUSER-TRANSACTION-LEN
Specifies the length of the end-user transaction name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCEUTX_LEN

ENDUSER-TRANSACTION-LONG
Specifies the transaction or application is running. If the client did not provide this information, this field is blank.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCEUTX_VAR

ENDUSER-WORKSTATION-OFF
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QWHCEUWN is
truncated.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCEUWN_OFF

ENDUSER-WORKSTATION-VAR
Specifies the end-user workstation. If the client did not provide this information, this field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCEUWN_D

ENDUSER-WORKSTATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the end-user workstation name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCEUWN_LEN

ENDUSER-WORKSTATION-LONG
Specifies the end-user workstation. If the client did not provide this information, this field is blank.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHCEUWN_VAR

FUNCTION-LEVEL
Indicates the Db2 function level in the form of VxxRyMzzz.
This field is new with Db2 12.
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IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHS_MOD_LVL
COMPAT-COUNT

Specifies the number of trace record internal changes that are compatible with the original trace record layout.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHS_REC_COMPAT

INCOMPAT-COUNT
Specifies the number of trace record internal changes that are incompatible with the original trace record layout.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHS_REC_INCOMPAT

DST-LOCN-CODE
Specifies a 2-character DST location code. The value is derived from the batch report writer parameter DST-
LOCATION. DST location defines when DST starts and ends. If DST does not apply to location, this field is blank.
The following options are valid:
US

Uses DST rules for the USA.
CA

Uses DST rules for Canada.
EU

Uses DST rules for Europe.
BR

Uses DST rules for Brazil.
IS

Uses DST rules for Israel.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

GMT-OFFSET
Specifies the standard time offset from GMT for your location. This field is a one signed byte. The value is the
time zone correction in hours, derived from the batch report writer parameter GMT-ADJUSTMENT.
This field is valid for the batch report writer utility (NSIGHTRW). Else, the value is zero.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

Distributed Information
The following common fields relate to the distributed information:

REC-REQUESTOR-LOC-NAME
Specifies the location name of the requestor.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDRQNM

REC-TIME
Specifies the timestamp for DBAT trace records.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDTSTP

REC-SRVNAME
Specifies the SRVNAM parameter of the DRDA EXCSAT command.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDSVNM

SRVNAM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QWHDSVNM is
truncated. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDSVNM_OFF
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SRVNAM-VAR
Specifies the EXSCAT SRVNAM parameter.

NOTE

• If record is written at the application requestor site, this field is zero.
• If record is written at the application server site for a Db2 private protocol request, this field contains

the requestor location name.
• If record is written at the application server site for a request using the DRDA protocol, this field

contains the SRVNAM parameter of the EXSCAT DDM command. The application requestor wants
to be known to the application server by this name.

If the application requestor is a Db2 system, the SRVNAM parameter is the same as the application requestor
location name. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDSVNM_D

SRVNAM-LEN
Specifies the length of the server name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDSVNM_LEN

SRVNAM-LONG
Specifies the EXSCAT SRVNAM parameter.

NOTE

• If record is written at the application requestor site, this field is zero.
• If record is written at the application server site for a Db2 private protocol request, this field contains

the requestor location name.
• If record is written at the application server site for a request using the DRDA protocol, this field

contains the SRVNAM parameter of the EXSCAT DDM command. The application requestor wants
to be known to the application server by this name.

If the application requestor is a Db2 system, the SRVNAM parameter is the same as the application requestor
location name. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDSVNM_VAR

REC-PRDID
Specifies the PRDID parameter of the DRDA ACCRDB command.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDPRID

REQUESTOR-PRDID
Specifies the ACCRDB PRDID parameter. DDM command: access relational database product-specific ID. The
product ID of the requestor. The value is zero if the record is written at the application requestor location. If Db2
private protocol is being used, the product identifier of the requestor is always DSN (for Db2 for z/OS).
The format of QWHDPRID is:
PPPVVRRM

Where:
PPP

Represents the product identifier. Possible values are:
DSN Db2 UDB for z/OS

NOTE
This value indicates that the requestor might be using Db2 private protocol.

ARI Db2 UDB for VSE and VM
SQL Db2 UDB for LINUX, UNIX, and Windows
JCC IBM Data Server Driver for JDBC and SQLJ
QSQ Db2 UDB for iSeries
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DFH CICS
HTP HTTP requestor
HTS HTTPS requestor
LRT Requestor of an asynchronous log reader task

VV
Represents the version number.

RR
Represents the release number.

M
Represents the modification level.

IBM DB2 Field Name: Derived from QWHDPRID

Distributed Threads
The following list describes fields for distributed threads:

UNIT-OF-WORK-ID
Specifies the logical unit-of-work ID (concatenation of the next four fields).
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDLUWI

UW-NETWORK-ID
Specifies the UW-NETWORK-ID.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDNETI

UW-LU-NAME
Specifies the LUNAME.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDLUNM

UW-INSTANCE
Specifies the instance number.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHSLUUV

UW-COMMIT-COUNT
Specifies the commit count.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDCCNT

REQUESTOR-LOC-NAME
Specifies the requestor location name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDRQNM

REQ-LOC-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QWHDRQNM is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDRQNM_OFF

REQUESTOR-LOC-VAR
Specifies the Db2 location name of the application requester.
Db2 knows the application requester by this name. If the header is written at the application requester, then this
field is blank.
The LUNAME and location name of remote systems in the network are in the communications database. If the
location name of the local subsystem is not in the communications database, look in the bootstrap data set or
install panel DSNTIPR.
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If the thread is a distributed allied thread (this location is the requester), this field is set to blanks. If the thread
is a database access thread (this location is the server), this field shows the name of the location that made the
request. In addition, this name is not the same as QWHSLOCN, the local location name.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
For more information, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS: Administration Guide.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDRQNM_D

REQUESTOR-LOC-LEN
Specifies the length of the requestor location name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDRQNM_LEN

REQUESTOR-LOC-LONG
Specifies the Db2 location name of the application requester.
Db2 knows the application requester by this name. If the header is written at the application requester, this field is
blank.
The LUNAME and location name of remote systems in the network are in the communications database. If the
location name of the local subsystem is not in the communications database, look in the bootstrap data set or
install panel DSNTIPR.
If the thread is a distributed allied thread (this location is the requester), this field is set to blanks. If the thread
is a database access thread (this location is the server), this field shows the name of the location that made the
request. In addition, this name is not the same as QWHSLOCN, the local location name.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
For more information, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS: Administration Guide.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWHDRQNM_VAR

SQL Statements
The following fields are calculated from SQL-STMT-ST (IFCIDs 59-62 and 64-66), SQL-STMT (IFCID 58), and TRIGGER-
ACTIV (IFCID 325) records. If records are missing or are in incorrect order, the data in these fields might be invalid.

TRIGGERED
Indicates (YES/NO) whether this trace event was processed on behalf of a trigger.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

TRIGGER-NEST-LEVEL
If this trace event was processed on behalf of a trigger, this field indicates the current trigger nesting level. For
example if a trigger has caused another trigger to be invoked, then the current trigger nesting level would be 2.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

OWNING-TRIGGER-SCHEMA
If this trace event was processed on behalf of a trigger, this field indicates the owning trigger's schema name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

OWNING-TRIGGER-NAME
If this trace event was processed on behalf of a trigger, this field indicates the owning trigger's name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

OWNING-LOCATION-NAME
If this trace event was processed on behalf of an SQL statement, then this field indicates the owning statement's
location name.
The location identifies the name by which Db2 refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a network of subsystems. It
is the location on whose behalf the statement is being executed.
The location name is defined in the communications database in table SYSIBM.LOCATIONS, which maps
location names to VTAM LU names.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A
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OWNING-COLLECTION-ID
If this trace event was processed on behalf of an SQL statement, then this field indicates the owning statement's
collection ID.
The collection ID is an 18 character name which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the
PACKAGE parameter of the BIND PACKAGE statement.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

OWNING-PROG-NAME
If this trace event was processed on behalf of an SQL statement, then this field indicates the owning statement's
program name.
A program is the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement
is being executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements generated by the Db2 precompiler.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

OWNING-STMT-NUM
If this trace event was processed on behalf of an SQL statement, then this field indicates the owning statement's
statement number.
The statement number is the precompiler statement number of the program (DBRM or package) for the SQL
statement.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

OWNING-STMT-TYPE
If this trace event was processed on behalf of an SQL statement, then this field indicates the owning statement's
statement type code.
Statement type codes are as follows:
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• X'00'—SELECT
• X'01'—FETCH cursor
• X'10'—INSERT
• X'20'—Non-cursor UPDATE
• X'21'—Cursor UPDATE
• X'40'—Non-cursor DELETE
• X'41'—Cursor DELETE
• X'80'—Non-cursor PREPARE
• X'81'—Cursor PREPARE
• X'91'—OPEN cursor
• X'A1'—CLOSE cursor
• X'F1'—CREATE ALIAS
• X'F3'—CREATE TABLE
• X'F4'—CREATE GLOBAL TEMP TABLE
• X'F5'—CREATE INDEX
• X'F7'—CREATE TABLESPACE
• X'F9'—CREATE SYNONYM
• X'FB'—CREATE DATABASE
• X'FD'—CREATE STOGROUP
• X'FF'—CREATE VIEW
• X'E1'—DROP ALIAS
• X'E3'—DROP TABLE
• X'E5'—DROP INDEX
• X'E7'—DROP TABLESPACE
• X'E9'—DROP SYNONYM
• X'EB'—DROP DATABASE
• X'ED'—DROP STOGROUP
• X'DD'—ALTER STOGROUP
• X'DB'—ALTER DATABASE
• X'D2'—DROP PACKAGE
• X'EF'—DROP VIEW
• X'D3'—ALTER TABLE
• X'D5'—ALTER INDEX
• X'D7'—ALTER TABLESPACE
• X'C3'—COMMENT ON
• X'C5'—LABEL ON
• X'C7'—LOCK
• X'C9'—GRANT
• X'CB'—REVOKE
• X'CD'—RENAME TABLE

IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

Records and Fields
The list of records and fields helps you modify or create IQL requests.
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This section describes all trace records (IFCIDs) that are available in SYSVIEW for Db2. Records are listed in numerical
order. Each record contains the list of its fields. Some of the records subcategorize fields into subsections.

Use this information when you modify or create requests in SYSVIEW for Db2.

(001) STATS1
(001) STATS1 records subsystem statistics that are related to the MSTR Db2 address space. This record is equivalent to
IFCID (1001) CURR-STATS1. The only difference between both records is that 001 is generated by Db2 traces and 1001
is user-generated or timer-generated.

(002) STATS2
(002) STATS2 records subsystem statistics that are related to the DBM1 Db2 address space. This record is equivalent to
IFCID (1002) CURR-STATS2. The only difference between both records is that 002 is generated by Db2 traces and 1002
is user-generated or timer-generated.

(003) ACCT
IFCID 003 records thread accounting information.

This section includes topics that categorize different sections of the ACCT record fields. These topics describe all (003)
fields.

This record can only be accessed asynchronously.

(003) Db2 Accounting Record

The following list describes the Db2 accounting record fields for the (003) ACCT record:

THD-START
Specifies the begin store clock value (STCK) for the period of this accounting record.

• For a distributed or RRSAF rollup record, this field contains the begin STCK value for the first accounting
record in the rollup record.

• For a child summary record, this field contains the ending STCK value of the last record in the rollup record.
When processing child summary records, SYSVIEW for Db2 copies this value to THD-END (QWACESC) field,
which originally contained the total elapsed time of all summarized records.

• For other types of accounting records, subtract this value from the ending store clock value (QWACESC) to
determine the elapsed time of the application.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACBSC
THD-END

Specifies the thread end time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACESC

THD-ELAPSED
Specifies the thread elapsed time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

TCB-CPU-START
Specifies the begin TCB CPU time from z/OS. This time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP
processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACBJST
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TCB-CPU-END
Specifies the end TCB CPU time in all environments. This time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP
processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACEJST

TCB-CPU-TOT
Specifies the total TCB CPU.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

THD-TERM-CODE
Specifies the thread termination code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACRINV

THD-TERM-REASON
Specifies the reason for the thread termination.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

NETWORK-ID
Specifies the network ID used in IMS and CICS recovery.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACNID

COMMITS
Specifies the number of COMMITS, PHASE 2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACCOMM

ABORTS
Specifies the number of ABORTS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACABRT

ELAPSED-TIME-DB2
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time in Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACASC

TCB-CPU-DB2
Specifies the accumulated home TCB CPU time. This time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP
processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAJST

IO-WAIT-DB2
Specifies the accumulated I/O elapsed wait time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTI

LOCK-WAIT-DB2
Shows the time for which the application was suspended while waiting for a Db2 resource due to local contention.
This time does not include suspend time for global lock contention. Also, this time does not reflect latch wait time
or include wait time while acquiring a drain lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTL

ENTRY-EXIT-EVENTS
Specifies the number of Db2 Entry/Exit events processed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNA

WLM-SERV-CLSNAME
Specifies the MVS Workload Manager Service Class Name when the thread is a DBAT and the MVS release and
system definitions invoke this function. Otherwise, this field is blank or consists of binary zeros. For DDF/RRSAF
rollup records, this value is derived from the last thread to roll up data into the record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACWLME

WAIT-TRC-EVENTS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNE
WAIT-OTHER-READ

Specifies the accumulated wait time for READ I/O that is done under a different thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTR

WAIT-OTHER-WRITE
Specifies the accumulated wait time for WRITE I/O that is done under a different thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTW

WAIT-SWITCH-UPD-COM
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch for Db2 COMMIT, ABORT, or
DEALLOCATION processing. For RRSAF threads, this value includes explicit COMMIT time (SRRCMIT calls).
See QWACAWLG for implicit RRS COMMIT time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTE

WAITS-LOCK
Specifies the number of wait trace events for waits for a local Db2 resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNL

WAITS-OTHER-READ
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for READ I/O under another thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNR

WAITS-OTHER-WRITE
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for WRITE I/O under another thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNW

WAITS-SWITCH-UPD-COM
Shows the number of wait trace events processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching for COMMIT
or ABORT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNS

PAGE-LATCH-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to page latch contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTP

PAGE-LATCH-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for page latch contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNH

ACCOUNTING-FLAGS
Specifies the flags:
X'0001'

There is nonzero accounting class 2 data present
X'0002'

There is nonzero accounting class 3 data present
X'0004'

Class 2 accounting data was being collected when the record was written
X'0008'

Class 3 accounting data was being collected when the record was written
X'0010'

Class 7 accounting data was being collected when the record was written
X'0020'

Class 8 accounting data was being collected when the record was written
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X'0040'
There is rollup data for parallel child tasks or DDF/RRSAF threads

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACFLGS
PACKAGE-DBRM-COUNT

Specifies the number of packages/DBRMs for which the appropriate traces were active and therefore, package/
DBRM level accounting was performed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACPKGN

PACKAGE-LOCATION-NAME
Specifies the 16-character location name from which the current SQL originated.

NOTE
This field is only meaningful for an active thread (IFCID 148). In the accounting record (IFCID 3), this
field contains blanks.

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
PACKAGE-COLLECTION-ID

Specifies the 18-character name which identifies a set of packages.

NOTE
This field is only meaningful for an active thread (IFCID 148). In the accounting record (IFCID 3), this
field contains blanks.

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
PACKAGE-ID

Specifies the name of the DBRM member (program name) from which the previous BIND {PACKAGE} operation
bound the current SQL statement.

NOTE
This field is only meaningful for an active thread (IFCID 148). In the accounting record (IFCID 3), this
field contains blanks.

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
PACKAGE-CONSIST-TOKEN

Identifies the 64-bit unsigned binary integer that represents the package consistency token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PACKAGE-VERSION-LENGTH
Specifies the length of the package version name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PACKAGE-VERSION
Identifies the package version that was specified when the current program was precompiled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PACKAGE-VERSION-STRING
Identifies the package version that was specified when the current program was precompiled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

EXTENDED-STATUS
Shows the status of the Db2 application. If the application is not currently processing an SQL statement or Db2
function, 'IN USER' is displayed. Otherwise, the status displays 'IN DB2'.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-IO-DBNAME
Specifies the database name (or DBID) of the last page set for which I/O took place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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CURRENT-IO-PSNAME
Specifies the page set name (or PSID) of the last page set for which I/O took place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-IO-PAGE
Specifies the page number of the last page set for which I/O took place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-SQL-ELAPSED
Indicates the elapsed time for the current Db2 request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-SQL-DB2-CPU
Shows the DbB2 CPU time accumulated in the address space of the application for processing the current Db2
request. This data is only available while the current request is processing IN DB2. If the application is no longer
IN DB2, then this field is not applicable.
This time is not available for SQL statements running under an SRB and thus does not include IBM zIIP time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01244C

CURRENT-IO-STATUS
Indicates the status of the current or last I/O:
W

Waiting on I/O
C

I/O is complete
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-IO-TYPE
Shows the type of I/O:
G

Getpage
R

Release page
S

Update page
W

Update complete
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

I-O-CNT
Specifies the number of I/O operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

UNACC-DB2-TIME
Shows the accumulated thread elapsed time in Db2 that is not included in TCB time or in any of the suspension
categories. The most common contributors to “other Db2 time” are MVS paging and processor wait time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

THDTYPE
Specifies the DBAT, ALLIED-D (distributed), or ALLIED-N (nondistributed).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DBAT-ELAP-WAITING
The total time that the thread spent waiting for a DBAT to become available. This value significantly increases
when Db2 reaches or exceeds its maximum number of DBATs. Verify the QDSTQDBT field value to see whether
the MAXDBAT threshold was reached. Adjust the MAXDBAD value to increase the maximum number of DBATs.
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NOTE
Minor delays may occur when DBATs are dynamically created to service the work, even when
MAXDBAT was not reached. Adjust the ZPARM POOLINAC so that DBATs remain available longer.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACMDWT
DS-MSG-WAIT

Specifies the accumulated elapsed wait time caused by suspension for sending messages to other members in
the data sharing group.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTG

DS-GLBCONT-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated elapsed wait time caused by suspension of an IRLM lock request due to global lock
contention, which requires inter-system communication to resolve. QWACAWTL gives wait time caused by local
lock contention, which does not require inter-communication to resolve.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTJ

DS-MSG-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for sending messages to other members in the data
sharing group.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNG

DS-GLBCONT-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for global lock contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNJ

STORPROC-TCB-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time used to satisfy external stored procedure requests that were processed in
WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. If SQL procedures are called on a nested task, and the main
application execution unit does not invoke the procedures, SQL procedure time is included. This CPU time does
not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
The accounting class 1 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPCP

STORPROC-DB2-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time spent in Db2 processing SQL statements issued by stored procedures
in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes Db2 time that was used for
connecting and disconnecting the stored procedure task for external stored procedures. If SQL procedures are
called on a nested task, and the main application execution unit does not invoke the procedures, SQL procedure
times are included. This time is a subset of the class 1 QWACSPCP time. This CPU time does not include CPU
consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
The accounting class 2 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPTT

STORPROC-SQL-EVENTS
Specifies the number of SQL entry or exit events performed by stored procedures.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPNE

STORPROC-ELP-WAIT
Specifies the total elapsed time spent waiting for an available TCB before the stored procedure could be
scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACCAST

STORPROC-SQL-WAITS
Specifies the number of times an SQL CALL statement had to wait for an available TCB before the stored
procedure could be scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACCANM
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TRANS-COUNT
Indicates the number of accounting records included in a DDF/RRSAF rollup record. If the data is not part of a
rollup record, the value is 1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACPARR and QWACPCNT

PARALLEL-TASKS
Specifies one of the following values:

• For a nonrollup parent record, this value represents the parallel child agents created.
• For a nonrollup child agent record, the value is zero.
• For a parallel query rollup record, this value represents the parallel child agents rolled into the record.
• For a DDF/RRSAF rollup record, this value represents the accounting intervals rolled into the record for the

end user.
• For an autonomous procedure rollup record, this value represents the number of autonomous procedures that

were rolled into the record.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACPCNT
PARALLEL-TOKEN

Contains the token that is used to correlate parallel task records with the records of the originating task. For a
nonrollup child agent record, this value matches the ACE (QWHSACE) of the parent record. For a parallel query
rollup record, this value contains the QWHSACE value of the parent record. For a DDF/RRSAF rollup record, this
field does not apply. For an autonomous procedures rollup record, this value equals the QWHSACE value of the
parent record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACPACE

CPU-PARALLEL-CH
Indicates the child, parent, or summary byte for the accounting record:
C

A child record or a child summary record (check the full field CPU-PARALLEL-IND to see which it is)
P

A parent record
S

A summary of the child and parent records
R

A DDF/RRSAF rollup record
A

An Autonomous Stored Procedure accounting record
' '

Neither a child or parent accounting record
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CPU-PARALLEL-IND
Indicates the child, parent, or summary for the accounting record:
CHILD

A child record
PARENT

A parent record
SUM

A summary of the child and parent records
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CH SUM
A child summary record (like SUM record, but without parent in the summary)

AUT SP
An Autonomous Stored Procedure

ROLLUP
A DDF/RRSAF rollup record

' '
Neither a child or parent accounting record

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
SU-CONV-FACTOR

Contains a value that can be used to convert CPU time to a common unit known as a service unit (SU). The
conversion factor used depends on the processor model being used. By using the SU, you can do equitable
chargeback, even when work is performed on different machines. The conversion factor is used as follows:
SU = CPU seconds * (16000000/conversion factor)

The accounting class 1 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSUCV

LOG-WRITE-IO-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for log write I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARLG

LOG-WRITE-IO-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for log write I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWLG

THD-LOG-RECS
Specifies the number of log records written. The amount of logging for a thread can exceed the amount of logging
for units of recovery. The difference in log records can occur because the logging for a thread includes logging of
actions performed by Db2 on behalf of the thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACLRN

THD-BYTES-LOGGED
Specifies the total number of bytes of log records written.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACLRAB

UDF-CPU
Specifies the accumulated TCB time used to satisfy user-defined function requests processed in a Db2 stored
procedures address space or WLM established address space. This value is calculated only if accounting class
1 is active. This time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor. If native UDF is called on a
nested task and the main application unit does not invoke the native UDF, noninline UDF times are included. CPU
consumed on an IBM specialty engine is not part of this time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDCP

OTHER-UDF-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time spent in Db2 for processing SQL statements issued by user-defined
functions in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes Db2 time that was used
for connecting and disconnecting the user-defined function task. This time is a subset of the class 1 QWACUDCP
time. This value is calculated only if accounting class 2 is active. This CPU time does not include CPU consumed
on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDTT

UDF-EVENTS
Specifies the number of SQL entry/exit events performed by user-defined functions. This value is calculated only if
accounting trace class 2 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDNE
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UDF-WAIT-FOR-TCB
Specifies the total elapsed time spent waiting for an available TCB before the user-defined function could be
scheduled. This value is calculated only if accounting trace class 3 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDST

UDF-TOTAL-ELAPSED
Specifies the total elapsed time that was spent in user-defined functions in WLM-established stored procedure
address spaces. This time includes time that was spent executing SQL statements. This value is calculated only if
accounting trace class 1 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDEA

UDF-TOTAL-ELAPSED-SQL
Specifies the total elapsed time spent in Db2 for processing SQL statements issued by user-defined functions
in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes Db2 time that was used for
connecting and disconnecting the user-defined function task.
This value is calculated only if accounting trace class 3 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDEB

TRIG-TOTAL-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time used for executing triggers in the main application execution unit.
This value does not include CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTRTT

TRIG-TOTAL-ELAPSED
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time used while executing triggers in the main application execution unit. This
time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTRET

CPU-BEFORE-ENCLAVE
Specifies the accumulated TCB time used before the enclave is created.

NOTE
If this field is referenced in your customized archive IQL, SYSVIEW for Db2 returns a value of zero. Do
not remove this field from your customized archive IQL. Instead, replace it with the ACCT-ZERO field
so the output remains compatible with the table loads. Examples are provided in the default archive IQL
requests (ARCI* in the TGTREQ library).

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACPECT
DB2-CPU-BEFORE-ENCLAVE

Specifies the accumulated CPU time used for Db2 to process SQL statements before The enclave is created.

NOTE
If this field is referenced in your customized archive IQL, SYSVIEW for Db2 returns a value of zero. Do
not remove this field from your customized archive IQL. Instead, replace it with the ACCT-ZERO field
so the output remains compatible with the table loads. Examples are provided in the default archive IQL
requests (ARCI* in the TGTREQ library).

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACPECD
STORPROC-TOT-ELAPSED

Specifies the total elapsed time used to satisfy external stored procedure requests that were processed in WLM-
established stored procedure address spaces. If SQL procedures are called on a nested task, and the main
application execution unit does not invoke the procedures, SQL procedure time is included. The value of this field
includes time that was used for executing SQL statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPEA
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STORPROC-TOT-ELAPSED-SQL
Specifies the total elapsed time that was spent processing SQL statements in stored procedures or WLM address
spaces. This time includes time that was used for connecting and disconnecting a stored procedure task, for
external stored procedures. If SQL procedures are called on a nested task, and the main application execution
unit does not invoke the procedure, SQL procedure times are included.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPEB

TRIG-CPU-ENCLAVE
Specifies the accumulated CPU time used for executing triggers in a nested task.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTRTE

TRIG-ELAPSED-ENCLAVE
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time used for executing triggers in a nested task.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTREE

WAIT-LOG-QUIESCE
Shows the accumulated time in Db2 that the application was suspended due to an -ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE) command. This time reflects the actual suspend time for the individual thread, and not the time
it took for the entire command to complete.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXALOG

WAITS-LOG-QUIESCE
Shows the number of wait trace events processed for suspends due to an -ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXALCT

DRAIN-LOCK-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for drain locks.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXARND

DRAIN-LOCK-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a drain lock. This time is the time the requester is suspended while
waiting to acquire the drain lock.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXAWDR

CLAIM-RELEASE-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a drain when waiting for claims to release. After the drain lock is acquired,
the drainer must wait for claim holders to release the object.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXAWCL

CLAIM-RELEASE-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for claims to release.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXARNC

ARCHIVE-READ-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for an archive read from tape.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
This time also includes wait time for active log reads and archive log prefetch reads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXAWAR

ARCHIVE-READ-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for archive reads.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
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This field also includes wait trace events for active log reads and archive log prefetch reads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXANAR

WAITS-ASYNC-IXLS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for asynch IXLCACHE/IXLFCOMP invocations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXIXLE

WAIT-ASYNC-IXLS
Specifies the wait time for asynchronous IXLCACHE/IXLFCOMP invocations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXIXLT

WAIT-SWITCH-OPEN-CLS
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the Db2 open/close data set
service or the HSM recall service.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXOCSE

WAITS-SWITCH-OPEN-CLS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to the
open/close service.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXOCNS

WAIT-SWITCH-SYSLGRNG
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the Db2 SYSLGRNG recording
service. This service is also sometimes used for level ID checking for down-level detection.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXSLSE

WAITS-SWITCH-SYSLGRNG
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to the
SYSLGRNG recording service.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXSLNS

WAIT-SWITCH-DMS
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the Db2 data space manager
services. These services include define data set, extend data set, delete data set, reset data set, and VSAM
catalog access.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXDSSE

WAITS-SWITCH-DMS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to the data
space manager service tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXDSNS

WAIT-SWITCH-OTHER
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to other Db2 service tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXOTSE

WAITS-SWITCH-OTHER
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to other
service tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXOTNS

WAIT-FORCE-COMMIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for force-at-commit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXAWFC

WAITS-FORCE-COMMIT
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for force-at-commit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXFCCT
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PIPE-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the total time spent waiting for a pipe.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAX_PIPE_WAIT

PIPE-WAIT-COUNT
Specifies the number of times a pipe wait occurred.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAX_PIPEWAIT_COUNT

LOBCOMP-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the total time spent waiting for compression of large objects (LOBs).
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAX_LOBCOMP_WAIT

LOBCOMP-WAIT-COUNT
Specifies the number of times a wait for LOB compression occurred.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAX_LOBCOMP_COUNT

NUM-SVPT-REQS
Specifies the number of savepoint requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSVPT

NUM-SVPT-REL-REQS
Specifies the number of release savepoint requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACRLSV

NUM-SVPT-ROLB-REQS
Specifies the number of rollback to savepoint requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACRBSV

GLBCHLDL-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for child L-locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTK

GLBOTHRL-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for other L-locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTM

GLBPPPLCK-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for page set/partition P-locks. The accounting class
3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTN

GLBPAGEP-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for page P-locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTO

GLBOTHRP-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for other P-locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTQ
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GLBCHLDL-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for child L-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNK

GLBOTHRL-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for other L-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNM

GLBPPPLCK-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for pageset/partition P-locks.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNN

GLBPAGEP-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for page P-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNO

GLBOTHRP-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for other P-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNQ

TOTAL-TIME-DB2
Shows the total in Db2 elapsed time. This field sums traditional application in Db2 time, the in Db2 time spent
processing stored procedures, user-defined functions, and triggers on behalf of the application. The accounting
class 2 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

TCP-LOB-MAT-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that were processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB materialization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACALBC

TCP-LOB-MAT-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for TCP/IP LOB materialization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACALBW

APPL-ZIIP-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP in all environments (application class 1
time).

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACCLS1_ZIIP
DB2-ZIIP-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution in Db2 (class 2 time).
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NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACCLS2_ZIIP
TRIG-ZIIP-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution of triggers on the main
application execution unit.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTRTT_ZIIP
ZIIP-NOTUSED-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU executed on a standard CP for zIIP-eligible work.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACZIIP_ELIGIBLE
STORPROC-ZIIP-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP for executing stored procedure requests
on the main application execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents
class 1 and class 2 time.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPNF_ZIIP
UDF-ZIIP-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time consumed executing user-defined functions on the IBM zIIP main application
execution unit. Because these UDFs run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDFNF_ZIIP
STORPROC-LCL-ELAP

Specifies the accumulated elapsed time used while executing stored procedures on the main application
execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2
time.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPNF_ELAP
STORPROC-LCL-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is used for executing stored procedure requests on the main application
execution unit. This time does not include time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP. Because these stored
procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPNF_CP

UDF-LOCAL-ELAP
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time used while executing user-defined functions on the main application
execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2
time.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDFNF_ELAP
UDF-LOCAL-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is used for executing user-defined functions on the main application
execution unit. This time does not include time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP. Because these user-defined
functions run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDFNF_CP

CPI-SUM
Contains a 1 if the accounting record is a parallelism summary record. Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CPI-CHSUM
Contains a 1 if the accounting record is a parallelism child summary record. Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CPI-CHILD
Contains a 1 if the accounting record is a parallelism child record. Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CPI-PARENT
Contains a 1 if the accounting record is a parallelism parent record. Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ARC-TERM-REASON
Describes in detail why the account record is produced. Examples include:
DDF/RRSAF ACCUM - MAX NUM EVENTS

DDF/RRSAF ACCUM - STORAGE THRESH

DDF/RRSAF ACCUM - TIME THRESH

IFI READS REQUEST

NORMAL - SAME USER

NORMAL - NEW USER

NORMAL - DEALLOCATION

DDF TYPE 2 INACT -> INACTIVE

NORMAL - APPL. PROGRAM END

COMMIT - RRSAF THREAD

NORMAL - APPL. PROGRAM ABEND

ABNORMAL - END OF MEMORY

ABNORMAL - RESOLVE INDOUBT

ABNORMAL - CANCEL FORCE
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WORK UNIT INDOUBT - END OF TASK

WORK UNIT INDOUBT - APPL PGM ABEND

WORK UNIT INDOUBT - END OF MEMORY

WORK UNIT INDOUBT - RESOLVE INDOUBT

WORK UNIT INDOUBT - CANCEL FORCE

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV
ACCMMAX

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 1 (DDF/RRSAF ACCUM - MAX NUM EVENTS). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

ACCMSTG
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 2 (DDF/RRSAF ACCUM - STORAGE THRESH). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

ACCMTIME
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 3 (DDF/RRSAF ACCUM - TIME THRESH). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

NORMMNRD
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 4 (IFI READS REQUEST). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

RESIGNON
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 6 (NORMAL - SAME USER). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

NORMNEW
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 8 (NORMAL - NEW USER). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

DDF-INACTV
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 10 (NORMAL - DEALLOCATION). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

DDF2INA
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 11 (DDF TYPE 2 INACT -> INACTIVE). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

NORMDEAL
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 12 (NORMAL - APPL. PROGRAM END). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

COMMIT-RRSAF
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 14 (COMMIT - RRSAF THREAD). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

NORMEND
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 16 (NORMAL - APPL. PROGRAM EOT). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

ABNABND
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 20 (NORMAL - APPL. PROGRAM ABEND). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

ABNEOM
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 24 (ABNORMAL - END OF MEMORY). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

ABNINDB
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 28 (ABNORMAL - RESOLVE INDOUBT). Else, it is a 0.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV
ABNFORC

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 32 (ABNORMAL - CANCEL FORCE). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

WIDEOT
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 40 (WORK UNIT INDOUBT - END OF TASK). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

WIDABND
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 44 (WORK UNIT INDOUBT - APPL PGM ABEND). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

WIDEOM
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 48 (WORK UNIT INDOUBT - END OF MEMORY). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

WIDINDB
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 52 (WORK UNIT INDOUBT - RESOLVE INDOUBT). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

WIDFORC
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 56 (WORK UNIT INDOUBT - CANCEL FORCE). Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP-C1
Specifies the accumulated CPU time used to satisfy stored procedure requests processed in a stored procedure
address space and executed on an IBM specialty engine. If the SQL procedure is called on a nested task, and the
main application execution unit did not invoke the procedure, SQL procedure time is included.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSP_CLS1SE
SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP-C2

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed in Db2 for processing SQL statements that are issued by
stored procedures that are processed in a stored procedure address space and executed on an IBM specialty
engine. If the SQL procedure is called on a nested task, and the main application execution unit did not invoke the
procedure, times for SQL procedures are included. This time is a subset of QWACSP_CLS1SE.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSP_CLS2SE
SP-WLM-UDF-ZIIP-C1

Specifies the accumulated CPU time used to satisfy user-defined function requests processed in a stored
procedure address space and executed on an IBM specialty engine.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDF_CLS1SE
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SP-WLM-UDF-ZIIP-C2
Specifies the accumulated CPU time consumed in Db2 for processing SQL statements issued by user-defined
functions that are processed in a stored procedure address space and executed on an IBM specialty engine. This
time is a subset of QWACUDF_CLS1SE.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDF_CLS2SE
NESTED-TRIG-ZIIP

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed on an IBM specialty engine for execution of triggers on a
nested task.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTRTE_SE
LATCH-WAIT-TIME

Specifies the accumulated wait time due to latch contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWLH

LATCH-WAIT-EVENTS
Indicates the number of wait trace events processed for waits for latch contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARLH

PAR-CHILD-AGENTS
Indicates the number of parallel query child agents in a record. This field contains a zero for nonrollup records
and for autonomous procedure rollup records. For a parallel query rollup record, this field contains the number
of parallel query child agents that the record includes. For a DDF or RRSAF rollup record, this field contains the
number of parallel query child agents that the record includes. The calculation of QWACPCNT does not include
these agents.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_PT_COUNT

QWACFLGS2
Specifies indicator flags:
x'8000'

The record contains parallel query rollup data
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACFLGS2

AT-COUNT
Specifies the number of executed autonomous transactions for non-rollup and DDF/RRSAF rollup records.
Otherwise, this field contains zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AT_COUNT

AT-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the time spent waiting for the completion of autonomous transactions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AT_WAIT

PQS-SUSPEND-COUNT
Specifies the number of times the parallel query processing was waiting for the parent-child synchronization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_PQS_COUNT

PQS-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the accumulated time waiting for parallel queries to synchronize parent-child tasks.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_PQS_WAIT
ACCEL-WAIT-TRC-EVENTS

Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for accelerator requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAACC

ACCEL-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the accumulated time that the requests spent waiting for an accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAACW

ACCEL-ELIG-ELAP
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time spent processing accelerator-eligible SQL in Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_ELA

ACCEL-ELIG-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time spent processing accelerator-eligible SQL in Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_CP

ACCEL-ELIG-ZIIP
Specifies the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM specialty engine while processing accelerator-eligible
SQL in Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_SE

PROFMON-COND-TYPE
Specifies whether the thread exceeded a WARNING or EXCEPTION level set by a Db2 monitor profile.
Contains 'E' for an exception or a 'W' for a warning condition. A blank indicates that a warning or exception did not
occur.
This field applies only to MONITORING IDLE THREADs Db2 profiles.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_PROFMON_TYPE

PROFMON-PROFILE-ID
Specifies the profile ID of the Db2 monitor profile for the thread that exceeded a WARNING or EXCEPTION level
condition.
The profile ID corresponds to the PROFILEID value in the DSN_PROFILE_TABLE.
This field applies only to MONITORING IDLE THREADs Db2 profiles.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_PROFMON_PID

PROFMON-WARN-CNT
Contains a 1 if the thread exceeds a WARNING level set by a Db2 monitor profile. Otherwise this field contains 0.
This field applies only to MONITORING IDLE THREADs Db2 profiles.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PROFMON-EXCP-CNT
Contains a 1 if the thread exceeds an EXCEPTION level set by a Db2 monitor profile. Otherwise this field
contains 0.
This field applies only to MONITORING IDLE THREADs Db2 profiles.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WORKFILE-HWM
Specifies the maximum number of workfile blocks used by this agent at any given point in time.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWAC_WORKFILE_MAX

WORKFILE-CURR
Specifies the number of workfile blocks currently in use by this agent.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWAC_WORKFILE_CURR
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DECL-CPU-APPL
Specifies the total amount of application elapsed time (accounting class 1). This value includes both time spent in
Db2 and time spent in the client application.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-CPU-DB2-TOTAL
Specifies the total amount of CPU time used while in Db2 (accounting class 2). This time includes Db2 CPU
time used by stored procedures, user-defined functions, and triggers. This time also includes zIIP CPU usage
from both locally executed SQL and stored procedures and user-defined functions executed in a WLM or stored
procedure address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-CP-DB2-TOTAL
Specifies the total amount of CPU time used on CP processors while in Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-ZIIP-TIME-DB2
Specifies the total amount of CPU time used on specialty engines (zIIP) while in Db2. The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-DB2-IO
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) spent processing I/O requests or waiting for
I/O requests performed for other threads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-LOCK
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) while waiting for a Db2 resource or a
serializing process (latch). The value includes Db2 times such as page latch wait time, time the requester is
suspended while waiting to acquire the drain lock, time waiting for claims to be released, and wait time for global
lock contentions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-LOG
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) while waiting for an archive read or being
suspended due to an -ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) command. This quiesce wait time is the actual suspend
time for the individual threads, and not the time it took for the entire commands to complete.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-SERVICES
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) while waiting due to synchronous execution
unit switches to Db2 services. This value includes Db2 wait times for services such as open, close, define, extend,
recall, or delete data sets, update SYSLGRNG, or perform phase 2 of commit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-PROC
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) spent waiting for an available TCB before
the stored procedure and the user-defined function could be scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-OTHERS
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) that does not fall into the categories of the
other DECL-WAIT class 3 wait time fields.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DISK-CACHE-IO-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for synchronous read I/O operations that resulted in disk cache hits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTD
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DISK-CACHE-IO-COUNT
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations which hit disk cache, but did not use zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWCD

AIDB-ELAPSED
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time spent processing SQL Data Insights functions. This time is included in
class 2 elapsed time.
This field is new with Db2 version 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AIDB_FNS_ELAP

AIDB-ELAPSED-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time spent on CP processing SQL Data Insights functions. This time is included
in class 2 CPU time.
This field is new with Db2 version 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AIDB_FNS_CP

AIDB-ELAPSED-ZIIP
Specifies the accumulated CPU time spent on an IBM specialty engine processing SQL Data Insights functions.
This time is included in class 2 CPU time.
This field is new with Db2 version 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AIDB_FNS_zIIP

AIDB-COUNT
Specifies the accumulated number of Db2 entry/exit events performed by SQL Data Insights functions.
This field is new with Db2 version 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AIDB_COUNT

Elapsed Time and Wait Time Fields Calculations
The following table specifies how the elapsed time and wait time fields are calculated.

IQL Field Name IBM DB2 Field Value Calculation

TOTAL-TIME-DB2 QWACASC + QWACSPEB + QWACSPNF_ELAP + QWACUDEB + QWACUDFNF_ELAP +
QWACTREE + QWACTRET

DECL-CPU-APPL QWACEJST + QWACCLS1_ZIIP + QWACSPCP + QWACSP_CLS1SE + QWACUDCP +
QWACUDF_CLS1SE

DECL-CPU-DB2-TOTAL QWACAJST + QWACSPTT + QWACUDTT + QWACTRTT + QWACTRTE + QWACSPNF_CP
+ QWACUDFNF_CP + QWACCLS2_ZIIP + QWACTRTT_ZIIP + QWACSP_CLS2SE +
QWACUDF_CLS2SE + QWACTRTE_SE + QWACSPNF_ZIIP + QWACUDFNF_ZIIP

DECL-CP-DB2-TOTAL QWACAJST + QWACSPTT + QWACUDTT + QWACTRTT + QWACTRTE + QWACSPNF_CP +
QWACUDFNF_CP

DECL-ZIIP-TIME-DB2 QWACCLS2_ZIIP + QWACTRTT_ZIIP + QWACSP_CLS2SE + QWACUDF_CLS2SE +
QWACTRTE_SE + QWACSPNF_ZIIP + QWACUDFNF_ZIIP

DECL-WAIT-DB2-IO QWACAWTI + QWACAWTR + QWACAWLG + QWACAWTW + QWAX_PIPE_WAIT

DECL-WAIT-LOCK QWACAWTL + QWACAWTP + QWACAWTJ + QWACAWTK + QWACAWTM + QWACAWTN +
QWACAWTO + QWACAWTQ + QWACAWLH + QWAC_PQS_WAIT + QWAXAWDR + QWAXAWCL

DECL-WAIT-LOG QWAXALOG + QWAXAWAR

DECL-WAIT-SERVICES QWACAWTE + QWAXOCSE + QWAXSLSE + QWAXDSSE + QWAXOTSE

DECL-WAIT-PROC QWACCAST + QWACUDST

DECL-WAIT-OTHERS QWACAWTG + QWACALBW + QWAXAWFC + QWAXIXLTORG + QWAX_LOBCOMP_WAIT +
QWAC_AT_WAIT
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UNACC-DB2-TIME (TOTAL-TIME-DB2) - (DECL-CPU-DB2-TOTAL) - (DECL-WAIT-LOCK) - (DECL-WAIT-DB2-IO) -
(DECL-WAIT-SERVICES) - (DECL-WAIT-LOG) - (DECL-WAIT-OTHERS) - (DECL-WAIT-PROC) -
QWACAACW

(003) SQL Statistics

This article describes the SQL statistics fields for the (003) ACCT record.

CREATE-SEQUENCES
Specifies the number of create sequence statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRESEQ

ALTER-SEQUENCES
Specifies the number of alter sequence statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTSEQ

DROP-SEQUENCES
Specifies the number of drop sequence statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDROSEQ

PREP-INDX-RESTR
Specifies the number of prepare statements for which the use of indexes was restricted because the indexes were
in a pending state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPRRESI

ALTER-VIEW
Specifies the number of alter view statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTVW

SET-CURRENT-PREC
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT PRECISION statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETCPR

SQL-SELECTS
Specifies the number of SELECTS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSELECT

SQL-INSERTS
Specifies the number of INSERTS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXINSRT

SQL-UPDATES
Specifies the number of UPDATES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXUPDTE

SQL-DELETES
Specifies the number of DELETES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDELET

SQL-DESCRIBES
Specifies the number of DESCRIBES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDESC

SQL-PREPARES
Specifies the number of PREPARES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPREP

SQL-OPENS
Specifies the number of OPENS.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QXOPEN
SQL-FETCHES

Specifies the number of FETCHES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXFETCH

SQL-CLOSES
Specifies the number of CLOSES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCLOSE

SQL-CREATE-TBL
Specifies the number of CREATE TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRTAB

SQL-CREATE-IDX
Specifies the number of CREATE INDEX.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRINX

SQL-CREATE-TBLSPC
Specifies the number of CREATE TABLESPACE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCTABS

SQL-CREATE-SYN
Specifies the number of CREATE SYNONYM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRSYN

SQL-CREATE-DB
Specifies the number of CREATE DATABASE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRDAB

SQL-CREATE-STOR-GP
Specifies the number of CREATE STORAGE GROUP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRSTG

SQL-CREATE-VIEW
Specifies the number of CREATE VIEW.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEFVU

SQL-DROP-IDX
Specifies the number of DROP INDEX.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPIX

SQL-DROP-TBL
Specifies the number of DROP TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPTA

SQL-DROP-TBLSPC
Specifies the number of DROP TABLESPACE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPTS

SQL-DROP-DB
Specifies the number of DROP DATABASE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPDB

SQL-DROP-SYN
Specifies the number of DROP SYNONYM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPSY

SQL-DROP-STOR-GP
Specifies the number of DROP STORAGE GROUP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPST
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SQL-DROP-VIEW
Specifies the number of DROP VIEW.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPVU

SQL-ALTER-STOR-GP
Specifies the number of ALTER STORAGE GROUP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTST

SQL-ALTER-TBLSPC
Specifies the number of ALTER TABLESPACE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTTS

SQL-ALTER-TBL
Specifies the number of ALTER TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTTA

SQL-ALTER-IDX
Specifies the number of ALTER INDEX.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTIX

SQL-COMMENT-ON
Specifies the number of COMMENT ON.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCMTON

SQL-LOCK-TBL
Specifies the number of LOCK TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXLOCK

SQL-GRANT
Specifies the number of GRANT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXGRANT

SQL-REVOKE
Specifies the number of REVOKE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREVOK

SQL-INCR-BIND
Specifies the number of incremental binds excluding PREPARES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXINCRB

SQL-LABEL-ON
Specifies the number of LABEL ON.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXLABON

SQL-SET-SQLID
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT SQLID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETSQL

SQL-CREATE-ALIAS
Specifies the number of CREATE ALIAS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRALS

SQL-DROP-ALIAS
Specifies the number of DROP ALIAS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPAL

MIAP-USED
Specifies the number of times multi-index access path (MIAP) or list prefetch was used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMIAP

MIAP-NO-STORAGE
Specifies the number of times that MIAP or list prefetch were not used due to lack of storage for RIDS.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QXNSMIAP
MIAP-NO-MAXRIDS

Specifies the number of times MIAP or list prefetch was not used because the number of RIDS retrieved exceeds
max limits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMRMIAP

SET-HOST-VARIABLE
Specifies the number of SET host variable statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETHV

ALTER-DATABASE
Specifies the number of ALTER DATABASE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALDAB

DROP-PACKAGE
Specifies the number of DROP PACKAGE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPPKG

DESCRIBE-TABLE
Specifies the number of DESCRIBE TABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDSCRTB

MAX-DEGREE
Specifies the maximum degree of parallelism among the parallel groups to indicate the extent to which query
parallelism applies.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMAXDEG

PARALLEL-GROUPS
Specifies the total number of parallel groups executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXTOTGRP

SEQ-CURSOR
Specifies the number of parallel groups which fell back to sequential mode because the cursor might be used in
UPDATE/DELETE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGCUR

SEQ-ESA-SORT
Specifies the number of parallel groups which fell back to sequential mode due to lack of ESA sort support.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGESA

SEQ-BUFFER
Specifies the number of parallel groups that have a planned degree greater than 1 at runtime, but fell back to
sequential mode. These groups fell back because of storage shortage or contention on the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGBUF

REDUCED-DEGREE
Specifies the number of parallel groups with a planned degree greater than 1 at runtime, but were processed to
a parallel degree less than planned. These groups were processed this way because of a storage shortage or
contention on the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREDGRP

PLANNED-DEGREE
Specifies the total number of parallel groups that executed in the planned parallel degree. This field increments by
one for each parallel group that executes with the planned degree of parallel processing (as determined by Db2).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXNORGRP

CONNECT-TYPE-1
Specifies the number of executed CONNECT type 1 statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCON1
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CONNECT-TYPE-2
Specifies the number of CONNECT type 2 statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCON2

RELEASE
Specifies the number of RELEASE statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREL

SET-CONNECTION
Specifies the number SET CONNECTION statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETCON

SET-CURRENT-DEGREE
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT DEGREE statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETCDG

SET- CURRENT- RULES
Specifies the number of SQL SET CURRENT RULES statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETCRL

SQL-CALL-STMTS
Specifies the number of SQL CALL statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCALL

STORPROC-ABNDS
Specifies the number of times a stored procedure terminated abnormally.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCALLAB

SQL-CALL-TIMEOUTS
Specifies the number of times an SQL CALL statement timed out while waiting to be scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCALLTO

SQL-CALL-REJECTS
Specifies the number of times an SQL CALL statement was rejected.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCALLRJ

PARA-TO-SEQUENT
Specifies the total number of parallel groups that were executed in sequential mode because MVS/ESA enclave
services were unavailable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGENC

QUERY-PARA-DISABLED
Indicates whether the resource limit facility disables query parallelism for at least one dynamic SELECT statement
in the thread. A non-zero value means that query parallelism is disabled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRLFDPA

PARA-GRPS-EXECCORR
Specifies the total number of parallel groups that executed on a single Db2 due to one of the following reasons:

• When the plan or package was bound, the coordinator subsystem parameter was set to yes. However, the
parameter was set to no when the program ran.

• The plan or package was bound on a Db2 with the coordinator subsystem parameter set to yes. However, the
program is running on a different Db2 that has the coordinator value set to no.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCOORNO
PARA-GRPS-EXECRR

Specifies the total number of parallel groups that executed on a single Db2. The execution occurred because the
plan or package was bound with an isolation value of repeatable read or read stability.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXISORR
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GLOBAL-TEMP-TBL
Specifies the number of SQL CREATE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRGTT

REOPT-COUNT
Specifies the number of times that reoptimization for host variables occurred.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTREOP

PARA-GRPS-DS
Specifies the total number of parallel groups that Db2 intended to run across the data sharing group. This count is
only incremented on the parallelism coordinator at run time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXXCBPNX

PARA-GRPS-BYPS
Specifies the number of times that the parallelism coordinator had to bypass a Db2 when distributing tasks. Db2
was bypassed because there was not enough buffer pool storage on one or more Db2 members.
This field is incremented only on the parallelism coordinator. The field is incremented only once per parallel group,
but it is possible that more than one Db2 has a buffer pool shortage for that parallel group.
The purpose of this count is to indicate when there are not enough buffers on a member. Therefore, this count is
incremented only when the buffer pool is defined to allow parallelism. For example, if vpxpseqt=0 on an assistant,
then Db2 does not send parallel work there, but this count is not incremented.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXXCSKIP

RENAME-TABLES
Specifies the number of SQL RENAME TABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRNTAB

ASSOC-LOCATOR
Specifies the number of ASSOCIATE LOCATOR statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALOCL

ALLOC-CURSOR
Specifies the number of ALLOCATE CURSOR statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALOCC

PREPARE-CACHE
Specifies the number of times that Db2 satisfied a prepare request by making a copy of a statement in the
prepared statement cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTFND

PREPARE-NOCACHE
Specifies the number of times that Db2 searched the prepared statement cache but could not find a suitable
prepared statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTNFND

IPREP-NOFND
Specifies the number of times that Db2 did an implicit prepare for a statement that is bound with
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES). Db2 performed the implicit prepare because the prepared statement cache did not contain
a valid copy of the prepared statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTIPRP

IPREP-FOUND
Specifies the number of times that Db2 did not prepare a statement that is bound with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES)
because the prepared statement cache contained a valid copy of the prepared statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTNPRP
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PREPARE-MAXKD
Specifies the number of times that Db2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement cache.
Discard occurred because the number of prepared statements in the cache exceeded the value of subsystem
parameter MAXKEEPD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTDEXP

PREPARE-DROP
Specifies the number of times that Db2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement cache.
Discard occurred because a program executed a drop, alter, or revoke statement against a dependent object.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTDINV

CREATE-TRIGGER
Specifies the number of SQL CREATE TRIGGER statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCTRIG

DROP-TRIGGER
Specifies the number of SQL DROP TRIGGER statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPTR

SET-PATH
Specifies the number of SQL SET CURRENT PATH statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETPTH

DROP-UDF
Specifies the number of DROP UDF statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPFN

DROP-PROCEDURE
Specifies the number of DROP PROCEDURE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPPR

CREATE-DISTINCT
Specifies the number of CREATE DISTINCT TYPE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCDIST

DROP-DISTINCT
Specifies the number of DROP DISTINCT TYPE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDDIST

CREATE-UDF
Specifies the number of CREATE FUNCTION statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRUDF

CREATE-PROCEDURE
Specifies the number of CREATE PROCEDURE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRPRO

HOLD-LOCATOR
Specifies the number of HOLD LOCATOR statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXHOLDL

FREE-LOCATOR
Specifies the number of FREE LOCATOR statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXFREEL

REFORMU-CONFIG
Specifies the total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access path.
Reformulation occurred because the sysplex configuration at run time was different from the sysplex configuration
at bind time. The parallelism coordinator increments this counter only at run time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREPOP1
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REFORMU-BUFFERS
Specifies the total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access
path. Reformulation occurred because there was not enough buffer pool resource. The parallelism coordinator
increments this counter only at run time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREPOP2

CREATE-AUX-TABLE
Specifies the number of CREATE AUXILIARY TABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRATB

MAX-LOB-STORAGE
Specifies the maximum storage that is used for LOB values, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTLOBV

MAX-LEV-SQL-CASC
Specifies the maximum level of nested SQL cascading due to triggers, user-defined functions, and stored
procedures.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCASCDP

ALTER-UDF
Specifies the number of ALTER FUNCTION statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALUDF

ALTER-PROCEDURE
Specifies the number of ALTER PROCEDURE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALPRO

DIR-ROW-ACC-SUCC
Specifies the number of times that Db2 used direct row access to locate a record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXROIMAT

DIR-ROW-ACC-INDX
Specifies the number of times that Db2 attempted to use direct row access but reverted to using an index to
locate a record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXROIIDX

DIR-ROW-ACC-TSCAN
Specifies the number of times that Db2 attempted to use direct row access but reverted to using a tablespace
scan to locate a record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXROITS

STMT-TRIGGER-ACT
Specifies the number of times a statement trigger is activated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTTRG

ROW-TRIGGER-ACT
Specifies the number of times a row trigger is activated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXROWTRG

SQL-ERR-IN-TRIG
Specifies the number of times an SQL error occurred during execution of a Triggered action.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXTRGERR

UDF-EXECUTE
Specifies the number of user-defined functions executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCAUD

UDF-ABENDS
Specifies the number of times a user-defined function abended.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCAUDAB
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UDF-TIMEOUT
Specifies the number of times a user-defined function timed out waiting to be scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCAUDTO

UDF-REJECT
Specifies the number of times a user-defined function was rejected.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCAUDRJ

DECL-GLOB-TEMP-TAB
Specifies the number of DECLARE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDCLGTT

PARA-GRP-UDF-TTAB
Specifies the total number of parallel groups that are part of a query block using a UDF and executed on a single
Db2 due to the existence of a Declared Temporary Table in the application process. The query block and the
parallel group do not reference a Declared Temporary Table, and a parallel group does or does not use a UDF.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGDTT

ALTER-JAR
Specifies the number of ALTER JAR statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTJR

SQL-MERGE
Specifies the number of MERGE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMERGE

TRUNCATE-TABLE
Specifies the number of TRUNCATE TABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXTRTBL

CREATE-ROLE
Specifies the number of CREATE ROLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRROL

DROP-ROLE
Specifies the number of DROP ROLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPROL

CREATE-TR-CONTEXT
Specifies the number of CREATE TRUSTED CONTEXT statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRCTX

ALTER-TR-CONTEXT
Specifies the number of ALTER TRUSTED CONTEXT statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTCTX

DROP-TR-CONTEXT
Specifies the number of DROP TRUSTED CONTEXT statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPCTX

RENAME-INDEX
Specifies the number of RENAME INDEX statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRNIX

MAX-XML-STORAGE
Specifies the maximum amount of storage that is used for XML values.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTXMLV

ROWS-FETCHED
Specifies the total number or rows fetched.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSFETCHD
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ROWS-INSERTED
Specifies the total number or rows inserted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSINSRTD

ROWS-UPDATED
Specifies the total number or rows updated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSUPDTD

ROWS-DELETED
Specifies the total number or rows deleted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSDELETD

ALTER-MASK
Specifies the number of ALTER MASK OR ALTER PERMISSION statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTMP

CREATE-MASK
Specifies the number of CREATE MASK OR CREATE PERMISSION statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCREMP

DROP-MASK
Specifies the number of DROP MASK OR DROP PERMISSION statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPMP

RID-INTERRUPT-STG
Specifies the number of times that appending to a RID list for a hybrid job was interrupted. Interruption occurred
because no RID pool storage was available to hold the list of RIDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXHJINCS

RID-INTERRUPT-LMT
Specifies the number of times that appending to a RID list for a hybrid job was interrupted. Interruption occurred
because the number of RIDs exceeded one or more internal limits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXHJINCT

RID-MULTI-IX-SKIP
Specifies the number of times that RID list retrieval for multiple index access was not done. This process did not
occur because Db2 could determine the outcome of index AND and OR processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRSMIAP

QXPFSLNUM
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPFSLNUM

QXPFSENUM
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPFSENUM

QXPFSENUMG
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPFSENUMG

QXPFMAXU
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPFMAXU

QXPFMAXUG
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPFMAXUG
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CONC-LIT-REUS-FAIL
Specifies the number of times that CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect.
As a result, Db2 creates a duplicate statement instance in the statement cache for a dynamic statement that
had literals replaced. The duplicate statement was required because literal reusability criteria was not met,
resulting in the failure of a cache match.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTCWLD

CONC-LIT-STMT-FND
Specifies how often Db2 found a matching, reusable copy of a dynamic statement in the
statement cache during a prepare of a statement with replaced literals. Replacement occurred
because CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTCWLM

CONC-LIT-STMT-PARS
Specifies the number of times that Db2 parsed dynamic statements. Parsing occurred because CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect for the prepare of the statement for the dynamic statement
cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTCWLP

CONC-LIT-REPLACED
Specifies how often Db2 replaced at least one literal. Replacement occurred because CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect for the prepare of the statement for the dynamic statement
cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTCWLR

RID-OVERFLOW-STOR
Specifies the number of times that a RID list overflowed to a work file. RID pool storage was not available to hold
the list of RIDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXWFRIDS

RID-OVERFLOW-LIMIT
Specifies the number of times that a RID list overflowed to a work file. The number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXWFRIDT

CREATE-VARIABLE
Specifies the number of CREATE VARIABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRTSV

DROP-VARIABLE
Specifies the number of DROP VARIABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPSV

PARALLEL-GRPS-SEQ
Specifies the number of parallel groups that were executing under an autonomous procedure and fell back to
sequential mode.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGAT

ARRAY-EXPANSION
Specifies how often the variable array expands beyond 32 KB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTARRAY_EXPANSIONS

PARALLEL-GRPS-REDUCE
Specifies how many parallel group degree reductions occurred. These reductions occurred when system
negotiation resulted in a high system stress level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTOREDGRP
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PARALLEL-GRPS-DEGEN
Specifies how many parallel groups degenerated to sequential. Degeneration occurred when system negotiation
resulted in a high system stress level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTODGNGRP

MAX-PARALLEL-GRPS-ESTM
Specifies the maximum estimated degree of the parallel group. This value represents the bind time estimated
degree based on the cost formula.
The bind time estimates the parallel group degree correctly when the parallel group contains a parameter marker
or host variable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMAXESTIDG

MAX-PARALLEL-GRPS-PLAN
Specifies the maximum planned degree of the parallel group. This value represents the ideal parallel group
degree. Db2 obtains this value at execution time, after the parameter marker or host variable values are obtained.
Db2 obtains this value before negotiating between the buffer pool and system.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMAXPLANDG

PARALLEL-GRPS-DEGEN-OPT
Specifies how many parallel groups degenerated as a result of optimization. For example, parallel grouping
results in the return of zero rows. Degeneration can also occur when the parallel group is partitioned on one
record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPAROPT

SPARSE-INDEX-DISABLE
Specifies how often insufficient storage resulted in the disabling of the sparse index.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSISTOR

SPARSE-INDEX-WF
Specifies how often a physical work file for probing was built by the sparse index.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSIWF

REFRESH-TABLE
Specifies the count of REFRESH TABLE executions to refresh the contents of materialized query tables.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREFTBL

TRANSFER-OWNERSHIP
Specifies the count of TRANSFER OWNERSHIP executions to establish a new owner of a Db2 object.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXTRNOWN

NODM-RAI
Specifies the number of times a data manager was not called for RID list retrieval due to Runtime Adaptive Index
processing being able to predetermine the outcome.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRSDMAD

FETCH-ONLYONE
Specifies the number of times one block was fetched, but never went on to fetch more.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXR1BOAD

STAB-PREPARES
Specifies the number of times a PREPARE was satisfied by making a copy from the stabilized statement in the
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY catalog table.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTSFND
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QXN1093A
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXN1093A

QXN1093B
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXN1093B

IAG1-USED
Specifies the number of times basic Insert Algorithm (IAG1) was used.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSINSRTDALG1

IAG2-USED
Specifies the number of times that fast Insert Algorithm (IAG2) was used.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSINSRTDALG2

MIAP-NOT-USED
Specifies the number of times that RID list processing was either not used or terminated for the whole query.
This field is incremented when RID list processing could not be used for index access with list prefetch AND/
OR for multiple index access for the whole query. While related fields MIAP-NO-MAXRIDS (QXMRMIAP) and
MIAP-NO-STORAGE (QXNSMIAP) are incremented every time a given RID list is not used in part of query RID
list processing, this count is updated only if the final RID list could not be constructed successfully and RID list
processing has to be terminated. This typically results in FALLBACK to R-scan.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRFMIAP

ZAI-QUERY-HIST-LOST
Specifies the number of times that Db2ZAI query collection was missing.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTEHLST

ZAI-HV-HIST-LOST
Specifies the number of times that HOST variable collection for Db2ZAI was missing in the query execution
history.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTHVLST

RDS-SORT-PERFORMED
Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort was performed.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTSRT

RDS-SORT-USED-ZSORT
Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort used the IBM Integrate Accelerator for Z Sort (SORTL).
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTSRTL

ZAI-PREPARE-STABILIZED
Specifies the number of times that a PREPARE request was satisfied because Db2ZAI stabilized the statement.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTMLSFND

ZAI-SORT-FEEDBACK
Specifies the number of times that Db2ZAI sort feedback was used.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTMLSRT
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CURR-LOCK-TIMEOUT-APPL
Specifies the number of SQL SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT statements that were executed.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTTIMEOUTFROMAPPL

CURR-LOCK-TIMEOUT-PROFTAB
Specifies the number of times that the CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT special register was set from the
DSN_PROFILE_TABLE.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTTIMEOUTFROMPROF

(003) Subtotals of Above Counters

The Subtotals of Above counters fields for the (003) ACCT record:

SQL-TOTAL
Specifies the total number of statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQL-SIUD
Specifies the number of SELECTS + INSERTS + UPDATES + DELETES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQL-MANIP
Specifies the number of OPEN/CLOSE CURSOR + DESCRIBE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQL-DDL
Specifies the number of Data Definition And Control statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(003) Buffer Pool Statistics

(003) Buffer Pool Statistics is a repeating group of fields in IFCID 003.

When listing similar members of each group in a request, append the occurrence number in parentheses after the
field name. For example, use GET-PAGE(0) to reference buffer pool BP0, or GETP-PAGE(51) to reference buffer pool
BP32K1.

To display all occurrences of a field for all buffer pools, use the <<* construction.

The following fields display the buffer pool statistics in the (003) ACCT record:

BUF-POOL-ID
Specifies the buffer pool ID as one of the following occurrence numbers:
0 through 49

For buffer pools BP0 through BP49.
80 through 89

For buffer pools BP32K through BP32K9.
100 through 109

For buffer pools BP8K0 through BP8K9.
120 through 129

For buffer pools BP16K0 through GBP16K9.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACPID
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BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the buffer pool name (translated from ID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

GET-PAGE
Specifies the number of GETPAGEs issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACGET

SETW-SYS
Specifies the number of buffer page updates by Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSWS

SETW-UW
Specifies the number of buffer page updates performed by an Allied Agent Unit of work. This value is usually zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSWU

SYNC-READ
Specifies the number of synchronous READ I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACRIO

SEQ-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of sequential prefetch requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name:  QBACSEQ

IMM-WRITE
Specifies the number of immediate (synchronous) write I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACIMW

LIST-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of list prefetch requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACLPF

DYNAMIC-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of dynamic prefetch requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACDPF

CONDITIONAL-GETPAGE-FAIL
Specifies the number of unsuccessful GETPAGE operations due to conditional GETPAGE requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACNGT

ASYNCH-PAGES-READ
Specifies the number of asynchronous pages read by prefetch under the control of the agent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSIO

ZHLINK-SYNC-IO-READS
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations that used zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSYI

DISK-CACHE-READS
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations that hit disk cache, but did not use zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACIOC

ZHLINK-READ-CPU
Specifies the CPU time spent for successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink I/O is synchronous with the CPU, thus
CPU time accumulates from the beginning of the I/O until it completes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSYIT

ZHLINK-READ-CPU-INT
Specifies the CPU time spent for successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink I/O is synchronous with the CPU, thus
CPU time accumulates from the beginning of the I/O until it completes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QBACSYIT
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(003) Lock and Resource Limiter Statistics

The following fields describe the lock and resource limiter statistics for the 003 ACCT record:

DEADLOCKS
Indicates the deadlock count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXADEA

SUSPENDS-LOCK
Indicates the suspend count-lock conflict.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASLOC

TIMEOUTS
Indicates the timeout count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXATIM

LOCK-ESCAL-SHR
Indicates the lock escalations shared count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALES

LOCK-ESCAL-EXC
Indicates the lock escalations exclusive count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALEX

MAX-PAGE-LOCKS
Indicates the maximum number of page or row locks held.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXANPL

RLIMIT-FLAG
Indicates the first flag byte.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAFLG1

RLIMIT-TABLE
Indicates the resource limit table ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXARLID

RLIMIT-TYPE
Indicates the numeric value (nn) of how the resource limit was determined. If RLIMIT-TYPE is not active, the RLF
was not active when the thread was executed.
The following values apply to Db2 11 and prior:

• 1 SPECIFIC AUTH & PLAN
Limit from specific AUTHID and PLAN.

• 2 SPECIFIC AUTHID
Limit from specific AUTHID running any PLAN.

• 3 SPECIFIC PLAN
Limit from specific PLAN name for any AUTHID.

• 4 BLANK AUTHID & PLAN
Limit from blank AUTHID and PLAN.

• 5 DEFAULT - NO ENTRY
Limit from install - no entry.

• 6 DEFAULT - I/O ERROR
Limit from install - I/O error.

• 7 N/A - SYSADM/SYSOPR
No limit - user has SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• 8 SPEC AUTH, COLL, PKG
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Limit from specific AUTHID, COLLECTION, and PACKAGE.
• 9 SPEC AUTH, ANY PKG

Limit from specific AUTHID running any PACKAGE.
• 10 SPEC AUTH, ANY COLL

Limit from specific AUTHID running any COLLECTION.
• 11 SPC AUTH-ANY PK/COLL

Limit from AUTHID running any PACKAGE and COLLECTION.
• 12 SPECIFIC PKG/COLL

Limit from specific PACKAGE and COLLECTION for any AUTHID.
• 13 ANY AUTHID & PACKAGE

Limit from any AUTHID and any PACKAGE.
• 14 ANY AUTHID & COLLID

Limit from any AUTHID and any COLLECTION.
• 15 ANY AUTH, PKG & COLL

Limit from any AUTHID, PACKAGE, and COLLECTION (controlled by package).
• 16 ROW FROM RLMT TABLE USED

Limit was obtained from a row in the RLMT table.
• INFINITE LIMIT

Indicates that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAILMT (set in QTXAFLG1; if the flag is not set and QTXAPREC is not 7, the value
is set in QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXANRUN (set in QTXAFLG1)

The following values apply to Db2 12:

• 1 SPEC AUTH COL PKG LOCN
Specific auth ID, collection ID, package, and location name.

• 2 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.

• 3 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.

• 4 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.

• 5 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.

• 6 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.

• 7 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.

• 8 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.

• 9 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.

• 10 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.

• 11 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.

• 12 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN
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Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 13 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 14 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 15 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 16 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 17 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
• 18 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
• 19 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 20 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 21 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 22 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 23 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.
• 24 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 25 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and IP address.
• 26 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN ANY IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and any IP address.
• 27 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 28 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP
address.

• 29 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 30 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 31 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 32 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 33 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 34 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
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Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 35 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 36 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 37 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 38 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP address.

• 39 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP address.

• 40 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 41 INSTALL ZPARM USED FOR LIMIT
Limit from Install zparm used for limit.

• 42 INFINITE - USER HAS SYSADM/SYSOPR AUTHORITY
Infinite limit - user has super SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• INFINITE LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAILMT (set in QTXAFLG1; if the flag is not set and QTXAPREC is not 42, the
value is set in QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXANRUN (set in QTXAFLG1)

IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAPREC
RLIMIT-SUS

Indicates the limit in SUs-ASUTIME.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASLMT

RLIMIT-16M
Indicates the limit in CPU 16-microsecond units.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACLMT

RUSED-16M
Indicates the highest CPU 16-microsecond unit used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACHUS

SUSPENDS-LATCH
Suspend count-latch conflict.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASLAT

SUSPENDS-OTHER
Suspend count-other conflict.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASOTH

LOCK-CALLS
Lock request count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALOCK

UNLOCK-CALLS
Unlock request count.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAUNLK
LOCK-QUERIES

Query request count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAQRY

LOCK-CHANGES
Change request count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACHG

IRLM-OTHER-CALLS
Other IRLM request count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAIRLM

CLAIM-REQUESTS
Indicates the number of claim requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACLNO

CLAIMS-UNSUCCESSFUL
Indicates the number of unsuccessful claim requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACLUN

DRAIN-REQUESTS
Indicates the number of drain requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXADRNO

DRAINS-UNSUCCESSFUL
Indicates the number of unsuccessful drain requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXADRUN

RLF-TABLE
Indicates the resource limit table name currently in use. The resource limit table determines how many service
units (CPU time) a particular Db2 call for a dynamic SQL statement is allowed to consume.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXARLID, QTXAPREC

RLF-LIMIT-CPU
Indicates the maximum amount of CPU time in normal timer units that dynamic SQL being governed by the RLF is
allowed to consume.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXACLMT

RLF-MAX-CPU-USED
Indicates the maximum amount of CPU time in normal timer units that has been used by dynamic SQL being
governed by the resource limit facility.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

RLF-PCT-MAX
Indicates the highest percentage of the maximum number of CPU service units (ASUTIME), as specified in the
resource limit table, that was consumed by a particular SQL call during a dynamic SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXACHUS

RLF-CURR-CPU-USED
Indicates the current amount of resource limit CPU that is being consumed by the current Db2 call for a dynamic
SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

RLF-PCT-CURR
Indicates the current percentage of the maximum number of CPU service units (ASUTIME), as specified in the
resource limit table, that is being consumed by the current Db2 call for a dynamic SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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RLF-DERIVED
Indicates the textual value derived from the numeric value (RLIMIT-TYPE) of how the resource limit was
determined. If RLF-DERIVED is not active, the RLF was not active when the thread was executed.
The following values apply to Db2 11 and prior:

• 1 SPECIFIC AUTH & PLAN
Limit from specific AUTHID and PLAN.

• 2 SPECIFIC AUTHID
Limit from specific AUTHID running any PLAN.

• 3 SPECIFIC PLAN
Limit from specific PLAN name for any AUTHID.

• 4 BLANK AUTHID & PLAN
Limit from blank AUTHID and PLAN.

• 5 DEFAULT - NO ENTRY
Limit from install - no entry.

• 6 DEFAULT - I/O ERROR
Limit from install - I/O error.

• 7 N/A - SYSADM/SYSOPR
No limit - user has SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• 8 SPEC AUTH, COLL, PKG
Limit from specific AUTHID, COLLECTION, and PACKAGE.

• 9 SPEC AUTH, ANY PKG
Limit from specific AUTHID running any PACKAGE.

• 10 SPEC AUTH, ANY COLL
Limit from specific AUTHID running any COLLECTION.

• 11 SPC AUTH-ANY PK/COLL
Limit from AUTHID running any PACKAGE and COLLECTION.

• 12 SPECIFIC PKG/COLL
Limit from specific PACKAGE and COLLECTION for any AUTHID.

• 13 ANY AUTHID & PACKAGE
Limit from any AUTHID and any PACKAGE.

• 14 ANY AUTHID & COLLID
Limit from any AUTHID and any COLLECTION.

• 15 ANY AUTH, PKG & COLL
Limit from any AUTHID, PACKAGE, and COLLECTION (controlled by package).

• 16 ROW FROM RLMT TABLE USED
Limit was obtained from a row in the RLMT table.

• INFINITE LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 based on QTXAILMT value (if QTXAFLG1 is not set and
QTXAPREC is not 7, the value is derived from QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 (based on the QTXANRUN value)

The following values apply to Db2 12:

• 1 SPEC AUTH COL PKG LOCN
Specific auth ID, collection ID, package, and location name.

• 2 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.

• 3 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN
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Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 4 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 5 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
• 6 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
• 7 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 8 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 9 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 10 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 11 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.
• 12 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 13 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 14 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 15 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 16 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 17 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
• 18 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
• 19 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 20 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 21 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 22 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 23 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.
• 24 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 25 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and IP address.
• 26 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN ANY IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and any IP address.
• 27 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
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Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 28 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP
address.

• 29 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 30 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 31 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 32 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 33 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 34 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 35 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 36 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 37 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 38 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP address.

• 39 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP address.

• 40 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 41 INSTALL ZPARM USED FOR LIMIT
Limit from Install zparm used for limit.

• 42 INFINITE - USER HAS SYSADM/SYSOPR AUTHORITY
Infinite limit - user has super SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• INFINITE LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 based on QTXAILMT value (if QTXAFLG1 is not set and
QTXAPREC is not 42, the value is derived from QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 (based on the QTXANRUN value)

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAPREC
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RLF-ASU-LIMIT
Indicates the maximum number of CPU service units (ASUTIME), as specified in the resource limit table, that a
Db2 call for a dynamic SQL statement is allowed to consume.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-LOCKS
Indicates the current number of page locks held by the application. This value might not be valid (showing as
zero) after a lock escalation took place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

RLIMIT-USED
Contains a 1 if the resource limit was in use. Otherwise, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(003) Distributed Unit of Work Statistics

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the trace record 003 ACCT.

When listing similar members of each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1, 2, 3...) in parentheses after
the field name. Each occurrence corresponds to a remote Db2 subsystem.

REC-LOCATION
Specifies the location name of remote site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLOCN

REC-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name, when the
QLACLOCN field is truncated. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to
locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in
the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLOCN_OFF

REC-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the remote location. A remote location can be a requesting or serving location. The remote location is
the system in session with the local location. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLOCN_D

REC-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLOCN_LEN

REC-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the remote location. A remote location can be a requesting or serving location. The remote location
system is in session with the local location. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLOCN_VAR

SQL-SENT
Specifies the number of SQL statements sent to responding site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACSQLS

SQL-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of SQL statements received from requesting site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACSQLR

ROWS-SENT
Specifies the number of rows of data sent to other site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACROWS
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ROWS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of rows of data received from other site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACROWR

BYTES-SENT
Specifies the number of bytes of data sent to other site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBYTS

BYTES-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of bytes of data received from other site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBYTR

CONVERSATIONS-SENT
Specifies the number of conversations initiated from this site to remote site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCNVS

CONVERSATIONS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of conversations initiated from remote site to this site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCNVR

MESSAGES-SENT
Specifies the number of messages sent to remote site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACMSGS

MESSAGES-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of messages received from remote site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACMSGR

TRANSACTIONS-SENT
Specifies the number of transactions migrated to the site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACTRNS

TRANSACTIONS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of transactions migrated from the site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACTRNR

COMMITS-SENT
Specifies the number of COMMIT requests sent to the site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCOMS

COMMITS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of COMMIT requests received from the site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCOMR

ABORTS-SENT
Specifies the number of ABORT requests sent to the site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACABRS

ABORTS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of ABORT requests received from the site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACABRR

CONVERSATIONS-QUEUED
Specifies the number of conversation requests queued by DDF waiting for allocation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACNVQ

ELAPSED-REMOTE
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time spent processing at remote site from the perspective of the requester:
REMOTE ELAPSED + VTAM TIME.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCPUL
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ELAPSED-DB-AGENT
Specifies the accumulated elapsed DB access thread time. Sent from responding to requesting site; deallocation
time is not included.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCPUR

CPU-DB-AGENT
Specifies the accumulated DB access thread CPU time. Sent from responding to requesting site; deallocation
time is not included.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACDBAT

SW-TO-LIMITED-BLOCK-MODE
Specifies the number of times a switch was made from continuous block mode to limited block mode.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCBLB

SQL-BOUND-REMOTE
Specifies the number of SQL statements bound for remote execution.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACRBND

MSG-BUFFER-ROWS
Specifies the number of rows transmitted or received in the Db2 message buffers using block fetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBROW

BLOCKS-SENT
Specifies the number of blocks transmitted using block fetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBTBF

BLOCKS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of blocks received using block fetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBRBF

CONVERSATIONS-ALLOCATED
Specifies the number of successful conversation allocations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCNVA

CONVERSATIONS-TERMINATED
Specifies the number of terminated conversations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCNVT

MAX-CONVERSATIONS
Specifies the largest number of conversations opened concurrently.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCIEL

PROTOCOL-FLAG
Specifies the protocol flag byte. Possible values are:
x'40'

1—Uses system-directed access to communicate with the server.
x'20'

1—Uses application-directed access to communicate with the server.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACFLGS

PREPARES-SENT
Specifies the number of prepare requests sent to the participant (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACPRSE

PREPARES-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of prepare requests received from the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACPRRC

LAST-AGENT-SENT
Specifies the number of last agent requests sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLASE
LAST-AGENT-RECEIVED

Specifies the number of last agent requests received from the initiator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLARC

COMMIT-RQST-SENT
Specifies the number of commit requests sent to the participant (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCRSE

COMMIT-RQST-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of commit requests received from the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCRRC

BKOUT-RQST-SENT
Specifies the number of backout requests sent to the participant (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBKSE

BKOUT-RQST-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of backout requests received from the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBKRC

ROLLBACKS-SENT
Specifies the number of forget responses sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACRRSE

ROLLBACKS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of forget responses received from the participant (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACRRRC

COMMIT-RESP-SENT
Specifies the number of request commit responses sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACVYSE

COMMIT-RESP-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of request commit responses received from the participant (two-phase commit operations
only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACVYRC

BKOUT-RESP-SENT
Specifies the number of backout responses sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACVNSE

BKOUT-RESP-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of backout responses received from the participant (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACVNRC

THREADS-INDOUBT
Specifies how many threads are in-doubt due to the remote location acting as a coordinator. This value applies
only to two-phase commit operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACINDT

COMMITS-PERFORMED
Specifies the number of commit operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator (two-phase
commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCPTR

ROLLBACKS-PERFORMED
Specifies the number of rollback operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator (two-phase
commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBTR
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REMOTE-PRDID
Specifies the product ID of the remote location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACPRID

PRODUCT-LEVEL
Specifies the product level, if known.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACPRLV

ROLLUP-THREADS
Specifies the number of threads for which data is rolled up in this QLAC data section. For nonrollup sections, this
value is one. For rollup sections, this value is one or greater.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACRLNU

(003) MVS Account Code and DDF Information

The accounting string consists of up to 255 EBCDIC characters, which identify the thread executing the SQL application.
The format of the string depends on the product under which the SQL is running.

The following list describes the MVS account code and DDF information fields for the (003) ACCT record:

NOTE
These fields are the format for SQL running in Db2.

QMDA-LEN
Specifies the number of bytes used in field QMDA-INFO.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAASLN

QMDA-INFO
Provides the account information, QMDA product concatenated with QMDA-ACCOUNTING.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAAINF

QMDA-PRODUCT
Shows the product ID value, which is the concatenation of the following four QMDA fields: NAME, VERSION,
RELEASE, and MODIFICATION.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAPRID

QMDA-NAME
Specifies the product name. Possible values are:

• DSN—Db2
NOTE
The value of DSN indicates that the requester might be using system-directed access.

• ARI—SQL/DS
• SQL—Db2 client server
• JCC—JDBC driver
• QSQ—Db2/400
• DFH—CICS
• HTP—REST HTTP requester
• HTS—REST HTTPS requester
• LRT—Log Reader task requester

IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAPTYP
QMDA-VERSION

Specifies the product version.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAPVER
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QMDA-RELEASE
Specifies the product release.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAPREL

QMDA-MODIFICATION
Specifies the product modification level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAPMOD

QMDA-ACCOUNTING
Specifies the accounting string for the agent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAASTR

QMDA-LOCATION
Specifies the location name for the Db2 subsystem that created the accounting area string. This field has the
same content as the local location name (QWHSLOCN) at the subsystem that created the accounting string.
If this field is longer than 16 characters, it contains a truncated name. Use the complete name field (QMDA-
LOCATION-VAR) instead.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QMDALOCN

QMDA-NETID
Defines the SNA NETID of the Db2 system that created the QMDA-INFO values.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDANETN

QMDA-LUNAME
Defines the SNA LUNAME of the Db2 system that created the QMDA INFO values.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDALUNM

QMDA-CONNECTION
Defines the Db2 connection name at the Db2 system where the SQL application is running.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDACNAM

QMDA-CONNTYPE
Specifies the Db2 connection type at the Db2 system where the SQL application is running.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDACTYP

QMDA-CORRELATION
Specifies the Db2 correlation ID at the Db2 system where the SQL application is running.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDACORR

QMDA-AUTHID
Specifies the Db2 AUTHID that the SQL application used before name translation and before driving the
connection exit at the Db2 site where the SQL application is running.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAAUTH

QMDA-PLAN
Specifies the Db2 plan that the SQL application used at the Db2 site running the SQL program.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAPLAN

QMDA-ACCT
Specifies the MVS accounting string that is associated with the MVS address space of the Db2 SQL application.
The information comes from the ACCT= parameter on the job statement. If this field is blank, then the information
comes from the EXEC statement. TSO LOGON accounting information is present only if there is a value in the
account field on the TSO LOGON panel.
MVS allows multiple fields to be supplied in the accounting string. When multiple fields are present, Db2 delimits
these fields with an X'FF' value. The following example shows three MVS accounting fields:
ACCT=(X,Y,Z)

For this example, Db2 creates a 5-byte string of: "XdYdZ" where "d" represents an X'FF' delimiter. Do not confuse
this field with the CICS accounting token.
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The maximum length of this field is 142 bytes. The QMDA-ACCOUNT-VAR field contains the complete string and
can be used instead.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAACCT

QMDAPLAT
Specifies the client platform. This field is a 1 through 18 character field padded with blanks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAPLAT

QMDA-CLIENT-PLAT
Contains the client platform for non-local threads or the location name for local threads. This field is a 1 through
18 character field padded with blanks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QMDAPLAT and QMDALOCN

QMDA-CLIENT-APPL
Specifies the client application name. This field is a 1 through 20 character field padded with blanks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAAPPL

QMDA-CLIENT-AUTH
Specifies the client authorization ID of an application process. This field is a 1 through 8 character field padded
with blanks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAATID

QMDA-DDCS-SUFF
Specifies the DDCS account suffix. This field is the user-supplied portion (suffix) of the accounting string. The
maximum length of this field is 200 bytes. The QMDA-ACCOUNT-VAR field contains the complete string and can
be used instead.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QMDASUFX

QMDA-DDCS-SUFFLENG
Specifies the length of the DDCS account suffix.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDASFLN

QMDA-LOCATION-OFFS
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name, when the
QMDALCON field is truncated. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to
locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in
the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDALOCN_OFF

QMDA-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the location name for the Db2 subsystem that created the accounting string.

NOTE
This field has the same contents as the local location name (QWHSLOCN) at the subsystem that
created the accounting string. This variable length field contains the complete name.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDALOCN_D
QMDA-LOCATION-LEN

Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDALOCN_LEN

QMDA-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the location name for the Db2 subsystem that created the accounting string.

NOTE
This field has the same contents as the local location name (QWHSLOCN) at the subsystem that
created the accounting string. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDALOCN_VAR
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QMDA-ACCOUNT-OFFS
Specifies the offset from the QMDA to the extended accounting data area, when the QMDAASTR field is
truncated. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
trace record that Db2 produces. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAASTR_OFF

QMDA-ACCOUNT-LONG
The content of this field depends on the product type of the record. Typically it contains a complete string
which can be otherwise truncated when taken only from a field in the basic non-extended QMDA area. This
QMDAASTR_VAR field contains one of the following fields including also its continuation from the extended string
area. The original field is determined by the value of QMDA-NAME (first 3 bytes of QMDA-PRODUCT):

• DSN—QMDA-ACCT
• SQL or JCC—QMDA-DDCS-SUFF
• HTP or HTS—QMDA-REST-NAME
• Otherwise—QMDA-ACCOUNTING

This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAASTR_VAR

QMDA-ACCOUNT-LEN
Specifies the length of the variable string.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAASTR_LEN

QMDA-ACCOUNT-VAR
The content of this field depends on the product type of the record. Typically it contains a complete string
which can be otherwise truncated when taken only from a field in the basic non-extended QMDA area.
This QMDAASTR_D field contains one of the following fields including also its continuation from the extended
string area. The original field is determined by the value of QMDA-NAME (first 3 bytes of QMDA-PRODUCT):

• DSN—QMDA-ACCT
• SQL or JCC—QMDA-DDCS-SUFF
• HTP or HTS—QMDA-REST-NAME
• Otherwise—QMDA-ACCOUNTING

This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAASTR_D

QMDA-REST-FUNC
Specifies the method of the REST HTTP request. For example, GET or POST.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAFUNC

QMDA-REST-NAME
Specifies the fully qualified name of the REST service. This value may be truncated. Maximum length is 242
bytes. The QMDA-ACCOUNT-VAR field contains the complete string and can be used instead.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDASVCN

QMDA-CICS-EYE
Specifies the CICS origin adapter data eyecatcher.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAAEYE

QMDA-CICS-DATA1
Specifies the data passed by the exit program into the data 1 field. This data can identify the server to which the
adapter instance is connected.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAADT1
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QMDA-CICS-DATA2
Specifies the data passed by the exit program into the data 2 field. This data can identify the instance of the
adapter task that started the task with the START command.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAADT2

QMDA-CICS-DATA3
Specifies the data passed by the exit program into the data 3 field. This data can identify the reason why the
adapter instance started this task with the START command.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QMDAADT3

(003) IFI Statistics

The following describes the IFI statistics fields for the (003) ACCT record:

IFI-ELAPSED
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time spent processing IFI calls.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QIFAAIET

IFI-TCB-CPU
Specifies the accumulated TCB CPU time spent processing IFI calls.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QIFAAITT

IFI-DESCRIBES-ELAPSED
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time spent processing data capture describes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QIFAAMBT

IFI-LOG-EXTRACT
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time spent extracting log records for tables defined with 'data capture
changes'.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QIFAAMLT

IFI-COUNTS
Specifies the number of entry or exit to IFI events.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QIFAANIF

IFI-LOG-READS
Specifies the number of data capture log reads performed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QIFAANRC

IFI-LOG-RECORDS
Specifies the number of log records captured for which data capture processing was invoked.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QIFAANRR

IFI-DC-RECORDS
Specifies the number of data capture log records returned to caller as a result of IFI reads requests for IFCID 185.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QIFAANRR

IFI-DC-ROWS
Specifies the number of data capture data rows returned. Two rows are returned for each row altered by an SQL
update statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QIFAANDR

IFI-DC-DESCRIPTIONS
Specifies the number of data capture data descriptions returned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QIFAANDD
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IFI-DC-DESCRIBES
Specifies the number of data capture describes performed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QIFAANMB

IFI-DC-TABLES
Specifies the number of data capture tables for which data capture descriptions were returned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QIFAANTB

(003) Rollup Correlation Data

The following list identifies the threads included in the rollup record. These fields are a repeating group within the 003
record.

TRAN-AGENT-TOKEN
Specifies the agent token (ACE address) for one of the transactions included in the rollup record. Use this token
to correlate the accounting record to other trace records written with a matching QWHSACE value during the time
of the transaction (QWARBSC to QWARESC).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWARACE

TRAN-START
Specifies the starting time for the thread data that QWARACE identifies. That data is included in this rollup
accounting record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWARBSC

TRAN-END
Specifies the end time for the thread data that QWARACE identifies. That data is included in this rollup accounting
record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWARESC

(003) Group Buffer Pool Statistics

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the record. When listing similar members of each group in
a request, either append the occurrence number (1, 2, 3, and so on) or group buffer pool name in single quotes ('GBP0',
'GBP1', 'GBP2', and so on) in parentheses after the field name:

• Occurrences 1-50 are GBPO through GBP49
• Occurrences 51-60 are GBP32K through GBP32K9
• Occurrences 61-70 are GBP8K0 through GBP8K9
• Occurrences 71-80 are GBP16K0 through GBP16K9

The following list describes the group buffer pool statistics for the (003) ACCT record:

GRP-BUF-POOL-ID
Defines the internal ID number of the group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAGN

GRP-BUF-POOL-NAME
Defines the group buffer pool name (GBP0-GBP49, GB32K-GBP32K9, GBP8K0-GBP8K9, and GBP16K0-
GBP16K9).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SECD-ASYNC-IXLCACHES
Specifies the asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for the secondary group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGA2H
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DUPLEXED-COMP-CHKS
Shows the number of completion checks for writes to the secondary GBP that were suspended because the write
had not yet completed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGA2S

SES-XI-EXPLICIT
Shows the number of explicit cross-invalidations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAEX

PRIM-ASYNC-IXLCACHES
Specifies the asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for the primary group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAHS

SES-XIREAD-DATA
Shows the number of coupling facility read requests that are required because the buffer was marked invalid.
Data is returned from the group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAXD

SES-XIREAD-NODATA
Shows the number of coupling facility read requests that are required because the buffer was marked invalid.
Data is not returned from the group buffer pool. If a directory entry does not exist, one is created. Another Db2 in
the group has R/W interest in the page set or partition.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAXR

SES-READ-DATA
Shows the number of coupling facility reads that are necessary because the requested page was not found in the
buffer pool. Data was returned from the coupling facility.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAMD

SES-READ-NODATA
Shows the number of coupling facility reads that are necessary because the requested page was not found in the
buffer pool. Data was not returned from the coupling facility. If a directory entry does not exist for the page, an
entry is created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAMR

SES-READ-SUPPDIR
Shows the number of coupling facility reads that are necessary because the requested page was not found in the
buffer pool. Data was not returned from the coupling facility. A directory entry was not created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAMN

SES-WRITE-CHNG
Shows the number of changed pages that are written to the group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGASW

SES-WRITE-CLEAN
Shows the number of clean pages that are written to the group buffer pool. Db2 writes clean pages for page sets
and partitions defined with GBPCACHE ALL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAWC

SES-UNREG-PAGE-REQ
Shows the number of coupling facility requests to unregister a page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGADG

GBP-DEP-GETPAGES
Specifies the getpage requests for group buffer pool-dependent pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAGG

WRITEREG-MULT-PGS
Shows the number of write and register multiple (WARM) requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAWM
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WRITEREG-ONE-PAGE
Shows the number of write and register (WAR) requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAWS

P-LK-REQ-SPACEMAP
Shows the number of page p-lock lock requests for space map pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAP1

P-LK-REQ-DATA
Shows the number of page p-lock lock requests for data pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAP2

P-LK-REQ-IDX-LEAF
Shows the number of page p-lock lock requests for index leaf pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAP3

P-LK-UNLOCK-REQ
Shows the number of page p-lock unlock requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAU1

P-LK-SUS-SPACEMAP
Shows the number of page p-lock suspensions for space map pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAS1

P-LK-SUS-DATA
Shows the number of page p-lock lock suspensions for data pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAS2

P-LK-SUS-IDX-LEAF
Shows the number of page p-lock lock suspensions for index leaf pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAS3

IXLAXISN-SUSPENDS-XI
Specifies the number of suspensions of coupling facility asynchronous cross-invalidation service (IXLAXISN)
sync-up calls that occurred while waiting for asynchronous cross-invalidation to finish.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAAS

(003) Global Locking Statistics

The following list describes the global locking statistics fields, a repeating group of fields within the (003) ACCT record:

PLOCK-REQS
Shows the number of lock requests for P-locks. QTXALOCK contains the number of L-lock requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGALPLK

PLOCK-CHNG
Shows the number of change requests for P-locks. QTXACHG contains the number of change requests for L-
locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGACPLK

PLOCK-UNLK
Shows the number of unlock requests for P-locks. QTXAUNLK contains the number of unlock requests for L-
locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGAUPLK

PROPXES-REQS
Shows the number of lock requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the execution unit
of the user). This count includes both L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the request is
suspended.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGALSLM
PROPXES-CHNG

Shows the number of change requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the execution
unit of the user). This count includes both L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the request is
suspended.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGACSLM

PROPXES-UNLK
Shows the number of unlock requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the execution
unit of the user). This count includes both L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the request is
suspended.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGAUSLM

SUSP-IRLM-GLB
Shows the number of suspends because of the IRLM global resource contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGAIGLO

SUSP-XES-GLB
Shows the number of suspends because of the MVS XES global resource contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGASGLO

SUSP-XES-HEUR
Shows the number of synchronous to asynchronous heuristic conversions for lock requests in XES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGAFLSE

GLB-REQS-DENIED
Shows the number of global lock or change requests that were denied because of an incompatible retained lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGADRTA

NOTIFY-MSGS
Shows the number of sent notify messages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGANTFY

FALSE-CONT
Identifies how many false contentions occurred for lock and for unlock requests.
If XES APAR OA12164 and IRLM APAR PK85159 are applied, this counter reports false contentions for the data
sharing member against which an accounting trace is run. When these APARs are not applied, this counter is
zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGAFCNT

(003) Accounting Data for Data Sharing

The following describes the accounting data for data sharing field for the (003) ACCT record:

PARALLEL-COORD-TOKEN
For a parallel task, this is a correlating value that indicates the member name of the parallelism coordinator. This
value, with QWACPACE, can be used to correlate all of the parallel task records with the records of the originating
task.
For the coordinating task, there might be multiple instances of this field, with an occurrence for each assisting
member.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWDAXCQO

(003) Accelerator Statistics

The following list describes the fields that are related to query accelerator servers and accelerator use.
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NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as ACCEL-SERVER-OFFS, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses
these fields to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use these fields to verify that Db2 provides a long
name in the trace record.

ACCEL-PRODUCT-ID
Specifies the accelerator product ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACPRID

ACCEL-CONNECTS
Identifies the number of connections that are made to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACCONN

ACCEL-REQUESTS
Identifies the number of requests that are sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACREQ

ACCEL-TIMEOUTS
Identifies the number of timed-out requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACTOUT

ACCEL-FAILURES
Identifies the number of failed requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACFAIL

ACCEL-BYTES-SENT
Identifies the number of bytes sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACBYTS

ACCEL-BYTES-RETD
Identifies the number of bytes returned from the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACBYTR

ACCEL-MSGS-SENT
Identifies the number of messages that are sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACMSGS

ACCEL-MSGS-RETD
Identifies the number of messages that the accelerator returns.
IBM DB2 Field Name: Q8ACMSGR

ACCEL-BLKS-SENT
Identifies the number of blocks that are sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACBLKS

ACCEL-BLKS-RETD
Identifies the number of blocks that the accelerator returns.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACBLKR

ACCEL-ROWS-SENT
Identifies the number of rows that are sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACROWS

ACCEL-ROWS-RETD
Identifies the number of rows that the accelerator returns.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACROWR

ACCEL-SVCS-CPUTIME
Represents accelerator services CPU time (V1 only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACSCPU
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ACCEL-SVCS-ELAPSED
Represents accelerator services elapsed time (V1 only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACSELA

ACCEL-TCPIP-CPUTME
Represents the accelerator services TCP/IP CPU time. This time represents the CPU time that is spent
processing calls to the accelerator from the Db2 side.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACTCPU

ACCEL-TCPIP-ELAPSE
Represents the accelerator services TCP/IP elapsed time. This time represents the elapsed time that is spent
processing calls to the accelerator as seen from the Db2 side.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACTELA

ACCEL-ACCUM-CPUTME
Identifies the overall accelerator CPU time that is spent processing SQL queries.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACACPU

ACCEL-ACCUM-ELAPSE
Identifies the overall accelerator elapsed time that is spent processing the SQL queries.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACAELA

ACCEL-ACCUM-WAIT
Identifies the overall accelerator wait time for processing the SQL queries.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACAWAT

ACCEL-SERVER-VAR
Specifies the accelerator server name. This field is a variable length field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACNAME_D

ACCEL-SERVER-LEN
Specifies the length of the accelerator server name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACNAME_LEN

ACCEL-SERVER-LONG
Specifies the accelerator server name. This field is padded with null characters to the maximum field length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACNAME_VAR

ACCEL-SERVER-OFFS
Specifies the offset to the accelerator server ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACNAME_OFF

ACCEL-STMT-INSERT
Specifies the accumulated number of INSERT statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACINSC

ACCEL-STMT-UPDATE
Specifies the accumulated number of UPDATE statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACUPDC

ACCEL-STMT-DELETE
Specifies the accumulated number of DELETE statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACDELC

ACCEL-STMT-DROP
Specifies the accumulated number of DROP statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACDRPC

ACCEL-STMT-CREATE
Specifies the accumulated number of CREATE statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACCRTC
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ACCEL-STMT-COMMIT
Specifies the accumulated number of COMMIT statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACCMTC

ACCEL-STMT-ROLLBACK
Specifies the accumulated number of ROLLBACK statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACRBKC

ACCEL-STMT-OPEN
Specifies the accumulated number of OPEN statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACOPNC

ACCEL-ROWS-INSERTED
Specifies the number of rows inserted to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACROWI

ACCEL-ROWS-UPDATED
Specifies the number of rows updated on the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACROWU

ACCEL-ROWS-DELETED
Specifies the number of rows deleted on the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACROWD

ACCEL-ROWS-RETURNED
Specifies the number of rows returned by the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACROWC

ACCEL-WAIT-TIME-REPL
Specifies the accumulated time that query spent waiting for execution on an accelerator because the statements
were waiting for replication using HTAP delay protocol to finish updating the referenced tables.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACTWDP

ACCEL-TIMEOUTS-REPL
Specifies the accumulated number of times when query execution did not complete because changes were not
applied to a referenced table before the HTAP delay protocol time limit expired.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACNWDP

(003) Package Buffer Pool Statistics

(003) Package Buffer Pool Statistics is a repeating group of fields in IFCID 003.

Each occurrence corresponds to a package executed by a thread.

The following fields describe the package buffer pool statistics in the (003) ACCT record:

PKG-GET-PAGE
Specifies the number of buffer pool GETPAGE requests for a thread. This value includes successful requests
for pages for queries that are processed in parallel and both successful and unsuccessful requests for pages for
queries that are not processed in parallel.
GETPAGE requests occur when Db2 accesses pages in the buffer pools to satisfy application requests.
The number of GETPAGE requests indicates the amount of work that an application (or Db2) is doing. This
number is independent of the buffer pool size and activity and therefore fairly consistent between application runs
executing the same SQL statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACGET

PKG-SETW-SYS
Specifies the number of records that were updated in the buffer pool.
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This counter includes updates to index records and table updates. If the same record is updated twice in the same
logical unit of work, that counts as two updates.

NOTE
Updates do not reflect I/O operations. Typically, no synchronous I/O operation is done for a buffer pool
update because of Db2's buffering algorithms and techniques.

Read-only SQL statements and applications can have buffer pool updates because of sorting and intermediate
table results. For example, the use of the DSNDB07 temporary database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSWS

PKG-SYNC-READ
Specifies how many synchronous physical I/O operations have occurred to read pages of data from Db2 tables.
An I/O is caused by the need to access application data or system data (from the Db2 catalog or directory) that
is not currently loaded into Db2's buffer pools. One READ I/O operation can bring in many pages of data, but
normally just one page is read per I/O operation. Also, several physical I/O operations can be issued to read one
row in Db2, because I/O may be done to read indexes, Db2 catalogs for dynamic SQL, and the Db2 directory for
plan and DBD data. READ I/O operations do not include I/O performed for sequential prefetch, but do include
READ I/O operations to the temporary database (for sorting and intermediate table results).
The number of READ I/O operations indicates the amount of work that Db2 does for the application. The number
of READ I/O operations depends on the buffer pool size and the amount of Db2 activity. The value can vary
greatly between application runs executing the same SQL statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACRIO

PKG-SEQ-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of requests for a prefetch operation.
Through sequential prefetch, Db2 pre-reads pages of Db2 data into the buffer pool before the application attempts
to read them. Sequential prefetch typically occurs during sequential scanning of data and can be invoked for both
index spaces and table spaces.
The number of pages that Db2 reads for a prefetch request depends on the size of the buffer pool and the current
number of buffers available (buffer pages not in use or updated). Usually, sequential prefetch does not indicate
a problem. However, for an application or SQL statement that is to return only one row (typical for a high-volume
online transaction), it can indicate the lack of an index or Db2 choosing not to use one. For example, performing
an unnecessary table space scan.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSEQ

PKG-IMM-WRITE
Specifies the number of buffer pool WRITE I/O operations that required the application to wait until they
completed.
Usually, a WRITE I/O operation is processed asynchronously and this field is zero for application performance
data. Occasional synchronous WRITE I/O operations are normal due to WRITEs occurring during checkpoint
processing or when a data set is closed. A consistently high number of synchronous WRITE I/O operations
indicates a problem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACIMW

PKG-LIST-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of requests for a list prefetch operation. Through list prefetch, Db2 can access data pages
efficiently, even if the pages are not contiguous (with normal sequential prefetch, all pages are read contiguously).
Db2 determines the use of list prefetch at bind time.
List prefetch is indicated by an L in the Prefetch column of the PLAN_TABLE.
List prefetch has the following three main phases:

• RID (record identifiers) retrieval
• RID sort
• Data retrieval
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The RID retrieval phase gathers the required data pages through matching index scans to compile a list of RIDs.
The RID list is then ordered by the data page numbers in the RID pool. Finally, the data pages are accessed by
the sorted list.
Like normal sequential prefetch, many pages are read with one I/O operation, with the same number of pages and
restrictions that apply to normal sequential prefetch.

NOTE
With list prefetch, the data is not in a certain order since the RIDs are sorted by page number order.
Use an ORDER BY clause to order the data. Db2 performs an additional sort on data retrieved, unlike a
normal matching index scan not using list prefetch which can sometimes avoid the sort.

When a hybrid join is used, the sort of data page numbers may not be needed for a highly clustered index. Db2
can decide to use list prefetch for one of the following reasons:

• Matching index scan when the cluster ratio is less than 80.
• Matching index scan when the cluster ratio is high, and the number of resulting rows is too few to make

sequential prefetch efficient, but large enough to prefer the use of list prefetch over normal read I/O.
• Multiple index access is involved.
• Accessing data for the inner table of a Hybrid join.

Db2 decides not to use list prefetch at bind time if the estimated number of RIDs exceeds 50 percent of the RID
pool, or if RID list is expected to exceed 16 million RIDs.

NOTE
The RID pool is separate from the buffer pool. But its size is half the combined size of all buffer pools
with a maximum size of 200 MB.

Db2 disables list prefetch at run time for multiple index ORing if over 25 percent of the table should be accessed,
or for multiple index ANDing if the number of RIDs in the RID list falls below 32. In either of these cases, Db2 uses
a more efficient access path.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACLPF

PKG-DYNAMIC-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of dynamic prefetch requests performed due to sequential detection.
If Db2 does not use sequential or list prefetch at bind time, it can invoke sequential prefetch dynamically if it
detects that the data or index leaf pages are being accessed sequentially.
Db2 turns off the prefetch when data is no longer accessed sequentially (which does not apply to prefetch
requests at bind time). This process is known as sequential detection. Since it is detected at execution time, its
use is not indicated in the LAN_TABLE.
Dynamic sequential prefetch is subject to being disabled due to buffer pool shortages as is normal sequential
prefetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACDPF

PKG-COND-GETPAGE-FAIL
Specifies the number of times a page requested for a query processed in parallel was unavailable because an I/O
was in progress or the page was not found in the buffer pool.
The agent does not wait. Instead, control returns to the agent. This counter is used only when queries are
processed in parallel. If the value is close to zero, most pages are already prefetched into the buffer pool and wait
time for synchronous I/O is small.
This counter can be high if, for example, the data in a cluster index scan is not truly clustered by the index key. So
the data pages are not accessed in their true order and the cluster ratio is not valid. Use the RUNSTATS utility to
update it.
This number also determines the amount of sequential prefetches scheduled for a page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACNGT

PKG-ASYNCH-PAGES-READ
Specifies the number of asynchronous pages read by prefetch triggered by the agent.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSIO
PKG-ZHLINK-SYNC-IO-READS

Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations that used zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSYI

PKG-DISK-CACHE-READS
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations that hit disk cache, but did not use zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACIOC

PKG-ZHLINK-READ-CPU
Specifies the CPU time spent for successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink I/O is synchronous with the CPU, thus
CPU time accumulates from the beginning of the I/O until it completes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSYIT

PKG-ZHLINK-READ-CPU-INT
Specifies the CPU time spent for successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink I/O is synchronous with the CPU, thus
CPU time accumulates from the beginning of the I/O until it completes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QBACSYIT

(003) Package Statistics

A repeating group of fields in the (003) ACCT trace record.

The following list describes package statistics fields for the ACCT record. Each occurrence corresponds to a package or
DBRM executed by a thread.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as PACKAGE-LOCATION-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor
uses these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic
purposes to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.

PACKAGE-GLBCHLDL-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for child L-locks. The accounting class 8 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTK

PACKAGE-GLBOTHRL-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for other L-locks. The accounting class 8 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTM

PACKAGE-GLBPPPLCK-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for page set/partition P-locks. To collect this data,
the accounting class 8 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of the data sharing group.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTN

PACKAGE-GLBPAGEP-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for page P-locks. To collect this data, the accounting
class 8 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of the data sharing group.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTO

PACKAGE-GLBOTHRP-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for other P-locks. To collect this data, the accounting
class 8 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of the data sharing group.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTQ
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PACKAGE-GLBCHLDL-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global contention for child L-locks. To
collect this data, the accounting class 8 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of the
data sharing group.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNK

PACKAGE-GLBOTHRL-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global contention for other L-locks. To
collect this data, the accounting class 8 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of the
data sharing group.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNM

PACKAGE-GLBPPPLCK-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global contention for page set/partition
P-locks. To collect this data, the accounting class 8 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of the data sharing group.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNN

PACKAGE-GLBPAGEP-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global contention for page P-locks. To
collect this data, the accounting class 8 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of the
data sharing group.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNO

PACKAGE-GLBOTHRP-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global contention for other P-locks. To
collect this data, the accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of the
data sharing group.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNQ

PACKAGE-SECTION
Specifies the number of this particular package data section in the series of available data sections.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACRECN

PACKAGE-FLAGS
Specifies the value of package flags:

• X'0001'
Data is for the non-package DBRM.

• X'0002'
Data is for the package.

• X'0004'
Accounting class 8 data is present.

• X'0008'
This package is executing or is the most recently executed package.

• X'0020'
Accounting class 7 data is present.

• X'0040'
Successful auth check without accessing the Db2 catalog.

• X'0080'
Release incompatible function is in the package.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACFLGS
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PACKAGE-NAME
Specifies the complete 60-byte package name. This complete name includes location, collection ID, package ID,
and consistency token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACKNM

PACKAGE-LOCATION
Specifies the 16-character location name from which the current SQL originates. The package was executing on
behalf of the application running on the remote system.
A blank name implies that the package was executed locally.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACLOCN

PACKAGE-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QPACLOCN is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACLOCN_OFF

PACKAGE-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the location name from which the current SQL originates. The package was executing on behalf of the
application running on a remote system. A blank name implies the package was executed locally. This variable
length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACLOCN_D

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACLOCN_LEN

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the location name from which the current SQL originates. The package was executing on behalf of
the application running on a remote system. A blank name implies the package was executed locally. This field
contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACLOCN_VAR

PACKAGE-COLLECTION
Specifies the collection ID, an 18 character name that identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified
on the PACKAGE parameter of the BIND PACKAGE statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCOLN

PACKAGE-COLLECTION-OSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QPACCOLN is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCOLN_OFF

PACKAGE-COLLECTION-VAR
The collection ID is a name that identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE
parameter of the BIND PACKAGE statement. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCOLN_D

PACKAGE-COLLECTION-LEN
Specifies the length of the collection name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCOLN_LEN

PACKAGE-COLLECTION-LONG
Specifies the collection ID, a name that identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the
PACKAGE parameter of the BIND PACKAGE statement.
This field contains the complete field name expanded to maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCOLN_VAR
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PACKAGE-PROGRAM
Defines the name of the DBRM member (program name) from which a previous BIND {PACKAGE} operation
bound the current SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKID

PACKAGE-PROGRAM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QPACPKID is
truncated.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QPACPKID_OFF

PACKAGE-PROGRAM-VAR
Specifies the name of the DBRM member (program name) from which a previous BIND {PACKAGE} operation
bound the current SQL statement. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKID_D

PACKAGE-PROGRAM-LEN
Specifies the length of the package name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKID_LEN

PACKAGE-PROGRAM-LONG
Specifies the name of the program name from which a previous BIND {PACKAGE} operation bound the current
SQL statement. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKID_VAR

PACKAGE-TOKEN
Specifies the package consistency token as a 64-bit unsigned binary integer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCONT

PACKAGE-SQL-COUNT
Specifies the number of SQL statements that are issued in this package. Sometimes this field does not equal the
total of all SQL statement counters (QXST data section) because QXST does not count all SQL statements. For
example, QXST does not count COMMIT or ROLLBACK statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSQLC

PACKAGE-ELAPSE-START-DB2
Specifies the store clock value at entry to Db2 for the most recent execution of this package.
Entry elapsed time can be 0, and exit elapsed time can be non-zero. This situation may occur during the package
switch. The exit elapsed time represents the time at which processing last exited Db2 while processing this
package. The entry times of the package switched from by processing are set to 0.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSCB

PACKAGE-ELAPSE-END-DB2
Specifies the store clock value at exit from Db2 after the most recent execution of this package.
Entry elapsed time can be 0, and exit elapsed time can be non-zero. This situation can occur when the package
switch occurs. The exit elapsed time is the time at which the package processing last exited Db2. The entry times
of the package switched from by processing are set to 0.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSCE

PACKAGE-TOTAL-ELAPSE-DB2
Specifies the accumulated time in Db2 spent by application processing Db2 requests for the package.
The time includes I/O time, CPU, paging time, swap outs, suspend time, and so on.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSCT

PACKAGE-TCB-START-DB2
Specifies the TCB CPU time at entry to Db2 for the most recent execution of this package. Entry CPU time can be
0 and exit CPU time can be non-zero. This situation can occur when the package switch occurs.
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This CPU time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QPACBJST

PACKAGE-TCB-END-DB2
Specifies the TCB CPU time at exit from Db2 for the most recent execution of this package. Entry CPU time can
be 0 and exit CPU time can be non-zero. This situation can occur when the package switch occurs.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
This CPU time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACEJST

PACKAGE-TOTAL-TCB-DB2
Specifies the ICB CPU time accumulated in the application address space (TCB of the connecting thread) while
processing Db2 requests for the package.
This field is calculated for threads by taking the MVS TCB CPU time on exit from Db2 and subtracting the MVS
TCB CPU time on entry to Db2. The result is added to the previously saved TCB CPU time in Db2.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
This CPU time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACTJST

PACKAGE-EVENTS
Specifies the number of Db2 entry and exit events that are processed for the package.
This field gives the number of entry and exit events that are processed to calculate the elapsed time in Db2 and
the processor times.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNA

PACKAGE-IO-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for I/O requests initiated by the same
thread (synchronous I/O requests) for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNE

PACKAGE-IO-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated time in Db2 that the application has spent processing I/O requests for the package.
This field is for synchronous I/O only and includes synchronous read and write I/O (including selected
synchronous log I/O).
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTI

PACKAGE-LOCK-WAIT
Shows the time that the application was suspended while waiting for a local Db2 resource for the package. Latch
wait time or global lock wait time are not included.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTL

PACKAGE-READ-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated time in Db2 that the application waited for a read I/O event that was performed by
another thread to complete for the package.
The value includes the following I/O waits:

• Sequential Prefetch
• Sequential Detection
• List Prefetch
• Synchronous Read I/O that is performed by a thread other than the thread being reported

The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTR
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PACKAGE-WRITE-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated time in Db2 that the application waited for a write I/O event that is performed by
another thread to complete for the package.
The value includes the following I/O waits:

• Asynchronous Write I/O
• Synchronous Write I/O that is performed by a thread other than the thread being reported

The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTW

PACKAGE-SVCS-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated time in Db2 that the application has spent waiting due to synchronous execution unit
switches to Db2 services for the package.
The value includes the following Db2 service waits:

• Open/Close Data Set
• SYSLGRNG Update
• HSM Recall Data Set
• Commit Phase 2 (for read-only threads originating from TSO or batch)
• Dataspace Manager Services
• Define Data Set
• Extend Data Set
• Delete Data Set

The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTE

PACKAGE-LOG-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated time in Db2 that the application was suspended due to an -ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE) command for the package. This time is the actual suspend time for an individual thread and not
the time for the entire command to complete.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACALOG

PACKAGE-LOCK-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events for waits for a local Db2 resource for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNL

PACKAGE-READ-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for a read I/O event that another thread performs for
the package.
The value includes the following I/O waits:

• Sequential Prefetch
• Sequential Detection
• List Prefetch
• Synchronous Read I/O performed by a thread other than the thread being reported

The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNR

PACKAGE-WRITE-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for a write I/O event that another thread performed
for this package.
The value includes the following I/O waits:
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• Asynchronous Write I/O
• Synchronous Write I/O performed by a thread other than the thread being reported

The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNW

PACKAGE-SVCS-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events for synchronous execution unit switches for Db2 services for the
package.
The following Db2 service waits are included in this field:

• Open/Close Data Set
• SYSLGRNG Update
• HSM Recall Data Set
• Commit Phase 2 (for read-only threads originating from TSO or batch)
• Dataspace Manager Services
• Define Data Set
• Extend Data Set
• Delete Data Set

The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNS

PACKAGE-LOG-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for suspends due to an -ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE) command for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACALCT

PACKAGE-DRAIN-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for drain locks for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARND

PACKAGE-DRAIN-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a drain lock. This time is the time that the requester is suspended while
waiting to acquire the drain lock for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWDR

PACKAGE-CLAIM-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a drain when waiting for claims to release for the package. After drain lock
is acquired, the drainer must wait for claim holders to release the object.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWCL

PACKAGE-CLAIM-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for claims to release for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNC

PACKAGE-LOGREAD-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for an archive to be read from tape for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
This time also includes wait time for active log reads and archive log prefetch reads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWAR
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PACKAGE-LOGREAD-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for archive read for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
This time also includes wait time for active log reads and archive log prefetch reads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACANAR

PACKAGE-PG-LATCH-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time because of page latch contention for the package. For example, when
RUNSTATS and COPY utilities are run with the SHRLEVEL
(CHANGE) option, they use a page latch instead of locking to serialize the collection of statistics or the copying of
a page.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTP

PACKAGE-PG-LATCH-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for the page latch contention for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNH

PACKAGE-DS-MSG-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated elapsed wait time caused by suspension for sending messages to other members in
the data sharing group for the package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTG

PACKAGE-DS-GLOBAL-CONT
Specifies the accumulated elapsed wait time caused by suspension of an IRLM lock request due to global lock
contention. Such a lock requires inter-system communication to resolve. QPACAWTL provides wait time caused
by local lock contention, which does not require inter-communication to resolve.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTJ

PACKAGE-DS-MSG-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for sending messages to other members in the data
sharing group for the package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNG

PACKAGE-DS-GLOBAL-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events for global lock contention for the package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNJ

PACKAGE-STORPROC-WAIT
Specifies the total elapsed time spent waiting for an available TCB before the stored procedure could be
scheduled for the package
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCAST

NOTE
If this field is referenced in your customized archive IQL, SYSVIEW for Db2 returns a value of zero. Do
not remove this field from your customized archive IQL. Instead, replace it with an ACCT-ZERO field
so that the output remains compatible with table loads. For examples, see default archive IQL requests
(ARCI* in the TGTREQ library).

PACKAGE-STORPROC-WAITS
Specifies the number of times that an SQL CALL statement waited for an available TCB before the stored
procedure could be scheduled for the package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCANM

NOTE
If this field is referenced in your customized archive IQL, SYSVIEW for Db2 returns a value of zero. Do
not remove this field from your customized archive IQL. Instead, replace it with an ACCT-ZERO field
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so that the output remains compatible with table loads. For examples, see default archive IQL requests
(ARCI* in the TGTREQ library).

STORPROC-EXEC
Specifies the number of stored procedures executed. This value is calculated only if accounting class 8 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSPNS

UDF-ELAP-SCHD-WAIT
Specifies the total elapsed time that is spent waiting for an available TCB before UDF could be scheduled. This
value is calculated only if accounting class 8 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACUDST

NOTE
If this field is referenced in your customized archive IQL, SYSVIEW for Db2 returns a value of zero. Do
not remove this field from your customized archive IQL. Instead, replace it with an ACCT-ZERO field
so that the output remains compatible with table loads. For examples, see default archive IQL requests
(ARCI* in the TGTREQ library).

UDF-SCHEDULED
Specifies the number of UDFs scheduled. This value is calculated only if accounting class 8 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACUDNU

ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-NAME
Specifies the schema name under which a stored procedure, UDF, or trigger executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACASCH

ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QPACASCH is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACASCH_OFF

ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-VAR
Specifies the schema name under which a stored procedure, UDF, or trigger executed. This variable length field
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACASCH_D

ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-LEN
Specifies the length of the schema name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACASCH_LEN

ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-LONG
Specifies the schema name under which a stored procedure, UDF, or trigger executed. This field contains the
complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACASCH_VAR

ACTIVITY-NAME
Specifies the name of a trigger, stored procedure, or UDF.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAANM

ACTIVITY-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QPACAANM is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAANM_OFF

ACTIVITY-NAME-VAR
Specifies the name of a trigger, stored procedure, or UDF. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAANM_D

ACTIVITY-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the activity name.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAANM_LEN
ACTIVITY-NAME-LONG

Specifies the name of a trigger, stored procedure, or UDF. This field contains the complete name expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAANM_VAR

ACTIVITY-FLAG
Specifies the flags that indicate the function type:

• x'01'
Stored Procedure

• x'02'
User-Defined Function

• x'03'
Trigger Execution

• x'04'
Native SQL Stored Procedure

• x'05'
Noninline UDF

The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAAFG

PACKAGE-SWITCHEDTO
Specifies the number of switch occurrences for this package. A package switch occurs when the package starts
executing during the run of another package. Package switch is initial execution of the first package in application.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSWITCH

PACKAGE-ZIIP-CPU
Specifies the total CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP for all executions of this package.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor is
faster than standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times might exceed reported elapsed
time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCLS7_ZIIP
PKG-TCP-LOB-WAITS

Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for the TCP/IP LOB materialization during the
package execution.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACALBC

PKG-TCP-LOB-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for the TCP/IP LOB materialization during the package execution.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACALBW

PKG-TCB-DB2
Specifies the TCB CPU time for the execution of the last package. The last package executed can be different for
different executions of the same plan. The value of 0 is possible when the package switch occurs.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACEJST-QPACBJST

PKG-ELAPSED-DB2
Specifies the elapsed time for the last execution of the package. The last package executed can be different for
different executions of the same plan. The value of 0 is possible when the package switch occurs.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSCE-QPACSCB
PKG-UNACCT

Specifies the accumulated package elapsed time in Db2 that is not included in TCB time or in any suspension
categories for all executions of the package for this thread. Common contributors to other Db2 time are MVS
paging and processor wait time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PKG-TOTAL-TIME-DB2
Specifies the total time that a thread owning the package spent processing in Db2 for all packages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ACTIVITY-TYPE
Specifies whether the activity is a trigger, stored procedure, or UDF.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QPACAAFG

PKG-RLIMIT-USED
Contains 1 if the resource limit was in use. Otherwise, it contains 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PKG-LATCH-WAIT-TM
Specifies the wait time that accumulated because latch suspensions occurred during the package execution.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWLH

PKG-LATCH-WAITS
Specifies the amount of wait trace events processed for waits on latches during the package execution.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACANLH

PKG-ROLLUP-THRDS
Specifies the number of threads that rolled data into this QPAC data section. For records that are not rolled up,
the value is one. Rolled up records have a value of one or greater.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACRLNU

PKG-ACCEL-WAITS
Specifies the amount of wait trace events processed for accelerator requests during the package execution.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAACC

PKG-ACCEL-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time that requests spent waiting for accelerator during the package execution.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAACW

PKG-PQS-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the time that parallel query processing waited for parent-child synchronization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPAC_PQS_WAIT

PKG-PQS-SUSPEND-COUNT
Specifies the number of times that parallel query processing waited for parent-child synchronization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPAC_PQS_COUNT

PKG-PIPE-WAIT
Specifies the time that a package spent waiting for a pipe to become available.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QPAC_PIPE_WAIT

PKG-PIPEWAIT-CNT
Specifies the number of times a wait for a pipe occurred.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QPAC_PIPEWAIT_COUNT

PACKAGE-COPYID
Specifies the copy ID of the package.
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This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QPAC_COPYID

(003) Package Locking and Resource Limit Statistics

The following list describes the package locking and resource limit statistics fields for the (003) ACCT record. The
following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the IFCID 003. Each occurrence corresponds to a package
executed by a thread.

PKG-DEADLOCKS
Shows the accumulated number of times that an application was unable to obtain a lock from the lock manager
(IRLM) due to a deadlock situation. An example of a deadlock situation is as follows: application 1 is waiting for a
lock that application 2 is holding and application 2 is also waiting for another lock that application 1 is holding.
To detect a deadlock, IRLM checks on a user-specified interval of DEADLOK in DSNZPARM for a deadlock
situation.
You can use the SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display to see the current DEADLOK setting for your installation. If
IRLM detects a deadlock situation, Db2 decides which application to abort. Db2 returns a -911 or a -913 SQL
return code when a deadlock occurs. (The IMS attachment may return a U777 abend code). The SQLCA contains
a reason code and indicate what resource and type of lock was unobtainable.
If the SYSVIEW for Db2 message logging facility is active, you can find out what resource was unavailable and
who was involved in the deadlock situation by browsing the log.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXADEA

PKG-SUSPENDS
Shows the accumulated number of times that an application trying to obtain a lock from the lock manager (IRLM)
was delayed because the resource was being held by another task with an incompatible lock.
Lock suspends should be avoided. Ideally, this field should be zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASLOC

PKG-TIMEOUTS
Shows the accumulated number of times that an application was unable to obtain a lock from the lock manager
(IRLM) after waiting for an installation-specified time interval.
Db2 aborts processing and backs out the current unit of work (erases any changes made since the last COMMIT).
Db2 waits the amount of time that is specified on the DSNZPARM parameter, IRLMRWT, for transactions and
queries to receive a lock. It also waits twice this value for IMS/VS BMPs to get a lock, and three times this value
for batch jobs and utilities.
You can use the SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display to see the current IRLMRWT setting for your installation.
Db2 returns a -911 or -913 SQL return code when a timeout occurs. (The IMS attachment may return a U777
abend code). The SQLCA contains a reason code and indicate what resource and type of lock was unobtainable.
If the SYSVIEW for Db2 message logging facility is active, you can find out what resource was unavailable and
who owned the resource by browsing the log.
Timeouts should be avoided. Ideally, this field should be zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXATIM

PKG-LOCK-ESCAL-SHR
Count of lock escalations to shared mode.
This field shows the accumulated number of times that Db2 successfully performed a lock escalation on a
tablespace from an "intent to share" (IS) lock to a shared (S) tablespace lock.
For table spaces defined with a lock size of ANY, PAGE, or ROW, Db2 allows a maximum of NUMLKTS page
or row locks as defined in the DSNZPARM for each tablespace or by the LOCKMAX clause of the CREATE
TABLESPACE statement for the tablespace.
You can use the SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display to see the current NUMLKTS setting for your installation.
If the value is zero, then the application has no tablespace lock limit. Otherwise, if the lock size is PAGE or ROW,
the SQL statement is terminated with a negative SQL code.
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For a lock size of ANY, Db2 tries to escalate the lock to a tablespace lock.
This field should typically be zero. If it is not, then the application causing the lock escalation should be
investigated to see if the number of locks can be reduced.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALES

PKG-LOCK-ESCAL-EXC
Count of lock escalations to exclusive mode. This field shows the accumulated number of times that Db2
successfully performed a lock escalation on a tablespace from an "intent for exclusive" (IX) to an exclusive (X)
tablespace lock. For table spaces defined with a lock size of ANY, PAGE, or ROW, Db2 allows a maximum of
NUMLKTS page or row locks as defined in the DSNZPARM for each tablespace or by the LOCKMAX clause of
the CREATE TABLESPACE statement for the tablespace.
You can use the SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display to see the current NUMLKTS setting for your installation.
If the value is zero, then the application has no tablespace lock limit. Otherwise, if the lock size is PAGE or ROW,
the SQL statement is terminated with a negative SQL code. For a lock size of ANY, Db2 tries to escalate the lock
to a tablespace lock.
This field should typically be zero. If it is not, then the application causing the lock escalation should be
investigated to see if the number of locks can be reduced.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALEX

PKG-MAX-PAGE-LOCKS
Shows the maximum number of page or row locks held by an application at any given point. If this is a
summarized field, then it indicates the highest occurrence detected. For table spaces defined with a lock size of
ANY, PAGE, or ROW, Db2 allows a maximum of NUMLKTS page or row locks as defined in the DSNZPARM for
each tablespace or by the LOCKMAX clause of the CREATE TABLESPACE statement for the tablespace.
You can use the SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display to see the current NUMLKTS setting for your installation.
If the value is zero, then the application has no tablespace lock limit. If the lock size is ANY for a tablespace and
the maximum locks has been reached, then Db2 tries to escalate the page lock to a tablespace lock. Otherwise, if
the lock size of a tablespace is PAGE or ROW, the SQL statement is terminated with a negative SQL code when
max locks is reached. The application is automatically terminated when max locks is reached.
This counter should be kept as low as possible. If this value is large, then the application holding many page or
row locks should be investigated to see if the number of locks can be reduced. Holding a high number of locks
can cause a significant increase in storage usage and can cause concurrency problems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXANPL

PKG-RLIMIT-FLAG
Sets the first flag byte for determining resource limit as one of the following values:
x'80'

Infinite limit
x'40'

No run or zero limit
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAFLG1

PKG-RLIMIT-TABLE
Identifies the resource limit table suffix. You can derive the actual tablename by appending the value in this field
to the resource limit table prefix name, DSNRLSTxx. The resource limit table determines how many service units
(CPU time) a particular Db2 call for a dynamic SQL statement is allowed to consume.

NOTE
A dynamic SQL statement may have multiple Db2 calls, but the bulk of the execution is typically done in
a single call to Db2.

Entries are placed in the table by an administrator. There can be generic or specific entries in the table to control
the usage of dynamic SQL by the plan name, authorization ID, or both.
If the resource limit facility is not active, no dynamic SQL was used, or no table entry applies to this authorization
ID and plan combination, then this field is not used.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXARUD
PKG-RLIMIT-TYPE

Indicates the numeric value (nn) of how the resource limit was determined. If PKG-RLIMIT-TYPE is not active, this
indicates that the RLF was not active when the thread was executed.
The following values apply for Db2 11 and prior:

• 1 SPECIFIC AUTH & PLAN
Limit from specific AUTHID and PLAN.

• 2 SPECIFIC AUTHID
Limit from specific AUTHID running any PLAN.

• 3 SPECIFIC PLAN
Limit from specific PLAN name for any AUTHID.

• 4 BLANK AUTHID & PLAN
Limit from blank AUTHID and PLAN.

• 5 DEFAULT - NO ENTRY
Limit from install - no entry.

• 6 DEFAULT - I/O ERROR
Limit from install - I/O error.

• 7 N/A - SYSADM/SYSOPR
No limit - user has SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• 8 SPEC AUTH, COLL, PKG
Limit from specific AUTHID, COLLECTION, and PACKAGE.

• 9 SPEC AUTH, ANY PKG
Limit from specific AUTHID running any PACKAGE.

• 10 SPEC AUTH, ANY COLL
Limit from specific AUTHID running any COLLECTION.

• 11 SPC AUTH-ANY PK/COLL
Limit from AUTHID running any PACKAGE and COLLECTION.

• 12 SPECIFIC PKG/COLL
Limit from specific PACKAGE and COLLECTION for any AUTHID.

• 13 ANY AUTHID & PACKAGE
Limit from any AUTHID and any PACKAGE.

• 14 ANY AUTHID & COLLID
Limit from any AUTHID and any COLLECTION.

• 15 ANY AUTH, PKG & COLL
Limit from any AUTHID, PACKAGE, and COLLECTION (controlled by package).

• 16 ROW FROM RLMT TABLE USED
Limit was obtained from a row in the RLMT table.

• INFINITE LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAILMT (set in QTXAFLG1; if the flag is not set and QTXAPREC is not 7, the value
is set in QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXANRUN (set in QTXAFLG1)

The following values apply for Db2 12:

• 1 SPEC AUTH COL PKG LOCN
Specific auth ID, collection ID, package, and location name.

• 2 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN
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Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 3 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 4 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 5 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
• 6 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
• 7 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 8 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 9 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 10 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 11 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.
• 12 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 13 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 14 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 15 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 16 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 17 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
• 18 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
• 19 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 20 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 21 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 22 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 23 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.
• 24 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 25 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and IP address.
• 26 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN ANY IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and any IP address.
• 27 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
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Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 28 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP
address.

• 29 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 30 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 31 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 32 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 33 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 34 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 35 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 36 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 37 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 38 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP address.

• 39 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP address.

• 40 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 41 INSTALL ZPARM USED FOR LIMIT
Limit from Install zparm used for limit.

• 42 INFINITE - USER HAS SYSADM/SYSOPR AUTHORITY
Infinite limit - user has super SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• INFINITE LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAILMT (set in QTXAFLG1; if the flag is not set and QTXAPREC is not 42, the
value is set in QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXANRUN (set in QTXAFLG1)

IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAPREC
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PKG-RLIMIT-SUS
Shows the maximum number of CPU service units (ASUTIME), as specified in the resource limit table, that a Db2
call for a dynamic SQL statement is allowed to consume.

NOTE
A dynamic SQL statement may have multiple Db2 calls, but the bulk of the execution is typically done in
a single call to Db2.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASLMT
PKG-RLIMIT-16M

Shows the maximum amount of CPU time in 16-microsecond units that dynamic SQL being governed by the
resource limit facility is allowed to consume. This value is computed by Db2 based on your ASUTIME value that is
specified in the resource limit table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACLMT

PKG-RUSED-16M
Shows the maximum amount of CPU time in 16-microsecond units that has been used by dynamic SQL being
governed by the resource limit facility.

NOTE
A dynamic SQL statement may have multiple Db2 calls, but the bulk of the execution is typically done in
a single call to Db2. Only successful calls are monitored by the resource limit facility.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACHUS
PKG-SUSPENDS-LATCH

Shows the accumulated number of times that an application has been delayed while waiting for a latch.
A latch is a piece of storage that is used to serialize a process within Db2 or IRLM. Latch suspends are typically
short and are controlled internally by Db2. Not much can be done in the way of tuning latch suspends.
A few latch suspends can be expected for a heavily loaded Db2 subsystem. However, if latch suspends are
causing you a significant amount of degradation, then you may want to contact IBM for assistance.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASLAT

PKG-SUSPENDS-OTHER
Shows the accumulated number of times that an application has been delayed for some reason other than a lock
or latch wait. Reasons for this include:

• IRLM sync requests (up to one request per agent canceled).
• IRLM synchronous notifies. Examples include:

– Requests to invalid DBDs in other members
– Requests for a data set extend
– Requests for drop or revoke to invalid EDM authorization caches in other members
– Sysplex query parallelism
– BP recovery

None of the above are frequent occurrences, unless sysplex parallelism is being used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASOTH

PKG-LOCK-CALLS
Specifies the accumulated number of times that Db2 sent a lock request to IRLM on behalf of the application.
For table spaces defined with a lock size of ANY or PAGE, Db2 allows a maximum of NUMLKTS page locks as
defined in SNZPARM for each tablespace.
You can use the SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display to see the current NUMLKTS setting for your installation.
If the value is zero, then the application has no tablespace lock limit. If the lock size is PAGE, the SQL statement
is terminated with a negative SQL code. If the lock size is ANY, Db2 tries to escalate the lock to a tablespace (or
table for segmented table spaces) lock (exclusive if "update" page locks are being obtained; shared if "shared"
page locks are being obtained).
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Db2 also allows a maximum total of NUMLKUS page locks as defined in DSNZPARM for a user. If the value is
zero, then the application has no lock limit. Otherwise, the SQL statement is terminated with a negative SQL
code. Generally, the number of locks is informational. However, if this number is excessively large, you could save
a significant amount of CPU and storage by using a LOCK TABLE statement rather than letting Db2 acquire a
lock for every individual page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALOCK

PKG-UNLOCK-CALLS
Shows the accumulated number of times that Db2 sent an unlock request to IRLM on behalf of the application.

NOTE
The number of unlock requests may be much lower than the number of lock requests because many
locks can be freed by Db2 with one unlock request. This field is for informational purposes only and
serves no real tuning value.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAUNLK
PKG-LOCK-QUERIES

Shows the accumulated number of times that Db2 sent a query request to the lock manager, IRLM, on behalf of
the application. This field is for informational purposes only and serves no real tuning value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAQRY

PKG-LOCK-CHANGES
Shows the accumulated number of times that Db2 requested the lock manager, IRLM, to change the type of lock
on behalf of an application. For example, if an application opens a cursor for a SELECT ... FOR UPDATE OF,
then updates a retrieved row, Db2 would first get an intent for exclusive lock, then upgrade it to an exclusive lock
when the update is done.
This field is for informational purposes only and serves no real tuning value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACHG

PKG-IRLM-OTHER-CALLS
Shows the accumulated number of times Db2 sent a request to the lock manager, IRLM, that was not a lock,
unlock, query, or change lock request.
This field is for informational purposes only and serves no real tuning value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAIRLM

PKG-CLAIM-REQUESTS
Specifies the number of CLAIM requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACLNO

PKG-CLAIMS-UNSUCCESSFUL
Specifies the number of unsuccessful CLAIM requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACLUN

PKG-DRAIN-REQUESTS
Specifies the number of DRAIN requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXADRNO

PKG-DRAINS-UNSUCCESSFUL
Specifies the number of unsuccessful DRAIN requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXADRUN

PKG-RLF-TABLE
Identifies the resource limit table name currently in use. The resource limit table determines how many service
units (CPU time) a particular Db2 call for a dynamic SQL statement is allowed to consume.

NOTE
A dynamic SQL statement may have multiple Db2 calls, but the bulk of the execution is typically done in
a single call to Db2. Entries are placed in the table by an administrator. There can be generic or specific
entries in the table to control the usage of dynamic SQL by plan name, authorization ID, or both.
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If the RLF is not active, no dynamic SQL was used, or no table entry applies to this authorization ID and plan
combination, then this field is not used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXARLID, QTXAPREC

PKG-RLF-LIMIT-CPU
Shows the maximum amount of CPU time in normal timer units that dynamic SQL being governed by the RLF is
allowed to consume. This value is computed by SYSVIEW for Db2 based on the QTXACLMT (RLIMIT-16M).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXACLMT

PKG-RLF-MAX-CPU-USED
Shows the maximum amount of CPU time in normal timer units that has been used by dynamic SQL being
governed by the resource limit facility.

NOTE
A dynamic SQL statement may have multiple Db2 calls, but the bulk of the execution is typically done
in a single call to Db2. Only successful calls are monitored by the resource limit facility. This value is
computed by SYSVIEW for Db2 based on the QTXACHUS (RUSED-16M) value.

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
PKG-RLF-PCT-MAX

Indicates the highest percentage of the maximum number of CPU service units (ASUTIME), as specified in the
resource limit table, that was consumed by a particular SQL call during a dynamic SQL statement.

NOTE
A dynamic SQL statement may have multiple Db2 calls, but the bulk of the execution is typically done
in a single call to Db2. If the resource limit facility is not active, no dynamic SQL was used, or no table
entry applies to this authorization ID and plan combination, then this field is not applicable.

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXACHUS
PKG-RLF-CURR-CPU-USED

Indicates the current amount of resource limit CPU that is being consumed by the current Db2 call for a dynamic
SQL statement.

NOTE
A dynamic SQL statement may have multiple Db2 calls, but the bulk of the execution is typically done
in a single call to Db2. If the thread is no longer processing a dynamic SQL statement, then the value
applies to the last Db2 call that took place for a dynamic SQL statement. In this case, the amount is
typically low because the last call is usually an inexpensive one. If the resource limit facility is not active,
no dynamic SQL was used, or no table entry applies to this authorization ID and plan combination, then
this field is not applicable.

IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A
PKG-RLF-PCT-CURR

Indicates the current percentage of the maximum number of CPU service units (ASUTIME), as specified in the
resource limit table that is being consumed by the current Db2 call for a dynamic SQL statement.

NOTE
A dynamic SQL statement may have multiple Db2 calls, but the bulk of the execution is typically done in
a single call to Db2. If the thread is no longer processing a dynamic SQL statement, then the percentage
applies to the last Db2 call that took place for a dynamic SQL statement. In this case, the percentage is
typically low because the last call is usually an inexpensive one. If the resource limit facility is not active,
no dynamic SQL was used, or no table entry applies to this authorization ID and plan combination, then
this field is not applicable.

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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PKG-RLF-DERIVED
Indicates the textual value derived from the numeric value (PKG-RLIMIT-TYPE) of how the resource limit was
determined. If PKG-RLF-DERIVED is not active, this indicates that the RLF was not active when the thread was
executed.
The following values apply for Db2 11 and prior:

• 1 SPECIFIC AUTH & PLAN
Limit from specific AUTHID and PLAN.

• 2 SPECIFIC AUTHID
Limit from specific AUTHID running any PLAN.

• 3 SPECIFIC PLAN
Limit from specific PLAN name for any AUTHID.

• 4 BLANK AUTHID & PLAN
Limit from blank AUTHID and PLAN.

• 5 DEFAULT - NO ENTRY
Limit from install - no entry.

• 6 DEFAULT - I/O ERROR
Limit from install - I/O error.

• 7 N/A - SYSADM/SYSOPR
No limit - user has SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• 8 SPEC AUTH, COLL, PKG
Limit from specific AUTHID, COLLECTION, and PACKAGE.

• 9 SPEC AUTH, ANY PKG
Limit from specific AUTHID running any PACKAGE.

• 10 SPEC AUTH, ANY COLL
Limit from specific AUTHID running any COLLECTION.

• 11 SPC AUTH-ANY PK/COLL
Limit from AUTHID running any PACKAGE and COLLECTION.

• 12 SPECIFIC PKG/COLL
Limit from specific PACKAGE and COLLECTION for any AUTHID.

• 13 ANY AUTHID & PACKAGE
Limit from any AUTHID and any PACKAGE.

• 14 ANY AUTHID & COLLID
Limit from any AUTHID and any COLLECTION.

• 15 ANY AUTH, PKG & COLL
Limit from any AUTHID, PACKAGE, and COLLECTION (controlled by package).

• 16 ROW FROM RLMT TABLE USED
Limit was obtained from a row in the RLMT table.

• INFINITE LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 based on QTXAILMT value (if QTXAFLG1 is not set and
QTXAPREC is not 7, the value is derived from QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 (based on the QTXANRUN value)

The following values apply for Db2 12:

• 1 SPEC AUTH COL PKG LOCN
Specific auth ID, collection ID, package, and location name.

• 2 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN
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Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 3 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 4 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 5 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
• 6 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
• 7 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 8 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 9 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 10 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 11 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.
• 12 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 13 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 14 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 15 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 16 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 17 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
• 18 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
• 19 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 20 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 21 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 22 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 23 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.
• 24 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 25 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and IP address.
• 26 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN ANY IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and any IP address.
• 27 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
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Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 28 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP
address.

• 29 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 30 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 31 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 32 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 33 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 34 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 35 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 36 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 37 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 38 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP address.

• 39 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP address.

• 40 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 41 INSTALL ZPARM USED FOR LIMIT
Limit from Install zparm used for limit.

• 42 INFINITE - USER HAS SYSADM/SYSOPR AUTHORITY
Infinite limit - user has super SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• INFINITE LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 based on QTXAILMT value (if QTXAFLG1 is not set and
QTXAPREC is not 42, the value is derived from QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 (based on the QTXANRUN value)

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAPREC
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PKG-RLF-ASU-LIMIT
Shows the maximum number of CPU service units (ASUTIME), as specified in the resource limit table, that a Db2
call for a dynamic SQL statement is allowed to consume.

NOTE
A dynamic SQL statement may have multiple Db2 calls, but the bulk of the execution is typically done in
a single call to Db2.

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
PKG-CURRENT-LOCKS

Shows the current number of page locks held by the application.

NOTE
This value may not be valid (shows zero) after a lock escalation takes place. For table spaces defined
with a lock size of ANY or PAGE, Db2 allows a maximum of NUMLKTS page locks as defined in
DSNZPARM for each tablespace. Db2 also allows a maximum of NUMLKUS page locks per user. You
can use the SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display to see the current NUMLKTS and NUMLKUS settings for
your installation.

If the value is zero, then the application has no tablespace or user lock limit. If the lock size is ANY for a
tablespace and NUMLKTS has been reached, then Db2 tries to escalate the page lock to a tablespace lock. If
the lock size of a tablespace is PAGE, then the SQL statement is terminated with a negative SQL code when
NUMLKTS is reached. The application is automatically terminated when NUMLKUS is reached.
This counter should be kept as low as possible. If this value is large, then the application holding many page locks
should be investigated to see if the number of locks can be reduced. Holding a high number of page locks can
cause a significant increase in storage use and can cause concurrency problems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(003) Package SQL Statistics

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the (003) ACCT record. Each occurrence corresponds to a
package that a thread executes.

The following list describes the package SQL statistics fields for the ACCT record:

PKG-SQL-SELECTS
Shows the number of SQL SELECT statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPSELECT

PKG-SQL-INSERTS
Shows the number of SQL INSERT statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPINSRT

PKG-SQL-UPDATES
Shows the number of SQL UPDATE statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPUPDTE

PKG-SQL-DELETES
Shows the number of SQL DELETE statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPDELET

PKG-SQL-DESCRIBES
Shows the number of SQL DESCRIBE statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPDESC

PKG-SQL-PREPARES
Shows the number of SQL PREPARE statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPPREP
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PKG-SQL-OPENS
Shows the number of SQL OPEN cursor statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPOPEN

PKG-SQL-CLOSES
Shows the number of SQL CLOSE cursor statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPCLOSE

PKG-SQL-FETCHES
Shows the number of SQL FETCH cursor statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPFETCH

PKG-SQL-LOCK-TBL
Shows the number of SQL LOCK TABLE statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPLOCK

PKG-SQL-CALL-STMTS
Shows the number of SQL CALL statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPCALL

(003) Longest Lock/Latch Waiters

This section of IFCID 003 (ACCT) records data about the longest lock and latch waiters.

These fields are new with Db2 version 13.

LL-DBID
Specifies the database ID of the sync/async I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLDB

LL-OBID
Specifies the OBID of the sync/async I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLOB

LL-TOKEN
Specifies the token of the longest held latch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLLA

LL-CLASS
Specifies the class of the longest held latch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLLC

LL-TYPE
Specifies the type of the longest waiter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLTYP

LL-BEGIN-TIME
Specifies the begin time of the longest held lock/latch, sync/async I/O, or drain lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLRBT

LL-END-TIME
Specifies the end time of the longest held lock/latch, sync/async I/O, or drain lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLRET

LL-DURATION
Specifies the duration of either the longest held lock/latch, sync/async I/O, or drain lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLRDT

LL-ST-RMID
Specifies the RMID of the longest running service task.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLID
LL-ST-FC

Specifies the function code of the longest running service task.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLFC

LL-ST-BEGIN-TIME
Specifies the begin time of the longest running service task.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLSBT

LL-ST-END-TIME
Specifies the end time of the longest running service task.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLSET

LL-ST-DURATION
Specifies the duration of the longest running service task.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLSDT

LL-PL-DBID
Specifies the database ID that was impacted by the longest page latch wait.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLPIDB

LL-PL-OBID
Specifies the pageset ID that was impacted by the longest page latch wait.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLPISB

LL-PL-PAGENO
Specifies the page number that was impacted by the longest page latch wait.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLPG

LL-PL-PART
Specifies the part number that was impacted by the longest page latch wait.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLPA

LL-PL-BEGIN-TIME
Specifies the begin time of the longest page latch wait.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLPIBT

LL-PL-END-TIME
Specifies the end time of the longest page latch wait.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLPIET

LL-PL-DURATION
Specifies the duration (elapsed time) of the longest page latch wait.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLLLPIDT

(004) TRACE-START
Identifies the beginning of a trace. (004) TRACE-START records the text used to invoke the trace.

The following describes the field in the TRACE-START record:

TRACE-MSG-TEXT
Message text used to start the trace.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0004RL

(005) TRACE-STOP
Identifies the end of a trace. (005) TRACE-STOP records the text used to stop the trace.
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The following describes the TRACE-STOP record field:

TRACE-MSG-TEXT
Message text used to stop the trace.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0005RL

(006) READ-IO-ST
The data set before a read I/O operation. This record tracks the Buffer Pool and page set ID, the first page number to be
read, and the type of read request (read or sequential prefetch).

The following list describes the fields in this record:

DBID
Indicates the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0006DB

OBID
Defines the page set OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0006OB

BUF-POOL-ID
Defines the internal buffer pool ID (0, 1, 2, 80).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0006BP

BUF-POOL-NAME
Defines the buffer pool name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

FIRST-PG
Specifies the first page number to be read.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0006PN

TYPE-OF-READ
Specifies the flag for type of read:
S

Sequential prefetch
R

Synchronous read
L

List prefetch
D

Dynamic sequential prefetch
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0006F

REQUESTOR-ACE
Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element) control block address for the thread on whose behalf the I/O is taking
place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0006AC

FIRST-PG
Specifies First page number to be read. This 4-byte field can accommodate page numbers in large table spaces.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0006PG

TBLSPACE-TYPE
Specifies the type of tablespace:
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N
Not large

L
Large

V
Very large

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0006FG
PARTITION

Defines the partition number accessed. If the tablespace is not partitioned, the value is 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0006PT

MISC-FLAG1
Specifies flag settings:
x'80' - On

Indicates relative page number
x'80' - Off

Indicates absolute page number
x'40' - On

Indicates READ with SYNCIO was success
x'40' - Off

Indicates READ with SYNCIO was suspended
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0006P

PAGE-NUM-TYPE
Indicates page number type:
A

Absolute page number
R

Relative page number
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0006P:QW0006P1

READ-SYNCIO
Indicates the usage of READ SYNCIO:
YES

READ request with SYNCIO
NO

READ request without SYNCIO
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0006P:QW0006SI

(007) READ-IO
The completion of a read I/O operation. This record tracks the number of read pages and includes fields containing data
copied from (006) READ-IO-ST.

(007) READ-IO includes the following fields:

RET-CD
Specifies the Media Manager return code (0—Successful).
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0007MM
DBID

Indicates the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0007DB

OBID
Defines the page set OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0007OB

REQUESTOR-ACE
Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element) control block address for the thread on whose behalf the I/O is taking
place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0007AC

PAGES-READ
Specifies the number of pages read.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0007NP

PAGE-PREFETCHED
Specifies the ID of a page that was prefetched during an I/O operation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0007PF

BUF-POOL-ID
Defines the internal Buffer Pool ID (0, 1, 2, 80).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

BUF-POOL-NAME
Defines the Buffer Pool name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

FIRST-PG
Specifies the first page number to be read.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

TYPE-OF-READ
Specifies the flag for type of read:

• Sequential Prefetch
• Synchronous Read
• List Prefetch
• Dynamic Sequential Prefetch

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
PAGES-READ-SYNC

Specifies pages read synchronously.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PAGES-READ-PREF
Specifies pages read prefetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

FIRST-PG
Specifies the first page number to be read. This 4-byte field can accommodate page numbers in large table
spaces.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

TBLSPACE-TYPE
Specifies the type of tablespace:
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N
Not large

L
Large

V
Very large

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
PARTITION

Defines the partition number accessed. If the tablespace is not partitioned, the value is 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

MISC-FLAG1
Specifies flag settings as follows:
x'80' - On

Indicates relative page number
x'80' - Off

Indicates absolute page number
x'40' - On

Indicates that READ with SYNCIO was success
x'40' - Off

Indicates that READ with SYNCIO was suspended
x'20' - On

Indicates read success with disk cache hit
x'20' - Off

Indicates read success without disk cache hit
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0007P

PAGE-NUM-TYPE
Specifies the page number type:
A

Absolute page number
R

Relative page number
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0007P:QW0007P1

PAGE-NUM-TYPE-START
Specifies the page number type before the read I/O operation, this field is derived from starting event (006)
READ-IO-ST:
A

Absolute page number
R

Relative page number
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0006P:QW0006P1

READ-SYNCIO
Indicates the result of READ SYNCIO:
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ZHL-YES
READ request with SYNCIO used zHyperLink

ZHL-NO
READ request with SYNCIO did not use zHyperLink

ASYNCIO
READ request without SYNCIO

This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0007P: QW0007SI, QW0006P: QW0006SI

READ-SYNCIO-START
Indicates the usage of READ SYNCIO before read I/O operation, this field is derived from starting event (006)
READ-IO-ST:
YES

READ request with SYNCIO
NO

READ request without SYNCIO
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0006P:QW0006SI

DISK-CACHE-HIT
Indicates whether the requested data was found in the DASD subsystem cache:
YES

Read success with disk cache hit
NO

Read success without disk cache hit
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0007P:QW0007DC

(008) WRITE-IO-ST
The data set before a write I/O operation. This record tracks the number of active buffers in the pool and the number of
updated pages in the deferred write queue.

NOTE

This record consolidates IFCIDs 8 and 10.

The following list describes the fields in this record:

DBID
Indicates the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0008DB

OBID
Defines the page set OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0008OB

PAGES-TO-WRITE
Shows the number of pages to be written.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0008WR

ANTIC-PG-FAULTS
Shows the number of anticipated page faults.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0008PI
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BUF-POOL-ID
Defines the internal buffer pool ID (0, 1, 2, 80).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0008BP

BUF-POOL-NAME
Defines the buffer pool name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ACT-BUF-POOLS
Shows the number of active (non-stealable) Buffer Pools.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0008AB

DEFERRED-WRITE-Q
Shows the number of updated pages on deferred write queue.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0008DW

WRITE-TYPE
Specifies the write type:

• Synchronous
• Asynchronous

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
TYPE-OF-WRITE

Specifies the type of write:
C'C'

Write to disk initiated by castout from the coupling facility
C'W'

Normal write to disk
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PARTITION
Defines the partition number accessed. If the tablespace is not partitioned, the value is 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(009) WRITE-IO
The completion code after a synchronous or asynchronous write I/O. This record contains the number of write pages and
includes fields containing data that is copied from WRITE-IO-ST. This record is written following IFCID 8 or 10.

The following list describes the fields in this record:

RET-CD
Shows the Media Manager return code (0—Successful).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0009MM

DBID
Identifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OBID
Defines the page set OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PAGES-WRITTEN
Shows the number of pages to be written.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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ANTIC-PG-FAULTS
Shows the number of anticipated page faults.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

BUF-POOL-ID
Defines the internal buffer pool ID (0, 1, 2, 80).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

BUF-POOL-NAME
Defines the buffer pool name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ACT-BUF-POOLS
Shows the number of active (non-stealable) buffer pools.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DEFERRED-WRITE-Q
Shows the number of updated pages on deferred write queue.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WRITE-TYPE
Specifies the write type:
S

Synchronous
A

Asynchronous
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PAGES-WRITTEN-SYNC
Specifies the number of pages written synchronously.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PAGES-WRITTEN-ASYNC
Specifies the number of pages written asynchronously.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

TYPE-OF-WRITE
Specifies the flag indicating the type of write I/O operation that is performed. Possible values are:
C

Castout from SES to disk
W

Normal Buffer Manager disk write I/O
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0008FC.

PARTITION
Defines the partition number accessed. If the tablespace is not partitioned, the value is 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0008PT

(011) VAL-EXIT
Results of a validation or edit exit call. It consolidates IFCIDs 11 and 12, and is written for every validated or edited row.
The following describes the (011) VAL-EXIT record fields:

DBID
Defines the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0011DB
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PAGESET-OBID
Defines the page set OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0011PS

REC-OBID
Defines the record OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0011OB

CALLED-EXIT-TIME
Shows the time exit was called (STCK).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0011TM

EXIT-RET-CD
Shows the exit return code (EXPLRC1).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0011RT

EXIT-REASON-CD
Shows the exit reason code (EXPLRC2).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0011RE

EXIT-TYPE
Specifies the exit type VAL, EXIT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(015) SCAN-ST
This record contains information about the begin of a scan: Index, sequential update, or hash scan of catalog and
consolidates IFCIDs 13, 15, 16, and 17. The following describes the (015) SCAN-ST record fields:

DBID
Defines the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0015DB

PAGESET-OBID
Defines the page set OBID for the tablespace.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0015PS

REC-OBID
Defines the record OB for the table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0015OB

IDX-OBID
Defines the index OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0015IB

CUB
Specifies the cursor block address.
This field is obsolete starting with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0015AC

SCAN-TYPE
Specifies the scan type:

• INDX
• ISRT
• SEQU
• HASH

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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FILE-TYPE
Specifies the work file type for the insert:

• WF—Work file
• TT—Temporary table
• TR—Transition table for triggers
• NW—Work file not used

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0016WT
TRIGGER-LEVEL

Shows the depth level of the trigger. This value is from 0 through 16. 0 indicates that there are no triggers.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0016TL

TRIGGER-SQL-TYPE
Specifies the type of SQL that invoked the trigger (blank means that a trigger is not invoked):

• Insert into a transition table because of an UPDATE
• INSERT
• Insert into a transition table because of a DELETE

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0016ST
TRIGGER-RI-TYPE

Specifies the type of referential integrity that caused an insert into a transition table for a trigger (blank means that
referential integrity is not involved):

• Set null. This value can occur when IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0016ST = U.
• Cascade delete. This value can occur when IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0016ST = D.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0016RI
SCAN-TYPE-17

Specifies the scan type:

• SQ—Sequential scan
• WF—Work file scan
• TT—Temporary table scan
• TR—Transition table scan for a trigger

IBM Db2 Field Name:
QW0017TY

CUB-64BITIndicates the 64-bit cub token.This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0015CB

(015) Repeating Fields

The following fields constitute a repeating group. When listing similar members from each group in a request, append
the occurrence number (1, 2, 3,...) in parentheses after the field name. The occurrence numbers correspond to up to 10
possible occurrences.

FIRST-COL-NUM
Defines the first column number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0015C1

OPERATOR
Specifies the operator-EQ, NE, G, GE, LE, and so on.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0015OP
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CONNECTOR
Specifies the connector:

• AND
• OR
• Binary zero

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0015CO
TRUE-FALSE-IND

Specifies:

• TRUE
• FALSE
• Binary zero

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0015TF
COL-VAL-IND

Specifies:

• Column
• Value follow

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0015TP
VALUE

Defines the first eight bytes of value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0015VA

SECOND-COL-NUM
Defines the second column number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0015C2

(018) SCAN
This record contains information about the end of an index scan, sequential scan, insert operation, or hash scan of the
catalog. This record consolidates IFCIDs 14 and 18 and is written after IFCIDs 13, 15, 16, and 17. The following list
describes the (018) SCAN record fields:

QW0018RT
Shows the return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018RT

QW0018RE
Shows the reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018RE

CUB
Defines the cursor block address.
This field is obsolete starting with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018AC

DBID
Defines the database ID (DBID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW00nnDB

REC-OBID
Defines the record OBID for the table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW00nnOB
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IDX-OBID
Defines the index OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW00nnIB

SCAN-TYPE
Specifies the scan type. Valid values are:

• INDX
• ISRT
• SEQU
• HASH
• SEQT
• SEQR

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
OBID

Identifies the OBID of the table or index space page set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW00xxPS

FILE-TYPE
Specifies the work file type for the insert:
WF

Work file
TT

Temporary table
TR

Transition table for triggers
NW

Work file not used
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0016WT

TRIGGER-LEVEL
Specifies the depth level of the trigger. This value is from 0 through 16. 0 indicates that there are no triggers.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0016TL

TRIGGER-SQL-TYPE
Specifies the type of SQL that invoked the trigger (blank means that a trigger is not invoked):

• INSERT
• Insert into a transition table because of an UPDATE
• Insert into a transition table because of a DELETE

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018ST
TRIGGER-RI-TYPE

Specifies the type of referential integrity that caused an insert into a transition table for a trigger (blank means that
referential integrity is not involved):
S

Set null. This value can occur when IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0016ST is U.
C

Cascade delete. This value can occur when IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0016ST is D.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0016RI
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SCAN-TYPE-17
Specifies the scan type:
SQ

Sequential scan
WF

Work file scan
TT

Temporary table scan
TR

Transition table scan for a trigger
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0017TY

ADD-LOB-PAGES-SCAN-RI
Shows the number of additional pages scanned in a LOG tablespace.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018PL

LOB-PAGES-UPDATED-RI
Shows the number of LOB data pages updated by an SQL insert or update.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018UL

ADD-LOB-PAGES-SCAN-IX
Shows the number of additional pages scanned in a LOG tablespace.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018PL

LOB-PAGES-UPDATED-IX
Shows the number of LOB data pages updated by an SQL insert or update.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018UL

ADD-LOB-PAGES-SCAN-SD
Shows the number of additional pages scanned in a LOG tablespace.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018PL

LOB-PAGES-UPDATED-SD
Shows the number of LOB data pages updated by an SQL insert or update.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018UL

ADD-LOB-PAGES-SCAN-SDW
Shows the number of additional pages scanned in a LOG tablespace.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018PL

LOB-PAGES-UPDATED-SDW
Shows the number of LOB data pages updated by an SQL insert or update.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018UL

CUB-64BIT
Indicates the 64-bit cub token.This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018CB

(018) Repeating Fields

The following fields constitute a repeating group. When listing similar members from each group in a request, append
the occurrence number (1, 2, 3, 4 or 5) in parentheses after the field name. The occurrence numbers correspond to up
the Index Scan Counter, Sequential Data Scan Counter, Work File Scan Counter, Temporary Table Scan Counter and
Transition Table Scan Counter, respectively.
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ROWS-PROCESSED
Specifies the rows that processed-any record type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018RP

ROWS-LOOKED-AT
Specifies the rows that looked at-right record type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018LA

ROWS-DM-QUAL
Specifies the rows that Data Manager qualified.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018DQ

ROWS-RDS-QUAL
Specifies the rows that RDS qualified.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018RQ

ROWS-INSERTED
Specifies rows inserted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018IN

ROWS-UPDATED
Specifies rows updated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018UP

ROWS-DELETED
Specifies rows deleted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018DE

PGS-SCANNED
Specifies pages scanned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018PS

PGS-SCANNED-RI
Specifies additional pages scanned to enforce referential integrity.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018PR

ROWS-DELETED-RI
Specifies additional rows deleted or set null to enforce referential integrity.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018DR

ROWS-SKIP-INCMP-LK
Specifies the number of rows that were skipped because there were incompatible locks on the rows.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018SK

ROWS-INSERTED-FI
Specifies the number of rows that were inserted using the fast insert algorithm (FI). The value is 1 unless
subselect was used, in which case the value is higher.
This field is new with DB2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018FI

ROWS-INSERTED-NFI
Specifies the number of times that fast insert could not be used for the insert operation. In these cases, the non-
pipe insert algorithm (NFI) was used instead.
This field is new with DB2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018FS

PIPE-REFILLED-FI
Specifies the number of times that the fast insert pipe was refilled for the insert operation.
This field is new with DB2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018FA
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DB2-WAITFOR-FI
Specifies the number of times that the insert operation waited for the fast insert pipe to fill.
This field is new with DB2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0018FW

(020) LOCK-SUMMARY
Summary of page locks held. This request records the maximum number of page locks held concurrently within the
thread. This request also records the highest lock state for the table space, and whether lock escalation occurred for the
table space and associated indexes. This request does not contain a count of all suspensions or all locks acquired.

MAX-PAGE-LOCKS
Specifies the maximum number of page locks held.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0020TP

LOCK-ESCAL-SHR
Indicates lock escalations to shared.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0020TS

LOCK-ESCAL-EXC
Indicates lock escalations to exclusive.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0020TX

PAGESET-SUBRECS
Specifies the number of page set sub-records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0020N

(020) Repeating Fields

The following fields constitute a repeating group. When listing similar members from each group in a request, append the
occurrence number (1, 2, 3,...) in parentheses after the field name. The occurrence numbers correspond to n possible
occurrences.

TBLSPC-SUBRECS
Specifies the table space sub-record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0020P

DBID
Specifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0020PD

OBID
Specifies the page set OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0020PP

MAX-PAGE-LOCKS-THD
Shows the maximum number of concurrent page, row, LOB, or XML locks held by the thread on the identified
page set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0020PL

SEGMENTED-TBLS-ESCALATED
Specifies the number of tables for which lock escalations occurred.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0020PC

HIGH-LOCK-STATE
Specifies the highest table space lock state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0020PS
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OLD-LOCK-STATE
Specifies the table space lock state before lock escalation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0020PE

TABLE-SPACE-TYPE
Specifies the table space type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0020PF

TYPE-LOWER-LOCK
Specifies the type of lower-level lock that is used, if any:
X'00'

None
X'01'

Page
X'02'

Row
X'03'

LOB
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0020PR

(021) LOCK
IFCID 021 records detail lock request taken on return from IRLM for every lock acquired, changed, or released. One
record might correspond to multiple unlocks.

The following list describes the (021) LOCK record fields:

RET-CD
Shows the return code from IRLM (0-Successful).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021RC

SUBSYS-TOKEN
Db2 token. Identifies the subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021TK

QW0021U
Specifies the requesting work unit ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021U

QW0021O
Specifies the owning work unit ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021O

LOCK-REQ-TOKEN
Specifies the lock request token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021RT

QW0021LH
Specifies the locked resource name hash value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021LH

LOCK-NAME
Specifies the Db2 lock name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021LK

QW0021KT
Sets flags for the locked resource type:
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X'00' DATAPAGE (DPG)
A page lock in a tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number

X'01' DATABASE (DBS)
A lock on a database descriptor.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'02' PAGESET (PSET)
A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'03' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'04' SKCT (SKCT)
A lock on an application plans skeleton cursor table.
Data: Plan name

X'05' INDXPAGE (IPG)
A page lock in an indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Sub page number

X'06' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'07' DS OPEN (DSOP)
A lock that serializes dataset opens and closes.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'08' UTIL DMG (UTDM)
A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'09' PSET PC (PSPC)
A simple pageset consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called pageset pieces. When a pageset piece
exceeds the pageset piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A pageset piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0A' DBA TABL (DBA)
A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0B' RETRY (RETR)
A lock used for retry during an abort.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0C' 32K DESP (32K)
32K desperation pool locks occur as an overflow out of the 4K buffer pools and imply that the buffers are
undersized.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0D' SYSLGRNG (SYSL)
A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)
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X'0E' UTILITY (UTIL)
A lock used by utility jobs for serialization.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'0F' MASS DEL (MASS)
A mass delete lock is a protection device used by Db2. The lock occurs when a DELETE is used without
a WHERE clause. All rows in the table are deleted. A mass delete lock also occurs when a SELECT
statement specifies WITH UR.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'10' TABLE (TABL)
A lock used on a table in a segmented tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'11' HSH ANCH (HASH)
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing Db2 catalog or directory tables.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Anchor

X'12' SKPT (SKPT)
A lock on a skeleton package table.
Data: N/A

X'13' COLLECT (COLL)
A lock on a package collection.
Data: Collection Name

X'14' CS DRAIN (CDRN)
Cursor stability drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'15' RR DRAIN (RDRN)
Repeatable read drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'16' WR DRAIN (WDRN)
Write drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'17' BINDLOCK (BIND)
Auto/remote bind lock for serialization of local autobinds of packages, remote binds, and remote rebinds
of packages.
Data: String 'BINDLOCK'

X'18' ROW (ROW)
Row lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Row number

X'19' INDX EOF(XEOF)
Index End-of-File lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'1A' AL BPOOL (ALBP)
Alter bufferpool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1B' SS GPOOL (SSGP)
Group Bufferpool Start/Stop lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1C' INDX PLK (XPLK)
Index Manager Tree P-lock.
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Data: N/A
X'1D' P/P PLCK (PPPL)

Pageset or Partition P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'1E' PAGE PLK (PGPL)
Page P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool, Page

X'1F' DDF PLCK (DDPL)
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'20' GBP CAST (GBCA)
Group Bufferpool level castout P-lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'21' P/P CAST (PPCA)
Pageset or Partition castout P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'22' RLF PLCK (RPLK)
Resource Limit Facility P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'23' DBD PLCK (DBPL)
Data Base Descriptor P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'24' CATM CVD (CCVD)
CATMAINT Directory lock.
Data: N/A

X'25' CATM CVC (CCVC)
CATMAINT Convert Catalog lock.
Data: N/A

X'26' CATM MIG (CMIG)
CATMAINT Migration lock.
Data: N/A

X'27' DB EX LG (DXLG)
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'28' UTIL UID (UTLD)
Utility UID lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'29' UTILEXCL (UTLX)
Utility exclusive execution lock.
Data: String 'UTEXEC'

X'2A' SCA REDO (SCAR)
SCA access for restart/redo information lock.
Data: String 'BMC-RSTP'

X'2B' GPDB EXU (GBXL)
Database Exception Update lock.
Data: Data manager RMID, string 'GDBET', Hash class number
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X'2C' REPR DBD (RDBD)
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'2D' DB CMD S (DCMD)
Database command serialization.
Data: N/A

X'2E' BM PS PL (BMRP)
Buffer manager pageset RR P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'2F' MX UNKN (MX-?)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

X'30' LOB LOCK (LOB)
Lock on LOB type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Row number, Version

X'31' UTIL CMT (UTLC)
Utility Commit lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'32' LPL RCVR (LPLR)
LPL recovery lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'33' HDR HASH (HDRH)
Header page hash bucket.
Data: Partition, Hash bucket number

X'34' PIT RCVR (PITR)
System level point in time recovery lock.
Data: String 'SYS_PITR'

X'35' XML LOCK (XML)
Lock on XML type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), DOCID

X'36' ADD PART (APS)
Add Part serialization lock.
Data: Database (DBID)

X'37' SYSENVRL (SENV)
SYSENV serialization lock.
Data: String 'SYSENVRL'

X'38' UTIL OBJ (UTOB)
Utility object lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'39' DBD LOAD (DBDL)
Data Base Descriptor load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3A' CMP BLD (CMPB)
Compress dictionary build lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3B' CMP LOAD (CMPL)
Compress dictionary load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition
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X'3C' HASH VAL (HASV)
Hash Value lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Hash value

X'3D' INDEXKEY (IXKY)
Index key lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3E' DGTTURID (DGTT)
Unit of Recovery ID lock on Declared Global Temporary Table.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3F' ACCELCMD (ACCL)
Db2 accelerator services command lock.
Data: N/A

X'40' UT OBJ H (UTOH)
UT OBJ lock with hash.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'41' UTL CTLG (UTCT)
Db2 Utility catalog serial lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'42' DYNQHASH (DYHA)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY hash ID lock.
Data: Hash ID, SQLID (truncated to 12 characters)

X'43' DYNQSGRP (DYSG)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY stabilization group lock.
Data: Stabilization group name (if length of the name is fewer than 29 characters), otherwise the hash of
the stabilization group name

X'47' DYNQ OBJ (DYOB)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY object dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization object dependency lock name

X'48' DYNQAUTH (DYAT)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY authorization ID dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization authorization dependency lock name

X'49' INMEMFTB (FTB)
In-memory fast traverse block lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'FF' (S)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021KT
RESOURCE-NAME

Specifies the name of the locked resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021RN

DBID
Specifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021KD

OBID
Specifies the page set OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021KP
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PAGE-NO
Specifies the locked page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021K1

SUBPAGE-NO
Specifies the index subpage or partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021K2

QW0021FC
Specifies the IRLM function code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021FC

QW0021ST
Specifies the lock state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021ST

QW0021DR
Specifies the lock duration.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021DR

QW0021CL
Specifies the user lock class.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021CL

LOCK-REQ-TYPE
Specifies the request type or mode.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021FL

QW0021FB
Specifies the IRLM feedback area.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021FB

QW0021SC
Shows the return subcodes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021SC

RET-TOKEN
Specifies the returned token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021FT

LOCK-TYPE
Specifies the locked resource type:
X'00' DATAPAGE (DPG)

A page lock in a tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number

X'01' DATABASE (DBS)
A lock on a database descriptor.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'02' PAGESET (PSET)
A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'03' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'04' SKCT (SKCT)
A lock on an application plans skeleton cursor table.
Data: Plan name
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X'05' INDXPAGE (IPG)
A page lock in an indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Sub page number

X'06' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'07' DS OPEN (DSOP)
A lock that serializes dataset opens and closes.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'08' UTIL DMG (UTDM)
A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'09' PSET PC (PSPC)
A simple pageset consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called pageset pieces. When a pageset piece
exceeds the pageset piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A pageset piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0A' DBA TABL (DBA)
A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0B' RETRY (RETR)
A lock used for retry during an abort.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0C' 32K DESP (32K)
32K desperation pool locks occur as an overflow out of the 4K buffer pools and imply that the buffers are
undersized.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0D' SYSLGRNG (SYSL)
A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0E' UTILITY (UTIL)
A lock used by utility jobs for serialization.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'0F' MASS DEL (MASS)
A mass delete lock is a protection device used by Db2. The lock occurs when a DELETE is used without
a WHERE clause. All rows in the table are deleted. A mass delete lock also occurs when a SELECT
statement specifies WITH UR.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'10' TABLE (TABL)
A lock used on a table in a segmented tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'11' HSH ANCH (HASH)
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing Db2 catalog or directory tables.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Anchor

X'12' SKPT (SKPT)
A lock on a skeleton package table.
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Data: N/A
X'13' COLLECT (COLL)

A lock on a package collection.
Data: Collection Name

X'14' CS DRAIN (CDRN)
Cursor stability drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'15' RR DRAIN (RDRN)
Repeatable read drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'16' WR DRAIN (WDRN)
Write drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'17' BINDLOCK (BIND)
Auto/remote bind lock for serialization of local autobinds of packages, remote binds, and remote rebinds
of packages.
Data: String 'BINDLOCK'

X'18' ROW (ROW)
Row lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Row number

X'19' INDX EOF(XEOF)
Index End-of-File lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'1A' AL BPOOL (ALBP)
Alter bufferpool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1B' SS GPOOL (SSGP)
Group Bufferpool Start/Stop lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1C' INDX PLK (XPLK)
Index Manager Tree P-lock.
Data: N/A

X'1D' P/P PLCK (PPPL)
Pageset or Partition P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'1E' PAGE PLK (PGPL)
Page P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool, Page

X'1F' DDF PLCK (DDPL)
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'20' GBP CAST (GBCA)
Group Bufferpool level castout P-lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'21' P/P CAST (PPCA)
Pageset or Partition castout P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool
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X'22' RLF PLCK (RPLK)
Resource Limit Facility P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'23' DBD PLCK (DBPL)
Data Base Descriptor P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'24' CATM CVD (CCVD)
CATMAINT Directory lock.
Data: N/A

X'25' CATM CVC (CCVC)
CATMAINT Convert Catalog lock.
Data: N/A

X'26' CATM MIG (CMIG)
CATMAINT Migration lock.
Data: N/A

X'27' DB EX LG (DXLG)
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'28' UTIL UID (UTLD)
Utility UID lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'29' UTILEXCL (UTLX)
Utility exclusive execution lock.
Data: String 'UTEXEC'

X'2A' SCA REDO (SCAR)
SCA access for restart/redo information lock.
Data: String 'BMC-RSTP'

X'2B' GPDB EXU (GBXL)
Database Exception Update lock.
Data: Data manager RMID, string 'GDBET', Hash class number

X'2C' REPR DBD (RDBD)
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'2D' DB CMD S (DCMD)
Database command serialization.
Data: N/A

X'2E' BM PS PL (BMRP)
Buffer manager pageset RR P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'2F' MX UNKN (MX-?)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

X'30' LOB LOCK (LOB)
Lock on LOB type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Row number, Version

X'31' UTIL CMT (UTLC)
Utility Commit lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)
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X'32' LPL RCVR (LPLR)
LPL recovery lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'33' HDR HASH (HDRH)
Header page hash bucket.
Data: Partition, Hash bucket number

X'34' PIT RCVR (PITR)
System level point in time recovery lock.
Data: String 'SYS_PITR'

X'35' XML LOCK (XML)
Lock on XML type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), DOCID

X'36' ADD PART (APS)
Add Part serialization lock.
Data: Database (DBID)

X'37' SYSENVRL (SENV)
SYSENV serialization lock.
Data: String 'SYSENVRL'

X'38' UTIL OBJ (UTOB)
Utility object lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'39' DBD LOAD (DBDL)
Data Base Descriptor load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3A' CMP BLD (CMPB)
Compress dictionary build lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3B' CMP LOAD (CMPL)
Compress dictionary load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3C' HASH VAL (HASV)
Hash Value lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Hash value

X'3D' INDEXKEY (IXKY)
Index key lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3E' DGTTURID (DGTT)
Unit of Recovery ID lock on Declared Global Temporary Table.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3F' ACCELCMD (ACCL)
Db2 accelerator services command lock.
Data: N/A

X'40' UT OBJ H (UTOH)
UT OBJ lock with hash.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'41' UTL CTLG (UTCT)
Db2 Utility catalog serial lock.
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Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)
X'42' DYNQHASH (DYHA)

SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY hash ID lock.
Data: Hash ID, SQLID (truncated to 12 characters)

X'43' DYNQSGRP (DYSG)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY stabilization group lock.
Data: Stabilization group name (if length of the name is fewer than 29 characters), otherwise the hash of
the stabilization group name

X'47' DYNQ OBJ (DYOB)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY object dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization object dependency lock name

X'48' DYNQAUTH (DYAT)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY authorization ID dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization authorization dependency lock name

X'49' INMEMFTB (FTB)
In-memory fast traverse block lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'FF' (S)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0021TK
LOCK-FUNC

Specifies the function:

• LOCK
• UNLOCK
• CHANGE
• N/A

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0021FC
LOCK-STATE

Specifies the lock state. Possible values are:
ANY

Any lock
IS

Intent Share
IX

Intent Exclusive
S

Share
U

Update
NSU

Non-shared Update
SIX

Share With Intent Exclusive
X

Exclusive
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
LOCK-DUR

Specifies the lock duration.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-RESOURCE
Specifies the name of a locked object.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-RESOURCE-SHORT
Contains a shortened version of the previous field. Page number, subpage, anchor, collection token, and labels
are not included here.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-COLLECTION
Specifies the collection ID of the resource.
Limits: Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PACKAGE-COLLECTION
Specifies the collection ID of the resource.
Limits: Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PACKAGE-PROGRAM
Specifies the program name of the resource.
Limits: Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PACKAGE-TOKEN
Specifies the 8-byte consistency token of the resource. This always starts with “TOKEN X” and formats the token
as 16 hex digits in single quotes.
Limits: Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PACKAGE-TOKEN-VALUE
Specifies the 8-byte consistency token of the resource, formatted as 16 hex digits.
Limits: Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PLAN
Specifies the plan name for a SKCT lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATABASE
Specifies the database in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-OBJECT
Specifies the page set in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATASET
Specifies the data set partition number in quotes and prefixed with PARTITION.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATAPAGE
Specifies the hex data page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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LOCK-DATAPAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex data page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEXPAGE
Specifies the hex index page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEXPAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex index page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE
Specifies the hex index subpage number in quotes and prefixed with “SUBPG X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE-NO
Specifies the hex index subpage number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-PAGE
Specifies the hex page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
Limits: Valid only for hash anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-PAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex page number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR
Specifies the hex anchor ID number in quotes and prefixed with “ANCHOR X”.
Limits: Valid only for hash anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR-NUMBER
Specifies the hex anchor ID number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

QW0021F2
Sets the serviceability flag.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021F2

QW0021F3
Sets the flag indicating whether the request was sent to MVS cross-system extended services (XES):
x'80'

: 1—Request was sent to MVS XES, 0—Request was not sent to MVS XES.
x40'

: 1—Request was sent asynchronously to MVS XES, 0—Request was sent synchronously to MVS XES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021F3

PLOCK-FLAGS
Specifies the P-LOCK or L-LOCK request flag:
x'80'

: 1—P-lock request, 0—L-lock
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021PF

PARENT-LOCK-TOKEN
Specifies the parent lock token for explicit hierarchical locking. This field is significant only if Db2 is a member of
the data sharing group. If this field is nonzero, the request is for a child of a parent that was already locked.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021PT
GLOBAL-LOCK-FLAG

Contains a flag byte indicating global or local lock:
x'80'

:1—Global lock, 0—Local lock
x'40'

Serviceability field
x'20'

Serviceability field
x'10'

Serviceability field
x'08':

1—Do not wait for requests that are processed asynchronously in SLM; 0—Wait for requests that are
processed asynchronously in SLM. Applies only to lock and change requests.

x'04'
Serviceability field

x'02'
Serviceability field

x'01'
Serviceability field

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021GF
PLOCK-CACHED-STATE

Specifies the cached state of the P-lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021CS

QW0021IR
Contains the serviceability flag.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021IR

DB2-MEMB-LOCK-OWNER
Contains the Db2 member name of the lock holder. This field is blank if the Db2 subsystem was not in a data
sharing environment when the lock was created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021SN

QW0021A
Specifies the encoded name of the locked resource for a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021A

DM-RMID
Specifies the data manager RMID portion of the locked resource name for a group database exception update
lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021A0

QW0021A1
Specifies the constant, GDBET, portion of the locked resource name for a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021A1

QW0021A6
Specifies the hash class number portion of the locked resource name for a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021A6

LOCK-GLOBAL-LOCAL
Indicates whether the lock is LOCAL or GLOBAL.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0021GF
LOCK-REQUEST-TYPE

Indicates whether the lock is PHYSICAL or LOGICAL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0021PF

LOCK-PAGEROW
Indicates the page/row number of the lock request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0021RN

LOCK-PAGE-NUMBER
Indicates page number of a page lock request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0021RN

LOCK-ROW-ID
Indicates row ID of a row lock request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0021RN

LOCK-GRPDB-EXU
Specifies the value of RMID that indicates this is a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0021RN

LOCK-GRPDB-RMID
Specifies the RMID of a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0021RN

LOCK-GRPDB-HASHCLSS
Specifies the Hash class number of a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0021RN

LOCK-UTILUID
Shows the value of 'UTIL ID' that indicates this is a utility lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0021RN

LOCK-UTILUID-UID
Specifies the utility ID of a utility lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0021RN

LOCK-PPPLOCK
Indicates the partition number of a data set partition lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0021RN

LOCK-PPPLOCK-PART
Indicates the partition number of a data set partition lock and prefixed with “PART”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0021RN

LOCK-PPPLOCK-BUFF
Indicates the buffer pool ID of a data set partition lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0021RN

QW0021KY
Specifies the ID of the small resource when length of the lock name is 13. This field is a combination of the page
number and record ID (RID) within the page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021KY

QW0021KZ
Specifies the ID of the small resource when IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021KT=x'33'. This field overlays field
QW0021KR. This field contains the following subfields:

• Partition number
• Hash bucket number
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021KZ
LRG-PAGE-NO

Specifies the page number portion of the lock ID when the lock represents a large table space type lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021K4

PG-RCD-ID
Specifies the record ID (RID within a page) portion of the lock ID when the lock represents a large table space
type lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021K5

QW0021CT
Specifies the lock compatibility token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021CT

QW0021PL
Displays the hex resource ID for P-Locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021PL

QW0021P8
Displays the first 8 bytes of the hex resource ID for P-Locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021P8

QW0021P2
Specifies the DBID portion of the P-Lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021P2

QW0021P3
Specifies the page set OBID portion of the P-Lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021P3

QW0021P4
Specifies the partition number portion of a partition P-Lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021P4

QW0021P5
Specifies the relative page number (3 bytes) portion of a P-Lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021P5

QW0021P6
Specifies the relative page number (4 bytes) portion of a P-Lock resource ID.
The page number consists of 4 bytes only if it does not fit into a 3 byte field (QW0021P5). For example, if a
dataset is bigger than 64GB for a 4K page, a 4 byte value is used. For 3 byte field value, the fourth byte has
zeros. The 4 byte field has all 4 bytes filled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021P6

QW0021KX
Specifies the ID of resource for LOB locks. This field contains the following subfields:
ROW-ID

Specifies the row ID portion of LOB lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021K6

VERSION
Specifies the version number portion of LOB lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021K7

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021KX
PART-NUM

Specifies the partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021K8
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HASH-BUCKET-NUM
Specifies the hash bucket number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021K9

XML-DOCID
Specifies the DOCID for XML locks, which is the ID of resource for XML locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0021KC

QW0021KE
Specifies the ID of resource for page and row locks on table spaces using relative page numbers. This field
contains the following subfields:

• QW0021KF
• QW0021KG
• QW0021KH

This field is new with Db2 12.
QW0021KF

Specifies the partition number.
This field is new with Db2 12.

QW0021KG
Specifies the page number.
This field is new with Db2 12.

QW0021KH
Specifies the record ID within the page.
This field is new with Db2 12.

(022) MINI-PLANS
Following is a list of the generated miniplans by SYSVIEW for Db2 field name if available, followed by a description of
the field. The optimizer at BIND and SQL PREPARE generates the miniplans. One record per select or sub-select. The
following list describes the (022) MINI-PLANS record fields:

QW0022CO
Specifies the cost for the query block.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CO

REC-PLAN-NAME
Specifies the plan name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022PN

QW0022OS
Specifies the statement cost, internal floating point.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022OS

SQL-STMT-COST
Specifies the cost for the SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

APPL-NAME
Specifies the application name (APPLNAME column in PLAN_TABLE).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022AL

PROG-NAME
Specifies the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022PG
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VER-LENG
Specifies the length of the version name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022VL

VER-NAME
Specifies the version ID for the package (VERSION column in PLAN_TABLE).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022VN

QW0022LC
Specifies the number of local CPUs for parallelism.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022LC

QW0022GC
Specifies the number of global CPUs for parallelism.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022GC

ACC-PATH-DETERM
Indicates when the access path is determined. The following values are valid:

• x'0000'—Access path is determined at bind time using default values.
• x'0001'—Access path is determined at bind time using default values but is determined again at run time using

the values in input variables.
• x'0002'—Access path is determined at run time using the values in input variables.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022RX
STMT-TYPE

Specifies the statement type (QBLOCK_TYPE column in PLAN_TABLE) as one of the following:

• SELECT-SELECT
• INSERT-INSERT
• UPDATE-UPDATE
• DELETE-DELETE
• SELUPD-SELECT FOR UPDATE
• DELCUR-DELETE CURRENT OF CURSOR
• UPDCUR-UPDATE CURRENT OF CURSOR
• CORSUB-CORRELATED SUBQUERY
• NCOSUB-NONCORRELATED SUBQUERY

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022QT
BIND-TIME

Specifies the bind time (BIND_TIME column in PLAN_TABLE).

• For static SQL, this value is the same as the timestamp value for the most recent bind that is placed in column
BOUNDTS of catalog table SYSPLAN or column BINDTIME of catalog table SYSPACKAGE.

• For dynamic SQL, this value is generated by appending 4 bytes of zeroes to the end of the value in field
TIMESTAMP (QW0022TS) and converting the result to timestamp format.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022BT
COST-ESTIMATE-MLSECS

Specifies the estimated processor cost (in milliseconds) for the SQL statement. This field is non-zero in the last
trace record that is written for the statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CE

COST-ESTIMATE-MLSECS
Specifies the estimated processor cost (in milliseconds) for the SQL statement. This field is non-zero in the last
trace record that is written for the statement.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CE
COST-ESTIMATE-SU

Specifies the estimated processor cost (in service units) for the SQL statement. This field is non-zero in the last
trace record that is written for the statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022AS

COST-CATAGORY
Specifies the cost category for the statement (category A, category B, or not provided for this trace record).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CC

COST-CATAGORYB-REAS
Specifies the reason code for cost category B. This value is blank if the cost category is not B. Estimated
processor cost (in milliseconds) for the following values are valid:

• X'80'—1 if there are host variables parameter markers, or special registers in range or between predicates.
• X'40'—1 if the table cardinality is missing for one or more tables.
• X'20'—1 if there are insert, update, or delete triggers defined on the target table.
• X'10'—1 if there are user defined functions referenced in the SQL statement.
• X'08'—1 if a table that is the target of a delete has referential constraints defined on it.
• X'04'—1 If a HAVING clause causes an SQL statement to be assigned to cost category B. 
• X'02'—1 if the optimization hint is applied to the statement or APREUSE(ERROR/WARN) is applied to the

package. 

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022RS
PARENT-QRY-BLOCK-NUM

Specifies a number that indicates the QBLOCKNO of the parent query. This column is the same as the
PARENT_QBLOCK column in the PLAN_TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022PQ

TABLE-TYPE
Specifies the table type (TABLE_TYPE column in the PLAN_TABLE). The following values are valid:

• Table
• Table function
• Work file
• Table queue (not materialized)

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022TT

(022) Repeating Fields

The following fields constitute a repeating group. When listing similar members from each group in a request, append the
occurrence number (1, 2, 3,...) in parentheses after the field name. This group of fields repeats based on one occurrence
per mini-plan.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, for example, COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor
uses these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that DB2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic
purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.

REC-OBID
Defines the record OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022OB
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DBID
Defines the database identifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022DD

TBL-NAME
Defines the table name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022TN

ACC-IDX-NAME
Defines the access index name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022AN

MATCH-COLS
Specifies the number of match columns.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022NM

MINIPLAN
Specifies the miniplan. The following ten fields apply.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022NI

QW0022OD
Contains the same information as the Method column in the plan table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022OD

QW0022BX
Index in TBA array of tables to add.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022BX

QW0022YP
Contains the same information as the Accessed column in the plan table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022YP

QW0022DT
Indicates a serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022DT

QW0022ID
Index in IDX array for PVACCTYP = I; else 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022ID

QW0022LR
Pointer to match column, PVBMATCH, if PVACCTYP =I.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022LR

QW0022TR
Pointer to next MINIPLAN in list.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022TR

QW0022DX
Index in PDA array OF JOIN PREDICATE if type 2 join.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022DX

JOIN-TBL-FLG
Specifies the flag for new (join) table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022AG

JOIN-COMP-FLG
Specifies the flag for the join composite.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022A2

ACCESS-DEGREE
Specifies the degree of parallel I/O processing to access a new table.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022P1
ACCESS-PGROUP

Specifies the parallel group ID to access a new table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022P2

JOIN-DEGREE
Specifies the degree of parallel I/O processing for joining a new table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022P3

JOIN-PGROUP
Specifies the join parallel group ID for joining a new table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022P4

PARA-DISABLED
Indicates whether the resource limit facility disables query parallelism for dynamic queries. The following values
are valid:

• X'00'—No query parallelism disabled.
• X'01'—Query I/O parallelism disabled.
• X'02'—Query CPU parallelism disabled.
• X'03'—I/O and CPU Query parallelism disabled.
• X'04'—Multi-CEC parallelism disabled.
• X'05'—Multi-CEC and I/O parallelism disabled.
• X'06'—Multi-CEC and CPU parallelism disabled.
• X'07'—All Query parallelism disabled.
• X'FF'—The resource limit facility does not govern query parallelism for this statement.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022RP
QW0022P5

Indicates a serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022P5

MERGE-JOIN-COLS
Indicates the number of columns that are joined during a merge scan join; method=2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022JC

QW0022CL
Indicates a serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CL

QW0022AP
Indicates a serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022AP

QW0022JP
Indicates a serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022JP

JOIN-TYPE
Specifies the type of join:

• L—Left outer join
• F—Full outer join
• '—Inner join
• X'00'—No join

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022JT
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QW0022WF
Indicates a serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022WF

SORTNEW-PARAGRP-ID
Specifies the parallel group identifier for the parallel sort of a new table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022P6

SORTCOMP-PARAGRP-ID
Specifies the parallel group identifier for the parallel sort of a composite table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022P7

PARALLEL-MODE
Specifies the parallel mode flag:

• C—Query CPU parallelism
• I—Query I/O parallelism
• X—Multi-CEC (Sysplex) parallelism
• X'00'—No parallelism

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022PM
QW9922XX

Indicates a serviceability field
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW9922XX

QUERY-NUMBER
Specifies the unique number within the mini-plan identifying the subquery statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022QN

QUERY-BLOCK-NUM
Identifies the position of the subquery in the statement bound in the mini-plan.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022QB

PLAN-NUMBER
Specifies the number of the step in which a subquery indicated in QUERY-BLOCK-NU was processed. This field
indicates the order in which the steps were executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022PL

TABLE-CREATOR
Contains the name of the creator of the table referenced in the subquery.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CR

INDEX-CREATER
Contains the name of the creator of the index referenced in the subquery.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022AC

INDEX-ONLY-FLAG
Indicates whether an index is used exclusively to access data. The following values are valid:

• Y—Index only
• N—Not index only

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022IO
TBLSPC-LOCK-MODE

Specifies the lock mode of the tablespace that contains the new table when the table is not segmented or when
the LOCKSIZE is TABLESPACE. Otherwise, this field indicates the lock mode of the table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022LM
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TIMESTAMP
Specifies the timestamp for the current step of the mini-plan.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022TS

CONSIST-TOKEN
Specifies the consistency token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CT

COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the Collection ID for the package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CI

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0022CI field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CI_OFF

TBL-CORR-NAME
Specifies the correlation name of the table or view that is specified in the subquery.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CN

DB2-GRP-MEMBER
Contains the member name of the DB2 that created the mini-plan. This field is blank if the DB2 subsystem was
not in a data sharing environment when the mini-plan was created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022GM

TIMESTAMP-STCK
Specifies the date and time the mini-bind for this SQL statement was created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0022TS.

NUMB-ACC-OPS
Specifies the number of index access operations. This value is 0 if no index was used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022MN

QW0022Z
Specifies the flags for column functions as follows:

• x'80'—On if column function is evaluated during data retrieval.
• x'40'—On if column function is evaluated during sort.
• x'20'—On if the statement was retrieved from the prepared statement cache.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022Z
QW0022BP

Specifies the buffer pool size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022BP

QW0022DS
Specifies the number of rows scanned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022DS

QW0022DR
Specifies the number of rows returned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022DR

INDEX-ACC-SEQNUM
Specifies the sequence number for multiple index access operations (MIXOPSEQ column in PLAN_TABLE).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022MS

MATCH-COLS
Specifies the number of matching columns of an index (MATCHCOLS column in PLAN_TABLE).
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022XM
INDEX-CREATO

Specifies the creator of the index being accessed (ACCESSCREATOR column in PLAN_TABLE).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022XC

INDEX-NAME
Specifies the name of the index being accessed (ACCESSNAME column in PLAN_TABLE).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022XN

INDEX-ACC-TYPE
Specifies the type of index access operation:

• x'80'—Index scan
• x'40'—Index intersection
• x'20'—Index union

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022MO
INDEX-ACC-FLAG

Specifies the index access flags:

• x'80'—Index only
• x'40'—Sequential prefetch
• x'20'—List prefetch

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022XF
QW0022FF

Specifies the filter factor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022FF

QUERY-OPT-LVL
Specifies the optimization hints value (OPTHINTS). This field contains the value of bind option OPTHINTS or the
value of special register current optimization hint.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022QO

QW0022FG
Indicates flags.

• x'80'—The query used access path hints.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022FG
QW0022PA

D if Db2 can use direct access to a table row without a tablespace or index scan.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022PA

QW0022CY
Specifies the table cardinality in floating-point.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CY

QW0022F2
Indicates flags:

• x'10'—This table is STAR join by data manager.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022F2
QW0022NP

Specifies the number of pages for the table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022NP
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PROG-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0022PG field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022PG_OFF

QUERY-OPT-LVL-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QW0022QO field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022QO_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Specifies the Collection ID for the package. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CI_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CI_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies the Collection ID for the package. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CI_VAR

PROG-NAME-VAR
Specifies the program name. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022PG_D

PROG-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022PG_LEN

PROG-NAME-LONG
Specifies the program name. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022PG_VAR

QUERY-OPT-LVL-VAR
Specifies the optimization hints value (OPTHINTS). This field contains the value of bind option OPTHINTS or the
value of special register current optimization hint. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022QO_D

QUERY-OPT-LVL-LEN
Specifies the length of QW0022QO_VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022QO_LEN

QUERY-OPT-LVL-LONG
Specifies the optimization hints value (OPTHINTS). This field contains the value of bind option OPTHINTS or the
value of special register current optimization hint. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022QO_VAR

TBL-CORR-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0022CN field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CN_OFF

TABLE-CREATOR-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0022CR field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CR_OFF
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TBL-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0022TN field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022TN_OFF

INDEX-CREATOR-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0022XC field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022XC_OFF

INDEX-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0022XN field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022XN_OFF

TBL-CORR-NAME-VAR
Specifies the correlation name of the table or view that is specified in the subquery.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CN_D

TBL-CORR-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of correlation name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CN_LEN

TBL-CORR-NAME-LONG
Specifies the correlation name of the table or view that is specified in the subquery.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CN_VAR

TABLE-CREATOR-VAR
Specifies the name of the creator of the table referenced in the subquery. This field varies in length and contains
the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CR_D

TABLE-CREATOR-LEN
Specifies the length of table creator name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CR_LEN

TABLE-CREATOR-LONG
Specifies the name of the creator of the table referenced in the subquery. This field contains the complete field
name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022CR_VAR

TBL-NAME-VAR
Specifies the name of the table being accessed. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022TN_D

TBL-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of table name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022TN_LEN

TBL-NAME-LONG
Specifies the name of the table being accessed. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022TN_VAR

INDEX-CREATOR-VAR
Specifies the creator of the index being accessed (ACCESSCREATOR column in PLAN_TABLE). This field varies
in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022XC_D
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INDEX-CREATOR-LEN
Specifies the length of index creator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022XC_LEN

INDEX-CREATOR-LONG
Specifies the creator of the index being accessed (ACCESSCREATOR column in PLAN_TABLE). This field
contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022XC_VAR

INDEX-NAME-VAR
Specifies the name of the index being accessed (ACCESSNAME column in PLAN_TABLE). This field varies in
length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022XN_D

INDEX-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of index name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022XN_LEN

INDEX-NAME-LONG
Specifies the name of the index being accessed (ACCESSNAME column in PLAN_TABLE). This field contains
the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0022XN_VAR

(023) UTILITY-ST
This record contains utility start information and records the utility name, phase, and ID. The following list describes the
(023) UTILITY-ST record fields:

SUBTASKS
Specifies the number of the requested subtask. Contains the number of subtasks that are requested by a keyword
that is supplied to the utility (for example, the parallel keyword of copy), or 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023R1

UT-ID
Defines the utility ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023ID

DBID
Defines the DBID; typically zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023DB

OBID
Defines the PSID; typically zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023PD

UT-NAME
Defines the utility name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023NM

PHASE
Specifies the phase.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023PH

QW0023DN
Contains the values from all of the IFCID 23 flag fields.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023DN

PART-OR-DS-NUM
Specifies the partition or data set number when the utility is operating on a single partition or data set. Otherwise,
this value is zero.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023PT
DATABASE-NAME

Identifies the database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023NA

TBL-OR-INDX-NAME
Identifies the page set (tablespace or index).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023PN

UT-COPY-RECOV-FLAG
Shows the specified keywords of the COPY or RECOVER utility. Flags can be combined.

• COPY utility
• X'80—CONCURRENT
• X'40'—SHRLEVEL CHANGE
• X'20'—PARALLEL
• X'10'—CHECKPAGE
• RECOVER utility
• X'02'—REUSE
• X'01'—PARALLEL

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023FA
UT-LOAD-FLAG

Shows the specified keywords of the LOAD utility. Flags can be combined.

• X'80'—KEEPDICTIONARY
• X'40'—REUSE
• X'20'—LOG NO
• X'10'—SORTKEYS
• X'08'—SHRLEVEL CHANGE
• X'04'—COPYDDN
• X'02'—STATISTICS
• X'01'—INDDN

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023FB
QW0023FC

Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023FC

UT-REORG-FLAG1
Shows the specified keywords of the REORG utility. Flags can be combined.

• X'80'—KEEPDICTIONARY
• X'40'—REUSE
• X'20'—LOG NO
• X'10'—SORTKEYS
• X'08'—SORTDATA
• X'04'—NOSYSREC
• X'02'—SHRLEVEL CHANGE
• X'01'—SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023FD
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UT-REORG-FLAG2
Shows specified keywords of the REORG utility. Flags can be combined.

• X'80'—COPYDDN
• X'40'—STATISTICS
• X'20'—FASTSWITCH

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023FE
UT-REBUILD-FLAG

Shows the specified keywords of the REBUILD utility. Flags can be combined.

• X'80'—REUSE
• X'40'—SORTKEYS
• X'20'—STATISTICS
• X'10'—WORKDDN

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023FF
UT-RUNSTATS-FLAG

Shows the specified keywords of the RUNSTATS utility. Flags can be combined.

• X'80'—SAMPLE
• X'40'—SHRLEVEL CHANGE

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023FG
UT-UNLOAD-FLAG

Shows specified keywords of the UNLOAD utility.

• X'80'—SHRLEVEL REFERENCE
• X'40'—SHRLEVEL CHANGE ISOLATION CS
• X'20'—SHRLEVEL CHANGE ISOLATION UR

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0023FH
KEYWORDS

Contains a list of specified keywords for a utility. This field provides information that is derived from the
QW0023FA-QW0023FH flag fields.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A (derived from QW0023FA-QW0023FH)

(024) UTIL-PHASE
This record pertains to a utility object or phase change and records the utility name, phase, and ID. This record also
indicates the number of items that the utility processed. These items can be pages (for COPY, RECOVER, MERGE, and
RUNSTATS), records (for LOAD and REORG), or objects (for STOSPACE). The following list describes the (024) UTIL-
PHASE record fields:

SUBTASKS
Specifies the number of current subtask. Contains a cumulative count of all subtasks started up to the time of this
IFCID record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0024R1

UT-ID
Defines the utility ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0024ID

DBID
Defines the database DBID. The value can be zero.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0024DB
OBID

Defines the PSID. The value can be zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0024PD

UT-NAME
Defines the utility name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0024NM

PHASE
Specifies the phase.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0024PH

ITEM-CNT
Specifies the number of items that were processed in the previous phase.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0024DN

PART-OR-DS-NUM
Specifies the partition or data set number if the utility is operating on a single partition or data set. Otherwise, this
value is zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0024PT

DATABASE-NAME
Defines the database name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0024NA

TBL-OR-INDX-NAME
Defines the page set (tablespace or index) name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0024PN

(025) UTILITY
This record contains utility end information and records the utility name, phase, ID, and the number of processed items.
This record also indicates the job name, step name, and the utility CPU and zIIP times. The following list describes the
(025) UTILITY record fields:

SUBTASKS
Specifies the final number of subtasks. This number represents the cumulative count of all subtasks started for
the utility.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025R1

UT-ID
Defines the utility ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025ID

DBID
Defines the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025DB

OBID
Defines the object ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025PD

UT-NAME
Defines the utility name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025NM

PHASE
Specifies the current phase of the utility.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025PH
ITEM-CNT

Specifies the number of items that were processed in a previous phase.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025DN

PART-OR-DS-NUM
Specifies the partition or data set number when the utility is operating on a single partition or data set. Otherwise,
this value is zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025PT

DATABASE-NAME
Defines the database name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025NA

TBL-OR-INDX-NAME
Defines the page set (tablespace or index) name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025PN

JOB-NAME
Defines the name of job, which started utility.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025JN

STEP-NAME
Defines the name of the step in which the utility was called.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025JS

SHR-LVL
Specifies the utility share level value:

• N—None
• R—Reference
• C—Change
• ' '—Not provided

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025SL
SORT-TYPE

Specifies the type of sort used:

• X'80'—DFSORT was used at least once
• X'40'—DB2SORT was used at least once

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025FL
PARALLEL-DAT-SORTS

Specifies the number of parallel data sorts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025DA

PARALLEL-IND-SORTS
Specifies the number of parallel index sorts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025IX

NUM-OTHER-SORTS
Specifies the number of sorts, which are not parallel data sort or parallel index sort.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025OS

UT-ELAPSED-TIME
Specifies the utility elapsed time. If this field is zero, then no data is available for this field and for the following
CPU and zIIP time fields. This value is calculated only if accounting trace class 1 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025UE
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UT-CPU-TIME
Specifies the utility total CPU time. This value is calculated only if accounting trace class 1 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025UC

UT-ZIIP-TIME
Specifies the utility total zIIP time. This value is calculated only if accounting trace class 1 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025UZ

UT-SORT-CPU-TIME
Specifies the sort CPU time. This value is calculated only if accounting trace class 1 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025SC

UT-SORT-ZIIP-TIME
Specifies the sort zIIP time. This value is calculated only if accounting trace class 1 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0025SZ

(026) SORTWORK
A sort work file obtained. Records logical data set (might correspond to a physical data set). No fields exist for this record.

(027) SORTRUN
This record contains detailed sort information and records the number of sequential records in this run. The following list
describes the (027) SORTRUN record fields:

NUM-OF-REC
Specifies the number of records in the new run.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0027NR

RECORD-TYPE
Identifies the type of input phase merge pass end record. The following flags are new with DB2 11:
T

Uses a sparse index work file
O

Uses a sparse index binary
W

Does not use a sparse index
S

Does not use a sparse index because of storage constraints
H

Uses a sparse index hash
B

Uses a hash and work file
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0027SP

INMEM-WKFILE-KB
Specifies the in-memory work file size in kilobytes.
This field applies to DB2 9 and DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0027OZ

SPARIND-SPACE-KB
Specifies the size of the used sparse indexspace in kilobytes.
This field applies to DB2 11 and higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0027OZ
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SKIP-FACTOR
Specifies the skip factor if sparse index files are in the workfile. If in memory, this field is set to 1.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0027SF

RECORDS-INMEM
Specifies the number of records in the in-memory part of the sparse index.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0027IE

RECORDS-INPHYS-WKFILE
Specifies the number of records in the physical work file part of the sparse index.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0027WE

DATAREA-SIZE-BYTES
Specifies the size of the data area, in bytes, for a sparse index.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0027DS

KEY-SIZE-BYTES
Specifies the size of the key, in bytes, for a sparse index.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0027KS

NUMBER-SPARSE-INDEXES
Identifies the number of sparse indexes in a query.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0027TS

SPARSE-INDEX-PROCESSED
Identifies the sparse index that is being processed currently.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0027SC

ESTIMATED-SIZE-KB
Estimates the size of all sparse indexes that the query uses, in kilobytes, when all of the sparse indexes are in-
memory.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0027TZ

ESTIMATED-RECORDS
Estimates the number of records in a current sparse index.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0027IR

(028) SORTRUN-ST
This record records the number of runs created and signifies the end of the sort phase. The following describes the (028)
SORTRUN-ST record fields:

SORT-RUNS
Specifies the number of runs created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0028NP

SORT-WORKFILES-REQUESTS
Specifies the number of work files asked for from the buffer manager.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0028WA
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SORT-WORKFILES-GOTTEN
Specifies the number of work files actually retrieved from buffer manager.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0028WG

SORT-PASS
Specifies the current merge pass.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0028MP

SORT-TYPE
Specifies the type of QW0028 record:

• I—Issued at end of input phase with number of runs created.
• S—Issued at start of each merge pass with buffer manager interaction.
• E—Issued at end of each merge pass with merge pass number.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0028TY
PARTITION-NUMBER

Defines the partition (work file) number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0028PW

PARTITITION-RECORDS
Specifies the number of records in the partition work file.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0028PN

SORTED-WORKFILE-RECORDS
Specifies the number of records sorted into the work file after the sort input phase.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0028NR

MULT-DISTINCT-SORTS
Specifies the total number of multiple distinct sorts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0028DS

GROUPBY-RECORDS
Specifies the number of records read into a group at the start of the GROUPBY phase for a multiple distinct sort.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0028DR

MULT-DISTINCT-GROUPS
Specifies the total number of multiple distinct groups.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0028DG

CURR-MULT-DISTINCT-SORT
Specifies the current multiple distinct sort that is being processed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0028DC

(029) EDM-REQ-ST
The following (029) EDM-REQ-ST fields pertain to EDM I/0 start activity.

EDMID
Specifies the type of the loaded object:
DB

Database descriptor (DBD)
CT

Cursor table (plan)
PT

Package table (pkg)
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DY
DPS table

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029ID

Fields That Apply to DBD (DB) Load Types

The following fields only apply to database descriptor (DB) load types:

DBID
Identifies the DBID of the loaded database descriptor (DBD).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029DB

SECT-LEN
Specifies the length of the loaded DBD section.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029DL

Fields That Apply to Cursor Table (CT) Load Types

The following fields only apply to Cursor Table (CT) load types:

EDM-PLAN-NAME
Specifies the plan name that is associated with the loaded CT section.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029PL

CT-SECT-LEN
Specifies the length of the CT section in bytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029CL

RDS-ID-NUM
Specifies the RDS identification number where X'0xxxxxxx'  is the RDS section and xxxxxxx  is the RDS
sequence number.
Exceptions: X'00000001' = SKCT header, X'FFFFFFFE' = SKCT directoryIBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029RN

Fields That Apply to Package Table (PT) Load Types

The following fields only apply to Package Table (PT) load types:

SKPT-KEY
Specifies the skeleton cursor package table record key.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029KL

LOCATION-NAME
Specifies the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029LN

LOCATION-NAME-OFFSET
If QW0029LN is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029LN_OFF

LOCATION-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029LN_LEN

LOCATION-NAME-LONG
Specifies the location name that is associated with the package. This field contains the complete field name,
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029LN_VAR
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LOCATION-NAME-VAR
Specifies the location name that is associated with the package. This field varies in length and contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029LN_D

CONSISTENCY-TOKEN
Specifies the consistency token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029CT

RDS-ID
Specifies the RDS identification number where X'0xxxxxxx'  is the RDS section and xxxxxxx  is the RDS
sequence number.
Exceptions: X'00000001' = SKPT header, X'80000000' = SKPT directory
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029KN

RDS-SEQUENCE
Specifies the sequence number within the RDS section of a package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029GN

PT-SECT-LEN
Specifies the PT section length in bytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029GL

COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029CI

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
If QW0029CI is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029CI_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Specifies the collection ID associated with the package. This field varies in length and contains the complete
name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029CI_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029CI_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies the collection ID associated with the package. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to
the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029CI_VAR

PACKAGE-ID
Specifies the package ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029PI

PACKAGE-ID-OFFSET
If QW0029PI is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029PI_OFF

PACKAGE-ID-VAR
Specifies the package ID. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029PI_D
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PACKAGE-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the package/DBRM name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029PI_LEN

PACKAGE-ID-LONG
Specifies the package ID. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029PI_VAR

Fields That Apply to DPS Table (DY) Load Types

The following fields only apply to DPS table (DY) load types:

SCHEMA-NAME
Specifies the name of the schema.This field is new with DB2 12.IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029SC

S
CHEMA-NAME-OFFSETIf QW0029SC is truncated, this field indicates the offset from the beginning of data
section to the variable/long field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field
to locate the long name in a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace
record.This field is new with DB2 12.IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029SC_OFF

H
ASH-IDContains the Hash ID.This field is new with DB2 12.IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029QH

C
OPY-IDSpecifies the Copy ID.This field is new with DB2 12.IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029CP

S
DQE-STMTIDThe identifier of the stabilized dynamic query.This field is new with DB2 12.IBM Db2 Field
Name: QW0029QD

QW0029QC
Reserved by IBM.This field is new with DB2 12.IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029QC

RELEASE-BOUND
The release bound.This field is new with DB2 12.IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029RB

Q
W0029FLReserved by IBM.This field is new with DB2 12.IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0029FL

(030) EDM-REQ
The following fields pertain to EDM I/O end activity. This record records the number of calls to the data manager (requests
for pieces of control block). Several directory I/Os can occur between 029 and 030.

EDMID
Specifies the type of the loaded object:
DB

Database descriptor (DBD)
CT

Cursor table (plan)
PT

Package table (pkg)
DY

DPS table
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030ID
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SECT-LEN
The length of the loaded section, in bytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0029DL, QW0029CL, or QW0029GL

Fields That Apply to DBD (DB) Load Types

The following fields only apply to database descriptor (DB) load types:

DBID
Identifies the DBID of the loaded database descriptor (DBD).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030DB

DATA-MGR-CALLS
The number of calls to data manager to load the DBD section.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030DC

Fields That Apply to Cursor Table (CT) Load Types

The following fields only apply to Cursor Table (CT) load types:

EDM-PLAN-NAME
Specifies the plan name that is associated with the loaded CT section.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030PL

CALLS-FOR-CT
The number of calls to data manager to load the CT section.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030CC

RDS-ID-NUM
Specifies the RDS identification number where X'0xxxxxxx' is the RDS section and xxxxxxx is the RDS
sequence number.
Exceptions: X'00000001' = SKCT header, X'FFFFFFFE' = SKCT directory
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030RN

Fields That Apply to Package Table (PT) Load Types

The following fields only apply to Package Table (PT) load types:

SKPT-RECORD-KEY
Specifies the skeleton cursor package table record key.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030KL

LOCATION-NAME
Specifies the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030LN

LOCATION-NAME-OFFSET
If QW0030LN is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030LN_OFF

LOCATION-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030LN_LEN

LOCATION-NAME-LONG
Specifies the location name that is associated with the package. This field contains the complete field name,
expanded to the maximum length.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030LN_VAR
LOCATION-NAME-VAR

Specifies the location name that is associated with the package. This field varies in length and contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030LN_D

CONSISTENCY-TOKEN
Specifies the consistency token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030CT

RDS-ID
Specifies the RDS identification number where X'0xxxxxxx' is the RDS section and xxxxxxx is the RDS
sequence number.
Exceptions: X'00000001' = SKPT header, X'80000000' = SKPT directory
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030KN

RDS-SEQUENCE
Specifies the sequence number within the RDS section of a package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030GN

CALLS-FOR-PT
Specifies the number of calls to data manager to load the PT section.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030GC

COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030CI

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
If QW0030CI is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030CI_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Specifies the collection ID associated with the package. This field varies in length and contains the complete
name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030CI_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030CI_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies the collection ID associated with the package. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to
the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030CI_VAR

PACKAGE-ID
Specifies the package ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030PI

PACKAGE-ID-OFFSET
If QW0030PI is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030PI_OFF
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PACKAGE-ID-VAR
Specifies the package ID. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030PI_D

PACKAGE-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the package/DBRM name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030PI_LEN

PACKAGE-ID-LONG
Specifies the package ID. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030PI_VAR

Fields That Apply to DPS Table (DY) Load Types

The following fields only apply to DPS table (DY) load types:

SCHEMA-NAME
Specifies the name of the schema.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030SC

SCHEMA-NAME-OFFSET
If QW0030SC is truncated, this field indicates the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030SC_OFF

HASH-ID
Contains the Hash ID.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030QH

COPY-ID
Specifies the Copy ID.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030CP

SDQE-STMTID
The identifier of the stabilized dynamic query.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030QD

DPS-RECORDS-READ
Reserved by IBM.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030QC

RELEASE-BOUND
The release bound.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030RB

QW0030FL
Reserved by IBM.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0030FL
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(031) EDM-FULL
EDM pool full condition. The following describes the (031) EDM-FULL record fields:

EDMID
Specifies the EDM. The following values are valid:

• DB—DBID
• CT—Cursor table
• XT—Extension
• PT—Package table

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031ID
DBID

Identifies the database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031DB

SECT-LEN
Specifies the length of the section for this DBID.
Limits: Valid only for DB2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031DL

EDM-PLAN-NAME
Specifies the plan name for ID for CT or XT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031PL

RDS-ID-NUM
Shows the RDS identification number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031RN

CT-SECT-LEN
Specifies the length of the CT section in bytes.
Limits: Valid only for CT or XT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031CL

SKPT-KEY
Specifies the SKPT record key (next six fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031KL

LOCATION-NAME
Specifies the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031LN

COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031CI

PACKAGE-ID
Specifies the package ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031PI

CONSISTENCY-TOKEN
Sets the consistency token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031CT

RDS-ID
Shows the RDS identification number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031KN
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RDS-SEQUENCE
Specifies the sequence number within RDS section.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031GN

PT-SECT-LEN
Specifies the length of the PT section in bytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031GL

LOCATION-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable or long field name if the QW0031LN field is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name if the W0031CI field is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031CI_OFF

PACKAGE-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name if the QW0031PI field is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031PI_OFF

LOCATION-NAME-VAR
Specifies the location name associated with the package. This is a variable length field that contains the complete
name.
Limits: This field applies only to package table (PT) load types.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031LN_D

LOCATION-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031LN_LEN

LOCATION-NAME-LONG
Specifies the location name associated with the package. This is the complete field name expanded to the
maximum length.
Limits: This field applies only to package table (PT) load types.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031LN_VAR

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Specifies the collection ID associated with the package. This is a variable length field that contains the complete
name.
Limits: This field only applies to package table (PT) load types.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031CI_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031CI_LEN
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COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies the collection ID associated with the package. This is the complete field name expanded to the
maximum length.
Limits: This field only applies to package table (PT) load types.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031CI_VAR

PACKAGE-ID-VAR
Specifies the package ID associated with the package. This is a variable length field that contains the complete
name.
Limits: This field only applies to package table (PT) load types.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031PI_D

PACKAGE-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of package/DBEM name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031PI_LEN

PACKAGE-ID-LONG
Specifies the package ID associated with the package. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum
length.
Limits: This field applies only to package table (PT) load types.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0031PI_VAR

(032) WAIT-FOR-LOG-ST
Begin wait for the log manager.

The following list describes the (032) WAIT-FOR-LOG-ST record fields:

REQ-TYPE
Specifies the request type WFRC-Write Force.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0032RT

QW0032RB
Specifies the low-order RBA for the write request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0032RB

FUNCTION-TYPE
Specifies the function type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0032FT

(033) WAIT-FOR-LOG
End wait for the log manager. This record contains fields that are copied from the WAIT-FOR-LOG-ST record.

The following list describes the (033) WAIT-FOR-LOG record fields:

RET-CD
Shows the return code from suspend. 0-Successful.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0033RT

QW0033RS
Shows the reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0033RS

REQ-TYPE
Shows the request type WFRC-Write Forceful.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0032RT
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(034) LOG-READ-ST
Log manager wait for read I/O begin.

The following list describes the fields of the (034) LOG-READ-ST request:

DS-ID
Shows the log data set ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0034DI

ACE
Specifies the ACE address for a thread requesting the log I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0034AC

QW0034RB
Specifies the RBA value for a log request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0034RB

WAIT-TIME-TYPE
Specifies the type of wait time:
x'00'

Active log read
x'01'

Active log prefetch read
x'02'

BSDS read
x'03'

Peer-BSDS read
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0034TY

(035) LOG-READ
Log manager wait for read I/O end. This record copies fields from the LOG-READ-ST record.

The following describes the (035) LOG-READ record fields:

RET-CD
Shows the return code (0 for successful).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0035RT

DS-ID
Shows the data set ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0034DI

WAIT-TYPE-TYPE
Specifies the type of wait time:
x'00'

Active log read
x'01'

Active log prefetch read
x'02'

BSDS read
x'03'

Peer-BSDS read
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0034TY

(036) LOG-NONIO-ST
Log manager wait for non-I/O begin.

The following describes the (036) LOG-NONIO-ST record fields:

EVENT-TYPE
Shows the event ID type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0036EI

DS-ID
Shows the data set ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0036DI

ACE
Shows the ACE address for the service task.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0036AC

REQUEST-TYPE
Specifies the log request type ALLD, ALLL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0036RT

(037) LOG-NONIO-WAIT
Log manager wait for non-I/O end. This record contains fields copied from the LOG-NONIO-ST record.

The following list describes the (037) LOG-NONIO-WAIT record fields:

RET-CD
Shows the return code (0 for successful).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0037RT

QW0037RC
Shows the reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0037RC

ACE
Shows the ACE address space for the service task.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0037AC

EVENT-TYPE
Specifies the event ID type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0036EI

DS-ID
Shows the data set ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0036DI

(038) LOG-WRITE-ST
This record provides log manager information that pertains to the beginning of active log write I/O activity.

The following list describes the (038) LOG-WRITE-ST report fields:

COPY-NUM
Specifies the active log copy number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0038CN
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DS-ID
Identifies the log data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0038DI

START-RBA
Specifies the starting VSAM RBA address for the write.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0038VR

CONTIG-CI
Specifies the number of contiguous control intervals to be written.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0038CC

LBCE-TOKEN
Specifies the LBCE token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0038LB

REQUESTOR-ACE
Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element) control block address for the service task.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0038AC

LAST-REC-RBA
Specifies the low-order RBA address of last complete record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0038LC

LOG-FLAGS
Specifies the log flags.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0038FL

CI-RBA
Specifies the RBA address of the control interval being written.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0038RB

SETS-NUM
Specifies the completed number of I/O sets.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0038ID

(039) LOG-WRITE
This record provides log manager information that pertains to the ending of active log write I/O activity.

This record contains fields that are copied from the LOG-WRITE-ST record.

The following list describes the (039) LOG-WRITE report fields:

COPY-NUM
Specifies the active log copy number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0039CN

DS-ID
Specifies the log data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0039DI

RET-CD
Specifies the return code. 0-Successful.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0039RT
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REASON-CODE
Specifies the reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0039RC

CONTIG-CI
Specifies the number of contiguous control intervals to be written.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0038CC

REQUESTOR-ACE
Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element) control block address for the service task.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0039AC

LAST-REC-RBA
Specifies the low-order RBA address of last complete record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0038LC

QW0039UU
Db2 serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0039UU

SETS-NUM
Specifies the number of completed sets of I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0039ID

LOG-FLAGS
Specifies the log flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0039FL

CI-RBA
Specifies the RBA address of the control interval being written.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0038RB

START-RBA
Specifies the starting VSAM RBA address for the write.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0038VR

LBCE-TOKEN
Specifies the LBCE token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0038LB

(040) LOG-WRITE-ARCH-ST
Log manager archive write I/O begin.

The following describes the (040) LOG-WRITE-ARCH-ST record fields:

DS-ID
Shows the data set ID (copy number not specified).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0040DI

(041) LOG-WRITE-ARCH
Log manager archive write I/O end. This record includes a field copied from the LOG-WRITE-ARCH-ST record.

The following describes the (041) LOG-WRITE-ARCH record fields:

RET-CD
Shows the return code (0 is successful).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0041RT
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BLKS-WRITTEN
Specifies the number of blocks written.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0041BW

DS-ID
Shows the data set ID (copy number not specified).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0041DI

(042) CHECKPOINT-ST
This record describes the checkpoint start and contains the following field:

QW0042RE
Specifies the RMC request element.
IMB Db2 Field Name: QW0042RE

(043) CHECKPOINT
This record describes the checkpoint end and contains the following field:

BEG-CHECKPT-RBA
Specifies the beginning checkpoint RBA (right justified).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0043BC

(044) LOCK-SUSPEND-ST
IFCID 044 corresponds to a lock suspend or identify call to IRLM.

This record is written when the object (DBID, OBID) is not available to a thread. Thread remains suspended until one of
these events occurs:

• The requested object becomes available
• A timeout occurs
• A deadlock is detected

When one of these events occurs, a lock resume record (IFCID 045) is written. A lock resume occurs for the previous lock
suspend before another lock suspend can occur. IFCID 044 is also written at Db2 startup.

The following list describes the (044) LOCK-SUSPEND-ST record fields:

LOCK-REQ-TOKEN
Specifies the lock request token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044RT

LOCK-HASH
Specifies the locked resource name hash value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044LH

LOCK-NAME
Specifies the Db2 lock name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044LK

QW0044KT
Specifies the flags for the locked resource type:
X'00' DATAPAGE (DPG)

A page lock in a tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number
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X'01' DATABASE (DBS)
A lock on a database descriptor.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'02' PAGESET (PSET)
A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'03' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'04' SKCT (SKCT)
A lock on an application plans skeleton cursor table.
Data: Plan name

X'05' INDXPAGE (IPG)
A page lock in an indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Sub page number

X'06' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'07' DS OPEN (DSOP)
A lock that serializes dataset opens and closes.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'08' UTIL DMG (UTDM)
A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'09' PSET PC (PSPC)
A simple pageset consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called pageset pieces. When a pageset piece
exceeds the pageset piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A pageset piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0A' DBA TABL (DBA)
A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0B' RETRY (RETR)
A lock used for retry during an abort.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0C' 32K DESP (32K)
32K desperation pool locks occur as an overflow out of the 4K buffer pools and imply that the buffers are
undersized.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0D' SYSLGRNG (SYSL)
A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0E' UTILITY (UTIL)
A lock used by utility jobs for serialization.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'
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X'0F' MASS DEL (MASS)
A mass delete lock is a protection device used by Db2. The lock occurs when a DELETE is used without
a WHERE clause. All rows in the table are deleted. A mass delete lock also occurs when a SELECT
statement specifies WITH UR.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'10' TABLE (TABL)
A lock used on a table in a segmented tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'11' HSH ANCH (HASH)
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing Db2 catalog or directory tables.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Anchor

X'12' SKPT (SKPT)
A lock on a skeleton package table.
Data: N/A

X'13' COLLECT (COLL)
A lock on a package collection.
Data: Collection Name

X'14' CS DRAIN (CDRN)
Cursor stability drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'15' RR DRAIN (RDRN)
Repeatable read drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'16' WR DRAIN (WDRN)
Write drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'17' BINDLOCK (BIND)
Auto/remote bind lock for serialization of local autobinds of packages, remote binds, and remote rebinds
of packages.
Data: String 'BINDLOCK'

X'18' ROW (ROW)
Row lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Row number

X'19' INDX EOF(XEOF)
Index End-of-File lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'1A' AL BPOOL (ALBP)
Alter bufferpool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1B' SS GPOOL (SSGP)
Group Bufferpool Start/Stop lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1C' INDX PLK (XPLK)
Index Manager Tree P-lock.
Data: N/A

X'1D' P/P PLCK (PPPL)
Pageset or Partition P-lock.
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Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool
X'1E' PAGE PLK (PGPL)

Page P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool, Page

X'1F' DDF PLCK (DDPL)
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'20' GBP CAST (GBCA)
Group Bufferpool level castout P-lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'21' P/P CAST (PPCA)
Pageset or Partition castout P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'22' RLF PLCK (RPLK)
Resource Limit Facility P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'23' DBD PLCK (DBPL)
Data Base Descriptor P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'24' CATM CVD (CCVD)
CATMAINT Directory lock.
Data: N/A

X'25' CATM CVC (CCVC)
CATMAINT Convert Catalog lock.
Data: N/A

X'26' CATM MIG (CMIG)
CATMAINT Migration lock.
Data: N/A

X'27' DB EX LG (DXLG)
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'28' UTIL UID (UTLD)
Utility UID lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'29' UTILEXCL (UTLX)
Utility exclusive execution lock.
Data: String 'UTEXEC'

X'2A' SCA REDO (SCAR)
SCA access for restart/redo information lock.
Data: String 'BMC-RSTP'

X'2B' GPDB EXU (GBXL)
Database Exception Update lock.
Data: Data manager RMID, string 'GDBET', Hash class number

X'2C' REPR DBD (RDBD)
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'
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X'2D' DB CMD S (DCMD)
Database command serialization.
Data: N/A

X'2E' BM PS PL (BMRP)
Buffer manager pageset RR P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'2F' MX UNKN (MX-?)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

X'30' LOB LOCK (LOB)
Lock on LOB type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Row number, Version

X'31' UTIL CMT (UTLC)
Utility Commit lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'32' LPL RCVR (LPLR)
LPL recovery lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'33' HDR HASH (HDRH)
Header page hash bucket.
Data: Partition, Hash bucket number

X'34' PIT RCVR (PITR)
System level point in time recovery lock.
Data: String 'SYS_PITR'

X'35' XML LOCK (XML)
Lock on XML type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), DOCID

X'36' ADD PART (APS)
Add Part serialization lock.
Data: Database (DBID)

X'37' SYSENVRL (SENV)
SYSENV serialization lock.
Data: String 'SYSENVRL'

X'38' UTIL OBJ (UTOB)
Utility object lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'39' DBD LOAD (DBDL)
Data Base Descriptor load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3A' CMP BLD (CMPB)
Compress dictionary build lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3B' CMP LOAD (CMPL)
Compress dictionary load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3C' HASH VAL (HASV)
Hash Value lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Hash value
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X'3D' INDEXKEY (IXKY)
Index key lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3E' DGTTURID (DGTT)
Unit of Recovery ID lock on Declared Global Temporary Table.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3F' ACCELCMD (ACCL)
Db2 accelerator services command lock.
Data: N/A

X'40' UT OBJ H (UTOH)
UT OBJ lock with hash.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'41' UTL CTLG (UTCT)
Db2 Utility catalog serial lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'42' DYNQHASH (DYHA)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY hash ID lock.
Data: Hash ID, SQLID (truncated to 12 characters)

X'43' DYNQSGRP (DYSG)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY stabilization group lock.
Data: Stabilization group name (if length of the name is fewer than 29 characters), otherwise the hash of
the stabilization group name

X'47' DYNQ OBJ (DYOB)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY object dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization object dependency lock name

X'48' DYNQAUTH (DYAT)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY authorization ID dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization authorization dependency lock name

X'49' INMEMFTB (FTB)
In-memory fast traverse block lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'FF' (S)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044KT
RESOURCE-NAME

Specifies the locked resource name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044RN

DBID
Indicates the database numeric identifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044KD

OBID
Indicates the page set numeric identifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044KP

PAGE-NO
Specifies the page number locked.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044K1
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SUBPAGE-NO
Specifies the index subpage or partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044K2

N/A
Specifies the IRLM function code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

QW0044ST
Indicates the lock state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044ST

QW0044DR
Specifies the lock duration.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044DR

QW0044CL
Specifies the user lock class.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044CL

LOCK-REQ-TYPE
Specifies the request type or mode.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044FL

REASON-SUSPEND
Indicates the reason for the suspend.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044WS

LOCK-TYPE
Specifies the locked resource type:
X'00' DATAPAGE (DPG)

A page lock in a tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number

X'01' DATABASE (DBS)
A lock on a database descriptor.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'02' PAGESET (PSET)
A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'03' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'04' SKCT (SKCT)
A lock on an application plans skeleton cursor table.
Data: Plan name

X'05' INDXPAGE (IPG)
A page lock in an indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Sub page number

X'06' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'07' DS OPEN (DSOP)
A lock that serializes dataset opens and closes.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)
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X'08' UTIL DMG (UTDM)
A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'09' PSET PC (PSPC)
A simple pageset consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called pageset pieces. When a pageset piece
exceeds the pageset piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A pageset piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0A' DBA TABL (DBA)
A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0B' RETRY (RETR)
A lock used for retry during an abort.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0C' 32K DESP (32K)
32K desperation pool locks occur as an overflow out of the 4K buffer pools and imply that the buffers are
undersized.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0D' SYSLGRNG (SYSL)
A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0E' UTILITY (UTIL)
A lock used by utility jobs for serialization.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'0F' MASS DEL (MASS)
A mass delete lock is a protection device used by Db2. The lock occurs when a DELETE is used without
a WHERE clause. All rows in the table are deleted. A mass delete lock also occurs when a SELECT
statement specifies WITH UR.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'10' TABLE (TABL)
A lock used on a table in a segmented tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'11' HSH ANCH (HASH)
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing Db2 catalog or directory tables.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Anchor

X'12' SKPT (SKPT)
A lock on a skeleton package table.
Data: N/A

X'13' COLLECT (COLL)
A lock on a package collection.
Data: Collection Name

X'14' CS DRAIN (CDRN)
Cursor stability drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'15' RR DRAIN (RDRN)
Repeatable read drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains.
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Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition
X'16' WR DRAIN (WDRN)

Write drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'17' BINDLOCK (BIND)
Auto/remote bind lock for serialization of local autobinds of packages, remote binds, and remote rebinds
of packages.
Data: String 'BINDLOCK'

X'18' ROW (ROW)
Row lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Row number

X'19' INDX EOF(XEOF)
Index End-of-File lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'1A' AL BPOOL (ALBP)
Alter bufferpool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1B' SS GPOOL (SSGP)
Group Bufferpool Start/Stop lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1C' INDX PLK (XPLK)
Index Manager Tree P-lock.
Data: N/A

X'1D' P/P PLCK (PPPL)
Pageset or Partition P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'1E' PAGE PLK (PGPL)
Page P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool, Page

X'1F' DDF PLCK (DDPL)
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'20' GBP CAST (GBCA)
Group Bufferpool level castout P-lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'21' P/P CAST (PPCA)
Pageset or Partition castout P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'22' RLF PLCK (RPLK)
Resource Limit Facility P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'23' DBD PLCK (DBPL)
Data Base Descriptor P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'24' CATM CVD (CCVD)
CATMAINT Directory lock.
Data: N/A
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X'25' CATM CVC (CCVC)
CATMAINT Convert Catalog lock.
Data: N/A

X'26' CATM MIG (CMIG)
CATMAINT Migration lock.
Data: N/A

X'27' DB EX LG (DXLG)
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'28' UTIL UID (UTLD)
Utility UID lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'29' UTILEXCL (UTLX)
Utility exclusive execution lock.
Data: String 'UTEXEC'

X'2A' SCA REDO (SCAR)
SCA access for restart/redo information lock.
Data: String 'BMC-RSTP'

X'2B' GPDB EXU (GBXL)
Database Exception Update lock.
Data: Data manager RMID, string 'GDBET', Hash class number

X'2C' REPR DBD (RDBD)
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'2D' DB CMD S (DCMD)
Database command serialization.
Data: N/A

X'2E' BM PS PL (BMRP)
Buffer manager pageset RR P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'2F' MX UNKN (MX-?)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

X'30' LOB LOCK (LOB)
Lock on LOB type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Row number, Version

X'31' UTIL CMT (UTLC)
Utility Commit lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'32' LPL RCVR (LPLR)
LPL recovery lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'33' HDR HASH (HDRH)
Header page hash bucket.
Data: Partition, Hash bucket number

X'34' PIT RCVR (PITR)
System level point in time recovery lock.
Data: String 'SYS_PITR'
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X'35' XML LOCK (XML)
Lock on XML type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), DOCID

X'36' ADD PART (APS)
Add Part serialization lock.
Data: Database (DBID)

X'37' SYSENVRL (SENV)
SYSENV serialization lock.
Data: String 'SYSENVRL'

X'38' UTIL OBJ (UTOB)
Utility object lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'39' DBD LOAD (DBDL)
Data Base Descriptor load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3A' CMP BLD (CMPB)
Compress dictionary build lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3B' CMP LOAD (CMPL)
Compress dictionary load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3C' HASH VAL (HASV)
Hash Value lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Hash value

X'3D' INDEXKEY (IXKY)
Index key lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3E' DGTTURID (DGTT)
Unit of Recovery ID lock on Declared Global Temporary Table.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3F' ACCELCMD (ACCL)
Db2 accelerator services command lock.
Data: N/A

X'40' UT OBJ H (UTOH)
UT OBJ lock with hash.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'41' UTL CTLG (UTCT)
Db2 Utility catalog serial lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'42' DYNQHASH (DYHA)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY hash ID lock.
Data: Hash ID, SQLID (truncated to 12 characters)

X'43' DYNQSGRP (DYSG)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY stabilization group lock.
Data: Stabilization group name (if length of the name is fewer than 29 characters), otherwise the hash of
the stabilization group name
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X'47' DYNQ OBJ (DYOB)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY object dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization object dependency lock name

X'48' DYNQAUTH (DYAT)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY authorization ID dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization authorization dependency lock name

X'49' INMEMFTB (FTB)
In-memory fast traverse block lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'FF' (S)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0044KT
LOCK-FUNC

Specifies LOCK (L), UNLOCK (U), or CHANGE (C).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-STATE
Specifies the lock state. Possible values are:
ANY

Any lock
IS

Intent Share
IX

Intent Exclusive
S

Share
U

Update
NSU

Non-shared Update
SIX

Share With Intent Exclusive
X

Exclusive
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0044ST

LOCK-DUR
Indicates lock duration.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-RESOURCE
Indicates the name of a locked object.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-RESOURCE-SHORT
Contains a shortened version of the previous field. Page number, subpage, anchor, collection token, and labels
are not included in this field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-COLLECTION
Indicates the collection ID of the resource. This field is valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
LOCK-PKG-COLLECTION

Indicates the collection ID of the resource. This field is valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PKG-PROGRAM
Indicates the program name of the resource. This field is valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PKG-TOKEN
Indicates the 8-byte consistency token of the resource. This field always starts with “TOKEN X” and formats the
token as 16-hex digits in single quotes. This field is valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PKG-TOKEN-VALUE
Indicates the 8-byte consistency token of the resource, formatted as 16-hex digits. This field is valid only for
COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PLAN
Indicates the plan name for an SKCT lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATABASE
Specifies the database in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-OBJECT
Specifies the page set in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATASET
Indicates the data set partition number in quotes and prefixed with “PARTITION”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATAPAGE
Indicates the hex datapage number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATAPAGE-NUMBER
Indicates the hex datapage number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEXPAGE
Indicates the hex index page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEXPAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex index page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE
Indicates the hex index subpage number in quotes and prefixed with “SUBPG X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE-NO
Indicates the hex index subpage number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-PAGE
Indicates hex page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
LOCK-HASH-PAGE-NUMBER

Indicates the hex page number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR
Indicates the hex anchor ID number in quotes and prefixed with “ANCHOR X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR-NUMBER
Indicates the hex anchor ID number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

GLOBAL-LOCK-FLAG
Contains a flag byte indicating a global or local lock:

• X'80'-ON—Global lock
• Local lock

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044GF
PLOCK-FLAGS

Contains a P-LOCK or L-LOCK request flag byte:

• X'80'-ON—P-Lock request
• L-lock request

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044PF
QW0044F3

Contains a flag field indicating whether the request was sent to MVS cross-system extended services (XES). X'40'
applies only if X'80' is on.

• X'80'-ON—Request was sent to MVS XES
• X'80'-OFF—Request was not sent to MVS XES
• X'40'-ON—Request was sent asynchronously to MVS XES
• X'40'-OFF—Request was not asynchronously sent to MVS XES

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044F3
PARENT-LOCK-TOKEN

Specifies the parent lock token for explicit hierarchical locking. This field is significant only if DB2 is a member of a
data sharing group. If this field is nonzero, the request is for a child of a parent that was already locked.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044PT

QW0044A
Specifies the encoded name of the locked resource for a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044A

DM-RMID
Indicates the Data Manager RMID portion of the locked resource name for a group database exception update
lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044A0

QW0044A1
Indicates the constant, GDBET, portion of the locked resource name for a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044A1

QW0044A6
Indicates the hash class number portion of the locked resource name for a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044A6
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QW0044KY
Specifies the ID of the small resource when the length of the lock name is 13. This field is a combination of the
page number and record ID (RID) within the page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044KY

LRG-PAGE-NO
Indicates the page number portion of the lock ID when the lock represents a large tablespace type lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044K4

PG-RCD-ID
Indicates the record ID (RID within a page) portion of the lock ID when the lock represents a large tablespace type
lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044K5

QW0044PL
Displays the hex resource ID for P-Locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044PL

QW0044P8
Displays the first 8 bytes of the hex resource ID for P-Locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044P8

QW0044P2
Indicates the DBID portion of the P-Lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044P2

QW0044P3
Indicates the page set OBID portion of the P-Lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044P3

QW0044P4
Indicates the partition number portion of a partition P-Lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044P4

QW0044P5
Indicates the relative page number (3 bytes) portion of a P-Lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044P5

QW0044P6
Specifies the relative page number (4 bytes) portion of a P-Lock resource ID.
The page number consists of 4 bytes only if it does not fit into a 3 byte field (QW0044P5). For example, if a
dataset is bigger than 64GB for a 4K page, a 4 byte value is used. For 3 byte field value, the fourth byte has
zeros. The 4 byte field has all 4 bytes filled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044P6

QW0044KX
Specifies the ID of the resource for lob locks. This ID contains the row ID and version.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044KX

ROW-ID
Indicates the row ID portion of the LOB lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044K6

VERSION
Indicates the version number portion of the LOB lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044K7

LOCK-SUSPEND-ST
Indicates the ID of the small resource when QW0044KT=x'33'. This field overlays field QW0044KR. This field
contains the following subfields:
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• Partition number
• Hash bucket number

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044KZ
PART-NUM

Specifies the partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044K8

HASH-BUCKET-NUM
Specifies the hash bucket number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044K9

XML-DOCID
Specifies the DOCID for XML locks which is the ID of resource for XML locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0044KC

QW0044KE
Specifies the ID of resource for page and row locks on table spaces using relative page numbers. This field
contains the following subfields:

• QW0044KF
• QW0044KG
• QW0044KH

This field is new with Db2 12.
QW0044KF

Specifies the partition number.
This field is new with Db2 12.

QW0044KG
Specifies the page number.
This field is new with Db2 12.

QW0044KH
Specifies the record ID within the page.
This field is new with Db2 12.

(045) LOCK-SUSPEND
IFCID 045 records the reason for a lock resume as normal, result of a deadlock, or result of a timeout.

The following list describes the (045) LOCK-SUSPEND record fields:

REASON-RESUME
Specifies the reason for a resume:
N

Normal resume
D

Deadlock
T

Timeout
I

Identify to IRLM
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0045R
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LOCK-RESOURCE
Specifies the lock resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0045LKN

LOCK-HASH
Specifies the locked resource name hash value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-NAME
Specifies the Db2 lock name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DBID
Shows the database numeric identifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OBID
Shows the page set numeric identifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PAGE-NO
Specifies the page number locked.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SUBPAGE-NO
Specifies the index subpage or partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-REQ-TYPE
Specifies the request type or mode.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

REASON-SUSPEND
Specifies the reason for the suspend.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-TYPE
Specifies the locked resource type:
X'00' DATAPAGE (DPG)

A page lock in a tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number

X'01' DATABASE (DBS)
A lock on a database descriptor.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'02' PAGESET (PSET)
A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'03' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'04' SKCT (SKCT)
A lock on an application plans skeleton cursor table.
Data: Plan name

X'05' INDXPAGE (IPG)
A page lock in an indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Sub page number
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X'06' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'07' DS OPEN (DSOP)
A lock that serializes dataset opens and closes.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'08' UTIL DMG (UTDM)
A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'09' PSET PC (PSPC)
A simple pageset consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called pageset pieces. When a pageset piece
exceeds the pageset piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A pageset piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0A' DBA TABL (DBA)
A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0B' RETRY (RETR)
A lock used for retry during an abort.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0C' 32K DESP (32K)
32K desperation pool locks occur as an overflow out of the 4K buffer pools. These locks imply that buffers
are undersized.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0D' SYSLGRNG (SYSL)
A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0E' UTILITY (UTIL)
A lock used by utility jobs for serialization.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'0F' MASS DEL (MASS)
Db2 uses mass delete lock as a protection device. The lock occurs when DELETE is used without a
WHERE clause or when the SELECT statement specifies WITH UR.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'10' TABLE (TABL)
A lock used on a table in a segmented tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'11' HSH ANCH (HASH)
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing Db2 catalog or directory tables.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Anchor

X'12' SKPT (SKPT)
A lock on a skeleton package table.
Data: N/A

X'13' COLLECT (COLL)
A lock on a package collection.
Data: Collection Name
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X'14' CS DRAIN (CDRN)
Cursor stability drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'15' RR DRAIN (RDRN)
Repeatable read drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'16' WR DRAIN (WDRN)
Write drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'17' BINDLOCK (BIND)
Auto/remote bind lock for serialization of local autobinds of packages, remote binds, and remote rebinds
of packages.
Data: String 'BINDLOCK'

X'18' ROW (ROW)
Row lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Row number

X'19' INDX EOF(XEOF)
Index End-of-File lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'1A' AL BPOOL (ALBP)
Alter bufferpool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1B' SS GPOOL (SSGP)
Group Bufferpool Start/Stop lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1C' INDX PLK (XPLK)
Index Manager Tree P-lock.
Data: N/A

X'1D' P/P PLCK (PPPL)
Pageset or Partition P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'1E' PAGE PLK (PGPL)
Page P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool, Page

X'1F' DDF PLCK (DDPL)
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'20' GBP CAST (GBCA)
Group Bufferpool level castout P-lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'21' P/P CAST (PPCA)
Pageset or Partition castout P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'22' RLF PLCK (RPLK)
Resource Limit Facility P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)
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X'23' DBD PLCK (DBPL)
Data Base Descriptor P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'24' CATM CVD (CCVD)
CATMAINT Directory lock.
Data: N/A

X'25' CATM CVC (CCVC)
CATMAINT Convert Catalog lock.
Data: N/A

X'26' CATM MIG (CMIG)
CATMAINT Migration lock.
Data: N/A

X'27' DB EX LG (DXLG)
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'28' UTIL UID (UTLD)
Utility UID lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'29' UTILEXCL (UTLX)
Utility exclusive execution lock.
Data: String 'UTEXEC'

X'2A' SCA REDO (SCAR)
SCA access for restart/redo information lock.
Data: String 'BMC-RSTP'

X'2B' GPDB EXU (GBXL)
Database Exception Update lock.
Data: Data manager RMID, string 'GDBET', Hash class number

X'2C' REPR DBD (RDBD)
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'2D' DB CMD S (DCMD)
Database command serialization.
Data: N/A

X'2E' BM PS PL (BMRP)
Buffer manager pageset RR P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'2F' MX UNKN (MX-?)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

X'30' LOB LOCK (LOB)
Lock on LOB type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Row number, Version

X'31' UTIL CMT (UTLC)
Utility Commit lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'32' LPL RCVR (LPLR)
LPL recovery lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition
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X'33' HDR HASH (HDRH)
Header page hash bucket.
Data: Partition, Hash bucket number

X'34' PIT RCVR (PITR)
System level point in time recovery lock.
Data: String 'SYS_PITR'

X'35' XML LOCK (XML)
Lock on XML type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), DOCID

X'36' ADD PART (APS)
Add Part serialization lock.
Data: Database (DBID)

X'37' SYSENVRL (SENV)
SYSENV serialization lock.
Data: String 'SYSENVRL'

X'38' UTIL OBJ (UTOB)
Utility object lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'39' DBD LOAD (DBDL)
Data Base Descriptor load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3A' CMP BLD (CMPB)
Compress dictionary build lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3B' CMP LOAD (CMPL)
Compress dictionary load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3C' HASH VAL (HASV)
Hash Value lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Hash value

X'3D' INDEXKEY (IXKY)
Index key lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3E' DGTTURID (DGTT)
Unit of Recovery ID lock on Declared Global Temporary Table.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3F' ACCELCMD (ACCL)
Db2 accelerator services command lock.
Data: N/A

X'40' UT OBJ H (UTOH)
UT OBJ lock with hash.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'41' UTL CTLG (UTCT)
Db2 Utility catalog serial lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'42' DYNQHASH (DYHA)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY hash ID lock.
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Data: Hash ID, SQLID (truncated to 12 characters)
X'43' DYNQSGRP (DYSG)

SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY stabilization group lock.
Data: Stabilization group name (if length of the name is fewer than 29 characters), otherwise the hash of
the stabilization group name

X'47' DYNQ OBJ (DYOB)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY object-dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization object dependency lock name

X'48' DYNQAUTH (DYAT)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY authorization ID-dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization authorization dependency lock name

X'49' INMEMFTB (FTB)
In-memory fast traverse block lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'FF' (S)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
LOCK-FUNC

Specifies the lock function. Possible values are:

• LOCK
• UNLOCK
• CHANGE

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
LOCK-STATE

Specifies the lock state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DUR
Specifies the lock duration.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-RESOURCE-SHORT
Provides a shortened version of the LOCK-RESOURCE field. Page number, subpage, anchor, collection token,
and labels are not included.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-COLLECTION
Specifies the collection ID of the resource.
Limits: Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PKG-COLLECTION
Specifies the collection ID of the resource.
Limits: Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PKG-PROGRAM
Specifies the program name of the resource.
Limits: Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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LOCK-PKG-TOKEN
Contains the 8-byte consistency token of the resource. This field always starts with “TOKEN X” and formats the
token as 16-hex digits in single quotes.
Limits: Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PKG-TOKEN-VALUE
Specifies the 8-byte consistency token of the resource in a 16-hex digits format.
Limits: Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PLAN
Specifies the plan name for the SKCT lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATABASE
Specifies the database in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-OBJECT
Specifies the page set in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATASET
Specifies the data set partition number in quotes and prefixed with “PARTITION”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATAPAGE
Specifies the hex data page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATAPAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex data page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEXPAGE
Specifies the hex index page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEXPAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex index page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE
Specifies the hex index subpage number in quotes and prefixed with “SUBPG X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE-NO
Specifies the hex index subpage number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-PAGE
Specifies the hex page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-PAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex page number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR
Specifies the hex anchor ID number in quotes and prefixed with “ANCHOR X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR-NUMBER

Specifies the hex anchor ID number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

REASON-SUSPEND-FLAGS
Contains a flag that indicates the reason for the suspend. A suspend can occur for multiple reasons. For example,
the initial reason can be latch contention. Local resource contention and then global contention can follow. A
suspended work unit must wait and is prohibited from requesting more work. The following values are valid:
X'80'

IRLM latch contention
X'40'

IRLM queued request
X'20'

Local resource contention
X'10'

Retained lock contention
X'08'

Intersystem communication is required to resolve the IRLM lock request
X'04'

Global resource contention
X'02'

Inter-system message was sent
X'01'

False resource contention
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0045SR

GLBCONT-FLAG
Contains a flag that indicates the extent of global contention. Either bits X'20' or X'10' must be on, else there is
false contention.
X'80'

Serviceability field (always on for global contention)
X'40'

Serviceability field
X'20'-ON

MVS cross-system extended services (XES) resource contention
X'20'-OFF

XES resource contention
C'10'-ON

IRLM global resource contention
C'10'-OFF

Global resource contention
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0045XR

GLOBAL-LOCK-FLAG
Contains a flag byte that indicates global or local lock. X'80'-ON indicates global lock. Any other value indicates
local lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0044GF
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PLOCK-FLAGS
Specifies the P-LOCK or L-LOCK request flag byte. X'80'-ON specifies P-lock request. Any other value indicates
L-lock request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0044PF

QW0045F3
Contains a flag that indicates whether the request was sent to MVS cross-system extended services (XES). X'40'
applies only if X'80' is on.
X'80'-ON

Request was sent to XES.
X'80'-OFF

Request was not sent to MVS XES.
X'40'-ON

Request was sent asynchronously to MVS XES.
X'40'-OFF

Request was sent synchronously to MVS XES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0045F3

PARENT-LOCK-TOKEN
Contains the parent lock token for explicit hierarchical locking. This field is significant only if Db2 is a member of
the data sharing group. If this field is nonzero, the request is for a child of a parent that was already locked.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0044PT

(046) EU-SWITCH
The current agent is about to switch execution units. IFCID 046 records the switch to the new MVS dispatching unit.

The following list describes the (046) EU-SWITCH record fields:

QW0046ID
Specifies the RMID of EU target.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0046ID

QW00346FC
Specifies the FCODE of EU target.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW00346FC

(047) SRB-ST
IFCID 047 pertains to the start of the new SRB execution unit and records the new MVS dispatching unit under target
ACE.

The following list describes the (047) SRB-ST record fields:

QW0047ID
Specifies the RMID of target SRB (EU).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0047ID

QW0047FC
Specifies the FCODE of target SRB (EU).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0047FC

(048) SRB
This record pertains to the completion of the new SRB execution unit work request.
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The following list describes the (048) SRB record fields:

QW0048RF
Specifies the contents of R15 on return from SRB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0048RF

(049) TCB-ST
This record pertains to the start of new TCB execution unit and records the new MVS dispatching unit under target ACE.

The following list describes the (049) TCB-ST record fields:

QW0049ID
Shows the RMID of dispatched RM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0049ID

QW0049FC
Shows the FCODE of dispatched RM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0049FC

QW0049SQ
Shows the service queue header (SQH).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0049SQ

(050) TCB
IFCID 050 pertains to the completion of the new TCB execution unit work request.

The following list describes the (050) TCB record fields:

QW0050RF
Shows the contents of R15 on return from RM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0050RF

QW0050SQ
Shows the service queue header (SQH).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0050SQ

(051) SHR-LATCH-SHRSUSP
IFCID 051 pertains to shared latch resumed and is for serviceability only.

The following list describes the (051) SHR-LATCH-SHRSUSP record fields:

QW0051LA
Specifies the latch address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0051LA

QW0051LC
Specifies the latch class number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0051LC

QW0051SH
Specifies the number of times suspended on header.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0051SH

QW0051SL
Specifies the number of times suspended on latch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0051SL
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(052) SHR-LATCH-SHRSUSP-ST
IFCID 052 pertains to shared latch wait and is for serviceability only.

The following list describes the (052) SHR-LATCH-SHRSUSP-ST record fields:

QW0052LC
Specifies the latch class number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0052LC

QW0052LA
Specifies the shared latch address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0052LA

QW0052LF
Specifies the latch first word contents -- EB Maybe.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0052LF

QW0052RM
Specifies the mode of latch:
X

Exclusive
S

Share
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0052RM

(054) CONTENTION
IFCID 054 pertains to lock contention and shows the owner of the lock after a deadlock or timeout tries to obtain it.

This record is obsolete and is no longer used.

The following list describes the (054) CONTENTION record fields:

DBID
Specifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0054DB

OBID
Specifies the page set OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0054OB

CONTENTION-TYPE
Specifies the type of contention. The following values are valid:

• ACE
• URE

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0054TC
CONTENTION-ADDR

Specifies the contention ID address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0054CI

QW0054ST
Contains a flag that indicates the lock state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0054ST

HOLD-AUTH-ID
Specifies the authorization ID of lock holder.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0054AI
HOLD-CORR-ID

Specifies the correlation value of lock holder.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0054CV

HOLD-CONN-NAME
Specifies the connection name of lock holder.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0054CN

HOLD-PLAN-NAME
Specifies the plan name or lock holder.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0054PN

HELD-LOCK-STATUS
Specifies the lock state-of the first holder of a lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(055) SET-SQLID
SET-SQLID records an issuance of the SET CURRENT SLQID command.

The following list describes the fields for this record.

OLD-SQLID
Specifies the previous (current) SQLID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0055OI

NEW-SQLID
Specifies the new (attempted) SQLID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0055NI

SUCC-FAIL
Specifies the result:
S

Successful
F

Fail
X

Successful by SYSADM
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0055ST

OLD-SQLID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name if the QW0055OI field is
truncated. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0055OI_OFF

NEW-SQLID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name if the IBM DB2 Field Name
QW0055NI field is truncated. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate
the long name in a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0055NI_OFF

OLD-SQLID-VAR
Specifies the value of the previous SQLID. A variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0055OI_D
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OLD-SQLID-LEN
Specifies the length of old SQLID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0055OI_LEN

OLD-SQLID-LONG
Specifies the value of the previous SQLID. A complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0055OI_VAR

NEW-SQLID-VAR
Specifies the value of the SQLID in the SET CURRENT SQLID statement. A variable length field that contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0055NI_D

NEW-SQLID-LEN
Specifies the length of new SQLID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0055NI_LEN

NEW-SQLID-LONG
Specifies the SQLID value in the SET CURRENT SQLID statement. A complete field name that is expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0055NI_VAR

(056) EXCL-LATCH-SUSP-ST
This record pertains to exclusive latch wait. This IFCID is for serviceability only.

The following list describes the (056) EXCL-LATCH-SUSP-ST record fields:

QW0056LC
Indicates the latch class number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0056LC

QW0056LA
Indicates the exclusive latch address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0056LA

QW0056LF
Indicates the latch first word contents (EB maybe).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0056LF

(057) EXCL-LATCH-SUSP
This record pertains to exclusive latch resume. This IFCID is for serviceability only.

The following list describes the (057) EXCL-LATCH-SUSP record fields:

QW0057LA
Indicates the latch address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0057LA

QW0057LC
Indicates the latch class number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0057LC

QW0057TS
Indicates the number of times suspended.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0057TS
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(058) SQL-STMT
The end of execution for a SQL statement is recorded following IFCIDs 059-066, which indicate the start of particular
types of SQL statements.

The following information is recorded:

• Number of rows examined (for the right record type)
• Number of rows processed (for any record type)
• Number of rows inserted, updated, and deleted
• Number of pages scanned
• Number of rows qualified by the RDS and the data manager
• Accumulated wait time

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as LOCATION-NAME-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor
uses these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic
purposes to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.

The following list describes the (058) SQL-STMT record fields:

LOCATION-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0058LN field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058LN_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0058PC field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PC_OFF

PROGRAM-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0058PN field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PN_OFF

QUERY-COMMAND-ID
Specifies the command source ID (CMDSRCID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058CID

QUERY-INSTANCE-ID
Specifies the query instance ID (QRYINSID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058QID

FETCH-SENSITIVITY
Specifies the fetch sensitivity:
'S'

Fetch sensitive
'I'

Fetch insensitive
' '

Fetch sensitivity unspecified
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059FS

FETCH-ORIENTATION
Specifies the fetch orientation:
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'F'
FETCH FIRST

'L'
FETCH LAST

'B'
FETCH BEFORE

'A'
FETCH AFTER

'N'
FETCH NEXT

'P'
FETCH PREV

'C'
FETCH CURRENT

'T'
FETCH ABSOLUTE

'R'
FETCH RELATIVE

' '
FETCH orientation unspecified

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059FO
CURSOR-SCROLLABILITY

Specifies the cursor scrollability:
'S'

Cursor declared with scroll
' '

Cursor not declared with scroll
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0065SC

CURSOR-SENSITIVITY
Specifies the cursor sensitivity:
'S'

Cursor has sensitive attribute
'I'

Cursor has insensitive attribute
' '

Cursor sensitivity unspecified
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0065SV

CSR-RESULT-TBL-TYPE
Specifies the cursor result table type:
'S'

Cursor result table is static
'D'

Cursor result table is dynamic
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' '
Cursor result table type is unspecified

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0065RT
CLOSEZ

Contains 1 if statement is a close cursor. Otherwise, the field contains 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ISO-LEVEL
Specifies the statement isolation level:
RR

Repeatable read
CS

Cursor stability
UR

Committed read
RS

Read stability
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0060I

REOPTED
Indicates whether Db2 reoptimized the access path.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0060RO

FETCH-SENSITIVITYX
Indicates the FETCH sensitivity for FETCH statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0059FS

FETCH-ORIENTATIONX
Indicates the FETCH orientation for FETCH statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0059FO

CURSOR-SCROLLABILITYX
Indicates whether the cursor is scrollable for cursor-related statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0065SC

CURSOR-SENSITIVITYX
Indicates whether the cursor is sensitive.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0065SV

CSR-RESULT-TBL-TYPEX
Shows the cursor result table type, if applicable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0065RT

CURSOR-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0058CN field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058CN_OFF

LOCATION-NAME-VAR
Identifies the name by which Db2 refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a network of subsystems. The statement
is executed on behalf of this location. The location name is defined in the communications database in table
SYSIBM.LOCATIONS, which maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058LN_D

LOCATION-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of location name.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058LN_LEN
LOCATION-NAME-LONG

Identifies the name by which Db2 refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a network of subsystems. The statement
is executed on behalf of this location. The location name is defined in the communications database in table
SYSIBM.LOCATIONS, which maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058LN_VAR

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Specifies a name which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of
the BIND PACKAGE statement. For triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger schema name.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PC_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PC_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies a name which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of
the BIND PACKAGE statement. For triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger schema name.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PC_VAR

PROGRAM-NAME-VAR
Shows the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement is
being executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements generated by the Db2 precompiler. For
triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger name.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PN_D

PROGRAM-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PN_LEN

PROGRAM-NAME-LONG
Shows the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement is
being executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements generated by the Db2 precompiler. For
triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger name.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PN_VAR

CURSOR-NAME-VAR
Specifies the name of the cursor that is used in the application program (blank for noncursor type statement).
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059CN_D

CURSOR-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of cursor name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059CN_LEN

CURSOR-NAME-LONG
Specifies the name of the cursor that is used in the application program (blank for noncursor type statement). This
field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059CN_VAR

LOCATION-NAME
Specifies the location name.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058LN
COLLECTION-ID

Specifies the package collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PC

PROG-NAME
Specifies the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PN

PRECOMP-TIME
Specifies the precompiler timestamp.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058TS

STMT-NUM
Specifies the statement number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058SN

SQLCA
Shows the SQLCA contents.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLCA

SQLCODE
Shows the return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLCODE

SQLERRM
Shows the error message parameters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLERRM

SQLERRP
Usually shows CSECT name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLERRP

SQLERRD1
Shows the RDS return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLERRD1

SQLERRD2
Shows the DBSS return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLERRD2

UPDATED-ROWS
For UPD/INS/DEL, shows the number of updated rows.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLERRD3

SQLERRD4
Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLERRD4

SQLERRD5
Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLERRD5

SQLERRD6
Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLERRD6

SQLWARN
Contains warning flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLWARN
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SQLWARN0
If any warning.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLWARN0

SQLWARN1
Shows warning: string truncation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLWARN1

SQLWARN2
Shows warning: Null value eliminated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLWARN2

SQLWARN3
Shows warning: Number host vars not-Number of columns in table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLWARN3

SQLWARN4
Shows warning: Statement will UPDATE or DELETE all rows.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLWARN4

SQLWARN5
Shows warning: Non-Db2 SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLWARN5

SQLWARN6
Shows warning: Arithmetic gives invalid date.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLWARN6

SQLWARN7
Shows warning: Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: SQLWARN7

CURSOR-NAME
Specifies the cursor name or object name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STMT-TYPE
Specifies the statement type description.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OBJ-TYPE
Specifies the object type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQLWARN8
Contains “W” if a character that could not be converted was replaced with a substitute character.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQLWARN9
Contains “W” when arithmetic exceptions were ignored during COUNT DISTINCT processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQLWARNA
Contains “W” if at least a single character field of the SQLCA or the SQLDA names or labels is invalid due to a
character conversion error.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQLSTATE
Contains a return code for the outcome of the most recent execution of an SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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STMT-ISOL-LEV
Indicates the isolation level of the DBRM/package:
C'R'

Repeatable read (RR)
C'C'

Cursor stability (CS)
C'U'

Uncommitted read (UR)
C' '

Level not available from start record
C'T'

RS Isolation
C'X'

RR with X-Lock
C'L'

RS with X-Lock
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0060I

REOPTIMIZATION
Specifies whether Db2 reoptimized the access path:
x'0000'

No reoptimization
x'0001'

Reoptimized for input host variables
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

TRIGGERED-ELAPSED
Specifies the amount of elapsed time for this SQL statement spent processing triggers.
SYSVIEW for Db2 calculates this field and requires the presence of IFCID 325 records. If trace records have been
lost or are not available, then this data can be invalid.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

TRIGGERED-CPU
Specifies the amount of CPU time for this SQL statement spent processing triggers.
SYSVIEW for Db2 calculates this field and requires the presence of IFCID 325 records. If trace records have been
lost or are not available, then this data can be invalid.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

NONTRIGGERED-ELAPSED
Specifies the amount of elapsed time for this SQL statement that was not spent processing triggers.
SYSVIEW for Db2 calculates this field and requires the presence of IFCID 325 records. If trace records have been
lost or are not available, then this data can be invalid.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

NONTRIGGERED-CPU
Specifies the amount of CPU time for this SQL statement that was not spent processing triggers.
SYSVIEW for Db2 calculates this field and requires the presence of IFCID 325 records. If trace records have been
lost or are not available, then this data can be invalid.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

IMPLICIT-CMT-CSR
Indicates whether the implicit commit cursor attribute is specified when the cursor is closed. The following values
are valid:
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C
Specifies implicit commit

N
Does not specify implicit commit

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0065TY
STMT-TYPE-FLAG

Indicates the type of statement. The following values are valid:
x'8000'

Indicates that the statement is dynamic
x'4000'

Indicates that the statement is static
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058TY

STMT-ID
Specifies the statement identifier that retrieves the SQL statement from cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058TK

NUMBER-SYNC-READS
Indicates how many synchronous physical I/O operations have occurred to read pages of data from Db2 tables.
Accessing application data or system data (from the Db2 catalog/ directory) that is not currently loaded into the
buffer pools of Db2 causes an I/O. One READ I/O operation can bring in many pages of data, but typically only
one page is read per I/O operation. Moreover, several physical I/O operations can be issued to read one row in
Db2. I/O can be done to read indexes, Db2 catalogs (for dynamic SQL), and the Db2 directory (for plan and DBD
data). READ I/O operations do not include I/O performed for prefetch. Operations do include READ I/O operations
to the temporary database (for sorting and intermediate table results).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058SR

NUMBER-GETPAGES
Shows the number of buffer pool GETPAGE requests for the SQL statement. This field includes successful
requests for pages for queries that are processed in parallel. This field also includes successful and unsuccessful
requests for pages for queries that are not processed in parallel.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058GP

NUMBER-ROWS-EXAM
Indicates the number of examined table rows.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058ER

NUMBER-ROWS-PROC
Specifies the number of table rows processed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PO

NUMBER-SORTS
Specifies the number of sorts performed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058ST

NUMBER-INDEX-SCANS
Specifies the number of index scans performed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058IS

NUMBER-TBLSP-SCANS
Specifies the number of tablespace scans performed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058TB

NUMBER-SYNC-WRITES
Shows the number of buffer pool WRITE I/O operations that required the SQL to wait until they completed.
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Typically, a WRITE I/O operation is processed asynchronously and this field is zero for application performance
data.
Occasional synchronous WRITE I/O operations are normal due to WRITEs occurring during checkpoint
processing or when a data set is closed. However, a consistently high number of synchronous WRITE I/O
operations indicates a problem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058WT

NUMBER-PARALLEL-GRPS
Specifies the number of parallel groups created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PG

ACCUM-ELAPSED
Specifies accumulated in-Db2 elapsed time for processing the SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058ET

ACCUM-CPU
Specifies the accumulated in-Db2 CPU time for processing the SQL statement, including CPU time on an IBM
specialty engine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058CP

ACCUM-WAIT-SYNC-IO
Represents the synchronous I/O accumulated wait time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058SI

ACCUM-WAIT-LOCK
Specifies the accumulated wait time for lock suspends. This field shows the time that the SQL statement was
suspended while waiting for a Db2 locked resource due to local contention. This time does not include suspend
time for global lock contention. This time also does not reflect page latch wait time or include wait time while
acquiring a drain lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058LK

ACCUM-WAIT-SYNC-EX
Shows the accumulated time in Db2 that the SQL statement waited due to synchronous execution unit switches to
Db2 services.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058EU

ACCUM-WAIT-GLOBLCK
Specifies the accumulated elapsed wait time that results when global lock contention results in the suspension of
an IRLM lock request. Resolution of this contention requires inter-system communication.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058GL

ACCUM-WAIT-OTHR-RD
Specifies the accumulated wait time for read activity conducted by another thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058OR

ACCUM-WAIT-OTHR-WT
Shows the accumulated time in Db2 that the SQL statement waited for the completion of a write I/O event
performed by another thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058OW

NORIDLIST-LIMITS
Indicates how often the RID list was not used because the number of RIDs would have exceeded Db2 limits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058RL

NORIDLIST-STOR
Indicates how often a RID list was not used because there was not enough storage to hold the list of RIDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058RS

WAIT-LATCH-REQ
Specifies the accumulated wait time for latches.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058LH
WAIT-PAGE-LATCH

Specifies the accumulated wait time for latches.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PA

WAIT-DRAIN-LOCK
Specifies the accumulated wait time for drain locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058DA

WAIT-DRAIN-CLAIMS
Specifies the accumulated wait time for claim counts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058CL

WAIT-LOG-WRITER
Specifies the accumulated wait time for log writers.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058LG

TRIGGERED-SE
Identifies the amount of zIIP processing time that was devoted to processing triggers for this SQL statement. This
value is calculated by SYSVIEW for Db2. If trace records are lost, this data may be invalid.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

NONTRIGGERED-SE
Identifies the amount of zIIP processing time that was not devoted to processing triggers for this SQL statement.
This value is calculated by SYSVIEW for Db2. If trace records are lost, this data may be invalid.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

QW0058OS
Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058OS

SQL-TYPE-FLAG
Specifies the type of SQL request:
'01'

FETCH
'10'

INSERT
'11'

SELECT INTO
'20'

UPDATE NONCURSOR
'21'

UPDATE CURSOR
'30'

MERGE
'40'

DELETE NONCURSOR
'41'

DELETE CURSOR
'50'

TRUNCATE
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'80'
PREPARE NONCURSOR

'81'
PREPARE CURSOR

'91'
OPEN

'A1'
CLOSE

'A0'
ALTER SEQUENCES

'A2'
ALTER JAR

'B0'
DROP SEQUENCES

'B1'
CREATE ROLE

'B2'
CREATE TRUSTED CONTEXT

'B3'
DROP TRUSTED CONTEXT

'B4'
DROP ROLE

'B5'
ALTER TRUSTED CONTEXT

'B6'
CREATE MASK

'B7'
DROP MASK

'B8'
ALTER MASK

'B9'
CREATE PERMISSION

'BA'
DROP PERMISSION

'BB'
ALTER PERMISSION

'C0'
CREATE SEQUENCE

'C1'
DECLARE GLOBAL TEMP TABLE

'C3'
COMMENT ON

'C5'
LABEL ON
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'C7'
LOCK

'C9'
GRANT

'CB'
REVOKE

'CC'
RENAME INDEX

'CD'
RENAME TABLE

'CE'
HOLD LOCATOR

'CF'
FREE LOCATOR

'D2'
DROP PACKAGE

'D3'
ALTER TABLE

'D4'
ALTER FUNCTION

'D5'
ALTER INDEX

'D6'
ALTER PROCEDURE

'D7'
ALTER TABLE SPACE

'DA'
ALTER VIEW

'DB'
ALTER DATABASE

'DD'
ALTER STO GROUP

'E0'
DROP JAR

'E1'
DROP ALIAS

'E3'
DROP TABLE

'E5'
DROP INDEX

'E7'
DROP TABLESPACE

'E8'
DROP UDF
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'E9'
DROP SYNONYM

'EA'
DROP PROCEDURE

'EB'
DROP DATABASE

'EC'
DROP DIST TYPE

'ED'
DROP STO GROUP

'EE'
DROP TRIGGER

'EF'
DROP VIEW

'F0'
CREATE JAR

'F1'
CREATE ALIAS

'F2'
CREATE AUX TABLE

'F3'
CREATE TABLE

'F4'
CREATE GLOBAL TEMP TABLE

'F5'
CREATE INDEX

'F6'
CREATE FUNCTION

'F7'
CREATE TABLE SPACE

'F8'
CREATE PROCEDURE

'F9'
CREATE SYNONYM

'FB'
CREATE DATABASE

'FC'
CREATE DIST TYPE

'FD'
CREATE STO GROUP

'FE'
CREATE TRIGGER

'FF'
CREATE VIEW
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058TOS
SQL-TYPE

Specifies the type of SQL request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058TOS

EXPANSION-REASON
Specifies the reason why the SQL statement was expanded:
'A '

Expansion was caused by built-in SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE global variable
'B '

Expansion was caused by the CURRENT TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME special register
'S '

Expansion was caused by the CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special register
'SB'

Expansion was caused by the CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME and CURRENT TEMPORAL
BUSINESS_TIME special registers

' '
Query was not expanded

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058EXR
WAIT-GLB-CH-LLCK

Specifies accumulated wait time due to global contention for child logical locks.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058AWTK

WAIT-GLB-LLCK
Specifies accumulated wait time due to global contention for logical locks in various other categories.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058AWTM

WAIT-GLB-PP-LLCK
Specifies accumulated wait time due to global contention for page set or partition logical locks.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058AWTN

WAIT-GLB-PG-PLCK
Specifies accumulated wait time due to global contention for page physical locks.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058AWTO

WAIT-GLB-PLCK
Specifies accumulated wait time due to global contention for physical locks in various other categories.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058AWTQ

WAIT-PIPE
Specifies accumulated wait time for pipes.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PW

WAIT-PQSYNC
Specifies accumulated time waiting for parallel queries to synchronize between parent and child tasks.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PQ
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RDI-SECTNO
Specifies section number of the statement, from SYSIBM.SYSPACKSTMT table.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058SECTN

(058) Repeating Fields

The following fields of the SQL-STMT report constitute a repeating group of fields.

When listing similar members from each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1, 2, or 3) in parentheses
after the field name. The occurrence numbers correspond to Index Scan Counts, Sequential Data Scan Counts, and Work
File Scan Counts.

TYPE-ID
Specifies the type ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058ID

ROWS-PROCESSED
Specifies the rows processed -- any record type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058RP

ROWS-LOOKED-AT
Specifies the rows looked at -- right record type
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058LA

ROWS-DM-QUAL
Specifies the rows data manager qualified.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058DQ

ROWS-RDS-QUAL
Specifies the rows RDS qualified.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058RQ

ROWS-INSERTED
Specifies the rows inserted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058IN

ROWS-UPDATED
Specifies the rows updated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058UP

ROWS-DELETED
Specifies the rows deleted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058DE

PGS-SCANNED
Specifies the pages scanned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PS

PGS-SCANNED-RI
Specifies the additional pages scanned to enforce referential integrity constraints.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PR

ROWS-DELETED-RI
Specifies the additional rows deleted or set null to enforce referential integrity constraints.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058DR

LOB-ADD-PAGES-SCANNED
Specifies the number of additional pages scanned in a LOB table space.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058PL
LOB-PAGES-UPDATES

Specifies the number of LOB data pages updated by an SQL insert or update.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058UL

(059) SQL-STMT-ST
Start of SQL statement execution. This record consolidates IFCIDs 59-62 and 64-66.

NOTE

The OFFSET fields, such as CURSOR-NAME-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor
uses these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that DB2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic
purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.

The following describes the (059) SQL-STMT-ST report fields:

LOCATION-NAME
Specifies the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the package collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PROGRAM
Specifies the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PRECTIME
Specifies the precompiler timestamp.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STMT-NUM
Specifies the statement number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STMT-TYPE-CODE
Specifies the type of SQL statement flag.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURSOR-NAME
Specifies the cursor name or object name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STMT-TYPE
Shows the SQL statement type description.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OBJ-TYPE
Specifies the object type for DML statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STMT-ISOL-LEV
Indicates the isolation level of the DBRM/package as follows:
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• C'R'—Repeatable read (RR)
• C'C'—Cursor stability (CS)
• C'U'—Uncommitted read (UR)
• C' '—Level not available from start record
• C'T'—RS Isolation
• C'X'—RR with X-Lock
• C'L'—RS with X-Lock

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from the QW0060I field
REOPTIMIZATION

Specifies whether DB2 reoptimized the access path as follows:

• x'0000'—No reoptimization
• x'0001'—Reoptimized for input host variables
• IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

FETCH-SENSITIVITY
Specifies the fetch sensitivity:

• 'S'—Fetch sensitive
• 'I'—Fetch insensitive
• ' '—Fetch sensitivity unspecified

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059FS
FETCH-ORIENTATION

Specifies the fetch orientation:

• 'F'—FETCH FIRST
• 'L'—FETCH LAST
• 'B'—FETCH BEFORE
• 'A'—FETCH AFTER
• 'N'—FETCH NEXT
• 'P'—FETCH PREV
• 'C'—FETCH CURRENT
• 'T'—FETCH ABSOLUTE
• 'R'—FETCH RELATIVE
• ' '—FETCH orientation unspecified

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059FO
CURSOR-SCROLLABILITY

Specifies the cursor scrollability:

• 'S'—Cursor declared with scroll.
• ' '—Cursor not declared with scroll.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059SC
CURSOR-SENSITIVITY

Specifies the cursor sensitivity:

• 'S'—Cursor has sensitive attribute.
• 'I'—Cursor has insensitive attribute.
• ' '—Cursor sensitivity unspecified.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0065SV
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CSR-RESULT-TBL-TYPE
Specifies the cursor result table type:

• 'S'—Cursor result table is static.
• 'D'—Cursor result table is dynamic.
• ' '—Cursor result table type is unspecified.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0065RT
ISO-LEVEL

Specifies the statement isolation level:

• RR—Repeatable read
• CS—Cursor stability
• UR—Committed read
• RS—Read stability

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from the QW0060I field
REOPTED

Indicates whether DB2 reoptimized the access path.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from the QW0060RO field

FETCH-SENSITIVITYX
Indicates the FETCH sensitivity for FETCH statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from the QW0059FS field

FETCH-ORIENTATIONX
Indicates the FETCH orientation for FETCH statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from the QW0059FO field

CURSOR-SCROLLABILITYX
Indicates whether the cursor is scrollable for cursor-related statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from the QW0065SC field

CURSOR-SENSITIVITYX
Indicates whether the cursor is sensitive.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from the QW0065SV field

CSR-RESULT-TBL-TYPEX
Shows the cursor result table type, if applicable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from the QW0065RT field

CURSOR-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0059CN field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059CN_OFF

CURSOR-NAME-VAR
Specifies the name of the cursor used in the application program (blank for noncursor type statement).
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059CN_D

CURSOR-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of cursor name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059CN_LEN

CURSOR-NAME-LONG
Specifies the name of the cursor used in the application program (blank for noncursor type statement).
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059CN_VAR
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LOCATION-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0059LN field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059LN_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0059PC field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059PC_OFF

PROGRAM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0059PN field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059PN_OFF

LOCATION-NAME-VAR
Identifies the name by which DB2 refers to a particular DB2 subsystem in a network of subsystems. The
statement is executed on behalf of this location. The location name is defined in the communications database in
table SYSIBM.LOCATIONS, which maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059LN_D

LOCATION-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059LN_LEN

LOCATION-NAME-LONG
Identifies the name by which DB2 refers to a particular DB2 subsystem in a network of subsystems. The
statement is executed on behalf of this location. The location name is defined in the communications database in
table SYSIBM.LOCATIONS, which maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059LN_VAR

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Specifies a name which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of
the BIND PACKAGE statement. For triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger schema name.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059PC_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059PC_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies a name which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of
the BIND PACKAGE statement. For triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger schema name.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059PC_VAR

PROGRAM-VAR
Shows the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement is
being executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements generated by the DB2 precompiler. For
triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger name.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IMB Db2 Field Name: QW0059PN_D

PROGRAM-LEN
Specifies the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059PN_LEN
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PROGRAM-LONG
Shows the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement is
being executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements generated by the DB2 precompiler. For
triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger name.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059PN_VAR

QUERY-COMMAND-ID
Specifies the command source ID (CMDSRCID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059CID

QUERY-INSTANCE-ID
Specifies the query instance ID (QRYINSID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0059QID

EXPANSION-REASON
Specifies the reason why the SQL statement was expanded:

• 'A '—Expansion caused by built-in SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE global variable.
• 'B '—Expansion caused by the CURRENT TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME special register.
• 'S '—Expansion caused by the CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special register.
• 'SB'—Expansion caused by the CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME and CURRENT TEMPORAL

BUSINESS_TIME special registers.
• ' '—Query was not expanded.

This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

IMPLICIT-CMT-CSR
Indicates whether the implicit commit cursor attribute is specified when the cursor is closed. The following values
are valid:
C

Specifies implicit commit.
N

Does not specify implicit commit.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0065TY

OLD-SQLID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name if the QW0055OI field is
truncated .
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0055OI_OFF

NEW-SQLID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name if the IBM DB2 Field Name
QW0055NI field is truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0055NI_OFF
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(063) SQL-TEXT
This record reports on a SQL statement produced by the parser and is written for a static SQL BIND for a dynamic SQL
PREPARE.

The following list describes the (063) SQL-TEXT record fields:

PARSER-OPTIONS
Specifies the parser options and host language.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0063OT

HOST-LANGUAGE
Specifies the host language second field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0063HL

SQLSTMT
Contains the SQL statement text requested to be parsed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0063LL

SQLVERB
Contains the SQL statement requested to be parsed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0063ST

STMT-TYPE-FLAG
Specifies the type of statement.
The following values are valid:
x'8000'

Indicates a dynamic statement.
x'4000'

Indicates a static statement.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0063TY

STMT-ID
Indicates the statement identifier used to retrieve the SQL statement from cache.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0063SI

SOURCE-CCSID
Indicates the original source CCSID.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0063CC

(067) ACCT-REQ
This record is written when performance trace class 14 is on. This record is also usually written after IFCID 74, the
beginning of the terminate thread. Usually, IFCID 03 is written directly after this record.

The following list describes the (067) ACCT-REQ record field:

QW0067WW
Contents of the WWFR control block.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0067WW

(068) SYNC-ST
This record pertains to the beginning of an ABORT request. This record consolidates IFCIDs 68, 70, 84, and 88.
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The following list describes the (068) SYNC-ST record fields:

QW0068CK
Indicates the PSW key of the caller.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0068CK

EVENT-TYPE
Indicates event type ABRT, PREP, CMT2, SYNC.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(069) SYNC
This record pertains to the ending of an ABORT request. This record consolidates IFCIDs 69, 71, 85, and 89.

The following list describes the (069) SYNC record fields:

QW0069RT
Shows the FRB return code. 0 -- Successful.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0069RT

QW0069RS
Shows the FRB reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0069RS

NETWORK-ID
Shows the network identifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0069NI

EVENT-TYPE
Specifies the event type. Possible values are:

• ABRT
• PREP
• CMT2
• SYNC

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(072) CREATE-THREAD-ST
Beginning of a CREATE THREAD request.

The following describes the (072) CREATE-THREAD-ST record field:

RSC-NAME
Resource name alias plan name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0072RN

(073) CREATE-THREAD
This record pertains to the ending of a CREATE THREAD request.

The following list describes the (073) CREATE-THREAD report fields:

QW0073RT
Shows the FRB return code. 0 -- Successful.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0073RT
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QW0073RS
Shows the FRB reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0073RS

QW0073IN
Specifies the IDR option. The following values are valid:

• YES
• NO
• INQ
• “blanks”

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0073IN
QW0073CT

Specifies the connection type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0073CT

QW0073WT
Specifies the weighting factor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0073WT

QUE-LENGTH
Specifies the queue length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0073QL

(074) TERM-THREAD-ST
(074) TERM-THREAD-ST records the begin terminate thread process, which indicates the start of the thread termination.

This record can only be accessed asynchronously.

No fields and no data exist for this record.

(075) TERM-THREAD
This record pertains to the ending of a TERMinate THREAD request.

The following list describes the (075) TERM-THREAD record fields:

QW0075RT
Specifies an FRB return code (0 is successful).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0075RT

QW0075RS
Specifies an FRB reason code. (QW0075CO) Commit option.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0075RS

(076) EOM-ST
This record pertains to the beginning of an end-of-memory request; for example, at TSO force.

The following list describes the (076) EOM-ST record fields:

QW0076CK
Specifies the PSW key of the SSI caller.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0076CK
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QW0076FC
Shows the SSI function code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0076FC

QW0076F1
Contains flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0076F1

EOM-ASID
Shows the EOM ASID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0076ID

(077) EOM
Ending of an end-of-memory request.

The following describes the (077) EOM record fields:

RET-CD
Return code (always 0).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0077RD

EOM-IND
Processed EOM (YES or not NO).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0077PR

(078) EOT-ST
This record pertains to the beginning of an end-of-task request. This record is written at TCB, IMS/VS, and CICS abend.

The following list describes the (078) EOT-ST record fields:

REC-ACE
Indicates the ACE to terminate.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0078AC

QW0076F1
Indicates the agent to terminate.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0076F1

QW0078AS
Indicates the ASCE or original home
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0078AS

(079) EOT
Ending of an end of task request. No data exists for this record.

(080) EST-EXIT-ST
This record pertains to the beginning of the establish exit request.

The following list describes the (080) EST-EXIT-ST record fields:

QW0080FR
Indicates PTR to FRB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0080FR
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QW0080CK
Indicates the PSW key of the caller.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0080CK

(081) EST-EXIT
This record pertains to the ending of the establish exit request.

The following list describes the (081) EST-EXIT record fields:

QW0081RT
Indicates the FRB return code (0 is successful).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0081RT

QW0081RS
Indicates the FRB reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0081RS

QW0081RQ
Indicates the EXIT request type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0081RQ

QW0081CD
Indicates the EXIT exit code (TYPE).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0081CD

(082) IDENTIFY-ST
This record pertains to the beginning of an IDENTIFY request (IMS/VS, CICS, TSO connection).

The following list describes the (082) IDENTIFY-ST record fields:

QW0082CK
Indicates the PSW key of the SSI caller.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0082CK

QW0082FC
Indicates the SSI function code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0082FC

QW0082F1
Indicates flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0082F1

(083) IDENTIFY
This record pertains to the ending of an IDENTIFY request (IMS/VS, CICS, TSO connection).

The following list describes the (083) IDENTIFY record fields:

QW0083RT
Shows the FRB return code. 0 -- Successful.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0083RT

QW0083RS
Shows the FRB reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0083RS
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ACCESS-DENIED
Contains the 'access denied' indicators.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0083AD

REC-COORD-OPT
Specifies the record coordination option: YES or NO.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0083RO

QW0083CT
Specifies the connection type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0083CT

CURR-AUTH-ID
Specifies the SQL authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0083QD

ORIG-AUTH-ID
Specifies the original primary authorization ID from ASXBUSER. The value can be null.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0083OP

NUM-AUTH-IDS
Specifies the number of secondary authorization IDs, when at least one QW0083SA entry is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0083SA_NUM

SEC-AUTH-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0083SA field is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but the monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace
record that DB2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0083SA_OFF

SEC-AUTH-ID
Contains the repeating section of secondary authorization IDs. Starting with DB2 V8, this field contains a
truncated name when the name is longer than eight characters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from the QW0083SA field

SEC-AUTH-ID-VAR
Contains the repeating section of secondary authorization IDs. This field varies in length and contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0083SA_D

SEC-AUTH-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of secondary authorization ID name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0083SA_Len

SEC-AUTH-ID-LONG
Contains the repeating section of secondary authorization IDs. This field contains the complete field name,
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0083SA_Var

ACEE-UTOKEN
Contains the 80-byte security UTOKEN for this user.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0083UT

(086) SIGNON-ST
IFCID 086 records the start of a signon request from IMS/VS or CICS.
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This record can be accessed asynchronously only.

(086) SIGNON-ST contains the following single record field:

QW0086C
Specifies the PSW key of the caller of the signon request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0086C

(087) SIGNON
This record pertains to the ending of a sign-on request from IMS/VS or CICS.

The following list describes the (087) SIGNON report fields:

QW0087RT
Shows the FRB return code. 0—Successful
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0087RT

QW0087RS
Shows the FRB reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0087RS

ACCESS-DENIED
Contains the 'access denied' indicators.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0087AD

CURR-AUTH-ID
Shows the SQL authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0087QD

ORIG-AUTH-ID
Specifies the original primary authorization ID from ASXBUSER. This value can be null.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0087OP

NUM-AUTH-IDS
Specifies the number of secondary authorization IDs, when at least one QW0087SA entry is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0087SA_NUM

SEC-AUTH-ID-OFFSET
If QW0087SA is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a DB2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0087SA_OFF

SEC-AUTH-ID
Contains the repeating section of secondary authorization IDs. This field contains a truncated name when the
name is longer than eight characters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from the QW0087SA field

SEC-AUTH-ID-VAR
Contains the repeating section of secondary authorization IDs. This field varies in length and contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0087SA_D

SEC-AUTH-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of secondary authorization ID name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0087SA_Len
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SEC-AUTH-ID-LONG
Contains the repeating section of secondary authorization IDs. This field contains the complete field name,
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0087SA_Var

ACEE-UTOKEN
Contains the 80-byte security UTOKEN for this user.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0087UT

(090) COMMAND-ST
Command text of an entered DB2 command.

The following describes the (090) COMMAND-ST record field:

CMD-TXT
Command text (variable length).
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0090LN

(091) COMMAND
This record pertains to the completion status of a DB2 command. The record includes the DB2 command text fields
copied from the start record (090) COMMAND-ST.

The following list describes the (091) COMMAND record fields:

QW0091RC
Contains the GCPC return code (0 is successful).
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0091RC

QW0091RS
Contains the CMD processor return code (0 is successful).
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0091RS

CMD-TXT-VAR
Specifies the variable length field that contains the complete command.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0090CT, QW0090LN

CMD-TXT-LEN
Specifies the length of command that was entered.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0090LN

CMD-TXT-LONG
Specifies the complete command text expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0090CT

(092) AMS-CMD-ST
An Access Method Services (AMS) command start, generated by DB2. Record 097 is completion.

The following describes the (092) AMS-CMD-ST record field:

AMSCMD
AMS command (160 bytes maximum).
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0092PL
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(093) SUSPEND-ST
This record pertains to when suspend was called. Suspension of TCB or SRB can occur.

The following list describes the (093) SUSPEND-ST record fields:

QW0093RB
Specifies the resource options block (ROB).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0093RB

QW0093RF
Indicates IBM serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0093RF

QW0093RC
Indicates IBM serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0093RC

QW0093AC
Indicates IBM serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0093AC

(094) SUSPEND
This record pertains to when TCB or SRB was resumed. The store clock in the standard header indicates resume time.

The following list describes the (094) SUSPEND record fields:

QW0094RC
Return code (0 is successful).
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0094RC

QW0094CK
When suspended (TOD clock value).
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0094CK

(095) SORT-ST
(095) SORT-ST records the start of the sort.

This record can only be accessed asynchronously.

No fields and no data exist for this record.

(096) SORT-ENDED
This record contains the number of sorted records, key sizes, work files, insertions, retrievals, and initial runs for sort
ended.

This record can only be accessed asynchronously.

NOTE

The OFFSET fields, such as PROGRAM-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses
these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic
purposes to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.

The following list describes the (096) SORT-ENDED report fields:
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RECS-SORTED
Specifies the number of records sorted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096NR

SORT-AREA-SIZE
Specifies the sort data area size (in bytes).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096DL

SORT-KEY-SIZE
Specifies the sort key size (in bytes).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096KL

SORT-INSERTS
Specifies the number of work file insertions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096IN

SORT-RETRIEVES
Specifies the number of work file retrievals.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096RD

SORT-REC-SIZE
Specifies the sort record size (in bytes).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096WR

WKFILES-USED
Specifies the number of work files used-maximum 120.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096WF

SORT-RET-CD
Shows the sort return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096RC

INITIAL-RUNS
Specifies the number of initial runs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096IR

ROWS-DELETED-COLFUNC
Specifies the number of rows that are deleted to support evaluation of column functions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096RL

MERGE-PASSES
Specifies the number of merge passes during sort.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096MP

SORT-TYPE
Specifies the type of sort that occurred:

• ESA—ESA sort using sort assist hardware instructions.
• GRP—Group by sort.
• REG—Regular sort.
• TAG—Tag sort.
• ESAT—ESA tag sort.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096TS
PROGRAM

Specifies the program name for the query that invokes the sort.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096PN

COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the package collection ID for the query that invokes the sort.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096PC
STMT-NO

Specifies the statement number for the query that invokes the sort.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096SN

WORKFILES-PARTITIONED
Specifies the number of work files (equal to the degree of parallel I/O processing) that sort partitioned. If one of
the next two fields is Y, this field is valid. Otherwise, this field contains zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096PW

PARTITIONING
Indicates partitioning of the sorted records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096PP

PARTITION-SORTED
Indicates whether an output work file is sorted and partitioned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096PO

WHEN-PARTITIONED
Indicates whether partitioning took place:

• W—Partitioning occurred at the end of the input phase and no merge occurred.
• M—Partitioning occurred during the last merge pass.
• O—Only one record was put into one partition.
• P—Records were presorted before being partitioned.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096PT
SORT-COLUMNS

Specifies the number of sort columns.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096SC

SORT-KEYS
Specifies the number of sort keys.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096SK

QW0096RU
Indicates a serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096RU

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable or long field name when QW0096PC is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096PC_OFF

PROGRAM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable or long field name when QW0096PN is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096PN_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Specifies the name of the package collection ID containing the query that invokes a sort. This field varies in length
and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096PC_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096PC_LEN
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COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies the name of the package collection ID containing the query that invokes a sort. This field contains the
complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096PC_VAR

PROGRAM-VAR
Specifies the name of the program containing the query that invokes a sort. This field varies in length and
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096PN_D

PROGRAM-LEN
Specifies the length of program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096PN_LEN

PROGRAM-LONG
Specifies the name of the program containing the query that invokes a sort. This field contains the complete field
name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0096PN_VAR

(097) AMS-CMD
An access method services command completion. It records the command text and the access method services return
code.

The following describes the (097) AMS-CMD record fields:

AMS-RET-CD
AMS return code.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0097RC

AMSCMD
AMS command (160 bytes maximum).
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0097PL

(098) GETM-NONP-ST
Before GETMAIN/FREEMAIN start-DSNSGMN.

The following list describes the (098) GETM-NONP-ST record fields:

REQ-TYPE
Indicates the type of request.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0098T

COND-TYPE
Indicates the type of condition.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0098C

QW0098SC
Indicates the storage class.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0098SC

AMS-STORAGE
Amount of storage requested.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0098AM
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(099) GETM-NONP
After GETMAIN/FREEMAIN end.

The following list describes the (099) GETM-NONP record field:

QW0099RC
Return code (0 is successful).
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0099RC

(100) GETM-POOL-ST
Before GETMAIN/FREEMAIN for pool-related storage (expansion or contraction).

The following list describes the (100) GETM-POOL-ST record fields:

REQ-TYPE
Specifies the type of request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0100T

COND-TYPE
Specifies the type of condition.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0100C

QW0100SC
Specifies the storage class.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0100SC

AMT-STORAGE
Specifies the amount of storage requested.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0100AM

QW0100PH
Contains the storage pool description for pools.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0100PH

QW0100SB
Specifies the store clock before GETMAIN: type X.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0100SB

QW0100SA
Specifies the store clock after GETMAIN: type X.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0100SA

RET-CD
Specifies the return code: type X.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0100RC

(101) GETM-POOL
After GETMAIN/FREEMAIN for pool related storage.

The following describes the (101) GETM-POOL record field:

GETM-RET-CD
Return code (0 is successful).
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0101RC
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(102) SOS-ON
(102) SOS-ON records the detection of short-on-storage.

This record is written when performance class trace 1 is on.

No data exists for this record.

(103) SOS-OFF
(103) SOS-OFF records the off setting of short-on-storage.

This record is written when performance class trace 1 is on.

This record contains the following field:

SOS-TIME
Specifies short on storage time (STCK).
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0103SC

(104) LOG-DS-MAP
Log data set mapping. These fields constitute a repeating group. When listing members from each group in a request,
append the occurrence number (1, 2, 3,...) in parentheses after the field name. This group of fields repeats on the basis of
one occurrence per data set identifier.

The following describes the (104) LOG-DS-MAP record fields:

DS-ID
Data set identifier.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0104DI

DS-NAME
Data set name (active log only).
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0104DN

(105) DB-DS-MAP
Used to obtain DB-NAME and PAGESET-NAME. Maps internal DBIDs and OBIDs to the actual database and table space
referenced. This IFCID is generated at each START TRACE. This is a repeating group of fields, which repeats for each
DB/OB combination.

The following describes the (105) DB-DS-MAP fields:

DBID
Specifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0105DB

OBID
Specifies the page set OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0105OB

REC-DB-NAME
Specifies the database name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0105DN

TBLSPC-NAME
Specifies the table space or index space name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0105TN
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(106) DSNZPARM
IFCID 106 displays data from the Db2 system parameters.

(106) DSNZPARM record can be accessed synchronously and asynchronously.

This section includes topics that describe the (106) record fields. The record fields are grouped by the macro name.

(106) SYSP Fields

The following SYSP-related fields in the (106) DSNZPARM record are associated with the DSN6SYSP macro. Where
applicable, the correlated zParm, IBM Db2 install panel, and IBM Db2 field name are listed.

For complete descriptions of the DSNZPARMs, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS Installation and Migration Guide.

Fields Associated with a ZPARM
ACC-CNTL-EXIT-NAME

Specifies the name of the default access control exit module. This field corresponds to the access control field on
installation panel DSNTIPO3.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Default Startup Modules
ZPARM Name: ACCESS_CNTL_MODULE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1DXAC

AUDITST
Identifies a 32-bit string. If any bit is 1, the corresponding audit trace class starts when Db2 starts.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Tracing Parameters
ZPARM Name: AUDITST
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1AUDT

AUTH-EXIT-NAME
Specifies the default identify or name of the authorization exit module. This field corresponds to the identify/auth
field on installation panel DSNTIPO3.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Default Startup Modules
ZPARM Name: IDAUTH_MODULE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1DATH

CHKPNT-FREQ
Specifies the frequency of checkpoints in log records or minutes.
ZPARM Name: CHKFREQ
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1LOGL

CHKPTS-BETW-UPDTS
Indicates the original number of checkpoints specified at Db2 startup that can occur between level ID updates.
This value shows the checkpoint periodicity with which attempts are made to update the level ID of a page set or
partition. A value of zero implies that down level detection is disabled.
ZPARM Name: DLDFREQ
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1DFRQ

CHKTYPE
Specifies the log checkpoint type:
SINGLE

Indicates records or minutes, as specified by CHKFREQ.
BOTH

Indicates records and minutes, as specified by CHKLOGR and CHKMINS.
ZPARM Name: CHKTYPE
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1LOGTX
CTHREAD

Specifies the maximum number of active concurrent local threads.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Thread Management
ZPARM Name: CTHREAD
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1CT

DB-PROTO-3
Specifies the default protocol (DRDA or PRIVATE) used when the option DBPROTOCOL BIND is not explicitly
specified for the bind of a plan or a package.
An application program can contain statements with three-part names, or aliases that reference remote objects.
When a user binds or rebinds a plan, the user can specify the protocol that sends these statements to the
remote site. If the bind option DBPROTOCOL is not specified at bind plan time, the default is the value of field
DATABASE PROTOCOL.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Distributed Data Facility
ZPARM Name: DBPROTCL in DSN6SYSP
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DB-PROTOCAL-3PART
Identifies the default protocol (DRDA or PRIVATE) that is used when DBPROTOCOL BIND is not explicitly
specified for the bind of a plan or package.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Distributed Data Facility
ZPARM Name: DBPROTCL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1DBPR

DEFAULT-BP8K-DATA
Specifies the default 8-KB buffer pool for tablespaces with an 8-KB page size. This default is specified when the
tablespace is in an implicitly created database or when the create tablespace statement of an explicitly created
tablespace lacks a bufferpool clause.
This field corresponds to field default 8-KB buffer for user data on installation panel DSNTIP1.
ZPARM Name: TBSBP8K in DSN6SYSP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1TP8

DEFAULT-BP16K-DATA
Specifies the default 16-KB buffer pool for tablespaces with a page size of 16 KB. This default is specified when
the tablespace is in an implicitly created database or when the create tablespace statement of an explicitly
created tablespace lacks a bufferpool clause.
This field corresponds to field default 16-KB buffer for user data on installation panel DSNTIP1.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Checkpoint Parameters
ZPARM Name: TBSBP16K in DSN6SYSP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1TP16

DEFAULT-BP32K-DATA
Specifies the default 32-KB buffer pool for tablespaces with a page size of 32 KB. This default is specified when
the tablespace is in an implicitly created database or when the create tablespace statement of an explicitly
created tablespace lacks a bufferpool clause.
This field corresponds to field default 32-KB buffer for user data on installation panel DSNTIP1.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Checkpoint Parameters
ZPARM Name: TBSBP32K
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1TP32

DEFAULT-BP-DATA
Specifies the current default tablespace buffer pool ID.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Buffer Pool Sizes
ZPARM Name: TBSBPOOL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1TBPL
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DEFAULT-BP-INDEX
Specifies the current default index buffer pool ID.
IBM DB2 install panel: Buffer Pool Sizes
ZPARM Name: IDXBPOOL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1IXPL

DEFAULT-BP-LOB
Contains the name of the buffer pool that is used for implicitly created LOB tablespaces.
This field corresponds to the default buffer pool for user LOB data on installation panel DSNTIP1.
IBM DB2 install panel: Checkpoint Parameters
ZPARM Name: TBSBPLOB
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1TPLB

DEFAULT-BP-XML
Contains the name of the buffer pool that is used for XML tablespaces.
This field corresponds to the default buffer pool for user XML data on installation panel DSNTIP1.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Checkpoint Parameters
ZPARM Name: TBSBPXML
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1TPXM

DEFAULT-SEGSIZE
Indicates the default segment size that is used for a partitioned tablespace. This size is used when the SEGSIZE
parameter is not included in the CREATE TABLESPACE statement. This field corresponds to the default partition
SEGSIZE field on installation panel DSNTIP7.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: SQL Object Defaults Panel 1
ZPARM Name: DPSEGSZ
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1DPSS

DEFAULT-WLM-ENVIRON
Specifies the WLM_ENVIRONMENT to use for a user-defined function or stored procedure. This value is used
when a WLM_ENVIRONMENT value is not provided on the CREATE FUNCTION or CREATE PROCEDURE
statements.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Routine Parameters
ZPARM Name: WLMENV
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1WLME

DEL-CFSTRUCTS
Specifies whether a Db2 restart tries to delete the following items from the Coupling Facility structures:

• SCA
• IRLM lock structure
• Allocated group buffer pools

The following values are valid:
NO

Does not attempt to delete the structures of the data sharing group.
YES

Attempts to delete the structures during a restart. If other Db2 subsystems are connected to the structures
during deletion, the attempt fails. Deleted structures are recovered using the group restart or GRECP
recovery process when successful deletion occurs. This process can increase the duration of the Db2
restart.

For this function to work as intended, assign the same setting for DEL CF STRUCTS to all members of a data
sharing group.
ZPARM Name: DEL_CFSTRUCTS_ON_RESTART
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP1DCFS
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DLDFREQ
Indicates whether the level ID is updated at checkpoint intervals.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Checkpoint Parameters
ZPARM Name: DLDFREQ
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP1DFRQ

DS-STATS-RESET
Specifies the time interval, in minutes, between the resetting of data set statistics for online performance monitors.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Tracing and Checkpoints
ZPARM Name: DSSTIME
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1DTIM

DSVCI
Specifies whether Db2 creates a Db2-managed data set for a tablespace. The data set has a VSAM control
interval that corresponds to the buffer pool used for the tablespace.
The following rules apply:
NO

Indicates that Db2-managed data sets are created with a fixed control interval of 4 KB, regardless of the
buffer pool size. This parameter can be updated online.

If you change this value from NO to YES
Any preexisting or migrated data sets remain in 4-KB control intervals until they are redefined.

If you change this value from YES to NO
Any preexisting or migrated data sets retain their previous control intervals until they are redefined. You
can explicitly redefine a data set.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: Sizes panel 2
ZPARM Name: DSVCI
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP1VVCI

EXTND-SECURITY
The DDF/DRDA extended security option.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Distributed Data Facility
ZPARM Name: EXTSEC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1SCER

EXTRA-QBLKS-RQSTER
Specifies an upper limit on the number of extra DRDA query blocks that Db2 requests from a remote DRDA
server. This value does not limit the size of the SQL query answer set. This value controls only the total amount of
data that can be transmitted on any given network exchange.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Distributed Data Facility
ZPARM Name: EXTRAREQ
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1EXBR

EXTRA-QBLKS-SERVER
Specifies an upper limit on the number of extra DRDA query blocks that Db2 returns to a DRDA client. This value
does not limit the size of the SQL query answer set. This value controls only the total amount of data that can be
transmitted on any given network exchange.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Distributed Data Facility
ZPARM Name: EXTRASRV
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1EXBS

EXTSEC
Indicates whether extended security is enabled.
Extended security determines the error message content to a network client when a DDF connection request fails
due to security errors. This feature also indicates whether DDF permits an end user to update their ACF2, Top
Secret, or RACF password using the DRDA change password function. The following values are valid:
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YES
Returns a detailed error code. The user can update the ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF password using
DRDA.

NO
Returns a generic error code. The user cannot update the ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF password using
DRDA.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: Distributed Data Facility
ZPARM Name: EXTSEC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1XSEC

FAST-LOG-MAX-STOR
Represents the maximum ssnmDBM1 storage that the fast log apply process can use. The fast log apply function
for all RECOVER jobs uses this value.
Default: 0 MB (means that the fast log apply function is disabled)
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Active Log Data Set Parameters
ZPARM Name: LOGAPSTG
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1FLBZ

FLAG-BYTE2
Specifies flag settings and corresponds to the "compress SMF recs" field on installation panel DSNTIPN. The
following values are valid:
x'80'

Compresses DEST(SMF) trace records.
ZPARM Name: SMFCOMP

x'40'
Attempts to delete CF structures during the restart. The structures include SCA, IRLM lock structures, and
allocated group buffer pools.
ZPARM Name: DEL_CFSTRUCTS_ON_RESTART

x'20'
Generates the DOCID values for XML columns randomly.
ZPARM Name: XML_RANDOMIZE_DOCID

x'10'
START PROFILE command automation
ZPARM Name: PROFILE_AUTOSTART

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1FLG2
IDBACK

Specifies the maximum number of concurrent batch connections.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Thread Management Parameters
ZPARM Name: IDBACK
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1IDB

IDBP-FLAGS
Specifies implicit database properties.
X'80'

Reserved.
X'40'

Reserved.
X'20'

Defines the underlying data set at the time when a tablespace is created in an implicitly defined database.
This bit corresponds to the define data sets field on installation panel DSNTIP7.
ZPARM Name: IMPDSDEF in DSN6SYSP
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X'10'
Uses the data compression in tablespaces in implicitly defined databases.
This bit corresponds to the data compression field on installation panel DSNTIP7.

ZPARM Name: IMPTSCMP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1IDBP

IDFORE
Specifies the maximum number of TSO foreground connections.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Thread Management Parameters
ZPARM Name: IDFORE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1IDF

IMPDSDEF
Specifies whether to define the underlying data sets during the creation of a tablespace in an implicitly created
database. This field corresponds to the define data sets field on installation panel DSNTIP71.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: SQL Objects Default Panel 2
ZPARM Name: IMPDSDEF
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1D1DSX

IMPTKMOD
Specifies whether Db2 tracks changes to implicitly created tablespace pages. IMPTKMOD applies only to base
tablespaces. The following values are valid:
YES

Creates implicit tablespaces to track page changes.
NO

Uses the LRSN value in each page to determine page changes.
ZPARM Name: IMPTKMOD
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP1TKMD

IMPTSCMP
Specifies whether to use the data compression in tablespaces in implicitly defined databases. This field
corresponds to the data compression field on installation panel DSNTIP71.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: SQL Objects Default Panel 2
ZPARM Name: IMPTSMP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1C1TSX

INDEXSPACE-DEFAULT-SPACE
Specifies default PRIQTY and SEQCTY values for index spaces in kilobytes.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Sizes Panel 2
ZPARM Name: IXQTY
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1IXQT

LOB-FILE-DSMAX
Specifies the maximum number of concurrently open data sets that can process LOB file references. This value
corresponds to max open Filerefs on installation panel DSNTIPE.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Thread Management
ZPARM Name: MAXOFILR
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1MOFR

LOB-INLINE-LENGTH
Specifies the default number of LOB bytes stored in the base table. This field corresponds to the LOB inline field
on installation panel DSNTIPD.
Possible values are from 0 through 32680. The default is 0, which means that LOB columns are created with no
inline attribute by default.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Sizes Panel 1
ZPARM Name: LOB_INLINE_LENGTH in DSN6SYSP
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1LBIL
LOB-KBYTES-AGENT

Identifies the upper limit for the amount of storage, in kilobytes, that each user can have for storing LOB values.
This field is obsolete with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Sizes Panel 1
ZPARM Name: LOBVALA in DSN6SYSP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1LVA

LOB-MBYTES-SYSTEM
Identifies the upper limit for the amount of storage, in kilobytes, that the system can have for storing LOB values.
This field is obsolete with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Sizes Panel 1
ZPARM Name: LOBVALS
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1LVS

LOCLSIZE
Specifies the size of the local trace tables in multiples of 4-K.
ZPARM Name: TRACLOC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1TLSZ

LOG-CKPT-TYPE
Indicates the type of log checkpoint:
S (Single)

Indicates records or minutes, as specified by CHKFREQ.
B (Both)

Indicates records and minutes, as specified by CHKLOGR and CHKMINS.
ZPARM Name: CHKTYPE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1LOGT

LOGLOAD
Specifies the number of minutes between checkpoints when the value is from 1 to 60. Otherwise, the value
represents the number of log records that are written between checkpoints.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Active Log Data Set Parameters
ZPARM Name: CHKFREQ
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1LOGL

MAX-IMP-DSSIZE-GB
Specifies the maximum DSSIZE, in gigabytes, that Db2 uses for creating each partition of an implicitly created
base tablespace.
This field corresponds to the default DSSIZE field on installation panel DSNTIP7.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Sizes Panel 2
ZPARM Name: IMPDSSIZE in DSN6SPRM
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1DSSZ

MGEXTSZ
Specifies whether secondary extent allocations for Db2-managed data sets are sized according to a sliding scale.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Sizes Panel 2
ZPARM Name: GEXTSZ in DSN6SYSP
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP1MESZ

MINS-BETWEEN-CKPTS
Specifies the number of minutes between log checkpoints when CHKTYPE is BOTH. This field corresponds to the
minutes/checkpoint field on installation panel DSNTIPL1.

NOTE
0 indicates NOTUSED value.
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IBM DB2 Install Panel: Checkpoint Parameters
ZPARM Name: CHKMINS
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1LOGM

MON
Identifies a 32-bit string. If any bit is 1, the corresponding monitor trace class data starts when Db2 starts.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Tracing Parameters
ZPARM Name: MON
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1MON

MONSIZE
Specifies the monitor trace buffer size.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Tracing Parameters
ZPARM Name: MONSIZE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1MONS

OTC-LICENSE
Specifies whether this Db2 subsystem or data sharing member operates under an OTC license:
NOT_USED

An OTC license is not in effect on this Db2 subsystem.
TERMS_ACCEPTED

An OTC license is in effect on this subsystem and the owner accepted the terms.
Default: NOT_USED
ZPARM Name: OTC-LICENSE in DSN6SYSP
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP1FLAG/QWP1OLAC

PARALLEL-ROLLUP
Roll up parallel tasks accounting trace
ZPARM Name: PTASKROL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1PRLA

PROFILE-AUTOSTART
Specifies whether the START PROFILE command processing is to be automatically initiated as part of the Db2
startup processing:
YES

START PROFILE command initiates automatically when Db2 is started. If Db2 is started with the
ACCESS(MAINT) or LIGHT(YES) specification, the PROFILE_AUTOSTART setting is ignored.

NOTE
This option can delay Db2 availability when starting up.

NO
No automatic start behavior.

This field is new with Db2 12.
Default: NO
ZPARM Name: PROFILE_AUTOSTART
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP1FLG2:QWP1PFASY

RAN-XML-DOC-ID
Specifies whether Db2 generates the DOCID values for XML columns sequentially or randomly.
YES

Db2 generates the DOCID values randomly. This option is useful for concurrent inserts.
NO

Db2 generates the DOCID values sequentially.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Performance and Optimization
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ZPARM Name: XML_RANDOMIZE_DOCID in DSN6SYSP
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP1FLG2

RECS-BETWEEN-CKPTS
Indicates the number of records between log checkpoints when CHKTYPE is BOTH. This field corresponds to the
records/checkpoint field on installation panel DSNTIPL1.

NOTE
0 indicates NOTUSED value.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: Checkpoint Parameters
ZPARM Name: CHKLOGR
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1LOGR

RESTART-BACKOUT
Specifies whether Db2 postpones some backward log processing during a restart. This value applies to the
nondata sharing environment only. This field corresponds to the limit backout field on installation panel DSNTIPN.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Tracing Parameters
ZPARM Name: LBACKOUT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1LMBO

RESTART-BACKOUT-LIMIT
Specifies the maximum number of records to process during backward log processing when QWP1LMBO is YES
or AUTO. When this value is multiplied by the QWP1URCK value, it gives the number of log records processed.
This field applies to the nondata sharing environment only and corresponds to the backout duration field on
installation panel DSNTIPN.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Tracing Parameters
ZPARM Name: BACKODUR
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1BDUR

RLF-DEFAULT-STATIC
Specifies what action Db2 takes when a problem occurs with the resource limit specification table during the
execution of a local static SQL statement.
This subsystem parameter applies to the following situations:

• An error prevents the resource limit facility from accessing the resource limit specification table.
• Db2 cannot find an applicable row in the resource limit specification table.

An applicable row is a row that applies to the authorization ID, collection ID, package name, and name of the
logical unit of work of the query user.
Possible values are:
NOLIMIT

No limit for the static SQL statements.
NORUN

Terminates static SQL statement immediately with an SQL error.
1..5000000

Specifies the number of service units, which are used as default resource limit for all static SQL
statements. If the limit is exceeded, the SQL statement is terminated.

This field is new with Db2 12. Function level 500 or higher must be activated.
ZPARM Name: RLFERRSTC
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP1RLFR/QWP1RLFNS

RLF-SQL-LEVEL
Specifies the level of governing when the Resource Limit Facility is started:
DYNAMIC

(default)
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Govern dynamic SQL statements.
STATIC

Govern static SQL statements.
ALL

Govern dynamic and static SQL statements.
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: RLFENABLE
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP1RLFR

RLFAUTH-VAR
Specifies the authorization ID used to qualify the resource limit tables. This field varies in length and contains the
complete name.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: PROTECTION
ZPARM Name: RLFAUTH
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RLFA_D

RLFERR
Specifies what action Db2 takes if the resource limit facility (RLF) encounters an error that prevents it from
accessing the resource limit specification table (RLST). Also specifies the Db2 action if RLF cannot find a row in
the table that applies to authorization ID, plan name, or logical unit of the work name of the query user.
Flag bits as follows:
x'80'

Indicates autostart RLF.
ZPARM Name: RLF

x'40'
Indicates NOLIMIT for dynamic SQL statements.
ZPARM Name: RLFERR

x'20'
Indicates NORUN for dynamic SQL statements.
ZPARM Name: RLFERR

x'10'
Indicates NOLIMIT for static SQL statements.
ZPARM Name: RLFERRSTC

x'08'
Indicates NORUN for static SQL statements.
ZPARM Name: RLFERRSTC

x'06'
Govern dynamic and static SQL statements.
ZPARM Name: RLFENABLE

x'04'
Govern dynamic SQL statements.
ZPARM Name: RLFENABLE

x'02'
Govern static SQL statements.
ZPARM Name: RLFENABLE

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RLFR
RLFERRSTCSU

Specifies the number of service units that are used as the default resource limit for all static SQL statements. If
the limit is exceeded, the SQL statement is terminated.
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Possible values are from 1 through 5000000.
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: RLFERRSTC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RLFNS

ROLLUP-ACCT-AGGREGATION
Determines the subset of end-user fields by which accounting data is aggregated.
The following values are valid:
0

End-user ID, transaction name, and workstation name
1

End-user ID
2

End-user transaction name
3

End-user workstation name
4

End-user ID and transaction name
5

End-user ID and workstation name
6

End-user transaction name and workstation name
This value is ignored if the value of ACCUMACC is NO.
This value corresponds to "aggregation fields" on installation panel DSNTIPN.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Tracing Parameters
ZPARM Name: ACCUMUID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1ACID

ROLLUP-ACCT-DDF-RRSAF
Specifies whether to roll up accounting data by end user for DDF or RRSAF threads. This field corresponds to the
DDF/RRSAF Accum value on installation panel DSNTIPN.
ZPARM Name: ACCUMACC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1ACCU

SIGNON-EXIT-NAME
Specifies the name of the default signon exit module. This field corresponds to the signon field on installation
panel DSNTIPO3.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Default Startup Modules
ZPARM Name: SIGNON_MODULE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1DSGN

SMF89
Specifies whether Db2 performs detailed tracking for measured usage pricing:
NO

Indicates that Db2 does not perform detailed measured usage tracking. This value is the default.
If the SMF type 89 record is activated, only high-level tracking is recorded in the SMF type 89 record.
Option NO reduces CPU usage, but increases the amount of time spent in Db2 as measured by SMF 89.

YES
Indicates that Db2 performs detailed measured usage tracking when SMF type 89 records are activated.
When SMF89 is set to YES, Db2 invokes a z/OS service on every entry or exit into or out of Db2 to verify
accurate tracking. Use SMF89 YES only if you use measured usage pricing.
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ZPARM Name: SMF89
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP1SM89

SMFACCT
Identifies a 32-bit string. If any bit is 1, the corresponding accounting class data is sent to SMF.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Tracing Parameters
ZPARM Name: SMFACCT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1SMFA

SMFCOMP
Indicates whether DEST(SMF) records are compressed. This field corresponds to the Compress SMF Recs field
on installation panel DSNTIPN.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Tracing Parameters
ZPARM Name: SMFCOMP
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP1CSMF

SMFSTAT
Identifies a 32-bit string. If any bit is 1, the corresponding statistics class data is sent to SMF.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Tracing Parameters
ZPARM Name: SMFSTAT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1SMFS

STATIM
Specifies the time interval, in minutes, between statistics collections. Statistics records are written approximately
at the end of this interval.
The interval for writing statistics records for the following IFCIDs:

• 0105 (Buffer manager mapping of DBIDs and OBIDs)
• 0106 (Db2 system parameters)
• 0199 (Data set I/O statistics)
• 0365 (Remote locations that a Db2 subsystem communicates with through DRDA protocols)
• 0402 (Profile warning and exception conditions)

Values: 1 - 60
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Tracing Parameters
ZPARM Name: STATIME
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1STIM

STATIME-MAIN
Specifies the time interval, in seconds, of collecting statistics that are not collected at the STATIME interval.
The interval for writing statistics records for the following IFCIDs:

• 0001 (Subsystem statistics related to the MSTR DB2 address space)
• 0002 (Subsystem statistics related to the DBM1 DB2 address space)
• 0202 (Dynamic system parameter information)
• 0225 (Storage management pool summary)
• 0230 (Group buffer pool statistics)
• 0254 (Coupling facility cache structure statistics)
• 0369 (Thread accounting information aggregated by connection type)

This field is new with Db2 12.
Values: 5 - 60 (multiples of 5)
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Tracing Parameters
ZPARM Name: STATIME_MAIN
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1STIMM
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STORPROC-ALLOW-ABNDS
Specifies how often a stored procedure can terminate abnormally before SQL CALL statements for the stored
procedure are rejected. A value of 0 means that the first ABEND of a stored procedure causes the rejection of
SQL CALLs to that procedure.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Stored Procedures Parameters
ZPARM Name: STORMXAB in DSN6SYSP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1SPAB

STORPROC-NAME
Identifies the stored procedure started task name.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Stored Procedures Parameters
ZPARM Name: STORPROC in DSN6SYSP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1SPPN

STORPROC-TIMEOUT
Specifies how many seconds Db2 waits for an SQL CALL assignment to a task control block in the stored
procedures address space. If the time interval expires, the SQL statement fails.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Stored Procedures Parameters
ZPARM Name: STORTIME in DSN6SYSP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1SPTO

SYNCVAL-OPTION
Specifies the synchronize stats recording value on the Tracing Parameters installation panel.
ZPARM Name: SYNCVAL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1SYNF

SYNCVAL-SPEC
Specifies whether the Db2 statistics recording is synchronized with a portion of the hour.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Tracing Parameters
ZPARM Name: SYNCVAL

NOTE
This parameter has no effect if STATIME is greater than 60.

Default: NO
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1SYNV

TABLESPACE-DEFAULT-SPACE
Specifies the default PRIQTY and SEQCTY values for tablespaces in kilobytes.
ZPARM Name: DPSEGSZ
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1TSQT

TRACSTR
Specifies a 32-bit string. If any bit is 1, the corresponding global trace class starts automatically when Db2 is
started.
ZPARM Name: TRACSTR
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1TRST

TRACTBL
Specifies the size of the global trace table, as a multiple of 4 KB.
ZPARM Name: TRACTBL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1TRSZ

UIFCIDS
Specifies whether IFC trace data contains Unicode data. The following values are valid:
Yes

Specifies that the records contain Unicode fields, where appropriate. SYSVIEW for Db2 translates the
fields to EBCDIC.
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No
Specifies that Db2 translates all fields to EBCDIC when necessary. Only a subset of the character fields
is encoded in Unicode. The IFCID record indicates these fields with a U in the comment area to the right
of the field declaration in the DSNDQWxx copy files. The remaining fields maintain the same encoding of
previous releases.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: Tracing Parameters
ZPARM Name: UIFCIDS
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP1_UNICODE

UR-CHKPNT-THSHD
Specifies the number of checkpoint cycle occurrences before Db2 issued a warning message to the console for a
UR.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Tracing Parameters
ZPARM Name: URCHKTH
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1URCK

UR-LOG-WRTN-THRSH
Specifies how many log records an uncommitted unit of recovery (UR) wrote before Db2 issued a warning
message to the console.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Active Log Data Set Parameters
ZPARM Name: URLGWTH in DSN6SYSP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1LWCK

XML-AGENT-KB
Specifies the maximum memory, in kilobytes, allotted to each user for storing XML values.
This field is obsolete with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Sizes Panel 1
ZPARM Name: XMLVALA
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1XVA

XML-SYSTEM-MB
Specifies the maximum memory, in megabytes, allotted to the system for storing XML values.
This field is obsolete with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Sizes Panel 1
ZPARM Name: XMLVALS
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1XVS

Fields Not Associated with a ZPARM
ACCOUNTING

Specifies statistics traces that are automatically started at the Db2 initialization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1STRA

AUDITSTART
Specifies audit traces that are automatically started at the Db2 initialization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1STRU

AUTOSTART-CHANGE
Specifies if the autostart list is altered. This field is only valid when the DELTA report format option is specified.
The following values are valid:
YES

Specifies that at least one entry is changed when compared to the record from the previous DELTA
interval.

NO
Specifies that no changes to the autostart list are detected.
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N/A
Specifies that the first record that is processed by the request. Change in the list cannot be determined.

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from the content of the section.
CHECKPOINTS

Specifies the number of checkpoints a data set must go through before being a pseudoclose candidate.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1FREQ

CHKFREQ-TYPE
Specifies whether the current checkpoint frequency type is for minutes (MINUTES) or log records (LOGRECS).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1FRQT

CRIT-SPACE
Specifies space that is reserved for the critical work.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1CRIT

FLAGS
Specifies flag bits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1FLAG

MAX-CONCURRENT-REMOTE
Identifies the maximum number of concurrent remote threads. This value includes active and inactive threads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1CDB

MIN-TO-PSEUDOCLOSE
Specifies the number of minutes that must elapse before a data set can be a pseudoclose candidate.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1TMR

MONITORTRACE
Identifies monitor traces that are automatically started at the Db2 initialization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1STRM

MVS-SPACE
Specifies space that is reserved for MVS functions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1DB1M

QWP1-DUPLICATE
Specifies if the record is duplicate. This field is only valid when the DELTA report format option is specified.
The following values are valid:
0

Indicates that the record differs from the previously processed record in at least one parameter
1

Indicates that the record is the same as the previously processed record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from the whole record

QWP1LVL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1LVL

QWP1LVLC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1LVLC

RLFAUTH
Specifies the authorization ID for the RLF specification table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RLFA

RLFAUTH-LEN
Specifies the length of the resource limit authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RLFA_LEN
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RLFAUTH-LONG
Specifies the authorization ID used to qualify the resource limit tables. This field contains the complete field name,
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: PROTECTION
ZPARM Name: RLFAUTH
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RLFA_VAR

RLFAUTH-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QWP1RLFA is
truncated. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a trace record that Db2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that Db2 provides a long name in
the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RLFA_OFF

RLFAUTO
Specifies whether RLF automatically started (YES or NO) when Db2 started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RLFS

RLF-DEFAULT
Specifies what action Db2 takes for dynamic SQL statements that originate from the local server when it cannot
find an applicable row in the resource limit specification table.
An applicable row applies to the authorization ID, collection ID, package name, and name of the logical unit of
work of the query user.
Possible values are:
NOLIMIT

Allows a remote query to run without a limit.
NORUN

Terminates the remote query immediately.
1..5000000

Specifies the number of CPU service units that are allowed for a remote query.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RLFD

RLFERR
Identifies an 8-bit field that indicates what action the RLF takes when the specification table cannot be accessed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RLFR

RLFERRSU
Specifies a limit in CPU service units that the RLF uses when the specification table cannot be accessed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RLFN

RLFSTART
Specifies whether Resource Limit Facility (RLF) is automatically started at the Db2 initialization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RLFB

RLFTBL
Specifies the RLF specification table ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RLFT

ROUTCDE
Shows a bitmap indicating MVS console routing codes for messages that are not solicited from a particular
console. Bits 1 through 16 use 2 bytes. Each bit represents a route code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1SMRC

ROUTE-CODE-LIST
Specifies MVS console routing codes that are assigned to messages not solicited from a specific console.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RCLT
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ROUTE-CODE-LIST-LEN
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RCLT_LEN

ROUTE-CODE-LIST-LON
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RCLT_LON

RTHREAD
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent remote threads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1RMT

SOS-LIMIT
Specifies the amount of space above MVS and critical. Db2 attempts to leave this space available.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1SOS

STATISTICS
Identifies accounting traces that are automatically started at the Db2 initialization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1STRS

SUBSYS-PARM-MODULE
Specifies the name of the active subsystem parameter module name. This field corresponds to the parameter
module name field on installation panel DSNTIPO3.
Default: DH2GPARM
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Default Startup Modules
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1ZPNM

TRACESTART
Specifies global traces that are automatically started at the Db2 initialization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP1STRG

(106) SPRM Fields

The following SPRM-related fields in the (106) DSNZPARM record are associated with the DSN6SPRM macro.

Where applicable, the correlated zParm, IBM Db2 install panel, and IBM Db2 field name are listed. For complete
descriptions of the DSNZPARMs, see IBM Db2 for z/OS Installation and Migration Guide.

ACCEL
Specifies whether to enable and start accelerator processing:
NO

Does not allow processing.
COMMAND

Starts processing by command.
AUTO

Starts processing automatically when the Db2 subsystem starts.
ZPARM Name: ACCEL
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4ACCS

ACCEL-MODEL
ZPARM Name: ACCELMODEL in DNS6SPRM
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MS4E:QWP4ACMO

ACCEL-START-FLAG
Specifies whether to enable accelerator servers:
N

Does not enable accelerator servers.
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C
Enables but does not start accelerator servers.

A
Enables and starts accelerator servers.

This field corresponds to Accel Startup field on installation panel DSNTIP81.
ZPARM Name: ACCEL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4ACCS

ACCHINTS
Specifies the current optimizer hints value.
This value influences the access path selected for certain queries. The information is in the form of rows in the
PLAN_TABLE.
The optimizer hints value is specified on the “Application Programming Defaults” installation panel.
ZPARM Name: OPTHINTS
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ADMIN-PROC-NAME
Specifies the Admin Scheduler JCL procedure name.
ZPARM Name: ADMTPROC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4ADMT

AEXITLIM
Specifies the tolerated number of ABENDs in the Db2 access control authorization exit routine before it is shut
down.
ZPARM Name: AEXITLIM
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4ACAN

ALTERNATE-COPYPOOL
Specifies the name of an alternate SMS copy pool for the Db2 BACKUP SYSTEM utility. The utility automatically
alternates the copy pool with the standard copy pool when creating system level backups.
Blank

(default) BACKUP SYSTEM uses the name that is specified in the ALTERNATE_CP keyword (if present)
of the utility control statement as an alternate pool backup storage group when making the system level
backup.

1-14 alphanumeric characters, including @, #, and $
Shows what BACKUP SYSTEM uses as the name of the alternate pool backup storage for system
level backups. RESTORE SYSTEM also uses this alternate pool backup storage group for system level
recoveries.

NOTE
The first character must be non-numeric.

When an alternate copy pool name is specified, BACKUP SYSTEM checks the BSDS to determine whether it
or the standard copy pool was used for the most recent system level backup. If no system level backups are
recorded in the BSDS, the standard copy pool is used. If system level backups are recorded in the BSDS, the
copy pool name not used by the most recent system level backup is used for making the next backup.
ZPARM Name: ALTERNATE_CP
DB2 Name: QWP4BSACP

APPL-COMPAT
Specifies the default release level value of the APPLCOMPAT BIND and REBIND option.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application programming defaults
ZPARM Name: APPLCOMPAT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4APCO
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ARCH-COMPACTION
Specifies whether data written to the archive log is compacted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ARCH-RACF
Specifies whether RACF individual profiles protect archive logs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ARCH-TIMESTAMP
Specifies whether to timestamp the archive.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ARCH-WTOR
Specifies whether to send a message to the operator and wait for a reply before mounting an archive log data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ASSEMBLY-DATE
Specifies the assembly date.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DATE

AUTH
Specifies the Db2 authorization flag:
E

Enables authorization.
D

Disables authorization.
ZPARM Name: AUTH
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4AUTH

AUTH-COMPATIBILITY
Specifies a list of options for overriding certain default authorization checks. Flag bits as follows:
NONE

(default) No authorization checks are overridden.
SELECT FOR UNLOAD

The UNLOAD utility checks if the requester has the SELECT permission on the target table, otherwise the
UNLOAD utility checks if the requester has the UNLOAD permission on the specified table.

ZPARM Name: AUTH_COMPATIBILITY
DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4AUTC

AUTH-COMP-FLAG
Specifies a list of options for overriding certain default authorization checks:
x'00'

(default) Does not override any authorization checks.
x'80'

The UNLOAD utility checks if the requester has the SELECT permission on the target table, otherwise the
UNLOAD utility checks if the requester has the UNLOAD permission on the specified table.

ZPARM Name: AUTH_COMPATIBILITY
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4AUTC

AUTHEXIT-CACHEREFRESH
Specifies whether the cache entries of authorization are refreshed when a user profile or resource access is
changed in RACF. Valid values are ALL and NONE.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Protection
ZPARM Name: AUTHEXIT_CACHEREFRESH
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4AECR
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AUTHEXIT-CHECK
Specifies whether the owner of the primary authorization ID is used for authorization checks when the access
control authorization exit is available. Valid values are PRIMARY and DB2.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Protection
ZPARM Name: AUTHEXIT_CHECK
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4RACK

AUTOBIND
Specifies whether autobind is enabled or disabled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4ABN

AUTOBIND-EXPLAIN
Specifies whether EXPLAIN processing occurs during autobind.
ZPARM Name: ABEXP
IBM Db2 Field Name: derived from QWP4MISZ:QWP4ABX

AUTOBND
Specifies whether a plan or package can go through AUTOBIND.
ZPARM Name: ABIND
IBM Db2 Field Name: derived from QWP4ABN

BBTR-ENTRIES
(s) Specifies how many BBTR trace entries exist.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4BXTR

BIF-COMPATIBILITY
Specifies whether Db2 CHAR returns results for decimal input in the format provided by Db2 Version 9.1 for
z/OS or that provided by the current release. Db2 10 introduced an incompatible change in the formatting
of decimal data by the CHAR built-in function. When the input data is decimal, the CHAR function no longer
returns leading zeros, the trailing decimal point character, or leading blanks for positive decimal values.
ZPARM Name: BIF_COMPATIBILITY
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4_BIF_COMPAT

BIND-NEW-PACKAGE
Specifies the current authorization that is required for binding new packages. BINDADD implies that the
BINDADD system permission is required to create a package or a new version of a package. BIND implies that
only BIND permission is needed on a package or collection to create a version of an existing package when
performing a bind.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Protect
ZPARM Name: BINDNV
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4BNVA

BLOCK-SIZE
Specifies the archive log block size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CACHEDYN-STABILIZATION
Specifies how Db2 stabilizes cached dynamic SQL statements. When a statement is stabilized, the current
SQLID, statement text, and runtime structures are written to catalog tables. When a dynamic SQL statement
is not present in the dynamic SQL statement cache, Db2 loads the available runtime structures from the
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQUERY catalog table rather than performing a full prepare. This load extends the stability and
reliability of performance of dynamic SQL.
CAPTURE

Statements can be stabilized through the -START DYNQUERY command through both MONITOR(NO)
and MONITOR(YES). Db2 does not load stabilized statements from SYSDYNQUERY.
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NONE
Statements cannot be stabilized. The -START DYNQUERY command fails, and any MONITOR(YES)
commands in progress does not stabilize statements, even if stabilization criteria are matched. Db2 does
not load stabilized statements from SYSDYNQUERY.

LOAD
Statements cannot be stabilized. The -START DYNQUERY command fails and any MONITOR(YES)
commands in progress does not stabilize statements, even if stabilization criteria are matched. During
long prepare, Db2 attempts to load stabilized statements from SYSDYNQUERY with which to run.

BOTH
(default) Statements can be stabilized through the -START DYNQUERY command through both
MONITOR(NO) and MONITOR(YES). During long prepare, Db2 attempts to load stabilized statements
from SYSDYNQUERY with which to run.

ZPARM Name: CACHEDYN_STABILIZATION
DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4CDST

CACHE-STAB-FLAG
A flag field for CACHEDYN-STABILIZATION. Valid values are: 'C', 'N', 'L', and 'B'.
ZPARM Name: CACHEDYN_STABILIZATION
DB2 Name: QWP4CDST

CACHE-STORE-LIM
The number of gigabytes of storage that Db2 allocated for hashing entries in the dynamic statement cache.
ZPARM Name: CACHE_DEP_TRACK_STOR_LIM
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CDTSL

CATDS-DATA-CLS
Specifies the SMS data class for Db2 catalog data sets.
ZPARM Name: CATDDACL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CDDC

CATDS-MGMT-CLS
Specifies the SMS management class for Db2 catalog data sets.
ZPARM Name: CATDMGCL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CDMC

CATDS-STOR-CLS
Specifies the SMS storage class for Db2 catalog data sets.
ZPARM Name: CATDSTCL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CDSC

CATIX-DATA-CLS
Specifies the SMS data class for Db2 catalog index data sets.
ZPARM Name: CATXDACL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CXDC

CATIX-MGMT-CLS
Specifies the SMS management class for Db2 catalog index data sets.
ZPARM Name: CATXMGCL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CXMC

CATIX-STOR-CLS
Specifies the SMS storage class for Db2 catalog index data sets.
ZPARM Name: CATXSTCL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CXSC
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CHECK-FASTREPLICATION
Specifies the replication DSScopy uses when the Db2 CHECK utility invokes DSScopy to copy objects to shadow
data sets:
REQUIRED

Forces DSScopy to use fast replication. If Flash Copy cannot be used, CHECK fails. This value is the
default.

PREFERRED
Uses fast replication only if Flash Copy support is available.

NONE
Uses traditional data movement methods and not Flash Copy.
This option is new in Db2 12.

ZPARM Name: CHECK_FASTREPLICATION
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CFRP

CHG-DATA-CAPTURE
Specifies whether Change Data Capture is enabled.
ZPARM Name: CHGDC
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISC:QWP4CDC

CNTL
Specifies the control parameter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CNTL

COMCRIT
Specifies whether to use common criteria for all tables.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4COMC

COMPRESS-DIRLOB
Specifies if LOB tablespaces in the Db2 directory are compressed:
NO

(default) Not compressed.
YES

Compressed after they are reorganized.
ZPARM Name: COMPRESS_DIRLOB
DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4MISD:QWP4CDRL

COMPRESS-SPT01
Specifies whether to compress the SPT01 directory space.

NOTE
Use the same COMPRESS_SPT01 setting for all members in Db2 data sharing.

ZPARM Name: COMPRESS_SPT01
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MS4C:QWP4CS01

CONTROL-HASH-TBLS
Specifies the control package hash tables.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4KSIZ

COST-THRES-SMWDS
(s) The cost threshold for parallelism in the straw model workload distribution method.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PLMS

COPY-FASTREPL-FLAG
For the COPY utility, specifies whether FlashCopy fast replication is PREFERRED, REQUIRED, or NONE for the
creation of the FlashCopy image copy.
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Flag bits:
'P'

(default) PREFERRED
'R

'
REQUIRED

'N'
NONE

ZPARM Name: COPY_FASTREPLICATION
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4CYFR

COPY-FASTREPLICATION
For the COPY utility, specifies whether FlashCopy fast replication is PREFERRED, REQUIRED, or NONE for the
creation of the FlashCopy image copy. The default is PREFERRED.
ZPARM Name: COPY_FASTREPLICATION
IBM DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4CYFR

CURR-DEG-SPCREG
Specifies the default current degree value. This value is used to set the CURRENT DEGREE special register
when no degree is explicitly set using the SQL statement SET CURRENT DEGREE.
The default current degree value is specified on the “Application Programming Defaults” installation panel, and is
assembled as the CDSSRDEF parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
ZPARM Name: CDSSRDEF
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CDEG

DATA-PROP-ONLY
Specifies whether 2 is specified for the DPROP SUPPORT parameter on the Operator Functions panel. This
value propagates SQL changes and allows changes to tables defined with DATA CAPTURE CHANGES only
when all of the following conditions are met:

• Monitor Trace Class 6 is active.
• DPROP is installed.
• The Db2 application is running in an IMS environment.

Unless all of these conditions are met, no changes to the Db2 tables are allowed.
ZPARM Name: EDPROP
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISC:QWP4ENF

DBA-CREATE-VIEWS
Specifies whether an authorization ID with DBADM authority can create a view for another authorization ID.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Protect
ZPARM Name: DBACRVW
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4DSFL:QWP4CRVW

DBCHK
Specifies whether database checking is enabled.
ZPARM Name: DBCHK
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4DBC:QWP4DBCK

DDCS-ALLAPPLS
Specifies whether DDL use is restricted to registered packages and plans.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DDCS-FULLNAMES
Specifies whether two part names are required for every object in the ORT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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DDCS-INSTALLED
Specifies whether the DDL registration facility is enabled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DDCS-UNREGSTRD-DEFAULT
Specifies the action to take when DDL names an unregistered object.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DDL-MATERIALIZATION
Specifies when Db2 should materialize changes to the definition of an object. This option applies only for changes
by ALTER TABLE ALTER COLUMN SET DATA TYPE to alter a data type, length, precision, or scale of the
column. Furthermore, the underlying tablespace must be a universal tablespace (or an ALTER to convert the
tablespace to a universal tablespace must be pending). Lastly, the data sets for the tablespace must have already
been created. This option is ignored for other circumstances or for alterations that must be executed as pending
or as immediate alterations.
IMMEDIATE

(default) Changes are materialized at the time the request is executed and the containing tablespace is
placed in AREO* or REBUILD pending state. If there are any existing unmaterialized pending changes,
the request fails. This behavior is the existing behavior for ALTER TABLE ALTER COLUMN SET DATA
TYPE.

PENDING
Changes are not materialized at the time the request is executed. The affected objects are available
when it is convenient to implement the changes. The containing tablespace is placed in AREOR state. If
any immediate options are specified in the same statement, the change request fails. If any subsequent
immediate changes are executed before a pending change is materialized, those subsequent immediate
changes fail.

ZPARM Name: DDL_MATERIALIZATION
DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4DDLM

DDL-MATERIALIZATION-FLAG
Specifies when Db2 should materialize changes to the definition of an object. This option applies only for changes
by ALTER TABLE ALTER COLUMN SET DATA TYPE to alter a column's data type, length, precision, or scale.
Furthermore, the underlying tablespace must be a universal tablespace (or an ALTER to convert the tablespace to
a universal tablespace must be pending). Lastly, the data sets for the tablespace must have already been created.
This option is ignored for other circumstances or for alterations that must be executed as pending or as immediate
alterations.
'I'

(default) For applicable requests, changes are materialized at the time the request is executed and
the containing tablespace is placed in AREO* or REBUILD pending state. If there are any existing
unmaterialized pending changes, the request fails. This behavior is the existing behavior for ALTER
TABLE ALTER COLUMN SET DATA TYPE.

'P'
Changes are not materialized at the time the request is executed. The affected objects are available
when it is convenient to implement the changes. The containing tablespace is placed in AREOR state. If
any immediate options are specified in the same statement, the change request fails. If any subsequent
immediate changes are executed before a pending change is materialized, those subsequent immediate
changes fail.

ZPARM Name: DDL_MATERIALIZATION
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4DDLM

DDL-REG-ART-LEN
Specifies the length of the DDL ART name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGA_LEN
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DDL-REG-ART-LONG
Specifies the name of the application registration table.
This parameter is defined on the "DATA DEFINITION CONTROL SUPPORT” panel and is assembled as the
RGFNMPRT parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
ZPARM Name: Part of RGFNMPRT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGA_VAR

DDL-REG-ART-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable or long field name when QWP4REGA is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGA_OFF

DDL-REG-ART-VAR
Specifies the name of the application registration table.
This parameter is defined on the "DATA DEFINITION CONTROL SUPPORT” panel and is assembled as the
RGFNMPRT parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
ZPARM Name: Part of RGFNMPRT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGA_D

DDL-REG-ORT-LEN
Specifies the length of the DDL ORT name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGO_LEN

DDL-REG-ORT-LONG
Specifies the name of the object registration table.
This parameter is defined on the "DATA DEFINITION CONTROL SUPPORT” panel and is assembled as the
RGFNMORT parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
ZPARM Name: Part of RGFNMORT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGO_VAR

DDL-REG-ORT-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable or long field name when QWP4REGO is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGO_OFF

DDL-REG-ORT-VAR
Specifies the name of the object registration table.
This parameter is defined on the "DATA DEFINITION CONTROL SUPPORT" panel and is assembled as the
RGFNMORT parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
ZPARM Name: Part of RGFNMORT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGO_D

DDL-REG-OWNER-LEN
Specifies the length of the DDL registration table owner name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGC_LEN

DDL-REG-OWNER-LONG
Specifies the owner of the application registration table and the object registration table.
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This parameter is defined on the "DATA DEFINITION CONTROL SUPPORT" panel and is assembled as the
RGFCOLID parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
ZPARM Name: Part of RGFCOLID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGC_VAR

DDL-REG-OWNER-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable or long field name when QWP4REGC is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGC_OFF

DDL-REG-OWNER-VAR
Specifies the owner of the application registration table and the object registration table.
This parameter is defined on the "DATA DEFINITION CONTROL SUPPORT" panel and is assembled as the
RGFCOLID parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
ZPARM Name: Part of RGFCOLID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGC_D

DDL-REGISTRATN-ART-NAME
Specifies the DDL application registration tablename.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGA

DDL-REGISTRATN-DATABASE
Specifies the DDL registration database name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGN

DDL-REGISTRATN-FLAG
Specifies the DDL registration facility flag.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGF

DDL-REGISTRATN-ORT-NAME
Specifies the DDL object registration tablename.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGO

DDL-REGISTRATN-OWNER
Specifies the DDL registration table owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4REGC

DDLTOX-FACTOR
The number of timeout cycles that a request for SQL data definition waits for a resource before timing out. This
parameter is used for the processing of DDL statements GRANT, REVOKE, and LOCK.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Thread Management
ZPARM Name: DDLTOX
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DDLTO

DEF-INSERT-ALGORITHM
Specifies the default algorithm for inserting data into tablespaces. Influences the insert algorithm for MEMBER
CLUSTER universal tablespaces for which INSERT ALGORITHM 0 was specified.
0

Db2 uses the basic insert algorithm regardless of the algorithm specification at the object level. Insert
algorithm 2 is disabled for the entire subsystem.

1
Db2 uses the basic insert algorithm unless IAG2 was specified when the table space was created.
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2
(default) Db2 uses IAG2 unless insert algorithm 1 was specified when the table space was created.

ZPARM Name: DEFAULT_INSERT_ALGORITHM
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4DINA

DEFAULT-INSERT-ALGORITHM
Specifies the default algorithm for inserting data into tablespaces, influencing the insert algorithm for MEMBER
CLUSTER universal tablespaces for which INSERT ALGORITHM 0 was specified.
NONE

Db2 uses the basic insert algorithm regardless of the algorithm specification at the object level. IAG2 is
disabled for the entire subsystem. This setting corresponds to DEFAULT_INSERT_ALGORITHM=0.

BASIC
Db2 uses the basic insert algorithm unless IAG2 was specified when the table space was created. This
setting corresponds to DEFAULT_INSERT_ALGORITHM=1.

FAST
(default) Db2 uses IAG2 unless insert algorithm 1 was specified when the table space was created. This
setting corresponds to DEFAULT_INSERT_ALGORITHM=2.

OTHER
Unknown setting.

ZPARM Name: DEFAULT_INSERT_ALGORITHM
IBM DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4DINA

DEFLTID
Specifies the system default user ID.
ZPARM Name: Part of DEFLTID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DFID

DEFLTID-LEN
The length of the default user ID name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DFID_LEN

DEFLTID-LONG
Specifies the authorization ID used if an ID is not available for batch access and USER= is not specified in the
JOB statement.
This parameter is defined on the "PROTECTION" panel and is assembled as the DEFLTID parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
ZPARM Name: Part of DEFLTID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DFID_VAR

DEFLTID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QWP4DFID is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DFID_OFF

DEFLTID-VAR
Specifies the authorization ID used when an ID is not available for batch access and USER= is not specified in
the JOB statement.
This parameter is defined in the "PROTECTION" panel and is assembled as the DEFLTID parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
ZPARM Name: Part of DEFLTID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DFID_D
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DESCSTAT
Specifies whether an SQLDA for describe is built and saved during a bind for static SQL.
ZPARM Name: DESCSTAT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MIS2:QWP4DSST

DISABLE-EDMRTS
Specified whether real-time statistics collection is disabled by the environmental description manager (EDM).
YES

EDM does not collect real-time statistics about the last use of packages.
NO

EDM collects real-time statistics about the last use of packages.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Performance and Optimization
ZPARM Name: DISABLE_EDMRTS
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MIS9:QWP4DEDR

DISALLOW-SSARAUTH
Specifies whether user address spaces are blocked from setting a Db2 address space as a secondary address
space.
YES

Db2 blocks the user address spaces from setting a Db2 address space as a secondary address space.
NO

Db2 permits the user address spaces to set a Db2 address space as a secondary address space.
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: DISALLOW_SSARAUTH
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4DSSAR

DLRU-SHIFT-MULT
(s) Specifies the DLRU shift multiplier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DLRU

DMTR-ENTRIES
(s) Specifies how many DMTR trace entries exist.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DMTR

DRDA-RESOLVE-ALIAS
Specifies whether private protocol aliases are resolved:
Y

Resolves private protocol aliases. In SQL statements, Db2 replaces aliases that refer to three-part names
with qualified object names before sending statements to remote locations. This substitution is done when
a PREPARE OR EXECUTE IMMEDIATE or a remote bind of a package is performed.

N
Does not resolve private protocol aliases.

ZPARM Name: DRDA_RESOLVE_ALIAS
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RSLV

DSMAX
The maximum number of open data sets.
ZPARM Name: DSMAX
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DSMX

EDM-DBD-CACHE-SIZE
Db2 11 and prior: The minimum size of DBD cache, in kilobytes, used by EDM. The storage pool is located
above the 2-GB bar. This parameter is defined in the "CLIST Calculations" panel, and is assembled as the
EDMDBDC parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
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Db2 12: The maximum size of DBD cache used by EDM.
ZPARM Name: EDMDBDC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4EDBC

EDM-SKELPOOL-SIZE
Db2 11 and prior: The minimum size of EDM pool, in kilobytes, for storing skeleton package tables (SKPTs). This
field corresponds to the EDM skeleton pool size field on the installation panel DSNTIPC.
Db2 12: The maximum size of the EDM pool, in kilobytes, for storing skeleton package tables (SKPTs), which is
located above the 2-GB bar.
ZPARM Name: EDM_SKELETON_POOL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SKLC

EDM-STMT-CACHE-SIZE
The size of the statement cache used by EDM. This value is specified in kilobytes. The storage pool is located
above the 2-GB bar.
This parameter is defined on the "CLIST Calculations" panel, and is assembled as the EDMSTMTC parameter of
the DSN6SPRM macro.
ZPARM Name: EDMSTMTC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4ESTC

EN-PJSJ
(s) Specifies whether to enable dynamic index ANDing, also known as pair-wise join processing, when the star
join processing is enabled on Db2.
ZPARM Name: EN_PJSJ
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MS4C:QWP4PJSJ

ENCRYPTION-KEYLABEL-LEN
The length of the ICSF key label name.
This field is new with Db2 12. Function level 502 or higher must be activated.
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4ENKL_LEN

ENCRYPTION-KEYLABEL-LONG
Specifies the ICSF key label to provide to DFSMS when using z/OS DFSMS data set encryption support to
define encrypted data sets for the Db2 catalog, directories, and archive logs. Blank (default) indicates that Db2
does not provide the key label when allocating the data sets that are associated with the system objects. If the
setting is non-blank, ENCRYPTION_KEYLABEL must be set to a 1-64 bytes string to identify a protected data
key in the ICSF key repository. A change to this parameter is only effective after you use the -SET SYSPARM
command to bring it online. (Start or restart of Db2 after you change the value is not sufficient.) In Db2 data
sharing, all members must use the same setting. When you change the ENCRYPTION_KEYLABEL for a data
sharing group, make change on all members before you run the -SET SYSPARM command on any member.
This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length. This field is new with Db2 12. Function level 502 or
higher must be activated.
ZPARM Name: ENCRYPTION_KEYLABEL
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4ENKL_VAR

ENCRYPTION-KEYLABEL-VAR
Specifies the ICSF key label to provide to DFSMS when using z/OS DFSMS data set encryption support to
define encrypted data sets for the Db2 catalog, directories, and archive logs. Blank (default) indicates that Db2
does not provide the key label when allocating the data sets that are associated with the system objects. If the
setting is non-blank, ENCRYPTION_KEYLABEL must be set to a 1-64 bytes string to identify a protected data
key in the ICSF key repository. A change to this parameter is only effective after you use the -SET SYSPARM
command to bring it online. (Start or restart of Db2 after you change the value is not sufficient.) In Db2 data
sharing, all members must use the same setting. When you change the ENCRYPTION_KEYLABEL for a data
sharing group, make change on all members before you run the -SET SYSPARM command on any member.
This variable length field contains the complete name. This field is new with Db2 12. Function level 502 or higher
must be activated.
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ZPARM Name: ENCRYPTION_KEYLABEL
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4ENKL_D

EVAL-UNCOMMITTED-OK
Specifies the “evaluation of uncommitted data OK” value. Valid values are YES and NO. NO is the default.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application programming defaults
ZPARM Name: EVALUNC
IBM Db2 Field Name: derived from QWP4MIS3:QWP4EVUN

FASTSHUT
Specifies whether fast stop Db2 is enabled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

FCCOPYDDN-LEN
Specifies the length of the FCCOPYDDN template name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4FCCD_LEN

FCCOPYDDN-LONG
Specifies the default setting of the FCCOPYDDN subsystem parameter for the COPY, LOAD, REBUILD
INDEX, REORG INDEX, and REORG TABLESPACE utility control statements. This setting applies when the
FLASHCOPY parameter is YES or CONSISTENT. FCCOPYDDN specifies a Db2 utilities template data set name
expression that derives the copy data set name that the utility allocates during operation. This field corresponds to
the "Default template" field on installation panel DSNTIP6.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
ZPARM Name: FCCOPYDDN
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4FCCD_VAR

FCCOPYDDN-VAR
Specifies the default setting of the FCCOPYDDN subsystem parameter for the COPY, LOAD, REBUILD INDEX,
REORG INDEX, and REORG TABLESPACE utility control statements. This value is used when the FLASHCOPY
parameter is YES or CONSISTENT. FCCOPYDDN specifies a Db2 utilities template data set name expression
that derives the copy data set name that the utility allocates during operation. This field corresponds to the
"Default template" field on installation panel DSNTIP6.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
ZPARM Name: FCCOPYDDN
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4FCCD_LONG

FDPCDC
Specifies reserved-CDC.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4FDP

FILTFACT
Specifies whether the filter factor refinement is enabled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

FLASHCOPY-COPY
Specifies whether the COPY utility uses FLASHCOPY=YES and the FCCOPYDDN system parameter setting
when those keywords are omitted from the utility control statement.
ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_COPY
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4FCPH:QWP4FCCP

FLASHCOPY-LOAD
Specifies whether the LOAD utility uses FLASHCOPY=YES and the FCCOPYDDN system parameter setting
when those keywords are omitted from the utility control statement.
ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_LOAD
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4FCPH:QWP4FCLD
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FLASHCOPY-PPRC
Specifies how Db2 Utilities respond to DFSMSdss FlashCopy requests when the target disk storage volume is
in a peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) relationship. The FLASHCOPY_PPRC option applies to COPY, REORG
TABLESPACE, REORG INDEX, REBUILD INDEX, LOAD, RECOVER, and CHECK utilities.
blank

A preserve command is not passed to DFSMSdss.
N (NONE)

Mirroring is not preserved, even when mirror operation configuration requirements are met.
P (PREFERRED)

A volume pair can go into a duplex processing state.
R (REQUIRED)

A volume pair is not permitted to go into a duplex pending state.
This field corresponds to the "FLASHCOPY PPRC" field on installation panel DSNTIP6.
ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_PPRC
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4FCPPRC

FLASHCOPY-REBUILD-INDEX
Specifies whether the REBUILD INDEX utility uses FLASHCOPY=YES and the FCCOPYDDN system parameter
setting when those keywords are omitted from the utility control statement.
ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_REBUILD_INDEX
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4FCPH:QWP4FCRBI

FLASHCOPY-REORG-INDEX
Specifies whether the REORG INDEX utility uses FLASHCOPY=YES and the FCCOPYDDN system parameter
setting when those keywords are omitted from the utility control statement.
ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_REORG_INDEX
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4FCPH:QWP4FCROI

FLASHCOPY-REORG-TS
Specifies whether the REORG TABLESPACE utility uses FLASHCOPY=YES and the FCCOPYDDN system
parameter setting when those keywords are omitted from the utility control statement.
ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_REORG_TS
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4FCPH:QWP4FCROT

FLASHCOPY-UTILS
Specifies which utilities honor subsystem parameters for FLASHCOPY. This field corresponds to fields in panel
DSNTIP60.
x'80'

COPY utility uses the subsystem parameter settings for FLASHCOPY and FCCOPYDDN when those
keywords are omitted from the utility control statement.
ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_COPY

x'40'
LOAD uses the subsystem parameter settings for FLASHCOPY, FCCOPYDDN, and FCAUXOBJS when
those keywords are omitted from the utility control statement.
ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_LOAD

x'20'
REORG TABLESPACE uses the subsystem parameter settings for FLASHCOPY, FCCOPYDDN, and
FCAUXOBJS when those keywords are omitted from the utility control statement.
ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_REORG_TS

x'10'
REBUILD INDEX uses the subsystem parameter settings for FLASHCOPY and FCCOPYDDN when
those keywords are omitted from the utility control statement.
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ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_REBUILD_INDEX
x'08'

REORG INDEX uses the subsystem parameter settings for FLASHCOPY and FCCOPYDDN when those
keywords are omitted from the utility control statement.
ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_REORG_INDEX

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4FCPH
FLASHCOPY-XRCP

Specifies if a data set level FlashCopy operation is allowed to a primary volume in an XRC relationship when the
z/OS DFSMSdss support for RPFC for XRC was installed and enabled:
YES

(default) If z/OS DFSMSdss support for RPFC in XRC is installed and enabled, supported utilities specify
the FCTOXRCPrimary option when they issue DFSMSdss COPY commands. YES option is ignored if
CHECK_FASTREPLICATION/REC_FASTREPLICATION/COPY_FASTREPLICATION subsystem
parameter value is NONE for CHECK/RECOVER/COPY utility.

NO
When the utilities issue DFSMSdss COPY command, they do not specify the FCTOXRCPrimary option.

UNKNOWN
Unknown setting.

In Db2 12, function level 500 or higher must be activated.
ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_XRCP
IBM DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4FCXC

FLASHCOPY-XRCP-FLAG
Specifies if a data set level FlashCopy operation is allowed to a primary volume in an XRC relationship when the
z/OS DFSMSdss support for RPFC for XRC was installed and enabled:
Y

(default) If z/OS DFSMSdss support for RPFC in XRC is installed and enabled, supported utilities specify
the FCTOXRCPrimary option when they issue DFSMSdss COPY commands. YES option is ignored if
CHECK_FASTREPLICATION/REC_FASTREPLICATION/COPY_FASTREPLICATION subsystem
parameter value is NONE for CHECK/RECOVER/COPY utility.

N
When the utilities issue DFSMSdss COPY command, they do not specify the FCTOXRCPrimary option.

In Db2 12, function level 500 or higher must be activated.
ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_XRCP
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4FCXC

FORCE-LOCK-THRESH
Specifies the force lock threshold.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4FLKT

FREE-LCLCACHE-STMT
Specifies whether Db2 can free statements from the dynamic statement cache to relieve storage constraints
below the 2-GB bar:
0

Db2 cannot free statements from the cache.
1

Db2 can free statements from the cache.
This parameter applies only for packages and plans that are bound with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES).
ZPARM Name: CACHEDYN_FREELOCAL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4FRLC
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GET-ACCEL-ARCHIVE
Specifies the default value for the current GET_ACCEL_ARCHIVE special register. The following values apply
when a table is archived in an accelerator server:
NO

The reference does not include archived data.
YES

The table reference includes archived data.
ZPARM Name: GET_ACCEL_ARCHIVE
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4CGAA

GRANTREV
Specifies whether the SQL statements GRANT and REVOKE are effective.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4AUTH

HONOR-KEEPDICT
Specifies whether Db2 ignores KEEPDICTIONARY on a LOAD REPLACE or REORG request that converts a
tablespace from basic row format to reordered row format. Valid values are YES and NO.
ZPARM Name: HONOR_KEEPDICTIONARY
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MS4B:QWP4HKEEPD

HOPAUTH
Specifies the HOPAUTH value.
The HOPAUTH value is not specified on any installation panel, but it is assembled as the HOPAUTH parameter of
the DSN6SPRM macro.
ZPARM Name: HOPAUTH
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISZ:QWP4MISZ

HSM-AUTO-RECALL
Specifies Hex '80' if HSM automatic recall.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4HRC

HSM-RECALL
Specifies whether DFHSM automatic recall is performed for Db2 databases.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HSM-RECALL-DELAY
Db2 serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PCWH

IFSCDC
Specifies reserved-CDC.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4IFS

IGNSORTN
Specifies whether to ignore every SORTNUM keyword specification in a Db2 utilities control statement. YES is
valid only when the UTSORTAL ZPARM is also YES.
Default: NO
ZPARM Name: IGNSORTN
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4SRTN:QWP4IGSN

IMSBMP-TO-FACTOR
The number of timeout cycles that an IMS BMP region waits for a lock as specified at Db2 startup. A value of zero
indicates to use the Db2 default.
The IMS BMP timeout factor is not specified on any installation panel, but can be specified in the DSN6SPRM
macro as the BMPTOUT parameter.
ZPARM Name: BMPTOUT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4WBMP
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IMSDLI-TO-FACTOR
The number of timeout cycles that an IMS DLI region waits for a lock as specified at Db2 startup. A value of zero
indicates to use the Db2 default.
The IMS DLI timeout factor is not specified on any installation panel, but can be specified in the DSN6SPRM
macro as the DLITOUT parameter.
ZPARM Name: DLITOUT in DSN6SPRM
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4WDLI

INDEX-CLEANUP-THREADS
The maximum number of threads that can be created for the cleanup of pseudo deleted index entries on this
subsystem or data sharing member.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Thread management
ZPARM Name: INDEX_CLEANUP_THREADS
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4IXCU

INDEX-MEM-CONTROL
Specifies the amount of memory that Db2 allocates for fast traversing of Db2 indexes:
-2

Fast Index Traversal is allowed only for selected indexes. For storage limits, see QWP4IXMCS.
-1

Db2 sets the upper storage limit to 20-percent of the currently allocated buffer pools.
0

Db2 returns any existing storage allocated for Fast Index Traversal, and allocates no further storage.
10...200000

Indicates the storage limit, in megabytes, for Fast Index Traversal.
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: INDEX_MEMORY_CONTROL
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4IXMC

INDEX-MEM-CONTROL-STORAGE
The amount of memory allocated by Db2 for fast traversing of Db2 indexes. This field only applies when
QWP4IXMC=-2.
-1

Db2 sets the upper storage limit to 20-percent of the currently allocated buffer pools.
10...200000

Indicates the storage limit, in megabytes, for Fast Index Traversal.
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: INDEX_MEMORY_CONTROL
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4IXMCS

INDEX-MEMORY-CONTROL
Specifies how much memory should Db2 allocate for fast traversing of Db2 indexes:
DISABLE

Db2 returns any existing storage allocated for Fast Index Traversal, and allocates no further storage.
AUTO

Db2 sets the upper storage limit to 20-percent of the currently allocated buffer pools.
SELECTED,AUTO

Fast Index Traversal is only allowed for selected indexes. Db2 calculates the upper storage limit.
SELECTED,10...200000

Fast Index Traversal is only allowed for selected indexes. Upper storage limit is specified.
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10...200000
Indicates the storage limit, in megabytes, for Fast Index Traversal.

This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: INDEX_MEMORY_CONTROL
IBM DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4IXMC and QWP4IXMCS

INDEX-TYPE
Specifies whether type 1 or type 2 indexes are created by default when no index type is specified on the CREATE
INDEX statement.
The default index type is not specified on any installation panel, but is assembled as the DEFIXTP parameter of
the DSN6SPRM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DXTP

INLISTP
The maximum number of elements in an in-list for an in-list predicate to be optimized. If the in-list contains this
number or fewer elements, the in-list is optimized as follows:

• The in-list predicate is pushed down into a materialized view or table expression.
• A correlated in-list predicate in a subquery that a transitive closure generates can be moved up to the parent

query block. 0 means that no optimization occurs.

This parameter is not defined on any install panel, but is assembled as the INLISTP parameter of the DSN6SPRM
macro.
Limits: 0 to 5,000
Default: 50
ZPARM Name: INLISTP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4INLP

INLSTIDX
Specifies whether Db2 uses index access for an IN list.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

IOSCHFTR
Specifies whether the I/O scheduling feature is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

IX-TB-PART-CONV-EXCLUDE
Specifies whether to exclude trailing columns from the table-controlled partitioning keys when converting
tablespaces from index-controlled partitioning to table-controlled partitioning.
YES

Db2 uses only significant columns of the original partitioning index by default.
NO

Db2 uses all columns of the original partitioning index to define the new partitioning key. The trailing
columns of the original partitioning index that do not affect the partitioning are included.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: IX_TB_PART_CONV_EXCLUDE
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MS4E:QWP4XPKE

KLRU-SHIFT-MULT
(s) Specifies the KLRU shift multiplier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4KLRU

LBTR-ENTRIES
(s) Specifies how many LBTR trace entries exist.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4LBTR
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LIKE-BLANK-INSIGN
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application programming defaults
ZPARM Name: LIKE_BLANK_INSIGNIFICANT
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISB

LIST-PREFT
Specifies whether List Prefetch is enabled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOADBUFF
Specifies the load buffer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4UBSK

MAINTAINED-TBL-TYPE
Specifies the default value for the CURRENT MAINTAINED TABLE TYPES FOR OPTIMIZATION special register.
This value is used when no value is explicitly set by using the SQL statement SET CURRENT MAINTAINED
TABLE TYPES FOR OPTIMIZATION.
SYSTEM

Allows query rewrite using system-maintained materialized query tables (SYSTEM) when CURRENT
REFRESH AGE is set to ANY.

USER
Allows query rewrite by using user-maintained materialized query tables when CURRENT REFRESH
AGE is set to ANY.

ALL
Allows query rewrite by using both system-maintained and user-maintained materialized query tables.

NONE or UNKN
None or unknown value assigned.

This parameter is defined on the "Performance and Optimization" panel, and is assembled as the MAINTYPE
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
ZPARM Name: MAINTYPE
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MNTY

MAINTYP
Specifies the default for the current maintained table types for optimization special register.
ZPARM Name: MAINTYPE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MNTY

MATERIALIZE-ND-SQLTUDF
Specifies whether Db2 materializes the result of a user-defined SQL table function defined as NOT
DETERMINISTIC.
'NO'

(default) Db2 does not materialize the result of a user-defined SQL table function that is defined as NOT
DETERMINISTIC.

'YES'
Db2 materializes the result of a user-defined SQL table function that is defined as NOT DETERMINISTIC.
This setting is used to avoid errors in processing SQL statements that reference those user-defined SQL
table functions.

ZPARM Name: MATERIALIZE_NODET_SQLTUDF
IBM DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4MISA1 based on QWP4MNSU

MAX-CONCUR-PKG-OP
Specifies the maximum number of operations for packages that can be processed simultaneously:
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• Automatic bind requests
• Remote bind requests
• Remote rebind requests
• CREATE TRIGGER statements
• CREATE PROCEDURE statements

If the AUTO BIND field of panel DSNTIPO is set to NO, this parameter has no effect.
ZPARM Name: MAX_CONCURRENT_PKG_OPS
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MXAB

MAX-CURSORS-PER-THD
The maximum number of cursors, including allocated cursors, that are open at a given Db2 site per thread. RDS
keeps a total of currently open cursors. If an application attempts to open a thread after the maximum is reached,
the statement fails.
This field corresponds to the "max open cursors" field on the installation panel.
This parameter is defined on the "Routine Parameters" panel
ZPARM Name: MAX_NUM_CUR
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MXNC

MAX-DATACACHE-VIRT
The maximum amount of virtual memory, in megabytes, allocated for data caching.
This field corresponds to the max data caching field on installation panel DSNTIP8.
ZPARM Name: MXDTCACH
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MXDC

MAX-DDS-HELD
The maximum number of DDS withheld.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MDDN

MAX-EXTEND-SERVICE-TASKS
The maximum number of extended service tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4EST

MAX-INDEX-OR
The maximum percent level for index ORing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OR

MAX-KEPT-DYNAMIC
The maximum number of prepared dynamic statements saved past commit.
This parameter corresponds to the "max kept dyn stmts" field on the installation panel DSNTIPE.
ZPARM Name: MAXKEEPD
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MXKD

MAX-LE-TOKENS
The maximum number of language environment tokens that are active at any time.
This parameter corresponds to the "Maximum LE Tokens" field on installation panel DSNTIP7.
Limits: 0 to 50
Default: 20
ZPARM Name: LEMAX
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4LEM

MAX-NOTFOUND-HASH
The maximum number of "not found" hash records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPRKNFC

MAX-OPT-CPU
The maximum amount of CPU time, in seconds, that the Db2 optimizer uses. If the value is 0, Db2 uses the
maximum of 500.
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This parameter is not defined on any installation panel, but is assembled as the MAX_OPT_CPU parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.
Limits: 0 to 500
Default: 100
ZPARM Name: MAX_OPT_CPU
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MXOC

MAX-OPT-STOR
The maximum amount of RDS OP pool storage, in megabytes, that the Db2 optimizer uses. If this value is 0, Db2
uses the maximum of 100.
This parameter is not defined on any installation panel, but is assembled as the MAX_OPT_STOR parameter of
the DSN6SPRM macro.
Limits: 0 to 100
Default: 20
ZPARM Name: MAX_OPT_STOR
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MXOS

MAX-STPROC-PER-THD
The maximum number of stored procedures per thread. If an application attempts to call a stored procedure after
the maximum is reached, the statement fails.
This field corresponds to the "Max stored procs" field on the installation panel.
This parameter is defined on the "Routine Parameters" panel, and is assembled as the MAX_ST_PROC
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
ZPARM Name: MAX_ST_PROC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MXSP

MAXMB-INMEM-WKFILE
(s) The maximum number of space for in-memory work files for the materialization output, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4IMWF

MAXROW-HASH
(s) Specifies the MAXROW hash column.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4HASH

MAXSORT-IN-MEMORY
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: CLIST calculations
ZPARM Name: MAXSORT_IN_MEMORY
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MIMTS

MAXTEMPS-RID
The maximum number of RID blocks of temporary storage in the work file database that a RID list can use:
-1 (NONE)

Work file storage is not used.
0 (NOLIMIT)

An unlimited number of RID blocks can be stored in a work file.
1 to 329166

The number of RID blocks that can be stored in the work file.

NOTE
The MAXTEMPS setting can override the MAXTEMPS_RID setting when RID processing,
in combination with other work file activity for an agent, exceeds MAXTEMPS. When this situation
occurs, RID processing resorts to R-scan.

This field corresponds to the "Max temp RID" field on installation panel DSNTIP9.
ZPARM Name: MAXTEMPS_RID
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4WFRD
MAX-TEMPSTG-AGT-MB

The maximum amount of temporary storage for each agent, in megabytes.
This field corresponds to the max temp storage field on installation panel DSNTIP9.
ZPARM Name: MAXTEMPS
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4WFAL

MAX-UTIL-PARTS
Specifies how many partitions of a compressed tablespace LOAD can process without a limit.
ZPARM Name: MAX_UTIL_PARTS
Default: 254
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4NUPT

MAX-WKLOAD-ELEM
(s) The maximum number of workload elements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PELM

MIN-DIV-SCALE
Specifies whether at least three digits to the right of the decimal point are retained after any decimal divide
operation.
ZPARM Name: DECDIV3
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISC:QWP4DIV3

MIN-INDEX-AND
Specifies the minimum level for index ANDing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4AND

MIN-NUM-RIDS
(s) The minimum number of side rows or RIDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PLMR

MIN-SCALE-DEC-DIV
Specifies the minimum scale for the result of a decimal division. If 3 or 6 is specified, this parameter overrides the
DECDIV3 parameter.
Limits: NONE, 3, 6
Default: NONE

NOTE
-1 indicates NONE value.

ZPARM Name: MINDVSCL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MDSC

MISCELLANEOUS
Specifies miscellaneous flags 2:
X'80'

EXPLAIN allowed during autobind.
X'40'

Pkg/runner authorization to HOP site for embedded SQL.
X'20'

Filter factor refinement.
X'08'

Physical/logical partition of the table.
X'04'

U lock for repeatable read.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MISZ
MISCFLAG

Specifies miscellaneous settings flag bit:
X'80'

Materialize the result of a user-defined SQL table function which is defined as NOT DETERMINISTIC.
ZPARM Name: MATERIALIZE_NODET_SQLTUDF

IBM DB2 Name: QWP4MISA1
MISCFLAG2

Specifies miscellaneous settings flag bit:
X'40'

Compresses LOB tablespaces in Db2 directory.
ZPARM Name: COMPRESS_DIRLOB

X'20'
Indicates if the statistics recommendations identified during query optimization resulted in modifications to
statistics profiles.
ZPARM Name: STATFDBK_PROFILE

IBM DB2 Name: QWP4MISD
MORE-UNION-DIST

Specifies the Db2 serviceability setting:
ON, OFF, ENA

Enable use of Aggressive Union distribution.
DIS

Disable use of Aggressive Union distribution.
ZPARM Name: MORE_UNION_DISTRIBUTION
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MIS6:QWP4MUDI

MSG-TRUNC
Specifies the message length maximum.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DSPM

NPAGE-THRSHHOLD
Specifies the threshold value. When the number of pages (NPAGE catalog column) is less than the value
indicated, the optimizer favors index access. A value of 0 indicates that no special access path selection is used
(Db2 uses the cost factor to determine access). A value of -1 tells the optimizer to favor index access always,
regardless of the NPAGE value.
For example, if NPGTHRSH=10 then all tables with NPAGES < 10 or with NPAGES = -1 tend to favor index
access over a tablespace scan.
The "favor index access page threshold" value is not specified on any installation panel.
ZPARM Name: NPGTHRSH
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4NPAG

NUMLKTS
The maximum number of page or row locks before lock escalation occurs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4LKTS

NUMLKUS
The maximum number of page locks or row locks that are allowed for a thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4LKUS

OBJECT-CREATE-FORMAT
Specifies whether Db2 uses basic or extended log format to create objects.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Protection
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ZPARM Name: OBJECT_CREATE_FORMAT
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISA

OLR-FASTSWT-OPT
Specifies whether the OLR default FASTSWITCH option is enabled.
IBM DB Field Name: Derived from QWP4SIT/QWP4URNM

OPTCCOS4
Specifies whether to enable PK26760 optimizer enhancements.
ZPARM Name: OPTCCOS4.
Default: OFF
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4COS4

OPT1-ROW-BLOCK-SORT
Specifies whether Db2 explicitly blocks sort operations when the OPTIMIZE FOR 1 ROW clause is specified on a
query.
ENABLE

When OPTIMIZE FOR 1 ROW is used with a query, Db2 disables sort access paths if a no-sort choice is
available.

DISABLE
This behavior was present in Db2 9 and earlier releases.

ZPARM Name: OPT1ROWBLOCKSORT
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MIS7 based on QWP4O1RBS

OPTIXOPREF
Specifies OFF or ON. If ON, enable PK51734 optimizer enhancements.
ZPARM Name: OPTIXOPREF
Default: OFF
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4IXOPREF

OPTJBPR
Specifies whether to enable PK69074 optimizer enhancements.
ZPARM Name: OPTJBPR
Default: OFF
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4JBPR

OPTXQB
(s) Controls global query optimization.
ZPARM Name: OPTXQB
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4OXQB

PADIX
Specifies whether new indexes are padded by default:
YES

A new index is padded unless the NOT PADDED option is specified on the CREATE INDEX statement.
NO

(default) A new index is padded only when the PADDED option is specified on the CREATE INDEX
statement.

This parameter only affects indexes that have at least one varying-length column. This parameter is defined on
the "Thread Management" panel.
ZPARM Name: PADIX
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4PDIX

PAGESET-FLAG
Specifies whether the range-partitioned tablespaces are created to use absolute or relative page numbers:
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'A'
(default) PBR tablespaces and associated indexes are created with the same format and use of page
number as in Db2 11.

'R'
PBR tablespaces are created so that PGNUM in the page header has no partition number, and the
partition number is only contained in the header page of that partition.

ZPARM Name: PAGESET_PAGENUM
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4PSPN

PAGESET-PAGENUM
Specifies if the range-partitioned tablespaces are created to use absolute or relative page numbers.
ABSOLUTE

(default) PBR tablespaces and associated indexes are created with the same format and use of page
number as in Db2 11.

RELATIVE
PBR tablespaces are created so that PGNUM in the page header has no partition number, and the
partition number is only contained in the header page of that partition.

ZPARM Name: PAGESET_PAGENUM
IBM DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4PSPN

PARA-EFFICIENCY
Specifies the factor parallelism efficiency.
This field corresponds to the parallelism efficiency field on installation panel DSNTIP8.
ZPARM Name: PARA_EFF
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PAEF

PARAMDEG-DPSI
The maximum degree of parallelism that you can specify for a parallel group in which data partitioned secondary
index (DPSI) drives parallelism.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Performance and optimization
ZPARM Name: PARAMDEG_DPSI
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DEGD

PARAMDEG-UTIL
The maximum degree of utility parallelism.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4UMD

PARTITION-KEY-UPDT
Specifies whether values in columns that participate in partitioning keys can be updated.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application programming defaults
ZPARM Name: PARTKEYU
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PKYU

PARTKEYUP
Specifies whether values in columns that participate in partitioning key can be updated.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: PARTKEYU
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4PKYU

PCTFREE-UPD
Specifies the default value to use for PCTFREE FOR UPDATE clause of CREATE TABLESPACE or ALTER
TABLESPACE statements.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: SQL object defaults
ZPARM Name: PCTFREE_UPD
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PFUP
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PHYSLOGC
Physical/logical indicator value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PKG-AUTH-CACHE
Specifies the size of the package authorization cache.
This field corresponds to field “Package auth cache” on the installation panel DSNTIPP.
ZPARM Name: CACHEPAC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PAC

PKGREL-COMMIT
Specifies whether Db2 thread at COMMIT or ROLLBACK releases a package that is active on that thread if Db2
operations are waiting for exclusive access to that package. Valid values are YES and NO.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Performance and optimization
ZPARM Name: PKGREL_COMMIT
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISA

PLANMGMTSCOPE
Specifies whether the PLANMGMT setting applies to static SQL, dynamic SQL, or both:
A

Applies to all SQL.
D

Applies to dynamic SQL.
S

Applies to static SQL.
ZPARM Name: PLANMGMTSCOPE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PMSC

PLANMGMTSCOPE
Specifies whether the PLANMGMT setting applies to static SQL, dynamic SQL, or both.
ZPARM Name: PLANMGMTSCOPE
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4PMSC

PLANMGT
Specifies the default value for the REBIND PLANMGMT parameter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4PMGT

PREVENT-ALTERTB-LIMITKEY
Specifies whether Db2 disallows altering the limit key by using an ALTER TABLE statement for index-controlled
partitioned tablespaces. This altering operation puts the tablespace in REORP (REORG-pending) restrictive
status and the data is unavailable until the affected partitions are reorganized.
YES

A limit key alteration is not permitted.
NO

A limit key can be altered.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: SQL object defaults
ZPARM Name: PREVENT_ALTERTB_LIMITKEY
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISB

PREVENT-NEW-IXCTRL-PART
Specifies whether Db2 disallows the creation of new index-controlled partitioned tables:
YES

New partitioned tablespaces must use table-controlled partitioning.
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NO
New index-controlled partitioned tables can be created.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: SQL object defaults
ZPARM Name: PREVENT_NEW_IXCTRL_PART
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISB

PROTOFF
(s) Disables code page protection.
ZPARM Name: PROTOFF
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4PROF

QUERY-ACCEL-OPTIONS
Specifies additional types of offloaded SQL queries. By default, these queries are not offloaded to accelerator.
NONE

Offload of only standard queries.
1

Offload queries that include multi-byte EBCDIC characters.
2

Offload insert from select statements.
3

Offload built-in functions that operate on individual bytes when the input string is encoded in a multi-byte
character encoding scheme.

4
Offload uses dd/mm/yyyy date format.

5
Offload system_time temporal queries.

6
Offload queries that reference timestamp columns with precision of 12.

7
Offload uses yyyymmdd date format.

8
Offload favors new accelerator type.

9
Offload with uncertainty cost enabled.

10
Offload balances workload between versions.

11
Offload uses only new accelerator type.

98
IBM internal use.

99
IBM internal use.

ZPARM Name: QUERY_ACCEL_OPTIONS
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4QACO

QUERY-ACCEL-WAITFORDATA
Shows the default value for the CURRENT QUERY ACCELERATION WAITFORDATA special register. This value
is used when the special register is not set by the SET CURRENT QUERY ACCELERATION WAITFORDATA
statement. This special register helps Db2 to support the "Hybrid Transactional/Analytical Processing" (HTAP)
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for dynamic accelerated queries by specifying the maximum wait time in seconds for the accelerator to delay a
query. The query is delayed for the specified wait time so any Db2 for z/OS data changes that occurred and were
committed prior to Db2 running the query can be replicated to the accelerator.
Valid Range: 0.0 - 3600.0
Default: 0.0
ZPARM Name: QUERY_ACCEL_WAITFORDATA
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4QAWFD

QUERY-ACCELERATION
Specifies the query acceleration special register default as one of the following values: NONE, ENABLE,
ENABLE_WITH_FAILBACK, ELIGIBLE, ALL.
This field corresponds to the "Current query accel" field on installation panel DSNTIP81.
ZPARM Name: QUERY_ACCELERATION
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4CQAC

QWP4APS
(S) Specifies access path selection.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4APS

QWP4AST
The maximum number of archive read service tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4AST

QWP4ATRC
Db2 serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4ATRC

QWP4AUCA
Specifies the authorization cache size.
ZPARM Name: AUTHCACH in
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4AUCA

QWP4AURT
The number of parallel recovery tasks for buffer manager automatic recovery.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4AURT

QWP4BBTR
The number of BM trace entries for GET/REL page, SET/RESET write per agent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4BBTR

QWP4_BIF_COMPAT
Specifies whether Db2 CHAR returns results for decimal input in the format provided by Db2 9.1 for z/OS or that
provided by the current release. Db2 10 introduced an incompatible change in the formatting of decimal data by
the CHAR built-in function. When the input data is decimal, the CHAR function no longer returns leading zeros,
the trailing decimal point character, or leading blanks for positive decimal values.
ZPARM Name: BIF_COMPATIBILITY
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4_BIF_COMPAT

QWP4BMC1
Specifies the buffer manager critical threshold parameter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4BMC1

QWP4BMC2
Specifies the buffer manager critical threshold parameter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4BMC2

QWP4BPOF
Specifies the offset to QWP4POL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4BPOF
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QWP4CGAA
Specifies the default value for the current GET_ACCEL_ARCHIVE special register. The following values apply
when a table is archived in an accelerator server:
0

The table reference does not include archived data.
1

The table reference includes archived data.
ZPARM Name: GET_ACCEL_ARCHIVE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CGAA

QWP4CHKL
Specifies the BM schedule PS cleanup per checkpoint.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CHKL

QWP4COC1
(s) The maximum number of pages to cast out.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4COC1

QWP4COC2
(s) Specifies the reverse threshold for structure castout.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4COC2

QWP4CQAC
Specifies the default for the query acceleration special register:
X'0000'

NONE
X'0010'

ENABLE
X'0011'

ENABLE_WITH_FAILBACK
X'8000'

ELIGIBLE
X'4000'

ALL
This field corresponds to the "Current query accel" field on installation panel DSNTIP81.
ZPARM Name: QUERY_ACCELERATION
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CQAC

QWP4CUT
Specifies CPU use, ratio of CPU.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CUT

QWP4DBC
Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DBC

QWP4DRBS
Specifies DDF buffer size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DRBS

QWP4DSFL
Db2 serviceability field. Flag bits as:
x'40'

Notifies for a local dump.
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x'20'
DBA creates view for others.

x'10'
Enables bit test function.

x'08'
Allows optimization hints.

x'02'
Contracts long storage pool.

x'01'
Uses new optimizer cost formula.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DSFL
QWP4DYNPFSW

Db2 serviceability field.
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4DYNPFSW

QWP4DWF1
Specifies the deferred write threshold parameter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DWF1

QWP4DWF2
Specifies the deferred write threshold parameter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DWF2

QWP4DWU1
Specifies the updated pages parameter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DWU1

QWP4DWU2
Specifies the updated pages parameter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DWU2

QWP4EXQRY
Db2 serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4EXQRY

QWP4ENKL_OFF
Specifies the offset from QWP4 to QWP4ENKL_len. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor
uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name
in the trace record.
This field is new with Db2 12. Function level 502 or higher must be activated.
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4ENKL_OFF

QWP4FCCD_OFF
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QWP4 to QWP4FCCD.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4FCCD_OFF

QWP4FCPPRC
Specifies how Db2 Utilities respond to DFSMSdss FlashCopy requests when the target disk storage volume is
in a peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) relationship. The FLASHCOPY_PPRC option applies to COPY, REORG
TABLESPACE, REORG INDEX, REBUILD INDEX, LOAD, RECOVER, and CHECK utilities.
blank

A preserve command is not passed to DFSMSdss.
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N (NONE)
Mirroring is not preserved, even when mirror operation configuration requirements are met.

P (PREFERRED)
A volume pair can go into a duplex processing state.

R (REQUIRED)
A volume pair is not permitted to go into a duplex pending state. This field corresponds to the "Flashcopy
PPRC" field on installation panel DSNTIP6.

ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_PPRC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4FCPPRC

QWP4FLBS
The maximum log buffer size per job, in millions of bytes, for fast log apply.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4FLBS

QWP4FLMT
The maximum number of tasks per job for fast log apply.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4FLMT

QWP4HRCD
The maximum HSM recall delay time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4HRCD

QWP4IAST
(S) Specifies the threshold for the asymmetric split of index.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4IAST

QWP4INTV
Specifies the DDF interval timer value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4INTV

QWP4IXMT
Db2 serviceability field.
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4IXMT

QWP4KDSA
The maximum amount of storage for data set interface blocks above the line.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4KDSA

QWP4KDSB
The maximum amount of storage for data set interface blocks below the line.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4KDSB

QWP4LTDM
The maximum allocation units for the local temporary database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4LTDM

QWP4MDEG
(s) Specifies the upper limit on the degree of parallelism.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MDEG

QWP4METR
Specifies the following flag:
X'80'

Provide z/OS metrics.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4METR

QWP4MISC
Specifies miscellaneous flag 1:
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X'80'
Catalog updatable.

X'40'
Decimal divide 3 scale.

X'20'
Generate all EXPLAIN tables.

X'10'
Hybrid join disabled.

X'08'
Change data capture enabled.

X'04'
Enforce DPROP.

X'02'
I/O scheduling feature enabled.

X'01'
Serviceability field.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MISC
QWP4MIS2

Specifies the following additional miscellaneous installation parameters:

• Specifies whether an SQLDA for describe is built and saved during a bind for static SQL:
– x'80'—yes

ZPARM Name: DESCSTAT
• Specifies whether Db2 allows extra parameters on set current degree:

– x'20'—yes
ZPARM Name: SPRMUDEG

• Specifies whether Db2 can cache prepared SQL statements in the EDM pool:
– x'10'—yes

ZPARM Name: CACHEDYN
• Specifies whether Db2 releases page or row locks for held cursors at commit time:

– x'08'—yes
ZPARM Name: RELCURHL

• Specifies whether a storage group volume list can contain a mixture of volume serial numbers and asterisks.
Db2 returns a warning when a user specifies a combination of volume serial numbers and asterisks in a
CREATE STOGROUP or ALTER STOGROUP statement.
– x'04'—yes

ZPARM Name: SPRMMXV
• Specifies whether Db2 uses index access for an in list.

– x'02'—no
ZPARM Name: SPRMNOI

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MIS2
QWP4MIS3

Specifies flag bit as follows:
X'80'

Evaluation of uncommitted data OK.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MIS3
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QWP4MIS4
Specifies the following additional miscellaneous installation parameters:

• (S) Activates parallel sort for multitable sort for composite.
X'80' = YES
ZPARM Name: OPTOPSE

• (S) Does not set SQLWARN1, SQLWARN4, and SQLWARN5 after a successful open of a scrollable cursor.
X'04' = YES
ZPARM Name: DISABSCM

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MIS4
QWP4MIS5

Specifies the following additional miscellaneous installation parameters:
X'80' YES

Pad indexes by default.
X'10' ON

Automatically reopt dynamic SQL.
X'08' ON

Utils RESTORE SYSTEM/RECOVER from dump.
X'04' ON

(s) Enable Global Query Optimization.
X'01' ON

Use Common Criteria for all tables.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MIS5

QWP4MIS6
Specifies the following additional miscellaneous installation parameters:

• X'80' (S)
• X'40' On—Recover uses system level backups as the recovery base. This field corresponds to field system-

level backups on installation panel DSNTIP6.
ZPARM Name: SYSTEM_LEVEL_BACKUPS

• X'04' On—Uses optimizer enhancements in APAR PK28259.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MIS6
QWP4MIS7

Specifies the following flags:

• (s) x'80'
• (s) x'40'
• (s) x'20'—Tolerates the previous EXPLAIN format.
• (s) x'10'—Uses a work file for RID pool overflow.
• x'01'

Sets object in CHECK PENDING status. This status is assigned when the CHECK utility finds an
inconsistency.
This field corresponds to the set check pending field on installation panel DSNTIP61.
ZPARM Name: CHECK_SETCHKP

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MIS7
QWP4MIS8

Specifies the following flag:
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(s) x'08'
Simulates a large database.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MIS8
QWP4MIS9

Specifies the following flags:
(s) x'80'

Enables range list access.
(s) x'40'

Allows range list access wherever access is eligible.
(s) x'20'

Enables in-list table access.
(s) x'10'

Enables predicate pushdown.
(s) x'08'

Enables new table expression and view merge.
(s) x'04'

Enables selected query plan stability function.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MIS9

QWP4MISA
Specifies miscellaneous installation parameters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MISA

QWP4MISB
Specifies miscellaneous installation parameters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MISB

QWP4MMRB
The number of MMRBS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MMRB

QWP4MPFQ
Specifies the divisor that computes the maximum number of concurrent work files.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MPFQ

QWP4MQTH
The minimum query cost for automatic query rewrite using materialized query tables.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MQTH

QWP4MS4A
Specifies the following miscellaneous subsystem parameters flag bits:
x'40' on

Enables PQ87352 optimizer enhancements.
x'20' on

Disables code page protection.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MS4A

QWP4MS4B
Specifies the following flags:
X'40'

Enables reset RBA processing.
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X'04'
KEEPDICTIONARY in BRF->RRF REORG.

X'02'
Enables PK40878 changes.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MS4B
QWP4MS4C

The following flags are valid for Db2 11 and higher:
X'80'

Enables PK51734 changes.
X'10'

Enables PK69079 changes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MS4C

QWP4MS4D
Specifies miscellaneous installation parameters. The following value is valid:
x'01'

Directs processing of declared temporary tables only to Db2-managed tablespaces that are defined with
SECQTY > 0. All other processing is directed to Db2-managed tablespaces defined with SECQTY = 0 or
to user-managed tablespaces.

This field corresponds to the separate work files field in installation panel DSNTIP9.
ZPARM Name: WFDBSEP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MS4D

QWP4MS4E
Specifies the following miscellaneous installation parameters:
x'80'

Enables sparse index access in some situations.
x'04'

Indicates whether to exclude trailing columns from the table-controlled partitioning keys when converting
tablespaces from index-controlled partitioning to table-controlled partitioning:

• 0=NO
• 1=YES (default)

ZPARM Name: IX_TB_PART_CONV_EXCLUDE in DNS6SPRM
x'02'

Specifies whether multiple index access is enabled or disabled.
ZPARM Name: SUBQ_MIDX in DNS6SPRM

x'01'
Specifies whether modeling of query workloads is enabled or disabled.
ZPARM Name: ACCELMODEL in DNS6SPRM

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MS4E
QWP4MUSE

Db2 serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MUSE

QWP4MVS
Specifies the character string for the MVS/XA or MVS/370 environment.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MVS

QWP4MXCE
The maximum number of cost entries allowed.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MXCE
QWP4MXRB

The maximum number of MMRBs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MXRB

QWP4MXTB
The (S) maximum number of joined tables in a query block.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MXTB

QWP4N0193A
Db2 serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4N0193A

QWP4N0193B
Db2 serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4N0193B

QWP4NIDX
Db2 serviceability field.
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4NIDX

QWP4OZCI
Specifies the correlation ID of the last user to update the parameters online through the -SET SYSPARM
command.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OZCI

QWP4OZTM
Specifies that parameters were last updated online through the -SET SYSPARM command.

NOTE
A value of 1900-01-01 00:00 indicates that no dynamic updates have been done.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OZTM
QWP4OZTP

Identifies the online system parameter type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OZTP

QWP4OZUS
Specifies the authorization ID of the last user to update the parameters online through the -SET SYSPARM
command.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OZUS

QWP4OZUS-LEN
Specifies the length of the user ID of the last online ZPARM update.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OZUS_LEN

QWP4OZUS-LONG
Specifies the authorization ID of the last user to update the parameters online through the -SET SYSPARM
command.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OZUS_VAR

QWP4OZUS_OFF
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable or long field name when QWP4OZUS is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OZUS_OFF
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QWP4OZUS-VAR
Specifies the authorization ID of the last user to update the parameters online through the -SET SYSPARM
command.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OZUS_D

QWP4PCBS
Specifies the number of BM trace entries within each PCB block.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PCBS

QWP4PCRB
Specifies the number of MMRBs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PCRB

QWP4PDQ
Specifies the number of pages to dequeue in VDWQ.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PDQ

QWP4PF4
Specifies prefetch quantity for 4-KB buffer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PF4

QWP4PF32
Specifies prefetch quantity for 32-KB buffer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PF32

QWP4PFLG
Specifies flags as follows:
(s) x'80'

Disables SQL parallelism enhancements.
(s) x'40'

Disallows change of mini-plan.
(s) x'20'

Disallows the use of the straw model workload distribution method.
(s) x'10'

Enables parallelism internal tables.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PFLG

QWP4PFT1
Specifies SP threshold.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PFT1

QWP4PFT2
Specifies SP threshold.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PFT2

QWP4PLIM
Specifies threshold for parallelism.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PLIM

QWP4PS4
Specifies prefetch start for 4-KB page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PS4

QWP4PS32
Specifies prefetch start for 32-KB page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PS32
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QWP4PSID
Specifies the Buffer Manager log record ID check.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PSID

QWP4QACO
Specifies additional types of SQL queries that can be offloaded, but are not offloaded to the accelerator by default:
x'80000000'

IBM internal use.
x'40000000'

IBM internal use.
x'00000400'

Offload using only new accel_type.
x'00000200'

Offload with workload balancing.
x'00000100'

Offload with uncertainty cost enabled.
x'00000080'

Offload favors new accelerator type.
x'00000040'

Offload uses yyyymmdd date format.
x'00000020'

Allows offload of queries that reference timestamp columns with precision of up 12.
x'00000010'

Allows offload of system_time temporal values.
x'00000008'

Offload uses dd/mm/yyyy date format.
x'00000004'

Allows offload of built-in functions that operate on individual bytes when the input string is encoded in a
multi-byte character encoding scheme.

x'00000002'
Allows offload of inserts from select statements.

x'00000001'
Allows offload of queries that include multi-byte EBCDIC characters.

x'00000000'
Offload of only standard queries.

ZPARM Name: QUERY_ACCEL_OPTIONS
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4QACO

QWP4QCTM
Specifies the DDF queued conversation time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4QCTM

QWP4QRWD
Sb2 serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4QRWD

QWP4RCST
The number of recall service tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RCST
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QWP4RDEU
The maximum number of read engines that are allowed to be scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RDEU

QWP4RDS_DM_BLKFI
Db2 serviceability field.
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4RDS_DM_BLKFI

QWP4RFRP
Specifies how DFSDMDSS copy restores an image copy that is created with FlashCopy. DFSDMDSS copy
receives direction from the RECOVER utility. When using BACKUP SYSTEM to create system-level backups,
it can fail when a recovery from a FlashCopy image copy uses FlashCopy for the restore. This failure occurs
because cascading FlashCopy is not supported. This field corresponds to the "Fast Restore" field on installation
panel DSNTIP6.
R (REQUIRED)

Forces use of FlashCopy when performing recovery from a FlashCopy image copy. If FlashCopy cannot
be used, RECOVERY fails.

P (PREFERRED)
Does not use FlashCopy when there is no FlashCopy support.

N (NONE)
Restores the FlashCopy image copy using standard input/output. If the FLASHCOPY_PPRC parameter is
set to PREFERRED or REQUIRED, you cannot use this setting.

ZPARM Name: REC_FASTREPLICATION
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RFRP

QWP4RMAX
The amount of storage, in kilobytes, required for the RID pool.
ZPARM Name: MAXRBLK

QWP4RMIN
The maximum number of RIDBLKS on the ACOM chain.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RMIN

QWP4RNLP
The number of 4-KB blocks used to form a RIDBLK.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RNLP

QWP4SCLC
The maximum number of entries in the SECLABEL cache and is used to avoid RACROUTE
REQUEST=DIRAUTH requests.
This parameter is not defined on any installation panel, but is assembled as the SECLCACH parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SCLC

QWP4SCTM
(s) Specifies the castout timer interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SCTM

QWP4SELD
Specifies a value of 0, indicating that there is no selective dimension threshold.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SELD

QWP4SHDE
Specifies whether Db2 suppresses SQLCODE +394/+395 for a dynamic query with optimization hint applied:
C'N'

NO
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Db2 returns SQLCODE +394/+395. C'N'- is the default setting.
C'S'

STMT
Db2 suppresses SQLCODE +394/+395 for statement level hints.

C'A'
ALL
Db2 suppresses SQLCODE +394/+395 for all optimization hints.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: SUPPRESS_HINT_SQLCODE_DYN
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SHDE

QWP4SMXN
The maximum number of nodes in the sort tree.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SMXN

QWP4SPC
The number rows that are fetched before a select procedure is created at run time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SPC

QWP4SPS
Specifies the select procedure size limit (static bind), in kilobytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SPS

QWP4SPOL
Specifies RDS sort pool size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SPOL

QWP4SQTD
Specifies the divisor that is used to compute the SLRU chain threshold.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SQTD

QWP4SQTM
Specifies the multiplier that is used to compute the SLRU chain threshold.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SQTM

QWP4SRBT
Specifies the maximum SRB run without rescheduling.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SRBT

QWP4SRTN
Specifies flag bits for SORTNUM elimination parameters:
X'80'

SORTNUM elimination on.
X'40'

Ignores SORTNUM specification.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SRTN

QWP4STHT
Specifies which inserts and updates are recorded in catalog history tables. The default value is NONE (N).
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Operator functions
ZPARM Name: STATHIST
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4STHT

QWP4STMN
Specifies whether Db2 manages the consumption of real storage:
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A (AUTO)
Discards unused real storage when the host LPAR experiences significant paging activity. If other
applications are consuming extensive amounts of real storage, it may not be possible to reduce or
eliminate paging.

O (OFF)
Does not discard unused real storage until one of the following events occurs:

• Auxiliary storage on the LPAR experiences a critical shortage.
• Storage specified by the REALSTORAGE_MAX parameter reaches 80 percent.

N (ON)
Discards unused real storage. Discarding can result in processing overhead. This option is for systems
where real storage availability is limited.

ZPARM Name: REALSTORAGE_MANAGEMENT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4STMN

QWP4STRL
Specifies whether the RUNSTATS utility aggregates the partition level statistics.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Operator functions
ZPARM Name: STATROLL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4STRL

QWP4SWFN
The number of sort work files.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SWFN

QWP4SWFU
The number of sort work files that are obtained unconditionally.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SWFU

QWP4SWT1
Specifies the synchronous write threshold parameter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SWT1

QWP4SWT2
Specifies the synchronous writer threshold parameter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SWT2

QWP4TISP
Specifies the CT initial long duration pool size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4TISP

QWP4TJTH
The minimum number of tables in a join that caused Db2 to limit the amount of resources used by the
Db2 optimizer.
Db2 uses the limits in system parameters MAX_OPT_STOR, MAX_OPT_CPU, and MAX_OPT_ELAP only when
the number of tables in a join is this value or greater.

• If you specify 0, Db2 never uses the limits in MAX_OPT_STOR, MAX_OPT_CPU, and MAX_OPT_ELAP.
• If you specify 1, Db2 always uses those limits.

Limits: 0 to 255
Default: 16
ZPARM Name: TABLES_JOINED_THRESHOLD
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4TJTH

QWP4TRWT
Specifies the time for recall at termination.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4TRWT
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QWP4TTRS
The maximum number of old and new rows that Db2 saves in internal record areas. This value is used when Db2
processes SQL operations that can fire a trigger that uses transition tables.
A value of 0 causes Db2 to store all old and new rows in work files.
ZPARM Name: TRSTHOLD
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4TTRS

QWP4TXS
Specifies the allocation pool extension size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4TXS

QWP4UBS
Specifies the size of buffers for LOAD and REORG, in 4-KB pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4UBS

QWP4ULBZ
Specifies the size of the online REORG log buffer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4ULBZ

QWP4ULFR
Specifies the log progress threshold for online REORG.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4ULFR

QWP4VCOF
Specifies the catalog offset.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4VCOF

QWP4VDTD
Specifies the divisor that is used to compute the VDWQ chain threshold.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4VDTD

QWP4VDTM
Specifies the multiplier that is used to compute the VDWQ chain threshold.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4VDTM

QWP4VDWT
Specifies the buffer manager internal parameters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4VDWT

QWP4WAIT
Specifies the current “wait incompatible retained lock” value.
The “wait incompatible retained lock” value is not specified on any installation panel, but it is assembled as the
RETLWAIT parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4WAIT

QWP4WPFQ
Specifies the prefetch quantity for WF.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4WPFQ

QWP4WPFS
Specifies the prefetch start value for WF.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4WPFS

QWP4WREN
Specifies the asynchronous write engines.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4WREN

QWP4XCTH
Specifies the cost threshold value for a parallel group.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4XCTH
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QWPFDFOF
Specifies the database offset.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4DFOF

RDS-OPTIONS
Db2 serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4IDCK

REALSTORAGE-MGMT
Specifies whether Db2 manages the consumption of real storage:
A (AUTO)

Discards unused real storage when the host LPAR experiences significant paging activity. If other
applications are consuming extensive amounts of real storage, it may not be possible to reduce or
eliminate paging.

O (OFF)
Does not discard unused real storage until one of the following occurs:

• Auxiliary storage on the LPAR experiences a critical shortage.
• Storage specified by the REALSTORAGE_MAX parameter reaches 80 percent.

N (ON)
Discards unused real storage. Discarding can result in processing overhead. This option is for systems
where real storage availability is limited.

ZPARM Name: REALSTORAGE_MANAGEMENT
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4STMN

REALSTORAGE-MAX
(S) The maximum amount of real plus auxiliary storage that can be used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RSMX

REBIND-PLAN-MGMT-IND
(S) Specifies the default for REBIND PLANMGMT parameter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MGT

REC-FASTREPLICATION
Specifies how DFSDMDSS copy restores an image copy that is created with FlashCopy. DFSDMDSS copy
receives direction from the RECOVER utility.
When using BACKUP SYSTEM to create system-level backups, it can fail when a recovery from a FlashCopy
image copy uses FlashCopy for the restore. This failure occurs because cascading FlashCopy is not supported.
Corresponds to the "Fast Restore" field on installation panel DSNTIP6:
R (REQUIRED)

Forces the use of FlashCopy when performing recovery from a FlashCopy image copy. If FlashCopy
cannot be used, RECOVERY fails.

P (PREFERRED)
Does not use FlashCopy when FlashCopy support is not available.

N (NONE)
Restores the FlashCopy image copy using standard input/output. If the FLASHCOPY_PPRC parameter is
set to PREFERRED or REQUIRED, you cannot use this setting.

ZPARM Name: REC_FASTREPLICATION
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4RFRP

REFRESH-AGE
Specifies the default value for the CURRENT REFRESH AGE special register when no value is explicitly set
using the SQL statement SET CURRENT REFRESH AGE.
A value of 0 disables query rewrite using deferred materialized query tables.
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This parameter is defined on the "Performance and Optimization" panel, and is assembled as the REFSHAGE
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RFSH

RELCURHL
Specifies whether Db2 releases page or row locks for held cursors at commit time.
ZPARM Name: RELCURHL
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

RENAMETABLE
Specifies whether Db2 proceeds or issues an error for the RENAME TABLE operation for a table that is
referenced in a view or an SQL table function definition:
YES

Indicates a value of ALLOW_DEP_VIEW_SQLTUDF. This setting allows RENAME TABLE execution.
NO

Indicates a value of DISALLOW_DEP_VIEW_SQLTUDF. Db2 issues an error when the RENAME TABLE
is executed.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: RENAMETABLE
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISB

REOPTEXT
Specifies whether to reoptimize dynamic SQL automatically.
This field corresponds to field reopt automatically on installation panel DSNTIP8.
ZPARM Name: REOPTEXT
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4REOT

REORG-DROP-PBG-PARTS
Specifies whether the REORG utility removes empty trailing partitions when it is operating on an entire partition-
by-growth table space. Possible values are YES and NO.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Db2 utilities
ZPARM Name: REORG_DROP_PBG_PARTS
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISA

REORG-LIST-PROCESSING
Specifies the default value for the PARALLEL option of the REORG TABLESPACE utility:
PARALLEL

The REORG TABLESPACE utility uses the default PARALLEL YES option when the PARALLEL keyword
is not provided. The utility processes all partitions that are specified in the input LISTDEF statement in a
single execution.

SERIAL
The REORG TABLESPACE utility uses the default PARALLEL NO option when the PARALLEL keyword
is not provided. The utility processes each partition that is specified in the input LISTDEF statement in a
separate execution.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: Db2 utilities
ZPARM Name: REORG_LIST_PROCESSING
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4RLPR

REORG-MAPPING-DATABASE
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Db2 utilities parameters
ZPARM Name: REORG_MAPPING_DATABASE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RMDB
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REORG-PART-SORT-NPSI
Specifies whether the REORG TABLESPACE PART utility sorts all the keys of a non-partitioned secondary
index. The setting is ignored for a REORG that is not partition-level or a REORG without non-partitioned
secondary indexes.
AUTO

All keys of the non-partitioned secondary indexes are sorted if that improves both the elapsed time and
CPU performance.

YES
All keys of the non-partitioned secondary indexes are sorted if that improves the elapsed time.

NO
Only keys of the non-partitioned secondary indexes that are in the scope of the REORG are sorted.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: Db2 utilities
ZPARM Name: REORG_PART_SORT_NPSI
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4RPSN

REORG-TS-NOPAD-DEFAULT
Specifies the default NOPAD setting of the UNLOAD EXTERNAL specification or the DISCARD specification of
the REORG TABLESPACE utility:
YES

The variable length columns in the discarded or unloaded records inhabit the actual length of data with
no additional padding.

NO
REORG processing pads variable length columns in the discarded or unloaded records to their max
length; the discarded or unloaded records have lengths that are equal for each table.

UNKNOWN
Unknown setting.

This field is new with Db2 12. Function level 100 or higher must be activated.
ZPARM Name: REORG_TS_NOPAD_DEFAULT
IBM DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4RTNP

REORG-TS-NOPAD-FLAG
Specifies the default NOPAD setting of the UNLOAD EXTERNAL specification or the DISCARD specification of
the REORG TABLESPACE utility:
Y

By default, the variable length columns in the discarded or unloaded records inhabit the actual length of
data with no additional padding.

N
By default, REORG processing pads variable length columns in the discarded or unloaded records to
their max length; the discarded or unloaded records have lengths that are equal for each table.

This field is new with Db2 12. Function level 100 or higher must be activated.
ZPARM Name: REORG_TS_NOPAD_DEFAULT
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4RTNP

RESTORE-RECOVER-FROMDUMP
Specifies whether system level backup that is the recovery base is from a dump on tape.
This field corresponds to field restore/recover on installation panel DSNTIP6.
ZPARM Name: RESTORE_RECOVER_FROMDUMP
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4RRFD

RESTRICT-ALT-COL-FOR-DCC
Specifies whether restrictions apply to ALTER TABLE ALTER COLUMN statements with SET DATA TYPE, SET
DEFAULT, or DROP DEFAULT options for tables defined with the DATA CAPTURE CHANGES (DCC) attribute.
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YES
Restrictions apply to altering column data types or default values of DCC tables. The ALTER results in a
negative SQL code.

NO
Restrictions do not apply to altering column data types or default values of DCC tables.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: RESTRICT_ALT_COL_FOR_DCC
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MS4F

REVOKE-DEP-PRIV
Specifies whether to include dependent privileges on revoke:
Y

Enforces inclusion of dependent privileges.
N

Enforces exclusion of dependent privileges.
S

Uses the revoke statement specification.
This field corresponds to the "revoke dep priv" field on installation panel DSNTIPP1.
ZPARM Name: REVOKE_DEP_PRIVILEGES
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RVDPR

REVOKE-DEPENDENT-PRIV
Specifies whether to include dependent privileges on revoke:
YES

Includes dependent privileges.
NO

Excludes dependent privileges.
SQLSTMT

Uses the revoke statement specification.
This field corresponds to the "Revoke dep priv" field on installation panel DSNTIPP1.
ZPARM Name: REVOKE_DEP_PRIVILEGES
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4RVDPR

RMC-HEART-BEAT
Specifies the time interval between pacing log records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RHTI

RPITWC
(s) Enables RPTC.
ZPARM Name: RPITWC
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4RPTC

RTS-STATS-INTERVAL
Specifies the time interval that Db2 waits before it attempts to write out page set statistics to the real-time
statistics tables.
This parameter is defined on the "Operator Functions" panel and is assembled as the STATSINT parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4INTE

SEC-ADMIN1-OFF
Specifies the offset from QWP4 to QWP4SECA1_LEN. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The
monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a
long name in the trace record.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SECA1_OFF
SEC-ADMIN2-OFF

Specifies the offset from QWP4 to QWP4SECA2_len. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The
monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a
long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SECA2_OFF

SECADM1
Specifies the authorization ID of security administrator 1. If QWP4SECA1_OFF is not 0, this value is truncated. If
the authority is held by a role, this value is blank.
This field corresponds to the security admin 1 field on installation panel DSNTIPP1.
ZPARM Name: SECADM1
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SECA1_E

SECADM2
Specifies the authorization ID of security administrator 2. If QWP4SECA2_OFF is not 0, this value is truncated. If
the authority is held by a role, this value is blank.
This field corresponds to the security admin 2 field on installation panel DSNTIPP1.
ZPARM Name: SECADM2
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SECA2_E

SECADM1-INPUT-STYLE
Specifies whether the SECADM1 setting is a standard character string (CHAR) or a hexadecimal character string
(HEX). Use HEX only when SECADM1_TYPE=ROLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4SA1X

SECADM2-INPUT-STYLE
Specifies whether the SECADM2 setting is a standard character string (CHAR) or a hexadecimal character string
(HEX). Use HEX only when SECADM2_TYPE=ROLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4SA2X

SECADM1-LEN
Specifies the length of the security administrator 1 authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SECA1_LEN

SECADM2-LEN
Specifies the length of the security administrator 2 authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SECA2_LEN

SECADM1-LONG
Specifies the authorization ID for security administrator 1.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
ZPARM Name: SECADM1
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SECA1_VAR

SECADM2-LONG
Specifies the security administrator 2 authorization ID.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
ZPARM Name: SECADM2
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SECA2_VAR

SECADM1-VAR
Specifies the authorization ID for security administrator 1.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
ZPARM Name: SECADM1
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SECA1_D
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SECADM1-TYPE
Specifies the security administrator 1 type:
(blank)

Indicates authorization ID.
L

Indicates role.
This field corresponds to the sec admin 1 type field on installation panel DSNTIPP1.
ZPARM Name: SECADM1_TYPE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SECA1_TYPE

SECADM1-TYPEX
Specifies whether SECADM1 is a role or an authorization ID. Valid values are ROLE and AUTHID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4SECA1T

SECADM2-TYPE
Specifies the security administrator 2 type:
(blank)

Indicates the authorization ID.
L

Indicates role.
This field corresponds to the sec admin 2 type field on installation panel DSNTIPP1.
ZPARM Name: SECADM2_TYPE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SECA2_TYPE

SECADM2-TYPEX
Specifies whether SECADM2 is a role or an authorization ID. Valid values are ROLE and AUTHID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4SECA2T

SECADM2-VAR
Specifies the authorization ID for security administrator 2.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
ZPARM Name: SECADM2
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SECA2_D

SEPARATE-SECURITY
Specifies separate duties of Db2 security administrator and Db2 system administrator.
YES

SYSADM cannot manage security objects, such as roles and trusted contexts. SYSCTRL cannot manage
roles.

NO
SECADM or ACCESSCTRL authority is required for security administration.

This field corresponds to the Separate security field on installation panel DSNTIPP1.
ZPARM Name: SEPARATE_SECURITY
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4SEPSD

SEPARATESECURITY
Specifies separate duties of Db2 security administrator and Db2 system administrator.
Y

SYSADM cannot manage security objects, such as roles and trusted contexts. SYSCTRL cannot manage
roles.

N
SECADM or ACCESSCTRL authority is required for security administration.

This field corresponds to the Separate security field on installation panel DSNTIPP1.
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ZPARM Name: SEPARATE_SECURITY
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SEPSD

SEQ-CACHE
Specifies whether sequential mode is used to read cached data from a 3390-3 device.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SIMULATED-CPU-COUNT
The number of local simulated CPUs. A value of 0 indicates OFF, which is the default. OFF indicates that
Db2 is optimizing for the actual number of local CPUs that it runs on and is recommended for Db2 production
environments.

NOTE
Use this parameter only for Db2 optimization modeling.

ZPARM Name: SIMULATED_CPU_COUNT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4NCPU

SIMULATED-CPU-SPEED
Specifies the microseconds of task or service request block (SRB) execution time per service unit for the
simulated CPU. Use this field only for Db2 optimization modeling. A value of 0 represents OFF, which is the
default. OFF indicates that Db2 optimizes for the actual CPU that it runs on and is recommended for Db2
production environments.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CPUM

SITE-TYPE
Specifies site type flags as follows:
x'80'

Local site.
x'40'

Tracker site.
x'20'

Use x lock on searched update/delete.
x'10'

Always use EDM best fit algorithm.
x'08'

(s)
x'01'

Suppress logrec soft error recording.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SIT

SITETYPE
Specifies the site type as Local or Recover.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SJMISSKY
(s) Enables PK06964 changes.
ZPARM Name: SJMISSKY
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4SJMK

SKIPUNCI
Specifies whether cursors bound with read stability or cursor stability ignore uncommitted inserts made by other
transactions:
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NO
(default) Uncommitted inserts are evaluated for return with or without waiting for committedness
according to the value set in the EVALUATE UNCOMMITTED field.

YES
Uncommitted inserts are treated as if they had not yet arrived. In a data sharing environment,
uncommitted inserts of transactions that were designated as spawning transactions are treated in this
manner. Immediate write occurs for inserts, updates, and deletes, but readers do not wait for the outcome
of uncommitted inserts.

This parameter is defined on the "Performance and Optimization" panel.
ZPARM Name: SKIPUNCI
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4SKUI

SLRU-SHIFT-MULT
(s) Specifies the SLRU shift multiplier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SLRU

SMGE
(s) Disables space defaults.
ZPARM Name: SMGE
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4SMGE

SPT01-INLINE-LENGTH
The maximum length in single-byte characters of LOB column data in the SPT01 directory space maintained in
the base table.
The valid range is 0-32138. A value of 0 (NOINLINE) means that LOB data is not placed inline in the SPT01 base
table. The default is 32138.
If you start or restart Db2 after changing the value, the change only takes effect when you use the -SET
SYSPARM command.
When the setting is increased, Db2 places SPT01 in AREO* status. When the setting is decreased, Db2 places
SPT01 in the REORP status. These status changes occur after the change is online.
In Db2 data sharing, all members are required to use the same setting. Change the setting of
SPT01_INLINE_LENGTH for all members of a data sharing group before using the -SET SYSPARM command on
a single member.
ZPARM Name: SPT01_INLINE_LENGTH
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4S1IL

SQLSHARE
Specifies whether sharing of prepared SQL is allowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQWIDSC
Specifies whether the Db2 database manager also performs a quiesce operation on SQL statements in the
dynamic statement cache that depend on an object against which a RENAME TABLE or DROP ALIAS is issued.
YES

The quiesce is skipped and the database manager invalidates, but does not quiesce SQL statements in
the dynamic statement cache.

NO
The quiesce is not skipped and the database manager both invalidates and performs a quiesce operation
on SQL statements in the dynamic statement cache.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: SQWIDSC
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISB

STAR-JOIN-RATIO
Specifies the implementation of star join:
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-1
(default) Star join is disabled.

0
Star join is enabled when the join meets the conditions in the Db2 Administration Guide.

1
Star join is enabled, with no checking of the ratio between the fact table cardinality and the largest
dimension table cardinality. The table with the largest cardinality is the fact table.

n
Specifies the lowest ratio of the cardinality of the fact table to the cardinality of the largest dimension table
for which star join is used. 2 < sn <= 32768.

ZPARM Name: STARJOIN
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SJRT

STAR-JOIN-THRESHOLD
The minimum number of tables in a query block before Db2 considers the query block for a star join. Star join
must be enabled before Db2 uses this system parameter. Values for this system parameter are:
0

(default) Db2 considers a star join for a query block with 10 or more tables.
1,2,3

Db2 always considers a star join.
4-255

Db2 considers a star join when the query block contains a minimum of this number of tables.
226-32767

Db2 does not enable a star join.
ZPARM Name: SJTABLES
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SJTB

STATCLGSRT
Specifies how SORT is used by the RUNSTATS utility or an inline statistics job when collecting statistics on a
single column that is defined with the COLGROUP option. To avoid SORT for these cases, use the subsystem
parameter STATCLGSRT if the following conditions are true:

• Frequency statistics are collected for one or more single-column COLGROUPs, specified in the utility control
statement for RUNSTATS with the TABLESPACE option, LOAD, or REORG TABLESPACE.

• Histogram statistics are not collected.
• The specified COUNT value is less than or equal to 1000.
• The LEAST and BOTH options are not specified.

Possible values are:
0

Data is always sorted
1 through 4096

The memory, in megabytes, used by utility to avoid the sorting
Default: 10 MB

ZPARM Name: STATCLGSRT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4STACS

STATFDBK-PROFILE
Specifies if the statistics recommendations identified during query optimization results in modifications to statistics
profiles:
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YES
(default) Db2 modifies statistics profiles based on statistics recommendations during query optimization

NO
Db2 does not modify statistics profiles based on statistics recommendations during query optimization.
Based on STATFDBK_SCOPE parameter, Db2 may write the recommendations to the catalog table
SYSIBM.SYSSTATFEEDBACK.

ZPARM Name: STATFDBK_PROFILE
IBM DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4MISD:QWP4SFPR

STATFDBK-SCOPE
Specifies the scope of the SQL statements that Db2 collects statistics recommendations for in the
SYSIBM.SYSSTATFEEDBACK. Possible values are: NONE, DYNAMIC, STATIC, ALL.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Operator functions
ZPARM Name: STATFDBK_SCOPE
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4SFBS

STATPGSAMP
Specifies the default use of runstats utility page-level sampling for universal tablespaces.
SYSTEM

The default sampling method is determined by Db2.
YES

The default is to use page-level sampling.
NO

The default is not to use page-level sampling.
ZPARM Name: STATPGSAMP
IBM DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4STPGS

STATS-HISTORY
Specifies which inserts and updates are recorded in catalog history tables:
SPACE

Records all inserts and updates made by Db2 space-related catalog statistics.
ACCESSPATH

Records all inserts and updates made by Db2 to ACCESSPATH-related catalog statistics.
ALL

Records all inserts and updates made by Db2 in the catalog.
NONE

Does not record changes made in the catalog by Db2. This value is the default.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Operator Functions
ZPARM Name: STATHIST
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4STHT

STATS-ROLLUP
Specifies whether the RUNSTATS utility aggregates the partition level statistics.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Operator Functions
ZPARM Name: STAROLL
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4STRL

STOMIXED
Specifies whether a storage group volume list can contain a mixture of volume serial numbers and asterisks. Db2
returns a warning when a user specifies a combination of volume serial numbers and asterisks in a CREATE
STOGROUP or ALTER STOGROUP statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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STORGRP-DB-COPYPOOL
Specifies the name of a backup SMS storage group to be used by the Db2 BACKUP SYSTEM utility for the DB
copy pool:
Blank

(default) BACKUP SYSTEM has HSM use the COPY POOL BACKUP storage group which is associated
with each storage group specified for the copy pool.

A valid SMS storage group name
Permitted only when ALTERNATE_CP is not blank. The storage group must have been defined with the
COPY POOL BACKUP attribute.

ZPARM Name: UTIL_DBBSG
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4UDBSG

STORGRP-LOG-COPYPOOL
Specifies the name of a backup SMS storage group to be used by the Db2 BACKUP SYSTEM utility for the LOG
copy pool:
blank (default)

BACKUP SYSTEM has HSM use the COPY POOL BACKUP storage group which is associated with
each storage group specified for the copy pool.

A valid SMS storage group name
Permitted only when ALTERNATE_CP is not blank. The storage group must have been defined with the
COPY POOL BACKUP attribute.

ZPARM Name: UTIL_LGBSG
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4ULBSG

SUBQ-MIDX
ZPARM Name: SUBQ_MIDX
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MS4E

SUPPRESS-HINT-SQLCODE-DYN
Specifies subsystem parameter that controls whether SQLCODE +394/+395 is returned for a dynamic query with
optimization hint applied:
NO

Db2 returns SQLCODE +394 if all hints are used or SQLCODE +395 if any hint was invalid. NO is the
default.

STMT
Db2 suppresses SQLCODEs +394 and +395 for statement level optimization hints.

ALL
Db2 suppresses SQLCODEs +394 and +395 for all optimization hints, including statement level hints and
classic PLAN_TABLE optimization hints.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: SUPPRESS_HINT_SQLCODE_DYN
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4SHDE

SUPPRESS-TS-CONV-WARNING
Specifies whether to suppress TS conversion warnings.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4STCW

SUPR-LOGREC-SOFT
Specifies whether Db2 records errors such as invalid decimal data and arithmetic exceptions and issue
SQLCODEs for them.
SUPERRS parameter enables or disables the recording of these errors in the operating system data set,
SYS1.LOGREC.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: MVS Parmlib Updates
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ZPARM Name: SUPERRS
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4SIT:QWP4SAE

SYSADM
Specifies the SYSADM user ID 1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SADM

SYSADM2
Specifies the SYSADM user ID 2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4ADM2

SYSADM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QWP4SADM is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SADM_OFF

SYSADM2-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable or long field name when QWP4ADM2 is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4ADM2_OFF

SYSADM-LEN
Specifies the length of the SYSADM name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SADM_LEN

SYSADM2-LEN
Specifies the length of the SYSADM2 name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4ADM2_LEN

SYSADM-LONG
Specifies the first of two authorization IDs with installation SYSADM authority.
Two users with installation SYSADM authority are permitted access to Db2 in all cases. The authorization ID
named as the first system administrator can do things that the authorization ID named as the second system
administrator cannot do. These tasks include running job DSNTIJTC and the REPAIR DBD utility.
This parameter is defined on the "PROTECTION" panel. and is assembled as the SYSADM parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
ZPARM Name: Part of SYSADM
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SADM_VAR

SYSADM2-LONG
Specifies the second authorization IDs with installation SYSADM authority.
Two users with installation SYSADM authority are permitted access to Db2 in all cases. The authorization ID
named as the first system administrator can do things that the authorization ID named as the second system
administrator cannot do. These tasks include running job DSNTIJTC and the REPAIR DBD utility.
This parameter is defined on the "PROTECTION" panel and is assembled as the SYSADM2 parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
ZPARM Name: Part of SYSADM2
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4ADM2_VAR

SYSADM-VAR
Specifies the first of two authorization IDs with installation SYSADM authority.
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Two users with installation SYSADM authority are permitted access to Db2 in all cases. The authorization ID
named as the first system administrator can do things that the authorization ID named as the second system
administrator cannot do. These tasks include running job DSNTIJTC and the REPAIR DBD utility.
This parameter is defined on the "PROTECTION" panel.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
ZPARM Name: Part of SYSADM
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SADM_D

SYSADM2-VAR
Specifies the second authorization IDs with installation SYSADM authority.
Two users with installation SYSADM authority are permitted access to Db2 in all cases. The authorization ID
named as the first system administrator can do things that the authorization ID named as the second system
administrator cannot do. These tasks include running job DSNTIJTC and the REPAIR DBD utility.
This parameter is defined on the "PROTECTION" panel and is assembled as the SYSADM2 parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
ZPARM Name: Part of SYSADM2
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4ADM2_D

SYSOPR1
Specifies the system operator user ID 1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OPR1

SYSOPR2
Specifies the system operator user ID 2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OPR2

SYSOPR1-LEN
Specifies the length of the SYSOPR1 name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OPR1_LEN

SYSOPR2-LEN
Specifies the length of the SYSOPR2 name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OPR2_LEN

SYSOPR1-LONG
Specifies the first of two authorization IDs with installation SYSOPR authority.
The two users with installation SYSOPR authority are permitted access to Db2 even if the Db2 catalog is
unavailable.
This parameter is defined on the "PROTECTION" panel and is assembled as the SYSOPR1 parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
ZPARM Name: Part of SYSOPR1
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OPR1_VAR

SYSOPR2-LONG
Specifies the second authorization IDs with installation SYSOPR authority.
The two users with installation SYSOPR authority are permitted access to Db2 even if the Db2 catalog is
unavailable.
This parameter is defined on the "PROTECTION" panel and is assembled as the SYSOPR2 parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
ZPARM Name: Part of SYSOPR2
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OPR2_VAR
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SYSOPR1-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QWP4OPR1 is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OPR1_OFF

SYSOPR2-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable or long field name when QWP4OPR2 is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OPR2_OFF

SYSOPR1-VAR
Specifies the first of two authorization IDs with installation SYSOPR authority.
The two users with installation SYSOPR authority are permitted access to Db2 even if the Db2 catalog is
unavailable.
This parameter is defined on the "PROTECTION" panel and is assembled as the SYSOPR1 parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
ZPARM Name: Part of SYSOPR1
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OPR1_D

SYSOPR2-VAR
Specifies the second authorization IDs with installation SYSOPR authority.
The two users with installation SYSOPR authority are permitted access to DB2 even if the Db2 catalog is
unavailable.
This parameter is defined on the "PROTECTION" panel and is assembled as the SYSOPR2 parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
ZPARM Name: Part of SYSOPR2
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4OPR2_D

SYSTEM-LEVEL-BACKUPS
Specifies whether recover uses system level backups as the recovery base.
This field corresponds to field system-level backups on installation panel DSNTIP6.
ZPARM Name: SYSTEM_LEVEL_BACKUPS
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4SLBU

TEMP-DS-DEVICE-TYPE
Specifies the device type or unit name for allocating temporary data sets. This value is used for the precompiler,
compiler, assembler, sort, linkage editor, and utility work files in the tailored jobs and CLISTs. Db2 utilities that
dynamically allocate temporary data sets also use this parameter.
This field corresponds to field "temporary unit name" on the install panel.
This parameter is defined on the "Data Parameters" panel, and is assembled as the VOLTDEVT parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.
ZPARM Name: VOLTDEVT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4VDTY

TEMPLATE-TIME
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: DB2 utilities
ZPARM Name: TEMPLATE_TIME
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISA
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TRIGGER-DRAIN
Specifies the value for trigger drain.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4TDDN

UNCOMMITED-RD-WARN-THRSH
Specifies how many minutes that an agent holds a read claim before Db2 writes an IFCID 0313 record to report it
as a long-running reader.
This parameter corresponds to the "long-running reader" field on the installation panel.
This parameter is defined on the "Thread Management" panel, and is assembled as the LRDRTHLD parameter of
the DSN6SPRM macro.
ZPARM Name: LRDRTHLD
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4LRTH

TS-COMPRESSION-TYPE-FLAG
Specifies which compression algorithm should Db2 use when creating new compressed tablespaces, loading into
compressed tablespaces, and reorganizing existing compressed tablespaces.
F

(default) Db2 uses existing compression algorithm to perform compression and decompression of data
stored in the table.

H
Db2 uses Huffman compression provided by IBM z14 or later hardware for compression and
decompression of data stored in the table. Huffman compression only applies to universal tablespaces.
Other table space types use fixed-length compression regardless of TS_COMPRESSION_TYPE setting.

This field is new with Db2 12. Function level 504 or higher must be activated.
ZPARM Name: TS_COMPRESSION_TYPE
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4TSCT

TS-COMPRESSION-TYPE
Specifies which compression algorithm should Db2 use when creating new compressed tablespaces, loading into
compressed tablespaces, and reorganizing existing compressed tablespaces:
FIXED_LENGTH

(default) Db2 uses existing compression algorithm to perform compression and decompression of data
stored in the table.

HUFFMAN
Db2 uses Huffman compression provided by IBM z14 or later hardware for compression and
decompression of data stored in the table. Huffman compression only applies to universal tablespaces.
Other table space types use fixed-length compression regardless of TS_COMPRESSION_TYPE setting.

UNKNOWN
Unknown setting.

This field is new with Db2 12. Function level 504 or higher must be activated.
ZPARM Name: TS_COMPRESSION_TYPE
IBM DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4TSCT

UNION-COLNAME-7
(s) Enables V7 UNION result column name behavior.
ZPARM Name: UNION_COLNAME_7
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4UNM7

UTILITY-OBJECT-CONV
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: SQL object defaults
ZPARM Name: UTILITY_OBJECT_CONVERSION
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISA
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UTILITY-TIMEOUT
The number of timeout intervals that utility waited for a resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4UTO

UTIL-RSTSYS-DMP-CL
Specifies the DFSMSHSM dump class that the restore system utility uses to restore from a system level backup
that was dumped to tape.
This field corresponds to field dump class name on installation panel DSNTIP6.
ZPARM Name: UTILS_DUMP_CLASS_NAME
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RSDC

UTIL-RSTSYS-MAX-TP
The maximum number of tape units or drives that the restore system utility uses when restoring from a system
level backup dumped to tape.
This field corresponds to the maximum tape units field on installation panel DSNTIP6. 0 indicates NOLIMIT value.
ZPARM Name: RESTORE_TAPEUNITS
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RSMT

UTIL-TEMP-STORCLAS
Specifies the SMS storage class that Db2 uses for defining temporary shadow data sets. These data sets and
production page sets are defined in the same storage class when the value is blank.
This field corresponds to the "Util temp storclas" field on installation panel DSNTIP6.
ZPARM Name: UTIL_TEMP_STORCLAS
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4CHEC

UTILS-BLOCK-FOR-CDC
Specifies whether Db2 utilities can update tables that are enabled for replication (with the DATA CAPTURE
CHANGES attribute) or tablespaces that contain such tables.
YES

Db2 disallows the following Db2 utilities to update tables or tablespaces enabled for replication:

• CHECK DATA with DELETE YES LOG NO
• LOAD with SHRLEVEL NONE or REFERENCE
• RECOVER with TOLOGPOINT, TORBA, TOCOPY, TOLASTCOPY, or TOLASTFULLCOPY
• REORG TABLESPACE with DISCARD
• REPAIR with LOCATE DELETE

NO
Db2 allows all utilities to update tables or tablespaces enabled for replication.

This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Db2 utilities parameters panel 1
ZPARM Name: UTILS_BLOCK_FOR_CDC
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4UBCDC

UTILS-BLOCK-FOR-CDC-FLAG
A flag field for UTILS_BLOCK_FOR_CDC. Valid values are Y and N.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Db2 utilities parameters panel 1
ZPARM Name: UTILS_BLOCK_FOR_CDC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4UBCDC

UTILS-HSM-MSGDS-HLQ
Specifies the high-level qualifier for data sets that are allocated by the Db2 BACKUP SYSTEM and RESTORE
SYSTEM utilities for receiving messages from IBM Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) and IBM Data
Facility Data Set Services (DFDSS). These messages are included for debugging purposes in Db2 utility
SYSPRINT DD output.
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A blank parameter means that the utilities do not receive these messages from HSM and DFDSS and therefore
do not include them in diagnostics. If non-blank, the high-level qualifier must also be registered in HSM by a
SETSYS command. Data sets that use the high-level qualifier go through the following lifecycle:

1. HSM and DFDSS define and populate the data sets during BACKUP SYSTEM and RECOVER SYSTEM
processing.

2. Db2 allocates the data sets and writes their content to the SYSPRINT DD of the BACKUP SYSTEM or
RESTORE SYSTEM utility.

3. Db2 deletes the data set.

These data sets do not include messages from DUMP processing because control is returned to Db2 before
dump processing is complete.
The prefix must be blank or a valid data set qualifier (1-8 characters). The default is blank.
ZPARM Name: UTILS_HSM_MSGDS_HLQ
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4UHMDH

WFDBSEP
Specifies whether Db2 uses the allocation attributes of a tablespace to determine whether to provide
unconditional separation of the tablespace in the work file database.
This parameter is defined using the "Work file database panel" DSNTIP9.
ZPARM Name: WFDBSEP
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4WFDBSEP

WFSTGUSE-AGENT-THLD
The percentage of available space in the work file database on a Db2 subsystem or data sharing member that a
single agent can consume before a warning message is issued.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Work file database
ZPARM Name: WFSTGUSE_AGENT_THRESHOLD
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4WFSAT

WFSTGUSE-SYSTEM-THLD
The percentage of available space in the work file database on a Db2 subsystem or data sharing member that all
agents can consume before a warning message is issued.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Work file database
ZPARM Name: WFSTGUSE_SYSTEM_THRESHOLD
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4WFSAT

XML-RESTRICT-EMPTY-TAG
Specifies whether an empty XML element is always serialized using a start-element tag followed by an end-
element tag.
YES

Db2 serializes an empty XML element as a start-element tag followed by an end element tag (<X></X>)
in all cases.

NO
Db2 serializes an empty XML element either as an empty-element or as a start-element followed by an
end-element (<X/> or <X></X>).

IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: XML_RESTRICT_EMPTY_TAG
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4XMLO

Z-INSERTION-THRESHOLD
Specifies the Project Z insertion threshold.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4ZTN
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ZHYPERLINK
Specifies how Db2 uses z/OS zHyperLinks, which are used for synchronous I/O connections to Media Manager.
In Db2 data sharing, we recommended using the same setting for all group members.
DISABLE

(default) Db2 does not use zHyperLink for any I/O.
ENABLE

Db2 requests zHyperLink protocol for all eligible I/O requests to Media Manager.
DATABASE

Db2 requests zHyperLink protocol only for database synchronous read I/Os.
ACTIVELOG

Db2 requests zHyperLink protocol only for active log write I/Os.
UNKNOWN

Unknown setting.
ZPARM Name: ZHYPERLINK
IBM DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4ZHYPL

ZHYPERLINK-FLAG
Specifies how Db2 uses z/OS zHyperLinks, which are used for synchronous I/O connections to Media Manager.
In Db2 data sharing, we recommend using the same setting for all group members.
D

(default) Db2 does not use zHyperLink for any I/O.
E

Db2 requests zHyperLink protocol for all of eligible I/O requests to Media Manager.
B

Db2 requests zHyperLink protocol only for database synchronous read I/Os.
A

Db2 requests zHyperLink protocol only for active log write I/Os.
ZPARM Name: ZHYPERLINK
IBM DB2 Name: QWP4ZHYPL

ZIVLEMPEL-MAX-ENTRIES
The maximum number of ZIVLEMPEL dictionary entries.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4MDE

ZOSMETRICS
Specifies z/OS metrics in the IFCID 1 statistics trace record.
ZPARM Name: ZOSMETRICS
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4METE

ZPARM-TYPE
Specifies the type of Db2 zParm changed by the last SET SYSPARM command.
NONE

No command used.
LOAD

SET SYSPARM LOAD command used.
RELOAD

SET SYSPARM RELOAD command used.
STARTUP

SET SYSPARM STARTUP command used.
IBM DB2 Name: Derived from QWP4OZTP
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ZPARMS-NAME
Specifies the assembled member name of the ZPARM module.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ALLOW-UPDDELINS-WITH-UR
Specifies whether Db2 allows the preparation of UPDATE, DELETE, or INSERT statements with the WITH UR
isolation level attribute:
YES

Db2 allows preparing statements with the UR isolation. This SQL syntax is illegal. Db2 writes an
incompatibility trace record, IFCID 376 with function code 13.

NO
Db2 does not allow preparing UPDATE, DELETE, or INSERT statements with the UR isolation.

This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: ALLOW_UPD_DEL_INS_WITH_UR
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISA1

SUBSTR-COMPATIBILITY
Specifies whether SUBSTR allows incorrect validation of input parameters:
PREVIOUS

SUBSTR accepts an invalid substring length parameter if it is an expression instead of a simple constant.
Db2 writes an incompatibility trace record, IFCID 376 with function code 14.

CURRENT
SUBSTR enforces the use of valid input parameters.

This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: SUBSTR_COMPATIBILITY
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4SUBSTRCP

LOAD-RO-OBJECTS
Specifies whether Db2 utilities allow LOAD into read-only objects. Valid values are YES and NO.
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: LOAD_RO_OBJECTS
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4LIRO

UTILS-USE-ZSORT
Specifies whether Db2 utilities try to use the IBM Integrated Accelerator for Z Sort in DFSORT calls. Valid values
are YES and NO.
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: UTILS_USE_ZSORT
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4UZS

REORG-INDEX-NOSYSUT1
Specifies whether REORG INDEX runs with the NOSYSUT1 option by default. Valid values are YES and NO.
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: REORG_INDEX_NOSYSUT1
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4RINSU

LOAD-DEL-IMPLICIT-SCALE
Specifies how the Db2 LOAD utility handles decimal values with a missing decimal point when executed with
FORMAT DELIMITED:
YES

The utility uses an implied decimal point according to the scale of the field format in the input.
NO

The utility does not use an implied decimal point.
This field is new with Db2 12.
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ZPARM Name: LOAD_DEL_IMPLICIT_SCALE
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4LDISCALE

MFA-AUTHCACHE-UNUSED-TIM
Specifies the number of seconds that Db2 keeps multi-factor authentication (MFA) credentials from a distributed
client in the Db2 global authentication cache. A value of 0 indicates that Db2 does not cache the MFA credentials.
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: MFA_AUTHCACHE_UNUSED_TIME
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MFAT

REORG-IC-LIMIT-DASD
Specifies the maximum number of sequential image copies on DASD that Db2 REORG TABLESPACE can
allocate. A value of 0 indicates no limit.
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: REORG_IC_LIMIT_DASD
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RICLD

REORG-IC-LIMIT-TAPE
Specifies the maximum number of sequential image copies on tape that Db2 REORG TABLESPACE can allocate.
A value of 0 indicates no limit.
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: REORG_IC_LIMIT_TAPE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RICLT

SPREG-LOCK-TIMEOUT_MAX
Specifies the maximum value that you can use in a SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT statement. The valid range
is 0-32767. A value of -1 allows the use of any supported value.
This field is new with Db2 13.
ZPARM Name: SPREG_LOCK_TIMEOUT_MAX
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4LTMX

TABLE-COL-NAME-EXPANSION
Specifies whether Db2 allows column names longer than 30 EBCDIC characters:
ON

Db2 allows up to 128 EBCDIC characters in a column name.
OFF

Db2 allows up to 30 EBCDIC characters in a column name.
This field is new with Db2 13.
ZPARM Name: TABLE_COL_NAME_EXPANSION
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MS4C

UTILITY-HISTORY
Specifies whether Db2 writes information about the Db2 utility execution history to the SYSIBM1.SYSUTILITIES
catalog table:
UTILITY

Db2 collects the utility history information.
NONE

Db2 does not collect the utility history information.
This field is new with Db2 13.
ZPARM Name: UTILITY_HISTORY
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4UTHIST

FTB-NON-UNIQUE-INDEX
Specifies whether non-unique indexes are eligible for fast traversal processing. Valid values are YES and NO.
This field is new with Db2 12.
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ZPARM Name: FTB_NON_UNIQUE_INDEX
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4MISA1

QWP4PKGDEPLVL
Db2 serviceability field.
This field is new with Db2 13.
ZPARM Name: N/A
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4PKGDEPLVL

QWP4IXSAT
Db2 serviceability field.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4IXSAT

SUBSTR-COMPAT-FLAG
Specifies whether SUBSTR allows incorrect validation of input parameters:
P

SUBSTR accepts an invalid substring length parameter if it is an expression instead of a simple constant.
Db2 writes an incompatibility trace record, IFCID 376 with function code 14.

C
SUBSTR enforces the use of valid input parameters.

This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: SUBSTR_COMPATIBILITY
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4SUBSTRCP

LOAD-RO-OBJECTS-FLAG
Specifies whether Db2 utilities allow LOAD into read-only objects. Valid values are Y and N.
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: LOAD_RO_OBJECTS
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4LIRO

UTILS-USE-ZSORT-FLAG
Specifies whether Db2 utilities try to use the IBM Integrated Accelerator for Z Sort in DFSORT calls. Valid values
are Y and N.
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: UTILS_USE_ZSORT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4UZS

REORG-NOSYSUT1-FLAG
Specifies whether REORG INDEX runs with the NOSYSUT1 option by default. Valid values are Y and N.
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: REORG_INDEX_NOSYSUT1
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4RINSU

LOAD-DEL-IMPL-SCL-FLAG
Specifies how the Db2 LOAD utility handles decimal values with a missing decimal point when executed with
FORMAT DELIMITED:
Y

The utility uses an implied decimal point according to the scale of the field format in the input.
N

The utility does not use an implied decimal point.
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: LOAD_DEL_IMPLICIT_SCALE
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP4LDISCALE
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UTILITY-HISTORY-FLAG
Specifies whether Db2 writes information about the Db2 utility execution history to the SYSIBM1.SYSUTILITIES
catalog table:
U

Db2 collects the utility history information.
N

Db2 does not collect the utility history information.
This field is new with Db2 13.
ZPARM Name: UTILITY_HISTORY
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP4UTHIST

(106) LOGP Fields

The following list describes fields in the (106) DSNZPARM record that are used for data sharing and associated with
macro DSN6LOGP. Where applicable, the correlated ZPARM, IBM Db2 install panel, and IBM Db2 field name are
included. For complete descriptions of the DSNZPARMs, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS Installation and Migration Guide.

Fields Associated with a ZPARM
ARCHINPT

Specifies the maximum number of archive log volumes that are concurrently allocated for input.
ZPARM Name: MAXRTU
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP2INLM

ARCHPARM
Specifies single or dual archiving.
Values: SINGLE|DUAL
ZPARM Name: TWOARCH
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP2OPT2, based on QWP2ADL

AWFLOAD
Specifies whether online initiation of the offload option function is used.
Values: YES|NO
ZPARM Name: OFFLOAD
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP2OPT1, based on QWP2OFFL

BSDSPARM
Specifies single or dual BSDS.
Values: SINGLE|DUAL
ZPARM Name: TWOBSDS
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP2OPT1, based on QWP2DBSD

CPY21ST
Indicates whether COPY2 archives are read first.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Operator Functions
ZPARM name: ARC2FRST
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP2OPT2, based on QWP2ARC2

DEALLOCATE-MINUTES
Specifies how long an archive read tape unit can remain unused before being deallocated.
ZPARM Name: DEALLCT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP2DMIN

DEALLOCATE-SECONDS
Specifies the complete time, when combined with DEALLOCATE-MINUTES.
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ZPARM Name: DEALLCT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP2DSEC

INBUFF
Specifies the buffer size for reading active and archive logs.
ZPARM Name: INBUFF
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP2IBPS

LOGPARM
Specifies single or dual active logging.
Values: SINGLE|DUAL
ZPARM Name: TWOACTV
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP2OPT1, based on QWP2DUAL

MAXARCH
Specifies the maximum number of archive log volumes records in the BSDS.
ZPARM Name: MAXARCH
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP2ARCL

OFFLOAD
Specifies whether offload is on.
ZPARM Name: OFFLOAD
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP2OPT1, based on QWP2OFFL

OUTBUFF
Specifies the buffer size for writing active and archive logs.
ZPARM Name: OUTBUFF
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP2OBPS

REMOTE-COPY-SW-ACCEL
Specifies whether Db2 uses software to control the remote copy process for active log output in peer-to-peer
remote copy (PPRC) environments.
The following values are valid:
DISABLE

Indicates that PPRC function is used if available.
ENABLE

Indicates that host software is used.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: REMOTE_COPY_SW_ACCEL
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP2OPT1, based on QWP2RCSA

TWOACTV
Specifies whether dual-active logging is active.
Values: SINGLE|DUAL
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP2OPT1, based on QWP2DUAL

CDDS-MODE
Specifies how a Db2 data sharing group member participates in a GDPS Continuous Availability with zero data
loss environment.
Possible values are:
SOURCE

The data sharing group which contains the installing member is the source group in an implementation of
the GDPS Continuous Availability with zero data loss solution. The source data sharing group supports
replication of the logs and log data sets of its members by another data sharing group. This other group is
the proxy group in the implementation of the solution. The proxy group carries out tables replication in the
source data sharing group that are enabled for changed data capture. The source group must contain a
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key-sequenced data set with the name specified by the CDDS_PREFIX subsystem parameter. That data
set is the compression dictionary data set (CDDS). When IFI READS calls are made to the proxy group to
retrieve compressed log records, Db2 decompress the log records using the CDDS.

PROXY
The data sharing group that contains the installing member supports only replication of log data sets
for the source data sharing group in an implementation of the GDPS Continuous Availability with zero
data loss solution. The location of the proxy group must be defined in the source group communications
database.

NONE
The Db2 subsystem or data sharing group does not participate in a GDPS Continuous Availability with
zero data loss environment. Only own log replication is supported. The CDDS_PREFIX parameter
specified data set can be defined locally but is not used.

In Db2 12, function level 100 or higher must be activated.
ZPARM Name: CDDS_MODE
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP2OPT1

CDDS-PREFIX
Specifies the prefix for the data set name which contains dictionaries that Db2 uses to decompress log records
when a proxy data sharing group is an implementation of the "GDPS Continuous Availability with zero data loss".
This solution captures the log records for a source data sharing group. The data set is known as the compression
dictionary data set (CDDS). The name of the data set is formed by appending the string '.CDDS' to the value of
CDDS_PREFIX.
This subsystem parameter is used only when the Db2 data sharing group that contains an installing member is
part of an implementation of the GDPS Continuous Availability with zero data loss solution.
If CDDS_MODE setting is PROXY or SOURCE, the CDDS must be defined at the source data sharing group and
mirrored through peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) at the proxy data sharing group.
In Db2 12, function level 100 or higher must be activated.
ZPARM Name: CDDS_PREFIX
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP2CDDS

Fields Not Associated with a ZPARM
ARCHOPTS

Specifies the dual archive logs flag.
Values: x'80'|x'40'|x'20'
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP2OPT2

LOGOPTS
Specifies whether dual active logging, offloading, dual BSDS, host software, CDDS source mode, or CDDS proxy
mode are enabled.
Indicator bits are as follows:
B'1000 0000' on

Implies dual active logging.
B'0100 0000' on

Implies offloading enabled.
B'0010 0000' on

Implies dual BSDS.
B'0001 0000' on

Implies the use of software to control remote copy for active log output in PPRC environments.
B'0000 1000' on

Implies the use of source CDDS mode.
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B'0000 0100' on
Implies the use of proxy CDDS mode.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP2OPT1
QWP2LVL

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP2LVL
QWP2OPT3

Specifies flags:
x'80'

Specifies whether to use a log latch for log buffer serialization.
x'40'

Specifies whether log buffers are page fixed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP2OPT3

WRTHRSH
Specifies the number of buffers that are filled before writing to the active log.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP2WRTH

(106) Archive initialization parameters block (ARVP) Fields

The following list describes the IQL fields in the (106) DSNZPARM record that are associated with the DSN6ARVP
macro. Where applicable, the correlated ZPARM, IBM Db2 install panel, and IBM Db2 field name are listed. For complete
descriptions of the DSNZPARMs, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS Installation and Migration Guide.

Fields Associated with a ZPARM

The following fields are associated with a ZPARM:

ARCH-ALLOC-UNIT
Specifies the archive log allocation unit: cylinders, tracks, or blocks.
ZPARM Name: ALCUNIT
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from flag QWP3FLG1 based on the values QWP3CYL and QWP3TRCK

ARCH-CATALOG
Specifies whether the archive logs are cataloged.
ZPARM Name: CATALOG
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from flag QWP3FLG1, based on QWP3CTLG

ARCH-COMPACTION
Specifies whether data written to the archive log is compacted.
ZPARM Name: COMPACT
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from flag QWP3FLG1, based on QWP3COMP

ARCHPFX1
Specifies high-level qualifiers of the archive log DSN.
ZPARM Name: ARCPFX1
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP3RE1N

ARCHPFX2
Specifies high-level qualifiers of the archive log copy DSN.
ZPARM Name: ARCPFX2
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP3RE2N

ARCH-RACF
Specifies whether RACF individual profiles protect archive logs.
ZPARM Name: PROTECT
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from flag QWP3FLG1, based on QWP3RTCT
ARCH-TIMESTAMP

Specifies whether to timestamp the archive.
ZPARM Name: TSTAMP
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from flag QWP3FLG1, based on QWP3DTIM

ARCH-WTOR
Specifies whether to send a message to the operator and wait for a reply before mounting an archive log data set.
ZPARM Name: ARCWTOR
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from flag QWP3FLG1, based on QWP3WTOR

ARC-PRI-ALLOC
Specifies the archive log primary space allocation.
ZPARM Name: PRIQTY
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP3RISP

ARC-SEC-ALLOC
Specifies the archive log secondary space allocation.
ZPARM Name: SECQTY
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP3SECS

ARCRETN
Specifies the archive log retention period.
ZPARM Name: ARCRETN
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP3RETN

ARCWRTC
Specifies the WTOR list for MVS.
ZPARM Name: ARCWRTC
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP3WLST

BLOCK-SIZE
Specifies the archive log block size.
ZPARM Name: BLKSIZE
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DEVTYPE
Specifies the current archive log device type or unit name to use with the second archive copy data set.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Archive Log Data Set Parameters
ZPARM Name: UNIT 2 in DSN6ARVP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP3UNT2

MAX-QUIESCE
Specifies the maximum QUIESCE period.
ZPARM Name: QUIESCE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP3MQP

SVOLARC
Indicates whether Db2 specifies a unit and volume count of 1 when allocating a new archive log data set on disk.
We recommend specifying a count when SMS manages the archives. When Db2 archives to disk, it determines a
count of candidate volumes by using the number of online storage volumes for the specified UNIT name.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Archive Log Data Set Parameters
ZPARM Name: SVOLARC in DSN6ARVP
Limit: 15 volumes
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from flag QWP3FLG2, based on QWP3SVOL

UNIT
Specifies the device type or unit name for storing archive log data sets.
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IBM DB2 Install Panel: Archive Log Data Set Parameters
ZPARM Name: UNIT in DSN6ARVP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP3UNT1

Fields Not Associated with a ZPARM

The following fields are not associated with a ZPARM.

ARCH-EXT-DATESTAMP
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from flag QWP3FLG1, based on QWP3DTIM

ARC-FLAG1
Specifies the log flag byte.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP3FLG1

ARC-FLAG2
Specifies the flag byte. The following value is valid:
X'80'

Specifies single-volume DASD archives
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP3FLG2

ARCWRTC
Specifies the routing codes that are associated with the WTOR. The value is specified as decimals from 1 through
16, with intervening commas. This value is ignored if ZPARM setting ARCWTOR is set to NO.
ZPARM Name: ARCWRTC in DSN6ARVP
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP3WLST

QWP3LVL
Specifies the level of this block. This field is used to detect out of sync parameters and codes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP3LVL

QWP3ULN2
Specifies the length of the UNIT 2 name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP3ULN2

(106) IRLM Processing Parms

The following list describes the IQL fields in the (106) DSNZPARM record that are associated with the DSN6SPRM macro
and QWP5. These fields control settings for IRLM processing. Where applicable, the correlated zParm, IBM Db2 install
panel, and IBM Db2 field name are given. For complete descriptions of the DSNZPARMs, see the IBM DB2 for z/OS
Installation and Migration Guide.

IRLM-DEADLOCK-CYCLES
Specifies the number of local cycles per global cycle.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP5DCYC

IRLM-DEADLOCK-TIME
Specifies the time, in milliseconds, of the local deadlock detection cycle.
The local value must be less than the value specified for the resource timeout zparm value (IRLMRWT).
Otherwise, time-out detection will always supersede deadlock detection. A deadlock is a situation where two or
more requestors are waiting for resources held by the other.
Deadlock detection is the procedure by which a deadlock and its participants are identified. IBM recommends that
this value not exceed 5000.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP5DLOK

IRLM-FLAG
Specifies the process flags:
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• X'80' - PC=YES was specified (IRLM uses the cross address space program call).

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP5FLG
IRLM-PC

Specifies whether the IRLM is using the cross-address-space program call.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP5FLG based on QWP5PCY

IRLM-HASH-ENTRIES
Specifies the z/OS lock table hash entries.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP5HASH

IRLM-LIST-ENTRIES
Specifies the z/OS lock table list entries.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP5RLE

IRLM-MAX-CSA
Shows the maximum amount of ECSA (extended common storage area) that IRLM uses for its control block
structure (locks).
ZPARM Name: MAXCSA
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP5MCSA

IRLM-MAX-MEM31
Shows the maximum amount of 31-bit IRLM private storage available for normal operations in IRLM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP5BPM

IRLM-MAX-MEM64
Shows the maximum amount of 64-bit IRLM private storage available for normal operations in IRLM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP5APM

IRLM-PEND-HASH-ENTRIES
Specifies the pending number of hash entries.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP5PHSH

IRLM-TIMEOUT-INT
Specifies the timeout interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP5TVAL

(106) LIST Parms - Catalog Qualifiers, Restart Database/Pageset Lists

The following list describes the IQL fields in the (106) DSNZPARM record that are associated with the DSN6SPRM
macros QWP6, QWP7, and QWP8. These parameters refer to lists of VSAM catalog qualifiers and databases that are
started automatically during DBM1 startup. Where applicable, the correlated zParm, IBM Db2 install panel, and IBM Db2
field name are provided. For complete descriptions of DSNZPARMs, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS Installation and Migration
Guide.

Fields Associated with a ZPARM
CATALOG

Specifies the high-level qualifier for all Db2 system DSNs. This value also indicates the alias of the VSAM ICF
catalog containing those data sets.
ZPARM name: CATALOG
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP6CATN

DB-LIST-1
Specifies a list of names of databases or tablespaces to start or defer when Db2 is restarted. The value of ALL
means that all databases are started or deferred.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Databases and Spaces to Start Automatically
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ZPARM Name: RESTART, ALL
IBM Db2 Field Name: Based on QWP7STR

DB-START-DFER
Specifies whether Db2 starts or defers processing the listed objects when Db2 is started.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Databases and Spaces to Start Automatically
ZPARM Name: RESTART
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP7STR

RESTART
Starts the database flag.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Databases and Spaces to Start Automatically
ZPARM Name: RESTART
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP7STR

Fields Not Associated with a ZPARM
DBNAME

Specifies the name of a database in the list of databases to start or defer automatically.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP8DBNM

TBLSPC
Specifies the name of a tablespace in the list of tablespaces to start or defer automatically.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP8SPNM

(106) Data Sharing (GRP) Fields

The following list describes the IQL fields in the (106) DSNZPARM record used for data sharing and associated with the
macro DSN6GRP. Where applicable, the correlated zParm, IBM Db2 install panel, and IBM Db2 field name are included.
For complete descriptions of the DSNZPARMs, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS Installation and Migration Guide.

Fields With ZPARMs

The following fields are associated with a DSNZPARM:

DATA-SHARING
Indicates whether data sharing is enabled.
ZPARM Name: DSHARE
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPAIOPT, based on QWPADSHR

DB2-MEMBER-NAME
Specifies the name of the Db2 data sharing member.
IBM DB2 Installation Panel: Data Sharing Define Group or Member
ZPARM Name: MEMBNAME
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPAMBRN

GROUP-NAME
Specifies the name of the Db2 data sharing group.
IBM DB2 Installation Panel: Data Sharing Define Group or Member
ZPARM Name: GRPNAME
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPAGRPN

IMMEDWRT-OVERRIDE
Indicates the immediate write override flag. The following values are valid:
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• Y (YES)
• P (PH1)
• N (NO)

IBM DB2 Installation Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: IMMEDWRI
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPAIMMW

IMMED-WRITE-OVRRDE
Indicates the IMMEDWRITE override. The following values are valid:

• YES
• PH1
• NO

IBM DB2 Installation Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: IMMEDWRI
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPAIMMW

PARA-ASSIST
Indicates whether this Db2 can assist parallel processing:
NO

Does not consider this Db2 as an assistant at bind or run time.
YES

Considers this Db2 at bind and run time. To be used as an assistant at run time, the VPPSEQT and
VPXPSEQT buffer pool thresholds of this Db2 must be greater than zero.

ZPARM Name: ASSIST
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPAHELP

PARALLEL-ASST
Indicates whether this Db2 can assist parallel processing:
N

Does not consider this Db2 as an assistant at bind or run time.
Y

Considers this Db2 at bind and run time. To be used as an assistant at run time, the VPPSEQT and
VPXPSEQT buffer pool thresholds of this Db2 must be greater than zero.

ZPARM Name: ASSIST
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPAASST

PARALLEL-COORD
Indicates whether this Db2 can be a parallelism coordinator:
Y

Sends parallel tasks to eligible Db2 members. This value is the default.
N

Does not send parallel tasks to other Db2 members.
Values: Y|N
ZPARM Name: COORDNTR
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPACOOR

PEER-RECOVERY
Specifies whether this data sharing member participates in data sharing peer recovery:
NONE

(default)
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This member does not participate in peer recovery. Use this option if you have configured the z/OS
Automatic Recovery Manager (ARM) to restart failed Db2 members.

RECOVER
If this member fails, it is recovered by a peer member.

ASSIST
This member attempts to initiate peer recovery for other failed members. When a failure is detected, the
member attempts to initiate a LIGHT(YES) restart for the failed member to recover the retained locks,
unless the restart has already been initiated.

BOTH
Both RECOVER and ASSIST options are activated for this member.

This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: PEER_RECOVERY
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPAPEERRECX

PEER-RECOVERY-FLAG
Specifies whether this data sharing member participates in data sharing peer recovery:
N

(default)
This member does not participate in peer recovery. Use this option if you have configured the z/OS
Automatic Recovery Manager (ARM) to restart failed Db2 members.

B
Both RECOVER and ASSIST options are activated for this member.

R
If this member fails, it is recovered by a peer member.

A
This member attempts to initiate peer recovery for other failed members. When a failure is detected, the
member attempts
to initiate a LIGHT(YES) restart for the failed member to recover the retained locks, unless the restart has
already been initiated.

This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: PEER_RECOVERY
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPAPEERREC

RANDOMATT
Indicates whether a member is eligible for random group attach.
This field corresponds to the "random attach" field on the installation panel DSNTIPK.
IBM DB2 Installation Panel: Define Group or Member, DSNTIPK
ZPARM name: RANDOMATT
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPARAND

RANDOM-GRP-ATTACH
Indicates whether this member is eligible for random group attach.
IBM DB2 Installation Panel: Define Group or Member, DSNTIPK
ZPARM name: RANDOMATT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPARAND

Fields Not Associated with a ZPARM

The following fields are not associated with a system parameter:

INIT-OPTIONS
Contains the flag byte indicating the data sharing option (X'80'-Data sharing is enabled).
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPAIOPT
MAX-MEMBERS

Indicates the maximum number of data sharing members.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPAMAXM

QWPALVL
Indicates the maintenance level of the QWPA data section.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPALVL

SU-CONV-FACTOR
Indicates the CPU service unit conversion factor, which can be used to convert CPU time to service units (Sus).
The conversion factor depends on the processor and is used as follows:
CP secs * 16,000,000 / Conversion Factor = SUs

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPASUCV

(106) FAC Fields

The following list describes the IQL fields in the (106) DSNZPARM record that are associated with the DSN6FAC
macro. Where applicable, the correlated zParm, IBM Db2 install panel, and IBM Db2 field name are given. For complete
descriptions of the DSNZPARMs, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS Installation and Migration Guide.

Fields with ZPARMs

The following fields are associated with a ZPARM:

CONN-QUEUE-MAX-DEPTH
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Distributed data facility
ZPARM Name: MAXCONQN
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9MCONQN

CONN-QUEUE-MAX-WAIT
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Distributed data facility
ZPARM Name: MAXCONQW
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9MCONQW

DDF-COMPATIBILITY
Indicates whether certain characteristics of a connection between a client application and a Db2 for z/OS data
server are enabled for compatibility with previous Db2 release.
YES

One or more values are specified in the parameter.
NO

No values are specified in the parameter, it has no effect, and current Db2 version behavior is used for all
applications.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: DDF_COMPATIBILITY
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP9DDFC

DDF-START
Specifies whether Db2 loads DDF, and if DDF is loaded, how to start it.
Values: Auto, None, Command
ZPARM Name: DDF
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP9STRT
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DDF-THREAD-STATUS
Specifies the DDF thread status.
ZPARM Name: CMTSTAT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9CMST

DISABLE-IMPCAST-NJV
Indicates whether Db2 disables implicit casting of input host variables from numeric data types to string data
types, or from string data types to numeric data types for the non-Java application.
YES

Implicit casting of input host variables is disabled.
NO

Implicit casting of input host variables is enabled.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: DDF_COMPATIBILITY(DISABLE_IMPCAST_NJV)
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP9DDFC

DISABLE-IMPCAST-JV
Indicates whether Db2 disables implicit casting of input host variables from numeric data types to string data
types, or from string data types to numeric data types for the Java application.
YES

Implicit casting of input host variables is disabled.
NO

Implicit casting of input host variables is enabled.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: DDF_COMPATIBILITY(DISABLE_IMPCAST_JV)
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP9DDFC

DISABLE-ITTO-EXCPTN
Indicates whether Db2 sends the serviceability information to clients for idle thread timeout conditions:
YES

The idle thread timeout-related serviceability information is not returned to remote client environments.
NO

The idle thread timeout-related serviceability information is returned to remote client environments.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: DDF_COMPATIBILITY(DISABLE_ITTO_EXCPTN)
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP9DDFC

FACILITY-EPARM
Shows what action Db2 takes if the resource limit facility encounters some error that prevents it from accessing
the resource limit specification table (RLST) during a query request from another Db2. Common errors include not
finding a qualifying row from the RLST.
Flag bits as follows:
X'80'

Allows a remote query to run without a limit (NOLIMIT).
ZPARM Name: RLFERRD

X'40'
Terminates a remote query to run without a limit (NORUN).
ZPARM Name: RLFERRD

X'20'
Allows a remote static query to run without a limit (NOLIMIT).
ZPARM Name: RLFERRDSTC
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X'10'
Terminates a remote static query to run without a limit (NORUN).
ZPARM Name: RLFERRDSTC

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9RLER
FACILITY-IDLE-THRD-TO

Specifies the idle thread timeout interval. This value represents the number of seconds that an active server
thread can hold locks and can remain dormant before being canceled. 0 indicates that server threads do not time
out.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Distributed Data Facility
ZPARM Name: IDTHTOIN
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9TTO

FACILITY-LIMIT-STATIC
Show the numeric value of RLFERRDSTC ZPARM, which represents the number of CPU seconds allowed for a
remote static query.
Values: 1 through 5000000
This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: RLFERRDSTC
DB2 Name: QWP9RLFNS

FACILITY-RESYNC
Specifies the number of minutes between resynchronization periods.
ZPARM Name: RESYNC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9RYC

FACILITY-SPARM
Specifies the facility start parameter.
Values: Auto, None, Command
ZPARM Name: DDF
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9STRT

IDNTFY-VNN-PRIOR-VER
Indicates the version of Db2 server running in conversion mode (CM) that is used to identify itself to all remote
clients as a prior Db2 version running in new-function mode (NFM).
IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: DDF_COMPATIBILITY ZPARM(IDNTFY_Vnn_PRIOR_VER), where nn is replaced with the Db2
version number (10, 11, and so on)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9DDFCIP

IGNORE-TZ
Indicates whether Db2 ignores TIME ZONE information in the boundary error checking for TIMESTAMP WITH
TIME ZONE input variables when the target data type is TIMESTAMP.
Values:
YES

TIME ZONE information is ignored.
NO

TIME ZONE information is not ignored.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: DDF_COMPATIBILITY(IGNORE_TZ)
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP9DDFC

POOL-THRD-TIMEOUT
Shows the current pool thread timeout value.
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Pool thread timeout specifies the time, in seconds, that a DBAT can remain idle in the pool before it is terminated.
0 causes a DBAT to terminate rather than go into the pool when the pool has enough threads to process current
type 2 inactive threads.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Distributed Data Facility
ZPARM Name: POOLINAC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9INAC

PRIVATE-PROTOCOL
Specifies Db2 behavior regarding the use of legacy private protocols, which determine whether plan owner-based
authorization semantics are allowed. Values are NO and AUTH.
ZPARM Name: PRIVATE_PROTOCOL
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP9PRVP

RLFERRD
Specifies what action Db2 takes for dynamic SQL statements from remote locations when a problem occurs with
the resource limit specification table:
NOLIMIT

Allows all dynamic SQL statements to run without limit.
NORUN

Terminates all dynamic SQL statements immediately with an SQL error code.
1 through 5000000

Specifies the number of service units used as the default resource limit. If the limit is exceeded, the SQL
statement is terminated.

This subsystem parameter applies to the following situations:

• An error prevents the resource limit facility from accessing the resource limit specification table
• Db2 cannot find an applicable row in the resource limit specification table

NOTE
An applicable row is a row that applies to the authorization ID, collection ID, package name, and the
name of the logical unit of work of the query user.

ZPARM Name: RLFERRD
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP9RLER, based on the values in QWP9RLFL, QWP9RLFR, and
QWP9RLFN

RLFERRDSTC
Specifies what action Db2 takes for static SQL statements from remote locations when a problem occurs with the
resource limit specification table:
NOLIMIT

Allows all static SQL statements from remote locations to run without limit.
NORUN

Terminates all static SQL statements from remote locations immediately with an SQL error code.
1..5000000

Specifies the number of service units to use as the default resource limit. If the limit is exceeded, the SQL
statement is terminated.

This subsystem parameter applies to the following situations:

• An error prevents the resource limit facility from accessing the resource limit specification table
• Db2 cannot find an applicable row in the resource limit specification table

NOTE
An applicable row is a row that applies to the authorization ID, collection ID, or package name, and
the name of the logical unit of work of the query user.
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This field is new with Db2 12 (function level 500 or higher must be activated).
ZPARM Name: RLFERRDSTC
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP9RLER/QWP9RLFNS

SP-PARM-JV
Indicates whether the pre-V10 server compatibility behavior is used when a Java client application calls a Db2
for z/OS and Db2 returns output argument values with data types that match the data types specified in the
CallableStatement.registerOutParameter method calls.
YES

Db2 returns output argument values with data types that match the data types specified in
CallableStatement.registerOutParameter method calls.

NO
Db2 returns output argument values with data types that match the data types of the parameters in the
stored procedure definition.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: DDF_COMPATIBILITY(SP_PARMS_JV)
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP9DDFC

SP-PARM-NJV
Indicates whether the pre-V10 server compatibility behavior is used when a non-Java client application calls
a Db2 for z/OS and Db2 returns output argument values with data types that match the data types of the
corresponding CALL statement arguments.
YES

Indicates that Db2 returns output parameter values with data types that match the data types of the
corresponding CALL statement arguments.

NO
Indicates that Db2 returns output parameter values with data types that match the data types of the
parameters in the stored procedure definition.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: None
ZPARM Name: DDF_COMPATIBILITY(SP_PARMS_NJV)
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP9DDFC

SQLINTRP
Specifies whether SQL interrupt processing is enabled or disabled. Typically, this processing is disabled only
when remote client systems experience SQL interrupt-oriented failures. In that case, temporary disablement of the
Db2 SQL interrupt support is required until remote client systems are modified to tolerate the behavior.
ZPARM Name: SQLINTRP
Default: ENABLE
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP9SINTD

T1-MAX-INACTIVE
Specifies the maximum number of type 1 inactive threads that Db2 allows. 0 indicates that type 1 inactive
connections are not allowed.
ZPARM Name: MAXTYPE1
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9MAX1

TCPIP-VERIFY
Shows the TCPIP Already Verified value. This value determines whether Db2 accepts TCPIP connection requests
containing only a user ID (no password, ACF2 PassTicket, Top Secret PassTicket, RACF PassTicket, or DCE
ticket).
The following values are valid:
NO

A user ID and password are required for connection requests, or the connection must be authenticated by
a RACF PassTicket or Kerberos ticket.
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YES
A new connection is accepted with a user ID only.

SERVER_ENCRYPT
A user ID and password or Kerberos tickets are accepted. Also, one of the following conditions must be
true:

• The user ID and password is AES-encrypted.
• The connection is accepted on a port that ensures AT-TLS policy.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: Distributed Data Facility
ZPARM Name: TCPALVER
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWP9MISC, based on the QWP9TCPA values

TCP-KEEPALIVE
Determines whether to override the TCP/IP stack Keepalive value:
ENABLE

Do not override the TCP/IP value.
DISABLE

Disable Keepalive probing all together.
DB2 Installation Panel: Distributed Data Facility
ZPARM Name: TCPKPALV
Default: ENABLE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9TCKA

Fields Not Associated with a ZPARM

The following fields are not associated with a system parameter:

FACILITY-COUNT
Specifies the number of facility entries.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9NM

FACILITY-NAME
Specifies the facility name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9NAME

FACILITY-EPARM
Specifies the RLF error parameter.
Db2 12 added values X'10' and X'20'.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9RLER

FACILITY-LIMIT
Specifies the limit in system units. Used only if RLFERRD is set to a numeric value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9RLFN

FACILITY-LIMIT-STATIC
Specifies the limit in system units. Used only if RLFERRDSTC is set to a numeric value.
New field with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9RLFNS

MISC-PARMS
Specifies miscellaneous parameters:
x'80'

Indicates whether already verified connections are accepted from TCP/IP clients.
This field corresponds to field “already verified” on installation panel DSNTIP5.
ZPARM Name: TCPALVER
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X'40'
Indicates SQL interrupt disabled when bit is on.

X’20'
Indicates progressive streaming default disabled when bit is on.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9MISC
TCPIP-OPTIONS

Specifies extended options for verified TCP/IP clients. This field is meaningful only if QWP9TCPA=NO. The
following value is valid:
x'80'

Indicates that a user ID and password are required. In addition, one of these conditions must be satisfied:

• The user ID and password and any RACF PASSTICKETS are AES encrypted.
• A KERBEROS ticket is required.
• An AT-TLS policy protects the connection (verified through a Db2 SECPORT).
• An IPSEC tunnel protects the connection.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP9TCPVX

(106) Application Programming Default (DSNHDECP) Fields

The following list describes the IQL fields in the (106) DSNZPARM record that are associated with the DSNHDECP
macro.

Where applicable, the correlated zParm, IBM Db2 install panel, and IBM Db2 field name are given. For complete
descriptions of DSNZPARMs, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS: Installation and Migration Guide.

Fields Associated with a ZPARM
APPL-ENCODE-SCHEME

Specifies the system default application encoding scheme. The system default application encoding scheme
affects how Db2 interprets data coming into Db2.
For example, you can set a default application encoding scheme of 37 and an EBCDIC coded character of
500. Db2 then converts all incoming data from 37 to 500 before using it. This data includes, but is not limited to,
SQL statement text and host variables. EBCDIC causes Db2 to retain the behavior of previous releases of Db2.
(Assume that all data is in the EBCDIC system CCSID.)
IBM DB2 Installation Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: APPENSCH
Default: EBCDIC
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBAPSC

ASCII-GBCS-CCSID
Shows the ID value of the ASCII graphic-coded character set.
IBM DB2 Installation Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: AGCCSID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBAGID

ASCII-MBCS-CCSID
Shows the ASCII mixed byte coded character set ID value.
IBM DB2 Installation Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: AMCCSID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBAMID

ASCII-SBCS-CCSID
Shows the ASCII single byte coded character set ID value.
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IBM DB2 Installation Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: ASCCSID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBASID

ORG-DECIMAL-ARITH
Shows the decimal arithmetic setting as follows:
x'80' off

DECIMAL 15
x'80' on

DECIMAL 31
IBM DB2 Installation Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: DECARTH
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBAR

DECIMAL-ARITH
Specifies the decimal arithmetic setting as follows:
DEC15

Uses rules which do not allow precision greater than 15 digits.
DEC31

Uses rules which allow precision of up to 31 digits.
Db2 always uses the rules of DEC31 when either operand has precision greater than 15.
IBM DB2 Installation Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: DECARTH
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPBAR based on QWPBARTH

DEFAULT-ENCODING-SCHEME
Specifies the encoding scheme value as follows:
x'C0' off

EBCDIC
x'C0' on

ASCII
The encoding scheme is specified on the “Application Programming Defaults” installation panel.
ZPARM Name: ENSCHEME
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBDENC

DEFAULT-DATE-FORMAT
Shows the date format value. The following values are valid:
ISO

yyyy-mm-dd
USA

mm/dd/yyyy
EUR

dd.mm.yyyy
JIS

yyyy-mm-dd
LOCAL

Installation exit
The date format is specified on the Application Programming Defaults installation panel.
ZPARM Name: DATE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBDATE
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DEFAULT-DB2-SUBSYS
Specifies the default Db2 subsystem name used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBSSID

DEFAULT-ENCODE
Specifies the encoding scheme value as follows:
x'C0' off

EBCDIC
x'C0' on

ASCII
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: ENSCHEME
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBENS

DEFAULT-LANGUAGE
Specifies the default coding language.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBLANG

ORG-DEFLT-SQL-DELIM
Shows the SQL string delimiter value as follows:
x'80' off

Apostrophe
x'80' on

Quote
x'40' off

Default
The SQL string delimiter controls whether a quotation mark (“) or an apostrophe (') is used to set off character
strings in dynamic SQL. The delimiter also specifies the escape character for delimited identifiers in dynamic
SQL. If an apostrophe is specified, then the quotation mark is the SQL escape character. If a quotation mark is
specified, then an apostrophe is the SQL escape character.
A value of DEFAULT in this field specifies an apostrophe as a delimiter in dynamic SQL.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: SQLDELI
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBSDL

DEFAULT-SQL-DELIMITER
Shows the SQL string delimiter value as follows:
APOST

Apostrophe
QUOTE

Quote
DEFAULT

Default
The SQL string delimiter controls whether a quotation mark (“) or an apostrophe (') is used to set off character
strings in dynamic SQL. The delimiter also specifies the escape character for delimited identifiers in dynamic
SQL. If an apostrophe is specified, then the quotation mark is the SQL escape character. If a quotation mark is
specified, then an apostrophe is the SQL escape character.
A value of DEFAULT in this field specifies an apostrophe as a delimiter in dynamic SQL.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: SQLDELI
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPBSDL based on QWPBSDEL and QWPBSDFT
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DEFAULT-TIME-FORMAT
Shows the time format value.
The following values are valid:
ISO

HH.MM.SS
USA

HH:MM AM/PM
EUR

HH.MM.SS
JIS

HH:MM:SS
LOCAL

Installation exit
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: TIME
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBTIME

DIST-SQL-DELIMITER
Shows the distributed SQL string delimiter value as follows:
x'80' off

APOST
x'80' on

QUOTE
This value specifies the SQL string delimiter to use for bind operations when the requester does not provide this
information to Db2. The delimiter can be a quotation mark (“) or an apostrophe (').
The distributed SQL string delimiter is specified on the “Application Programming Defaults” installation panel.
ZPARM Name: DSQLDELI
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBDSD

DIST-SQL-STRING-DELIM
Shows the distributed SQL string delimiter value as follows:
x'80' off

APOST
X'80' on

QUOTE
This value specifies the SQL string delimiter to use for bind operations when the requester does not provide this
information to Db2. The delimiter can be a quotation mark (“) or an apostrophe (').
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: DSQLDELI
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBSQSD

GBCS-CCSID
Shows the graphic coded character set value.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: SCCSID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBGID

IMPLICIT-TIMEZONE
Specifies the implicit time zone for Db2 table columns and routine parameters when those columns and
parameters are set as timestamp with time zone.
ZPARM Name: IMPLICIT_TIMEZONE
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBIMTZ
ORG-LOCAL-DATE-LENGTH

Shows the local date length value.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: DATELEN
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBDLEN

LOCAL-DATE-LENGTH
Shows the local date length value.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: DATELEN
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPBDLEN

ORG-LOCAL-TIME-LENGTH
Shows the local time length value.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: TIMELEN
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBTLEN

LOCAL-TIME-LENGTH
Shows the local time length value.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: TIMELEN
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPBTLEN

MBCS-CCSID
Shows the mixed coded character set value.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: SCCSID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBMID

ORG-MIXED-GRAPHICS
Shows the mixed data value as follows:
x'80' off

No
x'80' on

Yes
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: MIXED
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBGRA

MIXED-GRAPHICS
This value controls whether code points X'0E' and X'0F' have special meaning as shift-out and shift-in controls for
character strings with double-byte characters. The following values are valid:
YES

Indicates that these code points have special meaning. Character strings can be single-byte character set
(SBCS) or MIXED data.

NO
Indicates that these code points have no special meaning. All character strings are SBCS data.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: MIXED
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPBGRA based on QWPBGRAF

NEWFUN
Indicates whether Db2 is running in new function mode current release.
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This field is obsolete with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: NEWFUN
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPBNUFN based on QWPBNEWF

NEWFUN-1
Indicates whether Db2 is running in new function mode current release minus one.
This field is obsolete with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPBNUFN based on QWPBNEWFN1

NEWFUN-2
Indicates whether Db2 is running in new function mode current release minus two.
This field is obsolete with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPBNUFN based on QWPBNEWFN2

NEW-FUNCTION-MODE
Specifies the new function mode indicator:
x'80'

New function current release
x'40'

New function current release minus one
x'20'

New function current release minus two
This field is obsolete with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBNUFN

PAD-NULL-TERM-STR
Specifies the pad null-terminated string indicator:
x'80'

0—NO
x'80'

1—YES
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBPADN

PADNTSTR
Specifies whether output host variables that are null-terminated strings are padded with blanks and a null-
terminator.
NO

Places the null-terminator at the end of actual data that is returned in the host variable.
YES

Pads the string with blanks from the end of data to the length of the output host variable. Then places
null-terminator at the end of the string.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: PADNTSTR
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPBPAD

ORG-PERIOD-COMMA
Specifies whether the decimal point for numbers is the comma (,) or the period (.) as follows:
x'80' on

Period
x'80' off

Comma
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
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ZPARM Name: DECIMAL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBDE

PERIOD-COMMA
Specifies whether the decimal point for numbers is the comma (,) or the period (.) as follows:
PERIOD

Period
COMMA

Comma
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: DECIMAL
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPBDE based on QWPBDEC

SBCS-CCSID
Shows the single-byte coded character set value.
The single-byte coded character set is specified on the “Application Programming Defaults” installation panel.
ZPARM Name: SCCSID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBSID

ORG-SQL-LANGUAGE-LEVEL
Indicates whether the SQL language used in application programs conforms to the ANSI/ISO SQL standard
implemented by Db2:
0

Indicates that programs are written in accordance with the current ANSI/ISO standard.
1

Indicates that programs are not written in accordance with the ANSI/ISO standards. The programs are
written in accordance with the SQL language defined by Db2.

2
Indicates that programs are written in accordance with the 1986 ANSI/ISO standard.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: STDSQL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBSQL

SQL-LANGUAGE-LEVEL
Indicates whether the SQL language used in application programs conforms to the ANSI/ISO SQL standard
implemented by Db2:
YES

Indicates that programs are written in accordance with the current ANSI/ISO standard.
NO

Indicates that programs are not written in accordance with the ANSI/ISO standards. The programs are
written in accordance with the SQL language defined by Db2.

86
Indicates that programs are written in accordance with the 1986 ANSI/ISO standard.

IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: STDSQL
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPBSQL based on QWPBSDEF and QWPBSA86

SQL-LEVEL-LEN
Specifies the SQL Level length.
This field is new in Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBSQLL_Len
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SQL-LEVEL-LONG
Specifies the SQL Level.
This value represents the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
This field is new in Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBSQLL_Var

SQL-LEVEL-VAR
Specifies the SQL Level.
This variable length field contains the complete name.
This field is new in Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Install Panel: Application Programming Defaults
ZPARM Name: SQLLEVEL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBSQLL

Fields Not Associated with a ZPARM
COMPAT-OPTION

Specifies toleration of type 1 indexes (x'80' on indicates YES).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBCMP

DB2-DECP-LEVEL
Specifies the DECP maintenance code level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBLVL

DB2-REL
Specifies the Db2 version, release, and modification level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBREL

DB2SUPLD
Indicates whether the DSNHDECP module is Db2 supplied (YES) module or customer generated (NO).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPBDB2S

DB2-SUPPLIED-DECP
Specifies the Db2-supplied DSNHDECP indicator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBDB2S

DECFLOAT-ROUNDING-MODE
Specifies the default rounding mode for the decimal floating-point type.
Possible values:

• CEILING
• DOWN
• FLOOR
• 1/2 DOWN
• 1/2 EVEN
• 1/2 UP
• UP

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBDDRM
DECP-DSNAME

Specifies the fully qualified name of the data set from which the DSNHDECP module was loaded.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBLNM

DECP-MODULE-NAME
Contains the DSNHDECP module load library member name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPBLNM
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ORG-DEFAULT-DELIMITER
Specifies the delimiter default:
x'80' off

Apostrophe
x'80' on

Quote
x'40' off

Default
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBDL

DEFAULT-DELIMITER
Specifies the delimiter default:
APOST

Apostrophe
QUOTE

Quote
DEFAULT

Default
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWPBDL based on QWPBDEL and QWPBDFT

QWPBDDRM
Specifies the default rounding mode for the decimal floating-point type:
x'80'

ROUND_CEILING
x'40'

ROUND_DOWN
x'20

'—ROUND_FLOOR
x'10'

ROUND_HALF_DOWN
x'08'

ROUND_HALF_EVEN
x'04'

ROUND_HALF_UP
x'02'

ROUND_UP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBDDRM

TOLER-TYPE1-INDEX
Specifies toleration of type 1 indexes (x'80' on indicates YES).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

UNICODE-GBCS-CCSID
Specifies UNICODE GBCS CCSID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBUGID

UNICODE-MBCS-CCSID
Specifies UNICODE MBCS CCSID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBUMID
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UNICODE-SBCS-CCSID
Specifies UNICODE SBCS CCSID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWPBUSID

(107) OPEN-CLOSE
The following fields describe the buffer manager OPEN/CLOSE information. It lets you track individual opening and
closing of objects within a trace period.

REQ-TYPE
Specifies the type of request. Values are O or C.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0107T

DBID
Specifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0107DB

OBID
Specifies the page set OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0107OB

REC-DB-NAME
Specifies the database name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0107DN

TBLSPC-NAME
Specifies the table space name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0107TN

(108) BIND-ST
The following describes the BIND/REBIND beginning fields:

REC-PLAN-NAME
Indicates the plan name. If all blanks, a test bind was performed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108PN

ISOLATION-LVL
Specifies the isolation level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108I

TYPE
Specifies type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108T

ACTION
Specifies action-only valid for bind.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108A

VALIDATE-AT
Specifies validate at.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108V

ACQ-LOCKS-AT
Specifies acquire locks at.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108Q

RLSE-LOCKS-AT
Specifies release locks at.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108R
REBIND-PLAN-IND

Specifies Y-If rebind plan(*). Otherwise specifies N.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108S

EXPLAIN-FLGS
Specifies the explain flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108X

BIND-SQL-ERROR
Specifies a SQL error. Only valid for bind package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108E

CURRENT-DATA
Specifies the current data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108F

OWNER
Specifies the owner of the plan or package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OW

OBJECT-TYPE
Specifies the type of object bound or rebound.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108TY

OBJECT-QUALIFIER
Specifies a qualifier for unqualified objects.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108QL

AUTHORIZATION-CACHE-SIZE
Specifies the authorization cache size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108CA

PACKAGE-NAME
Specifies the package name (next 5 fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108PK

PACKAGE-LOCATION
Specifies the location of package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NL

COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the collection ID of package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NC

PACKAGE-ID
Specifies the package ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NI

CONSISTENCY-TOKEN
Specifies the consistency token of package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NT

VERSION-ID
Specifies the version ID (next 2 fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108VI

VERSION-LENGTH
Specifies version length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108VL
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VERSION-NAME
Specifies the version name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108VN

DEGREE
Specifies the degree option for bind:

• X'FFFF'—DEGREE(ANY)
• X'0001'—DEGREE(1)

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108PL
SQL-RULES

Specifies the SQLRULES option:

• D—DB2
• S—Standard

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108SR
DISCONNECT-OPTION

Specifies the disconnect option;

• E—Explicit
• A—Automatic
• C—Conditional

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108DC
DYNAMIC-RULES

Specifies the DYNAMICRULES option for dynamic SQL statements:

• B—DYNAMICRULES(BIND). BIND-time rules apply for dynamic SQL statements at run time.
• D—DYNAMICRULES(DEFINEBIND) (for packages only). If the package is or runs under a user-

defined function or stored procedure package, the user- defined function or stored procedure owner
must have authority for any dynamic SQL statements in the application package. Otherwise, DB2 uses
DYNAMICRULES(BIND) to execute the package.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108DY
DYNAMIC-RULES

Specifies the DYNAMICRULES option for dynamic SQL statements:

• B—DYNAMICRULES(BIND). BIND-time rules apply for dynamic SQL statements at run time.
• D—DYNAMICRULES(DEFINEBIND) (for packages only). If the package is or runs under a user-

defined function or stored procedure package, the user- defined function or stored procedure owner
must have authority for any dynamic sql statements in the application package. Otherwise, DB2 uses
DYNAMICRULES(BIND) to execute the package.

• E—DYNAMICRULES(DEFINERUN) (for packages only). If the package is or runs under a user-defined
function or stored procedure, the user-defined function or stored procedure owner must have authority for any
dynamic SQL statements in the application package. Otherwise, DB2 uses DYNAMICRULES(RUN) to execute
the package.

• H—DYNAMICRULES(INVOKEBIND) (for packages only). If the package is or runs under a user-defined
function or stored procedure package, the user- defined function or stored procedure owner must have
authority for any dynamic sql statements in the application package. The authorization ID of the invoker is the
authorization ID of the statement that invokes the user-defined function or stored procedure. If the package
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is not a stored procedure or user-defined function and does not run under a stored procedure or user-defined
function, DB2 uses DYNAMICRULES(BIND) to execute the package.

• I—DYNAMICRULES(INVOKERUN) (for packages only). If the package is or runs under a user-defined
function or stored procedure package, the user- defined function or stored procedure invoker must have
authority for any dynamic statements in the application package. The authorization ID of the invoker is the
authorization ID of the statement that invokes the user-defined function or stored procedure. If the package is
not a stored procedure or user-defined function package and does not run under a stored procedure or user-
defined function, DB2 uses DYNAMICRULES(RUN) to execute the package.

• R—DYNAMICRULES(RUN). Run-time rules apply for dynamic SQL statements at run time.
• ' '—DYNAMICRULES was not specified (for packages only). The package has the dynamic rules options value

of the plan to which it is appended at run time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108DY
DEBFER-PREPARE

Specifies the DEFER/NODEFER(PREPARE) option for BIND or REBIND PLAN or PACKAGE. Determines
whether to defer preparation of dynamic SQL statements, or to prepare them immediately. This field is blank if
neither DEFER nor NODEFER is specified for BIND or REBIND of a PACKAGE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108DP

REOPDTIMIZATION
Specifies the REOPT/NOREOPT(VARS) option for BIND or REBIND PLAN or PACKAGE. Determines whether
access paths are chosen only at bind or rebind time, or whether they are determined again at execution time.
Access paths can be determined at execution time for statements with the following types of variable input: input
host variables, parameter markers, or values in special registers.
x'0000'—NOREOPT(VARS)
x'0001'—REOPT(VARS)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108RO

KEEPDYNAMIC
Specifies the KEEPDYNAMIC option for BIND or REBIND PLAN or PACKAGE. Determines whether DB2 keeps
(KEEPDYNAMIC(YES)) or discards (KEEPDYNAMIC(NO)) prepared SQL statements at commit points.
Y—DEFER(PREPARE) or KEEPDYNAMIC(YES).
N—NODEFER(PREPARE) or KEEPDYNAMIC(NO).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108KD

DB-PROTOCOL
Specifies the database protocol for three-part names:

• D—DRDA
• P—Private

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108PR
OPTHINT

Specifies the optimization hints value, or blanks if no optimization hints are defined.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OH

IMDWRT-UPDT-GRPBUF
Specifies immediate write of updated group buffer pool buffers:

• Y—IMMEDWRITE(YES).
• N—IMMEDWRITE(NO).
• P—IMMEDWRITE(PH1).

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108IW
CCSID-ENCODE-SCHEME

Specifies the scheme of the encoding CCSID:
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• A—ASCII
• E—EBCDIC
• U—UNICODE

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108SC
CCSID-ENCODE-VALUE

Specifies the encoding CCSID value. DB2 derives this value from the value of the encoding bind option.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108CC

OWNER-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name if the QW0108OW field is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OW_OFF

OBJECT-QUALIFIER-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name if theQW0108QL field is
truncated .
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108QL_OFF

PACKAGE-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name if theQW0108NL field is
truncated .
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NL_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name if theQW0108NC field is
truncated .
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long name in the
trace record.

PACKAGE-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name if the field is truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NI_OFF

OPTHINT-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name if the QW0108OH field is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OH_OFF

OWNER-VAR
Specifies the owner of plan or package. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OW_D
OWNER-LEN

Specifies the length of owner name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OW_LEN

OWNER-LONG
Specifies the owner of the plan or package. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OW_VAR

OBJECT-QUALIFIER-VAR
Specifies the qualifier to use for unqualified objects. This is a variable length field that contains the complete
name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108QL_D

OBJECT-QUALIFIER-LEN
Specifies the length of the object qualifier name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108QL_LEN

OBJECT-QUALIFIER-LONG
Specifies the qualifier to use for unqualified objects. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108QL_VAR

PACKAGE-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the package location of the package being bound or rebound. This is a variable length field that contains
the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NL_D

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NL_LEN

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the package location of the package being bound or rebound. This is the complete field name expanded
to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NL_VAR

QW0108NL_VAR
Specifies the package collection ID of the package being bound or rebound. This is a variable length field that
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NC_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NC_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies the package collection ID of the package being bound or rebound. This is the complete field name
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NC_VAR

PACKAGE-ID-VAR
Specifies the package ID of the package being bound or rebound. This is a variable length field that contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NI_D

PACKAGE-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NI_LEN
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PACKAGE-ID-LONG
Specifies the package ID of the package being bound or rebound. This is the complete field name expanded to
the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NI_VAR

OPTHINT-VAR
Specifies the optimization hints value, or blanks if no optimization hints are defined. This is a variable length field
that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OH_D

OPTHINT-LEN
Specifies the length of OPTHINT name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OH_LEN

OPTHINT-LONG
Specifies the optimization hints value, or blanks if no optimization hints are defined. This is the complete field
name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OH_VAR

(109) BIND
BIND/REBIND end. This record includes fields that are copied from the BIND-ST record.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as PACKAGE-LOCATION-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor
uses these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that DB2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic
purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.

The following list describes the (109) BIND record fields:

RET-CD
Specifies the return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0109RC

REC-PLAN-NAME
Specifies the plan name. If all blanks, a test bind was performed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ISOLATION-LVL
Specifies the isolation level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

TYPE
Specifies the type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ACTION
Specifies action-only valid for bind.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

VALIDATE-AT
Specifies validate at.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ACQ-LOCKS-AT
Specifies acquire locks at.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

RLSE-LOCKS-AT
Specifies release locks at.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
REBIND-PLAN-IND

Specifies Y -- If rebind plan (*). Otherwise specify N.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

EXPLAIN-FLGS
Indicates explain flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OWNER
Specifies the owner of the plan.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OBJECT-TYPE
Specifies the type of object bound or rebound.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OBJECT-QUALIFIER
Specifies the qualifier of unqualified objects.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

AUTHORIZATION-CACHE-SIZE
Specifies the authorization cache size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PACKAGE-NAME
Specifies the package name (next five fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PACKAGE-LOCATION
Specifies the location of the package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the collection ID of the package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PACKAGE-ID
Specifies the package ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CONSISTENCY-TOKEN
Specifies the consistency token of the package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

VERSION-ID
Specifies the version ID (next two fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

VERSION-LENGTH
Specifies the version length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

VERSION-NAME
Specifies the version name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DEGREE
Specifies the degree option for bind. The following values are valid:
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• X'FFFF'—DEGREE(ANY)
• X'0001'—DEGREE(1)

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
SQL-RULES

Specifies the SQLRULES option. The following values are valid:

• D—DB2
• S—Standard

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
DISCONNECT-OPTION

Specifies the disconnect option. The following values are valid:

• E—Explicit
• A—Automatic
• C—Conditional

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
DYNAMIC-RULES

Specifies the DYNAMICRULES option for dynamic SQL statements. The following values are valid:

• B—DYNAMICRULES(BIND). BIND-time rules apply for dynamic SQL statements at run time.
• R—DYNAMICRULES(RUN). Run-time rules apply for dynamic SQL statements at run time.
• ' '—DYNAMICRULES was not specified (for packages only). The package has the dynamic rules options value

of the plan to which it is appended at run time.

Derived from QW0108DY.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DEFER-PREPARE
Specifies the DEFER/NODEFER(PREPARE) option for BIND or REBIND PLAN or PACKAGE. Determines
whether to defer preparation of dynamic SQL statements, or to prepare them immediately. If DEFER or
NODEFER are not specified for BIND or REBIND of a PACKAGE, this field is blank.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

REOPTIMIZATION
Specifies the REOPT/NOREOPT(VARS) option for BIND or REBIND PLAN or PACKAGE. Determines whether
access paths are chosen only at bind or rebind time, or whether they are determined again at execution time.
Access paths can be determined at execution time for statements with the following types of variable input: input
host variables, parameter markers, or values in special registers.

• x'0000'—NOREOPT(VARS)
• x'0001'—REOPT(VARS)

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
KEEPDYNAMIC

Specifies the KEEPDYNAMIC option for BIND or REBIND PLAN or PACKAGE. Determines whether DB2 keeps
(KEEPDYNAMIC(YES)) or discards (KEEPDYNAMIC(NO)) prepared SQL statements at commit points. The
following values are valid:

• Y—DEFER(PREPARE) or KEEPDYNAMIC(YES).
• N—NODEFER(PREPARE) or KEEPDYNAMIC(NO).

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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DB-PROTOCOL
Specifies database protocol for three-part names. The following values are valid:

• D—DRDA
• P—Private

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108PR
OPTHINT

Specifies the optimization hints value, or blanks when no optimization hints are defined.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OH

IMDWRT-UPDT-GRPBUF
Specifies the immediate write of updated group buffer pool buffers. The following values are valid:

• Y—IMMEDWRITE(YES)
• N—IMMEDWRITE(NO)
• P—IMMEDWRITE(PH1)

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108IW
CCSID-ENCODE-SCHEME

Specifies the scheme of the encoding CCSID. The following values are valid:

• A—ASCII
• E—EBCDIC
• U—UNICODE

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108SC
CCSID-ENCODE-VALUE

Specifies the encoding CCSID value. DB2 derives this value from the value of the encoding bind option.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108CC

OWNER-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0109OW field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OW_OFF

OBJECT-QUALIFIER-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when theQW0109QL field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108QL_OFF

PACKAGE-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0109NL field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NL_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0109NC field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NC_OFF

PACKAGE-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0109NI field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NI_OFF
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OPTHINT-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0109OH field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OH_OFF

OWNER-VAR
Specifies the owner of the plan or package. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OW_D

OWNER-LEN
Specifies the length of the owner name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OW_LEN

OWNER-LONG
Specifies the owner of the plan or package. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OW_VAR

OBJECT-QUALIFIER-VAR
Specifies the qualifier to use for unqualified objects. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108QL_D

OBJECT-QUALIFIER-LEN
Specifies the length of the object qualifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108QL_LEN

OBJECT-QUALIFIER-LONG
Specifies the qualifier to use for unqualified objects. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108QL_VAR

PACKAGE-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the package location of the package being bound or rebound. This field varies in length and contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NL_D

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NL_LEN

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the package location of the package being bound or rebound. This field contains the complete field
name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NL_VAR

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Specifies the package collection ID of the package being bound or rebound. This field varies in length and
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NC_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the collection name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NC_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies the package collection ID of the package being bound or rebound. This field contains the complete field
name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NC_VAR
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PACKAGE-ID-VAR
Specifies the package ID of the package being bound or rebound. This field varies in length and contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NI_D

PACKAGE-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NI_LEN

PACKAGE-ID-LONG
Specifies the package ID of the package being bound or rebound. This field contains the complete field name,
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108NI_VAR

OPTHINT-VAR
Specifies the optimization hints value, or blanks when no optimization hints are defined. This field varies in length
and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OH_D

OPTHINT-LEN
Specifies the length of the OPTHINT name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OH_LEN

OPTHINT-LONG
Specifies the optimization hints value, or blanks when no optimization hints are defined. This field contains the
complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0108OH_VAR

(110) FREE-PLAN-ST
(110) FREE-PLAN-ST describes the bind free start. This record includes the following fields:

PLAN-NAME-FREED
Specifies the plan name being freed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PN

FREE-PLAN-IND
Specifies Y if FREE PLAN(*) was entered.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110S

OBJECT-TYPE
Specifies the type of object freed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110TY

PACKAGE-NAME
Specifies the package name if the object freed (QW0110TY) is a package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PK

PACKAGE-LOCATION
Specifies the location of the package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PL

COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PC

PACKAGE-ID
Specifies the package ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PI
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CONSISTENCY-TOKEN
Specifies the consistency token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PT

VERSION-ID
Specifies the version ID (next two fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110VI

VERSION-LEN
Specifies the version length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110VL

VERSION-NAME
Specifies the version name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110VN

PACKAGE-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when QW0110PL is truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PL_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
Specifies offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when QW0110PC is truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PC_OFF

PACKAGE-ID-OFFSET
Specifies offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when QW0110PI is truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PI_OFF

PACKAGE-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the package location of the package being freed. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PL_D

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PL_LEN

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the package location of the package being freed. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PL_VAR

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Specifies the package collection ID of the package being freed. This variable length field contains the complete
name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PC_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PC_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies the package collection ID of the package being freed. This complete field name is expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PC_VAR
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PACKAGE-ID-VAR
Specifies the package ID of the package being freed. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PI_D

PACKAGE-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PI_LEN

PACKAGE-ID-LONG
Specifies the package ID of the package being freed. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PI_VAR

(111) FREE-PLAN
BIND FREE end. This record includes fields copied from the FREE-PLAN-ST record.

The following describes the (111) FREE-PLAN record fields:

RET-CD
Specifies the return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0111RC

PLAN-NAME-BEING-FREED
Specifies the plan name being freed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110PN

FREE-PLAN-IND
Specifies Y-If free plan (*) entered.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0110S

OBJECT-TYPE
Specifies the type of object freed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0111TY

PACKAGE-NAME
Specifies the package name (following five fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0111PK

PACKAGE-LOCATION
Specifies the location of the package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0111PL

COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0111PC

PACKAGE-ID
Specifies the package ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0111PI

CONSISTENCY-TOKEN
Specifies the consistency token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0111PT

VERSION-ID
Specifies the version ID (following two fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0111VI
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VERSION-LEN
Specifies the version length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0111VL

VERSION-NAME
Specifies the version name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0111VN

(112) PLAN-ALLOC
Attributes for the plan after successful allocation of a thread. This record consolidates IFCIDs 112 and 113.

The following describes the (112) PLAN-ALLOC fields:

REC-PLAN-NAME
Specifies the plan name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112PN

ISOLATION-LVL
Specifies the isolation level:

• RR—Repeatable read
• CS—Cursor stability

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112I
ACQ-LOCKS-AT

Indicates to allocate locks at:

• A—Allocate
• U—Use

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112Q
RLSE-LOCKS-AT

Indicates to release locks at:

• D—Deallocate
• C—Commit

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112R
PLAN-TYPE

Specifies the plan type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112DY

DYNAMIC-RULES
Specifies the DYNAMICRULES option for dynamic SQL statements:

• B—DYNAMICRULES(BIND). BIND-time rules apply for dynamic SQL statements at run time.
• R—DYNAMICRULES(RUN). Run-time rules apply for dynamic SQL statements at run time.
• ' '—DYNAMICRULES was not specified (for packages only). The package has the dynamic rules options value

of the plan to which it is appended at run time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112DY
DEFER-PREPARE

Specifies the DEFER/NODEFER(PREPARE) option for BIND or REBIND PLAN or PACKAGE. Determines
whether to defer preparation of dynamic SQL statements, or to prepare them immediately. This field is blank if
neither DEFER nor NODEFER is specified for BIND or REBIND of a PACKAGE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112DP
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REOPTIMIZATION
Specifies the REOPT/NOREOPT(VARS) option for BIND or REBIND PLAN or PACKAGE. Determines whether
access paths are chosen only at bind or rebind time, or whether they are determined again at execution time.
Access paths can be determined at execution time for statements with the following types of variable input: input
host variables, parameter markers, or values in special registers.

• x'0000'—NOREOPT(VARS)
• x'0001'—REOPT(VARS)

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112RO
KEEPDYNAMIC

Specifies the KEEPDYNAMIC option for BIND or REBIND PLAN or PACKAGE. Determines whether DB2 keeps
(KEEPDYNAMIC(YES)) or discards (KEEPDYNAMIC(NO)) prepared SQL statements at commit points.

• Y—DEFER(PREPARE) or KEEPDYNAMIC(YES).
• N—NODEFER(PREPARE) or KEEPDYNAMIC(NO).

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112KD
DB-PROTOCOL

Specifies database protocol for three-part names:

• D—DRDA
• P—Private

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112PR
OPTHINT

Specifies the optimization hints value, or blanks if no optimization hints are defined.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112OH

IMDWRT-UPDT-GRPBUF
Specifies the immediate write of updated group buffer pool buffers:

• Y—IMMEDWRITE(YES)
• N—IMMEDWRITE(NO)
• P—IMMEDWRITE(PH1)

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112IW
CCSID-ENCODE-SCHEME

Specifies the scheme of the encoding CCSID:

• A—ASCII
• E—EBCDIC
• U—UNICODE

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112SC
CCSID-ENCODE-VALUE

Specifies the encoding CCSID value. DB2 derives this value from the value of the encoding bind option.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112CC

OPTHINT-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name if the QW0112OH field is
truncated .
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112OH_OFF
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OPTHINT-VAR
Specifies the optimization hints value, or blanks if no optimization hints are defined. This is a variable length field
that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112OH_D

OPTHINT-LEN
Specifies the length of OPTHINT name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112OH_LEN

OPTHINT-LONG
Specifies the optimization hints value, or blanks if no optimization hints are defined. This is the complete field
name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0112OH_VAR

(114) ARCH-RD-WAIT
This record pertains to the start archive I/O wait.

The following list describes the (114) ARCH-RD-WAIT record fields:

DS-ID
Specifies the data set ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0114DI

ACE-ADDR
Specifies the ACE address for the thread requesting the archive read.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0114AC

QW0114RB
Specifies an RBA request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0114RB

(115) ARCH-RD-DASD
End archive I/O wait on DASD. This record includes a field copied from the ARCH-RD-WAIT record.

The following describes the (115) ARCH-RD-DASD record fields:

RET-CD
Return code.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0115RT

DS-ID
Data set ID.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

(116) ARCH-RD-TAPE
End archive I/O wait on tape. This record includes a field copied from the ARCH-RD-WAIT record.

The following describes the (116) ARCH-RD-TAPE record fields:

RET-CD
Return code.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0116RT

DS-ID
Data set ID.
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IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

(117) ARCH-RD-ST
This record pertains to begin archive read.

The following list describes the (117) ARCH-RD-ST fields:

REQ-TYPE
Specifies the request type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0117RT

QW0117BR
Specifies the low order being log RBA of the data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0117BR

QW0117ER
Specifies the low-order end log RBA of the data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0117ER

QW0117RR
Specifies the low-order end log RBA required.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0117RR

QW0117ST
Specifies the service task ID of the service task performing the read.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0117ST

QW0117SH
Specifies the contents of the service queue header (SQH).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0117SH

(118) ARCH-RD
This record pertains to end archive read.

The following list describes the (118) ARCH-RD record fields:

RET-CD
Specifies the return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0118RT

QW0118RC
Specifies the reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0118RC

QW0118ST
Specifies the service task ID of the service task performing the read.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0118ST

QW0118SH
Specifies the contents of the service queue header (SQH).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0118SH

(119) BSDS-WRITE-ST
This record pertains to the BSDS write I/O beginning.

The following list describes the (119) BSDS-WRITE-ST record fields:
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DS-ID
Specifies the log data set ID.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0119DI

QW0119AC
Specifies the ACE address for the thread requesting the BSDS write.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0119AC

(120) BSDS-WRITE
BSDS write I/O end. This record includes a field copied from the BSDS-WRITE-ST record.

The following describes the (120) BSDS-WRITE record fields:

RET-CD
Return code.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0120RT

ACE
Specifies the ACE address for the thread requesting the BSDS write.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0120AC

DS-ID
Specifies the data set ID.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

(121) DB2-ENTRY
Thread-level entry into DB2.

The following describes the (121) DB2-ENTRY record field:

FRB
Specifies the function request block.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0121FR

(122) DB2-EXIT
Thread-level exit from DB2.

The following describes the (122) DB2-EXIT record field:

FRB
Specifies the function request block.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0122FR

(123) SRV
This record is a performance record.

The following list describes the (123) SRV record fields:

QW0123LN
Specifies the length of the service area.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0123LN

QW0123ID
Specifies the IFCID of the original entry.
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IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0123ID

(124) CURR-SQL
This record type includes fields from the record type THREAD-STATS (148).

The following list describes the (124) CURR-SQL record fields:

RDIFLAG1
Specifies the first byte of Parm List flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: RDIFLAG1

RDIFLAG2
Specifies the second byte of Parm List flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: RDIFLAG2

RDICTYPE
Specifies the call type, for example, AUXCALL or OPENCALL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: RDICTYPE

PROGRAM
Specifies the name of the program.
IBM Db2 Field Name: RDIPROGN

PRECTIME
Specifies the timestamp, modified stock data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: RDITIMES

PROGSECT
Specifies the section number in the plan.
IBM Db2 Field Name: RDISECTN

STMT-NUM
Specifies the precompiler statement number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: RDISTNUM

RDISTYPE
Specifies the SQL statement type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: RDISTYPE

STMT-TYPE
Specifies the statement type as translated by SYSVIEW for Db2 (short form).
Derived from RDISTYPE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

EXTENDED-STMT-TYPE
Indicate the statement type as translated by SYSVIEW for Db2 (long form).
Derived from RDISTYPE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQLSTMT
Specifies SQL text (variable).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01242T

GEN-FLAGS
Specifies gen flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01243G

BIND-FLAGS
Specifies static bind flags.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01243F
IND-FLAGS

Specifies Indicator Flags-RD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01243R

ACQ-LOCKS-AT
Indicates when to acquire locks. The following values are valid:
A

Acquires locks at allocation.
U

Acquires locks at use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

RLSE-LOCKS-AT
Indicates when to release locks. The following values are valid:
D

Releases locks at deallocation.
C

Releases locks at commit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ISOLATION-LVL
Specifies isolation level RR or CS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQLRC
Specifies the return code for the previously executed SQL statement (not applicable if the current statement is still
executing).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CONNECT
Specifies the connection type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01246Y

REC-ACE
Specifies the ACE token reported.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01246A

DB2-CALLS
Specifies the number of attach package calls to DB2 (application request count).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01246Q

ASID
Specifies the address space ID of the agent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01246S

APPL-DB2-FLAG
Specifies the following values:
A

Specifies in application.
D

Specifies in DB2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01246I

QW01246L
Specifies thread status flags.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01246L
QW01246D

Specifies agent status flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01246D

ASCB
Specifies the ASCB token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01246C

R124-TCB
Specifies the TCB token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01246T

PACKAGE-DATA
Specifies the current package name (next two fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124CP

PACKAGE-LOCATION
Specifies the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124LN

PACKAGE-NAME
Specifies the package name (next three fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124PK

COLLECTION-NAME
Specifies the collection name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124CI

PACKAGE-ID
Specifies the package ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124PN

CONSISTENCY-TOKEN
Specifies the consistency token (64-bit unsigned binary integer).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124CN

LUWID
Specifies the LUWID (next four fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124LU

NETWORK-ID
Specifies the network ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124NI

LUNAME
Specifies LUNAME.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124LM

UNIQNESS-VALUE
Specifies the uniqueness value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124UV

COMMIT-COUNT
Specifies the commit count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124CC

THREAD-STATUS
Specifies thread status.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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CURR-SQLID
Specifies the primary authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQL-QUALIFIER
Specifies the default SQL qualifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURR-DEGREE
Specifies the current degree of parallelism for dynamic SQL as set by the SET CURRENT DEGREE statement.
The following values are valid:
x'0001'

Specifies a degree of 1.
x'FFFF'

Specifies a degree of ANY.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

BIND-DEGREE
Specifies the degree of parallelism for static SQL as set by the DEGREE option at bind time. The following values
are valid:
x'0001'

Specifies a degree of 1.
x'FFFF'

Specifies a degree of ANY.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PROG-DEGREE
Specifies the degree of parallelism that is requested for the current or most recently executed SQL statement. The
following values are valid:
x'0001'

Specifies a degree of 1.
x'FFFF'

Specifies a degree of ANY.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQL-LANGUAGE
Specifies the host language that is used to assemble the program.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ACQUIRED
Specifies A for allocation or U for use when locks are obtained.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

RELEASE
Specifies D for deallocation or C for commit when locks are released.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

THRD-SQL-TYPE
Specifies whether the SQL is static or dynamic.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQL-SOURCE
Specifies whether the SQL was obtained by using IFI or by accessing control blocks directly.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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STOR-PROC NAME
Specifies the name of the stored procedure when the agent is processing an SQL CALL statement on the local
DB2 system. Otherwise, this field is blank.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124SP

CURRENT-DEGREE
Specifies the value of the CURRENT DEGREE register.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-PATH
Specifies the value of the CURRENT PATH register including the length field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-PATH-LENGTH
Specifies the length of the CURRENT PATH register value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-PATH-INFO
Specifies the value of the CURRENT PATH register value excluding the length portion.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

NESTED-ACTIVITY-FLAG
Specifies the nested activity flag. The following values are valid:
00

Indicates no nested activity.
01

Indicates that the nested activity is a stored procedure.
02

Indicates that the nested activity is a user-defined function.
03

Indicates that the nested activity is a trigger.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124AF

QW0124EI
Specifies the user ID at the workstation of the end user.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124EI

QW0124ET
Specifies the transaction name of the end user.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124ET

QW0124EW
Specifies the workstation name of the end user.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124EW

CURRENT-SQLID
Specifies the contents of the current SQL ID special register in DB2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01247S

RDICCSID
Specifies the CCSID for the program.
IBM Db2 Field Name: RDICCSID

CURRENT-PROG
Specifies the name of the current or last program to execute an SQL statement. This field varies in length and
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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CURRENT-PROG-LENGTH
Specifies the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-PROG-INFO
Specifies the name of the current or last program to execute an SQL statement. This field contains the complete
field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PACKAGE-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0124LN field is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but the monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace
record that DB2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124LN_OFF

COLLECTION-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0124CI field is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but the monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace
record that DB2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124CI_OFF

PACKAGE-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0124PN field
is truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but the monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace
record that DB2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124PN_OFF

STORPROC-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0124SP field is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but the monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace
record that DB2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124SP_OFF

ENDUSER-USERID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0124EI field is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but the monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace
record that DB2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124EI_OFF

CACHED-DYN-SQL-IDEN
Specifies the SQL statement ID for the cached dynamic statement. If the currently executing statement is not a
cached dynamic statement, this value is 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124ST

PACKAGE-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the name of the local or remote location, depending on where the thread executes the package. This
field varies in length and contains the complete name.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124LN_D
PACKAGE-LOCATION-LEN

Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124LN_LEN

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the name of the local or remote location, depending on where the thread executes the package. This
field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124LN_VAR

COLLECTION-NAME-VAR
Specifies the collection ID from which the current or most recent SQL originated. This field varies in length and
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124CI_D

COLLECTION-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124CI_LEN

COLLECTION-NAME-LONG
Specifies the collection ID from which the current or most recent SQL originated. This field contains the complete
field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124CI_VAR

PACKAGE-ID-VAR
Specifies the package ID from which the current or most recent SQL originated. This field varies in length and
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124PN_D

PACKAGE-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124PN_LEN

PACKAGE-ID-LONG
Specifies the package ID from which the current or most recent SQL originated. This field contains the complete
field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124PN_VAR

STORPROC-NAME-VAR
Specifies the name of the stored procedure when the agent is processing an SQL call statement on the local DB2
system, blank otherwise. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124SP_D

STORPROC-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the stored procedure name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124SP_LEN

STORPROC-NAME-LONG
Specifies the name of the stored procedure when the agent is processing an SQL call statement on the local DB2
system, blank otherwise. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124SP_VAR

ENDUSER-USERID-VAR
Specifies the user ID at the workstation of the end user. This field varies in length and contains the complete
name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124EI_D

ENDUSER-USERID-LEN
Specifies the length of the USER ID of the end user.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124EI_LEN
ENDUSER-USERID-LONG

Specifies the user ID at the workstation of the end user. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to
the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124EI_VAR

CURRENT-SQLID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW01247S field is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but the monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace
record that DB2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01247S_OFF

CURRENT-SQLID-VAR
Specifies the contents of the current SQL ID special register in DB2. This field varies in length and contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01247S_D

CURRENT-SQLID-LEN
Specifies the length of the current SQLID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01247S_LEN

CURRENT-SQLID-LONG
Specifies the contents of the current SQL ID special register in DB2. This field contains the complete field name,
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01247S_VAR

ATTRIBUTE-STRING
Specifies the PREPARE attributes string. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01248_D

STMT-TYPE-FLAG
Specifies the type of statement.
The following values are valid:

• x'8000'—Indicates a dynamic statement.
• x'4000'—Indicates a static statement.

This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0124TK

(125) MIAP-SELECTION
(125) MIAP-SELECTION records Index Row ID list processing, which occurs during List Prefetch and Multiple Index
Access Path processing.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as COLLECTION-NAME-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor
uses these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic
purposes to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.

The following list describes the MIAP-SELECTION record fields:

MIAP-USED
Specifies if the multiple index access path was used.
Values: Y|N
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125AT
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NO-RIDS-STRG
Indicates the reason RID list processing was not used:
S

—No available RID storage
blank

—Other reason
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125NS

NO-RIDS-MAXLIM
Indicates the reason RID list processing was not used:
M

—The number of RIDs exceeds the maximum
blank

—Other reason
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125MR

NUM-RIDS
Specifies the number of RIDS in the final list.
The following other values are possible:
0

—Indicates no RIDs in the final list
-2

—Indicates that there is no available RIDs storage or the number of RIDs exceeded the maximum
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125NR

PROGRAM-NAME
The program name for the application running this query.
This field contains a truncated name if it is longer than 18 characters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125PN

COLLECTION-NAME
The package collection ID for the application running this query.
This field contains a truncated name if it is longer than 18 characters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125PC

PLAN-NAME
The plan name for the application running this query.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125PL

COMPILER-TS
The precompiler timestamp for the application running this query.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125

STMT-NUMBER
The precompiler program statement number for this query.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125SN

LEGS-REORDERED
Indicates if the legs of the multiple access path were reordered:
Y

—Legs of the multiple access path were reordered
N

—Legs of the multiple access path were not reordered
This field is new with Db2 12.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125RE
ADAPTIVE-INDEX

Indicates a use of an adaptive index:
Y

—Runtime adaptive index processing was done
N

—Runtime adaptive index processing was not done due to joins or pre-V12 packages
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125AD

COLLECTION-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0125PC
field is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125PC_OFF

COLLECTION-NAME-VAR
Specifies the package collection ID for the application running this query. This field varies in length and contains
the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125PC_D

COLLECTION-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125PC_LEN

COLLECTION-NAME-LONG
Specifies the package collection ID for the application running this query. This field contains the complete field
name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125PC_VAR

PROGRAM-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0125PN field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125PN_OFF

PROGRAM-NAME-VAR
Specifies the program name for the application running this query. This field varies in length and contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125PN_D

PROGRAM-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125PN_LEN

PROGRAM-NAME-LONG
Specifies the program name for the application running this query. This field contains the complete field name,
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125PN_VAR

(125) Repeating Fields

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within (125) MIAP-SELECTION. When listing similar members
of each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1 through 16) in parentheses after the field name. Each
occurrence number corresponds to an index used to obtain candidate RIDS.

DBID
Specifies the DBID of the index.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125DB
OBID

Specifies the OBID of the index.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125OB

NUM-RIDS-INDEX
Specifies the number of RIDS obtained from the index.
Other possible values are:
0

Indicates no qualifying RIDs
-1

Indicates that the index retrieval was skipped
-2

Indicates no available RIDs storage
-3

Indicates that the number of RIDs exceeded the maximum
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125RI

INDEX-THRESHOLD
Specifies the threshold value for the index.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125TH

IX-PROB-RID-TOTAL
Specifies the index probing estimate of the total number of RIDs in the index.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125TI

IX-PROB-RID-KEYRANGE
Specifies the index probing estimate of the number of RIDs in the key range index adjusted for the filter factor.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125QI

LEG-TERM-RSN
Indicates the reason why a leg of a multiple access path was terminated:
F

—The leg was marked full
T

—The leg had fewer than 32 RIDs
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125_TRSN

LEG-NOTPROBED-RSN
Indicates the reason why a leg of a multiple access path was not probed:
A

—All legs fetched all RIDs
B

—This leg fetched all RIDs
E

—Probing failed
F

—A leg was marked full
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K
—Probing could not be done because a low or a high key is missing

M
—A mix of R, I, and U entries is not reordered

O
—Access path selection indicated not to probe

S
—An earlier leg of index intersection (AND) processing was likely performed a high degree of filtering

V
—A leg was likely to have performed a high degree of filtering

This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125_PRSN

LEG-REORDERED-RSN
Indicates the reason why a leg of a multiple access path was reordered:
V

—The leg likely performed a high degree of filtering
P

—Probing was performed
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125_ORSN

LEG-FULL-RSN
Indicates the reason why a leg of a multiple access path was marked as full:
L

—The predicate contained a non-filtering LIKE clause
R

—The predicate was a range predicate
P

—Indicates one of the following reasons:

• Index union (OR) processing was done, and the estimated number of RIDs was greater than 30
percent of the table

• Index intersection (AND) processing was done, and the estimated number of RIDs was greater than
50 percent of the table

M
—Neither index union (OR) processing nor index intersection (AND) processing was done, and the
estimated number of RIDs was greater than the RID list logical limit

G
—Aggressive termination of a leg was done

T
—Index intersection (AND) processing was done, the estimated number of RIDs was greater than 35
percent, and the most selective leg was processed first

This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0125_FRSN

(126) LOG-BUFFER
(126) LOG-BUFFER records the contents of the log buffer.
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The following list describes the LOG-BUFFER record fields:

FLAG
Specifies one of the following valid values:
X'00

Indicates that the short RBA fields, LOG-DATA, and CONTROL-DATA, were used.
X'80

Indicates that the long RBA fields, LOG-DATA-LONG-RBA, and CONTROL-DATA-LONG-RBA, were
used.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0126F
LOG-DATA

Specifies the log buffer CI data.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0126DT

CONTROL-DATA
Specifies the log buffer control information.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0126CT

LOG-DATA-LONG-RBA
Specifies the log buffer CI data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0126DN

CONTROL-DATA-LONG-RBA
Specifies the log buffer control information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0126CN

(127) PAGE-WAITS
(127) PAGE-WAITS records the beginning of a wait for I/O performed for another thread.

The following list describes the PAGE-WAITS record fields:

DBID
Specifies the database ID (DBID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0127DB

OBID
Specifies the page set OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0127OB

PAGE-NUMBER-SMALL
Specifies the page number to read/write.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0127PN

PAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the page number to read or write. This 4-byte field can accommodate page numbers in large table
spaces.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0127PG

IO-FLAG
Specifies the flag for the type of I/O:
R

Read I/O wait
W

Write I/O wait
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F
Buffer manager forced write I/O wait

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0127F
BUFFER-POOL-ID

Specifies the buffer pool internal ID (0-49, 80-89).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0127BP

BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the translated buffer pool name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0127BP

ACE-TOKEN
Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element) token of the requestor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0127AC

TBLSPACE-TYPE
Specifies the type of tablespace:
N

Non-large tablespace (4-byte RID)
L

Tablespace created with the LARGE option or DSSIZE<=4G (5-byte RID)
V

Tablespace created with DSSIZE>4G, EA-enabled (5-byte RID)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0127FG

PGWAIT-FLAG1
Miscellaneous flag:
X'80' - On

Relative page number
X'80' - Off

Absolute page number
This field is new with DB2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0127P

PARTITION
Shows the partition number or 0 for non-partitioned tablespace.
This field is new with DB2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0127PT

PAGE-NUM-TYPE
Specifies the page number type:
Relative

Relative page number
Absolute

Absolute page number
This field is new with DB2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0127P based on QW0127P1

(128) PAGE-RESUMES
(128) PAGE-RESUMES records the event of I/O initiator resuming the page requestor.

The following list describes the PAGE-RESUMES record fields:
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DBID
Specifies the database ID (DBID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0128DB

OBID
Specifies the page set OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0128OB

PAGE-NUMBER-SMALL
Specifies the page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0128PN

PAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the page number to read or write. This 4-byte field can accommodate page numbers in large table
spaces.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0128PG

IO-FLAG
Specifies the flag for the type of I/O:
R

Read I/O wait
W

Write I/O wait
F

Buffer manager forced write I/O wait
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0128F

STATUS
Specifies the status of the I/O requestor:
N

I/O requestor was not canceled
Y

I/O requestor was canceled
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0128S

BUFFER-POOL-ID
Specifies the buffer pool internal ID (0-49, 80-89).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0128BP

BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the translated buffer pool name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0128BP

ACE-TOKEN
Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element) token of the actual requestor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0128AC

TBLSPACE-TYPE
Specifies the type of tablespace:
N

Non-large tablespace (4-byte RID)
L

Tablespace created with the LARGE option or DSSIZE<=4G (5-byte RID)
V

Tablespace created with DSSIZE>4G, EA-enabled (5-byte RID)
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0128FG
PGRESM-FLAG1

Miscellaneous flag:
X'80' - On

Relative page number
X'80' - Off

Absolute page number
This field is new with DB2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0128P

PARTITION
Shows the partition number or 0 for non-partitioned tablespace.
This field is new with DB2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0128PT

PAGE-NUM-TYPE
Specifies the page number type:
Relative

Relative page number
Absolute

Absolute page number
This field is new with DB2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0128P based on QW0128P1

(140) AUDIT-FAILURES
IFCID 140 records authorization failures.

The following list describes the (140) AUDIT-FAILURES record fields:

NOTE
The OFFSET fields provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses these fields to locate the long name
in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic purposes to verify that Db2 provides a long
name in the trace record.

PRIVILEGE-CODE
Identifies the privilege code that is being checked.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140PR

PRIVILEGE
Specifies the text for the permission that is being checked.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0140PR
A table of privileges and privilege codes:

Code Text Note
9 Display Profile
10 Start Profile
11 Stop Profile
12 Start Rlimit
13 Stop Rlimit
14 Display Rlimit
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15 Create Alias
16 Monitor1
17 Monitor2
19 Check Util CHECK UTILITY
20 Drop Alias
21 DDF Sta,Stp,Can DDF COMMAND - START, STOP, or CANCEL
50 Select
51 Insert
52 Delete
53 Update
54 References
55 Trigger
56 Create Index
57 DBADM
58 Term Util on DB TERMINATE UTILITY ON DATABASE
60 All on Packages
61 Alter
62 Disp Thrd or DB DISPLAY THREAD or DISPLAY DB
64 Execute
65 BND,REBND,FREE BIND, REBIND, or FREE
66 CreateDBA
67 Create Stogroup
68 DBCTRL
69 DBMAINT
72 Recover Indoubt
73 Drop
74 Copy
75 Load
76 Explct Qlfr use EXPLICIT QUALIFIER USE
77 Reorg
78 Repair
79 Start DB START DATABASE
80 Start/Stop DB(*) START DB2, STOP DB2, START DB(*), or STOP DB(*)
82 Runstats Util RUNSTATS UTILITY
83 Stop DB STOP DATABASE
84 Stop/Start Trace
85 SYSADM
86 SYSOPR
87 Use
88 BIND Add
89 Recover (Util) RECOVER (UTILITY)
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92 CreateDBC
93 Recover BSDS
94 Create Table
95 Create Tblspace CREATE TABLESPACE
96 Display Util DISPLAY UTILITY
97 Comment on
98 Lock Table
99 Display DB DISPLAY DATABASE
102 Create Synonym
103 Alter Index
104 Drop Synonym
105 Drop Index
107 Stospace Util STOSPACE UTILITY
108 Create View
109 Term Util TERM UTILITY
112 Display BP DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL
113 Alter BP ALTER BUFFERPOOL
224 SYSCTRL
225 Copy Package
226 Create in
227 Bindagent
231 Archive
228 Allpkaut
229 Subpkaut
233 Describe Table
236 Diagnose Util DIAGNOSE UTILITY
237 Mergecpy Util MERGECOPY UTILITY
238 Modify Util MODIFY UTILITY
239 Quiesce Util QUIESCE UTILITY
240 Report Util REPORT UTILITY
241 Repair DBD Util REPAIR DBD UTILITY
242 PACKADM
243 Set Archive
244 Display Archive
248 Create TMPR Tab CREATE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE (CREATETMTAB)
251 Rename Table
252 AlterIN
261 CreateIN
262 DropIN
263 Usage
265 Start
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266 Stop
267 Display
274 Comment on IDX COMMENT ON INDEX
280 Validate Seclbl VALIDATE SECLABEL
281 MLS Readwrite
282 Debug Session
283 Rename Index
284 SECADM
285 Crt SEC Object CREATE SECURE OBJECT
286 Explain
290 SQLADM
291 Read
292 Write
293 Explain Monitor
294 Query Tuning
295 Check Data Util CHECK DATA UTILITY
297 Unload
501 Drop Tbl Exempt ACCESS CONTROL DROP TABLE EXEMPTION
502 Truncate Exempt ACCESS CONTROL TRUNCATE EXEMPTION
503 Utility Exempt ACCESS CONTROL UTILITY EXEMPTION

OBJECT
Specifies bind, rebind, or free object type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140OB

OBJECT-TYPE
Specifies the object type:

Code Object type
A ACEE
B Bufferpool
C Collection
D Database
E Distinct type
F Function
G Session variable
H Global variable
J Jar
K Package
L Role
M Schema
N Trusted context
O Procedure
P Application plan
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Q Sequence
R Tablespace
S Storage group
T Table or view
U User auth
W Row
Z zParm

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0140OB
SOURCE-CREATOR

Specifies the source object creator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140SC

SOURCE-NAME
Specifies the source object name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140SN

TARGET-CREATOR
Specifies the target object creator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140TC

TARGET-NAME
Specifies the target object name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140TN

AUDIT-AUTH-ID
Specifies the authorization ID being checked.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140UR

QW0140HO
Specifies the host options for SQL statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140HO

SQLSTMT-LONG
Specifies the SQL text.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140TX

RET-CODE
Specifies the return code from the access control authorization exit routine:
1

Exit was not called
4

Db2 authorization check must be performed
8

User is not authorized. Access is denied.
12

The authorization exit cannot service the request. Do not call the exit again.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140RC

REAS-CODE
Specifies a user-defined reason code from the access control authorization exit routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140RS
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SOURCE-CREATOR-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0140SC
field is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140SC_OFF

SOURCE-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0140SN
field is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140SN_OFF

TARGET-CREATOR-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0140TC
field is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140TC_OFF

TARGET-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0140TN
field is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140TN_OFF

AUDIT-AUTH-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0140UR
field is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140UR_OFF

MLS-TBL-ROW-ID
Specifies the RID of the row that is being updated or deleted, when the table has multilevel security.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140ID

MLS-TBL-ROW-SECLABEL
Specifies the security label of the row, for a table with multilevel security.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140RL

ACEE-UTOKEN
Specifies the ACEE UTOKEN, when it is available. If the ACEE UTOKEN is not available, the first word of this
field contains one of the following values:
0

The UTOKEN cannot be accessed
-1

An ABEND occurred during the attempt to access the ACEE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140UT

STMT-LEN
Specifies the length of the failing SQL statement. This field equals zero when no SQL statement exists.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140LL

SOURCE-CREATOR-VAR
Indicates the source object owner (8 bytes), as follows:

• If the object type is not equal to user auth (QW0140OB ¬= 'U'), then the source object owner is the qualifier of
the object against which the authorization was checked. This field is valid only for qualifiable objects.

• If the object type equals user auth (QW0140OB = 'U'), then the source object owner is the qualifier of the alias
being created. This field is valid only when the privilege (QW0140PR=15) is CREATEALIAS. This field varies
in length and contains the complete name.

• If the object type equals user auth (QW0140OB = 'U') and the statement is the TRANSFER OWNERSHIP
statement, the source object owner is the qualifier of the object that is being transferred.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140SC_D
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SOURCE-CREATOR-LEN
Specifies the length of the source creator name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140SC_LEN

SOURCE-CREATOR-LONG
Specifies the source object owner (8 bytes), as follows:

• If the object type is not equal to user auth (QW0140OB ¬= 'U'), then the source object owner is the qualifier of
the object against which the authorization was checked. This field is valid only for qualifiable objects.

• If the object type equals user auth (QW0140OB = 'U'), then the source object owner is the qualifier of the
alias being created. This field is valid only when the privilege (QW0140PR=15) is CREATEALIAS. This field
contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.

• If the object type equals user auth (QW0140OB = 'U') and the statement is the TRANSFER OWNERSHIP
statement, the source object owner is the qualifier of the object that is being transferred.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140SC_VAR
SOURCE-NAME-VAR

Specifies the source object name, as follows:

• If the object type is not equal to user auth (QW0140OB¬='U'), then the source object name is the name of the
object against which authorization was checked.

• If the object type equals user auth (QW0140OB = 'U'), then the source object name is the name of the object
being created. This field is valid only when the privilege is CREATEALIAS, CREATEDBA, CREATEDBC, or
CREATESG (QW0140PR= 15, 66, 92, or 67). This field varies in length and contains the complete name.

• If the object type equals user auth (QW0140OB = 'U') and the statement is the TRANSFER OWNERSHIP
statement, the source object name is the name of the object that is being transferred.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140SN_D
SOURCE-NAME-LEN

Specifies the length of the source name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140SN_LEN

SOURCE-NAME-LONG
Specifies the source object name, as follows:

• If the object type is not equal to user auth (QW0140OB¬='U'), then the source object name is the name of the
object against which authorization was checked.

• If the object type equals user auth (QW0140OB = 'U'), then the source object name is the name of the object
being created. This field is valid only when the privilege is CREATEALIAS, CREATEDBA, CREATEDBC, or
CREATESG (QW0140PR= 15, 66, 92, or 67). This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.

• If the object type equals user auth (QW0140OB = 'U') and the statement is the TRANSFER OWNERSHIP
statement, the source object name is the name of the object that is being transferred.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140SN_VAR
TARGET-CREATOR-VAR

Specifies the target object owner, the qualifier of the object being defined.
This field is valid when the privilege checked is CREATE INDEX or CREATE TABLE (QW0140PR = 56 or 94).
This field is also valid for a CREATE VIEW authorization check against the set of privileges: CREATE VIEW,
SELECT, INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE (QW0140PR = 108, 50, 51, 52, or 53).
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140TC_D

TARGET-CREATOR-LEN
Specifies the length of the table creator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140TC_LEN
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TARGET-CREATOR-LONG
Specifies the target object owner, the qualifier of the object being defined.
This field is valid when the privilege checked is CREATE INDEX or CREATE TABLE (QW0140PR = 56 or 94).
This field is also valid for a CREATE VIEW authorization check against the set of privileges: CREATE VIEW,
SELECT, INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE (QW0140PR = 108, 50, 51, 52, or 53).
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140TC_VAR

TARGET-NAME-VAR
Specifies the name of the object being defined. This field is valid when the privilege checked is CREATE INDEX
or CREATE TABLE (QW0140PR = 56 or 94). This field is also valid for a CREATE VIEW authorization check
against the set of privileges: CREATE VIEW, SELECT, INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE (QW0140PR = 108, 50,
51, 52, or 53). This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140TN_D

TARGET-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the target name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140TN_LEN

TARGET-NAME-LONG
Specifies the name of the object being defined.
This field is valid when the privilege checked is CREATE INDEX or CREATE TABLE (QW0140PR = 56 or 94).
This field is also valid for a CREATE VIEW authorization check against the set of privileges: CREATE VIEW,
SELECT, INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE (QW0140PR = 108, 50, 51, 52, or 53).
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140TN_VAR

AUDIT-AUTH-ID-VAR
Specifies the authorization ID being checked. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140UR_D

AUDIT-AUTH-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the audit authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140UR_LEN

AUDIT-AUTH-ID-LONG
Specifies the authorization ID being checked. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140UR_VAR

AUDIT-AUTH-ID-TYPE
Specifies the authorization ID type:
' '

User ID or secondary authorization ID
'L'

Role
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140AT

SQLSTMT-LEN
Length of the SQL statement, up to a maximum length of 4000 bytes. SQL statements greater than 4000 bytes
are truncated in this record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140LE

(141) GRANT-REVOKE
The following list describes the GRANT-REVOKE record fields:
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GRANTOR
Specifies grantor or revoker.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0141OR

G-R
Specifies access type (G or R).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0141AC

OBJECT
Specifies object type (defined in QW0140OB).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0141OB

SQLCODE
Specifies the SQL error code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0141CO

REASON
Indicates reason access granted (only for GRANT).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0141RE

QW0141HO
Specifies host options.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0141HO

SQLSTMT-LONG
Specifies SQL text.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0141TX

GRANTOR-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0141OR field
is truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a DB2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0141OR_OFF

STMT-LEN
Specifies the length of the failing SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0141LL

GRANTOR-VAR
Specifies the ID of the grantor or revoker. This field is blank when the BY clause is used in the REVOKE
statement. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0141OR_D

GRANTOR-LEN
Specifies the length of the grantor name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0141OR_LEN

GRANTOR-LONG
Specifies the ID of the grantor or revoker. This field is blank when the BY clause is used in the REVOKE
statement. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0141OR_VAR

AUDIT-AUTH-ID-TYPE
Specifies the authorization ID type:

• ' '—User ID or secondary authorization ID
• 'L'—Specifies role

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0141OT
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SQLSTMT-LEN
Length of the SQL statement, up to a maximum length of 4000 bytes. SQL statements greater than 4000 bytes
are truncated in this record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0141LE

(142) AUDIT-DDL
(142) AUDIT-DDL records instances of CREATE, ALTER, and DROP against an audited object.

The following list describes the AUDIT-DDL record fields:

DBID
Specifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142DB

OBID
Specifies the record OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142OB

TABLE-OWNER
Specifies the TABLE owner, same as qualifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142OW

TABLE-CREATOR
Specifies the table creator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142CR

C-D-A
Specifies the statement type as CREATE, DROP, or ALTER.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142AC

TABLE-NAME
Specifies the tablename.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142TN

QW0142HO
Specifies host options.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142HO

SQLSTMT-LONG
Specifies the SQL text.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142TX

TABLE-OWNER-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0142OW is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142OW_OFF

TABLE-CREATOR-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0142CR is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142CR_OFF
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TABLE-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0142TN is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142TN_OFF

SECLABEL
Specifies the security label that is used when the table is defined.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142SL

MULTI-LVL-SECURITY
Indicates when multilevel security is used. The following values are valid:
Y

Uses multilevel security on create or drop of a table that has multilevel security. Also uses multilevel
security on alter of a table to add a security label column.

N
Uses multilevel security on alter of a table that has multilevel security.

blank
Indicates that the table does not have multilevel security.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142ML
STMT

Specifies the length of the SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142LL

TABLE-OWNER-VAR
Specifies the table owner (same as table qualifier). This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142OW_D

TABLE-OWNER-LEN
Specifies the length of the table owner name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142OW_LEN

TABLE-OWNER-LONG
Specifies the table owner, which is the table qualifier. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142OW_VAR

TABLE-CREATOR-VAR
Specifies the creator of the table. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142CR_D

TABLE-CREATOR-LEN
Specifies the length of the table creator name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142CR_LEN

TABLE-CREATOR-LONG
Specifies the creator of the table. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142CR_VAR

TABLE-NAME-VAR
Specifies the name of the audited table that is being created, altered, or dropped. This field varies in length and
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142TN_D

TABLE-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the tablename.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142TN_LEN
TABLE-NAME-LONG

Specifies the name of the audited table that is being created, altered, or dropped. This field contains the complete
field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142TN_VAR

TABLE-OWNER-TYPE
Specifies the table owner type:
' '

User ID or secondary authorization ID
'L'

Specifies role
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142OR

ROW-COL-ACC-CNTL
Specifies the type of row and column access control:
'R'

Row access control
'C'

Column access control
'B'

Row and column access control
' '

No access control
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142RC

SQLSTMT-LEN
Length of the SQL statement, up to a maximum length of 4000 bytes. SQL statements greater than 4000 bytes
are truncated in this record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0142LE

(143) AUDIT-WRITE
(143) AUDIT-WRITE records the first attempted change (WRITE) of an audited object.

The following list describes the AUDIT-WRITE record fields:

DBID
Specifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0143DB

PSID
Specifies the page set OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0143PS

OBID
Specifies the record OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0143OB

LOG-RBA
Specifies the unit of recovery ID (log RBA).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0143UR

STMT-ID
Specifies the statement identifier used to retrieve the SQL statement from cache.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0143SI

(144) AUDIT-READ
(144) AUDIT-READ records the first attempted access (READ) of an audited object.

The following list describes the AUDIT-READ record fields:

DBID
Specifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0144DB

PSID
Specifies the page set OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0144PS

OBID
Specifies the record OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0144OB

LOG-RBA
Specifies the unit of recovery ID (LOG RBA OR ZEROS).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0144UR

STMT-ID
Indicates the statement identifier used to retrieve the SQL statement from cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0144SI

(145) AUDIT-LOG
IFCID 145 is written during BIND for static and dynamic SQL and records the audit log record in a DML session.

This record is associated with the Db2 audit trace class and can only be accessed asynchronously.

(145) AUDIT-LOG contains three sections: Audit Information, DBIDs and OBIDs, and Row and Column Access Control.

Audit Information

The following fields describe audit information for a prepared statement. These fields appear once in the record.

LOCATION-NAME
Specifies the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145LN

COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the package collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145PC

PROGRAM
Specifies the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145PN

PRECTIME
Specifies the precompiler timestamp, formatted as a consistency token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145TS

PRECTIME-TOD
Specifies the precompiler timestamp.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0145TS
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STMT-NUM
Specifies the precompiler statement number of the program for the SQL statement. The program is either a
DBRM or a package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145SN

STMT-TYPE
Specifies the SQL statement type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145ST

QW0145HO
Specifies host options.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145HO

STMT-ISOL-LEV
Specifies the level of isolation for the SQL statement as one of the following values:
C

Cursor stability
R

Repeatable read
U

Uncommitted read
T

RS isolation level
X

RR isolation level with X-Lock
L

RS isolation level with X-Lock
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145IS

SQLSTMT-LEN
Specifies the length of the SQL statement, up to a maximum length of 4000 bytes. SQL statements greater than
4000 bytes are truncated in this record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145LE

LOCATION-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0145LN is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145LN_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0145PC is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145PC_OFF

PROGRAM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0145PN is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145PN_OFF
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STMT-LEN
Specifies the length of the SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145LL

LOCATION-NAME-VAR
Specifies the name by which Db2 refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a network of subsystems. The bind is
executed on behalf of this location. The location name is defined in the communications database in the table
SYSIBM.LOCATIONS, which maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145LN_D

LOCATION-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145LN_LEN

LOCATION-NAME-LONG
Specifies the name by which Db2 refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a network of subsystems. The bind is
executed on behalf of this location. The location name is defined in the communications database in the table
SYSIBM.LOCATIONS, which maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145LN_VAR

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Specifies a name which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of
the BIND PACKAGE statement.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145PC_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145PC_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies a name which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of
the BIND PACKAGE statement.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145PC_VAR

PROGRAM-VAR
Specifies the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) on whose behalf a bind (static or
dynamic) is taking place.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145PN_D

PROGRAM-LEN
Specifies the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145PN_LEN

PROGRAM-LONG
Specifies the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) on whose behalf a bind (static or
dynamic) is taking place.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145PN_VAR

SQLCODE
Specifies an SQL error code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145SC
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UNIQ-STMT-ID
Specifies a unique statement identifier. This identifier is used to retrieve SQL statements from the cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145SI

UNIQ-DBID-OBID
Specifies the number of unique non-zero DBIDs and OBIDs processed by the SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145OB_NUM

NUM-MASKS
Specifies the number of masks and permissions that were used to mask and filter the data processed by the SQL
statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145AC_NUM

DBIDs and OBIDs

The following fields describe DBIDs and OBIDs for a prepared statement. These fields constitute a repeating group of
fields in the (145) AUDIT-LOG record.

DBID
Specifies the audit log table database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145DB

OBID
Specifies the audit log table record ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145OB

Row and Column Access Control

The following fields describe row and column access control for a prepared statement. These fields constitute a repeating
group of fields in the (145) AUDIT-LOG record.

QW0145AS_OFF
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QW01453 to the QW0145AS_LEN field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145AS_OFF

QW0145AO_OFF
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QW01453 to the QW0145AO_LEN field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145AO_OFF

ACCCTL-SCHEMA-VAR
Specifies the name of the access control schema. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145AS_D

ACCCTL-SCHEMA-LEN
Specifies the length of the access control schema name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145AS_LEN

ACCCTL-SCHEMA-LONG
Specifies the name of the access control schema. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145AS_VAR

ACCCTL-OBJECT-VAR
Specifies the name of the access control object. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145AO_D

ACCCTL-OBJECT-LEN
Specifies the length of the access control object name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145AO_LEN
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ACCCTL-OBJECT-LONG
Specifies the name of the access control object. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145AO_VAR

Complete Statement Text in Subsequent Records

The following field specifies the complete statement text in subsequent QW0145 records.

SQLSTMT-LONG
Specifies the complete text of the failing SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0145TX

(148) THREAD-STATS
IFCID 148 is similar to (003) Db2 Accounting record.

Both records mostly contain identical fields. 003 contains information about the thread that just terminated. 148 is written
to SYSVIEW for Db2 on request and contains additional data for currently executing threads.

This topic includes topics that describe the 148 record fields by sections.

NOTE
The following sections are not described in this documentation. For description of fields, see the matching
section of the (003) ACCT record:

• Accounting Data for Data Sharing
• Global Locking Statistics
• IFI Statistics
• MVS Account Code and DDF Information
• Package Locking and Resource Limit Statistics
• Package SQL Statistics

The following (148) THREAD-STATS fields refer to the section 0001 of the record.

TCB-CPU-START
Specifies the beginning TCB CPU time from z/OS. This time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP
processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACBJST

THD-START
Specifies the thread start time or last accounting time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACBSC

TCB-CPU-END
Specifies the end TCB CPU time in all environments. This time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP
processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACEJST

THD-END
Specifies the thread end time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACESC

THD-TERM-CODE
Specifies the thread termination code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACRINV

NETWORK-ID
Specifies the network ID used in IMS and CICS recovery.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACNID
COMMITS

Specifies the number of phase 2 commits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACCOMM

ABORTS
Specifies the number of aborts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACABRT

ELAPSED-TIME-DB2
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time in Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACASC

TCB-CPU-DB2
Specifies the accumulated home TCB CPU time. This time does not include CPU consumed on an IBP zIIP
processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAJST

IO-WAIT-DB2
Specifies the accumulated I/O elapsed wait time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTI

LOCK-WAIT-DB2
Specifies the accumulated lock and latch elapsed time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTL

ENTRY-EXIT-EVENTS
Specifies the number of Db2 entry and exit events processed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNA

WLM-SERV-CLSNAME
Specifies the Workload Manager Service Class Name if the thread is a DBAT and the z/OS release and system
definitions invoke this function. Otherwise, this field is blank or consists of binary zeros. For DDF/RRSAF rollup
records, this value is derived from the last thread to roll up data into the record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACWLME

WAIT-TRC-EVENTS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNE

WAIT-OTHER-READ
Specifies the accumulated wait time for READ I/O that is done under a different thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTR

WAIT-OTHER-WRITE
Specifies the accumulated wait time for WRITE I/O that is done under a different thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTW

WAIT-SWITCH-UPD-COM
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch for Db2 COMMIT, ABORT, or
DEALLOCATION processing. For RRSAF threads, this value includes explicit COMMIT time (SRRCMIT calls).
See QWACAWLG for implicit RRS COMMIT time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTE

WAITS-LOCK
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for LOCK and LATCH.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNL

WAITS-OTHER-READ
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for READ I/O under another thread.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNR
WAITS-OTHER-WRITE

Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for WRITE I/O under another thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNW

WAITS-SWITCH-UPD-COM
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching for
COMMIT or ABORT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNS

PAGE-LATCH-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to page latch contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTP

PAGE-LATCH-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for page latch contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNH

ACCOUNTING-FLAGS
Specifies one of the following flags:
x'01'

Stored procedure
x'02'

User-defined function
x'03'

Trigger
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACFLGS

PACKAGE-DBRM-COUNT
Specifies the number of packages and DBRMs for which the appropriate traces were active and therefore,
package and DBRM level accounting was performed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACPKGN

SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP-C1
Specifies the accumulated CPU time used to satisfy stored procedure requests processed in a stored procedure
address space and executed on an IBM specialty engine. If the SQL procedure is called on a nested task, and the
main application execution unit did not invoke the procedure, SQL procedure time is included.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSP_CLS1SE
SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP-C2

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed in Db2 for processing SQL statements that are issued by
stored procedures that are processed in a stored procedure address space and executed on an IBM specialty
engine. If the SQL procedure is called on a nested task, and the main application execution unit did not invoke the
procedure, times for SQL procedures are included. This time is a subset of QWACSP_CLS1SE.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSP_CLS2SE
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SP-WLM-UDF-ZIIP-C1
Specifies the accumulated CPU time used to satisfy user-defined function requests processed in a stored
procedure address space and executed on an IBM specialty engine.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDF_CLS1SE
SP-WLM-UDF-ZIIP-C2

Specifies the accumulated CPU time consumed in Db2 for processing SQL statements issued by user-defined
functions that are processed in a stored procedure address space and executed on an IBM specialty engine. This
time is a subset of QWACUDF_CLS1SE.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDF_CLS2SE
NESTED-TRIG-ZIIP

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed on an IBM specialty engine for execution of triggers on a
nested task.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTRTE_SE
THD-ELAPSED

Shows thread elapsed time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

TCB-CPU-TOT
Specifies the total TCB CPU.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

THD-TERM-REASON
Specifies the reason for the thread termination.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PACKAGE-LOCATION-NAME
Specifies the 16-character location name from which the current SQL originated.

NOTE
This field is only meaningful for an active thread (IFCID 148). In the accounting record (IFCID 3), this
field contains blanks.

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
PACKAGE-COLLECTION-ID

Shows an 18-character name that identifies a set of packages.

NOTE
This field is only meaningful for an active thread (IFCID 148). In the accounting record (IFCID 3), this
field contains blanks.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
PACKAGE-ID

Specifies the DBRM member (program name) from which a previous BIND {PACKAGE} operation bound the
current SQL statement.

NOTE
This field is only meaningful for an active thread (IFCID 148). In the accounting record (IFCID 3), this
field contains blanks.

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
PACKAGE-CONSIST-TOKEN

Specifies the 64-bit unsigned binary integer that represents the package consistency token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PACKAGE-VERSION-LENGTH
Specifies the length of the package version name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PACKAGE-VERSION
Specifies the package version that was specified when the current program was precompiled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PACKAGE-VERSION-STRING
Specifies the package version that was specified when the current program was precompiled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

EXTENDED-STATUS
Specifies the status of the Db2 application. If the application is not currently processing an SQL statement or Db2
function, 'IN USER' is displayed. Otherwise, the status displays 'IN DB2'.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-IO-DBNAME
Specifies the database name (or DBID) of the last page set for which I/O took place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-IO-PSNAME
Specifies the page set name (or PSID) of the last page set for which I/O took place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-IO-PAGE
Specifies the page number of the last page set for which I/O took place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-SQL-ELAPSED
Specifies the elapsed time for the current Db2 request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-IO-STATUS
Specifies the status of the current or last I/O:
W

Waiting on I/O
C

I/O is complete
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CURRENT-IO-TYPE
Specifies the type of I/O:
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G
Getpage

R
Release page

S
Update page

W
Update complete

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
I-O-CNT

Specifies the number of I/O operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

UNACC-DB2-TIME
Represents the elapsed time in Db2 that is not included in TCB time or in suspension categories for the most
recent execution of this package or DBRM. The most common contributors to “other Db2 time” are z/OS paging
and processor wait time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

THDTYPE
Shows DBAT, ALLIED-D (distributed), or ALLIED-N (nondistributed).
IBM Db2 Field Name: THDTYPE

DBAT-ELAP-WAITING
The total time that the thread spent waiting for a DBAT to become available. This value significantly increases
when Db2 reaches or exceeds its maximum number of DBATs. Verify the QDSTQDBT field value to see whether
the MAXDBAT threshold was reached. Adjust the MAXDBAD value to increase the maximum number of DBATs.

NOTE
Minor delays can occur when DBATs are dynamically created to service the work, even when MAXDBAT
was not reached. Adjust the ZPARM POOLINAC so that DBATs remain available longer.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACMDWT
DS-MSG-WAIT

Specifies the accumulated elapsed wait time caused by suspension for sending messages to other members in
the data sharing group.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTG

DS-GLBCONT-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated elapsed wait time caused by suspension of an IRLM lock request due to global lock
contention, which requires inter-system communication to resolve. QWACAWTL gives wait time caused by local
lock contention, which does not require inter-communication to resolve.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTJ

DS-MSG-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for sending messages to other members in
the data sharing group.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNG

DS-GLBCONT-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global lock contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNJ

ENDUSER-USERID
Specifies the user ID of the end user of the thread for which the storage is being reported.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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ENDUSER-TRANSACTION
Specifies the transaction name of the end user of the thread for which the storage is being reported.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ENDUSER-WORKSTATION
Specifies the workstation name of the end user of the thread for which the storage is being reported.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STORPROC-TCB-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is used to satisfy external stored procedure requests that were
processed in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. If the SQL procedures were called on a nested
task and the main application execution unit did not invoke the procedures, SQL procedure times are included.
The accounting class 1 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPCP

STORPROC-DB2-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time that was spent in Db2 for processing SQL statements that were issued by
stored procedures in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes Db2 time for
connecting and disconnecting the stored procedure task for external stored procedures. If the SQL procedures
were called on a nested task and the main application execution unit did not invoke the procedures, SQL
procedure times are included. This time is a subset of the class 1 QWACSPCP time.
The accounting class 2 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPTT

STORPROC-SQL-EVENTS
Specifies the number of SQL entry or exit events performed by stored procedures.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPNE

STORPROC-ELP-WAIT
Specifies the total elapsed time spent waiting for an available TCB before the stored procedure could be
scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACCAST

STORPROC-SQL-WAITS
Specifies the number of times an SQL CALL statement had to wait for an available TCB before the stored
procedure could be scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACCANM

TRANS-COUNT
Specifies the number of accounting records included in a DDF/RRSAF rollup record. If the data is not part of a
rollup record, the value is 1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACPARR and QWACPCNT

TRANSACTIONS-COUNT
Specifies the number of transactions that were aggregated for a given connection type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACPCNT

PARALLEL-TASKS
Specifies one of the following values:

• For a nonrollup parent record, this value represents the parallel child agents created.
• For a nonrollup child agent record, the value is zero.
• For a parallel query rollup record, this value represents the parallel child agents rolled into the record.
• For a DDF/RRSAF rollup record, this value represents the accounting intervals rolled into the record for the

end user.
• For an autonomous procedure rollup record, this value represents the number of autonomous procedures that

were rolled into the record.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACPCNT
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PARALLEL-TOKEN
Specifies the token that is used to correlate parallel task records with the records of the originating task. For a
nonrollup child agent record, this value matches the ACE (QWHSACE) of the parent record. For a parallel query
rollup record, this value contains the QWHSACE value of the parent record. For a DDF/RRSAF rollup record, this
field does not apply. For an autonomous procedures rollup record, this value equals the QWHSACE value of the
parent record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACPACE

CPU-PARALLEL-CH
Specifies the child, parent, or summary byte for the accounting record:
C

A child record or a child summary record (check the full field CPU-PARALLEL-IND to see which it is)
P

A parent record
S

A summary of the child and parent records
R

A DDF/RRSAF rollup record
A

An Autonomous Stored Procedure accounting record
' '

Not a child or parent accounting record
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CPU-PARALLEL-IND
Specifies the child, parent, or summary for the accounting record:
CHILD

A child record
PARENT

A parent record
SUM

A summary of the child and parent records
CH SUM

A child summary record (like SUM record, but without parent in the summary)
AUT SP

An Autonomous Stored Procedure
ROLLUP

A DDF/RRSAF rollup record
' '

Not a child or parent accounting record
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SU-CONV-FACTOR
Specifies a value that can be used to convert CPU time to a common unit known as a service unit (SU). The
conversion factor depends on the processor model. By using the SU, you can do equitable charge back, even
when work is performed on different machines. The conversion factor is used as follows:
SU = CPU seconds * (16000000/conversion factor).

The accounting class 1 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSUCV
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LOG-WRITE-IO-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for log write I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARLG

LOG-WRITE-IO-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for log write I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWLG

THD-LOG-RECS
Specifies the number of log records written. The amount of logging for a thread can exceed the amount of logging
for units of recovery because the logging for a thread includes logging of actions performed by Db2 on behalf of
the thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACLRN

THD-BYTES-LOGGED
Specifies the total number of bytes of log records written.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACLRAB

UDF-CPU
Specifies the accumulated TCB time that is used to satisfy user-defined function requests processed in a Db2
stored procedures address space or WLM established address space. This value is calculated only if accounting
class 1 is active. If native UDF is called on a nested task and the main application unit does not invoke the native
UDF, noninline UDF times are included. CPU consumed on an IBM specialty engine is not part of this time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDCP

OTHER-UDF-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time that was spent in Db2 for processing SQL statements user-defined functions
issued in the WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes Db2 time for connecting
and disconnecting the user-defined function task. This time is a subset of the class 1 QWACUDCP time. This
value is calculated only if accounting class 2 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDTT

UDF-EVENTS
Specifies the number of SQL entry/exit events that user-defined functions perform. This value is calculated only if
accounting trace class 2 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDNE

UDF-WAIT-FOR-TCB
Specifies the elapsed time spent waiting for an available TCB before the user-defined function could be
scheduled. This value is calculated only if accounting trace class 3 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDST

UDF-TOTAL-ELAPSED
Specifies the total elapsed time that was spent in user-defined functions in WLM-established stored procedure
address spaces. This time includes time that was spent executing SQL statements. This value is calculated only if
accounting trace class 1 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDEA

UDF-TOTAL-ELAPSED-SQL
Specifies the total elapsed time that is spent for user-defined functions to execute SQL. This value is calculated
only if accounting trace class 3 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDEB

TRIG-TOTAL-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is used for executing triggers in the main application execution unit. This
value does not include CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTRTT
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TRIG-TOTAL-ELAPSED
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time that is used while executing triggers in the main application execution
unit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTRET

CPU-BEFORE-ENCLAVE
Specifies the accumulated TCB time used before the enclave is created.

NOTE
If this field is referenced in your customized archive IQL, SYSVIEW for Db2 returns a value of zero. Do
not remove this field from your customized archive IQL. Instead, replace it with the ACCT-ZERO field
so the output remains compatible with the table loads. Examples are provided in the default archive IQL
requests (ARCI* in the TGTREQ library).

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACPECT
DB2-CPU-BEFORE-ENCLAVE

Specifies the accumulated CPU time used for Db2 to process SQL statements before The enclave is created.

NOTE
If this field is referenced in your customized archive IQL, SYSVIEW for Db2 returns a value of zero. Do
not remove this field from your customized archive IQL. Instead, replace it with the ACCT-ZERO field
so the output remains compatible with the table loads. Examples are provided in the default archive IQL
requests (ARCI* in the TGTREQ library).

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACPECD
STORPROC-TOT-ELAPSED

Specifies the total elapsed time used to satisfy external stored procedure requests that were processed the WLM-
established stored procedure address spaces. If the SQL procedures were called on a nested task and the main
application execution unit did not invoke the procedures, SQL procedure time is included. The value of this field
includes time that was used for executing SQL statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPEA

STORPROC-TOT-ELAPSED-SQL
Specifies the total elapsed time that was spent processing SQL statements in stored procedures or WLM address
spaces. This time includes time that was used for connecting and disconnecting a stored procedure task, for
external stored procedures. If SQL procedures are called on a nested task, and the main application execution
unit does not invoke the procedure, SQL procedure times are included.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPEB

TRIG-CPU-ENCLAVE
Specifies the accumulated CPU time used for executing triggers in a nested task.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTRTE

TRIG-ELAPSED-ENCLAVE
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time used for executing triggers in a nested task.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTREE

TCP-LOB-MAT-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that were processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB materialization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACALBC

TCP-LOB-MAT-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for TCP/IP LOB materialization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACALBW

APPL-ZIIP-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP in all environments (application class 1
time).
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NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACCLS1_ZIIP
DB2-ZIIP-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution in Db2 (class 2 time).

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACCLS2_ZIIP
TRIG-ZIIP-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution of triggers on the main
application execution unit.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTRTT_ZIIP
ZIIP-NOTUSED-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU executed on a standard CP for zIIP-eligible work.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACZIIP_ELIGIBLE
STORPROC-ZIIP-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP for executing stored procedure requests
on the main application execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents
class 1 and class 2 time.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPNF_ZIIP
UDF-ZIIP-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time consumed executing user-defined functions on the IBM zIIP main application
execution unit. Because these UDFs run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDFNF_ZIIP
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STORPROC-LCL-ELAP
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time used while executing stored procedures on the main application
execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2
time.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPNF_ELAP
STORPROC-LCL-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is used for executing stored procedure requests on the main application
execution unit. This time does not include time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP. Because these stored
procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPNF_CP

UDF-LOCAL-ELAP
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time used while executing user-defined functions on the main application
execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2
time.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDFNF_ELAP
UDF-LOCAL-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is used for executing user-defined functions on the main application
execution unit. This time does not include time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP. Because these user-defined
functions run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDFNF_CP

CPI-SUM
Contains a 1 if the accounting record is a parallelism summary record. Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CPI-CHSUM
Contains a 1 if the accounting record is a parallelism child summary record. Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CPI-CHILD
Contains a 1 if the accounting record is a parallelism child record. Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CPI-PARENT
Contains a 1 if the accounting record is a parallelism parent record. Else, it is a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ARC-TERM-REASON
Describes in detail why the account record is produced. Examples include:
DDF/RRSAF ACCUM - MAX NUM EVENTS

DDF/RRSAF ACCUM - STORAGE THRESH

DDF/RRSAF ACCUM - TIME THRESH

IFI READS REQUEST

NORMAL - SAME USER
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NORMAL - NEW USER

NORMAL - DEALLOCATION

DDF TYPE 2 INACT -> INACTIVE

NORMAL - APPL. PROGRAM END

COMMIT - RRSAF THREAD

NORMAL - APPL. PROGRAM ABEND

ABNORMAL - END OF MEMORY

ABNORMAL - RESOLVE INDOUBT

ABNORMAL - CANCEL FORCE

WORK UNIT INDOUBT - END OF TASK

WORK UNIT INDOUBT - APPL PGM ABEND

WORK UNIT INDOUBT - END OF MEMORY

WORK UNIT INDOUBT - RESOLVE INDOUBT

WORK UNIT INDOUBT - CANCEL FORCE

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV
ACCMMAX

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 1 (DDF/RRSAF ACCUM - MAX NUM EVENTS). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

ACCMSTG
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 2 (DDF/RRSAF ACCUM - STORAGE THRESH). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

ACCMTIME
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 3 (DDF/RRSAF ACCUM - TIME THRESH). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

NORMMNRD
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 4 (IFI READS REQUEST). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

RESIGNON
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 6 (NORMAL - SAME USER). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

NORMNEW
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 8 (NORMAL - NEW USER). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

DDF-INACTV
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 10 (NORMAL - DEALLOCATION). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

DDF2INA
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 11 (DDF TYPE 2 INACT -> INACTIVE). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

NORMDEAL
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 12 (NORMAL - APPL. PROGRAM END). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

COMMIT-RRSAF
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 14 (COMMIT - RRSAF THREAD). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

NORMEND
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 16 (NORMAL - APPL. PROGRAM EOT). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV
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ABNABND
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 20 (NORMAL - APPL. PROGRAM ABEND). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

ABNEOM
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 24 (ABNORMAL - END OF MEMORY). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

ABNINDB
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 28 (ABNORMAL - RESOLVE INDOUBT). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

ABNFORC
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 32 (ABNORMAL - CANCEL FORCE). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

WIDEOT
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 40 (WORK UNIT INDOUBT - END OF TASK). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

WIDABND
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 44 (WORK UNIT INDOUBT - APPL PGM ABEND). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

WIDEOM
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 48 (WORK UNIT INDOUBT - END OF MEMORY). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

WIDINDB
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 52 (WORK UNIT INDOUBT - RESOLVE INDOUBT). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

WIDFORC
Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 56 (WORK UNIT INDOUBT - CANCEL FORCE). Else, it contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACRINV

WAIT-LOG-QUIESCE
Specifies the accumulated time in Db2 that the application was suspended due to an -ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE) command. This time reflects the actual suspend time for the individual thread, not the time it
took for the entire command to complete.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXALOG

WAITS-LOG-QUIESCE
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for suspends due to an -ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE) command.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXALCT

DRAIN-LOCK-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for drain locks.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXARND

DRAIN-LOCK-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a drain lock. This time is the time that the requester is suspended while
waiting to acquire the drain lock.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXAWDR
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CLAIM-RELEASE-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a drain when waiting for claims to be released. After the drain lock is
acquired, the drainer must wait for claim holders to release the object.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXAWCL

CLAIM-RELEASE-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for claims to be released.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXARNC

ARCHIVE-READ-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for an archive read from tape. This time also includes wait time for active log
reads and archive log prefetch reads.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXAWAR

ARCHIVE-READ-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for archive read. This field also includes wait trace
events for active log reads and archive log prefetch reads.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXANAR

WAITS-ASYNC-IXLS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for asynch IXLCACHE/IXLFCOMP invocations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXIXLE

WAIT-ASYNC-IXLS
Specifies the wait time for asynchronous IXLCACHE/IXLFCOMP invocations
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXIXLT

WAIT-SWITCH-OPEN-CLS
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the Db2 open/close data set
service or the HSM recall service.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXOCSE

WAITS-SWITCH-OPEN-CLS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to
the open/close service
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXOCNS

WAIT-SWITCH-SYSLGRNG
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the Db2 SYSLGRNG recording
service. This service is also sometimes used for level ID checking for down-level detection.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXSLSE

WAITS-SWITCH-SYSLGRNG
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to
the SYSLGRNG recording service.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXSLNS

WAIT-SWITCH-DMS
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the Db2 data space manager
services. These services include define data set, extend data set, delete data set, reset data set, and VSAM
catalog access.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXDSSE
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WAITS-SWITCH-DMS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to
the data space manager service tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXDSNS

WAIT-SWITCH-OTHER
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to other Db2 service tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXOTSE

WAITS-SWITCH-OTHER
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to
other service tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXOTNS

WAIT-FORCE-COMMIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for force-at-commit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXAWFC

WAITS-FORCE-COMMIT
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for force-at-commit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXFCCT

PIPE-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the total time spent waiting for a pipe.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAX_PIPE_WAIT

PIPE-WAIT-COUNT
Specifies the number of times a pipe wait occurred.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAX_PIPEWAIT_COUNT

LOBCOMP-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the total time spent waiting for compression of large objects (LOBs).
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAX_LOBCOMP_WAIT

LOBCOMP-WAIT-COUNT
Specifies the number of times a wait for LOB compression occurred.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAX_LOBCOMP_COUNT

NUM-SVPT-REQS
Specifies the number of savepoint requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSVPT

NUM-SVPT-REL-REQS
Specifies the number of release savepoint requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACRLSV

NUM-SVPT-ROLB-REQS
Specifies the number of rollback to savepoint requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACRBSV

GLBCHLDL-WAIT
Shows accumulated wait time due to global contention for child L-locks. The accounting class 3 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTK
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GLBOTHRL-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for other L-locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTM

GLBPPPLCK-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for page set and partition P-locks. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this
data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTN

GLBPAGEP-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for page P-locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTO

GLBOTHRP-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for other P-locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTQ

GLBCHLDL-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global contention for child L-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNK

GLBOTHRL-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global contention for other L-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNM

GLBPPPLCK-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global contention for page set and
partition P-locks. The accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a
data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNN

GLBPAGEP-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global contention for page P-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNO

GLBOTHRP-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global contention for other P-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNQ

TOTAL-TIME-DB2
Specifies the total in Db2 elapsed time. This field sums traditional application in Db2 time, the in Db2 time spent
processing stored procedures, user-defined functions, and triggers on behalf of the application. The accounting
class 2 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name:Calculated value

LATCH-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to latch contention.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWLH
LATCH-WAIT-EVENTS

Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for latch contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARLH

PAR-CHILD-AGENTS
Specifies the number of parallel query child agents in a record. This field contains a zero for nonrollup records
and for autonomous procedure rollup records. For a parallel query rollup record, this field contains the number
of parallel query child agents that the record includes. For a DDF or RRSAF rollup record, this field contains the
number of parallel query child agents that the record includes. The calculation of QWACPCNT does not include
these agents.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_PT_COUNT

QWACFLGS2
Specifies the following indicator flag:
x'8000'

The record contains parallel query rollup data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACFLGS2

AT-COUNT
Specifies the number of executed autonomous transactions for non-rollup and DDF/RRSAF rollup records.
Otherwise, this field contains zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AT_COUNT

AT-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the time spent waiting for the completion of autonomous transactions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AT_WAIT

PQS-SUSPEND-COUNT
Specifies the number of times the parallel query processing was waiting for the parent-child synchronization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_PQS_COUNT

PQS-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the accumulated time waiting for parallel queries to synchronize parent-child tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_PQS_WAIT

ACCEL-WAIT-TRC-EVENTS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for accelerator requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAACC

ACCEL-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the accumulated time that the requests spent waiting for an accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAACW

ACCEL-ELIG-ELAP
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time spent processing accelerator-eligible SQL in Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_ELA

ACCEL-ELIG-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time spent processing accelerator-eligible SQL in Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_CP

ACCEL-ELIG-ZIIP
Specifies the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM specialty engine while processing accelerator-eligible
SQL in Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_SE

CP-USAGE-ENGINE
Specifies the average percentage of the CP engine use by a thread in the last sampling interval.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
CP-USAGE-LPAR

Specifies the average percentage of LPAR CPs use by the thread in the last sampling interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ZIIP-USAGE-ENGINE
Specifies the average percentage of zIIP engine use by a thread in the last sampling interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ZIIP-USAGE-LPAR
Specifies the average percentage of LPAR zIIPs use by a thread in the last sampling interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

QWACNFFS
Specifies the coefficient that computes the CP equivalent of consumed zIIP time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WORKFILE-HWM
Specifies the maximum number of workfile blocks used by this agent at any given point in time.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWAC_WORKFILE_MAX

WORKFILE-CURR
Specifies the number of workfile blocks currently in use by this agent.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWAC_WORKFILE_CURR

DECL-CPU-APPL
Specifies the total amount of application elapsed time (accounting class 1). This value includes both time spent in
Db2 and time spent in the client application.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-CPU-DB2-TOTAL
Specifies the total amount of CPU time used while in Db2 (accounting class 2). This time includes Db2 CPU
time used by stored procedures, user-defined functions, and triggers. This time also includes zIIP CPU usage
from both locally executed SQL and stored procedures and user-defined functions executed in a WLM or stored
procedure address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-CP-DB2-TOTAL
Specifies the total amount of CPU time used on CP processors while in Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-ZIIP-TIME-DB2
Specifies the total amount of CPU time used on specialty engines (zIIP) while in Db2. The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-DB2-IO
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) spent processing I/O requests or waiting for
I/O requests performed for other threads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-LOCK
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) while waiting for a Db2 resource or a
serializing process (latch). This value includes Db2 times such as page latch wait time, time the requester is
suspended while waiting to acquire the drain lock, time waiting for claims to be released, and wait time for global
lock contentions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value
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DECL-WAIT-LOG
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) while waiting for an archive read or being
suspended due to an -ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) command. This quiesce wait time is the actual suspend
time for the individual threads, and not the time it took for the entire commands to complete.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-SERVICES
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) while waiting due to synchronous execution
unit switches to Db2 services. This value includes Db2 wait times for services such as open, close, define, extend,
recall, or delete data sets, update SYSLGRNG, or perform phase 2 of commit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-PROC
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) spent waiting for an available TCB before
the stored procedure and the user-defined function could be scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-OTHERS
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) that does not fall into the categories of the
other DECL-WAIT class 3 wait time fields.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DISK-CACHE-IO-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for synchronous read I/O operations that resulted in disk cache hits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTD

DISK-CACHE-IO-COUNT
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations which hit disk cache, but did not use zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWCD

AIDB-ELAPSED
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time spent processing SQL Data Insights functions. This time is included in
class 2 elapsed time.
This field is new with Db2 version 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AIDB_FNS_ELAP

AIDB-ELAPSED-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time spent on CP processing SQL Data Insights functions. This time is included
in class 2 CPU time.
This field is new with Db2 version 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AIDB_FNS_CP

AIDB-ELAPSED-ZIIP
Specifies the accumulated CPU time spent on an IBM specialty engine processing SQL Data Insights functions.
This time is included in class 2 CPU time.
This field is new with Db2 version 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AIDB_FNS_zIIP

AIDB-COUNT
Specifies the accumulated number of Db2 entry/exit events performed by SQL Data Insights functions.
This field is new with Db2 version 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AIDB_COUNT
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Elapsed Time and Wait Time Fields Calculations
The following table specifies how the elapsed time and wait time fields are calculated.

IQL Field Name IBM DB2 Field Value Calculation

TOTAL-TIME-DB2 QWACASC + QWACSPEB + QWACSPNF_ELAP + QWACUDEB + QWACUDFNF_ELAP +
QWACTREE + QWACTRET

DECL-CPU-APPL QWACEJST + QWACCLS1_ZIIP + QWACSPCP + QWACSP_CLS1SE + QWACUDCP +
QWACUDF_CLS1SE

DECL-CPU-DB2-TOTAL QWACAJST + QWACSPTT + QWACUDTT + QWACTRTT + QWACTRTE + QWACSPNF_CP
+ QWACUDFNF_CP + QWACCLS2_ZIIP + QWACTRTT_ZIIP + QWACSP_CLS2SE +
QWACUDF_CLS2SE + QWACTRTE_SE + QWACSPNF_ZIIP + QWACUDFNF_ZIIP

DECL-CP-DB2-TOTAL QWACAJST + QWACSPTT + QWACUDTT + QWACTRTT + QWACTRTE + QWACSPNF_CP +
QWACUDFNF_CP

DECL-ZIIP-TIME-DB2 QWACCLS2_ZIIP + QWACTRTT_ZIIP + QWACSP_CLS2SE + QWACUDF_CLS2SE +
QWACTRTE_SE + QWACSPNF_ZIIP + QWACUDFNF_ZIIP

DECL-WAIT-DB2-IO QWACAWTI + QWACAWTR + QWACAWLG + QWACAWTW + QWAX_PIPE_WAIT

DECL-WAIT-LOCK QWACAWTL + QWACAWTP + QWACAWTJ + QWACAWTK + QWACAWTM + QWACAWTN +
QWACAWTO + QWACAWTQ + QWACAWLH + QWAC_PQS_WAIT + QWAXAWDR + QWAXAWCL

DECL-WAIT-LOG QWAXALOG + QWAXAWAR

DECL-WAIT-SERVICES QWACAWTE + QWAXOCSE + QWAXSLSE + QWAXDSSE + QWAXOTSE

DECL-WAIT-PROC QWACCAST + QWACUDST

DECL-WAIT-OTHERS QWACAWTG + QWACALBW + QWAXAWFC + QWAXIXLTORG + QWAX_LOBCOMP_WAIT +
QWAC_AT_WAIT

UNACC-DB2-TIME (TOTAL-TIME-DB2) - (DECL-CPU-DB2-TOTAL) - (DECL-WAIT-LOCK) - (DECL-WAIT-DB2-IO) -
(DECL-WAIT-SERVICES) - (DECL-WAIT-LOG) - (DECL-WAIT-OTHERS) - (DECL-WAIT-PROC) -
QWACAACW

(148) Group Buffer Pool Statistics

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within a record. When listing similar members of each group in
a request, either append the occurrence number (1, 2, 3, and so on) or group buffer pool name in single quotes ('GBP0',
'GBP1', 'GBP2', and so on) in parentheses after the field name:

• Occurrences 1-50 are GBPO through GBP49
• Occurrences 51-60 are GBP32K through GBP32K9
• Occurrences 61-70 are GBP8K0 through GBP8K9
• Occurrences 71-80 are GBP16K0 through GBP16K9

To display all occurrences of a field for all group buffer pools, use the <<* construction.

GRP-BUF-POOL-ID
Specifies the internal ID number of the group buffer pool (0-49 for GBP0 through GBP49, 80-89 for GBP32K
through GBP32K9, 100-109 for GBP8K0 through GBP8K9, and 120-129 for GBP16K0 through GBP16K9).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAGN

GRP-BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the group buffer pool name (GBP0-GBP49, GB32K-GBP32K9, GBP8K0-GBP8K9, and GBP16K0-
GBP16K9).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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PRIM-ASYNC-IXLCACHES
Specifies asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for the primary group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAHS

SECD-ASYNC-IXLCACHES
Specifies asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for the secondary group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGA2H

SES-XIREAD-DATA
Specifies the number of coupling facility read requests required because the buffer was marked invalid. Data is
returned from the group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAXD

SES-XIREAD-NODATA
Specifies the number of coupling facility read requests required because the buffer was marked invalid. Data is
not returned from the group buffer pool and a directory entry is created if it does not already exist. This means
another Db2 in the group has R/W interest in the page set or partition.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAXR

SES-READ-DATA
Specifies the number of coupling facility reads necessary because the requested page was not found in the buffer
pool. Data was returned from the coupling facility.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAMD

SES-READ-NODATA
Specifies the number of coupling facility reads necessary because the requested page was not found in the buffer
pool. Data was not returned from the coupling facility. If a directory entry does not already exist for the page, an
entry is created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAMR

SES-READ-SUPPDIR
Specifies the number of coupling facility reads necessary because the requested page was not found in the buffer
pool. Data was not returned from the coupling facility, and no directory entry was created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAMN

SES-WRITE-CHNG
Specifies the number of changed pages written to the group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGASW

SES-WRITE-CLEAN
Specifies the number of clean pages written to the group buffer pool. Db2 writes clean pages for page sets and
partitions defined with GBPCACHE ALL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAWC

SES-UNREG-PAGE-REQ
Specifies the number of coupling facility requests to unregister a page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGADG

SES-XI-EXPLICIT
Specifies the number of explicit cross-invalidations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAEX

DUPLEXED-COMP-CHKS
Specifies the number of completion checks for writes to the secondary GBP that were suspended because the
write had not yet completed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGA2S

WRITEREG-MULT-PGS
Specifies the number of write and register multiple (WARM) requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAWM
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WRITEREG-ONE-PAGE
Specifies the number of write and register (WAR) requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAWS

P-LK-REQ-SPACEMAP
Specifies the number of page p-lock lock requests for space map pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAP1

P-LK-REQ-DATA
Specifies the number of page p-lock lock requests for data pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAP2

P-LK-REQ-IDX-LEAF
Specifies the number of page p-lock lock requests for index leaf pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAP3

P-LK-UNLOCK-REQ
Specifies the number of page p-lock unlock requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAU1

P-LK-SUS-SPACEMAP
Specifies the number of page p-lock suspensions for space map pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAS1

P-LK-SUS-DATA
Specifies the number of page p-lock lock suspensions for data pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAS2

P-LK-SUS-IDX-LEAF
Specifies the number of page p-lock lock suspensions for index leaf pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAS3

IXLAXISN-SUSPENDS-XI
Specifies the number of suspensions of coupling facility asynchronous cross- invalidation service (IXLAXISN)
synch-up calls that occurred while waiting for asynchronous cross-invalidation to finish.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAAS

(148) SQL Statement Data

This article describes the SQL statement data for the (148) THREAD-STATS record.

SET-CURRENT-PREC
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT PRECISION statements that were executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETCPR

SQL-SELECTS
Specifies the number of SELECTS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSELECT

SQL-INSERTS
Specifies the number of INSERTS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXINSRT

SQL-UPDATES
Specifies the number of UPDATES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXUPDTE

SQL-DELETES
Specifies the number of DELETES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDELET
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SQL-DESCRIBES
Specifies the number of DESCRIBES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDESC

SQL-PREPARES
Specifies the number of PREPARES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPREP

SQL-OPENS
Specifies the number of OPENS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXOPEN

SQL-CLOSES
Specifies the number of CLOSES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCLOSE

SQL-CREATE-TBL
Specifies the number of CREATE TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRTAB

SQL-CREATE-IDX
Specifies the number of CREATE INDEX.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRINX

SQL-CREATE- TBLSPC
Specifies the number of CREATE TABLESPACE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCTABS

SQL-CREATE-SYN
Specifies the number of CREATE SYNONYM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRSYN

SQL-CREATE-DB
Specifies the number of CREATE DATABASE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRDAB

SQL-CREATE-STOR-GP
Specifies the number of CREATE STORAGE GROUP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRSTG

SQL-CREATE-VIEW
Specifies the number of CREATE VIEW.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEFVU

SQL-DROP-IDX
Specifies the number of DROP INDEX.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPIX

SQL-DROP-TBL
Specifies the number of DROP TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPTA

SQL-DROP-TBLSPC
Specifies the number of DROP TABLESPACE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPTS

SQL-DROP-DB
Specifies the number of DROP DATABASE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPDB

SQL-DROP-SYN
Specifies the number of DROP SYNONYM.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPSY
SQL-DROP-STOR-GP

Specifies the number of DROP STORAGE GROUP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPST

SQL-DROP-VIEW
Specifies the number of DROP VIEW.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPVU

SQL-ALTER-STOR-GP
Specifies the number of ALTER STORAGE GROUP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTST

SQL-FETCHES
Specifies the number of FETCHES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXFETCH

SQL-ALTER-TBLSPC
Specifies the number of ALTER TABLESPACE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTTS

SQL-ALTER-TBL
Specifies the number of ALTER TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTTA

SQL-ALTER-IDX
Specifies the number of ALTER INDEX.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTIX

SQL-COMMENT-ON
Specifies the number of COMMENT ON.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCMTON

SQL-LOCK-TBL
Specifies the number of LOCK TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXLOCK

SQL-GRANT
Specifies the number of GRANT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXGRANT

SQL-REVOKE
Specifies the number of REVOKE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREVOK

SQL-INCR-BIND
Specifies the number of incremental binds excluding PREPARES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXINCRB

SQL-LABEL-ON
Specifies the number of LABEL ON.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXLABON

SQL-SET-SQLID
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT SQLID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETSQL

SQL-CREATE-ALIAS
Specifies the number of CREATE ALIAS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRALS
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SQL-DROP-ALIAS
Specifies the number of DROP ALIAS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPAL

MIAP-USED
Specifies the number of times multi-index access path (MIAP) or list prefetch was used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMIAP

MIAP-NO-STORAGE
Specifies the number of times that MIAP or list prefetch was not used due to lack of storage for RIDS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXNSMIAP

MIAP-NO-MAXRIDS
Specifies the number of times MIAP or list prefetch was not used because the number of RIDS retrieved exceeds
the maximum limit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMRMIAP

SET-HOST-VARIABLE
Specifies the number of SET host variable statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETHV

ALTER-DATABASE
Specifies the number of ALTER DATABASE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALDAB

DROP-PACKAGE
Specifies the number of DROP PACKAGE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPPKG

DESCRIBE-TABLE
Specifies the number of DESCRIBE TABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDSCRTB

MAX-DEGREE
Specifies the maximum degree of parallelism among the parallel groups to indicate the extent to which query
parallelism applies.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMAXDEG

PARALLEL-GROUPS
Specifies the total number of parallel groups executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXTOTGRP

SEQ-CURSOR
Specifies the number of parallel groups which fell back to sequential mode because the cursor can be used in
UPDATE/DELETE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGCUR

SEQ-ESA-SORT
Specifies the number of parallel groups which fell back to sequential mode due to lack of ESA sort support.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGESA

SEQ-BUFFER
Specifies the number of parallel groups that have a planned degree greater than 1 at runtime, but fell back to
sequential mode because of storage shortage or contention on the Buffer Pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGBUF

REDUCED-DEGREE
Specifies the number of parallel groups that have a planned degree greater than 1 at runtime, but were processed
to a parallel degree less than planned because of a storage shortage or contention on the Buffer Pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREDGRP
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PLANNED-DEGREE
Specifies the total number of parallel groups that executed in the planned parallel degree. This field increases by
one for each parallel group that executes with the planned degree of parallel processing, as determined by Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXNORGRP

CONNECT-TYPE-1
Specifies the number of executed CONNECT type 1 statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCON1

CONNECT-TYPE-2
Specifies the number of CONNECT type 2 statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCON2

RELEASE
Specifies the number of RELEASE statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREL

SET-CONNECTION
Specifies the number of SET CONNECTION statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETCON

SET-CURRENT-DEGREE
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT DEGREE statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETCDG

SQL-TOTAL
Specifies the total number of STATEMENTS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQL-SIUD
Specifies the number of SELECTS + INSERTS + UPDATES + DELETES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQL-MANIP
Specifies the number of OPEN/CLOSE CURSOR + DESCRIBE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQL-DDL
Specifies the number of Data Definition and Control statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SET-CURRENT-RULES
Specifies the number of SQL SET CURRENT RULES statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETCRL

SQL-CALL-STMTS
Specifies the number of SQL CALL statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCALL

STORPROC-ABNDS
Specifies the number of times a stored procedure terminated abnormally.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCALLAB

SQL-CALL-TIMEOUTS
Specifies the number of times an SQL CALL statement timed out while waiting to be scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCALLTO

SQL-CALL-REJECTS
Specifies the number of times an SQL CALL statement was rejected.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCALLRJ
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PARA-TO-SEQUENT
Specifies the total number of parallel groups that were executed in sequential mode because MVS/ESA enclave
services were unavailable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGENC

QUERY-PARA-DISABLED
Indicates whether the resource limit facility disables query parallelism for at least one dynamic SELECT statement
in the thread. A non-zero value means that query parallelism is disabled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRLFDPA

PARA-GRPS-EXECCORR
Specifies the total number of parallel groups that executed on a single Db2 due to one of the following reasons:

• When the plan or package was bound, the coordinator subsystem parameter was set to yes, but the parameter
is set to no when the program runs.

• The plan or package was bound on a Db2 with the coordinator subsystem parameter set to yes, but the
program is being run on a different Db2 that has the coordinator value set to no.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCOORNO
PARA-GRPS-EXECRR

Specifies the total number of parallel groups that executed on a single Db2. The execution occurred because the
plan or package was bound with an isolation value of repeatable read or read stability.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXISORR

GLOBAL-TEMP-TBL
Specifies the number of SQL CREATE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRGTT

REOPT-COUNT
Specifies the number of times that reoptimization for host variables occurred.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTREOP

PARA-GRPS-DS
Specifies the total number of parallel groups that Db2 intended to run across the data sharing group. This count is
only incremented on the parallelism coordinator at run time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXXCBPNX

PARA-GRPS-BYPS
Specifies the number of times that the parallelism coordinator had to bypass a Db2 when distributing tasks
because there was not enough buffer pool storage on one or more Db2 members.
This field increases only on the parallelism coordinator. This field increments only once per parallel group, even
though it is possible that more than one Db2 has a buffer pool shortage for that parallel group.
The purpose of this count is to indicate when there are not enough buffers on a member. Therefore, this count is
incremented only when the buffer pool is defined to allow parallelism.
For example, if vpxpseqt=0 on an assistant, then Db2 does not send parallel work there, but this count is not
incremented.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXXCSKIP

RENAME-TABLES
Specifies the number of SQL RENAME TABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRNTAB

ASSOC-LOCATOR
Specifies the number of ASSOCIATE LOCATOR statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALOCL

ALLOC-CURSOR
Specifies the number of ALLOCATE CURSOR statements executed.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALOCC
PREPARE-CACHE

Specifies the number of times that Db2 satisfied a prepare request by making a copy of a statement in the
prepared statement cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTFND

PREPARE-NOCACHE
Specifies the number of times that Db2 searched the prepared statement cache but could not find a suitable
prepared statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTNFND

IPREP-NOFND
Specifies the number of times that Db2 did an implicit prepare for a statement that is bound with
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES). This action occurred because the prepared statement cache did not contain a valid copy
of the prepared statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTIPRP

IPREP-FOUND
Specifies the number of times that Db2 did not prepare a statement that is bound with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES).
This action occurred because the prepared statement cache contained a statement that is boundalid copy of the
prepared statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTNPRP

PREPARE-MAXKD
Specifies the number of times that Db2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement cache.
Discard occurred because the number of prepared statements in the cache exceeded the value of subsystem
parameter MAXKEEPD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTDEXP

PREPARE-DROP
Specifies the number of times that Db2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement cache.
Discard occurred because a program executed a drop, alter, or revoke statement against a dependent object.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTDINV

CREATE-TRIGGER
Specifies the number of SQL CREATE TRIGGER statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCTRIG

DROP-TRIGGER
Specifies the number of SQL DROP TRIGGER statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPTR

SET-PATH
Specifies the number of SQL SET CURRENT PATH statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETPTH

DROP-UDF
Specifies the number of DROP UDF statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPFN

DROP-PROCEDURE
Specifies the number of DROP PROCEDURE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPPR

CREATE-DISTINCT
Specifies the number of CREATE DISTINCT TYPE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCDIST
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DROP-DISTINCT
Specifies the number of DROP DISTINCT TYPE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDDIST

CREATE-UDF
Specifies the number of CREATE FUNCTION statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRUDF

CREATE-PROCEDURE
Specifies the number of CREATE PROCEDURE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRPRO

HOLD-LOCATOR
Specifies the number of HOLD LOCATOR statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXHOLDL

FREE-LOCATOR
Specifies the number of FREE LOCATOR statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXFREEL

REFORMU-CONFIG
Specifies the total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access path.
Reformulation occurred because the sysplex configuration at run time was different from the sysplex configuration
at bind time. The parallelism coordinator increases this counter only at run time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREPOP1

REFORMU-BUFFERS
Specifies the total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access
path. Reformulation occurred because there was not enough buffer pool resource. The parallelism coordinator
increases this counter only at run time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREPOP2

CREATE-AUX-TABLE
Specifies the number of CREATE AUXILIARY TABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRATB

MAX-LOB-STORAGE
Specifies the maximum storage that is used for LOB values, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTLOBV

MAX-LEV-SQL-CASC
Specifies the maximum level of nested SQL cascading due to triggers, user-defined functions, and stored
procedures.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCASCDP

ALTER-UDF
Specifies the number of ALTER FUNCTION statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALUDF

ALTER-PROCEDURE
Specifies the number of ALTER PROCEDURE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALPRO

DIR-ROW-ACC-SUCC
Specifies the number of times that Db2 used direct row access to locate a record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXROIMAT

DIR-ROW-ACC-INDX
Specifies the number of times that Db2 attempted to use direct row access but reverted to using an index to
locate a record.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QXROIIDX
DIR-ROW-ACC-TSCAN

Specifies the number of times that Db2 attempted to use direct row access but reverted to using a tablespace
scan to locate a record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXROITS

STMT-TRIGGER-ACT
Specifies the number of times a statement trigger is activated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTTRG

ROW-TRIGGER-ACT
Specifies the number of times a row trigger is activated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXROWTRG

SQL-ERR-IN-TRIG
Specifies the number of times an SQL error occurred during execution of a Triggered action.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXTRGERR

UDF-EXECUTE
Specifies the number of user-defined functions executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCAUD

UDF-ABENDS
Specifies the number of times a user-defined function abended.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCAUDAB

UDF-TIMEOUT
Specifies the number of times a user-defined function timed out waiting to be scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCAUDTO

UDF-REJECT
Specifies the number of times a user-defined function was rejected.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCAUDRJ

DECL-GLOB-TEMP-TAB
Specifies the number of DECLARE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDCLGTT

PARA-GRP-UDF-TTAB
Specifies the number of parallel groups that are part of a query block using a UDF and executed on a single Db2
due to the existence of a Declared Temporary Table in the application process. The query block and the parallel
group do not reference a Declared Temporary Table, and a parallel group might or might not use a UDF.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGDTT

CREATE-SEQUENCES
Specifies the number of create sequence statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRESEQ

ALTER-SEQUENCES
Specifies the number of alter sequence statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTSEQ

DROP-SEQUENCES
Specifies the number of drop sequence statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDROSEQ

PREP-INDX-RESTR
Specifies the number of prepare statements for which the use of indexes was restricted because the indexes were
in a pending state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPRRESI
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ALTER-VIEW
Specifies the number of alter view statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTVW

ALTER-JAR
Specifies the number of ALTER JAR statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTJR

SQL-MERGE
Specifies the number of MERGE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMERGE

TRUNCATE-TABLE
Specifies the number of TRUNCATE TABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXTRTBL

CREATE-ROLE
Specifies the number of CREATE ROLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRROL

DROP-ROLE
Specifies the number of DROP ROLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPROL

CREATE-TR-CONTEXT
Specifies the number of CREATE TRUSTED CONTEXT statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRCTX

ALTER-TR-CONTEXT
Specifies the number of ALTER TRUSTED CONTEXT statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTCTX

DROP-TR-CONTEXT
Specifies the number of DROP TRUSTED CONTEXT statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPCTX

RENAME-INDEX
Specifies the number of RENAME INDEX statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRNIX

MAX-XML-STORAGE
Specifies the maximum amount of storage that is used for XML values.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTXMLV

ROWS-FETCHED
Specifies the total number or rows fetched.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSFETCHD

ROWS-INSERTED
Specifies the total number or rows inserted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSINSRTD

ROWS-UPDATED
Specifies the total number or rows updated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSUPDTD

ROWS-DELETED
Specifies the total number or rows deleted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSDELETD

ALTER-MASK
Specifies the number of ALTER MASK OR ALTER PERMISSION statements.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTMP
CREATE-MASK

Specifies the number of CREATE MASK OR CREATE PERMISSION statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCREMP

DROP-MASK
Specifies the number of DROP MASK OR DROP PERMISSION statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPMP

RID-INTERRUPT-STG
Specifies the number of times that appending to a RID list for a hybrid job was interrupted. Interruption occurred
because no RID pool storage was available to hold the list of RIDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXHJINCS

RID-INTERRUPT-LMT
Specifies the number of times that appending to a RID list for a hybrid job was interrupted. Interruption occurred
because the number of RIDs exceeded one or more internal limits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXHJINCT

RID-MULTI-IX-SKIP
Specifies the number of times that RID list retrieval for multiple index access was not done. This process did not
occur because Db2 could determine the outcome of index AND and OR processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRSMIAP

QXPFSLNUM
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPFSLNUM

QXPFSENUM
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPFSENUM

QXPFSENUMG
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPFSENUMG

QXPFMAXU
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPFMAXU

QXPFMAXUG
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPFMAXUG

CONC-LIT-REUS-FAIL
Specifies the number of times that CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect. As
a result, Db2 creates a duplicate statement instance in the statement cache for a dynamic statement that had
literals replaced. The duplicate statement was required because literal reusability criteria was not met, resulting in
the failure of a cache match.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTCWLD

CONC-LIT-STMT-FND
Specifies how often Db2 found a matching, reusable copy of a dynamic statement in the statement cache during
the prepare of a statement with replaced literals. Replacement occurred because CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS
WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTCWLM
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CONC-LIT-STMT-PARS
Specifies the number of times that Db2 parsed dynamic statements. Parsing occurred because CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect for the prepare of the statement for the dynamic statement
cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTCWLP

CONC-LIT-REPLACED
Specifies how often Db2 replaced at least one literal. Replacement occurred because CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect for the prepare of the statement for the dynamic statement
cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTCWLR

RID-OVERFLOW-STOR
Specifies the number of times that a RID list overflowed to a work file. RID pool storage was not available to hold
the list of RIDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXWFRIDS

RID-OVERFLOW-LIMIT
Specifies the number of times that a RID list overflowed to a work file. The number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXWFRIDT

CREATE-VARIABLE
Specifies the number of CREATE VARIABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRTSV

DROP-VARIABLE
Specifies the number of DROP VARIABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPSV

PARALLEL-GRPS-SEQ
Specifies the number of parallel groups that were executing under an autonomous procedure and fell back to
sequential mode.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGAT

ARRAY-EXPANSION
Specifies how often the variable array expands beyond 32 KB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTARRAY_EXPANSIONS

PARALLEL-GRPS-REDUCE
Specifies how many parallel group degree reductions occurred. These reductions occurred when system
negotiation resulted in a high system stress level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTOREDGRP

PARALLEL-GRPS-DEGEN
Specifies how many parallel groups degenerated to sequential. Degeneration occurred when system negotiation
resulted in a high system stress level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTODGNGRP

MAX-PARALLEL-GRPS-ESTM
Specifies the maximum estimated degree of the parallel group. This value represents the bind time estimated
degree based on the cost formula.
The bind time estimates the parallel group degree correctly when the parallel group contains a parameter marker
or host variable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMAXESTIDG
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MAX-PARALLEL-GRPS-PLAN
Specifies the maximum planned degree of the parallel group. This value represents the ideal parallel group
degree. Db2 obtains this value at execution time, after the parameter marker or host variable values are obtained.
Db2 obtains this value before negotiating between the buffer pool and system.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMAXPLANDG

PARALLEL-GRPS-DEGEN-OPT
Specifies how many parallel groups degenerated as a result of optimization. For example, parallel grouping
results in the return of zero rows. Degeneration can also occur when the parallel group is partitioned on one
record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPAROPT

SPARSE-INDEX-DISABLE
Specifies how often insufficient storage resulted in the disabling of the sparse index.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSISTOR

SPARSE-INDEX-WF
Specifies how often a physical work file for probing was built by the sparse index.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSIWF

QXN1093A
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXN1093A

QXN1093B
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXN1093B

IAG1-USED
Specifies the number of times that basic Insert Algorithm (IAG1) was used.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSINSRTDALG1

IAG2-USED
Specifies the number of times that fast Insert Algorithm (IAG2) was used.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSINSRTDALG2

MIAP-NOT-USED
Specifies the number of times that RID list processing was either not used or terminated for the whole query.
This field is incremented when RID list processing could not be used for index access with list prefetch AND/
OR for multiple index access for the whole query. While related fields MIAP-NO-MAXRIDS (QXMRMIAP) and
MIAP-NO-STORAGE (QXNSMIAP) are incremented every time a given RID list is not used in part of query RID
list processing, this count is updated only if the final RID list could not be constructed successfully and RID list
processing has to be terminated. This typically results in FALLBACK to R-scan.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRFMIAP

ZAI-QUERY-HIST-LOST
Specifies the number of times that Db2ZAI query collection was missing.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTEHLST

ZAI-HV-HIST-LOST
Specifies the number of times that HOST variable collection for Db2ZAI was missing in the query execution
history.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTHVLST
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RDS-SORT-PERFORMED
Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort was performed.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTSRT

RDS-SORT-USED-ZSORT
Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort used the IBM Integrate Accelerator for Z Sort (SORTL).
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTSRTL

ZAI-PREPARE-STABILIZED
Specifies the number of times that a PREPARE request was satisfied because Db2ZAI stabilized the statement.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTMLSFND

ZAI-SORT-FEEDBACK
Specifies the number of times that Db2ZAI sort feedback was used.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTMLSRT

CURR-LOCK-TIMEOUT-APPL
Specifies the number of SQL SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT statements that were executed.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTTIMEOUTFROMAPPL

CURR-LOCK-TIMEOUT-PROFTAB
Specifies the number of times that the CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT special register was set from the
DSN_PROFILE_TABLE.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTTIMEOUTFROMPROF

(148) Buffer Manager Data

(148) Buffer Manager Data is a repeating group of fields in IFCID 148.

When listing similar members of each group in a request, append the occurrence number in parentheses after the
field name. For example, use GET-PAGE(0) to reference buffer pool BP0, or GETP-PAGE(51) to reference buffer pool
BP32K1.

To display all occurrences of a field for all buffer pools, use the <<* construction.

The following fields display the buffer manager data in the (148) THREAD-STATS record:

BUF-POOL-ID
Specifies the buffer pool ID as one of the following occurrence numbers:
0 through 49

For buffer pools BP0 through BP49.
80 through 89

For buffer pools BP32K through BP32K9.
100 through 109

For buffer pools BP8K0 through BP8K9.
120 through 129

For buffer pools BP16K0 through GBP16K9.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACPID
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BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the buffer pool name (translated from ID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

GET-PAGE
Specifies the number of GETPAGEs issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACGET

SETW-SYS
Specifies the number of buffer page updates by Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSWS

SETW-UW
Specifies the number of buffer page updates performed by an Allied Agent Unit of work. This value is usually zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSWU

SYNC-READ
Specifies the number of synchronous READ I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACRIO

SEQ-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of sequential prefetch requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name:  QBACSEQ

IMM-WRITE
Specifies the number of immediate (synchronous) write I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACIMW

LIST-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of list prefetch requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACLPF

DYNAMIC-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of dynamic prefetch requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACDPF

CONDITIONAL-GETPAGE-FAIL
Specifies the number of unsuccessful GETPAGE operations due to conditional GETPAGE requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACNGT

ASYNCH-PAGES-READ
Specifies the number of asynchronous pages read by prefetch under the control of the agent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSIO

ZHLINK-SYNC-IO-READS
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations that used zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSYI

DISK-CACHE-READS
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations that hit disk cache, but did not use zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACIOC

ZHLINK-READ-CPU
Specifies the CPU time spent for successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink I/O is synchronous with the CPU, thus
CPU time accumulates from the beginning of the I/O until it completes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSYIT

ZHLINK-READ-CPU-INT
Specifies the CPU time spent for successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink I/O is synchronous with the CPU, thus
CPU time accumulates from the beginning of the I/O until it completes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QBACSYIT
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(148) Lock Usage and Resource Limiter Data

The following fields describes the lock usage and resource limiter data within the (148) THREAD-STATS record:

DEADLOCKS
Indicates the deadlock count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXADEA

SUSPENDS-LOCK
Indicates the suspend count-lock conflict.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASLOC

TIMEOUTS
Indicates the timeout count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXATIM

LOCK-ESCAL-SHR
Indicates the lock escalations shared count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALES

LOCK-ESCAL-EXC
Indicates the lock escalations exclusive count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALEX

MAX-PAGE-LOCKS
Indicates the maximum number of page or row locks held.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXANPL

RLIMIT-FLAG
Indicates the first flag byte.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAFLG1

RLIMIT-TABLE
Indicates the resource limit specification table ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXARLID

RLIMIT-TYPE
Indicates the numeric value (nn) of how the resource limit was determined. If RLIMIT-TYPE is not active, the RLF
was not active when the thread was executed.
The following values apply to Db2 11 and prior:

• 1 SPECIFIC AUTH & PLAN
Limit from specific AUTHID and PLAN.

• 2 SPECIFIC AUTHID
Limit from specific AUTHID running any PLAN.

• 3 SPECIFIC PLAN
Limit from specific PLAN name for any AUTHID.

• 4 BLANK AUTHID & PLAN
Limit from blank AUTHID and PLAN.

• 5 DEFAULT - NO ENTRY
Limit from install - no entry.

• 6 DEFAULT - I/O ERROR
Limit from install - I/O error.

• 7 N/A - SYSADM/SYSOPR
No limit - user has SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• 8 SPEC AUTH, COLL, PKG
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Limit from specific AUTHID, COLLECTION, and PACKAGE.
• 9 SPEC AUTH, ANY PKG

Limit from specific AUTHID running any PACKAGE.
• 10 SPEC AUTH, ANY COLL

Limit from specific AUTHID running any COLLECTION.
• 11 SPC AUTH-ANY PK/COLL

Limit from AUTHID running any PACKAGE and COLLECTION.
• 12 SPECIFIC PKG/COLL

Limit from specific PACKAGE and COLLECTION for any AUTHID.
• 13 ANY AUTHID & PACKAGE

Limit from any AUTHID and any PACKAGE.
• 14 ANY AUTHID & COLLID

Limit from any AUTHID and any COLLECTION.
• 15 ANY AUTH, PKG & COLL

Limit from any AUTHID, PACKAGE, and COLLECTION (controlled by package).
• 16 ROW FROM RLMT TABLE USED

Limit was obtained from a row in the RLMT table.
• INFINITE LIMIT

Indicates that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAILMT (set in QTXAFLG1; if the flag is not set and QTXAPREC is not 7, the value
is set in QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXANRUN (set in QTXAFLG1)

The following values apply to Db2 12:

• 1 SPEC AUTH COL PKG LOCN
Specific auth ID, collection ID, package, and location name.

• 2 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.

• 3 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.

• 4 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.

• 5 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.

• 6 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.

• 7 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.

• 8 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.

• 9 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.

• 10 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.

• 11 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.

• 12 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN
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Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 13 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 14 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 15 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 16 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 17 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
• 18 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
• 19 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 20 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 21 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 22 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 23 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.
• 24 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 25 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and IP address.
• 26 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN ANY IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and any IP address.
• 27 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 28 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP
address.

• 29 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 30 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 31 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 32 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 33 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 34 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
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Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 35 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 36 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 37 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 38 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP address.

• 39 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP address.

• 40 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 41 INSTALL ZPARM USED FOR LIMIT
Limit from Install zparm used for limit.

• 42 INFINITE - USER HAS SYSADM/SYSOPR AUTHORITY
Infinite limit - user has super SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• INFINITE LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAILMT (set in QTXAFLG1; if the flag is not set and QTXAPREC is not 42, the
value is set in QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXANRUN (set in QTXAFLG1)

IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAPREC
RLIMIT-SUS

Indicates the limit in SUs-ASUTIME.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASLMT

RLIMIT-16M
Indicates the limit in CPU 16-microsecond units.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACLMT

RUSED-16M
Indicates the highest CPU 16-microsecond unit used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACHUS

SUSPENDS-LATCH
Suspend count-latch conflict.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASLAT

SUSPENDS-OTHER
Suspend count-other conflict.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASOTH

LOCK-CALLS
Lock request count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALOCK

UNLOCK-CALLS
Unlock request count.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAUNLK
LOCK-QUERIES

Query request count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAQRY

LOCK-CHANGES
Change request count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACHG

IRLM-OTHER-CALLS
Other IRLM request count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAIRLM

CLAIM-REQUESTS
Indicates the number of claim requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACLNO

CLAIMS-UNSUCCESSFUL
Indicates the number of unsuccessful claim requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACLUN

DRAIN-REQUESTS
Indicates the number of drain requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXADRNO

DRAINS-UNSUCCESSFUL
Indicates the number of unsuccessful drain requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXADRUN

RLF-TABLE
Indicates the resource limit table name currently in use. The resource limit table determines how many service
units (CPU time) a particular Db2 call for a dynamic SQL statement is allowed to consume.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXARLID, QTXAPREC

RLF-LIMIT-CPU
Indicates the maximum amount of CPU time in normal timer units that dynamic SQL being governed by the RLF is
allowed to consume.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXACLMT

RLF-MAX-CPU-USED
Indicates the maximum amount of CPU time in normal timer units that has been used by dynamic SQL being
governed by the resource limit facility.

RLF-PCT-MAX
Indicates the highest percentage of the maximum number of CPU service units (ASUTIME), as specified in the
resource limit table, that was consumed by a particular SQL call during a dynamic SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXACHUS

RLF-CURR-CPU-USED
Indicates the current amount of resource limit CPU that is being consumed by the current Db2 call for a dynamic
SQL statement.

RLF-PCT-CURR
Indicates the current percentage of the maximum number of CPU service units (ASUTIME), as specified in the
resource limit table, that is being consumed by the current Db2 call for a dynamic SQL statement.

RLF-DERIVED
Indicates the textual value derived from the numeric value (RLIMIT-TYPE) of how the resource limit was
determined. If RLF-DERIVED is not active, the RLF was not active when the thread was executed.
The following values apply to Db2 11 and prior:
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• 1 SPECIFIC AUTH & PLAN
Limit from specific AUTHID and PLAN.

• 2 SPECIFIC AUTHID
Limit from specific AUTHID running any PLAN.

• 3 SPECIFIC PLAN
Limit from specific PLAN name for any AUTHID.

• 4 BLANK AUTHID & PLAN
Limit from blank AUTHID and PLAN.

• 5 DEFAULT - NO ENTRY
Limit from install - no entry.

• 6 DEFAULT - I/O ERROR
Limit from install - I/O error.

• 7 N/A - SYSADM/SYSOPR
No limit - user has SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• 8 SPEC AUTH, COLL, PKG
Limit from specific AUTHID, COLLECTION, and PACKAGE.

• 9 SPEC AUTH, ANY PKG
Limit from specific AUTHID running any PACKAGE.

• 10 SPEC AUTH, ANY COLL
Limit from specific AUTHID running any COLLECTION.

• 11 SPC AUTH-ANY PK/COLL
Limit from AUTHID running any PACKAGE and COLLECTION.

• 12 SPECIFIC PKG/COLL
Limit from specific PACKAGE and COLLECTION for any AUTHID.

• 13 ANY AUTHID & PACKAGE
Limit from any AUTHID and any PACKAGE.

• 14 ANY AUTHID & COLLID
Limit from any AUTHID and any COLLECTION.

• 15 ANY AUTH, PKG & COLL
Limit from any AUTHID, PACKAGE, and COLLECTION (controlled by package).

• 16 ROW FROM RLMT TABLE USED
Limit was obtained from a row in the RLMT table.

• INFINITE LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 based on QTXAILMT value (if QTXAFLG1 is not set and
QTXAPREC is not 7, the value is derived from QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 (based on the QTXANRUN value)

The following values apply to Db2 12:

• 1 SPEC AUTH COL PKG LOCN
Specific auth ID, collection ID, package, and location name.

• 2 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.

• 3 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.

• 4 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.

• 5 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN
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Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
• 6 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
• 7 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 8 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 9 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 10 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 11 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.
• 12 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 13 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 14 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 15 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 16 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 17 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
• 18 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
• 19 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 20 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 21 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 22 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 23 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.
• 24 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 25 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and IP address.
• 26 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN ANY IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and any IP address.
• 27 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 28 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP
address.

• 29 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
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Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 30 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 31 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 32 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 33 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 34 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 35 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 36 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 37 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 38 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP address.

• 39 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP address.

• 40 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 41 INSTALL ZPARM USED FOR LIMIT
Limit from Install zparm used for limit.

• 42 INFINITE - USER HAS SYSADM/SYSOPR AUTHORITY
Infinite limit - user has super SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• INFINITE LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 based on QTXAILMT value (if QTXAFLG1 is not set and
QTXAPREC is not 42, the value is derived from QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Indicates that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 (based on the QTXANRUN value)

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAPREC
RLF-ASU-LIMIT

Indicates the maximum number of CPU service units (ASUTIME), as specified in the resource limit table, that a
Db2 call for a dynamic SQL statement can consume.

CURRENT-LOCKS
Indicates the current number of page locks held by the application. This number might not be valid (will be zero)
after a lock escalation takes place.
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RLIMIT-USED
Contains a 1 if the resource limit was in use. Otherwise, it is 0.

(148) Correlation Header Information

The following table describes the correlation header fields on the (148) THREAD-STATS record.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as REC-AUTH-ID-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor
uses these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that DB2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic
purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.

REC-AUTH-ID
Specifies the authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCAID

REC-CORR-ID
Specifies the correlation ID value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCCV

REC-CONN-NAME
Specifies the connection name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCCN

REC-PLAN
Specifies the plan name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCPLAN

REC-OPER-ID
Indicates the original authorization ID before sign-on exit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCOPID

REC-SYSTEM-TYPE
Indicates the connecting system type code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCATYP

REC-TOKEN
Specifies the accounting token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCTOKN

REC-AUTH-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QWHC to QWHCAID_LEN when QWHCAID is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCAID_OFF

REC-OPER-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QWHC to QWHCOPID_LEN when QWHCOPID is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCOPID_OFF

REC-ENDUSER-USERIDOFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QWHC to QWHCEUID_LEN when QWHCEUID is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCEUID_OFF

REC-TRUSTEDCONTEXTOFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QWHC to the trusted context name, when the application is running in a
trusted context.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCTCXT_OFF

REC-ROLE-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QWHC to the role name that is associated with the authorization ID,
when the application is running in a trusted context.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCROLE_OFF
REC-ORIG-APP-USER-OFFSET

Specifies the offset from the beginning of QWHC to the original application user ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCOAUD_OFF

REC-AUTH-ID-VAR
Specifies the primary authorization ID from connection or signon.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCAID_D

REC-AUTH-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the primary authorization ID from connection or signon.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCAID_LEN

REC-AUTH-ID-LONG
Specifies the primary authorization ID from connection or signon.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCAID_VAR

REC-OPER-ID-VAR
Specifies the initial primary authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCOPID_D

REC-OPER-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the primary authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCOPID_LEN

REC-OPER-ID-LONG
Specifies the initial primary authorization ID.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCOPID_VAR

REC-ENDUSER-USERID-VAR
Specifies the work station user ID of the end user.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCEUID_D

REC-ENDUSER-USERID-LEN
Specifies the length of the end user ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCEUID_LEN

REC-ENDUSER-USERID-LONG
Specifies the workstation user ID of the end user.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCEUID_VAR

REC-TRUSTEDCONTEXT-VAR
Specifies the trusted context name.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCTCXT_D

REC-TRUSTEDCONTEXT-LEN
Specifies the length of the trusted context name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCTCXT_LEN

REC-TRUSTEDCONTEXT-LONG
Specifies the trusted context name.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCTCXT_VAR
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REC-ROLE-NAME-VAR
Specifies the role name that is associated with the authorization ID.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCROLE_D

REC-ROLE-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the role name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCROLE_LEN

REC-ROLE-NAME-LONG
Specifies the role name that is associated with the authorization ID.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCROLE_VAR

REC-ORIG-APP-USER-VAR
Specifies the original application user ID.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCOAUD_D

REC-ORIG-APP-USER-LEN
Specifies the length of the original application user ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCOAUD_LEN

REC-ORIG-APP-USER-LONG
Specifies the original application user ID.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCOAUD_VAR

**REC-CORR-TOKEN-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QWHDC to the extended correlation token field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCCTKN_OFF

REC-CORR-TOKEN-VAR
Specifies the extended correlation token value. Requestor applications in a distributed environment can provide
a token value to uniquely identify the connecting application. If the appropriate information is provided, this field
contains a correlation token. This token can be used to correlate work at the remote system with work performed
at the DB2 subsystem.
The correlation token contains the following components, separated by a period:

• 3 to 39 character IP address
• 1 to 8 character port address
• 12 character unique identifier

This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCCTKN_D

REC-CORR-TOKEN-LEN
Specifies the length of the extended correlation token value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCCTKN_LEN

REC-CORR-TOKEN-LONG
Specifies the extended correlation token value. Requestor applications in a distributed environment can provide
a token value to uniquely identify the connecting application. If the appropriate information is provided, this field
contains a correlation token. This token can be used to correlate work at the remote system with work performed
at the DB2 subsystem.
The correlation token contains the following components, separated by a period:
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• 3 to 39 character IP address
• 1 to 8 character port address
• 12 character unique identifier

This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCCTKN_VAR

REC-ACCOUNTING-ACE
Identifies the ACE of the agent that initiated the accounting interval. If the record was written outside of the
accounting interval, this field contains a 0.
This field has the following uses:

• Correlation to QWHSACE for non-rollup IFCID 3 records
• Correlate to QWARACE for DDF/RRSAF rollup accounting

This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCAACE

REC-ENDUSER-TRANSACT-OFF
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable or long field name when QWHCEUTX is
truncated.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCEUTX_OFF

REC-ENDUSER-TRANSACT-VAR
Identifies the transaction or application is running. If the client did not provide this information, this field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete name.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCEUTX_D

REC-ENDUSER-TRANSACT-LEN
Identifies the length of the end-user transaction name.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCEUTX_LEN

REC-ENDUSER-TRANSACT-LNG
Identifies the transaction or application is running. If the client did not provide this information, this field is blank.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCEUTX_VAR

REC-ENDUSER-WORKSTAT-OFF
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QWHCEUWN is
truncated.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCEUWN_OFF

REC-ENDUSER-WORKSTAT-VAR
Identifies the end-user workstation. If the client did not provide this information, this field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete name.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCEUWN_D

REC-ENDUSER-WORKSTAT-LEN
Identifies the length of the end-user workstation name.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCEUWN_LEN
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REC-ENDUSER-WORKSTAT-LNG
Identifies the end-user workstation. If the client did not provide this information, this field is blank.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWHCEUWN_VAR

(148) Thread Status Information

The following list describes the fields:

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as STORPROC-NAME-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor
uses these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic
purposes to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.

CONNECT
Specifies the connection type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148TY

REC-ACE
Specifies the ACE token reported.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148AC

Db2-CALLS
Specifies the number of attach package calls to Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148RQ

ASID
Specifies the ASID of the agent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148AS

APPL-Db2-FLAG
Specifies the following values:
A

In Application
D

In Db2
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148FL

QW0148AI
Specifies the thread status flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148AI

QW0148F2
Specifies the agent status flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148F2

ASCB
Specifies the ASCB token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148MA

R148-TCB
Specifies the TCB token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148MT

PACKAGE-DATA
Specifies the current package name (next two fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CP
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PACKAGE-LOCATION
Specifies the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148LN

PACKAGE-NAME
Specifies the package name (next three fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148PK

COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the collection name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CI

PACKAGE-PGM
Specifies the package ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148PN

CONSISTENCY-TOKEN
Specifies the consistency token (64-bit unsigned binary integer).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CN

LUWID
Specifies the LUWID (next four fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148LU

NETWORK-ID
Specifies the network ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148NI

LUNAME
Specifies LUNAME.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148LM

UNIQNESS-VALUE
Specifies the uniqueness value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148UV

LUW-SEQNUM
Specifies the commit count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CC

QW048AB
Specifies Db2 begin elapsed time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW048AB

QW0148AE
Specifies Db2 end elapsed time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148AE

QW0148UB
Specifies Db2 begin CPU time.
This CPU time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148UB

QW0148UE
Specifies Db2 end CPU time.
This CPU time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148UE

QW0148SB
Specifies Db2 begin SRB time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148SB
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QW0148SE
Specifies Db2 end SRB time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148SE

QW0148LB
Specifies the LOCK I/O LATCH begin elapsed time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148LB

QW0148LE
Specifies the LOCK I/O LATCH end elapsed time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148LE

QW0148IL
Specifies the latest accounting or monitor class 2 and 3 IFCID processed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148IL

QW0148IP
Specifies the previous accounting or monitor class 2 and 3 IFCID processed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148IP

LOCK-HASH
Specifies the lock hash.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148LH

DBID
Specifies the DBID for I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148DB

OBID
Specifies the OBID for I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148OB

LOCK-CLASS
Specifies the lock class.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148LC

LOCK-NAME
Specifies the lock name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148LK

LOCK-RESOURCE
Specifies the lock resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-RESOURCE-SHORT
Specifies a shortened version of the LOCK-RESOURCE field. Page number, subpage, anchor, collection token,
and labels are not included in here.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-COLLECTION
Is valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the collection ID of the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PACKAGE-COLLECTION
Is valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the collection ID of the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PACKAGE-PROGRAM
Is valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the program name of the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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LOCK-PACKAGE-TOKEN
Specifies a value that is valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the 8-byte consistency token of the
resource. This field always starts with “TOKEN X” and formats the token as 16-hex digits in single quotes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PACKAGE-TOKEN-VALUE
The 8-byte consistency token of the resource, which is formatted as 16-hex digits. Valid only for COLLECTION
and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PLAN
Specifies the plan name for an SKCT lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATABASE
Specifies the database in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-OBJECT
Specifies the page set in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATASET
Indicates the data set partition number in quotes and prefixed with “PARTITION”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATAPAGE
Indicates the hex datapage number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATAPAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex datapage number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEXPAGE
Indicates the hex index page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEXPAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex index page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE
Indicates the hex index subpage number in quotes and prefixed with “SUBPG X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE-NO
Specifies the hex index subpage number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-PAGE
Indicates the hex page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-PAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex page number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR
Indicates the hex anchor ID number in quotes and prefixed with “ANCHOR X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR-NUMBER
Specifies the hex anchor ID number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

QW0148EO
Specifies CPU time for DSN3EOT0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148EO

QW0148LW
Specifies CPU time at entry to a monitoring or accounting class 2 or 3 wait.
This CPU time includes CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148LW

WAIT-BEGIN-TIME
Specifies the wait for Db2 service task begin elapsed time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148EB

WAIT-TIME
Specifies the wait for Db2 service task end elapsed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148EE

QUIESCE-BEGIN-TIME
Specifies the wait for archive logmode (QUIESCE) command begin elapsed time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148RB

QUIESCE-TIME
Specifies the wait for archive logmode (QUIESCE) command end elapsed time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148RE

IFI-BEGIN-TIME
Specifies the begin elapsed time processing of an IFI request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW148IAB

IFI-END-TIME
Specifies the end elapsed time processing of an IFI request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148IAE

IFI-BEGIN-CPU
Specifies the begin CPU time processing of an IFI request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148IUB

IFI-END-CPU
Specifies the end CPU time processing of an IFI request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148IUE

THREAD-STATUS
Specifies thread status.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-TYPE
Specifies the lock type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CICS-TRANID
Specifies the current CICS transaction ID using the Db2 thread, for a CICS thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CICS-TASKID
Specifies the current CICS task number using the Db2 thread, for a CICS thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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CICS-TERMID
Specifies the current CICS terminal ID using the Db2 thread, for a CICS thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CICS-JOBID
Specifies the name of the CICS job that owns the Db2 thread, for a CICS thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CICS-LUNAME
Specifies the LU name of the current CICS terminal that is using the Db2 thread, for a CICS thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CICS-TASK-ELAPSED
Specifies the elapsed time of the CICS task, for a CICS thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CICS-TASK-CPU
Specifies the CPU time of the CICS task, for a CICS thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CICS-TASK-SUSPEND
Specifies the CICS task's suspend time, for a CICS thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CICS-TASK-IOWAIT
Specifies the I/O wait time for the CICS task, for a CICS thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CICS-TASK-DISPATCH
Specifies the time when the task was dispatched for execution by CICS, for a CICS thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CICS-TOKN
Specifies the 6-byte uniqueness value of the CICS LU6.2 unit of work ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CICS-BLOCK-LBL
Specifies the column headers for the THRDDETL request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CICS-NETWORK
Specifies the network ID portion of the CICS LU6.2 unit of work ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CONN-GROUP
Specifies the type of connection (IMS, CICS, BAT, TSO, UTIL, CAF, or DBAT). This value is not the same as the
name of the connection. You cannot FOCUS on this field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ACTIVE-D
Indicates whether the thread is currently executing in Db2.

• 1—Yes
• 0—No

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
ACTIVE-A

Indicates whether the thread is currently executing application code.

• 1—Yes
• 0—No
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
IDENTIFIE

Specifies the following values:

• 1—If the thread is currently in SIGNON or IDENTIFY status.
• 0—If the thread is currently in another status.

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
LOCKWAIT-MSG

Specifies the name and type lock that the thread is waiting on, and the text message.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

THREAD-TOKEN
Specifies the thread token that uniquely identifies a specific thread and also appears in the DISPLAY THREAD
command response. For allied threads, the token is acquired at subsystem create thread and freed during
terminate thread. For database access threads (DBAT), the token is acquired during DBAT initialization and freed
during DBAT termination.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW148TTK

STORPROC-NAME
Specifies the name of the trigger, stored procedure, or user-defined function. For triggers this value reflects the
UDF or stored procedure that invoked the trigger. If the trigger was invoked from the main application execution
unit, the value is blank.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148SP

RRSAFNOTCB
Indicates whether the thread is an RRSAF thread with no TCB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ACTIVITY-FLAG
Indicates one of the following:
x'01'

Stored procedure
x'02'

User-defined function
x'03'

Trigger
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW148AFG

NESTED-SCHEMA-NAME
Specifies a schema name under a stored procedure, user-defined function, or trigger executes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW148SCH

CPU-BEGIN-NESTED-ACT
Specifies the begin CPU time for the stored procedure, user-defined function, or trigger. If an enclave token is
present, use WLM macro IWMRQRY to get the current CPU time. Use this time to calculate the current CPU total.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW148ATC

TOD-BEGIN-NESTED-ACT
Specifies the begin time of day for the stored procedure, user-defined function, or trigger.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW148AOD

ENCLAVE-TOKEN
Specifies the enclave token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW148ETK
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ACTIVITY-NEST-LEVEL
Specifies the stored procedure, user-defined function, or trigger nesting level. This value is from 1 through 16.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW148ALV

PACKAGE-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0148LN field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148LN_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0148CI field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CI_OFF

PACKAGE-PGM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0148PN field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148PN_OFF

STORPROC-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0148SP field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148SP_OFF

NESTED-SCHEMA-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW148SCH field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW148SCH_OFF

PACKAGE-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the name of the local or remote location, depending on where the thread executes the package. This
field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148LN_D

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148LN_LEN

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the name of the local or remote location, depending on where the thread executes the package. This
field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148LN_VAR

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Specifies the package collection ID from which the current or most recent SQL originated. This field varies in
length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CI_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CI_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies the package collection ID from which the current or most recent SQL originated. This field contains the
complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CI_VAR

PACKAGE-PGM-VAR
Specifies the package program name from which the current or most recent SQL originated. This field varies in
length and contains the complete name.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148PN_D
PACKAGE-PGM-LEN

Specifies the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148PN_LEN

PACKAGE-PGM-LONG
Specifies the package program name from which the current or most recent SQL originated. This field contains
the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148PN_VAR

STORPROC-NAME-VAR
Specifies the stored procedure name. This field is blank if the agent is not processing an SQL CALL statement on
the local Db2 system. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148SP_D

STORPROC-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the stored procedure name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148SP_LEN

STORPROC-NAME-LONG
Specifies the stored procedure name. This field is blank if the agent is not processing an SQL CALL statement on
the local Db2 system. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148SP_VAR

NESTED-SCHEMA-NAME-VAR
Specifies the schema name under a stored procedure, user-defined function, or trigger executes. This field varies
in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW148SCH_D

NESTED-SCHEMA-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the nested schema name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW148SCH_LEN

NESTED-SCHEMA-NAME-LONG
Specifies the schema name under a stored procedure, user-defined function, or trigger executes. This field
contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW148SCH_VAR

BEG-ZIIP-CPU-CLS1
Specifies the beginning CPU time on an IBM specialty engine for the main application execution unit.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CLS1_BEGNNSE
BEG-ZIIP-CPU-CLS2

Specifies the beginning CPU time on an IBM specialty engine for the most recent SQL entry on the main
application execution unit.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CLS2_BEGNNSE
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BEG-ZIIP-NESTED-CLS1
Specifies the beginning CPU time on an IBM specialty engine for the current nested activity. This field is valid only
if QW148AFG > '00'x.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CLS1_BEGNTSE
BEG-ZIIP-NESTED-CLS2

Specifies the beginning CPU time on an IBM specialty engine for the most recent SQL entry for the current nested
activity. This field is valid only if QW148AFG > '00'x.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CLS2_BEGNTSE
MOST-RECENT-ZIIP-CPU

Specifies the CPU time that was consumed on an IBM specialty engine at the most recent wait.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148WAIT_SE
NEST-END-CPU-TIME

Specifies the end CPU time for the most recent SQL entry for the current nested activity, not including CPU time
that is consumed on an IBM specialty engine. This field contains valid data only if QW0148AFG > x'00'.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CLS2_ENDNTCP

NEST-END-STCK-TIME
Specifies the end store clock time for the most recent SQL entry for the current nested activity. This field contains
valid data only if QW0148AFG > x'00'.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CLS2_ENDNTELA

NEST-BEG-STCK-TIME
Specifies the begin store clock time for the most recent SQL entry for the current nested activity. This field
contains valid data only if QW0148AFG > x'00'.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CLS2_BEGNTELA

NEST-BEG-CPU-TIME
Specifies the begin CPU time for the most recent SQL entry for the current nested activity, not including the time
consumed on an IBM specialty engine. This field contains valid data only if QW0148AFG > x'00'.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CLS2_BEGNTCP

LAST-ZIIP-END-TIME
Specifies the end CPU time on an IBM specialty engine for the most recent SQL entry on the main application
execution unit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CLS2_ENDNNSE

NEST-ZIIP-END-TIME
Specifies the end CPU time on an IBM specialty engine for the most recent SQL entry for the current nested
activity. This field contains valid data only if QW0148AFG > x'00'.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CLS2_ENDNTSE
CONN-THREAD-STATUS

Contains a two-letter code that indicates the connection status as reflected in the -DISPLAY THREAD command
output.

NOTE
For more information about current thread status definitions, see message DSNV404I in the IBM Db2 for
z/OS Messages Guide.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148ST
JOBNAME-THREAD-HOME

Shows the job name of the address that space that originally created the thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ASID-THREAD-HOME
Shows the ASID of the address space that originally created the thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

JOBNAME-EXEC-HOME
Shows the job name of the home address space where the thread is currently executing. Typically, this job name
is the same as the original address space that created the thread. Unless execution switched to a task in another
address space such as a stored procedure, WLM, or the DBM1 address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ASID-EXEC-HOME
Shows the ASID of the home address space where the thread is currently executing. Typically, this ASID the
same as the original address space that created the thread. Unless execution switched to a task in another
address space such as a stored procedure, WLM, or the DBM1 address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

JOBNAME-EXEC-PRIM
Shows the job name of the primary address space where the thread is currently executing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ASID-EXEC-PRIM
Shows the ASID of the primary address space where the thread is currently executing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STORPROC-TYPE
Indicates the routine as a trigger, stored procedure, user-defined function, native SQL stored procedure, or non-
inline user-defined function.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ENCLAVE-TOKEN-ALT
Identifies the alternate DDF enclave token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148ETKA

ACTIVE-ENCLAVE
Identifies the active enclave token:

• PRIMARY
• ALTERNATE
• NONE

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0148F3
CICS-PROG-LINKS

Specifies the number of EXEC CICS LINK statements that the Db2 associated thread CICS task issues.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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CICS-PROG-LOADS
Specifies the number of EXEC CICS LOAD statements that the Db2 associated thread CICS task issues.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CICS-PROG-XCTLS
Specifies the number of the Db2 associated thread EXEC CICS X statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CICS-TRAN-TYPE
Specifies the type of CICS transaction for the CICS task that is associated with this Db2 thread. The following
types of transactions are valid:

NOTE
For CICS 3.1, the value is always T.

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
CICS-USERID

Specifies the CICS transaction associated CICS user ID that started the Db2 thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(148) Distributed Unit of Work Statistics

This section of IFCID 148 constitutes a repeating group of fields that record distributed until of work statistics.

When listing similar members of each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1, 2, 3...) in parentheses after
the field name. Each occurrence number corresponds to a remote location.

NOTE

• The OFFSET fields, such as REMOTE-SITE-CONN-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The
monitor uses these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use these fields for
diagnostic purposes to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.

• This record contains many fields that are obsolete since Db2 10. These fields are not included in this
documentation, but you can find them in help for the online panels.

REMOTE-SITE-CONNECT
Specifies the location name of the remote site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01488L

QW01488C
Specifies the VTAM APPC of the conversation ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01488C

SESSION-ID
Specifies the session ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01488S

CONV-STAT
Specifies the conversation active flag.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01488A

CONV-STATE
Specifies the conversation status indicator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01488U

CONV-TYPE
Specifies the conversation type indicator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0148CT
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MESSAGE-TIME
Specifies the timestamp of the last message.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01488T

NET-CONN-TYPE
Specifies the flag for the type of network connection:
x'80'

TCP/IP
x'00'

VTAM
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01488N

REMOTE-SITE-CONN-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name, when the QW01488L
field is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01488L_OFF

REMOTE-SITE-CONNECT-VAR
Specifies the location name of the 'REMOTE' location with which this information is associated. If the local
location is the requester, then this name is a serving location name. If the local location is a server, then this name
is the requester location name.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01488L_D

REMOTE-SITE-CONNECT-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01488L_LEN

REMOTE-SITE-CONNECT-LONG
Specifies the location name of the 'REMOTE' location with which this information is associated. If the local
location is the requester, then this name is a serving location name. If the local location is a server, then this name
is the requester location name.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01488L_VAR

REC-LOCATION
Specifies the remote location. A remote location can be a requesting or serving location. If the name is longer
than 16 characters, this field contains a truncated name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLOCN

SQL-SENT
Specifies how many SQL statements were sent to the remote server.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACSQLS

SQL-RECEIVED
Specifies how many SQL statements were received from the requester location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACSQLR

ROWS-SENT
Specifies how many rows of data were sent to the requester location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACROWS

ROWS-RECEIVED
Specifies how many rows of data were retrieved from the server location. If the SQLDA or SQLCA variables are
transmitted, this count does not include these variables. Also, block fetch can affect how many rows are sent
across the network.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACROWR
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BYTES-SENT
Specifies how many bytes of data were sent to the requester location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBYTS

BYTES-RECEIVED
Specifies how many bytes of data were received from the server location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBYTR

CONVERSATIONS-SENT
Indicates how many conversations were initiated from the requester location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCNVS

CONVERSATIONS-RECEIVED
Indicates how many conversations were initiated from the requester to the server location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCNVR

MESSAGES-SENT
Specifies the number of messages sent to the remote location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACMSGS

MESSAGES-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of messages received from the remote location. The server location can send more
messages than the requester receives. This difference occurs due to the internal processing of distributed SQL
statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACMSGR

COMMITS-SENT
Specifies how many commit requests are sent to the server location. This value applies only to single-phase
commit operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCOMS

COMMITS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of commit requests received from the requester. This value applies only to single-phase
commit operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCOMR

ABORTS-SENT
Specifies the number of rollback requests sent to the server location. This value applies only to single-phase
commit operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACABRS

ABORTS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of rollback requests received from the requester location. This value applies only to single-
phase commit operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACABRR

CONVERSATIONS-QUEUED
Specifies the accumulated number of queued conversations. A conversation, in the SNA sense, is a connection
between two application programs that communicate using LU 6.2 protocol. This counter does not increase
significantly during nonpeak times.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCNVQ

ELAPSED-REMOTE
Specifies how long the requester location spent waiting for a database access agent to complete the work.
This value includes Db2 and VTAM processing time and network time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCPUL

BLOCKS-SENT
Specifies how many blocks are transmitted through the block fetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBTBF
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BLOCKS-RECEIVED
Specifies how many blocks are received through the block fetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBRBF

CONVERSATIONS-TERMINATED
Specifies the number of terminated conversations. Conversations are not always terminated when the accounting
record is written, so this value can differ from the number of successful allocations (QLACCNVA). The protocol
flag (QLACFLGS) indicates whether the conversations use system-directed access, application-directed access,
or both.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCNVT

PROTOCOL-FLAG
Specifies the protocol flag byte. The following values are valid:
X'40'

Indicates that system-directed access communicates with the server.
X'20'

Indicates that application-directed access communicates with the server.
The connecting system type is maintained in the connection type field (QWHCATYP) at the server location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACFLGS

THREADS-INDOUB
Specifies the number of in-doubt threads due to the remote location acting as a coordinator. This value applies
only to two-phase commit operations. A large value can indicate network problems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACINDT

REMOTE-PRDID
Specifies the product ID of the remote location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACPRID

PRODUCT-LEVEL
Specifies the product level, if known.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACPRLV

REC-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name, when the
QLACLOCN field is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLOCN_OFF

ROLLUP-THREADS
Specifies the number of threads for which data is rolled up in this QLAC data section. For nonrollup sections, this
value is one. For rollup sections, this value is one or greater.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACRLNU

REC-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the remote location. A remote location can be a requesting or serving location. The remote location is
the system in session with the local location. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLOCN_LONG

REC-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLOCN_LEN

REC-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the remote location. A remote location can be a requesting or serving location. The remote location
system is in session with the local location. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLOCN_VAR
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(148) Package Statistics

The following list describes the package statistics fields on the (148) THREAD-STATS record:

PACKAGE-SECTION
Specifies the number of this package data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACRECN

PACKAGE-FLAGS
Specifies the following flags:
X'0001'

Indicates that this data accounts for the execution time of the DBRM named in the next field
X'0002'

Indicates that this data accounts for the execution time of the package named in the next field
X'0004'

Indicates that there is non-zero Accounting Class 8 data in this data instance
X'0008'

Specifies the current or most recently executed package/DBRM
X'0020'

Indicates that there is non-zero Accounting Class 7 data in this data instance
X'0040'

Indicates that a successful authorization check occurred without accessing the DB2 catalog
X'0080'

Indicates a release incompatible function in the package
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACFLGS

PACKAGE-NAME
Specifies the fully qualified package name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKNM

PACKAGE-LOCATION
Specifies the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACLOCN

PACKAGE-COLLECTION
Specifies the package collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCOLN

PACKAGE-PROGRAM
Specifies the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKID

PACKAGE-TOKEN
Specifies the consistency token (64-bit unsigned binary integer).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCONT

PACKAGE-SQL-COUNT
Specifies the SQL request count-the number of SQL statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSQLC

PACKAGE-ELAPSE-START-DB2
Specifies the store clock value at entry to DB2 for the most recent execution of this package or DBRM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSCB
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PACKAGE-ELAPSE-END-DB2
Specifies the store clock value at exit from DB2 after most recent execution of this package or DBRM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSCE

PACKAGE-TOTAL-ELAPSE-DB2
Specifies the total elapsed time spent processing all executions of this package or DBRM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSCT

PACKAGE-TCB-START-DB2
Specifies the TCB CPU time at entry to DB2 for the most recent execution of this package or DBRM.
This CPU time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACBJST

PACKAGE-TCB-END-DB2
Specifies the TCB CPU time at exit from DB2 for the most recent execution of this package or DBRM.
This CPU time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACEJST

PACKAGE-TOTAL-TCB-DB2
Specifies the total TCB CPU time for all executions of this package or DBRM.
This CPU time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACTJST

PACKAGE-EVENTS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for I/O under this thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNA

PACKAGE-IO-WAITS
Specifies the accumulated I/O elapsed wait time for I/O done under this thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNE

PACKAGE-IO-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated I/O elapsed wait time for I/O done under this thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTI

PACKAGE-LOCK-WAIT
Shows the time that the application was suspended while waiting for a local DB2 resource for the package/DBRM.
Latch wait time or global lock wait time are not included.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTL

PACKAGE-READ-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for read I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTR

PACKAGE-WRITE-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for write I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTW

PACKAGE-SVCS-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to the synchronous execution unit switch to DB2 services from this
thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTE

PACKAGE-LOG-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to processing of archive log mode(quiesce) commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACALOG

PACKAGE-LOCK-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events for waits for a local DB2 resource for the package/DBRM.
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The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNL

PACKAGE-READ-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for read I/O under another thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNR

PACKAGE-WRITE-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for write I/O under another thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNW

PACKAGE-SVCS-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to
DB2 service tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNS

PACKAGE-LOG-WAITS
Specifies the number of suspensions due to the processing of archive logmode (quiesce) commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACALCT

PACKAGE-DRAIN-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for a drain lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARND

PACKAGE-DRAIN-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a drain lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWDR

PACKAGE-CLAIM-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a drain when waiting for claims to be released.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWCL

PACKAGE-CLAIM-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for suspensions to wait for claims to be released.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNC

PACKAGE-LOGREAD-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for archive reads (TAPE).
This time also includes wait time for active log reads and archive log prefetch reads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWAR

PACKAGE-LOGREAD-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for archive reads.
This time also includes wait time for active log reads and archive log prefetch reads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACANAR

PACKAGE-PG-LATCH-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to page latch contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTP

PACKAGE-PG-LATCH-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for page latch contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNH

PACKAGE-DS-MSG-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated elapsed wait time caused by suspension for sending messages to other members in
the data sharing group for a package/DBRM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTG
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PACKAGE-DS-GLOBAL-CONT
Specifies the accumulated elapsed wait time that is caused by suspension of an IRLM lock request due to global
lock contention for a package/DBRM. This situation requires inter-system communication to resolve. QPACAWTL
gives wait time that is caused by local lock contention, which does not require inter-communication to resolve.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTJ

PACKAGE-DS-MSG-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for sending messages to other members in
the data sharing group for a package/DBRM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNG

PACKAGE-DS-GLOBAL-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global lock contention for a package/
DBRM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNJ

PACKAGE-STORPROC-WAIT
Specifies the total elapsed time that is spent waiting for an available TCB before the stored procedure could be
scheduled for a package/DBRM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCAST

NOTE

If this field is referenced in your customized archive IQL, SYSVIEW for Db2 returns a value of zero. Do
not remove this field from your customized archive IQL. Instead, replace it with the ACCT-ZERO field
so the output remains compatible with the table loads. Examples are provided in the default archive IQL
requests (ARCI* in the TGTREQ library).

PACKAGE-STORPROC-WAITS
Specifies the number of times an SQL CALL statement waited for an available TCB before the stored procedure
could be scheduled for a package/DBRM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCANM

NOTE

If this field is referenced in your customized archive IQL, SYSVIEW for Db2 returns a value of zero. Do
not remove this field from your customized archive IQL. Instead, replace it with the ACCT-ZERO field
so the output remains compatible with the table loads. Examples are provided in the default archive IQL
requests (ARCI* in the TGTREQ library).

STORPROC-EXEC
Specifies the number of stored procedures executed. This value is calculated only if accounting class 8 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSPNS

UDF-ELAP-SCHD-WAIT
Specifies the total elapsed time that is spent waiting for an available TCB before the user-defined function could
be scheduled. This value is calculated only if accounting class 8 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACUDST

NOTE

If this field is referenced in your customized archive IQL, SYSVIEW for Db2 returns a value of zero. Do
not remove this field from your customized archive IQL. Instead, replace it with the ACCT-ZERO field
so the output remains compatible with the table loads. Examples are provided in the default archive IQL
requests (ARCI* in the TGTREQ library).

UDF-SCHEDULED
Specifies the number of user-defined functions scheduled. This value is calculated only if accounting class 8 is
active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACUDNU
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ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-NAME
Specifies the schema name under which a stored procedure, user-defined function, or trigger executes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACASCH

ACTIVITY-NAME
Specifies the name of the trigger, stored procedure, or user-defined function.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAANM

ACTIVITY-FLAG
Specifies one of the following flags to indicate the type of function:
x'01'

Stored Procedure
x'02'

User-Defined Function
x'03'

Trigger Execution
x’04’

Native SQL Stored Procedure
x’05’

Noninline UDF
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAAFG

PACKAGE-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QPACLOCN field
is truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but the monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace
record that DB2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACLOCN_OFF

PACKAGE-COLLECTION-OSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable/long field name, when the QPACCOLN
field is truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but the monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace
record that DB2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCOLN_OFF

PACKAGE-PROGRAM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QPACPKID field is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but the monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace
record that DB2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKID_OFF

ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QPACASCH field
is truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but the monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace
record that DB2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACASCH_OFF
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ACTIVITY-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QPACAANM field
is truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but the monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace
record that DB2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAANM_OFF

PACKAGE-LOCATION-VAR
Identifies the location name from which the current SQL originated. The package was executing on behalf of an
application running on a remote system. A blank name implies the package was executed locally. This field varies
in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACLOCN_D

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACLOCN_LEN

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LONG
Identifies the location name from which the current SQL originated. The package was executing on behalf of
an application running on a remote system. A blank name implies the package was executed locally. This field
contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACLOCN_VAR

PACKAGE-COLLECTION-VAR
Contains the complete collection ID name, which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the
PACKAGE parameter of the BIND PACKAGE statement. This field is a variable-length field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCOLN_D

PACKAGE-COLLECTION-LEN
Specifies the length of the collection name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCOLN_LEN

PACKAGE-COLLECTION-LONG
Contains the complete collection ID name, which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the
PACKAGE parameter of the BIND PACKAGE statement. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to
the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCOLN_VAR

PACKAGE-PROGRAM-VAR
Specifies the name of the DBRM member (program name) from which a previous BIND {PACKAGE} operation
bound the current SQL statement. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKID_D

PACKAGE-PROGRAM-LEN
Specifies the length of the package/DBRM name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKID_LEN

PACKAGE-PROGRAM-LONG
Specifies the name of the DBRM member (program name) from which a previous BIND {PACKAGE} operation
bound the current SQL statement.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKID_VAR

ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-VAR
Specifies the schema name under which a stored procedure, user-defined function, or trigger executes. This field
varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACASCH_D
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ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-LEN
Specifies the length of the schema name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACASCH_LEN

ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-LONG
Specifies the schema name under which a stored procedure, user-defined function, or trigger executes. This field
contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACASCH_VAR

ACTIVITY-NAME-VAR
Specifies the name of the trigger, stored procedure, or user-defined function. This field varies in length and
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAANM_D

ACTIVITY-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the activity name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAANM_LEN

ACTIVITY-NAME-LONG
Specifies the name of the trigger, stored procedure, or user-defined function.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAANM_VAR

PACKAGE-SWITCHEDTO
Specifies the number of package switches that occurred for this package. A package switch occurs when
another package has been executing, and this package begins executing. Initial execution of the first pack in an
application counts as a package switch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSWITCH

PACKAGE-ZIIP-CPU
Specifies the total CPU time for all executions of this package or DBRM that is consumed on an IBM zIIP.

NOTE
DB2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCLS7_ZIIP
PKG-TCP-LOB-WAITS

Specifies the number of wait trace events that were processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB materialization while this
package or DBRM was executing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACALBC

PKG-TCP-LOB-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for TCP/IP LOB materialization while this package or DBRM was executing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACALBW

PKG-TCB-DB2
Specifies the TCB CPU time for the execution of the last package or DBRM. The last package or DBRM executed
can be different for different executions of the same plan. This field can be 0 when a package/DBRM switch
occurs.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACEJST-QPACBJST

PKG-ELAPSED-DB2
Specifies the elapsed time for the last execution of the package or DBRM. The last package or DBRM executed
can be different for different executions of the same plan. This field can be 0 when a package/DBRM switch
occurs.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSCE-QPACSCB
PKG-UNACCT

Shows the accumulated Package/DBRM elapsed time in DB2 that is not included in TCB time or in the
suspension categories for all Package/DBRM executions for this thread. The most common contributors to “other
DB2 time” are MVS paging and processor wait time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PKG-TOTAL-TIME-DB2
Shows the total time that the thread owning the package spent processing in DB2 for all packages, including this
one.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ACTIVITY-TYPE
Indicates whether the activity is a trigger, stored procedure, or user-defined function.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QPACAAFG

PKG-RLIMIT-USED
Contains a 1 if the resource limit was in use. Otherwise, this field contains a 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PKG-LATCH-WAIT-TM
Indicates the wait time that accumulated because latch suspensions occurred during package execution.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWLH

PKG-LATCH-WAITS
Indicates how many wait trace events were processed for waits on latches during package execution.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACANLH

PKG-ROLLUP-THRDS
Specifies how many threads roll data into this QPAC data section. For records that are not rolled up, the value is
one. Rolled up records have a value of one or greater.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACRLNU

PKG-ACCEL-WAITS
Identifies how many wait trace events are processed for accelerator requests while the package executes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAACC

PKG-ACCEL-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time that the requests waited for an accelerator while the package executes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAACW

PKG-PQS-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the time that parallel query processing waited for parent-child synchronization.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPAC_PQS_WAIT

PKG-PQS-SUSPEND-COUNT
Specifies the number of times parallel query processing waited for parent-child synchronization.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPAC_PQS_COUNT

(148) Package Buffer Pool Statistics

(148) Package Buffer Pool Statistics is a repeating group of fields in IFCID 148.

Each occurrence corresponds to a package executed by a thread.

The following fields display the package buffer pool statistics in the (148) THREAD-STATS record:
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PKG-GET-PAGE
Specifies the number of buffer pool GETPAGE requests for a thread. This value includes successful requests
for pages for queries that are processed in parallel and both successful and unsuccessful requests for pages for
queries that are not processed in parallel.
GETPAGE requests occur when Db2 accesses pages in the buffer pools to satisfy application requests.
The number of GETPAGE requests indicates the amount of work that an application (or Db2) is doing. This
number is independent of the buffer pool size and activity and therefore fairly consistent between application runs
executing the same SQL statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACGET

PKG-SETW-SYS
Specifies the number of records that were updated in the buffer pool.
This counter includes updates to index records and table updates. If the same record is updated twice in the same
logical unit of work, that counts as two updates.

NOTE
Updates do not reflect I/O operations. Typically, no synchronous I/O operation is done for a buffer pool
update because of Db2's buffering algorithms and techniques.

Read-only SQL statements and applications can have buffer pool updates because of sorting and intermediate
table results. For example, the use of the DSNDB07 temporary database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSWS

PKG-SYNC-READ
Specifies how many synchronous physical I/O operations have occurred to read pages of data from Db2 tables.
An I/O is caused by the need to access application data or system data (from the Db2 catalog or directory) that
is not currently loaded into Db2's buffer pools. One READ I/O operation can bring in many pages of data, but
normally just one page is read per I/O operation. Also, several physical I/O operations can be issued to read one
row in Db2, because I/O may be done to read indexes, Db2 catalogs for dynamic SQL, and the Db2 directory for
plan and DBD data. READ I/O operations do not include I/O performed for sequential prefetch, but do include
READ I/O operations to the temporary database (for sorting and intermediate table results).
The number of READ I/O operations indicates the amount of work that Db2 does for the application. The number
of READ I/O operations depends on the buffer pool size and the amount of Db2 activity. The value can vary
greatly between application runs executing the same SQL statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACRIO

PKG-SEQ-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of requests for a prefetch operation.
Through sequential prefetch, Db2 pre-reads pages of Db2 data into the buffer pool before the application attempts
to read them. Sequential prefetch typically occurs during sequential scanning of data and can be invoked for both
index spaces and table spaces.
The number of pages that Db2 reads for a prefetch request depends on the size of the buffer pool and the current
number of buffers available (buffer pages not in use or updated). Usually, sequential prefetch does not indicate
a problem. However, for an application or SQL statement that is to return only one row (typical for a high-volume
online transaction), it can indicate the lack of an index or Db2 choosing not to use one. For example, performing
an unnecessary table space scan.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSEQ

PKG-IMM-WRITE
Specifies the number of buffer pool WRITE I/O operations that required the application to wait until they
completed.
Usually, a WRITE I/O operation is processed asynchronously and this field is zero for application performance
data. Occasional synchronous WRITE I/O operations are normal due to WRITEs occurring during checkpoint
processing or when a data set is closed. A consistently high number of synchronous WRITE I/O operations
indicates a problem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACIMW
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PKG-LIST-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of requests for a list prefetch operation. Through list prefetch, Db2 can access data pages
efficiently, even if the pages are not contiguous (with normal sequential prefetch, all pages are read contiguously).
Db2 determines the use of list prefetch at bind time.
List prefetch is indicated by an L in the Prefetch column of the PLAN_TABLE.
List prefetch has the following three main phases:

• RID (record identifiers) retrieval
• RID sort
• Data retrieval

The RID retrieval phase gathers the required data pages through matching index scans to compile a list of RIDs.
The RID list is then ordered by the data page numbers in the RID pool. Finally, the data pages are accessed by
the sorted list.
Like normal sequential prefetch, many pages are read with one I/O operation, with the same number of pages and
restrictions that apply to normal sequential prefetch.

NOTE
With list prefetch, the data is not in a certain order since the RIDs are sorted by page number order.
Use an ORDER BY clause to order the data. Db2 performs an additional sort on data retrieved, unlike a
normal matching index scan not using list prefetch which can sometimes avoid the sort.

When a hybrid join is used, the sort of data page numbers may not be needed for a highly clustered index. Db2
can decide to use list prefetch for one of the following reasons:

• Matching index scan when the cluster ratio is less than 80.
• Matching index scan when the cluster ratio is high, and the number of resulting rows is too few to make

sequential prefetch efficient, but large enough to prefer the use of list prefetch over normal read I/O.
• Multiple index access is involved.
• Accessing data for the inner table of a Hybrid join.

Db2 decides not to use list prefetch at bind time if the estimated number of RIDs exceeds 50 percent of the RID
pool, or if RID list is expected to exceed 16 million RIDs.

NOTE
The RID pool is separate from the buffer pool. But its size is half the combined size of all buffer pools
with a maximum size of 200 MB.

Db2 disables list prefetch at run time for multiple index ORing if over 25 percent of the table should be accessed,
or for multiple index ANDing if the number of RIDs in the RID list falls below 32. In either of these cases, Db2 uses
a more efficient access path.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACLPF

PKG-DYNAMIC-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of dynamic prefetch requests performed due to sequential detection.
If Db2 does not use sequential or list prefetch at bind time, it can invoke sequential prefetch dynamically if it
detects that the data or index leaf pages are being accessed sequentially.
Db2 turns off the prefetch when data is no longer accessed sequentially (which does not apply to prefetch
requests at bind time). This process is known as sequential detection. Since it is detected at execution time, its
use is not indicated in the LAN_TABLE.
Dynamic sequential prefetch is subject to being disabled due to buffer pool shortages as is normal sequential
prefetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACDPF

PKG-COND-GETPAGE-FAIL
Specifies the number of times a page requested for a query processed in parallel was unavailable because an I/O
was in progress or the page was not found in the buffer pool.
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The agent does not wait. Instead, control returns to the agent. This counter is used only when queries are
processed in parallel. If the value is close to zero, most pages are already prefetched into the buffer pool and wait
time for synchronous I/O is small.
This counter can be high if, for example, the data in a cluster index scan is not truly clustered by the index key. So
the data pages are not accessed in their true order and the cluster ratio is not valid. Use the RUNSTATS utility to
update it.
This number also determines the amount of sequential prefetches scheduled for a page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACNGT

PKG-ASYNCH-PAGES-READ
Specifies the number of asynchronous pages read by prefetch triggered by the agent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSIO

PKG-ZHLINK-SYNC-IO-READS
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations that used zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSYI

PKG-DISK-CACHE-READS
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations that hit disk cache, but did not use zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACIOC

PKG-ZHLINK-READ-CPU
Specifies the CPU time spent for successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink I/O is synchronous with the CPU, thus
CPU time accumulates from the beginning of the I/O until it completes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBACSYIT

PKG-ZHLINK-READ-CPU-INT
Specifies the CPU time spent for successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink I/O is synchronous with the CPU, thus
CPU time accumulates from the beginning of the I/O until it completes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QBACSYIT

(148) Accelerator Statistics

The following list describes the fields that are related to query accelerator servers and accelerator use.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as ACCEL-SERVER-OFFS, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses
these fields to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use these fields to verify that Db2 provides a long
name in the trace record.

ACCEL-PRODUCT-ID
Specifies the accelerator product ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACPRID

ACCEL-CONNECTS
Identifies the number of connections that are made to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACCONN

ACCEL-REQUESTS
Identifies the number of requests that are sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACREQ

ACCEL-TIMEOUTS
Identifies the number of timed-out requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACTOUT

ACCEL-FAILURES
Identifies the number of failed requests.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACFAIL
ACCEL-BYTES-SENT

Identifies the number of bytes sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACBYTS

ACCEL-BYTES-RETD
Identifies the number of bytes returned from the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACBYTR

ACCEL-MSGS-SENT
Identifies the number of messages that are sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACMSGS

ACCEL-MSGS-RETD
Identifies the number of messages that the accelerator returns.
IBM DB2 Field Name: Q8ACMSGR

ACCEL-BLKS-SENT
Identifies the number of blocks that are sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACBLKS

ACCEL-BLKS-RETD
Identifies the number of blocks that the accelerator returns.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACBLKR

ACCEL-ROWS-SENT
Identifies the number of rows that are sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACROWS

ACCEL-ROWS-RETD
Identifies the number of rows that the accelerator returns.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACROWR

ACCEL-SVCS-CPUTIME
Represents accelerator services CPU time (V1 only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACSCPU

ACCEL-SVCS-ELAPSED
Represents accelerator services elapsed time (V1 only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACSELA

ACCEL-TCPIP-CPUTME
Represents the accelerator services TCP/IP CPU time. This time represents the CPU time that is spent
processing calls to the accelerator from the DB2 side.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACTCPU

ACCEL-TCPIP-ELAPSE
Represents the accelerator services TCP/IP elapsed time. This time represents the elapsed time that is spent
processing calls to the accelerator as seen from the Db2 side.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACTELA

ACCEL-ACCUM-CPUTME
Identifies the overall accelerator CPU time that is spent processing SQL queries.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACACPU

ACCEL-ACCUM-ELAPSE
Identifies the overall accelerator elapsed time that is spent processing the SQL queries.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACAELA

ACCEL-ACCUM-WAIT
Identifies the overall accelerator wait time for processing the SQL queries.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACAWAT
ACCEL-SERVER-VAR

Specifies the accelerator server name. This field is a variable length field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACNAME_D

ACCEL-SERVER-LEN
Specifies the length of the accelerator server name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACNAME_LEN

ACCEL-SERVER-LONG
Specifies the accelerator server name. This field is padded with null characters to the maximum field length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACNAME_VAR

ACCEL-SERVER-OFFS
Specifies the offset to the accelerator server ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACNAME_OFF

ACCEL-STMT-INSERT
Specifies the accumulated number of INSERT statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACINSC

ACCEL-STMT-UPDATE
Specifies the accumulated number of UPDATE statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACUPDC

ACCEL-STMT-DELETE
Specifies the accumulated number of DELETE statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACDELC

ACCEL-STMT-DROP
Specifies the accumulated number of DROP statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACDRPC

ACCEL-STMT-CREATE
Specifies the accumulated number of CREATE statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACCRTC

ACCEL-STMT-COMMIT
Specifies the accumulated number of COMMIT statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACCMTC

ACCEL-STMT-ROLLBACK
Specifies the accumulated number of ROLLBACK statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACRBKC

ACCEL-STMT-OPEN
Specifies the accumulated number of OPEN statements send to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACOPNC

ACCEL-ROWS-INSERTED
Specifies the number of rows inserted to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACROWI

ACCEL-ROWS-UPDATED
Specifies the number of rows updated on the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACROWU

ACCEL-ROWS-DELETED
Specifies the number of rows deleted on the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACROWD
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ACCEL-ROWS-RETURNED
Specifies the number of rows returned by the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACROWC

ACCEL-WAIT-TIME-REPL
Specifies the accumulated time that query spent waiting for execution on an accelerator because the statements
were waiting for replication using HTAP delay protocol to finish updating the referenced tables.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACTWDP

ACCEL-TIMEOUTS-REPL
Specifies the accumulated number of times when query execution did not complete because changes were not
applied to a referenced table before the HTAP delay protocol time limit expired.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8ACNWDP

(149) LOCK-HOLDERS
LOCK-HOLDERS records lock information, such as threads that hold locks on a resource and threads that are waiting for
locks on a resource to be released, for a given resource.

(149) Resource Lock Statistics

This section of IFCID 149 contains resource lock statistics.

The following list describes the resource lock statistics fields on the (149) LOCK-HOLDERS record:

QW0150KZ
Specifies the ID of the small resource when QW0050KT=x'33'. This field overlays field QW0050KR. This field
contains the following subfields:

• Partition number
• Hash bucket number

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150KZ
PART-NUM

Specifies the partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150K8

HASH-BUCKET-NUM
Specifies the hash bucket number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150K9

QW0150LH
Specifies the hash token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150LH

LOCK-NAME
Specifies the Db2 lock name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150LK

LOCK-RESOURCE
Specifies the lock resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-RESOURCE-SHORT
Specifies the shortened version of the LOCK-RESOURCE field. Page number, subpage, anchor, collection token,
and labels are not included.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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LOCK-COLLECTION
Specifies the collection ID of the resource. Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PACKAGE-COLLECTION
Specifies the collection ID of the resource. Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PACKAGE-PROGRAM
Specifies the program name of the resource. Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PACKAGE-TOKEN
Specifies the 8-byte consistency token of the resource. This value always starts with “TOKEN X” and formats the
token as 16-hex digits in single quotes. Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PACKAGE-TOKEN-VALUE
Specifies the 8-byte consistency token of the resource, formatted as 16-hex digits. Valid only for COLLECTION
and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PLAN
Specifies the pan name for an SKCT lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATABASE
Specifies the database in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-OBJECT
Specifies the page set in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATASET
Specifies the data set partition number in quotes and prefixed with “PARTITION”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATAPAGE
Specifies the hex datapage number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATAPAGE NUMBER
Specifies the hex datapage number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEXPAGE
Specifies the hex index page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEXPAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex index page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE
Specifies the hex index subpage number in quotes and prefixed with “SUBPG X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE-NO
Specifies the hex index subpage number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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LOCK-HASH-PAGE
Specifies the hex page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-PAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex page number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR
Specifies the hex anchor ID number in quotes and prefixed with “ANCHOR X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR-NUMBER
Specifies the hex anchor ID number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

QW0150KT
Specifies flags for the locked resource type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150KT

RESOURCE-NAME
Specifies the name of the locked resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150RN

DBID
Specifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150KD

OBID
Specifies the page set ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150KP

PAGE-NO
Specifies the following information for page set or database locks: both QW0150K1 and K2 are zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150K1

SUBPAGE-NO
Specifies the following information:

• For data set locks, QW0150K1 is zero and QW01502K is the partition number.
• For data page locks, K1 is the physical page number and K2 is zero.
• For index page locks, K1 is the physical page number and K2 is the partition page number.
• For SKCT locks, QWO150KD, QW0150KP, and QW0150KR have 8-character plan name.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150K2
LOCK-TYPE

Specifies the lock type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

QW0149FL
Specifies the flag byte: X'80'-Indicates the resource is global.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149FL

QW0149PL
Specifies the undecoded name of the locked resource. This field is used to map the locked resource name if the
lock is a P-lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149PL

QW0149P1
Specifies the buffer pool identifier, when applicable, for a P-lock request.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149P1
QW0149P2

Specifies the DBID, when applicable, for a P-lock request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149P2

QW0149P3
Specifies the page set OBID, when applicable, for a P-lock request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149P3

QW0149P4
Specifies the partition number, when applicable, for a P-lock request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149P4

QW0149P5
Specifies the page number (3 bytes), when applicable, for a P-lock request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149P5

QW0149P6
Specifies the relative page number (4 bytes) portion of a P-Lock resource ID.
The page number consists of 4 bytes only if it does not fit into a 3 byte field (QW0149P5). For example, if a
dataset is bigger than 64GB for a 4K page, a 4 byte value is used. For 3 byte field value, the fourth byte has
zeros. The 4 byte field has all 4 bytes filled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149P6

QW0149A
Specifies the encoded name of the locked resource for a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149A

LOCK-DM-RMID
Specifies the data manager RMID portion of the locked resource name for a group database exception update
lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149A0

QW0149A1
Specifies the constant, GDBET, portion of the locked resource name for a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149A1

LOCK-EXCP-CLASS
Indicates the hash class number portion of the locked resource name for a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149A6

QW0149RW
A serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149RW

QW0149SC
A serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149SC

QW0149UC
Indicates a serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149UC

QW0149TL
Specifies a lock flag byte:
X'20'

Lock is suspended
X'10'

Lock is retained
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X'08'
Lock is held

X'04'
Lock is P-lock

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149TL
LOCK-HOLDERS

Indicates the ID of the small resource when length of the lock name is 13. This field is a combination of the page
number and record ID (RID) within the page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150KY

LRG-PAGE-NO
Specifies the page number portion of the lock ID when the lock represents a large table space type lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150K4

PG-RCD-ID
Specifies the record ID (RID within a page) portion of the lock ID when the lock represents a large table space
type lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150K5

QW0150P8
Displays the first 8 bytes of the hex resource ID for P-Locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150P8

QW0150KX
Specifies the ID of the resource for lob locks. This ID contains the row ID and version.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150KX

ROW-ID
Indicates the row ID portion of the LOB lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150K6

VERSION
Specifies the version number portion of the LOB lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150K7

XML-DOCID
Specifies the DOCID for XML locks, which is the ID of resource for XML locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150KC

QW0150KE
Specifies the ID of resource for page and row locks on table spaces using relative page numbers. This field
contains the following subfields:

• QW0150KF
• QW0150KG
• QW0150KH

This field is new with Db2 12.
QW0150KF

Specifies the partition number.
This field is new with Db2 12.

QW0150KG
Specifies the page number.
This field is new with Db2 12.

QW0150KH
Specifies the record ID within the page.
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This field is new with Db2 12.

(149) Lock Owner Statistics

This section of IFCID 149 contains lock owner statistics.

The following lock owner statistics fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the (149) LOCK-HOLDERS record.
When listing similar members of each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1 or greater) in parentheses
after the field name. Each occurrence number corresponds to a work unit holding a lock on a Db2 resource.

QW0150R3
Specifies the lock request token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150R3

QW0150U3
Specifies the requesting work unit token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150U3

QW0150A3
Specifies the ace token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150A3

QW0150D3
Specifies the lock duration.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150D3

QW0150ST
Specifies the lock state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150ST

OWNER-LOCK-STATE
Specifies the lock state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OWNER-LOCK-DUR
Specifies the lock duration.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OWNER-AUTH-ID
Specifies the authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OWNER-CORR-ID
Specifies the correlation ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OWNER-CONN-NAME
Specifies the connect name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OWNER-PLAN-NAME
Specifies the plan name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OWNER-OPER-ID
Specifies the original authorization before signon exit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OWNER-LOCATION
Specifies location.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
QW01493F

Specifies the IRLM function flag as one of the following values:
X'02'

Lock
X'03'

Unlock
X'03'

Change
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01493F

LOCK-SUBSYS
Contains the name of the subsystem holding or waiting on the lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149N3

OWNER-LOCK-FUNC
Indicates the IRLM function that is requested for the Db2 thread holding the lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(149) Lock Waiting Statistics

This section of IFCID 149 contains lock waiting statistics.

The following lock waiting statistics fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the (149) LOCK-HOLDERS record.
When listing similar members of each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1 or greater) in parentheses
after the field name. Each occurrence number corresponds to a work unit waiting for a suspended lock or change request
on a Db2 resource.

RETAIN-STATE
Specifies the lock state as retained in the coupling facility lock structure after a Db2 failure.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150R4

WAITER
Specifies the lock state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITER-LOCK-DUR
Specifies the lock duration.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITER-LOCK-FUNC
Specifies the lock function. The following values are valid:

• LOCK
• UNLOCK
• CHANGE

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
WAITER-AUTH-ID

Specifies the authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITER-CORR-ID
Specifies the correlation ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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WAITER-CONN-NAME
Specifies the connection name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITER-PLAN-NAME
Specifies the plan name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITER-OPER-ID
Indicates the original authorization before sign-on exit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITER-LOCATION
Specifies the location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

RETAIN-REQ-TOKEN
Specifies the lock request token. If the Db2 subsystem name in QW0149N4 is another member of the Db2 data
sharing group, this field is blank.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149T4

RETAIN-SUBSYS-NAME
Specifies the subsystem name of the lock retainer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149N4

REASON-SUSPEND-FLAGS
Contains one of the following flags, which indicate the reason for suspension:
x'80'

Indicates main-latch contention.
x'40'

Indicates an IRLM queued request.
x'20'

Indicates local resource contention.
x'10'

Indicates an incompatible retained lock.
x'08'

Indicates an inter-system communication request.
x'04'

Indicates global resource contention.
x'02'

Indicates that a notify message is sent.
x'01'

Indicates false resource contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150FB

(149) Global Interest Data

This section of IFCID 149 contains global interest data.

The following global interest data fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the (149) LOCK-HOLDERS record:

GLOBAL-INTEREST-FLAGS
Specifies global interest flags.
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• X'80'—A P-lock is held.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01505F
RESULTANT-REQ-STATE

Specifies the resultant requested state. The following values are possible:

• X'01'—UNPROTECTED SHARE
• X'02'—INTENTION SHARE
• X'03'—INTENTION EXCLUSIVE
• X'04'—SHARE
• X'05'—UPDATE
• X'06'—SHARE AND INTENTION EXCLUSIVE
• X'07'—NON-SHARED UPDATE
• X'08'—EXCLUSIVE
• X'09'—INTENTION SHARE. LOWER-LEVEL P-LOCKS ACQUIRED
• X'0A'—INTENTION EXCLUSIVE. LOWER-LEVEL P-LOCKS ACQUIRED
• X'0B'—SHARED AND INTENTION EXCLUSIVE. LOWER-LEVEL P-LOCKS ACQUIRED

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01505R
RESULTANT-HELD-STATE

Specifies the resultant held state. The following values are possible:

• X'01'—UNPROTECTED SHARE
• X'02'—INTENTION SHARE
• X'03'—INTENTION EXCLUSIVE
• X'04'—SHARE
• X'05'—UPDATE
• X'06'—SHARE AND INTENTION EXCLUSIVE
• X'07'—NON-SHARED UPDATE
• X'08'—EXCLUSIVE
• X'09'—INTENTION SHARE. LOWER-LEVEL P-LOCKS ACQUIRED
• X'0A'—INTENTION EXCLUSIVE. LOWER-LEVEL P-LOCKS ACQUIRED
• X'0B'—SHARED AND INTENTION EXCLUSIVE. LOWER-LEVEL P-LOCKS ACQUIRED

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01505H
SUBSYSTEM-NAME

Specifies the subsystem name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01505S

(150) LOCKS-HELD
This section lists the (150) LOCKS-HELD record fields by the subsections.

Lock information is recorded for each thread holding a lock.

(150) Resource Lock Statistics

This section of IFCID 150 records resource lock statistics.

The following list describes the resource lock statistics fields of the (150) LOCKS-HELD record.
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QW0150LH
Specifies the hash token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150LH

LOCK-NAME
Specifies the Db2 lock name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150LK

LOCK-RESOURCE
Indicates the lock resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-RESOURCE-SHORT
Specifies a shortened version of the LOCK-RESOURCE field. Page number, subpage, anchor, collection token,
and labels are not included.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-COLLECTION
Valid only for COLLECTION AND SKPT locks, the collection ID of the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PACKAGE-COLLECTION
Valid only for COLLECTION AND SKPT locks, the collection ID of the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PACKAGE-PROGRAM
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the program name of the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PACKAGE-TOKEN
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the 8-byte consistency token of the resource. This field always
starts with “TOKEN X” and formats the token as 16-hex digits in single quotes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PACKAGE-TOKEN-VALUE
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the 8-byte consistency token of the resource, formatted as 16-hex
digits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PLAN
Specifies the plan name for an SKCT lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATABASE
Indicates the database in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-OBJECT
Indicates the page set in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATASET
Indicates the data set partition number in quotes and prefixed with “PARTITION”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATAPAGE
Indicates the hex data page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATAPAGE-NUMBER
Indicates the hex data page number.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
LOCK-INDEXPAGE

Indicates the hex index page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEXPAGE-NUMBER
Indicates the hex index page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE
Indicates the hex index subpage number in quotes and prefixed with “SUBPG X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE-NO
Indicates the hex index subpage number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-PAGE
Indicates the hex page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-PAGE-NUMBER
Indicates the hex page number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR
Indicates the hex anchor ID number in quotes and prefixed with “ANCHOR X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR-NUMBER
Indicates the hex anchor ID number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

QW0150KT
Specifies flags for locked resource type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150KT

RESOURCE-NAME
Specifies the locked resource name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150RN

DBID
Indicates the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150KD

OBID
Indicates the page set ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150KP

PAGE-NO
Specifies the following information for page set or database locks: both QW0150K1 and K2 are zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150K1

SUBPAGE-NO
Specifies the following information:

• For data set locks, QW0150K1 is zero and QW01502K is the partition number.
• For data page locks, K1 is the physical page number and K2 is zero.
• For index page locks, K1 is the physical page number and K2 is the partition page number.
• For SKCT locks, QWO150KD, QW0150KP, and QW0150KR have the eight character plan name.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150K2
LOCK-TYPE

Specifies the lock type:
X'00' DATAPAGE (DPG)

A page lock in a tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number

X'01' DATABASE (DBS)
A lock on a database descriptor.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'02' PAGESET (PSET)
A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'03' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'04' SKCT (SKCT)
A lock on an application plans skeleton cursor table.
Data: Plan name

X'05' INDXPAGE (IPG)
A page lock in an indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Sub page number

X'06' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'07' DS OPEN (DSOP)
A lock that serializes dataset opens and closes.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'08' UTIL DMG (UTDM)
A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'09' PSET PC (PSPC)
A simple pageset consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called pageset pieces. When a pageset piece
exceeds the pageset piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A pageset piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0A' DBA TABL (DBA)
A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0B' RETRY (RETR)
A lock used for retry during an abort.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0C' 32K DESP (32K)
32K desperation pool locks occur as an overflow out of the 4K buffer pools and imply that the buffers are
undersized.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)
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X'0D' SYSLGRNG (SYSL)
A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0E' UTILITY (UTIL)
A lock used by utility jobs for serialization.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'0F' MASS DEL (MASS)
A mass delete lock is a protection device used by Db2. The lock occurs when a DELETE is used without
a WHERE clause. All rows in the table are deleted. A mass delete lock also occurs when a SELECT
statement specifies WITH UR.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'10' TABLE (TABL)
A lock used on a table in a segmented tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'11' HSH ANCH (HASH)
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing Db2 catalog or directory tables.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Anchor

X'12' SKPT (SKPT)
A lock on a skeleton package table.
Data: N/A

X'13' COLLECT (COLL)
A lock on a package collection.
Data: Collection Name

X'14' CS DRAIN (CDRN)
Cursor stability drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'15' RR DRAIN (RDRN)
Repeatable read drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'16' WR DRAIN (WDRN)
Write drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'17' BINDLOCK (BIND)
Auto/remote bind lock for serialization of local autobinds of packages, remote binds, and remote rebinds
of packages.
Data: String 'BINDLOCK'

X'18' ROW (ROW)
Row lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Row number

X'19' INDX EOF(XEOF)
Index End-of-File lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'1A' AL BPOOL (ALBP)
Alter bufferpool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1B' SS GPOOL (SSGP)
Group Bufferpool Start/Stop lock.
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Data: Buffer pool name
X'1C' INDX PLK (XPLK)

Index Manager Tree P-lock.
Data: N/A

X'1D' P/P PLCK (PPPL)
Pageset or Partition P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'1E' PAGE PLK (PGPL)
Page P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool, Page

X'1F' DDF PLCK (DDPL)
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'20' GBP CAST (GBCA)
Group Bufferpool level castout P-lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'21' P/P CAST (PPCA)
Pageset or Partition castout P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'22' RLF PLCK (RPLK)
Resource Limit Facility P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'23' DBD PLCK (DBPL)
Data Base Descriptor P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'24' CATM CVD (CCVD)
CATMAINT Directory lock.
Data: N/A

X'25' CATM CVC (CCVC)
CATMAINT Convert Catalog lock.
Data: N/A

X'26' CATM MIG (CMIG)
CATMAINT Migration lock.
Data: N/A

X'27' DB EX LG (DXLG)
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'28' UTIL UID (UTLD)
Utility UID lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'29' UTILEXCL (UTLX)
Utility exclusive execution lock.
Data: String 'UTEXEC'

X'2A' SCA REDO (SCAR)
SCA access for restart/redo information lock.
Data: String 'BMC-RSTP'
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X'2B' GPDB EXU (GBXL)
Database Exception Update lock.
Data: Data manager RMID, string 'GDBET', Hash class number

X'2C' REPR DBD (RDBD)
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'2D' DB CMD S (DCMD)
Database command serialization.
Data: N/A

X'2E' BM PS PL (BMRP)
Buffer manager pageset RR P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'2F' MX UNKN (MX-?)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

X'30' LOB LOCK (LOB)
Lock on LOB type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Row number, Version

X'31' UTIL CMT (UTLC)
Utility Commit lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'32' LPL RCVR (LPLR)
LPL recovery lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'33' HDR HASH (HDRH)
Header page hash bucket.
Data: Partition, Hash bucket number

X'34' PIT RCVR (PITR)
System level point in time recovery lock.
Data: String 'SYS_PITR'

X'35' XML LOCK (XML)
Lock on XML type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), DOCID

X'36' ADD PART (APS)
Add Part serialization lock.
Data: Database (DBID)

X'37' SYSENVRL (SENV)
SYSENV serialization lock.
Data: String 'SYSENVRL'

X'38' UTIL OBJ (UTOB)
Utility object lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'39' DBD LOAD (DBDL)
Data Base Descriptor load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3A' CMP BLD (CMPB)
Compress dictionary build lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition
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X'3B' CMP LOAD (CMPL)
Compress dictionary load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3C' HASH VAL (HASV)
Hash Value lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Hash value

X'3D' INDEXKEY (IXKY)
Index key lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3E' DGTTURID (DGTT)
Unit of Recovery ID lock on Declared Global Temporary Table.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3F' ACCELCMD (ACCL)
Db2 accelerator services command lock.
Data: N/A

X'40' UT OBJ H (UTOH)
UT OBJ lock with hash.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'41' UTL CTLG (UTCT)
Db2 Utility catalog serial lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'42' DYNQHASH (DYHA)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY hash ID lock.
Data: Hash ID, SQLID (truncated to 12 characters)

X'43' DYNQSGRP (DYSG)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY stabilization group lock.
Data: Stabilization group name (if length of the name is fewer than 29 characters), otherwise the hash of
the stabilization group name

X'47' DYNQ OBJ (DYOB)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY object dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization object dependency lock name

X'48' DYNQAUTH (DYAT)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY authorization ID dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization authorization dependency lock name

X'49' INMEMFTB (FTB)
In-memory fast traverse block lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'FF' (S)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
QW0150PL

Specifies the undecoded name of the locked resource. This field is used to map the locked resource name if the
lock is a P-lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150PL

QW0150P1
Specifies the buffer pool identifier when applicable, for a P-lock request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150P1
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QW0150P2
Specifies the DBID when applicable, for a P-lock request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150P2

QW0150P3
Specifies the page set OBID when applicable, for a P-lock request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150P3

QW0150P4
Specifies the partition number when applicable, for a P-lock request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150P4

QW0150P5
Specifies the page number (3 bytes) when applicable, for a P-lock request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150P5

QW0150P6
Specifies the relative page number (4 bytes) portion of a P-Lock resource ID.
The page number consists of 4 bytes only if it does not fit into a 3-byte field (QW0150P5). For example, if a
dataset is bigger than 64 GB for a 4-K page, a 4-byte value is used. For 3-byte field value, the fourth byte has
zeros. The 4-byte field has all 4 bytes filled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150P6

QW0150A
Specifies the encoded name of the locked resource for a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150A

LOCK-DM-RMID
Specifies the data manager RMID portion of the locked resource name for a group database exception update
lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0149A0

QW0150A1
Specifies the constant, GDBET, portion of the locked resource name for a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150A1

LOCK-EXCP-CLASS
Specifies the hash class number portion of the locked resource name for a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150A6

QW0150RW
Specifies a serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150RW

QW0150SC
Specifies a serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150SC

QW0150UC
Specifies a serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150UC

QW0150TL
Indicates the lock flag byte:
X'20'

Lock is suspended
X'10'

Lock is retained
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X'08'
Lock is held

X'04'
Lock is P-lock

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150TL
QW0150KE

Specifies the ID of resource for the page and row locks on the table spaces using relative page numbers. This
field contains the following subfields:
QW0150KF

Specifies the partition number.
QW0150KG

Specifies the page number.
QW0150KH

Specifies the record ID within the page.
This field is new with Db2 12.

(150) Lock Owner Statistics

This section of IFCID 150 contains lock owner statistics.

The following lock owner statistics fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the (150) LOCKS-HELD record.
When listing similar members of each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1 or greater) in parentheses
after the field name. Each occurrence number corresponds to a work unit holding a lock on a Db2 resource.

QW0150R3
Specifies the lock request token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150R3

QW0150U3
Specifies the requesting work unit token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150U3

QW0150A3
Specifies the ACE token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150A3

QW0150D3
Specifies the lock duration.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150D3

QW0150ST
Specifies the lock state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150ST

OWNER-LOCK-STATE
Specifies the lock state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OWNER-LOCK-DUR
Specifies the lock duration.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OWNER-AUTH-ID
Specifies the authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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OWNER-CORR-ID
Specifies the correlation ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OWNER-CONN-NAME
Specifies the connect name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OWNER-PLAN-NAME
Specifies the plan name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OWNER-OPER-ID
Specifies the original authorization before Signon exit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

OWNER-LOCATION
Specifies location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

QW01503F
Specifies the IRL function flag:
X'02'

Lock
X'03'

Unlock
X'03'

Change
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01503F

LOCK-SUBSYS
Contains the name of the subsystem holding or waiting on the lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150N3

OWNER-LOCK-FUNC
Indicates the IRLM function that is requested for the Db2 thread holding the lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(150) Lock Waiting Statistics

This section of IFCID 150 contains lock waiting statistics.

The following lock waiting statistics fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the (150) LOCKS-HELD record.
When listing similar members of each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1 or greater) in parentheses
after the field name. Each occurrence number corresponds to a work unit waiting for a suspended lock or change request
on a Db2 resource.

RETAIN-STATE
Specifies the state of the lock as retained in the coupling facility lock structure after a Db2 failure.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150R4

WAITER-LOCK-STATE
Specifies the lock state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITER-LOCK-DUR
Specifies the lock duration.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
WAITER-LOCK-FUNC

Specifies the lock function. The following values are valid:

• LOCK
• UNLOCK
• CHANGE

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
WAITER-AUTH-ID

Specifies the authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITER-CORR-ID
Specifies the correlation ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITER-CONN-NAME
Specifies the connection name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITER-PLAN-NAME
Specifies the plan name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITER-OPER-ID
Specifies the original authorization before sign-on exit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITER-LOCATION
Specifies location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

RETAIN-REQ-TOKEN
Indicates the lock request token. If the Db2 subsystem name in QW0150N4 is another member of the Db2 data
sharing group, this field is blank.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150T4

RETAIN-SUBSYS-NAME
Specifies the subsystem name of the lock retainer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150N4

REASON-SUSPEND-FLAGS
Contains one of the following flags, which indicate the reason for suspension:
x'80'

Indicates main-latch contention.
x'40'

Indicates an IRLM queued request.
x'20'

Indicates local resource contention.
x'10'

Indicates an incompatible retained lock.
x'08'

Indicates an inter-system communication request.
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x'04'
Indicates global resource contention.

x'02'
Indicates that a notify message is sent.

x'01'
Indicates false resource contention.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0150FB

(150) Global Interest Data

The following global interest data fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the (150) LOCKS-HELD record:

GLOBAL-INTEREST-FLAGS
Specifies global interest flags:

• x'80'—A P-lock is held

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01505F
RESULTANT-REQ-STATE

Indicates the resultant requested state:

• X'01'—UNPROTECTED SHARE
• X'02'—INTENTION SHARE
• X'03'—INTENTION EXCLUSIVE
• X'04'—SHARE
• X'05'—UPDATE
• X'06'—SHARE AND INTENTION EXCLUSIVE
• X'07'—NON-SHARED UPDATE
• X'08'—EXCLUSIVE
• X'09'—INTENTION SHARE. LOWER-LEVEL P-LOCKS ACQUIRED
• X'0A'—INTENTION EXCLUSIVE. LOWER-LEVEL P-LOCKS ACQUIRED.
• X'0B'—SHARED AND INTENTION EXCLUSIVE. LOWER-LEVEL P-LOCKS ACQUIRED.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01505R
RESULTANT-HELD-STATE

Indicates the resultant held state:

• X'01'—UNPROTECTED SHARE
• X'02'—INTENTION SHARE
• X'03'—INTENTION EXCLUSIVE
• X'04'—SHARE
• X'05'—UPDATE
• X'06'—SHARE AND INTENTION EXCLUSIVE
• X'07'—NON-SHARED UPDATE
• X'08'—EXCLUSIVE
• X'09'—INTENTION SHARE. LOWER-LEVEL P-LOCKS ACQUIRED
• X'0A'—INTENTION EXCLUSIVE. LOWER-LEVEL P-LOCKS ACQUIRED.
• X'0B'—SHARED AND INTENTION EXCLUSIVE. LOWER-LEVEL P-LOCKS ACQUIRED.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01505H
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SUBSYSTEM-NAME
Indicates the subsystem name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01505S

(151) IDB2ACCT
IFCID 151 collects and summarizes data from Db2 traces and from Detector.

This record is produced by SYSVIEW for Db2 when one or more accounting detail trace options are enabled. SYSVIEW
for Db2 collects and summarizes data from Db2 traces and from Detector, depending on the trace options enabled. This
record is written to the history files when the associated Db2 accounting record is written.

(151) IDB2ACCT contains the following fields:

QW0151FL
The flag field where X'80' on specification indicates a truncated record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0151FL

QW0151TO
Specifies the trace options flag. The following values are possible:
X'80'

PDTSQL option enabled
X'40'

Thread SQL detail requested
X'20'

Thread I/O detail requested
X'10'

Thread lock summary data requested
X'08'

Thread lock suspend detail requested
X'04'

Thread sort detail requested
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0151TO

QW0151EC
Specifies a SYSVIEW for Db2 eye catcher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0151EC

THD-START
Specifies the beginning store clock value (STCK) for the period that this accounting record covers.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

THD-END
Specifies the thread end time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DB2-ELAPSED
Specifies the total Db2 (class 2) processing time for the application.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACASC

DB2-CPU
Specifies the total Db2 (class 2) CPU time for the application.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QWACAJST

TRUNCATED
Specifies whether this record contains all data that is collected for the application. Valid values are:
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NO
Indicates that all collected data is available.

YES
Indicates that some data is missing because the resulting record size is too large to write.

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
TRACEOPT-PDT

Specifies whether the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL data collector system parameter specifies PDTSQL trace collection. If
specified, and if the Detector collection has been started, the data collector collects SQL statement data from
Detector.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

TRACEOPT-SQL
Specifies whether the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system parameter specifies SQL trace collection. If PDTSQL is
enabled, this field contains PDT. If YES, the data collector collects SQL statement data from various Db2 trace
records. If PDT, and if the Detector collection has been started, the data collector collects SQL statement data
from Detector.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

TRACEOPT-IO
Specifies whether the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system parameter specifies IOSUM trace collection. If specified, the
data collector collects and summarizes I/O information from Db2 trace data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

TRACEOPT-LK
Specifies whether the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system parameter specifies LOCKSPND trace collection. If specified,
the data collector collects and summarizes lock suspend information from Db2 trace data (IFCIDs 44 and 45).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

TRACEOPT-LKSUM
Specifies whether the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system parameter specifies LOCKSUM trace collection. If specified,
the data collector collects and summarizes lock usage information from Db2 trace data (IFCID 20).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

TRACEOPT-SORT
Specifies whether the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system parameter specifies SORTSUM trace collection. If specified,
the data collector collects and summarizes sort information from Db2 trace data (IFCIDs 95 and 96).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

The following fields are collected from IFCID 95 and IFCID 96 when the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system parameter specifies
LOCKSUM trace collection:
SORT-ELAPSED

Specifies that the total amount of elapsed time spent processing sort.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SORT-RECORDS
Specifies the number of records sorted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SORT-COUNT
Specifies the number of sort operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

The following fields are collected from IFCID 20 when the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system parameter specifies
LOCKSUM trace collection:
LOCKS-MAX

Specifies the maximum page locks held as reported by IFCID 20.
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This value is typically higher than the MAX-PAGE-LOCKS value in IFCID 3 (QTXANPL), because more events
are eligible for counting in IFCID 20.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020TP

LOCKS-SHR-ESCAL
Specifies the number of shared lock escalations as reported by IFCID 20.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020TS

LOCKS-EXC-ESCAL
Specifies the number of exclusive lock escalations as reported by IFCID 20.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020TX

(151) Lock Suspend Summary Data

Data in this repeating section represents a summary of lock suspensions by resource name. This data is collected from
IFCIDs 44 and 45 when the LOCKSPND trace collection is specified in the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL data collector SYSPARM.

LOCK-ID
Specifies the internal 32-byte hexadecimal lock name consisting of a lock name length, lock qualifier, DBID value,
OBID value, and a partition value (if applicable).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0044LK

LOCK-WAIT
Indicates the total time suspended waiting for a lock to become available.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0045-QW0044

LOCK-WAITS
Indicates the number of times the application was suspended while waiting for the lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0045

LOCK-DEADLOCK
Indicates the number of times the application failed to get the lock due to a deadlock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0045R

LOCK-TIMEOUT
Indicates the number of times the application failed to get the lock due to a timeout.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0045R

LOCK-TYPE
Indicates the type of lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0044KT

LOCK-NAME
Indicates the formatted, shortened name of a locked resource. Page number, subpage, anchor, collection token,
and labels are not included in this field. The name is shortened for summarization purposes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0044RN

(151) I/O Suspend Summary Data

Data in this repeating section represents a summary of synchronous read, write, and prefetch I/O suspensions by
pageset. This data is collected from IFCIDs 6, 7, 8, and 9 when the IOSUM trace collection is specified in the HIST-ACCT-
DETAIL data collector SYSPARM.

IO-DBID
Indicates the first two bytes of the lock resource name, which usually identifies the DBID of a pageset's database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0044KD
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IO-OBID
Indicates bytes 3 and 4 of the lock resource name, which usually identifies the OBID of the table/index space
pageset or a table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0044KP

IO-DBNAME
Indicates the name of the database specified by the IO-DBID field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0044KD

IO-PSNAME
Indicates the name of the pageset specified by the IO-OBID field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0044KP

IO-PART
Indicates byte 8 of the lock resource name, which usually identifies an index subpage number or a partition
number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0044K2

IO-READ-ELAP
Indicates the amount of time the application was suspended while waiting for read I/O to complete for the
identified pageset.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

IO-PREF-ELAP
Indicates the amount of time the application was suspended while waiting for prefetch operation to complete for
the identified pageset.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

IO-WRITE-ELAP
Indicates the amount of time the application was suspended while waiting for write I/O to complete for the
identified pageset.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

IO-BPID
Indicates the internal identifier for the buffer pool that contains the pageset. DB2 uses 0 through 49 for buffer
pools BP0 through BP49, 80 through 89 for buffer pools BP32K through BP32K9, 100 through 109 for buffer pools
BP8K through BP8K9, and 120 through 129 for buffer pools BP16K through BP16K9.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0006BP

IO-READS
Indicates the number of times the application was suspended while waiting for a read I/O operation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

IO-PGS-READ
Indicates the number of pages read with a synchronous I/O request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0007NP

IO-PREFETCHES
Indicates the number of times the application was suspended while waiting for a prefetch operation to complete.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

IO-PGS-PREF
Indicates the number of pages that were read with a prefetch type I/O request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0007NP

IO-WRITES
Indicates the number of times the application was suspended while waiting for a write I/O operation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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IO-PGS-WRITTEN
Indicates the number of pages that were written with a write I/O request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0008WR

IO-BPNAME
Indicates the expanded buffer pool name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0006BP/QW0010BP

(151) Packages Accessed

Data in this repeating section lists the packages used. During record processing, SYSVIEW for Db2 correlates this data
with the SQL Statement Summary data. This data is collected from Detector or IFCIDs 58-66 when the PDTSQL or SQL
trace collection is specified in the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL data collector SYSPARM.

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Indicates a name that identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of
the BIND PACKAGE statement. For triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger schema name. This is a variable
length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058PC_LONG

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058PC_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Indicates a name that identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter
of the BIND PACKAGE statement. For triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger schema name. This is the
complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058PC_VAR

PROGRAM-VAR
Indicates the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement is
being executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements generated by the DB2 precompiler. For
triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger name. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058PN_LONG

PROGRAM-LEN
Specifies the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058PN_LEN

PROGRAM-LONG
Indicates the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement is
being executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements generated by the DB2 precompiler. For
triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger name. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058PN_VAR

QW01514X
Indicates a SYSVIEW for Db2 internal field used to correlate trace data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(151) SQL Statement Summary

Data in this repeating section provides a summary of the SQL statements that are executed by package and statement
number. This data is collected from Detector or IFCIDs 058-066 when the PDTSQL or SQL trace collection is specified in
the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL data collector SYSPARM.
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STMT-NUM
Contains the precompiler statement number of the program (DBRM or package) for the SQL statement. For
triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger statement number that is generated by DB2 during the trigger
creation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058SN

STMT-COUNT
Indicates the number of times the SQL statement was executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STMT-ID
Contains the unique identity of an SQL statement that is executing or has executed in DB2. The identity is stored
as an 8-byte hexadecimal string.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STMT-ELAPSED
Indicates the total elapsed time executing the SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STMT-CPU
Indicates the total CPU time used to execute the SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STMT-CURSOR-VAR
Indicates the name of the cursor that is used in the application program (blank for non-cursor type
statement). This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0059CN_LONG

STMT-CURSOR-LEN
Indicates the length of the cursor name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0059CN_LEN

STMT-CURSOR-LONG
Indicates the name of the cursor that is used in the application program (blank for non-cursor type
statement). This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0059CN_VAR

STMT-TYPE-RDI
Contains statement type code as defined in the DB2 RDI macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STMT-TYPE-IFI
Indicates the type of SQL statement executed (for example, SELECT).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

N/A
Indicates a SYSVIEW for Db2 internal field that is used to correlate trace data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01515X

STMT-COLL-ID-VAR
Contains a name that identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of
the BIND PACKAGE statement. For triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger schema name. This variable
length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058PC_LONG

STMT-COLL-ID-LEN
Indicates the length of the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058PC_LEN
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STMT-COLL-ID-LONG
Contains name that identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of the
BIND PACKAGE statement. For triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger schema name. This complete field
name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058PC_VAR

STMT-COLL-ID
Contains a name that identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of
the BIND PACKAGE statement. For triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger schema name. This variable
length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058PC_LONG

STMT-PROGRAM-VAR
Contains the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement
is being executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements that are generated by the DB2
precompiler. For triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger name. This variable length field contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058PN_LONG

STMT-PROGRAM-LEN
Indicates the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058PN_LEN

STMT-PROGRAM-LONG
Contains the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement
is being executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements that are generated by the DB2
precompiler. For triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger name. This complete field name is expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058PN_VAR

STMT-PROGRAM
Contains the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement
is being executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements that are generated by the DB2
precompiler. For triggered SQL, this field contains the trigger name. This variable length field contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0058PN_LONG

STMT-TYPE-SHORT
Indicates the type of SQL statement executed (for example, SELECT).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STMT-TYPE-FLAG
Indicates the type of statement. The following values are valid:
x'8000'

Indicates that the statement is dynamic.
x'4000'

Indicates that the statement is static.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STMT-RDI-SECTN
Indicates the RDI section number of the statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

The following fields are not populated for the OPEN and FETCH statements. They are reported as an accumulated value
on related CLOSE statement when data is obtained from DB2 using SQL trace option:

STMT-IO-WAIT
Indicates the amount of time the SQL statement was suspended while waiting on I/O operations to complete.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058SI, QW0058OR, QW0058OW, QW0058LG, QW0058PW
STMT-LOCK-WAIT

Indicates the amount of time the SQL statement was suspended while waiting on a locked resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058LK, QW0058DA, QW0058CL, QW0058PA, QW0058GL, QW0058LH,
QW0058AWTK, QW0058AWTM, QW0058AWTN, QW0058AWTO, QW0058AWTQ, QW0058PQ

STMT-GETPAGE
Indicates the number of buffer pool getpage operations performed while processing the SQL statement. This
value is cumulative for all buffer pools accessed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058GP

STMT-READIO
Indicates the number of buffer pool synchronous read I/O operations performed while processing the SQL
statement. This value is cumulative for all buffer pools accessed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0058SR

The following fields are populated only when the data is obtained from Detector using the PDTSQL trace option:

STMT-COUNT-ACCEL
Indicates the number of times the SQL request is executed on the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STMT-ELAPSED-ACCEL
Indicates the total elapsed time the SQL request is executing on the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

STMT-PREFETCH
Indicates the number of buffer pool prefetch operations performed while processing the SQL statement. This
value is cumulative for all buffer pools accessed and for all prefetch types.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QBACSEQ+QBACLPF+QBACDPF

STMT-PREF-PGS
Indicates the number of buffer pool prefetch pages read while processing the SQL statement. This value
is cumulative for all buffer pools accessed and for all prefetch types.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QBACSIO

(151) Lock Summary Data

Lock summary data is a repeating section of the 151 IDB2ACCT trace record. This section provides a summary of the
locks held. Data is collected from IFCID 20 when the LOCKSUM trace collection is specified in the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL
system parameter.

LKSUM-DBID
Specifies the DBID of the pageset's database for which the lock information applies.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020PD

LKSUM-OBID
Specifies the OBID of the table or index space page set for which the lock information applies.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020PP

LKSUM-DBNAME
Specifies the name of the database that is specified by the LKSUM-DBID field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020PD

LKSUM-PSNAME
Specifies the name of the pageset that is specified by the LKSUM-OBID field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020PP
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LKSUM-ACE-ADDR
Specifies the address of the ACE that represents the thread for which the lock information applies.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LKSUM-MAX-LOCKS
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent page, row, LOB, or XML locks held by the thread on the identified
page set.
This value represents the highest number of locks held at any given commit point, and may be less than the
overall total for the complete execution of the thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020PL

QW01516PS
Specifies the lock state indicator byte.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020PS

QW01516PE
Specifies the lock state before escalation occurred (non-segmented table spaces only). Zero indicates that no
escalation occurred.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020PE

QW01516PF
Specifies a flag field indicating the type of tablespace:
X'00'

Simple tablespace
X'01'

Non-segmented tablespace
X'02'

Segmented tablespace
X'03'

Partitioned tablespace
X'04'

SPL partitioned tablespace
X'05'

LOB tablespace
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020PF

QW01516PR
Specifies the type of lower-level lock that is used, if any:
X'00'

None
X'01'

Page
X'02'

Row
X'03'

LOB
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020PR

LKSUM-TBL-ESCAL
Specifies the number of tables within segmented table spaces for which lock escalations have occurred.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020PC
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LKSUM-LOCK-STATE
Specifies the lock state:
ANY

Any lock
IS

Intent Share
IX

Intent Exclusive
S

Share
U

Update
NSU

Non-shared Update
SIX

Share Intent Exclusive
X

Exclusive
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020PS

LKSUM-PRELK-STATE
Specifies the lock state before escalation occurred (nonsegmented table spaces only). Zero indicates that no
escalation occurred.
ANY

Any lock
IS

Intent Share
IX

Intent Exclusive
S

Share
U

Update
NSU

Non-shared Update
SIX

Share Intent Exclusive
X

Exclusive
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020PE

LKSUM-TBSPACE-TYPE
Specifies the type of tablespace:
SIMPLE

Simple tablespace
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NON-SEG
Non-segmented tablespace

SEGMENTED
Segmented tablespace

PARTITION
Partitioned tablespace

PART-SPL
SPL partitioned tablespace

LOB
LOB tablespace

XML
XML tablespace

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020PF
LKSUM-LOWER-LEVEL

Specifies the type of lower-level lock used: NONE, PAGE, ROW, LOB, or XML.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0020PR

(151) Sort Summary Data

Data in this section represents a summary of sort activity. This data represents the totals (from which averages can be
computed) and peak sort values. This data is collected from IFCID 95 and IFCID 96 when the SORTSUM trace collection
is specified in the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL data collector SYSPARM.

TOT-SORT-DATA-SIZE
Specifies the size of the sort data area of a record (in bytes) for all sorts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096DL

TOT-SORT-KEY-SIZE
Specifies the size of the sort keys in bytes for all sorts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096KL

TOT-SORT-REC-SIZE
Specifies the size of the sort records (in bytes) for all sorts. This value consists of the key size and the data area
size or the RID size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096WR

TOT-WKFILES-USED
Specifies the number of logical work files that were used for all sorts. These files are created during the initial sort
runs and hold the intermediate sets and the final set of sorted data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096WF

TOT-SORT-RET-CD-0
Specifies the number of sorts that ended with return code zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096RC

TOT-SORT-RET-CD-NOT0
Specifies the number of sorts that ended with a non-zero return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096RC

TOT-INITIAL-RUNS
Specifies the number of initial work files for all sorts. These files are the ordered sets of rows that are sorted and
stored into logical work files to be merged. The buffer pool size can limit the number of initial work files.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096IR
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TOT-MERGE-PASSES
Specifies the number of merge passes during the sort processing for all sorts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096MP

TOT-WKFILES-PARTITIONED
Specifies the number of work files (equal to the degree of parallel I/O processing) that were partitioned for all
sorts. This field is valid only if DB2 partitions the sort records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096PW

TOT-SORT-COLUMNS
Specifies the number of sort columns for all sorts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096SC

TOT-SORT-KEYS
Specifies the number of sort keys for all sorts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096SK

TOT-RECS-SORTED
Specifies the number of records that were sorted for all sorts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096NR

TOT-SORT-ELAPSED
Specifies the sort elapsed time for all sorts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from IFCID 95 and IFCID 96

TOT-SORT-AREA-SIZE
Specifies the sort area size for all sorts. For a given sort, the sort area size consists of the sort record size
multiplied by the number of sorted records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096WR * QW0096NR

TOT-SORT-COUNT
Specifies the number of sorts processed. This count reflects the number of encountered IFCID 96 records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HWX-SORT-DATA-SIZE
Identifies the sort number that encountered the highest value for the sort data size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HWX-SORT-KEY-SIZE
Identifies the sort number that encountered the highest value for the sort key size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HWX-SORT-REC-SIZE
Identifies the sort number that encountered the highest value for the sort record size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HWX-WKFILES-USED
Identifies the sort number that encountered the highest value for the work files used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HWX-SORT-RET-CD
Identifies the sort number that encountered the highest value for the sort return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HWX-INITIAL-RUNS
Identifies the sort number that encountered the highest value for the initial work files allocated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HWX-MERGE-PASSES
Identifies the sort number that encountered the highest value for the merge passes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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HWX-WKFILES-PARTITIONED
Identifies the sort number that encountered the highest value for the partitioned work files.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HWX-SORT-COLUMNS
Identifies the sort number that encountered the highest value for the sort columns.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HWX-SORT-KEYS
Identifies the sort number that encountered the highest value for the sort keys.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HWX-RECS-SORTED
Identifies the sort number that encountered the highest value for the sorted records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HWX-SORT-ELAPSED
Identifies the sort number that encountered the highest value for the sort elapsed time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HWX-SORT-AREA-SIZE
Identifies the sort number that encountered the highest value for the sort area size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HWM-SORT-DATA-SIZE
Specifies the maximum size of the sort data area of a record, in bytes, for any sort.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096DL

HWM-SORT-KEY-SIZE
Specifies the maximum size of the sort keys, in bytes, for any sort.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096KL

HWM-SORT-REC-SIZE
Identifies the maximum size of sort records (in bytes) for any sort. This value consists of the key size and either
the data area size or the size of a RID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096WR

HWM-WKFILES-USED
Identifies the maximum number of logical work files that were used for any sort. These files are created during the
initial runs of the sort and hold the intermediate sets and the final set of sorted data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096WF

HWM-SORT-RET-CD
Identifies the highest sort return code value for any sort.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096RC

HWM-INITIAL-RUNS
Identifies the maximum number of initial work files for any sort. These files are the ordered sets of rows that are
sorted and stored into logical work files to be merged. The buffer pool can limit the number of initial work files.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096IR

HWM-MERGE-PASSES
Indicates the maximum number of merge passes during the sort processing for any sort.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096MP

HWM-WKFILES-PARTITIONED
Specifies the maximum number of work files (equal to the degree of parallel I/O processing) that were partitioned
for any sort. This field is valid only if DB2 partitions the sort records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096PW
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HWM-SORT-COLUMNS
Identifies the maximum number of sort columns for any sort.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096SC

HWM-SORT-KEYS
Identifies the maximum number of sort keys for any sort.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096SK

HWM-RECS-SORTED
Identifies the maximum number of records that were sorted for any sort.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096NR

HWM-SORT-ELAPSED
Identifies the maximum amount of elapsed time for any sort.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from IFCID 95 and 96

HWM-SORT-AREA-SIZE
Identifies the maximum sort area size for any sort. For a given sort, the sort area size consists of the sort record
size, multiplied by the number of sorted records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096WR * QW0096NR

(151) Repeating Fields

The following repeated fields identify every SQL statement that executed a sort that contained a high water mark (peak)
field value.

HWM-SORT-NUM
Identifies the sort number that is associated with the program or package. Use this value to correlate a peak or
high water mark (HWM) sort number with the HWM fields. These fields can then be used to identify the SQL
statement that executed the sort with the HWM value.
IBM DB2 Field Name: N/A

SORT-PROGRAM-NAME
The name of the program containing the query that invoked the sort indicated by the HWM or peak sort number.
The program name is truncated to 18 characters.
IBM DB2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096PN

SORT-COLLECTION-ID
The name of the package collection ID containing the query that invoked the sort indicated by the HWM or peak
sort number. The collection ID is truncated to 18 characters.
IBM DB2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096PC

SORT-STMT-NUM
The program statement number of the query that invoked the sort indicated by the HWM or peak sort number.
IBM DB2 Field Name: Derived from QW0096SN

(155) SITEMON
IFCID 155 is a reserved record for user-written application programs.

You can write an application that records information to IFCID 155. SYSVIEW for Db2 uses this record to report that
information.

All fields in the (155) SITEMON record are user-defined:

QW0155RD
Specifies the total length of the user section of the record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0155RD
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QW0155FT
Specifies the function number where value of 1 indicates a DCLITE timestamp record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0155FT

QW0155SC
Specifies the store clock time of when the data was created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0155SC

QW0155SD
Specifies the SMF ID of the system.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0155SD

QW0155IC
Specifies the user identification data. Maximum length is 30 characters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0155IL

(157) DRDS-REQUESTOR
(157) DRDS REQUESTOR record provides information about the type of request received from RDS to process at the
requesting site.

This record contains the following fields:

EVENT-TYPE
Specifies the type of event:

• I—DRDS invocation from Conversation Manager.
• R—DRDS return to Conversation Manager.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0157E
READ-WRITE-FLAG

Specifies READ/WRITE request flags: type I:

• X '80'—Read request
• X '00'—Write request

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0157O
CALL-TYPE

Specifies the call type: AUXCALL, OPEN, and so on.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0157CT

PLAN-SECT-NO
Specifies the section number in the plan: type I.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0157SN

PROG-NAME
Specifies the name of the program: type I.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0157PN

RESP-LOCATION
Specifies the responding location name: type I.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0157LN

PROGRAM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0157PN is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0157PN_OFF
RESP-LOCATION-OFFSET

Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0157LN is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0157LN_OFF

PROGRAM-VAR
Specifies the program name when the event type (QW0157E) is 'I'. This variable length field contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0157PN_D

PROGRAM-LEN
Specifies the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0157PN_LEN

PROGRAM-LONG
Specifies the program name when the event type (QW0157E) is 'I'. This complete field name is expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0157PN_VAR

RESP-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the serving location name when the event type (QW0157E) is 'I'. This variable length field contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0157LN_D

RESP-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0157LN_LEN

RESP-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the serving location name when the event type (QW0157E) is 'I'. This complete field name is expanded
to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0157LN_VAR

(158) DRDS-RESPONDER
(158) DRDS-RESPONDER record provides information about the type of response received from RDS to process at the
responding site.

This record contains the following fields:

EVENT-TYPE
Specifies the type of event:

• I—DRDS invocation from Conversation Manager.
• R—DRDS return to Conversation Manager.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0158E
CALL-TYPE

Specifies the call type: AUXCALL, OPEN, and so on.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0158CT

PLAN-SECT-NO
Indicates the section number in the plan: type I.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0158SN
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PROG-NAME
Indicates the name of the program: type I.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0158PN

PROGRAM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable or long field name when QW0158PN is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0158PN_OFF

PROGRAM-VAR
Indicates the program name when the event type (QW0158E) is 'I'. This variable length field contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0158PN_D

PROGRAM-LEN
Specifies the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0158PN_LEN

PROGRAM-LONG
Indicates the program name when the event type (QW0158E) is 'I'. This complete field name is expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0158PN_VAR

(159) DRDS-CONVERSATION
(159) DRDS-CONVERSATION record provides information about create conversation and wait requests at the requesting
site. Information is provided only for DUW requests.

This record contains the following fields:

EVENT-TYPE
Specifies the type of event:

• C—Create conversation
• W—Wait for reply

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0159E
RESP-LOCATION

Specifies the responding location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0159LN

CONVERSATION-ID
Specifies the conversation ID: type C or W.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0159CI

RETURN-CODE
Specifies GPR15 Returned from Conversation Manager: type W.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW015915

RESP-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0159LN is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0159LN_OFF
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RESP-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the serving location name when the event type (QW0159E) is 'C'. This variable length field contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0159LN_D

RESP-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0159LN_LEN

RESP-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the serving location name when the event type (QW0159E) is 'C'. This complete field name is expanded
to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0159LN_VAR

(160) DC-REQUESTOR
IFCID 160 contains parametric data for the request messages that result from an SQL request and is measured at the
interface between Db2 and VTAM.

This record contains the following fields:

EVENT-TYPE
Specifies the type of event:
A

Allocate conversation (creates a VTAM APPC conversation)
C

Create conversation (logical connection between two sites)
D

Deallocate conversation
E

Reset conversation
R

Receive response message
S

Send request message
T

Terminate conversation
W

Wait for response message
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0160E

SOURCE-ID
Specifies the source ID of the trace event.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0160ID

MESSAGE-TYPE
Specifies the following flags for the message type S or R.
X '80'

SQL request
X '40'

Broadcast
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X '20'
Datagram (system message)

X '10'
Identify (Db2 to Db2)

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0160T
MESSAGE-RESPONSE

Specifies the following flags for the message type S or R response.
X '80'

Data message response
X '40'

Confirmation message response
X '20'

No message response
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0160R

CONVERSATION-ID
Contains the conversation identifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0160CI

VTAM-CONVERSATION-ID
Specifies the VTAM APPLIC conversation ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0160VI

SESSION-ID
Specifies the session instance ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0160SI

LOG-MODE-ENTRY
Specifies the logmode entry name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0160LM

MESSAGE-LENGTH
Specifies the lenght of the message type E, R, or S.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0160ML

MESSAGE-CLASS
Specifies the class of the message type E, R, S, or W.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0160MC

MESSAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the number of the message types E, R, S, or W.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0160MN

MESSAGE-TIME-STAMP
Specifies the message time stamp: STCK.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0160MS

ELAPSED-TIME
Specifies the elapsed time US float.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0160VT

CPU-TIME
Specifies the DBAA CPU time US float.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0160DA

TRACE-USER-MESSAGE
Specifies the trace user for the message type E, R, S, or W.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0160TM

(161) DC-RESPONDER
This record is measured at the interface between Db2 and VTAM. (161) DC-RESPONDER contains parametric data for
the response messages that result from an SQL request.

This record contains the following fields:

EVENT-TYPE
Specifies the type of event:

• R—Receive request message
• S—Send response message

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0161E
SOURCE-ID

Indicates the source ID of the trace event.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0161ID

MESSAGE-TYPE
Specifies the message: type S or R.

• X '80'—SQL request
• X '40'—Broadcast
• X '20'—Datagram (system message)

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0161T
MESSAGE-RESPONSE

Specifies the message response: type S or R.

• X '80'—Data message response
• X '40'—Confirmation message response
• X '20'—No message response

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0161R
CONVERSATION-ID

Contains the conversation identifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0161CI

VTAM-CONVERSATION-ID
Specifies the VTAM APPLIC conversation ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0161VI

SESSION-ID
Specifies the session instance ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0161SI

LOG-MODE-ENTRY
Specifies the logmode entry name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0161LM

MESSAGE-LENGTH
Specifies the message length: type R or S.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0161ML

MESSAGE-CLASS
Specifies the message class: types R or S.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0161MC
MESSAGE-NUMBER

Specifies the message number: types R or S.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0161MN

MESSAGE-TIME-STAMP
Specifies the message time stamp: STCK.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0161MS

ELAPSED-TIME
Specifies the elapsed time US float.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0161VT

CPU-TIME
Specifies the DBAA CPU time US float.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0161DA

TRACE-USER-MESSAGE
Specifies the trace user message: types R or S.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0161TM

(162) DTM-REQUESTOR
(162) DTM-REQUESTOR record provides information about the type of events that DTM processes at the requesting site.
This information is recorded when messages are sent to or received from the requesting site.

This record contains the following fields:

EVENT-TYPE
Specifies the type of event. The following values are valid:
M

Indicates that a migrate transaction was sent.
C

Indicates that a commit message was sent.
A

Indicates that an abort message was sent.
D

Indicates that deallocation was initiated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0162E

REC-LOCATION
Specifies the location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0162LN

LOCATION-TYPE
Specifies the location type. The following values are valid:
R

Indicates a read location: types C or A
U

Indicates an update location: types C or A
A

Indicates a vote “NO” response: type R
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N
Indicates an acknowledge commit: type R

R
Indicates a read response: type R

E
Indicates an error: type R

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0162LT
REC-LOCATION-OFFSET

Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name, if QW0162LN is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0162LN_OFF

REC-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the location name of the server. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0162LN_D

REC-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0162LN_LEN

REC-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the location name of the server. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0162LN_VAR

(163) DTM-RESPONDER
IFCID 163 contains information about the type of events that are processed by DTM at the responding site.

(163) DTM-RESPONDER is recorded when messages are sent to or received from the requesting site.

This record contains the following field:

EVENT-TYPE
Specifies the type of event. The following values are valid:
M

Migrate transaction received
C

Commit message received
A

Abort message received
D

Deallocation initiated
U

New user broadcast received
Q

DBAA creation queued
N

Activate inactive connection request received
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0163E
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(164) VTAM-EXIT
VTAM exits to DB2. The following describes the (164) VTAM-EXIT record fields:

EVENT-TYPE
Specifies the type of event:

• A—ATTN VTAM exit
• T—TPEND VTAM exit
• R—RPL VTAM exit

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0164E
EXIT-SUBTYPE

Specifies the exit subtype:

• C—CNOS-ATTN exits
• L—LOSS-ATTN exits
• F—FMH5-ATTN exits
• H—HALT-TPEND exits
• Q—HALT QUICK-TPEND exits
• A—HALT CNCEL/VTAM abend

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0164S

The following are included for Type A exits only:

LU-NAME
Specifies LUNAME.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0164LU

MODE-NAME
Specifies mode.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0164MO

CONVERSATION-LIMIT
Specifies CONVERSATION limit: subtype C.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0164CL

SESSION-ID
Specifies session ID: subtype F.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0164SI

(165) VTAM-MACRO
(165) VTAM-MACRO records VTAM macro calls and returns. This record includes the following fields:

MACRO-NAME
Specifies macro type (next three fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0165M

COMMAND-NAME
Specifies the command name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0165MN

CONTROL-PARM
Specifies control parm-APPCCMD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0165MC
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QUALIFY-PARM
Specifies qualify parm-APPCCMD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0165MQ

VTAM-RTNCD
Specifies VTAM RTNCD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0165RC

VTAM-FDBK2
Specifies VTAM FDBK2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0165FO

VTAM-RCPRI
Specifies VTAM RCPRI.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0165RP

VTAM-RCSEC
Specifies VTAM RCSEC.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0165RS

CONVERSATION-ID
Specifies the conversation identifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0165CI

IPV6-ADDRESS
Indicates (s) for TCP/IP: If QW0165MC='GETADINF', this field contains the internal form of the IPV6 IP address.
Otherwise, this field contains zeros.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0165IPV6

(166) VTAM-BUFFER
VTAM buffers sent and received. The following describes the (166) VTAM-BUFFER record fields:

GDS-IDENTIFIER
Specifies GDS identified.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0166GD

LU-NAME
Specifies LUNAME.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0166LU

MODE-NAME
Specifies mode name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0166MO

CONVERSATION-ID
Specifies conversation ID: type F.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0166CI

BUFFER-SIZE
Indicates buffer size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0166SI

BUFFER-TYPE
Indicates buffer type: S or R.

• X '80'—Send buffer
• X '40'—Receive buffer

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0166B
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(167) VTAM-CONV-QUEUED
Conversation allocation requests queued. The following describes the (167) VTAM-CONV-QUEUED record fields:

CONVERSATION-ID
Specifies the conversation identifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0167CI

LU-NAME
Specifies LUNAME.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0167LU

MODE-NAME
Specifies the mode name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0167MO

CONVERSATION-ALLOC
Specifies the conversations allocated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0167CA

CONVERSATION-QUEUED
Specifies the conversations queued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0167CQ

CONVERSATION-LIMIT
Specifies the conversation limit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0167CL

(168) DIST-SQL-TEXT
The distributed SQL statement-produced at the requesting site both before and after modifications to resolve aliases.
Produced at the responding site when the modified request is received.

(168) DIST-SQL-TEXT record contains the following field:

SQLSTMT
Specifies distributed SQL text, which includes the length of the field.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0168LL

(169) DIST-AUTH-TRANS
(169) DIST-AUTH-TRANS record pertains to the distributed AUTH-ID translation. Trace records are produced in either of
the following events:

TRANSLATION-TYPE=OUTBOUND
Produced when a requesting Db2 site translates an AUTHID before sending the translated AUTHID to the
responding Db2 site.

TRANSLATION-TYPE=INBOUND
Produced when a responding Db2 site translates an AUTHID after receiving the AUTHID from a requesting Db2
site.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as REC-LOCATION-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor
uses these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic
purposes to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.

The following list describes the (169) DIST-AUTH-TRANS record fields:
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REC-LOCATION
Specifies the responding location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169LO

TRANSLATION-TYPE
Specifies the translation type:
'I'

Inbound
'O'

Outbound
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169TY

LU-NAME
Specifies the responding LUNAME.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169LU

REQUESTING-AUTH-ID
Specifies the requesting Db2 AUTHID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169AU

RESPONDING-AUTH-ID
Specifies the translated (RESPONDING) AUTHID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169NE

IDENTIFIER-TYPE
Indicates the identifier type. The following values are valid:
'A'

Specifies the authorization ID
'L'

Specifies the location alias
'D'

Specifies the database alias
'S'

Specifies the trusted context system authorization ID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169ID

REC-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0169LO
field is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169LO_OFF

REQ-AUTH-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0169AU is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169AU_OFF

RESP-AUTH-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0169NE is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169NE_OFF

ALIAS-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW00169ID is
'D' or 'L'.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169AL_OFF
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REC-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies as follows:

• If outbound translation at the requesting Db2 (QW0169TY='O'), then this field contains the serving location
name, even when the server is another Db2.

• If inbound translation is effective at the serving Db2 location (QW0169TY='I'), then this field contains the
requesting Db2 location name (or <LUNAME> for a non-Db2 requester).

This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169LO_D

REC-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169LO_LEN

REC-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies as follows:

• If outbound translation at the requesting Db2 (QW0169TY='O'), then this field contains the serving location
name, even when the server is another Db2.

• If inbound translation is effective at the serving Db2 location (QW0169TY='I'), then this field contains the
requesting Db2 location name (or <LUNAME> for a non-Db2 requester).

This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169LO_VAR

REQ-AUTH-ID-VAR
Specifies as follows:

• If the translation type is inbound (QW0169TY='I'), then this field contains the authorization ID sent from the
requesting location.

• If the translation type is outbound (QW0169TY='O'), then this field contains the untranslated authorization ID
from the requesting location.

This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169AU_D

REQ-AUTH-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the authorization ID name of the requestor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169AU_LEN

REQUESTING-AUTH-ID-LONG
Specifies as follows:

• If the translation type is inbound (QW0169TY='I'), then this field contains the authorization ID sent from the
requesting location.

• If the translation type is outbound (QW0169TY='O'), then this field contains the untranslated authorization ID
from the requesting location.

This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169AU_VAR

RESP-AUTH-ID-VAR
Specifies the translated (serving) authorization ID.

• If the translation type is inbound (QW0169TY='I'), then this field contains the translated authorization ID used
at the serving Db2 location.

• If the translation type is outbound (QW0169TY='O'), then this field contains the translated authorization ID sent
to the serving location.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169NE_D
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RESP-AUTH-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the authorization ID name of the responder.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169NE_LEN

RESPONDING-AUTH-ID-LONG
Specifies the translated (serving) authorization ID.

• If the translation type is inbound (QW0169TY='I'), then this field contains the translated authorization ID used
at the serving Db2 location.

• If the translation type is outbound (QW0169TY='O'), then this field contains the translated authorization ID sent
to the serving location.

This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169NE_VAR

ALIAS-VAR
Specifies the alias name of the database or location. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169AL_D

ALIAS-LEN
Specifies the length of the alias name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169AL_LEN

ALIAS-LONG
Specifies the alias name of the database or location. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0169AL_VAR

(170) AGENT-SUSPEND
(170) AGENT-SUSPEND records the beginning of a suspend for a DB2 service task, such as opening or closing a data
set.

The following describes the (170) AGENT-SUSPEND record fields:

ACE
Specifies the ACE token of caller.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0170AC

RMID
Specifies the RMID of EU target.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0170ID

CODE
Specifies the FCODE of EU target.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0170FC

(171) AGENT-RESUME
171) AGENT-RESUME records the resume of an agent that was waiting for the execution of a Db2 service task.

The following describes the AGENT-RESUME record fields:

R0
Shows the contents of R0 on return from RM.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0171R0

R1
Shows the contents of R1 on return from RM.
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IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0171R1
R15

Shows the contents of R15 on return from RM.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0171RF

(172) DEADLOCK
IFCID 172 records all units of work that DEADLOCK involved, including the resource they were contending for and the
attributes of their requests.

Non-Repeating Fields

The following fields appear once in this record:
INTERVAL-COUNTER

The deadlock interval counter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172IT

RESOURCE-COUNT
The number of resources involved in the deadlock. Each resource includes a set of repeating fields.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172NR

DEADLOCK-TIME
The store clock time when the deadlock was detected.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172TD

Repeating Fields

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields in the (172) DEADLOCK record:

HASH
Specifies the name hash value of the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172RH

DATA
Specifies the locked resource name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172RN

DATA-LEN
Specifies the length of the lock name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172RL

FLAGS
Specifies flags for the locked resource type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172FR

NAME
Specifies the locked resource name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172PN

LOCK-TYPE
Specifies lock type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-RESOURCE
Specifies the lock resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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LOCK-RESOURCE-SHORT
A shortened version of LOCK-RESOURCE. Excludes page number, subpage, anchor, collection token, and
labels.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-COLLECTION
Specifies the collection ID of the resource. Valid for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PKG-COLLECTION
Specifies the collection ID of the resource. Valid for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PKG-PROGRAM
Specifies the program name of the resource. Valid for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PKG-TOKEN
Specifies the 8-byte consistency token of the resource. Valid for COLLECTION and SKPT locks. This field always
starts with “TOKEN X” and formats the token as 16-hex digits in single quotes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PKG-TOKEN-VALUE
Specifies the 8-byte consistency token of the resource, formatted as 16-hex digits. Valid for COLLECTION and
SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PLAN
Specifies the SKCT lock plan name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATABASE
Specifies the database in which the locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-OBJECT
Specifies the page set in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATASET
Specifies the data set partition number in quotes and prefixed with “PARTITION”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATAPAGE
Specifies the hex datapage number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATAPAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex datapage number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEXPAGE
Specifies the hex index page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEXPAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex index page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE
Specifies the hex index subpage number in quotes and prefixed with “SUBPG X”.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE-NO

Specifies the hex index subpage number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-PAGE
Specifies the hex page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”. Valid for hash anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-PAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex page number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR
Specifies the hex anchor ID number in quotes and prefixed with “ANCHOR X”. Valid for hash anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR-NUMBER
Specifies the hex anchor ID number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DBID
Specifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172KD

OBID
Specifies the table record OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172KB

SMALL-RESOURCE-ID
Specifies the ID of the small resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172KR

PAGE
Specifies the physical page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172K1

PARTITION
Specifies a partition number when the lock is a data set lock. If the lock is an index page lock, this field is a
subpage number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172K2

PLAN
Specifies the page set OBID or table record OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172KP

HOLDERS-PLAN
Contains the holders plan name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HP

HOLDERS-CORR-ID
Specifies the holders correlation ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HR

HOLDERS-CONN-ID
Specifies the holders connection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HN

HOLDERS-LUW-ID
Specifies the holders LUW ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HL
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HOLDERS-NETWORK-ID
Specifies the network ID (part of the logical unit of work ID) of the Db2 thread holding the lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0172HL

HOLDERS-LUNAME
Specifies the LU network name (part of the logical unit of work ID) of the Db2 thread holding the lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0172HL

HOLDERS-UNIQNESS-VALUE
Specifies the instance number (part of the logical unit of work ID) of the Db2 thread holding the lock. When
concatenated with the fully qualified LU network name, this field uniquely identifies a distributed thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0172HL

HOLDERS-LUW-SEQNUM
Specifies the LUW sequence number of the Db2 thread holding the lock. This field identifies the last commit
scope that the logical unit participated in. This number is incremented whenever a thread commits or is rolled
back.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0172HL

HOLDERS-WORK-UNIT
Specifies the holders owning work unit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HO

HOLDERS-DBMS-ID
Specifies the holders DBMS ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HI

HOLDERS-STATE
Specifies the holders state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HS

HOLDERS-DURATION
Specifies the holders duration.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HD

HOLDERS-FLAGS
Specifies the holders flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HF

HOLDERS-LOCK-STATE
Specifies the holder lock state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HOLDER-LOCK-DUR
Specifies the holder lock duration.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITERS-PLAN
Specifies the waiters plan name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WP

WAITERS-CORR-ID
Specifies the waiters correlation ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WR

WAITERS-CONN-ID
Specifies the waiters connection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WN

WAITERS-LUW-ID
Specifies the waiters LUW ID.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WL
WAITERS-NETWORK-ID

Specifies the network ID (part of the logical unit of work ID) of the Db2 thread waiting for the lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0172WL

WAITERS-LUNAME
Specifies the LU network name (part of the logical unit of work ID) of the Db2 thread waiting for the lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0172WL

WAITERS-UNIQNESS-VALUE
Specifies the instance number (part of the logical unit of work ID) of the Db2 thread waiting for the lock. When
concatenated with the fully qualified LU network name, this field uniquely identifies a distributed thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0172WL

WAITERS-LUW-SEQNUM
Specifies the LUW sequence number of the Db2 thread waiting for the lock. This field identifies the last commit
scope that the logical unit participated in. This number is incremented whenever a thread commits or is rolled
back.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0172WL

WAITERS-REQ-UNIT
Specifies the waiters requesting work unit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WW

WAITERS-WORK-UNIT
Specifies the waiters owning work unit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WO

WAITERS-REQ-FUNCT
Specifies the waiters requested function.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WF

WAITERS-REQ-STATE
Specifies the waiters requested state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WS

WAITERS-REQ-DUR
Specifies the waiters requested duration.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WD

WAITERS-REQ-FLAGS
Specifies the waiters request flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WG

WAITERS-WORTH
Specifies the waiters Db2 assigned worth value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WA

WAITERS-DBMS-ID
Specifies the waiters DBMS ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WI

WAITERS-LOCK-FUNC
Specifies LOCK, UNLOCK, or CHANGE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITERS-LOCK-STATE
Specifies waiter lock status.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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WAITERS-LOCK-DUR
Specifies the waiter lock duration.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

QW0172A
Indicates the encoded name of the locked resource for a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172A

DM-RMID
Specifies the data manager RMID portion of the locked resource name for a group database exception update
lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172A0

QW0172A1
Specifies the constant, GDBET, portion of the locked resource name for a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172A1

DB-EXCP-CLASS
Specifies the hash class number portion of the locked resource name for a group database exception update lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172A6

QW0172KY
Specifies the ID of the small resource when the length of the lock name is 13. This field is a combination of the
page number and record ID (RID) within the page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172KY

LRG-PAGE-NO
Specifies the page number portion of the lock ID when the lock represents a large tablespace type lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PG-RCD-ID
Specifies the record ID (RID within a page) portion of the lock ID when the lock represents a large tablespace type
lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172K5

HOLDERS-TOKEN
Specifies the thread token of the thread holding the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HT

WAITERS-TOKEN
Specifies the thread token of the thread waiting for the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WT

QW0172KX
Specifies the ID of the resource for lob locks. This ID contains the row ID and version.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172KX

ROW-ID
Specifies the row ID portion of the LOB lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172K6

VERSION
Specifies the version number portion of the LOB lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172K7

QW0172KZ
Specifies the ID of the small resource when QW0172KT=x'33'. This field overlays field QW0172KR and contains
the following subfields:

• Partition number
• Hash bucket number
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172KZ
PART-NUM

Specifies the partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172K8

QW0172K9
Specifies the hash bucket number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172K9

HOLDERS-STMT-ID
Specifies the cached statement ID for the thread holding the resource. This field contains zero if the client did not
supply this information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172H9

HOLDERS-PACKAGE-NAME
Specifies the package or DBRM name of the holder, which consists of the following fields:

• PROGRAM NAME
• PACKAGE COLLECTION ID
• LOCATION NAME

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HQ
HOLDERS-PROGRAM-NAME

Specifies the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172Q1

HOLDERS-COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the package collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172Q2

HOLDERS-LOCATION-NAME
Specifies the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172Q3

HOLDERS-CON-TOKEN
Specifies the consistency token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172Q4

WAITERS-STMT-ID
Specifies the cached statement ID for the thread waiting for the resource. This field contains zero if the client did
not supply this information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172W9

WAITERS-PACKAGE-NAME
Specifies the package or DBRM name of the waiter, which consists of the fields:

• PROGRAM NAME
• PACKAGE COLLECTION ID
• LOCATION NAME

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WQ
WAITERS-PROGRAM-NAME

Specifies the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172Q5

WAITERS-COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the package collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172Q6
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WAITERS-LOCATION-NAME
Specifies the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172Q7

WAITERS-CON-TOKEN
Specifies the consistency token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172Q8

XML-DOCID
Specifies the DOCID for XML locks, which is the ID of the resource for XML locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172KC

HOLD-STMT-ID
Represents the lock holder statement identifier used to retrieve a SQL statement from cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HZ

HOLD-STMT-TYPE-FLG
Represents the lock holder statement type:
x'8000'

Indicates a dynamic statement.
x'4000'

Indicates a static statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HY

WAIT-STMT-ID
Specifies the lock waiter statement identifier used to retrieve the SQL statement from cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WZ

WAIT-STMT-TYPE-FLG
Represents the lock waiter statement type:
x'8000'

Indicates a dynamic statement.
x'4000'

Indicates a static statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WY

WAITERS-SSID
Specifies the waiters Db2 subsystem name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HOLDERS-SSID
Specifies the holders Db2 subsystem name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HOLDERS-END-USER
Specifies the end-user ID of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HC

HOLDERS-END-USER-OFFSET
Specifies the offset to the end-user ID of the thread holding the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HC_OFF

HOLDERS-END-USER-VAR
Specifies the end-user ID of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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HOLDERS-END-USER-LEN
Specifies the length of the end-user ID of the thread holding the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HOLDERS-END-USER-LONG
Specifies the end-user user ID of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HC_VAR

HOLDERS-TRANSNAM
Specifies the transaction name of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HJ

HOLDERS-TRANSNAM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset to the transaction name of the thread holding the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HJ_OFF

HOLDERS-TRANSNAM-VAR
Specifies the transaction name of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HOLDERS-TRANSNAM-LEN
Specifies the length of the transaction name of the thread holding the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HOLDERS-TRANSNAM-LONG
Specifies the transaction name of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HJ_VAR

HOLDERS-WORK-STA
Specifies the work station name of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HK

HOLDERS-WORK-STA-OFFSET
Specifies the offset to the work station name of the thread holding the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HK_OFF

HOLDERS-WORK-STA-VAR
Specifies the work station name of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HOLDERS-WORK-STA-LEN
Specifies the length of the work station name of the thread holding the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HOLDERS-WORK-STA-LONG
Specifies the work station name of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172HK_VAR

WAITERS-END-USER
Specifies the end-user ID of the thread waiting for the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WC
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WAITERS-END-USER-OFFSET
Specifies the offset to the end-user ID of the thread waiting for the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WC_OFF

WAITERS-END-USER-VAR
Specifies the end-user ID of the thread waiting for the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITERS-END-USER-LEN
Specifies the length of the end-user ID of the thread waiting for the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITERS-END-USER-LONG
Specifies the end-user ID of the thread waiting for the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WC_VAR

WAITERS-TRANSNAM
Specifies the transaction name of the thread waiting for the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply
this information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WJ

WAITERS-TRANSNAM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset to the transaction name of the thread waiting for the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WJ_OFF

WAITERS-TRANSNAM-VAR
Specifies the transaction name of the thread waiting for the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply
this information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITERS-TRANSNAM-LEN
Specifies the length of the transaction name of the thread waiting for the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITERS-TRANSNAM-LONG
Specifies the transaction name of the thread waiting for the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply
this information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WJ_VAR

WAITERS-WORK-STA
Specifies the work station name of the thread waiting for the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply
this information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WK

WAITERS-WORK-STA-OFFSET
Specifies the offset to the work station name of the thread waiting for the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WK_OFF

WAITERS-WORK-STA-VAR
Specifies the work station name of the thread waiting for the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply
this information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WAITERS-WORK-STA-LEN
Specifies the length of the work station name of the thread waiting for the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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WAITERS-WORK-STA-LONG
Specifies the work station name of the thread waiting for the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply
this information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0172WK_VAR

QW0172KE
Specifies the ID of resource for page and row locks on table spaces using relative page numbers. This field
contains the following subfields:

• QW0172KF
• QW0172KG
• QW0172KH

This field is new with Db2 12.
QW0172KF

Specifies the partition number.
This field is new with Db2 12.

QW0172KG
Specifies the page number.
This field is new with Db2 12.

QW0172KH
Specifies the record ID within the page.
This field is new with Db2 12.

Lock Types

This topic describes possible values for the LOCK-TYPE IQL field.

X'00' DATAPAGE (DPG) A page lock in a tablespace.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number

X'01' DATABASE (DBS) A lock on a Database Descriptor.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'02' PAGESET (PSET) A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'03' DATASET (DSET) A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'04' SKCT (SKCT) A lock on an application plans Skeleton Cursor Table.

Data: Plan name

X'05' INDXPAGE (IPG) A page lock in an indexspace.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Sub page number

X'06' DATASET (DSET) A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'07' DS OPEN (DSOP) A lock that serializes opens and closes of a dataset.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'08' UTIL DMG (UTDM) A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)
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X'09' PSET PC (PSPC) A simple pageset consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called pageset pieces. When a pageset piece
exceeds the pageset piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A pageset piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0A' DBA TABL (DBA) A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0B' RETRY (RETR) A lock used for retry during an abort.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0C' 32K DESP (32K) 32K Desperation pool locks occur as an overflow out of the 4K buffer pools. This lock indicates that buffers
are undersized.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0D' SYSLGRNG
(SYSL)

A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0E' UTILITY (UTIL) A lock used by utility jobs for serialization.

Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'0F' MASS
DEL (MASS)

Db2 uses mass delete lock as a protection device when the DELETE statement does not include a WHERE
clause. The same lock occurs if the SELECT statement specifies WITH UR.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'10' TABLE (TABL) A lock used on a table in a segmented tablespace.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'11' HSH ANCH (HASH) A hash anchor lock is used when accessing Db2 catalog or directory tables.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Anchor

X'12' SKPT (SKPT) A lock on a skeleton package table.

Data: N/A

X'13' COLLECT (COLL) A lock on a package collection.

Data: Collection Name

X'14' CS DRAIN (CDRN) Cursor stability drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'15' RR DRAIN (RDRN) Repeatable read drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'16' WR
DRAIN (WDRN)

Write drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'17' BINDLOCK (BIND) Auto/remote bind lock for serialization of local autobinds of packages, remote binds, and remote rebinds of
packages.

Data: String 'BINDLOCK'

X'18' ROW (ROW) Row lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Row number

X'19' INDX EOF(XEOF) Index End-of-File lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'1A' AL BPOOL (ALBP) Alter buffer pool lock. These locks serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.
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Data: Buffer pool name

X'1B' SS
GPOOL (SSGP)

Start/Stop Group Buffer Pool lock.

Data: Buffer pool name

X'1C' INDX PLK (XPLK) Index Manager Tree P-lock.

Data: n/a

X'1D' P/P PLCK (PPPL) Pageset or Partition P-lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'1E' PAGE PLK (PGPL) Page P-lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool, Page

X'1F' DDF PLCK (DDPL) Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'20' GBP
CAST (GBCA)

Group Buffer pool-level Castout P-lock.

Data: Buffer pool name

X'21' P/P CAST (PPCA) Pageset or Partition castout P-lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'22' RLF PLCK (RPLK) Resource Limit Facility P-lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'23' DBD PLCK (DBPL) Data Base Descriptor P-lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'24' CATM CVD (CCVD) CATMAINT Directory lock.

Data: N/A

X'25' CATM CVC (CCVC) CATMAINT Convert Catalog lock.

Data: N/A

X'26' CATM MIG (CMIG) CATMAINT Migration lock.

Data: N/A

X'27' DB EX LG (DXLG) Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'28' UTIL UID (UTLD) Utility UID lock.

Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'29' UTILEXCL (UTLX) Utility exclusive execution lock.

Data: String 'UTEXEC'

X'2A' SCA
REDO (SCAR)

SCA access for restart/redo information lock.

Data: String 'BMC-RSTP'

X'2B' GPDB
EXU (GBXL)

Database Exception Update lock.

Data: Data manager RMID, string 'GDBET', Hash class number

X'2C' REPR
DBD (RDBD)

REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock.

Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'2D' DB CMD
S (DCMD)

Database command serialization.

Data: N/A
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X'2E' BM PS PL (BMRP) Buffer manager pageset RR P-lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'2F' MX UNKN (MX-?) (S) IBM Serviceability.
X'30' LOB LOCK (LOB) Lock on LOB object type.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Row number, Version

X'31' UTIL CMT (UTLC) Utility Commit lock.

Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'32' LPL RCVR (LPLR) LPL recovery lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'33' HDR
HASH (HDRH)

Header page hash bucket.

Data: Partition, Hash bucket number

X'34' PIT RCVR (PITR) System level Point In Time Recovery lock.

Data: String 'SYS_PITR'

X'35' XML LOCK (XML) Lock on XML type object.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), DOCID

X'36' ADD PART (APS) Add Part Serialization lock.

Data: Database (DBID)

X'37' SYSENVRL
(SENV)

SYSENV serialization lock.

Data: String 'SYSENVRL'

X'38' UTIL OBJ (UTOB) Utility object lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'39' DBD LOAD (DBDL) Data Base Descriptor load lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3A' CMP BLD (CMPB) Compress dictionary build lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3B' CMP
LOAD (CMPL)

Compress dictionary load lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3C' HASH VAL (HASV) Hash Value lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Hash value

X'3D' INDEXKEY (IXKY) Index key lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3E' DGTTURID (DGTT) Unit-of-recovery ID lock on Declared Global Temporary Table.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3F' ACCELCMD
(ACCL)

Db2 accelerator services command lock.

Data: N/A

X'40' UT OBJ H (UTOH) UT OBJ lock with hash.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'41' UTL CTLG (UTCT) Db2 Utility catalog serial lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)
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X'42' DYNQHASH
(DYHA)

SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY hash ID lock.

Data: Hash ID, SQLID (truncated to 12 characters)

X'43' DYNQSGRP
(DYSG)

SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY stabilization group lock.

Data: Stabilization group name (if the name length is under 29 characters, otherwise hash of the
stabilization group name)

X'47' DYNQ
OBJ (DYOB)

SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY object-dependent lock.

Data: Stabilization object dependency lock name

X'48' DYNQAUTH
(DYAT)

SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY authorization ID-dependent lock.

Data: Stabilization authorization dependency lock name

X'49' INMEMFTB (FTB) In-memory Fast Traverse Block lock.

Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'FF' (S) (S) IBM Serviceability.

(173) RLF-TIME-EXCEEDED
(173) RLF-TIME-EXCEEDED records information about dynamic SQL statements that exceed their allotted ASUTIME.

This record is written when an SQL statement receives a -905 SQLCODE.

For a distributed system, when a connection is made using the CONNECT statement, a 0173 record is written at the
server. For a connection that is made using a three-part name, a 0173 record is written at the server and the requester.

This record is written when either statistics trace class 4 or performance trace class 3 is on. The following describes the
RLF-TIME-EXCEEDED record fields:

REC-AUTHID
Specifies the authorization ID used to index the RLF table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173ID

COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the package collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173PC

PACKAGE-NAME
Specifies the name of the program/package that executed the SQL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173PK

REC-PLANNAME
Specifies the plan name used to index the RLF table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173PL

CURSOR-NAME
Indicates the cursor name, if there is a cursor, used by the SQL to access the data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173CN

USED-ASUTIME
Specifies the amount of time used to execute the statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173UT

TBL-ASUTIME
Indicates the ASUTIME value that was specified for the plan in the resource limit facility table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173AT

SECTION-NUM
Specifies the section number in the plan of the executed SQL.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173SN
STMT-NUM

Specifies the statement number in the plan of the dynamic SQL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173ST

CACHED-ID
Specifies the cached statement ID (zero if this information is not supplied).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173CS

DIAG-INFO
Specifies (S) resource limit facility diagnostic information area.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173DI

REC-AUTHID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QW0173 to QW0173ID_LEN if QW0173ID is truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. This field can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long
name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173ID_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QW0173 to QW0173PC_LEN if QW0173PC is truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. This field can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long
name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173PC_OFF

PACKAGE-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QW0173 to QW0173PK_LEN if QW0173PK is truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. This field can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long
name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173PK_OFF

CURSOR-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of QW0173 to QW0173CN_LEN if QW0173CN is truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace
record produced by DB2. This field can be used for diagnosis purposes to verify that DB2 is providing a long
name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173CN_OFF

REC-AUTHID-VAR
Specifies the authorization ID used to index the RLF table.
This field is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173ID_D

REC-AUTHID-LEN
Specifies the length of the authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173ID_LEN

REC-AUTHID-LONG
Specifies the authorization ID used to index the RLF table.
This field is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173ID_VAR

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Specifies the package collection ID.
This field is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173PC_D
COLLECTION-ID-LEN

Specifies the length of the package collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173PC_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies the package collection ID.
This name is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173PC_VAR

PACKAGE-NAME-VAR
Specifies the name of the program/package that executed the SQL.
This field is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173PK_D

PACKAGE-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the package name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173PK_LEN

PACKAGE-NAME-LONG
Specifies the name of the program/package that executed the SQL.
This name is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173PK_VAR

CURSOR-NAME-VAR
Indicates the cursor name, if there is a cursor, used by the SQL to access the data.
This field is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173CN_D

CURSOR-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the cursor name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173CN_LEN

CURSOR-NAME-LONG
Indicates the cursor name, if there is a cursor, used by the SQL to access the data.
This name is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0173CN_VAR

(174) BEGIN-QUIESCE
(174) BEGIN-QUIESCE records the beginning of ARCHIVE LOG MODE (QUIESCE) command processing.

The following describes the BEGIN-QUIESCE record fields:

ACE
Specifies the address of ACE.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0174AC

EB
Specifies the address of EB.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0174EB

LOG-REC
Specifies the address of the begin UR log record.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0174UR
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(175) END-QUIESCE
(175) END-QUIESCE records the end of an ARCHIVE LOG MODE (QUIESCE) command processing.

The following list describes the END-QUIESCE record fields:

ACE
Specifies the address of ACE.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0175AC

EB
Specifies the address of EB.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0175EB

LOG-REC
Specifies the address of the begin UR log record.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0175UR

(176) SMC-STORAGE-DETAIL
(176) SMC-STORAGE-DETAIL traces SMC storage detail requests. This record has unique meanings for fields,
depending on which DB2 module writes the trace record. This record is primarily for IBM serviceability use. The following
list describes the SMC-STORAGE-DETAIL fields:

QW0176DOIN
(s) Specifies the module abbreviation and function area.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176DOIN

MODULE-ABBREV
(s) Specifies the module abbreviation plus blank.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176DOINMOD

FUNCTIONAL-ABBREV
(s) Contains the functional abbreviations within the module.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176DOINREQ

ADDITIONAL-FUNC
(s) Identifies the additional function description.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176DOINTYP

MODULE-BLOCK-PTR
(s) Specifies the module-specific significant block pointer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176SIGPRT

PHB-NAME-DESC24
(s) Identifies the 24-byte descriptor, usually the PHB name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176DESC24

EXPANSION-SIZE
(s) Specifies the expansion size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176EXSIZE

STORAGE-CLASS
(s) Identifies the storage class.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176CLASS

SIG-BLOCK-PTR
(s) Specifies the significant 31-bit or 64-bit block pointer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176BLKPTR
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SEGMENT-SIZE
(s) Specifies the segment size when relevant.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176SEGSIZE

PHBBSIZE
(s) Specifies the PHBBSIZE or other size when relevant.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176BSIZE

EB-OR-R6-ADDR
(s) Specifies the EB or address in register 6 (R6).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176EBR6

MEPLCEPA
(s) Specifies the MEPLCEPA value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176MEPA

MEPL-DIAG-INFO
(s) Specifies the MEPL diagnostic information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176MEP24

TIMESTAMP
(s) Specifies the event timestamp.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176TIME

REASON-CODE
(s) Specifies the reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0176RESCODE

(177) PACKAGE-ALLOCATED
IFCID 177 records attributes for the package after a successful allocation of an allied thread.

The (177) PACKAGE-ALLOCATED record contains the following fields:

PACKAGE-NAME
Specifies the package name (next five fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177PK

PACKAGE-LOCATION
Specifies the location name of the package (server).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177LO

COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177CO

PACKAGE-ID
Specifies the package ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177PI

CONSISTENCY-TOKEN
Specifies the consistency token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177CT

PACKAGE-VERSION
Specifies the package version (next two fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177VR

VERSION-LENGTH
Specifies the length of the package version.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177VL
PLAN-NAME

Specifies the plan name under which the package is running.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177PL

ISOLATION-LEVEL
Specifies the isolation level of the package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177IS

ACQUIRE-LEVEL
Specifies the acquire level of the package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177AQ

RELEASE-LEVEL
Specifies the release level of the package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177RL

DYNAMIC-RULES
Specifies dynamic rules as follows:
D—DYNAMICRULES(BIND)

BIND-time rules apply for dynamic SQL statements at run time.
D—DYNAMICRULES(DEFINEBIND) (for packages only)

If the package is or runs under a user-defined function or stored procedure package, the user-defined
function or stored procedure owner must have authority for any dynamic SQL statements in the
application package. Otherwise, Db2 uses DYNAMICRULES(BIND) to execute the package.

R—DYNAMICRULES(RUN)
Run-time rules apply for dynamic SQL statements at run time.

' '—DYNAMICRULES was not specified (for packages only)
The package has the dynamic rules option value of the plan to which it is appended at run time.

E—DYNAMICRULES(DEFINERUN) (for packages only)
If the package is or runs under a user-defined function or stored procedure, the user-defined function or
stored procedure owner must have authority for any dynamic SQL statements in the application package.
Otherwise, Db2 uses DYNAMICRULES(RUN) to execute the package.

H—DYNAMICRULES(INVOKEBIND) (for packages only)
If the package is or runs under a user-defined function or stored procedure package, the user-
defined function or stored procedure owner must have authority for any dynamic sql statements in
the application package. The authorization ID of the invoker is the authorization ID of the statement
that invokes the user-defined function or stored procedure. If the package is not a stored procedure or
user-defined function and does not run under a stored procedure or user-defined function, Db2 uses
DYNAMICRULES(BIND) to execute the package.

I—DYNAMICRULES(INVOKERUN) (for packages only)
If the package is or runs under a user-defined function or stored procedure package, the user-defined
function or stored procedure invoker must have authority for any dynamic statements in the application
package. The authorization ID of the invoker is the authorization ID of the statement that invokes the
user-defined function or stored procedure. If the package is not a stored procedure or user-defined
function package and does not run under a stored procedure or user-defined function, Db2 uses
DYNAMICRULES(RUN) to execute the package.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177DY
DEFER-PREPARE

Specifies the DEFER/NODEFER (PREPARE) option for BIND or REBIND PLAN or PACKAGE.
Determines whether to defer preparation of dynamic SQL statements, or to prepare them immediately.
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This field is blank if neither DEFER nor NODEFER is specified for BIND or REBIND of a PACKAGE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177DP

REOPTIMIZA-TION
Specifies the REOPT/NOREOPT (VARS) option for BIND or REBIND PLAN or PACKAGE.
Determines whether access paths are chosen only at bind or rebind time, or they are determined again at
execution time.
Access paths can be determined at execution time for statements with the following types of variable input: input
host variables, parameter markers, or values in special registers.
x'0000'

NOREOPT(VARS)
x'0001'

REOPT(VARS)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177RO

KEEPDYNAMIC
Specifies the KEEPDYNAMIC option for BIND or REBIND PLAN or PACKAGE. Determines whether Db2 keeps
(KEEPDYNAMIC(YES)) or DISCARDS (KEEPDYNAMIC(NO)) prepared SQL statements at commit points.
Y

DEFER(PREPARE) or KEEPDYNAMIC(YES)
N

NODEFER(PREPARE) or KEEPDYNAMIC(NO)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177KD

DB-PROTOCOL
Specifies database protocol for three-part names:
D

DRDA
P

Private
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177PR

OPTHINT
Specifies the optimization hints value, or blanks if no optimization hints are defined.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177OH

IMDWRT-UPDT-GRPBUF
Specifies an immediate write of updated group buffer pool buffers:
Y

IMMEDWRITE(YES)
N

IMMEDWRITE(NO)
P

IMMEDWRITE(PH1)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177IW

CCSID-ENCODE-SCHEME
Specifies the scheme of the encoding CCSID:
A

ASCII
E

EBCDIC
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U
UNICODE

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177SC
CCSID-ENCODE-VALUE

Specifies the encoding CCSID value. Db2 derives this value from the value of the encoding bind option.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177CC

PACKAGE-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0177LO is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177LO_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0177CO is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177CO_OFF

PACKAGE-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0177PI is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177PI_OFF

OPTHINT-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0177OH is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177OH_OFF

PACKAGE-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the location of the package (server). This field is blank if the local location is not defined. This variable
length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177LO_D

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177LO_LEN

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the location of the package (server). This field is blank if the local location is not defined. This complete
field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177LO_VAR

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Specifies the identifier that names the collection in which the package was created. This variable length field
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177CO_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177CO_LEN
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COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies the identifier that names the collection in which the package was created. This complete field name is
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177CO_VAR

PACKAGE-ID-VAR
Specifies the identifier which, when combined with the collection-id, uniquely identifies a package within the
application server.
The package ID is always the program name, which is, for Db2, the same as the database request module
(DBRM) member name. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177PI_D

PACKAGE-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177PI_LEN

PACKAGE-ID-LONG
Specifies the identifier which, when combined with the collection-id, uniquely identifies a package within the
application server.
The package ID is always the program name, which is, for Db2, the same as the database request module
(DBRM) member name. This variable length field contains the complete name. This complete field name is
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177PI_VAR

OPTHINT-VAR
Specifies the optimization hints value, or blanks if no optimization hints are defined. This variable length field
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177OH_D

OPTHINT-LEN
Specifies the length of OPTHINT name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: OPTHINT-LEN

OPTHINT-LONG
Specifies the optimization hints value, or blanks if no optimization hints are defined. This complete field name is
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0177OH_VA

(178) DSNJW117-EXIT-STRT
DSNJW117-EXIT-START records the beginning of the wait time for the logger (user) exit call. The following describes the
(178) DSNJW117-EXIT-STRT record fields:

CALL-TYPE
Specifies the type of call made to the DSNJW117 exit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0178FD

FIRST-BUFFER
Specifies the address of the first log buffer passed to the DSNJW117 exit routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0178FB

LAST-BUFFER
Specifies the address of the last log buffer passed to the DSNJW117 exit routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0178LB

EXIT-BLOCK
Specifies the address of the log exit control block.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0178LC
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(179) DSNJW117-EXIT-END
DSNJW117-EXIT-END records the end of the wait time for the logger (user) exit call. No data exists for this record.

(180) VTAM-TRACE
IFCID 180 lists contents of communication buffer.

This record contains the following fields:

EVENT-TYPE
Specifies the type of event. The following values are possible:
R

Received a distributed data message
S

Sent a distributed data message
F

Received an FMH-5 on an incoming conversation
A

Sent an FMH-5 to allocate a conversation
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0180E

VTAM-HEADER
Specifies the conversation correlators.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0180CV

VTAM-ID
Specifies the VTAM APPC conversation ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0180VI

SESSION-ID
Specifies the session instance ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0180SI

LOGMODE
Specifies the logmode entry name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0180LM

DATA
Specifies the trace length: type V.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0180DL

FLAGS
(S) Contains flags:
'C0'X

Network protocol
'00'B

SNA (S)
'01'B

TCP/IP (T) IPV4
'10'B

TCP/IP (T) IPV6
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0180F
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IP-ADDR
(S) For TCP/IP:

• This field contains the IP address in internal form.
• If QW0180NP='01'B, this field contains an IPV4 IP address, which might be mapped.
• If QW0180NP='10'B, this field contains a 128-bit IPV6 IP address.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0180IP
PORTS

(S) for TCP/IP
This field contains the internal form of one of the following values: local port or partner port.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0180PT

LOCAL-PORT
(S) Specifies local port.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0180LP

PARTNER-PORT
(S) Specifies partner port.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0180PP

(181) DDM-OBJECTS-CREATE
IFCID 181 records the DDM level 6B objects.

The following describes the (181) DDM-OBJECT-CREATE report fields:

EVENT-TYPE
Specifies the type of event:
R

Receive request message
S

Send response message
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0180E

DDS-ID
Contains the DSS (DDM level 6B object) chain identifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0181OD

OBJECT-TYPE
Specifies the DSS object type:
Q

Request DSS
P

Reply DSS
O

Object DSS
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0181T

REQUEST-CORRELATOR
Specifies the DSS request correlator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0181RC

OBJECT
Specifies the DDM object.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0181OB

(182) DDM-OBJECTS-TRACE
DDM-OBJECTS-TRACE lists the DDM level 6B objects.

The following describes the (182) DDM-OBJECT-TRACE record fields:

EVENT-TYPE
Specifies the type of event:

• E—Receive request message.
• S—Send response message.

IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0182E
DSS-ID

Contains DSS identifiers (next 2 fields).
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0182OD

OBJECT-TYPE
Specifies the DSS object type:

• Q—Request DSS
• P—Reply DSS
• O—Object DSS

IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0182T
REQUEST-CORRELATOR

Specifies the DSS request correlator.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0182RC

OBJECT
Specifies the DDM object.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0182OB

(183) DRDS-INTERFACE
DRDS-INTERFACE provides information about the type of request being processed at the requestor.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as PROGRAM-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses
these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that DB2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic
purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.

The following describes the (183) DRDS-INTERFACE record fields:

EVENT-TYPE
Specifies the type of event:
I

Specifies an invocation from RDS/SCC.
R

Indicates a return to RDS/SCC.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0183E

FUNCTION
Specifies the function type
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0183FN
LOCATION-NAME

Specifies the location name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0183LN

COLLECTION
Specifies the collection name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0183CO

PROGRAM
Specifies the program name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0183PN

SQL-TYPE
Specifies the SQL statement type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0183ST

SQL-NUM
Specifies the SQL statement number.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0183SN

SQL-RC
Specifies the return code.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0183RC

LOCATION-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, if the QW0183LN field is
truncated.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0183LN_OFF

COLLECTION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, if the QW0183CO field is
truncated.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0183CO_OFF

PROGRAM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, if the QW0183PN field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0183PN_OFF

LOCATION-NAME-VAR
Specifies the application server location name. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0183LN_D

LOCATION-NAME-ON-LEN
Specifies the length of location name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0183LN_LEN

LOCATION-NAME-ON-LONG
Specifies the application server location name. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0183LN_VAR

COLLECTION-VAR
Specifies the name which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter
of the BIND PACKAGE statement.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0183CO_D
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COLLECTION-LEN
Specifies the length of collection ID.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0183CO_LEN

COLLECTION-LONG
Specifies the name which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter
of the BIND PACKAGE statement.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0183CO_VAR

PROGRAM-VAR
Shows the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement is
being executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements generated by the DB2 precompiler.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0183PN_D

PROGRAM-LEN
Specifies the length of program name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0183PN_LEN

PROGRAM-LONG
Shows the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement is
being executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements generated by the DB2 precompiler.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0183PN_VAR

QW0183OS
Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0183OS

(184) DATA-CAPTURE-BUFR
IFCID 184 records communication buffer list entries that are sent or received at the DSS 6B level.

If communication buffer list entries are encrypted, this record includes decrypted information.

(184) DATA-CAPTURE-BUFR is written when global trace class 9 is on and contains the following fields:

EVENT-TYPE
Specifies the type of event. The following values are valid:
'R'

Received distributed data message.
'S'

Sent distributed data message.
'C'

Continuation of distributed data message.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0184E

TCPIP-SOCKET-DESCRIPTOR
(s) Specifies the TCP/IP socket descriptor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0184SD

PARTNER-PORT
(s) Specifies the partner IPADDR-DB2 PORT-PARTNER port.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0184SI
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DATA
Specifies the length for variable-length message.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0184DL

FLAGS
(S) Contains flags:
'C0'X

Network protocol
'00'B

SNA (S)
'01'B

TCP/IP (T) IPV4
'10'B

TCP/IP (T) IPV6
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0184F

IP-ADDR
(S) For TCP/IP:

• This field contains the IP address in internal form.
• If QW0184NP='01'B, this field contains an IPV4 IP address, which might be mapped.
• If QW0184NP='10'B, this field contains a 128-bit IPV6 IP address.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0184IP
PORTS

(S) For TCP/IP:
This field contains the internal form of one of the following values: local port or partner port.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0184PT

LOCAL-PORT
(S) Specifies the local port.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0184LP

PARTNER-PORT
(S) Partner port.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0184PP

(186) MEPL-TRACE
MEPL trace record. This record can be accessed asynchronously only. The MEPL is divided into sections and is written in
multiple records.The following list describes the (0186) MEPL-TRACE record fields:

MEPL-DATA
Indicates the contents of the MELP in this record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0186LN

SECTION
Indicates which section this IFCID record contains (section x of y).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0186SC

TOTAL-SECTIONS
Indicates the total number of IFCID 186 trace records that are required to externalize the MEPL information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0186TS
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(188) IFI-READ-S
IFCID 188 is written on completion of a reads request for IFCID 185 when issued for an external program that captures
changed Db2 data.

Use this record to analyze the performance of the request.

NOTE
IFCID 188 is supported by SYSVIEW for Db2 as it measures performance. IFCID 185 contains customer data
and is not retrieved by SYSVIEW for Db2.

(188) IFI-READ-S contains the following fields:

REQUEST-TYPE
Specifies the type of request:
Y

Always return the table description.
N

Never return the table description.
A

Return the table description the first time and when there is a change.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188TP

LONGEST-LOG-ELAPSED
Specifies the portion of the log read that took the longest amount of time:
A

Active log
B

Log buffer
R

Archive log
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188PL

REQUEST-FLAGS
Specifies request flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188FL

DESCRIBE-TIME
Specifies the elapsed time of the data capture describe.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188BT

DESCRIBE-COUNT
Specifies the number of data capture describes performed.
A data capture describe is the process of getting descriptive information about the Db2 table from the catalog and
directory for future interpretation of Db2 log records belonging to that particular table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188MB

BEGIN-RBA
Specifies the beginning RBA of the requested log range.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188BR

END-RBA
Specifies the end RBA of the requested log range.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188ER
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LOG-ELAPSED
Specifies the log data retrieval elapsed time for IFCID 0185 requests. This time is a subset of the elapsed time
spent processing IFI.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188LT

LONGEST-LOG-TIME
Specifies the elapsed time of the longest log read.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188LL

LOG-RECORDS-CAPTURED
Specifies the number of log records that were captured on the log for this particular SQL change.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188LC

LOG-RECORDS-RETRIEVED
Specifies the total number of log records retrieved by one or more reads requests for IFCID 185 for a single SQL
change.
If QW0188RR is less than QW0188LC, then additional log records must be retrieved to obtain all log records
involved in the SQL change.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188RR

LOG-DATA-RECORDS
Specifies the total number of log records from which data rows are returned for this single reads request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188RD

LOG-READS-PERFORMED
Specifies the number of log reads performed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188LR

DATA-ROWS-RETURNED
Specifies the number of data rows returned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188DR

DESCRIPTIONS-RETURNED
Specifies the number of data descriptions returned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188DD

TABLES-DESCRIBED
Specifies the number of tables defined with data capture changes from which data rows are returned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188TB

QW0188RT
Specifies the return code from log extraction.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188RT

QW0188RS
Specifies the reason code from log extraction.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0188RS

(190) HYBRID-JOIN-OVFL
IFCID 190 is written when an overflow condition occurs during the hybrid join.

This record contains the following fields:

OVERFLOW-TYPE
Specifies the type of overflow.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0190TY

IMPACT
Specifies the overflow impact.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0190IP
JOIN-CASE

Specifies the hybrid join case: 1 or 2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0190CS

RT-POINTER
Specifies the RT address of overflow location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0190RT

NUMBER-RIDS
Specifies the number of RIDs in RID list or -1 if no accum RID list exists.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0190#R

RTSMODF
Specifies the RT modifiable bits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0190MB

RTSJMODF
Specifies the RT hybrid join modifiable bits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0190JB

LAST-ROW
Specifies the last row placed in memory table up 60 bytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0190LR

(191) DDIS-ERROR-REC
DDIS-ERROR-REC provides information from the DDIS Command/Reply diagnostic journal (DJNL) when the DDIS
function DSNLZDIA is invoked.

This record is built from IFCID 191. For more information about this record, see the IBM Db2 Diagnostics Guide.

(191) DDIS-ERROR-REC contains the following fields:

TRACE-BLK-LEN
Specifies the trace block length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191LL

EYE-CATCHER
Specifies the eye catcher DRDA0191.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191HE

LOCATION-NAME
Specifies the remote location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191LN

VERSION
Specifies the version number for all sections.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191VS

SECTION
Specifies the sequence number within QW0191TO.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191NO

SECTIONS
Specifies the total number of IFCID 191 records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191TO

FAILURE-OFFSET
Specifies the offset relative to QW0191HD at which parse failed.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191FO
FAILURE-OBJECT-LENGTH

Specifies the failure object length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191FL

REASON
Specifies the reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191RS

MODULE
Specifies the module name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191MN

SOURCE-ID
Specifies the source ID in module.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191MI

ERROR-TOKEN
Specifies the unique error token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191TK

COMMAND-CODE-POINT
Specifies the DDM command code point.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191C1

PARSE-STATE
Specifies the Db2 parse state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191PA

RMS-RECEIVED
Shows the number of RMs received.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191RN

OBJDSS-RECEIVED
Shows the number of OBJDSSs received.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191ON

DSS-COUNT
Shows the total number of DSSs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191DN

ERROR-TYPE
Specifies the type of error.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191ER

SQL-STATE
Shows the returned SQL state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191SS

REPLY-CODE-POINT
Specifies the reply message code point.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191C2

TRACE-COUNT
Specifies the dimension of QW0191PT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191TN

TRACE-ENTRIES
Specifies the top-level parse trace (fields DDIS-STATE and DDIS-EVENT).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191PT
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DDIS-STATE
Shows the state field from DSNLZRPA or DSNLZSPA.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191ST

DDIS-EVENT
Shows the event field from DSNLZRPA or DSNLZSPA.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191EV

EYE-CATCHER-1
Shows the eye catcher DRDACMND or DRDARPLY.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191RE

PARSE-RESULT
Shows the result of the parse. Indicates one of the following states:
DRDASUCC

Parse was successful.
DRDAFAIL

Parse was unsuccessful.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191PS

CODE-POINT
Specifies the code point.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191C3

DSS-CARRIER-NUM
Shows the relative number of DSS carriers.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191NM

OFFSET
Specifies the offset to start of RPY/RQS/OBJ.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191OF

OFFSET-TO-EYE-2
Specifies the offsets to EYE-CATCHER-2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191D1

OFFSET-TO-EYE-3
Specifies the offsets to EYE-CATCHER-3.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191D2

OFFSET-TO-EYE-4
Specifies the offsets to EYE-CATCHER-4.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191D3

EYE-CATCHER-2
Specifies the eye catcher DRDALATE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191FE

LATE-DESCRIPTORS-PRCESSD
Specifies the number of late environmental descriptors processed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191LD

SQL-DTAGRP-COUNT
Specifies the number of SQLDTAGRP triplets.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191GN

SQL-DTAGRP
Specifies SQLDTAGRP LID extracted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191L1
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SQL-CADTR
Specifies SQLCADTA LID extracted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191L2

SQL-DTA
Specifies SQLDTA LID extracted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191L3

SQL-DTARD
Specifies SQLDTARD LID extracted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191L4

FD-OCA-GEOMETRY
Specifies the FD:OCA geometry status.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191GO

EYE-CATCHER-3
Specifies the eye catcher DRDARDTA.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191E1

RTDA
RDTA structure starts here.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191R1

EYE-CATCHER-4
Specifies the eye catcher DRDALIDL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191E2

FD-LIDLST
FD LIDLST structure starts here.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191LS

EYE-CATCHER-5
Specifies the eye catcher DRDARQS, DRDARPY, or DRDAOBJ.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191E3

DSS-HEADER-6
Specifies a 6-byte Db2 internal DSS header.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191L6

DSS-HEADER-4
Specifies a 4-byte Db2 internal DSS header.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01916L

DSS-HEADER-2
Specifies a 2-byte Db2 internal DSS header.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW01916T

LOCATION-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0191LN is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace
record that Db2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191LN_OFF

LOCATION-NAME-VAR
Specifies the remote location name. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191LN_D
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LOCATION-NAME-ON-LEN
Specifies the length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191LN_LEN

LOCATION-NAME-ON-LONG
Specifies the remote location name. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0191LN_VAR

(192) DDM-6A-ERRORS
IFCID 192 records DDM level 6A header errors.

This record contains the following fields:

EYE-CATCHER
Specifies the eye catcher DRDA0192.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192EC

LOCATION-NAME
Specifies the remote location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192LN

VERSION
Specifies the version number for 0192 records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192VN

CSECT
Specifies the CSECT that detected the error.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192CS

ERROR-TYPE
Specifies the DDM error type returned:
X'00001245'

DDM protocol error returned (PRCCNVRM)
X'0000124C'

DDM syntax error returned (SYNTAXRM)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192ER

SEVERITY
Specifies the DDM severity code returned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192SV

ERROR-CODE
Specifies the DDM error code returned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192CD

CURRENT-OFFSET
Specifies the offset into the datastream of current DDM level 6A header.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192CO

CURRENT-HEADER
Specifies the current DDM level 6A header (next four fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192CH

CURRENT-LENGTH
Specifies the GDS length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192CL
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CURRENT-CONST
Specifies the DDM constant (X'D0').
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192CI

CURRENT-FLAG
Specifies the DDM flag byte.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP192CF

CURRENT-CORRELATOR
Specifies the DDM request correlator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWP192CC

CURRENT-DATA
Specifies the first 250 bytes of data following the current DDM level 6A header.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192DT

PREVIOUS-OFFSET
Specifies the offset into the data stream of previous DDM level 6A header (the last valid DDM header).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192PO

PREVIOUS-HEADER
Specifies the previous DDM level 6A header (next four fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192PH

PREVIOUS-LENGTH
Specifies the GDS length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192PL

PREVIOUS-CONST
Specifies the DDM constant (X'D0').
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192PI

PREVIOUS-FLAG
Specifies the DDM flag byte.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192PF

PREVIOUS-CORRELATOR
Specifies the DDM request correlator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192PC

LOCATION-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable or long field name when QW0192LN is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but the monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace
record that Db2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the
trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192LN_OFF

LOCATION-NAME-VAR
Specifies the remote location name. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192LN_D

LOCATION-NAME-ON-LEN
Specifies the length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192LN_LEN

LOCATION-NAME-ON-LONG
Specifies the remote location name. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0192LN_VAR
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(193) UOW-SQL-MISMATCH
IFCID 193 records inconsistencies between the reply message and data returned from the DRDA server in response to a
DRDA commit or rollback command.

This record contains the following fields:

EYE-CATCHER
Specifies the eye catcher DRDA0193.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0193EC

LOCATION-NAME
Specifies the remote location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0193LN

VERSION
Specifies the QW0193 version.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0193VS

CSECT
Specifies the CSECT that detected the error.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0193CS

SQLCODE
Specifies the SQLCODE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0193SC

R193-COMMAND
Specifies the command sent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0193CO

UOW-DISPOSITION
Specifies the unit of work disposition.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0193UW

LOCATION-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable or long field name when QW0193LN is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0193LN_OFF

LOCATION-NAME-VAR
Specifies the location name of server. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0193LN_D

LOCATION-NAME-ON-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0193LN_LEN

LOCATION-NAME-ON-LONG
Specifies the location name of the server. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0193LN_VAR

(194) INVALID-SNA-FMH5
When an invalid FMH-5 is received from a requestor, it is recorded in IFCID 194.

This record contains the following fields:
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EYE-CATCHER
Specifies the eye catcher DRDA0194.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0194EC

LOCATION-NAME
Specifies the remote location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0194LN

VERSION
Specifies the version number for 0194 records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0194VN

CSECT
Specifies the CSECT that detected the error.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0194CS

SENSE-CODE
Specifies the SNA sense code describing the error.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0194SN

DATA
Specifies the FMH-5 data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0194DL

LOCATION-NAME-OFFSET
If QW0194LN is truncated, this field represents the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a DB2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0194LN_OFF

LOCATION-NAME-VAR
Specifies the remote location name. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0194LN_D

LOCATION-NAME-ON-LEN
Specifies the length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0194LN_LEN

LOCATION-NAME-ON-LONG
Specifies the remote location name. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0194LN_VAR

(195) DRDS-ERROR-DATA
(195) DRDS-ERROR-DATA records inconsistencies in an SQLDA that DRDS detected.

The following list describes the DRDS-ERROR-DATA record fields:

EYE-CATCHER
Specifies the eye catcher DRDA0195.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0195EC

LOCATION-NAME
Specifies the remote location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0195LN

VERSION
Specifies the version of QW0195 record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0195VI
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MODULE-NAME
Specifies the module name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0195MN

SOURCE-ID
Specifies the source ID in module.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0195UI

FIELD-IN-ERROR
Specifies the field in error.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0195FD

COLUMN-NUMBER
Specifies the column number for field in error.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0195NO

CURRENT-SQLDA
Specifies the contents in existing SQLDA field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0195SE

NEW-SQLDA
Specifies the contents in new SQLDA field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0195SN

LOCATION-NAME-OFFSET
If QW0195LN is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a DB2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0195LN_OFF

LOCATION-NAME-VAR
Specifies the remote location name. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0195LN_D

LOCATION-NAME-ON-LEN
Specifies the length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0195LN_LEN

LOCATION-NAME-ON-LONG
Specifies the remote location name. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0195LN_VAR

(196) LOCK-TO-DETAIL
IFCID 196 details all units of work involved in timeout as blocking holders or priority waiters.

The following list describes the (196) LOCK-TO-DETAIL record fields:

QW0196KZ
Specifies the ID of small resource when QW0196KT=x'33'.
This field overlays field QW0196KR. This field contains the following subfields:

• Partition number
• Hash bucket number

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196KZ
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PART-NUM
Specifies the partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196K8

HASH-BUCKET-NUM
Specifies the hash bucket number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196K9

WAITERS-STMT-ID
Specifies the cached statement ID for the statement waiting for the resource. This field contains zero if the client
did not supply this information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196W9

HOLDERS-COUNT
Specifies the number of holders and waiters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196NU

QW0196RH
Specifies the locked resource name hash value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196RH

HOLDERS-END-USER
Specifies the user ID of the thread holding the resource. If the client application did not supply this information,
this field is blank.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HC

HOLDERS-TRANSNAM
Specifies the transaction name of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client application did not
supply this information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HJ

HOLDERS-WORK-STA
Specifies the workstation name of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client application did not
supply this information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HK

LOCK-NAME
Specifies the lock name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196RN

LOCK-LENGTH
Specifies the length of the lock name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196KL

QW0196KT
Specifies the locked resource type flag for the locked resource as follows:
X'00' DATAPAGE (DPG)

A page lock in a tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number

X'01' DATABASE (DBS)
A lock on a database descriptor.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'02' PAGESET (PSET)
A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'03' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
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Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition
X'04' SKCT (SKCT)

A lock on an application plans skeleton cursor table.
Data: Plan name

X'05' INDXPAGE (IPG)
A page lock in an indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Sub page number

X'06' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'07' DS OPEN (DSOP)
A lock that serializes dataset opens and closes.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'08' UTIL DMG (UTDM)
A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'09' PSET PC (PSPC)
A simple pageset consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called pageset pieces. When a pageset piece
exceeds the pageset piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A pageset piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0A' DBA TABL (DBA)
A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0B' RETRY (RETR)
A lock used for retry during an abort.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0C' 32K DESP (32K)
32K desperation pool locks occur as an overflow out of the 4K buffer pools and imply that the buffers are
undersized.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0D' SYSLGRNG (SYSL)
A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0E' UTILITY (UTIL)
A lock used by utility jobs for serialization.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'0F' MASS DEL (MASS)
A mass delete lock is a protection device used by Db2. The lock occurs when a DELETE is used without
a WHERE clause. All rows in the table are deleted. A mass delete lock also occurs when a SELECT
statement specifies WITH UR.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'10' TABLE (TABL)
A lock used on a table in a segmented tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)
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X'11' HSH ANCH (HASH)
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing Db2 catalog or directory tables.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Anchor

X'12' SKPT (SKPT)
A lock on a skeleton package table.
Data: N/A

X'13' COLLECT (COLL)
A lock on a package collection.
Data: Collection Name

X'14' CS DRAIN (CDRN)
Cursor stability drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'15' RR DRAIN (RDRN)
Repeatable read drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'16' WR DRAIN (WDRN)
Write drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'17' BINDLOCK (BIND)
Auto/remote bind lock for serialization of local autobinds of packages, remote binds, and remote rebinds
of packages.
Data: String 'BINDLOCK'

X'18' ROW (ROW)
Row lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Row number

X'19' INDX EOF(XEOF)
Index End-of-File lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'1A' AL BPOOL (ALBP)
Alter bufferpool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1B' SS GPOOL (SSGP)
Group Bufferpool Start/Stop lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1C' INDX PLK (XPLK)
Index Manager Tree P-lock.
Data: N/A

X'1D' P/P PLCK (PPPL)
Pageset or Partition P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'1E' PAGE PLK (PGPL)
Page P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool, Page

X'1F' DDF PLCK (DDPL)
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)
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X'20' GBP CAST (GBCA)
Group Bufferpool level castout P-lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'21' P/P CAST (PPCA)
Pageset or Partition castout P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'22' RLF PLCK (RPLK)
Resource Limit Facility P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'23' DBD PLCK (DBPL)
Data Base Descriptor P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'24' CATM CVD (CCVD)
CATMAINT Directory lock.
Data: N/A

X'25' CATM CVC (CCVC)
CATMAINT Convert Catalog lock.
Data: N/A

X'26' CATM MIG (CMIG)
CATMAINT Migration lock.
Data: N/A

X'27' DB EX LG (DXLG)
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'28' UTIL UID (UTLD)
Utility UID lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'29' UTILEXCL (UTLX)
Utility exclusive execution lock.
Data: String 'UTEXEC'

X'2A' SCA REDO (SCAR)
SCA access for restart/redo information lock.
Data: String 'BMC-RSTP'

X'2B' GPDB EXU (GBXL)
Database Exception Update lock.
Data: Data manager RMID, string 'GDBET', Hash class number

X'2C' REPR DBD (RDBD)
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'2D' DB CMD S (DCMD)
Database command serialization.
Data: N/A

X'2E' BM PS PL (BMRP)
Buffer manager pageset RR P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'2F' MX UNKN (MX-?)
(S) IBM Serviceability.
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X'30' LOB LOCK (LOB)
Lock on LOB type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Row number, Version

X'31' UTIL CMT (UTLC)
Utility Commit lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'32' LPL RCVR (LPLR)
LPL recovery lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'33' HDR HASH (HDRH)
Header page hash bucket.
Data: Partition, Hash bucket number

X'34' PIT RCVR (PITR)
System level point in time recovery lock.
Data: String 'SYS_PITR'

X'35' XML LOCK (XML)
Lock on XML type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), DOCID

X'36' ADD PART (APS)
Add Part serialization lock.
Data: Database (DBID)

X'37' SYSENVRL (SENV)
SYSENV serialization lock.
Data: String 'SYSENVRL'

X'38' UTIL OBJ (UTOB)
Utility object lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'39' DBD LOAD (DBDL)
Data Base Descriptor load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3A' CMP BLD (CMPB)
Compress dictionary build lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3B' CMP LOAD (CMPL)
Compress dictionary load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3C' HASH VAL (HASV)
Hash Value lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Hash value

X'3D' INDEXKEY (IXKY)
Index key lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3E' DGTTURID (DGTT)
Unit of Recovery ID lock on Declared Global Temporary Table.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3F' ACCELCMD (ACCL)
Db2 accelerator services command lock.
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Data: N/A
X'40' UT OBJ H (UTOH)

UT OBJ lock with hash.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'41' UTL CTLG (UTCT)
Db2 Utility catalog serial lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'42' DYNQHASH (DYHA)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY hash ID lock.
Data: Hash ID, SQLID (truncated to 12 characters)

X'43' DYNQSGRP (DYSG)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY stabilization group lock.
Data: Stabilization group name (if length of the name is fewer than 29 characters), otherwise the hash of
the stabilization group name

X'47' DYNQ OBJ (DYOB)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY object dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization object dependency lock name

X'48' DYNQAUTH (DYAT)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY authorization ID dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization authorization dependency lock name

X'49' INMEMFTB (FTB)
In-memory fast traverse block lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'FF' (S)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196KT
RESOURCE-NAME

Specifies the name of the locked resource (in hex). All lock resource names begin with a header consisting of the
following fields:

• Hash Value
• Length
• Type

The rest of the name (28 bytes) depends on the value in the QW0021KT (type) field. See the field-level help for
details.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196RN2

DBID
Specifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196KD

OBID
Specifies the tablespace or indexspace ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196KP

PAGE-NO
Contains bytes 5 through 7 of the lock resource name which usually identifies the page number within a page set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196K1
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SUBPAGE-NO
Contains byte 8 of the lock resource name which usually identifies an index subpage number or a partition
number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196K2

QW0196WU
Specifies the requested function.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196WU

QW0196WS
Specifies the requested state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196WS

QW0196WD
Specifies the requested duration.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196WD

QW0196WF
Specifies the requested flag.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196WF

OWNING-WORK-UNIT
Specifies the requested owning work unit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196WO

LOCK-TYPE
Specifies the type of lock that the lock waiter requested.
X'00' DATAPAGE (DPG)

A page lock in a tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number

X'01' DATABASE (DBS)
A lock on a database descriptor.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'02' PAGESET (PSET)
A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'03' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'04' SKCT (SKCT)
A lock on an application plans skeleton cursor table.
Data: Plan name

X'05' INDXPAGE (IPG)
A page lock in an indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Sub page number

X'06' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'07' DS OPEN (DSOP)
A lock that serializes dataset opens and closes.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'08' UTIL DMG (UTDM)
A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment.
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Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)
X'09' PSET PC (PSPC)

A simple pageset consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called pageset pieces. When a pageset piece
exceeds the pageset piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A pageset piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0A' DBA TABL (DBA)
A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0B' RETRY (RETR)
A lock used for retry during an abort.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0C' 32K DESP (32K)
32K desperation pool locks occur as an overflow out of the 4K buffer pools and imply that the buffers are
undersized.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0D' SYSLGRNG (SYSL)
A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0E' UTILITY (UTIL)
A lock used by utility jobs for serialization.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'0F' MASS DEL (MASS)
A mass delete lock is a protection device used by Db2. The lock occurs when a DELETE is used without
a WHERE clause. All rows in the table are deleted. A mass delete lock also occurs when a SELECT
statement specifies WITH UR.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'10' TABLE (TABL)
A lock used on a table in a segmented tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'11' HSH ANCH (HASH)
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing Db2 catalog or directory tables.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Anchor

X'12' SKPT (SKPT)
A lock on a skeleton package table.
Data: N/A

X'13' COLLECT (COLL)
A lock on a package collection.
Data: Collection Name

X'14' CS DRAIN (CDRN)
Cursor stability drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'15' RR DRAIN (RDRN)
Repeatable read drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition
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X'16' WR DRAIN (WDRN)
Write drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'17' BINDLOCK (BIND)
Auto/remote bind lock for serialization of local autobinds of packages, remote binds, and remote rebinds
of packages.
Data: String 'BINDLOCK'

X'18' ROW (ROW)
Row lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Row number

X'19' INDX EOF(XEOF)
Index End-of-File lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'1A' AL BPOOL (ALBP)
Alter bufferpool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1B' SS GPOOL (SSGP)
Group Bufferpool Start/Stop lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1C' INDX PLK (XPLK)
Index Manager Tree P-lock.
Data: N/A

X'1D' P/P PLCK (PPPL)
Pageset or Partition P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'1E' PAGE PLK (PGPL)
Page P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool, Page

X'1F' DDF PLCK (DDPL)
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'20' GBP CAST (GBCA)
Group Bufferpool level castout P-lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'21' P/P CAST (PPCA)
Pageset or Partition castout P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'22' RLF PLCK (RPLK)
Resource Limit Facility P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'23' DBD PLCK (DBPL)
Data Base Descriptor P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'24' CATM CVD (CCVD)
CATMAINT Directory lock.
Data: N/A
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X'25' CATM CVC (CCVC)
CATMAINT Convert Catalog lock.
Data: N/A

X'26' CATM MIG (CMIG)
CATMAINT Migration lock.
Data: N/A

X'27' DB EX LG (DXLG)
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'28' UTIL UID (UTLD)
Utility UID lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'29' UTILEXCL (UTLX)
Utility exclusive execution lock.
Data: String 'UTEXEC'

X'2A' SCA REDO (SCAR)
SCA access for restart/redo information lock.
Data: String 'BMC-RSTP'

X'2B' GPDB EXU (GBXL)
Database Exception Update lock.
Data: Data manager RMID, string 'GDBET', Hash class number

X'2C' REPR DBD (RDBD)
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'2D' DB CMD S (DCMD)
Database command serialization.
Data: N/A

X'2E' BM PS PL (BMRP)
Buffer manager pageset RR P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'2F' MX UNKN (MX-?)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

X'30' LOB LOCK (LOB)
Lock on LOB type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Row number, Version

X'31' UTIL CMT (UTLC)
Utility Commit lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'32' LPL RCVR (LPLR)
LPL recovery lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'33' HDR HASH (HDRH)
Header page hash bucket.
Data: Partition, Hash bucket number

X'34' PIT RCVR (PITR)
System level point in time recovery lock.
Data: String 'SYS_PITR'
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X'35' XML LOCK (XML)
Lock on XML type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), DOCID

X'36' ADD PART (APS)
Add Part serialization lock.
Data: Database (DBID)

X'37' SYSENVRL (SENV)
SYSENV serialization lock.
Data: String 'SYSENVRL'

X'38' UTIL OBJ (UTOB)
Utility object lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'39' DBD LOAD (DBDL)
Data Base Descriptor load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3A' CMP BLD (CMPB)
Compress dictionary build lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3B' CMP LOAD (CMPL)
Compress dictionary load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3C' HASH VAL (HASV)
Hash Value lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Hash value

X'3D' INDEXKEY (IXKY)
Index key lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3E' DGTTURID (DGTT)
Unit of Recovery ID lock on Declared Global Temporary Table.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3F' ACCELCMD (ACCL)
Db2 accelerator services command lock.
Data: N/A

X'40' UT OBJ H (UTOH)
UT OBJ lock with hash.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'41' UTL CTLG (UTCT)
Db2 Utility catalog serial lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'42' DYNQHASH (DYHA)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY hash ID lock.
Data: Hash ID, SQLID (truncated to 12 characters)

X'43' DYNQSGRP (DYSG)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY stabilization group lock.
Data: Stabilization group name (if length of the name is fewer than 29 characters), otherwise the hash of
the stabilization group name
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X'47' DYNQ OBJ (DYOB)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY object-dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization object dependency lock name

X'48' DYNQAUTH (DYAT)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY authorization ID-dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization authorization dependency lock name

X'49' INMEMFTB (FTB)
In-memory fast traverse block lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'FF' (S)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
LOCK-RESOURCE

Specifies the lock resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-RESOURCE-SHORT
Contains a shortened version of the LOCK-RESOURCE field. Page number, subpage, anchor, collection token,
and labels are not included.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-COLLECTION
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, specifies the collection ID of the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PKG-COLLECTION
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, specifies the collection ID of the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PKG-PROGRAM
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, specifies the program name of the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PKG-TOKEN
Contains the 8-byte consistency token of the resource. This field is valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
This field always starts with “TOKEN X” and formats the token as 16-hex digits in single quotes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PKG-TOKEN-VALUE
Contains the 8-byte consistency token of the resource, formatted as 16-hex digits. This field is valid only for
COLLECTION and SKPT locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-PLAN
Specifies the plan name for an SKCT lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATABASE
Specifies the database in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-OBJECT
Specifies the page set in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATASET
Specifies the data set partition number in quotes and prefixed with “PARTITION”.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
LOCK-DATAPAGE

Specifies the hex data page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-DATAPAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex data page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEXPAGE
Specifies the hex index page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEXPAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex index page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE
Specifies the hex index subpage number in quotes and prefixed with “SUBPG X”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE-NO
Specifies the hex index subpage number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-PAGE
Specifies the hex page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-PAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hex page number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR
Specifies the hex anchor ID number in quotes and prefixed with “ANCHOR X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR-NO
Specifies the hex anchor ID number for anchor locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-FUNC
Identifies the lock request as a LOCK, UNLOCK, CHANGE, or QUERY for the lock waiter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LOCK-STATE
Specifies the lock state of the lock waiter:
ANY

Any lock
IS

Intent share
IX

Intent exclusive
S

Share
U

Update
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SIX
Share w/int exclusive

X
Exclusive

NSU
Nonshare update

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
LOCK-DUR

Specifies the lock duration of the lock waiter:
x'20' MANUAL

Lock is held only as long as necessary
x'21' MANL+1

Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally)

x'40' COMMIT
Lock is held until commit

x'41' CMMT+1
Locks that require to maintain position of a cursor opened “with hold” are held past commit

x'60' ALLOC
Lock is held until deallocation

x'80' PLAN
Lock is held for the duration of the plan

x'81' UTIL
Lock is held for the duration of the utility execution

x'FE' INTRST
Lock is held for the duration used for P-locks

x'FF' FREE
Lock is held until all locks are freed

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
LOCK-LENGTH

Specifies the length of the undecoded lock name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196RL

QW0196FR
Contains the flag for a locked resource type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196FR

QW0196PN
Specifies the encoded lock resource name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196PN

TIMEOUT-INTVL
Specifies the timeout interval. The timeout value is specified on the installation panel DSNTIPX or ZPARM name
STORTIMR in DSN6SYSP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196TI

TIMEOUT-COUNT
Specifies the timeout counter for this thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196TC
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QW0196KY
Specifies the ID of small resource when length of the lock name is 13. This field is a combination of the page
number and record ID (RID) within the page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196KY

LRG-PAGE-NO
Specifies the page number portion of the lock ID when the lock represents a large tablespace type lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196K4

PG-RCD-ID
Specifies the record ID (RID within a page) portion of the lock ID when the lock represents a large tablespace type
lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196K5

QW0196KX
Specifies the ID of resource for lob locks. This ID contains the row ID and version.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196KX

ROW-ID
Specifies the row ID portion of LOB lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196K6

VERSION
Specifies the version number portion of LOB lock resource ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196K7

XML-DOCID
Specifies the DOCID for XML locks, which is the ID of resource for XML locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196KC

WAIT-STMT-TYPE-FLG
Represents the lock waiter statement type. The following values are valid:
x'8000'

Indicates a dynamic statement
x'4000'

Indicates a static statement
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196WY

QW0196KE
Specifies the ID of resource for page and row locks on table spaces using relative page numbers. This field
contains the following subfields:

• QW0196KF
• QW0196KG
• QW0196KH

This field is new with Db2 12.
QW0196KF

Specifies the partition number.
This field is new with Db2 12.

QW0196KG
Specifies the page number.
This field is new with Db2 12.

QW0196KH
Specifies the record ID within the page.
This field is new with Db2 12.
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(196) Repeating Fields

This section describes repeating fields of IFCID 196.

These fields constitute a repeating group. When listing similar members from each group in a request, append the
occurrence number (1, 2, 3,...) in parentheses after the field name.

The following list describes the fields:

QW0196HW
Signifies lock holder data:
H

A lock holder
W

A higher priority waiter
R

A retained lock
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HW

HOLD-PLAN-NAME
Specifies the plan name of the holder.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HP

HOLD-CORR-ID
Specifies the correlation ID of the holder.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HR

HOLD-CONN-NAME
Specifies the connection ID of the holder.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HN

HOLD-LUWID
Specifies the LUW ID of the holder.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HL

HOLD-NETWORK-ID
Specifies the network ID (part of the logical unit of work ID) of the DB2 thread holding the lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0196HL

HOLD-LUNAME
Specifies the LU network name (part of the logical unit of work ID) of the DB2 thread holding the lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0196HL

HOLD-UNIQNESS-VALUE
Specifies the instance number (part of the logical unit of work ID) of the DB2 thread holding the lock. When
concatenated with the fully qualified LU network name, this field uniquely identifies a distributed thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0196HL

HOLD-LUW-SEQNUM
Specifies the LUW sequence number of the Db2 thread holding the lock. This field identifies the last commit
scope that the logical unit participated in. This number is incremented whenever a thread commits or is rolled
back.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0196HL

HOLD-LUW-TOKEN
Specifies the LUW token of the Db2 thread holding the lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196TK
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QW0196HO
Specifies the owning work unit of the holder.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HO

QW0196HS
Specifies the lock state of the holder.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HS

QW0196HD
Specifies the lock duration of the holder.

NOTE
This field is not valid for retained locks (QW0196HW=R)

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HD
QW0196HA

Specifies the holder type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HA

HELD-LOCK-STATE
Identifies the lock state of the lock holder. The following values are valid:
ANY

Any lock
IS

Intent share
IX

Intent exclusive
S

Share
U

Update
SIX

Share with intent exclusive
X

Exclusive
NSU

Nonshare update
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HELD-LOCK-DUR
Identifies the lock duration of the lock holder:
x'20' MANUAL

Lock is held only as long as necessary
x'21' MANL+1

Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally)

x'40' COMMIT
Lock is held until commit

x'41' CMMT+1
Locks needed to maintain the position of a cursor opened “with hold” are held past commit
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x'60' ALLOC
Lock is held until deallocation

x'80' PLAN
Lock is held for the duration of the plan

x'81' UTIL
Lock is held for the duration of the utility execution

x'FE' INTRST
Lock is held for the duration used for P-locks

x'FF' FREE
Lock is held until all locks are freed

IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
HOLD-DB2-MEMBER

Contains the Db2 member name of the lock holder. If the Db2 subsystem was not in a data sharing environment
when the lock was created, this field is blank.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HI

HOLD-LOCK-FLAG
Specifies the lock flag. The following values are valid:
x'80':

1—Resultant State, 0—Count By State (mainly IMS)
x'40':

1—Private lock (IMS)
x'20':

1—Modify lock
x'10':

1—P-lock

NOTE
This field is not valid for retained locks (QW0196HW=R)

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HF
HELD-LOCK-TYPE

Specifies the type of lock. The following values are valid:
PLOCK

Physical lock
PRIVATE

Resource cannot be locked by work of units of another DBMS (IMS)
MODIFY

Lock requester intends to change data
blanks

No intent to modify
N/A

For retained locks (QW0196HW=R), this field has no meaning
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0196HF

HELD-LOCK-IRLM
Specifies the mechanism how IRLM evaluates the locks. The following values are valid:
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CBS (Count By State)
IRLM keeps counters for each state for which the lock is acquired (mainly IMS),

RS (Resultant State)
IRLM keeps track of the combination of states for which the lock is acquired.

N/A
For retained locks (QW0196HW=R), this field has no meaning.

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0196HF.
HOLD-STMT-TYPE-FLG

Specified the lock holder statement type. The following values are valid:
x'8000'

Indicates a dynamic statement.
x'4000'

Indicates a static statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HY

HOLD-TOKEN
Specifies the thread token of the thread holding the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HT

HOLDERS-AUTHID
Specifies the Db2 authorization ID of the thread holding the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HB

HOLDERS-STMT-ID
Specifies the cached statement ID for the statement holding the resource. This field contains zero if the client did
not supply this information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196H9

HOLDERS-SSID
Specifies the holders Db2 subsystem name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

HOLDERS-END-USER
Specifies the end user user ID of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HC

WHR-END-USER-OFFSET
Specifies the offset to the end user ID of the thread holding the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HC_OFF

WHR-END-USER-VAR
Specifies the end user user ID of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WHR-END-USER-LEN
Specifies the length of the end user ID of the thread holding the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WHR-END-USER-LONG
Specifies the end user user ID of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HC_VAR
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HOLDERS-TRANSNAM
Specifies the transaction name of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HJ

WHR-TRANSNAM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset to the transaction name of the thread holding the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HJ_OFF

WHR-TRANSNAM-VAR
Specifies the transaction name of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WHR-TRANSNAM-LEN
Specifies the length of the transaction name of the thread holding the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WHR-TRANSNAM-LONG
Specifies the transaction name of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HJ_VAR

HOLDERS-WORK-STA
Specifies the work station name of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HK

WHR-WORK-STA-OFFSET
Specifies the offset to the work station name of the thread holding the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HK_OFF

WHR-WORK-STA-VAR
Specifies the work station name of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WHR-WORK-STA-LEN
Specifies the length of the work station name of the thread holding the resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WHR-WORK-STA-LONG
Specifies the work station name of the thread holding the resource. Contains blanks if the client did not supply this
information (variable length field).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0196HK_VAR

(197) DB2-ERROR-MSGS
This record allows monitoring of Db2 console messages.

SYSVIEW for Db2 breaks up the original message in the record in separate lines with logical breaks for better formatting.

(197) DB2-ERROR-MSGS contains the following fields:

MSGID
Specifies the message ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0197ID

QW0197DS
Contains the string 'DSN'.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0197DS
QW0197NR

Specifies the message number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0197NR

QW0197AC
Specifies the message action code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0197AC

QW0197AL
Specifies the long message action code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0197AL

QW0197BK
Contains a blank character (' ').
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0197BK

MESSAGE
Contains the first line of message text.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0197TX

The following field constitutes a repeating section:

MESSAGE-NEXT
Contains the second and remaining lines of the message.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0197TX

(198) PAGE-ACCESS
IFCID 198 traces GET-PAGE and SET WRITE INTENT requests to the buffer manager.

This record contains the following fields:

DBID
Specifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0198DB

OBID
Specifies the name of the table space or index space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0198OB

BUF-POOL-ID
Specifies the ID of the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0198BP

FUNCTION-CODE
Specifies the function code of the page request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0198FC

PAGE-STATUS
Specifies the page status in the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0198PS

ACCESS-TYPE
Specifies the page access type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0198AT

PAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0198PN
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ACE
Specifies the ACE address of the requesting agent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0198AC

BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the buffer pool name (derived from BUF-POOL-ID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PARTITION
Specifies the partition number. This value is 0 if the table space or index space is non-partitioned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0198PT

PGACC-FLAG1
Specifies the miscellaneous flag as on or off.
x'80' On

Relative page number
x'80' Off

Absolute page number
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0198P

PAGE-NUM-TYPE
Specifies the page number type. The following values are valid:
Relative

Relative page number
Absolute

Absolute page number
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0198P:QW0198P1

(199) DATASET-IO-STATS
IFCID 199 shows the data set statistics that are displayed by the command -DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL LSTATS.

(199) DATASET-IO-STATS contains the following single record field:

INTVL-TIMESTAMP
Specifies the beginning timestamp for the collection of data set statistics.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199TS

(199) Repeating Fields

This section of IFCID 199 includes a repeating group of fields.

One set of fields exists for each open data set that has an average of at least 1 I/O operation per second in the current
reporting interval. The data set statistics are from the last complete reporting interval. The SYSPDTIM installation
parameter controls the reporting time.

The following list describes the repeating fields of the (199) DATASET-IO-STATS record:
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NOTE

• Fields SYNC-TOTAL-IO-PAGES, SYNC-AVG-IO-DELAY-US, and SYNC-MAX-IO-DELAY-US correspond to
AVERAGE DELAY, MAXIMUM DELAY, and TOTAL PAGES in message DSNB455I.

• Fields ASYNC-AVG-IO-DELAY-US, ASYNC-MAX-IO-DELAY-US, ASYNC-TOTAL-IO-PAGES, and ASYNC-
TOTAL-IO correspond to AVERAGE DELAY, MAXIMUM DELAY, TOTAL PAGES, and TOTAL I/O COUNT in
the message DSNB456I.

• Fields CURR-PAGE-COUNT-VP and CURR-CHNG-PAGE-COUNT-VP correspond to CURRENT and
CHANGED in messages DSNB453I and DSNB454I.

• Messages DSNB455I, DSNB456I, DSNB453I, and DSNB454I are the sections of the output of the DISPLAY
BUFFERPOOL command.

DBID
Specifies the DBID of the pageset database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199DB

OBID
Specifies the OBID of the tablespace or indexspace page set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199OB

PART-NUMB
Specifies the piece or partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199DN

BUF-POOL-ID
Specifies the hex internal buffer pool ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199BP

FLAGS
Contains the following flags:
x'80'

page set is GBP-dependent
x'40'

index pageset (off for data)
x'20'

more IFCID 0199 records follow this one in this sequence (off for last IFCID 199 in sequence)
x'10'

shadow data set
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199DS

SYNC-AVG-IO-DELAY-INT
Specifies average I/O delay for synchronous I/O as time interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0199SV (before Db2 12) or QW0199S1 (from Db2 12 on)

SYNC-AVG-IO-DELAY
Specifies the average synchronous delay I/O in milliseconds.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199SV

SYNC-AVG-IO-DELAY-US
Specifies average I/O delay for synchronous I/O in microseconds.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199S1

SYNC-MAX-IO-DELAY-INT
Specifies maximum average I/O delay for synchronous I/O as the time interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0199SX (before Db2 12) or QW0199S2 (from Db2 12 on)
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SYNC-MAX-IO-DELAY
Specifies the maximum synchronous delay I/O in milliseconds.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199SX

SYNC-MAX-IO-DELAY-US
Specifies maximum average I/O delay for synchronous I/O in microseconds.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199S2

SYNC-TOTAL-IO-PAGES
Specifies total synchronous I/O pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199SP

ASYNC-AVG-IO-DELAY-INT
Specifies average I/O delay for asynchronous I/O as the time interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0199AD (before Db2 12) or QW0199A1 (from Db2 12 on)

ASYNC-AVG-IO-DELAY
Specifies the average asynchronous delay I/O in milliseconds.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199AD

ASYNC-AVG-IO-DELAY-US
Specifies average I/O delay for asynchronous I/O in microseconds.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199A1

ASYNC-MAX-IO-DELAY-INT
Specifies maximum I/O delay for asynchronous I/O as the time interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0199AX (before Db2 12) or QW0199A2 (from Db2 12 on)

ASYNC-MAX-IO-DELAY
Specifies the maximum asynchronous delay I/O in milliseconds.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199AX

ASYNC-MAX-IO-DELAY-US
Specifies maximum I/O delay for asynchronous I/O in microseconds.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199A2

ASYNC-TOTAL-IO-PAGES
Specifies total asynchronous I/O pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199AP

ASYNC-TOTAL-IO
Specifies the total asynchronous I/O count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199AC

CURR-PAGE-COUNT-VP
Specifies the current page count-virtual pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199VP

CURR-CHNG-PAGE-COUNT-VP
Specifies the current changed page count-virtual pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199VD

BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the buffer pool ID name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0199BP.

DATABASE
Specifies the pageset database.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0199DB
PAGESET

Identifies the indexspace or tablespace.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0199OB

GBP-DEPEND
Specifies whether the pageset is GBP-dependent. Possible values are GBP DEP and NON GBP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0199DS:QW0199GD

DS-TYPE
Specifies the type of the pageset. Possible values are INDEX and DATA.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0199DS:QW0199ID

SHADOW-TYPE
Specifies whether the pageset is a shadow pageset. Possible value are YES and NO.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0199DS:QW0199SD

DATASET-LEXTOPEN-TSTAMP
Specifies the timestamp of the last time this dataset was externalized in the dataset statistics IFCID. If it is the first
time that this dataset shows up in the statistics record, the timestamp represents the time when the dataset was
opened.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199SC

ZHLINK-AVG-IO-DELAY-MIL
Specifies average I/O delay, in miliseconds, for synchronous I/O using zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199ZV

ZHLINK-MAX-IO-DELAY-MIL
Specifies maximum I/O delay, in miliseconds, for synchronous I/O using zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199ZX

ZHLINK-TOTAL-IO-PAGES
Specifies total synchronous I/O pages for zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199ZP

ZHLINK-AVG-IO-DELAY-MIC
Specifies average I/O delay, in microseconds, for synchronous I/O using zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199Z1

ZHLINK-MAX-IO-DELAY-MIC
Specifies maximum I/O delay, in microseconds, for synchronous I/O using zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0199Z2

ZHLINK-AVG-IO-DELAY-INT
Specifies average I/O delay for synchronous I/O using zHyperLink (time interval).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0199Z1

ZHLINK-MAX-IO-DELAY-INT
Specifies maximum I/O delay for synchronous I/O using zHyperLink (time interval).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0199Z2

(201) ALTERED-BUFFERS
IFCID 201 records the status of a buffer pool before and after an ALTER BUFFERPOOL command.

This record contains the following fields:

BUFFER-POOL-ID
Indicates the buffer pool that is altered. The following values are valid:
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• 0 through 49 for buffer pools BP0 through BP49
• 80 through 89 for buffer pools BP32K through BP32K9
• 100 through 109 for buffer pools BP8K0 through BP8K9
• 120 through 129 for buffer pools BP16K0 through BP16K9

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201BP
BUF-POOL-NAME

Indicates the translated buffer pool name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0201BP

COMPONENT
Indicates how the value is changed. The following values are valid:
V

Indicates the change by the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command.
A

Indicates the change by the AUTOSIZE option.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201CD

RETURN-CODE
Indicates the return code for the ALTER. The following values are valid:
x'00'

Successful
x'08'

Unsuccessful
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201RT

REASON-CODE
Indicates the reason code that is returned from an unsuccessful ALTER BUFFERPOOL command.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201RE

OLD-VPOOL-SIZE
Indicates the virtual pool size before the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201OP

OLD-VPOOL-SEQ-THRESHOLD
Indicates the virtual pool sequential steal threshold before the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. This field
contains a value between X'00' and X'64' (0-100 decimal).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201OT

OLD-DWT-THRESHOLD
Indicates the virtual pool deferred write threshold before the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. This field contains
a value between X'00 and X'5A' (0-90 decimal).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201OD

OLD-VDWT-THRESHOLD
Indicates the virtual pool vertical deferred write threshold before ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. This field
contains a value between X'00' and X'5A' (0-90 decimal).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201OV

OLD-PGFIX
Indicates whether a page is fixed in real storage when it is first used. The following values are valid:
Y

Indicates that the PGFIX=YES Long-term Page fix method is enabled.
N

Indicates that the PGFIX=NO Long-term Page fix method is disabled.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201OF
OLD-PARALLEL-THRESHOLD

Indicates the virtual pool parallel sequential threshold before the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201OQ

OLD-ASST-PARA-THRSHOLD
Indicates the assisting parallel sequential threshold before the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201OX

OLD-VDWQT-THRESH-BUFS
Indicates the vertical deferred write queue threshold (in number of buffers) before the ALTER BUFFERPOOL
command. This field is used to determine the threshold only if QW0201OV is zero and this field is non-zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201OJ

OLD-VPOOL-PGSTEAL
Indicates the PGSTEAL attribute before the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. The following values are valid:
L

Indicates that the page stealing method is the LRU (least recently used).
F

Indicates that the page stealing method is the FIFO (first in first out).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201OK

OLD-AUTOSIZE
Indicates the AUTOSIZE attribute before the ALTER command. Valid values are Y and N.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201OZ

OLD-VPOOL-SIZE-MIN
Indicates the VPSIZEMIN value before the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command was issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201OA

OLD-VPOOL-SIZE-MAX
Indicates the VPSIZEMAX value before the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command was issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201OB

OLD-VPOOL-FRAME-SIZE
Indicates the FRAMESIZE value before the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command was issued. Valid values are: 4K,
1M, and 2G.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201OC

NEW-VPOOL-SIZE
Indicates the virtual pool size after the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201NP

NEW-VPOOL-SEQ-THRESHOLD
Indicates the virtual pool sequential steal threshold after the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. This field contains
a value between X'00' and X'64' (0-100 decimal).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201NT

NEW-DWT-THRESHOLD
Indicates the virtual pool deferred write threshold after the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. This field contains a
value between X'00 and X'5A' (0-90 decimal).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201ND

NEW-VDWT-THRESHOLD
Indicates the virtual pool vertical deferred write threshold after ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. This field
contains a value between X'00' and X'5A' (0-90 decimal).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201NV
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NEW-PGFIX
Indicates the PGFIX attribute after the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command is issued. The following values are valid:
Y

Indicates that the PGFIX=YES Long-term Page fix method is enabled.
N

Indicates that the PGFIX=NO Long-term Page fix method is disabled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201NF

NEW-PARALLEL-THRESHOLD
Indicates the virtual pool parallel sequential threshold after the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201NQ

NEW-ASST-PARA-THRSHOLD
Indicates the assisting parallel sequential threshold after the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201NX

NEW-VDWQT-THRESH-BUFS
Indicates the vertical deferred write queue threshold after the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command, in number of
buffers. This field is used to determine the threshold only if QW0201NV is zero and this field is non-zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201NJ

NEW-VPOOL-PGSTEAL
Indicates the PGSTEAL attribute after the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. The following values are valid:
L

Indicates that the Page stealing method is the LRU (least recently used).
F

Indicates that the Page stealing method is the FIFO (first in first out).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201NK

NEW-AUTOSIZE
Indicates the AUTOSIZE attribute after the ALTER command. The valid values are Y or N.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201NZ

NEW-VPOOL-SIZE-MIN
Indicates the VPSIZEMIN value after the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command is issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201NA

NEW-VPOOL-SIZE-MAX
Indicates the VPSIZEMAX value after the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command is issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201NB

NEW-VPOOL-FRAME-SIZE
Indicates the FRAMESIZE value after the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command is issued. Valid values are: 4K, 1M,
and 2G.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201NC

OLD-SPOOL-SIZE
Indicates the simulated buffer pool size before the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. Indicates the simulated
additional number of buffers added to the buffer pool to simulate the behavior of the expanded buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201OS

OLD-SPOOL-SEQ-THRESHOLD
Indicates the simulated pool sequential steal threshold before the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. This value is
from 0 through 100.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201OH
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NEW-SPOOL-SIZE
Indicates the simulated buffer pool size after the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. Indicates the simulated
additional number of buffers added to the buffer pool to simulate the behavior of the expanded buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201NS

NEW-SPOOL-SEQ-THRESHOLD
Indicates the simulated pool sequential steal threshold after the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. This value is
from 0 through 100.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0201NH

(202) DYNAMIC-ZPARMS
This IFCID records the attributes of system parameters.

BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the buffer pool name (BP0-BP49 for 4K buffer pools, BP32K-BP32K9 for 32K buffer pools , BP8K0-
BP8K9 for 8K buffer pools, and BP16K0-BP16K9 for 16K buffer pools).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPNM

BP-SIZE
Specifies the size of the virtual buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPVPSZ

BP-SIZE-MIN
Specifies the minimum size of the virtual buffer pool.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPVPMI

BP-SIZE-MAX
Specifies the maximum size of the virtual buffer pool.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPVPMA

VIRT-SEQ-THRSH
Specifies the virtual pool sequential steal threshold of the buffer pool. This value is from 0 through 100.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPVPSH

DEFER-WRT-THRSH
Specifies the deferred write threshold value of the buffer pool. This value is from 0 through 90.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPDWQT

VERT-WRT-THRSH
Specifies the vertical deferred write threshold value of the buffer pool. This value is from 0 through 90.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPVDQT

PARALLEL-IO-SEQ-THRSH
Specifies the virtual pool parallel sequential threshold of the buffer pool. This value is from 0 through 100.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPPSQT

ASSIST-PARA-SEQ-THRSH
Specifies the assisting parallel sequential threshold.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDPBXSQT

VERT-WRT-THRSH-BUF
Specifies the buffer pool vertical write threshold, in number of buffers. This field is used to determine the threshold
only if VBDPVDQT is zero and QDBPVDQB is non-zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPVDQB
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QDBPSLA
Specifies a serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPSLA

PAGESTEAL-ATTR
Specifies the page stealing algorithm used for the virtual buffer pool. The following values are valid:
L

Indicates that the buffers are managed using the least recently used (LRU) algorithm.
F

Indicates the buffers are managed using the first in first out (FIFO) algorithm.
N

Indicates that PGSTEAL=NONE is in effect.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPPGST

PG-FIX
Indicates whether a page is fixed in real storage when it is first used. The following values are valid:
Y

Indicates that pages are fixed in real storage.
N

Indicates that pages are not fixed in real storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPPFIX

AUTOSIZE-ATTR
Specifies the AUTOSIZE attribute. The following values are valid:
Y

Indicates AUTOSIZE (YES).
N

Indicates AUTOSIZE (NO).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPASIZ

QDBP_DUP
Indicates a duplicate section in the record. This field is only valid when the DELTA report format option is
specified. The following values are valid:
1

Indicates that no changes in the buffer pool configuration are detected.
0

Indicates that at least one change in the buffer pool configuration is detected.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from the whole section.

BP-FRAME-SIZE
Specifies the buffer pool page frame size: 4 KB, 1 MB, or 2 GB.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPFRAM

SIM-BP-SIZE
Specifies the simulated additional number of buffers added to the buffer pool to simulate the behavior of the
expanded buffer pool.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPSPSZ

SIM-SEQ-THRSH
Specifies the simulated pool sequential steal threshold of the buffer pool. This value is from 0 through 100.
This field is new with DB2 11.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPSPST

(203) HEURISTIC-DECISION
This IFCID records when a heuristic decision forces a commit or rollback for a distributed indoubt thread. This record
is written when a RECOVER INDOUBT command is issued. This record is also written when an SNA participant in
a distributed thread reports a heuristic rollback (HR) or heuristic commit (HC) during the SNA compare states (CS)
exchange.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as REMOTE-LOCATION-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor
uses these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that DB2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic
purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.

SOURCE
Specifies the source of the decision. The following values are valid:
L

Indicates that the decision was local, through a RECOVER INDOUBT command.
R

Indicates that the decision was remote. DB2 detects the remove decision during indoubt thread
resolution.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203LR
DECISION

Specifies the reported decision.
C

Indicates commit.
A

Indicates abort.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203CA

REMOTE-LOCATION
Specifies the location or LUNAME of the site that sent the decision for remote decisions (QW0203LR=R).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203LO

NETID
Specifies the NETID portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203NT

LUNAME
Specifies the LUNAME portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203LU

INSTANCE
Specifies the instance number portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203IN

LUW-SEQNUM
Indicates the LUW sequence number (commit count) portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203CM

LOG-RBA
Specifies the recovery log RBA (URID) for the thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203UR
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COORDINATOR
Specifies the location name or LUNAME of the coordinator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203CO

REMOTE-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QW0203LO field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203LO_OFF

COORDINATOR-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QW0203CO field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203CO_OFF

NUM-PARTICIPANTS
Specifies the number of participant location names, when at least one QW0203PA entry is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203PA_NUM

REMOTE-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the location or <LUNAME> or IP address of the site that sent the decision, for remote decisions
(QW0203CA=R).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203LO_D

REMOTE-LOCATION-LEN
Indicates the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203LO_LEN

REMOTE-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the location or <LUNAME> or IP address of the site that sent the decision, for remote decisions
(QW0203CA=R).
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203LO_VAR

COORDINATOR-VAR
Indicates the coordinator location name. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203CO_D

COORDINATOR-LEN
Indicates the length of the coordinator name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203CO_LEN

COORDINATOR-LONG
Specifies the coordinator location name. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203CO_VAR

PARTICIPANT
Specifies the list of location names of the participants in this unit of work that this DB2 subsystem accessed
directly (downstream participants).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0203PA2

(204) REMOTE-COLDSTART
IFCID 204 is written when Db2 tries to reconnect to a remote system that requests a cold start.

A cold start means that a remote system has no memory of work that was in progress when the previous connection
failed. Db2 produces this record only when having memory of threads whose outcome must be resolved.
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• If Db2 was the coordinator of one or more of those threads, the partner system might have been indoubt when the cold
start occurred.

• If partner system was the coordinator of one or more of those threads, the local Db2 subsystem might be indoubt,
requiring manual intervention with the RECOVER INDBOUT command.

REMOTE-LOCATION
Specifies the location name or LUNAME of the remote partner that had the cold start.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204LO

OLD-LOG-LENGTH
Specifies the length of the cold-starting partner's old recovery log name (1-64 bytes).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204OL

OLD-LOG
Specifies the partner's old recovery log name (name before cold start).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204OR

NEW-LOG-LENGTH
Specifies the length of the partner's new recovery log name (1-64 bytes).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204NL

NEW-LOG
Partner's new recovery log name (name after cold start).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204NR

NET-ID
Specifies the NETID portion of the LUWID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204NT

LUNAME
Specifies the LUNAME portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204LU

INSTANCE
Specifies the instance number portion of the LUWID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204IN

LUW-SEQNUM
Specifies the LUW sequence number (commit count) portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204CM

TOKEN
Specifies the local token that represents the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204TK

LOG-RBA
Specifies the recovery log RBA (URID) for the thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204UR

Db2-ROLE
Specifies the role of Db2 in the LUW. The following values are possible:
C

Db2 is the coordinator of this LUW.
P

Db2 is a participant in this LUW.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204RL

LOCAL-STATUS
Specifies the status of the local Db2 thread:
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C
The unit of work is committed.

A
The unit of work is rolled back.

I
The unit of work is in doubt.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204TS
REMOTE-LOCATION-OFFSET

Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0204LO is
truncated. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204LO_OFF

REMOTE-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the location (LUNAME) or IP address of remote partner that had a cold start. This variable length field
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204LO_D

REMOTE-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of location name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204LO_LEN

REMOTE-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the location (LUNAME) or IP address of remote partner that had a cold start. This complete field name
is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0204LO_VAR

(205) WARMSTART-ERR
This record is written when a remote site uses a recovery log name during warm start that differs from the log name last
used. This record is also written if the partner remembers its previously-used sync point parameters differently than DB2
remembers them. DB2 still has threads that require resolution with the previous recovery log, so the connection attempt is
rejected.

REMOTE-LOCATION
Location name or LUNAME of the remote partner that had the warm start.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205LO

LOCAL-LOG-NAME-LENGTH
Length of the local DB2 subsystem's recovery log name. This field contains zero unless the partner initiated the
exchange of log names.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205OL

LOCAL-LOG-NAME
Local DB2 subsystem's recovery log name. This field is blank unless the partner initiated the exchange of log
names.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205OR

LOCAL-LOG-USED-LENGTH
Length of the local DB2 subsystem's recovery log name as remembered by the partner. This field contains zero
unless the partner initiated the exchange of log names.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205NL

LOCAL-LOG-USED
Local DB2 subsystem's recovery log name as remembered by the partner. This field is blank unless the partner
initiated the exchange of log names.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205NR
REMOTE-LOG-USED-LENGTH

Length of the warm-starting partner's recovery log name (1-64 bytes).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205WL

REMOTE-LOG-USED
Partner's warm start recovery log name.
IBM Db2 Field Name:  QW0205WR

REMOTE-LOG-PREVIOUS-LENGTH
Length of the warm-starting partner's previous recovery log name (the log DB2 requires for resynchronization).
IBM Db2 Field Name:  QW0205PL

REMOTE-LOG-PREVIOUS
Partner's previous recovery log name.
IBM Db2 Field Name:  QW0205PR

PROTOCOL-LOCAL
Protocol used previously as remembered by DB2:
PA

Presumed abort protocol.
PN

Presumed nothing protocol.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205CP

PROTOCOL-REMOTE
Protocol used previously as remembered by the partner:
PA

Presumed abort protocol.
PN

Presumed nothing protocol.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205PP

HEADER-LOCAL
How SNA presentation services (PS) header byte two was used previously, as remembered by DB2:
F

PS header byte two was used as a flag byte.
N

PS header byte two was not used as a flag byte.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205DF

HEADER-REMOTE
How SNA presentation services (PS) header byte two was used previously, as remembered by the partner:
F

PS header byte two was used as a flag byte.
N

PS header byte two was not used as a flag byte.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205PF

LUNAME-EXCHANGE-DB2
Whether the LUNAME of the conversation correlator was exchanged in the sync point protocol previously (as
remembered by DB2):
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E
LUNAME was exchanged in the protocol.

N
LUNAME was not exchanged in the protocol.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205DC
LUNAME-EXCHANGE-REMOTE

Whether the LUNAME of the conversation correlator was exchanged in the sync point protocol previously (as
remembered by the partner):
E

LUNAME was exchanged in the protocol.
N

LUNAME was not exchanged in the protocol.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205PC

REMOTE-LOCATION-OFFSET
If the QW0205LO field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205LO_OFF

REMOTE-LOCATION-VAR
Location, luname, or IP address of the site that warm started. This is a variable length field that contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205LO_D

REMOTE-LOCATION-LEN
Length of location nameIBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205LO_LEN

REMOTE-LOCATION-LONG
Location, luname, or IP address of the site that warm started. This is the complete field name expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0205LO_VAR

(206) SNA-STATE-ERROR
IFCID 206 is written when a protocol error occurs during the SNA compare states (CS) exchange with a remote site.

Examples of SNA compare states protocol errors include:

• An unknown state was found in the SNA CS message.
• An invalid data message was received from the remote site.
• An invalid LU6.2 verb sequence was detected.

The following list of the (206) SNA-STATE-ERROR record fields:

REMOTE-LOCATION
Specifies the location name or LUNAME of the remote partner involved in the protocol error.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206LO

NETID
Specifies the NETID portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206NT

LUNAME
Specifies the LUNAME portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206LU
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INSTANCE
Specifies the instance number portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206IN

LUW-SEQNUM
Specifies the LUW sequence number (commit count) portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206CM

TOKEN
Local token representing the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206TK

LOG-RBA
Recovery log RBA (URID) for the thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206UR

DB2-ROLE
Specifies the role of the Db2 in LUW:
C

Db2 is the coordinator
P

Db2 is the participant
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206RL

DETECTOR
Site that detected the error:
L

Local
R

Remote
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206DT

FLAGS
Data communications information flags:
B'1.......'

Send
B'0.......'

Receive
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206FL

MESSAGE-SENT-LENGTH
Specifies the length of the last message sent by this Db2 site during the compare states exchange.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206LS

MESSAGE-SENT
Specifies the last message sent by this Db2 site during the compare states exchange.
IBM Db2 Field Name:  QW0206MS

MESSAGE-RECEIVED-LENGTH
Specifies the length of the last message received by this Db2 site during the compare states exchange.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206LR

MESSAGE-RECEIVED
Specifies the last message received by this Db2 site during the compare states exchange.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206MR
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RPL
Specifies the VTAM request parameter list (RPL) associated with the last compare states message received
during the compare states exchange.

RPL-EXTENSION
Specifies the VTAM RPL extension (ISTRPL6X), which describes the LU6.2 verb indicators for the last message
received.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206VX

REMOTE-LOCATION-OFFSET
If the QW0206LO field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by Db2. This field can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that Db2 is providing a
long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206LO_OFF

REMOTE-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the location of the remote partner that was involved in the protocol error. This field is a variable length
field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206LO_D

REMOTE-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206LO_LEN

REMOTE-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the location of the remote partner that was involved in the protocol error. This complete field name is
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0206LO_VAR

(207) HEURISTIC-DAMAGE
IFCID 207 reports heuristic damage that is detected during the SNA compare states exchange.

This damage occurs when the operator forces an indoubt unit of work to commit or roll back, and its choice conflicts with
the outcome chosen by coordinator of the unit of work.

SITE-DAMAGED
Specifies the location name or LUNAME of the site where heuristic damage occurred.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207HN

SITE-REPORTED
Specifies the location name of this site (the site writing the IFCID 207 trace record).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207TN

UPSTREAM-COORDINATOR
Specifies the location name or LUNAME of the upstream coordinator of this site (the site writing the IFCID 207
trace record). This field is blank if this site has no upstream coordinator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207UN

CONNECTION-NAME
For allied threads, this field contains the connection name of the allied field.
For database access agents:

• For allied threads from a Db2 requester, this field contains the connection name of the allied thread at the Db2
requesting location.

• For allied threads using application-directed access from a requester, and for threads from a non-Db2
requester or from a database access agent at another Db2, this field contains the constant 'SERVER'.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207CO
NET-ID

Specifies the NETID portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207NT

LUNAME
Specifies the LUNAME portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207LU

INSTANCE
Specifies the instance number portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207IN

LUW-SEQNUM
Specifies the LUW sequence number (commit count) portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207CM

TOKEN
Specifies the local token representing the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207TK

LOG-RBA
Specifies the recovery log RBA (URID) for the thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207UI

ROLE
Specifies the role of this Db2 in LUW. The following values are valid:
C

Db2 is the coordinator of this LUW.
P

Db2 is a participant in this LUW.
B

Db2 is both a participant and a coordinator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207RL

DAMAGE-SITE-ACTION
Specifies the action taken by the site with heuristic damage. For the name of the site, see remote location or the
site damaged field (QW0207HN). The following values are valid:
C

UOW committed
A

UOW rolled back
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207HA

REPORTING-ACTION
Specifies the action taken by this site. The following values are valid:
C

UOW committed
A

UOW rolled back
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207TA

UPSTREAM-ACTION
Specifies the action taken by the upstream site (if it exists). The following values are valid:
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C
UOW committed

A
UOW rolled back

U
Unknown action

' '
No upstream site exists

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207UA
DAMAGE-SITE-LOG-LENGTH

Specifies the length of the recovery log name of the site with heuristic damage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207HL

REPORTING-LOG-LENGTH
Specifies the recovery log name of the site with heuristic damage. Trailing blanks are not part of the recovery log
name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207TL

REPORTING-LOG
Specifies the length of the recovery log name of this site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207TR

UPSTREAM-LOG-LENGTH
Specifies the recovery log name of this site. Trailing blanks are not part of the recovery log namer
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207UL

UPSTREAM-LOG
Specifies the length of the recovery log name of the upstream site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207UR

DAMAGE-SITE-LOG
Specifies the recovery log name of the upstream site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207HR

SITE-DAMAGED-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0207HN is
truncated. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207HN_OFF

SITE-REPORTED-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0207TN is
truncated. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207TN_OFF

UPSTREAM-COORD-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0207UN is
truncated. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207UN_OFF

SITE-DAMAGED-VAR
Specifies the location, LUNAME, or IP of the site where heuristic damage occurred. This variable length field
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207HN_D
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SITE-DAMAGED-LEN
Specifies the length of site reported name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207HN_LEN

SITE-DAMAGED-LONG
Specifies the location, LUNAME, or IP of the site where heuristic damage occurred. This complete field name is
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207HN_VAR

SITE-REPORTED-VAR
Specifies the location name of this site (the site writing the IFCID 207 trace record). This variable length field
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207TN_D

SITE-REPORTED-LEN
Specifies the length of the site reported name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207TN_LEN

SITE-REPORTED-LONG
Specifies the location name of this site (the site writing the IFCID 207 trace record). This complete field name is
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207TN_VAR

UPSTREAM-COORD-VAR
Specifies the location, LUNAME, or IP of the upstream coordinator of this site (the site writing the IFCID 207 trace
record). This field is blank if this site has no upstream coordinator. This variable length field contains the complete
name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207UN_D

UPSTREAM-COORD-LEN
Specifies the length of upstream coordinator name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207UN_LEN

UPSTREAM-COORD-LONG
Specifies the location, luname, or IP of the upstream coordinator of this site (the site writing the IFCID 207 trace
record). This field is blank if this site has no upstream coordinator. This complete field name is expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0207UN_VAR

(208) SYNCPOINT-ERROR
This record is written when a protocol error occurs during the SNA sync point process with a remote site. Examples of
SNA sync point protocols errors include:

• An unknown SNA PS header was received.
• An SNA PS header was received in the wrong sequence.
• An invalid LU6.2 verb sequence was detected.
• The remote site issued deallocate type (ABEND_SVC).

This record contains the following fields:

REMOTE-LOCATION
Location name or LUNAME of the remote partner involved in the protocol error.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208LO

NETID
NETID portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208NT
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LUNAME
LUNAME portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208LU

INSTANCE
Instance number portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208IN

LUW-SEQNUM
LUW sequence number (commit count) portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208CM

TOKEN
Local token representing the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208TK

LOG-RBA
Recovery log RBA (URID) for the thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208UR

DB2-ROLE
Role of DB2 in the LUW:
C

Coordinator of LUW
P

Participant in LUW
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208RL

DETECTOR
Which site detected the error:
L

Local
R

Remote
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208DT

LOCAL-STATUS
Status of the local DB2 thread:
C

Local UOW committed
A

Local UOW rolled back
I

Local UOW is in doubt
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208TS

ASSUMED-STATUS
Assumed status of the remote thread:
C

Probably committed
A

Probably rolled back
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I
Probably in doubt

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208PS
MESSAGE-FLAG

Data communications information flags:
B'1.......'

Send
B'0.......'

Receive
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208FL

MESSAGE-SENT-LENGTH
Length of the last message sent by this DB2 site during sync point processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208LS

MESSAGE-SENT
Last message sent by this DB2 site during sync point processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208MS

MESSAGE-RECEIVED-LENGTH
Length of the last message received by this DB2 site during sync point processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208LR

MESSAGE-RECEIVED
Last message received by this DB2 site during sync point processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208MR

RPL
VTAM RPL associated with the last message received during sync point processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208VR

RPL-EXTENSION
VTAM RPL extension (ISTRPL6X), which describes the LU 6.2 verb indicators for the last message received.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208VX

REMOTE-LOCATION-OFFSET
If the QW0208LO field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208LO_OFF

REMOTE-LOCATION-VAR
The location, LUNAME, or IP of the remote partner involved in the protocol error. This is a variable length field that
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208LO_D

REMOTE-LOCATION-LEN
Length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208LO_LEN

REMOTE-LOCATION-LONG
The location, luname, or IP of the remote partner involved in the protocol error. This is the complete field name
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0208LO_VAR
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(209) COMMUNICATION-LOST
This record is written when a communication failure occurs after Phase 1 of the SNA commit process. The thread that
experiences the communication failure might still be in doubt at the participant location.

REMOTE-LOCATION
Location name or LUNAME of the remote partner involved in the communication failure.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0209LO

NETID
NETID portion of the LUWID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0209NT

LUNAME
LUNAME portion of the LUWI
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0209LU

INSTANCE
Instance number portion of the LUWID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0209IN

LUW-SEQNUM
LUW sequence number (commit count) portion of the LUWID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0209CM

TOKEN
Local token representing the LUWID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0209TK

LOG-RBA
Recovery log RBA (URID) for the thread
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0209UR

DB2-ROLE
Role of DB2 in the LUW:
C

Coordinator of LUW
P

Participant in LUW
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0209RL

LOCAL-STATUS
Status of the local DB2 thread:
C

Local UW committed
A

Local UW rolled back
I

Local UW is in doubt
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0209TS

REMOTE-LOCATION-OFFSET
If the QW0209LO field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0209LO_OFF
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REMOTE-LOCATION-VAR
The location, LUNAME, or IP of the remote partner involved in the communication failure. This field is a variable
length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0209LO_D

REMOTE-LOCATION-LEN
Length of location name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0209LO_LEN

REMOTE-LOCATION-LONG
The location, LUNAME, or IP of the remote partner involved in the communication failure. This field is the
complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0209LO_VAR

(210) REMOTE-LOG-CHANGE
IFCID 210 records changed recovery log names.

This record is written when the remote site warm starts with a recovery log name that differs from the recovery log name it
used last. Db2 has no threads that require resolving and accepts the new recovery log name.

REMOTE-LOCATION
Specifies the location name or LUNAME of the remote site that sent the warm start indication.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0210LO

LOG-USED-LENGTH
Specifies the length of the partner's recovery log name that was used in the warm start (1-64 bytes).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0210WL

LOG-USED
Specifies partner's warm start recovery log name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0210WR

LOG-PREV-LENGTH
Specifies the length of the partner's previous recovery log name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0210PL

LOG-PREV
Partner's previous recovery log name. Db2 requires this log for resynchronization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0210PR

REMOTE-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name when QW0210LO is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0210LO_OFF

REMOTE-LOCATION-VAR
The location, LUNAME, or IP of the remote site that sent the warm start indication. This field is a variable length
field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0210LO_D

REMOTE-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0210LO_LEN
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REMOTE-LOCATION-LONG
The location, LUNAME, or IP of the remote site that sent the warm start indication. This complete field name is
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0210LO_VAR

(211) CLAIM
(211) CLAIM records information about making or releasing a claim, or changing a claim duration. One record is written for
each request to make a claim, release a claim, and change a claim duration.

DBID
Database identifier of the object of the claim request. This field contains zero if the request is for a release of all
claims.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0211DB

OBID
Page set identifier of the object of the claim request. This field contains zero if the request is for a release of all
claims.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0211PS

PARTITION
Partition number of the object of the claim request. This field contains zero if the request is for a release of all
claims or if the table space or index is non-partitioned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0211PT

REQUEST
Indicates the request type:
A

Acquire the claim
C

Change the claim
R

Release the claim
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0211RQ

CLASS
Indicates the claim class:
C

Cursor stability
R

Repeatable read
W

Write
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0211CC

DURATION
Indicates the duration of the claim:
C

Held until a commit
H

Held across a commit
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A
Allocate

' '
Claim is released

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0211DU
RESULT

The result of the claim request:
x'00'

Successful
x'08'

Unsuccessful
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0211RC

REASON
Indicates the reason for the unsuccessful claim:
x'00C90080'

Resource is started for read-only access
x'00C90081'

Resource is stopped
x'00C90082'

Resource is in use by a utility
x'00C90083'

Resource is in use by a utility that allows only read-only access
x'00C90086'

Resource is started for utility-only access
x'00C90088'

There is a deadlock
x'00C9008E'

There is a timeout
x'00C90092'

IRLM is out of storage
x'00C90093'

There is an error in IRLM
x'00C90097'

The resource has an image copy pending
x'00C900A0'

Resource has a recovery pending
x'00C900A3'

Resource has a check pending
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0211RS

(212) DRAIN
(212) DRAIN records information about draining and releasing a drain. One record is written for each request to drain a
claim class and for each request to release a drain on a claim class.
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DBID
Database identifier of the object of the drain request. This field contains zero if the request is for a release of all
drains.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0212DB

OBID
Page set identifier of the object of the drain request. This field contains zero if the request is for a release of all
drains.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0212PS

PARTITION
Partition number of the object of the drain request. This field contains zero if the request is for a release of all
drains or if the table space or index is non-partitioned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0212PT

REQUEST
Request type:
D

Drain
R

Release the claim
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0212RQ

CLASS
Claim class to be drained:
C

Cursor stability
R

Repeatable read
W

Write
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0212CC

MODE
Mode of the drain lock requested:
I

Intent exclusive
X

Exclusive
' '

Drain is released
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0212MO

RESULT
Result of the drain request:
x'00'

Successful
x'08'

Unsuccessful
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0212RC

REASON
Reason for the unsuccessful drain:
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x'00C90088'
There is a deadlock.

x'00C9008E'
There is a timeout.

x'00C90092'
IRLM is out of storage.

x'00C90093'
There is an error in IRLM.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0212RS

(213) DRAIN-SUSPEND-ST
(213) DRAIN-SUSPEND-ST records the beginning of a wait for a drain lock. For the end of the wait, see IFCID 214. For
drain locks, this record is written instead of IFCID 44.

LOCK-HASH
Hash value of the locked resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0213LH

LOCK-NAME
Internal 32-byte hexadecimal lock name that consists of a lock name length, lock qualifier, DBID value, OBID
value, and a partition value if applicable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0213LK

LOCK-NAME-LENGTH
Length of the lock name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0213KL

LOCK-QUALIFIER
2-byte lock qualifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0213KQ

RESOURCE-TYPE
Flag byte indicating the type of lock resource:
x'20'

Cursor stability drain
x'21'

Repeatable read drain
x'22'

Write drain
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0213KT

LOCK-RESOURCE-NAME
Name of the locked resource (in hex). All lock resource names begin with a header consisting of the following
fields:
QW0213LH

Hash value
QW0213KL

Length
QW0213KQ

Qualifier
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QW0213KT
Type

The rest of the name (28 bytes) is as follows:
Bytes 1-2

DBID
Bytes 3-4

OBID
Bytes 5-6

Partition number
Bytes 7-28

N/A (zero)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0213RN

DBID
First 2 bytes of the lock resource name which usually identify the DBID of a pageset's database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0213DB

OBID
Bytes 3 and 4 of the lock resource name which usually identify the OBID of the table/index space page set or a
table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0213PS

PARTITION
Bytes 5 and 6 of the lock resource name which usually identify a partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0213PT

FUNCTION
Lock function code indicator byte:
x'02'

Lock function
x'03'

Unlock function
x'04'

Change function
x'06'

Query function
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0213FC

STATE
Lock state indicator byte:
x'00'

Any (change or unlock can use this)
x'01'

Reserved
x'02'

Intent share (IS lock)
x'03'

Intent exclusive (IX lock)
x'04'

Share (S lock)
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x'05'
Update (U lock)

x'06'
Share with intent exclusive (SIX lock)

x'07'
Non-Shared Update (NSU lock)

x'08'
Exclusive (X lock)

x'FF'
Request was denied

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0213ST
DURATION

Contains the lock duration indicator byte:
x'20' MANUAL

Lock is held only as long as necessary
x'21' MANL+1

Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally)

x'40' COMMIT
Lock is held until commit

x'41' CMMT+1
Locks needed to maintain the position of a cursor opened “with hold” are held past commit

x'60' ALLOC
Lock is held until deallocation

x'80' PLAN
Lock is held for the duration of the plan

x'81' UTIL
Lock is held for the duration of the utility execution

x'FE' INTRST
Lock is held for the duration used for P-locks

x'FF' FREE
Lock is held until all locks are freed

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0213DR
LOCK-REQ-TYPE

Lock request type or mode:
x'80'

: 1—Conditional, 0—Unconditional
x'40'

: 1—Automatic release, 0—ACQUIRE
x'20'

: 1—Single unlock, 0—Unlock group
x'10'

: 1—Resultant state, 0—Count by state
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0213FL
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REASON-SUSPEND
Reason for the suspend:
LC

IRLM latch contention
LR

Local resource contention
GR

Global resource contention
IS

Inter-system communication
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0213WS

LOCK-TYPE
Type of lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0213KT

LOCK-FUNC
Identifies the lock request as a LOCK, UNLOCK, CHANGE, or QUERY.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0213FC

LOCK-STATE
Identifies the lock state as:
ANY

Any lock
IS

Intent share
IX

Intent exclusive
S

Share
U

Update
SIX

Share w/int exclusive
X

Exclusive
LOCK-DUR

Identifies when a lock on a resource is released:
MANUAL

For plans that were bound with isolation level CS, Db2 does not wait until the next commit point to release
locks on pages that were not updated

MANL+1
Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally)

COMMIT
Lock is released when the lock holder issues a COMMIT

CMMT+1
Locks needed to maintain the position of a cursor opened “with hold”, which are held past commit
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ALLOC
Lock is released at resource deallocation

PLAN
Lock is released at plan deallocation

UTIL
Lock is released at utility termination

INTRST
Interest duration for P-locks

FREE
Lock is released when all locks are freed

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0213DR
LOCK-RESOURCE

Name of a locked object.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0213RN

LOCK-RESOURCE-SHORT
The shortened name of a lock resource. This field does not include page number, subpage, anchor, collection
token, and labels.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0213RN

LOCK-DATABASE
Database in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0213RN

LOCK-OBJECT
Page set in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0213RN

LOCK-DATASET
The dataset partition number in quotes and prefixed with PARTITION.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0213RN

(214) DRAIN-SUSPEND
(214) DRAIN-SUSPEND records the end of a wait for a drain lock. For the beginning of the wait, see IFCID 213. For drain
locks, this record is written instead of IFCID 45.

REASON-RESUME
Resume reason:
D

Deadlock
T

Timeout
N

Normal resume
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0214R

LOCK-HASH
Locked resource name hash value.

LOCK-NAME
Internal 32-byte hexadecimal lock name consisting of a lock name length, lock qualifier, DBID value, OBID value,
and a partition value if applicable (next 7 fields).
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LOCK-NAME-LENGTH
Length of the lock name.

LOCK-QUALIFIER
Two byte lock qualifier

RESOURCE-TYPE
Flag byte indicating the type of lock resource:
x'20'

Cursor stability drain
x'21'

Repeatable read drain
x'22'

Write drain
LOCK-RESOURCE-NAME

Name of the locked resource (in hex). All lock resource names begin with a header consisting of the following
fields:
QW0213LH

Hash value
QW0213KL

Length
QW0213KQ

Qualifier
QW0213KT

Type
The rest of the name (28 bytes) is as follows:
Bytes 1-2

DBID
Bytes 3-4

OBID
Bytes 5-6

Partition number
Bytes 7-28

N/A (zero)
DBID

First 2 bytes of the lock resource name, which usually identifies the DBID of a page set's database.
OBID

Bytes 3 and 4 of the lock resource name, which usually identifies the OBID of the table/index space page set or a
table.

PARTITION
Bytes 5 and 6 of the lock resource name, which usually identifies a partition number.

FUNCTION
Lock function code indicator byte:
x'02'

Lock function
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x'03'
Unlock function

x'04'
Change function

x'06'
Query function

STATE
Lock state indicator byte:
x'00'

Any (change or unlock can use this)
x'01'

Reserved
x'02'

Intent share (IS lock)
x'03'

Intent exclusive (IX lock)
x'04'

Share (S lock)
x'05'

Update (U lock)
x'06'

Share with intent exclusive (SIX lock)
x'07'

Non-Shared Update (NSU lock)
x'08'

Exclusive (X lock)
x'FF'

Request was denied
DURATION

Lock duration indicator byte:
x'20' MANUAL

Lock is held only as long as necessary
x'21' MANL+1

Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally)

x'40' COMMIT
Lock is held until commit

x'41' CMMT+1
Locks needed to maintain the position of a cursor opened “with hold” are held past commit

x'60' ALLOC
Lock is held until deallocation

x'80' PLAN
Lock is held for the duration of the plan
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x'81' UTIL
Lock is held for the duration of the utility execution

x'FE' INTRST
Lock is held for the duration used for P-locks

x'FF' FREE
Lock is held until all locks are freed

LOCK-REQ-TYPE
Lock request type or mode:
x'80'

: 1—conditional, 0—unconditional
x'40'

: 1—automatic release, 0—ACQUIRE
x'20'

: 1—single unlock, 0—unlock group
x'10'

: 1—resultant state, 0—count by state
REASON-SUSPEND

Reason for the suspend:
LC

IRLM latch contention
LR

Local resource contention
GR

Global resource contention
IS

Inter-system communication
LOCK-TYPE

Type of lock
LOCK-FUNC

Identifies the lock request as a LOCK, UNLOCK, CHANGE or QUERY.
LOCK-RESOURCE

Name of a locked object.
LOCK-RESOURCE-SHORT

A shortened version of the previous field. This field does not include page number, subpage, anchor, collection
token, and labels.

LOCK-DATABASE
Database in which a locked object resides.

LOCK-OBJECT
Page set in which a locked object resides.

LOCK-DATASET
Data set partition number in quotes and prefixed with PARTITION.

LOCK-STATE
Identifies the lock state:
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ANY
Any lock

IS
Intent share

IX
Intent exclusive

S
Share

U
Update

SIX
Share w/int exclusive

X
Exclusive

LOCK-DUR
Identifies the lock duration:
x'20' MANUAL

Lock is held only as long as necessary
x'21' MANL+1

Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally)

x'40' COMMIT
Lock is held until commit

x'41' CMMT+1
Locks needed to maintain the position of a cursor opened “with hold” are held past commit

x'60' ALLOC
Lock is held until deallocation

x'80' PLAN
Lock is held for the duration of the plan

x'81' UTIL
Lock is held for the duration of the utility execution

x'FE' INTRST
Lock is held for the duration used for P-locks

x'FF' FREE
Lock is held until all locks are freed

REASON-SUSPEND-FLAGS
Flag field indicating the suspend reason. There might be multiple suspend reasons. For example, the initial
reason might be latch contention. This might be followed by local resource contention and then global contention.
A suspended work unit must wait and is prohibited from requesting more work. Values include:
x'80'

IRLM latch contention
x'40'

IRLM queued request
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x'20'
Local resource contention

x'10'
Serviceability field

x'08'
Intersystem communication is required to resolve the IRLM lock request

x'04'
Serviceability field

x'02'
Inter-system message was sent

x'01'
Serviceability field

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0214SR
GLOBAL-CONTEN

Flag indicating the extent of global contention. If neither bits X'20' or X'10' are on then there is false contention.
x'80'

Serviceability field (always on for global contention)
x'40'

Serviceability field
x'20'

: 1—MVS cross-system extended services (XES) resource contention, 0—XES resource contention
x'10':

1—IRLM global resource contention, 0—Global resource contention
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0214XR

(215) CLAIM-WAIT-ST
(215) CLAIM-WAIT-ST records the beginning of a wait for the number of claims to go to zero. For the end of the wait, see
IFCID 216.

DBID
Identifies the DBID of the database of the drain request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0215DB

OBID
Identifies the OBID of the table or index space page set of the drain request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0215PS

PARTITION
Partition number of the object of the drain request. This field will be zero if the object is not partitioned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0215PT

CLASS
Claim class:
C

Cursor stability read
R

Repeatable read
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W
Write

IBM Db2 Field Name:
QW0215CC

CLAIMS
Number of claims pending for this resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0215CT

(216) CLAIM-WAIT
(216) CLAIM-WAIT records the end of a wait for a claim count to go to zero. For the beginning of the wait, see IFCID 215.

DBID
Identifies the DBID of the database of the drain request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0216DB

OBID
Identifies the OBID of the table or index space page set of the drain request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0216PS

PARTITION
Partition number of the object of the drain request. This field will be zero if the object is not partitioned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0216PT

CLASS
Claim class:
C

Cursor stability read
R

Repeatable read
W

Write
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0216CC

REASON
Reason for the resume:
T

Timeout
N

Normal resume
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0216R

CLAIMS
Number of claims pending for this resource.

(217) STMG-POOL-STATS
IFCID 217 contains real-time statistics about the Db2 storage pool use.

This record contains the following fields:

NOTE
This record contained many fields that were removed with Db2 10. These fields are not included in this
documentation, but you can find them in help for the online panels.
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QW0217PH
The IBM serviceability field that specifies the PHB Pointer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0217PH

TOT-POOL-STG
Specifies the amount of total storage in the pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0217ST

STG-CLASS
Specifies the storage class.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0217CL

MVS-SUBPOOL
Specifies the MVS storage subpool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0217BP

SYSTEM-POOL-FLAGS
Specifies the following system pool flag bits:
x'80'

Indicates a fixed storage pool.
x'40'

Indicates a variable storage pool.
x'20'

Indicates one of the following conditions:
1

More IFCID 217 records follow.
0

This record is the last IFCID 217 record in the sequence.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0217FL

STG-POOL-DESC
Specifies the storage pool description.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0217DE

SYSTEM-POOL-ASID
Specifies the storage pool owner ASID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0217AS

QW02173H
(s) IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02173H

AGT-TOT-POOL-STG
Specifies the amount of total storage in the pool that is used by the Db2 thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02173T

AGT-STG-CLASS
Specifies the storage class of the thread storage. The following values are valid:
<=10

Indicates 31-bit ECSA
11-19

Indicates 31-bit private
20

Indicates 64-bit private
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21
Indicates 64-bit shared

30
Indicates 64-bit common

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02173L
AGT-MVS-SUBPOOL

Specifies the MVS storage subpool ID for the thread storage. This field only applies to 31-bit storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02173P

AGENT-POOL-FLAGS
Specifies the following agent pool flag bits:
x'80'

Indicates a fixed storage pool.
x'40'

Indicates a variable storage pool.
x'20'

Indicates one of the following conditions:
1

More IFCID 217 records follow.
0

This record is the last IFCID 217 record in the sequence.
x'10'

Indicates a child task for parallelism.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02173F

QW02173C
The IBM serviceability field that specifies the CT pointer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02173C

AGT-CORR-ID
Specifies the correlation ID of the thread for which the storage is reported.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0217QR

AGT-CONN-NAME
Specifies the connection name of the thread for which the storage is reported.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0217QN

AGT-PLAN-NAME
Specifies the plan name of the thread for which the storage is reported.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0217QP

AGT-ENDUSER-USERID
Specifies the user ID of the end user of the thread for which the storage is reported.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0217QD

AGT-ENDUSER-TRANSACTION
Specifies the transaction name of the end user of the thread for which the storage is reported.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0217QX

AGT-ENDUSER-WORKSTATION
Specifies the workstation name of the end user of the thread for which the storage is reported.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0217QW

AGT-AUTH-ID
Specifies the authorization ID.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0217QA
AGENT-POOL-ASID

Specifies the owning ASID of the agent pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0217AL

IRLM-POOL-NAME
Specifies the IRLM Storage subpool name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02174_PNM

IRLM-CURR-SEGMENT-NUM
Specifies the current number of segments.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02174_CSEG

IRLM-HIGH-SEGMENT-NUM
Specifies the high number of segments.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02174_HSEG

IRLM-POOL-EXP-NUM
Specifies the number of pool expansions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02174_PEX

IRLM-POOL-COMPRESS-NUM
Specifies the number of pool compressions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02174_PCM

IRLM-POOL-FLAGS
Specifies the following IRLM pool flag bits:
x'80'

Indicates that more IRLM Pool data follow in one or more IFCID 217 records.
x'40'

Indicates that an internal error occurred while statistics data was gathered. The data in this section is
invalid.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02174_FLG1

(218) COM-LSN-TST-AGT
(218) COM-LSN-TST-AGT contains information used to determine whether lock avoidance techniques can be used.

AGENT-LOCK-OPTIMIZED
Indicates whether there was a successful COMMIT_LSN test during the unit of work:
Y

Yes, test successful
N

No, test not successful
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0218CT

PAGESET-COUNT
Number of page set subrecords.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0218N

DBID
Identifies the DBID of the page set's database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0218PD

OBID
Identifies the OBID of the table or index space page set.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0218PP
PAGESET-LOCK-OPTIMIZED

Indicates whether there was a successful COMMIT_LSN test during the unit of work for the page set:
Y

Yes, test successful
N

No, test not successful
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0218PC

(219) UTILITY-LIST
This record contains information on the use of a utility LISTDEF list. This record is written when performance trace class
10 is on or when audit trace class 8 is on.

LIST-NAME
LISTDEF name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0219LN

LIST-TYPE
LISTDEF type:
T

Tablespace list
I

Indexspace list
M

Mixed list
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0219LT

LIST-SIZE
List size in bytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0219LS

(220) UTILITY-STATS
This record contains information about utility data sets and is written when a utility output data set is closed. The
information in this record covers the time between open and close of the data set. This record is written when the
performance trace class 10 is on or when audit trace class 8 is on.

DD-NAME
DDNAME, padded with blanks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0220DD

DSNAME
Data set name, padded with blanks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0220DN

TEMPLATE-NAME
Template name, if a template is used
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0220TN

READS
Number of reads of the data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0220RD
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WRITES
Number of writes to the data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0220WR

CHECKS
Number of times the check macro was invoked for the data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0220CH

EOVS
Number of times that an end-of-volume condition occurred during a write to the data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0220EV

IO-WAIT-TIME
I/O wait time, in milliseconds, for the data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0220WT

OPEN-TIMESTMP
Timestamp when the data set was first opened for output.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0220OT

DEVICE-TYPE
Device type on which the data set resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0220DT

(221) PARALLEL-GROUP-EXE
This record contains information about the degree of parallel I/O processing for a parallel group.

Non-Repeating Fields

The following fields appear once in the PARALLEL-GROUP-EXE record.

RECORD-LOCATION
Identifies the name by which Db2 refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a network of subsystems. It is the
location on whose behalf the statement is being executed. The location name is defined in the communications
database in table SYSIBM.LOCATIONS, which maps location names to VTAM LUNAMEs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221LN

COLLECTION-ID
18 character name which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter
of the BIND PACKAGE statement
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PC

PROGRAM
Name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement is being
executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements generated by the Db2 precompiler.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PN

CONSISTENCY-TOKEN
Precompiler timestamp value of the package or DBRM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221TS

STMT-NO
Precompiler statement number of the program (DBRM or package) for the SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221SN

QUERY-BLOCK
Query block number within the SQL statement for which parallel I/O processing is being attempted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221QN
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PARALLEL-GROUP
Parallel group number assigned by the Db2 optimizer at bind time which identifies a particular parallel I/O
operation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221GN

PLANNED-DEGREE
Planned degree of parallel I/O processing at bind time. Parallel I/O processing decisions are made at bind time.
However, this field contains zeros if the statement has host variables. Host variables cause the parallel I/O
processing decision to be made at run time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PD

RUN-DEGREE
Planned degree of parallel I/O processing at run time. The value in this field might be different from the value
assigned at bind time (QW0221PD) because of the following:

• Host variables.
• No ESA sort support.
• Update/delete type cursor.
• Parallel group is empty.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221RD
USED-DEGREE

Actual degree of parallel I/O processing at run time. The actual degree of parallel I/O processing is dependent
on buffer pool availability. This number indicates how many data (QW0221D) sections exist in this series of
IFCID 221 records. However, when this field is 1, then no data section is written, because the plan for parallel I/O
processing fell back to sequential execution mode.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221AD

TOTAL-RECORDS
Number of IFCID 221 records that together complete this series of records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221NR

CURRENT-RECORD
Number of this particular IFCID 221 record in the series of records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221TR

DEGREE-REASON
Reason for deriving the planned degree of parallel I/O processing at run time:
0

Normal condition. This means that the planned run time degree is derived from the planned bind time
degree.

1
Host variable partitioning.

2
No ESA sort support.

3
The cursor might be used for update or delete.

4
The parallel group is empty (row not found for this parallel group).

5
MVS/ESA enclave services not available.

6
SPRMMDEG value applied.
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7
Parallel group is under autonomous procedure.

8
Parallel group degree is either reduced or degenerated to sequential due to storage negotiation.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221RN
LOW-PAGE-RANGE

Low page number of the page range for the partition, if the partitioning scheme is using a page range. Use of
page partitioning is determined by Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PL

HIGH-PAGE-RANGE
High page number of the page range for the partition, if the partitioning scheme is using a page range. Use of
page partitioning is determined by Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PH

RESOURCE-EXPLOIT
Flag describing what type of bandwidth exploitation was used. Field values can be:
I

I/O Bandwidth
C

CPU Bandwidth
X

CEC (Sysplex) bandwidth
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221MO

NUM-MEMB-QUERY
Number of members on which a query executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221XC

NUM-REPT-SECTS
Number of repeating data sections in this trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221N

TYPE-REPT-SECTS
Type of repeating data sections in this trace record.
C

Record contains repeating section C
D

Record contains repeating section D
E

Record contains repeating section E
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221TP

RECORD-LOCATION-OFFSET
If the QW0221LN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by Db2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that Db2 is providing a long name
in the trace record
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221LN_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
If the QW0221PC field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
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trace record produced by Db2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that Db2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PC_OFF

PROGRAM-OFFSET
If the QW0221PN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by Db2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that Db2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PN_OFF

RECORD-LOCATION-VAR
Identifies the name by which Db2 refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a network of subsystems. It is the
location on whose behalf the statement is being executed. The location name is defined in the communications
database in table SYSIBM.LOCATIONS, which maps location names to VTAM LU names. This is a variable
length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221LN_D

RECORD-LOCATION-LEN
Length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221LN_LEN

RECORD-LOCATION-LONG
Identifies the name by which Db2 refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a network of subsystems. It is the
location on whose behalf the statement is being executed. The location name is defined in the communications
database in table SYSIBM.LOCATIONS, which maps location names to VTAM LU names. This is the complete
field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221LN_VAR

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
A name which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of the BIND
PACKAGE statement. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PC_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Length of collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PC_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
A name which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of the BIND
PACKAGE statement. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PC_VAR

PROGRAM-VAR
Shows the name of the program or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement is being
executed. A program or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements generated by the Db2 precompiler. This is a
variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PN_D

PROGRAM-LEN
Length of program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PN_LEN

PROGRAM-LONG
Shows the name of the program or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement is being
executed. A program or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements generated by the Db2 precompiler. This is the
complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PN_VAR
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PARTITION-TYPE
Type of partition for low and high pages in the partition range:
L

Logical low and high pages
P

Physical low and high pages
x'00'

Pages other than partition pages
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221ZZ

PAR-SYS-NEG-LVL
Identifies the parallel system negotiation level (Serviceability field).
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221STOLEV

BIT-MAP-PSNC
Identifies the BIT MAP for parallel system negotiation calculations (Serviceability field).
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221STOMAP

Repeating Fields

The following list describes the repeating fields on the PARALLEL-GROUP-EXE record. The number of occurrences is in
the NUM-REPT-SECTS field, and the type of repeating field is in the TYPE-REPT-SECTS field.

Repeating section C
DBID

DBID of an object involved in a parallel access or join. Zero means this is a work file DBID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221DB

PSID
PSID of an object involved in a parallel access or join. Zero means this is a work file PSID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PS

PS-TYPE
Type of page set:
T

Table space
I

Index
W

Work file
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221TY

BUFFER-POOL-ID
Buffer pool id (0-49 for BP0 through BP49, 80-89 for BP32K through BP32K9, 100-109 for BP8K0 through
BP8K9, and 120-129 for BP16K0 through BP16K9)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221BP

QW0221DN
Number of QW0221CD section
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Repeating section D
RANGE-STATUS

Status of this partition range:
0

Normal condition. A parallel task is created for this partition range.
1

Empty partition range. No parallel task is created for this partition range.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221AN

LOW-KEY
First 240 bytes of the low boundary key range, if the partitioning scheme is using a key range (this is the key
range on the table definition).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221KL

HIGH-KEY
First 240 bytes of the high boundary key range, if the partitioning scheme is using a key range (this is the key
range on the table definition).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221KH

LOW-PAGE-RANGE
Low page number of the page range for the partition, if the partitioning scheme is using a page range. Use of
page partitioning is determined by Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PL in Db2 11 and prior, QW0221PL4 from Db2 12

HIGH-PAGE-RANGE
High page number of the page range for the partition, if the partitioning scheme is using a page range. Use of
page partitioning is determined by Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PH in Db2 11 and prior, QW0221PH4 from Db2 12

LOW-PAGE-PARTNO
Shows the lowest page number in the partition.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PLPART

HIGH-PAGE-PARTNO
Shows the highest page number in the partition.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221PHPART

Repeating section E
GRP-MEMBER

Db2 member name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221MN

CONSTRAINT
Whether the buffer pool is constrained:
Y

Constrained.
N

Not constrained
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0221CS

QW0221CZ
Individual constrained Db2 entry.
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(222) PARALLEL-GROUP-SUM
This record contains information about the degree of parallel I/O processing for a parallel group.

Non-Repeating Fields

This record contains information about the degree of parallel I/O processing for a parallel group.

RECORD-LOCATION-OFFSET
If the QW0222LN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222LN_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
If the QW0222PC field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222PC_OFF

PROGRAM-OFFSET
If the QW0222PN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222PN_OFF

RECORD-LOCATION-VAR
This field identifies the name by which DB2 refers to a particular DB2 subsystem in a network of subsystems.
It is the location on whose behalf the statement is being executed. The location name is defined in the
communications database in table SYSIBM.LOCATIONS, which maps location names to VTAM LU names. This is
a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222LN_D

RECORD-LOCATION-LEN
Length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222LN_LEN

RECORD-LOCATION-LONG
This field identifies the name by which DB2 refers to a particular DB2 subsystem in a network of subsystems.
It is the location on whose behalf the statement is being executed. The location name is defined in the
communications database in table SYSIBM.LOCATIONS, which maps location names to VTAM LU names. This is
the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222LN_VAR

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
A name which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of the BIND
PACKAGE statement. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222PC_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Length of collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222PC_LEN
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COLLECTION-ID-LONG
A name which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of the BIND
PACKAGE statement. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222PC_VAR

PROGRAM-VAR
This field shows the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current
statement is being executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements generated by the DB2
precompiler. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222PN_D

PROGRAM-LEN
Length of program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222PN_LEN

PROGRAM-LONG
This field shows the name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current
statement is being executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements generated by the DB2
precompiler. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222PN_VAR

RECORD-LOCATION
Identifies the name by which DB2 refers to a particular DB2 subsystem in a network of subsystems. It is the
location on whose behalf the statement is being executed. The location name is defined in the communications
database in table SYSIBM.LOCATIONS, which maps location names to VTAM LUNAMEs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222LN

COLLECTION-ID
18-character name which identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter
of the BIND PACKAGE statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222PC

PROGRAM
Name of the package ID or database request module (DBRM) from which the current statement is being
executed. A package or DBRM is a collection of SQL statements generated by the DB2 precompiler.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222PN

CONSISTENCY-TOKEN
Precompiler timestamp value of the package or DBRM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222TS

STATEMENT-NUMBER
Precompiler statement number of the program (DBRM or package) for the SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222SN

ROWS-PROCESSED
Number of rows processed for the pipe.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222PR

QUERY-BLOCK
Query block number within the SQL statement for which the data applies.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222QN

PARALLEL-GROUP
Parallel group number which uniquely identifies the parallel I/O operation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222GN
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PIPE-START
Timestamp of pipe creation (in DB2 timestamp format). A pipe is the data structure that is created when the main
task sets up for parallel I/O processing. This time, along with the pipe stop time (QW0222PE), indicates how much
time it takes to set up and process a query using parallel I/O processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222PS

PIPE-END
Timestamp of pipe termination (in DB2 timestamp format). This is when all parallel I/O processing for this task
ends. This time, along with pipe start time (QW0222PS), indicates how much time it takes to set up and process a
query using parallel I/O processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222PE

PIPE-COUNT
Number of subpipe (QW0222N) sections in this record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222RN

QW0222NR
Number of QW0222SP records that make up this series of QW0222 records. This field is identified by its IBM DB2
field name.

QW0222TR
Number of the QW0222 records within the series of QW0222 records. This field is identified by its IBM DB2 field
name.

Subpipe Fields - Repeating

The following fields occur the number of times indicated in PIPE-COUNT (QW0222RN). When referencing repeated
members of each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1,2, 3, and so on) in parentheses after the field
name. The first fields have IQL field names:

SUBPIPE-START
Timestamp of subpipe creation (in DB2 timestamp format). A subpipe is a data structure used for one of the
individual groups in an operation using parallel I/O processing. This time, along with the subpipe end time
(QW0222SE), is a subset of the time represented by pipe start (QW0222PS) and pipe end (QW0222PE).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222SS

SUBPIPE-END
Timestamp of subpipe termination (in DB2 timestamp format). See previous additional information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222SE

SUBPIPE-ROWS
Number of rows processed for this subpipe.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222SR

The following fields are identified only by their IBM DB2 field name:

QW0222OD
Estimated number of output work files. This field is valid if QW0222FM is 5.

QW0222CS
Number of times the parent task was suspended while waiting for child tasks. This field is valid if QW0222FM is 2,
3, 4, or 5.

QW0222FM
Serviceability field.

QW0222OR
Number of rows consumed. This field is valid only if QW0222FM is 2, 3, or 4.
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QW0222CT
Number of times the child task was suspended while waiting for the parent task. This field is valid only if
QW0222FM is 2, 3, 4, or 5.

The following fields have IQL field names:

SUBPIPE-TASK-TOKEN
Task token associated with this subpipe.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222TK

GRP-MEMBER
Name of the DB2 member that supplies the data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0222SM

(223) COMMIT-LSN-TEST
This IFCID records detailed information about each successful use of lock avoidance.

The first fields are identified only by IBM DB2 field name:

QW0223U
Requesting work unit ID (next 3 fields).

QW0223UA
Serviceability field.

QW0223UW
Serviceability field.

QW0223UE
Serviceability field.

QW0223O
Owning work unit ID (next 3 fields).

QW0223OA
Serviceability field.

QW0223OW
Serviceability field.

QW0223OC
Serviceability field.

QW0223CL
Successful lock avoidance (COMMIT_LSN) technique used

The following fields are identified by IQL Field Name:

RESOURCE-TYPE
Type of resource being accessed:
x'00'

Data page
x'18'

Data row lock
x'19'

Index end-of-file lock
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0223KT
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RESOURCE-NAME
Name of the resource (hex) consisting of a DBID, OBID, page number, and record ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0223RN

DBID
Identifies the DBID of the page set's database for which lock avoidance is requested.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0223KD

OBID
Identifies the OBID of the table or index space page set for which lock avoidance is requested.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0223KP

PAGE-NO
Identifies the page number within the page set for which lock avoidance is requested.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0223K1

ROW-ID
Row ID (RID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0223K2

LRG-PAGE-NO
Page number for a large table space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0223K4

LRG-ROW-ID
Record ID (RID) for a large table space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0223K5

TBLSPACE-TYPE
Type of table space:
N

Non large tablespace (4-byte RID).
L

Tablespace created with the LARGE option or DSSIZE<=4G (5-byte RID).
V

Tablespace created with DSSIZE>4G, EA-enabled (5-byte RID).
R

Range partitioned tablespace using relative page numbers. This option is new with DB2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0223TY

PARTITION
Specifies partition number for a partitioned tablespace using relative page numbers.
This field is new with DB2 12.

IBM Db2 Field Name:
QW0223PT

(224) BYPASSED-PROCEDURE
IFCID 224 is written at the end of a unit of work. It contains a single counter, which records the total columns (actually,
rows times columns) for which an invalid select procedure was encountered. Invalid select procedures are bypassed by
DB2, and this can cause some performance degradation.

A select procedure can be made invalid when DB2 maintenance is applied that directly affects the select procedure. Plans
and packages with invalid select procedures continue to function correctly, but with a small performance degradation. To
eliminate this degradation, rebind any plan or package that cause a nonzero value to appear.
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Rebinding a plan or package re-enables its select procedures. Use IFCID 224 to determine which plans and packages
should be rebound, and to prioritize which rebinds should be done first. IBM recommends that the plans with the highest
column count be rebound first.

COLUMNS-BYPASSED
Select procedure bypass column count. This is the total number of columns (rows times columns per row) for
which a select procedure was bypassed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0224CL

PLAN-PACKAGE-OFFSET
If the QW0224PN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0224PN_OFF

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
If the QW0224CI field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0224CI_OFF

PLAN-PACKAGE-VAR
Plan or package name containing the invalid select procedure. This is a variable length field that contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0224PN_D

PLAN-PACKAGE-LEN
Length of program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0224PN_LEN

PLAN-PACKAGE-LONG
Plan or package name containing the invalid select procedure. This is the complete field name expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0224PN_VAR

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
The collection ID for the invalid select procedure if it is part of a package. Otherwise, it is blank. This is a variable
length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0224CI_D

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Length of collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0224CI_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
The collection ID for the invalid select procedure if it is part of a package. Otherwise, it is blank. This is the
complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0224CI_VAR

(225) STMG-POOL-SUMRY
This section lists the (225) STMG-POOL-SUMRY record fields by the subsections.

This record contains real-time summary statistics about Db2 storage pool use.
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(225) Total Storage Fields

The first fields in the report specify the total storage of various pools or blocks.

PIPE-MANAGER-STG
Specifies total storage for the pipe manager subpool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225PM

RDS-OP-POOL-STG
Specifies total storage for the RDS optimizer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225RO

STMT-CACHE-BLK-STG
Specifies total storage for the statement cache block.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SB

BMDM-TRACE-TBL-STG
Specifies the total storage for the buffer manager or data manager internal trace table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225TT

TOT-SJ-ABOVE-BAR
Specifies the total star join memory pool storage above the 31-bit bar.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SJ

(225) Address Space Summary

This section provides a summary of the address space:

ADDR-SPC-NAME
Contains the address space name of the storage owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225AN

MVS-EXTENDED-RGN
Specifies the MVS maximum extended region size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225RG

MVS-24BIT-LOW-PVT
Specifies MVS 24-bit low private storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225LO

MVS-24BIT-HIGH-PVT
Specifies MVS 24-bit high private storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225HI

MVS-31BIT-LOW-PVT
Specifies MVS 31-bit extended low private storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225EL

MVS-31BIT-HIGH-PVT
Specifies MVS 31-bit extended high private storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225EH

HI-ADDR-24BIT-PVT
Represents the high address of the 24-bit private region.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225TP

HI-ADDR-31BIT-PVT
Represents the high address of the 31-bit private region.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225EP
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MUST-COMPL-STG
Indicates storage that is available only for MUST COMPLETE operations within DB2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225CR

MVS-STG-USE
Indicates the amount of storage for MVS use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225MV

CONTR-STG-CUSH
Specifies the storage cushion warning to storage contraction.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SO

TOT-GETM-STACK-STG
Specifies total getmained stack storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225GS

TOT-STACK-STG
Specifies the total stack storage in use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SU

VARIABLE-STG
Specifies total variable storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225VR

AVAIL-STG
Indicates the amount of available storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225AV

TOT-GETM-STG
Specifies the total allocated storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225GM

FIXED-STG
Specifies total fixed storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225FX

TOT-STK-STG-SYSAGT
Represents the 31-bit stack in use for system agents. This field is a subset of field QW0225SU.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SS

TOT-VAR-ABOVE-BAR
Specifies the total variable storage above the 31-bit bar.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225VA

TOT-FIXD-ABOVE-BAR
Specifies the total fixed storage about the 31-bit bar.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225FA

TOT-GETM-ABOVE-BAR
Specifies the total getmained storage above the 31-bit bar.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225GA

STG-MGR-64BIT-PVT
Indicates the 64-bit private storage for storage manager control structures.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SM

REAL-FRAMES-IN-USE
Specifies the number of real frames that are in use. Each frame is 4 KB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225RL

AUX-SLOTS-IN-USE
Specifies the number of auxiliary slots that are in use. Each slot is 4 KB.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225AX
REAL-4K-64BIT64

Indicates how many real 4-KB frames are used for 64-bit private storage. This field is available in z/OS 1.11 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225HVPAGESINREAL

AUXSLOTS-64BITSE64
Indicates how many 4-KB auxiliary slots are used for 64-bit private storage. This field is available in z/OS 1.11 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225HVAUXSLOTS

HWM-REAL-4K-64BIT
Contains the largest number of real 4-KB frames that are used for 64-bit private storage. This field is available in
z/OS 1.11 or higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225HVGPAGESINREAL

HWM-AUXSLOTS-64BIT
Indicates how many 4-KB auxiliary slots are used for 64-bit private storage. This field is available in z/OS 1.11 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225HVGAUXSLOTS

REAL-4K-64BIT-XBP
Indicates how many real 4-KB frames used are for 64-bit private storage. Buffer pool storage is not included.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225PRISTG_REAL

AUXSLOTS-64BIT-XBP
Indicates how many 4-KB auxiliary slots are used for 64-bit private storage, not including buffer pool storage. Only
auxiliary slots that are occupied by the pages that are paged-out are included.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225PRISTG_AUX

QW02251FLGS
Contains flags for IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02251FLGS

REAL-2G-FRAMES
Specifies the number of real 2G frames available for 64-bit private storage. This field is available in z/OS 1.11 or
higher.
This field is new with DB2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225HVPagesInReal2G

DISCARDED-PAGES
Specifies the number of pages discarded from the private storage that are eligible for page steal.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225PriStg_dpage

(225) Thread Information

Data in this section provides thread information.

ACTIVE-THREADS
Specifies the number of active allied threads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225AT

CASTOUT-ENGS
Specifies the number of castout engines allocated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225CE
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DEFERRED-WRITE-ENGS
Specifies the number of deferred write engines allocated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225DW

GBP-WRITE-ENGS
Specifies the number of GBP write engines allocated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225GW

PREFETCH-ENGS
Specifies the number of prefetch engines allocated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225PF

PLOCK-EXIT-ENGS
Specifies the number of P-lock/notify exit engines allocated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225PL

ACT-DISCONN-DBATS
Represents how many active and disconnected DBATs exist.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225DB

ACT-PARA-CHLD-THDS
Indicates how many active parallel child threads exist.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225PT

(225) Shared and Common Storage Summary

This section provides a summary of the shared and common storage.

MVS-EXTENDED-CSA
Specifies the MVS extended CSA size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225EC

TOT-FIXD-31BIT-COM
Indicates how much 31-bit common fixed pool storage exists.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225FC

TOT-VAR-31BIT-COM
Indicates how much 31-bit common variable pool storage exists.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225VC

TOT-GETM-31BIT-COM
Indicates how much 31-bit common getmained storage exists.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225GC

TOT-FIXD-64BIT-COM
Indicates how much 64-bit common fixed pool storage exists.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225FCG

TOT-VAR-64BIT-COM
Indicates how much 64-bit common variable pool storage exists.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225VCG

TOT-GETM-64BIT-COM
Indicates how much total 64-bit common getmained storage exists.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225GCG

STG-MGR-64BIT-COM
Indicates how much 64-bit common storage exists for storage manager control structures.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SMC
STG-MGR-64BIT-SHR

Indicates how much 64-bit shared storage exists for storage manager control structures.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SMS

SYS-AGT-64BIT-SHR
Represents the 64-bit shared system agent stack.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225GSG_SYS

SYS-AGT-USED64-SHR
Indicates how much 64-bit shared system agent stack is used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SUG_SYS

NSYSAGT-64BIT-SHR
Represents the 64-bit shared nonsystem agent stack.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225GSG

NSYSAGT-USED64-SHR
Indicates how much 64-bit shared nonsystem agent stack is used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SUG

SHR-MEM-OBJS-LPAR
Indicates how many shared memory objects are allocated for this z/OS LPAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SHRNMOMB

SHR-64BIT-PAGES
Indicates how many 64-bit shared memory pages are allocated for this z/OS LPAR, including hidden pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SHRPAGES

HWM-64BIT-GB-SHR
Specifies the highest number of 64-bit shared bytes allocated so far for this z/OS LPAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SHRGBYTES

REAL-4K-64BIT-SHR
Specifies the number of 64-bit shared pages that are backed in real storage (4-KB pages) for this z/OS LPAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SHRINREAL

AUXSLOTS-64BIT-SHR
Represents the use of auxiliary slots for 64-bit shared storage for this z/OS LPAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SHRAUXSLOTS

SHR-PAGEIN-64BIT
Represents how many 64-bit shared pages are pageable in from auxiliary storage for this z/OS LPAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SHRPAGEINS

SHR-PAGEOUT-64BIT
Indicates how many 64-bit shared pages are pageable out to auxiliary storage for this z/OS LPAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SHRPAGEOUTS

TOT-GETM-64BIT-SHR
Specifies the total getmained virtual 64-bit shared storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SG

TOT-VAR-64BIT-SHR
Specifies the total variable virtual shared storage above the bar.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SV

TOT-FIXD-64BIT-SHR
Specifies the total fixed virtual shared storage above the bar.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SF
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QW02253FLGS
Contains miscellaneous flags:
X'80000000'

IBM serviceability use
X'40000000'

IBM serviceability use
X'20000000'

IBM serviceability use
X'10000000'

Discarded storage page counts
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02253FLGS

REAL-64BIT-SHR-DB2
Indicates how many real 4-KB frames are used for 64-bit shared storage, not including shared stack storage. This
value is recorded at the subsystem level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SHRSTG_REAL

AUXSLOTS-64BIT-SHR-DB2
Indicates how many 4-KB auxiliary slots are used for 64-bit shared storage, not including shared stack storage.
Only auxiliary slots that are occupied by pages that are paged out are included. This value is recorded at the
subsystem level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SHRSTG_AUX

REAL-64BIT-SHR-STK-DB2
Indicates how many real 4-KB frames are used for 64-bit shared stack storage. This value is recorded at the
subsystem level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SHRSTKSTG_REAL

AUXSLT-64BIT-SHR-STK-DB2
Indicates how many 4-KB auxiliary slots are used for 64-bit shared stack storage. Only auxiliary slots that are
occupied by pages that are paged out are included. This value is recorded at the subsystem level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SHRSTKSTG_AUX

REAL-64BIT-COM-DB2
Indicates how many real 4-KB frames are used for 64-bit common storage. This value is recorded at the
subsystem level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225COMSTG_REAL

AUXSLOTS-64BIT-COM-DB2
Indicates how many 4-KB auxiliary slots are used for 64-bit common storage. Only auxiliary slots that are
occupied by pages that are paged out are included. This value is recorded at the subsystem level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225COMSTG_AUX

QW0225_RS
(s) Indicates IBM serviceability use.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225_RS

QW0225_WARN
(s) Indicates IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225_WARN

QW0225_REALAVAIL
(s) Indicates IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225_REALAVAIL
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QW0225_REALAVAILLO
(s) Indicates IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225_REALAVAILLO

QW0225_REALAVAILOK
(s) Indicates IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225_REALAVAILOK

QW0225_ESQAS
(s) Indicates IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225_ESQAS

QW0225_ESQA_ALLOC
(s) Indicates IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225_ESQA_ALLOC

QW0225_ESQA_HWM
(s) Indicates IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225_ESQA_HWM

QW0225_ECSA_ALLOC
(s) Indicates IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225_ECSA_ALLOC

QW0225_ECSA_HWM
(s) Indicates IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225_ECSA_HWM

QW0225_ECSA_CONV
(s) Indicates IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225_ECSA_CONV

FRAMES-REAL-LMWRITE
Identifies how many real 4-KB frames the log manager write buffers use in 64-bit common storage.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225_LMWRITE_REAL

FRAMES-AUX-LMWRITE
Identifies how many auxiliary 4-KB frames the log manager write buffers use in 64-bit common storage.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225_LMWRITE_AUX

FRAMES-REAL-LMCTRL
Identifies how many real 4-KB frames the log manager control structures use in 64-bit common storage.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225_LMCTRL_REAL

FRAMES-AUX-LMCTRL
Identifies how many auxiliary 4-KB frames the log manager control structures use in 64-bit common storage.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225_LMCTRL_AUX

DISCARDED-64BIT-SHR-DB2
Specifies the number of discarded pages from shared storage that are eligible for page steal.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225ShrStg_dpage

DISCRD-64BIT-SHR-STK-DB2
Specifies the number of discarded pages from shared stack storage that are eligible for page steal.
This field is new with DB2 11.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225ShrStkStg_dpage
DISCARDED-64BIT-COM-DB2

Specifies the number of discarded pages from high common storage that are eligible for page steal.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225ComStg_dpage

(225) Statement Cache

For DB2 11 and 12, the data in this section provides information about the statement cache and shareable statement
detail.

For DB2 10, the data in this section provides information about the statement Cache and xPROC detail.

THRD-SQL-CACHE-STG
DB2 10: Represents total 31-bit XPROC storage that the dynamic SQL statements use.
DB2 11 and 12: Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SC

TOT-AL-DYN-SQL-STG
Represents the total allocated 64-bit shareable storage that the dynamic SQL statements use.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SC8

CACHEDSTMTS
Specifies the number of dynamic statements that are allocated (active).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225LC

CACHEDSTMTS-THRDSTG
DB2 10: Represents total 31-bit XPROC storage that is used for allocated (active) dynamic SQL statements.
DB2 11 and 12: Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225LS

TOT-REQ-DYN-SQL-STG
Represents total requested 64-bit shareable storage that the dynamic SQL statements use.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225LS8

CACHEDSTMTS-THRDHWM
DB2 10: Represents the highest value for 31-bit XPROC storage that is used for allocated (active) dynamic SQL
statements.
DB2 11 and 12: Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225HS

HWM-TOT-REQ-DYN-SQL
Represents the highest value of total requested 64-bit shareable storage that (active) dynamic SQL statements
use.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225HS8

CACHEDSTMTS-HWM
Specifies the number of allocated (active) dynamic statements when the highest value for storage for allocated
dynamic statements (QW0225HS) was recorded.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225HC

CACHEDSTMTS-HWMTIME
Specifies the time at which the highest value for non-shareable storage for allocated (active) dynamic statements
(QE0225HS) was recorded.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225HT
TOT-XPROC-SQL-STG

DB2 10: Represents 31-bit XPROC storage that is used for static SQL statements.
DB2 11 and 12: Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SX

TOT-AL-STAT-SQL-STG
Represents the total allocated 64-bit shareable storage that static SQL statements use.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225SX8

CACHSTMT-64BIT-THD
Indicates the currently allocated non-shareable storage for thread copies in cached SQL statements above pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225L2

CACHSTMT-64BIT-HWM
Specifies the maximum non-shareable storage allocated for thread copies in cached statements above pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225H2

QW0225F1
(s) Indicates an IBM serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225F1

QW0225F2
(s) Indicates an IBM serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225F2

TOT-CACHSTMT-64BIT
Specifies the total statement cache block storage above the bar.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225S2

TOT-AL-DMH-STG
Specifies the amount of storage that is allocated for the hashing entries in the dynamic statement cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225DMH

(225) Pool Details

Data in this section provides a detailed information about pool storage.

AGT-LOCAL-POOL-STG
Specifies the total allocated stack storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225AL

AGT-SYSTEM-STG
Specifies total thread system storage use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225AS

AGT-LCL-64BIT-VSHR
Represents total agent local storage (64-bit shared variable pools).
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225ALG

AGT-SYS-64BIT-VSHR
Represents total system agent storage (64-bit shared variable pools).
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225ASG

BM-STGBLK-BELOWBAR
Specifies the total buffer manager storage blocks below the 31-bit bar.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225BB
RID-POOL-STG

Specifies total storage for the RID pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225RP

COMPRESS-DICT-STG
Specifies total storage for the compression dictionary.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225CD

ARRAY-VAR-STG
Specifies the array variables total storage.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225AR

(225) IRLM Pool Details

Data in this section provides detailed information about the Internal Resource Lock Manager (IRLM) storage.

IRLM-COM-STG-64BIT
Specifies the total amount of 64-bit common storage in use for all IRLM pools.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225I_ABCSA

IRLM-HWM-COM-STG-64BIT
Specifies the highest amount of 64-bit common storage allocated by all IRLM pools.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225I_ABCSH

IRLM-PRIV-STG-31BIT
Specifies the total amount of 31-bit private storage in use for all IRLM pools.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225I_BBPVT

IRLM-HWM-PRIV-STG-31BIT
Specifies the highest amount of 31-bit private storage allocated by all IRLM pools.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225I_BBPVH

IRLM-PRIV-STG-64BIT
Specifies the total amount of 64-bit private storage in use for all IRLM pools.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225I_ABPVT

IRLM-HWM-PRIV-STG-64BIT
Specifies the highest amount of 64-bit private storage allocated by all IRLM pools.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225I_ABPVH

IRLM-CUR-USE-ECSA
Specifies the total amount of ECSA in use for all IRLM pools.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225I_BBECSA

IRLM-HWM-ECSA
Specifies the highest amount of ECSA allocated by all IRLM pools.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225I_BBECSAH
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IRLM-MAX-VIR-31BIT-STG
Specifies the highest amount of 31-bit virtual private storage for normal IRLM execution. Only storage requests for
must-complete tasks can exceed this value.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225I_BPMAX

IRLM-MAX-VIR-64BIT-STG
Specifies the highest amount of 64-bit virtual private storage for normal IRLM execution. Only storage requests for
must-complete tasks can exceed this value.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0225I_APMAX

(226) PG-LATCH-WAIT-ST
IFCID (226) PG-LATCH-WAIT-ST records the beginning of an agent suspend to wait for a page latch that is currently held
under another agent. The end of the suspend is recorded by (227) PG-LATCH-WAIT.

DBID
Identifies the DBID of the page set's database for which the page latch suspend took place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0226DB

OBID
Identifies the OBID of the table or index space page set for which the page latch suspend took place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0226OB

PAGE-NO
Identifies the page number within the page set for which the page latch suspend took place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0226PN

LATCH-TYPE
Type of latch:
S

Share latch
X

Exclusive latch
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0226F

BUFFER-POOL
Internal identifier for the buffer pool that contains the page set.
Db2 uses 0 through 49 for buffer pools BP0 through BP49, 80 through 89 for buffer pools BP32K through
BP32K9, 100 through 109 for buffer pools BP8K0 through BP8K9, and 120 through 129 for buffer pools BP16K0
through BP16K9.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0226BP

ACE
Specifies ACE (Agent Control Element) address for the thread that the latch suspend took place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0226AC

BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies translated Buffer Pool name.

LRG-PAGE-NO
Specifies page number to read or write.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0226PG

TBLSPACE-TYPE
Specifies the type of table space:
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N
Not large

L
Large

V
Very large

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0226FG
PARTITION

Specifies partition number accessed. This value is 0 if the table space is not partitioned.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0226PT

PGLWT-FLAG1
Specifies flag settings as follows:
x'80'

: 1—Indicates relative page number, 0—absolute page number.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0226P

PAGE-NUM-TYPE
Specifies page number yype:
A

Absolute page number
R

Relative page number
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(227) PG-LATCH-WAIT
IFCID (227) PG-LATCH-WAIT records the end of an agent suspend to wait for a page latch. The beginning of the suspend
is recorded by (226) PG-LATCH-WAIT-ST.

DBID
Identifies DBID of the page set's database for which the page latch suspend took place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0227DB

OBID
Identifies OBID of the table or index space page set for which the page latch suspend took place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0227OB

PAGE-NO
Identifies the page number within the page set for which the page latch suspend took place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0227PN

STATUS
Specifies status of the latch requestor:
N

Not cancelled
Y

Cancelled
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0227F
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ACE
Specifies ACE (Agent Control Element) address for the thread that the latch suspend took place.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0227AC

BUFFER-POOL
Specfifies translated buffer pool name.

LRG-PAGE-NO
Specifies page number to read or write.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0227PG

TBLSPACE-TYPE
Specifies the type of table space:
N

Not large
L

Large
V

Very large
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0227FG

PARTITION
Specifies partition number accessed. This value is 0 if the table space is not partitioned.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0227PT

PGLWT-FLAG1
Specifies flag settings as follows:
x'80'

: On value indicates relative page number, off – absolute page number.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0227P

PAGE-NUM-TYPE
Specifies page number type:
A

Absolute page number
R

Relative page number
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(228) TAPE-DEALLOC-ST
IFCID 228 indicates that deallocation started.

(228) TAPE-DEALLOC-ST records the beginning time of the time that was spent in the tape unit deallocation process.
Deallocation time is indicated by specifying a nonzero value in the -SET ARC TIME() command or in the DEALLOC
PERIOD field of the installation panel DSNTIPA.

IFCID 229 (TAPE-DEALLOC) records the end of this event.

QW0228DV
Specifies the address of the tape unit in deallocation.
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QW0228DI
Specifies the ID of the log data set that is mounted on the device.

(229) TAPE-DEALLOC
IFCID 229 records the end of the tape unit deallocation service. The start of this task is recorded in IFCID 228.

This record indicates the state of the allocation process:

• The process completed normally (the tape unit is physically deallocated).
• The process terminated prematurely by new work being activated in the reader service task.

The fields in this record are identified by the IBM Db2 field name.

QW0229DV
Specifies the address of the tape unit in deallocation.

QW0229CC
Specifies the reason for termination of deallocation.
DEAL

Deallocation period expired. Unit deallocation is in progress.
REUS

Deallocation did not occur because new work arrived for the service task.
QW0229DI

Serviceability field.

(230) GRP-BUFFER-STATS
IFCID 230 records the data sharing global statistics.

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the record. When listing similar members of each group
in the request, append the occurrence number in parentheses after the field name. Occurrences 1-50 are GBP0 through
GBP49, occurrences 51-60 are GBP32K. To display all occurrences of a field for all group buffer pools, use the <<*
construction.

This record is written when statistics trace class 5 is on.

GRP-BUF-POOL-ID
Specifies the ID of the group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBGN

GRP-STATS-ERRFLAG
Specifies the status of statistics collection.
x'00'

Indicates no errors in collecting data.
x'01'

Indicates an error in reading group buffer pool attributes from the shared communications area (SCA).
x'02'

Indicates an addressing error while accessing Db2 control blocks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBFLGS

GRP-STATS-RETC
Specifies the return code from the statistics collection routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBERC
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GRP-STATS-REAS
Specifies the reason code from the statistics collection routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBERS

GRP-CURRDIR-RATIO
Specifies the current directory ratio.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBGR1

GRP-PENDDIR-RATIO
Specifies the pending directory entry to data entry ratio. This value is specified for the ratio option on the ALTER
GROUPBUFFERPOOL command. This value takes effect the next time the group buffer pool is allocated. If an
ALTER BUFFERPOOL command was not issued, the value in this field equals QBGBGR1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBGR2

GRP-CLASST-THRESH
Specifies the castout class threshold. This value is specified for the CLASST option on the ALTER
GROUPBUFFERPOOL command. This option changes the threshold at which class castout is started. This value
is given as a percentage of the number of data entries and can be an integer from 0 through 90, inclusive. The
change takes effect immediately.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBGCT

GRP-GBPOOLT-THRESH
Specifies the group buffer pool threshold. This value is specified for the GBPOOLT option on the ALTER
GROUPBUFFERPOOL command. This option changes the threshold at which data in the group buffer pool is
cast out to DASD. This value is given in hexadecimal and takes effect immediately.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBGGT

GRP-CHKPT-INTVL
Specifies the group buffer pool checkpoint interval in minutes. This interval is specified on the GBPCHKPT option
on the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL command. This option changes the time interval between successive
checkpoints of the group buffer pool and takes effect immediately.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBGCK

GRP-BUF-PAGES
Specifies the size of the group buffer pool allocated in 4K increments.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBGSZ

GRP-DIR-ENTALLOC
Specifies the actual number of directory entries that were allocated. A directory entry contains control information
for one database page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBGDR

GRP-DATA-ENTALLOC
Specifies the actual number of allocated data entries. Data entries are the places where the data pages reside.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBGDT

GRP-BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the name of the group buffer pool (GBP0-GBP49, GBP32K-GBP32K9).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QBGBGN.

GRP-AUTOREC
Specifies the current automatic recovery (AUTOREC) setting for the group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBGAS

GRP-DIRENT-RECLAIM
Specifies the number of times that a page name assignment required a reclaimed (stolen) coupling facility
directory entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBDRR
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GRP-DATENT-RECLAIM
Specifies the number of times that a page name assignment required a reclaimed (stolen) coupling facility data
entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBDTR

GRP-XIDIR-RECLAIM
Specifies the number of times that a directory entry was stolen and XI signals had to be sent because the page in
the directory entry was cached in one or more Db2 buffer pools.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBRXI

GRP-TOTAL-CHANGED
Specifies the number of allocated data entries that are currently in “changed” state (snapshot value, not
cumulative).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBTCC

GRP-GBPCACHE
Specifies the GBPCACHE setting as YES (Y) or NO (N).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBGCS

QBGB_DUP
Indicates a duplicate section in the record. This field is only valid when the DELTA report format option is
specified.
1

No changes in the group buffer pool configuration were detected.
0

At least one change in group buffer pool configuration was detected
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from the entire section

GRP-CLASST-THRESH-PAGES
Specifies the castout class threshold. This value is specified as the second threshold for the CLASST option on
the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL command. This option changes the threshold at which class castout is started.
This value is given as an absolute number of pages and can be an integer from 0 through 32767, inclusive. The
value is used only when the first threshold for the CLASST option is 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBGCTN

GRP-DATENT-RES-TIME
Specifies the weighted average, in microseconds, of the elapsed time a data area resided in a group buffer pool
before it was reclaimed.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBART

GRP-DIRENT-RES-TIME
Specifies the weighted average, in microseconds, of the elapsed time a directory entry resided in a group buffer
pool before it was reclaimed.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGBERT

(231) PARALLEL-GRP-TASK
IFCID 231 denotes parallel group task time.

(231) PARALLEL-GRP-TASK is written when a parallel group completes. The parallel group is a set of tasks executed
in parallel. This record is written only when parallel CP operations are used. A QW0231 record is accompanied by a
complete QW0221 and QW0222 series whenever all three IFCIDs are active. This record is written when performance
trace class 8 is on.
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Non-Repeating Fields
STMT-NUMB

The SQL statement number assigned by the Db2 pre-compiler.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231SN

QUERY-BLK-NUMB
Query block number. This field is the same as QBLOCKNO in PLAN-TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231QN

GRP-NUMB
Parallel group number. This field is the same as ACCESS-PGROUP-ID in PLAN-TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231GN

GRP-START
Timestamp of group creation in Db2 timestamp format.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231CT

GRP-END
Timestamp of group termination in Db2 timestamp format.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231ET

NUMB-REPS
Number of individual task sections in this record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231RN

The following fields are identified only by the IBM Db2 field name:

QW0231R1
Reserved field.

QW0231NG
Serviceability field.

QW0231NT
Serviceability field.

QW0231NR
The total number of QW0231 records that constitute this series of QW0231 records.

QW0231TR
The number of this QW0231 record within the series of QW0231 records.

Repeating Fields

These fields occur multiple times.NUMB-REPS specifies the number of occurrences. When referencing repeated
members of each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1, 2, 3, and so on) in parentheses after the field
name.

The following field is identified by its IBM Db2 field name.

QW0231TA
Maps a complete, undecoded, task section for the QW0231 record.

Other repeating fields are identified by the IQL field name.

GRP-TASK-SEQ
Task sequence number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231TQ

GRP-TASK-TOKEN
The task token value.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231TK
TASK-START

Timestamp of task creation in Db2 timestamp format.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231TC

TASK-END
Timestamp of task termination in Db2 timestamp format.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231TT

GRP-TASK-CPU
CPU time accumulated for the task.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231TX

ACE-ADDRESS
Address of the ACE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231AC

GRP-MEMBER
Name of the Db2 member on which the task executes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231TM

TASK-CPU-SERV
Task CPU service units consumed. This value is unweighted. It does not factor in the coefficients in the active
service definition.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231SU

TASK-ZIIP-CPU
Task CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231_ZIIP

ZIIP-NOTUSED-CPU
Task CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0231ZIIP_ONCP

(233) STORED-PROC-EXE
IFCID 233 signals the start or end of a call to a stored procedure or user-defined function at a Db2 server.

This record is written when the performance trace class 3 is active.

Each field in this record applies to stored procedures, UDFs, and AuthLE routines.

NESTING-LEVEL
Nesting level of the user routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233NL

ROUTINE-TYPE
Identifies the user routine type:
P

Stored procedure
F

User-defined function
A

AuthLE routine
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233TY

SCHEMA-NAME
Identifies the SCHEMA associated with this user routine.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233SC
STORPROC-COLLECT

Specifies the package collection ID of the user routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233PC

STORPROC-EVENT-TYPE
Flag field indicating the event type of this record. The following values are valid:
x'00'

Entry into a user routine
x'01'

Exit from a user routine
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233EX

STORPROC-LOCATION
Specifies the location name of the caller of this user routine. This field contains a truncated name if it is longer
than 16 characters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233LN

STORPROC-NAME
Identifies the user routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233PR

STORPROC-PROGRAM
Specifies the program name of the user routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233PN

STORPROC-SQLCA
Specifies the complete, undecoded, contents of the SQLCA. Valid only for an exit event.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233SQ

STORPROC-STMT-NUM
Specifies the precompiler statement number of the current user routine program. This field is the shorter 2-byte
statement number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233SN

STORPROC-STMT-NUML
Specifies the precompiler statement number of the current user routine program. This field is the longer 4-byte
statement number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233SN_LONG

STORPROC-TIMESTMP
Specifies the precompiler timestamp of the user routine program.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233TS

STORPROC-LOCATION-OFFSET
If QW0233LN is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233LN_OFF

STORPROC-COLL-ID-OFFSET
If QW0233PC is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233PC_OFF
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STORPROC-PROGRAM-OFFSET
If QW0233PN is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233PN_OFF

STORPROC-NAME-OFFSET
If QW0233PR is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233PR_OFF

SCHEMA-NAME-OFFSET
If QW0233SC is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233SC_OFF

STORPROC-LOCATION-VAR
Identifies the location name of the caller of the user routine. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233LN_D

STORPROC-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233LN_LEN

STORPROC-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the complete location name of the caller of the user routine. This field is expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233LN_VAR

STORPROC-COLLECT-VAR
Specifies the package collection ID of the user routine. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233PC_D

STORPROC-COLLECT-LEN
Specifies the length of the user routine collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233PC_LEN

STORPROC-COLLECT-LONG
Specifies the complete package collection ID of the user routine. This field is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233PC_VAR

STORPROC-PROGRAM-VAR
Specifies the program name of the user routine. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233PN_D

STORPROC-PROGRAM-LEN
Specifies the length of the user routine program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233PN_LEN

STORPROC-PROGRAM-LONG
Specifies the complete program name of the user routine. This field is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233PN_VAR

STORPROC-NAME-VAR
Identifies the user routine. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233PR_D
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STORPROC-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the user routine name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233PR_LEN

STORPROC-NAME-LONG
Specifies the complete user routine name. This field is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233PR_VAR

SCHEMA-NAME-VAR
Identifies the schema that is associated with this user routine. This variable length field contains the complete
name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233SC_D

SCHEMA-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the schema name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233SC_LEN

SCHEMA-NAME-LONG
Specifies the complete schema name of this user routine. This field is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233SC_VAR

STORPROC-STMT-ID
Specifies the statement ID for the currently executing statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233SID

STORPROC-STMT-TYPE
Identifies the statement:
x'8000'

Dynamic
x'4000'

Static
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233STY

STORPROC-ROUTINE-ID
Identifies the routine. If the invoking package has not been rebound, this value is 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233RID

STORPROC-VERSION-OFFSET
Represents the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name. This field provides no
practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field
to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233VER_OFF

STORPROC-VERSION-VAR
Identifies the version of the user routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233VER_D

STORPROC-VERSION-LEN
Specifies the version length. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233VER_LEN

STORPROC-VERSION-LONG
Identifies the version.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233VER_VAR

SQLCA
The complete, undecoded contents of the SQLCA. Valid only for an EXIT event.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0233SQ
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SQLCODE
Identifies the return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLERRM
Identifies the error message parameters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLERRP
Identifies the CSECT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLERRD1
Indicates the RDS return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLERRD2
Indicates the DBSS return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLERRD3
Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLERRD4
Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLERRD5
Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLERRD6
Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLWARN
Contains warning flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLWARN0
Indicates whether a warning exists.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLWARN1
Warns of string truncation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLWARN2
Warns of a null value elimination.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLWARN3
Warns of a discrepancy between the number of host variables and the number of table columns.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLWARN4
Warns that a statement will UPDATE or DELETE all rows.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLWARN5
Warns of a non-Db2 SQL statement.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ
SQLWARN6

Warns of an invalid date.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLWARN7
Represents a reserved warning.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLWARN8
Contains a W when a character that could not be converted was replaced.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLWARN9
Contains a W when arithmetic exceptions were ignored during COUNT DISTINCT processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLWARNA
Contains a W when at least a single character field of the SQLCA or the SQLDA names or labels is invalid due to
a character conversion error.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

SQLSTATE
Specifies a return code for the outcome of the most recent execution of an SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SQ

(234) CALLING-AGT-AUTHID
IFCID 0234 returns the authorization ID information for the calling agent.

PRIMARY-AUTHID-VAR
Primary authorization ID. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0234PN_D

PRIMARY-AUTHID-LEN
Length of primary authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0234PL

PRIMARY-AUTHID-LONG
Primary authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0234PN

SQL-AUTHID-VAR
SQL authorization ID. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0234AN_D

SQL-AUTHID-LEN
Length of SQL authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0234AL

SQL-AUTHID-LONG
SQL authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0234AN

The following list describes the (234) CALLING-AGT-AUTHID repeating fields:

SEC-AUTHID-VAR (QW0234SN_D)
Specifies the secondary authorization ID. This variable length field contains the complete name.
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SEC-AUTHID-LEN (QW0234SL)
Indicates the length of secondary authorization ID.

SEC-AUTHID-LONG (QW0234SN)
Specifies the secondary authorization ID. This name is the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length.

(235) RESTART-DATA-LOSS
This record is written when a DB2 conditional restart results in partial information about an LUWID that might require
resynchronization with a coordinator or participant. The lack of complete information about the LUWID prevents
resynchronization.

REMOTE-LOCATION
Location name or LUNAME of the remote partner involved in the unit of work.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0235LO

NETID
NETID portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0235NT

LUNAME
LUNAME portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0235LU

INSTANCE
Instance number portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0235IN

LUW-SEQNUM
LUW sequence number (commit count) portion of the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0235CM

TOKEN
Local token representing the LUWID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0235TK

LOG-RBA
Recovery log RBA (URID) for the thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0235UR

DB2-ROLE
Role of DB2 in the LUW:
C

DB2 is the coordinator of this LUW.
P

DB2 is a participant in this LUW.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0235RL

STATUS
Local status of the DB2 thread when DB2 came down (unit of work is...):
C

In commit
A

In abort
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D
In doubt

F
In flight

U
Unknown

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0235TS
RESYNC-DISP

Disposition of the resynchronization information:
P

Resynchronization status information was purged.
R

Resynchronization status information was retained.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0235TI

REMOTE-LOCATION-OFFSET
If the QW0235LO field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0235LO_OFF

REMOTE-LOCATION-VAR
The location, LUNAME, or IP of the remote partner involved in the unit of work. This is a variable length field that
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0235LO_D

REMOTE-LOCATION-LEN
Length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0235LO_LEN

REMOTE-LOCATION-LONG
The location, LUNAME, or IP of the remote partner involved in the unit of work. This is the complete field name
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0235LO_VAR

(236) EXCHANGE-LOG-ERR
This record is written when a protocol error occurs during the SNA exchange log names (XLN) process with a remote site.
Examples of SNA XLN errors include:

• An invalid DSN exchange log name generalized data stream was received from the remote site.
• An invalid LU6.2 verb sequence was detected.

This record contains the following fields:

REMOTE-LOCATION
Location name or LUNAME of the remote partner involved in the protocol error.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0236LO

FLAGS
Indicates whether the last network operation was a send or receive:
B'1.......'

Send
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B'0.......'
Receive

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0236FL
MESSAGE-SENT-LENGTH

Length of the last message sent by this DB2 site during syncpoint.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0236LS

MESSAGE-SENT
Last message sent by this DB2 site during the exchange log names (XLN) exchange.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0236MS

MESSAGE-RECEIVED-LENGTH
Length of the last message received by this DB2 site during the exchange log names (XLN) exchange.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0236LR

MESSAGE-RECEIVED
Last message received by this DB2 site during the exchange log names (XLN) exchange.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0236MR

RPL
VTAM request parameter list associated with the last XLN message received during the exchange log names
(XLN).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0236VR

RPL-EXTENSION
VTAM RPL extension (ISTRPL6X), which describes the LU 6.2 verb indicators for the last received message.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0236VX

REMOTE-LOCATION-OFFSET
If the QW0236LO field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0236LO_OFF

REMOTE-LOCATION-VAR
The location, LUNAME, or IP of the remote partner involved in the protocol error. This is a variable length field that
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0236LO_D

REMOTE-LOCATION-LEN
Length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0236LO_LEN

REMOTE-LOCATION-LONG
The location, LUNAME, or IP of the remote partner involved in the protocol error. This is the complete field name
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0236LO_VAR

(237) SET-CUR-DEGREE
This record is written when SET CURRENT DEGREE SQL statements are executed.

CURRENT-DEGREE
Degree value before the SET CURRENT DEGREE statement was executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0237OI
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NEW-DEGREE
New degree value requested by the SET CURRENT DEGREE statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0237NI

STATUS
Indicates whether the SET CURRENT DEGREE statement was successful:
S

Successful
F

Failed
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0237ST

(238) DDF-RESTART-ERR
IFCID 0238 is used to report an error that was detected during DDF processing of log records during DB2 restart. The
trace record might contain a resynchronization list entry (RLE) and always contains a copy of the log record being
processed when the error was detected.

The fields in the report are identified by IBM DB2 field name:

QW02381F
Fixed length portion of the IFCID 238 record.

QW02381M
ID of the module that wrote the IFCID 238 record.

QW02381R
Return code from the current status rebuild.

QW02382L
Log data being processed. It includes the log record header.

QW02383R
RLE found.

(239) ACCT-PACKAGES
The ACCT-PACKAGES information is included in the (003) ACCT trace record.

For (239) ACCT-PACKAGES fields, see the following sections of IFCID 003:

• (003) Package Statistics
• (003) Package Buffer Pool Statistics
• (003) Package Locking and Resource Limit Statistics
• (003) Package SQL Statistics

(247) INPUT-VAR-TRACE
IFCID 247 records SQLDA data and input host variable data related to a user application program. Each host variable is
traced individually as it is moved from the user application area to the DB2 address space. This record is written when
global trace class 5 is on.

Non-Repeating Fields
IVAR-FLAG-BYTE

Flag byte.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247FG
IVAR-LOCATION-OFFSET

If the QW0247LN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247LN_OFF

IVAR-COLLECT-OFFSET
If the QW0247PC field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247PC_OFF

IVAR-PROGRAM-OFFSET
If the QW0247PN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247PN_OFF

RECORD-LOCATION-VAR
Location name. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247LN_D

RECORD-LOCATION-LEN
Length of location name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247LN_LEN

RECORD-LOCATION-LONG
Location name. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247LN_VAR

IVAR-COLLECT-VAR
Package collection ID. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247PC_D

IVAR-COLLECT-LEN
Length of collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247PC_LEN

IVAR-COLLECT-LONG
Package collection ID. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247PC_VAR

IVAR-PROGRAM-VAR
Program name. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247PN_D

IVAR-PROGRAM-LEN
Length of program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247PN_LEN

IVAR-PROGRAM-LONG
Program name. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247PN_VAR
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QW0247S
Identifies the start of section 1. Derived from IBM DB2 field QW0247S.

IVAR-LOCATION
Location name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247LN

IVAR-COLLECT
Package collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247PC

IVAR-PROGRAM
Program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247PN

IVAR-TIMESTMP
Precompiler timestamp.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247TS

IVAR-STMT-NUM
Precompiler statement number of the SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247SN

IVAR-SQLCA-NUM
Number of entries in the SQLDA.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247NE

IVAR-SQLCA-LEN
Length of each SQLDA entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247LE

IVAR-SQLCA-FMT
Format of the SQLDA.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247FE

INPUT-NULL-IND
Null indicator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247NL

QW0247OS
Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247OS

SQLDA Data Fields - Repeating

The SQLDA entry fields occur the number of times indicated in IVAR-SQLCA-NUM. When referencing repeated members
of each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1,2,3, and so on) in parenthesis after the field name.

QW0247S2
Start of record section 2. Identified by IBM DB2 field name only.

IVAR-DATATYPE
Data type of the SQLDA entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247TY

IVAR-DATALEN
Data length of the SQLDA entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247LD

IVAR-POINTER
Pointer to the data.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247PT
IVAR-NEG-IND

Pointer to the negative indicator variable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247IN

IVAR-DATANAME
Name of field if this is a format 1 SQLDA.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247NA

IVAR-COL-NUM
Column number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247NO

IVAR-NULL-IND
Null indicator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247NL

IVAR-PRECISION
If this entry is DECIMAL, the precision. This field overlays the first byte of the data length, QW0247LD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247LP

IVAR-SCALE
If this entry is DECIMAL, the scale. This field overlays the second byte of the data length, QW0247LD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247LS

Host Data Fields -  Repeating

The host data fields occur the number of times indicated in IVAR-SQLCA-NUM. When referencing repeated members of
each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1,2,3, and so on) in parenthesis after the field name.

QW0247S3
Start of record section 3. Identified by IBM DB2 field name only.

QW0247LL
Length of host variable data. Identified by IBM DB2 field name only.

IVAR-DATA
Host variable data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0247DA

IVAR-DATA-STRING
Maps an individual data string.

(248) OUTPUT-VAR-TRACE
IFCID 248 records SQLDA data and output host variable data related to a user application program. Each host variable
is traced individually as it is moved from the user application area to the DB2 address space. This record is written when
global trace class 5 is on.

Non-Repeating Fields
OVAR-FLAG-BYTE

(s) Flag byte.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248FG

OVAR-LOCATION-OFFSET
If the QW0248LN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
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trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248LN_OFF

OVAR-COLLECT-OFFSET
If the QW0248PC field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248PC_OFF

OVAR-PROGRAM-OFFSET
If the QW0248PN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248PN_OFF

RECORD-LOCATION-VAR
Location name. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248LN_D

RECORD-LOCATION-LEN
Length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248LN_LEN

RECORD-LOCATION-LONG
Location name. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248LN_VAR

OVAR-COLLECT-VAR
Package collection ID. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248PC_D

OVAR-COLLECT-LEN
Length of collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248PC_LEN

OVAR-COLLECT-LONG
Package collection ID. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248PC_VAR

OVAR-PROGRAM-VAR
Program name. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248PN_D

OVAR-PROGRAM-LEN
Length of program name.
QW0248PN_LEN

OVAR-PROGRAM-LONG
Program name. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248PN_VAR

QW0248S
Identifies the start of section 1. This field is identified by its IBM DB2 field name.

OVAR-LOCATION
Location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248LN
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OVAR-COLLECT
Package collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248PC

OVAR-PROGRAM
Program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248PN

OVAR-TIMESTMP
Precompiler timestamp
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248TS

OVAR-STMT-NUM
Precompiler statement number of the SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248SN

OVAR-SQLCA-NUM
Number of entries in the SQLDA. See "SQLDA Data Fields - Repeating."
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248NE

OVAR-SQLCA-LEN
Length of each SQLDA entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248LE

OVAR-SQLCA-FMT
Format of the SQLDA.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248FE

QW0248OS
Reserved. IBM field name only.

SQLDA Data Fields - Repeating

The SQLDA data fields occur the number of times indicated in OVAR-SQLCA-NUM. When referencing repeated members
of each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1,2,3, and so on) in parenthesis after the field name.

QW0248S2
Start of record section 2. Identified by IBM DB2 field name only.

OVAR-DATATYPE
Data type of the SQLDA entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248TY

OVAR-DATALEN
Data length of the SQLDA entry.

IBM Db2 Field Name:
QW0248LD

OVAR-POINTER
Pointer to the data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248PT

OVAR-NEG-IND
Pointer to the negative indicator variable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248IN

OVAR-DATANAME
Name of field if this is a format 1 SQLDA.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248NA
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OVAR-COL-NUM
Column number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248NO

OVAR-NULL-IND
Null indicator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248NL

OVAR-PRECISION
If this entry is DECIMAL, the precision. This field overlays the first byte of the data length, QW0248LD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248LP

OVAR-SCALE
If this entry is DECIMAL, the scale. This field overlays the second byte of the data length, QW0248LD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248LS

Host Data Field Names - Repeating

The host data fields occur the number of times indicated in OVAR-SQLCA-NUM. When referencing repeated members of
each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1,2,3, etc.) in parenthesis after the field name.

QW0248S3
Start of record section 3. Identified by IBM DB2 field name only.

QW0248LL
Length of host variable data.

OVAR-DATA
Host variable data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0248DA

OVAR-DATA-STRING
Maps an individual data string.

(249) INVALIDATE-DBD
IFCID 249 is written when the database descriptor (DBD) is invalidated in a data sharing environment.

A DBD is invalidated when a Db2 subsystem changes the DBD that is cached in the EDM pool of another Db2 subsystem.
The DBD cached in the other subsystem's EDM pool is invalidated. If a valid DBD is needed, it must be read in from the
DASD. One transaction might be using the new DBD while the old one is still being used by running transactions. Thus,
more than one copy of a DBD can exist in the EDM pool.

This record is written when performance trace class 20 is on.

The following list describes the (249) INVALIDATE-DBD record fields:

DBID (QW0249ID)
Specifies the identifier of the database.

DATABASE (QW0249NM)
Specifies the name of the database.

DB2-MEMBER (QW0249MC)
Specifies the name of the member in the Db2 data sharing group that caused invalidation.
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(250) GRP-BUFFER-CONN
IFCID 250 is written when DB2 tries to connect to or disconnect from a coupling facility cache structure (DB2 group buffer
pool). DB2 uses a group buffer pool to cache data that is of interest to more than one DB2 in the DB2 data sharing group.
This record is written when statistics trace class 3 or performance trace class 20 is on.

GRPBUF-REQTYPE
Type of request:
C

Connect
D

Disconnect
R

Rebuild
S

Connect to secondary for duplexing
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0250TY

COUPFAC-STRUC-NAME
Name of the cache structure specified in the CFRM policy
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0250SN

GRPBUF-NAME
Group buffer pool name. This is the name used in DB2 commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0250GN

GRPBUF-XES-RETC
Return code from MVS cross-system extended services (XES).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0250RC

GRPBUF-XES-REAS
High-order 2 bytes of the MVS XES reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0250RS

GRPBUF-XES-REASRH
Low-order 2 bytes of the MVS XES reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0250R2

GRPBUF-STRUC-SIZE
Size of the cache structure. This is the number of 4K blocks. The actual size might be less than the requested
size because of insufficient space in the coupling facility.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0250SZ

GRPBUF-STRUC-MAXSIZE
Maximum size of the cache structure at the time it was allocated. The maximum size was obtained from the active
policy.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0250SM

GRPBUF-ALLOC-DIR
Number of directory entries allocated in the cache structure.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0250DR

GRPBUF-ALLOC-DATAELM
Number of data elements allocated. For DB2 group buffer pools, the size of a data element is 4K. Each data entry
consists of one or more data element.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0250DT
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(251) DS-GLOB-INTEREST
IFCIS 251 records page set physical lock (P-lock) operations for one of the following types of objects:

• A nonpartitioned (linear) tablespace
• A nonpartitioned index (indexspace)
• A portion of a partitioned tablespace
• A portion of a partitioned index

P-locks are global locks that are used only in the data sharing environment. Db2 uses these locks to track the
changes dynamically in inter-Db2 interest levels for a specific page set. The dynamic tracking of inter-Db2 interest
allows Db2 to change dynamically its data sharing protocols usage on these objects to maintain coherency between Db2
members. If there is no inter-Db2 R/W interest on an object, Db2 does not need to incur the overhead to ensure that
coherency of the object is maintained.

The P-lock cached state determines the inter-Db2 interest level on the object, as follows:

IS
This Db2 has R/O interest in the object and one or more other Db2 members have R/W interest.

IX
This Db2 has R/W interest in the object and one or more other Db2 members have R/W interest.

S
This Db2 has R/O interest in the object. No other Db2 member has R/W interest.

SIX
This Db2 has R/W interest in the object and one or more other Db2 members have R/O interest.

X
This Db2 has R/W interest in the object. No other Db2 member has declared interest.

Db2 usually holds P-lock in the cached state. In special or abnormal cases, P-lock is not held in the cached state. The
actual held state of P-lock determines whether the object is group buffer pool (GBP) dependent. If the held state is S or X,
the object is not GBP-dependent. Otherwise, the object is GBP-dependent.

This record is written when performance trace class 20 is on.

FUNCTION
Specifies the IRLM function code. Valid values are:
x'02'

Lock
x'03'

Unlock
x'04'

Change
x'FF'

Change from P-lock exit
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251IF

OBJTYPE
Specifies the object type. Valid values are:
T

Tablespace
I

Index (indexspace)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251OB
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REQUESTED-STATE
Specifies the P-lock state that is requested for lock or change request. If FUNCTION equals X'FF', this field
contains the P-lock state requested by other member, or zero if the state requested by other member is not in
conflict with the state held by this member.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251ST

RESOURCE-NAME
Specifies the P-lock resource name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251LK

NAMELEN
Specifies the length of the P-lock name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251KL

PLOCK-TYPE
Specifies the type of P-lock:
x'ID'

Page set or partition.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251KT

BUF-POOL-ID
Internal identifier of the buffer pool. 0 through 49 are identifiers for 4K buffer pools. 80 through 89 are identifiers
for 32K buffer pools.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251KU

DBID
Specifies the database identifier (DBID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251KD

OBID
Specifies the page set identifier of the object (OBID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251KP

PARTNO
Specifies the partition number. This field is zero for a nonpartitioned page set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251KR

PAGE-ATTR
Specifies the pageset attributes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0251PA

LOCK-TOKEN
Specifies the lock token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251TK

DATABASE-NAME
Specifies the database name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251DN

PAGESET-NAME
Page set name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251PN

PREV-HELD-STATE
Specifies previously held P-lock state. Valid values are:
x'00'

Not held
x'02'

Intent shared (IS)
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x'03'
Intent exclusive (IX)

x'04'
Shared s

x'06'
Shared intent exclusive (SIX)

x'07'
Nonshared update (NSU)

x'08'
Exclusive (X)

x'FF'
Request was denied

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251OS
PREV-CHACHED-STATE

Specifies previously held P-lock cached state. Valid values are:
x'00'

Not held
x'02'

Intent shared (IS)
x'03'

Intent exclusive (IX)
x'04'

Shared s
x'06'

Shared intent exclusive (SIX)
x'07'

Nonshared update (NSU)
x'08'

Exclusive (X)
x'FF'

Request was denied
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251OC

NEW-HELD-STATE
Specifies newly held P-lock state. Valid values are:
x'00'

Not held
x'02'

Intent shared (IS)
x'03'

Intent exclusive (IX)
x'04'

Shared s
x'06'

Shared intent exclusive (SIX)
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x'07'
Nonshared update (NSU)

x'08'
Exclusive (X)

x'FF'
Request was denied

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251NS
NEW-CACHED-STATE

Specifies new P-lock cached state. Valid values are:
x'00'

Not held
x'02'

Intent shared (IS)
x'03'

Intent exclusive (IX)
x'04'

Shared s
x'06'

Shared intent exclusive (SIX)
x'07'

Nonshared update (NSU)
x'08'

Exclusive (X)
x'FF'

Request was denied
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251NC

RLM-RETC
IRLM return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251RC

IRLM-RETS
IRLM return subcodes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251RS

EXIT-REAS
P-lock exit reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251PC

QW0251F1
Specifies the request type. Valid values are:
x'80':

1—Conditional request
0—Unconditional request

X'04':
1—Restart lock request
0—Not a restart lock request
If the lock is retained on behalf of this Db2, a restart request converts the lock from retained to active.
If the lock is not retained, the lock grant process is normal.
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A retained P-lock means that the other Db2 cannot obtain a lock in a state that is incompatible with the
retained state.

x'02':
1—Modify lock
0—Not a modify lock

This field is only identified by the IBM DB2 field name.
QW0251F2

Specifies the availability of the page set. This field is only identified by the IBM DB2 field name.
DB2-MEMBER-NAME

If FUNCTION is not equal to x'FF', this value is the Db2 member name in conflict with this request. This applies
only if the P-lock is rejected.
If FUNCTION is equal to X'FF', this value is the Db2 member name in conflict with this member's currently held
state of the P-lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0251DB

LOCK-TYPE
Specifies the lock type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0251KT

LOCK-FUNC
Specifies the lock request as LOCK, UNLOCK, CHANGE, or QUERY.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0251IF

LOCK-STATE
Specifies the lock state as:
ANY

Any lock
IS

Intent Share
IX

Intent Exclusive
S

Share
U

Update
NSU

Non-shared Update
SIX

Share w/Intent Exclusive
X

Exclusive
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0251NS

LOCK-DUR
Specifies the lock duration.

LOCK-RESOURCE
Specifies the name of the locked resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0251LK
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LOCK-RESOURCE-SHORT
Specifies the shortened name of the locked resource. This field does not include page number, subpage, anchor
collection token, and labels.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0251LK

LOCK-COLLECTION
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the collection ID of the locked resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0251LK

LOCK-DATABASE
Specifies the database in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0251LK

LOCK-OBJECT
Specifies the page set in which a locked object resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0251LK

LOCK-PPPLOCK
Indicates the partition number of a data set partition lock AND PREFIXED WITH “PART”.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0251LK

LOCK-PPPLOCK-PART
Specifies the partition number of a data set partition lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0251LK

LOCK-PPPLOCK-BUFF
Specifies the buffer pool ID of a data set partition lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0251LK

(252) XES-REQ-START
This IFCID records the beginning of a coupling facility request. This record is written when global trace class 3 is on.

FUNCTION
Function ID:
A

READ-DIRINFO (IXLCACHE)
B

READ-COCLASS (IXLCACHE)
C

CASTOUT-DATA (IXLCACHE)
D

DELETE-NAME (IXLCACHE)
E

RESET-REFBIT (IXLCACHE)
F

FORCE (IXLFORCE)
I

CONNECT (IXLCONN)
J

DISCONNECT (IXLDISC)
P

PROCESS-REFLIST (IXLCACHE)
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R
READ-DATA (IXLCACHE)

S
READ-STGSTATS (IXLCACHE)

T
READ-COSTATS (IXLCACHE)

U
UNLOCK-CASTOUT (IXLCACHE)

V
ET-RECLVCTR (IXLCACHE)

W
WRITE-DATA (IXLCACHE)

X
X-INVALIDATE (IXLCACHE)

Y
REGISTER-PAGE-LIST (IXLCACHE)

1
WRITE-DATA TO SECONDARY (IXLCACHE)

2
DELETE-NAME-LIST TO SECONDARY (IXLCACHE)

3
DELETE-NAME-TO SECONDARY (IXLCACHE)

4
READ-STGSTATS TO SECONDARY (IXLCACHE)

5
IXLFCOMP for WRITE_DATA to secondary

6
IXLFCOMP for DELETE_NAMELIST to secondary

7
READ-COSTATS to secondary (IXLCACHE)

Derived from QW0252P1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0252ID

BUF-POOL-ID
Internal buffer pool identifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0252BP

The next fields are identified only by IBM DB2 field name:

QW0252XF
Flag byte:
x'80'

DISCONNECT ON-Reason (failure)
x'80'

READ ON-Assign (yes)
QW0252N1

Name for read, write, castout, x-invalidate, delete-name, read-dirinfo, or reset-refbit.
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QW0252P2
“DBID.PSID” part of name.

QW0252UF
“First name” for unlock-castout. This field is not used for connect.

QW0252DE
Parameter for “DATASIZE” on connect. “Last name” for unlock-castout.

QW0252DR
Directory part of ratio for connect. This field is not used for unlock-castout.

QW0252P3
PIECE#.PAGE# part of name parm for “VECTORLEN” for CONNECT.

QW0252N2
“REPLNAME” for read. “RESTOKEN” for cross-invalidate, delete-name, read-dirinfo, or reset-refbit.

QW0252P4
“DBID.PSID” part of name. First 4 bytes of “RESTOKEN”. Number of castout classes for connect.

QW0252NN
“Numnames” parameter for process-reflist.

QW0252P5
“Data set number.page number” part of name. Last 4 bytes of “RESTOKEN”.

QW0252DT
Data part of ratio for connect.

QW0252P6

• Address of “datareav” parameter for read, write, or castout-data
• Address of “dirinfo” parameter for read-dirinfo
• Address of namelist for unlock-castout or process-reflist

QW0252P7
LVBA index for read or write.

QW0252NM
Namemask for read-dirinfo, reset-refbit, process-reflist, or x-invalidate.

QW0252P8
Serviceability field.

QW0252CC
Castout class for write or read-coclass.

The following fields are identified by IQL field name:

GRP-BUF-POOL-NAME
Group buffer pool name. Derived from QW0252BP.

ORIG-DBID
Original DBID portion of name. Derived from QW0252P2.

ORIG-OBID
Original OBID portion of name. Derived from QW0252P2.

ORIG-PIECE
Original data set number portion of name. Derived from QW0252P3.

ORIG-PAGE
Original page number portion of name. Derived from QW0252P3.
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REPL-DBIB
Replaced DBID portion of name. Derived from QW0252P4.

REPL-ODIB
Replaced OBID portion of name. Derived from QW0252P4.

REPL-PIECE
Replaced data set number portion of name. Derived from QW0252P5.

REPL-PAGE
Replaced page number portion of name. Derived from QW0252P5.

(254) CF-STATISTICS
IFCID 254 records statistics for the coupling facility cache structure (Db2 group buffer pool).

This record measures the group buffer pool activity across all Db2s in a data sharing group. Abnormally high or low values
in some fields can help detect resource balancing problems or resource allocation problems.

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the record. When listing similar members of each group
in a request, append the occurrence number in parentheses after the field name. Occurrences 1-50 are GBP0 through
GBP49, occurrences 51-60 are GBP32K through GBP32K9. To display all occurrences of a field for all group buffer pools,
use the <<* construction.

This record is written when monitor trace class 1 is on.

GRP-BUF-ID
Specifies the number of the group buffer pool for which statistics are being reported.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254GN

READHITS
Specifies the number of times that a page was returned on the coupling facility read request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254RH

READMISS-DIRHIT
Specifies the number of times that a coupling facility read request specified a page with an existing directory entry,
but no data was cached for that page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254RD

READMISS-DIRSUPP
Specifies the number of times that a coupling facility read request specified a page with no existing directory entry
and no directory entry was created. Db2 does not create a directory entry when it does not need to register the
page to the coupling facility for cross-invalidation (XI) because no other Db2 in the group has R/W interest in the
page set/partition.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254RS

READMISS-DIRASSGN
Specifies the number of times that a coupling facility read request specified a page for which a directory entry was
created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254RN

READMISS-CACFULL
Specifies the number of times that a coupling facility read request specified a page for which no directory entry
exists and no directory entry was created because of the lack of storage in the group buffer pool. A nonzero
value in this field indicates that the backing coupling facility cache structure size might be too small to support the
current workload.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254RF

WRITE-CHNG
Specifies the number of times a coupling facility write request for a changed page successfully completed.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254WH
WRITE-CLEAN

Specifies the number of times a coupling facility write request for a clean page completed successfully.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254WC

WRITEMISS-CACFULL
Specifies the number of times a coupling facility write request was not completed because of a lack of storage in
the group buffer pool. A value in this field indicates that the data page resources of the coupling facility are being
consumed faster than the Db2 castout process can free them.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254WF

DIR-RECLAIMS
Specifies the number of times a name assignment required that a directory entry is reclaimed by the coupling
facility.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254DR

DATA-RECLAIMS
Specifies the number of times a name assignment required that a data page is reclaimed by the coupling facility.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254TR

XIDIR-RECLAIMS
Specifies the number of times a directory entry was reclaimed (stolen) and cross-invalidation (XI) signals had to
be sent (the stolen entry had registered Db2 interest). A high number might indicate a problem. Check the group
buffer pool hit ratio to determine if the lack of directory entries might be causing excessive reads from the group
buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254XR

CASTOUTS
Specifies the number of castout operations. Castout is the process of writing pages from the group buffer pool to
DASD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254CC

DIR-ENTRIES
Specifies the number of directory entries allocated for the coupling facility cache structure (Db2 group buffer
pool). A directory entry contains control information for one database page. A directory entry is used by the
coupling facility to determine where to send cross-invalidation signals when a page of data is changed or when
the directory entry must be reused. This snapshot value is not affected by either an incremental or cumulative
display.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254DE

DATA-ENTRIES
Specifies the number of data entries allocated for the coupling facility cache structure (Db2 group buffer pool).
Data entries are the actual places where the data page resides. This snapshot value is not affected by either an
incremental or cumulative display.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254TE

DATA-CHNGED
Specifies the snapshot value of the current number of changed pages. The displayed value is not affected by
either an incremental or cumulative display.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254TC

GRP-BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the group buffer pool name (GBP0-GBP49, GBP32K-GBP32K9).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0254GN

EXPLICIT-XI
Specifies the number of times a request was made to the coupling facility to explicitly cross-invalidate a page, and
XI signals were sent because the named page was cached in one or more Db2 buffer pools.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254CI
SECD-WRITE-CHNG

Specifies the number of successfully completed coupling facility write requests for changed pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02542W

SECD-WRITEMISS-CACFULL
Specifies the number of coupling facility write requests that could not complete because of insufficient coupling
facility storage resources.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02542F

SECD-DIR-ENTRIES
Specifies the snapshot value of the number of allocated directory entries.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02542D

SECD-DATA-ENTRIES
Specifies the snapshot value of the number of allocated data entries.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02542T

SECD-DATA-CHNGED
Specifies the snapshot value of the number of allocated data entries that are currently in changed state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02542C

DATA-RESIDENCY-TIME
Specifies the weighted average, in microseconds, of the elapsed time a data area resided in a group buffer pool
before it was reclaimed.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254AR

DIR-RESIDENCY-TIME
Specifies the weighted average, in microseconds, of the elapsed time a directory entry resided in a group buffer
pool before it was reclaimed.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0254ER

(255) XI-BUFFER
IFCID 255 records occurrences of buffer refresh that are caused by cross-invalidation (XI) of the data page in the group
buffer pool.

Cross-invalidation occurs when a Db2 member of the data sharing group updates the data page and then writes the new
page to the group buffer pool. All Db2 members that have this data page cached in their buffer pools are notified of the
page invalidation. Any member that requires that data page must be refreshed.

This record is written when performance trace class 21 is on.

QW0255NM
Specifies the name of the page whose buffer was cross-invalidated.

DBID
Specifies the database identifier of the page set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0255DB

OBID
Specifies the object identifier of the page set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0255OB

QW0255PN
Specifies the data set number or partition number of the page set.
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PAGE
Specifies the relative page number within the data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0255PG

BUF-POOL-ID
Specifies the internal identifier of the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0255BP

IMODE
Differs between synchronous and asynchronous:
S

Synchronous (under the application task).
A

Asynchronous (under a Db2 system execution unit).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0255AS

RETURN-VAL
Indicates whether data was returned from the group buffer pool:
C

Data was returned.
N

Data was not returned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0255DR

ACE-TOKEN
Specifies the ace token of the requester. This address ties the coupling facility read requests for prefetch to the
allied agent or database access thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0255AC

GRP-BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the name of the group buffer pool (GBP0-GBP49, GBP32K-GBP32K9).

PARTITION
Specifies the data set number or partition number of the page set.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0255P1

PAGE-WITHIN-PIECE
Specifies the relative page number within the data set.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0255P2

(256) ALTER-GBP-RESULTS
IFCID 256 records the group buffer pool (GBP) attributes before and after the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL command
was issued.

If this command does not change a particular attribute, the values before and after command was issued are the same.

NOTE
The former 256 record, DS-GROUP-NAME, is maintained for compatibility. We recommend that you use the
new name in all IQL requests.

This record is written when performance trace class 10 or 20 is on.

GRP-BUFPOOL-ID
Specifies the name of the group buffer pool.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0256GB
OLD-DIRDATA-RATIO

Specifies the ratio value for the number of directory entries to the number of data pages before the ALTER
GROUPBUFFERPOOL command was issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0256OR

OLD-CLASST
Specifies the CLASST value before the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL command was issued. This is the
threshold at which class castout is started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0256OC

OLD-GBPOOLT
Specifies the GBPOOLT value before the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL command was issued. This is the
threshold at which the data in the GBP is cast out to DASD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0256OG

OLD-GBPCHKPT
Specifies the GBPCHKPT value before the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL command was issued. This time
reflects the interval between successive checkpoints of the GBP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0256OK

NEW-DIRDATA-RATIO
Specifies the ratio value for the number of directory entries to the number of data pages after the ALTER
GROUPBUFFERPOOL command was issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0256NR

NEW-CLASST
Specifies the CLASST value after the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL command was issued. This is the threshold
at which class castout is started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0256NC

NEW-GBPOOLT
Specifies the GBPOOLT value after the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL command was issued. This is the
threshold at which the data in the GBP is cast out to DASD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0256NG

NEW-GBPCHKPT
Specifies the GBPCHKPT value after the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL command was issued. This time reflects
the interval between successive checkpoints of the GBP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0256NK

OLD-AUTOREC
Specifies the AUTOREC value before the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL command was issued. This field
specifies whether Db2 should automatically recover when GBP fails.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0256OA

NEW-AUTOREC
Specifies the AUTOREC value after the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL command was issued. This field specifies
whether Db2 should automatically recover when GBP fails.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0256NA

OLD-GBPCACHE
Specifies the GBPCACHE value before the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL command was issued. This value
indicates whether Db2 should write changed pages for GBP-dependent pagesets or partitions directly to DASD
and use the GBP only for sending XI signals.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0256OB

NEW-GBPCACHE
Specifies the GBPCACHE value after the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL command was issued.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0256NB
NEW-CLASST-NUMPAGES

Specifies the new CLASST value after the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL command was issued. This threshold
is based on the number of pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0256NN

OLD-CLASST-NUMPAGES
Specifies the old CLASST value before the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL command was issued. This threshold
is based on the number of pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0256ON

(257) DS-IRLM-NOTIFY
IFCID 257 records details of the IRLM notify request. Members of the Db2 data sharing group use this request to
communicate with each other.

The following examples show how Db2 uses the notify request:

• Database descriptor (DBD) coherency. When a DBD cached in an EDM pool on one Db2 member changes, it notifies
the other Db2 members.

• High-used RBA (HURBA) for a data set. When a data set extend causes the HURBA to increase, the Db2 member
extending the data set notifies the other Db2 members to update their HURBA value.

This record is written when performance trace class 20 is on.

RESOURCE-NAME
Specifies the internal 32-byte hexadecimal lock name. This value consist of the lock name length, lock qualifier,
DBID, OBID, and partition value (if applicable).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0257LK

NAMELEN
Specifies the length of the hexadecimal lock name. Derived from QW0257LK

PLOCK-TYPE
Specifies the flag for locked resource type Derived from QW0257KT.

BUF-POOL-ID
Specifies the internal buffer pool ID part of the lock name, if applicable. Derived from QW0257KU.

DBID
Specifies the first 2 bytes of the lock resource name which usually identifies the DBID of the page set's database.
Derived from QW0257KD.

OBID
Specifies bytes 3 and 4 of the lock resource name that usually identify the OBID of the table/index space page set
or a table. Derived from QW0257KP.

PARTNO
Specifies the partition number portion of the lock resource name, if applicable. Derived from QW0257KR.

PAGE
Specifies the page number portion of the lock resource name, if applicable. Derived from QW0257KQ.

LOCK-TOKEN
Specifies the lock token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0257TK

LOCK-STATE
Specifies the lock state indicator byte.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0257ST
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RMID
Specifies the RMID portion of the lock request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0257RM

FUNCTION
Specifies the IRLM function code indicator byte:
x'02'

Lock function
x'03'

Unlock function
x'04'

Change function
x'06'

Query function
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0257FC

QW0257FL
Specifies the type of request. This field applies only for send.
x'40':

1—Asynchronous request, do not wait for responses.
0—Synchronous request, suspend until all responses are received.

LOCK-HOLDERS-NOTIFIED
Specifies the number of lock holders notified. This field applies only for send.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0257NU

NOTIFY-OPER
Specifies the notify operation flag:
x'02'

Lock function
x'03'

Unlock function
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0257OP

NOTIFY-RETC
Specifies the notify return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0257R

NOTIFY-REAS
Specifies the notify reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0257RS

QW0257B1
Specifies byte 1 of the notify reason code.

QW0257B2
Specifies byte 2 of the notify reason code.

LOCK-TYPE
Specifies the lock type. Derived from QW0257KT.

LOCK-FUNC
Identifies the lock request as a LOCK, UNLOCK, CHANGE, or QUERY. Derived from QW0257FC.

LOCK-STATE
Identifies the lock state.
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ANY
Any lock

IS
Intent Share

IX
Intent Exclusive

S
Share

U
Update

NSU
Non-shared Update

SIX
Share w/Intent Exclusive

X
Exclusive

Derived from QW0257ST.
LOCK-DUR

Specifies the duration of the lock. Derived from QW0257DR.
LOCK-RESOURCE

The name of a locked resource. Derived from QW0257LK.
LOCK-RESOURCE-SHORT

The shortened name of a locked resource. Page number, subpage, anchor collection token, and labels are not
included in this field. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-COLLECTION
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the collection ID of the locked resource. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-GLOBAL-LOCAL
Indicates whether the lock is LOCAL or GLOBAL. Derived from QW0257GF.

LOCK-REQUEST-TYPE
Indicates whether the lock is PHYSICAL or LOGICAL. Derived from QW0257PF.

LOCK-PACKAGE-COLLECTION
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the collection ID of the locked resource. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-PACKAGE-PROGRAM
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the program name of the locked resource. Derived from
QW0257LK.

LOCK-PACKAGE-TOKEN
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the 8-byte consistency token of the locked resource. This value
always starts with “TOKEN X” and formats the token as 16-hex digits in single quotes. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-PACKAGE-TOKEN-VALUE
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the 8-byte consistency token of the locked resource formatted as
16-hex digits. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-PLAN
Specifies the plan name for the SKCT lock. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-DATABASE
Specifies the database in which a locked object resides. Derived from QW0257LK.
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LOCK-OBJECT
Specifies the page set in which a locked object resides. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-DATASET
Specifies the data set partition number in quotes and prefixed with “PARTITION.” Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-DATAPAGE
Datapage number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X.” Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-DATAPAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the hexadecimal datapage number. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-INDEXPAGE
Index page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X.” Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-INDEXPAGE-NUMBER
Index page number in hexadecimal. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE
Index subpage number in quotes and prefixed with “SUBPG X.” Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE-NO
Specifies the hexadecimal index subpage number. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-HASH-PAGE
Hash anchor page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X.” Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-HASH-PAGE-NUMBER
Specifies hash anchor page number in hexadecimal. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR
Hex anchor ID number in quotes and prefixed with “ANCHOR X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks. Derived from
QW0257LK.

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR-NUMBER
Specifies the hash anchor ID number in hexadecimal. Valid only for hash anchor locks. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-PAGEROW
Specifies the page/row number of the lock request. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-PAGE-NUMBER
Specifies the page number of the page lock request. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-ROW-ID
Specifies the row ID of the row lock request. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-GRPDB-EXU
The value of RMID indicates a group database exception update lock. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-GRPDB-RMID
Specifies the RMID of a group database exception update lock. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-GRPDB-HASHCLSS
Specifies the hash class number of a group database exception update lock. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-UTILUID
The value of 'UTIL ID' indicates the utility lock. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-UTILUID-UID
Specifies the utility ID of the utility lock. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-PPPLOCK
Indicates the partition number of a data set partition lock. Derived from QW0257LK.
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LOCK-PPPLOCK-PART
Indicates the partition number of a data set partition lock and prefixed with “PART”. Derived from QW0257LK.

LOCK-PPPLOCK-BUFF
Specifies the buffer pool ID of a data set partition lock. Derived from QW0257LK.

QW0257LL
Specifies the message length.

NOTIFY-MESSAGE
Specifies the first 254 bytes of message.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0257MS

(258) DATASET-EXTEND
This record records data set extend activities. This record is written when statistics trace class 3 is on.

DATASET-NAME
Name of the data set that was extended.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258DS

EXTEND-TIMESTAMP
Timestamp after extend completed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258TS

DBID
Database id (dbid).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258DB

OBID
Page set id (psid).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258PS

DATABASE
Database name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258DN

SPACENAME
Table or index space name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258TN

PRIMARY-SPACE-4K
Primary allocation quantity in units of 4 KB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258PQ

SECONDARY-SPACE-4K
Secondary allocation quantity in units of 4 KB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258SQ

MAX-DS-SIZE-4K
Maximum data set size in units of 4 KB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258MS

HIGH-ALLOC-4K-BEFORE
High allocated space before the extend in units of 4 KB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258HB

HIGH-ALLOC-4K-AFTER
High allocated space after the extend in units of 4 KB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258HA
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MAX-EXTENTS
Maximum number of extents for the VSAM data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258XM

NUMBER-EXTENTS-BEFORE
Number of extents before the extend.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258XB

NUMBER-EXTENTS-AFTER
Number of extents after the extend.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258XA

MAX-VOLUMES
Maximum number of volumes for the VSAM data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258VM

NUMBER-VOLUMES-BEFORE
Number of volumes before the extend.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258VB

NUMBER-VOLUMES-AFTER
Number of volumes after the extend.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0258VA

 

(259) DS-P-LOCKING
IFCID 259 provides information about page P-lock operations (P-lock requests or P-lock negotiation requests) for data
sharing. Db2 uses page P-locks to preserve inter-Db2 cached page (buffer) coherency when sub-page concurrency is
used and the page set or partition is shared in R/W mode between two or more DB2 systems.

The most common cases of sub-page concurrency are:

• Data pages when row level locking is in effect.
• Type 2 index leaf pages.
• Space map page.

IFCID 259 lets you monitor page P-locking without having to turn on a full DB2 lock trace. This record is written when
performance trace class 21 is on.

EVENT
Event causing the P-lock operation:
C

Change page latch
G

Getpage
L

Page latch
P

P-lock exit
S

Setwrite intent
T

Page steal
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W
Page write

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259EV
FUNCTION

IRLM function code indicator byte:
x'02'

Lock function
x'03'

Unlock function
x'04'

Change function
x'FF'

Change from P-lock exit
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259IF

OBJTYPE
Type of object:
D

Data page
H

Header page
I

Index page
S

Space map page
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259OB

REQUESTED-STATE
Contains the lock state indicator byte.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259ST

RESOURCE-NAME
Internal 32-byte hexadecimal lock name consisting of a lock name length, lock qualifier, DBID value, OBID value,
and a partition value if applicable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259LK

NAMELEN
Length of the hexadecimal lock name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259KL

PLOCK-TYPE
This field contains the flag for locked resource type
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259KT

BUF-POOL-ID
Internal buffer pool ID part of the lock name, if applicable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259KU

DBID
First 2 bytes of the lock resource name which usually identifies the DBID of a page set's database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259KD
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OBID
Bytes 3 and 4 of the lock resource name which usually identifies the OBID of the table/index space page set or a
table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259KP

PARTNO
Partition number portion of the lock resource name, if applicable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259KR

PAGE
Page number portion of the lock resource name, if applicable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259KQ

LOCK-TOKEN
Lock token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259TK

PREV-LOCK-STATE
Contains the previous lock state indicator byte.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259PS

NEW-LOCK-STATE
Contains the new lock state indicator byte.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259NS

IRLM-RETC
IRLM return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259RC

IRLM-REAS
IRLM reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259RS

EXIT-REAS
P-lock exit reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259PC

QW0259F1
Request flags:
x'80':

1—Conditional request, 0—Unconditional request
A restart request causes the lock to be converted from retained to active if the lock is currently retained on behalf
of this DB2. If the lock is not retained, then the lock grant process is normal:
x'04':

1—Restart lock request, 0—Not a restart lock request
x'02':

1—Modify lock, 0—Not a modify lock
DB2-MEMBER-NAME

If this is not a change from a P-lock exit, this is the DB2 member in conflict with this request. This applies only
if the P-lock is rejected. If this is a change from a P-lock exit, this is the DB2 member name in conflict with this
member's currently held P-lock state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259DB

LOCK-TYPE
Type of lock. Derived from QW0259KT.

LOCK-FUNC
Identifies the lock request as a LOCK, UNLOCK, CHANGE or QUERY. Derived from QW0259FC.
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LOCK-STATE
Identifies the lock state as:
ANY

Any lock
IS

Intent Share
IX

Intent Exclusive
S

Share
U

Update
NSU

Non-shared Update
SIX

Share w/Intent Exclusive
X

Exclusive
Derived from QW0259ST.

LOCK-DUR
Specifies the duration of the lock. Derived from QW0259DR.

LOCK-RESOURCE
The name of a locked resource. Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-RESOURCE-SHORT
Shortened name of a locked resource. Page number, subpage, anchor collection token and labels are not
included in this field. Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-COLLECTION
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the collection ID of the locked resource. Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-PACKAGE-COLLECTION
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the collection ID of the locked resource. Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-PACKAGE-PROGRAM
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the program name of the locked resource. Derived from
QW0259LK.

LOCK-PACKAGE-TOKEN
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the 8 byte consistency token of the locked resource. This always
starts with “TOKEN X” and formats the token as 16 hex digits in single quotes. Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-PACKAGE-TOKEN-VALUE
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the 8 byte consistency token of the locked resource formatted as 16
hex digits. Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-PLAN
Plan name for a SKCT lock. Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-DATABASE
Database in which a locked object resides. Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-OBJECT
Page set in which a locked object resides. Derived from QW0259LK.
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LOCK-DATASET
Data set partition number in quotes and prefixed with “PARTITION.” Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-DATAPAGE
Datapage number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X.” Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-DATAPAGE-NUMBER
Datapage number in hexadecimal. Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-INDEXPAGE
Index page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X.” Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-INDEXPAGE-NUMBER
Index page number in hexadecimal. Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE
Index subpage number in quotes and prefixed with “SUBPG X.” Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE-NO
Index subpage number in hexadecimal. Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-HASH-PAGE
Hash anchor page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X.” Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-HASH-PAGE-NUMBER
Hash anchor page number in hexadecimal. Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR
Hex anchor ID number in quotes and prefixed with “ANCHOR X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks. Derived from
QW0259LK.

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR-NUMBER
Hash anchor ID number in hexadecimal. Valid only for hash anchor locks. Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-PLOCK-PART
Partition number associated with the P-lock request and prefixed with “PART”. Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-PLOCK-BUFF
Buffer pool name associated with the P-lock request. Derived from QW0259LK.

LOCK-PLOCK-PAGE
Page number associated with the P-lock request. Derived from QW0259LK.

RPAGE
Relative page number portion of the lock resource name, if applicable.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0259K4

(260) XES-REQ-END
This IFCID records the end of a coupling facility request. This record is written when global trace class 3 is on. The fields
are identified by IBM DB2 field name only.

QW0260P1
MVS cross-system extended services (XES) return code.

QW0260P2
XES reason code.

QW0260N1
“RESTOKEN” for cross-invalidate, delete-name, read-dirinfo, or reset-refbit.
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QW0260Q3
Castout class feedback for write.

QW0260P3
First 4 bytes of “RESTOKEN”.

QW0260P
Last 4 bytes of “RESTOKEN”.

QW0260P5
CCIH contents for read-stats COCLASSB.

QW0260RN
Number of reliable DIRLIST elements for READ-DIRLIST. Number of reliable DIRINFO elements for READ-
DIRINFO.

QW0260UN
Index of first unprocessed namelist for UNLOCK-CASTOUT.

 

 

(261) GBP-CHKPNT
This IFCID records statistics related to the group buffer pool checkpoint process. This record is written when a group
buffer pool checkpoint completes. This record is written only in a data sharing environment This record is written when
statistics trace class 3 or performance trace class 20 is on.

GRP-BUF-POOL-ID
Group buffer pool internal ID (0-49 for GBP0 through GBP49, 80-89 for GBP32K through GBP32K9, 100-109 for
GBP8K0 through GBP8K9, and 120-129 for GBP16K0 through GBP16K9).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0261BP

GRP-READ-DIRINFO
Number of coupling facility requests to read directory information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0261RD

GRP-DIRENT-CHNGD
Number of directory entries processed for changed pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0261DP

GRP-INITCAST-LCL
Number of page sets and partitions for which castout initiated without sending a message (locally initiated).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0261PL

GRP-INITCAST-NTFY
Number of page sets and partitions for which castout was initiated by sending a message to the castout owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0261PN

GRP-CASTOUT-PLCKS
Number of page set or partition castout p-locks obtained by the group buffer pool checkpoint process.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0261PD

GRP-INITCAST-SPCL
Number of page sets and partitions for which castout had to be initiated by a special castout process because the
castout owner did not exist for the page set or partition.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0261PS

GRP-OLD-CTD-LRSN
The global recovery log record sequence number (LRSN) from the group buffer pool checkpoint prior to this one.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0261OL
GRP-NEW-CTD-LRSN

The global recovery LRSN for this group buffer pool checkpoint. The minimum (QW0261NL, QW0261NM) is the
earliest point from which recovery must start if the group buffer pool fails.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0261NL

GRP-OLD-RSTP-VAL
The minimum restart/redo point in the data sharing group at the group buffer pool checkpoint before this one.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0261OM

GRP-NEW-RSTP-VAL
The minimum restart/redo point in the data sharing group at this group buffer pool checkpoint. The minimum is the
earliest point from which recovery must start if the group buffer pool fails.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0261NM

GRP-START-TIMESTMP
Timestamp at which group buffer pool checkpoint processing started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0261TS

GRP-BUF-POOL-NAME
Translated group buffer pool name.

(262) GBP-CAST-THSH
This IFCID records statistics related to the GBPOOLT castout threshold processing for a group buffer pool. This
record is written when GBPOOLT castout threshold processing completes. This record is written only in a data sharing
environment. This record is written when statistics trace class 3 or performance trace class 20 is on.

GRP-BUF-POOL-ID
Buffer pool internal ID (0-49 for BP0 through BP49, 80-89 for BP32K through BP32K9, 100-109 for BP8K0
through BP8K9, and 120-129 for BP16K0 through BP16K9).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0262BP

GRP-CHNGD-PAGES
Number of changed pages in the group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0262DP

GRP-CHNGD-TOHIT
Number of changed pages that is required to reach the GBPOOLT threshold. This IFCID is written only if the
GBPOOLT threshold has been reached (QW0262DP>=QW0262GT).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0262GT

GRP-FIRST-CASTCL
First castout class processed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0262FC

GRP-LAST-CASTCL
Last castout class processed. Sometimes QW0262LC<QW0262FC. This can happen if DB2 wraps around the
end of the castout class numbers.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0262LC

GRP-READ-COSTATS
Number of coupling facility requests to read castout statistics.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0262RS

GRP-READ-COCLASS
Number of coupling facility “read castout class” requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0262RC
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GRP-CHNGD-PGNAMES
Number of changed page names that were passed to the page set and partition castout owners for castout.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0262CP

GRP-INITCAST-LCL
Number of page sets and partitions for which castout was initiated without sending a message to the castout
owner (locally initiated).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0262PL

GRP-INITCAST-NTFY
Number of page sets and partitions for which castout was initiated by sending a notify message to the castout
owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0262PN

(263) GBP-CASTOUT
This IFCID records page set and partition castout statistics. This record is written by the page set or partition castout
owner after the castout engine has completed servicing the castout request. This record is written only in a data sharing
environment. This record is written when performance trace class 21 is on.

GRP-SECD-DELETE-NAMELIST
The number of IXLCACHE delete-name-list requests to the secondary group buffer pool for duplexing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02632D

GRP-PRIM-DELETE-REDRIVES
Redrives for DELETE_NAME to the primary GBP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0263RD

GRP-SECD-DELETE-REDRIVES
Redrives for DELETE_NAME to the secondary GBP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02632R

GRP-PRIM-DELETE-MTIME
Time in microseconds spent doing DELETE_NAME to primary GBP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0263TD

GRP-SECD-DELETE-MTIME
Time in microseconds spent doing DELETE_NAME to secondary GBP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW02632T

QW0263S1
Serviceability field.

QW0263S2
Serviceability field.

GRP-BUF-POOL-ID
Buffer pool internal ID (0-49 for BP0 through BP49, 80-89 for BP32K through BP32K9, 100-109 for BP8K0
through BP8K9, and 120-129 for BP16K0 through BP16K9).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0263BP

GRP-CASTOUT-REAS
The reason castout was invoked. There might be more than one reason.
X'80'

CLASST threshold.
X'40'

GBPOOLT threshold.
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X'20'
Group buffer pool checkpoint.

X'10'
Group buffer pool rebuild.

X'08'
The page set or partition was converted to non-GBP-dependent, or asynchronous Castout was invoked
for a page set or partition after a transfer of the castout ownership.

X'04'
Synchronous castout, invoked when DB2 needs to ensure that an updated page of a GBP-dependent
page set or partition gets written to DASD immediately.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0263RS
QW0263FL

Serviceability flags: x'80' special castout
GRP-DBID

Database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0263DB

GRP-PSID
Page set OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0263PS

GRP-PART-NUMB
Partition number. 0 if this is a non-partitioned page set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0263PT

GRP-PRVT-BUFFERS
Number of private buffers allocated to this engine (in 4k increments).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0263PB

GRP-CASTOUT-DATA
Number of coupling facility requests to cast out data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0263CD

GRP-UNLCK-CASTOUT
Number of coupling facility requests to unlock for castout.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0263UN

GRP-READ-COCLASS
Number of coupling facility requests to read castout class.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0263RC

GRP-DELETE-NAME
Number of coupling facility delete name requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0263DN

GRP-WRITE-IOS
Number of write I/O requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0263IO

GRP-START-TIMESTMP
The timestamp that castout processing started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0263TS

GRP-BUF-POOL-NAME
Translated group buffer pool name.
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(264) COMPRESS-DICT-ACT
This record records DB2 compression dictionary activity and is new with DB2 version 8 maintenance.

DICT-ADDR
Dictionary address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0264DP

DICT-VERS
Dictionary version.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0264DV

PLAN-NAME
Plan name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0264PL

QW0264OI
DBID and OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0264OI

DBID
DBID of the dictionary object.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0264OI

OBID
OBID of the dictionary object.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0264OI

PARTITION
Partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0264PN

FUNCTION
Function code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0264FN

FLAGS
Flag field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0264FL

UTIL-FLAG
Utility flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0264UT

(265) SCA-REQ-START
This IFCID records the beginning of a request for a shared communications area (SCA). This record is written when global
trace class 3 is on.

FUNCTION
Function code:
A

Read object
B

Read entry
C

Write entry
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D
Delete entry

E
Connect

F
Disconnect

G
Response

H
Rebuild start

K
Rebuild connect

L
Force

M
Rebuild stop

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0265ID
OBJNAME

Object name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0265OB

QW0265NM
Entry name.

HEADER-NUM
List header number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0265HR

ENTRY-NAME
Entry name supplied by the user.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0265N1

BUF-ADDR
Buffer address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0265BF

CONT-TOKEN
Continue token for read object.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0265TK

(266) SCA-REQ-END
This IFCID records the end of a request for a shared communications area (SCA). This record is written when global trace
class 3 is on.

The following describes the (266) SCA-REQ-END record fields:

RETCODE (QW0266RC)
Return code.

REASCODE (QW0266RS)
Reason code.
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CONT-TOKEN (QW0266TK)
Continue token for read object.

(267) CF-REBLD-START
IFCID (267) CF-REBLD-START records the start of a rebuild for any of the Db2 data sharing coupling facility (CF)
structures:

• Lock structure
• List structure (shared communications area (SCA))
• Cache structure (group buffer pools)

This IFCID also records the start of a dynamic expansion or contraction operation for these Db2 data sharing coupling
facility (CF) structures:

• List structure (shared communications area (SCA))
• Cache structure (group buffer pools)

A rebuild occurs when the structure fails or the operator issues an MVS 'SETXCF START,REBUILD'  command. Rebuild
is supported only for the lock structure and the SCA.

A dynamic expansion or contraction occurs when the operator issues an MVS 'SETXCF START,ALTER'  command to
change the size of a structure. This is also called structure alter processing.

This record is written when global trace class 3, performance trace class 20, or statistics trace class 4 is on.

FUNCTION
Operation:
A

Dynamic expand or contract initiated by an MVS 'SETXCF START,ALTER' operator command
D

Rebuild started to establish duplexing
F

Rebuild caused by a structure failure
M

Rebuild caused by reaching the maximum number of users of the lock structure
O

Rebuild initiated by an MVS 'SETXCF START,REBUILD' operator command
P

Duplexing stopped; falling back to primary group buffer pool started
S

MVS SETXCF START,ALTER operator command against a secondary group buffer pool
W

Duplexing stopped; switching to secondary group buffer pool started
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0267RS

STRUC-NAME
Structure name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0267NM

QW0267F1
Flags.
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RQSTSIZE
Requested size of the CF structure in 4K increments.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0267SZ

QW0267ER
Requested entry portion of the entry-to-element ratio. This field is identified by IBM Db2 field name only.

QW0267LR
Requested element portion of the entry-to-element ratio. This field is identified by IBM Db2 field name only.

QW0267F2
Flags. This field is identified by IBM Db2 field name only.

PERCENT-AVAIL-ENTR
Percent of available entries.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0267ME

PERCENT-AVAIL-ELEM
Percent of available elements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0267ML

(268) CF-REBLD-END
This IFCID records the end of a rebuild or a dynamic expansion or contraction operation for any of the DB2 data sharing
coupling facility (CF) structures. This record is written when global trace class 3, performance trace class 20, or statistics
trace class 4 is on.

FUNCTION
Operation:
A

Dynamic expand or contract initiated by an MVS 'SETXCF START,ALTER' operator command.
B

Structure state change for duplex-simplex.
D

Rebuild started to establish duplexing.
F

Rebuild caused by a structure failure.
M

Rebuild caused by reaching the maximum number of users of the lock structure.
O

Rebuild initiated by an MVS 'SETXCF START,REBUILD' operator command.
P

Duplexing is being stopped. Falling back to primary group buffer pool started.
S

MVS SETXCF START,ALTER operator command against a secondary group buffer pool initiated dynamic
expand or contract.

W
Duplexing is being stopped. Switching to secondary group buffer pool started.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0268FC
REASCODE

Result of the operation:
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O
Operation completed successfully.

N
Expand or contract completed, but the allocated size was less than the requested size.

S
Rebuild, expand, or contract was stopped.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0268RC
STOP-REASCODE

Reason code if the rebuild, expand, or contract operation was stopped.
C

Duplexing rebuild stopped because of insufficient connectivity due to a change in the set of connectors
F

Structure failed before the operation completed.
G

MVS service failed before the operation completed.
I

The new structure does not provide connectivity that is better than or equivalent to the old structure
J

Expand or contract request could not complete because a rebuild was initiated for the structure.
K

Rebuild process was stopped because of a failure during connection to the new structure
L

Connectivity to the structure was lost.
N

The new structure does not provide better connectivity than the current structure for a LOSSCONN
rebuild

O
Operator requested the stop.

P
Use of a new cfrm policy stopped duplexing

R
Resource manager requested the stop.

S
Invalid ratio was specified.

T
Rebuild process was stopped because the new lock structure is full

U
Rebuild process was stopped because of a failure in a required IRLM instance in the group

W
Rebuild process was stopped because a successful group function level change made a complete rebuild
unnecessary

X
Rebuild process was stopped because of an unsuccessful group function level change.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0268RS
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START-TIMESTMP
Timestamp at start of the operation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0268BT

STRUC-NAME
Structure name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0268NM

CURR-MINSIZE
Current minimum structure size in increments of 4K (if not stopped).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0268MS

CURR-SIZE
Current structure size in 4K increments (if not stopped).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0268CS

CURR-DIR-COUNT
Current count of directory entries for group buffer pools (if not stopped)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0268DN

CURR-ELEM-COUNT
Current count of elements. For group buffer pools with a 4K page size, the element count equals the data entry
count. For group buffer pools with a 32K page size, the element count is 8 times the data entry count. Not valid if
stopped.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0268TN

QW0268F1
Flags. Derived from QW0267F1.

RQSTSIZE
Requested size of the CF structure in 4K increments. Derived from QW0267SZ.

QW0268ER
Requested entry portion of the entry-to-element ratio. Derived from QW0267ER.

QW0268LR
Requested element portion of the entry-to-element ratio. Derived from QW0267LR.

QW0268F2
Flags. Derived from QW0267F2.

PERCENT-AVAIL-ENTR
Percent of available entries. Derived from QW0267ME.

PERCENT-AVAIL-ELEM
Percent of available elements. Derived from QW0267ML.

OLD-STRUC-VERID
Old primary, secondary structure version IDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0268OV

NEW-STRUC-VERID
New primary, secondary structure version IDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0268NV

 

(269) TRUSTED-CONTEXT
IFCID 269 records establishment and reuse of a trusted connection. This trace record is written when audit trace class 10
is on.
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NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as CONTEXT-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses these
fields to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic purposes to
verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.

TYPE
Specifies the type of trusted connection:
E

Establish new
R

Reuse
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269TY

STATUS
Specifies the status of the event:
S

Success
F

Failure
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269ST

SQLCODE
Specifies the SQLCODE from the event.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269SQ

CONTEXT-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the record to the trusted context name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269TC_OFF

SYSAUTH-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the record to the system authorization ID that was used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269SA_OFF

CONTEXTROLE-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the record to the role that is associated with the context.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RC_OFF

OWNER-TYPE
Specifies the type of owner of the objects that are created using the trusted context:
R

Role
A

Authorization ID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269OT

SEC-LABEL
Specifies the security label.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269SL

TCPIP-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the record to the TCP/IP address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269AD_OFF

SERVAUTH-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the record to the SERVAUTH name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269SR_OFF
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ENCRYPTION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the record to the encryption value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269EC_OFF

JOBNAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the record to the job name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269JN_OFF

REUSEAUTHID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the record to the reuse authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RA_OFF

USERROLE-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the record to the user role.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RU_OFF

CONTEXT-VAR
Specifies the trusted context name. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269TC_D

CONTEXT-LEN
Specifies the length of the trusted context name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269TC_LEN

CONTEXT-LONG
Specifies the trusted context name. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269TC_VAR

SYSAUTH-VAR
Specifies the system authorization ID that establishes the trusted connection. This variable length field contains
the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269SA_D

SYSAUTH-LEN
Specifies the length of the system authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269SA_LEN

SYSAUTH-LONG
Specifies the system authorization ID that establishes the trusted connection. This complete field name is
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269SA_VAR

CONTEXTROLE-VAR
Specifies the default context role. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RC_D

CONTEXTROLE-LEN
Specifies the length of the context role.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RC_LEN

CONTEXTROLE-LONG
Specifies the default context role. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RC_VAR

TCPIP-VAR
Specifies the actual TCP/IP address that is used for the connection. This variable length field contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269AD_D

TCPIP-LEN
Specifies the length of the TCP/IP address name.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269AD_LEN
TCPIP-LONG

Specifies the actual TCP/IP address that is used for the connection. This complete field name is expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269AD_VAR

SERVAUTH-VAR
Specifies the SERVAUTH TCP/IP security zone name. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269SR_D

SERVAUTH-LEN
Specifies the length of the SERVAUTH TCP/IP security zone name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269SR_LEN

SERVAUTH-LONG
Specifies the SERVAUTH TCP/IP security zone name. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum
length.
QW0269SR_VAR

ENCRYPTION-VAR
Specifies the encryption value that associates with the encryption trust attribute for a trusted context. Possible
values are NONE, LOW, or HIGH. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269EC_D

ENCRYPTION-LEN
Specifies the length of the encryption value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269EC_LEN

ENCRYPTION-LONG
Specifies the encryption value that associates with the encryption trust attribute for a trusted context. Possible
values are NONE, LOW, or HIGH. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269EC_VAR

JOBNAME-VAR
Specifies the job name for a local application. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269JN_D

JOBNAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the job name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269JN_LEN

JOBNAME-LONG
Specifies the job name for a local application. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269JN_VAR

REUSEAUTHID-VAR
Specifies the authorization ID under which a trusted connection is reused. This variable length field contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RA_D

REUSEAUTHID-LEN
Specifies the length of the reused authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RA_LEN

REUSEAUTHID-LONG
Specifies the authorization ID under which a trusted connection is reused. This complete field name is expanded
to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RA_VAR
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USERROLE-VAR
Specifies the trusted context name. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RU_D

USERROLE-LEN
Specifies the length of the trusted context name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RU_LEN

USERROLE-LONG
Specifies the trusted context name. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RU_VAR

PROFILE-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the record to the external security profile name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269PR_OFF

PROFILE-VAR
Specifies the security profile name containing the authorization IDs that can use the connection in the trusted
context. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0269PR_LONG

PROFILE-LEN
Specifies the length of the profile name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269PR_LEN

PROFILE-LONG
Specifies the security profile name containing the authorization IDs that can use the connection in the trusted
context. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269PR_VAR

USERROLES-TOTAL
Specifies the total number of roles that associate the user in the trusted connection.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RS

USERROLES-TRACED
Specifies the number of traced roles that associate the user in the trusted connection. These role names are
present in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RT

ROLENAME-VAR
Specifies the secondary role name. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RN_D

ROLENAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the secondary role.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RN_LEN

ROLENAME-LONG
Specifies the secondary role name. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0269RN_VAR

(270) TRUSTED-CONTEXTDDL
IFCID (270) TRUSTED-CONTEXTDDL records the events when a trusted connection is created or altered. This record is
written when audit trace class 10 is on.

TYPE
Type of trusted context statement:
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C
CREATE

A
ALTER

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0270TY
SQLCODE

SQLCODE from CREATE or ALTER trusted context statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0270SQ

STMT-LEN
Length of CREATE or ALTER trusted context statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0270SQ

STMT-LONG
The CREATE or ALTER trusted context statement text. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0270SS

(271) ACCESS-CNTL-TRC
IFCID (271) ACCESS-CNTL-TRC records when the row permission or column mask is created, dropped, or altered.

This record is written when audit trace class 11 is on and contains the following fields:

STMT-TYPE-FLAG
Represents the SQL statement type:
C

Indicates CREATE row permission or column mask
D

Indicates DROP row permission or column mask
A

Indicates ALTER row permission or column mask
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0271TY

OBJ-TYPE
Represents the object type:
R

Specifies row permission
M

Specifies column mask
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0271OB

SQLCODE
Contains the SQL return code from the execution of a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0271SQ

SQLSTMT-LEN
Represents the SQL statement length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0271SL

SQLSTMT-LONG
Contains SQL statement text up to 4000 bytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0271SS
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(272) ASSOC-LOCATORS
This IFCID records information about execution of an associate locators statement. DB2 produces one IFCID 0272 record
for each associate locators statement. This record is written when performance trace class 3 is on.

LOCATION
Name of the location where the stored procedure executes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272LN

PKG-COLL-NAME
Package collection id. If DB2 does not use a package to execute this statement, this field is blank.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PC

PROGRAM-NAME
Stored procedure program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PG

PROGRAM-TMSP
Pre-compile timestamp of the stored procedure program.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272TS

STMT-NUMBER
Statement number the of ASSOCIATE LOCATORS statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272SN

PROC-LOC-LEN
Length of location name where stored procedure resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272LL

STPROC-LOC
Name of location where stored procedure resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272LP

PROC-QUAL-LEN
Length of qualifier of stored procedure.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272QL

STPROC-QUAL
Qualifier of the stored procedure.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272QN

PROC-NAME-LEN
Length of stored procedure name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PL

STPROC-NAME
Stored procedure name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PN

NUMB-LOCATORS
Number of locators referenced in the ASSOCIATE LOCATORS statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272NL

LOCATION-OFFSET
If the QW0272LN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.IBM Db2 Field Name:
QW0272LN_OFF
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PKG-COLL-NAME-OFFSET
If the QW0272PC field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PC_OFF

PROGRAM-NAME-OFFSET
If the QW0272PG field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PG_OFF

STPROC-LOC-OFFSET
If the QW0272LP field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
QW0272LP_OFF

STPROC-QUAL-OFFSET
If the QW0272QN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272QN_OFF

STPROC-NAME-OFFSET
If the QW0272PN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PN_OFF

LOCATION-VAR
Name of the location where the stored procedure executes. This is a variable length field that contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272LN_D

LOCATION-LEN
Length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272LN_LEN

LOCATION-LONG
Name of the location where the stored procedure executes. This is the complete field name expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272LN_VAR

PKG-COLL-NAME-VAR
Package collection id. If DB2 does not use a package to execute this statement, this field is blank. This is a
variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PC_D

PKG-COLL-NAME-LEN
Length of collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PC_LEN

PKG-COLL-NAME-LONG
Package collection id. If DB2 does not use a package to execute this statement, this field is blank. This is the
complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PC_VAR
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PROGRAM-NAME-VAR
Stored procedure program name. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PG_D

PROGRAM-NAME-LEN
Length of program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PG_LEN

PROGRAM-NAME-LONG
Stored procedure program name. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PG_VAR

STPROC-LOC-VAR
Name of location where stored procedure resides. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272LP_D

STPROC-LOC-LEN1
Length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272LP_LEN

STPROC-LOC-LONG
Name of location where stored procedure resides. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272LP_VAR

STPROC-QUAL-VAR
Qualifier of the stored procedure. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272QN_D

STPROC-QUAL-LEN1
Length of stored procedure qualifier name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272QN_LEN

STPROC-QUAL-LONG
Qualifier of the stored procedure. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272QN_VAR

STPROC-NAME-VAR
Stored procedure name. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PN_D

STPROC-NAME-LEN1
Length of stored procedure name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PN_LEN

STPROC-NAME-LONG
Stored procedure name. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0272PN_VAR

(273) ALLOCATE-CURSOR
IFCID 273 records information about execution of an allocate cursor statement. DB2 produces one IFCID 273 record for
each allocate cursor statement. This record is written when performance trace class 3 is on.

LOCATION
Name of the location where the stored procedure executes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273LN

PKG-COLL-NAME
Package collection id. If DB2 does not use a package to execute this statement, this field is blank.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PC
PROGRAM-NAME

Stored procedure program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PG

PROGRAM-TMSP
Pre-compile timestamp of the program.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273TS

STMT-NUMBER
The statement number of ALLOCATE CURSOR statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273SN

CURS-NAME-LEN
Length of cursor name in allocate cursor statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273CL

CURSOR-NAME
Name of the cursor in the allocate cursor statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273CN

RELCUR-NAME-LEN
Length of cursor name in the stored procedure.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273RL

REAL-CURSOR-NAME
Name of the cursor in the stored procedure.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273RN

PROC-LOC-LEN
The length of the location name where stored procedure resides.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273LL

STPROC-LOC
The name of the location where stored procedure resides. This field contains a truncated name if it is longer than
18 characters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273LP

PROC-QUAL-LEN
Length of qualifier of stored procedure.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273QL

STPROC-QUAL
Qualifier of the stored procedure.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273QN

PROC-NAME-LEN
Length of stored procedure name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PL

STPROC-NAME
Stored procedure name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PN

LOCATOR-VALUE
Value of the locator that is associated with the result set for which this cursor is defined.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273LV
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LOCATION-OFFSET
If QW0273LN is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273LN_OFF

PKG-COLL-NAME-OFFSET
If QW0273PC is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PC_OFF

PROGRAM-NAME-OFFSET
If QW0273PG is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PG_OFF

CURSOR-NAME-OFFSET
If QW0273CN is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273CN_OFF

REAL-CURSOR-NAME-OFFSET
If QW0273RN is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273RN_OFF

STPROC-LOC-OFFSET
If QW0273LP is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273LP_OFF

STPROC-QUAL-OFFSET
If QW0273QN is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273QN_OFF

STPROC-NAME-OFFSET
If QW0273PN is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PN_OFF

QUERY-COMMAND-ID
Command source ID (CMDSRCID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273CID

QUERY-INSTANCE-ID
Query instance ID (QRYINSID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273QID

LOCATION-VAR
Name of the location where the stored procedure executes. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273LN_D
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LOCATION-LEN
Length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273LN_LEN

LOCATION-LONG
Name of the location where the stored procedure executes. This complete field name is expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273LN_VAR

PKG-COLL-NAME-VAR
Package collection id. If DB2 does not use a package to execute this statement, this field is blank. This variable
length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PC_D

PKG-COLL-NAME-LEN
Length of collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PC_LEN

PKG-COLL-NAME-LONG
Package collection id. If DB2 does not use a package to execute this statement, this field is blank. This complete
field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PC_VAR

PROGRAM-NAME-VAR
Stored procedure program name. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PG_D

PROGRAM-NAME-LEN
Length of program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PG_LEN

PROGRAM-NAME-LONG
Stored procedure program name. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PG_VAR

CURSOR-NAME-VAR
Name of the cursor in the allocate cursor statement. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273CN_D

CURSOR-NAME-LEN1
Length of cursor name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273CN_LEN

CURSOR-NAME-LONG
Name of the cursor in the allocate cursor statement. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273CN_VAR

REAL-CSR-NAME-VAR
Name of the cursor in the stored procedure. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273RN_D

REAL-CSR-NAME-LEN1
Length of real cursor name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273RN_LEN

REAL-CSR-NAME-LONG
Name of the cursor in the stored procedure. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273RN_VAR
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STPROC-LOC-VAR
Name of location where stored procedure resides. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273LP_D

STPROC-LOC-LEN1
Length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273LP_LEN

STPROC-LOC-LONG
Name of location where stored procedure resides. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273LP_VAR

STPROC-QUAL-VAR
Qualifier of the stored procedure. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273QN_D

STPROC-QUAL-LEN1
Length of stored procedure qualifier name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273QN_LEN

STPROC-QUAL-LONG
Qualifier of the stored procedure. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273QN_VAR

STPROC-NAME-VAR
Stored procedure name. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PN_D

STPROC-NAME-LEN1
Length of stored procedure name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PN_LEN

STPROC-NAME-LONG
Stored procedure name. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0273PN_VAR

(277) ROUT-GET-STOR
This record tracks information about DB2 routines getting storage.

MODULE-NAME
Specifies the name of the DB2 module that is acquiring the storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0277MN

RP-OPCODE
Specifies the eyecatcher or opcode of the storage control block that is being obtained.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0277HD

QW0277RT
Specifies the address of RT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0277RT

QW0277SA
Specifies the address of storage obtained.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0277SA

STOR-SIZE
Specifies the size of storage obtained.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0277SS
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QW0277TC
Specifies the TCB of the storage owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0277TC

RETURN-CODE
Specifies the return code from the storage obtain call.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0277RC

QW0277ST
Indicates the storage that is acquired for LOB or non-LOB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0277ST

RT-POINTER
Specifies the RT pointer.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0277RP

STORAGE-ADDRESS
Specifies the storage pointer.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0277SP

TCB-POINTER
Specifies the TCB pointer.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0277TP

(278) ROUT-FREE-STOR
This record tracks information about DB2 routines freeing storage.

MODULE-NAME
Specifies the name of the DB2 module that is freeing the storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0278MN

RP-OPCODE
Specifies the eyecatcher or opcode of the storage control block that is being freed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0278HD

QW0278RT
Specifies the address of RT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0278RT

QW0278SA
Specifies the address of storage freed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0278SA

STOR-SIZE
Specifies the size of storage freed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0278SS

QW0278TC
Specifies the TCB of the storage owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0278TC

RETURN-CODE
Specifies the return code from the storage free call.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0278RC
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QW0278ST
Indicates the storage free for LOB or non-LOB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0278ST

RT-POINTER
Specifies the RT pointer.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0278RP

STORAGE-ADDRESS
Specifies the storage pointer.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0278SP

TCB-POINTER
Specifies the TCB pointer.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0278TP

(305) TBL-CHK-CONST
IFCID 305 records information related to defining, removing, and enforcing a table check constraint. A table check
constraint defines the values that designated columns of a table can have.

Defining a table check constraint: a table check constraint can be defined when a table is created using the CREATE
TABLE statement, or at any time on a newly created or populated table using the ALTER TABLE statement.

Removing a check constraint: a table check constraint can be removed using the ALTER TABLE statement.

Enforcing a check constraint: Db2 prevents a check constraint from being added to a populated table if an existing row
violates the check constraint.

If check constraints are already defined on a table, Db2 ensures that all changes conform to the constraints. For example,
if an SQL INSERT statement tries to insert a row that violates a constraint, the insert operation is not performed.

This record is written when performance trace class 8 is on.

CONST-NAME
Check constraint name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305CN

CONST-TEXT
Check constraint text (up to 30 characters).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305CT

CONST-TEXT-LENG
Length of the check constraint text.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305LN

OBID
Data object identifier (OBID) of the table on which the check constraint is defined.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305OB

DBID
Database identifier (DBID) of the database for the table on which the check constraint is defined.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305DB

CONST-OPER
Operation that is using the check constraint function:
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CREATE
A check constraint is being defined with a CREATE TABLE operation.

ALTER ADD
A check constraint is being defined with an ALTER TABLE operation.

ALTER ADD ENFORCE
A check constraint is being enforced during an ALTER TABLE operation.

ALTER ADD DROP
A check constraint is being removed with an ALTER TABLE operation.

ENFORCE
A check constraint is being enforced. Db2 is checking that a row does not violate a check constraint.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305OP
CONST-RSLTCODE

Result of enforcing the check constraint
REJ

Check constraint or row was rejected because of a check constraint violation. The operation is not
performed.

OK
No check constraint was violated.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305RS
CONST-RECORD-ID

Record identifier (RID) for the record that violated the check constraint.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305ID

CONST-REC-DATA
First 30 characters of the rejected record that violated the check constraint condition.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305RR

LRG-CONST-RECORD-ID
The record identifier (RID) for the record that violated the check constraint. For a large table space all 5 bytes
represent the RID. For a non-large table space only the last 4 byte represent the RID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305IL

TBLSPACE-TYPE
Tablespace type:
N

Not large
L

Large
V

Very large
R

Partition-by-range (PBR) that uses relative page numbers
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305TY

CONST-NAME-OFFSET
If the QW0305CN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by Db2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that Db2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305CN_OFF
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CONST-NAME-VAR
Check constraint name. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305CN_D

CONST-NAME-LEN
Length of constraint name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305CN_LEN

CONST-NAME-LONG
Check constraint name. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305CN_VAR

PARTITION
Partition number. This value is valid for partition-by-range (PBR) table spaces that use relative page numbers.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0305PT

(311) GLB-TEMP-TBL
IFCID 0311 records information about temporary tables. This information applies to instantiation, delete operations, and
alter operations on a temporary table. This record is written when performance trace class 8 is on.

TEMP-TBL-CREATOR
Creator of the temporary table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311QN

TEMP-TBL-NAME
Name of the temporary table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311TN

CURSOR-HOLD-STAT
Cursor hold status:
HO

Held after commit
' '

Not held after commit
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311HO

WORKFILE-TYPE
Type of work file associated with the temporary table:
C

Cursor on temporary table
CT

Cursor on transition table
TR

Transition table
TT

Temporary table
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311TY

TEMP-TBL-OPER
Operation that is using the temporary table function:
AT

Alter a temporary table.
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CI
Create instance of temporary table in a work file tablespace.

OC
Open a cursor on a temporary table.

D
Delete work files for a temporary table.

DA
Delete all rows from a temporary table.

CC
Close a cursor on a temporary table.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311OP
CURSOR-NAME-FETCH

Name of the cursor used for fetch operations. This value is meaningful only when QW0311TY = 'C ' (cursor on
temp table).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311CN

QW0311CA
Address of the CUB for the cursor.

QW0311TA
Address of the CUB for the temporary table.

CALLER
Caller of the temporary table trace routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311CL

PKG-LOCATION-NAME
Location of the package containing the query that uses the temporary table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311LN

PKG-COLLECT-ID
Name of the package collection containing the query that uses the temporary table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311PC

PKG-PROGRAM-NAME
Name of the program containing the query that uses the temporary table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311PN

PKG-VERSION
Version of the package containing the query that uses the temporary table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311VN

TEMP-TBL-CREATOR-OFFSET
If the QW0311QN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311QN_OFF

TEMP-TBL-NAME-OFFSET
If the QW0311TN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311TN_OFF
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CURSOR-NAME-FETCH-OFFSET
If the QW0311CN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311CN_OFF

PKG-LOCATION-NAME-OFFSET
If the QW0311LN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311LN_OFF

PKG-COLLECT-ID-OFFSET
If the QW0311PC field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311PC_OFF

PKG-PROGRAM-NAME-OFFSET
If the QW0311PN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311PN_OFF

TEMP-TBL-CREATOR-VAR
Creator of the temporary table. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311QN_D

TEMP-TBL-CREATOR-LEN
Length of table creator name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311QN_LEN

TEMP-TBL-CREATOR-LONG
Creator of the temporary table. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311QN_VAR

TEMP-TBL-NAME-VAR
Name of the temporary table. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311TN_D

TEMP-TBL-NAME-LEN
Length of table name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311TN_LEN

TEMP-TBL-NAME-LONG
Name of the temporary table. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311TN_VAR

CURSOR-NAME-FETCH-VAR
Name of the cursor used for fetch operations. This value is meaningful only when QW0311TY = 'C ' (cursor on
temp table). This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311CN_D

CURSOR-NAME-FETCH-LEN
Length of cursor name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311CN_LEN

CURSOR-NAME-FETCH-LONG
Name of the cursor used for fetch operations. This value is meaningful only when QW0311TY = 'C ' (cursor on
temp table). This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311CN_VAR
PKG-LOCATION-NAME-VAR

Location of the package containing the query that uses the temporary table. This is a variable length field that
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311LN_

PKG-LOCATION-NAME-LEN
Length of location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311LN_LEN

PKG-LOCATION-NAME-LONG
Location of the package containing the query that uses the temporary table. This is the complete field name
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311LN_VAR

PKG-COLLECT-ID-VAR
Name of the package collection containing the query that uses the temporary table. This is a variable length field
that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311PC_D

PKG-COLLECT-ID-LEN
Length of collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311PC_LEN

PKG-COLLECT-ID-LONG
Name of the package collection containing the query that uses the temporary table. This is the complete field
name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311PC_VAR

PKG-PROGRAM-NAME-VAR
Name of the program containing the query that uses the temporary table. This is a variable length field that
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311PN_D

PKG-PROGRAM-NAME-LEN
Length of program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311PN_LEN

PKG-PROGRAM-NAME-LONG
Name of the program containing the query that uses the temporary table. This is the complete field name
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0311PN_VAR

(312) DCE-SECURITY
IFCID 0312 provides an audit trail for DCE security processing. A local DB2 receives a principal name that represents
a user. DB2 maps that name to a local user ID for use in connection processing. This record traces the mapping. This
record is written when audit trace class 8 is on.

This record is obsolete and is no longer used.

TYPE-COMM-ADDR
Type of communication address:
S

SNA
T

TCP/IP
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0312CT
REQ-COMM-ADDR

Requesting communication address. For VTAM, this field contains the LUNAME. For TCP/IP, this field contains
the dotted decimal IP address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0312AD

PRINCIPAL-LNGTH
Length of requesting principal name. This value can be up to 1010.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0312LN

PRINCIPAL-NAME
Requesting principal name. This is a 256-byte character field. This field might contain lowercase alphabetic
characters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0312PR

UUID-PRINCIPALK
UUID of requesting principal. This is a 36-byte character field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0312UP

UUID-PRIN-CELL
UUID of requesting principal's cell. This is a 36-byte character field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0312UC

DERIVED-USERID
Derived local user ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0312US

 

(313) LONG-UR-CKPNT
IFCID 313 records the information about:

• Long running units of recovery (UR) that exist during a checkpoint or when the threshold is reached for the number of
log records that are written without a COMMIT.

• Long running readers when the threshold is reached for elapsed time without a COMMIT. 

This record is written when statistics trace class 3 is on.

NOTE

The OFFSET fields as AUTHID-OFFSET provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses these fields to
locate the long name in a trace record that DB2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic purposes to verify that
DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.

MSG-NUMBER
Identifies the message number (DSNR035I, DSNR036I, and so on).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313MG

NUMB-CKPNTS
Identifies the number of checkpoints taken. For indoubt URs, this field contains -1. For running readers, this field
is not used and contains 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313CK

CONNECTION-ID
Specifies the connection ID of the UR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313CN

CORRELATION-ID
Specifies the correlation ID of the UR.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313CR
CKPNT-LUWID

Specifies the LUWID of the UR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313LU

CHKPNT-URID
Specifies the ID (URID) of the UR. For running readers, this field is not used and contains blanks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313ID

CHKPNT-UR-TYPE
Identifies the unit of recovery as INFLIGHT (X'01') or INDOUBT (X'02') or unit of work as READER (X'03').
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313TY

PLAN-NAME
Identifies the plan.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313PN

AUTHID
Identifies the authorization ID of the UR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313AI

USERS-AUTHID
Identifies the end-user ID for the UR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313EU

USERS-TRANSACTION
Identifies the end-user transaction name for the UR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313ET

USERS-WORKSTATION
Identifies the end-user workstation name for the UR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313EW

THRESHHOLD-TYPE
Identifies the threshold type:
C

Checkpoints
L

Log records
R

Reader elapsed time
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313TH

LOG-RECORDS-WRITTEN
Identifies the number of log records written. For running readers, this field contains a total number of minutes that
the reader has been running.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313LW

AUTHID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QW0313AI field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313AI_OFF

USERS-AUTHID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QW0313EU field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313EU_OFF
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USERS-TRANSACTION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QW0313ET field
is truncated. This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313ET_OFF

USERS-WORKSTATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QW0313EW field
is truncated. This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313EW_OFF

AUTHID-VAR
Specifies the authorization ID of the UR. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313AI_D

AUTHID-LEN
Specifies the length of the authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313AI_LEN

AUTHID-LONG
Specifies the authorization ID of the UR. This field contains the complete field name that is expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313AI_VAR

USERS-AUTHID-VAR
Specifies the end-user ID of the UR. This variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313EU_D

USERS-AUTHID-LEN
Specifies the length of the end-user ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313EU_LEN

USERS-AUTHID-LONG
Specifies the end-user ID of the UR. This field contains the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313EU_VAR

USERS-TRANSACTION-VAR
Identifies the end-user transaction name for the UR. This variable length field contains the complete name. This
field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313ET_D

USERS-TRANSACTION-LEN
Specifies the length of the end-user transaction name. This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313ET_LEN

USERS-TRANSACTION-LONG
Identifies the end-user transaction name for the UR. This field contains the complete field name that is expanded
to the maximum length. This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313ET_VAR

USERS-WORKSTATION-VAR
Identifies the end-user workstation name for the UR. This variable length field contains the complete name. This
field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313EW_D

USERS-WORKSTATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the end-user workstation name. This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313EW_LEN
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USERS-WORKSTATION-LONG
Identifies the end-user workstation name for the UR. This field contains the complete name that is expanded to
the maximum length. This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0313EW_VAR

(314) ACC-AUTH-EXIT
IFCID 0314 records the contents of the parameter list for the access control authorization exit routine. This record is
written after the call to the exit routine. For more information about exit routines and the meanings of parameters, see the
appendix “Writing Exit Routines” in the IBM DB2 Administration Guide.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as OBJECT-OWNER-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor
uses these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that DB2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic
purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.

This record is written when performance trace class 22 is on.

EXPL-ADDRESS
Specifies the address of the exit parameter list EXPL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314EL

WORK-ADDRESS
Specifies the address of the work area that is used for the routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314WA

WORK-LENGTH
Specifies the length of the work area.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314WL

RET-CODE
Indicates the Return code from the exit routine. The following values are valid:
0

Indicates that access is permitted.
4

Indicates that a DB2 authorization check must be performed.
8

Indicates that the user is not authorized. Access is denied.
12

Indicates that the authorization exit cannot service the request. Do not call the exit again.

NOTE

When IFCID 410 is enabled, the IFCID 314 is cut only when the Access Control Authorization Exit
returns RC=4.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314RC
REAS-CODE

Specifies the reason code from the exit routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314RS

START-STCK
Indicates the store clock value before the exit is called.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314BC
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END-STCK
Indicates the store clock value after the exit is called.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314AC

PARM-LIST
Contains the contents of the access control exit parameter list. Macro DSNDXAPL maps this list.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314PL

NUM-DATABASES
Indicates the number of databases for which detail information is provided.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314DS

QW0314DP
Contains the address to information of the next database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314DP

DATABASE-NAME
Indicates the name of the database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314DN

DBADM-CHK-RESULT
Contains the results of the DBADM check.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314DA

QW0314DO
Indicates the offset from QW0314 to QW0314DX. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor
uses this field to locate the long name in a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long
name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314DO

AUTHID-OFFSET
Indicates the offset from QW0314 to QW0314U
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314UO

OBJECT-NAME-OFFSET
Indicates the offset from QW0314 to QW0314B.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314BO

OBJECT-OWNER-OFFSET
Indicates the offset from QW0314 to QW0314O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314OO

OTHER-INFO1-OFFSET
Indicates the offset from QW0314 to QW0314O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW03141O

OTHER-INFO2-OFFSET
Indicates the offset from QW0314 to QW0314O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW03142O

UTOKEN
Contains the ACEE UTOKEN, when the token is accessible. If the token is not accessible, the first word contains
one of the following values:
0

Indicates that DB2 is unable to obtain the UTOKEN
-1

Indicates that an ABEND occurred during the access of the ACEE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314UT
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AUTHID-VAR
Indicates the authorization ID that DB2 is checking.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314U

AUTHID-LEN
Indicates the length of the authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314UL

AUTHID-LONG
Specifies the authorization ID that DB2 is checking.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314UN

OBJECT-NAME-VAR
Specifies the unqualified object name.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314B

OBJECT-NAME-LEN
Indicates the length of the object name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314BL

OBJECT-NAME-LONG
Indicates the unqualified object name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314BN

OBJECT-OWNER-VAR
Specifies the object owner or qualifier. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314O

OBJECT-OWNER-LEN
Indicates the length of the object owner or qualifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314OL

OBJECT-OWNER-LONG
Indicates the object owner or qualifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314ON

OTHER-INFO1-VAR
Represents other information field 1. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314R1

OTHER-INFO1-LEN
Indicates the length of other information field 1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW03141L

OTHER-INFO1-LONG
Represents other information field 1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW03141N

OTHER-INFO2-VAR
Represents other information field 2. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314R2

OTHER-INFO2-LEN
Indicates the length of other information field 2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW03142L

OTHER-INFO2-LONG
Represents other information field 2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW03142N
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OBJECT-OWNER-OFFSET
Specifies the offset of the object owner name in the record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314NO

ROLE-OFFSET
Specifies the offset of the role name in the record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314LO

OTHR-OBJNAM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset of the other object name in the record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314MO

OTHR-OBJOWN-OFFSET
Specifies the offset of the other object owner name in the record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314RO

OBJECT-OWNER-VAR
Specifies the object owner. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314N_D

OBJECT-OWNER-LEN
Indicates the length of the object owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314NL

OBJECT-OWNER-LONG
Specifies the object owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314NN

ROLE-VAR
Indicates the role name. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314L_D

ROLE-LEN
Indicates the length of the role.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314LL

ROLE-LONG
Specifies the role name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314LN

OTHER-OBJNAME-VAR
Indicates the length of the other object name. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314M_D

OTHER-OBJNAME-LEN
Indicates the length of the other object name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314ML

OTHER-OBJNAME-LONG
Indicates the other object name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314MN

OTHER-OBJOWNR-VAR
Specifies the name of the other object owner. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314R_D

OTHER-OBJOWNR-LEN
Indicates the length of the other object owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314RL

OTHER-OBJOWNR-LONG
Specifies the name of the other object owner.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314RN
QW0314SO

Specifies the offset from records QW0314 to QW0314S (views base table qualifier). This field provides no
practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a DB2 trace record. Use this field
to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314SO

QW0314AO
Specifies the offset from records QW0314 to QW0314A (views base tablename). This field provides no practical
tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify
that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314AO

QW0314CO
Specifies the offset from QW0314 to QW0314C (views base table column). This field provides no practical tuning
purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that
DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314CO

BASE-QUAL-LEN
Indicates the length of the qualifier of the base table for view.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314SL

BASE-QUAL-LONG
Represents the qualifier of the base table for view.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314SN

BASE-QUAL-VAR
Specifies the qualifier of the base table for view. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314S_LONG

BASE-TABLE-LEN
Represents the name length of the base table for view.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314AL

BASE-TABLE-LONG
Specifies the name of the base table for view.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314AN

BASE-TABLE-VAR
Specifies the name of the base table for view. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314A_LONG

BASE-TBL-COL-LEN
Specifies the length of the column name in the base table for view.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314CL

BASE-TBL-COL-LONG
Specifies the name of the column in the base table for view.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314CN

BASE-TBL-COL-VAR
Specifies the name of the column in the base table for view. This field varies in length and contains the complete
name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314A_LONG

DATABASE-IMPLICIT
Indicates whether the database is implicitly created. The following values are valid:
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Y
Creates the database implicitly

blank
Does not create the database implicitly

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0314IM

(316) DYNAMIC-SQL-STATS

(316) DYNAMIC-SQL-STATS record reports on the contents of the prepared SQL statement cache.

(316) Repeating Fields

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the DYNAMIC-SQL-STATS record. One set of fields exists
for each SQL statement being reported on.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as WRKSTN-NAME-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor
uses these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic
purposes to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.

STMT-ID
Contains the statement identifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316ID

STMT-NAME-GEN
Contains the statement name that Db2 generated for this statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316NM

UNIQUE-ID
Contains a unique statement identifier; a generated number for uniquely identifying a statement in the prepared
statement cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316TK

NUMBER-USERS
Indicates the number of current users of the statement. These users have prepared or executed the statement
during their current unit of work.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316US

NUMBER-COPYS
Indicates the number of copies of the statement owned by all threads in the system. This number includes
QW0316US, plus copies owned by plans/packages bound with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) that were not used in their
current unit of work. These users prepared the statement in a previous unit of work and still have the work in a
prepared state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316CP

STMT-STATUS
Indicates the status of the statement. If any of the following flags are set, the statement has been removed from
the cache but current users might still have an active copy. Db2 continues to track the statement until the use
count and copy count are zero. The flags are as follows:
x'80'

Indicates that DROP or ALTER invalidated the statement.
x'40'

Indicates that REVOKE invalidated the statement.
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x'20'
Indicates that the statement is invalidated removed from cache by LRU.

x'10'
Indicates that RUNSTATS invalidated the statement.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316FL
MISC-FLAG

Indicates miscellaneous statuses. The flag is as follows:
x'80'

Indicates that the statement is eligible for execution on an accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316FL2

TMSTMP-INSERT
Indicates the date and time when statement was inserted into the cache (in Db2 timestamp format).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316TM

NUMBER-EXECUTIONS
Indicates the number of executions of a statement. For a cursor statement, this number represents the number of
opens. IFCID 318 must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316NE

NUMBER-GETPAGES
Indicates the number of getpage operations performed for a statement. IFCID 318 must be active to collect this
data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316NG

NUMBER-ROWS-EXAM
Indicates the number of rows examined for a statement. IFCID 318 must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316NR

NUMBER-ROWS-PROC
Indicates the number of rows processed for a statement. For example, the number of rows returned for a
SELECT, or the number of rows affected by an INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE. IFCID 318 must be active to
collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316NP

NUMBER-SORTS
Indicates the number of sorts performed for a statement. IFCID 318 must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316NS

NUMBER-INDEX-SCANS
Indicates the number of index scans performed for a statement. IFCID 318 must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316NI

NUMBER-TBLSP-SCANS
Indicates the number of tablespace scans performed for statement. IFCID 318 must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316NT

NUMBER-PARALLEL-GRPS
Indicates the number of parallel groups created for a statement. IFCID 318 must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316NL

NUMBER-SYNC-WRITES
Indicates the number of synchronous buffer write operations performed for a statement. IFCID 318 must be active
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316NW

ACCUM-ELAPSED
Indicates the accumulated elapsed time used for a statement.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316AE
SQLLEN

Indicates the length of the entire statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316LN

SQLSTMT
Indicates the SQL statement text.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316TX

PRGNAMELEN
Indicates the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316L1

PRGNAME
Indicates the text of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316T1

STMT-LINENUM
Specifies the precompiler line number for the PREPARE statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316LX

TRANSLEN
Indicates the length of the transaction name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316L2

TRANSNAME
Specifies the text of the transaction name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316T2

USERIDLEN
Specifies the length of the user ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316L3

USERID
Contains the text of the user ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316T3

USERGRP
Specifies the user group name. The user group is the current SQLID of the user who did the initial PREPARE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316X4

UNQUAL-TABLE-QUAL
Indicates a qualifier that is used for unqualified table names.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316X5

ISOBIND
Specifies the value of the BIND option isolation that is in effect for the initial PREPARE. This value does not reflect
the value that is specified in a WITH clause:
UR

UNCOMMITTED READ
CS

CURSOR STABILITY
RS

READ STABILITY
RR

REPEATABLE READ
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316X6
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CURRDATA-BIND
Specifies the CURRENTDATA BIND option:
Y

Yes
N

No
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316X7

DYNRULES-BIND
Specifies the DYNAMICRULES bind option:
B

BIND
R

RUN
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316X8

CURRDEG
Indicates the value of the current degree special register at bind. The following values are valid:
A

Any
1

One
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316X9

CURRULES
Indicates the value of the current rules special register at bind. The following values are valid:
D

DB2
S

SQL
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316XA

CURRPREC
Indicates the value of the current precision special register at bind. The following values are valid:
Y

DEC31
N

DEC15
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316XB

CURSOR-HOLD
Indicates whether the statement cursor is a held cursor. The following values are valid:
Y

Yes
N

No
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316XC

STRT-TIMESTMP
Indicates the timestamp when statistics collection began. Data collection begins when a trace for IFCID 318 is
started.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316TS
TABLE-QUAL

Contains the qualifier of the referenced tablename.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316QD

TABLE-NAME-LEN
Indicates the length of the referenced tablename.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316LD

TABLE-NAME
Contains the name of the referenced table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316TD

ACCUM-CPU
Indicates accumulated CPU time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316CT

ACCUM-WAIT-SYNC-IO
Indicates the accumulated wait time for synchronous I/O. This wait time is collected only when a class 3
accounting trace is started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316W1

ACCUM-WAIT-LOCK
Indicates the accumulated wait time for lock requests. This wait time is collected only when a class 3 accounting
trace is started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316W2

ACCUM-WAIT-SYNC-EX
Indicates the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch. This wait time is collected only when
a class 3 accounting trace is started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316W3

ACCUM-WAIT-GLOBLCK
Specifies the accumulated wait time for global locks. This wait time is collected only when a class 3 accounting
trace is started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316W4

ACCUM-WAIT-OTHR-RD
Specifies the accumulated wait time for read activity performed by another thread. This wait time is collected only
when a class 3 accounting trace is started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316W5

ACCUM-WAIT-OTHR-WT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for write activity that another thread performed. This wait time is collected
only when a class 3 accounting trace is started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316W6

NORIDLIST-LIMITS
Indicates the number of times that a RID list was not used. The RID list was not used because the number of
RIDs would have exceeded one or more internal Db2 limits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316RT

NORIDLIST-STOR
Indicates the number of times that a RID list was not used because of the unavailable storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316RS

USER-STRING
Contains the user-provided identification string for the cached statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316UI
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PRGNAME-OFFSET
Contains the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QW0316T1 field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316T1_OFF

USERID-OFFSET
Contains the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QW0316T3 field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316T3_OFF

USERGRP-OFFSET
Contains the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QW0316X4 field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316X4_OFF

UNQUAL-TBL-QUAL-OFFSET
Contains the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QW0316X5 field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316X5_OFF

TABLE-QUAL-OFFSET
Contains the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QW0316QD field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316QD_OFF

TABLE-NAME-OFFSET
Contains the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QW0316TD field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316TD_OFF

USER-STRING-OFFSET
Contains the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QW0316UI field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316UI_OFF

SCHEMA-OFFSET
Contains the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name, when the QW0316SC field
is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316SC_OFF

PRGNAME-VAR
Contains the program name. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316T1_D

PRGNAME-LEN
Indicates the length of the program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316T1_LEN

PRGNAME-LONG
Contains the program name. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316T1_VAR

USERID-VAR
Contains the user ID. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316T3_D

USERID-LEN
Indicates the length of authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316T3_LEN
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USERID-LONG
Contains the user ID. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316T3_VAR

USERGRP-VAR
Indicates the user group name. The user group is the current SQLID of the user who did the initial PREPARE.
This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316X4_D

USERGRP-LEN
Specifies the length of user group name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316X4_LEN

USERGRP-LONG
Indicates the user group name. The user group is the current SQLID of the user who did the initial PREPARE.
This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316X4_VAR

UNQUAL-TBL-QUAL-VAR
Specifies the qualifier that is used for unqualified table names. This field varies in length and contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316X5_D

UNQUAL-TBL-QUAL-LEN
Indicates the length of the table qualifier name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316X5_LEN

UNQUAL-TBL-QUAL-LONG
Indicates the qualifier that is used for unqualified table names. This field contains the complete field name,
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316X5_VAR

TABLE-QUAL-VAR
Indicates the qualifier of the referenced tablename. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316QD_D

TABLE-QUAL-LEN
Indicates the length of the table qualifier.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316QD_LEN

TABLE-QUAL-LONG
Indicates the qualifier of the referenced tablename. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316QD_VAR

TABLE-NAME-VAR
Indicates the name of the referenced table. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316TD_D

TABLE-NAME-LEN
Indicates the length of the tablename.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316TD_LEN

TABLE-NAME-LONG
Indicates the name of the referenced table. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316TD_VAR
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USER-STRING-VAR
Contains the user-provided identification string for the cached statement. This field varies in length and contains
the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316UI_D

USER-STRING-LEN
Indicates the length of the user string.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316UI_LEN

USER-STRING-LONG
Contains the user-provided identification string for the cached statement. This field contains the complete field
name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316UI_VAR

SCHEMA-VAR
Indicates the current schema special register text. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316SC_D

SCHEMA-LEN
Indicates the length of the schema name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316SC_LEN

SCHEMA-LONG
Contains current schema special register text. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316SC_VAR

CACHE-LIT-REPL-FLG
Indicates the cache literal replacement. The following values are valid:
blank

Indicates that literal replacement did not occur
R

Indicates that literals were replaced
D

Indicates that literals were replaced but the cached statement is a duplicate. A match did not occur.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316LR

CACHE-LIT-REPL-TEXT
Acts as an indicator for cache literal replacement. The following values are valid:
None

Indicates that literal replacement did not occur
Replaced

Indicates that literals were replaced
Duplicated

Indicates that literals were replaced but the cached statement is a duplicate. A match did not occur.
Unknown

Indicates that literal replacement is unknown
IBM Db2 Field Name: derived from QW0316LR

WAIT-LATCH-REQ
Specifies the accumulated wait time for latch requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316W7

WAIT-PAGE-LATCH
Specifies the accumulated wait time for latches.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316W8
WAIT-DRAIN-LOCK

Specifies the accumulated wait time for drain locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316W9

WAIT-DRAIN-CLAIMS
Indicates the accumulated wait time for drains during waits for claim release.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316WA

WAIT-LOG-WRITER
Specifies the accumulated wait time for log writers.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316WB

END-USERID
Specifies the end-user ID. This value is provided during RRS signon or re-signon.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316XE

WRKSTN-NAME
Specifies the workstation name. This value is provided during RRS signon or re-signon.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316XF

CACHING-MEMBER
Indicates which data sharing member cached the SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316MBR

INSERT-TIME
Uses store clock format to show when the statement was inserted into cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316TM2

UPDATE-STCK-TIME
Uses store clock format to show when the statement was updated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316UT1

UPDATE-INT-TIME
Uses internal format to show when the statement was updated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316UT2

RID-OVERFLOW-STOR
Indicates the number of times that a RID list overflowed to a work file. RID pool storage was not available to hold
the list of RIDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316WFRIDS

RID-OVERFLOW-LIMIT
Indicates the number of times that a RID list overflowed to a work file. The number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316WFRIDT

RID-INTERRUPT-STG
Indicates the number of times that appending to a RID list for a hybrid job was interrupted. The interruption
occurred because no RID pool storage was available to hold the list of RIDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316HJINCS

RID-INTERRUPT-LMT
Indicates the number of times that appending to a RID list for a hybrid job was interrupted. The interruption
occurred because the number of RIDs exceeded one or more internal limits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316HJINCT

RID-MULTI-IX-SKIP
Indicates the number of times that RID list retrieval for multiple index access was not done. This process did not
occur because Db2 could determine the outcome of index AND and OR processing.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316RSMIAP
AVG-GRP-EST-DEG

Represents the average group estimated degree.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316AVGESTI

AVG-GRP-PLAN-DEG
Represents the average group planned degree. Db2 obtains this value at execution time, following the host
variable or parameter marker values. This value does not include buffer pool and system negotiation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316AVGPLAN

AVG-GRP-ACTUAL-DEG
Represents the average group actual degree. Db2 obtains this value at execution time, following the buffer pool
and system negotiation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316AVGACT

EXP-REASON
Identifies the cause of the query expansion:
A

Built-in SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE global variable
B

CURRENT TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME special register
S

CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special register
SB

CURRENT TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME and CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special register
blank

No expansion
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316EXR

EXP-REASON-TEXT
Identifies the cause of the query expansion:
Archive

Built-in SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE global variable
Business

CURRENT TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME special register
System

CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special register
System and Business

CURRENT TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME and CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special register
None

No expansion
Unknown

cause is unknown
IBM Db2 Field Name: derived from QW0316EXR

TRANSNAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0316T2 is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316T2_OFF
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TRANSNAME-VAR
Specifies the transaction name, as provided when RRS signon occurs.
This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316T2_D

TRANSNAME-LEN
Specifies the transaction name length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316T2_LEN

TRANSNAME-LONG
Specifies the transaction name, as provided when RRS signon occurs.
This value represents the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316T2_VAR

END-USERID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0316XE field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316XE_OFF

END-USERID-VAR
Identifies the end user, as provided when RRS signon occurs.
This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316XE_D

END-USERID-LEN
Specifies the end-user ID length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316XE_LEN

END-USERID-LONG
Identifies the end user, as provided when RRS signon occurs.
This value represents the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316XE_LEN

WRKSTN-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QW0316XF field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316XF_Off

WRKSTN-NAME-VAR
Identifies the workstation, as provided when RRS signon occurs.
This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316XF_D

WRKSTN-NAME-LEN
Specifies the workstation name length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316XF_LEN

WRKSTN-NAME-LONG
Identifies the workstation, as provided when RRS signon occurs.
This value represents the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316XF_VAR

ACCELERATOR-ELIGIBLE
Indicates if the statement is eligible for executing on the accelerator.
Yes

Statement is eligible for executing on the accelerator
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No
Statement is not eligible for executing or the query was already routed to the accelerator. Accelerator
modeling is not performed for queries that are routed to the accelerator.

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0316FL2
WAIT-GLOCK-CHILD-L

Specifies accumulated wait time due to global contention for child logical locks (L locks).
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0316WC

WAIT-GLOCK-OTHER-L
Specifies accumulated wait time due to global contention for logical locks in various other categories.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0316WD

WAIT-GLOCK-PP-P
Specifies accumulated wait time due to global contention for page set or partition physical locks (P locks).
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0316WE

WAIT-GLOCK-PAGE-P
Specifies accumulated wait time due to global contention for page physical locks.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0316WF

WAIT-GLOCK-OTHER-P
Specifies accumulated wait time due to global contention for physical locks in various other categories.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0316WG

WAIT-PIPE
Specifies accumulated wait time for pipes.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0316_PIPE_WAIT

WAIT-PARA-SYNC
Specified accumulated time waiting for parallel queries to synchronize between parent and child tasks.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0316_PQS_WAIT

STABILIZED-STMTID
Specifies the stabilized statement ID.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0316_SDQ_STMTID

QUERY-HASH-ID
Specifies the hash ID of the query.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0316_QUERY_HASH_ID

QUERY-HASH-VER
Specifies the hash version.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0316_QUERY_HASH_VER

STABILIZATION-GRP-OFFSET
This field is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a trace record that is produced by Db2. Use this field
to determine whether Db2 is providing a long name in the trace record.
This field is new with Db2 12.
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DB2 Name Field Name: QW0316_STBLGRP_OFF
STABILIZATION-GROUP-VAR

Specifies the stabilization group name.
This field is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0316_STBLGRP_D

STABILIZATION-GRP-LEN
Specifies the length of the stabilization group name.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0316_STBLGRP_LEN

STABILIZATION-GRP-LONG
Specifies the stabilization group name.
This field is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0316_STBLGRP_VAR

(316) Repeating Fields - Accelerator Statistics

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the DYNAMIC-SQL-STATS record. One set of fields may
exist for each SQL statement being reported on and contains one accelerator statistic. If there are more accelerators, this
section is repeated.

NOTE
The OFFSET field ACCEL-NAME-OFFSET provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field
to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace
record.

ACCEL-STMT-ID
Specifies the statement ID. This value is based on the field UNIQUE-ID (QW0316TK) and it is expanded to 8
bytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316AID

ACCEL-UNIQUE-ID
Specifies a unique statement identifier. This value is based on the field UNIQUE-ID (QW0316TK). It is used for
correlation with data section 1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: derived from QW0316AID

ACCEL-CACHING-MEMBER
Specifies the name of data sharing member that caches the SQL statement. In data sharing environment, it is
used for correlation with data section 1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316AMBR

ACCEL-TMSTMP-INSERT
Specifies the date and time when the SQL statement is inserted into the cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316ATM

ACCEL-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316ANM_OFF

ACCEL-EXECUTIONS
Specifies the number of executions on the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316AEXEC
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ACCEL-ELAPSED-TIME
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time on the accelerator.
For completed queries, this is the elapsed time from the initial request to the last row returned to Db2.
For queries in progress, this is the elapsed time from the initial request to the current point in time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316AELA

ACCEL-CPU-TIME
Specifies the accumulated CPU time on the accelerator when processing the query request for the statement.
Accumulated CPU time includes parallel processing. Therefore, this value can exceed the accumulated elapsed
time.
For completed queries, this is the CPU time from the initial request to the last row returned to Db2.
For queries in progress, this is the time from the initial request to the current point in time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316ACPU

ACCEL-ROWS-RETURNED
Specifies the accumulated number of rows that the accelerator returned for the SELECT statement.
For completed queries, this is total number of rows returned that the accelerator computed.
For queries in progress, this is the number of rows that have been sent so far.
For DML statements the number of rows is always 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316AROW

ACCEL-BYTES-RETURNED
Specifies the accumulated number of bytes that the accelerator returned for the SELECT statement.
For completed queries, this is total number of bytes that the accelerator returned.
For queries in progress, this is the number of bytes that have been sent so far.
For DML statements the number of bytes is always 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316ABYT

ACCEL-WAIT-TIME-1ROW
Specifies the wait time for the first row of the result to become available.
For completed queries, this is the time from receiving the query in the accelerator until the first resulting row was
produced.
For queries in progress, this is the time from receiving the query in the accelerator to the current point in time (if
no result rows are available yet) or until the first resulting row was produced (if at least one result row is available).
For DML statements, the wait time is always 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316ATW1R

ACCEL-WAIT-TIME-DB2
Specifies the total time accelerator waits for Db2 to request the result of the query.
For completed queries, this is from the time when the first row of the result set was produced by the accelerator
until the last row was sent to Db2.
For queries in progress, it is either 0 (if the accelerator has not computed a result row) or the time from computing
the first row to the current point in time.For DML statements, the wait time is always 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316ATWDB2

ACCEL-EXEC-TIME
Specifies the accumulated execution time on the accelerator.
For completed queries, this is the time from the start of the query until the execution finish.
For queries in progress, this is the time from the start of the query until current point in time or until the execution
is done and only processing of result and transfer remains.
This time does not include any preprocessing on the accelerator (for example, PREPARE).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316AEXE

ACCEL-QUEUE-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the accumulated queue wait time.
For completed queries, this is the time that the query has spent in queues, while waiting to be processed.
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For queries in progress, the value is only available once the query execution has finished and only processing of
the result remains. Until then, the value will be close to 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316AWAT

ACCEL-NAME-VAR
Specifies the name of the accelerator that executes the SQL statement. This field is of variable length and
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316ANM_D

ACCEL-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of accelerator name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316ANM_LEN

ACCEL-NAME-LONG
Specifies the name of the accelerator that executes the SQL statement. This field contains the complete field
name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316ANM_VAR

ACCEL-WAIT-TIME-REPL
Specifies the accumulated time that query spent waiting for execution on an accelerator because the statements
were waiting for replication using HTAP delay protocol to finish updating the referenced tables.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316TWDP

ACCEL-TIMEOUTS-REPL
Specifies the accumulated number of times when query execution did not complete because changes were not
applied to a referenced table before the HTAP delay protocol time limit expired.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0316NWDP

(317) DYNAMIC-SQL-STMT
This record provides the SQL statement text for an individual SQL statement in the prepared SQL statement cache.

STMT-ID
SQL statement identifier generated by Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0317ST

STMT-NAME-GEN
SQL statement name generated by Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0317NM

UNIQUE-ID
SQL statement unique ID generated by Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0317ID

SQLSTMT
SQL statement length and text.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0317TX

ATTRIBUTE-STRING
Text of the attributes string.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW03172TX

(318) DYNAMIC-STATS-ST
This IFCID generates no external data, but causes DB2 to collect additional statistics that are reported in the IFCID 316
record. Start a request with this record (DYNSTATS) to provide the additional statistics.
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(319) SECURITY-AUDIT
This record provides an audit trail for security processing. A local Db2 receives a non-ACF2, non-Top Secret, or non-
RACF identity that represents a user. Db2 maps that name to a local user ID for use in connection processing. This record
traces the mapping. This record is written when audit trace class 7 or audit policy category validate is on.

TYPE-COMM-ADDR
Specifies the type of communication address:
S

SNA
T

TCP/IP
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0319CT

REQ-COMM-ADDR
Requesting communication address for the type that is specified by QW0319CT. Use this value if Db2 version is
under 9. Possible values are:
T

Dotted decimal IP address
S

Char(8) LU name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0319AD

SECURITY-TYPE
Specifies the type of security identity:
C

Certificate
E

Encrypted
K

Kerberos
N

Non-Encrypted
P

PassTicket
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0319TY

KERBEROS-NAME
If QW0319TY=K, this field specifies the Kerberos principal name. This variable length field contains the complete
name.
Common IQL Field Name: DATA-FIELD1
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0319L1 and QW0319D1

KERBEROS-NAME-LEN
If QW0319TY=K, this field specifies the length of the Kerberos principal name.
Common IQL Field Name: DATA-FIELD1-LEN
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0319L1

KERBEROS-NAME-TEXT
If QW0319TY=K, this field specifies the Kerberos principal name.
Common IQL Field Name: DATA-FIELD1-TEXT
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0319D1
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DERIVED-USERID
Specifies derived or translated user ID, which Db2 uses to verify the appropriate authorization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0319US

SECURITY-MECHANISM
Specifies the security mechanism as follows:
x'01'

User ID and password
x'03'

User ID, password, new password
x'07'

User ID only
x'E1'

User ID and encrypted password
x'E2'

Encrypted user ID and password
x'E3'

Encrypted user ID, password, and new password
x'E4'

Encrypted user ID and data
x'E5'

Encrypted user ID, password, and data
x'E6'

Encrypted user ID, password, new password, and data
x'E7'

Encrypted user ID only
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0319SM

FLAGS
Specifies miscellaneous flags:
x'10'

SECURE connection
x'20'

SERVER_ENCRYPT compatible
x'40'

AES is used
x'80'

Caller passed the user registry name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0319FL

REQ-INSTANCE
Specifies the requesting instance for the type that is specified by QW0319CT:
T

128-bit IP address (internal form) and 16-bit port number (internal form)
S

8'byte reserved area and char(8) LU name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0319RI
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CLIENT-PROD-ID
Specifies the client product ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0319CP

(321) COMMIT-FORCE-ST
This record records the beginning of a force at commit and is written when accounting trace class 3 or 8, monitor trace
class 3 or 8, or performance trace class 8 is on.

The (321) COMMIT-FORCE-ST record has the following field:

OUTPUT-DEVICE (QW0321LO)
Device to write to. Valid values are D (DASD) or G (coupling facility).

(322) COMMIT-FORCE
This record records the end of a force at commit and is written when accounting trace class 3 or 8, monitor trace class 3
or 8, or performance trace class 8 is on.

The (322) COMMIT-FORCE record has the following field:

PAGES-WRITTEN (QW0322NP)
Indicates the number of pages written.

(324) FUNC-RESOLUTION
(324) FUNC-RESOLUTION record provides function resolution information and is written when performance trace class 3
is on.

This section lists the 324 repeating and non-repeating fields.

(324) Non-Repeating Fields

The following fields appear only once in the record:

COLL-ID-OFFSET
If the QW0324CI field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CI_OFF

PROGRAM-NAME-OFFSET
If the QW0324PG field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324PG_OFF

CURR-PATH-OFFSET
If the QW0324CP field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CP_OFF
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COLL-ID-VAR
Collection ID under which the application was bound. This is a variable length field that contains the complete
name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CI_D

COLL-ID-LEN
Length of collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CI_LEN

COLL-ID-LONG
Collection ID under which the application was bound. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CI_VAR

PROGRAM-NAME-VAR
The DB2 application program name. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324PG_D

PROGRAM-NAME-LEN
Length of program name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324PG_LEN

PROGRAM-NAME-LONG
The DB2 application program name. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324PG_VAR

CURR-PATH-VAR
Current PATH value. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CP_D

CURR-PATH-LEN
Length of current path string
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CP_LEN

CURR-PATH-LONG
Current PATH value. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CP_VAR

QUERY-NUMBER
The SQL statement or query number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324QN

GROUP-MEMBER
Group member
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324GM

APPL-NAME
The DB2 application name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324AL

PLAN-NAME
Plan name under which the application was bound.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324PN

COLL-ID
Collection ID under which the application was bound.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CI

PROGRAM-NAME
The DB2 application program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324PG
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CONSISTENCY-TOKEN
Consistency token
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CT

VERSION-LENG
Length of the version ID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324VL

VERSION
Version ID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324VN

TIMESTAMP
Timestamp of the event
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324TS

CURR-PATH-LENG
Current PATH length
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CL

CURR-PATH
Current PATH value
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CP

VERSION-STRING
Version ID

CURR-PATH-STRING
Current PATH value

(324) Repeating Fields

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the FUNC-RESOLUTION record. There is one set of fields
for each function used by the SQL statement being reported on.

QUERY-BLK-NUM
Query block number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324QB

FUNCTION-SCHEMA
Schema of the function.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FS

FUNCTION-NAME
Function name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FN

SPEC-FUNCTION-NAME
Specific name of the function.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FI

FUNCTION-TYPE
Function type indicator:
SU

User-defined scalar
TU

User-defined table
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FY
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VIEW-CREATOR
View creator, if the function is referenced in a view definition. Blank otherwise.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CV

VIEW-NAME
View name, if the function is referenced in a view definition. Blank otherwise.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324NV

FUNCTION-TEXT-LENG
Length of function text
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FL

FUNCTION-TEXT
This field contains up to the first 254 characters of the function invocation, including the function name and its
parameters. For a function in infix notation, such as ' ', this field contains only the function name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FT

FUNCTION-TEXT-STRING
This field contains up to the first 254 characters of the function invocation, including the function name and its
parameters. For a function in infix notation, such as ' ', this field contains only the function name.

FUNCTION-SCHEMA-OFFSET
If the QW0324FS field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FS_OFF

FUNCTION-NAME-OFFSET
If the QW0324FN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.IBM Db2 Field Name:
QW0324FN_OFF

SPEC-FUNCTION-NAM-OFFSET
If the QW0324FI field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FI_OFF

VIEW-CREATOR-OFFSET
If the QW0324CV field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.IBM Db2 Field Name:
QW0324CV_OFF

VIEW-NAME-OFFSET
If the QW0324NV field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a
DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324NV_OFF

FUNCTION-SCHEMA-VAR
Schema of the function. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FS_D

FUNCTION-SCHEMA-LEN
Length of function schema name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FS_LEN
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FUNCTION-SCHEMA-LONG
Schema of the function This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FS_VAR

FUNCTION-NAME-VAR
Function name. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FN_D

FUNCTION-NAME-LEN
Length of function name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FN_LEN

FUNCTION-NAME-LONG
Function name. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FN_VAR

SPEC-FUNCTION-NAME-VAR
Specific name of the function. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FI_D

SPEC-FUNCTION-NAME-LEN
Length of special function name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FI_LEN

SPEC-FUNCTION-NAME-LONG
Specific name of the function. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324FI_VAR

VIEW-CREATOR-VAR
View creator, if the function is referenced in a view definition. Blank otherwise. This is a variable length field that
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CV_D

VIEW-CREATOR-LEN
Length of view creator name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CV_LEN

VIEW-CREATOR-LONG
View creator, if the function is referenced in a view definition. Blank otherwise. This is the complete field name
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324CV_VAR

VIEW-NAME-VAR
View name, if the function is referenced in a view definition. Blank otherwise. This is a variable length field that
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324NV_D

VIEW-NAME-LEN
Length of view name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324NV_LEN

VIEW-NAME-LONG
View name, if the function is referenced in a view definition. Blank otherwise. This is the complete field name
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0324NV_VAR

(325) TRIGGER-ACTIV
IFCID 325 reports on the start and end of trigger activation and is written when performance trace class 3 is on.
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NESTED-TRIGGERED-ELAPSED
The amount of elapsed time for this trigger spent processing other (nested) triggers. If trace records are lost or
unavailable, this data may be invalid.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived

NESTED-TRIGGERED-CPU
The amount of CPU time for this trigger spent processing other (nested) triggers. If trace records are lost or
unavailable, this data may be invalid.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived

NONNEST-TRIGGERED-ELAP
The amount of elapsed time for this trigger that was not spent processing other (nested) triggers. If trace records
are lost or unavailable, this data may be invalid.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived

NONNEST-TRIGGERED-CPU
The amount of CPU time for this trigger that was not spent processing other (nested) triggers. If trace records are
lost or unavailable, this data may be invalid.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived

NESTED-TRIGGERED-SE
The amount of zIIP time that was spent by this trigger while processing other (nested) triggers. If trace records are
lost, this data may be invalid.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived

NONNEST-TRIGGERED-SE
Identifies the amount of zIIP time spent processing this trigger that was not devoted to processing nested triggers.
If trace records have been lost or are not available, this data may be invalid.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived

COLL-ID
Collection ID of the package that executed the statement that activated the trigger.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325CO

PROGRAM-NAME
Name of the program or package that executed the statement that activated the trigger.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325PR

STMT-NUM
Statement number of the SQL statement that activated the trigger. If a trigger is cascaded, this field is blank.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325SN

TRIGGER-SCHEMA
Schema name of the trigger.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325SC

TRIGGER-NAME
Name of the trigger.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325NM

TRIGGER-TIMESTAMP
Trigger timestamp.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325TS

TRIGGER-ACT-TIME
Trigger activation time:
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B
Before

A
After

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325AC
TRIGGER-GRANULAR

Trigger granularity:
R

For each row
S

For each statement
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325GR

TRIGGER-SQL-STMT
Type of triggering SQL statement:
U

Update
I

Insert
D

Delete
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325SS

TRIGGER-EVENT-TYPE
Entry/exit event type:
E

Entering trigger activation
X

Exiting trigger activation
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325ET

TRIGGER-ACT-COND-VAL
Triggered action condition evaluation:
T

Triggered action condition is true.
F

Triggered action condition is false.
N

There is no triggered action condition for the trigger. Valid only when QW0325ET=QW0325X.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325CN

TRIGGER-SQLCA
The SQLCA returned from the trigger activation. This field is valid only when QW0325ET=qw0325X.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325SQ

EXT-TRIGGER-NAMELEN
The length of the external trigger name. This field contains a truncated name if it is longer than 30 characters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325LX

EXT-TRIGGER-NAME
The name of the external trigger
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325TX
TRIGGER-NEST-LEVEL

The nesting level of the trigger
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325NL

COLL-ID-OFFSET
If QW0325CO is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325CO_OFF

PROGRAM-NAME-OFFSET
If QW0325PR is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325PR_OFF

TRIGGER-SCHEMA-OFFSET
If QW0325SC is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325SC_OFF

EXT-TRIGGER-NAME-OFFSET
If QW0325TX is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325TX_OFF

TRIGGER-NAME-OFFSET
If QW0325NM is truncated, this field specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long
field name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in
a DB2 trace record. Use this field to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325NM_OFF

COLL-ID-VAR
Collection ID of the package that executed the statement that activated the trigger. This variable length field
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325CO_D

COLL-ID-LEN
Length of collection ID
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325CO_LEN

COLL-ID-LONG
Collection ID of the package that executed the statement that activated the trigger. This complete field name is
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325CO_VAR

PROGRAM-NAME-VAR
Name of the program or package that executed the statement that activated the trigger. This variable length field
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325PR_D

PROGRAM-NAME-LEN
Length of program name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325PR_LEN
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PROGRAM-NAME-LONG
Name of the program or package that executed the statement that activated the trigger. This complete field name
is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325PR_VAR

TRIGGER-SCHEMA-VAR
Schema name of the trigger. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325SC_D

TRIGGER-SCHEMA-LEN
Schema name of the trigger
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325SC_LEN

TRIGGER-SCHEMA-LONG
Schema name of the trigger. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325SC_VAR

EXT-TRIGGER-NAME-VAR
Name of the external trigger. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325TX_D

EXT-TRIGGER-NAME-LEN
Length of external trigger name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325TX_LEN

EXT-TRIGGER-NAME-LONG
Name of the external trigger. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325TX_VAR

TRIGGER-NAME-VAR
Trigger name. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325NM_D

TRIGGER-NAME-LEN
Length of trigger name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325NM_LEN

TRIGGER-NAME-LONG
Trigger name. This complete field name is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0325NM_VAR

(327) LE-MSGRTN-EXIT
This record contains diagnostic information produced at run time by language environment through the @MSGRTN exit.
This information varies depending on the language environment run-time options specified. This record is written when
performance trace class 23 is on.

The following describes the (327) LE-MSGRTN-EXIT record fields:

TIMESTAMP (QW0327TS)
Timestamp for this use of token.

LE-ENV-TOKEN (QW0327TK)
Language environment token.

MSGRTN-TEXT (QW0327MS)
Text of language environment run-time output.
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(329) ASYNC-IXL-REQS
This record is written to record wait time for asynchronous GBP requests. These requests are the result of an MVS
IXLCACHE/IXLFCOMP macro. This record is written when accounting class 3, monitor class 3 or performance class 21 is
on.

IXL-REQUEST-TYPE
Request type:
A

READ-DIRINFO (IXLCACHE)
B

READ-COCLASS (IXLCACHE)
C

CASTOUT-DATA (IXLCACHE)
D

DELETE-NAME (IXLCACHE)
E

RESET-REFBIT (IXLCACHE)
F

FORCE (IXLFORCE)
I

CONNECT (IXLCONN)
J

DISCONNECT (IXLDISC)
P

PROCESS-REFLIST (IXLCACHE)
R

READ-DATA (IXLCACHE)
S

READ-STGSTATS (IXLCACHE)
T

READ-COSTATS (IXLCACHE)
U

UNLOCK-CASTOUT (IXLCACHE)
V

SET-RECLVCTR (IXLCACHE)
W

WRITE-DATA (IXLCACHE)
X

X-INVALIDATE (IXLCACHE)
1

WRITE-DATA TO SECONDARY (IXLCACHE)
2

DELETE-NAME-LIST TO SECONDARY (IXLCACHE)
3

DELETE-NAME TO SECONDARY (IXLCACHE)
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4
READ-STGSTATS TO SECONDARY (IXLCACHE)

5
IXLFCOMP for WRITE_DATA to secondary

6
IXLFCOMP for DELETE_NAMELIST to secondary

7
READ-COSTATS to secondary (IXLCACHE)

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0329RT
GBP-NAME

GBP name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0329GB

IXL-ASYNC-WAIT-MTIME
Asynchronous wait time (microseconds)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0329ST

(330) ACT-LOG-SHORTAGE
This record is written when DB2 detects a shortage of active log space. This record is first written when the last available
active log data set is 5% full and after each additional 5% of the total space is filled. This record is written when statistics
trace class 3 is on.

The following describes the (330) ACT-LOG-SHORTAGE record fields:

ACTLOG-COPY-NUM (QW0330CP)
Active log copy number (1 or 2).

PERCENT-FULL (QW0330PC)
Percentage used of the last available active log data set for this log copy.

(331) LOCATOR-ACTION
This records information about creating, holding, and freeing LOB locators. You can activate this trace by starting
performance trace class 32 for IFCID 0331. This record is for serviceability only. Fields are identified by IBM DB2 field
name only.

QW0331FN
Function name

QW0331FC
(S) function code for FREE LOCATOR

QW0331F1
(S) CRT_FLAGS/FREE_FLAGS/HOLD_FLAGS

QW0331F2
(S) FREE_FLAG1

QW0331CS
(S) target CCSID on CREATE LOCATOR

QW0331RC
(S) return code

QW0331RS
(S) reason code
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QW0331BP
(S) locator block address

QW0331LO
(S) locator index

QW0331RT
(S) return address

QW0331ST
(S) statement number

QW0331AT
(S) locator attribute, LMLFLAGS

QW0331TC
(S) transform CSO address

QW0331NC
(S) not-held count

QW0331HC
(S) held count

QW0331SP
(S) SPA address

(332) TRANSCSO
This record records information about transform CSOS. You can activate this trace by starting performance trace class 32
for IFCID 0332. This record is for serviceability only. Fields are identified by IBM DB2 field name only.

QW0332H
(S) undescribed 40 byte field (?)

QW0332FN
(S) function name

QW0332AD
(S) transform CSO address

QW0332RC
(S) return code

QW0332RT
(S) return address

QW0332ST
(S) statement number

QW0332NU
(S) number of entries, TCNUMENT

QW0332TP
(S) top level CSO

QW0332PR
(S) previous transform CSO

QW0332NX
(S) next transform CSO
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QW0332LO
(S) locator value

QW0332FL
(S) TCFLAGS

QW0332CS
(S) target CCSID

QW0332EN
(S) TCARRAY entry

QW0332TY
(S) entry type

QW0332FS
(S) source CCSID

QW0332LN
(S) length

QW0332DA
(S) entry data

QW0332PC
(S) pad character

QW0332PL
(S) pad character length

(333) TRAVERSECSO
This record records information about CSOS that are passed to the LOB manager component. You can activate this trace
by starting performance trace class 32 for IFCID 0333. This record is for serviceability only. Fields are identified by IBM
DB2 field name only.

QW0333FN
(S) function name

QW0333AD
(S) CSO address

QW0333RC
(S) return code

QW0333CT
(S) CT address

QW0333ST
(S) statement number

QW0333NL
(S) CSONULL

QW0333PL
(S) pad character length

QW0333PC
(S) pad character

QW0333TY
(S) CSO type
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QW0333FL
(S) CSO flags

QW0333CS
(S) CSO CCSID

QW0333DT
(S) CSO data type

QW0333LN
(S) CSO data length

QW0333EN
(S) CSO data

(334) DRDS-PROT-ERR
This record records first failure data capture records for errors that are detected by DRDS. DRDS generates this record
when a protocol violation is detected when a CNTQRY command is received. You can activate this trace by starting
performance trace class 32 for IFCID 0334. This record is for serviceability only.

QW0334EC
Eye catcher: DRDA0334

REMOTE-LOCATION
Remote location name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0334LN

VERSION
Version of the QW0334 record
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0334VI

MODULE-NAME
Module name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0334MN

MODULE-ID
Identifier within the module
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0334UI

CODEPOINT
Codepoint
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0334CP

ACTUAL-SCROLL
Actual/default rowset value in CNTQRY
-1

No value was specified in the CNTQRY
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0334RA

EXPECTED-SCROLL
Expected row set value in the CNTQRY
-1

QRYROWSET value was not expected in the CNTQRY
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0334RE

ACT-RTNEXTDTA
Actual/default RTNEXTDTA value in the CNTQRY
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0334EA
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ACT-QRYSCROPT
Actual/default QRYSCROPT value in the CNTQRY
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0334OA

ACT-QRYROWNBR
Actual/default QRYROWNBR value in the CNTQRY. This is a 64-bit signed integer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0334NA

REMOTE-LOCATION-OFFSET
If the QW0334LN field is truncated, this is the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field
name. This field provides no practical tuning purposes, but is used by the monitor to locate the long name in a
trace record produced by DB2. It can be used for diagnosis purposes to ensure that DB2 is providing a long name
in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0334LN_OFF

REMOTE-LOCATION-VAR
Remote location name. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0334LN_D

REMOTE-LOCATION-LEN
Length of location name
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0334LN_LEN

REMOTE-LOCATION-LONG
Remote location name. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0334LN_VAR

(335) SYS-EVENT-STALLED
IFCID 0335 records information about stalled system events. These include the checkpoint process or a log offload task.

STALLED-SYSTEM-EVENT
Stalled system event:
CKPT

System checkpoint processor
OFLD

Log offload task
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0335SE

TIMESTAMP-PRIOR-EVENT
Timestamp of the previous event
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0335TS

LOG-RBA-PRIOR-EVENT
Log RBA of the previous event
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0335PR

CUR-WRITTEN-RBA
Current highest written log RBA
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0335CR

(336) SERVICEABILITY-336
This record is for IBM use only and is new with DB2 version 8.

QW0336XS
(s) IBM serviceability
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QW0336MD
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336SC
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336RX
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336DB
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336DE
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336DT
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336SB
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336SE
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336ST
(s) IBM serviceability\

QW0336PB
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336PE
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336PT
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336DP
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336EB
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336EE
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336E1
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336E2
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336E3
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336AB
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336AE
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336A1
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336A2
(s) IBM serviceability
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QW0336A3
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336UB
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336UE
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336U1
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336U2
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336U3
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336PS
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336QB
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336QP
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336QD
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336Q1
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336Q2
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0336Q3
(s) IBM serviceability

(337) LOCK-ESCALATION
IFCID 337 records information about lock escalation occurrences. The information in this record is a superset of the
information in IBM message DSNI031I. This record is written when performance trace class 6 or statistics trace class 3 is
on.

DBID
Indicates the database ID (DBID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0337DB

OBID
Indicates the page set ID or table OBID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0337OB

LOCK-STATE
Indicates the lock state after escalation. This field is not used for Selective Partition Locking.
x'02'

Intent share
x'03'

Intent exclusive
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x'04'
Share

x'05'
Update

x'06'
Share with intent exclusive

x'08'
Exclusive

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0337LS
LOWER-LEVEL-LOCK

Indicates the type of lower-level lock used.
x'01'

Page lock
x'02'

Row lock
x'03'

Lob lock
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0337LL

LOCKS-RELEASED
Indicates the number of held lower-level locks that were released by escalation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0337LH

STMT-NUM
Contains the statement number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0337SN

CACHED-STMT-ID
Contains the cached statement ID of the waiter, or 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0337ST

COLLECTION-ID
Contains the package collection ID.

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Contains the package collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0337C

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Indicates the length of the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0337CL

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Indicates the package collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0337CN

PACKAGE-NAME-VAR
Indicates the name of the package program.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0337PK

PACKAGE-NAME
Indicates the name of the package program.

PACKAGE-NAME-LEN
Indicates the length of the package name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0337PL
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PACKAGE-NAME-LONG
Indicates the name of the package program.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0337PN

THREAD-TOKEN
Contains the thread token of the thread responsible for the lock escalation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: The name is derived from the CCB Token.

WAIT-STMT-TYPE-FLG
Indicates the type of statement.
x'8000'

Indicates a dynamic statement
x'4000'

Indicates a static statement
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0337TY

WAIT-STMT-ID
Indicates the statement identifier that is used to retrieve a SQL statement from cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0337SI

(340) SQLCODE-TRACE
IFCID 0340 records information for the DSN1SDMP utility about a specific SQLCODE. This record is for serviceability
only. This record is new with DB2 version 8.

QW0340_EYEC
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0340_MODNAME
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0340_SQLCODE
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0340_SQLERRD
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0340_SQLWARN
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0340_CAPTR
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0340_NOPARMS
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0340_FLAGS
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0340_MSGID
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0340_SQLSTAT
(s) IBM serviceability

QW0340_AVAIL
(s) IBM serviceability
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(341) INCR-BIND-SR
IFCID 0341 records information about incremental binds of statements that reference special registers that became longer
in DB2 V8. This record is written when performance trace class 3 is on.

LOCATION-VAR
Location name where the bind occurs. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0341LN

LOCATION-LEN
Length of location name where the bind occurs
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0341LN_LEN

LOCATION-LONG
Location name where the bind occurs. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0341LN_VAR

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Collection ID for the package being bound. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0341PC

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Length of collection ID for the package being bound
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0341PC_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Collection ID for the package being bound. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0341PC_VAR

PROGRAM-VAR
Program name associated with the package. This is a variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0341PN

PROGRAM-LEN
Length of program name associated with the package
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0341PN_LEN

PROGRAM-LONG
Program name associated with the package. This is the complete field name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0341PN_VAR

TIMESTAMP
Timestamp when the bind occurred
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0341TS

(342) WORKFILE-SPACE
IFCID 0342 records trace information about the amount of space that is used by an agent in a work file or temp database.
This trace record is written when space when a table in one of these databases is dropped. This trace record also records
the amount of space that is used for an index on a declared temporary table. You can activate this trace by starting
performance trace class 32 for IFCID 0342.

TYPE
Database type:
WFDB

Work file database
TPDB

Temp database
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0342TY
DBID

DBID of the database
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0342DB

PSID
PSID of the database
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0342PS

CUR-BLKS-TABLES
The current number of 4 KB blocks used by the agent for tables in the database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0342CT

MAX-BLKS-TABLES
The maximum number of 4 KB blocks used by the agent for tables in the database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0342MT

CUR-BLKS-INDEXES
The current number of 4 KB blocks used by the agent for indexes in the database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0342CI

MAX-BLKS-INDEXES
The maximum number of 4 KB blocks used by the agent for indexes in the database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0342MI

AGENT-TOKEN
Agent token
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0342AT

PARENT-TOKEN
Parent token
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0342PT

QW0342F1
(s) reserved

QW0342F2
(s) reserved

(343) MAXTEMPS-EXCEEDED
IFCIF 0343 records information about an agent when the MAXTEMPS subsystem parameter value for that agent is
exceeded. The MAXTEMPS subsystem parameter contains the maximum amount of temporary storage in MB that an
agent can use. This record is written when performance trace class 3 or statistics trace class 4 is on.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as PACKAGE-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses these
fields to locate the long name in a trace record that DB2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic purposes to
verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.

USERAUTH
Authorization ID for the agent. If QW0343ID_OFF is not 0, this value is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343ID

COLL-ID
Package collection ID for the agent. If QW0343PC_OFF is not 0, this value is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343PC
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PACKAGE
Package name for the agent. If QW0343PK_OFF is not 0, this value is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343PK

USERPLAN
Plan name for the agent. If QW0343PL_OFF is not 0, this value is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343PL

MAXTEMPS-LIMIT-MB
Value of MAXTEMPS subsystem parameter in MB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343MS

CUR-SYS-USAGE-MB
Total amount of storage that is currently being used for work file storage in the entire subsystem, in MB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343CU

MAX-SYS-USAGE-MB
Maximum amount of storage that can be used for work file storage for the entire subsystem, in MB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343MU

AUTHID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the record to the long name, when QW0343ID is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343ID_OFF

COLL-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the record to the long name, when QW0343PC is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343PC_OFF

PACKAGE-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the record to the long name, when QW0343PK is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343PK_OFF

USERPLAN-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the record to the long name, when QW0343PL is truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343PL_OFF

USERAUTH-VAR
Authorization ID. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343ID_D

USERAUTH-LEN
Length of authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343ID_LEN

USERAUTH-LONG
Authorization ID. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343ID_VAR

COLL-ID-VAR
Package collection ID. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343PC_D

COLL-ID-LEN
Length of package collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343PC_LEN

COLL-ID-LONG
Package collection ID. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343PC_VAR

PACKAGE-VAR
Package name. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343PK_D
PACKAGE-LEN

Length of package name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343PK_LEN

PACKAGE-LONG
Package name. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343PK_VAR

USERPLAN-VAR
Plan name. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343PL_D

USERAUTH-LEN
Length of plan name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343PL_LEN

USERPLAN-LONG
Plan name. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0343PL_VAR

(344) SP-UDF-ENTRY-EXIT
IFCID 0344 records entry and exit points in DB2-supplied stored procedures and user-defined functions. This record is
written when global trace class 11 is on.

The following describes the (344) SP-UDF-ENTRY-EXIT record fields:

BUFFER (QW0344TR)
Trace buffer for trace entry and exit points in SPs and UDFs.

BUFFER-LEN (QW0344TR_LEN)
Length of the trace buffer.

(345) SP-UDF-DATA-POINT
IFCID 0345 records data points in DB2-supplied stored procedures and user-defined functions. This record is written
when global trace class 11 is on.

The following describes the (345) SP-UDF-DATA-POINT record fields:

BUFFER (QW0345TR_DATA)
Trace buffer for trace data points in SPs and UDFs.

BUFFER-LEN (QW0345TR_LEN)
Length of the trace buffer.

(346) THREAD-PACKAGES
IFCIF 0346 records package detail information for an active thread. This record is written when either a monitor or
accounting class 7 or 8 trace is on.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as PACKAGE-LOCATION-OFFSET, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor
uses these fields to locate the long name in a trace record that DB2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic
purposes to verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.
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THREAD-PKG-ACE
Indicates the ACE control block pointer. This value can be used to correlate this record with other monitor trace
records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0346_ACE

PACKAGE-SECTION
Shows the number of this particular package data section in the series of available data sections.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACRECN

PACKAGE-FLAGS
Shows one of the following flags:
x'0001'

Data is for a non-package DBRM.
x'0002'

Data is for a package.
x'0004'

Accounting class 8 data is present.
x'0008'

This package is currently executing or is the most recently executed package.
x'0010'

A stored procedure loaded this package.
x'0020'

Accounting class 7 data is present.
x'0040'

Authorization check completed successfully without accessing DB2 catalog.
x'0080'

Package has an incompatible function. For more information, see the incompatible function of IFCID 0366
and 0376.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACFLGS
PACKAGE-NAME

Shows the complete 60-byte package name including the location, collection ID, package ID and consistency
token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKNM

PACKAGE-LOCATION
Identifies the 16-character location name from which the current SQL originated. The package was executing on
behalf of an application running on a remote system. A blank name implies that the package was executed locally.
If this name is longer than 16 characters, this field contains a truncated name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACLOCN

PACKAGE-COLLECTION
Shows an 18-character collection ID name that identifies a set of packages. The collection ID is specified on the
PACKAGE parameter of the BIND PACKAGE statement.
If this name is longer than 18 characters, this field contains a truncated name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCOLN

PACKAGE-PROGRAM
Identifies the DBRM member (program name) from which the current SQL statement was bound by a previous
BIND {PACKAGE} operation.
If this name is longer than 18 characters, this field contains a truncated name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKID
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PACKAGE-TOKEN
Identifies the 64-bit unsigned binary integer that represents the package consistency token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCONT

PACKAGE-SQL-COUNT
Shows the SQL request count. This value is the number of SQL statements issued in this package. This field
might not equal the total of all SQL statement counters (QXST data section) because QXST does not count all
SQL statements. For example, it does not count COMMIT or ROLLBACK statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSQLC

PACKAGE-ELAPSE-START-DB2
Shows the store clock value at entry to DB2 for the most recent execution of this package. An entry elapsed time
can be 0 and the exit elapsed time can be non-zero. This situation can occur when a package switch occurs.
The exit elapsed time represents the time at which processing last exited DB2 while processing this package.
The entry times of the package that processing switches from are set to 0.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSCB

PACKAGE-ELAPSE-END-DB2
Shows the store clock value at exit from DB2 after the most recent execution of this package. An entry elapsed
time can be 0 and the exit elapsed time can be non-zero. This situation can occur when a package switch occurs.
The exit elapsed time represents the time at which processing last exited DB2 while processing this package.
The entry times of the package that processing switches from are set to 0.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSCE

PACKAGE-TOTAL-ELAPSE-DB2
Shows the accumulated time in DB2 that the application has spent processing DB2 requests for the package. The
time includes I/O time, CPU, paging time, swap outs, suspend time, and so on.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSCT

PACKAGE-TCB-START-DB2
Shows the TCB CPU time at entry to DB2 for the most recent execution of this package. This CPU time does not
include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor. Entry CPU time to be 0 and the exit CPU time can be non-
zero. This situation can occur when a package switch occurs.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACBJST

PACKAGE-TCB-END-DB2
Shows the TCB CPU time at exit from DB2 for the most recent execution of this package. This CPU time does not
include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor. Entry CPU time can be 0 and the exit CPU time can be non-
zero. This situation can occur when a package switch occurs.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACEJST

PACKAGE-TOTAL-TCB-DB2
Shows the TCB CPU time accumulated in the address space of the application (TCB of the connecting thread)
while processing DB2 requests for the package. This field is calculated for threads by taking the z/OS TCB
CPU time on exit rom DB2 and subtracting the z/OS TCB CPU time on entry to DB2. The result is added to
the previously saved TCB CPU time in DB2. This CPU time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP
processor.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACTJST

PACKAGE-EVENTS
Shows the number of DB2 entry and exit events that are processed for the package.
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This field gives the number of entry and exit events that are processed to calculate the elapsed time in DB2 and
the processor times.
The accounting class 7 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNA

PACKAGE-IO-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for I/O requests that were initiated by the
same thread (synchronous I/O requests) for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNE

PACKAGE-IO-WAIT
Shows the accumulated time in DB2 that the application has spent processing I/O requests for the package.
This field is for synchronous I/O only. This field includes synchronous read and write I/O (including selected
synchronous log I/O).
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTI

PACKAGE-LOCK-WAIT
Shows the time that the application was suspended while waiting for a local DB2 resource for the package. Latch
wait time or global lock wait time are not included.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTL

PACKAGE-READ-WAIT
Shows the accumulated time in DB2 that the application has spent waiting for a read I/O event that is being
performed by another thread to complete for the package.
The following I/O waits are included in this field:

• Sequential prefetch
• Sequential detection
• List prefetch
• Synchronous read I/O performed by a thread other than the thread being reported

The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTR

PACKAGE-WRITE-WAIT
Shows the accumulated time in DB2 that the application has spent waiting for a write I/O event that is being
performed by another thread to complete for the package.
The following I/O waits are included in this field:

• Asynchronous write I/O
• Synchronous write I/O performed by a thread other than the thread being reported

The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTW

PACKAGE-SVCS-WAIT
Shows the accumulated time in DB2 that the application has spent waiting due to synchronous execution unit
switches to DB2 services for the package.
The following DB2 service waits are included in this field:
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• Open/close data set
• SYSLGRNG update
• HSM recall data set
• Commit phase 2 (for read-only threads originating from TSO or batch)
• Dataspace mgr services
• Define data set
• Extend data set
• Delete data set

The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTE

PACKAGE-LOG-WAIT
Shows the accumulated time in DB2 that the application was suspended due to an -ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE) command for the package. This time reflects the actual suspend time for the individual thread,
not the time it took for the entire command to complete.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACALOG

PACKAGE-LOCK-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events for waits for a local DB2 resource for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNL

PACKAGE-READ-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for a read I/O event that another thread is performing
for the package.
The following I/O waits are included in this field:

• Sequential prefetch
• Sequential detection
• List prefetch
• Synchronous read I/O performed by a thread other than the thread being reported

The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNR

PACKAGE-WRITE-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for a write I/O event that another thread is performing
for the package.
The following I/O waits are included in this field:

• Asynchronous write I/O
• Synchronous write I/O performed by a thread other than the thread, being reported

The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNW

PACKAGE-SVCS-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events for synchronous execution unit switches for DB2 services for the package.
The following DB2 service waits are included in this field:
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• Open/close data set
• SYSLGRNG update
• HSM recall data set
• Commit phase 2 (for read-only threads originating from TSO or batch)
• Dataspace mgr services
• Define data set
• Extend data set
• Delete data set

The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNS

PACKAGE-LOG-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for suspends due to an -ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE) command for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACALCT

PACKAGE-DRAIN-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for drain locks for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARND

PACKAGE-DRAIN-WAIT
Shows the accumulated wait time for a drain lock. This value is the time that the requester is suspended while
waiting to acquire the drain lock for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWDR

PACKAGE-CLAIM-WAIT
Shows the accumulated wait time for a drain when waiting for claims to be released for the package. After the
drain lock is acquired, the drainer must wait for claim holders to release the object.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWCL

PACKAGE-CLAIM-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for claims to be released for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNC

PACKAGE-LOGREAD-WAIT
Shows the accumulated wait time for an archive read from tape for the package. This time also includes wait time
for active log reads and archive log prefetch reads.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWAR

PACKAGE-LOGREAD-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for archive read for the package. This time also
includes wait time for active log reads and archive log prefetch reads.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACANAR

PACKAGE-PG-LATCH-WAIT
Shows the accumulated wait time because of page latch contention for the package. For example, when
RUNSTATS and COPY utilities are run with the SHRLEVEL(CHANGE) option, they use a page latch instead of
locking to serialize the collection of statistics or the copying of a page.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTP
PACKAGE-PG-LATCH-WAITS

Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for page latch contention for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNH

PACKAGE-DS-MSG-WAIT
Shows the accumulated elapsed wait time that is caused by suspension for sending messages to other members
in the data sharing group. One common use of inter-system message sending is when database descriptors are
changed due to create, alter, or drop statements.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active and the DB2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTG

PACKAGE-DS-GLOBAL-CONT
Shows the accumulated elapsed wait time that is caused by suspension of an IRLM lock request due to global
lock contention, which requires inter-system communication to resolve.
QPACAWTL gives wait time that is caused by local lock contention, which does not require inter-communication to
resolve.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active and the DB2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTJ

PACKAGE-DS-MSG-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for sending messages to other members in
the data sharing group.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active and the DB2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNG

PACKAGE-DS-GLOBAL-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global lock contention.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active and the DB2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNJ

PACKAGE-STORPROC-WAIT
Shows the total elapsed time that is spent waiting for an available TCB before the stored procedure could be
scheduled.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCAST

NOTE

If this field is referenced in your customized archive IQL,  returns a value of zero. Do not remove this
field from your customized archive IQL. Instead, replace it with the ACCT-ZERO field so the output
remains compatible with the table loads. Examples are provided in the default archive IQL requests
(ARCI* in the TGTREQ library).

PACKAGE-STORPROC-WAITS
Shows the number of times an SQL CALL statement had to wait for an available TCB before the stored procedure
could be scheduled.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCANM
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NOTE

If this field is referenced in your customized archive IQL,  returns a value of zero. Do not remove this
field from your customized archive IQL. Instead, replace it with the ACCT-ZERO field so the output
remains compatible with the table loads. Examples are provided in the default archive IQL requests
(ARCI* in the TGTREQ library).

STORPROC-EXEC
Shows the number of stored procedures executed.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSPNS

UDF-ELAP-SCHD-WAIT
Shows the total elapsed time that is spent waiting for an available TCB before the user-defined function could be
scheduled.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACUDST

NOTE

If this field is referenced in your customized archive IQL,  returns a value of zero. Do not remove this
field from your customized archive IQL. Instead, replace it with the ACCT-ZERO field so the output
remains compatible with the table loads. Examples are provided in the default archive IQL requests
(ARCI* in the TGTREQ library).

UDF-SCHEDULED
Shows the number of user-defined functions scheduled.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACUDNU

ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-NAME
Shows the schema name under which a stored procedure, user-defined function, or trigger executes.
If the name is longer than eight characters, this field contains a truncated name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACASCH

ACTIVITY-NAME
Shows the name of the trigger, stored procedure, or user-defined function.
If the name is longer than eight characters, this field contains a truncated name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAANM

ACTIVITY-FLAG
Specifies one of the following flags to indicate the type of function:
x'01'

Stored Procedure
x'02'

User-Defined Function
x'03'

Trigger Execution
x’04’

Native SQL Stored Procedure
x’05’

Noninline UDF
The accounting class 8 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAAFG
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PACKAGE-GLBCHLDL-WAIT
Shows the accumulated wait time due to global contention for child L-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active and the DB2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTK

PACKAGE-GLBOTHRL-WAIT
Shows the accumulated wait time due to global contention for other L-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active and the DB2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTM

PACKAGE-GLBPPPLCK-WAIT
Shows the accumulated wait time due to global contention for page set and partition P-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active and the DB2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTN

PACKAGE-GLBPAGEP-WAIT
Shows the accumulated wait time due to global contention for page P-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active and the DB2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTO

PACKAGE-GLBOTHRP-WAIT
Shows the accumulated wait time due to global contention for other P-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active and the DB2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWTQ

PACKAGE-GLBCHLDL-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global contention for child L-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active and the DB2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNK

PACKAGE-GLBOTHRL-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global contention for other L-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active and the DB2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNM

PACKAGE-GLBPPPLCK-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global contention for page set and partition
P-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active and the DB2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNN

PACKAGE-GLBPAGEP-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global contention for page P-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be active and the DB2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNO

PACKAGE-GLBOTHRP-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for global contention for other P-locks.
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The accounting class 3 trace must be active and the DB2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACARNQ

PACKAGE-LOCATION-OFFSET
Shows the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QPACLOCN field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACLOCN_OFF

PACKAGE-COLLECTION-OSET
Shows the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QPACCOLN field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCOLN_OFF

PACKAGE-PROGRAM-OFFSET
Shows the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QPACPKID field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKID_OFF

ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-OFFSET
Shows the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QPACASCH field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACASCH_OFF

ACTIVITY-NAME-OFFSET
Shows the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name when the QPACAA.NM field is
truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAANM_OFF

PACKAGE-SWITCHEDTO
Shows the number of package switches that occurred for this package. A package switch occurs when another
package has been executing and this package begins executing. Initial execution of the first pack in an application
counts as a package switch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACSWITCH

PACKAGE-ZIIP-CPU
Shows the total CPU time for all executions of this package that is consumed on an IBM zIIP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCLS7_ZIIP

PKG-TCP-LOB-WAITS
Shows the number of wait trace events that are processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB materialization while this
package was executing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACALBC

PKG-TCP-LOB-WAIT
Shows the accumulated wait time for TCP/IP LOB materialization while this package was executing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACALBW

PACKAGE-LOCATION-VAR
Identifies the location name from which the current SQL originated. The package was executing on behalf of an
application running on a remote system. This field varies in length and contains the complete name. A blank name
implies that the package was executed locally.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACLOCN_LONG

PACKAGE-LOCATION-LEN
Indicates the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACLOCN_LEN
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PACKAGE-LOCATION-LONG
Identifies the location name from which the current SQL originated. The package was executing on behalf of an
application running on a remote system. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length. A blank name implies that the package was executed locally.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACLOCN_VAR

PACKAGE-COLLECTION-VAR
Shows a collection ID name that identifies a set of packages. This field varies in length and contains the complete
name. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of the BIND PACKAGE statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCOLN_LONG

PACKAGE-COLLECTION-LEN
Indicates the length of the collection name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCOLN_LEN

PACKAGE-COLLECTION-LONG
Shows a collection ID name that identifies a set of packages. This field contains the complete field name,
expanded to the maximum length. The collection ID is specified on the PACKAGE parameter of the BIND
PACKAGE statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACCOLN_VAR

PACKAGE-PROGRAM-VAR
Indicates the DBRM member (program name) from which the current SQL statement was bound by a previous
BIND {PACKAGE} operation. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKID_LONG

PACKAGE-PROGRAM-LEN
Indicates the length of the package name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKID_LEN

PACKAGE-PROGRAM-LONG
Indicates the DBRM member (program name) from which the current SQL statement was bound by a previous
BIND {PACKAGE} operation. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACPKID_VAR

ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-VAR
Shows the schema name under which a stored procedure, user-defined function, or trigger executes. This field
varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACASCH_LONG

ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-LEN
Indicates the length of schema name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACASCH_LEN

ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-LONG
Shows the schema name under which a stored procedure, user-defined function, or trigger executes. This field
varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACASCH_VAR

ACTIVITY-NAME-VAR
Shows the name of the trigger, stored procedure, or user-defined function. This field varies in length and contains
the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAANM_LONG

ACTIVITY-NAME-LEN
Indicates the length of the activity name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAANM_LEN
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ACTIVITY-NAME-LONG
Shows the name of the trigger, stored procedure, or user-defined function. This field contains the complete field
name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAANM_VAR

PKG-LATCH-WAIT-TM
Indicates the wait time that accumulated because latch suspensions occurred during package execution.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAWLH

PKG-LATCH-WAITS
Indicates how many wait trace events were processed for waits on latches during package execution.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACANLH

PKG-ROLLUP-THRDS
Specifies how many threads roll data into this QPAC data section. For records that are not rolled up, the value is
one. Rolled up records have a value of one or greater.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACRLNU

PKG-ACCEL-WAITS
Identifies how many wait trace events are processed for accelerator requests while the package executes.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAACC

PKG-ACCEL-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time that the requests waited for an accelerator while the package executes.
This field is new with DB2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPACAACW

PKG-PQS-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the time that parallel query processing waited for parent-child synchronization.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPAC_PQS_WAIT

PKG-PQS-SUSPEND-COUNT
Specifies the number of times parallel query processing waited for parent-child synchronization.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QPAC_PQS_COUNT

(350) SQL-STATEMENT
IFCID 350 records the complete text of a parsed SQL statement. These records are written when a static or dynamic SQL
statement is bound.

PARSER-OPTIONS
Indicates the parser options and host language:
x'80'

: 0—APOST, 1—QUOTE
x'40'

: 0—PERIOD, 1—COMMA
x'20'

: 0—APOSTSQL, 1—QUOTESQL
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x'10'
: 0—MIXED NO, 1—MIXED YES

x'07'
: Host language bit mask: 1—ASSEMBLER, 2—COBOL, 3—PL/I, 4—DYNAMIC SQL, 5—FORTRAN, 6—
COB2, 7—LOOK AT QW0350HL, 8—JAVA

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0350OT
HOST-LANG2

Indicates the host language second field. If the host language bit mask is 7, use this field to determine the host
language. If the host language bit mask is not 7, this field is optional.
B

ASSEMBLER
C

COBOL
D

C
F

FORTRAN
J

JAVA
P

PL/I
2

COBOL II
3

IBM COBOL
4

C
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0350HL

FLAG-BYTE
Contains a flag byte. If either of the following 2 bits is off, this record contains only a portion of the SQL statement:
x'80'

Indicates the first SQL statement segment
x'40'

Indicates the last SQL statement segment
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0350FG

STATEMENT-LEN
Indicates the total length of the SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0350TL

STMT-TEXT
Indicates that all or part of the SQL statement that is being parsed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0350SP

STMT-SECTION-LEN
Indicates the length of this portion of the statement, plus 2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0350SPL
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STMT-TYPE-FLAG
Indicates the type of statement.
x'8000'

Indicates a dynamic statement
x'4000'

Indicates a static statement
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0350TY

STMT-ID
Specifies the statement identifier used to retrieve a SQL statement from cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0350SI

SOURCE-CCSID
Indicates the original source CCSID of the SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0350CC

(351) TCPIP-LOB-MAT-ST
IFCID 0351 is generated at the beginning of the time that is spent waiting for TCP/IP to materialize a LOB. You can
activate this trace by starting accounting trace class 3 or 8.

The following describes the (351) TCPIP-LOB-MAT-ST record field:

REQ-TYPE-FLAG (QW0351RT)
Request type for GET, CLOSE, or CLOSEALL. The following values are valid:
x'01'

Materializes a LOB value into the database.
x'0C'

Receives and discards a LOB value from the network.
x'0D'

Receives and discards all LOB values for this request.

(352) TCPIP-LOB-MAT
IFCID 0352 is generated at the end of the time that is spent waiting for TCP/IP to materialize a LOB. You can activate this
trace by starting accounting trace class 3 or 8.

UNIQUE-ID
Unique ID (LOB number for this request).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0352ID

LOB-LEN
Length of the LOB that is returned from this LOB materialization event.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0352RL

RETURN-CODE
Return code from this LOB materialization event.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0352RC

REASON-CODE
Reason code from this LOB materialization event.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0352RS

REQ-TYPE-FLAG
Request type for GET, CLOSE, or CLOSEALL:
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x'01'
Materializes a LOB value into the database.

x'0C'
Receives and discards a LOB value from the network.

x'0D'
Receives and discards all LOB values for this request.

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0351RT

(353) AUTHLE-PROCESSING
IFCID 0353 traces AUTHLE processing. This record is for serviceability only.

START-END
(S) start or end of call:
S

Start of AUTHLE call.
E

End of AUTHLE call.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353SE

INVOCATION-TYPE
(S) Invocation type:
x'01'

USERINIT
x'02'

USERCALL
x'03'

USERTERM
x'04'

MNGDINIT
x'05'

MNGDCALL
x'06'

MNGDTERM
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353IT

FLAGS
(S) Flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353FL

FUNCTION-TYPE
(S) Function type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353FT

ROUTINE-RC
(S) Routine return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353RC

LIBRARY-NAME
(S) Library name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353LN
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FEEDBACK-CODE
(S) Feedback code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353FB

DA
(S) DA
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353SA

EB
(S) EB
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353EB

PARMLIST
(S) Parameter list.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353PL

ROUTINE-REASONCODE
(S) Routine reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353RS

LE-RETURN-CODE
(S) LE return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353LC

LE-REASON-CODE
(S) LE reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353LS

TOKEN-NUMBER
(S) Token number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353TN

TOKEN-FLAGS
(S) Token flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353TFL

USER-MANAGED-PART
(S) User-managed part.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353UM

ROUTINE-NAME-VAR
(S) Routine name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353RN

ROUTINE-NAME-LEN
(S) Routine name length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353RL

ROUTINE-NAME-LONG
(S) Routine name data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0353RD

(354) DB2-LE-PROCESSING
IFCID 0354 traces DB2 LE token processing. This record is for serviceability only.

START-END
(S) start or end of processing:
S

Start
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E
End

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0354SE
GET-FREE

(S) get or free:
G

Get
F

Free
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0354GF

INVOCATION-TYPE
(S) Invocation type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0354IT

FLAGS
(S) Flags.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0354FL

LIBRARY-NAME
(S) Library name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0354LN

LE-RETURN-CODE
(S) LE return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0354LC

LE-REASON-CODE
(S) LE reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0354LS

DA
(S) DA.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0354SA

EB
(S) EB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0354EB

TOKEN-NUMBER
(S) Token number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0354TN

TOKEN-FLAGS
(S) Routine name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0354TF

USER-MANAGED-PART
(S) User-managed part.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0354UM

ROUTINE-NAME-VAR
(S) Routine name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0354RN

ROUNTINE-NAME-LEN
(S) Routine name length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0354RL
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ROUTINE-NAME-LONG
(S) Routine name data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0354RD

(355) SQLPLIST-FLOW
IFCID 0355 records information about SQL PL flow.

RT-OPCODE
RT OPCODE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0355OP

RT-EYECATHER
“RT” eyecatcher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0355EY

STMT-TYPE
Statement type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0355ST

LINE-NUMBER
Line number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0355LN

RT-ADDRESS
RT address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0355RT

(356) SQLPLIST-VARS
IFCID 0356 records information for SQL PL variables.

NUM-ENTRIES
Number of SQLVAR entries.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0356NE

VAR-EYECATHER
SQLVAR eyecatcher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0356EY

DATA-TYPE
2 byte data type of this entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0356TY

GEN-DATA-TYPE
Generic data type of this entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0356GT

DATA-LEN
Data length of this entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0356LD

LEN-31BIT
31 bit length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0356LN

LEN-15BIT
15 bit length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0356LT
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PRECISION
If decimal data then precision value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0356LP

SCALE
If decimal data then scale value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0356LS

DATA-BUF-PTR
Pointer to the data buffer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0356PT

SQLVAR-ENTRY-NUM
SQLVAR entry number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0356NO

QW0356NL
Null byte
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0356NL

VAR-DATA
SQLVAR data
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0356DA

DATA-LEN
Length of SQLVAR data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0356LL

(357) IO-PAR-INS-BEG
IFCID 357 records the beginning of an insert into an index with I/O parallelism. This record is written when performance
trace class 4 is on and contains the following fields:

DATA-BASE-ID
Specifies the database ID for the table into which data is inserted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0357DB

TABLE-OBID
Specifies the table OBID of the table into which data is inserted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0357TB

IDX-PAGE-SET-ID
Specifies the index space page set ID of the index into which data is inserted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0357PS

(358) IO-PAR-INS-END
IFCID 0358 records the end of an insert into an index with I/O parallelism. This record is written when performance trace
class 4 is on. This record is new with DB2 10 and contains the following fields:

DATA-BASE-ID
Specifies the database ID for the table into which data is inserted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0358DB

TABLE-OBID
Specifies the table OBID of the table into which data is inserted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0358TB
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IDX-PAGE-SET-ID
Specifies the index space page set ID of the index into which data is inserted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0358PS

DEGREE-PARALLELISM
Indicates the degree of parallelism for the index insert.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0358DE

(359) INDEX-PAGE-SPLIT
IFCID 0359 pertains to index page splits and is written when performance trace class 4 is on. This record is new with DB2
10 and contains the following fields:

DATA-BASE-ID
Specifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0359DB

IDX-PAGE-SET-ID
Represents the index page set ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0359OB

PARTITION
Represents the partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0359PT

FLAGS
Specifies indicator flags as follows:
x'80'

Indicates that the index is GBP-dependent during the split.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0359FL

SPLITTING-PAGE
Indicates the page number of the split page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0359PG

TIME-BEG-SPLIT
Specifies the timestamp when the split starts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0359TS

TIME-END-SPLIT
Specifies the timestamp when the split ends.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0359TE

(360) REBIND-PAR-PKGS
IFCID 0360 pertains to queries that are incrementally rebound because parallelism was chosen for packages that were
created before DB2 10. This record is written when performance trace class 4 or 10 is on. This record is new with DB2 10
and contains the following fields:

PLAN-NAME
Contains the plan name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0360PLAN

PKG-COLL-ID-LEN
Indicates the length of the package collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0360COLLIDL
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PKG-COLL-ID
Indicates the package collection ID string.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0360COLLIDN

PKG-NAME-LEN
Indicates the length of the package name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0360PKGIDL

PKG-NAME
Represents the package name string.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0360PKGIDN

CONSISTENCY-TOKEN
Represents the consistency token of the package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0360CONTK

QUERY-STMT
Specifies the statement number of the query.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0360STMTNO

QUERY-SECTION
Contains the section number of the query.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0360SECTN

(361) AUDIT-ADMIN-AUTH
IFCID (361) AUDIT-ADMIN-AUTH records information that is used to audit administrative authorities.

This record is written when any of the following conditions are true:

• Audit class 11 is on
• Audit policy category SYSADMIN or DBADMIN is turned on

AUDIT-ADMIN-AUTH contains the following fields:

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as QW0361SC_OFF, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses these
fields to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic purposes to
verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.

AUTHORITY-TYPE
Contains an authority type indicator:
B

Indicates SYSTEM DBADM
C

Indicates DBCTRL
D

Indicates DBADM
E

Indicates SECADM
G

Indicates ACCESSCTRL
I

Indicates INSTALLATION SYSADM
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K
Indicates SQLADM

L
Indicates SYSCTRL

M
Indicates DBMAINT

O
Indicates SYSOPR

P
Indicates PACKADM

R
Indicates INSTALLATION SYSOPR

S
Indicates SYSADM

T
Indicates DATAACCESS

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361AT
AUTHID-TYPE

Specifies the type of authorization:
blank

Specifies the authorization ID
L

Specifies the role
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361IT

QW0361ID_OFF
Contains the offset from QW0361 to QW0361ID_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361ID_OFF

PRIV-CHECKED-CODE
Specifies the code value for the permission that is being checked.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361PR

PRIVILEGE
Specifies the text for the permission that is being checked.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0361PR
A table of privileges and privilege codes:

Code Text Note
9 Display Profile
10 Start Profile
11 Stop Profile
12 Start Rlimit
13 Stop Rlimit
14 Display Rlimit
15 Create Alias
16 Monitor1
17 Monitor2
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19 Check Util CHECK UTILITY
20 Drop Alias
21 DDF Sta,Stp,Can DDF COMMAND - START, STOP, or CANCEL
50 Select
51 Insert
52 Delete
53 Update
54 References
55 Trigger
56 Create Index
57 DBADM
58 Term Util on DB TERMINATE UTILITY ON DATABASE
60 All on Packages
61 Alter
62 Disp Thrd or DB DISPLAY THREAD or DISPLAY DB
64 Execute
65 BND,REBND,FREE BIND, REBIND, or FREE
66 CreateDBA
67 Create Stogroup
68 DBCTRL
69 DBMAINT
72 Recover Indoubt
73 Drop
74 Copy
75 Load
76 Explct Qlfr use EXPLICIT QUALIFIER USE
77 Reorg
78 Repair
79 Start DB START DATABASE
80 Start/Stop DB(*) START DB2, STOP DB2, START DB(*), or STOP DB(*)
82 Runstats Util RUNSTATS UTILITY
83 Stop DB STOP DATABASE
84 Stop/Start Trace
85 SYSADM
86 SYSOPR
87 Use
88 BIND Add
89 Recover (Util) RECOVER (UTILITY)
92 CreateDBC
93 Recover BSDS
94 Create Table
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95 Create Tblspace CREATE TABLESPACE
96 Display Util DISPLAY UTILITY
97 Comment on
98 Lock Table
99 Display DB DISPLAY DATABASE
102 Create Synonym  
103 Alter Index
104 Drop Synonym
105 Drop Index
107 Stospace Util STOSPACE UTILITY
108 Create View
109 Term Util TERM UTILITY
112 Display BP DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL
113 Alter BP ALTER BUFFERPOOL
224 SYSCTRL
225 Copy Package
226 Create in
227 Bindagent
231 Archive
228 Allpkaut
229 Subpkaut
233 Describe Table
236 Diagnose Util DIAGNOSE UTILITY
237 Mergecpy Util MERGECOPY UTILITY
238 Modify Util MODIFY UTILITY
239 Quiesce Util QUIESCE UTILITY
240 Report Util REPORT UTILITY
241 Repair DBD Util REPAIR DBD UTILITY
242 PACKADM
243 Set Archive
244 Display Archive
248 Create TMPR Tab CREATE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE (CREATETMTAB)
251 Rename Table
252 AlterIN
261 CreateIN
262 DropIN
263 Usage
265 Start
266 Stop
267 Display
274 Comment on IDX COMMENT ON INDEX
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280 Validate Seclbl VALIDATE SECLABEL
281 MLS Readwrite
282 Debug Session
283 Rename Index
284 SECADM
285 Crt SEC Object CREATE SECURE OBJECT
286 Explain
290 SQLADM
291 Read
292 Write
293 Explain Monitor
294 Query Tuning
295 Check Data Util CHECK DATA UTILITY
297 Unload
501 Drop Tbl Exempt ACCESS CONTROL DROP TABLE EXEMPTION
502 Truncate Exempt ACCESS CONTROL TRUNCATE EXEMPTION
503 Utility Exempt ACCESS CONTROL UTILITY EXEMPTION

QW0361SC_OFF
Specifies the offset from QW0361 to QW0361SC_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361SC_OFF

QW0361SN_OFF
Specifies the offset from QW0361 to QW0361SN_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361SN_OFF

QW0361TC_OFF
Specifies the offset from QW0361 to QW0361TC_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361TC_OFF

QW0361TN_OFF
Specifies the offset from QW0361 to QW0361TN_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361TN_OFF

OBJECT-TYPE
Contains an object type indicator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361OT

OBJECT
Contains an object type:

Code Object type
A ACEE
B Bufferpool
C Collection
D Database
E Distinct type
F Function
G Session variable
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H Global variable
J Jar
K Package
L Role
M Schema
N Trusted context
O Procedure
P Application plan
Q Sequence
R Tablespace
S Storage group
T Table or view
U User auth
W Row
Z zParm

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0361OTD
FULL-SQL-LEN

Specifies the length of the SQL statement. If a SQL statement does not exist, this value is 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361LL

TRUNC-SQL-LONG
Specifies the SQL statement. SQL statements greater than 4000 bytes are truncated. This field varies in length
and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361TX

QW0361SQ
Specifies the SQL statement. SQL statements greater than 4000 bytes are truncated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361SQ

AUTH-ID-OR-ROLE-VAR
Indicates which authorization ID or ROLE has authority. This field varies in length and contains the complete
name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361ID_LONG

AUTH-ID-OR-ROLE-LEN
Specifies the length of the authorization ID or role name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361ID_LEN

AUTH-ID-OR-ROLE-LONG
Indicates which authorization ID or ROLE has authority. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to
the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361ID_VAR

SOBJ-QUAL-VAR
Contains the source object qualifier or owner. If the object type equals user auth (QW0361OT = 'U') and the
statement is the TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statement, then the source object qualifier is the qualifier of the object
that is being transferred by a TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statement. This field varies in length and contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361SC_LONG
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SOBJ-QUAL-LEN
Indicates the length of the source object qualifier or owner name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361SC_LEN

SOBJ-QUAL-LONG
Represents the source object qualifier or owner. If the object type equals user auth (QW0361OT = 'U') and the
statement is the TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statement, then the source object qualifier is the qualifier of the
object that is being transferred by a TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statement. This field contains the complete field
name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361SC_VAR

SOBJ-NAME-VAR
Contains the name of the source object. If the object type equals user auth (QW0361OT = 'U') and the statement
is the TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statement, then the source object name is the name of the object that is
being transferred by a TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statement. This field varies in length and contains the complete
name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361SN_LONG

SOBJ-NAME-LEN
Indicates the length of the name of the source object.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361SN_LEN

SOBJ-NAME-LONG
Specifies the name of the source object. If the object type equals user auth (QW0361OT = 'U') and the statement
is the TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statement, then the source object name is the name of the object that is
being transferred by a TRANSFER OWNERSHIP statement. This field contains the complete field name,
expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361SN_VAR

TOBJ-QUAL-VAR
Represents the target object qualifier or owner. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361TC_LONG

TOBJ-QUAL-LEN
Specifies the length of the qualifier name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361TC_LEN

TOBJ-QUAL-LONG
Specifies the target object qualifier or owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361TC_VAR

TOBJ-NAME-VAR
Contains the name of the target object. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361TN_LONG

TOBJ-NAME-LEN
Indicates the length of the target name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361TN_LEN

TOBJ-NAME-LONG
Contains the name of the target object. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361TN_VAR

QW0361ON_OFF
Contains the offset from QW0361 to QW0361ON_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361ON_OFF

OOBJ-NAME-VAR
Indicates the name of the other object. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361ON_LONG
OOBJ-NAME-LEN

Indicates the length of the other object name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361ON_LEN

OOBJ-NAME-LONG
Indicates the name of the other object. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0361ON_VAR

(362) AUDITPOLICY-TRACE
IFCID (362) AUDITPOLICY-TRACE records start trace and stop trace with the AUDITPOLICY option.

This section lists the 362 repeating and non-repeating fields.

(362) Non-Repeating Fields

The following fields appear once in the (362) AUDITPOLICY-TRACE record:

STATUS
Indicates the status of the command execution:
S

Indicates that the execution succeeded
F

Indicates that the execution failed
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362ST

TYPE
Indicates the command type. The following value is valid:
S

Indicates START TRACE
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362TY

REASON-CODE
Contains the reason code that resulted from the command execution.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362RN

CHECKING-CATEGORY
Uses an "A" value to indicate that CHECKING is the audit policy category.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362CH

VALIDATE-CATEGORY
Uses an "A" value to indicate that VALIDATE is the audit policy category.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362VA

OBJMAINT-CATEGORY
Uses an "A" value to indicate that OBJMAINT is the audit policy category.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362OB

EXECUTE-CATEGORY
Uses an "A" value to indicate that EXECUTE is the audit policy category.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362EX

CONTEXT-CATEGORY
Uses an "A" value to indicate that CONTEXT is the audit policy category.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362CX
SECMAIN-CATEGORY

Uses an "A" value to indicate that SECMAINT is the audit policy category.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362SM

DB2-START-UP
Uses a "Y" value to indicate that the audit policy starts at DB2 startup.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362DS

DATABASE-NAME
Contains the name of the audited database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362DB

OBJECT-TYPE
Specifies an object type:
C

Indicates the clone table
P

Indicates an implicit table for an XML column
T

Indicates a table
blank

Indicates all of the supported object types
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362OT

QW0362AP_OFF
Specifies the offset from QW0362 to QW0362AP_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362AP_OFF

QW0362TS_OFF
Specifies the offset from QW0362 to QW0362TS_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362TS_OFF

QW0362TB_OFF
Specifies the offset from QW0362 to QW0362TB_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362TB_OFF

QW0362SA_OFF
Specifies the offset from QW0362 to QW0362SA_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362SA_OFF

QW0362DA_OFF
Specifies the offset from QW0362 to QW0362DA_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362DA_OFF

QW0362CO_OFF
Specifies the offset from QW0362 to QW0362CO_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362CO_OFF

TABLES-MATCHED
Indicates how many tables match the specified like clause.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362TT

TABLES-TRACED
Indicates how many tables were traced.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362TR
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AUDIT-POLICY-VAR
Contains the name of the audit policy. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362AP_LONG

AUDIT-POLICY-LEN
Indicates the length of the audit policy name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362AP_LEN

AUDIT-POLICY-LONG
Contains the name of the audit policy. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362AP_VAR

TABLE-SCHEMA-VAR
Contains the name of the table schema. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362TS_LONG

TABLE-SCHEMA-LEN
Indicates the length of the table schema name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362TS_LEN

TABLE-SCHEMA-LONG
Contains the name of the table schema. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362TS_VAR

TABLE-NAME-VAR
Contains the name of the table. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362TB_LONG

TABLE-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the table name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362TB_LEN

TABLE-NAME-LONG
Contains the name of the table. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362TB_VAR

SYSADMIN-CAT-VAR
Specifies category values for SYSADMIN. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362SA_LONG

SYSADMIN-CAT-LEN
Indicates the length of the SYSADMIN category values.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362SA_LEN

SYSADMIN-CAT-LONG
Indicates the category values for SYSADMIN. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362SA_VAR

DBADMIN-CAT-VAR
Indicates the category values for DBADMIN. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362DA_LONG

DBADMIN-CAT-LEN
Indicates the length of the DBADMIN category values.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362DA_LEN
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DBADMIN-CAT-LONG
Indicates the category values for DBADMIN. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362DA_VAR

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Contains the collection ID. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362CO_LONG

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362CO_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Contains the collection ID. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362CO_VAR

(362) Repeating Fields

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the (362) AUDITPOLICY-TRACE record:

TRACED-TBLNAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the traced table name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362TN_LEN

TRACED-TBLNAME-VAR
Specifies the traced table name that was specified through a like clause.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362TN_LONG

TRACED-TBLNAME-LONG
Specifies the traced table name that was specified through a like clause. This field contains the complete field
name expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0362TN_VAR

(363) PAR-GRP-STRAW-TRC
(363) PAR-GRP-STRAW-TRC pertains to how Db2 uses the straw model distribution method when processing a parallel
group. This record is written when performance trace class 8 is on.

This record contains the following fields:

TIMESTAMP-CTOKEN
Specifies the timestamp (consistency token).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363TS

STMT-NUM
Specifies the statement number. If a PLAN_TABLE exists, this value is the same as the QUERYNO value in the
PLAN_TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363SN

QUERY-BLOCK-NUM
Specifies the query block number. If a PLAN_TABLE exists, this value is the same as the QBLOCKNO value in
the PLAN_TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363QN

PARALLEL-GRP-NUM
Indicates the parallel group number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363GN
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BIND-DEGREE
Contains the degree value that is specified at bind time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363BD

PART-TYPE
Indicates the type of partitioning for the parallel group:
1

Indicates key range
2

Indicates page range
3

Indicates RID
4

Indicates that the record is on a key boundary
5

Indicates that the record is not on a key boundary
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363RK

INMEM-WORKFILE
Indicates whether the work file is in memory:
Y

Indicates that the work file is in memory
N

Indicates that the work file is not in memory
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363IW

INPT-RID-WORKFILE
(s) Indicates whether the input RID is in a work file:
Y

Indicates that the input RID is in a work file
N

Indicates that the input RID is not in a work file
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363RI

OPUT-RID-WORKFILE
(s) Indicates whether the output RID is in a work file. The following values are valid:
Y

Indicates that the output RID is in a work file
N

Indicates that output RID is not in a work file
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363RO

QW0363RV
(s) Indicates that this field is reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363RV

INPT-WORKLOAD-ELEM
Indicates how many input workload elements exist.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363NE

ACT-WORKLOAD-ELEM
Indicates the actual number of workload elements.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363AE
INPUT-RECORDS

Indicates how many records exist.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363NR

PIPE-DEGREE
Specifies the pipe degree.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363PD

PIPE-CREATE-TIME
Indicates when the pipe was created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363PS

PIPE-TERM-TIME
Indicates when pipe was terminated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363PT

WORKLOAD-ELEM-ENTS
Indicates how many workload element entries the record contains.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363EN

NUM-QW0363
Indicates how many QW0363 records complete this series of QW0363 records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363NQ

SEQ-QW0363
Contains the sequence number of this QW0363 record in the series of QW0363 records.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363TR

QW0363LN_OFF
Species the offset from QW0363 to QW0363LN_LEN. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The
monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a
long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363LN_OFF

QW0363PC_OFF
Specifies the offset from QW0363 to QW0363PC_LEN. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The
monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a
long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363PC_OFF

QW0363PN_OFF
Specifies an offset from QW0363 to QW0363PN_LEN. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The
monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a
long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363PN_OFF

LOCATION-NAME-VAR
Contains the name of the location. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363LN_LONG

LOCATION-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363LN_LEN

LOCATION-NAME-LONG
Contains the name of the location. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363LN_VAR
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COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Indicates the collection ID of the package. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363PC_LONG

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the package collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363PC_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Indicates the collection ID of the package. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363PC_VAR

PACKAGE-NAME-VAR
Specifies the name of the program. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363PN_LONG

PACKAGE-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the package or program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363PN_LEN

PACKAGE-NAME-LONG
Specifies the name of the program. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363PN_VAR

SEQ-WORKLOAD-ELEM
Contains the workload element sequence number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363IX

SUBPIPE-IDX-TASKNO
Indicates the subpipe index: task number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363PI

LOW-PAGE-NUM
Specifies the page number of the low boundary of the logical partition. This value is meaningful only if QW0363RK
= '2' (page range partitioning).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363LP

HIGH-PAGE-NUM
Specifies the page number of the high boundary of the logical partition. This value is meaningful only if
QW0363RK = '2' (page range partitioning).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363HP

SUBPIPE-START-TIME
Specifies the start time of the subpipe.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363PB

SUBPIPE-END-TIME
Specifies the end time of the subpipe.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363PE

RID-COUNTER
Specifies the counter for the number of RIDs and records. This value is meaningful only if QW0363RK = '3', '4', or
'5' (RID or record parallel partitioning).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363CN

ROWS-CONSUMED
Indicates how many rows are consumed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363NI
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ROWS-PRODUCED
Indicates how many rows are produced.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363NO

BEG-IDX-INLST-ELM
(s) Specifies the beginning index of the in-list element.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363BI

END-IDX-INLST-ELM
(s) Specifies the ending index of the in-list element.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363EI

LOW-KEY
Specifies low key buffer data. This value is meaningful only if QW0363RK = '1' (key range partitioning).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363LB

HIGH-KEY
Specifies high key buffer data. This value is meaningful only if QW0363RK = '1' (key range partitioning).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0363HB

(364) ALLIED-ADDR-SPACE
(364) ALLIED-ADDR-SPACE records the creation and termination of an allied address space. This record is written when
global trace class 3 is on.

This record contains the following fields:

EVENT-TYPE
Represents the traced event. The following values are valid:
CR

Indicates address space creation
TM

Indicates address space termination
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0364TYPE

ASID
Specifies the address space ID (ASID) of the created or terminated address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0364ASID

CONNECTION-NAME
Contains the name of the connection.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0364CONN

CONNECTION-TYPE
Indicates the type of connection.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0364CTYP

JOBNAME
Contains the job name of the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0364JOBN

(365) RECORD-LOCATION
IFCID 365 records information about remote locations that a Db2 subsystem communicates through DRDA protocols.

This record is written when statistics trace class 7 is on and can be accessed both synchronously and asynchronously.
The STATIME subsystem parameter controls the production interval.
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Non-Repeating Fields

The following fields appear once in the record:
QW0365NO

Specifies how many location sections exist in the record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0365NO

QW0365FL
Specifies the following flag value:
x'80'

Indicates that another IFCID 365 record follows this record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0365FL

Repeating Fields

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields in the (365) RECORD-LOCATION record. One set of fields is
present for each remote location that is being reported on.

REC-LOCATION
Specifies the remote location. A remote location can be a requesting or serving location. If the name is longer
than 16 characters, this field contains a truncated name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTLOCN

SQL-SENT
Specifies how many SQL statements were sent to the remote server.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTSQLS

SQL-RECEIVED
Specifies how many SQL statements were received from the requester location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTSQLR

ROWS-SENT
Specifies how many rows of data were sent to the requester location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTROWS

ROWS-RECEIVED
Specifies how many rows of data were retrieved from the server location. If the SQLDA or SQLCA variables are
transmitted, this count does not include these variables. Block fetch can also affect the number of rows that are
sent across the network.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTROWR

BYTES-SENT
Specifies how many bytes of data were sent to the requester location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTBYTS

BYTES-RECEIVED
Specifies how many bytes of data were received from the server location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTBYTR

CONVERSATIONS-SENT
Indicates how many connections were initiated from the requester location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVS

CONVERSATIONS-RECEIVED
Indicates how many connections were initiated from the requester to the server location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVR

MESSAGES-SENT
Specifies the number of messages that are sent to a remote location.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTMSGS
MESSAGES-RECEIVED

Specifies the number of messages that are received from a remote location. The server location can send more
messages than the requester receives. This difference occurs due to the internal processing of distributed SQL
statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTMSGR

COMMITS-SENT
Specifies how many commit requests are sent to the server location. This value applies only to single-phase
commit operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCOMS

COMMITS-RECEIVED
Specifies how many commit requests are received from the requester. This value applies only to single-phase
commit operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCOMR

ABORTS-SENT
Specifies how many rollback requests are sent to the server location. This value applies only to single-phase
commit operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTABRS

ABORTS-RECEIVED
Specifies how many rollback requests are received from the requester location. This value applies only to single-
phase commit operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTABRR

CONVERSATIONS-QUEUED
Specifies the accumulated number of connections that have been queued by DDF either waiting for allocation
(Requester) or waiting for a DBAT due to MAXDBAT reached (Server).

• A large value for a REQUESTER indicates that the DSESLIM parameter in the VTAM APPL might have to be
increased.

• A large value for a SERVER indicates that the Db2 subsystem parameter MAXDBAT might have to be
increased.

This counter should not increase significantly during non-peak times.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVQ

BLOCKS-SENT
Specifies how many blocks are transmitted through the block fetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTBTBF

BLOCKS-RECEIVED
Specifies how many blocks are received through the block fetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTBRBF

THREADS-INDOUBT
Specifies the number of threads that became indoubt with the remote location as the coordinator (two-phase
commit operations only). A large value can indicate network problems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTINDT

REC-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name, when QLSTLOCN is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTLOCN_OFF
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CONVER-DEALLOC
Specifies how many connections were deallocated to the remote site. This value is meaningful only at the
requester.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVT

RMT-PRDID
Specifies the product ID of the remote location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTPRID

REC-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the remote location. A remote location can be a requesting or serving location. The remote location is
the system in session with the local location. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTLOCN_LONG

REC-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTLOCN_LEN

REC-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the remote location. A remote location can be a requesting or serving location. The remote location
system is in session with the local location. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTLOCN_VAR

QLST-VERSION
Indicates the fields in a QLST section.
QLSTVRSN field value specifies:

• 000001—the QLST section contains all fields (QLSTLOCN_OFF through QLSTHTHD).
• Other—the QLST section contains fields QLSTLOCN_OFF through QLSTPRLV.

This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTVRSN

PRODUCT-LEVEL
Specifies the Product Level, if known.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTPRLV

FAILED-SECURITY-AUTH
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that failed authentication.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTFSEC

REST-REQS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of REST service requests received from a remote location.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNREST

SPEC-REG-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that use a profile to set special registers when a
connection is established.
A profile was used by Db2 to set certain special register values that meet the criteria that are defined in the profile.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNSSR

GBL-VAR-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that use a profile to set global variables when a
connection is established.
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A profile was used by Db2 to set certain global variables that meet the criteria that are defined in the profile.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNSGV

SYSPLEX-WLB-CONNS-RECVD
Specifies the number of connections with Sysplex workload balancing enabled. The Java driver
enableSysplexWLB property and the non-Java driver enableWLB property are set to TRUE.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNWLB

SSL-TLS-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections that are secured using Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-
TLS) or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNTLS

TRUSTED-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that are secured by a trusted context, which is an
independent database entity that allows a database ROLE to be associated with the connection.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNTRS

AES-ENCR-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections that encrypt the user credentials, which authenticate the connection.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNAES

GLOBAL-XA-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that participate in a global transaction that uses the
XA protocol. XA guarantees atomicity in global transactions that are executed across several resource managers,
such as WebSphere Application Server.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNXA

DRDA-ENCR-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections that encrypt user data to protect the connection credentials by using the
database protocols (DRDA) encryption.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNENC

UID-PWD-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that send the user credentials in the clear on the
network that authenticates the connection.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNPWD

KERBEROS-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that use Kerberos to authenticate the connection.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNKER

MFA-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that use multi-factor authentication.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNMFA

CERT-AUTH-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that use client certificate authentication security to
authenticate by using a digital certificate.
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This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNCCA

HOLD-CURSOR-POOL-FAILS
Specifies the number of times that a thread could not go inactive due to open held cursors, which prevented the
thread from being pooled and used by other connections.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTHCRSR

DGTT-POOL-FAILS
Specifies the number of times that a thread could not go inactive due to a declared global temporary table, which
prevented the thread from being pooled and used by other connections.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTDGTT

KEEPDYNAMIC-POOL-FAILS
Specifies the number of times that a thread could not go inactive due to a package being bound with the
KEEPDYNAMIC bind option, which prevented the thread from being pooled and used by other connections.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTKPDYN

HPER-DBATS-POOL-FAILS
Specifies the number of times that a thread could not go inactive due to running as a high-performance thread,
which prevented the thread from being pooled and used by other connections.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTHIPRF

OPEN-LOCATOR-POOL-FAILS
Specifies the number of times that a thread could not go inactive due to an open locator, which prevented the
thread from being pooled and used by other connections.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTHLOBLOC

STORPROC-COM-POOL-FAILS
Specifies the number of stored procedures invoked that issued commits but subsequent client commit decisions
were not yet received.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTSPCMT

CONDBAT-CONNS-TERMINATED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that were terminated due to the maximum number of
concurrent inbound connections set by the CONDBAT system parameter.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVTC

PROFILE-CONNS-TERMINATED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that were terminated due to the maximum number of
concurrent inbound connections that a monitoring connection profile allows.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVTP

MAXCONQN-CONNS-TERM
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that were terminated due to the maximum number of
connections waiting for a DBAT set by the MAXCONQN system parameter.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVTQN
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MAXCONQW-CONNS-TERM
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that were terminated due to the maximum time
waiting for a DBAT set by the MAXCONQW system parameter.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVTQW

PROFILE-THRDS-QUEUED
Specifies the number of times that a thread was queued until the number of concurrent active threads have fallen
below the profile exception threshold.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNTHDPQ

PROFILE-THRDS-TERMINATED
Specifies the number of times that a thread was terminated because the number of concurrent active threads
exceeded the number of executing and queued threads set by a monitor thread profile exception threshold.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNTHDPT

THRDS-ABENDED
Specifies the number of times that the threads used by connections from the remote locations have terminated or
abended.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNTHDA

THRDS-CANCELED
Specifies the number of times that a thread was canceled due to one of the following reasons:

• A Db2 CANCEL command
• A network failure
• A client queryTimeout or CommandTimeout, which closed the connection

This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNTHDC

CURRENT-CONNS-ACTIVE
Specifies the current number of active connections from this location.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNCNV

HWM-CONNS-ACTIVE
Specifies the highest number of active connections from this location since the last statistics trace interval for a
statistics trace request.
For a READS request, specifies the highest number of active threads in use by this location since DDF was
started.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTHCNV

CURRENT-THRDS-ACTIVE
Specifies the current number of active threads from this location.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNTHD

HWM-THRDS-ACTIVE
Specifies the highest number of active threads from this location since the last statistics trace interval for a
statistics trace request.
For a READS request, specifies the highest number of active threads in use by this location since DDF was
started.
This field is new with Db2 12.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTHTHD

(366) PREV10-CHAR-FUNC
(366) PREV10-CHAR-FUNC is a serviceability trace record. IFCID 366 is written when an SQL statement uses a function,
expression, or a string format that is incompatible with the current version of Db2. The record is produced for every
instance of the SQL statement.

This record contains the following fields:

SYSIBM-CHAR-FUNC
Uses the following values to indicate the cause of SQL incompatibility:
1—”CHAR(dec) Format”

Indicates that Db2 9 SYSIBM.CHAR function has been executed.
2—”VARCHAR/CAST(dec) Format”

Indicates that Db2 9 SYSIBM.VARCHAR or CAST(decimal AS CHAR or VARCHAR) function has been
executed.

3—”Unsupported Timestamp”
Indicates that an unsupported timestamp string was used.

4—”ARRAY_EXISTS UDF name”
Indicates that UDF has an unqualified name ARRAY_EXISTS. Valid for Db2 10.

4—”DB2 10 default SQL path”
Indicates that Db2 10 default SQL path was used. Valid for Db2 11.

5—”CUBE unqual UDF name”
Indicates that UDF has an unqualified name CUBE.

6—”ROLLUP unqual UDF name”
Indicates that UDF has an unqualified name ROLLUP.

7—”Incompatible conversion”
Indicates an incompatible conversion from string to numeric data type.

8—”Match CALL statement”
Indicates that the output data match CALL statement arguments.

9—”Ignore the TIMEZONE part”
Indicates that Db2 ignores TIME ZONE information in the boundary error checking for TIMESTAMP WITH
TIME ZONE input variables when the target data type is TIMESTAMP and DDF_COMPATIBILITY zParm
is set to IGNORE_TZ.

10—”Pre-V10 LTRIM/RTRIM/STRIP”
Indicates that Db2 version 9 of SYSIBM.LTRIM(string-expression), SYSIBM.RTRIM(string-expression),
or SYSIBM.STRIP(string-expression) was executed while BIF_COMPATIBILITY zParm is set to
V9_TRIM, application compatibility is set to V10R1, and string-expression is in EBCDIC.

11—”SELECT INTO with UNION”
Indicates that an illegal SELECT INTO with a set operator is being bound.

1101—”INSERT w/o XMLDOCUMENT”
Indicates that the INSERT statement inserts into an XML column without XMLDOCUMENT.

1102—”XPath evaluation error”
Indicates the XPath evaluation error.

1103—”RLF governing”
Indicates that ASUTIME was used for a dynamic SQL statement from the RLF governing.
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1104—”Long CLIENT_ACCTNG SR”
Indicates that the special register value CLIENT_ACCTNG SR is longer than supported.

1105—”Long CLIENT_APPLNAME SR”
Indicates that the special register value CLIENT_APPLNAME SR is longer than supported.

1106—”Long CLIENT_USERID SR”
Indicates that the special register value CLIENT_USERID SR is longer than supported.

1107—”Long CLIENT_WRKSTNNAME”
Indicates that the special register value CLIENT_WRKSTNNAME is longer than supported.

1108—”Long client RLF SR value”
Indicates that the truncated value of CLIENT special registers was used for the RLF.

1109—”CAST(strng AS TIMESTAMP)”
Indicates that the CAST function is executed.

1110—”SPACE int greater 32764”
Indicates that the SPACE function integer argument is greater than 32764.

1111—”VARCHAR int greater 32764”
Indicates that the VARCHAR function integer argument is greater than 32764.

1112—”Empty XML elem as <X></X>”
Indicates that the empty XML element is serialized to <X></X>.

1201—”-802 result out of range”
Indicates that the pre-version 12 POWER built-in function returned SQLCODE -802 for out of range. This
value applies only to IFCID 376.

1215031
or 1202—”Temporal table”
Indicates that rows with NULL in DATA CHANGE OPERATION column can be qualified by predicate FOR
SYSTEM_TIME FROM/BETWEEN on the system-period temporal table with auditing.

1215032
or 1203—”CALL SP for replication”
Identifies the applications that use the stored procedure
SYSPROC.SET_MAINT_MODE_RECORD_NO_TEMPORALHISTORY. Modify the applications to set the
value of the built-in global variable SYSIBMADM.REPLICATION_OVERRIDE to 'Y' instead.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366FN
STMT-NUM

Specifies the query statement number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366SN

PLANNAME
Specifies the query plan name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366PL

CONTOKEN
Specifies the consistency token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366TS

STMT-ID
Contains the statement identifier that retrieves the SQL statement from the cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366SI

STMT-TYPE-FLAG
Specifies the type of statement:
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x'8000'
Dynamic

x'4000'
Static

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366TY
SECTION-NUM

Specifies the query section number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366SE

COLLECTION-ID-OFFSET
Specifies the record offset from QW0366 to QW0366PC (collection ID value). This field provides no practical
tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify
that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366PC_OFF

PROGRAM-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the record offset from QW0366 to QW0366PN (program name). This field provides no practical tuning
purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that
Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366PN_OFF

VERSION-NAME-VAR
Specifies the version name that is used to compile the program. This field varies in length and contains the
complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366VNV

VERSION-LENGTH
or VERSION-NAME-LEN
Specifies the version string length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366VL

VERSION-NAME
or VERSION-NAME-LONG
Specifies the version name that is used to compile the program.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366VN

COLLECTION-ID-VAR
Specifies the collection ID of the package. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366PC_LONG

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the package collection ID length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366PC_LEN

COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies the collection ID of the package. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum
length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366PC_VAR

PROGRAM-NAME-VAR
Indicates the name of the program. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366PN_LONG

PROGRAM-NAME-LEN
Specifies the package or program name length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366PN_LEN
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PROGRAM-NAME-LONG
Specifies the name of the program. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366PN_VAR

SCHEMA-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the record offset from QW0366 to QW0366SC_LEN (schema name). This field provides no practical
tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use this
field for diagnostic purposes to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366SC_OFF

SCHEMA-NAME-VAR
Specifies the schema name. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366SC_LONG

SCHEMA-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the schema name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366SC_LEN

SCHEMA-NAME-LONG
Specifies the schema name. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366SC_VAR

SPECIFIC-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the record offset from QW0366 to QW0366PR_LEN (specific name). This field contains the complete
field name, expanded to the maximum length. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses
this field to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to
verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366PR_OFF

SPECIFIC-NAME-VAR
Specifies the specific name. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366PR_LONG

SPECIFIC-NAME-LEN
Specifies the length of the specific name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366PR_LEN

SPECIFIC-NAME-LONG
Specifies the specific name. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366PR_VAR

INCOMPAT-PARMS-OFFSET
Specifies the record offset from QW0366 to QW0366INC_LEN (incompatible parameters). This field contains
the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The
monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic
purposes to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366INC_OFF

INCOMPAT-PARMS-VAR
Specifies the incompatible parameters. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366INC_LONG

INCOMPAT-PARMS-LEN
Specifies the length of the incompatible parameters field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366INC_LEN

INCOMPAT-PARMS-LONG
Specifies an array of 6-byte entries for incompatible parameters. For reason code 7, the entries are for
incompatible input parameters. For reason code 8, the entries are for any potentially incompatible input
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parameters. Each entry contains three 2-byte fields: ordinal position, source data type, and target data type of the
parameter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366INC_VAR

SQL-TEXT-OFFSET
Specifies the record offset from QW0366 to QW0366SQL_LEN (SQL text). This field contains the complete field
name, expanded to the maximum length. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this
field to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify
that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366SQL_OFF

SQL-TEXT-VAR
Specifies the SQL text. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366SQL_LONG

SQL-TEXT-LEN
Specifies the length of the SQL text.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366SQL_LEN

SQL-TEXT-LONG
Specifies the SQL text. The ordinal number of the input parameter if the reason code is 7 or the output parameter
if the reason code is 8, source data type, target data type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0366SQL_VAR

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the (366) PREV10-CHAR-FUNC record:

ORDINAL-NUMBER
Specifies the ordinal number of the input parameter if SYSIBM-CHAR-FUNC = 7 or the output parameter if
SYSIBM-CHAR-FUNC = 8.

SOURCE-TYPE
Specifies the source data type:
'384' DATE

Fixed-length character-string representation of a date.
'385' NDATE

Fixed-length character-string representation of a date with the null indicator.
'388' TIME

Fixed-length character-string representation of a time.
'389' NTIME

Fixed-length character-string representation of a time with the null indicator.
'392' STAMP

Fixed-length character-string representation of a timestamp.
'393' NSTAMP

Fixed-length character-string representation of a timestamp with the null indicator.
'396' DATALINK

DataLink data type.
'397' NDATALINK

DataLink data type with the null indicator.
'400' CGSTR

NUL-terminated graphic string.
'401' NCGSTR

NUL-terminated graphic string with the null indicator.
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'404' BLOB
BLOB data type.

'405' NBLOB
BLOB data type with the null indicator.

'408' CLOB
CLOB data type.

'409' NCLOB
CLOB data type with the null indicator.

'412' DBCLOB
DBCLOB data type.

'413' NDBCLOB
DBCLOB data type with the null indicator.

'448' VARCHAR
Varying-length character string.

'449' NVARCHAR
Varying-length character string with the null indicator.

'452' CHAR
Fixed-length character string.

'453' NCHAR
Fixed-length character string with the null indicator.

'456' LONG
Long varying-length character string.

'457' NLONG
Long varying-length character string with the null indicator.

'460' CSTR
NUL-terminated character string.

'461' NCSTR
NUL-terminated character string with the null indicator.

'464' VARGRAPH
Varying-length graphic string.

'465' NVARGRAPH
Varying-length graphic string with the null indicator.

'468' GRAPHIC'
Fixed-length graphic string.

'469' NGRAPHIC
Fixed-length graphic string with the null indicator.

'472' LONGRAPH
Varying-length long graphic string.

'473' NLONGRAPH
Varying-length long graphic string with the null indicator.

'476' LSTR
Varying length string for Pascal.

'477' NLSTR
Varying length string for Pascal with the null indicator.
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'480' FLOAT
Floating-point.

'481' NFLOAT
Floating-point with the null indicator.

'484' DECIMAL
Packed decimal.

'485' NDECIMAL
Packed decimal with the null indicator.

'488' ZONED
Zoned decimal.

'489' NZONED
Zoned decimal with the null indicator.

'492' BIGINT
Big integer.

'493' NBIGINT
Big integer with the null indicator.

'496' INTEGER
Integer.

'497' NINTEGER
Integer with the null indicator.

'500' SMALL
Small integer.

'501' NSMALL
Small integer with the null indicator.

'504' NUMERIC
Packed decimal number with an implicit decimal point.

'505' NNUMERIC
Packed decimal number with an implicit decimal point with the null indicator.

'904' ROWID
ROWID.

'905' NROWID
ROWID with the null indicator.

'908' VARBINARY
Varying-length binary string.

'909' NVARBINARY
Varying-length binary string with the null indicator.

'912' BINARY
Fixed-length binary string.

'913' NBINARY
Fixed-length binary string with the null indicator.

'916' BLOB_FILE
BLOB file reference variable.

'917' NBLOB_FILE
BLOB file reference variable with the null indicator.
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'920' CLOB_FILE
CLOB file reference variable.

'921' NCLOB_FILE
CLOB file reference variable with the null indicator.

'924' DBCLOB_FILE
DBCLOB file reference variable.

'925' NDBCLOB_FILE
DBCLOB file reference variable with the null indicator.

'960' BLOB_LOCATOR
BLOB locator.

'961' NBLOB_LOCATOR
BLOB locator with the null indicator.

'964' CLOB_LOCATOR
CLOB locator.

'965' NCLOB_LOCATOR
CLOB locator with the null indicator.

'968' DBCLOB_LOCATOR
DBCLOB locator.

'969' NDBCLOB_LOCATOR
DBCLOB locator with the null indicator.

'972' RS_LOCATOR
Result set locator.

'973' NRS_LOCATOR
Result set locator with the null indicator.

'988' XML
XML.

'989' NXML
XML with the null indicator.

'996' DECFLOAT
Decimal floating-point.

'997' NDECFLOAT
Decimal floating-point with the null indicator.

'2448' STAMP_TZ
Timestamp with time zone.

'2449' NSTAMP_TZ
Timestamp with time zone with the null indicator.

'2452' XML_LOCATOR
XML locator.

'2453' NXML_LOCATOR
XML locator with the null indicator.

'UNKNOWN'
Unknown.

TARGET-TYPE
Specifies target data type:
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'384' DATE
Fixed-length character-string representation of a date.

'385' NDATE
Fixed-length character-string representation of a date with the null indicator.

'388' TIME
Fixed-length character-string representation of a time.

'389' NTIME
Fixed-length character-string representation of a time with the null indicator.

'392' STAMP
Fixed-length character-string representation of a timestamp.

'393' NSTAMP
Fixed-length character-string representation of a timestamp with the null indicator.

'396' DATALINK
DataLink data type.

'397' NDATALINK
DataLink data type with the null indicator.

'400' CGSTR
NUL-terminated graphic string.

'401' NCGSTR
NUL-terminated graphic string with the null indicator.

'404' BLOB
BLOB data type.

'405' NBLOB
BLOB data type with the null indicator.

'408' CLOB
CLOB data type.

'409' NCLOB
CLOB data type with the null indicator.

'412' DBCLOB
DBCLOB data type.

'413' NDBCLOB
DBCLOB data type with the null indicator.

'448' VARCHAR
Varying-length character string.

'449' NVARCHAR
Varying-length character string with the null indicator.

'452' CHAR
Fixed-length character string.

'453' NCHAR
Fixed-length character string with the null indicator.

'456' LONG
Long varying-length character string.

'457' NLONG
Long varying-length character string with the null indicator.
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'460' CSTR
NUL-terminated character string.

'461' NCSTR
NUL-terminated character string with the null indicator.

'464' VARGRAPH
Varying-length graphic string.

'465' NVARGRAPH
Varying-length graphic string with the null indicator.

'468' GRAPHIC'
Fixed-length graphic string.

'469' NGRAPHIC
Fixed-length graphic string with the null indicator.

'472' LONGRAPH
Varying-length long graphic string.

'473' NLONGRAPH
Varying-length long graphic string with the null indicator.

'476' LSTR
Varying length string for Pascal.

'477' NLSTR
Varying length string for Pascal with the null indicator.

'480' FLOAT
Floating-point.

'481' NFLOAT
Floating-point with the null indicator.

'484' DECIMAL
Packed decimal.

'485' NDECIMAL
Packed decimal with the null indicator.

'488' ZONED
Zoned decimal.

'489' NZONED
Zoned decimal with the null indicator.

'492' BIGINT
Big integer.

'493' NBIGINT
Big integer with the null indicator.

'496' INTEGER
Integer.

'497' NINTEGER
Integer with the null indicator.

'500' SMALL
Small integer.

'501' NSMALL
Small integer with the null indicator.
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'504' NUMERIC
Packed decimal number with an implicit decimal point.

'505' NNUMERIC
Packed decimal number with an implicit decimal point with the null indicator.

'904' ROWID
ROWID.

'905' NROWID
ROWID with the null indicator.

'908' VARBINARY
Varying-length binary string.

'909' NVARBINARY
Varying-length binary string with the null indicator.

'912' BINARY
Fixed-length binary string.

'913' NBINARY
Fixed-length binary string with the null indicator.

'916' BLOB_FILE
BLOB file reference variable.

'917' NBLOB_FILE
BLOB file reference variable with the null indicator.

'920' CLOB_FILE
CLOB file reference variable.

'921' NCLOB_FILE
CLOB file reference variable with the null indicator.

'924' DBCLOB_FILE
DBCLOB file reference variable.

'925' NDBCLOB_FILE
DBCLOB file reference variable with the null indicator.

'960' BLOB_LOCATOR
BLOB locator.

'961' NBLOB_LOCATOR
BLOB locator with the null indicator.

'964' CLOB_LOCATOR
CLOB locator.

'965' NCLOB_LOCATOR
CLOB locator with the null indicator.

'968' DBCLOB_LOCATOR
DBCLOB locator.

'969' NDBCLOB_LOCATOR
DBCLOB locator with the null indicator.

'972' RS_LOCATOR
Result set locator.

'973' NRS_LOCATOR
Result set locator with the null indicator.
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'988' XML
XML.

'989' NXML
XML with the null indicator.

'996' DECFLOAT
Decimal floating-point.

'997' NDECFLOAT
Decimal floating-point with the null indicator.

'2448' STAMP_TZ
Timestamp with time zone.

'2449' NSTAMP_TZ
Timestamp with time zone with the null indicator.

'2452' XML_LOCATOR
XML locator.

'2453' NXML_LOCATOR
XML locator with the null indicator.

'UNKNOWN'
Unknown.

(367) XML-STGMGR-TRACE
(367) XML-STGMGR-TRACE records information about the storage use by XML queries at run time. Use this information
to diagnose XML storage problems in combination with IFCID 0186 trace data and slip dumps after SQLCODE -904
occurs.

This record contains the following fields:

XSM-OPCODE
(S) Identifies the XML storage manager operation code. The following values are valid:
GETF

Get First Token
GETN

Get Next Token
FREE

Free Token
CLOS

Close All
FSPA

Free SPA
REST

Reset Token
GNRT

Get Non-resettable Token
LIMT

Storage Limit Exceeded
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0367OP
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XSM-STGSIZE
(S) Identities the amount of storage requested.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0367SZ

XSM-TTOTAL
(S) Identifies the total amount of storage that is allocated on the token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0367T

XSM-TOKENPTR
(S) Identifies the pointer to the storage token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0367TP

XSM-SPACEBLK-PTR
(S) Identifies the space block pointer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0367SP

XSM-SPACEBLK-PTR
(S) Identifies the value of general register 14 on entry to the module DSNXMLSM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0367SP

(369) CONNECTION-STATS
IFCID 369 records the accounting data aggregated by connection type.

This record is written at the statistics interval when IFCIDs 003 and 369 are enabled, or statistics class 9 is on.

Non-Repeating Fields

The following fields appear once in this record:
ENABLED-TIMESTAMP

This timestamp shows when the IFCID 369 statistics collection was enabled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0369ST

DISABLED-TIMESTAMP
This timestamp shows when the IFCID 369 statistics collection was disabled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0369SP

Repeating Fields

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields in the (369) CONNECTION-STATS record:

NOTE
When you reference repeated members of each group in a request, you can append the occurrence number (1
through 7) in parentheses after the field name. These occurrence numbers correspond to connection types ALL,
MASS, SASS, RRSAF, UTILITY, BATCH, and DIST. This order simplifies request writing.

CONNECTION-TYPE
Specifies the connection type. The following values are valid:
ALL

Identifies a summary across other connection types. The fields within this repeating group constitute
sums of related fields from all other connection types.

MASS
Identifies IMS connection.

SASS
Identifies CICS connection.
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RRSAF
Identifies RRSAF connection.

UTILITY
Identifies utility connection.

BATCH
Identifies batch connection.

DIST
Identifies DDF connection.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0369CN
COMMITS

Specifies the number of COMMITS, PHASE 2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACCOMM

ABORTS
Specifies the number of ABORTS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACABRT

ELAPSED-TIME-DB2
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time in Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACASC

TCB-CPU-DB2
Specifies the accumulated home TCB CPU time. This time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP
processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAJST

IO-WAIT-DB2
Specifies the accumulated I/O elapsed wait time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTI

LOCK-WAIT-DB2
Specifies the time for which the application was suspended while waiting for a Db2 resource due to local
contention. This time does not include the suspend time for global lock contention. Also, this time does not reflect
latch wait time or include wait time while acquiring a drain lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTL

ENTRY-EXIT-EVENTS
Specifies the number of Db2 Entry/Exit events processed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNA

WAIT-TRC-EVENTS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNE

WAIT-OTHER-READ
Specifies the accumulated wait time for READ I/O that is done under another thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTR

WAIT-OTHER-WRITE
Specifies the accumulated wait time for WRITE I/O that is done under another thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTW

WAIT-SWITCH-UPD-COM
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch for Db2 COMMIT, ABORT, or
DEALLOCATION processing. For RRSAF threads, this value includes explicit COMMIT time (SRRCMIT calls).
For implicit RRS COMMIT time, see QWACAWLG.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTE
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WAITS-LOCK
Specifies the number of wait trace events for waits for a local Db2 resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNL

WAITS-OTHER-READ
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for READ I/O under another thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNR

WAITS-OTHER-WRITE
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for WRITE I/O under another thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNW

WAITS-SWITCH-UPD-COM
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for a synchronous execution unit switching for
COMMIT or ABORT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNS

PAGE-LATCH-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to page latch contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTP

PAGE-LATCH-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for page latch contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNH

UNACC-DB2-TIME
Shows the accumulated thread elapsed time in Db2 that is not included in TCB time or in any of the suspension
categories. The most common contributors to “other Db2 time” are MVS paging and processor wait time.
IBM Db2 Field Name:Calculated value

DS-MSG-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated elapsed wait time caused by suspension for sending messages to other members in
the data sharing group.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTG

DS-GLBCONT-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated elapsed wait time caused by suspension of an IRLM lock request due to global lock
contention, which requires inter-system communication to resolve. QWACAWTL provides wait time caused by
local lock contention, which does not require inter-communication to resolve.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTJ

DS-MSG-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for sending messages to other members in the data
sharing group.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNG

DS-GLBCONT-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for global lock contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNJ

STORPROC-TCB-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time used to satisfy external stored procedure requests that were processed in
WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. If SQL procedures are called on a nested task, and the main
application execution unit does not invoke the procedures, SQL procedure time is included. This CPU time does
not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
The accounting class 1 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPCP
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STORPROC-DB2-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time spent in Db2 processing SQL statements issued by stored procedures
in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes Db2 time that was used for
connecting and disconnecting the stored procedure task for external stored procedures. If SQL procedures are
called on a nested task, and the main application execution unit does not invoke the procedures, SQL procedure
times are included. This time is a subset of the class 1 QWACSPCP time. This CPU time does not include CPU
consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
The accounting class 2 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPTT

STORPROC-SQL-EVENTS
Specifies the number of SQL entry or exit events performed by stored procedures.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPNE

STORPROC-ELP-WAIT
Specifies the total elapsed time spent waiting for an available TCB before the stored procedure could be
scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACCAST

STORPROC-SQL-WAITS
Specifies the number of times an SQL CALL statement had to wait for an available TCB before the stored
procedure could be scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACCANM

SU-CONV-FACTOR
Specifies a value that can be used to convert CPU time to a common unit known as a service unit (SU). The
conversion factor that is used depends on the processor model being used. By using the SU, you can do
equitable chargeback, even when work is performed on different machines. The conversion factor is used as
follows:
SU = CPU seconds * (16000000/conversion factor)

The accounting class 1 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSUCV

LOG-WRITE-IO-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for log write I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARLG

LOG-WRITE-IO-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for log write I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWLG

THD-LOG-RECS
Specifies the number of log records written. The amount of logging for a thread can exceed the amount of logging
for units of recovery. The difference in log records can occur because the logging for a thread includes logging of
actions performed by Db2 on behalf of the thread.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACLRN

THD-BYTES-LOGGED
Specifies the total number of bytes of log records written.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACLRAB

UDF-CPU
Specifies the accumulated TCB time used to satisfy user-defined function requests processed in a Db2 stored
procedures address space or WLM established address space. This value is calculated only if accounting class
1 is active. This time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor. If native UDF is called on a
nested task and the main application unit does not invoke the native UDF, non-inline UDF times are included.
CPU consumed on an IBM specialty engine is not part of this time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDCP
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OTHER-UDF-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time spent in Db2 for processing SQL statements issued by user-defined
functions in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes Db2 time that was used
for connecting and disconnecting the user-defined function task. This time is a subset of the class 1 QWACUDCP
time. This value is calculated only if accounting class 2 is active. This CPU time does not include CPU consumed
on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDTT

UDF-EVENTS
Specifies the number of SQL entry/exit events performed by user-defined functions. This value is calculated only if
accounting trace class 2 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDNE

UDF-WAIT-FOR-TCB
Specifies the total elapsed time spent waiting for an available TCB before the user-defined function could be
scheduled. This value is calculated only if accounting trace class 3 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDST

UDF-TOTAL-ELAPSED
Specifies the total elapsed time that was spent in user-defined functions in WLM-established stored procedure
address spaces. This time includes time that was spent executing SQL statements. This value is calculated only if
accounting trace class 1 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDEA

UDF-TOTAL-ELAPSED-SQL
Specifies the total elapsed time spent in Db2 for processing SQL statements issued by user-defined functions
in WLM-established stored procedure address spaces. This time also includes Db2 time that was used for
connecting and disconnecting the user-defined function task.
This value is calculated only if accounting trace class 3 is active.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDEB

TRIG-TOTAL-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time used for executing triggers in the main application execution unit.
This value does not include CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTRTT

TRIG-TOTAL-ELAPSED
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time used while executing triggers in the main application execution unit. This
time does not include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTRET

STORPROC-TOT-ELAPSED
Specifies the total elapsed time used to satisfy external stored procedure requests that were processed in WLM-
established stored procedure address spaces. If SQL procedures are called on a nested task, and the main
application execution unit does not invoke the procedures, SQL procedure time is included. The value of this field
includes time that was used for executing SQL statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPEA

STORPROC-TOT-ELAPSED-SQL
Specifies the total elapsed time that was spent processing SQL statements in stored procedures or WLM address
spaces. This time includes time that was used for connecting and disconnecting a stored procedure task, for
external stored procedures. If SQL procedures are called on a nested task, and the main application execution
unit does not invoke the procedure, SQL procedure times are included.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPEB

TRIG-CPU-ENCLAVE
Specifies the accumulated CPU time used for executing triggers in a nested task.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTRTE
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TRIG-ELAPSED-ENCLAVE
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time used for executing triggers in a nested task.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTREE

WAIT-LOG-QUIESCE
Specifies the accumulated time in Db2 that the application was suspended due to an -ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE) command. This time reflects the actual suspend time for the individual thread, and not the time
it took for the entire command to complete.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXALOG

WAITS-LOG-QUIESCE
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for suspends due to an -ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXALCT

DRAIN-LOCK-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for drain locks.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXARND

DRAIN-LOCK-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a drain lock. This time is the time the requester is suspended while
waiting to acquire the drain lock.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXAWDR

CLAIM-RELEASE-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a drain when waiting for claims to release. After the drain lock is acquired,
the drainer must wait for claim holders to release the object.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXAWCL

CLAIM-RELEASE-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for claims to release.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXARNC

ARCHIVE-READ-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for an archive reads from tape, active log reads, and archive log prefetch
reads.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXAWAR

ARCHIVE-READ-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for archive reads, active log reads, and archive log prefetch
reads.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXANAR

WAITS-ASYNC-IXLS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for asynchronous IXLCACHE/IXLFCOMP invocations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXIXLE

WAIT-ASYNC-IXLS
Specifies the wait time for asynchronous IXLCACHE/IXLFCOMP invocations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXIXLT
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WAIT-SWITCH-OPEN-CLS
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the Db2 open/close data set
service or the HSM recall service.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXOCSE

WAITS-SWITCH-OPEN-CLS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to the
open/close service.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXOCNS

WAIT-SWITCH-SYSLGRNG
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the Db2 SYSLGRNG recording
service. This service is also sometimes used for level ID checking for down-level detection.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXSLSE

WAITS-SWITCH-SYSLGRNG
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to the
SYSLGRNG recording service.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXSLNS

WAIT-SWITCH-DMS
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the Db2 data space manager
services. These services include define data set, extend data set, delete data set, reset data set, and VSAM
catalog access.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXDSSE

WAITS-SWITCH-DMS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to the data
space manager service tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXDSNS

WAIT-SWITCH-OTHER
Specifies the accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to other Db2 service tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXOTSE

WAITS-SWITCH-OTHER
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for synchronous execution unit switching to other
service tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXOTNS

WAIT-FORCE-COMMIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for force-at-commit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXAWFC

WAITS-FORCE-COMMIT
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for force-at-commit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAXFCCT

NUM-SVPT-REQS
Specifies the number of savepoint requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSVPT

NUM-SVPT-REL-REQS
Specifies the number of release savepoint requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACRLSV

NUM-SVPT-ROLB-REQS
Specifies the number of rollback to savepoint requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACRBSV
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GLBCHLDL-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for child L-locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTK

GLBOTHRL-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for other L-locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTM

GLBPPPLCK-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for page set/partition P-locks. The accounting class
3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTN

GLBPAGEP-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for page P-locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTO

GLBOTHRP-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for other P-locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTQ

GLBCHLDL-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for child L-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNK

GLBOTHRL-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for other L-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNM

GLBPPPLCK-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for pageset/partition P-locks.
The accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group
to collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNN

GLBPAGEP-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for page P-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNO

GLBOTHRP-WAITS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for other P-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active and the Db2 subsystem must be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARNQ

TOTAL-TIME-DB2
Shows the total in Db2 elapsed time. This field sums traditional application in Db2 time, the in Db2 time spent
processing stored procedures, user-defined functions, and triggers on behalf of the application. The accounting
class 2 trace must be active to collect this data.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value
TCP-LOB-MAT-WAITS

Specifies the number of wait trace events that were processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB materialization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACALBC

TCP-LOB-MAT-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for TCP/IP LOB materialization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACALBW

APPL-ZIIP-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP in all environments (application class 1
time).

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACCLS1_ZIIP
DB2-ZIIP-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution in Db2 (class 2 time).

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACCLS2_ZIIP
TRIG-ZIIP-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution of triggers on the main
application execution unit.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTRTT_ZIIP
ZIIP-NOTUSED-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU executed on a standard CP for zIIP-eligible work.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACZIIP_ELIGIBLE
STORPROC-ZIIP-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP for executing stored procedure requests
on the main application execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents
class 1 and class 2 time.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPNF_ZIIP
UDF-ZIIP-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time consumed executing user-defined functions on the IBM zIIP main application
execution unit. Because these UDFs run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDFNF_ZIIP
STORPROC-LCL-ELAP

Specifies the accumulated elapsed time used while executing stored procedures on the main application
execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2
time.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPNF_ELAP
STORPROC-LCL-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is used for executing stored procedure requests on the main application
execution unit. This time does not include time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP. Because these stored
procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSPNF_CP

UDF-LOCAL-ELAP
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time used while executing user-defined functions on the main application
execution unit. Because these stored procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2
time.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDFNF_ELAP
UDF-LOCAL-CPU

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is used for executing user-defined functions on the main application
execution unit. This time does not include time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP. Because these user-defined
functions run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDFNF_CP

SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP-C1
Specifies the accumulated CPU time used to satisfy stored procedure requests processed in a stored procedure
address space and executed on an IBM specialty engine. If the SQL procedure is called on a nested task, and the
main application execution unit did not invoke the procedure, SQL procedure time is included.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSP_CLS1SE
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SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP-C2
Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed in Db2 for processing SQL statements that are issued by
stored procedures that are processed in a stored procedure address space and executed on an IBM specialty
engine. If the SQL procedure is called on a nested task, and the main application execution unit did not invoke the
procedure, times for SQL procedures are included. This time is a subset of QWACSP_CLS1SE.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACSP_CLS2SE
SP-WLM-UDF-ZIIP-C1

Specifies the accumulated CPU time used to satisfy user-defined function requests processed in a stored
procedure address space and executed on an IBM specialty engine.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDF_CLS1SE
SP-WLM-UDF-ZIIP-C2

Specifies the accumulated CPU time consumed in Db2 for processing SQL statements issued by user-defined
functions that are processed in a stored procedure address space and executed on an IBM specialty engine. This
time is a subset of QWACUDF_CLS1SE.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACUDF_CLS2SE
NESTED-TRIG-ZIIP

Specifies the accumulated CPU time that is consumed on an IBM specialty engine for execution of triggers on a
nested task.

NOTE
Db2 or SYSVIEW for Db2 normalized the zIIP CPU time to standard CP time. If the zIIP processor
is faster than the standard CP, the reported zIIP CPU and total CPU times can be greater than the
reported elapsed time.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACTRTE_SE
LATCH-WAIT-TIME

Specifies the accumulated wait time due to latch contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWLH

LATCH-WAIT-EVENTS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for waits for latch contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACARLH

PAR-CHILD-AGENTS
Specifies the number of parallel query child agents in a record. This field contains a zero for nonrollup records
and for autonomous procedure rollup records. For a parallel query rollup record, this field contains the number
of parallel query child agents that the record includes. For a DDF or RRSAF rollup record, this field contains the
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number of parallel query child agents that the record includes. The calculation of QWACPCNT does not include
these agents.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_PT_COUNT

AT-COUNT
Specifies the number of executed autonomous transactions for non-rollup and DDF/RRSAF rollup records.
Otherwise, this field contains zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AT_COUNT

AT-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the time spent waiting for the completion of autonomous transactions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AT_WAIT

PQS-SUSPEND-COUNT
Specifies the number of times the parallel query processing was waiting for the parent-child synchronization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_PQS_COUNT

PQS-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the accumulated time waiting for parallel queries to synchronize parent-child tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_PQS_WAIT

ACCEL-WAIT-TRC-EVENTS
Specifies the number of wait trace events processed for accelerator requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAACC

ACCEL-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the accumulated time that the requests spent waiting for an accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAACW

ACCEL-ELIG-ELAP
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time spent processing accelerator-eligible SQL in Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_ELA

ACCEL-ELIG-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time spent processing accelerator-eligible SQL in Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_CP

ACCEL-ELIG-ZIIP
Specifies the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM specialty engine while processing accelerator-eligible
SQL in Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_SE

TRANSACTIONS-COUNT
Specifies the number of transactions that were aggregated for a given connection type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACPCNT

THDS-ELAPSED
Specifies the aggregated elapsed or response time for all applications per connection.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACESC

TCBS-CPU-TOT
Specifies the aggregated TBC CPU time for all applications per connection. This time does not include the CPU
consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACEJST

DECL-CPU-APPL
Specifies the total amount of application elapsed time (accounting class 1). This value includes both time spent in
Db2 and time spent in the client application.
IBM Db2 Field Name:Calculated value
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DECL-CPU-DB2-TOTAL
Specifies the total amount of CPU time used while in Db2 (accounting class 2). This time includes Db2 CPU
time used by stored procedures, user-defined functions, and triggers. This time also includes zIIP CPU usage
from both locally executed SQL and stored procedures and user-defined functions executed in a WLM or stored
procedure address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name:Calculated value

DECL-CP-DB2-TOTAL
Specifies the total amount of CPU time used on CP processors while in Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name:Calculated value

DECL-ZIIP-TIME-DB2
Specifies the total amount of CPU time used on specialty engines (zIIP) while in Db2. The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.
IBM Db2 Field Name:Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-DB2-IO
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) spent processing I/O requests or waiting for
I/O requests performed for other threads.
IBM Db2 Field Name:Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-LOCK
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) while waiting for a Db2 resource or a
serializing process (latch). This value includes Db2 times such as page latch wait time, time the requester is
suspended while waiting to acquire the drain lock, time waiting for claims to be released, and wait time for global
lock contentions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-LOG
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) while waiting for an archive read or being
suspended due to an -ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) command. This time is an actual suspend time for the
individual threads, and not the time that the entire commands took to complete.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-SERVICES
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) while waiting due to synchronous execution
unit switches to Db2 services. This value includes Db2 wait times for services such as open, close, define, extend,
recall, or delete data sets, update SYSLGRNG, or perform phase 2 of commit.
IBM Db2 Field Name:Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-PROC
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) spent waiting for an available TCB before
the stored procedure and the user-defined function could be scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Calculated value

DECL-WAIT-OTHERS
Specifies the total amount of thread elapsed time (accounting class 3) that does not fall into the categories of the
other DECL-WAIT class 3 wait time fields.
IBM Db2 Field Name:Calculated value

DISK-CACHE-IO-WAIT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for synchronous read I/O operations that resulted in disk cache hits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWTD

DISK-CACHE-IO-COUNT
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations which hit disk cache, but did not use zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWACAWCD
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AIDB-ELAPSED
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time spent processing SQL Data Insights functions. This time is included in
class 2 elapsed time.
This field is new with Db2 version 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AIDB_FNS_ELAP

AIDB-ELAPSED-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time spent on CP processing SQL Data Insights functions. This time is included
in class 2 CPU time.
This field is new with Db2 version 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AIDB_FNS_CP

AIDB-ELAPSED-ZIIP
Specifies the accumulated CPU time spent on an IBM specialty engine processing SQL Data Insights functions.
This time is included in class 2 CPU time.
This field is new with Db2 version 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AIDB_FNS_zIIP

AIDB-COUNT
Specifies the accumulated number of Db2 entry/exit events performed by SQL Data Insights functions.
This field is new with Db2 version 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWAC_AIDB_COUNT

Elapsed Time and Wait Time Fields Calculations
The following table specifies how the elapsed time and wait time fields are calculated.

IQL Field Name IBM DB2 Field Value Calculation

TOTAL-TIME-DB2 QWACASC + QWACSPEB + QWACSPNF_ELAP + QWACUDEB + QWACUDFNF_ELAP +
QWACTREE + QWACTRET

DECL-CPU-APPL QWACEJST + QWACCLS1_ZIIP + QWACSPCP + QWACSP_CLS1SE + QWACUDCP +
QWACUDF_CLS1SE

DECL-CPU-DB2-TOTAL QWACAJST + QWACSPTT + QWACUDTT + QWACTRTT + QWACTRTE + QWACSPNF_CP
+ QWACUDFNF_CP + QWACCLS2_ZIIP + QWACTRTT_ZIIP + QWACSP_CLS2SE +
QWACUDF_CLS2SE + QWACTRTE_SE + QWACSPNF_ZIIP + QWACUDFNF_ZIIP

DECL-CP-DB2-TOTAL QWACAJST + QWACSPTT + QWACUDTT + QWACTRTT + QWACTRTE + QWACSPNF_CP +
QWACUDFNF_CP

DECL-ZIIP-TIME-DB2 QWACCLS2_ZIIP + QWACTRTT_ZIIP + QWACSP_CLS2SE + QWACUDF_CLS2SE +
QWACTRTE_SE + QWACSPNF_ZIIP + QWACUDFNF_ZIIP

DECL-WAIT-DB2-IO QWACAWTI + QWACAWTR + QWACAWLG + QWACAWTW + QWAX_PIPE_WAIT

DECL-WAIT-LOCK QWACAWTL + QWACAWTP + QWACAWTJ + QWACAWTK + QWACAWTM + QWACAWTN +
QWACAWTO + QWACAWTQ + QWACAWLH + QWAC_PQS_WAIT + QWAXAWDR + QWAXAWCL

DECL-WAIT-LOG QWAXALOG + QWAXAWAR

DECL-WAIT-SERVICES QWACAWTE + QWAXOCSE + QWAXSLSE + QWAXDSSE + QWAXOTSE

DECL-WAIT-PROC QWACCAST + QWACUDST

DECL-WAIT-OTHERS QWACAWTG + QWACALBW + QWAXAWFC + QWAXIXLTORG + QWAX_LOBCOMP_WAIT +
QWAC_AT_WAIT

UNACC-DB2-TIME (TOTAL-TIME-DB2) - (DECL-CPU-DB2-TOTAL) - (DECL-WAIT-LOCK) - (DECL-WAIT-DB2-IO) -
(DECL-WAIT-SERVICES) - (DECL-WAIT-LOG) - (DECL-WAIT-OTHERS) - (DECL-WAIT-PROC) -
QWACAACW
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(370) DS-OPEN
IFCID 0370 records data set open information. This record is new with DB2 10.

ACE
Identifies the ACE address under which the open occurs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0370AC

DBID
Identifies the database ID (DBID) of the owning database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0370DB

OBID
Identifies the ID (OBID) of the owning page set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0370OB

PARTITION
Identifies the partition number of a partitioned page set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0370PN

INSTANCE
Identifies the data set instance number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0370IN

ALLOCATION ELAPSED TIME
Identifies the time between the start and end of data allocation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0370AL

OPEN ELAPSED TIME
Identifies the time between the start and end of the data set open.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0370OP

DSMAX
Specifies the number of data sets that can be allocated concurrently.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0370DM

CUR-DSOPEN
Specifies the number of allocated data sets.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0370DO

FLAGS
Specifies flag values. The following values are valid:
x'01'

Indicates a shadow data set.
x'02'

Indicates data set reallocation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0370FG

DSNAME
Contains the name of the data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0370DN

(371) DS-CLOSE
IFCID 0371 records data set close information. This record is new with DB2 10.

ACE
Identifies the ACE address under which the close occurs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0371AC
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DBID
Identifies the database ID (DBID) of the owning database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0371DB

OBID
Identifies the ID (OBID) of the owning page set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0371OB

PARTITION
Identifies the partition number of a partitioned page set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0371PN

INSTANCE
Identifies the data set instance number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0371IN

DEALLOCATION ELAPSED TIME
Identifies the time between the start and end of data deallocation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0371DA

CLOSE ELAPSED TIME
Identifies the time between the start and end of the data set close.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0371CL

DSMAX
Specifies the number of data sets that can be allocated concurrently.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0371DM

CUR-DSOPEN
Specifies the number of data sets allocated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0371DO

FLAGS
Specifies flag values. The following values are valid:
x'01'

Indicates a shadow data set.
x'02'

Indicates data set reallocation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0371FG

DSNAME
Identifies the data set name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0371DN

(372) ADV-TRIG-DB2VAR
IFCID 0372 records the usage of DB2 variables for the SQL PL advanced trigger.

This serviceability IFCID is new in DB2 12 and contains no data.

(373) DECP-LOCATION
IFCID 0373 records the location of the DECP control block that the attached subsystem loaded at startup. This record also
records the DECP module name in EBCDIC format. This record is available only through an IFI READS call.

This record is new with DB2 10.
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DECP-ADDRESS
Specifies the address of the DECP control block in the DB2 address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0373P64

DECP-NAME
Indicates the eight-byte DECP module name, in EBCDIC format.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0373NAM

ACTIVE-PARM-MODULE
Specifies the name of the active subsystem parameter load module.
IBM Db2 Field Name:QW0373PRM

(374) PKG-RTN-AUTHCACHE
IFCID 0374 traces the use of the package and routine authorization cache. This record is written when:

• An entry is added to the package or routine authorization cache.
• An entry is deleted from the package or routine authorization cache.
•  The package or routine authorization cache is searched to find a match.

This record is new with DB2 11.

PRA-CACHE-TYPE
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache type. The following values are valid:
K

Package
R

Routine
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374CT

PRA-FUNCTION-TYPE
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache function type. The following values are valid:
A

Add
D

Delete
S

Search
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374FT

PRA-RETURN-CODE
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache return code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374RC

PRA-REASON-CODE
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache reason code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374RS

PRA-MAX-F1-LENGTH
(S) Identifies the Package/Routine Authorization Cache Maximum FIELD1 length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374AL

PRA-MAX-F2-LENGTH
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache maximum FIELD2 length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374SL
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PRA-MAX-F3-LENGTH
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache maximum FIELD3 length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374OL

PRA-F1-TYPE
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache maximum FIELD1 type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374UT

PRA-F1-TYPE
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache flag.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374FG

PRA-F1-OFFSET
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache that is offset to FIELD1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374F1_OFF

PRA-F2-OFFSET
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache that is offset to FIELD2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374F2_OFF

PRA-F3-OFFSET
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache that is offset to FIELD3.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374F3_OFF

PRA-FIELD1
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache FIELD1 (variable data for each cache type).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374F1

PRA-FIELD1-VAR
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache FIELD1 (variable data for each cache type). This variable
length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374F1_LONG

PRA-FIELD1-LEN
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache FIELD1 (variable data for each cache type). Specifies the
length of FIELD1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374F1_LEN

PRA-FIELD1-LONG
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache FIELD1 (variable data for each cache type). This field
contains the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374F1_VAR

PRA-FIELD2
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache FIELD2 (variable data for each cache type).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374F2

PRA-FIELD2-VAR
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache FIELD2 (variable data for each cache type). This variable
length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374F2_LONG

PRA-FIELD2-LEN
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache FIELD2 (variable data for each cache type). Specifies the
length of FIELD2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374F2_LEN

PRA-FIELD2-LONG
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache FIELD2 (variable data for each cache type). This field
contains the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374F2_VAR
PRA-FIELD3

(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache FIELD3 (variable data for each cache type).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374F3

PRA-FIELD3-VAR
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache FIELD3 (variable data for each cache type). This variable
length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374F3_LONG

PRA-FIELD3-LEN
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache FIELD3 (variable data for each cache type). Specifies the
length of FIELD3.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374F3_LEN

PRA-FIELD3-LONG
(S) Identifies the package/routine authorization cache FIELD3 (variable data for each cache type). This field
contains the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0374F3_VAR

(375) RID-OUT-OF-STORAGE
IFCID 0375 is a serviceability trace that diagnoses the OUT OF STORAGE conditions for the RID pool.

QW0375RC1
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0375RC2
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0375FTY
(S) IBM serviceability field.

(376) APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT
IFCID 376 records SQL statements that are potentially incompatible with the Db2 version.

APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT is written when the application invokes unique SQL statement that is potentially incompatible with
the current version of Db2. The record is produced once for each unique instance of the SQL statement.

This record can be only accessed asynchronously.

For list of fields and field descriptions, see (366) PREV10-CHAR-FUNC.

(377) PSEUDO-DELETED
IFCID 0377 records the activity of the index pseudo delete daemon that cleans up the committed pseudo deleted entries
from an index.

This record is new with DB2 11 and contains the following fields:

DATA-BASE-ID
Identifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0377DB

IDX-PAGE-SET-ID
Identifies the index pageset ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0377OB
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PARTITION
Identifies the index partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0377PT

FLAGS
Identifies the reason why the page was removed.
x'80'

Indicates that the page was deleted from an index.
x'40'

Indicates that the page was cleaned up.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0377FL

PAGE-NUMBER
Identifies the cleaned up index page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0377PG

ENTRIES-REMOVED
Identifies the number of removed pseudo deleted entries.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0377NU

PAGE-DELETED
Contains 1 if the FLAGS field indicates that the page was deleted. Otherwise this field contains 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: derives from QW0377FL

PAGE-CLEANED
Contains 1 if the FLAGS field indicates that the page was cleaned. Otherwise this field contains 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: derives from QW0377FL

(378) ACCEL-CALL-START
This record indicates the beginning of an accelerator call event.

This record is new with DB2 11 and contains the following fields:

ACCEL-NAME-VAR
Specifies the accelerator server name. This field is a variable length field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0378AC_D

ACCEL-NAME-LEN
Indicates the length of accelerator server name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0378ACL

ACCEL-NAME-LONG
Specifies the accelerator server name. This field is padded with null characters to the maximum field length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0378ACN

(379) ACCEL-CALL-END
This record indicates the end of an accelerator call event.

This record is new with DB2 11 and contains the following fields:

ACCEL-NAME-VAR
Specifies the accelerator server name. This field is a variable length field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0379AC_D

ACCEL-NAME-LEN
Indicates the length of accelerator server name.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0379ACL
ACCEL-NAME-LONG

Specifies the accelerator server name. This field is padded with null characters to the maximum field length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0379ACN

(380) STORPROC-DETAIL
This record signals the beginning and the end of a CALL statement for external and native SQL procedures. To write this
record, class 1 accounting must be enabled. If class 2 accounting is not enabled, the class 2 counters are zero.

Enable accounting class 1 and 2 before execution, which can help verify consistency in the values.

NOTE
SYSVIEW for Db2 populates the nested level 0 fields with the initial routine (SP or UDF) that was used to invoke
the nested routines. Use this field to group the records from the nested routines with the initial routine.

This record contains fields from the record (233) STORED-PROC-EXE and the following additional fields:

CLASS1-CPU-ACCUM
Specifies the current accumulated nested class 1 CPU time on the central processor. This time is accumulated
across all nesting levels. This time does not include zIIP time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0380_CLS1CP

CLASS1-ZIIP-ACCUM
Specifies the current accumulated nested class 1 zIIP time. This time is accumulated across all nesting levels.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0380_CLS1SE

CLASS2-CPU-ACCUM
Specifies the current accumulated nested class 2 CPU time. This value represents the DB2 time spent processing
SQL statements and connecting and disconnecting the stored task for non-SQL procedures on the central (non-
zIIP) processors. This time is accumulated across all nesting levels.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0380_CLS2CP

CLASS2-ZIIP-ACCUM
Specifies the current accumulated nested class 2 zIIP time. This value represents the Db2 time spent processing
SQL statements on zIIP specialty engines. This time is accumulated across all nesting levels.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0380_CLS2SE

CLASS2-ELAPSED-ACCUM
Specifies the current accumulated nested class 2 elapsed time. This value represents the Db2 time spent
processing SQL statements and connecting and disconnecting the stored task for non-SQL procedures. This time
is accumulated across all nesting levels.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0380_CLS2ELAP

CLASS1-CPU
Specifies the total CPU time for the user routine (SP or UDF) on the central processor. This time includes the time
for all nested routines. This time does not include zIIP time. This value is present in the exit record and is zero in
the entry record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0380_CLS1CP

CLASS1-ZIIP
Specifies the total class 1 zIIP time for the user routine (SP or UDF). This time includes the time for all nested
routines. This value is present in the exit record and is zero in the entry record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0380_CLS1SE

CLASS2-CPU
Specifies the total class 2 CPU time for the user routine (SP or UDF). This value represents the Db2 time spent
processing SQL statements and connecting and disconnecting the stored task for non-SQL procedures on the
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central (non-zIIP) processors. This time includes the time for all nested routines. This value is present in the exit
record and is zero in the entry record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0380_CLS2CP

CLASS2-ZIIP
Specifies the total class 2 zIIP time for the user routine (SP or UDF). This value represents the DB2 time spent
processing SQL statements on zIIP specialty engines. This time includes the time for all nested routines. This
value is present in the exit record and is zero in the entry record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0380_CLS2SE

CLASS2-ELAPSED
Specifies the total class 2 elapsed time for the user routine (SP or UDF). This value represents the Db2 time
spent processing SQL statements and connecting and disconnecting the stored task for non-SQL procedures.
This time includes the time for all nested routines. This value is present in the exit record and is zero in the entry
record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0380_CLS2ELAP

NEST-COLLID0
Specifies the collection ID of the initial SP or UDF routine on nested level 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PC

NEST-PROGRAM0
Specifies the program name of the initial SP or UDF routine on nested level 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PN

NEST-VERSION0-VAR
Specifies the version of the initial SP or UDF routine on nested level 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233VER_D

NEST-STMTID0
Specifies the statement ID of the initial SP or UDF routine on nested level 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SID

NEST-ROUTINE0
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 0, for the routine invoked on nesting level 1 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE1
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 1, for the routine invoked on nesting level 2 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE2
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 2, for the routine invoked on nesting level 3 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE3
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 3, for the routine invoked on nesting level 4 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE4
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 4, for the routine invoked on nesting level 5 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR
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NEST-ROUTINE5
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 5, for the routine invoked on nesting level 6 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE6
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 6, for the routine invoked on nesting level 7 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE7
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 7, for the routine invoked on nesting level 8 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE8
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 8, for the routine invoked on nesting level 9 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE9
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 9, for the routine invoked on nesting level 10 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE-INDENTED
Specifies the name of the stored procedure. The name is indented one space for every nesting level until nesting
level 10. Indentation does not occur for nesting levels higher than 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

(381) UDF-DETAIL
This record signals the beginning and the end of the user-defined functions. To write this record, class 1 accounting must
be enabled. If class 2 accounting is not enabled, the class 2 counters are zero.

Enable accounting class 1 and 2 before execution, which can help verify consistency in the values.

NOTE
SYSVIEW for Db2 populates the nested level 0 fields with the initial routine (SP or UDF) that was used to invoke
the nested routines. Use this field to group the records from the nested routines with the initial routine.

This record contains fields from the record (233) STORED-PROC-EXE and the following additional fields:

CLASS1-CPU-ACCUM
Specifies the current accumulated nested class 1 CPU time on the central processor. This time is accumulated
across all nesting levels. This time does not include zIIP time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0380_CLS1CP

CLASS1-ZIIP-ACCUM
Specifies the current accumulated nested class 1 zIIP time. This time is accumulated across all nesting levels.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0380_CLS1SE

CLASS2-CPU-ACCUM
Specifies the current accumulated nested class 2 CPU time. This value represents the DB2 time spent processing
SQL statements and connecting and disconnecting the stored task for non-SQL procedures on the central (non-
zIIP) processors. This time is accumulated across all nesting levels.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0380_CLS2CP
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CLASS2-ZIIP-ACCUM
Specifies the current accumulated nested class 2 zIIP time. This value represents the Db2 time spent processing
SQL statements on zIIP specialty engines. This time is accumulated across all nesting levels.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0380_CLS2SE

CLASS2-ELAPSED-ACCUM
Specifies the current accumulated nested class 2 elapsed time. This value represents the DB2 time spent
processing SQL statements and connecting and disconnecting the stored task for non-SQL procedures. This time
is accumulated across all nesting levels.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0380_CLS2ELAP

CLASS1-CPU
Specifies the total CPU time for the user routine (SP or UDF) on the central processor. This time includes the time
for all nested routines. This time does not include zIIP time. This value is present in the exit record and is zero in
the entry record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0380_CLS1CP

CLASS1-ZIIP
Specifies the total class 1 zIIP time for the user routine (SP or UDF). This time includes the time for all nested
routines. This value is present in the exit record and is zero in the entry record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0380_CLS1SE

CLASS2-CPU
Specifies the total class 2 CPU time for the user routine (SP or UDF). This value represents the Db2 time spent
processing SQL statements and connecting and disconnecting the stored task for non-SQL procedures on the
central (non-zIIP) processors. This time includes the time for all nested routines. This value is present in the exit
record and is zero in the entry record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0380_CLS2CP

CLASS2-ZIIP
Specifies the total class 2 zIIP time for the user routine (SP or UDF). This value represents the Db2 time spent
processing SQL statements on zIIP specialty engines. This time includes the time for all nested routines. This
value is present in the exit record and is zero in the entry record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0380_CLS2SE

CLASS2-ELAPSED
Specifies the total class 2 elapsed time for the user routine (SP or UDF). This value represents the Db2 time
spent processing SQL statements and connecting and disconnecting the stored task for non-SQL procedures.
This time includes the time for all nested routines. This value is present in the exit record and is zero in the entry
record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0380_CLS2ELAP

NEST-COLLID0
Specifies the collection ID of the initial SP or UDF routine on nested level 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PC

NEST-PROGRAM0
Specifies the program name of the initial SP or UDF routine on nested level 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PN

NEST-VERSION0-VAR
Specifies the version of the initial SP or UDF routine on nested level 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PN

NEST-STMTID0
Specifies the statement ID of the initial SP or UDF routine on nested level 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SID
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NEST-ROUTINE0
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 0, for the routine invoked on nesting level 1 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE1
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 1, for the routine invoked on nesting level 2 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE2
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 2, for the routine invoked on nesting level 3 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE3
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 3, for the routine invoked on nesting level 4 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE4
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 4, for the routine invoked on nesting level 5 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE5
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 5, for the routine invoked on nesting level 6 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE6
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 6, for the routine invoked on nesting level 7 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE7
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 7, for the routine invoked on nesting level 8 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE8
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 8, for the routine invoked on nesting level 9 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE9
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 9, for the routine invoked on nesting level 10 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE-INTENDED
Specifies the name of the user-defined function. The name is indented one space for every nesting level until
nesting level 10. Indentation does not occur for levels higher than 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

(382) TASK-SUSP-BEGIN
IFCID 0382 marks the beginning of a suspend for the parallel task synchronization.
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This record is new with DB2 11.

TASK-TYPE
Type of suspended task:
P

Suspended task is a parent
C

Suspended task is a child
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0382ST

(383) TASK-SUSP-END
IFCID 0383 marks the end of a suspend for the parallel task synchronization.

This record is new with DB2 11.

TASK-TYPE
Type of resumed task:
P

Resumed task is a parent
C

Resumed task is a child
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0383RT

(384) SRV-STAT-FDBK-RECMD
IFCID 384 is a serviceability trace that diagnoses the statistics feedback recommendations.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as QW0384PG_OFF, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses these
fields to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic purposes to
verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.

This record is new with Db2 11.

QW0384QN
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384PG_OFF
(S) Specifies the offset from QW0384 to QW0384PG_LEN.

QW0384CI_OFF
(S) Specifies the offset from QW0384 to QW0384CI_LEN.

QW0384VI_OFF
(S) Specifies the offset from QW0384 to QW0384VI_LEN.

QW0384SI
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384AL
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384GM
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384TS
(S) IBM serviceability field.
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QW0384SL
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384SR
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384HA
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384LH
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384TL
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384DB
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384OB
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384CO
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384IB
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384TC_OFF
(S) Specifies the offset from QW0384 to QW0384TC_LEN.

QW0384TN_OFF
(S) Specifies the offset from QW0384 to QW0384TN_LEN.

QW0384XC_OFF
(S) Specifies the offset from QW0384 to QW0384XC_LEN.

QW0384XN_OFF
(S) Specifies the offset from QW0384 to QW0384XN_LEN.

QW0384CN_OFF
(S) Specifies the offset from QW0384 to QW0384CN_LEN.

QW0384TY
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384DT
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384DN
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384SN
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384BM_OFF
(S) Specifies the offset from QW0384 to QW0384BM_LEN.

QW0384NC
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384F1
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384F2
(S) IBM serviceability field.
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QW0384RS
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0384PG-VAR
(S) Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384PG_LONG

QW0384PG-LEN
(S) Indicates the length of QW0384PG-VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384PG_LEN

QW0384PG
(S) Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.

IBM Db2 Field Name:
QW0384PG_VAR

QW0384CI-VAR
(S) Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384CI_LONG

QW0384CI-LEN
(S) Indicates the length of QW0384CI-VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384CI_LEN

QW0384CI
(S) Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384CI_VAR

QW0384VI-VAR
(S) Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384VI_LONG

QW0384VI-LEN
(S) Indicates the length of QW0384VI-VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384VI_LEN

QW0384VI
(S) Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384VI_VAR

QW0384TC-VAR
(S) Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384TC_LONG

QW0384TC-LEN
(S) Indicates the length of QW0384TC-VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384TC_LEN

QW0384TC
(S) Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384TC_VAR

QW0384TN-VAR
(S) Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384TN_LONG

QW0384TN-LEN
(S) Indicates the length of QW0384TN-VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384TN_LEN
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QW0384TN
(S) Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384TN_VAR

QW0384XC-VAR
(S) Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384XC_LONG

QW0384XC-LEN
(S) Indicates the length of QW0384XC-VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384XC_LEN

QW0384XC
(S) Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384XC_VAR

QW0384XN-VAR
(S) Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384XN_LONG

QW0384XN_LEN
(S) Indicates the length of QW0384XN-VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384XN_LEN

QW0384XN
(S) Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384XN_VAR

QW0384CN-VAR
(S) Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384CN_LONG

QW0384CN-LEN
(S) Indicates the length of QW0384CN-VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384CN_LEN

QW0384CN
(S) Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384CN_VAR

QW0384BM-VAR
(S) Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384BM_LONG

QW0384BM-LEN
(S) Indicates the length of QW0384BM-VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384BM_LEN

QW0384BM
(S) Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0384BM_VAR

(385) SRV-STAT-FDBK-EXTRN
IFCID 385 is a serviceability trace that diagnoses statistics feedback externalization.

This record is new with DB2 11.

GROUP-MEMBER
(S) Indicates the group member.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385GM
RCMDS-BEFORE-RUN

(S) Indicates the number of in-memory recommendations before run.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385HI

RCMDS-AFTER-RUN
(S) Indicates the number of in-memory recommendations after run.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385HA

DBID
Identifies the DBID of database that contains the table for which the statistics feedback externalizes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385DB

PSID
Identifies the OBID of the table space pageset that contains the table for which the statistics feedback
externalizes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385PS

OBID
Identifies the OBID of the table for which the statistics feedback externalizes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385OB

INDEX-OBID
Identifies the OBID of the index for which the statistics feedback externalizes. Use this value to compare with the
OBID column in SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES to retrieve the index name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385IB

QW0385F1
(S) Indicates the serviceability flag. The following values are valid:
x'8000'

Daemon
x'4000'

Alldb
x'2000'

Allps
x'1000'

Force
x'0800'

Checkstat
x'0400'

Commit
x'0200'

Notify
x'0100'

Notify (only)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385F1

PARM-DAEMON
Indicates whether the DAEMON parm flag is on.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0385F1

PARM-ALLDB
Indicates whether the ALLDB parm flag is on.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0385F1
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PARM-ALLPS
Indicates whether the ALLPS parm flag is on.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0385F1

PARM-FORCE
Indicates whether the FORCE parm flag is on.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0385F1

PARM-CHECKSTAT
Indicates whether the CHECKSTAT parm flag is on.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0385F1

PARM-COMMIT
Indicates whether the COMMIT parm flag is on.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0385F1

PARM-NOTIFY
Indicates whether the NOTIFY parm flag is on.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0385F1

PARM-NOTIFY-ONL
Indicates whether the NOTIFY(ONLY) parm flag is on.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0385F1

LOCAL-PROCESS-TIME
(S) Indicates the local member processing time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385PT

TOTAL-PROCESS-TIME
(S) Indicates the total processing time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385TT

INSERTED-RCMDS
(S) Indicates the inserted recommendations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385IC

UPDATED-RCMDS
(S) Indicates the updated recommendations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385UC

DUPLICATE-RCMDS
(S) Indicates the duplicate recommendations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385DC

COLLECTED-RCMDS
(S) Indicates the collected recommendations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385CC

LOST-RCMDS
(S) Indicates the lost recommendations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385LC

LONGEST-HASH-CHAIN
(S) Indicates the longest hash chain.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385LH

TOTAL-LOST-RCMDS
(S) Indicates the total lost recommendations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385TL

STORAGE-BEFORE-RUN
(S) Indicates the storage in use before run.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385TS
STORAGE-AFTER-RUN

(S) Indicates the storage in use after run.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385TZ

STORAGE-LEVEL
(S) Indicates the storage level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385SL

STORAGE-REASON
(S) Indicates the storage reason.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385SR

ERROR-CODE
(S) Indicates the error code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385EC

ERROR-REASON
(S) Indicates the error reason.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385ER

ERROR-LOCATION
(S) Indicates the error location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385EL

NOTIFY-FLAGS
(S) Indicates the notify flags.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0385NF

QW0385F2
(S) Indicates the serviceability flag field.

PARM-ALLDB
Indicates whether the NOTIFY ENTRY flag is on.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0385F2

NOTIFY-CODE
(S) Indicates the notify code.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0385NC

 

 

(386) RACF-ENF-SIGNALS
IFCID 0386 is a serviceability trace that diagnoses the RACF ENF signals.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as QW0386F1_OFF, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses these
fields to locate the long name in a trace record that DB2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic purposes to
verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.

This record is new with DB2 11.

QW0386MT
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0386CD
(S) IBM serviceability field.
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QW0386AU
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0386GR
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0386CL
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0386FG
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0386PF
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0386CN
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0386F1_OFF
(S) Specifies the offset from QW0386 to QW0386F1_LEN.

QW0386F2_OFF
(S) Specifies the offset from QW0386 to QW0386F2_LEN.

QW0386LL
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0386LE
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0386F1-VAR
(S) Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0386F1_LONG

QW0386F1-LEN
(S) Indicates the length of QW0386F1-VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0386F1_LEN

QW0386F1
(S) Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0386F1_VAR

QW0386F2-VAR
(S) Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0386F2_LONG

QW0386F2-LEN
(S) Indicates the length of QW0386F2_VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0386F2_LEN

QW0386F2
(S) Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0386F2_VAR

(387) PROFILE-TBL-SET-STM
IFCID 0387 is a serviceability trace that traces special register and global variable values for special registers and global
variables that are set through the profile table facility.

The following fields constitute a repeating group within the PROFILE-TBL-SET-STM record. One set of fields exists for
each special register reported on.
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NOTE
The OFFSET field, SET-STRING -OFFSET, provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field
to locate the long name in a trace record that DB2 produces. Use this field for diagnostic purposes to verify that
DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.

This record is new with DB2 11.

PROFILE-ID
(S) Specifies the profile ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0387PID

SET-STRING-OFF
(S) Specifies the offset to a SET string.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0387F1_OFF

SET-STRING-VAR
(S) Indicates the SET string contents.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0387F1_LONG

SET-STRING-LEN
(S) Indicates the length of the SET string in the profile table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0387F1_LEN

SET-STRING
(S) Indicates the SET string contents that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QW0387F1_VAR

(389) INDEX-WITH-FTB
IFCID 389 records information about indexes with allocated Fast Traverse Blocks (FTB). These records are produced
every 2 minutes and are written when statistics trace class 8 is on. This record is new with Db2 12.

The following fields constitute a repeating group within the INDEX-WITH-FTB record. One set of fields exists for each
index utilizing fast traversal.

DBID
Specifies the DBID of the pageset database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0389DB

FTB-SIZE
Specifies the size of the fast traversal block in bytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0389SZ

INDEX-LEVELS
Specifies the number of index levels in the fast traversal block.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0389LV

OBID
Specifies the pageset ID of the index.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0389OB

PARTITION
Specifies the partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0389PT

INDEX-TRAVERSALS
Specifies the number of times the index traversal occurred in the last 2-minutes interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0389IT
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(390) UDF-CACHING
IFCID 0390 is a serviceability record that traces the caching of user-defined functions.

This record is new with DB2 12.

NOTE

The OFFSET fields, such as QW00390SC_Off, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses these
fields to locate the long name in a trace record that DB2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic purposes to
verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.

UFD-SCHEMA-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from QW0390 to QW0390SC_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390SC_Off

UDF-SCHEMA-VAR
Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390SC_LONG

UDF-SCHEMA-LEN
Indicates the length of QW0390SC_VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390SC_LEN

UDF-SCHEMA-LONG
Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390SC_VAR

UDF-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from QW0390 to QW0390PN_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PN_Off

UDF-NAME-VAR
Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PN_LONG

UDF-NAME-LEN
Indicates the length of QW0390PN_VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PN_LEN

UDF-NAME-LONG
Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PN_VAR

UDF-SPECIFIC-NAME-VAR
Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.         
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PR_LONG

UDF-SPECIFIC-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from QW0390 to QW0390PR_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PR_Off

UDF-SPECIFIC-NAME-LEN
Indicates the length of QW0390PR_VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PR_LEN

UDF-SPECIFIC-NAME-LONG
Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PR_VAR

UDF-COLLECTION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from QW0390 to QW0390PC_LEN.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PC_Off
UDF-COLLECTION-VAR

Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.        
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PC_LONG

UDF-COLLECTION-LEN
Indicates the length of QW0390PC_VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PC_LEN

UDF-COLLECTION-LONG
Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PC_VAR

UDF-PACKAGE-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from QW0390 to QW0390PK_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PK_Off

UDF-PACKAGE-VAR
Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PK_LONG

UDF-PACKAGE-LEN
Indicates the length of QW0390PK_VAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PK_LEN

UDF-PACKAGE-LONG
Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0390PK_VAR

QW0390ST
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0390SP
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0390NI
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0390NH
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0390CM
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0390CN
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0390CL
(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0390FL
(S) IBM serviceability field.

(391) BLOCK-FETCH
IFCID 0391 is a serviceability record that traces the block fetching. This record is new with DB2 12.
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NOTE

The OFFSET fields, such as QW00391LN_OFF, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses these
fields to locate the long name in a trace record that DB2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic purposes to
verify that DB2 provides a long name in the trace record.

SECTION-TYPE
Specifies the type of the section:
1

Package name and statement number
2

No package name and statement number
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0391ST

Section type 1
LOCATION

Specifies the location.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391LN

COLLECTION
Specifies the collection.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391PC

PROGRAM
Specifies the program name.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391PN

STMT-NUM
Specifies the statement number.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391SN

LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from QW0391RDSID to QW0391LN_LEN.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391LN_OFF

LOCATION-VAR
Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391LN_LONG

LOCATION-LEN
Indicates the length of QW0391LN_VAR.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391LN_LEN

LOCATION-LONG
Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391LN_VAR

COLLECTION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from QW0391RDSID to QW0391PC_LEN.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391PC_OFF

COLLECTION-VAR
Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391PC_LONG

COLLECTION-LEN
Indicates the length of QW0391PC_VAR.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391PC_LEN
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COLLECTION-LONG
Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391PC_VAR

PROGRAM-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from QW0391RDSID to QW0391PN_LEN.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391PN_OFF

PROGRAM-VAR
Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391PN_LONG

PROGRAM-LEN
Indicates the length of QW0391PN_VAR.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391PN_LEN

PROGRAM-LONG
Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
Db2 Field Name: QW0391PN_VAR

Section type 2
QW0391TH

(S) IBM serviceability field.
QW0391BS

(S) IBM serviceability field.
QW0391RS

(S) IBM serviceability field.
QW0391CT

(S) IBM serviceability field.

(396) INDEX-SPLIT
IFCID 396 records detailed index split information whenever the current index split process is considered abnormal.

An abnormal process occurs when the elapsed time of the index split is greater than a given threshold (for example, 1
second). IFCID 396 is always enabled and opened by default under class 3 and performance class 6.

These fields are new with Db2 13.

DB-NAME
Specifies the name of the page set database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0396DBID

IDX-DBID
Specifies the DBID of the page set database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0396DBID

PAGESET-NAME
Specifies the index page set name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0396PSID

IDX-OBID
Specifies the index page set ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0396PSID

DS-MEMBER-ID
Specifies the data sharing member of the index.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0396MEMID
SSID

Specifies the Db2 SSID of the index.
If a translation to Db2 SSID did not occur, the SSID field may hold a data sharing member ID instead.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0396MEMID

PARTITION-NUM
Specifies the index partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0396PARTNUM

SPLIT-UR-ID
Specifies the ID of the Unit of Recovery which triggered the index split.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0396URID

SPLIT-PAGENUM
Indicates the page number of the split page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0396PAGENUM

SPLIT-TIMESTAMP
Specifies the timestamp of the current index split.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0396TIMESTAMP

SPLIT-GBP-DEPN
Specifies whether the split is GBP dependent. (Value is YES or NO.)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0396GBPD

SPLIT-ELAPSED
Specifies the elapsed time of the abnormal index split.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0396ELAPSETIME

(397) RLF-PREDICT-GOVERN
IFCID 0397 traces the Resource Limit Facility (RLF) predictive governing.

EYE-CATCHER
(s) Specifies the eye catcher PRGV.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0397EY

QW0397M
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0397MI

CAT-B-VAL
(s) Specifies the user RLF_CATEGORY_B column value provided in the resource limit tables.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0397CB

WARNING-THRESHOLD
(s) Specifies the warning threshold value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0397WR

ERROR-THRESHOLD
(s) Specifies the error threshold value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0397ER

COST-CATEGORY
(s) Indicates the cost category (A/B).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0397CC

PRED-COST-IN-SU
(s) Indicates the predicted cost in service units (SU).
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0397PR
PRED-COST-IN-MS

(s) Indicates the predicted cost in microseconds.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0397MS

(398) RLF-REACTIVE-GOVERN
IFCID 0398 traces the Resource Limit Facility (RLF) reactive governing.

EYE-CATCHER
(s) Specifies the eye catcher REGV.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398EY

QW0398MN
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398MN

QW0398MI
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398MI

SQL-STMT-NUMBER
(s) Specifies the number for the SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398SN

SQL-STMT-TYPE
(s) Specifies the statement type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398ST

RLF-FLAG
(s) Specifies the resource limit facility (RLF) flag.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398FG

QW0398CK
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398CK

USER-LIMIT-SU
(s) Indicates the limit in service units (SU).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398SL

QW0398OR
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398OR

USER-LIMIT-MS
(s) Indicates the limit in CPU in microseconds.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398LM

CONVER-FACTOR
(s) Indicates the conversion factor.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398CV

QW0398TP
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398TP

TIME-USED-IN-MS
(s) Indicates the used time in CPU microseconds.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398TV
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QW0398BT
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398BT

QW0398TK
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398TK

QW0398DT
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398DT

QW0398MD
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398MD

QW0398CN
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0398CN

(399) ASUTIME-SQLPL-ROUT
IFCID 0399 traces the ASUTIME for SQL PL routines.

This record is new with DB2 11.

EYE-CATCHER
(s) Specifies the eye catcher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0399EY

LINE-NUM-SQLPL
(s) Specifies the line number in the SQL PL routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0399LN

QW0399SN
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0399SN

QW0399ST
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0399ST

QW0399CT
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0399CT

ASUTIME-LIMIT-SU
(s) Specifies the service units (ASUTIME) limit for the SQL PL routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0399SU

QW0399CP
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0399CP

QW0399RT
(s) Indicates the IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0399RT
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(401) EDM-POOL-STMTS
(401) EDM-POOL-STMTS records information about static statements that are tracked in the EDM pool. The statement
identifier in this record lets you query the catalog for the statement text. IFCID 400 must be enabled to collect data.
This record is available through an IFI READS call. A series of IFCID 401 records can be required to report all information
for all tracked statements. An IFCID 401 record can be written when a statement is evicted from the EDM pool. A record
that represents a single statement is written with the accumulated statistics.

(401) Repeating Fields

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the EDM-POOL-STMTS record. One set of fields exists for
each SQL statement being reported on.

NOTE
The OFFSET fields, such as QW0401CL_OFF, provide no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses these
fields to locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use these fields for diagnostic purposes to
verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.

STMT-ID
Contains the statement identifier that retrieved the SQL statement from the cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401ID

NUMBER-EXECUTIONS
Specifies the number of SQL statement executions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401EX

NUMBER-SYNC-READS
Specifies how many synchronous buffer reads exist.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401SR

NUMBER-GETPAGES
Specifies how many getpages exist.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401GP

NUMBER-ROWS-EXAM
Specifies the number of rows examined.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401ER

NUMBER-ROWS-PROC
Specifies the number of rows processed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401PR

NUMBER-SORTS
Specifies the number of sorts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401ST

NUMBER-INDEX-SCANS
Specifies the number of index scans.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401IX

NUMBER-TBLSP-SCANS
Specifies the number of tablespace scans.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401TB

NUMBER-SYNC-WRITES
Specifies the number of buffer writes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401WT
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NUMBER-PARALLEL-GRPS
Specifies how many parallel groups were created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401PG

ACCUM-ELAPSED
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time in Db2 that was spent processing the SQL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401ET

ACCUM-CPU
Specifies the accumulated CPU time in Db2, which includes CPU time consumed on an IBM specialty engine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401CP

ACCUM-WAIT-SYNC-IO
Specifies the accumulated wait time for synchronous I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401SI

ACCUM-WAIT-LOCK
Specifies the accumulated wait time for locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401LK

ACCUM-WAIT-SYNC-EX
Specifies the accumulated wait time for synchronous execution unit switch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401EU

ACCUM-WAIT-GLOBLCK
Specifies the accumulated wait time for global locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401GL

ACCUM-WAIT-OTHR-RD
Specifies the accumulated wait time for read activity that another thread performed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401OR

ACCUM-WAIT-OTHR-WT
Specifies the accumulated wait time for write activity that another thread performed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401OW

NORIDLIST-LIMITS
Indicates how often a RID list was not used. The RID list was not used because RIDs exceeded Db2 limits or RID
blocks exceeded the value of MAXTEMPS_RID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401RL

NORIDLIST-STOR
Indicates how often a RID list was not used due insufficient storage or unavailability of work file storage or
resources.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401RS

WAIT-LATCH-REQ
Specifies the accumulated wait time for latch requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401LH

WAIT-PAGE-LATCH
Specifies the accumulated wait time for latches.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401PL

WAIT-DRAIN-LOCK
Specifies the accumulated wait time for drain locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401DL

WAIT-DRAIN-CLAIMS
Specifies the accumulated wait time for drain locks that are waiting for claims release.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401CM
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WAIT-LOG-WRITER
Specifies the accumulated wait time for log writers.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401LW

CONSIST-TOKEN
Contains the consistency token of the package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401CT

QW0401CL_OFF
Specifies the offset from QW0401 to QW0401CL_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401CL_OFF

QW0401PK_OFF
Specifies the offset from QW0401 to QW0401PK_LEN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401PK_OFF

TMSTMP-INSERT
Uses the store clock format to indicate when the statement was inserted into the EDM pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401TM2

INS-TIME-INTERNAL
Uses the internal format to specify when the statement was inserted into the EDM pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401TM

STRT-TIMESTMP
Uses the store clock format to indicate when the statement statistics were last updated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401UT1

STAT-UPD-INTERNAL
Uses the internal format to indicate when the statement statistics were last updated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401UT2

RID-OVERFLOW-STOR
Specifies the number of times that a RID list overflowed to a work file. RID pool storage was not available to hold
the list of RIDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401WFRIDS

RID-OVERFLOW-LIMIT
Specifies the number of times a RID list was overflowed to a work file. Overflow occurred because the number of
RIDs exceeded one or more internal limits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401WFRIDT

RID-INTERRUPT-STG
Specifies the number of times that appending to a RID list for a hybrid job was interrupted. Interruption occurred
because no RID pool storage was available to hold the list of RIDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401HJINCS

RID-INTERRUPT-LMT
Specifies the number of times that appending to a RID list for a hybrid job was interrupted. Interruption occurred
because the number of RIDs exceeded one or more internal limits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401HJINCT

RID-MULTI-IX-SKIP
Specifies the number of times that RID list retrieval for multiple index access was not done. This process did not
occur because Db2 could determine the outcome of index AND and OR processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401RSMIAP

COLLECTION-ID
or COLLECTION-ID-LONG
Specifies the collection ID. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401CL_VAR
COLLECTION-ID-VAR

Specifies the collection ID. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401CL_LONG

COLLECTION-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the collection ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401CL_LEN

PACKAGE-ID
or PACKAGE-ID-LONG
Specifies the name of the package. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401PK_VAR

PACKAGE-ID-VAR
Specifies the name of the package. This variable length field contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401PK_LONG

PACKAGE-ID-LEN
Specifies the length of the package name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401PK_LEN

MISC-FLAG
Specifies the following miscellaneous status:
x'80'

Indicates that the statement is eligible for execution on an accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401FL

AVG-GRP-EST-DEG
Represents the average group estimated degree.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401AVGESTI

AVG-GRP-PLAN-DEG
Represents the average group planned degree. Db2 obtains this value at execution time, following the host
variable or parameter marker values. This value does not include the buffer pool and system negotiation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401AVGPLAN

AVG-GRP-ACTUAL-DEG
Represents the average group actual degree. Db2 obtains this value at execution time, following the buffer pool
and system negotiation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401AVGACT

EXP-REASON
Specifies the cause of the query expansion.
A

Built-in SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE global variable
B

CURRENT TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME special register
S

CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special register
SB

CURRENT TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME and CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special register
blank

No expansion
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401EXR
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EXP-REASON-TEXT
Specifies the cause of the query expansion.
Archive

Built-in SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE global variable
Business

CURRENT TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME special register
System

CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special register
System and Business

CURRENT TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME and CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special register
None

No expansion
Unknown

Cause is unknown
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0401EXR

ACCELERATOR-ELIGIBLE
Specifies whether the statement is eligible for executing on the accelerator.
Yes

Statement is eligible for executing on the accelerator
No

Statement is not eligible for executing or the query was already routed to the accelerator. Accelerator
modeling is not performed for queries that are routed to the accelerator.

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0401FL
WAIT-GLOCK-CHILD-L

Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for child logical locks (L locks).
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0401WC

WAIT-GLOCK-OTHER-L
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for logical locks in various other categories.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0401WD

WAIT-GLOCK-PP-P
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for page set or partition physical locks (P locks).
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0401WE

WAIT-GLOCK-PAGE-P
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for page physical locks.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0401WF

WAIT-GLOCK-OTHER-P
Specifies the accumulated wait time due to global contention for physical locks in various other categories.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0401WG

WAIT-PIPE
Specifies the accumulated wait time for pipes.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0401WH
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WAIT-PARA-SYNC
Specified the accumulated time waiting for parallel queries to synchronize between parent and child tasks.
This field is new with Db2 12.
DB2 Name Field Name: QW0401WPQS

(401) Repeating Fields - Accelerator Statistics

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the EDM-POOL-STMTS record. One set of fields may
exist for each SQL statement being reported on and contains one accelerator statistic. If there are more accelerators, this
section is repeated.

NOTE
The OFFSET field ACCEL-NAME-OFFSET provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field
to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace
record.

ACCEL-STMT-ID
Specifies the statement ID. This value is based on the field STMT-ID (QW0401ID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401AID

ACCEL-NAME-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of data section to the variable/long field name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401ANM_OFF

ACCEL-EXECUTIONS
Specifies the number of executions on the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401AEXEC

ACCEL-ELAPSED-TIME
Specifies the accumulated elapsed time on the accelerator.
For completed queries, this is the elapsed time from the initial request to the last row returned to Db2.
For queries in progress, this is the elapsed time from the initial request to the current point in time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401AELA

ACCEL-CPU-TIME
Specifies the accumulated CPU time on the accelerator when processing the query request for the statement.
Accumulated CPU time includes parallel processing. Therefore, this value can exceed the accumulated elapsed
time.
For completed queries, this is the CPU time from the initial request to the last row returned to Db2.
For queries in progress, this is the time from the initial request to the current point in time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401ACPU

ACCEL-ROWS-RETURNED
Specifies the accumulated number of rows that the accelerator returned for the SELECT statement.
For completed queries, this is total number of rows returned that the accelerator computed.
For queries in progress, this is the number of rows that have been sent so far.
For DML statements, the number of rows is always 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401AROW

ACCEL-BYTES-RETURNED
Specifies the accumulated number of bytes that the accelerator returned for the SELECT statement.
For completed queries, this is total number of bytes that the accelerator returned.
For queries in progress, this is the number of bytes that have been sent so far.
For DML statements, the number of bytes is always 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401ABYT
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ACCEL-WAIT-TIME-1ROW
Specifies the wait time for the first row of the result to become available.
For completed queries, this is the time from receiving the query in the accelerator until the first resulting row was
produced.
For queries in progress, this is the time from receiving the query in the accelerator to the current point in time (if
no result rows are available yet) or until the first resulting row was produced (if at least one result row is available).
For DML statements, the wait time is always 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401ATW1R

ACCEL-WAIT-TIME-DB2
Specifies the total time accelerator waits for Db2 to request the result of the query.
For completed queries, this is from the time when the first row of the result set was produced by the accelerator
until the last row was sent to Db2.
For queries in progress, it is either 0 (if the accelerator has not computed a result row) or the time from computing
the first row to the current point in time.
For DML statements, the wait time is always 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401ATWDB2

ACCEL-EXEC-TIME
Specifies the accumulated execution time on the accelerator.
For completed queries, this is the time from the start of the query until the execution finish.
For queries in progress, this is the time from the start of the query until current point in time or until the execution
is done and only processing of result and transfer remains.
This time does not include any pre-processing on the accelerator (for example, PREPARE).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401AEXE

ACCEL-QUEUE-WAIT-TIME
Specifies the accumulated queue wait time.
For completed queries, this is the time that the query has spent in queues, while waiting to be processed.
For queries in progress, this value only becomes available once the query execution has finished and only
processing of the result remains. Until then, the value is close to 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401AWAT

ACCEL-WAIT-TIME-REPL
Specifies the accumulated time that query spent waiting for execution on an accelerator because the statements
were waiting for replication using HTAP delay protocol to finish updating the referenced tables.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401TWDP

ACCEL-TIMEOUTS-REPL
Specifies the accumulated number of times when query execution did not complete because changes were not
applied to a referenced table before the HTAP delay protocol time limit expired.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401NWDP

ACCEL-NAME-VAR
Specifies the name of the accelerator that executes the SQL statement. This field is of variable length field and
contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401ANM_D

ACCEL-NAME-LEN
Specifies the accelerator name length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401ANM_LEN

ACCEL-NAME-LONG
Specifies the name of the accelerator that executes the SQL statement. This field contains the complete field
name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0401ANM_VAR
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(402) PROFILE-EXCEPTIONS
IFCID 402 pertains to profile warnings or exception conditions that occurred during the statistics interval. Each trace
record can contain information for many unique profiles, resulting in a repeating group. This record is written when
statistics class 4 is on.

PROFILE-ID
Specifies the profile ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402PI

THREAD-EXCEPT
Specifies how often a thread exception threshold was exceeded.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402TE

THREAD-QUEUED
Specifies how many threads were queued or suspended when a thread exception threshold was exceeded.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402T

REQUEST-FAILED
Specifies how many requests failed because a thread exception threshold was exceeded.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402TF

THREAD-WARNING
Specifies how often a thread exception warning was exceeded.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402TW

CONNECT-EXCEPT
Specifies how often a connection exception threshold was exceeded.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402CE

CONNECT-WARNING
Specifies how often a connection warning threshold was exceeded.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402CW

IDLE-EXCEPT
Specifies how often an idle thread exception threshold was exceeded.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402OE

IDLE-WARNING
Specifies how often an idle thread warning threshold was exceeded.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402OW

THREAD-MONITORED-BY-PROF
Specifies the current number of threads monitored by the profile.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402TC

THREAD-SUSPEND-BY-PROF
Specifies the current number of threads suspended by the profile.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402TS

HWM-THREAD-COUNTER
Specifies the high water mark threads counter since DDF was started.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402TH

CONNECT-MONITORED-BY-PROF
Specifies the current number of connections monitored by the profile.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402CC
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HWM-CONNECT-COUNTER
Specifies the high water mark of the number of connections since DDF was started.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402CH

FIRST-TOKEN-OFF
Specifies the offset from QW0402 to the first token value. This field provides no practical tuning purpose. The
monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a
long name in the trace record.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402TN1_OFF

SECOND-TOKEN-OFF
Specifies the offset from QW0402 to the second token value. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The
monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a
long name in the trace record.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402TN2_OFF

FIRST-TOKEN-VAR
Specifies the first token value.

• For Role and Authorization ID profiles, this field has the Role value.
• For Collection ID and Package name profiles, this field has the Collection ID value.
• For all other profile types, this field has profile type value.

This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402TN1_LONG

FIRST-TOKEN-LEN
Specifies the length of the first token field.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402TN1_LEN

FIRST-TOKEN-LONG
Specifies the first token value expanded to the maximum length.

• For Role and Authorization ID profiles, this field has the Role value.
• For Collection ID and Package name profiles, this field has the Collection ID value.
• For all other profile types, this field has profile type value.

This complete first token value is expanded to the maximum length.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402TN1_VAR

SECOND-TOKEN-VAR
Specifies the second token value.

• For Role and Authorization ID profiles, this field has the Authorization ID value.
• For Collection ID and Package name profiles, this field has the Package name value.
• For all other profile types, this field is blank.

This variable length field contains the complete second token value.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402TN2_LONG

SECOND-TOKEN-LEN
Specifies the length of the second token field.
This field is new with Db2 12.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402TN2_LEN
SECOND-TOKEN-LONG

Specifies the second token value expanded to the maximum length.

• For Role and Authorization ID profiles, this field has the Authorization ID value.
• For Collection ID and Package name profiles, this field has the Package name value.
• For all other profile types, this field is blank.

This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0402TN2_VAR

(404) AUTH-COMPATIBILITY
IFCID 404 is a serviceability record that traces authorization compatibility.

This record is new with Db2 12.

The following list describes the (404) AUTH-COMPATIBILITY record fields.

NAME
Specifies the name of utility.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0404NM

PRIVILEGE-CODE
Specifies the privilege code that is being checked.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0140PR

PRIVILEGE
Specifies the text for the permission that is being checked.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0140PR
A table of privileges and privilege codes:

Code Text Note
9 Display Profile
10 Start Profile
11 Stop Profile
12 Start Rlimit
13 Stop Rlimit
14 Display Rlimit
15 Create Alias
16 Monitor1
17 Monitor2
19 Check Util CHECK UTILITY
20 Drop Alias
21 DDF Sta,Stp,Can DDF COMMAND - START, STOP, or CANCEL
50 Select
51 Insert
52 Delete
53 Update
54 References
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55 Trigger
56 Create Index
57 DBADM
58 Term Util on DB TERMINATE UTILITY ON DATABASE
60 All on Packages
61 Alter
62 Disp Thrd or DB DISPLAY THREAD or DISPLAY DB
64 Execute
65 BND,REBND,FREE BIND, REBIND, or FREE
66 CreateDBA
67 Create Stogroup
68 DBCTRL
69 DBMAINT
72 Recover Indoubt
73 Drop
74 Copy
75 Load
76 Explct Qlfr use EXPLICIT QUALIFIER USE
77 Reorg
78 Repair
79 Start DB START DATABASE
80 Start/Stop DB(*) START DB2, STOP DB2, START DB(*), or STOP DB(*)
82 Runstats Util RUNSTATS UTILITY
83 Stop DB STOP DATABASE
84 Stop/Start Trace
85 SYSADM
86 SYSOPR
87 Use
88 BIND Add
89 Recover (Util) RECOVER (UTILITY)
92 CreateDBC
93 Recover BSDS
94 Create Table
95 Create Tblspace CREATE TABLESPACE
96 Display Util DISPLAY UTILITY
97 Comment on
98 Lock Table
99 Display DB DISPLAY DATABASE
102 Create Synonym
103 Alter Index
104 Drop Synonym
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105 Drop Index
107 Stospace Util STOSPACE UTILITY
108 Create View
109 Term Util TERM UTILITY
112 Display BP DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL
113 Alter BP ALTER BUFFERPOOL
224 SYSCTRL
225 Copy Package
226 Create in
227 Bindagent
231 Archive
228 Allpkaut
229 Subpkaut
233 Describe Table
236 Diagnose Util DIAGNOSE UTILITY
237 Mergecpy Util MERGECOPY UTILITY
238 Modify Util MODIFY UTILITY
239 Quiesce Util QUIESCE UTILITY
240 Report Util REPORT UTILITY
241 Repair DBD Util REPAIR DBD UTILITY
242 PACKADM
243 Set Archive
244 Display Archive
248 Create TMPR Tab CREATE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE (CREATETMTAB)
251 Rename Table
252 AlterIN
261 CreateIN
262 DropIN
263 Usage
265 Start
266 Stop
267 Display
274 Comment on IDX COMMENT ON INDEX
280 Validate Seclbl VALIDATE SECLABEL
281 MLS Readwrite
282 Debug Session
283 Rename Index
284 SECADM
285 Crt SEC Object CREATE SECURE OBJECT
286 Explain
290 SQLADM
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291 Read
292 Write
293 Explain Monitor
294 Query Tuning
295 Check Data Util CHECK DATA UTILITY
297 Unload
501 Drop Tbl Exempt ACCESS CONTROL DROP TABLE EXEMPTION
502 Truncate Exempt ACCESS CONTROL TRUNCATE EXEMPTION
503 Utility Exempt ACCESS CONTROL UTILITY EXEMPTION

OBJECT-TYPE
Specifies the code for the object type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0404OT

OBJECT
Specifies the object type:

Code Object Type
A ACEE
B Bufferpool
C Collection
D Database
E Distinct type
F Function
G Session variable
H Global variable
J Jar
K Package
L Role
M Schema
N Trusted context
O Procedure
P Application plan
Q Sequence
R Tablespace
S Storage group
T Table or view
U User auth
W Row
Z zParm

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0404OT
AUTH-TYPE

Specifies the authorization type:
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blank
Authorization ID

L
Role

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0404AT
AUTHID-OFF

Specifies the offset of variable length field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0404F1_OFF

SCHEMA-OFF
Specifies the offset of variable length field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0404F2_OFF

OBJECT-OFF
Specifies the offset of variable length field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0404F3_OFF

AUTHID-VAR
Indicates the variable length field that contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0404F1_LONG

AUTHID-LEN
Indicates the length of variable length field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0404F1_LEN

AUTHID-LONG
Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0404F1_VAR

SCHEMA-VAR
Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0404F2_LONG

SCHEMA-LEN
Indicates the length of variable length field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0404F2_LEN

SCHEMA-LONG
Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0404F2_VAR

OBJECT-VAR
Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0404F3_LONG

OBJECT-LEN
Indicates the length of variable length field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0404F3_LEN

OBJECT-LONG
Indicates the complete field name that is expanded to the maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0404F3_VAR

AUTHORIZATION
Specifies the authorization type:
AuthID

Authorization ID
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Role
Role

Unknown
Unknown type of authorization

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0404AT
QW0404TO

IBM serviceability field.

(406) SYSTEM-PROFILE-MON
IFCID 406 is a serviceability record that traces the system profile monitor (capture THREAD-INFO details of the
DSNT773I or DSNT774I messages). This record is new with DB2 11.

CONDITION
Indicates the condition type.
Possible values are:
W

Indicates that warning condition has been detected
E

Indicates that exception condition has been detected
Db2 Field Name: QW0406CT

CSECT-NAME
Specifies the control section (CSECT) name.
Db2 Field Name: QW0406CN

EVENT-TYPE
Indicates the type of profile threshold event that was exceeded.
I

Indicates 'IDLE THREAD TIMEOUT' event
T

Indicates 'MONITOR THREADS' event
C

Indicates 'MONITOR CONNECTIONS' event
Db2 Field Name: QW0406ET

CLIENT-LOCATION-LEN
Indicates the length of location name.
Db2 Field Name: QW0406LOCN_L

CLIENT-LOCATION-LONG
Indicates the complete location name that is expanded to the maximum length.Db2 Field
Name: QW0406LOCN_D

CLIENT-LOCATION-VAR
Indicates the location name (variable length field).
Db2 Field Name: QW0406LOCN_LONG

LUW-ID-LEN
Indicates the length of logical unit of work ID (LUWID).
Db2 Field Name: QW0406LU_L

LUW-ID-LONG
Indicates the logical unit of work ID (LUWID) expanded to the maximum length.
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Db2 Field Name: QW0406LU_D
LUW-ID-VAR

Indicates the logical unit of work ID (LUWID) (variable length field).
Db2 Field Name: QW0406LU_LONG

PROFILE-ID
Indicates the profile id.
Db2 Field Name: QW0406PI

THREAD-INFO-LEN
Indicates the length of thread information.
Db2 Field Name: QW0406THDI_L

THREAD-INFO-LONG
Indicates the thread information that is expanded to the maximum length.
Db2 Field Name: QW0406THDI_D

THREAD-INFO-VAR
Indicates the thread information (variable length field).
Db2 Field Name: QW0406THDI_LONG

(413) PIPE-SUSPEND-ST
IFCID (413) PIPE-SUSPEND-ST records the beginning of a wait for a pipe suspend. The end of the wait is recorded by
(414) PIPE-SUSPEND.

This record is new with Db2 12.

PROC-NAME
Specifies the procedure name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0413PN

DBID
Specifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0413DB

OBID
Specifies the pageset ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0413PS

PARTITION
Specifies the partition.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0413PT

BTIMR-DELAY
(S) IBM serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0413DMS

TOPOFF-COUNTER
(S) IBM serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0413CNT

TOPOFF-LIMIT
(S) IBM serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0413LMT

FLAG
(S) IBM serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0413FL
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(414) PIPE-SUSPEND
IFCID (414) PIPE-SUSPEND records the end of a wait for a pipe suspend. The beginning of the wait is recorded by (413)
PIPE-SUSPEND-ST

This record is new with Db2 12.

RESUME-REASON
Specifies the reason for the resume.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0414R

FLAG
(S) IBM serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0413FL

(477) FTB-ALLOC
(477) FTB-ALLOC records the allocation and deallocation of the fast index traversal structures – Fast Traverse Blocks
(FTB).

This record is new with Db2 12 and contains the following fields:

DBID
Specifies the DBID of the pageset database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0477D

OBID
Specifies the pageset ID of the index.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0477OB

PARTITION
Specifies the partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0477PT

INDEX-LEVELS
Specifies the number of index levels in the fast traversal block.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0477LV

FTB-SIZE
Specifies the size of the fast traversal block in bytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0477SZ

FTB-FLAG1
Miscellaneous flag:
x'80':

1—Create FTB, 0—Free FTB
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0477FL

FTB-STATUS
Specifies the action:
Create

Create FTB
Free

Free FTB
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0477FL:QW0477CO

FTB-CREATE
Contains 1 if the FTB-FLAG1 field indicates that the FTB was created. Otherwise this field contains 0.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0477FL:QW0477CO
FTB-FREE

Contains 1 if the FTB-FLAG1 field indicates that the FTB was freed. Otherwise this field contains 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0477FL:QW0477CO

(497) STMT-OUT-SP-UDF
This record contains the details for statements that are executed in a non-nested environment or by triggers on the main
application execution unit.

This record is new with DB2 10.

NOTE
This IFCID does not externalize statements that are associated with parallel child tasks and autonomous
procedures.

This record is written when of the following conditions occurs:

• The maximum number of unique statement IDs is collected
• The transaction or accounting interval ends
• A stored procedure or UDF starts

This record contains the following fields:

STATEMENT-REASON
Indicates why the record was externalized:
x'00000001'

The maximum number of unique statement IDs were collected.
x'00000002'

The transaction or accounting interval ended.
x'00000003'

The stored procedure started.
x'00000004'

The stored procedure ended.
x'00000005'

The user-defined function started.
x'00000006'

The user-defined function ended.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0499RS

STATEMENT-ID
Identifies the statement, using a unique number that DB2 assigns.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0499SID

STATEMENT-COUNTER
Specifies the number of statement executions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0499NEC

STATEMENT-TYPE
Identifies the statement type:
x'8000'

Dynamic
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x'4000'
Static

x'2000'
SQL call

IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0499STY

(498) STMT-INSIDE-UDF
This record contains statement ID details for statements that are executed in a UDF in a WLM address space or in a non-
inline scalar function.

This record is new with DB2 10 and contains the same mapping as (499) STMT-INSIDE-SP.

This record is written when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The maximum number of unique statement IDs is collected
• A stored procedure or UDF starts
• A UDF ends

(499) STMT-INSIDE-SP
This IFCID contains the statement ID details for statements that are executed in a stored procedure in a WLM address
space or in a native SQL procedure.

NOTE
This IFCID does not externalize statements that are associated with parallel child tasks and autonomous
procedures.

This record is written when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The maximum number of unique statement IDs is collected
• A stored procedure or UDF starts
• A stored procedure ends

This record contains the fields from IFCID 233 (except the SQLCA fields) and the following fields:

STATEMENT-REASON
Indicates why the record was externalized:
x'00000001'

The maximum number of unique statement IDs were collected.
x'00000002'

The transaction or accounting interval ended.
x'00000003'

The stored procedure started.
x'00000004'

The stored procedure ended.
x'00000005'

The user-defined function started.
x'00000006'

The user-defined function ended.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0499RS
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STATEMENT-ID
Identifies the statement, using a unique number that DB2 assigns.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0499SID

STATEMENT-COUNTER
Specifies the number of statement executions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0499NEC

STATEMENT-TYPE
Identifies the statement type:
x'8000'

Dynamic
x'4000'

Static
x'2000'

SQL call
IBM Db2 Field Name: QW0499STY

NEST-COLLID0
Specifies the collection ID of the initial SP or UDF routine on nested level 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PC

NEST-PROGRAM0
Specifies the program name of the initial SP or UDF routine on nested level 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PN

NEST-VERSION0-VAR
Specifies the version of the initial SP or UDF routine on nested level 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PN

NEST-STMTID0
Specifies the statement ID of the initial SP or UDF routine on nested level 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233SID

NEST-ROUTINE0
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 0, for the routine invoked on nesting level 1 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE1
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 1, for the routine invoked on nesting level 2 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE2
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 2, for the routine invoked on nesting level 3 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE3
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 3, for the routine invoked on nesting level 4 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE4
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 4, for the routine invoked on nesting level 5 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR
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NEST-ROUTINE5
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 5, for the routine invoked on nesting level 6 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE6
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 6, for the routine invoked on nesting level 7 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE7
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 7, for the routine invoked on nesting level 8 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE8
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 8, for the routine invoked on nesting level 9 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE9
Specifies the name of the SP or UDF routine on nested level 9, for the routine invoked on nesting level 10 or
higher.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

NEST-ROUTINE-INTENDED
Specifies the name of the user-defined function. The name is indented one space for every nesting level until
nesting level 10. Indentation does not occur for levels higher than 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0233PR

(1001) CURR-STATS1
(1001) CURR-STATS1 records subsystem statistics that are related to the MSTR Db2 address space. This record is
equivalent to (001) STATS1. The only difference between both records is that 001 is generated by Db2 traces and 1001 is
user-generated or timer-generated.

This section lists the (1001) CURR-STATS1 record fields in the subsections.

(1001) Db2 Address Space Statistics

This section of IFCID 1001 describes Db2 address space statistics.

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the (1001) CURR-STATS1 record. When you reference
repeated members of each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1, 2, 3, or 4) in parentheses after the field
name. These numbers correspond to the following address spaces: System Services Address Space (MSTR), Database
Manager Address Space (DBM1), Distributed Data Manager Address Space (DIST), and Lock Manager Address Space
(IRLM). The order has been altered to simplify request writing.

PROC-NAME
Specifies the last four characters of the PROC name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSAPROC

JS-TIMER
Specifies the JS timer value for the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSAEJST
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SRB-TIMER
Specifies the accumulated SRB CPU for a Db2 address space. This field contains preemptable and non-
preemptable SRB time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSASRBT

PREEMPT-SRB-TIMER
Specifies the preemptable SRB timer value for the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSAPSRB

NON-PREEMPT-SRB
Specifies the accumulated SRB CPU for a Db2 address space. This SRB time does not include preemptable SRB
time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSASRBT - QWSAPSRB

PREEMPT-SRB-ZIIP
Specifies the preemptable SRB timer value for the address space that is consumed on an IBM zIIP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSAPSRB_ZIIP

QWSAMCPU
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSAMCPU

CPU-IO-INTERRUPT
Specifies the CPU time spent in I/O interrupt processing for the Db2 address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSAIIPT

ASID
Specifies the address space ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSAASID

ASCB
Specifies the ASCB token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSAASCB

JOB-NAME
Specifies the job name for the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PG-IN
Specifies system page ins (not available on STATS1)
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PGOUT
Specifies system page outs (not available on STATS1).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PGSEC
Specifies system page seconds (not available on STATS1).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PROCESSOR-COUNT
Specifies the number of processors available to MVS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

EFFECTIVE-PROCESSOR-COUNT
Specifies the normalized number of processors, assuming all zIIPs and zAAPs are replaced by CPs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WORKING-SET-SIZE
Specifies the amount of processor storage that is allocated to an address space. On systems with expanded
storage, this value includes central and expanded storage.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
ADDRIO

Specifies the number of I/Os performed by each Db2 address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

MSTR-ADDRIO
Specifies the number of I/Os performed by the MSTR Db2 address space specifically.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DBM1-ADDRIO
Specifies the number of I/Os performed by the DBM1 Db2 address space specifically.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

IRLM-ADDRIO
Specifies the number of I/Os performed by the IRLM Db2 address space specifically.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DIST-ADDRIO
Specifies the number of I/Os performed by the DIST Db2 address space specifically.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(1001) Instrumentation Statistics By Destination (QWSB)

The following fields describe the instrumentation statistics by destination (QWSB) for the (1001) CURR-STATS1 record:

DEST-NAME
Destination name:
RES

Resident trace table
SR1

Internal special accounting destination (used to calculate optional delta timings)
SR2

Internal special destination for IFI reads used to return data to the application
OPN

Special destination for IFI read buffered records
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSBNM

UNIQ-SEQ
Unique sequence number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSBWSEQ

RECS-WRITTEN
Number of records written to DEST.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSBSRSW

RECS-NOT-WRITTEN
Number of records not written to DEST.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSBSRNW

BUFF-ERRORS
Buffer errors.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSBSBUF

NOT-ACTIVE
Not active errors.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSBSACT
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NOT-ACCEPTED
Record not accepted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSBSRNA

WRITER-FAIL
Writer failures.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSBSWF

QWSBOTH1
Serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSBOTH1

QWSBOTH2
Serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSBOTH2

QWSBOTH3
Serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSBOTH3

QWSBOTH4
Serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSBOTH4

(1001) Instrumentation Statistics By IFCID (QWSC)

The following fields describe the instrumentation statistics by IFCID (QWSC) for the (1001) CURR-STATS1 record:

IFCID-NUM
IFCID number
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSCIID

SEQ-NUM
Unique sequence number
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSCISEQ

RECORDS-WRITTEN
Number of records written to DEST
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSCSRSW

RECORDS-NOT-WRITTEN
Number of records not written to DEST
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSCSRNW

RECS-NOT-WANTED
Records not desired
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSCSRND

BUFF-NOT-AVAIL
Buffer not available
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSCSBNA

COLLECTION-FAIL
Collection failure
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSCSCF

QWSCOTH1
Serviceability field
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSCOTH1
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QWSCOTH2
Serviceability field
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSCOTH2

(1001) IFI-CHECKPOINT Statistics

This section of IFCID 1001 contains the IFI-CHECKPOINT statistics.

The following fields contain the IFI-CHECKPOINT statistics for the (1001) CURR-STATS1 record:

DB2-CHECKPT
Specifies the Db2 checkpoint count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDCKPT

STATS-CODE
Indicates why statistics were invoked:
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDRINV

LOG-HIGH-RBA
High used RBA address of log.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDLR

IFI-ABENDS
Count of IFI abends.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDSCA

IFI-UNREC
Count of IFI unrecognized functions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDSCU

IFI-COMMANDS
Count of IFI command requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDSCCO

IFI-READA
Count of IFI READA requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDSCRA

IFI-READS
Count of IFI READS requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDSCRS

IFI-WRITES
Count of IFI WRITE requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDSCWR

IFI-DATA-CAPTURES
Specifies the number of log records retrieved for which data capture processing was invoked.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDCDLC

IFI-DATA-LOG-READS
Specifies the number of data capture log reads for processing IFI reads requests for IFCID 185 (DPROP).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDCDLR

IFI-DATA-RECORDS
Specifies the number of data capture log records returned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDCDRR
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IFI-DATA-ROWS
Specifies the number of data capture data rows returned. These rows are returned in IFCID 185 and mapped by
QW0185DR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDCDDR

IFI-DESCRIPTIONS
Number of data capture data descriptions returned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDCDDD

IFI-DESCRIBES
Specifies the number of data capture describes performed. A data capture describe is the process of getting
descriptive information about a Db2 table from the catalog.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDCDMB

IFI-DATA-TABLES
Specifies the number of data capture tables returned to the caller of IFI READS call for IFCID 185 (DPROP).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDCDTB

AVAIL-DB2-ACC-CPU-SECS
Specifies the number of normalized CPU seconds of the Db2 uptime. The following values are valid:
04

Db2 startup
08

Db2 shutdown
0C

By command
10

Activated by timer
14

Activated by checkpoint
18

Activated during accounting
1C

Reads request
20

Reserved
CHKPT-TIMES-60

60 times the number of checkpoints taken, which is used to calculate checkpoints per minute.
ROLLUP-RECS-RTHRSH

Specifies the number of rollup accounting records that were written because the rollup threshold was exceeded.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDARTH

ROLLUP-RECS-STORAG
Number of rollup accounting records that were written because the rollup accounting storage threshold was
exceeded.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDARSG

ROLLUP-RECS-TIME
Specifies the number of rollup accounting records that were written because the staleness threshold was
exceeded.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDARST
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ROLLUP-QUAL-FAIL
Specifies the number of records that failed to qualify for accounting rollup because all rollup key fields were null or
null values were not permitted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDARIR

QWSDVTB
(s) Serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWSDVTB

QJSTCL16
(s) Serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTCL16

QJSTCLID
(s) Serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTCLID

QJSTCL2
(s) Serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTCL2

QJSTCLSN
(s) Serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTCLSN

QJSTAVAL
(s) Serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTAVAL

(1001) Subsystem Services Statistics

The following list describes the subsystem services statistics fields for the (1001) CURR-STATS1 record:

HWM-IDBACK-THRDS
Shows the maximum number of concurrent connections identified to DB2 from batch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STHWIB

HWM-IDFORE-THRDS
Shows the maximum number of users that are identified to DB2 from TSO foreground tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STHWIF

HWM-CTHREAD-THRDS
Shows the maximum number of allied threads that are allocated concurrently.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STHWCT

IDENTS
Shows successful identification requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STIDEN

SIGNONS
Shows successful sign-on requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STSIGN

CREATE-THDS
Shows successful CREATE THREAD requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STCTHD

TERMINATES
Shows successful TERMINATE requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STTERM
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RESOLVED
Shows successful RECOVER requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STRIUR

PREPARES
Shows successful PREPARE requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STPREP

COMMITS
Shows successful COMMIT TO PREPARE request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STCOMM

ABORTS
Shows successful ABORT requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STABRT

SYNCHS
Shows successful SYNCHRONIZE requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STSYNC

EXITS
Shows successful EXIT requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STEXIT

AGENTS-INDOUBT
Shows the number of in-doubt agents.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STINDT

EOTS
Shows SSAM EOTs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STMEOT

EOMS
Shows SSAM EOMs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STMEOM

SSI-CALLS
Shows the number of SSI calls.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STSSSI

CREATE-THD-QUEUED
Shows the number of CREATE THREADS that waited.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STCTHW

READ-ONLY-COMMITS
Shows the number of read-only commits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q3STRDON

MAX-BACKGROUND-THRDS
Shows the maximum number of concurrent connections allowed by DB2 from batch.

CURR-BACKGROUND-THRDS
Shows the current number of connections to DB2 from batch.

BACKGROUND-THRDS-PCT
Shows the percentage of maximum batch connections in use.

MAX-FOREGROUND-THRDS
Shows the maximum number of users allowed to be identified to DB2 from TSO foreground simultaneously.

CURR-FOREGROUND-THRDS
Shows the number of TSO connections in use.
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FOREGROUND-THRDS-PCT
Shows the percentage of maximum TSO connections in use.

MAX-THRDS
Shows the maximum number of allied threads (threads started at the local subsystem) that can be allocated
concurrently.

CURR-THRDS
Shows the current number of active users in DB2.

THRDS-PCT
Shows the percentage of maximum users in DB2.

MAX-DBAT-THRDS
Shows maximum number of database access threads (DBATs) that can be allocated concurrently.

CURR-DBAT-THRDS
Shows the current number of active remote connections.

DBAT-THRDS-PCT
Shows the percentage of maximum remote connections in use.

MAX-DBAT-INACTIVE-THRDS
Shows the maximum number of database access threads (DBATs) that can be allocated concurrently, including
inactive threads.

CURR-DBAT-INACTIVE-THRDS
Shows the current number of inactive remote connections.

DBAT-INACTIVE-THRDS-PCT
Shows the percentage of inactive remote connections as compared to the maximum number of active and
inactive connections allowed.

MAX-DATASETS
Shows the maximum number of concurrent database data sets that DB2 should try to have allocated and open.

CURR-DATASETS
Shows the number of database data sets currently open.

DATASETS-PCT
Shows the current number of database data sets open as a percentage of the DSMAX ZPARM parameter.

NOTE
This percentage can be greater than 100 if the DSMAX parameter is much less than the MVS limit and
many page sets are defined as CLOSE NO.

RLF-STATUS
Indicates whether the resource limit facility is started (ACTIVE) or not (INACTIVE).

DDF-STATUS
Indicates whether the distributed data facility is started (ACTIVE) or not (INACTIVE).

HIGH-MAX-DBAT-INACTIVE
Shows the peak number of inactive remote connections.

MAX-RIDBLK-ALLOWED
Shows the maximum number of RID blocks in the DB2 subsystem as defined in the ZPARMS.
This parameter is defined from the first CLISTS CALCULATIONS panel and is assembled as the MAXRBLK
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.

INT-HWM-IDBACK-THRDS
Shows the maximum number of users that are identified to DB2 from batch tasks during the collection interval.
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For real-time displays, the collection interval is the current interval for data collector statistics record collection. For
online history, this value is the maximum value for the selected interval or range of intervals.
The HWM-SAMP-INT parameter in the data collector SYSPARM controls the frequency of collection for this field.
If HWM-SAMP-INT is set to zero, this value is not collected and is set to zero.
This field is valid for online displays only.

INT-HWM-IDFORE-THRDS
Shows the maximum number of users that are identified to DB2 from TSO foreground tasks during the collection
interval.
For real-time displays, the collection interval is the current interval for data collector statistics record collection. For
online history, this value is the maximum value for the selected interval or range of intervals.
The HWM-SAMP-INT parameter in the data collector SYSPARM controls the frequency of collection for this field.
If HWM-SAMP-INT is set to zero, this value is not collected and is set to zero.
This field is valid for online displays only.

INT-HWM-CTHREAD-THRDS
Shows the maximum number of allied threads that have been allocated concurrently during the collection interval.
For real-time displays, the collection interval is the current interval for data collector statistics record collection. For
online history, this value is the maximum value for the selected interval or range of intervals.
The HWM-SAMP-INT parameter in the data collector SYSPARM controls the frequency of collection for this field.
If HWM-SAMP-INT is set to zero, this value is not collected and is set to zero.
This field is valid for online displays only.

INT-HWM-MAXDBAT-THRDS
Shows the maximum number of active database access threads that existed during the collection interval.
For real-time displays, the collection interval is the current interval for data collector statistics record collection. For
online history, this value is the maximum value for the selected interval or range of intervals.
The HWM-SAMP-INT parameter in the data collector SYSPARM controls the frequency of collection for this field.
If HWM-SAMP-INT is set to zero, this value is not collected and is set to zero.
This field is valid for online displays only.

INDOUBT-THREAD
Specifies the current number of indoubt threads.

(1001) Command Statistics

The following fields count commands for the CURR-STATS1 record (IFCID 1001).

Every count, other than UNREC-CMD, includes normal and abnormal completion.

DISPLAY-DB
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY DATABASE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTR0

DISPLAY-THD
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY THREAD commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTR1

DISPLAY-UTILITY
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY UTILITY commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTR2

RECOVER-BSDS
Specifies the number of -RECOVER BSDS commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTR3

RECOVER-INDOUBT
Specifies the number of -RECOVER INDOUBT commands.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTR4
START-DB

Specifies the number of -START DATABASE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTR5

START-TRACE
Specifies the number of -START TRACE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTR6

START-SUBSYS
Specifies the number of -START SUBSYSTEM commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTR7

STOP-DB
Specifies the number of -STOP DATABASE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTR8

STOP-TRACE
Specifies the number of -STOP TRACE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTR9

STOP-SUBSYS
Specifies the number of -STOP SUBSYSTEM commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRA

TERM-UTILITY
Specifies the number of -TERM UTILITY commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRB

DISPLAY-TRACE
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY TRACE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRC

UNREC-CMD
Specifies the number of unrecognized commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STEROR

START-RLIMIT
Specifies the number of -START RLIMIT commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRE

STOP-RLIMIT
Specifies the number of -STOP LIMIT commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRF

DISPLAY-RLIMIT
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY RLIMIT commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRG

MODIFY-TRACE
Specifies the number of -MODIFY TRACE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRH

START-DDF
Specifies the number of -START DDF commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRI

STOP-DDF
Specifies the number of -STOP DDF commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRJ
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CANCEL-DDF
Specifies the number of -CANCEL DDF THREAD commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRK

DISPLAY-LOC
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY LOCATION commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRL

ARCHIVE-LOG
Specifies the number of -ARCHIVE LOG commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRM

ALTER-BUFFERPOOL
Specifies the number of -ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRN

DISPLAY-BUFFERPOOL
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRO

SET-ARCHIVE
Specifies the number of -SET ARCHIVE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRP

DISPLAY-ARCHIVE
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY ARCHIVE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRQ

RESET-INDOUBT
Specifies the number of -RESET INDOUBT commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRR

RESET-GENERICLU
Specifies the number of -RESET GENERICLU commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRD

ALTER-GBPOOL
Specifies the number of -ALTER GROUPBUFFER POOL commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRS

DISPLAY-GBPOOL
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY GROUPBUFFER POOL commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRT

DISPLAY-PROC
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY PROCEDURE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRU

START-PROC
Specifies the number of -START PROCEDURE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRV

STOP-PROC
Specifies the number of -STOP PROCEDURE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRW

DISPLAY-GRP
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY GROUP commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRX

ALTER-UTIL
Specifies the number of -ALTER UTILITY commands.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRY
DISPLAY-FUNC

Specifies the number of -DISPLAY FUNCTION commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTRZ

START-FUNC
Specifies the number of -START FUNCTION commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTX0

STOP-FUNC
Specifies the number of -STOP FUNCTION commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTX1

SET-LOG
Specifies the number of -SET LOG commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTX2

DISPLAY-LOG
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY LOG commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTX3

SET-SYSPARM
Specifies the number of -SET SYSPARM commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTX4

DISPLAY-DDF
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY DDF commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTX5

ACCESS-DATABASE
Specifies the number of -ACCESS DATABASE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTAD

START-PROFILE
Specifies the number of -START PROFILE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTSS

STOP-PROFILE
Specifies the number of -STOP PROFILE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTST

DISPLAY-PROFILE
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY PROFILE commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTSD

DISPLAY-ACCEL
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY ACCEL commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTDA

START-ACCEL
Specifies the number of -START ACCEL commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTSA

STOP-ACCEL
Specifies the number of -STOP ACCEL commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTXA

MODIFY-DDF
Specifies the number of -MODIFY DDF commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCDMD
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ACTIVATE-FUNC-LVL
Specifies the number of -ACTIVATE FUNCTION LEVEL commands.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTEN

DIS-DYNQUERYCAPTURE
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY DYNQUERYCAPTURE commands.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTDQ

START-DYNQUERYCAPTURE
Specifies the number of -START DYNQUERYCAPTURE commands.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTSQ

STOP-DYNQUERYCAPTURE
Specifies the number of -STOP DYNQUERYCAPTURE commands.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTXQ

DISPLAY-ML
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY ML commands.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTDM

START-ML
Specifies the number of -START ML commands.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTSM

STOP-ML
Specifies the number of -STOP ML commands.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTPM

DISPLAY-RESTSVC
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY RESTSVC commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTDR

START-RESTSVC
Specifies the number of -START RESTSVC commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTSR

STOP-RESTSVC
Specifies the number of -STOP RESTSVC commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTPR

START-CDDS
Specifies the number of -START CDDS commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTS1

STOP-CDDS
Specifies the number of -STOP CDDS commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTS2

DISPLAY-BLOCKERS
Specifies the number of -DISPLAY BLOCKERS commands.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTBL
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RUN-MLUTIL
Specifies the number of -RUN MLUTIL commands.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTX6

DISPLAY-STATS
Specifies how many -DISPLAY STATS commands were issued to display index memory usage (IMU), index
traversal counts (ITC), or log reader task (LRT) statistics.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q9STCTX7

(1001) Latch Manager Statistics

The following list describes the latch manager statistics fields for the (1001) CURR-STATS1 record. Each field describes a
type of latch wait event.

TEST-LTCH-1
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 1. Infrequently used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC01

GBL-AUTH-LTCH-2
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 2. The latch is predominantly used for global authorization cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC02

DDF-DISC-LTCH-3
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 3. The latch is predominantly used for DDF disconnect.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC03

SYSSTR-CACHE-LTCH-4
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 4. The latch is predominantly used for SYSSTRINGS cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC04

SVC-TSK-LTCH-5
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 5. The latch is predominantly used for IRLM data sharing exits or
resource limit facility (RLF).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC05

DS-IDX-SPLIT-LTCH-6
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 6. The latch is predominantly used for data sharing index split.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC06

IDX-OBD-ALLOC-LTCH-7
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 7. The latch is predominantly used for index and OBD allocation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC07

QRY-PAR-LTCH-8
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 8. The latch is predominantly used for query parallelism.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC08

UT-SP-URIDS-LTCH-9
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 9. The latch is predominantly used for utilities or stored
procedure URIDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC09

SSSC-LTCH-10
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 10. The latch is predominantly used for sequence objects (stand-
alone and table-based identity column).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC10
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CON-DISCON-LTCH-11
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 11. The latch is predominantly used for sequence objects (stand-
alone and table-based identity column) for concurrent transactions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC11

DB-ALLOC-CNTL-LTCH-12
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 12. The latch is predominantly used for database allocation
control (latch class X'0C') or WebSphere global transaction ID (latch class X'4C').
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC12

BUF-MGR-SHR-LTCH-13
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 13. The latch is predominantly used for pageset operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC13

BUF-MGR-EXC-LTCH-14
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 14. The latch is predominantly used for various buffer pool
related activities, including buffer pool control block and pool serialization.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC14

RCVRY-MGR-ST-LTCH-15
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 15. The latch is predominantly used for ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC15

SYN-CHAIN1-LTCH-16
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 16. The latch is predominantly used for UR synonym chain.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC16

SYN-CHAIN2-LTCH-17
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 17. The latch is predominantly used for RURE chain.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC17

DDF-RESYNCH-LTCH-18
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 18. The latch is predominantly used for DDF resynch list.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC18

LOG-WR-FUNC-LTCH-19
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 19. The latch is predominantly used for logical log write (in
contrast to physical log write).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC19

SYS-CKPT-LTCH-20
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 20. The latch is predominantly used for system checkpoint.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC20

LOG-BSDS-ACC-LTCH-21
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 21. The latch is predominantly used for accounting rollup.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC21

INTR-CKPT-LTCH-22
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 22. The latch is predominantly used for internal checkpoint.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC22

BUF-MGR-EXC-LTCH-23
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 23. The latch is predominantly used for buffer manager latch for
page latch contention timer queue or deferred write latch. Both types of latches have latch class X'17'.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC23
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EDM-PREFETCH-LTCH-24
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 24. The latch is predominantly used for EDM LRU or Buffer
Manager prefetch scheduling. EDM LRU latch can be identified by latch class X'18' while Buffer Manager prefetch
scheduling latch can be identified by latch class X'38' in a latch contention trace.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC24

DATA-MGR-HASH-LTCH-25
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 25. The latch is predominantly used for EDM hash.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC25

DATA-MGR-LTCH-26
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 26. The latch is predominantly used for dynamic statement
cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC26

ADDR-SPC-ACT-LTCH-27
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 27. The latch is predominantly used for stored procedure queue
and UDF.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC27

SVC-QUEUE-LTCH-28
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 28. The latch is predominantly used for stored procedures or
authorization cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC28

ADDR-SPC-SYS-LTCH-29
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 29. The latch is predominantly used for field procedures and DDF
transaction manager.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC29

TRACE-TBL-LTCH-30
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 30. The latch is predominantly used for agent services.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC30

SMP-VECTOR-TBL-LTCH-31
Specifiesthe number of suspends for latch level 31. The latch is predominantly used for storage manager.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC31

SMP-HEADER-BLK-LTCH-32
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 32. The latch is predominantly used for shared storage pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC32

INDEX-TREE-LTCH-254
Specifies the number of suspends for latch level 254. The latch is predominantly used for index.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVLSLC254

(1001) Address Space Manager Statistics

The following fields contain the address space manager statistics for the (1001) CURR-STATS1 record:

PHYS-SUSPENDS
Number of physical suspends.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASSUSP

SYNC-UNREL-SRB
Execution Unit Switch - Synch unrelated SRB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASXSUS
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SYNC-UNREL-TCB
Execution Unit Switch - Synch unrelated TCB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASXSUT

ASYNC-UNREL-SRB
Execution Unit Switch - Asynch unrelated SRB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASXAUS

ASYNC-UNREL-TCB
Execution Unit Switch - Asynch unrelated TCB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASXAUT

SYNC-REL-SRB
Execution Unit Switch - Synch related SRB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASXSRS

SYNC-REL-TCB
Execution Unit Switch - Synch related TCB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASXSRT

UNAVAIL-RSC
Allocation/Deallocation Services - Unavailable resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASADUR

ALLOC-DEADLOCK
Allocation/Deallocation Services - Allocation deadlock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASADDL

INVALID-RSC
Allocation/Deallocation Services - Invalid resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASADIR

QVASCBOS
(s) IBM serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASCBOS

QVASCBOF
(s) IBM serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASCBOF

QVASMBOS
Number of successful z/OS short-term SYSEVENT boosts following -DISPLAY THREAD(*)
SERVICE(STORAGE).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASMBOS

QVASMBOF
Number of failed z/OS short-term SYSEVENT boosts following -DISPLAY THREAD(*) SERVICE(STORAGE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASMBOF

QVASBRPT
(s) IBM serviceability field. This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASBRPT

QVASBRP
(s) IBM serviceability field. This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASBRP

QVASACEB
(s) IBM serviceability field. This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASACEB
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QVASACEF
(s) IBM serviceability field. This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QVASACEF

(1001) Storage Manager Statistics

The following fields provide storage manager statistics for the CURR-STATS1 record (IFCID 1001).

FXD-POOLS-CREATED
Specifies the number of free pools created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTGPLF

FXD-POOLS-DEALLOC
Specifies the number of free pools deallocated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTFPLF

FXD-SEGS-FREED
Specifies the number of freemained segments in 31-bit fixed pools.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTFREF

FXD-SEGS-EXP
Specifies the number of fixed pools segments expanded.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTEXPF

FXD-SEGS-CNTRCT
Specifies the number of contracted segments in 31-bit fixed pools.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTCONF

VAR-POOLS-CREATED
Specifies the number of variable pools created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTGPLV

VAR-POOLS-DEALLOC
Specifies the number of variable pools deallocated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTFPLV

VAR-SEGS-FREED
Specifies the number of freemained segments in 31-bit variable pools.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTFREV

VAR-SEGS-EXP
Specifies the number of getmained segments in 31-bit variable pools.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTEXPV

VAR-SEGS-CNTRCT
Specifies contracted segments in 31-bit variable pools.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTCONV

GETMAIN
Specifies the number of 31-bit GETMAIN requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTGETM

FREEMAIN
Specifies the number of 31-bit FREEMAIN requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTFREM

NONZERO-RET-CDS
Specifies the number of times a conditional 31-bit get request failed because of a local storage shortage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTRCNZ
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SOS-CONTRACTS
Specifies the number of contractions due to short-on-storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTCONT

SOS-BIT-SET
Specifies a short-on-storage bit set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTCRIT

SOS-ABEND
Specifies the number of times an abend was issued because of short on storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSSTABND

STACK-REQ-GETMAIN
Specifies the number of times a 31-bit stack request required a GETMAIN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_SGETM

STACK-GET-REQ
Specifies the number of out of line 31-bit stack get requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_SGETR

STACK-EXT
Specifies the number of times a 31-bit stack request was satisfied using an available extension.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_SGETEXT

SEG-FREEMAIN
Specifies the number of times a 31-bit free request required a FREEMAIN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_SFREEM

FREE-SEG
Specifies the number of out of line 31-bit stack free requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_SFREER

STK64-DEALLOC
(s) Specifies the number of out-of-line 64-bit stack deallocation requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_D64POST

STK64-ALLOC
(s) Specifies the number of out-of-line 64-bit stack allocation requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_A64POST

STK64-WAIT
(s) Specifies the number of out-of-line 64-bit stack allocation requests that resulted in a wait.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_A64WAIT

STK64-SEG-DISCARD
(s) Specifies the number of 64-bit stack segments that required a discard.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_M64DISNUM

STK64-PGS-DISCARD
(s) Specifies the number of discarded 64-bit stack pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_M64DISPGS

STK64-OOL-REQ
(s) Specifies the number of out-of-line 64-bit stack get requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_SGETR64

STK64-AVAIL-EXTN
(s) Specifies the number of 64-bit stack requests that were satisfied with an available extension.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_SGETEXT64

STK64-EXTN-ALLOC
(s) Specifies the number of 64-bit stack requests that required an extension allocation.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_SGETDEXT64
STK64-OOL-FREE-REQ

(s) Specifies the number of out-of-line 64-bit stack free requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_SFREER64

STK64-FREE-DEALLOC
(s) Specifies the number of 64-bit stack free requests that required an extension deallocation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_SFREEDEXT64

FRAMES-DISCARDED
(s) Specifies the number of real frame discard modes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_DISCARDMODE64

REALSTG-MAXWARNLVL
(s) Specifies the number of times that REALSTORAGE_MAX warning level was reached.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_RSMAX_WARN

POOLS-CONTR-64BIT
(s) Specifies the number of contracted 64-bit pools.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_P64DISNUM (for Db2 12 and earlier)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_P64PCTRCT (for Db2 13)

DISCARD-BLK-64BIT
(s) Specifies the number of 64-bit pool blocks that required a discard.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_P64DISBLK

DISCARD-PGS-64BIT
(s) Specifies the number of discarded 64-bit pool pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_P64DISPGS

CONTSTOR-CONTRACTS
Specifies the number of 31-bit agent local pools that were contracted because CONTSTOR was enabled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_CONTSTOR_NUM

DISCARD-BLK-64BIT-NO
(s) Specifies the number of times IARV64 REQUEST=DISCARDDATA,KEEPREAL=NO was issued.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_P64DISNO

DISCARD-BLK-64BIT-YES
(s) Specifies the number of times IARV64 REQUEST=DISCARDDATA,KEEPREAL=YES was issued.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_P64DISYES

CONTRACTED-STG-MANAGER
Specifies the number of 31-bit agent local pools contracted by the storage manager.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QSST_CNTRCT_NUM

(1001) Distributed Location Statistics

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the (1001) CURR-STATS record.

When listing similar members of each group in a request, append the occurrence number (1, 2, 3...) in parentheses after
the field name. Each occurrence number corresponds to a location connected to a database access thread.

REC-LOCATION
Specifies the location of the remote site.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTLOCN
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REC-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name, when QLSTLOCN is
truncated.
This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to locate the long name in a Db2 trace
record. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTLOCN_OFF

REC-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the remote location, which can be a requesting or serving location. The remote location is the system in
session with the local location. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTLOCN_D

REC-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTLOCN_LEN

REC-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the remote location. A remote location can be a requesting or serving location. The remote location
system is in session with the local location. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTLOCN_VAR

SQL-SENT
Specifies the number of SQL queries sent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTSQLS

SQL-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of SQL queries received.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTSQLR

ROWS-SENT
Specifies the number of rows sent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTROWS

ROWS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of rows received.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTROWR

BYTES-SENT
Specifies the number of bytes sent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTBYTS

BYTES-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of bytes received.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTBYTR

CONVERSATIONS-SENT
Specifies the number of connections sent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVS

CONVERSATIONS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections received.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVR

MESSAGES-SENT
Specifies the number of messages sent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTMSGS

MESSAGES-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of messages received.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTMSGR
TRANSACTIONS-SENT

Specifies the number of transactions sent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTTRNS

TRANSACTIONS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of transactions received.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTTRNR

COMMITS-SENT
Specifies the number of commit requests sent to the server (single-phase commit protocol) and committed
requests sent to the participant (two-phase commit protocol).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCOMS

COMMITS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of commit requests received from the requester (single-phase commit protocol) and
committed requests received from the coordinator (two-phase commit protocol).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCOMR

ABORTS-SENT
Specifies the number of abort requests sent to the server (single-phase commit protocol) and rollback requests
sent to the participant (two-phase commit protocol).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTABRS

ABORTS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of abort requests received from the requester (single-phase commit protocol) and rollback
requests received from the coordinator (two-phase commit protocol).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTABRR

CONVERSATIONS-QUEUED
Specifies the number of connections queued by DDF-waiting for allocation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVQ

SW-TO-LIMITED-BLOCK-MODE
Specifies the number of times a switch was made from continuous block mode to limited block mode (private
protocols only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCBLB

SQL-BOUND-REMOTE
Specifies the number of SQL statements that were bound for remote access (private protocols only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTRBND

MSG-BUFFER-ROWS
Specifies the number of rows in the message buffer when block fetch is being used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTBROW

BLOCKS-SENT
Specifies the number of blocks transmitted using block fetch (server site only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTBTBF

BLOCKS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of blocks received using block fetch (requester site only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTBRBF

PREPARES-SENT
Specifies the number of prepare requests sent to the participant (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTPRSE

PREPARES-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of prepare requests received from the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTPRRC
LAST-AGENT-SENT

Specifies the number of last agent requests sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTLASE

LAST-AGENT-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of last agent requests received from the initiator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTLARC

COMMIT-RQST-SENT
Specifies the number of commit requests sent to the participant (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCRSE

COMMIT-RQST-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of commit requests received from the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCRRC

BKOUT-RQST-SENT
Specifies the number of backout requests sent to the participant (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTBKSE

BKOUT-RQST-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of backout requests received from the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTBKRC

ROLLBACKS-SENT
Specifies the number of forget responses sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTRRSE

ROLLBACKS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of forget responses received from the participant (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTRRRC

COMMIT-RESP-SENT
Specifies the number of request commit responses sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTVYSE

COMMIT-RESP-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of request commit responses received from the participant (two-phase commit operations
only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTVYRC

BKOUT-RESP-SENT
Specifies the number of backout responses sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTVNSE

BKOUT-RESP-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of backout responses received from the participant (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTVNRC

THREADS-INDOUBT
Indicates how many threads are in-doubt due to a remote location acting as a coordinator. This value applies only
to two-phase commit operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTINDT

COMMITS-PERFORMED
Specifies the number of commit operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator (two-phase
commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCPTR
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ROLLBACKS-PERFORMED
Specifies the number of rollback operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator (two-phase
commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTRBTR

CONVER-DEALLOC
Specifies how many connections were deallocated to the remote site. This value is meaningful only at the
requester.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVT

RMT-PRDID
Specifies the product ID of the remote location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTPRID

QLST-VERSION
Indicates the fields in a QLST section.
QLSTVRSN field value specifies:

• 000001—the QLST section contains all fields (QLSTLOCN_OFF through QLSTHTHD).
• Other—the QLST section contains fields QLSTLOCN_OFF through QLSTPRLV.

This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTVRSN

PRODUCT-LEVEL
Specifies the Product Level, if known.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTPRLV

FAILED-SECURITY-AUTH
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that failed authentication.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTFSEC

REST-REQS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of REST service requests received from a remote location.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNREST

SPEC-REG-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that use a profile to set special registers when a
connection is established.
A profile was used by Db2 to set certain special register values that meet the criteria that are defined in the profile.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNSSR

GBL-VAR-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that use a profile to set global variables when a
connection is established.
A profile was used by Db2 to set certain global variables that meet the criteria that are defined in the profile.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNSGV

SYSPLEX-WLB-CONNS-RECVD
Specifies the number of connections with Sysplex workload balancing enabled. The Java driver
enableSysplexWLB property and the non-Java driver enableWLB property are set to TRUE.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNWLB
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SSL-TLS-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections that are secured using Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-
TLS) or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNTLS

TRUSTED-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that are secured by a trusted context, which is an
independent database entity that allows a database ROLE to be associated with the connection.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNTRS

AES-ENCR-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections that encrypt the user credentials, which authenticate the connection.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNAES

GLOBAL-XA-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that participate in a global transaction that uses the
XA protocol. XA guarantees atomicity in global transactions that are executed across several resource managers,
such as WebSphere Application Server.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNXA

DRDA-ENCR-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections that encrypt user data to protect the connection credentials by using the
database protocols (DRDA) encryption.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNENC

UID-PWD-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that send the user credentials in the clear on the
network that authenticates the connection.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNPWD

KERBEROS-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that use Kerberos to authenticate the connection.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNKER

MFA-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that use multi-factor authentication.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNMFA

CERT-AUTH-CONNS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that use client certificate authentication security to
authenticate by using a digital certificate.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNCCA

HOLD-CURSOR-POOL-FAILS
Specifies the number of times that a thread could not go inactive due to open held cursors, which prevented the
thread from being pooled and used by other connections.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTHCRSR
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DGTT-POOL-FAILS
Specifies the number of times that a thread could not go inactive due to a declared global temporary table, which
prevented the thread from being pooled and used by other connections.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTDGTT

KEEPDYNAMIC-POOL-FAILS
Specifies the number of times that a thread could not go inactive due to a package being bound with the
KEEPDYNAMIC bind option, which prevented the thread from being pooled and used by other connections.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTKPDYN

HPER-DBATS-POOL-FAILS
Specifies the number of times that a thread could not go inactive due to running as a high-performance thread,
which prevented the thread from being pooled and used by other connections.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTHIPRF

OPEN-LOCATOR-POOL-FAILS
Specifies the number of times that a thread could not go inactive due to an open locator, which prevented the
thread from being pooled and used by other connections.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTHLOBLOC

STORPROC-COM-POOL-FAILS
Specifies the number of stored procedures invoked that issued commits but subsequent client commit decisions
were not yet received.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTSPCMT

CONDBAT-CONNS-TERMINATED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that were terminated due to the maximum number of
concurrent inbound connections set by the CONDBAT system parameter.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVTC

PROFILE-CONNS-TERMINATED
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that were terminated due to the maximum number of
concurrent inbound connections that a monitoring connection profile allows.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVTP

MAXCONQN-CONNS-TERM
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that were terminated due to the maximum number of
connections waiting for a DBAT set by the MAXCONQN system parameter.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVTQN

MAXCONQW-CONNS-TERM
Specifies the number of connections from a remote location that were terminated due to the maximum time
waiting for a DBAT set by the MAXCONQW system parameter.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTCNVTQW

PROFILE-THRDS-QUEUED
Specifies the number of times that a thread was queued until the number of concurrent active threads have fallen
below the profile exception threshold.
This field is new with Db2 12.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNTHDPQ
PROFILE-THRDS-TERMINATED

Specifies the number of times that a thread was terminated because the number of concurrent active threads
exceeded the number of executing and queued threads set by a monitor thread profile exception threshold.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNTHDPT

THRDS-ABENDED
Specifies the number of times that the threads used by connections from the remote locations have terminated or
abended.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNTHDA

THRDS-CANCELED
Specifies the number of times that a thread was canceled due to one of the following reasons:

• A Db2 CANCEL command
• A network failure
• A client queryTimeout or CommandTimeout, which closed the connection

This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNTHDC

CURRENT-CONNS-ACTIVE
Specifies the current number of active connections from this location.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNCNV

HWM-CONNS-ACTIVE
Specifies the highest number of active connections from this location since the last statistics trace interval for a
statistics trace request.
For a READS request, specifies the highest number of active threads in use by this location since DDF was
started.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTHCNV

CURRENT-THRDS-ACTIVE
Specifies the current number of active threads from this location.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTNTHD

HWM-THRDS-ACTIVE
Specifies the highest number of active threads from this location since the last statistics trace interval for a
statistics trace request.
For a READS request, specifies the highest number of active threads in use by this location since DDF was
started.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLSTHTHD

(1001) Log Manager Statistics

This section of IFCID 1001 describes log manager statistics.

The following list describes the log manager statistics fields for the (1001) CURR-STATS1 record:
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LOG-WRITE-SUSPENDS
Specifies the number of times that a log manager request results in a suspend for a log record that is being
written to the log data sets. This number is the sum of the waits that the IFCID 32 and IFCID 33 pairs record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTLSUS

LOG-WRITE-IOS
Specifies the total number of log write I/O requests (media manager calls).
This number is the sum of the waits that the IFCID 38 and IFCID 39 pairs record. This value includes the waits
for COPY1 and COPY2 active log data set writes. This value corresponds to the active log write I/O activity in an
RMF report.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTLOGW

LOG-WRITE-CIS
Specifies the total number of log CIs written.
This value includes CI rewrites and COPY1 and COPY2 active log data set writes. If a given CI is rewritten five
times, this counter increments by five. This counter is multiplied by 4 KB and divided by the statistics interval in
seconds. The counter represents the number of bytes per second of log data that is written to the active log data
sets. When this value exceeds 1 MB/sec per log copy, pay attention to log data set I/O tuning.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTCIWR

LOG-SERIAL-WRITES
Specifies the number of serial log write I/O requests.
A serial log write I/O request occurs when Db2 rewrites a log CI that was previously written as a partial CI in a
dual logging environment. This value includes COPY1 and COPY2 active log data set writes.
The difference between QJSTLOGW and QJSTSERW represents the number of parallel log write I/O requests.
Typically, the first CI in a list of CIs written in one start I/O is written serially. The remaining CIs are written in
parallel to both COPY1 and COPY2 active log data sets. This value is meaningful only when Db2 runs in dual
active logmode.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTSERW

LOG-THRSH-WRITES
Specifies the number of times that an asynchronous log write request was scheduled because the log write
threshold was reached. This counter is provided primarily for an internal check. IBM recommends using the
default write threshold of 20 buffers.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTTHRW

LOG-WRITE-PAGEINS
Specifies the number of times that a log output buffer was paged in before it could be initialized. When a log
output buffer is paged in before it is initialized, the log write latch is held. A nonzero value could indicate that the
log output buffer size is too large or there is insufficient real storage to back the log output buffer size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTBPAG

WRITE-REQ-WAIT
Specifies the write request count, wait.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTWRW

WRITE-REQ-NOWAIT
Specifies the write request count, no wait.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTWRNW

WRITE-REQ-FORCE
Specifies the write request count, force.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTWRF

UNAVAIL-ACT-BUF
Specifies the wait count due to an unavailable active buffer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTWTB
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LOG-READS-FROM-BUF
Specifies the log reads satisfied from output buffers.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTRBUF

READS-FROM-ACT-LOG
Specifies reads satisfied from an active log data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTRACT

READS-FROM-ARCH-LOG
Specifies reads satisfied from an archive log data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTRARH

BSDS-ACCESS-REQS
Indicates the total BSDS access requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTBSDS

CNTL-INTVLS-CREATED
Specifies the active log output control intervals created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTBFFL

WR-ACT-LOG-BUF-CALLS
Specifies the number of calls to write active log buffer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTBFWR

ARCH-LOG-READ-ALLOC
Specifies the archive log read allocations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTALR

ARCH-LOG-WRITE-ALLOC
Specifies the archive log write allocations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTALW

CNTL-INTERVALS
Specifies the control intervals count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTCIOF

WAIT-RESOURCE
Indicates the number of read accesses delayed because of unavailable resources.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTWUR

LOOK-AHEAD-TAPE-ATTEMPTS
Indicates the number of “look-ahead” tape mounts attempted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTLAMA

LOOK-AHEAD-TAPE-DONE
Indicates the number of successful “look-ahead” tape mounts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTLAMS

LOOK-AHEAD-FAILURES
Indicates the number of “look-ahead” tape mount failures.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

QJSTSPNN
(s) Indicates IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTSPNN

QJSTSPNI
(s) Indicates IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTSPNI
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LOGWTR-XES-SUSP-CNT
Total number of suspends XES suspended the log writer to update the secondary lock structure for asynchronous
lock duplexing.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTDPXN

LOGWTR-XES-SUSPTIME
Total time XES suspended the log writer to update the secondary lock structure for asynchronous lock duplexing.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTDPXT

CDDS-ACCESS-REQS
Total number of Compression Dictionary Data Set (CDDS) access requests.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTCDDS

ZHLINK-LOGW-REQS-SUCC
Total number of eligible LOG WRITE I/O requests with successful zHyperLink processing.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTSYCW

ZHLINK-LOGW-REQS-UNSUCC
Total number of eligible LOG WRITE I/O requests with unsuccessful zHyperLink processing.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QJSTSYCF

(1001) Distributed Processing Statistics

The following list describes the distributed processing statistics fields for the (1001) CURR-STATS1 record:

NUM-REQS-DBAT
Indicates the number of requests that required the creation of a DBAT (distributed thread). DBATs created to
replace disconnected (pooled) DBATs that terminated because they reached their reuse limit are not included in
this value. The ZPARM POOLINAC provides some control over the availability of disconnected (pooled) DBATs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTNDBA

NUM-REQS-POOL
Indicates the number of requests that were satisfied by using a disconnected (pooled) DBAT for request
processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTPOOL

DBAT-QUEUED
Indicates the number of times that a DBAT was queued because the ZPARM maximum for concurrent remote
threads was reached.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTQDBT

COLD-START-CONNECTIONS
Specifies the number of cold start connections with all remote locations (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTCSTR

WARM-START-CONNECTIONS
Specifies the number of warm start connections with all remote locations (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTWSTR

RESYNC-CONNECTIONS
Specifies the number of resynchronization connections that were attempted with all remote locations (two-phase
commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTRSAT
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RESYNCS-SUCCESSFUL
Specifies the number of resynchronization connections that succeeded with all remote locations (two-phase
commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTRSSU

CONVERSIONS-DEALLOCATED
Indicates the number of conversations that were deallocated because the ZPARM limit was reached for maximum
concurrent remote threads (active and inactive).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTQCRT

INACTIVE-DBATS
Specifies the current number of inactive database access threads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTQCIT

MAX-INACTIVE
Specifies the maximum number of inactive threads that existed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTQMIT

ACTIVE DBATS
Specifies the current number of active database access threads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTCNAT

MAX-ACTIVE-DBATS
Indicates the maximum number of active database access threads that existed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTHWAT

MAX-TOTAL-DBATS
Indicates the maximum number of active and inactive database access threads that existed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTHWDT

T1-CONN-TERMINATED
Indicates the number of connections that were terminated instead of made type 1 inactive because the maximum
number of type 1 inactive threads was reached.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTNITC

T2-QUEUED
Indicates how many receive requests on inactive or new connections are queued for service by a disconnected
(pooled) DBAT. Large values are normal. Use this field with prior statistics records to establish a rate at which
connections are queued for service by a disconnected (pooled) DBAT. Delays in this processing are reflected in
the QDSTNQR2 value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTQIN2

T2-CURR-INACT
Specifies the current number of type 2 inactive threads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTCIN2

T2-MAX-INACT
Specifies the maximum number of type 2 inactive threads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTMIN2

T2-CURR-INACT-QUED
Specifies the current number of queued inactive or new connections awaiting service by a DBAT. If the MAXDBAT
ZPARM value is reached, or if DDF is stopped, or stopping with MODE(SYSPEND), DBATs can be unavailable.
Review QDSTQDBT to determine whether a MAXDBAT constraint exists.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTNQR2

T2-MAX-INACT-QUED
Indicates the maximum number of queued inactive or new connections awaiting service by a DBAT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTMQR2
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ACT-DBATS-NOTUSED
Specifies the current number of disconnected (pooled) DBATs that are available to service work on inactive or
new connections.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTNADS

MAX-DBATS-NOTUSED
Specifies the maximum number of disconnected (pooled) DBATs are available to service work on inactive or new
connections.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTMADS

QUEUED-CONN-CLOSED
Indicates how many queued client connections had closed TCP/IP sockets.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTNCQC

QUEUED-TIME-CONN-CLOSED
Indicates the number of queued client connections whose TCP/IP sockets were closed because the maximum
waiting time for a DBAT exceeded the MAXCONQW subsystem parameter value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTNCCW

ACT-DBAT-DEALLOC
Indicates the number of active DBATs. RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) bound the associated packages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTNARD

MAX-DBAT-DEALLOC
Indicates the maximum number of active DBATs. RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) bound the associated packages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTMARD

MIN-QUEUED-DUR-INT
Represents the minimum queued duration for the statistics period, relative to QDSTNQR2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTNQMN

MAX-QUEUED-DUR-INT
Represents the maximum queued duration for the statistics period, relative to QDSTNQR2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTNQMX

AVG-QUEUED-DUR-INT
Represents the average queued duration for the statistics period, relative to QDSTNQR2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTNQAV

ILOS-CANCEL-DECLINED
Indicates the number of ILOS cancels that were declined due to CPU contention.
ILOS(DSNLILOS) - Db2 DDF TCP/IP Loss Connection.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name:QDSTNLSC

ACT-DBATS-KEEPDYN-YES
Indicates the number of DBATs that are active due to packages bound with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES).
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name:  QDSTNAKD

MAX-DBATS-KEEPDYN-YES
Indicates the maximum number of DBATs were active due to packages bound with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES).
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTMAKD

DBATS-TERM
Indicates the total number of DBATs terminated since DDF was started.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTNDBT
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DBATS-TERM-POOLINAC
Indicates the number of DBATs terminated after remaining in the pool longer than the POOLINAC value.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTNTPL

DBATS-TERM-REUSE
Indicates the number of DBATs terminated after being reused more than the REUSELIMIT value.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTNTRU

DBATS-SUSP-PROFX
Indicates the current number of DBATs that were suspended due to a profile exception.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDSTDBPQ

MAX-DBATS-SUSP-PROFX
Indicates the maximum number of DBATs that were suspended due to a profile exception.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name:QDSTMDPQ

(1001) z/OS System Statistics

The QWOS section of the (1001) CURR-STATS1 record describes the z/OS system statistics.

This section is only provided if you enable the option ZOSMETRICS ZPARM. By default, this option is disabled.

(1001) z/OS System Statistics include the following fields:

OS-CPS-ON-LPAR
Specifies the number of central processors (CPs) on the LPAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSLNCP

OS-LPAR-CPU-UTIL
Specifies the CPU utilization of the LPAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSLPRU

OS-DB2-CPU-UTIL
Specifies the CPU utilization by the Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSDB2U

OS-MSTR-CPU-UTIL
Specifies the CPU utilization by the Db2 MSTR address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSMSTU

OS-DBM1-CPU-UTIL
Specifies the CPU utilization by the Db2 DBM1 address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSDBMU

OS-LPAR-PGIN-RATE
Specifies the page-in rate for the LPAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSLPIR

OS-DB2-PGIN-RATE
Specifies the page-in rate for the Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSDPIR

OS-REAL-STG-MB
Specifies the total real storage on the LPAR, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSLRST
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OS-FREE-REAL-STG
Specifies the free real storage on the LPAR, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSLRSF

OS-DB2-REAL-STG-MB
Specifies the real storage used by the Db2 subsystem, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSDRSU

OS-LPAR-VIRTSTG-MB
Specifies the total virtual storage on the LPAR, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSLVST

OS-FREE-VIRTSTG-MB
Specifies the free virtual storage on the LPAR, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSLVSF

OS-DB2-VIRT-STG
Specifies the virtual storage used by the Db2 subsystem, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSDVSU

OS-UIC
Specifies the unreferenced interval count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSLUIC

OS-RMFFLAG
Specifies the status flag for collecting the z/OS data from RMF.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSFLG

OS-RMF-RC
Specifies the return code from the RMF API call.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSRCDE

OS-RMF-RSN
Specifies the reason code from the RMF API call.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSRSNC

OS-REAL-STG-MB
Specifies the total real storage on the LPAR, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QWOSLRST or QWOSREAL (on z/OS 2.1 and above)

(1002) CURR-STATS2
(1002) CURR-STATS2 records subsystem statistics that are related to the DBM1 Db2 address space. This record is
equivalent to (002) STATS2. The only difference between both records is that 002 is generated by Db2 traces and 1002 is
user-generated or timer-generated.

This section lists the (1002) CURR-STATS2 record fields in the subsections.

(1002) SQL Statistics

This article describes the SQL statistics for the (1002) CURR-STATS2 record.

SET-CURRENT-PREC
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT PRECISION statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETCPR

SQL-SELECTS
Specifies the number of SELECTS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSELECT
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SQL-INSERTS
Specifies the number of INSERTS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXINSRT

SQL-UPDATES
Specifies the number of UPDATES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXUPDTE

SQL-DELETES
Specifies the number of DELETES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDELET

SQL-DESCRIBES
Specifies the number of DESCRIBES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDESC

SQL-PREPARES
Specifies the number of PREPARES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPREP

SQL-OPENS
Specifies the number of OPENS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXOPEN

SQL-CLOSES
Specifies the number of CLOSES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCLOSE

SQL-CREATE-TBL
Specifies the number of CREATE TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRTAB

SQL-CREATE-IDX
Specifies the number of CREATE INDEX.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRINX

SQL-CREATE-TBLSPC
Specifies the number of CREATE TABLESPACE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCTABS

SQL-CREATE-SYN
Specifies the number of CREATE SYNONYM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRSYN

SQL-CREATE-DB
Specifies the number of CREATE DATABASE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRDAB

SQL-CREATE-STOR-GP
Specifies the number of CREATE STORAGE GROUP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRSTG

SQL-CREATE-VIEW
Specifies the number of CREATE VIEW.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEFVU

SQL-DROP-IDX
Specifies the number of DROP INDEX.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPIX

SQL-DROP-TBL
Specifies the number of DROP TABLE.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPTA
SQL-DROP-TBLSPC

Specifies the number of DROP TABLESPACE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPTS

SQL-DROP-DB
Specifies the number of DROP DATABASE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPDB

SQL-DROP-SYN
Specifies the number of DROP SYNONYM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPSY

SQL-DROP-STOR-GP
Specifies the number of DROP STORAGE GROUP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPST

SQL-DROP-VIEW
Specifies the number of DROP VIEW.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPVU

SQL-ALTER-STOR-GP
Specifies the number of ALTER STORAGE GROUP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTST

SQL-FETCHES
Specifies the number of FETCHES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXFETCH

SQL-ALTER-TBLSPC
Specifies the number of ALTER TABLESPACE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTTS

SQL-ALTER-TBL
Specifies the number of ALTER TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTTA

SQL-ALTER-IDX
Specifies the number of ALTER INDEX.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTIX

SQL-COMMENT-ON
Specifies the number of COMMENT ON.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCMTON

SQL-LOCK-TBL
Specifies the number of LOCK TABLE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXLOCK

SQL-GRANT
Specifies the number of GRANT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXGRANT

SQL-REVOKE
Specifies the number of REVOKE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREVOK

SQL-INCR-BIND
Specifies the number of incremental binds excluding PREPARES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXINCRB
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SQL-LABEL-ON
Specifies the number of LABEL ON.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXLABON

SQL-SET-SQLID
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT SQLID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETSQL

SQL-CREATE-ALIAS
Specifies the number of CREATE ALIAS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRALS

SQL-DROP-ALIAS
Specifies the number of DROP ALIAS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPAL

MIAP-USED
Specifies the number of times multi-index access path (MIAP) or list prefetch was used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMIAP

MIAP-NO-STORAGE
Specifies the number of times that MIAP or list prefetch was not used due to lack of storage for RIDS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXNSMIAP

MIAP-NO-MAXRIDS
Specifies the number of times MIAP or list prefetch was not used because the number of RIDS retrieved exceeds
max limits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMRMIAP

SET-HOST-VARIABLE
Specifies the number of SET host variable statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETHV

ALTER-DATABASE
Specifies the number of ALTER DATABASE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALDAB

ALTER-SEQUENCES
Specifies the number of alter sequence statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTSEQ

ALTER-VIEW
Specifies the number of alter view statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTVW

DROP-PACKAGE
Specifies the number of DROP PACKAGE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPPKG

DESCRIBE-PACKAGE
Specifies the number of DESCRIBE TABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDSCRTB

MAX-DEGREE
Specifies the maximum degree of parallelism among the parallel groups to indicate the extent to which query
parallelism applies.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMAXDEG

PARALLEL-GROUPS
Specifies the total number of parallel groups executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXTOTGRP
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SEQ-CURSOR
Specifies the number of parallel groups which fell back to sequential mode because the cursor might be used in
UPDATE/DELETE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGCUR

SEQ-ESA-SORT
Specifies the number of parallel groups which fell back to sequential mode due to lack of ESA sort support.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGESA

SEQ-BUFFER
Specifies the number of parallel groups that had a planned degree greater than 1 at runtime, but fell back to
sequential mode. These groups fell back because of storage shortage or contention on the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGBUF

REDUCED-DEGREE
Specifies the number of parallel groups that had a planned degree greater than 1 at runtime, but were processed
to a parallel degree less than planned. These groups were processed this way because of a storage shortage or
contention on the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREDGRP

PLANNED-DEGREE
Specifies the total number of parallel groups that executed in the planned parallel degree. This field increments by
one for each parallel group that executes with the planned degree of parallel processing, as determined by Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXNORGRP

CONNECT-TYPE-1
Specifies the number of executed CONNECT type 1 statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCON1

CONNECT-TYPE-2
Specifies the number of CONNECT type 2 statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCON2

RELEASE
Specifies the number of RELEASE statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREL

SET-CONNECTION
Specifies the number SET CONNECTION statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETCON

SET-CURRENT-DEGREE
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT DEGREE statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETCDG

SQL-TOTAL
Specifies the total number of statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQL-SIUD
Indicates the number of SELECTS + INSERTS + UPDATES + DELETES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQL-MANIP
Indicates the number of OPEN/CLOSE CURSOR + DECLARES.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQL-DDL
Indicates the number of data definition and control statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
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SET-CURRENT-RULES
Indicates the number of SQL SET CURRENT RULES statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETCRL

SQL-CALL-STMTS
Specifies the number of SQL CALL statements issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCALL

STORPROC-ABNDS
Specifies the number of times a stored procedure terminated abnormally.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCALLAB

SQL-CALL-TIMEOUTS
Specifies the number of times an SQL CALL statement timed out while waiting to be scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCALLTO

SQL-CALL-REJECTS
Specifies the number of times an SQL CALL statement was rejected.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCALLRJ

PARA-TO-SEQUENT
Specifies the total number of parallel groups that were executed in sequential mode because MVS/ESA enclave
services were unavailable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGENC

PARA-GRPS-EXECCORR
Specifies the total number of parallel groups that executed on a single Db2 due to one of the following reasons:

• When the plan or package was bound, the coordinator subsystem parameter was set to yes. However, the
parameter was set to no when the program ran.

• The plan or package was bound on a Db2 with the coordinator subsystem parameter set to yes. However, the
program is running on a different Db2 that has the coordinator value set to no.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCOORNO
PARA-GRPS-EXECRR

Specifies the total number of parallel groups that executed on a single Db2. The execution occurred because the
plan or package was bound with an isolation value of repeatable read or read stability.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXISORR

GLOBAL-TEMP-TBL
Specifies the number of SQL CREATE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRGTT

PARA-GRPS-DS
Specifies the total number of parallel groups that Db2 intended to run across the data sharing group. This count is
only incremented on the parallelism coordinator at run time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXXCBPNX

PARA-GRPS-BYPS
Specifies the number of times that the parallelism coordinator had to bypass a Db2 when distributing tasks. Db2
was bypassed because there was not enough buffer pool storage on one or more Db2 members.
This field is incremented only on the parallelism coordinator. The field is incremented only once per parallel group,
but it is possible that more than one Db2 has a buffer pool shortage for that parallel group.
The purpose of this count is to indicate when there are not enough buffers on a member. Therefore, this count is
incremented only when the buffer pool is defined to allow parallelism. For example, if vpxpseqt=0 on an assistant,
then Db2 does not send parallel work there, but this count is not incremented.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXXCSKIP
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RENAME-TABLES
Specifies the number of SQL RENAME TABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRNTAB

ASSOC-LOCATOR
Specifies the number of ASSOCIATE LOCATOR statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALOCL

ALLOC-CURSOR
Specifies the number of ALLOCATE CURSOR statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALOCC

PREP-INDX-RESTR
Specifies the number of prepare statements for which the use of indexes was restricted because the indexes were
in a pending state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPRRESI

PREPARE-CACHE
Specifies the number of times that Db2 satisfied a prepare request by making a copy of a statement in the
prepared statement cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTFND

PREPARE-NOCACHE
Specifies the number of times that Db2 searched the prepared statement cache but could not find a suitable
prepared statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTNFND

IPREP-NOFND
Specifies the number of times that Db2 did an implicit prepare for a statement that was bound with
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES). Db2 performed the implicit prepare because the prepared statement cache did not contain
a valid copy of the prepared statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTIPRP

IPREP-FOUND
Specifies the number of times that Db2 did not prepare a statement that was bound with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES)
because the prepared statement cache contained a valid copy of the prepared statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTNPRP

PREPARE-MAXKD
Specifies the number of times that Db2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement cache.
Discard occurred because the number of prepared statements in the cache exceeded the value of subsystem
parameter MAXKEEPD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTDEXP

PREPARE-DROP
Specifies the number of times that Db2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement cache.
Discard occurred because a program executed a drop, alter, or revoke statement against a dependent object.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTDINV

CREATE-TRIGGER
Specifies the number of SQL CREATE TRIGGER statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCTRIG

CREATE-SEQUENCES
Specifies the number of create sequence statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRESEQ

DROP-TRIGGER
Specifies the number of SQL DROP TRIGGER statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPTR
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SET-PATH
Specifies the number of SQL SET CURRENT PATH statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSETPTH

DROP-UDF
Specifies the number of DROP UDF statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPFN

DROP-PROCEDURE
Specifies the number of DROP PROCEDURE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPPR

DROP-SEQUENCES
Specifies the number of drop sequence statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDROSEQ

CREATE-DISTINCT
Specifies the number of CREATE DISTINCT TYPE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCDIST

DROP-DISTINCT
Specifies the number of DROP DISTINCT TYPE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDDIST

CREATE-UDF
Specifies the number of CREATE FUNCTION statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRUDF

CREATE-PROCEDURE
Specifies the number of CREATE PROCEDURE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRPRO

HOLD-LOCATOR
Specifies the number of HOLD LOCATOR statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXHOLDL

FREE-LOCATOR
Specifies the number of FREE LOCATOR statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXFREEL

REFORMU-CONFIG
Specifies the total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access path.
Reformulation occurred because the sysplex configuration at run time was different from the sysplex configuration
at bind time. The parallelism coordinator increments this counter only at run time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREPOP1

REFORMU-BUFFERS
Specifies the total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access
path. Reformulation occurred because there was not enough buffer pool resource. The parallelism coordinator
increments this counter only at run time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXREPOP2

CREATE-AUX-TABLE
Specifies the number of CREATE AUXILIARY TABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRATB

MAX-LOB-STORAGE
Specifies the maximum storage that is used for LOB values, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTLOBV
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MAX-LEV-SQL-CASC
Specifies the maximum level of nested SQL cascading due to triggers, user-defined functions, and stored
procedures.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCASCDP

ALTER-UDF
Specifies the number of ALTER FUNCTION statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALUDF

ALTER-PROCEDURE
Specifies the number of ALTER PROCEDURE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALPRO

DIR-ROW-ACC-SUCC
Specifies the number of times that Db2 used direct row access to locate a record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXROIMAT

DIR-ROW-ACC-INDX
Specifies the number of times that Db2 attempted to use direct row access but reverted to using an index to
locate a record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXROIIDX

DIR-ROW-ACC-TSCAN
Specifies the number of times that Db2 attempted to use direct row access but reverted to using a tablespace
scan to locate a record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXROITS

STMT-TRIGGER-ACT
Specifies the number of times a statement trigger is activated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTTRG

ROW-TRIGGER-ACT
Specifies the number of times a row trigger is activated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXROWTRG

SQL-ERR-IN-TRIG
Specifies the number of times an SQL error occurred during execution of a Triggered action.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXTRGERR

UDF-EXECUTE
Specifies the number of user-defined functions executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCAUD

UDF-ABENDS
Specifies the number of times a user-defined function abended.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCAUDAB

UDF-TIMEOUT
Specifies the number of times that a user-defined function timed out waiting to be scheduled.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCAUDTO

UDF-REJECT
Specifies the number of times a user-defined function was rejected.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCAUDRJ

DECL-GLOB-TEMP-TAB
Specifies the number of DECLARE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE statements executed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDCLGTT
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PARA-GRP-UDF-TTAB
Specifies the total number of parallel groups that are part of a query block using a UDF and executed on a single
Db2 due to the existence of a Declared Temporary Table in the application process. The query block and the
parallel group do not reference a Declared Temporary Table, and a parallel group does or does not use a UDF.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGDTT

ALTER-JAR
Specifies the number of ALTER JAR statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTJR

SQL-MERGE
Specifies the number of MERGE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMERGE

TRUNCATE-TABLE
Specifies the number of TRUNCATE TABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXTRTBL

CREATE-ROLE
Specifies the number of CREATE ROLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRROL

DROP-ROLE
Specifies the number of DROP ROLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPROL

CREATE-TR-CONTEXT
Specifies the number of CREATE TRUSTED CONTEXT statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRCTX

ALTER-TR-CONTEXT
Specifies the number of ALTER TRUSTED CONTEXT statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTCTX

DROP-TR-CONTEXT
Specifies the number of DROP TRUSTED CONTEXT statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPCTX

RENAME-INDEX
Specifies the number of RENAME INDEX statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRNIX

MAX-XML-STORAGE
Specifies the maximum amount of storage that is used for XML values.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTXMLV

ROWS-FETCHED
Specifies the total number or rows fetched.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSFETCHD

ROWS-INSERTED
Specifies the total number or rows inserted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSINSRTD

ROWS-UPDATED
Specifies the total number or rows updated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSUPDTD

ROWS-DELETED
Specifies the total number or rows deleted.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSDELETD
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ALTER-MASK
Specifies the number of ALTER MASK OR ALTER PERMISSION statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXALTMP

CREATE-MASK
Specifies the number of CREATE MASK OR CREATE PERMISSION statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCREMP

DROP-MASK
Specifies the number of DROP MASK OR DROP PERMISSION statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPMP

RID-INTERRUPT-STG
Specifies the number of times that appending to a RID list for a hybrid job was interrupted. Interruption occurred
because no RID pool storage was available to hold the list of RIDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXHJINCS

RID-INTERRUPT-LMT
Specifies the number of times that appending to a RID list for a hybrid job was interrupted. Interruption occurred
because the number of RIDs exceeded one or more internal limits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXHJINCT

RID-MULTI-IX-SKIP
Specifies the number of times that RID list retrieval for multiple index access was not done. This process did not
occur because Db2 could determine the outcome of index AND and OR processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRSMIAP

QXPFSLNUM
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPFSLNUM

QXPFSENUM
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPFSENUM

QXPFSENUMG
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPFSENUMG

QXPFMAXU
(s) Indicates IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPFMAXU

QXPFMAXUG
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPFMAXUG

CONC-LIT-REUS-FAIL
Specifies the number of times that CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect.
As a result, Db2 creates a duplicate statement instance in the statement cache for a dynamic statement that
had literals replaced. The duplicate statement was required because literal reusability criteria was not met,
resulting in the failure of a cache match.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTCWLD

CONC-LIT-STMT-FND
Specifies how often Db2 found a matching, reusable copy of a dynamic statement in the statement cache during
the prepare of a statement with replaced literals. Replacement occurred because CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS
WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTCWLM
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CONC-LIT-STMT-PARS
Specifies the number of times that Db2 parsed dynamic statements. Parsing occurred because CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect for the prepare of the statement for the dynamic statement
cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTCWLP

CONC-LIT-REPLACED
Specifies how often Db2 replaced at least one literal. Replacement occurred because CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect for the prepare of the statement for the dynamic statement
cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTCWLR

RID-OVERFLOW-STOR
Specifies the number of times that a RID list overflowed to a work file. RID pool storage was not available to hold
the list of RIDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXWFRIDS

RID-OVERFLOW-LIMIT
Specifies the number of times that a RID list overflowed to a work file. The number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXWFRIDT

CREATE-VARIABLE
Specifies the number of CREATE VARIABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXCRTSV

DROP-VARIABLE
Specifies the number of DROP VARIABLE statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDRPSV

PARALLEL-GRPS-SEQ
Specifies the number of parallel groups that were executing under an autonomous procedure and fell back to
sequential mode.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXDEGAT

ARRAY-EXPANSION
Specifies how often the variable array expands beyond 32 KB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTARRAY_EXPANSIONS

PARALLEL-GRPS-REDUCE
Specifies how many parallel group degree reductions occurred. These reductions occurred when system
negotiation resulted in a high system stress level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTOREDGRP

PARALLEL-GRPS-DEGEN
Specifies how many parallel groups degenerated to sequential. Degeneration occurred when system negotiation
resulted in a high system stress level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTODGNGRP

MAX-PARALLEL-GRPS-ESTM
Specifies the maximum estimated degree of the parallel group. This value represents the bind time estimated
degree based on the cost formula.
The bind time estimates the parallel group degree correctly when the parallel group contains a parameter marker
or host variable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMAXESTIDG
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MAX-PARALLEL-GRPS-PLAN
Specifies the maximum planned degree of the parallel group. This value represents the ideal parallel group
degree. Db2 obtains this value at execution time, after the parameter marker or host variable values are obtained.
Db2 obtains this value before negotiating between the buffer pool and system.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXMAXPLANDG

PARALLEL-GRPS-DEGEN-OPT
Specifies how many parallel groups degenerated as a result of optimization. For example, parallel grouping
results in the return of zero rows. Degeneration can also occur when the parallel group is partitioned on one
record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXPAROPT

SPARSE-INDEX-DISABLE
Indicates how often insufficient storage disabled the sparse index.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSISTOR

SPARSE-INDEX-WF
Specifies how often a physical work file for probing was built by the sparse index.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSIWF

REFRESH-TABLE
Specifies the count of REFRESH TABLE executions to refresh the contents of materialized query tables.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QXREFTBL

TRANSFER-OWNERSHIP
Specifies the count of TRANSFER OWNERSHIP executions to establish a new owner of a Db2 object.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QXTRNOWN

NODM-RAI
Specifies the number of times a data manager was not called for RID list retrieval due to Runtime Adaptive Index
processing being able to predetermine the outcome.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRSDMAD

FETCH-ONLYONE
Specifies the number of times one block was fetched, but never went on to fetch more.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QXR1BOAD

STAB-PREPARES
Specifies the number of times a PREPARE was satisfied by making a copy from the stabilized statement in the
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY catalog table.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QXSTSFND

QXN1093A
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXN1093A

QXN1093B
(s) Specifies IBM serviceability use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXN1093B

IAG1-USED
Specifies the number of times that basic Insert Algorithm (IAG1) was used.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSINSRTDALG1
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IAG2-USED
Specifies the number of times that fast Insert Algorithm (IAG2) was used.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRWSINSRTDALG2

MIAP-NOT-USED
Specifies the number of times that RID list processing was either not used or terminated for the whole query.
This field is incremented when RID list processing could not be used for index access with list prefetch AND/
OR for multiple index access for the whole query. While related fields MIAP-NO-MAXRIDS (QXMRMIAP) and
MIAP-NO-STORAGE (QXNSMIAP) are incremented every time a given RID list is not used in part of query RID
list processing, this count is updated only if the final RID list could not be constructed successfully and RID list
processing has to be terminated. This typically results in FALLBACK to R-scan.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXRFMIAP

ZAI-QUERY-HIST-LOST
Specifies the number of times that Db2ZAI query collection was missing.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTEHLST

ZAI-HV-HIST-LOST
Specifies the number of times that HOST variable collection for Db2ZAI was missing in the query execution
history.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTHVLST

RDS-SORT-PERFORMED
Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort was performed.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTSRT

RDS-SORT-USED-ZSORT
Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort used the IBM Integrate Accelerator for Z Sort (SORTL).
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTSRTL

ZAI-PREPARE-STABILIZED
Specifies the number of times that a PREPARE request was satisfied because Db2ZAI stabilized the statement.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTMLSFND

ZAI-SORT-FEEDBACK
Specifies the number of times that Db2ZAI sort feedback was used.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTMLSRT

CURR-LOCK-TIMEOUT-APPL
Specifies the number of SQL SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT statements that were executed.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTTIMEOUTFROMAPPL

CURR-LOCK-TIMEOUT-PROFTAB
Specifies the number of times that the CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT special register was set from the
DSN_PROFILE_TABLE.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QXSTTIMEOUTFROMPROF
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(1002) Relational Data Manager Statistics - Binding and Authorization

The (1002) CURR-STATS2 fields in this article describe binding and authorization from the relational data manager
statistics.

ALLOC-ATTEMPTS
Specifies plan allocation attempts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTALLOCA

ALLOCATIONS
Specifies successful plan allocations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTALLOC

AUTO-BIND-ATTEMPTS
Specifies automatic bind plan attempts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTABINDA

AUTO-BINDS
Specifies successful plan automatic binds.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTABIND

INVALID-RSC-IDS
Specifies the number of automatic binds with invalid resource IDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTINVRID

BIND-ADD-SUBCMDS
Specifies BIND plan (ADD) sub-commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTBINDA

BIND-RPL-SUBCMDS
Specifies BIND plan (REPLACE) sub-commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTBINDR

TEST-BINDS
Specifies test binds (no Plan-ID).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTTESTB

PLANS-BOUND
Specifies plans bound.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPLNBD

REBIND-SUBCMDS
Specifies rebind plan sub-commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTREBIND

REBIND-PLAN-ATTEMPTS
Specifies the number of rebind plan attempts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTRBINDA

PLANS-REBOUND
Specifies the number of plans rebound.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPLNRBD

FREE-SUBCMDS
Specifies free sub-commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTFREE

FREE-PLAN-ATTEMPTS
Specifies free plan attempts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTFREEA
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PLANS-FREED
Specifies plans freed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPLNFRD

AUTH-CHK-ATTEMPTS
Specifies the number of authorization checks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTAUCHK

AUTH-CHKS
Specifies the number of successful authorization checks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTAUSUC

DS-CURR-OPEN
Specifies the number of data sets currently open.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTDSOPN

MAX-DS-OPEN-CONCUR
Specifies the maximum number of concurrently opened data sets.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTMAXDS

AUTH-CHKS-CACHED
Specifies the number of authorization checks cached.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTAUCCH

AUTH-CHKS-PUBLIC
Specifies the number of successful authorization checks based on execute authority granted to PUBLIC.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTAUPUB

MAX-FREE-PB
Specifies the number of page sets specified with CLOSE (YES) that were concurrently open but not in use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTMAXPB

OPENS-PB-FOUND
Specifies the number of times that a physical open was avoided because of deferred close.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTREOPN

DDS-PRODUCED
Specifies the number of data sets closed by a DRAIN process.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTDSDRN

MADE-READ-ONLY
Specifies the number of infrequently updated data sets that are converted from R/W to R/O state.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPCCT

DDS-SLOW-CLOSE
Specifies the number of data sets that are currently open with CLOSE (YES) and not in use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTSLWDD

ADD-PACKAGE-CMDS
Specifies bind (ADD) package sub-commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTBINDPA

REPLACE-PACKAGE-CMDS
Specifies bind (REP) package sub-commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTBINDPR

PACKAGES-BOUND
Specifies the number of packages bound.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPKGBD

REBIND-PACKAGE-CMDS
Specifies the number of rebind package sub-commands.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QTRBINDP
REBIND-PACKAGE-ATTEMPTS

Specifies the number of attempts to rebind a package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTRBNDPA

PACKAGES-REBOUND
Specifies the number of packages rebound.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPKGRBD

FREE-PACKAGE-CMDS
Specifies free package sub-commands.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTFREEP

FREE-PACKAGE-ATTEMPTS
Specifies the number of attempts to free a package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTFREEAP

PACKAGES-FREED
Specifies the number of packages freed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPKGFRD

AUTOBIND-PACKAGE-ATTMPTS
Specifies the number of attempts to autobind a package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTAUTOBA

PACKAGES-AUTOBOUND
Specifies the number of packages autobound.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPKABND

ALLOCATE-PACKAGE-ATTMPTS
Specifies the number of attempts to allocate a package.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPKALLA

PACKAGES-ALLOCATED
Specifies the number of packages allocated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPKALL

AUTH-CHKS-PKG-CACHE
Specifies the number of successful checks for package execute authority. These checks used the package
authorization cache. The value includes PUBLIC authorization checks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPACAUT

AUTH-CHKS-PKG-PUB
Specifies the number of successful checks for package execute authority held by PUBLIC.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPACPUB

AUTH-CHKS-PKG-NOCACHE
Specifies the number of unsuccessful checks for package execute authority. These checks used the package
authorization cache because an applicable entry was not found in the cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPACNOT

OVWRT-AUTH-PKG-CACHE
Specifies the number of times that Db2 overwrote an authorization ID in the cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPACOW1

OVWRT-PKGE-PKG-CACHE
Specifies the number of times that Db2 overwrote an entry for a package or collection in the cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPACOW2
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SUCC-ROUT-AUTH-CHK
Specifies the number of successful authorization checks for user-defined functions or stored procedures that use
the routine authorization cache. This number includes the number of PUBLIC authorization checks (QTRACPUB).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTRACAUT

SUCC-ROUT-PUB-EXEC
Specifies the number of successful authorization checks for user-defined function or stored procedure execution
authority when that authority is held by PUBLIC.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTRACPUB

ROUT-AUTH-CHK-NUSE
Specifies the number of authorization checks for user-defined function or stored procedure execution authority
that could not use the routine authorization cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTRACNOT

ROUT-AUTH-OWRT-AUTH
Specifies the number of times that Db2 wrote over an authorization ID in the routine authorization cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTRACOW1

ROUT-AUTH-OWRT-ROUT
Specifies the number of times that Db2 wrote over a routine entry in the routine authorization cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTRACOW2

ROUT-AUTH-NOT-ADD
Specifies the number of times that Db2 could not add an entry to the routine authorization cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTRACNAC

PHYS-CLOSED-INFREQ-DS
Specifies the number of infrequently accessed data sets that are physically closed. Infrequent access means that
a data set has not been accessed for the number of minutes specified by the system parameter PCLOSET.
Db2 physically closes the infrequently accessed data set that is defined with CLOSE=YES when the following
conditions occur in a data sharing system:

• A single member with R/W interest and any number of members with read-only interest exist.
• All members have read-only interest and the data set has been GBP-dependent since physically opened.

This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPCGBP

PHYS-CLOSED-UTIL-ONLY-DS
Specifies the number of utility-access-only data sets that are physically closed. Db2 closes utility-only datasets
that have not been proactively accessed for 10 minutes. When approaching or reaching DSMAX, Db2 prioritizes
the closure of utility-only datasets over datasets that have been accessed by applications.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTPCUT

UNSUCC-AUTH-CHKS-PLNCACHE
Specifies the number of checks for the plan EXECUTE privilege that were unsuccessful because an applicable
entry was not found in the plan authorization cache.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTAUCNOT

OVWRT-AUTH-PLNCACHE
Specifies the number of times that DB2 overwrote an authorization ID in the plan authorization cache.
This field is new with Db2 13.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTAUCOW1
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(1002) Lock Manager Statistics

This section of the (1002) CURR-STATS2 record contains the following lock manager statistics fields:

DEADLOCKS
Specifies the deadlock count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXADEA

SUSPENDS-LOCK
Specifies the suspend count-lock conflict.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASLOC

TIMEOUTS
Specifies the lock timeouts count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXATIM

LOCK-ESCAL-SHR
Specifies the shared lock escalations count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALES

LOCK-ESCAL-EXC
Specifies the exclusive lock escalations count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALEX

MAX-PAGE-LOCKS
Specifies the maximum number of page or row locks held.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXANPL

RLIMIT-FLAG
Specifies the first flag byte.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAFLG1

RLIMIT-TABLE
Specifies the resource limit specification table ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXARLID

RLIMIT-TYPE
Specifies the numeric value (nn) of how the resource limit was determined. If RLIMIT-TYPE is inactive, the RLF
was not active when the thread was executed.
The following values apply to Db2 11 and prior:

• 1 SPECIFIC AUTH & PLAN
Limit from specific AUTHID and PLAN.

• 2 SPECIFIC AUTHID
Limit from specific AUTHID running any PLAN.

• 3 SPECIFIC PLAN
Limit from specific PLAN name for any AUTHID.

• 4 BLANK AUTHID & PLAN
Limit from blank AUTHID and PLAN.

• 5 DEFAULT - NO ENTRY
Limit from installation - no entry.

• 6 DEFAULT - I/O ERROR
Limit from installation - I/O error.

• 7 N/A - SYSADM/SYSOPR
No limit - user has SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• 8 SPEC AUTH, COLL, PKG
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Limit from specific AUTHID, COLLECTION, and PACKAGE.
• 9 SPEC AUTH, ANY PKG

Limit from specific AUTHID running any PACKAGE.
• 10 SPEC AUTH, ANY COLL

Limit from specific AUTHID running any COLLECTION.
• 11 SPC AUTH-ANY PK/COLL

Limit from AUTHID running any PACKAGE and COLLECTION.
• 12 SPECIFIC PKG/COLL

Limit from specific PACKAGE and COLLECTION for any AUTHID.
• 13 ANY AUTHID & PACKAGE

Limit from any AUTHID and any PACKAGE.
• 14 ANY AUTHID & COLLID

Limit from any AUTHID and any COLLECTION.
• 15 ANY AUTH, PKG & COLL

Limit from any AUTHID, PACKAGE, and COLLECTION (controlled by package).
• 16 ROW FROM RLMT TABLE USED

Limit was obtained from a row in the RLMT table.
• INFINITE LIMIT

Specifies that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAILMT set in QTXAFLG1 (if the flag is not set and QTXAPREC is not 7, the value
is set in QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Specifies that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXANRUN (set in QTXAFLG1)

The following values apply to Db2 12:

• 1 SPEC AUTH COL PKG LOCN
Specific auth ID, collection ID, package, and location name.

• 2 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.

• 3 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.

• 4 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.

• 5 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.

• 6 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.

• 7 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.

• 8 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.

• 9 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.

• 10 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.

• 11 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.

• 12 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN
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Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 13 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 14 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 15 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 16 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 17 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
• 18 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
• 19 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 20 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 21 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 22 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 23 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.
• 24 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 25 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and IP address.
• 26 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN ANY IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and any IP address.
• 27 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 28 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP
address.

• 29 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 30 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 31 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 32 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 33 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 34 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
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Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 35 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 36 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 37 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 38 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP address.

• 39 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP address.

• 40 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 41 INSTALL ZPARM USED FOR LIMIT
Limit from install ZPARM used for limit.

• 42 INFINITE - USER HAS SYSADM/SYSOPR AUTHORITY
Infinite limit - user has super SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• INFINITE LIMIT
Specifies that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAILMT set in QTXAFLG1 (if the flag is not set and QTXAPREC is not 42, the value
is set in QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Specifies that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXANRUN (set in QTXAFLG1)

IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAPREC
RLIMIT-SUS

Specifies the limit in SUs ASUTIME.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASLMT

RLIMIT-16M
Specifies the limit in CPU 16-microsecond units.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACLMT

RUSED-16M
Specifies the highest CPU 16-microsecond unit used.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACHUS

SUSPENDS-LATCH
Specifies the latch conflict suspends count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASLAT

SUSPENDS-OTHER
Specifies other suspends count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASOTH

LOCK-CALLS
Specifies the lock request count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALOCK

UNLOCK-CALLS
Specifies the unlock request count.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAUNLK
LOCK-QUERIES

Specifies the query request count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAQRY

LOCK-CHANGES
Specifies the change request count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACHG

IRLM-OTHER-CALLS
Specifies other IRLM request count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAIRLM

CLAIM-REQUESTS
Specifies the number of claim requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACLNO

CLAIMS-UNSUCCESSFUL
Specifies the number of unsuccessful claim requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACLUN

DRAIN-REQUESTS
Specifies the number of drain requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXADRNO

DRAINS-UNSUCCESSFUL
Specifies the number of unsuccessful drain requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXADRUN

RLF-TABLE
Specifies the resource limit table name currently in use. The resource limit table determines how many service
units (CPU time) a particular Db2 call for a dynamic SQL statement is allowed to consume.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXARLID, QTXAPREC

RLF-LIMIT-CPU
Specifies the maximum amount of CPU time in normal timer units that dynamic SQL being governed by the RLF
is allowed to consume.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXACLMT

RLF-MAX-CPU-USED
Specifies the maximum amount of CPU time in normal timer units that has been used by dynamic SQL being
governed by the resource limit facility.

RLF-PCT-MAX
Specifies the highest percentage of the maximum number of CPU service units (ASUTIME), as specified in the
resource limit table, that was consumed by a particular SQL call during a dynamic SQL statement.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXACHUS

RLF-CURR-CPU-USED
Specifies the current amount of resource limit CPU that is being consumed by the current Db2 call for a dynamic
SQL statement.

RLF-PCT-CURR
Specifies the current percentage of the maximum number of CPU service units (ASUTIME), as specified in the
resource limit table, that is being consumed by the current Db2 call for a dynamic SQL statement.

RLF-DERIVED
Specifies the textual value derived from the numeric value (RLIMIT-TYPE) of how the resource limit was
determined. If RLF-DERIVED is inactive, the RLF was not active when the thread was executed.
The following values apply to Db2 11 and prior:
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• 1 SPECIFIC AUTH & PLAN
Limit from specific AUTHID and PLAN.

• 2 SPECIFIC AUTHID
Limit from specific AUTHID running any PLAN.

• 3 SPECIFIC PLAN
Limit from specific PLAN name for any AUTHID.

• 4 BLANK AUTHID & PLAN
Limit from blank AUTHID and PLAN.

• 5 DEFAULT - NO ENTRY
Limit from installation - no entry.

• 6 DEFAULT - I/O ERROR
Limit from installation - I/O error.

• 7 N/A - SYSADM/SYSOPR
No limit - user has SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• 8 SPEC AUTH, COLL, PKG
Limit from specific AUTHID, COLLECTION, and PACKAGE.

• 9 SPEC AUTH, ANY PKG
Limit from specific AUTHID running any PACKAGE.

• 10 SPEC AUTH, ANY COLL
Limit from specific AUTHID running any COLLECTION.

• 11 SPC AUTH-ANY PK/COLL
Limit from AUTHID running any PACKAGE and COLLECTION.

• 12 SPECIFIC PKG/COLL
Limit from specific PACKAGE and COLLECTION for any AUTHID.

• 13 ANY AUTHID & PACKAGE
Limit from any AUTHID and any PACKAGE.

• 14 ANY AUTHID & COLLID
Limit from any AUTHID and any COLLECTION.

• 15 ANY AUTH, PKG & COLL
Limit from any AUTHID, PACKAGE, and COLLECTION (controlled by package).

• 16 ROW FROM RLMT TABLE USED
Limit was obtained from a row in the RLMT table.

• INFINITE LIMIT
Specifies that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 based on QTXAILMT value (if QTXAFLG1 is not set and
QTXAPREC is not 7, the value is derived from QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Specifies that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 based on QTXANRUN value

The following values apply to Db2 12:

• 1 SPEC AUTH COL PKG LOCN
Specific auth ID, collection ID, package, and location name.

• 2 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.

• 3 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.

• 4 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN
Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.

• 5 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN
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Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
• 6 SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
• 7 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 8 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 9 SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 10 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 11 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.
• 12 SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 13 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 14 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 15 ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 16 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 17 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
• 18 ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
• 19 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
• 20 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
• 21 ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
• 22 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.
• 23 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.
• 24 ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
• 25 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and IP address.
• 26 CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN ANY IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and any IP address.
• 27 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP

Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 28 CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP
address.

• 29 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
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Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 30 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 31 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 32 CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 33 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific
IP address.

• 34 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

• 35 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 36 CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 37 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific IP
address.

• 38 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP address.

• 39 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP address.

• 40 CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

• 41 INSTALL ZPARM USED FOR LIMIT
Limit from install ZPARM used for limit.

• 42 INFINITE - USER HAS SYSADM/SYSOPR AUTHORITY
Infinite limit - user has super SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

• INFINITE LIMIT
Specifies that the resource limit value was set to null for the selected entry, so no limit was established.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 based on QTXAILMT value (if QTXAFLG1 is not set and
QTXAPREC is not 42, the value is derived from QTXAPREC)

• NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
Specifies that the resource limit value was set to zero for the selected entry, so processing was disallowed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAFLG1 based on QTXANRUN value

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTXAPREC
RLF-ASU-LIMIT

Specifies the maximum number of CPU service units (ASUTIME), as specified in the resource limit table, that the
Db2 call for a dynamic SQL statement is allowed to consume.

CURRENT-LOCKS
Specifies the current number of page locks held by the application.

INSERT-LOCK-FAILS
Specifies the total number of conditional partition lock requests that failed during inserts.
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This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTCONDLKF

INSERT-LOCK-RETRIES
Specifies the number of unconditional lock retries after conditional partition locks failed during inserts.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTRETRYLK

(1002) EDM Pool Statistics

The following list describes the EDM pool statistics fields for the (1002) CURR-STATS2 record:

FAIL-POOL-FULL
Specifies the number of fails due to pool full.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEFAIL

FAIL-STMTPOOL-FULL
Specifies the number of failures because the statement pool was full.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISECFAL

PAGES-EDM-POOL
Specifies the number of pages in the EDM pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEPAGE

REQS-CT
Specifies the number of requests for the CT sections.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISECTG

LOAD-CT
Specifies the number of load CT sections from DASD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISECTL

PAGES-CT
Specifies the number of pages that are used for the CT sections.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISECT

FREE-PGS
Specifies the number of free pages in free chain.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEFREE

PAGES-SKCT
Specifies the number of pages that are used for SKCT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISESKCT

REQS-DBD
Specifies the number of requests for DBD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEDBDG

LOAD-DBD
Specifies the numbers of load DBD from DASD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QIESDBDL

REQS-PT
Specifies the number of REQ for the PT sections.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKTG

LOAD-PT
Specifies the number of LOAD PT SECT from DASD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKTL
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PAGES-USED-PT
Specifies the number of pages that are used for PT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKT

PAGES-USED-SKPT
Specifies the number of pages that are used for SKPT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKPT

EDM-PAGES-USED
Specifies the number pages in the pool that are currently in use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

REQS-DYN
Specifies the number of requests for the dynamic statement cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEDSG

INSERTS-DYN
Specifies the number of inserts into the dynamic statement cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEDSI

PAGES-USED-STMTPOOL
Specifies the number of pages that are used in the statement pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEDYNP

FREE-STMTPOOL-PAGES
Specifies the number of free pages in the EDM statement pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISECFRE

TOT-STMTPOOL-PAGES
Specifies the number of pages in the EDM statement pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISECPGE

STMTPOOL-STMTS
Specifies the number of statements in the EDM statement cache pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISESTMT

PAGES-USED-DBDPOOL
Specifies the number of the DBD pool pages that are allocated to database descriptors (DBDs).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEDBD

FAIL-DBDPOOL-FULL
Specifies the number of failed attempts to load the database descriptor (DBD) into the DBD pool.

NOTE
If the number is greater than 0, increase the size of the DBD pool.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEDFAL
TOT-DBDPOOL-PAGES

Specifies the number of pages that are allocated to the DBD pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEDPGE

FREE-DBDPOOL-PAGES
Specifies the number of free pages in the DBD pool free chain.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEDFRE

FAIL-SKELPOOL-FULL
Specifies the number of failures because the skeleton pool was full.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKFAL

TOT-SKELPOOL-PGS
Specifies the number of pages in the skeleton EDM pool.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKPGE
FREE-SKELPOOL-PGS

Specifies the number of free pages in the skeleton EDM pool free chain.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKFRE

SKCT-SKELPOOL-PGS
Specifies the number of pages that are used for the portion of the CT that is above the 2-GB bar.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISECTA

SKPT-SKELPOOL-PGS
Specifies the number of pages that are used for the portion of the PT that is above the 2-GB bar.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKTA

FAIL-STMTABAR-FULL
Specifies the number of failures because the RDS pool above the 2-GB bar was full.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISESFAL

TOT-STMTABAR-PAGES
Specifies the number of pages in the RDS pool above the 2-GB bar.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISESPGE

FREE-STMTABAR-PGS
Specifies the number of free pages in the RDS pool above the 2-GB bar.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISESFRE

CACHE-NOTFND-LOC
Specifies the number of not-found records that were found in the EDM during all searches of
collection_id.package_name combinations.

NOTE
A not-found record is a hash record that Db2 creates for a collection_id.package_name
combination that does not exist in the Db2 subsystem. Db2 creates the not-found record as it executes
a bind plan command that contains a PKLIST keyword whose argument is several collection IDs with
wildcards (*). For example: PKLIST(COLLID1.*,COLLID2.*) . When Db2 executes the plan, Db2
searches collection_id.package_name combinations according to the specification in the PKLIST
arguments. Db2 executes the first package that is found and matches collection_id.package
name . Db2 creates not-found records in a cache to save time during subsequent searches for
collection_id.package_name combinations that are not found.
A hidden subsystem parameter sets the upper limit on the number of not-found records that can exist in
the cache at one time.
Db2 removes the excess not-found records from the cache periodically.
The same applies to the following two fields, CACHE-NOTFND-ADD and CACHE-NOTFND-REM.

IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKNFM
CACHE-NOTFND-ADD

Specifies the number of not-found records that were added to the EDM cache during all searches of
collection_id.package_name combinations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKNFA

CACHE-NOTFND-REM
Specifies the number of not-found records that were removed from the EDM cache.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKNFR

DBD-STEALABLE
Specifies the number of reusable DBD pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEDLRU
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SKPT-STEALABLE
Specifies the number of reusable SKPT pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKLRU

XPROC-PAGES
Specifies the number of XPROC-allocated pages.
This field is obsolete from Db2 11 and replaced with STG-SHR-STATIC-SQL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKSPA

XPROC-REQUESTS
Specifies the number of XPROC requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKSPG

PLAN-ATB-STORAGE
Specifies the amount of above-the-bar storage that is allocated for plans.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISESQCA

PLAN-BTB-STORAGE
Specifies the amount of below-the-bar storage that is allocated for plans.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISESQCB

PKG-ATB-STORAGE
Specifies the amount of above-the-bar storage that is allocated for packages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISESQKA

PKG-BTB-STORAGE
Specifies the amount of below-the-bar storage that is allocated for packages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISESQKB

STG-SHR-STATIC-SQL
Specifies the storage that Db2 allocates to static shareable SQL statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKSPA8

REQ-TOLOOKFOR-DPS
Specifies the number of requests to look for stabilized dynamic SQL statements.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEDPSL

POSS-ROW-FOUND
Specifies the number of times that a row read from SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY might satisfy the request for a
stabilized dynamic SQL statement.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Field Name: QISEDPSC

MATCH-TEXT-BIND
Specifies the number of times that a stabilized dynamic SQL statement was found through a match of text or bind
options.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEDPSM

MATCH-FOUND
Specifies the number of times that a stabilized dynamic SQL statement was found for a dynamic SQL statement.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEDPSF

STMTPOOL-STEALABLE
Specifies the number of stealable pages in the EDM statement cache pool.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEDYLRU
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(1002) RIDlist Statistics

The following fields describe the RIDlist statistics for the (1002) CURR-STATS2 record:

RIDLIST-RDSLIMIT
Indicates that the RIDS RID limit terminates RLP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTRLLM

RIDLIST-DMLIMIT
Indicates that the RIDS DM limit terminates RLP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTRPLM

RIDLIST-MAX-BLOCKS
Indicates the maximum number of internal blocks allocated to RID entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTRHIG

RIDLIST-CURR-BLOCKS
Indicates the current number of internal blocks allocated to RID entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTRCUR

RIDLIST-STORAGE
Indicates that insufficient storage terminates RLP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTRSTG

RIDLIST-PROCESSES
Specifies the number of RLP terminate max concurrent tasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTRMAX

INVALID-SELECT-PROCEDURE
Indicates the number of times an invalid SELECT procedure was encountered.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTCOLS

BP0-INACTIVE-BUFFERS
Indicates the number of non-stealable buffers in Buffer Pool 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CUR-WKFILE-STG-MB
Specifies the total amount of storage, in whole megabytes, that the work file database currently use.
This field is obsolete from Db2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWFCU

CUR-WKFILE-STG-KB
Specifies the total fractional megabytes of storage, in kilobytes, that the work file database currently use.
This field is obsolete from Db2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWFCK

MAX-WKFILE-STG-MB
Specifies the maximum amount of storage that is used for the work file database, in megabytes.
This field is obsolete from Db2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWFMU

MAX-AGTLMT-WKFL-MB
Specifies the maximum amount of storage, in megabytes, that can be used for each agent for the work file
database. The limit is defined through the MAXTEMPS ZPARM parameter.
This field is obsolete from Db2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWFMX

WKFILE-AGT-LIMITEX
Specifies the number of times that the maximum amount of storage that an agent can use for the work file
database was exceeded. The limit is defined through the MAXTEMPS ZPARM parameter.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWFNE
WKFILE-4KTS-STGMB

Indicates the total amount of storage, in whole megabytes, that was used for 4-KB tablespaces.
This field is obsolete from Db2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWF04

WKFILE-32KTS-STGMB
Indicates the total amount of storage, in whole megabytes, that was used for 32-KB tablespaces.
This field is obsolete from Db2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWF32

WKFILE-4KTS-STGKB
Indicates the total number of fractional megabytes  of storage, in kilobytes, that was used for 4-KB tablespaces.
This field is obsolete from Db2 10.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTW04K

WKFILE-32KTS-STGMB
Indicates the total number of fractional megabytes of storage, in kilobytes, that was used for 32-KB tablespaces.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTW32K

WKFILE-32K-FOR-4K
Specifies the number of times that space in a 32-KB tablespace was used because space in a 4-KB tablespace
was not available.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWFP1

WKFILE-4K-FOR-32K
Specifies the number of times that space in a 4-KB tablespace was used because space in a 32-KB tablespace
was not available.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWFP2

MAX-WKFILE-STG
Indicates the maximum storage that the work file database uses, in kilobytes. This value is 0 at Db2 restart.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWMXU

CUR-WKFILE-STG
Specifies the amount of storage that the work file database uses, in kilobytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWCTO

MAX-AGTLMT-WKFL
Indicates the maximum storage that each agent use, in kilobytes. This value corresponds to the MAXTEMPS
subsystem parameter value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWMXA

WKFILE-4KTS-STG
Specifies the amount of storage that 4-KB tablespaces use, in kilobytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTW4K

WKFILE-32KTS-STG
Specifies the amount of storage that 32-KB tablespaces use, in kilobytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTW32K

ACT-INMEM-WKFILES
Specifies the number of active in-memory work files.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTIMAC

HWM-INMEM-WKFILES
Specifies the maximum number of active in-memory work files since the Db2 subsystem started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTIMAH
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ACT-INMEMWKFILE-KB
Specifies the total amount of space, in kilobytes, that is used for in-memory work files.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTIMSC

HWM-INMEMWKFILE-KB
Specifies the maximum amount of space, in kilobytes, that was used for active in-memory work files since the Db2
subsystem started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTIMSH

ROWS-SKP-UNCMT-INS
Indicates the number of rows skipped by read transactions. Skipping occurred because uncommitted inserts were
performed when currently committed read was in effect for fetch operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTRCCI

ROWS-RD-UNCMT-DEL
Indicates the number of rows skipped by read transactions. Skipping occurred because uncommitted deletes were
performed when currently committed read was in effect for fetch operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTRCCD

ROWS-RD-UNCMT-UPD
Indicates the number of rows accessed by read transactions during the existence of uncommitted updates.
Access occurred because currently committed read behavior was in effect for fetch operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTRCCU

SRT-INMEM-WFS-CUR
Indicates the number of active in-memory work files for sorts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTSIAC

SRT-INMEM-WFS-HWM
Indicates the maximum number of active in-memory work files for sorts since the Db2 subsystem started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTSIAH

SRT-INMEM-WFSPC
Indicates the amount of space, in bytes, used for active in-memory work files for sorts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTSISC

SRT-INMEM-WFSPC-HWM
Indicates the maximum amount of space, in bytes, used for active in-memory work files for sorts since the Db2
subsystem started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTSISH

WKFILE-RIDBLKS-CUR
Indicates the number of RID blocks that reside in work file storage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWFRCUR

WKFILE-RIDBLKS-HWM
Specifies the highest number of RID blocks that overflowed to a work file since Db2 startup.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWFRHIG

WKFILE-NONSORT-ACT
Identifies the number of current active in-memory work files related to non-SORT.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTI2AC

WKFILE-NONSORT-HWM
Specifies the high watermark number of the non-SORT related in-memory work files that were active at any point.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTI2AH
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WKFILE-TYPE2-OVERFLOW
Identifies the number of times that type-2 in-memory workfiles overflowed into a physical tablespace.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTI2OF

WKFILE-NOT-CREATED
Identifies the number of times that a critical storage condition prevented the creation of a work file. This value
represents any type of in-memory work file.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTIMNC

WFSPC-AGENT-USAGE
Identifies the threshold value for agent-level work file space use. This value is provided as a percentage and is
derived from the WFSTGUSE_AGENT_THRESHOLD DSNZPARM.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTASTH

WFSPC-SYSTEM-USAGE
Identifies the threshold value for system-level work file space use. This value is provided as a percentage and is
derived from the WFSTGUSE_SYSTEM_THRESHOLD DSNZPARM.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTSSTH

WFSPC-THRD-MAX-KB
Specifies the maximum amount of storage, in kilobytes, used by any thread on the system.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTAMXU

WFSPC-TOTAL-KB
Specifies the current amount of total storage, in kilobytes, configured for the tablespaces in the work file database.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWSTG

WFSPC-DGTT-PREF-KB
Specifies the preferred amount of storage, in kilobytes, configured for DGTT in the work file database.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTDGTTSTG

WFSPC-DGTT-USED-KB
Identifies the current total amount of storage, in kilobytes, that all agents on the system are using for DGTT.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTDGTTCTO

WFSPC-DGTT-MAX-KB
Identifies the maximum amount of storage, in kilobytes, that all agents on the system used for DGTT.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTDGTTMXU

WFSPC-PREF-KB
Specifies the preferred amount of storage, in kilobytes, configured for work files in the work file database.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWFSTG

WFSPC-USED-KB
Identifies the current total amount of storage, in kilobytes, that all agents on the system are using except for
DGTT.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWFCTO
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WFSPC-MAX-KB
Identifies the maximum amount of total storage, in kilobytes, that agents on the system used except for DGTT.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTWFMXU

DMFI-PIPES-ALLOC
Indicates the number of insert algorithm 2 (IAG2) pipes allocated since the last Db2 restart.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTINPA

DMFI-PIPES-DISABLE
Indicates the number of insert algorithm 2 (IAG2) pipes disabled since the last Db2 restart.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTINPD

FTB-THRESHOLD
Indicates the minimum number of index traversals that must be reached for an index to become a candidate for
Fast Index Traversal.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTTRAVMIN

FTB-CANDIDATE-COUNT
Indicates the number of indexes that match FTB criteria and are eligible for Fast Index Traversal.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTFTBCANT

FTB-INDEX-COUNT
Indicates the number of indexes that are eligible for Fast Index Traversals and have reached the required
threshold.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTFTBCAN

FTB-MEMORY-USAGE
Indicates the total memory allocated for all Fast Traversal Blocks, in megabytes.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTFTBSIZE

FTB-LAST-INTERVAL-COUNT
Indicates the number of indexes for which Fast Index Traversal was used during the last Db2 in-memory
optimization interval.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTFTBNUMP

FTB-CUR-INTERVAL-COUNT
Indicates the number of indexes for which Fast Index Traversal was used during the current Db2 in-memory
optimization interval.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTFTBNUMC

IAG2-PIPE-ATTEMPTED-RNBL
Indicates the number of times insert algorithm 2 (IAG2) pipes re-enablement was attempted since the last Db2
restart.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTINPR

IAG2-PIPE-SUCCESSFUL-RNBL
Indicates the number of times insert algorithm 2 (IAG2) pipes re-enablement was successful since the last Db2
restart.
This field is new with Db2 12.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTINPE

(1002) Buffer Statistics Area

The following fields contain a repeating group of fields within CURR-STATS2. When listing fields in the group in a request,
either append the occurrence number (1, 2, 3, and so on) or the buffer pool name in single quotes ('BP0', 'BP1', 'BP2', and
so on) in parentheses after the field name:

• Occurrences 1-50 are BP0 through BP49
• Occurrences 51-60 are BP32K through BP32K9
• Occurrences 61-70 are BP8K0 through BP8K9
• Occurrences 71-80 are BP16K0 through BP16K9

To display all occurrences of a field for all buffer pools, use the <<* construction.

BUF-POOL-ID
Specifies the buffer pool ID (0-49 for BP0 through BP49, 80-89 for BP32K through BP32K9, 100-109 for BP8K0
through BP8K9, and 120-129 for BP16K0 through BP16K9)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPID

GET-PAGE
Specifies the number of GETPAGE issued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTGET

READ-IO
Indicates the number of READ I/O operations performed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTRIO

DEFERRED-WRITE-VERTICAL
Specifies the number of times the vertical deferred write threshold was reached.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDWV

EXP-FAIL-MAX-LIM
Specifies the number of expansion failures due to max limit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTXFL

EXP-FAIL-GETMAIN
Specifies the number of expansion failures due to GETMAIN.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTXFV

SETW-SYS
Specifies the number of buffer page updates by Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSWS

PG-WRITES-SYS
Specifies the number of page writes for system pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPWS

WRITE-IO
Specifies the number of WRITE I/O operations performed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWIO

CURR-ACT-BUF
Specifies the number of current active buffers.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTCBA

PAGEIN-RD
Specifies the number of PAGE-IN required for READ I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTRPI
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PAGEIN-WR
Specifies the number of PAGE-IN required for WRITE I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWPI

DS-SUCC-OPENED
Indicates the number of data sets opened successfully.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDSO

IMM-WRITES-SYS
Specifies the number of immediate writes for system page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTIMW

SEQ-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of sequential prefetch requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSEQ

PG-READ-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of page reads due to sequential prefetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSPP

SEQ-PREFETCH-DIS-BUF
Specifies the number of sequential prefetch disabled due to unavailable buffer resources.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSPD

SEQ-PREFETCH-DIS-RD-ENG
Specifies the number of sequential prefetch disabled due to unavailable read engine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTREE

WR-ENG-UNAVAIL
Specifies the number of times that a write engine is not available for I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWEE

DEFERRED-WR-THRESHOLD
Indicates the number of times that deferred write threshold is reached.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDWT

WPHFWT-THRESHOLD
Specifies the number of times that WPHFWT threshold is reached.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDMC

MIGRATED-DS
Specifies the number of times that migrated data sets were encountered.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTMIG

RECALL-TIMEOUT
Indicates the number of recall timeouts.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTRTO

PREFETCH-READS
Specifies the number of prefetch (ASYNCHRONOUS) READ I/Os.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPIO

WK-PREFETCH-ZEROS
Number of work prefetch aborted. 0-Quantity.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWKPD

WKFILE-NOBUFFS
Specifies the number of work files not created-no buffer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTMAX

MAX-WORKFILES
Indicates the maximum work files allocated during the SORT/MERGE processing.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWFM
PAGES-DESTRUCTIVE-READ

Indicates the number of pages for which destructive READ was requested.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWDRP

PGS-DEQD-DESTRUCTIVE-RD
Indicates the number of pages dequeued for destructive READ request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWBVQ

REQUESTS-QUERIED
Provides a count of requests to query for work files in the process of SORT/MERGE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWFR

WORKFILES-REQUESTED
Indicates the number of work files requested during SORT/MERGE processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWFT

WORKFILES-DENIED
Indicates the number of work files denied during SORT/MERGE processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWFD

INEFFICIENT-SORTS
Specifies the number of times SORT/MERGE could not be performed efficiently due to the buffer shortage.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWFF

LIST-PREFETCH-REQUESTS
Indicates the number of list prefetches requested.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTLPF

DYNAMIC-PREFETCH-REQUEST
Indicates the number of dynamic prefetch requests performed due to sequential detection.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDPF

VPOOL-CHANGES
Indicates the number of successful virtual Buffer Pool expansions or contractions because of the ALTER
BUFFERPOOL command.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTVPA

VPOOL-BUFFERS
Indicates the number of buffers allocated for a virtual buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTVPL

DYNAMIC-PREFETCH-PAGES
Indicates the number of asynchronous page reads because of dynamic prefetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDPP

LIST-PREFETCH-PAGES
Indicates the number of asynchronous page reads because of list prefetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTLPP

DYNAMIC-PREFETCH-READS
Indicates the number of asynchronous read I/Os because of dynamic prefetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDIO

LIST-PREFETCH-READS
Indicates the number of asynchronous read I/Os because of list prefetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTLIO

SEQUENTIAL-GET-PAGES
Indicates the number of getpage requests issued by sequential access requesters (after list or sequential prefetch
requests).
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSGT
SEQUENTIAL-SYNC-READ

Indicates the number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSIO

PAGES-UPDATED
Db2 does not currently use this field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDWC

MAX-PAGES-UPDATED
Db2 does not currently use this field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDWX

MAX-BUFFERS-ALLOCATED
Db2 does not currently use this field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTALX

CONDITIONAL-GETPAGE-FAIL
Indicates the number of times conditional getpage requests could not be satisfied for this buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTNGT

MAX-PREFETCH-STREAMS
Indicates the highest number of concurrent prefetch I/O streams that were allocated for supporting queries
processed in parallel in this buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTXIS

PARALLEL-IO-DEGREES-REDU
Indicates the maximum number of prefetch streams (QBSTXIS) that give the highest degree of parallel I/O
processing that was reduced for one or more queries processed in parallel.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTJIS

PARALLEL-IO-QUERIES
Indicates the total number of requests made for processing queries in parallel in this buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPQO

PARALLELISM-DOWNGRADED
Specifies the number of times during this statistics interval that Db2 could not allocate the requested number of
buffer pages to allow a parallel group to run to the planned degree.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPQF

PREFETCH-QTY-TO-HALF
Specifies the total number of occurrences when the prefetch quantity is reduced from normal to one-half of
normal.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPL1

PREFETCH-QTY-TO-FOURTH
Specifies the total number of occurrences when the prefetch quantity is reduced from one-half to one-quarter of
normal.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPL2

PGIN
Indicates Database Manager Address Space page-ins (not available on STATS2).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PGOUT
Indicates Database Manager Address Space page-outs (not available on STATS2).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PGSEC
Indicates Database Manager Address page seconds (not available on STATS2).
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
BUF-POOL-NAME

Specifies the buffer pool name (BP0-BP49, BP32K-BP32K9, BP8K0-BP8K9, BP16K0-BP16K9).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

BUF-POOL-STATUS
Specifies the status of the buffer pool (A - Allocated, D - Deallocated).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

VP-SIZE
Specifies the size of the virtual buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

VIRT-SEQ-THRSH
Specifies the virtual pool sequential steal threshold of the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DEFER-WRT-THRSH
Specifies the deferred write threshold value of the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

VERT-WRT-THRSH
Indicates the vertical deferred write threshold value of the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PARALLEL-IO-SEQ-THRSH
Specifies the virtual pool parallel sequential threshold of the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

BUF-POOL-OPEN-DATASETS
Specifies the current number of pagesets using this buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

BUF-POOL-FREE-WINDOWS
Specifies the current number of free buffers in the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ACTIVE-POOLS
Specifies the current number of buffer pools allocated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

CASTOUT-IO-PGS
Specifies the number of pages written for castout I/O operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPCO

CASTOUT-IO
Indicates the number of castout I/O operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTCIO

COND-SEQ-GETP-FAIL
Indicates how many conditional sequential getpage requests failed. Failure occurred because the page was not in
the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTNSG

BUF-SLRU-MIN
Indicates the minimum number of buffers on the Sequential Least Recently Used (SLRU) queue (low water mark
value within an interval).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSMIN
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BUF-SLRU-MAX
Indicates the maximum number of buffers on the Sequential Least Recently Used (SLRU) queue (high water mark
value within an interval).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSMAX

LEN-SLRU-VPSEQT
Specifies how often the Sequential Least Recently Used (SLRU) queue chain length equals VPSEQT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTHST

RANDOM-GETP-HIT
Specifies how often the random getpage request hits when the buffer is on the Sequential Least Recently Used
(SLRU) queue chain.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTRHS

LPL-ADDED-PAGES
Identifies how often at least one page was added to the logical page list (LPL).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTLPL

GETP-SEQ-OVFLOW
Specifies the number of sequential getpage requests that used buffers in the overflow area.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTASGE

GETP-SEQ-READIO-OVFLOW
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations for sequential getpage requests that used buffers in the
overflow area.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTASSE

GETP-RAND-OVFLOW
Specifies the number of random getpage requests that used buffers in the overflow area.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTAGET

GETP-RAND-READIO-OVFLOW
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations for random getpage requests that used buffers in the
overflow area.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTASYN

ZHYPERLINK-READS
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations which used zHyperLink.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSYIO

DISK-CACHE-READS
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations which hit disk cache, but did not use zHyperLink.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSIOC

(1002) Group Buffer Pool Statistics

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the record. When listing fields in the group in a request,
append either the occurrence number (1, 2, 3, and so on) in parentheses, or the buffer pool name in single quotes ('BP0',
'BP1', 'BP2', and so on) in parentheses, after the field name:
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• Occurrences 1-50 are GBP0 through GBP49
• Occurrences 51-60 are GBP32K through GBP32K9
• Occurrences 61-70 are GBP8K0 through GBP8K9
• Occurrences 71-80 are GBP16K0 through GBP16K9

To display all occurrences of a field for all group buffer pools, use the <<* construction.

GRP-BUF-POOL-ID
Specifies the internal ID number of the group buffer pool (0-49 for GBP0 through GBP49, 80-89 for GBP32K
through GBP32K9, 100-109 for GBP8K0 through GBP8K9, and 120-129 for GBP16K0 through GBP16K9).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLGN

GRP-BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the group buffer pool name (GBP0-BGP49, GBP32K-GBP32K0, GBP8K0-GBP8K9, GBP16K0-
GBP16K9).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PRIM-ASYNC-IXLCACHES
Specifies the asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for primary group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLHS

SECD-ASYNC-IXLCACHES
Specifies the asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for secondary group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGL2fH

INV-BUF-SR-DATA
Specifies the number of coupling facility synchronous read requests required because the buffer was marked
invalid. Data is returned from the group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLXD

NV-BUF-SR-DIR-NO-DATA
Specifies the number of coupling synchronous facility read requests required because the buffer was marked
invalid. Data is not returned from the group buffer pool and a directory entry is created if it does not exist. This
indicates that another Db2 in the group has R/W interest in the page set or partition.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLXR

NO-PG-SR-DATA
Specifies the number of coupling facility synchronous reads necessary because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data was returned from the coupling facility.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLMD

NO-PG-SR-DIR-NO-DATA
Specifies the number of coupling facility synchronous reads necessary because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data was not returned from the coupling facility. If a directory entry does not exist for the
page, an entry is created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLMR

CHG-PGS-SW
Specifies the number of changed pages synchronously written to the group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLSW

CLN-PGS-SW
The number of clean pages synchronously written to the group buffer pool. Db2 writes clean pages for page sets
and partitions defined with GBPCACHE ALL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLWC

CLASS-CASTOUTS
Specifies the number of times group buffer pool castout was initiated because the class castout threshold was
detected.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLCT
GRP-BP-CASTOUTS

Specifies the number of times group buffer pool castout was initiated because the group buffer pool castout
threshold was detected.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSCSLM

CHG-PGS-AW
Specifies the number of changed pages asynchronously written to the group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLAW

CASTOUT-PGS
Specifies the number of pages cast out from the group buffer pool to DASD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLRC

WRITE-FAIL-STORAGE
Specifies the number of coupling facility write requests that could not complete because of a lack of coupling
facility storage resources.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLWF

OTHER-REQUESTS
Specifies the number of “other” coupling facility requests that are not counted in any of the other fields.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLOS

CLN-PGS-AW
Specifies the number of clean pages asynchronously written to the group buffer pool. Db2 writes clean pages for
page sets and partitions defined with GBPCACHE ALL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLAC

REG-PGLST-REQ-A
Specifies the number of requests to register a page list in the coupling facility. Db2 prefetch can do this only
if the member is running on MVS 5.2 or later and if the group buffer pool is allocated in a coupling facility with
CFLEVEL=2 or above.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLAX

GBP-CHGREADS-A
Specifies the number of coupling facility reads to retrieve a changed page from the group buffer pool as a result of
feedback from the request to register a page list.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLAY

GBP-MEMB-CHKPOINTS
Specifies the number of group buffer pool checkpoints triggered by this member.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLCK

GBP-MEMB-REBUILDS
Specifies the number of group buffer pool rebuilds in which this member participated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLRB

UNLK-CASTOUT-REQS
Specifies the number of coupling facility requests to unlock the castout lock on the pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLUN

READ-CASTOUT-CLS-REQS
Specifies the number of coupling facility requests to read the castout class. Db2 uses this number to determine
which pages that belong to a given page set or partition are cached as “changed” in the group buffer pool and
must be cast out.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLCC
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READ-CASTOUT-STS-REQS
Specifies the number of coupling facility requests to read the castout statistics. The group buffer pool structure
owner issues this request when the group buffer pool threshold is reached.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLCS

DEL-NAME-REQS
Specifies the number of group buffer pool requests to delete all directory and data entries for a page set or
partition. Db2 issues this request when it converts a page set or partition from GBP-dependent to non GBP-
dependent. For objects defined with GBPCACHE ALL, Db2 issues this request when the first Db2 member opens
the object.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLDN

READ-DIRINFO-REQS
Specifies the number of coupling facility requests to read directory information.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLRD

REG-PAGE-REQ
Specifies the number of coupling facility requests to register a page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLRG

UNREG-PAGE-REQ
Specifies the number of coupling facility requests to unregister a page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLDG

EXP-CROSS-INVAL
Specifies the number of explicit cross-invalidations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLEX

COMP-CHKS-DUP
Specifies the number of completion checks for writes to the secondary GBP that were suspended because the
write had not yet completed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGL2S

GBP-DEP-GETPAGES
Specifies the number of getpage requests for group buffer pool-dependent pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLGG

WRITEREG-MULT-PGS
Specifies the number of write and register multiple (WARM) requests. Multiple pages written per request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLWM

WRITEREG-ONE-PAGE
Specifies the number of write and register (WAR) requests. One page written per request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLWS

READ-CASTOUT-MULTI
Specifies the number of read for castout multiple (RFCOM) requests. Multiple pages read per request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLCM

READ-CASTOUT-ONEPG
Specifies the number of read for castout (RFCO) requests. One page read per request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLCR

WRITEREG-TOT-PAGES
Specifies the number of pages written through write and register multiple (WARM) requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLWP

P-LK-REQ-SPACEMAP
Specifies the number of page p-lock lock requests for space map pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLP1
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P-LK-REQ-DATA
Specifies the number of page p-lock lock requests for data pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLP2

P-LK-REQ-IDX-LEAF
Specifies the number of page p-lock lock requests for index leaf pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLP3

P-LK-UNLOCK-REQ
Specifies the number of page p-lock unlock requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLU1

P-LK-SUS-SPACEMAP
Specifies the number of page p-lock suspensions for space map pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLS1

P-LK-SUS-DATA
Specifies the number of page p-lock lock suspensions for data pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLS2

P-LK-SUS-IDX-LEAF
Specifies the number of page p-lock lock suspensions for index leaf pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLS3

P-LK-NEG-SPACEMAP
Specifies the number of page p-lock negotiations for space map pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLN1

P-LK-NEG-DATA
Specifies the number of page p-lock lock negotiations for data pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLN2

P-LK-NEG-IDX-LEAF
Specifies the number of page p-lock lock negotiations for index leaf pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLN3

P-WRITE-AROUND
Specifies the number of pages written directly to DASD using write-around protocol.
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLWA

IXLCACHE-REQS-XI
Specifies the number of coupling facility cache service requests (IXLCACHE) with asynchronous cross-
invalidation (XI).
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLWX

IXLAXISN-SVCS-CALLS
Specifies the number of coupling facility asynchronous cross-invalidation service (IXLAXISN) synch-up calls to
determine whether all outstanding cross-invalidation (XI) notifications have been delivered.
The number of sync-up calls is typically lower than the number of IXLCACHE requests with asynchronous XI, but
might be occasionally greater due to the delays.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLSU

IXLAXISN-SUSPENDS-XI
Specifies the number of suspensions of coupling facility asynchronous cross-invalidation service (IXLAXISN)
sync-up calls that occurred while waiting for asynchronous cross-invalidation to finish.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGLAS
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(1002) Simulated Buffer Pool Statistics

The following fields contain a repeating group of fields within CURR-STATS2. When listing fields in the group in a request,
append either the occurrence number (1, 2, 3, and so on) in parentheses, or the buffer pool name in single quotes ('BP0',
'BP1', 'BP2', and so on) in parentheses, after the field name:

• Occurrences 1-50 are BP0 through BP49
• Occurrences 51-60 are BP32K through BP32K9
• Occurrences 61-70 are BP8K0 through BP8K9
• Occurrences 71-80 are BP16K0 through BP16K9

To display all occurrences of a field for all buffer pools, use the <<* construction.

SBUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the simulated buffer pool name (BP0-BP49, BP32K-BP32K9, BP8K0-BP8K9, and BP16K0-BP16K9).
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SIM-BP-ID
Identifies which simulated buffer pool the information refers to:

• 0 through 49 are identifiers for 4-K buffer pools
• 80 through 89 are identifiers for 32-K buffer pools
• 100 through 109 are identifiers for 8-K buffer pools
• 120 through 129 are identifiers for 16-K buffer pools

Buffer pool name (BP0-BP49, BP32K-BP32K9, BP8K0-BP8K9, BP16K0-BP16K9).This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPBPID

SIM-PGS-USED
Specifies the number of pages that are currently in use in the simulated part of the buffer pool.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPIUS

SIM-MAX-PGS-USED
Specifies the maximum number of pages that were in use in the simulated part of the buffer pool since the
simulated buffer pool was created.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPHUS

SIM-SEQ-PGS-USED
Specifies the number of sequential pages that are in the buffer pool.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPSUS

SIM-MAX-SEQ-PGS-USED
Specifies the maximum number of sequential pages that were in use in the simulated part of the buffer pool since
the simulated buffer pool was created.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPHSU

SIM-PGS-RAND-SYNRIO
Specifies the number of pages accessed through random getpage requests and found in the simulated part of the
buffer pool, yet resulted in synchronous disk read I/O operations.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPDRR
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SIM-PGS-SEQ-SYNRIO
Specifies the number of pages accessed through sequential getpage requests and found in the simulated part of
the buffer pool, yet resulted in synchronous disk read I/O operations.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPDRS

SIM-PGS-PREF-ASYNRIO
Specifies the number of pages accessed through prefetch requests and found in the simulated part of the buffer
pool, yet resulted in asynchronous disk read I/O operations.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPDRA

SIM-PGS-RAND-GBP-SYNR
Specifies the number of pages accessed through random getpage requests and found in the simulated part of the
buffer pool, yet resulted in synchronous group buffer pool reads.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPGRR

SIM-PGS-SEQ-GBP-SYNR
Specifies the number of pages accessed through sequential getpage requests and found in the simulated part of
the buffer pool, yet resulted in synchronous group buffer pool reads.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPGRS

SIM-PGS-PREF-GBP-ASYNR
Specifies the number of pages accessed through prefetch requests and found in the simulated part of the buffer
pool, yet resulted in asynchronous group buffer pool reads.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPGRA

SIM-PGS-MOVED-IN-SBP
Specifies the total number of pages logically moved into the simulated buffer pool.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPMVI

SIM-TOT-SYNRIO-DELAY
Specifies the total amount of synchronous read I/O wait time that might have been avoided had the buffer pool
been increased to the simulated size.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPDTM

(1002) Global Locking Statistics

The following list describes the global locking statistics fields for the (1002) CURR-STATS2 record:

GA-PLOCK-REQS
Indicates the number of lock requests for P-locks.
QTXALOCK contains the number of L-Lock requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSLPLK

GA-PLOCK-CHNG
Indicates the number of change requests for P-locks.
QTXACHG contains the number of change requests for L-locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSCPLK

GA-PLOCK-UNLK
Specifies the number of unlock requests for P-locks.
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QTXAUNLK contains the number of unlock requests for L-Locks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSUPLK

GA-PROPXES-REQS
Specifies the number of lock requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the execution unit of
the user). This count includes L-locks and P-locks. If the request is suspended, this counter does not increase.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSLSLM

GA-PROPXES-CHNG
Specifies the number of change requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the execution
unit of the user). This count includes L-locks and P-locks. If the request is suspended, this counter does not
increase.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSCSLM

GA-PROPXES-UNLK
Specifies the number of unlock requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the execution unit
of the user). This count includes L-locks and P-locks. If the request is suspended, this counter does not increase.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSUSLM

GA-SUSP-IRLM-GLB
Indicates the number of suspends due to the IRLM global resource contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSIGLO

GA-SUSP-XES-GLB
Indicates the number of suspends due to MVS XES global resource contention. MVS XES lock states were in
conflict but IRLM lock states were not.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSSGLO

GA-FALSE-CONT
Specifies the total number of synchronous-to-asynchronous heuristic conversions for lock requests. These
conversions occur when z/OS XES determines that it is more efficient to drive a request asynchronously to the
Coupling Facility.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSFLSE

GA-GLB-REQS-DENIED
Specifies the number of global lock or change requests that are denied because of an incompatible retained lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSDRTA

GA-NOTIFY-MSGS-SENT
Specifies the number of sent notify messages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSNTFY

GA-NOTIFY-MSGS-RECV
Specifies the number of received notify messages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSNTFR

GA-RESOURCE-PROP
Specifies the number of resources propagated by IRLM to MVS XES asynchronously (that is, under a system
execution unit). This count includes L-locks and P-locks. Propagation can happen when new inter-Db2 interest
occurs on a parent resource or when a request completes after the execution unit of the requester was
suspended.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSKIDS

GA-NEGOT-PAGESET
Specifies the number of times that Db2 was driven to negotiate a page set or partition P-lock. Negotiation
occurred because of changing inter-Db2 interest levels on the page set or partition.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSPPPE
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GA-NEGOT-PAGES
Indicates the number of times that Db2 was driven to negotiate a page P-lock because of the inter-Db2 P-lock
contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSPGPE

GA-NEGOT-PLOCKS
Indicates the number of times that Db2 was driven to negotiate another P-lock type (other than page set/partition
or page).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSOTPE

GA-CHANGEP
Indicates the number of times a P-lock change request was issued during the P-lock negotiation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSCHNP

GA-MAX-ENGINES
Indicates the maximum number of engines available for a P-lock exit or notify exit requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSPEMS

GA-ENGINE-NOTAVAIL
Indicates the number of times an engine is not available for a P-lock exit or a notify exit request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSPEQW

GA-FALSE-CONT-LPAR
Specifies the number of false contentions that were encountered on a z/OS image. False contention occurs
when a different resource names hash to the same entry in the Coupling Facility lock table. The Coupling
Facility detects contention within the hash entry, and XES uses inter-system messaging to determine that no
resource contention exists. This counter is maintained for each LPAR. Therefore, this counter over-reports false
contentions when multiple members of the same data sharing group are run on the same z/OS image. If data is
unavailable due to an error from the IXLMG service, X'FF' is returned.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSFLMG

SYNCASYNC-HEURCONV
Specifies the number of sync-to-async heuristic conversions. This conversion is done when XES determines that
it is more efficient to drive the request asynchronously to the CF.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSFLSE - QTGSFLMG

XES-SYNC-LK-FAIL
Indicates how many failed Db2 lock requests to XES to process immediately.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSCREJ

QTGSFLGS
Specifies flag settings as follows:
x'80000000':

1—Reports counts per subsystem. 0—Reports counts per LPAR.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSFLGS

ACTIVE-LATCH
Specifies active IRLM Control Block latch contentions counter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSLCAIC

GLOBAL-DEADLOCK
Specifies the total number of global deadlocks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSDGBL

LOCAL-CONT
Specifies the total number of local resource contentions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSLICNT
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GLOBAL-CONT
Specifies the total number of global resource contentions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSGICNT

CONT-GRANTED
Specifies the total number of visits to the Contention Exit in which IRLM granted access.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSGCONT

CONT-FALSE
Specifies the total number of visits to the Contention Exit in which IRLM did not grant access due to a false
contention. False contentions happen when two different locks on different resources map to the same lock entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSFCONT

PLOCK-EXIT
Specifies the total number of visits to the Plock Exit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSCPLOK

NOTIFY-EXIT
Specifies the total number of visits to the Notify Exit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGSCNOTY

(1002) Language Environment (LE) Access Statistics

The following fields contain the language environment (LE) access statistics for the (1002) CURR-STATS2 record:

LE-CREATE
The total number of LE tokens that were created since the last subsystem startup.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLECREAT

LE-TERMINATED
The total number of LE tokens that were terminated since the last subsystem start up due to storage shortage
conditions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLETRMST

QLETRMER
(s) Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLETRMER

QLETRMDL
(s) Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLETRMDL

LE-NUM-CURRENT
The current number of LE tokens.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLENUMEC

LE-NUM-MAX
The maximum number of LE tokens since startup.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLENUMEM

QLENUMIC
(s) Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLENUMIC

QLENUMIM
(s) Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLENUMIM

LE-TOKEN-STOR-ABOVE
Total storage above the line that is committed to LE tokens.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QLESTGEC
LE-MAX-STOR-ABOVE

Maximum amount of storage above the line since startup.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLESTGEM

LE-IDLE-STOR-ABOVE
Amount of storage above the line that is committed to idle LE tokens.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLESTGIC

LE-MAX-IDLE-STOR-ABOVE
Maximum amount of storage above the line that is committed to idle LE tokens.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLESTGIM

LE-TOKEN-STOR-BELOW
Total storage below the line that is committed to LE tokens.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLELOWEC

LE-MAX-STOR-BELOW
Maximum amount of storage below the line since startup.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLELOWEM

LE-IDLE-STOR-BELOW
Amount of storage below the line that is committed to idle LE tokens.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLELOWIC

LE-MAX-IDLE-STOR-BELOW
Maximum amount of storage below the line that is committed to idle LE tokens.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLELOWIM

LE-MAX-ONE-TOKEN-ABOVE
Maximum amount of storage above the line that is committed to a single LE token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLESTG1M

LE-MAX-ONE-TOKEN-BELOW
Maximum amount of storage below the line that is committed to a single LE token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLELOW1M

LE-TOKEN-ACQUIR
Number of times since startup that an LE token was acquired for use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLEUSED

LE-TOKEN-ACQ-TIME
Amount of time since startup that was used for acquiring an LE token.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLETIME

LE-NUM-NOTAVAIL
The number of times that an LE token is not available. A delay can occur in an application because an LE token
was not available. If this number is large, it can indicate that the value of maximum LE tokens on installation panel
DSNTIP7 is too small.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLENTRDY

LE-TOT-WAIT-TIME
Total time spent waiting for LE tokens. If this number is large, it can indicate that the value of maximum LE tokens
on installation panel DSNTIP7 is too small.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLETIMEW

LE-TOT-CREAT-TIME
Total time used for creating LE tokens. To get the average amount of time used for creating an LE token, divide
this value by QLECREAT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLETIMEI
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LE-TOT-TERM-TIME
Total time used for terminating LE tokens. To get the average amount of time used for terminating an LE token,
divide this value by QLETRMST.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLETIMET

LE-MAX-ONEACQ-TIME
Maximum amount of time since startup that any single LE token was acquired for use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLETIMEM

(1002) Starjoin Pool Statistics

The following fields are obsolete and used to contain the starjoin pool statistics for the (1002) CURR-STATS2 record:

SJ-POOL-ALLOC-REQ
(s) Number of allocation requests in the star join pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISJTRY

SJ-POOL-FULL-FAIL
(s) Number of failures caused by a full star join pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISJFAIL

SJ-POOL-CURSIZE-MB
(s) Current size of the star join pool in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISJSIZE

SJ-POOL-MAXSIZE-MB
(s) Maximum size of the star join pool in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISJMAX

SJ-POOL-MAX-LIMIT
(s) The maximum allowable size of the star join pool as defined in the DSNZPARMs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SJ-POOL-CUR-PCT
(s) The current percentage of the maximum allowable size (as defined in DSNZPARM) of the star join pool in use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SJ-POOL-HWM-PCT
(s) The highest percentage of the maximum allowable size (as defined in DSNZPARM) of the star join pool that
has been used since DB2 was last initialized.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

(1002) Accelerator Statistics

This section of the (1002) CURR-STATS2 record contains the following query accelerator servers and accelerator use
fields:

ACCEL-PRODUCT-ID
Specifies the accelerator product ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STPRID

ACCEL-CONNECTS-SSID
Specifies the number of connections that are made to the accelerator by this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STCONN

ACCEL-REQUESTS-SSID
Specifies the number of requests that are sent to the accelerator by this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STREQ
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ACCEL-TIMEOUTS-SSID
Specifies the number of timed-out requests for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTOUT

ACCEL-FAILURES-SSID
Specifies the number of failed requests for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STFAIL

ACCEL-BYTES-SENT
Specifies the number of bytes sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STBYTS

ACCEL-BYTES-RETD
Specifies the number of bytes returned from the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STBYTR

ACCEL-MSGS-SENT
Specifies the number of messages that are sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STMSGS

ACCEL-MSGS-RETD
Specifies the number of messages that the accelerator returns.
IBM DB2 Field Name: Q8STMSGR

ACCEL-BLKS-SENT
Specifies the number of blocks that are sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STBLKS

ACCEL-BLKS-RETD
Specifies the number of blocks that the accelerator returns.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STBLKR

ACCEL-ROWS-SENT
Specifies the number of rows that are sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STROWS

ACCEL-ROWS-RETD
Specifies the number of rows that the accelerator returns.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STROWR

ACCEL-SVCS-CPUTIME-SSID
Specifies the accelerator services CPU time (V1 only) for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STSCPU

ACCEL-SVCS-ELAPSED-SSID
Specifies the accelerator services elapsed time (V1 only) for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STSELA

ACCEL-TCPIP-CPUTME-SSID
Specifies the accelerator services TCP/IP CPU time. This time represents the CPU time that is spent processing
calls to the accelerator from the Db2 side.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTCPU

ACCEL-TCPIP-ELAPSE-SSID
Specifies the accelerator services TCP/IP elapsed time. This time represents the elapsed time that is spent
processing calls to the accelerator as seen from the Db2 side.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTELA

ACCEL-ACCUM-CPUTME-SSID
Specifies the overall accelerator CPU time that is spent processing SQL queries for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STACPU
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ACCEL-ACCUM-ELAPSE-SSID
Specifies the overall accelerator elapsed time that is spent processing the SQL queries for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STAELA

ACCEL-ACCUM-WAIT-SSID
Specifies the overall accelerator wait time for processing the SQL queries for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STAWAT

ACCEL-STATE-FLAG
Specifies the state of the accelerator. The following values are valid:
0

Initialized
1

Online
3

Offline
5

Maintenance
6

Down
255

Unknown
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTATE

ACCEL-ACTIVE-REQS-ALL
Specifies the number of active requests for all Db2 subsystems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STACTV_64

ACCEL-MAXACT-REQS-ALL
Specifies the maximum number of active requests for all Db2 subsystems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STMAXA_64

ACCEL-MAX-QRY-QLEN
Specifies the highest query queue length encountered.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STMAXQ_64

ACCEL-COORD-AVGCPU
Specifies the average CPU utilization on the accelerator coordinator node.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STCCPU_64

ACCEL-WORKR-AVGCPU
Specifies the average CPU utilization of the worker nodes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STWCPU_64

ACCEL-WORKER-NODES
Specifies the number of active worker nodes.
IBM DB2 Field Names: Q8STWNOD_64

ACCEL-AVG-Q-W-MS
Specifies the average wait time in the accelerator queue, in milliseconds.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STQUEW

ACCEL-MAX-Q-W-MS
Specifies the maximum wait time in the accelerator queue, in milliseconds.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STQUEM
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ACCEL-AVG-Q-WAIT
Specifies the average wait time in the accelerator queue.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from Q8STQUEW

ACCEL-MAX-Q-WAIT
Specifies the maximum wait time in the accelerator queue.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from Q8STQUEM

ACCEL-PROCESSORS
Specifies the total number of processors in the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STCORS

ACCEL-QUERY-SUCCESS-SSID
Specifies the total number of successful query requests following the start of the accelerator for this Db2
subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STSREQ

ACCEL-QUERY-FAIL-SSID
Specifies the total number of failed query requests following the start of the accelerator for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STFREQ

ACCEL-DISK-MB-AVAL
Specifies the available disk storage, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STDSKA

ACCEL-DISK-PCT-USED
Specifies the current disk utilization on worker nodes
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STDSKU

ACCEL-DISK-STRG-DB-SSID
Specifies the disk storage that is used for this Db2 subsystem, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STDSKB

ACCEL-DATA-SLICES
Specifies the number of data slices.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNMDS

ACCEL-SERVER-VAR
Specifies the accelerator server name. This field is a variable length field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNAME_D

ACCEL-SERVER-LEN
Specifies the length of the accelerator server name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNAME_LEN

ACCEL-SERVER-LONG
Specifies the accelerator server name. This field is padded with null characters to the maximum field length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNAME_VAR

ACCEL-STATE
Specifies the accelerator server status. Value UNKNOWN indicates that an unrecognized QWSTTATE value was
encountered. The recognized values are:

• INITIALIZED
• ONLINE
• PAUSED
• OFFLINE
• STOPPED
• MAINTENANCE
• DOWN
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from Q8STTATE
ACCEL-STARTED-SERVERS

Specifies the number of connected and started accelerators.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ACCEL-ONLINE-SERVERS
Specifies the number of connected accelerator servers in ONLINE status.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ACCEL-SERVER-OFFSET
Specifies the accelerator server offset.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNAME_OFF

ACCEL-QUERY-SUCCESS-ALL
Specifies the number of Db2 subsystem queries successfully executed in the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNQSA

ACCEL-QUERY-FAIL-ALL
Specifies the number of Db2 subsystem queries that did not successfully execute in the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNQFA

ACCEL-ACTIVE-REQS-SSID
Specifies the number of active requests for this Db2 system.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNQCS

ACCEL-MAXACT-REQS-SSID
Specifies the maximum number of active requests for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STMNQS

ACCEL-QUERY-EX-CPU-SSID
Specifies the total CPU cost of query execution on this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTCQS

ACCEL-QUERY-EX-CPU-ALL
Specifies the total CPU cost of query execution for all Db2 subsystems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTCQA

ACCEL-MAINT-CPUTME-SSID
Specifies the total CPU cost for data maintenance operations for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTCMS

ACCEL-MAINT-CPUTME-ALL
Specifies the total CPU cost for data maintenance operations for all Db2 subsystems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTCMA

ACCEL-DISK-MB-ALL
Specifies the disk storage that is used for accelerator databases for all Db2 subsystems, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STDSA

ACCEL-CUR-QRY-QLEN
Specifies the current query queue length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STCQL

ACCEL-REPL-CPU-SSID
Specifies the total CPU cost of the replication apply process for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTCCS

ACCEL-REPL-CPU-ALL
Specifies the total CPU cost of the replication apply process for all Db2 subsystems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTCCA
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ACCEL-REPL-RECS-RD-SSID
Specifies the amount of log records the replication capture agent reads for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNLRS

ACCEL-REPL-RECS-RD-ALL
Specifies the amount of log records the replication capture agents read for all Db2 subsystems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNLRA

ACCEL-REPL-RECS-USE-SSID
Specifies the amount of log records the capture agent processes for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNLTS

ACCEL-REPL-RECS-USE-ALL
Specifies the amount of log records the capture agents process for all Db2 subsystems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNLTA

ACCEL-REPL-BYTES-SSID
Specifies how many bytes the capture agent processes for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNBS

ACCEL-REPL-BYTES-ALL
Specifies how many bytes the capture agents process for all Db2 subsystems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNBA

ACCEL-REPL-ROWS-INS-SSID
Specifies how many rows were inserted in the accelerator tables for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNIS

ACCEL-REPL-ROWS-INS-ALL
Specifies how many rows were inserted in the accelerator tables for all Db2 subsystems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNIA

ACCEL-REPL-ROWS-UPD-SSID
Specifies how many rows were updated in the accelerator tables for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNUS

ACCEL-REPL-ROWS-UPD-ALL
Specifies how many rows were updated in the accelerator tables for all Db2 subsystems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNUA

ACCEL-REPL-ROWS-DEL-SSID
Specifies how many rows were deleted from the accelerator tables for this Db2 subsystem.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNDS

ACCEL-REPL-ROWS-DEL-ALL
Specifies how many rows were deleted from the accelerator tables for all Db2 subsystems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STNDA

ACCEL-REPL-LAT-MS-SSID
Specifies the current replication latency for this Db2 system.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STCRL

ACCEL-REPL-LATENCY-SSID
Specifies the current replication latency time for this Db2 system.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from Q8STCRL

ACCEL-REPL-STAT-SSID-FLG
Specifies the current replication state of the accelerator for this Db2 subsystem. The valid values are:
0

STARTED
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1
STOPPED

2
ERROR

3
STARTING

4
STOPPING

255
UNKNOWN

IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STCSS
ACCEL-REPL-STATE-SSID

Specifies the replication state of the accelerator for this Db2 subsystem. The valid values are:

• STARTED
• STOPPED
• ERROR
• STARTING
• STOPPING
• UNKNOWN

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from Q8STCSS
ACCEL-REPL-STAT-CHG-SSID

Specifies the last status change of the replication state for this Db2 subsystem. The timestamp is specified in the
UTC(Coordinated Universal Time).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTLSC

ACCEL-LAST-PROC-TSTAMP
Specifies when the accelerator server process last started. The timestamp is specified in the UTC (Coordinated
Universal Time).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTART

ACCEL-STATE-LSTCHNG
Specifies when the accelerator status changed. The timestamp is specified in the UTC (Coordinated Universal
Time).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTATC

ACCEL-STMT-INSERT
Specifies the accumulated number of INSERT statements sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STINSC

ACCEL-STMT-UPDATE
Specifies the accumulated number of UPDATE statements sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STUPDC

ACCEL-STMT-DELETE
Specifies the accumulated number of DELETE statements sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STDELC

ACCEL-STMT-DROP
Specifies the accumulated number of DROP statements sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STDRPC

ACCEL-STMT-CREATE
Specifies the accumulated number of CREATE statements sent to the accelerator.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STCRTC
ACCEL-STMT-COMMIT

Specifies the accumulated number of COMMIT statements sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STCMTC

ACCEL-STMT-ROLLBACK
Specifies the accumulated number of ROLLBACK statements sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STRBKC

ACCEL-STMT-OPEN
Specifies the accumulated number of OPEN statements sent to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STOPNC

ACCEL-USER-MEM-MB
Specifies the total memory available for user data, in megabytes. This memory is not the physical memory of the
accelerator, but the memory configured for bufferpools across all worker nodes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTMUD

ACCEL-SQL-MEM-MB
Specifies the total memory available for processing SQL statements in the accelerator, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTMPS

ACCEL-QUEUE-LENGTH
Specifies the current queue length at the accelerator backend for this Db2 system.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STCQLS

ACCEL-SORT-OVERFLOW
Specifies the average of sort overflows in all accelerators. A sort overflow happens when the processing of the
SQL statement cannot happen entirely in memory.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STOFLW

ACCEL-BP-HITRATIO
Specifies the average accelerator Bufferpool Hit Ratio across all accelerators. The buffer pool ratio for the
accelerator comprises all currently paired Db2 systems.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STABHR

ACCEL-INBOUND
Specifies the current inbound network utilization of the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STANUI

ACCEL-OUTBOUND
Specifies the current outbound network utilization of the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STANUO

ACCEL-TMP-DATA-MB
Specifies the disk space for temporary data for all Db2 subsystems, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTSA

ACCEL-LOG-DATA-MB
Specifies the disk space for log data for all Db2 subsystems, in megabytes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STLSA

ACCEL-WFD-REQS-SSID
Specifies the total number of successful query requests that were run with WAITFORDATA delay protocol and
sent by this Db2 subsystem to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTDPS

ACCEL-WFD-EXPIRED-SSID
Specifies the total number of query requests that were run with WAITFORDATA delay protocol, sent by this Db2
subsystem to the accelerator, and expired because the total wait time exceeded the WAITFORDATA value.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STEDPS
ACCEL-WFD-REQS-ALL

Specifies the total number of successful query requests that were run with WAITFORDATA delay protocol and
sent by all Db2 subsystems to the accelerator.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STTDPA

ACCEL-WFD-EXPIRED-ALL
Specifies the total number of query requests that were run with WAITFORDATA delay protocol, sent by all Db2
subsystems to the accelerator, and have expired because the total wait time exceeded the WAITFORDATA value.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STEDPA

ACCEL-WFD-REPL-VELOCITY
Specifies the replication velocity of this Db2 subsystem, which is measured in Db2 log seconds applied per
second.
This value might be negative:

• If replication for the accelerator is stopped.
• If replication information for the accelerator is not yet available.

IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STVLCS
ACCEL-SYNC-CP

Specifies the CPU time that the asynchronous log reader tasks spent on incremental updates (using Integrated
Synchronization) to this Db2 accelerator. This time does not include time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STLRCP

ACCEL-SYNC-ZIIP
Specifies the zIIP CPU time that the asynchronous log reader tasks spent on incremental updates (using
Integrated Synchronization) to this Db2 accelerator.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STLRZI

ACCEL-SYNC-ZIIP-NOTUSED
Specifies the CPU time of a standard CP for zIIP-eligible work that the asynchronous log reader tasks spent on
incremental updates (using Integrated Synchronization) to this Db2 accelerator.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Q8STLRZE

TOT-ACC-SYNC-CP
Specifies the CPU time that the asynchronous log reader tasks spent on incremental updates (using Integrated
Synchronization) to all Db2 accelerators. This time does not include time that is consumed on an IBM zIIP.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTLRCP

TOT-ACC-SYNC-ZIIP
Specifies the zIIP CPU time that the asynchronous log reader tasks spent on incremental updates (using
Integrated Synchronization) to all Db2 accelerators.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTLRZI

TOT-ACC-SYNC-ZIIP-NOTUSE
Specifies the CPU time of a standard CP for zIIP-eligible work that the asynchronous log reader tasks spent on
incremental updates (using Integrated Synchronization) to all Db2 accelerators.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISTLRZE
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(1002) Secondary Latch Contentions

The following fields contain the secondary latch contentions for the (1002) CURR-STATS2 record. These fields are new
with Db2 11.

MAIN-LATCH-HELD
Indicates the number of main latch contentions because the main latch is held.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALCMM

USE-COUNT-NONZERO
Indicates the number of main latch contentions because use count is not zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALCMU

SECOND-LATCH-HELD
Indicates the number of secondary latch contentions because the main latch is held.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALCSM

RHT-LOCK
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for LOCK.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACRLK

WHT-LOCK
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for LOCK.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACWLK

RHT-UNLOCK
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for UNLOCK.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACRUK

WHT-UNLOCK
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for UNLOCK.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACWUK

RHT-CHANGE
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for CHANGE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACRCH

WHT-CHANGE
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for CHANGE.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACWCH

RHT-NOTIFY
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for NOTIFY.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACRNT

NCB-NOTIFY
Indicates the number of notify control block latch contentions for NOTIFY.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACNNT

RHT-COMPAT
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for COMPAT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACRCP

WHT-COMPAT
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for COMPAT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACWCP

RHT-ASYNC-LOCK
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for ASYNC LOCK.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACRAL
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WHT-ASYNC-LOCK
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for ASYNC LOCK.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACWAL

WHT-SYNC
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for SYNC.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACWSY

LATCH-CONTENTION-CNT
Indicates the number of resource latch contentions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASRCL

USE-COUNT
Indicates the number of use counts for Compat QE (Queue Elements) in IRLM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXAUCNT

COMPAT-QE-GENER
Indicates the number of generated Compat QE (Queue Elements).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXALCCP

GENERIC-LATCH-CONT
Indicates the number of generic latch contentions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACGEN

RHT-QUERY-FAST
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for QUERY FAST.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACRQF

WHT-QUERY-FAST
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for QUERY FAST.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXACWQF

LOCAL-DEADLOCKS
Indicates the number of local deadlocks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXADLCL

TIMEOUT-RLB-PURGED
Indicates the number of timeouts when RLBs were purged.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXATOUT

RETRYABLE-ABENDS
Indicates the number of retryable ABENDS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXARTRY

NON-RETRYABLE-ABENDS
Indicates the number of non-retryable ABENDS.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXANRTY

SUSPEND-EXIT-CNT
Indicates the number of suspends of DBMS exits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASUSP

RESUME-EXIT-CNT
Indicates the number of resume exits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXARSUM

STATUS-EXIT-CNT
Indicates the number of status exits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXASTAT

DEADLOCK-EXIT-CNT
Indicates the number of deadlock exits.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXADEAD
TIMEOUT-EXIT-CNT

Indicates the number of timeout exits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTXATIME

(1005) XPB0
The XPB0 record is a subset of the PB0 record, which contains page set data.

HIGH-REQ-PAGE-NO
Identifies the high requested relative page number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: XPB0PHARP

WRITE-ERR-START-END
Identifies the write error page range (next two fields).
IBM Db2 Field Name: XPB0WEPR

WRITE-ERR-START-PAGE
Identifies the write error page range start.
IBM Db2 Field Name: XPB0WEPRS

WRITE-ERR-END-PAGE
Identifies the write error page range end.
IBM Db2 Field Name: XPB0WEPRE

MMIB-PTR
Identifies the pointer to med manager interface block.
IBM Db2 Field Name: XPB0MMIB

HIGH-FORMATTED-PAGE
Identifies the high formatted page in data set + 1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: XPB0HURP

HIGH-ALLOCATED-PAGE
Identifies the high allocated page in data set + 1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: XPB0HARP

NUMBER-EXTENTS
Identifies the number of extents.
IBM Db2 Field Name: XPB0XTNT

DATASET-NAME
Identifies the data set name (including length).
IBM Db2 Field Name: XPB0DSNAME

BUF-POOL-NAME
Identifies the buffer pool name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: XPB0BPNM

DATABASE-NAME
Identifies the database name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: XPB0DBNM

PSET-NAME
Identifies the page set name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: XPB0PSNM

PSET-TYPE
Identifies the page set type.
IBM Db2 Field Name: XPB0PSTP
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(1006) CURR-PARMS
IFCID 1006 is equivalent to IFCID 106 (DSNZPARM).

The fields in these trace records are identical. The only difference between both records is that (106) DSNZPARM is
written to a Db2 file destination, while (1006) CURR-PARMS is transmitted to SYSVIEW for Db2 interactively through the
Instrumentation facility interface (IFI).

For a list of fields and their descriptions, see (106) DSNZPARM.

(1007) CRCT
CRCT contains RCT connection information.

TABLE-NAME
Active RCT module name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTID

CICSDB2-ATTACH-RELEASE
CICS/DB2 Attach release level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTRELS

DB2-SUBSYSTEM-NAME
DB2 subsystem name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTIMS

CICS-SYSTEM-ID
CICS subsystem name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTCICS

CICS-AUTHORIZATION-ID
Authorization ID for the CICS connection.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTCIAU

ERROR-DESTINATION-1
First error message destination ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTERR1

ERROR-DESTINATION-2
Second error message destination ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTERR2

ERROR-DESTINATION-3
Third error message destination ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTERR3

STATISTICS-DESTINATION
Statistics destination ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSTAT

THREAD-PURGED-TIME
Thread purge time.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTTPRG

MINIMUM-THREAD-PURGE
Minimum thread purge time after start.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTMPRG

START-TRAN-ID
Tran ID of the STRT transaction.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSTID
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SNAP-OUTPUT-CLASS
SYSOUT class to use for SNAP dumps when a thread subtask fails.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSCLS

CONTROL-FLAGS-1
First control flag:
x'80'

SHUTDOWN QUIESCE in progress.
x'20'

SHUTDOWN is from DB2.
x'10'

SHUTDOWN is from DSNCMSUB ESTAE.
x'08'

SHUTDOWN is from DSNCEXT1.
x'04'

SHUTDOWN is FREE from Terminal.
x'02'

DSNCSTOP is attached by DSNCEXT2.
x'01'

SHUTDOWN is complete by DSNCSTOP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSW1

CONTROL-FLAGS-2
Second control flag:
x'80'

Attach service task.
x'40'

STOP has used service task to stop the transaction.
x'20'

STOP has purged READY Queue.
x'10'

Dump has ESTAE set.
x'08'

STOP is in the ready queue or the transaction failed or is to be purged.
x'04'

Terminate IDENTIFY.
x'02'

IDENTIFY terminated.
x'01'

PLT SHUTDOWN notification.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSW2

CONTROL-FLAGS-3
Third control flag:
x'80'

Start wait for DB2 notify active.
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x'40'
CRCTCIAU specified as 'SYSID'.

x'20'
Don't use AEY9 abend, issue -906.

x'21'
Dump transaction and issue -906.

IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSW3
DB2-REQUEST-HANDLER

DB2 request handler routine.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCT3ID0

CCT-PTR
CCT address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTCCTA

MAIN-SUBTASK-TCB-PTR
Main subtask TCB address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTMTCB

SHUTDOWN-READY-ECB
SHUTDOWN Ready ECB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSTOP

MAIN-SUBTASK-ECBLIST
Main subtask ECB wait list.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTELST

DB2-STOPPING-ECB-PTR
Address of DB2 stopping ECB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTECB2

MAIN-SUBTASK-WAIT-ECB
Main substask wait ECB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTWECB

LISTEN-ECB-DB2-STOP
Listen ECB for DB2 STOP.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTLECB

MAIN-TASK-WAIT-PURGE-ECB
Main task wait purge ECB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTPECB

UR-INDOUBT-LOT-ADDRESS
Unit of Recovery in doubt LOT address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTURID

MAIN-SUBTASK-PARM-AREA
Main subtask parm area.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTMSBP

MAIN-SUBTASK-BYTE-4
First byte of MAIN-SUBTASK-PARM-AREA.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTMSB4

MAIN-SUBTASK-BYTE-3
Second byte of MAIN-SUBTASK-PARM-AREA, used as an error flag:
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x'00'
No error, request completed successfully.

x'00'
IDENTIFY failed because DB2 is inactive.

x'0C'
IDENTIFY failed due to error.

x'10'
SHOW INDOUBT failure.

x'14'
RESOLVE INDOUBT failure.

x'18'
Establish EXIT failure.

x'1C'
Establish ESTAE failure.

x'1F'
Failed authorization check.

x'20'
DSNAPRH load failed.

x'24'
GETMAIN failed.

IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTMSB3
MAIN-SUBTASK-BYTE-2

Third byte of MAIN-SUBTASK-PARM-AREA.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTMSB2

ATTACH-DETACH
Fourth byte of MAIN-SUBTASK-PARM-AREA:X'80'-DSNCMSUB attaches and detaches subtasks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTMSB1

SERVICE-TASK-TWA-PTR
TWA pointer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTATW A

SERVICE-TASK-ECB
Service Task ECB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSECB

RESYNCH-LIST-PTR
Resync in doubt list point.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTURDL

RESYNCH-LENGTH
Resync in doubt list length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTURLN

RESYNCH-COUNT
Resync in doubt count.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTURCT

ACTIVE-SUBTASK-COUNTER
Number of currently active threads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSBCT
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MAX-THREADS-ALLOWED
THRDMAX, the maximum number of threads that can exist between the CICS region and DB2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTTHRD

COMMAND-ENTRY-PTR
Command entry address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTCMDE

TX-POOL-ENTRY-PTR
Pool entry address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTTPLE

FIRST-TRANSATION-PTR
Address of the first transaction entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTTXTA

LAST-ENTRY-PTR
Address of the last transaction entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTENDA

RCT-TABLE-LENGTH
Address of the RCT length field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTLEN

TRACE-IDENT-FIRST
CICS user trace ID for tracing calls to DB2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTTR1

TRACE-IDENT-PLAN
Plan allocation entry trace ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTTR2

TRACE-IDENT-PLAN2
Plan allocation exit trace ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTTR3

SNAPDUMP-DCB-PTR
Snap dump DCB address.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTDCBA

CRCT-CICS-RELEASE
CICS release as defined in the RCT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTREL

START-INDEX
Address of index of group transactions.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTCSIX

MAX-THREAD-COUNT
Maximum threads defined as sum of THRDMs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTTMAX

TXID-ENTRY-COUNT
Number of transactions defined in the RCT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTIXCT

GROUP-ENTRY-COUNT
Number of group transaction ENTRY statements.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTGPCT

TABLE-ENTRY-COUNT
Number of ENTRY statements in the RCT.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTENCT
INDEX-OF-TXIDS

Index of transaction IDs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTINDX

INDEX-TXID
Repeating field: Transaction ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTTXIX

TXID-ENTRY-PTR
Repeating field: RCT ENTRY pointer.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTTXA

CICS-JOBNAME
CICS jobname.

SERVICE-TASK-TIMER-ECB
Service task time ECB-deleted in CICS 4.1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTTECB

CONTROL-FLAGS-4
Control flags 4-CICS 4.1 field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSW4

MSUB-PTR
Address of MSUB-CICS 4.1 field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTMSUB

EXT3-PTR
Address of EXT3-CICS 4.1 field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTEXT3

CSM-PTR
Address of CSM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTCSMA

CSM-NAME
CSM name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTCSMN

RCT-SWAP-WORD
RCT swap word.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSWAP

SWAP-WORD-B1
Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSWD1

SWAP-WORD-B2
Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSWD2

SWAP-WORD-B3
Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSWD3

SWAP-WORD-B4
Reserved.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSWD4
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SINGLE-UPDATER
x'01'—If single updater.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSCOM

CICS-DB2-REL
DB2 release-CICS 4.1 field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTDB2

CICS-TXIDSO
Resignon when Auth ID changes-YES or NO.

(1008) CRCTSS
Trace record 1008 contains the RCT transaction TYPE=ENTRY information.

This record includes the following fields:

TRAN-ID
Identifying transaction name for an RCT ENTRY.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTTXID

REC-PLAN-NAME
Name of the plan allocated for the RCT ENTRY.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTPIID

PLAN-ALLOCATION-EXIT
Plan allocation exit program name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTUEXT

DYNAMIC-PLAN-USER-AREA
Address of the dynamic plan user area.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTPUSR

AUTHORITY-NAME
Authorization ID for the CICS connection.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTAUTH

CCT-GROUP-ADDRESS
Address of the CCT control block for this RCT entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTCCTG

AUTH-SWAP-WORD
Concatenation of the next three fields.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTAUWD

AUTH-DIRECTIVE-1
First of three fields that indicate how Db2 builds an authorization ID from the transaction information:
x'01'

Use the sign-on user operator ID from CICS sign-on.
x'02'

Use the terminal ID.
x'03'

Use the transaction ID.
x'04'

No value was entered (valid for AUTH-DIRECTIVE-2 and AUTH-DIRECTIVE-3 only).
x'05'

Use the CICS System Authorization ID.
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x'06'
Use a character string specified in the RCT.

x'07'
Use the CICS sign-on user ID.

x'08'
Use the CICSS sign-on user ID and its connected group name.

x'40'
(AUTH-DIRECTIVE-3 ONLY) Connection subtasks have a lower dispatch priority than CICS.

x'80'
(AUTH-DIRECTIVE-3 ONLY) Connection subtasks have a higher dispatch priority than CICS.

IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTAU1
AUTH-DIRECTIVE-2

See AUTH-DIRECTIVE-1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTAU2

AUTH-DIRECTIVE-3
See AUTH-DIRECTIVE-1.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTAU3

CONTROL-FLAGS
Flag byte:
x'80'

Task attachments required.
x'40'

Task detachments required.
x'20'

TYPE=POOL.
x'10'

TYPE=COMD.
x'08'

TYPE=ENTRY.
x'04'

Group transaction entry.
x'02'

Overflow to pool.
x'01'

If all threads are busy, this transaction waits until one becomes available.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTECTL

MAX-THREAD-LIMIT
Maximum number of threads that might be connected to Db2 for this entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTTHDM

MAX-THREAD-ALLOWED
Current maximum number of threads for this entry that might be connected to Db2. DSNC MODI might be used to
increase MAX-THREAD-ALLOWED up to the limit specified in MAX-THREAD-LIMIT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTTHDA

PROTECTED-THREAD-COUNT
Maximum of the number of protected threads and the number of active threads.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTTHDS
AUTHORIZATION-COUNT

Number of authorization checks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTAUCT

CALL-COUNT
Number of Db2 calls.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTCALL

COMMIT-COUNT
Number of phase 2 commits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTCOMT

ABORT-COUNT
Number of times a unit of recovery was backed out due to an abend, rollback request, deadlock, or operator
cancel.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTABRT

READ-ONLY-COMMIT-COUNT
Number of read-only commits.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTROCT

WAIT-OVERFLOW-COUNT
Number of transactions that overflowed when all available threads were in use.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTWP

CONTROL-FLAG-3
ROLBE parameter:
x'80'

Issue a sync point rollback when this transaction is the victim in a deadlock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTCTL3

CONTROL-FLAG-4
PLNEXIT parameter:
x'80'

This transaction can use a dynamic plan exit to dynamically allocate its plan when the first SQL statement
is processed by the application program.

IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTCTL4
ACCTG-CORR-FLAG

Control flag indicating whether a plan allocation exit is to be invoked:
x'80'

Implies to invoke the exit.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTOKEN

SWAP-WORD
Concatenation of HIGH-THREAD-COUNT and CURRENT-THREAD-COUNT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTSWPC

HIGH-THREAD-COUNT
Maximum threads ever active for the entry.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTHIGH

CURRENT-THREAD-COUNT
Number of currently active threads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: CRCTCURR
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CICS-GROUP-TRANS
List of CICS transactions associated with the group entry when more than one transaction was specified on the
TXID parameter of the RCT TYPE=ENTRY macro.

AUTH1
First Authorization ID field.

AUTH2
Second Authorization ID field.

AUTH3
Third Authorization ID field.

CICS-DPMODE
Dispatch Mode: LOW, HIGH, or EQU.

CICS-ROLLBACK
ROLLBE/ROLLBI: YES or NO.

CICS-ACCTG-TOKEN
TOKENE/TOKENI: YES or NO.

TWAIT
Overflow action: WAIT, POOL, or ABND.

AVAILABLE-THREADS
Specifies the number of currently available threads. This value is the number of threads that might be connected
to Db2 less the number of threads that are currently connected to Db2 for the entry.

(1009) EDB
(1009) EDB record contains descriptions for Db2 data set extents.

EDB-FLAG
Flag byte:
x'01'

Extent not available
x'08'

Define extent only EKCD device
x'10'

ECKD device
x'80'

For a catalog, low-key range
EDB-EXTENT

Extent number (the relative location of the extent in a DEB).
EDB-EXTENT-LONG

Extent number (4 Bytes to accommodate extent values greater than 255)
EDB-LPMB-PTR

Address of Logical-to-Physical-Mapping-Block.
EDB-TRACKS

Relative track address of the extent.
EDB-START-TRACK

First track of the extent.
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EDB-END-TRACK
Last track of the extent.

EDB-LOW-RBA
RBA of the start of the extent.

EDB-HIGH-RBA
RBA of the end of the extent.

EDB-VOL
Volume serial on which the extent resides.

EDB-DEVTYPE
Indicates the type of DASD device.

EDB-DEVHEX
Indicates the hex device address of the DASD device.

EDB-UCBADDR
Indicates UCB address of the DASD device.

CYL1
Indicates starting cylinder number for the current extent.

TRK1
Indicates starting track number for the current extent.

CYL2
Indicates ending cylinder number for the current extent.

TRK2
Indicates ending track number for the current extent.

XTRACK
Indicates the size of the extent in tracks.

FCYL
Indicates the size of the extent in cylinders.

(1010) OBTBL
IFCID 1010 contains translations for database, table space and index space, and internal IDs to external names.

DBID
Specifies the database ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: OBTDBID

OBID
Specifies the table space or index space ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: OBTOBID

DATABASE-NAME
Specifies the database name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: OBTDBNM

TABLE-NAME
Specifies the table space or index space name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: OBTPSNM
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(1011) IMS-REGION
Trace record 1011 contains information about IMS regions connected to Db2.

This record contains the following fields:

IMS-SYSTEM-NAME
Specifies the IMS system name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRINAM

IMS-RELEASE
Specifies the IMS version number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRIREL

IMS-MOD-LEVEL
Specifies the IMS version release (or level) number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRILEV

IMS-REGION-NAME
Specifies the IMS region name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRRNAM

IMS-TRANSACTION-ID
Specifies the transaction ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRTRAN

IMS-PSB-NAME
Specifies the IMS Program Specification Block name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRPROG

IMS-LOGICAL-TERMINAL
Specifies the logical Terminal ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRTRMI

IMS-REGION-NUMBER
Specifies the IMS region number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRREGN

IMS-REGION-TYPE-FLAG
Specifies the IMS region type flag:
x'80'

Message region
x'40'

Batch Message region
x'20'

In SMB Active region
x'10'

Fast path region
x'08'

A reply is outstanding
x'04'

Externally scheduled PST
x'02'

PST in active
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x'01'
DBCTL thread

IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRREGT
IMS-TRANSACTION-CLASS

Specifies the IMS transaction class.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRCLAS

IMS-REGION-TYPE
Specifies the IMS region type:
CTL

Control region
MPP

Message processing region
BMP

Batch processing region
IFP

Fast path region
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRRTYP

IMS-TRANSACTIONS-QUEUED
Specifies the number of transactions that are waiting to execute.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRQCNT

IMS-REGION-CPU-TIME
Specifies the amount of CPU time used in the region since it was last started. The format of this field is
HH:MM:SS.TT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRRCPU

IMS-REGION-IO-COUNT
Specifies the number of I/O operations performed in the region since it was last started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRRIOS

IMS-REGION-DLI-COUNTS
Specifies the number of DL/I calls executed in the region since it was last started.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRRDLI

IMS-DB2-CONNECT
Specifies the Db2 subsystem ID to which the IMS region is connected.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSRDB2

(1012) IO
(1012) IO reports on all Db2 I/O activity. This record combines the read I/O and write I/O trace records: (006) READ-
IO-ST, (007) READ-IO, (008) WRITE-IO-ST, (009) WRITE-IO, and (010) WRITE I/O ASYNCH. When starting an online
request using this record, the data collector starts IFCIDs 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. This record is produced for every end I/O
record (IFCIDs 7 and 9) and includes data from the begin record.

NOTE
When you use this record in batch reports, ensure that the input file contains both begin and end I/O event
records.

This record allows you to combine read and write trace data effectively in an IQL summary request.

(1012) IO contains the following fields:
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WIO-ELAP
Specifies the elapsed time for synchronous or asynchronous write I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SYNC-WIO-ELAP
Specifies the elapsed time for synchronous write I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

RIO-ELAP
Specifies the elapsed time for synchronous or prefetch read I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SYNC-RIO-ELAP
Specifies the elapsed time for synchronous read I/O (non-prefetch I/O).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PARTITION
Identifies the accessed partition. If the tablespace is not partitioned, this value is 0.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0006PT or QW0008PT

BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the expanded buffer pool name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0006BP or QW0008BP

PAGES-READ
Identifies the number of pages that were brought into the buffer pool with this read I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0007NP

PAGES-READ-SYNPREF
Identifies the number of pages that were brought into the buffer pool with the sequential prefetch I/O operation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0007NP

PAGES-READ-LSTPREF
Identifies the number of pages that were brought into the buffer pool with the list prefetch I/O operation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0007NP

PAGES-READ-DYNPREF
Identifies the number of pages that were brought into the buffer pool with the dynamic prefetch I/O operation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0007NP

PAGES-READ-SYNCRIO
Identifies the number of pages that were brought into the buffer pool with the synchronous read I/O operation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0007NP

READIO
Counts each read I/O operation of any type. This field provides a count of all read I/Os in a summary request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SQPREF
Counts each sequential prefetch read I/O operation. This field provides a count of all sequential prefetch read I/Os
in a summary request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

LSTPREF
Counts each list prefetch read I/O operation. This field provides a count of all list prefetch read I/Os in a summary
request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

DYNPREF
Counts each dynamic prefetch read I/O operation. This field provides a count of all dynamic prefetch read I/Os in
a summary request.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A
SYNCRIO

Counts each synchronous read I/O operation. This field provides a count of synchronous read I/Os in a summary
request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

TBLSPACE-TYPE
Specifies the type of tablespace (read I/O only). The following values are valid:
N

Not large
L

Large
V

Very large
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0006FG

WRITEIO
Counts each write I/O operation of any type. This field provides a count of all write I/Os in a summary request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ASYNC-WIO-CASTOUT
Counts each asynchronous castout write I/O operation. This field provides a count of asynchronous castout write
I/Os in a summary request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

ASYNC-WIO
Counts each asynchronous normal write I/O operation. This field provides a count of asynchronous normal write I/
Os in a summary request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SYNC-WIO-CASTOUT
Counts each synchronous castout write I/O operation. This field provides a count of synchronous castout write I/
Os in a summary request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SYNC-WIO
Counts each synchronous normal write I/O operation. This field provides a count of synchronous normal write I/Os
in a summary request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

WRITE-TYPE
Indicates whether the write request is synchronous (S) or asynchronous (A).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

PAGES-WRITTEN
Identifies the pages that were written for any type of write I/O request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0009WR and QW0010WR

PAGES-WRITTEN-ASYNC
Identifies the pages that were written for an asynchronous write I/O request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0010WR

PAGES-WRITTEN-SYNC
Identifies the pages that were written for a synchronous write I/O request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0009WR

RET-CD
Identifies the media manager return code for the I/O request.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0007MM or QW0009MM
DBID

Identifies the database DBID of the pageset for the I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0006DB, QW0008DB, or QW0010DB

OBID
Identifies the OBID of the table or indexspace pageset for the I/O.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0006OB, QW0008OB, or QW0010OB

TYPE-OF-IO
Indicates the type of I/O operation performed. This field is a flag. The following values are valid:
C

Castout from SES to disk
W

Normal Buffer Manager disk write I/O
S

Sequential prefetch request
L

List prefetch request
D

Dynamic prefetch request
R

Synchronous read I/O request
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0008FC or QW0006F

BUF-POOL-ID
Identifies the buffer pool that contains the pageset.
Db2 uses the following values:

• 0 through 49 for buffer pools BP0 through BP49
• 80 through 89 for buffer pools BP32K through BP32K9
• 100 through 109 for buffer pools BP8K through BP8K9
• 120 through 129 for buffer pools BP16K through BP16K9

IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0006BP, QW0008BP, or QW0010BP
REQUESTOR-ACE

Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element) control block address for the thread for which the read I/O occurs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0007AC

FIRST-PG
Specifies the page number of the first page to be read.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0006PN or QW0006PG

ANTIC-PG-FAULTS
Identifies the number of anticipated page faults.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0008PI or QW0010PI

ACT-BUF-POOLS
Identifies the number of active (non-stealable) buffers in the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0008AB or QW0010AB

DEFERRED-WRITE-Q
Identifies the number of updated pages on the deferred write queue for the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0008DW or QW0010DW
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PAGE-NUM-TYPE
Specifies the page number type:
A

Absolute page number
R

Relative page number
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM DB2 Name: Derived from QW0007P:QW0007P1

READ-SYNCIO
Indicates the result of READ SYNCIO:
ZHL-YES

READ request with SYNCIO used zHyperLink
ZHL-NO

READ request with SYNCIO did not use zHyperLink
ASYNCIO

READ request without SYNCIO
This field is new with Db2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0007P:QW0007SI, QW0006P:QW0006SI

DISK-CACHE-HIT
Indicates whether the requested data was found in the DASD subsystem cache.
YES

Read success with disk cache hit
NO

Read success without disk cache hit
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QW0007P:QW0007DC

(1014) ADDED-ZPARMS
This record includes system parameters defined in macros that are not found in IFCIDs 106/306.

DEFAULT-DB2-SUBSYS
Default subsystem name that will be used when the DSN command processor is invoked without the SYSTEM
parameter. This parameter is not defined through any installation panel, but is assembled as the SSID parameter
of the DSNHDECM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IDECSSID

DB2-REL
Current release of Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IDECREL

DB2-DECP-LEVEL
DSNHDECM macro code level.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IDECLVL

CHARACTER-SET
Shows whether Db2 accepts only the alphanumeric character set or also accepts the Katakana set without
delimiters:
ALPHANUM

Indicates that only the alphanumeric character set of 10 digits and 26 letters. Lower case letters are
folded to uppercase.
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KATAKANA
Indicates that the Katakana character set is allowed. Tables and columns can have Katakana names
without use of the SQL escape characters. Characters are not folded from lowercase to uppercase.

This parameter is not defined through any installation panel, but is assembled as the CHARSET parameter of the
DSNHDECM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IDECCHRS

DEFAULT-LANGUAGE
Shows the default programming language:
ASM

Assembler F
ASMH

Assembler H
C

C Language
COBOL

COBOL
COB2

COBOL II
FORTRAN

FORTRAN
PLI

PL/I
This parameter is defined through the “APPLICATION PROGRAMMING DEFAULTS” panel and is assembled as
the DEFLANG parameter of the DSNHDECM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IDECLANG

DEFAULT-DATE-FORMAT
Shows the default output format to represent dates. Values will be one of the following:
ISO

International Standards Organization (yyyy-mm-dd)
USA

IBM USA standard (mm/dd/yyyy)
EUR

IBM European standard (dd.mm.yyyy)
JIS

Japanese Industrial Standard Christian Era (yyyy-mm-dd)
LOCAL

Locally defined by installation exit
This parameter is defined through the “APPLICATION PROGRAMMING DEFAULTS” panel and is assembled as
the DATE parameter of the DSNHDECM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IDECDATE

DEFAULT-TIME-FORMAT
Shows the default output format to represent times. Values will be one of the following:
ISO

International Standards Organization (hh.mm.ss)
USA

IBM USA standard (hh:mm AM/PM)
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EUR
IBM European standard (hh.mm.ss)

JIS
Japanese Industrial Standard Christian Era (hh:mm:ss)

LOCAL
Locally defined by installation exit

This parameter is defined through the “APPLICATION PROGRAMMING DEFAULTS” panel and is assembled as
the TIME parameter of the DSNHDECM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IDECTIME

DEFAULT-DELIMITER
Shows whether the default string delimiter for COBOL or VS COBOL II programs is a quotation mark (“),
apostrophe ('), or is allowed to DEFAULT to the quotation mark. This parameter is defined through the
“APPLICATION PROGRAMMING DEFAULTS” panel and is assembled as the DELIM parameter of the
DSNHDECM macro
IBM Db2 Field Name: IDECDELM

PERIOD-COMMA
Shows whether the decimal point for numbers is a comma (,) or a period (.). This parameter is used for dynamic
SQL and controls the default precompiler option (PERIOD or COMMA) for COBOL and VS COBOL II programs.
It is not used in or supported by other languages. This parameter is defined through the “APPLICATION
PROGRAMMING DEFAULTS” panel and is assembled as the DECIMAL parameter of the DSNHDECM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IDECPERC

DEFAULT-SQL-DELIMITER
Shows the value of the SQL string delimiter that does the following within COBOL or VS COBOL II programs:

• Sets off strings in dynamic SQL
• Sets off strings in SQL statements

DEFAULT implies to make the delimiter for strings in SQL statements within COBOL or VS COBOL II programs
a quotation mark (“), and the string delimiter in dynamic SQL an apostrophe ('). A “ implies to make the string
delimiter a quotation mark, and a ' implies to make it an apostrophe.
This option is effective only for COBOL and VS COBOL II languages. It also sets the value for dynamic SQL. The
value specified is used by the program preparation panels (as the APOSTSQL or QUOTESQL default), the DSNH
CLIST, and the precompiler.
This parameter is defined through the “APPLICATION PROGRAMMING DEFAULTS” panel and is assembled as
the SQLDELI parameter of the DSNHDECM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IDECSQLD

MIXED-GRAPHICS
Shows whether the code points X'0E' and X'0F' have special meanings as the shift-out and shift-in controls for
character strings that include double-byte characters.
NO

Indicates that these code points have no special meaning. Therefore, all character strings are single-byte
character set (SBCS) data.

YES
Indicates that these code points have the special meaning described above. Therefore, character strings
can be SBCS or MIXED data.

This parameter is defined through the “APPLICATION PROGRAMMING DEFAULTS” panel and is assembled as
the MIXED parameter of the DSNHDECM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IDECMGRF
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SQL-LANGUAGE-LEVEL
Shows whether the SQL language used in application programs conforms to the 1986 ANSI SQL standard
implemented by Db2.
NO

Implies that programs are not written in accordance with the 1986 ANSI standards but in accordance with
the SQL language defined by Db2.

86
Implies that programs are written in accordance with the 1986 ANSI standard.

This parameter is defined through the “APPLICATION PROGRAMMING DEFAULTS” panel and is assembled as
the STDSQL parameter of the DSNHDECM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IDECLEVS

DECIMAL-ARITH
Shows the maximum precision of decimal numbers.
DEC15

Implies that the decimal arithmetic operations on decimal values with precision 15 or less are performed
in accordance with the existing rules for determining the precision and scale of the result.

DEC31
Implies that the decimal arithmetic operations on decimal values with precision 15 or less are performed
in accordance with the new rules for determining the precision and scale of the result. The new rules
apply to SQL statements processed by the precompiler and to any dynamic SQL statements executed by
the SQL statements processed by the precompiler.

This parameter is defined through the “APPLICATION PROGRAMMING DEFAULTS” panel and is assembled as
the DECARTH parameter of the DSNHDECM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IDECARTH

LOCAL-DATE-LENGTH
If you use the locally defined date exit routine (DATE=LOCAL), then this value represents the length of the longest
field required to hold a date.
This parameter is defined through the “APPLICATION PROGRAMMING DEFAULTS” panel and is assembled as
the DATELEN parameter of the DSNHDECM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IDECLDLN

LOCAL-TIME-LENGTH
If you use the locally defined time exit routine (TIME=LOCAL), then this value represents the length of the longest
field required to hold a time.
This parameter is defined through the “APPLICATION PROGRAMMING DEFAULTS” panel and is assembled as
the TIMELEN parameter of the DSNHDECM macro.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IDECLTLN

IRLM-SUBSYS
Shows the name by which MVS knows the IRLM subsystem. The name is used for communication between Db2
and the IRLM. This name is included in the MVS subsystem table IEFSSNxx.
This parameter is defined through the “IRLM PANEL 1” panel and is assembled as the IRLMSID parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro. This is also specified in the IRLMNM parameter of the IRLM start-up JCL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IIRLSSID

IRLM-ID
Shows the unique number assigned to the IRLM for internally distinguishing this IRLM from other IRLMs that are
sharing data.
This value is specified in the IRLMID parameter of the IRLM start-up JCL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IIRLIDNM

IRLM-FUNC-LEVEL
Current IRLM functional code level (1 byte).
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IBM Db2 Field Name: IIRLFUNC
IRLM-MODE

Shows whether the IRLM is processing in LOCAL or GLOBAL mode. In GLOBAL mode, the IRLM can
communicate with other IRLM subsystems for data sharing. In LOCAL mode, no data sharing is allowed, but the
overhead costs of IRLM are reduced.
This value is specified in the SCOPE parameter of the IRLM startup JCL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IIRLMODE

IRLM-PCPT
Shows whether IRLM is to use the cross-address space program call.
NO

Indicates that IRLM control block structures (locks) are kept in ECSA (extended common storage area).
This requires less processor time at the cost of using common storage.

YES
Indicates that the IRLM control block structures are kept in the IRLM private address space, and the PC
(program call) instruction is used to obtain addressability to the structures.

This value is specified in the PC parameter of the IRLM start-up JCL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IIRLPCPT

IRLM-TRACE
Shows whether the IRLM internal trace is to be automatically started when the IRLM is started.
This value is specified in the ITRACE parameter of the IRLM start-up JCL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IIRLTRAC

IRLM-COMM-CYCLE
Shows the number of milliseconds that IRLM delays between each lock processing. IRLM uses this interval for
IMS data sharing. IRLM batches the inter-IRLM requests, and once every interval it sends the requests to the
other IRLM for approval.
This parameter is valid only if SCOPE=GLOBAL is also specified.
This value is specified in the COMCYCL parameter of the IRLM start-up JCL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IIRLCOMC

IRLM-LOCAL-DEADLOCK
Shows the time, in milliseconds, of the local deadlock detection cycle.
The local value must be less than the value specified for the resource time-out ZPARM value (IRLMRWT).
Otherwise, time-out detection will always supersede deadlock detection.
A deadlock is a situation where two or more requestors are waiting for resources held by the other. Deadlock
detection is the procedure by which a deadlock and its participants are identified.
IBM recommends that this value should not exceed 5000.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IIRLLDED

IRLM-GLOBAL-DEADLOCK
Shows the time, in seconds, of the global deadlock detection cycle.
This value is specified in the DEADLOK parameter of the IRLM start-up JCL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IIRLGDED

IRLM-MAX-CSA
Shows the maximum amount of ECSA (extended common storage area) that IRLM is to use for its control block
structure (locks).
This value is specified in the MAXCSA parameter of the IRLM start-up JCL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IIRLMCSA

IRLM-USE-CSA
Shows the current amount of ECSA (extended common storage area) that IRLM is using for its control block
structure (locks).
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(1015) ACTIVE-LOGS
This record contains information about Db2 subsystem log data sets.

LOG-DSNAME
Contains the data set name of the active logs currently allocated to Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: ILDSDDSN

LOG-START-TIMESTAMP
Indicates the timestamp when the first record was written to the log.
IBM Db2 Field Name: ILDSDSTM

LOG-END-TIMESTAMP
Indicates the timestamp when the last record was written to the log.
IBM Db2 Field Name: ILDSDETM

LOG-BLOCK-COUNT
Shows the size of the active log data set in 4-KB blocks.
IBM Db2 Field Name: ILDSDBLK

LOG-STATUS
Indicates the status of the associated log data set. The following values are valid:
CURRENT

Indicates the log Db2 is currently writing to.
AVAIL

Indicates an available log data set.
FULL

Indicates the log data set is 100 percent full.
NEW-AVAL

Indicates an available log data set that has never been used.
STOPPED

Indicates a log data set is stopped and not available.
ARCH-IAL

Indicates an archive input allocated data set.
ARCH-IMP

Indicates an archive input mount pending data set.
ARCH-IN

Indicates an archive input data set.
ARCH-OAL

Indicates an archive output allocated data set.
ARCH-OMP

Indicates an archive output mount pending data set.
ARCH-OUT

Indicates an archive output data set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: ILDSDSTA

LOG-PCT-USED
Indicates the current percentage of the active logs in use. 100 percent implies that the active log has filled and
has not been offloaded yet.
IBM Db2 Field Name: ILDSDPCT
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NUMBER-ACTIVE-LOGS
Indicates the current number of allocated active logs.
IBM Db2 Field Name: ILDSDACT

RECS-PER-CHKPT
Indicates how many log records are written for each checkpoint.
IBM Db2 Field Name: ILDSDRCK

RECS-TILL-NEXT-CHKPT
Indicates how many DB2 log records must be written before the next checkpoint.
IBM Db2 Field Name: ILDSDNCK

MINS-TILL-NEXT-CHKPT
Shows the number of minutes until the next checkpoint is taken. If minutes are not in effect, this field is zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: ILDSDMCK

MINS-PER-CHKPT
Shows the number of minutes between checkpoints. If minutes are not in effect, this field is zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: ILDSDTCK

(1016) BUFFER-TRACE
(1016) BUFFER-TRACE record reports a Buffer Pool usage for an active thread.

BUF-DATABASE-ID
DBID of the database whose page set is being accessed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IBBTRDBI

BUF-PAGESET-ID
OBID of the table or index space page set being accessed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IBBTRPSI

BUF-FUNCTION
Type of Buffer Pool activity performed for the associated page and page set. Possible values for this field are:

• GET PAGE
• UPDATE REQUEST
• UPDATE COMPLETE
• RELEASE PAGE

IBM Db2 Field Name: IBBTRTYP
BUF-PAGE-NUM

Page number (hex) of the database and table/index space being accessed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IBBTRPGI

BUF-DATABASE
Name of the database whose page set is being accessed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IBBTRCDB

BUF-PAGESET
Name of the table or index space page set being accessed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IBBTRCPS

BUF-SEQNUM
This field shows the relative sequence number for the associated Buffer Pool operation. The sequence number is
computed from the first Buffer Pool operation (sequence number 0). The last 500 operations are available.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IBBTRSEQ
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(1017) IRLM-CONTENTIONS
This record contains repeating sections for the lock holders and lock waiters, which are involved in the lock contention.

Repeating Fields - Lock Holders

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the (1017) IRLM-CONTENTIONS record.

One set of fields exists for every lock holder.

HOLDER-LOCK-NAME
Internal 32-byte hexadecimal lock name.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKLK

IHLCKKT
X'00' DATAPAGE (DPG)

A page lock in a tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number

X'01' DATABASE (DBS)
A lock on a database descriptor.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'02' PAGESET (PSET)
A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'03' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'04' SKCT (SKCT)
A lock on an application plans skeleton cursor table.
Data: Plan name

X'05' INDXPAGE (IPG)
A page lock in an indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Sub page number

X'06' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'07' DS OPEN (DSOP)
A lock that serializes dataset opens and closes.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'08' UTIL DMG (UTDM)
A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'09' PSET PC (PSPC)
A simple pageset consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called pageset pieces. When a pageset piece
exceeds the pageset piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A pageset piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)
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X'0A' DBA TABL (DBA)
A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0B' RETRY (RETR)
A lock used for retry during an abort.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0C' 32K DESP (32K)
32K desperation pool locks occur as an overflow out of the 4K buffer pools and imply that the buffers are
undersized.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0D' SYSLGRNG (SYSL)
A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0E' UTILITY (UTIL)
A lock used by utility jobs for serialization.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'0F' MASS DEL (MASS)
A mass delete lock is a protection device used by Db2. The lock occurs when a DELETE is used without
a WHERE clause. All rows in the table are deleted. A mass delete lock also occurs when a SELECT
statement specifies WITH UR.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'10' TABLE (TABL)
A lock used on a table in a segmented tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'11' HSH ANCH (HASH)
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing Db2 catalog or directory tables.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Anchor

X'12' SKPT (SKPT)
A lock on a skeleton package table.
Data: n/a

X'13' COLLECT (COLL)
A lock on a package collection.
Data: Collection Name

X'14' CS DRAIN (CDRN)
Cursor stability drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'15' RR DRAIN (RDRN)
Repeatable read drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'16' WR DRAIN (WDRN)
Write drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'17' BINDLOCK (BIND)
Auto/remote bind lock for serialization of local autobinds of packages, remote binds, and remote rebinds
of packages.
Data: String 'BINDLOCK'
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X'18' ROW (ROW)
Row lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Row number

X'19' INDX EOF(XEOF)
Index End-of-File lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'1A' AL BPOOL (ALBP)
Alter bufferpool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1B' SS GPOOL (SSGP)
Group Bufferpool Start/Stop lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1C' INDX PLK (XPLK)
Index Manager Tree P-lock.
Data: n/a

X'1D' P/P PLCK (PPPL)
Pageset or Partition P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'1E' PAGE PLK (PGPL)
Page P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool, Page

X'1F' DDF PLCK (DDPL)
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'20' GBP CAST (GBCA)
Group Bufferpool level castout P-lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'21' P/P CAST (PPCA)
Pageset or Partition castout P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'22' RLF PLCK (RPLK)
Resource Limit Facility P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'23' DBD PLCK (DBPL)
Data Base Descriptor P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'24' CATM CVD (CCVD)
CATMAINT Directory lock.
Data: n/a

X'25' CATM CVC (CCVC)
CATMAINT Convert Catalog lock.
Data: n/a

X'26' CATM MIG (CMIG)
CATMAINT Migration lock.
Data: n/a

X'27' DB EX LG (DXLG)
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock.
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Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition
X'28' UTIL UID (UTLD)

Utility UID lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'29' UTILEXCL (UTLX)
Utility exclusive execution lock.
Data: String 'UTEXEC'

X'2A' SCA REDO (SCAR)
SCA access for restart/redo information lock.
Data: String 'BMC-RSTP'

X'2B' GPDB EXU (GBXL)
Database Exception Update lock.
Data: Data manager RMID, string 'GDBET', Hash class number

X'2C' REPR DBD (RDBD)
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'2D' DB CMD S (DCMD)
Database command serialization.
Data: n/a

X'2E' BM PS PL (BMRP)
Buffer manager pageset RR P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'2F' MX UNKN (MX-?)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

X'30' LOB LOCK (LOB)
Lock on LOB type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Row number, Version

X'31' UTIL CMT (UTLC)
Utility Commit lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'32' LPL RCVR (LPLR)
LPL recovery lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'33' HDR HASH (HDRH)
Header page hash bucket.
Data: Partition, Hash bucket number

X'34' PIT RCVR (PITR)
System level point in time recovery lock.
Data: String 'SYS_PITR'

X'35' XML LOCK (XML)
Lock on XML type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), DOCID

X'36' ADD PART (APS)
Add Part serialization lock.
Data: Database (DBID)
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X'37' SYSENVRL (SENV)
SYSENV serialization lock.
Data: String 'SYSENVRL'

X'38' UTIL OBJ (UTOB)
Utility object lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'39' DBD LOAD (DBDL)
Data Base Descriptor load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3A' CMP BLD (CMPB)
Compress dictionary build lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3B' CMP LOAD (CMPL)
Compress dictionary load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3C' HASH VAL (HASV)
Hash Value lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Hash value

X'3D' INDEXKEY (IXKY)
Index key lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3E' DGTTURID (DGTT)
Unit of Recovery ID lock on Declared Global Temporary Table.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3F' ACCELCMD (ACCL)
Db2 accelerator services command lock.
Data: n/a

X'40' UT OBJ H (UTOH)
UT OBJ lock with hash.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'41' UTL CTLG (UTCT)
Db2 Utility catalog serial lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'42' DYNQHASH (DYHA)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY hash ID lock.
Data: Hash ID, SQLID (truncated to 12 characters)

X'43' DYNQSGRP (DYSG)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY stabilization group lock.
Data: Stabilization group name (if length of the name is fewer than 29 characters), otherwise the hash of
the stabilization group name

X'47' DYNQ OBJ (DYOB)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY object dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization object dependency lock name

X'48' DYNQAUTH (DYAT)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY authorization ID dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization authorization dependency lock name
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X'49' INMEMFTB (FTB)
In-memory fast traverse block lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'FF' (S)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

HOLDER-RESOURCE-NAME
Hex name of the locked resource. All lock resource names begin with a header consisting of the following fields:

• Hash value
• Length
• Type

The rest of the name (28 bytes) depends on the value in the type field.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKRN

HOLDER-DBID
First 2 bytes of the lock resource name which usually identifies the DBID of a page set's database.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKKD

HOLDER-OBID
Bytes 3 and 4 of the lock resource name which usually identifies the OBID of the table/index space page set or a
table.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKKP

HOLDER-PAGE-NO
Bytes 5 through 7 of the lock resource name which usually identifies the page number within a page set.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKK1

HOLDER-SUBPAGE-NO
Byte 8 of the lock resource name which usually identifies an index subpage number or a partition number.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKK2

IHLCKFC
IRLM function code indicator byte for the lock holder:
x'02'

Lock function
x'03'

Unlock function
x'04'

Change function
x'06'

Query function
IHLCKST

Type of lock that the lock Holder holds:
x'00'

Any (change or unlock can use this type)
x'01'

(reserved)
x'02'

Intent share (IS lock)
x'03'

Intent exclusive (IX lock)
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x'04'
Share (S lock)

x'05'
Update (U lock)

x'06'
Share with intent exclusive (SIX lock)

x'07'
(reserved)

x'08'
Exclusive (X lock)

IHLCKDR
Lock duration indicator byte of the lock holder:
x'20' MANUAL

Lock is held only as long as necessary
x'21' MANL+1

Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally)

x'40' COMMIT
Lock is held until commit

x'41' CMMT+1
Locks that require to maintain position of a cursor opened “with hold” are held past commit

x'60' ALLOC
Lock is held until deallocation

x'80' PLAN
Lock is held for the duration of the plan

x'81' UTIL
Lock is held for the duration of the utility execution

x'FE' INTRST
Lock is held for the duration used for P-locks

x'FF' FREE
Lock is held until all locks are freed

IHLCKCL
Serviceability field.

HOLDER-LOCK-TYPE
Type of lock.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKLKT

HOLDER-LOCK-STATE
Identifies the lock state:
ANY

Any lock
IS

Intent share
IX

Intent exclusive
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S
Share

U
Update

SIX
Share w/int exclusive

X
Exclusive

NSU
Nonshare update

IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKLKS
HOLDER-LOCK-DUR

Lock duration for the Holder of the lock:
x'20' MANUAL

Lock is held only as long as necessary
x'21' MANL+1

Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally)

x'40' COMMIT
Lock is held until commit

x'41' CMMT+1
Locks that require to maintain position of a cursor opened “with hold” are held past commit

x'60' ALLOC
Lock is held until deallocation

x'80' PLAN
Lock is held for the duration of the plan

x'81' UTIL
Lock is held for the duration of the utility execution

x'FE' INTRST
Lock is held for the duration used for P-locks

x'FF' FREE
Lock is held until all locks are freed

IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKLKD
HOLDER-DB-NAME

Database name containing the object being locked, if applicable.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKDBN

HOLDER-PAGESET-NAME
Page set name containing the object being locked, if applicable.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKPSN

HOLDER-CONN-TYPE
Connection type of the lock holder.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKCON

HOLDER-PLAN-NAME
Plan name of the lock holder.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKPLN
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HOLDER-CORR-ID
Correlation ID of the lock holder.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKCOR

HOLDER-CONN-NAME
Connection name of the lock holder.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKCNM

HOLDER-AUTH-ID
Authorization ID of the lock holder.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKAUT

IHLCKACE
An eight hex digits ACE (Agent Control Element) control block address for the thread that is holding the lock.

HOLDER-THREAD-TOKEN
A six decimal digits thread token of the holder of a lock.

HOLDER-STATUS
OWN—Indicates the lock holder owns the lock.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKSTA

HOLDER-SUSPEND-ELAPSED
Suspend time of the lock holder.
IBM DB2 Field Name: IHLCKWAT

HOLDER-RESOURCE
Name of the locked object.

HOLDER-RESOURCE-SHORT
A shortened version of the previous field. Page number, subpage, anchor, collection token, and labels are not
included in this field.

HOLDER-COLLECTION
The collection ID of the lock holder's resource. Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.

HOLDER-PKG-COLLECTION
The collection ID of the package of the lock holder's resource. Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.

HOLDER-PKG-PROGRAM
The program name of the lock holder's resource. Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.

HOLDER-PKG-TOKEN
The 8-byte consistency token of the lock holder's resource. Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.This
value always starts with “TOKEN X” and formats the token as 16-hex digits in single quotes (').

HOLDER-PKG-TOKEN-VALUE
The 8-byte consistency token of the lock holder's resource, formatted as 16-hex digits. Valid only for
COLLECTION and SKPT locks.

HOLDER-PLAN
Name for an SKCT lock.

HOLDER-DB-NAME
Database in which a locked object resides.

HOLDER-OBJECT
Page set in which a locked object resides.

HOLDER-DATASET
Data set partition number in quotes and prefixed with “PARTITION”.
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HOLDER-DATAPAGE
Hex datapage number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.

HOLDER-DATAPAGE-NUMBER
Hex datapage number.

HOLDER-INDEXPAGE
Hex index page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.

HOLDER-INDEXPAGE-NUMBER
Hex index page number.

HOLDER-INDEX-SUBPAGE
Hex index subpage number in quotes and prefixed with “SUBPG X”.

HOLDER-INDEX-SUBPAGE-NO
Hex index subpage number.

HOLDER-HASH-PAGE
Hex page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.

HOLDER-HASH-PAGE-NUMBER
Hex page number for anchor locks.

HOLDER-HASH-ANCHORAGE
Hex anchor ID number in quotes and prefixed with “ANCHOR X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.

HOLDER-HASH-ANCHOR-NO
Hex anchor ID number for anchor locks.

LOCK-TYPE-PORL
Indicates physical (P) or logical (L) lock type for the lock holder.

Repeating Fields - Lock Waiters

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the (1017) IRLM-CONTENTIONS record.

One set of fields exists for every lock waiter.

WAITER-LOCK-NAME
Internal 32-byte hexadecimal lock name.
X'00' DATAPAGE (DPG)

A page lock in a tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number

X'01' DATABASE (DBS)
A lock on a database descriptor.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'02' PAGESET (PSET)
A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'03' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'04' SKCT (SKCT)
A lock on an application plans skeleton cursor table.
Data: Plan name
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X'05' INDXPAGE (IPG)
A page lock in an indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Sub page number

X'06' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'07' DS OPEN (DSOP)
A lock that serializes dataset opens and closes.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'08' UTIL DMG (UTDM)
A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'09' PSET PC (PSPC)
A simple pageset consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called pageset pieces. When a pageset piece
exceeds the pageset piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A pageset piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0A' DBA TABL (DBA)
A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0B' RETRY (RETR)
A lock used for retry during an abort.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0C' 32K DESP (32K)
32K desperation pool locks occur as an overflow out of the 4K buffer pools and imply that the buffers are
undersized.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0D' SYSLGRNG (SYSL)
A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0E' UTILITY (UTIL)
A lock used by utility jobs for serialization.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'0F' MASS DEL (MASS)
A mass delete lock is a protection device used by Db2. The lock occurs when a DELETE is used without
a WHERE clause. All rows in the table are deleted. A mass delete lock also occurs when a SELECT
statement specifies WITH UR.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'10' TABLE (TABL)
A lock used on a table in a segmented tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'11' HSH ANCH (HASH)
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing Db2 catalog or directory tables.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Anchor

X'12' SKPT (SKPT)
A lock on a skeleton package table.
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Data: N/A
X'13' COLLECT (COLL)

A lock on a package collection.
Data: Collection Name

X'14' CS DRAIN (CDRN)
Cursor stability drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'15' RR DRAIN (RDRN)
Repeatable read drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'16' WR DRAIN (WDRN)
Write drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'17' BINDLOCK (BIND)
Auto/remote bind lock for serialization of local autobinds of packages, remote binds, and remote rebinds
of packages.
Data: String 'BINDLOCK'

X'18' ROW (ROW)
Row lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Row number

X'19' INDX EOF(XEOF)
Index End-of-File lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'1A' AL BPOOL (ALBP)
Alter bufferpool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1B' SS GPOOL (SSGP)
Group Bufferpool Start/Stop lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1C' INDX PLK (XPLK)
Index Manager Tree P-lock.
Data: N/A

X'1D' P/P PLCK (PPPL)
Pageset or Partition P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'1E' PAGE PLK (PGPL)
Page P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool, Page

X'1F' DDF PLCK (DDPL)
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'20' GBP CAST (GBCA)
Group Bufferpool level castout P-lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'21' P/P CAST (PPCA)
Pageset or Partition castout P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool
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X'22' RLF PLCK (RPLK)
Resource Limit Facility P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'23' DBD PLCK (DBPL)
Data Base Descriptor P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'24' CATM CVD (CCVD)
CATMAINT Directory lock.
Data: N/A

X'25' CATM CVC (CCVC)
CATMAINT Convert Catalog lock.
Data: N/A

X'26' CATM MIG (CMIG)
CATMAINT Migration lock.
Data: N/A

X'27' DB EX LG (DXLG)
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'28' UTIL UID (UTLD)
Utility UID lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'29' UTILEXCL (UTLX)
Utility exclusive execution lock.
Data: String 'UTEXEC'

X'2A' SCA REDO (SCAR)
SCA access for restart/redo information lock.
Data: String 'BMC-RSTP'

X'2B' GPDB EXU (GBXL)
Database Exception Update lock.
Data: Data manager RMID, string 'GDBET', Hash class number

X'2C' REPR DBD (RDBD)
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'2D' DB CMD S (DCMD)
Database command serialization.
Data: N/A

X'2E' BM PS PL (BMRP)
Buffer manager pageset RR P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'2F' MX UNKN (MX-?)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

X'30' LOB LOCK (LOB)
Lock on LOB type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Row number, Version

X'31' UTIL CMT (UTLC)
Utility Commit lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)
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X'32' LPL RCVR (LPLR)
LPL recovery lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'33' HDR HASH (HDRH)
Header page hash bucket.
Data: Partition, Hash bucket number

X'34' PIT RCVR (PITR)
System level point in time recovery lock.
Data: String 'SYS_PITR'

X'35' XML LOCK (XML)
Lock on XML type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), DOCID

X'36' ADD PART (APS)
Add Part serialization lock.
Data: Database (DBID)

X'37' SYSENVRL (SENV)
SYSENV serialization lock.
Data: String 'SYSENVRL'

X'38' UTIL OBJ (UTOB)
Utility object lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'39' DBD LOAD (DBDL)
Data Base Descriptor load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3A' CMP BLD (CMPB)
Compress dictionary build lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3B' CMP LOAD (CMPL)
Compress dictionary load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3C' HASH VAL (HASV)
Hash Value lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Hash value

X'3D' INDEXKEY (IXKY)
Index key lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3E' DGTTURID (DGTT)
Unit of Recovery ID lock on Declared Global Temporary Table.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3F' ACCELCMD (ACCL)
Db2 accelerator services command lock.
Data: N/A

X'40' UT OBJ H (UTOH)
UT OBJ lock with hash.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'41' UTL CTLG (UTCT)
Db2 Utility catalog serial lock.
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Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)
X'42' DYNQHASH (DYHA)

SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY hash ID lock.
Data: Hash ID, SQLID (truncated to 12 characters)

X'43' DYNQSGRP (DYSG)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY stabilization group lock.
Data: Stabilization group name (if length of the name is fewer than 29 characters), otherwise the hash of
the stabilization group name

X'47' DYNQ OBJ (DYOB)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY object dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization object dependency lock name

X'48' DYNQAUTH (DYAT)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY authorization ID dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization authorization dependency lock name

X'49' INMEMFTB (FTB)
In-memory fast traverse block lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'FF' (S)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

IWLCKKT
Contains the flag for the locked resource type:
X'00' DATAPAGE (DPG)

A page lock in a tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number

X'01' DATABASE (DBS)
A lock on a database descriptor.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'02' PAGESET (PSET)
A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'03' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'04' SKCT (SKCT)
A lock on an application plans skeleton cursor table.
Data: Plan name

X'05' INDXPAGE (IPG)
A page lock in an indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Sub page number

X'06' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'07' DS OPEN (DSOP)
A lock that serializes dataset opens and closes.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)
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X'08' UTIL DMG (UTDM)
A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'09' PSET PC (PSPC)
A simple pageset consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called pageset pieces. When a pageset piece
exceeds the pageset piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A pageset piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0A' DBA TABL (DBA)
A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0B' RETRY (RETR)
A lock used for retry during an abort.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0C' 32K DESP (32K)
32K desperation pool locks occur as an overflow out of the 4K buffer pools and imply that the buffers are
undersized.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0D' SYSLGRNG (SYSL)
A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0E' UTILITY (UTIL)
A lock used by utility jobs for serialization.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'0F' MASS DEL (MASS)
A mass delete lock is a protection device used by Db2. The lock occurs when a DELETE is used without
a WHERE clause. All rows in the table are deleted. A mass delete lock also occurs when a SELECT
statement specifies WITH UR.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'10' TABLE (TABL)
A lock used on a table in a segmented tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'11' HSH ANCH (HASH)
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing Db2 catalog or directory tables.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Anchor

X'12' SKPT (SKPT)
A lock on a skeleton package table.
Data: N/A

X'13' COLLECT (COLL)
A lock on a package collection.
Data: Collection Name

X'14' CS DRAIN (CDRN)
Cursor stability drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'15' RR DRAIN (RDRN)
Repeatable read drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains.
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Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition
X'16' WR DRAIN (WDRN)

Write drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'17' BINDLOCK (BIND)
Auto/remote bind lock for serialization of local autobinds of packages, remote binds, and remote rebinds
of packages.
Data: String 'BINDLOCK'

X'18' ROW (ROW)
Row lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Row number

X'19' INDX EOF(XEOF)
Index End-of-File lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'1A' AL BPOOL (ALBP)
Alter bufferpool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1B' SS GPOOL (SSGP)
Group Bufferpool Start/Stop lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1C' INDX PLK (XPLK)
Index Manager Tree P-lock.
Data: N/A

X'1D' P/P PLCK (PPPL)
Pageset or Partition P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'1E' PAGE PLK (PGPL)
Page P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool, Page

X'1F' DDF PLCK (DDPL)
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'20' GBP CAST (GBCA)
Group Bufferpool level castout P-lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'21' P/P CAST (PPCA)
Pageset or Partition castout P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'22' RLF PLCK (RPLK)
Resource Limit Facility P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'23' DBD PLCK (DBPL)
Data Base Descriptor P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'24' CATM CVD (CCVD)
CATMAINT Directory lock.
Data: N/A
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X'25' CATM CVC (CCVC)
CATMAINT Convert Catalog lock.
Data: N/A

X'26' CATM MIG (CMIG)
CATMAINT Migration lock.
Data: N/A

X'27' DB EX LG (DXLG)
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'28' UTIL UID (UTLD)
Utility UID lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'29' UTILEXCL (UTLX)
Utility exclusive execution lock.
Data: String 'UTEXEC'

X'2A' SCA REDO (SCAR)
SCA access for restart/redo information lock.
Data: String 'BMC-RSTP'

X'2B' GPDB EXU (GBXL)
Database Exception Update lock.
Data: Data manager RMID, string 'GDBET', Hash class number

X'2C' REPR DBD (RDBD)
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'2D' DB CMD S (DCMD)
Database command serialization.
Data: N/A

X'2E' BM PS PL (BMRP)
Buffer manager pageset RR P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'2F' MX UNKN (MX-?)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

X'30' LOB LOCK (LOB)
Lock on LOB type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Row number, Version

X'31' UTIL CMT (UTLC)
Utility Commit lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'32' LPL RCVR (LPLR)
LPL recovery lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'33' HDR HASH (HDRH)
Header page hash bucket.
Data: Partition, Hash bucket number

X'34' PIT RCVR (PITR)
System level point in time recovery lock.
Data: String 'SYS_PITR'
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X'35' XML LOCK (XML)
Lock on XML type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), DOCID

X'36' ADD PART (APS)
Add Part serialization lock.
Data: Database (DBID)

X'37' SYSENVRL (SENV)
SYSENV serialization lock.
Data: String 'SYSENVRL'

X'38' UTIL OBJ (UTOB)
Utility object lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'39' DBD LOAD (DBDL)
Data Base Descriptor load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3A' CMP BLD (CMPB)
Compress dictionary build lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3B' CMP LOAD (CMPL)
Compress dictionary load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3C' HASH VAL (HASV)
Hash Value lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Hash value

X'3D' INDEXKEY (IXKY)
Index key lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3E' DGTTURID (DGTT)
Unit of Recovery ID lock on Declared Global Temporary Table.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3F' ACCELCMD (ACCL)
Db2 accelerator services command lock.
Data: N/A

X'40' UT OBJ H (UTOH)
UT OBJ lock with hash.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'41' UTL CTLG (UTCT)
Db2 Utility catalog serial lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'42' DYNQHASH (DYHA)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY hash ID lock.
Data: Hash ID, SQLID (truncated to 12 characters)

X'43' DYNQSGRP (DYSG)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY stabilization group lock.
Data: Stabilization group name (if length of the name is fewer than 29 characters), otherwise the hash of
the stabilization group name
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X'47' DYNQ OBJ (DYOB)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY object dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization object dependency lock name

X'48' DYNQAUTH (DYAT)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY authorization ID dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization authorization dependency lock name

X'49' INMEMFTB (FTB)
In-memory fast traverse block lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'FF' (S)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

WAITER-RESOURCE-NAME
Name of the locked resource (in hex). All lock resource names begin with a header consisting of the following
fields:

• Hash value
• Length
• Type

The rest of the name (28 bytes) depends on the value in the type field.
WAITER-HOLD-DB2

The Db2 subsystem for which the waiter/holder is running under.
WAITER-DBID

First 2 bytes of the lock resource name which usually identifies the DBID of a page set's database.
WAITER-OBID

Bytes 3 and 4 of the lock resource name which usually identifies the OBID of the table/index space page set or a
table.

WAITER-PAGE-NO
Bytes 5 through 7 of the lock resource name which usually identifies the page number within a page set.

WAITER-SUBPAGE-NO
Byte 8 of the lock resource name which usually identifies an index subpage number or a partition number.
IRLM function code indicator byte for the lock holder:
x'02'

Lock function
x'03'

Unlock function
x'04'

Change function
x'06'

Query function
Type of lock that the lock waiter holds:
x'00'

Any (change or unlock can use this)
x'01'

Reserved
x'02'

Intent share (IS lock)
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x'03'
Intent exclusive (IX lock)

x'04'
Share (S lock)

x'05'
Update (U lock)

x'06'
Share with intent exclusive (SIX lock)

x'07'
Non-Shared Update (NSU lock)

x'08'
Exclusive (X lock)

x'FF'
Request was denied

Lock duration indicator byte of the lock waiter:
x'20' MANUAL

Lock is held only as long as necessary
x'21' MANL+1

Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally)

x'40' COMMIT
Lock is held until commit

x'41' CMMT+1
Locks that require to maintain position of a cursor opened “with hold” are held past commit

x'60' ALLOC
Lock is held until deallocation

x'80' PLAN
Lock is held for the duration of the plan

x'81' UTIL
Lock is held for the duration of the utility execution

x'FE' INTRST
Lock is held for the duration used for P-locks

x'FF' FREE
Lock is held until all locks are freed

WAITER-LOCK-TYPE
Type of lock requested by the lock waiter.

WAITER-LOCK-STATE
Identifies the lock state:
ANY

Any lock
IS

Intent share
IX

Intent exclusive
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S
Share

U
Update

SIX
Share w/int exclusive

X
Exclusive

NSU
Nonshare update

WAITER-LOCK-DUR
Lock duration for the waiter of the lock:
x'20' MANUAL

Lock is held only as long as necessary
x'21' MANL+1

Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally)

x'40' COMMIT
Lock is held until commit

x'41' CMMT+1
Locks that require to maintain position of a cursor opened “with hold” are held past commit

x'60' ALLOC
Lock is held until deallocation

x'80' PLAN
Lock is held for the duration of the plan

x'81' UTIL
Lock is held for the duration of the utility execution

x'FE' INTRST
Lock is held for the duration used for P-locks

x'FF' FREE
Lock is held until all locks are freed

WAITER-DB-NAME
Database name containing the object being locked, if applicable.

WAITER-PAGESET-NAME
Page set name containing the object being locked, if applicable.

WAITER-CONN-TYPE
Connection type of the lock waiter.

WAITER-PLAN-NAME
Plan name of the lock waiter.

WAITER-CORR-ID
Correlation ID of the lock waiter.

WAITER-CONN-NAME
Connection name of the lock waiter.
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WAITER-AUTH-ID
Authorization ID of the lock waiter.

WAITER-STATUS
WAIT—Indicates that the lock waiter is waiting for the lock.

WAITER-SUSPEND-ELAPSED
Suspend time of the lock waiter that has been waiting for the lock.

WAITER-RESOURCE
Name of the locked object.

WAITER-RESOURCE-SHORT
A shortened version of the previous field. Page number, subpage, anchor, collection token, and labels are not
included in this field.

WAITER-COLLECTION
The collection ID of the lock waiter's resource. Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.

WAITER-PKG-COLLECTION
The collection ID of the package of the lock waiter's resource. Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.

WAITER-PKG-PROGRAM
The program name of the lock waiter's resource. Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.

WAITER-PKG-TOKEN
The 8-byte consistency token of the lock waiter's resource. Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks.This
value always starts with “TOKEN X” and formats the token as 16-hex digits in single quotes (').

WAITER-PKG-TOKEN-VALUE
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the 8-byte consistency token of the lock waiter's resource, formatted
as 16-hex digits

WAITER-PLAN
Name for an SKCT lock.

WAITER-DB-NAME
Database in which a locked object resides.

WAITER-OBJECT
Page set in which a locked object resides.

WAITER-DATASET
Data set partition number in quotes and prefixed with “PARTITION”.

WAITER-DATAPAGE
Hex datapage number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.

WAITER-DATAPAGE-NUMBER
Hex datapage number.

WAITER-INDEXPAGE
Hex index page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.

WAITER-INDEXPAGE-NUMBER
Hex index page number.

WAITER-INDEX-SUBPAGE
Hex index subpage number in quotes and prefixed with “SUBPG X”.

WAITER-INDEX-SUBPAGE-NO
Hex index subpage number.
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WAITER-HASH-PAGEPAGE
Hex page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.

WAITER-HASH-PAGE-NUMBER
Hex page number for anchor locks.

WAITER-STATUS
Value WAIT indicates that lock waiter is waiting for a lock.

WAITER-SUSPEND-ELAPSED
Suspend time of the lock waiter that has been waiting for the lock.

WAITER-RESOURCE
Specifies the name of the locked object.

WAITER-RESOURCE-SHORT
A shortened version of the previous field. Page number, subpage, anchor, collection token, and labels are not
included in this field.

WAITER-HASH-ANCHOR
Hex anchor ID number in quotes and prefixed with “ANCHOR X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.

WAITER-HASH-ANCHOR-NO
Hex anchor ID number for anchor locks.

WAITER-LOCK-TYPE-PORL
Indicates physical (P) or logical (L) lock type for the lock waiter.

IWLCKFC
Specifies IRLM function code indicator byte for the lock waiter:
x'02'

Lock function
x'03'

Unlock function
x'04'

Change function
x'06'

Query function
IWLCKST

Specifies the waiter's lock state:
x'00'

Any (change or unlock can use this)
x'01'

Reserved
x'02'

Intent share (IS lock)
x'03'

Intent exclusive (IX lock)
x'04'

Share (S lock)
x'05'

Update (U lock)
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x'06'
Share with intent exclusive (SIX lock)

x'07'
Non-Shared Update (NSU lock)

x'08'
Exclusive (X lock)

x'FF'
Request was denied

IWLCKDR
Lock duration indicator byte of the lock waiter:
x'20' MANUAL

Lock is held only as long as necessary
x'21' MANL+1

Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally)

x'40' COMMIT
Lock is held until commit

x'41' CMMT+1
Locks that require to maintain position of a cursor opened “with hold” are held past commit

x'60' ALLOC
Lock is held until deallocation

x'80' PLAN
Lock is held for the duration of the plan

x'81' UTIL
Lock is held for the duration of the utility execution

x'FE' INTRST
Lock is held for the duration used for P-locks

x'FF' FREE
Lock is held until all locks are freed

IWLCKCL
Serviceability field.

IWLCKACE
An eight hex digits ACE (Agent Control Element) control block address for the thread that is waiting for the lock.

WAITER-THREAD-TOKEN
A six decimal digits thread token of the waiter for a lock.

(1018) IRLM-LOCKS
IFCID 1018 reports all locks held by a thread.

The fields in this record represent a repeating group. There is one group for each lock. To display all locks held by a
thread, use the IQL <<* construction.

OWNER-LOCK-NAME
Specifies internal 32-byte hexadecimal lock name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKLK
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IULCKKT
Contains the flag for locked resource type:
X'00' DATAPAGE (DPG)

A page lock in a tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number

X'01' DATABASE (DBS)
A lock on a database descriptor.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'02' PAGESET (PSET)
A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'03' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'04' SKCT (SKCT)
A lock on an application plans skeleton cursor table.
Data: Plan name

X'05' INDXPAGE (IPG)
A page lock in an indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Sub page number

X'06' DATASET (DSET)
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'07' DS OPEN (DSOP)
A lock that serializes dataset opens and closes.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'08' UTIL DMG (UTDM)
A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'09' PSET PC (PSPC)
A simple pageset consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called pageset pieces. When a pageset piece
exceeds the pageset piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A pageset piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0A' DBA TABL (DBA)
A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0B' RETRY (RETR)
A lock used for retry during an abort.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0C' 32K DESP (32K)
32K desperation pool locks occur as an overflow out of the 4K buffer pools. These locks imply that buffers
are undersized.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'0D' SYSLGRNG (SYSL)
A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace.
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Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)
X'0E' UTILITY (UTIL)

A lock used by utility jobs for serialization.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'0F' MASS DEL (MASS)
A mass delete lock is a protection device used by Db2. The lock occurs when a DELETE is used without
a WHERE clause. All rows in the table are deleted. A mass delete lock also occurs when a SELECT
statement specifies WITH UR.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'10' TABLE (TABL)
A lock used on a table in a segmented tablespace.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'11' HSH ANCH (HASH)
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing Db2 catalog or directory tables.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Anchor

X'12' SKPT (SKPT)
A lock on a skeleton package table.
Data: N/A

X'13' COLLECT (COLL)
A lock on a package collection.
Data: Collection Name

X'14' CS DRAIN (CDRN)
Cursor stability drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'15' RR DRAIN (RDRN)
Specifies repeatable read drain locks. Db2 commands and utilities use these locks to serialize RR drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'16' WR DRAIN (WDRN)
Write drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'17' BINDLOCK (BIND)
Auto/remote bind lock for serialization of local autobinds of packages, remote binds, and remote rebinds
of packages.
Data: String 'BINDLOCK'

X'18' ROW (ROW)
Row lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Page number, Row number

X'19' INDX EOF(XEOF)
Index End-of-File lock
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'1A' AL BPOOL (ALBP)
Alter bufferpool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'1B' SS GPOOL (SSGP)
Group Bufferpool Start/Stop lock.
Data: Buffer pool name
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X'1C' INDX PLK (XPLK)
Index Manager Tree P-lock.
Data: N/A

X'1D' P/P PLCK (PPPL)
Pageset or Partition P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'1E' PAGE PLK (PGPL)
Page P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool, Page

X'1F' DDF PLCK (DDPL)
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'20' GBP CAST (GBCA)
Group Bufferpool level castout P-lock.
Data: Buffer pool name

X'21' P/P CAST (PPCA)
Pageset or Partition castout P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition, Buffer pool

X'22' RLF PLCK (RPLK)
Resource Limit Facility P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'23' DBD PLCK (DBPL)
Data Base Descriptor P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'24' CATM CVD (CCVD)
CATMAINT Directory lock.
Data: N/A

X'25' CATM CVC (CCVC)
CATMAINT Convert Catalog lock.
Data: N/A

X'26' CATM MIG (CMIG)
CATMAINT Migration lock.
Data: N/A

X'27' DB EX LG (DXLG)
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'28' UTIL UID (UTLD)
Utility UID lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'29' UTILEXCL (UTLX)
Utility exclusive execution lock.
Data: String 'UTEXEC'

X'2A' SCA REDO (SCAR)
SCA access for restart/redo information lock.
Data: String 'BMC-RSTP'

X'2B' GPDB EXU (GBXL)
Database Exception Update lock.
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Data: Data manager RMID, string 'GDBET', Hash class number
X'2C' REPR DBD (RDBD)

REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock.
Data: String 'UTSERIAL'

X'2D' DB CMD S (DCMD)
Database command serialization.
Data: N/A

X'2E' BM PS PL (BMRP)
Buffer manager pageset RR P-lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'2F' MX UNKN (MX-?)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

X'30' LOB LOCK (LOB)
Lock on LOB type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Row number, Version

X'31' UTIL CMT (UTLC)
Utility Commit lock.
Data: Utility identifier (UID)

X'32' LPL RCVR (LPLR)
LPL recovery lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'33' HDR HASH (HDRH)
Header page hash bucket.
Data: Partition, Hash bucket number

X'34' PIT RCVR (PITR)
System level point in time recovery lock.
Data: String 'SYS_PITR'

X'35' XML LOCK (XML)
Lock on XML type object.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), DOCID

X'36' ADD PART (APS)
Add Part serialization lock.
Data: Database (DBID)

X'37' SYSENVRL (SENV)
SYSENV serialization lock.
Data: String 'SYSENVRL'

X'38' UTIL OBJ (UTOB)
Utility object lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'39' DBD LOAD (DBDL)
Data Base Descriptor load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3A' CMP BLD (CMPB)
Compress dictionary build lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition
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X'3B' CMP LOAD (CMPL)
Compress dictionary load lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'3C' HASH VAL (HASV)
Hash Value lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Hash value

X'3D' INDEXKEY (IXKY)
Index key lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3E' DGTTURID (DGTT)
Unit of Recovery ID lock on Declared Global Temporary Table.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'3F' ACCELCMD (ACCL)
Db2 accelerator services command lock.
Data: N/A

X'40' UT OBJ H (UTOH)
UT OBJ lock with hash.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'41' UTL CTLG (UTCT)
Db2 Utility catalog serial lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID)

X'42' DYNQHASH (DYHA)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY hash ID lock.
Data: Hash ID, SQLID (truncated to 12 characters)

X'43' DYNQSGRP (DYSG)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY stabilization group lock.
Data: Stabilization group name (if length of the name is fewer than 29 characters), otherwise the hash of
the stabilization group name

X'47' DYNQ OBJ (DYOB)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY object-dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization object dependency lock name

X'48' DYNQAUTH (DYAT)
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY authorization ID-dependent lock.
Data: Stabilization authorization dependency lock name

X'49' INMEMFTB (FTB)
In-memory fast traverse block lock.
Data: Database (DBID), Pageset (PSID), Partition

X'FF' (S)
(S) IBM Serviceability.

OWNER-RESOURCE-NAME
Name of the locked resource (in hex). All lock resource names begin with a header consisting of the following
fields:

• Hash value
• Length
• Type

The rest of the name (28 bytes) depends on the value in the type field.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKRN
OWNER-DBID

Specifies the first 2 bytes of the lock resource name which usually identifies the DBID of a page set's database.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKKD

OWNER-OBID
Bytes 3 and 4 of the lock resource name which usually identifies the OBID of the table/index space page set or a
table.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKKP

OWNER-PAGE-NO
Bytes 5 through 7 of the lock resource name which usually identifies the page number within a page set.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKK1

OWNER-SUBPAGE-NO
Byte 8 of the lock resource name which usually identifies an index subpage number or a partition number.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKK2

IULCKFC
IRLM function code indicator byte for the lock owner:
x'02'

Lock function
x'03'

Unlock function
x'04'

Change function
x'06'

Query function
IULCKST

Specifies the type of lock held by the lock owner:
x'00'

Any (can be used by change or unlock)
x'01'

Reserved
x'02'

Intent share (IS lock)
x'03'

Intent exclusive (IX lock)
x'04'

Share (S lock)
x'05'

Update (U lock)
x'06'

Share with intent exclusive (SIX lock)
x'07'

Non-Shared Update (NSU lock)
x'08'

Exclusive (X lock)
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x'FF'
Request was denied

IULCKDR
Lock duration indicator byte of the lock owner:
x'20' MANUAL

Lock is held only as long as necessary
x'21' MANL+1

Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally)

x'40' COMMIT
Lock is held until commit

x'41' CMMT+1
Locks required to maintain position of a cursor opened “with hold” are held past commit

x'60' ALLOC
Lock is held until deallocation

x'80' PLAN
Lock is held for the duration of the plan

x'81' UTIL
Lock is held for the duration of the utility execution

x'FE' INTRST
Lock is held for the duration used for P-locks

x'FF' FREE
Lock is held until all locks are freed

IULCKCL
Serviceability field.

OWNER-LOCK-TYPE
Specifies the type of lock held by owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKLKT

OWNER-LOCK-STATE
Specifies the lock state as follows:
ANY

Any lock
IS

Intent share
IX

Intent exclusive
S

Share
U

Update
SIX

Share w/int exclusive
X

Exclusive
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NSU
Nonshare update

IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKLKS
OWNER-LOCK-DUR

Lock duration for the owner of the lock:
x'20' MANUAL

Lock is held only as long as necessary
x'21' MANL+1

Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally)

x'40' COMMIT
Lock is held until commit

x'41' CMMT+1
Locks required to maintain position of a cursor opened “with hold” are held past commit

x'60' ALLOC
Lock is held until deallocation

x'80' PLAN
Lock is held for the duration of the plan

x'81' UTIL
Lock is held for the duration of utility execution

x'FE' INTRST
Lock is held for the duration that is used for P-locks

x'FF' FREE
Lock is held until all locks are freed

IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKLKD
LOCK-RESOURCE

Lock resource.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKLKN

LOCK-RESOURCE-SHORT
A shortened version of the LOCK-RESOURCE field. Page number, subpage, anchor, collection token, and labels
are not included in this here.

LOCK-COLLECTION
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the collection ID of the resource.

LOCK-PACKAGE-COLLECTION
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the collection ID of the resource.

LOCK-PACKAGE-PROGRAM
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks, the program name of the resource.

LOCK-PACKAGE-TOKEN
The 8-byte consistency token of the resource, valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks. This field always
starts with “TOKEN X” and formats the token as 16-hex digits in single quotes.

LOCK-PACKAGE-TOKEN-VALUE
Valid only for COLLECTION and SKPT locks. This 8-byte consistency token of the resource is formatted as 16-
hex digits.

LOCK-PLAN
Specifies plan name for the SKCT lock.
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LOCK-DATABASE
Specifies database in which a locked object resides.

LOCK-OBJECT
Specifies page set in which a locked object resides.

LOCK-DATASET
Specifies the data set partition number in quotes and prefixed with “PARTITION”.

LOCK-DATAPAGE
Hex datapage number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.

LOCK-DATAPAGE-NUMBER
Hex datapage number.

LOCK-INDEXPAGE
Hex index page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”.

LOCK-INDEXPAGE-NUMBER
Hex index page number.

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE
Hex index subpage number in quotes and prefixed with “SUBPG X”.

LOCK-INDEX-SUBPAGE-NO
Hex index subpage number.

LOCK-HASH-PAGE
Hex page number in quotes and prefixed with “PAGE X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.

LOCK-HASH-PAGE-NUMBER
Hex page number for anchor locks.

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR
Hex anchor ID number in quotes and prefixed with “ANCHOR X”. Valid only for hash anchor locks.

LOCK-HASH-ANCHOR-NO
Hex anchor ID number for anchor locks.

OWNER-DB-NAME
Database name containing the object being locked, if applicable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKDBN

OWNER-PAGESET-NAME
Page set name containing the object being locked, if applicable.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKPSN

OWNER-CONN-TYPE
Specifies connection type of the lock owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKCON

OWNER-PLAN-NAME
Specifies plan name of the lock owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKPLN

OWNER-CORR-ID
Specifies correlation ID of the lock owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKCOR

OWNER-CONN-NAME
Connection name of the lock owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKCNM
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OWNER-AUTH-ID
Authorization ID of the lock owner.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKAUT

IULCKACE
ACE (Agent Control Element) control block address for the thread that is holding the lock.

OWNER-STATUS
Specifies the status of the owner:
OWN

Owns the lock
WAIT

Waits for the lock
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKSTA

OWNER-SUSPEND-ELAPSED
Specifies the suspend time spent waiting for the lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IULCKWAT

OWNER-LOCK-TYPE-PORL
Indicates physical (P) or logical (L) lock type for lock waiter.

(1019) MVS-SUMMARY
The summary record of an address space activity consist of the following fields:

MVS-JOBNAME
Job name of the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUJBN

MVS-ASID
Address space identifier (ASID) of the address space. The ASID is represented in hex notation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUASID

MVS-SYS-WAITTIME
Total execution time for the system for the latest set of system stats.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUWTTM

MVS-SYS-CPU
CPU time currently being consumed by the system.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUCPUT

MVS-PROCESSOR-COUNT
Number of processors available for this MVS system to dispatch work on.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUNPRC

MVS-SYS-CPU-PCT
Current CPU percent for the system.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUCPCT

MVS-SYS-IOS
Number of I/Os performed by the system for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSIOS

MVS-SYS-PGINS
Number of page-ins for the system for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSPI
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MVS-SYS-PGOUTS
Number of page-outs for the system for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSPO

MVS-SYS-CSA-PGINS
Number of CSA page-ins for the system for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUCPI

MVS-SYS-CSA-PGOUTS
Number of CSA page-outs for the system for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUCPO

MVS-SYS-LPA-PGINS
Number of LPA page-ins for the system for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSLPI

MVS-SYS-LPA-PGOUTS
Number of LPA page-outs for the system for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSLPO

MVS-SYS-SWAP-INS
Number of swap page-ins for the system for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSWIN

MVS-SYS-SWAP-OUTS
Number of swap page-outs for the system for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSWOT

MVS-SYS-SWAP-OTAL
Total number of swap pages for the system for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSWAP

MVS-SYS-HIGH-UIC
Unreferenced interval count (UIC) for the system for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSUIC

MVS-ASD-SRB
Total SRB time consumed by the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUASRB

MVS-ASD-TCB
Total TCB time consumed by the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUATCB

MVS-ASD-CPU
Total CPU time consumed by the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUACPU

MVS-ASD-ELAPSED
Total execution time for the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAELP

MVS-ASD-CPU-PCT
Current CPU percent for the address space for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAPCT

MVS-ASD-IOS
Number of I/O s performed by the address space for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAIOS

MVS-ASD-PGINS
Number of page-ins for the address space for the interval.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAPI
MVS-ASD-PGOUTS

Number of page-outs for the address space for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAPO

MVS-ASD-SWAP-INS
Number of swap page-ins for the address space for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAWIN

MVS-ASD-SWAP-OUTS
Number of swap page-outs for the address space for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAWOT

MVS-ASD-SWAP-TOTAL
Total swap page rate for the address space for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAWAP

MVS-ASD-CSA-PAGES
CSA paging count for the address space for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUACPI

MVS-ASD-LPA-PAGES
LPA paging count for the address space for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUALPI

MVS-ASD-HSP-PGINS
Hyperspace page-ins for the address space for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAHII

MVS-ASD-HSP-PGOUTS
Hyperspace page-outs for the address space for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAHIO

MVS-ASD-UIC
Unreferenced interval count (UIC) for the address space for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAUIC

MVS-ASD-DISP-PRTY
Dispatch priority for the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUADP

MVS-WORKING-SET
Working set size for the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAWSS

MVS-PERF-PERIOD
SRM performance group period for the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAPGP

MVS-SWAPOUT
Current swap status of the address space:
NON-SWAP (NS)

An address space is non-swappable.
IN (IN)

An address space is currently swapped in.
TERM-IN (TI)

TSO waiting for terminal input.
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TERM-OUT (TO)
TSO waiting for output buffers.

LONGWAIT (LW)
A program has issued a WAIT with the LONG operand, a STIMER with a specification of .5 seconds or
greater, or an ENQ for a resource held by a swapped out user.

DETECTED (DW)
SRM has detected a WAIT that has exceeded the SRM-detected wait threshold. The threshold is two
seconds or eight SRM seconds, whichever is smaller. The relation of SRM seconds to wall-clock seconds
depends on the processor. On almost all current model processors, eight SRM seconds is the smaller of
the two values.

UNILAT (UL)
SRM has determined that the system is over-utilized and has swapped out an address space to reduce
the workload. When the SRM determines the system to be under-utilized, a unilateral swap-in will be
initiated.

EXCHANGE (EX)
An address space has exceeded its resource limit and has been swapped out to allow another address
space in the same SRM domain to be swapped in.

ENQ-EXCH (EN)
SRM determined that a swapped out address space held a resource needed by another address space.
In an attempt to free the resource, the SRM will swap in the holder of the resource, which may require
that another address space be swapped out first.

TRAN (TR)
Swap that occurs when an address space becomes non-swappable.

AUX-STOR (AS)
SRM detected a shortage of auxiliary storage. It will swap out the address space that is acquiring auxiliary
storage slots at the fastest rate.

REALSTOR (RS)
SRM detected a shortage of pageable storage. It will swap out the address space that has acquired the
greatest number of fixed frames.

IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUWRSN
MVS-DOMAIN

SRM domain number for the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUADMN

MVS-PERF-GROUP
SRM performance group for the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAPG

MVS-JOB-TYPE
Classification of the address space:
STC

Started task address space
JOB

Batch job address space
TSU

TSO user address space
MNT

Address space created as a result of the MVS MOUNT command
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUTYPE
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MVS-SAMPLE-INTERVAL
Duration of the sampling interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUINTT

MVS-TREND-INTERVAL
Duration of the trend sampling interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUTNDT

MVS-TREND-CPU-PCT
Trend CPU percent for the address space for the trend interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUTPCT

MVS-TREND-UIC
Unreferenced interval count (UIC) for the address space for the trend interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUTUIC

MVS-SYS-IO-RATE
I/O rate for the system for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSIOR

MVS-ASD-IO-RATE
I/O rate for the address space for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAIOR

MVS-TREND-IO-RATE
I/O rate of the address space for the trend interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUTIOR

MVS-SYS-PI-RATE
Page-in rate at the system level for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSPIR

MVS-ASD-PI-RATE
Page-in rate at the address space level for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAPIR

MVS-TREND-PI-RATE
Page-in rate at the address space level for trend interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUTPIR

MVS-SYS-PO-RATE
Page-out rate at the system level for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSPOR

MVS-ASD-PO-RATE
Page-out rate at the address space level for interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSPOR

MVS-TREND-PO-RATE
Page-out rate at the address space level for the trend interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUTPOR

MVS-SYS-CSA-RATE
CSA paging rate at the system level for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSPCR

MVS-ASD-CSA-RATE
CSA paging rate at the address space level for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAPCR

MVS-TREND-CSA-RATE
CSA paging rate at the address space level for the trend interval.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUTPCR
MVS-SYS-LPA-RATE

LPA paging rate at the system level for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSPLR

MVS-ASD-LPA-RATE
LPA paging rate at the address space level for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUAPLR

MVS-TREND-LPA-RATE
LPA paging rate at the address space level for the trend interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUTPLR

MVS-SYS-SWAP-RATE
Swap rate at the system level for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUSSWR

MVS-ASD-SWAP-RATE
Swap rate at the address space level for the interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUASWR

MVS-TREND-SWAP-RATE
Swap rate at the address space level for the trend interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMSUTSWR

(1020-1024) Common Header
IFCIDs 1020, 1021, 1022, 1023, and 1024 are made up of two parts: a common header, and a variable number of
repeatable fields. The xx in the IBM field names corresponds as follows:

TC
MVS-TCBS (1020)

PG
MVS-PROGRAMS (1021)

VS
MVS-VIRTUAL-STORAGE (1022)

DS
MVS-DATASETS (1023)

GQ
MVS-ENQUEUES (1024)

The IQL fields are as follows:

MVS-JOBNAME
Job name of the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMxxJBN

MVS-ASID
Address space identifier (ASID) of the address space.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMxxASID

MVS-CPU
Current CPU percent for the system.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMxxCPU

MVS-UIC
Unreferenced interval count (UIC) for the system.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: IMxxUIC
MVS-PFR

Current page fault rate (demand paging rate) for the system. The page fault rate is the number of page faults per
second for private area pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMxxPFR

MVS-TPR
Total paging rate for the system. The total paging rate is the total number of page-ins and page-outs per second.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMxxTPR

MVS-PDT
Page delay time in milliseconds for the system as calculated by SRM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: IMxxCPDT

MVS-ASD-STATUS
Current swap status of the address space:
NON-SWAP (NS)

An address space is non-swappable.
IN (IN)

An address space is currently swapped in.
TERM-IN (TI)

TSO waiting for terminal input.
TERM-OUT (TO)

TSO waiting for output buffers.
LONGWAIT (LW)

A program has issued a WAIT with the LONG operand, a STIMER with a specification of 0.5 seconds or
greater, or an ENQ for a resource held by a swapped out user.

DETECTED (DW)
SRM has detected a WAIT that has exceeded the SRM-detected wait threshold. The threshold is 2
seconds or 8 SRM seconds, whichever is smaller. The relation of SRM seconds to wall-clock seconds
depends on the processor. On almost all current model processors, 8 SRM seconds are the smaller of the
two values.

UNILAT (UL)
SRM has determined that the system is over-utilized and has swapped out an address space to reduce
the workload. When SRM determines the system to be under-utilized, a unilateral swap-in is initiated.

EXCHANGE (EX)
An address space has exceeded its resource limit and has been swapped out to allow another address
space in the same SRM domain to be swapped in.

ENQ-EXCH (EN)
SRM determined that a swapped out address space held a resource needed by another address space.
To free the resource, SRM swaps in the holder of the resource, which might require that another address
space is swapped out first.

AUX-STOR (AS)
SRM detected a shortage of auxiliary storage. SRM swaps out the address space that is acquiring
auxiliary storage slots at the fastest rate.

REALSTOR (RS)
SRM detected a shortage of pageable storage. SRM swaps out the address space that has acquired the
greatest number of fixed frames.
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TRAN (TR)
Swap that occurs when an address space becomes non-swappable.

IBM Db2 Field Name: IMxxSTAT

(1020) MVS-TCBS
MVS-TCBS records an address space task structure. The common header information is shown in the section
(1020-1024) Common Header.

The following fields form a repeating group. Each occurrence of the group is for one task in the address space. To display
all the tasks within the address space, use the IQL <<* construction.

IQL Field Name IBM DB2 Field Name Field Description
MVS-TCB-ADDRESS IMTCADDR Virtual storage address of the task control

block (TCB) associated with this task. The
TCB is the main source of information
about a task.

MVS-TCB-CPU IMTCTCPU Amount of CPU time that is used by each
individual task.

MVS-TCB-STATUS IMTCTSTA Status of the task:
• RUNNING—The task is active on a

processor.
• SUSPEND—The task is suspended.

This situation typically occurs due to a
branch entered wait condition such as a
SUSPEND request.

• WAIT-CPU—The task is dispatchable
but is waiting to be dispatched.

• NON-DISP—The task is
nondispatchable.

• ABNDSnnn —The task has abended
with system abend code “nnn”.

• ABNDUnnn —The task has abended
with user abend code “nnn”.

• INPUT WT—The task is
nondispatchable and waiting for input
from the terminal.

MVS-TCB-STRUCTURE IMTCSTRU Task structure of the selected address
space.
The structure displays in a hierarchical
manner to show the “mother-daughter-
sister” relationship between the various
TCBs in the address space. The “mother-
daughter-sister” concept is commonly
used to describe how tasks were created.
In MVS, a new task is created through
the ATTACH macro. The task that issues
the ATTACH macro creates a subtask or
“daughter” task. If the original task (mother)
creates another subtask, it now has two
daughters, referred to as “sister” tasks. The
name that is associated with the task is the
name that is used in the ATTACH macro.
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(1021) MVS-PROGRAMS
IFCID 1021 records programs loaded into an address space.

For the common header information, see the section (1020-1024) Common Header.

The following fields form a repeating group. Each occurrence of the group is for one program in the address space. To
display all tasks within the address space, use the IQL <<* construction.

IQL Field Name IBM DB2 Field Name Field Description
MVS-PROG-NAME IMPGPGMN Name of the program that has been loaded

into the selected address space. A program
is brought into storage through the MVS
LOAD macro.

MVS-PROG-ENTRY IMPGPEPA Virtual storage address of the program.
MVS-PROG-LENGTH IMPGPLEN Length of the program that has been

loaded into the selected address space.
MVS-PROG-USE-COUNT IMPGWUSE The use count of a program that indicates

the number of current LOAD requests for
the module.

MVS-PROG-SUBPOOL IMPGSUBP Storage subpool ID of the program that
has been loaded into the selected address
space. Typically, re-entrant programs
from authorized libraries are loaded into
storage subpool 252 and other programs
are loaded in storage subpool 251.

MVS-PROG-AMODE IMPGMODE This field displays the addressing mode of
the program that has been loaded into the
selected address space:
• 24—The addressing mode is 24-bit

and the program is not capable of
referencing any 31-bit storage.

• 31—The addressing mode is 31-bit
and the program can reference 31-bit
storage. 31-bit storage is commonly
referred to as storage “above the line.”

MVS-PROG-ALIAS IMPGALIA Alias name of the base program.
MVS-PROG-PROT-KEY IMPGPKEY This field displays the storage key of the

virtual storage address where the program
resides. In addition, if the program resides
in fetch protected storage, a “p” follows the
storage key indicating such.

IMPGUFKY Serviceability field.
IMPGATRB Same as CDATTRB flag byte.
IMPGATTR Same as CDATTR flag byte.
AMPGATT2 Same as CDATTR2 flag byte.

MVS-PROG-RENT IMPGRENT This field contains 'RENT' if the program is
reentrant. Otherwise, it is blank.

MVS-PROG-REUS IMPGREUS This field contains 'REUS' if the program is
reusable. Otherwise, it is blank.
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MVS-PROG-APF IMPGAPF This field contains 'APF' if the program
is loaded from an APF authorized library.
Otherwise, it is blank.

(1022) MVS-VIRTUAL-STOR
This record contains a virtual storage map of an address space. The common header information is shown in the
section (1020-1024) Common Header.

The following fields form a repeating group. Each occurrence of the group is for one virtual storage static map in the
address space. To display all of the tasks within the address space, use the IQL <<* construction. See the About Record-
Name section for more information.

IQL Field Name IBM DB2 Field Name Field Description
MVS-VIRT-EPVT-ADDR IMVSEPVA Beginning address of the extended private

storage area.
MVS-VIRT-ECSA-ADDR IMVSECSA Beginning address of the extended

command storage area.
MVS-VIRT-ELPA-ADDR IMVSELPA Beginning address of the extended link

pack area.
MVS-VIRT-ESQA-ADDR IMVSESQA Beginning address of the extended system

queue area.
MVS-VIRT-PVT-ADDR IMVSPVTA Beginning address of the private storage

area.
MVS-VIRT-CSA-ADDR IMVSCSAA Beginning address of the command storage

area.
MVS-VIRT-LPA-ADDR IMVSLPAA Beginning address of the link pack area.
MVS-VIRT-SQA-ADDR IMVSSQAA Beginning address of the system queue

area.
MVS-VIRT-NUC-ADDR IMVSNUCA Beginning address of the system nucleus.
MVS-VIRT-EPVT-SIZE IMVSEPVS Size of the extended private area.
MVS-VIRT-ECSA-SIZE IMVSECSS Size of the extended common system area.
MVS-VIRT-ELPA-SIZE IMVSELPS Size of the extended link pack area.
MVS-VIRT-ESQA-SIZE IMVSESQS Size of the extended system queue area.
MVS-VIRT-PVT-SIZE IMOVSPVTS Size of the private area.
MVS-VIRT-CSA-SIZE IMVSCSAS Size of the common system area.
MVS-VIRT-LPA-SIZE IMVSLPAS Size of the link pack area.
MVS-VIRT-SQA-SIZE IMVSSQAS Size of the system queue area.
MVS-VIRT-NUC-SIZE IMVSNUCS Size of the system nucleus.
MVS-VIRT-ENUC-SIZE IMVSENUS Size of the extended system nucleus.
MVS-VIRT-SYSREG-SIZE IMVSSRES Size of the system region.
MVS-VIRT-EREG-SIZE IMVSERGS Size of the extended private area available

for application use.
MVS-VIRT-ENREGPVT-SIZE IMVSENRS Size of the extended private area not

available for application use.
MVS-VIRT-REG-SIZE IMVSREGS Size of the private area available for

application use.
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MVS-VIRT-NREGPVT-SIZE IMVSNRGS Size of the private area not available for
application use.

MVS-VIRT-WORKSET-SIZE IMVSWSS Working set size for the address space.
The working set size is the amount of
processor storage allocated to an address
space. On systems with expanded storage,
this includes both central and expanded
storage.

MVS-VIRT-FIXED-SIZE IMVSFIXD Amount of fixed storage allocated to the
address space.

MVS-VIRT-ESTOR-SIZE IMVSESTR Amount of expanded storage allocated to
the address space.

MVS-VIRT-EREGU-PCT IMVSERGP Percent of extended private area in use.
MVS-VIRT-REGU-PCT IMVSREGP Percent of private area in use.
MVS-VIRT-ENREGU-PCT IMVSENRP Percent of extended private area not

available for application use that is in use
by the system.

MVS-VIRT-NREGU-PCT IMVSNRGP Percent of private area not available for
application use that is in use by the system.

MVS-VIRT-EPVTU-PCT IMVSEPVP Percent of extended private area in use.
MVS-VIRT-PVTU-PCT IMVSPVTP Percent of private area in use.
MVS-VIRT-ECSAU IMVSECSP Percent of extended common system area

in use.
MVS-VIRT-CSAU-PCT IMVSCSAP Percent of common system area in use.
MVS-VIRT-ESQAU-PCT IMVSESQP Percent of extended system queue area in

use.
MVS-VIRT-SQAU-PCT IMVSSQAP Percent of system queue area in use.
MVS-VIRT-SYSREGU-PCT IMVSSRGP Percent of system region in use.

(1023) MVS-DATASETS
This record contains information on all data sets currently allocated to an address space. The common header information
is shown in the section (1020-1024) Common Header.

The following fields form a repeating group. Each occurrence of the group is for one data set in the address space. To
display all of the tasks within the address space, use the IQL <<* construction. See the About Record-Name section for
more information.

IQL Field Name IBM DB2 Field Name Field Description
MVS-DATASET-DDN IMDSDDN DDNAME (data definition name) associated

with a particular data set. Names starting
with SYS and ending with a five digit
number usually indicate a data set that was
dynamically allocated.

MVS-DATASET-DSN IMDSDSN Data set name associated with a particular
DDNAME.

MVS-DATASET-VOLSER IMDSVOL Volume serial associated with a particular
data set.
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MVS-DATASET-EXTENTS IMDSXTNT Number of extents allocated to a particular
data set on a given volume. Because
multiple extents for a data set can degrade
I/O response, the extent count should be
kept as close to 1 as possible.

MVS-DATASET-UCB-ADDR IMDSUCBA Address of the device UCB on which this
data set resides.

MVS-DATASET-IMDSIOCT  Total EXCP count for the data set.

(1024) MVS-ENQUEUES
This record contains information on all resources owned by the address space and any contentions. The common header
information is shown in the section (1020-1024) Common Header.

The following fields form a repeating group. Each occurrence of the group is for one enqueue in the address space. To
display all of the tasks within the address space, use the IQL <<* construction. See the About Record-Name section for
more information.

IQL Field Name IBM DB2 Field Name Field Description
MVS-ENQ-QNAME IMGQQNAM Qname as specified on the MVS ENQ

macro.
Typically, a Qname, or Major name as it
is sometimes called, refers to a group of
similar resources.

MVS-ENQ-RNAME IMGQRNAM Rname as specified on the MVS ENQ
macro.
Typically, an Rname, or Minor name as it
is sometimes called, refers to an individual
resource within a group.

MVS-ENQ-SCOPE IMGQSCOP Scope over which the resource is owned or
requested:
• STEP—The resource can be used only

in the same address space.
• SYSTEM—The resource can be used

by more than one address space.
• SYSTEMS—The resource can be

shared between systems.

MVS-ENQ-TYPE IMGQTYPE Displays the type of request or control
specified for the resource:
• SHR—The request was for SHR access

to the resource.
• EXC—The request was exclusive

access to the resource.

MVS-ENQ-STATUS IMGQSTA2 Displays the current status of the resource
with respect to the requestor:
• OWN—The requestor owns the

resource.
• WAIT—The requestor is waiting for the

resource.

MVS-ENQ-OWNER-JOBNAME IMGQJBN2 Jobname of the address space that owns
the lock being waited on.

MVS-ENQ-OWNER-SYSTEM IMGQSYS System that owns the lock being waited on.
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MVS-ENQ-OWNER-ASID IMGQASI2 ASID of the address space that owns the
lock being waited on.

MVS-ENQ-INDICATOR IMGQINDB This field indicates the current type of
display:
• A—Displays all resources owned by the

selected address space.
• C—Displays all contentions that exist

within the address space. The owner of
the resource is also identified.

• S—Displays all contentions that exist
on a system level. The owner and all
tasks waiting on the resource are also
identified.

(1025) THREAD-SEC-AUTHIDS
This record contains all authorization IDs associated with a thread.

SEC-AUTHID
Primary authorization ID of the DB2 thread producing the trace data.
Primary authorization ID is defined during connection or sign-on processing. By default, the primary authorization
ID is as follows:
TSO (all)

TSO LOGON I.
BATCH (all)

USER parameter on JOB statement.
STARTED TASKS

USER ID associated with the started task as defined by the STC JCL or the local security product (ACF2,
Top Secret, or RACF) definitions. For CICS the USER applies to the CICS recovery coordination task; for
IMS, it applies to the control region.

IMS DEPENDENT REGIONS
Sign—on ID of user.

CICS TRANS. SUBTASKS
RCT parameter dependent.

IBM Db2 Field Name: ISADLAUT
SEC-ORIG-AUTHID

Identifies the original authorization ID before the authorization exit routine of the installation changed it. If the
exit routine did not change the original ID, or the exit routine is not present, then the OPER ID is the same as the
authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: ISADLOPI

SEC-CURRENT-SQLID
Current SQLID as set by the last successful SET CURRENT SQLID statement. If no such statement has been
executed, then the current SQLID defaults to the primary authorization ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: ISADLSQL

SEC-AUTHID-LIST
List of secondary authorization IDs that were built during sign-on processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: ISADLSEC
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(1026) STATS-BUFFER-SIZES
This record contains the buffer pool fields from the (1002) CURR-STATS2 record and the ZPARM fields from the (202)
DYNAMIC-ZPARMS record.

BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the buffer pool name (BP0-BP49, BP32K-BP32K9, BP8K0-BP8K9, and BP16K0-BP16K9).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPNM

BP-SIZE
Specifies the size of the virtual buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPVPSZ

BP-SIZE-MIN
Specifies the minimum size of the virtual buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPVPMI

BP-SIZE-MAX
Specifies the maximum size of the virtual buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPVPMA

VIRT-SEQ-THRSH
Specifies the virtual pool sequential steal threshold of the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPVPSH

DEFER-WRT-THRSH
Specifies the deferred write threshold value of the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPDWQT

VERT-WRT-THRSH
Specifies the vertical deferred write threshold value of the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPVDQT

PARALLEL-IO-SEQ-THRSH
Specifies the virtual pool parallel sequential threshold of the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPPSQT

BUF-POOL-ID
Identifies which buffer pool the information refers to:

• 0 through 49—Identifiers for 4-KB buffer pools
• 80 through 89—Identifiers for 32-KB buffer pools

IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPID
GET-PAGE

Specifies the number of buffer pool GETPAGE requests for a thread. This value includes all unconditional and
successful conditional requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTGET

READ-IO
Indicates how many synchronous physical I/O operations were used to read pages of data from Db2 tables.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTRIO

DEFERRED-WRITE-VERTICAL
Indicates the number of times the vertical deferred write threshold was reached.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDWV
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EXP-FAIL-MAX-LIM
Specifies the number of times that a usable buffer could not be located in the virtual buffer pool because the
virtual buffer pool was full. If this situation occurs, use the -ALTER BUFFERPOOL command to increase the size
of the virtual pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTXFL

EXP-FAIL-GETMAIN
Specifies the number of times Db2 tried to expand the buffer pool but failed. Failure happens because of
insufficient storage in the Db2 database services address space (DBM1). The failure can occur for virtual pools
and hiperpools.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTXFV

SETW-SYS
Specifies the number of records that were updated in the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSWS

PG-WRITES-SYS
Specifies the number of updated buffer pool pages that have been written to DASD.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPWS

WRITE-IO
Specifies the number of buffer pool WRITE I/O operations that Db2 was able to process asynchronously.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWIO

CURR-ACT-BUF
Indicates the amount of active (in use or updated pages) pages in the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTCBA

PAGEIN-RD
Indicates the number of times a buffer pool buffer was paged in from a paging data set to satisfy a READ I/O
request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTRPI

PAGEIN-WR
Indicates the number of times a buffer pool buffer was paged in from a paging data set to satisfy a WRITE I/O
request.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWPI

DS-SUCC-OPENED
Specifies the total number of successful data set open requests for the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDSO

IMM-WRITES-SYS
Specifies the number of buffer pool WRITE I/O operations that required the application to wait until they
completed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTIMW

SEQ-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of requests for a prefetch operation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSEQ

PG-READ-PREFETCH
Specifies the number of pages that have been read into the buffer pool using sequential prefetch I/O operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSPP

SEQ-PREFETCH-DIS-BUF
Specifies the number of times that Db2 failed to honor a sequential prefetch request because the sequential
prefetch threshold was reached.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSPD
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SEQ-PREFETCH-DIS-RD-ENG
Specifies the number of times that Db2 failed to honor a sequential prefetch request due to a shortage of READ
engines (SRBs).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTREE

WR-ENG-UNAVAIL
Specifies the number of times that Db2 had to wait for a WRITE engine (SRB) to become available to perform a
WRITE I/O operation. Db2 has a maximum of 100 SRBs from which it can perform WRITE I/O operations from the
buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWEE

DEFERRED-WR-THRESHOLD
Specifies the number of times that the buffer pool had at least 50 percent of the buffers in the pool unavailable.
The buffers were in use or updated. As a result, Db2 was forced to perform WRITE I/O operations to bring the
percent of unavailable buffers below 50 percent.
The threshold value can be controlled through the -ALTER BUFFERPOOL command.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDWT

WPHFWT-THRESHOLD
Specifies the number of times that the buffer pool had at least 95 percent of the buffers in the pool unavailable.
The buffers were in use or updated. As a result, Db2 was forced to perform WRITE I/O operations synchronously.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDMC

MIGRATED-DS
Specifies the number of times the Db2 encountered a migrated database data set and issued a recall request to
DFHSM.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTMIG

RECALL-TIMEOUT
Specifies the number of times the Db2 encountered a migrated database data set and issued a recall request to
HSM. However, the wait period for the recall was exceeded.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTRTO

PREFETCH-READS
Specifies the number of sequential prefetch read I/O requests for the associated buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPIO

WK-PREFETCH-ZEROS
Specifies the number of times sequential prefetch has been disabled for a work file because the dynamic prefetch
quantity is zero. Typically the quantity is one through eight pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWKPD

WKFILE-NOBUFFS
Specifies the number of times a work file could not be created due to insufficient buffer resources for sequential
processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTMAX

MAX-WORKFILES
Specifies the maximum number of work files that have been allocated during sort/merge processing.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWFM

PAGES-DESTRUCTIVE-READ
Specifies the number of pages for which destructive read was requested.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWDRP

PGS-DEQD-DESTRUCTIVE-RD
Specifies the number of pages that are dequeued from the vertical deferred write queue (VDWQ) for destructive
read requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWBVQ
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REQUESTS-QUERIED
Specifies the number of merge passes requested for Db2 sort activities.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWFR

WORKFILES-REQUESTED
Specifies the number of work files that have been requested for all sort/merge passes.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWFT

WORKFILES-DENIED
Specifies the number of times a merge pass could not be performed due to a shortage of space in the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWFD

INEFFICIENT-SORTS
Specifies the number of times a merge pass could not be efficiently performed due to a shortage of space in the
buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTWFF

LIST-PREFETCH-REQUESTS
Specifies the number of requests for a list prefetch operation.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTLPF

DYNAMIC-PREFETCH-REQUEST
Specifies the number of dynamic prefetch requests performed due to sequential detection.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDPF

VPOOL-CHANGES
Specifies the number of successful virtual Buffer Pool expansions or contractions because of the -ALTER
BUFFERPOOL command.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTVPA

VPOOL-BUFFERS
Specifies the number of buffers allocated for a virtual buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTVPL

DYNAMIC-PREFETCH-PAGES
Specifies the number of asynchronous page reads because of dynamic prefetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDPP

LIST-PREFETCH-PAGES
Specifies the number of asynchronous page reads because of list prefetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTLPP

DYNAMIC-PREFETCH-READS
Specifies the number of asynchronous read I/Os because of dynamic prefetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDIO

LIST-PREFETCH-READS
Specifies the number of asynchronous read I/Os because of list prefetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTLIO

SEQUENTIAL-GET-PAGES
Specifies the number of getpage requests issued by sequential access requesters (after list or sequential prefetch
requests).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSGT

SEQUENTIAL-SYNC-READ
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSIO

PAGES-UPDATED
Specifies a field that is not currently used by Db2.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDWC
MAX-PAGES-UPDATED

Specifies a field that is not currently used by Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTDWX

MAX-BUFFERS-ALLOCATED
Specifies a field that is not currently used by Db2.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTALX

CONDITIONAL-GETPAGE-FAIL
Specifies the number of times conditional getpage requests could not be satisfied for this buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTNGT

MAX-PREFETCH-STREAMS
Specifies the highest number of concurrent prefetch I/O streams that were allocated for supporting
queries processed in parallel in this buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTXIS

PARALLEL-IO-DEGREES-REDU
Specifies the total number of requested prefetch I/O streams that were denied because of a storage shortage in
the buffer pool. For example, if 100 prefetch I/O streams are requested and only 80 are granted, then 20 is added
to this counter.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTJIS

PARALLEL-IO-QUERIES
Specifies the total number of requests made for processing queries in parallel in this buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPQO

PARALLELISM-DOWNGRADED
Specifies the number of times during this statistics interval that Db2 could not allocate the requested number of
buffer pages. As a result, Db2 could not allow a parallel group to run to the planned degree.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPQF

PREFETCH-QTY-TO-HALF
Specifies the total number of occurrences when the prefetch quantity is reduced from normal to one-half of
normal.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPL1

PREFETCH-QTY-TO-FOURTH
Specifies the total number of occurrences when the prefetch quantity is reduced from one-half to one-quarter of
normal.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPL2

BUF-POOL-OPEN-DATASETS
Specifies the current number of pagesets using this buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTUNCT

BUF-POOL-FREE-WINDOWS
Specifies the current number of free buffers in the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTFWC

ACTIVE-POOLS
Specifies the current number of Buffer Pools allocated.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTACTP

BUF-POOL-STATUS
Specifies the status of the buffer pool:
A

The buffer pool is allocated
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D
The buffer pool is deallocated

IBM Db2 Field Name: IBPLSTAT
ASSIST-PARA-SEQ-THRSH

Specifies the assisting parallel sequential threshold.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPXSQT

VERT-WRT-THRSH-BUF
Specifies the buffer pool vertical write threshold, in number of buffers. This field is used to determine the threshold
only if VBDPVDQT is zero and QDBPVDQB is non-zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPVDQB

IBPLSLA
Specifies a serviceability field.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPSLA

PAGESTEAL-ATTR
Specifies the page stealing algorithm used for the virtual buffer pool. The following values are valid:
L

Indicates that the buffers are managed using the least recently used (LRU) algorithm
F

Indicates that the buffers are managed using the first in first out (FIFO) algorithm
N

Indicates that PGSTEAL=NONE is in effect
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPPGST

PG-FIX
Specifies whether a page is fixed in real storage when it is first used:
Y

Pages are fixed in real storage
N

Pages are not fixed in real storage
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

AUTOSIZE-ATTR
Specifies the AUTOSIZE attribute:
Y

Indicates AUTOSIZE (YES)
N

Indicates AUTOSIZE (NO)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPASIZ

CASTOUT-IO-PGS
Specifies the number of pages written for castout I/O operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTPCO

CASTOUT-IO
Specifies the number of castout I/O operations
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTCIO

COND-SEQ-GETP-FAIL
Specifies how many conditional sequential getpage requests failed. Failure happens because the page is not in
the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTNSG
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BUF-SLRU-MIN
Specifies the minimum number of buffers on the SLRU (low water mark value within an interval).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSMIN

BUF-SLRU-MAX
Specifies the maximum number of buffers on the SLRU (high water mark value within an interval).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSMAX

LEN-SLRU-VPSEQT
Specifies how often the SLRU chain length equals VPSEQT.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTHST

RANDOM-GETP-HIT
Specifies how often random getpage request hits when the buffer is on the SLRU chain.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTRHS

LPL-ADDED-PAGES
Specifies how often at least one page was added to the logical page list (LPL).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTLPL

BP-FRAME-SIZE
Specifies the buffer pool page frame size: 4 KB, 1 MB, or 2 GB.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPFRAM

BP-4K-FRAMES
Specifies the number of allocated pages in 4-KB page frames. This value might include storage frames that have
been logically removed from the buffer pool, but which Db2 cannot yet free.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

BP-1M-FRAMES
Specifies the number of allocated pages in 1-MB page frames. This value might include storage frames that have
been logically removed from the buffer pool, but which Db2 cannot yet free.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

BP-2G-FRAMES
Specifies the number of allocated pages in 2-GB page frames. This value might include storage frames that have
been logically removed from the buffer pool, but which Db2 cannot yet free.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SBUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the simulated buffer pool name (BP0-BP49, BP32K-BP32K9, BP8K0-BP8K9, BP16K0-BP16K9).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

SIM-BP-ID
Specifies the simulated buffer pool ID.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPBPID

SIM-PGS-USED
Specifies the number of pages that are currently in use in the simulated part of the buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPIUS

SIM-MAX-PGS-USED
Specifies the maximum number of pages that were in use in the simulated part of the buffer pool since the
simulated buffer pool was created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPHUS

SIM-SEQ-PGS-USED
Specifies the maximum number of sequential pages that were in use in the simulated part of the buffer pool since
the simulated buffer pool was created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPSUS
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SIM-MAX-SEQ-PGS-USED
Specifies the highest number of sequential pages that were in the simulated buffer pool since the simulated buffer
pool was created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPHSU

SIM-PGS-RAND-SYNRIO
Specifies the number of pages accessed through random getpage requests and found in the simulated part of the
buffer pool, yet resulted in the synchronous disk read I/O operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPDRR

SIM-PGS-SEQ-SYNRIO
Specifies the number of pages accessed through sequential getpage requests and found in the simulated part of
the buffer pool, yet resulted in the synchronous disk read I/O operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPDRS

SIM-PGS-PREF-ASYNRIO
Specifies the number of pages accessed through prefetch requests and found in the simulated part of the buffer
pool, yet resulted in the asynchronous disk read I/O operations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPDRA

SIM-PGS-RAND-GBP-SYNR
Specifies the number of pages accessed through random getpage requests and found in the simulated part of the
buffer pool, yet resulted in the synchronous group buffer pool reads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPGRR

SIM-PGS-SEQ-GBP-SYNR
Specifies the number of pages accessed through sequential getpage requests and found in the simulated part of
the buffer pool, yet resulted in the synchronous group buffer pool reads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPGRS

SIM-PGS-PREF-GBP-ASYNR
Specifies the number of pages accessed through prefetch requests and found in the simulated part of the buffer
pool, yet resulted in the asynchronous group buffer pool reads.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPGRA

SIM-PGS-MOVED-IN-SBP
Specifies the total number of pages logically moved into the simulated buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPMVI

SIM-TOT-SYNRIO-DELAY
Specifies the total amount of synchronous read I/O wait time that might have been avoided had the buffer pool
been increased to the simulated size.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSPDTM

SIM-BP-SIZE
Specifies the simulated additional number of buffers added to the buffer pool to simulate the behavior of the
expanded buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPSPSZ

SIM-SEQ-THRSH
Specifies the simulated pool sequential steal threshold of the buffer pool. This value is from 0 through 100.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QDBPSPST

GETP-SEQ-OVFLOW
Specifies the number of sequential getpage requests that used buffers in the overflow area.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTASGE
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GETP-SEQ-READIO-OVFLOW
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations for sequential getpage requests that used buffers in the
overflow area.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTASSE

GETP-RAND-OVFLOW
Specifies the number of random getpage requests that used buffers in the overflow area.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTAGET

GETP-RAND-READIO-OVFLOW
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations for random getpage requests that used buffers in the
overflow area.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTASYN

ZHYPERLINK-READS
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations which used zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSYIO

DISK-CACHE-READS
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations which hit disk cache, but did not use zHyperLink.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBSTSIOC

(1027) THREAD-DDF-DATA
This record contains Distributed Data Facility statistics for a currently executing thread. This record contains one entry per
remote location.

REC-LOCATION
Specifies the remote location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLOCN

SQL-SENT
Specifies the number of SQL statements sent to the remote server.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACSQLS

SQL-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of SQL statements received from the requester location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACSQLR

ROWS-SENT
Specifies the number of rows of data sent to the requester location (includes SQLDA).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACROWS

ROWS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of rows of data retrieved from the server location. This count does not include the SQLDA or
SQLCA.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACROWR

BYTES-SENT
Specifies the number of bytes of data sent to the requester location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBYTS

BYTES-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of bytes of data received from the server location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBYTR
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CONVERSATIONS-SENT
Specifies the number of conversations initiated from the requester location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCNVS

CONVERSATIONS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of conversations initiated from the requester to the server location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCNVR

MESSAGES-SENT
Specifies the number of messages sent to the remote location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACMSGS

MESSAGES-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of messages received from the remote location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACMSGR

TRANSACTIONS-SENT
Specifies the number of database access thread allocation requests sent to the remote location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACTRNS

TRANSACTIONS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number database access thread allocation requests received from the remote location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACTRNR

COMMITS-SENT
Specifies the number of commit requests sent to the server location (single-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCOMS

COMMITS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of commit requests received from the requester (single-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCOMR

ABORTS-SENT
Specifies the number of rollback requests sent to the server location (single-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACABRS

ABORTS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of rollback requests received from the requester location (single-phase commit operations
only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACABRR

CONVERSATIONS-QUEUED
Specifies the accumulated number of conversations that have been queued.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCNVQ

ELAPSED-REMOTE
Specifies the elapsed time that the requester location spent waiting for completion of work by a database access
agent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCPUL

ELAPSED-DB-AGENT
Specifies the elapsed database access agent time at the serving location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCPUR

CPU-DB-AGENT
Specifies the database access agent CPU time at the serving location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACDBAT

SW-TO-LIMITED-BLOCK-MODE
Specifies the accumulated number of times a switch was made from continuous block mode to limited block
mode.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCBLB
SQL-BOUND-REMOTE

Specifies the number of SQL statements bound for remote access (system-directed access only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACRBND

MSG-BUFFER-ROWS
Specifies the number of rows transmitted or received in the Db2 message buffers using block fetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBROW

BLOCKS-SENT
Specifies the number of blocks transmitted using block fetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBTBF

BLOCKS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of blocks received using block fetch.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBRBF

CONVERSATIONS-ALLOCATED
Specifies the number of successful conversation allocations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCNVA

CONVERSATIONS-TERMINATED
Specifies the number of terminated conversations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCNVT

MAX-CONVERSATIONS
Specifies the largest number of conversations opened concurrently.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCIEL

PROTOCOL-FLAG
Specifies the protocol flag byte. Possible values are:
x'40'

: 1—Uses system-directed access to communicate with the server.
x'20'

: 1—Uses application-directed access to communicate with the server.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACFLGS

PREPARES-SENT
Specifies the number of prepare requests sent to the participant (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACPRSE

PREPARES-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of prepare requests received from the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACPRRC

LAST-AGENT-SENT
Specifies the number of last agent requests sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLASE

LAST-AGENT-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of last agent requests received from the initiator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLARC

COMMIT-RQST-SENT
Specifies the number of commit requests sent to the participant (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCRSE

COMMIT-RQST-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of commit requests received from the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCRRC
BKOUT-RQST-SENT

Specifies the number of backout requests sent to the participant (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBKSE

BKOUT-RQST-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of backout requests received from the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACBKRC

ROLLBACKS-SENT
Specifies the number of forget responses sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACRRSE

ROLLBACKS-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of forget responses received from the participant (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACRRRC

COMIT-RESP-SENT
Specifies the number of request commit responses sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACVYSE

COMMIT-RESP-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of request commit responses received from the participant (two-phase commit operations
only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACVYRC

BKOUT-RESP-SENT
Specifies the number of backout responses sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACVNSE

BKOUT-RESP-RECEIVED
Specifies the number of backout responses received from the participant (two-phase commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACVNRC

THREADS-INDOUBT
Specifies the number of threads that became indoubt with the remote location as the coordinator (two-phase
commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACINDT

COMMITS-PERFORMED
Specifies the number of commit operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator (two-phase
commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACCPTR

ROLLBACKS-PERFORMED
Specifies the number of rollback operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator (two-phase
commit operations only).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACRBTR

REMOTE-PRDID
Specifies the product ID of the remote location.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACPRID

PRODUCT-LEVEL
Specifies the product level, if known.
This field is new with Db2 12.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACPRLV
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REC-LOCATION-OFFSET
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the data section to the variable or long field name, when the
QLACLOCN field is truncated. This field provides no practical tuning purposes. The monitor uses this field to
locate the long name in a trace record that Db2 produces. Use this field to verify that Db2 provides a long name in
the trace record.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLOCN_OFF

REC-LOCATION-VAR
Specifies the remote location. A remote location can be a requesting or serving location. The remote location is
the system in session with the local location. This field varies in length and contains the complete name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLOCN_D

REC-LOCATION-LEN
Specifies the length of the location name.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLOCN_LEN

REC-LOCATION-LONG
Specifies the remote location. A remote location can be a requesting or serving location. The remote location
system is in session with the local location. This field contains the complete field name, expanded to the
maximum length.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACLOCN_VAR

ROLLUP-THREADS
Specifies the number of threads for which data is rolled up in this QLAC data section. For nonrollup sections, this
value is one. For rollup sections, this value is one or greater.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QLACRLNU

(1028) THREAD-MINI-STATS
This table describes the summary statistics for all currently executing threads.

IQL Field Name IBM DB2 Field Name Field Description
SUM-DB2-TCB-CPU  Specifies the accumulated TCB time while

in DB2.
SUM-DB2-SRB-CPU  Specifies the accumulated SRB time while

in DB2.
SUM-DB2-TOTAL-CPU  Specifies the accumulated TCB and SRB

time while in DB2.
SUM-THD-COMMITS  Specifies the number of PHASE 2 commits.
SUM-THD-ABORTS  Specifies the number of aborts.
SUM-ACT-THREADS  Specifies the number of threads currently

active.
SUM-DB2-THREADS  Specifies the number of threads currently

active and executing SQL or performing
other DB2 functions.

(1029) THREAD-GLB-STATS
(1029) THREAD-GLB-STATS record collects real time group buffer pool and global locking statistics for a thread.
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(1029) Group Buffer Pool Statistics

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the record. When listing similar members of each group
in a request, append either the occurrence number (1, 2, 3, and so on) in parentheses, or the group buffer pool name in
single quotes ('GBP0', 'GBP1', 'GBP2', and so on) in parentheses, after the field name:

• Occurrences 1-50 are GBP0 through GBP49
• Occurrences 51-60 are GBP32K through GBP32K9
• Occurrences 61-70 are GBP8K0 through GBP8K9
• Occurrences 71-80 are GBP16K0 through GBP16K9

To display all occurrences of a field for all Group Buffer Pools, use the <<* construction.

GRP-BUF-POOL-ID
Internal ID number of the group buffer pool (0-49 for GBP0 through GBP49, 80-89 for GBP32K through
GBP32K9, 100-109 for GBP8K0 through GBP8K9, and 120-129 for GBP16K0 through GBP16K9).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAGN

GRP-BUF-POOL-NAME
Group buffer pool name (GBP0-GBP49, GBP32K-GBP32K9, GBP8K0-GBP8K9, and GBP16K0-GBP16K9).
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

GBP-DEP-GETPAGES
'Get page' requests for group buffer pool-dependent pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAGG

PRIM-ASYNC-IXLCACHES
Asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for primary group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAHS

SECD-ASYNC-IXLCACHES
Asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for secondary group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGA2H

SES-XIREAD-DATA
The number of coupling facility read requests required because the buffer was marked invalid. Data is returned
from the group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAXD

SES-XIREAD-NODATA
The number of coupling facility read requests required because the buffer was marked invalid. Data is not
returned from the group buffer pool and a directory entry is created if it does not already exist, meaning
that another Db2 in the group has R/W interest in the page set or partition.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAXR

SES-READ-DATA
The number of coupling facility reads necessary because the requested page was not found in the buffer pool.
Data was returned from the coupling facility.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAMD

SES-READ-NODATA
The number of coupling facility reads necessary because the requested page was not found in the buffer pool.
Data was not returned from the coupling facility. If a directory entry does not already exist for the page, an entry is
created.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAMR

SES-READ-SUPPDIR
The number of coupling facility reads necessary because the requested page was not found in the buffer pool.
Data was not returned from the coupling facility, and no directory entry was created.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAMN
SES-WRITE-CHNG

The number of changed pages written to the group buffer pool.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGASW

SES-WRITE-CLEAN
The number of clean pages written to the group buffer pool. Db2 writes clean pages for page sets and partitions
that are defined with GBPCACHE ALL.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAWC

SES-UNREG-PAGE-REQ
The number of coupling facility requests to unregister a page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGADG

SES-XI-EXPLICIT
The number of explicit cross-invalidations.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAEX

DUPLEXED-COMP-CHKS
The number of completion checks for writes to the secondary GBP that were suspended because the write had
not yet completed.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGA2S

(1029) Global Locking Statistics

The following list describes the global locking statistics fields for the (1029) THREAD-GLB-STATS record:

PLOCK-REQS
Indicates the number of lock requests for P-locks. (QTXALOCK contains the number of L-lock requests.)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGALPLK

PLOCK-CHNG
Indicates the number of change requests for P-locks. (QTXACHG contains the number of change requests for L-
locks.)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGACPLK

PLOCK-UNLK
Indicates the number of unlock requests for P-locks. (QTXAUNLK contains the number of unlock requests for L-
locks.)
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGAUPLK

PROPXES-REQS
Indicates the number of lock requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the execution
unit of the user). This count includes both L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the request is
suspended.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGALSLM

PROPXES-CHNG
Indicates the number of change requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the execution
unit of the user). This count includes both L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the request is
suspended.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGACSLM

PROPXES-UNLK
Indicates the number of unlock requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the execution
unit of the user). This count includes both L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the request is
suspended.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGAUSLM
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SUSP-IRLM-GLB
Indicates the number of suspends because of IRLM global resource contention. (IRLM lock states were in
conflict.) Global contention requires inter-system communication to resolve the lock conflict. In contrast, local
contention does not require inter-system communication to resolve the lock conflict. The sum of SUSP-IRLM-
GLB, SUSP-XES-GLB, and FALSE-CONT gives the total number of suspends caused by global contention.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGAIGLO

SUSP-XES-GLB
Indicates the number of suspends because of MVS XES global resource contention (MVS XES lock states were
in conflict but IRLM lock states were not).
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGASGLO

FALSE-CONT
Indicates the number of suspends caused by false contentions. False contentions occur when different resource
names hash to the same entry in the Coupling Facility lock table. This duplication causes MVS XES to detect
contention on the hash class. However, when MVS XES determines that there is no real conflict on the resource,
the contention is considered false.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGAFLSE

GLB-REQS-DENIED
Indicates the number of global lock or change requests denied because of an incompatible retained lock.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGADRTA

NOTIFY-MSGS
Indicates the number of notify messages sent.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGANTFY

WRITEREG-MULT-PGS
Indicates the number of write and register multiple (WARM) requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAWM

WRITEREG-ONE-PAGE
Indicates the number of write and register (WAR) requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAWS

P-LK-REQ-SPACEMAP
Indicates the number of page p-lock lock requests for space map pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAP1

P-LK-REQ-DATA
Indicates the number of page p-lock lock requests for data pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAP2

P-LK-REQ-IDX-LEAF
Indicates the number of page p-lock lock requests for index leaf pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAP3

P-LK-UNLOCK-REQ
Indicates the number of page p-lock unlock requests.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAU1

P-LK-SUS-SPACEMAP
Indicates the number of page p-lock suspensions for space map pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAS1

P-LK-SUS-DATA
Indicates the number of page p-lock lock suspensions for data pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAS2
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P-LK-SUS-IDX-LEAF
Indicates the number of page p-lock lock suspensions for index leaf pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAS3

FALSE-CONT
Identifies how many false contentions occurred for lock and unlock requests.
If XES APAR OA12164 and IRLM APAR PK85159 are applied, this counter reports false contentions for the data
sharing member against which an accounting trace is run. When these APARs are not applied, this counter is
zero.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QTGAFCNT

IXLAXISN-SUSPENDS-XI
Specifies the number of suspensions of coupling facility asynchronous cross- invalidation service (IXLAXISN)
synch-up calls that occurred while waiting for asynchronous cross-invalidation to finish.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QBGAAS

(1030) DC-DATA-SHARE
SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector and DB2 data sharing data. This information consists of repeating groups, with one
group of data for each SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector and the associated DB2 subsystem that it monitors.

DC-GROUP
Specifies the XCF group name for the data collector group corresponding to the DB2 data sharing group name.

DC-GRP-MEMBER
Specifies the XCF member name for the data collector entry.

DC-SUB-MONITOR
Specifies the DB2 subsystem which this data collector is monitoring.

DC-VERSION
Specifies the version and release level of this data collector.

DC-MOD-LEVEL
Specifies the modification level for this data collectors version and release.

DC-STATUS
Denotes the current XCF status of this data collector. The value can be ACTIVE or UNDEFINED.

DC-JOBNAME
Specifies the jobname under which this data collector was started.

DC-FAF-APPLID
Specifies the VTAM Luname for RAF access to this data collector. A data collector should have a RAF Luname to
be able to jump to another data collector on a different MVS system.

DC-SYSTEM
Specifies the MVS system name on which this data collector resides.

DB2-GROUP
Specifies the DB2 group name.

DB2-GRP-MEMBER
Specifies the DB2 XCF member name in the group.

DB2-SUBSYS
Specifies the DB2 subsystem name.

DB2-LEVEL
Denotes the release level of this DB2 subsystem.
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DB2-SYSTEM
Specifies the MVS system name on which this DB2 currently resides.

DB2-STATUS
Denotes the current status of this DB2 subsystem. Value can be CREATED, ACTIVE, FAILED or UNDEFINED.

DB2-IRLM-SUBSYS
Specifies the associated IRLM subsystem name.

DB2-IRLM-PROC
Gives the name of the JCL procedure used to start the associated IRLM subsystem.

DB2-CMD-PREFIX
Specifies the MVS command prefix associated with this DB2 subsystem.

DB2-ID-NUMBER
Specifies the DB2 subsystem ID number for this member in the DB2 data sharing group.

(1034) IDB2THRD
This record is equivalent to (151) IDB2ACCT (SYSVIEW for Db2 thread accounting record), except it displays data for an
active thread based on the current trace data collected. The fields in each of these records are identical. Once the thread
terminates, this data is written to the SYSVIEW for Db2 history file in the IDB2ACCT, IFCID 151 record.

NOTE

IQL requests designed to process IDB2THRD (1034) as a standalone record are not supported. The IDB2THRD
record is designed to be retrieved using key information from a currently active thread.

(1035) CT-POOL-USAGE
This record describes the cursor table usage when the record was generated. To generate this record, Subsystem
Analyzer must be installed and connection to Xmanager available.

CT-POOL-TOTAL-PGS
Specifies the total storage available in the EDM pool in pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISESPGE

CT-USED-TOTAL-PGS
Specifies the total number of pages that are used to hold cursor tables.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISECTA

CT-PLAN-NAME
Specifies the plan name.

CT-PLAN-SIZE
Specifies the number of pages that are allocated to the cursor table.

CT-ELAPSED-TIME
Specifies the elapsed time for which the cursor table has been allocated.

CT-PLAN-COUNT
Specifies the number of cursor tables that are allocated for this plan.

CT-ABOVE-COUNT
Specifies the number of cursor tables that are allocated for this plan above the 2-GB bar.

CT-PGS-ABOVE
Specifies the number of pages allocated to the cursor tables for this plan above the 2-GB bar.
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CT-PGS-BELOW
Specifies the number of pages allocated to the cursor tables for this plan below the 2-GB bar.

(1036) SKCT-POOL-USAGE
This record describes the skeleton cursor table usage when the record was generated. To generate this record,
Subsystem Analyzer must be installed and connection to Xmanager available. This record contains repeating and non-
repeating fields.

Non-repeating fields

The following fields appear once in the SKCT-POOL-USAGE record:

SKCT-PLAN-COUNT-TOTAL
Specifies the total number of Skeleton Cursor Table (SKCT) entries.

SKCT-USED-TOTAL-PGS
Specifies the total number of pages that are used to hold all Skeleton Cursor Table entries.

SKCT-POOL-TOTAL-PGS
Specifies the total number of pages available to hold Skeleton Cursor Table entries.

Repeating fields

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the SKCT-POOL-USAGE record:

SKCT-PLAN-NAME
Specifies the plan that is associated with the Skeleton Cursor Table.

SKCT-SIZE
Specifies the number of pages that are allocated to the Skeleton Cursor Table entry.

SKCT-PLAN-COUNT
Specifies the number of plans currently loaded in the EDM pool.

SKCT-COUNT-ABOVE
Specifies the number of the Skeleton Cursor Table entries for this plan that reside above the 2-GB bar.

SKCT-PGS-ABOVE
Specifies the number of pages that are allocated to the Skeleton Cursor Table entries for this plan and reside
above the 2-GB bar (mutually exclusive with SKCT-PGS-BELOW).

SKCT-PGS-BELOW
Specifies the number of pages that are allocated to the Skeleton Cursor Table entries for this plan and reside
below the 2-GB bar (mutually exclusive with SKCT-PGS-ABOVE).

SKCT-AUTH-CACHE
Specifies the size, in bytes, of the authorization cache associated with this plan.

(1037) PT-POOL-USAGE
This record describes the package table usage when the record was generated. To generate this record, Subsystem
Analyzer must be installed and connection to Xmanager available.

PT-POOL-TOTAL-PGS
Specifies the total storage available in the EDM pool in pages.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISESPGE
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PT-USED-TOTAL-PGS
Indicates the total number of pages that are used to hold package tables.
IBM Db2 Field Name: QISEKTA

PT-COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the collection ID that contains this package.

PT-PACKAGE-NAME
Specifies the name of the package.

PT-CONTOKEN
Specifies the consistency token.

PT-SIZE
Specifies the number of pages that are allocated to the package table entry.

PT-ELAPSED-TIME
Specifies the amount of time for which the package table had been allocated.

PT-COUNT
Specifies the number of package table entries for this package.

PT-ABOVE-COUNT
Specifies the number of package table entries for this package that are allocated above the 2-GB bar.

PT-PGS-ABOVE
Specifies the number of pages that are allocated to the package table above the 2-GB bar.

PT-PGS-BELOW
Specifies the number of pages that are allocated to the package table below the 2-GB bar.

(1038) SKPT-POOL-USAGE
This record describes the skeleton package table usage when the record was generated. To generate this record,
Subsystem Analyzer must be installed and connection to Xmanager available.

Non-repeating fields

The following fields appear once in this record:

SKPT-PACKAGE-COUNT-TOTAL
Specifies the number of Skeleton Package Tables (SKPT) entries.

SKPT-USED-TOTAL-PGS
Specifies the number of pages that are used to hold Skeleton Package Table entries.

SKPT-POOL-TOTAL-PGS
Specifies the number of pages available to hold skeleton package table entries.

Repeating fields

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within this record:

SKPT-COLLECTION-ID
Specifies the collection ID for this package table entry.

SKPT-PACKAGE-NAME
Indicates the package name for this package table entry.

SKPT-CONTOKEN
Specifies the consistency token for this package table entry.
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SKPT-SIZE
Specifies the size of SKPT storage that is owned by the package.

SKPT-PACKAGE-COUNT
Specifies the number of packages that are currently loaded in the EDM pool.

SKPT-ABOVE-COUNT
Specifies the number of packages that are currently loaded above the bar.

SKPT-PGS-ABOVE
Specifies the number of pages that are allocated to package tables for this package allocated above the 2-GB bar.

SKPT-PGS-BELOW
Specifies the number of pages that are allocated to package tables for this package allocated below the 2-GB bar.

SKPT-AUTH-CACHE
Specifies the Skeleton Package Table authorization cache size.

(1039) DBD-POOL-USAGE
This record describes the storage allocated to database descriptors (DBDs) when the record was generated. To generate
this record, Subsystem Analyzer must be installed and connection to Xmanager available.

Non-repeating fields

The following fields appear once in the DBD-POOL-USAGE record:

DBD-COUNT
Specifies the number of database descriptors (DBDs).

DBD-USED-TOTAL-PGS
Specifies the number of pages in use by all database descriptors.

DBD-POOL-TOTAL-PGS
Specifies the number of pages available for database descriptors.

Repeating fields

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within the DBD-POOL-USAGE record:

DBD-DATABASE-NAME
Specifies the database name.

DBD-DBID
Specifies the database ID in decimal.

DBD-SIZE
Specifies the number of pages that are allocated to this segment of the DBD for this database. A DBD can be
composed of many segments.

DBD-MAXIMUM-FREE
Specifies the largest chunk of free storage currently available to this DBD.

DBD-SEGMENTS
Specifies the number of the individual storage areas that are allocated to this DBD.

(1040) DSG-DETAIL
IFCID 1040 summarizes the results of the -DISPLAY GROUP DETAIL command.
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NOTE
The data collector must have the authority to issue this command. Otherwise, no data is returned.

Non-repeating fields

The following fields correspond to Output heading, Shared communications area, and LOCK1 structure information in
the DSN7100I message.

GRP-GROUP-NAME
Shows the name of the data sharing group (DSG) in which the Db2 subsystem participates.

GRP-GROUP-VERSION
Shows the Db2 version, release, and modification level.

GRP-GROUP-MODE
Indicates which catalog mode is in use:
C

Conversion Mode.
C*

Conversion Mode, but a higher mode has been previously selected.
E

Enabling New Function Mode.
E*

Enabling New Function Mode, but a higher mode has been previously selected.
N

or NFM—New Function Mode.
X

Coexistence Mode (members are on different Db2 releases, or a member performed a fallback from a
higher release).

GRP-ATTACH-NAME
Shows the name that is attached to a member of the DSG.

GRP-SCA-STRUCT-SZ
Shows the amount of storage in the Shared Communications Area.

GRP-SCA-STATUS
Shows the status of the Shared Communications Area (SCA):
AC

Indicates that the SCA is active.
CC

Indicates that a rebuild connect function has completed.
CS

Indicates that a rebuild connect function has started.
DS

Indicates that a delayed action has started after a loss of connectivity.
DC

Indicates that a delayed action has completed after a loss of connectivity.
EC

Indicates that a rebuild stop complete function has completed.
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ES
Indicates that a rebuild stop complete function has started.

IN
Indicates that the SCA is in the initialization phase.

LC
Indicates that a rebuild cleanup function has completed.

LS
Indicates that a rebuild cleanup function has started.

OC
Indicates that a rebuild connect complete function has completed.

OS
Indicates that a rebuild connect complete function has started.

PC
Indicates that a rebuild process complete function has completed.

PS
Indicates that a rebuild process complete function has started.

QC
Indicates that a rebuild quiesce function has completed.

QS
Indicates that a rebuild quiesce function has started.

RC
Indicates that a rebuild resource manager invocation has completed.

RS
Indicates that a rebuild resource manager invocation has started.

SC
Indicates that a rebuild stop function has completed.

SS
Indicates that a rebuild stop function has started.

TE
Indicates that the SCA is in termination phase.

UC
Indicates that a rebuild resource manager invocation has completed.

US
Indicates that a rebuild resource manager invocation has started.

VC
Indicates that a volatility change function has completed.

VS
Indicates that a volatility change function has started.

GRP-SCA-IN-USE
Shows the percentage of the Shared Communications Area currently in use.

GRP-LOCK-STRUCT-SZ
Shows the size of the LOCK1 Coupling Facility structure.

GRP-NBR-LOCK-ENTRIES
Shows the number of lock entries.
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GRP-LIST-ENTRIES
Shows the maximum number of modify lock list entries for the LOCK1 Coupling Facility structure.

GRP-LIST-IN-USE
Shows the number of modify lock list entries currently in use for the LOCK1 Coupling Facility structure.

GRP-CURRENT-LEVEL
Shows the current function level of the group.
The format is VvvRrMmmm, where:

• vv is the version
• r is the release
• mmm is the modification level
• * indicates that the group or one or more of its members had been at a higher function level

This field is new in Db2 12.
GRP-HIGH-ACT-LEVEL

Shows the highest function level that was ever activated.
The format is VvvRrMmmm, where:

• vv is the version
• r is the release
• mmm is the modification level

This field is new in Db2 12.
GRP-HIGH-POS-LEVEL

Shows the highest function level that can be activated based on the catalog level and code level of the group
members.
The format is VvvRrMmmm, where:

• vv is the version
• r is the release
• mmm is the modification level

This field is new in Db2 12.
GRP-ENCRYPT-KEY-LABEL

Shows the ICSF key label for encrypting data sets for the Db2 catalog, directories, and archive logs.
This field is new with Db2 12.

GRP-SPT01-INLINE-LEN
Shows the inline length of the SPTSEC_DATA LOB column. This value refers to the portion of the column that is
stored in the base table of the SPT01 directory table space.
This field is new with Db2 12.

Repeating fields

The following fields correspond to Data-sharing members and Sysplex query parallelism lines in the DSN7100I message.

GRP-SSID
Shows the name of the group member.

GRP-MEMBER-ID
Shows the identification number internally assigned to the DSG member.

GRP-COMMAND-PREFIX
Shows the string which identifies commands to be directed to this DSG member.
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GRP-MEMBER-STATUS
Shows the status of this DSG member using one of the following values:
ACTIVE

Indicates that the member is up and running
AI

Indicates that the member is active with additional conditions. Indoubt or postponed abort units of
recovery are outstanding, which means that retained locks are held.

FAILED
Indicates that the member has terminated abnormally.

DEACT
Indicates that the member is deactivated.

QUIESCED
Indicates that the member has been quiesced normally.

QI
Indicates that the member has been quiesced with indoubt URs.

QR
Indicates that the member has been quiesced with resynchronization responsibility.

QC
Indicates that the member has been quiesced with group buffer pool castout responsibility.

QCR
Equivalent of QC and QR.

QIC
Equivalent of QI and QC.

QIR
Equivalent of QI and QR.

QICR
Equivalent of QC, QI, and QR.

GRP-DB2-VERSION
Shows the version, release, and modification level of this DSG member.

GRP-LPAR-NAME
Shows the LPAR to which this DSG member is assigned.

GRP-IRLM-SYS-NAME
Shows the name of the IRLM subsystem.

GRP-IRLM-PROC-NAME
Shows the name of the IRLMPROC used by this DSG member.

GRP-PAR-COORDINATOR
Indicates whether the Parallel Coordinator is in use:
YES

Parallel coordinator is in use
NO

Parallel coordinator is not in use
**** or N/A

Status is not available
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GRP-PAR-ASSISTANT
Indicates whether the Parallel Assistant is in use:
YES

Parallel assistant is in use
NO

Parallel assistant is not in use
**** or N/A

Status is not available

(1041) EDM-STAT-STMT-COLL
This record is the same as the (401) EDM-POOL-STMTS record, except that this record contains values for the specified
data collector history interval. The SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector builds this record and typically stores this record in the
online history.

The SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector builds this record using the synchronous IFCID 401 records at the end and start of
each history interval. The data collector also uses the asynchronous 401 records that are obtained during the interval to
calculate the statement activity during the specified interval.

This record applies to DB2 10 and higher.

(1042) IDB2-EXCEPTIONS
The (1042) IDB2-EXCEPTIONS record contains information about active exceptions that are displayed in the Exception
Monitor.

The content of this record is refreshed every minute. The record is only accessed synchronously and contains the
following fields:

EXP-EXEC-TIMESTAMP
Specifies the timestamp of the last exception processor cycle.

EXP-FLAG
Specifies whether this record is first or last in the stack.

EXP-FIRST-TIMESTAMP
Specifies the timestamp of the exception start time.

EXP-LAST-TIMESTAMP
Specifies the timestamp of the last tripped exception.

EXP-INSTANCEID
Specifies a unique value that is generated by the exception system for each active exception. The Xnet agent
uses this request.

EXP-MESSAGE
Specifies the formatted exception text.

EXP-NUM-SEVERITY
Specifies an integer that indicates severity level:
1

Critical
3

Warning
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5
Informational

EXP-SEVERITY
Specifies one of the following exception severity levels:

• CRIT
• WARN
• INFO

EXP-TYPE
Specifies one of the following exception types:

• SUBSYSTEM
• APPLICATION
• DATABASE
• EXTERNAL/IQL

EXP-SUBTYPE
Specifies the exception subtype, such as SQL, BPOOL, or GBPOOL.

EXP-VALUE
Specifies the variable that is associated with &VALUEXX in an exception. The primary field that is monitored by
the exception determines &VALUEXX.

EXP-SSID
Specifies the Db2 subsystem name.

EXP-DSFUNCTION
Specifies a name that is used by CSM to identify the detailed data request.

EXP-DSGROUP
Specifies the Db2 data sharing group name.

EXP-RESTRICTED-STATUS
Specifies the status of the database, table space, or index space.

EXP-BPOOL
Specifies the buffer pool name that is associated with this exception. This field applies only to buffer pool
exceptions and is blank for other types of exceptions.

EXP-GBPOOL
Specifies the group buffer pool name that is associated with this exception. This field applies only to group buffer
pool exceptions and is blank for other types of exceptions.

EXP-DATABASE
Specifies the Db2 database to which the exception applies. This field applies only to database exceptions and is
blank for other types of exceptions.

EXP-PAGESET
Specifies the Db2 pageset to which the exception applies. This field applies only to pageset exceptions and is
blank for other types of exceptions.

EXP-ACE
Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element) control block address for the thread that produced the trace data. This
field applies only to application exceptions. For other types of exceptions, the ACE address is zeros.

EXP-AUTHID
Specifies the primary authorization ID of the Db2 thread producing the trace data. This field applies only to
application exceptions and is blank for other types of exceptions.
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EXP-PLAN
Specifies the application plan to which the exception applies.
Also identifies the name of the application plan that is specified when using the BIND command under the DSN
processor. For Db2 command threads and threads in identify status, the plan name is blank.
This field applies only to application exceptions and is blank for other types of exceptions.

EXP-CONNNAME
Specifies the connection to Db2 of this ace or plan. This field only applies to application exceptions and is blank
for other types of exceptions.

EXP-CORRID
Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID. The correlation ID associated with a specific thread is defined as
follows:
TSO

Specifies the TSO LOGON ID assigned.
BATCH

Specifies the batch job name assigned.
UTILITY

Specifies the batch job name assigned.
Call ATTACH

Specifies the batch job name and TSO LOGON ID assigned.
CICS

Specifies as follows:
Byte 1

Connection type
G

Group
P

Pool
Byte 2

Thread type
T

Transaction
G

Group
C

Command
Bytes 3-4

Thread number
Bytes 5-8

Transaction ID
IMS/VS

Specifies PST#.pbname.
Distributed

Contains the same value that was assigned to Application Requestor (AR) if the AR is a Db2 system. If
the AR is not a Db2 system, then the value is the name (possibly truncated) of the job, task, or process
that AR is servicing. The AR sends the name to the Application Server (AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of
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the DDM EXCSAT command. If the length is less than 12, the Db2 AS stores up to the first 12 characters
of this name right-padded with blanks. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is blank.

This field applies to only application exceptions and is blank for other types of exceptions.
EXP-NAME

Specifies the exception name.

(1043) DYNAMIC-CACHE-COLL
This record is the same as the (316) DYNAMIC-SQL-STATS record, except that this record contains values for a specified
data collector history interval.

The SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector builds this record using synchronous IFCID 316 records from the start and end of
each history interval and the asynchronous IFCID 316 records that are obtained during the interval. The data collector
then uses this information to calculate the statement activity during the interval. This record is typically stored in the online
history.

(1044) APM-APPL-SUM
This record sums up application activity after the first activation of IFCID 1044 in the data collector for the thread groups
whose definitions are provided in the definition file pointed to by the THREAD-GROUPS-DSN system parameter. Each
thread group is reported in a separate repeating section and contains group details and subset of fields from the Db2
Accounting Record (IFCID 003).

GROUP-NAME
Specifies the group name as provided in the definition file.

GROUP-DESCRIPTION
Specifies the group description as provided in the definition file.

THREAD-COUNT
Specifies the counter of the threads that are used to build this particular group.

For description of the following fields, see (003) ACCT:
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• THD-ELAPSED
• UDF-CPU
• ELAPSED-TIME-DB2
• TCB-CPU-DB2
• STORPROC-LCL-CPU
• UDF-LOCAL-CPU
• OTHER-UDF-CPU
• TRIG-TOTAL-CPU
• TRIG-CPU-ENCLAVE
• STORPROC-DB2-CPU
• DB2-ZIIP-CPU
• TRIG-ZIIP-CPU
• STORPROC-ZIIP-CPU
• UDF-ZIIP-CPU
• SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP-C2
• SP-WLM-UDF-ZIIP-C2
• NESTED-TRIG-ZIIP
• IO-WAIT-DB2
• WAIT-OTHER-READ
• WAIT-OTHER-WRITE
• LOG-WRITE-IO-WAIT
• DISK-CACHE-IO-WAIT

(1045) SP-UDF-DETAIL
IFCID 1045 records entry and exit events of stored procedures (380) and user-defined functions (381) for a single report.

(1045) SP-UDF-DETAIL records beginning and end of a stored procedure (IFCID 380) and user-defined function (IFCID
381). This record consolidates IFCIDs 380 and 381 into a single record for IQL.

This record can only be accessed asynchronously.

For the list of fields, see (380) STORPROC-DETAIL and (381) UDF-DETAIL.

(1046) STMT-INSIDE-SP-UDF
This record contains the same information as IFCIDs 498 and 499, consolidating the data into a single record for IQL. This
record shows the SQL statements that were executed in stored procedures and user-defined functions. Use this record to
summarize the data in a single report.

(1047) IDB2STAT
IDB2STAT (1047) record is generated by the product at the system history interval boundary and contains additional
subsystem statistics (high/low-water mark values).

This section lists the (1047) IDB2STAT record fields by the subsections.

This record is generated by the product at the system history interval boundary and contains additional subsystem
statistics (high/low-water mark values).
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NOTE
An IDB2STAT record is produced only if the high water mark (HWM) collection subtask is active. The subtask is
controlled by the HWM-SAMP-INT system parameter that defines the HWM sampling frequency. The values are
captured within the system history interval and are reset at its boundary.

(1047) DB2 Address Space HWM

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within IDB2STAT (1047) related to address space processor
storage. To refer particular group fields, either append the occurrence number (1, 2, 3, or 4) in parentheses after the field
name or use its prefixed name. The occurrence numbers correspond to the System Services Address Space (MSTR),
Database Manager Address Space (DBM1), Distributed Data Manager Address Space (DIST), and Lock Manager
Address Space (IRLM), respectively. To display all occurrences of a field for all address spaces, use the <<* construction.

JOBNAME
Db2 address space jobname. The names specific to each DB2 address space are MSTR-JOBNAME, DBM1-
JOBNAME, DIST-JOBNAME, IRLM-JOBNAME.

HWM-WORKSET-SIZE
The maximum working set size for the selected address space during the collection interval. The working set
size is the amount of processor storage allocated to an address space. The names specific to each Db2 address
space are MSTR-HWM-WORKSET-SIZE, DBM1-HWM-WORKSET-SIZE, DIST-HWM-WORKSET-SIZE, IRLM-
HWM-WORKSET-SIZE.

(1047) Thread/DBAT/DS/EDM Pool HWM

The IFCID 1047 Thread/DBAT/DS/EDM Pool HWM high-water mark values are related to the thread counts.

The following high-water mark values are related to the thread counts:

HWM-CTHREAD-THRDS
Specifies the maximum number of allied threads that have been allocated concurrently during the collection
interval.

HWM-IDBACK-THRDS
Specifies the maximum number of users that were identified to Db2 from batch tasks during the collection interval.

HWM-IDFORE-THRDS
Specifies the maximum number of users that TSO foreground tasks identified to Db2 during the collection interval.

HWM-MAXDBAT-THRDS
or HWM-ACTIVE-DBATS
Specifies the maximum number of active and disconnected (pooled) database access threads that existed during
the collection interval.

The following high-water mark values are related to the database access threads (DBATs):

HWM-ACT-DBAT-DEALLOC
Specifies the maximum number of DBATs that were active during the collection interval because the associated
packages were bound with RELEASE(DEALLOCATE).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QDSTNARD

HWM-ACT-DBATS-NOTUSED
Specifies the maximum number of disconnected (pooled) DBATs that were available to service work on inactive
connections or new connections during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QDSTNADS
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HWM-ACT-DBATS-KEEPDYN-YES
Specifies the maximum number of DBATs that were active because the associated packages were bound with
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES).
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QDSTNAKD

HWM-INACTIVE-DBATS
Specifies the maximum number of inactive database access threads during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QDSTQCIT

HWM-T2-CURR-INACT
Specifies the maximum number of type 2 inactive threads during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QDSTCIN2

HWM-T2-CURR-INACT-QUED
Specifies the maximum number of inactive connections or new connections that were queued, waiting to be
serviced by a DBAT during the collection interval. DBATs might be unavailable if MAXDBAT ZPARM value is
reached or if DDF is stopped, or stopping with MODE(SYSPEND). Verify QDSTQDBT for possible MAXDBAT
constraint.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QDSTNQR2

The following high-water mark values are related to the data sets:

HWM-DS-CURR-OPEN
Specifies the maximum number of data sets that were open during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QTDSOPN

The following high/low-water mark values are related to the EDM pool:

HWM-PGS-SKCT
Specifies the maximum number of pages of the EDM pool that were allocated to skeleton cursor tables (SKCTs)
during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISESKCT

HWM-PGS-USED-DBDPOOL
Specifies the maximum number of pages of the DBD pool that were allocated to database descriptors (DBDs)
during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISEDBD

HWM-PGS-USED-SKPT
Specifies the maximum number of pages of the EDM pool that were allocated to skeleton package tables (SKPTs)
during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISESKPT

HWM-PGS-USED-STMTPOOL
Specifies the maximum number of pages that are used in the statement pool during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISEDYNP

HWM-PKG-ATB-STORAGE
Specifies the maximum amount of storage above the bar allocated for packages during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISESQKA

HWM-PKG-BTB-STORAGE
Specifies the maximum amount of storage below the bar allocated for packages during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISESQKB

HWM-PLAN-ATB-STORAGE
Specifies the maximum amount of storage above the bar allocated for plans during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISESQCA

HWM-PLAN-BTB-STORAGE
Specifies the maximum amount of storage below the bar allocated for plans during the collection interval.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISESQCB
HWM-STG-SHR-STATIC-SQL

Specifies the maximum storage that Db2 allocated to static shareable SQL statements during the collection
interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISEKSPA8

HWM-STMTPOOL-STMTS
Specifies the maximum number of statements in the EDM statement cache pool during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISESTMT

HWM-TOT-DBDPOOL-PGS
Specifies the maximum number of pages that are allocated to the DBD pool during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISEDPGE

HWM-TOT-SKELPOOL-PGS
Specifies the maximum number of pages in the skeleton EDM pool during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISEKPGE

HWM-TOT-STMTPOOL-PGS
Specifies the maximum number of pages in the EDM statement pool during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISECPGE

LWM-DBD-STEALABLE
Specifies the minimum number of DBD pages in use that could have been reused during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISEDLRU

LWM-FREE-DBDPOOL-PGS
Specifies the minimum number of free pages in the DBD pool free chain during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISEDFRE

LWM-FREE-SKELPOOL-PGS
Specifies the minimum number of free pages in the skeleton EDM pool free chain during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISEKFRE

LWM-FREE-STMTPOOL-PGS
Specifies the minimum number of free pages in the EDM statement pool during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISECFRE

LWM-SKPT-STEALABLE
Specifies the minimum number of SKPT pages in use that could have been reused during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISEKLRU

LWM-STMTPOOL-STEALABLE
Specifies the minimum number of DSC pages in use that could have been reused during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISEDYLRU

(1047) Workfile HWM

The following high/low-water mark values are related to workfiles:

HWM-ACT-INMEM-WKFILES
In Db2 10 and below, the maximum number of in-memory data manager (DM) work files that were active during
the collection interval.
In Db2 11 and above, the maximum number of in-memory data manager (DM) work files related to SORT that
were active during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISTIMAC

HWM-ACT-INMEMWKFILE-KB
The maximum amount of space, in kilobytes, that was used for in-memory work files during the collection interval.
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IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISTIMSC
HWM-CUR-WKFILE-STG

The maximum amount of storage that was used in the work file database, in kilobytes, during the collection
interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISTWCTO

HWM-RIDLIST-CURR-BLOCKS
The maximum number of RID pool blocks allocated for RID processing during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISTRCUR

HWM-WFSPC-DGTT-USED-KB
The maximum amount of storage, in kilobytes, that all agents on the system were using for declared temporary
tables (DGTT) during the collection interval.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISTDGTTCTO

HWM-WFSPC-TOTAL-KB
The maximum amount of total storage, in kilobytes, configured for the tablespaces in the work file database during
the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISTWSTG

HWM-WFSPC-USED-KB
The maximum amount of storage, in kilobytes, that all agents on the system were using except for declared
temporary tables (DGTT) during the collection interval.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISTWFCTO

HWM-WKFILE-NONSORT-ACT
The maximum number of in-memory data manager (DM) work files related to non-SORT that were active during
the collection interval.
This field is new with DB2 11.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISTI2AC

HWM-WKFILE-RIDBLKS-CUR
The maximum number of RID blocks that resided in work file storage during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISTWFRCUR

HWM-WKFILE-32KTS-STG
The maximum amount of storage in kilobytes, that was used for 32KB work file table spaces during the collection
interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISTW32K

HWM-WKFILE-4KTS-STG
The maximum amount of storage, in kilobytes, that was used for 4KB work file table spaces during the collection
interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISTW4K

HWM-SRT-INMEM-WFS-CUR
The maximum number of in-memory work files related to SORT that were active during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISTSIAC

HWM-SRT-INMEM-WFSPC
The maximum amount of storage, in bytes, that was used for active in-memory work files for sorts during the
collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QISTSISC
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(1047) Group Buffer Pool HWM

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within IDB2STAT (1047) related to group buffer pools. When
listing similar fields of each group in a request, either append the occurrence number (1, 2, 3, and so on) or group buffer
pool name in single quotes ('GBP0', 'GBP1',  'GBP2', and so on) in parentheses after the field name:

• Occurrences 1-50 are GBP0 through GBP49
• Occurrences 51-60 are GBP32K through GBP32K9
• Occurrences 61-70 are GBP8K0 through GBP8K9
• Occurrences 71-80 are GBP16K0 through GBP16K9

To display all occurrences of a field for all Group Buffer Pools, use the <<* construction.

GRP-BUF-POOL-ID
The internal ID number of the group buffer pool (0-49 for GBP0 through GBP49, 80-89 for GBP32K through
GBP32K9, 100-109 for GBP8K0 through GBP8K9, and 120-129 for GBP16K0 through GBP16K9).

GRP-BUF-POOL-NAME
Group buffer pool name (GBP0-BGP49, GBP32K-GBP32K0, GBP8K0-GBP8K9, and GBP16K0-GBP16K9).

HWM-GRP-BUF-PGS
The maximum size of the group buffer pool allocated in 4K increments during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QBGBGSZ

HWM-GRP-DATA-ENTALLOC
The maximum number of allocated data entries during the collection interval. Data entries are the places where
the data pages reside.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QBGBGDT

HWM-GRP-DIR-ENTALLOC
The maximum number of directory entries that were allocated during the collection interval. A directory entry
contains control information for one database page.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QBGBGDR

HWM-GRP-TOTAL-CHANGED
The maximum number of allocated data entries that were in "changed" state during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QBGBTCC

NOTE
This field is available only when the HWM-SAMP-CF system parameter is set to YES.

(1047) Buffer Pool HWM

The following fields constitute a repeating group of fields within IDB2STAT (1047) related to buffer pools. When listing
similar fields of each group in a request, either append the occurrence number (1, 2, 3, and so on) or buffer pool name in
single quotes ('BP0', 'BP1',  'BP2', and so on) in parentheses after the field name:

• Occurrences 1-50 are BP0 through BP49
• Occurrences 51-60 are BP32K through BP32K9
• Occurrences 61-70 are BP8K0 through BP8K9
• Occurrences 71-80 are BP16K0 through BP16K9

To display all occurrences of a field for all buffer pools, use the <<* construction.

BUF-POOL-ID
This field identifies the buffer pool ID.
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BUF-POOL-NAME
Specifies the buffer pool name (BP0-BP49, BP32K-BP32K9, BP8K0-BP8K9, BP16K0-BP16K9).

HWM-BP-OPEN-DATASETS
The maximum number of database data sets open in the buffer pool during the collection interval.

HWM-CURR-ACT-BUF
The maximum amount of active (in use or updated pages) pages in the buffer pool during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QBSTCBA

HWM-VPOOL-BUFFERS
The maximum number of buffers allocated for a virtual buffer pool during the collection interval.
IBM Db2 Field Name: Derived from QBSTVPL

LWM-BP-FREE-WINDOWS
The minimum number of free buffers in the buffer pool during the collection interval.

(1048) DIAG-IFCID-INFO
IFCID 1048 is an internal diagnostic record.

This record can only be accessed synchronously and contains the following fields:

IFCID-NO
Specifies which IFCID number relates to the data in this section.

RIT-FLAG1
Contains a copy of internal processing status flags.

SECTION-VERSION
Specifies the version of the record 1048 section layout.

IDB2-INCOMPAT-LEVEL
Specifies the highest supported incompatible version of this record (QWHS_REC_INCOMPAT).

IDB2-COMPAT-LEVEL
Specifies the highest supported incompatible version of this record (QWHS_REC_COMPAT).

HIGH-INCOMPAT-LEVEL
Specifies the highest observed incompatible version of this record (QWHS_REC_INCOMPAT) in any of the Db2
input streams.

HIGH-COMPAT-LEVEL
Specifies the highest observed incompatible version of this record (QWHS_REC_COMPAT) in any of the Db2
input streams.

DISCARDED-COUNT
Specifies the number of records that were discarded due to unsupported incompatible version of this record
(QWHS_REC_INCOMPAT).

SCANNED-COUNT
Specifies the number of processed records.

TRACE-RECORD-COUNT
Specifies the number of processed records that were obtained through READA.

RITXFLAG
Contains a copy of internal records processing flags.

DB2-VERSION-BEGIN
Specifies the Db2 version that introduced this record. The following values are also possible:
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• 00—Indicates that all Db2 versions support this record.
• FF—Indicates no Db2 support. Record does not exist or is internal.

DB2-VERSION-END
Specifies the Db2 version in which this record was removed. The following value is also possible:

• FF—Indicates that the most recent Db2 version supports this record.

IDB2-RECNAME
Specifies the first 15 characters of the IQL name of the record.

(1049) USER-SELECTION
IFCID 1049 is for internal use only.

This record can only be accessed synchronously and contains the following fields:

KEY-VAR
Specifies the key. This variable length field contains the complete key.

KEY-LEN
Specifies the key length.

KEY-LONG
Specifies the complete key that is expanded to the maximum length.

(1050) UTILITY-EXEC
IFCID 1050 records the status of Db2 utility jobs. The Utility Status report (UTLEXE) is available in the System Statistics
menu.

(1050) UTILITY-EXEC is an internal record and can only be accessed synchronously.

This record contains the following fields:

UTEX-USERID
Specifies the authorization ID, which is user ID used to run the utility.

UTEX-MEMBER-NAME
Identifies the name of the DB2 member in a data-sharing group where the utility job is running.

UTEX-UTILITY-ID
Specifies the Utility Identifier determined by the UID parameter in the utility job.

UTEX-UTILITY-NAME
Specifies the name of the utility, such as RUNSTATS, or CHECK.

UTEX-PHASE
Specifies the utility phase. This value applies to utilities that have phases. For ACTIVE utilities, this value
represents the phase in which the utility is executing. For STOPPED utilities, this value identifies the phase in
which the utility restarts if the utility job step is restarted with the RESTART(PHASE) option.

UTEX-STATUS
Specifies the utility status as one of the following values:
ACTIVE

The utility is active.
STOPPED

The utility is stopped.
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TERMINATING
The utility is terminating.

UTEX-JOBNAME
Identifies the name of the job that started the utility. If a stored procedure invoked the utility, this value is the job
name in the JCL that started the WLM-managed address space.

UTEX-STATEMENT
The utility statement number identifies the order number of the current utility processed within the utility job.
IBM Db2 Field Name: N/A

UTEX-COUNT
Specifies the number of items processed in the utility phase. This value applies to the following utilities:
CHECK INDEX, LOAD, REBUILD INDEX, REORG INDEX, and REORG TABLESPACE

The field indicates the number of processed records. For the LOG phase of REORG INDEX and REORG
TABLESPACE, this value indicates the number of processed log records. For the SWITCH phase of
REORG INDEX and REORG TABLESPACE, this value is 0.

COPY, MERGECOPY, RECOVER (RESTORE phase), and RUNSTATS
The field indicates the number of processed pages.

STOSPACE
The field indicates the number of processed table spaces or indexes.

For all other utilities, ignore this field.
UTEX-OBJECTS

Specifies the utility object list size. When the utility is processing a list of objects, this field specifies the total
number of objects in the list. This value might not be accurate in the UTILINIT phase, before the list size is
determined.

UTEX-CURRENT-OBJ
Identifies the current object. When the utility is processing a list of objects, this field represents the order number
of the last object for which processing started.

UTEX-TIME-STARTED
Specifies the utility start date and time.

Batch Reports
SYSVIEW for Db2 provides different types of batch reports.

This section includes topics that describe available batch reports with examples.

The following types of batch reports are available in SYSVIEW for Db2:

General
Contain Db2 activity information on most supported IFCIDs.

Statistics
Contain various Db2 subsystem statistics.

Accounting
Contain accounting statistics that are based on IFCIDs 003 and 239.

Audit
Contain Db2 auditing data.

I/O Activity
Contain summarized I/O activity statistics.
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Locking Activity
Contain information about lock timeouts and lock suspensions.

SQL Activity
Contain static and dynamic SQL execution statistics.

Stored Procedure and UDF Activity
Contain SP/UDF execution statistics.

General Batch Reports
The SYSVIEW for Db2 general batch report (BTRECTRC) contains Db2 activity information on most supported IFCIDs
and can produce a large amount of output data.

This section includes the following topics:

• BTRECTRC Detail Trace of DB2 Activity report, its characteristics, and an example.
• Commonly converted requests that are designed and optimized for online browsing.

BTRECTRC Detail Trace of DB2 Activity Report
The BTRECTRC request provides reports on most IFCIDs to advanced users of SYSVIEW for Db2. This request can
produce large output. We recommend limiting the size of the files that the BTRECTRC request processes or editing the
request to report only the records that interest you.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Trace
• Report format option: Non-column format
• Records displayed: See the complete list of IFCID records 

REQUEST: BTRECTRC                                                                                            

 DB2 SYS: ssid

FIRST RECORD   mm/dd/yy 01:14:35 

 

                                                        Record Trace of IFCIDs

Planname Date         Time          IFCID   Description/Detail                

Auth ID  Connect      Duration      Seq.                                      

                      CPU                                                     

ACE      Correlation  zIIP                                                    

-------- ------------ ------------- -------

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DSNUTIL  mm/dd/yy     02:16:06.2365     258 DATASET EXTEND D11A.DSNDBD.MMDBIK01.MMXIK03D.I0001.A001

VNOFR01  UTILITY                       4937 Pri space (4K) : 36         Sec space (4K) : 13

2ABA4900 VN#MA1A1                           Max size (4K)  : 524288     Max extents    : 251

                                            Extents before : 7          Extents after  : 8

                                            Hi alloc before: 288        Hi alloc after : 324

                                            Volumes before : 1          Volumes after  : 1

                                            Max volumes    : 59                           

DSNUTIL  mm/dd/yy     02:16:25.4980     258 DATASET EXTEND D11A.DSNDBD.MMDBIK01.MMXIK04C.I0001.A001

VNOFR01  UTILITY                       4938 Pri space (4K) : 36         Sec space (4K) : 13

2ABA34E0 VN#MA1A1                           Max size (4K)  : 1048320    Max extents    : 251

                                            Extents before : 1          Extents after  : 2 
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                                            Hi alloc before: 36         Hi alloc after : 72

                                            Volumes before : 1          Volumes after  : 1

                                            Max volumes    : 59 

DSNUTIL  mm/dd/yy     02:16:25.7426     258 DATASET EXTEND D11A.DSNDBD.MMDBIK01.MMXIK04C.I0001.A001

VNOFR01  UTILITY                       4939 Pri space (4K) : 36         Sec space (4K) : 13

2ABA34E0 VN#MA1A1                           Max size (4K)  : 1048320    Max extents    : 251

                                            Extents before : 2          Extents after  : 2

                                            Hi alloc before: 72         Hi alloc after : 108

                                            Volumes before : 1          Volumes after  : 1

                                            Max volumes    : 59                

Commonly Converted (Online) Requests
The following commonly converted (online) requests are available:

• High Volume/Overhead System request
PSEDOSUM

The Pseudo Delete Cleanup Summary Activity report is based on the record (377) PSEUDO-DELETED.
• System Statistics requests
DSEXTEND

The Dataset Extension Trace report is based on the record (258) DATASET-EXTEND. This report is monitoring
data set extents and data set sizes when a Db2 data set obtains a new extent.

HSTIFTB
The Index FTB Optimization Trace report is based on the record (389) INDEX-WITH-FTB. This report is
monitoring indexes that had Fast Traverse Blocks (FTB) allocated to them.

HSUIFTB
The Index FTB Optimization Summary report is based on the record (389) INDEX-WITH-FTB. This report is
monitoring indexes that had Fast Traverse Blocks (FTB) allocated to them.

IQL request changes are typically not required to generate output from these requests when using the Batch Report
Writer. The output is routed to the dynamically allocated SYSOUT data set whose DD name matches the request name.

TIP
If you prefer to use the static output data set allocation in JCL (such as //PSEDOSUM DD), modify the related
IQL report to use the output PRINT destination with ddname only (such as PRINT(PSEDOSUM)).

The reports are designed and optimized for online browsing. As a result, the report width can exceed 133 characters.

Statistics Batch Reports
Statistics batch reports contain various Db2 subsystem statistics.

This section includes topics that describe available statistics batch reports, their characteristics, and examples.

The statistics batch reports that are available in SYSVIEW for Db2 fall into the following categories:
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Subsystem Statistics

• BTSTATR1—Trace of IFCIDs 001 and 002
• BTSTATR3—Trace of remote activity statistics (IFCID 365)
• BTRHWMTR—Trace of history interval HWM/LWM statistics (IFCID 1047)
• BTSTASM1—Summary of Db2 system services statistics (IFCID 001)
• BTSTASM2—Summary of Db2 database statistics (IFCID 002)
• BTSTASM3—Summary of remote activity statistics (IFCID 365)
• BTRHWMSM—Summary of history interval HWM/LWM statistics (IFCID 1047)

Subsystem Parameters

• BTSYSPRM—System parameters (IFCIDs 106, 202, 230)

Aggregated Accounting Statistics (IFCID 369)

• BTRCSATL—Detailed trace
• BTRCSATS—Short trace
• BTRCSASL—Detailed summary
• BTRCSASS—Short summary

Db2 Profile Warnings and Exceptions (IFCID 402)

• BTRPROFD—Trace
• BTRPROFS—Summary

BTRCSASL Detailed Summary of Accounting Statistics Aggregated by Connection Type
Report
The BTRCSASL report summarizes accounting statistics aggregated by connection type in a detailed form.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Summary
• Report format option: Non-column format
• Records displayed: (369) CONNECTION-STATS (statistics class 9)

The BTRCSASL report has the following sections:

• Accounting aggregation details
• Application Times (accounting class 1 times).
• Db2 Times (accounting class 2 times).
• Eligible Times
• Wait Times (accounting class 3 times).

The report contains calculated averages per transaction and provides percentage representation.

1 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                          

           PAGE     1

  REQUEST: BTRCSASL                                                                                          

        DB2 SYS: AD18

  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                   LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

  

                               DETAILED SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING STATISTICS AGGREGATED BY CONNECTION TYPE       
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  SSID: AD18  Group: ........  Member: ........  Location: AD18PTIB                                          

                     

  Data collection enabled since  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                           

                     

  Connection          ALL Commits       3168 Log Recs Write       219060386                                  

                     

  Transactions       1538 Aborts          28 Log Bytes Write      35691374K                                  

                     

  Child Rollup       1317                    Savepoint Requests           0                                  

                     

                                             Savepoint Rel Req            0                                  

                     

                                             Savepoint Rolb Req           0                                  

                     

                                             SQL DI Functions     638116000                                  

                     

                                                                                                             

                     

  Application Times    --- Total --- - Avg Trans -                                                           

                     

  (Class 1)            HHHH:MM:SS.TT HHHH:MM:SS.TT  % App    1   3   5   7   9                               

                     

  Elapsed Time App       15:52:47.85         37.17  Elpsd  ..0...0...0...0...0..                             

                     

    Storeproc Elapsd            3.02          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

    UDF Total Elapsd            0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

    CPU Time Appl         1:30:12.09          3.51    9.5  |==                                               

                     

     TCB Time Appl          10:09.51          0.39    1.1  |                                                 

                     

     TCB Time StorPrc           0.09          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

     UDF TCB CPU                0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

     zIIP Appl CPU        1:20:02.48          3.12    8.4  |==                                               

                     

     WLM C1 S.P. ZIIP           0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

     WLM C1 UDF ZIIP            0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

                                                                                                             

                     

1 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                          

           PAGE     2

  REQUEST: BTRCSASL                                                                                          

        DB2 SYS: AD18

  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                   LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
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                               DETAILED SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING STATISTICS AGGREGATED BY CONNECTION TYPE       

                     

                                                                                                             

                     

                                                                                                             

                     

  DB2 Times            --- Total --- - Avg Trans -                                                           

                     

  (Class 2)            HHHH:MM:SS.TT HHHH:MM:SS.TT  % DB2    1   3   5   7   9                               

                     

  Total DB2 Elapsed       2:05:34.72          4.89  Elpsd  ..0...0...0...0...0..                             

                     

    Appl DB2 Elapsd       2:05:34.58          4.89  100.0  |====================                             

                     

     SQL DI Fn Elapsd       42:19.03          1.65   33.7  |=======                                          

                     

    SP Local Elapsd             0.02          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

    UDF Local Elapsd            0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

    Storeproc SQL Elap          0.11          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

    UDF SQL Elapsed             0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

    Trig Non-Enclv Ela          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

    Trig Enclave Elap           0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

    Total DB2 CPU         1:31:29.79          3.56   72.9  |===============                                  

                     

     TCB Time DB2           11:27.35          0.44    9.1  |==                                               

                     

      SQL DI Fn CPU          1:11.64          0.04    1.0  |                                                 

                     

     Local StorProc             0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

     Local UDF CPU              0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

     UDF SQL CPU                0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

     Trig X-Enclv CP            0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

     Trig Enclv CPU             0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

     StorPrc DB2 TCB            0.02          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

     Local DB2 zIIP       1:20:02.40          3.12   63.7  |=============                                    

                     

      SQL DI Fn zIIP      1:02:12.18          2.42   49.5  |==========                                       

                     

     Trig zIIP Lcl              0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 
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     SP zIIP Local              0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

     UDF zIIP Local             0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

     WLM C2 S.P. zIP            0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

     WLM C2 UDF zIIP            0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

     Nest Trig zIIP             0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

    Other DB2 Time          28:36.45          1.11   22.8  |=====                                            

                     

1 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                          

           PAGE     3

  REQUEST: BTRCSASL                                                                                          

        DB2 SYS: AD18

  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                   LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

  

                               DETAILED SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING STATISTICS AGGREGATED BY CONNECTION TYPE       

                     

                                                                                                             

                     

  Eligible Times       --- Total --- - Avg Trans -  % DB2    1   3   5   7   9                               

                     

                       HHHH:MM:SS.TT HHHH:MM:SS.TT  Elpsd  ..0...0...0...0...0..                             

                     

  zIIP Not Used                 3.38          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

  Elig Accel Elaps              0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

    Elig Accel CP               0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

    Elig Accel zIIP             0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                     

                                                                                                             

                     

  Wait Times            Event --- Total --- - Avg Trans -  % DB2    1   3   5   7   9                        

                     

  (Class 3)             Count HHHH:MM:SS.TT HHHH:MM:SS.TT  Elpsd  ..0...0...0...0...0..                      

                     

  Wait All DB2 I/O     736336       1:33.25          0.06    1.2  |                                          

                     

    Wait for DB2 I/O   661938       1:16.58          0.04    1.0  |                                          

                     

     Wait Disk Cache   314501         57.70          0.03    0.8  |                                          

                     

    Wait Other Read     65592         13.43          0.00    0.2  |                                          

                     

    Wait Other Write     8606          3.04          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Wt Log Write I/O      200          0.18          0.00    0.0  |                                          
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    Wait Pipe               0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

  Wait All Lock/Latch   54912         28.13          0.01    0.4  |                                          

                     

    Wait Local Lock      1374         27.31          0.01    0.4  |                                          

                     

    Wait Drain Lock         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Glbl Child L-Lk         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Glbl Other L-Lk         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Glbl Pgset P-Lk         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Glbl Page P-Lk          0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Glbl Other P-Lk         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Wt Claim Release        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Wait Global Cont        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Latch Wait          53538          0.82          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Wt Pg Latch Cont        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Wt P/Child Synch        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

  Wait Log             508818       3:24.51          0.13    2.7  |=                                         

                     

    Wait Log Quiesce        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Wt Arch Log Read   508818       3:24.51          0.13    2.7  |=                                         

                     

  Wait Services         10878       4:23.97          0.17    3.5  |=                                         

                     

    Update Commit        1132          0.78          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Open/Close/HSM         98          3.28          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    SYSLGRNG Updates      516          0.26          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    DMS Wait Time        1482       4:15.39          0.16    3.4  |=                                         

                     

    Other XUS Wait       7650          4.24          0.00    0.1  |                                          

                     

  Wait SP/UDF TCB         N/A          2.38          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    SP Wait TCB            62          2.38          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    UDF Wait TCB          N/A          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          
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  Wait Accel Req            0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

  Wait Class 3 Others       0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Wt Data Shr Msgs        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    TCP/IP LOB Mat.         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Async IXL Reqs          0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Force-at-commit         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Wait Aut Trans          0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                     

    Wait LOB compressn      0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |

BTRCSASS Summary of Accounting Statistics Aggregated by Connection Type Report
The BTRCSASS report summarizes accounting statistics aggregated by connection type in a short form.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Summary
• Report format option: Column format
• Records displayed: (369) CONNECTION-STATS (statistics class 9)

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                             

                PAGE     1

REQUEST: BTRCSASS                                                                                             

             DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                          

 LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

                                  SHORT SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING STATISTICS AGGREGATED BY CONNECTION TYPE        

                          

                                                                                                              

                          

Connection          Trans    Commits  App Elap   DB2 Elap    DB2 CPU   DB2 zIIP   DB2 Other   Wt I/O   Wt Lck/

Lat Wt Log/Svc  Wt Accel 

   Type             Count   + Aborts HHHH:MM:SS HHHH:MM:SS HHHH:MM:SS HHHH:MM:SS HHHH:MM:SS HHHH:MM:SS

 HHHH:MM:SS HHHH:MM:SS HHHH:MM:SS

---------- -------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

 ---------- ---------- ----------

ALL                 55987     185567   24:03:38    4:44:06       9:00       3:28      51:17       8:51        

 46    3:35:18          0 

BATCH               21120     109373   21:31:02    3:31:24       2:14          0       4:50       3:27        

 28    3:22:18          0 

CICS                    0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0        

  0          0          0 

DISTRIB             29392      29501      20:49       9:59       5:28       3:14       3:06       1:10        

  4         13          0 

IMS                     0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0        

  0          0          0 
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REST API                0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0        

  0          0          0 

RRSAF                   0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0        

  0          0          0 

UTILITY              5475      46693    2:11:45    1:02:42       1:16         13      43:40       4:13       

  13      12:45          0

The BTRCSASS report contains the following fields:

Trans Count
Identifies the number of transactions that are aggregated for a given connection type.

Commits + Aborts
Identifies the total of both successful phase 2 or single-phase commit (sync) requests and the number of rollback
requests.

App Elap
Identifies the aggregated elapsed or response time for all applications by connection.

DB2 Elap
Identifies the total in Db2 elapsed time. This field sums the traditional application in Db2 time, in Db2 time spent
processing stored procedures, user-defined functions, and triggers on behalf of the application.

DB2 CPU
Identifies the CPU time that is used on CP processors while in Db2. This field includes both CP and zIIP times.

DB2 zIIP
Identifies the zIIP CPU time that is used while in Db2.

DB2 Other
Identifies not accounted elapsed time in Db2. This time is not included in the CPU time or in any of the
suspension times.

Wt I/O
Identifies the thread elapsed time of the threads processing I/O requests in Db2 or waiting for I/O requests
performed for other threads.

Wt Lck/Lat
Identifies the thread elapsed time that the threads spent suspended while waiting for a Db2 resource or a
serializing process (latch). This field includes page latch wait time, time the requester is suspended while waiting
to acquire the drain lock, wait time for claims to release, and wait time for global lock contentions.

Wt Log/Svc
Identifies the thread elapsed time in Db2 that the threads waited for the Db2 log or service operations. The log
wait time relates to archive read from tape, or a suspend because of an -ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command. This quiesce wait time is the actual suspend time for the individual threads and not the time it takes for
the entire command to complete. The wait services time is spent waiting because of synchronous execution unit
switches to Db2 services. The following Db2 service waits are included in this field:

• Open/close data set
• SYSLGRNG update
• HSM recall data set
• Commit phase 2 (for read-only threads that originate from TSO or batch)
• The following data space manager services:

– Define data set
– Extend data set
– Delete data set
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Wt Accel
Identifies the accumulated time that the request waits for an accelerator.

BTRCSATL Detailed Accounting Statistics Aggregated by Connection Type Report
The BTRCSATL report provides accounting statistics aggregated by connection type in a detailed form. Use this
information to evaluate your Db2 workload activity across different connection types, or in detail for a specific connection
type.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Trace
• Report format option: Non-column format
• Records displayed: (369) CONNECTION-STATS (statistics class 9)

NOTE
The output for this report is written to the BTSTATR1 DD statements. You can integrate it with the BTSTATR1
and BTSTATR3 reports.

The BTRCSATL displays information in the following repeating sections:

• Accounting aggregation details
• Application Times (accounting class 1 times)
• Db2 Times (accounting class 2 times)
• Eligible Times
• Wait Times (accounting class 3 times)

The report contains calculated averages per transaction and provides percentage representation.

1 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                          

               PAGE     1

  REQUEST: BTRCSATL                                                                                          

            DB2 SYS: AD18

  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                           

                         

  

                                         DETAILED ACCOUNTING STATS AGGREGATED BY CONNECTION TYPE             

                         

                                                                                                             

                         

                                                                                                             

                         

  ACCT STATS BY CONN TYPE             SUBSYS:    AD18                 DEST SEQ# : 3844 MEMBER: ........      

                         

  EVENT TIME: 05/06/22 10:29:00       VER   :    D1     IFCID :  369  IFCID SEQ#: 214  GROUP : ........

 LOCATION: AD18PTIB            

                                                                                                             

                         

  Data collection enabled since  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                           

                         

  Connection          ALL Commits          6 Log Recs Write               0                                  

                         

  Transactions          5 Aborts           0 Log Bytes Write              0                                  
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  Child Rollup          1                    Savepoint Requests           0                                  

                         

                                             Savepoint Rel Req            0                                  

                         

                                             Savepoint Rolb Req           0                                  

                         

                                             SQL DI Functions          7042                                  

                         

                                                                                                             

                         

  Application Times    --- Total --- - Avg Trans -                                                           

                         

  (Class 1)            HHHH:MM:SS.TT HHHH:MM:SS.TT  % App    1   3   5   7   9                               

                         

  Elapsed Time App              0.12          0.02  Elpsd  ..0...0...0...0...0..                             

                         

    Storeproc Elapsd            0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

    UDF Total Elapsd            0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

    CPU Time Appl               0.08          0.01   70.3  |==============                                   

                         

     TCB Time Appl              0.00          0.00    2.0  |                                                 

                         

     TCB Time StorPrc           0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

     UDF TCB CPU                0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

     zIIP Appl CPU              0.08          0.01   68.3  |==============                                   

                         

     WLM C1 S.P. ZIIP           0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

     WLM C1 UDF ZIIP            0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

1 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                          

               PAGE     2

  REQUEST: BTRCSATL                                                                                          

            DB2 SYS: AD18

  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                           

                         

  

                                         DETAILED ACCOUNTING STATS AGGREGATED BY CONNECTION TYPE             

                         

                                                                                                             

                         

                                                                                                             

                         

  DB2 Times            --- Total --- - Avg Trans -                                                           

                         

  (Class 2)            HHHH:MM:SS.TT HHHH:MM:SS.TT  % DB2    1   3   5   7   9                               

                         

  Total DB2 Elapsed             0.11          0.02  Elpsd  ..0...0...0...0...0..                             
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    Appl DB2 Elapsd             0.11          0.02   99.6  |====================                             

                         

     SQL DI Fn Elapsd           0.04          0.00   40.2  |========                                         

                         

    SP Local Elapsd             0.00          0.00    0.4  |                                                 

                         

    UDF Local Elapsd            0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

    Storeproc SQL Elap          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

    UDF SQL Elapsed             0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

    Trig Non-Enclv Ela          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

    Trig Enclave Elap           0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

    Total DB2 CPU               0.08          0.01   75.1  |===============                                  

                         

     TCB Time DB2               0.00          0.00    1.5  |                                                 

                         

      SQL DI Fn CPU             0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

     Local StorProc             0.00          0.00    0.3  |                                                 

                         

     Local UDF CPU              0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

     UDF SQL CPU                0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

     Trig X-Enclv CP            0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

     Trig Enclv CPU             0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

     StorPrc DB2 TCB            0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

     Local DB2 zIIP             0.08          0.01   73.3  |===============                                  

                         

      SQL DI Fn zIIP            0.05          0.01   50.1  |==========                                       

                         

     Trig zIIP Lcl              0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

     SP zIIP Local              0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

     UDF zIIP Local             0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

     WLM C2 S.P. zIP            0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

     WLM C2 UDF zIIP            0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

     Nest Trig zIIP             0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

    Other DB2 Time              0.02          0.00   24.4  |=====                                            
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1 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                          

               PAGE     3

  REQUEST: BTRCSATL                                                                                          

            DB2 SYS: AD18

  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                           

                         

  

                                         DETAILED ACCOUNTING STATS AGGREGATED BY CONNECTION TYPE             

                         

                                                                                                             

                         

  Eligible Times       --- Total --- - Avg Trans -  % DB2    1   3   5   7   9                               

                         

                       HHHH:MM:SS.TT HHHH:MM:SS.TT  Elpsd  ..0...0...0...0...0..                             

                         

  zIIP Not Used                 0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

  Elig Accel Elaps              0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

    Elig Accel CP               0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

    Elig Accel zIIP             0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                                 

                         

                                                                                                             

                         

  Wait Times            Event --- Total --- - Avg Trans -  % DB2    1   3   5   7   9                        

                         

  (Class 3)             Count HHHH:MM:SS.TT HHHH:MM:SS.TT  Elpsd  ..0...0...0...0...0..                      

                         

  Wait All DB2 I/O          2          0.00          0.00    0.1  |                                          

                         

    Wait for DB2 I/O        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

     Wait Disk Cache        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Wait Other Read         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Wait Other Write        2          0.00          0.00    0.1  |                                          

                         

    Wt Log Write I/O        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Wait Pipe               0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

  Wait All Lock/Latch       0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Wait Local Lock         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Wait Drain Lock         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Glbl Child L-Lk         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Glbl Other L-Lk         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          
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    Glbl Pgset P-Lk         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Glbl Page P-Lk          0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Glbl Other P-Lk         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Wt Claim Release        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Wait Global Cont        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Latch Wait              0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Wt Pg Latch Cont        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Wt P/Child Synch        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

  Wait Log                  0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Wait Log Quiesce        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Wt Arch Log Read        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

  Wait Services             4          0.00          0.00    0.4  |                                          

                         

    Update Commit           0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Open/Close/HSM          0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    SYSLGRNG Updates        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    DMS Wait Time           0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Other XUS Wait          4          0.00          0.00    0.4  |                                          

                         

  Wait SP/UDF TCB         N/A          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    SP Wait TCB             0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    UDF Wait TCB          N/A          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

  Wait Accel Req            0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

  Wait Class 3 Others       0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Wt Data Shr Msgs        0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    TCP/IP LOB Mat.         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Async IXL Reqs          0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Force-at-commit         0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          
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    Wait Aut Trans          0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |                                          

                         

    Wait LOB compressn      0          0.00          0.00    0.0  |

BTRCSATS Accounting Statistics Aggregated by Connection Type Report
The BTRCSATS report provides accounting statistics aggregated by connection type in a short form. Use this information
to assess Db2 activity of applications that are connected to the Db2 subsystem. For example, you can compare the
accounting statistics for different connection types.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Trace
• Report format option: Column format
• Records displayed: (369) CONNECTION-STATS (statistics class 9)

NOTE
The output for this report is written to the BTSTATR1 DD statements so it can be integrated with the BTSTATR1
and BTSTATR3 report.

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

             PAGE    63

REQUEST: BTRCSATS                                                                                            

          DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                             

                       

                                                                                                             

                       

                                         ACCOUNTING STATISTICS AGGREGATED BY CONNECTION TYPE                 

                       

                                                                                                             

                       

ACCT STATS BY CONN TYPE             SUBSYS:    DT32                 DEST SEQ# : 1469 MEMBER: DT32            

                       

EVENT TIME: MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS       VER   :    C1     IFCID :  369  IFCID SEQ#: 1386 GROUP : DSNDTGP 

 LOCATION: DTGPPTIB            

                                                                                                             

                       

Connection   Trans    Commits  App Elap   DB2 Elap    DB2 CPU   DB2 zIIP   DB2 Other   Wt I/O   Wt Lck/Lat Wt

 Log/Svc  Wt Accel     

   Type      Count   + Aborts HHHH:MM:SS HHHH:MM:SS HHHH:MM:SS HHHH:MM:SS HHHH:MM:SS HHHH:MM:SS HHHH:MM:SS

 HHHH:MM:SS HHHH:MM:SS    

---------- ------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

 ---------- ----------    

ALL              4          4         20         20          0          0          0          0          0   

      20          0    

IMS              0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0   

       0          0    

CICS             0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0   

       0          0    

RRSAF            0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0   

       0          0    

UTILITY          0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0   

       0          0    
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BATCH            4          4         20         20          0          0          0          0          0   

      20          0    

DISTRIB          0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0   

       0          0    

REST API         0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0   

       0          0

The BTRCSATS report contains the following fields:

Trans Count
Identifies the number of transactions that are aggregated for a given connection type.

Commits + Aborts
Identifies the total of both successful phase 2 or single-phase commit (sync) requests and the number of rollback
requests.

App Elap
Identifies the aggregated elapsed or response time for all applications by connection.

DB2 Elap
Identifies the total in Db2 elapsed time. This field sums the traditional application in Db2 time, in Db2 time spent
processing stored procedures, user-defined functions, and triggers on behalf of the application.

DB2 CPU
Identifies the CPU time that is used on CP processors while in Db2. This field includes both CP and zIIP times.

DB2 zIIP
Identifies the zIIP CPU time that is used while in Db2.

DB2 Other
Identifies the not-accounted elapsed time in Db2 that is not included in CPU time and in any of the suspension
times.

Wt I/O
Identifies the thread elapsed time in Db2 that the threads spent processing I/O requests, or waiting for I/O
requests performed for other threads.

Wt Lck/Lat
Identifies the thread elapsed time in Db2 that the threads were suspended while waiting for a Db2 resource or a
serializing process (latch). This field includes page latch wait time, time the requester is suspended while waiting
to acquire the drain lock, time waiting for claims to be released, and wait time for global lock contentions.

Wt Log/Svc
Identifies the thread elapsed time in Db2 that the threads waited for the Db2 log or service operations. The log
wait time relates to archive read from tape, or a suspend because of an -ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command. This quiesce wait time is the actual suspend time for the individual threads and not the time it takes for
the entire command to complete. The wait services time is spent waiting because of synchronous execution unit
switches to Db2 services. The following Db2 service waits are included in this field:

• Open/close data set
• SYSLGRNG update
• HSM recall data set
• Commit phase 2 (for read-only threads that originate from TSO or batch)
• The following dataspace manager services:

– Define data set
– Extend data set
– Delete data set
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Wt Accel
Identifies the accumulated time that the request waits for an accelerator.

BTRHWMSM Summary of Subsystem Statistics Interval HWM/LWMs Report
The BTRHWMSM report provides a summary of high-water and low-water mark values for the following
subsystem metrics. These metrics are collected in the internal record IFCID 1047.

• Thread limits
• Work file database utilization
• EDM pool utilization
• Various buffer pool usages
• Miscellaneous usages, such as working set size and RID blocks in use

The summarized values are reported as maximums of high-water mark values and minimums of low-water mark values
across multiple SYSVIEW for Db2 history intervals.

The input trace records for the report can be taken directly from the product statistics history file. Alternatively, the records
can first be unloaded into the SMF file and taken from there. The trace records are available in the history file only if IFCID
1047 collection was active during the intervals.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Summary
• Report format options: Non-column format
• Records displayed: (1047) IDB2STAT

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

           PAGE     1

REQUEST: BTRHWMSM                                                                                            

        DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                     LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

                                                                                                             

                     

                                   SUMMARY OF SUBSYSTEM STATISTICS INTERVAL HIGH/LOW WATER MARKS             

                     

                                                                                                             

                     

                                                                                                             

                     

SUBSYS: DT11    VER: C1             GROUP : DSNDTGP                             LOCATION: DTGPPTIB           

                     

                                                                                                             

                     

THREAD LIMITS    (ZPARM)      HWM   WORKFILE DB UTILIZATION               HWM   EDM POOL UTILIZATION        

 HWM      LWM         

------------------------ --------   -------------------------------- --------   -----------------------

 -------- --------         

ALLIED         (CTHREAD)       22   WORKFILE SPACE USED (KB)            24576   SKELETON EDM POOL PAGES    

 3750                  

BATCH           (IDBACK)       22     BY 4K TABLESPACES                     0     ALLOCATED TO SKCT         

 120                  

TSO             (IDFORE)        6     BY 32K TABLESPACES                24576     ALLOCATED TO SKPT        

 3619                  
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DBATS  (CONDBAT/MAXDBAT)              BY ALL AGENTS FOR DGTT                0     FREE                       

           0         

  ACTIVE                        2     BY ALL AGENTS EXCEPT FOR DGTT     24576     SKPT REUSABLE              

           0         

  INACTIVE TYPE 1               0     BY RID POOL BLOCKS                  288   DBD POOL PAGES             

 3750                  

  INACTIVE TYPE 2              22   IN-MEM SORT-RELATED DM WORKFILES        1     ALLOCATED TO DBDS        

 3724                  

  ACTIVE DEALLOCATED            0   IN-MEM NON-SORT DM WORKFILES            1     FREE                       

           0         

  ACTIVE SLOTS                  2   IN-MEM SORT NON-DM WORKFILES            0     REUSABLE                   

           0         

  QUEUED TYPE 2                 0   IN-MEM WORKFILE SPACE USED (KB)        32   STATEMENT CACHE PAGES      

 7500                  

                                    IN-MEM SORT WORKFILE SPACE (KB)         0     USED                     

 7448                  

MISCELLANEOUS                 HWM                                                 STEALABLE                  

  0                  

------------------------ --------                                               NUMBER OF STATEMENTS       

 1182                  

WORKING SET SIZE            13952                                               PLAN STORAGE ABOVE-BAR    

 92928                  

  MSTR ADDRESS SPACE:        3488                                                            BELOW-BAR       

  0                  

  DBM1 ADDRESS SPACE:      288505                                               PACKAGE STOR ABOVE-BAR   

 263680                  

  DIST ADDRESS SPACE:        4216                                                            BELOW-BAR       

  0                  

  IRML ADDRESS SPACE:       14099                                               SHR STATIC STMT PAGES   

 2058448                  

DATA SETS OPENED             1529                                                                            

                     

RID POOL BLOCKS IN-USE          0                                                                            

                     

                                                                                                             

                     

BUFFER POOL BP0                                                                                              

                     

---------------------------                                                                                  

                     

OPEN DATASETS HWM: 868       ALLOCATED PAGES HWM: 20000     NON-STEALABLE PAGES HWM: 4121      FREE PAGES LWM:

 0                  

                                                                                                             

                     

BUFFER POOL BP1                                                                                              

                     

---------------------------                                                                                  

                     

OPEN DATASETS HWM: 200       ALLOCATED PAGES HWM: 32500     NON-STEALABLE PAGES HWM: 289       FREE PAGES LWM:

 0
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BTRHWMTR Subsystem Statistics Interval HWM/LWM Trace Report
The BTRHWMTR report provides the high-water and low-water mark values for the following subsystem metrics. These
metrics are collected in the internal record IFCID 1047:

• Thread limits
• Work file database utilization
• EDM pool utilization
• Various buffer pool usages
• Miscellaneous usages, such as working set size and RID blocks in use

The values are reported for each SYSVIEW for Db2 history interval.

Input trace records for the report can be taken directly from the product statistics history file. Alternatively, records can first
be unloaded into the SMF file and taken from there. The trace records are available in the history file only if IFCID 1047
collection was active during the interval.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Trace
• Report format options: Non-column format
• Records displayed: (1047) IDB2STAT

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

           PAGE     1

REQUEST: BTRHWMTR                                                                                            

        DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                             

                     

                                                                                                             

                     

                                      SUBSYSTEM STATISTICS INTERVAL HIGH/LOW WATER MARK TRACE                

                     

                                                                                                             

                     

                                                                                                             

                     

EVENT TIME: MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS       SUBSYS: DT11    VER: C1                     GROUP : DSNDTGP   LOCATION:

 DTGPPTIB              

                                                                                                             

                     

THREAD LIMITS    (ZPARM)      HWM   WORKFILE DB UTILIZATION               HWM   EDM POOL UTILIZATION        

 HWM      LWM         

------------------------ --------   -------------------------------- --------   -----------------------

 -------- --------         

ALLIED         (CTHREAD)       10   WORKFILE SPACE USED (KB)                0   SKELETON EDM POOL PAGES    

 3750                  

BATCH           (IDBACK)       10     BY 4K TABLESPACES                     0     ALLOCATED TO SKCT          

 88                  

TSO             (IDFORE)        0     BY 32K TABLESPACES                    0     ALLOCATED TO SKPT        

 3612                  

DBATS  (CONDBAT/MAXDBAT)              BY ALL AGENTS FOR DGTT                0     FREE                       

           0         

  ACTIVE                        1     BY ALL AGENTS EXCEPT FOR DGTT         0     SKPT REUSABLE              

        3700         
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  INACTIVE TYPE 1               0     BY RID POOL BLOCKS                    0   DBD POOL PAGES             

 3750                  

  INACTIVE TYPE 2              22   IN-MEM SORT-RELATED DM WORKFILES        0     ALLOCATED TO DBDS        

 3625                  

  ACTIVE DEALLOCATED            0   IN-MEM NON-SORT DM WORKFILES            0     FREE                       

           0         

  ACTIVE SLOTS                  1   IN-MEM SORT NON-DM WORKFILES            0     REUSABLE                   

        3492         

  QUEUED TYPE 2                 0   IN-MEM WORKFILE SPACE USED (KB)         0   STATEMENT CACHE PAGES      

 7500                  

                                    IN-MEM SORT WORKFILE SPACE (KB)         0     USED                     

 7443                  

MISCELLANEOUS                 HWM                                                 STEALABLE                

 6929                  

------------------------ --------                                               NUMBER OF STATEMENTS       

 1179                  

WORKING SET SIZE           251167                                               PLAN STORAGE ABOVE-BAR    

 42240                  

  MSTR ADDR SP: DT11MSTR     3214                                                            BELOW-BAR       

  0                  

  DBM1 ADDR SP: DT11DBM1   231466                                               PACKAGE STOR ABOVE-BAR       

  0                  

  DIST ADDR SP: DT11DIST     2388                                                            BELOW-BAR       

  0                  

  IRML ADDR SP: DT11IRLM    14099                                               SHR STATIC STMT PAGES   

 2013000                  

DATA SETS OPENED              968                                                                            

                     

RID POOL BLOCKS IN-USE          0                                                                            

                     

                                                                                                             

                     

BUFFER POOL BP0                                                                                              

                     

---------------------------                                                                                  

                     

OPEN DATASETS HWM: 409       ALLOCATED PAGES HWM: 20000     NON-STEALABLE PAGES HWM: 232       FREE PAGES LWM:

 4000               

                                                                                                             

                     

BUFFER POOL BP1                                                                                              

                     

---------------------------                                                                                  

                     

OPEN DATASETS HWM: 195       ALLOCATED PAGES HWM: 32500     NON-STEALABLE PAGES HWM: 41        FREE PAGES LWM:

 6500

BTRPROFD Db2 Profile Warnings/Exceptions Trace Report
The BTRPROFD report provides warnings, exceptions, and general activity for every Db2 system profile. The report only
includes active profiles, the rest are filtered out with a dynamic WHERE clause.
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NOTE
The input trace records for the report can be directly from an SMF data set or from the SYSVIEW for Db2
statistics history files.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Trace
• Report format option: Non-column format
• Records displayed: (402) PROFILE-EXCEPTIONS

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

               PAGE     1

REQUEST: BTRPROFD                                                                                            

            DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                         LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

                                                                                                             

                        

                                                 DB2 PROFILE WARNINGS/EXCEPTIONS TRACE                       

                   

                                                                                                             

                    

 PROFILE MONITORING RECORD                                                                                   

                   

 EVENT TIME: MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS       SUBSYS: SSID    VER: C1                     GROUP : DSNDTGP   LOCATION:

 DTGPPTIB            

                                                                                                             

                    

             <------- Warnings -------> <---------------Exceptions ----------------> <---------------

 Monitoring --------------->

 Profile ID Connects Threads  Idle Thd Connects Threads  Idle Thd Que Thds Fail Req Connects Max Conn Threads

  Max Thds Susp Ths

 ---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

 -------- --------

 110               0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0       10       11        0

       10        0

          First Token: ::FFFF:1.2.3.4                                                                        

              

         Second Token:                                                                                       

                   

 110               0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0       30       43        1

       18        0

          First Token: ::FFFF:1.2.3.5                                                                        

              

         Second Token:

BTRPROFS Summary of Db2 Profile Warnings/Exceptions Report
The BTRPROFS report provides the summary of Db2 system profile warnings, exceptions, and general activity. The report
is grouped by the Db2 profile ID, first profile token, and second profile token. The report only includes active profiles, the
rest are filtered out with a dynamic WHERE clause.
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NOTE
The input trace records for the report can be directly from an SMF data set or from the SYSVIEW for Db2
statistics history files.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Summary of interval trace records
• Report format option: Non-column format
• Records displayed: (402) PROFILE-EXCEPTIONS

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

               PAGE     1

REQUEST: BTRPROFS                                                                                            

            DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                         LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

                                                                                                             

                        

                                                DB2 PROFILE WARNINGS/EXCEPTIONS SUMMARY                      

                        

                                                                                                             

                        

 SUBSYS: SSID   VER: C1             GROUP : DSNDTGP                             LOCATION: DTGPPTIB           

                       

                                                                                                             

                        

             <---- Total Warnings ----> <----------- Total Exceptions -------------> <---------------

 Monitoring --------------->    

 Profile ID Connects Threads  Idle Thd Connects Threads  Idle Thd Que Thds Fail Req Avg Conn Max Conn Avg Thrd

 Max Thds Avg Susp      

 ---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

 -------- --------      

                                                                                                             

                        

 110               0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0      9.8       11      0.0

       10      0.0      

          First Token: ::FFFF:1.2.3.4                                                                        

                    

         Second Token:                                                                                       

                         

 110               0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0     19.1       43      0.0

       18      0.0      

          First Token: ::FFFF:1.2.3.5                                                                        

                    

         Second Token:

BTSTASM1 Summary of Db2 System Services Address Space Statistics Report
The BTSTASM1 report provides a summary of long-term Db2 system services address space activity. This summary
includes the following metrics: Db2 address space CPU usage, connection activity, and log manager activity.

Use this information to review the Db2 address space CPU usage, connection activity, and log manager activity over a
longer period.

Report characteristics:
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• Request type: Statistics Record Delta Summary
• Report format options: Non-column format (this report summarizes all STATS1 records in the input file and presents a

one page report)
• Records displayed: (001) STATS1 (statistics trace class 1)

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

             PAGE     1

REQUEST: BTSTASM1                                                                                            

          DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

                                       SUMMARY OF DB2 SYSTEM SERVICES ADDRESS SPACE STATISTICS               

                       

                                                                                                             

                       

SSID: SSID  GROUP: ........  MBR: ........  LOCATION: SSIDPTIB                                               

                       

                                                                                                             

                       

SYSTEM SERVICES CPU: MSTR         DATABASE MANAGER CPU: DBM1        LOCK MANAGER CPU: IRLM            DISTRIB.

 SERVICES CPU: DIST   

-----------------------------     -------------------------------   -------------------------------  

 ----------------------------- 

MSTR JS TIMER       5:07.9862     DBM1 JS TIMER           46.1951   IRLM JS TIMER            0.0033   DDF JS

 TIMER           1.5711 

MSTR SRB TIMER         9.3439     DBM1 SRB TIMER           2.1274   IRLM SRB TIMER          40.1514   DDF SRB

 TIMER          0.5419 

MSTR PRE SRB          12.1034     DBM1 PRE SRB             7.4713   IRLM PRE SRB             0.0000   DDF PRE

 SRB            0.0097 

MSTR ZIIP CPU         18.3730     DBM1 ZIIP CPU         1:44.1939   IRLM ZIIP CPU            0.0000   DDF ZIIP

 CPU           0.0000 

MSTR TOTAL          5:47.8066     DBM1 TOTAL            2:39.9879   IRLM TOTAL              40.1547   DDF

 TOTAL              2.1228 

                                                                                                             

                       

MSTR IO INT CPU        5.2657     DBM1 IO INT CPU         11.0039   IRLM IO INT CPU          0.0000   DDF IO

 INT CPU         0.0000 

                                                                                                             

                       

IFI STATISTICS                    COMMAND STATISTICS                COMMAND STATISTICS                LATCH

 MANAGER STATISTICS      

-----------------------------     -------------------------------   -------------------------------  

 ----------------------------- 

IFI ABENDS                  0     DISPLAY ACCEL                 0   STOP ACCEL                    0   1-TEST

 LATCH                0 

IFI UNRECOGNIZED            0     DISPLAY ARCHIVE               0   STOP DATABASE                47   2-GLOBAL

 AUTH CACHE         0 

IFI COMMANDS              530     DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL            0   STOP DDF                      0   3-DDF

 DISCONNECT            0 

IFI READA               27035     DISPLAY DATABASE            367   STOP FUNCTION                 0   4-

SYSSTRING CACHE           0 
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IFI READS              176574     DISPLAY DDF                   0   STOP PROCEDURE                0   5-IRLM

 DS EXITS OR RLF      0 

IFI WRITES                  0     DISPLAY FUNCTION              0   STOP PROFILE                  0   6-DATA

 SHR INDX SPLITS      4 

                                  DISPLAY GROUP                 0   STOP RLIMIT                   0   7-INDEX/

OBD ALLOCATION      0 

ACCOUNTING ROLLUP RECORDS         DISPLAY GRP BUF PL            0   STOP SUBSYS                   0   8-QUERY

 PARALLELISM         0 

-----------------------------     DISPLAY LOCATION              0   STOP TRACE                    0   9-

UTILITIES/SP URIDs        0 

WRITES:ROLLUP COUNT         0     DISPLAY LOG                   0   STOP CDDS                     0   10-

SEQUENCE OBJECTS        94 

WRITES:STORAGE LIMIT        0     DISPLAY PROCEDURE             0   STOP RESTSVC                  0   11-

CONCUR TRANS SEQ         0 

WRITES:TIME LIMIT           0     DISPLAY PROFILE               0   STOP DYNQUERYCAPTURE          0   12-DB

 ALLOC CONTROL        69 

NOT WRITTEN NO DATA         0     DISPLAY RLIMIT                0   STOP ML                       0   13-

PAGESET OPERATIONS       4 

                                  DISPLAY THREAD                0   ACCESS DATABASE               0   14-BP

 RELATED ACTIVIT    1463 

DATA CAPTURE STATISTICS           DISPLAY TRACE                 0   ACTIVATE FUNC LVL             0   15-ARCH

 LOG QUIESCE         0 

-----------------------------     DISPLAY UTILITY               3   ALTER BUFFERPOOL              0   16-UR

 SYNONYM CHAIN         0 

LOG RECORDS CAPTURED        0     DISPLAY RESTSVC               0   ALTER GRP BUF PL              0   17-RURE

 CHAIN               0 

LOG EXTRACTIONS             0     DIS DYNQUERYCAPTURE           0   ALTER UTILITY                 0   18-DDF

 RESYNCH LIST         0 

DATA ROWS READ              0     DISPLAY ML                    0   ARCHIVE LOG                   0   19-

LOGICAL LOG WRITE        1 

LOG RECORDS READ            0     DISPLAY BLOCKERS              4   CANCEL DDF THREAD             0   20-

SYSTEM CHECKPOINT        0 

DATA DESCRIPTNS READ        0     DISPLAY STATS                 5   MODIFY DDF                    0   21-

ACCOUNTING ROLLUP      301 

TABLES RETURNED             0     START ACCEL                   0   MODIFY TRACE                  0   22-

INTERNAL CHECKPOINT      0 

DESCRIBES PERFORMED         0     START DATABASE              109   RESET GENERICLU               0   23-

BUFFER MANAGER      308534 

                                  START DDF                     0   RESET INDOUBT                 0   24-EDM

 LRU/BM PREFETCH    609 

Z/OS SYSTEM STATISTICS            START FUNCTION                0   SET ARCHIVE                   0   25-EDM

 HASH               104 

-----------------------------     START PROCEDURE               0   SET LOG                       0   26-

DYNAMIC STMT CACHE      47 

NUMBER CP'S ON LPAR        10     START PROFILE                 0   SET SYSPARM                   0   27-SP

 QUEUE AND UDF         1 

REAL STG (MB) - LPAR    65536     START RLIMIT                  0   TERM UTILITY                  6   28-SP OR

 AUTH CACHE         0 

REAL STG (MB) - DB2       615     START SUBSYS                  0   UNRECOGNIZED CMDS             1   29-FIELD

 PROCS/DDF TM       0 

REAL STG (MB) - FREE     1918     START TRACE                   0   RECOVER BSDS                  0   30-AGENT

 SERVICES         738 
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VIRT STG (MB) - LPAR    94072     START CDDS                    0   RECOVER INDOUBT               0   31-

STORAGE MANAGER          0 

VIRT STG (MB) - DB2      1235     START RESTSVC                 0   RUN MLUTIL                    2   32-

SHARED STORAGE POOL      0 

VIRT STG (MB) - FREE     9637     START DYNQUERYCAPTURE         0                                     254-

INDEX LATCH             0 

CPU UTILIZATION LPAR      898     START ML                      0                                            

                       

CPU UTILIZATION DB2        36                                                                         ADDRESS-

SPACE MANAGER STATS   

CPU UTILIZATION MSTR       11                                                                        

 ----------------------------- 

CPU UTILIZATION DBM1       35                                                                         SYNC

 UNREL SRB          42123 

PAGE IN RATE - LPAR         0                                                                         SYNC

 UNREL TCB           8097 

PAGE IN RATE - DB2          0                                                                         ASYNC

 UNREL SRB          2687 

                                                                                                      ASYNC

 UNREL TCB        448077 

                                                                                                      SYNC REL

 SRB            31216 

                                                                                                      SYNC REL

 TCB            91591 

                                                                                                      UNAVAIL

 RESOURCE            0 

                                                                                                      ALLOC

 DEADLOCK              0 

                                                                                                      INVALID

 RESOURCE            0 

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

             PAGE     2

REQUEST: BTSTASM1                                                                                            

          DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

                                       SUMMARY OF DB2 SYSTEM SERVICES ADDRESS SPACE STATISTICS               

                       

                                                                                                             

                       

LOG MANAGER STATISTICS                                                                                       

                       

-------------------------------                                                                              

                       

WRITE REQ WAIT                0                                                                              

                       

WRITE REQ NOWAIT       28099273                                                                              

                       

WRITE REQ FORCE           14984                                                                              
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UNAVAIL ACTIVE BUF            0                                                                              

                       

LOG READS FROM BUF        93626                                                                              

                       

READS FROM ACT LOG      2853697                                                                              

                       

READS FROM ARCH LOG     7421972                                                                              

                       

READS DLYD RESOURCES          0                                                                              

                       

READS DLYD TAPE VOL           0                                                                              

                       

BSDS ACCESS REQS          87020                                                                              

                       

CNTL INTVLS CREATED     6443758                                                                              

                       

WR ACT LOG BUF CALLS     527089                                                                              

                       

ARCH LOG READ ALLOC          65                                                                              

                       

ARCH LOG WRITE ALLOC        149                                                                              

                       

CNTL INTVLS OFFLOAD     6480000                                                                              

                       

LK AHD TAPE MNT ATT           0                                                                              

                       

LK AHD TAPE MNT FAIL          0                                                                              

                       

LOG WRITE SUSPENDS       357508                                                                              

                       

LOG WRITE I/O REQS       992154                                                                              

                       

CNTL INTVLS WRITTEN    12973012                                                                              

                       

SUSPENDED BY XES              0                                                                              

                       

SUSPENDED BY XES TIME      0.00                                                                              

                       

SERIAL LOG WRITE REQS         0                                                                              

                       

LOG WRTS - WRT THRESH    174988                                                                              

                       

WRITE BUF PAGED-IN            0                                                                              

                       

DB2 CHECKPT                 159                                                                              

                       

CDDS ACCESS REQUESTS          0                                                                              

                       

ZHL SUCC LOG WRITE I/O        0                                                                              

                       

ZHL FAIL LOG WRITE I/O        0                                                                              
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LOG RBA    0000000000C1D44C5D0F                                                                              

                       

                                                                                                             

                       

DB2 IFI RECORDS        WRITTEN UNWRITTEN                                                                     

                       

----------------     --------- ---------                                                                     

                       

SYSTEM                   62953         0                                                                     

                       

DATABASE                 24622         0                                                                     

                       

ACCOUNTING                5865         0                                                                     

                       

START TRACE                  0         0                                                                     

                       

STOP TRACE                   0         0                                                                     

                       

DSNZPARM                  6465         0                                                                     

                       

AUDIT FAILURES               0         0                                                                     

                       

AUDIT GRANT/REVOKE           0         0                                                                     

                       

AUDIT DDL                    0         0                                                                     

                       

AUDIT WRITE                  0         0                                                                     

                       

AUDIT READ                   0         0                                                                     

                       

AUDIT LOG                    0         0                                                                     

                       

AUDIT (USER RECORD)          0         0                                                                     

                       

BUFFER POOL LSTATS          62         0                                                                     

                       

BUFFER POOL              13461         0                                                                     

                       

GROUP BUFFER POOL            0         0                                                                     

                       

FAST INDEX TRAVERSAL      1750         0                                                                     

                       

UNKNOWN (IFCID 392)          0         0                                                                     

                       

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

             PAGE     3

REQUEST: BTSTASM1                                                                                            

          DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
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                                       SUMMARY OF DB2 SYSTEM SERVICES ADDRESS SPACE STATISTICS               

                       

                                                                                                             

                         

DB2 IFC  RECORDS RCDS NOT   BUFFER      NOT      NOT    WRITE                                                

                       

DEST     WRITTEN  WRITTEN   ERRORS   ACTIVE ACCEPTED FAILURES                                                

                       

------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------       SUBSYSTEM SERVICES STATS          STORAGE

 MANAGER STATISTICS    

SMF        62709        0        0        0        0        0       -------------------------------  

 ----------------------------- 

RES            0        0        0        0        0        0       IDENTFY                     911   FXD

 POOLS CREATED         352 

GTF            0        0        0        0        0        0       CREATE THREAD              1712   FXD

 POOLS DEALLOC         706 

SRV            0        0        0        0        0        0       SIGNON                        0   FXD SEGS

 FREED              0 

SR1      5239227        0        0        0        0        0       TERMINATE                  2627   FXD SEGS

 EXP            77702 

SR2       129040        0        0        0        0        0       ABORT                        12   FXD SEGS

 CNTRCT           485 

OP1      5559137        0        0        0        0        0       COMMIT PHASE 1                0   VAR

 POOLS CREATED        2176 

OP2      6212708        0        0        0        0        0       COMMIT PHASE 2                0   VAR

 POOLS DEALLOC        2176 

OP3            0        0        0        0        0        0       READ ONLY COMMIT              0   VAR SEGS

 FREED           2288 

OP4            0        0        0        0        0        0       AGENT INDOUBT                 0   VAR SEGS

 EXP             2364 

OP5            0        0        0        0        0        0       INDOUBT RESOLVED              0   VAR SEGS

 CNTRCT            74 

OP6            0        0        0        0        0        0       SYNCH                      8290   GETMAIN

                  5539 

OP7            0        0        0        0        0        0       DSN3EXIT REQUESTS           704   FREEMAIN

                 5539 

OP8            0        0        0        0        0        0       EOT                          30   NONZERO

 RET CDS             0 

                                                                    EOM                           0   SOS

 CONTRACTS               0 

                                                                    SSI CALL                    949   SOS BIT

 SET                 0 

                                                                    CREATE THREAD QUEUED          0   SOS

 ABEND                   0 

                                                                    MAX CTHREAD THREADS          28   STACK

 GETMAIN RQST       2320 

                                                                    MAX IDBACK THREADS           28   GET

 STACK RQST        5821195 

                                                                    MAX IDFORE THREADS            3   STACK

 EXTENDS            4648 

                                                                                                      SEG

 FREEMAIN RQST         390 
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                                                                                                      FREE SEG

 RQST         5811346 

                                                                                                     

 REALSTORAGE_MAX WARN        0 

                                                                                                      CONTRACT

 BY STG MNGR        0 

                                                                                                      STK-64

 DEALLOC RQST         0 

                                                                                                      STK-64

 ALLOC RQST           0 

                                                                                                      STK-64

 RQST WAIT            0 

                                                                                                      STK-64

 SEGS DISCARD         0 

                                                                                                      STK-64

 PGS DISCARD          0 

                                                                                                      STK-64

 EXTN AVAIL           0 

                                                                                                      STK-64

 EXTN ALLOC           0 

                                                                                                      STK-64

 EXTN FREE            0 

                                                                                                      STK-64

 O-O-L GET REQ      282 

                                                                                                      STK-64

 O-O-L FREE           0 

                                                                                                      REAL

 FRAMES DISCARD         0 

                                                                                                      64BIT

 POOLS CONTRACT     2673 

                                                                                                     

 KEEPREAL(NO) DISC           0 

                                                                                                     

 KEEPREAL(YES) DISC        120 

                                                                                                      64BIT

 POOL PGS DISC    943055 

                 

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

             PAGE     4

REQUEST: BTSTASM1                                                                                            

          DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

                                                                                                             

                       

                                       SUMMARY OF DB2 SYSTEM SERVICES ADDRESS SPACE STATISTICS               

                       

                                                                                                             

                       

DISTRIBUTED DATA FACILITY                                                                               

---------------------------------------  --------------------------------  -----------------------------

DBATS                  AVERAGE      MAX                             TOTAL  CONNECTIONS             TOTAL

 ACTIVE AND INACTIVE       3.7      157  QUEUED BY MAXDBAT              0   REJECTED BY CONDBAT        0
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 ACTIVE AND POOLED         1.9      150  AVG INACT2 WAIT DUR        0.000   QUEUED CONN CLOSED         0

  ACTIVE REL(DEALLOC)      0.0        0  MAX INACT2 WAIT DUR        0.009   QUEUED TIME CLOSED         0

  ACT KEEPDYN(YES)         0.0        0  MIN INACT2 WAIT DUR        0.000   WARM START                 0

  POOLED SLOTS             1.9      150  TERMINATED BY MAXTYPE1         0   COLD START                 0

 INACTIVE TYPE 1           0.0        3  REQUESTS CREATED DBAT         65   RESYNCH ATTEMPTS           0

 INACTIVE TYPE 2           3.7      157  REQUESTS REUSED DBAT       16987   RESYNCH SUCCEEDED          0

 QUEUED TYPE 2             0.0       44  ILOS CANCEL DECLINED           0                               

 SUSP DUE TO PROF EXP      0.0        0  TERMED SINCE DDF START        65                               

                                         TERMED BY POOLINAC            34                               

                                         TERMED BY REUSE LIMIT         31                                    

                      

                                                                                                             

        

LOCATION DRDA REMOTE LOCS                                                                                    

                       

------------------------------  ------------------------  ---------------------------------  

 ------------------------------------- 

ACTIVITY        SENT  RECEIVED  CONNECTIONS        TOTAL  CONNECTION TYPES         RECEIVED   THREADS        

                 TOTAL 

 SQLS           4396    568697   AVERAGE ACTIVE      0.0   REST SERVICE                   3    AVERAGE ACTIVE

                   0.0 

 MESSAGES     611984    612044   MAXIMUM ACTIVE       63   SET SPECIAL REGISTERS          0    MAXIMUM ACTIVE

                    40 

 BLOCKS       165522      2194   QUEUED                0   SET GLOBAL VARIABLES           0    QUEUED BY

 PROFILE                  0 

 ROWS        2976902     83600   DEALLOCATED         745   SYSPLEX WLB                    0    ABENDED       

                     2 

 BYTES       367083K   378858K   TERMINATED            0   AT-TLS/SSL                     0    CANCELED      

                     0 

 CONNECTION     4353      2878    BY CONDBAT           0   TRUSTED CONTEXT                0    TERMINATED BY

 PROFILE              0 

 COMMITS          15     60116    BY MAXCONQN          0   AES ENCRYPTION                 0    BECAME INDOUBT

                     0 

 ABORTS            0      4191    BY MAXCONQW          0   XA GLOBAL TRANSACTIONS         0                  

                       

                                  BY PROFILE           0   DRDA ENCRYPTION                0   THREAD POOLING

 PREVENTED BY     TOTAL 

                                                           USERID/PASSWORD AUTH        2868    HIGH

 PERFORMANCE DBAT          63686 

                                                           KERBEROS AUTHENTICATION        0    WITH HOLD

 CURSOR                   0 

                                                           MFA AUTHENTICATION             0    OPEN LOCATOR  

                     0 

                                                           CLIENT CERTIFICATES            0    STORED

 PROCEDURE COMMIT            0 

                                                           FAILED AUTHENTICATION         14    DGTT          

                     0 

                                                                                               KEEPDYNAMIC   

                     0

The following list describes all sections of the report:

CPU Times
Displays the CPU times that the Db2 address spaces accumulated. All times are formatted as HH:MM:SS.TTTT.
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• Column JS TIMER indicates the TCB times.
• Column SRB TIME indicates the non-preemptive SRB times (this column can include the preemptive SRB time

if the preemptive SRB time column is all zeros).
• Column PRE SRB indicates the preemptive SRB time, if provided by Db2.
• Column ZIIP CPU indicates the CPU time that was consumed on an IBM zIIP processor, which is not included

in prior columns.
• Column TOTAL shows the sum of the TCB, SRB, and zIIP times.
• Column IO INT CPU indicates the time that was spent in I/O interrupt processing.

IFI Statistics
Displays information about the Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI). The counter fields are in the nnnnnnnn
format. This section provides the number of IFI abnormal terminations and IFI calls where the function was
not recognized. This section also provides the number of IFI COMMAND, IFI READA (read asynchronous), IFI
READS (read synchronous), and IFI WRITE calls.

Accounting Rollup Records
Displays the number of written rollup accounting records that met the following criteria:

• They exceeded the rollup threshold.
• They exceeded the rollup accounting storage threshold.
• They exceeded the staleness threshold.

A count is also provided for rollup records that were not written because no data was provided.
Data Capture Statistics

Displays the IFI data capture statistics. When IMS modifies a Db2 table that is defined with DATA CAPTURE
CHANGES, the DProp Hierarchical Update Program uses IFI READS calls for IFCID 185 to retrieve data from the
Db2 log. Then DProp propagates that data to the IMS databases. This section identifies the number of log records
that were captured, log extractions, and log records read. This section also identifies the number of data rows
and data descriptions read. Data about the number of data capture tables that were returned and data capture
describes performed is also provided.

z/OS System Statistics
Displays the z/OS system statistics. This section shows values only if the ZOSMETRICS ZPARM is enabled when
the statistics record is written. By default, this option is disabled. Unless you enable this option, the values in this
section are blank.

Command Statistics
Displays the number of times that Db2 commands were issued.

Log Manager Statistics
Displays information about the Db2 log manager. The count fields are in the nnnnnnnn format. This
section provides the following information:

• The write-no-wait and write-force counts and the number of write and unavailable output log buffers.
• The total BSDS access requests.
• The archive log read and write allocations and the number of control intervals that were offloaded to an archive

log.
• The number of look ahead tape mount attempts and failures.
• The number of Db2 checkpoints that were taken and the number of times that reads were satisfied or delayed.
• The total CDDS access requests.
• The log writes data. This data includes the counts of suspends, requests, control intervals were written, serial

log write I/O requests, successful zHyperLink log write I/O requests, unsuccessful zHyperLink log write I/O
requests, asynchronous log writes scheduled, and paged-in log output buffers.
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Address-Space Manager Statistics
Displays information about the Db2 address space management. All count fields are in the nnnnnnnn format. This
section contains:

• Db2 serviceability fields.
• The number of resource allocation failures. The resource was unavailable, did not exist, or was not applicable.
• The number of times that attempted resource allocation resulted in a deadlock.

Latch Manager Statistics
Displays statistics about the Db2 Latch Manager. This component controls Db2's external access to internal Db2
resources. Counts are displayed in the nnnnnnnn format.

Db2 IFC Destinations
Displays information about internal or external trace destinations. SRV, SR1, and SR2 are internal destinations.
GTF and SMF are external destinations. This section provides the number of records that were written to the
destination, and the number of IFI records that were prepared but not written. Counts of specific error conditions
help you determine why the records were not written. Counts include the number of buffer errors and the number
of write failures that occurred during attempts to write data to a Db2 trace destination. Counts also include the
number of times that prepared data was not written because the destination was not active or did not accept the
data.

Db2 IFI Records
Describes the Db2 IFI records fields. This section is a type identifier for various records that were produced by
Instrumentation Facility. This section specifies the following counts:

• Records written to the destination.
• Records that were prepared but not written.

Subsystem Service Statistics
Displays information about connections to the Db2 subsystem from allied threads. The count fields are in the
nnnnnnnn format. The number of times that each of the following events occurred is provided:

• Identify calls to Db2
• Create threads
• Signon requests
• Thread terminations
• Aborts
• Phase 1, Phase 2, single-phase commits, and read-only commits.
• Units of recovery in doubt and resolved.
• Checkpoints taken from startup.
• Threads queued due to an exceeded thread limit (DSNZPARM parameter CTHREAD).
• The maximum number of the following events:

– Concurrently allocated allied threads.
– Concurrent connections that were identified to Db2 from batch.
– Users who were identified to Db2 from the TSO foreground.

Storage Manager Statistics
Displays information about the Db2 storage management. The count fields are in the nnnnnnnn format. The
following information is provided:

• SOS CONTRACTS—The number of times that pre-allocated but unused storage was released.
• SOS BIT SET—The number of times that Db2 storage reached a critical state, where requests for storage

resulted in a GETMAIN.
• SOS ABEND—The number of Db2 abends due to insufficient storage.
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Distributed Data Facility
Displays the Distributed Data Facility statistics. Quantities are in the nnnnnnnn format. This section identifies the
number of times that a distributed thread was queued due to having reached the ZPARM maximum for concurrent
remote threads. The DSNZPARM MAXDBAT parameter controls the maximum number of concurrent remote
threads.

NOTE
Queued threads indicate a potential problem. If you use the MAXDBAT parameter to control the
consumption of Db2 resources, you should monitor the number of remote threads queued. So you
can verify that you do not have more threads queued than expected. Look for abnormal circumstances,
such as unresponsive Db2 or unusual system or network delays, that can temporarily cause threads to
be queued. If the threads are queued unexpectedly or excessively, increase the DSNZPARM MAXDBAT
parameter value until the number of queued remote threads drops to the intended value.

This section also displays the maximum number of inactive and active database access threads that existed.
Counts are provided for numerous other statistics, such as:

• Inactive threads that were queued, type 2 inactive threads, and the number of queued receive requests.
• Unused database access thread slots.
• Warm and cold start connects.
• Resync attempts and connects.
• Connections that were terminated instead of made type 1 inactive.
• Queued connections.
• SQL statements bound for the remote access.
• Block mode switches.
• Rows that were transmitted or received in the Db2 message buffers using block fetch.
• Sent and received statistics for: SQL statements, messages, blocks, rows, bytes, connections, commits, and

aborts.

For complete metrics descriptions, see BTSTATR1 Distributed Data Facility Fields.

BTSTASM2 Summary of Db2 Database Address Space Statistics Report
The BTSTASM2 Summary of the Db2 Database Address Space Statistics report provides an abbreviated summary of the
Db2 database address space system activity.

Use this report to identify locking, buffer pool, and EDM pool activity over a long timeframe.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Statistics Record Delta Summary
• Report format options: Non-column format

This report summarizes all STATS2 records in the input file and presents a report
• Records displayed: (002) STATS2 (statistics trace class 1 must be active)

  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     1
  REQUEST: BTSTASM2                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
               LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                            SUMMARY OF DB2 DATABASE ADDRESS SPACE
 STATISTICS                                          
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  SUBSYS: SSID  GROUP: ........  MBR: ........  LOCATION: SSIDPTIB                        
                                            
  EDM POOL STATISTICS                                                                   
 LOCK MANAGER STATISTICS                      
  -----------------------------------------------------------                           
 ---------------------------------            
               MAX   FULL                    PCT                                        
 DEADLOCKS                       0            
  POOL        PAGES  FAIL REQUESTS    LOADS LOADS  1234567890                           
 TIMEOUTS                        0            
  ---------- ------ ----- -------- -------- ----- -----------                           
 LOCK ESCAL SHR                  0            
  SKEL          N/A     0                                                               
 LOCK ESCAL EXC                224            
  SKCT          236          33944        9   0.0 |                                     
 SUSPENDS LOCK                1432            
  SKPT         6234        1820846      154   0.0 |                                     
 SUSPENDS LATCH              84046            
  SKPT STEAL   6246                                                                     
 SUSPENDS OTHER                  0            
  DBD          3263     0  2465973     2482   0.1 |                                     
 LOCK CALLS               11745086            
  DBD STEAL    3129                                                                     
 UNLOCK CALLS              9249804            
  STMT        30720     0                                                               
 LOCK QUERIES                    0            
  STMT USED   30206         921210     2667   0.3 |                                     
 LOCK CHANGES              2899788            
  STMT STEAL  29474                                                                     
 IRLM OTHER CALLS                0            
                                                                                        
 CLAIM REQUESTS            8066401            
                                                                                        
 CLAIM FAILURES                  0            
  PLAN/PACKAGE/XPROC  STATISTICS (MAX)      SQL STATEMENT CACHE STATISTICS              
 DRAIN REQUESTS              54429            
    PLAN ATB STORAGE      84480               NUMBER OF STATEMENTS         6733         
 DRAIN FAILURES                 70            
    PLAN BTB STORAGE          0               "NOT-FOUND" RECS LOCATED   131666         
 LOCAL CONTENTIONS               0            
    PACKAGE ATB STORAGE  73663K               "NOT-FOUND" RECS ADDED        132         
 LATCHES                         0            
    PACKAGE BTB STORAGE       0               "NOT-FOUND" RECS REMOVED        0         
 GRANTED CONTENTIONS             0            
    SHR STATIC STMT PGS   2203K               EDM FULL FAILURES               0         
 PARTITION LOCKS DURING INSERT                
    XPROC REQUESTS          115               ATB FULL FAILURES               0           
 COND REQS FAILED              0            
                                                                                          
 UNCOND REQS RETRIED           0            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                        
 LIST PREFETCH STATISTICS                     
                                                                                        
 ---------------------------------            
                                                                                        
 RID LIST USED             3471216            
                                                                                         
 DATA MANAGER NOT CALLED     2044            
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 NOT USED - WHOLE QUERY        123            
                                                                                        
 FAILED - NO STORAGE             0            
                                                                                        
 FAILED - RID LIMIT            123            
                                                                                        
 ONLY 1 BLOCK FETCHED         8265            
                                                                                          
                                            
  RID LIST STATISTICS               PARALLELISM                       MISCELLANEOUS       
                FAST INDEX TRAVERSAL        
  --------------------------------- ---------------------------------
 ----------------------------------- --------------------------- 
  RIDLIST RDS LIMIT             407 PARALLEL GROUPS EXECUTED        0 MAX LOB STORAGE (MB)
              6 MAX THRESHOLD          1000 
  RIDLIST DM LIMIT                0 GROUPS EXECUTED AS PLANNED      0 MAX XML STORAGE USED
 (MB)         3 MAX ELIGIBLE INDEXES        
  RIDLIST MAX BLOCKS             85 MAX DEGREE OF PARALLEL IO       0 ARRAY EXPANSIONS    
              0  IDENTIFIED             159 
  RIDLIST AVG BLOCKS              0 EST DEGREE OF PARALLEL IO       0 SPARSE INDEX
 DISABLED             0  MATCHING THRESHOLD       3 
  RIDLIST NO STORAGE              0 PLAN DEGREE OF PARALLEL IO      0 SPARSE INDEX BUILT
 WORKFILE       0 MAX FTB INDEXES           4 
  RIDLIST PROC LIMIT              0 GROUPS W/ REDUCED DEGREE        0 RDS SORT PERFORMED  
         450706 MAX MEMORY USED(MB)       3 
  RID OVERFLOW - STORAGE          0 GROUPS RED DEG - SYS STRES      0 RDS SORT USED ZSORT 
           9515                             
  RID OVERFLOW - LIMIT            0 GROUPS FAILED - CURSOR          0 (S) QXPFSLNUM       
              0 INSERT ALGORITHM            
  RID INTERRUPT - STORAGE         0 GROUPS FAILED - ESA SORT        0 (S) QXPFSENUM       
              0 --------------------------- 
  RID INTERRUPT - LIMIT         400 GROUPS FAILED - STORAGE/BP      0 (S) QXPFSENUMG      
              0 IAG2 PIPES                  
  RID MULTI-INDEX SKIPPED      3458 GROUPS FAILED - AUTONOM PR      0 (S) QXPFMAXU        
              0  ALLOCATED                0 
                                    GROUPS FAILED - SYS STRESS      0 (S) QXPFMAXUG       
              0  DISABLED                 0 
                                    GROUPS FAILED - OPTIMALIZE      0 (S) QXN1093A        
              0  RE-ENABLE ATTEMPTS       0 
                                    EXEC SINGLE DB2: COORD=NO       0 (S) QXN1093B        
              0  RE-ENABLE SUCCESS        0 
                                    EXEC SINGLE DB2: ISO=RR/RS      0                     
                IAG1 (BASIC) USED   2650952 
                                    INTENDED GROUPS                 0 DB2 CPU FOR LOG
 SYNCHRONIZATION     IAG2 (FAST) USED          0 
                                    MEMBERS BYPASSED BP SHORT       0
 -----------------------------------                             
                                    ACCESS PATH REDONE: CONFIG      0 TCB CPU             
       0.000000                             
                                    ACCESS PATH REDONE: BP          0  ZIIP ELIGIBLE      
       0.000000                             
                                    EXEC SINGLE DB2: DCL TMP TBL    0 ZIIP                
       0.000000                             
 
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     2
  REQUEST: BTSTASM2                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
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  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
               LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                            SUMMARY OF DB2 DATABASE ADDRESS SPACE
 STATISTICS                                          
                                                                                          
                                            
  SQL DML  AVERAGE     TOTALS  SQL DCL     TOTALS  SQL DDL     CREATE  DROP  ALTER 
 SECONDARY LATCH CONTENTIONS                       
  -------- --------- --------  ----------  ------  ----------  ------ -----  ----- 
 ----------------------------------                
  SELECT     11032.1  6177972  LOCK TABLE       0  TABLE          673   440    162  MAIN -
 MAIN HELD                 0                
  INSERT       215.8   120851  GRANT       976364  INDEX          516    40      0  MAIN -
 NON-ZERO USE COUNT    11211                
  UPDATE       152.1    85203  REVOKE           0  TABLESPACE     428   426     13 
 SECONDARY - MAIN HELD        17856                
  DELETE         5.2     2932  SET SQLID     3976  STO GROUP      138   247      0 
 GENERIC                          0                
  MERGE          0.0        0  SET H VAR     1716  DATABASE       182   179      0 
 RESOURCE                         0                
  TRUNCATE       0.0        0  SET DEGREE      15  SYNONYM         92     0         NOTIFY
 CTRL BLK - NOTIFY         0                
  PREPARE     1646.8   922228  CONNECT 1        0  VIEW           147     0      0        
                                            
  CALLS          2.1     1203  CONNECT 2      120  ALIAS          168   167         HASH
 TABLES      RESOURCE WORKUNIT                
  DESCRIBE     201.5   112830  RELEASE          0  PACKAGE                0           LOCK
             185590     1018                
  DESC TBL       0.0        0  SET CONNEC       0  GBL TMP TBL      0                
 UNLOCK            23763      273                
  OPEN        1530.7   857174  SET RULES        0  AUX TABLE       96                
 CHANGE             3465      136                
  CLOSE        326.2   182696  ASSOC LOC        0  TRIGGER         66    66          
 COMPAT                3        0                
  FETCH      21626.7 12110977  ALLOC CSR        0  FUNCTION        47    48      0   
 QUERY FAST            0        0                
                               HOLD LOC        14  PROCEDURE      106   198      0   
 ASYNC LOCK            0        0                
                               FREE LOC        28  DISTINCT         0     0           SYNC
                N/A        0                
                               SET PATH       184  SEQUENCES       93    92      0   
 NOTIFY                0      N/A                
                               SET PREC         0  JAR                           0        
                                            
                               SET LOCK TIMEOUT    CONTEXT          0     0      0  IRLM  
                                            
                                FROM APPL       2  ROLE             0     0          
 ABENDS RETRIED                 0                
                                FROM PROF       0  MASK             0     0      0   
 ABENDS NON-RETRYABLE           0                
                                                   VARIABLE         0     0          
 LOCAL DEADLOCKS                0                
                                                                                     
 TIMEOUT RLBS PURGED            0                
                                                   DCL GBL TMP     40                     
                                            
                                                   RENAME TBL       0               COMPAT
 QUEUE ELEMENTS                             
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                                                   RENAME IDX       0                 QE
 GENERATED                 933                
                                                   REFRESH TBL      0                 USE
 COUNT FOR QE               0                
                                                   XFER OWNRSH      0                     
                                            
                                                   COMMENT          0               EXITS
 COUNTS                                      
                                                   LABEL ON         0                
 SUSPEND                    85478                
                                                                                     
 RESUME                     85473                
                                                                                     
 STATUS                         0                
                                                                                     
 DEADLOCK                       0                
                                                                                     
 TIMEOUT                        4                
                                                                                     
 NOTIFY                         0                
                                                                                      P-
LOCK                         0                
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     3
  REQUEST: BTSTASM2                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
               LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                            SUMMARY OF DB2 DATABASE ADDRESS SPACE
 STATISTICS                                          
                                                                                          
                                            
  ROUTINES         STOR-PROC      UDF         GLOBAL LOCKS                                
                                            
  -----------------------------------        
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------                   
  EXECUTIONS            1203      710           CONTENTIONS                             
 REQUESTS  PROPAGATIONS                       
  ABENDS                   0        0             FALSE THIS LPAR        0      LOCK      
      0             0                       
  TIMEOUTS                 0        0             SYNC->ASYNC CONV       0      CHANGE    
      0             0                       
  REJECTS                  0        0             IRLM                   0      UNLOCK    
      0             0                       
                                                  XES                    0      DENIED    
      0           N/A                       
  DYNAMIC PREPARE                                 XES SYNC LK FAIL       0      RESOURCE  
    N/A             0                       
  -----------------------------------             GLOBAL                 0                
                                            
  STMT FOUND IN CACHE          918397             FALSE                  0      ENGINES   
                                            
  STMT NOT FOUND IN CACHE        2812             GLOBAL DEADLOCKS       0        MAX
 AVAILABLE               0                       
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  IMPLICIT PREPARE PERFORM          0                                            
 UNAVAILABLE                 0                       
  PREPARE AVOIDED                   0           NEGOTIATIONS                              
                                            
  STMTS DISCARDED:MAXKEEPD          0             PGSET OR PART          0      NOTIFYS   
                                            
  STMTS PURGED: DEP OBJECT        747             PAGE                   0        SENT    
                    0                       
  PREP RESTRICTED INDX PEND         0             OTHER                  0        RECEIVED
                    0                       
  CONCENT. LIT. STMTS PARSE         0             CHG REQ ISSUED         0                
                                            
  CONCENT. LITERAL REPLACED         0                                                     
                                            
  CONCENT. LIT. STMTS FOUND         0         SERVICE CONTROLLER STATISTICS               
                                            
  CONCENT. LIT. REUSE FAIL          0        
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------    
                                                                   PLAN PACKAGE  AVERAGE
 OPEN DATASETS                        1121    
  DIRECT ROW ACCESS                           AUTOBIND ATTEMPTS      11       1  MAXIMUM
 DATASETS CONCURRENTLY OPEN           2275    
  -----------------------------------         AUTOBINDS               0       1  MAX
 DATASETS OPEN, BUT NOT IN USE             100    
  SUCCESSFUL                        0         BIND ADD SUBCMDS        0       0  MAX
 PAGESETS AVAILABLE TO DRAIN              2262    
  REVERTED TO INDEX SCAN            0         BIND REPL SUBCMDS       1       6  DATASETS
 CLOSED BY DRAIN                        0    
  REVERTED TO TBLSPACE SCAN         0         TEST BINDS              0     N/A  DATASET
 OPENS BYPASSED DUE TO DRAIN       5168248    
                                              BINDS                   1       6  PAGESETS
 CONVERTED TO READ ONLY              2566    
  TRIGGERS                                    REBIND SUBCMDS          0       0  INVALID
 SELECT PROCEDURES                    1484    
  -----------------------------------         REBIND ATTEMPTS         0     141  PHYS
 CLOSED INFREQ ACCESSED DATASETS            0    
  STMT TRIGGERS ACTIVATED           0         REBINDS                 0     141  PHYS
 CLOSED UTILITY-ACCESS-ONLY DS           1527    
  ROW TRIGGERS ACTIVATED         3425         FREE SUBCOMMANDS        0       0           
                     PLAN PACKAGE ROUTINE   
  SQL ERRS DURING EXECUTION       100         FREE ATTEMPTS           0     141 
 AUTHORIZATION CHECKS      2607006 1946982     218    
                                              FREES                   0     141 
 SUCCESSFUL AUTH CHECKS    2607006     N/A     N/A    
  MAX CASCADING LEVEL(ALL TYPES)    3         ALLOCATE ATTEMPTS   58309 1952642  CACHE
 AUTH CHECKS           23922 1945563     480    
                                              ALLOCATIONS         58298 1820844  UNSUCC
 CACHE AUTH CHECKS    10048     N/A     N/A    
  STARJOIN POOL                               INVALID RSRCE IDS      11     N/A  PUBLIC
 AUTH CHECKS           1166 1778346     161    
  -----------------------------------                                            OVERWROTE
 AUTH IN CACHE         0       0       0    
  CURRENT SIZE OF POOL (M)          0                                            OVERWROTE
 ENTRY IN CACHE      N/A       0       0    
  MAXIMUM SIZE OF POOL (M)          0                                            ADD CACHE
 FAIL                N/A     N/A       0    
  FAILURES DUE TO FULL POOL         0                                            CACHE NOT
 USED                N/A    1419      57    
  ALLOCATION REQUESTS               0                                                     
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                                              WORKFILE DATABASE SUMMARY                   
                 AVERAGE     HWM  CONFIG    
  ROW ACCESS                                  --------------------------------- 
 ------------------------- ------- ------- -------    
  -----------------------------------         4K USED FOR 32K SHORTAGE        0  WORKFILE
 PCT OF CONFIG(%)     0.0     0.0            
  ROWS FETCHED               25013609         32K USED FOR 4K SHORTAGE        0  WORKFILE
 SPACE USED (KB)      170  385984 272531K    
  ROWS INSERTED               2603075         ZPARM ALLOWED STG FOR AGT       0    4K
 TABLESPACE USED (KB)       0                    
  ROWS UPDATED                2624802         ZPARM AGT STG THRESH (%)        0   32K
 TABLESPACE USED (KB)     170                    
  ROWS DELETED                  32156         ZPARM SYS STG THRESH (%)       90    STG FOR
 TEMP TABS (KB)        0    5632 268435K    
  SKIPPED - UNCOMMITTD INS          0         AGENT LIMIT EXCEEDED            0    STG FOR
 ALL AGENTS (KB)     170  385984 4096000    
  READ - UNCOMMITTED DEL            0         HWM STG USED BY AGT (KB)   385984    RID
 POOL IN WKFILE (KB)       0      36            
  READ - UNCOMMITTED UPD            0         WORKFILE OVERFLOWED TO TS       0  IN-MEMORY
 WORKFILES ACTIV       0       6            
                                              WORKFILE NOT CREATED            0  IN-MEM
 WRKFILE SPACE (KB)       0     256            
  STABILIZED DYNAMIC STATEMENTS                                                  SORT IN-
MEM WORKFILES ACT       0       2            
  -----------------------------------                                            SORT IN-
MEM WRKFILE SPACE       0   32138            
  STATEMENT SEARCH REQUESTS      2812                                            NON-SORT
 IN-MEM WORKFILES       0       2            
  POSSIBLE CATALOG ROW FOUND        0                                                     
                                            
  MATCHED THROUGH TEXT/BIND         0                                                     
                                            
  STATEMENTS FOUND                  0                                                     
                                            
  PREPARES SATISFIED                0                                                     
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     4
  REQUEST: BTSTASM2                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
               LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                            SUMMARY OF DB2 DATABASE ADDRESS SPACE
 STATISTICS                                          
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP0                                                          
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  AVG NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS         737   GETPAGE REQUESTS             4163909K   BUFFER
 UPDATES              12427479                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES   3897095K   PAGES
 WRITTEN                1046820                
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  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES        266813K   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN        11.9                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU         24965           
                                            
  AVG BUFS ALLOCATED - VPOOL      15000                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES            65545                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS               28586  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES              5958                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS     5518   PAGES
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O         14.6                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                 21823   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O       60                
  DATASETS OPENED                  1090   CACHE HIT RATIO                  76.3           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   AVG
 DEFERRED WR THRESHOLD          0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   AVG DS
 DEFERED WR THRESHOLD       10                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS        23068   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS   145662.5           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                        68.8   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O     3061  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                43674  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS    58970   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD      56456   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS       33024   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES     1104104   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD     33.4   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES            61                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM             12110   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS         280057   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD       61                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM             11029   LIST PREFETCH READS              7683           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES            235468   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ         30.6  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                       59705.95   DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS     1573250   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                       60616.12   DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS           2967   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                    5158.96   DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES          29799           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD        10.0   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
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 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES      109           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL      107           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     5
  REQUEST: BTSTASM2                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
               LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                            SUMMARY OF DB2 DATABASE ADDRESS SPACE
 STATISTICS                                          
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP1                                                          
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  AVG NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS         146   GETPAGE REQUESTS              1421759   BUFFER
 UPDATES                539814                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES     155326   PAGES
 WRITTEN                  55051                
  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES        1266433   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN         9.8                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU          6410           
                                            
  AVG BUFS ALLOCATED - VPOOL      15000                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES             7327                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS               10009  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES              5800                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS     1354   PAGES
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O          4.2                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                  9293   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        5                
  DATASETS OPENED                  5894   CACHE HIT RATIO                  92.8           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   AVG
 DEFERRED WR THRESHOLD          0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   AVG DS
 DEFERED WR THRESHOLD        0                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS         8655   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
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  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS      142.0           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                        27.0   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O      533  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                 2295  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS     1966   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD        140   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS        1207   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES       44861   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD     37.2   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM             11137   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS            784   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM              4712   LIST PREFETCH READS                 6           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES                23   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ          3.8  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                       13935.28   DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS        2406   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                       14155.94   DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS           1082   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                     350.51   DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES          15339           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD        14.2   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
                                                                                 
 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES        1           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL        0           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     6
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  REQUEST: BTSTASM2                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
               LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                            SUMMARY OF DB2 DATABASE ADDRESS SPACE
 STATISTICS                                          
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP16K0                                                       
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  AVG NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS          13   GETPAGE REQUESTS              3765565   BUFFER
 UPDATES               1347345                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES    1869070   PAGES
 WRITTEN                1061604                
  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES        1896495   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN         1.3                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU          3249           
                                            
  AVG BUFS ALLOCATED - VPOOL       1500                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES            70660                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS              179555  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES             21020                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS    12724   PAGES
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O         11.6                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                153715   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        0                
  DATASETS OPENED                 33101   CACHE HIT RATIO                  85.6           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   AVG
 DEFERRED WR THRESHOLD          2                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   AVG DS
 DEFERED WR THRESHOLD       17                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS       166831   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS       21.0           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                        17.7   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O       55  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS               165552  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS    16229   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD      11998   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS       11924   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES      164281   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD     13.8   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
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  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM              1226   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS         149319   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM               773   LIST PREFETCH READS            152780           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES           1540599   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ         10.1  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                        1009.70   DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS        1123   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                         767.50   DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS            848   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                     237.15   DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES           2492           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD         2.9   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
                                                                                 
 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES      175           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL      171           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     7
  REQUEST: BTSTASM2                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
               LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                            SUMMARY OF DB2 DATABASE ADDRESS SPACE
 STATISTICS                                          
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP16K1                                                       
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  AVG NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS           0   GETPAGE REQUESTS                    0   BUFFER
 UPDATES                     0                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES          0   PAGES
 WRITTEN                      0                
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  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES              0   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN         0.0                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU             0           
                                            
  AVG BUFS ALLOCATED - VPOOL       1500                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES                0                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS                   0  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES                 0                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS        0   PAGES
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O          0.0                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                     0   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        0                
  DATASETS OPENED                     0   CACHE HIT RATIO                   0.0           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   AVG
 DEFERRED WR THRESHOLD          0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   AVG DS
 DEFERED WR THRESHOLD        0                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS            0   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS        0.0           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                         0.0   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O        0  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                    0  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS        0   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD          0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS           0   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES           0   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD      0.0   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM               839   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS              0   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM               708   LIST PREFETCH READS                 0           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES                 0   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ          0.0  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                           0.00   DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS           0   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                           0.00   DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS              0   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                       0.00   DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES              0           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD         0.0   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
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 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES        0           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL        0           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     8
  REQUEST: BTSTASM2                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
               LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                            SUMMARY OF DB2 DATABASE ADDRESS SPACE
 STATISTICS                                          
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP2                                                          
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  AVG NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS         515   GETPAGE REQUESTS              143095K   BUFFER
 UPDATES                163640                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES    142812K   PAGES
 WRITTEN                  33656                
  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES         283813   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN         4.9                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU          3484           
                                            
  AVG BUFS ALLOCATED - VPOOL      10000                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES             2320                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS                2955  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES               591                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS     2136   PAGES
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O         11.6                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                  2609   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        8                
  DATASETS OPENED                   264   CACHE HIT RATIO                  88.3           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   AVG
 DEFERRED WR THRESHOLD          0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   AVG DS
 DEFERED WR THRESHOLD        0                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS          819   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
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  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS    48424.8           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                        97.6   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O     2649  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS              3878937  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS  3897191   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD         34   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS     3878908   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES     118636K   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD     30.6   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM              8122   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS              2   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM                17   LIST PREFETCH READS                 0           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES                 0   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ          0.0  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                       35823.36   DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS         410   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                       36146.14   DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS             29   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                     395.44   DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES            365           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD        12.6   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
                                                                                 
 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES   451381           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL   451381           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     9
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  REQUEST: BTSTASM2                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
               LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                            SUMMARY OF DB2 DATABASE ADDRESS SPACE
 STATISTICS                                          
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP3                                                          
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  AVG NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS         348   GETPAGE REQUESTS               449484   BUFFER
 UPDATES                148389                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES      67293   PAGES
 WRITTEN                  28349                
  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES         382191   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN         5.2                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU          1453           
                                            
  AVG BUFS ALLOCATED - VPOOL       8500                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES             4943                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS               15582  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES               436                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS      264   PAGES
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O          5.3                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                 11846   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O       10                
  DATASETS OPENED                   706   CACHE HIT RATIO                  76.0           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   AVG
 DEFERRED WR THRESHOLD          0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   AVG DS
 DEFERED WR THRESHOLD        0                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS        15318   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS       28.8           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                        98.8   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O      580  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                  360  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS      126   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD          0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS           5   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES         320   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD     64.0   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
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  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM              5213   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS              3   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM              1081   LIST PREFETCH READS                 3           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES                42   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ         14.0  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                       25716.93   DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS         546   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                       25716.93   DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS            352   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                      52.26   DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES           6596           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD        18.7   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
                                                                                 
 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES        0           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL        0           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE    10
  REQUEST: BTSTASM2                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
               LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                            SUMMARY OF DB2 DATABASE ADDRESS SPACE
 STATISTICS                                          
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP32K                                                        
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  AVG NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS          17   GETPAGE REQUESTS              3007694   BUFFER
 UPDATES               2568030                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES    1045120   PAGES
 WRITTEN                  64223                
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  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES        1962574   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN        40.0                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU           265           
                                            
  AVG BUFS ALLOCATED - VPOOL        500                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES            19290                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS                6792  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES              2200                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS      674   PAGES
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O          3.0                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                  5765   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        0                
  DATASETS OPENED                  2454   CACHE HIT RATIO                  84.9           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   AVG
 DEFERRED WR THRESHOLD          2                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   AVG DS
 DEFERED WR THRESHOLD        2                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS         6118   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS      442.8           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                        23.2   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O      104  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED       28                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                12157  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES       109                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS    19106   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED           10                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD          7   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS       11653   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES       32962   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD      2.8   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES        439476                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM               407   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS           4699   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD   426618                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM                16   LIST PREFETCH READS                 0           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES                 0   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ          0.0  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                        1318.78   DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS        8685   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                        1322.15   DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS            504   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                      25.82   DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES           1621           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD         3.2   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
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 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES        5           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL        1           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE    11
  REQUEST: BTSTASM2                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
               LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                            SUMMARY OF DB2 DATABASE ADDRESS SPACE
 STATISTICS                                          
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP32K1                                                       
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  AVG NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS         114   GETPAGE REQUESTS               115561   BUFFER
 UPDATES                 49415                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES      72208   PAGES
 WRITTEN                  38418                
  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES          43353   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN         1.3                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU            57           
                                            
  AVG BUFS ALLOCATED - VPOOL      10000                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES             4049                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS                1550  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES                73                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS     1183   PAGES
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O          9.3                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                  1488   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        0                
  DATASETS OPENED                    51   CACHE HIT RATIO                  96.0           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   AVG
 DEFERRED WR THRESHOLD          0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   AVG DS
 DEFERED WR THRESHOLD        0                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS          367   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
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  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS       74.6           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                         2.3   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O        4  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                 9116  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS      101   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD         16   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS          95   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES         640   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD      6.7   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM              9401   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS           9210   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM              7860   LIST PREFETCH READS              8993           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES             61735   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ          6.9  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                        7882.37   DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS          29   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                        8033.81   DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS             28   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                      28.58   DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES             28           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD         1.0   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
                                                                                 
 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES        0           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL        0           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE    12
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  REQUEST: BTSTASM2                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
               LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                            SUMMARY OF DB2 DATABASE ADDRESS SPACE
 STATISTICS                                          
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP8K0                                                        
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  AVG NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS          34   GETPAGE REQUESTS               889166   BUFFER
 UPDATES                 63062                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES     809767   PAGES
 WRITTEN                  18648                
  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES          79399   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN         3.4                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU          2224           
                                            
  AVG BUFS ALLOCATED - VPOOL       2000                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES             4586                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS                6206  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES              2631                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS      985   PAGES
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O          2.6                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                  5676   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        3                
  DATASETS OPENED                  3312   CACHE HIT RATIO                  91.5           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   AVG
 DEFERRED WR THRESHOLD          0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   AVG DS
 DEFERED WR THRESHOLD        0                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS         5221   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS      143.3           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                        32.0   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O      443  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                 1573  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS     1549   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD          3   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS         777   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES       14513   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD     18.7   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
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  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM              1693   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS         106036   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM              1022   LIST PREFETCH READS                12           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES                21   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ          1.8  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                        2805.95   DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS        4259   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                        2674.93   DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS            784   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                     541.73   DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES           6837           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD         8.7   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
                                                                                 
 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES       19           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL       11           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                           

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                         
                                PAGE    13
REQUEST: BTSTASM2                                                                         
                             DB2 SYS: SSID
FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                          
             LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
                                                                                          
                                          
                                          SUMMARY OF DB2 DATABASE ADDRESS SPACE STATISTICS
                                          
                                                                                          
                                          
GROUP BUFFER POOL GBP0                                                                    
                                          
-------------------------------------      -------------------------------------   
 ---------------------------------               
READS                                      OTHER COUPLING FACILITY                  CKPTS
 TRIGGERED               363               
  HIT RATIO                     0.017        REGISTER PAGE LIST           205013    DELETE
 PAGESET NAME           159               
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                                             UNLOCK CASTOUT                 2061    CROSS
 INVALID                   0               
  SYNCHRONOUS - BUFFER INVALID               REGISTER PAGE                   261    PRI
 ASYNC IXLCACHE          28050               
    DATA RETURNED                3379        UNREGISTER PAGE                3135    WRITE-
AROUND PGS WRITTEN        0               
    DATA NOT RETURNED                        WRT/REG REQS - MULTI PGS      46579          
                                          
      X-DB2 R/W INTEREST        55640        WRT/REG REQS - ONE PAGE        7104    ASYNC
 CROSS-INVALIDATION (XI)                   
  SYNCHRONOUS - PAGE NOT FOUND               WRT/REG MULTI PGS WRITTEN    482332     
 IXLCACHE REQUESTS           521               
    DATA RETURNED                 874                                                 XI
 SYNC-UP CALLS            414               
    DATA NOT RETURNED                      SECONDARY                                  XI
 SYNC-UP WAITS             18               
      X-DB2 R/W INTEREST       194315        CHNGD PG WRT FAILED - STG         0          
                                          
  READS CHANGED PAGES            2949        SUSPND WRT COMPLETION CKS         0    P-LOCK
 LOCK REQUESTS                            
  READ CASTOUT CLASS             2155        DEL PG LIST REQS (CASTOUT)        0     
 SPACEMAP PAGES            15163               
  READ CASTOUT STATISTICS         761        DEL PG REQS (ORPHANED ENT)        0      DATA
 PAGES                 9408               
  READ DIRECTORY INFO               7        READ CASTOUT STATISTICS           0     
 INDEX LEAF PAGES           9032               
  READ STORAGE STATISTICS       58965        ASYNC IXLCACHE REQS               0     
 UNLOCK REQUESTS           28619               
  GETPAGES FOR GBP DEP PGS    7891975                                               P-LOCK
 LOCK SUSPENDS                            
  CASTOUT REQS - MULTI PGS       2130      STORAGE FAILURES                          
 SPACEMAP PAGES                5               
  CASTOUT REQS - ONE PAGE        1114        WRITES                            0      DATA
 PAGES                    1               
                                                                                     
 INDEX LEAF PAGES              1               
WRITES                                     CASTOUT                                  P-LOCK
 LOCK NEGOTIATIONS                        
  SYNCHRONOUS CLEAN PAGES         228        PAGES                         14290     
 SPACEMAP PAGES                0               
  SYNCHRONOUS CHANGED PAGES     26932        CLASS THRESHOLD                 102      DATA
 PAGES                    0               
  ASYNCHRONOUS CLEAN PAGES     462124        GBP THRESHOLD                    25     
 INDEX LEAF PAGES              0               
  ASYNCHRONOUS CHANGED PAGES      152                                                     
                                          
                                                                                          
                                          
MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                         
                                PAGE    14
REQUEST: BTSTASM2                                                                         
                             DB2 SYS: SSID
FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                          
             LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
                                                                                          
                                          
                                          SUMMARY OF DB2 DATABASE ADDRESS SPACE STATISTICS
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ACCELERATOR SERVICES                                                                      
                                          
----------------------------                                                              
                                          
SERVER NAME DTGP7551                                                                      
                                          
PRODUCT ID  AQT07055                                                                      
                                          
----------------------- OVERALL ACCELERATOR STATISTICS ------------------------  ------
 ACCELERATOR STATISTICS FOR THIS SSID ------ 
CONFIGURATION                 CPU UTILIZATION   ---THIS SSID--- ------ALL------  WORKLOAD 
          -----TOTAL----- --AVG/CONNECT-- 
 PROCESSORS             8.00   QUERY EXECUTION         0.000000        0.000000   CONNECTS
 TO ACCEL               0                 
 WORKER NODES           1.00   DATA MAINTENANCE        0.000000        0.000000   REQUESTS
 TO ACCEL               0             0.0 
 WORKER AVG CPU(%)      0.00   DATA REPLICATION       17.427000       33.728000   
 TIMEOUTS                       0             0.0 
 COORD. AVG CPU(%)      0.00                                                      
 FAILURES                       0             0.0 
                              DATA REPLICATION TO ACCELERATOR TABLES              NETWORK
 AVG INBOUND           0.0                 
DISK UTILIZATION               LOG RECORDS READ          317972          331294   (KB/s)
 AVG OUTBOUND           0.0                 
 DISK SPACE (MB)   134997.00   LOG RECORDS USED          317972          331294           
                                          
  DATABASE DATA       268.00   BYTES PROCESSED         20996448        21927315   TCP/IP
 CPU TIME          0.000000        0.000000 
   FOR THIS SSID      215.00   ROWS INSERTED                  0               0   TCP/IP
 ELAPSED           0.000000        0.000000 
  TEMPORARY DATA        0.00   ROWS UPDATED                   0               0   ACCEL
 ELAPSED            0.000000        0.000000 
  LOG DATA           2699.00   ROWS DELETED                   0               0   ACCEL
 CPU                0.000000        0.000000 
 TOTAL SPACE USED (%)   2.19   AVG LATENCY TIME       42.706575                   ACCEL
 WAIT TIME          0.000000        0.000000 
                               AVG VELOCITY            1.208040                           
                                          
STORAGE UTILIZATION                                                                       
    ----- TOTAL ----- --AVERAGE/CONNECT-- 
 USER STORAGE(MB)   82080.00  QUERY REQUESTS                                     DATA
 STREAM     SENT  RECEIVED      SENT  RECEIVED 
 SQL STMNTS  (MB)   76638.00   AVERAGE ACTIVE              0.00            0.00   BYTES   
          0         0       0.0       0.0 
 AVG BP HIT RATIO      99.99   MAXIMUM ACTIVE                 1               1   MESSAGES
          0         0       0.0       0.0 
 AVG SORT OVRFLWS       0.00   SUCCEEDED                      0               0   BLOCKS  
          0         0       0.0       0.0 
                                WITH WAITFORDATA              0               0   ROWS    
          0         0       0.0       0.0 
QUERY QUEUE                    FAILED                         0               0           
                                          
 AVG LENGTH             0.00    WITH WAITFORDATA              0               0 
 STATEMENTS      SENT            SENT/CON           
 AVERAGE WAIT         0.0000                                                      INSERT  
          0                 0.0           
 MAXIMUM WAIT         0.0000                                                      DELETE  
          0                 0.0           
 AVG LENGTH SSID        0.00                                                      UPDATE  
          0                 0.0           
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                                                                                  OPEN    
          0                 0.0           
                                                                                  COMMIT  
          0                 0.0           
                                                                                  ROLLBACK
          0                 0.0           
                                                                                  CREATE  
          0                 0.0           
                                                                                  DROP    
          0                 0.0

BTSTASM2 Identification Fields

This section describes the identification fields:

LOCATION
Displays the local location name of the Db2 subsystem.

SUBSYS
Displays the Db2 subsystem identifier.

GROUP
Displays the Db2 data sharing group name to which this subsystem belongs.

MBR
Displays the Db2 member name for this DB2 subsystem within the data sharing group.

BTSTASM2 EDM Pool Statistics Fields

The EDM Pool statistics fields show statistics on EDM pool activity. The fields are formatted as nnnnnnnnn, except for the
percentage fields, which are formatted as nnn.n.

The following list describes the BTSTASM2 report EDM pool statistics fields:

POOL
This column shows the type of EDM pool and, within the EDM pool, the type of object for which the other column
data applies. As of DB2 9, there are up to five separate EDM pools as follows:
CT/PT

The base EDM pool that is used to hold CT and PT objects that active threads use.
SKEL

The skeleton pool is used to hold SKCT and SKPT objects.
DBD

The DBD pool is used to hold DBD pool objects.
STMT

The SQL statement cache pool that is used to hold cached dynamic SQL statements. This pool is below
the 2-GB bar.

STMT (2GB)
A separate SQL statement cache pool which is located above the 2-GB bar.

MAX PAGES
The maximum number of pages in the identified EDM pool. This snapshot field is the maximum over all the
statistics records processed.
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MIN FREE
The minimum number of unused pages in the identified EDM pool. This snapshot field is the minimum over all the
statistics records processed.

MAX USED
The maximum number of pages that the object identified in the POOL column uses. This snapshot field is the
maximum over all the statistics records processed.

AVG %POOL
Shows the average percent of free or used pages for the identified object and EDM pool.

FULL FAIL
The total number of failures in the identified EDM pool due to unavailable free pages to satisfy a request.

REQUESTS
The total number of requests for the identified EDM pool object.

LOADS
The number of times that a request for the identified EDM pool object had to be retrieved from DASD because it
was not loaded in the EDM pool.

PCT LOADS
The percentage of requests for the identified object that required loads from DASD. This percentage is used to
determine the efficiency of the associated EDM pool.

SQL STATEMENT CACHE STATISTICS - MAX NUMBER OF STATEMENTS
The number of statements in the SQL cache. This snapshot field is the maximum over all the statistics records
processed.

SQL STATEMENT CACHE STATISTICS - "NOT-FOUND" RECS LOCATED
Shows the number of not-found records that were found in the EDM during all searches of
collection_id.package_name combinations.
A not-found record is a hash record that DB2 creates for a collection_id.package_name combination that does
not exist in the DB2 subsystem. DB2 creates the not-found record when it executes a bind plan command
that contains a PKLIST keyword whose argument is several collection ids with wildcards (*). For example,
PKLIST(COLLID1.*, COLLID2.*). When DB2 executes the plan, DB2 searches collection_id.package_name
combinations according to the specification in the PKLIST arguments. DB2 executes the first package that
matches collection_id.package_name. For collection_id.package_name combinations that are not found, DB2
creates not-found records in a cache, to save time during subsequent searches. A hidden subsystem parameter
sets the upper limit on the number of not-found records that can exist in the cache at one time. DB2 removes the
excess not-found records from the cache periodically.

SQL STATEMENT CACHE STATISTICS - "NOT-FOUND" RECS ADDED
Number of not-found records that were added to the EDM cache during all searches of
collection_id.package_name combinations.

BTSTASM2 Lock Manager Statistics Fields

This section of BTSTASM2 report describes lock manager statistics.

This section shows statistics on lock activity over all statistics records processed and contains the following fields. The
fields are formatted as nnnnnnnn.

DEADLOCKS
Shows the number of deadlocks detected.

TIMEOUTS
Shows the number of times a unit of work was suspended for a time exceeding the Db2 wait limit.
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LOCK ESCAL SHR
Shows the number of times a tablespace lock escalated from IS to S because the maximum number of locks per
tablespace had been reached.

LOCK ESCAL EXC
Shows the number of times a tablespace lock escalated from IX to X because the maximum number of locks per
tablespace had been reached.

SUSPENDS LOCK
Shows the number of lock suspensions.

SUSPENDS LATCH
Shows the number of latch suspensions.

SUSPENDS OTHER
Shows the number of other suspensions.

LOCK CALLS
Shows the number of lock requests.

UNLOCK CALLS
Shows the number of unlock requests.

LOCK QUERIES
Shows the number of query lock requests.

LOCK CHANGES
Shows the number of change lock requests.

IRLM OTHER CALLS
Shows the number of requests other than lock, unlock, query, or change to the IRLM.

CLAIM REQUESTS
Shows the number of claim requests.

CLAIM FAILURES
Shows the number of unsuccessful claim requests.

DRAIN REQUESTS
Shows the number of drain requests.

DRAIN FAILURES
Shows the number of unsuccessful drain requests.

LOCAL CONTENTIONS
Shows the number of local resource contentions.

LATCHES
Shows the number of latches.

GRANTED CONTENTIONS
Shows the number of contention requests to IRLM in which the access was granted.

PARTITION LOCKS DURING INSERT - COND REQS FAILED
Shows the total number of conditional partition lock requests that failed during inserts.

PARTITION LOCKS DURING INSERT - UNCOND REQS RETRIED
Shows the number of unconditional lock retries after conditional partition locks failed during inserts.

BTSTASM2 List Prefetch Statistics Fields

This section shows statistics on prefetch usage for the Record Identifier (RID) list. Count fields are formatted as
nnnnnnnn.
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For more information about RID lists, see the IBM documentation for your version of Db2.

RID LIST USED
Displays the number of times RID list processing is used. This field is incremented when RID list processing is
used for index access with list prefetch and for multiple index access. For multiple index access, if a final RID
list is obtained through ANDing and ORing of RID lists, the counter is incremented once, even if RIDs from all
indexes in the multiple index access were not used.

DATA MANAGER NOT CALLED
Displays the number of times that a DM was not called for RID list retrieval for multiple index access or LPF.
In these cases, calling the DM was not necessary due to the Runtime Adaptive Index processing being able to
predetermine the outcome.

FAILED - NO STORAGE
Displays the number of times that list prefetch failed because the storage necessary to allocate more RID blocks
to hold the list of record identifiers (RIDs) was not available in the DBM1 private address space. Db2 continues to
process the data without using list prefetch. This field can be incremented during retrieval, sorting, ANDing, and
ORing of RID lists. For index access with list prefetch (single index), this field can only be incremented once per
access. For multiple index access, it can be incremented for every index involved in the ORing and ANDing of
RID lists.
A multiple index, List Prefetch, or RID processing storage failure results from a shortage of virtual storage in the
database services (DBM1) address space. To relieve the problem, try these actions:

1. Increase the region size for the database services address space.
2. Reduce concurrency and the amount of resources defined in the DBM1 address space. For example, you

can reduce the size of the EDM pool or of the buffer pool. You can also limit concurrency by reducing the
CTHREAD, IDFORE, or IDBACK ZPARM parameters.

FAILED - RID LIMIT
Displays the number of times list prefetch access was disabled because one of the run-time thresholds for
processing RIDs was exceeded.

NOTE
This counter only reflects run-time failures. During the bind process, Db2 can also determine that
multiple indexes or list prefetch should not be used.

For index access with list prefetch (single index), this field can only be incremented during RID list retrieval. For
multiple index access, this field can be incremented during RID list retrieval, RID list ANDing, and RID list ORing.
This counter reflects the number of times threshold values were exceeded both for the RID lists obtained directly
from an index and for RID lists derived during the ANDing and ORing process for the Relational Data System
(RDS). The DM limit is an internal limit; report any failures to the appropriate IBM support personnel. RDS limits
include:

• The number of RID blocks allocated to one user must not exceed 50 percent of the RID block pool.
• The resulting number of qualifying rows cannot exceed 25 percent of the table when ORing two or more

indexes.
• The resulting number of qualifying rows cannot drops below 32 during an index ANDing process.

For any of the preceding run-time failures, Db2 deactivates list prefetch for the requestor, causing the limit to be
exceeded. However, it continues to process the data using other methods. Use subsystem RID pool statistics to
determine if the failure was due to the DM or RDS limit being exceeded.
For more information about these limits, see the IBM documentation for your version of Db2.

ONLY 1 BLOCK FETCHED
Displays the number of times you fetched one block and never went on to fetch any more blocks.

NOT USED - WHOLE QUERY
Displays the number of times RID list processing is not used or terminated for the whole query.
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BTSTASM2 RID List Statistics Fields

This section shows statistics on Data Manager RID (row identifier) list processing. A RID is that part of an index entry
that actually points to a table row in a data page. A list of RIDs that meets the search qualification for a query can be
determined and sorted before the data pages are accessed so that the actual access of data pages can be more efficient.
Count fields are formatted as nnnnnnnn.

RIDLIST RDS LIMIT
Shows the number of times RID list processing (List Prefetch) failed because the number of retrieved row
identifiers (RIDs) exceeded an RDS limit. One of the RDS limits is that the number of RID blocks allocated to
one user must not exceed 50 percent of the RID block pool. The RID block pool can expand to be as large as 50
percent of the buffer pool.

NOTE
The RID pool is a pool of its own and is not a part of the buffer pool. Other RDS limits for multiple index
access include disabling when the resulting number of qualifying rows exceeds 25 percent of the table
when ORing two or more indexes, and when the resulting number of qualifying rows drops below 32
during an index ANDing process.

RIDLIST DM LIMIT
Shows the number of times RID List processing (List Prefetch) failed because the number of row identifiers (RIDs)
retrieved exceeds the Data Manager (DM) limit. The DM limit is not controlled by the user and any failures relating
to exceeding the DM limit should be reported to the appropriate IBM support personnel.

RIDLIST MAX BLOCKS
Shows the maximum number of RID Pool blocks that have been allocated. RID blocks are 4K pages used by DB2
to hold record IDs (RIDs) during multiple index or List Prefetch processing. DB2 stops allocating RID blocks when
the size of the RID pool reaches 50 percent of the total size of the buffer pool (all pools). This is a snapshot field.

RIDLIST AVG BLOCKS
The average number of RID Pool blocks that have been allocated. This is a snapshot field.

RIDLIST NO STORAGE
Shows the number of times RID list processing (List Prefetch) failed because the storage necessary to allocate
more RID blocks to hold the list of record identifiers (RIDs) was not available in the DBM1 private address space.
DB2 continues to process the data without using List Prefetch. See the FAILED NO STORAGE field in the List
Prefetch statistics for suggestion for avoiding RID pool storage failures.

RIDLIST PROC LIMIT
The number of times RID list processing was terminated because of the maximum number of concurrent RID
processes had been reached.

BTSTASM2 Service Controller Statistics Fields

This section shows plan and package statistics on the service controller activity. The format is nnnnnnnn.

AUTOBIND ATTEMPTS
Specifies the number of times that Db2 tried to bind a plan or package at allocation time because it was invalid.
This occurrence can happen when an object like an index has been dropped.

AUTOBINDS
Specifies the number of successful automatic binds of plans and packages.

BIND ADD SUBCMDS
Specifies the number of successful or unsuccessful bind add commands that were issued for plans and packages.
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BIND REPL SUBCMDS
Specifies the number of successful or unsuccessful bind replace commands that were issued for plans and
packages.

TEST BINDS
Specifies the number of bind commands that did not specify a plan name.

BINDS
Specifies the number of successfully bound, newly added, or replaced plans and packages.

REBIND SUBCMDS
Specifies the number of issued rebind plan commands and rebind package commands.

REBIND ATTEMPTS
Specifies the number of plans and packages for which rebind was attempted. This field can be larger than
REBIND SUBCMDS because you can rebind several plans or packages with one Rebind command.

REBINDS
Specifies the number of plans and packages successfully rebound.

FREE SUBCOMMANDS
Specifies the number of Free commands issued.

FREE ATTEMPTS
Specifies the number of plans and packages for which Free was attempted. This field can be larger than FREE
SUBCMDS because you can free several plans or packages with one Free command.

FREES
Specifies the number of plans successfully freed.

ALLOCATE ATTEMPTS
Specifies the sum of all plan and package allocation attempts that failed. Attempts failed because a resource was
unavailable or the object did not exist.

ALLOCATIONS
Specifies the number of successful plan and package allocations.

INVALID RSRCE IDS
Specifies the sum of all plan and package allocation attempts that failed. Attempts failed because a resource was
unavailable or the object did not exist.

The following fields show the additional service controller activity. Format is nnnnnnnn.

AUTHORIZATION CHECKS - PLAN
Specifies the number of authorization checks for all plans.

AUTHORIZATION CHECKS - PACKAGE
Specifies the number of successful and unsuccessful checks for package execute authority made using the
package authorization cache. This number includes public authorization checks.

SUCCESSFUL AUTHORIZATION CHECKS
Specifies the number of successful authorization checks.

CACHE AUTH CHECKS - ROUTINE
Specifies the number of successful authorization checks for user-defined functions or stored procedures that use
the routine authorization cache. This number includes the number of public authorization checks (QTRACPUB).

UNSUCC CACHE AUTH CHECKS - PLAN
Specifies the number of checks for the plan EXECUTE privilege that were unsuccessful because an applicable
entry was not found in the plan authorization cache.
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PUBLIC AUTH CHECKS - ROUTINE
Specifies the number of successful authorization checks for user-defined function or stored procedure execution
authority, when that authority is held by public.

CACHE AUTHORIZATION CHECKS
Specifies the number of successful authorization checks using cached authorization IDs.

CACHE AUTHORIZATION CHECKS - PACKAGE
Specifies the number of successful checks for package execute authority made using the package authorization
cache. This number includes public authorization checks.

PUBLIC AUTH CHECKS - PACKAGE
Specifies the number of successful checks for package execute authority that is held by public.

OVERWROTE AUTH IN CACHE - PLAN
Specifies the number of times that DB2 overwrote an authorization ID in the plan authorization cache.

OVERWROTE AUTH IN CACHE - PACKAGE
Specifies the number of times Db2 overwrote an authorization ID in the cache.

OVERWROTE AUTH IN CACHE - ROUTINE
Specifies the number of times that Db2 wrote over an authorization ID in the routine authorization cache.

OVERWROTE ENTRY IN CACHE - ROUTINE
Specifies the number of times that Db2 wrote over a routine entry in the routine authorization cache.

ADD CACHE FAIL - ROUTINE
Specifies the number of times that Db2 could not add an entry to the routine authorization cache.

CACHE NOT USED - ROUTINE
Specifies the number of authorization checks for user-defined function or stored procedure execution authority
that could not use the routine authorization cache.

OVERWROTE PKG/COLL IN CACHE - PACKAGE
Specifies the number of times Db2 overwrote an entry for a package or collection in the cache.

INVALID SELECT PROCEDURES
Specifies the total number of columns (rows times columns) for which an invalid select procedure was
encountered. Invalid select procedures are bypassed by Db2, which can cause some degradation in
performance. A select procedure is made invalid by applying Db2 maintenance that directly affects the select
procedure. Plans and packages with invalid select procedures continue to function correctly, but with a small
performance degradation. To eliminate this degradation, rebind any plan or package that causes a nonzero
value to appear in this column. Rebinding a plan or package re-enables its select procedures. Use IFCID 224 to
determine which plans and packages should be rebound, and to prioritize which rebinds should be done first.

AVERAGE OPEN DATASETS
Specifies the average number of data sets open when the record was written. This snapshot value is the average
over all statistics records processed.

MAXIMUM DATASETS CONCURRENTLY OPEN
Specifies the maximum number of data sets open concurrently since Db2 was started. This snapshot value is the
maximum over all statistics records processed.

MAX DATASETS OPEN, BUT NOT IN USE
Specifies the maximum number of database data sets that were specified with CLOSE(YES) that are not in
use and also are not closed due to the slow close mechanism (DRAIN processing). This snapshot value is the
maximum over all statistics records processed.

MAX PAGESETS AVAILABLE TO DRAIN
Specifies the maximum number of index and tablespaces that were specified with CLOSE(YES), are not in use,
and are not closed. This snapshot value is the maximum over all statistics records processed.
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DATASETS CLOSED BY DRAIN
Specifies how many data sets a DRAIN process closed because the total number of open data sets reached the
deferred close threshold value. The deferred close threshold value is based on the value of DSMAX or the z/OS
DD limit, whichever is smaller. During the DRAIN process, Db2 attempts to close data sets that are:

• Defined with CLOSE(YES)
• Not currently in use
• Still open due to the slow close mechanism

DATASET OPENS BYPASSED DUE TO DRAIN
Specifies the number of times that a data set defined with CLOSE(YES) was able to avoid the needed open due
to the slow close mechanism and DRAIN processing.

PAGESETS CONVERTED TO READ ONLY
Specifies the number of infrequently updated data sets that are converted from R/W to R/O state. An updated
data set is considered infrequently updated when it has not been updated for 5 consecutive Db2 checkpoints
or 60 minutes. For tablespace data sets, switching from R/W to R/O state means that the SYSLGRNG entry is
closed.

PHYS CLOSED INFREQ ACCESSED DATASETS
Specifies the number of infrequently accessed data sets that are physically closed. Infrequent access means
that a data set has not been accessed for the number of minutes specified by the system parameter PCLOSET.
Db2 physically closes the infrequently accessed data set that is defined with CLOSE=YES when the following
conditions occur in a data sharing system:

• A single member with R/W interest and any number of members with read-only interest exist.
• All members have read-only interest and the data set has been GBP-dependent since physically opened.

PHYS CLOSED UTILITY-ACCESS-ONLY DS
Specifies the number of utility-access-only data sets that are physically closed. Db2 closes utility-only datasets
that have not been proactively accessed for 10 minutes. When approaching or reaching DSMAX, Db2 prioritizes
the closure of utility-only datasets over datasets that have been accessed by applications.

BTSTASM2 Parallelism Fields

This section shows statistics for parallel processing. For queries that use sequential prefetch on partitioned tables, DB2
activates multiple parallel I/O streams when it estimates that a large percentage of response time will be spent waiting for
the completion of I/O. The fields are formatted as nnnnnn.

PARALLEL GROUPS EXECUTED
The total number of parallel groups that were executed.

GROUPS EXECUTED AS PLANNED
The number of parallel groups that have a planned degree greater than one at run time, and were executed to
that same degree because of sufficient storage on the buffer pool.

MAX DEGREE OF PARALLEL IO
The maximum degree of parallel I/O processing executed among all parallel groups. This field indicates the extent
to which queries were processed in parallel.

GROUPS W/ REDUCED DEGREE
The number of parallel groups that have a planned degree greater than one at run time, but were processed to a
parallel degree less than planned because of a storage shortage or contention on the buffer pool. If this field is not
zero, increase the size of the current buffer pool by using the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command, or use the ALTER
TABLESPACE statement to assign tablespaces accessed by this query to a different buffer pool.
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GROUPS FAILED - CURSOR
The total number of parallel groups that fall back to sequential operation because of a cursor that can be used for
update or delete.

GROUPS FAILED - ESA SORT
The number of parallel groups that fell back to sequential operation because of lack of ESA sort support.

GROUPS FAILED - STORAGE/BP
The number of parallel groups that have a planned degree greater than one at run time, but fell back to sequential
mode because of storage shortage or contention on the buffer pool.

GROUPS FAILED - ENCLAVE
The total number of parallel groups executed in sequential mode because MVS/ESA enclave services were
unavailable.

EXEC SINGLE DB2 COORD=NO
The total number of parallel groups executed on a single DB2 due to one of the following reasons:
When the plan or package was bound, the coordinator subsystem parameter was set to yes, but the parameter is
set to no when the program runs.
The plan or package was bound on a DB2 with the coordinator subsystem parameter set to yes, but the program
is being run on a different DB2 that has the coordinator value set to no.

EXEC SINGLE DB2 ISO=RR/RS
The total number of parallel groups executed on a single DB2 because the plan or package was bound with an
isolation value of repeatable read or read stability.

INTENDED GROUPS
The total number of parallel groups that DB2 intended to run across the data sharing group. This count is only
incremented on the parallelism coordinator at run time.

MEMBERS BYPASSED BP SHORT
The number of times that the parallelism coordinator had to bypass a DB2 when distributing tasks because
there was not enough buffer pool storage on one or more DB2 members. This field is incremented only on the
parallelism coordinator, and it is incremented only once per parallel group, even though it is possible that more
than one DB2 has a buffer pool shortage for that parallel group. The purpose of this count is to indicate when
there are not enough buffers on a member. Therefore, this count is incremented only when the buffer pool is
defined to allow parallelism. For example, if vpxpseqt=0 on an assistant, then DB2 does not send parallel work
there, but this count is not incremented.

ACCESS PATH REDONE: CONFIG
The total number of parallel groups for which DB2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access path because
the sysplex configuration at run time was different from the sysplex configuration at bind time. This counter is
incremented only by the parallelism coordinator at run time.

ACCESS PATH REDONE: BP
The total number of parallel groups for which DB2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access path because
there was not enough buffer pool resource. This counter is incremented only by the parallelism coordinator at run
time.

1 DB2 DCL TMP TBL
The total number of parallel groups that are part of a query block using a UDF and executed on a single DB2 due
to the existence of a Declared Temporary Table in the application process. Neither the query block nor the parallel
group references a Declared Temporary Table, and a parallel group might use a UDF.

BTSTASM2 Miscellaneous Fields

The miscellaneous fields section of the BTSTASM2 Summary of Db2 Database Address Space Statistics Report shows
statistics for the storage usage. This section includes the following fields:
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MAX LOB STORAGE (MB)
Specifies the maximum amount of storage used for LOB values, in megabytes.

MAX XML STORAGE USED (MB)
Specifies the maximum amount of storage used for XML values, in megabytes.

ARRAY EXPANSIONS
Specifies how often the variable array expands beyond 32 KB.

SPARSE INDEX DISABLED
Specifies how often insufficient storage disabled the sparse index.

SPARSE INDEX BUILT WORKFILE
Specifies how often a physical work file for probing was built by the sparse index.

RDS SORT PERFORMED
Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort was performed.

RDS SORT USED ZSORT
Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort used the IBM Integrate Accelerator for Z Sort (SORTL).

BTSTASM2 Insert Algorithm Fields

The following fields of the BTSTASM2 report describe the insert algorithm metrics:

IAG2 PIPES ALLOCATED
Displays the number of Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) pipes allocated since the last Db2 restart.

IAG2 PIPES DISABLED
Displays the number of Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) pipes disabled since the last Db2 restart.

IAG2 PIPES RE-ENABLE ATTEMPTS
Displays the number of times Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) pipes re-enablement was attempted since the last Db2
restart.

IAG2 PIPES RE-ENABLE SUCCESS
Displays the number of times Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) pipes re-enablement was successful since the last Db2
restart.

IAG1 (BASIC) USED
Displays the number of times basic insert algorithm (IAG1) is used.

IAG2 (FAST) USED
Displays the number of times fast insert algorithm (IAG2) is used.

BTSTASM2 Fast Index Traversal Fields

The following fields of the BTSTASM2 report describe the fast index traversal fields metrics:

MAX THRESHOLD
Indicates the minimum number of index traversals that must be reached for an index to become a candidate for
Fast Index Traversal.

MAX ELIGIBLE INDEXES IDENTIFIED
Indicates the maximum number of indexes that match FTB criteria and are eligible for Fast Index Traversal.

MAX ELIGIBLE INDEXES MATCHING THRESHOLD
Indicates the maximum number of indexes that are eligible for Fast Index Traversals and have reached the
required threshold.
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MAX FTB INDEXES
Indicates the maximum number of indexes for which Fast Index Traversal was used during the current Db2 in-
memory optimization interval.

MAX MEMORY USED(MB)
Indicates the maximum memory allocated by Fast Traversal Blocks, in megabytes.

BTSTASM2 SQL Statistics Fields

This section shows statistics on the number of SQL statements that were executed in the intervals covered.

SELECTS
Specifies the number of embedded SELECT statements.

INSERTS
Specifies the number of INSERT statements.

UPDATES
Specifies the number of UPDATE statements.

DELETES
Specifies the number of DELETE statements.

MERGE
Specifies the number of MERGE statements executed.

TRUNCATE
Specifies the number of TRUNCATE TABLE statements executed.

PREPARES
Specifies the number of PREPARE statements to dynamically prepare an SQL statement.

FETCHES
Specifies the number of FETCH statements executed to return a row to the application.

OPEN CSR
Specifies the number of OPEN cursor statements executed.

CLOSE CSR
Specifies the number of CLOSE cursor statements executed.

DESCRIBES
Specifies the number of DESCRIBE statements to describe a dynamically prepared SQL statement.

DESCR TBL
Specifies the number of DESCRIBE TABLE statements issued to obtain information about a table or view.

SIUD
Specifies the sum of the number of SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements.

TOTAL DML
Specifies the sum of the number of SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, OPEN, CLOSE, DESCRIBE and
DESCRIBE TABLE statements.

HOLD LOC
Specifies the number of HOLD LOCATOR statements.

FREE LOC
Specifies the number of FREE LOCATOR statements.

SET PATH
Specifies the number of SQL SET CURRENT PATH statements.
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SET PREC
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT PRECISION statements.

SET LOCK TIMEOUT - APPL
Specifies the number of SQL SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT statements that were executed.

SET LOCK TIMEOUT - PROF
Specifies the number of times that the CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT special register was set from
DSN_PROFILE_TABLE.

DCL GBL TMP
Specifies the number of DECLARE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE statements executed.

LOCK TABLE
Specifies the number of LOCK TABLE statements.

GRANTS
Specifies the number of GRANT statements.

REVOKES
Specifies the number of REVOKE statements.

SET SQL ID
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT SQLID statements.

SET HOST VR
Specifies the number of SET host variable statements executed to set a host variable to a special register.

INCR BIND
Specifies the number of incremental binds that occurred. This happens when a plan that was bound with
VALIDATE(RUN) executes, thereby causing a DB2 bind every time the thread is allocated. Change to
VALIDATE(BIND).

COMMENT ON
Specifies the number of COMMENT ON statements.

LABEL ON
Specifies the number of LABEL ON statements.

CONN TYPE 1
Specifies the number of CONNECT type 1 statements.

CONN TYPE 2
Specifies the number of CONNECT type 2 statements.

RELEASE
Specifies the number of RELEASE statements.

SET CONNECT
Specifies the number of SET CONNECTION statements.

SET DEGREE
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT DEGREE statements.

SET RULES
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT RULES statements that were executed.

SQL CALL
Specifies the number of SQL CALL statements that were executed.

RENAME-TBL
Specifies the number of SQL RENAME TABLE statements.
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RENAME IDX
Specifies the number of RENAME INDEX statements executed.

ASSOC LOC
Specifies the number of ASSOCIATE LOCATOR statements executed.

ALLOC-CSR
Specifies the number of ALLOCATE CURSOR statements executed.

TOTAL DCL
Specifies the number of incremental binds plus the number of LOCK TABLE, GRANT, REVOKE, SET
CURRENT SQLID, COMMENT ON, LABEL ON, SET HOST VARIABLE, CONNECT (all types), RELEASE,
SET CONNECTION, SET CURRENT DEGREE, SET CURRENT RULES, and SQL CALL statements that were
executed.

The following fields show CREATE, DROP, and ALTER (if applicable) statistics for each of the following database objects:

TABLE
Specifies the number of times a CREATE TABLE, DROP TABLE or ALTER TABLE statement was executed.

INDEX
Specifies the number of times a CREATE INDEX, DROP INDEX or ALTER INDEX statement was executed.

TABLESPACE
Specifies the number of times a CREATE TABLESPACE, DROP TABLESPACE or ALTER TABLESPACE
statement was executed.

STOGROUP
Specifies the number of times a CREATE STORAGE GROUP, DROP STORAGE GROUP or ALTER STORAGE
GROUP statement was executed.

DATABASE
Specifies the number of times a CREATE DATABASE, DROP DATABASE or ALTER DATABASE statement was
executed.

SYNONYM
Specifies the number of times a CREATE SYNONYM or DROP SYNONYM statement was executed.

VIEW
Specifies the number of times a CREATE VIEW or DROP VIEW statement was executed.

ALIAS
Specifies the number of times a CREATE ALIAS or DROP ALIAS statement was executed.

PACKAGE
Specifies the number of times a DROP PACKAGE statement was executed.

GBL-TMP-TB
Specifies the number of SQL CREATE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE statements.

AUX TABLE
Specifies the number of times a CREATE AUXILIARY TABLE statement was executed.

TRIGGER
Specifies the number of times a CREATE TRIGGER or DROP TRIGGER statement was executed.

FUNCTION
Specifies the number of times a CREATE FUNCTION, DROP FUNCTION, or ALTER FUNCTION statement was
executed.

PROCEDURE
Specifies the number of times a CREATE PROCEDURE, DROP PROCEDURE, or ALTER PROCEDURE
statement was executed.
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DISTINCT
Specifies the number of times a CREATE DISTINCT TYPE or DROP DISTINCT TYPE statement was executed.

SEQUENCES
Specifies the number of times a CREATE SEQUENCE, DROP SEQUENCE, or ALTER SEQUENCE statement
was executed.

JAR
Specifies the number of ALTER JAR statements executed.

CONTEXT
Specifies the number of CREATE, DROP, and ALTER TRUSTED CONTEXT statements executed.

ROLE
Specifies the number of CREATE and DROP ROLE statements executed.

TOTAL DDL
Specifies the sum of the number of CREATE, DROP, and ALTER statements.

TOTAL SQL
Specifies the total number of SQL statements executed.

BTSTASM2 Secondary Latch Contention Fields

The following fields in the BTSTASM2 report display statistics for the secondary latch contentions:

MAIN - MAIN HELD
Indicates the number of main latch contentions because the main latch is held.
IQL Field: MAIN-LATCH-HELD

MAIN - NON-ZERO USE COUNT
Indicates the number of main latch contentions because the use count is not zero.
IQL Field: USE-COUNT-NONZERO

SECONDARY - MAIN HELD
Indicates the number of secondary latch contentions because the main latch is held.
IQL Field: SECOND-LATCH-HELD

GENERIC
Indicates the number of generic latch contentions.
IQL Field: GENERIC-LATCH-CONT

RESOURCE
Indicates the number of resource latch contentions.
IQL Field: RESOURCE-LATCH-CNT

NOTIFY CTRL BLK – NOTIFY
Indicates the number of notify control block latch contentions for NOTIFY.
IQL Field: NCB-NOTIFY

NOTIFY
Indicates the number of notify exit calls.
IQL Field: NOTIFY-EXIT

P-LOCK
Indicates the number of P-lock exit calls.
IQL Field: PLOCK-EXIT

LOCK
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for LOCK.
IQL Field: RHT-LOCK
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UNLOCK
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for UNLOCK.
IQL Field: RHT-UNLOCK

CHANGE
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for CHANGE.
IQL Field: RHT-CHANGE

COMPAT
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for COMPAT.
IQL Field: RHT-COMPAT

QUERY FAST
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for QUERY FAST.
IQL Field: RHT-QUERY-FAST

ASYNC LOCK
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for ASYNC LOCK.
IQL Field: RHT-ASYNC-LOCK

NOTIFY
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for NOTIFY.
IQL Field: RHT-NOTIFY

LOCK
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for LOCK.
IQL Field: WHT-LOCK

UNLOCK
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for UNLOCK.
IQL Field: WHT-UNLOCK

CHANGE
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for CHANGE.
IQL Field: WHT-CHANGE

COMPAT
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for COMPAT.
IQL Field: WHT-COMPAT

QUERY FAST
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for QUERY FAST.
IQL Field: WHT-QUERY-FAST

ASYNC LOCK
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for ASYNC LOCK.
IQL Field: WHT-ASYNC-LOCK

SYNC
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for SYNC.
IQL Field: WHT-SYNC

ABENDS RETRIED
Indicates the number of retryable ABENDS.
IQL Field: RETRYABLE-ABENDS

ABENDS NON-RETRYABLE
Indicates the number of non-retryable ABENDS.
IQL Field: NON-RETRYABLE-ABENDS

LOCAL DEADLOCKS
Indicates the number of local deadlocks.
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IQL Field: LOCAL-DEADLOCKS
TIMEOUT RLBS PURGED

Indicates the number of timeouts when RLBs were purged.
IQL Field: TIMEOUT-RLB-PURGED

QE GENERATED
Indicates the number of generated Compat QE (Queue Elements).
IQL Field: COMPAT-QE-GENER

USE COUNT FOR QE
Indicates the number of use counts for Compat QE (Queue Elements) in IRLM.
IQL Field: USE-COUNT

SUSPEND
Indicates the number of suspends of DBMS exits.
IQL Field: SUSPEND-EXIT-CNT

RESUME
Indicates the number of resume exits.
IQL Field: RESUME-EXIT-CNT

STATUS
Indicates the number of status exits.
IQL Field: STATUS-EXIT-CNT

DEADLOCK
Indicates the number of deadlock exits.
IQL Field: DEADLOCK-EXIT-CNT

TIMEOUT
Indicates the number of timeout exits.
IQL Field: TIMEOUT-EXIT-CNT

BTSTASM2 Stored Procedure Fields

This section shows totals for the use of stored procedures.

CALL STATEMENTS EXECUTED
The number of SQL CALL statements issued.

STORED PROCEDURE ABENDS
The number of times a stored procedure terminated abnormally.

CALL STATEMENT TIMEOUTS
The number of times an SQL CALL statement timed out waiting to be scheduled.

CALL STATEMENTS REJECTED
The number of times an SQL CALL statement was rejected.

BTSTASM2 UDF Fields

This section shows totals for the use of user-defined functions.

EXECUTIONS
Displays the number of user-defined functions executed.

ABENDS
Displays the number of times a user-defined function abended.
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TIMEOUTS
Displays the number of times a user-defined function timed out waiting to be scheduled.

REJECTED
Displays the number of times a user-defined function was rejected.

BTSTASM2 Global Locks Fields

The Global Locks section contains the fields that display totals for global locking. The fields are grouped in six categories:
contentions, requests, propagations, negotiations, engines, notifies.

CONTENTIONS
GLOBAL

The number of global resource contentions.
FALSE

Total number of visits to the contention exit in which IRLM did not grant access due to a false contention.
False contentions happen when two different locks on different resources map to the same lock entry.

GLOBAL DEADLOCKS
The number of global deadlocks.

IRLM
The number of suspends because of the IRLM global resource contention (IRLM lock states were
in conflict). Global contention requires an inter-system communication to resolve the lock conflict. In
contrast, local contention does not require an inter-system communication to resolve the lock conflict.
The sum of QTGAIGLO (IRLM), QTGASGLO (XES), and QTGAFLSE (false) gives the total number of
suspends caused by global contention.

XES
The number of suspends because of MVS XES global resource contention. MVS XES lock states were in
conflict but IRLM lock states were not. For more information about resolving the resource contention, see
IBM Data Sharing: Planning and Administration.

FALSE THIS LPAR
The number of false contentions that were encountered on a z/OS image. False contention occurs when
different resource names hash to the same entry in the coupling facility lock table. The coupling facility
detects contention within the hash entry, and XES uses inter-system messaging to determine that no
resource contention exists.
This counter is maintained for each LPAR. Therefore, this counter over-reports false contentions when
multiple members of the same data sharing group run on the same z/OS image. X'FF' is returned when
data is unavailable due to an error from the IXLMG service.

SYNC>ASYNC CONV
The number of sync-to-async heuristic conversions. This conversion is done when XES determines that it
is more efficient to drive the request asynchronously to the CF.

REQUESTS
LOCK

The number of lock requests for P-locks. As opposed to this count, QTXALOCK contains the number of L-
lock requests.

CHANGE
The number of change requests for P-locks. As opposed to this count, QTXACHG, contains the number
of change requests for L-locks.
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UNLOCK
The number of unlock requests for P-locks. As opposed to this count, QTXAUNLK contains the number of
unlock requests for L-locks.

DENIED
The number of global lock or change requests denied because of an incompatible retained lock. For more
information about retained locks, see IBM Data Sharing: Planning and Administration.

PROPAGATIONS
LOCK

The number of lock requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (under the user's execution unit).
This count includes both L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the request is suspended.

UNLOCK
The number of unlock requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (under the user's execution unit).
This count includes both L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the request is suspended.

CHANGE
The number of change requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (under the user's execution unit).
This count includes both L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the request is suspended.

RESOURCE
The number of resources propagated by IRLM to MVS XES asynchronously (under a system execution
unit). This count includes both L-locks and P-locks. This can happen when new inter-DB2 interest occurs
on a parent resource or when a request completes after the requestor's execution unit was suspended.

NEGOTIATIONS
PSET OR PART

The number of times this DB2 was driven to negotiate a page set or partition P-lock because of changing
inter-DB2 interest levels on the page set or partition.

PAGE
The number of times this DB2 was driven to negotiate a page P-lock because of the inter-DB2 P-lock
contention.

OTHER
The number of times this DB2 was driven to negotiate another P-lock type (other than page set/partition
or page).

CHG REQ ISSUED
The number of times a P-lock change request was issued during the P-lock negotiation.

ENGINES
MAX AVAILABLE

The maximum number of engines available for the P-lock exit or notify exit requests.
UNAVAILABLE

The number of times an engine is not available for a P-lock exit or a notify exit request.
NOTIFIES

SENT
The number of notify messages sent.

RECEIVED
The number of notify messages received.
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BTSTASM2 Triggers Fields

This section of the BTSTASM2 report shows the triggers usage statistics.

STATEMENT TRIGGERS ACTIVATED
The number of times a statement trigger is activated.

ROW TRIGGERS ACTIVATED
The number of times a row trigger is activated.

SQL ERRORS DURING EXECUTION
The number of times an SQL error occurred during the execution of a triggered action.

MAX CASCADING LVL
Maximum level of nested SQL cascading due to triggers, user-defined functions, and stored procedures.

BTSTASM2 Dynamic Prepare Fields

This section shows totals for the use of the dynamic prepare facility.

STMT FOUND IN CACHE
The number of times that DB2 satisfied a prepare request by making a copy of a statement in the prepared
statement cache.

STMT NOT FOUND IN CACHE
The number of times that DB2 searched the prepared statement cache but could not find a suitable prepared
statement.

IMPLICIT PREPARE PERFORMED
The number of times that DB2 did an implicit prepare for a statement bound with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because
the prepared statement cache did not contain a valid copy of the prepared statement.

PREPARE AVOIDED
The number of times that DB2 did not prepare a statement bound with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because the
prepared statement cache contained a valid copy of the prepared statement.

STMTS DISCARDED - MAXKEEPD
The number of times that DB2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement cache because the
number of prepared statements in the cache exceeded the value of subsystem parameter MAXKEEPD.

STMTS PURGED - DEP. OBJECT
The number of times that DB2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement cache because a
program executed a drop, alter, or revoke statement against a dependent object.

PREP RESTRICTED INDX PEND
Number of prepare statements for which the use of indexes was restricted because the indexes were in a pending
state.

BTSTASM2 Direct Row Access Fields

This section shows statistics about the use of direct row access.

SUCCESSFUL
The number of times that DB2 used direct row access to locate a record.

REVERTED TO INDEX
The number of times that DB2 attempted to use direct row access but reverted to using an index to locate a
record.
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REVERTED TO TS SCAN
The number of times that DB2 attempted to use direct row access but reverted to using a tablespace scan to
locate a record.

BTSTASM2 Buffer Pool Fields - General

This section shows statistics on the buffer pools. Quantities are printed for all buffer pools.

AVG NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS
The average number of active (in use or updated pages) pages in the buffer pool. When the number of active
buffers reaches 50 percent, Db2 has reached the deferred write threshold causing Db2 to write updated pages
until the ratio goes below 50 percent.
You can control this threshold using the -ALTER BUFFERPOOL command for both the virtual and hiperpools.
When the number of active buffers reaches 95 percent, Db2 has reached the buffer pool critical threshold (data
manager threshold) causing Db2 to use different, more CPU-intensive algorithms to manage the buffer pool in
order to free or release pages as soon as possible.

NOTE
When this threshold is reached for one buffer pool, the immediate release of pages occurs in all buffer
pools.

When the number of active buffers reaches 97.5 percent, Db2 has reached the immediate write threshold causing
Db2 to write buffers synchronously. When the number of active buffers reaches 100 percent, Db2 has reached the
expansion threshold causing Db2 to expand the buffer pool if possible (MAX buffers is not equal to MIN buffers in
DSNZPARM and storage is available). This snapshot field is averaged over all the statistics records processed.

BUFFER POOL FULL
Indicates the number of times a usable buffer could not be located in the virtual buffer pool because it was full. If
this occurs, use the -ALTER BUFFERPOOL command to increase the size of the virtual pool.
This counter should always be zero.

DATASET OPENS
The total number of times a data set was opened successfully.

AVG BUFS ALLOCATED - VPOOL
The number of buffers allocated for a virtual buffer pool.

AVG BUFS ALLOCATED - HPOOL
The number of buffers allocated for a hiperpool.

AVG HPOOL BUFFERS BACKED
The average number of hiperpool buffers that are currently backed by expanded storage. For hiperpools defined
as CASTOUT=YES, this number can include non-backed buffers if the backing expanded storage frames were
stolen and Db2 did not subsequently attempt to access the buffers. This snapshot field is averaged over all the
statistics records processed.

MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED
Shows the number of times Db2 encountered a migrated database data set and issued a recall request to
DFHSM. For Db2 to recall a migrated data set, the RECALL ZPARM parameter has to be set to YES.
If you are experiencing frequent HSM delays, you could try to tune or customize HSM such that it has minimum
impact on the Db2 applications. For example, you could use only ML1 (DASD) as a migration medium, or you
could choose to not migrate Db2 data sets as frequently as other user data sets. If some data sets are needed
on an infrequent, periodic basis, then you could issue an HRECALL for these database data sets before they are
needed by the Db2 application. If migration wait (time limit for recalls) failures frequently occurs, then you should
increase the RECALLD zparm parameter.
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DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS
Shows the number of times Db2 encountered a migrated database data set and issued a recall request to HSM,
but the wait period for the recall was exceeded. For Db2 to recall a migrated data set, the RECALL ZPARM
parameter has to be set to YES. The wait period is controlled by the RECALLD ZPARM parameter. When a recall
times out, Db2 returns a return code to the calling program indicating that the associated page set is unavailable.
However, the recall of the data set continues.
Tips for reducing HSM delay problems are given in the explanation of the previous field.

VPOOL SIZE CHANGES
The number of successful virtual buffer pool expansions or contractions because of the ALTER BUFFERPOOL
command.

HPOOL SIZE CHANGES
The number of successful hiperpool expansions or contractions because of the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command.

EXPANSION FAILURES
Shows the number of times Db2 tried to expand the buffer pool but failed to do so because of insufficient storage
in Db2's database services address space (DBM1). The failure can occur for both the virtual pools and hiperpools.
This counter should always be zero.
To eliminate this problem, increase the region size above the 16 MB line for the database services address space
(DBM1). You can alternatively reclaim storage from other areas such as reducing the size of other buffer pools.
Buffer pool expansions indicate your Db2 subsystem is having bigger problems. Please see buffer pool
expansions for more details about resolving expansion problems.

MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS
The highest number of concurrent prefetch I/O streams that were allocated for supporting queries processed
in parallel in this buffer pool. This counter reflects prefetch activities for non-work file page sets. This counter is
applicable only when queries are processing in parallel in Db2.

PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS
The number of requests made for processing queries in parallel in this buffer pool. This counter is applicable only
for non-work file page sets and when queries are processing in parallel in Db2.

PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED
The number of requested prefetch I/O streams that were denied because of a storage shortage in the buffer
pool. For example, if 100 prefetch I/O streams are requested and only 80 are granted, then 20 is added to this
counter. If this value is nonzero, you might want to consider increasing the size of the buffer pool. This counter is
applicable only for non-work file page sets and when queries are processing in parallel in Db2.

REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS
The number of times that Db2 could not allocate the requested number of buffer pages to allow a parallel group
to run to the planned degree. This is caused by a storage shortage in the buffer pool. If this value is significant,
increase the size of the buffer pool. This counter is applicable only for non-work file page sets and when queries
are processing in parallel in Db2.

AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION
The average degree of parallel I/O processing that was reduced because of insufficient buffer pool space. It is the
ratio of the previous two fields.

PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO ½
The total number of occurrences when the prefetch quantity is reduced from normal to one-half of normal. The
normal size is dependent on the size of the buffer pool (4 KB or 32 KB). This counter indicates when Db2 had
to reduce sequential prefetch quantity to continue to execute concurrently with parallel I/O processing in the
system. This counter is applicable only when queries are processing in parallel in Db2. If this field contains a small
number, it might be tolerable.

PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO ¼
The total number of occurrences when the prefetch quantity is reduced from normal to one-quarter of normal.
The normal size is dependent on the size of the buffer pool (4 KB or 32 KB). When this field contains a nonzero
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value, it is a more serious situation than when the quantity is reduced to one-half. The query response for queries
processed in parallel can be significantly worse when this field is nonzero. This field is applicable only when
queries are processing in parallel in Db2.

TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL
Number of times that one or more pages were added to the logical page list (LPL).

BTSTASM2 Buffer Pool Fields - SLRU

This section contains the following SLRU buffer pool fields:

BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM
Specifies the maximum number of buffers on SLRU (high water mark value within an interval).

BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM
Specifies the minimum number of buffers on SLRU (low water mark value within an interval).

BTSTASM2 Buffer Pool Fields - Page Residency Time

This section contains the following buffer pool page residency time fields:

SYSTEM
The average time (in seconds) that a page (random and sequential) is resident in the buffer pool. The value is
blank if no pages are read during the period.
A low system residency time indicates that the average time that a page resides in the buffer pool is too short. In
this case, consider increasing the buffer pool size.

RANDOM
The average time (in seconds) that a random page is resident in the buffer pool. The value is blank if no random
pages are read during the period.
A low random page residency time indicates that the average time that a random page resides in the buffer pool
is too short. To increase the random page residency time, consider increasing the buffer pool size. Decreasing
the virtual pool sequential steal threshold (VPSEQT) also can increase the random page residency time, but it
simultaneously decreases the sequential page residency time.

SEQUENTIAL
The average time (in seconds) that a sequential page is resident in the buffer pool. The value is blank if no pages
are read during the period.
A low sequential page residency time indicates that the average time that a sequential page resides in the
buffer pool is too short. To increase the sequential page residency time, consider increasing the buffer pool
size. Increasing the virtual pool sequential steal threshold (VPSEQT) also can increase the sequential page
residency time, but it simultaneously decreases the random page residency time.

BTSTASM2 Buffer Pool Fields - Read Operations

This section of BTSTASM2 report shows statistics on buffer pool read operations.

Quantities are printed for all buffer pools.

This section contains the following fields:

GETPAGE REQUESTS
Shows the number of buffer pool GETPAGE requests. This value includes all unconditional and successful
conditional requests. GETPAGE requests occur when Db2 accesses pages in the buffer pools to satisfy
application requests. The number of GETPAGE requests is a good indicator of how much work Db2 is doing.
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An excessive number of GETPAGE requests usually indicates a poor access path, a poorly designed table,
or inefficient SQL coding, but it can also indicate that the data is becoming physically disorganized. Use the
SYSVIEW for Db2 tracing facilities along with EXPLAIN output to determine which application statements and
tables are causing the GETPAGE requests. Analyze the access path to determine if the most efficient path is
being taken. If the access path has been consistent, but the number of GETPAGE requests is increasing, run
PDASTATS or RUNSTATS to see if the data is disorganized. Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 tracing facilities and
EXPLAIN output to determine which tables should have PDASTATS or RUNSTATS run against them.

SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES
Shows the number of GETPAGEs that occurred as a result of sequential or list prefetch.

RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES
Shows the number of GETPAGEs that occurred after dynamic prefetch or synchronous read I/Os.

SYNCHRONOUS READS
Shows the number of synchronous physical I/O operations that have occurred to read pages of data from Db2
tables. An I/O is caused by the need to access application data or system data (from the Db2 catalog or directory)
that is not currently loaded into Db2's buffer pools.
One READ I/O operation can bring in many pages of data, but normally just one page is read per I/O operation.
Moreover, several physical I/O operations can be issued to read one row in Db2 because I/O can be done to read
indexes, Db2 catalogs (for dynamic SQL), and the Db2 directory (for plan and DBD data). READ I/O operations
do not include I/O performed for sequential prefetch, but do include READ I/O operations to the temporary
database (for sorting and intermediate table results). The number of READ I/O operations indicates the amount
of work that Db2 is doing for the application. The number of READ I/O operations depends on the buffer pool size
and the amount of Db2 activity. Therefore, this number can vary greatly between application runs executing the
same SQL statements.

GETPG/SYN RD
Shows an excessive number of READ I/O operations (or a low GETPAGE per READ I/O ratio). This value can
indicate poor buffer pool usage (low buffer reuse), poor Db2 table design, or that the data is becoming physically
disorganized. To tell if the number of READ I/O operations is too high, compare it to the number of buffer pool
GETPAGE requests. If the number of GETPAGEs per READ I/O is greater than 4 or 5, you probably do not have
a problem. If it is lower than 4 or 5, you might have a problem. This data is easily and cheaply obtainable at the
application and system levels by viewing the application and subsystem history records.

NOTE
To use this field for an application, you need sufficient executions (or execution time) to ensure that
buffer reuse can take effect. If the system-wide ratio of GETPAGEs per READ I/O is less than 5 or 6,
consider increasing the size of the Db2 buffer pool. The increase depends on the storage constraint of
your system. Before you increase the size of the buffer pools, see if the Db2 applications are optimized.

Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 application exception analysis to check the Db2 applications. If the number of
GETPAGEs per READ I/O is acceptable for the system, but low for the application, ensure that data is physically
organized as it was designed. Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 tracing facility to identify which tables are causing the
problem.
After you identify the tables and corresponding tablespaces, check the PDASTATS or RUNSTATS data (make
sure that it is current data) to see if the tablespace is physically organized. If the tablespace is well organized,
investigate the database design. For example, investigate clustering your data in a different manner if several
rows of data are being returned for the SQL statement in question. Use EXPLAIN data or use the SYSVIEW for
Db2 application probe to see which tables and indexes are being used.
If you are accessing multiple tables in SQL statements, consider merging parts or all tables (physically or
logically), or duplicating some of the columns from one table to another. Try to eliminate accessing one or more
of the tables. However, if you are only accessing a few columns on some of the tables, create an index on those
columns, so that Db2 must only access the index. Or split a large table into one or more smaller tables separating
frequently referenced columns from seldom used columns.
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NOTE
A low buffer pool GETPAGE per READ I/O ratio is not always bad. For example, if you have a low-
volume application or your SQL is susceptible to random READs, then you are probably getting a
justified ratio.

Other things that you can do to reduce the I/O elapsed time include:

• Use fast devices for your most frequently used tables.
• Allocate frequently used tables across the available DASD to reduce I/O contention. DSNDB07, which is used

for work files, should be on a different device than your other high use data sets.

Consider the following:

• Avoid having tables use secondary extents by coding large primary space allocations.
• Separate index and tablespace data sets.
• Use high values of PCTFREE and FREEPAGE for tables with frequent insert updates.
• Use segmented tablespaces.

SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS
Shows the amount of buffer thrashing. This value is the number of times a list prefetch or sequential prefetch
request attempted to do a getpage and found that the requested page was no longer in the buffer pool. This
situation can only occur when the page was in the buffer pool at the time the prefetch request was initiated.
Activity in the buffer is so high, that the page was overwritten in the time between the initiation of the prefetch
request and the getpage request to retrieve data. For suggestions on how to avoid this situation, see the
description of GETPG/SYN RD.

DISK CACHE HITS
Shows the number of synchronous read I/Os that resulted in disk cache hits.

CACHE HIT RATIO
Shows the percentage of synchronous reads found in the DASD cache. Cache hit ratio below 80 limits zHyperLink
benefits.

ZHYPERLINK READS
Shows the number of synchronous read I/O operations that used zHyperLink.

ZHL UTILIZATION
Shows the percentage of synchronous reads that were successful with zHyperLink.

RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS
Shows the number of synchronous read I/Os in support of random access or that occurred after dynamic prefetch.

GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS
Shows the ratio of getpage requests to synchronous read I/O operations. For the use of this field in monitoring
Db2 performance, see GETPAGE REQUESTS and SYNCHRONOUS READS.

HIT RATIO
Shows the percentage of time that the page was found in the buffer pool.
A low hit ratio indicates that the average time that a page resided in the buffer pool is too short. Consider
increasing the buffer pool size.
The buffer pool hit ratio can have a negative value. Typically, when the prefetch process brings pages into
the buffer pool that are not subsequently referenced. This situation in turn happens in one of the following
circumstances:

• When the query stops before it reaches the end of the table space.
• When the prefetched pages are stolen by Db2 for reuse before the query can access them.

PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O
Shows the number of times a buffer pool buffer had to be paged in from a paging data set to satisfy a READ I/O
request. If this field is consistently higher than zero, then you have a system problem.
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A consistently high amount of paging while processing I/O requests to the buffer pool usually indicates a storage
constrained system. Until the storage constraint situation can be relieved, reduce the size of the buffer pool or use
storage isolation to protect the buffer pools from paging. Paging negates the usefulness of the buffer pool. The
reason is that paging I/O is no faster than Db2 I/O since Db2 uses paging to read the Db2 data sets.

ASYNCHRONOUS RDS
Shows the number of prefetch I/O operations. Through prefetch, Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data into
the buffer pool before the application reads them. This counter includes sequential, list, and dynamic prefetch
depending on what version of Db2 is being monitored. Sequential prefetch is included for all supported releases.
List and dynamic prefetch is included.

SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS
The total number of times a sequential prefetch (or asynchronous read I/O) was requested. If all needed pages
are already in the buffer, then no I/O operation takes place. This field shows the number of requests for a prefetch
operation. Through sequential prefetch, Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data into the buffer pool before the
application reads them. Typically, sequential prefetch occurs when data is being sequentially scanned for some
reason. It can be invoked for both indexspaces and tablespaces. The number of pages that Db2 reads for a
prefetch request depends on the size of the buffer pool and the current number of buffers available (buffer pages
not in use or updated). Usually, sequential prefetch does not indicate a problem. However, for an application or
SQL statement that is to return only one row (typical for a high-volume online transaction), sequential prefetch
can indicate the lack of an index or Db2's choosing not to use one. For example, performing an unnecessary
tablespace scan.
Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 application exception analysis to flag sequential prefetch activity in CICS and
IMS transactions. Set this up generically by connection name to be warned of potential CICS/IMS application
problems. CICS/IMS applications that perform prefetch can be individually specified so that they do not show
up as exceptions. Some applications go to production with little or no data, causing Db2 to choose a tablespace
scan. Initially, the application recognizes no problem. As more data is added to the table, Db2 starts to use
sequential prefetch, which indicates that all data is being scanned unnecessarily. In this case, a rebind of the plan
is in order (if the correct indexes exist). Another example of how sequential prefetch can indicate unnecessary
tablespace scans is when plans are bound before PDASTATS or RUNSTATS has been run. First, check to see
if PDASTATS or RUNSTATS has been run, then rebind the plan. Last of all, physically disorganized data can
cause Db2 to do unnecessary tablespace scans. Check the PDASTATS or RUNSTATS data to see if it must be
reorganized. Review EXPLAIN data when applications are placed into production (or rebound). Exceptions should
be noted for entries that do not use indexes (high-volume CICS/IMS applications) or that have match columns of
zero for an index use.

SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS
Shows the number of sequential prefetch read I/O requests for the associated buffer pool. Contrast this value
to other buffer pool fields that show the number of requests and number of pages read by sequential prefetch.
Through sequential prefetch, Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data into the buffer pool before the application
reads them. Typically, sequential prefetch occurs when data is being sequentially scanned for some reason. It can
be invoked for both indexspaces and tablespaces. The number of pages that Db2 reads for a prefetch request
depends on the size of the buffer pool and the current number of buffers available (buffer pages not in use or
updated). Each sequential prefetch read operation can read from 1 to 32 pages, depending on the number of
pages within the prefetch range already in the pool and the size of the buffer pool. Utilities can use a prefetch
quantity of up to 64 pages.

SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES
Shows the number of pages that have been read into the buffer pool using sequential prefetch I/O operations.

SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD
The average number of pages read per sequential prefetch request.

LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS
Shows the number of requests for a list prefetch operation. Through list prefetch, Db2 can access data pages
efficiently, even if the pages are not contiguous (unlike normal sequential prefetch which reads all pages
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contiguously). Db2 determines the use of list prefetch at bind time. The use of list prefetch is indicated by an L in
the Prefetch column of the PLAN_TABLE.
Three main phases to list prefetch are:

• RID (record identifiers) retrieval
• RID sort
• Data retrieval

During the RID retrieval phase, a list of required data pages is gathered through matching index scans, compiling
a list of RIDs. The RID list is then sorted in the RID pool in the order of the data page numbers. Finally, the
data pages are accessed by the sorted list. Like normal sequential prefetch, many pages are read with one I/O
operation, with the same number of pages and restrictions that apply to normal sequential prefetch.

NOTE
With list prefetch, the data is not in any specific order since the RIDs are sorted by page number order.
You must use an ORDER BY clause to order the data. This causes Db2 to perform an additional
sort on the data retrieved, unlike a normal matching index scan not using list prefetch which can
sometimes avoid the sort.

When a Hybrid join is used and the index is highly clustered, the sort of data page numbers might not be needed.
Db2 decides to use list prefetch for one of the following reasons:

• Matching index scan when the cluster ratio is less than 80.
• Matching index scan when the cluster ratio is high, and the number of resulting rows is too few to make

sequential prefetch efficient, but large enough to prefer the use of list prefetch over normal read I/O.
• Multiple index access is involved.
• Accessing data for the inner table of a Hybrid join.

Db2 does not use list prefetch at bind time if the estimated number of RIDs is to exceed 50 percent of the RID
pool, or if RID list is expected to exceed 16 million RIDs. The RID pool is separate from the buffer pool. Its size
is calculated as one half of the combined sizes of all buffer pools with a maximum size of 200 MB. Db2 disables
list prefetch at run time for multiple index ORing if over 25 percent of the table is accessed, or for multiple index
ANDing if the number of RIDs in the RID list falls below 32. In these cases, Db2 uses a more efficient access
path.

LIST PREFETCH READS
Shows the number of asynchronous read I/Os because of list prefetch.

LIST PREFETCH PAGES
Shows the number of asynchronous page reads because of list prefetch.

LIST PREFETCH PAGES/RD
The average number of pages read per list prefetch request.

DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS
Shows the number of dynamic prefetch requests performed due to sequential detection. If Db2 did not use
sequential or list prefetch at bind time, it can invoke sequential prefetch dynamically if it detects that the data
or index leaf pages are being accessed sequentially. Db2 turns off the prefetch when the data is no longer
being accessed sequentially (which does not apply to prefetch requests at bind time). This process is known as
sequential detection. Since it is detected at execution time, its use is not indicated in the PLAN_TABLE. Dynamic
sequential prefetch is subject to being disabled due to buffer pool shortages, as is normal sequential prefetch.

DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS
Shows the number of asynchronous read I/Os because of dynamic prefetch.

DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES
Shows the number of asynchronous page reads because of dynamic prefetch.
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DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/READ
The average number of pages read per dynamic prefetch request.

PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER
Shows the number of times that Db2 failed to honor a sequential prefetch request because the sequential prefetch
threshold was reached. The threshold is controlled through the -ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. Normal
synchronous reads are performed instead. This number should be less than 5 percent of the sequential prefetch
request count. If not, then it indicates a problem.
Sequential prefetch being disabled due to a shortage of available buffers usually indicates that the buffer pool is
too small. Increase the size of the buffer pool or consider performing workload balancing or putting a throttle on
the Db2 workload to reduce concurrency (by reducing one or more of the DSNZPARM parameters CTHREAD,
IDBACK, or IDFORE). The problem can be due to the sequential prefetch threshold being too small. Use the -
ALTER BUFFERPOOL command to increase the threshold if it is less than 90 percent. Poor DASD response can
also be contributing to this problem.

PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG
Shows the number of times that Db2 failed to honor a sequential prefetch request due to a shortage of READ
engines (SRBs). Normal synchronous reads are performed instead. Db2 has a maximum of 300 SRBs with which
to perform READ I/O operations to the buffer pool. If this number is consistently increasing, then you have a buffer
pool problem.
Sequential prefetch being disabled due to a shortage of READ engines indicates an overworked Db2 subsystem.
Consider performing some workload balancing or putting a throttle on the Db2 workload to reduce concurrency
(by reducing one or more of the DSNZPARM parameters CTHREAD, IDBACK, or IDFORE). Poor DASD
response might also be contributing to this problem. If you are consistently encountering this problem, we
recommend that you contact IBM for assistance.

MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS
Shows the highest number of concurrent prefetch I/O streams that were allocated for supporting queries
processed in parallel in this buffer pool. This counter reflects prefetch activities for non-work file page sets and is
applicable only when queries are processed in parallel in Db2.

CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES
Shows the number of times conditional getpage requests could not be satisfied for this buffer pool. A conditional
getpage is used only with queries processed in parallel. A conditional getpage means that the agent does not wait
for a page that is unavailable because an I/O is in progress or the page is not found in the buffer pool. Instead,
control returns to the agent and asynchronous prefetch I/O is triggered. This number should be close to zero,
indicating that whenever Db2 requires a page for a query using parallel I/O processing, the page is already
prefetched into the buffer pool. This minimizes the wait time for synchronous I/O. This counter can be high if, for
example, the data in a cluster index scan is not truly clustered with the index key. In other words, the data pages
are not accessed in sequential sequence. The cluster ratio is not valid and PDASTATS or RUNSTATS should be
run to update this ratio. This value can also determine the number of sequential prefetches scheduled for a page.

SYNCHRONOUS HPOOL READ
Shows the number of successful synchronous requests to move a page from a hiperpool to a virtual buffer pool.
On behalf of a page access request, Db2 moves a 4 KB or 32 KB page from a hiperpool to a virtual buffer pool (if
the page is found in hiperpool).

ASYNC HPOOL READ W/OUT ADMF
Shows the number of pages moved successfully from the hiperpool to the virtual buffer pool asynchronously.
Asynchronous movement occurs under the control of an asynchronous Db2 system task such as sequential
prefetch. This count does not include pages moved by the asynchronous data mover facility.

HPOOL READ W/OUT ADMF FAILED
Shows the number of pages for which a synchronous or asynchronous read request failed because the backing
expanded storage page was stolen by the system. An unsuccessful read occurs when a requested page is
found in hiperpool, but its content was discarded by z/OS. This count does not include pages moved by the
asynchronous data mover facility. For hiperpools defined as CASTOUT=YES, the written data can be discarded
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by z/OS if the hiperpool usage was low or if the expanded memory was not large enough to back the hiperpool.
For hiperpools defined as CASTOUT=NO, an unsuccessful read can only happen when the backing expanded
storage page was explicitly reconfigured out of the system. If this number is high for a CASTOUT=YES hiperpool,
reduce the size of the hiperpool.

ASYNC HPOOL READ WITH ADMF
Shows the number of pages that moved successfully from the hiperpool to the virtual buffer pool by the
asynchronous data mover facility. Only asynchronous Db2 system tasks, such as sequential prefetch, perform this
type of page movement.

HPOOL READ WITH ADMF FAILED
Shows the number of pages for which a read request, using the asynchronous data mover facility, failed
because the backing expanded storage was stolen or some other error occurred. For hiperpools defined as
CASTOUT=YES, the written data can be discarded by the system because the hiperpool usage was low or
the expanded memory was not large enough to back the hiperpool. For hiperpools defined as CASTOUT=NO,
backing expanded pages are stolen only when they are explicitly reconfigured out of the system. If this number is
high for a CASTOUT=YES hiperpool, reduce the size of the hiperpool.

% GETPAGES FROM HPOOL
Shows the percentage of getpage requests that are satisfied by reads of the hiperpool. If this number is less than
0.1, then the hiperpool is being underused.

BTSTASM2 Buffer Pool Fields - Write Operations

This section of the BTSTASM2 Summary of DB2 Database Address Space Statistics Report displays statistics about the
buffer pool write operations. Quantities are printed for all buffer pools.

BUFFER UPDATES
Indicates the number of updates of records in the buffer pool, including updates to index records and table
updates. If the same record is updated twice within the same logical unit of work, it counts as two updates.
Updates do not reflect any I/O operations. Typically, no synchronous I/O operation is done for a buffer pool update
because of Db2 buffering algorithms and techniques. Read-only SQL statements and applications can have
buffer pool updates because of sorting and intermediate table results, such as the use of DSNDB07 temporary
database. You cannot do much about buffer pool updates unless they are caused by a sort. You could investigate
adding an index or recoding the query to avoid the sort.

PAGES WRITTEN
Indicates the total number of pages that are written to DASD.

BUFFER UPD/PAGES WRITTEN
Indicates the ratio of buffer updates to pages written. A purely random process would have a ratio of 1. Therefore,
a decline in this number over time indicates the introduction of random updating on your Db2 subsystem.

ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES
Indicates the number of buffer pool WRITE I/O operations that Db2 was able to process asynchronously.
Asynchronous WRITE I/O only occurs at the system level and not at the application level. Therefore, the statistics
are only reported at the system level. Db2 writes up to 16 pages per WRITE I/O operation. A WRITE occurs when
there is a low number of stealable pages in the buffer pool or when the count of updated pages for a Db2 data set
reaches 64.

SYNCHRONOUS WRITES
Indicates the number of buffer pool WRITE I/O operations that required the application to wait before they
completed. Typically, a WRITE I/O operation is processed asynchronously and this field is zero for application
performance data. Occasional synchronous WRITE I/O operations are normal due to WRITEs occurring during
checkpoint processing or when a data set is closed. A consistently high number of synchronous WRITE I/O
operations indicates a problem. The following causes are common for the high number of synchronous WRITE I/
O operations:
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• The buffer is 97.5 percent full (the Immediate write threshold)
• All write engines are busy
• Low checkpoint frequency

TIP
Since Db2 12, the maximum checkpoint frequency is 5 minutes. The default is 3 minutes. If you set
checkpoint frequency to a value higher than 5, 5 is used. If your checkpoint interval is much lower,
increase the CHKFREQ specification in DSNZPARM to increase the interval. Else, try to increase the
buffer pool size if possible.

PAGES WRITTEN/WRITE I/O
Indicates the ratio of pages written to the total number of synchronous and asynchronous writes. The higher
number means that Db2 is better at buffering its WRITE requests. Typically, the ratio should be at least 5-10, or
higher. The ratio of buffer pool pages written per WRITE I/O lower than 5 can indicate a shortage of buffers. For
some low use or low update Db2 subsystems, such as test or development, low number is expected. Another
possible cause of a low ratio is due to a low checkpoint interval.

TIP
Since Db2 12, the maximum checkpoint frequency is 5 minutes. The default is 3 minutes. If you set
checkpoint frequency to a value higher than 5, 5 is used. If your checkpoint interval is much lower,
increase the CHKFREQ specification in DSNZPARM to increase the interval. Else, try to increase the
buffer pool size. If the increase makes no difference, it might be the nature of your Db2 applications
and databases that does not allow Db2 to efficiently buffer pages to be written. If the DASD response
and utilization are not a problem and the number of immediate WRITEs is not high, then a low ratio
can be tolerated. Otherwise, try grouping tables with the low amount of update activity in a segmented
tablespace, so that Db2 can batch the updated pages for several different tables in the same WRITE I/O
operation.

PAGE-INS REQUIRED - WRT I/O
The number of times a buffer pool buffer had to be paged-in from a paging data set to satisfy a WRITE I/O
request. If the value is consistently higher than zero, that indicates a system problem.

AVG DEFERED WR THRESHOLD
Indicates the average number of times the buffer pool has had at least 50 percent of the buffers in the pool
unavailable. The buffers were either in use or updated. Db2 performs asynchronous write operations, where all
pages for the data set that contains the oldest updated page are written to DASD to bring the unavailable buffers
below 50 percent. The threshold value can be controlled through the -ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. As long
as the sequential prefetch threshold is not being reached, or the ratio of pages written per WRITE I/O is not too
low, a nonzero value is acceptable. This value is the average over all the processed statistics records.

AVG DEFERRED WR THRESHOLD
Indicates the average number of times the vertical deferred write threshold was exceeded for a data set. When
the number of updated pages for a given data set exceeds the vertical deferred write threshold, deferred writes
are initiated for that data set. This value is the average over all the statistics records processed.

DATA MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD
Specifies the total number of times the Data Management threshold was reached. The threshold is reached when
the buffer is 95 percent full, causing pages that are being held “in-use” to be released. Therefore, each row read
can result in a getpage request and release, increasing CPU usage. That is, when more than one row is retrieved
or updated in a page, more than one getpage request and release are performed on that page. Db2 also performs
WRITE I/O operations synchronously.

NOTE
When this threshold is reached for one buffer pool, the immediate release of pages occurs in all buffer
pools. A nonzero value for this field indicates a shortage of buffer pool buffers. If possible, increase
the size of the buffer pool. Otherwise, perform some workload balancing or put a throttle on the Db2
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workload to reduce concurrency by reducing any of the following DSNZPARM parameters: CTHREAD,
IDBACK, or IDFORE. Poor DASD response can also contribute to this problem.

WRITE ENGINE NOT AVAILABLE
Specifies the number of times that Db2 had to wait for a WRITE engine (SRB) to become available to perform
a WRITE I/O operation. Db2 has a maximum of 100 SRBs from which it can perform WRITE I/O operations to
the buffer pool. If this number is consistently increasing, then you probably have a buffer pool problem. However,
if you are not reaching the sequential prefetch threshold, there is no reason for concern. No degradation is
being done to the buffer pool and only asynchronous WRITE I/O operations are being delayed. You can perform
workload balancing or you can put a throttle on the Db2 workload to reduce concurrency by reducing any of the
following DSNZPARM parameters: CTHREAD, IDBACK, or IDFORE. Poor DASD response can also contribute to
this problem. If you are consistently encountering this problem, consult IBM for assistance.

SYNCHRONOUS HPOOL WRITES
The number of pages moved successfully from the virtual buffer pool to the hiperpool by the asynchronous data
mover facility. Only asynchronous Db2 system tasks, such as sequential prefetch, perform this type of page
movement.

ASYNC HPOOL WRTS W/OUT ADMF
The number of pages successfully moved asynchronously from the virtual buffer pool to the hiperpool.
Asynchronous movement occurs under the control of an asynchronous Db2 system task such as sequential
prefetch. This count does not include pages moved by the asynchronous data mover facility.

HPOOL WRT W/OUT ADMF FAILED
The number of pages for which a synchronous or asynchronous write request failed because of a shortage of
expanded storage. No backing expanded storage page could not be allocated. This count does not include pages
moved by the asynchronous data mover facility. If this number is high, reduce the hiperpool size.

ASYNC HPOOL WRTS WITH ADMF
The number of pages for which a write request, using the asynchronous data mover facility, failed because the
backing expanded storage was stolen or another error occurred. If this number is high, reduce the hiperpool size.

HPOOL WRT WITH ADMF FAILED
The number of pages for which a write request, using the asynchronous data mover facility, failed because the
backing expanded storage was stolen or another error occurred. If this number is high, reduce the hiperpool size.

BTSTASM2 Buffer Pool Fields - Sort/Merge Operations

This section shows statistics on the buffer pool sort/merge operations. Quantities are printed for all buffer pools.

SORT MERGE PASSES REQUESTED
The total number of merge passes requested for DB2 sort activities. This counter reflects the number of merge
passes were requested for DB2 to determine the number of work files permitted to support each merge pass.

INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF
Shows the number of times a merge pass could not be efficiently performed due to a shortage of space in the
buffer pool. This counter is incremented for each merge pass when the maximum number of work files allowed is
less than the number of work files requested.
The maximum number of work files allowed is computed as:
Buffers consumed = 2 * (work files already allocated).

 Buffers available = (0.8 * (buffer pool size - buffers consumed).

 Max work files allowed = buffers available /(2 * 8).

WKFLS REQUESTED ALL PASSES
Shows the total number of work files that have been requested for all sort/merge passes. This counter and the
number of work file requests (SORT MERGE PASSES) can be used to determine the average number of work
files (runs) requested on a single merge pass. For DB2 to perform efficient prefetch for work files, each work file
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should have at least 16 dedicated buffers. Work files used during sort phase processing or other non-sort-related
processing are not included in this statistics counter.

MAX WORKFILES ALLOCATED
The largest number of work files which were used simultaneously. Ideally, each work file will need 16 buffers for
sequential prefetch.

WRKFL REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER
The number of times a merge pass could not be performed due to a shortage of space in the buffer pool.

WORKFL NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER
The number of times a work file could not be created due to insufficient buffer resources for sequential
processing. A high number of failures indicates a shortage of buffer pool buffers and that the sort/merge was
limited in the number of work files it could use. This field is only applicable to DB2 running under MVS/XA.
In general, sorts are more efficient with additional work files. The maximum number of work files allowed
is controlled by DB2 limits. However, in this case, the number of work files was limited by buffer pool buffer
shortages. The effect on performance is usually minor. However, you should try increasing the size of the buffer
pool, or try altering the application so that fewer concurrent work files are required (for example, reducing the
number of concurrently open cursors that require sort).

WORKFILE PREFETCH ABORTED
The total number of times a sequential prefetch operation against a work file was disabled because the dynamic
prefetch quantity is zero. Normally the quantity should be 1 to 8 pages. A high number of failures indicates a
problem. The buffer pool is too small or the number of concurrent work files is reaching the maximum allowed
too many times. The maximum number of work files allowed is controlled by DB2 limits. DB2 will support up to
140 work files per sort and 255 work files per user. For MVS/ESA 3.1.3 or later, there is an unlimited number of
work files. If the maximum number of work files is being reached, then you should be encountering application
sort failures. If this is happening, then consider having the problem applications retrieve the data and perform an
external sort using DFSORT/SYNCSORT. If the problem is not the number of work files, then you should consider
increasing the size of the corresponding buffer pool (if possible). When increasing the size of the buffer pool, you
should first study the impact of adding additional storage requirements to your system.

DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES
Destructive reads are sort work file reads for which buffer space is released because the data will not be re-
accessed. This field shows the number of pages requested to be read destructively.

PG WRT BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD
Destructive reads are sort work file reads for which buffer space is released because the data will not be re-
accessed. This field shows the number of pages de-queued from the vertical deferred write queue (VDWQ) for
destructive read requests.

BTSTASM2 Buffer Pool Fields - CASTOUT

This section contains the following CASTOUT buffer pool fields:

CASTOUT I/O OPERATIONS
Number of castout I/O operations.

CASTOUT PAGES
Number of pages written for castout I/O operations.

CASTOUT PAGES PER I/O
The average number of pages written per castout I/O operation.
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BTSTASM2 Simulated Buffer Pool Fields

This simulated buffer pool section shows statistical information for simulated buffer pool activity. Quantities are printed for
all simulated buffer pools.

The AVOIDABLE READ I/O report block consolidates I/O statistics for the simulated buffer pool and contains the following
fields:

AVOIDED
RANDOM PAGES SYNCH I/O

Indicates the number of pages accessed through random getpage requests and found in the simulated
part of the buffer pool, yet resulted in synchronous disk read I/O operations.

SEQUENTIAL PAGES SYNCH I/O
Indicates the number of pages accessed through sequential getpage requests and found in the simulated
part of the buffer pool, yet resulted in synchronous disk read I/O operations.

PREFETCH PAGES ASYNCH I/O
Indicates the number of pages accessed through prefetch requests and found in the simulated part of the
buffer pool, yet resulted in asynchronous disk read I/O operations.

RANDOM PAGES SYNCH GBP READ
Indicates the number of pages accessed through random getpage requests and found in the simulated
part of the buffer pool, yet resulted in synchronous group buffer pool reads.

SEQ PAGES SYNCH GBP READ
Indicates the number of pages accessed through sequential getpage requests and found in the simulated
part of the buffer pool, yet resulted in synchronous group buffer pool reads.

PREF PAGES SYNCH GBP READ
Indicates the number of pages accessed through prefetch getpage requests and found in the simulated
part of the buffer pool, yet resulted in asynchronous group buffer pool reads.

SYNCH READ I/O WAIT TIME
Indicates the total amount of synchronous read I/O wait time that might have been avoided had the buffer
pool been increased to the simulated size.

REAL
RANDOM PAGES SYNCH I/O

Indicates how many synchronous physical I/O operations have occurred to read pages of data from DB2
tables.

SEQUENTIAL PAGES SYNCH I/O
Indicates the number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters.

PREFETCH PAGES ASYNCH I/O
Indicates the total number of pages that have been read into the buffer pool using prefetch operations.

SIMULATED
RANDOM PAGES SYNCH I/O

Indicates the number of synchronous read I/O operations for random getpage requests for the simulated
buffer pool. The number indicates how many operations would occur if the buffer pool is expanded. The
calculations are based on assumption that one page is read per one synchronous read I/O operation.

SEQUENTIAL PAGES SYNCH I/O
Indicates the number of synchronous read I/O operations for sequential getpage requests for the
simulated buffer pool. The number indicates how many operations would occur if the buffer pool is
expanded. The calculations are based on assumption that one page is read per one synchronous read I/
O operation.
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PREFETCH PAGES ASYNCH I/O
Indicates the total number of pages that have been read into the simulated buffer pool using prefetch
operations. The number indicates how many pages would be read if the buffer pool is expanded.

% SAVED
RANDOM PAGES SYNCH I/O

Indicates, in percentage, the simulated reduction of synchronous I/O operations for random getpage
requests that would occur if the buffer pool is expanded.

SEQUENTIAL PAGES SYNCH I/O
Indicates, in percentage, the simulated reduction of synchronous I/O operations for sequential getpage
requests that would occur if the buffer pool is expanded.

PREFETCH PAGES ASYNCH I/O
Indicates, in percentage, the simulated reduction in number of pages that would be read into the buffer
pool using prefetch operations if the buffer pool is expanded.

The PAGES IN USE report block contains the following page in use counts:

AVERAGE
ALL

Indicates the average number of pages that are in use in the simulated part of the buffer pool 
SEQUENTIAL

Indicates the average number of sequential pages that are in use in the simulated part of the buffer pool.
MAXIMUM

ALL
Indicates the maximum number of pages that are in use in the simulated part of the buffer pool since the
simulated buffer pool was created.

SEQUENTIAL
Indicates the maximum number of sequential pages that are in use in the simulated part of the buffer pool
since the simulated buffer pool was created.

PAGES MOVED INTO SIM BP
Indicates the total number of pages that are logically moved into the simulated buffer pool.

BTSTASM2 Group Buffer Pool Statistics Fields

This section shows totals for the use of group buffer pools. Quantities are printed for each buffer pool.

GROUP BUFFER POOL
Identifies the group buffer pool for which the data applies (GBP0-GBP49, GBP32K-GBP32K9).

READS
HIT RATIO

Shows average number of reads with data returned versus the total number of read access attempts.
SYNCHRONOUS - BUFFER INVALID

• DATA RETURNED—The number of coupling facility read requests required because the buffer was
marked invalid. Data is returned from the group buffer pool.

• DATA NOT RETURNED X-DB2 R/W INTEREST—The number of coupling facility read requests
required because the buffer was marked invalid. Data is not returned from the group buffer pool and
a directory entry is created if it does not already exist. This means another DB2 in the group has R/W
interest in the page set or partition.
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SYNCHRONOUS - PAGE NOT FOUND

• DATA RETURNED—The number of coupling facility reads necessary because the requested page
was not found in the buffer pool. Data was returned from the coupling facility.

• DATA NOT RETURNED X-DB2 R/W INTEREST—The number of coupling facility reads necessary
because the requested page was not found in the buffer pool. Data was not returned from the coupling
facility. If a directory entry does not already exist for the page, an entry is created.

ASYNCHRONOUS

• DATA RETURNED-The number of asynchronous coupling facility reads in which data was returned
from the coupling facility.

• DATA NOT RETURNED X-DB2 R/W INTEREST-The number of asynchronous coupling facility reads
in which data was not returned from the coupling facility and a coupling facility directory entry was
created, if it did not already exist.

READ STORAGE STATISTICS
The number of read requests for coupling facility statistics.

READS CHANGED PAGES
The number of coupling facility reads to retrieve a changed page from the group buffer pool as a result of
feedback from the request to register a page list.

READS CLEAN PAGES
The number of coupling facility reads to retrieve a clean page from the group buffer pool as a result of feedback
from the request to register a page list.

READ CASTOUT CLASS
The number of coupling facility requests to read the castout class. DB2 uses this number to determine which
pages belonging to a given page set or partition are cached as “changed” in the group buffer pool and should be
cast out.

READ CASTOUT STATISTICS
The number of coupling facility requests to read the castout statistics. The group buffer pool structure owner
issues this request when the group buffer pool threshold is reached.

READ DIRECTORY INFO
The number of coupling facility requests to read directory information.

GETPAGES FOR GBP DEP PGS
Getpage requests for group buffer pool dependent pages.

CASTOUT REQS - MULTI PGS
Number of read for castout multiple (RFCOM) requests. Multiple pages read per request.

CASTOUT REQS - ONE PAGE
Number of read for castout (RFCO) requests. One page read per request.

WRITES
SYNCHRONOUS CLEAN PAGES

The number of clean pages written to the group buffer pool. DB2 writes clean pages for page sets and
partitions defined with GBPCACHE ALL.

SYNCHRONOUS CHANGED PAGES
The number of changed pages written to the group buffer pool.

ASYNCHRONOUS CLEAN PAGES
The number of clean pages asynchronously written to the group buffer pool. DB2 writes clean pages for
page sets and partitions defined with GBPCACHE ALL.
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ASYNCHRONOUS CHANGED PAGES
The number of changed pages asynchronously written to the group buffer pool.

OTHER COUPLING FACILITY
REGISTER PAGE LIST

The number of requests to register a page list in the coupling facility. DB2 prefetch can do this only if the
member is running on MVS 5.2 or later and if the group buffer pool is allocated in a coupling facility with
CFLEVEL=2 or above.

UNLOCK CASTOUT
The number of coupling facility requests to unlock the castout lock on the pages.

REGISTER PAGE
The number of coupling facility requests to register a page.

UNREGISTER PAGE
The number of coupling facility requests to unregister a page.

WRT/REG REQS - MULTI PGS
Number of write and register multiple (WARM) requests. Multiple pages written per request.

WRT/REG REQS
Number of write and register (WAR) requests. One page written per request.

WRT/REG MULTI PGS WRITTEN
Number of pages written through write and register multiple (WARM) requests.

SECONDARY
ASYNC IXLCACHE REQ

Asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for secondary group buffer pool.
SUSPND WRT COMPLETION CKS

The number of completion checks for writes to the secondary GBP that were suspended because the
write had not yet completed.

CHANGED PAGE WRITE REQS
The number of coupling facility requests to write changed pages to the secondary group buffer pool for
duplexing.

CHNGD PG WRT FAILED - STG
The number of coupling facility requests to write changed pages to the secondary group buffer pool for
duplexing that failed due to a lack of storage in the coupling facility.

DEL PG LIST REQS (CASTOUT)
The number of group buffer pool requests to the secondary group buffer pool to delete a list of pages after
they have been castout from the primary group buffer pool.

DEL PG REQS (ORPHANED ENT)
The number of group buffer pool requests to delete a page from the secondary group buffer pool. Issued
by group buffer pool structure owner to delete orphaned data entries in the secondary as part of the
garbage collection logic.

CASTOUT
PAGES

The number of pages cast out from the group buffer pool to DASD.
CLASS THRESHOLD

The number of times group buffer pool castout was initiated because the class castout threshold was
detected.
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GROUP BP THRESHOLD
The number of times group buffer pool castout was initiated because the group buffer pool castout
threshold was detected.

STORAGE FAILURES
READS

The number of coupling facility read requests that could not complete because of a lack of coupling facility
storage resources.

WRITES
The number of coupling facility write requests that could not complete because of a lack of coupling
facility storage resources.

UNAVAILABLE ENGINES
CASTOUT

The number of times a castout engine was not available.
WRITE

The number of times that a coupling facility write engine was not available for coupling facility writes.
CKPTS TRIGGERD

The number of group buffer pool checkpoints triggered by this member.
GBP REBUILDS

The number of group buffer pool rebuilds in which this member participated.
DELETE PSET NM

The number of group buffer pool requests to delete all directory and data entries for a page set or partition. DB2
issues this request when it converts a page set or partition from GBP-dependent to non GBP-dependent. For
objects defined with GBPCACHE ALL, DB2 issues this request when the first DB2 member opens the object.

PRI ASYNC IXLCACHE
Asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for primary group buffer pool.

CROSS INVALID
The number of explicit cross-invalidations.

P-LOCK ACTIVITY
P-LOCK LOCK REQUESTS - SPACEMAP PAGES

The number of page p-lock lock requests for space map pages.
P-LOCK LOCK REQUESTS - DATA PAGES

The number of page p-lock lock requests for data pages.
P-LOCK LOCK REQUESTS - INDEX LEAF PAGES

The number of page p-lock lock requests for index leaf pages.
P-LOCK LOCK REQUESTS - UNLOCK REQUESTS

The number of page p-lock unlock requests.
P-LOCK LOCK SUSPENDS - SPACEMAP PAGES

The number of page p-lock suspensions for space map pages.
P-LOCK LOCK SUSPENDS - DATA PAGES

The number of page p-lock lock suspensions for data pages.
P-LOCK LOCK SUSPENDS - INDEX LEAF PAGES

The number of page p-lock lock suspensions for index leaf pages.
P-LOCK LOCK NEGOTIATIONS - SPACEMAP PAGES

The number of page p-lock negotiations for space map pages.
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P-LOCK LOCK NEGOTIATIONS - DATA PAGES
The number of page p-lock lock negotiations for data pages.

P-LOCK LOCK NEGOTIATIONS - INDEX LEAF PAGES
The number of page p-lock lock negotiations for index leaf pages.

BTSTASM2 Starjoin Pool Fields

This section describes the starjoin pool fields.

CURRENT SIZE OF POOL (M)
(s) Current size of the star join pool in MB.

MAXIMUM SIZE OF POOL (M)
(s) Maximum size of the star join pool in MB.

FAILURES DUE TO FULL POOL
(s) Number of failures caused by a full star join pool.

ALLOCATION REQUESTS
(s) Number of allocation requests in the star join pool.

BTSTASM2 Row Access Fields

The Row Access fields show statistics about the number of rows accessed on behalf of the DB2 applications.

ROWS FETCHED
Specifies the total number or rows fetched.

ROWS INSERTED
Specifies the total number or rows inserted.

ROWS UPDATED
Specifies the total number or rows updated.

ROWS DELETED
Specifies the total number or rows deleted.

BTSTASM2 Workfile Database Summary Fields

This section contains the following workfile database summary fields:

CUR WORKFILE DB STG USED (MB)
Indicates the total amount of storage, in megabytes, that the work file database currently uses.

CUR WORKFILE DB STG USED (KB)
Indicates the total amount of storage, in kilobytes, that the work file database currently uses.

PEAK WORKFILE DB STG USED
Indicates the maximum amount of storage, in megabytes, that the work file database has used.

MAX TS WORKFILE STG - 4K (MB)
Indicates the total amount of storage, in megabytes, that the workfile database used for 4-KB tablespaces.

MAX TS WORKFILE STG - 4K (KB)
Indicates the total amount of storage, in kilobytes, that the workfile database used for 4-KB tablespaces.

MAX TS WORKFILE STG - 32K (MB)
Indicates the total amount of storage, in megabytes, that the workfile database used for 32-KB tablespaces.
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MAX TS WORKFILE STG - 32K (KB)
Indicates the total amount of storage, in kilobytes, that the workfile database used for 32-KB tablespaces.

WORKFILE STG LIMIT/AGENT
Indicates the maximum amount of storage, in megabytes, that can be used for each agent for the workfile
database. The limit is defined by the MAXTEMPS ZPARM parameter.

AGENT LIMIT EXCEEDED
Indicates the number of times that the maximum amount of storage that an agent can use for the workfile
database was exceeded. The limit is defined by the MAXTEMPS ZPARM parameter.

4K USED FOR 32K SHORTAGE
Indicates the number of times that space in a 4-KB tablespace was used because space in a 32-KB tablespace
was not available.

32K USED FOR 4K SHORTAGE
Indicates the number of times that space in a 32-KB tablespace was used because space in a 4-KB tablespace
was not available.

BTSTASM2 Accelerator Services

This section of BTSTASM2 report provides data about the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator.

Use this data to determine:

• Query accelerator server resource utilization.
• Any accelerator server failures or delays.
• How many queries utilize the accelerator server and how long the average query takes to execute.
• The amount of data being transferred between the Db2 and the accelerator server.

This section of the report contains the following information:

Header section
Indicates the accelerator server name and product ID, accelerator state and state of data replication, and
timestamps in UTC when the state was last changed.

Configuration
Indicates the number of processors, worker nodes, and average CPU utilization on worker and coordinator nodes.

Disk utilization
Indicates the total disk space in MB and its usage in percentage, and space in use by the actual Db2 subsystem
(SSID) and all Db2 subsystems together.

Storage utilization
Indicates the total memory available for user data. This value includes temporary data, log data, and database
data for all Db2 subsystems connected to the accelerator. This value also includes database data for the current
SSID.

Query queue
Indicates the maximum and current length of the accelerator queue and related wait times.

CPU utilization
Indicates the CPU time spent on query execution, data maintenance (load, restore, and archive of accelerator
tables), and data replication for current and all Db2 subsystems.

Data replication to accelerator tables
Indicates the capture agent statistics as the number of rows inserted, updated, and deleted in accelerator tables,
number of log records and bytes processed to populate accelerator tables, and replication latency time for current
and all Db2 subsystems.
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Query requests
Indicates the current and maximum number of active requests, and number of successful and failed requests in
the accelerator for current and all Db2 subsystems.

Workload
Indicates the number of connections, requests, timeouts, and failures on the accelerator, and elapsed and CPU
times spent for TCP/IP connections and processing in the accelerator as seen from the current Db2 subsystem.

Data stream
Indicates the number of bytes, messages, blocks, rows sent to, and rows received from the accelerator by the
current Db2 subsystem.

Db2 CPU for log synchronization
Indicates the CPU times spent by Db2 on behalf of the accelerator to facilitate the integrated synchronization
functions.

BTSTASM2 Stabilized Dynamic Statements Fields

This section shows the XXXXXXXX.

STATEMENT SEARCH REQUESTS
Specifies the number of requests to look for stabilized dynamic SQL statements.

POSSIBLE CATALOG ROW FOUND
Specifies the number of times that a row was found in SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY that might satisfy the request for a
stabilized dynamic SQL statement.

MATCHED THROUGH TEXT/BIND
Specifies the number of times that a stabilized dynamic SQL statement was found through a match of text or bind
options.

STATEMENTS FOUND
Specifies the number of times that a stabilized dynamic SQL statement was found for a dynamic SQL statement.

PREPARES SATISFIED
Specifies the number of times a PREPARE request was satisfied by making a copy from the stabilized statement
in the SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY catalog table. The stabilized statement search is done only when no matching
statement was found in the prepared statement cache.

BTSTASM2 Overflow Area Fields

This section shows the XXXXXXXX.

SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations for sequential getpage requests that used buffers in the
overflow area.

SEQUENTIAL PAGES
Specifies the number of sequential getpage requests that used buffers in the overflow area.

RANDOM I/O OPERATIONS
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations for random getpage requests that used buffers in the
overflow area.

RANDOM PAGES
Specifies the number of random getpage requests that used buffers in the overflow area.
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BTSTASM3 Summary of Remote Activity Report
The BTSTASM3 Summary of Remote Activity Report shows a summary of remote activity for all intervals at each location.
Use this information to help assess your distributed activity and to understand how users access and use Db2 across your
network. For example, you can identify and investigate excessive activity that is occurring in unexpected locations.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Statistics Record Delta Summary
• Report format options: Column format; this report summarizes all distributed activity records in the input file and

presents a report.
• Records displayed: (365) RECORD-LOCATION (remote location trace, statistics trace class 7)

This report measures the following data types that are sent to the remote site and received from the remote site:

• SQL statements
• Messages
• Rows
• Bytes
• Commits
• Aborts
• Requested connections, queued by DDF and awaiting allocation
• Connections
• Blocks
• Threads that became in-doubt when the remote location was the coordinator

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

          PAGE     1

REQUEST: BTSTASM3                                                                                            

       DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                    LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

                                        SUMMARY OF DISTRIBUTED ACTIVITY BY REMOTE LOCATION                   

                    

                                                                                                             

                    

Location                                                                                                     

                    

PRDID                                                                                                        

                    

Product Level                          SQL  Messages     Rows    Bytes  Commits   Aborts Con Qued Connctns  

 Blocks Thds Idb     

------------------------          --------  -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

 -------- --------     

::FFFF:10.175.84.31                                                                                          

                    

JCC04260                 Sent            0      5762     6761  3022606        0        0        0        0   

  4190        0     

18                       Received     5493      5762        0  1178193     2230        0                14   

     0              

::FFFF:10.230.11.99                                                                                          
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JCC04120                 Sent            0       316     2492   330273        0        0        0        0   

   299        0     

................         Received      159       316        0    51439      149        0                 3   

     0              

::FFFF:10.230.146.23                                                                                         

                    

........                 Sent            0         3        0      203        0        0        0        0   

     0        0     

................         Received        0         3        0      527        0        0                 1   

     0              

::FFFF:10.230.146.23                                                                                         

                    

JCC04250                 Sent            0        17        2     1642        0        0        0        0   

     0        0     

1301                     Received        8        17        0     2549        7        0                 1   

     0              

::FFFF:10.230.150.79                                                                                         

                    

JCC04250                 Sent            0        32      820    32185        0        0        0        0   

    24        0     

21                       Received       23        32        0     5835       14        0                 2   

     0              

::FFFF:10.230.176.72                                                                                         

                    

JCC04260                 Sent            0        26      790    12706        0        0        0        0   

     4        0     

14                       Received       13        26        0     3484        5        0                 3   

     0              

::FFFF:10.230.25.178                                                                                         

                    

JCC04260                 Sent            0        79     4038   227740        0        0        0        0   

    85        0     

14                       Received       55        79        0    21953       45        0                14   

     0              

::FFFF:10.230.26.5                                                                                           

                    

JCC04260                 Sent            0      9746     3247  1627171        0        0        0        0   

  6494        0     

14                       Received     9742      9746        0  1374099     3247        0                 2   

     0              

::FFFF:10.230.36.56                                                                                          

                    

JCC04250                 Sent            0        40       23     5146        0        0        0        0   

     8        0     

17                       Received       20        40        0     5746       12        0                 4   

     0              

::FFFF:10.230.41.121                                                                                         

                    

JCC04180                 Sent            0       323       72    67082        0        0        0        0   

   144        0     

................         Received      162       323        0    42865       90        0                28   

     0              
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::FFFF:10.230.41.199                                                                                         

                    

JCC04190                 Sent            0       129        1     3112        0        0        0        0   

     0        0     

................         Received        1       129        0     3882        1        0                 5   

     0              

::FFFF:10.230.42.168                                                                                         

                    

JCC04250                 Sent            0        68      406    40459        0        0        0        0   

    20        0     

17                       Received       40        68        0     9652       23        1                 5   

     0              

::FFFF:10.230.42.8                                                                                           

                    

JCC04250                 Sent            0       690      112    74752        0        0        0        0   

   156        0     

21                       Received      455       690        0    89321      219        0                30   

     0              

::FFFF:10.230.9.147                                                                                          

                    

JCC04120                 Sent            0        80     2336   356475        0        0        0        0   

    60        0     

................         Received       50        80        0    11882       25        0                 4   

     0              

::FFFF:10.73.2.226                                                                                           

                    

........                 Sent            0        36        0     2436        0        0        0        0   

     0        0     

................         Received        0        36        0     6300        0        0                12   

     0              

::FFFF:10.73.2.226                                                                                           

                    

JCC04260                 Sent            0        10      790    11766        0        0        0        0   

     4        0     

14                       Received        6        10        0     1581        3        0                 1   

     0              

::FFFF:10.73.3.109                                                                                           

                    

JCC04260                 Sent            0        70       14     7959        0        0        0        0   

    14        0     

16                       Received       35        70        0     9828       21        0                 7   

     0              

::FFFF:10.73.3.49                                                                                            

                    

JCC04260                 Sent            0       943     8001  2077591        0        0        0        0   

  1800        0     

14                       Received      924       943        0   290928      897        0                 4   

     0              

      

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

          PAGE     2

REQUEST: BTSTASM3                                                                                            

       DB2 SYS: SSID
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FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                    LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

                                        SUMMARY OF DISTRIBUTED ACTIVITY BY REMOTE LOCATION                   

                    

                                                                                                             

                    

Location                                                                                                     

                    

PRDID                                                                                                        

                    

Product Level                          SQL  Messages     Rows    Bytes  Commits   Aborts Con Qued Connctns  

 Blocks Thds Idb     

------------------------          --------  -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

 -------- --------     

::FFFF:10.73.4.133                                                                                           

                    

SQL11014                 Sent            0      7443      621   514593        0        0        0        0   

     0        0     

special_39510            Received     3101      7443        0   851309     1242      620               620   

     0              

::FFFF:10.74.137.78                                                                                          

                    

SQL11054                 Sent            0     10473      875   724468        0        0        0        0   

     0        0     

s2006161200              Received     4363     10473        0  1242017     1750      872               872   

     0              

::FFFF:10.74.32.100                                                                                          

                    

JCC04120                 Sent            0     75600   333732 44962020        0        0        0        0   

 17943        0     

................         Received    72629     75600        0 52098141     5725      310                68   

     0              

::FFFF:10.74.32.101                                                                                          

                    

JCC04120                 Sent            0    659885  3149166  396270K        0        0        0        0  

 174484        0     

................         Received   631490    659884        0  430557K    60107     2725              1044   

     0              

::FFFF:10.74.32.140                                                                                          

                    

JCC04120                 Sent            0    438515  2263883  265298K        0        0        0        0  

 123692        0     

................         Received   418221    438515        0  275668K    44585     1835               935   

     0              

::FFFF:10.74.32.215                                                                                          

                    

JCC04120                 Sent            0     87789   452987 53096124        0        0        0        0   

 24810        0     

................         Received    83733     87789        0 55150558     8950      367               187   

     0              

::FFFF:10.74.32.216                                                                                          
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JCC04120                 Sent            0     76159   334187 45417020        0        0        0        0   

 18149        0     

................         Received    73193     76159        0 52264027     5730      315                66   

     0              

::FFFF:10.74.32.34                                                                                           

                    

JCC04120                 Sent            0     87922   452959 53136008        0        0        0        0   

 24882        0     

................         Received    83847     87922        0 55177574     8993      367               190   

     0              

DBN1PTIB-DBN1DB2                                                                                             

                    

........                 Sent            0         0        0        0        0        0        0      723   

     0        0     

................         Received        0         0        0        0        0        0                 0   

     0              

DBN2PTIB-DBN2DB2                                                                                             

                    

........                 Sent            0         0        0        0        0        0        0      723   

     0        0     

................         Received        0         0        0        0        0        0                 0   

     0              

DBN3PTIB-DBN3DB2                                                                                             

                    

........                 Sent            0         0        0        0        0        0        0      723   

     0        0     

................         Received        0         0        0        0        0        0                 0   

     0              

DPGPPTIB-::FFFF:10.175.84.31..5321                                                                           

                    

........                 Sent            0        14        0     1456        0        0        0      723   

     0        0     

................         Received        0        14        0     1407        0        0                 0   

     0              

D10APTIB-::FFFF:10.175.84.31..5166                                                                           

                    

DSN10015                 Sent         1473      1518        0   360612        5        0        0        5   

     0        0     

................         Received        0      1578    44846  6413054        0        0                 0   

   750              

D10BPTIB-::FFFF:10.175.84.11..5169                                                                           

                    

DSN10012                 Sent         1470      1515        0   361692        5        0        0        5   

     0        0     

................         Received        0      1514    13738  2481479        0        0                 0   

   714              

D11APTIB-::FFFF:10.175.84.31..5252                                                                           

                    

........                 Sent            0      1446        0   150384        0        0        0      723   

     0        0     

................         Received        0      1446        0   140985        0        0                 0   

     0              
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D11BPTIB-::FFFF:10.175.84.11..5274                                                                           

                    

DSN11010                 Sent         1453      1498        0   358212        5        0        0        5   

     0        0     

................         Received        0      1502    25016  3941828        0        0                 0   

   730              

Q10DPTIB-::FFFF:10.175.84.11..446                                                                            

                    

........                 Sent            0         0        0        0        0        0        0      723   

     0        0     

................         Received        0         0        0        0        0        0                 0   

     0              

================================================================================================================================ 

========                 Sent         4396   1468147  7018315  868552K       15        0        0     4353  

 397262        0     

================         Received  1387763   1468209    83600  939098K   144070     7412              4122   

  2194

BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report
The BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace report provides a comprehensive trace of all Db2 statistics records which helps you
analyze the Db2 statistics in depth.

The first part of the report shows the system services statistics. The second part shows the database services statistics.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Trace
• Report format options: Delta and non-column format

NOTE
Two pages print for every set of statistics trace records found in the input file. Unless otherwise noted, all
numbers are delta values. SYSVIEW for Db2 reads a statistics record and subtracts values from the previous
statistics record to arrive at the values printed on the report.

• Records displayed: (001) STATS1 and (002) STATS2 (Db2 statistics records written at fixed intervals, statistics trace
class 1 must be active)

  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     1
  REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                            
  
                                                          STATISTICS DATA TRACE           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  PART 1, SYSTEM SERVICES STATISTICS  SUBSYS:    SSID                 DEST SEQ# : 1136
 MEMBER: ........                               
  EVENT TIME: MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS       VER   :    D1                   IFCID SEQ#: 7219
 GROUP : ........ LOCATION: SSIDPTIB            
                                                                                          
                                            
  SYSTEM SERVICES CPU: MSTR         DATABASE MANAGER CPU: DBM1        LOCK MANAGER CPU:
 IRLM            DISTRIB. SERVICES CPU: DIST   
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  -----------------------------     -------------------------------  
 -------------------------------   ----------------------------- 
  MSTR JS TIMER          0.0339     DBM1 JS TIMER            0.0045   IRLM JS TIMER       
     0.0000   DDF JS TIMER           0.0011 
  MSTR SRB TIMER         0.0013     DBM1 SRB TIMER           0.0012   IRLM SRB TIMER      
     0.0200   DDF SRB TIMER          0.0005 
  MSTR PRE SRB           0.0014     DBM1 PRE SRB             0.0088   IRLM PRE SRB        
     0.0000   DDF PRE SRB            0.0076 
  MSTR ZIIP CPU          0.0010     DBM1 ZIIP CPU            0.0097   IRLM ZIIP CPU       
     0.0000   DDF ZIIP CPU           0.0040 
  MSTR TOTAL             0.0377     DBM1 TOTAL               0.0244   IRLM TOTAL          
     0.0200   DDF TOTAL              0.0133 
                                                                                          
                                            
  MSTR IO INT CPU        0.0003     DBM1 IO INT CPU          0.0000   IRLM IO INT CPU     
     0.0000   DDF IO INT CPU         0.0000 
                                                                                          
                                            
  IFI STATISTICS                    COMMAND STATISTICS                COMMAND STATISTICS  
              LATCH MANAGER STATISTICS      
  -----------------------------     -------------------------------  
 -------------------------------   ----------------------------- 
  IFI ABENDS                  0     DISPLAY ACCEL                 0   STOP ACCEL          
          0   1-TEST LATCH                0 
  IFI UNRECOGNIZED            0     DISPLAY ARCHIVE               0   STOP DATABASE       
          0   2-GLOBAL AUTH CACHE         0 
  IFI COMMANDS                0     DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL            0   STOP DDF            
          0   3-DDF DISCONNECT            0 
  IFI READA                  24     DISPLAY DATABASE              0   STOP FUNCTION       
          0   4-SYSSTRING CACHE           0 
  IFI READS                 209     DISPLAY DDF                   0   STOP PROCEDURE      
          0   5-IRLM DS EXITS OR RLF      0 
  IFI WRITES                  0     DISPLAY FUNCTION              0   STOP PROFILE        
          0   6-DATA SHR INDX SPLITS      0 
                                    DISPLAY GROUP                 0   STOP RLIMIT         
          0   7-INDEX/OBD ALLOCATION      0 
  ACCOUNTING ROLLUP RECORDS         DISPLAY GRP BUF PL            0   STOP SUBSYS         
          0   8-QUERY PARALLELISM         0 
  -----------------------------     DISPLAY LOCATION              0   STOP TRACE          
          0   9-UTILITIES/SP URIDs        0 
  WRITES:ROLLUP COUNT         2     DISPLAY LOG                   0   STOP CDDS           
          0   10-SEQUENCE OBJECTS         0 
  WRITES:STORAGE LIMIT        0     DISPLAY PROCEDURE             0   STOP RESTSVC        
          0   11-CONCUR TRANS SEQ         0 
  WRITES:TIME LIMIT           0     DISPLAY PROFILE               0   STOP DYNQUERYCAPTURE
          0   12-DB ALLOC CONTROL         0 
  NOT WRITTEN NO DATA         0     DISPLAY RLIMIT                0   STOP ML             
          0   13-PAGESET OPERATIONS       0 
                                    DISPLAY THREAD                0   ACCESS DATABASE     
          0   14-BP RELATED ACTIVIT       0 
  DATA CAPTURE STATISTICS           DISPLAY TRACE                 0   ACTIVATE FUNC LVL   
          0   15-ARCH LOG QUIESCE         0 
  -----------------------------     DISPLAY UTILITY               0   ALTER BUFFERPOOL    
          0   16-UR SYNONYM CHAIN         0 
  LOG RECORDS CAPTURED        0     DISPLAY RESTSVC               0   ALTER GRP BUF PL    
          0   17-RURE CHAIN               0 
  LOG EXTRACTIONS             0     DIS DYNQUERYCAPTURE           0   ALTER UTILITY       
          0   18-DDF RESYNCH LIST         0 
  DATA ROWS READ              0     DISPLAY ML                    0   ARCHIVE LOG         
          0   19-LOGICAL LOG WRITE        0 
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  LOG RECORDS READ            0     DISPLAY BLOCKERS              0   CANCEL DDF THREAD   
          0   20-SYSTEM CHECKPOINT        0 
  DATA DESCRIPTNS READ        0     DISPLAY STATS                 0   MODIFY DDF          
          0   21-ACCOUNTING ROLLUP        0 
  TABLES RETURNED             0     START ACCEL                   0   MODIFY TRACE        
          0   22-INTERNAL CHECKPOINT      0 
  DESCRIBES PERFORMED         0     START DATABASE                0   RESET GENERICLU     
          0   23-BUFFER MANAGER         120 
                                    START DDF                     0   RESET INDOUBT       
          0   24-EDM LRU/BM PREFETCH      0 
  Z/OS SYSTEM STATISTICS            START FUNCTION                0   SET ARCHIVE         
          0   25-EDM HASH                 0 
  -----------------------------     START PROCEDURE               0   SET LOG             
          0   26-DYNAMIC STMT CACHE       0 
  NUMBER CP'S ON LPAR               START PROFILE                 0   SET SYSPARM         
          0   27-SP QUEUE AND UDF         0 
  REAL STG (MB) - LPAR              START RLIMIT                  0   TERM UTILITY        
          0   28-SP OR AUTH CACHE         0 
  REAL STG (MB) - DB2               START SUBSYS                  0   UNRECOGNIZED CMDS   
          0   29-FIELD PROCS/DDF TM       0 
  REAL STG (MB) - FREE              START TRACE                   0   RECOVER BSDS        
          0   30-AGENT SERVICES           3 
  VIRT STG (MB) - LPAR              START CDDS                    0   RECOVER INDOUBT     
          0   31-STORAGE MANAGER          0 
  VIRT STG (MB) - DB2               START RESTSVC                 0   RUN MLUTIL          
          0   32-SHARED STORAGE POOL      0 
  VIRT STG (MB) - FREE              START DYNQUERYCAPTURE         0                       
              254-INDEX LATCH             0 
  CPU UTILIZATION LPAR              START ML                      0                       
                                            
  CPU UTILIZATION DB2                                                                     
              ADDRESS-SPACE MANAGER STATS   
  CPU UTILIZATION MSTR                                                                    
              ----------------------------- 
  CPU UTILIZATION DBM1                                                                    
              SYNC UNREL SRB             27 
  PAGE IN RATE - LPAR                                                                     
              SYNC UNREL TCB              0 
  PAGE IN RATE - DB2                                                                      
              ASYNC UNREL SRB             1 
                                                                                          
              ASYNC UNREL TCB             0 
                                                                                          
              SYNC REL SRB              106 
                                                                                          
              SYNC REL TCB                0 
                                                                                          
              UNAVAIL RESOURCE            0 
                                                                                          
              ALLOC DEADLOCK              0 
                                                                                          
              INVALID RESOURCE            0 
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     2
  REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
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                                                          STATISTICS DATA TRACE           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  LOG MANAGER STATISTICS                                                                  
                                            
  -------------------------------                                                         
                                            
  WRITE REQ WAIT                0                                                         
                                            
  WRITE REQ NOWAIT            313                                                         
                                            
  WRITE REQ FORCE              33                                                         
                                            
  UNAVAIL ACTIVE BUF            0                                                         
                                            
  LOG READS FROM BUF            0                                                         
                                            
  READS FROM ACT LOG            0                                                         
                                            
  READS FROM ARCH LOG           0                                                         
                                            
  READS DLYD RESOURCES          0                                                         
                                            
  READS DLYD TAPE VOL           0                                                         
                                            
  BSDS ACCESS REQS              0                                                         
                                            
  CNTL INTVLS CREATED          14                                                         
                                            
  WR ACT LOG BUF CALLS         33                                                         
                                            
  ARCH LOG READ ALLOC           0                                                         
                                            
  ARCH LOG WRITE ALLOC          0                                                         
                                            
  CNTL INTVLS OFFLOAD           0                                                         
                                            
  LK AHD TAPE MNT ATT           0                                                         
                                            
  LK AHD TAPE MNT FAIL          0                                                         
                                            
  LOG WRITE SUSPENDS           33                                                         
                                            
  LOG WRITE I/O REQS           86                                                         
                                            
  CNTL INTVLS WRITTEN          88                                                         
                                            
  SUSPENDED BY XES              0                                                         
                                            
  SUSPENDED BY XES TIME      0.00                                                         
                                            
  SERIAL LOG WRITE REQS         0                                                         
                                            
  LOG WRTS - WRT THRESH         0                                                         
                                            
  WRITE BUF PAGED-IN            0                                                         
                                            
  DB2 CHECKPT                   0                                                         
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  CDDS ACCESS REQUESTS          0                                                         
                                            
  ZHL SUCC LOG WRITE I/O        0                                                         
                                            
  ZHL FAIL LOG WRITE I/O        0                                                         
                                            
  LOG RBA    00000000011C4F888F20                                                         
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  DB2 IFI RECORDS        WRITTEN UNWRITTEN                                                
                                            
  ----------------     --------- ---------                                                
                                            
  SYSTEM                      61         0                                                
                                            
  DATABASE                    19         0                                                
                                            
  ACCOUNTING                  66         0                                                
                                            
  START TRACE                  0         0                                                
                                            
  STOP TRACE                   0         0                                                
                                            
  DSNZPARM                    10         0                                                
                                            
  AUDIT FAILURES               0         0                                                
                                            
  AUDIT GRANT/REVOKE           0         0                                                
                                            
  AUDIT DDL                    0         0                                                
                                            
  AUDIT WRITE                  0         0                                                
                                            
  AUDIT READ                   0         0                                                
                                            
  AUDIT LOG                    0         0                                                
                                            
  AUDIT (USER RECORD)          0         0                                                
                                            
  BUFFER POOL LSTATS           0         0                                                
                                            
  BUFFER POOL                  6         0                                                
                                            
  GROUP BUFFER POOL            0         0                                                
                                            
  FAST INDEX TRAVERSAL         5         0                                                
                                            
  UNKNOWN (IFCID 392)          0         0                                                
                                            
 
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     3
  REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                            
  
                                                          STATISTICS DATA TRACE           
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  DB2 IFC  RECORDS RCDS NOT   BUFFER      NOT      NOT    WRITE                           
                                            
  DEST     WRITTEN  WRITTEN   ERRORS   ACTIVE ACCEPTED FAILURES       SUBSYSTEM SERVICES
 STATS          STORAGE MANAGER STATISTICS    
  ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------      
 -------------------------------   ----------------------------- 
  SMF           24        0        0        0        0        0       IDENTFY             
         10   FXD POOLS CREATED          10 
  RES            0        0        0        0        0        0       CREATE THREAD       
          9   FXD POOLS DEALLOC          20 
  GTF            0        0        0        0        0        0       SIGNON              
          0   FXD SEGS FREED              0 
  SRV            0        0        0        0        0        0       TERMINATE           
         19   FXD SEGS EXP              230 
  SR1         1477        0        0        0        0        0       ABORT               
          0   FXD SEGS CNTRCT             1 
  SR2          152        0        0        0        0        0       COMMIT PHASE 1      
          0   VAR POOLS CREATED           7 
  OP1          524        0        0        0        0        0       COMMIT PHASE 2      
          0   VAR POOLS DEALLOC           8 
  OP2          524        0        0        0        0        0       READ ONLY COMMIT    
          0   VAR SEGS FREED              2 
  OP3            0        0        0        0        0        0       AGENT INDOUBT       
          0   VAR SEGS EXP                2 
  OP4          308        0        0        0        0        0       INDOUBT RESOLVED    
          0   VAR SEGS CNTRCT             1 
  OP5          308        0        0        0        0        0       SYNCH               
         42   GETMAIN                    10 
  OP6          524        0        0        0        0        0       DSN3EXIT REQUESTS   
         10   FREEMAIN                   10 
  OP7            0        0        0        0        0        0       EOT                 
          0   NONZERO RET CDS             0 
  OP8            0        0        0        0        0        0       EOM                 
          0   SOS CONTRACTS               0 
                                                                      SSI CALL            
         10   SOS BIT SET                 0 
                                                                      CREATE THREAD QUEUED
          0   SOS ABEND                   0 
                                                                      MAX CTHREAD THREADS 
         35   STACK GETMAIN RQST         40 
                                                                      MAX IDBACK THREADS  
         33   GET STACK RQST            570 
                                                                      MAX IDFORE THREADS  
         15   STACK EXTENDS               0 
                                                                                          
              SEG FREEMAIN RQST           0 
                                                                                          
              FREE SEG RQST             522 
                                                                                          
              REALSTORAGE_MAX WARN        0 
                                                                                          
              CONTRACT BY STG MNGR        0 
                                                                                          
              STK-64 DEALLOC RQST         0 
                                                                                          
              STK-64 ALLOC RQST           0 
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              STK-64 RQST WAIT            0 
                                                                                          
              STK-64 SEGS DISCARD         0 
                                                                                          
              STK-64 PGS DISCARD          0 
                                                                                          
              STK-64 EXTN AVAIL           0 
                                                                                          
              STK-64 EXTN ALLOC           0 
                                                                                          
              STK-64 EXTN FREE            0 
                                                                                          
              STK-64 O-O-L GET REQ        0 
                                                                                          
              STK-64 O-O-L FREE           0 
                                                                                          
              REAL FRAMES DISCARD         0 
                                                                                          
              64BIT POOLS CONTRACT        8 
                                                                                          
              KEEPREAL(NO) DISC           0 
                                                                                          
              KEEPREAL(YES) DISC          1 
                                                                                          
              64BIT POOL PGS DISC     32766 
 
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     4
  REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                            
  
                                                          STATISTICS DATA TRACE           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  PART 2, DATABASE SERVICES STATISTIC SUBSYS:    SSID                 DEST SEQ# : 1136
 MEMBER: ........                               
  EVENT TIME: MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS       VER   :    D1                   IFCID SEQ#: 7219
 GROUP : ........ LOCATION: SSIDPTIB            
                                                                                          
                                            
  EDM POOL STATISTICS                                                                   
 LOCK MANAGER STATISTICS                      
  -----------------------------------------------------------                           
 ---------------------------------            
              TOTAL  FULL                    PCT                                        
 DEADLOCKS                       0            
  POOL        PAGES  FAIL REQUESTS    LOADS LOADS  1234567890                           
 TIMEOUTS                        0            
  ---------- ------ ----- -------- -------- ----- -----------                           
 LOCK ESCAL SHR                  0            
  SKEL          N/A     0                                                               
 LOCK ESCAL EXC                  0            
  SKCT          195              9        0   0.0 |                                     
 SUSPENDS LOCK                   0            
  SKPT         6212             60        0   0.0 |                                     
 SUSPENDS LATCH                  0            
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  SKPT STEAL   6225                                                                     
 SUSPENDS OTHER                  0            
  DBD          3170     0       90        0   0.0 |                                     
 LOCK CALLS                    221            
  DBD STEAL    2925                                                                     
 UNLOCK CALLS                  161            
  STMT        30720     0                                                               
 LOCK QUERIES                    0            
  STMT USED    8607             36        0   0.0 |                                     
 LOCK CHANGES                   23            
  STMT STEAL   7560                                                                     
 IRLM OTHER CALLS                0            
                                                                                        
 CLAIM REQUESTS                334            
                                                                                        
 CLAIM FAILURES                  0            
  PLAN/PACKAGE/XPROC STATISTICS             SQL STATEMENT CACHE STATISTICS              
 DRAIN REQUESTS                  0            
    PLAN ATB STORAGE      71808               NUMBER OF STATEMENTS         1479         
 DRAIN FAILURES                  0            
    PLAN BTB STORAGE          0               "NOT-FOUND" RECS LOCATED      282         
 LOCAL CONTENTIONS                            
    PACKAGE ATB STORAGE       0               "NOT-FOUND" RECS ADDED          0         
 LATCHES                                      
    PACKAGE BTB STORAGE       0               "NOT-FOUND" RECS REMOVED        0         
 GRANTED CONTENTIONS                          
    SHR STATIC STMT PGS   2192K               EDM FULL FAILURES               0         
 PARTITION LOCKS DURING INSERT                
    XPROC REQUESTS            0               ATB FULL FAILURES               0           
 COND REQS FAILED              0            
                                                                                          
 UNCOND REQS RETRIED           0            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                        
 LIST PREFETCH STATISTICS                     
                                                                                        
 ---------------------------------            
                                                                                        
 RID LIST USED                   9            
                                                                                         
 DATA MANAGER NOT CALLED        0            
                                                                                        
 NOT USED - WHOLE QUERY          0            
                                                                                        
 FAILED - NO STORAGE             0            
                                                                                        
 FAILED - RID LIMIT              0            
                                                                                        
 ONLY 1 BLOCK FETCHED            9            
                                                                                          
                                            
  RID LIST STATISTICS               PARALLELISM                       MISCELLANEOUS       
                FAST INDEX TRAVERSAL        
  --------------------------------- ---------------------------------
 ----------------------------------- --------------------------- 
  RIDLIST RDS LIMIT               0 PARALLEL GROUPS EXECUTED        0 MAX LOB STORAGE (MB)
              6 THRESHOLD              1000 
  RIDLIST DM LIMIT                0 GROUPS EXECUTED AS PLANNED      0 MAX XML STORAGE USED
 (MB)         0 ELIGIBLE INDEXES            
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  RIDLIST MAX BLOCKS             51 MAX DEGREE OF PARALLEL IO       0 ARRAY EXPANSIONS    
              0  IDENTIFIED             119 
  RIDLIST CURR BLOCKS             0 EST DEGREE OF PARALLEL IO       0 SPARSE INDEX
 DISABLED             0  MATCHING THRESHOLD       0 
  RIDLIST NO STORAGE              0 PLAN DEGREE OF PARALLEL IO      0 SPARSE INDEX BUILT
 WORKFILE       0 NUMBER OF FTB INDEXES       
  RIDLIST PROC LIMIT              0 GROUPS W/ REDUCED DEGREE        0 RDS SORT PERFORMED  
              0  IN LAST INTERVAL         3 
  RID OVERFLOW - STORAGE          0 GROUPS RED DEG - SYS STRES      0 RDS SORT USED ZSORT 
              0  IN CURRENT INTRVL        3 
  RID OVERFLOW - LIMIT            0 GROUPS FAILED - CURSOR          0 (S) QXPFSLNUM       
              0 MEMORY USED (MB)          0 
  RID INTERRUPT - STORAGE         0 GROUPS FAILED - ESA SORT        0 (S) QXPFSENUM       
              0                             
  RID INTERRUPT - LIMIT           0 GROUPS FAILED - STORAGE/BP      0 (S) QXPFSENUMG      
              0 INSERT ALGORITHM            
  RID MULTI-INDEX SKIPPED         0 GROUPS FAILED - AUTONOM PR      0 (S) QXPFMAXU        
              0 --------------------------- 
                                    GROUPS FAILED - SYS STRESS      0 (S) QXPFMAXUG       
              0 IAG2 PIPES                  
                                    GROUPS FAILED - OPTIMALIZE      0 (S) QXN1093A        
              0  ALLOCATED                0 
                                    EXEC SINGLE DB2: COORD=NO       0 (S) QXN1093B        
              0  DISABLED                 0 
                                    EXEC SINGLE DB2: ISO=RR/RS      0                     
                 RE-ENABLE ATTEMPTS       0 
                                    INTENDED GROUPS                 0 DB2 CPU FOR LOG
 SYNCHRONIZATION      RE-ENABLE SUCCESS        0 
                                    MEMBERS BYPASSED BP SHORT       0
 ----------------------------------- IAG1 (BASIC) USED        28 
                                    ACCESS PATH REDONE: CONFIG      0 TCB CPU             
       0.000000 IAG2 (FAST) USED          0 
                                    ACCESS PATH REDONE: BP          0  ZIIP ELIGIBLE      
       0.000000                             
                                    EXEC SINGLE DB2: DCL TMP TBL    0 ZIIP                
       0.000000                             
 
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     5
  REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                            
  
                                                          STATISTICS DATA TRACE           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  SQL DML       TOTAL  SQL DCL      TOTAL  SQL DDL     CREATE  DROP  ALTER  SECONDARY
 LATCH CONTENTIONS                               
  ----------- -------  ----------  ------  ----------  ------ -----  ----- 
 ----------------------------------                        
  SELECT           12  LOCK TABLE       0  TABLE            0     0      0  MAIN - MAIN
 HELD                 0                        
  INSERT           16  GRANT            0  INDEX            0     0      0  MAIN - NON-
ZERO USE COUNT        0                        
  UPDATE            8  REVOKE           0  TABLESPACE       0     0      0  SECONDARY -
 MAIN HELD            0                        
  DELETE            6  SET SQLID        3  STO GROUP        0     0      0  GENERIC       
                   0                        
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  MERGE             0  SET H VAR        0  DATABASE         0     0      0  RESOURCE      
                   0                        
  TRUNCATE          0  SET DEGREE       0  SYNONYM          0     0         NOTIFY CTRL
 BLK - NOTIFY         0                        
  PREPARE          36  CONNECT 1        0  VIEW             0     0      0                
                                            
  CALLS             0  CONNECT 2        3  ALIAS            0     0         HASH TABLES   
   RESOURCE WORKUNIT                        
  DESCRIBE          0  RELEASE          0  PACKAGE                0           LOCK        
          0        0                        
  DESC TBL          0  SET CONNEC       0  GBL TMP TBL      0                 UNLOCK      
          0        0                        
  OPEN             18  SET RULES        0  AUX TABLE        0                 CHANGE      
          0        0                        
  CLOSE             6  ASSOC LOC        0  TRIGGER          0     0           COMPAT      
          0        0                        
  FETCH             6  ALLOC CSR        0  FUNCTION         0     0      0    QUERY FAST  
          0        0                        
                       HOLD LOC         0  PROCEDURE        0     0      0    ASYNC LOCK  
          0        0                        
                       FREE LOC         0  DISTINCT         0     0           SYNC        
        N/A        0                        
                       SET PATH         0  SEQUENCES        0     0      0    NOTIFY      
          0      N/A                        
                       SET PREC         0  JAR                           0                
                                            
                       SET LOCK TIMEOUT    CONTEXT          0     0      0  IRLM          
                                            
                        FROM APPL       0  ROLE             0     0           ABENDS
 RETRIED                 0                        
                        FROM PROF       0  MASK             0     0      0    ABENDS NON-
RETRYABLE           0                        
                                           VARIABLE         0     0           LOCAL
 DEADLOCKS                0                        
                                                                              TIMEOUT RLBS
 PURGED            0                        
                                           DCL GBL TMP      0                             
                                            
                                           RENAME TBL       0               COMPAT QUEUE
 ELEMENTS                                     
                                           RENAME IDX       0                 QE GENERATED
                   0                        
                                           COMMENT          0                 USE COUNT
 FOR QE               0                        
                                           LABEL ON         0                             
                                            
                                                                            EXITS COUNTS  
                                            
                                                                              SUSPEND     
                   0                        
                                                                              RESUME      
                   0                        
                                                                              STATUS      
                   0                        
                                                                              DEADLOCK    
                   0                        
                                                                              TIMEOUT     
                   0                        
                                                                              NOTIFY      
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                                                                              P-LOCK      
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     6
  REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                            
  
                                                          STATISTICS DATA TRACE           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  ROUTINES         STOR-PROC      UDF         GLOBAL LOCKS                                
                                            
  -----------------------------------        
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------                   
  EXECUTIONS               0        0           CONTENTIONS                             
 REQUESTS  PROPAGATIONS                       
  ABENDS                   0        0             FALSE THIS LPAR               LOCK      
                                            
  TIMEOUTS                 0        0             SYNC->ASYNC CONV              CHANGE    
                                            
  REJECTS                  0        0             IRLM                          UNLOCK    
                                            
                                                  XES                           DENIED    
                  N/A                       
  DYNAMIC PREPARE                                 XES SYNC LK FAIL              RESOURCE  
    N/A                                     
  -----------------------------------             GLOBAL                                  
                                            
  STMT FOUND IN CACHE              36             FALSE                         ENGINES   
                                            
  STMT NOT FOUND IN CACHE           0             GLOBAL DEADLOCKS                MAX
 AVAILABLE                                       
  IMPLICIT PREPARE PERFORM          0                                            
 UNAVAILABLE                                         
  PREPARE AVOIDED                   0           NEGOTIATIONS                              
                                            
  STMTS DISCARDED:MAXKEEPD          0             PGSET OR PART                 NOTIFYS   
                                            
  STMTS PURGED: DEP OBJECT          0             PAGE                            SENT    
                                            
  PREP RESTRICTED INDX PEND         0             OTHER                           RECEIVED
                                            
  CONCENT. LIT. STMTS PARSE         0             CHG REQ ISSUED                          
                                            
  CONCENT. LITERAL REPLACED         0                                                     
                                            
  CONCENT. LIT. STMTS FOUND         0         SERVICE CONTROLLER STATISTICS               
                                            
  CONCENT. LIT. REUSE FAIL          0        
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------    
                                                                   PLAN PACKAGE  DATASETS
 CURRENTLY OPEN                       843    
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  DIRECT ROW ACCESS                           AUTOBIND ATTEMPTS       0       0  MAXIMUM
 DATASETS CONCURRENTLY OPEN           1352    
  -----------------------------------         AUTOBINDS               0       0  DATASETS
 OPEN, BUT NOT IN USE                   0    
  SUCCESSFUL                        0         BIND ADD SUBCMDS        0       0  MAX
 PAGESETS AVAILABLE TO DRAIN              1346    
  REVERTED TO INDEX SCAN            0         BIND REPL SUBCMDS       0       0  DATASETS
 CLOSED BY DRAIN                        0    
  REVERTED TO TBLSPACE SCAN         0         TEST BINDS              0     N/A  DATASET
 OPENS BYPASSED DUE TO DRAIN           177    
                                              BINDS                   0       0  PAGESETS
 CONVERTED TO READ ONLY                 0    
  TRIGGERS                                    REBIND SUBCMDS          0       0  INVALID
 SELECT PROCEDURES                       0    
  -----------------------------------         REBIND ATTEMPTS         0       0  PHYS
 CLOSED INFREQ ACCESSED DATASETS            0    
  STMT TRIGGERS ACTIVATED           0         REBINDS                 0       0  PHYS
 CLOSED UTILITY-ACCESS-ONLY DS              0    
  ROW TRIGGERS ACTIVATED            0         FREE SUBCOMMANDS        0       0           
                    PLAN PACKAGE ROUTINE    
  SQL ERRS DURING EXECUTION         0         FREE ATTEMPTS           0       0 
 AUTHORIZATION CHECKS          351     342       0    
                                              FREES                   0       0 
 SUCCESSFUL AUTH CHECKS        351     N/A     N/A    
  MAX CASCADING LEVEL(ALL TYPES)    3         ALLOCATE ATTEMPTS      10     342  CACHE
 AUTH CHECKS               0     342       0    
                                              ALLOCATIONS            10      60  UNSUCC
 CACHE AUTH CHECKS        9     N/A     N/A    
  STARJOIN POOL                               INVALID RSRCE IDS       0     N/A  PUBLIC
 AUTH CHECKS              0      24       0    
  -----------------------------------                                            OVERWROTE
 AUTH IN CACHE         0       0       0    
  CURRENT SIZE OF POOL (M)          0                                            OVERWROTE
 ENTRY IN CACHE      N/A       0       0    
  MAXIMUM SIZE OF POOL (M)          0                                            ADD CACHE
 FAIL                N/A     N/A       0    
  FAILURES DUE TO FULL POOL         0                                            CACHE NOT
 USED                N/A       0       0    
  ALLOCATION REQUESTS               0                                                     
                                            
                                              WORKFILE DATABASE SUMMARY                   
                 CURRENT     HWM  CONFIG    
  ROW ACCESS                                  --------------------------------- 
 ------------------------- ------- ------- -------    
  -----------------------------------         4K USED FOR 32K SHORTAGE        0  WORKFILE
 PCT OF CONFIG(%)     0.0     0.1            
  ROWS FETCHED                      5         32K USED FOR 4K SHORTAGE        0  WORKFILE
 SPACE USED (KB)        0  385984 272531K    
  ROWS INSERTED                    22         ZPARM ALLOWED STG FOR AGT       0    4K
 TABLESPACE USED (KB)       0                    
  ROWS UPDATED                      8         ZPARM AGT STG THRESH (%)        0   32K
 TABLESPACE USED (KB)       0                    
  ROWS DELETED                      6         ZPARM SYS STG THRESH (%)       90    STG FOR
 TEMP TABS (KB)        0     768 268435K    
  SKIPPED - UNCOMMITTD INS          0         AGENT LIMIT EXCEEDED            0    STG FOR
 ALL AGENTS (KB)       0  385984 4096000    
  READ - UNCOMMITTED DEL            0         HWM STG USED BY AGT (KB)   385984    RID
 POOL IN WKFILE (KB)       0      36            
  READ - UNCOMMITTED UPD            0         WORKFILE OVERFLOWED TO TS       0  IN-MEMORY
 WORKFILES ACTIV       0       6            
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                                              WORKFILE NOT CREATED            0  IN-MEM
 WRKFILE SPACE (KB)       0     256            
  STABILIZED DYNAMIC STATEMENTS                                                  SORT IN-
MEM WORKFILES ACT       0       2            
  -----------------------------------                                            SORT IN-
MEM WRKFILE SPACE       0   15564            
  STATEMENT SEARCH REQUESTS         0                                            NON-SORT
 IN-MEM WORKFILES       0       2            
  POSSIBLE CATALOG ROW FOUND        0                                                     
                                            
  MATCHED THROUGH TEXT/BIND         0                                                     
                                            
  STATEMENTS FOUND                  0                                                     
                                            
  PREPARES SATISFIED                0                                                     
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     7
  REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                            
  
                                                          STATISTICS DATA TRACE           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP0                                                          
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  CURR NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS       1145   GETPAGE REQUESTS                  120   BUFFER
 UPDATES                    26                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES         15   PAGES
 WRITTEN                      0                
  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES            105   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN    ********                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU             0           
                                            
  BUFFERS ALLOCATED - VPOOL       15000                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES                0                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS                   0  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES                 0                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS        0   PAGE
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O           0.0                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                     0   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        0                
  DATASETS OPENS                      0   CACHE HIT RATIO                   0.0           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   DEFERRED
 WRITE THRESHOLD           0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   DATASET
 DEFER WRT THRESHOLD        0                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS            0   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
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  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS   ********           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                       100.0   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O        0  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                    0  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS        0   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD          0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS           0   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES           0   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD      0.0   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM             12069   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS              0   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM             12069   LIST PREFETCH READS                 0           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES                 0   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ          0.0  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS           6   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS              0   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                              DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES              0           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD         0.0   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
                                                                                 
 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES        0           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL        0           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     8
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  REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                            
  
                                                          STATISTICS DATA TRACE           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP1                                                          
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  CURR NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS        676   GETPAGE REQUESTS                   66   BUFFER
 UPDATES                    18                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES         39   PAGES
 WRITTEN                      0                
  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES             27   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN    ********                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU             0           
                                            
  BUFFERS ALLOCATED - VPOOL       15000                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES                0                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS                   0  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES                 0                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS        0   PAGE
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O           0.0                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                     0   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        0                
  DATASETS OPENS                      0   CACHE HIT RATIO                   0.0           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   DEFERRED
 WRITE THRESHOLD           0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   DATASET
 DEFER WRT THRESHOLD        0                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS            0   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS   ********           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                       100.0   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O        0  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                    0  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS        0   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD          0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS           0   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES           0   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD      0.0   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
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  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM             11137   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS              0   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM             11137   LIST PREFETCH READS                 0           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES                 0   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ          0.0  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS           0   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS              0   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                              DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES              0           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD         0.0   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
                                                                                 
 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES        0           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL        0           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     9
  REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                            
  
                                                          STATISTICS DATA TRACE           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP2                                                          
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  CURR NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS       2040   GETPAGE REQUESTS                  157   BUFFER
 UPDATES                    49                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES          0   PAGES
 WRITTEN                      0                
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  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES            157   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN    ********                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU             0           
                                            
  BUFFERS ALLOCATED - VPOOL       10000                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES                0                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS                   0  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES                 0                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS        0   PAGE
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O           0.0                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                     0   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        0                
  DATASETS OPENS                      0   CACHE HIT RATIO                   0.0           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   DEFERRED
 WRITE THRESHOLD           0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   DATASET
 DEFER WRT THRESHOLD        0                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS            0   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS   ********           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                       100.0   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O        0  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                    0  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS        0   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD          0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS           0   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES           0   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD      0.0   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM              1455   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS              0   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM              1455   LIST PREFETCH READS                 0           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES                 0   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ          0.0  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS           0   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS              0   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                              DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES              0           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD         0.0   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
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 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES        0           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL        0           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE    10
  REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                            
  
                                                          STATISTICS DATA TRACE           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP3                                                          
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  CURR NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS        110   GETPAGE REQUESTS                   92   BUFFER
 UPDATES                     7                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES          0   PAGES
 WRITTEN                      0                
  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES             92   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN    ********                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU             0           
                                            
  BUFFERS ALLOCATED - VPOOL        8500                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES                0                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS                   0  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES                 0                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS        0   PAGE
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O           0.0                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                     0   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        0                
  DATASETS OPENS                      0   CACHE HIT RATIO                   0.0           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   DEFERRED
 WRITE THRESHOLD           0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   DATASET
 DEFER WRT THRESHOLD        0                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS            0   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
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  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS   ********           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                       100.0   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O        0  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                    0  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS        0   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD          0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS           0   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES           0   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD      0.0   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM              1089   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS              0   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM              1089   LIST PREFETCH READS                 0           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES                 0   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ          0.0  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS           0   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS              0   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                              DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES              0           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD         0.0   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
                                                                                 
 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES        0           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL        0           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE    11
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  REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                            
  
                                                          STATISTICS DATA TRACE           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP32K                                                        
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  CURR NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS          8   GETPAGE REQUESTS                   27   BUFFER
 UPDATES                    22                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES          6   PAGES
 WRITTEN                      0                
  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES             21   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN    ********                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU             0           
                                            
  BUFFERS ALLOCATED - VPOOL         500                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES                0                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS                   0  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES                 0                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS        0   PAGE
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O           0.0                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                     0   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        0                
  DATASETS OPENS                      0   CACHE HIT RATIO                   0.0           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   DEFERRED
 WRITE THRESHOLD           0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   DATASET
 DEFER WRT THRESHOLD        0                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS            0   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS   ********           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                       100.0   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O        0  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                    0  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS        0   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED           10                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD          0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS           0   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES           0   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD      0.0   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
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  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM                73   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS              6   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM                73   LIST PREFETCH READS                 0           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES                 0   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ          0.0  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS           0   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS              0   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                              DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES              0           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD         0.0   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
                                                                                 
 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES        0           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL        0           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE    12
  REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                            
  
                                                          STATISTICS DATA TRACE           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP32K1                                                       
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  CURR NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS       2135   GETPAGE REQUESTS                    0   BUFFER
 UPDATES                     0                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES          0   PAGES
 WRITTEN                      0                
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  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES              0   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN         0.0                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU             0           
                                            
  BUFFERS ALLOCATED - VPOOL       10000                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES                0                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS                   0  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES                 0                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS        0   PAGE
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O           0.0                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                     0   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        0                
  DATASETS OPENS                      0   CACHE HIT RATIO                   0.0           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   DEFERRED
 WRITE THRESHOLD           0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   DATASET
 DEFER WRT THRESHOLD        0                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS            0   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS        0.0           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                         0.0   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O        0  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                    0  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS        0   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD          0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS           0   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES           0   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD      0.0   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM              7865   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS              0   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM              7865   LIST PREFETCH READS                 0           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES                 0   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ          0.0  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS           0   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS              0   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                              DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES              0           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD         0.0   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
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 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES        0           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL        0           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE    13
  REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                            
  
                                                          STATISTICS DATA TRACE           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP8K0                                                        
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  CURR NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS         24   GETPAGE REQUESTS                    0   BUFFER
 UPDATES                     0                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES          0   PAGES
 WRITTEN                      0                
  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES              0   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN         0.0                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU             0           
                                            
  BUFFERS ALLOCATED - VPOOL        2000                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES                0                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS                   0  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES                 0                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS        0   PAGE
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O           0.0                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                     0   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        0                
  DATASETS OPENS                      0   CACHE HIT RATIO                   0.0           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   DEFERRED
 WRITE THRESHOLD           0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   DATASET
 DEFER WRT THRESHOLD        0                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS            0   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
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  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS        0.0           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                         0.0   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O        0  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                    0  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS        0   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD          0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS           0   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES           0   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD      0.0   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM              1693   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS              0   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM              1693   LIST PREFETCH READS                 0           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES                 0   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ          0.0  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS           0   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS              0   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                              DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES              0           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD         0.0   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
                                                                                 
 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES        0           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL        0           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE    14
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  REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                            
  
                                                          STATISTICS DATA TRACE           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP16K0                                                       
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  CURR NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS         10   GETPAGE REQUESTS                    0   BUFFER
 UPDATES                     0                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES          0   PAGES
 WRITTEN                      0                
  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES              0   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN         0.0                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU             0           
                                            
  BUFFERS ALLOCATED - VPOOL        1500                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES                0                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS                   0  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES                 0                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS        0   PAGE
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O           0.0                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                     0   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        0                
  DATASETS OPENS                      0   CACHE HIT RATIO                   0.0           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   DEFERRED
 WRITE THRESHOLD           0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   DATASET
 DEFER WRT THRESHOLD        0                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS            0   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS        0.0           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                         0.0   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O        0  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                    0  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS        0   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD          0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS           0   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES           0   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD      0.0   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
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  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM              1217   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS              0   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM              1217   LIST PREFETCH READS                 0           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES                 0   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ          0.0  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS           0   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS              0   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                              DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES              0           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD         0.0   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
                                                                                 
 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES        0           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL        0           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE    15
  REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                            
  
                                                          STATISTICS DATA TRACE           
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL STATISTICS FOR BP16K1                                                       
                                            
  GENERAL                                 READ OPERATIONS                         WRITE
 OPERATIONS                                    
  -------------------------------------   -------------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------                
  CURR NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS          0   GETPAGE REQUESTS                    0   BUFFER
 UPDATES                     0                
  BUFFER POOL FULL                    0   SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES          0   PAGES
 WRITTEN                      0                
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  EXPANSION FAILURES                  0   RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES              0   BUFFER
 UPD/PAGES WRITTEN         0.0                
                                          RANDOM GETPAGES ON SLRU             0           
                                            
  BUFFERS ALLOCATED - VPOOL        1500                                          
 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES                0                
  VPOOL SIZE CHANGES                  0   SYNCHRONOUS READS                   0  
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES                 0                
  TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL            0   SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS        0   PAGE
 WRITTEN/WRITE I/O           0.0                
                                          DISK CACHE HITS                     0   PAGE-INS
 REQUIRED - WRT I/O        0                
  DATASETS OPENS                      0   CACHE HIT RATIO                   0.0           
                                            
  MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED            0   ZHYPERLINK READS                    0   DEFERRED
 WRITE THRESHOLD           0                
  DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS               0   ZHL UTILIZATION                   0.0   DATASET
 DEFER WRT THRESHOLD        0                
                                          RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS            0   DATA
 MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD          0                
  MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS         0   GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS        0.0           
                                            
  PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS             0   HIT RATIO                         0.0   SORT/
MERGE                                          
  PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED        0   PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O        0  
 ------------------------------------                
  REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS        0                                           SORT
 MERGE PASSES REQUESTED        0                
  AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION          0.0   ASYNCHRONOUS RDS                    0  
 INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/2        0                                           WKFLS
 REQUESTED ALL PASSES         0                
  PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO 1/4        0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS        0   MAX
 WORKFILES ALLOCATED            0                
  SEQUENTIAL STEAL THRESHOLD          0   SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS           0   WRKFL
 REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER        0                
                                          SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES           0   WRKFL
 NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER        0                
  SLRU                                    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD      0.0   WORKFILE
 PREFETCH ABORTED          0                
  -------------------------------------                                          
 DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES             0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM               839   LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS              0   PG WRT
 BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD        0                
  BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM               839   LIST PREFETCH READS                 0           
                                            
                                          LIST PREFETCH PAGES                 0   CASTOUT 
                                            
  PAGE RESIDENCY TIME (SEC)               LIST PREFETCH PAGES/READ          0.0  
 ------------------------------------                
  -------------------------------------                                           CASTOUT
 I/O OPERATIONS             0                
  SYSTEM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS           0   CASTOUT
 PAGES                      0                
  RANDOM                                  DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS              0   CASTOUT
 PAGES PER I/O            0.0                
  SEQUENTIAL                              DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES              0           
                                            
                                          DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD         0.0   OVERFLOW
 AREA                                       
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 ------------------------------------                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER         0  
 SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS          0                
                                          PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG         0  
 SEQUENTIAL PAGES                   0                
                                                                                  RANDOM
 I/O OPERATIONS              0                
                                          MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS        0   RANDOM
 PAGES                       0                
                                          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES        0           
                                            
                                          CONDITIONAL SEQ GETPAGE FAIL        0           
                              

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                         
                                PAGE    16
REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                         
                             DB2 SYS: SSID
FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                          
                                          
                                                                                          
                                          
                                                        STATISTICS DATA TRACE             
                                          
                                                                                          
                                          
GROUP BUFFER POOL GBP0                                                                    
                                          
-------------------------------------      -------------------------------------   
 ---------------------------------               
READS                                      OTHER COUPLING FACILITY                  CKPTS
 TRIGGERED                 0               
  HIT RATIO                     0.000        REGISTER PAGE LIST                0    DELETE
 PAGESET NAME             0               
                                             UNLOCK CASTOUT                    0    CROSS
 INVALID                   0               
  SYNCHRONOUS - BUFFER INVALID               REGISTER PAGE                     0    PRI
 ASYNC IXLCACHE              0               
    DATA RETURNED                   0        UNREGISTER PAGE                   0    WRITE-
AROUND PGS WRITTEN        0               
    DATA NOT RETURNED                        WRT/REG REQS - MULTI PGS          0          
                                          
      X-DB2 R/W INTEREST            0        WRT/REG REQS - ONE PAGE           0    ASYNC
 CROSS-INVALIDATION (XI)                   
  SYNCHRONOUS - PAGE NOT FOUND               WRT/REG MULTI PGS WRITTEN         0     
 IXLCACHE REQUESTS             0               
    DATA RETURNED                   0                                                 XI
 SYNC-UP CALLS              0               
    DATA NOT RETURNED                      SECONDARY                                  XI
 SYNC-UP WAITS              0               
      X-DB2 R/W INTEREST            0        CHNGD PG WRT FAILED - STG         0          
                                          
  READS CHANGED PAGES               0        SUSPND WRT COMPLETION CKS         0    P-LOCK
 LOCK REQUESTS                            
  READ CASTOUT CLASS                0        DEL PG LIST REQS (CASTOUT)        0     
 SPACEMAP PAGES                2               
  READ CASTOUT STATISTICS           0        DEL PG REQS (ORPHANED ENT)        0      DATA
 PAGES                    0               
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  READ DIRECTORY INFO               0        READ CASTOUT STATISTICS           0     
 INDEX LEAF PAGES              0               
  READ STORAGE STATISTICS          67        ASYNC IXLCACHE REQS               0     
 UNLOCK REQUESTS               2               
  GETPAGES FOR GBP DEP PGS       6892                                               P-LOCK
 LOCK SUSPENDS                            
  CASTOUT REQS - MULTI PGS          0      STORAGE FAILURES                          
 SPACEMAP PAGES                0               
  CASTOUT REQS - ONE PAGE           0        WRITES                            0      DATA
 PAGES                    0               
                                                                                     
 INDEX LEAF PAGES              0               
WRITES                                     CASTOUT                                  P-LOCK
 LOCK NEGOTIATIONS                        
  SYNCHRONOUS CLEAN PAGES           0        PAGES                             0     
 SPACEMAP PAGES                0               
  SYNCHRONOUS CHANGED PAGES         0        CLASS THRESHOLD                   0      DATA
 PAGES                    0               
  ASYNCHRONOUS CLEAN PAGES          0        GBP THRESHOLD                     0     
 INDEX LEAF PAGES              0               
  ASYNCHRONOUS CHANGED PAGES        0                                                     
                                          
                                                                                          
                                          
                                                                                          
                                          
GROUP BUFFER POOL GBP1                                                                    
                                          
-------------------------------------      -------------------------------------   
 ---------------------------------               
READS                                      OTHER COUPLING FACILITY                  CKPTS
 TRIGGERED                 0               
  HIT RATIO                     0.000        REGISTER PAGE LIST                0    DELETE
 PAGESET NAME             0               
                                             UNLOCK CASTOUT                    0    CROSS
 INVALID                   0               
  SYNCHRONOUS - BUFFER INVALID               REGISTER PAGE                     0    PRI
 ASYNC IXLCACHE              0
    DATA RETURNED                   0        UNREGISTER PAGE                   0    WRITE-
AROUND PGS WRITTEN        0
    DATA NOT RETURNED                        WRT/REG REQS - MULTI PGS          0          
                           
      X-DB2 R/W INTEREST            0        WRT/REG REQS - ONE PAGE           0    ASYNC
 CROSS-INVALIDATION (XI)    
  SYNCHRONOUS - PAGE NOT FOUND               WRT/REG MULTI PGS WRITTEN         0     
 IXLCACHE REQUESTS             0
    DATA RETURNED                   0                                                 XI
 SYNC-UP CALLS              0
    DATA NOT RETURNED                      SECONDARY                                  XI
 SYNC-UP WAITS              0
      X-DB2 R/W INTEREST            0        CHNGD PG WRT FAILED - STG         0          
                           
  READS CHANGED PAGES               0        SUSPND WRT COMPLETION CKS         0    P-LOCK
 LOCK REQUESTS             
  READ CASTOUT CLASS                0        DEL PG LIST REQS (CASTOUT)        0     
 SPACEMAP PAGES                0
  READ CASTOUT STATISTICS           0        DEL PG REQS (ORPHANED ENT)        0      DATA
 PAGES                    0
  READ DIRECTORY INFO               0        READ CASTOUT STATISTICS           0     
 INDEX LEAF PAGES              0
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  READ STORAGE STATISTICS          61        ASYNC IXLCACHE REQS               0     
 UNLOCK REQUESTS               0
  GETPAGES FOR GBP DEP PGS          0                                               P-LOCK
 LOCK SUSPENDS             
  CASTOUT REQS - MULTI PGS          0      STORAGE FAILURES                          
 SPACEMAP PAGES                0
  CASTOUT REQS - ONE PAGE           0        WRITES                            0      DATA
 PAGES                    0
                                                                                     
 INDEX LEAF PAGES              0
WRITES                                     CASTOUT                                  P-LOCK
 LOCK NEGOTIATIONS         
  SYNCHRONOUS CLEAN PAGES           0        PAGES                             0     
 SPACEMAP PAGES                0
  SYNCHRONOUS CHANGED PAGES         0        CLASS THRESHOLD                   0      DATA
 PAGES                    0
  ASYNCHRONOUS CLEAN PAGES          0        GBP THRESHOLD                     0     
 INDEX LEAF PAGES              0
  ASYNCHRONOUS CHANGED PAGES        0                                                     
                           

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                         
                                PAGE    17
REQUEST: BTSTATR1                                                                         
                             DB2 SYS: SSID
FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                          
                                          
                                                                                          
                                          
                                                        STATISTICS DATA TRACE             
                                          
                                                                                          
                                          
ACCELERATOR SERVICES                                                                      
                                          
----------------------------                                                              
                                          
SERVER NAME DTGP7551                                                                      
                                          
PRODUCT ID  AQT07055          ACCELERATOR STARTED             MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS           
                                          
ACCEL STATE ONLINE            ACCELERATOR LAST STATE CHANGED  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS           
                                          
REPLICATION STARTED           REPLICATION LAST STATE CHANGED  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS           
                                          
----------------------- OVERALL ACCELERATOR STATISTICS ------------------------  ------
 ACCELERATOR STATISTICS FOR THIS SSID ------ 
CONFIGURATION                 CPU UTILIZATION   ---THIS SSID--- ------ALL------  WORKLOAD 
          -----TOTAL----- --AVG/CONNECT-- 
 PROCESSORS                8   QUERY EXECUTION         0.000000        0.000000   CONNECTS
 TO ACCEL               0                 
 WORKER NODES              1   DATA MAINTENANCE        0.000000        0.000000   REQUESTS
 TO ACCEL               0             0.0 
 WORKER AVG CPU(%)      0.00   DATA REPLICATION        0.008000        0.016000   
 TIMEOUTS                       0             0.0 
 COORD. AVG CPU(%)      0.00                                                      
 FAILURES                       0             0.0 
                              DATA REPLICATION TO ACCELERATOR TABLES              NETWORK
 INBOUND                 0                 
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DISK UTILIZATION               LOG RECORDS READ               8              20   (KB/s)
 OUTBOUND                 0                 
 DISK SPACE (MB)      134997   LOG RECORDS USED               8              20           
                                          
  DATABASE DATA          268   BYTES PROCESSED              528            1320   TCP/IP
 CPU TIME          0.000000        0.000000 
   FOR THIS SSID         215   ROWS INSERTED                  0               0   TCP/IP
 ELAPSED           0.000000        0.000000 
  TEMPORARY DATA           0   ROWS UPDATED                   0               0   ACCEL
 ELAPSED            0.000000        0.000000 
  LOG DATA              2699   ROWS DELETED                   0               0   ACCEL
 CPU                0.000000        0.000000 
 TOTAL SPACE USED (%)   2.20   LATENCY TIME           10.000000                   ACCEL
 WAIT TIME          0.000000        0.000000 
                               VELOCITY                0.491812                           
                                          
STORAGE UTILIZATION                                                                       
    ----- TOTAL ----- --AVERAGE/CONNECT-- 
 USER STORAGE(MB)      82080  QUERY REQUESTS                                     DATA
 STREAM     SENT  RECEIVED      SENT  RECEIVED 
 SQL STMNTS (MB)       76638   CURRENT ACTIVE                 0               0   BYTES   
          0         0       0.0       0.0 
 BP HIT RATIO          99.99   MAXIMUM ACTIVE                 1               1   MESSAGES
          0         0       0.0       0.0 
 SORT OVERFLOWS            0   SUCCEEDED                      0               0   BLOCKS  
          0         0       0.0       0.0 
                                WITH WAITFORDATA              0               0   ROWS    
          0         0       0.0       0.0 
QUERY QUEUE                    FAILED                         0               0           
                                          
 CURR LENGTH               0    WITH WAITFORDATA              0               0 
 STATEMENTS      SENT            SENT/CON           
 AVERAGE WAIT         0.0000                                                      INSERT  
          0                 0.0           
 MAXIMUM WAIT         0.0000                                                      DELETE  
          0                 0.0           
 CURR LENGTH SSID          0                                                      UPDATE  
          0                 0.0           
                                                                                  OPEN    
          0                 0.0           
                                                                                  COMMIT  
          0                 0.0           
                                                                                  ROLLBACK
          0                 0.0           
                                                                                  CREATE  
          0                 0.0           
                                                                                  DROP    
          0                 0.0              
                                                                                          
                                            

BTSTATR1 Identification Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report includes the identification fields.

EVENT TIME
The time the statistics record was written. Format YYYY-MM-DD-HH:MM:SS.TTTT.
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LOCATION
The local location name of the Db2 subsystem.

DEST SEQ#
The sequence number of this trace record relative to all records written to this trace destination (usually SMF).
Format nnnnnn.

REC NAME
The SYSVIEW for Db2-assigned name for the record.

STATS1
The DB2 system services statistics record.

STATS2
The Db2 database services statistics.

SUBSYS
The Db2 subsystem identifier.

VER
The version and release number of the Db2 subsystem. Format nn, where the first digit is the version number and
the second digit is the release number.

IFCID SEQ#
The sequence number of this trace record relative to all records of the same type. Format nnnnnn.

IFCID
The trace record type, or Instrumentation Facility Component Identifier number. Each trace record has a unique
ID number assigned to it. 0001 is the system services statistics record, 0002 is the database services statistics
record.

RMID
The Db2 resource manager ID number. This identifies the Db2 component that writes the record.

BTSTATR1 Db2 Master Address Space Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report describes the System Services Address Space (SSAS).

MSTR PROC NAME
The last four characters of the SSAS procedure name.

MSTR JS TIMER
The TCB time for the SSAS in the interval in the HH:MM:SS.TTTT format.

MSTR SRB TIMER
The SRB time for the address space in the HH:MM:SS.TTTT format. If the PRE SRB time is zero, this value may
include preemptable and non-preemptable SRB time. Otherwise, this field contains non-preemptable SRB time
only.

MSTR PRE SRB
The preemptable SRB timer value for the address space, if available from Db2, in the HH:MM:SS.TTTT format.

MSTR ZIIP CPU
The CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP processor, which is not included on any of the other CPU fields.

MSTR IO INT CPU
The CPU time spent in I/O interrupt processing for the Db2 address space.
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BTSTATR1 Database MGR Address Space Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report contains information about the Database Manager Address
Space (DBAS).

DBM1 PROC NAME
The last four characters of the DBAS procedure name.

DBM1 JS TIMER
The TCB time for the DBAS in the interval in the HH:MM:SS.TTTT format.

DBM1 SRB TIMER
The SRB time for the address space in the HH:MM:SS.TTTT format. If the PRE SRB time is zero, this value may
include preemptable and non-preemptable SRB time. Otherwise, this field contains non-preemptable SRB time
only.

DBM1 PRE SRB
The preemptable SRB timer value for the address space, if available from Db2, in the HH:MM:SS.TTTT format.

DBM1 ZIIP CPU
The CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP processor, which is not included on any of the other CPU fields.

DBM1 IO INT CPU
The CPU time spent in I/O interrupt processing for the Db2 address space.

BTSTATR1 Lock Manager Address Space Fields

This section of BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report describes the Resource Lock Manager (IRLM) address space.

IRLM PROC NAME
Shows the last four characters of the IRLM procedure name.

IRLM JS TIMER
Shows the TCB time for the IRLM in the interval in the HH:MM:SS.TTTT format.

IRLM SRB TIMER
Shows the SRB time for the address space in the HH:MM:SS.TTTT format. If the PRE SRB time is zero,
this value may include preemptable and non-preemptable SRB time. Otherwise, this field contains non-
preemptable SRB time only.

IRLM PRE SRB
Shows the preemptable SRB timer value for the address space, if available from Db2, in the HH:MM:SS.TTTT
format.

IRLM ZIIP CPU
Shows the CPU time spent on an IBM zIIP processor that is not included in any other CPU fields.

IRLM IO INT CPU
Shows the CPU time spent in I/O interrupt processing for the Db2 address space.

BTSTATR1 DDF Address Space Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report describes the Distributed Data Facility (DDF) address space.

DDF PROC NAME
The last four characters of the DDF procedure name.

DDF JS TIMER
The TCB time for the DDF in the interval in the HH:MM:SS.TTTT format.
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DDF SRB TIMER
The SRB time for the address space in the HH:MM:SS.TTTT format. If the PRE SRB time is zero, this value may
include preemptable and non-preemptable SRB time. Otherwise, this field contains non-preemptable SRB time
only.

DDF PRE SRB
The preemptable SRB timer value for the address space, if available from Db2, in the HH:MM:SS.TTTT format.

DDF ZIIP CPU
The CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP processor, which is not included on any of the other CPU fields.

DDF IO INT CPU
The CPU time spent in I/O interrupt processing for the Db2 address space.

BTSTATR1 IFI Statistics Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report contains information about the Instrumentation Facility
Interface and Db2 Checkpoint. The counter fields are formatted as nnnnnnnn.

IFI ABENDS
The number of IFI abnormal terminations.

IFI UNRECOGNIZED
The number of IFI calls where the function was not recognized.

IFI COMMANDS
The number of IFI COMMAND calls.

IFI READA
The number of IFI READA (read asynchronous) calls.

IFI READS
The number of IFI READS (read synchronous) calls.

IFI WRITES
The number of IFI WRITE calls.

BTSTATR1 Accounting Rollup Records Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report contains information about counts for accounting rollup
records.

WRITES:ROLLUP COUNT
Number of rollup accounting records that were written because the rollup threshold was exceeded.

WRITES:STORAGE LIMIT
Number of rollup accounting records that were written because the rollup accounting storage threshold was
exceeded.

WRITES:TIME LIMIT
Number of rollup accounting records that were written because the staleness threshold was exceeded.

NOT WRITTEN NO DATA
Number of records that failed to qualify for accounting rollup because all rollup key fields were null or null values
were not permitted.
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BTSTATR1 Command Statistics Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report provides Db2 command statistics. The count fields are
formatted as nnnnnnnn.

BTSTATR1 Log Manager Statistics Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report contains information about the Db2 log manager. The count
fields are all formatted as nnnnnnnn.

WRITE REQ WAIT
The number of write-log-and-wait requests. This happens when the log record is written to the buffer and the
application waits for it to be written to the log data set.

NOTE
This field always contains zeros.

WRITE REQ NOWAIT
The number of write-log-no-wait requests. This happens when the log record is written to the buffer and the
application does not wait for it to be written to the log data set.

WRITE REQ FORCE
The number of write-log-force requests. This happens when the log record is written to the buffer and also the
buffer is “forced” to the active log while the application waits.

UNAVAIL ACTIVE BUF
The number of times a log write operation had to wait because no buffer was available.

LOG READS FROM BUF
The number of times a log read operation was satisfied with records from the buffer.

READS FROM ACT LOG
The number of times a log read operation was satisfied with records from the active log data sets.

READS FROM ARCH LOG
The number of times a log read operation was satisfied with records from the archive log data sets.

READS DLYD RESOURCES
The number of read accesses delayed because of unavailable resources, which can be caused by not having
enough tape units allocated. Reissue the -SET ARCHIVE command, and use a higher value for the “count”
parameter. It is also possible, although not likely, that the log reader service task maximum was reached. In this
case, the maximum amount of read parallelism is being used.

READS DLYD TAPE VOL
The number of read accesses that were delayed because of tape volume contention (in a situation where only
one reader per tape is possible). This field contains the number of agents forced to wait because a tape volume
was already in use by another agent. Ideally, this number is always zero.
Archive log allocation delays are caused by recover or backout activity that causes concurrent attempts to access
the archive logs. Try increasing the size of the active log data sets to reduce the need for reading the archive logs.
You can also try to limit the amount of recover or backout activity. If this problem is persistent and the previous
section does not help, then you could increase the value of the MAXRTU parameter in DSNZPARM, providing
enough archive devices (such as tape drives) are available for Db2 to use.

BSDS ACCESS REQS
The number of boot strap data set access requests.

CNTL INTVLS CREATED
The number of active log data set control intervals created.
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WR ACT LOG BUF CALLS
The number of times a write to active log was requested.

ARCH LOG READ ALLOC
The number of times an archive log data set was allocated for read.

ARCH LOG WRITE ALLOC
The number of times an archive log data set was allocated for write.

CNTL INTVLS OFFLOAD
The number of control intervals off-loaded from the active log to the archive log.

LK AHD TAPE MNT ATT
The number of “look-ahead” tape mounts attempted.

LK AHD TAPE MNT FAIL
The number of “look-ahead” tape mount failures. For maximum performance, this value should be zero.

LOG WRITE SUSPENDS
The number of times that a log manager request results in a suspend for a log record that is being written out to
the log data sets. This is the sum of the waits recorded by IFCID 32 and IFCID 33 pairs.

LOG WRITE I/O REQS
The total number of log write I/O requests (media manager calls). This is the sum of the waits recorded by IFCID
38 and IFCID 39 pairs. This value includes waits for COPY1 and COPY2 active log data set writes. This value
should correspond to the active log write I/O activity in an RMF report.

CNTL INTVLS WRITTEN
The total number of log CI's written. This value includes CI rewrites and COPY1 and COPY2 active log data set
writes. If a given CI is rewritten five times, this counter increments by five. This counter, multiplied by 4 KB and
divided by the statistics interval in seconds, represents the number of bytes per second of log data written to the
active log data sets. When this value exceeds 1 MB/sec per log copy, pay attention to log data set I/O tuning.

SUSPENDED BY XES
The total number of suspends XES suspended the log writer to update the secondary lock structure for
asynchronous lock duplexing.

SUSPENDED BY XES TIME
The total time XES suspended the log writer to update the secondary lock structure for asynchronous lock
duplexing.

SERIAL LOG WRITE REQS
The number of serial log write I/O requests. A serial log write I/O request occurs when DB2 rewrites a log CI that
was previously written as a partial CI in a dual logging environment. This value includes COPY1 and COPY2
active log data set writes. The difference between QJSTLOGW and QJSTSERW represents the number of
parallel log write I/O requests. Typically, the first CI in a list of CI's to be written in one start I/O is written serially,
and the remaining CI's are written in parallel to both COPY1 and COPY2 active log data sets. This value is
meaningful only when Db2 runs in dual active log mode.

LOG WRTS - WRT THRESH
The number of times that an asynchronous log write request was scheduled because the log write threshold
was reached. This counter is provided primarily for an internal check. IBM recommends using the default write
threshold of 20 buffers.

WRITE BUF PAGED-IN
The number of times that a log output buffer was paged in before it could be initialized. When a log output buffer is
paged in before it is initialized, the log write latch is held. A nonzero value could indicate that the log output buffer
size is too large or there is insufficient real storage to back the log output buffer size.

DB2 CHECKPT
The number of checkpoints Db2 has taken since startup.
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LOG RBA ADR
The current log RBA at the time the record is written. Format is hexadecimal (X'nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn').

CDDS ACCESS REQUESTS
Total number of Compression Dictionary Data Set (CDDS) access requests.

SUCCESS ZHYPERLINK
Total number of eligible LOG WRITE I/O requests with successful zHyperLink processing.

UNSUCCESS ZHYPERLINK
Total number of eligible LOG WRITE I/O requests with unsuccessful zHyperLink processing.

BTSTATR1 Latch Manager Statistics Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows statistics on the Db2 Latch Manager. This component
controls Db2's external access to internal Db2 resources. Count fields are formatted as nnnnnnnn.

BTSTATR1 Data Capture Statistics Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows IFI Data Capture statistics. When an IMS application
modifies a DB2 table that is defined with DATA CAPTURE CHANGES, DProp Hierarchical Update Program uses IFI
READS calls for IFCID 185 to retrieve data from the DB2 log and then propagates that data to IMS databases.

LOG RECORDS CAPTURED
The number of log records retrieved for which data capture processing was invoked.

LOG EXTRACTIONS
The number of data capture log reads for processing IFI reads requests for IFCID 185.

DATA ROWS READ
The number of data capture data rows returned. These rows are returned in IFCID 185 and mapped by
QW0185DR.

LOG RECORDS READ
The number of data capture log records returned.

DATA DESCRIPTNS READ
The number of data capture data descriptions returned.

TABLES RETURNED
The number of data capture tables returned to the caller of IFI READS call for IFCID 185.

DESCRIBES PERFORMED
The number of data capture describes performed. A data capture describe is the process of getting descriptive
information about a DB2 table from the catalog.

BTSTATR1 z/OS System Statistics Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows statistics for the z/OS system. Unless the
ZOSMETRICS ZPARM option was enabled when the statistics record was written, the values in this section are blank.
The ZOSMETRICS ZPARM option is disabled by default.

NUMBER CP'S ON LPAR
Displays the number of central processors (CPs) on the LPAR.

REAL STG (MB) - LPAR
Displays the total real storage on the LPAR, in megabytes.
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REAL STG (MB) - DB2
Displays the real storage used by the Db2 subsystem, in megabytes.

REAL STG (MB) - FREE
Displays the free real storage on the LPAR, in megabytes.

VIRT STG (MB) - LPAR
Displays the total virtual storage on the LPAR, in megabytes.

VIRT STG (MB) - DB2
Displays the virtual storage used by the Db2 subsystem, in megabytes.

VIRT STG (MB) - FREE
Displays the free virtual storage on the LPAR, in megabytes.

CPU UTILIZATION LPAR
Displays the percentage of CPU utilization of all central processors (CPs) available to the LPAR. This value is
calculated by dividing the total CPU utilization by the number of processors.

CPU UTILIZATION DB2
Displays the percentage of CPU utilization by the Db2 subsystem on all central processors (CPs) available to the
LPAR. This value is calculated by dividing the total Db2 subsystem CPU utilization by the number of processors.

CPU UTILIZATION MSTR
Displays the percentage of CPU utilization by the Db2 MSTR address space on all central processors (CPs)
available to the LPAR. This value is calculated by dividing the total MSTR CPU utilization by the number of
processors.

CPU UTILIZATION DBM1
Displays the percentage of CPU utilization by the Db2 DBM1 address space on all central processors (CPs)
available to the LPAR. This value is calculated by dividing the total MSTR CPU utilization by the number of
processors.

PAGE IN RATE - LPAR
Displays the page-in rate for the LPAR.

PAGE IN RATE - DB2
Displays the page-in rate for the Db2 subsystem.

BTSTATR1 Address-Space Manager Stats Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report contains information about Db2 address space management.
The count fields are all formatted as nnnnnnnn.

SYNC UNREL SRB
Db2 serviceability field.

SYNC UNREL TCB
Db2 serviceability field.

ASYNC UNREL SRB
Db2 serviceability field.

ASYNC UNREL TCB
Db2 serviceability field.

SYNC REL SRB
Db2 serviceability field.

SYNC REL TCB
Db2 serviceability field.
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UNAVAIL RESOURCE
The number of times Db2 tried to allocate a resource but failed because the resource was unavailable.

ALLOC DEADLOCK
The number of times a Db2 attempted to allocate a resource resulted in a deadlock.

INVALID RESOURCE
The number of times a Db2 attempted to allocate a resource failed because the resource did not exist or was not
applicable.

BTSTATR1 Db2 IFC Dest Fields

An internal or external trace destination. SRV, SR1, and SR2 are internal destinations. GTF and SMF are two external
destinations.

RECORDS WRITTEN
The number of records that were written to the destination.

RCDS NOT WRITTEN
The number of records that were prepared by the Instrumentation Facility but were not written to the destination.
The next four columns of the report are counts of specific error conditions and might help explain why records
were not written to the destination.

BUFFER ERRORS
These are buffer overflows that occur when there is not enough room in the buffer for the data that Db2 had
prepared.

NOT ACTIVE
The number of times Db2 prepared data for a destination, but could not write the data because the destination
was not active.

NOT ACCEPTED
The number of times Db2 prepared data for a destination, but the destination did not take the data.

WRITE FAILURES
The number of times an application failed while trying to write data to a Db2 trace destination.

BTSTATR1 Subsystem Services Stats Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report contains information about connections to the DB2 subsystem
from allied threads. All count fields are formatted as nnnnnnnn.

IDENTFY
The number of successful identify calls to DB2. This happens when an allied address space (TSO, CICS, etc.)
connects to DB2.

CREATE THREAD
The number of successful create threads.

SIGNON
The number of successful signon requests. This happens when a new user from CICS or IMS is identified.

TERMINATE
The number of successful thread terminations.

ABORT
The number of units of work successfully rolled back.

COMMIT PHASE 1
The number of successful Phase 1 commits.
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COMMIT PHASE 2
The number of successful Phase 2 commits.

READ ONLY COMMIT
The number of successful read-only commits. A read-only commit occurs in the two-phase commit environment
(IMS and CICS), but for a unit of work where no data has been modified. Both PREPARES and READ ONLY
COMMITS fields are incremented, but not the COMMITS field.

AGENT INDOUBT
The number of in-doubt units of recovery. This happens when there is a failure in the middle of the two phase
commit.

INDOUBT RESOLVED
The number of in-doubt units of recover that have been successfully resolved.

SYNCH
The number of successful single phase commits.

DSN3EXIT REQUESTS
The number of successful exit requests.

EOT
The number of times an allied agent terminated abnormally while connected to DB2.

EOM
The number of times an allied agent address space was deleted by z/OS while connected to DB2.

SSI CALL
The number of subsystem interface calls.

CREATE THREAD QUEUED
The number of times a create thread waited because the thread limit (DSNZPARM parameter CTHREAD) had
been exceeded.

MAX CTHREAD THREADS
The maximum number of allied threads that are allocated concurrently.

MAX IDBACK THREADS
The maximum number of concurrent connections identified to DB2 from batch.

MAX IDFORE THREADS
The maximum number of users that are identified to DB2 from TSO foreground.

BTSTATR1 Storage Manager Statistics Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report describes DB2 storage management. The count fields are all
formatted as nnnnnnnn.

FXD POOLS CREATED
DB2 serviceability field.

FXD POOLS DEALLOC
DB2 serviceability field.

FXD SEGS FREED
DB2 serviceability field.

FXD SEGS EXP
DB2 serviceability field.

FXD SEGS CNTRCT
DB2 serviceability field.
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VAR POOLS CREATED
DB2 serviceability field.

VAR POOLS DEALLOC
DB2 serviceability field.

VAR SEGS FREED
DB2 serviceability field.

VAR SEGS EXP
DB2 serviceability field.

VAR SEGS CNTRCT
DB2 serviceability field.

GETMAIN
GETMAINs issued. DB2 serviceability field.

FREEMAIN
FREEMAINs issued. DB2 serviceability field.

NONZERO RET CDS
DB2 serviceability field.

SOS CONTRACTS
Short on storage contractions. DB2 serviceability field.

SOS BIT SET
Short on storage critical situation. DB2 serviceability field.

SOS ABEND
Abends due to short on storage. DB2 serviceability field.

BTSTATR1 Distributed Data Facility Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 report provides the Distributed Data Facility statistics.

This section includes the following metrics:

QUEUED BY MAXDBAT
Specifies the number of times that a distributed thread (DBAT) was queued due to having reached the ZPARM
maximum for concurrent remote threads. The DSNZPARM MAXDBAT parameter controls the maximum number
of concurrent remote threads.
Queued threads indicate a potential problem. If you use the MAXDBAT parameter to control the consumption
of Db2 resources, you should monitor the number of remote threads queued. So you can verify that you do not
have more threads queued than expected. Look for abnormal circumstances, such as unresponsive Db2 or
unusual system or network delays, that can temporarily cause threads to be queued. If the threads are queued
unexpectedly or excessively, increase the DSNZPARM MAXDBAT parameter value until the number of queued
remote threads drops to the intended value.

INACT2 WAIT DUR
Contains three fields. Relative to QDSTNQR2, indicates the average, maximum, and minimum queued duration
for this statistics period.

TERMINATED BY MAXTYPE1
Specifies the number of thread connections that were terminated instead of made type 1 inactive because the
maximum number of type 1 inactive threads was reached.
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REQUESTS CREATED DBAT
Specifies the number of requests that required a DBAT creation to process the requests. This value does not
include DBATs created to replace disconnected (pooled) DBATs that terminated because they reached their reuse
limit. The ZPARM POOLINAC provides some control over the availability of disconnected (pooled) DBATs.

REQUESTS REUSED DBAT
Specifies the number of requests that were satisfied by assigning a disconnected (pooled) DBAT to process the
requests.

ILOS CANCEL DECLINED
Specifies the number of ILOS (Db2 DDF TCP/IP Loss Connection) cancels that were declined due to CPU
contention.

TERMED SINCE DDF START
Specifies the total number of DBATs that were terminated since DDF was started.

TERMED BY POOLINAC
Specifies the number of DBATs that were terminated after remaining in the pool longer than the POOLINAC value.

TERMED BY REUSE LIMIT
Specifies the number of DBATs that were terminated after being reused more than the REUSELIMIT value.

ACTIVE AND INACTIVE DBATS
Specifies the current and maximum number of active and inactive database access threads that existed.

ACTIVE AND POOLED DBATS
Specifies the current and maximum number of active and disconnected (pooled) database access threads.

ACTIVE REL(DEALLOC)
Specifies the current number of DBATs that are active because the associated packages were bound with
RELEASE(DEALLOCATE).

ACT KEEPDYN(YES)
Specifies the number of DBATs that are active due to packages bound with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES).

POOLED SLOTS
Specifies the current number of disconnected (pooled) DBATs that are available to service work on inactive
connections or new connections.

INACTIVE TYPE 1 DBATS
Specifies the current and maximum number of inactive database access threads.

INACTIVE TYPE 2 DBATS
Specifies the current and maximum number of type 2 inactive threads.

QUEUED TYPE 2 DBATS
Specifies the current and maximum number of inactive connections or new connections that are queued, waiting
to be serviced by a DBAT. DBATs might be unavailable if MAXDBAT ZPARM value is reached, DDF is stopped, or
is stopping with MODE(SYSPEND). Check QDSTQDBT to determine whether there is a MAXDBAT constraint.

SUSP DUE TO PROF EXP
Specifies the current number of DBATs that were suspended due to a profile exception.

CONNECTIONS REJECTED BY CONDBAT
Specifies the number of rejected connections because of the reached ZPARM limit for maximum remote
connected threads (active and inactive). The maximum is specified on installation panel DSNTIPE in the "Max
remote connected" field, or under ZPARM name CONDBAT in DSN6SPX.

QUEUED CONN CLOSED
Specifies the number of queued client connections whose TCP/IP sockets closed because the number of
database access threads exceeded the MAXDBAT subsystem parameter value. Also indicates the number of
inactive connections that were queued and waiting for a DBAT exceeded the MAXDBAT value.
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QUEUED TIME CONN CLOSED
Specifies the number of queued client connections whose TCP/IP sockets were closed because the maximum
waiting time for a DBAT exceeded the MAXCONQW subsystem parameter value.

WARM START CONNECTIONS
Specifies the number of warm start connections with all remote locations (two phase commit operations only).

COLD START CONNECTIONS
Specifies the number of cold start connections with all remote locations (two phase commit operations only).

RESYNC CONNECTION
Contains two fields. The number of resynchronization connections that were attempted and that succeeded with
all remote locations (two phase commit operations only). A large value of attempts can indicate network or system
problems.

LOCATION
Specifies the location name of the remote site. Statistics for all remote locations that are accessed by application
directed access (DRDA) are grouped under DRDA REMOTE LOCS. System directed access (Db2 Private)
statistics are reported independently for each remote location.
The number of each of the following data types that are sent to the remote site and received from the remote site:

• SQL statements
• Messages
• Blocks
• Rows
• Bytes
• Connections
• Commits
• Aborts

ACTIVE CONNECTIONS
Specifies the current number of active connections from this location.

MAXIMUM ACTIVE CONNECTIONS
Specifies the highest number of active connections from this location since the last statistics trace interval for
a statistics trace request. For a READS request, specifies the highest number of active threads in use by this
location since DDF was started.

QUEUED CONNECTIONS
Specifies the accumulated number of connections queued by DDF while waiting for allocation (Requester) or for a
DBAT due to MAXDBAT reached (Server).
A large value for a REQUESTER indicates that you might have to increase the DSESLIM parameter in the VTAM
APPL.
A large value for a SERVER indicates that you might have to increase the Db2 subsystem parameter MAXDBAT.
This counter should not increase significantly during non-peak times.

DEALLOCATED CONNECTIONS
Indicates the number of connections that were deallocated from this site to the remote site. This value is
meaningful only at the requester.

TERMINATED CONNECTIONS
Specifies the number of remote connections terminated due to CONDBAT, MAXCONQN, MAXCONQW, or
connection exception profile. This metric is calculated as a summary of the listed IQL fields.
The number of connections from a remote location that use the following connection types:
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• REST service
• Special registers set by a profile
• Global variables set by a profile
• Sysplex workload balancing enabled
• Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
• Trusted context
• XA global transactions
• DRDA encryption
• Userid/password authentication
• Kerberos authentication
• Multi-factor (MFA) authentication
• Client certificates
• Failed authentication

ACTIVE THREADS
Specifies the current number of active threads from this location.

MAXIMUM ACTIVE THREADS
Specifies the highest number of active threads from this location since the last statistics trace interval for a
statistics trace request. For a READS request, specifies the highest number of active threads in use by this
location since DDF was started.

THREADS QUEUED BY PROFILE
Specifies the number of times a thread was queued until the number of concurrent active threads have fallen
below the profile exception threshold.

THREADS ABENDED
Specifies the number of times that the threads used by connections from the remote locations have terminated or
abended.

THREADS CANCELED
Specifies the number of times that a thread was canceled due to one of the following reasons:

• A Db2 CANCEL command
• A network failure
• A client queryTimeout or CommandTimeout, which closed the connection

THREADS TERMINATED BY PROFILE
Specifies the number of thread terminations because the number of concurrent active threads exceeded the
number of executing and queued threads. This number is set by a monitor thread profile exception threshold.

THREADS BECAME INDOUBT
Specifies the number of threads that became indoubt with the remote location as the coordinator (two phase
commit operations only). A large value can indicate network problems.

THREAD POOLING PREVENTED BY
Specifies the number of times that a thread could not go inactive. One of the following reasons prevented the
thread from being pooled and used by other connections:

• HIGH PERFORMANCE DBATS
• HOLD CURSORS
• OPEN LOCATOR
• STORED PROCEDURE COMMIT
• DGTT
• KEEPDYNAMIC
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BTSTATR1 EDM Pool Statistics Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows statistics on the EDM Pool activity.

The fields are formatted as nnnnnnnnn, except for the percentage fields, which are formatted as nnn.n.

POOL
This column shows the type of EDM pool and, within the EDM pool, the type of object for which the other column
data applies. The following EDM pools exist:
CT/PT

The base EDM pool used to hold CT and PT objects used by active threads.
SKEL

The skeleton pool is used to hold SKCT and SKPT objects.
DBD

The DBD pool is used to hold DBD pool objects.
STMT

The SQL statement cache pool used to hold cached dynamic SQL statements. This pool is currently
below the 2 GB bar.

STMT (2GB)
A separate SQL statement cache pool located above the 2 GB bar.

TOTALPAGES
The total number of pages in the identified EDM pool. The value is a snapshot of time when statistics record was
written.

FREE
The number of unused pages in the identified EDM pool. The value is a snapshot of time when statistics record
was written.

USED
The number of pages used by the object identified in the POOL column. The value is a snapshot of time when
statistics record was written.

PCT POOL
Shows the percent of free or used pages for the identified object and EDM pool.

FULL FAIL
The total number of failures in the identified EDM pool due to insufficient free pages available to satisfy a request.

REQUESTS
The total number of requests for the identified EDM pool object.

LOADS
The number of times that a request for the identified EDM pool object had to be retrieved from DASD because it
was not loaded in the EDM pool.

PCT LOADS
The percentage of requests for the identified object that required loads from DASD. This percentage is used to
determine the efficiency of the associated EDM pool.

SQL STATEMENT CACHE STATISTICS - MAX NUMBER OF STATEMENTS
The number of statements in the SQL cache. This snapshot field is the maximum over all the statistics records
processed.

SQL STATEMENT CACHE STATISTICS - "NOT-FOUND" RECS LOCATED
Shows the number of not-found records that were found in the EDM during all searches of
collection_id.package_name combinations.
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A not-found record is a hash record that Db2 creates for a collection_id.package_name combination that does
not exist in the Db2 subsystem. Db2 creates the not-found record when it executes a bind plan command
that contains a PKLIST keyword whose argument is several collection ids with wild cards (*). For example,
PKLIST(COLLID1.*, COLLID2.*). When Db2 executes the plan, Db2 searches collection_id.package_name
combinations according to the specification in the PKLIST arguments. Db2 executes the first found package that
matches collection_id.package_name. For collection_id.package_name combinations that are not found, Db2
creates not-found records in a cache, to save time during subsequent searches. A hidden subsystem parameter
sets the upper limit on the number of not-found records that can exist in the cache at one time. Db2 removes the
excess not-found records from the cache periodically.

SQL STATEMENT CACHE STATISTICS - "NOT-FOUND" RECS ADDED
Shows the number of not-found records that were added to the EDM cache during all searches of
collection_id.package_name combinations.

SQL STATEMENT CACHE STATISTICS - "NOT-FOUND" RECS REMOVED
Shows the number of not-found records that were removed from the EDM cache.

BTSTATR1 Lock Manager Statistics Fields

This section of BTSTATR1 report describes lock manager statistics.

This section shows statistics on lock activity over all statistics records processed and contains the following fields. The
fields are formatted as nnnnnnnn.

DEADLOCKS
Shows the number of deadlocks detected.

TIMEOUTS
Shows the number of times a unit of work was suspended for a time exceeding the Db2 wait limit.

LOCK ESCAL SHR
Shows the number of times a tablespace lock escalated from IS to S because the maximum number of locks per
tablespace had been reached.

LOCK ESCAL EXC
Shows the number of times a tablespace lock escalated from IX to X because the maximum number of locks per
tablespace had been reached.

SUSPENDS LOCK
Shows the number of lock suspensions.

SUSPENDS LATCH
Shows the number of latch suspensions.

SUSPENDS OTHER
Shows the number of other suspensions.

LOCK CALLS
Shows the number of lock requests.

UNLOCK CALLS
Shows the number of unlock requests.

LOCK QUERIES
Shows the number of query lock requests.

LOCK CHANGES
Shows the number of change lock requests.

IRLM OTHER CALLS
Shows the number of requests other than lock, unlock, query, or change to the IRLM.
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CLAIM REQUESTS
Shows the number of claim requests.

CLAIM FAILURES
Shows the number of unsuccessful claim requests.

DRAIN REQUESTS
Shows the number of drain requests.

DRAIN FAILURES
Shows the number of unsuccessful drain requests.

LOCAL CONTENTIONS
Shows the number of local resource contentions.

LATCHES
Shows the number of latches.

GRANTED CONTENTIONS
Shows the number of contention requests to IRLM in which the access was granted.

PARTITION LOCKS DURING INSERT - COND REQS FAILED
Shows the total number of conditional partition lock requests that failed during inserts.

PARTITION LOCKS DURING INSERT - UNCOND REQS RETRIED
Shows the number of unconditional lock retries after conditional partition locks failed during inserts.

BTSTATR1 SQL Statistics Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows statistics on the number of SQL statements that were
executed in the intervals covered.

SELECTS
Specifies the number of embedded SELECT statements.

INSERTS
Specifies the number of INSERT statements.

UPDATES
Specifies the number of UPDATE statements.

DELETES
Specifies the number of DELETE statements.

MERGE
Specifies the number of MERGE statements executed.

TRUNCATE
Specifies the number of TRUNCATE TABLE statements executed.

PREPARES
Specifies the number of PREPARE statements to dynamically prepare an SQL statement.

FETCHES
Specifies the number of FETCH statements that were executed to return a row to the application.

OPEN CSR
Specifies the number of OPEN cursor statements executed.

CLOSE CSR
Specifies the number of CLOSE cursor statements executed.
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DESCRIBES
Specifies the number of DESCRIBE statements to describe a dynamically prepared SQL statement.

DESCR TBL
Specifies the number of DESCRIBE TABLE statements issued to obtain information about a table or view.

SIUD
Specifies the sum of the number of SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements.

TOTAL DML
Specifies the sum of the number of SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, OPEN, CLOSE, DESCRIBE, and
DESCRIBE TABLE statements.

HOLD LOC
Specifies the number of HOLD LOCATOR statements.

FREE LOC
Specifies the number of FREE LOCATOR statements.

SET PATH
Specifies the number of SQL SET CURRENT PATH statements.

SET PREC
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT PRECISION statements.

SET LOCK TIMEOUT - APPL
Specifies the number of SQL SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT statements that were executed.

SET LOCK TIMEOUT - PROF
Specifies the number of times that the CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT special register was set from
DSN_PROFILE_TABLE.

DCL GBL TMP
Specifies the number of DECLARE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE statements executed.

LOCK TABLE
Specifies the number of LOCK TABLE statements.

GRANTS
Specifies the number of GRANT statements.

REVOKES
Specifies the number of REVOKE statements.

SET SQL ID
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT SQLID statements.

SET HOST VR
Specifies the number of SET host variable statements that were executed to set a host variable to a special
register.

INCR BIND
Specifies the number of incremental binds that occurred. This happens when a plan that was bound
with VALIDATE(RUN) executes, causing a DB2 bind every time that the thread is allocated. Change to
VALIDATE(BIND).

COMMENT ON
Specifies the number of COMMENT ON statements.

LABEL ON
Specifies the number of LABEL ON statements.

CONN TYPE 1
Specifies the number of CONNECT type 1 statements.
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CONN TYPE 2
Specifies the number of CONNECT type 2 statements.

RELEASE
Specifies the number of RELEASE statements.

SET CONNECT
Specifies the number of SET CONNECTION statements.

SET DEGREE
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT DEGREE statements.

SET RULES
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT RULES statements that were executed.

SQL CALL
Specifies the number of SQL CALL statements that were executed.

RENAME-TBL
Specifies the number of SQL RENAME TABLE statements.

RENAME IDX
Specifies the number of RENAME INDEX statements executed.

ASSOC LOC
Specifies the number of ASSOCIATE LOCATOR statements executed.

ALLOC-CSR
Specifies the number of ALLOCATE CURSOR statements executed.

TOTAL DCL
Specifies the number of incremental binds plus the number of LOCK TABLE, GRANT, REVOKE, SET
CURRENT SQLID, COMMENT ON, LABEL ON, SET HOST VARIABLE, CONNECT (all types), RELEASE,
SET CONNECTION, SET CURRENT DEGREE, SET CURRENT RULES and SQL CALL statements that were
executed.

BTSTATR1 SQL Activity Fields (Create/Drop/Alter)

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows CREATE, DROP, and ALTER (if applicable) statistics
for each of the following database objects:

STOGROUP
The number of times a CREATE STORAGE GROUP, DROP STORAGE GROUP or ALTER STORAGE GROUP
statement was executed.

DATABASE
The number of times a CREATE DATABASE, DROP DATABASE or ALTER DATABASE statement was executed.

TABLESPACE
The number of times a CREATE TABLESPACE, DROP TABLESPACE or ALTER TABLESPACE statement was
executed.

TABLE
The number of times a CREATE TABLE, DROP TABLE or ALTER TABLE statement was executed.

INDEX
The number of times a CREATE INDEX, DROP INDEX or ALTER INDEX statement was executed.

SYNONYM
The number of times a CREATE SYNONYM or DROP SYNONYM statement was executed.
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VIEW
The number of times a CREATE VIEW or DROP VIEW statement was executed.

ALIAS
The number of times a CREATE ALIAS or DROP ALIAS statement was executed.

PACKAGE
The number of times a DROP PACKAGE statement was executed.

GBL-TMP-TB
The number of SQL CREATE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE statements.

AUX TABLE
The number of times a CREATE AUXILIARY TABLE statement was executed.

TRIGGER
The number of times a CREATE TRIGGER or DROP TRIGGER statement was executed.

FUNCTION
The number of times a CREATE FUNCTION, DROP FUNCTION, or ALTER FUNCTION statement was executed.

PROCEDURE
The number of times a CREATE PROCEDURE, DROP PROCEDURE, or ALTER PROCEDURE statement was
executed.

DISTINCT
The number of times a CREATE DISTINCT TYPE or DROP DISTINCT TYPE statement was executed.

SEQUENCES
The number of times a CREATE SEQUENCE, DROP SEQUENCE, or ALTER SEQUENCE statement was
executed.

JAR
Number of ALTER JAR statements executed.

CONTEXT
Number of CREATE, DROP, and ALTER TRUSTED CONTEXT statements executed.

ROLE
Number of CREATE and DROP ROLE statements executed.

TOTAL DDL
The sum of the number of CREATE, DROP, and ALTER statements.

TOTAL SQL
The total number of SQL statements executed.

BTSTATR1 List Prefetch Statistics Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows statistics on prefetch usage for the Record Identifier
(RID) list. Count fields are formatted as nnnnnnnn.

For more information about RID lists, see the IBM documentation for your version of Db2.

RID LIST USED
The number of times that RID list processing has been used. This field is incremented for a given table access
whenever RID list processing is used, whether for a single index access, for multiple index access, or for both. For
multiple index access, even if a final RID list is obtained through ANDing and ORing of RID lists, and the RIDs did
not use all indexes, the counter is incremented once.
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DATA MANAGER NOT CALLED
The number of times that a DM was not called for RID list retrieval for multiple index access or LPF. In
these cases, calling the DM was not necessary due to the Runtime Adaptive Index processing being able to
predetermine the outcome.

FAILED - NO STORAGE
The number of times that list prefetch failed because the storage necessary to allocate more RID blocks to
hold the list of record identifiers (RIDs) was not available in the DBM1 private address space. Db2 continues to
process the data without using list prefetch. This field can be incremented during retrieval, sorting, ANDing, and
ORing of RID lists. For index access with list prefetch (single index), this field can only be incremented once per
access. For multiple index access, it can be incremented for every index involved in the ORing and ANDing of
RID lists.
A multiple index, List Prefetch, or RID processing storage failure results from a shortage of virtual storage in the
database services (DBM1) address space. To relieve the problem, try these actions:

1. Increase the region size for the database services address space.
2. Reduce concurrency and the amount of resources defined in the DBM1 address space. For example, you

can reduce the size of the EDM pool or of the buffer pool. You can also limit concurrency by reducing the
CTHREAD, IDFORE, or IDBACK ZPARM parameters.

FAILED - RID LIMIT
The number of times that list prefetch access was disabled because one of the run-time thresholds or internal
limits for processing RIDs was exceeded.

NOTE
This counter only reflects run-time failures. During the bind process, Db2 might also determine that
multiple indexes or list prefetch should not be used.

For index access with list prefetch (single index), this field can only be incremented during RID list retrieval. For
multiple index access, this field can be incremented during RID list retrieval, RID list ANDing, and RID list ORing.
This counter reflects the number of times threshold values were exceeded both for the RID lists obtained directly
from an index and for RID lists derived during the ANDing and ORing process for the Relational Data System
(RDS). The DM limit is an internal limit; report any failures to the appropriate IBM support personnel. RDS limits
include:

• The number of RID blocks allocated to one user must not exceed 50 percent of the RID block pool.
• The resulting number of qualifying rows cannot exceed 25 percent of the table when ORing two or more

indexes.
• The resulting number of qualifying rows cannot drop below 32 during an index ANDing process.

For any of the preceding run-time failures, Db2 deactivates list prefetch for the requestor, causing the limit to be
exceeded. However, it continues to process the data using other methods. Use subsystem RID pool statistics to
determine if the failure was due to the DM or RDS limit being exceeded.
For more information about these limits, see the IBM documentation for your version of Db2.

ONLY 1 BLOCK FETCHED
The number of times you fetched one block and never went on to fetch any more blocks.

NOT USED - WHOLE QUERY
Displays the number of times RID list processing is not used or terminated for the whole query.

BTSTATR1 RID List Statistics Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows statistics on Data Manager RID (row identifier) list
processing. A RID is that part of an index entry that points to a table row in a data page. A list of RIDs that meets the
search qualification for a query can be determined and sorted before the data pages are accessed, so that the actual
access of data pages can be more efficient. Count fields are formatted as nnnnnnnn.
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RIDLIST RDS LIMIT
Shows the number of times RID list processing (List Prefetch) failed because the number of retrieved row
identifiers (RIDs) exceeded an RDS limit. One of the RDS limits is that the number of RID blocks allocated to
one user must not exceed 50 percent of the RID block pool. The RID block pool can expand to be as large as 50
percent of the buffer pool. (Note that the RID pool is a pool of its own and is not a part of the buffer pool.) Other
RDS limits for multiple index access include disabling when the resulting number of qualifying rows exceeds 25
percent of the table when ORing two or more indexes, and when the resulting number of qualifying rows drops
below 32 during an index ANDing process.

RIDLIST DM LIMIT
Shows the number of times RID List processing (List Prefetch) failed because the number of row identifiers (RIDs)
retrieved exceeds the Data Manager (DM) limit. The DM limit is not controlled by the user and any failures relating
to exceeding the DM limit should be reported to the appropriate IBM support personnel.

RIDLIST MAX BLOCKS
Shows the maximum number of RID Pool blocks that have been allocated. RID blocks are 4K pages used by Db2
to hold record IDs (RIDs) during multiple index or List Prefetch processing. Db2 stops allocating RID blocks when
the size of the RID pool reaches 50 percent of the total size of the buffer pool (all pools). This is a snapshot field.

RIDLIST CURR BLOCKS
The current number of RID Pool blocks that have been allocated. This is a snapshot field.

RIDLIST NO STORAGE
Shows the number of times RID list processing (List Prefetch) failed because the storage necessary to allocate
more RID blocks to hold the list of record identifiers (RIDs) was not available in the DBM1 private address space.
Db2 continues to process the data without using List Prefetch. See the FAILED NO STORAGE field in the List
Prefetch statistics for suggestion for avoiding RID pool storage failures.

RIDLIST PROC LIMIT
The number of times RID list processing was terminated because of the maximum number of concurrent RID
processes had been reached.

BTSTATR1 Service Controller Statistics Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows statistics on the service controller activity. Format is
nnnnnnnn.

AUTOBIND ATTEMPTS
Specifies the number of times that Db2 tried to bind a plan or package at allocation time because it was
invalid. This occurrence can happen when an object like an index has been dropped.

AUTOBINDS
The number of successful automatic binds of plans and packages.

BIND ADD SUBCMDS
Specifies the number of successful or unsuccessful bind add commands that were issued for plans and packages.

BIND REPL SUBCMDS
Specifies the number of successful or unsuccessful bind replace commands that were issued for plans and
packages.

TEST BINDS
Specifies the number of bind commands that did not specify a plan name.

BINDS
Specifies the number of successfully bound, newly added, or replaced plans and packages.

REBIND SUBCMDS
Specifies the number of issued rebind plan commands and rebind package commands.
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REBIND ATTEMPTS
Specifies the number of plans and packages for which rebind was attempted. This field can be larger than
REBIND SUBCMDS because you can rebind several plans or packages with one Rebind command.

REBINDS
Specifies the number of plans and packages successfully rebound.

FREE SUBCOMMANDS
Specifies the number of free commands issued.

FREE ATTEMPTS
Specifies the number of plans and packages for which Free was attempted. This field can be larger than FREE
SUBCMDS because you can free several plans or packages with one Free command.

FREES
Specifies the number of plans successfully freed.

ALLOCATE ATTEMPTS
Specifies the sum of all plan and package allocation attempts that failed. Attempts failed because a resource was
unavailable or the object did not exist.

ALLOCATIONS
Specifies the number of successful plan and package allocations.

INVALID RSRCE IDS
Specifies the sum of all plan and package allocation attempts that failed. Attempts failed because a resource was
unavailable or the object did not exist.

AUTHORIZATION CHECKS - PLANS
Specifies the number of authorization checks for all plans.

AUTHORIZATION CHECKS - PACKAGE
Specifies the number of successful and unsuccessful checks for package execute authority made using the
package authorization cache. This number includes public authorization checks.

SUCCESSFUL AUTHORIZATION CHECKS
Specifies the number of successful authorization checks.

CACHE AUTHORIZATION CHECKS
Specifies the number of successful authorization checks using cached authorization IDs.

CACHE AUTHORIZATION CHECKS - PACKAGE
Specifies the number of successful checks for package execute authority made using the package authorization
cache. This number includes public authorization checks.

CACHE AUTH CHECKS - ROUTINE
Specifies the number of successful authorization checks for user-defined functions or stored procedures that use
the routine authorization cache. This number includes the number of public authorization checks (QTRACPUB).

UNSUCC CACHE AUTH CHECKS - PLAN
Specifies the number of checks for the plan EXECUTE privilege that were unsuccessful because an applicable
entry was not found in the plan authorization cache.

PUBLIC AUTH CHECKS - PACKAGE
Specifies the number of successful checks for package execute authority that is held by public.

PUBLIC AUTH CHECKS - ROUTINE
Specifies the number of successful authorization checks for user-defined function or stored procedure
execution authority, when that authority is held by public.

OVERWROTE AUTH IN CACHE - PLAN
Specifies the number of times that DB2 overwrote an authorization ID in the plan authorization cache.
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OVERWROTE AUTH IN CACHE - PACKAGE
Specifies the number of times Db2 overwrote an authorization ID in the cache.

OVERWROTE AUTH IN CACHE - ROUTINE
Specifies the number of times that Db2 wrote over an authorization ID in the routine authorization cache.

OVERWROTE ENTRY IN CACHE - ROUTINE
Specifies the number of times that Db2 wrote over a routine entry in the routine authorization cache.

ADD CACHE FAIL - ROUTINE
Specifies the number of times that Db2 could not add an entry to the routine authorization cache.

CACHE NOT USED - ROUTINE
Specifies the number of authorization checks for user-defined function or stored procedure execution authority
that could not use the routine authorization cache.

OVERWROTE PKG/COLL IN CACHE - PACKAGE
Specifies the number of times Db2 overwrote an entry for a package or collection in the cache.

INVALID SELECT PROCEDURES
Specifies the total number of columns (rows times columns) for which an invalid select procedure was
encountered. Invalid select procedures are bypassed by Db2, which can cause some degradation in performance.
A select procedure is made invalid by applying Db2 maintenance that directly affects the select procedure.
Plans and packages with invalid select procedures continue to function correctly, but with a small performance
degradation. To eliminate this degradation, rebind any plan or package that causes a nonzero value to appear in
this column. Rebinding a plan or package re-enables its select procedures. Use IFCID 224 to determine which
plans and packages should be rebound, and to prioritize which rebinds should be done first.

DATASETS CURRENTLY OPEN
Specifies the number of data sets open when the record was written. This snapshot value is recorded when Db2
writes the statistics record.

MAXIMUM DATASETS CONCURRENTLY OPEN
Specifies the maximum number of data sets open concurrently since Db2 was started. This snapshot value is
recorded when Db2 writes the statistics record.

DATASETS OPEN, BUT NOT IN USE
Specifies the number of database data sets that were specified with CLOSE(YES), are not in use, and are not
closed due to the slow close mechanism (DRAIN processing). This snapshot value is recorded when Db2 writes
the statistics record.

MAX PAGESETS AVAILABLE TO DRAIN
Specifies the maximum number of index and tablespaces that were specified with CLOSE(YES), are not in use,
and are not closed. This snapshot value is recorded when Db2 writes the statistics record.

DATASETS CLOSED BY DRAIN
Specifies how many data sets a DRAIN process closed because the total number of open data sets reached the
deferred close threshold value. The deferred close threshold value is based on the value of DSMAX or the z/OS
DD limit, whichever is smaller. During the DRAIN process, Db2 attempts to close data sets that are:

• Defined with CLOSE(YES)
• Not currently in use
• Still open due to the slow close mechanism

DATASET OPENS BYPASSED DUE TO DRAIN
Specifies the number of times that a data set defined with CLOSE(YES) was able to avoid the needed open due
to the slow close mechanism and DRAIN processing.

PAGESETS CONVERTED TO READ ONLY
Specifies the number of infrequently updated data sets that are converted from R/W to R/O state. An updated
data set is considered infrequently updated when it has not been updated for 5 consecutive Db2 checkpoints or
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for 60 minutes. For tablespace data sets, switching from R/W to R/O state means that the SYSLGRNG entry is
closed.

PHYS CLOSED INFREQ ACCESSED DATASETS
Specifies the number of infrequently accessed data sets that are physically closed. Infrequent access means
that a data set has not been accessed for the number of minutes specified by the system parameter PCLOSET.
Db2 physically closes the infrequently accessed data set that is defined with CLOSE=YES when the following
conditions occur in a data sharing system:

• A single member with R/W interest and any number of members with read-only interest exist.
• All members have read-only interest and the data set has been GBP-dependent since physically opened.

PHYS CLOSED UTILITY-ACCESS-ONLY DS
Specifies the number of utility-access-only data sets that are physically closed. Db2 closes utility-only datasets
that have not been proactively accessed for 10 minutes. When approaching or reaching DSMAX, Db2 prioritizes
the closure of utility-only datasets over datasets that have been accessed by applications.

BTSTATR1 Parallelism Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows statistics for parallel processing. For queries that
use sequential prefetch on partitioned tables, Db2 activates multiple parallel I/O streams when it estimates that a large
percentage of response time will be spent waiting for the completion of I/O. The fields are formatted as nnnnnn.

PARALLEL GROUPS EXECUTED
The total number of parallel groups that were executed.

GROUPS EXECUTED AS PLANNED
The number of parallel groups that have a planned degree greater than one at run time, and were executed to
that same degree because of sufficient storage on the buffer pool.

MAX DEGREE OF PARALLEL IO
The maximum degree of parallel I/O processing executed among all parallel groups. This field indicates the extent
to which queries were processed in parallel.

GROUPS W/ REDUCED DEGREE
The number of parallel groups that have a planned degree greater than one at run time, but were processed to a
parallel degree less than planned because of a storage shortage or contention on the buffer pool. If this field is not
zero, increase the size of the current buffer pool by using the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command, or use the ALTER
TABLESPACE statement to assign tablespaces accessed by this query to a different buffer pool.

GROUPS FAILED - CURSOR
The number of parallel groups that fell back to sequential operation because of a cursor that can be used for
update or delete.

GROUPS FAILED - ESA SORT
The number of parallel groups that fell back to sequential operation because of lack of ESA sort support.

GROUPS FAILED - STORAGE/BP
The number of parallel groups that have a planned degree greater than one at run time, but fell back to sequential
mode because of storage shortage or contention on the buffer pool.

GROUPS FAILED - ENCLAVE
The number of parallel groups executed in sequential mode because MVS/ESA Enclave Services were
unavailable.

EXEC SINGLE DB2: COORD=NO
The total number of parallel groups executed on a single Db2 due to one of the following reasons:
When the plan or package was bound, the coordinator subsystem parameter was set to yes, but the parameter is
set to no when the program runs.
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The plan or package was bound on a Db2 with the coordinator subsystem parameter set to yes, but the program
is being run on a different Db2 that has the coordinator value set to no.

EXEC SINGLE DB2: ISO=RR/RS
The total number of parallel groups executed on a single Db2 because the plan or package was bound with an
isolation value of repeatable read or read stability.

INTENDED GROUPS
The total number of parallel groups that Db2 intended to run across the data sharing group. This count is only
incremented on the parallelism coordinator at run time.

MEMBERS BYPASSED BP SHORT
The number of times that the parallelism coordinator had to bypass a Db2 when distributing tasks because
there was not enough buffer pool storage on one or more Db2 members. This field is incremented only on the
parallelism coordinator, and it is incremented only once per parallel group, even though it is possible that more
than one Db2 has a buffer pool shortage for that parallel group. The purpose of this count is to indicate when
there are not enough buffers on a member. Therefore, this count is incremented only when the buffer pool is
defined to allow parallelism. For example, if vpxpseqt=0 on an assistant, then Db2 does not send parallel work
there, but this count is not incremented.

ACCESS PATH REDONE: CONFIG
The total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access path because
the sysplex configuration at run time was different from the sysplex configuration at bind time. This counter is
incremented only by the parallelism coordinator at run time.

ACCESS PATH REDONE: BP
The total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access path because
there was not enough buffer pool resource. This counter is incremented only by the parallelism coordinator at run
time.

EXEC SINGLE DB2: DCL TMP TBL
The total number of parallel groups that are part of a query block using a UDF and executed on a single Db2 due
to the existence of a Declared Temporary Table in the application process. Neither the query block nor the parallel
group references a Declared Temporary Table, and a parallel group can use a UDF.

BTSTATR1 Miscellaneous Fields

The miscellaneous fields section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows statistics for the storage usage.
This section includes the following fields:

MAX LOB STORAGE (MB)
Specifies the maximum amount of storage used for LOB values, in megabytes.

MAX XML STORAGE USED (MB)
Specifies the maximum amount of storage used for XML values, in megabytes.

ARRAY EXPANSIONS
Specifies how often the variable array expands beyond 32 KB.

SPARSE INDEX DISABLED
Specifies how often insufficient storage disabled the sparse index.

SPARSE INDEX BUILT WORKFILE
Specifies how often a physical work file for probing was built by the sparse index.

RDS SORT PERFORMED
Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort was performed.

RDS SORT USED ZSORT
Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort used the IBM Integrate Accelerator for Z Sort (SORTL).
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BTSTATR1 Fast Index Traversal Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 statistics data trace report describes the fast index traversal metrics.

THRESHOLD
Indicates the minimum number of index traversals that must be reached for an index to become a candidate for
Fast Index Traversal.

ELIGIBLE INDEXES IDENTIFIED
Indicates the number of indexes that match FTB criteria and are eligible for Fast Index Traversal.

ELIGIBLE INDEXES MATCHING THRESHOLD
Indicates the number of indexes that are eligible for Fast Index Traversals and have reached the required
threshold.

NUMBER OF FTB INDEXES IN LAST INTERVAL
Indicates the number of indexes for which Fast Index Traversal was used during the last Db2 in-memory
optimization interval.

NUMBER OF FTB INDEXES IN CURRENT INTRVL
Indicates the number of indexes for which Fast Index Traversal was used during the current Db2 in-memory
optimization interval.

MEMORY USED (MB)
Indicates the memory allocated by Fast Traversal Blocks, in megabytes.

FTBs IN CURRENT INTERVAL
Indicates the amount of FTBs in the current interval.

BTSTATR1 Insert Algorithm Fields

The following fields of the BTSTATR1 report describe the insert algorithm metrics:

IAG2 PIPES ALLOCATED
Displays the number of Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) pipes allocated since the last Db2 restart.

IAG2 PIPES DISABLED
Displays the number of Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) pipes disabled since the last Db2 restart.

IAG2 PIPES RE-ENABLE ATTEMPTS
Displays the number of times Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) pipes re-enablement was attempted since the last Db2
restart.

IAG2 PIPES RE-ENABLE SUCCESS
Displays the number of times Insert Algorithm 2 (IAG2) pipes re-enablement was successful since the last Db2
restart.

IAG1 (BASIC) USED
Displays the number of times basic insert algorithm (IAG1) is used.

IAG2 (FAST) USED
Displays the number of times fast insert algorithm (IAG2) is used.

BTSTATR1 Secondary Latch Contention Fields

The following fields in the BTSTATR1 report display statistics for the secondary latch contentions:

MAIN - MAIN HELD
Indicates the number of main latch contentions because the main latch is held.
IQL Field: MAIN-LATCH-HELD
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MAIN - NON-ZERO USE COUNT
Indicates the number of main latch contentions because the use count is not zero.
IQL Field: USE-COUNT-NONZERO

SECONDARY - MAIN HELD
Indicates the number of secondary latch contentions because the main latch is held.
IQL Field: SECOND-LATCH-HELD

GENERIC
Indicates the number of generic latch contentions.
IQL Field: GENERIC-LATCH-CONT

RESOURCE
Indicates the number of resource latch contentions.
IQL Field: RESOURCE-LATCH-CNT

NOTIFY CTRL BLK – NOTIFY
Indicates the number of notify control block latch contentions for NOTIFY.
IQL Field: NCB-NOTIFY

LOCK
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for LOCK.
IQL Field: RHT-LOCK

UNLOCK
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for UNLOCK.
IQL Field: RHT-UNLOCK

CHANGE
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for CHANGE.
IQL Field: RHT-CHANGE

COMPAT
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for COMPAT.
IQL Field: RHT-COMPAT

QUERY FAST
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for QUERY FAST.
IQL Field: RHT-QUERY-FAST

ASYNC LOCK
Indicates the number of resource hash table latch contentions for ASYNC LOCK.
IQL Field: RHT-ASYNC-LOCK

NOTIFY
Indicates the number of notify exit calls.
IQL Field: NOTIFY-EXIT

P-LOCK
Indicates the number of P-lock exit calls.
IQL Field: PLOCK-EXIT

LOCK
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for LOCK.
IQL Field: WHT-LOCK

UNLOCK
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for UNLOCK.
IQL Field: WHT-UNLOCK

CHANGE
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for CHANGE.
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IQL Field: WHT-CHANGE
COMPAT

Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for COMPAT.
IQL Field: WHT-COMPAT

QUERY FAST
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for QUERY FAST.
IQL Field: WHT-QUERY-FAST

ASYNC LOCK
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for ASYNC LOCK.
IQL Field: WHT-ASYNC-LOCK

SYNC
Indicates the number of workunit hash table latch contentions for SYNC.
IQL Field: WHT-SYNC

ABENDS RETRIED
Indicates the number of retryable ABENDS.
IQL Field: RETRYABLE-ABENDS

ABENDS NON-RETRYABLE
Indicates the number of non-retryable ABENDS.
IQL Field: NON-RETRYABLE-ABENDS

LOCAL DEADLOCKS
Indicates the number of local deadlocks.
IQL Field: LOCAL-DEADLOCKS

TIMEOUT RLBS PURGED
Indicates the number of timeouts when RLBs were purged.
IQL Field: TIMEOUT-RLB-PURGED

QE GENERATED
Indicates the number of generated Compat QE (Queue Elements).
IQL Field: COMPAT-QE-GENER

USE COUNT FOR QE
Indicates the number of use counts for Compat QE (Queue Elements) in IRLM.
IQL Field: USE-COUNT

SUSPEND
Indicates the number of suspends of DBMS exits.
IQL Field: SUSPEND-EXIT-CNT

RESUME
Indicates the number of resume exits.
IQL Field: RESUME-EXIT-CNT

STATUS
Indicates the number of status exits.
IQL Field: STATUS-EXIT-CNT

DEADLOCK
Indicates the number of deadlock exits.
IQL Field: DEADLOCK-EXIT-CNT

TIMEOUT
Indicates the number of timeout exits.
IQL Field: TIMEOUT-EXIT-CNT
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BTSTATR1 Stored Procedures

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows the totals for the use of stored procedures.

CALL STATEMENTS EXECUTED
The number of SQL CALL statements issued.

STORED PROCEDURE ABENDS
The number of times a stored procedure terminated abnormally.

CALL STATEMENT TIMEOUTS
The number of times an SQL CALL statement timed out waiting to be scheduled.

CALL STATEMENTS REJECTED
The number of times an SQL CALL statement was rejected.

BTSTATR1 UDF Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows totals for the use of user-defined functions.

EXECUTIONS
The number of user-defined functions executed.

ABENDS
The number of times a user-defined function abended.

TIMEOUTS
The number of times a user-defined function timed out waiting to be scheduled.

REJECTED
The number of times a user-defined function was rejected.

BTSTATR1 Global Lock Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows totals for global locking.

CONTENTIONS
GLOBAL

Indicates the number of global resource contentions.
FALSE

Indicates the total number of visits to the contention exit in which IRLM did not grant access due to a false
contention. False contentions happen when two different locks on different resources map to the same
lock entry.

GLOBAL DEADLOCKS
Indicates the number of global deadlocks.

IRLM
Indicates the number of suspends because of the IRLM global resource contention. (IRLM lock states
were in conflict.) Global contention requires an inter-system communication to resolve the lock conflict.
In contrast, local contention does not require an inter-system communication to resolve the lock conflict.
The sum of QTGAIGLO (IRLM), QTGASGLO (XES), and QTGAFLSE (false) gives the total number of
suspends caused by global contention.

XES
Indicates the number of suspends because of MVS XES global resource contention (MVS XES lock
states were in conflict but IRLM lock states were not). For more information about resolving the resource
contention, see IBM Data Sharing: Planning and Administration.
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FALSE THIS LPAR
Indicates the number of false contentions that were encountered on a z/OS image. False contention
occurs when a different resource names hash to the same entry in the coupling facility lock table. The
coupling facility detects contention within the hash entry, and XES uses inter-system messaging to
determine that no resource contention exists.
This counter is maintained for each LPAR. Therefore, this counter over-reports false contentions when
multiple members of the same data sharing group run on the same z/OS image. X'FF' is returned if data
is unavailable due to an error from the IXLMG service.

SYNC->ASYNC CONV
Indicates the number of sync-to-async heuristic conversions. This conversion is done when XES
determines that it is more efficient to drive the request asynchronously to the CF.

LOCK REQUESTS
Indicates the number of lock requests for P-locks. This is as opposed to QTXALOCK which contains the number
of L-lock requests.

CHANGE REQUESTS
Indicates the number of change requests for P-locks. This is as opposed to QTXACHG which contains the
number of change requests for L-locks.

UNLOCK REQUESTS
Indicates the number of unlock requests for P-locks. This is as opposed to QTXAUNLK which contains the
number of unlock requests for L-locks.

REQUESTS DENIED
Indicates the number of global lock or change requests denied because of an incompatible retained lock. For
information about retained locks, see IBM Data Sharing: Planning and Administration.

PROPAGATIONS
LOCK

Indicates the number of lock requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the user's
execution unit). This count includes both L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the
request is suspended.

UNLOCK
Indicates the number of unlock requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the user's
execution unit). This count includes both L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the
request is suspended.

CHANGE
Indicates the number of change requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the
user's execution unit). This count includes both L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the
request is suspended.

RESOURCE
Indicates the number of resources propagated by IRLM to MVS XES asynchronously (that is, under a
system execution unit). This count includes both L-locks and P-locks. This can happen when new inter-
Db2 interest occurs on a parent resource or when a request completes after the requestor's execution unit
was suspended.

NEGOTIATIONS
PSET OR PART

Indicates the number of times this Db2 was driven to negotiate a page set or partition P-lock because of
changing inter-Db2 interest levels on the page set or partition.
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PAGE
Indicates the number of times this Db2 was driven to negotiate a page P-lock because of the inter-Db2 P-
lock contention.

OTHER
Indicates the number of times this Db2 was driven to negotiate another P-lock type (other than page set/
partition or page).

CHG REQ ISSUED
Indicates the number of times a P-lock change request was issued during the P-lock negotiation.

ENGINES
MAX AVAILABLE

Indicates the maximum number of engines available for the P-lock exit or notify exit requests.
UNAVAILABLE

Indicates the number of times an engine is not available for the P-lock exit or a notify exit request.
NOTIFIES

SENT
Indicates the number of sent notify messages.

RECEIVED
Indicates the number of received notify messages.

BTSTATR1 Dynamic Prepare Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows totals for the use of dynamic prepare facility:

STMT FOUND IN CACHE
The number of times that Db2 satisfied a prepare request by making a copy of a statement in the prepared
statement cache.

STMT NOT FOUND IN CACHE
The number of times that Db2 searched the prepared statement cache but could not find a suitable prepared
statement.

IMPLICIT PREPARE PERFORMED
The number of times that Db2 did an implicit prepare for a statement bound with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because
the prepared statement cache did not contain a valid copy of the prepared statement.

PREPARE AVOIDED
The number of times that Db2 did not prepare a statement bound with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because the
prepared statement cache contained a valid copy of the prepared statement.

STMTS DISCARDED - MAXKEEPD
The number of times that Db2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement cache because the
number of prepared statements in the cache exceeded the value of subsystem parameter MAXKEEPD.

STMTS PURGED - DEP. OBJECT
The number of times that Db2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement cache because a
program executed a drop, alter, or revoke statement against a dependent object.

PREP RESTRICTED INDX PEND
Number of prepare statements for which the use of indexes was restricted because the indexes were in a pending
state.
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BTSTATR1 Direct Row Access Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows statistics about the use of direct row access.

SUCCESSFUL
The number of times that Db2 used direct row access to locate a record.

REVERTED TO INDEX
The number of times that Db2 attempted to use direct row access but reverted to using an index to locate a
record.

REVERTED TO TS SCAN
The number of times that Db2 attempted to use direct row access but reverted to using a tablespace scan to
locate a record.

BTSTATR1 Triggers Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows the triggers usage statistics.

STATEMENT TRIGGERS ACTIVATED
The number of times a statement trigger is activated.

ROW TRIGGERS ACTIVATED
The number of times a row trigger is activated.

SQL ERRORS DURING EXECUTION
The number of times an SQL error occurred during execution of a triggered action.

MAX CASCADING LVL
Maximum level of nested SQL cascading due to triggers, user-defined functions, and stored procedures.

BTSTATR1 Buffer Pool Statistics

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows general statistics for the buffer pools. Quantities are
printed for all for pools.

CURR NON-STEALABLE BUFFERS
The number of active (in use or updated pages) pages in the buffer pool. When the number of active buffers
reaches 50 percent, Db2 has reached the deferred write threshold causing Db2 to write updated pages until
the ratio goes below 50 percent. You can control this threshold through the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command
for both the virtual and hiperpools. When the number of active buffers reaches 95 percent, Db2 has reached
the buffer pool critical threshold (data manager threshold) causing Db2 to use different, more CPU-intensive
algorithms to manage the buffer pool in order to free or release pages as soon as possible. Note that, when this
threshold is reached for one buffer pool, the immediate release of pages occurs in all buffer pools. When the
number of active buffers reaches 97.5 percent, Db2 has reached the immediate write threshold causing Db2
to write buffers synchronously. When the number of active buffers reaches 100 percent, Db2 has reached the
expansion threshold causing Db2 to expand the buffer pool if possible (MAX buffers are not equal to MIN buffers
in DSNZPARM and storage is available). This snapshot value is recorded at time when Db2 writes the statistics
record.

BUFFER POOL FULL
The number of times a usable buffer could not be located in the virtual buffer pool because it was full. Use the
ALTER BUFFERPOOL command to increase the size of the virtual pool.
This counter should always be zero.

DATASETS OPENS
The total number of times a data set was opened successfully.
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BUFFERS ALLOCATED - VPOOL
The number of buffers allocated for a virtual buffer pool.

BUFFERS ALLOCATED - HPOOL
The number of buffers allocated for a hiperpool.

HPOOL BUFFERS BACKED
The number of hiperpool buffers that are currently backed by expanded storage. For hiperpools defined as
CASTOUT=YES, this number can include non-backed buffers if the backing expanded storage frames were
stolen and Db2 then did not attempt to access the buffers. This snapshot value is recorded at time when Db2
writes the statistics record.

MIGRATED DATASETS OPENED
The number of times Db2 encountered a migrated database data set and issued a recall request to DFHSM. For
Db2 to recall a migrated data set, the RECALL ZPARM parameter has to be set to YES.
If you are experiencing frequent HSM delays, try to tune HSM to have a minimum impact on the Db2 applications.
For example, you could use only ML1 (DASD) as a migration medium, or you could choose to not migrate Db2
data sets as frequently as other user data sets. If some data sets are needed on an infrequent, periodic basis,
then you could issue an HRECALL for these database data sets before they are needed by the Db2 application.
If migration wait (time limit for recalls) failures frequently occurs, then you should increase the value of the
RECALLD ZPARM parameter.

DFHSM RECALL TIMEOUTS
The number of times Db2 encountered a migrated database data set and issued a recall request to HSM, but the
wait period for the recall was exceeded. For Db2 to recall a migrated data set, the RECALL ZPARM parameter
has to be set to YES. The wait period is controlled by the RECALLD ZPARM parameter. When a recall times out,
Db2 returns a return code to the calling program indicating that the associated page set is unavailable. However,
the recall of the data set continues.
Tips for reducing HSM delay problems are given in the explanation of the previous field.

VPOOL SIZE CHANGES
The number of successful virtual buffer pool expansions or contractions because of the ALTER BUFFERPOOL
command.

HPOOL SIZE CHANGES
The number of successful hiperpool expansions or contractions because of the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command.

EXPANSION FAILURES
The number of times Db2 tried to expand the buffer pool but failed to do so because of insufficient storage in
Db2's database services address space (DBM1). The failure can occur for both the virtual pools and hiperpools.
This counter should always be zero.
To eliminate this problem, increase the region size above the 16-meg line for the database services address
space (DBM1). You can alternatively reclaim storage from other areas, by reducing the size of other buffer pools,
for example.
Buffer pool expansions can indicate your Db2 subsystem is having bigger problems. Please see buffer pool
expansions for more details about resolving expansion problems.

MAX CONCUR PREF I/O STREAMS
The highest number of concurrent prefetch I/O streams that were allocated for supporting queries processed
in parallel in this buffer pool. This counter reflects prefetch activities for non-work file page sets. This counter is
applicable only when queries are processing in parallel in Db2.

PARALLEL QUERY REQUESTS
The number of requests made for processing queries in parallel in this buffer pool. This counter is applicable only
for non-work file page sets and when queries are processing in parallel in Db2.

PARALLEL I/O DEGREES REDUCED
The number of requested prefetch I/O streams that were denied because of a storage shortage in the buffer
pool. For example, if 100 prefetch I/O streams are requested and only 80 are granted, then 20 is added to this
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counter. If this value is nonzero, you might want to consider increasing the size of the buffer pool. This counter is
applicable only for non-work file page sets and when queries are processing in parallel in Db2.

REDUCED DEGREE PARALLEL I/OS
The number of times that Db2 could not allocate the requested number of buffer pages to allow a parallel group
to run to the planned degree. This inability is caused by a storage shortage in the buffer pool. If this value is
significant, increase the size of the buffer pool. This counter is applicable only for non-work file page sets and
when queries are processing in parallel in Db2.

AVERAGE DEGREE REDUCTION
The average degree of parallel I/O processing that was reduced because of insufficient buffer pool space. This
value is the ratio of the previous two fields.

PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO ½
The total number of occurrences when the prefetch quantity is reduced from normal to one-half of normal. The
normal size depends on the size of the buffer pool (4 KB or 32 KB). This counter indicates when Db2 had to
reduce sequential prefetch quantity to continue to execute concurrently with parallel I/O processing in the system.
This counter is applicable only when queries are processing in parallel in Db2. If this field contains a small
number, it might be tolerable.

PREF QUANTITY REDUCED TO ¼
The total number of occurrences when the prefetch quantity is reduced from normal to one-quarter of normal. The
normal size depends on the size of the buffer pool (4 KB or 32 KB). When this field contains a nonzero value, it is
a more serious situation than when the quantity is reduced to one-half. The query response for queries processed
in parallel can be worse when this field is nonzero. This field is applicable only when queries are processing in
parallel in Db2.

TIMES PAGES ADDED TO LPL
Number of times that one or more pages were added to the logical page list (LPL).

BTSTATR1 Buffer Pool Fields - SLRU

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report contains the following SLRU buffer pool fields:

BUFFERS ON SLRU HWM
Specifies the maximum number of buffers on SLRU (high water mark value within an interval).

BUFFERS ON SLRU LWM
Specifies the maximum number of buffers on SLRU (low water mark value within an interval).

BTSTATR1 Buffer Pool Fields - Page Residency Time

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report contains the following buffer pool page residency time fields:

SYSTEM
The average time (in seconds) that a page (random and sequential) is resident in the buffer pool. The value is
blank if no pages are read during the period.
A low system residency time indicates that the average time that a page resides in the buffer pool is too short. In
this case, consider increasing the buffer pool size.

RANDOM
The average time (in seconds) that a random page is resident in the buffer pool. The value is blank if no random
pages are read during the period.
A low random page residency time indicates that the average time that a random page resides in the buffer pool
is too short. To increase the random page residency time, consider increasing the buffer pool size. Decreasing
the virtual pool sequential steal threshold (VPSEQT) also can increase the random page residency time, but it
simultaneously decreases the sequential page residency time.
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SEQUENTIAL
The average time (in seconds) that a sequential page is resident in the buffer pool. The value is blank if no pages
are read during the period.
A low sequential page residency time indicates that the average time that a sequential page resides in the
buffer pool is too short. To increase the sequential page residency time, consider increasing the buffer pool
size. Increasing the virtual pool sequential steal threshold (VPSEQT) also can increase the sequential page
residency time, but it simultaneously decreases the random page residency time.

BTSTATR1 Buffer Pool Fields - Read Operations

This section of BTSTATR1 report shows read operation statistics for the buffer pools.

Quantities are printed for all pools.

This section contains the following fields:

GETPAGE REQUESTS
Shows the number of buffer pool GETPAGE requests. This value includes all unconditional and successful
conditional requests. GETPAGE requests occur when Db2 accesses pages in the buffer pools to satisfy
application requests. The number of GETPAGE requests is a good indicator of how much work Db2 is doing.
An excessive number of GETPAGE requests usually indicates a poor access path, a poorly designed table,
or inefficient SQL coding, but it can also indicate that the data is becoming physically disorganized. Use the
SYSVIEW for Db2 tracing facilities along with EXPLAIN output to determine which application statements and
tables are causing the GETPAGE requests. Analyze the access path to determine if the most efficient path is
being taken. If the access path has been consistent, but the number of GETPAGE requests is increasing, run
PDASTATS or RUNSTATS to see if the data is disorganized. Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 tracing facilities and
EXPLAIN output to determine which tables should have PDASTATS or RUNSTATS run against them.

SEQUENTIAL ACCESS GETPAGES
Shows the number of GETPAGEs that occurred as a result of sequential or list prefetch.

RANDOM ACCESS GETPAGES
Shows the number of GETPAGEs that occurred after dynamic prefetch or synchronous read I/Os.

SYNCHRONOUS READS
Shows the number of synchronous physical I/O operations that have occurred to read pages of data from Db2
tables. An I/O is caused by the need to access application data or system data (from the Db2 catalog or directory)
that is not currently loaded into Db2's buffer pools.
One READ I/O operation can bring in many pages of data, but normally just one page is read per I/O operation.
Moreover, several physical I/O operations can be issued to read one row in Db2 because I/O can be done to read
indexes, Db2 catalogs (for dynamic SQL), and the Db2 directory (for plan and DBD data). READ I/O operations
do not include I/O performed for sequential prefetch, but do include READ I/O operations to the temporary
database (for sorting and intermediate table results). The number of READ I/O operations indicates the amount
of work that Db2 is doing for the application. The number of READ I/O operations depends on the buffer pool size
and the amount of Db2 activity. Therefore, this number can vary greatly between application runs executing the
same SQL statements.

GETPG/SYN RD
Shows an excessive number of READ I/O operations (or a low GETPAGE per READ I/O ratio). This value can
indicate poor buffer pool usage (low buffer reuse), poor Db2 table design, or that the data is becoming physically
disorganized. To tell if the number of READ I/O operations is too high, compare it to the number of buffer pool
GETPAGE requests. If the number of GETPAGEs per READ I/O is greater than 4 or 5, you probably do not have
a problem. If it is lower than 4 or 5, you might have a problem. This data is easily and cheaply obtainable at the
application and system levels by viewing the application and subsystem history records.
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NOTE
To use this field for an application, you need sufficient executions (or execution time) to ensure that
buffer reuse can take effect. If the system-wide ratio of GETPAGEs per READ I/O is less than 5 or 6,
consider increasing the size of the Db2 buffer pool. The increase depends on the storage constraint of
your system. Before you increase the size of the buffer pools, see if the Db2 applications are optimized.

Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 application exception analysis to check the Db2 applications. If the number of
GETPAGEs per READ I/O is acceptable for the system, but low for the application, ensure that data is physically
organized as it was designed. Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 tracing facility to identify which tables are causing the
problem.
After you identify the tables and corresponding tablespaces, check the PDASTATS or RUNSTATS data (make
sure that it is current data) to see if the tablespace is physically organized. If the tablespace is well organized,
investigate the database design. For example, investigate clustering your data in a different manner if several
rows of data are being returned for the SQL statement in question. Use EXPLAIN data or use the SYSVIEW for
Db2 application probe to see which tables and indexes are being used.
If you are accessing multiple tables in SQL statements, consider merging parts or all tables (physically or
logically), or duplicating some of the columns from one table to another. Try to eliminate accessing one or more
of the tables. However, if you are only accessing a few columns on some of the tables, create an index on those
columns, so that Db2 must only access the index. Or split a large table into one or more smaller tables separating
frequently referenced columns from seldom used columns.

NOTE
A low buffer pool GETPAGE per READ I/O ratio is not always bad. For example, if you have a low-
volume application or your SQL is susceptible to random READs, then you are probably getting a
justified ratio.

Other things that you can do to reduce the I/O elapsed time include:

• Use fast devices for your most frequently used tables.
• Allocate frequently used tables across the available DASD to reduce I/O contention. DSNDB07, which is used

for work files, should be on a different device than your other high use data sets.
• Avoid having tables use secondary extents by coding large primary space allocations.
• Separate index and tablespace data sets.
• Use high values of PCTFREE and FREEPAGE for tables with frequent insert updates.
• Use segmented tablespaces.

SEQ ACCESS SYNCHRONOUS READS
Shows the amount of buffer thrashing. This value is the number of times a list prefetch or sequential prefetch
request attempted to do a getpage and found that the requested page was no longer in the buffer pool. This
situation can only occur when the page was in the buffer pool at the time the prefetch request was initiated.
Activity in the buffer is so high, that the page was overwritten in the time between the initiation of the prefetch
request and the getpage request to retrieve data. For suggestions on how to avoid this situation, see the
description of GETPG/SYN RD.

DISK CACHE HITS
Shows the number of synchronous read I/Os that resulted in disk cache hits.

CACHE HIT RATIO
Shows the percentage of synchronous reads found in the DASD cache. Cache hit ratio below 80 limits zHyperLink
benefits.

ZHYPERLINK READS
Shows the number of synchronous read I/O operations that used zHyperLink.

ZHL UTILIZATION
Shows the percentage of synchronous reads that were successful with zHyperLink.
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RANDOM ACCESS SYNC READS
Shows the number of synchronous read I/Os in support of random access or that occurred after dynamic prefetch.

GETPAGES/SYNCHRONOUS READS
Shows the ratio of getpage requests to synchronous read I/O operations. For the usage of this field in monitoring
Db2 performance, see GETPAGE REQUESTS and SYNCHRONOUS READS.

HIT RATIO
Shows the percentage of time that the page was found in the buffer pool.
A low hit ratio indicates that the average time that a page resided in the buffer pool is too short. Consider
increasing the buffer pool size.
The buffer pool hit ratio can have a negative value. Typically, when the prefetch process brings pages into
the buffer pool that are not subsequently referenced. This situation in turn happens in one of the following
circumstances:

• When the query stops before it reaches the end of the table space.
• When the prefetched pages are stolen by Db2 for reuse before the query can access them.

PAGE-INS REQUIRED - READ I/O
Shows the number of times a buffer pool buffer had to be paged in from a paging data set to satisfy a READ I/O
request. If this field is consistently higher than zero, then you have a system problem.
A consistently high amount of paging while processing I/O requests to the buffer pool usually indicates a storage
constrained system. Until the storage constraint situation can be relieved, reduce the size of the buffer pool or use
storage isolation to protect the buffer pools from paging. Paging negates the usefulness of the buffer pool. The
reason is that paging I/O is no faster than Db2 I/O since Db2 uses paging to read the Db2 data sets.

ASYNCHRONOUS RDS
Shows the number of prefetch I/O operations. Through prefetch, Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data into
the buffer pool before the application reads them. This counter includes sequential, list, and dynamic prefetch
depending on what version of Db2 is monitored. Sequential prefetch is included for all supported releases. List
and dynamic prefetch are included.

SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS
Shows the total number of times a sequential prefetch (or asynchronous read I/O) was requested. If all needed
pages are already in the buffer, then no I/O operation takes place. This field shows the number of requests for a
prefetch operation. Through sequential prefetch, Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data into the buffer pool before
the application reads them. Typically, sequential prefetch occurs when data is being sequentially scanned for
some reason. It can be invoked for both indexspaces and tablespaces. The number of pages that Db2 reads for a
prefetch request depends on the size of the buffer pool and the current number of buffers available (buffer pages
not in use or updated). Usually, sequential prefetch does not indicate a problem. However, for an application or
SQL statement that is to return only one row (typical for a high-volume online transaction), sequential prefetch
can indicate the lack of an index or Db2's choosing not to use one. For example, performing an unnecessary
tablespace scan.
Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 exception analysis to flag sequential prefetch activity in CICS and IMS transactions.
Set this up generically by connection name to be warned of potential CICS/IMS application problems. CICS/
IMS applications that perform prefetch can be individually specified so that they do not show up as exceptions.
Some applications go to production with little or no data, causing Db2 to choose a tablespace scan. Initially, the
application recognizes no problem. As more data is added to the table, Db2 starts to use sequential prefetch,
which indicates that all data is being scanned unnecessarily. In this case, a rebind of the plan is in order (if the
correct indexes exist). Another example of how sequential prefetch can indicate unnecessary tablespace scans
is when plans are bound before PDASTATS or RUNSTATS has been run. First, check to see if PDASTATS or
RUNSTATS has been run, then rebind the plan. Last of all, physically disorganized data can cause Db2 to do
unnecessary tablespace scans. Check the PDASTATS or RUNSTATS data to see if it must be reorganized.
Review EXPLAIN data when applications are placed into production (or rebound). Exceptions should be noted for
entries that do not use indexes (high-volume CICS/IMS applications) or that have match columns of zero for an
index use.
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SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH READS
Shows the number of sequential prefetch read I/O requests for the associated buffer pool. Contrast this value
to other buffer pool fields that show the number of requests and number of pages read by sequential prefetch.
Through sequential prefetch, Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data into the buffer pool before the application
reads them. Typically, sequential prefetch occurs when data is being sequentially scanned for some reason. It can
be invoked for both indexspaces and tablespaces. The number of pages that Db2 reads for a prefetch request
depends on the size of the buffer pool and the current number of buffers available (buffer pages not in use or
updated). Each sequential prefetch read operation can read from 1 to 32 pages, depending on the number of
pages within the prefetch range already in the pool and the size of the buffer pool. Utilities can use a prefetch
quantity of up to 64 pages.

SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES
Shows the number of pages that have been read into the buffer pool using sequential prefetch I/O operations.

SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH PAGES/RD
Shows the average number of pages read per sequential prefetch request.

LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS
Shows the number of requests for a list prefetch operation. Through list prefetch, Db2 can access data pages
efficiently, even if the pages are not contiguous (unlike normal sequential prefetch which reads all pages
contiguously). Db2 determines the use of list prefetch at bind time. The use of list prefetch is indicated by an L in
the Prefetch column of the PLAN_TABLE.
Three main phases to list prefetch are:

• RID (record identifiers) retrieval
• RID sort
• Data retrieval

During the RID retrieval phase, a list of required data pages is gathered through matching index scans, compiling
a list of RIDs. The RID list is then sorted in the RID pool in the order of the data page numbers. Finally, the
data pages are accessed by the sorted list. Like normal sequential prefetch, many pages are read with one I/O
operation, with the same number of pages and restrictions that apply to normal sequential prefetch.

NOTE
With list prefetch, the data is not in any specific order since the RIDs are sorted by page number order.
You must use an ORDER BY clause to order the data. This causes Db2 to perform an additional sort
on the data retrieved, unlike a normal matching index scan not using list prefetch which can sometimes
avoid the sort.

When a Hybrid join is used and the index is highly clustered, the sort of data page numbers might not be needed.
Db2 decides to use list prefetch for one of the following reasons:

• Matching index scan when the cluster ratio is less than 80.
• Matching index scan when the cluster ratio is high, and the number of resulting rows is too few to make

sequential prefetch efficient, but large enough to prefer the use of list prefetch over normal read I/O.
• Multiple index access is involved.
• Accessing data for the inner table of a Hybrid join.

Db2 does not use list prefetch at bind time if the estimated number of RIDs is to exceed 50 percent of the RID
pool, or if RID list is expected to exceed 16 million RIDs. The RID pool is separate from the buffer pool. Its size
is calculated as one half of the combined sizes of all buffer pools with a maximum size of 200 MB. Db2 disables
list prefetch at run time for multiple index ORing if over 25 percent of the table is accessed, or for multiple index
ANDing if the number of RIDs in the RID list falls below 32. In these cases, Db2 uses a more efficient access
path.

LIST PREFETCH READS
Shows the number of asynchronous read I/Os because of list prefetch.
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LIST PREFETCH PAGES
Shows the number of asynchronous page reads because of list prefetch.

LIST PREFETCH PAGES/RD
Shows the average number of pages read per list prefetch request.

DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS
Shows the number of dynamic prefetch requests performed due to sequential detection. If Db2 did not use
sequential or list prefetch at bind time, it can invoke sequential prefetch dynamically if it detects that the data
or index leaf pages are being accessed sequentially. Db2 turns off the prefetch when the data is no longer
being accessed sequentially (which does not apply to prefetch requests at bind time). This process is known as
sequential detection. Since it is detected at execution time, its use is not indicated in the PLAN_TABLE. Dynamic
sequential prefetch is subject to being disabled due to buffer pool shortages as is normal sequential prefetch.

DYNAMIC PREFETCH READS
Shows the number of asynchronous read I/Os because of dynamic prefetch.

DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES
Shows the number of asynchronous page reads because of dynamic prefetch.

DYNAMIC PREFETCH PAGES/RD
Shows the average number of pages read per dynamic prefetch request.

PREFETCH DISABLED-NO BUFFER
Shows the number of times that Db2 failed to honor a sequential prefetch request because the sequential prefetch
threshold was reached. The threshold is controlled through the -ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. Normal
synchronous reads are performed instead. This number should be less than 5 percent of the sequential prefetch
request count. If not, then it indicates a problem.
Sequential prefetch being disabled due to a shortage of available buffers usually indicates that the buffer pool is
too small. Increase the size of the buffer pool or consider performing some workload balancing or putting a throttle
on the Db2 workload to reduce concurrency (by reducing one or more of the DSNZPARM parameters CTHREAD,
IDBACK, or IDFORE). The problem might be due to the sequential prefetch threshold being too small. Use the -
ALTER BUFFERPOOL command to increase the threshold if it is less than 90 percent. Poor DASD response can
also be contributing to this problem.

PREFETCH DISABLED-NO RD ENG
Shows the number of times that Db2 failed to honor a sequential prefetch request due to a shortage of READ
engines (SRBs). Normal synchronous reads are performed instead. Db2 has a maximum of 300 SRBs with which
to perform READ I/O operations to the buffer pool. If this number is consistently increasing, then you have a buffer
pool problem.
Sequential prefetch being disabled due to a shortage of READ engines indicates an overworked Db2 subsystem.
Consider performing workload balancing or putting a throttle on the Db2 workload to reduce concurrency (by
reducing one or more of the DSNZPARM parameters CTHREAD, IDBACK, or IDFORE). Poor DASD response
can also be contributing to this problem. If you are consistently encountering this problem, you might want to
contact IBM for assistance.

MAX PARALLEL I/O PRF STREAMS
Shows the highest number of concurrent prefetch I/O streams that were allocated for supporting queries
processed in parallel in this buffer pool. This counter reflects prefetch activities for non-work file page sets and is
applicable only when queries are processed in parallel in Db2.

CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILURES
Shows the number of times conditional getpage requests could not be satisfied for this buffer pool. A conditional
getpage is used only with queries processed in parallel. A conditional getpage means that the agent does not wait
for a page that is unavailable because an I/O is in progress or the page is not found in the buffer pool. Instead,
control returns to the agent and asynchronous prefetch I/O is triggered. This number should be close to zero,
indicating that whenever Db2 requires a page for a query using parallel I/O processing, the page is already
prefetched into the buffer pool. This minimizes the wait time for synchronous I/O. This counter can be high if, for
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example, the data in a cluster index scan is not truly clustered with the index key. In other words, the data pages
are not accessed in sequential sequence. The cluster ratio is not valid and PDASTATS or RUNSTATS should be
run to update this ratio. This value can also determine the number of sequential prefetches scheduled for a page.

SYNCHRONOUS HPOOL READ
Shows the number of successful synchronous requests to move a page from a hiperpool to a virtual buffer pool.
On behalf of a page access request, Db2 moves a 4 KB or 32 KB page from a hiperpool to a virtual buffer pool (if
the page is found in the hiperpool).

ASYNC HPOOL READ W/OUT ADMF
Shows the number of pages that moved successfully from the hiperpool to the virtual buffer pool asynchronously.
Asynchronous movement occurs under the control of an asynchronous Db2 system task such as sequential
prefetch. This count does not include pages moved by the asynchronous data mover facility.

HPOOL READ W/OUT ADMF FAILED
Shows the number of pages for which a synchronous or asynchronous read request failed because the backing
expanded storage page was stolen by the system. An unsuccessful read occurs when a requested page was
found in the hiperpool, but its content was discarded by z/OS. This count does not include pages moved by the
asynchronous data mover facility. For hiperpools defined as CASTOUT=YES, the written data can be discarded
by z/OS if the hiperpool usage was low or if the expanded memory was not large enough to back the hiperpool.
For hiperpools defined as CASTOUT=NO, an unsuccessful read can only happen when the backing expanded
storage page was explicitly reconfigured out of the system. If this number is high for a CASTOUT=YES hiperpool,
reduce the size of the hiperpool.

ASYNC HPOOL READ WITH ADMF
Shows the number of pages that moved successfully from the hiperpool to the virtual buffer pool by the
asynchronous data mover facility. Only asynchronous Db2 system tasks, such as sequential prefetch, perform this
type of page movement.

HPOOL READ WITH ADMF FAILED
Shows the number of pages for which a read request, using the asynchronous data mover facility, failed
because the backing expanded storage was stolen or some other error occurred. For hiperpools defined as
CASTOUT=YES, the written data can be discarded by the system because the hiperpool usage was low or
the expanded memory was not large enough to back the hiperpool. For hiperpools defined as CASTOUT=NO,
backing expanded pages are stolen only when they are explicitly reconfigured out of the system. If this number is
high for a CASTOUT=YES hiperpool, reduce the size of the hiperpool.

% GETPAGES FROM HPOOL
Shows the percentage of getpage requests that are satisfied by reads of the hiperpool. If this number is less than
0.1, then the hiperpool is being underutilized.

BTSTATR1 Buffer Pool Fields - Write Operations

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report displays statistics about the buffer pool write operations.
Quantities are printed for all buffer pools.

BUFFER UPDATES
Indicates the number of updates of records in the buffer pool, including updates to index records and table
updates. If the same record is updated twice within the same logical unit of work, it counts as two updates.
Updates do not reflect any I/O operations. Typically, no synchronous I/O operation is done for a buffer pool update
because of Db2 buffering algorithms and techniques. Read-only SQL statements and applications can have
buffer pool updates because of sorting and intermediate table results, such as the use of DSNDB07 temporary
database. You cannot do much about buffer pool updates unless they are caused by a sort. You could investigate
adding an index or recoding the query to avoid the sort.

PAGES WRITTEN
Indicates the total number of pages that are written to DASD.
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BUFFER UPD/PAGES WRITTEN
Indicates the ratio of buffer updates to pages written. A purely random process would have a ratio of 1. Therefore,
a decline in this number over time indicates the introduction of random updating on your Db2 subsystem.

ASYNCHRONOUS WRITES
Indicates the number of buffer pool WRITE I/O operations that Db2 was able to process asynchronously.
Asynchronous WRITE I/O only occurs at the system level and not at the application level. Therefore, the statistics
are only reported at the system level. Db2 writes up to 16 pages per WRITE I/O operation. A WRITE occurs when
there is a low number of stealable pages in the buffer pool or when the count of updated pages for a Db2 data set
reaches 64.

SYNCHRONOUS WRITES
Indicates the number of buffer pool WRITE I/O operations that required the application to wait before they
completed. Typically, a WRITE I/O operation is processed asynchronously and this field is zero for application
performance data. Occasional synchronous WRITE I/O operations are normal due to WRITEs occurring during
checkpoint processing or when a data set is closed. A consistently high number of synchronous WRITE I/O
operations indicates a problem. The following causes are common for the high number of synchronous WRITE I/
O operations:

• The buffer is 97.5 percent full (the Immediate write threshold)
• All write engines are busy
• Low checkpoint frequency

TIP
Since Db2 12, the maximum checkpoint frequency is 5 minutes. The default is 3 minutes. If you set
checkpoint frequency to a value higher than 5, 5 is used. If your checkpoint interval is much lower,
increase the CHKFREQ specification in DSNZPARM to increase the interval. Else, try to increase the
buffer pool size if possible.

PAGES WRITTEN/WRITE I/O
Indicates the ratio of pages written to the total number of synchronous and asynchronous writes. The higher
number means that Db2 is better at buffering its WRITE requests. Typically, the ratio should be at least 5-10, or
higher. The ratio of buffer pool pages written per WRITE I/O lower than 5 can indicate a shortage of buffers. For
some low use or low update Db2 subsystems, such as test or development, low number is expected. Another
possible cause of a low ratio is due to a low checkpoint interval.

TIP
Since Db2 12, the maximum checkpoint frequency is 5 minutes. The default is 3 minutes. If you set
checkpoint frequency to a value higher than 5, 5 is used. If your checkpoint interval is much lower,
increase the CHKFREQ specification in DSNZPARM to increase the interval. Else, try to increase the
buffer pool size. If the increase makes no difference, it might be the nature of your Db2 applications
and databases that does not allow Db2 to efficiently buffer pages to be written. If the DASD response
and utilization are not a problem and the number of immediate WRITEs is not high, then a low ratio
can be tolerated. Otherwise, try grouping tables with the low amount of update activity in a segmented
tablespace, so that Db2 can batch the updated pages for several different tables in the same WRITE I/O
operation.

PAGE-INS REQUIRED - WRT I/O
The number of times a buffer pool buffer had to be paged in from a paging data set to satisfy a WRITE I/O
request. If the value is consistently higher than zero, that indicates a system problem.

DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD
Indicates the average number of times the buffer pool has had at least 50 percent of the buffers in the pool
unavailable. The buffers were either in use or updated. Db2 performs asynchronous write operations, where all
pages for the data set that contains the oldest updated page are written to DASD to bring the unavailable buffers
below 50 percent. The threshold value can be controlled through the -ALTER BUFFERPOOL command. As long
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as the sequential prefetch threshold is not being reached, or the ratio of pages written per WRITE I/O is not too
low, a nonzero value is acceptable. This value is the average over all the processed statistics records.

DATASET DEFER WRT THRESHOLD
Indicates the average number of times the vertical deferred write threshold was exceeded for a data set. When
the number of updated pages for a given data set exceeds the vertical deferred write threshold, deferred writes
are initiated for that data set. This value is the average over all the statistics records processed.

DATA MANAGEMENT THRESHOLD
Specifies the total number of times the Data Management threshold was reached. The threshold is reached when
the buffer is 95 percent full, causing pages that are being held “in-use” to be released. Therefore, each row read
can result in a getpage request and release, increasing CPU usage. That is, when more than one row is retrieved
or updated in a page, more than one getpage request and release are performed on that page. Db2 also performs
WRITE I/O operations synchronously.

NOTE
When this threshold is reached for one buffer pool, the immediate release of pages occurs in all buffer
pools. A nonzero value for this field indicates a shortage of buffer pool buffers. If possible, increase
the size of the buffer pool. Otherwise, perform some workload balancing or put a throttle on the Db2
workload to reduce concurrency by reducing any of the following DSNZPARM parameters: CTHREAD,
IDBACK, or IDFORE. Poor DASD response can also contribute to this problem.

WRITE ENGINE NOT AVAILABLE
Specifies the number of times that Db2 had to wait for a WRITE engine (SRB) to become available to perform
a WRITE I/O operation. Db2 has a maximum of 100 SRBs from which it can perform WRITE I/O operations to
the buffer pool. If this number is consistently increasing, then you probably have a buffer pool problem. However,
if you are not reaching the sequential prefetch threshold, there is no reason for concern. No degradation is
being done to the buffer pool and only asynchronous WRITE I/O operations are being delayed. You can perform
workload balancing or you can put a throttle on the Db2 workload to reduce concurrency by reducing any of the
following DSNZPARM parameters: CTHREAD, IDBACK, or IDFORE. Poor DASD response can also contribute to
this problem. If you are consistently encountering this problem, consult IBM for assistance.

SYNCHRONOUS HPOOL WRITES
The number of pages moved successfully from the virtual buffer pool to the hiperpool by the asynchronous data
mover facility. Only asynchronous Db2 system tasks, such as sequential prefetch, perform this type of page
movement.

ASYNC HPOOL WRTS W/OUT ADMF
The number of pages successfully moved asynchronously from the virtual buffer pool to the hiperpool.
Asynchronous movement occurs under the control of an asynchronous Db2 system task such as sequential
prefetch. This count does not include pages moved by the asynchronous data mover facility.

HPOOL WRT W/OUT ADMF FAILED
The number of pages for which a synchronous or asynchronous write request failed because of a shortage of
expanded storage. No backing expanded storage page could not be allocated. This count does not include pages
moved by the asynchronous data mover facility. If this number is high, reduce the hiperpool size.

ASYNC HPOOL WRTS WITH ADMF
The number of pages for which a write request, using the asynchronous data mover facility, failed because the
backing expanded storage was stolen or another error occurred. If this number is high, reduce the hiperpool size.

HPOOL WRT WITH ADMF FAILED
The number of pages for which a write request, using the asynchronous data mover facility, failed because the
backing expanded storage was stolen or another error occurred. If this number is high, reduce the hiperpool size.
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BTSTATR1 Buffer Pool Fields - Sort/Merge Operations

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows sort/merge operation statistics for the buffer pools.
Quantities are printed for all for pools.

SORT MERGE PASSES REQUESTED
The total number of merge passes requested for Db2 sort activities. This counter reflects the number of merge
passes were requested for Db2 to determine the number of work files permitted to support each merge pass.

INEFFICIENT PASSES-LOW BUF
The number of times a merge pass could not be efficiently performed due to a shortage of space in the buffer
pool. This counter is incremented for each merge pass when the maximum number of work files allowed is less
than the number of work files requested. The maximum number of work files allowed is computed as:
Buffers consumed = 2 * (work files already allocated)

 Buffers available = (0.8 * (buffer pool size - buffers consumed)

 Max work files allowed = buffers available /(2 * 8)

WKFLS REQUESTED ALL PASSES
The total number of work files that have been requested for all sort/merge passes. This counter and the number
of work file requests (SORT MERGE PASSES) can be used to determine the average number of work files (runs)
requested on a single merge pass. For DB2 to perform efficient prefetch for work files, each work file should have
at least 16 dedicated buffers. Work files used during sort phase processing or other non-sort-related processing
are not included in this statistics counter.

MAX WORKFILES ALLOCATED
The largest number of work files which were used simultaneously. Ideally, each work file will need 16 buffers for
sequential prefetch.

WRKFL REQ DENIED-LOW BUFFER
The number of times a merge pass could not be performed due to a shortage of space in the buffer pool.

WRKFL NOT CREATED-NO BUFFER
The number of times a work file could not be created due to insufficient buffer resources for sequential
processing. A high number of failures indicates a shortage of buffer pool buffers and that the sort/merge was
limited in the number of work files it could use. This field is only applicable to Db2 running under MVS/XA.
In general, sorts are more efficient with additional work files. The maximum number of work files allowed
is controlled by Db2 limits. However, in this case the number of work files was limited by buffer pool buffer
shortages. The effect on performance is usually minor. However, you should increase the size of the buffer
pool, or alter the application so that fewer concurrent work files are required (for example, reduce the number of
concurrently open cursors requiring sort).

WORKFILE PREFETCH ABORTED
The total number of times a sequential prefetch operation against a work file was disabled because the dynamic
prefetch quantity is zero. Normally the quantity should be 1 to 8 pages. A high number of failures indicates a
problem. The buffer pool is too small, or the number of concurrent work files is reaching the maximum allowed
too many times. The maximum number of work files allowed is controlled by Db2 limits. Db2 will support up to
140 work files per sort and 255 work files per user. For MVS/ESA 3.1.3 or later, there is an unlimited number of
work files. If the maximum number of work files is being reached, then you should be encountering application
sort failures. If this is happening, then you might want to have the problem applications retrieve the data and
perform an external sort using DFSORT/SYNCSORT. If the problem is not the number of work files, then you
should consider increasing the size of the corresponding buffer pool if possible. When increasing the size of the
buffer pool, you should first study the impact of adding additional storage requirements to your system.

DESTRUCTIVE READ PAGES
Destructive reads are sort work file reads for which buffer space is released because the data will not be re-
accessed. This field shows the number of pages requested to be read destructively.
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PG WRT BYPASSED-DESTRUCT RD
Destructive reads are sort work file reads for which buffer space is released because the data will not be re-
accessed. This field shows the number of pages de-queued from the vertical deferred write queue (VDWQ) for
destructive read requests.

BTSTATR1 Buffer Pool Fields - CASTOUT

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report contains the following CASTOUT buffer pool fields:

CASTOUT I/O OPERATIONS
Number of castout I/O operations.

CASTOUT PAGES
Number of pages written for castout I/O operations.

CASTOUT PAGES PER I/O
The average number of pages written per castout I/O operation.

BTSTATR1 Simulated Buffer Pool Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows simulated buffer pool activity statistics. Quantities are
printed for all simulated buffer pools.

The AVOIDABLE READ I/O report block consolidates I/O statistics for the simulated buffer pool and contains the following
fields:

AVOIDED
RANDOM PAGES SYNCH I/O

Indicates the number of pages accessed through random getpage requests and found in the simulated
part of the buffer pool, yet resulted in synchronous disk read I/O operations.

SEQUENTIAL PAGES SYNCH I/O
Indicates the number of pages accessed through sequential getpage requests and found in the simulated
part of the buffer pool, yet resulted in synchronous disk read I/O operations.

PREFETCH PAGES ASYNCH I/O
Indicates the number of pages accessed through prefetch requests and found in the simulated part of the
buffer pool, yet resulted in asynchronous disk read I/O operations.

RANDOM PAGES SYNCH GBP READ
Indicates the number of pages accessed through random getpage requests and found in the simulated
part of the buffer pool, yet resulted in synchronous group buffer pool reads.

SEQ PAGES SYNCH GBP READ
Indicates the number of pages accessed through sequential getpage requests and found in the simulated
part of the buffer pool, yet resulted in synchronous group buffer pool reads.

PREF PAGES SYNCH GBP READ
Indicates the number of pages accessed through prefetch getpage requests and found in the simulated
part of the buffer pool, yet resulted in asynchronous group buffer pool reads.

SYNCH READ I/O WAIT TIME
Indicates the total amount of synchronous read I/O wait time that might have been avoided had the buffer
pool been increased to the simulated size.
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REAL
RANDOM PAGES SYNCH I/O

Indicates how many synchronous physical I/O operations have occurred to read pages of data from DB2
tables.

SEQUENTIAL PAGES SYNCH I/O
Indicates the number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters.

PREFETCH PAGES ASYNCH I/O
Indicates the total number of pages that have been read into the buffer pool using prefetch operations.

SIMULATED
RANDOM PAGES SYNCH I/O

Indicates the number of synchronous read I/O operations for random getpage requests for the simulated
buffer pool. The number indicates how many operations would occur if the buffer pool is expanded. The
calculations are based on assumption that one page is read per one synchronous read I/O operation.

SEQUENTIAL PAGES SYNCH I/O
Indicates the number of synchronous read I/O operations for sequential getpage requests for the
simulated buffer pool. The number indicates how many operations would occur if the buffer pool is
expanded. The calculations are based on assumption that one page is read per one synchronous read I/
O operation.

PREFETCH PAGES ASYNCH I/O
Indicates the total number of pages that have been read into the simulated buffer pool using prefetch
operations. The number indicates how many pages would be read if the buffer pool is expanded.

% SAVED
RANDOM PAGES SYNCH I/O

Indicates, in percentage, the simulated reduction of synchronous I/O operations for random getpage
requests that would occur if the buffer pool is expanded.

SEQUENTIAL PAGES SYNCH I/O
Indicates, in percentage, the simulated reduction of synchronous I/O operations for sequential getpage
requests that would occur if the buffer pool is expanded.

PREFETCH PAGES ASYNCH I/O
Indicates, in percentage, the simulated reduction in number of pages that would be read into the buffer
pool using prefetch operations if the buffer pool is expanded.

The PAGES IN USE report block contains the following page in use counts:

ACTUAL
ALL

Indicates the number of pages that are in use in the simulated part of the buffer pool
SEQUENTIAL

Indicates the number of sequential pages that are in use in the simulated part of the buffer pool.
MAXIMUM

ALL
Indicates the maximum number of pages that are in use in the simulated part of the buffer pool since the
simulated buffer pool was created.

SEQUENTIAL
Indicates the maximum number of sequential pages that are in use in the simulated part of the buffer pool
since the simulated buffer pool was created.
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PAGES MOVED INTO SIM BP
Indicates the total number of pages that are logically moved into the simulated buffer pool.

BTSTATR1 Group Buffer Pool Statistics

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows group buffer pools usage totals. Quantities are printed
for each buffer pool.

GROUP BUFFER POOL
Identifies the group buffer pool for which the data applies (GBP0-GBP49, GBP32K-GBP32K9).

READS
HIT RATIO

The average number of reads with data returned versus the total number of read access attempts.
SYNCHRONOUS - BUFFER INVALID

• DATA RETURNED—The number of coupling facility read requests required because the buffer was
marked invalid. Data is returned from the group buffer pool.

• DATA NOT RETURNED X-DB2 R/W INTEREST—The number of coupling facility read requests
required because the buffer was marked invalid. Data is not returned from the group buffer pool and
a directory entry is created if it does not already exist. This means another Db2 in the group has R/W
interest in the page set or partition.

SYNCHRONOUS - PAGE NOT FOUND

• DATA RETURNED—The number of coupling facility reads necessary because the requested page
was not found in the buffer pool. Data was returned from the coupling facility.

• DATA NOT RETURNED X-DB2 R/W INTEREST—The number of coupling facility reads necessary
because the requested page was not found in the buffer pool. Data was not returned from the coupling
facility. If a directory entry does not already exist for the page, an entry is created.

ASYNCHRONOUS

• DATA RETURNED—The number of asynchronous coupling facility reads in which data was returned
from the coupling facility.

• DATA NOT RETURNED X-DB2 R/W INTEREST—The number of asynchronous coupling facility reads
in which data was not returned from the coupling facility and a coupling facility directory entry was
created, if it did not already exist.

• READ STORAGE STATISTICS—The number of read requests for coupling facility statistics.
• READS CHANGED PAGES—The number of coupling facility reads to retrieve a changed page from

the group buffer pool as a result of feedback from the request to register a page list.
• READS CLEAN PAGES—The number of coupling facility reads to retrieve a clean page from the

group buffer pool as a result of feedback from the request to register a page list.
• READ CASTOUT CLASS—The number of coupling facility requests to read the castout class. Db2

uses this number to determine which pages belonging to a given page set or partition are cached as
“changed” in the group buffer pool and must be cast out.

• READ CASTOUT STATISTICS—The number of coupling facility requests to read the castout statistics.
The group buffer pool structure owner issues this request when the group buffer pool threshold is
reached.

• READ DIRECTORY INFO—The number of coupling facility requests to read the directory information.
• GETPAGES GBP DEP PGS—Get page requests for group buffer pool-dependent pages.

CASTOUT REQS - MULTI PGS
Number of read for castout multiple (RFCOM) requests. Multiple pages read per request.
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CASTOUT REQS - ONE PAGE
Number of read for castout (RFCO) requests. One page read per request.

WRITES
SYNCHRONOUS CLEAN PAGES

The number of clean pages written to the group buffer pool. Db2 writes clean pages for page sets and
partitions defined with GBPCACHE ALL.

SYNCHRONOUS CHANGED PAGES
The number of changed pages written to the group buffer pool.

ASYNCHRONOUS CLEAN PAGES
The number of clean pages asynchronously written to the group buffer pool. Db2 writes clean pages for
page sets and partitions defined with GBPCACHE ALL.

ASYNCHRONOUS CHANGED PAGES
The number of changed pages asynchronously written to the group buffer pool.

CASTOUT
PAGES

The number of pages cast out from the group buffer pool to DASD.
CLASS THRESHOLD

The number of times group buffer pool castout was initiated because the class castout threshold was
detected.

GROUP BP THRESHOLD
The number of times group buffer pool castout was initiated because the group buffer pool castout
threshold was detected.

OTHER COUPLING FACILITY
REGISTER PAGE LIST

The number of requests to register a page list in the coupling facility. Db2 prefetch can do this only if the
member is running on MVS 5.2 or later and if the group buffer pool is allocated in a coupling facility with
CFLEVEL=2 or above.

UNLOCK CASTOUT
The number of coupling facility requests to unlock the castout lock on the pages.

REGISTER PAGE
The number of coupling facility requests to register a page.

UNREGISTER PAGE
The number of coupling facility requests to unregister a page.

WRT/REG - MULTIPGS
Number of write and register multiple (WARM) requests. Multiple pages written per request.

WRT/REG REQS - ONE PAGE
Number of write and register (WAR) requests. One page written per request.

WRT/REG MULTI PGS WRITTEN
Number of pages written through write and register multiple (WARM) requests.

SECONDARY
CHNGD PG WRT FAILED - STG

The number of coupling facility requests to write changed pages to the secondary group buffer pool for
duplexing that failed due to a lack of storage in the coupling facility.
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SUSPND WRT COMPLETION CKS
The number of completion checks for writes to the secondary GBP that were suspended because the
write had not yet completed.

CHANGED PAGE WRITE REQS
The number of coupling facility requests to write changed pages to the secondary group buffer pool for
duplexing.

DEL PG LIST REQS (CASTOUT)
The number of group buffer pool requests to the secondary group buffer pool to delete a list of pages after
they have been castout from the primary group buffer pool.

DEL PG REQS (ORPHANED ENT)
The number of group buffer pool requests to delete a page from the secondary group buffer pool. Issued
by group buffer pool structure owner to delete orphaned data entries in the secondary as part of the
garbage collection logic.

ASYNC IXLCACHE REQ
Asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for the secondary group buffer pool

STORAGE FAILURES
READS

The number of coupling facility read requests that could not complete because of a lack of coupling facility
storage resources.

WRITES
The number of coupling facility write requests that could not complete because of a lack of coupling
facility storage resources.

UNAVAILABLE ENGINES
CASTOUT

The number of times a castout engine was not available.
WRITE

The number of times that a coupling facility write engine was not available for coupling facility writes.
GBP REBUILDS

The number of group buffer pool rebuilds in which this member participated.
CKPTS TRIGGERD

The number of group buffer pool checkpoints triggered by this member.
CROSS INVALID

The number of explicit cross-invalidations.
PRI ASYNC IXLCACHE

Asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for the primary group buffer pool.
P-LOCK ACTIVITY

P-LOCK LOCK REQUESTS - SPACEMAP PAGES
The number of page p-lock lock requests for space map pages.

P-LOCK LOCK REQUESTS - DATA PAGES
The number of page p-lock lock requests for data pages.

P-LOCK LOCK REQUESTS - INDEX LEAF PAGES
The number of page p-lock lock requests for index leaf pages.

P-LOCK LOCK REQUESTS - UNLOCK REQUESTS
The number of page p-lock unlock requests.
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P-LOCK LOCK SUSPENDS - SPACEMAP PAGES
The number of page p-lock suspensions for space map pages.

P-LOCK LOCK SUSPENDS - DATA PAGES
The number of page p-lock lock suspensions for data pages.

P-LOCK LOCK SUSPENDS - INDEX LEAF PAGES
The number of page p-lock lock suspensions for index leaf pages.

P-LOCK LOCK NEGOTIATIONS - SPACEMAP PAGES
The number of page p-lock negotiations for space map pages.

P-LOCK LOCK NEGOTIATIONS - DATA PAGES
The number of page p-lock lock negotiations for data pages.

P-LOCK LOCK NEGOTIATIONS - INDEX LEAF PAGES
The number of page p-lock lock negotiations for index leaf pages.

BTSTATR1 Starjoin Pool Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report describes the starjoin pool fields.

CURRENT SIZE OF POOL (M)
(s) Current size of the star join pool in megabytes.

MAXIMUM SIZE OF POOL (M)
(s) Maximum size of the star join pool in megabytes.

FAILURES DUE TO FULL POOL
(s) Number of failures caused by a full star join pool.

ALLOCATION REQUESTS
(s) Number of allocation requests in the star join pool.

BTSTATR1 Row Access Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows statistics about the number of rows accessed on behalf
of Db2 applications.

ROWS FETCHED
Specifies the total number or rows fetched.

ROWS INSERTED
Specifies the total number or rows inserted.

ROWS UPDATED
Specifies the total number or rows updated.

ROWS DELETED
Specifies the total number or rows deleted.

BTSTATR1 Workfile Database Summary Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report contains the following workfile database summary fields:

CUR WORKFILE DB STG USED (MB)
Indicates the total amount of storage, in megabytes, that the work file database currently uses.

CUR WORKFILE DB STG USED (KB)
Indicates the total amount of storage, in kilobytes, that the work file database currently uses.
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PEAK WORKFILE DB STG USED
Indicates the maximum amount of storage, in megabytes, that the work file database has used.

TS WORKFILE STG - 4K (MB)
Indicates the total amount of storage, in megabytes, that the workfile database used for 4-KB tablespaces.

TS WORKFILE STG - 4K (KB)
Indicates the total amount of storage, in kilobytes, that the workfile database used for 4-KB tablespaces.

TS WORKFILE STG - 32K (MB)
Indicates the total amount of storage, in megabytes, that the workfile database used for 32-KB tablespaces.

TS WORKFILE STG - 32K (KB)
Indicates the total amount of storage, in kilobytes, that the workfile database used for 32-KB tablespaces.

WORKFILE STG LIMIT/AGENT
Indicates the maximum amount of storage, in megabytes, that can be used for each agent for the workfile
database. The limit is defined by the MAXTEMPS ZPARM parameter.

AGENT LIMIT EXCEEDED
Indicates the number of times that the maximum amount of storage that an agent can use for the workfile
database was exceeded. The limit is defined by the MAXTEMPS ZPARM parameter.

4K USED FOR 32K SHORTAGE
Indicates the number of times that space in a 4-KB tablespace was used because space in a 32-KB tablespace
was not available.

32K USED FOR 4K SHORTAGE
Indicates the number of times that space in a 32-KB tablespace was used because space in a 4-KB tablespace
was not available.

BTSTATR1 Accelerator Services

This section of BTSTATR1 report provides data about the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator.

Use this data to determine:

• Query accelerator server resource utilization.
• Any accelerator server failures or delays.
• How many queries utilize the accelerator server and how long the average query takes to execute.
• The amount of data being transferred between the Db2 and the accelerator server.

This section of the report contains the following information:

Header section
Indicates the accelerator server name and product ID, accelerator state and state of data replication, and
timestamps in UTC when the state was last changed.

Configuration
Indicates the number of processors, worker nodes, and average CPU utilization on worker and coordinator nodes.

Disk utilization
Indicates the total disk space in MB and its usage in percentage, and space in use by the actual Db2 subsystem
(SSID) and all Db2 subsystems together.

Storage utilization
Indicates the total memory available for user data. This value includes temporary data, log data, and database
data for all Db2 subsystems connected to the accelerator. This value also includes database data for the current
SSID.
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Query queue
Indicates the maximum and current length of the accelerator queue and related wait times.

CPU utilization
Indicates the CPU time spent on query execution, data maintenance (load, restore, and archive of accelerator
tables), and data replication for current and all Db2 subsystems.

Data replication to accelerator tables
Indicates the capture agent statistics as the number of rows inserted, updated, and deleted in accelerator tables,
number of log records and bytes processed to populate accelerator tables, and replication latency time for current
and all Db2 subsystems.

Query requests
Indicates the current and maximum number of active requests, and number of successful and failed requests in
the accelerator for current and all Db2 subsystems.

Workload
Indicates the number of connections, requests, timeouts, and failures on the accelerator, and elapsed and CPU
times spent for TCP/IP connections and processing in the accelerator as seen from the current Db2 subsystem.

Data stream
Indicates the number of bytes, messages, blocks, rows sent to, and rows received from the accelerator by the
current Db2 subsystem.

Db2 CPU for log synchronization
Indicates the CPU times spent by Db2 on behalf of the accelerator to facilitate the integrated synchronization
functions.

BTSTATR1 Stabilized Dynamic Statements Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows the stabilized dynamic statements statistics. Count
fields are formatted as nnnnnnnn.

STATEMENT SEARCH REQUESTS
Specifies the number of requests to look for stabilized dynamic SQL statements.

POSSIBLE CATALOG ROW FOUND
Specifies the number of times that a row was found in SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY that might satisfy the request for a
stabilized dynamic SQL statement.

MATCHED THROUGH TEXT/BIND
Specifies the number of times that a stabilized dynamic SQL statement was found through a match of text or bind
options.

STATEMENTS FOUND
Specifies the number of times that a stabilized dynamic SQL statement was found for a dynamic SQL statement.

PREPARES SATISFIED
Specifies the number of times a PREPARE request was satisfied by making a copy from the stabilized statement
in the SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY catalog table. The stabilized statement search is done only when no matching
statement was found in the prepared statement cache.

BTSTATR1 Overflow Area Fields

This section of the BTSTATR1 Statistics Data Trace Report shows statistics about the overflow area. Count fields are
formatted as nnnnnnnn.
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SEQUENTIAL I/O OPERATIONS
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations for sequential getpage requests that used buffers in the
overflow area.

SEQUENTIAL PAGES
Specifies the number of sequential getpage requests that used buffers in the overflow area.

RANDOM I/O OPERATIONS
Specifies the number of synchronous read I/O operations for random getpage requests that used buffers in the
overflow area.

RANDOM PAGES
Specifies the number of random getpage requests that used buffers in the overflow area.

BTSTATR3 Distributed Activity by Remote Location Report
The BTSTATR3 Distributed Activity by Remote Location Report provides remote location activity for each statistics interval
at each location. Use this information to help assess your distributed activity and to understand how users access and use
Db2 across your network. For example, you can identify and investigate excessive activity that is occurring in unexpected
locations.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Trace
• Report format option: Column format
• Records displayed: (365) RECORD-LOCATION (remote location trace, statistics trace class 7)

NOTE
The output for this report is written to the BTSTATR1 DD statements. Therefore you can integrate it with the
BTSTATR1 report.

BTSTATR3 report provides the following information:

• The number of each of the following data types that are sent to the remote site and received from the remote site:
– SQL statements
– Messages
– Blocks
– Rows
– Bytes
– Connections
– Commits
– Aborts

• The detailed statistics on: connections, received connection types, threads, and prevented thread pooling. For detailed
field descriptions, see BTSTATR1 Distributed Data Facility Fields.

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

          PAGE     1

REQUEST: BTSTATR3                                                                                            

       DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                             

                   

                                             DISTRIBUTED ACTIVITY BY REMOTE LOCATION                         
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::FFFF:10.74.32.101                                                                                          

                       

  EVENT TIME: MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS    PRODUCT ID: JCC04120       PRODUCT LEVEL: ................                

                       

  ACTIVITY:       SENT  RECEIVED   CONNECTIONS:               CONNECTION TYPES RECEIVED:          THREADS:   

                       

   SQLS              0      3560    ACTIVE                5    REST SERVICE                   0    ACTIVE    

                     5 

   MESSAGES       3731      3732    MAXIMUM ACTIVE       35    SET SPECIAL REGISTERS          0    MAXIMUM

 ACTIVE                35 

   BLOCKS         1790         0    QUEUED                0    SET GLOBAL VARIABLES           0    QUEUED BY

 PROFILE              0 

   ROWS           5082         0    DEALLOCATED           0    SYSPLEX WLB                    0    ABENDED   

                     0 

   BYTES       3477421    932949    TERMINATED            0    AT-TLS/SSL                     0    CANCELED  

                     0 

   CONNECTION        0        10     BY CONDBAT           0    TRUSTED CONTEXT                0    TERMINATED

 BY PROFILE          0 

   COMMITS           0       259     BY MAXCONQN          0    AES ENCRYPTION                 0    BECAME

 INDOUBT                 0 

   ABORTS            0        39     BY MAXCONQW          0    XA GLOBAL TRANSACTIONS         0              

                       

                                     BY PROFILE           0    DRDA ENCRYPTION                0   THREAD

 POOLING PREVENTED BY:      

                                                               USERID/PASSWORD AUTH          10    HIGH

 PERFORMANCE DBAT        296 

                                                               KERBEROS AUTHENTICATION        0    WITH HOLD

 CURSOR               0 

                                                               MFA AUTHENTICATION             0    OPEN

 LOCATOR                   0 

                                                               CLIENT CERTIFICATES            0    STORED

 PROCEDURE COMMIT        0 

                                                               FAILED AUTHENTICATION          0    DGTT      

                     0 

                                                                                                   KEEPDYNAMIC

                    0 

::FFFF:10.74.32.140                                                                                          

                       

  EVENT TIME: 10/22/20 12:14:00    PRODUCT ID: JCC04120       PRODUCT LEVEL: ................                

                       

  ACTIVITY:       SENT  RECEIVED   CONNECTIONS:               CONNECTION TYPES RECEIVED:          THREADS:   

                       

   SQLS              0      4784    ACTIVE                1    REST SERVICE                   0    ACTIVE    

                     1 

   MESSAGES       4933      4932    MAXIMUM ACTIVE       40    SET SPECIAL REGISTERS          0    MAXIMUM

 ACTIVE                40 

   BLOCKS         2227         0    QUEUED                0    SET GLOBAL VARIABLES           0    QUEUED BY

 PROFILE              0 

   ROWS          22638         0    DEALLOCATED           0    SYSPLEX WLB                    0    ABENDED   

                     0 

   BYTES       4730332   1575698    TERMINATED            0    AT-TLS/SSL                     0    CANCELED  

                     0 
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   CONNECTION        0         2     BY CONDBAT           0    TRUSTED CONTEXT                0    TERMINATED

 BY PROFILE          0 

   COMMITS           0       352     BY MAXCONQN          0    AES ENCRYPTION                 0    BECAME

 INDOUBT                 0 

   ABORTS            0        12     BY MAXCONQW          0    XA GLOBAL TRANSACTIONS         0              

                       

                                     BY PROFILE           0    DRDA ENCRYPTION                0   THREAD

 POOLING PREVENTED BY:      

                                                               USERID/PASSWORD AUTH           2    HIGH

 PERFORMANCE DBAT        359 

                                                               KERBEROS AUTHENTICATION        0    WITH HOLD

 CURSOR               0 

                                                               MFA AUTHENTICATION             0    OPEN

 LOCATOR                   0 

                                                               CLIENT CERTIFICATES            0    STORED

 PROCEDURE COMMIT        0 

                                                               FAILED AUTHENTICATION          0    DGTT      

                     0 

                                                                                                   KEEPDYNAMIC

                    0 

::FFFF:10.74.137.78                                                                                          

                       

  EVENT TIME: MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS    PRODUCT ID: SQL11054       PRODUCT LEVEL: s2006161200                     

                       

  ACTIVITY:       SENT  RECEIVED   CONNECTIONS:               CONNECTION TYPES RECEIVED:          THREADS:   

                       

   SQLS              0       257    ACTIVE                1    REST SERVICE                   0    ACTIVE    

                     1 

   MESSAGES        617       618    MAXIMUM ACTIVE        1    SET SPECIAL REGISTERS          0    MAXIMUM

 ACTIVE                 1 

   BLOCKS            0         0    QUEUED                0    SET GLOBAL VARIABLES           0    QUEUED BY

 PROFILE              0 

   ROWS             51         0    DEALLOCATED           0    SYSPLEX WLB                    0    ABENDED   

                     0 

   BYTES         42710     72954    TERMINATED            0    AT-TLS/SSL                     0    CANCELED  

                     0 

   CONNECTION        0        52     BY CONDBAT           0    TRUSTED CONTEXT                0    TERMINATED

 BY PROFILE          0 

   COMMITS           0       102     BY MAXCONQN          0    AES ENCRYPTION                 0    BECAME

 INDOUBT                 0 

   ABORTS            0        51     BY MAXCONQW          0    XA GLOBAL TRANSACTIONS         0              

                       

                                     BY PROFILE           0    DRDA ENCRYPTION                0   THREAD

 POOLING PREVENTED BY:      

                                                               USERID/PASSWORD AUTH          52    HIGH

 PERFORMANCE DBAT        153 

                                                               KERBEROS AUTHENTICATION        0    WITH HOLD

 CURSOR               0 

                                                               MFA AUTHENTICATION             0    OPEN

 LOCATOR                   0 

                                                               CLIENT CERTIFICATES            0    STORED

 PROCEDURE COMMIT        0 
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                                                               FAILED AUTHENTICATION          0    DGTT      

                     0 

                                                                                                   KEEPDYNAMIC

                    0

BTSYSPRM System Parameters Report
The BTSYSPRM report shows Db2 initialization parameters (DSNZPARMS) and dynamic ZPARMs for buffer pools.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Trace
• Report format option: Non-column format
• Records displayed: (106) DSNZPARM, (202) DYNAMIC-ZPARMS, (230) GRP-BUFFER-STATS (statistics trace

classes 1 and 5)

NOTE
For ZPARM fields description, see the online help for the SYSPARMS report.

1. Issue the D SYSPARMS command from an active collection.
2. Place your cursor on any output field.
3. Press F1 or type HELP ALL.

For buffer pool and group buffer pool field descriptions, see the online help for the SYSPRMBP and SYSPRGBP
online reports.

1 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                    PAGE     1
  REQUEST: BTSYSPRM                                                                       
                                 DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                              
  
                                                             System Parameters            
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  BUFFER POOL PARAMETERS MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                
                                              
   POOL   VPSIZE  VPSIZEMIN VPSIZEMAX VPSEQT VPPSEQT VPXPSEQT DWQT VDWQT% VDWQT# PGSTEAL
 PGFIX AUTOSIZE FMRSZ  SPSIZE  SPSEQT           
  ------ -------- --------- --------- ------ ------- -------- ---- ------ ------ -------
 ----- -------- ----- -------- ------           
  BP0       10000         0         0     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      N        4K        0      0           
  BP1       10000         0         0     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      N        4K        0      0           
  BP2       10000         0         0     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      N        4K        0      0           
  BP3       10000         0         0     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      N        4K        0      0           
  BP6        6500      6000      7500     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      Y        4K        0      0           
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  BP31      50000         0         0     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      N        4K        0      0           
  BP32      10000         0         0     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      N        4K        0      0           
  BP32K       250         0         0     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      N        4K        0      0           
  BP32K1    10000         0         0     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      N        4K        0      0           
  BP32K2    10000         0         0     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      N        4K        0      0           
  BP32K6     3800      3000      4400     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      Y        4K        0      0           
  BP8K0      5000         0         0     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      N        4K        0      0           
  BP8K1     10000         0         0     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      N        4K        0      0           
  BP8K2     10000         0         0     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      N        4K        0      0           
  BP8K6      5000      4500      6500     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      Y        4K        0      0           
  BP16K0     5000         0         0     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      N        4K        0      0           
  BP16K1    10000         0         0     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      N        4K        0      0           
  BP16K2    10000         0         0     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      N        4K        0      0           
  BP16K6     3500      3000      5000     80      50        0   30      5      0    L     
 N      Y        4K        0      0           
                                                                                          
                                              
1 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                    PAGE     2
  REQUEST: BTSYSPRM                                                                       
                                 DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                              
  
                                                             System Parameters            
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
            4K PGS DIR-ENT DATAENT   RATIO CLASST                        RETN      DIR-ENT
   DATA-ENT                   DUPLEXED        
           PRIMARY PRIMARY PRIMARY CURRENT   PCT/                  ERROR /RSN AUTO RECLAIM
   RECLAIM   XI-DIR  TOTAL   -SIMPLEXD        
    POOL      /SEC    /SEC    /SEC   /PEND  PAGES GBPOOLT GBPCHKPT  FLAG CODE REC  /RES
 TIME /RES TIME RECLAIM CHANGED /GBPCACHE        
  -------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------ ------- -------- ----- ---- ----
 --------- --------- ------- ------- ---------        
  GBP0        2304    6750     675     10       5      30        4     0    0 Y        
 4432     94068    3128       0     S            
                                       10       0                           0         
 37:31     10:38                     Y            
  GBP32K      1792     422      41     10       5      30        4     0    0 Y           
 0     15819       0       0     S            
                                       10       0                           0             
 0         0                     Y            
  GBP8K0      1536    1087     108     10       5      30        4     0    0 Y           
 0       609       0       0     S            
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                                       10       0                           0             
 0        13                     Y            
  GBP16K0     1024     133      12     10       5      30        4     0    0 Y        
 3835      7718    3835       0     S            
                                       10       0                           0             
 0         0                     Y            

1 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                    PAGE     3
  REQUEST: BTSYSPRM                                                                       
                                 DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                              
  
                                                             System Parameters            
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  ZPARM module name: SSIDPARM                                                             
                                              
  ZPARMs assembled : 06/29/22                                                             
                                              
  DECP Dataset Name: DSNDC0G.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT(DSNHDECP)                                   
                                              
  DB2/IBM DECP     : NO                                                                   
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  SET SYSPARM UPDATE DATA                                                                 
                                              
   Online ZPARM type                                                       NONE           
                                              
   Time of last update                                                     1900-01-01
 00:00                                             
   Correlation ID of last updater                                                         
                                              
   Authorization ID of last updater                                                       
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  MAIN INSTALL PANEL                             ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Data sharing enablement status                DSHARE                    YES            
                                              
   SQL level                                     SQLLEVEL                  V13R1M500      
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  OTC LICENSE USAGE PANEL                        ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   OTC License                                   OTC_LICENSE               NOT_USED       
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  DB2 CATALOG AND DIRECTORY PANEL                ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   DB2 VSAM catalog                              CATALOG                   DSNDC0G        
                                              
   SMS data class for DB2 catalog TS             CATDDACL                                 
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   SMS management class for DB2 catalog TS       CATDMGCL                                 
                                              
   SMS storage class for DB2 catalog TS          CATDSTCL                                 
                                              
   SMS data class for DB2 catalog IS             CATXDACL                                 
                                              
   SMS management class for DB2 catalog IS       CATXMGCL                                 
                                              
   SMS storage class for DB2 catalog IS          CATXSTCL                                 
                                              
   Max length LOB col data in SPT01 dir space    SPT01_INLINE_LENGTH       32138          
                                              
   Compress LOB table space in DB2 directory     COMPRESS_DIRLOB           NO             
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  DEFINE GROUP OR MEMBER PANEL                   ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Data sharing group name                       GRPNAME                   DSNDC0G        
                                              
   Data sharing member name                      MEMBNAME                  SSID           
                                              
   Group attach name                             SSID                      DC0G           
                                              
   Delete CF structures on restart               DEL_CFSTRUCTS_ON_RESTART  NO             
                                              
   Random group attach                           RANDOMATT                 YES            
                                              
   Peer recovery                                 PEER_RECOVERY             NONE           
                                              
   Service unit conversion factor                N/A                       227            
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  SYSTEM RESOURCE DATA SET NAMES PANEL           ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Single/dual active logging support            TWOACTV                   DUAL           
                                              
   Single/dual archive logging support           TWOARCH                   SINGLE         
                                              
   Archive log COPY1 dataset name prefix         ARCPFX1                  
 DSNDC0G.SSID.ARCLG1                                          
   Archive log COPY2 dataset name prefix         ARCPFX2                  
 DSNDC0G.SSID.ARCLG2                                          
   Use date and time within archive log dsname   TSTAMP                    NO             
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  SIZES PANELS                                   ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   LOB inline length                             LOB_INLINE_LENGTH         0              
                                              
   Default DS when creating implicit TS or IS    IMPDSDEF                  NO             
                                              
   Use data compression for implicit TS          IMPTSCMP                  NO             
                                              
   Default space (KB) for Table Spaces           TSQTY                     0              
                                              
   Default space (KB) for Index Spaces           IXQTY                     0              
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   Variable CSI for DB2-managed data sets        DSVCI                     YES            
                                              
   DB2 managed SQTY for DB2-managed data sets    MGEXTSZ                   YES            
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  SQL OBJECT DEFAULTS PANEL                      ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Percent free for update                       PCTFREE_UPD               0              
                                              
   Object create format                          OBJECT_CREATE_FORMAT      EXTENDED       
                                              
   Utility object conversion                     UTILITY_OBJECT_CONVERSION NOBASIC        
                                              
   Forbid altering limit key for IX part tables  PREVENT_ALTERTB_LIMITKEY  NO             
                                              
   Default SEGSIZE for explicit tablespaces      DPSEGSZ                   32             
                                              

1 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                    PAGE     4
  REQUEST: BTSYSPRM                                                                       
                                 DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                              
  
                                                             System Parameters            
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
   Forbid creation of index-control part tables  PREVENT_NEW_IXCTRL_PART   NO             
                                              
   Exclude end cols in IX->TB part keys convert  IX_TB_PART_CONV_EXCLUDE   YES            
                                              
   Retry a claim against a stopped object        RETRY_STOPPED_OBJECTS     NO             
                                              
   Allow RENAME TABLE for view or SQL table func RENAMETABLE               NO             
                                              
   Materialize changes of an object              DDL_MATERIALIZATION       IMMEDIATE      
                                              
   Paging of range-partitioned table space       PAGESET_PAGENUM           ABSOLUTE       
                                              
   Memory for fast traversing of DB2 indexes     INDEX_MEMORY_CONTROL      AUTO           
                                              
   Default algorithm for inserting data into TS  DEFAULT_INSERT_ALGORITHM  BASIC          
                                              
   Compression algorithm used for compression TS TS_COMPRESSION_TYPE       FIXED_LENGTH   
                                              
   Fast index traversal for non-unique indexes   FTB_NON_UNIQUE_INDEX      YES            
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  WORK FILE DATABASE PANEL                       ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Max megabytes of temp storage per agent       MAXTEMPS                  0              
                                              
   Separate table spaces in the workfile         WFDBSEP                   NO             
                                              
   Max number of RIDs allowed in a workfile      MAXTEMPS_RID              0              
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   Agent level threshold                         WFSTGUSE_AGENT_THRESHOLD  0              
                                              
   System level threshold                        WFSTGUSE_SYSTEM_THRESHOLD 90             
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  THREAD MANAGEMENT PANEL                        ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Max number of concurrent local threads active CTHREAD                   800            
                                              
   Max active database access threads allowed    MAXDBAT                   600            
                                              
   Max num of active/inactive DB access threads  CONDBAT                   600            
                                              
   Max number of foreground connections          IDFORE                    800            
                                              
   Max number of background connections          IDBACK                    800            
                                              
   Cache Dynamic SQL Prepare statements option   MAXKEEPD                  5000           
                                              
   Long-running reader threshold warning         LRDRTHLD                  30             
                                              
   New indexes pad option                        PADIX                     NO             
                                              
   Max open datasets for LOB File references     MAXOFILR                  100            
                                              
   DDL timeout multiplier for GRANT,REVOKE,LOCK  DDLTOX                    5              
                                              
   DB2 manage real storage consumption           REALSTORAGE_MANAGEMENT    AUTO           
                                              
   Index cleanup threads                         INDEX_CLEANUP_THREADS     10             
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  BUFFER POOL SIZES PANEL                        ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Default buffer pool for user data             TBSBPOOL                  BP2            
                                              
   Default 8K buffer pool for implicit TS        TBSBP8K                   BP8K1          
                                              
   Default 16K buffer pool for implicit TS       TBSBP16K                  BP16K1         
                                              
   Default 32K buffer pool for implicit TS       TBSBP32K                  BP32K1         
                                              
   Default buffer pool for implicit LOB TS       TBSBPLOB                  BP2            
                                              
   Default buffer pool for implicit XML TS       TBSBPXML                  BP16K1         
                                              
   Default buffer pool for user indexes          IDXBPOOL                  BP3            
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  TRACING PARAMETERS PANEL                       ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Audit trace status when DB2 started           AUDITST                   NO             
                                              
   Start global trace when DB2 started           TRACSTR                   NO             
                                              
   Global trace table size when DEST(RES) in use TRACTBL                   16             
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   Accounting trace status when DB2 started      SMFACCT                   (1,2)          
                                              
   Statistics trace status when DB2 started      SMFSTAT                   (1,3,4,5,6)    
                                              
   Statistics trace collection interval time     STATIME                   5              
                                              
   Main statistics trace collection interval     STATIME_MAIN              60             
                                              
   Synchronize stats on minutes after the hour   SYNCVAL                   -1             
                                              
   Time between resetting of dataset stats       DSSTIME                   5              
                                              
   Monitor trace status when DB2 started         MON                       NO             
                                              
   Monitor trace default buffer size             MONSIZE                   1048576        
                                              
   Include UNICODE data when writing IFCIDs      UIFCIDS                   NO             
                                              
   Rollup accounting for DDF and RRSAF           ACCUMACC                  10             
                                              
   Rollup accounting aggregation fields          ACCUMUID                  0              
                                              
   Compress DEST(SMF) trace records              SMFCOMP                   NO             
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  OPERATOR FUNCTIONS PANEL                       ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   MVS WTO route codes assigned to DB2 WTO msgs  ROUTCDE                   1              
                                              

1 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                    PAGE     5
  REQUEST: BTSYSPRM                                                                       
                                 DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                              
  
                                                             System Parameters            
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
   Allow recall of HSM migrated datasets         RECALL                    YES            
                                              
   Max time applic will wait for HSM dsn recall  RECALLD                   120            
                                              
   Resource Limit Facility (RLF) autostart       RLF                       NO             
                                              
   RLF table suffix default                      RLFTBL                    01             
                                              
   RLF error option for local dynamic SQL stmts  RLFERR                    NOLIMIT        
                                              
   RLF error option for local static SQL stmts   RLFERRSTC                 NOLIMIT        
                                              
   RLF Governing                                 RLFENABLE                 DYNAMIC        
                                              
   Profile autostart                             PROFILE_AUTOSTART         NO             
                                              
   Allow automatic bind for plans and pkgs       ABIND                     ENABLED        
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   Invoke explain processing during auto bind    ABEXP                     YES            
                                              
   Data Propagator propagate change option       CHGDC                     NO             
                                              
   Data Propagator non-relational propagate opt  EDPROP                    NO             
                                              
   Site type for recovery purposes               SITETYP                   LOCAL          
                                              
   Indicates whether this DB2 is a tracker site  TRKRSITE                  NO             
                                              
   Use COPY2 archive logs first                  ARC2FRST                  NO             
                                              
   Wait interval for page set statistics         STATSINT                  30             
                                              
   Statistics feedback                           STATFDBK_SCOPE            ALL            
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  DEFAULT STARTUP MODULES PANEL                  ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Parameter module name                         N/A                       SSIDPARM       
                                              
   DECP Module Name                              N/A                       DSNHDECP       
                                              
   Access control module name                    ACCESS_CNTL_MODULE        DSNX@XAC       
                                              
   Authorization ID exit module name             IDAUTH_MODULE             DSN3@ATH       
                                              
   Signon module                                 SIGNON_MODULE             DSN3@SGN       
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  APPLICATION PROGRAMMING DEFAULTS PANELS        ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Default language                              DEFLANG                   IBMCOB         
                                              
   Decimal point                                 DECIMAL                   PERIOD         
                                              
   Default string delimiter                      DELIM                     DEFAULT        
                                              
   Default SQL string delimiter                  SQLDELI                   DEFAULT        
                                              
   Distributed SQL string delimiter              DSQLDELI                  APOST          
                                              
   Mixed graphics                                MIXED                     YES            
                                              
   EBCDIC single-byte CCSID                      SCCSID                    1027           
                                              
   EBCDIC mixed CCSID                            MCCSID                    5035           
                                              
   EBCDIC graphic CCSID                          GCCSID                    4396           
                                              
   ASCII single-byte CCSID                       ASCCSID                   1041           
                                              
   ASCII mixed CCSID                             AMCCSID                   942            
                                              
   ASCII graphic CCSID                           AGCCSID                   301            
                                              
   UNICODE single-byte CCSID                     USCCSID                   367            
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   UNICODE mixed CCSID                           UMCCSID                   1208           
                                              
   UNICODE graphic CCSID                         UGCCSID                   1200           
                                              
   Encode Scheme                                 ENSCHEME                  EBCDIC         
                                              
   Application encode scheme                     APPENSCH                  EBCDIC         
                                              
   Locale LC_CTYPE                               LC_TYPE                                  
                                              
   Decimal floating value rounding mode          DEF_DECFLOAT_ROUND_MODE   1/2 EVEN       
                                              
   Minimum divide scale                          DECDIV3                   NO             
                                              
   Decimal arithmetic option                     DECARTH                   DEC15          
                                              
   Use for dynamic rules                         DYNRULS                   YES            
                                              
   Describe for static option                    DESCSTAT                  YES            
                                              
   Date Format                                   DATE                      ISO            
                                              
   Time Format                                   TIME                      ISO            
                                              
   Local Date Length                             DATELEN                   0              
                                              
   Local Time Length                             TIMELEN                   0              
                                              
   Implicit time zone                            IMPLICIT_TIMEZONE         9999999        
                                              
   Standard SQL language                         STDSQL                    NO             
                                              
   Pad null-terminated strings                   PADNTSTR                  NO             
                                              
   Application compatibility level               APPLCOMPAT                V13R1M501      
                                              
   Ignore trailing blanks in LIKE predicate      LIKE_BLANK_INSIGNIFICANT  NO             
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  PERFORMANCE AND OPTIMIZATION PANEL             ZPARM Name                Value          
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   CURRENT DEGREE special register default value CDSSRDEF                  1              
                                              
   Dynamic SQL statement cache support option    CACHEDYN                  YES            
                                              
   Allow hints from user to Optimizer            OPTHINTS                  YES            
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   Max degree of parallelism for a parallel grp  PARAMDEG                  0              
                                              
   Pct of cost reduction for query processing    PARA_EFF                  50             
                                              
   Updated GBP-dependent pgs written immediately IMMEDWRI                  NO             
                                              
   Predicate evaluation of uncommited data is OK EVALUNC                   NO             
                                              
   Skip uncommitted inserts                      SKIPUNCI                  NO             
                                              
   Current refresh age special register          REFSHAGE                  0              
                                              
   Current maintained tbl types for optimization MAINTYPE                  SYSTEM         
                                              
   Starjoin availability                         STARJOIN                  -1             
                                              
   Max MB allocated for data caching per thread  MXDTCACH                  20             
                                              
   Type of plan management to be used            PLANMGMT                  OFF            
                                              
   Type of SQL to which Plan Management applies  PLANMGMTSCOPE             STATIC         
                                              
   Maximum degree of parallelism with DPSI       PARAMDEG_DPSI             0              
                                              
   Package release commit                        PKGREL_COMMIT             YES            
                                              
   Randomly generate DOCIDs for XML columns      XML_RANDOMIZE_DOCID       NO             
                                              
   Disable real-time stats collection by EDM     DISABLE_EDMRTS            NO             
                                              
   Default value for the ZHYPERLINK parameter    ZHYPERLINK                DISABLE        
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  QUERY ACCELERATOR PREFERENCES PANEL            ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Accelerator servers startup option            ACCEL                     NO             
                                              
   Default GET_ACCEL_ARCHIVE special reg value   GET_ACCEL_ARCHIVE         NO             
                                              
   Query options enabled for accelerator         QUERY_ACCEL_OPTIONS       NONE           
                                              
   Default QUERY_ACCELERATION special reg value  QUERY_ACCELERATION        NONE           
                                              
   Modeling of query workloads                   ACCELMODEL                NO             
                                              
   Stabilize cached dynamic SQL statements       CACHEDYN_STABILIZATION    BOTH           
                                              
   Modifications to statistics profiles          STATFDBK_PROFILE          YES            
                                              
   Materialize result of NOT DETERMINISTIC UDSTF MATERIALIZE_NODET_SQLTUDF NO             
                                              
   CURRENT QUERY ACCELERATION WAITFORDATA time   QUERY_ACCEL_WAITFORDATA    0.0           
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  IRLM (LOCKING) PANEL                           ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   IRLM MVS subsystem name                       IRLMSID                   IR19           
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   IRLM application timeout detection time value IRLMRWT                   60             
                                              
   Allow DB2 to automatically start/stop IRLM    IRLMAUT                   YES            
                                              
   IRLM started task name                        IRLMPRC                   SSIDIRLM       
                                              
   Time DB2 waits for automatic start of IRLM    IRLMSWT                   120            
                                              
   Updt lock option when using RR or RS locking  RRULOCK                   NO             
                                              
   Locking method for searched update or delete  XLKUPDLT                  NO             
                                              
   Timeout multiplier for IMS BMP connections    BMPTOUT                   4              
                                              
   Timeout multiplier for IMS/DLI connections    DLITOUT                   6              
                                              
   Wait for retained lock option                 RETLWAIT                  0              
                                              
   Max locks for TS before lock escalation       NUMLKTS                   1000           
                                              
   Max page/row locks per application user       NUMLKUS                   10000          
                                              
   IRLM deadlock time                            DEADLOK (IRLM JCL)        2000           
                                              
   IRLM deadlock cycle                           DEADLOK (IRLM JCL)        1              
                                              
   Use the cross-address-space Program Call (PC) N/A                       YES            
                                              
   Maximum value for SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT    SPREG_LOCK_TIMEOUT_MAX    -1             
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  DB2 UTILITIES PANEL                            ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Use system-level backups as recovery base     SYSTEM_LEVEL_BACKUPS      NO             
                                              
   System-level backup from Tape                 RESTORE_RECOVER_FROMDUMP  NO             
                                              
   The name of the DFSMShsm dump class           UTILS_DUMP_CLASS_NAME                    
                                              
   Max tape units for system-level restore       RESTORE_TAPEUNITS         0              
                                              
   Specifies the default setting for FCCOPYDDN   FCCOPYDDN                
 DC0GFLAS.&DB..&SN..N&DSNUM..&UQ.                             
   COPY honors sysparms for FLASHCOPY            FLASHCOPY_COPY            NO             
                                              
   LOAD honors sysparms for FLASHCOPY            FLASHCOPY_LOAD            NO             
                                              
   REBUILD IX honors sysparms for FLASHCOPY      FLASHCOPY_REBUILD_INDEX   NO             
                                              
   REORG IX honors sysparms for FLASHCOPY        FLASHCOPY_REORG_INDEX     NO             
                                              
   REORG TS honors sysparms for FLASHCOPY        FLASHCOPY_REORG_TS        NO             
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  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                              
  
                                                             System Parameters            
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
   FLASHCOPY volume in peer to peer copy         FLASHCOPY_PPRC            NONE           
                                              
   DB2 CHECK utility FlashCopy fast replication  CHECK_FASTREPLICATION     REQUIRED       
                                              
   DB2 COPY utility FlashCopy fast replication   COPY_FASTREPLICATION      PREFERRED      
                                              
   Recovery from FC image copy use FLASHCOPY     REC_FASTREPLICATION       PREFERRED      
                                              
   Allow FLASHCOPY operation to primary volume   FLASHCOPY_XRCP            NO             
                                              
   Device type for temporary data sets           VOLTDEVT                  SYSDA          
                                              
   Utilities temporary storage class             UTIL_TEMP_STORCLAS                       
                                              
   Statistics history collection default         STATHIST                  NONE           
                                              
   RUNSTATS to aggrgt partition level statistics STATROLL                  NO             
                                              
   Lock timeout multiplier for utility timeouts  UTIMOUT                   6              
                                              
   Utils ignore SORTNUM keyword                  IGNSORTN                  NO             
                                              
   Sort all NPSI keys in REORG TS PART utility   REORG_PART_SORT_NPSI      AUTO           
                                              
   PARALLEL default for REORG TABLESPACE utility REORG_LIST_PROCESSING     PARALLEL       
                                              
   Default DB for mapping table in REORG SHR CHG REORG_MAPPING_DATABASE                   
                                              
   Reorg drop PBG parts                          REORG_DROP_PBG_PARTS      NO             
                                              
   Default NOPAD setting for Reorg TS utility    REORG_TS_NOPAD_DEFAULT    YES            
                                              
   Template time                                 TEMPLATE_TIME             UTC            
                                              
   Max utils parallelism                         PARAMDEG_UTIL             99             
                                              
   Alternate copy pool                           ALTERNATE_CP                             
                                              
   DB backup storage group                       UTIL_DBBSG                               
                                              
   LOG backup storage group                      UTIL_LGBSG                               
                                              
   HLQ for HSM messages data sets                UTILS_HSM_MSGDS_HLQ                      
                                              
   Statistics COLGROUP data sort storage limit   STATCLGSRT                10             
                                              
   PAGE-LEVEL sampling                           STATPGSAMP                SYSTEM         
                                              
   Block certain utilities for CDC               UTILS_BLOCK_FOR_CDC       NO             
                                              
   Allow LOAD into read-only objects             LOAD_RO_OBJECTS           NO             
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   Allow use of integrated sort acceleration     UTILS_USE_ZSORT           NO             
                                              
   NOSYSUT1 option for REORG INDEX by default    REORG_INDEX_NOSYSUT1      NO             
                                              
   Implied decimal scale in LOAD FORMAT DELIMIT  LOAD_DEL_IMPLICIT_SCALE   NO             
                                              
   Maximum number of DASD image copies           REORG_IC_LIMIT_DASD       0              
                                              
   Maximum number of TAPE image copies           REORG_IC_LIMIT_TAPE       0              
                                              
   Collect Db2 utility history information       UTILITY_HISTORY           NONE           
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  PROTECTION PANELS                              ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Use MVS security to protect archive log dsns  PROTECT                   NO             
                                              
   Enable DB2 authorization checking             AUTH                      ENABLED        
                                              
   Default authorization cache size              AUTHCACH                  4096           
                                              
   Max storage for package authorization cache   CACHEPAC                  10486K         
                                              
   Max storage for routine authorization cache   CACHERAC                  10486K         
                                              
   Access control exit shutdown threshold        AEXITLIM                  10             
                                              
   Authid assigned to SYSADM                     SYSADM                    TERJO03        
                                              
   Authid assigned to SYSADM2                    SYSADM2                   DB2RND         
                                              
   Authid assigned to SYSOPR                     SYSOPR1                   TERJO03        
                                              
   Authid assigned to SYSOPR2                    SYSOPR2                   DB2RND         
                                              
   The primary DB2 security administrator        SECADM1                   TERJO03        
                                              
   Primary auth ID or role                       SECADM1_TYPE              AUTHID         
                                              
   The secondary DB2 security administrator      SECADM2                   DB2RND         
                                              
   Secondary auth ID or role                     SECADM2_TYPE              AUTHID         
                                              
   Separate DB2 administrator security duties    SEPARATE_SECURITY         NO             
                                              
   Default authorization identifier              DEFLTID                   IBMUSER        
                                              
   Resource limit facility authorization ID      RLFAUTH                   SYSIBM         
                                              
   Bind authorization required for new pkg bind  BINDNV                    BINDADD        
                                              
   DBA can create view/alias for another authid  DBACRVW                   NO             
                                              
   Revoke dependent privlgs when revoking prvlgs REVOKE_DEP_PRIVILEGES     NO             
                                              
   Authorization exit check                      AUTHEXIT_CHECK            PRIMARY        
                                              
   Authorization exit cache refresh              AUTHEXIT_CACHEREFRESH     NONE           
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   Authorization compatibility                   AUTH_COMPATIBILITY        NONE           
                                              
   Caching time for MFA credentials in seconds   MFA_AUTHCACHE_UNUSED_TIME 0              
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  MVS PARMLIB UPDATES PANEL                      ZPARM Name                Value          
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   Suppress logrecs for recoverable abends       SUPERRS                   YES            
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  ACTIVE LOG DATA SET PARAMETERS PANEL           ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Buffer size for active log dsn write activity OUTBUFF                   4000           
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  CHECKPOINT PARAMETERS PANEL                    ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Take time based chkpts and/or # of log recs   CHKTYPE                   SINGLE         
                                              
   Chkpt frequency, rec/min between chkpt        CHKFREQ                   500000         
                                              
   Number of log records between checkpoints     CHKLOGR                   0              
                                              
   Number of minutes between checkpoints         CHKMINS                   0              
                                              
   Chkpt cycles before inflight UR msg issued    URCHKTH                   0              
                                              
   Max log recs from uncomitted unit-of-recovery URLGWTH                   0              
                                              
   Limit backout processing during restart       LBACKOUT                  AUTO           
                                              
   Restart backout limit                         BACKODUR                  5              
                                              
   Read-only switch checkpoints                  PCLOSEN                   32767          
                                              
   Read-only switch time (minutes)               PCLOSET                   45             
                                              
   Level ID updated at checkpoint intervals      DLDFREQ                   ON             
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  ARCHIVE LOG DATA SET PARAMETERS PANEL          ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Primary space qty for archive log dataset     PRIQTY                    400            
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   Secondary space qty for archive log dataset   SECQTY                    40             
                                              
   Allocation unit for COPY1 archive log dsns    UNIT                      SYSDA          
                                              
   Allocation unit for COPY2 archive log dsns    UNIT2                                    
                                              
   Blksize to be used for archive log datasets   BLKSIZE                   24576          
                                              
   Max concurrent drives for archlog read actv   MAXRTU                    2              
                                              
   (Mins,Secs) for arch Log read tape dealloc    DEALLCT                   0    : 0       
                                              
   Max archive logs recorded in BSDS             MAXARCH                   10000          
                                              
   Archive log WTOR option                       ARCWTOR                   NO             
                                              
   Routing codes for archive log WTOR            ARCWRTC                   1,3,4          
                                              
   Number of days to retain archive log dsns     ARCRETN                   180            
                                              
   Maximum secs to achieve full system quiesce   QUIESCE                   5              
                                              
   Archive log compression option                COMPACT                   NO             
                                              
   Allocate Archive with volume count of 1       SVOLARC                   NO             
                                              
   Use software for peer-to-peer remote log copy REMOTE_COPY_SW_ACCEL      DISABLE        
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  DATABASES AND SPACES TO START AUTOMATICALLY PANEL                                       
                                              
   RESTART or DEFER the objects in the list      RESTART                   STARTED        
                                              
    ALL DBS                                                                               
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  DISTRIBUTED DATA FACILITY PANELS               ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   DDF initialization option                     DDF                       AUTO           
                                              
   RLF error option for remote dynamic SQL stmts RLFERRD                   NOLIMIT        
                                              
   RLF error option for remote static SQL stmts  RLFERRDSTC                NOLIMIT        
                                              
   DDF resynchronization time period             RESYNC                    2              
                                              
   DDF DB access thrd status after commit/abort  CMTSTAT                   INACTIVE       
                                              
   DDF max number of type 1 inactive threads     MAXTYPE1                  0              
                                              
   DDF timeout value for idle DB access threads  IDTHTOIN                  120            
                                              
   DDF/DRDA extended security option             EXTSEC                    YES            
                                              
   DDF TCP/IP connect allowed with userid only   TCPALVER                  NO             
                                              
   Max extra DRDA query blks - DB2 requestor     EXTRAREQ                  100            
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   Max extra DRDA query blocks - DB2 server      EXTRASRV                  100            
                                              
   DDF TCP/IP KeepAlive override specification   TCPKPALV                  120            
                                              
   DDF pool thread timeout in seconds            POOLINAC                  120            
                                              
   Connection queue depth                        MAXCONQN                  0              
                                              
   Connection queue wait                         MAXCONQW                  0              
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  ROUTINE PARAMETERS PANEL                       ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Stored procedure max appl abends allowed      STORMXAB                  0              
                                              
   Stored procedure appl dispatch time limit     STORTIME                  180            
                                              
   Default WLM environment                       WLMENV                    DSNWLSG        
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   Maximum open cursors per thread               MAX_NUM_CUR               500            
                                              
   Maximum active stored procedures per thread   MAX_ST_PROC               2000           
                                              
   Admin Scheduler JCL proc name                 ADMTPROC                                 
                                              
   CHAR built-in function compatibility          BIF_COMPATIBILITY         CURRENT        
                                              
   SUBSTR built-in function compatibility        SUBSTR_COMPATIBILITY      CURRENT        
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  DATA DEFINITION CONTROL SUPPORT PANEL          ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Data definition cntrl support install option  RGFINSTL                  NO             
                                              
   Registration control all applications option  RGFDEDPL                  NO             
                                              
   Registration fully qualified names required   RGFFULLQ                  YES            
                                              
   Registration action for DDL with unreg object RGFDEFLT                  ACCEPT         
                                              
   Registration tables escape character          RGFESCP                                  
                                              
   Registration tables owner name                RGFCOLID                  DSNRGCOL       
                                              
   Registration tables database name             RGFDBNAM                  DSNRGFDB       
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   Application registration table name           RGFNMPRT                 
 DSN_REGISTER_APPL                                            
   Object registration table name                RGFNMORT                 
 DSN_REGISTER_OBJT                                            
                                                                                          
                                              
  INSTALL CLIST CALCULATIONS PANEL               ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Maximum concurrent data sets opened           DSMAX                     20000          
                                              
   EDM manager statement cache size in kilobytes EDMSTMTC                  122880         
                                              
   EDM pool DBD cache size in kilobytes          EDMDBDC                   40960          
                                              
   EDM skeleton pool size limit in kB            EDM_SKELETON_POOL         81920          
                                              
   Sort pool storage size in kilobytes           SRTPOOL                   10000          
                                              
   RID pool storage in kilobytes                 MAXRBLK                   100000         
                                              
   Max in-memory sort size                       MAXSORT_IN_MEMORY         2000           
                                              
                                                                                          
                                              
  SUBSYSTEM PARAMETERS NOT ON INSTALL PANELS     ZPARM Name                Value          
                                              
   Indicates if SPT01 compression is enabled     COMPRESS_SPT01            YES            
                                              
   IN list predicates pushdown degree            INLISTP                   1000           
                                              
   NPAGE Threshold (access path adjustment)      NPGTHRSH                  1              
                                              
   Roll up parallel tasks accounting trace       PTASKROL                  YES            
                                              
   Threshold value for tables in a Star Join     SJTABLES                  10             
                                              
   Enable measured usage pricing tracking        SMF89                     NO             
                                              
   DB2 V8/V7 column name behavior                UNION_COLNAME_7           NO             
                                              
   Provide z/OS metrics                          ZOSMETRICS                NO             
                                              
   Use common criteria for all tables            COMCRIT                   NO             
                                              
   Honor the KEEPDICTIONARY parameter            HONOR_KEEPDICTIONARY      NO             
                                              
   Maximum concurrent package requests           MAX_CONCURRENT_PKG_OPS    10             
                                              
   Max size in GB for implicitly created TS      IMPDSSIZE                 4              
                                              
   Allow track mod for implicitly created TS     IMPTKMOD                  YES            
                                              
   SECADM1 defined by a CHAR or HEX string       SECADM1_INPUT_STYLE       CHAR           
                                              
   SECADM2 defined by a CHAR or HEX string       SECADM2_INPUT_STYLE       CHAR           
                                              
   Suppress SQLCODE +394/+395                    SUPPRESS_HINT_SQLCODE_DYN NO             
                                              
   ALTER COLUMN restrictions for DCC tables      RESTRICT_ALT_COL_FOR_DCC  NO             
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   Serialize an empty XML element to <X></X>     XML_RESTRICT_EMPTY_TAG    NO             
                                              
   DDF compatibility characteristics:            DDF_COMPATIBILITY         NO             
                                              
    Pre-V10 behavior for SP parms - non-Java      SP_PARM_NJV              NO             
                                              
    Pre-V10 behavior for SP parms - Java          SP_PARM_JV               NO             
                                              
    Disable implicit casting of inputs- non-Java  DISABLE_IMPCAST_NJV      NO             
                                              
    Disable implicit casting of input HV - Java   DISABLE_IMPCAST_JV       NO             
                                              
    Identify DB2 Vnn in CM as NFM of prior versn  IDNTFY_Vnn_PRIOR_VER     00             
                                              
    Ignore TIME ZONE in TMZ input variables       IGNORE_TZ                NO             
                                              
   ICSF key label used for DFSMS DS encryption   ENCRYPTION_KEYLABEL                      
                                              
   How member of DS group participates in GDPS   CDDS_MODE                 NONE           
                                              
   Prefix used for CDDS to decompress compr log  CDDS_PREFIX               DSNCAT         
                                              
   Block setting DB2 as secondary address space  DISALLOW_SSARAUTH         NO             
                                              
   Internal DB checking of data/index records    DBCHK                     NO             
                                              
   SQL Interrupt processing for remote client    SQLINTRP                  ENABLE         
                                              
   Maximum data sharing members                  N/A (FAC)                 248            
                                              
   Min scale for the result of decimal division  MINDVSCL (DSNHDECP)       -1             
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   Maintain two copies of the BSDS               TWOBSDS                   DUAL           
                                              
   Allow online init of the offload process      OFFLOAD                   YES            
                                              
   Private protocol processing                   PRIVATE_PROTOCOL          NO             
                                              
   Default size of the local trace table         TRACLOC                   16             
                                              
   Minimum RIDLISTS allowed for each RID map     MINRBLK                   1              
                                              
   Enable UNION ALL distribution                 MORE_UNION_DISTRIBUTION   OFF            
                                              
   (S) Max tables in a query block               MXTBJOIN                  225            
                                              
   (S) Max cost entries for query block          MXQBCE                    1023           
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   (S) Disable codepage protection               PROTOFF                   NO             
                                              
   (S) Cache size for security labels            SECLCACH                  255            
                                              
   (S) Disable space defaults                    SMGE                      NO             
                                              
   (S) Max CPU time for optimizer                MAX_OPT_CPU               100            
                                              
   (S) Max storage for optimizer (MB)            MAX_OPT_STOR              40             
                                              
   Enable global query optimizer                 OPTXQB                    ON             
                                              
   (S) Enable RPTC                               RPITWC                    YES            
                                              
   Dynamic index ANDing                          EN_PJSJ                   OFF            
                                              
   Optimization modeling simulate num CPUs       SIMULATED_CPU_COUNT       0              
                                              
   Optimization modeling simulate CPU speed      SIMULATED_CPU_SPEED       0              
                                              
   Maximum GB real + aux storage DB2 can use     REALSTORAGE_MAX           0              
                                              
   Subquery multiple index access                SUBQ_MIDX                 ENABLE         
                                              
   Block access path for OPTIMIZE FOR 1 ROW      OPT1ROWBLOCKSORT          DISABLE        
                                              
   UPDATE/DELETE/INSERT can be prepared WITH UR  ALLOW_UPD_DEL_INS_WITH_UR NO             
                                              
   Allow column names longer than 30 bytes       TABLE_COL_NAME_EXPANSION  OFF

Accounting Batch Reports
Accounting batch reports contain accounting statistics. The data is based on IFCIDs 003 and 239.

This section includes topics that describe available accounting batch reports, their characteristics, and examples.

The following accounting batch reports are available in SYSVIEW for Db2:

• BTACTTRL—Detailed trace
• BTACTTRS—Short trace
• BTACTSML—Detailed summary
• BTACTSMS—Short summary

BTACTSML Detailed Summary of Accounting Information Report
The BTACTSML report provides a detailed summary of accounting information.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Summary (grouped by AUTH-ID, PLAN-NAME, CORR-ID).
• Report format option: Duplicate group name suppression, grand totals, non-column format. Each group (unique

combination of AUTH-ID and PLAN-NAME) prints on a full page, followed by a page containing grand totals for all
groups.

• Records displayed: (003) ACCT (accounting trace).

  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     1
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  REQUEST: BTACTSML                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                         
              LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                 DETAILED SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION GROUPED BY
 AUTH, PLAN, CORR                               
                                                                                          
                                            
  LOCATION: SSIDPTIB                                                                      
                                            
  AUTHID  : BARSC09                                                                       
                                            
  PLANNAME: DISTSERV CORRNAME: db2jcc_appli                                               
                                            
  AVERAGE          APPLICATION ENTRY/EXIT       DB2 TIMES IFI/DATA CAPTURE SUSPENSIONS 
 <----- AVERAGES ----->                        
  PER RECORD         (CLASS 1)     EVENTS       (CLASS 2)        (CLASS 5) (CLASS 3)   
 EVENTS   ELAPSED TIMES                        
  -(AVERAGES)- --------------- ---------- --------------- ---------------- ------------
 ------ ---------------                        
  ELAPSED TIME        0.418269       35.1        0.251038         0.000000 UDF WT TCB     
 0.0        0.000000                        
    APP DB2 EL             N/A       35.1        0.110496              N/A SP WT TCB      
 2.1        0.139874                        
     SQL DI FN             N/A        0.0        0.000000              N/A LOCAL LOCK     
 0.0        0.000000                        
    UDF               0.000000        0.0        0.000000              N/A SYNC I/O      
 32.6        0.075392                        
    STORED PRC        0.290215       30.0        0.140530              N/A  DISK CACHE   
 24.6        0.056265                        
    TRIGGERS               N/A                   0.000000              N/A OTHER READ    
 14.2        0.023735                        
    TRIG-ENCLV             N/A                   0.000000              N/A OTHER WRITE    
 0.0        0.000000                        
    SP LCL ELP             N/A                   0.000011              N/A QUIESCE LOG    
 0.0        0.000000                        
    UDF LCL EL             N/A                   0.000000              N/A ARCHIVE RD     
 0.0        0.000000                        
  CPU TIME            0.023715                   0.022568              N/A DRAIN LOCK     
 0.0        0.000000                        
    TCB TIME          0.006942                   0.006728         0.000000 CLAIM RLSE     
 0.0        0.000000                        
     SQL DI FN             N/A                   0.000000              N/A PAGE LATCH     
 0.0        0.000000                        
    LCL S.P.               N/A                   0.000009              N/A LATCH          
 1.6        0.001244                        
    LCL UDF                N/A                   0.000000              N/A NOTIFY MSGS.   
 0.0        0.000000                        
    TCB-STPROC        0.005054                   0.004406              N/A GLOBAL CONT.   
 0.0        0.000000                        
    TCB-UDF           0.000000                   0.000000              N/A LOG WRITE IO   
 0.0        0.000000                        
    TRIGGERS               N/A                   0.000000              N/A SERVICE TSK    
 2.1        0.070642                        
    TRIG-ENCLV             N/A                   0.000000              N/A  UPDT COMMIT   
 0.0        0.000000                        
    LOCAL ZIIP        0.011718                   0.011424              N/A  OPN/CLS/HSM   
 1.1        0.059858                        
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     SQL DI FN             N/A                   0.000000              N/A  SYSLGRNG      
 0.0        0.000000                        
    TRIG ZIIP              N/A                   0.000000              N/A  DATA MANAGR   
 0.4        0.009669                        
    SP ZIIP                N/A                   0.000000              N/A  OTHER         
 0.6        0.001113                        
    UDF ZIIP               N/A                   0.000000              N/A FORCE-AT-CMT   
 0.0        0.000000                        
    WLM SP ZIP        0.000000                   0.000000              N/A ASYNC IXL RQ   
 0.0        0.000000                        
    WLM UDF ZP        0.000000                   0.000000              N/A GBL CHLD L-LK  
 0.0        0.000000                        
    NST TRG ZP             N/A                   0.000000              N/A GBL OTHR L-LK  
 0.0        0.000000                        
  DCAPT DESCRB             N/A                        N/A         0.000000 GBL PSET P-LK  
 0.0        0.000000                        
  LOG EXTRACT              N/A                        N/A         0.000000 GBL PAGE P-LK  
 0.0        0.000000                        
  OTHER DB2                N/A                   0.053680              N/A GBL OTHR P-LK  
 0.0        0.000000                        
                                                                           TCP/IP LOB     
 0.0        0.000000                        
                                                                           WT AUT TRANS   
 0.0        0.000000                        
                                                                           WT P/C SYNCH   
 0.0        0.000000                        
                                                                           WT ACCEL REQ   
 0.0        0.000000                        
                                                                           WT PIPE        
 0.0        0.000000                        
                                                                           WT LOB COMP    
 0.0        0.000000                        
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     2
  REQUEST: BTACTSML                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                         
              LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                 DETAILED SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION GROUPED BY
 AUTH, PLAN, CORR                               
                                                                                          
                                            
  TOTAL OF         APPLICATION ENTRY/EXIT       DB2 TIMES IFI/DATA CAPTURE SUSPENSIONS 
 <------ TOTALS ------>                        
  ALL RECORDS        (CLASS 1)     EVENTS       (CLASS 2)        (CLASS 5) (CLASS 3)   
 EVENTS   ELAPSED TIMES                        
  --(TOTALS)-- --------------- ---------- --------------- ---------------- ------------
 ------ ---------------                        
  ELAPSED TIME        3.764429        316        2.259349         0.000000 UDF WT TCB     
   0        0.000000                        
    APP DB2 EL             N/A        316        0.994472              N/A SP WT TCB      
  19        1.258868                        
     SQL DI FN             N/A          0        0.000000              N/A LOCAL LOCK     
   0        0.000000                        
    UDF               0.000000          0        0.000000              N/A SYNC I/O       
 293        0.678535                        
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    STORED PRC        2.611939        270        1.264771              N/A  DISK CACHE    
 221        0.506393                        
    TRIGGERS               N/A                   0.000000              N/A OTHER READ     
 128        0.213620                        
    TRIG-ENCLV             N/A                   0.000000              N/A OTHER WRITE    
   0        0.000000                        
    SP LCL ELP             N/A                   0.000105              N/A QUIESCE LOG    
   0        0.000000                        
    UDF LCL EL             N/A                   0.000000              N/A ARCHIVE RD     
   0        0.000000                        
  CPU TIME            0.213439                   0.203119              N/A DRAIN LOCK     
   0        0.000000                        
    TCB TIME          0.062484                   0.060555         0.000000 CLAIM RLSE     
   0        0.000000                        
     SQL DI FN             N/A                   0.000000              N/A PAGE LATCH     
   0        0.000000                        
    LCL S.P.               N/A                   0.000084              N/A LATCH          
  14        0.011197                        
    LCL UDF                N/A                   0.000000              N/A NOTIFY MSGS.   
   0        0.000000                        
    TCB-STPROC        0.045491                   0.039654              N/A GLOBAL CONT.   
   0        0.000000                        
    TCB-UDF           0.000000                   0.000000              N/A LOG WRITE IO   
   0        0.000000                        
    TRIGGERS               N/A                   0.000000              N/A SERVICE TSK    
  19        0.635778                        
    TRIG-ENCLV             N/A                   0.000000              N/A  UPDT COMMIT   
   0        0.000000                        
    LOCAL ZIIP        0.105462                   0.102824              N/A  OPN/CLS/HSM   
  10        0.538730                        
     SQL DI FN             N/A                   0.000000              N/A  SYSLGRNG      
   0        0.000000                        
    TRIG ZIIP              N/A                   0.000000              N/A  DATA MANAGR   
   4        0.087022                        
    SP ZIIP                N/A                   0.000000              N/A  OTHER         
   5        0.010025                        
    UDF ZIIP               N/A                   0.000000              N/A FORCE-AT-CMT   
   0        0.000000                        
    WLM SP ZIP        0.000000                   0.000000              N/A ASYNC IXL RQ   
   0        0.000000                        
    WLM UDF ZP        0.000000                   0.000000              N/A GBL CHLD L-LK  
   0        0.000000                        
    NST TRG ZP             N/A                   0.000000              N/A GBL OTHR L-LK  
   0        0.000000                        
  DCAPT DESCRB             N/A                        N/A         0.000000 GBL PSET P-LK  
   0        0.000000                        
  LOG EXTRACT              N/A                        N/A         0.000000 GBL PAGE P-LK  
   0        0.000000                        
  OTHER DB2                N/A                   0.483126              N/A GBL OTHR P-LK  
   0        0.000000                        
                                                                           TCP/IP LOB     
   0        0.000000                        
                                                                           WT AUT TRANS   
   0        0.000000                        
                                                                           WT P/C SYNCH   
   0        0.000000                        
                                                                           WT ACCEL REQ   
   0        0.000000                        
                                                                           WT PIPE        
   0        0.000000                        
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                                                                           WT LOB COMP    
   0        0.000000                        
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     3
  REQUEST: BTACTSML                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                         
              LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                 DETAILED SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION GROUPED BY
 AUTH, PLAN, CORR                               
                                                                                          
                                            
  ELIGIBLE TIMES     AVERAGES         TOTALS       % TOTAL                   ACCT
 INVOCATION TOTALS                            TOTALS 
  -------------- --------------- --------------- -----------                
 --------------- ------ -------------------------- ------ 
  ZIIP NOT USED         0.000061        0.000552 CPU     0.3                 NORMAL
 TERMINATION       ABNORMAL TERMINATION            
  ACCEL Elapsed         0.000000        0.000000 ELAP    0.0                   NEW USER   
        0     END OF MEMORY               0 
  ACCEL CP              0.000000        0.000000 CP      0.0                   APPL. PGM
 END      0     APPL. PROGRAM ABEND         0 
  ACCEL ZIIP            0.000000        0.000000 ZIIP    0.0                   RESIGNON   
        0     CANCEL FORCE                0 
                                                                               DDF
 INACTIVE       0     RESOLVE IN DOUBT            0 
                                                                              
 DEALLOCATION       0   WORK UNIT IN DOUBT              
                                                                               RRSAF
 COMMIT       0     END OF TASK                 0 
                                                                               ACCUM-
ENTRIES      7     APPL. PROGRAM ABEND         0 
                                                                               ACCUM-
STORAGE      0     END OF MEMORY               0 
                                                                               ACCUM-TIME 
        0     RESOLVE IN DOUBT            0 
                                                                               TYPE2-
>INACT       0     CANCEL FORCE                0 
  
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     4
  REQUEST: BTACTSML                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                         
              LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                 DETAILED SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION GROUPED BY
 AUTH, PLAN, CORR                               
                                                                                          
                                            
  LOCKING SUMMARY    AVG TOTALS  LISTS PREFETCH       TOTALS  QUERY PARALLELISM    AVG
 TOTALS  DATA CAPTURE                AVG TOTALS 
  --------------- ------ ------  -------------------- ------  ----------------- ------
 ------  ------------------------ ------ ------ 
  TIMEOUTS           0.0      0  RID LIST USED            90  GROUPS EXECUTED      0.0    
  0  IFI CALLS                   0.0      0 
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  DEADLOCKS          0.0      0    DM NOT CALLED           0  PLANNED DEGREE       0.0    
  0  LOG RECORDS CAPTURED        0.0      0 
  PAGE LOCKS HELD    0.1      1  NOT USED - WHOLE QRY      0  MAXIMUM DEGREE       0.0    
  0  LOG RECORDS READ            0.0      0 
  ESCALATION                     FAILED - STORAGE          0  MAX EST DEGREE       0.0    
  0  DATA ROWS READ              0.0      0 
    SHR              0.0      0  FAILED - RID LIMIT        0  MAX PLAN DEGREE      0.0    
  0  LOG RCDS RETURNED           0.0      0 
    EXC              0.0      0  ONLY 1 BLOCK FETCHED      0  REDUCED DEGREE       0.0    
  0  DATA DESCRIPTORS READ       0.0      0 
  SUSPENSIONS        0.0      0                               GROUPS RED DEG       0.0    
  0  TABLES RETURNED             0.0      0 
    LOCK             0.0      0  RID POOL             TOTALS  FAILED - CURSOR      0.0    
  0  DESCRIBES                   0.0      0 
    LATCH            0.0      0  -------------------- ------  FAILED - NO ESA      0.0    
  0                                         
    OTHER            0.0      0  RID OVERFLOW - STG        0  FAILED - NO BUFFR    0.0    
  0  DYNAMIC PREPARE             AVG TOTALS 
  REQUESTS                       RID OVERFLOW - LIMIT      0  FAILED - AUTON PR    0.0    
  0  ------------------------ ------ ------ 
    LOCK           101.9    917  RID INTERRUPT - STG       0  FAILED - SYS STRS    0.0    
  0  STMT FOUND IN CACHE         3.2     29 
    UNLOCK          23.9    215  RID INTERRUPT - LMT       0  FAILED - OPTIMAL     0.0    
  0  STMT NOT FOUND IN CACHE     0.6      5 
    QUERY            0.0      0  RID MULTI-INDEX SKIP     74  ONE DB2 COORD=NO     0.0    
  0  IMPLICIT PREPARE PERF.      0.0      0 
    CHANGE           4.7     42                               ONE DB2 ISO=RR/RS    0.0    
  0  PREPARE AVOIDED             0.0      0 
    OTHER            0.0      0  DIRECT ROW ACCESS    TOTALS  INTENDED GROUPS      0.0    
  0  STMTS DISCARDED MAXKEEPD    0.0      0 
                                 -------------------- ------  MEM BYP BP SHORT     0.0    
  0  STMTS PURGED DEP. OBJECT    0.0      0 
  DRAIN/CLAIM        AVG TOTALS  SUCCESSFUL                0  ACC REDONE-CONFIG    0.0    
  0  PREP RESTRICTED INDX PEND   0.0      0 
  --------------- ------ ------  REVERTED TO INDEX         0  ACC REDONE-BP        0.0    
  0  CONCENT. LIT. STMTS PARS    0.0      0 
  DRAIN REQUEST      0.0      0  REVERTED TO TS SCAN       0  1 DB2 DCL TMP TBL    0.0    
  0  CONCENT. LIT. REPLACED      0.0      0 
  DRAIN FAILED       0.0      0                               PARALLEL SUSPENDS    0.0    
  0  CONCENT. LIT. REUSE FAIL    0.0      0 
  CLAIM REQUEST     95.1    856  WORKFILE                MAX  PARAL SUSPND TIME          
 0.0  CONCENT. LIT. STMTS FND     0.0      0 
  CLAIM FAILED       0.0      0  -------------------- ------                              
     STABILIZED PREP             0.0      0 
                                 BLOCKS USED HWM        4608  INSERT ALGORITHM     AVG
 TOTALS                                         
                                                              ----------------- ------
 ------                                         
                                                              IAG1 (BASIC) USED    0.0    
  0                                         
                                                              IAG2 (FAST) USED     0.0    
  0                                         
                                                                                          
                                            
                 STORED-PROC         UDF                                                  
                                            
                  AVG TOTALS      AVG TOTALS      ROW ACCESS              AVG   TOTALS    
     GLOBAL LOCKING    AVERAGE   TOTALS     
  -----------  ------ ------   ------ ------      ------------------ --------- --------   
     --------------- --------- --------     
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  EXECUTIONS      2.2     20      0.0      0      ROWS FETCHED           253.0     2277   
     CONTENTIONS                            
  ABENDS          0.0      0      0.0      0      ROWS INSERTED            0.0        0   
       FALSE               0.0        0     
  TIMEOUTS        0.0      0      0.0      0      ROWS UPDATED             0.0        0   
       IRLM                0.0        0     
  REJECTED        0.0      0      0.0      0      ROWS DELETED             0.0        0   
       XES HEUR            0.0        0     
  MAX CASCADING LEVEL (ALL TYPES) MAX:     1                                              
       XES                 0.0        0     
                                  AVG:   0.3                                              
     PROPAGATIONS                           
                                                                                          
       LOCK                0.0        0     
  TRIGGERS                        AVG TOTALS      HIGHLIGHTS              AVG   TOTALS    
       UNLOCK              0.0        0     
  ---------------------------- ------ ------      ------------------ --------- --------   
       CHANGE              0.0        0     
  STATEMENT TRIGGERS ACTIVATED    0.0      0      THREADS                             9   
     REQUESTS                               
  ROW TRIGGERS ACTIVATED          0.0      0      NORMAL TERM                         0   
       LOCK                0.0        0     
  SQL ERRORS DURING EXECUTION     0.0      0      ABNORM TERM                         0   
       UNLOCK              0.0        0     
                                                  SQL DML                 31.9      287   
       CHANGE              0.0        0     
  SAVEPOINTS                      AVG TOTALS      COMMIT                   8.0       72   
     NOTIFYS SENT          0.0        0     
  ---------------------------- ------ ------      ABORT                    0.0        0   
     REQUESTS DENIED       0.0        0     
  NUMBER OF REQUESTS              0.0      0      LOCK SUSPENSIONS         0.0        0   
                                            
  RELEASE REQUESTS                0.0      0      LOG RECS WRITTEN         1.1       10   
     DB2 PROFILE MON   AVERAGE   TOTALS     
  ROLLBACK REQUESTS               0.0      0      LOG BYTES WRIT.        210.0     1890   
     --------------- --------- --------     
                                                  MAX LOB STG (KB)         0.0        0   
     WARNINGS              0.0        0     
  LONGEST WAIT                MAX     TOTALS      MAX XML STG USED         0.0        0   
     EXCEPTIONS            0.0        0     
  -------------------- ---------- ----------      ARRAY EXPANSIONS         0.0        0   
                                            
  L/L,S/A,DL HELD          0.0113     0.0246      SPARSE IX DISABLED       0.0        0   
                                            
  SERVICE TSK HELD         0.0631     0.2314      SPARSE IX BUILT WF       0.0        0   
                                            
  PAGE LATCH HELD          0.0000     0.0000      RDS SORT PERFORMED       2.1       19   
                                            
                                                  RDS SORT W/ ZSORT        0.0        0   
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     5
  REQUEST: BTACTSML                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                         
              LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
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                                 DETAILED SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION GROUPED BY
 AUTH, PLAN, CORR                               
                                                                                          
                                            
  SQL DML  AVERAGE     TOTALS  SQL DCL     TOTALS  SQL DDL     CREATE  DROP  ALTER        
                                            
  -------- --------- --------  ----------- ------  ----------  ------ -----  -----        
                                            
  SELECT         0.3        3  LOCK TABLE       0  TABLE            0     0      0        
                                            
  INSERT         0.0        0  GRANT            0  INDEX            0     0      0        
                                            
  UPDATE         0.0        0  REVOKE           0  TABLESPACE       0     0      0        
                                            
  DELETE         0.0        0  SET SQLID        0  STO GROUP        0     0      0        
                                            
  MERGE          0.0        0  SET H VAR       20  DATABASE         0     0      0        
                                            
  TRUNCATE       0.0        0  SET DEGREE       0  SYNONYM          0     0               
                                            
  PREPARE        5.8       52  CONNECT 1        0  VIEW             0     0      0        
                                            
  CALLS          2.2       20  CONNECT 2        0  ALIAS            0     0               
                                            
  DESCRIBE       3.0       27  RELEASE          0  PACKAGE                0               
                                            
  DESC TBL       0.0        0  SET CONNEC       0  GBL TMP TBL      0                     
                                            
  OPEN          11.2      101  SET RULES        0  AUX TABLE        0                     
                                            
  CLOSE          3.4       31  ASSOC LOC        0  TRIGGER          0     0               
                                            
  FETCH          5.9       53  ALLOC CSR        0  FUNCTION         0     0      0        
                                            
                               HOLD LOC         0  PROCEDURE        0     0      0        
                                            
  BIND                 TOTALS  FREE LOC         0  DISTINCT         0     0               
                                            
  ------------------ --------  SET PATH         0  SEQUENCES        0     0      0        
                                            
  REOPT VAR                 0  SET PREC         0  JAR                           0        
                                            
  INCR. BINDS               3  SET LOCK TIMEOUT    CONTEXT          0     0      0        
                                            
                                FROM APPL       0  ROLE             0     0               
                                            
  TRANSACTION          TOTALS   FROM PROF       0  MASK             0     0      0        
                                            
  ------------------ --------                      VARIABLE         0     0               
                                            
  COMMITS                  72                                                             
                                            
  ROLLBACKS                 0                      DCL GBL TMP      0                     
                                            
                                                   RENAME TBL       0                     
                                            
                                                   RENAME IDX       0                     
                                            
                                                   REFRESH TBL      0                     
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                                                   XFER OWNSHP      0                     
                                            
                                                   COMMENT          0                     
                                            
                                                   LABEL ON         0                     
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     6
  REQUEST: BTACTSML                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                         
              LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                 DETAILED SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION GROUPED BY
 AUTH, PLAN, CORR                               
                                                                                          
                                            
  RESOURCE LIMIT SUMMARY                             TOTALS AVG CPU MAX CPU               
                                            
  -------------------------------------------------- ------ ------- -------               
                                            
  SPEC AUTH COL PKG LOCN                                  0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN                    0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN                    0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN                    0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN                     0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN                     0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN                    0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN                     0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN                     0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN                     0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN                      0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN                      0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN                    0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN                     0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN                     0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN                     0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN                      0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN                      0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN                     0   0.000   0.000               
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  ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN                      0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN                      0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN                      0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN                       0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN                       0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN IP                         0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN ANY IP                     0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP           0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP            0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP           0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP            0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP            0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP             0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP           0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP            0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP            0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP             0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP            0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP             0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP             0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP              0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  INSTALL ZPARM USED FOR LIMIT                            0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  INFINITE - USER HAS SYSADM/SYSOPR AUTHORITY             0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  INFINITE LIMIT                                          0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
  NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT                                    0   0.000   0.000               
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     7
  REQUEST: BTACTSML                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                         
              LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
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                                 DETAILED SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION GROUPED BY
 AUTH, PLAN, CORR                               
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL BP0                                                                         
                                            
  ----------- ------                                                                      
                                            
    READ I/O            AVERAGE  TOTALS  WRITE I/O            AVERAGE  TOTALS  PREFETCH
 REQUESTS   AVERAGE  TOTALS                    
    ------------------ -------- -------  ------------------- -------- ------- 
 ------------------ -------- -------                    
    GETPAGE REQUESTS      286.7    2007  BUFFER UPDATES           0.0       0  SEQUENTIAL 
             0.6       4                    
    SYNCHRONOUS READS       6.4      45  SYNCHRONOUS WRITES       0.0       0  LIST       
             2.7      19                    
    DISK CACHE HITS         2.7      19                                        DYNAMIC    
             0.4       3                    
    ZHYPERLINK READS        0.0       0  FAILS                AVERAGE  TOTALS             
                                            
    ASYNCH PAGES READS     45.1     316  ------------------- -------- -------  TIMES      
         AVERAGE  TOTALS                    
    READ EFFICIENCY        44.6          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE      0.0       0 
 ------------------ -------- -------                    
    HIT RATIO              86.3                                                ZHYPERLINK
 CPU      000.000 000.000                    
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL BP1                                                                         
                                            
  ----------- ------                                                                      
                                            
    READ I/O            AVERAGE  TOTALS  WRITE I/O            AVERAGE  TOTALS  PREFETCH
 REQUESTS   AVERAGE  TOTALS                    
    ------------------ -------- -------  ------------------- -------- ------- 
 ------------------ -------- -------                    
    GETPAGE REQUESTS     1338.8    6694  BUFFER UPDATES           1.0       5  SEQUENTIAL 
             0.4       2                    
    SYNCHRONOUS READS      12.8      64  SYNCHRONOUS WRITES       1.0       5  LIST       
             0.0       0                    
    DISK CACHE HITS        10.0      50                                        DYNAMIC    
            27.4     137                    
    ZHYPERLINK READS        0.0       0  FAILS                AVERAGE  TOTALS             
                                            
    ASYNCH PAGES READS    701.2    3506  ------------------- -------- -------  TIMES      
         AVERAGE  TOTALS                    
    READ EFFICIENCY       104.6          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE      0.0       0 
 ------------------ -------- -------                    
    HIT RATIO              67.8                                                ZHYPERLINK
 CPU      000.000 000.000                    
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL BP16K0                                                                      
                                            
  ----------- ------                                                                      
                                            
    READ I/O            AVERAGE  TOTALS  WRITE I/O            AVERAGE  TOTALS  PREFETCH
 REQUESTS   AVERAGE  TOTALS                    
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    ------------------ -------- -------  ------------------- -------- ------- 
 ------------------ -------- -------                    
    GETPAGE REQUESTS        3.0       3  BUFFER UPDATES           0.0       0  SEQUENTIAL 
             0.0       0                    
    SYNCHRONOUS READS       0.0       0  SYNCHRONOUS WRITES       0.0       0  LIST       
             0.0       0                    
    DISK CACHE HITS         0.0       0                                        DYNAMIC    
             0.0       0                    
    ZHYPERLINK READS        0.0       0  FAILS                AVERAGE  TOTALS             
                                            
    ASYNCH PAGES READS      0.0       0  ------------------- -------- -------  TIMES      
         AVERAGE  TOTALS                    
    READ EFFICIENCY    ********          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE      0.0       0 
 ------------------ -------- -------                    
    HIT RATIO             100.0                                                ZHYPERLINK
 CPU      000.000 000.000                    
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL BP3                                                                         
                                            
  ----------- ------                                                                      
                                            
    READ I/O            AVERAGE  TOTALS  WRITE I/O            AVERAGE  TOTALS  PREFETCH
 REQUESTS   AVERAGE  TOTALS                    
    ------------------ -------- -------  ------------------- -------- ------- 
 ------------------ -------- -------                    
    GETPAGE REQUESTS        8.0      16  BUFFER UPDATES           0.0       0  SEQUENTIAL 
             0.0       0                    
    SYNCHRONOUS READS       4.0       8  SYNCHRONOUS WRITES       0.0       0  LIST       
             0.0       0                    
    DISK CACHE HITS         3.0       6                                        DYNAMIC    
             0.0       0                    
    ZHYPERLINK READS        0.0       0  FAILS                AVERAGE  TOTALS             
                                            
    ASYNCH PAGES READS      0.0       0  ------------------- -------- -------  TIMES      
         AVERAGE  TOTALS                    
    READ EFFICIENCY         2.0          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE      0.0       0 
 ------------------ -------- -------                    
    HIT RATIO              46.7                                                ZHYPERLINK
 CPU      000.000 000.000                    
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL BP32K                                                                       
                                            
  ----------- ------                                                                      
                                            
    READ I/O            AVERAGE  TOTALS  WRITE I/O            AVERAGE  TOTALS  PREFETCH
 REQUESTS   AVERAGE  TOTALS                    
    ------------------ -------- -------  ------------------- -------- ------- 
 ------------------ -------- -------                    
    GETPAGE REQUESTS       48.0      96  BUFFER UPDATES          33.5      67  SEQUENTIAL 
             0.0       0                    
    SYNCHRONOUS READS       8.5      17  SYNCHRONOUS WRITES       0.0       0  LIST       
             0.0       0                    
    DISK CACHE HITS         1.5       3                                        DYNAMIC    
             0.0       0                    
    ZHYPERLINK READS        0.0       0  FAILS                AVERAGE  TOTALS             
                                            
    ASYNCH PAGES READS      0.0       0  ------------------- -------- -------  TIMES      
         AVERAGE  TOTALS                    
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    READ EFFICIENCY         5.6          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE      0.0       0 
 ------------------ -------- -------                    
    HIT RATIO              83.6                                                ZHYPERLINK
 CPU      000.000 000.000                    
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     8
  REQUEST: BTACTSML                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                         
              LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                 DETAILED SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION GROUPED BY
 AUTH, PLAN, CORR                               
                                                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  BUFFER POOL BP8K0                                                                       
                                            
  ----------- ------                                                                      
                                            
    READ I/O            AVERAGE  TOTALS  WRITE I/O            AVERAGE  TOTALS  PREFETCH
 REQUESTS   AVERAGE  TOTALS                    
    ------------------ -------- -------  ------------------- -------- ------- 
 ------------------ -------- -------                    
    GETPAGE REQUESTS      304.0    2128  BUFFER UPDATES           0.0       0  SEQUENTIAL 
            18.1     127                    
    SYNCHRONOUS READS      22.0     154  SYNCHRONOUS WRITES       0.0       0  LIST       
             1.3       9                    
    DISK CACHE HITS        20.4     143                                        DYNAMIC    
             0.0       0                    
    ZHYPERLINK READS        0.0       0  FAILS                AVERAGE  TOTALS             
                                            
    ASYNCH PAGES READS    119.6     837  ------------------- -------- -------  TIMES      
         AVERAGE  TOTALS                    
    READ EFFICIENCY        13.8          CONDITIONAL GETPAGE      0.1       1 
 ------------------ -------- -------                    
    HIT RATIO              77.2                                                ZHYPERLINK
 CPU      000.000 000.000                    
  
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                  PAGE     9
  REQUEST: BTACTSML                                                                       
                               DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                         
              LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
  
                                 DETAILED SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION GROUPED BY
 AUTH, PLAN, CORR                               
                                                                                          
                                            
  PACKAGE EXECUTION                                                                       
                                            
  -----------------                                                                       
                                            
  COLL ID DB2LIC                                                                          
                                            
  PROGRAM SYSLIC                                                                          
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                     HHH:MM:SS.TTT                 <---- AVERAGE -----> <----- TOTAL
 ------>                                         
  AVG DB2 ELAPSED            0.000                 EVENTS HHH:MM:SS.TTT EVENTS
 HHH:MM:SS.TTT %DB2 ELAP %THD DB2 ELAP                  
  TOTAL DB2 ELAPSED          0.000   DB2 TCB......    2.0         0.000      2        
 0.000      97.5          51.5                  
                                     DB2 ZIIP CPU.    N/A         0.000    N/A        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  AVG SQL COUNT              1.0     I/O..........    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  TOTAL SQL COUNT            1       LOCAL LOCK...    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  AVG STORPROC EXECUTED      1.0     OTHER RD I/O.    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  TOT STORPROC EXECUTED      1       OTHER WR I/O.    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  AVG UDFS SCHEDULED         0.0     DB2 SERVICES.    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  TOT UDFS SCHEDULED         0       LOG QUIESCE..    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  AVG PKG SWITCHED TO        1.0     DRAIN LOCK...    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  TOT PKG SWITCHED TO        1       CLAIM RELEASE    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  AVG PKG ROLLUPS            1.0     ARCH LOG READ    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  TOT PKG ROLLUPS            1       PG LATCH CONT    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
                                     WT DS MSGS...    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  SCHEMA NAME                        WT GLBL CONT.    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  ROUTINE NAME                       WT P/CH SYNCH    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  ROUTINE TYPE                       WT PIPE          0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  REL INCOMPAT NO                    WT ACCEL REQ.    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
                                     GLB CHLD L-LK    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  SQL ACTIVITY    TOTAL  AVERAGE     GLB OTHR L-LK    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  ------------ -------- --------     GLB PSET P-LK    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  SELECT              0      0.0     GLB PAGE P-LK    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  INSERT              0      0.0     GLB OTHR P-LK    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  UPDATE              0      0.0     TCP/IP LOB...    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  DELETE              0      0.0     LATCH .......    0.0         0.000      0        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  DESCRIBE            0      0.0     OTHER DB2....    N/A         0.000    N/A        
 0.000       0.0           0.0                  
  PREPARE             0      0.0                                                          
                                            
  OPEN CURSOR         0      0.0                                                          
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  CLOSE CURSOR        0      0.0                                                          
                                            
  FETCH CURSOR        0      0.0                                                          
                                            
  LOCK TABLE          0      0.0                                                          
                                            
  CALL Stmts          1      1.0                                                          
                                            
                                                                                          
                                            
  PKG LOCKING ACTIVITY    TOTAL  AVERAGE                        TOTAL  AVERAGE       PKG
 BUFFER POOL ACTIVITY    TOTAL  AVERAGE       
  --------------------- ------- --------  ------------------- ------- --------      
 ------------------------ -------- --------       
  MAX PAGE LOCKS HELD         0           QUALIFYING RECORDS        1               
 GETPAGE REQUESTS                0      0.0       
                                                                                    
 SYNCHRONOUS READS               0      0.0       
  TIMEOUTS                    0      0.0  SUSPENSIONS - LOCK        0      0.0       DISK
 CACHE HITS                 0      0.0       
  DEADLOCKS                   0      0.0  SUSPENSIONS - LATCH       0      0.0      
 ZHYPERLINK READS                0      0.0       
  LOCK ESCALATION - SHR       0      0.0  SUSPENSIONS - OTHER       0      0.0      
 ASYNCHRONOUS PAGES READS        0      0.0       
  LOCK ESCALATION - EXC       0      0.0  SUSPENSIONS - TOTAL       0      0.0       READ
 EFFICIENCY                        0.0       
                                          UNLOCK REQUESTS           1      1.0       HIT
 RATIO                              0.0       
  CLAIM REQUESTS              0      0.0  QUERY REQUESTS            0      0.0      
 BUFFER UPDATES                  0      0.0       
  CLAIM FAILURES              0      0.0  CHANGE REQUESTS           0      0.0      
 SYNCHRONOUS WRITES              0      0.0       
  DRAIN REQUESTS              0      0.0  LOCK REQUESTS             1      1.0      
 SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQS        0      0.0       
  DRAIN FAILURES              0           OTHER REQUESTS            0      0.0       LIST
 PREFETCH REQS              0      0.0       
                                                                                    
 DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQS           0      0.0       
                                                                                     COND
 GETPAGE FAILURES           0      0.0       
                                                                                    
 ZHYPERLINK CPU TIME          0.00 0000.000       
                                                                                          
                                            
MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                         
                                PAGE    10
REQUEST: BTACTSML                                                                         
                             DB2 SYS: SSID
FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                          
             LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
                                                                                          
                                          
                               DETAILED SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION GROUPED BY AUTH,
 PLAN, CORR                               
                                                                                          
                                          
LOCATION        : ::FFFF:10.57.8.173                                                      
                      
REMOTE PROD ID  : SQL11055          CONVERSATIONS                    SENT RECEIVED   BLOCK
 FETCH                
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REMOTE PROD LVL : s2011011400         QUEUED           0  COMMITS       0       46    
 BLOCKS SENT         6    
PRIVATE PROTOCOL:        0            SENT             0  ABORTS        0        0    
 BLOCKS RCVD         0    
DRDA PROTOCOL   :        0            RECEIVED         0  MSGS        119      119        
                      
REQUSTOR ELAPSED:        0.0000       TERMINATED       0  BYTES     10658    16032        
                      
WAIT MAX DBAT   :        0.0002                           SQL           0       76        
                      
ROLLUP THREADS  :       46                                ROWS         11        0        
                      
THREADS INDOUBT :        0    
                                                                                  
ACCELERATOR SERVICES                                                                      
         
--------------------                                                                      
        
SERVER NAME SSIDIDAA                                                                      
         
PRODUCT ID  AQT04014                                                                      
        

                    TOTAL  AVG/CONNECT    TIMES              -----TOTAL----- --AVERAGE/
CONNECTION--
CONNECTS                4                  TCP/IP CPU TIME          0.004554              
 0.001138
REQUESTS                4          1.0     TCP/IP ELAPSED        2:05.154023             
 31.288505
 TIMEOUTS               0          0.0     ACCEL ELAPSED         2:04.977037             
 31.244259
 FAILURES               0          0.0     ACCEL CPU                0.000000              
 0.000000
 REPL TIMEOUTS          2          0.5     ACCEL WAIT TIME       2:04.977042             
 31.244260
                                           REPL WAIT TIME        2:04.960137             
 31.240034

STATEMENTS                                ROWS                                            
        
 INSERT                 0          0.0     INSERTED                        0              
      0.0
 DELETE                 0          0.0     DELETED                         0              
      0.0
 UPDATE                 0          0.0     UPDATED                         0              
      0.0
 OPEN                   2          0.5     RETURNED                        0              
      0.0
 COMMIT                 0          0.0                                                    
           
 ROLLBACK               0          0.0    DATA STREAM        SENT   RECEIVED        SENT  
 RECEIVED
 CREATE                 0          0.0     BYTES             4842       2730      1210.5  
    682.5
 DROP                   0          0.0     MESSAGES            32         32         8.0  
      8.0
                                           BLOCKS               0          0         0.0  
      0.0
                                           ROWS                 0          0         0.0  
      0.0
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BTACTSML Identification Fields

The identification fields of the BTACTSML report display the following general information:

LOCATION
Displays the local location name of the Db2 subsystem.

AUTHID
Displays the authorization ID. Blank indicates that this group has the same auth ID value as the last non-blank
auth ID. Equal signs indicate a group subtotal or grand total.

PLANNAME
Displays the plan name. Blank indicates a Db2 command thread, or that this group has the same value as the last
non-blank auth ID. Equal signs indicate a group subtotal or grand total.

CORRNAME
Displays the correlation ID.

BTACTSML Average Per Thread Accounting Time Fields

This section of the BTACTSML report shows the following average times for the group of threads:

• Thread (Class 1) and Db2 (Class 2) elapsed times.
– The CPU times section includes TCB and SRB times.

• I/O and lock wait times (Class 3).
• Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) and data capture times (Class 5).

All times are formatted as HH:MM:SS.TTTTTT.

The report provides data on the following fields:

ELAPSED TIME
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the average thread elapsed time. This time covers the interval from the end of thread creation to
the start of thread termination. The value includes inactive time for CICS protected threads or IMS wait for
input threads.

DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)
Displays the average elapsed time spent in Db2 for threads.

IFI/DATA CAPTURE (CLASS 5)
Displays the average elapsed time spent processing IFI calls for threads.

ELAPSED TIME - APP DB2 EL
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated time in Db2 that the application has spent processing Db2 requests. This time
does not include time spent processing stored procedures and UDFs for the application.

APP DB2 EL - SQL DI FN
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated elapsed time spent processing SQL Data Insights functions. This time is
included in class 2 elapsed time.

ENTRY/EXIT EVENTS
Displays the accumulated number of Db2 entry/exit events performed by SQL Data Insights functions.
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ELAPSED TIME - UDF
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the total elapsed time spent in UDFs. This time includes SQL execution time.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the total elapsed time that UDFs spent executing SQL.
ELAPSED TIME - STORED PRC

APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)
Displays the total elapsed time spent in stored procedures. This time includes SQL execution time.

DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)
Displays the total elapsed time spent executing SQL in stored procedures.

ELAPSED TIME - SP LCL ELP
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated elapsed time consumed executing stored procedure requests on the main
application execution unit. Since these procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and
class 2 time.

ELAPSED TIME - UDF LCL EL
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated elapsed time spent executing UDFs on the main application execution unit.
Since these UDFs run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time.

CPU TIME
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the average thread CPU time for the group of threads. This time includes TCB and SRB time.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the average Db2 CPU time spent for threads.
CPU Time - TRIGGER

APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)
Displays the accumulated TCB time used while executing under the control of triggers.

CPU TIME - TRIGGER - PRE-ENCLV
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the accumulated TCB time used before the enclave is created.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated CPU time used for Db2 to process SQL statements before the enclave is
created.

TCB TIME
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the average thread TCB time for the group of threads.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the average Db2 TCB time for the group of threads.
IFI/DATA CAPTURE (CLASS 5)

Displays the average TCB CPU time spent processing IFI calls. This field can be used to give you an
estimate of tracing overhead.
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TCB TIME - SQL DI FN
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated CPU time spent on CP processing SQL Data Insights functions. This time is
included in class 2 CPU time.

LCL S.P.
Displays LCL stored procedures TCB time.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated CPU time used for executing stored procedure requests on the main
application execution unit. This time does not include time consumed on an IBM zIIP.

LCL UDF
Displays LCL user-defined functions TCB time.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated CPU time spent executing UDFs on the main application execution unit. This
time does not include time consumed on an IBM zIIP.

SRB TIME
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the average thread SRB time for the group of threads.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the average Db2 SRB time for the group of threads.
TCB STPROC

APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)
Displays the average TCB time spent processing SQL CALL statements in a Db2 stored procedures
address space for the group of threads.

DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)
Displays the average TCB time spent in Db2 processing SQL statements issued by stored procedures for
the group of threads.

TCB-UDF
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the accumulated TCB time used to satisfy UDF requests processed in a Db2 stored procedures
address space or WLM established address space.

DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)
Displays the accumulated TCB time in Db2 spent processing the SQL statements that are issued by
UDFs. This time is the time that is not included in QWACUDCP.

CPU TIME - LOCAL ZIIP
Displays the zIIP CPU time.
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP in all environments.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution in Db2.
LOCAL ZIIP - SQL DI FN

DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)
Displays the accumulated CPU time spent on an IBM specialty engine to process SQL Data Insights
functions. This time is included in class 2 CPU time.
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CPU TIME - TRIG ZIIP
Displays the zIIP triggers CPU time.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution of triggers on the main
application execution unit.

CPU TIME - SP ZIIP
Displays zIIP stored procedures CPU time.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution of triggers on the main
application execution unit.

CPU TIME - UDF ZIIP
Displays zIIP user-defined functions CPU time.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP for executing UDFs on the main
application execution unit.

TRIGGER
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the accumulated TCB time used while executing under the control of triggers
CPU TIME - WLM SP ZIP

APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)
Displays the accumulated CPU time that was used to satisfy stored procedure requests processed in a
stored procedure or WLM address space and executed on an IBM zIIP processor. This time includes time
for SQL procedures that were called on a nested task and not invoked by the main application execution
unit.

DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)
Displays the accumulated CPU time consumed in Db2 for processing SQL statements that are issued by
stored procedures. These procedures are processed in a stored procedure or WLM address space and
executed on an IBM zIIP processor. The value includes time for SQL procedures that were called on a
nested task and not invoked by the main application execution unit.

CPU TIME - WLM UDF ZP
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the accumulated CPU time used to satisfy UDF requests processed in a stored procedure or
WLM address space and executed on an IBM zIIP.

DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)
Displays the accumulated CPU time consumed in Db2 for processing SQL statements that are issued by
UDFs. These UDFs are processed in a stored procedure or WLM address space and executed on an IBM
zIIP processor.

CPU TIME - NST TRG ZP
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP processor for execution of triggers on a
nested task.

OTHER DB2 (CLASS 2)
Displays the average thread elapsed time in Db2 that is excluded from the TCB time or any suspension
categories. The most common contributors to other Db2 time are z/OS paging and processor wait time.
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DB2 ENTRY/EXIT (CLASS 2)
Displays the average number of entry-to-Db2 and exit-from-Db2 events used in calculating the accumulated in
Db2 elapsed time and CPU times.

STORPROC ENTRY/EXIT EVENTS (CLASS 2)
Displays the average number of SQL entry or exit events performed by stored procedures.

UDF ENTRY/EXIT EVENTS (CLASS 2)
Displays the number of SQL entry/exit events performed by UDFs.

DATA CAPTURE DESCRIBES (CLASS 5)
Displays the average thread elapsed time spent processing data capture describes. Data capture describes occur
only during IFI READS requests for IFCID 185. This time is a subset of the time that is provided in the IFI log
extract time.

LOG EXTRACT (CLASS 5)
Displays the average elapsed time spent extracting log records for tables defined with data capture changes. This
time is a subset of IFI elapsed time.

SUSPENSIONS (CLASS 3) EVENTS ELAPSED TIME
Displays the number of times that the thread had to wait and the average wait times.
LOCK/LATCH

Displays the number of waits and average wait time for a Db2 resource or a serializing process (latch).
This time does not reflect the page latch wait time.

SYNC I/O
Displays the number of waits and average wait time for I/O operations performed for this thread. This
field is for synchronous I/O only. The value includes synchronous read and write I/O, and selected
synchronous log I/O.

OTHER READ
Displays the number of waits and average wait time for read I/O operations performed for another thread.
This count includes prefetch I/Os.

OTHER WRITE
Displays the number of waits and average wait time for write I/O operations performed for another thread.
This count includes asynchronous I/Os.

SERVICE TASK
Displays the number of waits and average wait time for Db2 services. Data set opens and closes are two
examples of Db2 services.

QUIESCE LOG
Displays the number of waits and average wait time for ARCHIVE LOG MODE (QUIESCE). This time is
the actual suspend time for individual threads and not the time for the entire command to complete.

ASYNC IXL RQ
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for processing asynchronous IXLCACHE and
IXLFCOMP requests.

ARCHIVE READ
Displays the number of waits and average wait time for an archive read from the tape.

DRAIN LOCK
Displays the number of waits and average wait time for a drain lock. This time denotes the requestor
being suspended while waiting to acquire the drain lock.

CLAIM RELEASE
Displays the number of waits and average page wait time for a drain when waiting for claims to be
released. After the drain lock is acquired, the drainer must wait for claim holders to release the object.
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PAGE LATCH
Displays the number of waits and average wait time due to page latch contention. For example, when
RUNSTATS and COPY utilities are run with the SHRLEVEL(CHANGE) option, they use a page latch
instead of locking to serialize the collection of statistics or copying of a page.

STORED PROC
Displays the average number of waits and average wait time for an available TCB before the stored
procedure could be scheduled.

NOTIFY MSGS
Displays the average number of waits and average wait time for sending messages to other members in
the data sharing group. One common use of inter-system message sending is when database descriptors
are changed due to create, alter, or drop statements.

GLOBAL CONT
Displays the average number of waits and average wait time for an IRLM lock request due to global lock
contention. Such a request requires inter-system communication to resolve.

LOG WRITE IO
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for log write I/O.

UDF WT TCB
Displays the total elapsed wait time for an available TCB before the UDF could be scheduled.

OPN/CLS/HSM
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the
Db2 open/close data set service or the HSM recall service.

SYSLGRNG UPD
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the
Db2 SYSLGRNG recording service. This service is also sometimes used for level ID checking for down-
level detection.

DATA MGR SRV
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for synchronous execution unit switch to Db2
data space manager services. These services include define data set, extend data set, delete data set,
reset data set, and VSAM catalog access.

OTHER EX-U-S
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to other
Db2 service tasks.

FORCE-AT-CMT
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for force-at-commit.

GBL CHLD L-LK
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for global contention for child L-locks.

GBL OTHR L-LK
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for global contention for other L-locks.

GBL PSET P-LK
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for global contention for pageset/partition P-
locks.

GBL PAGE P-LK
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for global contention for page P-locks.

GBL OTHR P-LK
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for global contention for other P-locks.
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TCP/IP LOB
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for TCP/IP LOB materialization.

Average and total times are also provided for the following groups of threads:

• Autonomous transactions.
• Parallel query wait times for parent or child synchronization.
• Requests waiting for IBM Db2 Accelerator.

BTACTSML Total Per Thread Accounting Time Fields

The Total Per Thread Accounting Time fields show total times for the group of threads. Thread (Class 1) and Db2 (Class
2) elapsed times and CPU times are shown. CPU times are further broken down into TCB and SRB times. Also, I/O and
Lock wait times (Class 3), and Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) and Data Capture times (Class 5) are shown.

For more information, see BTACTSML Average Per Thread Accounting Time Fields.

BTACTSML Accounting Invocations Fields

The accounting invocations fields in the BTACTSML report provide the reasons why the accounting record was written.
The fields are formatted as nnnnnn.

This section contains the following fields:

NORMAL TERMINATION
NEW USER

Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code 8. This code indicates that
a thread was reused by a new user.

RESIGNON
Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code 6. This count specifies the
number of accounting records created for a partial signon. The authorization ID remains the same. Partial
signon is also known as re-signon.

DEALLOCATION
Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code 12. This code indicates that
a thread terminated normally.

RRSAF COMMIT
Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code 14. This code indicates an
RRSAF commit.

APPL. PROGRAM END
Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code 16. This code indicates that
an application program terminated normally.

DBAT GONE INACTIVE
Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code of 10. This count specifies
the number of times a database access thread went inactive.

IFC MONITOR READ REQUEST
Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code 4. This code indicates
that a monitoring program requested an accounting record from the Instrumentation Facility Interface.
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ABNORMAL TERMINATION
APPL. PROGRAM ABEND

Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code 20. This code indicates that
an application program abended.

END OF MEMORY
Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code 24. This code indicates an
end of memory situation.

RESOLVE IN DOUBT
Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code 28. This code indicates a
resolve in doubt situation.

CANCEL FORCE
Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code 32. This code indicates that
Db2 was canceled from z/OS.

WORK UNIT IN DOUBT
APPL. PROGRAM ABEND

Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code 40. This code indicates that
an application program abended.

END OF TASK
Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code 44. This code indicates an
end of task situation.

END OF MEMORY
Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code 48. This code indicates an
end of memory situation.

RESOLVE IN DOUBT
Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code 52. This code indicates a
resolve in doubt situation.

CANCEL FORCE
Displays the number of times that an accounting record was written with code 56. This code indicates that
Db2 was canceled from z/OS.

BTACTSML Highlights Fields

The highlights fields of the BTACTSML report display several miscellaneous fields for the group of threads.

THREADS
Specifies the number of threads summarized in the group. All accounting records with matching GROUP BY
identifiers are summarized.

NORMAL TERM
Specifies the number of normal thread terminations. These threads terminated with one of the following
termination codes:

• 4—IFI READS request
• 8—Reused by new user
• 12—Deallocation at the program end
• 16—Deallocation at the program end

ABNORM TERM
Specifies the number of abnormal thread terminations. These threads terminated with one of the following
termination codes:
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• 20—End of task application program ABEND
• 24—End of memory application program ABEND
• 28—Resolve IN DOUBT
• 32—Db2 terminated because of MVS STOP or CANCEL

SQL DML
Specifies the average number of SQL data manipulation statements. Includes selects, inserts, updates, deletes,
opens, closes, fetches, prepares, and describes (format nnnnnn.n).

COMMIT
Specifies the number of times that a unit of recovery was successfully committed. Includes both single phase
commits, or SYNCHs, and Phase 2 commits.

ABORT
Specifies the number of times that a unit of recovery backed out.

LOCK SUSPENSIONS
Specifies the average number of lock suspensions for the group (format nnnnnn.n).

LOG RECS WRITTEN
Specifies the number of log records written.

LOG BYTES WRIT.
Specifies the total number of bytes of log records written.

MAX LOB STG (KB)
Specifies the maximum storage used for LOB values, in KB.

MAX XML STG USED
Specifies the maximum amount of storage used for XML values.

ARRAY-EXPANSION
Specifies how often the variable array expanded beyond 32 KB.

SPARSE IX DISABLED
Specifies how often insufficient storage disabled the sparse index.

SPARSE IX BUILT WF
Specifies how often the sparse index built a physical work file for probing.

RDS SORT PERFORMED
Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort was performed.

RDS SORT W/ ZSORT
Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort used the IBM Integrate Accelerator for Z Sort (SORTL).

BTACTSML Stored Procedure Fields

The Stored Procedure fields show statistics about stored procedures. Averages are formatted as nnnn.n. Totals are
formatted as nnnnnn.

The stored procedure section contains the following fields:

SQL CALLS
Displays the number of SQL CALL statements issued.

ABENDS
Displays the number of times a stored procedure terminated abnormally.

TIMEOUTS
Displays the number of times an SQL CALL statement timed out waiting to be scheduled.
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REJECTED
Displays the number of times an SQL CALL statement was rejected.

BTACTSML UDF Fields

The UDF fields in the BTACTSML report display statistics about the use of user-defined functions. Averages are formatted
as nnnn.n. Totals are formatted as nnnnnnn.

This section contains the following fields:

EXECUTIONS
Displays the number of user-defined functions executed.

ABENDS
Displays the number of times that a user-defined function abended.

TIMEOUTS
Displays the number of times that a user-defined function timed out while waiting to be scheduled.

REJECTED
Displays the number of times that a user-defined function was rejected.

MAX CASCADING LEVEL (ALL TYPES)
Displays the maximum level of nested SQL cascading due to triggers, user-defined functions, and stored
procedures.

BTACTSML Triggers Fields

The Trigger fields show statistics about the use of triggers. Averages are formatted as nnnn.n and totals are formatted as
nnnnnn.

The trigger section contains the following fields:

STATEMENT TRIGGERS ACTIVATED
Displays the number of times a statement trigger is activated.

ROW TRIGGERS ACTIVATED
Displays the number of times a row trigger is activated.

SQL ERRORS DURING EXECUTION
Displays the number of times an SQL error occurred during execution of a triggered action.

BTACTSML Savepoints Fields

The Savepoints fields show statistics about savepoints. Averages are formatted as nnnn.n and totals are formatted as
nnnnnn.

The savepoints section contains the following fields:

NUMBER OF REQUESTS
Displays the number of savepoint requests.

RELEASE REQUESTS
Displays the number of release savepoint requests.

ROLLBACK REQUESTS
Displays the number of rollback to savepoint requests.
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BTACTSML Drain/Claim Fields

The Drain/Claim fields show claim and drain activity for the threads. DB2 utilities and commands can take over access to
some objects independently of transactions. A claim is a notification to DB2 that an object is being accessed. A drain is
the process of preventing new claims to obtain exclusive access to an object. Averages are formatted as nnnn.n. Totals
are formatted as nnnnnn.

DRAIN REQUEST
The number of drain requests.

DRAIN FAILED
The number of unsuccessful drain requests.

CLAIM REQUEST
The number of claim requests.

CLAIM FAILED
The number of unsuccessful claim requests.

BTACTSML List Prefetch Summary Fields

The list prefetch summary fields of the BTACTSML report summarize the use of Multiple Index Access Paths (MIAP) and
list prefetch for the group of threads. Format is nnnnnn for totals and nnnn.n for averages.

RID LIST USED
Displays the number of times RID list (RID pool) was used.

DM NOT CALLED
Displays the number of times a DM was not called for RID list retrieval.

NOT USED - WHOLE QRY
Displays the number of times RID list processing is not used or terminated for the whole query.

FAILED - STORAGE
Displays the number of times List Prefetch was not used because storage was not available for the list of row
identifiers (RIDs).

FAILED - RID LIMIT
Displays the number of times List Prefetch was not used because the number of row identifiers exceeded the Db2
internal maximum limit.

ONLY 1 BLOCK FETCHED
Displays the number of times we fetched one block and never went on to fetch any more blocks.

BTACTSML RID Pool Fields

This section of the BTACTSML report shows the RID pool statistics for threads. The fields are formatted as nnnnnnnn.

RID OVERFLOW - STG
Displays the number of times that a RID list overflowed to a work file because no RID pool storage was available
to hold the list of RIDs.

RID OVERFLOW - LIMIT
Displays the number of times that a RID list overflowed to a work file because the number of RIDs exceeded
internal limits.

RID INTERRUPT - STG
Displays the number of times that appending to a RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted. Interruption occurred
because no RID pool storage was available to hold the list of RIDs.
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RID INTERRUPT - LMT
Displays the number of times that appending to a RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted. Interruption occurred
because the number of RIDs exceeded internal limits.

RID MULTI-INDEX SKIP
Displays the number of times that RID list retrieval for multiple index access was not done because Db2 could
determine the outcome of index ANDing or ORing.

BTACTSML Direct Row Access Fields

This section shows statistics about the use of direct row access. Averages are formatted as nnnn.n and totals are
formatted as nnnnnn.

SUCCESSFUL
The number of times that DB2 used direct row access to locate a record.

REVERTED TO INDEX
The number of times that DB2 attempted to use direct row access but reverted to using an index to locate a
record.

REVERTED TO TS SCAN
The number of times that DB2 attempted to use direct row access but reverted to using a tablespace scan to
locate a record.

BTACTSML Workfile Fields

This section of the BTACTSML report shows the workfile statistics for threads. The field is formatted as nnnnnnnn.

BLOCKS USED HWM
Displays the maximum number of workfile blocks that the agent used at one time (traditional workfile use, DGTT,
and DGTT indexes).

BTACTSML Row Access Fields

The Row Access fields show statistics about the number of rows accessed on behalf of the DB2 applications. Averages
are formatted as nnnn.n and totals are formatted as nnnnnnn.

ROWS FETCHED
Specifies the total number or rows fetched.

ROWS INSERTED
Specifies the total number or rows inserted.

ROWS UPDATED
Specifies the total number or rows updated.

ROWS DELETED
Specifies the total number or rows deleted.

BTACTSML Query Parallelism Fields

This section of the BTACTSML report shows the query parallelism activity for threads. Totals are formatted as nnnnnn.
Averages are formatted as nnnn.n.
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NOTE
Statistics are also provided for parallel groups that were executed in sequential mode. For example, this report
identifies the number of parallel groups that were executing under an autonomous procedure and fell back to
sequential mode.

GROUPS EXECUTED
The total number of parallel groups that were executed.

PLANNED DEGREE
The total number of parallel groups that have a planned degree greater than one at run time, and were executed
to the same degree because of sufficient storage on the buffer pool.

MAXIMUM DEGREE
The maximum degree of parallel I/O processing executed among all parallel groups. This field indicates the extent
to which queries were processed in parallel.

MAX EST DEGREE
Displays the maximum estimated degree of the parallel group.

MAX PLAN DEGREE
Displays the maximum planned degree of the parallel group.

REDUCED DEGREE
The total number of parallel groups that have a planned degree greater than one at run time, but were processed
to a parallel degree less than planned because of a storage shortage or contention on the buffer pool. If this field
is not zero, increase the size of the current buffer pool by using the -ALTER BUFFERPOOL command, or use the
-ALTER TABLESPACE statement to assign tablespaces accessed by this query to a different buffer pool.

GROUPS RED DEG
Displays how many parallel group degree reductions occurred.

FAILED - CURSOR
The total number of parallel groups that fall back to sequential operation because of a cursor that can be used for
update or delete.

FAILED - NO ESA
The total number of parallel groups that fall back to sequential operation because of a lack of ESA sort support.

FAILED - NO BUFFER
The total number of parallel groups that have a planned degree greater than one at run time, but fall back to
sequential mode because of storage shortage or contention on the buffer pool.

FAILED - AUTON PR
Displays the number of parallel groups that were executing under an autonomous procedure and fell back to
sequential mode.

FAILED - SYS STRS
Displays how many parallel groups degenerated to sequential.

FAILED - OPTIMAL
Displays how many parallel groups degenerated as a result of optimization.

ONE DB2 COORD=NO
The total number of parallel groups executed on a single Db2 due to one of the following reasons:

• When the plan or package was bound, the coordinator subsystem parameter was set to yes, but the parameter
is set to no when the program runs.

• The plan or package was bound on a Db2 with the coordinator subsystem parameter set to yes, but the
program is being run on a different Db2 that has the coordinator value set to no.
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ONE DB2 ISO=RR/RS
The total number of parallel groups executed on a single Db2 because the plan or package was bound with an
isolation value of repeatable read or read stability.

INTENDED GROUPS
The total number of parallel groups that Db2 intended to run across the data sharing group. This count is only
incremented on the parallelism coordinator at run time.

MEM BYP BP SHORT
The number of times that the parallelism coordinator had to bypass a Db2 when distributing tasks because
there was not enough buffer pool storage on one or more Db2 members. This field is incremented only on the
parallelism coordinator, and it is incremented only once per parallel group, even though it is possible that more
than one Db2 has a buffer pool shortage for that parallel group. The purpose of this count is to indicate when
there are not enough buffers on a member. Therefore, this count is incremented only when the buffer pool is
defined to allow parallelism. For example, if vpxpseqt=0 on an assistant, then Db2 does not send parallel work
there, but this count is not incremented.

ACC REDONE-CONFIG
The total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access path because
the sysplex configuration at run time was different from the sysplex configuration at bind time. This counter is
incremented only by the parallelism coordinator at run time.

ACC REDONE-BP
The total number of parallel groups for which Db2 reformulated the parallel portion of the access path because
there was not enough buffer pool resource. This counter is incremented only by the parallelism coordinator at run
time.

1 DB2 DCL TMP TBL
The total number of parallel groups that are part of a query block using a UDF and executing on a single Db2 due
to the existence of a Declared Temporary Table in the application process. Neither the query block nor the parallel
group references a Declared Temporary Table, and the parallel group can use a UDF.

PARALLEL SUSPENDS
Displays amount of times a parallel query processing waited for a parent/child for synchronization.

PARAL SUSPND TIME
Displays amount of waiting time a parallel query processing waited for parent/child for synchronization.

BTACTSML Insert Algorithm Fields

This section of the BTACTTRL report shows the insert algorithm statistics for threads. The fields are formatted as
nnnnnnnn.

IAG1 (BASIC) USED
Displays the number of times basic insert algorithm (IAG1) is used.

IAG2 (FAST) USED
Displays the number of times fast insert algorithm (IAG2) is used.

BTACTSML Locking Summary Fields

This section shows averages and totals for thread locking activity. The format is nnnnnn for totals and nnnn.n for
averages.

TIMEOUTS
The number of times a thread waited for a lock until the time limit specified in the DB2 parameters was reached.
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DEADLOCKS
The number of times a thread was deadlocked with another thread.

LOCK ESCALATION (SHARED)
The number of times that the tablespace lock escalated from IS to S because the locks per tablespace limit in the
DB2 parameters was exceeded.

LOCK ESCALATION (EXCLUS)
The number of times that the tablespace lock escalated from IX to X because the locks per tablespace limit in the
DB2 parameters was exceeded.

AVG & MAX PAGE LOCKS HELD
Max page locks held records the “high water mark” of number of locks held by a thread. This value is the average
of all the threads in the group.

SUSPENSIONS
The number of times a thread was suspended.

SUSPENSIONS (LOCK ONLY)
The number of times a thread was suspended waiting for a lock.

SUSPENSIONS (LATCH ONLY)
The number of times a thread was suspended waiting for an internal DB2 latch.

SUSPENSIONS (OTHER)
The number of suspensions not caused by a lock or latch.

LOCK REQUESTS
The number of IRLM lock requests.

UNLOCK REQUESTS
The number of IRLM unlock requests.

QUERY REQUESTS
The number of IRLM query requests.

CHANGE REQUESTS
The number of IRLM change requests. Typically issued to change a lock state from shared to exclusive.

OTHER REQUESTS
The number of IRLM requests not in the previous list.

BTACTSML Data Capture Fields

This section shows Instrumentation Facility Interface trace activity. Totals are formatted as nnnnnn. Averages are
formatted as nnnn.n.

IFI CALLS
The total number of entries to and exits from IFI events. Accounting class 5 trace must be active to collect this
data.

LOG RCDS CAPTURED
The total number of log records that can be retrieved that were written for tables defined with Data Capture
changes. This number includes only those log records that can be retrieved by an IFI READS call for IFCID 0185.
Some records can be written but not retrieved because of some reason such as monitor trace class 6 not being
active.

LOG RCDS READ
The total number of log reads performed for processing IFI READS requests for IFCID 0185.
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DATA ROWS READ
The total number of data rows returned in IFCID 0185. Two rows are returned for each row altered by an SQL
UPDATE statement. Data rows are returned in IFCID 0185.

LOG RCDS RETURNED
The total number of log records returned to the caller of the IFI READS call for IFCID 0185.

DATA DESCRPS READ
The total number of data descriptions returned in IFCID 0185.

TABLES RETURNED
The total number of tables returned to the caller of IFI READS call for IFCID 0185.

DESCRIBES
The total number of Data Capture describes for processing READS requests for IFCID 0185 data.

BTACTSML SQL DML Fields

This section displays the total and average per thread values for SQL DML statements. Totals are formatted as nnnnnnnn.
Averages are formatted as nnnnnnn.n.

Values are displayed for the following types of issued SQL DML statements:

SELECT

• INSERT
• UPDATE
• DELETE
• PREPARE
• DESCRIBE
• DESC TABLE

Values are displayed for the following types of executed SQL DML statements:

OPEN

• CLOSE
• FETCH
• MERGE
• TRUNCATE
• CALLS

BTACTSML SQL DCL Fields

This section shows totals of SQL DCL statements over all threads in the group. Totals are formatted as nnnnnn.

Totals are displayed for the following SQL DCL statements:

LOCK TABLE
Specifies the number of times a LOCK TABLE was executed.

GRANT
Specifies the number of times a GRANT statement was executed.

REVOKE
Specifies the number of times a REVOKE statement was executed.

SET SQLID
Specifies the number of times a SET CURRENT SQLID statement was executed.
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SET H VAR
Specifies the number of SET host variable statements that were executed to set a host variable to a special
register.

SET DEGREE
Specifies the number of SQL SET CURRENT DEGREE statements that were issued.

CONNECT 1
Specifies the number of SQL CONNECT type 1 statements that were issued.

CONNECT 2
Specifies the number of SQL CONNECT type 2 statements that were issued.

RELEASE
Specifies the number of SQL RELEASE statements that were issued.

SET CONNEC
Specifies the number of SQL SET CONNECTION statements that were issued.

SET RULES
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT RULES statements that were executed.

REOPT-VAR
Specifies the number of times that reoptimization for host variables occurred.

ASSOC LOC
Specifies the number of ASSOCIATE LOCATOR statements that were executed.

ALLOC-CSR
Specifies the number of ALLOCATE CURSOR statements that were executed.

SET PREC
Specifies the number of SET CURRENT PRECISION statements.

HOLD LOC
Specifies the number of HOLD LOCATOR statements.

FREE LOC
Specifies the number of FREE LOCATOR statements.

SET PATH
Specifies the number of SQL SET CURRENT PATH statements.

SET LOCK TIMEOUT - APPL
Specifies the number of SQL SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT statements that were executed.

SET LOCK TIMEOUT - PROF
Specifies the number of times that the CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT special register was set from
DSN_PROFILE_TABLE.

BTACTSML SQL DDL Fields

This section of the BTACTSML report displays totals of SQL DDL statements over all threads in the group. Totals are
shown for CREATE, DROP, and ALTER (where appropriate). CREATEs are formatted as nnnnnn. DROPs and ALTERs
are formatted as nnnnn.

CREATE, DROP, and ALTER totals are displayed for following SQL DDL statements:
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• TABLE
• INDEX
• TABLESPACE
• STOGROUP
• DATABASE
• FUNCTION
• PROCEDURE
• SEQUENCES
• CONTEXT

CREATE and DROP totals are displayed for the following SQL DDL statements:

• SYNONYM
• VIEW
• ALIAS
• TRIGGER
• DISTINCT
• ROLE
• VARIABLE

ALTER totals are displayed for the following SQL statement types:

• JAR

DROP totals are displayed for the following SQL statement types:

• PACKAGE

CREATE totals are displayed for the following SQL statement types:

• AUX TABLE

The number of times that the following SQL statement types were executed:

• COMMENT
• GBL-TMP-TB
• LABEL ON
• DCL GBL TMP
• RENAME-TBL
• RENAME IDX
• TABLE

The number of times a CREATE TABLE, DROP TABLE, or ALTER TABLE statement was executed.
• INDEX

The number of times a CREATE INDEX, DROP INDEX, or ALTER INDEX statement was executed.
• TABLESPACE

The number of times a CREATE TABLESPACE, DROP TABLESPACE, or ALTER TABLESPACE statement was
executed.

• STOGROUP
The number of times a CREATE STORAGE GROUP, DROP STORAGE GROUP, or ALTER STORAGE GROUP
statement was executed.

• DATABASE
The number of times a CREATE DATABASE, DROP DATABASE, or ALTER DATABASE statement was executed.

• SYNONYM
The number of times a CREATE SYNONYM or DROP SYNONYM statement was executed.

• VIEW
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The number of times a CREATE VIEW or DROP VIEW statement was executed.
• ALIAS

The number of times a CREATE ALIAS or DROP ALIAS statement was executed.
• PACKAGE

The number of times a DROP PACKAGE statement was executed.
• GBL-TMP-TB

The number of SQL CREATE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE statements.
• AUX TABLE

The number of times a CREATE AUXILIARY TABLE statement was executed.
• TRIGGER

The number of times a CREATE TRIGGER or DROP TRIGGER statement was executed.
• FUNCTION

The number of times a CREATE FUNCTION, DROP FUNCTION, or ALTER FUNCTION statement was executed.
• PROCEDURE

The number of times a CREATE PROCEDURE, DROP PROCEDURE, or ALTER PROCEDURE statement was
executed.

• DISTINCT
The number of times a CREATE DISTINCT TYPE or DROP DISTINCT TYPE statement was executed.

• SEQUENCES
The number of times a CREATE SEQUENCE, DROP SEQUENCE, or ALTER SEQUENCE statement was executed.

• JAR
Number of ALTER JAR statements executed.

• CONTEXT
Number of CREATE, DROP, and ALTER TRUSTED CONTEXT statements executed.

• ROLE
Number of CREATE and DROP ROLE statements executed.

BTACTSML BIND

This section of the BTACTSML report displays totals of SQL that is not considered to be DML, DCL, or DDL. Totals are
formatted as nnnnnn.

INCR. BINDS
Identifies the number of times that an incremental bind occurred. These binds occur when the plan is bound with
VALIDATE(RUN).

NOTE
Avoid incremental bind because of the overhead at create thread time. Rebind the plan with
VALIDATE(BIND).

PKG SWITCHED TO
Identifies the number of times that a package switch occurred for this package. A package switch occurs when
another package has been executing, and this package begins executing. The initial execution of the first package
in an application counts as a package switch.

BTACTSML Dynamic Prepare Fields

This section of the BTACTSML report shows the dynamic prepare facility usage statistics. Averages are formatted as
nnn.n. Totals are formatted as nnnnnn.
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STMT FOUND IN CACHE
The number of times that Db2 satisfied a prepare request by making a copy of a statement in the prepared
statement cache.

STMT NOT FOUND IN CACHE
The number of times that Db2 searched the prepared statement cache but could not find a suitable prepared
statement.

IMPLICIT PREPARE PERFORMED
The number of times that Db2 did an implicit prepare for a statement bound with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because
the prepared statement cache did not contain a valid copy of the prepared statement.

PREPARE AVOIDED
The number of times that Db2 did not prepare a statement bound with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because the
prepared statement cache contained a valid copy of the prepared statement.

STMTS DISCARDED - MAXKEEPD
The number of times that Db2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement cache because the
number of prepared statements in the cache exceeded the value of subsystem parameter MAXKEEPD.

STMTS PURGED - DEP. OBJECT
The number of times that Db2 discarded a prepared statement from the prepared statement cache because a
program executed a drop, alter, or revoke statement against a dependent object.

PREP RESTRICTED INDX PEND
Number of prepare statements for which the use of indexes was restricted because the indexes were in a pending
state.

CONCENT. LIT. STMTS PARS
Displays the number of times that Db2 parsed dynamic statements.

CONCENT. LIT. REPLACED
Displays the number of times that Db2 replaced at least one literal.

CONCENT. LIT. REUSE FAIL
Displays the number of times that CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect.

CONCENT. LIT. STMTS FND
Displays the number of times that Db2 found a matching, reusable copy of a dynamic statement in the statement
cache during the prepare of a statement that had literals replaced because CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS
WITH LITERALS behavior was in effect.

STABILIZED PREP
Displays the number of times a PREPARE request was satisfied by making a copy from the stabilized statement
in the SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY catalog table.

BTACTSML Resource Limit Fields

If the Resource Limit Facility (RLF) is active, threads executing dynamic SQL are monitored by Db2 for CPU usage. When
the usage reaches or exceeds the level specified in the resource limit specification table (RLST), the thread is terminated.

This section summarizes the number of threads (TOTALS) that were running under the control of the RLF by resource
limit type. The resource limit type refers to the identifiers Db2 checked in the RLST to determine the limit to apply to the
thread. For example, plan name only, or both plan and auth ID. The totals are formatted as nnnnnn. CPU fields are in
seconds.
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Fields Applicable for Db2 12
SPEC AUTH COL PKG LOCN

Specific auth ID, collection ID, package, and location name.
SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.
SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.
SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.
SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.
SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.
SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.
ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.
ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.
ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
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ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN
Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.

ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.

ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN
Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.

CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and IP address.

CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and any IP address.

CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP
address.

CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific IP
address.

CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific IP
address.

CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific IP
address.

CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP address.

CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP address.
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CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

INSTALL ZPARM USED FOR LIMIT
Limit from Install zparm used for limit.

INFINITE - USER HAS SYSADM/SYSOPR AUTHORITY
Infinite limit - user has super SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

INFINITE LIMIT
The number of threads for which the RLST entry resource limit value was set to null, indicating that there is no
limit.

NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
The number of threads for which the RLST entry resource limit value was set to zero, disallowing any processing.

Fields Applicable for Db2 11 and Prior
SPECIFIC AUTH & PLAN

The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with both the plan name and the authorization ID to
determine a resource limit.

SPECIFIC AUTHID
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with only the authorization ID to determine a resource
limit for plans.

SPECIFIC PLAN
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with only the plan name to determine a resource limit.

BLANK AUTHID & PLAN
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with blank authorization ID and plan name to determine
a resource limit.

DEFAULT - NO ENTRY
The number of threads for which Db2 could find no matching RLST entry to determine a resource limit, and the
installation default limit, set in DSNZPARMS, was used.

DEFAULT - I/O ERROR
The number of threads for which Db2 could not access the RLST to determine a resource limit, and the
installation default limit, set in DSNZPARMS, was used.

N/A - SYSADM/SYSOPR
The number of threads for which Db2 did not access the RLST to determine a resource limit because the user has
SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

SPEC AUTH, COLL, PKG
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with auth-ID, collection and package to determine a
resource limit.

SPEC AUTH, ANY PKG
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with the authorization ID and collection ID to determine
a resource limit for packages.

SPEC AUTH, ANY COLL
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with only the authorization ID and package ID to
determine a resource limit.

SPC AUTH-ANY PK/COLL
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with only the authorization ID to determine a resource
limit for packages.
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SPECIFIC PKG/COLL
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with package ID and collection ID to determine a
resource limit for packages.

ANY AUTHID & PACKAGE
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with only collection ID to determine a resource limit for
packages.

ANY AUTHID & COLLID
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with only package ID to determine a resource limit for
packages.

ANY AUTH, PKG & COLL
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with only 2 specified in the RLFFUNC column to
determine a resource limit for packages.

ROW FROM RLMT TABLE USED
Limit was obtained from a row in the RLMT table.

INFINITE LIMIT
The number of threads for which the RLST entry resource limit value was set to null, indicating that there is no
limit.

NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
The number of threads for which the RLST entry resource limit value was set to zero, disallowing any processing.

Other RLF Fields
The following fields are applicable for Db2 11 and Db2 12.
LIMIT CODE

Specifies the numeric value of how the limit was determined.
TABLE ID

Specifies the two character suffix that identifies the active RLST from which the limit was determined.
SRVCE UNIT

Indicates the number of service units allowed for any dynamic SQL statement issued from this thread or package.
CPU SECONDS

Indicates the maximum amount of CPU time in normal timer units that dynamic SQL being governed by the
resource limit facility is allowed to consume.

MAX CPU SEC
Indicates the highest number of CPU seconds used by a successful dynamic SQL statement in this thread or
package.

BTACTSML Global Locking Fields

This section contains global locking statistics. Averages are formatted as nnnn.n. Totals are formatted as nnnnnn.

CONTENTIONS
FALSE

The number of suspends caused by false contentions. This occurs when different resource names hash
to the same entry in the coupling facility lock table. This causes MVS XES to detect contention on the
hash class. However, when MVS XES determines that there is no real conflict on the resource, the
contention is called “false.”
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IRLM
The number of suspends because of IRLM global resource contention. (IRLM lock states were in
conflict.) Global contention requires inter-system communication to resolve the lock conflict. In contrast,
local contention does not require inter-system communication to resolve the lock conflict. The sum of
QTGAIGLO (IRLM), QTGASGLO (XES) and QTGAFLSE (false) gives the total number of suspends
caused by global contention.

XES
The number of suspends because of MVS XES global resource contention (MVS XES lock states were in
conflict but IRLM lock states were not). For information about resolving resource contention, see the IBM
DB2 Data Sharing: Planning and Administration Guide.

REQUESTS
LOCK

The number of lock requests for P-locks. This is opposite of QTXALOCK, which contains the number of L-
lock requests.

CHANGE
The number of change requests for P-locks. This is opposite of QTXACHG, which contains the number of
change requests for L-locks.

UNLOCK
The number of unlock requests for P-locks. This is the opposite of QTXAUNLK, which contains the
number of unlock requests for L-locks.

PROPAGATIONS
LOCK

The number of lock requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the user's execution
unit). This count includes L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the request is
suspended.

CHANGE
The number of change requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the user's
execution unit). This count includes L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the request is
suspended.

UNLOCK
The number of unlock requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the user's
execution unit). This count includes both L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the
request is suspended.

NOTIFYS SENT
The number of notify messages sent.

REQUESTS DENIED
The number of global lock or change requests denied because of an incompatible retained lock. For information
about retained locks, see the IBM DB2 Data Sharing: Planning and Administration Guide.

BTACTSML Buffer Pool Activity Fields

This section of the BTACTSML report shows the buffer pool activity.

To calculate the buffer pool averages, the sum of each field from all accounting records that used a buffer is divided by the
number of actual accounting records that used that buffer. Thus, the number of accounting threads used to calculate the
averages may be different for each unique buffer pool.

Averages are formatted as nnnn.n. Totals are formatted as nnnnnn.
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This section displays the following metrics:

GETPAGE REQUESTS
Shows the number of buffer pool GETPAGE requests. This value includes all unconditional and successful
conditional requests. GETPAGE requests occur when Db2 accesses pages in the buffer pools to satisfy
application requests. The number of GETPAGE requests is a good indicator of how much work Db2 is doing.
An excessive number of GETPAGE requests usually indicates a poor access path, a poorly designed table, or
inefficient SQL coding. But it can also indicate that data is becoming physically disorganized. Use the SYSVIEW
for Db2 tracing facilities and the EXPLAIN output to determine which application statements and tables are
causing the GETPAGE requests. Analyze the access path to determine if the most efficient path is being taken. If
the access path has been consistent but the number of GETPAGEs is increasing, run PDASTATS or RUNSTATS
to examine if the data is disorganized. Use the tracing facilities and EXPLAIN to determine on which tables to run
PDASTATS or RUNSTATS.

SYNCHRONOUS READS
Shows how many synchronous physical I/O operations have occurred to read pages of data from the Db2
tables. An I/O is caused by the need to access application data or system data (from the Db2 catalog or directory)
that is not currently loaded into Db2's buffer pools.

NOTE
One READ I/O operation can bring in many pages of data, but typically just one page is read per I/O
operation. Several physical I/O operations can be issued to read one row in Db2 because I/O can be
done to read indexes, Db2 catalogs (for dynamic SQL), and Db2 directory (for plan and DBD data).

READ I/O operations do not include I/O performed for sequential prefetch, but do include READ I/O operations to
the temporary database (for sorting and intermediate table results).
The number of READ I/O operations is a good indicator of how much work Db2 is doing on behalf of an
application. The number of READ I/O operations can depend on the buffer pool size and the amount of Db2
activity. Therefore, this number can vary greatly between application runs executing the same SQL statements.

DISK CACHE HITS
Shows the number of synchronous read I/Os that resulted in disk cache hits. Disk cache hit indicates whether a
read request was zHyperlink eligible.

ZHYPERLINK READS
Shows the number of synchronous read I/O operations that used zHyperLink.

ASYNCHRONOUS PAGES READS
Shows the number of asynchronous pages read by prefetch triggered by the agent.

READ EFFICIENCY
Shows the ratio of GETPAGEs to synchronous I/O operations.
An excessive number of READ I/O operations (a low GETPAGE per READ I/O ratio) might indicate poor buffer
pool usage (low buffer reuse), poor Db2 table design, or physically disorganized data. See if the number of
READ I/O operations is too high by comparing it to the number of buffer pool GETPAGE requests. The number
of GETPAGEs per READ I/O that is lower than 5 might indicate a problem. This data is easily and cheaply
obtainable at the application and system levels by viewing the application and subsystem history records.

NOTE
To use this field for the application, you need sufficient executions (or execution time) to ensure that
buffer reuse is initiated. If the system-wide ratio of GETPAGEs per READ I/O is less than 6, consider
increasing the size of the Db2 buffer pool. This increase depends on the storage constraint of your
system. Before increasing the size of the buffer pools, see if the Db2 applications are optimized.

A good way to check Db2 applications is to use the SYSVIEW for Db2 application exception analysis. If the
number of GETPAGEs per READ I/O is acceptable for the system but low for the application, ensure that the data
is physically organized as designed. Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 tracing facility to identify problematic tables.
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After you identify problematic tables and corresponding tablespaces, check the PDASTATS or RUNSTATS data
to see if the tablespace is physically organized. Make sure that the PDASTATS or RUNSTATS data is current.
If the tablespace is well organized, investigate the database design. For example, consider clustering your data
in a different manner if several rows of data are being returned for the SQL statement. Use EXPLAIN data or
SYSVIEW for Db2 application probe to see which tables and indexes are being used.
If you are accessing multiple tables in SQL statements, you might want to merge parts or all tables (physically or
logically), or duplicate some of the columns from one table onto another. The goal is to try to eliminate accessing
one or more of the tables. However, if you are only accessing a few columns on some of the tables, create an
index on those columns so that Db2 must only access the index. Or split a large table into one or more smaller
tables separating frequently referenced columns from seldom used columns.

NOTE
A low buffer pool GETPAGE per READ I/O ratio is not bad in all cases. For example, if you have a low-
volume application or your SQL is susceptible to random READs, then the ratio is probably justified.

Other actions to reduce the I/O elapsed time include:

• Use fast devices for your most frequently used tables.
• Allocate frequently used tables across the available DASD to reduce the I/O contention. In particular

DSNDB07, which is used for work files for should be on a different device than your other high use data sets.
• Avoid having tables use secondary extents by coding large primary space allocations.
• Separate index and tablespace data sets.
• Use high values of PCTFREE and FREEPAGE for tables with frequent insert updates.
• Use segmented tablespaces.

HIT RATIO
Shows the percentage of time that the page was found in the buffer pool. A low hit ratio indicates that the average
time of a page residing in the buffer pool is too short. Consider increasing the buffer pool size.
The buffer pool hit ratio can have a negative value. Typically, when the prefetch process brings pages into the
buffer pool and they are then not referenced. This might happen in either of the following circumstances:

• When the query stops before it reaches the end of the table space.
• When Db2 steals prefetched pages for a reuse before the query can access them.

BUFFER UPDATES
Shows the number of updates of records in the buffer pool. This counter includes updates to index records and
table updates. If the same record is updated twice within the same logical unit of work, it counts as two updates.
Updates do not reflect any I/O operations. Typically, no synchronous I/O operation is done for a buffer pool update
because of Db2's buffering algorithms and techniques. Read-only SQL statements and applications can have
buffer pool updates because of sorting and intermediate table results (such as use of the DSNDB07 temporary
database). You can only tune buffer pool updates that are caused by a sort. Investigate adding an index or
rewriting the query to avoid the sort.

SYNCHRONOUS WRITES
Shows the number of buffer pool WRITE I/O operations that required the application to wait before they
completed. Typically, a WRITE I/O operation is processed asynchronously and this field is zero for application
performance data. Occasional synchronous WRITE I/O operations are normal due to WRITEs occurring during
checkpoint processing or when a data set is closed. A consistently high number of synchronous WRITE I/O
operations indicates a problem. The following causes are common for the high number of synchronous WRITE I/
O operations:

• The buffer is 97.5 percent full (the Immediate write threshold).
• All write engines are busy.
• Low checkpoint frequency.
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TIP
Since Db2 12, the maximum checkpoint frequency is 5 minutes. The default is 3 minutes. If you set
checkpoint frequency to a value higher than 5, 5 is used. If your checkpoint interval is much lower,
increase the CHKFREQ specification in DSNZPARM to increase the interval. Else, try to increase the
buffer pool size if possible.

SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQS
Shows the total number of times a sequential prefetch (or asynchronous read I/O) was requested. If all needed
pages are already in the buffer, then no I/O operation takes place. This field shows the number of requests for a
prefetch operation.
Through sequential prefetch, Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data into the buffer pool before the application has
to read them. Sequential prefetch can be invoked for indexspaces and tablespaces and typically occurs when the
data is being sequentially scanned.
The number of pages that Db2 reads for a prefetch request depends on the size of the buffer pool and the current
number of buffers available (buffer pages not in use or updated). Usually, sequential prefetch does not indicate a
problem. However, for an application or SQL statement that is to return only one row (as is typically the case for a
high-volume online transaction), sequential prefetch can indicate the lack of an index or Db2's choosing not to use
one (for example, performing an unnecessary tablespace scan).
Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 application exception analysis to flag the sequential prefetch activity in CICS and
IMS transactions. You can set the flag generically by connection name to be warned of potential CICS or IMS
application problems. CICS or IMS applications that must perform prefetch can be individually specified so that
they do not show up as exceptions.
Some applications are placed into production with little or no data, causing Db2 to choose a tablespace scan.
Initially, the application recognizes no problem. But, as more data is added to the table, Db2 starts to use
sequential prefetch, which indicates that all data is being scanned unnecessarily. In this case, rebind of the plan is
in order (if the correct indexes exist).
Another example of sequential prefetch indicating unnecessary tablespace scans, is plans being bound before
PDASTATS or RUNSTATS has been run. First, check to see if PDASTATS or RUNSTATS has been run, then
rebind the plan. Physically disorganized data can also cause Db2 to do unnecessary tablespace scans. Check
the PDASTATS or RUNSTATS data to see if it must be reorganized. Typically, EXPLAIN data should be reviewed
when applications are placed into production (or rebound). Exceptions should be noted for entries that do not use
indexes (high-volume CICS or IMS applications) or that have match columns of zero for an index use.

LIST PREFETCH REQS
Shows the number of requests for a list prefetch operation. Through list prefetch, Db2 can access data pages
efficiently, even if the pages are not contiguous (unlike normal sequential prefetch which reads all pages
contiguously). Db2 determines the use of list prefetch at bind time. List prefetch is indicated by an L in the
Prefetch column of the PLAN_TABLE.
Three main phases to list prefetch are:

• RID (record identifiers) retrieval
• RID sort
• Data retrieval

During the RID retrieval phase, a list of required data pages is gathered through matching index scans, compiling
a list of RIDs. The RID list is then sorted in the RID pool by data page numbers. Finally, the data pages are
accessed by the sorted list. Like normal sequential prefetch, many pages are read with one I/O operation, with the
same number of pages and restrictions that apply to normal sequential prefetch.

NOTE
With list prefetch, the data is not in any specific order since RIDs are sorted by page number order.
To sort the data, use an ORDER BY clause. Db2 then performs an additional sort on retrieved data,
unlike a normal matching index scan not using list prefetch which can sometimes avoid the sort. When
a Hybrid join is used and the index is highly clustered, the sort of data page numbers might not be
needed.
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Db2 uses list prefetch for one of the following reasons:

• Matching index scan when the cluster ratio is less than 80.
• Matching index scan when the cluster ratio is high, and the number of resulting rows is too few to make

sequential prefetch efficient, but large enough to prefer the use of list prefetch over normal read I/O.
• Multiple index access is involved.
• Accessing data for the inner table of a Hybrid join.

Db2 decides not to use list prefetch at bind time if:

• The estimated number of RIDs is to exceed 50 percent of the RID pool. The RID pool is separate from the
buffer pool. Its size is calculated as one half of the combined sizes of all buffer pools. Maximum size is 200
MB.

• The RID list is expected to exceed 16 million RIDs.

Db2 disables list prefetch at run time for multiple index ORing when more than 25% of the table is accessed, or
for multiple index ANDing when the number of RIDs in the RID list falls below 32. In these cases, Db2 uses a
different, more efficient, access path.

DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQS
Shows the number of dynamic prefetch requests performed due to sequential detection. If Db2 did not use
sequential or list prefetch at bind time, it can invoke sequential prefetch dynamically if it detects that the data or
index leaf pages are being accessed sequentially. Db2 turns off prefetch when the data is no longer accessed
sequentially, which does not apply to prefetch requests at bind time. This process is known as sequential
detection. Since it is detected at execution time, its use is not indicated in the PLAN_TABLE. Dynamic sequential
prefetch is subject to being disabled due to buffer pool shortages as is normal sequential prefetch.

CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILS
Shows the number of times that conditional getpage requests could not be satisfied for this buffer pool. A
conditional getpage only relates to queries processed in parallel. Conditional getpage indicates that the agent did
not wait for a page that was unavailable because of I/O in progress, or that the page was not found in the buffer
pool. Instead, control returned to the agent and asynchronous prefetch I/O was triggered. This number should be
close to zero, indicating that whenever Db2 required a page for a query using parallel I/O processing the page
was already prefetched in the buffer pool. The value close to zero therefore indicates minimized time waiting for
synchronous I/O.
This counter can be high if, for example, the data in a cluster index scan is not truly clustered with the index key.
The data pages are not accessed sequentially, so the cluster ratio is invalid. Run PDASTATS or RUNSTATS to
update the ratio.
This counter can also determine the number of sequential prefetches scheduled for a page.

ZHYPERLINK CPU
Shows how much CPU time was spent for successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink I/O is synchronous with the
CPU, thus CPU time accumulates from the beginning of the I/O until it completes.

BTACTSML Group Buffer Pool Fields

This section of the BTACTSML report displays the group buffer pool activity. Averages are formatted as nnnn.n. Totals are
formatted as nnnnnn.

NOTE
The group buffer pool averages displayed are calculated by accumulating the sum of each field from all
accounting records that have used that individual buffer, dividing by only the number of actual accounting
records that used that individual buffer. Thus, the number of accounting threads used to calculate the group
buffer pool averages may be different for each unique group buffer pool.
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GROUP BUFFER POOL
Displays the group buffer pool for which the data applies (GBP0-GBP49, GBP32K-GBP32K9).

QUALIFYING RECORDS
Displays the number of accounting records had group buffer pool sections for this group buffer pool. Averages are
based on this count.

READS
HIT RATIO

Displays the average number of reads with data returned versus the total number of read access
attempts.

BUF INV
DATA RETURNED

—Displays the number of coupling facility read requests required because the buffer was marked
invalid. Data is returned from the group buffer pool.

DATA NOT RETURNED X-DB2 R/W
—Displays the number of coupling facility read requests required because the buffer was marked
invalid. Data is not returned from the group buffer pool and a directory entry is created if it does
not already exist. This means another DB2 in the group has R/W interest in the page set or
partition.

NO X-DB2 R/W
—Displays the number of coupling facility read requests required because the buffer was marked
invalid. Data is not returned from the group buffer pool and no directory entry is created for this
page. When no other DB2 in the group has R/W interest in the page set or partition, the process
of creating the directory entry can be avoided.

TOT NOT RETURNED
—Displays the total number of reads with data not returned due to buffer invalidated. This value
includes directory created and not created.

PG GONE
DATA RETURNED

—Displays the number of coupling facility reads necessary because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data was returned from the coupling facility.

DATA NOT RETURNED X-DB2 R/W
—Displays the number of coupling facility reads necessary because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data was not returned from the coupling facility. If a directory entry does
not already exist for the page, an entry is created.

NO X-DB2 R/W
—Displays the number of coupling facility reads necessary because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data was not returned from the coupling facility, and no directory entry
was created.

TOT NOT RETURNED
—Displays the total number of reads with data not returned due to page not in buffer. This value
includes directory created and not created.

TOTAL
DATA RETURNED

—Displays the total number of reads with data returned. This value includes buffer invalidated
and page not in buffer.
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DATA NOT RETURNED X-DB2 R/W
—Displays the total number of reads with data not returned but a directory entry is created due
to cross-Db2 read/write interest. This value includes buffer invalidated and page not in buffer
reasons.

NO X-DB2 R/W
—Displays the total number of reads with data not returned and a directory entry not created
because there is no cross-Db2 read/write interest. This value includes buffer invalidated and page
not in buffer reasons.

TOT NOT RETURNED
—Displays the total number of reads in which data is not returned.

GETPGS GBP DEP PGS
Displays the number of getpage requests for group buffer pool dependent pages.

WRITES SYNC
CHGD PGS

Displays the number of changed pages written to the group buffer pool.
CLN PGS

Displays the number of clean pages written to the group buffer pool. Db2 writes clean pages for page sets
and partitions defined with GBPCACHE ALL.

TOTAL
Displays the total number of synchronous write operations.

WRT/REG MULTI PGS
Displays the number of write and register multiple (WARM) requests.

WRT/REG ONE PAGE
Displays the number of write and register (WAR) requests.

OTHER
UNREGISTER PAGE REQ

Displays the number of coupling facility requests to unregister a page.
EXPLICIT X-INV

Displays the number of explicit cross-invalidations.
ASYNC IXLCACHE REQ

Displays the number of asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for the primary group buffer pool.
XI SYNC-UP WAITS

Displays the number of IXLAXISN suspends waiting for asynchronous cross-invalidations to complete.
SECONDARY

WRITES CHANGED PGS
Displays the number of coupling facility requests to write changed pages to the secondary group buffer
pool for duplexing.

WRITE CHECK SUSPEND
Displays the number of completion checks for writes to the secondary GBP that were suspended because
the write had not yet completed.

ASYNC IXLCACHE REQ
Displays the number of asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for the secondary group buffer pool.

PAGE P-LOCK
Displays the number of page p-lock requests and suspensions for space map pages, data pages, index leaf
pages, and unlock requests.
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BTACTSML Package Executions Fields

This section shows package/DBRM SQL totals and response time breakdown. To show data for the following fields,
accounting trace classes 7 and 8 must be active while the thread is running.

NOTE
Accounting trace class 10 must be active while the thread is running to populate the Package Locking Activity,
Package Buffer Pool Activity, and Package SQL Activity sections in the report.

COLL ID
Displays the name of the collection to which this package belongs.

PROGRAM
Displays the DBRM or package name.

AVG DB2 ELAPSED
Displays the average time in Db2 that the application has spent processing Db2 requests for the package or
DBRM.

TOTAL DB2 ELAPSED
Displays the total time in Db2 that the application has spent processing Db2 requests for the package or DBRM.

TOTAL SQL COUNT
Displays the total number of SQL statements issued in this package or DBRM. This field might not equal the
total of all SQL statement counters (QXST data section) because QXST does not count all SQL statements. For
example, it does not count COMMIT or ROLLBACK statements.

PKG SWITCHED TO
Shows the number of times a package switch occurred for this package. A package switch occurs when another
package has been executing, and this page begins executing. Initial execution of the first pack in an application
counts as a package switch.

DB2 TCB
Displays the Db2 TCB fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total number of Db2 entry and exit events processed for the package or DBRM. This field
gives the number of entry and exit events processed to calculate the processor times.

• The average and total TCB CPU time accumulated in the application's address space (connecting thread's
TCB) while processing Db2 requests for the package or DBRM. This field is calculated for threads by taking
the z/OS TCB CPU time on exit from Db2 and subtracting the z/OS TCB CPU time on entry to Db2.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is TCB CPU time and the percentage of the thread
elapsed time in Db2 that is TCB CPU time.

I/O
Displays the I/O fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waits for I/O requests that were initiated by
the same thread (synchronous I/O requests) for the package or DBRM. This count reflects both begin and end
wait events so that the actual number of suspends will be this number divided by 2.

• The average and total time in Db2 that the application has spent processing I/O requests for the package or
DBRM. This field is for synchronous I/O only. It includes synchronous read and write I/O (including selected
synchronous log I/O).

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is I/O time and the percentage of the thread elapsed
time in Db2 that is I/O time.

LOCK/LATCH
Displays the LOCK/LATCH fields. This includes the following information:
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• The average and total number of wait trace events for waits for a Db2 resource or a serializing process (latch)
for the package or DBRM. This count reflects both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of
suspends measured is this number divided by 2.

• The average and total time for which the application was suspended while waiting for a Db2 resource or a
serializing process (latch) for the package or DBRM. This time does not reflect page latch wait time.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Lock/Latch time and the percentage of the thread
elapsed time in Db2 that is Lock/Latch time.

OTHER RD I/O
Displays the other RD I/O fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for a read I/O event that is being performed by
another thread for the package or DBRM. This count reflects both begin and end wait events so that the actual
number of suspends measured is this number divided by 2.

• The average and total time for which the application was suspended while waiting for a read I/O event that is
being performed by another thread for the package or DBRM.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Other Read I/O time and the percentage of the
thread elapsed time in Db2 that is Other Read I/O time.

OTHER WR I/O
Displays the other WR I/O fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for a write I/O event that is being performed
by another thread for the package or DBRM. This count reflects begin and end wait events so that the actual
number of suspends measured is this number divided by 2.

• The average and total time for which the application was suspended while waiting for a write I/O event that is
being performed by another thread for the package or DBRM.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Other Write I/O time and the percentage of the
thread elapsed time in Db2 that is Other Write I/O time.

DB2 SERVICES
Displays the Db2 services fields. This includes the average and total number of wait trace events for synchronous
execution unit switches for Db2 services for the package or DBRM. This count will reflect both begin and end wait
events so that the actual number of suspends measured will be this number divided by 2.
The following Db2 service waits are included:

• Open/close data set
• SYSLGRNG update
• HSM recall data set
• Commit phase 2 (for read-only threads originating from TSO or batch)
• Dataspace mgr services (define, extend, delete, data set)

The Db2 services also display the average and total time for which the application was suspended while waiting
for synchronous execution unit switches for Db2 services and the percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2
that is Db2 services time and the percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is Db2 services time.

GLB CHLD L-LK
Displays the global child L-LK fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for child L-locks.
This count will reflect both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured will be
this number divided by 2.

• Next are the average and total time for which the application was suspended for global contention for child L-
locks.

• The last two fields are the percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for child L-
locks wait time, and the percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for child L-locks.
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GLB OTHR L-LK
Displays the GLB OTHR L-LK fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for other L-locks.
This count will reflect both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured will be
this number divided by 2.

• Next are the average and total time for which the application was suspended for global contention for other L-
locks.

• The last two fields are the percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for other
L-locks wait time, and the percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for other L-
locks.

GLB PSET P-LK
Displays the GLB PSET P-LK fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for pageset/
partition P-locks. This count will reflect both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends
measured will be this number divided by 2.

• Next are the average and total time for which the application was suspended for global contention for pageset/
partition P-locks.

• The last two fields are the percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for pageset/
partition P-locks wait time, and the percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for
pageset/partition P-locks.

GLB PAGE P-LK
Displays the GLB PAGE P-LK fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for page P-locks.
This count will reflect both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured will be
this number divided by 2.

• Next are the average and total time for which the application was suspended for global contention for page P-
locks.

• The last two fields are the percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for page
P-locks wait time, and the percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for page P-
locks.

GLB OTHR P-LK
Displays the GLB OTHR P-LK fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for other P-locks.
This count will reflect both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured will be
this number divided by 2.

• Next are the average and total time for which the application was suspended for global contention for other P-
locks.

• The last two fields are the percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for other
P-locks wait time, and the percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for other P-
locks.

LOG QUIESCE
Displays the log quiesce fields. This includes the following information:
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• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for suspends due to an -ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE) command for the package or DBRM. This count reflects begin and end wait events so that
the actual number of suspends measured is this number divided by 2.

• The average and total time for which the application was suspended due to an -ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE) command for the package or DBRM.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Log Quiesce time and the percentage of the thread
elapsed time in Db2 that is Log Quiesce time.

DRAIN LOCK
Displays the drain lock fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waits for drain locks for the package or
DBRM. This count reflects begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured is this
number divided by 2.

• The average and total time for which the application was suspended for drain locks for the package or DBRM.
• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Drain Lock time and the percentage of the thread

elapsed time in Db2 that is Drain Lock time.

CLAIM RELEASE
Displays the claim release fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waits for claims to be released for the
package or DBRM. This count reflects begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends
measured is this number divided by 2.

• The average and total time for which the application was suspended for a drain when waiting for claims to be
released for the package or DBRM. After the drain lock is acquired, the drainer must wait for claim holders to
release the object.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Claim Release time and the percentage of the
thread elapsed time in Db2 that is Claim Release time.

ARCH LOG READ
Displays the arch log read fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for archive read for the package or DBRM. This
count reflects begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured is this number
divided by 2.

• The average and total time for which the application was suspended for an archive read from tape for the
package or DBRM.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Archive Log Read time and the percentage of the
thread elapsed time in Db2 that is Archive Log Read time.

PG LATCH CONT
Displays the PG latch cont fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for page latch contention for the package or
DBRM. This count reflects both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured is
this number divided by 2.

• The average and total time for which the application was suspended for page latch contention for the package
or DBRM. For example, when RUNSTATS and COPY utilities are run with the SHRLEVEL(CHANGE) option,
they use a page latch instead of locking to serialize the collection of statistics or the copying of a page.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Page Latch Contention time and the percentage of
the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is Page Latch Contention time.

WT DS MSGS
Displays the WT DS MSGS fields. This includes the following information:
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• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for sending messages to other members in the
data sharing group for the package or DBRM. This count reflects both begin and end wait events so that the
actual number of suspends measured is this number divided by 2.

• The average and total time for which the application was suspended for sending messages to other members
in the data sharing group for the package or DBRM. One common use of inter-system message sending is
when database descriptors are changed due to create, alter, or drop statements.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is data sharing message wait time, and the
percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is data sharing message wait time.

WT S-PROC TCB
Displays the WT S-PROC TCB fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waiting for an available TCB before the
stored procedure could be scheduled for the package or DBRM. This count reflects both begin and end wait
events so that the actual number of suspends measured is this number divided by 2.

• The average and total time for which the application was suspended for waiting for an available TCB before
the stored procedure could be scheduled for the package or DBRM.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is stored procedure TCB wait time, and the
percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is stored procedure TCB wait time.

WT GLBL CONT
Displays the WT GLBL CONT fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waits for global lock contention for the
package or DBRM. This count reflects both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends
measured is this number divided by 2.

• The average and total time for which the application was suspended for waiting for an IRLM lock request due
to global lock contention, which requires inter-system communication to resolve, for the package or DBRM.
QPACAWTL gives wait time caused by local lock contention, which does not require inter-communication to
resolve. One common use of inter-system message sending is when database descriptors are changed due to
create, alter, or drop statements.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is global lock contention wait time, and the
percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is global lock contention wait time.

OTHER DB2
Displays the other Db2 fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total Package or DBRM elapsed time in DB2 that is not included in TCB time or in any of the
suspension categories. The most common contributors to “other DB2 time” are z/OS paging and processor
wait time.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is other Db2 time and the percentage of the thread
elapsed time in Db2 that is other Db2 time.

AVG STORPROC EXECUTED
Displays the average number of stored procedures executed.

TOT STORPROC EXECUTED
Displays the total number of stored procedures executed.

AVG UDFS SCHEDULED
Displays the average number of user-defined functions scheduled.

TOT UDFS SCHEDULED
Displays the total number of user-defined functions scheduled.

AVG PKG ROLLUPS
Specifies the average number of threads that roll data into the record.
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TOT PKG ROLLUPS
Specifies the total number of threads that roll data into the record.

SCHEMA NAME
Displays the schema name under which a stored procedure, user-defined function, or trigger executes.

ROUTINE NAME
Displays the name of the trigger, stored procedure, or user-defined function.

ROUTINE TYPE
Indicates a trigger, stored procedure, or user-defined function.

REL INCOMPAT
Indicates a release incompatible function in the package.

WT UDF TCB
Displays the WT UDF TCB fields. This includes the following information:

• The average and total elapsed time spent waiting for an available TCB before the user-defined function could
be scheduled.

• The percent of this package's Db2 elapsed time and the percentage of the thread's Db2 elapsed time spent
waiting for an available TCB before the user-defined function could be scheduled.

Package Locking Activity
Shows package locking activity. This data applies to the specified package and is a subset of the total for the
accounting record.

Package Buffer Pool Activity
Shows package buffer pool activity. This data applies to the specified package and is a subset of the total for the
accounting record.

Package SQL Activity
Shows SQL package activity. This data applies to the specified package and is a subset of the total for the
accounting record.

DB2 ZIIP CPU
Four fields are shown:

• The average and total zIIP CPU time for executing SQL for the package.
• The last two fields are the percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2, and the percentage of the thread

elapsed time in Db2 that is zIIP CPU time.

TCP/IP LOB
Six fields are shown:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB materialization. This
count will reflect both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured will be this
number divided by 2.

• The average and total time for which the application was suspended for TCP/IP LOB materialization.
• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2, and the percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2

that is spent waiting on TCP/IP LOB materialization.

BTACTSML Distributed Activity Fields

The distributed activity fields describe processing statistics in a distributed environment. Statistics are provided for
distributed requests sent to another location and for requests received from another location.
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The availability of data depends on whether the thread is an allied distributed thread (requestor) or a distributed database
access thread (DBAT or server). Some information is applicable only to Db2 private protocol and is not collected or valid
for threads that use DRDA protocol.

LOCATION
Displays the remote location which is the system in session with the local location. A remote location can be a
requesting or a serving location.

REMOTE PROD ID
Displays the product ID of the remote location.

REMOTE PROD LVL
Displays the Product Level, if known.

PRIVATE PROTOCOL
Displays the number of threads using private protocol or system directed access. Only Db2 subsystems can
communicate using this connection. An application can use SQL that uses an alias or a three part name to access
the other subsystem.

DRDA PROTOCOL
Displays the number of threads using DRDA protocol or application directed access. Non-Db2 subsystems can
communicate using this connection. An application can use the SQL CONNECT statement to access the other
subsystem.

STMTS BOUND RMT
Displays the number of SQL statements that were bound for remote access (system-directed access only). This
value is maintained at the requestor location.

REQUSTOR ELAPSED
Displays the elapsed time spent at the requestor location waiting for completion of work by a database access
agent. This value is maintained at the requestor location and includes Db2 and VTAM processing time and
network time. This value is calculated by accumulating the difference between the store clock values obtained
before and after each VTAM request.

SERVER ELAPSED
Displays the elapsed database access agent time at the serving location. This value is updated at the requestor
location and is reported only for system-directed access. If the agent uses both system-directed and application-
directed access to communicate with the serving location, only the elapsed time associated with the system-
directed access is reported, and this time can be misleading. If only application-directed access is used, this value
is zero. The protocol flag (QLACFLGS) indicates whether system-directed or application-directed access, or both,
are used. (The value that is sent from the server location to the requestor location does not include VTAM or
network elapsed time.) This value is calculated by accumulating the difference between the store clock values
obtained after receiving a request message and before sending the associated reply message. When block fetch
is used, this time can be larger than the requestor elapsed time (QLACCPUL).

SERVER CPU
Database access agent CPU time at the serving location. This value is updated at the requestor location and is
intended for problem determination only. You should not use this value for charge back. The reported value does
not include most of the time spent in VTAM. This value is only reported for system-directed access requests. If
the agent uses system-directed and application-directed access to communicate with the remote location, only
the CPU time associated with the system-directed access is reported, and this report can be misleading. If only
application-directed access is used, this value is zero. The protocol flag (QLACFLGS) indicates whether system-
directed access, application-directed access, or both, are used. This value is calculated by accumulating the
amount of CPU time spent by the database access thread at the Db2 server each time a request message is
processed. Certain programming techniques can cause this value not to be received at the requestor location
(and therefore not included in this field), even though the CPU time was spent at the serving location and was
properly measured and sent to the requestor location.
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WAIT MAX DBAT
Displays the total time that the thread spent waiting for a DBAT to become available. This value significantly
increases when Db2 reaches or exceeds its maximum number of DBATs. Verify the QDSTQDBT field value to see
whether the MAXDBAT threshold was reached. Adjust the MAXDBAT value to increase the maximum number of
DBATs.

NOTE

Minor delays may occur when DBATs are dynamically created to service the work, even when
MAXDBAT is not reached. Adjust the ZPARM POOLINAC so that DBATs remain available longer.

ROLLUP THREADS
Displays the number of threads for which data is rolled up in this QLAC data section. For nonrollup QLAC
sections, this value is one. For rollup QLAC sections, this value is one or greater.

THREADS INDOUBT
Displays the number of threads that became indoubt with the remote location as the coordinator (two-phase
commit operations only). A large value might indicate network problems.

CONVERSATIONS QUEUED
Displays the accumulated number of conversations that have been queued. A conversation, in the SNA sense, is
a connection between two application programs using LU6.2 protocol to communicate. This counter should not
increase significantly during non-peak times.

CONVERSATIONS SENT
Displays the number of conversations that were initiated from the requestor location. This value is maintained at
the requestor. A conversation is a specific instance of using an LU6.2 session to transfer information between a
requestor and a server. A session is a logical connection between a requestor and a server.

CONVERSATIONS RECEIVED
Displays the number of conversations that were initiated from the requestor to the server location. This value is
updated at the server location.

CONVERSATIONS ALLOCATED
Displays the number of successful conversation allocations. The difference between the number of conversations
sent and this field can be used to identify a session resource constraint problem. The count of the number of
unsuccessful conversations is useful for session tuning. The protocol flag (QLACFLGS) indicates whether the
conversations use system-directed access, application-directed access, or both. This value is maintained at the
requestor location.

CONVERSATIONS TERMINATED
Displays the number of terminated conversations. This value might be different than the number of successful
conversation allocations because not all conversations are terminated when the accounting record is written. The
protocol flag (QLACFLGS) indicates whether the conversations use system-directed access, application-directed
access, or both. This value is maintained at the requestor location.

MAXIMUM CONVERSATIONS OPEN
Displays the largest number of conversations open at any time. The protocol flag (QLACFLGS) indicates whether
the conversations use system-directed access, application-directed access, or both. This value is maintained at
the requestor location.

TRANSACTIONS SENT
Displays the number of database access thread allocation requests sent to the remote location. This value is
meaningful only at the requestor location.

TRANSACTIONS RECEIVED
Displays the number of database access thread allocation requests received from the remote location. This value
is meaningful only at the server location.
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COMMITS SENT
Displays the number of commit requests sent to the server location (single-phase commit operations only). This
value is maintained at the requestor location.

COMMITS RECEIVED
Displays the number of commit requests received from the requestor (single-phase commit operations only). This
value is maintained at the server location.

ABORTS SENT
Displays the number of rollback requests sent to the server location (single-phase commit operations only). This
value is maintained at the requestor location.

ABORTS RECEIVED
Displays the number of rollback requests received from the requestor location (single-phase commit operations
only). This value is maintained at the server location.

MESSAGES SENT
Displays the number of messages sent to the remote location. A message, as defined by VTAM, is a group of
characters and control bit sequences transferred as an entity. This value is maintained at the location where the
messages originated.

MESSAGES RECEIVED
Displays the number of messages received from the remote location. More messages might be sent from the
server location than are received by the requestor because of the way distributed SQL statements are processed
internally. This value is maintained at the location where the messages were received.

BYTES SENT
Displays the number of bytes of data sent to the requestor location. This value is maintained at the server
location.

BYTES RECEIVED
Displays the number of bytes of data received from the server location. More bytes of data might be sent from
the server location than are received by the requestor because of the way that distributed SQL statements are
processed internally.

SQL STATEMENTS SENT
Displays the number of SQL statements sent to the remote server. This field is updated at the requestor location.

SQL STATEMENTS RECEIVED
Displays the number of SQL statements received from the requestor location. This value is updated at the server
location.

ROWS SENT
Displays the number of rows of data sent to the requestor location. This count includes SQLDA. This value is
updated at the server location.

ROWS RECEIVED
Displays the number of rows of data retrieved from the server location. This count does not include the SQLDA
or SQLCA if they are transmitted. This count is maintained at the requestor location. Block fetch can significantly
affect the number of rows sent across the network. Used with cursors that do not update data, block fetch groups
the rows retrieved by an SQL query into as large a block of rows as fit into the message buffer, and transmits
it over the network. Therefore, more rows of data might be sent from the server location than are received by
the requesting allied thread. Especially when system-directed access is used because multiple blocks can be
transmitted from the server with no intervening messages sent by the requestor.

BLOCK FETCH BLOCKS SENT
Displays the number of blocks transmitted using block fetch. This value is maintained at the server location.
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BLOCK FETCH ROWS USING
Displays the number of rows transmitted or received in the Db2 message buffers using block fetch. This field
counts both requestor and server activity.

BLOCK FETCH BLOCKS RECEIVED
Displays the number of blocks received using block fetch. This value is maintained at the requestor location.

MODE SWITCH
Displays the accumulated number of times a switch was made from continuous block mode to limited block
mode. This field only applies to system-directed access using the Db2's private protocols. A switch from
continuous block to limited block indicates a shortage of conversations between two Db2 subsystems. Continuous
block mode is more efficient for response time because fewer messages are transmitted and overlapped
(asynchronous) processing is performed at the requestor and server. However, with continuous block mode, a few
more resources can be used because Db2 allocates a different conversation per open cursor.

BTACTSML Two Phase Commit Operations Fields

This section shows statistics relating to multi-site update. This facility increases the flexibility of distributed DB2
applications by permitting updates to more than one remote site within a commit scope. Multi-site update allows programs
to update data in multiple database systems with coordinated recovery among all the systems.

PREPARE SENT
The number of prepare requests sent to the participant.

PREPARE RECEIVED
The number of prepare requests received from the coordinator.

LAST AGENT REQUESTS SENT
The number of last agent requests sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only). A last agent
request reduces the number of messages that must be sent for the commit. When DB2 is the requestor, this
counter is incremented when a conversation is deallocated and the conversation was not used since the last
commit (both conditions must be true). If this number is large, and your application design permits it, you can save
another message by issuing a release before the commit.

LAST AGENT REQUESTS RECEIVED
The number of last agent requests received from the initiator. This counter is incremented when the DB2 server is
receiving a last agent request from its upstream partner. When DB2 is the requestor, this counter is incremented
when a conversation is deallocated and the conversation was not used since the last commit (both conditions
must be true). If this number is large, and your application design permits it, you can save another message by
issuing a release before the commit (only for a DB2 requestor).

COMMIT REQUESTS SENT
The number of commit requests sent to the participant.

COMMIT REQUESTS RECEIVED
The number of commit requests received from the coordinator.

BACKOUT REQUESTS SENT
The number of backout requests sent to the participant.

BACKOUT REQUESTS RECEIVED
The number of backout requests received from the coordinator.

FORGET RESPONSES SENT
The number of forget responses sent to the coordinator. This indicates that the participant was read-only.

FORGET RESPONSES RECEIVED
The number of forget responses received from the participant. This indicates that the participant was read-only.
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REQUEST COMMIT RESPONSES SENT
The number of request commit responses sent to the coordinator.

REQUEST COMMIT RESPONSES RECEIVED
The number of request commit responses received from the participant.

BACKOUT RESPONSES SENT
The number of backout responses sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only). This indicates that
the participant voted no to the prepare request.

BACKOUT RESPONSES RECEIVED
The number of backout responses received from the participant (two-phase commit operations only). This
indicates that the participant voted no.

REMOTE THREADS INDOUBT
The number of threads that became indoubt with the remote location as the coordinator. A large value might
indicate network problems.

COMMITS PERFORMED
The number of commit operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator.

ROLLBACKS PERFORMED
The number of rollback operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator.

PREPARE SENT
The number of prepare requests sent to the participant.

BTACTSML TOP xx Index Report Fields

When the TOP xx clause is specified without the ONLY option, an index report is produced for each field name specified
in each TOP xx clause contained in the request.

The following list describes the fields that can appear in the top xx index portion of the report:

TOP
Shows the occurrence number.

TIMESTAMP
Shows the timestamp of the main IFI record that is used to produce the data.

PLAN
Shows the plan name of the thread that produced the data.

CONN
Shows the connection name of the thread that produced the data.

CORR ID
Shows the correlation ID of the thread that produced the data.

AUTH ID
Shows the authorization ID associated with the thread that produced the data.

THRD ACE
Shows the ACE pointer of the thread that produced the data.

DATA VALUE
Shows the formatted data value (as formatted in the report output) for the field identified in the index report title
line.

PAGE NUM
Shows the page number within the report of the first report block output line that contains the data value in
question.
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LINE NUM
Shows the line number within the report of the first report block output line that contains the data value in
question.

BTACTSML Eligible Times Fields

This section of the BTACTSML report displays statistics for accelerator-eligible and zIIP-eligible workload that was
processed on Db2.

zIIP DB2
IQL Field Name: DB2-ZIIP-CPU
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWACCLS2_ZIIP

ACCEL Elapsed
IQL Field Name: ACCEL-ELIG-ELAP
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_ELA

ACCEL CPU
IQL Field Name: ACCEL-ELIG-CPU
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_CP

ACCEL ZIIP
IQL Field Name: ACCEL-ELIG-ZIIP
IBM DB2 Field Name: QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_SE

BTACTSML Longest Wait Fields

This section of the BTACTSML report shows the longest wait times.

The maximum wait time is formatted as MM:SS.TTTT. The totals are formatted as MM:SS.TTTT.

The Longest Wait section contains the following fields:

L/L,S/A,DL HELD
Displays the accumulated longest wait time that the application held a lock/latch, synch/asynch I/O, or drain lock.

SERVICE TSK HELD
Displays the accumulated longest service tasks wait time.

PAGE LATCH HELD
Displays the accumulated longest page latch wait time.

BTACTSMS Short Summary of Accounting Information Report
The BTACTSMS report contains an abbreviated summary of Db2 thread activity to identify application problems quickly.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Summary
• Report format options: Duplicate group name suppression, grand totals, one blank space between columns, one blank

line between groups. Each group of threads with a unique combination of AUTH-ID and PLAN-NAME prints on two
lines. Grand totals are at the end of the report.

• If the PACKAGE parameter is specified, each unique combination of AUTH-ID and PLAN-NAME prints the group
containing package details

• Records displayed: (003) ACCT (accounting trace)

MM/DD/YY 11:40:49                                                                                            

             PAGE     1
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REQUEST: BTACTSMS                                                                                            

          DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 03:00:05                                                                       LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY 03:00:06

 

                                               SHORT SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION                       

                       

                                                    GROUPED BY AUTH-ID, PLAN-NAME                            

                       

 

                          ABORTS, SELECTS, UPDATES,  PREPARE,   OPEN, APPL ELAPSED, DB2 ELAPSED,  GET PAGES,

 SYN READS, SYN WRITE,  

AUTHID   PLANNAME # OCCUR COMMITS  INSERTS  DELETES     FETCH   CLOSE TCB TIME(CL1) TCB TIME(CL2) BUF.UPDATE

 LOCK SUSPS TOUT+DLOCK  

-------- -------- ------- ------- -------- -------- --------- ------- ------------- ------------- ----------

 ---------- ----------  

KUMNI07  RCXWR999       1       0      2.0      0.0       1.0     1.0        0.0144        0.0023        6.0 

       2.0          0  

                                1      0.0      0.0       3.0     1.0        0.0011        0.0010        0.0 

       0.0          0  

 

 

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* 

  | Collection         Package            Count   Stmts     Elapsed     CP CPU   zIIP CPU I/O Susp  Lk Susp

 Oth Susp Acc Susp Inc | 

  | AUTHI9K4_COM       PTADRVAC               1     2.0        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00  

   0.00     0.00 NO  | 

  | RCXWR999_COL       MXA#MLST               1     6.0        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00  

   0.00     0.00 NO  | 

  | RCXWR999_COL       PTASQLID               1     1.0        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00  

   0.00     0.00 NO  | 

 

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* 

 

                          ABORTS, SELECTS, UPDATES,  PREPARE,   OPEN, APPL ELAPSED, DB2 ELAPSED,  GET PAGES,

 SYN READS, SYN WRITE,  

AUTHID   PLANNAME # OCCUR COMMITS  INSERTS  DELETES     FETCH   CLOSE TCB TIME(CL1) TCB TIME(CL2) BUF.UPDATE

 LOCK SUSPS TOUT+DLOCK  

-------- -------- ------- ------- -------- -------- --------- ------- ------------- ------------- ----------

 ---------- ----------  

SINTI01  RCUUI999       3       3      2.7      0.0       0.3     0.7        0.0726        0.0133       39.7 

       3.7          0  

                                4      0.0      0.0       1.0     0.7        0.0013        0.0013        0.0 

       0.0          0  

 

 

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* 

  | Collection         Package            Count   Stmts     Elapsed     CP CPU   zIIP CPU I/O Susp  Lk Susp

 Oth Susp Acc Susp Inc | 
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  | AUTHI999_BSSP      PTASSPI                1     4.0        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00  

   0.00     0.00 NO  | 

  | AUTHI999_COM       PTADRVAC               3     2.0        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00  

   0.00     0.00 NO  | 

  | AUTHI999_COM       PTASADM                2     1.0        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00  

   0.00     0.00 NO  | 

  | AUTHI999_COM       PTASQLID               3     1.0        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00  

   0.00     0.00 NO  | 

  | RCUUI999_UPDATE    RUA$LST2               1     5.0        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00  

   0.00     0.00 NO  | 

 

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*

The sample BTACTSMS report contains the following TOP xx clause: TOP 50 AVG(TOTAL-TIME-DB2). The following
example shows the sample top index portion of the report for the AVG(TOTAL-TIME-DB2) field:

MM/DD/YY 11:42:04                                                                                            

            PAGE    17

REQUEST: BTACTSMS                                                                                            

         DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 09:00:34                                                                      LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY 11:45:35

 

                                            SHORT SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION                          

                      

                                                 GROUPED BY AUTH-ID, PLAN-NAME                               

                      

                                         INDEX OF TOP    50 BY AVG(TOTAL-TIME-DB2...)                        

                      

 

 TOP  AUTH-ID  PLAN-NAME                                                          DATA VALUE                

 PAGE NUM LINE NUMBER  

----- -------- --------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------

 -------- ------------ 

    1 USERA4   DSNREXX                                                               19:26.1884              

       2           88 

    2 USERE01  MACKCMOD                                                               2:12.4334              

       3          142 

    3 USERI01  DGL1I15                                                                1:35.7110              

       9          457 

    4 USERO03  DSNUTIL                                                                1:31.8066              

      13          691 

    5 USERDEV                                                                         1:05.3038              

      10          532 

    6 USERB03  DSNUTIL                                                                1:03.2419              

       7          337 

    7 USERO20                                                                         1:02.2832              

       6          313 

    8 USERI01  DGL1R150                                                                 22.2252              

       9          460 

    9 USERI01  DGL1I15                                                                  19.9431              

      13          673 
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   10 USERT01  RQPAR151                                                                 19.3686              

       1           49 

   11 USERE01  MACKPMGN                                                                 15.0172              

       4          187 

   12 USERR01  RBPAI15                                                                  12.8116              

      10          517

The BTACTSMS report contains the following fields:

AUTHID
Displays the authorization ID. Blank indicates that this group has the same auth ID value as the last non-blank
auth ID. “========” indicates a group subtotal or grand total.

PLANNAME
Displays the plan name. Blank indicates a Db2 command thread, or that this group has the same value as the last
non-blank auth ID. “========” indicates a group subtotal or grand total.

# OCCURS
Displays the number of threads with this combination of authorization ID and plan name.

ABORTS, COMMITS
Displays the following information:

• The number of units of recovery that were rolled back in the group
• The number of commits, both Phase 2 and single phase, in the group

SELECTS, INSERTS
Displays the following information:

• The average number of SQL Select statements that this group issued (format nnnnnn.n)
NOTE
This select is a singleton select, not cursor-based select.

• The average number of SQL Insert statements that this group issued (format nnnnnn.n)

UPDATES, DELETES
Displays the following information:

• The average number of SQL Update statements that this group issued (format nnnnnn.n)
• The average number of SQL Delete statements that this group issued (format nnnnnn.n)

PREPARE, FETCH
Displays the following information:

• The average number of SQL Prepare statements that this group issued (format nnnnnnn.n)
NOTE
A prepare statement indicates a Dynamic SQL statement.

• The average number of SQL Fetch statements that this group issued (format nnnnnnn.n)

OPEN, CLOSE
Displays the following information:

• The average number of SQL Open Cursor statements that this group issued (format nnnnn.n)
• The average number of SQL Close statements that this group issued (format nnnnn.n)

NOTE
If the number of closes does not equal the number of opens, verify that the applications are terminating
correctly. Also, verify that the application logic always executes a Close cursor to free the page lock on
the last page accessed.
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APPL ELAPSED, TCB TIME (CL 1)
Displays the following CLASS 1 information:

• The average thread elapsed time for the group (format HH:MM:SS.TTTT)
• The average TCB CPU time for the group (format HH:MM:SS.TTTT)

DB2 ELAPSED, TCB TIME (CL 2)
Displays the following CLASS 2 information:

• The average Db2 elapsed time for the group (format HH:MM:SS.TTTT)
• The average Db2 TCB CPU time for the group (format HH:MM:SS.TTTT)

GET PAGES, BUF. UPDATES
Displays the following information:

• The average number of Get Page requests for all buffer pools for the group of threads (format nnnnnnnn.n)
• The average number of buffer page updates for all buffer pools that the group issued (format nnnnnnnn.n)

SYN READS, LOCK SUSPS
Displays the following information:

• The average number of Synchronous read operations for all buffer pools for the group of threads (format
nnnnnn.n)

• The average number of locks, latches, and other suspends for the group of threads (format nnnnnn.n)

SYN WRITE, TOUT+DLOCK
Displays the following information:

• The total number of Synchronous write operations for all buffer pools for the group of threads (format
nnnnnnnn)

• The total deadlocks and timeouts for the group (format nnnnnnnn)

When the PACKAGE reporting control parameter is specified, the following group of fields is provided:

COLLECTION
Displays the name of the collection to which the package belongs.

PACKAGE
Displays the package name.

COUNT
Displays the number of accounting records that are written for the package.

STMTS
Displays the average number of SQL statements that are issued in the package.

ELAPSED
Displays the average time in Db2 that the application spends processing Db2 requests for the package.

CP CPU
Displays the TCB CPU time that is accumulated in the address space of the application (connecting the TCB
of the thread) while processing Db2 requests for the package. This value does not include CPU time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.

ZIIP CPU
Displays the average zIIP CPU time for executing SQL for the package.

I/O SUSP
Displays the average I/O suspend time for the package.

LK SUSP
Displays the average lock, latch, claim, and drain suspend time for the package.
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OTH SUSP
Displays the average other (not I/O, lock, or latch-related) suspend time for the package.

ACC SUSP
Displays the average wait time that the requests waited for an accelerator while the package executes.

INC
Displays whether a release incompatible function is in the package.

When the TOP xx clause is specified without the ONLY option, an index report is produced for each field name that is
specified in each TOP xx clause contained in the request.

The following list describes the fields that can appear in the top xx index portion of the report:

TOP
Identifies the occurrence number.

TIMESTAMP
Indicates the timestamp of the main IFI record that is used to produce the data.

PLAN
Indicates the plan name of the thread that produced the data.

CONN
Specifies the connection name of the thread that produced the data.

CORR ID
Specifies the correlation ID of the thread that produced the data.

AUTH ID
Specifies the authorization ID associated with the thread that produced the data.

THRD ACE
Specifies the ACE pointer of the thread that produced the data.

DATA VALUE
Indicates the formatted data value (as formatted in the report output) for the field that is identified in the index
report title line.

PAGE NUM
Indicates the page number within the report of the first report block output line that contains the data value in
question.

LINE NUM
Indicates the line number within the report of the first report block output line that contains the data value in
question.

When the TOP xx clause is specified without the ONLY option, an index report is produced for each field name specified
in each TOP xx clause contained in the request.

The following list describes the fields that can appear in the top xx index portion of the report:

TOP
Identifies the occurrence number.

TIMESTAMP
Indicates the timestamp of the main IFI record that is used to produce the data.

PLAN
Indicates the plan name of the thread that produced the data.

CONN
Specifies the connection name of the thread that produced the data.
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CORR ID
Specifies the correlation ID of the thread that produced the data.

AUTH ID
Specifies the authorization ID associated with the thread that produced the data.

THRD ACE
Specifies the ACE pointer of the thread that produced the data.

DATA VALUE
Indicates the formatted data value (as formatted in the report output) for the field identified in the index report title
line.

PAGE NUM
Indicates the page number within the report of the first report block output line that contains the data value in
question.

LINE NUM
Indicates the line number within the report of the first report block output line that contains the data value in
question.

BTACTTRL Detailed Trace of Accounting Information Report
The BTACTTRL report provides in-depth data from the Db2 accounting record. Use this report to locate a problematic
thread. Each page shows the details of one accounting record.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Trace
• Report format option: Non-column format
• Records displayed: (003) ACCT (accounting trace)

  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                     PAGE     1
  REQUEST: BTACTTRL                                                                       
                                  DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                               
  
                                                  DETAILED TRACE OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
  ---- IDENTIFICATION
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
          
  ACCT TSTAMP: 03/07/2023 15:38:31.1610  PLANNAME: DISTSERV  CORR ID: db2jcc_appli 
 NETWORK : GAFC693C                                   
  BEGIN TIME : 03/07/2023 15:38:31.1380  REC TYPE: ROLLUP    CONNECT: SERVER        LUNAME
  : PCEA                                       
  END TIME   : 03/07/2023 15:38:31.1610  JOB STEP: ........  WLM CLS: DDFDB2       
 INSTANCE: DCF65ADC1B5A                               
                                                             CHLDTSK: 10            SEQ
 NUM : 0002           ACCT FLG: 007D              
  PRIMAUTH   : QARCX                                                                      
                                               
  ORIGAUTH   : QARCX                                                                      
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  LOCATION   : SSIDPTIB                                                                   
                                               
                APPLICATION           DB2 TIMES  PCT  IFI/DATA CAPT SUSPENSIONS           
            PCT                                
  TIMES/EVENTS    (CLASS 1) EVENTS    (CLASS 2) INDB2 (CLASS 5)     (CLASS 3)    EVENTS
 ELAPSED TIME INDB2                               
  ------------ ------------ ------ ------------ ----- ------------- ------------ ------
 ------------ -----                               
  ELAPSED TIME     0.061981     40     0.042987                     UDF WT TCB        0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    APP DB2 EL          N/A     40     0.042987 100.0          N/A  WAIT S.P.         0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
     SQL DI FN          N/A      0     0.000000   0.0          N/A  LOCAL LOCK        0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    UDF            0.000000      0     0.000000                N/A  SYNC I/O          0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    STORED PRC     0.000000      0     0.000000                N/A   DISK CACHE       0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    TRIGGERS            N/A            0.000000   0.0          N/A  OTHER READ        0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    TRIG-ENCLV          N/A            0.000000   0.0          N/A  OTHER WRITE       0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    SP LCL ELP          N/A            0.000000   0.0          N/A  QUIESCE LOG       0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    UDF LCL EL          N/A            0.000000   0.0          N/A  ARCHIVE RD        0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
  CPU TIME         0.003308            0.003103   0.0          N/A  DRAIN LOCK        0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    TCB TIME       0.001567            0.001478   3.4               CLAIM RLSE        0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
     SQL DI FN          N/A            0.000000   0.0          N/A  PAGE LATCH        0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    LCL S.P.            N/A            0.000000   0.0          N/A  LATCH             0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    LCL UDF             N/A            0.000000   0.0          N/A  NOTIFY MSGS.      0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    TCB-STPROC     0.000000            0.000000   0.0          N/A  GLOBAL CONT.      0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    TCB-UDF        0.000000            0.000000   0.0          N/A  LOG WRITE IO      0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    TRIGGERS            N/A            0.000000   0.0          N/A  SERVICE TSK       0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    TRIG-ENCLV          N/A            0.000000   0.0          N/A   UPDT COMMIT      0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    LOCAL ZIIP     0.001740            0.001624   3.8          N/A   OPN/CLS/HSM      0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
     SQL DI FN          N/A            0.000000   0.0          N/A   SYSLGRNG         0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    TRIG ZIIP           N/A            0.000000   0.0          N/A   DATA MANAGR      0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    SP ZIIP             N/A            0.000000   0.0          N/A   OTHER            0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    UDF ZIIP            N/A            0.000000   0.0          N/A  FORCE-AT-CMT      0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    WLM SP ZIP     0.000000            0.000000   0.0          N/A  ASYNC IXL RQ      0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    WLM UDF ZP     0.000000            0.000000   0.0          N/A  GBL CHLD L-LK     0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
    NST TRG ZP          N/A            0.000000   0.0          N/A  GBL OTHR L-LK     0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
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  DCAPT DESCRB          N/A                 N/A                     GBL PSET P-LK     0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
  LOG EXTRACT           N/A                 N/A                     GBL PAGE P-LK     0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
  OTHER DB2             N/A            0.039883  92.8          N/A  GBL OTHR P-LK     0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
                                                                    TCP/IP LOB        0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
  ELIGIBLE TIMES                   MM:SS.TTTTTT   % TOTAL           WT AUT TRANS      0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
  -------------------------------- ------------ -----------         WT P/C SYNCH      0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
  ZIIP NOT USED                        0.000148 CPU     4.8         WT ACCEL REQ      0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
  ACCEL Elapsed                        0.000000 ELAP    0.0         WT PIPE           0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
  ACCEL CP                             0.000000 CP      0.0         WT LOB COMP       0   
  0.000000   0.0                               
  ACCEL ZIIP                           0.000000 ZIIP    0.0                               
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                     PAGE     2
  REQUEST: BTACTTRL                                                                       
                                  DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                               
  
                                                  DETAILED TRACE OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
  LOCK ACTIVITY     TOTAL  LIST PREFETCH           TOTAL  QUERY PARALLELISM   TOTAL  DATA
 CAPTURE        TOTAL                           
  --------------- -------  -------------------- --------  ------------------ ------ 
 ----------------- -------                           
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  TIMEOUTS              0  RID LIST USED               0  GROUPS EXECUTED         0  IFI
 CALLS                                           
  DEADLOCKS             0    DM NOT CALLED             0  PLANNED DEGREE          0  LOG
 RCDS CAPTURED                                   
  MAX PAGE LOCKS        0  NOT USED - WHOLE QRY        0  MAXIMUM DEGREE          0  LOG
 RCDS READ                                       
  ESCALATION               FAILED-NO STORAGE           0  MAX EST DEGREE          0  DATA
 ROWS READ                                      
    SHR                 0  FAILED-LIMIT                0  MAX PLAN DEGREE         0  LOG
 RCDS RETURNED                                   
    EXC                 0  ONLY 1 BLOCK FETCHED        0  REDUCED DEGREE          0  DATA
 DESCRPS READ                                   
  SUSPENDS              0                                 GROUPS RED DEGREE       0 
 TABLES RETURNED                                     
    LOCK                0  RID POOL                TOTAL  FAILED - CURSOR         0 
 DESCRIBES                                           
    LATCH               0  -------------------- --------  FAILED - NO ESA         0       
                                               
    OTHER               0  RID OVERFLOW-STG            0  FAILED - NO BUFFER      0 
 DYNAMIC PREPARE     TOTAL                           
  REQUESTS                 RID OVERFLOW-LMT            0  FAILED - AUTON PR       0 
 ----------------- -------                           
    LOCK               32  RID INTERRUPT-STG           0  FAILED - SYS STRS       0  STMT
 FND IN CACHE       0                           
    UNLOCK             40  RID INTERRUPT-LMT           0  FAILED - OPTIMAL        0  STMT
 NOT IN CACHE       0                           
    QUERY               0  RID MULTI-IX SKIP           0  ONE DB2 COORD=NO        0 
 IMPLICIT PREPARE        0                           
    CHANGE             23                                 ONE DB2 ISO=RR/RS       0 
 PREPARE AVOIDED         0                           
    OTHER               0  DIRECT ROW ACCESS       TOTAL  INTENDED GROUPS         0  STMT
 DEL MAXKEEPD       0                           
                           -------------------- --------  MEM BYP BP SHORT        0  STMT
 DEL DEP OBJ        0                           
  DRAIN/CLAIM       TOTAL  SUCCESSFUL                  0  ACC REDONE-CONFIG       0  PREP
 RESTR IDX PND      0                           
  --------------- -------  REVERTED TO INDEX           0  ACC REDONE-BP           0  CONC.
 LIT. PARSED       0                           
  DRAIN REQUESTS        0  REVERTED TS SCAN            0  ONE DB2 DCL TMP TBL     0  CONC.
 LIT. REPL         0                           
  DRAIN FAILED          0                                 PARALLEL SUSPENDS       0  CONC.
 LIT. FAILED       0                           
  CLAIM REQUESTS       29  WORKFILE                  MAX  PARAL SUSPND TIME   0.000  CONC.
 LIT. FOUND        0                           
  CLAIM FAILED          0  -------------------- --------                            
 STABILIZED PREP         0                           
                           BLOCKS USED HWM             0  INSERT ALGORITHM    TOTAL       
                                               
                                                          ------------------ ------       
                                               
                                                          IAG1 (BASIC) USED       0       
                                               
                                                          IAG2 (FAST) USED        0       
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
               STORED                                                                     
                                               
  TOTAL          PROC      UDF  ROW ACCESS         TOTALS  GLOBAL LOCKING      TOTAL 
 HIGHLIGHTS                                         
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  ---------- -------- --------  ----------------- -------  ----------------- ------- 
 -----------------------------                      
  EXECUTIONS        0        0  ROWS FETCHED            0  CONTENTIONS                DDF/
RRSAF ACCUM: EVENTS                            
  ABENDS            0        0  ROWS INSERTED           0    FALSE                    THD
 TYPE: DB ACCESS THD                            
  TIMEOUTS          0        0  ROWS UPDATED            0    IRLM                     AVG
 IO TIME(SEC):      0.0000                      
  REJECTED          0        0  ROWS DELETED            0    XES HEUR                
 INDB2 TIME % OF TOT:     69.4                      
                                                             XES                     
 COMMIT                     10                      
  TRIGGERS               TOTAL                             PROPAGATIONS              
 ABORT                       0                      
  ------------------- --------                               LOCK                     LOG
 RECORDS WRITTEN         0                      
  STMT TRIGGERS              0                               UNLOCK                   LOG
 BYTES WRIT.             0                      
  ROW TRIGGERS               0                               CHANGE                   MAX
 LOB STORAGE (KB)        0                      
  SQL ERRORS                 0                             REQUESTS                   MAX
 XML STORAGE USED        0                      
                                                             LOCK                    
 CHILD ROLLUP                0                      
  MAX CASCADING LVL          0                               UNLOCK                  
 ARRAY EXPANSIONS            0                      
                                                             CHANGE                  
 SPARSE INDEX DISABLED       0                      
  SAVEPOINTS             TOTAL                             NOTIFY MSGS SENT          
 SPARSE IX BUILT WORKF       0                      
  -------------------- -------                             REQUESTS DENIED            RDS
 SORT PERFORMED          0                      
  TOTAL REQUESTS             0                                                        RDS
 SORT USED ZSORT         0                      
  RELEASE REQUESTS           0                                                            
                                               
  ROLLBACK REQUESTS          0                                                        DB2
 PROFILE MONITORING                             
                                                                                     
 -----------------------------                      
                                                                                     
 CONDITION TYPE                                     
                                                                                     
 PROFILE ID                  0                      
                                                                                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                     PAGE     3
  REQUEST: BTACTTRL                                                                       
                                  DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
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                                                  DETAILED TRACE OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
  SQL DML       TOTAL  SQL DCL      TOTAL  SQL DDL     CREATE  DROP  ALTER  RESOURCE LIMIT
 FACILITY                                      
  ----------- -------  ----------  ------  ----------  ------ -----  ----- 
 --------------------------------------------------           
  SELECT            0  LOCK TABLE       0  TABLE            0     0      0  LIMIT TABLE:  
                                               
  INSERT            0  GRANT           10  INDEX            0     0      0  SRVCE UNITS:  
     0                                         
  UPDATE            0  REVOKE           0  TABLESPACE       0     0      0  CPU SECONDS:  
 0.000                                         
  DELETE            0  SET SQLID        0  STO GROUP        0     0      0  MAX CPU SEC:  
 0.000                                         
  MERGE             0  SET H VAR        0  DATABASE         0     0      0  LIMIT CODE :  
     0                                         
  TRUNCATE          0  SET DEGREE       0  SYNONYM          0     0         NOT ACTIVE    
                                               
  PREPARE           0  CONNECT 1        0  VIEW             0     0      0                
                                               
  CALLS             0  CONNECT 2        0  ALIAS            0     0         LONGEST WAITS 
                                               
  DESCRIBE          0  RELEASE          0  PACKAGE                0        
 ---------------------------------------------------          
  DESC TBL          0  SET CONNEC       0  GBL TMP TBL      0               TYPE          
                                               
  OPEN              0  SET RULES        0  AUX TABLE        0               I/O
 DBNAME ........         BEGIN                            
  CLOSE             0  ASSOC LOC        0  TRIGGER          0     0         I/O PGSET 
 00017477         END                              
  FETCH             0  ALLOC CSR        0  FUNCTION         0     0      0  LATCH CLS     
              DURATION                         
                       HOLD LOC         0  PROCEDURE        0     0      0  LATCH TKN     
                                               
  BIND          TOTAL  FREE LOC         0  DISTINCT         0     0         RES TYPE      
                                               
  ----------- -------  SET PATH         0  SEQUENCES        0     0      0  RES           
                                               
  REOPT VAR         0  SET PREC         0  JAR                           0                
                                               
  INCR. BINDS       0  SET LOCK TIMEOUT    CONTEXT          0     0      0  TYPE      
 SERVICE TASK                                      
                        FROM APPL       0  ROLE             0     0         RMID          
                                               
  TRANSACTION   TOTAL   FROM PROF       0  MASK             0     0      0  FUNCTION      
                                               
  ----------- -------                      VARIABLE         0     0         BEGIN         
                                               
  COMMITS          10                                                       END           
              DURATION                         
  ROLLBACKS         0                      DCL GBL TMP      0                             
                                               
                                           RENAME TBL       0               TYPE      
 PAGE LATCH                                        
                                           RENAME IDX       0               DATABASE 
  ........         BEGIN                            
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                                           REFRESH TBL      0               PAGESET  
  ........         END                              
                                           XFER OWNRSH      0               PART          
              DURATION                         
                                           COMMENT          0               PAGE          
                                               
                                           LABEL ON         0                             
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
  THREADS INCLUDED IN ROLLUP RECORD                                                       
                                               
  ACE      THREAD BEGIN TIME          THREAD END TIME                                     
                                               
  -------- -------------------------- --------------------------                          
                                               
  23542820 2023-03-07-15.38.31.145588 2023-03-07-15.38.31.145891                          
                                               
  2353F520 2023-03-07-15.38.31.138859 2023-03-07-15.38.31.150907                          
                                               
  1EE61320 2023-03-07-15.38.31.150757 2023-03-07-15.38.31.151225                          
                                               
  1EE61320 2023-03-07-15.38.31.151521 2023-03-07-15.38.31.151772                          
                                               
  28D0CC20 2023-03-07-15.38.31.147403 2023-03-07-15.38.31.152676                          
                                               
  1EE61320 2023-03-07-15.38.31.153251 2023-03-07-15.38.31.153602                          
                                               
  2042A720 2023-03-07-15.38.31.159329 2023-03-07-15.38.31.159618                          
                                               
  208DE220 2023-03-07-15.38.31.159482 2023-03-07-15.38.31.159805                          
                                               
  2A962B20 2023-03-07-15.38.31.140838 2023-03-07-15.38.31.160682                          
                                               
  20306220 2023-03-07-15.38.31.138088 2023-03-07-15.38.31.160920                          
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
  BUFFER POOL BP0                                                                         
                                               
  ----------- ------                                                                      
                                               
    READ I/O            TOTALS  WRITE I/O            TOTALS  PREFETCH REQUESTS   TOTALS   
                                               
    ------------------ -------  ------------------- -------  ------------------ -------   
                                               
    GETPAGE REQUESTS        56  BUFFER UPDATES            0  SEQUENTIAL               0   
                                               
    SYNCHRONOUS READS        0  SYNCHRONOUS WRITES        0  LIST                     0   
                                               
    DISK CACHE HITS          0                               DYNAMIC                  6   
                                               
    ZHYPERLINK READS         0  FAILS                TOTALS                               
                                               
    ASYNCH PAGES READS       0  ------------------- -------  TIMES               TOTALS   
                                               
    READ EFFICIENCY    *******  CONDITIONAL GETPAGE       0  ------------------ -------   
                                               
    HIT RATIO            100.0                               ZHYPERLINK CPU     000.000   
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  MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       
                                     PAGE     4
  REQUEST: BTACTTRL                                                                       
                                  DB2 SYS: SSID
  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                        
                                               
  
                                                  DETAILED TRACE OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION
                                               
                                                                                          
                                               
  PACKAGE EXECUTION                                                                       
                                               
  -----------------                                                                       
                                               
  COLL ID NULLID                                                                          
                                               
  PROGRAM SYSLH200                                                                        
                                               
  COPY ID 0                         ALL EXECS      EVNTS HHH:MM:SS.TTT %DB2 ELAP %THD DB2
 ELAP                                           
                                     DB2 TCB......    40         0.001       2.5          
 2.4                                           
                     HHH:MM:SS.TTT   DB2 ZIIP CPU.   N/A         0.001       2.7          
 2.7                                           
  DB2 ELAP ALL EXECS         0.041   I/O..........     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
  DB2 ELAP LAST EXEC         0.000   LOCAL LOCK...     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
  DB2 TCB LAST EXECS         0.000   OTHER RD I/O.     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
    % DB2 ELAP LAST EXEC   0.0       OTHER WR I/O.     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
                                     DB2 SERVICES.     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
  SQL COUNT              20          LOG QUIESCE..     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
  STORPROC EXECUTED       0          DRAIN LOCK...     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
  UDFS SCHEDULED          0          CLAIM RELEASE     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
  PKG SWITCHED TO        10          ARCH LOG READ     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
  ROLLUPS                10          PG LATCH CONT     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
                                     WT DS MSGS...     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
  SCHEMA NAME                        WT GLBL CONT.     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
  ROUTINE NAME                       WT P/CH SYNCH     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
  ROUTINE TYPE                       WT PIPE           0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
  REL INCOMPAT NO                    WT ACCEL REQ.     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
                                     GLB CHLD L-LK     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
                                     GLB OTHR L-LK     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
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                                     GLB PSET P-LK     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
                                     GLB PAGE P-LK     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
                                     GLB OTHR P-LK     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
                                     TCP/IP LOB...     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
                                     LATCH .......     0         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
                                     OTHER DB2....   N/A         0.000       0.0          
 0.0                                           
  PKG LOCKING ACTIVITY   TOTAL                       TOTAL  PKG BUFFER POOL ACTIVITY   
 TOTAL  PKG SQL ACTIVTY    TOTAL                  
  --------------------- ------  ------------------- ------  ------------------------
 --------  --------------- --------                  
  MAX PAGE LOCKS HELD        0  SUSPENSIONS - LOCK       0  GETPAGE REQUESTS              
 56  SELECT                 0                  
  TIMEOUTS                   0  SUSPENSIONS - LATCH      0  SYNCHRONOUS READS             
  0  INSERT                 0                  
  DEADLOCKS      0              SUSPENSIONS - OTHER      0  DISK CACHE HITS               
  0  UPDATE                 0                  
  LOCK ESCALATION - SHR      0  SUSPENSIONS - TOTAL      0  ZHYPERLINK READS              
  0  DELETE                 0                  
  LOCK ESCALATION - EXC      0  UNLOCK REQSTS           40  ASYNCHRONOUS PAGES READS      
  0  DESCRIBE               0                  
                                QUERY REQSTS             0  READ EFFICIENCY         
 ********  PREPARE                0                  
  CLAIM REQUESTS            29  CHANGE REQSTS           23  HIT RATIO                  
 100.0  OPEN CSR               0                  
  CLAIM FAILURES             0  LOCK REQSTS             22  BUFFER UPDATES                
  0  CLOSE CSR              0                  
  DRAIN REQUESTS             0  OTHER REQSTS             0  SYNCHRONOUS WRITES            
  0  FETCH CSR              0                  
  DRAIN FAILURES             0                              SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQS      
  0  LOCK TABLE             0                  
                                                            LIST PREFETCH REQS            
  0  CALL Stmts             0                  
                                                            DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQS         
  6                                            
                                                            COND GETPAGE FAILURES         
  0                                            
                                                            ZHYPERLINK CPU TIME     
 0000.000      

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                         
                                PAGE     5
REQUEST: BTACTTRL                                                                         
                             DB2 SYS: SSID
FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                          
                                          
                                               DETAILED TRACE OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION   
                                          
                                                                                          
                                          
DISTRIBUTED ACTIVITY                                                                      
                                          
--------------------                                                                      
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SERVER       : SSIDPTIB                                                                   
                                          
REMOTE PRDID : JCC04270         CONVERSATIONS                                             
                                          
REMOTE PRDLVL: 26                 QUEUED             0  COMMITS SENT         6  SQL SENT  
          12                              
PROTOCOL     : UNKNOWN            SENT               1  ABORTS SENT          0  BLOCKS
 RCVD          6                              
REQUSTOR ELAP:        0.0203      TERMINATED         0  MSGS SENT           30  ROWS
 RECEIVED        6                              
WAIT MAX DBAT:        0.0000                            MSGS RCVD           24  BYTES SENT
        5625                              
ROLLUP THRDS : 1                                                                BYTES
 RECEIVED    4553                              
THRDS INDOUBT: 0                                                                          
                                          
                                                                                          
                                          
REQUESTOR    : ::FFFF:10.173.32.82                                                        
                                          
REMOTE PRDID : DSN11010                                                                   
                                          
REMOTE PRDLVL: s1906101300      CONV RECEIVED        0  SQL RECEIVED         1            
                                          
REQ AUTH ID  :                  COMMITS RCVD         1  BLOCKS SENT          0            
                                          
REQ CORR ID  :                  ABORTS RCVD          0  ROWS SENT            1            
                                          
REQ PLAN     :                  MSGS SENT            1  BYTES SENT         187            
                                          
ROLLUP THRDS : 1                MSGS RECEIVED        1  BYTES RECEIVED     246            
                                          
THRDS INDBT  : 0                                                                          
                                          
                                                                                          
                                          
ACCELERATOR SERVICES                                                                      
                                          
--------------------                                                                      
                                          
SERVER NAME DH0GIDAA                                                                      
                                          
PRODUCT ID  AQT04014                                                                      
                                          
                                                                                          
                                          
                    TOTAL  AVG/CONNECT    TIMES              -----TOTAL----- --AVERAGE/
CONNECTION--                                 
CONNECTS                1                  TCP/IP CPU TIME          0.001147              
 0.001147                                 
REQUESTS                2          2.0     TCP/IP ELAPSED           0.406312              
 0.406312                                 
 TIMEOUTS               0          0.0     ACCEL ELAPSED            0.000000              
 0.000000                                 
 FAILURES               0          0.0     ACCEL CPU                0.000000              
 0.000000                                 
 REPL TIMEOUTS          1          0.5     ACCEL WAIT TIME          5.631749              
 2.815874                                 
                                           REPL WAIT TIME           5.623763              
 2.811881                                 
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STATEMENTS                                ROWS                                            
                                          
 INSERT                 0          0.0     INSERTED                        0              
      0.0                                 
 DELETE                 0          0.0     DELETED                         0              
      0.0                                 
 UPDATE                 0          0.0     UPDATED                         0              
      0.0                                 
 OPEN                   1          1.0     RETURNED                        0              
      0.0                                 
 COMMIT                 0          0.0                                                    
                                          
 ROLLBACK               0          0.0    DATA STREAM        SENT   RECEIVED        SENT  
 RECEIVED                                 
 CREATE                 0          0.0     BYTES             2226        862      2226.0  
    862.0                                 
 DROP                   0          0.0     MESSAGES            11         11        11.0  
     11.0                                 
                                           BLOCKS               0          0         0.0  
      0.0                                 
                                           ROWS                 0          0         0.0  
      0.0

BTACTTRL Identification Fields

This section describes the identification fields:

ACCT TSTAMP
The time the accounting record was produced.

BEGIN TIME
Beginning store clock value (STCK) for the period covered by this accounting record.

END TIME
Ending store clock value. Threads that do not terminate (such as CICS primed threads and IMS wait-for-input
message regions) can have an ending clock value that includes the time the thread was inactive and waiting to
perform work.

LOCATION
The Db2 location at which the thread is executing.

PRIMAUTH
The authorization ID.

ORIGAUTH
The original authorization ID value; that is, the value before any Db2 authorization ID exits changed it.

PLANNAME
The plan name. Blank indicates Db2 activity that did not use a bound plan, such as a command thread or the data
collector.

CORR ID
The correlation ID.

CONNECT
The connection name.

JOB STEP
The step name of the thread batch job.
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WLM CLS
The z/OS workload manager service class name. This field is used only for database access threads on MVS
5.2 or later. In all other cases, this field contains binary zeros. The WLM service class determines the z/OS WLM
priority of the work performed by the database access thread.

The following four fields make up a unique logical unit of work ID.

NETWORK
The network that the thread ran in.

LUNAME
Displays the logical unit name.

INSTANCE
This number, when concatenated with the LUNAME field uniquely identifies a distributed thread.

SEQ NUM
Logical unit of work sequence number. This identifies the last commit scope that the logical unit participated in.
This number is incremented whenever a thread commits or rolls back.

The following three fields are present for CICS threads only:

CICS NET
The CICS network name. This field only appears if TOKENE=YES is in the RCT entry.

CICS LU
The CICS LU name. This field only appears if TOKENE=YES is in the RCT entry.

CICS TKN
The CICS uniqueness value derived from the LU6.2 unit of work ID generated by CICS for every terminal and no-
terminal driven task. This field appears only if TOKENE=YES is in the RCT entry.

BTACTTRL Application Time Fields

This section of the BTACTTRL report shows the following application times for the thread:

• Thread (Class 1) and Db2 (Class 2) elapsed times.
– The CPU times section includes TCB and SRB times.

• I/O and lock wait times (Class 3).
• Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) and data capture times (Class 5).

All times are formatted as MM:SS.TTTTTT.

The report provides data on the following fields:

ELAPSED TIME
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the thread elapsed time, from the end of thread creation to the beginning of thread termination.
Includes inactive time for CICS protected threads or IMS wait for input threads.

DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)
Displays the elapsed time spent in Db2 for the thread.

IFI/DATA CAPTURE (CLASS 5)
Displays the accumulated elapsed time spent processing IFI calls for the threads.

PCT INDB2
Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time spent processing data capture describes. Data capture
describes occur only during IFI READS requests for IFCID 185. This time is a subset of the time provided
in the IFI log extract time.
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ELAPSED TIME - APP DB2 EL
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated time in Db2 that the application has spent processing Db2 requests. This time
does not include time spent processing stored procedures and UDFs for the application.

PCT INDB2
Displays the percentage of total time in Db2 spent processing in the user address space.

APP DB2 EL - SQL DI FN
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated elapsed time spent processing SQL Data Insights functions. This time is
included in class 2 elapsed time.

EVENTS
Displays the accumulated number of Db2 entry/exit events performed by SQL Data Insights functions.

PCT INDB2
Displays the percentage of thread total Db2 elapsed time spent processing SQL Data Insights functions.

ELAPSED TIME - UDF
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the total elapsed time spent in UDFs. This time includes SQL execution time.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the total elapsed time that UDFs spent executing SQL.
PCT INDB2 (CLASS 2)

Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time that UDFs spent executing SQL.
ELAPSED TIME - TRIGGERS

APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)
Displays the accumulated elapsed time used while executing under the control of triggers.

ELAPSED TIME - STORED PRC
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the total elapsed time spent in stored procedures. This time includes SQL execution time.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the total elapsed time spent executing SQL in stored procedures.
PCT INDB2 (CLASS 2)

Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time spent executing SQL in stored procedures.
ELAPSED TIME - SP LCL ELP

DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)
Displays the accumulated elapsed time consumed executing stored procedure requests on the main
application execution unit. Since these procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and
class 2 time.

PCT INDB2
Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time consumed executing stored procedure requests on the main
application execution unit. Since these procedures run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and
class 2 time.

ELAPSED TIME - UDF LCL EL
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated elapsed time spent executing UDFs on the main application execution unit.
Since these UDFs run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time.
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PCT INDB2
Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time spent executing UDFs on the main application execution
unit. Since these UDFs run entirely in Db2, this time represents class 1 and class 2 time.

CPU TIME
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the thread CPU time, which includes TCB and SRB time.

• DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)—Displays the Db2 CPU time for the thread, which includes TCB and SRB
time.

• PCT INDB2—Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time that is TCB or SRB CPU time. Derived
from (TCBCPUDB2+SRBCPUDB2)/ELAPSEDTIMEDB2.

TCB TIME

• APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)—Displays the thread TCB time.
• DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)—Displays the Db2 TCB time for the thread.
• PCT INDB2—Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time that is the Db2 CPU time for the thread.
• IFI/DATA CAPTURE (CLASS 5)—Displays the accumulated TCB CPU time spent processing IFI calls.

This field can be used to give you an estimate of tracing overhead.
• PCT INDB2—Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time that is TCB CPU time spent processing IFI

calls.

TCB TIME - SQL DI FN

• DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)—Displays the accumulated CPU time spent on CP processing SQL Data
Insights functions. This time is included in class 2 CPU time.

• PCT INDB2—Displays the percentage of thread total Db2 elapsed time that is Db2 CPU time spent
processing SQL Data Insights functions.

LCL S.P.

• DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)—Displays the accumulated CPU time used for executing stored procedure
requests on the main application execution unit. This time does not include time consumed on an IBM
zIIP.

• PCT INDB2—Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time spent executing stored procedure requests
on the main application execution unit. This time does not include time consumed on an IBM zIIP.

LCL UDF

• DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)—Displays the accumulated CPU time spent executing UDFs on the main
application execution unit. This time does not include time consumed on an IBM zIIP.

• PCT INDB2—Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time spent executing UDFs on the main
application execution unit. This time does not include time consumed on an IBM zIIP.

SRB TIME

• APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)—Displays the thread SRB time.
• DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)—Displays the Db2 SRB time for the thread.
• PCT INDB2—Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time that is the thread SRB time.
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TCB STPROC

• APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)—Displays the accumulated TCB time spent processing SQL CALL
statements in a Db2 stored procedures address space for the thread.

• DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)—Displays the accumulated TCB time spent in Db2 processing SQL
statements issued by stored procedures for the thread.

• PCT INDB2—Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time spent processing SQL CALL statements
issued by stored procedures for the thread.

CPU TIME - TCB-UDF
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the accumulated TCB time that was spent to satisfy UDF requests processed in a Db2 stored
procedures address space or WLM established address space.

DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)
Displays the accumulated TCB time in Db2 for processing SQL statements issued by UDFs. This time is
the time that is not included in QWACUDCP.

PCT INDB2 (CLASS 2)
Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time for TCB time in Db2 spent processing SQL statements
issued by UDFs.

CPU TIME - TRIGGER
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the accumulated TCB time used while executing under the control of triggers.
CPU TIME - TRIGGER - PRE-ENCLV

APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)
Displays the accumulated TCB time used before the enclave is created.

DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)
Displays the accumulated CPU time used for Db2 to process SQL statements before the enclave is
created.

PCT INDB2 (CLASS 2)
Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time for TCB time used while executing under the control of
triggers executing under an enclave.

DCAPT DESCRB (CLASS 5)
Displays the accumulated thread elapsed time spent processing data capture describes. Data capture
describes occur only during IFI READS requests for IFCID 185. This time is a subset of the time provided
in the IFI log extract time.

IFI/DATA CAPTURE (CLASS 5)
Displays the accumulated TCB CPU time spent processing IFI calls. This field can be used to give you an
estimate of tracing overhead.

PCT INDB2
Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time spent processing data capture describes. Data capture
describes occur only during IFI READS requests for IFCID 185. This time is a subset of the time provided
in the IFI log extract time.

CPU TIME - LOCAL ZIIP
Displays zIIP CPU time.
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP in all environments.
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DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)
Displays the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution in Db2.

PCT INDB2
Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution in Db2.

LOCAL ZIIP - SQL DI FN
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated CPU time spent on an IBM specialty engine to process SQL Data Insights
functions. This time is included in class 2 CPU time.

PCT INDB2
Displays the percentage of thread total Db2 elapsed time. This time is the CPU time consumed on an IBM
specialty engine to process SQL Data Insights functions.

CPU TIME - TRIG ZIIP
Displays zIIP triggers CPU time.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution of triggers on the main
application execution unit.

PCT INDB2
Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution of triggers on the
main application execution unit.

CPU TIME - SP ZIIP
Displays the zIIP stored procedures CPU time.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution of triggers on the main
application execution unit.

PCT INDB2
Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time consumed on an IBM zIIP for executing stored procedure
requests on the main application execution unit.

CPU TIME - UDF ZIIP
Displays the zIIP user-defined functions CPU time.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP for executing UDFs on the main
application execution unit.

PCT INDB2
Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time consumed on an IBM zIIP for executing UDFs on the main
application execution unit.

LOG EXTRACT (CLASS 5)
Displays the accumulated elapsed time spent extracting log records for tables defined with data capture changes.
This time is a subset of the accumulated IFI elapsed time.
IFI/DATA CAPTURE (CLASS 5)

Displays the accumulated TCB CPU time spent processing IFI calls. This field can be used to give you an
estimate of tracing overhead.

PCT INDB2
Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time spent extracting log records for tables defined with data
capture changes. This time is a subset of the accumulated IFI elapsed time.
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CPU TIME - WLM SP ZIP
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the accumulated CPU time that was spent to satisfy stored procedure requests processed in a
stored procedure or WLM address space and executed on an IBM zIIP processor. This value includes
times for SQL procedures that were called on a nested task and not invoked by the main application
execution unit.

DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)
Displays the accumulated CPU time spent in Db2 for processing SQL statements issued by stored
procedures. These procedures are processed in a stored procedure or WLM address space and executed
on an IBM zIIP processor. This value includes times for SQL procedures that were called on a nested task
and not invoked by the main application execution unit.

PCT INDB2
Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time spent processing SQL statements issued by stored
procedures. These procedures are processed in a stored procedure or WLM address space and executed
on an IBM zIIP processor. This value includes times for SQL procedures that were called on a nested
task and not invoked by the main application execution unit.

CPU TIME - WLM UDF ZP
APPLICATION TIMES (CLASS 1)

Displays the accumulated CPU time that was spent to satisfy UDF requests processed in a stored
procedure or WLM address space and executed on an IBM zIIP.

DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)
Displays the accumulated CPU time spent in Db2 for processing SQL statements issued by UDFs.
These UDFs are processed in a stored procedure or WLM address space and executed on an IBM zIIP
processor.

PCT INDB2
Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time spent processing SQL statements issued by UDFs.
These UDFs are processed in a stored procedure or WLM address space and executed on an IBM zIIP
processor.

CPU TIME - NST TRG ZP
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM zIIP processor for execution of triggers on a
nested task.

PCT INDB2
Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time consumed on an IBM zIIP processor for execution of
triggers on a nested task.

OTHER DB2 (CLASS 2)
Displays the accumulated thread elapsed time in Db2 that is excluded from the TCB time or any suspension
categories. The most common contributors to other Db2 time are z/OS paging and processor wait time.
DB2 TIMES (CLASS 2)

Displays the Db2 SRB time for the thread.
PCT INDB2

Displays the percentage of Db2 elapsed time that is excluded from the TCB time or any suspension
categories. The most common contributors to other Db2 time are z/OS paging and processor wait time.

DB2 ENTRY/EXIT (CLASS 2)
Displays the number of entry-to-Db2 and exit-from-Db2 events used in calculating the accumulated in-Db2
elapsed time and CPU times.
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UDF ENTRY/EXIT EVENTS (CLASS 2)
Displays the number of SQL entry/exit events performed by UDFs.

SUSPENSIONS (CLASS 3) EVENTS ELAPSED TIME
Displays the number of times that the thread had to wait, average wait time, and the percentage of Db2 elapsed
time for each type of wait.
ASYNC IXL RQ

Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for processing asynchronous IXLCACHE and
IXLFCOMP requests.

LOG WRITE IO
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for log write I/O.

UDF WT TCB
Displays the total elapsed wait time for an available TCB before the UDF could be scheduled.

OPN/CLS/HSM
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the
Db2 open/close data set service or the HSM recall service.

SYSLGRNG UPD
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the
Db2 SYSLGRNG recording service. This service is also sometimes used for level ID checking for down-
level detection.

DATA MGR SRV
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to the
Db2 data space manager services. This value includes define data set, extend data set, delete data set,
reset data set, and VSAM catalog access.

OTHER EX-U-S
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for a synchronous execution unit switch to other
Db2 service tasks.

FORCE-AT-CMT
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for force-at-commit.

LOCK/LATCH
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for lock or latch operations.

SYNC I/O
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for I/O operations performed for this thread.

OTHER READ
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for read I/O operations performed for another
thread. This count includes prefetch I/Os.

OTHER WRITE
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for write I/O operations performed for another
thread. This count includes asynchronous I/Os.

SERVICE TASK
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for Db2 services. Data set opens and closes are
two examples of Db2 services.

QUIESCE LOG
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for ARCHIVE LOG MODE (QUIESCE)
commands.

ARCHIVE READ
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for an archive that is read from tape.
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DRAIN LOCK
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for a drain lock. This value indicates time that
the requestor was suspended while waiting to acquire the drain lock.

CLAIM RELEASE
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for a drain when waiting for claims to be
released. After the drain lock is acquired, the drainer must wait for claim holders to release the object.

PAGE LATCH
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time due to page latch contention. For example, when
RUNSTATS and COPY utilities are run with the SHRLEVEL(CHANGE) option, they use a page latch
instead of locking to serialize the collection of statistics or copying of a page.

STORED PROC
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for an available TCB before the stored
procedure could be scheduled.

NOTIFY MSGS
Displays the number of times and accumulated wait time for sending messages to other members in the
data sharing group. One common use of inter-system message sending is when database descriptors are
changed due to create, alter, or drop statements.

GLOBAL CONT
Displays the number of times and accumulated wait time for an IRLM lock request due to global lock
contention. Such a request requires inter-system communication to resolve.

STORPROC ENTRY/EXIT EVENTS (CLASS 2)
Displays the number of SQL entry/exit events performed by stored procedures.

GBL CHLD L-LK
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for global contention for child L-locks.

GBL OTHR L-LK
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for global contention for other L-locks.

GBL PSET P-LK
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for global contention for pageset/partition P-
locks.

GBL PAGE P-LK
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for global contention for page P-locks.

GBL OTHR P-LK
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for global contention for other P-locks.

TCP/IP LOB
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for TCP/IP LOB materialization.

DISK CACHE IO
Displays the number of waits and accumulated wait time for synchronous read I/O operations that
resulted in disk cache hits. This count does not include zHyperLink reads.

Average and total times are also provided for the following groups of threads:

• Autonomous transactions.
• Parallel query wait times for parent or child synchronization.
• Requests waiting for the IBM Db2 Accelerator.

BTACTTRL Highlights Fields

The highlights fields of the BTACTTRL report display several miscellaneous fields for the group of threads.
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TERM COND
Specifies a termination condition. This field indicates why this accounting record was written. This thread also
usually indicates how the thread terminated.
The following termination codes are possible:
NORMAL IFC READ REQUEST

Indicates termination code 4. This code only occurs when a monitoring program requests an accounting
record from the Instrumentation Facility Interface.

NORMAL NEW USER
Indicates termination code 8. This code occurs when the new user reuses a thread.

NORMAL DEALLOCATION
Indicates termination code 12. This code occurs when a thread terminates normally.

NORMAL PGM END
Indicates termination code 16. This code occurs when an application program terminates normally.

NORMAL RRSAF COMMIT
Indicates termination code 14. This code occurs when there has been an RRSAF commit.

ABNORMAL PGM ABEND
Indicates termination code 20. This code occurs when the application program abends.

ABNORMAL END OF MEM
Indicates termination code 24. This code occurs in an end of memory situation.

ABNORMAL RSLV IN DOUBT
Indicates termination code 28. This code occurs in a resolve in doubt situation.

ABNORMAL CANCEL FORCE
Indicates termination code 32. This code occurs when Db2 is canceled from z/OS.

WRK IN DOUBT END OF TASK
Indicates termination code 40. This code occurs in an end of task situation.

WRK IN DOUBT PGM ABEND
Indicates termination code 44. This code occurs when the application program abends.

WRK IN DOUBT END OF MEM
Indicates termination code 48. This code occurs in an end of memory situation.

WRK IN DOUBT IN DOUBT
Indicates termination code 52. This code occurs in a resolve in doubt situation.

WRK IN DOUBT CANCL FORCE
Indicates termination code 56. This code occurs when Db2 is canceled from z/OS.

THD TYPE
Specifies the type of a thread:
ALLIED - NOT DIST

Indicates a normal thread that services a program running in an allied address space.
ALLIED - DIST

Indicates a thread that services a program running in an allied address space, and has requested
information from remote Db2.

DB ACCESS THD
Indicates a thread that Db2 created to service a request from remote Db2.
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AVG IO TIME(SEC)
Specifies the average number of seconds that thread waited for each synchronous read request from buffer pool
0. This value is shown in format ss.tttt. This value is derived from IO-WAIT-DB2/SYNC-READ(1). The field is
blank if SYNC-READ(1) is zero.

INDB2 TIME % OF TOT
Specifies the percentage of the thread elapsed time that was spent in Db2. This value is shown in format nn.n.
The value varies based on the type of application. An online transaction might spend a higher proportion of its
time in Db2 than a long-running batch job. This value is derived from ELAPSED-TIME-DB2/THD-ELAPSED. The
field is blank if Accounting Class 2 is not active.

COMMIT
Specifies the number of times that a unit of recovery was successfully committed. Includes both single phase
commits, or SYNCHs, and Phase 2 commits.

ABORT
Specifies the number of times that a unit of recovery backed out.

LOG RECS WRITTEN
Specifies the number of log records written.

LOG BYTES WRIT.
Specifies the total number of bytes of log records written.

MAX LOB STORAGE (KB)
Specifies the maximum storage used for LOB values, in KB.

MAX XML STORAGE USED
Specifies the maximum amount of storage used for XML values.

CHILD ROLLUP
Specifies the number of parallel query child agents in a record.

ARRAY EXPANSIONS
Specifies how often the variable array expanded beyond 32 KB.

SPARSE INDEX DISABLED
Specifies how often insufficient storage disabled the sparse index.

SPARSE IX BUILT WORKF
Specifies how often the sparse index built a physical work file for probing.

RDS SORT PERFORMED
Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort was performed.

RDS SORT USED ZSORT
Specifies the number of times that RDS Sort used the IBM Integrate Accelerator for Z Sort (SORTL).

BTACTTRL Resource Limit Fields

If the Resource Limit Facility (RLF) is active, Db2 monitors the CPU usage of threads that are executing dynamic
SQL. When the usage reaches or exceeds the level specified in the resource limit specification table (RLST), the thread is
terminated.

The following fields identify the limit, the method used by Db2 to determine the limit, and the amount of resources used by
a thread or package. Blanks indicate that the RLF data section was not present in the accounting record.

NOTE
You must set ACCTTRACE=10 to be able to collect IFCID (239) ACCT-PACKAGES.
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Fields Applicable for Db2 12
SPEC AUTH COL PKG LOCN

Specific auth ID, collection ID, package, and location name.
SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.
SPEC AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.
SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.
SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
SPEC AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
SPEC AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.
SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.
SPEC AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from a specific auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.
ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from local location.
ANY AUTH SPEC COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and a specific package from any location.
ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from a specific location.
ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from local location.
ANY AUTH SPEC COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running a specific collection ID and any package from any location.
ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG SPEC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from a specific location.
ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG LOC LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from local location.
ANY AUTH ANY COL SPEC PKG ANY LOCN

Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and a specific package from any location.
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ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG SPEC LOCN
Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from a specific location.

ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG LOC LOCN
Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from local location.

ANY AUTH ANY COL ANY PKG ANY LOCN
Limit from any auth ID running any collection ID and any package from any location.

CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and IP address.

CLIENT SPEC APPL USER WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, user ID, workstation, and any IP address.

CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

CLIENT SPEC APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP
address.

CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific IP
address.

CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

CLIENT SPEC APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of a specific application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific IP
address.

CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP
address.

CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP
address.

CLIENT ANY APPL SPEC USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, a specific user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and a specific IP
address.

CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER SPEC WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, a specific workstation, and any IP address.

CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN SPEC IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and a specific IP address.
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CLIENT ANY APPL ANY USER ANY WRKSTN ANY IP
Limit from client information of any application name, any user ID, any workstation, and any IP address.

INSTALL ZPARM USED FOR LIMIT
Limit from Install ZPARM used for limit.

INFINITE - USER HAS SYSADM/SYSOPR AUTHORITY
Infinite limit - user has super SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

INFINITE LIMIT
The number of threads for which the RLST entry resource limit value was set to null, indicating that there is no
limit.

NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
The number of threads for which the RLST entry resource limit value was set to zero, disallowing any processing.

Fields Applicable for Db2 11 and Prior
SPECIFIC AUTH & PLAN

The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with both the plan name and the authorization ID to
determine a resource limit.

SPECIFIC AUTHID
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with only the authorization ID to determine a resource
limit for plans.

SPECIFIC PLAN
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with only the plan name to determine a resource limit.

BLANK AUTHID & PLAN
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with blank authorization ID and plan name to determine
a resource limit.

DEFAULT - NO ENTRY
The number of threads for which Db2 could find no matching RLST entry to determine a resource limit, and the
installation default limit, set in DSNZPARMS, was used.

DEFAULT - I/O ERROR
The number of threads for which Db2 could not access the RLST to determine a resource limit, and the
installation default limit, set in DSNZPARMS, was used.

N/A - SYSADM/SYSOPR
The number of threads for which Db2 did not access the RLST to determine a resource limit because the user has
SYSADM/SYSOPR authority.

SPEC AUTH, COLL, PKG
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with auth-ID, collection, and package to determine a
resource limit.

SPEC AUTH, ANY PKG
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with the authorization ID and collection ID to determine
a resource limit for packages.

SPEC AUTH, ANY COLL
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with only the authorization ID and package ID to
determine a resource limit.

SPC AUTH-ANY PK/COLL
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with only the authorization ID to determine a resource
limit for packages.
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SPECIFIC PKG/COLL
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with package ID and collection ID to determine a
resource limit for packages.

ANY AUTHID & PACKAGE
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with only collection ID to determine a resource limit for
packages.

ANY AUTHID & COLLID
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with only package ID to determine a resource limit for
packages.

ANY AUTH, PKG & COLL
The number of threads for which Db2 used an RLST entry with only 2 specified in the RLFFUNC column to
determine a resource limit for packages.

ROW FROM RLMT TABLE USED
Limit was obtained from a row in the RLMT table.

INFINITE LIMIT
The number of threads for which the RLST entry resource limit value was set to null, indicating that there is no
limit.

NO RUN OR ZERO LIMIT
The number of threads for which the RLST entry resource limit value was set to zero, disallowing any processing.

Other RLF Fields

NOTE
The following fields have two names listed. The first field name associates with the thread and the second field
name associates with the package. The package fields are only available for Db2 9 and prior versions.

LIMIT CODE / RLF LIMIT CODE
Specifies the numeric value of how the limit was determined.

TABLE ID / RLF TABLE ID
Specifies the two character suffix that identifies the active RLST from which the limit was determined.

SRVCE UNIT / SERVICE UNITS LIMIT
Indicates the number of service units allowed for any dynamic SQL statement issued from this thread or package.

CPU SECONDS / CPU SECONDS LIMIT
Indicates the maximum amount of CPU time in normal timer units that dynamic SQL being governed by the
resource limit facility is allowed to consume.

MAX CPU SEC / HIGHEST CPU SECONDS USED
Indicates the most CPU seconds used by a successful dynamic SQL statement in this thread or package.

BTACTTRL SQL DML Fields

The SQL DML fields show the number of SQL DML statements executed by the thread. Formatted as nnnnnnnn. Blanks
indicate that the SQL Data Section was not present in the accounting record.

BTACTTRL SQL DCL Fields

This section shows the the number of SQL DCL statements executed by the thread. Totals are formatted as nnnnnnnn.
Blanks indicate that the SQL Data Section was not present in the accounting record.
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BTACTTRL SQL DDL Fields

This section shows totals of SQL DDL statements executed by the thread. Values are shown for CREATE, DROP,
and ALTER (where appropriate). Values for CREATE are formatted as nnnnnn, and values for DROP and ALTER are
formatted as nnnnn. Blanks indicate that the SQL Data Section was not present in the accounting record.

BTACTTRL BIND

The Other SQL fields section shows totals of SQL that is not DML, DCL, or DDL. Totals are formatted as nnnnnn.

INCR. BINDS
Displays the number of times an Incremental Bind occurred. This bind when the plan is bound with
VALIDATE(RUN).

BTACTTRL Lock Activity Fields

The Lock Activity fields section shows totals for thread locking activity. The format is nnnnnn. Blanks indicate that the Lock
Usage Data Section or the Resource Limit Facility Data Section was not present in the accounting record.

The Lock Activity section contains the following fields:

TIMEOUTS
Displays the number of times the thread waited for a lock until the time limit specified in the Db2 parameters was
reached.

DEADLOCKS
Displays the number of times the thread was deadlocked with another thread.

ESCALATION (SHR)
Displays the number of times that the tablespace lock escalated from IS to S because the locks per tablespace
limit in the Db2 parameters was exceeded.

ESCALATION (EXC)
Displays the number of times that the tablespace lock escalated from IX to X because the locks per tablespace
limit in the Db2 parameters was exceeded.

MAX PAGE LOCKS
Max page locks held records the highest number of locks held concurrently by the thread.

SUSPENDS (LOCK)
Displays the number of times the thread was suspended waiting for a lock.

SUSPENDS (LATCH)
Displays the number of times the thread was suspended waiting for an internal DB2 latch.

SUSPENDS (OTHER)
Displays the number of suspensions not caused by a lock or latch.

TOT SUSPENSIONS
Displays the number of times the thread was suspended. This field is the sum of the previous three fields.

LOCK REQUESTS
Displays the number of IRLM lock requests.

UNLOCK REQUESTS
Displays the number of IRLM unlock requests.

QUERY REQUESTS
Displays the number of IRLM query requests.
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CHANGE REQUESTS
Displays the number of IRLM change requests. Typically issued to change a lock state from shared to exclusive.

OTHER REQUESTS
Displays the number of IRLM requests not in the above list.

BTACTTRL Global Locking Fields

The following fields describe global locking activity. The format is nnnnnn.

LOCK REQUESTS
The number of lock requests for P-locks. This is as opposed to QTXALOCK which contains the number of L-lock
requests.

UNLOCK REQUESTS
The number of unlock requests for P-locks. This is as opposed to QTXAUNLK which contains the number of
unlock requests for L-locks.

CHANGE REQUESTS
The number of change requests for P-locks. This is as opposed to QTXACHG which contains the number of
change requests for L-locks.

LOCK - XES
The number of lock requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the user's execution unit).
This count includes L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the request is suspended.

UNLOCK - XES
The number of unlock requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the user's execution unit).
This count includes L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the request is suspended.

CHANGE - XES
The number of change requests propagated to MVS XES synchronously (that is, under the user's execution unit).
This count includes L-locks and P-locks. This counter is not incremented if the request is suspended.

CONTENTIONS
IRLM

The number of suspends because of IRLM global resource contention. (IRLM lock states were in
conflict.) Global contention requires inter-system communication to resolve the lock conflict. In contrast,
local contention does not require inter-system communication to resolve the lock conflict. The sum of
QTGAIGLO (IRLM), QTGASGLO (XES), and QTGAFLSE (false) gives the total number of suspends
caused by global contention.

XES
The number of suspends because of MVS XES global resource contention (MVS XES lock states were in
conflict but IRLM lock states were not). For information about resolving resource contention, see IBM DB2
Data Sharing: Planning and Administration Guide.

FALSE
The number of suspends caused by false contentions. This occurs when different resource names hash
to the same entry in the coupling facility lock table. This causes MVS XES to detect contention on the
hash class. However, when MVS XES determines that there is no real conflict on the resource, the
contention is called false.

REQUESTS DENIED
The number of global lock or change requests denied because of an incompatible retained lock. For information
about retained locks, see IBM DB2 Data Sharing: Planning and Administration Guide.

NOTIFYS MSGS SENT
The number of notify messages sent.
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BTACTTRL Savepoints Fields

This section shows statistics on savepoints requests. Totals are formatted as nnnnnnn.

BTACTTRL Drain/Claim Fields

The Drain/Claim fields section shows claim and drain activity for the threads. DB2 utilities and commands can take over
access to some objects independently of transactions. A claim is a notification to DB2 that an object is being accessed.
A drain is the process of preventing new claims in order to obtain exclusive access to an object. Totals are formatted as
nnnnnnnn.

BTACTTRL List Prefetch Fields

The list prefetch section summarizes the use of Multiple Index Access Paths (MIAP) and list prefetch for the group of
threads. Format is nnnnnn.

BTACTTRL RID Pool Fields

This section of the BTACTTRL report shows the RID pool statistics for threads. The fields are formatted as nnnnnnnn.

RID OVERFLOW - STG
Displays the number of times that a RID list overflowed to a work file because no RID pool storage was available
to hold the list of RIDs.

RID OVERFLOW - LIMIT
Displays the number of times that a RID list overflowed to a work file because the number of RIDs exceeded
internal limits.

RID INTERRUPT - STG
Displays the number of times that appending to a RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted. Interruption occurred
because no RID pool storage was available to hold the list of RIDs.

RID INTERRUPT - LMT
Displays the number of times that appending to a RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted. Interruption occurred
because the number of RIDs exceeded internal limits.

RID MULTI-INDEX SKIP
Displays the number of times that RID list retrieval for multiple index access was not done because Db2 could
determine the outcome of index ANDing or ORing.

BTACTTRL Direct Row Access Fields

The direct row access fields section shows statistics about the use of direct row access. Averages are formatted as nnn.n.
Totals are formatted as nnnnnn.

BTACTTRL Workfile Fields

This section of the BTACTTRL report shows the workfile statistics for threads. The field is formatted as nnnnnnnn.

BLOCKS USED HWM
Displays the maximum number of workfile blocks that the agent used at one time (traditional workfile use, DGTT,
and DGTT indexes).
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BTACTTRL Row Access Fields

The Row Access fields show statistics about the number of rows accessed on behalf of the Db2 application.

BTACTTRL Query Parallelism Fields

This section shows query parallelism activity for the threads. Totals are formatted as nnnnnn. Averages are formatted as
nnnn.n.

BTACTTRL Insert Algorithm Fields

This section of the BTACTTRL report shows the insert algorithm statistics for threads. The fields are formatted as
nnnnnnnn.

IAG1 (BASIC) USED
Displays the number of times basic insert algorithm (IAG1) is used.

IAG2 (FAST) USED
Displays the number of times fast insert algorithm (IAG2) is used.

BTACTTRL Dynamic Prepare Fields

The dynamic prepare fields show totals for the use of the dynamic prepare facility.

BTACTTRL Stored Procedure Fields

The stored procedures fields section shows totals for stored procedures. Totals are formatted as nnnnnn.

SQL CALLS
The number of SQL CALL statements issued.

ABENDS
The number of times a stored procedure terminated abnormally.

TIMEOUTS
The number of times an SQL CALL statement timed out waiting to be scheduled.

REJECTED
The number of times an SQL CALL statement was rejected.

BTACTTRL UDF Fields

This section shows statistics about the use of user-defined functions. Averages are formatted as nnnn.n and totals are
formatted as nnnnnnn.

EXECUTIONS
The number of user-defined functions executed.

ABENDS
The number of times a user-defined function abended.

TIMEOUTS
The number of times a user-defined function timed out waiting to be scheduled.

REJECTED
The number of times a user-defined function was rejected.
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BTACTTRL Triggers Fields

This section of the BTACTTRL report displays statistics about the use of triggers. Averages are formatted as nnnn.n.
Totals are formatted as nnnnnnn.

STATEMENT TRIGGERS ACTIVATED
The number of times a statement trigger is activated.

ROW TRIGGERS ACTIVATED
The number of times a row trigger is activated.

SQL ERRORS DURING EXECUTION
The number of times an SQL error occurred during the execution of a triggered action.

MAX CASCADING LVL
Maximum level of nested SQL cascading due to triggers, user-defined functions, and stored procedures.

BTACTTRL Data Capture Fields

The data capture fields section shows Instrumentation Facility Interface trace activity. Totals are formatted as nnnnnn.
Averages are formatted as nnnn.n.

BTACTTRL Buffer Pool Activity Fields

This section of the BTACTTRL report shows the following buffer pool metrics. Totals are formatted as nnnnnn.

GETPAGE REQUESTS
Shows the number of buffer pool GETPAGE requests. This value includes all unconditional and successful
conditional requests. GETPAGE requests occur when Db2 accesses pages in the buffer pools to satisfy
application requests. The number of GETPAGE requests is a good indicator of how much work Db2 is doing.
An excessive number of GETPAGE requests usually indicates a poor access path, a poorly designed table, or
inefficient SQL coding. But it can also indicate that data is becoming physically disorganized. Use the SYSVIEW
for Db2 tracing facilities and the EXPLAIN output to determine which application statements and tables are
causing the GETPAGE requests. Analyze the access path to determine if the most efficient path is being taken. If
the access path has been consistent but the number of GETPAGEs is increasing, run PDASTATS or RUNSTATS
to examine if the data is disorganized. Use the tracing facilities and EXPLAIN to determine on which tables to run
PDASTATS or RUNSTATS.

SYNCHRONOUS READS
Shows how many synchronous physical I/O operations have occurred to read pages of data from the Db2
tables. An I/O is caused by the need to access application data or system data (from the Db2 catalog or directory)
that is not currently loaded into Db2's buffer pools.

NOTE
One READ I/O operation can bring in many pages of data, but typically just one page is read per I/O
operation. Several physical I/O operations can be issued to read one row in Db2 because I/O can be
done to read indexes, Db2 catalogs (for dynamic SQL), and Db2 directory (for plan and DBD data).

READ I/O operations do not include I/O performed for sequential prefetch, but do include READ I/O operations to
the temporary database (for sorting and intermediate table results).
The number of READ I/O operations is a good indicator of how much work Db2 is doing on behalf of an
application. The number of READ I/O operations can depend on the buffer pool size and the amount of Db2
activity. Therefore, this number can vary greatly between application runs executing the same SQL statements.

DISK CACHE HITS
Shows the number of synchronous read I/Os that resulted in disk cache hits. Disk cache hit indicates whether a
read request was zHyperlink eligible.
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ZHYPERLINK READS
Shows the number of synchronous read I/O operations that used zHyperLink.

ASYNCHRONOUS PAGES READS
Shows the number of asynchronous pages read by prefetch triggered by the agent.

READ EFFICIENCY
Shows the ratio of GETPAGEs to synchronous I/O operations.
An excessive number of READ I/O operations (a low GETPAGE per READ I/O ratio) might indicate poor buffer
pool usage (low buffer reuse), poor Db2 table design, or physically disorganized data. See if the number of
READ I/O operations is too high by comparing it to the number of buffer pool GETPAGE requests. The number
of GETPAGEs per READ I/O that is lower than 5 might indicate a problem. This data is easily and cheaply
obtainable at the application and system levels by viewing the application and subsystem history records.

NOTE
To use this field for the application, you need sufficient executions (or execution time) to ensure that
buffer reuse is initiated. If the system-wide ratio of GETPAGEs per READ I/O is less than 6, consider
increasing the size of the Db2 buffer pool. This increase depends on the storage constraint of your
system. Before increasing the size of the buffer pools, see if the Db2 applications are optimized.

A good way to check Db2 applications is to use the SYSVIEW for Db2 application exception analysis. If the
number of GETPAGEs per READ I/O is acceptable for the system but low for the application, ensure that the data
is physically organized as designed. Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 tracing facility to identify problematic tables.
After you identify problematic tables and corresponding tablespaces, check the PDASTATS or RUNSTATS data
to see if the tablespace is physically organized. Make sure that the PDASTATS or RUNSTATS data is current.
If the tablespace is well organized, investigate the database design. For example, consider clustering your data
in a different manner if several rows of data are being returned for the SQL statement. Use EXPLAIN data or
SYSVIEW for Db2 application probe to see which tables and indexes are being used.
If you are accessing multiple tables in SQL statements, you might want to merge parts or all tables (physically or
logically), or duplicate some of the columns from one table onto another. The goal is to try to eliminate accessing
one or more of the tables. However, if you are only accessing a few columns on some of the tables, create an
index on those columns so that Db2 must only access the index. Or split a large table into one or more smaller
tables separating frequently referenced columns from seldom used columns.

NOTE
A low buffer pool GETPAGE per READ I/O ratio is not bad in all cases. For example, if you have a low-
volume application or your SQL is susceptible to random READs, then the ratio is probably justified.

Other actions to reduce the I/O elapsed time include:

• Use fast devices for your most frequently used tables.
• Allocate frequently used tables across the available DASD to reduce the I/O contention. In particular

DSNDB07, which is used for work files for should be on a different device than your other high use data sets.
• Avoid having tables use secondary extents by coding large primary space allocations.
• Separate index and tablespace data sets.
• Use high values of PCTFREE and FREEPAGE for tables with frequent insert updates.
• Use segmented tablespaces.

HIT RATIO
Shows the percentage of time that the page was found in the buffer pool. A low hit ratio indicates that the average
time of a page residing in the buffer pool is too short. Consider increasing the buffer pool size.
The buffer pool hit ratio can have a negative value. Typically, when the prefetch process brings pages into the
buffer pool and they are then not referenced. This might happen in either of the following circumstances:

• When the query stops before it reaches the end of the table space.
• When Db2 steals prefetched pages for a reuse before the query can access them.
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BUFFER UPDATES
Shows the number of updates of records in the buffer pool. This counter includes updates to index records and
table updates. If the same record is updated twice within the same logical unit of work, it counts as two updates.
Updates do not reflect any I/O operations. Typically, no synchronous I/O operation is done for a buffer pool update
because of Db2's buffering algorithms and techniques. Read-only SQL statements and applications can have
buffer pool updates because of sorting and intermediate table results (such as use of the DSNDB07 temporary
database). You can only tune buffer pool updates that are caused by a sort. Investigate adding an index or
rewriting the query to avoid the sort.

SYNCHRONOUS WRITES
Shows the number of buffer pool WRITE I/O operations that required the application to wait before they
completed. Typically, a WRITE I/O operation is processed asynchronously and this field is zero for application
performance data. Occasional synchronous WRITE I/O operations are normal due to WRITEs occurring during
checkpoint processing or when a data set is closed. A consistently high number of synchronous WRITE I/O
operations indicates a problem. The following causes are common for the high number of synchronous WRITE I/
O operations:

• The buffer is 97.5 percent full (the Immediate write threshold).
• All write engines are busy.
• Low checkpoint frequency.

TIP
Since Db2 12, the maximum checkpoint frequency is 5 minutes. The default is 3 minutes. If you set
checkpoint frequency to a value higher than 5, 5 is used. If your checkpoint interval is much lower,
increase the CHKFREQ specification in DSNZPARM to increase the interval. Else, try to increase the
buffer pool size if possible.

SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQS
Shows the total number of times a sequential prefetch (or asynchronous read I/O) was requested. If all needed
pages are already in the buffer, then no I/O operation takes place. This field shows the number of requests for a
prefetch operation.
Through sequential prefetch, Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data into the buffer pool before the application has
to read them. Sequential prefetch can be invoked for indexspaces and tablespaces and typically occurs when the
data is being sequentially scanned.
The number of pages that Db2 reads for a prefetch request depends on the size of the buffer pool and the current
number of buffers available (buffer pages not in use or updated). Usually, sequential prefetch does not indicate a
problem. However, for an application or SQL statement that is to return only one row (as is typically the case for a
high-volume online transaction), sequential prefetch can indicate the lack of an index or Db2's choosing not to use
one (for example, performing an unnecessary tablespace scan).
Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 application exception analysis to flag the sequential prefetch activity in CICS and
IMS transactions. You can set the flag generically by connection name to be warned of potential CICS or IMS
application problems. CICS or IMS applications that must perform prefetch can be individually specified so that
they do not show up as exceptions.
Some applications are placed into production with little or no data, causing Db2 to choose a tablespace scan.
Initially, the application recognizes no problem. But, as more data is added to the table, Db2 starts to use
sequential prefetch, which indicates that all data is being scanned unnecessarily. In this case, rebind of the plan is
in order (if the correct indexes exist).
Another example of sequential prefetch indicating unnecessary tablespace scans, is plans being bound before
PDASTATS or RUNSTATS has been run. First, check to see if PDASTATS or RUNSTATS has been run, then
rebind the plan. Physically disorganized data can also cause Db2 to do unnecessary tablespace scans. Check
the PDASTATS or RUNSTATS data to see if it must be reorganized. Typically, EXPLAIN data should be reviewed
when applications are placed into production (or rebound). Exceptions should be noted for entries that do not use
indexes (high-volume CICS or IMS applications) or that have match columns of zero for an index use.
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LIST PREFETCH REQS
Shows the number of requests for a list prefetch operation. Through list prefetch, Db2 can access data pages
efficiently, even if the pages are not contiguous (unlike normal sequential prefetch which reads all pages
contiguously). Db2 determines the use of list prefetch at bind time. List prefetch is indicated by an L in the
Prefetch column of the PLAN_TABLE.
Three main phases to list prefetch are:

• RID (record identifiers) retrieval
• RID sort
• Data retrieval

During the RID retrieval phase, a list of required data pages is gathered through matching index scans, compiling
a list of RIDs. The RID list is then sorted in the RID pool by data page numbers. Finally, the data pages are
accessed by the sorted list. Like normal sequential prefetch, many pages are read with one I/O operation, with the
same number of pages and restrictions that apply to normal sequential prefetch.

NOTE
With list prefetch, the data is not in any specific order since RIDs are sorted by page number order.
To sort the data, use an ORDER BY clause. Db2 then performs an additional sort on retrieved data,
unlike a normal matching index scan not using list prefetch which can sometimes avoid the sort. When
a Hybrid join is used and the index is highly clustered, the sort of data page numbers might not be
needed.

Db2 uses list prefetch for one of the following reasons:

• Matching index scan when the cluster ratio is less than 80.
• Matching index scan when the cluster ratio is high, and the number of resulting rows is too few to make

sequential prefetch efficient, but large enough to prefer the use of list prefetch over normal read I/O.
• Multiple index access is involved.
• Accessing data for the inner table of a Hybrid join.

Db2 decides not to use list prefetch at bind time if:

• The estimated number of RIDs is to exceed 50 percent of the RID pool. The RID pool is separate from the
buffer pool. Its size is calculated as one half of the combined sizes of all buffer pools. Maximum size is 200
MB.

• The RID list is expected to exceed 16 million RIDs.

Db2 disables list prefetch at run time for multiple index ORing when more than 25% of the table is accessed, or
for multiple index ANDing when the number of RIDs in the RID list falls below 32. In these cases, Db2 uses a
different, more efficient, access path.

DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQS
Shows the number of dynamic prefetch requests performed due to sequential detection. If Db2 did not use
sequential or list prefetch at bind time, it can invoke sequential prefetch dynamically if it detects that the data or
index leaf pages are being accessed sequentially. Db2 turns off prefetch when the data is no longer accessed
sequentially, which does not apply to prefetch requests at bind time. This process is known as sequential
detection. Since it is detected at execution time, its use is not indicated in the PLAN_TABLE. Dynamic sequential
prefetch is subject to being disabled due to buffer pool shortages as is normal sequential prefetch.

CONDITIONAL GETPAGE FAILS
Shows the number of times that conditional getpage requests could not be satisfied for this buffer pool. A
conditional getpage only relates to queries processed in parallel. Conditional getpage indicates that the agent did
not wait for a page that was unavailable because of I/O in progress, or that the page was not found in the buffer
pool. Instead, control returned to the agent and asynchronous prefetch I/O was triggered. This number should be
close to zero, indicating that whenever Db2 required a page for a query using parallel I/O processing the page
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was already prefetched in the buffer pool. The value close to zero therefore indicates minimized time waiting for
synchronous I/O.
This counter can be high if, for example, the data in a cluster index scan is not truly clustered with the index key.
The data pages are not accessed sequentially, so the cluster ratio is invalid. Run PDASTATS or RUNSTATS to
update the ratio.
This counter can also determine the number of sequential prefetches scheduled for a page.

ZHYPERLINK CPU
Shows how much CPU time was spent for successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink I/O is synchronous with the
CPU, thus CPU time accumulates from the beginning of the I/O until it completes.

BTACTTRL Group Buffer Pool Fields

The following fields describe group buffer pool activity. Averages are formatted as nnnn.n. Totals are formatted as nnnnnn.

GROUP BUFFER POOL
Displays the group buffer pool for which the data applies (GBP0-GBP49, GBP32K-GBP32K9).

READS
HIT RATIO

Displays the average number of reads with data returned versus the total number of read access
attempts.

BUF INV
DATA RETURNED

—Displays the number of coupling facility read requests required because the buffer was marked
invalid. Data is returned from the group buffer pool.

DATA NOT RETURNED X-DB2 R/W
—Displays the number of coupling facility read requests required because the buffer was marked
invalid. Data is not returned from the group buffer pool and a directory entry is created if it does
not already exist. This means another Db2 in the group has R/W interest in the page set or
partition.

NO X-DB2 R/W
—Displays the number of coupling facility read requests required because the buffer was marked
invalid. Data is not returned from the group buffer pool and no directory entry is created for this
page. When no other Db2 in the group has R/W interest in the page set or partition, the process
of creating the directory entry can be avoided.

TOT NOT RETURNED
—Displays the total number of reads with data not returned due to buffer invalidated. This value
includes directory created and not created.

PG GONE
DATA RETURNED

—Displays the number of coupling facility reads necessary because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data was returned from the coupling facility.

DATA NOT RETURNED X-DB2 R/W
—Displays the number of coupling facility reads necessary because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data was not returned from the coupling facility. If a directory entry does
not already exist for the page, an entry is created.
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NO X-DB2 R/W
—Displays the number of coupling facility reads necessary because the requested page was not
found in the buffer pool. Data was not returned from the coupling facility, and no directory entry
was created.

TOT NOT RETURNED
—Displays the total number of reads with data not returned due to page not in buffer. This value
includes directory created and not created.

TOTAL
DATA RETURNED

—Displays the total number of reads with data returned. This value includes buffer invalidated
and page not in buffer.

DATA NOT RETURNED X-DB2 R/W
—Displays the total number of reads with data not returned but a directory entry is created due
to cross-Db2 read/write interest. This value includes buffer invalidated and page not in buffer
reasons.

NO X-DB2 R/W
—Displays the total number of reads with data not returned and a directory entry is not created
because there is no cross-Db2 read/write interest. This value includes buffer invalidated and page
not in buffer reasons.

TOT NOT RETURNED
—Displays the total number of reads in which data is not returned.

GETPGS GBP DEP PGS
Displays the getpage requests for group buffer pool dependent pages.

WRITES SYNC
CHGD PGS

Displays the number of changed pages written to the group buffer pool.
CLN PGS

Displays the number of clean pages written to the group buffer pool. Db2 writes clean pages for page sets
and partitions defined with GBPCACHE ALL.

TOTAL
Displays the total number of synchronous write operations.

WRT/REG MULTI PGS
Displays the number of write and register multiple (WARM) requests.

WRT/REG ONE PAGE
Displays the number of write and register (WAR) requests.

OTHER
UNREGISTER PAGE REQ

Displays the number of coupling facility requests to unregister a page.
EXPLICIT X-INV

Displays the number of explicit cross-invalidations.
ASYNC IXLCACHE REQ

Displays the number of asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for the primary group buffer pool.
XI SYNC-UP WAITS

Displays the number of IXLAXISN suspends waiting for asynchronous cross-invalidations to complete.
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SECONDARY
WRITES CHANGED PGS

Displays the number of coupling facility requests to write changed pages to the secondary group buffer
pool for duplexing.

WRITE CHECK SUSPEND
Displays the number of completion checks for writes to the secondary GBP that were suspended because
the write had not yet completed.

ASYNC IXLCACHE REQ
Displays the number of asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for the secondary group buffer pool.

PAGE P-LOCK
Displays the number of page p-lock requests and suspensions for space map pages, data pages, index leaf
pages, and unlock requests.

GETPGS GBP DEP PGS
Displays the getpage requests for group buffer pool dependent pages.

BTACTTRL Package Executions Fields

The package execution fields section of the BTACTTRL report shows package/DBRM SQL totals and response time
breakdown. To display data for the following fields, accounting trace classes 7 and 8 must be active while the thread is
running.

NOTE
Accounting trace class 10 must be active while the thread is running to populate the Package Locking and
Resource Limit Activity, Package Buffer Pool Activity, and Package SQL Activity sections in the report.

COLL ID
Displays the name of the collection to which this package belongs.

PROGRAM
Displays the DBRM or package name.

DB2 ELAP ALL EXECS
Shows the accumulated time in Db2 that the application has spent processing Db2 requests for the Package or
DBRM. The time includes I/O time, CPU, paging time, swap outs, and suspend time.

DB2 ELAP THIS EXEC
Shows the time in Db2 that the application has spent processing Db2 requests during the most recent execution
of this package or DBRM.

DB2 TCB THIS EXECS
Displays TCB CPU time for the most recent execution of this package or DBRM.

% DB2 ELP THIS X
Shows for the most recent execution of the package or DBRM, the percentage of the elapsed time in Db2 that
was attributable to TCB CPU time.

SQL COUNT
Displays the accumulated number of SQL statements issued in this package or DBRM. This field might not equal
the total of all SQL statement counters (QXST data section) because QXST does not count all SQL statements.
For example, it does not count COMMIT or ROLLBACK statements.

STORPROC EXECUTED
Displays the total number of stored procedures executed.

UDFs SCHEDULED
Displays the total number of user-defined functions scheduled.
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PKG SWITCHED TO
Shows the number of times a package switch occurred for this package. A package switch occurs when another
package has been executing, and this page begins executing. Initial execution of the first pack in an application
counts as a package switch.

ROLLUPS
Specifies the number of threads that roll data into the record.

SCHEMA NAME
Displays the schema name under which a stored procedure, user-defined function, or trigger executes.

ROUTINE NAME
Displays the name of the trigger, stored procedure, or user-defined function.

ROUTINE TYPE
Specifies the routine type as one of the following options: a trigger, stored procedure, or user-defined function.

REL INCOMPAT
Indicates a release incompatible function in the package.

DB2 TCB
Displays the Db2 TCB fields, which indicate the following information:

• The number of Db2 entry and exit events processed for the package or DBRM. This field gives the number of
entry and exit events processed to calculate the processor times.

• The TCB CPU time accumulated in the application's address space (connecting thread's TCB) while
processing Db2 requests for the package or DBRM. This field is calculated for threads by taking the z/OS TCB
CPU time on exit from Db2 and subtracting the z/OS TCB CPU time on entry to Db2.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is TCB CPU time and the percentage of the thread
elapsed time in Db2 that is TCB CPU time.

I/O
Displays the I/O fields, which indicate the following information:

• The number of wait trace events processed for waits for I/O requests that were initiated by the same thread
(synchronous I/O requests) for the package or DBRM. This count reflects begin and end wait events so that
the actual number of suspends is this number divided by 2.

• The time in Db2 that the application has spent processing I/O requests for the package or DBRM. This field is
for synchronous I/O only. The value includes synchronous read and write I/O (including selected synchronous
log I/O).

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is I/O time and the percentage of the thread elapsed
time in Db2 that is I/O time.

LOCK/LATCH
Displays the LOCK/LATCH fields, which indicate the following information:

• The number of wait trace events for waits for a Db2 resource or a serializing process (latch) for the package or
DBRM. This count reflects begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured is this
number divided by 2.

• The time for which the application was suspended while waiting for a Db2 resource or a serializing process
(latch) for the package or DBRM. This time does not reflect the page latch wait time.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Lock/Latch time and the percentage of the thread
elapsed time in Db2 that is Lock/Latch time.

OTHER READ I/O
Displays other read I/O information as follows:
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• The number of wait trace events processed for a read I/O event that is being performed by another thread for
the package or DBRM. This count reflects begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends
measured is this number divided by 2.

• The time for which the application was suspended while waiting for a read I/O event that is being performed by
another thread for the package or DBRM.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Other Read I/O time and the percentage of the
thread elapsed time in Db2 that is Other Read I/O time.

OTHER WR I/O
Displays other write I/O information as follows:

• The number of wait trace events processed for a write I/O event that is being performed by another thread for
the package or DBRM. This count reflects begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends
measured is this number divided by 2.

• The time for which the application was suspended while waiting for a write I/O event that is being performed by
another thread for the package or DBRM.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Other Write I/O time and the percentage of the
thread elapsed time in Db2 that is Other Write I/O time.

DB2 SERVICES
Specifies the number of wait trace events for synchronous execution unit switches for Db2 services for the
package or DBRM. This count reflects begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends
measured is this number divided by 2.
The following Db2 service waits are included in this field:

• Open/close data set
• SYSLGRNG update
• HSM recall data set
• Commit phase 2 (for read-only threads originating from TSO or batch)
• Dataspace manager services
• Define data set
• Extend data set
• Delete data set

The Db2 services fields also include the following information:

• The time for which the application was suspended while waiting for synchronous execution unit switches for
Db2 services.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Db2 services time and the percentage of the thread
elapsed time in Db2 that is Db2 services time.

LOG QUIESCE
Displays the Log Quiesce fields as follows:

• The number of wait trace events processed for suspends due to an -ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command for the package or DBRM. This count reflects begin and end wait events so that the actual number
of suspends measured is this number divided by 2.

• Next is the time for which the application was suspended due to an -ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command for the package or DBRM.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Log Quiesce time and the percentage of the thread
elapsed time in Db2 that is Log Quiesce time.

DRAIN LOCK
Displays the drain lock fields as follows:
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• The number of wait trace events processed for waits for drain locks for the package or DBRM. This count will
reflect both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured will be this number
divided by 2.

• The next field is the time for which the application was suspended for drain locks for the package or DBRM.
• The last two fields are the percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Drain Lock time and the

percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is Drain Lock time.

CLAIM RELEASE
Displays the claim release fields as follows:

• The number of wait trace events processed for waits for claims to be released for the package or DBRM. This
count reflects begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured is this number
divided by 2.

• The time for which the application was suspended for a drain when waiting for claims to be released for the
package or DBRM. After the drain lock is acquired, the drainer must wait for claim holders to release the
object.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Claim Release time and the percentage of the
thread elapsed time in Db2 that is Claim Release time.

ARCH LOG READ
Displays the archive log read fields as follows:

• The number of wait trace events processed for archive read for the package or DBRM. This count reflects both
begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured is this number divided by 2.

• The time for which the application was suspended for an archive read from tape for the package or DBRM.
• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Archive Log Read time and the percentage of the

thread elapsed time in Db2 that is Archive Log Read time.

PG LATCH CONT
Displays the PG LATCH CONT fields as follows:

• The number of wait trace events processed for page latch contention for the package or DBRM. This count
reflects begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured is this number divided by
2.

• The time for which the application was suspended package or DBRM. For example, when RUNSTATS and
COPY utilities are run with the SHRLEVEL(CHANGE) option, they use a page latch instead of locking in order
to serialize the collection of statistics or the copying of a page.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is Page Latch Contention time and the percentage of
the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is Page Latch Contention time.

WT DS MSGS
Displays the WT DS MSGS fields as follows:

• The number of wait trace events processed for sending messages to other members in the data sharing
group for the package or DBRM. This count reflects begin and end wait events so that the actual number of
suspends measured is this number divided by 2.

• The time for which the application was suspended for sending messages to other members in the data sharing
group for the package or DBRM. One common use of inter-system message sending is when database
descriptors are changed due to create, alter, or drop statements.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is data sharing message wait time, and the
percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is data sharing message wait time.

WT S-PROC TCB
Displays the WT S-PROC TCB fields as follows:
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• The number of wait trace events processed for waiting for an available TCB before the stored procedure
could be scheduled for the package or DBRM. This count reflects begin and end wait events so that the actual
number of suspends measured is this number divided by 2.

• The time for which the application was suspended for waiting for an available TCB before the stored procedure
could be scheduled for the package or DBRM.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is stored procedure TCB wait time, and the
percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is stored procedure TCB wait time.

WT GLBL CONT
Displays the WT GLBL CONT fields as follows:

• The number of wait trace events processed for waits for global lock contention for the package or DBRM.
This count reflects begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured is this number
divided by 2.

• The time for which the application was suspended for waiting for an IRLM lock request due to global lock
contention, which requires inter-system communication to resolve, for the package or DBRM. QPACAWTL
gives wait time caused by local lock contention, which does not require inter-communication to resolve. One
common use of inter-system message sending is when database descriptors are changed due to create, alter,
or drop statements.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is global lock contention wait time, and the
percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is global lock contention wait time.

WT UDF TCB
Displays the WT UDF TCB fields as follows:

• The first field shows the total elapsed time spent waiting for an available TCB before the user-defined function
could be scheduled.

• The last two fields show the percent of this package's Db2 elapsed time and the percentage of the thread's
Db2 elapsed time spent waiting for an available TCB before the user-defined function could be scheduled.

GLB CHLD L-LK
Displays the GLB CHLD L-LK fields as follows:

• The number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for child L-locks. This count reflects
both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured will be this number divided
by 2.

• The time for which the application was suspended for global contention for child L-locks.
• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for the child L-locks wait time.
• The percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for child L-locks.

GLB OTHR L-LK
Displays the GLB OTHR L-LK fields as follows:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for other L-locks.
This count will reflect both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured will be
this number divided by 2.

• Next are the average and total time for which the application was suspended for global contention for other L-
locks.

• The last two fields are the percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for other
L-locks wait time, and the percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for other L-
locks.

GLB PSET P-LK
Displays the GLB PSET P-LK fields as follows:
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• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for pageset/
partition P-locks. This count will reflect both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends
measured will be this number divided by 2.

• Next are the average and total time for which the application was suspended for global contention for pageset/
partition P-locks.

• The last two fields are the percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for pageset/
partition P-locks wait time, and the percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for
pageset/partition P-locks.

GLB PAGE P-LK
Displays the GLB PAGE P-LK fields as follows:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for page P-locks.
This count will reflect both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured will be
this number divided by 2.

• Next are the average and total time for which the application was suspended for global contention for page P-
locks.

• The last two fields are the percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for page
P-locks wait time, and the percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for page P-
locks.

GLB OTHR P-LK
Displays the GLB OTHR P-LK fields as follows:

• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waits for global contention for other P-locks.
This count will reflect both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured will be
this number divided by 2.

• Next are the average and total time for which the application was suspended for global contention for other P-
locks.

• The last two fields are the percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for other
P-locks wait time, and the percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is global contention for other P-
locks.

Package Locking and Resource Limit Activity
Displays the package locking and resource limit activity fields. The data in these fields applies to the specified
package and is a subset of the total for the accounting record.

Package Buffer Pool Activity
Displays the package buffer pool activity fields. The data in these fields applies to the specified package and is a
subset of the total for the accounting record.

Package SQL Activity
Displays the package SQL activity fields. The data in these fields applies to the specified package and is a subset
of the total for the accounting record.

DB2 ZIIP CPU
Four fields are shown:

• The average and total zIIP CPU time for executing SQL for the package.
• The last two fields are the percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2, and the percentage of the thread

elapsed time in Db2 that is zIIP CPU time.

TCP/IP LOB
Six fields are shown:
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• The average and total number of wait trace events processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB materialization. This
count will reflect both begin and end wait events so that the actual number of suspends measured will be this
number divided by 2.

• Next are the average and total time for which the application was suspended for TCP/IP LOB materialization.
• The last two fields are the percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2, and the percentage of the thread

elapsed time in Db2 that is spent waiting on TCP/IP LOB materialization.

COPY ID
Displays the copy ID of the package.

BTACTTRL Other DB2 Fields

The other Db2 fields in the BTACTTRL report display the following information:

• The total package or DBRM elapsed time in Db2 that is not included in the TCB time or in any of the suspension
categories. The most common contributors to “other Db2 time” are z/OS paging and processor wait time.

• The percentage of the package elapsed time in Db2 that is other Db2 time.
• The percentage of the thread elapsed time in Db2 that is other Db2 time.

BTACTTRL Distributed Activity Fields

The distributed activity fields describe processing statistics in a distributed environment. Statistics are provided for
distributed requests sent to another location and for requests received from another location.

The availability of data depends on whether the thread is an allied distributed thread (requestor) or a distributed database
access thread (DBAT or server). Some information is applicable only to Db2 private protocol and is not collected or valid
for threads that use DRDA protocol.

REQUESTOR
Displays the remote location requesting data from the local location.

SERVER
Displays the remote serving location.

REMOTE PRDID
Displays the product ID of the remote location.

REMOTE PRDLVL
Displays the Product Level, if known.

PROTOCOL
Displays the type of connection that is used to communicate with the server:
Private

Specifies the number of threads using private protocol or system directed access. Only Db2 subsystems
can communicate using this connection. An application can use SQL that uses an alias or a three part
name to access the other subsystem.

DRDA
Specifies the number of threads using DRDA protocol or application directed access. Non-Db2
subsystems can communicate using this connection. An application can use the SQL CONNECT
statement to access the other subsystem.

REQ AUTH ID
Displays the Db2 auth ID at the Db2 subsystem where the SQL application is running (the requestor location).
This field shows the auth ID before name translation and before the connection exit at the requestor site was
invoked.
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REQ CORR ID
Displays the Db2 correlation ID at the Db2 subsystem where the SQL application is running (the requestor
location).

REQ PLAN ID
Displays the Db2 plan that the SQL application used at the Db2 subsystem where the SQL application is running
(the requestor location).

REQUSTOR ELAP
Displays the elapsed time spent at the requestor location waiting for completion of work by a database access
agent. This value is maintained at the requestor location. This value includes both Db2 and VTAM processing time
and network time. This value is calculated by accumulating the difference between the store clock values obtained
before and after each VTAM request.

SERVER ELAP
Displays the elapsed database access agent time at the serving location. This value is updated at the requestor
location and is reported only for system-directed access. If the agent uses both system-directed and application-
directed access to communicate with the serving location, only the elapsed time associated with the system-
directed access is reported, and this time can be misleading. If only application-directed access is used, this value
is zero. The protocol flag (QLACFLGS) indicates whether system-directed or application-directed access, or both,
are used. (The value which is sent from the server location to the requestor location does not include VTAM or
network elapsed time.) This value is calculated by accumulating the difference between the store clock values
obtained after receiving a request message and before sending the associated reply message. When block fetch
is used, this time can be larger than the requestor elapsed time (QLACCPUL).

SERVER CPU
Displays the database access agent CPU time at the serving location. This value is updated at the requestor
location and is intended for problem determination only. You should not use this value for charge back. The
reported value does not include most of the time spent in VTAM. This value is only reported for system-directed
access requests. If the agent uses both system-directed and application-directed access to communicate with the
remote location, then only the CPU time associated with the system-directed access is reported, and this report
can be misleading. If only application-directed access is used, this value is zero. The protocol flag (QLACFLGS)
indicates whether system-directed access, application-directed access, or both, are used. This value is calculated
by accumulating the amount of CPU time spent by the database access thread at the Db2 server each time a
request message is processed. Certain programming techniques can cause this value not to be received at the
requestor location (and therefore not included in this field), even though the CPU time was spent at the serving
location and was properly measured and sent to the requestor location.

WAIT MAX DBAT
Displays the total time that the thread spent waiting for a DBAT to become available. This value significantly
increases when Db2 reaches or exceeds its maximum number of DBATs. Verify the QDSTQDBT field value to see
whether the MAXDBAT threshold was reached. Adjust the MAXDBAT value to increase the maximum number of
DBATs.

NOTE
Minor delays may occur when DBATs are dynamically created to service the work, even when
MAXDBAT is not reached. Adjust the ZPARM POOLINAC so that DBATs remain available longer.

ROLLUP THRDS
Displays the number of threads for which data is rolled up in this QLAC data section. For nonrollup QLAC
sections, this value is one. For rollup QLAC sections, this value is one or greater.

THRDS INDOUBT
Displays the number of threads that became indoubt with the remote location as the coordinator (two-phase
commit operations only). A large value might indicate network problems.
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CONVERSATIONS QUEUED
Displays the accumulated number of conversations that have been queued. A conversation, in the SNA sense, is
a connection between two application programs using LU6.2 protocol to communicate. This counter should not
increase significantly during non-peak times.

CONVERSATIONS SENT
Displays the number of conversations that were initiated from the remote location. A conversation is a specific
instance of using an LU6.2 session to transfer information between a requestor and a server. A session is a
logical connection between a requestor and a server.

CONVERSATIONS ALLOCATED
Displays the number of successful conversation allocations. The difference between the number of conversations
sent and this field can be used to identify a session resource constraint problem. The count of the number of
unsuccessful conversations is useful for session tuning. The protocol flag (QLACFLGS) indicates whether the
conversations use system-directed access, application-directed access, or both. This value is maintained at the
requestor location.

CONVERSATIONS TERMINATED
Displays the number of terminated conversations. This value might be different than the number of successful
conversation allocations because not all conversations are terminated when the accounting record is written. The
protocol flag (QLACFLGS) indicates whether the conversations use system-directed access, application-directed
access, or both. This value is maintained at the requestor location.

CONVERSATIONS MAX OPEN
Displays the largest number of conversations open at any time. The protocol flag (QLACFLGS) indicates whether
the conversations use system-directed access, application-directed access, or both. This value is maintained at
the requestor location.

TRANS SENT
Displays the number of database access thread allocation requests sent to the remote location. This value is only
meaningful at the requestor location.

TRANS RECEIVED
Displays the number of database access thread allocation requests received from the remote location. This value
is only meaningful at the server location.

COMMITS SENT
Displays the number of commit requests sent to the server location (single-phase commit operations only). This
value is maintained at the requestor location.

COMMITS RECEIVED
Displays the number of commit requests received from the requestor (single-phase commit operations only). This
value is maintained at the server location.

ABORTS SENT
Displays the number of rollback requests sent to the server location (single-phase commit operations only). This
value is maintained at the requestor location.

ABORTS RECEIVED
Displays the number of rollback requests received from the requestor location (single-phase commit operations
only). This value is maintained at the server location.

MESSAGES SENT
Displays the number of messages sent to the remote location. A message, as defined by VTAM, is a group of
characters and control bit sequences transferred as an entity. This value is maintained at the location where the
messages originated.
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MESSAGES RECEIVED
Displays the number of messages received from the remote location. More messages might be sent from the
server location than are received by the requestor because of the way distributed SQL statements are processed
internally. This value is maintained at the location where the messages were received.

SQL SENT
Displays the number of SQL statements sent to the remote server. This field is updated at the requestor location.

SQL RECEIVED
Displays the number of SQL statements received from the requestor location. This value is updated at the server
location.

BLOCKS SENT
Displays the number of blocks transmitted using block fetch. This value is maintained at the server location.

BLOCKS RECEIVED
Displays the number of blocks received using block fetch. This value is maintained at the requestor location.

ROWS SENT
Displays the number of rows of data sent to the requestor location. This count includes SQLDA. This value is
updated at the server location.

ROWS RECEIVED
Displays the number of rows of data retrieved from the server location. This count does not include the SQLDA
or SQLCA if they are transmitted. This count is maintained at the requestor location. Block fetch can significantly
affect the number of rows sent across the network. Used with cursors that do not update data, block fetch groups
the rows retrieved by an SQL query into as large a block of rows as fit into the message buffer, and transmits
it over the network. Therefore, more rows of data might be sent from the server location than are received by
the requesting allied thread. Especially when system-directed access is used because multiple blocks can be
transmitted from the server with no intervening messages sent by the requestor.

ROWS IN MSG BF
Displays the number of rows transmitted or received in the Db2 message buffers using block fetch. This field
counts both requestor and server activity.

BYTES SENT
Displays the number of bytes of data sent to the requestor location. This value is maintained at the server
location.

BYTES RECEIVED
Displays the number of bytes of data received from the server location. More bytes of data might be sent from
the server location than are received by the requestor because of the way that distributed SQL statements are
processed internally.

STMTS BOUND AT SERVER
Displays the number of SQL statements that were bound for remote access (system-directed access only). This
value is maintained at the requestor location.

BLK FETCH MODE SWITCH
Displays the accumulated number of times a switch was made from continuous block mode to limited block
mode. This field only applies to system-directed access using the Db2's private protocols. A switch from
continuous block to limited block indicates a shortage of conversations between two Db2 subsystems. Continuous
block mode is more efficient for response time because fewer messages are transmitted and overlapped
(asynchronous) processing is performed at the requestor and server. However, with continuous block mode, a few
more resources can be used because Db2 allocates a different conversation per open cursor.
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BTACTTRL Two Phase Commit Operations Fields

The Two Phase Commit Operations fields show statistics related to multi-site update. This facility increases the flexibility
of distributed Db2 applications by permitting updates to more than one remote site within a commit scope. Multi-site
update allows programs to update data in multiple database systems with coordinated recovery among all the systems.

PREPARE REQUESTS SENT
Displays the number of prepare requests sent to the participant.

PREPARE REQUESTS RECEIVED
Displays the number of prepare requests received from the coordinator.

LAST AGT REQUESTS SENT
Displays the number of last agent requests sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only). A last
agent request reduces the number of messages sent for the commit. When Db2 is the requestor, this counter is
incremented when a conversation is deallocated and the conversation was not used since the last commit (both
conditions must be true). If this number is large, and your application design permits it, you can save another
message by issuing a release before the commit.

LAST AGT REQUESTS RECEIVED
Displays the number of last agent requests received from the initiator. This counter is incremented when the Db2
server is receiving a last agent request from its upstream partner. When DbB2 is the requestor, this counter is
incremented when a conversation is deallocated and the conversation was not used since the last commit (both
conditions must be true). If this number is large, and your application design permits it, you can save another
message by issuing a release before the commit (only for a Db2 requestor).

COMMIT REQUESTS SENT
Displays the number of commit requests sent to the participant.

COMMIT REQUESTS RECEIVED
Displays the number of commit requests received from the coordinator.

BACKOUT REQUESTS SENT
Displays the number of backout requests sent to the participant.

BACKOUT REQUESTS RECEIVED
Displays the number of backout requests received from the coordinator.

FORGET RESPONSES SENT
Displays the number of forget responses sent to the coordinator. This indicates that the participant was read-only.

FORGET RESPONSES RECEIVED
Displays the number of forget responses received from the participant. This indicates that the participant was
read-only.

COMMIT RESPONSES SENT
Displays the number of request commit responses sent to the coordinator.

COMMIT RESPONSES RECEIVED
Displays the number of request commit responses received from the participant.

BACKOUT RESPONSES SENT
Displays the number of backout responses sent to the coordinator (two-phase commit operations only). This
indicates that the participant voted no to the prepare request.

BACKOUT RESPONSES RECEIVED
Displays the number of backout responses received from the participant (two-phase commit operations only). This
indicates that the participant voted no.
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THREADS INDOUBT
Displays the number of threads that became indoubt with the remote location as the coordinator. A large value
might indicate network problems.

COMMITS PERFORMED
Displays the number of commit operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator.

ROLLBACKS PERFORMED
Displays the number of rollback operations performed with the remote location as the coordinator.

BTACTTRL TOP xx Index Report Fields

When the TOP xx clause is specified without the ONLY option, an index report is produced for each field name specified
in each TOP xx clause contained in the request.

BTACTTRL Eligible Times Fields

This section displays the accumulated elapsed, CPU, and CPU consumed on an IBM specialty engine times where
accelerator-eligible SQL was processed in DB2. The accumulated CPU executed on a standard CP for zIIP-eligible work
is also displayed.

BTACTTRL Longest Wait Fields

This section of the BTACTTRL report provides information about the longest wait time for resources that are in conflict.

Every Db2 thread has to access several resources to produce proper results. As Db2 continues to scale up to handle
larger workloads and more concurrent transactions, there is an increasing chance that competing threads have to access
the same resources.

Access to those resources typically has to be serialized to maintain data consistency. When such a resource is not
available, the thread has to wait.

This section of the BTACTTRL report provides the following metrics:

TYPE
Displays the type of the longest waiter.

I/O DBNAME
Displays the database ID when the type is sync/async I/O.

I/O PGSET
Displays the pageset ID when the type is sync/async I/O.

LATCH CLS
Displays the longest held latch class.

LATCH TKN
Displays the longest held latch token.

RES TYPE
Displays the lock resource type of the longest lock held.

RES
Displays the lock resource name of the longest lock held.

BEGIN
Displays the start time of the longest held lock/latch.
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END
Displays the end time of the longest held lock/latch.

DURATION
Displays the duration of the longest held lock/latch.

RMID
Displays the RMID of the longest running service task.

FUNCTION
Displays the function code of the longest running service task.

BEGIN
Displays the start time of the longest running service task.

END
Displays the end time of the longest running service task.

DURATION
Displays the duration of the longest running service task.

DATABASE
Displays the database ID that was impacted by the longest page latch wait.

PAGESET
Displays the pageset ID that was impacted by the longest page latch wait.

PART
Displays the part number that was impacted by the longest page latch wait.

PAGE
Displays the page number that was impacted by the longest page latch wait.

BEGIN
Displays the start time of the longest page latch wait.

END
Displays the end time of the longest page latch wait.

DURATION
Displays the duration (elapsed time) of the longest page latch wait.

BTACTTRS Short Trace of Accounting Information Report
The BTACTTRS provides an online trace listing of all Db2 accounting records. Use this report to identify application
problems quickly.

Report characteristics:

• Request Type: Event Trace
• Report options: Column format (data from each accounting record prints on one line)
• If the PACKAGE parameter is specified, each unique combination of AUTH-ID and PLAN-NAME prints the group

containing package details
• Records displayed: (003) ACCT (accounting trace)

MM/DD/YY 11:40:49                                                                                            

       PAGE     1

REQUEST: BTACTTRS                                                                                            

    DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 03:00:05                                                                             
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                                             SHORT TRACE OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION                           

                 

 

                     THREAD     TERM                             OPEN+  CTL+     THREAD         DB2        GET

  READ  LOCK    

 AUTHID  PLANNAME    ENDED      COND    SEL I/U/D  PREP    FETCH CLOSE   DEF    ELAPSED       CPU TIME   PAGES

  I/OS  SUSP    

-------- -------- ----------- ------- ----- ----- ----- -------- ----- ----- ------------- ------------- -----

 ----- -----    

SINTI01  RCUUI999 03:00:05.60 N DEALL     3     0     0        1     2     0        0.0348        0.0018   100

    10     0    

 

 

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* 

  | Collection         Package            Stmts     Elapsed     CP CPU   zIIP CPU I/O Susp  Lk Susp Oth Susp

 Acc Susp Incmp | 

  | AUTHI999_COM       PTADRVAC               2        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 

    0.00 NO    | 

  | AUTHI999_COM       PTASQLID               1        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 

    0.00 NO    | 

  | AUTHI999_COM       PTASADM                1        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 

    0.00 NO    | 

  | AUTHI999_BSSP      PTASSPI                4        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 

    0.00 NO    | 

 

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* 

 

                     THREAD     TERM                             OPEN+  CTL+     THREAD         DB2        GET

  READ  LOCK    

 AUTHID  PLANNAME    ENDED      COND    SEL I/U/D  PREP    FETCH CLOSE   DEF    ELAPSED       CPU TIME   PAGES

  I/OS  SUSP    

-------- -------- ----------- ------- ----- ----- ----- -------- ----- ----- ------------- ------------- -----

 ----- -----    

SINTI01  RCUUI999 03:00:05.92 N DEALL     2     0     1        2     2     0        0.1785        0.0013     8

     1     0    

 

 

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* 

  | Collection         Package            Stmts     Elapsed     CP CPU   zIIP CPU I/O Susp  Lk Susp Oth Susp

 Acc Susp Incmp | 

  | AUTHI999_COM       PTADRVAC               2        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 

    0.00 NO    | 

  | AUTHI999_COM       PTASQLID               1        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 

    0.00 NO    | 

  | RCUUI999_UPDATE    RUA$LST2               5        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 

    0.00 NO    | 

 

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* 
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                     THREAD     TERM                             OPEN+  CTL+     THREAD         DB2        GET

  READ  LOCK   

 AUTHID  PLANNAME    ENDED      COND    SEL I/U/D  PREP    FETCH CLOSE   DEF    ELAPSED       CPU TIME   PAGES

  I/OS  SUSP   

-------- -------- ----------- ------- ----- ----- ----- -------- ----- ----- ------------- ------------- -----

 ----- -----   

SINTI01  RCUUI999 03:00:06.07 N DEALL     3     0     0        0     0     0        0.0046        0.0007    11

     0     0   

 

 

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*

  | Collection         Package            Stmts     Elapsed     CP CPU   zIIP CPU I/O Susp  Lk Susp Oth Susp

 Acc Susp Incmp |

  | AUTHI999_COM       PTADRVAC               2        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 

    0.00 NO    |

  | AUTHI999_COM       PTASQLID               1        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 

    0.00 NO    |

  | AUTHI999_COM       PTASADM                1        0.00       0.00       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00 

    0.00 NO    |

 

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*

The sample BTACTTRS report contains the following TOP xx clause: TOP 50 THD-ELAPSED. The following example
shows the sample top index portion of the report for the TOP 50 THD-ELAPSED field:

MM/DD/YY 11:42:04                                                                                            

            PAGE   294

REQUEST: BTACTTRS                                                                                            

         DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 09:00:34                                                                             

                      

 

                                           SHORT TRACE OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION                             

                      

                                             INDEX OF TOP    50 BY THD-ELAPSED                               

                      

 

 TOP  TIMESTAMP                  PLAN     CONN     CORR ID      AUTH ID  THRD ACE DATA VALUE                

 PAGE NUM LINE NUMBER  

----- -------------------------- -------- -------- ------------ -------- -------- --------------------------

 -------- ------------ 

    1 YYYY-08-11 09:44:53.626340 D80KMAIN TSO      USERJ01      USERJ01  2B066EF0 01:01:11.2549              

     111         6076 

    2 YYYY-08-10 11:29:38.690747          DB2CALL  IDCTRC$Z     USER0A4  267749D0    47:41.8326              

      26         1397 

    3 YYYY-08-10 11:29:38.653124          DB2CALL  IDCTRC$Z     USER0A4  26774C80    47:24.6665              

      26         1395 

    4 YYYY-08-10 11:29:38.664601          DB2CALL  IDCTRC$Z     USER0A4  265B4C00    47:19.0849              

      26         1396 

    5 YYYY-08-11 09:47:04.016044 DGL1R151 DB2CALL  USERLD03     USERK03  2B0671A0    42:11.0605              

     114         6268 
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    6 YYYY-08-11 09:47:03.994733 DGL1R151 DB2CALL  USERLD03     USERK03  2B067C60    42:10.0910              

     114         6267 

    7 YYYY-08-10 11:28:58.281448 DSNREXX  DB2CALL  USERML35     USER0A4  297526C0    39:22.4930              

      26         1387 

    8 YYYY-08-10 10:09:39.576721 DSNREXX  DB2CALL  USERML35     USER0A4  265B4C00    39:16.7584              

      12          646 

    9 YYYY-08-11 11:20:18.867001 DSNUTIL  UTILITY  USERLD01     USERK03  295F9C80    32:58.0103              

     258        14165 

   10 YYYY-08-10 09:52:08.358870 RQPAR999 DB2CALL  USEREB1      USEREB1  265B33D0    28:57.1141              

       8          416 

   11 YYYY-08-10 11:07:28.769671 RQPAR999 DB2CALL  USEREA1      USEREA1  26773F10    27:08.5430              

      20         1062 

   12 YYYY-08-10 11:07:34.666360 RQPAR999 DB2CALL  USEREB1      USEREB1  26774470    26:32.2873              

      20         1063 

   13 YYYY-08-11 10:09:55.811721 DGL1R151 DB2CALL  USERLD03     USERK03  2B174C00    22:23.2586              

     179         9835

The BTACTTRS report contains the following fields (on the Short Trace of Accounting Information screen):

AUTHID
Shows the authorization ID.

PLANNAME
Shows the plan name. Blanks can indicate a command thread (a thread that is used to issue a Db2 command) or
a data collector thread.

THREAD ENDED
Shows the time the accounting record was written. Usually indicates the time that the thread terminated. Format
HH:MM:SS.TT.

TERM-COND
Indicates why this accounting record was written and how the thread terminated. The first letter indicates the
status of the termination (N—Normal; A—Abnormal; W—Work Unit in Doubt):
N IFC

Shows the number of times an accounting record was written with code 4. This situation occurs only when
a monitoring program requests an accounting record from the Instrumentation Facility Interface.

N RSGNN
Shows the number of times an accounting record was written with code 6. This situation occurs when a
re-signon (also known as partial sign-on) occurs.

N USER
Shows the number of times an accounting record was written with code 8. This situation occurs when a
new user reuses a thread.

N INACT
Shows the number of times an accounting record was written with code 10. This situation occurs when a
DDF thread goes inactive.

N DEALL
Shows the number of times an accounting record was written with code 12. This situation occurs when a
thread terminates normally.

N END
Shows the number of times an accounting record was written with code 16. This situation occurs when an
application program terminates normally.
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A ABEND
Shows the number of times an accounting record was written with code 20. This situation occurs when
the application program abends.

A EOM
Shows the number of times an accounting record was written with code 24. This situation occurs in an
end-of-memory situation.

A INDBT
Shows the number of times an accounting record was written with code 28. This situation occurs in a
resolve in-doubt situation.

A CNCLF
Shows the number of times an accounting record was written with code 32. This situation occurs when
Db2 is canceled from z/OS.

W EOT
Shows the number of times an accounting record was written with code 40. This situation occurs when an
application program abends.

W ABEND
Shows the number of times an accounting record was written with code 44. This situation occurs in an
end-of-task situation.

W EOM
Shows the number of times an accounting record was written with code 48. This situation occurs in an
end-of-memory situation.

W INDBT
Shows the number of times an accounting record was written with code 52. This situation occurs in a
resolve in-doubt situation.

W CNCLF
Shows the number of times an accounting record was written with code 56. This situation occurs when
Db2 is canceled from z/OS.

SEL
Shows the number of SQL Select statements that the thread issued (format nnnnn). Blanks indicate that the SQL
Data Section was not present in the accounting record.

NOTE
This select is the singleton Select, not a cursor-based selects.

I/U/D
Shows the sum of the number of SQL Inserts, Updates, and Deletes that the thread issued (format nnnnn).

PREP
Shows the number of SQL Prepare statements that the thread issued (format nnnnn). Blanks indicate that the
SQL Data Section was not present in the accounting record.

NOTE
A prepare statement indicates a Dynamic SQL statement.

FETCH
Shows the number of SQL Fetch statements that the thread issued (format nnnnnnnn). Blanks indicate that the
SQL Data Section was not present in the accounting record.

OPEN+CLOSE
Shows the sum of the number of SQL Open and Close Cursor statements that the thread issued (format nnnnn).

CTL+DEF
Shows the sum of the following items:
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• The number of SQL Control statements (GRANT, REVOKE, LOCK TABLE, SET SQLID, LABEL ON,
COMMENT ON)

• The number of incremental binds
• The number of SQL DDL statements (CREATE, ALTER, and DROP for all objects; format nnnnn)

THREAD ELAPSED
Shows the Class 1 thread elapsed time (format HH:MM:SS.TTTT).

DB2 CPU TIME
Shows the Class 2 Db2 CPU time for the thread, the sum of both TCB and SRB (format HH:MM:SS.TTTT).

GET PAGES
Shows the number of buffer manager getpage requests summed over all buffer pools (format nnnnn).

READ I/Os
Shows the number of synchronous read I/O operations summed over all buffer pools (format nnnnn).

LOCK SUSP
Shows the sum of the number of lock suspension plus latch suspensions plus other suspensions (format nnnnn).

When the PACKAGE reporting control parameter is specified, the following group of fields is provided:

COLLECTION
Shows the name of the collection to which the package belongs.

PACKAGE
Shows the package name.

STMTS
Shows the total number of SQL statements that are issued in the package.

ELAPSED
Shows the accumulated time in Db2 that the application spends processing Db2 requests for the package.

CP CPU
Shows the TCB CPU time that is accumulated in the address space of the application (connecting the TCB of the
thread) while processing Db2 requests for the package. This value does not include CPU time that is consumed
on an IBM zIIP processor.

ZIIP CPU
Shows the accumulated zIIP CPU time for executing SQL for the package.

I/O SUSP
Shows the accumulated I/O suspend time for the package.

LK SUSP
Shows the total lock, latch, claim, and drain suspend time for the package.

OTH SUSP
Shows the total other (not I/O, lock, or latch-related) suspend time for the package.

ACC SUSP
Shows the accumulated wait time that the requests waited for an accelerator while the package executes.

INCMP
Shows whether a release incompatible function is in the package.

When the TOP xx clause is specified without the ONLY option, an index report is produced for each field name specified
in each TOP xx clause contained in the request.

The following list describes the fields that can appear in the top xx index portion of the report:

TOP
Identifies the occurrence number.
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TIMESTAMP
Indicates the timestamp of the main IFI record that is used to produce the data.

PLAN
Indicates the plan name of the thread that produced the data.

CONN
Specifies the connection name of the thread that produced the data.

CORR ID
Specifies the correlation ID of the thread that produced the data.

AUTH ID
Specifies the authorization ID associated with the thread that produced the data.

THRD ACE
Specifies the ACE pointer of the thread that produced the data.

DATA VALUE
Indicates the formatted data value (as formatted in the report output) for the field identified in the index report title
line.

PAGE NUM
Indicates the page number within the report of the first report block output line that contains the data value in
question.

LINE NUM
Indicates the line number within the report of the first report block output line that contains the data value in
question.

Audit Batch Reports
Audit batch reports display Db2 auditing data.

This section includes the following topics:

• BTAUDPOL Start Trace with Audit Policy report, its characteristics, and an example.
• Commonly converted audit requests that are designed and optimized for online browsing.

BTAUDPOL Start Trace with Audit Policy
This batch report displays the audit policy start trace events (START TRACE commands with the AUDITPOLICY option).
This report helps you determine when audit policies, which are used to monitor application data access, are turned on.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Trace
• Report format options: Column format
• Records displayed: (362) AUDITPOLICY-TRACE

MM/DD/

YY 02:46:01                                                                                                         PAGE     1

REQUEST: BTAUDPOL                                                                                                      DB2 SYS:

 SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/

YY 08:05:51                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                    

                                                    Start Trace with Audit Policy                                                   
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         Auth ID/     Plan/    Status/  Command/    DB Name/  Tbls Matched/ <------ Activated Audit Categories ------

> SYSADMIN/    

   Time  Corr ID      Conn     Reason   Startup     Obj Type  Tbls Traced   Check Valid ObjMaint Exec Context SecMaint DBADMIN      

-------- ------------ -------- -------- ----------- --------- ------------- ----- ----- -------- ---- ------- -------- -----------  

MM/DD/

YY SYSOPR                Failed   START       ........  0             none  none  none     none none    none     n/

a          

08:08:54 022.AUDT     D10A     00E70024                       0                                                        n/

a          

                                                                                                                                    

MM/DD/YY SYSOPR                Success  START                 24            none  none  Alt/

Drop none none    none     n/a          

08:10:19 022.AUDT     D10A     00000000 Manual      All       24                                                       n/

a          

         Policy Name: USER1                                                                                                         

       Object Schema: USER1                                                                                                         

         Object Name: 'D

%'                                                                                                          

        Traced Table: DSN_COLDIST_TABLE                                                                                             

        Traced Table: DSN_DETCOST_TABLE                                                                                             

        Traced Table: DSN_FILTER_TABLE                                                                                              

        Traced Table: DSN_FUNCTION_TABLE                                                                                            

        Traced Table: DSN_KEYTGTDIST_TABLE                                                                                          

        Traced Table: DSN_PGRANGE_TABLE                                                                      

                       

Commonly Converted (Online) Audit Requests
The following commonly converted (online) audit requests are available:

ATHUCOMP
Authorization compatibility summary report that is based on record (404) AUTH-COMPATIBILITY.

AUDCLAS3
Audit DDL report that is based on records (142) AUDIT-DDL, (270) TRUSTED-CONTEXTDDL, and (271)
ACCESS-CNTL-TRC (audit trace classes 3, 10, and 11).

AUDCLAS4
Updates on audited tables that are based on record (143) AUDIT-WRITE (audit trace class 4).

AUDCLAS5
READs on audited tables report based on record (144) AUDIT-READ (audit trace class 5).

AUDCLAS6
BIND & dynamic SQL on audited tables report based on record (145) AUDIT-LOG (audit trace class 6).

AUDCLASA
Trusted context activity report that is based on record (269) TRUSTED-CONTEXT (audit trace class 10).

AUDCLASB
Audit administrative authorities report based on record (361) AUDIT-ADMIN-AUTH (audit trace class 11).

AUDDISTR
Distributed AUTH-ID translation report that is based on record (169) DIST-AUTH-TRANS (audit trace class 7).

AUTHFAIL
Authorization failures report that is based on record (140) AUDIT-FAILURES (audit trace class 1).
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DB2CMDS
Db2 commands issued report that is based on records (90) COMMAND-ST and (91) COMMAND.

GRANTREV
GRANT/REVOKE statements processed report that is based on record (141) GRANT-REVOKE (audit trace class
2).

SECIDTR
Secondary ID utilization report that is based on records (55) SET-SQLID, (83) IDENTIFY, (87) SIGNON, and (319)
SECURITY-AUDIT (audit trace class 7).

NOTE
(319) SECURITY-AUDIT only reports events when the Kerberos principal name is used. See
AUDCLKRB.

AUDCLKRB
A new secondary ID utilization report that shows the usage of the Kerberos principal name. Like SECIDTR, this
report is based on records (55) SET-SQLID, (83) IDENTIFY, (87) SIGNON, and (319) SECURITY-AUDIT (audit
trace class 7).

UTILTRAC
Utility activity report that is based on records (23) UTILITY-ST, (24) UTIL-PHASE, (25) UTILITY, (219) UTILITY-
LIST, and (220) UTILITY-STATS (audit trace class 8).

IQL request changes are typically not required to generate output from these requests when using the Batch Report
Writer. The output is routed to the dynamically allocated SYSOUT data set whose ddname matches the request name.

TIP
If you prefer to use static output data set allocation in JCL (such as //AUDCLAS5 DD ), modify the related IQL
report to use the output PRINT destination with ddname only (such as PRINT(AUDCLAS5) ).

As the reports are designed and optimized for online browsing, the report width can exceed 133 characters.

I/O Activity Batch Reports
I/O activity batch reports provide summarized I/O activity statistics.

This section includes topics that describe available I/O batch reports, their characteristics, and examples.

The following I/O batch reports are available in SYSVIEW for Db2:

• BTPLIOSM—Summary by database, pageset, and plan
• BTPSIOSM—Summary by database and pageset
• BTEDMSUM—EDM summary
• BTSCNSM1—Summary of pagesets scanned

BTPLIOSM I/O Summary by Database, Pageset, and Plan Report
The BTPLIOSM report summarizes I/O activity by database, page set, plan, and type of I/O.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Summary
• Report format option: Column format
• Records displayed: (007) READ-IO and (009) WRITE-IO (performance trace class 4)

MM/DD/YY 12:38:17                                                           PAGE     1

REQUEST: BTPLIOSM                                                        DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 12:42:00                         LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY 12:48:42
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                         I/O Summary by Database, Pageset and Plan

                                                 Total   Pages   Avg     Max   Request

Database  Pageset   Plan      I/O Type    I/Os   Pages Per I/O Seconds Seconds  Failed

-------- -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

DSNDB06  DSNAPH01 DSNESPCS SYNC READ         2       2    1.00  0.0267  0.0433       0

-------- -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

DSNDB06  DSNAPH01 DSNESPCS =============     2       2    1.00  0.0267  0.0433       0

-------- -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

 

DSNDB06  DSNAPH01 ======== =============     2       2    1.00  0.0267  0.0433       0

DSNDB06  DSNATX02 DSNESPCS SYNC READ         5       5    1.00  0.0179  0.0353       0

-------- -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

DSNDB06  DSNATX02 DSNESPCS =============     5       5    1.00  0.0179  0.0353       0

-------- -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

DSNDB06  DSNATX02 ======== =============     5       5    1.00  0.0179  0.0353       0

DSNDB06  DSNDSX01 DSNESPCS SYNC READ         3       3    1.00  0.0206  0.0221       0

-------- -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

DSNDB06  DSNDSX01 DSNESPCS =============     3       3    1.00  0.0206  0.0221       0

-------- -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

DSNDB06  DSNDSX01 ======== =============     3       3    1.00  0.0206  0.0221       0

DSNDB06  DSNDTX01 DSNESPCS SYNC READ         2       2    1.00  0.0279  0.0358       0

-------- -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

DSNDB06  DSNDTX01 DSNESPCS =============     2       2    1.00  0.0279  0.0358       0

-------- -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

DSNDB06  DSNDTX01 ======== =============     2       2    1.00  0.0279  0.0358       0

DSNDB06  SYSDBASE DSNESPCS SEQ PREFETCH     15     444   29.60  0.0915  0.1486       0

                           SYNC READ         4       4    1.00  0.0557  0.1706       0

-------- -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

DSNDB06  SYSDBASE DSNESPCS =============    19     448   23.58  0.0840  0.1706       0

-------- -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

DSNDB06  SYSDBASE ======== =============    19     448   23.58  0.0840  0.1706       0

DSNDB06  SYSDBAUT          SYNC READ         3       3    1.00  0.0155  0.0260       0

-------- -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

DSNDB06  SYSDBAUT          =============     3       3    1.00  0.0155  0.0260       0

-------- -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

DSNDB06  SYSDBAUT ======== =============     3       3    1.00  0.0155  0.0260       0

DSNDB06  SYSPKAGE DSNESPCS SYNC READ         4       4    1.00  0.0149  0.0214       0

The BTPLIOSM report contains the following fields:

Database
Shows the name of the database accessed.

Page set
Shows the name of the tablespace or indexspace accessed.

Plan
Shows the plan name. Blank indicates Db2 activity that did not use a bound plan, such as a command thread or
the data collector.

I/O Type
Indicates whether the I/O was synchronous or asynchronous. For asynchronous reads, it shows the type of
prefetch performed.

I/Os
Shows the number of I/O operations performed.
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Total Pages
Shows the number of pages read or written.

Pages Per I/O
Shows the average number of pages read or written per I/O operation.

Avg Seconds
Shows the average time required to complete the I/O operation for a given database, page set, plan, and I/O type.

Max Seconds
Shows the longest time required to complete an I/O operation for a given database page set, plan, and I/O type.

Request Failed
Shows the number of times the Media Manager returned a nonzero return code.

BTPSIOSM I/O Summary by Database and Pageset Report
The BTPSIOSM report summarizes I/O activity by database, plan, and type of I/O.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Summary
• Report format option: Column format
• Records displayed: (007) READ-IO and (009) WRITE-IO (performance trace class 4)

  MM/DD/YY 12:39:51                                                  PAGE     1

  REQUEST: BTPSIOSM                                               DB2 SYS: SSID

  FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 12:42:00              LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY 12:48:42

                        I/O Summary by Database and Pageset

                                          Total   Pages   Avg     Max   Request

  Database  Pageset    I/O Type    I/Os   Pages Per I/O Seconds Seconds  Failed

  -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

  DSNDB06  DSNAPH01 SYNC READ         2       2    1.00  0.0267  0.0433       0

  -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

  DSNDB06  DSNAPH01 =============     2       2    1.00  0.0267  0.0433       0

  DSNDB06  DSNATX02 SYNC READ         5       5    1.00  0.0179  0.0353       0

  -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

  DSNDB06  DSNATX02 =============     5       5    1.00  0.0179  0.0353       0

  DSNDB06  DSNDSX01 SYNC READ         3       3    1.00  0.0206  0.0221       0

  -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

  DSNDB06  DSNDSX01 =============     3       3    1.00  0.0206  0.0221       0

  DSNDB06  DSNDTX01 SYNC READ         2       2    1.00  0.0279  0.0358       0

  -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

  DSNDB06  DSNDTX01 =============     2       2    1.00  0.0279  0.0358       0

  DSNDB06  SYSDBASE SEQ PREFETCH     15     444   29.60  0.0915  0.1486       0

                    SYNC READ         4       4    1.00  0.0557  0.1706       0

  -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

  DSNDB06  SYSDBASE =============    19     448   23.58  0.0840  0.1706       0

  DSNDB06  SYSDBAUT SYNC READ         3       3    1.00  0.0155  0.0260       0

  -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

  DSNDB06  SYSDBAUT =============     3       3    1.00  0.0155  0.0260       0

  DSNDB06  SYSPKAGE SYNC READ         4       4    1.00  0.0149  0.0214       0

  -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

  DSNDB06  SYSPKAGE =============     4       4    1.00  0.0149  0.0214       0

  -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

  DSNDB06  ======== =============    38     467   12.29  0.0516  0.1706       0
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  DSNDB07  DSN4K01  SEQ PREFETCH     10      34    3.40  0.0808  0.1779       0

                    SYNC READ         1       1    1.00  0.0234  0.0234       0

  -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

  DSNDB07  DSN4K01  =============    11      35    3.18  0.0756  0.1779       0

  -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

  DSNDB07  ======== =============    11      35    3.18  0.0756  0.1779       0

  DSNRLST  DSNRLS01 SEQ PREFETCH      1       9    9.00  0.0393  0.0393       0

                    SYNC READ         3       3    1.00  0.0207  0.0318       0

  -------- -------- ------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

  DSNRLST  DSNRLS01 =============     4      12    3.00  0.0254  0.0393       0

The BTPSIOSM report contains the following fields:

Database
Displays the name of the accessed database.

Page set
Displays the name of the accessed tablespace or indexspace.

I/O Type
Indicates whether the I/O was synchronous or asynchronous. For asynchronous reads, it shows the type of
prefetch performed.

I/Os
Displays the number of I/O operations performed.

Total Pages
Displays the number of read or written pages.

Pages Per I/O
Displays the average number of read or written pages per I/O operation.

Avg Seconds
Displays the average time required to complete the I/O operation for a given database, page set, plan, and I/O
type.

Max Seconds
Displays the longest time required to complete an I/O operation for a given database page set, plan, and I/O type.

Request Failed
Displays the number of times the Media Manager returned a nonzero return code.

BTEDMSUM EDM I/O Summary Report
The BTEDMSUM report shows EDM pool activity for EDM requests that require the DB2 directory to be read.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Summary
• Report format option: Column format
• Records displayed: (030) EDM-REQ (performance trace class 4)

MM/DD/YY 21:56:29                                                                                            

       PAGE     1 

REQUEST: BTEDMSUM                                                                                            

    DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 19:39:47                                                                 LAST RECORD

 MM/DD/YY 19:40:53 
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                                                     EDM I/

O SUMMARY REPORT                                                     

                                                                            DBD/CT/PT                        

    AVG LOAD TIME  

SYSTEM SUBSYS   PLAN                 RESOURCE                SECTION TYPE   REQUESTS          LOADS AVG SECT LEN HH:MM:SS.TTTT  

------ ------ -------- ------------------------------------ -------------- --------- -------------- ------------ -------------  

CA11   DF1G   DSNESPCS DSNESPCS          DSNESM68           PT RDS SECTION         2              2      1860.00        0.0097  

                       DSNDB04                              DB DESCRIPTOR          1              1      4012.00        0.0001  

                       00000002                                                    1              1        90.00        0.0110  

              IDB2115S IDB2115S                             CT RDS SECTION         2             19     37718.00        0.0069  

                                                            SKCT DIRECTORY         1              1       360.00        0.0001  

                                                            SKCT HEADER            1              3     10848.00        0.0203  

The BTEDMSUM report contains the following fields:

SYSTEM
Shows the SMF system identifier on which DB2 is running.

SUBSYS
Shows the DB2 subsystem for which this data applies.

PLAN
Shows the plan name. Blank indicates DB2 activity that did not use a bound plan, such as a command thread or
the data collector.

RESOURCE
Shows the name of the database, application plan, or package section loaded into the EDM pool.

SECTION TYPE
For databases, this field can only be a Database Descriptor. Packages and plans have Header, Directory, and
RDS sections.

DBD/CT/PT REQUESTS
Shows the number of EDM pool requests that required a load from DASD.

LOADS
Shows the number of times the data manager was called to load a DB descriptor, cursor table, extension, or
package table into the EDM pool.

AVG SECT LEN
Average length of a database descriptor, skeleton cursor table, or skeleton package table section.

AVG LOAD TIME
Shows the time required to complete the load.

BTSCNSM1 Summary of Pagesets Scanned Report
The BTSCNSM1 - Summary of Pagesets Scanned report shows the number of scans performed on each tablespace
or indexspace by each plan. There are three lines of data for each unique combination of AUTH-ID, PLAN, CORR-ID,
DATABASE, and PAGESET (TABLESPACE or INDEXSPACE).

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Summary
• Report format option: Column format
• Records displayed: (018) SCAN (performance trace class 8)
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MM/DD/

YY 15:26:50                                                                                                       PAGE:    1 

REQUEST: BTSCNSM1                                                                                                    DB2 SYS: SSID 

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/

YY 15:22:29                                                                     LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY 15:22:51 

                                      Summary of Pagesets Scanned by Auth-ID, Plan and Corr-

ID                                     

                                                                                                                                   

         Auth-

ID/                           Rows   Rows   Rows   Rows                      Rf Int         Rf Int      LOB    LOB   

 Last       Plan/  Database/ Scan    # of    Any  Right     DM    RDS   Rows   Rows   Rows   Rows   Pages   Pages   Pages  Pages   

 Event   Corr-

ID   Space     Type   Scans  Table  Table   Qual   Qual INSERT UPDATE DELETE DELETE Scanned Scanned Scanned Updated  

-------- -------- --------- ------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------- ------- ------ -------  

MM/DD/YY USERxx   DSNDB06    

 INDEX    136    136           136                                        276                         

15:22:41 IDB2V63S SYSDBASE  

 SEQ DS    136    136    136                                               136                         

         USERxx             WRKFILE                                                                                                

                            TEMPTBL                                                                                                

                            TRANTBL                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                   

MM/DD/YY USERxx   DSNDB06    

 INDEX      2      4      2     86     43                                   6                         

15:22:29 IDB2V63S SYSPKAGE  

 SEQ DS      2     86     86                                                34                         

         USERxx             WRKFILE                                                                                                

                            TEMPTBL                                                                                                

                            TRANTBL                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                   

MM/DD/YY USERxx   DSNDB06    

 INDEX      8      6      3      8      8                                  12                         

15:22:34 IDB2V63S SYSPLAN  

  SEQ DS      5      5      5                                                 5                         

         USERxx             WRKFILE                                                                                                

                            TEMPTBL                                                                                                

                            TRANTBL                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                   

MM/DD/YY USERxx   DSNDB06    

 INDEX     36     36            36                                         72                         

15:22:41 IDB2V63S SYSUSER  

  SEQ DS     36     36     36                                                36                         

         USERxx             WRKFILE                                                                                                

                            TEMPTBL                                                                                                

                            TRANTBL                                                                                                

The BTSCNSM1 report contains the following fields:

Last Event
Displays the date and time of the last scan that is summarized in this three line group.

Auth-ID
Displays the authorization ID.
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Plan
Displays the plan name. Blank indicates DB2 activity that did not use a bound plan, such as a command thread or
the data collector.

Corr-ID
Displays the correlation ID.

Database
Displays the name of database that was scanned.

Space
Displays the name of tablespace or indexspace that was scanned.

# of Scans
Displays the number of scans performed on the tablespace or indexspace by the plan.

Scan Type
Displays the type of object scanned, an index, a sequential data set (for example, a table), or temporary
tablespace (for example, a work file, a temporary table, or a transition table).

Rows Any Table
Displays the number of rows that the Data Manager had to process and verify for the tablespace. The Data
Manager has to first check the rows in a page of DB2 data to verify that they belong to the referenced table.

Rows Right Table
Displays the number of scanned rows of the table of interest. In a non-segmented tablespace, a relational
scan fetches all pages in the tablespace including the pages that are not in a table named by the SQL. So,
the difference between this column and the Rows Any Table column represents wasted processing in a non-
segmented tablespace.

Rows DM Qual
Displays the number of rows qualified by the Data Manager. These rows are passed to the Relational Data
Manager because they were not filtered out by stage 1 predicates.

Rows RDS Qual
Displays the number of rows qualified by the Relational Data Manager. These rows are passed to the results table
because they are not filtered out by stage 2 predicates.

Rows INSERT
Displays the number of rows inserted.

Rows UPDATE
Displays the number of rows updated.

Rows DELETE
Displays the number of rows deleted.

Rf Int Rows DELETE
Displays the number of rows deleted in support of referential integrity.

Pages Scanned
Displays the number of pages scanned.

Rf Int Pages Scanned
Displays the number of pages scanned in support of referential integrity.

LOB Pages Scanned
Displays the number of extra pages scanned in a LOB tablespace.

LOB Pages Updated
Displays the number of LOB data pages updated by an SQL insert or update.
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Locking Activity Batch Reports
Locking activity batch reports provide information about lock timeouts and lock suspensions.

This section includes topics that describe available locking activity batch reports, their characteristics, and examples.

The following locking activity batch reports are available in SYSVIEW for Db2:

• BTCONTSM—Summary of lock timeouts and deadlocks
• BTLKCONT—Lock timeouts and deadlocks
• BTSUSPSM—Lock suspension summary
• BTSUSPTR—Lock suspension details

BTCONTSM Summary of Lock Timeouts and Deadlocks Report
The BTCONTSM summarizes timeouts and deadlocks. This report is grouped by task waiting, resource, and task holding.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Summary
• Report format option: Column format
• Records displayed: (172) DEADLOCK and (196) LOCK-TO-DETAIL (statistics trace class 3)

MM/DD/YY 05:17:01                                                                                             

                PAGE     1

 REQUEST: BTCONTSM                                                                                            

              DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 12:48:05                                                                          

 LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY 05:12:16

  

                                                  Summary of Lock Timeouts and Deadlocks                      

                          

  

 --------------------------- RESOURCE --------------------- TASK WAITING ----   -------- TASK HOLDING --------

 -- ACTIVITY --           

 LOCK TYPE                                                PLAN     CORR ID        PLAN     CORR ID    LOCKTYPE

                          

 OBJECT LOCKED                                          CONN ID    AUTH ID       MEM/AUTH CONNECTION  HOLDWAIT

  REASON  COUNT           

 --------------------------------------------------------------- ------------   -------- ------------ --------

 -------- -----           

 DATABASE                                                RBPAR160 REGEXPDD                                    

                           

 M#D003I7                                                DB2CALL  QARCM                                       

                          

                                                                                RBPAI17  RCM#DROP     RS      

 TIMEOUT      4           

                                                                                D10A     DB2CALL      HOLDER  

                          

                                                                                PDBAR01                       

                          

 ROW                                                     RBPAR160 REGEXPDD                                    

                          

 DSNDB06 .SYSTSTSP          .PAGE X'0000B3FD'.ROW X'00A' DB2CALL  QARCM                                       
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                                                                                RBPAI17  RCM#DROP     CBS     

 TIMEOUT      2           

                                                                                D10A     DB2CALL      HOLDER  

                          

                                                                                PDBAR01                       

                           

 DATASET                                                 DISTSERV db2jcc_appli                                

                          

 DSN06816.TEST              .PARTITION'00001'            SERVER   TRODE05                                     

                           

                                                                                DSNESPCS TRODE05      CBS     

 TIMEOUT      1           

                                                                                SSID     TSO          HOLDER  

                          

                                                                                TRODE05                       

                           

Task Waiting Fields

The task waiting fields identify tasks that waited to obtain a lock in a time-out or deadlock situation.

PLAN
Shows the plan name. Blank indicates DB2 activity that did not use a bound plan, such as a command thread or
the data collector.

CORR-ID
Shows the correlation ID.

AUTH-ID
Shows the authorization ID. The waiting task auth ID is not available for deadlocks.

CONNECTION
Shows the connection name.

Resource Fields

The resource fields identify the resource for which tasks contended.

LOCK TYPE
Shows one of the following lock types:
DATAPAGE

A page lock in a tablespace
DATABASE

A lock on a database descriptor
PAGESET

A lock on a nonpartitioned tablespace or indexspace
DATA SET

A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace
SKCT

A lock on an application plan skeleton cursor table
INDXPAGE

A page lock in an indexspace
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DS OPEN
A lock that is used to serialize data set opens and closes

UTIL DMG
A lock that is used for utility I/O damage assessment

PSET PC
A simple page set consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets named page set pieces. When a page set piece
exceeds the page set piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A page set piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.

DBA TABL
A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement

RETRY
A retry during an abort

32K DESP
32-KB desperation pool lock. Occurs as an overflow out of the other buffer pools and implies that the
buffers are undersized.

SYSLGRNG
A lock that is obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace

UTILITY
A lock that is used by utility jobs for serialization

MASS DEL
A mass delete lock occurs when a delete is used without a WHERE clause; all rows in the table are
deleted

TABLE
A lock on a table in a segmented tablespace

HSH ANCH
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing DB2 catalog or directory tables

SKPT
A lock on an application package skeleton package table

COLLECT
A lock on an application package collection

AUTOBIND
A lock that is used to serialize local autobinds of packages and remote binds and rebinds of packages

CS DRAIN
Cursor stability drain locks are used by DB2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains

RR DRAIN
Repeatable read drain locks are used by DB2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains

WR DRAIN
Write drain locks are used by DB2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains

AL BPOOL
Alter buffer pool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands

ROW
Row lock

INDEX EOF
Index End-of-File lock
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SS GPOOL
Group Buffer pool Start/Stop lock

DB EX LG
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock

UTILEXC
Utility exclusive execution lock

SCA REDO
SCA access for restart/redo information lock

GPDB EXU
Database Exception Update lock

UTIL ID
Utility UID lock

REPR DBD
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock

CATM MIG
CATMAINT Concert Catalog lock

CATM CVC
CATMAINT Concert Catalog lock

CATMCVD
CATMAINT Directory lock

P/P PLCK
Page set or Partition P-lock

P/P CAST
Page set or Partition castout P-lock

GBP PLCK
Group Buffer pool level castout P-lock

INDX PLK
Index Manager Tree P-lock

RLF PLCK
Resource Limit Facility P-lock

DBD PLCK
Database Descriptor P-lock

DDF PLCK
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock

PAGE PLK
Page P-lock

OBJECT LOCKED
Shows a resource that is involved in a lock suspension. Database and page set names are translated using the
OBID table. If the DBIDs and OBIDs are not in the table, DBIDs and OBIDs are displayed.

Task Holding Fields

The task holding fields identify tasks that held a lock that the waiting task required.
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PLAN
Shows the plan name. Blank indicates DB2 activity that did not use a bound plan, such as a command thread or
the data collector.

CORR-ID
Shows the correlation ID.

LOCKTYPE
Identifies one of the following lock types:

• PLOCK
• MODIFY
• PRIVATE
• RS
• CBS

MEMBER
Shows the DB2 group member for which the thread is associated.

CONNECTION
Shows the connection name.

HOLDWAIT
Indicates whether the participant in the lock enqueue holds the lock (HOLDER) or the participant is a waiter
(WAITER).

Activity Fields

The activity fields show the number of times the conflicts resulted in a deadlock or time-out.

REASON
Indicates whether the contention resulted in a deadlock or a time-out.

COUNT
Shows the number of times the waiting task, resource, and holding task were involved together in a deadlock or
time-out.

BTLKCONT Lock Timeouts and Deadlocks Report
The BTLKCONT report shows contention information for the threads involved in any deadlock or timeout.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Record Trace
• Report format option: Non-column format
• Records displayed: (045) LOCK-SUSPEND, (172) DEADLOCK, and (196) LOCK-TO-DETAIL (performance trace class

6)

MM/DD/YY 04:38:27                                                                                            

         PAGE     1

 REQUEST: BTLKCONT                                                                                           

       DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 08:36:55                                                                            

                   

  

                                                    Lock Timeouts and Deadlocks                              
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 DEADLOCK OCCURRED AT MM/DD/YY 08:36:55   Number of Resources 2       Interval count 3143945                 

                   

  

 Lock Resource  00004826.00000006                                        Type TABLE                          

                   

   Holding task Lock mode   IX         Duration   COMMIT                                                     

                    

                Auth        USER01     Member     DH0G       Stmt ID  00000000000252B6  Stmt type Static     

                   

                Plan        DSNESPCS   Connection TSO        Corr ID  USER01            Token     165494     

                    

                Network     USILDA01   LU name    DH0GDB2    Instance CFE59B8BC36A      Seq#      1          

                   

                Program     DSNESM68   Collection DSNESPCS   Location                   ConToken 

 0E4D2F9F02F2F0F0               

                EndUser     USER01                                                                           

                  

                Workstation TSO                                                                              

                    

                Transaction USER01                                                                           

                  

  

   Waiting task Lock mode   X          Duration   COMMIT     Function CHANGE            Worth     11         

                   

   * Victim *   Auth        USER01     Member     DH3G       Stmt ID  00000000000005C1  Stmt type Static     

                   

                Plan        DISTSERV   Connection SERVER     Corr ID  db2jcc_appli      Token     21481      

                    

                Network     O2777B30   LU name    E8D9       Instance CFE59B885B52      Seq#      5          

                   

                Program     SYSLH200   Collection NULLID     Location                   ConToken 

 5359534C564C3031               

                EndUser     USER01                                                                           

                  

                Workstation 192.119.123.01

                Transaction db2jcc_application                                                               

                   

  

 Lock Resource  00004826.00000006          .PAGE X'00000006'             Type DATAPAGE                       

                   

   Holding task Lock mode   X          Duration   COMMIT                                                     

                    

   * Victim *   Auth        USER01     Member     DH3G       Stmt ID  00000000000005C1  Stmt type Static     

                   

                Plan        DISTSERV   Connection SERVER     Corr ID  db2jcc_appli      Token     21481      

                    

                Network     O2777B30   LU name    E8D9       Instance CFE59B885B52      Seq#      5          

                   

                Program     SYSLH200   Collection NULLID     Location                   ConToken 

 5359534C564C3031               

                EndUser     USER01                                                                           
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                Workstation 192.119.123.01                                                                   

                    

                Transaction db2jcc_application                                                               

                   

  

   Waiting task Lock mode   U          Duration   MANUAL     Function LOCK              Worth     11         

                   

                Auth        USER01     Member     DH0G       Stmt ID  00000000000252B6  Stmt type Static     

                    

                Plan        DSNESPCS   Connection TSO        Corr ID  USER01            Token     165494     

                   

                Network     USILDA01   LU name    DH0GDB2    Instance CFE59B8BC36A      Seq#      1          

                    

                Program     DSNESM68   Collection DSNESPCS   Location                   ConToken 

 0E4D2F9F02F2F0F0              

                EndUser     USER01                                                                           

                   

                Workstation TSO                                                                              

                   

                Transaction USER01                                                                           

                   

  

 MM/DD/YY 04:38:27                                                                                           

          PAGE     2

 REQUEST: BTLKCONT                                                                                           

       DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 08:36:55                                                                            

                    

  

                                                    Lock Timeouts and Deadlocks                              

                   

  

 TIMEOUT OCCURRED AT MM/DD/YY 11:05:39   Number of Threads 1       Timeout count 1       Timeout interval 60 

                   

  

 Lock Resource  00004826.00000006                                        Type TABLE                          

                   

   Waiting task Lock mode   X          Duration   COMMIT     Function CHANGE                                 

                    

   * Victim *   Auth        USER01     Member     DH3G       Stmt ID  00000000000005C1  Stmt type Dynamic    

                   

                Plan        DISTSERV   Connection SERVER     Corr ID  db2jcc_appli                           

                    

                Network     O2777B30   LU name    C65D       Instance CFE5BC8D4836      Seq#      5          

                   

                EndUser     USER01                                                                           

                   

                Workstation 192.119.123.01                                                                   

                   

                Transaction db2jcc_application                                                               

                    

  

   Holding task Lock mode   IS         Duration   COMMIT     Type     RS                Task type LOCK HOLDER
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                Auth        USER01     Member     DH0G       Stmt ID  00000000000318C5  Stmt type Dynamic    

                Plan        DSNESPCS   Connection TSO        Corr ID  USER01            Token     3104       

                Network     USILDA01   LU name    DH0GDB2    Instance CFE5BC87BF83      Seq#      1          

                EndUser     USER01                                                                          

                Workstation TSO                                                                               

                Transaction USER01                 

BTLKCONT Deadlock Occurred at Fields

The deadlock occurred at fields describe the date and time of the event (in MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS format).

Number of Resources
Displays the number of resources contended for by the agents involved in the deadlock.

Victim
Identifies the task that was rolled back in the deadlock:
Auth

Displays the DB2 Authorization ID.
Corr

Displays the thread's correlation ID (first 8 bytes).
Plan

Displays the plan name. If blank, a DB2 command thread.
Conn

Displays the name of the connection (TSO, BATCH, IMS MPR, DB2CALL).
Lock Request

Identifies the object for which two or more threads are contending and includes the resource, type, mode, and dur
field values.
Resource

Identifies a resource involved in a lock suspension. Database and page set names are translated using
the OBID table. If the table is out of sync with the data, DBIDs and OBIDs are displayed.

Type
Displays the lock type. Valid values are as follows:

DATAPAGE
A page lock in a tablespace.

DATABASE
A lock on a database descriptor.

PAGESET
A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace.

DATA SET
A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.

SKCT
A lock on an application plan's skeleton cursor table.

INDXPAGE
A page lock in an indexspace.

DS OPEN
A lock used to serialize data set opens and closes.
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UTIL DMG
A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment.

PSET PC
A simple page set consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called page set pieces. When a page set piece
exceeds the page set piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A page set piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.

DBA TABL
A lock on a table, tablespace or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP or ALTER
statement.

RETRY
A retry during an abort.

32K DESP
32 KB desperation pool lock. These occur as an overflow out of the other buffer pools and imply that the
buffers are undersized.

SYSLGRNG
A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace.

UTILITY
A lock used by utility jobs for serialization.

MASS DEL
A mass delete lock occurs when a delete is used without a WHERE clause. All rows in the table are
deleted.

TABLE
A lock on a table in a segmented tablespace.

HSH ANCH
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing DB2 catalog or directory tables.

SKPT
A lock on an application package's skeleton package table.

COLLECT
A lock on an application package collection.

AUTOBIND
A lock used to serialize local autobinds of packages and remote binds and rebinds of packages.

CS DRAIN
Cursor stability drain locks are used by DB2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains.

RR DRAIN
Repeatable read drain locks are used by DB2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains.

WR DRAIN
Write drain locks are used by DB2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains.

AL BPOOL
Alter buffer pool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.

ROW
Row lock.

INDEX EOF
Index End-of-File lock.

SS GPOOL
Group Buffer pool Start/Stop lock.
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DB EX LG
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock.

UTILEXC
Utility exclusive execution lock.

SCA REDO
SCA access for restart/redo information lock.

GPDB EXU
Database Exception Update lock.

UTIL ID
Utility UID lock.

REPR DBD
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock.

CATM MIG
CATMAINT Concert Catalog lock.

CATM CVC
CATMAINT Concert Catalog lock.

CATMCVD
CATMAINT Directory lock.

P/P PLCK
Page set or Partition P-lock.

P/P CAST
Page set or Partition castout P-lock.

GBP PLCK
Group Buffer pool level castout P-lock.

INDX PLK
Index Manager Tree P-lock.

RLF PLCK
Resource Limit Facility P-lock.

DBD PLCK
Database Descriptor P-lock.

DDF PLCK
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock.

PAGE PLK
Page P-lock.

Mode
Shows the type of access allowed for concurrent applications processing the same resource.

Dur
Indicates when a lock is released.

Task waiting
Identifies a task that waited for a lock to be released:
Auth

The DB2 Authorization ID.
Conn

The name of the connection (TSO, BATCH, IMS MPR, DB2CALL).
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Corr
The thread's correlation ID (first 8 bytes).

Plan
The plan name. If blank, a DB2 command thread.

Task holding
Identifies a task that held a lock on a resource that was contended for.
Auth

The DB2 Authorization ID.
Conn

The name of the connection (TSO, BATCH, IMS MPR, DB2CALL).
Corr

The thread's correlation ID (first 8 bytes).
Member

The DB2 group member for which the thread is associated.
Status

Indicates whether the participant in the lock enqueue actually holds the lock (HOLDER) or is another
waiter of the lock (WAITER).

Plan
The plan name. If blank, a DB2 command thread.

BTLKCONT Task Terminated After Fields

The type of suspension.

DEADLOCK
A deadlock occurs when two application processes each hold a lock on a resource that the other needs and which
each requires in order to continue. More than two application processes can be involved in a deadlock.

TIMEOUT
A timeout occurs when an application process waits longer than the length of time specified in the RESOURCE
TIMEOUT system parameter for a locked resource to become available.

AT
Displays the date and time of the event (in MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS format).

After waiting
Displays the length of time the application spent waiting (in NNN.N seconds format).

Reason for lock suspension
A categorization of suspensions. The most common type is Local Resource Contention which applies to Db2
databases.

• Global resource contention.
• IRML queued request.
• Inter-system communication.
• IRLM latch contention.
• Local resource contention.
• Notify message sent.
• RH to PTB communication request.
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Glbl cont type
If the reason for lock suspension is global contention, this field will indicate which of the possible global lock
contentions applies. These include:
IRLM

IRLM global resource contention.
XES

XES global resource contention.
FALSE

False contention.
N/A

Field does not apply to non-global resource contentions.
P/L

Indicates whether the lock is a physical lock (used in data sharing) or a logical lock (used by transactions).
Scope

Indicates whether the lock is a global lock or local lock.
Task ID

Identifies a task that timed out or was deadlocked.
Auth

Displays the Db2 Authorization ID.
Corr

Displays the thread's correlation ID (first 8 bytes).
Plan

Displays the plan name. If blank, a Db2 command thread.
Conn

Displays the name of the connection (TSO, BATCH, CICS procname, IMS, MPR, DB2CALL).
Lock request

Information which shows lock attributes and also identifies the locked resource.
Resource

Identifies a resource involved in a lock suspension. Database and page set names are translated using
the OBID table. If the table is out of sync with the data, DBIDs and OBIDs are displayed.

Type
This field defines the lock type.

Mode
Also known as the lock state, this field shows the type of access permitted to concurrent applications that
wish to process the same resource.

• ANY—A mode used for IRLM CHANGE or UNLOCK requests.
• US—Unprotected Share, an index tree is locked and lock escalation occurs.
• IS—Intent Share, a tablespace lock in which the lock owner can read but not update data. Other

applications can both read and update data. IS tablespace locks are only used with page locks.
• IX—Intent Exclusive, a tablespace lock in which both the lock owner and concurrent applications

processes can read and update the data. When the lock owner reads a specific page, a S or U
page lock is obtained on that page. Other applications can read and update other pages, but not the
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locked page. When the owner updates data, an X lock is obtained on the updated page and other
applications cannot even read the locked page. IX locks are only used with page locks.

• S—Share, used for both page and tablespace locks. The owner and concurrent applications can read
but not update data.

• U—Update, used for both page and tablespace locks. The owner and concurrent applications can
read data and intend to change it. Only one application can hold a U lock on the locked resource (be it
a page, table or tablespace). When the application is ready to change the data, it must wait until there
are no S locks on the resource, at which time the lock will be promoted to an X lock.

• SIX—Shared Intent Exclusive, a tablespace lock in which the lock owner can read and update the
data. Other application processes can only read data. This lock is only used with page locks. When
the lock owner updates data, an X lock is obtained on the updated page and other applications cannot
read the locked page.

• NSU—Nonshare Update Lock, an update lock used when an index tree is updated without lock
escalation.

• X—Exclusive, used for both page and tablespace locks. The lock owner can read or update data, no
one else can do so.

Dur
Indicates when a lock is released. Valid values are as follows:

• ALLOC—When the resource is deallocated.
• COMMIT—When the lock holder issues a COMMIT.
• COMT+1—Locks needed to maintain the position of a cursor opened with hold, which are held past

commit.
• MANUAL—For plans that were bound with isolation level CS, Db2 does not wait until the next commit

point to release locks on pages that were not updated.
• MANL+1—Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes

back internally).
• PLAN—The lock is released when the plan is deallocated.
• FREE—Duration to free all.

BTLKCONT TIMEOUT OCCURRED AT Fields

The date and time of the event (in MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS format).

Number of Threads
Displays the number of threads involved in the timeout.

Victim
Displays the task that was rolled back in the timeout. Valid values are as follows:
AUTH

The Db2 Authorization ID.
CORR

The threads correlation ID.
PLAN

The plan name. If blank, a Db2 command thread.
CONN

The name of the connection.
Ntwk

(DBATs only) Displays the name of the network in which the conversation took place.
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LU
(DBATs only) Displays the logical unit name of a VTAM network node.

Inst
(DBATs only) Displays the unique number that identifies this DBAT across all Db2 sites. Use this number to match
the allied distributed thread at the requesting site with all its related DBATs that ran at remote sites.

Seq#
(DBATs only) Displays the LUW sequence number. This identifies the last commit scope that the logical unit
participated in. This number is incremented whenever a thread commits or is rolled back.

Tokn
(DBATs only) Db2 assigns a token to each thread it creates. This token is the decimal number that appears after
the equal sign in all Db2 messages that display a Logical Unit of Work ID (LUWID).

Lock request
Displays information which shows lock attributes and identifies the locked resource.

Resource
Identifies the resource. See BTSQLTRL - Trace all SQL Statements for a description.

Type
Identifies the lock type. See BTSQLTRL - Trace all SQL Statements for a description.

Mode
Also known as the lock state, this field shows the type of access permitted to concurrent applications that wish to
process the same resource.
ANY

A mode used for IRLM CHANGE or UNLOCK requests.
US (Unprotected Share)

An index tree is locked and lock escalation occurs.
IS (Intent Share)

A tablespace lock in which the lock owner can read but not update data. Other applications can both read
and update data. IS tablespace locks are only used with page locks.

IX (Intent Exclusive)
A tablespace lock in which both the lock owner and concurrent applications processes can read and
update the data. When the lock owner reads a specific page, a S or U page lock is obtained on that page.
Other applications can read and update other pages, but not the locked page. When the owner updates
data, an X lock is obtained on the updated page and other applications cannot even read the locked
page. IX locks are only used with page locks.

S (Share)
Used for both page and tablespace locks. The owner and concurrent applications can read but not update
the data.

U (Update)
Used for both page and tablespace locks. The owner and concurrent applications can read data and
intend to change it. Only one application can hold a U lock on the locked resource (be it a page, table or
tablespace). When the application is ready to change the data, it must wait until there are no S locks on
the resource, at which time the lock will be promoted to an X lock.

SIX (Shared Intent Exclusive)
A tablespace lock in which the lock owner can read and update the data. Other application processes can
only read data. This lock is only used with page locks. When the lock owner updates data, an X lock is
obtained on the updated page and other applications cannot read the locked page.

NSU (Nonshare Update Lock)
An update lock used when an index tree is updated without lock escalation.
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X (Exclusive)
Used for both page and tablespace locks. Only the lock owner can read or update data.

Dur
Indicates when a lock is released. Valid values are as follows:
ALLOC

When the resource is deallocated.
COMMIT

When the lock holder issues a COMMIT.
COMT+1

Locks needed to maintain the position of a cursor opened WITH HOLD, which are held past commit.
MANUAL

For plans that were bound with isolation level CS, Db2 does not wait until the next commit point to release
locks on pages that were not updated.

MANL+1
Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally).

PLAN
The lock is released when the plan is deallocated.

FREE
Duration to free all.

EndUsr
Displays the end user ID of the thread holding the resource. This field contains blanks if the client did not supply
this information.

WrkStn
Displays the workstation name of the thread holding the resource. This field contains blanks if the client did not
supply this information.

Trans
Displays the transaction name of the thread holding the resource. This field contains blanks if the client did not
supply this information.

BTSUSPSM Lock Suspension Summary Report
The BTSUSPSM provides a summary of lock suspensions. The report is grouped by SMF ID, Db2 subsystem ID, plan,
database, page set, and lock type.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Summary
• Report format option: Column format
• Records displayed: (045) LOCK-SUSPEND (performance trace class 6)

MM/DD/YY 14:48:13                                                                                            

         PAGE     1

REQUEST: BTSUSPSM                                                                                            

      DB2 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 14:04:26                                                                   LAST RECORD

 YY/MM/DD 14:05:20

                                                      LOCK SUSPENSION SUMMARY
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SYSTEM                                                                        NORMAL     IRLM DEADLOCK 

 TIMEOUT  FIRST SUSPENSION

SUBSYS   PLAN          OBJECT LOCKED        LOCK TYPE   COUNT   TOTAL TIME     COUNT    COUNT    COUNT   

 COUNT  LAST SUSPENSION

------ -------- --------------------------- --------- ------- ------------- -------- -------- --------

 -------- -----------------

S018   SEAGOON1 JBG     .PLANTS             PAGESET         1       18.5248        0        0        1       

 0 MM/DD/YY 14:05:17

DB23                                                                                                         

   MM/DD/YY 14:05:17

       SEAGOON2 JBG     .PLANTS             DATAPAGE        1       27.8184        1        0        0       

 0 MM/DD/YY 14:05:20

                                                                                                             

   MM/DD/YY 14:05:20

       SEAGOON3 JBG     .PLANTS             DATAPAGE        1        0.6872        1        0        0       

 0 MM/DD/YY 14:04:26

                                                                                                             

   MM/DD/YY 14:04:26

 

The BTSUSPSM report contains the following fields:

SYSTEM
SMF ID of the z/OS system.

SUBSYS
Db2 subsystem name as defined in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

PLAN
Displays the plan name suffering the suspension. Blank indicates DB2 activity that did not use a bound plan, such
as a command thread or the data collector.

OBJECT LOCKED
Identifies a resource involved in a lock suspension. Database and page set names are translated using the OBID
table. If the table is out of sync with the data, DBIDs and OBIDs are displayed.

LOCK TYPE
Displays one of the following lock types:
DATAPAGE

A page lock in a tablespace
DATABASE

A lock on a database descriptor
PAGESET

A lock on a nonpartitioned tablespace or indexspace
DATA SET

A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace
SKCT

A lock on an application plan skeleton cursor table
INDXPAGE

A page lock in an indexspace
DS OPEN

A lock that is used to serialize data set opens and closes
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UTIL DMG
A lock that is used for utility I/O damage assessment

PSET PC
A simple page set consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets named page set pieces. When a page set piece
exceeds the page set piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A page set piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.

DBA TABL
A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement

RETRY
A retry during an abort

32K DESP
32-KB desperation pool lock. Occurs as an overflow out of the other buffer pools and implies that
the buffers are undersized.

SYSLGRNG
A lock that is obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace

UTILITY
A lock that is used by utility jobs for serialization

MASS DEL
A mass delete lock occurs when a delete is used without a WHERE clause; all rows in the table are
deleted

TABLE
A lock on a table in a segmented tablespace

HSH ANCH
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing Db2 catalog or directory tables

SKPT
A lock on an application package skeleton package table

COLLECT
A lock on an application package collection

AUTOBIND
A lock that is used to serialize local autobinds of packages and remote binds and rebinds of packages

CS DRAIN
Cursor stability drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains

RR DRAIN
Repeatable read drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains

WR DRAIN
Write drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains

AL BPOOL
Alter buffer pool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands

ROW
Row lock

INDEX EOF
Index End-of-File lock

SS GPOOL
Group Buffer pool Start/Stop lock.
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DB EX LG
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock

UTILEXC
Utility exclusive execution lock

SCA REDO
SCA access for restart/redo information lock

GPDB EXU
Database Exception Update lock

UTIL ID
Utility UID lock

REPR DBD
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock

CATM MIG
CATMAINT Concert Catalog lock

CATM CVC
CATMAINT Concert Catalog lock

CATMCVD
CATMAINT Directory lock

P/P PLCK
Page set or Partition P-lock

P/P CAST
Page set or Partition castout P-lock

GBP PLCK
Group Buffer pool level castout P-lock

INDX PLK
Index Manager Tree P-lock

RLF PLCK
Resource Limit Facility P-lock

DBD PLCK
Database Descriptor P-lock

DDF PLCK
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock

PAGE PLK
Page P-lock

COUNT
Displays the number of suspensions.

TOTAL TIME
Displays the amount of time the plan was suspended.

NORMAL COUNT
Displays the number of times a locked resource became available before the time specified in the RESOURCE
TIMEOUT system parameter.

IRLM COUNT
Displays the number of times the plan was suspended to identify to the IRLM.
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DEADLOCK COUNT
Displays the number of times the plan was involved deadlock.

TIMEOUT COUNT
Displays the number of times the plan was involved timeout.

FIRST SUSPENSION, LAST SUSPENSION
Displays the date and time of the first and last suspensions encountered for this plan/resource/lock combination.

BTSUSPTR Lock Suspension Details Report
The BTSUSPTR report provides detailed information about lock suspensions including the reason the lock occurred,
whether the lock is global or local, and the state of the lock.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Trace
• Report format option: Column formatted
• Records displayed: (045) LOCK-SUSPEND (performance trace class 6)

MM/DD/YY 14:29:15                                                                                            

 PAGE    1

REQUEST: BTSUSPTR                                                                                         DB2

 SYS: SSID

FIRST RECORD   YY/MM/DD 15:39:25                                                                             

          

 

                                                LOCK SUSPENSION DETAILS                                      

          

 

NORMAL   resume at MM/DD/YY 15:39:25 after waiting   0.148 seconds                                           

          

 Reason for lock suspension INTER-SYSTEM COMMUNICATION                                                       

          

 Scope GLOBAL  Glbl cont type XES    Lock type LOGICAL                                                       

          

 Task ID -      Auth USERxx    Corr USERxx        Plan  RADIO23   Conn BATCH                                 

          

 Resource -     Name USERxx  .JBGTSPC2                                           Type PAGESET    Mode IS   

 Dur COMMIT 

 

NORMAL   resume at MM/DD/YY 15:39:25 after waiting   0.088 seconds                                           

          

 Reason for lock suspension INTER-SYSTEM COMMUNICATION                                                       

          

 Scope GLOBAL  Glbl cont type XES    Lock type LOGICAL                                                       

          

 Task ID -      Auth USERxx    Corr USERxx        Plan  RADIO23   Conn BATCH                                 

          

 Resource -     Name JBG.JBGTBL01                                                Type TABLE      Mode IS   

 Dur COMMIT 

 

TIMEOUT  resume at MM/DD/YY 15:40:43 after waiting  75.911 seconds                                           
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 Reason for lock suspension INTER-SYSTEM COMMUNICATION                                                       

          

 Scope GLOBAL  Glbl cont type FALSE  Lock type LOGICAL                                                       

           

 Task ID -      Auth USERxx    Corr USERxx        Plan  RADIO23   Conn BATCH                                 

          

 Resource -     Name JBG.JBGTBL01               .PAGE X'000003'                  Type DATAPAGE   Mode U    

 Dur MANUAL 

The BTSUSPTR report displays the following information:

Reason for Lock Suspension
A categorization of suspensions. The most common type is Local Resource Contention which applies to DB2
databases. Valid values are as follows:

• Global resource contention
• IRML queued request
• Inter-system communication
• IRLM latch contention
• Local resource contention
• Notify message sent
• RH to PTB communication request

Scope
Indicates whether the lock is a global lock or a local lock.

Glbl cont type
If the reason for lock suspension is global contention, this field indicates which of four possible global lock
contentions apply. These include the following types:
IRLM

IRLM global resource contention.
XES

XES global resource contention.
FALSE

False contention.
N/A

Field does not apply to non-global resource contention.
Lock Type

Indicates whether the lock is a physical lock (used in data sharing) or a logical lock (used by transactions).
Task ID

The next four fields identify a task that was suspended.
Auth ID

The DB2 Authorization ID.
Corr ID

The thread's correlation ID (first 8 bytes).
Plan

The plan name. If blank, a DB2 command thread.
Conn

The name of the connection (TSO, BATCH, CICS procname, IMS MPR, DB2CALL).
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Resource
Information which shows lock attributes and also identifies the locked resource.

Name
Identifies a resource involved in a lock suspension. Database and page set names are translated using the OBID
table. If the table is out of sync with the data, DBIDs and OBIDs are displayed.

Type
One of the following lock types:
DATAPAGE

A page lock in a tablespace.
DATABASE

A lock on a database descriptor.
PAGESET

A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
DATASET

A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace.
SKCT

A lock on an application plan's skeleton cursor table.
INDXPAGE

A page lock in an indexspace.
DS OPEN

A lock used to serialize data set opens and closes.
UTIL DMG

A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment.
PSET PC

A simple page set consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called page set pieces. When a page set piece
exceeds the page set piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A page set piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.

DBA TABL
A lock on a table, tablespace or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP or ALTER
statement.

RETRY
A retry during an abort.

32K DESP
32K desperation pool lock. These occur as an overflow out of the other buffer pools and imply that the
buffers are undersized.

SYSLGRNG
A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace.

UTILITY
A lock used by utility jobs for serialization.

MASS DEL
A mass delete lock occurs when a delete is used without a WHERE clause. All rows in the table are
deleted

TABLE
A lock on a table in a segmented tablespace.
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HSH ANCH
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing DB2 catalog or directory tables.

SKPT
A lock on an application package's skeleton package table.

COLLECT
A lock on an application package collection.

AUTOBIND
A lock used to serialize local autobinds of packages and remote binds and rebinds of packages.

CS DRAIN
Cursor stability drain locks are used by DB2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains.

RR DRAIN
Repeatable read drain locks are used by DB2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains.

WR DRAIN
Write drain locks are used by DB2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains.

AL BPOOL
Alter buffer pool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands.

ROW
Row lock.

INDEX EOF
Index End-of-File lock.

SS GPOOL
Group Buffer pool Start/Stop lock.

DB EX LG
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock.

UTILEXC
Utility exclusive execution lock.

SCA REDO
SCA access for restart/redo information lock.

GPDB EXU
Database Exception Update lock.

UTIL ID
Utility UID lock.

REPR DBD
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock.

CATM MIG
CATMAINT Concert Catalog lock.

CATM CVC
CATMAINT Concert Catalog lock.

CATMCVD
CATMAINT Directory lock.

P/P PLCK
Page set or Partition P-lock.

P/P CAST
Page set or Partition castout P-lock.
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GBP PLCK
Group Buffer pool level castout P-lock.

INDX PLK
Index Manager Tree P-lock.

RLF PLCK
Resource Limit Facility P-lock.

DBD PLCK
Database Descriptor P-lock.

DDF PLCK
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock.

PAGE PLK
Page P-lock.

Mode
Also known as the lock state. This field shows the type of access permitted to concurrent applications that want to
process the same resource.
ANY

A mode used for IRLM CHANGE or UNLOCK requests.
US

Unprotected Share, an index tree is locked and lock escalation occurs.
IS

Intent Share, a tablespace lock in which the lock owner might read data, but not update it. Other
applications can both read and update data. IS tablespace locks are only used with page locks.

IX
Intent Exclusive, a tablespace lock in which both the lock owner and concurrent applications processes
can read and update the data. When the lock owner reads a specific page, a S or U page lock is obtained
on that page. Other applications can read and update other pages, but not the locked page. When the
owner updates data, an X lock is obtained on the updated page and other applications cannot even read
the locked page. IX locks are only used with page locks.

S
Share, used for both page and tablespace locks. The owner and concurrent applications can read the
data, but might not update it.

U
Update, used for both page and tablespace locks. The owner and concurrent applications can read data
and intend to change it. Only one application can hold a U lock on the locked resource (be it a page, table
or tablespace). When the application is ready to change the data, it must wait until there are no S locks on
the resource, at which time the lock will be promoted to an X lock.

SIX
Shared Intent Exclusive, a tablespace lock in which the lock owner can read and update the data. Other
application processes can only read data. This lock is only used with page locks. When the lock owner
updates data, an X lock is obtained on the updated page and other applications cannot read the locked
page.

NSU
Nonshare Update Lock, an update lock used when an index tree is updated without lock escalation.

X
Exclusive, used for both page and tablespace locks. The lock owner can read or update data, no one else
can do so.
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Dur
Indicates when a lock is released. Valid values are as follows:
ALLOCnn

When the resource is deallocated.
COMMIT

When the lock holder issues a COMMIT.
COMT+1

Locks needed to maintain the position of a cursor opened “with hold,” which are held past commit.
MANUAL

For plans that were bound with isolation level CS, DB2 does not wait until the next commit point to
release locks on pages that were not updated.

MANL+1
Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally).

PLAN
The lock is released when the plan is deallocated.

FREE
Duration to free all.

SQL Activity Batch Reports
SQL activity batch reports provide static and dynamic SQL execution statistics.

This section includes topics that describe available SQL activity batch reports, their characteristics, and examples.

The SQL activity batch reports that are available in SYSVIEW for Db2 fall into the following categories:
SQL Execution Statistics

• BTSQLTRL—SQL trace (multiple IFCIDs)
• BTSQLSM1—SQL summary (IFCID 58)

Dynamic SQL Statistics in History Intervals (IFCID 1043/316)

• BTDSQTRL—Detailed report
• BTDSQSMS—Short summary
• BTDSQSML—Detailed summary
• BTDSQLTX—SQL text (IFCID 317)

Static SQL Statistics in History Intervals (IFCID 1041/401)

• BTSSQTRL—Detailed report
• BTSSQSMS—Short summary
• BTSSQSML—Long summary

SQL Incompatibility (IFCID 376)

• BTRINCMT—Trace
• BTRINCMS—Summary
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BTSQLSM1 SQL Summary by Statement Report
The BTSQLSM1 report shows the average amount of work each SQL statement performed. A line of data for each unique
combination of AUTH-ID, CORRELATION, PLAN, PROGRAM, STATEMENT NUMBER, and STATEMENT TYPE is
available.

If IFCID 325 (begin/end trigger) is present, the percentage of statement elapsed time spent processing triggers is also
present. Furthermore, SQL statements executed on behalf of triggers are grouped within the original collection ID and
program, but show the trigger schema and trigger name instead.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Summary
• Report format option: Column format
• Records displayed: (058) SQL-STMT and (325) TRIGGER-ACTIV (performance class 3)

REQUEST: BTSQLSM1                                                                                  DB2 SYS:

 SSID

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 02:10:37                                                   LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY

 05:16:54

 

                                            SQL Summary by Statement                                         

   

 

 

                                         Last Event                                    Avg Elapsed   %Elap

 Trig 

         Correlation,     Collection,       Date             Stmt Type   # of  Avg Pgs Avg CPU       %CPU 

 Trig 

 Auth-ID     Plan           Program         Time    Stmt Nbr Triggered  Stmts  Scanned Avg zIIP      %zIIP

 Trig 

-------- ------------ ------------------ ---------- -------- --------- ------- ------- -------------

 ---------- 

PDBAR01  VN#MA1A1     RBPAI999_ALLPKGS   MM/DD/YY       1296 ........       26   432.4        0.0000         

   

         RBPAI999     BPASQL8            02:11:44            YES                              0.0000         

   

                                                                                              0.0000         

   

PLATDEV  PTX66MAN     PSAAR171           MM/DD/YY        668                17     1.6        0.0000         

   

         PSAAR171     SA$CDB             05:16:49            NO                               0.0000         

   

                                                                                              0.0000         

   

STUMA12  db2jcc_appli NULLID             MM/DD/YY          0                 4   111.3        0.0000     

 ***** 

         DISTSERV     SYSLH200           05:16:54            NO                               0.0000         

   

                                                                                              0.0000         

   

                      CANKEB1            MM/DD/YY          2                20   580.0        0.0000         

   

                      TRIGEMP1           05:16:54            YES                              0.0000         
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                                                                                              0.0000         

   

                      NULLID             MM/DD/YY          1                32    10.9        0.0000     

 ***** 

                      SYSLH200           05:16:52            NO                               0.0000         

   

                                                                                              0.0000         

   

                      STUMA12            MM/DD/YY          2                10   580.1        0.0000         

   

                      TESTTRIG           05:16:54            YES                              0.0000         

   

                                                                                              0.0000          

                                                                    

The BTSQLSM1 report contains the following fields:

Auth-ID
Indicates the authorization ID.

Correlation
Indicates the correlation ID.

Plan
Indicates the plan name. If blank, Db2 activity did not use a bound plan, such as a command thread or the data
collector.

Collection
Shows the package collection name.

Program
Indicates the program containing the SQL statement.

Last Event Date/Time
Shows the date and time of the last event that is summarized on this line.

Stmt Nbr
Shows the SQL statement number appearing in a precompiler listing or Explain listing.

Stmt Type
Shows the SQL statement verb. For example, SELECT. Unpaired statements include DESCRIBE, EXPLAIN,
COMMIT, ROLLBACK, and statements which do not terminate normally.

# of Stmts
Shows the number of times this statement executed.

Avg Pgs Scanned
Shows the average number of pages that are read or written.

Avg Elapsed
Shows the average elapsed time for the statement.

Avg CPU
Shows the average CPU time for the statement. This time includes CPU that is consumed on an IBM zIIP.

Avg zIIP
Shows the average zIIP time for the statement.

Triggered
Whether the SQL statement was executed on behalf of a trigger.
IFCID 325 must be available for this field to be valid.
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%Elap Trig
Shows the percentage of the SQL statement elapsed time that was spent processing triggers.
IFCID 325 must be available for this field to be valid.

%CPU Trig
Shows the percentage of the SQL statement CPU time that was spent processing triggers. This time includes
CPU that is consumed on an IBM zIIP.
IFCID 325 must be available for this field to be valid.

%zIIP Trig
Shows the percentage of the SQL statement zIIP time that was spent processing triggers.
IFCID 325 must be available for this field to be valid.

BTSQLTRL Trace all SQL Statements Report
Use the BTSQLTRL report to trace the Db2 activity of a thread as it allocates resources and executes user requests.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Qualified Event Record Trace
• Report format options: Non-column format
• Records displayed: (379) ACCEL-CALL-END, (378) ACCEL-CALL-START, (273) ALLOCATE-CURSOR, (272)

ASSOC-LOCATORS, (329) ASYNC-IXL-REQS, (322) COMMIT-FORCE, (321) COMMIT-FORCE-ST, (073) CREATE-
THREAD, (258) DATASET-EXTEND, (160) DC-REQUESTOR, (161) DC-RESPONDER, (172) DEADLOCK, (169)
DIST-AUTH-TRANS, (168) DIST-SQL-TEXT, (159) DRDS-CONVERSATION, (157) DRDS-REQUESTOR, (158)
DRDS-RESPONDER, (031) EDM-FULL, (030) EDM-REQ, (077) EOM, (079) EOT, (324) FUNC-RESOLUTION, (311)
GLB-TEMP-TBL, (341) INCR-BIND-SR, (358) IO-PAR-INS-END, (337) LOCK-ESCALATION, (020) LOCK-SUMMARY,
(045) LOCK-SUSPEND, (196) LOCK-TO-DETAIL, (343) MAXTEMPS-EXCEEDED, (125) MIAP-SELECTION, (022)
MINI-PLANS, (107) OPEN-CLOSE, (177) PACKAGE-ALLOCATED, (221) PARALLEL-GROUP-EXE, (413) PIPE-
SUSPEND-ST, (414) PIPE-SUSPEND, (112) PLAN-ALLOC, (007) READ-IO, (018) SCAN, (015) SCAN-ST, (319)
SECURITY-AUDIT, (237) SET-CUR-DEGREE, (055) SET-SQLID, (087) SIGNON, (096) SORT-ENDED, (095) SORT-
ST, (058) SQL-STMT, (059) SQL-STMT-ST, (063) SQL-TEXT, (233) STORED-PROC-EXE, (380) STORPROC-
DETAIL, (497) STMT-OUT-SP-UDF, (499) STMT-INSIDE-SP, (498) STMT-INSIDE-UDF, (069) SYNC, (305) TBL-CHK-
CONST, (351) TCPIP-LOB-MAT-ST, (075) TERM-THREAD, (325) TRIGGER-ACTIV, (269) TRUSTED-CONTEXT,
(270) TRUSTED-CONTEXTDDL, (390) UDF-CACHING, (381) UDF-DETAIL, (024) UTIL-PHASE, (025) UTILITY, (023)
UTILITY-ST, (167) VTAM-CONV-QUEUED, (342) WORKFILE-SPACE, (009) WRITE-IO.

REQUEST: BTSQLTRL                                                                                            

                      

FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 08:18:10                                                                             

                      

 

                                                                 Trace all SQL Statements                  

 

                   Time/         Corr     Plan     Dur (s)                                                   

                  

Event/IFCID        Date          AuthID   zIIP (s) CPU (s)                                                   

                 

------------------ ------------- -------- -------- ---------                                                 

                  

DEADLOCK DETAILS   08:36:55.4109 db2jcc_a DISTSERV                                                           

                 

                                 USER01                                                                      
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                                                              Resource    00004826.00000006                  

                 

                                                              Lock type   TABLE                              

                 

  WAITING TASK                   db2jcc_a DISTSERV            Connection  SERVER         Member    DH3G     

 Token       21481

  * Victim *                     USER01                       Lock mode   X              Duration  COMMIT   

 IRLM Func   CHANGE

                                                              Program     SYSLH200       Location            

                 

                                                              Collection  NULLID         ConToken 

 5359534C564C3031           

                                                              Network     O2777B30       LU name   E8D9      

                 

                                                              Instance    CFE59B885B52   Seq#      5        

 Worth       11   

                                                              EndUser     USER01                             

                

                                                              Workstation 192.119.123.01

                                                              Transaction db2jcc_application                 

                 

                                                              Stmt ID     00000000000005 Stmt type Static    

                 

 

  HOLDING TASK                   USER01   DSNESPCS            Connection  TSO            Member    DH0G     

 Token       165494

                                 USER01                       Lock mode   IX             Duration  COMMIT    

                 

                                                              Program     DSNESM68       Location            

                 

                                                              Collection  DSNESPCS       ConToken 

 0E4D2F9F02F2F0F0           

                                                              Network     USILDA01       LU name   DH0GDB2   

                 

                                                              Instance    CFE59B8BC36A   Seq#      1         

                 

                                                              EndUser     USER01                             

                 

                                                              Workstation TSO                                

                 

                                                              Transaction USER01                             

                 

                                                              Stmt ID     00000000000252 Stmt type Static    

                 

                                                              Resource    00004826.00000006          .PAGE

 X'00000006'        

                                                              Lock type   DATAPAGE                           

                 

  WAITING TASK                   USER01   DSNESPCS            Connection  TSO            Member    DH0G     

 Token       165494

                                 USER01                       Lock mode   U              Duration  MANUAL   

 IRLM Func   LOCK 
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                                                              Program     DSNESM68       Location            

                 

                                                              Collection  DSNESPCS       ConToken 

 0E4D2F9F02F2F0F0           

                                                              Network     USILDA01       LU name   DH0GDB2   

                 

                                                              Instance    CFE59B8BC36A   Seq#      1        

 Worth       11   

                                                              EndUser     USER01 

                                                              Workstation TSO                                

                 

                                                              Transaction USER01 

                                                              Stmt ID     00000000000252 Stmt type Static    

                 

 

  HOLDING TASK                   db2jcc_a DISTSERV            Connection  SERVER         Member    DH3G     

 Token       21481

  * Victim *                     USER01                       Lock mode   X              Duration  COMMIT    

                 

                                                              Program     SYSLH200       Location            

                 

                                                              Collection  NULLID         ConToken 

 5359534C564C3031           

                                                              Network     O2777B30       LU name   E8D9      

                 

                                                              Instance    CFE59B885B52   Seq#      5         

                 

                                                              EndUser     USER01                             

                 

                                                              Workstation 192.119.123.01                     

                 

                                                              Transaction db2jcc_application                 

                 

                                                              Stmt ID     00000000000005 Stmt type Static    

                 

 

DATASET EXTEND     05:04.6407    SD028@4  RBPAP190 DSNDB0G.DSNDBD.DD028.XD028AA.I0001.A001   

258                              LEPJA02                                                                     

                 

                                                              Pri space (4K) : 108                 Sec space

 (4K) : 24        

                                                              Max size (4K)  : 1048320             Max extents

    : 251       

                                                              Extents before : 15                  Extents

 after  : 16        

                                                              Hi alloc before: 1404                Hi alloc

 after : 1440      

                                                              Volumes before : 1                   Volumes

 after  : 1         

                                                              Max volumes    : 59                            
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TIMEOUT DETAILS    11:05:39.3704 db2jcc_a DISTSERV            Number of Threads     1                        

                 

196                11/24/15      USER01                       Resource    00004826.00000006                  

                 

                                                              Lock type   TABLE                              

                 

Waiting task                     db2jcc_a DISTSERV            Connection  SERVER         Member    DH3G      

                 

* Victim *                       USER01                       Lock mode   X              Duration  COMMIT   

 IRLM Func   CHANGE

                                                              Network     O2777B30       LU name   C65D      

                 

                                                              Instance    CFE5BC8D4836   Seq#      5         

                 

                                                              EndUser     USER01                             

                 

                                                              Workstation 192.119.123.01 

                                                              Transaction db2jcc_application                 

                 

                                                              Stmt ID     00000000000005 Stmt type Dynamic   

                 

Holding task                     USER01   DSNESPCS            Connection  TSO            Member    DH0G     

 Token       3104

196                              USER01                       Lock mode   IS             Duration  COMMIT    

               

                                                              Lock type   RS             Task type LOCK HOLDER

              

                                                              Network     USILDA01       LU name   DH0GDB2   

               

                                                              Instance    CFE5BC87BF83   Seq#      1         

               

                                                              EndUser     USER01                             

               

                                                              Workstation TSO                                

               

                                                              Transaction USER01                             

               

                                                              Stmt ID     00000000000318 Stmt type Dynamic    

                             

 

                   Time/         Corr     Plan     Dur (s)                                                   

                    

Event/IFCID        Date          AuthID   zIIP (s) CPU (s)                                                   

                    

------------------ ------------- -------- -------- ---------                                                 

                    

END CLOSCURS       09:59:20.3804 RUN0111A USER01      0.0000  Program: ENB1D11A                              

                    

58                 MM/DD/YY      USER01     0.0000    0.0000  Collection: PCK_USER01                         

                    

                                                              Stmt: 108      Iso Level: N/A                  
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                                                              SQL Code: 0     Reoptimized: NO                

                    

                                                              SQL Type: CLOSE                                

                    

                                                              Expansion reason:    (blank=None, A=Archive,

 S=System, B=Business) 

                                                              Getpage requests... 2                  Sync read

 I/O...... 0       

                                                              Sync write I/O..... 0                 

 Sorts.............. 0       

                                                              Rows examined...... 2                  Rows

 processed..... 2       

                                                              Index scans........ 0                 

 Tablespace scans... 1       

                                                              Parallel groups.... 0                          

                    

                                                              RID list fail-Limit 0                  RID list

 fail-stor. 0       

                                                                                  MM:SS.TTTTTT               

                    

                                                              Elapsed time.......     0.000167               

                    

                                                              CPU time...........     0.000118               

                    

BEGIN OPENCURS     09:59:20.3805 RUN0111A USER01              Program: ENB1D11A                              

                    

65                 MM/DD/YY      USER01                       Collection: PCK_USER01                         

                    

                                                              Stmt: 60       Iso Level: CS                   

                    

                                                              Cursor sensitivity: UNSPECIFIED    Cursor

 scrollability: NO        

                                                              Cursor result table type: UNSPEC               

                    

                                                              Implicit commit close csr: N (C=Commit, N=No)

The BTSQLTRL report contains the following fields:

Event
More than one hundred different events are traced:
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• Plan or package allocated
• I/O operations
• Thread created and terminated
• Abort, prepare to commit (phase 1 commit), TSO commit (sync) and CICS or IMS commit (phase 2 commit)
• Tablespace and indexspace opens and closes
• Begin and end of the various types of SQL statements
• Insert, index, sequential, and hash scans
• List prefetches, synchronous reads, sequential prefetches, dynamic prefetches
• Begin and end of lock suspensions
• Resource contention
• Begin and end of sorts
• Distributed transaction events
• Utility execution

Time/Date
Specifies the time and date the event began (MM:SS.TTTT format).

Corr
Specifies the Db2 Correlation ID.

Plan/Auth
Shows the plan name and the Db2 authorization ID.

zIIP (s)
Specifies the zIIP time in seconds.

Dur (s)
Specifies the elapsed time for the event time in seconds.

CPU (s)
Specifies the CPU time in seconds. This time includes CPU that is consumed on an IBM zIIP.

The following fields are associated with one or more event types. They are listed in alphabetical order and each field is
discussed only once.

Acc Deg, Ac Dgree
Shows the number of concurrent (parallel) I/O streams the DB2 planned at bind time to use when accessing the
new table.

Acc ID, Ac GrpID
Identifies the parallel group that is used when accessing the new table in a parallel I/O query.

Access Method
Shows whether a composite table is built and if so, how it is built. Also indicates if a sort is required.
1st or only table

Identifies that no join and no sort were invoked.
Join by nested lp

For each qualified row in the outer table, the inner table is scanned for matching rows (generally, the most
efficient type of join).

Join by merge scan
Both tables are sorted on their join columns and then they are merged to form a composite table.

Result is sorted
Sort is invoked by the use of an ORDER BY, GROUP BY, or SELECT DISTINCT. Or by the use of SOME,
ANY, or ALL in a predicate.
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Hybrid join
The outer table is scanned in the join-column order of the inner table. Rows from the inner table are
retrieved using list prefetch and are merged with rows that are retrieved from the outer table.

Access Type
Shows the type of scan used.
Tablespace scan

Every row in a non-segmented tablespace is scanned. In a segmented tablespace, every row in each
page in every segment of the table is scanned.

Work file scan
Scan of a work file created because a sort is needed by an ORDER BY, GROUP BY, or SELECT
DISTINCT. Or by the use of SOME, ANY, or ALL in a predicate.

MIAP/Match I-scan
Index tree structure is used to retrieve index pages, possibly followed by access of data pages.

Non-matching I-scan
Scan of index leaf pages, without using the tree structure, possibly followed by access of data pages.

I-scan w/ IN keywd
Index tree structure is used to retrieve index pages, possibly followed by access of data pages. The
values matched are specified in an IN clause.

One-fetch I-scan
A single fetch of an index page is all that is required to access the necessary data. An efficient path.

Acquire Locks
Shows the acquired tablespace locks. Tablespace locks are acquired when the plan or package is allocated or
when the tablespace is first used.

Actual Degree at Run Time
Shows the actual degree of parallel I/O at run time. The actual degree of parallel I/O processing is dependent on
buffer pool availability. When this field is 1, parallel I/O processing fell back to sequential execution mode.

Call Type
Shows the type of Conversation Manager Request.

Collection, Collection ID
Shows the collection name that the package belongs to. If the program was not bound as a package, the value is
blank.

Columns
Shows the number of sort columns.

Const text
Shows the first 30 characters of the check constraint text.

Conversation ID
Shows an ID used by Db2 to identify a specific instance of the use of a session to transfer data between systems.

Conversation Limit
Shows the number of conversations that can be active simultaneously.

Conversations Allocated
Shows the number of conversations assigned for use.

Conversations Queued
Shows the number of conversations waiting to be allocated.
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Correlation-name
Shows the correlation name of a table or view that is specified in the statement. If there is no correlation name,
the column is blank.

Cost
Shows the Db2 generated cost factor for the statement.

NOTE
This measure is significant only when the difference of cost for two statements is at least an order of
magnitude.

Creator
Shows the name of the creator of the table that is referenced in the subquery.

Current Degree
Shows the degree value before the SET CURRENT DEGREE statement was executed.

Cursor
Shows the name assigned in a DECLARE CURSOR statement.

DB, Database
Shows the name of the database accessed.

DBID
Shows a four-digit number that is used by Db2 to identify the database accessed.

DB2 CPU Time
Shows the CPU time used in Db2 to complete an event.

DB2 Grp
Shows the Db2 group member for which the thread is associated.

DM Calls
Shows the number of data manager calls to load the EDM pool with a database descriptor, plan section, or
package section from the Db2 directory.

Dyn rule
Indicates the following DYNAMICRULES bind options for dynamic SQL statements:
BIND

Bind-time rules apply to dynamic SQL statements
RUN

Run-time rules apply to dynamic SQL statements
Dur

Indicates when a lock is released:
ALLOC

When the resource is deallocated.
COMMIT

When the lock holder issues a COMMIT.
COMT+1

Locks had to maintain the position of a cursor opened WITH HOLD, which are held past commit.
MANUAL

For plans that were bound with isolation level CS, Db2 does not wait until the next commit point to release
locks on pages that were not updated.

MANL+1
Temporary change of consistency level from CS to RR during bind and DDL (RDS changes back
internally).
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PLAN
When the plan is deallocated.

FREE
Duration to free all.

Elapsed
Specifies the length of time an event took to complete.

Error Message
Shows the reason for MIAP not being used.

EXPANSION-REASON
Specifies the reason why the SQL statement was expanded.

Gbl cont type
If the reason for lock suspension is global contention, this field indicates one of the four global lock contentions.
FLS

False contention
IRLM

IRLML global resource contention
N/A

Field does not apply to non-global resource contentions
XES

Global resource contention
GrpID Ac

Identifies the parallel group used when accessing the new table in a parallel I/O query.
Grp-Mem

Shows an eight character column that contains the member name of the Db2 that executed EXPLAIN. The
column is blank if the Db2 subsystem was not in a data sharing environment when EXPLAIN was executed.

Highest Lock State
For nonsegmented tablespaces only. It shows the highest page set (tablespace) lock state.

Holder Auth
Shows the authorization ID of the holder of a lock involved in resource contention.

Holder Corr
Shows the correlation ID of the holder of a lock involved in resource contention.

Holder Plan
Shows the plan that held a lock involved in resource contention.

Hold/Wait
Indicates whether the participant in the lock enqueue actually holds the lock (HOLDER) or the participant is
waiting for the lock to be released (WAITER).

ID
Shows the user supplied ID for a utility job.

Index, IX
Shows the name of the index accessed.

Index OBID
A four-digit number that is used by Db2 to identify the accessed indexspace.

Indx Only
When access methods use an index, the value in this field indicates:
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Y
Db2 is able to satisfy the query by accessing only the index

N
Db2 must access the table to satisfy the query

Instance
A hex number used with Network and LU to uniquely identify a distributed thread.

Isolation Level, Iso Level
RR for Repeatable Read, CS for Cursor Stability, or UR for Uncommitted Read.

IRLM Func
Db2 uses IRLM to manage lock requests. The IRLM has four main function requests: LOCK, UNLOCK, CHANGE,
and QUERY.

Items
Shows the number of items processed in the previous phase of the Db2 utility.

Jn Deg, Jn Dgree
Shows the number of concurrent (parallel) I/O streams the Db2 planned, at bind time, to use when joining the
composite table with the new table.

Jn ID, Jn GrpID
Identifies the parallel group used when joining the composite table with the new table in a parallel I/O query.

Key Size
Shows the length of the sort key.

Keys
Shows the number of sort keys.

Location Type
Distributed Location Manager classification describing the nature of the work performed at the location.

Lock Escalations - SHR
Shows the number of share lock escalations for the thread.

Lock Escalations - EXC
Shows the number of exclusive lock escalations for the thread.

Lock Req Type
Indicates the type of lock request as PHYSICAL or LOGICAL.

Lock State Prior to Escalation
See the explanation of Mode.

Lock Type
Specifies the lock type:

• CBS
• MODIFY
• PLOCK
• PRIVATE
• RS

Logmode Entry
Shows the mode name in the communications database.

LU
Shows the logical unit name of VTAM network node.
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LUW Seq#
Identifies the last commit scope.

Max Concurrent Locks
Maximum number of page locks (across all page sets) held concurrently for the thread. Or the maximum number
of concurrent page locks held on the identified page set.

Message Class
A serviceability field.

Message Length
Shows the length of the message in bytes.

Message Number
Shows an identifier used by VTAM.

Message Response
Shows a confirmation, a data message, or no message.

Message Type
Shows a short description of the message.

Mode
Also known as the lock state, this field shows the type of access permitted to concurrent applications that want to
process the same resource.
ANY

A mode used for IRLM CHANGE or UNLOCK requests.
US (Unprotected Share)

An index tree is locked and lock escalation occurs.
IS (Intent Share)

A tablespace lock in which the lock owner can read but not update data. Other applications can both read
and update data. IS tablespace locks are only used with page locks.

IX (Intent Exclusive)
A tablespace lock in which both the lock owner and concurrent applications processes can read and
update the data. When the lock owner reads a specific page, an S or U page lock is obtained on that
page. Other applications can read and update other pages, but not the locked page. When the owner
updates data, an X lock is obtained on the updated page and other applications cannot even read the
locked page. IX locks are only used with page locks.

S (Share)
Used for both page and tablespace locks. The owner and concurrent applications can read but not update
the data.

U (Update)
Used for both page and tablespace locks. The owner and concurrent applications can read data and
intend to change it. Only one application can hold a U lock on the locked resource (a page, table, or
tablespace). When the application is ready to change the data, it waits until there are no S locks on the
resource. Then the lock is promoted to an X lock.

SIX (Shared Intent Exclusive)
A tablespace lock in which the lock owner can read and update the data. Other application processes can
only read data. This lock is only used with page locks. When the lock owner updates data, an X lock is
obtained on the updated page and other applications cannot read the locked page.

NSU (Nonshare Update Lock)
An update lock used when an index tree is updated without lock escalation.
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X (Exclusive)
Used for both page and tablespace locks. Only the lock owner can read or update data.

MSJ Col
Shows the number of columns that are joined during a merge scan join. If the join method is not merge scan join,
this column is blank.

Mtch Cols, Mcol
Shows the number of matching columns for a matching index scan.

Name
Shows the check constraint name.

Network
Shows the name of the network in which the conversation took place.

New Degree
Shows the DEGREE value in the SET CURRENT DEGREE statement.

New ID
Shows the SQLID value in the SET CURRENT SQLID statement or the authorization ID of the caller after signon
processing.

Number Of Threads
Shows the number of threads involved in a timeout.

OBID
Shows a four-digit number that is used by Db2 to identify the tablespace or indexspace accessed.

Operation
Shows the type of operation that is using the check constraint function.

Orig ID
Shows the SQLID value before execution of a SET CURRENT SQLID statement or the authorization ID of the
caller before signon processing.

Outer Join
Shows the type of an outer join, which can be FULL or LEFT. Blanks indicate an inner join or no join.

NOTE
A right outer join converts to a left outer join when you use it.

P Group
Shows the parallel group number assigned by the Db2 optimizer at bind time. This number identifies a particular
parallel I/O operation.

Pages, Pgs
Shows the number of pages brought into the buffer pool with a read I/O or the number of pages written to DASD
for a write I/O. Zero read I/Os implies that the pages were already in the buffer pool or that a prefetch operation
was performed without any I/O.

Para Mode
Describes the kind of parallelism that is used at bind time. The value I/O indicates query I/O parallelism, the value
CPU indicates query CPU parallelism.

Partitioned
Indicates whether the sorted records are partitioned.

Passes
Shows the number of merge passes during sort processing.

Pfch
Shows the type of prefetch used.
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Pg Rng
Indicates that the access path qualifies for a page range. The default value is blank. The only other possible value
is Y, which indicates that the table can qualify for page range screening. This means that Db2 generates plans
that scan only the partitions that are needed.

P-ID SrtC
Shows a parallel group identifier for the parallel sort of the composite table. If not applicable, the field is blank.

P-ID SrtN
Shows the parallel group identifier for the parallel sort of the new table. If not applicable, the field is blank.

Pkg
Shows the 18-byte identifier which, when combined with the collection-id, uniquely identifies a package within
the application server. The package ID is always the program name. For Db2 this is the same as the database
request module (DBRM) member name.

Plan Section #
Plans are divided into sections to save memory. A plan is made up of one or more DBRMs or packages generated
by the Db2 precompiler. When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be independently loaded into the EDM pool as they are needed.

Planned Degree at Bind Time
Parallel I/O processing decisions are made at bind time, unless the statement uses host variables, in which case
this field is zero.

Planned Degree at Run Time
Shows the degree of parallelism, which can vary from that at bind time. Some of the reasons are:

• Host variable partitioning
• Lack of ESA sort support
• Use of an updatable or deletable cursor
• Empty parallel group

Precompiler TS
Shows the precompiler timestamp of the stored procedure.

Pref Type
Indicates the type of a used prefetch:
LIST

List prefetch
SEQ

Sequential prefetch
Procedure

The name of the invoked stored procedure.
Program

The program containing the SQL statement for which pages and rows processed information is displayed.
Query parallelism disable

Indicates the reason query parallelism was disabled, if applicable.
Qry Blk, Query number, QB

The query block number within the SQL statement for which parallel I/O processing is being attempted.
Reason, Reas

A categorization of suspensions. The most common type is Local Resource Contention (LS), which applies to Db2
databases.
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GR
Global resource contention

IQ
IRML queued request

IS
Inter-system communication

LC
IRLM latch contention

LR
Local resource contention

LS
Local storage cannot be extended in cross memory mode

N
Notify message sent

RP
RH to PTB communication request

Reason (in parallel I/O records)
The reason used in deriving the planned degree of parallel I/O processing at run time.

Rec Size
The size of the records sorted.

Record data
The first 30 characters of the record that was rejected due to a violated check constraint.

Record n of m
There can be a number of PARALLEL I/O records written in a series. In this case, n is the current record (for one
parallel group) and m is the total number of records (or parallel groups).

Records
The number of records sorted.

Release Locks
Tablespace locks are released when the plan is deallocated or at commit points.

Request
A distributed request reads or writes data.

Requesting Location
Shows the name of the location requesting accesses to data at a remote site.

Resource
Shows the name of the resource involved in a lock contention.

Responding Auth ID
Shows the Db2 authorization ID of the distributed database thread responding to a request for distributed data.

Responding Location
Shows the name of the server location.

Responding LU
Shows the logical unit name of server location's VTAM network node.

Result
Shows the result of the check constraint.
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OK
No check constraint was violated

REJ
The request was rejected because a check constraint was violated

Ret Code
Shows the sort return code.
0

Normal end, no error
4

Normal end, the input file was empty
8

Abnormal end, a resource was unavailable
12

Abnormal end, the sort key is too large
16

Abnormal end, an error occurred during the input phase of the sort
20

Abnormal end, a serious processing error occurred
Return Code from Conversation Manager

Register 15 at the time the Conversation Manager exits.
Rids

Shows the number of row identifiers obtained using each index in a MIAP.
Rows

Shows the number of rows processed for the pipe or subpipe.
Rows Deleted For GROUP BY

Shows the number of rows deleted due in the merging function of the SQL GROUP BY clause.
Scope

Indicates the scope of the lock request as GLOBAL or LOCAL.
Secondary Auth ID List

Shows a list of secondary auth IDs for the caller to signon processing.
Section

Shows the Skeleton Cursor Tables-RDS identification number where X'0xxxxxxx' is the RDS section and xxxxxxx
is the RDS sequence number.
Exceptions:

• X'00000001' = SKCT header and X'FFFFFFFE' = SKCT directory
• X'00000001' = SKP header and X'80000000' = SKPT directory

Seq#
Shows the LUW sequence number used to identify the last commit scope.

Session ID
Shows the ID of a logical connection between two network addressable units.

Sort type
Shows the type of sort occurrence:
ESA

ESA w/sort assist
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ESAT
ESA tag

GRP
GROUP BY

NONE
No sort occurred

REG
Regular

TAG
Tag

Sorted
Indicates whether an output work file is sorted and partitioned (Y or N).

Space
Shows the name of tablespace or indexspace accessed.

SQL Code
Shows the SQL return code.

SQL-TYPE
Shows the type of the SQL request.

Srt, Sort Flag
Indicates whether sort is used during the access (Y or N).

Start
Shows the time that a pipe or subpipe was created. A pipe is the data structure that is created when the main
task sets up for parallel I/O processing. A subpipe is a data structure used for one of the individual groups in an
operation using parallel I/O processing.

Status
Indicates the results of a MIAP attempt, a lock contention, a SET CURRENT DEGREE statement, a
SET CURRENT SQLID statement, or a signon attempt.

Stmt
Shows an SQL statement number that appears in a pre-compiler listing or an Explain listing.

Table OBID
Shows a four-digit number that is used by Db2 to identify the table accessed.

Text
Shows the text of dynamic or distributed SQL.

Timestamp
Shows the time at which the EXPLAIN statement was processed.

TS LK
Shows the lock mode of the tablespace that contains the new table if the table is not segmented or if the
LOCKSIZE is TABLESPACE. Otherwise, this is the lock mode of the table.

Tokn
Shows the token that can be used (instead of the LUWID at the local site) to identify a DBAT running at the server
site. LUWID, as defined for the LU6.2 interface consists of the network ID, LU name, instance number, and
sequence number.

Total Rids
Shows the total number of row identifiers in the final list used in a MIAP attempt.
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Translator
Indicates whether distributed authorization ID translation occurs at the requestor or server site.

Type
Displays one of the following lock types:
DATAPAGE

A page lock in a tablespace
DATABASE

A lock on a database descriptor
PAGESET

A lock on a non-partitioned tablespace or indexspace
DATA SET

A lock on one of the partitions of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace
SKCT

A lock on an application plan's skeleton cursor table
INDXPAGE

A page lock in an indexspace
DS OPEN

A lock used to serialize data set opens and closes
UTIL DMG

A lock used for utility I/O damage assessment
PSET PC

A simple page set consists of 1 to 32 VSAM data sets called page set pieces. When a page set piece
exceeds the page set piece size limit, another piece is allocated. A page set piece lock is issued on the
pieces while the expansion occurs.

DBA TABL
A lock on a table, tablespace, or database which is being processed by a CREATE, DROP, or ALTER
statement

RETRY
A retry during an abort

32K DESP
32K desperation pool lock, which occurs as an overflow out of the other buffer pools and implies that the
buffers are undersized

SYSLGRNG
A lock obtained while writing to the SYSLGRNG tablespace

UTILITY
A lock used by utility jobs for serialization

MASS DEL
A mass delete lock occurs when a DELETE is used without a WHERE clause (all rows in the table are
deleted)

TABLE
A lock on a table in a segmented tablespace

HSH ANCH
A hash anchor lock is used when accessing Db2 catalog or directory tables

SKPT
A lock on an application package's skeleton package table
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COLLECT
A lock on an application package collection

AUTOBIND
A lock used to serialize local autobinds of packages and remote binds and rebinds of packages

CS DRAIN
Cursor stability drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize CS drains

RR DRAIN
Repeatable read drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize RR drains

WR DRAIN
Write drain locks are used by Db2 commands and utilities to serialize write drains

AL BPOOL
Alter buffer pool locks are used to serialize ALTER BUFFERPOOL commands

ROW
Row lock

INDEX EOF
Index End-of-File lock

SS GPOOL
Group Buffer pool start/stop lock

DB EX LG
Database Exception LPL/GRECP lock

UTILEXC
Utility exclusive execution lock

SCA REDO
SCA access for restart/redo information lock

GPDB EXU
Database Exception Update lock

UTIL ID
Utility UID lock

REPR DBD
REPAIR DBD TEST/DIAGNOSE lock

CATM MIG
CATMAINT Concert Catalog lock

CATM CVC
CATMAINT Concert Catalog lock

CATMCVD
CATMAINT Directory lock

P/P PLCK
Page set or Partition P-lock

P/P CAST
Page set or Partition castout P-lock

GBP PLCK
Group Buffer pool level castout P-lock

INDX PLK
Index Manager Tree P-lock
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RLF PLCK
Resource Limit Facility P-lock

DBD PLCK
Database Descriptor P-lock

DDF PLCK
Distributed Data Facility CDB P-lock

PAGE PLK
Page P-lock

Type (in Write I/O records)
Indicates that a write I/O operation is CASTOUT or NORMAL write I/O.

Victim
Shows the task that was rolled back to resolve a deadlock or timeout.

VTAM Conversation ID
Shows an ID used to designate which conversation a VTAM command APPC command acts on.

When Partitioned
When sort partitions data into work files, this field indicates where in the sort process the partitioning occurs.

Wk Files
Shows the number of sort work files used in a sort.

Wk Files Partitioned
Shows the number of work files (equal to the degree of parallel I/O processing) that sort partitioned.

|-- Rows --| |--Pages --|
Shows a table of one, two, or three rows with 10 columns. The rows are scan statistics for index scans,
data scans, and tablespace scans. The columns are as follows:
Rows Any Table

Shows the number of rows scanned because they were in the correct database (for example, a
tablespace scan in a non-segmented tablespace).

Rows Right Table
Shows the number of rows scanned because they were in the correct table.

Rows DM Qual
Shows the number of rows qualified by the Data Manager. These rows are passed to Relational Data
Services because they were not filtered out by stage 1 predicates.

Rows RDS Qual
Shows the number of rows qualified by the Relational Data Services. These rows are passed to the
results table because they were not filtered out by stage 2 predicates.

Rows INSERT
Shows the number of rows inserted.

Rows UPDATE
Shows the number of rows updated.

Rows DELETE
Shows the number of rows deleted.

Rows Rf Int DELETE
Shows the number of rows deleted in support of referential integrity.

Pages Scan'd
Shows the number of pages scanned.
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Pages Rf Int Scan'd
Shows the number of pages scanned in support of referential integrity.

BTDSQSML Long Summary Report of Dynamic SQL Executed
The BTDSQSML report shows a complete breakdown summary of all executed dynamic SQL, grouped by program
and statement. This report summarizes all IFCID 1043 interval records in the input file. By default, this report shows the
50 SQL statements with the worst performance. These statements are ordered by a summary of accumulated elapsed
time for each SQL statement. Use this report to identify the poorly performing, resource intensive, and dynamic SQL
statements.

NOTE
This report shows the first 60 characters of the dynamic SQL text. This text is available in the IFCID 316 record.
The complete SQL text is available if IFCID 317 was also captured.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Summary of interval trace records
• Report format options: Non-column format
• Records displayed:

– (1043) DYNAMIC-CACHE-COLL
This record is a SYSVIEW for Db2 internal interval record that is based on IFCID 316 data. This record is built and
stored in the online history files and can be obtained only by unloading the history files.

– (317) DYNAMIC-SQL-STMT
This record is captured when the data collector HIST-IFC317 SYSPARMS settings for collecting IFCID 317 are
enabled and if the statement is available in the dynamic statement cache when the system history interval ends.
This record is captured and stored in the online history files and can be obtained only by unloading the history files.

YY/MM/DD 06:58:25                                                          PAGE     1

 REQUEST: BTDSQSML                                                       DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   YY/MM/DD 04:25:03                        LAST RECORD YY/MM/DD 06:00:04

 TOP    50 ONLY BY SUM(ACCUM-ELAPSED...)

                      LONG SUMMARY OF DYNAMIC SQL EXECUTED

                              GROUPED BY STATEMENT

                      TOP 50 BY SUM(ACCUM-ELAPSED)

  

 Gen stmt name        61090378565834525F302D2300000070

 Max users            1                   Cache lit rep None

 Executions           19                  Expansion Rsn None

 Max active copies    1                   Accl eligible No

 Stabilized stmt ID   00000000000000CA 

 Group name          GROUP1

  Query hash ID       156B5D234F433D354B20252E5F2B2C48 

  

                                          RID list occurrences   Limit Storage

 Time inserted YY/MM/DD 05:08:51          Failed                     0       0

 Stats started YY/MM/DD 04:23:47          Paged out                  0       0

 Stats updated YY/MM/DD 09:55:12          Interrupted                0       0

                                          Retrieval skipped   0

  

                      Total     Avg/Exec %Elp                    Total  Avg/Exec

 Elapsed time     25:58.562     1:22.029  N/A  Getpages          93498    4920.9

 CPU time            28.439        1.496  1.8  Rows examined   1706500   89815.8

 Sync I/O time       45.621        2.401  2.9  Rows processd         0       0.0
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 Other read           0.031        0.001  0.0  Sorts                 0       0.0

 Other write          0.000        0.000  0.0  Index scans           0       0.0

 Lock suspend         0.049        0.002  0.0  Tblspce scans        19       1.0

 Exec unit sw         0.000        0.000  0.0  Sync reads        31222    1643.3

 Latch request        0.000        0.000  0.0  Sync writes           0       0.0

 Page latch           0.000        0.000  0.0  Parallel grps         0       0.0

 Drain lock           0.000        0.000  0.0   Estimated degree   N/A       0.0

 Drain claims         0.000        0.000  0.0   Plan degree        N/A       0.0

 Log writer           0.000        0.000  0.0   Active degree      N/A       0.0

 Global lock          0.000        0.000  0.0

 Child L-lock         0.000        0.000  0.0

 Other L-Lock         0.000        0.000  0.0

 P/P P-Lock           0.000        0.000  0.0

 Page P-Lock          0.000        0.000  0.0

 Other P-Lock         0.000        0.000  0.0

 Wait Pipe            0.000        0.000  0.0

 Parallel sync        0.000        0.000  0.0

  

 60 bytes SQL stmt:   DELETE FROM PTI.PTDBDUPD WHERE DBID = 1234 AND SECTION = 0 A(

  

  

        DELETE FROM PTI.PTDBDUPD WHERE DBID = 1234 AND SECTION = 0 AND SEQUENCE

       = 1 AND JOBNAME = 'JOBNAME2' AND JOBID = 'JOBID2' AND UTILID = 'UTILID2'

        AND LPAR = 'CA11'

  

 ...                                                                                   

  

 YY/MM/DD 06:58:25                                                          PAGE    NN

 REQUEST: BTDSQSML                                                       DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   YY/MM/DD 04:25:03                        LAST RECORD YY/MM/DD 06:00:04

 TOP    50 ONLY BY SUM(ACCUM-ELAPSED...)

                      LONG SUMMARY OF DYNAMIC SQL EXECUTED                         

                              GROUPED BY STATEMENT           

                      TOP 50 BY SUM(ACCUM-ELAPSED)          

  

 Gen stmt name        0000621F3D48262E35595F4600000858    

 Max users            1                   Cache lit rep None 

 Executions           1                   Expansion Rsn None 

 Max active copies    1                   Accl eligible No

 Stabilized stmt ID   00000000000000CA 

 Group name          GROUP2

  Query hash ID       156B5D234F007D354B20252E5F2B2C48 

  

  

                                          RID list occurrences   Limit Storage

 Time inserted YY/MM/DD 17:51:33          Failed                     0       0

 Stats started YY/MM/DD 04:23:47          Paged out                  0       0

 Stats updated YY/MM/DD 18:20:01          Interrupted                0       0

                                          Retrieval skipped   0               

  

                      Total     Avg/Exec %Elp                    Total  Avg/Exec

 Elapsed time         0.000        0.000  N/A  Getpages              0       0.0

 CPU time             0.000        0.000  0.0  Rows examined         0       0.0
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 Sync I/O time        0.000        0.000  0.0  Rows processd         0       0.0

 Other read           0.000        0.000  0.0  Sorts                 0       0.0

 Other write          0.000        0.000  0.0  Index scans           0       0.0

 Lock suspend         0.000        0.000  0.0  Tblspce scans         0       0.0

 Exec unit sw         0.000        0.000  0.0  Sync reads            0       0.0

 Latch request        0.000        0.000  0.0  Sync writes           0       0.0

 Page latch           0.000        0.000  0.0  Parallel grps         0       0.0

 Drain lock           0.000        0.000  0.0   Estimated degree   N/A       0.0

 Drain claims         0.000        0.000  0.0   Plan degree        N/A       0.0

 Log writer           0.000        0.000  0.0   Active degree      N/A       0.0

 Global lock          0.000        0.000  0.0

 Child L-lock         0.000        0.000  0.0

 Other L-Lock         0.000        0.000  0.0

 P/P P-Lock           0.000        0.000  0.0

 Page P-Lock          0.000        0.000  0.0

 Other P-Lock         0.000        0.000  0.0

 Wait Pipe            0.000        0.000  0.0

 Parallel sync        0.000        0.000  0.0

  

 60 bytes SQL stmt: SELECT AVG(LOG(D063)+LOG(D110)+LOG(D101)+LOG(D079)+LOG(D074)

  

 Executed        1 times in accelerator DTGP75                              

                      Total     Avg/Exec %Elp                    Total  Avg/Exec

 Queue wait          25.311       25.311  N/A  Rows returned         1       1.0

 Elapsed time        25.336       25.336  N/A  Bytes returned        6       6.0

  Wait 1st row       25.332       25.332  100                                  

   Replication       25.323       25.323 99.9  Repl timeouts         0       0.0

  Wait DB2            0.003        0.003  0.0

 Execution            0.021        0.021  0.1                                  

  CPU time            0.000        0.000  0.0

This report shows the following information for each statement:

• Statement name
• RID list occurrences
• Accumulated and average elapsed time, CPU time, and sync I/O time for each statement
• Expansion reason and accelerator eligibility
• Totals and averages for the following statistics:
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– Other read and other write activity
– Lock suspend
– Global locks, child and other L-locks, pageset / partition (P/P), page and other P-locks
– Wait time for pipe and parallel synchronization
– Execution unit switch
– Latch request and page latch activity
– Drain lock and claim activity
– Log writer activity
– Getpages
– Rows examined and processed
– Sorts, index scans, and tablespace scans
– Parallel groups, sync reads, and sync writes
– Estimated, planned, and actual degree values

• Totals and averages of accelerator statistics (if the statement was executed on accelerator):
– Accelerator name
– Number of times that the statement executed on the accelerator
– Elapsed, execution, and CPU time
– Wait time for the queue, for the first row and for Db2
– Bytes and rows returned
– Time spent waiting for replication and replication timeouts

BTDSQSMS Short Summary Report of Dynamic SQL Executed
This report shows a line by line summary of executed dynamic SQL, grouped by program and statement. This report
summarizes all IFCID 1043 interval records in the input file. By default, this report is ordered according to a summary of
accumulated elapsed time for each SQL statement. Use this report to identify the poorly performing, resource intensive,
and dynamic SQL statements.

NOTE
This report shows the first 60 characters of the dynamic SQL text. This text is available in the IFCID 316 record.
The complete SQL text is available if IFCID 317 was also captured.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Summary of interval trace records
• Report format options: Column format
• Records displayed:

– (1043) DYNAMIC-CACHE-COLL
This record is a SYSVIEW for Db2 internal interval record that is based on IFCID 316 data. This record is built and
stored in the online history files and can be obtained only by unloading the history files.

– (317) DYNAMIC-SQL-STMT
This record is captured when the data collector HIST-IFC317 SYSPARMS settings for collecting IFCID 317 are
enabled and if the statement is available in the dynamic statement cache when the system history interval ends.
This record is captured and stored in the online history files and can be obtained only by unloading the history files.

MM/DD/YY 08:08:20                                                                                             

                                                  PAGE     1

 REQUEST: BTDSQSMS                                                                                            

                                                DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 10:20:01                                                                             

                                LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY 06:50:00
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 TOP    50 ONLY BY SUM(ACCUM-ELAPSED...)

                                                       SHORT SUMMARY OF DYNAMIC SQL EXECUTED                  

                                   

                                                                GROUPED BY STATEMENT                          

                                    

                                                            TOP 50 BY SUM(ACCUM-ELAPSED)                      

                                   

  

           Program Name             Accum/Avg    Accum/Avg             Tot/Avg  RowsExam          IndxScan    

 Accum        Accum        Accum      Accel/Avg    Accel/Avg   

      DB2 Generated Stmt Name        Elapsed        CPU     Executed  Getpages     /Proc    Sorts TbspScan    

  I/O         Lock     DB2 Services    Elapsed        CPU   

 -------------------------------- ------------ ------------ -------- --------- --------- -------- --------

 ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------  

 SAMP022G                          1:53:40.901    50:33.865     1388  46243788         0     1388     1387   

 47:04.029        0.002        0.000        0.000        0.000

 2D2B294134236A007C736F1A0000007E        4.914        2.185            33316.9         0                 0    

                                           0.000        0.000

  

 

    First 60 bytes of SQL text: DELETE FROM PDBAR01.TK029A WHERE CHAR_2 = CHAR(INTEGER(RAND(

 

       DELETE FROM PDBAR01.TK029A WHERE CHAR_2 = CHAR(INTEGER(RAND(1) * +500000

       00)) SKIP LOCKED DATA 

  

 

 BPASQL8                             38:21.359    16:41.838        1  96215994   104566K        0        0   

 14:53.143        0.743       11.245        0.000        0.000

 29354759544662020E68677F0000004E    38:21.359    16:41.838           96215994   104565K                 1    

                                           0.000        0.000

  

 

    First 60 bytes of SQL text: INSERT INTO MHH.PTPA_ES_VOUTP_1200 SELECT * FROM PTI.PTPA_ES                  

                                   

  

 

 DSNESM68                            26:13.933        0.000        1         0         0        0        0    

    0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

 4D26405A17690C7900170A1E00000064    26:13.933        0.000                0.0         0                 0    

                                           0.000        0.000

  

 

    First 60 bytes of SQL text: SELECT COUNT(*) FROM  SYSIBM.SYSTABLES      AS A,                             

                                   

  

 

 SQLC2E06                            18:59.740        0.022        4         0         0        4        0    

    0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

 7E640C651C790708160A710B00000048     4:44.935        0.005                0.0         0                 0    

                                           0.000        0.000
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    First 60 bytes of SQL text: SELECT * FROM PDBAR01.P5220011_TB1 ORDER BY COL3 FETCH FIRST                  

                                    

  

 

 RQARPK                              17:24.073     1:07.980       11  12756656  88991576       11      801   

 15:17.908       12.619        0.000        0.000        0.000

 0A6B1D115021314C5555262600000399     1:34.915        6.180          1159696.0       395               406    

                                           0.000        0.000

  

 

    First 60 bytes of SQL text: SELECT C.NAME , C.CREATEDBY , C.SCHEMA , C.SPECIFICNAME , C.                  

                                   

  

 

 SYSLH200                            10:37.786     2:14.865        4   4818171         0        0   123540    

    0.091        0.922        0.000        0.000        0.000

 087E25211209750F1A557064000000C4     2:39.446       33.716          1204542.8         0                 0    

                                           0.000        0.000

  

 

    First 60 bytes of SQL text: SELECT COUNT(*) FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLES, SYSIBM.SYSDATABASE,                    

                                   

  

 

 BPASQL8                              7:23.795       55.167        2    210398    201768        0        0    

    0.345        0.000        0.013        0.000        0.000

 03136068190E414E4C48224000000042     3:41.897       27.583           105199.0    201756                 2    

                                           0.000        0.000

  

 

    First 60 bytes of SQL text: INSERT INTO JPQATEST.PERF_METRICS SELECT * FROM DPAQA.PERF_M                  

                                   

  

 

 PPA@EXXL                             6:40.094        1.870      579    162493    618335        0        0    

    1.736        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

 7A681C054D5754355E345D4A00000220        0.691        0.003              280.6       578               497    

                                           0.000        0.000

  

 

    First 60 bytes of SQL text: SELECT  COST_CATEGORY, PROCMS, PROCSU  , INTEGER( CASE WHEN                   

                                    

This report provides the following information:

• Program name and DB2 generated statement name
• Accumulated and average elapsed time and CPU time for each statement
• Number of times each SQL statement executed
• Total and average number of getpages for each statement
• Number of rows that are examined and processed
• Number of sorts, index scans, and tablespace scans
• Accumulated I/O, lock, and other times
• Accumulated and average elapsed and CPU time spent in accelerator
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BTDSQTRL Long Report of Dynamic SQL Executed
The BTDSQTRL report shows a complete trace report of all dynamic SQL statements that are executed for each interval.
This report shows all selected statements for all IFCID 1043 interval records in the input file.

TIP
Add a WHERE clause to limit the report to SQL statements of interest.

Use this report to see how the execution of each SQL statement changed for each interval.

NOTE
This report shows the first 60 characters of the dynamic SQL text. This text is available in the IFCID 316
record. The complete SQL text is available if IFCID 317 was captured at the end of the history interval. Use the
BTDSQLTX report to locate the matching SQL statement text from the IFCID 317 record, if the IFCID 317 data
was captured in a different history interval.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Detail trace of interval trace records
• Report format options: Non-column format
• Records displayed:

– (1043) DYNAMIC-CACHE-COLL
This record is a SYSVIEW for Db2 internal interval record that is based on IFCID 316 data. This record is built and
stored in the online history files and can be obtained only by unloading the history files.

– (317) DYNAMIC-SQL-STMT
This record is captured when the data collector HIST-IFC317 SYSPARMS settings for collecting IFCID 317 are
enabled and if the statement is available in the dynamic statement cache when the system history interval ends.
This record is captured and stored in the online history files and can be obtained only by unloading the history files.

 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

                 PAGE     1

 REQUEST: BTDSQTRL                                                                                            

              DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                            

                        

  

                                                    LONG REPORT OF DYNAMIC SQL EXECUTED                       

                          

  

 Users         0      Stmt num   1        Program name  SYSLH200                       

 Active copies 0      Executions 2        Transaction   db2jcc_application             

 Statement ID  0005571E                   Gen stmt name 4A65073B32525644354C574D00000084

 Bind SQLID    USERID1                                                                  

 Table qual    USERID1                                                                 

 Owner user ID USERID1                                                                 

 End user ID   userid1                    Caching membr SSID                           

 Workstn name  130.119.123.85             Cache lit rep None                           

 Stmt status   00     Current data  N     Dynamic rules R     Current degree 1         

 Isolation     CS     Current rules D     Cur precision N     Csr with hold  Y         

 Schema        USERID1                    Expansion rsn None                           

                                          Accl eligible No

 Stabilized ID 00000000000000CA           Query hash ID 658D636203007418026D73113D314637

 Group name    GROUP1

  

                                          RID list occurrences   Limit Storage         
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 Time inserted MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS          Failed                     0       0         

 Stats started MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS          Paged out                  0       0         

 Stats updated MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS          Interrupted                0       0         

                                          Retrieval skipped   0                        

  

                      Total     Avg/Exec %Elp                    Total  Avg/Exec

 Elapsed time         0.002        0.001  N/A  Getpages              8       4.0        

 CPU time             0.000        0.000 15.7  Rows examined         2       1.0       

 Sync I/O time        0.002        0.001 91.2  Rows processd         2       1.0       

 Other read           0.000        0.000  0.0  Sorts                 0       0.0       

 Other write          0.000        0.000  0.0  Index scans           2       1.0       

 Lock suspend         0.000        0.000  0.0  Tblspce scans         0       0.0       

 Exec unit sw         0.000        0.000  0.0  Sync reads            4       2.0       

 Latch request        0.000        0.000  0.0  Sync writes           0       0.0       

 Page latch           0.000        0.000  0.0  Parallel grps         0       0.0       

 Drain lock           0.000        0.000  0.0   Estimated degree   N/A       0.0       

 Drain claims         0.000        0.000  0.0   Plan degree        N/A       0.0       

 Log writer           0.000        0.000  0.0   Active degree      N/A       0.0       

 Global lock          0.000        0.000  0.0

 Child L-lock         0.000        0.000  0.0

 Other L-Lock         0.000        0.000  0.0

 P/P P-Lock           0.000        0.000  0.0

 Page P-Lock          0.000        0.000  0.0

 Other P-Lock         0.000        0.000  0.0

 Wait Pipe            0.000        0.000  0.0

 Parallel sync        0.000        0.000  0.0

  

 60 bytes SQL stmt: SELECT FOREIGNKEY FROM SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS WHERE NAME = 'TEXT'

  

  

        SELECT FOREIGNKEY FROM SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS WHERE NAME = 'TEXT' AND TBNAME 

        = 'SYSVIEWS' AND TBCREATOR = 'SYSIBM'                                    

  

  

 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

                 PAGE NNNNN

 REQUEST: BTDSQTRL                                                                                            

              DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                            

                        

  

                                                    LONG REPORT OF DYNAMIC SQL EXECUTED                       

                          

  

 Users         0      Stmt num   1        Program name  SYSLH200                                             

                        

 Active copies 0      Executions 0        Transaction   db2jcc_application                                   

                       

 Statement ID  00055732                   Gen stmt name 16585A2B5D21563C0C240D5B0000015D                     

                       

 Bind SQLID    USERID1                                                                                       
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 Table qual    USERID1                                                                                       

                        

 Owner user ID USERID1                                                                                       

                       

 End user ID   userid1                    Caching membr SSID                                                 

                       

 Workstn name  131.219.113.11             Cache lit rep None                                                 

                       

 Stmt status   00     Current data  N     Dynamic rules R     Current degree 1                               

                       

 Isolation     CS     Current rules D     Cur precision N     Csr with hold  Y                               

                       

 Schema        USERID1                    Expansion rsn None                                                 

                       

                                          Accl eligible No

Stabilized ID 0000000000000000           Query hash ID 658D636203007418026D73113D314636

Group name     

  

                                          RID list occurrences   Limit Storage                               

                       

 Time inserted MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS          Failed                     0       0                               

                       

 Stats started MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS          Paged out                  0       0                               

                        

 Stats updated MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS          Interrupted                0       0                               

                       

                                          Retrieval skipped   0                                              

                       

  

                      Total     Avg/Exec %Elp                    Total  Avg/Exec

 Elapsed time         0.000        0.000  N/A  Getpages              0       0.0

 CPU time             0.000        0.000  0.0  Rows examined         0       0.0

 Sync I/O time        0.000        0.000  0.0  Rows processd         0       0.0                             

                        

 Other read           0.000        0.000  0.0  Sorts                 0       0.0                             

                       

 Lock suspend         0.000        0.000  0.0  Tblspce scans         0       0.0       

 Exec unit sw         0.000        0.000  0.0  Sync reads            0       0.0       

 Latch request        0.000        0.000  0.0  Sync writes           0       0.0       

 Page latch           0.000        0.000  0.0  Parallel grps         0       0.0       

 Drain lock           0.000        0.000  0.0   Estimated degree   N/A       0.0       

 Drain claims         0.000        0.000  0.0   Plan degree        N/A       0.0       

 Log writer           0.000        0.000  0.0   Active degree      N/A       0.0       

 Global lock          0.000        0.000  0.0

 Child L-lock         0.000        0.000  0.0

 Other L-Lock         0.000        0.000  0.0

 P/P P-Lock           0.000        0.000  0.0

 Page P-Lock          0.000        0.000  0.0

 Other P-Lock         0.000        0.000  0.0

 Wait Pipe            0.000        0.000  0.0

 Parallel sync        0.000        0.000  0.0
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 60 bytes SQL stmt: SELECT 1+LOG(LOG(LOG(LOG(COUNT(DISTINCT A.SALARY))+LOG(AVG(B                             

                      

  

  

        SELECT 1+LOG(LOG(LOG(LOG(COUNT(DISTINCT A.SALARY))+LOG(AVG(B.SALARY)))+                              

                      

          LOG(LOG(COUNT(DISTINCT B.SALARY))+LOG(AVG(A.SALARY)))) +   LOG(LOG(LOG                             

                      

        (COUNT(DISTINCT A.SALARY))+LOG(AVG(A.SALARY)))+   LOG(LOG(COUNT(DISTINCT                             

                      

         B.SALARY))+LOG(AVG(B.SALARY)))))     FROM USERID1.IDAA_DEMO A, USERID1.                             

                      

        IDAA_DEMO2 B                                                                                         

                      

  

 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

                 PAGE NNNNN

 REQUEST: BTDSQTRL                                                                                            

              DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                            

                        

  

                                                    LONG REPORT OF DYNAMIC SQL EXECUTED                       

                          

  

 Executed        1 times in accelerator DTGP75                              

                      Total     Avg/Exec %Elp                    Total  Avg/Exec

 Queue wait          25.311       25.311  N/A  Rows returned         1       1.0

 Elapsed time        25.336       25.336  N/A  Bytes returned        6       6.0

  Wait 1st row       25.332       25.332  100                                  

   Replication       25.323       25.323 99.9  Repl timeouts         0       0.0

  Wait DB2            0.003        0.003  0.0

 Execution            0.021        0.021  0.1                                  

  CPU time            0.000        0.000  0.0                                  

 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                           

             PAGE NNNNN

 REQUEST: BTDSQTRL                                                                                           

          DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                            

                      

  

                                                                    LONG REPORT OF DYNAMIC SQL EXECUTED      

                      

                                                                    INDEX OF TOP    50 BY ACCUM-ELAPSED      

                       

  

  TOP  TIMESTAMP                  PLAN     CONN     CORR ID      AUTH ID  THRD ACE DATA VALUE                

 PAGE NUM LINE NUMBER 

 ----- -------------------------- -------- -------- ------------ -------- -------- --------------------------

 -------- ------------

     1 YYYY-MM-DD 06:52:00.312868 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2D2E03A0     4:12.044              

    47590      8041066
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     2 YYYY-MM-DD 06:38:00.341021 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2D2E03A0     4:10.221              

    47448      8034663

     3 YYYY-MM-DD 05:40:00.978946 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400     4:04.212              

    46840      8007295

     4 YYYY-MM-DD 06:23:00.380661 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2D2E03A0       38.452              

    47030      8015848

     5 YYYY-MM-DD 04:52:00.511630 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400       12.996              

    33135      4440498

     6 YYYY-MM-DD 04:50:00.611968 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400       10.886              

    24488      4051201

     7 YYYY-MM-DD 04:52:00.516013 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        9.424              

    31523      4367948

     8 YYYY-MM-DD 04:50:00.611922 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        9.018              

    24469      4050318

     9 YYYY-MM-DD 04:51:00.390915 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        8.968              

    28149      4215996

    10 YYYY-MM-DD 04:51:00.399260 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        8.809              

    28153      4216182

    11 YYYY-MM-DD 04:51:00.385644 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        8.718              

    28145      4215802

    12 YYYY-MM-DD 04:51:00.391492 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        8.677              

    28176      4217277

    13 YYYY-MM-DD 04:51:00.385956 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        8.536              

    28172      4217091

    14 YYYY-MM-DD 04:50:00.616521 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        8.308              

    24473      4050504

    15 YYYY-MM-DD 04:50:00.624714 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        8.117              

    24489      4051248

    16 YYYY-MM-DD 04:51:00.391026 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        8.111              

    28160      4216519

    17 YYYY-MM-DD 04:51:00.382920 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        7.901              

    28168      4216901

    18 YYYY-MM-DD 04:50:00.616543 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        7.872              

    24479      4050780

    19 YYYY-MM-DD 04:52:00.529330 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        7.746              

    31521      4367852

    20 YYYY-MM-DD 04:53:00.552218 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        7.468              

    45341      4989808

    21 YYYY-MM-DD 04:50:00.607763 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        7.432              

    24462      4049983

    22 YYYY-MM-DD 04:52:00.522425 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        7.039              

    31512      4367415

    23 YYYY-MM-DD 04:48:00.486836 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        6.943              

     9421      3373105

    24 YYYY-MM-DD 04:50:00.612926 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        6.853              

    24464      4050079

    25 YYYY-MM-DD 04:49:00.431877 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        6.750              

    15443      3644120

    26 YYYY-MM-DD 04:50:00.624878 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        6.737              

    24480      4050827

    27 YYYY-MM-DD 04:48:00.486862 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        6.696              

     9422      3373151
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    28 YYYY-MM-DD 05:36:00.429847 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        6.645              

    46791      8005088

    29 YYYY-MM-DD 04:52:00.526827 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        6.578              

    31520      4367805

    30 YYYY-MM-DD 06:04:00.478534 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2D2E03A0        6.511              

    46948      8012158

    31 YYYY-MM-DD 06:34:00.515150 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2D2E03A0        6.293              

    47353      8030386

    32 YYYY-MM-DD 04:52:00.534639 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        6.172              

    31524      4367995

    33 YYYY-MM-DD 05:35:00.580838 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        6.138              

    46732      8002429

    34 YYYY-MM-DD 04:53:00.545144 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        6.113              

    43295      4897738

    35 YYYY-MM-DD 04:48:00.486836 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        6.080              

     9423      3373197

    36 YYYY-MM-DD 04:53:00.548222 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        6.072              

    39339      4719718

    37 YYYY-MM-DD 04:48:00.486836 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        6.057              

     9424      3373243

    38 YYYY-MM-DD 05:35:00.581019 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        5.962              

    46744      8002970

    39 YYYY-MM-DD 04:52:00.521715 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        5.930              

    31526      4368091

    40 YYYY-MM-DD 04:53:00.600974 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        5.810              

    37629      4642746

    41 YYYY-MM-DD 04:49:00.403072 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        5.797              

    23939      4026448

    42 YYYY-MM-DD 06:21:00.359015 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2D2E03A0        5.755              

    46961      8012743

    43 YYYY-MM-DD 07:02:00.395996 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2D2E03A0        5.736              

    47602      8041607

    44 YYYY-MM-DD 04:49:00.408153 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        5.713              

    16213      3678778

    45 YYYY-MM-DD 04:53:00.603381 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        5.686              

    37632      4642891

    46 YYYY-MM-DD 04:49:00.414821 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        5.657              

    17979      3758248

  

 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                           

             PAGE NNNNN

 REQUEST: BTDSQTRL                                                                                           

          DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                            

                      

  

                                                                    LONG REPORT OF DYNAMIC SQL EXECUTED      

                      

                                                                    INDEX OF TOP    50 BY ACCUM-ELAPSED      

                      

  

  TOP  TIMESTAMP                  PLAN     CONN     CORR ID      AUTH ID  THRD ACE DATA VALUE                

 PAGE NUM LINE NUMBER 
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 ----- -------------------------- -------- -------- ------------ -------- -------- --------------------------

 -------- ------------

    47 YYYY-MM-DD 04:49:00.411260 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        5.657              

    19824      3841273

    48 YYYY-MM-DD 07:02:00.395785 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2D2E03A0        5.584              

    47606      8041787

    49 YYYY-MM-DD 07:02:00.395646 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2D2E03A0        5.564              

    47610      8041967

    50 YYYY-MM-DD 04:53:00.566438 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2B9AE400        5.508              

    37633      4642938

This report provides the following information for each SQL statement:

• User ID of the person who executed the statement
• Number of times each statement executed
• Package where the statement and collection are located
• Statement and collection ID
• Stabilized statement ID, group name, and query hash ID
• RID list occurrences
• Accumulated and average elapsed time, CPU time, and sync I/O time for each statement
• Expansion reason and accelerator eligibility
• Totals and averages for the following statistics:

– Other read and other write activity
– Lock suspend
– Global locks, child and other L-locks, pageset / partition (P/P), page and other P-locks
– Wait time for pipe and parallel synchronization
– Execution unit switch
– Latch request and page latch activity
– Drain lock and claim activity
– Log writer activity
– Getpages
– Rows examined and processed
– Sorts, index scans, and tablespace scans
– Parallel groups, sync reads, and sync writes
– Estimated, planned, and actual degree values

• Totals and averages of accelerator statistics (if the statement was executed on accelerator):
– Elapsed, execution, and CPU time
– Wait time for the queue, for the first row and for Db2
– Bytes and rows returned
– Time spent waiting for replication and replication timeouts

BTDSQLTX Trace Report of Dynamic SQL Executed and Captured
The BTDSQLTX report shows a complete trace of all dynamic SQL statements (IFCID 317 records) captured for each
system history interval. Use this report to view the complete SQL statement text.

TIP
Add a WHERE clause with STMT-NAME-GEN or UNIQUE-ID fields to limit the report to SQL statements of
interest.

Report characteristics:
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• Request type: Detail Trace
• Report format options: Non-column format
• Records displayed: (317) DYNAMIC-SQL-STMT

This record is captured when the data collector HIST-IFC317 SYSPARMS settings for collecting IFCID 317 are
enabled and if the statement is available in the dynamic statement cache when the interval ends. This record is
captured and stored in the online history files and can be obtained only by unloading the history files. For more
information about the HIST-IFC317 SYSPARMS settings, see the section History and Archive Parameters.

MM/DD/YY 08:36:58                                                    PAGE     1

 REQUEST: BTDSQLTX                                                 DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 06:40:00                                              

  

                         Dynamic Cache SQL Statement Text                      

  

 DB2 generated Statement name: 717D0A6328562E4526235C2500000272                

 Unique statement identifier : 0002B196                                        

  

        SELECT A0.NAME, A0.TBNAME, A0.TBCREATOR, A0.COLNO, A0.COLTYPE, A0.LENGTH

        , A0.SCALE, A0.NULLS, A0.COLCARD, A0.HIGH2KEY, A0.LOW2KEY, A0.UPDATES, A

        0.IBMREQD, A0.REMARKS, A0.DEFAULT, A0.KEYSEQ, A0.FOREIGNKEY, A0.FLDPROC,

         A0.LABEL, A0.STATSTIME, A0.DEFAULTVALUE, A0.COLCARDF, A0.COLSTATUS, A0.

        LENGTH2, A0.DATATYPEID, A0.SOURCETYPEID, A0.TYPESCHEMA, A0.TYPENAME, A0.

        CREATEDTS, A0.STATS_FORMAT, A0.PARTKEY_COLSEQ, A0.PARTKEY_ORDERING, A0.A

        LTEREDTS, A0.CCSID, A0.HIDDEN, A0.RELCREATED, A0.CONTROL_ID, A0.XML_TYPE

        MOD_ID, A0.PERIOD, A0.GENERATED_ATTR, A0.HASHKEY_COLSEQ FROM SYSIBM.SYSC

        OLUMNS A0 WHERE A0.TBCREATOR = ? AND A0.TBNAME = ?                     

  

 DB2 generated Statement name: 09333A3A53275E385555375B000000CD                

 Unique statement identifier : 00027221                                        

  

        SELECT DISTINCT GLR2_KEY,GLR2_UTILITY_ID,GLR2_CHECKSUM,GLR2_STMT ,'2' FR

        OM PTI.PTGL600_RESTART2 WHERE (GLR2_TYPE = '3' OR GLR2_TYPE = '2')  AND

        GLR2_DBNAME  =   'DEMODB01'  AND GLR2_PSNAME  =   'DEMOTS1'            

  

 DB2 generated Statement name: 5151766116136D7F650A176D0000007A                

 Unique statement identifier : 00027223                                        

  

        SELECT GLRS_AUTHID, GLRS_TIME, GLRS_JOBNAME FROM PTI.PTGL600_RESTART WHE

        RE GLRS_UTILITY_KEY= ? AND GLRS_UTILITY_ID = ?                         

  

 DB2 generated Statement name: 7E0068737E731D66076A7655000000A7                

 Unique statement identifier : 00003B41                                        

  

        SELECT RACR_COUNT   ,RACR_NUMCOLS  FROM                  PTI.RACR_PROC_1

        105 WHERE RACR_NAME = 'PROFILE' AND RACR_USERID = 'STATS' AND   RACR_TYP

        E = '4' FOR FETCH ONLY                                                  

This report provides the following information for each SQL statement:

• Db2 generated statement name
• Unique statement identifier
• SQL statement text
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BTSSQSML Long Summary Report of Static SQL Executed
This report shows a complete breakdown summary of all executed static SQL, grouped by program and statement. This
report summarizes all IFCID 1041 interval records in the input file. By default, this report shows the 50 SQL statements
with the worst performance. These statements are ordered by a summary of accumulated elapsed time for each SQL
statement. Use this report to identify the poorly performing, resource intensive, and static SQL statements.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Summary of interval trace records
• Report format options: Non-column format
• Records displayed: (1041) EDM-STAT-STMT-COLL

This record is a SYSVIEW for Db2 internal interval record that is based on IFCID 401 data. This record is built and
stored in the online history files and can be obtained only by unloading the history files.

YY/MM/DD 06:58:25                                                              PAGE     1

 REQUEST: BTSSQSML                                                           DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   YY/MM/DD 04:25:03                            LAST RECORD YY/MM/DD 06:10:00

 TOP    50 ONLY BY SUM(ACCUM-ELAPSED...)                                                  

                                  LONG SUMMARY OF STATIC SQL EXECUTED                  

                                         GROUPED BY STATEMENT                         

                                     TOP 50 BY SUM(ACCUM-ELAPSED)                     

  

 Stmt ID    00000000007F0AE0 Program name  AQTDBTRC                                       

 Con Token  0C9C4C1C01F4F1F1 Collection ID SYSACCEL                                       

  

                                          RID list occurrences   Limit Storage            

 Executed     1121 times                  Failed                     0       0            

 Time inserted YY/MM/DD 01:07:27          Paged out                  0       0            

 Stats updated YY/MM/DD 11:14:15          Interrupted                0       0            

                                          Retrieval skipped  0                            

 Expansion reason        None                                                             

 Accelerator eligibility No

  

                      Total    Avg/Exec %Elp                     Total  Avg/Exec          

 Elapsed time        28.930     0.02580  N/A   Getpages              0       0.0          

 CPU time             0.227     0.00020  0.8   Rows examined         0       0.0          

 Sync I/O time        0.000     0.00000  0.0   Rows processd         0       0.0          

 Other read           0.000     0.00000  0.0   Sorts                 0       0.0          

 Other write          0.000     0.00000  0.0   Index scans           0       0.0          

 Lock suspend         0.000     0.00000  0.0   Tblspce scans      1121       1.0          

 Exec unit sw         0.000     0.00000  0.0   Sync reads            0       0.0          

 Latch request        0.000     0.00000  0.0   Sync writes           0       0.0          

 Page latch           0.000     0.00000  0.0   Parallel grps         0       0.0          

 Drain lock           0.000     0.00000  0.0    Estimated degree   N/A       0.0          

 Drain claims         0.000     0.00000  0.0    Plan degree        N/A       0.0          

 Log writer           0.000     0.00000  0.0    Active degree      N/A       0.0          

 Global lock          0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Child L-lock         0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Other L-Lock         0.000     0.00000  0.0

 P/P P-Lock           0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Page P-Lock          0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Other P-Lock         0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Wait Pipe            0.000     0.00000  0.0
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 Parallel sync        0.000     0.00000  0.0

  

 ...

  

 YY/MM/DD 06:58:25                                                              PAGE    NN

 REQUEST: BTSSQSML                                                           DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   YY/MM/DD 04:25:03                            LAST RECORD YY/MM/DD 06:10:00

 TOP    50 ONLY BY SUM(ACCUM-ELAPSED...)                                                  

                                  LONG SUMMARY OF STATIC SQL EXECUTED                  

                                         GROUPED BY STATEMENT                         

                                     TOP 50 BY SUM(ACCUM-ELAPSED)              

  

 Stmt ID    0000000000AA6889 Program name  MAINSQL                             

 Con Token  1A18A5260D16D38E Collection ID ANON07A                              

  

                                          RID list occurrences   Limit Storage 

 Executed        1 times                  Failed                     0       0 

 Time inserted YY/MM/DD 04:59:52          Paged out                  0       0 

 Stats updated YY/MM/DD 05:22:08          Interrupted                0       0 

                                          Retrieval skipped  0                 

 Expansion reason        None                                                  

 Accelerator eligibility No                                                    

  

                      Total    Avg/Exec %Elp                     Total  Avg/Exec

 Elapsed time         0.000     0.00000  N/A   Getpages              0       0.0

 CPU time             0.000     0.00000  0.0   Rows examined         0       0.0

 Sync I/O time        0.000     0.00000  0.0   Rows processd         0       0.0

 Other read           0.000     0.00000  0.0   Sorts                 0       0.0

 Other write          0.000     0.00000  0.0   Index scans           0       0.0

 Lock suspend         0.000     0.00000  0.0   Tblspce scans         0       0.0

 Exec unit sw         0.000     0.00000  0.0   Sync reads            0       0.0

 Latch request        0.000     0.00000  0.0   Sync writes           0       0.0

 Page latch           0.000     0.00000  0.0   Parallel grps         0       0.0

 Drain lock           0.000     0.00000  0.0    Estimated degree   N/A       0.0

 Drain claims         0.000     0.00000  0.0    Plan degree        N/A       0.0

 Log writer           0.000     0.00000  0.0    Active degree      N/A       0.0

 Global lock          0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Child L-lock         0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Other L-Lock         0.000     0.00000  0.0

 P/P P-Lock           0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Page P-Lock          0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Other P-Lock         0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Wait Pipe            0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Parallel sync        0.000     0.00000  0.0

  

Executed        1 times in accelerator DH3GIDAA                                

                      Total    Avg/Exec  %Elp                    Total  Avg/Exec

 Queue wait           0.089     0.08929   N/A  Rows returned         1       1.0

 Elapsed time        33.782    33.78231   N/A  Bytes returned       11      11.0

  Wait 1st row       33.645    33.64522  99.6

   Replication       33.522    33.53801  98.8  Repl timeouts         1       1.0

  Wait DB2            0.137     0.13709   0.4

 Execution           33.692    33.69270  99.7
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  CPU time           23.210    23.21000  68.7

This report provides the following information for each SQL statement:

• Number of times each statement executed
• Package where the statement and collection are located
• Statement and collection ID
• RID list occurrences
• Accumulated and average elapsed time, CPU time, and sync I/O time for each statement
• Expansion reason and accelerator eligibility
• Totals and averages for the following statistics:

– Other read and other write activity
– Lock suspend
– Global locks, child and other L-locks, pageset / partition (P/P), page and other P-locks
– Wait time for pipe and parallel synchronization
– Execution unit switch
– Latch request and page latch activity
– Drain lock and claim activity
– Log writer activity
– Getpages
– Rows examined and processed
– Sorts, index scans, and tablespace scans
– Parallel groups, sync reads, and sync writes
– Estimated, planned, and actual degree values

• Totals and averages of accelerator statistics (if the statement was executed on accelerator):
– Accelerator name
– Number of times that the statement executed on the accelerator
– Elapsed, execution, and CPU time
– Wait time for the queue, for the first row and for Db2
– Bytes and rows returned
– Time spent waiting for replication and replication timeouts

BTSSQSMS Short Summary Report of Static SQL Executed
This report shows a line by line summary of executed static SQL, grouped by program and statement. This report
summarizes all IFCID 1041 interval records in the input file. By default, this report is ordered according to a summary of
accumulated elapsed time for each SQL statement. Use this report to identify poorly performing, resource intensive, and
static SQL statements.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Summary of interval trace records
• Report format options: Column format
• Records displayed: (1041) EDM-STAT-STMT-COLL

This record is a SYSVIEW for Db2 internal interval record that is based on IFCID 401 data. This record is built and
stored in the online history files and can be obtained only by unloading the history files.

MM/DD/YY 08:08:20                                                                                             

                          PAGE     1

 REQUEST: BTSSQSMS                                                                                            

                        DB2 SYS: SSID
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 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 06:40:00                                                                             

        LAST RECORD MM/DD/YY 06:50:00

  

 

                                                        SHORT SUMMARY OF STATIC SQL EXECUTED                  

                                    

                                                            GROUPED BY PROGRAM, STATEMENT                     

                                     

                                                            ORDERED BY SUM(ACCUM-ELAPSED)                     

                                    

  

                       Stmt ID       Accum/Avg    Accum/Avg             Tot/Avg  RowsExam          IndxScan   

  Accum        Accum        Accum      Accel/Avg    Accel/Avg

    Package ID      Collection ID     Elapsed        CPU     Executed  Getpages     /Proc    Sorts TbspScan   

   I/O         Lock     DB2 Services    Elapsed        CPU

 ---------------- ---------------- ------------ ------------ -------- --------- --------- -------- --------

 ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------  

 PRA$RSEX         0000000002AEB44C        0.071        0.001        4        52        12        0       12   

     0.069        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

                  RAPAR171A2              0.017        0.000               13.0         4                 0   

                                            0.000        0.000

  

 

 PRA$ALLC         0000000002AEB313        0.070        0.002        4       724      6171        0        0   

     0.067        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

                  RAPAR171A2              0.017        0.000              181.0         0                 4   

                                            0.000        0.000

  

 

 PRA$RSDM         0000000002AEB444        0.041        0.002        4       728      6171        0        1   

     0.009        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

                  RAPSR171S12             0.010        0.000              182.0         1                 4   

                                            0.000        0.000

  

 

 PRA$RSRO         0000000002AEB4B7        0.030        0.000        4        24         0        0        8   

     0.008        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

                  RAPAR171A2              0.007        0.000                6.0         4                 0   

                                            0.000        0.000

  

 

 PRA$RSM          0000000002AEB483        0.028        0.006        1       795      1544        0        1   

     0.021        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

                  RAPSR171S1              0.028        0.006              795.0      1544                 0   

                                            0.000        0.000

  

 

 BPASQLG          0000000002BF1C1D        0.026        0.007      132       325         0        0        0   

     0.017        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

                  RBPAP190_ALLPKGS        0.000        0.000                2.5       132                 0   

                                            0.000        0.000
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 PRA$SCPY         0000000002AEB522        0.023        0.001        4        35        22        4        8   

     0.022        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

                  RAPSR171S123            0.005        0.000                8.8         4                 0   

                                            0.000        0.000

  

 

 PRA$ANAL         0000000002AEB316        0.020        0.000        4        32         8        0        8   

     0.019        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

                  RAPAR171A2              0.005        0.000                8.0         0                 0   

                                            0.000        0.000

  

 

 PRA$VCAT         0000000002AEB5BE        0.018        0.000        4        16         4        0        4   

     0.017        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

                  RAPAR171A2              0.004        0.000                4.0         0                 0   

                                            0.000        0.000

  

 

 PRA$RSDM         0000000002AEB435        0.016        0.000        1         4         4        0        1   

     0.016        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

                  RAPSR171S12             0.016        0.000                4.0         4                 0   

                                            0.000        0.000

  

 

 PRA$RSRO         0000000002AEB4B6        0.015        0.000        4        12         4        0        4   

     0.014        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

                  RAPAR171A2              0.003        0.000                3.0         0                 0   

                                            0.000        0.000

  

 

 LCA#@HCA         0000000002B3CDAB        0.008        0.000        1        17       157        0        0   

     0.008        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

                  PLCA161_RPTS            0.008        0.000               17.0       157                 1   

                                            0.000        0.000

  

 

 PTADRVAC         0000000002BEF537        0.006        0.004       96       192         0        0       96   

     0.001        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

                  AUTHP190_COM            0.000        0.000                2.0         0                 0   

                                            0.000        0.000

  

 

 PRA$RSDM         0000000002AEB43D        0.006        0.000        4         8         0        0        4   

     0.005        0.000        0.000        0.000        0.000

                  RAPSR171S12             0.001        0.000                2.0         0                 0   

                                            0.000        0.000

 

This report provides the following information:
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• Package where the statement and collection are located
• Statement and collection ID
• Accumulated and average elapsed time and CPU time for each statement
• Number of times each SQL statement executed
• Total and average number of getpages for each statement
• Number of rows that are examined and processed
• Number of sorts, index scans, and tablespace scans
• Accumulated I/O, lock, and other times
• Accumulated and average elapsed and CPU time spent in accelerator

BTSSQTRL Long Report of Static SQL Executed
This report shows a complete trace report of all static SQL statements that are executed for each interval. This report
shows all selected statements for all IFCID 1041 interval records in the input file. Use this report to see how the execution
of each SQL statement changed for each interval.

TIP
Add a WHERE clause to limit the report to SQL statements of interest.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Detail trace of interval trace records
• Report format options: Non-column format
• Records displayed: (1041) EDM-STAT-STMT-COLL

This record is an SYSVIEW for Db2 internal interval record that is based on IFCID 401 data. This record is built and
stored in the online history files and can be obtained only by unloading the history files.

MM/DD/YY 07:43:25                                                                                            

              PAGE     1

 REQUEST: BTSSQTRL                                                                                           

            DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 10:25:00                                                                            

                        

  

                                                   LONG REPORT OF STATIC SQL EXECUTED                        

                        

  

 Stmt ID    0000000000218EAD Program name  TICBLBT                                                           

                        

 Con Token  18ECE1371FDDCF3C Collection ID D80A                                                              

                        

  

                                          RID list occurrences   Limit Storage                               

                        

 Executed       33 times                  Failed                     0       0                               

                        

 Time inserted MM/DD/YY 10:20:11          Paged out                  0       0                               

                        

 Stats updated MM/DD/YY 10:23:41          Interrupted                0       0                               

                        

                                          Retrieval skipped  0                                               
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 Expansion reason        None                                                                                

                        

 Accelerator eligibility No                                                                                  

                        

  

                      Total    Avg/Exec %Elp                     Total  Avg/Exec                             

                        

 Elapsed time         0.146     0.00442  N/A   Getpages            813      24.6                             

                        

 CPU time             0.003     0.00010  2.5   Rows examined       462      14.0                             

                        

 Sync I/O time        0.140     0.00427 96.5   Rows processd         0       0.0                             

                        

 Other read           0.000     0.00000  0.0   Sorts                 0       0.0                             

                        

 Other write          0.000     0.00000  0.0   Index scans         726      22.0                             

                        

 Lock suspend         0.000     0.00000  0.0   Tblspce scans         0       0.0                             

                        

 Exec unit sw         0.000     0.00000  0.0   Sync reads           15       0.5                             

                        

 Latch request        0.000     0.00000  0.0   Sync writes           0       0.0                             

                        

 Page latch           0.000     0.00000  0.0   Parallel grps         0       0.0                             

                        

 Drain lock           0.000     0.00000  0.0    Estimated degree   N/A       0.0                             

                        

 Drain claims         0.000     0.00000  0.0    Plan degree        N/A       0.0                             

                        

 Log writer           0.000     0.00000  0.0    Active Degree      N/A       0.0                             

                        

 Global lock          0.000     0.00000  0.0                                                                 

                        

 Child L-lock         0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Other L-Lock         0.000     0.00000  0.0

 P/P P-Lock           0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Page P-Lock          0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Other P-Lock         0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Wait Pipe            0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Parallel sync        0.000     0.00000  0.0

  

 MM/DD/YY 07:43:25                                                                                           

               PAGE     2

 REQUEST: BTSSQTRL                                                                                           

            DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 10:25:00                                                                            

                         

  

                                                   LONG REPORT OF STATIC SQL EXECUTED                        

                        

  

 Stmt ID    0000000000AE3067 Program name  STATIDAA                                                          
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 Con Token  1A1A8C251FF88846 Collection ID QAIDB2C                                                           

                        

  

                                          RID list occurrences   Limit Storage                               

                        

 Executed        1 times                  Failed                     0       0                               

                        

 Time inserted MM/DD/YY 07:28:12          Paged out                  0       0                               

                        

 Stats updated MM/DD/YY 07:28:46          Interrupted                0       0                               

                        

                                          Retrieval skipped  0                                               

                        

 Expansion reason        None                                                                                

                        

 Accelerator eligibility No                                                                                  

                        

  

                      Total    Avg/Exec %Elp                     Total  Avg/Exec                             

                        

 Elapsed time         0.000     0.00000  N/A   Getpages              0       0.0                             

                        

 CPU time             0.000     0.00000  0.0   Rows examined         0       0.0                             

                        

 Sync I/O time        0.000     0.00000  0.0   Rows processd         0       0.0                             

                        

 Other read           0.000     0.00000  0.0   Sorts                 0       0.0                             

                        

 Other write          0.000     0.00000  0.0   Index scans           0       0.0                             

                        

 Lock suspend         0.000     0.00000  0.0   Tblspce scans         0       0.0                             

                        

 Exec unit sw         0.000     0.00000  0.0   Sync reads            0       0.0                             

                        

 Latch request        0.000     0.00000  0.0   Sync writes           0       0.0                             

                        

 Page latch           0.000     0.00000  0.0   Parallel grps         0       0.0                             

                        

 Drain lock           0.000     0.00000  0.0    Estimated degree   N/A       0.0                             

                        

 Drain claims         0.000     0.00000  0.0    Plan degree        N/A       0.0                             

                        

 Log writer           0.000     0.00000  0.0    Active Degree      N/A       0.0                             

                        

 Global lock          0.000     0.00000  0.0                                                                 

                        

 Child L-lock         0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Other L-Lock         0.000     0.00000  0.0

 P/P P-Lock           0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Page P-Lock          0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Other P-Lock         0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Wait Pipe            0.000     0.00000  0.0

 Parallel sync        0.000     0.00000  0.0
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Executed        1 times in accelerator DH3GIDAA                                                              

                        

                      Total    Avg/Exec  %Elp                    Total  Avg/Exec 

 Queue wait           0.089     0.08900   N/A  Rows returned         1       1.0 

 Elapsed time        33.782    33.78212   N/A  Bytes returned       11      11.0 

  Wait 1st row       33.645    33.64502  99.6

   Replication       33.522    33.53801  98.8  Repl timeouts         1       1.0

  Wait DB2            0.137     0.13728   0.4                                    

 Execution           33.692    33.69240  99.7                                    

  CPU time           23.210    23.21000  68.1              

  

 MM/DD/YY 07:43:25                                                                                           

              PAGE   NNN

 REQUEST: BTSSQTRL                                                                                           

           DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 10:25:00

  

                                                   LONG REPORT OF STATIC SQL EXECUTED

                                                  INDEX OF TOP    50 BY ACCUM-ELAPSED

  

  TOP  TIMESTAMP                  PLAN     CONN     CORR ID      AUTH ID  THRD ACE DATA VALUE                

 PAGE NUM LINE NUMBER

 ----- -------------------------- -------- -------- ------------ -------- -------- --------------------------

 -------- ------------

     1 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206024 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.068              

       16          502

     2 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206024 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.066              

       17          535

     3 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206211 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.039              

       33         1063

     4 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206024 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.030              

       13          403

     5 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.028              

       75         2449

     6 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206024 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.017              

       11          337

     7 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206211 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.017              

       29          931

     8 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206024 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.017              

       19          601

     9 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.017              

       65         2119

    10 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219334 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.016              

       77         2515

    11 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206024 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.014              

       12          370

    12 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206024 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.009              

        6          172

    13 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.008              

       76         2482
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    14 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.005              

       62         2020

    15 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206211 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.005              

       32         1030

    16 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.216013 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.004              

       48         1558

    17 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206024 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.004              

        3           73

    18 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.003              

       59         1921

    19 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.216013 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.003              

       37         1195

    20 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.003              

       58         1888

    21 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.002              

       67         2185

    22 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.001              

       72         2350

    23 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.216013 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.001              

       46         1492

    24 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.216013 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.001              

       36         1162

    25 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206024 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.001              

        4          106

    26 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.216013 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.001              

       47         1525

    27 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206024 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.001              

       10          304

    28 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.216013 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.001              

       49         1591

    29 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206211 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.001              

       24          766

    30 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.216013 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.001              

       53         1723

    31 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206024 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.001              

        7          205

    32 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206211 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.001              

       22          700

    33 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.216013 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.001              

       55         1789

    34 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.216013 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       41         1327

    35 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       73         2383

    36 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.216013 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       50         1624

    37 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.216013 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       35         1129

    38 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       71         2317

    39 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       66         2152
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    40 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206024 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

        5          139

    41 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.216013 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       51         1657

    42 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206024 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       18          568

    43 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       64         2086

    44 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.216013 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       39         1261

    45 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       74         2416

    46 YYYY-MM-DD 06:40:00.206211 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       31          997

  

 MM/DD/YY 07:43:25                                                                                           

              PAGE   NNN

 REQUEST: BTSSQTRL                                                                                           

           DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY 10:25:00

  

                                                   LONG REPORT OF STATIC SQL EXECUTED

                                                  INDEX OF TOP    50 BY ACCUM-ELAPSED

  

  TOP  TIMESTAMP                  PLAN     CONN     CORR ID      AUTH ID  THRD ACE DATA VALUE                

 PAGE NUM LINE NUMBER

 ----- -------------------------- -------- -------- ------------ -------- -------- --------------------------

 -------- ------------

    47 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.216013 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       43         1393

    48 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       63         2053

    49 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       56         1822

    50 YYYY-MM-DD 06:50:00.219257 ........ ........ ............ ........ 2ECDA3D0        0.000              

       68         2218

This report provides the following information for each SQL statement:

• Number of times each statement executed
• Package where the statement and collection are located
• Statement and collection ID
• RID list occurrences
• Expansion reason and accelerator eligibility
• Accumulated and average elapsed time, CPU time, and sync I/O time for each statement
• Totals and averages for the following statistics:
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– Other read and other write activity
– Lock suspend
– Global locks, child and other L-locks, pageset / partition (P/P), page and other P-locks
– Wait time for pipe and parallel synchronization
– Execution unit switch
– Latch request and page latch activity
– Drain lock and claim activity
– Log writer activity
– Getpages
– Rows examined and processed
– Sorts, index scans, and tablespace scans
– Parallel groups, sync reads, and sync writes
– Estimated, planned, and actual degree values

• Totals and averages of accelerator statistics (if the statement was executed on accelerator):
– Elapsed, execution, and CPU time
– Wait time for the queue, for the first row and for Db2
– Bytes and rows returned
– Time spent waiting for replication and Replication timeouts

BTRINCMT SQL Incompatibility Trace (IFCID 376)
The BTRINCMT report provides details of the SQL statements that might have incompatible change after switching to the
new application compatibility behavior. Use this information to determine details of the SQL statements with potentially
incompatible behavior. For example, determine affected programs, SQL statements, and reasons of incompatibility with
the new application compatibility behavior.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Trace
• Report format option: Non-column format
• Records displayed: (376) APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT

NOTE
The record 376 is produced once for each unique instance of the SQL statement. This record is new with Db2
11.

                                         SQL Incompatibility Trace (IFCID 376)                               

         

  

  

 EVENT: 08/18/17 07:45:50.1763    INCOMPATIBILITY REASON: Incompatible conversion       REASON CODE: 7  

     AUTH ID       : SNOOL01               CONNECTION ID: SERVER                    

     PLAN NAME     : DISTSERV             CORRELATION ID: db2jcc_appli     

     LOCATION      : D11DPTIB   

     WORKSTATION   : 130.119.125.119 

     TRANSACTION   : db2jcc_application  

     ENDUSER       : SNOOL01       

     COLLECTION ID : NULLID       

     PROGRAM NAME  : SYSSTAT 

     CONTOKEN (HEX): 5359534C564C3031   

     SCHEMA NAME   : SNOOL01 

     STMT ID (HEX) : 0000000000223ACF        STMT NUMBER: 0            SECTION: 2         STMT TYPE: Static
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     ROUTINE INCOMPATIBLE INPUT  PARAMETERS: ORDINARY NUMBER   SOURCE TYPE       TARGET TYPE    

                                             ---------------   ---------------   ---------------      

                                             1                 FLOAT             VARCHAR        

                                             3                 INTEGER           VARCHAR   

                                             4                 VARCHAR           INTEGER 

  

  

 EVENT: 08/18/17 07:48:15.9845    INCOMPATIBILITY REASON: Long CLIENT_USERID SR         REASON CODE: 1106 

     AUTH ID       : SNOOL01               CONNECTION ID: SERVER     

     PLAN NAME     : DISTSERV             CORRELATION ID: db2jcc_appli  

     LOCATION      : D11DPTIB 

     WORKSTATION   : 130.119.125.119

     TRANSACTION   : db2jcc_application

     ENDUSER       : snool01

     COLLECTION ID : NULLID 

     PROGRAM NAME  : SYSLH200  

     CONTOKEN (HEX): 5359534C564C3031 

     STMT ID (HEX) : 0000000000000000        STMT NUMBER: 1            SECTION: 1         STMT TYPE: Dynamic  

  

  

        SELECT CURRENT CLIENT_USERID||'52safsadf456gdsg453453453453453gfdgsdfg45

        6456456645gdfgfdsgsdf345345sdfg' FROM SESSION.PofndyRTkasjndad                                       

                       

The BTRINCMT report contains all thread, program, and SQL statement details as provided in IFCID 376.

BTRINCMS SQL Incompatibility Summary (aggregated by incompatibility reason)
The BTRINCMS report shows a summary of executed SQL statements that might have incompatible changes
after switching to the new application compatibility behavior. The report is grouped by incompatibility reason and lists
the number of SQL statement executions. Only statement instances with unique statement IDs are counted. Use this
information to determine the number of statements that are affected by the particular application compatibility behavior
change.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Summary of interval trace records
• Report format option: Non-column format
• Records displayed: (376) APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT

NOTE
The record 376 is produced once for each unique instance of the SQL statement. This record is new with Db2
11.

                  SQL Incompatibility Summary (aggregated by

                            incompatibility reason)                                               

 

Incompatibility reason    Code  Records  Last record read Last stmt ID (HEX)

------------------------- ---- -------- ----------------- ------------------

Incompatible conversion      7        1 08/18/17 07:45:50   0000000000223ACF

SELECT INTO with UNION      11        1 08/18/17 07:47:54   0000000000229A65

Long CLIENT_ACCTNG SR     1104        1 08/18/17 07:48:14   0000000000000000
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Long CLIENT_APPLNAME SR   1105        1 08/18/17 07:48:16   0000000000000000

Long CLIENT_USERID SR     1106        2 08/18/17 07:48:37   000000000000000D

Long CLIENT_WRKSTNNAME    1107        1 08/18/17 07:48:36   000000000000000C

CAST(string AS TIMESTAMP) 1109        2 08/18/17 07:48:36   000000000000000B

The BTRINCMS report contains the following fields:

Incompatibility reason
Specifies the reason of incompatible change.

Code
Specifies the type of incompatible change.

Records
Specifies the number of SQL executions (number of records) for a particular incompatibility code.

Last record read
Specifies the store clock time when the last aggregated trace record was produced.

Last stmt ID (HEX)
Specifies the SQL statement identifier from the last aggregated trace record.

Stored Procedure and UDF Activity Batch Reports
Stored procedure and UDF activity batch reports provide SP/UDF execution statistics.

This section includes topics that describe available stored procedure and UDF activity batch reports, their characteristics,
and examples.

The following SP/UDF batch reports are available in SYSVIEW for Db2:

• BTPRTRCE—Trace
• BTRTNSUM—Summary

BTRTNSUM SP/UDF Summary Report
This report summarizes trace activity of SP/UDF routines.

Use this report to monitor the following metrics:

• Which routines consumed most resources.
• The number of executions on a different nesting level for each routine.
• The number of failures for each routine.

The end of the report shows the TOP 20 SUM(CLASS2-ELAPSED) and TOP 20 AVG(CLASS2-ELAPSED) indexes. This
information helps identify the most resource-intensive routines and the pages and line numbers where they appear in the
report.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Summary
• Report format options: Column format
• Records displayed: (380) STORPROC-DETAIL and (381) UDF-DETAIL (monitor class 24)
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MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

             PAGE     1

 REQUEST: BTRTNSUM                                                                                           

           DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                       LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

  

                                                            SP/UDF Summary                                   

                        

  

                                   Program              Collection         DB2 Tot Elap   DB2 Avg Elap  Appl

 Tot Elap  Appl Avg Elap

                      Type Execs   Schema               Version            DB2 Tot CP     DB2 Avg CP    Appl

 Tot CP    Appl Avg CP  

 Routine Name         Nest Fails   Plan                 Location           DB2 Tot zIIP   DB2 Avg zIIP  Appl

 Tot zIIP  Appl Avg zIIP

 -------------------- ---- ------- -------------------- ------------------ -------------- -------------

 -------------- -------------

 ABC                  SP         4 SYSSTAT              NULLID                     0.2254        0.0563      

   0.2260        0.0565

                      0          0 USERI02              This is a procedur         0.0018        0.0004      

   0.0018        0.0004

                                   DISTSERV             SSIDPTIB                   0.0008        0.0002      

   0.0008        0.0002

  

 COMMCALL             UDF        1 COMMCALL2            USERI02                    0.0003        0.0003      

   0.0003        0.0003

                      1          1 USERI02              V1                         0.0000        0.0000      

   0.0000        0.0000

                                   DISTSERV             SSIDPTIB                   0.0004        0.0004      

   0.0004        0.0004

  

 COMMCALL2            UDF        1 SYSLH200             NULLID                     0.0005        0.0005      

   0.0005        0.0005

                      0          1 USERI02              level 2 nesting            0.0000        0.0000      

   0.0000        0.0000

                                   DISTSERV             SSIDPTIB                   0.0007        0.0007      

   0.0007        0.0007

  

 COMM2                UDF        1 COMMCALL             USERI02                    0.0001        0.0001      

   0.0002        0.0002

                      2          1 USERI02              V1                         0.0000        0.0000      

   0.0000        0.0000

                                   DISTSERV             SSIDPTIB                   0.0002        0.0002      

   0.0002        0.0002

  

 DYNPROC2             SP         2 SYSSTAT              NULLID                     0.2993        0.1496      

   0.2995        0.1497

                      0          0 USERI02              V2                         0.0097        0.0048      

   0.0097        0.0048

                                   DISTSERV             SSIDPTIB                   0.0009        0.0004      

   0.0009        0.0004
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 SQLCAMESSAGE         SP         2 SYSSTAT              NULLID                     0.0001        0.0000      

   0.0390        0.0195

                      0          0 SYSIBM                                          0.0001        0.0000      

   0.0028        0.0014

                                   DISTSERV             SSIDPTIB                   0.0000        0.0000      

   0.0000        0.0000

  

 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                           

             PAGE     2

 REQUEST: BTRTNSUM                                                                                           

          DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                      LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

  

                                                            SP/UDF Summary                                   

                        

                                             INDEX OF TOP    20 BY AVG(CLASS2-ELAPSED...)

  

  TOP  STORPROC-NAME-VAR    ROUTINE-TYP NESTING-LEVEL STORPROC-PROGRAM-VAR PLAN-NA DATA VALUE                

 PAGE NUM LINE NUMBER

 ----- -------------------- ----------- ------------- -------------------- ------- --------------------------

 -------- ------------

     1 DYNPROC2             SP                        SYSSTAT              DISTSER        0.1496             

        1           27

     2 ABC                  SP                        SYSSTAT              DISTSER        0.0563             

        1           11

     3 COMMCALL2            UDF                       SYSLH200             DISTSER        0.0005             

        1           19

     4 COMMCALL             UDF                       COMMCALL2            DISTSER        0.0003             

        1           15

     5 COMM2                UDF                       COMMCALL             DISTSER        0.0001             

        1           23

     6 SQLCAMESSAGE         SP                        SYSSTAT              DISTSER        0.0000             

        1           31

  

 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                           

             PAGE     3

 REQUEST: BTRTNSUM                                                                                           

          DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                      LAST

 RECORD MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

  

                                                            SP/UDF Summary                                   

                        

                                             INDEX OF TOP    20 BY SUM(CLASS2-ELAPSED...)

  

  TOP  STORPROC-NAME-VAR    ROUTINE-TYP NESTING-LEVEL STORPROC-PROGRAM-VAR PLAN-NA DATA VALUE                

 PAGE NUM LINE NUMBER

 ----- -------------------- ----------- ------------- -------------------- ------- --------------------------

 -------- ------------

     1 DYNPROC2             SP                        SYSSTAT              DISTSER         0.2993            

        1           27
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     2 ABC                  SP                        SYSSTAT              DISTSER         0.2254            

        1           11

     3 COMMCALL2            UDF                       SYSLH200             DISTSER         0.0005            

        1           19

     4 COMMCALL             UDF                       COMMCALL2            DISTSER         0.0003            

        1           15

     5 COMM2                UDF                       COMMCALL             DISTSER         0.0001            

        1           23

     6 SQLCAMESSAGE         SP                        SYSSTAT              DISTSER         0.0001            

        1           31

This report provides the following information, summarized for all the SQL statements that the routine executed:

• Routine name and type
• Nest level
• Number of executions
• Number of failures
• Schema
• Location
• Program name
• Plan name
• Collection
• Auth ID
• Corr ID
• Version
• Last execution
• Db2 total elapsed time
• Db2 average elapsed time
• Application total elapsed time
• Application average elapsed time
• Db2 total CP time
• Db2 average CP time
• Application total CP time
• Application average CP time
• Db2 total zIIP time
• Db2 average zIIP time
• Application total zIIP time
• Application average zIIP time

BTPRTRCE SP/UDF Trace Report
This report shows the complete trace of SP/UDF routines and information about the SQL statements that these routines
executed.

The report helps you monitor the execution flow of your stored procedures and UDFs. For example, you can identify how
routines are being invoked and the amount of resources that they use. For entry events, the report provides the following
information about the routine-executed SQL statements:

• Statement ID and type
• Number of executions

For exit events, this report provides time-related information: the Db2 elapsed time, Db2 CPU time, and Db2 zIIP time.
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The final page of the report shows a TOP 20 CLASS2-ELAPSED index. This index helps you identify the most resource-
intensive routines and pages and line numbers where they appear in the report.

Report characteristics:

• Request type: Event Trace
• Report format options: Column format
• Records displayed: (380) STORPROC-DETAIL, (381) UDF-DETAIL, (498) STMT-INSIDE-UDF, and (499) STMT-

INSIDE-SP (monitor class 24)

MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                            

             PAGE     1

 REQUEST: BTPRTRCE                                                                                           

           DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                            

                        

  

                                                             SP/UDF Trace                                    

                       

  

                      Event Program name         Planname End user ID         Schema       DB2 Elapsed  Appl

 Elapsed Date           

                      Type  Collection           Auth ID  Workstation         Location     DB2 CP Time  Appl

 CP Time Time           

 Routine name         Nest  Version              SQLCode  Transaction         Corr ID      DB2 zIIP     Appl

 zIIP    ACE            

 -------------------- ----- -------------------- -------- ------------------- ------------ ------------

 ------------ ---------------

 ABC                  Entry SYSSTAT              DISTSERV USERI01             USERI02                        

        MM/DD/YY       

                      SP    NULLID               USERI01  10.132.65.72        SSIDPTIB                       

        18:01:27.470150

                      0     This is a procedure           db2jcc_application  db2jcc_appli                   

        21EB9470       

  

                            Statement ID: 0000000002598233        Execs: 1            Type: Static           

                       

  

 ABC                  Exit  SYSSTAT              DISTSERV USERI01             USERI02          0.010868    

 0.010917 MM/DD/YY       

                      SP    NULLID               USERI01  192.132.65.72       SSIDPTIB         0.000000    

 0.000000 18:01:27.481067

                      0     This is a procedure  0        db2jcc_application  db2jcc_appli     0.000555    

 0.000555 21EB9470       

  

 DYNPROC2             Entry SYSSTAT              DISTSERV USERI01             USERI02                        

        MM/DD/YY       

                      SP    NULLID               USERI01  192.132.65.72       SSIDPTIB                       

        18:01:27.897343

                      0     V2                            db2jcc_application  db2jcc_appli                   

        21EB9470       

  

                            Statement ID: 000000000000005C        Execs: 1            Type: Dynamic          
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                            Statement ID: 000000000000005D        Execs: 1            Type: Dynamic          

                        

  

 DYNPROC2             Exit  SYSSTAT              DISTSERV USERI01             USERI02          0.001010    

 0.001089 MM/DD/YY       

                      SP    NULLID               USERI01  192.132.65.72       SSIDPTIB         0.000000    

 0.000000 18:01:27.898433

                      0     V2                   0        db2jcc_application  db2jcc_appli     0.000948    

 0.000948 21EB9470       

  

 ABC                  Entry SYSSTAT              DISTSERV USERI01             USERI02                        

        MM/DD/YY       

                      SP    NULLID               USERI01  192.119.123.24      SSIDPTIB                       

        05:47:28.821187

                      0     This is a procedure           db2jcc_application  db2jcc_appli                   

        2ECDA3D0       

  

                            Statement ID: 0000000002598233        Execs: 1            Type: Static           

                       

  

 ABC                  Exit  SYSSTAT              DISTSERV USERI01             USERI02          0.213113    

 0.213219 MM/DD/YY       

                      SP    NULLID               USERI01  192.119.123.24      SSIDPTIB         0.001298    

 0.001298 05:47:29.034406

                      0     This is a procedure  0        db2jcc_application  db2jcc_appli     0.000000    

 0.000000 2ECDA3D0       

  

 ABC                  Entry SYSSTAT              DISTSERV USERI01             USERI02                        

        MM/DD/YY       

                      SP    NULLID               USERI01  192.119.123.24      SSIDPTIB                       

        05:47:44.409542

                      0     This is a procedure           db2jcc_application  db2jcc_appli                   

        2ECDA3D0       

  

                            Statement ID: 0000000002598233        Execs: 1            Type: Static           

                       

  

  

 MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                                           

             PAGE     4

 REQUEST: BTPRTRCE                                                                                           

          DB2 SYS: SSID

 FIRST RECORD   MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS                                                                            

                      

  

                                                             SP/UDF Trace                                    

                        

                                                 INDEX OF TOP    20 BY CLASS2-ELAPSED

  

  TOP  TIMESTAMP                  PLAN     CONN     CORR ID      AUTH ID  THRD ACE DATA VALUE                

 PAGE NUM LINE NUMBER

 ----- -------------------------- -------- -------- ------------ -------- -------- --------------------------

 -------- ------------
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     1 2022-03-26 06:04:35.361154 DISTSERV SERVER   db2jcc_appli USERI01  2ECDEF10     0.298308              

        2           79

     2 2022-03-26 05:47:29.034406 DISTSERV SERVER   db2jcc_appli USERI01  2ECDA3D0     0.213113              

        1           38

     3 2021-09-11 18:01:27.481067 DISTSERV SERVER   db2jcc_appli USERI01  21EB9470     0.010868              

        1           17

     4 2021-09-11 18:01:27.898433 DISTSERV SERVER   db2jcc_appli USERI01  21EB9470     0.001010              

        1           28

     5 2022-03-26 05:47:44.410352 DISTSERV SERVER   db2jcc_appli USERI01  2ECDA3D0     0.000755              

        1           48

     6 2022-03-26 06:04:28.417747 DISTSERV SERVER   db2jcc_appli USERI01  2ECDEF10     0.000724              

        2           68

     7 2022-03-26 06:04:40.234526 DISTSERV SERVER   db2jcc_appli USERI01  2ECDCC20     0.000509              

        3          119

     8 2022-03-26 06:04:40.234506 DISTSERV SERVER   db2jcc_appli USERI01  2ECDCC20     0.000310              

        2          105

     9 2022-03-26 06:04:40.234489 DISTSERV SERVER   db2jcc_appli USERI01  2ECDCC20     0.000191              

        2          101

    10 2022-03-26 06:04:40.373695 DISTSERV SERVER   db2jcc_appli USERI01  2ECDCC20     0.000076              

        3          127

    11 2022-03-26 06:04:40.603537 DISTSERV SERVER   db2jcc_appli USERI01  2ECDCC20     0.000071              

        3          135

This report provides the following information for each routine:

• Routine name
• Event time
• Routine type
• Event
• Nesting level
• Schema
• Location
• Program name
• Plan name
• Collection
• Auth ID
• SQL code
• Corr ID
• Workstation
• Transaction
• Version
• End user
• Db2 elapsed time
• Application elapsed time
• Db2 CPU time
• Application CPU time
• Db2 zIIP time
• Application zIIP time
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Archive Tables
As a database administrator (DBA), security administrator, or EDP auditor, you are required to access historical Db2 data.

SYSVIEW for Db2 provides the following types of archive tables (categorized by function):
Subsystem archive tables

Contain Db2 subsystem performance and storage use information, thread accounting information, details of
dynamic and static SQL statements, and updated values of Db2 parameters.

Application Archive tables
Contain base Db2 accounting information, extended accounting statistics, and execution details about SQL
statements that are potentially incompatible with the current version of Db2.

Audit archive tables
Contain audit data.

This section also includes sample SQL statements that you can use to exploit data stored in archive tables.

For more information about archiving component, see the section Archiving Component.

Subsystem Archive Tables
This section lists the following SYSVIEW for Db2 archive tables:
Subsystem Statistics

Archive tables that contain the base Db2 subsystem performance information.
Db2 System Parameters

Archive tables that contain the updated values of the Db2 parameters.
Storage Utilization

Archive tables that contain the Db2 subsystem storage use information.
SQL Statistics

Archive tables that contain the details for dynamic and static SQL statements.
Aggregated Accounting

Archive tables that contain the thread accounting information aggregated by connection type.

Subsystem Statistics
The following table lists subsystem archive tables that contain the base Db2 subsystem performance information.

Each archive table is listed with its source IFCID records, index, IQL member name, and LOAD utility statement member
name.

NOTE
IFCID 1047 is SYSVIEW for Db2-specific and only available when captured in the online history system file.

Archive Table IFCIDs Index IQL Member Load Utility Member
SUBSYSTEM_DETAIL 1, 2, 1047 INSSDI ARCISTD ARCLSTD
SUBSYSTEM_DAILY 1, 2, 1047 INSSSI ARCISTS ARCLSTS
SUBSYS_ACCEL_DETAIL 2 INSSDAI ARCISTDA ARCLSTDA
SUBSYS_ACCEL_DAILY 2 INSSSAI ARCISTSA ARCLSTSA
SUBSYS_BP_DETAIL 2, 1047 INSSDBI ARCISTDB ARCLSTDB
SUBSYS_BP_DAILY 2, 1047 INSSSBI ARCISTSB ARCLSTSB
SUBSYS_GBP_DETAIL 2, 1047 INSSDGI ARCISTDG ARCLSTDG
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SUBSYS_GBP_DAILY 2, 1047 INSSSGI ARCISTSG ARCLSTSG
SUBSYS_DDF_DETAIL 1 INSSDDI ARCISTDD ARCLSTDD
SUBSYS_DDF_DAILY 1 INSSSDI ARCISTSD ARCLSTSD

SUBSYSTEM_DETAIL Table

The SUBSYSTEM_DETAIL archive table contains the base Db2 subsystem performance information for every statistics
interval.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYSTEM_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP START-EVENT-TIM
E

N/A The start time of Db2 events that come in pairs
of records (begin and end events).

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

LOCATION_NAME VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D The location name by which Db2 refers to
a particular Db2 subsystem in a network of
subsystems. The location name is defined
in the communications database in table
SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which maps
location names to VTAM LU names. This is a
variable length field that contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
Useful in grouping or summarizing data by
week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.
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Columns with (0001) STATS1 IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYSTEM_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0001) STATS1
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ABORT DEC(15,0) STATS1.ABORTS Q3STABRT The number of implicit and explicit
ROLLBACKs (ABORTs) processed by
the Subsystem Services component of
Db2. This count does not included two
phase commit activity.

ACCESS_DATABASE DEC(15,0) STATS1.ACCESS-DAT
ABASE

Q9STCTAD The number of -ACCESS DATABASE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

ACT_DBAT_DEALLOC DEC(15,0) STATS1.ACT-DBAT-DE
ALLOC

QDSTNARD The current number of DBATs that
are active because the associated
packages were bound with
RELEASE(DEALLOCATE).

ACT_DBATS_NOTUSED DEC(15,0) STATS1.ACT-DBATS-N
OTUSED

QDSTNADS The current number of disconnected
(pooled) DBATs that are available to
service work on inactive connections or
new connections.

ACTIVATE_FUNC_LVL DEC(15,0) STATS1.ACTIVATE-FU
NC-LVL

Q9STCTEN The number of -ACTIVATE FUNCTION
LEVEL commands. The count includes
normal and abnormal completions. This
field is new with Db2 12.

ACTIVE_DBATS DEC(15,0) STATS1.ACTIVE-DBAT
S

QDSTCNAT The current number of active and
disconnected (pooled) database access
threads.

ADDR_SPC_ACT_LTCH_
27

DEC(15) STATS1.ADDR-SPC-AC
T-LTCH-27

QVLSLC27 The number of suspends for latch level
27. The latch is predominantly used for
stored procedure queue and UDF.

ADDR_SPC_SYS_LTCH_
29

DEC(15) STATS1.ADDR-SPC-SY
S-LTCH-29

QVLSLC29 The number of suspends for latch level
29. The latch is predominantly used for
field procedures and DDF transaction
manager.

ALTER_BUFFERPOOL DEC(15,0) STATS1.ALTER-BUFFE
RPOOL

Q9STCTRN The number of -ALTER BUFFERPOOL
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

ALTER_GBPOOL DEC(15,0) STATS1.ALTER-GBPO
OL

Q9STCTRS The number of -ALTER
GROUPBUFFERPOOL commands. The
count includes normal and abnormal
completions.

ALTER_UTIL DEC(15,0) STATS1.ALTER-UTIL Q9STCTRY The number of -ALTER UTILITY
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.
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ARCHIVE_LOG DEC(15,0) STATS1.ARCHIVE-LOG Q9STCTRM The number of -ARCHIVE LOG
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

AVG_QUEUED_DUR_INT DEC(15,0) STATS1.AVG-QUEUED
-DUR-INT

QDSTNQAV Relative to QDSTNQR2, the average
queued duration for this statistics period.

AVG_QUEUED_DUR_INT
_SEC

DEC(15,6) STATS1.AVG-Q-DUR-I
NT-SEC

QDSTNQAV Relative to QDSTNQR2, the average
queued duration for this statistics period.

BUF_MGR_EXC_LTCH_1
4

DEC(15) STATS1.BUF-MGR-EX
C-LTCH-14

QVLSLC14 Number of suspends for latch level 14.
The latch is predominantly used for
various buffer pool related activities,
including buffer pool control block and
pool serialization.

BUF_MGR_EXC_LTCH_2
3

DEC(15) STATS1.BUF-MGR-EX
C-LTCH-23

QVLSLC23 Number of suspends for latch level 23.
The latch is predominantly used for buffer
manager latch for page latch contention
timer queue or deferred write latch. Both
types of latches have latch class X'17'.

BUF_MGR_SHR_LTCH_
13

DEC(15) STATS1.BUF-MGR-SH
R-LTCH-13

QVLSLC13 Number of suspends for latch level 13.
The latch is predominantly used for
pageset operations.

CANCEL_DDF_THREAD DEC(15,0) STATS1.CANCEL-DDF Q9STCTRK The number of -CANCEL THREAD
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

CDDS_ACCESS_REQS DEC(15,0) STATS1.CDDS-ACCES
S-REQS

QJSTCDDS The total number of Compression
Dictionary Data Set (CDDS) access
requests.

CHECKPOINTS DEC(15,0) STATS1.DB2-CHECKP
T

QWSDCKPT The number of checkpoints that Db2
has taken. The DSNZPARM parameters
CHKTYPE, CHKFREQ, CHKMINS, and
CHKLOGR control the frequency of
checkpoints. Checkpoints determine how
far back in the logs Db2 needs to process
during the restart recovery. More frequent
checkpoints mean that Db2 restarts
faster. But a checkpoint is an expensive
process for CPU and I/O to active log.
So you do not want to take them too
frequently. Note that checkpoints cause
all updated buffers in the buffer pool to
be written to DASD, thus reducing the
number of pages written per WRITE I/
O. Also, if an application is performing
updates during a checkpoint operation,
it may have to wait for the update to
be written to DASD before continuing
(synchronous WRITE I/O). You want
to strive for a "medium" when setting
your Db2 system parameters. Take
checkpoints every 1 to 5 minutes.
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COLD_START_CONN DEC(15,0) STATS1.COLD-START-
CONNECTIONS

QDSTCSTR The number of cold start connections
with all remote locations (two-phase
commit operations only).

COMMAND_ERROR DEC(15,0) STATS1.UNREC-CMD Q9STEROR The number of unrecognized commands.

COMMIT DEC(15,0) STATS1.COMMITS Q3STCOMM The number of successful Phase 2
COMMITs processed by the Subsystem
Services component of Db2. IMS and
CICS applications use the prepare and
commit sequence to commit work. This
value does not include successful single-
phase commits or distributed two phase
commits. A Phase 2 COMMIT forces
a "beginning of phase 2" record to be
written to the logs. Also, all locks held
for the COMMIT duration are freed
during the second phase of a two-phase
COMMIT.

CON_DISCON_LTCH_11 DEC(15) STATS1.CON-DISCON
-LTCH-11

QVLSLC11 Number of suspends for latch level 11.
The latch is predominantly used for
sequence objects (stand-alone and table-
based identity column) for concurrent
transactions.

CONTSTOR_CONTRACT
S

DEC(15,0) STATS1.CONTSTOR-C
ONTRACTS

QSST_CONTST
OR_NUM

Number of 31-bit agent local pools
contracted due to system configuration
parameter CONTSTOR being enabled.

CONV_DEALLOC_MAX DEC(15,0) STATS1.CONVERSION
S-DEALLOCATED

QDSTQCRT Number of connections that were
rejected because the zParm limit
was reached for maximum remote
connected threads (active and
inactive). The maximum is specified
on installation panel DSNTIPE, "Max
remote connected" field, or zParm name:
CONDBAT in DSN6SPX.
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CREATE_THREAD DEC(15,0) STATS1.CREATE-THD
S

Q3STCTHD The number of successful Create
Threads processed by the Subsystem
Services component of Db2. This count
does not include database access
threads (DBATs). During the first step
of a Create Thread, Db2 verifies that
the maximum number of concurrent
threads is not exceeded and queues the
thread if it would cause the limit to be
exceeded. In the next step, Db2 verifies
that the user is authorized to execute
the plan being allocated. If the user is
authorized, Db2 ensures that the SKCT
and DBDs are loaded into the EDM pool
and allocates a cursor table (CT) for the
thread. Also, if the plan was bound with
ACQUIRE(ALLOCATE), Db2 proceeds to
allocate all table space locks and open all
database data sets needed by the plan.

CREATE_THREAD_WAIT DEC(15,0) STATS1.CREATE-THD
-QUEUED

Q3STCTHW The number of Create Threads
processed by the Subsystem Services
component of Db2 that have waited or
were queued because the maximum
number of concurrent threads had
been reached. This count does not
include database access threads.
The maximum number of concurrent
threads is controlled by the DSNZPARM
CTHREAD parameter. This number
should be small during non-peak times.

DATA_MGR_HASH_LTC
H_25

DEC(15) STATS1.DATA-MGR-H
ASH-LTCH-25

QVLSLC25 The number of suspends for latch level
25. The latch is predominantly used for
EDM hash.

DATA_MGR_LTCH_26 DEC(15) STATS1.DATA-MGR-LT
CH-26

QVLSLC26 The number of suspends for latch level
26. The latch is predominantly used for
dynamic statement cache.

DB_ALLOC_CNTL_LTCH
_12

DEC(15) STATS1.DB-ALLOC-CN
TL-LTCH-12

QVLSLC12 The number of suspends for latch level
12. The latch is predominantly used for
database allocation control (latch class
X'0C') or WebSphere global transaction
ID (latch class X'4C').

DBAT_QUEUED DEC(15,0) STATS1.DBAT-QUEUE
D

QDSTQDBT The number of times that a DBAT
(distributed thread) or connection was
queued due to having reached the zParm
maximum for concurrent remote threads.
The maximum number of concurrent
remote threads is controlled by the
DSNZPARM MAXDBAT parameter.
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DBM1_SRB DEC(15,6) STATS1.NON-PREEMP
T-SRB(2)

QWSASRBT -
QWSAPSRB

Accumulated SRB CPU for a Db2
address space. This time does NOT
include preemptable SRB time. For
the MSTR address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects physical logging
and checkpointing. For the DBM1
address space, this CPU time mainly
reflects sequential prefetch activity and
asynchronous WRITES, but also includes
part of the process to create threads and
manage data sets (calls to IDCAMS). For
the DIST address space, all remotely-
executed SQL statements are executed
in the Distributed Data Facility s address
space in SRB mode. For the IRLM
address space, this CPU time mainly
reflects the deadlock detection and lock
resumption (of suspended lock requests)
activity.

DBM1_SRB_PREEMPT DEC(15,6) STATS1.PREEMPT-SR
B-TIMER(2)

QWSAPSRB Preemptable SRB timer value for the
address space.

DBM1_TCB DEC(15,6) STATS1.JS-TIMER(2) QWSAEJST Accumulated TCB CPU for a Db2
address space. For the MSTR address
space, this CPU time mainly reflects
Db2 archiving and BSDS activity. For
the DBM1 address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects VSAM OPEN and
CLOSE activity. For the DIST address
space, the majority of this CPU time
comes from executing remote SQL
statements, communicating with other
subsystems, and sending the data to
other subsystems.

DBM1_ZIIP DEC(15,6) STATS1.PREEMPT-SR
B-ZIIP(2)

QWSAPSRB_ZI
IP

Preemptible SRB timer value for the
address space that consumed on an IBM
zIIP. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

DDF_DISC_LTCH_3 DEC(15) STATS1.DDF-DISC-LT
CH-3

QVLSLC03 Number of suspends for latch level 3.
The latch is predominantly used for DDF
disconnect.

DDF_RESYNCH_LTCH_1
8

DEC(15) STATS1.DDF-RESYNC
H-LTCH-18

QVLSLC18 Number of suspends for latch level 18.
The latch is predominantly used for DDF
resynch list.

DIS_DYNQUERYCAPTU
RE

DEC(15,0) STATS1.DIS-DYNQUE
RYCAPTURE

Q9STCTDQ The number of -DISPLAY
DYNQUERYCAPTURE commands. This
count includes normal and abnormal
completions. This field is new with Db2
12.

DISCARD_BLK_64BIT DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISCARD-BLK
-64BIT

QSST_P64DISB
LK

(s) The number of 64-bit pool blocks that
required a discard.
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DISCARD_PGS_64BIT DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISCARD-PGS
-64BIT

QSST_P64DISP
GS

(s) The number of 64-bit pool pages
discarded.

DISPLAY_ACCEL DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-ACC
EL

Q9STCTDA The number of -DISPLAY ACCEL
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_ARCHIVE DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-ARC
HIVE

Q9STCTRQ The number of -DISPLAY ARCHIVE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_BUFFERPOOL DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-BUF
FERPOOL

Q9STCTRO The number of -DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_DATABASE DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-DB Q9STCTR0 The number of -DISPLAY DATABASE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_DDF DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-DDF Q9STCTX5 The number of -DISPLAY DDF
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_FUNCTION DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-FUN
C

Q9STCTRZ The number of -DISPLAY FUNCTION
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_GBPOOL DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-GBP
OOL

Q9STCTRT The number of -DISPLAY
GROUPBUFFERPOOL commands. The
count includes normal and abnormal
completions.

DISPLAY_GRP DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-GRP Q9STCTRX The number of -DISPLAY GROUP
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_LOCATION DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-LOC Q9STCTRL The number of -DISPLAY LOG
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_LOG DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-LOG Q9STCTX3 The number of -DISPLAY LOG
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_ML DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-ML Q9STCTDM The number of -DISPLAY ML commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions. This field is new with Db2
12.

DISPLAY_PROC DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-PRO
C

Q9STCTRU The number of -DISPLAY PROCEDURE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_PROFILE DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-PRO
FILE

Q9STCTSD The number of -DISPLAY PROFILE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_RESTSVC DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-RES
TSVC

Q9STCTDR The number of -DISPLAY RESTSVC
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.
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DISPLAY_RLIMIT DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-RLI
MIT

Q9STCTRG The number of -DISPLAY RLIMIT
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_THREAD DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-THD Q9STCTR1 The number of -DISPLAY THREAD
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_TRACE DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-TRA
CE

Q9STCTRC The number of -DISPLAY TRACE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_UTILITY DEC(15,0) STATS1.DISPLAY-UTIL
ITY

Q9STCTR2 The number of -DISPLAY UTILITY
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DIST_SRB DEC(15,6) STATS1.NON-PREEMP
T-SRB(3)

QWSASRBT -
QWSAPSRB

Accumulated SRB CPU for a Db2
address space. This time does NOT
include preemptable SRB time. For
the MSTR address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects physical logging
and checkpointing. For the DBM1
address space, this CPU time mainly
reflects sequential prefetch activity and
asynchronous WRITES, but also includes
part of the process to create threads and
manage data sets (calls to IDCAMS). For
the DIST address space, all remotely-
executed SQL statements are executed
in the Distributed Data Facility s address
space in SRB mode. For the IRLM
address space, this CPU time mainly
reflects the deadlock detection and lock
resumption (of suspended lock requests)
activity.

DIST_SRB_PREEMPT DEC(15,6) STATS1.PREEMPT-SR
B-TIMER(3)

QWSAPSRB Preemptable SRB timer value for the
address space.

DIST_TCB DEC(15,6) STATS1.JS-TIMER(3) QWSAEJST Accumulated TCB CPU for a Db2
address space. For the MSTR address
space, this CPU time mainly reflects
Db2 archiving and BSDS activity. For
the DBM1 address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects VSAM OPEN and
CLOSE activity. For the DIST address
space, the majority of this CPU time
comes from executing remote SQL
statements, communicating with other
subsystems, and sending the data to
other subsystems.

DIST_ZIIP DEC(15,6) STATS1.PREEMPT-SR
B-ZIIP(3)

QWSAPSRB_ZI
IP

Preemptible SRB timer value for the
address space that consumed on an IBM
zIIP. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.
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DS_IDX_SPLIT_LTCH_6 DEC(15) STATS1.DS-IDX-SPLIT
-LTCH-6

QVLSLC06 Number of suspends for latch level 6.
The latch is predominantly used for data
sharing index split.

EDM_PREFETCH_LTCH
_24

DEC(15) STATS1.EDM-PREFET
CH-LTCH-24

QVLSLC24 Number of suspends for latch level 24.
The latch is predominantly used for
EDM LRU or Buffer Manager prefetch
scheduling. EDM LRU latch can be
identified by latch class X'18' while Buffer
Manager prefetch scheduling latch can
be identified by latch class X'38' in a latch
contention trace.

EXIT DEC(15,0) STATS1.EXITS Q3STEXIT The number of times the Subsystem
Services component of Db2 invoked a
connection exit (DSN3EXIT).

FRAMES_DISCARDED DEC(15,0) STATS1.FRAMES-DISC
ARDED

QSST_DISCARD
MODE64

(s) The number of real frame discard
modes.

GBL_AUTH_LTCH_2 DEC(15) STATS1.GBL-AUTH-LT
CH-2

QVLSLC02 The number of suspends for latch level
2. The latch is predominantly used for
global authorization cache.

HWM_CTHREAD_THRDS DEC(15,0) STATS1.HWM-CTHREA
D-THRDS

Q3STHWCT The maximum number of allied
threads that are allocated concurrently.
Represents the High-Water-Mark since
Db2 was started, and both the DELTA
and ACCUM screens show the same
high-water-mark value.

HWM_IDBACK_THRDS DEC(15,0) STATS1.HWM-IDBACK
-THRDS

Q3STHWIB The maximum number of concurrent
connections identified to Db2 from batch.
Represents the High-Water-Mark since
Db2 was started, and both the DELTA
and ACCUM screens show the same
high-water-mark value.

HWM_IDFORE_THRDS DEC(15,0) STATS1.HWM-IDFORE
-THRDS

Q3STHWIF The maximum number of users that are
identified to Db2 from TSO foreground
tasks. Represents the High-Water-Mark
since Db2 was started, and both the
DELTA and ACCUM screens show the
same high-water-mark value.

IDENTIFY DEC(15,0) STATS1.IDENTS Q3STIDEN The number of successful IDENTIFYs (or
connection requests) processed by the
Subsystem Services component of Db2.

IDX_OBD_ALLOC_LTCH
_7

DEC(15) STATS1.IDX-OBD-ALL
OC-LTCH-7

QVLSLC07 The number of suspends for latch level 7.
The latch is predominantly used for index
and OBD allocation.

IFI_ABENDS DEC(15,0) STATS1.IFI-ABENDS QWSDSCA Count of IFI ABENDs.

IFI_COMMANDS DEC(15,0) STATS1.IFI-COMMAND
S

QWSDSCCO Count of IFI command requests.
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IFI_DATA_CAPTURES DEC(15,0) STATS1.IFI-DATA-CAP
TURES

QWSDCDLC The number of log records retrieved
for which data capture processing was
invoked.

IFI_DATA_LOG_READS DEC(15,0) STATS1.IFI-DATA-LOG
-READS

QWSDCDLR The number of data capture log reads for
processing IFI reads requests for IFCID
185.

IFI_DATA_RECORDS DEC(15,0) STATS1.IFI-DATA-REC
ORDS

QWSDCDRR The number of data capture log records
returned.

IFI_DATA_ROWS DEC(15,0) STATS1.IFI-DATA-ROW
S

QWSDCDDR The number of data capture data rows
returned. These rows are returned in
IFCID 185 and mapped by QW0185DR.

IFI_DATA_TABLES DEC(15,0) STATS1.IFI-DATA-TAB
LES

QWSDCDTB Number of data capture tables returned
to the caller of IFI READS call for IFCID
185.

IFI_DESCRIBES DEC(15,0) STATS1.IFI-DESCRIBE
S

QWSDCDMB The number of data capture describes
performed. A data capture describe is the
process of getting descriptive information
about a Db2 table from the catalog.

IFI_DESCRIPTIONS DEC(15,0) STATS1.IFI-DESCRIPT
IONS

QWSDCDDD The number of data capture data
descriptions returned.

IFI_READA DEC(15,0) STATS1.IFI-READA QWSDSCRA Count of IFI READA requests.

IFI_READS DEC(15,0) STATS1.IFI-READS QWSDSCRS Count of IFI READS requests.

IFI_RECS_NOT_WRITT DEC(15,0) STATS1.RECS-NOT-W
RITTEN(*)

QWSBSRNW Count of Db2 trace records not written to
the destination. This number should be
zero. If it is not, look for syslog messages
from the MSTR address space for
possible errors.

IFI_REQUEST_ERRORS DEC(15,0) STATS1.IFI-UNREC QWSDSCU Count of invalid IFI requests.

IFI_WRITE DEC(15,0) STATS1.IFI-WRITES QWSDSCWR Count of IFI WRITE requests.

IFI_WRITER_FAIL DEC(15,0) STATS1.WRITER-FAIL
(*)

QWSBSWF Count of write failures. This value should
be small, ideally 0.

IN_DOUBT DEC(15,0) STATS1.AGENTS-INDO
UBT

Q3STINDT The number of times a unit of recovery
has gone indoubt. A unit of recovery
is indoubt when a failure occurs after
a successful prepare but before a
successful commit. The failure can occur
in the address space of the application,
the transaction manager, DB2, or all of
these. IMS and CICS applications use
the prepare- and-commit sequence to
commit work.

INACTIVE_DBATS DEC(15,0) STATS1.INACTIVE-DB
ATS

QDSTQCIT The current number of inactive database
access threads.

INDEX_TREE_LTCH_254 DEC(15) STATS1.INDEX-TREE-
LTCH-254

QVLSLC254 The number of suspends for latch level
254. The latch is predominantly used for
index.
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INTR_CKPT_LTCH_22 DEC(15) STATS1.INTR-CKPT-LT
CH-22

QVLSLC22 The number of suspends for latch level
22. The latch is predominantly used for
internal checkpoint.

IRLM_SRB DEC(15,6) STATS1.NON-PREEMP
T-SRB(4)

QWSASRBT -
QWSAPSRB

Accumulated SRB CPU for a Db2
address space. This time does NOT
include preemptable SRB time. For
the MSTR address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects physical logging
and checkpointing. For the DBM1
address space, this CPU time mainly
reflects sequential prefetch activity and
asynchronous WRITES, but also includes
part of the process to create threads and
manage data sets (calls to IDCAMS). For
the DIST address space, all remotely-
executed SQL statements are executed
in the Distributed Data Facility s address
space in SRB mode. For the IRLM
address space, this CPU time mainly
reflects the deadlock detection and lock
resumption (of suspended lock requests)
activity.

IRLM_SRB_PREEMPT DEC(15,6) STATS1.PREEMPT-SR
B-TIMER(4)

QWSAPSRB Preemptable SRB timer value for the
address space.

IRLM_TCB DEC(15,6) STATS1.JS-TIMER(4) QWSAEJST Accumulated TCB CPU for a Db2
address space. For the MSTR address
space, this CPU time mainly reflects
Db2 archiving and BSDS activity. For
the DBM1 address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects VSAM OPEN and
CLOSE activity. For the DIST address
space, the majority of this CPU time
comes from executing remote SQL
statements, communicating with other
subsystems, and sending the data to
other subsystems.

IRLM_ZIIP DEC(15,6) STATS1.PREEMPT-SR
B-ZIIP(4)

QWSAPSRB_ZI
IP

Preemptible SRB timer value for the
address space that consumed on an IBM
zIIP. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

LOG_ALLOC_LIMIT DEC(15,0) STATS1.READS-DLYE
D-CONTENTION

QJSTTVC The number of read accesses that
were delayed because of tape volume
contention (where only one reader per
tape is possible). Contains the number
of agents forced to wait because a tape
volume was already in use by another
agent. Ideally, this number should always
be zero.

LOG_ARCH_ALLOC_RD DEC(15,0) STATS1.ARCH-LOG-R
EAD-ALLOC

QJSTALR The number of times an archive log
was allocated for READ (recovery)
processing.
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LOG_ARCH_ALLOC_WR
T

DEC(15,0) STATS1.ARCH-LOG-W
RITE-ALLOC

QJSTALW The number of times an archive log was
allocated for offloading an active log.

LOG_BSDS_ACC_LTCH_
21

DEC(15) STATS1.LOG-BSDS-AC
C-LTCH-21

QVLSLC21 Number of suspends for latch level 21.
The latch is predominantly used for
accounting rollup.

LOG_BSDS_ACCESSES DEC(15,0) STATS1.BSDS-ACCES
S-REQS

QJSTBSDS The number of times Db2 has read from,
or written to, the bootstrap data sets
(BSDSs). The BSDSs contain checkpoint
data, information about the active and
archive logs, and restart information.
The number of BSDS requests depends
mostly on the amount of Db2 logging
activity and your checkpoint interval. This
field is for informational purposes only.

LOG_BUFFER_UNAVAIL DEC(15,0) STATS1.UNAVAIL-ACT
-BUF

QJSTWTB The number of times Db2 had to place
data into a log buffer but no log buffer
was available. This causes an application
to be suspended until a log buffer
becomes available and that this can
happen for a NOWAIT WRITE request.
Therefore, this count should be at, or
near, zero.

LOG_CIS_ARCHIVED DEC(15,0) STATS1.CNTL-INTERV
ALS

QJSTCIOF The number of VSAM control intervals
offloaded from the active log to the
archive log data set. (The active log data
set is a VSAM ESDS data set.)

LOG_CIS_CREATED DEC(15,0) STATS1.CNTL-INTVLS-
CREATED

QJSTBFFL The number of new VSAM control
intervals of log data that Db2 has created
for the active log data set. (The active log
data set is a VSAM ESDS data set.)

LOG_LOOK_AHEAD_ATT DEC(15,0) STATS1.LOOK-AHEAD-
TAPE-ATTEMPTS

QJSTLAMA The number of "look-ahead" tape
mounts attempted. For maximum
performance, this value and the number
of look ahead tape mounts successful
(QJSTLAMS) should be equal. To find
the number of failed attempts, subtract
QJSTLAMS from the value in this
field. Too many failed attempts negate
potential performance gains.
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LOG_LOOK_AHEAD_OK DEC(15,0) STATS1.LOOK-AHEAD-
TAPE-DONE

QJSTLAMS The number of successful "look-ahead"
tape mounts. For maximum performance,
the value should equal the number of
look ahead tape mounts attempted
(QJSTLAMA). To find the number of
failed attempts, subtract the value in this
field from QJSTLAMA. Too many failed
attempts negate potential performance
gains. This can be caused by not having
enough tape units available. Issue the -
DISPLAY ARCHIVE command and note
the current "count" value. Then issue
the -SET ARCHIVE command, using a
higher value for the "count" parameter.

LOG_READ_ACTIVE DEC(15,0) STATS1.READS-FROM
-ACT-LOG

QJSTRACT The number of times Db2 had to read
log data, and the READ operation was
satisfied by data in the active log data
sets. Typically, a log READ operation
from an active log is caused by either
Db2 needing to abort an operation and
roll back a large logical unit of work
(lots of updates with few COMMITS),
or process forward recovery for a
RECOVER utility. It is preferable to have
the log records read from the active logs
rather than from the archive logs. The
amount of log data read from the active
log data sets is directly dependent upon
the size and number of active logs.

LOG_READ_ARCHIVE DEC(15,0) STATS1.READS-FROM
-ARCH-LOG

QJSTRARH The number of times Db2 had to read
log data, and the READ operation was
satisfied by data in the archive log data
sets. Reading data from the archive logs
for utilities such as a RECOVER utility is
normal. However, log reads for backing
out work should not be done from the
archive log.

LOG_READ_BUFFER DEC(15,0) STATS1.LOG-READS-F
ROM-BUF

QJSTRBUF The number of times Db2 had to read
log data, and the READ operation was
satisfied by log data in the log output
buffer. Most READ operations of this type
are from backouts or rollbacks in DB2.
This counter is directly affected by size
of the log buffers which are controlled by
the OUTBUFF parameter in DSNZPARM.
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LOG_SERIAL_WRITES DEC(15,0) STATS1.LOG-SERIAL-
WRITES

QJSTSERW The number of serial log write I/O
requests. A serial log write I/O request
occurs when Db2 rewrites a log CI that
was previously written as a partial CI in
a dual logging environment. This value
includes COPY1 and COPY2 active log
data set writes. The difference between
QJSTLOGW and QJSTSERW represents
the number of parallel log write I/O
requests. Typically, the first CI in a list
of CI's to be written in one start I/O is
written serially, and the remaining CI's
are written in parallel to both COPY1 and
COPY2 active log data sets. This value
is meaningful only when Db2 runs in dual
active log mode.

LOG_THRSH_WRITES DEC(15,0) STATS1.LOG-THRSH-
WRITES

QJSTTHRW The number of times that an
asynchronous log write request was
scheduled because the log write
threshold was reached. This counter is
provided primarily for an internal check.
IBM recommends to use the default write
threshold of 20 buffers.

LOG_WAIT_RESOURCE DEC(15,0) STATS1.WAIT-RESOU
RCE

QJSTWUR The number of read accesses delayed
because of unavailable resources. This
can be caused by not having enough
tape units allocated. Reissue the -SET
ARCHIVE command, and use a higher
value for the "count" parameter. It is
also possible, although not likely, that
the log reader service task maximum
was reached. In this case, the maximum
amount of read parallelism is being used.

LOG_WR_FUNC_LTCH_
19

DEC(15) STATS1.LOG-WR-FUN
C-LTCH-19

QVLSLC19 The number of suspends for latch level
19. The latch is predominantly used for
logical log write (in contrast to physical
log write).

LOG_WRITE_ACTIVE DEC(15,0) STATS1.WR-ACT-LOG-
BUF-CALLS

QJSTBFWR The number of calls to log write routine.
This does not represent the number of
physical log I/Os.
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LOG_WRITE_CIS DEC(15,0) STATS1.LOG-WRITE-C
IS

QJSTCIWR The total number of log CI's written.
This value includes CI rewrites and
COPY1 and COPY2 active log data
set writes. If a given CI is rewritten five
times, this counter is incremented by
five. This counter, multiplied by 4KB
and divided by the statistics interval
in seconds, represents the number of
bytes per second of log data written
to the active log data sets. To avoid a
potential bottleneck from logging I/O, give
particular attention to log data set I/O
tuning if the logging I/O rate is high.

LOG_WRITE_FORCE DEC(15,0) STATS1.WRITE-REQ-F
ORCE

QJSTWRF The number of times Db2 issued a
synchronous WRITE request to the
active log. The application waits for the
log buffer to be externalized to DASD.
This count does not include force writes
for COMMITs.

LOG_WRITE_IOS DEC(15,0) STATS1.LOG-WRITE-I
OS

QJSTLOGW The total number of log write I/O requests
(media manager calls). This is the sum
of the waits recorded by IFCID 38 and
IFCID 39 pairs. This value includes waits
for COPY1 and COPY2 active log data
set writes. This value should correspond
to the active log write I/O activity in an
RMF report.

LOG_WRITE_NOWAIT DEC(15,0) STATS1.WRITE-REQ-N
OWAIT

QJSTWRNW The number of times Db2 issued a
NOWAIT WRITE request to the active
log on behalf of an application. For
a NOWAIT WRITE, the application
immediately receives control after the
request without waiting for the data to be
written to DASD. The buffers are written
to DASD when the amount used exceeds
the threshold. This is the most frequent
type of log WRITE request. Types of data
written for this request include before and
after images of updated rows.

LOG_WRITE_PAGEINS DEC(15,0) STATS1.LOG-WRITE-P
AGEINS

QJSTBPAG The number of times that a log output
buffer was paged in before it could be
initialized. When a log output buffer is
paged in before it is initialized, the log
write latch is held. A nonzero value could
indicate that the log output buffer size
is too large or there is insufficient real
storage to back the log output buffer size.
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LOG_WRITE_SUSPENDS DEC(15,0) STATS1.LOG-WRITE-S
USPENDS

QJSTLSUS The number of times that a log manager
request results in a suspend for a log
record that is being written out to the log
data sets. This is the sum of the waits
recorded by IFCID 32 and IFCID 33
pairs.

LOG_WRITE_WAIT DEC(15,0) STATS1.WRITE-REQ-
WAIT

QJSTWRW Number of wait log write requests. This
type of log request is not supported. The
value is set to 0.

LOGWTR_XES_SUSP_C
NT

DEC(15) STATS1.LOGWTR-XES
-SUSP-CNT

QJSTDPXN Total number of suspends XES
suspended the log writer to update
the secondary lock structure for
asynchronous lock duplexing. This field is
new with Db2 12.

LOGWTR_XES_SUSPTIM
E

DEC(15) STATS1.LOGWTR-XES
-SUSPTIME

QJSTDPXT Total time XES suspended the log writer
to update the secondary lock structure for
asynchronous lock duplexing. This field is
new with Db2 12.

LOGWTR_XES_SUSPTIM
E_SEC

DEC(15,6) STATS1.LOGWTR-XES
-SUSPTIME-SEC

QJSTDPXT Total time XES suspended the log writer
to update the secondary lock structure for
asynchronous lock duplexing. This field is
new with Db2 12.

MAX_ACTIVE_DBATS DEC(15,0) STATS1.MAX-ACTIVE-
DBATS

QDSTHWAT The maximum number of active and
disconnected (pooled) database access
threads that existed. If the inactive
option is specified for DDF threads on
installation panel DSNTIPR, it is possible
for QDSTCNAT and QDSTHWAT to
exceed the max remote active value
specified on installation panel DSNTIPE.
This is because DDF allows database
access threads to be initialized as long
as the maximum remote connected
value specified on installation panel
DSNTIPE is not exceeded. The resulting
database access threads are regarded
as active during database access thread
initialization and are thus accounted
for in both the QDSTCNAT and the
QDSTHWAT counts. After database
access thread initialization completion,
if the current database access thread
count is still greater than the max remote
active value, then the extra database
access threads are made inactive. The
QDSTCNAT value is then decreased
and the QDSTQCIT value increased by
the number of threads that were made
inactive.
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MAX_DBAT_DEALLOC DEC(15,0) STATS1.MAX-DBAT-DE
ALLOC

QDSTMARD The maximum number of DBATs
that are active because the
associated packages were bound with
RELEASE(DEALLOCATE).

MAX_DBATS_NOTUSED DEC(15,0) STATS1.MAX-DBATS-N
OTUSED

QDSTMADS The maximum number of disconnected
(pooled) DBATs that have been available
to service work on inactive connections
or new connections.

MAX_INACTIVE_DBATS DEC(15,0) STATS1.MAX-INACTIV
E

QDSTQMIT The maximum number of inactive threads
that existed.

MAX_QUEUED_DUR_INT DEC(15,0) STATS1.MAX-QUEUED
-DUR-INT

QDSTNQMX Relative to QDSTNQR2, the maximum
queued duration for this statistics period.

MAX_QUEUED_DUR_INT
_SEC

DEC(15,6) STATS1.MAX-Q-DUR-I
NT-SEC

QDSTNQMX Relative to QDSTNQR2, the maximum
queued duration for this statistics period.

MAX_TOTAL_DBATS DEC(15,0) STATS1.MAX-TOTAL-D
BATS

QDSTHWDT The maximum number of active and
inactive database access threads that
existed.

MIN_QUEUED_DUR_INT DEC(15,0) STATS1.MIN-QUEUED
-DUR-INT

QDSTNQMN Relative to QDSTNQR2, the minimum
queued duration for this statistics period.

MIN_QUEUED_DUR_INT
_SEC

DEC(15,6) STATS1.MIN-Q-DUR-IN
T-SEC

QDSTNQMN Relative to QDSTNQR2, the minimum
queued duration for this statistics period.

MODIFY_DDF DEC(15,0) STATS1.MODIFY-DDF Q9STCDMD The number of -MODIFY DDF
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

MODIFY_TRACE DEC(15,0) STATS1.MODIFY-TRA
CE

Q9STCTRH The number of -MODIFY TRACE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

MSTR_SRB DEC(15,6) STATS1.NON-PREEMP
T-SRB(1)

QWSASRBT -
QWSAPSRB

Accumulated SRB CPU for a Db2
address space. This time does NOT
include preemptable SRB time. For
the MSTR address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects physical logging
and checkpointing. For the DBM1
address space, this CPU time mainly
reflects sequential prefetch activity and
asynchronous WRITES, but also includes
part of the process to create threads and
manage data sets (calls to IDCAMS). For
the DIST address space, all remotely-
executed SQL statements are executed
in the Distributed Data Facility s address
space in SRB mode. For the IRLM
address space, this CPU time mainly
reflects the deadlock detection and lock
resumption (of suspended lock requests)
activity.

MSTR_SRB_PREEMPT DEC(15,6) STATS1.PREEMPT-SR
B-TIMER(1)

QWSAPSRB Preemptable SRB timer value for the
address space.
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MSTR_TCB DEC(15,6) STATS1.JS-TIMER(1) QWSAEJST Accumulated TCB CPU for a Db2
address space. For the MSTR address
space, this CPU time mainly reflects
Db2 archiving and BSDS activity. For
the DBM1 address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects VSAM OPEN and
CLOSE activity. For the DIST address
space, the majority of this CPU time
comes from executing remote SQL
statements, communicating with other
subsystems, and sending the data to
other subsystems.

MSTR_ZIIP DEC(15,6) STATS1.PREEMPT-SR
B-ZIIP(1)

QWSAPSRB_ZI
IP

Preemptible SRB timer value for the
address space that consumed on an IBM
zIIP. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

NUM_REQS_DBAT DEC(15,0) STATS1.NUM-REQS-D
BAT

QDSTNDBA The number of requests that required
a DBAT to be created to process the
requests. This value does not include
DBATs that were created to replace
disconnected (pooled) DBATs that
terminated because they reached their
reuse limit. The ZPARM POOLINAC
provides some control over the
availability of disconnected (pooled)
DBATs.

NUM_REQS_POOL DEC(15,0) STATS1.NUM-REQS-P
OOL

QDSTPOOL The number of requests that were
satisfied by assigning a disconnected
(pooled) DBAT to process the requests.

OS_CPS_ON_LPAR DEC(15,0) STATS1.OS-CPS-ON-L
PAR

QWOSLNCP Number of central processors (CPs) on
the LPAR.

OS_DBM1_CPU_UTIL DEC(15,0) STATS1.OS-DBM1-CP
U-UTIL

QWOSDBMU CPU utilization by the Db2 DBM1
address space.

OS_DB2_CPU_UTIL DEC(15,0) STATS1.OS-DB2-CPU-
UTIL

QWOSDB2U CPU utilization by the Db2 subsystem.

OS_DB2_PGIN_RATE DEC(15,0) STATS1.OS-DB2-PGIN
-RATE

QWOSDPIR Page-in rate for the Db2 subsystem.

OS_DB2_REAL_STG_MB DEC(15,0) STATS1.OS-DB2-REAL
-STG-MB

QWOSDRSU Real storage used by the Db2
subsystem, in MB.

OS_DB2_VIRT_STG DEC(15,0) STATS1.OS-DB2-VIRT
-STG

QWOSDVSU Virtual storage used by the Db2
subsystem, in MB.

OS_FREE_REAL_STG DEC(15,0) STATS1.OS-FREE-REA
L-STG

QWOSLRSF Free real storage on the LPAR, in MB.

OS_FREE_VIRTSTG_MB DEC(15,0) STATS1.OS-FREE-VIR
TSTG-MB

QWOSLVSF Free virtual storage on the LPAR, in MB.

OS_LPAR_CPU_UTIL DEC(15,0) STATS1.OS-LPAR-CPU
-UTIL

QWOSLPRU CPU utilization of the LPAR.

OS_LPAR_PGIN_RATE DEC(15,0) STATS1.OS-LPAR-PGI
N-RATE

QWOSLPIR Page-in rate for the LPAR.
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OS_LPAR_VIRTSTG_MB DEC(15,0) STATS1.OS-LPAR-VIR
TSTG-MB

QWOSLVST Total virtual storage on the LPAR, in MB.

OS_MSTR_CPU_UTIL DEC(15,0) STATS1.OS-MSTR-CP
U-UTIL

QWOSMSTU CPU utilization by the Db2 MSTR
address space.

OS_REAL_STG_MB DEC(15,0) STATS1.OS-REAL-STG
-MB

QWOSLRST Total real storage on the LPAR, in MB.

OS_UIC DEC(15,0) STATS1.OS-UIC QWOSLUIC Unreferenced interval count.

POOLS_CONTR_64BIT DEC(15,0) STATS1.POOLS-CONT
R-64BIT

QSST_P64DISN
UM

(s) The number of 64-bit pools
contracted.

PREPARE_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) STATS1.PREPARES Q3STPREP The number of successful Phase 1
COMMITs (prepare to commit) processed
by the Subsystem Services component
of DB2. IMS and CICS applications use
the prepare and commit sequence to
commit work. This value does not include
successful single-phase commits or
distributed two phase commits. A Phase
1 COMMIT forces an "end of phase 1"
record to be written to the logs.

QRY_PAR_LTCH_8 DEC(15) STATS1.QRY-PAR-LTC
H-8

QVLSLC08 Number of suspends for latch level 8.
The latch is predominantly used for query
parallelism.

QUEUED_CONN_CLOSE
D

DEC(15,0) STATS1.QUEUED-CON
N-CLOSED

QDSTNCQC The number of queued client connections
whose TCP/IP sockets closed because
the number of database access threads
exceeded the MAXDBAT subsystem
parameter value. Also, the number of
inactive connections that were queued
and waiting for a DBAT exceeded the
MAXDBAT value.

QUEUED_TIME_CONN_C
LOSED

DEC(15,0) STATS1.QUEUED-TIM
E-CONN-CLOSED

QDSTNCCW The number of queued client connections
whose TCP/IP sockets were closed
because the maximum waiting time for
a DBAT exceeded the MAXCONQW
subsystem parameter value.

RCVRY_MGR_ST_LTCH
_15

DEC(15) STATS1.RCVRY-MGR-
ST-LTCH-15

QVLSLC15 The number of suspends for latch level
15. The latch is predominantly used for
ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE).
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READ_ONLY_COMMIT DEC(15,0) STATS1.READ-ONLY-C
OMMITS

Q3STRDON The number of successful read only
COMMITs processed by the Subsystem
Services component of DB2. There are
occasions when CICS or IMS invokes
Db2 when no Db2 resource was altered
since the completion of the last commit
process with prepare request. When this
occurs, Db2 performs both phases of
the two-phase commit during the first
commit phase and records that the user
or job is read-only in relation to its Db2
processing. This count does not include
sync requests made by cics.

REALSTG_MAXWARNLV
L

DEC(15,0) STATS1.REALSTG-MA
XWARNLVL

QSST_RSMAX_
WARN

(s) The number of times
REALSTORAGE_MAX warning level was
reached.

RECOVER_BSDS DEC(15,0) STATS1.RECOVER-BS
DS

Q9STCTR3 The number of -RECOVER BSDS
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

RECOVER_INDOUBT DEC(15,0) STATS1.RECOVER-IN
DOUBT

Q9STCTR4 The number of -RECOVER INDOUBT
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

RESET_GENERICLU DEC(15,0) STATS1.RESET-GENE
RICLU

Q9STCTRD The number of -RESET GENERICLU
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

RESET_INDOUBT DEC(15,0) STATS1.RESET-INDO
UBT

Q9STCTRR The number of -RESET INDOUBT
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

RESYNC_CONNECTION
S

DEC(15,0) STATS1.RESYNC-CON
NECTIONS

QDSTRSAT The number of resynchronization
connections attempted with all remote
locations (two-phase commit operations
only). A large value might indicate
network or system problems.

RESYNCS_SUCCESSFU
L

DEC(15,0) STATS1.RESYNCS-SU
CCESSFUL

QDSTRSSU The number of resynchronization
connections that succeeded with
all remote locations (two-phase
commit operations only). If this value
is much larger than the number of
resynchronization connections attempted
(QDSTRSAT), network problems might
exist.
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RIUR DEC(15,0) STATS1.RESOLVED Q3STRIUR The number of units of recovery gone
indoubt that have been resolved by
the Subsystem Services component
of Db2. A unit of recovery is indoubt
when a failure occurs after a successful
PREPARE but before a successful
COMMIT. This value includes counts
for resolving indoubt database access
threads. For allied agent threads, this
count is incremented by 2 for each
indoubt thread. For database access
threads, this count is incremented by 1
for each indoubt thread.

ROLLUP_QUAL_FAIL DEC(15,0) STATS1.ROLLUP-QUA
L-FAIL

QWSDARIR The number of records that failed to
qualify for for accounting rollup because
all rollup key fields were null, or null
values were not permitted.

ROLLUP_RECS_RTHRSH DEC(15,0) STATS1.ROLLUP-REC
S-RTHRSH

QWSDARTH The number of rollup accounting records
that were written because the rollup
threshold was exceeded.

ROLLUP_RECS_STORA
G

DEC(15,0) STATS1.ROLLUP-REC
S-STORAG

QWSDARSG The number of rollup accounting records
that were written because the rollup
accounting storage threshold was
exceeded.

ROLLUP_RECS_TIME DEC(15,0) STATS1.ROLLUP-REC
S-TIME

QWSDARST The number of rollup accounting records
that were written because the staleness
threshold was exceeded.

SET_ARCHIVE DEC(15,0) STATS1.SET-ARCHIVE Q9STCTRP The number of -SET ARCHIVE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

SET_LOG DEC(15,0) STATS1.SET-LOG Q9STCTX2 The number of -SET LOG commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions.

SET_SYSPARM DEC(15,0) STATS1.SET-SYSPAR
M

Q9STCTX4 The number of -SET SYSPARM
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

SIGN_ON DEC(15,0) STATS1.SIGNONS Q3STSIGN The number of successful SIGNONs
processed by the Subsystem Services
component of Db2. SIGNONs identify
a new user of an existing thread. This
field applies to threads created for CICS
and IMS only. Initial signon does no
authorization check because the thread
does not exist, but re-signon might do an
authorization check.

SMP_HEADER_BLK_LTC
H_32

DEC(15) STATS1.SMP-HEADER
-BLK-LTCH-32

QVLSLC32 Number of suspends for latch level 32.
The latch is predominantly used for
shared storage pool.
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SMP_VECTOR_TBL_LTC
H_31

DEC(15) STATS1.SMP-VECTOR
-TBL-LTCH-31

QVLSLC31 The number of suspends for latch level
31. The latch is predominantly used for
storage manager.

SOS_ABENDS DEC(15,0) STATS1.SOS-ABEND QSSTABND The number of times an application
terminated abnormally due to a short
on local storage condition. A short
on storage abend condition occurs
when Db2's database services (DBM1)
address space has used all of the private
storage available. This counter should
always be zero.

SOS_CONDITIONS DEC(15,0) STATS1.SOS-BIT-SET QSSTCRIT The number of times the short on storage
condition still existed after a storage
contraction took place. During this time,
all storage requests are satisfied with an
MVS GETMAIN, thus increasing CPU
utilization. A short on storage condition
occurs when Db2 s database services
(DBM1) address space is running out
of private storage. This counter should
always be zero.

SOS_CONTRACTIONS DEC(15,0) STATS1.SOS-CONTRA
CTS

QSSTCONT The number of times a contraction was
issued by Db2 because of a virtual
storage constraint in the database
services (DBM1) address space. When
a contraction is issued, any preallocated
storage that is not being used is freed in
an attempt to relieve the constraint. This
counter should always be zero.

SSI_CALLS_EXECUTED DEC(15,0) STATS1.SSI-CALLS Q3STSSSI The number of times Db2 processed a
Subsystem Interface (SSI) request. For
example, Db2 commands entered from
an MVS console are processed by DB2's
Subsystem Interface.

SSSC_LTCH_10 DEC(15) STATS1.SSSC-LTCH-1
0

QVLSLC10 The number of suspends for latch level
10. The latch is predominantly used for
sequence objects (stand-alone and table-
based identity column).

START_ACCEL DEC(15,0) STATS1.START-ACCEL Q9STCTSA The number of -START ACCEL
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

START_CDDS DEC(15,0) STATS1.START-CDDS Q9STCTS1 The number of -START CDDS
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

START_DATABASE DEC(15,0) STATS1.START-DB Q9STCTR5 The number of -START DATABASE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.
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START_DDF DEC(15,0) STATS1.START-DDF Q9STCTRI The number of -START DDF commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions.

START_DYNQUERYCAP
TURE

DEC(15,0) STATS1.START-DYNQ
UERYCAPTURE

Q9STCTSQ The number of -START
DYNQUERYCAPTURE commands. The
count includes normal and abnormal
completions. This field is new with Db2
12.

START_FUNCTION DEC(15,0) STATS1.START-FUNC Q9STCTX0 The number of -START FUNCTION
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

START_ML DEC(15,0) STATS1.START-ML Q9STCTSM The number of -START ML commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions. This field is new with Db2
12.

START_PROC DEC(15,0) STATS1.START-PROC Q9STCTRV The number of -START PROCEDURE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

START_PROFILE DEC(15,0) STATS1.START-PROF
ILE

Q9STCTSS The number of -START PROFILE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

START_RESTSVC DEC(15,0) STATS1.START-REST
SVC

Q9STCTSR The number of -START RESTSVC
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

START_RLIMIT DEC(15,0) STATS1.START-RLIMIT Q9STCTRE The number of -START RLIMIT
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

START_SUBSYSTEM DEC(15,0) STATS1.START-SUBS
YS

Q9STCTR7 The number of -START Db2 commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions.

START_TRACE DEC(15,0) STATS1.START-TRAC
E

Q9STCTR6 The number of -START TRACE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STK64_ALLOC DEC(15,0) STATS1.STK64-ALLOC QSST_A64POST (s) The number of out-of-line 64-bit stack
allocation requests.

STK64_AVAIL_EXTN DEC(15,0) STATS1.STK64-AVAIL-
EXTN

QSST_SGETEX
T64

(s) The number of 64-bit stack requests
that were satisfied with an available
extension.

STK64_DEALLOC DEC(15,0) STATS1.STK64-DEALL
OC

QSST_D64POST (s) The number of out-of-line 64-bit stack
deallocation requests.

STK64_EXTN_ALLOC DEC(15,0) STATS1.STK64-EXTN-
ALLOC

QSST_SGETDE
XT64

(s) The number of 64-bit stack requests
that required an extension allocation.

STK64_FREE_DEALLOC DEC(15,0) STATS1.STK64-FREE-
DEALLOC

QSST_SFREED
EXT64

(s) The number of 64-bit stack free
requests that required an extension
deallocation.

STK64_OOL_FREE_REQ DEC(15,0) STATS1.STK64-OOL-F
REE-REQ

QSST_SFREER
64

(s) The number of out-of-line 64-bit stack
free requests.
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STK64_OOL_REQ DEC(15,0) STATS1.STK64-OOL-R
EQ

QSST_SGETR64 (s) The number of out-of-line 64-bit stack
get requests.

STK64_PGS_DISCARD DEC(15,0) STATS1.STK64-PGS-D
ISCARD

QSST_M64DISP
GS

(s) The number of discarded 64-bit stack
pages.

STK64_SEG_DISCARD DEC(15,0) STATS1.STK64-SEG-D
ISCARD

QSST_M64DISN
UM

(s) The number of 64-bit stack segments
that required a discard.

STK64_WAIT DEC(15,0) STATS1.STK64-WAIT QSST_A64WAIT (s) The number of out-of-line 64-bit stack
allocation requests that resulted in a wait.

STOP_ACCEL DEC(15,0) STATS1.STOP-ACCEL Q9STCTXA The number of -STOP ACCEL
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STOP_CDDS DEC(15,0) STATS1.STOP-CDDS Q9STCTS2 The number of -STOP CDDS commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions.

STOP_DATABASE DEC(15,0) STATS1.STOP-DB Q9STCTR8 The number of -STOP DATABASE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STOP_DDF DEC(15,0) STATS1.STOP-DDF Q9STCTRJ The number of -STOP DDF commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions.

STOP_DYNQUERYCAPT
URE

DEC(15,0) STATS1.STOP-DYNQU
ERYCAPTURE

Q9STCTXQ Thhe number of -STOP
DYNQUERYCAPTURE commands. The
count includes normal and abnormal
completions. This field is new with Db2
12.

STOP_FUNCTION DEC(15,0) STATS1.STOP-FUNC Q9STCTX1 The number of -STOP FUNCTION
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STOP_ML DEC(15,0) STATS1.STOP-ML Q9STCTPM The number of -STOP ML commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions. This field is new with Db2
12.

STOP_PROC DEC(15,0) STATS1.STOP-PROC Q9STCTRW The number of -STOP PROCEDURE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STOP_PROFILE DEC(15,0) STATS1.STOP-PROFIL
E

Q9STCTST The number of -STOP PROFILE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STOP_RESTSVC DEC(15,0) STATS1.STOP-RESTS
VC

Q9STCTPR The number of -STOP RESTSVC
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STOP_RLIMIT DEC(15,0) STATS1.STOP-RLIMIT Q9STCTRF The number of -STOP RLIMIT
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STOP_SUBSYSTEM DEC(15,0) STATS1.STOP-SUBSY
S

Q9STCTRA The number of -STOP Db2 commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions.
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STOP_TRACE DEC(15,0) STATS1.STOP-TRACE Q9STCTR9 The number of -STOP TRACE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

SVC_QUEUE_LTCH_28 DEC(15) STATS1.SVC-QUEUE-L
TCH-28

QVLSLC28 The number of suspends for latch level
28. The latch is predominantly used
for stored procedures or authorization
cache.

SVC_TSK_LTCH_5 DEC(15) STATS1.SVC-TSK-LTC
H-5

QVLSLC05 The number of suspends for latch level
5. The latch is predominantly used for
IRLM data sharing exits or resource limit
facility.

SYN_CHAIN1_LTCH_16 DEC(15) STATS1.SYN-CHAIN1-
LTCH-16

QVLSLC16 The number of suspends for latch level
16. The latch is predominantly used for
UR synonym chain.

SYN_CHAIN2_LTCH_17 DEC(15) STATS1.SYN-CHAIN2-
LTCH-17

QVLSLC17 The number of suspends for latch level
17. The latch is predominantly used for
RURE chain.

SYNCPOINT DEC(15,0) STATS1.SYNCHS Q3STSYNC The number of successful single phase
COMMITs (SYNCS) processed by the
Subsystem Services component of the
Db2. During a single phase COMMIT,
Db2 writes a COMMIT record to the logs
and frees all the locks that were held for
the COMMIT duration.

SYS_CKPT_LTCH_20 DEC(15) STATS1.SYS-CKPT-LT
CH-20

QVLSLC20 The number of suspends for latch level
20. The latch is predominantly used for
system checkpoint.

SYSSTR_CACHE_LTCH_
4

DEC(15) STATS1.SYSSTR-CAC
HE-LTCH-4

QVLSLC04 The number of suspends for latch level
4. The latch is predominantly used for
SYSSTRINGS cache.

TERM_END_OF_MEMOR
Y

DEC(15,0) STATS1.EOMS Q3STMEOM The number of times the Subsystem
Services component of Db2 terminated
a thread because the associated user's
address space was terminated at end-of-
memory (EOM).

TERM_END_OF_TRANS DEC(15,0) STATS1.EOTS Q3STMEOT The number of times the Subsystem
Services component of Db2 terminated
a thread because the associated
user's TCB was terminated at end-of-
task (EOT). This count includes both
abnormal EOT terminations and normal
EOT terminations for IMS message
processing regions.

TERM_UTILITY DEC(15,0) STATS1.TERM-UTILITY Q9STCTRB The number of -TERM UTILITY
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.
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TERMINATE_THREAD DEC(15,0) STATS1.TERMINATES Q3STTERM The number of Terminate Threads
processed by the Subsystem Services
component of Db2. During thread
termination, Db2 writes an accounting
record (if the accounting trace is active),
frees all locks and storage held by the
thread, and slow closes database data
sets defined with CLOSE YES if they are
not being used by another thread.

TEST_LTCH_1 DEC(15) STATS1.TEST-LTCH-1 QVLSLC01 The number of suspends for latch level 1.

TRACE_TBL_LTCH_30 DEC(15) STATS1.TRACE-TBL-L
TCH-30

QVLSLC30 The number of suspends for latch level
30. The latch is predominantly used for
agent services.

T1_CONN_TERMINATED DEC(15,0) STATS1.T1-CONN-TER
MINATED

QDSTNITC The number of thread connections that
were terminated instead of made type 1
inactive because the maximum number
of type 1 inactive threads was reached.

T2_CURR_INACT DEC(15,0) STATS1.T2-CURR-INA
CT

QDSTCIN2 The current number of type 2 inactive
threads.

T2_CURR_INACT_QUED DEC(15,0) STATS1.T2-CURR-INA
CT-QUED

QDSTNQR2 The current number of inactive
connections or new connections that
are queued, waiting to be serviced by
a DBAT. DBATs might be unavailable if
the MAXDBAT zParm value is reached,
or if DDF is stopped, or stopping with
MODE(SYSPEND). Check QDSTQDBT
to determine whether there is a
MAXDBAT constraint.

T2_MAX_INACT DEC(15,0) STATS1.T2-MAX-INAC
T

QDSTMIN2 The maximum number of type 2 inactive
threads.

T2_MAX_INACT_QUED DEC(15,0) STATS1.T2-MAX-INAC
T-QUED

QDSTMQR2 The maximum number of inactive
connections or new connections that
are queued, waiting to be serviced by
a DBAT. DBATs might be unavailable if
the MAXDBAT zParm value is reached,
or if DDF is stopped, or stopping with
MODE(SYSPEND). Check QDSTQDBT
to determine whether there is a
MAXDBAT constraint.
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T2_QUEUED DEC(15,0) STATS1.T2-QUEUED QDSTQIN2 The number of receive requests on
inactive connections or new connections
that have been queued to be serviced
by a disconnected (pooled) DBAT.
Large values are normal. This field
can be used along with prior statistics
records to establish a rate at which
connections are queued to be serviced
by a disconnected (pooled) DBAT. Any
delays in this processing are reflected in
the QDSTNQR2 value.

UT_SP_URIDS_LTCH_9 DEC(15) STATS1.UT-SP-URIDS
-LTCH-9

QVLSLC09 The number of suspends for latch level
9. The latch is predominantly used for
utilities or stored procedure URIDs.

WARM_START_CONN DEC(15,0) STATS1.WARM-START
-CONNECTIONS

QDSTWSTR The number of warm start connections
with all remote locations (two-phase
commit operations only).

ZHLINK_LOGW_REQS_S
UCC

DEC(15,0) STATS1.ZHLINK-LOGW
-REQS-SUCC

QJSTSYCW Total number of eligible LOG WRITE I/
O requests with successful zHyperLink
processing. This field is new with Db2 12.

ZHLINK_LOGW_REQS_U
NSUCC

DEC(15,0) STATS1.ZHLINK-LOGW
-REQS-UNSUCC

QJSTSYCF Total number of eligible LOG WRITE I/O
requests with unsuccessful zHyperLink
processing. This field is new with Db2 12.

Columns with (0002) STATS2 IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYSTEM_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0002) STATS2
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACT_INMEM_WKFILES DEC(15,0) STATS2.ACT-INMEM-W
KFILES

QISTIMAC The number of in-memory data manager
(DM) work files that are currently active.

ACT_INMEMWKFILE_KB DEC(15,0) STATS2.ACT-INMEMW
KFILE-KB

QISTIMSC The total amount of space, in KB, that is
used for in-memory work files.

ALLOC_CURSOR DEC(15,0) STATS2.ALLOC-CURS
OR

QXALOCC The number of ALLOCATE CURSOR
statements executed.

ALLOCATION_ATTEMPT DEC(15,0) STATS2.ALLOC-ATTE
MPTS

QTALLOCA Plan allocation attempts. These are
requests to allocate a bound plan for an
agent. This field represents the number
of times the attachment facility requested
that Db2 create a thread for the user.
This number does not include allocations
for Db2 system agents.
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ALLOCATION_SUCCESS DEC(15,0) STATS2.ALLOCATION
S

QTALLOC The number of successful bound
plan allocations. This field represents
the number of allocation attempts
(QTALLOCA) that completed
successfully. Plan allocation failure can
occur if the plan was unavailable or
nonexistent.

ALTER_DATABASE DEC(15,0) STATS2.ALTER-DATA
BASE

QXALDAB The number of SQL ALTER DATABASE
statements issued.

ALTER_INDEX DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-ALTER-I
DX

QXALTIX The number of SQL ALTER INDEX
statements issued.

ALTER_JAR DEC(15,0) STATS2.ALTER-JAR QXALTJR The number of ALTER JAR statements.

ALTER_MASK DEC(15,0) STATS2.ALTER-MASK QXALTMP The number of ALTER MASK or ALTER
PERMISSION statements.

ALTER_PROCEDURE DEC(15,0) STATS2.ALTER-PROC
EDURE

QXALPRO The number of ALTER PROCEDURE
statements.

ALTER_SEQUENCES DEC(15,0) STATS2.ALTER-SEQU
ENCES

QXALTSEQ The number of alter sequence
statements.

ALTER_STORAGE_GRP DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-ALTER-S
TOR-GP

QXALTST The number of SQL ALTER STORAGE
GROUP statements issued.

ALTER_TABLE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-ALTER-T
BL

QXALTTA The number of SQL ALTER TABLE
statements issued.

ALTER_TABLESPACE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-ALTER-T
BLSPC

QXALTTS The number of SQL ALTER
TABLESPACE statements issued.

ALTER_TR_CONTEXT DEC(15,0) STATS2.ALTER-TR-CO
NTEXT

QXALTCTX The number of ALTER TRUSTED
CONTEXT statements.

ALTER_UDF DEC(15,0) STATS2.ALTER-UDF QXALUDF The number of ALTER FUNCTION
statements.

ALTER_VIEW DEC(15,0) STATS2.ALTER-VIEW QXALTVW The number of alter view statements.

ARRAY_EXPANSION DEC(15,0) STATS2.ARRAY-EXPA
NSION

QXSTARRAY_E
XPANSIONS

Specifies how often the variable array
expands beyond 32KB.

ASSOC_LOCATOR DEC(15,0) STATS2.ASSOC-LOCA
TOR

QXALOCL The number of ASSOCIATE LOCATOR
statements executed.

AUTH_CHECKS DEC(15,0) STATS2.AUTH-CHK-AT
TEMPTS

QTAUCHK The number of authorization check
attempts that were performed for a plan.

AUTH_CHECKS_CACHE DEC(15,0) STATS2.AUTH-CHKS-C
ACHED

QTAUCCH The number of successful authorization
checks not using the catalog. This
includes plan cache checks and public
checks.

AUTH_CHECKS_PUBLIC DEC(15,0) STATS2.AUTH-CHKS-P
UBLIC

QTAUPUB The number of successful authorization
checks based on execute authority
granted to PUBLIC.
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AUTH_CHKS_P_CACHE DEC(15,0) STATS2.AUTH-CHKS-P
KG-CACHE

QTPACAUT The number of successful checks for
package execute authority made using
the package authorization cache. This
number includes public authorization
checks.

AUTH_CHKS_P_NOCAC
H

DEC(15,0) STATS2.AUTH-CHKS-P
KG-NOCACHE

QTPACNOT The number of unsuccessful checks
for package execute authority made
using the package authorization cache
because an applicable entry was not
found in the cache.

AUTH_CHKS_P_PUB DEC(15,0) STATS2.AUTH-CHKS-P
KG-PUB

QTPACPUB The number of successful checks for
package execute authority held by public.

AUTH_SUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0) STATS2.AUTH-CHKS QTAUSUC The number of successful authorization
checks that were performed for plans that
were authorized.

AUTO_BIND_ATTEMPTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.AUTO-BIND-A
TTEMPTS

QTABINDA The number of times automatic bind was
attempted. This occurs when the plan
was invalidated by modifications to the
declarations of the data referenced by
the programs bound as part of the plan.
For example, dropping an index when it
is used in the plan results in automatic
bind.

AUTO_BIND_PKG_TRYS DEC(15,0) STATS2.AUTOBIND-PA
CKAGE-ATTMPTS

QTAUTOBA The number of automatic bind attempts.
If AUTO BIND YES was specified or
defaulted on install panel DSNTIPB,
then an autobind occurs when a plan
or package: - is invalid caused by
modifications to the declarations of
the data referenced by the program or
package. For example, dropping an index
that is used in a package results in an
automatic bind when the package is first
run. - was bound in a higher release and
is used for the first time in a fall back
release. - was used in a fall back release
but is later remigrated and used the first
time in a higher release.

AUTO_BIND_SUCCESS DEC(15,0) STATS2.AUTO-BINDS QTABIND The number of successful automatic
binds. This represents the number of
automatic bind attempts (QTABINDA)
that completed successfully.

BIND_ADD_CMDS DEC(15,0) STATS2.BIND-ADD-SU
BCMDS

QTBINDA The number of BIND ADD subcommands
issued. These commands can be either
successful or unsuccessful. Both are
counted.
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BIND_FAIL_INV_RES DEC(15,0) STATS2.INVALID-RSC
-IDS

QTINVRID Automatic bind with invalid resource
IDs. This field represents the sum of all
plan and package allocation attempts
that failed because a resource was
unavailable or the object did not exist.

BIND_REPLACE_CMDS DEC(15,0) STATS2.BIND-RPL-SU
BCMDS

QTBINDR The number of BIND REPLACE
subcommands issued. These commands
can be either successful or unsuccessful.
Both are counted.

BINDADD_PKG_CMDS DEC(15,0) STATS2.ADD-PACKAG
E-CMDS

QTBINDPA The number of BIND ADD PACKAGE
subcommands issued. Both successful
and unsuccessful commands are
counted.

BINDREP_PKG_CMDS DEC(15,0) STATS2.REPLACE-PA
CKAGE-CMDS

QTBINDPR The number of BIND REPLACE
PACKAGE subcommands issued. Both
successful and unsuccessful commands
are counted.

CACHE_NOTFND_ADD DEC(15,0) STATS2.CACHE-NOTF
ND-ADD

QISEKNFA The number of not-found records that
were added to the EDM cache during all
searches of collection_id.package_name
combinations. A not-found record is
a hash record that Db2 creates for a
collection_id.package_name combination
that does not exist in the Db2 subsystem.
Db2 creates the not-found record
when it executes a bind plan command
that contains a PKLIST keyword
whose argument is several collection
ids with wild cards (*). For example:
PKLIST(COLLID1.*, COLLID2.*).
When Db2 executes the plan, Db2
searches collection_id.package_name
combinations according to the
specification in the PKLIST
arguments. Db2 executes the first
package that it finds that matches
collection_id.package_name.
For collection_id.package_name
combinations that are not found, Db2
creates not-found records in a cache, to
save time during subsequent searches.
A hidden subsystem parameter sets the
upper limit on the number of not-found
records that can exist in the cache at one
time. Db2 removes the excess not-found
records from the cache periodically.
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CACHE_NOTFND_LOC DEC(15,0) STATS2.CACHE-NOTF
ND-LOC

QISEKNFM The number of not-found records
that were found in the EDM during all
searches of collection_id.package_name
combinations. A not-found record is
a hash record that Db2 creates for a
collection_id.package_name combination
that does not exist in the Db2 subsystem.
Db2 creates the not-found record
when it executes a bind plan command
that contains a PKLIST keyword
whose argument is several collection
ids with wild cards (*). For example:
PKLIST(COLLID1.*, COLLID2.*).
When Db2 executes the plan, Db2
searches collection_id.package_name
combinations according to the
specification in the PKLIST
arguments. Db2 executes the first
package that it finds that matches
collection_id.package_name.
For collection_id.package_name
combinations that are not found, Db2
creates not-found records in a cache, to
save time during subsequent searches.
A hidden subsystem parameter sets the
upper limit on the number of not-found
records that can exist in the cache at one
time. Db2 removes the excess not-found
records from the cache periodically.
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CACHE_NOTFND_REM DEC(15,0) STATS2.CACHE-NOTF
ND-REM

QISEKNFR The number of not-found records
that were removed from the EDM
cache. A not-found record is a
hash record that Db2 creates for a
collection_id.package_name combination
that does not exist in the Db2 subsystem.
Db2 creates the not-found record
when it executes a bind plan command
that contains a PKLIST keyword
whose argument is several collection
ids with wild cards (*). For example:
PKLIST(COLLID1.*, COLLID2.*).
When Db2 executes the plan, Db2
searches collection_id.package_name
combinations according to the
specification in the PKLIST
arguments. Db2 executes the first
package that it finds that matches
collection_id.package_name.
For collection_id.package_name
combinations that are not found, Db2
creates not-found records in a cache, to
save time during subsequent searches.
A hidden subsystem parameter sets the
upper limit on the number of not-found
records that can exist in the cache at one
time. Db2 removes the excess not-found
records from the cache periodically.

CHANGE_REQUEST DEC(15,0) STATS2.LOCK-CHANG
ES

QTXACHG The accumulated number of times that
Db2 requested the lock manager, IRLM,
to change the type of lock on behalf of an
application. For example, if an application
opens a cursor for a SELECT ... FOR
UPDATE OF, then updates a retrieved
row, Db2 would first get an intent for
exclusive lock, then upgrade it to an
exclusive lock when the update is done.
This field is for informational purposes
only.

CLAIM_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.CLAIM-REQU
ESTS

QTXACLNO The number of CLAIM requests.

CLAIM_UNSUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0) STATS2.CLAIMS-UNSU
CCESSFUL

QTXACLUN The number of unsuccessful CLAIM
requests.

CLOSE_CURSOR DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-CLOSES QXCLOSE The number of SQL CLOSE cursor
statements issued.

COMMENT_ON DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-COMMEN
T-ON

QXCMTON The number of SQL COMMENT ON
statements issued.

COMPAT_QE_GENER DEC(15) STATS2.COMPAT-QE-
GENER

QTXALCCP The number of Compat QE (Queue
Elements) Generated. This field is new
with Db2 12.
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CONC_LIT_REPLACED DEC(15,0) STATS2.CONC-LIT-RE
PLACED

QXSTCWLR The number of times that Db2 replaced
at least one literal. Replacement
occurred because CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS
behavior was in effect for the prepare of
the statement for the dynamic statement
cache.

CONC_LIT_REUS_FAIL DEC(15,0) STATS2.CONC-LIT-RE
US-FAIL

QXSTCWLD The number of times that
CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH
LITERALS behavior was in effect. As a
result, Db2 creates a duplicate statement
instance in the statement cache for
a dynamic statement that had literals
replaced. The duplicate statement was
required because a cache match failed
only because literal reusability criteria
were not met.

CONC_LIT_STMT_FND DEC(15,0) STATS2.CONC-LIT-ST
MT-FND

QXSTCWLM The number of times that Db2 found a
matching, reusable copy of a dynamic
statement in the statement cache
during the prepare of a statement
that had literals replaced because
CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH
LITERALS behavior was in effect.

CONC_LIT_STMT_PARS DEC(15,0) STATS2.CONC-LIT-ST
MT-PARS

QXSTCWLP The number of times that Db2
parsed dynamic statements. Parsing
occurred because CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS
behavior was in effect for the prepare of
the statement for the dynamic statement
cache.

CONNECT_TYPE_1 DEC(15,0) STATS2.CONNECT-TY
PE-1

QXCON1 The number of SQL CONNECT type 1
statements issued.

CONNECT_TYPE_2 DEC(15,0) STATS2.CONNECT-TY
PE-2

QXCON2 The number of SQL CONNECT type 2
statements issued.

CREATE_ALIAS DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-CREATE
-ALIAS

QXCRALS The number of SQL CREATE ALIAS
statements issued.

CREATE_AUX_TABLE DEC(15,0) STATS2.CREATE-AUX
-TABLE

QXCRATB The number of CREATE AUXILIARY
TABLE statements.

CREATE_DATABASE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-CREATE
-DB

QXCRDAB The number of SQL CREATE
DATABASE statements issued.

CREATE_DISTINCT DEC(15,0) STATS2.CREATE-DIST
INCT

QXCDIST The number of CREATE DISTINCT
TYPE statements.

CREATE_INDEX DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-CREATE
-IDX

QXCRINX The number of SQL CREATE INDEX
statements issued.

CREATE_MASK DEC(15,0) STATS2.CREATE-MAS
K

QXCREMP The number of CREATE MASK or
CREATE PERMISSION statements.
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CREATE_PROCEDURE DEC(15,0) STATS2.CREATE-PRO
CEDURE

QXCRPRO The number of CREATE PROCEDURE
statements.

CREATE_ROLE DEC(15,0) STATS2.CREATE-ROL
E

QXCRROL The number of CREATE ROLE
statements.

CREATE_SEQUENCES DEC(15,0) STATS2.CREATE-SEQ
UENCES

QXCRESEQ The number of create sequence
statements.

CREATE_STORAGE_GR
P

DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-CREATE-
STOR-GP

QXCRSTG The number of SQL CREATE STORAGE
GROUP statements issued.

CREATE_SYNONYM DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-CREATE
-SYN

QXCRSYN The number of SQL CREATE SYNONYM
statements issued.

CREATE_TABLE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-CREATE
-TBL

QXCRTAB The number of SQL CREATE TABLE
statements issued.

CREATE_TABLESPACE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-CREATE-
TBLSPC

QXCTABS The number of SQL CREATE
TABLESPACE statements issued.

CREATE_TR_CONTEXT DEC(15,0) STATS2.CREATE-TR-C
ONTEXT

QXCRCTX The number of CREATE TRUSTED
CONTEXT statements.

CREATE_TRIGGER DEC(15,0) STATS2.CREATE-TRIG
GER

QXCTRIG The number of SQL CREATE TRIGGER
statements.

CREATE_UDF DEC(15,0) STATS2.CREATE-UDF QXCRUDF The number of CREATE FUNCTION
statements.

CREATE_VARIABLE DEC(15,0) STATS2.CREATE-VAR
IABLE

QXCRTSV The number of CREATE VARIABLE
statements.

CREATE_VIEW DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-CREATE
-VIEW

QXDEFVU The number of SQL CREATE VIEW
statements issued.

CUR_WKFILE_STG DEC(15,0) STATS2.CUR-WKFILE-
STG

QISTWCTO The total amount of storage that is
currently used in the work file database,
in KB.

CUR_WKFILE_STG_KB DEC(15,0) STATS2.CUR-WKFILE-
STG-KB

QISTWFCK_V9 The total amount of fractional MB of
storage, in KB, that is currently being
used for the work file database.

CUR_WKFILE_STG_MB DEC(15,0) STATS2.CUR-WKFILE-
STG-MB

QISTWFCU The total amount of storage in the whole
MB that is currently being used for the
work file database.

DATASETS_OPEN_CUR DEC(15,0) STATS2.DS-CURR-OP
EN

QTDSOPN The number of data sets that are
currently open.

DBD_STEALABLE DEC(15,0) STATS2.DBD-STEALA
BLE

QISEDLRU The total number of DBD pages in use
that can be reused.
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DEADLOCK DEC(15,0) STATS2.DEADLOCKS QTXADEA The accumulated number of times that
an application was unable to obtain a
lock from the lock manager (IRLM) due
to a deadlock situation. An example of
a deadlock situation: application 1 is
waiting for a lock that application 2 is
holding and application 2 is also waiting
for another lock that application 1 is
holding. To detect a deadlock, IRLM
checks on a user-specified interval
of DEADLOK in DSNZPARM for a
deadlock situation. Use SYSVIEW for
Db2 zParm display to see the current
DEADLOK setting for your installation. If
IRLM detects a deadlock situation, Db2
decides which application to abort. Db2
returns either a -911 or a -913 SQL return
code when a deadlock occurs. The IMS
attachment may return a U777 ABEND.
The SQLCA contains a reason code
and indicates what resource and type of
lock was unobtainable. If SYSVIEW for
Db2 message logging facility is active,
you can find out what resource was
unavailable and who was involved in the
deadlock situation by browsing the log.

DEADLOCK_EXIT_CNT DEC(15) STATS2.DEADLOCK-E
XIT-CNT

QTXADEAD The number of deadlock exits. This field
is new with Db2 12.

DECL_GLOB_TEMP_TAB DEC(15,0) STATS2.DECL-GLOB-T
EMP-TAB

QXDCLGTT The number of DECLARE GLOBAL
TEMPORARY TABLE statements
executed.

DESCRIBE_TABLE DEC(15,0) STATS2.DESCRIBE-TA
BLE

QXDSCRTB The number of SQL DESCRIBE TABLE
statements issued.

DIR_ROW_ACC_INDX DEC(15,0) STATS2.DIR-ROW-ACC
-INDX

QXROIIDX The number of times that Db2 attempted
to use direct row access but reverted to
using an index to locate a record.

DIR_ROW_ACC_SUCC DEC(15,0) STATS2.DIR-ROW-ACC
-SUCC

QXROIMAT The number of times that Db2 used direct
row access to locate a record.

DIR_ROW_ACC_TSCAN DEC(15,0) STATS2.DIR-ROW-ACC
-TSCAN

QXROITS The number of times that Db2 attempted
to use direct row access but reverted
to using a table space scan to locate a
record.

DMFI_PIPES_ALLOC DEC(15) STATS2.DMFI-PIPES-A
LLOC

QISTINPA The number of insert algorithm 2 (IAG2)
pipes allocated since the last Db2 restart.
This field is new with Db2 version 12.

DMFI_PIPES_DISABLE DEC(15) STATS2.DMFI-PIPES-D
ISABLE

QISTINPD The number of insert algorithm 2 (IAG2)
pipes disabled since the last Db2 restart.
This field is new with Db2 version 12.
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DRAIN_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.DRAIN-REQU
ESTS

QTXADRNO The number of DRAIN requests.

DRAIN_UNSUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0) STATS2.DRAINS-UNSU
CCESSFUL

QTXADRUN The number of unsuccessful DRAIN
requests.

DROP_ALIAS DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-DROP-A
LIAS

QXDRPAL The number of SQL DROP ALIAS
statements issued.

DROP_DATABASE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-DROP-DB QXDRPDB The number of SQL DROP DATABASE
statements issued.

DROP_DISTINCT DEC(15,0) STATS2.DROP-DISTIN
CT

QXDDIST The number of DROP DISTINCT TYPE
statements.

DROP_INDEX DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-DROP-ID
X

QXDRPIX The number of SQL DROP INDEX
statements issued.

DROP_MASK DEC(15,0) STATS2.DROP-MASK QXDRPMP The number of DROP MASK or DROP
PERMISSION statements.

DROP_PACKAGE DEC(15,0) STATS2.DROP-PACKA
GE

QXDRPPKG The number of SQL DROP PACKAGE
statements issued.

DROP_PROCEDURE DEC(15,0) STATS2.DROP-PROCE
DURE

QXDRPPR The number of DROP PROCEDURE
statements.

DROP_ROLE DEC(15,0) STATS2.DROP-ROLE QXDRPROL The number of DROP ROLE statements.

DROP_SEQUENCES DEC(15,0) STATS2.DROP-SEQUE
NCES

QXDROSEQ The number of drop sequence
statements.

DROP_STORAGE_GRP DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-DROP-ST
OR-GP

QXDRPST The number of SQL DROP STORAGE
GROUP statements issued.

DROP_SYNONYM DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-DROP-S
YN

QXDRPSY The number of SQL DROP SYNONYM
statements issued.

DROP_TABLE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-DROP-T
BL

QXDRPTA The number of SQL DROP TABLE
statements issued.

DROP_TABLESPACE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-DROP-TB
LSPC

QXDRPTS The number of SQL DROP
TABLESPACE statements issued.

DROP_TR_CONTEXT DEC(15,0) STATS2.DROP-TR-CO
NTEXT

QXDRPCTX The number of DROP TRUSTED
CONTEXT statements.

DROP_TRIGGER DEC(15,0) STATS2.DROP-TRIGG
ER

QXDRPTR The number of SQL DROP TRIGGER
statements.

DROP_UDF DEC(15,0) STATS2.DROP-UDF QXDRPFN The number of DROP UDF statements.

DROP_VARIABLE DEC(15,0) STATS2.DROP-VARIA
BLE

QXDRPSV The number of DROP VARIABLE
statements.

DROP_VIEW DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-DROP-VI
EW

QXDRPVU The number of SQL DROP VIEW
statements issued.
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DSNS_CLOSED_DRAIN DEC(15,0) STATS2.DDS-PRODUC
ED

QTDSDRN The number of data sets that were closed
by the DRAIN process because the total
number of open data sets reached the
deferred close threshold value. The
deferred close threshold value is based
on the value of DSMAX or the MVS
DD limit, whichever is smaller. During
the DRAIN process, Db2 attempts to
close data sets that are defined with
CLOSE(YES), are not currently in use,
and are still open due to the slow close
mechanism.

DSNS_OPEN_CLOSEYE
S

DEC(15,0) STATS2.DDS-SLOW-C
LOSE

QTSLWDD The number of database data sets
defined with CLOSE(YES) that are not
currently in use and are still open due
to the slow close mechanism (DRAIN
processing).

EDM_CT_LOADS DEC(15,0) STATS2.LOAD-CT QISECTL The number of times an application
requested to use a cursor table (CT), and
the cursor table had to be loaded from
DASD (from the Db2 directory SCT02). A
cursor table is storage used to maintain
information about an active thread and its
plan in Db2. A load from DASD does not
necessarily imply physical I/O. The load
can be satisfied without an I/O operation
if the data is available in buffer pool 0.

EDM_CT_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.REQS-CT QISECTG The number of times an application
requested to use a cursor table (CT). A
cursor table is storage used to maintain
information about an active thread and its
plan in Db2.

EDM_DBD_LOADS DEC(15,0) STATS2.LOAD-DBD QISEDBDL The number of database descriptor
(DBD) requests that required a load from
DASD (from the Db2 directory DBD01).
DBDs can be thought of as compiled
copies of the information about a data
base stored in Db2's catalog tables. A
load from DASD does not necessarily
imply physical I/O. The load can be
satisfied without an I/O operation if the
data is available in buffer pool 0.
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EDM_DBD_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.REQS-DBD QISEDBDG The number of times an application
requested to use a database descriptor
(DBD). DBDs can be thought of as
compiled copies of the information about
a database stored in Db2's catalog
tables. DBDs are stored and loaded from
the Db2 directory, DBD01, and remain
in the EDM pool to be reused until the
pages are needed by something else,
such as other DBDs, CTs, or SKCTs.
DBDs are mostly used for binding plans
and for processing dynamic SQL.

EDM_DYN_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.REQS-DYN QISEDSG The number of requests for the dynamic
statement cache.

EDM_FAIL_POOL_FULL DEC(15,0) STATS2.FAIL-POOL-F
ULL

QISEFAIL The number of times that Db2 was
unable to find or replace pages in the
EDM pool due to all pages being in
use. When this occurs, the application
needing to use the EDM pool is abended.
The value should always be zero.

EDM_INSERTS_DYN DEC(15,0) STATS2.INSERTS-DYN QISEDSI The number of inserts into the dynamic
statement cache.

EDM_PAGES_SKCT DEC(15,0) STATS2.PAGES-SKCT QISESKCT The number of pages of the EDM
(environmental descriptor manager)
pool that are allocated to skeleton cursor
tables (SKCTs). SKCTs are a prerequisite
for cursor tables and are generated
during the bind process. They are stored
and loaded from the Db2 directory,
SCT02, and remain in the EDM pool to
be reused until the pages are needed
by something else, such as other SKCT
plans, CTs, or DBDs.

EDM_PT_LOADS DEC(15,0) STATS2.LOAD-PT QISEKTL The number of times an application
requested to use a package table (PT),
and the package table had to be loaded
from DASD (from the Db2 directory
SPT01). A package table is storage used
to maintain information about an active
thread and its package in Db2. A load
from DASD does not necessarily imply
physical I/O. The load can be satisfied
without an I/O operation if the data is
available in buffer pool 0.

EDM_PT_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.REQS-PT QISEKTG The number of times an application
requested to use a package table (PT).
A package table is storage used to
maintain information about an active
thread and its packages in DB2.
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EDM_SKPT_PAGES DEC(15,0) STATS2.PAGES-USED
-SKPT

QISESKPT The number of pages of the EDM
(environmental descriptor manager) pool
that are allocated to skeleton package
tables (SKPTs). SKPTs are a prerequisite
for package tables and are generated
during the bind process. They are stored
and loaded from the Db2 directory,
SPT01, and remain in the EDM pool to
be reused until the pages are needed
by something else, such as other SKPT
packages, PTs, or DBDs.

FAIL_DBDPOOL_FULL DEC(15,0) STATS2.FAIL-DBDPOO
L-FULL

QISEDFAL The number of failures because the DBD
pool was full. The application needed to
have a DBD loaded into the DBD pool,
but was unable to do so because all
pages in the DBD pool were in use and
could not be stolen. If this number is
greater than 0, you should increase the
size of the DBD pool.

FAIL_SKELPOOL_FULL DEC(15,0) STATS2.FAIL-SKELPO
OL-FULL

QISEKFAL The number of failures because the
skeleton pool was full.

FAIL_STMTABAR_FULL DEC(15,0) STATS2.FAIL-STMTAB
AR-FULL

QISESFAL The number of failures because the RDS
pool above the 2G bar was full.

FAIL_STMTPOOL_FULL DEC(15,0) STATS2.FAIL-STMTPO
OL-FULL

QISECFAL The number of failures because the
statement pool was full.

FETCH_CURSOR DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-FETCHE
S

QXFETCH The number of SQL FETCH cursor
statements issued.

FETCH_ONLYONE DEC(15,0) STATS2.FETCH-ONLY
ONE

QXR1BOAD The number of times we fetched one
block and never went on to fetch any
more blocks. This field is new with Db2
version 12.

FREE_LOCATOR DEC(15,0) STATS2.FREE-LOCAT
OR

QXFREEL The number of FREE LOCATOR
statements.

FREE_PKG_ATTEMPTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.FREE-PACKA
GE-ATTEMPTS

QTFREEAP The number of attempts to free a
package. This number can be larger
than the number of FREE PACKAGE
subcommands issued (QTFREEP)
because you can free multiple packages
in a single command.

FREE_PKG_CMDS DEC(15,0) STATS2.FREE-PACKA
GE-CMDS

QTFREEP The number of FREE PACKAGE
subcommands issued. You can try to
free more than one package in a single
subcommand. If the value is 1, the
number of attempts to free a package
(QTFREEAP) shows the number of
packages you are trying to free.
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FREE_PLAN_ATTEMPTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.FREE-PLAN-A
TTEMPTS

QTFREEA The number of attempts to free a plan.
This number can be larger than the
number of FREE subcommands issued
(QTFREE) because multiple plan IDs
can be specified on a single FREE
subcommand.

FREE_PLAN_CMDS DEC(15,0) STATS2.FREE-SUBCM
DS

QTFREE The number of FREE subcommands
issued. You can try to free more than
one plan in a single FREE subcommand.
If the value is 1, then the number of
plans you are trying to free is shown
in the "attempts to free a plan" field
(QTFREEA).

FREE_SKELPOOL_PGS DEC(15,0) STATS2.FREE-SKELP
OOL-PGS

QISEKFRE The number of free pages in the skeleton
EDM pool free chain.

FREE_STMTABAR_PGS DEC(15,0) STATS2.FREE-STMTA
BAR-PGS

QISESFRE The number of free pages in the RDS
pool above the 2G bar. This number does
not represent a physical pool allocation,
but rather the total unused storage
available for the RDS pool above the 2G
bar.

FTB_CANDIDATE_COUN
T

DEC(15) STATS2.FTB-CANDIDA
TE-COUNT

QISTFTBCANT The number of indexes that match FTB
criteria and are eligible for Fast Index
Traversal. This field is new with Db2 12.

FTB_CUR_INTERVAL_C
OUNT

DEC(15) STATS2.FTB-CUR-INT
ERVAL-COUNT

QISTFTBNUMC The number of indexes for which Fast
Index Traversal was used during the
current Db2 in-memory optimization
interval. This field is new with Db2 12.

FTB_INDEX_COUNT DEC(15) STATS2.FTB-INDEX-C
OUNT

QISTFTBCAN The number of indexes that are eligible
for Fast Index Traversal and have
the traverse count reached the FTB
threshold. This field is new with Db2 12.

FTB_LAST_INTERVAL_C
OUNT

DEC(15) STATS2.FTB-LAST-INT
ERVAL-COUNT

QISTFTBNUMP The number of indexes for which Fast
Index Traversal was used during the last
Db2 in-memory optimization interval. This
field is new with Db2 12.

FTB_MEMORY_USAGE DEC(15) STATS2.FTB-MEMORY
-USAGE

QISTFTBSIZE The total memory allocated for all Fast
Traversal Blocks, in MB. This field is new
with Db2 12.

FTB_THRESHOLD DEC(15) STATS2.FTB-THRESH
OLD

QISTTRAVMIN The minimum number of index traversals
that must be reached for an index to
become a candidate for Fast Index
Traversal. This field is new with Db2 12.

GA_CHANGEP DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-CHANGEP QTGSCHNP The number of times a P-lock change
request was issued during P-lock
negotiation.
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GA_ENGINE_NOTAVAIL DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-ENGINE-N
OTAVAIL

QTGSPEQW The number of times an engine is not
available for a P-lock exit or a notify exit
request.

GA_FALSE_CONT DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-FALSE-CO
NT

QTGSFLSE The total number of syncrhonous-to-
asynchronous heuristic conversions for
lock requests in XES. These conversions
occur when z/OS XES determines that
it is more efficient to drive a request
asynchronously to the coupling facility.

GA_FALSE_CONT_LPAR DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-FALSE-CO
NT-LPAR

QTGSFLMG The number of false contentions for
LOCK and UNLOCK requests that
were encountered on the z/OS image.
False contention occurs when different
resource names hash to the same entry
in the coupling facility lock table. The
coupling facility detects contention within
the hash entry, and XES uses inter-
system messaging to determine that
no resource contention exists. This
counter is maintained for each LPAR.
Therefore, this counter over-reports false
contentions when multiple members of
the same data sharing group run on the
same z/OS image. X'FF' is returned if
data is unavailable due to an error from
the IXLMG service.

GA_GLB_REQS_DENIED DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-GLB-REQS
-DENIED

QTGSDRTA The number of global lock or change
requests denied because of an
incompatible retained lock. For more
information about retained locks, see
the IBM Data Sharing: Planning and
Administration.

GA_MAX_ENGINES DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-MAX-ENG
INES

QTGSPEMX The maximum number of engines
available for P-lock exit or notify exit
requests.

GA_NEGOT_PAGES DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-NEGOT-P
AGES

QTGSPGPE The number of times this Db2 was driven
to negotiate a page P-lock because of
inter-Db2 P-lock contention.

GA_NEGOT_PAGESET DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-NEGOT-P
AGESET

QTGSPPPE The number of times this Db2 was driven
to negotiate a page set or partition P-lock
because of changing inter-Db2 interest
levels on the page set or partition.

GA_NEGOT_PLOCKS DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-NEGOT-P
LOCKS

QTGSOTPE The number of times this Db2 was driven
to negotiate another P-lock type (other
than page set/partition or page).

GA_NOTIFY_MSG_RECV DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-NOTIFY-M
SGS-RECV

QTGSNTFR The number of notify messages received.

GA_NOTIFY_MSG_SENT DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-NOTIFY-M
SGS-SENT

QTGSNTFY The number of notify messages sent.
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GA_PLOCK_CHNG DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-PLOCK-C
HNG

QTGSCPLK The number of change requests for P-
locks. This is as opposed to QTXACHG
which contains the number of change
requests for L-locks.

GA_PLOCK_REQS DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-PLOCK-R
EQS

QTGSLPLK The number of lock requests for P-locks.
This is as opposed to QTXALOCK which
contains the number of L-lock requests.

GA_PLOCK_UNLK DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-PLOCK-U
NLK

QTGSUPLK The number of unlock requests for P-
locks. This is as opposed to QTXAUNLK
which contains the number of unlock
requests for L-locks.

GA_PROPXES_CHNG DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-PROPXES
-CHNG

QTGSCSLM The number of change requests
propagated to MVS XES synchronously
(under the user's execution unit). This
count includes both L-locks and P-locks.
This counter is not incremented if the
request is suspended.

GA_PROPXES_REQS DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-PROPXES
-REQS

QTGSLSLM The number of lock requests propagated
to MVS XES synchronously (under
the user's execution unit). This count
includes both L-locks and P-locks. This
counter is not incremented if the request
is suspended.

GA_PROPXES_UNLK DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-PROPXES
-UNLK

QTGSUSLM The number of unlock requests
propagated to MVS XES synchronously
(under the user's execution unit). This
count includes both L-locks and P-locks.
This counter is not incremented if the
request is suspended.

GA_RESOURCE_PROP DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-RESOURC
E-PROP

QTGSKIDS The number of resources propagated
by IRLM to MVS XES asynchronously
(under a system execution unit). This
count includes both L-locks and P-
locks. This can happen when new
inter-DB2 interest occurs on a parent
resource or when a request completes
after the requester's execution unit was
suspended.

GA_SUSP_IRLM_GLB DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-SUSP-IRL
M-GLB

QTGSIGLO The number of suspends because
of IRLM global resource contention.
(IRLM lock states were in conflict.)
Global contention requires inter-system
communication to resolve the lock
conflict. In contrast, local contention does
not require inter-system communication
to resolve the lock conflict. The sum of
QTGAIGLO (IRLM), QTGASGLO (XES)
and QTGAFLSE (false) gives the total
number of suspends caused by global
contention.
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GA_SUSP_XES_GLB DEC(15,0) STATS2.GA-SUSP-XES
-GLB

QTGSSGLO The number of suspends because of
MVS XES global resource contention
(MVS XES lock states were in conflict
but IRLM lock states were not). For
more information on resolving resource
contention, see the IBM Data Sharing:
Planning and Administration.

GENERIC_LATCH_CONT DEC(15) STATS2.GENERIC-LAT
CH-CONT

QTXACGEN The number of generic latch contentions.
This field is new with Db2 12.

GLOBAL_TEMP_TBL DEC(15,0) STATS2.GLOBAL-TEM
P-TBL

QXCRGTT The number of SQL CREATE GLOBAL
TEMPORARY TABLE statements.

HOLD_LOCATOR DEC(15,0) STATS2.HOLD-LOCAT
OR

QXHOLDL The number of HOLD LOCATOR
statements.

HWM_INMEM_WKFILES DEC(15,0) STATS2.HWM-INMEM-
WKFILES

QISTIMAH The maximum number of active in-
memory data manager (DM) work files
since the Db2 subsystem started.

HWM_INMEMWKFILE_KB DEC(15,0) STATS2.HWM-INMEM
WKFILE-KB

QISTIMSH The maximum amount of space, in KB,
that was used for active in-memory work
files since the Db2 subsystem started.

IAG1_USED DEC(15,0) STATS2.IAG1-USED QXRWSINSRTD
ALG1

The number of times basic insert
algorithm (IAG1) is used. This field is
new with Db2 version 12.

IAG2_PIPE_ATTEMPTED
_RNBL

DEC(15,0) STATS2.IAG2-PIPE-AT
TEMPTED-RNBL

QISTINPR The number of times insert algorithm
2 (IAG2) pipes re-enablement was
attempted since the last Db2 restart. This
field is new with Db2 version 12.

IAG2_PIPE_SUCCESSFU
L_RNBL

DEC(15,0) STATS2.IAG2-PIPE-SU
CCESSFUL-RNBL

QISTINPE The number of times insert algorithm
2 (IAG2) pipes re-enablement was
successful since the last Db2 restart.
This field is new with Db2 version 12.

IAG2_USED DEC(15,0) STATS2.IAG2-USED QXRWSINSRTD
ALG2

The number of times fast insert algorithm
(IAG2) is used. This field is new with Db2
version 12.

INCREMENTAL_BIND DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-INCR-BIN
D

QXINCRB The accumulated total number of
incremental binds (excluding prepares)
that Db2 has done. An incremental bind
occurs when Db2 has to perform an
automatic rebind for a plan that has been
invalidated. For example, a plan that
fails at bind time with VALIDATE(RUN) is
incrementally bound at run time.

IPREP_FOUND DEC(15,0) STATS2.IPREP-FOUND QXSTNPRP The number of times that Db2 did
not prepare a statement bound with
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because the
prepared statement cache contained a
valid copy of the prepared statement.
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IPREP_NOFND DEC(15,0) STATS2.IPREP-NOFND QXSTIPRP The number of times that Db2 did an
implicit prepare for a statement bound
with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because the
prepared statement cache did not contain
a valid copy of the prepared statement.

LABEL_ON DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-LABEL-O
N

QXLABON The number of SQL LABEL ON
statements issued.

LOCAL_DEADLOCKS DEC(15) STATS2.LOCAL-DEAD
LOCKS

QTXADLCL The total number of local deadlocks. This
field is new with Db2 12.

LOCK_ESCAL_EXCL DEC(15,0) STATS2.LOCK-ESCAL
-EXC

QTXALEX The count of lock escalations to exclusive
mode. Shows the accumulated number
of times that Db2 successfully performed
a lock escalation on a table space
from an "intent for exclusive" (IX) to an
exclusive (X) table space lock. For table
spaces defined with a lock size of ANY,
PAGE, or ROW, Db2 allows a maximum
of either NUMLKTS page or row locks
as defined in the DSNZPARM for each
table space or by the LOCKMAX clause
of the CREATE TABLESPACE statement
for the table space. Use SYSVIEW for
Db2 zParm display to see the current
NUMLKTS setting for your installation.
If the value is zero, then the application
has no table space lock limit. Otherwise,
if the lock size is PAGE or ROW, the
SQL statement is terminated with a
negative SQL code. For a lock size of
ANY, Db2 tries to escalate the lock to a
table space lock. If the value of this field
is not zero, the application causing the
lock escalation should be investigated
to see if the number of locks can be
reduced.
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LOCK_ESCAL_SHARE DEC(15,0) STATS2.LOCK-ESCAL
-SHR

QTXALES The count of lock escalations to shared
mode. Shows the accumulated number
of times that Db2 successfully performed
a lock escalation on a table space from
an "intent to share" (IS) lock to a shared
(S) table space lock. For table spaces
defined with a lock size of ANY, PAGE,
or ROW, Db2 allows a maximum of
either NUMLKTS page or row locks as
defined in the DSNZPARM for each table
space or by the LOCKMAX clause of
the CREATE TABLESPACE statement
for the table space. Use SYSVIEW for
Db2 zParm display to see the current
NUMLKTS setting for your installation.
If the value is zero, then the application
has no table space lock limit. Otherwise,
if the lock size is PAGE or ROW, the
SQL statement is terminated with a
negative SQL code. For a lock size of
ANY, Db2 tries to escalate the lock to a
table space lock. If the value of this field
is not zero, the application causing the
lock escalation should be investigated
to see if the number of locks can be
reduced.
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LOCK_REQUEST DEC(15,0) STATS2.LOCK-CALLS QTXALOCK The accumulated number of times
that Db2 sent a lock request to IRLM
on behalf of the application. For table
spaces defined with a lock size of ANY
or PAGE, Db2 allows a maximum of
NUMLKTS page locks as defined in
DSNZPARM for each table space. Use
SYSVIEW for Db2 zParm display to see
the current NUMLKTS setting for your
installation. If the value is zero, then
the application has no table space lock
limit. Otherwise, if the lock size is PAGE,
the SQL statement is terminated with a
negative SQL code. For a lock size of
ANY, Db2 tries to escalate the lock to
a table space (or table for segmented
table spaces) lock (exclusive if "update"
page locks are being obtained; shared if
"shared" page locks are being obtained).
Furthermore, Db2 allows a maximum
total of NUMLKUS page locks as defined
in DSNZPARM for a user. Once again,
if the value is zero, then the application
has no lock limit. Otherwise, the SQL
statement is terminated with a negative
SQL code. The number of locks is mostly
informational. However, if the value is
excessively large, you could save a
significant amount of CPU and storage
by using a LOCK TABLE statement
rather than letting Db2 acquire a lock for
every individual page.

LOCK_TABLE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-LOCK-TB
L

QXLOCK The number of SQL LOCK TABLE
statements issued.

MADE_READ_ONLY DEC(15,0) STATS2.MADE-READ-
ONLY

QTPCCT The number of infrequently updated data
sets that are converted from R/W to R/O
state. An updated data set is considered
infrequently updated when it has not
been updated for either 5 consecutive
Db2 checkpoints or 60 minutes. For table
space data sets, the switching from R/W
to R/O state means the SYSLGRNG or
SYSLGRNX entry is closed.

MAIN_LATCH_HELD DEC(15) STATS2.MAIN-LATCH-
HELD

QTXALCMM The number of main latch contentions
because the main latch is held. This field
is new with Db2 12.

MATCH_FOUND DEC(15) STATS2.MATCH-FOUN
D

QISEDPSF The number of times that a stabilized
dynamic SQL statement was found for a
dynamic SQL statement. This field is new
with Db2 version 12.
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MATCH_TEXT_BIND DEC(15) STATS2.MATCH-TEXT
-BIND

QISEDPSM The number of times that a stabilized
dynamic SQL statement was found
through a match of text or bind options.
This field is new with Db2 version 12.

MAX_AGTLMT_WKFL DEC(15,0) STATS2.MAX-AGTLMT
-WKFL

QISTWMXA The maximum amount of storage that
can be used for each agent, in KB. This
value corresponds to the MAXTEMPS
subsystem parameter value.

MAX_AGTLMT_WKFL_M
B

DEC(15,0) STATS2.MAX-AGTLMT
-WKFL-MB

QISTWFMX The maximum amount of storage
in megabtyes that can be use
for each agent for the work file
database. The MAXTEMPS
zParm parameter defines the limit.

MAX_DATASETS_OPEN
D

DEC(15,0) STATS2.MAX-DS-OPE
N-CONCUR

QTMAXDS The maximum number of data sets
concurrently open since the time Db2
was last started. Represents the high
water mark. This value can be greater
than the DSMAX zParm value.

MAX_DEGREE DEC(15,0) STATS2.MAX-DEGREE QXMAXDEG The maximum degree of parallel
processing executed among all parallel
groups. The value indicates the extent to
which queries were processed in parallel.

MAX_LEV_SQL_CASC DEC(15,0) STATS2.MAX-LEV-SQL
-CASC

QXCASCDP The maximum level of nested SQL
cascading due to triggers, user-defined
functions, and stored procedures.

MAX_LOB_STORAGE DEC(15,0) STATS2.MAX-LOB-STO
RAGE

QXSTLOBV The maximum storage used for LOB
values, in MB.

MAX_PARALLEL_GRPS_
ESTM

DEC(15,0) STATS2.MAX-PARALL
EL-GRPS-ESTM

QXMAXESTIDG The maximum estimated degree of the
parallel group. This value represents the
bind time estimated degree based on the
cost formula. The bind time estimates
the parallel group degree correctly when
the parallel group contains a parameter
marker or host variable.

MAX_PARALLEL_GRPS_
PLAN

DEC(15,0) STATS2.MAX-PARALL
EL-GRPS-PLAN

QXMAXPLANDG The maximum planned degree of the
parallel group. This value represents the
ideal parallel group degree. Db2 obtains
this value at execution time, after the
parameter marker or host variable values
are obtained. Db2 obtains this value
before negotiating between the buffer
pool and system.

MAX_WKFILE_STG DEC(15,0) STATS2.MAX-WKFILE-
STG

QISTWMXU The maximum total amount of storage
used in the work file database, in KB.
This value is 0 at Db2 restart.

MAX_WKFILE_STG_MB DEC(15,0) STATS2.MAX-WKFILE-
STG-MB

QISTWFMU The maximum amount of storage used
for the work file database, in MB.
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MAX_XML_STORAGE DEC(15,0) STATS2.MAX-XML-STO
RAGE

QXSTXMLV The maximum amount of storage used
for XML values, in MB.

MIAP_NOT_USED DEC(15,0) STATS2.MIAP-NOT-US
ED

QXRFMIAP The number of times RID list processing
is not used or terminated for the whole
query. This field is incremented once
when RID list processing could not be
used for index access with list prefetch
AND/OR for multiple index access for
the whole query. While the related fields
MIAP-NO-MAXRIDS (QXMRMIAP) and
MIAP-NO-STORAGE (QXNSMIAP)
are incremented every time a given
RID list is not used in part of query RID
list processing, this count is updated
only if the the final RID list could not be
constructed successfully and RID list
processing has to be terminated. This
typically results in (but is not limited to)
FALLBACK to R-scan. This field is new
with Db2 version 12.
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MULT_INDX_FAIL_LMT DEC(15,0) STATS2.MIAP-NO-MAX
RIDS

QXMRMIAP The number of times list prefetch access
was disabled because one of the run-
time thresholds for processing RIDs was
exceeded. This counter only reflects run-
time failures. During the bind process,
Db2 may also determine that multiple
indexes or list prefetch should not be
used. For index access with list prefetch
(single index), this field can only be
incremented during RID list retrieval.
For multiple index access, this field can
be incremented during RID list retrieval,
RID list ANDing, and RID list ORing.
This counter reflects the number of times
internal limits or threshold values were
exceeded for the RID lists obtained
directly from an index as well as for
RID lists derived during the ANDing
and ORing process. Two of the run-
time limits are for the Data Manager
(DM) and for the Relational Data System
(RDS). The DM limit is an internal limit
and any failures should be reported to
the appropriate IBM support personnel.
One of the RDS limits is that the number
of RID blocks allocated to one user
must not exceed 50 percent of the RID
block pool. The RID block pool may
expand to be as large as 50 percent of
the buffer pool (The RID pool is a pool
of its own and is not a part of the buffer
pool). Other RDS limits for list prefetch
include disabling when the resulting
number of qualifying rows exceed 25
percent of the table when ORing two or
more indexes, and when the resulting
number of qualifying rows drops below
32 during an index ANDing process.
For more information, run a SYSVIEW
for Db2 application probe which shows
the resulting number of RIDs for each
index. For any of the preceding run-time
failures, Db2 deactivates list prefetch
for the requestor, causing the limit to
be exceeded. However, it continues to
process the data using other methods.
Use subsystem RID pool statistics to
determine if the failure was due to the
DM or RDS limit being exceeded.
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MULT_INDX_FAIL_STG DEC(15,0) STATS2.MIAP-NO-STO
RAGE

QXNSMIAP The number of times list prefetch failed
because the storage necessary to
allocate more RID blocks to hold the
list of record identifiers (RIDs) was not
available in the DBM1 private address
space. Db2 continues to process the data
without using list prefetch. This field can
be incremented during retrieval, sorting,
ANDing, and ORing of RID lists. For
index access with list prefetch (single
index), this field can only be incremented
once per access; for multiple index
access, it can be incremented for every
index involved in the ORing and ANDing
of RID lists.

MULT_INDX_USED DEC(15,0) STATS2.MIAP-USED QXMIAP The number of times that record ID (RID)
list processing was used. During the RID
list processing, Db2 uses an index to
produce a list of candidate RIDs, which
is called a RID list or a RID pool. The
RID list can be sorted and intersected
(ANDed) or unioned (ORd) with other
RID lists before actually accessing the
data pages. RID list processing is used
for a single index (index access with list
prefetch) or for multiple indexes (multiple
index access), which is when the ANDing
and ORing of RID lists occurs. This field
is incremented when RID list processing
is used for index access with list prefetch
and/or for multiple index access. For
multiple index access, if a final RID list
is obtained through ANDing and ORing
of rid lists, the counter is incremented
once, even if RIDs from all indexes in the
multiple index access were not used.

NCB_NOTIFY DEC(15) STATS2.NCB-NOTIFY QTXACNNT The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for NOTIFY. This field is new
with Db2 12.

NODM_RAI DEC(15,0) STATS2.NODM-RAI QXRSDMAD The number of times a DM was not
called for RID list retrieval for multiple
index access or LPF because it
was not necessary due to Runtime
Adaptive Index processing being able to
predetermine the outcome. This field is
new with Db2 version 12.

NON_RETRYABLE_ABE
NDS

DEC(15) STATS2.NON-RETRYA
BLE-ABENDS

QTXANRTY The number of non re-tryable ABENDs.
This field is new with Db2 12.

OPEN_CURSOR DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-OPENS QXOPEN The number of SQL OPEN cursor
statements issued.
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OTHER_IRLM_REQUEST DEC(15,0) STATS2.IRLM-OTHER-
CALLS

QTXAIRLM The accumulated number of times Db2
sent a request to the lock manager,
IRLM, that was not a lock, unlock, query,
or change lock request. This field is for
informational purposes only.

OVWRT_AUTH_P_CACH
E

DEC(15,0) STATS2.OVWRT-AUTH
-PKG-CACHE

QTPACOW1 The number of times Db2 overwrote an
authorization ID in the cache.

OVWRT_PKGE_P_CACH
E

DEC(15,0) STATS2.OVWRT-PKGE
-PKG-CACHE

QTPACOW2 The number of times Db2 overwrote an
entry for a package or collection in the
cache.

PACKAGES_AUTOBOUN
D

DEC(15,0) STATS2.PACKAGES-A
UTOBOUND

QTPKABND The number of successful automatic bind
packages.

PACKAGES_BOUND DEC(15,0) STATS2.PACKAGES-B
OUND

QTPKGBD The number of packages successfully
bound and kept for future package
allocations. The value is the sum of
successful BIND ADD PACKAGE
(QTBINDPA) and BIND REPLACE
PACKAGE (QTBINDPR) subcommands;
it does not equal QTBINDPA plus
QTBINDPR unless all BIND ADD
PACKAGE and BIND REPLACE
PACKAGE subcommands are
successful.

PACKAGES_FREED DEC(15,0) STATS2.PACKAGES-F
REED

QTPKGFRD The number of times a package was
successfully freed. The value is the
number of free package attempts
(QTFREEAP) that were successful. This
value cannot be larger than QTFREEAP.
If all specified packages were freed
successfully, the value of this field equals
to QTFREEAP.

PACKAGES_REBOUND DEC(15,0) STATS2.PACKAGES-R
EBOUND

QTPKGRBD The number of times a package was
successfully rebound. The value is the
number of rebind package attempts
(QTRBNDPA) that were successful.
This value cannot be larger than rebind
package attempts (QTRBNDPA). If
all specified packages were rebound
successfully, the value of this field equals
to QTRBNDPA.

PAGES_FREE_DBDPOO
L

DEC(15,0) STATS2.FREE-DBDPO
OL-PAGES

QISEDFRE The number of free pages in the DBD
pool free chain.
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PAGES_USED_DBDPOO
L

DEC(15,0) STATS2.PAGES-USED
-DBDPOOL

QISEDBD The number of pages of the DBD pool
that are allocated to database descriptors
(DBDs). DBDs can be thought of as
compiled copies of the information about
a database stored in Db2's catalog
tables. DBDs are stored and loaded from
the Db2 directory, DBD01, and remain
in the DBD pool to be reused until the
pages are needed by something else,
such as other DBDs. DBDs are mainly
used for binding plans and for processing
dynamic SQL.

PAGESFREE_STMTPOO
L

DEC(15,0) STATS2.FREE-STMTP
OOL-PAGES

QISECFRE The number of free pages in the EDM
statement pool.

PAGESUSED_STMTPOO
L

DEC(15,0) STATS2.PAGES-USED
-STMTPOOL

QISEDYNP The number of pages used in the
statement pool.

PARA_GRP_UDF_TTAB DEC(15,0) STATS2.PARA-GRP-U
DF-TTAB

QXDEGDTT Total number of parallel groups that
are part of a query block using a UDF
and executed on a single Db2 due to
the existence of a Declared Temporary
Table in the application process. Neither
the query block nor the parallel group
references a Declared Temporary Table,
and a parallel group may or may not use
a UDF.

PARA_GRPS_BYPS DEC(15,0) STATS2.PARA-GRPS-
BYPS

QXXCSKIP The number of times that the parallelism
coordinator had to bypass a Db2 when
distributing tasks because there was
not enough buffer pool storage on one
or more Db2 members. This field is
incremented only on the parallelism
coordinator, and it is incremented only
once per parallel group, even though it
is possible that more than one Db2 has
a buffer pool shortage for that parallel
group. The purpose of this count is to
indicate when there are not enough
buffers on a member. Therefore, this
count is incremented only when the
buffer pool is defined to allow parallelism.
For example, if vpxpseqt=0 on an
assistant, then Db2 does not send
parallel work there, but this count is not
incremented.

PARA_GRPS_DS DEC(15,0) STATS2.PARA-GRPS-
DS

QXXCBPNX The total number of parallel groups
that Db2 intended to run across the
data sharing group. This count is
only incremented on the parallelism
coordinator at run time.
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PARA_GRPS_EXECCOR
R

DEC(15,0) STATS2.PARA-GRPS-E
XECCORR

QXCOORNO Total number of parallel groups executed
on a single Db2 due to one of the
following reasons: 1) When the plan or
package was bound, the coordinator
subsystem parameter was set to yes,
but the parameter is set to no when the
program runs. 2) The plan or package
was bound on a Db2 with the coordinator
subsystem parameter set to yes, but the
program is being run on a different Db2
that has the coordinator value set to no.

PARA_GRPS_EXECRR DEC(15,0) STATS2.PARA-GRPS-E
XECRR

QXISORR Total number of parallel groups executed
on a single Db2 because the plan or
package was bound with an isolation
value of repeatable read or read stability.

PARALLEL_GROUPS DEC(15,0) STATS2.PARALLEL-GR
OUPS

QXTOTGRP The total number of parallel groups that
were executed.

PARALLEL_GRPS_DEGE
N

DEC(15,0) STATS2.PARALLEL-GR
PS-DEGEN

QXSTODGNGR
P

Identifies how many parallel groups
degenerated to sequential. Degeneration
occurred when system negotiation
resulted in a high system stress level.

PARALLEL_GRPS_DEGE
N_OPT

DEC(15,0) STATS2.PARALLEL-GR
PS-DEGEN-OPT

QXPAROPT Identifies how many parallel groups
degenerated as a result of optimization.
For example, parallel grouping results
in the return of zero rows. Degeneration
can also occur when the parallel group is
partitioned on one record.

PARALLEL_GRPS_REDU
CE

DEC(15,0) STATS2.PARALLEL-GR
PS-REDUCE

QXSTOREDGRP Identifies how many parallel group
degree reductions occurred. These
reductions occurred when system
negotiation resulted in a high system
stress level.

PARALLEL_GRPS_SEQ DEC(15,0) STATS2.PARALLEL-GR
PS-SEQ

QXDEGAT Identifies the number of parallel
groups that were executing under an
autonomous procedure and fell back to
sequential mode.

PKG_ALLOC_ATTEMPTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.ALLOCATE-PA
CKAGE-ATTMPTS

QTPKALLA The number of package allocation
attempts. A package allocation is a
request to allocate a bound package for
an agent.

PKG_ALLOC_SUCCESS DEC(15,0) STATS2.PACKAGES-A
LLOCATED

QTPKALL The number of packages successfully
allocated. This field is the number of
allocation attempts (QTPKALLA) that
were successful. Package allocation
failure can be caused by an unavailable
or nonexistent package.

PKG_ATB_STORAGE DEC(15,0) STATS2.PKG-ATB-STO
RAGE

QISESQKA The amount of storage above the bar that
was allocated for packages.
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PKG_BTB_STORAGE DEC(15,0) STATS2.PKG-BTB-STO
RAGE

QISESQKB The amount of storage below the bar that
was allocated for packages.

PLAN_ATB_STORAGE DEC(15,0) STATS2.PLAN-ATB-ST
ORAGE

QISESQCA The amount of storage above the bar that
was allocated for plans.

PLAN_BTB_STORAGE DEC(15,0) STATS2.PLAN-BTB-ST
ORAGE

QISESQCB The amount of storage below the bar that
was allocated for plans.

PLANNED_DEGREE DEC(15,0) STATS2.PLANNED-DE
GREE

QXNORGRP The total number of parallel groups that
executed in the planned parallel degree.
The value is incremented by one for each
parallel group that executed with the
planned degree of parallel processing (as
determined by Db2).

PLANS_BOUND DEC(15,0) STATS2.PLANS-BOUN
D

QTPLNBD The number of plans successfully bound
and kept for future agent allocations. This
field represents the sum of successful
BIND ADD (QTBINDA) and successful
BIND REPLACE (QTBINDR). This
counter does not increment for bind
subcommands that do not specify a plan
ID, as identified by QTTESTB. If all BIND
ALL and BIND REPLACE commands
were successful, then the value is the
sum of QTBINDA and QTBINDR.

PLANS_FREED DEC(15,0) STATS2.PLANS-FREE
D

QTPLNFRD The number of plans freed. This field
represents the number of attempts
(QTFREEA) that complete successfully.
The value cannot be greater than
QTFREEA. It can be equal if all specified
plans were freed successfully. Freeing a
plan can fail if someone else is using the
plan and holds a lock on it.

PLANS_REBOUND DEC(15,0) STATS2.PLANS-REBO
UND

QTPLNRBD The number of times a plan was
successfully rebound. This represents
the number of REBIND attempts
(QTRBINDA) that completed
successfully. The value cannot be greater
than QTRBINDA. It can be equal if all
specified plans rebound successfully.

POSS_ROW_FOUND DEC(15) STATS2.POSS-ROW-F
OUND

QISEDPSC The number of times that a row was
found in SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY that
might satisfy the request for a stabilized
dynamic SQL statement. This field is new
with Db2 version 12.

PREP_INDX_RESTR DEC(15,0) STATS2.PREP-INDX-R
ESTR

QXPRRESI The number of prepare statements for
which the use of indexes was restricted
because the indexes were in a pending
state.
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PREPARE_CACHE DEC(15,0) STATS2.PREPARE-CA
CHE

QXSTFND The number of times that Db2 satisfied
a prepare request by making a copy of
a statement in the prepared statement
cache.

PREPARE_DROP DEC(15,0) STATS2.PREPARE-DR
OP

QXSTDINV The number of times that Db2 discarded
a prepared statement from the prepared
statement cache because a program
executed a drop, alter, or revoke
statement against a dependent object.

PREPARE_MAXKD DEC(15,0) STATS2.PREPARE-MA
XKD

QXSTDEXP The number of times that Db2 discarded
a prepared statement from the prepared
statement cache because the number
of prepared statements in the cache
exceeded the value of subsystem
parameter MAXKEEPD.

PREPARE_NOCACHE DEC(15,0) STATS2.PREPARE-NO
CACHE

QXSTNFND The number of times that Db2 searched
the prepared statement cache but could
not find a suitable prepared statement.

PSET_MAX_OPEN DEC(15,0) STATS2.MAX-FREE-PB QTMAXPB The maximum number of pagesets that
were available for DRAIN processing. A
data set is available for drain processing
if it is defined with CLOSE(YES) and
is not currently in use, but is not yet
physically closed.

QUERY_REQUEST DEC(15,0) STATS2.LOCK-QUERI
ES

QTXAQRY The accumulated number of times
that Db2 sent a query request to the
lock manager, IRLM, on behalf of the
application. This field is for informational
purposes only.

REBIND_ATTEMPTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.REBIND-PLAN
-ATTEMPTS

QTRBINDA The number of attempts to rebind a
plan. This number can be larger than
the "number of REBIND subcommands
issued" field (QTREBIND) because
multiple plan IDs can be specified on a
single rebind subcommand.

REBIND_PKG_ATTEMPT DEC(15,0) STATS2.REBIND-PACK
AGE-ATTEMPTS

QTRBNDPA The number of attempts to rebind a
package. This number can be larger
than the number of REBIND PACKAGE
subcommands issued (QTRBINDP)
because you can rebind multiple
packages in a single subcommand.

REBIND_PKG_CMDS DEC(15,0) STATS2.REBIND-PACK
AGE-CMDS

QTRBINDP The number of REBIND PACKAGE
subcommands issued. You can try to
rebind more than one package in a
single subcommand. If the value is 1,
the REBIND PACKAGE attempts field
(QTRBNDPA) shows the number of
packages you are trying to rebind.
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REBIND_PLAN_CMDS DEC(15,0) STATS2.REBIND-SUBC
MDS

QTREBIND The number of REBIND subcommands
issued. You can try to rebind more
than one plan in a single REBIND
subcommand. If the value is 1, the
number of plans you are trying to rebind
is shown in the "rebind attempts" field
(QTRBINDA).

REDUCED_DEGREE DEC(15,0) STATS2.REDUCED-DE
GREE

QXREDGRP The total number of parallel groups that
have a planned degree greater than
one at run time, but were processed
to a parallel degree less than planned
because of a storage shortage or
contention on the buffer pool. If the value
is not zero, increase the size of the
current buffer pool by using the ALTER
BUFFERPOOL command, or use the
ALTER TABLESPACE statement to
assign table spaces accessed by this
query to a different buffer pool.

REFORMU_BUFFERS DEC(15,0) STATS2.REFORMU-BU
FFERS

QXREPOP2 The total number of parallel groups for
which Db2 reformulated the parallel
portion of the access path because there
was not enough buffer pool resource.
This counter is incremented only by the
parallelism coordinator at run time.

REFORMU_CONFIG DEC(15,0) STATS2.REFORMU-CO
NFIG

QXREPOP1 The total number of parallel groups for
which Db2 reformulated the parallel
portion of the access path because the
sysplex configuration at run time was
different from the sysplex configuration
at bind time. This counter is incremented
only by the parallelism coordinator at run
Time.

REFRESH_TABLE DEC(15,0) STATS2.REFRESH-TA
BLE

QXREFTBL The number of times the REFRESH
TABLE SQL statement was invoked to
refresh data in a materialized query table.
This field is new with Db2 version 12.

RENAME_INDEX DEC(15,0) STATS2.RENAME-IND
EX

QXRNIX The number of RENAME INDEX
statements.

RENAME_TABLES DEC(15,0) STATS2.RENAME-TAB
LES

QXRNTAB The number of SQL RENAME TABLE
statements.

REQ_TOLOOKFOR_DPS DEC(15) STATS2.REQ-TOLOOK
FOR-DPS

QISEDPSL The number of requests to look for
stabilized dynamic SQL statements. This
field is new with Db2 version 12.

RESOURCE_LATCH_CN
T

DEC(15) STATS2.RESOURCE-L
ATCH-CNT

QTXASRCL The number of Resource Latch
Contentions. This field is new with Db2
12.

RESUME_EXIT_CNT DEC(15) STATS2.RESUME-EXIT
-CNT

QTXARSUM The number of resume exits. This field is
new with Db2 12.
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RETRYABLE_ABENDS DEC(15) STATS2.RETRYABLE-A
BENDS

QTXARTRY The number of re-tryable ABENDs. This
field is new with Db2 12.

RHT_ASYNC_LOCK DEC(15) STATS2.RHT-ASYNC-L
OCK

QTXACRAL The number of Resource Hash Table
latch contentions for ASYNC LOCK. This
field is new with Db2 12.

RHT_CHANGE DEC(15) STATS2.RHT-CHANGE QTXACRCH The number of Resource Hash Table
latch contentions for CHANGE. This field
is new with Db2 12.

RHT_COMPAT DEC(15) STATS2.RHT-COMPAT QTXACRCP The number of Resource Hash Table
latch contentions for COMPAT. This field
is new with Db2 12.

RHT_LOCK DEC(15) STATS2.RHT-LOCK QTXACRLK The number of Resource Hash Table
latch contentions for LOCK. This field is
new with Db2 12.

RHT_NOTIFY DEC(15) STATS2.RHT-NOTIFY QTXACRNT The number of Resource Hash Table
latch contentions for NOTIFY. This field is
new with Db2 12.

RHT_QUERY_FAST DEC(15) STATS2.RHT-QUERY-
FAST

QTXACRQF The number of Resource Hash Table
latch contentions for QUERY FAST. This
field is new with Db2 12.

RHT_UNLOCK DEC(15) STATS2.RHT-UNLOCK QTXACRUK The number of Resource Hash Table
latch contentions for UNLOCK. This field
is new with Db2 12.

RID_CUR_BLKS_ALLOC DEC(15,0) STATS2.RIDLIST-CUR
R-BLOCKS

QISTRCUR The current number of RID pool blocks
allocated for RID processing. RID blocks
are 4K pages used by Db2 to hold record
IDs (RIDs) during multiple index or List
Prefetch processing. Db2 stops allocating
RID blocks when the size of the RID pool
reaches 50 percent of the total size of the
buffer pool (all pools).

RID_FAIL_DM_LIMIT DEC(15,0) STATS2.RIDLIST-DMLI
MIT

QISTRPLM The number of times RID List processing
(List Prefetch) failed because the
number of row identifiers (RIDs) retrieved
exceeds the Data Manager (DM) limit.
The DM limit is not controlled by the user
and any failures relating to exceeding
the DM limit should be reported to the
appropriate IBM support personnel.

RID_FAIL_MAX_CONCR DEC(15,0) STATS2.RIDLIST-PRO
CESSES

QISTRMAX The number of times RID List processing
(List Prefetch) failed because of too
many concurrent processes.
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RID_FAIL_RDS_LIMIT DEC(15,0) STATS2.RIDLIST-RDS
LIMIT

QISTRLLM The number of times RID list processing
(List Prefetch) failed because the
number of retrieved row identifiers (RIDs)
exceeded an RDS limit. One of the RDS
limits is that the number of RID blocks
allocated to one user must not exceed 50
percent of the RID block pool. The RID
block pool may expand to be as large as
50 percent of the buffer pool. (The RID
pool is a pool of its own and is not a part
of the buffer pool.) Other RDS limits for
multiple index access include disabling
when the resulting number of qualifying
rows exceeds 25 percent of the table
when ORing two or more indexes, and
when the resulting number of qualifying
rows drops below 32 during an index
ANDing process.

RID_FAIL_STORAGE DEC(15,0) STATS2.RIDLIST-STO
RAGE

QISTRSTG The number of times RID list processing
(List Prefetch) failed because the storage
necessary to allocate more RID blocks
to hold the list of record identifiers (RIDs)
was not available in the DBM1 private
address space. Db2 continues to process
the data without using List Prefetch.

RID_INTERRUPT_LMT DEC(15,0) STATS2.RID-INTERRU
PT-LMT

QXHJINCT The number of times that appending to a
RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted.
Interruption occurred because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.

RID_INTERRUPT_STG DEC(15,0) STATS2.RID-INTERRU
PT-STG

QXHJINCS The number of times that appending to a
RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted.
Interruption occurred because no RID
pool storage was available to hold the list
of RIDs.
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RID_INVALID_SELECT DEC(15,0) STATS2.INVALID-SELE
CT-PROCEDURE

QISTCOLS The total number of columns (rows
times columns) for which an invalid
select procedure was encountered.
Invalid select procedures are bypassed
by Db2, and this can cause some
degradation in performance. A select
procedure is made invalid by applying
Db2 maintenance that directly affects the
select procedure. Plans and packages
with invalid select procedures continue
to function correctly, but with a small
performance degradation. To eliminate
this degradation, rebind any plan or
package that causes a nonzero value
to appear in this column. Rebinding a
plan or package reenables its select
procedures. Use a SYSVIEW for Db2
trace utilizing IFCID 224 to determine
which plans and packages should be
rebound, and to prioritize which rebinds
should be done first.

RID_MAX_BLKS_ALLOC DEC(15,0) STATS2.RIDLIST-MAX-
BLOCKS

QISTRHIG The maximum number of RID Pool
blocks that have been allocated. RID
blocks are 4K pages used by Db2 to hold
record IDs (RIDs) during multiple index
or List Prefetch processing. Db2 stops
allocating RID blocks when the size of
the RID pool reaches 50 percent of the
total size of the buffer pool (all pools).

RID_MULTI_IX_SKIP DEC(15,0) STATS2.RID-MULTI-IX
-SKIP

QXRSMIAP The number of times that RID list
retrieval for multiple index access was
not done because Db2 could determine
the outcome of index ANDing or ORing.

RID_OVERFLOW_LIMIT DEC(15,0) STATS2.RID-OVERFLO
W-LIMIT

QXWFRIDT The number of times that a RID list
overflowed to a work file because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.

RID_OVERFLOW_STOR DEC(15,0) STATS2.RID-OVERFLO
W-STOR

QXWFRIDS The number of times that a RID list
overflowed to a work file because no RID
pool storage was available to the hold the
list of RIDs.

ROUT_AUTH_CHK_NUS
E

DEC(15,0) STATS2.ROUT-AUTH-C
HK-NUSE

QTRACNOT The number of authorization checks for
user-defined function or stored procedure
execution authority that could not use the
routine authorization cache.

ROUT_AUTH_NOT_ADD DEC(15,0) STATS2.ROUT-AUTH-N
OT-ADD

QTRACNAC The number of times that Db2 could not
add an entry to the routine authorization
cache.
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ROUT_AUTH_OWRTAUT
H

DEC(15,0) STATS2.ROUT-AUTH-
OWRT-AUTH

QTRACOW1 The number of times that Db2 wrote
over an authorization ID in the routine
authorization cache.

ROUT_AUTH_OWRTRO
UT

DEC(15,0) STATS2.ROUT-AUTH-
OWRT-ROUT

QTRACOW2 The number of times that Db2 wrote
over a routine entry in the routine
authorization cache.

ROW_TRIGGER_ACT DEC(15,0) STATS2.ROW-TRIGGE
R-ACT

QXROWTRG The number of times a row trigger is
activated.

ROWS_DELETED DEC(15,0) STATS2.ROWS-DELET
ED

QXRWSDELETD The total number or rows deleted.

ROWS_FETCHED DEC(15,0) STATS2.ROWS-FETCH
ED

QXRWSFETCHD The total number or rows fetched.

ROWS_INSERTED DEC(15,0) STATS2.ROWS-INSER
TED

QXRWSINSRTD The total number or rows inserted.

ROWS_RD_UNCMT_DEL DEC(15,0) STATS2.ROWS-RD-UN
CMT-DEL

QISTRCCD The number of rows that were skipped
by read transactions. Skipping occurred
because uncommitted deletes were
performed when currently committed
read was in effect for fetch operations.

ROWS_RD_UNCMT_UPD DEC(15,0) STATS2.ROWS-RD-UN
CMT-UPD

QISTRCCU The number of rows that were accessed
by read transactions while uncommitted
updates existed. Access occurred
because currently committed read
behavior was in effect for fetch
operations.

ROWS_SKP_UNCMT_INS DEC(15,0) STATS2.ROWS-SKP-U
NCMT-INS

QISTRCCI The number of rows that were skipped
by read transactions. Skipping occurred
because uncommitted inserts were
performed when currently committed
read was in effect for fetch operations.

ROWS_UPDATED DEC(15,0) STATS2.ROWS-UPDA
TED

QXRWSUPDTD The total number or rows updated.

SECOND_LATCH_HELD DEC(15) STATS2.SECOND-LAT
CH-HELD

QTXALCSM The number of secondary latch
contentions because the main latch is
held. This field is new with Db2 12.

SEQ_BUFFER DEC(15,0) STATS2.SEQ-BUFFER QXDEGBUF The total number of parallel groups that
have a planned degree greater than one
at run time, but fall back to sequential
mode because of storage shortage or
contention on the buffer pool.

SEQ_CURSOR DEC(15,0) STATS2.SEQ-CURSOR QXDEGCUR The total number of parallel groups that
fall back to sequential operation because
of a cursor that can be used for update or
delete.

SEQ_ESA_SORT DEC(15,0) STATS2.SEQ-ESA-SO
RT

QXDEGESA The total number of parallel groups that
fall back to sequential operation because
of a lack of ESA sort support.
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SET_CONNECTION DEC(15,0) STATS2.SET-CONNEC
TION

QXSETCON The number of SQL SET CONNECTION
statements issued.

SET_CURRENT_DEGRE
E

DEC(15,0) STATS2.SET-CURREN
T-DEGREE

QXSETCDG The number of SQL SET CURRENT
DEGREE statements issued.

SET_CURRENT_PREC DEC(15,0) STATS2.SET-CURREN
T-PREC

QXSETCPR The number of SET CURRENT
PRECISION statements executed.

SET_CURRENT_RULES DEC(15,0) STATS2.SET-CURREN
T-RULES

QXSETCRL The number of SQL SET CURRENT
RULES statements issued.

SET_CURRENT_SQLID DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-SET-SQL
ID

QXSETSQL The number of SQL SET CURRENT
SQLID statements issued.

SET_HOST_VARIABLE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SET-HOST-VA
RIABLE

QXSETHV The number of SQL SET HOST
VARIABLE statements issued.

SET_PATH DEC(15,0) STATS2.SET-PATH QXSETPTH The number of SQL SET CURRENT
PATH statements.

SJ_POOL_ALLOC_REQ DEC(15,0) STATS2.SJ-POOL-ALL
OC-REQ

QISJTRY The number of allocation requests in the
star join pool.

SJ_POOL_CURSIZE_MB DEC(15,0) STATS2.SJ-POOL-CUR
SIZE-MB

QISJSIZE The current size of the star join pool in
MB.

SJ_POOL_FULL_FAIL DEC(15,0) STATS2.SJ-POOL-FUL
L-FAIL

QISJFAIL The number of failures caused by a full
star join pool.

SJ_POOL_MAXSIZE_MB DEC(15,0) STATS2.SJ-POOL-MAX
SIZE-MB

QISJMAX The maximum size of the star join pool in
MB.

SKCT_SKELPOOL_PGS DEC(15,0) STATS2.SKCT-SKELP
OOL-PGS

QISECTA The number of pages used for the portion
of the CT that is above the 2-GB bar.

SKPT_SKELPOOL_PGS DEC(15,0) STATS2.SKPT-SKELPO
OL-PGS

QISEKTA The number of pages used for the portion
of the PT that is above the 2-GB bar.

SKPT_STEALABLE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SKPT-STEALA
BLE

QISEKLRU The total number of SKPT pages in use
that can be reused.

SLOW_CLOSE_SUCCES
S

DEC(15,0) STATS2.OPENS-PB-FO
UND

QTREOPN The number of times that a data set,
defined with CLOSE(YES), remained
open upon becoming not used, and then
was eventually used again before being
closed. The higher the value, the better
the Db2 subsystem is tuned for deferred
close.

SPARSE_INDEX_DISABL
E

DEC(15,0) STATS2.SPARSE-INDE
X-DISABLE

QXSISTOR Specifies how often insufficient storage
resulted in the disabling of the sparse
index.

SPARSE_INDEX_WORK
FILE

DEC(15,0) STATS2.SPARSE-INDE
X-WF

QXSIWF Identifies how often a physical work file
for probing was built by the sparse index.

SQL_CALL_REJECTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-CALL-RE
JECTS

QXCALLRJ The number of times an SQL CALL
statement was rejected.

SQL_CALL_STMTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-CALL-ST
MTS

QXCALL The number of SQL CALL statements
issued.
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SQL_CALL_TIMEOUTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-CALL-TIM
EOUTS

QXCALLTO The number of times an SQL CALL
statement timed out waiting to be
scheduled.

SQL_DELETE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-DELETES QXDELET The number of SQL DELETE statements
issued.

SQL_DESCRIBE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-DESCRIB
ES

QXDESC The number of SQL DESCRIBE
statements issued.

SQL_ERR_IN_TRIG DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-ERR-IN-T
RIG

QXTRGERR The number of times an SQL error
occurred during execution of a Triggered
action.

SQL_GRANT DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-GRANT QXGRANT The number of SQL GRANT statements
issued.

SQL_INSERT DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-INSERTS QXINSRT The number of SQL INSERT statements
issued.

SQL_MERGE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-MERGE QXMERGE The number of MERGE statements.

SQL_PREPARE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-PREPAR
ES

QXPREP The number of SQL PREPARE
statements issued.

SQL_RELEASE DEC(15,0) STATS2.RELEASE QXREL The number of SQL RELEASE
statements issued.

SQL_REVOKE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-REVOKE QXREVOK The number of SQL REVOKE statements
issued.

SQL_SELECT DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-SELECTS QXSELECT The number of SQL SELECT statements
issued.

SQL_UPDATE DEC(15,0) STATS2.SQL-UPDATE
S

QXUPDTE The number of SQL UPDATE statements
issued.

SRT_INMEM_WFS_CUR DEC(15,0) STATS2.SRT-INMEM-W
FS-CUR

QISTSIAC The number of in-memory work files for
sorts that are currently active.

SRT_INMEM_WFS_HWM DEC(15,0) STATS2.SRT-INMEM-W
FS-HWM

QISTSIAH The maximum number of active in-
memory work files for sorts since the Db2
subsystem started.

SRT_INMEM_WFSPC DEC(15,0) STATS2.SRT-INMEM-W
FSPC

QISTSISC The total amount of space, in bytes, used
for currently active in-memory work files
for sorts.

SRT_INMEM_WFSPC_H
WM

DEC(15,0) STATS2.SRT-INMEM-W
FSPC-HWM

QISTSISH The maximum amount of space, in bytes,
that was used for active in-memory work
files for sorts since the Db2 subsystem
started.

STAB_PREPARES DEC(15,0) STATS2.STAB-PREPA
RES

QXSTSFND The number of times a PREPARE
request was satisfied by making a copy
from the stabilized statement in the
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY catalog table.
The stabilized statement search is done
only when no matching statement was
found in the prepared statement cache.
This field is new with Db2 version 12.
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STATUS_EXIT_CNT DEC(15) STATS2.STATUS-EXIT
-CNT

QTXASTAT The number of status Exits. This field is
new with Db2 12.

STMT_TRIGGER_ACT DEC(15,0) STATS2.STMT-TRIGGE
R-ACT

QXSTTRG The number of times a statement trigger
is activated.

STMTPOOL_STMTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.STMTPOOL-S
TMTS

QISESTMT The number of statements in the EDM
statement cache pool.

STORPROC_ABNDS DEC(15,0) STATS2.STORPROC-A
BNDS

QXCALLAB The number of times a stored procedure
terminated abnormally.

SUCC_ROUT_AUTH_CH
K

DEC(15,0) STATS2.SUCC-ROUT-
AUTH-CHK

QTRACAUT The number of successful authorization
checks for user-defined functions
or stored procedures that use the
routine authorization cache. This
number includes the number of public
authorization checks (QTRACPUB).

SUCC_ROUT_PUB_EXE
C

DEC(15,0) STATS2.SUCC-ROUT-
PUB-EXEC

QTRACPUB The number of successful authorization
checks for user-defined function or stored
procedure execution authority when that
authority is held by public.

SUSPEND_EXIT_CNT DEC(15) STATS2.SUSPEND-EX
IT-CNT

QTXASUSP The number of suspends of DBMS exit.
This field is new with Db2 12.

SUSPEND_LATCH DEC(15,0) STATS2.SUSPENDS-L
ATCH

QTXASLAT The accumulated number of times that
an application has been delayed while
waiting for a latch. A latch is a piece
of storage used to serialize a process
within Db2 or IRLM. Latch suspends are
normally very short and are controlled
internally by DB2. Not much can be done
in the way of tuning latch suspends. A
few latch suspends can be expected
for a heavily loaded Db2 subsystem.
However, if latch suspends are causing
you a significant amount of degradation,
then you may want to contact IBM for
assistance.

SUSPEND_LOCK DEC(15,0) STATS2.SUSPENDS-L
OCK

QTXASLOC The accumulated number of times that
an application trying to obtain a lock from
the lock manager (IRLM) was delayed
because the resource was being held by
another task with an incompatible lock.
Lock suspends should be avoided and,
ideally, the value should be zero.
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SUSPEND_OTHER DEC(15,0) STATS2.SUSPENDS-O
THER

QTXASOTH The accumulated number of times that
an application has been delayed for
some reason other than a lock or latch
wait. Reasons for this include: - IRLM
sync requests - up to one request per
agent cancelled. - IRLM synchronous
notifies. examples include: - requests
to invalid DBDs in other members -
requests for a data set extend - requests
for drop or revoke to invalid EDM
authorization caches in other members
- sysplex query parallelism - GBP
recovery None of the above are frequent
occurrences, unless sysplex parallelism
is being used.

TEST_BIND DEC(15,0) STATS2.TEST-BINDS QTTESTB The number of BIND subcommands
issued without a plan ID.

TIMEOUT DEC(15,0) STATS2.TIMEOUTS QTXATIM The accumulated number of times that
an application was unable to obtain
a lock from the lock manager (IRLM)
after waiting for an installation-specified
time interval. Db2 aborts processing
and backs out the current unit of work
(erases any changes made since the last
COMMIT). Db2 waits the amount of time
specified on the DSNZPARM parameter
IRLMRWT for transactions and queries
to receive a lock. Furthermore, it waits
twice this value for IMS/VS BMPs to get
a lock, and three times this value for
batch jobs and utilities. Use SYSVIEW
for Db2 zParm display to see the current
IRLMRWT setting for your installation.
Db2 returns either a -911 or -913 SQL
return code when a timeout occurs.
The IMS attachment may return a U777
ABEND. The SQLCA contains a reason
code and indicates what resource
and type of lock was unobtainable. If
SYSVIEW for Db2 message logging
facility is active, you can find out what
resource was unavailable and who
owned the resource by browsing the log.
Timeouts should be avoided and, ideally,
the value should be zero.

TIMEOUT_EXIT_CNT DEC(15) STATS2.TIMEOUT-EXI
T-CNT

QTXATIME Number of timeout exits. This field is new
with Db2 12.

TIMEOUT_RLB_PURGED DEC(15) STATS2.TIMEOUT-RLB
-PURGED

QTXATOUT Number of timeouts RLBs were purged.
This field is new with Db2 12.
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TOT_DBDPOOL_PAGES DEC(15,0) STATS2.TOT-DBDPOO
L-PAGES

QISEDPGE Number of pages allocated to the
DBD pool. DBDs can be thought of as
compiled copies of the information about
a database stored in DB2's catalog
tables. DBDs are stored and loaded from
the Db2 directory, DBD01, and remain
in the DBD pool to be reused until the
pages are needed by something else,
such as other DBDs. DBDs are mainly
used for binding plans and for processing
dynamic SQL.

TOT_SKELPOOL_PGS DEC(15,0) STATS2.TOT-SKELPO
OL-PGS

QISEKPGE Number of pages in the skeleton EDM
pool.

TOT_STMTABAR_PAGES DEC(15,0) STATS2.TOT-STMTAB
AR-PAGES

QISESPGE Number of pages in the RDS pool
above the 2G bar. This number does not
represent a physical pool allocation, but
rather the amount of storage available for
the RDS pool above the 2G bar.

TOT_STMTPOOL_PAGES DEC(15,0) STATS2.TOT-STMTPO
OL-PAGES

QISECPGE Number of pages in the EDM statement
pool.

TRANSFER_OWNERSHI
P

DEC(15,0) STATS2.TRANSFER-O
WNERSHIP

QXTRNOWN Identifies the number of times the
TRANSFER OWNERSHIP SQL
statement was invoked to change the
owner of an object. This field is new with
Db2 version 12.

TRUNCATE_TABLE DEC(15,0) STATS2.TRUNCATE-T
ABLE

QXTRTBL Number of TRUNCATE TABLE
statements.

UDF_ABENDS DEC(15,0) STATS2.UDF-ABENDS QXCAUDAB The number of times a user-defined
function abended.

UDF_EXECUTE DEC(15,0) STATS2.UDF-EXECUT
E

QXCAUD The number of user-defined functions
executed.

UDF_REJECT DEC(15,0) STATS2.UDF-REJECT QXCAUDRJ The number of times a user-defined
function was rejected.

UDF_TIMEOUT DEC(15,0) STATS2.UDF-TIMEOUT QXCAUDTO The number of times a user-defined
function timed out waiting to be
scheduled.

UNLOCK_REQUEST DEC(15,0) STATS2.UNLOCK-CAL
LS

QTXAUNLK The accumulated number of times that
Db2 sent an unlock request to IRLM on
behalf of the application. The number
of unlock requests may be significantly
lower than the number of lock requests
because many locks can be freed by Db2
with one unlock request. This field is for
informational purposes only.

USE_COUNT DEC(15) STATS2.USE-COUNT QTXAUCNT The number of Use Counts for Compat
Queue Elements in IRLM. This field is
new with Db2 12.
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USE_COUNT_NONZERO DEC(15) STATS2.USE-COUNT-
NONZERO

QTXALCMU The number of main latch contentions
because Use Count is not zero. This field
is new with Db2 12.

WFSPC_AGENT_USAGE DEC(15,0) STATS2.WFSPC-AGEN
T-USAGE

QISTASTH The threshold value for agent-level work
file space use. This value is provided
as a percentage and is derived from the
WFSTGUSE_AGENT_THRESHOLD
DSNZPARM.

WFSPC_DGTT_MAX_KB DEC(15,0) STATS2.WFSPC-DGTT
-MAX-KB

QISTDGTTMXU The maximum amount of storage (KB)
that all agents on the system used for
declared temporary tables (DGTT).

WFSPC_DGTT_PREF_KB DEC(15,0) STATS2.WFSPC-DGTT
-PREF-KB

QISTDGTTSTG The preferred amount of storage (KB)
configured for DGTT in the work file
database.

WFSPC_DGTT_USED_K
B

DEC(15,0) STATS2.WFSPC-DGTT
-USED-KB

QISTDGTTCTO The current total amount of storage (KB)
that all agents on the system are using
for declared temporary tables (DGTT).

WFSPC_MAX_KB DEC(15,0) STATS2.WFSPC-MAX-
KB

QISTWFMXU The maximum amount of total storage
(KB) that agents on the system used
except for declared temporary tables
(DGTT).

WFSPC_PREF_KB DEC(15,0) STATS2.WFSPC-PREF
-KB

QISTWFSTG The preferred amount of storage (KB)
configured for work files in the work file
database.

WFSPC_SYSTEM_USAG
E

DEC(15,0) STATS2.WFSPC-SYST
EM-USAGE

QISTSSTH The threshold value for system-
level work file space use.
This value is provided as a
percentage and is derived from the
WFSTGUSE_SYSTEM_THRESHOLD
DSNZPARM.

WFSPC_THREAD_MAX_
KB

DEC(15,0) STATS2.WFSPC-THRD
-MAX-KB

QISTAMXU The maximum amount of storage (KB)
used by any thread on the system.

WFSPC_TOTAL_KB DEC(15,0) STATS2.WFSPC-TOTA
L-KB

QISTWSTG The current amount of total storage (KB)
configured for the tablespaces in the
work file database.

WFSPC_USED_KB DEC(15,0) STATS2.WFSPC-USED
-KB

QISTWFCTO The current total amount of storage (KB)
that all agents on the system are using
except for declared temporary tables
(DGTT).

WHT_ASYNC_LOCK DEC(15) STATS2.WHT-ASYNC-
LOCK

QTXACWAL The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for ASYNC LOCK. This field
is new with Db2 12.

WHT_CHANGE DEC(15) STATS2.WHT-CHANGE QTXACWCH The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for CHANGE. This field is
new with Db2 12.

WHT_COMPAT DEC(15) STATS2.WHT-COMPAT QTXACWCP The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for COMPAT. This field is
new with Db2 12.
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WHT_LOCK DEC(15) STATS2.WHT-LOCK QTXACWLK The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for LOCK. This field is new
with Db2 12.

WHT_QUERY_FAST DEC(15) STATS2.WHT-QUERY-
FAST

QTXACWQF The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for QUERY FAST. This field
is new with Db2 12.

WHT_SYNC DEC(15) STATS2.WHT-SYNC QTXACWSY The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for SYNC. This field is new
with Db2 12.

WHT_UNLOCK DEC(15) STATS2.WHT-UNLOCK QTXACWUK The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for UNLOCK. This field is
new with Db2 12.

WKFILE_AGT_LIMITEX DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-AGT-
LIMITEX

QISTWFNE The number of times that the maximum
amount of storage that an agent can use
for the work file database was exceeded.
The MAXTEMPS zParm parameter
defines the limit.

WKFILE_NONSORT_ACT DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-NONS
ORT-ACT

QISTI2AC The number of current active in-memory
data manager (DM) workfiles related to
non-SORT.

WKFILE_NONSORT_HW
M

DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-NONS
ORT-HWM

QISTI2AH The high watermark number of non-
SORT related in-memory data manager
(DM) workfiles active at any point.

WKFILE_NOT_CREATED DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-NOT-
CREATED

QISTIMNC The number of times that a critical
storage condition prevented the creation
of a work file. This value represents any
type of in-memory work file.

WKFILE_RIDBLKS_CUR DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-RIDB
LKS-CUR

QISTWFRCUR The number of RID blocks that currently
reside in work file storage.

WKFILE_RIDBLKS_HWM DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-RIDB
LKS-HWM

QISTWFRHIG The highest number of RID blocks that
overflowed to a work file since Db2
startup.

WKFILE_TYPE2_OVERF
LOW

DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-TYPE
2-OVERFLOW

QISTI2OF The number of times that type-2 in-
memory workfiles overflowed into a
physical tablespace.

WKFILE_32K_FOR_4K DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-32K-F
OR-4K

QISTWFP1 The number of times that space in a
32KB table space was used because
space in a 4KB table space was not
available.

WKFILE_32KTS_STG DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-32KT
S-STG

QISTW32K The total amount of storage, in KB,
that was used for 32KB work file table
spaces.

WKFILE_32KTS_STGKB DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-32KT
S-STGKB

QISTW32K_V9 The total amount of storage, in KB, of
fractional MBs that is used for 32KB work
file table spaces.
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WKFILE_32KTS_STGMB DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-32KT
S-STGMB

QISTWF32 The total amount of storage in the whole
MB that is used for 32KB work file table
spaces.

WKFILE_4K_FOR_32K DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-4K-F
OR-32K

QISTWFP2 The number of times that space in a 4KB
table space was used because space in
a 32KB table space was not available.

WKFILE_4KTS_STG DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-4KTS
-STG

QISTW4K The total amount of storage that is
currently used for 4 KB table spaces, in
KB.

WKFILE_4KTS_STGKB DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-4KTS
-STGKB

QISTW04K The total amount of storage, in KB, of
fractional MBs that is used for 4KB work
file table spaces.

WKFILE_4KTS_STGMB DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-4KTS
-STGMB

QISTWF04 The total amount of storage in the whole
MBs that is used for 4KB table spaces.

XES_SYNC_LK_FAIL DEC(15,0) STATS2.XES-SYNC-LK
-FAIL

QTGSCREJ The number of failed Db2 lock requests
to XES to process without delay. XES
rejects the lock request since it could not
process it synchronously.

XPROC_PAGES DEC(15,0) STATS2.STG-SHR-STA
TIC-SQL

QISEKSPA8 The storage that Db2 allocates to static
shareable SQL statements.

XPROC_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.XPROC-REQU
ESTS

QISEKSPG The total number of requests for
XPROCs.

Columns with (1047) IDB2STAT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYSTEM_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (1047)
IDB2STAT IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

INT_HWM_ACT_DBAT_D
EALLOC

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-ACT-D
BAT-DEALLOC

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of
DBATs that were active during the
collection interval because the
associated packages were bound with
RELEASE(DEALLOCATE).

INT_HWM_ACT_DBATS_
NOTUSED

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-ACT-D
BATS-NOTUSED

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of
disconnected (pooled) DBATs that were
available to service work on inactive
connections or new connections during
the collection interval.

INT_HWM_ACT_INMEM_
WKFILES

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-ACT-I
NMEM-WKFILES

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of in-
memory data manager (DM) work files
that were active during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_ACT_INMEMW
KFILE_KB

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-ACT-I
NMEMWKFILE-KB

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of space
(KB) that was used for in-memory work
files during the collection interval.
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INT_HWM_CTHREAD_TH
RDS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-CTHR
EAD-THRDS

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of allied
threads that have been allocated
concurrently during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_CUR_WKFILE
_STG

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-CUR-
WKFILE-STG

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage
(KB) that was used in the work file
database during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_DS_CURR_O
PEN

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-DS-C
URR-OPEN

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of data
sets that were open during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_IDBACK_THR
DS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-IDBAC
K-THRDS

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of users that
were identified to Db2 from batch tasks
during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_IDFORE_THR
DS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-IDFOR
E-THRDS

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of users
that were identified to Db2 from TSO
foreground tasks during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_INACTIVE_DB
ATS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-INACT
IVE-DBATS

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of inactive
database access threads during the
collection interval.

INT_HWM_MAXDBAT_TH
RDS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-MAXD
BAT-THRDS

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of active
and disconnected (pooled) database
access threads that existed during the
collection interval.

INT_HWM_PGS_SKCT DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-PGS-
SKCT

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of pages
of the EDM pool that were allocated to
skeleton cursor tables (SKCTs) during
the collection interval.

INT_HWM_PGS_USED_D
BDPOOL

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-PGS-
USED-DBDPOOL

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of pages
of the DBD pool that were allocated to
database descriptors (DBDs) during the
collection interval.

INT_HWM_PGS_USED_S
KPT

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-PGS-
USED-SKPT

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of pages
of the EDM pool that were allocated to
skeleton package tables (SKPTs) during
the collection interval.

INT_HWM_PGS_USED_S
TMTPOOL

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-PGS-
USED-STMTPOOL

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of pages
used in the statement pool during the
collection interval.

INT_HWM_PKG_ATB_ST
ORAGE

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-PKG-A
TB-STORAGE

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage
above the bar allocated for packages
during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_PKG_BTB_ST
ORAGE

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-PKG-B
TB-STORAGE

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage
below the bar allocated for packages
during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_PLAN_ATB_S
TORAGE

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-PLAN-
ATB-STORAGE

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage
above the bar allocated for plans during
the collection interval.
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INT_HWM_PLAN_BTB_S
TORAGE

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-PLAN-
BTB-STORAGE

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage
below the bar allocated for plans during
the collection interval.

INT_HWM_RIDLIST_CUR
R_BLOCKS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-RIDLI
ST-CURR-BLOCKS

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of RID
pool blocks allocated for RID processing
during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_SRT_INMEM_
WFS_CUR

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-SRT-I
NMEM-WFS-CUR

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of in-
memory work files related to SORT that
were active during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_SRT_INMEM_
WFSPC

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-SRT-I
NMEM-WFSPC

N/A The high-water mark of total space used
by in-memory work files related to SORT
that were active during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_STG_SHR_ST
ATIC_SQL

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-STG-S
HR-STATIC-SQL

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage
that Db2 allocated to static shareable
SQL statements during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_STMTPOOL_S
TMTS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-STMT
POOL-STMTS

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of
statements in the EDM statement cache
pool during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_TOT_DBDPO
OL_PGS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-TOT-D
BDPOOL-PGS

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of pages
allocated to the DBD pool during the
collection interval.

INT_HWM_TOT_SKELPO
OL_PGS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-TOT-S
KELPOOL-PGS

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of pages
in the skeleton EDM pool during the
collection interval.

INT_HWM_TOT_STMTPO
OL_PGS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-TOT-S
TMTPOOL-PGS

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of pages
in the EDM statement pool during the
collection interval.

INT_HWM_T2_CURR_IN
ACT

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-T2-CU
RR-INACT

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of type 2
inactive threads during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_T2_CURR_INA
CT_QUED

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-T2-CU
RR-INACT-QUED

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of inactive
connections or new connections that
were queued, waiting to be serviced by
a DBAT during the collection interval.
DBATs might be unavailable if the
MAXDBAT zParm value is reached,
or if DDF is stopped, or stopping with
MODE(SYSPEND). Check QDSTQDBT
to determine whether there is a
MAXDBAT constraint.

INT_HWM_WFSPC_DGT
T_USED_KB

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-WFSP
C-DGTT-USED-KB

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage
(KB) that all agents on the system were
using for declared temporary tables
(DGTT) during the collection interval.
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INT_HWM_WFSPC_TOT
AL_KB

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-WFSP
C-TOTAL-KB

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of
total storage (KB) configured for the
tablespaces in the work file database
during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_WFSPC_USE
D_KB

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-WFSP
C-USED-KB

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage
(KB) that all agents on the system were
using except for declared temporary
tables (DGTT) during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_WKFILE_NON
SORT_ACT

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-WKFIL
E-NONSORT-ACT

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of in-
memory data manager (DM) work files
related to non-SORT that were active
during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_WKFILE_RIDB
LKS_CUR

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-WKFIL
E-RIDBLKS-CUR

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of RID
blocks that resided in work file storage
during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_WKFILE_32KT
S_STG

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-WKFIL
E-32KTS-STG

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage
(KB) that was used for 32KB work
file table spaces during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_WKFILE_4KTS
_STG

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-WKFIL
E-4KTS-STG

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage
(KB) that was used for 4KB work file
table spaces during the collection
interval.

INT_LWM_DBD_STEALA
BLE

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.LWM-DBD-S
TEALABLE

N/A The low-water mark (LWM) of DBD
pages in use that could have been
reused during the collection interval.

INT_LWM_FREE_DBDPO
OL_PGS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.LWM-FREE-
DBDPOOL-PGS

N/A The low-water mark (LWM) of free pages
in the DBD pool free chain during the
collection interval.

INT_LWM_FREE_SKELP
OOL_PGS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.LWM-FREE-
SKELPOOL-PGS

N/A The low-water mark (LWM) of free pages
in the skeleton EDM pool free chain
during the collection interval.

INT_LWM_FREE_STMTP
OOL_PGS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.LWM-FREE-
STMTPOOL-PGS

N/A The low-water mark (LWM) of free pages
in the EDM statement pool during the
collection interval.

INT_LWM_SKPT_STEAL
ABLE

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.LWM-SKPT-
STEALABLE

N/A The low-water mark (LWM) of SKPT
pages in use that could have been
reused during the collection interval.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

DRAINS_DISABLED DEC(15,0)

DRAINS_REQUESTED DEC(15,0)
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DRAINS_SUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0)

DSNS_OPEN_CLOSENO DEC(15,0)

EDM_DSPC_PAGES DEC(15,0)

EDM_PAGES_CACHE DEC(15,0)

EDM_PAGES_CT DEC(15,0)

EDM_PAGES_DBD DEC(15,0)

EDM_PAGES_FREE DEC(15,0)

EDM_PAGES_IN_POOL DEC(15,0)

EDM_PT_PAGES DEC(15,0)

FAIL_DSPC_FULL DEC(15,0)

FREE_DSPC_PAGES DEC(15,0)

PARA_TO_SEQUENT DEC(15,0)

PSET_CURRENT_OPEN DEC(15,0)

PSET_FAILED_DRAIN DEC(15,0)

PSET_OPENED_DRAIN DEC(15,0)

SUBSYSTEM_DAILY Table

The SUBSYSTEM_DAILY archive table contains the base Db2 subsystem performance information that is accumulated
each day.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYSTEM_DAILY table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP MIN(START-EVENT
-TIME)

N/A The start time of Db2 events that come in pairs
of records (begin and end events).

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

LOCATION_NAME VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name is
defined in the communications database in
table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which maps
location names to VTAM LU names. This is a
variable length field that contains the complete
name.
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MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (0001) STATS1 IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYSTEM_DAILY table, with the corresponding (0001) STATS1
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ABORT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.ABORTS
)

Q3STABRT The number of implicit and explicit
ROLLBACKs (ABORTs) processed by
the Subsystem Services component of
Db2. This count does not included two
phase commit activity.

ACCESS_DATABASE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.ACCESS
-DATABASE)

Q9STCTAD The number of -ACCESS DATABASE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

ACT_DBAT_DEALLOC DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS1.ACT-DBA
T-DEALLOC)

QDSTNARD The current number of DBATs that
are active because the associated
packages were bound with
RELEASE(DEALLOCATE).

ACT_DBATS_NOTUSED DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS1.ACT-DBA
TS-NOTUSED)

QDSTNADS The current number of disconnected
(pooled) DBATs that are available to
service work on inactive connections or
new connections.

ACTIVATE_FUNC_LVL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.ACTIVAT
E-FUNC-LVL)

Q9STCTEN The number of -ACTIVATE FUNCTION
LEVEL commands. The count includes
normal and abnormal completions. This
field is new with Db2 12.

ACTIVE_DBATS DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS1.ACTIVE-
DBATS)

QDSTCNAT The current number of active and
disconnected (pooled) database access
threads.

ADDR_SPC_ACT_LTCH_
27

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.ADDR-S
PC-ACT-LTCH-27)

QVLSLC27 The number of suspends for latch level
27. The latch is predominantly used for
stored procedure queue and UDF.
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ADDR_SPC_SYS_LTCH_
29

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.ADDR-S
PC-SYS-LTCH-29)

QVLSLC29 The number of suspends for latch level
29. The latch is predominantly used for
field procedures and DDF transaction
manager.

ALTER_BUFFERPOOL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.ALTER-B
UFFERPOOL)

Q9STCTRN The number of -ALTER BUFFERPOOL
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

ALTER_GBPOOL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.ALTER-G
BPOOL)

Q9STCTRS The number of -ALTER
GROUPBUFFERPOOL commands. The
count includes normal and abnormal
completions.

ALTER_UTIL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.ALTER-U
TIL)

Q9STCTRY The number of -ALTER UTILITY
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

ARCHIVE_LOG DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.ARCHIV
E-LOG)

Q9STCTRM The number of -ARCHIVE LOG
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

AVG_QUEUED_DUR_INT DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS1.AVG-QU
EUED-DUR-INT)

QDSTNQAV Relative to QDSTNQR2, the average
queued duration for this statistics period.

AVG_QUEUED_DUR_INT
_SEC

DEC(15,6) AVG(STATS1.AVG-Q-D
UR-INT-SEC)

QDSTNQAV Relative to QDSTNQR2, the average
queued duration for this statistics period.

BUF_MGR_EXC_LTCH_1
4

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.BUF-MG
R-EXC-LTCH-14)

QVLSLC14 The number of suspends for latch level
14. The latch is predominantly used for
various buffer pool related activities,
including buffer pool control block and
pool serialization.

BUF_MGR_EXC_LTCH_2
3

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.BUF-MG
R-EXC-LTCH-23)

QVLSLC23 The number of suspends for latch level
23. The latch is predominantly used
for buffer manager latch for page latch
contention timer queue or deferred write
latch. Both types of latches have latch
class X'17'.

BUF_MGR_SHR_LTCH_
13

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.BUF-MG
R-SHR-LTCH-13)

QVLSLC13 The number of suspends for latch level
13. The latch is predominantly used for
pageset operations.

CANCEL_DDF_THREAD DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.CANCEL
-DDF)

Q9STCTRK The number of -CANCEL THREAD
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

CDDS_ACCESS_REQS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.CDDS-A
CCESS-REQS)

QJSTCDDS The total number of Compression
Dictionary Data Set (CDDS) access
requests.
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CHECKPOINTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DB2-CHE
CKPT)

QWSDCKPT The number of checkpoints that Db2
has taken. The DSNZPARM parameters
CHKTYPE, CHKFREQ, CHKMINS, and
CHKLOGR control the frequency of
checkpoints. Checkpoints determine how
far back in the logs Db2 needs to process
during the restart recovery. More frequent
checkpoints mean that Db2 restarts
faster. But a checkpoint is an expensive
process for CPU and I/O to active log.
So you do not want to take them too
frequently. Note that checkpoints cause
all updated buffers in the buffer pool to
be written to DASD, thus reducing the
number of pages written per WRITE I/
O. Also, if an application is performing
updates during a checkpoint operation,
it may have to wait for the update to
be written to DASD before continuing
(synchronous WRITE I/O). You want
to strive for a "medium" when setting
your Db2 system parameters. Take
checkpoints every 1 to 5 minutes.

COLD_START_CONN DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.COLD-ST
ART-CONNECTIONS)

QDSTCSTR The number of cold start connections
with all remote locations (two-phase
commit operations only).

COMMAND_ERROR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.UNREC-
CMD)

Q9STEROR The number of unrecognized commands.

COMMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.COMMIT
S)

Q3STCOMM The number of successful Phase 2
COMMITs processed by the Subsystem
Services component of Db2. IMS and
CICS applications use the prepare and
commit sequence to commit work. This
value does not include successful single-
phase commits or distributed two phase
commits. A Phase 2 COMMIT forces
a "beginning of phase 2" record to be
written to the logs. Also, all locks held
for the COMMIT duration are freed
during the second phase of a two-phase
COMMIT.

CON_DISCON_LTCH_11 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.CON-DIS
CON-LTCH-11)

QVLSLC11 The number of suspends for latch level
11. The latch is predominantly used for
sequence objects (stand-alone and table-
based identity column) for concurrent
transactions.

CONTSTOR_CONTRACT
S

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.CONTST
OR-CONTRACTS)

QSST_CONTST
OR_NUM

The number of 31-bit agent local pools
contracted due to system configuration
parameter CONTSTOR being enabled.
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CONV_DEALLOC_MAX DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.CONVE
RSIONS-DEALLOCATE
D)

QDSTQCRT The number of connections that
were rejected because the ZPARM
limit was reached for maximum
remote connected threads (active and
inactive). The maximum is specified
on installation panel DSNTIPE, "Max
remote connected" field, or ZPARM
name: CONDBAT in DSN6SPX.

CREATE_THREAD DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.CREATE
-THDS)

Q3STCTHD The number of successful Create
Threads processed by the Subsystem
Services component of Db2. This count
does not include database access
threads (DBATs). During the first step of
a Create Thread, Db2 verifies that the
maximum number of concurrent threads
will not be exceeded and queues the
thread if it would cause the limit to be
exceeded. In the next step, Db2 verifies
that the user is authorized to execute
the plan being allocated. If the user is
authorized, Db2 ensures that the SKCT
and DBDs are loaded into the EDM pool
and allocates a cursor table (CT) for the
thread. Also, if the plan was bound with
ACQUIRE(ALLOCATE), Db2 will proceed
to allocate all table space locks and open
all database data sets needed by the
plan.

CREATE_THREAD_WAIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.CREATE-
THD-QUEUED)

Q3STCTHW The number of Create Threads
processed by the Subsystem Services
component of Db2 that have waited or
were queued because the maximum
number of concurrent threads had
been reached. This count does not
include database access threads.
The maximum number of concurrent
threads is controlled by the DSNZPARM
CTHREAD parameter. This number
should be small during non-peak times.

DATA_MGR_HASH_LTC
H_25

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.DATA-M
GR-HASH-LTCH-25)

QVLSLC25 The number of suspends for latch level
25. The latch is predominantly used for
EDM hash.

DATA_MGR_LTCH_26 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.DATA-M
GR-LTCH-26)

QVLSLC26 The number of suspends for latch level
26. The latch is predominantly used for
dynamic statement cache.

DB_ALLOC_CNTL_LTCH
_12

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.DB-ALLO
C-CNTL-LTCH-12)

QVLSLC12 The number of suspends for latch level
12. The latch is predominantly used for
database allocation control (latch class
X'0C') or WebSphere global transaction
ID (latch class X'4C').
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DBAT_QUEUED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DBAT-Q
UEUED)

QDSTQDBT The number of times that a DBAT
(distributed thread) or connection
was queued due to having reached
the ZPARM maximum for concurrent
remote threads. The maximum number
of concurrent remote threads is
controlled by the DSNZPARM MAXDBAT
parameter.

DBM1_SRB DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.NON-PR
EEMPT-SRB(2))

QWSASRBT -
QWSAPSRB

Accumulated SRB CPU for a Db2
address space. This time does NOT
include preemptable SRB time. For
the MSTR address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects physical logging
and checkpointing. For the DBM1
address space, this CPU time mainly
reflects sequential prefetch activity
and asynchronous WRITES, but also
includes part of the process to create
threads and manage data sets (calls to
IDCAMS). For the DIST address space,
all remotelyexecuted SQL statements are
executed in the Distributed Data Facility
s address space in SRB mode. For the
IRLM address space, this CPU time
mainly reflects the deadlock detection
and lock resumption (of suspended lock
requests) activity.

DBM1_SRB_PREEMPT DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.PREEMP
T-SRB-TIMER(2))

QWSAPSRB Preemptable SRB timer value for the
address space.

DBM1_TCB DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.JS-TIME
R(2))

QWSAEJST Accumulated TCB CPU for a Db2
address space. For the MSTR address
space, this CPU time mainly reflects
Db2 archiving and BSDS activity. For
the DBM1 address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects VSAM OPEN and
CLOSE activity. For the DIST address
space, the majority of this CPU time
comes from executing remote SQL
statements, communicating with other
subsystems, and sending the data to
other subsystems.

DBM1_ZIIP DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.PREEMP
T-SRB-ZIIP(2))

QWSAPSRB_ZI
IP

Preemptable SRB timer value for the
address space that consumed on an IBM
zIIP. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

DDF_DISC_LTCH_3 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.DDF-DIS
C-LTCH-3)

QVLSLC03 The number of suspends for latch level 3.
The latch is predominantly used for DDF
disconnect.

DDF_RESYNCH_LTCH_1
8

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.DDF-RE
SYNCH-LTCH-18)

QVLSLC18 The number of suspends for latch level
18. The latch is predominantly used for
DDF resynch list.
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DIS_DYNQUERYCAPTU
RE

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DIS-DYN
QUERYCAPTURE)

Q9STCTDQ The number of -DISPLAY
DYNQUERYCAPTURE commands. The
count includes normal and abnormal
completions. This field is new with Db2
12.

DISCARD_BLK_64BIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISCAR
D-BLK-64BIT)

QSST_P64DISB
LK

(s) The number of 64-bit pool blocks that
required a discard.

DISCARD_PGS_64BIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISCAR
D-PGS-64BIT)

QSST_P64DISP
GS

(s) The number of 64-bit pool pages
discarded.

DISPLAY_ACCEL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-ACCEL)

Q9STCTDA The number of -DISPLAY ACCEL
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_ARCHIVE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-ARCHIVE)

Q9STCTRQ The number of -DISPLAY ARCHIVE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_BUFFERPOOL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-BUFFERPOOL)

Q9STCTRO The number of -DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_DATABASE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-DB)

Q9STCTR0 The number of -DISPLAY DATABASE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_DDF DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-DDF)

Q9STCTX5 The number of -DISPLAY DDF
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_FUNCTION DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-FUNC)

Q9STCTRZ The number of -DISPLAY FUNCTION
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_GBPOOL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-GBPOOL)

Q9STCTRT The number of -DISPLAY
GROUPBUFFERPOOL commands. The
count includes normal and abnormal
completions.

DISPLAY_GRP DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-GRP)

Q9STCTRX The number of -DISPLAY GROUP
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_LOCATION DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-LOC)

Q9STCTRL The number of -DISPLAY LOG
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_LOG DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-LOG)

Q9STCTX3 The number of -DISPLAY LOG
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_ML DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-ML)

Q9STCTDM The number of -DISPLAY ML commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions. This field is new with Db2
12.

DISPLAY_PROC DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-PROC)

Q9STCTRU The number of -DISPLAY PROCEDURE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.
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DISPLAY_PROFILE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-PROFILE)

Q9STCTSD The number of -DISPLAY PROFILE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_RESTSVC DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-RESTSVC)

Q9STCTDR The number of -DISPLAY RESTSVC
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_RLIMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-RLIMIT)

Q9STCTRG The number of -DISPLAY RLIMIT
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_THREAD DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-THD)

Q9STCTR1 The number of -DISPLAY THREAD
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_TRACE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-TRACE)

Q9STCTRC The number of -DISPLAY TRACE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DISPLAY_UTILITY DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.DISPLAY
-UTILITY)

Q9STCTR2 The number of -DISPLAY UTILITY
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

DIST_SRB DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.NON-PR
EEMPT-SRB(3))

QWSASRBT -
QWSAPSRB

Accumulated SRB CPU for a Db2
address space. This time does NOT
include preemptable SRB time. For
the MSTR address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects physical logging
and checkpointing. For the DBM1
address space, this CPU time mainly
reflects sequential prefetch activity
and asynchronous WRITES, but also
includes part of the process to create
threads and manage data sets (calls to
IDCAMS). For the DIST address space,
all remotelyexecuted SQL statements are
executed in the Distributed Data Facility
s address space in SRB mode. For the
IRLM address space, this CPU time
mainly reflects the deadlock detection
and lock resumption (of suspended lock
requests) activity.

DIST_SRB_PREEMPT DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.PREEMP
T-SRB-TIMER(3))

QWSAPSRB Preemptable SRB timer value for the
address space.
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DIST_TCB DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.JS-TIME
R(3))

QWSAEJST Accumulated TCB CPU for a Db2
address space. For the MSTR address
space, this CPU time mainly reflects
Db2 archiving and BSDS activity. For
the DBM1 address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects VSAM OPEN and
CLOSE activity. For the DIST address
space, the majority of this CPU time
comes from executing remote SQL
statements, communicating with other
subsystems, and sending the data to
other subsystems.

DIST_ZIIP DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.PREEMP
T-SRB-ZIIP(3))

QWSAPSRB_ZI
IP

Preemptable SRB timer value for the
address space that consumed on an IBM
zIIP. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

DS_IDX_SPLIT_LTCH_6 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.DS-IDX-S
PLIT-LTCH-6)

QVLSLC06 The number of suspends for latch level 6.
The latch is predominantly used for data
sharing index split.

EDM_PREFETCH_LTCH
_24

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.EDM-PR
EFETCH-LTCH-24)

QVLSLC24 The number of suspends for latch level
24. The latch is predominantly used for
EDM LRU or Buffer Manager prefetch
scheduling. EDM LRU latch can be
identified by latch class X'18' while Buffer
Manager prefetch scheduling latch can
be identified by latch class X'38' in a latch
contention trace.

EXIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.EXITS) Q3STEXIT The number of times the Subsystem
Services component of Db2 invoked a
connection exit (DSN3EXIT).

FRAMES_DISCARDED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.FRAMES
-DISCARDED)

QSST_DISCARD
MODE64

(s) The number of real frame discard
modes.

GBL_AUTH_LTCH_2 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.GBL-AUT
H-LTCH-2)

QVLSLC02 The number of suspends for latch level
2. The latch is predominantly used for
global authorization cache.

HWM_CTHREAD_THRDS DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.HWM-CT
HREAD-THRDS)

Q3STHWCT The maximum number of allied threads
that are allocated concurrently. This field
represents the High-Water-Mark since
Db2 was started, and both the DELTA
and ACCUM screens will show the same
high-water-mark value.

HWM_IDBACK_THRDS DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.HWM-ID
BACK-THRDS)

Q3STHWIB The maximum number of concurrent
connections identified to Db2 from batch.
This field represents the High-Water-
Mark since Db2 was started, and both
the DELTA and ACCUM screens will
show the same high-water-mark value.
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HWM_IDFORE_THRDS DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.HWM-IDF
ORE-THRDS)

Q3STHWIF The maximum number of users that are
identified to Db2 from TSO foreground
tasks. This field represents the High-
Water-Mark since Db2 was started, and
both the DELTA and ACCUM screens will
show the same high-water-mark value.

IDENTIFY DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.IDENTS) Q3STIDEN The number of successful IDENTIFYs (or
connection requests) processed by the
Subsystem Services component of Db2.

IDX_OBD_ALLOC_LTCH
_7

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.IDX-OBD
-ALLOC-LTCH-7)

QVLSLC07 The number of suspends for latch level 7.
The latch is predominantly used for index
and OBD allocation.

IFI_ABENDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.IFI-ABEN
DS)

QWSDSCA Count of IFI abends.

IFI_COMMANDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.IFI-COM
MANDS)

QWSDSCCO Count of IFI command requests.

IFI_DATA_CAPTURES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.IFI-DATA
-CAPTURES)

QWSDCDLC The number of log records retrieved
for which data capture processing was
invoked.

IFI_DATA_LOG_READS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.IFI-DATA
-LOG-READS)

QWSDCDLR The number of data capture log reads for
processing IFI reads requests for IFCID
185.

IFI_DATA_RECORDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.IFI-DATA
-RECORDS)

QWSDCDRR The number of data capture log records
returned.

IFI_DATA_ROWS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.IFI-DATA
-ROWS)

QWSDCDDR The number of data capture data rows
returned. These rows are returned in
IFCID 185 and mapped by QW0185DR.

IFI_DATA_TABLES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.IFI-DATA
-TABLES)

QWSDCDTB The number of data capture tables
returned to the caller of IFI READS call
for IFCID 185.

IFI_DESCRIBES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.IFI-DESC
RIBES)

QWSDCDMB The number of data capture describes
performed. A data capture describe is the
process of getting descriptive information
about a Db2 table from the catalog.

IFI_DESCRIPTIONS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.IFI-DESC
RIPTIONS)

QWSDCDDD The number of data capture data
descriptions returned.

IFI_READA DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.IFI-READ
A)

QWSDSCRA Count of IFI READA requests.

IFI_READS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.IFI-READ
S)

QWSDSCRS Count of IFI READS requests.

IFI_RECS_NOT_WRITT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.RECS-N
OT-WRITTEN(*))

QWSBSRNW Count of Db2 trace records not written to
the destination. This number should be
zero. If it is not, look for syslog messages
from the MSTR address space for
possible errors.

IFI_REQUEST_ERRORS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.IFI-UNR
EC)

QWSDSCU Count of invalid IFI requests.
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IFI_WRITE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.IFI-WRIT
ES)

QWSDSCWR Count of IFI WRITE requests.

IFI_WRITER_FAIL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.WRITER
-FAIL(*))

QWSBSWF Count of write failures. Ideally, this should
be 0 or very small.

IN_DOUBT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.AGENTS
-INDOUBT)

Q3STINDT The number of times a unit of recovery
has gone indoubt. A unit of recovery
is indoubt when a failure occurs after
a successful prepare but before a
successful commit. The failure can occur
in the address space of the application,
the transaction manager, Db2, or all of
these. IMS and CICS applications use
the prepare- and-commit sequence to
commit work.

INACTIVE_DBATS DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS1.INACTIV
E-DBATS)

QDSTQCIT The current number of inactive database
access threads.

INDEX_TREE_LTCH_254 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.INDEX-T
REE-LTCH-254)

QVLSLC254 The number of suspends for latch level
254. The latch is predominantly used for
index.

INTR_CKPT_LTCH_22 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.INTR-CK
PT-LTCH-22)

QVLSLC22 The number of suspends for latch level
22. The latch is predominantly used for
internal checkpoint.

IRLM_SRB DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.NON-PR
EEMPT-SRB(4))

QWSASRBT -
QWSAPSRB

Accumulated SRB CPU for a Db2
address space. This time does NOT
include preemptable SRB time. For
the MSTR address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects physical logging
and checkpointing. For the DBM1
address space, this CPU time mainly
reflects sequential prefetch activity
and asynchronous WRITES, but also
includes part of the process to create
threads and manage data sets (calls to
IDCAMS). For the DIST address space,
all remotelyexecuted SQL statements are
executed in the Distributed Data Facility
s address space in SRB mode. For the
IRLM address space, this CPU time
mainly reflects the deadlock detection
and lock resumption (of suspended lock
requests) activity.

IRLM_SRB_PREEMPT DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.PREEMP
T-SRB-TIMER(4))

QWSAPSRB Preemptable SRB timer value for the
address space.
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IRLM_TCB DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.JS-TIME
R(4))

QWSAEJST Accumulated TCB CPU for a Db2
address space. For the MSTR address
space, this CPU time mainly reflects
Db2 archiving and BSDS activity. For
the DBM1 address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects VSAM OPEN and
CLOSE activity. For the DIST address
space, the majority of this CPU time
comes from executing remote SQL
statements, communicating with other
subsystems, and sending the data to
other subsystems.

IRLM_ZIIP DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.PREEMP
T-SRB-ZIIP(4))

QWSAPSRB_ZI
IP

Preemptable SRB timer value for the
address space that consumed on an IBM
zIIP. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

LOG_ALLOC_LIMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.READS-
DLYED-CONTENTION)

QJSTTVC The number of read accesses that
were delayed because of tape volume
contention (in a situation where only one
reader per tape is possible). This field
contains the number of agents forced to
wait because a tape volume was already
in use by another agent. Ideally, this
number will always be zero.

LOG_ARCH_ALLOC_RD DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.ARCH-L
OG-READ-ALLOC)

QJSTALR The number of times an archive log
was allocated for READ (recovery)
processing.

LOG_ARCH_ALLOC_WR
T

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.ARCH-L
OG-WRITE-ALLOC)

QJSTALW The number of times an archive log was
allocated for offloading an active log.

LOG_BSDS_ACC_LTCH_
21

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.LOG-BS
DS-ACC-LTCH-21)

QVLSLC21 The number of suspends for latch level
21. The latch is predominantly used for
accounting rollup.

LOG_BSDS_ACCESSES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.BSDS-A
CCESS-REQS)

QJSTBSDS The number of times Db2 has read from,
or written to, the bootstrap data sets
(BSDSs). The BSDSs contain checkpoint
data, information about the active and
archive logs, and restart information.
The number of BSDS requests depends
mostly on the amount of Db2 logging
activity and your checkpoint interval. This
field is informational and provides no
practical tuning purpose.

LOG_BUFFER_UNAVAIL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.UNAVAIL
-ACT-BUF)

QJSTWTB The number of times Db2 needed to
place data into a log buffer but no log
buffer was available. This causes an
application to be suspended until a
log buffer becomes available and that
this can happen for a NOWAIT WRITE
request. Therefore, this count should be
at, or near, zero.
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LOG_CIS_ARCHIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.CNTL-IN
TERVALS)

QJSTCIOF The number of VSAM control intervals
offloaded from the active log to the
archive log data set. The active log data
set is a VSAM ESDS data set.

LOG_CIS_CREATED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.CNTL-IN
TVLS-CREATED)

QJSTBFFL The number of new VSAM control
intervals of log data that Db2 has created
for the active log data set. The active log
data set is a VSAM ESDS data set.

LOG_LOOK_AHEAD_ATT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.LOOK-A
HEAD-TAPE-ATTEMPT
S)

QJSTLAMA The number of "look-ahead" tape
mounts attempted. For maximum
performance, this value and the number
of look ahead tape mounts successful
(QJSTLAMS) should be equal. To find
the number of failed attempts, subtract
QJSTLAMS from the value in this
field. Too many failed attempts negate
potential performance gains.

LOG_LOOK_AHEAD_OK DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.LOOK-A
HEAD-TAPE-DONE)

QJSTLAMS The number of successful "look-ahead"
tape mounts. For maximum performance,
this field and the number of look ahead
tape mounts attempted (QJSTLAMA)
should be equal. To find the number of
failed attempts, subtract the value in this
field from QJSTLAMA. Too many failed
attempts negate potential performance
gains. This can be caused by not having
enough tape units available. Issue the -
DISPLAY ARCHIVE command and note
the current "count" value. Then issue
the -SET ARCHIVE command, using a
higher value for the "count" parameter.

LOG_READ_ACTIVE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.READS-F
ROM-ACT-LOG)

QJSTRACT The number of times Db2 needed to read
log data, and the READ operation was
satisfied by data in the active log data
sets. Typically, a log READ operation
from an active log is caused by either
Db2 needing to abort an operation and
roll back a large logical unit of work
(lots of updates with few COMMITS),
or process forward recovery for a
RECOVER utility. It is preferable to have
the log records read from the active logs
rather than from the archive logs. The
amount of log data read from the active
log data sets is directly dependent upon
the size and number of active logs.
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LOG_READ_ARCHIVE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.READS-F
ROM-ARCH-LOG)

QJSTRARH The number of times Db2 needed to read
log data, and the READ operation was
satisfied by data in the archive log data
sets. Reading data from the archive logs
for utilities such as a RECOVER utility is
normal. However, log reads for backing
out work should not be done from the
archive log.

LOG_READ_BUFFER DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.LOG-RE
ADS-FROM-BUF)

QJSTRBUF The number of times Db2 needed to read
log data, and the READ operation was
satisfied by log data in the log output
buffer. Most READ operations of this type
are from backouts or rollbacks in Db2.
This counter is directly affected by size
of the log buffers which are controlled by
the OUTBUFF parameter in DSNZPARM.

LOG_SERIAL_WRITES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.LOG-SE
RIAL-WRITES)

QJSTSERW The number of serial log write I/O
requests. A serial log write I/O request
occurs when Db2 rewrites a log CI that
was previously written as a partial CI in
a dual logging environment. This value
includes COPY1 and COPY2 active log
data set writes. The difference between
QJSTLOGW and QJSTSERW represents
the number of parallel log write I/O
requests. Typically, the first CI in a list
of CI's to be written in one start I/O is
written serially, and the remaining CI's
are written in parallel to both COPY1 and
COPY2 active log data sets. This value
is meaningful only when Db2 runs in dual
active log mode.

LOG_THRSH_WRITES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.LOG-TH
RSH-WRITES)

QJSTTHRW The number of times that an
asynchronous log write request was
scheduled because the log write
threshold was reached. This counter is
provided primarily for an internal check.
IBM recommends to use the default write
threshold of 20 buffers.

LOG_WAIT_RESOURCE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.WAIT-RE
SOURCE)

QJSTWUR The number of read accesses delayed
because of unavailable resources. This
can be caused by not having enough
tape units allocated. Reissue the -SET
ARCHIVE command, and use a higher
value for the "count" parameter. It is
also possible, although not likely, that
the log reader service task maximum
was reached. In this case, the maximum
amount of read parallelism is being used.
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LOG_WR_FUNC_LTCH_
19

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.LOG-WR
-FUNC-LTCH-19)

QVLSLC19 The number of suspends for latch level
19. The latch is predominantly used for
logical log write (in contrast to physical
log write).

LOG_WRITE_ACTIVE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.WR-ACT-
LOG-BUF-CALLS)

QJSTBFWR The number of calls to log write routine.
This does not represent the number of
physical log I/Os.

LOG_WRITE_CIS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.LOG-WR
ITE-CIS)

QJSTCIWR The total number of log CI's written.
This value includes CI rewrites and
COPY1 and COPY2 active log data
set writes. If a given CI is rewritten five
times, this counter is incremented by
five. This counter, multiplied by 4KB
and divided by the statistics interval
in seconds, represents the number of
bytes per second of log data written
to the active log data sets. To avoid a
potential bottleneck from logging I/O, give
particular attention to log data set I/O
tuning if the logging I/O rate is high.

LOG_WRITE_FORCE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.WRITE-R
EQ-FORCE)

QJSTWRF The number of times Db2 issued a
synchronous WRITE request to the
active log. The application waits for the
log buffer to be externalized to DASD.
This count does not include force writes
for COMMITs.

LOG_WRITE_IOS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.LOG-WR
ITE-IOS)

QJSTLOGW The total number of log write I/O requests
(media manager calls). This is the sum
of the waits recorded by IFCID 38 and
IFCID 39 pairs. This value includes waits
for COPY1 and COPY2 active log data
set writes. This value should correspond
to the active log write I/O activity in an
RMF report.

LOG_WRITE_NOWAIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.WRITE-R
EQ-NOWAIT)

QJSTWRNW The number of times Db2 issued a
NOWAIT WRITE request to the active
log on behalf of an application. For
a NOWAIT WRITE, the application
immediately receives control after the
request without waiting for the data to be
written to DASD. The buffers are written
to DASD when the amount used exceeds
the threshold. This is the most frequent
type of log WRITE request. Types of data
written for this request include before and
after images of updated rows.
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LOG_WRITE_PAGEINS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.LOG-WR
ITE-PAGEINS)

QJSTBPAG The number of times that a log output
buffer was paged in before it could be
initialized. When a log output buffer is
paged in before it is initialized, the log
write latch is held. A nonzero value could
indicate that the log output buffer size
is too large or there is insufficient real
storage to back the log output buffer size.

LOG_WRITE_SUSPENDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.LOG-WRI
TE-SUSPENDS)

QJSTLSUS The number of times that a log manager
request results in a suspend for a log
record that is being written out to the log
data sets. This is the sum of the waits
recorded by IFCID 32 and IFCID 33
pairs.

LOG_WRITE_WAIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.WRITE-R
EQ-WAIT)

QJSTWRW The number of wait log write requests.
This type of log request is not supported.
This field is set to 0.

LOGWTR_XES_SUSP_C
NT

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.LOGWTR
-XES-SUSP-CNT)

QJSTDPXN Total number of suspends XES
suspended the log writer to update
the secondary lock structure for
asynchronous lock duplexing. This field is
new with Db2 12.

LOGWTR_XES_SUSPTIM
E

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.LOGWTR
-XES-SUSPTIME)

QJSTDPXT The total time XES suspended the
log writer to update the secondary
lock structure for asynchronous lock
duplexing. This field is new with Db2 12.

LOGWTR_XES_SUSPTIM
E_SEC

DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.LOGWTR
-XES-SUSPTIME-SEC)

QJSTDPXT The total time XES suspended the
log writer to update the secondary
lock structure for asynchronous lock
duplexing. This field is new with Db2 12.
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MAX_ACTIVE_DBATS DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.MAX-AC
TIVE-DBATS)

QDSTHWAT The maximum number of active and
disconnected (pooled) database access
threads that existed. If the inactive
option is specified for DDF threads on
installation panel DSNTIPR, it is possible
for QDSTCNAT and QDSTHWAT to
exceed the max remote active value
specified on installation panel DSNTIPE.
This is because DDF allows database
access threads to be initialized as long
as the maximum remote connected
value specified on installation panel
DSNTIPE is not exceeded. The resulting
database access threads are regarded
as active during database access thread
initialization and are thus accounted
for in both the QDSTCNAT and the
QDSTHWAT counts. After database
access thread initialization completion,
if the current database access thread
count is still greater than the max remote
active value, then the extra database
access threads are made inactive. The
QDSTCNAT value is then decreased
and the QDSTQCIT value increased by
the number of threads that were made
inactive.

MAX_DBAT_DEALLOC DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.MAX-DB
AT-DEALLOC)

QDSTMARD The maximum number of DBATs
that are active because the
associated packages were bound with
RELEASE(DEALLOCATE).

MAX_DBATS_NOTUSED DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.MAX-DB
ATS-NOTUSED)

QDSTMADS The maximum number of disconnected
(pooled) DBATs that have been available
to service work on inactive connections
or new connections.

MAX_INACTIVE_DBATS DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.MAX-INA
CTIVE)

QDSTQMIT The maximum number of inactive threads
that existed.

MAX_QUEUED_DUR_INT DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.MAX-QU
EUED-DUR-INT)

QDSTNQMX Relative to QDSTNQR2, the maximum
queued duration for this statistics period.

MAX_QUEUED_DUR_INT
_SEC

DEC(15,6) MAX(STATS1.MAX-Q-D
UR-INT-SEC)

QDSTNQMX Relative to QDSTNQR2, the maximum
queued duration for this statistics period.

MAX_TOTAL_DBATS DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.MAX-TO
TAL-DBATS)

QDSTHWDT The maximum number of active and
inactive database access threads that
existed.

MIN_QUEUED_DUR_INT DEC(15,0) MIN(STATS1.MIN-QUE
UED-DUR-INT)

QDSTNQMN Relative to QDSTNQR2, the minimum
queued duration for this statistics period.

MIN_QUEUED_DUR_INT
_SEC

DEC(15,6) MIN(STATS1.MIN-Q-DU
R-INT-SEC)

QDSTNQMN Relative to QDSTNQR2, the minimum
queued duration for this statistics period.
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MODIFY_DDF DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.MODIFY
-DDF)

Q9STCDMD The number of -MODIFY DDF
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

MODIFY_TRACE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.MODIFY
-TRACE)

Q9STCTRH The number of -MODIFY TRACE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

MSTR_SRB DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.NON-PR
EEMPT-SRB(1))

QWSASRBT -
QWSAPSRB

Accumulated SRB CPU for a Db2
address space. This time does NOT
include preemptable SRB time. For
the MSTR address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects physical logging
and checkpointing. For the DBM1
address space, this CPU time mainly
reflects sequential prefetch activity
and asynchronous WRITES, but also
includes part of the process to create
threads and manage data sets (calls to
IDCAMS). For the DIST address space,
all remotelyexecuted SQL statements are
executed in the Distributed Data Facility
s address space in SRB mode. For the
IRLM address space, this CPU time
mainly reflects the deadlock detection
and lock resumption (of suspended lock
requests) activity.

MSTR_SRB_PREEMPT DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.PREEMP
T-SRB-TIMER(1))

QWSAPSRB Preemptable SRB timer value for the
address space.

MSTR_TCB DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.JS-TIME
R(1))

QWSAEJST Accumulated TCB CPU for a Db2
address space. For the MSTR address
space, this CPU time mainly reflects
Db2 archiving and BSDS activity. For
the DBM1 address space, this CPU
time mainly reflects VSAM OPEN and
CLOSE activity. For the DIST address
space, the majority of this CPU time
comes from executing remote SQL
statements, communicating with other
subsystems, and sending the data to
other subsystems.

MSTR_ZIIP DEC(15,6) SUM(STATS1.PREEMP
T-SRB-ZIIP(1))

QWSAPSRB_ZI
IP

Preemptable SRB timer value for the
address space that consumed on an IBM
zIIP. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.
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NUM_REQS_DBAT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.NUM-RE
QS-DBAT)

QDSTNDBA The number of requests that required
a DBAT to be created to process the
requests. This value does not include
DBATs that were created to replace
disconnected (pooled) DBATs that
terminated because they reached their
reuse limit. The ZPARM POOLINAC
provides some control over the
availability of disconnected (pooled)
DBATs.

NUM_REQS_POOL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.NUM-RE
QS-POOL)

QDSTPOOL The number of requests that were
satisfied by assigning a disconnected
(pooled) DBAT to process the requests.

OS_CPS_ON_LPAR DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.OS-CPS-
ON-LPAR)

QWOSLNCP The number of central processors (CPs)
on the LPAR.

OS_DBM1_CPU_UTIL DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.OS-DBM
1-CPU-UTIL)

QWOSDBMU CPU utilization by the Db2 DBM1
address space.

OS_DB2_CPU_UTIL DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.OS-DB2-
CPU-UTIL)

QWOSDB2U CPU utilization by the Db2 subsystem.

OS_DB2_PGIN_RATE DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.OS-DB2-
PGIN-RATE)

QWOSDPIR Page-in rate for the Db2 subsystem.

OS_DB2_REAL_STG_MB DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.OS-DB2-
REAL-STG-MB)

QWOSDRSU Real storage used by the Db2 subsystem
in megabytes.

OS_DB2_VIRT_STG DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.OS-DB2-
VIRT-STG)

QWOSDVSU Virtual storage used by the Db2
subsystem in megabytes.

OS_FREE_REAL_STG DEC(15,0) MIN(STATS1.OS-FREE
-REAL-STG)

QWOSLRSF Free real storage on the LPAR in
megabytes.

OS_FREE_VIRTSTG_MB DEC(15,0) MIN(STATS1.OS-FREE
-VIRTSTG-MB)

QWOSLVSF Free virtual storage on the LPAR in
megabytes.

OS_LPAR_CPU_UTIL DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.OS-LPAR
-CPU-UTIL)

QWOSLPRU CPU utilization of the LPAR.

OS_LPAR_PGIN_RATE DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.OS-LPAR
-PGIN-RATE)

QWOSLPIR Page-in rate for the LPAR.

OS_LPAR_VIRTSTG_MB DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.OS-LPAR
-VIRTSTG-MB)

QWOSLVST Total virtual storage on the LPAR in
megabytes.

OS_MSTR_CPU_UTIL DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.OS-MST
R-CPU-UTIL)

QWOSMSTU CPU utilization by the Db2 MSTR
address space.

OS_REAL_STG_MB DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.OS-REAL
-STG-MB)

QWOSLRST The total real storage on the LPAR in
megabytes.

OS_UIC DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.OS-UIC) QWOSLUIC Unreferenced interval count.

POOLS_CONTR_64BIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.POOLS-
CONTR-64BIT)

QSST_P64DISN
UM

(s) The number of 64-bit pools
contracted.
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PREPARE_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.PREPAR
ES)

Q3STPREP The number of successful Phase 1
COMMITs (prepare to commit) processed
by the Subsystem Services component
of Db2. IMS and CICS applications use
the prepare and commit sequence to
commit work. This value does not include
successful single-phase commits or
distributed two phase commits. A Phase
1 COMMIT forces an "end of phase 1"
record to be written to the logs.

QRY_PAR_LTCH_8 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.QRY-PA
R-LTCH-8)

QVLSLC08 The number of suspends for latch level 8.
The latch is predominantly used for query
parallelism.

QUEUED_CONN_CLOSE
D

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.QUEUED
-CONN-CLOSED)

QDSTNCQC The number of queued client connections
whose TCP/IP sockets closed because
the number of database access threads
exceeded the MAXDBAT subsystem
parameter value. Also, the number of
inactive connections that were queued
and waiting for a DBAT exceeded the
MAXDBAT value.

QUEUED_TIME_CONN_C
LOSED

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.QUEUED
-TIME-CONN-CLOSED)

QDSTNCCW The number of queued client connections
whose TCP/IP sockets were closed
because the maximum waiting time for
a DBAT exceeded the MAXCONQW
subsystem parameter value.

RCVRY_MGR_ST_LTCH
_15

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.RCVRY-
MGR-ST-LTCH-15)

QVLSLC15 The number of suspends for latch level
15. The latch is predominantly used for
ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE).

READ_ONLY_COMMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.READ-O
NLY-COMMITS)

Q3STRDON The number of successful read only
COMMITs processed by the Subsystem
Services component of Db2. There are
occasions when CICS or IMS invokes
Db2 when no Db2 resource was altered
since the completion of the last commit
process with prepare request. When this
occurs, Db2 performs both phases of
the two-phase commit during the first
commit phase and records that the user
or job is read-only in relation to its Db2
processing. This count does not include
sync requests made by cics.

REALSTG_MAXWARNLV
L

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.REALST
G-MAXWARNLVL)

QSST_RSMAX_
WARN

(s) The number of times
REALSTORAGE_MAX warning level was
reached.

RECOVER_BSDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.RECOVE
R-BSDS)

Q9STCTR3 The number of -RECOVER BSDS
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.
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RECOVER_INDOUBT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.RECOVE
R-INDOUBT)

Q9STCTR4 The number of -RECOVER INDOUBT
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

RESET_GENERICLU DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.RESET-
GENERICLU)

Q9STCTRD The number of -RESET GENERICLU
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

RESET_INDOUBT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.RESET-I
NDOUBT)

Q9STCTRR The number of -RESET INDOUBT
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

RESYNC_CONNECTION
S

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.RESYNC
-CONNECTIONS)

QDSTRSAT The number of resynchronization
connections attempted with all remote
locations (two-phase commit operations
only). A large value might indicate
network or system problems.

RESYNCS_SUCCESSFU
L

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.RESYNC
S-SUCCESSFUL)

QDSTRSSU The number of resynchronization
connections that succeeded with
all remote locations (two-phase
commit operations only). If this value
is much larger than the number of
resynchronization connections attempted
(QDSTRSAT), network problems might
exist.

RIUR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.RESOLV
ED)

Q3STRIUR The number of units of recovery gone
indoubt that have been resolved by
the Subsystem Services component
of Db2. A unit of recovery is indoubt
when a failure occurs after a successful
PREPARE but before a successful
COMMIT. This value includes counts
for resolving indoubt database access
threads. For allied agent threads, this
count is incremented by 2 for each
indoubt thread. For database access
threads, this count is incremented by 1
for each indoubt thread.

ROLLUP_QUAL_FAIL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.ROLLUP
-QUAL-FAIL)

QWSDARIR The number of records that failed to
qualify for accounting rollup because all
rollup key fields were null, or null values
were not permitted.

ROLLUP_RECS_RTHRSH DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.ROLLUP-
RECS-RTHRSH)

QWSDARTH The number of rollup accounting records
that were written because the rollup
threshold was exceeded.

ROLLUP_RECS_STORA
G

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.ROLLUP-
RECS-STORAG)

QWSDARSG The number of rollup accounting records
that were written because the rollup
accounting storage threshold was
exceeded.

ROLLUP_RECS_TIME DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.ROLLUP
-RECS-TIME)

QWSDARST The number of rollup accounting records
that were written because the staleness
threshold was exceeded.
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SET_ARCHIVE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.SET-ARC
HIVE)

Q9STCTRP The number of -SET ARCHIVE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

SET_LOG DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.SET-LO
G)

Q9STCTX2 The number of -SET LOG commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions.

SET_SYSPARM DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.SET-SYS
PARM)

Q9STCTX4 The number of -SET SYSPARM
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

SIGN_ON DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.SIGNON
S)

Q3STSIGN The number of successful SIGNONs
processed by the Subsystem Services
component of Db2. SIGNONs identify
a new user of an existing thread. This
field applies to threads created for CICS
and IMS only. Initial signon does no
authorization check because the thread
does not exist, but re-signon might do an
authorization check.

SMP_HEADER_BLK_LTC
H_32

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.SMP-HE
ADER-BLK-LTCH-32)

QVLSLC32 The number of suspends for latch level
32. The latch is predominantly used for
shared storage pool.

SMP_VECTOR_TBL_LTC
H_31

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.SMP-VE
CTOR-TBL-LTCH-31)

QVLSLC31 The number of suspends for latch level
31. The latch is predominantly used for
storage manager.

SOS_ABENDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.SOS-AB
END)

QSSTABND The number of times an application
terminated abnormally due to a short
on local storage condition. A short
on storage abend condition occurs
when Db2's database services (DBM1)
address space has used all of the private
storage available. This counter should
always be zero.

SOS_CONDITIONS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.SOS-BIT
-SET)

QSSTCRIT The number of times the short on storage
condition still existed after a storage
contraction took place. During this time,
all storage requests are satisfied with an
MVS GETMAIN, thus increasing CPU
utilization. A short on storage condition
occurs when Db2 s database services
(DBM1) address space is running out
of private storage. This counter should
always be zero.
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SOS_CONTRACTIONS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.SOS-CO
NTRACTS)

QSSTCONT The number of times a contraction was
issued by Db2 because of a virtual
storage constraint in the database
services (DBM1) address space. When
a contraction is issued, any preallocated
storage that is not being used is freed in
an attempt to relieve the constraint. This
counter should always be zero.

SSI_CALLS_EXECUTED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.SSI-CAL
LS)

Q3STSSSI The number of times Db2 processed a
Subsystem Interface (SSI) request. For
example, Db2 commands entered from
an MVS console are processed by Db2's
Subsystem Interface.

SSSC_LTCH_10 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.SSSC-LT
CH-10)

QVLSLC10 The number of suspends for latch level
10. The latch is predominantly used for
sequence objects (stand-alone and table-
based identity column).

START_ACCEL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.START-A
CCEL)

Q9STCTSA The number of -START ACCEL
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

START_CDDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.START-C
DDS)

Q9STCTS1 The number of -START CDDS
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

START_DATABASE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.START-
DB)

Q9STCTR5 The number of -START DATABASE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

START_DDF DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.START-D
DF)

Q9STCTRI The number of -START DDF commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions.

START_DYNQUERYCAP
TURE

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.START-D
YNQUERYCAPTURE)

Q9STCTSQ The number of -START
DYNQUERYCAPTURE commands. The
count includes normal and abnormal
completions. This field is new with Db2
12.

START_FUNCTION DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.START-F
UNC)

Q9STCTX0 The number of -START FUNCTION
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

START_ML DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.START-
ML)

Q9STCTSM The number of -START ML commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions. This field is new with Db2
12.

START_PROC DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.START-P
ROC)

Q9STCTRV The number of -START PROCEDURE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

START_PROFILE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.START-P
ROFILE)

Q9STCTSS The number of -START PROFILE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.
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START_RESTSVC DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.START-R
ESTSVC)

Q9STCTSR The number of -START RESTSVC
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

START_RLIMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.START-R
LIMIT)

Q9STCTRE The number of -START RLIMIT
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

START_SUBSYSTEM DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.START-S
UBSYS)

Q9STCTR7 The number of -START Db2 commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions.

START_TRACE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.START-T
RACE)

Q9STCTR6 The number of -START TRACE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STK64_ALLOC DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STK64-A
LLOC)

QSST_A64POST (s) The number of out-of-line 64-bit stack
allocation requests.

STK64_AVAIL_EXTN DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STK64-A
VAIL-EXTN)

QSST_SGETEX
T64

(s) The number of 64-bit stack requests
that were satisfied with an available
extension.

STK64_DEALLOC DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STK64-D
EALLOC)

QSST_D64POST (s) The number of out-of-line 64-bit stack
deallocation requests.

STK64_EXTN_ALLOC DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STK64-E
XTN-ALLOC)

QSST_SGETDE
XT64

(s) The number of 64-bit stack requests
that required an extension allocation.

STK64_FREE_DEALLOC DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STK64-F
REE-DEALLOC)

QSST_SFREED
EXT64

(s) The number of 64-bit stack free
requests that required an extension
deallocation.

STK64_OOL_FREE_REQ DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STK64-O
OL-FREE-REQ)

QSST_SFREER
64

(s) The number of out-of-line 64-bit stack
free requests.

STK64_OOL_REQ DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STK64-O
OL-REQ)

QSST_SGETR64 (s) The number of out-of-line 64-bit stack
get requests.

STK64_PGS_DISCARD DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STK64-P
GS-DISCARD)

QSST_M64DISP
GS

(s) The number of discarded 64-bit stack
pages.

STK64_SEG_DISCARD DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STK64-S
EG-DISCARD)

QSST_M64DISN
UM

(s) The number of 64-bit stack segments
that required a discard.

STK64_WAIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STK64-W
AIT)

QSST_A64WAIT (s) The number of out-of-line 64-bit stack
allocation requests that resulted in a wait.

STOP_ACCEL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STOP-A
CCEL)

Q9STCTXA The number of -STOP ACCEL
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STOP_CDDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STOP-C
DDS)

Q9STCTS2 The number of -STOP CDDS commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions.

STOP_DATABASE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STOP-D
B)

Q9STCTR8 The number of -STOP DATABASE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STOP_DDF DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STOP-D
DF)

Q9STCTRJ The number of -STOP DDF commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions.
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STOP_DYNQUERYCAPT
URE

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STOP-D
YNQUERYCAPTURE)

Q9STCTXQ The number of -STOP
DYNQUERYCAPTURE commands. The
count includes normal and abnormal
completions. This field is new with Db2
12.

STOP_FUNCTION DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STOP-F
UNC)

Q9STCTX1 The number of -STOP FUNCTION
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STOP_ML DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STOP-M
L)

Q9STCTPM The number of -STOP ML commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions. This field is new with Db2
12.

STOP_PROC DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STOP-P
ROC)

Q9STCTRW The number of -STOP PROCEDURE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STOP_PROFILE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STOP-P
ROFILE)

Q9STCTST The number of -STOP PROFILE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STOP_RESTSVC DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STOP-R
ESTSVC)

Q9STCTPR The number of -STOP RESTSVC
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STOP_RLIMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STOP-R
LIMIT)

Q9STCTRF The number of -STOP RLIMIT
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

STOP_SUBSYSTEM DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STOP-S
UBSYS)

Q9STCTRA The number of -STOP Db2 commands.
The count includes normal and abnormal
completions.

STOP_TRACE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.STOP-TR
ACE)

Q9STCTR9 The number of -STOP TRACE
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

SVC_QUEUE_LTCH_28 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.SVC-QU
EUE-LTCH-28)

QVLSLC28 The number of suspends for latch level
28. The latch is predominantly used
for stored procedures or authorization
cache.

SVC_TSK_LTCH_5 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.SVC-TSK
-LTCH-5)

QVLSLC05 The number of suspends for latch level
5. The latch is predominantly used for
IRLM data sharing exits or resource limit
facility.

SYN_CHAIN1_LTCH_16 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.SYN-CH
AIN1-LTCH-16)

QVLSLC16 The number of suspends for latch level
16. The latch is predominantly used for
UR synonym chain.

SYN_CHAIN2_LTCH_17 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.SYN-CH
AIN2-LTCH-17)

QVLSLC17 The number of suspends for latch level
17. The latch is predominantly used for
RURE chain.
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SYNCPOINT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.SYNCHS
)

Q3STSYNC The number of successful single phase
COMMITs (SYNCS) processed by the
Subsystem Services component of Db2.
During a single phase COMMIT, Db2 will
write a COMMIT record to the logs and
will free all the locks that were held for
the COMMIT duration.

SYS_CKPT_LTCH_20 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.SYS-CKP
T-LTCH-20)

QVLSLC20 The number of suspends for latch level
20. The latch is predominantly used for
system checkpoint.

SYSSTR_CACHE_LTCH_
4

DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.SYSSTR-
CACHE-LTCH-4)

QVLSLC04 The number of suspends for latch level
4. The latch is predominantly used for
SYSSTRINGS cache.

TERM_END_OF_MEMOR
Y

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.EOMS) Q3STMEOM The number of times the Subsystem
Services component of Db2 terminated
a thread because the associated user's
address space was terminated at end-of-
memory (EOM).

TERM_END_OF_TRANS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.EOTS) Q3STMEOT The number of times the Subsystem
Services component of Db2 terminated
a thread because the associated user's
TCB was terminated at end-of-task
(EOT). This count includes abnormal
EOT terminations and normal EOT
terminations for IMS message processing
regions.

TERM_UTILITY DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.TERM-U
TILITY)

Q9STCTRB The number of -TERM UTILITY
commands. The count includes normal
and abnormal completions.

TERMINATE_THREAD DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.TERMIN
ATES)

Q3STTERM The number of Terminate Threads
processed by the Subsystem Services
component of Db2. During thread
termination, Db2 writes an accounting
record (if the accounting trace is active),
frees all locks and storage held by the
thread, and slow closes database data
sets defined with CLOSE YES if they are
not being used by another thread.

TEST_LTCH_1 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.TEST-LT
CH-1)

QVLSLC01 The number of suspends for latch level 1.
Infrequently used.

TRACE_TBL_LTCH_30 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.TRACE-T
BL-LTCH-30)

QVLSLC30 The number of suspends for latch level
30. The latch is predominantly used for
agent services.

T1_CONN_TERMINATED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.T1-CON
N-TERMINATED)

QDSTNITC The number of thread connections that
were terminated instead of made type 1
inactive because the maximum number
of type 1 inactive threads was reached.

T2_CURR_INACT DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS1.T2-CURR
-INACT)

QDSTCIN2 The current number of type 2 inactive
threads.
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T2_CURR_INACT_QUED DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS1.T2-CURR
-INACT-QUED)

QDSTNQR2 The current number of inactive
connections or new connections that
are queued, waiting to be serviced by
a DBAT. DBATs might be unavailable
if the MAXDBAT ZPARM value is
reached, or if DDF is stopped, or
stopping with MODE(SYSPEND). Check
QDSTQDBT to determine whether there
is a MAXDBAT constraint.

T2_MAX_INACT DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.T2-MAX-
INACT)

QDSTMIN2 The maximum number of type 2 inactive
threads.

T2_MAX_INACT_QUED DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS1.T2-MAX-I
NACT-QUED)

QDSTMQR2 The maximum number of inactive
connections or new connections that
are queued, waiting to be serviced by
a DBAT. DBATs might be unavailable
if the MAXDBAT ZPARM value is
reached, or if DDF is stopped, or
stopping with MODE(SYSPEND). Check
QDSTQDBT to determine whether there
is a MAXDBAT constraint.

T2_QUEUED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.T2-QUE
UED)

QDSTQIN2 The number of receive requests on
inactive connections or new connections
that have been queued to be serviced
by a disconnected (pooled) DBAT.
Large values are normal. This field
can be used along with prior statistics
records to establish a rate at which
connections are queued to be serviced
by a disconnected (pooled) DBAT. Any
delays in this processing are reflected in
the QDSTNQR2 value.

UT_SP_URIDS_LTCH_9 DEC(15) SUM(STATS1.UT-SP-U
RIDS-LTCH-9)

QVLSLC09 The number of suspends for latch level
9. The latch is predominantly used for
utilities or stored procedure URIDs.

WARM_START_CONN DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.WARM-S
TART-CONNECTIONS)

QDSTWSTR The number of warm start connections
with all remote locations (two-phase
commit operations only).

ZHLINK_LOGW_REQS_S
UCC

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.ZHLINK-
LOGW-REQS-SUCC)

QJSTSYCW Total number of eligible LOG WRITE I/
O requests with successful zHyperLink
processing. This field is new with Db2 12.

ZHLINK_LOGW_REQS_U
NSUCC

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS1.ZHLINK
-LOGW-REQS-UNSUC
C)

QJSTSYCF Total number of eligible LOG WRITE I/O
requests with unsuccessful zHyperLink
processing. This field is new with Db2 12.
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Columns with (0002) STATS2 IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYSTEM_DAILY table, with the corresponding (0002) STATS2
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACT_INMEM_WKFILES DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS2.ACT-INM
EM-WKFILES)

QISTIMAC The number of in-memory data manager
(DM) work files that are currently active.

ACT_INMEMWKFILE_KB DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS2.ACT-INM
EMWKFILE-KB)

QISTIMSC The total amount of space in KB that is
used for in-memory work files.

ALLOC_CURSOR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ALLOC-C
URSOR)

QXALOCC The number of ALLOCATE CURSOR
statements executed.

ALLOCATION_ATTEMPT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ALLOC-A
TTEMPTS)

QTALLOCA Specifies plan allocation attempts. These
are requests to allocate a bound plan
for an agent. This field represents the
number of times the attachment facility
requested that Db2 create a thread for
the user. This number does not include
allocations for Db2 system agents.

ALLOCATION_SUCCESS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ALLOCA
TIONS)

QTALLOC The number of successful bound
plan allocations. This field represents
the number of allocation attempts
(QTALLOCA) that completed
successfully. Plan allocation failure can
occur if the plan was unavailable or
nonexistent.

ALTER_DATABASE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ALTER-D
ATABASE)

QXALDAB The number of SQL ALTER DATABASE
statements issued.

ALTER_INDEX DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-ALT
ER-IDX)

QXALTIX The number of SQL ALTER INDEX
statements issued.

ALTER_JAR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ALTER-J
AR)

QXALTJR The number of ALTER JAR statements.

ALTER_MASK DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ALTER-M
ASK)

QXALTMP The number of ALTER MASK or ALTER
PERMISSION statements.

ALTER_PROCEDURE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ALTER-P
ROCEDURE)

QXALPRO The number of ALTER PROCEDURE
statements.

ALTER_SEQUENCES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ALTER-S
EQUENCES)

QXALTSEQ The number of alter sequence
statements.

ALTER_STORAGE_GRP DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-ALT
ER-STOR-GP)

QXALTST The number of SQL ALTER STORAGE
GROUP statements issued.

ALTER_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-ALT
ER-TBL)

QXALTTA The number of SQL ALTER TABLE
statements issued.

ALTER_TABLESPACE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-ALT
ER-TBLSPC)

QXALTTS The number of SQL ALTER
TABLESPACE statements issued.

ALTER_TR_CONTEXT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ALTER-T
R-CONTEXT)

QXALTCTX The number of ALTER TRUSTED
CONTEXT statements.
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ALTER_UDF DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ALTER-U
DF)

QXALUDF The number of ALTER FUNCTION
statements.

ALTER_VIEW DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ALTER-V
IEW)

QXALTVW The number of alter view statements.

ARRAY_EXPANSION DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ARRAY-
EXPANSION)

QXSTARRAY_E
XPANSIONS

Specifies how often the variable array
expands beyond 32KB.

ASSOC_LOCATOR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ASSOC-L
OCATOR)

QXALOCL The number of ASSOCIATE LOCATOR
statements executed.

AUTH_CHECKS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.AUTH-C
HK-ATTEMPTS)

QTAUCHK The number of authorization check
attempts that were performed for a plan.

AUTH_CHECKS_CACHE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.AUTH-C
HKS-CACHED)

QTAUCCH The number of successful authorization
checks not using the catalog. This
includes plan cache checks and public
checks.

AUTH_CHECKS_PUBLIC DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.AUTH-C
HKS-PUBLIC)

QTAUPUB The number of successful authorization
checks based on execute authority
granted to PUBLIC.

AUTH_CHKS_P_CACHE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.AUTH-C
HKS-PKG-CACHE)

QTPACAUT The number of successful checks for
package execute authority made using
the package authorization cache. This
number includes public authorization
checks.

AUTH_CHKS_P_NOCAC
H

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.AUTH-C
HKS-PKG-NOCACHE)

QTPACNOT The number of unsuccessful checks
for package execute authority made
using the package authorization cache
because an applicable entry was not
found in the cache.

AUTH_CHKS_P_PUB DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.AUTH-C
HKS-PKG-PUB)

QTPACPUB The number of successful checks for
package execute authority held by public.

AUTH_SUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.AUTH-C
HKS)

QTAUSUC The number of successful authorization
checks that were performed for plans that
were authorized.

AUTO_BIND_ATTEMPTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.AUTO-BI
ND-ATTEMPTS)

QTABINDA The number of times automatic bind was
attempted. This occurs when the plan
was invalidated by modifications to the
declarations of the data referenced by
the programs bound as part of the plan.
For example, dropping an index when it
is used in the plan results in automatic
bind.
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AUTO_BIND_PKG_TRYS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.AUTOBI
ND-PACKAGE-ATTMP
TS)

QTAUTOBA The number of automatic bind attempts.
If AUTO BIND YES was specified or
defaulted on install panel DSNTIPB,
then an autobind occurs when a plan
or package: - is invalid caused by
modifications to the declarations of
the data referenced by the program or
package. For example, dropping an index
that is used in a package results in an
automatic bind when the package is first
run. - was bound in a higher release and
is used for the first time in a fall back
release. - was used in a fall back release
but is later remigrated and used the first
time in a higher release.

AUTO_BIND_SUCCESS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.AUTO-B
INDS)

QTABIND The number of successful automatic
binds. This represents the number of
automatic bind attempts (QTABINDA)
that completed successfully.

AVG_WKFILE_STG_KB DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS2.CUR-WK
FILE-STG-KB)

QISTWFCK_V9 The total amount of fractional MB of
storage, in KB, currently used for the
work file database.

AVG_WKFILE_STG_MB DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS2.CUR-WK
FILE-STG-MB)

QISTWFCU Total amount of storage in whole MB that
is currently being used for the work file
database.

BIND_ADD_CMDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.BIND-AD
D-SUBCMDS)

QTBINDA The number of BIND ADD subcommands
issued. These commands can be either
successful or unsuccessful. Both are
counted.

BIND_FAIL_INV_RES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.INVALID-
RSC-IDS)

QTINVRID Automatic bind with invalid resource
IDs. This field represents the sum of all
plan and package allocation attempts
that failed because a resource was
unavailable or the object did not exist.

BIND_REPLACE_CMDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.BIND-RP
L-SUBCMDS)

QTBINDR The number of BIND REPLACE
subcommands issued. These commands
can be either successful or unsuccessful.
Both are counted.

BINDADD_PKG_CMDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ADD-PA
CKAGE-CMDS)

QTBINDPA The number of BIND ADD PACKAGE
subcommands issued. Both successful
and unsuccessful commands are
counted.

BINDREP_PKG_CMDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REPLAC
E-PACKAGE-CMDS)

QTBINDPR The number of BIND REPLACE
PACKAGE subcommands issued. Both
successful and unsuccessful commands
are counted.
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CACHE_NOTFND_ADD DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CACHE-
NOTFND-ADD)

QISEKNFA The number of not-found records that
were added to the EDM cache during all
searches of collection_id.package_name
combinations. A not-found record is
a hash record that Db2 creates for a
collection_id.package_name combination
that does not exist in the Db2 subsystem.
Db2 creates the not-found record
when it executes a bind plan command
that contains a PKLIST keyword
whose argument is several collection
ids with wild cards (*). For example:
PKLIST(COLLID1.*, COLLID2.*).
When Db2 executes the plan, Db2
searches collection_id.package_name
combinations according to the
specification in the PKLIST
arguments. Db2 executes the first
package that it finds that matches
collection_id.package_name.
For collection_id.package_name
combinations that are not found, Db2
creates not-found records in a cache, to
save time during subsequent searches.
A hidden subsystem parameter sets the
upper limit on the number of not-found
records that can exist in the cache at one
time. Db2 removes the excess not-found
records from the cache periodically.
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CACHE_NOTFND_LOC DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CACHE-
NOTFND-LOC)

QISEKNFM The number of not-found records
that were found in the EDM during all
searches of collection_id.package_name
combinations. A not-found record is
a hash record that Db2 creates for a
collection_id.package_name combination
that does not exist in the Db2 subsystem.
Db2 creates the not-found record
when it executes a bind plan command
that contains a PKLIST keyword
whose argument is several collection
ids with wild cards (*). For example:
PKLIST(COLLID1.*, COLLID2.*).
When Db2 executes the plan, Db2
searches collection_id.package_name
combinations according to the
specification in the PKLIST
arguments. Db2 executes the first
package that it finds that matches
collection_id.package_name.
For collection_id.package_name
combinations that are not found, Db2
creates not-found records in a cache, to
save time during subsequent searches.
A hidden subsystem parameter sets the
upper limit on the number of not-found
records that can exist in the cache at one
time. Db2 removes the excess not-found
records from the cache periodically.
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CACHE_NOTFND_REM DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CACHE-
NOTFND-REM)

QISEKNFR The number of not-found records
that were removed from the EDM
cache. A not-found record is a
hash record that Db2 creates for a
collection_id.package_name combination
that does not exist in the Db2 subsystem.
Db2 creates the not-found record
when it executes a bind plan command
that contains a PKLIST keyword
whose argument is several collection
ids with wild cards (*). For example:
PKLIST(COLLID1.*, COLLID2.*).
When Db2 executes the plan, Db2
searches collection_id.package_name
combinations according to the
specification in the PKLIST
arguments. Db2 executes the first
package that it finds that matches
collection_id.package_name.
For collection_id.package_name
combinations that are not found, Db2
creates not-found records in a cache, to
save time during subsequent searches.
A hidden subsystem parameter sets the
upper limit on the number of not-found
records that can exist in the cache at one
time. Db2 removes the excess not-found
records from the cache periodically.

CHANGE_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.LOCK-C
HANGES)

QTXACHG The accumulated number of times that
Db2 requested the lock manager, IRLM,
to change the type of lock on behalf of an
application. For example, if an application
opens a cursor for a SELECT ... FOR
UPDATE OF, then updates a retrieved
row, Db2 would first get an intent for
exclusive lock, then upgrade it to an
exclusive lock when the update is done.
This field is for informational purposes
only and serves no real tuning value.

CLAIM_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CLAIM-R
EQUESTS)

QTXACLNO The number of CLAIM requests.

CLAIM_UNSUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CLAIMS-
UNSUCCESSFUL)

QTXACLUN The number of unsuccessful CLAIM
requests.

CLOSE_CURSOR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-CLO
SES)

QXCLOSE The number of SQL CLOSE cursor
statements issued.

COMMENT_ON DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-CO
MMENT-ON)

QXCMTON The number of SQL COMMENT ON
statements issued.

COMPAT_QE_GENER DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.COMPAT
-QE-GENER)

QTXALCCP The number of Compat QE (Queue
Elements) Generated. This field is new
with Db2 12.
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CONC_LIT_REPLACED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CONC-LI
T-REPLACED)

QXSTCWLR The number of times that Db2 replaced
at least one literal. Replacement
occurred because CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS
behavior was in effect for the prepare of
the statement for the dynamic statement
cache.

CONC_LIT_REUS_FAIL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CONC-LI
T-REUS-FAIL)

QXSTCWLD The number of times that
CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH
LITERALS behavior was in effect. As a
result, Db2 creates a duplicate statement
instance in the statement cache for
a dynamic statement that had literals
replaced. The duplicate statement was
required because a cache match failed
only because literal reusability criteria
were not met.

CONC_LIT_STMT_FND DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CONC-LI
T-STMT-FND)

QXSTCWLM The number of times that Db2 found a
matching, reusable copy of a dynamic
statement in the statement cache
during the prepare of a statement
that had literals replaced because
CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH
LITERALS behavior was in effect.

CONC_LIT_STMT_PARS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CONC-LI
T-STMT-PARS)

QXSTCWLP The number of times that Db2
parsed dynamic statements. Parsing
occurred because CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS
behavior was in effect for the prepare of
the statement for the dynamic statement
cache.

CONNECT_TYPE_1 DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CONNEC
T-TYPE-1)

QXCON1 The number of SQL CONNECT type 1
statements issued.

CONNECT_TYPE_2 DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CONNEC
T-TYPE-2)

QXCON2 The number of SQL CONNECT type 2
statements issued.

CREATE_ALIAS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-CR
EATE-ALIAS)

QXCRALS The number of SQL CREATE ALIAS
statements issued.

CREATE_AUX_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CREATE
-AUX-TABLE)

QXCRATB The number of CREATE AUXILIARY
TABLE statements.

CREATE_DATABASE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-CR
EATE-DB)

QXCRDAB The number of SQL CREATE
DATABASE statements issued.

CREATE_DISTINCT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CREATE
-DISTINCT)

QXCDIST The number of CREATE DISTINCT
TYPE statements.

CREATE_INDEX DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-CR
EATE-IDX)

QXCRINX The number of SQL CREATE INDEX
statements issued.

CREATE_MASK DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CREATE
-MASK)

QXCREMP The number of CREATE MASK or
CREATE PERMISSION statements.
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CREATE_PROCEDURE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CREATE-
PROCEDURE)

QXCRPRO The number of CREATE PROCEDURE
statements.

CREATE_ROLE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CREATE
-ROLE)

QXCRROL The number of CREATE ROLE
statements.

CREATE_SEQUENCES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CREATE-
SEQUENCES)

QXCRESEQ The number of create sequence
statements.

CREATE_STORAGE_GR
P

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-CR
EATE-STOR-GP)

QXCRSTG The number of SQL CREATE STORAGE
GROUP statements issued.

CREATE_SYNONYM DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-CR
EATE-SYN)

QXCRSYN The number of SQL CREATE SYNONYM
statements issued.

CREATE_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-CR
EATE-TBL)

QXCRTAB The number of SQL CREATE TABLE
statements issued.

CREATE_TABLESPACE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-CR
EATE-TBLSPC)

QXCTABS The number of SQL CREATE
TABLESPACE statements issued.

CREATE_TR_CONTEXT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CREATE-
TR-CONTEXT)

QXCRCTX The number of CREATE TRUSTED
CONTEXT statements.

CREATE_TRIGGER DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CREATE
-TRIGGER)

QXCTRIG The number of SQL CREATE TRIGGER
statements.

CREATE_UDF DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CREATE
-UDF)

QXCRUDF The number of CREATE FUNCTION
statements.

CREATE_VARIABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CREATE
-VARIABLE)

QXCRTSV The number of CREATE VARIABLE
statements.

CREATE_VIEW DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-CR
EATE-VIEW)

QXDEFVU The number of SQL CREATE VIEW
statements issued.

CUR_WKFILE_STG DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS2.CUR-WK
FILE-STG)

QISTWCTO The total amount of storage that is
currently used in the work file database,
in KB.

DATASETS_OPEN_CUR DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS2.DS-CUR
R-OPEN)

QTDSOPN The number of data sets that are
currently open.

DBD_STEALABLE DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.DBD-STE
ALABLE)

QISEDLRU The total number of DBD pages in use
that can be reused.
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DEADLOCK DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DEADLO
CKS)

QTXADEA The accumulated number of times that
an application was unable to obtain a
lock from the lock manager (IRLM) due
to a deadlock situation. An example
of a deadlock situation is as follows:
application 1 is waiting for a lock that
application 2 is holding and application
2 is also waiting for another lock that
application 1 is holding. To detect a
deadlock, IRLM checks on a user-
specified interval of DEADLOK in
DSNZPARM for a deadlock situation.
Use SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display
to see the current DEADLOK setting
for your installation. If IRLM detects a
deadlock situation, Db2 will decide which
application to abort. Db2 returns either
a -911 or a -913 SQL return code when
a deadlock occurs. The IMS attachment
may return a U777 abend code. The
SQLCA contains a reason code and
indicates what resource and type of
lock was unobtainable. If SYSVIEW for
Db2 message logging facility is active,
you can find out what resource was
unavailable and who was involved in the
deadlock situation by browsing the log.

DEADLOCK_EXIT_CNT DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.DEADLO
CK-EXIT-CNT)

QTXADEAD The number of deadlock exits. This field
is new with Db2 12.

DECL_GLOB_TEMP_TAB DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DECL-GL
OB-TEMP-TAB)

QXDCLGTT The number of DECLARE GLOBAL
TEMPORARY TABLE statements
executed.

DESCRIBE_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DESCRI
BE-TABLE)

QXDSCRTB The number of SQL DESCRIBE TABLE
statements issued.

DIR_ROW_ACC_INDX DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DIR-RO
W-ACC-INDX)

QXROIIDX The number of times that Db2 attempted
to use direct row access but reverted to
using an index to locate a record.

DIR_ROW_ACC_SUCC DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DIR-RO
W-ACC-SUCC)

QXROIMAT The number of times that Db2 used direct
row access to locate a record.

DIR_ROW_ACC_TSCAN DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DIR-RO
W-ACC-TSCAN)

QXROITS The number of times that Db2 attempted
to use direct row access but reverted
to using a table space scan to locate a
record.

DMFI_PIPES_ALLOC DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.DMFI-PIP
ES-ALLOC)

QISTINPA The number of insert algorithm 2 (IAG2)
pipes allocated since the last Db2 restart.
This field is new with Db2 12.

DMFI_PIPES_DISABLE DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.DMFI-PIP
ES-DISABLE)

QISTINPD The number of insert algorithm 2 (IAG2)
pipes disabled since the last Db2 restart.
This field is new with Db2 12.
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DRAIN_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DRAIN-R
EQUESTS)

QTXADRNO The number of DRAIN requests.

DRAIN_UNSUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DRAINS-
UNSUCCESSFUL)

QTXADRUN The number of unsuccessful DRAIN
requests.

DROP_ALIAS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-DR
OP-ALIAS)

QXDRPAL The number of SQL DROP ALIAS
statements issued.

DROP_DATABASE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-DR
OP-DB)

QXDRPDB The number of SQL DROP DATABASE
statements issued.

DROP_DISTINCT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DROP-D
ISTINCT)

QXDDIST The number of DROP DISTINCT TYPE
statements.

DROP_INDEX DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-DR
OP-IDX)

QXDRPIX The number of SQL DROP INDEX
statements issued.

DROP_MASK DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DROP-M
ASK)

QXDRPMP The number of DROP MASK or DROP
PERMISSION statements.

DROP_PACKAGE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DROP-P
ACKAGE)

QXDRPPKG The number of SQL DROP PACKAGE
statements issued.

DROP_PROCEDURE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DROP-P
ROCEDURE)

QXDRPPR The number of DROP PROCEDURE
statements.

DROP_ROLE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DROP-R
OLE)

QXDRPROL The number of DROP ROLE statements.

DROP_SEQUENCES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DROP-S
EQUENCES)

QXDROSEQ The number of drop sequence
statements.

DROP_STORAGE_GRP DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-DR
OP-STOR-GP)

QXDRPST The number of SQL DROP STORAGE
GROUP statements issued.

DROP_SYNONYM DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-DR
OP-SYN)

QXDRPSY The number of SQL DROP SYNONYM
statements issued.

DROP_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-DR
OP-TBL)

QXDRPTA The number of SQL DROP TABLE
statements issued.

DROP_TABLESPACE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-DR
OP-TBLSPC)

QXDRPTS The number of SQL DROP
TABLESPACE statements issued.

DROP_TR_CONTEXT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DROP-T
R-CONTEXT)

QXDRPCTX The number of DROP TRUSTED
CONTEXT statements.

DROP_TRIGGER DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DROP-T
RIGGER)

QXDRPTR The number of SQL DROP TRIGGER
statements.

DROP_UDF DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DROP-U
DF)

QXDRPFN The number of DROP UDF statements.

DROP_VARIABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DROP-V
ARIABLE)

QXDRPSV The number of DROP VARIABLE
statements.

DROP_VIEW DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-DR
OP-VIEW)

QXDRPVU The number of SQL DROP VIEW
statements issued.
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DSNS_CLOSED_DRAIN DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DDS-PR
ODUCED)

QTDSDRN The number of data sets that were closed
via the DRAIN process because total
number of open data sets reached the
deferred close threshold value. The
deferred close threshold value is based
on the value of DSMAX or the MVS
DD limit, whichever is smaller. During
the DRAIN process, Db2 attempts to
close data sets that are defined with
CLOSE(YES), are not currently in use,
and are still open due to the slow close
mechanism.

DSNS_OPEN_CLOSEYE
S

DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS2.DDS-SLO
W-CLOSE)

QTSLWDD The number of database data sets
defined with CLOSE(YES) that are not
currently in use and are still open due
to the slow close mechanism (DRAIN
processing).

EDM_CT_LOADS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.LOAD-C
T)

QISECTL The number of times an application
requested to use a cursor table (CT),
and the cursor table needed to be loaded
from DASD (from the Db2 directory
SCT02). A cursor table is storage used
to maintain information about an active
thread and its plan in Db2. A load
from DASD does not necessarily imply
physical I/O. The load can be satisfied
without an I/O operation if the data is
available in buffer pool 0.

EDM_CT_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REQS-C
T)

QISECTG The number of times an application
requested to use a cursor table (CT). A
cursor table is storage used to maintain
information about an active thread and its
plan in Db2.

EDM_DBD_LOADS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.LOAD-D
BD)

QISEDBDL The number of database descriptor
(DBD) requests that required a load from
DASD (from the Db2 directory DBD01).
DBDs can be thought of as compiled
copies of the information about a data
base stored in Db2's catalog tables. A
load from DASD does not necessarily
imply physical I/O. The load can be
satisfied without an I/O operation if the
data is available in buffer pool 0.
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EDM_DBD_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REQS-D
BD)

QISEDBDG The number of times an application
requested to use a database descriptor
(DBD). DBDs can be thought of as
compiled copies of the information about
a database stored in Db2's catalog
tables. DBDs are stored and loaded from
the Db2 directory, DBD01, and remain
in the EDM pool to be reused until the
pages are needed by something else
(such as other DBDs, CTs, or SKCTs).
DBDs are mainly used for binding plans
and for processing dynamic SQL.

EDM_DYN_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REQS-D
YN)

QISEDSG The number of requests for the dynamic
statement cache.

EDM_FAIL_POOL_FULL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.FAIL-PO
OL-FULL)

QISEFAIL The number of times that Db2 was
unable to find or replace pages in the
EDM pool due to all pages being in
use. When this occurs, the application
needing to use the EDM pool is abended.
This field should always be zero.

EDM_INSERTS_DYN DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.INSERTS
-DYN)

QISEDSI The number of inserts into the dynamic
statement cache.

EDM_MAX_PAGES_SKC
T

DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.PAGES-
SKCT)

QISESKCT The number of pages of the EDM
(environmental descriptor manager)
pool that are allocated to skeleton cursor
tables (SKCTs). SKCTs are a prerequisite
for cursor tables and are generated
during the bind process. They are stored
and loaded from the Db2 directory,
SCT02, and remain in the EDM pool to
be reused until the pages are needed
by something else (such as other SKCT
plans, CTs, or DBDs).

EDM_PT_LOADS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.LOAD-P
T)

QISEKTL The number of times an application
requested to use a package table
(PT), and the package table needed to
be loaded from DASD (from the Db2
directory SPT01). A package table is
storage used to maintain information
about an active thread and its package
in Db2. A load from DASD does not
necessarily imply physical I/O. The load
can be satisfied without an I/O operation
if the data is available in buffer pool 0.

EDM_PT_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REQS-P
T)

QISEKTG The number of times an application
requested to use a package table (PT).
A package table is storage used to
maintain information about an active
thread and its packages in Db2.
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EDM_SKPT_PAGES DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.PAGES-
USED-SKPT)

QISESKPT The number of pages of the EDM
(environmental descriptor manager) pool
that are allocated to skeleton package
tables (SKPTs). SKPTs are a prerequisite
for package tables and are generated
during the bind process. They are stored
and loaded from the Db2 directory,
SPT01, and remain in the EDM pool to
be reused until the pages are needed
by something else, such as other SKPT
packages, PTs, DBDs, and so on.

FAIL_DBDPOOL_FULL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.FAIL-DB
DPOOL-FULL)

QISEDFAL The number of failures because the
DBD pool is full. This is the number of
times an application needed to have a
DBD loaded into the DBD pool, but was
unable to do so because all pages in the
DBD pool were in use and could not be
stolen. If this number is greater than 0,
you should increase the size of the DBD
pool.

FAIL_SKELPOOL_FULL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.FAIL-SK
ELPOOL-FULL)

QISEKFAL The number of failures because the
skeleton pool was full.

FAIL_STMTABAR_FULL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.FAIL-ST
MTABAR-FULL)

QISESFAL The number of failures because the RDS
pool above the 2G bar was full.

FAIL_STMTPOOL_FULL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.FAIL-ST
MTPOOL-FULL)

QISECFAL The number of failures because the
statement pool was full.

FETCH_CURSOR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-FET
CHES)

QXFETCH The number of SQL FETCH cursor
statements issued.

FETCH_ONLYONE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.FETCH-
ONLYONE)

QXR1BOAD The number of times we fetched one
block and never went on to fetch any
more blocks. This field is new with Db2
12.

FREE_LOCATOR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.FREE-LO
CATOR)

QXFREEL The number of FREE LOCATOR
statements.

FREE_PKG_ATTEMPTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.FREE-PA
CKAGE-ATTEMPTS)

QTFREEAP The number of attempts to free a
package. This number can be larger
than the number of FREE PACKAGE
subcommands issued (QTFREEP)
because you can free multiple packages
in a single command.

FREE_PKG_CMDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.FREE-PA
CKAGE-CMDS)

QTFREEP The number of FREE PACKAGE
subcommands issued. You can try
to free more than one package in a
single subcommand. If this field is 1, the
number of attempts to free a package
(QTFREEAP) shows the number of
packages you are trying to free.
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FREE_PLAN_ATTEMPTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.FREE-PL
AN-ATTEMPTS)

QTFREEA The number of attempts to free a plan.
This number can be larger than the
number of FREE subcommands issued
(QTFREE) because multiple plan IDs
can be specified on a single FREE
subcommand.

FREE_PLAN_CMDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.FREE-SU
BCMDS)

QTFREE The number of FREE subcommands
issued. You can try to free more than
one plan in a single FREE subcommand.
If this field is 1, then the number of
plans you are trying to free is shown
in the "attempts to free a plan" field
(QTFREEA).

FTB_CANDIDATE_COUN
T

DEC(15) MAX(STATS2.FTB-CAN
DIDATE-COUNT)

QISTFTBCANT The number of indexes that match FTB
criteria and are eligible for Fast Index
Traversal. This field is new with Db2 12.

FTB_CUR_INTERVAL_C
OUNT

DEC(15) MAX(STATS2.FTB-CUR
-INTERVAL-COUNT)

QISTFTBNUMC The number of indexes for which Fast
Index Traversal was used during the
current Db2 in-memory optimization
interval. This field is new with Db2 12.

FTB_INDEX_COUNT DEC(15) MAX(STATS2.FTB-IND
EX-COUNT)

QISTFTBCAN The number of indexes that are eligible
for Fast Index Traversal and have
the traverse count reached the FTB
threshold. This field is new with Db2 12.

FTB_MEMORY_USAGE DEC(15) MAX(STATS2.FTB-ME
MORY-USAGE)

QISTFTBSIZE The total memory of megabytes allocated
for all Fast Traversal Blocks. This field is
new with Db2 12.

FTB_THRESHOLD DEC(15) MAX(STATS2.FTB-THR
ESHOLD)

QISTTRAVMIN The minimum number of index traversals
that must be reached for an index to
become a candidate for Fast Index
Traversal. This field is new with Db2 12.

GA_CHANGEP DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-CHA
NGEP)

QTGSCHNP The number of times a P-lock change
request was issued during P-lock
negotiation.

GA_ENGINE_NOTAVAIL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-ENGI
NE-NOTAVAIL)

QTGSPEQW The number of times an engine is not
available for a P-lock exit or a notify exit
request.

GA_FALSE_CONT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-FALS
E-CONT)

QTGSFLSE The total number of syncrhonous-to-
asynchronous heuristic conversions for
lock requests in XES. These conversions
occur when z/OS XES determines that
it is more efficient to drive a request
asynchronously to the coupling facility.
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GA_FALSE_CONT_LPAR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-FALS
E-CONT-LPAR)

QTGSFLMG The number of false contentions for
LOCK and UNLOCK requests that
were encountered on the z/OS image.
False contention occurs when different
resource names hash to the same entry
in the coupling facility lock table. The
coupling facility detects contention within
the hash entry, and XES uses inter-
system messaging to determine that
no resource contention exists. This
counter is maintained for each LPAR.
Therefore, this counter over-reports false
contentions when multiple members of
the same data sharing group run on the
same z/OS image. X'FF' is returned if
data is unavailable due to an error from
the IXLMG service.

GA_GLB_REQS_DENIED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-GLB-
REQS-DENIED)

QTGSDRTA The number of global lock or change
requests denied because of an
incompatible retained lock.

GA_MAX_ENGINES DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.GA-MAX-
ENGINES)

QTGSPEMX The maximum number of engines
available for P-lock exit or notify exit
requests.

GA_NEGOT_PAGES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-NEG
OT-PAGES)

QTGSPGPE The number of times this Db2 was driven
to negotiate a page P-lock because of
inter-DB2 P-lock contention.

GA_NEGOT_PAGESET DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-NEG
OT-PAGESET)

QTGSPPPE The number of times this Db2 was driven
to negotiate a page set or partition P-lock
because of changing inter-DB2 interest
levels on the page set or partition.

GA_NEGOT_PLOCKS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-NEG
OT-PLOCKS)

QTGSOTPE The number of times this Db2 was driven
to negotiate another P-lock type (other
than page set/partition or page).

GA_NOTIFY_MSG_RECV DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-NOTI
FY-MSGS-RECV)

QTGSNTFR The number of notify messages received.

GA_NOTIFY_MSG_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-NOTI
FY-MSGS-SENT)

QTGSNTFY The number of notify messages sent.

GA_PLOCK_CHNG DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-PLO
CK-CHNG)

QTGSCPLK The number of change requests for P-
locks. This is as opposed to QTXACHG
which contains the number of change
requests for L-locks.

GA_PLOCK_REQS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-PLO
CK-REQS)

QTGSLPLK The number of lock requests for P-locks.
This is as opposed to QTXALOCK which
contains the number of L-lock requests.

GA_PLOCK_UNLK DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-PLO
CK-UNLK)

QTGSUPLK The number of unlock requests for P-
locks. This is as opposed to QTXAUNLK
which contains the number of unlock
requests for L-locks.
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GA_PROPXES_CHNG DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-PRO
PXES-CHNG)

QTGSCSLM The number of change requests
propagated to MVS XES synchronously
(under the user's execution unit). This
count includes L-locks and P-locks. This
counter is not incremented if the request
is suspended.

GA_PROPXES_REQS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-PRO
PXES-REQS)

QTGSLSLM The number of lock requests propagated
to MVS XES synchronously (under
the user's execution unit). This count
includes L-locks and P-locks. This
counter is not incremented if the request
is suspended.

GA_PROPXES_UNLK DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-PRO
PXES-UNLK)

QTGSUSLM The number of unlock requests
propagated to MVS XES synchronously
(under the user's execution unit). This
count includes L-locks and P-locks. This
counter is not incremented if the request
is suspended.

GA_RESOURCE_PROP DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-RES
OURCE-PROP)

QTGSKIDS The number of resources propagated
by IRLM to MVS XES asynchronously
(under a system execution unit). This
count includes L-locks and P-locks. This
can happen when new inter-DB2 interest
occurs on a parent resource or when a
request completes after the requester's
execution unit was suspended.

GA_SUSP_IRLM_GLB DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-SUS
P-IRLM-GLB)

QTGSIGLO The number of suspends because
of IRLM global resource contention
(IRLM lock states were in conflict).
Global contention requires inter-system
communication to resolve the lock
conflict. In contrast, local contention does
not require inter-system communication
to resolve the lock conflict. The sum of
QTGAIGLO (IRLM), QTGASGLO (XES)
and QTGAFLSE (false) gives the total
number of suspends caused by global
contention.

GA_SUSP_XES_GLB DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GA-SUS
P-XES-GLB)

QTGSSGLO The number of suspends because of
MVS XES global resource contention
(MVS XES lock states were in conflict but
IRLM lock states were not).

GENERIC_LATCH_CONT DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.GENERI
C-LATCH-CONT)

QTXACGEN The number of generic latch contentions.
This field is new with Db2 12.

GLOBAL_TEMP_TBL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GLOBAL
-TEMP-TBL)

QXCRGTT The number of SQL CREATE GLOBAL
TEMPORARY TABLE statements.

HOLD_LOCATOR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.HOLD-L
OCATOR)

QXHOLDL The number of HOLD LOCATOR
statements.
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HWM_INMEM_WKFILES DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.HWM-IN
MEM-WKFILES)

QISTIMAH The maximum number of active in-
memory data manager (DM) work files
since the Db2 subsystem started.

HWM_INMEMWKFILE_KB DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.HWM-IN
MEMWKFILE-KB)

QISTIMSH The maximum amount of space in KB
that was used for active in-memory work
files since the Db2 subsystem started.

IAG1_USED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.IAG1-US
ED)

QXRWSINSRTD
ALG1

The number of times basic insert
algorithm (IAG1) was used. This field is
new with Db2 12.

IAG2_PIPE_ATTEMPTED
_RNBL

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.IAG2-PIP
E-ATTEMPTED-RNBL)

QISTINPR The number of times insert algorithm
2 (IAG2) pipes re-enablement was
attempted since the last Db2 restart. This
field is new with Db2 12.

IAG2_PIPE_SUCCESSFU
L_RNBL

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.IAG2-PIP
E-SUCCESSFUL-RNB
L)

QISTINPE The number of times insert algorithm
2 (IAG2) pipes re-enablement was
successful since the last Db2 restart.
This field is new with Db2 12.

IAG2_USED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.IAG2-US
ED)

QXRWSINSRTD
ALG2

The number of times fast insert algorithm
(IAG2) was used. This field is new with
Db2 12.

INCREMENTAL_BIND DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-INC
R-BIND)

QXINCRB The accumulated total number of
incremental binds (excluding prepares)
that Db2 has done. An incremental bind
occurs when Db2 has to perform an
automatic rebind for a plan that has been
invalidated. For example, a plan that fails
at bind time with VALIDATE(RUN) will be
incrementally bound at run time.

IPREP_FOUND DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.IPREP-F
OUND)

QXSTNPRP The number of times that Db2 did
not prepare a statement bound with
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because the
prepared statement cache contained a
valid copy of the prepared statement.

IPREP_NOFND DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.IPREP-N
OFND)

QXSTIPRP The number of times that Db2 did an
implicit prepare for a statement bound
with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because the
prepared statement cache did not contain
a valid copy of the prepared statement.

LABEL_ON DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-LAB
EL-ON)

QXLABON The number of SQL LABEL ON
statements issued.

LOCAL_DEADLOCKS DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.LOCAL-D
EADLOCKS)

QTXADLCL Total number of local deadlocks. This
field is new with Db2 12.
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LOCK_ESCAL_EXCL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.LOCK-ES
CAL-EXC)

QTXALEX The count of lock escalations to exclusive
mode. This field shows the accumulated
number of times that Db2 successfully
performed a lock escalation on a table
space from an "intent for exclusive" (IX)
to an exclusive (X) table space lock. For
table spaces defined with a lock size
of ANY, PAGE, or ROW, Db2 allows a
maximum of either NUMLKTS page or
row locks as defined in the DSNZPARM
for each table space or by the LOCKMAX
clause of the CREATE TABLESPACE
statement for the table space. Use
SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display to see
the current NUMLKTS setting for your
installation. If the value is zero, then the
application has no table space lock limit.
Otherwise, if the lock size is PAGE or
ROW, the SQL statement is terminated
with a negative SQL code. For a lock size
of ANY, Db2 tries to escalate the lock
to a table space lock. This field should
normally be zero. If it is not, then the
application causing the lock escalation
should be investigated to see if the
number of locks can be reduced.

LOCK_ESCAL_SHARE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.LOCK-ES
CAL-SHR)

QTXALES The count of lock escalations to shared
mode. This field shows the accumulated
number of times that Db2 successfully
performed a lock escalation on a table
space from an "intent to share" (IS) lock
to a shared (S) table space lock. For
table spaces defined with a lock size
of ANY, PAGE, or ROW, Db2 allows a
maximum of either NUMLKTS page or
row locks as defined in the DSNZPARM
for each table space or by the LOCKMAX
clause of the CREATE TABLESPACE
statement for the table space. Use
SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display to see
the current NUMLKTS setting for your
installation. If the value is zero, then the
application has no table space lock limit.
Otherwise, if the lock size is PAGE or
ROW, the SQL statement is terminated
with a negative SQL code. For a lock size
of ANY, Db2 tries to escalate the lock
to a table space lock. This field should
normally be zero. If it is not, then the
application causing the lock escalation
should be investigated to see if the
number of locks can be reduced.
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LOCK_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.LOCK-C
ALLS)

QTXALOCK The accumulated number of times
that Db2 sent a lock request to IRLM
on behalf of the application. For table
spaces defined with a lock size of ANY
or PAGE, Db2 allows a maximum of
NUMLKTS page locks as defined in
DSNZPARM for each table space. Use
SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display to
see the current NUMLKTS setting for
your installation. If the value is zero, then
the application has no table space lock
limit. Otherwise, if the lock size is PAGE,
the SQL statement is terminated with a
negative SQL code. For a lock size of
ANY, Db2 tries to escalate the lock to
a table space (or table for segmented
table spaces) lock (exclusive if "update"
page locks are being obtained; shared if
"shared" page locks are being obtained).
Furthermore, Db2 allows a maximum
total of NUMLKUS page locks as defined
in DSNZPARM for a user. Once again,
if the value is zero, then the application
has no lock limit. Otherwise, the SQL
statement is terminated with a negative
SQL code. For the most part, the number
of locks is informational. However, if
this number is excessively large, you
could save a significant amount of CPU
and storage by using a LOCK TABLE
statement rather than letting Db2 acquire
a lock for every individual page.

LOCK_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-LOC
K-TBL)

QXLOCK The number of SQL LOCK TABLE
statements issued.

MADE_READ_ONLY DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.MADE-R
EAD-ONLY)

QTPCCT The number of infrequently updated data
sets that are converted from R/W to R/O
state. An updated data set is considered
infrequently updated when it has not
been updated for either 5 consecutive
Db2 checkpoints or 60 minutes. For table
space data sets, the switching from R/W
to R/O state means the SYSLGRNG or
SYSLGRNX entry is closed.

MAIN_LATCH_HELD DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.MAIN-LA
TCH-HELD)

QTXALCMM The number of main latch contentions
because the main latch is held. This field
is new with Db2 12.

MATCH_FOUND DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.MATCH-
FOUND)

QISEDPSF The number of times that a stabilized
dynamic SQL statement was found for a
dynamic SQL statement. This field is new
with Db2 12.
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MATCH_TEXT_BIND DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.MATCH-
TEXT-BIND)

QISEDPSM The number of times that a stabilized
dynamic SQL statement was found
through a match of text or bind options.
This field is new with Db2 12.

MAX_AGTLMT_WKFL DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.MAX-AG
TLMT-WKFL)

QISTWMXA The maximum amount of storage that
can be used for each agent, in KB. This
value corresponds to the MAXTEMPS
subsystem parameter value.

MAX_AGTLMT_WKFL_M
B

DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.MAX-AG
TLMT-WKFL-MB)

QISTWFMX Maximum amount of storage in
megabyes that can be used for each
agent for the work file database. The limit
is defined on the MAXTEMPS ZPARM
parameter.

MAX_DATASETS_OPEN
D

DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.MAX-DS-
OPEN-CONCUR)

QTMAXDS Maximum number of data sets
concurrently open since the time Db2
was last started. This represents the high
water mark. This value can be greater
than the DSMAX zparm value.

MAX_DBDPOOL_PAGES DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.TOT-DBD
POOL-PAGES)

QISEDPGE The number of pages allocated to the
DBD pool. DBDs can be thought of
as compiled copies of the information
about a database stored in Db2's catalog
tables. DBDs are stored and loaded from
the Db2 directory, DBD01, and remain
in the DBD pool to be reused until the
pages are needed by something else
such as other DBDs. DBDs are mainly
used for binding plans and for processing
dynamic SQL.

MAX_DEGREE DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.MAX-DE
GREE)

QXMAXDEG Maximum degree of parallel processing
executed among all parallel groups. This
field indicates the extent to which queries
were processed in parallel.

MAX_FREE_DBDPOOL DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.FREE-DB
DPOOL-PAGES)

QISEDFRE The number of free pages in the DBD
pool free chain.

MAX_FREE_SKELPOOL DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.FREE-SK
ELPOOL-PGS)

QISEKFRE The number of free pages in the skeleton
EDM pool free chain.

MAX_FREE_STMTABAR DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.FREE-ST
MTABAR-PGS)

QISESFRE The number of free pages in the RDS
pool above the 2G bar. This number does
not represent a physical pool allocation,
but rather the total unused storage
available for the RDS pool above the 2G
bar.

MAX_FREE_STMTPOOL DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.FREE-ST
MTPOOL-PAGES)

QISECFRE The number of free pages in the EDM
statement pool.

MAX_LEV_SQL_CASC DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.MAX-LEV
-SQL-CASC)

QXCASCDP Maximum level of nested SQL cascading
due to triggers, user-defined functions,
and stored procedures.
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MAX_LOB_STORAGE DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.MAX-LO
B-STORAGE)

QXSTLOBV Maximum storage, in megabytes, used
for LOB values.

MAX_PARALLEL_GRPS_
ESTM

DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.MAX-PA
RALLEL-GRPS-ESTM)

QXMAXESTIDG The maximum estimated degree of the
parallel group. This value represents the
bind time estimated degree based on the
cost formula. The bind time estimates
the parallel group degree correctly when
the parallel group contains a parameter
marker or host variable.

MAX_PARALLEL_GRPS_
PLAN

DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.MAX-PA
RALLEL-GRPS-PLAN)

QXMAXPLANDG The maximum planned degree of the
parallel group. This value represents the
ideal parallel group degree. Db2 obtains
this value at execution time, after the
parameter marker or host variable values
are obtained. Db2 obtains this value
before negotiating between the buffer
pool and system.

MAX_SKCT_SKELPOOL DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.SKCT-SK
ELPOOL-PGS)

QISECTA The number of pages used for the portion
of the CT that is above the 2-GB bar.

MAX_SKELPOOL_PGS DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.TOT-SKE
LPOOL-PGS)

QISEKPGE The number of pages in the skeleton
EDM pool.

MAX_SKPT_SKELPOOL DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.SKPT-SK
ELPOOL-PGS)

QISEKTA The number of pages used for the portion
of the PT that is above the 2-GB bar.

MAX_STMTABAR_PAGE
S

DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.TOT-STM
TABAR-PAGES)

QISESPGE The number of pages in the RDS pool
above the 2G bar. This number does not
represent a physical pool allocation, but
rather the amount of storage available for
the RDS pool above the 2G bar.

MAX_STMTPOOL_PAGE
S

DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.TOT-STM
TPOOL-PAGES)

QISECPGE The number of pages in the EDM
statement pool.

MAX_STMTPOOL_STMT
S

DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.STMTPO
OL-STMTS)

QISESTMT The number of statements in the EDM
statement cache pool.

MAX_USED_DBDPOOL DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.PAGES-
USED-DBDPOOL)

QISEDBD The number of pages of the DBD pool
that are allocated to database descriptors
(DBDs). DBDs can be thought of as
compiled copies of the information about
a database stored in Db2's catalog
tables. DBDs are stored and loaded from
the Db2 directory, DBD01, and remain
in the DBD pool to be reused until the
pages are needed by something else
such as other DBDs. DBDs are mainly
used for binding plans and for processing
dynamic SQL.

MAX_USED_STMTPOOL DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.PAGES-
USED-STMTPOOL)

QISEDYNP The number of pages used in the
statement pool.
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MAX_WKFILE_STG DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.MAX-WK
FILE-STG)

QISTWMXU The maximum total amount of storage
used in the work file database in KB. This
value is 0 at Db2 restart.

MAX_WKFILE_STG_MB DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.MAX-WK
FILE-STG-MB)

QISTWFMU The maximum amount of storage, in
megabytes, that has been used for the
work file database.

MAX_XML_STORAGE DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.MAX-XM
L-STORAGE)

QXSTXMLV The maximum amount of storage, in
megabytes, used for XML values.

MAXWKFILE_32KTS_KB DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WKFILE-
32KTS-STGKB)

QISTW32K_V9 The total amount of storage, in kilobytes,
of fractional megabytes that was used for
32KB work file table spaces.

MAXWKFILE_32KTS_MB DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WKFILE-
32KTS-STGMB)

QISTWF32 The total amount of storage in whole
megabytes that was used for 32KB work
file table spaces.

MAXWKFILE_4KTS_KB DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WKFILE-
4KTS-STGKB)

QISTW04K The total amount of storage, in kilobytes,
of fractional megabytes that was used for
4KB work file table spaces.

MAXWKFILE_4KTS_MB DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WKFILE-
4KTS-STGMB)

QISTWF04 The total amount of storage in whole MB
that was used for 4KB table spaces.

MIAP_NOT_USED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.MIAP-NO
T-USED)

QXRFMIAP The number of times RID list processing
is not used or terminated for the whole
query. This field is incremented once
when RID list processing could not be
used for index access with list prefetch
AND/OR for multiple index access for
the whole query. While the related fields
MIAP-NO-MAXRIDS (QXMRMIAP) and
MIAP-NO-STORAGE (QXNSMIAP) are
incremented every time a given RID
list is not used in part of query RID list
processing, this count is updated only if
the final RID list could not be constructed
successfully and RID list processing has
to be terminated. This typically results in
(but is not limited to) FALLBACK to R-
scan. This field is new with Db2 12.
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MULT_INDX_FAIL_LMT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.MIAP-NO
-MAXRIDS)

QXMRMIAP The number of times list prefetch access
was disabled because one of the runtime
thresholds for processing RIDs was
exceeded. This counter only reflects
runtime failures. During the bind process,
Db2 may also determine that multiple
indexes or list prefetch should not be
used. For index access with list prefetch
(single index), this field can only be
incremented during RID list retrieval.
For multiple index access, this field can
be incremented during RID list retrieval,
RID list ANDing, and RID list ORing.
This counter reflects the number of times
internal limits or threshold values were
exceeded for the RID lists obtained
directly from an index as well as for
RID lists derived during the ANDing
and ORing process. Two of the runtime
limits are for the Data Manager (DM) and
for the Relational Data System (RDS).
The DM limit is an internal limit and
any failures should be reported to the
appropriate IBM support personnel. One
of the RDS limits is that the number of
RID blocks allocated to one user must
not exceed 50 percent of the RID block
pool. The RID block pool may expand to
be as large as 50 percent of the buffer
pool (The RID pool is a pool of its own
and is not a part of the buffer pool).
Other RDS limits for list prefetch include
disabling when the resulting number
of qualifying rows exceed 25 percent
of the table when ORing two or more
indexes, and when the resulting number
of qualifying rows drops below 32 during
an index ANDing process. For more
information, run a SYSVIEW for Db2
application probe which will show you
the resulting number of RIDs for each
index. For any of the preceding run-time
failures, Db2 deactivates list prefetch
for the requestor, causing the limit to
be exceeded. However, it continues to
process the data using other methods.
Use subsystem RID pool statistics to
determine if the failure was due to the
DM or RDS limit being exceeded.
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MULT_INDX_FAIL_STG DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.MIAP-NO
-STORAGE)

QXNSMIAP The number of times list prefetch failed
because the storage necessary to
allocate more RID blocks to hold the
list of record identifiers (RIDs) was not
available in the DBM1 private address
space. Db2 continues to process the data
without using list prefetch. This field can
be incremented during retrieval, sorting,
ANDing, and ORing of RID lists. For
index access with list prefetch (single
index), this field can only be incremented
once per access; for multiple index
access, it can be incremented for every
index involved in the ORing and ANDing
of RID lists.

MULT_INDX_USED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.MIAP-US
ED)

QXMIAP The number of times RID list (also called
RID pool) processing is used. During RID
(record ID) list processing, Db2 uses an
index to produce a list of candidate RIDs,
which is called a RID list. The RID list
can be sorted and intersected (ANDed)
or unioned (;ORd) with other RID lists
before actually accessing the data pages.
RID list processing is used for a single
index (index access with list prefetch)
or for multiple indexes (multiple index
access), which is when the ANDing and
ORing of RID lists occurs. This field is
incremented when RID list processing is
used for index access with list prefetch
and/or for multiple index access. For
multiple index access, if a final RID list
is obtained through ANDing and ORing
of rid lists, the counter is incremented
once, even if RIDs from all indexes in the
multiple index access were not used.

NCB_NOTIFY DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.NCB-NO
TIFY)

QTXACNNT The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for NOTIFY. This field is new
with Db2 12.

NODM_RAI DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.NODM-R
AI)

QXRSDMAD The number of times a DM was not
called for RID list retrieval for multiple
index access or LPF because it
was not necessary due to Runtime
Adaptive Index processing being able to
predetermine the outcome. This field is
new with Db2 12.

NON_RETRYABLE_ABE
NDS

DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.NON-RE
TRYABLE-ABENDS)

QTXANRTY The number of non-retryable ABENDS.
This field is new with Db2 12.

OPEN_CURSOR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-OP
ENS)

QXOPEN The number of SQL OPEN cursor
statements issued.
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OTHER_IRLM_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.IRLM-OT
HER-CALLS)

QTXAIRLM The accumulated number of times Db2
sent a request to the lock manager,
IRLM, that was not a lock, unlock, query,
or change lock request. This field is for
informational purposes only and serves
no real tuning value.

OVWRT_AUTH_P_CACH
E

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.OVWRT-
AUTH-PKG-CACHE)

QTPACOW1 The number of times Db2 overwrote an
authorization ID in the cache.

OVWRT_PKGE_P_CACH
E

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.OVWRT-
PKGE-PKG-CACHE)

QTPACOW2 The number of times Db2 overwrote an
entry for a package or collection in the
cache.

PACKAGES_AUTOBOUN
D

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PACKAG
ES-AUTOBOUND)

QTPKABND The number of successful automatic
bind packages. This field is the number
of automatic bind attempts that were
successful.

PACKAGES_BOUND DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PACKAG
ES-BOUND)

QTPKGBD The number of packages successfully
bound and kept for future package
allocations. This field is the sum of
successful BIND ADD PACKAGE
(QTBINDPA) and BIND REPLACE
PACKAGE (QTBINDPR) subcommands;
it does not equal QTBINDPA plus
QTBINDPR unless all BIND ADD
PACKAGE and BIND REPLACE
PACKAGE subcommands are
successful.

PACKAGES_FREED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PACKAG
ES-FREED)

QTPKGFRD The number of times a package was
successfully freed. This field is the
number of free package attempts
(QTFREEAP) that were successful. This
field cannot be larger than QTFREEAP.
If all specified packages were freed
successfully, this field is equal to
QTFREEAP.

PACKAGES_REBOUND DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PACKAG
ES-REBOUND)

QTPKGRBD The number of times a package was
successfully rebound. This field is the
number of rebind package attempts
(QTRBNDPA) that were successful.
This field cannot be larger than rebind
package attempts (QTRBNDPA). If
all specified packages were rebound
successfully, this field is equal to
QTRBNDPA.
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PARA_GRP_UDF_TTAB DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PARA-G
RP-UDF-TTAB)

QXDEGDTT Total number of parallel groups that
are part of a query block using a UDF
and executed on a single Db2 due to
the existence of a Declared Temporary
Table in the application process. Neither
the query block nor the parallel group
references a Declared Temporary Table,
and a parallel group may or may not use
a UDF.

PARA_GRPS_BYPS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PARA-G
RPS-BYPS)

QXXCSKIP The number of times that the parallelism
coordinator had to bypass a Db2 when
distributing tasks because there was
not enough buffer pool storage on one
or more Db2 members. This field is
incremented only on the parallelism
coordinator, and it is incremented only
once per parallel group, even though it
is possible that more than one Db2 has
a buffer pool shortage for that parallel
group. The purpose of this count is to
indicate when there are not enough
buffers on a member. Therefore, this
count is incremented only when the
buffer pool is defined to allow parallelism.
For example, if vpxpseqt=0 on an
assistant, then Db2 does not send
parallel work there, but this count is not
incremented.

PARA_GRPS_DS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PARA-G
RPS-DS)

QXXCBPNX The total number of parallel groups
that Db2 intended to run across the
data sharing group. This count is
only incremented on the parallelism
coordinator at run time.

PARA_GRPS_EXECCOR
R

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PARA-G
RPS-EXECCORR)

QXCOORNO The total number of parallel groups
executed on a single Db2 due to one of
the following reasons: 1) When the plan
or package was bound, the coordinator
subsystem parameter was set to yes,
but the parameter is set to no when the
program runs. 2) the plan or package
was bound on a Db2 with the coordinator
subsystem parameter set to yes, but the
program is being run on a different Db2
that has the coordinator value set to no.

PARA_GRPS_EXECRR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PARA-G
RPS-EXECRR)

QXISORR The total number of parallel groups
executed on a single Db2 because the
plan or package was bound with an
isolation value of repeatable read or read
stability.

PARALLEL_GROUPS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PARALL
EL-GROUPS)

QXTOTGRP The total number of parallel groups that
were executed.
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PARALLEL_GRPS_DEGE
N

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PARALL
EL-GRPS-DEGEN)

QXSTODGNGR
P

Specifies how many parallel groups
degenerated to sequential. Degeneration
occurred when system negotiation
resulted in a high system stress level.

PARALLEL_GRPS_DEGE
N_OPT

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PARALL
EL-GRPS-DEGEN-OPT)

QXPAROPT Specifies how many parallel groups
degenerated as a result of optimization.
For example, parallel grouping results
in the return of zero rows. Degeneration
can also occur when the parallel group is
partitioned on one record.

PARALLEL_GRPS_REDU
CE

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PARALL
EL-GRPS-REDUCE)

QXSTOREDGRP Specifies how many parallel group
degree reductions occurred. These
reductions occurred when system
negotiation resulted in a high system
stress level.

PARALLEL_GRPS_SEQ DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PARALL
EL-GRPS-SEQ)

QXDEGAT The number of parallel groups that
were executing under an autonomous
procedure and fell back to sequential
mode.

PKG_ALLOC_ATTEMPTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ALLOCA
TE-PACKAGE-ATTMPT
S)

QTPKALLA The number of package allocation
attempts. A package allocation is a
request to allocate a bound package for
an agent.

PKG_ALLOC_SUCCESS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PACKAG
ES-ALLOCATED)

QTPKALL The number of packages successfully
allocated. This field is the number of
allocation attempts (QTPKALLA) that
were successful. Package allocation
failure can be caused by an unavailable
or nonexistent package.

PKG_ATB_STORAGE DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.PKG-ATB
-STORAGE)

QISESQKA The amount of storage above the bar that
was allocated for packages.

PKG_BTB_STORAGE DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.PKG-BTB
-STORAGE)

QISESQKB The amount of storage below the bar that
was allocated for packages.

PLAN_ATB_STORAGE DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.PLAN-AT
B-STORAGE)

QISESQCA The amount of storage above the bar that
was allocated for plans.

PLAN_BTB_STORAGE DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.PLAN-BT
B-STORAGE)

QISESQCB The amount of storage below the bar that
was allocated for plans.

PLANNED_DEGREE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PLANNE
D-DEGREE)

QXNORGRP Total number of parallel groups that
executed in the planned parallel degree.
This field is incremented by one for each
parallel group that executed with the
planned degree of parallel processing (as
determined by Db2).
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PLANS_BOUND DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PLANS-B
OUND)

QTPLNBD The number of plans successfully bound
and kept for future agent allocations. This
field represents the sum of successful
BIND ADD (QTBINDA) and successful
BIND REPLACE (QTBINDR). This
counter does not increment for bind
subcommands that do not specify a plan
ID, as identified by QTTESTB. QTBINDA
plus QTBINDR is not necessarily equal
to this field. It is equal only if all BIND
ALL and BIND REPLACE commands are
successful.

PLANS_FREED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PLANS-F
REED)

QTPLNFRD The number of plans freed. This field
represents the number of attempts
(QTFREEA) that complete successfully.
The value in this field cannot be greater
than QTFREEA. It can be equal if all
specified plans were freed successfully.
Freeing a plan can fail if someone else is
using the plan and holds a lock on it.

PLANS_REBOUND DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PLANS-R
EBOUND)

QTPLNRBD The number of times a plan was
successfully rebound. This represents
the number of REBIND attempts
(QTRBINDA) that complete successfully.
This field cannot be greater than
QTRBINDA. It can be equal if all
specified plans rebound successfully.

POSS_ROW_FOUND DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.POSS-R
OW-FOUND)

QISEDPSC The number of times that a row was
found in SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY that
might satisfy the request for a stabilized
dynamic SQL statement. This field is new
with Db2 12.

PREP_INDX_RESTR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PREP-IN
DX-RESTR)

QXPRRESI The number of prepare statements for
which the use of indexes was restricted
because the indexes were in a pending
state.

PREPARE_CACHE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PREPAR
E-CACHE)

QXSTFND The number of times that Db2 satisfied
a prepare request by making a copy of
a statement in the prepared statement
cache.

PREPARE_DROP DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PREPAR
E-DROP)

QXSTDINV The number of times that Db2 discarded
a prepared statement from the prepared
statement cache because a program
executed a drop, alter, or revoke
statement against a dependent object.
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PREPARE_MAXKD DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PREPAR
E-MAXKD)

QXSTDEXP The number of times that Db2 discarded
a prepared statement from the prepared
statement cache because the number
of prepared statements in the cache
exceeded the value of subsystem
parameter MAXKEEPD.

PREPARE_NOCACHE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PREPAR
E-NOCACHE)

QXSTNFND The number of times that Db2 searched
the prepared statement cache but could
not find a suitable prepared statement.

PSET_MAX_OPEN DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.MAX-FR
EE-PB)

QTMAXPB The maximum number of pagesets that
were available for DRAIN processing. A
data set is available for drain processing
if it is defined with CLOSE(YES) and
is not currently in use, but is not yet
physically closed.

QUERY_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.LOCK-Q
UERIES)

QTXAQRY The accumulated number of times
that Db2 sent a query request to the
lock manager, IRLM, on behalf of the
application. This field is for informational
purposes only and serves no real tuning
value.

REBIND_ATTEMPTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REBIND-
PLAN-ATTEMPTS)

QTRBINDA The number of attempts to rebind a
plan. This number can be larger than
the "number of REBIND subcommands
issued" field (QTREBIND) because
multiple plan IDs can be specified on a
single rebind subcommand.

REBIND_PKG_ATTEMPT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REBIND-
PACKAGE-ATTEMPTS)

QTRBNDPA The number of attempts to rebind a
package. This number can be larger
than the number of REBIND PACKAGE
subcommands issued (QTRBINDP)
because you can rebind multiple
packages in a single subcommand.

REBIND_PKG_CMDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REBIND-
PACKAGE-CMDS)

QTRBINDP The number of REBIND PACKAGE
subcommands issued. You can try to
rebind more than one package in a
single subcommand. If this field is 1,
the REBIND PACKAGE attempts field
(QTRBNDPA) shows the number of
packages you are trying to rebind.

REBIND_PLAN_CMDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REBIND-
SUBCMDS)

QTREBIND The number of REBIND subcommands
issued. You can try to rebind more
than one plan in a single REBIND
subcommand. If this field is 1, then the
number of plans you are trying to rebind
is shown in the "rebind attempts" field
(QTRBINDA).
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REDUCED_DEGREE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REDUCE
D-DEGREE)

QXREDGRP The total number of parallel groups that
have a planned degree greater than
one at run time, but were processed
to a parallel degree less than planned
because of a storage shortage or
contention on the buffer pool. If this
field is not zero, increase the size of the
current buffer pool by using the ALTER
BUFFERPOOL command, or use the
ALTER TABLESPACE statement to
assign table spaces accessed by this
query to a different buffer pool.

REFORMU_BUFFERS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REFORM
U-BUFFERS)

QXREPOP2 The total number of parallel groups for
which Db2 reformulated the parallel
portion of the access path because there
was not enough buffer pool resource.
This counter is incremented only by the
parallelism coordinator at run time.

REFORMU_CONFIG DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REFORM
U-CONFIG)

QXREPOP1 The total number of parallel groups for
which Db2 reformulated the parallel
portion of the access path because the
sysplex configuration at run time was
different from the sysplex configuration
at bind time. This counter is incremented
only by the parallelism coordinator at run
Time.

REFRESH_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REFRES
H-TABLE)

QXREFTBL The number of times the REFRESH
TABLE SQL statement was invoked to
refresh data in a materialized query table.
This field is new with Db2 12.

RENAME_INDEX DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.RENAME
-INDEX)

QXRNIX The number of RENAME INDEX
statements.

RENAME_TABLES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.RENAME
-TABLES)

QXRNTAB The number of SQL RENAME TABLE
statements.

REQ_TOLOOKFOR_DPS DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.REQ-TO
LOOKFOR-DPS)

QISEDPSL The number of requests to look for
stabilized dynamic SQL statements. This
field is new with Db2 12.

RESOURCE_LATCH_CN
T

DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.RESOUR
CE-LATCH-CNT)

QTXASRCL The number of Resource Latch
Contentions. This field is new with Db2
12.

RESUME_EXIT_CNT DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.RESUME
-EXIT-CNT)

QTXARSUM The number of resume exits. This field is
new with Db2 12.

RETRYABLE_ABENDS DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.RETRYA
BLE-ABENDS)

QTXARTRY The number of retryable ABENDS. This
field is new with Db2 12.

RHT_ASYNC_LOCK DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.RHT-ASY
NC-LOCK)

QTXACRAL The number of Resource Hash Table
latch contentions for ASYNC LOCK. This
field is new with Db2 12.
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RHT_CHANGE DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.RHT-CH
ANGE)

QTXACRCH The number of Resource Hash Table
latch contentions for CHANGE. This field
is new with Db2 12.

RHT_COMPAT DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.RHT-CO
MPAT)

QTXACRCP The number of Resource Hash Table
latch contentions for COMPAT. This field
is new with Db2 12.

RHT_LOCK DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.RHT-LO
CK)

QTXACRLK The number of Resource Hash Table
latch contentions for LOCK. This field is
new with Db2 12.

RHT_NOTIFY DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.RHT-NO
TIFY)

QTXACRNT The number of Resource Hash Table
latch contentions for NOTIFY. This field is
new with Db2 12.

RHT_QUERY_FAST DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.RHT-QU
ERY-FAST)

QTXACRQF The number of Resource Hash Table
latch contentions for QUERY FAST. This
field is new with Db2 12.

RHT_UNLOCK DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.RHT-UN
LOCK)

QTXACRUK The number of Resource Hash Table
latch contentions for UNLOCK. This field
is new with Db2 12.

RID_CUR_BLKS_ALLOC DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS2.RIDLIST-
CURR-BLOCKS)

QISTRCUR The current number of RID pool blocks
allocated for RID processing. RID blocks
are 4K pages used by Db2 to hold record
IDs (RIDs) during multiple index or
List Prefetch processing. Db2 will stop
allocating RID blocks when the size of
the RID pool reaches 50 percent of the
total size of the buffer pool (all pools).

RID_FAIL_DM_LIMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.RIDLIST-
DMLIMIT)

QISTRPLM The number of times RID List processing
(List Prefetch) failed because the
number of row identifiers (RIDs) retrieved
exceeds the Data Manager (DM) limit.
The DM limit is not controlled by the user
and any failures relating to exceeding
the DM limit should be reported to the
appropriate IBM support personnel.

RID_FAIL_MAX_CONCR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.RIDLIST-
PROCESSES)

QISTRMAX The number of times RID List processing
(List Prefetch) failed because of too
many concurrent processes.
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RID_FAIL_RDS_LIMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.RIDLIST-
RDSLIMIT)

QISTRLLM The number of times RID list processing
(List Prefetch) failed because the
number of retrieved row identifiers (RIDs)
exceeded an RDS limit. One of the RDS
limits is that the number of RID blocks
allocated to one user must not exceed 50
percent of the RID block pool. The RID
block pool may expand to be as large as
50 percent of the buffer pool. Other RDS
limits for multiple index access include
disabling when the resulting number
of qualifying rows exceeds 25 percent
of the table when ORing two or more
indexes, and when the resulting number
of qualifying rows drops below 32 during
an index ANDing process.

RID_FAIL_STORAGE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.RIDLIST-
STORAGE)

QISTRSTG The number of times RID list processing
(List Prefetch) failed because the storage
necessary to allocate more RID blocks
to hold the list of record identifiers (RIDs)
was not available in the DBM1 private
address space. Db2 continues to process
the data without using List Prefetch.

RID_INTERRUPT_LMT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.RID-INTE
RRUPT-LMT)

QXHJINCT The number of times that appending to a
RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted.
Interruption occurred because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.

RID_INTERRUPT_STG DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.RID-INTE
RRUPT-STG)

QXHJINCS The number of times that appending to a
RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted.
Interruption occurred because no RID
pool storage was available to hold the list
of RIDs.
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RID_INVALID_SELECT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.INVALID-
SELECT-PROCEDURE)

QISTCOLS The total number of columns (rows
times columns) for which an invalid
select procedure was encountered.
Invalid select procedures are bypassed
by Db2, and this can cause some
degradation in performance. A select
procedure is made invalid by applying
Db2 maintenance that directly affects the
select procedure. Plans and packages
with invalid select procedures continue
to function correctly, but with a small
performance degradation. To eliminate
this degradation, rebind any plan or
package that causes a nonzero value
to appear in this column. Rebinding a
plan or package reenables its select
procedures. Use a trace utilizing IFCID
224 to determine which plans and
packages should be rebound, and to
prioritize which rebinds should be done
first.

RID_MAX_BLKS_ALLOC DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.RIDLIST-
MAX-BLOCKS)

QISTRHIG The maximum number of RID Pool
blocks that have been allocated. RID
blocks are 4K pages used by Db2 to hold
record IDs (RIDs) during multiple index
or List Prefetch processing. Db2 will stop
allocating RID blocks when the size of
the RID pool reaches 50 percent of the
total size of the buffer pool (all pools).

RID_MULTI_IX_SKIP DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.RID-MUL
TI-IX-SKIP)

QXRSMIAP The number of times that RID list
retrieval for multiple index access was
not done because Db2 could determine
the outcome of index ANDing or ORing.

RID_OVERFLOW_LIMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.RID-OVE
RFLOW-LIMIT)

QXWFRIDT The number of times that a RID list
overflowed to a work file because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.

RID_OVERFLOW_STOR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.RID-OVE
RFLOW-STOR)

QXWFRIDS The number of times that a RID list
overflowed to a work file because no RID
pool storage was available to the hold the
list of RIDs.

ROUT_AUTH_CHK_NUS
E

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ROUT-A
UTH-CHK-NUSE)

QTRACNOT The number of authorization checks for
user-defined function or stored procedure
execution authority that could not use the
routine authorization cache.

ROUT_AUTH_NOT_ADD DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ROUT-A
UTH-NOT-ADD)

QTRACNAC The number of times that Db2 could not
add an entry to the routine authorization
cache.
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ROUT_AUTH_OWRTAUT
H

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ROUT-A
UTH-OWRT-AUTH)

QTRACOW1 The number of times that Db2 wrote
over an authorization ID in the routine
authorization cache.

ROUT_AUTH_OWRTRO
UT

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ROUT-A
UTH-OWRT-ROUT)

QTRACOW2 The number of times that Db2 wrote
over a routine entry in the routine
authorization cache.

ROW_TRIGGER_ACT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ROW-TR
IGGER-ACT)

QXROWTRG The number of times a row trigger is
activated.

ROWS_DELETED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ROWS-D
ELETED)

QXRWSDELETD The total number or rows deleted.

ROWS_FETCHED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ROWS-F
ETCHED)

QXRWSFETCHD The total number or rows fetched.

ROWS_INSERTED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ROWS-I
NSERTED)

QXRWSINSRTD The total number or rows inserted.

ROWS_RD_UNCMT_DEL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ROWS-R
D-UNCMT-DEL)

QISTRCCD The number of rows that were skipped
by read transactions. Skipping occurred
because uncommitted deletes were
performed when currently committed
read was in effect for fetch operations.

ROWS_RD_UNCMT_UPD DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ROWS-R
D-UNCMT-UPD)

QISTRCCU The number of rows that were accessed
by read transactions while uncommitted
updates existed. Access occurred
because currently committed read
behavior was in effect for fetch
operations.

ROWS_SKP_UNCMT_INS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ROWS-S
KP-UNCMT-INS)

QISTRCCI The number of rows that were skipped
by read transactions. Skipping occurred
because uncommitted inserts were
performed when currently committed
read was in effect for fetch operations.

ROWS_UPDATED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ROWS-U
PDATED)

QXRWSUPDTD Total number or rows updated.

SECOND_LATCH_HELD DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.SECOND
-LATCH-HELD)

QTXALCSM The number of secondary latch
contentions because the main latch is
held. This field is new with Db2 12.

SEQ_BUFFER DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SEQ-BU
FFER)

QXDEGBUF Total number of parallel groups that
have a planned degree greater than one
at run time, but fall back to sequential
mode because of storage shortage or
contention on the buffer pool.

SEQ_CURSOR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SEQ-CU
RSOR)

QXDEGCUR Total number of parallel groups that fall
back to sequential operation because of
a cursor that can be used for update or
delete.

SEQ_ESA_SORT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SEQ-ES
A-SORT)

QXDEGESA Total number of parallel groups that fall
back to sequential operation because of
a lack of ESA sort support.
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SET_CONNECTION DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SET-CO
NNECTION)

QXSETCON The number of SQL SET CONNECTION
statements issued.

SET_CURRENT_DEGRE
E

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SET-CU
RRENT-DEGREE)

QXSETCDG The number of SQL SET CURRENT
DEGREE statements issued.

SET_CURRENT_PREC DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SET-CU
RRENT-PREC)

QXSETCPR The number of SET CURRENT
PRECISION statements executed.

SET_CURRENT_RULES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SET-CU
RRENT-RULES)

QXSETCRL The number of SQL SET CURRENT
RULES statements issued.

SET_CURRENT_SQLID DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-SET
-SQLID)

QXSETSQL The number of SQL SET CURRENT
SQLID statements issued.

SET_HOST_VARIABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SET-HO
ST-VARIABLE)

QXSETHV The number of SQL SET HOST
VARIABLE statements issued.

SET_PATH DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SET-PA
TH)

QXSETPTH The number of SQL SET CURRENT
PATH statements.

SJ_POOL_ALLOC_REQ DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SJ-POOL
-ALLOC-REQ)

QISJTRY The number of allocation requests in the
star join pool.

SJ_POOL_AVGSIZE_MB DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS2.SJ-POOL
-CURSIZE-MB)

QISJSIZE Current size of the star join pool in
megabytes.

SJ_POOL_FULL_FAIL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SJ-POOL
-FULL-FAIL)

QISJFAIL The number of failures caused by a full
star join pool.

SJ_POOL_MAXSIZE_MB DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.SJ-POOL
-MAXSIZE-MB)

QISJMAX Maximum size of the star join pool in
megabytes.

SKPT_STEALABLE DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.SKPT-ST
EALABLE)

QISEKLRU The total number of SKPT pages in use
that can be reused.

SLOW_CLOSE_SUCCES
S

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.OPENS-
PB-FOUND)

QTREOPN The number of times that a data set,
defined with CLOSE(YES), remained
open upon becoming not used, and then
was eventually used again before being
closed. The higher the number in this
field, the better the Db2 subsystem is
tuned for deferred close.

SPARSE_INDEX_DISABL
E

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SPARSE-
INDEX-DISABLE)

QXSISTOR Specifies how often insufficient storage
resulted in the disabling of the sparse
index.

SPARSE_INDEX_WORK
FILE

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SPARSE
-INDEX-WF)

QXSIWF Identifies how often a physical work file
for probing was built by the sparse index.

SQL_CALL_REJECTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-CAL
L-REJECTS)

QXCALLRJ The number of times an SQL CALL
statement was rejected.

SQL_CALL_STMTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-CAL
L-STMTS)

QXCALL The number of SQL CALL statements
issued.

SQL_CALL_TIMEOUTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-CAL
L-TIMEOUTS)

QXCALLTO The number of times an SQL CALL
statement timed out waiting to be
scheduled.

SQL_DELETE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-DEL
ETES)

QXDELET The number of SQL DELETE statements
issued.
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SQL_DESCRIBE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-DES
CRIBES)

QXDESC The number of SQL DESCRIBE
statements issued.

SQL_ERR_IN_TRIG DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-ER
R-IN-TRIG)

QXTRGERR The number of times an SQL error
occurred during execution of a Triggered
action.

SQL_GRANT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-GR
ANT)

QXGRANT The number of SQL GRANT statements
issued.

SQL_INSERT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-INS
ERTS)

QXINSRT The number of SQL INSERT statements
issued.

SQL_MERGE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-ME
RGE)

QXMERGE The number of MERGE statements.

SQL_PREPARE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-PRE
PARES)

QXPREP The number of SQL PREPARE
statements issued.

SQL_RELEASE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.RELEAS
E)

QXREL The number of SQL RELEASE
statements issued.

SQL_REVOKE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-RE
VOKE)

QXREVOK The number of SQL REVOKE statements
issued.

SQL_SELECT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-SEL
ECTS)

QXSELECT The number of SQL SELECT statements
issued.

SQL_UPDATE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SQL-UP
DATES)

QXUPDTE The number of SQL UPDATE statements
issued.

SRT_INMEM_WFS_CUR DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS2.SRT-INM
EM-WFS-CUR)

QISTSIAC The number of in-memory work files for
sorts that are currently active.

SRT_INMEM_WFS_HWM DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.SRT-INM
EM-WFS-HWM)

QISTSIAH The maximum number of active in-
memory work files for sorts since the Db2
subsystem started.

SRT_INMEM_WFSPC DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS2.SRT-INM
EM-WFSPC)

QISTSISC The total amount of space, in bytes, used
for currently active in-memory work files
for sorts.

SRT_INMEM_WFSPC_H
WM

DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.SRT-INM
EM-WFSPC-HWM)

QISTSISH The maximum amount of space, in bytes,
used for active in-memory work files for
sorts since the Db2 subsystem started.

STAB_PREPARES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.STAB-PR
EPARES)

QXSTSFND The number of times a PREPARE
request was satisfied by making a copy
from the stabilized statement in the
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY catalog table.
The stabilized statement search is done
only when no matching statement was
found in the prepared statement cache.
This field is new with Db2 12.

STATUS_EXIT_CNT DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.STATUS
-EXIT-CNT)

QTXASTAT The number of status Exits. This field is
new with Db2 12.

STMT_TRIGGER_ACT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.STMT-TR
IGGER-ACT)

QXSTTRG The number of times a statement trigger
is activated.

STORPROC_ABNDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.STORPR
OC-ABNDS)

QXCALLAB The number of times a stored procedure
terminated abnormally.
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SUCC_ROUT_AUTH_CH
K

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SUCC-R
OUT-AUTH-CHK)

QTRACAUT The number of successful authorization
checks for user-defined functions
or stored procedures that use the
routine authorization cache. This
number includes the number of public
authorization checks (QTRACPUB).

SUCC_ROUT_PUB_EXE
C

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SUCC-R
OUT-PUB-EXEC)

QTRACPUB The number of successful authorization
checks for user-defined function or stored
procedure execution authority when that
authority is held by public.

SUSPEND_EXIT_CNT DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.SUSPEN
D-EXIT-CNT)

QTXASUSP The number of suspends of DBMS exit.
This field is new with Db2 12.

SUSPEND_LATCH DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SUSPEN
DS-LATCH)

QTXASLAT The accumulated number of times that
an application has been delayed while
waiting for a latch. A latch is a piece
of storage used to serialize a process
within Db2 or IRLM. Latch suspends
are normally short and are controlled
internally by Db2. Not much can be done
in the way of tuning latch suspends. A
few latch suspends can be expected
for a heavily loaded Db2 subsystem.
However, if latch suspends are causing
you a significant amount of degradation,
then you may want to contact IBM for
assistance.

SUSPEND_LOCK DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SUSPEN
DS-LOCK)

QTXASLOC The accumulated number of times that
an application trying to obtain a lock from
the lock manager (IRLM) was delayed
because the resource was being held by
another task with an incompatible lock.
Lock suspends should be avoided and,
ideally, this field should be zero.

SUSPEND_OTHER DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SUSPEN
DS-OTHER)

QTXASOTH The accumulated number of times that
an application has been delayed for
some reason other than a lock or latch
wait. Reasons for this include: - IRLM
sync requests - up to one request per
agent cancelled. - IRLM synchronous
notifies. examples include: - requests
to invalid DBDs in other members -
requests for a data set extend - requests
for drop or revoke to invalid EDM
authorization caches in other members
- sysplex query parallelism - GBP
recovery None of the above are frequent
occurrences, unless sysplex parallelism
is being used.

TEST_BIND DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.TEST-BI
NDS)

QTTESTB The number of BIND subcommands
issued without a plan ID.
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TIMEOUT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.TIMEOU
TS)

QTXATIM The accumulated number of times that
an application was unable to obtain
a lock from the lock manager (IRLM)
after waiting for an installation-specified
time interval. Db2 aborts processing
and backs out the current unit of work
(erases any changes made since the last
COMMIT). Db2 waits the amount of time
specified on the DSNZPARM parameter,
IRLMRWT, for transactions and queries
to receive a lock. Furthermore, it will
wait twice this value for IMS/VS BMPs
to get a lock, and three times this
value for batch jobs and utilities. Use
SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display to
see the current IRLMRWT setting for
your installation. Db2 returns either a
-911 or -913 SQL return code when a
timeout occurs. The IMS attachment
may return a U777 abend code. The
SQLCA contains a reason code and
indicates what resource and type of
lock was unobtainable. If SYSVIEW for
Db2 message logging facility is active,
you can find out what resource was
unavailable and who owned the resource
by browsing the log. Timeouts should be
avoided. Ideally, this field should be zero.

TIMEOUT_EXIT_CNT DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.TIMEOU
T-EXIT-CNT)

QTXATIME The number of timeout exits. This field is
new with Db2 12.

TIMEOUT_RLB_PURGED DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.TIMEOU
T-RLB-PURGED)

QTXATOUT The number of timeouts RLBs were
purged. This field is new with Db2 12.

TRANSFER_OWNERSHI
P

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.TRANSF
ER-OWNERSHIP)

QXTRNOWN The number of times the TRANSFER
OWNERSHIP SQL statement was
invoked to change the owner of an
object. This field is new with Db2 12.

TRUNCATE_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.TRUNCA
TE-TABLE)

QXTRTBL The number of TRUNCATE TABLE
statements.

UDF_ABENDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.UDF-AB
ENDS)

QXCAUDAB The number of times a user-defined
function abended.

UDF_EXECUTE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.UDF-EXE
CUTE)

QXCAUD The number of user-defined functions
executed.

UDF_REJECT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.UDF-RE
JECT)

QXCAUDRJ The number of times a user-defined
function was rejected.

UDF_TIMEOUT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.UDF-TIM
EOUT)

QXCAUDTO The number of times a user-defined
function timed out waiting to be
scheduled.
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UNLOCK_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.UNLOCK
-CALLS)

QTXAUNLK The accumulated number of times
that Db2 sent an unlock request to
IRLM on behalf of the application. The
number of unlock requests may be much
smaller than the number of lock requests
because many locks can be freed by Db2
with one unlock request. This field is for
informational purposes only and serves
no real tuning value.

USE_COUNT DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.USE-CO
UNT)

QTXAUCNT The number of Use Counts for Compat
Queue Elements in IRLM. This field is
new with Db2 12.

USE_COUNT_NONZERO DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.USE-CO
UNT-NONZERO)

QTXALCMU The number of main latch contentions
because Use Count is not zero. This field
is new with Db2 12.

WFSPC_AGENT_USAGE DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WFSPC-
AGENT-USAGE)

QISTASTH Identifies the threshold value
for agent-level work file space
use. This value is provided as a
percentage and is derived from the
WFSTGUSE_AGENT_THRESHOLD
DSNZPARM.

WFSPC_DGTT_MAX_KB DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WFSPC-
DGTT-MAX-KB)

QISTDGTTMXU Identifies the maximum amount of
storage, in kilobytes, that all agents on
the system used for declared temporary
tables (DGTT).

WFSPC_DGTT_PREF_KB DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WFSPC-
DGTT-PREF-KB)

QISTDGTTSTG Specifies the preferred amount of
storage, in kilobytes, configured for
DGTT in the work file database.

WFSPC_DGTT_USED_K
B

DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS2.WFSPC-
DGTT-USED-KB)

QISTDGTTCTO The current total amount of storage, in
kilobyes, that all agents on the system
are using for declared temporary tables
(DGTT).

WFSPC_MAX_KB DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WFSPC-
MAX-KB)

QISTWFMXU The maximum amount of total storage, in
kilobytes, that agents on the system used
except for declared temporary tables
(DGTT).

WFSPC_PREF_KB DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WFSPC-
PREF-KB)

QISTWFSTG The preferred amount of storage, in
kilobytes, configured for work files in the
work file database.

WFSPC_SYSTEM_USAG
E

DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WFSPC-
SYSTEM-USAGE)

QISTSSTH The threshold value for system-
level work file space use.
This value is provided as a
percentage and is derived from the
WFSTGUSE_SYSTEM_THRESHOLD
DSNZPARM.

WFSPC_THREAD_MAX_
KB

DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WFSPC-
THRD-MAX-KB)

QISTAMXU The maximum amount of storage, in
kilobytes, used by any thread on the
system.
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WFSPC_TOTAL_KB DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WFSPC-
TOTAL-KB)

QISTWSTG The current amount of total storage, in
kilobytes, configured for the tablespaces
in the work file database.

WFSPC_USED_KB DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS2.WFSPC-
USED-KB)

QISTWFCTO Specifies the current total amount of
storage, in kilobytes, that all agents on
the system are using except for declared
temporary tables (DGTT).

WHT_ASYNC_LOCK DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.WHT-AS
YNC-LOCK)

QTXACWAL The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for ASYNC LOCK. This field
is new with Db2 12.

WHT_CHANGE DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.WHT-CH
ANGE)

QTXACWCH The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for CHANGE. This field is
new with Db2 12.

WHT_COMPAT DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.WHT-CO
MPAT)

QTXACWCP The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for COMPAT. This field is
new with Db2 12.

WHT_LOCK DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.WHT-LO
CK)

QTXACWLK The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for LOCK. This field is new
with Db2 12.

WHT_QUERY_FAST DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.WHT-QU
ERY-FAST)

QTXACWQF The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for QUERY FAST. This field
is new with Db2 12.

WHT_SYNC DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.WHT-SY
NC)

QTXACWSY The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for SYNC. This field is new
with Db2 12.

WHT_UNLOCK DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.WHT-UN
LOCK)

QTXACWUK The number of Workunit Hash Table latch
contentions for UNLOCK. This field is
new with Db2 12.

WKFILE_AGT_LIMITEX DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WKFILE-
AGT-LIMITEX)

QISTWFNE The number of times that the maximum
amount of storage that an agent can use
for the work file database was exceeded.
The limit is defined on the MAXTEMPS
ZPARM parameter.

WKFILE_NONSORT_ACT DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS2.WKFILE-
NONSORT-ACT)

QISTI2AC The number of current active in-memory
data manager (DM) workfiles related to
non-SORT.

WKFILE_NONSORT_HW
M

DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WKFILE-
NONSORT-HWM)

QISTI2AH Specifies the high watermark number
of non-SORT related in-memory data
manager (DM) workfiles active at any
point.

WKFILE_NOT_CREATED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WKFILE-
NOT-CREATED)

QISTIMNC The number of times that a critical
storage condition prevented the creation
of a work file. This value represents any
type of in-memory work file.

WKFILE_RIDBLKS_CUR DEC(15,0) AVG(STATS2.WKFILE-
RIDBLKS-CUR)

QISTWFRCUR The number of RID blocks that currently
reside in work file storage.
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WKFILE_RIDBLKS_HWM DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WKFILE-
RIDBLKS-HWM)

QISTWFRHIG The highest number of RID blocks that
overflowed to a work file since Db2
startup.

WKFILE_TYPE2_OVERF
LOW

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WKFILE-
TYPE2-OVERFLOW)

QISTI2OF The number of times that type-2 in-
memory workfiles overflowed into a
physical tablespace.

WKFILE_32K_FOR_4K DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WKFILE-
32K-FOR-4K)

QISTWFP1 The number of times that space in a
32KB table space was used because
space in a 4KB table space was not
available.

WKFILE_32KTS_STG DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WKFILE-
32KTS-STG)

QISTW32K Total amount of storage in KB that was
used for 32KB work file table spaces.

WKFILE_4K_FOR_32K DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WKFILE-
4K-FOR-32K)

QISTWFP2 The number of times that space in a 4KB
table space was used because space in
a 32KB table space was not available

WKFILE_4KTS_STG DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.WKFILE-
4KTS-STG)

QISTW4K The total amount of storage that is
currently used for 4 KB table spaces, in
KB.

XES_SYNC_LK_FAIL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.XES-SYN
C-LK-FAIL)

QTGSCREJ The number of failed Db2 lock requests
to XES to process without delay. XES
rejects the lock request since it could not
process it synchronously.

XPROC_PAGES DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.STG-SH
R-STATIC-SQL)

QISEKSPA8 Identifies the storage that Db2 allocates
to static shareable SQL statements.

XPROC_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.XPROC-
REQUESTS)

QISEKSPG The total number of requests for
XPROCs.

Columns with (1047) IDB2STAT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYSTEM_DAILY table, with the corresponding (1047)
IDB2STAT IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

INT_HWM_ACT_DBAT_D
EALLOC

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
ACT-DBAT-DEALLOC)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of
DBATs that were active during the
collection interval because the
associated packages were bound with
RELEASE(DEALLOCATE).

INT_HWM_ACT_DBATS_
NOTUSED

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
ACT-DBATS-NOTUSE
D)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of
disconnected (pooled) DBATs that were
available to service work on inactive
connections or new connections during
the collection interval.

INT_HWM_ACT_INMEM_
WKFILES

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
ACT-INMEM-WKFILES)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of in-
memory data manager (DM) work files
that were active during the collection
interval.
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INT_HWM_ACT_INMEMW
KFILE_KB

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
ACT-INMEMWKFILE-K
B)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of space, in
kilobytes, that was used for in-memory
work files during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_CTHREAD_TH
RDS

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
CTHREAD-THRDS)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of allied
threads that have been allocated
concurrently during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_CUR_WKFILE
_STG

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
CUR-WKFILE-STG)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage,
in kilobytes, that was used in the work file
database during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_DS_CURR_O
PEN

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
DS-CURR-OPEN)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of data
sets that were open during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_IDBACK_THR
DS

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-I
DBACK-THRDS)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of users that
were identified to Db2 from batch tasks
during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_IDFORE_THR
DS

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-I
DFORE-THRDS)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of users
that were identified to Db2 from TSO
foreground tasks during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_INACTIVE_DB
ATS

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-I
NACTIVE-DBATS)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of inactive
database access threads during the
collection interval.

INT_HWM_MAXDBAT_TH
RDS

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
MAXDBAT-THRDS)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of active
and disconnected (pooled) database
access threads that existed during the
collection interval.

INT_HWM_PGS_SKCT DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
PGS-SKCT)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of pages
of the EDM pool that were allocated to
skeleton cursor tables (SKCTs) during
the collection interval.

INT_HWM_PGS_USED_D
BDPOOL

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
PGS-USED-DBDPOOL)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of pages
of the DBD pool that were allocated to
database descriptors (DBDs) during the
collection interval.

INT_HWM_PGS_USED_S
KPT

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
PGS-USED-SKPT)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of pages
of the EDM pool that were allocated to
skeleton package tables (SKPTs) during
the collection interval.

INT_HWM_PGS_USED_S
TMTPOOL

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
PGS-USED-STMTPOO
L)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of pages
used in the statement pool during the
collection interval.

INT_HWM_PKG_ATB_ST
ORAGE

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
PKG-ATB-STORAGE)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage
above the bar allocated for packages
during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_PKG_BTB_ST
ORAGE

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
PKG-BTB-STORAGE)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage
below the bar allocated for packages
during the collection interval.
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INT_HWM_PLAN_ATB_S
TORAGE

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
PLAN-ATB-STORAGE)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage
above the bar allocated for plans during
the collection interval.

INT_HWM_PLAN_BTB_S
TORAGE

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
PLAN-BTB-STORAGE)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage
below the bar allocated for plans during
the collection interval.

INT_HWM_RIDLIST_CUR
R_BLOCKS

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
RIDLIST-CURR-BLOCK
S)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of RID
pool blocks allocated for RID processing
during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_SRT_INMEM_
WFS_CUR

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
SRT-INMEM-WFS-CUR
)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of in-
memory work files related to SORT that
were active during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_SRT_INMEM_
WFSPC

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
SRT-INMEM-WFSPC)

N/A The high-water mark of total space used
by in-memory work files related to SORT
that were active during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_STG_SHR_ST
ATIC_SQL

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
STG-SHR-STATIC-SQL
)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage
that Db2 allocated to static shareable
SQL statements during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_STMTPOOL_S
TMTS

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
STMTPOOL-STMTS)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of
statements in the EDM statement cache
pool during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_TOT_DBDPO
OL_PGS

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-T
OT-DBDPOOL-PGS)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of pages
allocated to the DBD pool during the
collection interval.

INT_HWM_TOT_SKELPO
OL_PGS

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-T
OT-SKELPOOL-PGS)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of pages
in the skeleton EDM pool during the
collection interval.

INT_HWM_TOT_STMTPO
OL_PGS

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-T
OT-STMTPOOL-PGS)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of pages
in the EDM statement pool during the
collection interval.

INT_HWM_T2_CURR_IN
ACT

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-T
2-CURR-INACT)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of type 2
inactive threads during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_T2_CURR_INA
CT_QUED

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-T
2-CURR-INACT-QUED)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of inactive
connections or new connections that
were queued, waiting to be serviced by
a DBAT during the collection interval.
DBATs might be unavailable if the
MAXDBAT ZPARM value is reached,
or if DDF is stopped, or stopping with
MODE(SYSPEND). Check QDSTQDBT
to determine whether there is a
MAXDBAT constraint.
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INT_HWM_WFSPC_DGT
T_USED_KB

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
WFSPC-DGTT-USED-K
B)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage,
in kilobytes, that all agents on the system
were using for declared temporary tables
(DGTT) during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_WFSPC_TOT
AL_KB

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
WFSPC-TOTAL-KB)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of total
storage, in kilobytes, configured for the
tablespaces in the work file database
during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_WFSPC_USE
D_KB

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
WFSPC-USED-KB)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage,
in kilobytes, that all agents on the system
were using except for declared temporary
tables (DGTT) during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_WKFILE_NON
SORT_ACT

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
WKFILE-NONSORT-AC
T)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of in-
memory data manager (DM) work files
related to non-SORT that were active
during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_WKFILE_RIDB
LKS_CUR

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
WKFILE-RIDBLKS-CUR
)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of RID
blocks that resided in work file storage
during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_WKFILE_32KT
S_STG

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
WKFILE-32KTS-STG)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage,
in kilobytes, that was used for 32KB work
file table spaces during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_WKFILE_4KTS
_STG

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
WKFILE-4KTS-STG)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of storage,
in kilobytes, that was used for 4KB work
file table spaces during the collection
interval.

INT_LWM_DBD_STEALA
BLE

DEC(15) MIN(IDB2STAT.LWM-D
BD-STEALABLE)

N/A The low-water mark (LWM) of DBD
pages in use that could have been
reused during the collection interval.

INT_LWM_FREE_DBDPO
OL_PGS

DEC(15) MIN(IDB2STAT.LWM-F
REE-DBDPOOL-PGS)

N/A The low-water mark (LWM) of free pages
in the DBD pool free chain during the
collection interval.

INT_LWM_FREE_SKELP
OOL_PGS

DEC(15) MIN(IDB2STAT.LWM-F
REE-SKELPOOL-PGS)

N/A The low-water mark (LWM) of free pages
in the skeleton EDM pool free chain
during the collection interval.

INT_LWM_FREE_STMTP
OOL_PGS

DEC(15) MIN(IDB2STAT.LWM-F
REE-STMTPOOL-PGS)

N/A The low-water mark (LWM) of free pages
in the EDM statement pool during the
collection interval.

INT_LWM_SKPT_STEAL
ABLE

DEC(15) MIN(IDB2STAT.LWM-S
KPT-STEALABLE)

N/A The low-water mark (LWM) of SKPT
pages in use that could have been
reused during the collection interval.
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Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

DRAINS_DISABLED DEC(15,0)

DRAINS_REQUESTED DEC(15,0)

DRAINS_SUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0)

DSNS_OPEN_CLOSENO DEC(15,0)

EDM_DSPC_PAGES DEC(15,0)

EDM_MAX_PAGES_CT DEC(15,0)

EDM_MAX_PAGES_DBD DEC(15,0)

EDM_MAX_PAGES_FREE DEC(15,0)

EDM_PAGES_CACHE DEC(15,0)

EDM_PAGES_IN_POOL DEC(15,0)

EDM_PT_PAGES DEC(15,0)

FAIL_DSPC_FULL DEC(15,0)

FREE_DSPC_PAGES DEC(15,0)

PARA_TO_SEQUENT DEC(15,0)

PSET_CURRENT_OPEN DEC(15,0)

PSET_FAILED_DRAIN DEC(15,0)

PSET_OPENED_DRAIN DEC(15,0)

SUBSYS_ACCEL_DETAIL Table

The SUBSYS_ACCEL_DAILY archive table contains the Db2 accelerator subsystem performance information by the
accelerator server name for every statistics interval.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_ACCEL_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field
name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP START-EVENT-TIM
E

N/A Specifies the start time of Db2 events that
come in pairs of records (begin and end
events).

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.
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HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0002) STATS2 IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_ACCEL_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0002)
STATS2 IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACCEL_ACCUM_CPU_TI
ME_SSID

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-ACCUM-CPUT
ME-SSID

Q8STACPU Overall accelerator CPU time processing
SQL queries for this Db2 system.

ACCEL_ACCUM_ELAPSE
_SSID

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-ACCUM-ELAPS
E-SSID

Q8STAELA Overall accelerator elapsed time
processing SQL queries for this Db2
system.

ACCEL_ACCUM_WAIT_S
SID

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-ACCUM-WAIT-
SSID

Q8STAWAT Overall accelerator wait time for
processing SQL queries for this Db2
system.

ACCEL_ACTIVE_REQUE
STS_ALL

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-ACTIVE-REQS
-ALL

Q8STACTV_64 The current number of active requests for
all Db2 systems.

ACCEL_ACTIVE_REQUE
STS_SSID

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-ACTIVE-REQS
-SSID

Q8STNQCS The number of active requests for this
Db2 system.

ACCEL_AVG_QEUEU_W
AIT

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-AVG-Q-WAIT Derived from
Q8STQUEW

The average wait time in the accelerator
queue.

ACCEL_BLOCKS_RETUR
NED

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-BLKS-RETD Q8STBLKR The number of blocks returned from the
accelerator.

ACCEL_BLOCKS_SENT DEC(15,0) ACCEL-BLKS-SENT Q8STBLKS The number of blocks sent to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_BP_HITRATIO DEC(15,0) ACCEL-BP-HITRATIO Q8STABHR Specifies the accelerator Bufferpool Hit
Ratio. The buffer pool hit ratio for the
accelerator comprises all currently paired
Db2 systems.

ACCEL_BYTES_RETURN
ED

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-BYTES-RETD Q8STBYTR The number of bytes returned from the
accelerator.

ACCEL_BYTES_SENT DEC(15,0) ACCEL-BYTES-SENT Q8STBYTS The number of bytes sent to the
accelerator.
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ACCEL_CONNECTS_SS
ID

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-CONNECTS-S
SID

Q8STCONN The number of connections made to the
accelerator by this Db2 system.

ACCEL_COORD_AVGCP
U

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-COORD-AVGC
PU

Q8STCCPU_64 The average CPU utilization on the
accelerator coordinator node.

ACCEL_CUR_QRY_QLEN DEC(15,0) ACCEL-CUR-QRY-QLE
N

Q8STCQL Specifies the current query queue length.

ACCEL_DATA_SLICES DEC(15,0) ACCEL-DATA-SLICES Q8STNMDS The number of data slices.

ACCEL_DISK_MB_ALL DEC(15,0) ACCEL-DISK-MB-ALL Q8STDSA Identifies the disk storage that is used
for accelerator databases for all Db2
systems.

ACCEL_DISK_MB_AVAIL
ABLE

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-DISK-MB-AVAL Q8STDSKA Specifies the disk storage available in
MB.

ACCEL_DISK_PERCENT
AGE_USED

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-DISK-PCT-USE
D

Q8STDSKU Specifies the current disk utilization on
worker nodes.

ACCEL_DISK_STORAGE
_DB_SSID

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-DISK-STRG-DB
-SSID

Q8STDSKB Specifies the amount of disk storage that
is used for this Db2 system in MB.

ACCEL_FAILURES_SSID DEC(15,0) ACCEL-FAILURES-SSI
D

Q8STFAIL The number of failed requests for this
Db2 system.

ACCEL_INBOUND DEC(15,0) ACCEL-INBOUND Q8STANUI Specifies the current inbound network
utilization of the accelerator.

ACCEL_LAST_PROC_TI
MESTAMP

TIMESTAMP ACCEL-LAST-PROC-T
STAMP

Q8STTART Specifies when the accelerator server
process last started. The timestamp
is specified in the UTC (Coordinated
Universal Time).

ACCEL_LOG_DATA_MB DEC(15,0) ACCEL-LOG-DATA-MB Q8STLSA Specifies the disk space, in MB, for log
data for all Db2 subsystems.

ACCEL_MAINT_CPU_TIM
E_ALL

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-MAINT-CPUTM
E-ALL

Q8STTCMA Specifies the total CPU cost for data
maintenance operations for all Db2
systems.

ACCEL_MAINT_CPU_TIM
E_SSID

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-MAINT-CPUTM
E-SSID

Q8STTCMS Specifies the total CPU cost for data
maintenance operations for this Db2
system.

ACCEL_MAX_QEURY_Q
LEN

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-MAX-QRY-QLE
N

Q8STMAXQ_64 Specifies the highest query queue length
encountered.

ACCEL_MAX_QUEUE_W
AIT

DEC(15,6) MAX(ACCEL-MAX-Q-W
AIT)

Derived from
Q8STQUEM

The maximum wait time in the
accelerator queue.

ACCEL_MAXACT_REQU
ESTS_ALL

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-MAXACT-REQ
S-ALL

Q8STMAXA_64 The maximum number of active requests
for all Db2 systems.

ACCEL_MAXACT_REQU
ESTS_SSID

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-MAXACT-REQ
S-SSID

Q8STMNQS The maximum number of active requests
for this Db2 system.

ACCEL_MESSAGES_RE
TURNED

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-MSGS-RETD Q8STMSGR The number of messages returned from
the accelerator.

ACCEL_MESSAGES_SE
NT

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-MSGS-SENT Q8STMSGS The number of messages sent to the
accelerator.
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ACCEL_ONLINE_SERVE
RS

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-ONLINE-SERV
ERS

N/A The number of connected accelerator
servers which are currently in the
ONLINE status.

ACCEL_OUTBOUND DEC(15,0) ACCEL-OUTBOUND Q8STANUO Specifies the current outbound network
utilization of the accelerator.

ACCEL_PROCESSORS DEC(15,0) ACCEL-PROCESSORS Q8STCORS The total number of processors in the
accelerator.

ACCEL_PRODUCT_ID CHAR(8) ACCEL-PRODUCT-ID Q8STPRID Specifies the accelerator product ID.

ACCEL_QUERY_EX_CPU
_ALL

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-QUERY-EX-CP
U-ALL

Q8STTCQA Specifies the total CPU cost of query
execution for all Db2 systems.

ACCEL_QUERY_EX_CPU
_ALL_SEC

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-Q-EX-CPU-ALL
-SEC

Q8STTCQA Specifies the total CPU cost of query
execution for all Db2 systems.

ACCEL_QUERY_EX_CPU
_SSID

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-QUERY-EX-CP
U-SSID

Q8STTCQS Specifies the total CPU cost of query
execution on this Db2 system.

ACCEL_QUERY_EX_CPU
_SSID_SEC

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-Q-EX-CPU-SSI
D-SEC

Q8STTCQS Specifies the total CPU cost of query
execution on this Db2 system.

ACCEL_QUERY_FAIL_A
LL

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-QUERY-FAIL-A
LL

Q8STNQFA The total number of queries that are sent
by all Db2 systems and fail to execute in
the accelerator.

ACCEL_QUERY_FAIL_S
SID

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-QUERY-FAIL-S
SID

Q8STFREQ The total number of failed query requests
since the accelerator started for this Db2
system.

ACCEL_QUERY_SUCCE
SS_ALL

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-QUERY-SUCC
ESS-ALL

Q8STNQSA The total number of queries that are sent
by all Db2 systems and successfully
execute in the accelerator.

ACCEL_QUERY_SUCCE
SS_SSID

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-QUERY-SUCC
ESS-SSID

Q8STSREQ The total number of successful query
requests since the accelerator started for
this Db2 system.

ACCEL_QUEUE_LENGTH DEC(15,0) ACCEL-QUEUE-LENG
TH

Q8STCQLS Specifies the current queue length at the
accelerator backend for this Db2 system.

ACCEL_REPL_BYTES_A
LL

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REPL-BYTES-
ALL

Q8STNBA Specifies how many bytes the capture
agents process for all Db2 systems.

ACCEL_REPL_BYTES_S
SID

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REPL-BYTES-S
SID

Q8STNBS Specifies how many bytes the capture
agent processes for this Db2 system.

ACCEL_REPL_CPU_ALL DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REPL-CPU-ALL Q8STTCCA Specifies the total CPU cost of the
replication apply process for all Db2
systems.

ACCEL_REPL_CPU_ALL
_SEC

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-REPL-CPU-ALL
-SEC

Q8STTCCA Specifies the total CPU cost of the
replication apply process for all Db2
systems.

ACCEL_REPL_CPU_SSID DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REPL-CPU-SS
ID

Q8STTCCS Specifies the total CPU cost of the
replication apply process for this Db2
system.

ACCEL_REPL_CPU_SSID
_SEC

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-REPL-CPU-SSI
D-SEC

Q8STTCCS Specifies the total CPU cost of the
replication apply process for this Db2
system.
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ACCEL_REPL_LATENCY
_SSID

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-REPL-LATENC
Y-SSID

Derived from
Q8STCRL

Specifies the current replication latency
time for this Db2 system.

ACCEL_REPL_RECS_RD
_ALL

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REPL-RECS-R
D-ALL

Q8STNLRA Specifies the amount of log records that
replication capture agents read for all
Db2 systems.

ACCEL_REPL_RECS_RD
_SSID

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REPL-RECS-R
D-SSID

Q8STNLRS Specifies the amount of log records that
replication capture agent reads for this
Db2 system.

ACCEL_REPL_RECS_US
E_ALL

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REPL-RECS-U
SE-ALL

Q8STNLTA Specifies the amount of log records
that capture agents process for all Db2
systems.

ACCEL_REPL_RECS_US
E_SSID

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REPL-RECS-U
SE-SSID

Q8STNLTS Specifies the amount of log records that
capture agent processes for this Db2
system.

ACCEL_REPL_ROWS_D
EL_ALL

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REPL-ROWS-D
EL-ALL

Q8STNDA Specifies how many rows were deleted
from the accelerator tables for all Db2
subsystems.

ACCEL_REPL_ROWS_D
EL_SSID

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REPL-ROWS-D
EL-SSID

Q8STNDS Specifies how many rows were deleted
from the accelerator tables for this Db2
subsystem.

ACCEL_REPL_ROWS_IN
S_ALL

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REPL-ROWS-I
NS-ALL

Q8STNIA Specifies how many rows were inserted
in the accelerator tables for all Db2
subsystems.

ACCEL_REPL_ROWS_IN
S_SSID

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REPL-ROWS-I
NS-SSID

Q8STNIS Specifies how many rows were inserted
in the accelerator tables for this Db2
system.

ACCEL_REPL_ROWS_U
PD_ALL

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REPL-ROWS-U
PD-ALL

Q8STNUA Specifies how many rows were updated
in the accelerator tables for all Db2
subsystems.

ACCEL_REPL_ROWS_U
PD_SSID

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REPL-ROWS-U
PD-SSID

Q8STNUS Specifies how many rows were updated
in the accelerator tables for this Db2
subsystem.

ACCEL_REPL_STAT_SS
ID_FLG

SMALLINT ACCEL-REPL-STAT-SS
ID-FLG

Q8STCSS Specifies the current replication state
of the accelerator for this Db2 system.
Replication state: 0—Started, 1—
Stopped, 2—Error, 3—Starting, 4—
Stopping, 255—Unknown.

ACCEL_REPL_STATE_S
SID

CHAR(8) ACCEL-REPL-STATE-S
SID

Derived from
Q8STCSS

Identifies the current replication state
of the accelerator for this Db2 system.
Replication state: started stopped error
starting stopping unknown.

ACCEL_REPL_STATUS_
CHG_SSID

TIMESTAMP ACCEL-REPL-STAT-CH
G-SSID

Q8STTLSC Specifies the last status change of the
replication state for this Db2 system.
The timestamp is specified in the
UTC(Coordinated Universal Time).

ACCEL_REQUESTS_SSI
D

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REQUESTS-SS
ID

Q8STREQ The number of requests sent to the
accelerator by this Db2 system.
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ACCEL_ROWS_RETURN
ED

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-ROWS-RETD Q8STROWR The number of rows returned from the
accelerator.

ACCEL_ROWS_SENT DEC(15,0) ACCEL-ROWS-SENT Q8STROWS The number of rows sent to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_SERVER_NAME VARCHAR(128) ACCEL-SERVER-LONG Q8STNAME_LO
NG

Server name of the accelerator (variable
length field).

ACCEL_SORT_OVERFLO
W

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-SORT-OVERFL
OW

Q8STOFLW The number of sort overflows in the
accelerator backend. A sort overflow
happens when the processing of the
SQL statement cannot happen entirely in
memory.

ACCEL_SQL_MEM_MB DEC(15,0) ACCEL-SQL-MEM-MB Q8STTMPS The total memory, in MB, available
for processing SQL statements in the
accelerator.

ACCEL_STATE CHAR(12) ACCEL-STATE Derived from
Q8STTATE

Specifies the accelerator server status.
A status value of UNKNOWN indicates
an unrecognized QWSTTATE value
was encountered. Recognized states
are INITIALIZED, ONLINE, PAUSED,
OFFLINE, STOPPED, MAINTENANCE,
and DOWN.

ACCEL_STATE_FLAG SMALLINT ACCEL-STATE-FLAG Q8STTATE Specifies the accelerator state: 0—
Initialized, 1—Online, 3—Offline, 5—
Maintenance, 6—Down, 255—Unknown.

ACCEL_STATE_LSTCHN
G

TIMESTAMP ACCEL-STATE-LSTCH
NG

Q8STTATC Specifies when the accelerator status
changed. The timestamp is specified in
the UTC (Coordinated Universal Time).

ACCEL_STMT_COMMIT DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-COMMIT Q8STCMTC The accumulated number of COMMIT
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_CREATE DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-CREATE Q8STCRTC The accumulated number of CREATE
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_DELETE DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-DELETE Q8STDELC The accumulated number of DELETE
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_DROP DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-DROP Q8STDRPC The accumulated number of DROP
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_INSERT DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-INSERT Q8STINSC The accumulated number of INSERT
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_OPEN DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-OPEN Q8STOPNC The accumulated number of OPEN
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_ROLLBAC
K

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-ROLLBA
CK

Q8STRBKC The accumulated number of ROLLBACK
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_UPDATE DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-UPDATE Q8STUPDC The accumulated number of UPDATE
statements send to the accelerator.
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ACCEL_TCPIP_CPU_TIM
E_SSID

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-TCPIP-CPUTM
E-SSID

Q8STTCPU Accelerator services TCP/IP CPU time.
This is the CPU time spent processing
calls to the accelerator from the Db2
side.

ACCEL_TCPIP_ELAPSE_
SSID

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-TCPIP-ELAPSE
-SSID

Q8STTELA Accelerator services TCP/IP elapsed
time. This is the elapsed time spent
processing calls to the accelerator as
seen from the Db2 side.

ACCEL_TIMEOUTS_SSID DEC(15,0) ACCEL-TIMEOUTS-SS
ID

Q8STTOUT The number of requests that timed out for
this Db2 system.

ACCEL_TMP_DATA_MB DEC(15,0) ACCEL-TMP-DATA-MB Q8STTSA Specifies the disk space, in MB, for
temporary data for all Db2 subsystems.

ACCEL_USER_MEM_MB DEC(15,0) ACCEL-USER-MEM-MB Q8STTMUD The total memory available for user data
in MB. It is not the physical memory
of the accelerator, but the memory
configured for bufferpools across all
worker nodes.

ACCEL_WFD_EXPIRED_
ALL

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-WFD-EXPIRED
-ALL

Q8STEDPA Specifies the total number of query
requests that have been run with
WAITFORDATA delay protocol, sent by
all Db2 subsystems to Accelerator and
have expired because the total wait time
was higher than the WAITFORDATA
value.

ACCEL_WFD_EXPIRED_
SSID

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-WFD-EXPIRED
-SSID

Q8STEDPS The total number of query requests that
have been run with WAITFORDATA
delay protocol sent by this Db2
subsystem to accelerator and have
expired because the total wait time was
higher than the WAITFORDATA value.

ACCEL_WFD_REPL_VEL
OCITY

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-WFD-REPL-VE
LOCITY

Q8STVLCS Specifies the replication velocity of
this Db2 subsystem, measured in Db2
log seconds applied per second. This
value may be negative if replication for
Accelerator is stopped or replication
information for the Accelerator is not yet
available.

ACCEL_WFD_REQS_ALL DEC(15,0) ACCEL-WFD-REQS-AL
L

Q8STTDPA The total number of successful query
requests that have been run with
WAITFORDATA delay protocol sent by all
Db2 subsystems to the accelerator.

ACCEL_WFD_REQS_SS
ID

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-WFD-REQS-SS
ID

Q8STTDPS The total number of successful query
requests that have been run with
WAITFORDATA delay protocol sent by
this Db2 subsystem to the accelerator.

ACCEL_WORKER_AVGC
PU

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-WORKR-AVGC
PU

Q8STWCPU_64 Specifies the average CPU utilization of
worker nodes.
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ACCEL_WORKER_AVGC
PU_SEC

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-WORKR-AVGC
PU-SEC

Q8STWCPU_64 Specifies the average CPU utilization of
worker nodes.

ACCEL_WORKER_NODE
S

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-WORKER-NOD
ES

Q8STWNOD_64 The number of active worker nodes.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

ACCEL_DISK_MB_USED DEC(15,0)

ACCEL_MAXACT_REQUESTS DEC(15,0)

SUBSYS_ACCEL_DAILY Table

The SUBSYS_ACCEL_DAILY archive table contains the Db2 accelerator subsystem performance information by the
accelerator server name and accumulated by day.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_ACCEL_DAILY table, with the corresponding IQL field
name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP MIN(START-EVENT
-TIME)

N/A For Db2 events that come in pairs of records
(begin and end events), this field shows the
start time of the event.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.
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Columns with (0002) STATS2 IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_ACCEL_DAILY table, with the corresponding (0002)
STATS2 IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACCEL_ACCUM_CPU_TI
ME_SSID

DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-ACCUM-C
PUTME-SSID)

Q8STACPU Overall accelerator CPU time processing
SQL queries for this Db2 system.

ACCEL_ACCUM_ELAPSE
_SSID

DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-ACCUM-E
LAPSE-SSID)

Q8STAELA Overall accelerator elapsed time
processing SQL queries for this Db2
system.

ACCEL_ACCUM_WAIT_S
SID

DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-ACCUM-
WAIT-SSID)

Q8STAWAT Overall accelerator wait time for
processing SQL queries for this Db2
system.

ACCEL_ACTIVE_REQUE
STS_ALL

DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-ACTIVE-R
EQS-ALL)

Q8STACTV_64 The current number of active requests for
all Db2 systems.

ACCEL_ACTIVE_REQUE
STS_SSID

DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-ACTIVE-R
EQS-SSID)

Q8STNQCS The number of active requests for this
Db2 system.

ACCEL_AVG_QEUEU_W
AIT

DEC(15,6) AVG(ACCEL-AVG-Q-W
AIT)

Derived from
Q8STQUEW

Average wait time in the accelerator
queue.

ACCEL_BLOCKS_RETUR
NED

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-BLKS-RE
TD)

Q8STBLKR The number of blocks returned from the
accelerator.

ACCEL_BLOCKS_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-BLKS-SE
NT)

Q8STBLKS The number of blocks sent to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_BP_HITRATIO DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-BP-HITRA
TIO)

Q8STABHR The accelerator Bufferpool Hit Ratio. The
buffer pool hit ratio for the accelerator
comprises all currently paired Db2
systems.

ACCEL_BYTES_RETURN
ED

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-BYTES-R
ETD)

Q8STBYTR The number of bytes returned from the
accelerator.

ACCEL_BYTES_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-BYTES-S
ENT)

Q8STBYTS The number of bytes sent to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_CONNECTS_SS
ID

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-CONNEC
TS-SSID)

Q8STCONN The number of connections made to the
accelerator by this Db2 system.

ACCEL_COORD_AVGCP
U

DEC(15,6) AVG(ACCEL-COORD-A
VGCPU)

Q8STCCPU_64 The average CPU utilization on the
accelerator coordinator node.

ACCEL_CUR_QRY_QLEN DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-CUR-QRY
-QLEN)

Q8STCQL The current query queue length.

ACCEL_DATA_SLICES DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-DATA-SLI
CES)

Q8STNMDS The number of data slices.

ACCEL_DISK_MB_ALL DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-DISK-MB-
ALL)

Q8STDSA The disk storage used for accelerator
databases for all Db2 systems.

ACCEL_DISK_MB_AVAIL
ABLE

DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-DISK-MB-
AVAL)

Q8STDSKA Available disk storage in MB.

ACCEL_DISK_PERCENT
AGE_USED

DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-DISK-PCT
-USED)

Q8STDSKU The current disk utilization on worker
nodes.
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ACCEL_DISK_STORAGE
_DB_SSID

DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-DISK-STR
G-DB-SSID)

Q8STDSKB The amount of disk storage in MB used
for this Db2 system.

ACCEL_FAILURES_SSID DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-FAILURE
S-SSID)

Q8STFAIL The number of failed requests for this
Db2 system.

ACCEL_INBOUND DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-INBOUND
)

Q8STANUI The current inbound network utilization of
the accelerator.

ACCEL_LAST_PROC_TI
MESTAMP

TIMESTAMP MAX(ACCEL-LAST-PR
OC-TSTAMP)

Q8STTART Specifies when the accelerator server
process last started. The timestamp
is specified in the UTC (Coordinated
Universal Time).

ACCEL_LOG_DATA_MB DEC(15,0) MAX(ACCEL-LOG-DAT
A-MB)

Q8STLSA The disk space in MB for log data for all
Db2 subsystems.

ACCEL_MAINT_CPU_TIM
E_ALL

DEC(15,6) MAX(ACCEL-MAINT-CP
UTME-ALL)

Q8STTCMA The total CPU cost for data maintenance
operations for all Db2 systems.

ACCEL_MAINT_CPU_TIM
E_SSID

DEC(15,6) MAX(ACCEL-MAINT-CP
UTME-SSID)

Q8STTCMS The total CPU cost for data maintenance
operations for this Db2 system.

ACCEL_MAX_QEURY_Q
LEN

DEC(15,0) MAX(ACCEL-MAX-QRY
-QLEN)

Q8STMAXQ_64 The highest query queue length
encountered.

ACCEL_MAX_QUEUE_W
AIT

DEC(15,6) MAX(ACCEL-MAX-Q-W
AIT)

Derived from
Q8STQUEM

Maximum wait time in the accelerator
queue.

ACCEL_MAXACT_REQU
ESTS_ALL

DEC(15,0) MAX(ACCEL-MAXACT-
REQS-ALL)

Q8STMAXA_64 The maximum number of active requests
for all Db2 systems.

ACCEL_MAXACT_REQU
ESTS_SSID

DEC(15,0) MAX(ACCEL-MAXACT-
REQS-SSID)

Q8STMNQS The maximum number of active requests
for this Db2 system.

ACCEL_MESSAGES_RE
TURNED

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-MSGS-RE
TD)

Q8STMSGR The number of messages returned from
the accelerator.

ACCEL_MESSAGES_SE
NT

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-MSGS-SE
NT)

Q8STMSGS The number of messages sent to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_ONLINE_SERVE
RS

DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-ONLINE-S
ERVERS)

N/A The number of connected accelerator
servers which are currently in the
ONLINE status.

ACCEL_OUTBOUND DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-OUTBOU
ND)

Q8STANUO Current outbound network utilization of
the accelerator.

ACCEL_PROCESSORS DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-PROCES
SORS)

Q8STCORS The total number of processors in the
accelerator.

ACCEL_PRODUCT_ID CHAR(8) ACCEL-PRODUCT-ID Q8STPRID Accelerator product ID.

ACCEL_QUERY_EX_CPU
_ALL

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-QUERY-E
X-CPU-ALL)

Q8STTCQA The total CPU cost of query execution for
all Db2 systems.

ACCEL_QUERY_EX_CPU
_ALL_SEC

DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-Q-EX-CP
U-ALL-SEC)

Q8STTCQA The total CPU cost of query execution for
all Db2 systems.

ACCEL_QUERY_EX_CPU
_SSID

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-QUERY-E
X-CPU-SSID)

Q8STTCQS The total CPU cost of query execution on
this Db2 system.

ACCEL_QUERY_EX_CPU
_SSID_SEC

DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-Q-EX-CP
U-SSID-SEC)

Q8STTCQS The total CPU cost of query execution on
this Db2 system.
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ACCEL_QUERY_FAIL_A
LL

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-QUERY-F
AIL-ALL)

Q8STNQFA The total number of queries sent by all
Db2 systems which failed to execute in
the accelerator.

ACCEL_QUERY_FAIL_S
SID

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-QUERY-F
AIL-SSID)

Q8STFREQ The total number of failed query requests
since the accelerator started for this Db2
system.

ACCEL_QUERY_SUCCE
SS_ALL

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-QUERY-S
UCCESS-ALL)

Q8STNQSA The total number of queries that are sent
by all Db2 systems and successfully
execute in the accelerator.

ACCEL_QUERY_SUCCE
SS_SSID

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-QUERY-S
UCCESS-SSID)

Q8STSREQ The total number of successful query
requests since the accelerator started for
this Db2 system.

ACCEL_QUEUE_LENGTH DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-QUEUE-L
ENGTH)

Q8STCQLS The current queue length at the
accelerator backend for this Db2 system.

ACCEL_REPL_BYTES_A
LL

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-BY
TES-ALL)

Q8STNBA Specifies how many bytes the capture
agents process for all Db2 systems.

ACCEL_REPL_BYTES_S
SID

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-BY
TES-SSID)

Q8STNBS Specifies how many bytes the capture
agent processes for this Db2 system.

ACCEL_REPL_CPU_ALL DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-CP
U-ALL)

Q8STTCCA The total CPU cost of the replication
apply process for all Db2 systems.

ACCEL_REPL_CPU_ALL
_SEC

DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-CP
U-ALL-SEC)

Q8STTCCA The total CPU cost of the replication
apply process for all Db2 systems.

ACCEL_REPL_CPU_SSID DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-CP
U-SSID)

Q8STTCCS The total CPU cost of the replication
apply process for this Db2 system.

ACCEL_REPL_CPU_SSID
_SEC

DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-CP
U-SSID-SEC)

Q8STTCCS The total CPU cost of the replication
apply process for this Db2 system.

ACCEL_REPL_LATENCY
_SSID

DEC(15,6) AVG(ACCEL-REPL-LAT
ENCY-SSID)

Derived from
Q8STCRL

The current replication latency time for
this Db2 system.

ACCEL_REPL_RECS_RD
_ALL

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-RE
CS-RD-ALL)

Q8STNLRA Specifies how many log records the
replication capture agents read for all
Db2 systems.

ACCEL_REPL_RECS_RD
_SSID

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-RE
CS-RD-SSID)

Q8STNLRS Specifies how many log records the
replication capture agent reads for this
Db2 system.

ACCEL_REPL_RECS_US
E_ALL

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-RE
CS-USE-ALL)

Q8STNLTA Specifies how many log records the
capture agents process for all Db2
systems.

ACCEL_REPL_RECS_US
E_SSID

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-RE
CS-USE-SSID)

Q8STNLTS Specifies how many log records the
capture agent processes for this Db2
system.

ACCEL_REPL_ROWS_D
EL_ALL

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-RO
WS-DEL-ALL)

Q8STNDA Specifies how many rows were deleted
from the accelerator tables for all Db2
subsystems.

ACCEL_REPL_ROWS_D
EL_SSID

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-RO
WS-DEL-SSID)

Q8STNDS Specifies how many rows were deleted
from the accelerator tables for this Db2
subsystem.
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ACCEL_REPL_ROWS_IN
S_ALL

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-RO
WS-INS-ALL)

Q8STNIA Specifies how many rows were inserted
in the accelerator tables for all Db2
subsystems.

ACCEL_REPL_ROWS_IN
S_SSID

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-RO
WS-INS-SSID)

Q8STNIS Specifies how many rows were inserted
in the accelerator tables for this Db2
system.

ACCEL_REPL_ROWS_U
PD_ALL

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-RO
WS-UPD-ALL)

Q8STNUA Specifies how many rows were updated
in the accelerator tables for all Db2
subsystems.

ACCEL_REPL_ROWS_U
PD_SSID

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REPL-RO
WS-UPD-SSID)

Q8STNUS Specifies how many rows were updated
in the accelerator tables for this Db2
subsystem.

ACCEL_REPL_STAT_SS
ID_FLG

SMALLINT ACCEL-REPL-STAT-SS
ID-FLG

Q8STCSS The current replication state of the
accelerator for this Db2 system: 0—
started, 1—stopped, 2—error, 3—
starting, 4—stopping, 255—unknown.

ACCEL_REPL_STATE_S
SID

CHAR(8) ACCEL-REPL-STATE-S
SID

Derived from
Q8STCSS

The current replication state of the
accelerator for this Db2 system.
Replication state: started stopped error
starting stopping unknown

ACCEL_REPL_STATUS_
CHG_SSID

TIMESTAMP MAX(ACCEL-REPL-ST
AT-CHG-SSID)

Q8STTLSC The last status change of the replication
state for this Db2 system. The timestamp
is specified in the UTC(Coordinated
Universal Time).

ACCEL_REQUESTS_SSI
D

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REQUES
TS-SSID)

Q8STREQ The number of requests sent to the
accelerator by this Db2 system.

ACCEL_ROWS_RETURN
ED

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-ROWS-R
ETD)

Q8STROWR The number of rows returned from the
accelerator.

ACCEL_ROWS_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-ROWS-S
ENT)

Q8STROWS The number of rows sent to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_SERVER_NAME VARCHAR(128) ACCEL-SERVER-LONG Q8STNAME_LO
NG

Server name of the accelerator (variable
length field).

ACCEL_SORT_OVERFLO
W

DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-SORT-OV
ERFLOW)

Q8STOFLW The number of sort overflows in the
accelerator backend. A sort overflow
happens when the processing of the
SQL statement cannot happen entirely in
memory.

ACCEL_SQL_MEM_MB DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-SQL-MEM
-MB)

Q8STTMPS The total memory available for
processing SQL statements in the
accelerator in MB.

ACCEL_STATE CHAR(12) ACCEL-STATE Derived from
Q8STTATE

Status of the accelerator server. A
status value of UNKNOWN indicates
an unrecognized QWSTTATE value
was encountered. Recognized states
are INITIALIZED, ONLINE, PAUSED,
OFFLINE, STOPPED, MAINTENANCE,
and DOWN.
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ACCEL_STATE_FLAG SMALLINT ACCEL-STATE-FLAG Q8STTATE The accelerator state: 0—initialized 1—
online 3—offline 5—maintenance 6—
down 255—unknown

ACCEL_STATE_LSTCHN
G

TIMESTAMP MAX(ACCEL-STATE-LS
TCHNG)

Q8STTATC Specifies when the accelerator status
changed. The timestamp is specified in
the UTC (Coordinated Universal Time).

ACCEL_STMT_COMMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-CO
MMIT)

Q8STCMTC The accumulated number of COMMIT
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_CREATE DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-CR
EATE)

Q8STCRTC The accumulated number of CREATE
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_DELETE DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-DE
LETE)

Q8STDELC The accumulated number of DELETE
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_DROP DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-DR
OP)

Q8STDRPC The accumulated number of DROP
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_INSERT DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-INS
ERT)

Q8STINSC The accumulated number of INSERT
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_OPEN DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-OP
EN)

Q8STOPNC The accumulated number of OPEN
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_ROLLBAC
K

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-RO
LLBACK)

Q8STRBKC The accumulated number of ROLLBACK
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_UPDATE DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-UP
DATE)

Q8STUPDC The accumulated number of UPDATE
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_TCPIP_CPU_TIM
E_SSID

DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-TCPIP-CP
UTME-SSID)

Q8STTCPU Accelerator services TCP/IP CPU time.
This is the CPU time spent processing
calls to the accelerator from the Db2
side.

ACCEL_TCPIP_ELAPSE_
SSID

DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-TCPIP-EL
APSE-SSID)

Q8STTELA Accelerator services TCP/IP elapsed
time. This is the elapsed time spent
processing calls to the accelerator as
seen from the Db2 side.

ACCEL_TIMEOUTS_SSID DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-TIMEOUT
S-SSID)

Q8STTOUT The number of requests that timed out for
this Db2 system.

ACCEL_TMP_DATA_MB DEC(15,0) MAX(ACCEL-TMP-DAT
A-MB)

Q8STTSA The disk space, in MB, for temporary
data for all Db2 subsystems.

ACCEL_USER_MEM_MB DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-USER-ME
M-MB)

Q8STTMUD The total memory available for user data
in MB. It is not the physical memory
of the accelerator, but the memory
configured for bufferpools across all
worker nodes.

ACCEL_WFD_EXPIRED_
ALL

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-WFD-EXP
IRED-ALL)

Q8STEDPA The total number of query requests that
have been run with WAITFORDATA
delay protocol, sent by all Db2
subsystems to Accelerator, and have
expired because the total wait time was
higher than the WAITFORDATA value.
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ACCEL_WFD_EXPIRED_
SSID

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-WFD-EXP
IRED-SSID)

Q8STEDPS The total number of query requests that
have been run with WAITFORDATA
delay protocol sent by this Db2
subsystem to accelerator and have
expired because the total wait time was
higher than the WAITFORDATA value.

ACCEL_WFD_REPL_VEL
OCITY

DEC(15,6) AVG(ACCEL-WFD-REP
L-VELOCITY)

Q8STVLCS The replication velocity of this Db2
subsystem measured in Db2 log seconds
applied per second. This value may be
negative if replication for Accelerator is
stopped or replication information for the
Accelerator is not yet available.

ACCEL_WFD_REQS_ALL DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-WFD-REQ
S-ALL)

Q8STTDPA The total number of successful query
requests that have been run with
WAITFORDATA delay protocol sent by all
Db2 subsystems to the accelerator.

ACCEL_WFD_REQS_SS
ID

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-WFD-REQ
S-SSID)

Q8STTDPS The total number of successful query
requests that have been run with
WAITFORDATA delay protocol sent by
this Db2 subsystem to the accelerator.

ACCEL_WORKER_AVGC
PU

DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-WORKR-A
VGCPU)

Q8STWCPU_64 Average CPU utilization of worker nodes.

ACCEL_WORKER_AVGC
PU_SEC

DEC(15,6) AVG(ACCEL-WORKR-A
VGCPU-SEC)

Q8STWCPU_64 Average CPU utilization of worker nodes.

ACCEL_WORKER_NODE
S

DEC(15,0) AVG(ACCEL-WORKER
-NODES)

Q8STWNOD_64 The number of active worker nodes.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

ACCEL_DISK_MB_USED DEC(15,0)

ACCEL_MAXACT_REQUESTS DEC(15,0)

SUBSYS_BP_DETAIL Table

The SUBSYS_BP_DETAIL archive table contains the buffer pool Db2 subsystem performance information by the buffer
pool name for every statistics interval.
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Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_BP_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP START-EVENT-TIM
E

N/A Shows the start time of the Db2 events that
come in pairs of records (begin and end
events).

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.
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Columns with (0002) STATS2 IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_BP_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0002) STATS2
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BP_ASYNC_WRITE_IO DEC(15,0) STATS2.WRITE-IO QBSTWIO The number of buffer pool WRITE I/O
operations that Db2 was able to process
asynchronously. Asynchronous WRITE
I/O only occurs at the system level and
not the application level. Therefore, the
statistics are only reported at the system
level. Compare the value to the number
of pages written. The more pages written
per WRITE I/O operation, the better Db2
is buffering its WRITE requests. Typically,
the ratio should be at least 5 through 10,
or higher. Db2 writes up to 16 pages per
WRITE I/O operation. A WRITE occurs
when there is a low number of stealable
pages in the buffer pool or when the
count of updated pages for a Db2 data
set reaches 64.

BP_BUFFERS_ACTIVE DEC(15,0) STATS2.CURR-ACT-B
UF

QBSTCBA The amount of active (in use or updated
pages) pages in the buffer pool. When
the number of active buffers reaches
95 percent, Db2 has reached the buffer
pool critical threshold (data manager
threshold) causing Db2 to use different,
more CPU-intensive algorithms to
manage the buffer pool in order to free
or release pages as soon as possible.
When the number of active buffers
reaches 97.5 percent, Db2 has reached
the immediate write threshold causing
Db2 to write buffers synchronously.
When the number of active buffers
reaches 100 percent, Db2 has reached
the expansion threshold causing Db2 to
expand the buffer pool if possible (MAX
buffers value is not equal to MIN buffers
in DSNZPARM and storage is available).

BP_CASTOUT_IO DEC(15,0) STATS2.CASTOUT-IO QBSTCIO The number of castout I/O operations.

BP_CASTOUT_IO_PGS DEC(15,0) STATS2.CASTOUT-IO-
PGS

QBSTPCO The number of pages written for castout
I/O operations.
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BP_COND_GETPG_FAIL DEC(15,0) STATS2.CONDITIONAL
-GETPAGE-FAIL

QBSTNGT The number of times a page requested
for a query processed in parallel was
unavailable because an I/O was in
progress or the page was not found in
the buffer pool. The agent does not wait.
Instead, control returns to the agent and
asynchronous prefetch I/O is triggered.
This counter is used only when queries
are processed in parallel. If the value is
close to zero, most pages are already
prefetched into the buffer pool and wait
time for synchronous I/O is small. This
counter can be high if, for example, there
is a cluster index scan and the data is not
truly clustered by the index key, so the
data pages are not accessed in their true
order. Hence, the cluster ratio is not valid.
Use the RUNSTATS utility to update it.
This number is also used to determine
how many sequential prefetches of one
page were scheduled.

BP_DATA_MGR_CRIT DEC(15,0) STATS2.WPHFWT-THR
ESHOLD

QBSTDMC The number of times the buffer pool has
had at least 95 percent of the buffers in
the pool unavailable (in use or updated)
and Db2 was forced to perform WRITE I/
O operations synchronously. When Db2
encounters the data manager critical
threshold, it also uses different, more
CPU-intensive algorithms to manage
the buffer pool in order to free or release
pages as soon as possible. Getpage
requests and releases apply to rows
instead of to pages. That is, when more
than one row is retrieved or updated in
a page, more than one getpage request
and release is performed on that page.
When this threshold is reached for one
buffer pool, the immediate release of
pages occurs in just that one buffer pool.
A non-zero value indicates a shortage of
buffer pool buffers.

BP_DATASETS_OPNED DEC(15,0) STATS2.DS-SUCC-OP
ENED

QBSTDSO The total number of data sets physically
opened for the buffer pool. A significantly
increasing number indicates a problem
with data set opens.
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BP_DEFERRED_WRITE DEC(15,0) STATS2.DEFERRED-W
R-THRESHOLD

QBSTDWT The number of times the buffer pool has
had at least 50 percent of the buffers in
the pool unavailable (in use or updated)
and Db2 was forced to perform WRITE
I/O operations to bring the percent of
unavailable buffers below 50 percent.
The threshold value can be controlled by
the -ALTER BUFFERPOOL command.
A non-zero value does not necessarily
indicate a problem (as long as the
sequential prefetch threshold is not being
reached, or the ratio of pages written per
WRITE I/O is not too low).

BP_DYN_PREF_PGS DEC(15,0) STATS2.DYNAMIC-PR
EFETCH-PAGES

QBSTDPP The number of asynchronous page reads
because of dynamic prefetch.

BP_DYN_PREF_READS DEC(15,0) STATS2.DYNAMIC-PR
EFETCH-READS

QBSTDIO The number of asynchronous read I/Os
because of dynamic prefetch.

BP_DYN_PREF_REQ DEC(15,0) STATS2.DYNAMIC-PR
EFETCH-REQUEST

QBSTDPF The number of dynamic prefetch
requests performed due to sequential
detection. If Db2 did not decide to
use sequential or list prefetch at bind
time, it can invoke sequential prefetch
dynamically if it detects that the data or
index leaf pages are being accessed
sequentially. Db2 will turn off the
prefetch when the data is no longer
being accessed sequentially (this does
not apply to prefetch requested at
bind time). This process is known as
sequential detection. Since it is detected
at execution time, its use is not indicated
in the PLAN_TABLE. Dynamic sequential
prefetch is subject to being disabled due
to buffer pool shortages as is normal
sequential prefetch.

BP_GETPAGE DEC(15,0) STATS2.GET-PAGE QBSTGET The number of buffer pool GETPAGE
requests for a thread. This includes all
unconditional and successful conditional
requests. GETPAGE requests occur
when Db2 accesses pages in the buffer
pools to satisfy application requests. The
number of GETPAGE requests is a good
indicator of how much work Db2 is doing.

BP_LIST_PREF_PGS DEC(15,0) STATS2.LIST-PREFET
CH-PAGES

QBSTLPP The number of asynchronous page reads
because of list prefetch.

BP_LIST_PREF_READS DEC(15,0) STATS2.LIST-PREFET
CH-READS

QBSTLIO The number of asynchronous read I/Os
because of list prefetch.
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BP_LIST_PREFETCH DEC(15,0) STATS2.LIST-PREFET
CH-REQUESTS

QBSTLPF The number of requests for a list prefetch
operation. Through list prefetch, Db2 can
access data pages efficiently, even if the
pages are not contiguous (unlike normal
sequential prefetch which reads all pages
contiguously). Db2 determines the use
of list prefetch at bind time. The use of
list prefetch is indicated by an L in the
Prefetch column of the PLAN_TABLE.
There are three main phases to list
prefetch: the RID (record identifiers)
retrieval phase, the RID sort phase,
and the data retrieval phase. During the
RID retrieval phase, a list of data pages
that are needed are gathered through
matching index scans and compiling a
list of RIDs. The RID list is then sorted
in the RID pool in the order of the data
page numbers. Finally, the data pages
are accessed by the sorted list. Like
normal sequential prefetch, many pages
are read with one I/O operation, with the
same number of pages and restrictions
that apply to normal sequential prefetch.
Note that with list prefetch, the data will
not be in any certain order since the
RIDs are sorted by page number order.
You must use an ORDER BY clause if
the data is needed in a certain order.
Db2 then performs an extra sort on the
data retrieved, unlike a normal matching
index scan not using list prefetch which
can sometimes avoid the sort. Also note
that when a Hybrid join is used, the
sort of data page numbers may not be
needed if the index is highly clustered.
Db2 uses list prefetch for one of the
following reasons: 1) matching index
scan when the cluster ratio is less than
80; 2) matching index scan when the
cluster ratio is high, and the number
of resulting rows is too few to make
sequential prefetch efficient, but large
enough to prefer the use of list prefetch
over normal read I/O; 3) multiple index
access is involved; 4) accessing data
for the inner table of a Hybrid join. Db2
does not use list prefetch at bind time if
the estimated number of RIDs exceeds
50 percent of the RID pool (the RID
pool is separate from the buffer pool,
but its size is calculated as one half the
combined sizes of all the buffer pools
with a maximum size of 200 MB), or if
the RID list is expected to exceed 16
million RIDs. Db2 disables list prefetch at
run time either for multiple index ORing
if more than 25 percent of the table is
accessed, or for multiple index ANDing
if the number of RIDs in the RID list
falls below 32. In either of these cases,
Db2 uses more efficient access path.
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BP_LPL_ADDED_PAGES DEC(15,0) STATS2.LPL-ADDED-P
AGES

QBSTLPL The number of times that one or more
pages were added to the logical page list
(LPL).

BP_MAX_PREF_STREAM DEC(15,0) STATS2.MAX-PREFET
CH-STREAMS

QBSTXIS The highest number of concurrent
prefetch I/O streams that were allocated
for supporting queries processed in
parallel in this buffer pool. This counter
reflects prefetch activities for non-work
file page sets. This counter is applicable
only when queries are processing in
parallel in Db2.

BP_MAX_WORK_FILES DEC(15,0) STATS2.MAX-WORKFI
LES

QBSTWFM The maximum number of workfiles that
have been allocated during sort/merge
processing. Ideally, each workfile needs
16 buffers for sequential prefetch.

BP_MERGE_DEGRADED DEC(15,0) STATS2.INEFFICIENT-
SORTS

QBSTWF The number of times a merge pass could
not be efficiently performed due to a
shortage of space in the buffer pool. This
counter is incremented for each merge
pass when the maximum number of work
files allowed is less than the number of
work files requested.

BP_MERGE_REQUEST DEC(15,0) STATS2.REQUESTS-Q
UERIED

QBSTWFR The total number of merge passes
requested for Db2 sort activities. This
counter reflects how many merge passes
were requested for Db2 to determine the
number of work files permitted to support
each merge pass.

BP_MERGE_SKIPPED DEC(15,0) STATS2.WORKFILES-D
ENIED

QBSTWFD The number of times a merge pass could
not be performed due to a shortage of
space in the buffer pool.

BP_MIGRATED_DS DEC(15,0) STATS2.MIGRATED-D
S

QBSTMIG The number of times Db2 encountered a
migrated data base data set and issued
a recall request to DFHSM. For Db2 to
recall a migrated data set, the RECALL
ZPARM parameter has to be set to YES.
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BP_PAGES_UPDATED DEC(15,0) STATS2.SETW-SYS QBSTS The number of records that were updated
in the buffer pool. This counter includes
updates to index records as well as
table updates. Furthermore, if the
same record is updated twice within
the same logical unit of work, then it
is counted as two updates. However,
these updates do not reflect any I/O
operations. Normally, no synchronous
I/O operation is done for a buffer pool
update because of Db2's buffering
algorithms and techniques. Read-only
SQL statements and applications can
have buffer pool updates because of
sorting and intermediate table results (for
example, use of the DSNDB07 temporary
database).

BP_PAGES_WRITTEN DEC(15,0) STATS2.PG-WRITES-S
YS

QBSTPW The number of updated buffer pool pages
that have been written to DASD. Useful
when compared to buffer pool WRITE
I/O. A high ratio of pages written per
WRITE I/O indicates that Db2 is batching
WRITE I/O operations efficiently. A low
ratio (less than 4 or 5) is a good indicator
that Db2 is being required to perform
more WRITE I/O operations than should
be necessary.

BP_PIO_DEG_REDUCED DEC(15,0) STATS2.PARALLEL-IO-
DEGREES-REDU

QBSTJIS The total number of requested prefetch
I/O streams that were denied because
of a storage shortage in the buffer pool.
For example, if 100 prefetch I/O streams
are requested and only 80 are granted,
then 20 is added to this counter. If this
value is nonzero, you might want to
consider increasing the size of the
buffer pool. The ratio of this field and
parallelism downgraded (QBSTPQF)
gives the average degree of parallel
query processing that was reduced
because of insufficient buffer pool space.
The maximum number of prefetch
streams (QBSTXIS) gives the highest
degree of parallel query processing that
was reduced for one or more queries
processed in parallel. This counter is
applicable only for non-work file page
sets and when queries are processing in
parallel in Db2.
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BP_PIO_DOWNGRADED DEC(15,0) STATS2.PARALLELISM
-DOWNGRADED

QBSTPQF The total number of times during this
statistics interval that Db2 could not
allocate the requested number of buffer
pages to allow a parallel group to run
to the planned degree. This is caused
by a storage shortage in the buffer pool.
If this value is significant, increase the
size of the buffer pool. This counter is
applicable only for non-work file page
sets and when queries are processing in
parallel in Db2.

BP_PIO_QUERIES DEC(15,0) STATS2.PARALLEL-IO-
QUERIES

QBSTPQO The total number of requests made for
processing queries in parallel in this
buffer pool. This counter is applicable
only for non-work file page sets and
when queries are processing in parallel in
Db2.

BP_PREF_FAIL_BFFR DEC(15,0) STATS2.SEQ-PREFET
CH-DIS-BUF

QBSTSPD The number of times that Db2 failed
to honor a sequential prefetch request
because the sequential prefetch
threshold was reached. The threshold is
controlled by the -ALTER BUFFERPOOL
command. If the value is more than
5 percent of the sequential prefetch
request count, that indicates a problem.

BP_PREF_FAIL_SRB DEC(15,0) STATS2.SEQ-PREFET
CH-DIS-RD-ENG

QBSTREE The number of times that Db2 failed to
honor a sequential prefetch request due
to a shortage of READ engines (SRBs).
Db2 has a maximum of 300 SRBs to
perform READ I/O operations to the
buffer pool. If this number is consistently
increasing, that indicates a buffer pool
problem.

BP_PREF_QTY_FOURTH DEC(15,0) STATS2.PREFETCH-Q
TY-TO-FOURTH

QBSTPL2 The total number of occurrences when
the prefetch quantity is reduced from
one-half to one-quarter of normal. The
normal size depends on the size of the
buffer pool (4KB or 32KB). A nonzero
value indicates a more serious situation
than when the quantity is reduced to
one-half (QBSTPL1 is nonzero). The
query response for queries processed in
parallel can be significantly worse. This
field is applicable only when queries are
processing in parallel in Db2.
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BP_PREF_QTY_HALF DEC(15,0) STATS2.PREFETCH-Q
TY-TO-HALF

QBSTPL1 The total number of occurrences when
the prefetch quantity is reduced from
normal to one-half of normal. The
normal size depends on the size of the
buffer pool (4KB or 32KB). This counter
indicates when Db2 had to reduce
sequential prefetch quantity to continue
to execute concurrently with parallel
query processing in the system. This
counter is applicable only when queries
are processing in parallel in Db2. A small
value of this field might be tolerable.

BP_PREF_READ_IO DEC(15,0) STATS2.PREFETCH-R
EADS

QBSTPIO The number of sequential prefetch read
I/O requests for the associated buffer
pool. Contrast to the other buffer pool
fields, shows the number of requests
and number of pages read by sequential
prefetch. This counter only applies to
work file prefetch. Through sequential
prefetch, Db2 can pre-read pages of
Db2 data into the buffer pool before the
application has a need to read them.
Typically, sequential prefetch occurs
when data is being sequentially scanned
for some reason. It can be invoked for
both index spaces and table spaces. The
number of pages that Db2 reads for a
prefetch request depends on the size of
the buffer pool and the current number of
buffers available (buffer pages not in use
or updated).

BP_PREFETCH_PAGES DEC(15,0) STATS2.PG-READ-PRE
FETCH

QBSTSPP The number of pages that have been
read into the buffer pool using sequential
prefetch I/O operations. The number
of pages that Db2 reads for a prefetch
request depends on the size of the buffer
pool and the current number of buffers
available (buffer pages not in use or
updated). Use a ratio of this field over
sequential prefetches requested to tell
how many pages are being read per
prefetch request.
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BP_PREFETCH_REQ DEC(15,0) STATS2.SEQ-PREFET
CH

QBSTSEQ The number of requests for a prefetch
operation. Through sequential prefetch,
Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data
into the buffer pool before the application
has a need to read them. Typically,
sequential prefetch occurs when data
is being sequentially scanned for some
reason. It can be invoked for both index
spaces and table spaces. The number
of pages that Db2 reads for a prefetch
request depends on the size of the
buffer pool and the current number of
buffers available (buffer pages not in
use or updated). Usually, sequential
prefetch does not indicate a problem.
However, for an application or SQL
statement that is to return only one row
(as is typically the case for a high-volume
online transaction), sequential prefetch
can indicate the lack of an index or DB2's
choosing not to use one (for example,
performing an unnecessary table space
scan).

BP_READS_W_PAGING DEC(15,0) STATS2.PAGEIN-RD QBSTRPI The number of times a buffer pool buffer
had to be paged in to satisfy a READ I/
O request. The page-in may occur from
DASD or expanded storage. A value
consistently higher than zero indicates a
system problem.

BP_RECALL_TIMEOUT DEC(15,0) STATS2.RECALL-TIME
OUT

QBSTRTO The number of times Db2 encountered a
migrated data base data set and issued
a recall request to HSM, but the wait
period for the recall was exceeded. For
Db2 to recall a migrated data set, the
RECALL ZPARM parameter has to be
set to YES. The wait period is controlled
by the RECALLD ZPARM parameter.
When a recall times out, Db2 returns
a return code to the calling program
indicating that the associated pageset is
unavailable. However, the recall of the
data set continues.

BP_SEQ_GET_PAGES DEC(15,0) STATS2.SEQUENTIAL-
GET-PAGES

QBSTSGT The number of getpage requests issued
by sequential access requesters (after list
or sequential prefetch requests).
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BP_SEQ_SYNC_READ DEC(15,0) STATS2.SEQUENTIAL-
SYNC-READ

QBSTSIO The number of synchronous read I/Os
issued by sequential access requesters.
These occur when a prefetch request
is suspended in order to do an I/O.
It indicates a buffer pool in which too
much read activity is taking place. Buffer
thrashing occurs because data that was
prefetched into the buffer was written
over before it was used. A synchronous I/
O is required to retrieve it again.

BP_SYNC_READ_IO DEC(15,0) STATS2.READ-IO QBSTRIO Indicates how many synchronous
physical I/O operations have occurred
to read pages of data from Db2 tables.
An I/O is caused by the need to access
either application data or system data
(from the Db2 catalog/ directory) that
is NOT currently loaded into DB2's
buffer pools. One READ I/O operation
can bring in many pages of data, but
normally just one page is read per I/O
operation. Moreover, several physical I/
O operations can be issued to read one
row in Db2 because I/O may be done to
read indexes, Db2 catalogs (for dynamic
SQL), and the Db2 directory (for plan
and DBD data). READ I/O operations do
NOT include I/O performed for sequential
prefetch, but does include READ I/O
operations to the temporary database (for
sorting and intermediate table results).
The number of READ I/O operations
is a good indicator of how much work
Db2 is doing on behalf of an application.
The number of READ I/O operations
can depend on the buffer pool size and
the amount of Db2 activity. Therefore,
this number can vary greatly between
application runs executing the same SQL
statements.

BP_SYNC_WRITE_IO DEC(15,0) STATS2.IMM-WRITES-
SYS

QBSTIMW The number of buffer pool WRITE I/O
operations that required the application
to wait until they completed. Normally,
a WRITE I/O operation is processed
asynchronously and the value is zero for
application performance data. Occasional
synchronous WRITE I/O operations are
normal due to WRITEs occurring during
checkpoint processing or when a data
set is closed. However, a consistently
high number of synchronous WRITE I/O
operations indicates a problem.
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BP_VDEFERRED_WRITE DEC(15,0) STATS2.DEFERRED-W
RITE-VERTICAL

QBSTDWV Number of times the vertical deferred
write threshold was reached. When the
number of updated pages for a given
data set exceeds the vertical deferred
write threshold, deferred writes are
initiated for that data set.

BP_VP_BUFFERS DEC(15,0) STATS2.VPOOL-BUFF
ERS

QBSTVPL The number of buffers allocated for a
virtual buffer pool.

BP_VP_CHANGES DEC(15,0) STATS2.VPOOL-CHAN
GES

QBSTVPA The number of successful virtual buffer
pool expansions or contractions because
of the alter bufferpool command.

BP_WF_NOT_CREATED DEC(15,0) STATS2.WKFILE-NOB
UFFS

QBSTMAX The number of times a workfile could
not be created due to insufficient buffer
resources for sequential processing.
A high number of failures indicates a
shortage of buffer pool buffers and that
the sort/merge was limited in the number
of work files it could use. This field is only
applicable to Db2 running under MVS/
XA.

BP_WF_REQUEST DEC(15,0) STATS2.WORKFILES-R
EQUESTED

QBSTWFT The total number of work files that
have been requested for all sort/merge
passes. This counter and the number
of workfile requests (QBSTWFR) can
be used to determine the average
number of work files (runs) requested
on a single merge pass. For Db2 to
perform efficient prefetch for work files,
each work-file should have at least 16
dedicated buffers. Work files used during
sort phase processing or other non-sort-
related processing are not included in
this statistics counter.

BP_WFPAGE_DESTRCT DEC(15,0) STATS2.PAGES-DEST
RUCTIVE-READ

QBSTWDRP The number of pages for which
destructive read was requested.

BP_WFPAGE_NOWRITE DEC(15,0) STATS2.PGS-DEQD-D
ESTRUCTIVE-RD

QBSTWBVQ The number of pages dequeued from the
vertical deferred write queue (VDWQ) for
destructive read requests.

BP_WK_PREF_FAIL DEC(15,0) STATS2.WK-PREFETC
H-ZEROS

QBSTWKP The number of times a sequential
prefetch has been disabled for a workfile
because the dynamic prefetch quantity
was zero. A normal value is 1 through
8 pages. A high number of failures
indicates a problem.

BP_WRITE_W_PAGING DEC(15,0) STATS2.PAGEIN-WR QBSTWPI The number of times a buffer pool buffer
had to be paged in from a paging data
set in order to satisfy a WRITE I/O
request. The value consistently higher
than zero indicates a system problem.
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BP_XPN_FAIL_LIMIT DEC(15,0) STATS2.EXP-FAIL-MA
X-LIM

QBSTXFL The number of times that a usable buffer
could not be located in the virtual buffer
pool because the virtual buffer pool
was full. If this occurs, use the -ALTER
BUFFERPOOL command to increase
the size of the virtual pool. This counter
should always be zero.

BP_XPN_FAIL_STRG DEC(15,0) STATS2.EXP-FAIL-GET
MAIN

QBSTXFV The number of times Db2 tried to
expand the buffer pool but failed to do
so because of insufficient storage in
Db2's database services address space
(DBM1). This counter should always be
zero.

BUF_POOL_NAME CHAR(8) STATS2.BUF-POOL-NA
ME

QDBPNM Specifies the buffer pool name (BP0-
BP49, BP32K-BP32K9, BP8K0-BP8K9,
BP16K0-BP16K9).

BUF_SLRU_MAX DEC(15,0) STATS2.BUF-SLRU-M
AX

QBSTSMAX The maximum number of buffers on the
Sequential Least Recently Used (SLRU)
queue (high water mark value within an
interval).

BUF_SLRU_MIN DEC(15,0) STATS2.BUF-SLRU-MI
N

QBSTSMIN The minimum number of buffers on the
Sequential Least Recently Used (SLRU)
queue (low water mark value within an
interval).

COND_SEQ_GETP_FAIL DEC(15,0) STATS2.COND-SEQ-G
ETP-FAIL

QBSTNSG The number of conditional sequential
getpage requests that failed because the
page was not in the buffer pool.

DISK_CACHE_READS DEC(15,0) STATS2.DISK-CACHE-
READS

QBSTSIOC The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which hit disk cache, but did
not use zHyperLink.

GETP_RAND_OVFLOW DEC(15) STATS2.GETP-RAND-
OVFLOW

QBSTAGET Specifies the number of random getpage
requests that used buffers in the overflow
area. This field is new with Db2 version
12.

GETP_RAND_READIO_O
VFLOW

DEC(15) STATS2.GETP-RAND-R
EADIO-OVFLOW

QBSTASYN The number of synchronous read I/O
operations for random getpage requests
that used buffers in the overflow area.
This field is new with Db2 version 12.

GETP_SEQ_OVFLOW DEC(15) STATS2.GETP-SEQ-OV
FLOW

QBSTASGE The number of sequential getpage
requests that used buffers in the overflow
area. This field is new with Db2 version
12.

GETP_SEQ_READIO_OV
FLOW

DEC(15) STATS2.GETP-SEQ-RE
ADIO-OVFLOW

QBSTASSE The number of synchronous read I/
O operations for sequential getpage
requests that used buffers in the overflow
area. This field is new with Db2 version
12.
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LENGTH_SLRU_VPSEQT DEC(15,0) STATS2.LEN-SLRU-VP
SEQT

QBSTHST Specifies how often the Sequential Least
Recently Used (SLRU) queue chain
length equals VPSEQT.

RANDOM_GETPAGE_HIT DEC(15,0) STATS2.RANDOM-GET
P-HIT

QBSTRHS Specifies how often the random getpage
request hits when the buffer is on the
SLRU chain.

ZHLINK_SYNC_IO_READ
S

DEC(15,0) STATS2.ZHLINK-SYNC
-IO-READS

QBSTSYIO Specifies the number of synchronous
read I/O operations which used
zHyperLink.

Columns with (1047) IDB2STAT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_BP_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (1047)
IDB2STAT IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

INT_HWM_BP_OPEN_DA
TASETS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-BP-OP
EN-DATASETS

N/A Specifies the high-water mark (HWM)
of database data sets open in the buffer
pool during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_CURR_ACT_B
UF

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-CURR
-ACT-BUF

N/A Specifies the high-water mark (HWM) of
active (in use or updated pages) pages
in the buffer pool during the collection
interval.

INT_HWM_VPOOL_BUFF
ERS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-VPOO
L-BUFFERS

N/A Specifies the high-water mark (HWM) of
buffers allocated for a virtual buffer pool
during the collection interval.

INT_LWM_BP_FREE_WI
NDOWS

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.LWM-BP-FR
EE-WINDOWS

N/A Specifies the low-water mark (LWM) of
free buffers in the buffer pool during the
collection interval.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

BP_EXPANDS DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_BUFFERS DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_BUFFS_BACKED DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_CHANGES DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_PG_WRITE_ADF DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_PGS_READ_ADF DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_READ_ERR_ADF DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_READ_ERRS DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_READS_ASYNC DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_READS_SYNC DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_WRITE_ERRS DEC(15,0)
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BP_HP_WRITEERR_ADF DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_WRITES_ASYNC DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_WRITES_SYNC DEC(15,0)

BP_WRITE_WAIT_SRB DEC(15,0)

SUBSYS_BP_DAILY Table

The SUBSYS_BP_DAILY archive table contains the buffer pool Db2 subsystem performance information by the buffer
pool name and accumulated by day.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_BP_DAILY table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP MIN(START-EVENT
-TIME)

N/A For Db2 events that come in pairs of records
(begin and end events), this field shows the
start time of the event.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.
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Columns with (0002) STATS2 IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_BP_DAILY table, with the corresponding (0002) STATS2
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BP_ASYNC_WRITE_IO DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WRITE-I
O)

QBSTWIO The number of buffer pool WRITE I/O
operations that Db2 was able to process
asynchronously. Asynchronous WRITE
I/O only occurs at the system level and
not the application level. Therefore, the
statistics are only reported at the system
level. A good way to look at this field is
to compare it to the number of pages
written. The more pages written per
WRITE I/O operation, the better Db2 is
buffering its WRITE requests. Typically,
the ratio should be at least 5-10, or
higher. Db2 wites up to 16 pages per
WRITE I/O operation. A WRITE occurs
when there is a low number of stealable
pages in the buffer pool or when the
count of updated pages for a Db2 data
set reaches 64.

BP_BUFFERS_ACTIVE DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.CURR-A
CT-BUF)

QBSTCBA The amount of active (in use or updated
pages) pages in the buffer pool. You
can control this threshold through the
-ALTER BUFFERPOOL command for
both the virtual and hiper pools. When
the number of active buffers reaches
95 percent, Db2 has reached the buffer
pool critical threshold causing Db2 to use
different, more CPU-intensive algorithms
to manage the buffer pool in order to free
or release pages as soon as possible.
When this threshold is reached for one
buffer pool, the immediate release of
pages occurs in all buffer pools. When
the number of active buffers reaches
97.5 percent, Db2 has reached the
immediate write threshold causing Db2
to write buffers synchronously. When the
number of active buffers reaches 100
percent, Db2 has reached the expansion
threshold causing Db2 to expand
the buffer pool if possible (maximum
buffers do not equal minimum buffers in
DSNZPARM and storage is available).

BP_CASTOUT_IO DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CASTOU
T-IO)

QBSTCIO The number of castout I/O operations.
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BP_CASTOUT_IO_PGS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CASTOU
T-IO-PGS)

QBSTPCO The number of pages written for castout
I/O operations.

BP_COND_GETPG_FAIL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CONDITI
ONAL-GETPAGE-FAIL)

QBSTNGT The number of times a page requested
for a query processed in parallel was
unavailable because an I/O was in
progress or the page was not found in
the buffer pool. The agent does not wait.
Instead, control returns to the agent and
asynchronous prefetch I/O is triggered.
This counter is used only when queries
are processed in parallel. If the value is
close to zero, most pages are already
prefetched into the buffer pool and wait
time for synchronous I/O is small. This
counter can be high if, for example, there
is a cluster index scan and the data is not
truly clustered by the index key, so the
data pages are not accessed in their true
order. Hence, the cluster ratio is not valid.
Use the RUNSTATS utility to update it.
This number is also used to determine
how many sequential prefetches of one
page were scheduled.

BP_DATA_MGR_CRIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WPHFW
T-THRESHOLD)

QBSTDMC The number of times the buffer pool has
had at least 95 percent of the buffers
in the pool unavailable and Db2 was
forced to perform WRITE I/ O operations
synchronously. When Db2 encounters
the data manager critical threshold, it
also uses different, more CPU-intensive
algorithms to manage the buffer pool
in order to free or release pages as
soon as possible. Getpage requests
and releases apply to rows instead of to
pages. That is, when more than one row
is retrieved or updated in a page, more
than one getpage request and release
is performed on that page. When this
threshold is reached for one buffer pool,
the immediate release of pages occurs
in just that one buffer pool. A non-zero
value indicates a shortage of buffer pool
buffers.

BP_DATASETS_OPNED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DS-SUC
C-OPENED)

QBSTDSO The total number of data sets physically
opened for the buffer pool. A significantly
increasing number in this field indicates a
problem with data set opens.
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BP_DEFERRED_WRITE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DEFERR
ED-WR-THRESHOLD)

QBSTDWT The number of times the buffer pool has
had at least 50 percent of the buffers
in the pool unavailable and Db2 was
forced to perform WRITE I/O operations
to bring the percent of unavailable buffers
below 50 percent. The threshold value
can be controlled through the -ALTER
BUFFERPOOL command. A non-zero
value does not necessarily indicate
a problem. As long as the sequential
prefetch threshold is not being reached,
or the ratio of pages written per WRITE
I/O (see other help) is not too low, then
you do not have a problem.

BP_DYN_PREF_PGS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DYNAMI
C-PREFETCH-PAGES)

QBSTDPP The number of asynchronous page reads
because of dynamic prefetch.

BP_DYN_PREF_READS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DYNAMI
C-PREFETCH-READS)

QBSTDIO The number of asynchronous read I/Os
because of dynamic prefetch.

BP_DYN_PREF_REQ DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DYNAMI
C-PREFETCH-REQUE
ST)

QBSTDPF The number of dynamic prefetch
requests performed due to sequential
detection. If Db2 did not decide to
use sequential or list prefetch at bind
time, it can invoke sequential prefetch
dynamically if it detects that the data or
index leaf pages are being accessed
sequentially. Db2 turns off prefetch
when data is no longer being accessed
sequentially (which does not apply
to prefetch requested at bind time).
This process is known as sequential
detection. Since it is detected at
execution time, its use is not indicated in
the PLAN_TABLE. Dynamic sequential
prefetch is subject to being disabled due
to buffer pool shortages as is normal
sequential prefetch.

BP_GETPAGE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GET-PA
GE)

QBSTGET The number of buffer pool GETPAGE
requests for a thread. Includes all
unconditional and successful conditional
requests. GETPAGE requests occur
when Db2 accesses pages in the buffer
pools to satisfy application requests. The
number of GETPAGE requests is a good
indicator of how much work Db2 is doing.

BP_LIST_PREF_PGS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.LIST-PR
EFETCH-PAGES)

QBSTLPP The number of asynchronous page reads
because of list prefetch.

BP_LIST_PREF_READS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.LIST-PR
EFETCH-READS)

QBSTLIO The number of asynchronous read I/Os
because of list prefetch.
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BP_LIST_PREFETCH DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.LIST-PR
EFETCH-REQUESTS)

QBSTLPF The number of requests for a list prefetch
operation. Through list prefetch, Db2 can
access data pages efficiently, even if the
pages are not contiguous (unlike normal
sequential prefetch which reads all pages
contiguously). Db2 determines the use
of list prefetch at bind time. The use of
list prefetch is indicated by an L in the
Prefetch column of the PLAN_TABLE.
Three main phases to list prefetch are:
the RID (record identifiers) retrieval
phase, the RID sort phase, and the data
retrieval phase. During the RID retrieval
phase, a list of data pages that are
needed are gathered through matching
index scans and compiling a list of RIDs.
The RID list is then sorted in the RID pool
in the order of the data page numbers.
Finally, the data pages are accessed by
the sorted list. Like normal sequential
prefetch, many pages are read with one
I/O operation, with the same number
of pages and restrictions that apply to
normal sequential prefetch. Note that
with list prefetch, the data is not in any
certain order since the RIDs are sorted
by page number order. You must use an
ORDER BY clause if the data is needed
in a certain order. Db2 then performs an
extra sort on the data retrieved, unlike a
normal matching index scan not using list
prefetch which can sometimes avoid the
sort. Also note that when a Hybrid join
is used, the sort of data page numbers
may not be needed if the index is highly
clustered. Db2 uses list prefetch for one
of the following reasons: 1) matching
index scan when the cluster ratio is
less than 80; 2) matching index scan
when the cluster ratio is high, and the
number of resulting rows is too few to
make sequential prefetch efficient, but
large enough to prefer the use of list
prefetch over normal read I/O; 3) multiple
index access is involved; 4) accessing
data for the inner table of a Hybrid join.
Db2 does not use list prefetch at bind
time if the estimated number of RIDs
exceeds 50 percent of the RID pool (the
RID pool is separate from the buffer pool,
but its size is calculated as one half the
combined sizes of all the buffer pools
with a maximum size of 200 MB), or if
the RID list is expected to exceed 16
million RIDs. Db2 disables list prefetch at
run time either for multiple index ORing
if more than 25 percent of the table is
accessed, or for multiple index ANDing
if the number of RIDs in the RID list falls
below 32. In either of these cases, Db2
uses more efficient access path.
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BP_LPL_ADDED_PAGES DEC(15,0) STATS2.LPL-ADDED-P
AGES

QBSTLPL The number of times that one or more
pages were added to the logical page list
(LPL).

BP_MAX_PREF_STREAM DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.MAX-PR
EFETCH-STREAMS)

QBSTXIS The highest number of concurrent
prefetch I/O streams that were allocated
for supporting queries processed in
parallel in this buffer pool. This counter
reflects prefetch activities for non-work
file page sets. This counter is applicable
only when queries are processing in
parallel in Db2.

BP_MAX_WORK_FILES DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.MAX-WO
RKFILES)

QBSTWFM The maximum number of workfiles that
have been allocated during sort/merge
processing. Ideally, each workfile needs
16 buffers for sequential prefetch.

BP_MERGE_DEGRADED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.INEFFICI
ENT-SORTS)

QBSTWFF The number of times a merge pass could
not be efficiently performed due to a
shortage of space in the buffer pool. This
counter is incremented for each merge
pass when the maximum number of work
files allowed is less than the number
of work files requested. The maximum
number of work files allowed is computed
as: Buffers consumed = 2 * (work files
already allocated) Buffers available =
(sequential steal threshold * bufferpool
size - buffers consumed) Max work files
allowed = buffers available /(2 * 8)

BP_MERGE_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REQUES
TS-QUERIED)

QBSTWFR The total number of merge passes
requested for Db2 sort activities. This
counter reflects how many merge passes
were requested for Db2 to determine the
number of work files permitted to support
each merge pass.

BP_MERGE_SKIPPED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WORKFI
LES-DENIED)

QBSTWFD The number of times a merge pass could
not be performed due to a shortage of
space in the buffer pool.

BP_MIGRATED_DS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.MIGRAT
ED-DS)

QBSTMIG The number of times Db2 encountered a
migrated data base data set and issued
a recall request to DFHSM. For Db2 to
recall a migrated data set, the RECALL
ZPARM parameter has to be set to YES.
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BP_PAGES_UPDATED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SETW-S
YS)

QBSTSWS This field indicates the number of
records that were updated in the
buffer pool. This counter includes
updates to index records as well as
table updates. Furthermore, if the
same record is updated twice within
the same logical unit of work, then it is
counted as two updates. Note, however,
that updates do not reflect any I/O
operations. Normally, no synchronous
I/O operation is done for a buffer pool
update because of Db2's buffering
algorithms and techniques. Read-only
SQL statements and applications can
have buffer pool updates because of
sorting and intermediate table results (for
example, use of the DSNDB07 temporary
database).

BP_PAGES_WRITTEN DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PG-WRIT
ES-SYS)

QBSTPWS The number of updated buffer pool pages
that have been written to DASD. This
field is most useful when compared
to buffer pool WRITE I/O. A high
ratio of pages written per WRITE I/O
indicates that Db2 is batching WRITE I/
O operations efficiently. A low ratio (less
than 4 or 5) is a good indicator that Db2
is being required to perform more WRITE
I/O operations than should be necessary.

BP_PIO_DEG_REDUCED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PARALL
EL-IO-DEGREES-RED
U)

QBSTJIS The total number of requested prefetch
I/O streams that were denied because
of a storage shortage in the buffer pool.
For example, if 100 prefetch I/O streams
are requested and only 80 are granted,
then 20 is added to this counter. If this
value is nonzero, you might want to
consider increasing the size of the
buffer pool. The ratio of this field and
parallelism downgraded (QBSTPQF)
gives the average degree of parallel
query processing that was reduced
because of insufficient buffer pool space.
The maximum number of prefetch
streams (QBSTXIS) gives the highest
degree of parallel query processing that
was reduced for one or more queries
processed in parallel. This counter is
applicable only for non-work file page
sets and when queries are processing in
parallel in Db2.
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BP_PIO_DOWNGRADED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PARALL
ELISM-DOWNGRADED
)

QBSTPQF The total number of times during this
statistics interval that Db2 could not
allocate the requested number of buffer
pages to allow a parallel group to run
to the planned degree. This is caused
by a storage shortage in the buffer pool.
If this value is significant, increase the
size of the buffer pool. This counter is
applicable only for non-work file page
sets and when queries are processing in
parallel in Db2.

BP_PIO_QUERIES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PARALL
EL-IO-QUERIES)

QBSTPQO The total number of requests made for
processing queries in parallel in this
buffer pool. This counter is applicable
only for non-work file page sets and
when queries are processing in parallel in
Db2.

BP_PREF_FAIL_BFFR DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SEQ-PR
EFETCH-DIS-BUF)

QBSTSPD The number of times that Db2 failed
to honor a sequential prefetch request
because the sequential prefetch
threshold was reached. The threshold
is controlled through the -ALTER
BUFFERPOOL command. This number
should be less than 5 percent of the
sequential prefetch request count. If not,
then it indicates a problem.

BP_PREF_FAIL_SRB DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SEQ-PR
EFETCH-DIS-RD-ENG)

QBSTREE The number of times that Db2 failed
to honor a sequential prefetch request
due to a shortage of READ engines
(SRBs). Db2 has a maximum of 300
SRBs in version 3 to perform READ I/
O operations to the buffer pool. If this
number is consistently increasing, then
you have a buffer pool problem.

BP_PREF_QTY_FOURTH DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PREFET
CH-QTY-TO-FOURTH)

QBSTPL2 The total number of occurrences when
the prefetch quantity is reduced from
one-half to one-quarter of normal.
The normal size is dependent on the
size of the buffer pool (4KB or 32KB).
When this field contains a nonzero
value, it is a more serious situation
than when the quantity is reduced to
one-half (QBSTPL1 is nonzero). The
query response for queries processed
in parallel can be significantly worse
when this field is nonzero. This field
is applicable only when queries are
processing in parallel in db2.
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BP_PREF_QTY_HALF DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PREFET
CH-QTY-TO-HALF)

QBSTPL1 The total number of occurrences when
the prefetch quantity is reduced from
normal to one-half of normal. The normal
size is dependent on the size of the
buffer pool (4KB or 32KB). This counter
indicates when Db2 had to reduce
sequential prefetch quantity to continue
to execute concurrently with parallel
query processing in the system. This
counter is applicable only when queries
are processing in parallel in Db2. If this
field contains a small number, it might be
tolerable.

BP_PREF_READ_IO DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PREFET
CH-READS)

QBSTPIO The number of sequential prefetch read
I/O requests for the associated buffer
pool. Contrast this to other buffer pool
fields that show the number of requests
and number of pages read by sequential
prefetch. This counter applies only to
work file prefetch. Through sequential
prefetch, Db2 can pre-read pages of
Db2 data into the buffer pool before the
application has a need to read them.
Typically, sequential prefetch occurs
when data is being sequentially scanned
for some reason. It can be invoked for
both index spaces and table spaces. The
number of pages that Db2 will read for a
prefetch request depends upon the size
of the buffer pool and the current number
of buffers available.

BP_PREFETCH_PAGES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PG-REA
D-PREFETCH)

QBSTSPP The number of pages that have been
read into the buffer pool using sequential
prefetch I/O operations. The number
of pages that Db2 reads for a prefetch
request depends upon the size of the
buffer pool and the current number of
buffers available. Use a ratio of this field
over sequential prefetches requested to
tell how many pages are being read per
prefetch request.
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BP_PREFETCH_REQ DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SEQ-PR
EFETCH)

QBSTSEQ The number of requests for a prefetch
operation. Through sequential prefetch,
Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data into
the buffer pool before the application has
a need to read them. Typically, sequential
prefetch occurs when data is being
sequentially scanned for some reason.
It can be invoked for index spaces and
table spaces. The number of pages
that Db2 reads for a prefetch request
depends upon the size of the buffer
pool and the current number of buffers
available (buffer pages not in use or
updated). Usually, sequential prefetch
does not indicate a problem. However,
for an application or SQL statement that
is to return only one row, sequential
prefetch can indicate the lack of an index
or Db2's choosing not to use one.

BP_READS_W_PAGING DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PAGEIN
-RD)

QBSTRPI The number of times a buffer pool buffer
had to be paged in to satisfy a READ I/
O request. The page-in may occur from
DASD or expanded storage. If this field
is consistently higher than zero, then you
have a system problem.

BP_RECALL_TIMEOUT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.RECALL-
TIMEOUT)

QBSTRTO The number of times Db2 encountered a
migrated data base data set and issued
a recall request to HSM, but the wait
period for the recall was exceeded. For
Db2 to recall a migrated data set, the
RECALL ZPARM parameter has to be
set to YES. The wait period is controlled
by the RECALLD ZPARM parameter.
When a recall times out, Db2 returns
a return code to the calling program
indicating that the associated pageset is
unavailable. However, the recall of the
data set continues.

BP_SEQ_GET_PAGES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SEQUEN
TIAL-GET-PAGES)

QBSTSGT The number of getpage requests issued
by sequential access requesters.

BP_SEQ_SYNC_READ DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SEQUEN
TIAL-SYNC-READ)

QBSTSIO The number of synchronous read I/Os
issued by sequential access requesters.
These occur when a prefetch request
is suspended in order to do an I/O.
It indicates a buffer pool in which too
much read activity is taking place. Buffer
thrashing occurs because data that was
prefetched into the buffer was written
over before it was used. A synchronous I/
O is required to retrieve it again.
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BP_SYNC_READ_IO DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.READ-IO
)

QBSTRIO Indicates how many synchronous
physical I/O operations have occurred
to read pages of data from Db2 tables.
An I/O is caused by the need to access
either application data or system data
that is NOT currently loaded into Db2's
buffer pools. One READ I/O operation
can bring in many pages of data, but
normally just one page is read per I/O
operation. Moreover, several physical I/
O operations can be issued to read one
row in Db2 because I/O may be done to
read indexes, Db2 catalogs (for dynamic
SQL), and the Db2 directory (for plan
and DBD data). READ I/O operations do
NOT include I/O performed for sequential
prefetch, but does include READ I/O
operations to the temporary database (for
sorting and intermediate table results).
The number of READ I/O operations
is a good indicator of how much work
Db2 is doing on behalf of an application.
The number of READ I/O operations
can depend on the buffer pool size and
the amount of Db2 activity. Therefore,
this number can vary greatly between
application runs executing the same SQL
statements.

BP_SYNC_WRITE_IO DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.IMM-WR
ITES-SYS)

QBSTIMW The number of buffer pool WRITE I/O
operations that required the application
to wait until they completed. Normally,
a WRITE I/O operation is processed
asynchronously and this field is zero for
application performance data. Occasional
synchronous WRITE I/O operations are
normal due to WRITEs occurring during
checkpoint processing or when a data
set is closed. However, a consistently
high number of synchronous WRITE I/O
operations indicates a problem.

BP_VDEFERRED_WRITE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DEFERR
ED-WRITE-VERTICAL)

QBSTDWV The number of times the vertical deferred
write threshold was reached. When the
number of updated pages for a given
data set exceeds the vertical deferred
write threshold, deferred writes are
initiated for that data set.

BP_VP_BUFFERS DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.VPOOL-B
UFFERS)

QBSTVPL The number of buffers allocated for a
virtual buffer pool.

BP_VP_CHANGES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.VPOOL-
CHANGES)

QBSTVPA The number of successful virtual buffer
pool expansions or contractions because
of the alter bufferpool command.
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BP_WF_NOT_CREATED DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WKFILE-
NOBUFFS)

QBSTMAX The number of times a workfile could
not be created due to insufficient buffer
resources for sequential processing.
A high number of failures indicates a
shortage of buffer pool buffers and that
the sort/merge was limited in the number
of work files it could use. This field is only
applicable to Db2 running under MVS/
XA.

BP_WF_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WORKFI
LES-REQUESTED)

QBSTWFT The total number of work files that
have been requested for all sort/merge
passes. This counter and the number
of work file requests (QBSTWFR) can
be used to determine the average
number of work files (runs) requested
on a single merge pass. For Db2 to
perform efficient prefetch for work files,
each work file should have at least 16
dedicated buffers. Work files used during
sort phase processing or other non-sort-
related processing are not included in
this statistics counter.

BP_WFPAGE_DESTRCT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PAGES-
DESTRUCTIVE-READ)

QBSTWDRP The number of pages for which
destructive read was requested.

BP_WFPAGE_NOWRITE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PGS-DE
QD-DESTRUCTIVE-RD)

QBSTWBVQ The number of pages dequeued from the
vertical deferred write queue (VDWQ) for
destructive read requests.

BP_WK_PREF_FAIL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WK-PRE
FETCH-ZEROS)

QBSTWKPD The number of times sequential prefetch
has been disabled for a workfile because
the dynamic prefetch quantity is zero.
Normally the quantity should be 1
through 8 pages. A high number of
failures indicates a problem.

BP_WRITE_W_PAGING DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PAGEIN
-WR)

QBSTWPI The number of times a buffer pool
buffer had to be paged in from a paging
data set in order to satisfy a WRITE I/
O request. If this field is consistently
higher than zero, then you have a system
problem.

BP_XPN_FAIL_LIMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.EXP-FAI
L-MAX-LIM)

QBSTXFL The number of times that a usable buffer
could not be located in the virtual buffer
pool because the virtual buffer pool was
full. Use the -ALTER BUFFERPOOL
command to increase the size of the
virtual pool. This counter should always
be zero.
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BP_XPN_FAIL_STRG DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.EXP-FAI
L-GETMAIN)

QBSTXFV The number of times Db2 tried to
expand the buffer pool but failed to do
so because of insufficient storage in
Db2's database services address space
(DBM1). The failure can occur for both
the virtual pools and hiperpools. This
counter should always be zero.

BUF_POOL_NAME CHAR(8) STATS2.BUF-POOL-NA
ME

QDBPNM Buffer pool name (BP0-BP49, BP32K-
BP32K9, BP8K0-BP8K9, BP16K0-
BP16K9).

BUF_SLRU_MAX DEC(15,0) MAX(STATS2.BUF-SLR
U-MAX)

QBSTSMAX The maximum number of buffers on the
Sequential Least Recently Used (SLRU)
queue (high water mark value within an
interval).

BUF_SLRU_MIN DEC(15,0) MIN(STATS2.BUF-SLR
U-MIN)

QBSTSMIN The minimum number of buffers on the
Sequential Least Recently Used (SLRU)
queue (low water mark value within an
interval).

COND_SEQ_GETP_FAIL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.COND-S
EQ-GETP-FAIL)

QBSTNSG The number of conditional sequential
getpage requests that failed because the
page was not in the buffer pool.

DISK_CACHE_READS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DISK-CA
CHE-READS)

QBSTSIOC The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which hit disk cache, but did
not use zHyperLink.

GETP_RAND_OVFLOW DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.GETP-R
AND-OVFLOW)

QBSTAGET The number of random getpage requests
that used buffers in the overflow area.
This field is new with Db2 12.

GETP_RAND_READIO_O
VFLOW

DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.GETP-R
AND-READIO-OVFLOW
)

QBSTASYN The number of synchronous read I/O
operations for random getpage requests
that used buffers in the overflow area.
This field is new with Db2 12.

GETP_SEQ_OVFLOW DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.GETP-SE
Q-OVFLOW)

QBSTASGE The number of sequential getpage
requests that used buffers in the overflow
area. This field is new with Db2 12.

GETP_SEQ_READIO_OV
FLOW

DEC(15) SUM(STATS2.GETP-SE
Q-READIO-OVFLOW)

QBSTASSE The number of synchronous read I/
O operations for sequential getpage
requests that used buffers in the overflow
area. This field is new with Db2 12.

LENGTH_SLRU_VPSEQT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.LEN-SLR
U-VPSEQT)

QBSTHST Specifies how often the Sequential Least
Recently Used (SLRU) queue chain
length equals VPSEQT.

RANDOM_GETPAGE_HIT DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.RANDO
M-GETP-HIT)

QBSTRHS Specifies how often the random getpage
request hits when the buffer is on the
SLRU chain.

ZHLINK_SYNC_IO_READ
S

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.ZHLINK-
SYNC-IO-READS)

QBSTSYIO The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which used zHyperLink.
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Columns with (1047) IDB2STAT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_BP_DAILY table, with the corresponding (1047) IDB2STAT
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

INT_HWM_BP_OPEN_DA
TASETS

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
BP-OPEN-DATASETS)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of database
data sets open in the buffer pool during
the collection interval.

INT_HWM_CURR_ACT_B
UF

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
CURR-ACT-BUF)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of active
(in use or updated pages) pages in the
buffer pool during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_VPOOL_BUFF
ERS

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
VPOOL-BUFFERS)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of buffers
allocated for a virtual buffer pool during
the collection interval.

INT_LWM_BP_FREE_WI
NDOWS

DEC(15) MIN(IDB2STAT.LWM-B
P-FREE-WINDOWS)

N/A The low-water mark (LWM) of free
buffers in the buffer pool during the
collection interval.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

BP_EXPANDS DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_BUFFERS DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_BUFFS_BACKED DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_CHANGES DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_PG_WRITE_ADF DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_PGS_READ_ADF DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_READ_ERR_ADF DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_READ_ERRS DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_READS_ASYNC DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_READS_SYNC DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_WRITE_ERRS DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_WRITEERR_ADF DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_WRITES_ASYNC DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_WRITES_SYNC DEC(15,0)

BP_WRITE_WAIT_SRB DEC(15,0)

SUBSYS_GBP_DETAIL Table

The SUBSYS_GBP_DETAIL archive table contains the group buffer pool Db2 subsystem performance information by the
group buffer pool name for every statistics interval.
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Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_GBP_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP START-EVENT-TIM
E

N/A Shows the start time of Db2 events that come
in pairs of records (begin and end events).

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A Indicates the Db2 version and release in vv.r
format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
Useful in grouping or summarizing data by
week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (0002) STATS2 IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_GBP_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0002)
STATS2 IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

CASTOUT_PGS DEC(15,0) STATS2.CASTOUT-PG
S

QBGLRC The number of pages cast out from the
group buffer pool to DASD.

CHG_PGS_AW DEC(15,0) STATS2.CHG-PGS-AW QBGLAW The number of changed pages
asynchronously written to the group
buffer pool.

CHG_PGS_SW DEC(15,0) STATS2.CHG-PGS-SW QBGLSW The number of changed pages written to
the group buffer pool.

CLASS_CASTOUTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.CLASS-CAST
OUTS

QBGLCT The number of times group buffer pool
castout was initiated because the class
castout threshold was detected.
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CLN_PGS_AW DEC(15,0) STATS2.CLN-PGS-AW QBGLAC The number of clean pages
asynchronously written to the group
buffer pool. Db2 writes clean pages for
page sets and partitions defined with
GBPCACHE ALL.

CLN_PGS_SW DEC(15,0) STATS2.CLN-PGS-SW QBGLWC The number of clean pages written
to the group buffer pool. Db2 writes
clean pages for page sets and partitions
defined with GBPCACHE ALL.

COMP_CHKS_DUP DEC(15,0) STATS2.COMP-CHKS-
DUP

QBGL2S The number of completion checks for
writes to the secondary GBP that were
suspended because the write had not yet
completed.

DEL_NAME_REQS DEC(15,0) STATS2.DEL-NAME-R
EQS

QBGLDN The number of group buffer pool
requests to delete all directory and data
entries for a page set or partition. Db2
issues this request when it converts
a page set or partition from GBP-
dependent to non GBP-dependent. For
objects defined with GBPCACHE ALL,
Db2 issues this request when the first
Db2 member opens the object.

DEL_NAME_REQS_DUP DEC(15,0) STATS2.DEL-NAME-RE
QS-DUP

QBGL2N The number of group buffer pool
requests to delete a page from the
secondary group buffer pool. Requests
are issued by group buffer pool structure
owner to delete orphaned data entries
in the secondary as part of the garbage
collection logic.

DEL_NMLIST_RQS_DUP DEC(15,0) STATS2.DELETE-NMLI
ST-REQS-DUP

QBGL2D The number of group buffer pool
requests to the secondary group buffer
pool to delete a list of pages after they
have been castout from the primary
group buffer pool.

EXP_CROSS_INVAL DEC(15,0) STATS2.EXP-CROSS-I
NVAL

QBGLEX The number of explicit cross-
invalidations.

GBP_CHGREADS_A DEC(15,0) STATS2.GBP-CHGREA
DS-A

QBGLAY The number of coupling facility reads to
retrieve a changed page from the group
buffer pool as a result of feedback from
the request to register a page list.

GBP_DEP_GETPAGES DEC(15,0) STATS2.GBP-DEP-GET
PAGES

QBGLGG Getpage requests for group buffer pool-
dependent pages.

GBP_MEMB_CHKPOINTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.GBP-MEMB-C
HKPOINTS

QBGLCK The number of group buffer pool
checkpoints triggered by this member.

GBP_NAME CHAR(8) STATS2.GRP-BUF-PO
OL-NAME

N/A Group buffer pool name (GBP0-GBP49,
GBP32K-GBP32K9, GBP8K0-GBP8K9,
GBP16K0-GBP16K9).
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GRP_BP_CASTOUTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.GRP-BP-CAST
OUTS

QBGLGT The number of times group buffer
pool castout was initiated because the
group buffer pool castout threshold was
detected.

IXLAXISN_SUSPENDS_XI DEC(15,0) STATS2.IXLAXISN-SUS
PENDS-XI

QBGLAS The number of suspensions of coupling
facility asynchronous cross-invalidation
service (IXLAXISN) synch-up calls that
occurred while waiting for asynchronous
cross-invalidation to finish. This field is
new with Db2 version 12.

IXLAXISN_SVCS_CALLS DEC(15,0) STATS2.IXLAXISN-SVC
S-CALLS

QBGLSU The number of coupling facility
asynchronous cross-invalidation
(IXLAXISN) synch-up calls to determine
whether all of outstanding cross-
invalidation (XI) notifications have been
delivered. The number of synch-up
calls is typically lower than number of
IXLCACHE requests with asynchronous
XI, but might be occasionally greater due
to the delays. This field is new with Db2
version 12.

IXLCACHE_REQS_XI DEC(15,0) STATS2.IXLCACHE-RE
QS-XI

QBGLWX The number of coupling facility cache
service requests (IXLCACHE) with
asynchronous cross-invalidation (XI).
This field is new with Db2 version 12.

OTHER_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) STATS2.OTHER-REQU
ESTS

QBGLOS The number of "other" coupling facility
requests that are not counted in any of
the other fields.

P_LK_NEG_DATA DEC(15,0) STATS2.P-LK-NEG-DA
TA

QBGLN2 The number of page p-lock lock
negotiations for data pages.

P_LK_NEG_IDX_LEAF DEC(15,0) STATS2.P-LK-NEG-IDX
-LEAF

QBGLN3 The number of page p-lock lock
negotiations for index leaf pages.

P_LK_NEG_SPACEMAP DEC(15,0) STATS2.P-LK-NEG-SP
ACEMAP

QBGLN1 The number of page p-lock negotiations
for space map pages.

P_LK_REQ_DATA DEC(15,0) STATS2.P-LK-REQ-DA
TA

QBGLP2 The number of page p-lock lock requests
for data pages.

P_LK_REQ_IDX_LEAF DEC(15,0) STATS2.P-LK-REQ-IDX
-LEAF

QBGLP3 The number of page p-lock lock requests
for index leaf pages.

P_LK_REQ_SPACEMAP DEC(15,0) STATS2.P-LK-REQ-SP
ACEMAP

QBGLP1 The number of page p-lock lock requests
for space map pages.

P_LK_SUS_DATA DEC(15,0) STATS2.P-LK-SUS-DA
TA

QBGLS2 The number of page p-lock lock
suspensions for data pages.

P_LK_SUS_IDX_LEAF DEC(15,0) STATS2.P-LK-SUS-IDX
-LEAF

QBGLS3 The number of page p-lock lock
suspensions for index leaf pages.

P_LK_SUS_SPACEMAP DEC(15,0) STATS2.P-LK-SUS-SPA
CEMAP

QBGLS1 The number of page p-lock suspensions
for space map pages.
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P_LK_UNLOCK_REQ DEC(15,0) STATS2.P-LK-UNLOCK
-REQ

QBGLU1 The number of page p-lock unlock
requests.

P_WRITE_AROUND DEC(15,0) STATS2.P-WRITE-ARO
UND

QBGLWA Specifies the number of pages written
directly to DASD using write-around
protocol.

PRIM_ASYNC_IXLCACH DEC(15,0) STATS2.PRIM-ASYNC-
IXLCACHES

QBGLHS Asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for
primary group buffer pool.

RD_CSTO_STS_RQS_DP DEC(15,0) STATS2.READ-CASTO
UT-STS-REQS-DU

QBGL2R The number of coupling facility requests
to read the castout statistics for the
secondary group buffer pool. Requests
are issued by group buffer pool structure
owner to check for orphaned data entries
in the secondary group buffer pool.

READ_CASTOUT_CLS DEC(15,0) STATS2.READ-CASTO
UT-CLS-REQS

QBGLCC The number of coupling facility requests
to read the castout class. Db2 uses this
number to determine which pages that
belong to a given page set or partition
are cached as "changed" in the group
buffer pool and must be cast out.

READ_CASTOUT_MULTI DEC(15,0) STATS2.READ-CASTO
UT-MULTI

QBGLCM Number of read for castout multiple
(RFCOM) requests. Multiple pages read
per request.

READ_CASTOUT_ONEP
G

DEC(15,0) STATS2.READ-CASTO
UT-ONEPG

QBGLCR Number of read for castout (RFCO)
requests. One page read per request.

READ_CASTOUT_STS DEC(15,0) STATS2.READ-CASTO
UT-STS-REQS

QBGLCS The number of coupling facility requests
to read the castout statistics. The group
buffer pool structure owner issues this
request when the group buffer pool
threshold is reached.

READ_DIRINFO_REQS DEC(15,0) STATS2.READ-DIRINF
O-REQS

QBGLRD The number of coupling facility requests
to read directory information.

REG_PAGE_REQ DEC(15,0) STATS2.REG-PAGE-R
EQ

QBGLRG The number of coupling facility requests
to register a page.

REG_PGLST_REQ_A DEC(15,0) STATS2.REG-PGLST-R
EQ-A

QBGLAX The number of requests to register a
page list in the coupling facility. Db2
prefetch can do this only if the member
is running on MVS 5.2 or later and if
the group buffer pool is allocated in a
coupling facility with CFLEVEL=2 or
above.

SECD_ASYNC_IXLCACH DEC(15,0) STATS2.SECD-ASYNC
-IXLCACHES

QBGL2H Asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for
secondary group buffer pool.

SR_BUFXI DEC(15,0) STATS2.INV-BUF-SR-D
ATA

QBGLXD The number of coupling facility
asynchronous read requests required
because the buffer was marked invalid.
Data is returned from the group buffer
pool.
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SR_BUFXI_NO_DATA DEC(15,0) STATS2.INV-BUF-SR-D
IR-NO-DATA

QBGLXR The number of coupling facility
asynchronous read requests required
because the buffer was marked invalid.
Data is not returned from the group buffer
pool and a directory entry is created if
it does not already exist. This means
another Db2 in the group has R/W
interest in the page set or partition.

SR_NO_PG DEC(15,0) STATS2.NO-PG-SR-DA
TA

QBGLMD The number of coupling facility
asynchronous reads necessary because
the requested page was not found in the
buffer pool. Data was returned from the
coupling facility.

SR_NO_PG_NO_DATA DEC(15,0) STATS2.NO-PG-SR-DI
R-NO-DATA

QBGLMR The number of coupling facility
asynchronous reads necessary because
the requested page was not found in the
buffer pool. Data was not returned from
the coupling facility. If a directory entry
does not already exist for the page, an
entry is created.

UNLK_CASTOUT_REQS DEC(15,0) STATS2.UNLK-CASTO
UT-REQS

QBGLUN The number of coupling facility requests
to unlock the castout lock on the pages.

UNREG_PAGE_REQ DEC(15,0) STATS2.UNREG-PAGE
-REQ

QBGLDG The number of coupling facility requests
to unregister a page.

WRITE_FAIL_STG_DUP DEC(15,0) STATS2.WRITE-FAIL-S
TORAGE-DUP

QBGL2F The number of coupling facility requests
to write changed pages to the secondary
group buffer pool for duplexing that failed
due to a lack of storage in the coupling
facility.

WRITE_FAIL_STORAGE DEC(15,0) STATS2.WRITE-FAIL-S
TORAGE

QBGLWF The number of coupling facility write
requests that could not complete
because of a lack of coupling facility
storage resources.

WRITEREG_MULT_PGS DEC(15,0) STATS2.WRITEREG-M
ULT-PGS

QBGLWM The number of write and register multiple
(WARM) requests. Multiple pages written
per request.

WRITEREG_ONE_PAGE DEC(15,0) STATS2.WRITEREG-O
NE-PAGE

QBGLWS The number of write and register (WAR)
requests. One page written per request.

WRITEREG_TOT_PAGES DEC(15,0) STATS2.WRITEREG-T
OT-PAGES

QBGLWP The number of pages written by write and
register multiple (WARM) requests.
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Columns with (0230) GRP-BUFFER-STATS IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_GBP_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0230) GRP-
BUFFER-STATS IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

GRP_DATENT_RECLAIM DEC(15) GRP-BUFFER-STATS.
GRP-DATENT-RECLAI
M

QBGBDTR The number of times that a page name
assignment required that a coupling
facility data entry to be reclaimed
(stolen).

GRP_DIRENT_RECLAIM DEC(15) GRP-BUFFER-STATS.
GRP-DIRENT-RECLAIM

QBGBDRR The number of times that a page name
assignment required that a coupling
facility directory entry to be reclaimed
(stolen).

GRP_XIDIR_RECLAIM DEC(15) GRP-BUFFER-STATS.
GRP-XIDIR-RECLAIM

QBGBRXI The number of times that a directory
entry was stolen and XI signal(s) had to
be sent because the page in the directory
entry was cached in one or more Db2
buffer pools.

Columns with (1047) IDB2STAT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_GBP_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (1047)
IDB2STAT IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

INT_HWM_GRP_BUF_PG
S

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-GRP-
BUF-PGS

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of the group
buffer pool allocated in 4K increments
during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_GRP_DATA_E
NTALLOC

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-GRP-
DATA-ENTALLOC

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of allocated
data entries during the collection interval.
Data entries are the places where the
data pages reside.

INT_HWM_GRP_DIR_EN
TALLOC

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-GRP-
DIR-ENTALLOC

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of directory
entries that were allocated during the
collection interval. A directory entry
contains control information for one
database page.

INT_HWM_GRP_TOTAL_
CHANGED

INTEGER IDB2STAT.HWM-GRP-T
OTAL-CHANGED

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of allocated
data entries that were in "changed" state
during the collection interval. The field
is only populated if the data collector
system parameter HWM-SAMP-CF is set
to YES. The parameter controls whether
the coupling facility is queried to get
the field value. There is a performance
overhead associated with this data
collection.
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Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

AR_DATA DEC(15,0)

AR_DIR_NO_DATA DEC(15,0)

AR_NO_DATA_NO_DIR DEC(15,0)

CHG_PGS_SW_DUP DEC(15,0)

GBP_MEMB_REBUILDS DEC(15,0)

READ_FAIL_STORAGE DEC(15,0)

SR_BUFXI_NODATADIR DEC(15,0)

SR_NO_PG_NODATADIR DEC(15,0)

UNAVAIL_CASTOUTENG DEC(15,0)

UNAVAIL_WRITE_ENG DEC(15,0)

SUBSYS_GBP_DAILY Table

The SUBSYS_GBP_DAILY archive table contains the group buffer pool Db2 subsystem performance information by the
group buffer pool name and accumulated by day.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_GBP_DAILY table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP MIN(START-EVENT
-TIME)

N/A For Db2 events that come in pairs of records
(begin and end events), this field shows the
start time of the event.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.
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YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (0002) STATS2 IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_GBP_DAILY table, with the corresponding (0002) STATS2
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

CASTOUT_PGS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CASTOU
T-PGS)

QBGLRC The number of pages cast out from the
group buffer pool to DASD.

CHG_PGS_AW DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CHG-PG
S-AW)

QBGLAW The number of changed pages
asynchronously written to the group
buffer pool.

CHG_PGS_SW DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CHG-PG
S-SW)

QBGLSW The number of changed pages written to
the group buffer pool.

CLASS_CASTOUTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CLASS-C
ASTOUTS)

QBGLCT The number of times group buffer pool
castout was initiated because the class
castout threshold was detected.

CLN_PGS_AW DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CLN-PG
S-AW)

QBGLAC The number of clean pages
asynchronously written to the group
buffer pool. Db2 writes clean pages for
page sets and partitions defined with
GBPCACHE ALL.

CLN_PGS_SW DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.CLN-PG
S-SW)

QBGLWC The number of clean pages written
to the group buffer pool. Db2 writes
clean pages for page sets and partitions
defined with GBPCACHE ALL.

COMP_CHKS_DUP DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.COMP-C
HKS-DUP)

QBGL2S The number of completion checks for
writes to the secondary GBP that were
suspended because the write had not yet
completed.

DEL_NAME_REQS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DEL-NA
ME-REQS)

QBGLDN The number of group buffer pool
requests to delete all directory and data
entries for a page set or partition. Db2
issues this request when it converts
a page set or partition from GBP-
dependent to non GBP-dependent. For
objects defined with GBPCACHE ALL,
Db2 issues this request when the first
Db2 member opens the object.

DEL_NAME_REQS_DUP DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DEL-NA
ME-REQS-DUP)

QBGL2N The number of group buffer pool
requests to delete a page from the
secondary group buffer pool. Requests
are issued by group buffer pool structure
owner to delete orphaned data entries
in the secondary as part of the garbage
collection logic.
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DEL_NMLIST_RQS_DUP DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.DELETE-
NMLIST-REQS-DUP)

QBGL2D The number of group buffer pool
requests to the secondary group buffer
pool to delete a list of pages after they
have been castout from the primary
group buffer pool.

EXP_CROSS_INVAL DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.EXP-CR
OSS-INVAL)

QBGLEX The number of explicit cross-
invalidations.

GBP_CHGREADS_A DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GBP-CH
GREADS-A)

QBGLAY The number of coupling facility reads to
retrieve a changed page from the group
buffer pool as a result of feedback from
the request to register a page list.

GBP_DEP_GETPAGES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GBP-DE
P-GETPAGES)

QBGLGG Getpage requests for group buffer pool-
dependent pages.

GBP_MEMB_CHKPOINTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GBP-ME
MB-CHKPOINTS)

QBGLCK The number of group buffer pool
checkpoints triggered by this member.

GBP_NAME CHAR(8) STATS2.GRP-BUF-PO
OL-NAME

N/A Group buffer pool name (GBP0-GBP49,
GBP32K-GBP32K9, GBP8K0-GBP8K9,
GBP16K0-GBP16K9).

GRP_BP_CASTOUTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.GRP-BP-
CASTOUTS)

QBGLGT The number of times group buffer
pool castout was initiated because the
group buffer pool castout threshold was
detected.

IXLAXISN_SUSPENDS_XI DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.IXLAXIS
N-SUSPENDS-XI)

QBGLAS The number of suspensions of coupling
facility asynchronous cross-invalidation
service (IXLAXISN) synch-up calls that
occurred while waiting for asynchronous
cross-invalidation to finish. This field is
new with Db2 12.

IXLAXISN_SVCS_CALLS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.IXLAXIS
N-SVCS-CALLS)

QBGLSU The number of coupling facility
asynchronous cross-invalidation
(IXLAXISN) synch-up calls to determine
whether all of outstanding cross-
invalidation (XI) notifications have been
delivered. The number of synch-up
calls is typically lower than number of
IXLCACHE requests with asynchronous
XI, but might be occasionally greater due
to the delays. This field is new with Db2
12.

IXLCACHE_REQS_XI DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.IXLCACH
E-REQS-XI)

QBGLWX The number of coupling facility cache
service requests (IXLCACHE) with
asynchronous cross-invalidation (XI).
This field is new with Db2 12.

OTHER_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.OTHER-
REQUESTS)

QBGLOS The number of "other" coupling facility
requests that are not counted in any of
the other fields.

P_LK_NEG_DATA DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.P-LK-NE
G-DATA)

QBGLN2 The number of page p-lock lock
negotiations for data pages.
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P_LK_NEG_IDX_LEAF DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.P-LK-NE
G-IDX-LEAF)

QBGLN3 The number of page p-lock lock
negotiations for index leaf pages.

P_LK_NEG_SPACEMAP DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.P-LK-NE
G-SPACEMAP)

QBGLN1 The number of page p-lock negotiations
for space map pages.

P_LK_REQ_DATA DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.P-LK-RE
Q-DATA)

QBGLP2 The number of page p-lock lock requests
for data pages.

P_LK_REQ_IDX_LEAF DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.P-LK-RE
Q-IDX-LEAF)

QBGLP3 The number of page p-lock lock requests
for index leaf pages.

P_LK_REQ_SPACEMAP DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.P-LK-RE
Q-SPACEMAP)

QBGLP1 The number of page p-lock lock requests
for space map pages.

P_LK_SUS_DATA DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.P-LK-SU
S-DATA)

QBGLS2 The number of page p-lock lock
suspensions for data pages.

P_LK_SUS_IDX_LEAF DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.P-LK-SU
S-IDX-LEAF)

QBGLS3 The number of page p-lock lock
suspensions for index leaf pages.

P_LK_SUS_SPACEMAP DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.P-LK-SU
S-SPACEMAP)

QBGLS1 The number of page p-lock suspensions
for space map pages.

P_LK_UNLOCK_REQ DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.P-LK-UN
LOCK-REQ)

QBGLU1 The number of page p-lock unlock
requests.

P_WRITE_AROUND DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.P-WRITE
-AROUND)

QBGLWA The number of pages written directly to
DASD using write-around protocol.

PRIM_ASYNC_IXLCACH DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.PRIM-AS
YNC-IXLCACHES)

QBGLHS Asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for
the primary group buffer pool.

RD_CSTO_STS_RQS_DP DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.READ-C
ASTOUT-STS-REQS-D
U)

QBGL2R The number of coupling facility requests
to read the castout statistics for the
secondary group buffer pool. Requests
are issued by group buffer pool structure
owner to check for orphaned data entries
in the secondary group buffer pool.

READ_CASTOUT_CLS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.READ-C
ASTOUT-CLS-REQS)

QBGLCC The number of coupling facility requests
to read the castout class. Db2 uses this
number to determine which pages that
belong to a given page set or partition
are cached as "changed" in the group
buffer pool and must be cast out.

READ_CASTOUT_MULTI DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.READ-C
ASTOUT-MULTI)

QBGLCM The number of read for castout multiple
(RFCOM) requests. Multiple pages read
per request.

READ_CASTOUT_ONEP
G

DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.READ-C
ASTOUT-ONEPG)

QBGLCR The number of read for castout (RFCO)
requests. One page read per request.

READ_CASTOUT_STS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.READ-C
ASTOUT-STS-REQS)

QBGLCS The number of coupling facility requests
to read the castout statistics. The group
buffer pool structure owner issues this
request when the group buffer pool
threshold is reached.

READ_DIRINFO_REQS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.READ-DI
RINFO-REQS)

QBGLRD The number of coupling facility requests
to read the directory information.
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REG_PAGE_REQ DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REG-PA
GE-REQ)

QBGLRG The number of coupling facility requests
to register a page.

REG_PGLST_REQ_A DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.REG-PG
LST-REQ-A)

QBGLAX The number of requests to register a
page list in the coupling facility. Db2
prefetch can do this only if the member
is running on MVS 5.2 or later and if
the group buffer pool is allocated in a
coupling facility with CFLEVEL=2 or
above.

SECD_ASYNC_IXLCACH DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.SECD-A
SYNC-IXLCACHES)

QBGL2H Asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for
secondary group buffer pool.

SR_BUFXI DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.INV-BUF
-SR-DATA)

QBGLXD The number of coupling facility
asynchronous read requests required
because the buffer was marked invalid.
Data is returned from the group buffer
pool.

SR_BUFXI_NO_DATA DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.INV-BUF-
SR-DIR-NO-DATA)

QBGLXR The number of coupling facility
asynchronous read requests required
because the buffer was marked invalid.
Data is not returned from the group buffer
pool and a directory entry is created if it
does not already exist. Another Db2 in
the group has R/W interest in the page
set or partition.

SR_NO_PG DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.NO-PG-S
R-DATA)

QBGLMD The number of coupling facility
asynchronous reads necessary because
the requested page was not found in the
buffer pool. Data was returned from the
coupling facility.

SR_NO_PG_NO_DATA DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.NO-PG-S
R-DIR-NO-DATA)

QBGLMR The number of coupling facility
asynchronous reads necessary because
the requested page was not found in the
buffer pool. Data was not returned from
the coupling facility. If a directory entry
does not already exist for the page, an
entry is created.

UNLK_CASTOUT_REQS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.UNLK-CA
STOUT-REQS)

QBGLUN The number of coupling facility requests
to unlock the castout lock on the pages.

UNREG_PAGE_REQ DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.UNREG-
PAGE-REQ)

QBGLDG The number of coupling facility requests
to unregister a page.

WRITE_FAIL_STG_DUP DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WRITE-F
AIL-STORAGE-DUP)

QBGL2F The number of coupling facility requests
to write changed pages to the secondary
group buffer pool for duplexing that failed
due to a lack of storage in the coupling
facility.

WRITE_FAIL_STORAGE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WRITE-F
AIL-STORAGE)

QBGLWF The number of coupling facility write
requests that could not complete
because of a lack of coupling facility
storage resources.
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WRITEREG_MULT_PGS DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WRITER
EG-MULT-PGS)

QBGLWM The number of write and register multiple
(WARM) requests. Multiple pages written
per request.

WRITEREG_ONE_PAGE DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WRITER
EG-ONE-PAGE)

QBGLWS The number of write and register (WAR)
requests. One page written per request.

WRITEREG_TOT_PAGES DEC(15,0) SUM(STATS2.WRITER
EG-TOT-PAGES)

QBGLWP The number of pages written
through write and register multiple
(WARM) requests.

Columns with (0230) GRP-BUFFER-STATS IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_GBP_DAILY table, with the corresponding (0230) GRP-
BUFFER-STATS IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

GRP_DATENT_RECLAIM DEC(15) SUM(GRP-BUFFER-ST
ATS.GRP-DATENT-RE
CLAIM)

QBGBDTR The number of times that a page name
assignment required that a coupling
facility data entry be reclaimed (stolen).

GRP_DIRENT_RECLAIM DEC(15) SUM(GRP-BUFFER-ST
ATS.GRP-DIRENT-REC
LAIM)

QBGBDRR The number of times that a page name
assignment required that a coupling
facility directory entry is reclaimed
(stolen).

GRP_XIDIR_RECLAIM DEC(15) SUM(GRP-BUFFER-ST
ATS.GRP-XIDIR-RECL
AIM)

QBGBRXI The number of times that a directory
entry was stolen and XI signals had to be
sent because the page in the directory
entry was cached in one or more Db2
buffer pools.

Columns with (1047) IDB2STAT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_GBP_DAILY table, with the corresponding (1047)
IDB2STAT IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

INT_HWM_GRP_BUF_PG
S

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
GRP-BUF-PGS)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of the group
buffer pool allocated in 4K increments
during the collection interval.

INT_HWM_GRP_DATA_E
NTALLOC

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
GRP-DATA-ENTALLOC
)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of allocated
data entries during the collection interval.
Data entries are the places where the
data pages reside.

INT_HWM_GRP_DIR_EN
TALLOC

DEC(15) MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
GRP-DIR-ENTALLOC)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of directory
entries that were allocated during the
collection interval. A directory entry
contains control information for one
database page.
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INT_HWM_GRP_TOTAL_
CHANGED

INTEGER MAX(IDB2STAT.HWM-
GRP-TOTAL-CHANGE
D)

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of allocated
data entries that were in "changed" state
during the collection interval. The field
is only populated if the data collector
system parameter HWM-SAMP-CF is set
to YES. The parameter controls whether
the coupling facility is queried to get the
field value. Performance overhead is
associated with this data collection.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

AR_DATA DEC(15,0)

AR_DIR_NO_DATA DEC(15,0)

AR_NO_DATA_NO_DIR DEC(15,0)

CHG_PGS_SW_DUP DEC(15,0)

GBP_MEMB_REBUILDS DEC(15,0)

READ_FAIL_STORAGE DEC(15,0)

SR_BUFXI_NODATADIR DEC(15,0)

SR_NO_PG_NODATADIR DEC(15,0)

UNAVAIL_CASTOUTENG DEC(15,0)

UNAVAIL_WRITE_ENG DEC(15,0)

SUBSYS_DDF_DETAIL Table

The SUBSYS_DDF_DETAIL archive table holds the distributed Db2 subsystem performance information by the location
name for every statistics interval.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_DDF_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP START-EVENT-TIM
E

N/A Shows the start time of the Db2 events that
come in pairs of records (begin and end
events).

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.
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HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

LOCATION_NAME VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Identifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name is
defined in the communications database in
table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which maps
location names to VTAM LU names. This is a
variable length field that contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A Indicates the Db2 version and release in vv.r
format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
Useful in grouping or summarizing data by
week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (0365) RECORD-LOCATION IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_DDF_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0365)
RECORD-LOCATION IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ABORTS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) ABORTS-RECEIVED QLSTABRR The number of rollback requests received
from the requester location (single-phase
commit operations only). This value is
maintained at the server location.

ABORTS_SENT DEC(15,0) ABORTS-SENT QLSTABRS The number of rollback requests sent to
the server location (single-phase commit
operations only). This value is maintained
at the requester location.

AES_ENCR_CONNS_RE
CEIVED

DEC(15,0) AES-ENCR-CONNS-RE
CEIVED

QLSTNAES The number of connections that encrypt
the user credentials, which authenticate
the connection. This field is new with Db2
12.

BLOCKS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) BLOCKS-RECEIVED QLSTBRBF The number of blocks received using
block fetch. This value is maintained at
the requester location.

BLOCKS_SENT DEC(15,0) BLOCKS-SENT QLSTBTBF The number of blocks transmitted using
block fetch. This value is maintained at
the server location.
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BYTES_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) BYTES-RECEIVED QLSTBYTR The number of bytes of data received
from the server location. More bytes
of data might be sent from the server
location than are received by the
requester, because of the way distributed
SQL statements are processed internally.

BYTES_SENT DEC(15,0) BYTES-SENT QLSTBYTS The number of bytes of data sent to
the requester location. This value is
maintained at the server location.

CERT_AUTH_CONNS_R
ECEIVED

DEC(15,0) CERT-AUTH-CONNS-R
ECEIVED

QLSTNCCA The number of connections from a
remote location that use client certificate
authentication security to authenticate by
using a digital certificate. This field is new
with Db2 12.

COMMITS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) COMMITS-RECEIVED QLSTCOMR The number of commit requests received
from the requester (single-phase commit
operations only). This value is maintained
at the server location.

COMMITS_SENT DEC(15,0) COMMITS-SENT QLSTCOMS The number of commit requests sent to
the server location (single-phase commit
operations only). This value is maintained
at the requester location.

CONDBAT_CONNS_TER
MINATED

DEC(15,0) CONDBAT-CONNS-TE
RMINATED

QLSTCNVTC The number of connections from a
remote location that were terminated
due to the maximum number of
concurrent inbound connections set by
the CONDBAT system parameter. This
field is new with Db2 12.

CONV_INIT_LOCAL DEC(15,0) CONVERSATIONS-SE
NT

QLSTCNVS The number of connections that were
initiated from the requester location. This
value is maintained at the requester.

CONV_INIT_REMOTE DEC(15,0) CONVERSATIONS-RE
CEIVED

QLSTCNVR Number of connections that were initiated
from the requester to the server location.
This value is updated at the server
location.

CONV_QUEUED DEC(15,0) CONVERSATIONS-QU
EUED

QLSTCNVQ Specifies the accumulated number of
connections that have been queued
by DDF either waiting for allocation
(Requester) or waiting for a DBAT due
to MAXDBAT reached (Server). A large
value for a REQUESTER indicates that
the DSESLIM parameter in the VTAM
APPL might must be increased. A large
value for a SERVER indicates that the
Db2 subsystem parameter MAXDBAT
might must be increased. This counter
should not increase significantly during
non-peak times.
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CONVER_DEALLOC DEC(15,0) CONVER-DEALLOC QLSTCNVT Indicates the number of connections that
were deallocated from this site to the
remote site. This value is meaningful only
at the requester.

CURRENT_CONNS_ACT
IVE

DEC(15,0) CURRENT-CONNS-AC
TIVE

QLSTNCNV Current number of active connections
from this location. This field is new with
Db2 12.

CURRENT_THRDS_ACT
IVE

DEC(15,0) CURRENT-THRDS-AC
TIVE

QLSTNTHD Current number of active threads from
this location. This field is new with Db2
12.

DGTT_POOL_FAILS DEC(15,0) DGTT-POOL-FAILS QLSTDGTT The number of times that a thread could
not go inactive due to a declared global
temporary table, which prevented the
thread from being pooled and used by
other connections. This field is new with
Db2 12.

DRDA_ENCR_CONNS_R
ECEIVED

DEC(15,0) DRDA-ENCR-CONNS-R
ECEIVED

QLSTNENC The number of connections that encrypt
user data to protect the connection
credentials by using the database
protocols (DRDA) encryption. This field is
new with Db2 12.

FAILED_SECURITY_AUT
H

DEC(15,0) FAILED-SECURITY-AU
TH

QLSTFSEC The number of connections from a
remote location that failed authentication.
This field is new with Db2 12.

GBL_VAR_CONNS_REC
EIVED

DEC(15,0) GBL-VAR-CONNS-REC
EIVED

QLSTNSGV The number of connections from a
remote location that use a profile to set
global variables when a connection is
established. A profile was used by Db2 to
set certain global variables that meet the
criteria that are defined in the profile. This
field is new with Db2 12.

GLOBAL_XA_CONNS_RE
CEIVED

DEC(15,0) GLOBAL-XA-CONNS-R
ECEIVED

QLSTNXA The number of connections from a
remote location that participate in a
global transaction that uses the XA
protocol. XA guarantees atomicity in
global transactions that are executed
across several resource managers, such
as WebSphere Application Server. This
field is new with Db2 12.

HOLD_CURSOR_POOL_
FAILS

DEC(15,0) HOLD-CURSOR-POOL
-FAILS

QLSTHCRSR The number of times that a thread could
not go inactive due to open held cursors,
which prevented the thread from being
pooled and used by other connections.
This field is new with Db2 12.
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HPER_DBATS_POOL_FA
ILS

DEC(15,0) HPER-DBATS-POOL-F
AILS

QLSTHIPRF The number of times that a thread could
not go inactive due to running as a high-
performance thread, which prevented the
thread from being pooled and used by
other connections. This field is new with
Db2 12.

HWM_CONNS_ACTIVE DEC(15,0) HWM-CONNS-ACTIVE QLSTHCNV The highest number of active
connections from this location since the
last statistics trace interval for a statistics
trace request. For a READS request,
highest number of active threads in use
by this location since ddf was started.
This field is new with Db2 12.

HWM_THRDS_ACTIVE DEC(15,0) HWM-THRDS-ACTIVE QLSTHTHD The highest number of active threads
from this location since the last statistics
trace interval for a statistics trace
request. For a READS request, highest
number of active threads in use by this
location since ddf was started. This field
is new with Db2 12.

KEEPDYNAMIC_POOL_F
AILS

DEC(15,0) KEEPDYNAMIC-POOL-
FAILS

QLSTKPDYN The number of times that a thread could
not go inactive due to a package being
bound with the KEEPDYNAMIC bind
option, which prevented the thread
from being pooled and used by other
connections. This field is new with Db2
12.

KERBEROS_CONNS_RE
CEIVED

DEC(15,0) KERBEROS-CONNS-R
ECEIVED

QLSTNKER The number of connections from a
remote location that use kerberos to
authenticate the connection. This field is
new with Db2 12.

MAXCONQN_CONNS_TE
RM

DEC(15,0) MAXCONQN-CONNS-T
ERM

QLSTCNVTQN The number of connections from a
remote location that were terminated
due to the maximum number of
connections waiting for a DBAT set by
the MAXCONQN system parameter. This
field is new with Db2 12.

MAXCONQW_CONNS_T
ERM

DEC(15,0) MAXCONQW-CONNS-
TERM

QLSTCNVTQW The number of connections from a
remote location that were terminated
due to the maximum time waiting for a
DBAT set by the MAXCONQW system
parameter. This field is new with Db2 12.

MESSAGES_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) MESSAGES-RECEIVE
D

QLSTMSGR The number of messages received from
the remote location. More messages
might be sent from the server location
than are received by the requester
because of the way distributed SQL
statements are processed internally. This
value is maintained at the location where
the messages were received.
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MESSAGES_SENT DEC(15,0) MESSAGES-SENT QLSTMSGS Number of messages sent to the remote
location. A message, as defined by
VTAM, is a group of characters and
control bit sequences transferred as an
entity. This value is maintained at the
location where the messages originated.

MFA_CONNS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) MFA-CONNS-RECEIVE
D

QLSTNMFA The number of connections from a
remote location that use multi-factor
authentication. This field is new with Db2
12.

OPEN_LOCATOR_POOL
_FAILS

DEC(15,0) OPEN-LOCATOR-POO
L-FAILS

QLSTHLOBLOC The number of times that a thread could
not go inactive due to an open locator,
which prevented the thread from being
pooled and used by other connections.
This field is new with Db2 12.

PRODUCT_LEVEL CHAR(16) PRODUCT-LEVEL QLSTPRLV Indicates the Product Level, if known.
This field is new with Db2 12.

PROFILE_CONNS_TERM
INATED

DEC(15,0) PROFILE-CONNS-TER
MINATED

QLSTCNVTP The number of connections from a
remote location that were terminated due
to the maximum number of concurrent
inbound connections that a monitoring
connection profile allows. This field is
new with Db2 12.

PROFILE_THRDS_QUEU
ED

DEC(15,0) PROFILE-THRDS-QUE
UED

QLSTNTHDPQ The number of times that a thread was
queued until the number of concurrent
active threads have fallen below the
profile exception threshold. This field is
new with Db2 12.

PROFILE_THRDS_TERM
INATED

DEC(15,0) PROFILE-THRDS-TER
MINATED

QLSTNTHDPT The number of times that a thread was
terminated because the number of
concurrent active threads exceeded the
number of executing and queued threads
set by a monitor thread profile exception
threshold. This field is new with Db2 12.

QLST_VERSION CHAR(6) QLST-VERSION QLSTVRSN Indicates the fields in the QLST section.
QLSTVRSN field value specifies:
%000001. The QLST section contains
all fields (QLSTLOCN_OFF through
QLSTHTHD). Other - the QLST section
contains fields QLSTLOCN_OFF through
QLSTPRLV. This field is new with Db2
12.

REMOTE_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) REC-LOCATION-LONG QLSTLOCN_LO
NG

Shows the remote location. A remote
location can be either a requesting or
a serving location. Simply stated, the
remote location is the system in session
with the local location. This is a variable
length field that contains the complete
name.
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REST_REQS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) REST-REQS-RECEIVE
D

QLSTNREST The number of REST service requests
received from a remote location. This
field is new with Db2 12.

RMT_PRDID CHAR(8) RMT-PRDID QLSTPRID Indicates the product ID of the remote
location.

ROWS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) ROWS-RECEIVED QLSTROWR Number of rows of data retrieved from
the server location (count does not
include either the SQLDA or SQLCA
if they are transmitted). This count is
maintained at the requester location.
Block fetch can significantly affect
the number of rows sent across the
network. Used with cursors that do not
update data, block fetch groups the rows
retrieved by an SQL query into as large
a block of rows as fit into the message
buffer, and transmits it over the network.
So, more rows of data might be sent from
the server location than are received
by the requesting allied thread. This is
especially true when system-directed
access is used because multiple blocks
can be transmitted from the server with
no intervening messages sent by the
requester.

ROWS_SENT DEC(15,0) ROWS-SENT QLSTROWS Number of rows of data sent to the
requester location (includes SQLDA).
This value is updated at the server
location.

SPEC_REG_CONNS_RE
CEIVED

DEC(15,0) SPEC-REG-CONNS-RE
CEIVED

QLSTNSSR Number of connections from a remote
location that use a profile to set
special registers when a connection is
established. A profile was used by Db2
to set certain special register values that
meet the criteria that are defined in the
profile. This field is new with Db2 12.

SQL_STMTS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SQL-RECEIVED QLSTSQLR Number of SQL statements received
from the requester location. This value is
updated at the server location.

SQL_STMTS_SENT DEC(15,0) SQL-SENT QLSTSQLS Number of SQL statements sent to the
remote server. Updated at the requester
location.

SSL_TLS_CONNS_RECE
IVED

DEC(15,0) SSL-TLS-CONNS-REC
EIVED

QLSTNTLS Number of connections that are secured
using Application Transparent Transport
Layer Security (AT-TLS) or Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL). This field is new
with Db2 12.
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STORPROC_COM_POOL
_FAILS

DEC(15,0) STORPROC-COM-POO
L-FAILS

QLSTSPCMT Number of stored procedures invoked
that issued commits but subsequent
client commit decisions were not yet
received. This field is new with Db2 12.

SYSPLEX_WLB_CONNS
_RECVD

DEC(15,0) SYSPLEX-WLB-CONNS
-RECVD

QLSTNWLB Number of connections with Sysplex
workload balancing enabled. The Java
driver enableSysplexWLB property and
the non-Java driver enableWLB property
are set to TRUE. This field is new with
Db2 12.

THRDS_ABENDED DEC(15,0) THRDS-ABENDED QLSTNTHDA Number of times that the threads used
by connections from the remote locations
have terminated or abended. This field is
new with Db2 12.

THRDS_CANCELED DEC(15,0) THRDS-CANCELED QLSTNTHDC Number of times that a thread was
canceled due to one of the following
reasons: a Db2 CANCEL command, a
network failure, or a client queryTimeout
or CommandTimeout, which closed the
connection. This field is new with Db2 12.

THREADS_INDOUBT DEC(15,0) THREADS-INDOUBT QLSTINDT Number of threads that became
indoubt with the remote location as
the coordinator (two phase commit
operations only). A large value might
indicate network problems.

TRUSTED_CONNS_REC
EIVED

DEC(15,0) TRUSTED-CONNS-RE
CEIVED

QLSTNTRS Number of connections from a remote
location that are secured by a trusted
context, which is an independent
database entity that allows a database
ROLE to be associated with the
connection. This field is new with Db2 12.

UID_PWD_CONNS_REC
EIVED

DEC(15,0) UID-PWD-CONNS-REC
EIVED

QLSTNPWD Number of connections from a remote
location that send the user credentials
in the clear on the network that
authenticates the connection. This field is
new with Db2 12.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

BKOUT_RESP_RCVD DEC(15,0)

BKOUT_RESP_SENT DEC(15,0)

BKOUT_RQST_RCVD DEC(15,0)

BKOUT_RQST_SENT DEC(15,0)

COMMIT_RESP_RCVD DEC(15,0)

COMMIT_RESP_SENT DEC(15,0)
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COMMIT_RQST_RCVD DEC(15,0)

COMMIT_RQST_SENT DEC(15,0)

COMMITS_PERFORMED DEC(15,0)

LAST_AGENT_RCVD DEC(15,0)

LAST_AGENT_SENT DEC(15,0)

PREPARES_RECEIVED DEC(15,0)

PREPARES_SENT DEC(15,0)

ROLLBACKS_PERFORMD DEC(15,0)

ROLLBACKS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0)

ROLLBACKS_SENT DEC(15,0)

ROWS_MSG_BUFFER DEC(15,0)

SQL_STATMNTS_BOUND DEC(15,0)

SWITCH_CB_TO_LB DEC(15,0)

TRANS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0)

TRANS_SENT DEC(15,0)

SUBSYS_DDF_DAILY Table

The SUBSYS_DDF_DAILY archive table contains the distributed Db2 subsystem performance information by the location
name and accumulated by day.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_DDF_DAILY table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP MIN(START-EVENT
-TIME)

N/A For Db2 events that come in pairs of records
(begin and end events), this field shows the
start time of the event.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

LOCATION_NAME VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D The location name by which Db2 refers to
a particular Db2 subsystem in a network of
subsystems. The location name is defined
in the communications database in table
SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which maps
location names to VTAM LU names. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.
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MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (0365) RECORD-LOCATION IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_DDF_DAILY table, with the corresponding (0365)
RECORD-LOCATION IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ABORTS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(ABORTS-RECEIV
ED)

QLSTABRR The number of rollback requests received
from the requester location (single-phase
commit operations only). This value is
maintained at the server location.

ABORTS_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(ABORTS-SENT) QLSTABRS The number of rollback requests sent to
the server location (single-phase commit
operations only). This value is maintained
at the requester location.

AES_ENCR_CONNS_RE
CEIVED

DEC(15,0) SUM(AES-ENCR-CONN
S-RECEIVED)

QLSTNAES The number of connections that encrypt
the user credentials, which authenticate
the connection. This field is new with Db2
12.

BLOCKS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(BLOCKS-RECEIV
ED)

QLSTBRBF The number of blocks received using
block fetch. This value is maintained at
the requester location.

BLOCKS_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(BLOCKS-SENT) QLSTBTBF The number of blocks transmitted using
block fetch. This value is maintained at
the server location.

BYTES_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(BYTES-RECEIVE
D)

QLSTBYTR The number of bytes of data received
from the server location. More bytes
of data might be sent from the server
location than are received by the
requester, because of the way distributed
SQL statements are processed internally.

BYTES_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(BYTES-SENT) QLSTBYTS The number of bytes of data sent to
the requester location. This value is
maintained at the server location.
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CERT_AUTH_CONNS_R
ECEIVED

DEC(15,0) SUM(CERT-AUTH-CON
NS-RECEIVED)

QLSTNCCA The number of connections from a
remote location that use client certificate
authentication security to authenticate by
using a digital certificate. This field is new
with Db2 12.

COMMITS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(COMMITS-RECE
IVED)

QLSTCOMR The number of commit requests received
from the requester (single-phase commit
operations only). This value is maintained
at the server location.

COMMITS_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(COMMITS-SENT) QLSTCOMS The number of commit requests sent to
the server location (single-phase commit
operations only). This value is maintained
at the requester location.

CONDBAT_CONNS_TER
MINATED

DEC(15,0) SUM(CONDBAT-CONN
S-TERMINATED)

QLSTCNVTC The number of connections from a
remote location that were terminated
due to the maximum number of
concurrent inbound connections set by
the CONDBAT system parameter. This
field is new with Db2 12.

CONV_INIT_LOCAL DEC(15,0) SUM(CONVERSATION
S-SENT)

QLSTCNVS The number of connections that were
initiated from the requester location. This
value is maintained at the requester.

CONV_INIT_REMOTE DEC(15,0) SUM(CONVERSATION
S-RECEIVED)

QLSTCNVR The number of connections that were
initiated from the requester to the server
location. This value is updated at the
server location.

CONV_QUEUED DEC(15,0) SUM(CONVERSATION
S-QUEUED)

QLSTCNVQ The accumulated number of connections
that have been queued by DDF either
waiting for allocation (Requester) or
waiting for a DBAT due to MAXDBAT
reached (Server). A large value for
a REQUESTER indicates that the
DSESLIM parameter in the VTAM APPL
might have to be increased. A large
value for a SERVER indicates that the
Db2 subsystem parameter MAXDBAT
might have to be increased. This counter
should not increase significantly during
non-peak times.

CONVER_DEALLOC DEC(15,0) SUM(CONVER-DEALL
OC)

QLSTCNVT The number of connections that were
deallocated from this site to the remote
site. This value is meaningful only at the
requester.

CURRENT_CONNS_ACT
IVE

DEC(15,0) AVG(CURRENT-CONN
S-ACTIVE)

QLSTNCNV The current number of active connections
from this location. This field is new with
Db2 12.

CURRENT_THRDS_ACT
IVE

DEC(15,0) AVG(CURRENT-THRD
S-ACTIVE)

QLSTNTHD The current number of active threads
from this location. This field is new with
Db2 12.
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DGTT_POOL_FAILS DEC(15,0) SUM(DGTT-POOL-FAI
LS)

QLSTDGTT The number of times that a thread could
not go inactive due to a declared global
temporary table, which prevented the
thread from being pooled and used by
other connections. This field is new with
Db2 12.

DRDA_ENCR_CONNS_R
ECEIVED

DEC(15,0) SUM(DRDA-ENCR-CO
NNS-RECEIVED)

QLSTNENC The number of connections that encrypt
user data to protect the connection
credentials by using the database
protocols (DRDA) encryption. This field is
new with Db2 12.

FAILED_SECURITY_AUT
H

DEC(15,0) SUM(FAILED-SECURIT
Y-AUTH)

QLSTFSEC The number of connections from a
remote location that failed authentication.
This field is new with Db2 12.

GBL_VAR_CONNS_REC
EIVED

DEC(15,0) SUM(GBL-VAR-CONNS
-RECEIVED)

QLSTNSGV The number of connections from a
remote location that use a profile to set
global variables when a connection is
established. A profile was used by Db2 to
set certain global variables that meet the
criteria that are defined in the profile. This
field is new with Db2 12.

GLOBAL_XA_CONNS_RE
CEIVED

DEC(15,0) SUM(GLOBAL-XA-CON
NS-RECEIVED)

QLSTNXA The number of connections from a
remote location that participate in a
global transaction that uses the XA
protocol. XA guarantees atomicity in
global transactions that are executed
across several resource managers, such
as WebSphere Application Server. This
field is new with Db2 12.

HOLD_CURSOR_POOL_
FAILS

DEC(15,0) SUM(HOLD-CURSOR-P
OOL-FAILS)

QLSTHCRSR The number of times that a thread could
not go inactive due to open held cursors,
which prevented the thread from being
pooled and used by other connections.
This field is new with Db2 12.

HPER_DBATS_POOL_FA
ILS

DEC(15,0) SUM(HPER-DBATS-PO
OL-FAILS)

QLSTHIPRF The number of times that a thread could
not go inactive due to running as a high-
performance thread, which prevented the
thread from being pooled and used by
other connections. This field is new with
Db2 12.

HWM_CONNS_ACTIVE DEC(15,0) MAX(HWM-CONNS-AC
TIVE)

QLSTHCNV The highest number of active
connections from this location since the
last statistics trace interval for a statistics
trace request. For a READS request,
highest number of active threads in use
by this location since ddf was started.
This field is new with Db2 12.
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HWM_THRDS_ACTIVE DEC(15,0) MAX(HWM-THRDS-AC
TIVE)

QLSTHTHD The highest number of active threads
from this location since the last statistics
trace interval for a statistics trace
request. For a READS request, highest
number of active threads in use by this
location since ddf was started. This field
is new with Db2 12.

KEEPDYNAMIC_POOL_F
AILS

DEC(15,0) SUM(KEEPDYNAMIC-P
OOL-FAILS)

QLSTKPDYN The number of times that a thread could
not go inactive due to a package being
bound with the KEEPDYNAMIC bind
option, which prevented the thread
from being pooled and used by other
connections. This field is new with Db2
12.

KERBEROS_CONNS_RE
CEIVED

DEC(15,0) SUM(KERBEROS-CON
NS-RECEIVED)

QLSTNKER The number of connections from a
remote location that use kerberos to
authenticate the connection. This field is
new with Db2 12.

MAXCONQN_CONNS_TE
RM

DEC(15,0) SUM(MAXCONQN-CON
NS-TERM)

QLSTCNVTQN The number of connections from a
remote location that were terminated
due to the maximum number of
connections waiting for a DBAT set by
the MAXCONQN system parameter. This
field is new with Db2 12.

MAXCONQW_CONNS_T
ERM

DEC(15,0) SUM(MAXCONQW-CO
NNS-TERM)

QLSTCNVTQW The number of connections from a
remote location that were terminated
due to the maximum time waiting for a
DBAT set by the MAXCONQW system
parameter. This field is new with Db2 12.

MESSAGES_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(MESSAGES-REC
EIVED)

QLSTMSGR The number of messages received from
the remote location. More messages
might be sent from the server location
than are received by the requester
because of the way distributed SQL
statements are processed internally. This
value is maintained at the location where
the messages were received.

MESSAGES_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(MESSAGES-SEN
T)

QLSTMSGS The number of messages sent to the
remote location. A message, as defined
by VTAM, is a group of characters and
control bit sequences transferred as an
entity. This value is maintained at the
location where the messages originated.

MFA_CONNS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(MFA-CONNS-RE
CEIVED)

QLSTNMFA The number of connections from a
remote location that use multi-factor
authentication. This field is new with Db2
12.
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OPEN_LOCATOR_POOL
_FAILS

DEC(15,0) SUM(OPEN-LOCATOR-
POOL-FAILS)

QLSTHLOBLOC The number of times that a thread could
not go inactive due to an open locator,
which prevented the thread from being
pooled and used by other connections.
This field is new with Db2 12.

PRODUCT_LEVEL CHAR(16) PRODUCT-LEVEL QLSTPRLV Specifies the Product Level, if known.
This field is new with Db2 12.

PROFILE_CONNS_TERM
INATED

DEC(15,0) SUM(PROFILE-CONNS
-TERMINATED)

QLSTCNVTP The number of connections from a
remote location that were terminated due
to the maximum number of concurrent
inbound connections that a monitoring
connection profile allows. This field is
new with Db2 12.

PROFILE_THRDS_QUEU
ED

DEC(15,0) SUM(PROFILE-THRDS
-QUEUED)

QLSTNTHDPQ The number of times that a thread was
queued until the number of concurrent
active threads have fallen below the
profile exception threshold. This field is
new with Db2 12.

PROFILE_THRDS_TERM
INATED

DEC(15,0) SUM(PROFILE-THRDS-
TERMINATED)

QLSTNTHDPT The number of times that a thread was
terminated because the number of
concurrent active threads exceeded the
number of executing and queued threads
set by a monitor thread profile exception
threshold. This field is new with Db2 12.

QLST_VERSION CHAR(6) QLST-VERSION QLSTVRSN Specifies fields in the QLST section.
QLSTVRSN field value specifies: 000001
—the QLST section contains all fields
(QLSTLOCN_OFF through QLSTHTHD).
Other—the QLST section contains fields
QLSTLOCN_OFF through QLSTPRLV.
This field is new with Db2 12.

REMOTE_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) REC-LOCATION-LONG QLSTLOCN_LO
NG

Specifies the remote location. A remote
location can be either a requesting or a
serving location. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

REST_REQS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(REST-REQS-REC
EIVED)

QLSTNREST The number of REST service requests
received from a remote location. This
field is new with Db2 12.
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ROWS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(ROWS-RECEIVE
D)

QLSTROWR The number of rows of data retrieved
from the server location (count does not
include either the SQLDA or SQLCA
if they are transmitted). This count is
maintained at the requester location.
Block fetch can significantly affect
the number of rows sent across the
network. Used with cursors that do not
update data, block fetch groups the rows
retrieved by an SQL query into as large
a block of rows as fit into the message
buffer, and transmits it over the network.
So, more rows of data might be sent from
the server location than are received
by the requesting allied thread. This is
especially true when system-directed
access is used because multiple blocks
can be transmitted from the server with
no intervening messages sent by the
requester.

ROWS_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(ROWS-SENT) QLSTROWS The number of rows of data sent to the
requester location (includes SQLDA).
This value is updated at the server
location.

SPEC_REG_CONNS_RE
CEIVED

DEC(15,0) SUM(SPEC-REG-CON
NS-RECEIVED)

QLSTNSSR The number of connections from a
remote location that use a profile to set
special registers when a connection is
established. A profile was used by Db2
to set certain special register values that
meet the criteria that are defined in the
profile. This field is new with Db2 12.

SQL_STMTS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-RECEIVED) QLSTSQLR The number of SQL statements received
from the requester location. This value is
updated at the server location.

SQL_STMTS_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-SENT) QLSTSQLS The number of SQL statements sent to
the remote server. This field is updated at
the requester location.

SSL_TLS_CONNS_RECE
IVED

DEC(15,0) SUM(SSL-TLS-CONNS-
RECEIVED)

QLSTNTLS The number of connections that are
secured using Application Transparent
Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) or
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). This field is
new with Db2 12.

STORPROC_COM_POOL
_FAILS

DEC(15,0) SUM(STORPROC-COM
-POOL-FAILS)

QLSTSPCMT The number of stored procedures
invoked that issued commits but
subsequent client commit decisions were
not yet received. This field is new with
Db2 12.
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SYSPLEX_WLB_CONNS
_RECVD

DEC(15,0) SUM(SYSPLEX-WLB-C
ONNS-RECVD)

QLSTNWLB The number of connections with Sysplex
workload balancing enabled. The Java
driver enableSysplexWLB property and
the non-Java driver enableWLB property
are set to TRUE. This field is new with
Db2 12.

THRDS_ABENDED DEC(15,0) SUM(THRDS-ABENDE
D)

QLSTNTHDA The number of times that the threads
used by connections from the remote
locations have terminated or abended.
This field is new with Db2 12.

THRDS_CANCELED DEC(15,0) SUM(THRDS-CANCEL
ED)

QLSTNTHDC The number of times that a thread was
canceled due to one of the following
reasons: A Db2 CANCEL command; A
network failure; A client queryTimeout
or CommandTimeout, which closed the
connection. This field is new with Db2 12.

THREADS_INDOUBT DEC(15,0) SUM(THREADS-INDOU
BT)

QLSTINDT The number of threads that became
indoubt with the remote location as
the coordinator (two-phase commit
operations only). A large value could
indicate network problems.

TRUSTED_CONNS_REC
EIVED

DEC(15,0) SUM(TRUSTED-CONN
S-RECEIVED)

QLSTNTRS The number of connections from a
remote location that are secured by a
trusted context, which is an independent
database entity that allows a database
ROLE to be associated with the
connection. This field is new with Db2 12.

UID_PWD_CONNS_REC
EIVED

DEC(15,0) SUM(UID-PWD-CONNS
-RECEIVED)

QLSTNPWD The number of connections from a
remote location that send the user
credentials in the clear on the network
that authenticates the connection. This
field is new with Db2 12.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

BKOUT_RESP_RCVD DEC(15,0)

BKOUT_RESP_SENT DEC(15,0)

BKOUT_RQST_RCVD DEC(15,0)

BKOUT_RQST_SENT DEC(15,0)

COMMIT_RESP_RCVD DEC(15,0)

COMMIT_RESP_SENT DEC(15,0)

COMMIT_RQST_RCVD DEC(15,0)

COMMIT_RQST_SENT DEC(15,0)

COMMITS_PERFORMED DEC(15,0)
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LAST_AGENT_RCVD DEC(15,0)

LAST_AGENT_SENT DEC(15,0)

PREPARES_RECEIVED DEC(15,0)

PREPARES_SENT DEC(15,0)

ROLLBACKS_PERFORMD DEC(15,0)

ROLLBACKS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0)

ROLLBACKS_SENT DEC(15,0)

ROWS_MSG_BUFFER DEC(15,0)

SQL_STATMNTS_BOUND DEC(15,0)

SWITCH_CB_TO_LB DEC(15,0)

TRANS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0)

TRANS_SENT DEC(15,0)

Db2 System Parameters
The following table lists subsystem archive tables that contain updated values of the Db2 buffer pool, group buffer pool,
and configuration parameters.

Each archive table is listed with its source IFCID record, index, IQL member name, and LOAD utility statement member
name.

Archive Table IFCID Index IQL Member Load Utility Member
SUBSYS_BP_PARMS 202 INSSDZBI ARCISDZB ARCLSDZB
SUBSYS_GBP_PARMS 230 INSSDZGI ARCISDZG ARCLSDZG
SUBSYS_ZPARMS 106 INSSDZI ARCISDZ ARCLSDZ

SUBSYS_BP_PARMS Table

The SUBSYS_BP_PARMS archive table contains the updated values of the Db2 buffer pool system parameters.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_BP_PARMS table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

RECORD_DATE_TIM
E

TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.
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Columns with (0202) DYNAMIC-ZPARMS IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_BP_PARMS table, with the corresponding (0202)
DYNAMIC-ZPARMS IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

AUTOSIZE CHAR(3) AUTOSIZE-ATTR-TEXT Derived from
QDBPASIZ

Specifies the AUTOSIZE attribute:
'YES'—AUTOSIZE(YES). 'NO'—
AUTOSIZE(NO).

BP_FRAME_SIZE CHAR(2) BP-FRAME-SIZE QDBPFRAM The desired buffer pool page frame size -
4K, 1M, or 2G.

BP_SIZE_MAX INTEGER BP-SIZE-MAX QDBPVPMA The maximum size of the virtual buffer
pool.

BP_SIZE_MIN INTEGER BP-SIZE-MIN QDBPVPMI The minimum size of the virtual buffer
pool.

BPNAME CHAR(8) BUF-POOL-NAME QDBPNM Buffer pool name (BP0-BP49 for 4-K
buffer pools, BP32K-BP32K9 for 32-
K buffer pools, BP8K0-BP8K9 for 8-K
buffer pools, BP16K0-BP16K9 for 16-K
buffer pools).

DWQT SMALLINT DEFER-WRT-THRSH QDBPDWQT The deferred write threshold of the buffer
pool. This value is from 0 through 90.

PGFIX CHAR(3) PG-FIX-TEXT Derived from
QDBPPFIX

Specifies whether pages are fixed in real
storage when first used: 'YES'—Pages
are fixed in real storage. 'NO'—Pages
are not fixed in real storage.

PGSTEAL CHAR(4) PAGESTEAL-ATTR-TE
XT

Derived from
QDBPPGST

The page stealing algorithm to be used
for the virtual buffer pool. Values are:
'LRU' Means the buffers are managed
using the least recently used (LRU)
algorithm. 'FIFO' Means the buffers are
managed using the first in first out (FIFO)
algorithm. 'NONE' Specifies that no page
stealing is to take place. Data that is
brought in stays resident in the buffer
pool.

SIM_BP_SIZE INTEGER SIM-BP-SIZE QDBPSPSZ Specifies the simulated additional
number of buffers added to the buffer
pool to simulate the behavior of the
expanded buffer pool.

SIM_SEQ_THRSH SMALLINT SIM-SEQ-THRSH QDBPSPST Specifies the simulated pool sequential
steal threshold of the buffer pool. This
value is from 0 through 100.

VDWQTA INTEGER VERT-WRT-THRSH-BU
F

QDBPVDQB The buffer pool vertical write threshold, in
number of buffers. This field determines
the threshold only if VBDPVDQT is zero
and QDBPVDQB is non-zero.
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VDWQTR SMALLINT VERT-WRT-THRSH QDBPVDQT The vertical deferred write threshold
of the buffer pool. This value is from 0
through 90.

VPPSEQT SMALLINT PARALLEL-IO-SEQ-TH
RSH

QDBPPSQT The virtual pool parallel sequential
threshold of the buffer pool. This value is
from 0 through 100.

VPSEQT SMALLINT VIRT-SEQ-THRSH QDBPVPSH The virtual pool sequential steal
threshold of the buffer pool. This value is
from 0 through 100.

VPSIZE INTEGER BP-SIZE QDBPVPSZ Specifies the size of the virtual buffer
pool.

VPXPSEQT SMALLINT ASSIST-PARA-SEQ-TH
RSH

QDBPXSQT Assisting parallel sequential threshold.

SUBSYS_GBP_PARMS Table

The SUBSYS_GBP_PARMS archive table contains the updated values of the Db2 group buffer pool (GBP) system
parameters.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_GBP_PARMS table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

RECORD_DATE_TIM
E

TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

Columns with (0230) GRP-BUFFER-STATS IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_GBP_PARMS table, with the corresponding (0230) GRP-
BUFFER-STATS IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

AUTOREC CHAR(3) GRP-AUTOREC-TEXT Derived from
QBGBGAS

Specifies the automatic recovery setting
for the GBP: 'YES'—AUTOREC(YES).
'NO'—AUTOREC(NO).

BUF_PAGES INTEGER GRP-BUF-PAGES QBGBGSZ Specifies the size of the GBP allocated in
4-K increments.

BUF_PAGES_SEC INTEGER GRP-SEC-BUF-PAGES QBGBSZ2 Size of the secondary GBP allocated
in 4-KB increments. This counter is
applicable only if the GBP is duplexed.
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CLASST SMALLINT GRP-CLASST-THRESH QBGBGCT Specifies castout class threshold. This
value is specified for the CLASST option
on the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL
command. This option changes the
threshold at which class castout
is started. This value is given as a
percentage of the number of data entries
and can be an integer from 0 through
90, inclusive. The change takes effect
immediately.

CLASST_THRESH_PAGE
S

INTEGER GRP-CLASST-THRESH
-PAGES

QBGBGCTN Specifies castout class threshold. This
value is specified as a second threshold
for the CLASST option on the ALTER
GROUPBUFFERPOOL command. This
option changes the threshold at which
class castout is started. This value is
given as an absolute number of pages
and can be an integer from 0 through
32767, inclusive. The value is used only
when the first threshold for the CLASST
option is 0.

CURRENT_RATIO CHAR(6) GRP-CURRDIR-RATIO QBGBGR1 The current directory entry to the data
entry ratio. Indicates the number of
directory entries there are for each data
page. This value is given in EBCDIC.

GBPCACHE CHAR(3) GRP-GBPCACHE-TEXT Derived from
QBGBGCS

Specifies the GBPCACHE setting:
'YES'—GBPCACHE(YES). 'NO'—
GBPCACHE(NO).

GBPCHKPT INTEGER GRP-CHKPT-INTVL QBGBGCK The GBP pool checkpoint interval in
minutes. This interval is specified on
the GBPCHKPT option on the ALTER
GROUPBUFFERPOOL command. This
option changes the time interval between
successive checkpoints of the GBP. This
value takes effect immediately.

GBPNAME CHAR(8) GRP-BUF-POOL-NAME N/A The name of the group buffer pool
(GBP0-GBP49, GBP32K-GBP32K9,
GBP8K0-GBP8K9, GBP16K0-
GBP16K9).

GBPOOLT SMALLINT GRP-GBPOOLT-THRE
SH

QBGBGGT Specifies the GBP threshold. This value
is specified for the GBPOOLT option
on the ALTER GROUPBUFFERPOOL
command. This option changes the
threshold at which data in the GBP
is cast out to DASD. This value is
given in hexadecimal and takes effect
immediately.

GBPTYPE CHAR(7) GRP-MODE-INDICATO
R-TEXT

Derived from
QBGBDUP

Specifies 'DUPLEX', 'SIMPLEX', or
'UNKNOWN' indication for the GBP.
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PENDING_RATIO CHAR(6) GRP-PENDDIR-RATIO QBGBGR2 Pending directory entry to the data
entry ratio. This value is specified
for the ratio option on the ALTER
GROUPBUFFERPOOL command. This
value takes effect the next time the GBP
is allocated. If an ALTER BUFFERPOOL
command was not issued, the value in
this field equals QBGBGR1.

SUBSYS_ZPARMS Table

The SUBSYS_ZPARMS archive table contains the updated values of the Db2 configuration parameters.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_ZPARMS table, with the corresponding IQL field name and
Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

RECORD_DATE_TIM
E

TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

Columns with (0106) DSNZPARM IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_ZPARMS table, with the corresponding (0106)
DSNZPARM IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ABEXP CHAR(3) AUTOBIND-EXPLAIN Derived from
QWP4MISZ:QWP4ABX

Specifies whether EXPLAIN processing
occurs during autobind. The EXPLAIN
parameter is defined on the "OPERATOR
FUNCTIONS" panel and is assembled
as the SPRMABX parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro. ZPARM Name:
ABEXP in DSN6SPRM
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ABIND CHAR(8) AUTOBND Derived from
QWP4ABN

Specifies whether a plan or package
can go through autobind. ENABLED
means Db2 can perform an autobind,
DISABLED means that a user must
explicitly rebind any invalid plan or
package to make it operational, and
COEXIST indicates that remigration
automatic rebind is disabled while all
other automatic rebinding is enabled.
This parameter is defined on the
"OPERATOR FUNCTIONS" panel and is
assembled as the ABIND parameter of
the DSN6SPRM macro.

ACCEL CHAR(7) ACCEL Derived from
QWP4ACCS

Specifies whether ACCELERATOR
processing is to be enabled, and
if so, when it is to be started. NO
indicates that ACCELERATOR
processing is not allowed and cannot
be started. COMMAND indicates
that ACCELERATOR processing
is enabled and can be started by
command. AUTO indicates that
ACCELERATOR processing is enabled
and is automatically started with the Db2
subsystem. ZPARM Name: ACCEL in
DSN6SPRM

ACCELMODEL CHAR(3) ACCEL-MODEL Derived from
QWP4MS4E:QWP4ACMO

Specifies whether modeling of query
workloads is enabled. Possible
values: NO, YES. ZPARM Name:
ACCELMODEL in DSN6SPRM

ACCESS_CNTL_MODUL
E

CHAR(8) ACC-CNTL-EXIT-NAME QWP1DXAC Specifies the default access control exit
module name. This field corresponds
to field access control on installation
panel DSNTIPO3. ZPARM name:
ACCESS_CNTL_MODULE in
DSN6SYSP.

ACCUMACC SMALLINT ROLLUP-ACCT-DDF-R
RSAF

QWP1ACCU Specifies whether to roll up accounting
data by end user for DDF or RRSAF
threads. This value corresponds to
"DDF/RRSAF Accum" on installation
panel DSNTIPN, or ZPARM name:
ACCUMACC in DSN6SYSP.
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ACCUMUID SMALLINT ROLLUP-ACCT-AGGRE
GATION

QWP1ACID Specifies the subset of end user
fields by which accounting data is
aggregated. The values are: 0—
End user ID, transaction name, and
workstation name. 1—End user ID. 2
—End user transaction name. 3—End
user workstation name, 4—End-user
user ID and transaction name. 5—End-
user user ID and workstation name.
6—End user transaction name and
workstation name. This value is ignored
if the value of ACCUMACC is NO. This
value corresponds to "aggregation fields"
on the installation panel DSNTIPN,
or ZPARM name: ACCUMUID in
DSN6SYSP.

ADMTPROC CHAR(8) ADMIN-PROC-NAME QWP4ADMT Admin Scheduler JCL proc name.
ZPAMR Name: ADMTPROC in
DSN6SPRM

AEXITLIM SMALLINT AEXITLIM QWP4ACAN Specifies the number of abends of the
Db2 access control authorization exit
routine to be tolerated before it is shut
down. ZPARM Name: AEXITLIM in
DSN6SPRM

AGCSSID BINARY(2) ASCII-GBCS-CCSID QWPBAGID Specifies the ASCII graphic coded
character set ID value. The ASCII
graphic CCSID value is specified on
the "Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the AGCCSID parameter of the
DSNHDECM macro that builds module
DSNHDECP.
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ALTERNATE_CP CHAR(16) ALTERNATE-COPYPO
OL

QWP4BSACP Specifies the name of an alternate SMS
copy pool for the Db2 BACKUP SYSTEM
utility. This copy pool will be automatically
alternated with the standard copy pool
when creating system level backups.
Possible values are: Blank—BACKUP
SYSTEM uses the name specified
in the ALTERNATE_CP keyword (if
present) of the utility control statement
as an alternate pool backup storage
group when making the system level
backup (this is the default setting). 1-14
alphanumeric characters (including @, #,
and $)—Shows what BACKUP SYSTEM
uses as the name of the alternate
pool backup storage for system level
backups and what RESTORE SYSTEM
uses as the name of the alternate pool
backup storage group for system level
recoveries. The first character must
be non-numeric. In particular, when an
alternate copy pool name is specified,
BACKUP SYSTEM checks the BSDS
to determine whether it or the standard
copy pool was used for the most recent
system level backup. If no system level
backups are recorded in the BSDS, the
standard copy pool is used. If system
level backups are recorded in the BSDS,
the copy pool name not used by the
most recent system level backup is used
for making the next backup. This field
is new with Db2 12. ZPARM Name:
ALTERNATE_CP in DSN6SPRM

AMCSSID BINARY(2) ASCII-MBCS-CCSID QWPBAMID Specifies the ASCII mixed byte coded
character set ID value. The ASCII mixed
byte CCSID value is specified on the
"Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the AMCCSID parameter of the
DSNHDECM macro that builds module
DSNHDECP.
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APPENSCH CHAR(7) APPL-ENCODE-SCHE
ME

QWPBAPSC Specifies the system default application
encoding scheme. The system default
application encoding scheme affects
how Db2 interprets data coming into
Db2. For example, if you set your default
application encoding scheme to 37, and
your EBCDIC coded character set to 500,
then Db2 will convert all data coming into
the system to 500 from 37 before using
it. This includes, but is not limited to SQL
statement text and host variables. The
default value, EBCDIC, will cause Db2 to
retain the behavior of previous releases
of Db2 (assume that all data is in the
EBCDIC system CCSID). The application
encoding scheme is specified on the
"Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the APPENSCH parameter of the
DSNHDECM macro that builds module
DSNHDECP.

APPLCOMPAT VARCHAR(12) APPL-COMPAT-LONG QWP4APCO_V
AR

Specifies the default release level
value for the APPLCOMPAT BIND
and REBIND option. This parameter is
defined in the Application programming
defaults panel and is assembled as
the APPLCOMPAT parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.

ARCPFX1 CHAR(35) ARCHPFX1 QWP3RE1N Specifies the data set name prefix
that Db2 uses when creating the first
archive copy of the active log. This
parameter is defined on the "SYSTEM
RESOURCE DATA SET NAMES" panel
and is assembled as the ARCPFX1
parameter of the DSN6ARVP macro.

ARCPFX2 CHAR(35) ARCHPFX2 QWP3RE2N Specifies the data set name prefix that
Db2 uses when creating the second
archive copy of the active log. This
parameter is defined on the "SYSTEM
RESOURCE DATA SET NAMES" panel
and is assembled as the ARCPFX2
parameter of the DSN6ARVP macro.
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ARCRETN SMALLINT ARCRETN QWP3RETN The number of days that Db2 is to
retain archive log data sets. The
retention period is used in MSS and
tape management systems to control
the reuse and scratching of data sets
and tapes. Db2 uses this value as the
value for JCL parameter RETPD when
archive log data sets are created. The
retention period is added to the current
date to calculate the expiration date. If
a value for the retention period causes
the expiration date to exceed 99365,
the expiration date is set to 99365. This
parameter is defined on the "ARCHIVE
LOG DATA SET PARAMETERS" panel
and is assembled as the ARCRETN
parameter of the DSN6ARVP macro.

ARCWTOR CHAR(3) ARCH-WTOR Derived from
QWP3FLG1

Indicates whether to send a message to
the operator and wait for a reply before
attempting to mount an archive log data
set. The WTOR parameter is defined
on the "ARCHIVE LOG DATA SET
PARAMETERS" panel and is assembled
as the ARCWTOR parameter of the
DSN6ARVP macro.

ARCWTRC CHAR(40) ARCWRTC Derived from
QWP3WLST

Specifies the routing codes to be
associated with the WTOR. Specified
as decimal numbers from 1 to 16
with intervening commas. This
value is ignored if ZPARM setting
ARCWTOR=NO is in effect. ZPARM
Name: ARCWRTC in DSN6ARVP.

ARC2FRST CHAR(3) CPY21ST Derived from
QWP2OPT2

Specifies the current "read archive copy
2 first" value. The value in this field
indicates whether COPY2 archives
should be read first. The "read archive
copy 2 first" value is specified on the
"Operator Functions" installation panel,
and it is assembled as the ARC2FRST
parameter of the DSN6LOGP macro.

ASCSSID BINARY(2) ASCII-SBCS-CCSID QWPBASID Specifies the ASCII single byte coded
character set ID value. The ASCII single
byte CCSID value is specified on the
"Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the ASCCSID parameter of the
DSNHDECM macro that builds module
DSNHDECP.
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ASSIST CHAR(3) PARA-ASSIST Derived from
QWPAASST

Specifies whether this Db2 can assist
parallel processing. If this value is 'NO',
then this Db2 is not considered as an
assistant at either bind time or run time.
If this value is 'YES', then this Db2 is
considered at both bind time and run
time. To be used as an assistant at
run time, this Db2's VPPSEQT and
VPXPSEQT buffer pool thresholds must
be greater than zero.

AUDITST CHAR(32) AUDITSTART Derived from
QWP1AUDT

Specifies the audit trace classes that are
automatically started during initialization.
The destination for these traces will be
SMF. This parameter is defined on the
"TRACING" panel and is assembled
as the AUDITST parameter of the
DSN6SYSP macro.

AUTH CHAR(8) GRANTREV Derived from
QWP4AUTH

Specifies whether the SQL statements
GRANT and REVOKE are to be effective.
DISABLED implies all authorization
checking in Db2 is disabled and the
GRANT statement is invalid (granting
every privilege to PUBLIC). DISABLES
is not recommended. This parameter
is defined on the "PROTECTION"
panel and is assembled as the AUTH
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
ZPARM Name: AUTH in DSN6SPRM

AUTH_COMPATIBILITY CHAR(17) AUTH-COMPATIBILITY Derived from
QWP4AUTC:QWP4AUTCSU

A list of options for overriding certain
default authorization checks. Possible
values are: NONE—No authorization
checks are overridden (this is the
default). SELECT FOR UNLOAD—If
specified, the UNLOAD utility checks
if the requester has the SELECT
privilege on the target table, otherwise
the UNLOAD utility checks if the
requester has the UNLOAD privilege
on the specified table. This field is
new with Db2 12. ZPARM Name:
AUTH_COMPATIBILITY in DSN6SPRM

AUTHCACH SMALLINT QWP4AUCA QWP4AUCA Serviceability field: authorization cache
size. ZPARM Name: AUTHCACH in
DSN6SPRM
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AUTHEXIT_CACHEREFR
ESH

CHAR(4) AUTHEXIT-CACHEREF
RESH

Derived from
QWP4AECR

Specifies whether the cache entries
of authorization are refreshed when
a user profile or resource access is
changed in RACF. Possible values: ALL,
NONE. This parameter is defined on
the "Protection" panel and is assembled
as the AUTHEXIT_CACHEREFRESH
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.

AUTHEXIT_CHECK CHAR(8) AUTHEXIT-CHECK Derived from
QWP4RACK

Specifies whether the owner or the
primary authorization ID is used for
authorization checks when the access
control authorization exit is available.
Possible values: PRIMARY, DB2. This
parameter is defined on the "Protection
panel" panel and is assembled as the
AUTHEXIT_CHECK parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.

AUTOSTART_CHANGE CHAR(3) AUTOSTART-CHANGE Derived from the
content of the
section 8

This field is only valid when the DELTA
report format option is specified. Possible
values are: YES—At least one entry has
changed when compared to the prior
processed record. NO—No changes
to autostart list were detected. N/A—
Indicates that this is the first record
processed by the request. Change in the
list cannot be determined.

BACKODUR SMALLINT RESTART-BACKOUT-L
IMIT

QWP1BDUR The value in this field multiplied by
the value in field QWP1URCK gives
the number of log records processed
during backward log processing when
the value of QWP1LMBO is not "NO".
This field applies to the non-data
sharing environment only. This field
corresponds to field "backout duration"
on installation panel DSNTIPN. ZPARM
name: BACKODUR in DSN6SYSP.

BIF_COMPATIBILITY CHAR(7) BIF-COMPATIBILITY Derived from
QWP4_BIF_COMPAT

Specifies the BIF_COMPATIBILITY
ZPARM setting. The default value
is CURRENT. ZPARM Name:
BIF_COMPATIBILITY in DSN6SPRM
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BINDNV CHAR(8) BIND-NEW-PACKAGE QWP4BNVA Specifies the current authorization
required for binding new packages.
BINDADD implies that the BINDADD
system privilege is required to create
a new package or a new version of
a package. Otherwise, BIND implies
that only the BIND privilege is needed
on a package or collection to create
a new version of an existing package
when a bind is performed. The bind new
package authorization is specified on
the "Protect" installation panel, and is
assembled as the BINDNV parameter of
the DSN6SPRM macro. ZPARM Name:
BINDNV in DSN6SPRM

BLKSIZE INTEGER BLOCK-SIZE QWP3BKSZ Specifies the block size of the archive
log data set. This parameter is defined
on the "ARCHIVE LOG DATA SET
PARAMETERS" panel and is assembled
as the BLKSIZE parameter of the
DSN6ARVP macro.

BMPTOUT SMALLINT IMSBMP-TO-FACTOR QWP4WBMP The number of timeout cycles that an
IMS BMP region will wait for a lock as
specified at Db2 start-up. A value of zero
indicates to use the Db2 default. The
IMS BMP timeout factor is not specified
on any installation panel, but may be
specified in the DSN6SPRM macro
as the BMPTOUT parameter. ZPARM
Name: BMPTOUT in DSN6SPRM

CACHEDYN CHAR(3) CACHEDYN Derived from
QWP4MIS2:QWP4CDYN

Specifies whether Db2 can cache
prepared SQL statements in the EDM
pool. ZPARM Name: CACHEDYN in
DSN6SPRM.
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CACHEDYN_STABILIZAT
ION

CHAR(7) CACHEDYN-STABILIZA
TION

Derived from
QWP4CDST

Specifies how Db2 stabilizes cached
dynamic SQL statements. When a
statement is stabilized, the current
SQLID, statement text and runtime
structures are written to catalog tables.
When a dynamic SQL statement
is not present in the dynamic SQL
statement cache, Db2 loads the
runtime structures if available from
the SYSIBM.SYSDYNQUERY catalog
table rather than performing a full
prepare. This extends the stability and
reliability of performance of dynamic
SQL. Possible values are: CAPTURE—
Statements can be stabilized through the
-START DYNQUERY command via both
MONITOR(NO) and MONITOR(YES).
Db2 will not load stabilized statements
from SYSDYNQUERY. LOAD—
Statements cannot be stabilized. The
-START DYNQUERY command fails,
and any MONITOR(YES) commands in
progress will not stabilize statements,
even if stabilization criteria are matched.
During long prepare, Db2 will attempt
to load stabilized statements from
SYSDYNQUERY with which to run.
BOTH—Statements can be stabilized
through the -START DYNQUERY
command via both MONITOR(NO) and
MONITOR(YES). During long prepare,
Db2 will attempt to load stabilized
statements from SYSDYNQUERY
with which to run (this is the default
setting). NONE—Statements cannot be
stabilized. The -START DYNQUERY
command fails, and any MONITOR(YES)
commands in progress will not stabilize
statements, even if stabilization criteria
are matched. Db2 will not load stabilized
statements from SYSDYNQUERY.
This field is new with Db2 12. ZPARM
Name: CACHEDYN_STABILIZATION in
DSN6SPRM

CACHEPAC INTEGER PKG-AUTH-CACHE QWP4PAC Size of package authorization cache.
This field corresponds to field "Package
auth cache" on installation panel
DSNTIPP. ZPARM Name: CACHEPAC in
DSN6SPRM.
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CACHERAC INTEGER QWP4RAC QWP4RAC Specifies the amount of storage
allocated to the caching of authorization
information for all routines on this Db2
subsystem. The default is 32k. This
parameter corresponds to field "Routine
auth cache" on installation panel
DSNTIPP. ZPARM Name: CACHERAC in
DSN6SPRM.

CATALOG CHAR(8) CATALOG QWP6CATN Identifies the alias of the VSAM
integrated catalog facility (ICF) catalog
in which the Db2 system catalog and
directory data sets are defined. This
parameter is defined on the "DATA
PARAMETERS" panel and is assembled
as the CATALOG parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro. ZPARM Name:
CATALOG in DSN6SPRM

CATDDACL CHAR(8) CATDS-DATA-CLS QWP4CDDC Specifies the SMS data class for Db2
catalog data sets. ZPARM Name:
CATDDACL in DSN6SPRM

CATDMGCL CHAR(8) CATDS-MGMT-CLS QWP4CDMC Specifies the SMS management class for
Db2 catalog data sets. ZPARM Name:
CATDMGCL in DSN6SPRM

CATDSTCL CHAR(8) CATDS-STOR-CLS QWP4CDSC Specifies the SMS storage class for
Db2 catalog data sets. ZPARM Name:
CATDSTCL in DSN6SPRM

CATXDACL CHAR(8) CATIX-DATA-CLS QWP4CXDC Specifies the SMS data class for Db2
catalog index data sets. ZPARM Name:
CATXDACL in DSN6SPRM

CATXMGCL CHAR(8) CATIX-MGMT-CLS QWP4CXMC Specifies the SMS management class
for Db2 catalog index data sets. ZPARM
Name: CATXMGCL in DSN6SPRM

CATXSTCL CHAR(8) CATIX-STOR-CLS QWP4CXSC Specifies the SMS storage class for Db2
catalog index data sets. ZPARM Name:
CATXSTCL in DSN6SPRM
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CDDS_MODE CHAR(6) CDDS-MODE Derived from
QWP2OPT1

Specifies how a Db2 data sharing
group member participates in a GDPS
Continuous Availability with zero data
loss environmnent. Possible values
are: SOURCE—The data sharing
group which contains the installing
member is the source group in an
implementation of the GDPS Continuous
Availability with zero data loss solution.
The source data sharing group supports
replication of the logs and log data
sets of its members by another data
sharing group. This other group is the
proxy group in the implementation of
the solution. The proxy group carries
out tables replication in the source
data sharing group that are enabled
for changed data capture. The source
group must contain a key-sequenced
data set with the name specified by the
CDDS_PREFIX subsystem parameter.
That data set is the compression
dictionary data set (CDDS). When IFI
READS calls are made to the proxy
group to retrieve compressed log
records, Db2 decompress the log records
using the CDDS. PROXY—The data
sharing group that contains the installing
member supports only replication of log
data sets for the source data sharing
group in an implementation of the GDPS
Continuous Availability with zero data
loss solution. The location of the proxy
group must be defined in the source
group communications database.
NONE—The Db2 subsystem or data
sharing group does not participate
in a GDPS Continuous Availability
with zero data loss environment. Only
own log replication is supported. The
CDDS_PREFIX parameter specified
data set can be defined locally but is not
used. In Db2 12, function level 100 or
higher must be activated. ZPARM Name:
CDDS_MODE in DSN6LOGP
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CDDS_PREFIX CHAR(44) CDDS-PREFIX Derived from
QWP2CDDS

Specifies the prefix for the data set
name which contains dictionaries that
Db2 uses to decompress log records
when a proxy data sharing group is an
implementation of the "GDPS Continuous
Availability with zero data loss". This
solution captures the log records for a
source data sharing group. The data set
is known as the compression dictionary
data set (CDDS). The name of the data
set is formed by appending the string
'.CDDS' to the value of CDDS_PREFIX.
This subsystem parameter is used
only when the Db2 data sharing group
that contains an installing member is
part of an implementation of the GDPS
Continuous Availability with zero data
loss solution. If CDDS_MODE setting is
PROXY or SOURCE, the CDDS must
be defined at the source data sharing
group and mirrored through peer-to-peer
remote copy (PPRC) at the proxy data
sharing group. In DB 12, function level
100 or higher must be activated. ZPARM
Name: CDDS_PREFIX in DSN6LOGP

CDSSRDEF CHAR(3) CURR-DEG-SPCREG QWP4CDEG Specifies the default current degree
value. This value is used to set the
CURRENT DEGREE special register
when no degree is explicitly set using
the SQL statement SET CURRENT
DEGREE. The default current degree
value is specified on the "Application
Programming Defaults" installation panel,
and is assembled as the CDSSRDEF
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
ZPARM Name: CDSSRDEF in
DSN6SPRM

CHARACTER_SET CHAR(8) CHARACTER-SET QWPBCHAR The default character set. This parameter
is obsolete with Db2 11.
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CHECK_FASTREPLICAT
ION

CHAR(9) CHECK-FASTREPLICA
TION

Derived from
QWP4MS4E:QWP4CFRP
before Db2 12,
QWP4CFRP in
Db2 12

Specifies the type of replication to be
used by DSScopy when invoked by the
Db2 CHECK Utilities to copy objects to
shadow data sets. The CHECK utilities
use DSScopy to copy Db2 objects
to shadow data sets for processing,
and can stipulate fast replication as
either PREFERRED or REQUIRED. If
REQUIRED is specified, the CHECK
utilities force DSScopy to use fast
replication, ensuring that object copies
occur as quickly as possible, thus
reducing the opportunity for resource
contention and unavailability. This option
will cause CHECK to fail if Flash Copy
cannot be used. This is the default
setting. If PREFERRED is specified,
the CHECK utilities direct DSScopy to
use fast replication only if Flash Copy
support is available. If NONE is specified,
the CHECK utilities direct DSScopy
to use traditional data movement
methods and not Flash Copy. Option
NONE is new with Db2 12. ZPARM
Name: CHECK_FASTREPLICATION in
DSN6SPRM

CHGDC CHAR(3) CHG-DATA-CAPTURE Derived from
QWP4MISC:QWP4CDC

Specifies whether change data capture
is enabled. The change data capture
parameter is defined on the "OPERATOR
FUNCTIONS" panel and is assembled
as the CHGDC parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro. ZPARM Name:
CHGDC in DSN6SPRM

CHKFREQ INTEGER CHKPNT-FREQ QWP1LOGL If the value is between 1 and 60, then the
value represents the number of minutes
between checkpoints. Otherwise,
the value represents the number of
log records to be written between
checkpoints. The checkpoint frequency
is specified on the "Active Log Data Set
Parameters" installation panel, and is
assembled as the CHKFREQ parameter
of the DSN6SYSP macro.

CHKLOGR INTEGER RECS-BETWEEN-CKP
TS

QWP1LOGR Indicates the number of records between
log checkpoints, when QWP1LOGT =
'B'. This field corresponds to the records/
checkpoint field on installation panel
DSNTIPL1. 0 indicates NOTUSED
value. ZPARM Name: CHKLOGR in
DSN6SYSP.
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CHKMINS INTEGER MINS-BETWEEN-CKPT
S

QWP1LOGM Indicates the number of minutes between
log checkpoints, when QWP1LOGT
= 'B'. This field corresponds to field
minutes/checkpoint on installation panel
DSNTIPL1. 0 indicates NOTUSED value.
ZPARM name: CHKMINS in DSN6SYSP.

CHKTYPE CHAR(6) CHKTYPE QWP1LOGTX Specifies the log checkpoint type.
SINGLE indicates either records or
minutes, as specified by QWP1LOGT.
BOTH indicates both records and
minutes, as specified by QWP1LOGR
and QWP1LOGM. ZPARM Name:
CHKTYPE in DSN6SYSP.

CMTSTAT CHAR(8) DDF-THREAD-STATUS QWP9CMST Specifies the action taken after a DDF
thread successfully commits or rolls
back and holds no database locks or
cursors. ACTIVE - thread remains on
the active thread chain. INACTIVE -
thread is moved to the inactive chain.
This parameter is defined on the
"DISTRIBUTED DATA FACILITY" panel
and is assembled as the CMTSTAT
parameter of the DSN6FAC macro.

COMCRIT CHAR(3) COMCRIT Derived from
QWP4COMC

Specifies whether to use the common
criteria for all tables.

COMPACT CHAR(3) ARCH-COMPACTION Derived from
QWP3FLG1

Specifies whether data written to
archive logs is compacted or not. The
compression parameter is defined
on the "ARCHIVE LOG DATA SET
PARAMETERS" panel and is assembled
as the COMPACT parameter of the
DSN6ARVP macro.

COMPRESS_DIRLOB CHAR(3) COMPRESS-DIRLOB Derived from
QWP4MISD:QWP4CDRL

Shows if LOB table spaces in the Db2
directory will be compressed. Possible
values are: NO—LOB table spaces in the
Db2 directory are not compressed (this
is the default). YES—LOB table spaces
in the Db2 directory are compressed the
next time they are reorganized. In Db2
data sharing, make sure that all members
use the same COMPRESS_DIRLOB
setting. This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: COMPRESS_DIRLOB in
DSN6SPRM
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COMPRESS_SPT01 CHAR(3) COMPRESS-SPT01 Derived from
QWP4MS4C:QWP4CS01

Specifies whether the SPT01 directory
space should be compressed.
In Db2 data sharing, be sure
that all members use the same
COMPRESS_SPT01 setting. ZPARM
Name: COMPRESS_SPT01 in
DSN6SPRM

CONDBAT SMALLINT MAX-CONCURRENT-R
EMOTE

QWP1CDB The maximum number of concurrent
remote threads, both active and
inactive. This parameter is defined on
the "STORAGE SIZES" panel and is
assembled as the CONDBAT parameter
of the DSN6SYSP macro.

COORDNTR CHAR(3) PARA-COORD Derived from
QWPACOOR

Specifies whether this Db2 can be a
parallelism coordinator. If this value is
'YES', then this Db2 member can send
parallel tasks to eligible Db2 members. If
this value is 'NO', then this Db2 member
will not send parallel tasks to other Db2
members. The default is 'YES'.

COPY_FASTREPLICATIO
N

CHAR(9) COPY-FASTREPLICAT
ION

Derived from
QWP4CYFR

For the COPY utility, specifies
whether FlashCopy fast replication is
PREFERRED (default), REQUIRED,
or NONE for the creation of the
FlashCopy image copy. This field
is new with Db2 12. ZPARM Name:
COPY_FASTREPLICATION in
DSN6SPRM

CTHREAD SMALLINT CTHREAD QWP1CT The maximum number of allied threads
(threads started at the local subsystem)
that can be allocated concurrently. Each
of the following is counted as a separate
thread: Each TSO user (DSN processor);
Each batch job (DSN processor/utility);
Each IMS region accessing Db2; Each
CICS transaction accessing Db2; Each
call attach task accessing Db2. The total
number of users that can access Db2
is the sum of this value and the remote
users value. When the number of users
attempting to access Db2 exceeds this
number, then the excess plan allocation
requests are queued. This parameter is
defined on the "STORAGE SIZES" panel
and is assembled as the CTHREAD
parameter of the DSN6SYSP macro.
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DATE CHAR(5) DEFAULT-DATE-FORM
AT

QWPBDATE Specifies the date format value. The
following values may be used: ISO
—yyyy-mm-dd, USA—mm/dd/yyyy,
EUR—dd.mm.yyyy, JIS—yyyy-mm-
dd, LOCAL—installation exit. The date
format is specified on the "Application
Programming Defaults" installation
panel, and is assembled as the DATE
parameter of the DSNHDECM macro that
builds module DSNHDECP.

DATELEN SMALLINT LOCAL-DATE-LENGTH QWPBDLEN Specifies the local date length value.
The local date length is specified on
the "Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the DATELEN parameter of the
DSNHDECM macro that builds module
DSNHDECP.

DB_LIST_1 CHAR(8) DB-LIST-1 Derived from
QWP8DBNM

The name of a database or space to
be started or deferred or "ALL" if all
databases or spaces are to started or
deferred. This parameter is defined on
the "DATABASES AND SPACES TO
START AUTOMATICALLY" panel and is
assembled as the ALL parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.

DBACRVW CHAR(3) DBA-CREATE-VIEWS Derived from
QWP4DSFL:QWP4CRVW

Specifies the "DBADM create view for
others" setting. This setting controls
whether an authorization ID with DBADM
authority can create a view for another
authorization ID. It also specifies whether
an authorization ID with DBCTRL or
DBADM authority, on the database of the
table for which an alias is being created,
can create an alias for itself or another
authorization ID. The "DBADM create
view for others" value is specified on
the "Protect" installation panel, and is
assembled as the DBACRVW parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro. ZPARM
Name: DBACRVW in DSN6SPRM

DBCHK CHAR(3) DBCHK Derived from
QWP4DBC:QWP4DBCK

Specifies whether database checking
is enabled. ZPARM Name: DBCHK in
DSN6SPRM
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DBPROTCL CHAR(1) DB-PROTOCAL-3PART QWP1DBPR Specifies the current "protocol used for 3-
part names" value. The value in this field
determines the default protocol ('D' for
DRDA or 'P' for PRIVATE) that is to be
used when option DBPROTOCOL BIND
is not explicitly specified for the bind
of a plan or a package. An application
program might contain statements
with three-part names, or aliases that
reference remote objects. At bind or
rebind of a plan, a user can specify
whether these statements flow to the
remote site using Db2 private protocol
or DRDA protocol when communicating
with the remote server. If bind option
DBPROTOCOL is not specified at bind
plan time, then the default is taken
from the value in field DATABASE
PROTOCOL. The "protocol used
for 3-part names" value is specified
on the "Distributed Data Facility"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the DBPROTCL parameter of the
DSN6SYSP macro.

DB2SUPLD CHAR(3) DB2SUPLD Derived from
QWPBDB2S

Specifies whether the DSNHDECP
module is the Db2 supplied (YES)
module or a customer generated one
(NO).

DDF CHAR(7) DDF-START Derived from
QWP9STRT

Specifies whether Db2 loads DDF, and
if DDF is loaded, how to start it. NO
indicates that DDF is not loaded at Db2
startup, and that it cannot be started with
a command. AUTO indicates that DDF
is automatically initialized and started
when the Db2 subsystem is started.
The DDF address space is started as
part of DDF initialization. COMMAND
indicates that DDF is initialized at Db2
startup and is prepared to receive the
-START DDF command. The DDF
address space is started as part of DDF
initialization. This parameter is defined
on the "DISTRIBUTED DATA FACILITY"
panel and is assembled as the DDF
parameter of the DSN6FAC macro.
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DDF_COMPATIBILITY CHAR(3) DDF-COMPATIBILITY Derived from
QWP9DDFC

Specifies whether certain characteristics
of a connection between a client
application and a Db2 for z/OS data
server are enabled for compatibility with
previous Db2 release. Possible values
are: NO—no values were specified in the
parameter, it has no effect and current
Db2 version behavior is used for all
applications. YES—one or more values
are specified in the parameter. The list of
parameter values and indication whether
the value is set or not is provided on the
subsequent report lines. ZPARM Name:
DDF_COMPATIBILITY in DSN6FAC.
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DDL_MATERIALIZATION CHAR(9) DDL-MATERIALIZATIO
N

Derived from
QWP4DDLM

Specifies when Db2 should materialize
changes to the definition of an object.
This option applies only for changes
by ALTER TABLE ALTER COLUMN
SET DATA TYPE to alter a column's
data type, length, precision, or scale
where the underlying table space is a
universal table space (or where there
is an unmaterialized pending alter to
convert the table space to a universal
table space) whose data sets have
already been created. This option is
ignored for other circumstances or for
alterations that it has to be executed
as a pending alteration or must be
executed as an immediate alteration.
Possible values are: IMMEDIATE—
For applicable requests, changes are
materialized at the time the request
is executed and the containing table
space is placed in AREO* or REBUILD
pending state. If there are any existing
unmaterialized pending changes, the
request will fail. This is default setting
and existing behavior for ALTER TABLE
ALTER COLUMN SET DATA TYPE.
PENDING—For applicable requests,
changes are not materialized at the time
the request and the affected objects
are available when it is convenient to
implement the changes. The containing
table space is placed in AREOR state.
If any immediate options specified in
same statement, the change request
will fail. If any subsequent immediate
changes are executed before a pending
change is materialized, those subsequent
immediate changes will fail. This field
is new with Db2 12. ZPARM Name:
DDL_MATERIALIZATION in DSN6SPRM

DDLTOX_FACTOR SMALLINT DDLTOX-FACTOR QWP4DDLTO The number of timeout cycles that a
request for SQL data definition waits
for a resource before timing out. This
parameter is used for the processing
of DDL statements GRANT, REVOKE,
and LOCK. ZPARM Name: DDLTOX in
DSN6SPRM
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DEALLOCATE_MINUTES SMALLINT DEALLOCATE-MINUTE
S

QWP2DMIN Specifies how log an archive read
tape unit is allowed to remain unused
before it is deallocated. Use this field in
conjunction with the seconds portion to
get the complete time. This parameter
is updatable once Db2 becomes
active through the -SET ARCHIVE
command. This parameter is defined
on the "ARCHIVE LOG DATA SET
PARAMETERS" panel and is assembled
as the DEALLCT parameter of the
DSN6LOGP macro.

DEALLOCATE_SECOND
S

SMALLINT DEALLOCATE-SECON
DS

QWP2DSEC Specifies how log an archive read
tape unit is allowed to remain unused
before it is deallocated. Use this field in
conjunction with the minutes portion to
get the complete time. This parameter
is updatable once Db2 becomes
active through the -SET ARCHIVE
command. This parameter is defined
on the "ARCHIVE LOG DATA SET
PARAMETERS" panel and is assembled
as the DEALLCT parameter of the
DSN6LOGP macro.

DECARTH CHAR(5) DECIMAL-ARITH QWPBAR Specifies the decimal arithmetic setting
as follows: X'80' off = DECIMAL 15, on
= DECIMAL 31. The decimal arithmetic
setting specifies the rules to be used
when both operands in a decimal
operation have precisions of 15 or less.
DEC15 or 15 indicates to use rules which
do not allow precision greater than 15
digits. DEC31 or 31 indicates to use rules
which allow precision of up to 31 digits.
Db2 always uses the rules of DEC31
if either of the operands has precision
greater than 15. The decimal arithmetic
setting is specified on the "Application
Programming Defaults" installation panel,
and is assembled as the DECARTH
parameter of the DSNHDECM macro that
builds module DSNHDECP.
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DECDIV3 CHAR(3) MIN-DIV-SCALE Derived from
QWP4MISC:QWP4DIV3

YES indicates that at least three digits to
the right of the decimal point are retained
after any decimal divide operation.
NO indicates that the usual SQL rules
for decimal division will be used. The
decimal divide parameter is defined on
the "APPLICATION PROGRAMMING
DEFAULTS" panel and is assembled
as the DECDIV3 parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro. ZPARM Name:
DECDIV3 in DSN6SPRM

DECIMAL CHAR(8) PERIOD-COMMA QWPBPERC Specifies the decimal point value as
PERIOD or COMMA. The decimal point
value specifies whether the decimal
point for numbers is the comma (,) or the
period (.). The decimal point is specified
on the "Application Programming
Defaults" installation panel, and is
assembled as the DECIMAL parameter
of the DSNHDECM macro that builds
module DSNHDECP.

DECP_DSNAME CHAR(54) DECP-DSNAME QWPBLNM Fully qualified name of the data set from
which the DSNHDECP module was
loaded.

DEF_DECFLOAT_ROUN
D_MODE

CHAR(8) DECFLOAT-ROUNDIN
G-MODE

Derived from
QWPBDDRM

Default rounding mode for the decimal
floating point type.
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DEFAULT_INSERT_ALG
ORITHM

CHAR(5) DEFAULT-INSERT-ALG
ORITHM

Derived from
QWP4DINA

The default algorithm for inserting
data into table spaces, influencing
the insert algorithm for MEMBER
CLUSTER universal table spaces
for which INSERT ALGORITHM 0
was specified. Possible values are:
NONE—Db2 uses the basic insert
algorithm regardless of the algorithm
specification at the object level. Insert
algorithm 2 is disabled for the entire
subsystem. This setting corresponds
to DEFAULT_INSERT_ALGORITHM
= 0. BASIC—Db2 uses basic insert
algorithm unless insert algorithm 2 was
specified when the table space was
created. This setting corresponds to
DEFAULT_INSERT_ALGORITHM =
1. FAST—Db2 uses insert algorithm 2
unless insert algorithm 1 was specified
when the table space was created (this
is the default). This setting corresponds
to DEFAULT_INSERT_ALGORITHM
= 2. OTHER—Unknown setting. This
field is new with Db2 12. ZPARM Name:
DEFAULT_INSERT_ALGORITHM in
DSN6SPRM

DEFLANG CHAR(8) DEFAULT-LANGUAGE QWPBLANG The default coding language.

DEFLTID VARCHAR(128) DEFLTID-LONG QWP4DFID_D The authorization ID used if an ID is
not available for batch access and
USER= is not specified in the job
statement. This parameter is defined
on the "PROTECTION" panel and is
assembled as the DEFLTID parameter of
the DSN6SPRM macro. This is a variable
length field that contains the complete
name. ZPARM Name: DEFLTID in
DSN6SPRM
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DEL_CFSTRUCTS_ON_R
ESTART

CHAR(3) DEL-CFSTRUCTS Derived from
QWP1DCFS

Specifies whether a Db2 restart is to
attempt to delete the SCA, IRLM lock
structure and any allocated group
buffer pools from the coupling facility.
NO—indicates that Db2 restart will
not attempt to delete the data sharing
group's coupling facility structures. YES
—indicates that Db2 restart will attempt
to delete the structures during restart.
The delete will only be successful if there
are no other Db2 subsystems connected
to the structures at the time deletion is
attempted. If deletion is successful, the
deleted structures will be recovered as
necessary using the group restart or
GRECP recovery process. This may
increase the time Db2 restart takes to
complete. For this function to work as
intended, all members of a data sharing
group should have the same setting
for DEL CF STRUCTS. ZPARM name:
DEL_CFSTRUCTS_ON_RESTART in
DSN6SYSP

DELIM CHAR(7) DEFAULT-DELIMITER QWPBDELM Delimiter default: APOST, QUOTE or
DEFAULT.

DESCSTAT CHAR(3) DESCSTAT Derived from
QWP4MIS2:QWP4DSST

Specifies whether an SQLDA for
describe is built and saved during
bind for static SQL. ZPARM Name:
DESCSTAT in DSN6SPRM

DISABLE_EDMRTS CHAR(3) DISABLE-EDMRTS Derived from
QWP4MIS9:QWP4DEDR

Specifies whether real-time statistics
collection is disabled by the
environmental description manager
(EDM). Possible values are: YES—EDM
does not collect real-time statistics about
the last use of packages. NO—EDM
collects real-time statistics about the
last use of packages. ZPARM Name:
DISABLE_EDMRTS in DSN6SPRM

DISABLE_IMPCAST_JV CHAR(3) DISABLE-IMPCAST-JV Derived from
QWP9DDFC

Specifies whether Db2 disables implicit
casting of input host variables from
numeric data types to string data types,
or from string data types to numeric
data types for the Java application.
Possible values are: NO—implicit casting
of input host variables is enabled.
YES—implicit casting of input host
variables is disabled. ZPARM name:
DDF_COMPATIBILITY(DISABLE_IMPCAST_JV)
in DSN6FAC.
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DISABLE_IMPCAST_NJV CHAR(3) DISABLE-IMPCAST-NJ
V

Derived from
QWP9DDFC

Specifies whether Db2 disables implicit
casting of input host variables from
numeric data types to string data types,
or from string data types to numeric
data types for the non-Java application.
Possible values are: NO—implicit casting
of input host variables is enabled.
YES—implicit casting of input host
variables is disabled. ZPARM name:
DDF_COMPATIBILITY(DISABLE_IMPCAST_NJV)
in DSN6FAC.

DISABSCL CHAR(3) DISABSCL Derived from
QWP4MIS4:QWP4DSCM

Allows you to choose whether
SQLWARN1 and SQLWARN5 set for
non-scrollable cursors on OPEN and
ALLOCATE CURSOR. This field is
obsolete with Db2 11. This parameter is
not defined on any install panel, but is
assembled as the DISABSCL parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro. ZPARM
Name: DISABSCL in DSN6SPRM

DISALLOW_SSARAUTH CHAR(3) DISALLOW-SSARAUTH Derived from
QWP4DSSAR

Specifies whether user address spaces
are blocked from setting a Db2 address
space as a secondary address space.
Possible values are: YES—Db2 blocks
the user address spaces from setting
a Db2 address space as a secondary
address space. NO—Db2 permits
the user address spaces to set a Db2
address space as a secondary address
space. This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: DISALLOW_SSARAUTH
in DSN6SPRM

DLDFREQ CHAR(5) DLDFREQ-TEXT Derived from
QWP1DFRQ

Specifies whether or not the level ID
is updated at checkpoint intervals.
This parameter is specified on the
"Checkpoint Parameters" panel and is
assembled as the DLDFREQ parameter
of the DSN6SYSP macro.

DLITOUT SMALLINT IMSDLI-TO-FACTOR QWP4WDLI The number of timeout cycles that an
IMS DLI region will wait for a lock as
specified at Db2 start-up. A value of zero
indicates to use the Db2 default. The IMS
DLI timeout factor is not specified on any
installation panel, but may be specified in
the DSN6SPRM macro as the DLITOUT
parameter. ZPARM Name: DLITOUT in
DSN6SPRM
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DPSEGSZ SMALLINT DEFAULT-SEGSIZE QWP1DPSS Specifies the default segment size to
use for a partitioned table space when
the create tablespace statement does
not include the SEGSIZE parameter.
This field corresponds to the field default
partition SEGSIZE on installation panel
DSNTIP7. ZPARM name: DPSEGSZ in
DSN6SYSP.

DRDA_RESOLVE_ALIAS CHAR(3) DRDA-RESOLVE-ALIA
S

QWP4RSLV Specifies whether to resolve private
protocol aliases. Possible values are:
'Y'—Resolve private protocol aliases.
'N'—Do not resolve private protocol
aliases. A value of yes means that
in SQL statements, Db2 replaces
aliases that refer to three-part names
with qualified object names before it
sends the statements to the remote
location. This substitution is done
when a prepare or execute immediate
is performed or when a remote bind
of a package is performed. ZPARM
name: DRDA_RESOLVE_ALIAS in
DSN6SPRM. This field is obsolete with
Db2 10.

DSHARE CHAR(3) DATA-SHARING Derived from
QWPADSHR

Specifies whether data sharing is
enabled.

DSMAX INTEGER DSMAX QWP4DSMX The maximum number of concurrent
database data sets that Db2 should
try to have allocated and open. This
parameter is not directly definable on
any installation panel, but is assembled
as the DSMAX parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro. ZPARM Name:
DSMAX in DSN6SPRM

DSQLDELI CHAR(5) DIST-SQL-STRING-DE
LIM

QWPBSQSD Specifies the distributed SQL string
delimiter value as APOST (for
apostrophe) or QUOTE (for quotation
mark). The distributed SQL string
delimiter controls whether a quotation
mark (") or an apostrophe (') will be
used as the SQL string delimiter for
bind operations at this Db2 when
the requestor does not give Db2 this
information. The distributed SQL string
delimiter is specified on the "Application
Programming Defaults" installation panel,
and is assembled as the DSQLDELI
parameter of the DSNHDECM macro that
builds module DSNHDECP.
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DSSTIME SMALLINT DS-STATS-RESET QWP1DTIM Specifies the current dataset stats time
setting. The value in this field specifies
the time interval, in minutes, between
the resetting of data set statistics for
online performance monitors. Online
performance monitors can request
Db2 data set statistics for the current
interval with an IFI READS request for
IFCID 0199. The dataset stats time
setting is specified on the "Tracing and
Checkpoints" installation panel, and is
assembled as the DSSTIME parameter
of the DSN6SYSP macro.

DSVCI CHAR(3) DSVCI Derived from
QWP1VVCI

YES indicates that Db2 will create a DB2-
managed data set for a table space. It
will have a VSAM control interval that
corresponds to the buffer pool used for
the table space. A value of NO indicates
that DB2-managed data sets are to be
created with a fixed control interval of 4-
KB, regardless of the buffer pool size.
This parameter is online-updateable.
If you change this value from NO to
YES, any pre-existing or migrated data
sets remain in 4-KB control intervals
until redefined. If you change this value
from YES to NO, any pre-existing or
migrated data sets in 8-KB, 16-KB, or
32-KB control intervals remain in those
control intervals until redefined. You
can explicitly redefine a data set. In
addition, data sets are implicitly redefined
by utilities such as LOAD REPLACE,
REORG TABLESPACE, or RECOVER.
This parameter is defined on the "Sizes
Panel 2" panel and is Assembled as the
DSVCI parameter of the DSN6SYSP
macro.
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DYNRULS CHAR(3) USE-DECP-DYNAMIC Derived from
QWPBDRUL

Specifies the current "use precompiler
options for dynamic rules" value.
The value in this field permits
the user to indicate whether
DYNAMICRULES(BIND) should use the
precompiler options or use the DECP
values for dynamic SQL statements. A
value of NO indicates that the following
application defaults should be ignored
for dynamic SQL statements when bind
option DYNAMICRULES(BIND) is in
effect: DECIMAL POINT IS, STRING
DELIMITER, SQL STRING DELIMITER,
MIXED DATA, EBCDIC CODED
CHARACTER SET, and DECIMAL
ARITHMETIC. A value of YES indicates
that the application programming defaults
for dynamic SQL statements should be
used of the DYNAMICRULES option
in effect. The "use precompiler options
for dynamic rules" value is specified on
the "Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the DYNRULS parameter of the
DSNHDECM macro that builds module
DSNHDECP.

EDM_SKELETON_POOL INTEGER EDM-SKELPOOL-SIZE QWP4SKLC The maximum size in KB of the EDM
pool for storing skeleton package tables
(SKPTs), which is located above the 2GB
bar. Until Db2 11 this field represented
the minimum size in KB of the EDM
pool for storing skeleton package
tables (SKPTs). This field corresponds
to field "EDM skeleton pool size" on
installation panel DSNTIPC. ZPARM
Name: EDM_SKELETON_POOL in
DSN6SPRM

EDMBFIT CHAR(3) EDM-BESTFIT Derived from
QWP4SIT:QWP4EBF

Specifies the current "use EDM pool
better-fit algorithm" value. A YES value
means Db2 will use a better-fit algorithm
when searching the free chain. A NO
value means Db2 will use a first-fit
algorithm. NO is the default value. This
value only applies when the EDM pool is
greater than 40MB. This field is obsolete
with Db2 10. The "use EDM pool better-
fit algorithm" value is specified on the
"Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the EDMBFIT parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro. ZPARM Name:
EDMBFIT in DSN6SPRM
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EDMDBDC INTEGER EDM-DBD-CACHE-SIZ
E

QWP4EDBC The minimum size of the DBD cache, in
KB, that is used by EDM. The storage
pool is located above the 2GB bar. This
parameter is defined on the "CLIST
Calculations" panel, and is assembled
as the EDMDBDC parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro. For Db2 12, this
parameter determines the maximum
amount of EDM storage that is to
be used for DBDs. ZPARM Name:
EDMDBDC in DSN6SPRM

EDMSTMTC INTEGER EDM-STMT-CACHE-SI
ZE

QWP4ESTC The size of the statement cache, in
KB, that is used by EDM. The storage
pool is located above the 2GB bar. This
parameter is defined on the "CLIST
Calculations" panel, and is assembled
as the EDMSTMTC parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro. ZPARM Name:
EDMSTMTC in DSN6SPRM

EDPROP CHAR(3) DATA-PROP-ONLY Derived from
QWP4MISC:QWP4ENF

Indicates whether you have a "2" for
the "DPROP SUPPORT" parameter
on the "OPERATOR FUNCTIONS"
panel. This means that you use DPROP
to propagate with DATA CAPTURE
CHANGES are ONLY allowed when the
following conditions are met: monitor
trace class 6 is active, Dprop is installed,
and Db2 application is running in an
IMS environment. If any one of these
conditions are not met, no changes to the
Db2 table are allowed. The Dprop only
parameter is assembled as the EDPROP
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
ZPARM Name: EDPROP in DSN6SPRM

EN_PJSJ CHAR(3) EN-PJSJ Derived from
QWP4MS4C:QWP4PJSJ

Specifies whether to enable dynamic
index ANDing, also known as pair-
wise join processing, when the star
join processing is enabled on Db2.
Db2 serviceability use. ZPARM Name:
EN_PJSJ in DSN6SPRM
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ENCRYPTION_KEYLABE
L

VARCHAR(64) ENCRYPTION-KEYLAB
EL-LONG

QWP4ENKL_D Specifies the ICSF key label to provide
to DFSMS when using z/OS DFSMS
data set encryption support to define
encrypted data sets for the Db2 catalog,
directories, and archive logs. Blank
(default) indicates that Db2 does not
provide the key label when allocating
the data sets that are associated with
the system objects. If the setting is non-
blank, ENCRYPTION_KEYLABEL must
be set to a 1-64 bytes string to identify
a protected data key in the ICSF key
repository. A change to this parameter
is only effective after you use the -
SET SYSPARM command to bring it
online. Start or restart of Db2 after you
change the value is not sufficient. In
Db2 data sharing, all members must
use the same setting. When you change
the ENCRYPTION_KEYLABEL for
a data sharing group, make change
on all members before you run the -
SET SYSPARM command on any
member. This variable length field
contains the complete name. This field
is new with Db2 12. Function level 502
or higher must be activated. ZPARM
Name: ENCRYPTION_KEYLABEL in
DSN6SPRM

ENSCHEME CHAR(7) DEFAULT-ENCODING-
SCHEME

Derived from
QWPBDENC

Specifies the encoding scheme value
as EBCDIC, ASCII+, or UNICODE. The
encoding scheme is specified on the
"Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the ENSCHEME parameter of the
DSNHDECM macro that builds module
DSNHDECP.

EVALUNC CHAR(3) EVAL-UNCOMMITTED
-OK

Derived from
QWP4MIS3:QWP4EVUN

Specifies the "evaluation of uncommitted
data OK" value. A YES value means
predicate evaluation during table access
can proceed upon uncommitted data.
This applies only to isolation levels of
read stability (RS) and cursor stability
(CS). The Db2 default is NO. The
"evaluation of uncommitted data OK"
value is specified on the "Application
Programming Defaults" installation
panel, and is assembled as the
EVALUNC parameter of the DSN6SPRM
macro. ZPARM Name: EVALUNC in
DSN6SPRM
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EXTRAREQ SMALLINT EXTRA-QBLKS-RQSTE
R

QWP1EXBR Specifies the current "max extra
requestor query blocks" value. The value
in this field establishes an upper limit
on the number of extra DRDA query
blocks Db2 requests from a remote
DRDA server. This does not limit the
size of the SQL query answer set. It
simply controls the total amount of data
that can be transmitted on any given
network exchange. The "max extra
requestor query blocks" value is specified
on the "Distributed Data Facility"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the EXTRAREQ parameter of the
DSN6SYSP macro.

EXTRASRV SMALLINT EXTRA-QBLKS-SERVE
R

QWP1EXBS Specifies the current "max extra server
query blocks" value. The value in this
field establishes an upper limit on the
number of extra DRDA query blocks Db2
returns to a DRDA client. This does not
limit the size of the SQL query answer
set. It simply controls the total amount
of data that can be transmitted on any
given network exchange. The "max extra
server query blocks" value is specified
on the "Distributed Data Facility"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the EXTRASRV parameter of the
DSN6SYSP macro.

EXTSEC CHAR(3) EXTSEC QWP1SCER Specifies whether extended security is
enabled. Extended security determines
content of the error message returned to
a network client when a DDF connection
request fails due to security errors. In
also indicates whether DDF permits an
end user to update their RACF password
with the DRDA change password
function. YES indicates detailed error
code returned and the user can update
the RACF password through DRDA.
NO indicates a generic error code
returned and the user cannot update the
RACF password through DRDA. The
extended security value is specified on
the "Distributed Data Facility" installation
panel, and is assembled as the EXTSEC
parameter of the DSN6SYSP macro.
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FCCOPYDDN VARCHAR(100) FCCOPYDDN-LONG QWP4FCCD_D Specifies the default setting of the
FCCOPYDDN subsystem parameter
for the COPY, LOAD, REBUILD
INDEX, REORG INDEX, and REORG
TABLESPACE utility control statements
when the FLASHCOPY parameter is
YES or CONSISTENT. FCCOPYDDN
specifies a Db2 utilities template data set
name expression that is used to derive
the copy data set name that is allocated
by the utility during operation. This field
corresponds to field "Default template"
on installation panel DSNTIP6. ZPARM
name: FCCOPYDDN in DSN6SPRM.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

FLASHCOPY_COPY CHAR(3) FLASHCOPY-COPY Derived from
QWP4FCPH:QWP4FCCP

Specifies whether the COPY utility will
use FLASHCOPY=YES and the system
parameter setting for FCCOPYDDN
when those keywords are not present
in the utility control statement. ZPARM
Name: FLASHCOPY_COPY in
DSN6SPRM.

FLASHCOPY_LOAD CHAR(3) FLASHCOPY-LOAD Derived from
QWP4FCPH:QWP4FCLD

Specifies whether the LOAD utility will
use FLASHCOPY=YES and the system
parameter setting for FCCOPYDDN
when those keywords are not present
in the utility control statement. ZPARM
Name: FLASHCOPY_LOAD in
DSN6SPRM.
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FLASHCOPY_PPRC CHAR(9) FLASHCOPY-PPRC Derived from
QWP4FCPPRC

Specifies the behavior for DFSMSdss
FlashCopy requests by Db2 Utilities
when the target disk storage volume is
in a peer to peer remote copy (PPRC)
relationship. A PPRC relationship exists
when a Db2 Utility uses DFSMSdss
FlashCopy technology to create a
FlashCopy image copy or shadow data
sets (for the online CHECK utility) and
the target disk storage volume is mirrored
by another disk device on a different
system. The FLASHCOPY_PPRC
option pertains to COPY, REORG
TABLESPACE, REORG INDEX,
REBUILD INDEX, LOAD, RECOVER,
and the CHECK utilities. A value of blank
indicates no preserve mirror command
will be passed to DFSMSdss. A value
of NONE indicates DFSMSdss does not
preserve mirroring when processing a
Db2 Utilities request, even if all of the
configuration requirements for preserving
the mirror operation are met. A value
of PREFERRED indicates DFSMSdss
allows the volume pair to go into duplex
pending state when processing a Db2
Utilities request only if required. A value
of REQUIRED indicates DFSMSdss
does not permit the PPRC volume pair
to go into duplex pending state when
processing a Db2 Utilities request. This
field corresponds to field "Flashcopy
PPRC" on installation panel DSNTIP6.
ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_PPRC in
DSN6SPRM

FLASHCOPY_REBUILD_
INDEX

CHAR(3) FLASHCOPY-REBUILD
-INDEX

Derived from
QWP4FCPH:QWP4FCRBI

Specifies whether the REBUILD INDEX
utility will use FLASHCOPY=YES
and the system parameter setting
for FCCOPYDDN when those
keywords are not present in the utility
control statement. ZPARM Name:
FLASHCOPY_REBUILD_INDEX in
DSN6SPRM.

FLASHCOPY_REORG_IN
DEX

CHAR(3) FLASHCOPY-REORG-I
NDEX

Derived from
QWP4FCPH:QWP4FCROI

Specifies whether the REORG INDEX
utility will use FLASHCOPY=YES
and the system parameter setting
for FCCOPYDDN when those
keywords are not present in the utility
control statement. ZPARM Name:
FLASHCOPY_REORG_INDEX in
DSN6SPRM.
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FLASHCOPY_REORG_T
S

CHAR(3) FLASHCOPY-REORG-
TS

Derived from
QWP4FCPH:QWP4FCROT

Specifies whether the REORG
TABLESPACE utility will use
FLASHCOPY=YES and the system
parameter setting for FCCOPYDDN
when those keywords are not present
in the utility control statement. ZPARM
Name: FLASHCOPY_REORG_TS in
DSN6SPRM.

FLASHCOPY_XRCP CHAR(3) FLASHCOPY-XRCP Derived from
QWP4FCXC

Specifies if a data set level FlashCopy
operation is allowed to a primary volume
in an XRC relationship when the z/OS
DFSMSdss support for RPFC for XRC
was installed and enabled. Possible
values are: YES—If z/OS DFSMSdss
support for RPFC in XRC is installed
and enabled, supported utilities specify
the FCTOXRCPrimary option when they
issue DFSMSdss COPY commands
(this setting is the default). YES option is
ignored if CHECK_FASTREPLICATION/
REC_FASTREPLICATION/
COPY_FASTREPLICATION subsystem
parameter value is NONE for CHECK/
RECOVER/COPY utility. NO—When
the utilities issue DFSMSdss COPY
command, they do not specify the
FCTOXRCPrimary option. UNK—
Unknown setting. In DB 12, function
level 500 or higher must be activated.
ZPARM Name: FLASHCOPY_XRCP in
DSN6SPRM

GCSSID BINARY(2) GBCS-CCSID QWPBGID Specifies the graphic coded character
set value. The graphic coded character
set is specified on the "Application
Programming Defaults" installation
panel, and is assembled as the SCCSID
parameter of the DSNHDECM macro that
builds module DSNHDECP.

GET_ACCEL_ARCHIVE CHAR(3) GET-ACCEL-ARCHIVE Derived from
QWP4CGAA

Specifies the default value for the current
GET_ACCEL_ARCHIVE special register.
Possible values are: NO—when a table
is archived in an accelerator server, the
table reference does not include archived
data. YES—when a table is archived in
an accelerator server, the table reference
includes archived data. ZPARM name:
GET_ACCEL_ARCHIVE in DSN6SPRM.
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GRPNAME CHAR(8) GROUP-NAME QWPAGRPN The name of the Db2 data sharing
group. This parameter is defined on
the "DATA SHARING DEFINE GROUP
OR MEMBER" panel and is assembled
as the GRPNAME parameter of the
DSN6GRP macro.

HONOR_KEEPDICTIONA
RY

CHAR(3) HONOR-KEEPDICT Derived from
QWP4MS4B:QWP4HKEEPD

Specifies whether Db2 should honor or
ignore the KEEPDICTIONARY parameter
on LOAD REPLACE or REORG request
that converts a table space from basic
row format to reordered row format.
Valid settings are NO and YES. ZPARM
name: HONOR_KEEPDICTIONARY in
DSN6SPRM.

HOPAUTH CHAR(3) HOPAUTH Derived from
QWP4MISZ:QWP4MISZ

Possible values are: BOTH—indicates
that the package owner is used for
static SQL and the runner's authority
is used for dynamic SQL. RUNNER—
indicates that both static and dynamic
SQL use the runner's authorization. The
HOPAUTH value is not specified on any
installation panel, it is assembled as the
HOPAUTH parameter of the DSN6SPRM
macro. ZPARM Name: HOPAUTH in
DSN6SPRM

IDAUTH_MODULE CHAR(8) AUTH-EXIT-NAME QWP1DATH Specifies the default identify or
authorization exit module name. This
field corresponds to the identify/auth
field on installation panel DSNTIPO3.
ZPARM name: IDAUTH_MODULE in
DSN6SYSP.

IDBACK SMALLINT IDBACK QWP1IDB Shows the maximum number of
concurrent connections identified to
Db2 from batch. Each of the following is
counted as a separate batch connection:
each batch job using DSN processor,
each batch job using call attach, and
each Db2 utility. When the number of
batch jobs attempting to access Db2
exceeds this number, excess connection
requests are rejected. This parameter
is defined on the "STORAGE SIZES"
panel and is assembled as the IDBACK
parameter of the DSN6SYSP macro.
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IDFORE SMALLINT IDFORE QWP1IDF Shows the maximum number of users
allowed to be identified to Db2 from TSO
foreground at the same time. Each of
the following is counted as a separate
TSO user: each TSO user using DSN
processor and each TSO user using call
attach. When the number of TSO users
attempting to access Db2 exceeds this
number, excess connection requests
are rejected. This parameter is defined
on the "STORAGE SIZES" panel and is
assembled as the IDFORE parameter of
the DSN6SYSP macro.

IDNTFY_VNN_PRIOR_VE
R

BINARY(1) IDNTFY-VNN-PRIOR-V
ER

QWP9DDFCIP Specifies the nn version of the Db2
server running in conversion mode
(CM) that is used to identify itself to all
remote clients as a prior Db2 version
running in new-function mode (NFM).
ZPARM name: DDF_COMPATIBILITY
ZPARM(IDNTFY_Vnn_PRIOR_VER) in
DSN6FAC where nn is replaced with the
Db2 version number.

IDTHTOIN SMALLINT FACILITY-IDLE-THRD-
TO

QWP9TTO Specifies the idle thread timeout interval.
This value represents the number of
seconds that an active server thread
is allowed to hold locks and remain
dormant before being cancelled. A value
of 0 indicates server threads cannot
become victim of a timeout. The idle
thread timeout interval is specified
on the "Distributed Data Facility"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the IDTHTOIN parameter of the
DSN6FAC macro.

IDXBPOOL CHAR(6) DEFAULT-BP-INDEX QWP1IXPL Specifies the current default index buffer
pool ID. The default index buffer pool ID
is specified on the "Buffer Pool Sizes"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the IDXBPOOL parameter of the
DSN6SYSP macro.

IGNORE_TZ CHAR(3) IGNORE-TZ Derived from
QWP9DDFC

Indicates whether Db2 ignores TIME
ZONE information in the boundary error
checking for TIMESTAMP WITH TIME
ZONE input variables when the target
data type is TIMESTAMP. Possible
values are: NO—TIME ZONE information
is not ignored. YES—TIME ZONE
information is ignored. ZPARM name:
DDF_COMPATIBILITY(IGNORE_TZ) in
DSN6FAC.
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IGNSORTN CHAR(3) IGNSORTN Derived from
QWP4SRTN:QWP4IGSN

Specifies whether to ignore the
SORTNUM keyword. The default is
NO. YES, which is valid only when
the UTSORTAL ZPARM is also YES,
indicates that every SORTNUM keyword
specification in a Db2 utilities control
statement will be ignored. ZPARM Name:
IGNSORTN in DSN6SPRM.

IMMEDWRI CHAR(3) IMMED-WRITE-OVRRD
E

Derived from
QWPAIMMW

Immedwrite override: YES, PH1, or NO.
The IMMEDWRITE value is specified on
the "Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the IMMEDWRI parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.

IMPDSDEF CHAR(3) IMPDSDEF QWP1DIDSX Specifies whether to define the
underlying data sets at the time that
a table space that is in an implicitly
created database is created. This value
corresponds to field "define data sets"
on installation panel DSNTIP7. ZPARM
name: IMPDSDEF in DSN6SYSP.

IMPDSSIZE SMALLINT MAX-IMP-DSSIZE-GB QWP1DSSZ Indicates the maximum DSSIZE in
gigabytes that Db2 uses for creating
each partition of an implicitly created
base table space. This field corresponds
to field "default DSSIZE" on installation
panel DSNTIP7. ZPARM name:
IMPDSSIZE in DSN6SPRM.

IMPLICIT_TIMEZONE DECIMAL(7 IMPLICIT-TIMEZONE QWPBIMTZ Specifies the implicit time zone that is
associated with Db2 table columns and
routine parameters that are declared
as timestamp with time zone. This
field corresponds to the DSNHDECP
field IMPLICIT_TIMEZONE. A value
of 9999999 indicates CURRENT time
zone setting. A value of -9999999
indicates SESSION time zone setting.
Otherwise, the value is a signed number
representing HHMM00 (hours, minutes,
and zero seconds).
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IMPTKMOD CHAR(3) QWP1TKMDX Derived from
QWP1TKMD

Specifies whether Db2 will track
modifications to the pages of implicitly
created table spaces. This setting only
pertains for the base table spaces. It
is not used for implicitly created LOB
or XML table spaces. Possible values
are: YES—implicit table spaces will be
created such that Db2 tracks changed
pages in the space map pages to
improve the performance of incremental
image copy. NO—Db2 does not track
changed pages in the space map pages.
It uses the LRSN value in each page
to determine whether a page has been
changed. ZPARM Name: IMPTKMOD in
DSN6SYSP.

IMPTSCMP CHAR(3) IMPTSCMP QWP1CITSX Specifies whether to use data
compression in table spaces in
implicitly defined databases. This
value corresponds to field "use data
compression" on installation panel
DSNTIP7. ZPARM Name: IMPTSCMP in
DSN6SYSP.

INDEX_CLEANUP_THRE
ADS

SMALLINT INDEX-CLEANUP-THR
EADS

QWP4IXCU Specifies the maximum number of
threads that can be created to process
the cleanup of pseudo-deleted index
entries on this subsystem or data
sharing member. This parameter is
defined on the "Thread management"
panel and is assembled as the
INDEX_CLEANUP_THREADS
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.

INDEX_MEMORY_CONT
ROL

CHAR(18) INDEX-MEMORY-CON
TROL

Derived from
QWP4IXMC and
QWP4IXMCS

The amount of memory that Db2
allocates for fast traversing of Db2
indexes. Possible values are: DISABLE
—Db2 returns any existing storage
allocated for Fast Index Traversal, and
allocates no further storage. AUTO—Db2
sets the upper storage limit to 20-percent
of the currently allocated buffer pools.
SELECTED,AUTO—Fast Index Traversal
is only allowed for selected indexes.
Db2 calculates the upper storage limit.
SELECTED,10..200000—Fast Index
Traversal is only allowed for selected
indexes. Upper storage limit is specified.
10..200000—Indicates the storage
limit for Fast Index Traversal in MB.
This field is new with Db2 12. ZPARM
Name: INDEX_MEMORY_CONTROL in
DSN6SPRM
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INLISTP INTEGER INLISTP QWP4INLP The maximum number of elements in
an in-list for an in-list predicate to be
optimized. The value can be between 0
and 5000. 0 means that no optimization
occurs. the default is 50. This field is
serviceability. This parameter is not
defined on any install panel, but is
assembled as the INLISTP parameter of
the DSN6SPRM macro. ZPARM Name:
INLISTP in DSN6SPRM

IRLM_DEADLOCK_CYCL
ES

SMALLINT IRLM-DEADLOCK-CYC
LES

QWP5DCYC The number of local cycles per global
cycle.

IRLM_DEADLOCK_TIME SMALLINT IRLM-DEADLOCK-TIME QWP5DLOK The time in milliseconds of the local
deadlock detection cycle. The local
value must be less than the value
specified for the resource timeout zparm
value (IRLMRWT). Otherwise, time-out
detection will always supersede deadlock
detection. A deadlock is a situation where
two or more requestors are waiting for
resources held by the other. Deadlock
detection is the procedure by which
a deadlock and its participants are
identified. IBM recommends that this
value not exceed 5000.

IRLM_PC CHAR(3) IRLM-PC Derived from
QWP5FLG:QWP5PCY

Specifies whether the IRLM is using the
cross-address-space program call.

IRLMAUT CHAR(3) IRLMSTART Derived from
QWP4IAU:QWP4IAUT

Shows whether Db2 automatically starts
and stops the IRLM. YES means that
when Db2 starts, it tries to start the IRLM
if the IRLM is not already started. When
Db2 stops, it automatically stops the
IRLM. NO means that Db2 terminates
if the IRLM is not already active when
Db2 is started. This parameter is defined
on the "IRLM PANEL 1" panel and is
assembled as the IRLMAUT parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro. ZPARM
Name: IRLMAUT in DSN6SPRM

IRLMPRC CHAR(8) IRLMPROC QWP4IPRC The name if the IRLM procedure that
Db2 starts if IRLMAUT=YES. This
parameter is defined on the "IRLM
PANEL 1" panel and is assembled as the
IRLMPRC parameter of the DSN6SPRM
macro. ZPARM Name: IRLMPRC in
DSN6SPRM
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IRLMRWT INTEGER IRLMRWT QWP4TOUT The number of seconds IRLM waits
before detecting a time-out. Time-out
means that a lock request has waited
for a resource longer than the number
of seconds identified in this field. The
value specified for this option must be
an integer multiple of the deadlock time
specified with the DEADLOK parameter
in the IRLM start-up JCL because IRLM
uses its deadlock timer to initiate time-out
detection, as well as deadlock detection.
This parameter is defined on the "IRLM
PANEL 1" panel and is assembled as the
IRLMRWT parameter of the DSN6SPRM
macro. ZPARM Name: IRLMRWT in
DSN6SPRM

IRLMSID CHAR(4) IRLMSID QWP4ISID The name by which MVS knows the
IRLM subsystem. The name is used
for communication between Db2 and
the IRLM. This name is included in
the MVS subsystem table IEFSSNxx.
This parameter is defined on the "IRLM
PANEL 1" panel and is assembled as the
IRLMSID parameter of the DSN6SPRM
macro. This value is also specified in
the IRLMNM parameter of the IRLM
start-up JCL. ZPARM Name: IRLMSID in
DSN6SPRM

IRLMSWT INTEGER IRLMSWT QWP4ISWT The time in seconds that Db2 waits
for IRLM to start during autostart. If
the time expires, Db2 abends. This
parameter is defined on the "IRLM
PANEL 1" panel and is assembled as the
IRLMSWT parameter of the DSN6SPRM
macro. ZPARM Name: IRLMSWT in
DSN6SPRM
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IX_TB_PART_CONV_EXC
LUDE

CHAR(3) IX-TB-PART-CONV-EX
CLUDE

Derived from
QWP4MS4E:QWP4XPKE

Indicates whether to exclude trailing
columns from the table-controlled
partitioning keys when converting
table spaces from index-controlled
partitioning to table-controlled
partitioning. Possible values are: YES
—Db2 uses only significant columns
of the original partitioning index by
default. NO—Db2 uses all columns
of the original partitioning index
to define the new partitioning key.
The trailing columns of the original
partitioning index that do not affect the
partitioning are included. ZPARM Name:
IX_TB_PART_CONV_EXCLUDE in
DSN6SPRM

IXQTY INTEGER INDEXSPACE-DEFAUL
T-SPACE

QWP1IXQT Default PRIQTY and SEQCTY values in
KB for index spaces.

LBACKOUT CHAR(4) RESTART-BACKOUT QWP1LMBO Specifies whether Db2 postpones
some backward log processing during
restart. It applies to the non-data
sharing environment only. This field
corresponds to field "limit backout" on
installation panel DSNTIPN. ZPARM
name: LBACKOUT in DSN6SYSP.

LC_TYPE CHAR(50) DEFAULT-LOCALE QWPBLCTP Specifies the current default locale
LC_CTYPE value. Locale LC_CTYPE is
a combination of characters defined for
a specific language and country and a
CCSID. An example is EN_US.IBM-37.
The locale LC_CTYPE is used for
language-specific SQL functions,
such as TRANSLATE. The locale
value is specified on the "Application
Programming Defaults" installation panel,
and is assembled as the LC_CTYPE
parameter of the DSNHDECM macro that
builds module DSNHDECP.

LIKE_BLANK_INSIGNIFIC
ANT

CHAR(3) LIKE-BLANK-INSIGN Derived from
QWP4MISB

Specifies whether blanks are
insignificant when applying the
LIKE predicate. Possible values:
YES, NO. This parameter is defined
on the "Application programming
defaults" panel and is assembled as
the LIKE_BLANK_INSIGNIFICANT
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
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LOB_INLINE_LENGTH SMALLINT LOB-INLINE-LENGTH QWP1LBIL The default number of bytes of a LOB
that are stored in the base table. This
field corresponds to the LOB inline
field on installation panel DSNTIPD.
Possible values are from 0 to 32680.
The default is 0, which means that LOB
columns will be created with no inline
attribute by default. ZPARM name:
LOB_INLINE_LENGTH in DSN6SYSP.

LOGAPSTG SMALLINT FAST-LOG-MAX-STOR QWP1FLBZ The current "max fast log apply storage"
value. The value in this field represents
the maximum ssnmDBM1 storage
that can be used by the fast log apply
process. The default value (0 MB) of
ssnmDBM1 storage is used for the fast
log apply function for all RECOVER jobs.
A value of 0 MB in this field means that
the fast log apply function is disabled.
The "max fast log apply storage" value
is specified on the "Active Log Data
Set Parameters" installation panel
and is assembled as the LOGAPSTG
parameter of the DSN6SYSP macro.

LRDRTHLD SMALLINT UNCOMMITED-RD-WA
RN-THRSH

QWP4LRTH The number of minutes that a read claim
is held by an agent before Db2 writes
an IFCID 0313 record to report it as a
long-running reader. This parameter
corresponds to field "long-running
reader" on installation panel. This
parameter is defined on the "Thread
Management" panel, and is assembled
as the LRDRTHLD parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro. ZPARM Name:
LRDRTHLD in DSN6SPRM

MAINTYPE CHAR(6) MAINTAINED-TBL-TYP
E

Derived from
QWP4MNTY

Specifies the default for the current
maintained table types for optimization
special register. Possible values are:
SYSTEM—Allows query rewrite using
system-maintained materialized query
tables (SYSTEM) when CURRENT
REFRESH AGE is set to ANY. USER
—Allows query rewrite by using user-
maintained materialized query tables
when CURRENT REFRESH AGE is
set to ANY. ALL—Allows query rewrite
by using both system-maintained and
user-maintained materialized query
tables. NONE or UNKN—None or
unknown value assigned. ZPARM Name:
MAINTYPE in DSN6SPRM
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MATERIALIZE_NODET_S
QLTUDF

CHAR(3) MATERIALIZE-ND-SQL
TUDF

Derived from
QWP4MISA1:QWP4MNSU

Specifies whether Db2 will materialize
the result of a user-defined SQL
table function defined as NOT
DETERMINISTIC. Possible values are:
'NO'—Db2 does not materialize the result
of a user-defined SQL table which is
defined as NOT DETERMINISTIC (this
is the default). 'YES'—Db2 materializes
the result of a user-defined SQL table
function which is defined as NOT
DETERMINISTIC. This setting is used
to avoid errors in processing SQL
statements that reference those user-
defined SQL table functions. This field
is new with Db2 12. ZPARM Name:
MATERIALIZE_NODET_SQLTUDF in
DSN6SPRM

MAX_CONCURRENT_PK
G_OPS

SMALLINT MAX-CONCUR-PKG-O
P

QWP4MXAB Specifies the maximum number
of operations for packages that
can be processed simultaneously:
Automatic bind requests Remote bind
requests Remote rebind requests
CREATE TRIGGER statements
CREATE PROCEDURE statements
This parameter has no effect, if
the AUTO BIND field of panel
DSNTIPO is set to NO. ZPARM Name:
MAX_CONCURRENT_PKG_OPS in
DSN6SPRM

MAX_MEMBERS INTEGER MAX-MEMBERS QWPAMAXM Maximum number of data sharing
members.

MAX_NUM_CUR INTEGER MAX-CURSORS-PER-T
HD

QWP4MXNC Specify the maximum number of cursors,
including allocated cursors, that are
open at a given Db2 site per thread.
RDS will keep a total of currently open
cursors. If an application attempts to
open a thread after the maximum is
reached, the statement will fail. This
field corresponds to field "max open
cursors" on the installation panel. This
parameter is defined on the "Routine
Parameters" panel, and is assembled
as the MAX_NUM_CUR parameter of
the DSN6SPRM macro. ZPARM Name:
MAX_NUM_CUR in DSN6SPRM
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MAX_OPT_CPU SMALLINT MAX-OPT-CPU QWP4MXOC The maximum amount of CPU time,
in seconds, to be used by the Db2
optimizer. The default is 100. The value
can range from 0 to 500. If 0, Db2 uses
the maximum of 500. This parameter
is not defined on any install panel, but
is assembled as the MAX_OPT_CPU
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
ZPARM Name: MAX_OPT_CPU in
DSN6SPRM

MAX_OPT_STOR SMALLINT MAX-OPT-STOR QWP4MXOS The maximum amount of RDS OP pool
storage in MB to be used by the Db2
optimizer. The default is 20. The value
can range from 0 to 100. If 0, Db2 uses
the maximum of 100. This parameter
is not defined on any install panel, but
is assembled as the MAX_OPT_STOR
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
This field is serviceability. ZPARM Name:
MAX_OPT_STOR in DSN6SPRM

MAX_ST_PROC INTEGER MAX-STPROC-PER-TH
D

QWP4MXSP The maximum number of stored
procedures per thread. If an application
attempts to call a stored procedure after
the maximum is reached, the statement
will fail. This field corresponds to field
"Max stored procs" on the installation
panel. This parameter is defined on
the "Routine Parameters" panel, and
is assembled as the MAX_ST_PROC
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
ZPARM Name: MAX_ST_PROC in
DSN6SPRM

MAX_UTIL_PARTS SMALLINT MAX-UTIL-PARTS QWP4NUPT The number of partitions of a
compressed table space that load can
process without limit. The default is 254.
ZPARM name: MAX_UTIL_PARTS in
DSN6SPRM.
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MAXARCH INTEGER MAXARCH QWP2ARCL The maximum number of archive
log volumes to be recorded in the
BSDS. When this number is exceeded,
recording resumes at the beginning of
the BSDS. You should create image
copies of all Db2 objects, preferably
several times, before the archive log
data set is discarded (that is, the number
of entries in the BSDS has wrapped).
If you fail to retain enough archive
log data sets for all the image copies
needed, you might have to cold start or
reinstall Db2. This parameter is defined
on the "ARCHIVE LOG DATA SET
PARAMETERS" panel and is assembled
as the MAXARCH parameter of the
DSN6LOGP macro.

MAXCONQN SMALLINT CONN-QUEUE-MAX-D
EPTH

QWP9MCONQN Specifies the maximum number of
inactive or new connections that can be
queued waiting for a DBAT to process
the request. Value range is 1-1999, or
0=OFF, or 32767=ON. This parameter
is defined on the "Distributed data
facility" panel and is assembled as the
MAXCONQN parameter of the DSN6FAC
macro.

MAXCONQW SMALLINT CONN-QUEUE-MAX-W
AIT

QWP9MCONQW Specifies the maximum time in seconds
that a client connection wait for a DBAT
to process the next unit-of-work or
new connection request Value range
is 5-3600, or 0=OFF, or 1=ON. This
parameter is defined on the "Distributed
data facility" panel and is assembled
as the MAXCONQW parameter of the
DSN6FAC macro.

MAXDBAT SMALLINT RTHREAD QWP1RMT Shows the maximum number of
database access threads (DBATs) that
can be allocated concurrently (active
DBATs). The total number of users that
can access Db2 is the sum of this value
and the concurrent users value. When
the number of users attempting to access
Db2 remotely exceeds this number,
then the excess allocation requests are
queued. This parameter is defined on
the "STORAGE SIZES" panel and is
assembled as the MAXDBAT parameter
of the DSN6SYSP macro.
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MAXKEEPD INTEGER MAX-KEPT-DYNAMIC QWP4MXKD Maximum number prepared dynamic
statements saved past commit. This
parameter corresponds to field "max
kept dyn stmts" on installation panel
DSNTIPE. ZPARM Name: MAXKEEPD
in DSN6SPRM

MAXOFILR INTEGER LOB-FILE-DSMAX QWP1MOFR Maximum number of concurrently
open data sets for processing LOB file
references. This value corresponds to
"max open file refs" on installation panel
DSNTIPE, or ZPARM name: MAXOFILR
in DSN6SYSP.

MAXRBLK INTEGER QWP4RMAX N/A The amount of storage in KB that
is needed for the RID pool. This
parameter is defined on the first
"CLISTS CALCULATIONS" panel and is
assembled as the MAXRBLK parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro. IQL Name: N/
A

MAXRTU SMALLINT ARCHINPT QWP2MRTU The maximum number of archive log
volumes that can be allocated for input
mode at the same time. Archive log data
sets are read when required for database
recovery, system restart, or dynamic
backout. This parameter is defined
on the "ARCHIVE LOG DATA SET
PARAMETERS" panel and is assembled
as the MAXRTU parameter.

MAXSORT_IN_MEMORY INTEGER MAXSORT-IN-MEMOR
Y

QWP4MIMTS The maximum allocation of storage in KB
for a query that contains an ORDER BY
clause, a GROUP BY clause, or both.
This parameter is defined on the "CLIST
calculations" panel and is assembled as
the MAXSORT_IN_MEMORY parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro.

MAXTEMPS INTEGER MAX-TEMPSTG-AGT-M
B

QWP4WFAL The maximum amount of temporary
storage in MB for each agent. This field
corresponds to field "max temp storage"
on installation panel DSNTIP9. ZPARM
name: MAXTEMPS.
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MAXTEMPS_RID INTEGER MAXTEMPS-RID QWP4WFRD The maximum number of RID blocks
of temporary storage in the work file
database that a single RID list can
use. This field corresponds to field
"Max temp RID" on installation panel
DSNTIP9. Possible values are: -1
(NONE)—Work file storage is not used.
0 (NOLIMIT)—An unlimited number
of RID blocks can be stored in a work
file. 1-329166—The maximum number
of RID blocks that can be stored in
the work file. Each RID block stored
in the work file occupies 32KB of work
file storage and contains 6524 RIDs.
If the number RID blocks exceeds the
MAXTEMPS_RID setting, Db2 resorts
to R-scan. The MAXTEMPS setting
can override the MAXTEMPS_RID
setting in cases where RID processing
with other work file activity for an agent
exceeds MAXTEMPS. In this case, RID
processing will resort to R-scan. ZPARM
name: MAXTEMPS_RID in DSN6SPRM.

MAXTYPE1 INTEGER T1-MAX-INACTIVE QWP9MAX1 The maximum type 1 inactive threads
allowed by Db2. 0 indicates that type 1
inactive connections are not allowed.
ZPARM: MAXTYPE1 in DSN6FAC.

MCSSID BINARY(2) MBCS-CCSID QWPBMID Specifies the mixed coded character
set value. The mixed coded character
set is specified on the "Application
Programming Defaults" installation
panel, and is assembled as the SCCSID
parameter of the DSNHDECM macro that
builds module DSNHDECP.

MEMBNAME CHAR(8) DB2-MEMBER-NAME QWPAMBRN The name of the Db2 data sharing
member. This parameter is defined on
the "DATA SHARING DEFINE GROUP
OR MEMBER" panel and is assembled
as the MEMBNAME parameter of the
DSN6GRP macro.
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MGEXTSZ CHAR(3) MGEXTSZ Derived from
QWP1MESZ

Specify whether secondary extent
allocations for DB2-managed data sets
are to be sized according to a sliding
scale that optimizes the likelihood of
reaching the maximum data set size
before secondary extents are exhausted.
If NO (default), you will manage
secondary extent allocations manually. If
YES, Db2 will automatically optimize the
secondary extent allocations. When the
sliding scale is used, secondary extent
allocations that are allocated earlier are
smaller than those allocated later, until
a maximum allocation is reached. The
maximum allocation is 127 cylinders for
data sets with a maximum size of 16 GB
or less, and 559 cylinders for data sets
with a maximum size of 32 GB or 64 GB.
This parameter is defined on the "Sizes
Panel 2" panel and is assembled as the
MGEXTSZ parameter of the DSN6SYSP
macro.

MIN_SCALE_DEC_DIV SMALLINT MIN-SCALE-DEC-DIV QWP4MDSC The minimum scale for the result of a
decimal division. The values for this
parameter are NONE (the default), 3, or
6. If 3 or 6 is specified, this parameter
overrides the DECDIV3 parameter. -1
indicates NONE value. This parameter
is not defined on any install panel, but is
assembled as the MINDVSCL parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro.

MIN_TO_PSEUDOCLOSE SMALLINT MIN-TO-PSEUDOCLO
SE

QWP1TMR Specifies the amount of time, in minutes,
that must elapse before a data set can
be a candidate for pseudo-close. This
parameter is not directly definable on
any installation panel, but is assembled
as the PCLOSET parameter of the
DSN6SYSP macro.

MINRBLK INTEGER QWP4RMIN N/A Serviceability field: minimum number of
RID lists Db2 allows. IQL Name: N/A
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MIXED CHAR(3) MIXED-GRAPHICS QWPBGRA Specifies the mixed data value as
follows: X'80' off=NO, on=YES. The
mixed data setting controls whether
the code points X'0E' and X'0F' have
special meaning as the shift-out and
shift-in controls for character strings that
include double-byte characters. YES
indicates that these code points have
special meaning. Therefore, character
strings can be single-byte character set
(SBCS) or MIXED data. NO indicates
that these code points have no special
meaning. Therefore, all character
strings are SBCS data. The mixed data
value is specified on the "Application
Programming Defaults" installation
panel, and is assembled as the MIXED
parameter of the DSNHDECM macro

MODULE_NAME CHAR(8) SUBSYS-PARM-MODU
LE

QWP1ZPNM Specifies the active subsystem
parameter module name. This field
corresponds to field parameter module
on installation panel DSNTIPO3.

MON CHAR(32) MONITORTRACE Derived from
QWP1MON

Identifies the monitor trace classes
that are automatically started during
initialization. The destination for these
traces will be SMF. This parameter is
defined on the "TRACING" panel and is
assembled as the MON parameter of the
DSN6SYSP macro.

MONSIZE INTEGER MONSIZE QWP1MONS Specifies the default buffer size for a
monitor trace when sending data to
monitor destinations. This parameter is
defined on the "TRACING" panel and is
assembled as the MONSIZE parameter
of the DSN6SYSP macro.

MORE_UNION_DISTRIBU
TION

CHAR(3) MORE-UNION-DIST Derived from
QWP4MIS6:QWP4MUDI

IBM serviceability setting. Possible
values are: ON, OFF, ENA—Enable
use of Aggressive Union distribution.
DIS—Disable use of Aggressive
Union distribution. ZPARM Name:
MORE_UNION_DISTRIBUTION in
DSN6SPRM.

MSVGP CHAR(8) MSVGP QWP3MSV1 Specifies the mass storage volume
group to be used for the first copy of
archive log data sets. This parameter is
obsolete with Db2 11. This parameter is
defined on the "ARCHIVE LOG DATA
SET PARAMETERS" panel and is
assembled as the MSVGP parameter of
the DSN6ARVP macro.
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MSVGP2 CHAR(8) MSVGP2 QWP3MSV2 The mass storage volume group to be
used for the second copy of archive log
data sets. This parameter is obsolete
with Db2 11. This parameter is defined
on the "ARCHIVE LOG DATA SET
PARAMETERS" panel and is assembled
as the MSVGP2 parameter of the
DSN6ARVP macro.

MXDTCACH SMALLINT MAX-DATACACHE-VIR
T

QWP4MXDC Maximum amount of virtual memory in
MB allocated for data caching. This field
corresponds to field "max data caching"
on installation panel DSNTIP8. ZPARM
Name: MXDTCACH in DSN6SPRM

NPAGE_THRSHHOLD INTEGER NPAGE-THRSHHOLD QWP4NPAG Specifies the current "favor index
access page threshold" value. The value
indicates the threshold value for when
the number of pages (NPAGE catalog
column) is less than the value indicated,
the optimizer will favor index access.
A value of 0 indicates that no special
access path selection is used (DB2 will
use the cost factor to determine access).
A value of -1 tells the optimizer to favor
index access, regardless of the NPAGE
value. For example, if NPGTHRSH=10
then all tables with NPAGES < 10 or with
NPAGES = -1 will tend to favor index
access over tablespace scan. The "favor
index access page threshold" value is
not specified on any installation panel,
but is assembled as the NPGTHRSH
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
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NUMLKTS INTEGER NUMLKTS QWP4LKTS For non-segmented table spaces defined
with LOCKSIZE ANY, this value shows
the maximum number of page or row
locks that can be held concurrently by a
single program on a single table space.
For segmented table spaces defined with
LOCKSIZE ANY, this value shows the
maximum number of page or row locks
that can be held concurrently by a single
program on a single table. The maximum
includes page or row locks on both the
index and table. A value of zero implies
that lock escalation is disabled. When a
program is bound without lock escalation
it almost always acquires a table space
lock, or a table lock if segmented, on a
table space defined as LOCKSIZE ANY.
This parameter is defined on the "IRLM
PANEL 2" panel and is assembled as the
NUMLKTS parameter of the DSN6SPRM
macro.

NUMLKUS INTEGER NUMLKUS QWP4LKUS The maximum number of page or row
locks that a single application can hold
concurrently on all table spaces. single
program on a single table. The maximum
includes page or row locks on both the
index and table. The limit applies to all
table spaces defined with LOCKSIZE
PAGE, ROW or ANY options. A value of
zero implies that there is no limit to the
number of page or row locks a program
can acquire. This parameter is defined
on the "IRLM PANEL 2" panel and is
assembled as the NUMLKUS parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro.

OBJECT_CREATE_FORM
AT

CHAR(8) OBJECT-CREATE-FOR
MAT

Derived from
QWP4MISA

Specifies whether Db2 uses basic or
extended log format to create new
table spaces and indexes. Possible
values: BASIC, EXTENDED. This
parameter is defined on the "SQL object
defaults" panel and is assembled as the
OBJECT_CREATE_FORMAT parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro.

OFFLOAD CHAR(6) AWFLOAD Derived from
QWP2OPT1

Indicates whether on-line initiation of
the offload option function is used.
The offload parameter is not directly
definable on any installation panel, but is
assembled as the OFFLOAD parameter
of the DSN6LOGP macro.
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OJPERFEH CHAR(3) OUTER-JOIN-ENHANC
E

QWP4DSFL:QW
P4OJEH

Specifies whether outer join performance
enhancements are enabled. The default
is NO. This option is obsolete with Db2
11. The outer join enhancements value
is not defined on any installation panel,
but is assembled as the OJPERFEH
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.

OPTHINTS CHAR(3) ACCHINTS Derived from
QWP4DSFL

Specifies the current optimizer hints
value. The value in this field allows you
to pass information to Db2 that influence
the access path selected for certain
queries. The information that is passed is
in the form of rows in the PLAN_TABLE.
The optimizer hints value is specified on
the "Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the OPTHINTS parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.

OPTHYBCST CHAR(3) OPTHYBCST Derived from
QWP4OHJC

Specifies whether the optimizer uses
a new cost model for hybrid join
SORTN_JOIN=N. Possible values
are: OFF—Use traditional cost model
(default). ON—Use enhanced cost
model. ZPARM name: OPTHYBCST in
DSN6SPRM. This option is no longer
valid since Db2 10.

OPTIXIO CHAR(3) OPTIXOPREF Derived from
QWP4IXOPREF

OFF or ON. If on, enable PK51734
optimizer enhancements. The default is
OFF. ZPARM name: OPTIXOPREF in
DSN6SPRM.

OPTJBPL CHAR(3) OPTJBPL Derived from
QWP4JPBL

Indicates whether the PK66355 optimizer
enhancement is enabled. ZPARM name:
OPTJBPL in DSN6SPRM. This option is
no longer valid since Db2 10.

OPTOIRCPF CHAR(7) OPTOIRCPF Derived from
QWP4OOPF

Specifies whether to enable the optimizer
index costing enhancement. This option
is no longer valid since Db2 10. ZPARM
name: OPTOIRCPF in DSN6SPRM.

OPTXQB CHAR(3) OPTXQB Derived from
QWP4OXQB

This is a Db2 serviceability field to control
global query optimization. ZPARM name:
OPTXQB in DSN6SPRM.
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OPT1ROWBLOCKSORT CHAR(7) OPT1-ROW-BLOCK-SO
RT

Derived from
QWP4MIS7:QWP4O1RBS

Specifies if the queries with specification
OPTIMIZE FOR 1 ROW, Db2 blocks all
access paths that require sort when there
is at least one access path that avoids
sort. Possible values are: ENABLE—
When OPTIMIZE FOR 1 ROW is used
with a query, Db2 disables sort access
paths if a no-sort choice is available.
DISABLE—Db2 will strongly discourage
sort access paths and not probable to
choose sort access paths, but there will
be a chance a sort access path can win.
This setting is the default. ZPARM Name:
OPT1ROWBLOCKSORT in DSN6SPRM

OTC_LICENSE CHAR(14) OTC-LICENSE QWP1FLAG/QW
P1OLAC

Specifies whether this Db2 subsystem
or data sharing member operates
under an OTC license, the terms of
which have been accepted. Possible
values are: NOT_USED: This is the
default setting and indicates that an
OTC license is not in effect on this Db2.
TERMS_ACCEPTED: Indicates that an
OTC license is in effect on this Db2 and
that the owner accepts the terms of that
license. ZPARM Name: OTC-LICENSE in
DSN6SYSP.

OUTBUFF INTEGER OUTBUFF QWP2OBPS Shows the size of the output buffer
used for writing active and archive log
data sets. This parameter is defined
on the "ACTIVE LOG DATA SET
PARAMETERS" panel and is assembled
as the OUTBUFF parameter of the
DSN6LOGP macro.

PADIX CHAR(3) PADIX Derived from
QWP4PDIX

Specifies whether new indexes should
be padded by default. YES indicates that
a new index will be padded unless the
NOT PADDED option is specified on the
CREATE INDEX statement. The default
value (NO) indicates that a new index
will not be padded unless the PADDED
option is specified on the CREATE
INDEX statement. This parameter only
affects indexes that have at least one
varying-length column. This parameter
is defined on the "Thread Management"
panel and is assembled as the PADIX
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
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PADNTSTR CHAR(3) PADNTSTR Derived from
QWPBPAD

Specifies whether output host variables
that are null-terminated strings are
padded with blanks and a null-terminator.
If NO is specified, null-terminated output
host variables have the null-terminator
placed at the end of actual data that is
returned in the host variable. If YES is
specified, null-terminated output host
variables have the null-terminator placed
at the end of the string, after the string
has been padded with blanks from the
end of the actual data to the length of the
output host variable. This parameter is
defined on the "Application Programming
Defaults 2" panel and is assembled
as the PADNTSTR parameter of the
DSNHDECP macro.

PAGESET_PAGENUM CHAR(8) PAGESET-PAGENUM Derived from
QWP4PSPN

Specifies if the table spaces for range-
partitioned table spaces will be created to
use absolute or relative page numbers.
Possible values are: ABSOLUTE—shows
that PBR table spaces and associated
indexes are created with the same format
and use of page number as in Db2 11
(this is the default setting). RELATIVE
—shows that PBR table spaces will be
created and the PGNUM in the page
header has no partition number, and
the partition number is only contained
in the header page of the partition. This
field is new with Db2 12. ZPARM Name:
PAGESET_PAGENUM in DSN6SPRM

PARA_EFF SMALLINT PARA-EFFICIENCY QWP4PAEF The parallelism efficiency factor. This
field corresponds to field "parallelism
efficiency" on installation panel
DSNTIP8. ZPARM Name: PARA_EFF in
DSN6SPRM.

PARAMDEG INTEGER QWP4MDEG QWP4MDEG Upper limit on the degree of parallelism.

PARAMDEG_DPSI INTEGER PARAMDEG-DPSI QWP4DEGD The maximum degree of parallelism
that you can specify for a parallel
group in which data partitioned
secondary index (DPSI) is used to
drive parallelism. This parameter is
defined on the "Performance and
optimization" panel and is assembled as
the PARAMDEG_DPSI parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.

PARAMDEG_UTIL SMALLINT PARAMDEG-UTIL QWP4UMD Maximum degree of utility parallelism.
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PARTKEYU CHAR(4) PARTKEYUP Derived from
QWP4PKYU

The update partition key column value.
This value specifies whether values in
columns that participate in partitioning
key may be updated. YES means that
values in columns that participate in
partitioning keys may be updated. This
is the default. NO means that values in
columns that participate in partitioning
keys may not be updated. SAME means
that values in columns that participate
in partitioning keys may be updated if
and only if the update leaves the row
belonging to the same partition. Attempts
to inappropriately update the value in
a partitioning key column result in the
failure of the SQL statement with a -904
resource unavailable SQL code. The
accompanying DSNT501I message
identifies the unavailable resource as
code (type X'3000'), and uses reason
code of 00C90097. The update partition
key column value is specified on the
"Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the PARTKEYU parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.

PCLOSEN SMALLINT CHECKPOINTS QWP1FREQ The number of checkpoints a data set
that was not updated must go through
before being selected as a pseudo-close
candidate. This parameter is not directly
definable on any installation panel, but is
assembled as the PCLOSEN parameter
of the DSN6SYSP macro.

PCTFREE_UPD SMALLINT PCTFREE-UPD QWP4PFUP The default value to use for PCTFREE
FOR UPDATE clause of CREATE
TABLESPACE or ALTER TABLESPACE
statements. This parameter is defined
on the "SQL object defaults" panel and
is assembled as the PCTFREE_UPD
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
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PEER_RECOVERY CHAR(7) PEER-RECOVERY Derived from
QWPAPEERREC

Specifies whether this data sharing
member participates in data sharing peer
recovery. Possible values are: NONE
—This member does not participate in
peer recovery. Use this option if you have
configured the z/OS Automatic Recovery
Manager (ARM) to restart failed Db2
members (this is the default). RECOVER
—This member should be recovered by
a peer member in case it fails. ASSIST
—This member should attempt to initiate
peer recovery for other failed members.
When the failure is detected, it will
attempt to initiate a LIGHT(YES) restart
for the failed member if it has not already
been initiated to recover the retained
locks. BOTH—Both RECOVER and
ASSIST options are activated for this
member. This field is new with Db2 12.
ZPARM Name: PEER_RECOVERY in
DSN6GRP

PKGREL_COMMIT CHAR(3) PKGREL-COMMIT Derived from
QWP4MISA

Specifies whether Db2 thread at
COMMIT or ROLLBACK will release
a package that is active on that
thread if certain Db2 operations are
waiting for exclusive access to that
package. Possible values: YES,
NO. This parameter is defined on
the "Performance and optimization"
panel and is assembled as the
PKGREL_COMMIT parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.

PLANMGMT CHAR(8) PLANMGMT Derived from
QWP4PMGT

Default value for REBIND PLANMGMT
parameter.

PLANMGMTSCOPE CHAR(7) PLANMGMTSCOPE QWP4PMSC Specifies whether the PLANMGMT
setting applies to static SQL, dynamic
SQL, or both. Possible values are:
'A'—Applies to all SQL. 'D'—Applies to
dynamic SQL. 'S'—Applies to static SQL.
ZPARM name: PLANMGMTSCOPE in
DSN6SPRM.
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POOLINAC SMALLINT POOL-THRD-TIMEOUT QWP9INAC Specifies the current pool thread timeout
value. Pool thread timeout specifies the
time, in seconds, that a DBAT can remain
idle in the pool before it is terminated. 0
causes a DBAT to terminate rather than
go into the pool if there is a sufficient
number of threads in the pool to process
the number of type 2 inactive threads that
currently exist. The pool thread timeout
value is specified on the "Distributed
Data Facility" installation panel, and is
assembled as the POOLINAC parameter
of the DSN6FAC macro.

PREDPRUNE CHAR(3) PREDPRUNE Derived from
QWP4PPRU

YES enables PK30857 optimizer
enhancements. ZPARM Name:
PREDPRUNE in DSN6SPRM. This
option is no longer valid since Db2 10.

PREVALKEEP CHAR(3) PREVALKEEP Derived from
QWP4PVKP

Indicates whether for DB2-CICS/RRSAF
transactions that use SQL sequence
references NEXT VALUE (NEXTVAL)
and PREVIOUS VALUE (PREVAL), Db2
should tell CICS or RRSAF to not allow
Db2 thread re-signon by a different user
after a SYNCPOINT or COMMIT so that
a transaction's usage of NEXTVAL /
PREVAL sequence reference can
persist past the SYNCPOINT / COMMIT.
Possible values are: YES—Results in
the described behavior. NO—CICS or
RRSAF can allow thread re-signon by
a different user after a SYNCPOINT /
COMMIT, and following the re-signon any
NEXTVAL / PREVAL sequence reference
previously used by the transaction
will not persist past the SYNCPOINT /
COMMIT. ZPARM Name: PREVALKEEP
in DSN6SPRM. This option is only valid
for Db2 9.

PREVENT_ALTERTB_LIM
ITKEY

CHAR(3) PREVENT-ALTERTB-LI
MITKEY

Derived from
QWP4MISB

Indicates whether Db2 disallows altering
the limit key by using an ALTER TABLE
statement for index-controlled partitioned
table spaces. This altering operation puts
the table space in REORP (REORG-
pending) restrictive status, and the data
is unavailable until the affected partitions
are reorganized. Possible values: YES
—a limit key alteration is not permitted.
NO—a limit key can be altered. ZPARM
Name: PREVENT_ALTERTB_LIMITKEY
in DSN6SPRM
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PREVENT_NEW_IXCTRL
_PART

CHAR(3) PREVENT-NEW-IXCTR
L-PART

Derived from
QWP4MISB

Indicates whether Db2 disallows
the creation of new index-controlled
partitioned tables. Possible values are:
YES—new partitioned table spaces
must use table-controlled partitioning.
NO—new index-controlled partitioned
tables can be created. ZPARM Name:
PREVENT_NEW_IXCTRL_PART in
DSN6SPRM.

PRGSTRIN CHAR(7) PRGSTRIN Derived from
QWP9PRSTD

Progressive streaming indicator
ENABLEd or DISABLEd. Typically never
changed except in cases where it is
difficult to change client configuration
settings to achieve desired behavior for
progressive streaming. The default is
ENABLE. ZPARM Name: PRGSTRIN in
DSN6FAC.

PRIQTY INTEGER ARC-PRI-ALLOC QWP3RISP The primary space allocation for a DASD
data set, in units of ALCUNIT. This
parameter is defined on the "ARCHIVE
LOG DATA SET PARAMETERS" panel
and is assembled as the PRIQTY
parameter of the DSN6ARVP macro.

PRIVATE_PROTOCOL CHAR(4) QWP9PRVPX Derived from
QWP9PRVP

Specifies Db2 behavior relative to legacy
private protocol usage. NO indicates
to disallow all private protocol-related
behavior. It indicates plan owner based
authorization semantics are not honored
which may affect Db2 for z/OS DRDA
requester systems that may rely on it.
AUTH indicates to allow only private
protocol authorization related behavior. It
indicates plan owner based authorization
semantics are honored for the benefit of
Db2 for z/OS DRDA requester systems
that may rely on it. ZPARM Name:
PRIVATE_PROTOCOL in DSN6FAC.

PROFILE_AUTOSTART CHAR(3) PROFILE-AUTOSTART Derived from
QWP1FLG2:QWP1PFASY

Specifies if the START PROFILE
command processing is to be
automatically initiated as part of Db2
startup processing. Possible values
are: NO—Specifies no automatic start
behavior (this is the default). YES
—Specifies that START PROFILE
command is to be automatically initiated
when Db2 is started. If Db2 is started
with ACCESS(MAINT) or LIGHT(YES)
specification, PROFILE_AUTOSTART
setting is ignored. ZPARM Name:
PROFILE_AUTOSTART in DSN6SYSP
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PROTECT CHAR(3) ARCH-RACF Derived from
QWP3FLG1

Indicates whether the archive log data
sets are protected by RACF individual
profiles. The RACF protection parameter
is defined on the "PROTECTION" panel
ET and is assembled as the PROTECT
parameter of the DSN6ARVP macro.

PROTOFF CHAR(3) PROTOFF Derived from
QWP4PROF

This is a Db2 serviceability field to
disable codepage protection. YES
indicates that codepage protection is
disabled. ZPARM Name: PROTOFF in
DSN6SPRM.

PTASKROL CHAR(3) PARALLEL-ROLLUP QWP1FLAG/QW
P1PROL

YES or NO. Indicates whether to roll
up query parallel task's accounting
trace into originating task's accounting
trace. If YES, originating task will cut an
additional accounting trace record with
all the roll up values from parallel tasks.
If NO, each parallel task will produce its
own accounting trace. Default is NO. The
parallel rollup value is not specified on
any installation panel, but is assembled
as the PTASKROL parameter of the
DSN6SYSP macro.

PTCDIO CHAR(3) PTCDIO Derived from
QWP4CDIO

This is a Db2 serviceability field.
Indicates whether the changes
associated with PQ86763 are in effect.
This parameter is obsolete with Db2 11.
ZPARM Name: PTCDIO in DSN6SPRM.
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QUERY_ACCEL_OPTION
S

CHAR(40) QUERY-ACCEL-OPTIO
NS

Derived from
QWP4QACO

Specifies additional types of offloaded
SQL queries. By default, these queries
are not offloaded to accelerator. Possible
values are: NONE—Offload of only
standard queries. 1—Offload queries that
include multi-byte EBCDIC characters. 2
—Offload insert from select statements.
3—Offload built-in functions that operate
on individual bytes when the input string
is encoded in a multi-byte character
encoding scheme. 4—Offload uses
dd/mm/yyyy date format. 5—Offload
system_time temporal queries. 6—
Offload queries that reference timestamp
columns with precision of 12. 7—Offload
uses yyyymmdd date format. 8—Offload
favors new accelerator type. 9—Offload
with uncertainty cost enabled. 10—
Offload balances workload between
versions. 11—Offload uses only new
accelerator type. 98—IBM internal
use. 99—IBM internal use. ZPARM
Name: QUERY_ACCEL_OPTIONS in
DSN6SPRM.

QUERY_ACCEL_WAITFO
RDATA

DECIMAL(5,1) QUERY-ACCEL-WAITF
ORDATA

QWP4QAWFD Specifies the default value for the
CURRENT QUERY ACCELERATION
WAITFORDATA special register. This
value is used when the special register is
not set by the SET CURRENT QUERY
ACCELERATION WAITFORDATA
statement. This special register helps
Db2 to support the "Hybrid Transactional/
Analytical Processing" (HTAP) for
dynamic accelerated queries by
specifying the maximum wait time in
seconds for the accelerator to delay
a query. The query is delayed for the
specified wait time so any Db2 for z/
OS data changes that occurred and
were committed prior to Db2 running
the query can be replicated to the
accelerator. Valid range is 0.0 - 3600.0.
The default is 0.0. ZPARM Name:
QUERY_ACCEL_WAITFORDATA in
DSN6SPRM
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QUERY_ACCELERATION CHAR(20) QUERY-ACCELERATI
ON

Derived from
QWP4CQAC

Specifies the default value for the query
acceleration special register: NONE
ENABLE ENABLE_WITH_FAILBACK
ELIGIBLE ALL This field corresponds
to field "Current query accel" on
installation panel DSNTIP81. ZPARM
Name: QUERY_ACCELERATION in
DSN6SPRM.

QUIESCE SMALLINT MAX-QUIESCE QWP3MQP The maximum amount of time, in
seconds, that Db2 is allowed to attempt
a full system quiesce. This parameter is
defined on the "ARCHIVE LOG DATA
SET PARAMETERS" panel and is
assembled as the QUIESCE parameter
of the DSN6ARVP macro.

QWP4MXCE INTEGER QWP4MXCE QWP4MXCE The maximum number of cost entries
allowed.

QWP4MXTB SMALLINT QWP4MXTB QWP4MXTB (S) Maximum number of joined tables in
a query block.

QWP4SCLC SMALLINT QWP4SCLC QWP4SCLC The maximum number of entries in
the SECLABEL cache. Used to avoid
RACROUTE REQUEST=DIRAUTH
requests. This parameter is not defined
on any install panel, but is assembled
as the SECLCACH parameter of
the DSN6SPRM macro. This field is
serviceability.

RAN_XML_DOC_ID CHAR(3) RAN-XML-DOC-ID Derived from
QWP1FLG2

Specifies whether Db2 generates
sequentially or randomly the DOCID
values for XML columns. Possible
values are: YES—Db2 generates the
DOCID values randomly. This option
is useful when concurrent inserts
are expected. NO—Db2 generates
the DOCID sequentially. ZPARM
Name: XML_RANDOMIZE_DOCID in
DSN6SYSP.

RANDOMATT CHAR(3) RANDOMATT Derived from
QWPARAND

Specifies eligibility of a random group
attach by this member. 'NO' indicates
the member is not eligible for random
group attach. 'YES' indicates the
member is eligible for random group
attach. This field corresponds to the
"random attach" field on installation panel
DSNTIPK. ZPARM Name: RANDOMATT
in DSN6GRP.
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REALSTORAGE_MANAG
EMENT

CHAR(4) REALSTORAGE-MGMT Derived from
QWP4STMN

Specifies whether Db2 should manage
real storage consumption. A value
of AUTO indicates Db2 will discard
unused real storage when the host LPAR
experiences significant paging activity.
The intent is to reduce or eliminate
paging but this may not be possible
if other applications are consuming
extensive amounts of real storage.
A value of OFF indicates Db2 will
not discard unused real storage until
either auxiliary storage on the LPAR
reaches a critical shortage state, or
80 percent of storage specified by the
REALSTORAGE_MAX parameter has
been reached. A value of ON indicates
Db2 will always discard unused real
storage. Discarding may result in
processing overhead so this option is
intended for systems where real storage
availability is limited. ZPARM Name:
REALSTORAGE_MANAGEMENT in
DSN6SPRM

REALSTORAGE_MAX SMALLINT REALSTORAGE-MAX QWP4RSMX The maximum amount of real plus
auxiliary storage (in GB) for Db2. 0
implies no limit, else value is 1 - 2**16
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REC_FASTREPLICATION CHAR(9) REC-FASTREPLICATI
ON

Derived from
QWP4RFRP

Specifies how the recover utility directs
DFSMSDSS copy to restore an image
copy that was created with FlashCopy.
If you use BACKUP SYSTEM to create
system-level backups, a recovery from
a FlashCopy image copy which uses
FlashCopy for the restore could cause
BACKUPS SYSTEM to fail because
cascading FlashCopy is not supported.
This field corresponds to field "fast
restore" on installation panel DSNTIP6.
A value of REQUIRED indicates that
the RECOVER utility forces use of
FlashCopy when performing recovery
from a FlashCopy image copy, to
ensure that recovery occurs as quickly
as possible. This option will cause
RECOVERY to fail if Flash Copy cannot
be used. A value of PREFERRED
indicates that the RECOVER utility
uses FlashCopy only if FlashCopy
support is available. A value of NONE
indicates that the RECOVER utility
uses standard input/output to restore
the FlashCopy image copy. This
setting is not permitted when the
FLASHCOPY_PPRC parameter is set to
PREFERRED or REQUIRED. ZPARM
Name: REC_FASTREPLICATION in
DSN6SPRM

RECALL CHAR(1) HSM-RECALL Derived from
QWP4HRC

Shows whether DFHSM automatic recall
is performed for Db2 databases. YES
(X'80' bit on) indicates that DFHSM is
invoked to recall it automatically. NO
indicates that a Db2 table space that
has been migrated is considered to
be an unavailable resource. It must be
recalled explicitly before it can be used
by Db2. This parameter is defined on the
"OPERATOR FUNCTIONS" panel and is
assembled as the RECALL parameter of
the DSN6SPRM macro.
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RECALLD SMALLINT HSM-RECALL-DELAY QWP4HRCD The maximum length of time in seconds
that a program can be delayed for
a DFHSM recall. If the recall is not
completed within the specified number of
seconds, the program receives an error
message indicating that the pageset is
unavailable, but that recall was initiated.
If this value is 0 and the RECALL
parameter is YES, then the recall is
processed asynchronously. The recall
delay option is not used when running a
Db2 utility against a Db2 migrated data
set. This parameter is defined on the
"OPERATOR FUNCTIONS" panel and is
assembled as the RECALLD parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro.

REFSHAGE CHAR(3) REFRESH-VALUE Derived from
QWP4RFSH

Specifies the default value for the
CURRENT REFRESH AGE special
register when no value is explicitly
set using the SQL statement SET
CURRENT REFRESH AGE. A value of
0 disables query rewrite using deferred
materialized query tables. This parameter
is defined on the "Performance and
Optimization" panel and is assembled
as the REFSHAGE parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.

REMOTE_COPY_SW_AC
CEL

CHAR(7) REMOTE-COPY-SW-A
CCEL

Derived from
QWP2OPT1

Indicates whether Db2 uses software
to control the remote copy process
for active log output in peer-to-peer
remote copy (PPRC) environments.
Possible values are: DISABLE—PPRC
function is used if available. ENABLE—
host software is used. ZPARM Name:
REMOTE_COPY_SW_ACCEL in
DSN6LOGP.

RENAMETABLE CHAR(3) RENAMETABLE Derived from
QWP4MISB

Indicates whether Db2 proceeds or
issues an error for the RENAME TABLE
operation for a table referenced in a
view or an SQL table function definition.
Possible values are: YES—indicates a
value of ALLOW_DEP_VIEW_SQLTUDF.
This setting allows RENAME TABLE
execution. NO—indicates a value of
DISALLOW_DEP_VIEW_SQLTUDF.
Db2 issues an error when the RENAME
TABLE is executed. ZPARM Name:
RENAMETABLE in DSN6SPRM
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REORG_DROP_PBG_PA
RTS

CHAR(3) REORG-DROP-PBG-P
ARTS

Derived from
QWP4MISA

Specifies whether the REORG utility
removes empty trailing partitions
when it is operating on an entire
partition-by-growth table space.
Possible values: YES, NO. This
parameter is defined on the "DB2 utilities
parameters" panel and is assembled
as the REORG_DROP_PBG_PARTS
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.

REORG_IGNORE_FREE
SPACE

CHAR(3) REORG-IGNORE-FREE
SPACE

Derived from
QWP4RIFS

Specifies whether the REORG
TABLESPACE utility should ignore
the PCTFREE and FREEPAGE
values while reloading data rows into
a PBG table space. ZPARM Name:
REORG_IGNORE_FREESPACE in
DSN6SPRM. This option is no longer
valid since Db2 10.

REORG_LIST_PROCESS
ING

CHAR(8) REORG-LIST-PROCES
SING

Derived from
QWP4RLPR

Specifies the default value for the
PARALLEL option of the REORG
TABLESPACE utility. Possible values
are: PARALLEL—REORG TABLESPACE
utility uses the default PARALLEL YES
option when the PARALLEL keyword is
not provided. The utility processes all
partitions that are specified in the input
LISTDEF statement in a single execution.
SERIAL—REORG TABLESPACE
utility uses the default PARALLEL NO
option when the PARALLEL keyword
is not provided. The utility processes
each partition that is specified in
the input LISTDEF statement in a
separate execution. ZPARM Name:
REORG_LIST_PROCESSING in
DSN6SPRM.

REORG_MAPPING_DAT
ABASE

CHAR(8) REORG-MAPPING-DAT
ABASE

QWP4RMDB Specifies the default database that
REORG DATABASE SHRLEVEL
CHANGE uses to implicitly create
the mapping table. This parameter is
defined on the "DB2 utilities parameters"
panel and is assembled as the
REORG_MAPPING_DATABASE
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
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REORG_PART_SORT_N
PSI

CHAR(7) REORG-PART-SORT-N
PSI

Derived from
QWP4RPSN

Specifies whether the REORG
TABLESPACE PART utility sorts all the
keys of a non-partitioned secondary
index. The setting is ignored for a
REORG that is not partition-level or
a REORG without non-partitioned
secondary indexes. Possible values are:
AUTO—all keys of the non-partitioned
secondary indexes are sorted if it
improves both the elapsed time and
CPU performance. YES—all keys of the
non-partitioned secondary indexes are
sorted if it improves the elapsed time.
NO—only keys of the non-partitioned
secondary indexes that are in the scope
of the REORG are sorted. ZPARM
Name: REORG_PART_SORT_NPSI in
DSN6SPRM.

REORG_TS_NOPAD_DE
FAULT

CHAR(3) REORG-TS-NOPAD-DE
FAULT

Derived from
QWP4RTNP

Specifies the default NOPAD setting of
the UNLOAD EXTERNAL specification
or the DISCARD specification of the
REORG TABLESPACE utility. This
setting is to be used for a REORG
TABLESPACE statement which does
not explicitly specify a NOPAD option.
Possible values are: YES—By default,
the variable length columns in the
discarded or unloaded records inhabit
the actual length of data with no
additional padding. NO—By default,
REORG processing pads variable
length columns in the discarded or
unloaded records to their max length;
the discarded or unloaded records have
lengths that are equal for each table.
UNK—Unknown setting. This field is
new with Db2 12. Function level 100
or higher must be activated. ZPARM
Name: REORG_TS_NOPAD_DEFAULT
in DSN6SPRM

RESTART CHAR(8) DB-START-DFER Derived from
QWP7STR

Specifies whether Db2 will start or defer
processing the objects listed when Db2
itself is started. started The specified
databases and page sets should be
automatically started. deferred The
specified databases and page sets
should be deferred. This parameter
is defined on the "DATABASES AND
SPACES TO START AUTOMATICALLY"
panel and is assembled as the RESTART
and ALL parameters of the DSN6SPRM
macro.
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RESTORE_RECOVER_F
ROMDUMP

CHAR(3) RESTORE-RECOVER-
FROMDUMP

Derived from
QWP4RRFD

Specifies whether system-level backup
that is the recovery base is from a
dump on tape. This field corresponds
to field "restore/recover" on installation
panel DSNTIP6. ZPARM name:
RESTORE_RECOVER_FROMDUMP.

RESTORE_TAPEUNITS SMALLINT UTIL-RSTSYS-MAX-TP QWP4RSMT The maximum number of tape units or
tape drives that the restore system utility
can use to restore from a system-level
backup that has been dumped to tape.
This field corresponds to field "maximum
tape units" on installation panel
DSNTIP6. 0 indicates NOLIMIT value.
ZPARM Name: RESTORE_TAPEUNITS
in DSN6SPRM

RESTRICT_ALT_COL_FO
R_DCC

CHAR(3) RESTRICT-ALT-COL-F
OR-DCC

Derived from
QWP4MS4F

Indicates whether restrictions apply
to ALTER TABLE ALTER COLUMN
statements with SET DATA TYPE,
SET DEFAULT, or DROP DEFAULT
options for tables defined with the
DATA CAPTURE CHANGES (DCC)
attribute. Possible values are: YES—
restrictions apply to altering column data
types or default values of DCC tables.
The ALTER results in a negative SQL
code. NO—restrictions do not apply to
altering column data types or default
values of DCC tables. ZPARM name:
RESTRICT_ALT_COL_FOR_DCC in
DSN6SPRM.

RESYNC SMALLINT FACILITY-RESYNC QWP9RYC The number of minutes between
resynchronization periods. This value
is RESYNC in the Db2 ZPARMS macro
DSN6FAC. The default value is 2 and the
maximum value is 99.
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RETLWAIT SMALLINT QWP4WAIT QWP4WAIT Specifies the current "wait incompatible
retained lock" value. If enabled, IRLM
lock or change requests will wait for
incompatible retained locks. If disabled,
IRLM lock or change requests will not
wait for incompatible retained locks, but
instead will be immediately rejected.
This is a numerical value which is
used as a multiplier to the connection's
normal timeout interval to determine
how long the application will wait for an
incompatible lock. A value of 0 indicates
that there will be no wait. The "wait
incompatible retained lock" value is
not specified on any installation panel,
but it is assembled as the RETLWAIT
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.

RETRY_STOPPED_OBJE
CTS

CHAR(3) RETRY-STOPPED-OBJ
ECTS

Derived from
QWP4MS4F

Specifies whether Db2 rejects
immediately requests for a stopped
object or re-checks if the object is
started, up to the IRLM timeout limit.
Possible values are: YES—Db2
retries a claim request for a stopped
object in case the object is restarted,
up to the IRLM timeout limit. NO—
Db2 immediately rejects requests
for stopped objects. ZPARM Name:
RETRY_STOPPED_OBJECTS in
DSN6SPRM.

RETVLCFK CHAR(3) VARCHAR-RETR-INDE
X

QWP4MIS2:QW
P4VCFK

YES or NO. YES indicates data retrieval
from index key is allowed for varying
length columns. The default is NO. This
option is obsolete with Db2 11. The
retrieve variable column from index value
is not specified on any installation panel,
but is assembled as the RETVLCFK
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.

REVOKE_DEP_PRIVILEG
ES

CHAR(7) REVOKE-DEPENDENT
-PRIV

Derived from
QWP4RVDPR

Specifies whether to include dependent
privileges on revoke. Possible values
are: YES—Enforces inclusion of
dependent privileges. NO—Enforces
exclusion of dependent privileges.
SQLSTMT—Uses the revoke statement
specification. This field corresponds
to the "Revoke dep priv" field on
installation panel DSNTIPP1. ZPARM
Name: REVOKE_DEP_PRIVILEGES in
DSN6SPRM.
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RGFCOLID VARCHAR(128) DDL-REG-OWNER-LO
NG

QWP4REGC_D Specifies the owner of the application
registration table and the object
registration table. This parameter is
defined on the "DATA DEFINITION
CONTROL SUPPORT" panel and is
assembled as the RGFCOLID parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro. This is a
variable length field that contains the
complete name.

RGFDBNAM CHAR(8) DDL-REGISTRATN-DA
TABASE

QWP4REGN Specifies the name of the database
which contains the registration tables.
This parameter is defined on the
"DATA DEFINITION CONTROL
SUPPORT" panel and is assembled
as the RGFDBNAM parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.

RGFDEDPL CHAR(3) DDCS-ALLAPPLS Derived from
QWP4REGF

Specifies whether only registered
packages or plans can use DDL. The
registration requirement parameter is
defined on the "DATA DEFINITION
CONTROL SUPPORT" panel and is
assembled as the RGFDEDPL parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro.

RGFDEFLT CHAR(6) DDCS-UNREGSTRD-D
EFAULT

Derived from
QWP4REGF

Specifies what action is taken for DDL
that names an unregistered object.
Possible values are: ACCEPT—
Accepts the DDL. REJECT—Rejects
the DDL. APPL—The DDL is rejected
if the application is not registered. The
unregistered DDL default parameter
is defined on the "DATA DEFINITION
CONTROL SUPPORT" panel and is
assembled as the RGFDEFLT parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro.

RGFESCP CHAR(1) DDL-ESCAPE-CHAR QWP4ESC Specifies the DDCS escape character
for application and owner registration
table search. This parameter is defined
on the "DATA DEFINITION CONTROL
SUPPORT" panel and is assembled
as the RGFESCP parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.

RGFFULLQ CHAR(3) DDCS-FULLNAMES Derived from
QWP4REGF

Specifies whether two-part names are
required for every object registered
in ORT. The fully qualified names
parameter is defined on the "DATA
DEFINITION CONTROL SUPPORT"
panel and is assembled as the
RGFFULLQ parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.
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RGFINSTL CHAR(3) DDCS-INSTALLED Derived from
QWP4REGF

Specifies whether the DDL registration
facility is enabled. The enabling
parameter is defined on the "DATA
DEFINITION CONTROL SUPPORT"
panel and is assembled as the
RGFINSTL parameter of the DSN6SPRM
macro.

RGFNMORT VARCHAR(128) DDL-REG-ORT-LONG QWP4REGO_D Specifies the name of the object
registration table. This parameter is
defined on the "DATA DEFINITION
CONTROL SUPPORT" panel and
is assembled as the RGFNMORT
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
This is a variable length field that
contains the complete name.

RGFNMPRT VARCHAR(128) DDL-REG-ART-LONG QWP4REGA_D Specifies the name of the application
registration table. This parameter is
defined on the "DATA DEFINITION
CONTROL SUPPORT" panel and
is assembled as the RGFNMPRT
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
This is a variable length field that
contains the complete name.

RLF CHAR(3) RLFSTART Derived from
QWP1RLFR

Specifies whether the resource limit
facility (governor) is automatically
started each time Db2 is started. YES
indicates that it is to be automatically
started, NO indicates that it is not. This
parameter is defined on the "OPERATOR
FUNCTIONS" panel and is assembled
as the RLF parameter of the DSN6SYSP
macro.

RLFAUTH VARCHAR(128) RLFAUTH-LONG QWP1RLFA_D Specifies the authorization ID used
to qualify the resource limit tables.
This parameter is defined on the
"PROTECTION" panel and is assembled
as the RLFAUTH parameter of the
DSN6SYSP macro. This is a variable
length field that contains the complete
name.

RLFENABLE CHAR(7) RLF-SQL-LEVEL Derived from
QWP1RLFR

Specifies the level of governing when
the Resource Limit Facility is started.
Possible values are: DYNAMIC—Govern
only dynamic SQL statements (this is
the default). STATIC—Govern only static
SQL statements. ALL—Govern both
dynamic and static SQL statements. This
field is new with Db2 12. ZPARM Name:
RLFENABLE in DSN6SYSP
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RLFERR CHAR(8) RLF-DEFAULT Derived from
QWP1RLFR and
QWP1RLFN

Specifies what action Db2 takes for
dynamic SQL statements that originate
from the local server when it cannot find
an applicable row in the resource limit
specification table. An applicable row
applies to the authorization ID, collection
ID, package name, and name of the
logical unit of work of the query user.
Possible values are: NOLIMIT—Allows
a remote query to run without a limit.
NORUN—Terminates the remote query
immediately. 1-5000000—Specifies the
number of CPU service units allowed for
a remote query. ZPARM Name: RLFERR
in DSN6SYSP

RLFERRD CHAR(8) RLFERRD Derived from
QWP9RLER and
QWP9RLFN

Specifies what action Db2 takes for
dynamic SQL statements from remote
locations when a problem occurs with
the resource limit specification table.
Possible values are: NOLIMIT—Allows
all dynamic SQL statements to run
without limit. NORUN—Terminates all
dynamic SQL statements immediately
with an SQL error code. 1-5000000—
Specifies the number of service units
used as the default resource limit. If the
limit is exceeded, the SQL statement is
terminated. ZPARM Name: RLFERRD in
DSN6FAC

RLFERRDSTC CHAR(8) RLFERRDSTC Derived from
QWP9RLER and
QWP9RLFNS

Specifies what action Db2 takes for static
SQL statements from remote locations
when a problem occurs with the resource
limit specification table. Possible values
are: NOLIMIT—Allows all static SQL
statements from remote locations to
run without limit. NORUN—Terminates
all static SQL statements from remote
locations immediately with an SQL error
code. 1-5000000—Specifies the number
of service units to use as the default
resource limit. If the limit is exceeded, the
SQL statement is terminated. This field
is new with Db2 12 and function level
500 or higher must be activated. ZPARM
Name: RLFERRDSTC in DSN6FAC
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RLFERRSTC CHAR(8) RLF-DEFAULT-STATIC Derived from
QWP1RLFR and
QWP1RLFNS

Specifies what action Db2 takes when
a problem occurs with the resource limit
specification table during execution of
a local static SQL statement. Possible
values are: NOLIMIT—No limit for
the static SQL statements. NORUN
—Terminates static SQL statement
immediately with an SQL error.
1-5000000—Specifies the number of
service units, which will be used as
default resource limit for all static SQL
statements. If the limit is exceeded, the
SQL statement is terminated. This field
is new with Db2 12 and function level
500 or higher must be activated. ZPARM
Name: RLFERRSTC in DSN6SYSP

RLFTBL CHAR(2) RLFTBL QWP1RLFT Specifies the suffix of the default
resource limit specification table
(RLST). The default RLST is used
when the resource limit facility (RLF) is
automatically started, or when you start
RLF without specifying a suffix. This
parameter is defined on the "OPERATOR
FUNCTIONS" panel and is assembled
as the RLFTBL parameter of the
DSN6SYSP macro.

ROUTCDE VARCHAR(32) ROUTE-CODE-LIST-LO
NG

QWP1RCLT_D Specifies the MVS console routing
codes assigned to messages that are
not obtained from a specific console.
This variable length field contains
the complete routing codes. This
parameter is defined in the Operator
Functions panel and is assembled as the
ROUTCDE parameter of the DSN6SYSP
macro.

RPITWC CHAR(3) RPITWC Derived from
QWP4RPTC

This is a Db2 serviceability field to
enable RPTC. ZPARM name: RPITWC in
DSN6SPRM.

RRULOCK CHAR(3) USE-RRU-LOCK QWP4RRUL Specifies the "use U lock for repeatable
read" value. This value specifies whether
to use the U (UPDATE) lock when
using repeatable read (RR) isolation to
access a table. A value of NO indicates
the default lock mode for operations
with RR is S (SHARE). A value of YES
indicates that the default lock mode
is U (UPDATE). The "use U lock for
repeatable read" is specified on the
"IRLM Panel 1" installation panel, and is
specified in the DSN6SPRM macro as
the RRULOCK parameter.
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SCSSID BINARY(2) SBCS-CCSID QWPBSID Specifies the single-byte coded
character set value. The single-byte
coded character set is specified on the
"Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the SCCSID parameter of the
DSNHDECM macro that builds module
DSNHDECP.

SECADM1 CHAR(8) SECADM1 QWP4SECA1_E Specifies the security administrator 1
authorization ID. If QWP4SECA1_OFF
is not 0, this value is truncated. If the
authority is held by a role, this value
is blank. This field corresponds to the
"security admin 1" field on installation
panel DSNTIPP1. ZPARM name:
SECADM1 in DSN6SPRM.

SECADM1_INPUT_STYL
E

CHAR(4) SECADM1-INPUT-STY
LE

Derived from
QWP4SA1X

Indicates whether the SECADM1 setting
is a standard character string (CHAR)
or a hexadecimal character string
(HEX). Possible values are: CHAR—
The SECADM1 setting is a standard
character string that represents an
authorization ID or a ROLE name.
HEX—The SECADM1 setting is a
hexadecimal character string that
represents a Unicode-encoded ROLE
name. HEX is permitted only for
SECADM1_TYPE=ROLE. ZPARM
name: SECADM1_INPUT_STYLE in
DSN6SPRM.

SECADM1_TYPE CHAR(6) SECADM1-TYPEX Derived from
QWP4SECA1T

Specifies whether SECADM1 is a role
or an authorization ID. Valid settings are
ROLE and AUTHID.

SECADM2 CHAR(8) SECADM2 QWP4SECA2_E Specifies the security administrator 2
authorization ID. If QWP4SECA2_OFF
is not 0, this value is truncated. If the
authority is held by a role, this value
is blank. This field corresponds to the
"security admin 2" field on installation
panel DSNTIPP1. ZPARM name:
SECADM2 in DSN6SPRM.
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SECADM2_INPUT_STYL
E

CHAR(4) SECADM2-INPUT-STY
LE

Derived from
QWP4SA2X

Specifies whether the SECADM2 setting
is a standard character string (CHAR)
or a hexadecimal character string
(HEX). Possible values are: CHAR—
The SECADM2 setting is a standard
character string that represents an
authorization ID or a ROLE name.
HEX—The SECADM2 setting is a
hexadecimal character string that
represents a Unicode-encoded ROLE
name. HEX is permitted only for
SECADM2_TYPE=ROLE. ZPARM
name: SECADM2_INPUT_STYLE in
DSN6SPRM.

SECADM2_TYPE CHAR(6) SECADM2-TYPEX Derived from
QWP4SECA2T

Specifies whether SECADM2 is a role
or an authorization ID. Valid settings are
ROLE and AUTHID.

SECQTY INTEGER ARC-SEC-ALLOC QWP3SECS The secondary space allocation for a
DASD data set, in units of ALCUNIT. This
parameter is defined on the "ARCHIVE
LOG DATA SET PARAMETERS" panel
and is assembled as the SECQTY
parameter of the DSN6ARVP macro.

SEPARATE_SECURITY CHAR(3) SEPARATE-SECURITY Derived from
QWP4SEPSD

Specifies whether to separate Db2
security administrator duties from Db2
system administrator duties. Possible
values are: 'YES'—SYSADM cannot
manage security objects such as roles
and trusted contexts. SYSCTRL cannot
manage roles. 'NO'—SECADM or
ACCESSCTRL authority is required
for security administration. This field
corresponds to the "Separate security"
field on installation panel DSNTIPP1.
ZPARM name: SEPARATE_SECURITY
in DSN6SPRM.

SEQCACH CHAR(6) SEQCACH Derived from
QWP4SCAC

SEQ or BYPASS. If SEQ, Db2 prefetch
reads will use sequential access. If NO,
Db2 prefetch will use bypass cache
mode. This parameter is obsolete with
Db2 11. ZPARM name: SEQCACH in
DSN6SPRM.

SEQPRES CHAR(3) SEQPRES Derived from
QWP4MIS2

Whether to use the sequential prestage
function of 3990 sequential caching for
utilities. This parameter corresponds to
field "utility cache option" on installation
panel DSNTIPE. ZPARM name:
SEQPRES in DSN6SPRM. This field is
obsolete with Db2 11.
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SIGNON_MODULE CHAR(8) SIGNON-EXIT-NAME QWP1DSGN Indicates the default signon exit
module name. This field corresponds
to the signon field on installation
panel DSNTIPO3. ZPARM name:
SIGNON_MODULE in DSN6SYSP.

SIMULATED_CPU_COUN
T

SMALLINT SIMULATED-CPU-COU
NT

QWP4NCPU For Db2 optimization modeling only, this
parameter specifies the number of the
local CPUs being simulated. A value of
0 indicates OFF. The default setting of
OFF means that Db2 optimizes for the
actual number of local CPUs on which
it is running. OFF is recommended for
Db2 production environments. ZPARM
name: SIMULATED_CPU_COUNT in
DSN6SPRM

SIMULATED_CPU_SPEE
D

BINARY(4) SIMULATED-CPU-SPE
ED

QWP4CPUM This field is for Db2 optimization
modeling only. A value of 0 indicates
OFF. It specifies the microseconds of
task or service request block (SRB)
execution time per service unit for
the CPU being simulated. The default
setting of OFF means that Db2 optimizes
for the actual CPU on which it is
running. OFF is recommended for
Db2 production environments. ZPARM
name: SIMULATED_CPU_SPEED in
DSN6SPRM

SITETYP CHAR(8) SITETYPE Derived from
QWP4SIT

Shows whether the current system
is at the local site or a recovery site.
LOCAL is defined as the site where the
multiple image copies are made and
are operational. RECOVERY is defined
as the site named as an alternative for
recovery purposes. The RECOVER utility
looks at this parameter to determine
what site the current system is on and
recovers everything from the copies
of data registered at that site. This
parameter is defined on the "OPERATOR
FUNCTIONS" panel and is assembled
as the SITETYP parameter of the
DSN6SYSP macro.

SJMISSKY CHAR(3) SJMISSKY Derived from
QWP4SJMK

This is a Db2 serviceability field to enable
PK06964 changes. ZPARM name:
SJMISSKY in DSN6SPRM.
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SJTABLES SMALLINT STAR-JOIN-THRESHO
LD

QWP4SJTB Specifies the minimum number of tables
in a query block before Db2 considers
the query block for star join. Star join
must be enabled before Db2 uses this
system parameter. Values for this system
parameter are: 0: Db2 considers star
join for a query block with 10 or more
tables. This is the default. 1,2,3: Db2
always considers star join. 4-255: Db2
considers star join if the query block
contains a minimum of this number of
tables. 226-32767: Db2 does not enable
star join. This parameter is not defined on
any install panel, but is assembled as the
SJTABLES parameter of the DSN6SPRM
macro.

SKIPUNCI CHAR(3) SKIPUNCI Derived from
QWP4SKUI

Specifies whether cursors bound with
read stability or cursor stability will
ignore uncommitted inserts made by
other transactions. If NO (default),
uncommitted inserts are evaluated
for return with or without waiting for
committedness according to the
value that is set in the EVALUATE
UNCOMMITTED field. If YES,
uncommitted inserts will be treated as
if they had not yet arrived. In a data
sharing environment, uncommitted
inserts of transactions that were
designated as spawning transactions
will be treated in this manner. Immediate
write occurs for inserts, updates, and
deletes, but readers do not wait for
the outcome of uncommitted inserts.
This parameter is defined on the
"Performance and Optimization" panel
and is assembled as the SKIPUNCI
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.

SMFACCT CHAR(32) ACCOUNTING Derived from
QWP1SMFA

Identifies the accounting trace classes
that are automatically started during
initialization. The destination for these
traces will be SMF. This parameter is
defined on the "TRACING" panel and is
assembled as the SMFACCT parameter
of the DSN6SYSP macro.

SMFCOMP CHAR(3) SMFCOMP Derived from
QWP1CSMF

Indicates whether to compress
DEST(SMF) trace records. This field
corresponds to field compress SMF recs
on installation panel DSNTIPN. ZPARM
name: SMFCOMP in DSN6SYSP.
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SMFSTAT CHAR(32) STATISTICS Derived from
QWP1SMFA

Identifies the statistics trace classes
that are automatically started during
initialization. The destination for these
traces will be SMF. This parameter is
defined on the "TRACING" panel and is
assembled as the SMFSTAT parameter
of the DSN6SYSP macro.

SMF89 CHAR(3) SMF89 Derived from
QWP1SM89

The subsystem parameter SMF89 lets
you specify whether Db2 is to do detailed
tracking for measured usage pricing.
The default is NO, which means that
Db2 does not do detailed measured
usage tracking. If the SMF type 89 record
is activated, only high-level tracking is
recorded in the SMF type 89 record.
Selecting NO reduces CPU usage, but
also increases the amount of time spent
in Db2 as measured by SMF 89. If you
select YES, Db2 does detailed measured
usage tracking if SMF type 89 records
are activated. When SMF89 is set to
YES, Db2 invokes a z/OS service on
every entry or exit into or out of Db2 to
ensure accurate tracking. Use SMF89
YES only if you use measured usage
pricing. This parameter is not defined on
any install panel, but is assembled as
the SMF89 parameter of the DSN6SYSP
macro.

SMGE CHAR(3) SMGE Derived from
QWP4SMGE

This is a Db2 serviceability field to
disable space defaults. YES indicates to
disable space defaults. ZPARM name:
SMGE in DSN6SPRM.

SMSDCFL CHAR(8) SMS-DC-DATA-TBLSP QWP4DCFS Specifies the current SMS DATACLASS
for tablespace value. This value specifies
the DFSMShsm data class that Db2
is to use when defining (allocating the
data set via Access Method Services
DEFINE) tablespace data sets when
using STOGROUPs. A blank value
means Db2 will not specify a DFSMShsm
data class when defining a data set. This
field is obsoleted with Db2 11. The star
SMS DATACLASS for tablespace value
is not specified on any installation panel,
but is assembled as the SMSDCFL
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
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SMSDCIX CHAR(8) SMS-DC-INDX-TBLSP QWP4DCIX Specifies the current SMS DATACLASS
for indexspace value. This value
specifies the DFSMShsm data class that
Db2 is to use when defining (allocating
the data set via Access Method Services
DEFINE) indexspace data sets when
using STOGROUPs. A blank value
means Db2 will not specify a DFSMShsm
data class when defining a data set.
This field is obsoleted with Db2 11. The
star SMS DATACLASS for indexspace
value is not specified on any installation
panel, but is assembled as the SMSDCIX
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.

SP_PARM_JV CHAR(3) SP-PARM-JV Derived from
QWP9DDFC

Indicates whether the pre-V10 server
compatibility behavior is used when
a Java client application calls a Db2
for z/OS and Db2 returns output
argument values with data types that
match the data types specified in the
CallableStatement.registerOutParameter
method calls. Possible values
are: YES—Db2 returns output
argument values with data types that
match the data types specified in
CallableStatement.registerOutParameter
method calls. NO—Db2 returns
output argument values with data
types that match the data types
of the parameters in the stored
procedure definition. ZPARM name:
DDF_COMPATIBILITY(SP_PARMS_JV)
in DSN6FAC.

SP_PARM_NJV CHAR(3) SP-PARM-NJV Derived from
QWP9DDFC

Indicates whether the pre-V10 server
compatibility behavior is used when
a non-Java client application calls
a Db2 for z/OS and Db2 returns
output argument values with data
types that match the data types of
the corresponding CALL statement
arguments. Possible values are:
YES—Db2 returns output parameter
values with data types that match
the data types of the corresponding
CALL statement arguments. NO—
Db2 returns output parameter values
with data types that match the data
types of the parameters in the stored
procedure definition. ZPARM name:
DDF_COMPATIBILITY(SP_PARMS_NJV)
in DSN6FAC.
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SPT01_INLINE_LENGTH SMALLINT SPT01-INLINE-LENGTH QWP4S1IL Specifies the maximum length in single-
byte characters of LOB column data
in the SPT01 directory space to be
maintained in the base table. Valid
settings are 1 - 32138 or 0 (0 implies
NOINLINE). NOINLINE means that no
LOB data is to be placed inline in the
SPT01 base table. The default is 32138.
A change to this parameter does not take
effect until you use the -SET SYSPARM
command to bring it on-line. In other
words, even if you start or restart Db2
after changing the value, the change
is not honored until you issue the -SET
SYSPARM command. If you increase the
setting, Db2 will place SPT01 in Advisory
REORG-pending (AREO*) status after
you bring the change on-line. If you
decrease the setting, Db2 will place
SPT01 in REORG-pending (REORP)
status after you bring the change on-line.
In Db2 data sharing, all members need to
use the same setting. When changing the
setting of SPT01_INLINE_LENGTH for
a data sharing group, make the change
on all members before running the -SET
SYSPARM command on any member.
ZPARM name: SPT01_INLINE_LENGTH
in DSN6SPRM

SQLDELI CHAR(7) DEFAULT-SQL-DELIMI
TER

QWPBSDL Specifies the SQL string delimiter
value as follows: X'80' off=APOST,
on=QUOTE. X'40' off=DEFAULT. The
SQL string delimiter controls whether a
quotation mark (") or an apostrophe (')
will be used to set of character strings
in dynamic SQL. It also determines
which character is the escape character
for delimited identifiers in dynamic
SQL. If an apostrophe is specified,
then the quotation mark is the SQL
escape character. If a quotation mark is
specified, then an apostrophe is the SQL
escape character. A value of DEFAULT in
this field indicates to use an apostrophe
as a delimiter in dynamic SQL. The
SQL string delimiter is specified on the
"Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the SQLDELI parameter of the
DSNHDECM macro that builds module
DSNHDECP.
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SQLINTRP CHAR(7) SQLINTRP Derived from
QWP9SINTD

SQL Interrupt processing ENABLEd or
DISABLEd. Typically never changed
except in cases where remote client
systems experience SQL interrupt
oriented failures and a temporary
disablement of the Db2 SQL interrupt
support is required until remote client
systems can be modified to tolerate
the behavior. The default is ENABLE.
ZPARM name: SQLINTRP in DSN6FAC.

SQLLEVEL VARCHAR(10) SQL-LEVEL-LONG QWPBSQLL Specifies the SQL Level. This is a
variable length field that contains
the complete name. The SQL Level
is specified on the "Application
Programming Defaults" installation panel,
and is assembled as the SQLLEVEL
parameter of the DSNHDECM macro that
builds module DSNHDECP. This field is
new with Db2 12.

SRTPOOL INTEGER QWP4SPOL N/A Sort pool size (240 - 128000) in KB.
If using MVS/ESA 3.1.3 or higher, the
number of sort work files is unlimited.
This parameter can be updated on the
"CLIST CALCULATIONS - PANEL 1"
panel and is assembled as the SPRMSP
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
The number displayed is 4 times the
value entered on the panel. IQL Name:
N/A

SSID CHAR(4) DEFAULT-DB2-SUBSY
S

QWPBSSID The default Db2 subsystem name to be
used.

STARJOIN SMALLINT STAR-JOIN-RATIO QWP4SJRT -1 (default) disables star join. 0 enables
star join when the join meets the
conditions in the Db2 Administration
Guide. 1 enables star join, with no
checking of the ratio between the
fact table cardinality and the largest
dimension table cardinality. The table
with the largest cardinality is the fact
table. n specifies the lowest ratio of
the cardinality of the fact table to the
cardinality of the largest dimension
table for which star join is used. 2 < n
<= 32768. The star join option is not
specified on any installation panel, but is
assembled as the STARJOIN parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro.
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STATCLGSRT INTEGER STATCLGSRT QWP4STACS Specifies how SORT is used by the
RUNSTATS utility or an inline statistics
job when collecting statistics on a
single column that is defined with the
COLGROUP option. To avoid SORT
for these cases, consider using the
subsystem parameter STATCLGSRT,
if the following conditions are true:
Frequency statistics are collected for one
or more single-column COLGROUPs,
specified in the utility control statement
for RUNSTATS with the TABLESPACE
option, LOAD, or REORG TABLESPACE;
Histogram statistics are not collected;
The specified COUNT value is less
than or equal to 1000; The LEAST and
BOTH options are not specified. Possible
values are: 0—Data sort will be always
done. 1 to 4096—The number of MB
of memory used by utility to avoid the
sorting. The default is 10 MB. ZPARM
Name: STATCLGSRT in DSN6SPRM

STATCLUS CHAR(8) STATCLUS Derived from
QWP4STCL

Indicates whether RUNSTATS uses
enhanced clustering statistics. This field
corresponds to field "statistics clustering"
on installation panel DSNTIP6. ZPARM
name: STATCLUS in DSN6SPRM. This
field is obsolete with Db2 11.

STATFDBK_PROFILE CHAR(3) STATFDBK-PROFILE Derived from
QWP4MISD:QWP4SFPR

Specifies if the statistics
recommendations identified during query
optimization results in modifications
to statistics profiles. Possible
values are: YES—Db2 modifies
statistics profiles based on statistics
recommendations during query
optimization (this is the default). NO—
Db2 will not modify statistics profiles
based on statistics recommendations
during query optimization.
Based on STATFDBK_SCOPE
parameter, Db2 may write the
recommendations to the catalog table
SYSIBM.SYSSTATFEEDBACK. This
field is new with Db2 12. ZPARM Name:
STATFDBK_PROFILE in DSN6SPRM
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STATFDBK_SCOPE CHAR(7) STATFDBK-SCOPE Derived from
QWP4SFBS

Specifies the scope of the SQL
statements that Db2 collects
statistics recommendations for in the
SYSIBM.SYSSTATFEEDBACK. Possible
values: NONE, DYNAMIC, STATIC,
ALL. This parameter is defined on
the "Operator functions" panel and is
assembled as the STATFDBK_SCOPE
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.

STATHIST CHAR(6) STATS-HISTORY Derived from
QWP4STHT

Specifies the "collect catalog stats
history" value. This value specifies
which inserts and updates are recorded
in catalog history tables. When the
SPACE option is specified, all inserts
and updates made by Db2 space related
catalog statistics are recorded. When
the ACCESSPATH option is specified,
all inserts and updates made by Db2 tp
ACCESSPATH related catalog statistics
are recorded. When ALL is specified,
all inserts and updates made by Db2 in
the catalog are recorded. When NONE
is specified (default), changes made in
the catalog by Db2 are not recorded.
The "collect catalog stats history" value
is specified on the "Operator Functions"
install panel, and is assembled as the
STATHIST parameter of the DSN6SPRM
macro.

STATIME SMALLINT STATIM QWP1STIM Specifies the time interval, in minutes,
between statistics collections. Statistics
records are written approximately at the
end of this interval. This parameter is
defined on the "TRACING" panel and is
assembled as the STATIME parameter of
the DSN6SYSP macro. The interval for
writing statistics records for the following
IFCIDs: 0105 (Buffer manager mapping
of DBIDs and OBIDs), 0106 (DB2
system parameters), 0199 (Data set I/O
statistics), 0365 (Remote locations that
a Db2 subsystem communicates with
through DRDA protocols), 0402 (Profile
warning and exception conditions).
Possible values are 1 through 60.
ZPARM Name: STATIME in DSN6SYSP
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STATIME_MAIN SMALLINT STATIME-MAIN QWP1STIMM Specifies the time interval, in seconds, of
collecting statistics that are not collected
at the STATIME interval. The interval for
writing statistics records for the following
IFCIDs: 0001 (Subsystem statistics
related to the MSTR Db2 address
space), 0002 (Subsystem statistics
related to the DBM1 Db2 address space),
0202 (Dynamic system parameter
information), 0225 (Storage management
pool summary), 0230 (Group buffer
pool statistics), 0254 (Coupling facility
cache structure statistics), 0369 (Thread
accounting information aggregated by
connection type) Possible values are
5 through 60 (multiples of 5). This field
is new with Db2 12. ZPARM Name:
STATIME_MAIN in DSN6SYSP

STATPGSAMP CHAR(6) STATPGSAMP Derived from
QWP4STPGS

Specifies whether the runstats utility
uses page-level sampling by default for
universal table spaces. Possible values
are: SYSTEM—Db2 determines the
default sampling method. YES—The
default is to use page-lvel sampling. NO
—The default is not to use page-level
sampling. ZPARM Name: STATPGSAMP
in DSN6SPRM

STATROLL CHAR(3) STATS-ROLLUP Derived from
QWP4STRL

Statistics roll-up default. Specifies
whether RUNSTATS utility will aggregate
the partition level statistics. Y=YES,
N=NO. The statistics roll-up value is
specified on the "Operator Functions"
install panel, and is assembled as
the STATROLL parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.

STATSINT SMALLINT RTS-STATS-INTERVAL QWP4INTE Specifies the time interval that Db2
waits before it attempts to write out page
set statistics to the real-time statistics
tables. This parameter is defined on
the "Operator Functions" panel and is
assembled as the STATSINT parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro.
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STDSQL CHAR(3) SQL-LANGUAGE-LEVE
L

QWPBLEVS Specifies the standard SQL value.
The standard SQL setting controls
whether the SQL language used in
application programs conforms to the
ANSI/ISO SQL standard implemented
by Db2. 86 indicates that programs are
written in accordance with the 1986
ANSI/ISO standard. YES indicates that
programs are written in accordance
with the current ANSI/ISO standard.
NO indicates that programs are not
written in accordance with the ANSI/ISO
standards, but are written in accordance
with the SQL language defined by Db2.
The standard SQL value is specified on
the "Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the STDSQL parameter of the
DSNHDECM macro that builds module
DSNHDECP.

STORMXAB SMALLINT STORPROC-ALLOW-A
BNDS

QWP1SPAB The stored procedure maximum abend
count value. This value specifies the
number of times a stored procedure is
allowed to terminate abnormally, after
which SQL CALL statements for the
stored procedure are rejected. A value of
0 means that the first abend of a stored
procedure causes SQL CALLs to that
procedure to be rejected. The stored
procedure maximum abend count is
specified on the "Stored Procedures
Parameters" installation panel, and
is assembled as the STORMXAB
parameter of the DSN6SYSP macro.

STORTIME SMALLINT STORPROC-TIMEOUT QWP1SPTO Specifies the stored procedure timeout
value. This value specifies the number of
seconds before Db2 ceases to wait for
an SQL CALL to be assigned to one of
the task control blocks (TCBs) in the Db2
stored procedures address space. If the
time interval expires, the SQL statement
fails. The stored procedure timeout value
is specified on the "Stored Procedures
Parameters" installation panel, and is
assembled as the STORTIME parameter
of the DSN6SYSP macro.
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SUBQ_MIDX CHAR(7) SUBQ-MIDX Derived from
QWP4MS4E

Specifies whether multiple index access
is enabled for some uncorrelated
subquery predicates. Possible values:
DISABLE, ENABLE. This parameter
is assembled as the SUBQ_MIDX
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.

SUPERRS CHAR(3) SUPR-LOGREC-SOFT Derived from
QWP4SIT/
QWP4SAE

Specifies whether Db2 will record
errors such as invalid decimal data
and arithmetic exceptions and issue
SQLCODEs for them. SUPERRS
parameter enables or disables the
recording of these errors in the operating
system data set, SYS1.LOGREC. This
value is specified on the "MVS Parmlib
Updates" install panel, and is assembled
as the SUPERRS parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.

SUPPRESS_HINT_SQLC
ODE_DYN

CHAR(4) SUPPRESS-HINT-SQL
CODE-DYN

Derived from
QWP4SHDE

Subsystem parameter to control whether
SQLCODE +394/+395 is returned for
a dynamic query with optimization hint
applied. Possible values are: NO—Db2
returns SQLCODE +394 if all hints are
used or SQLCODE +395 if any hint was
invalid. This setting is the default. STMT
—Db2 suppresses SQLCODEs +394
and +395 for statement level optimization
hints. ALL-Db2 suppresses SQLCODEs
+394 and +395 for all optimization
hints, including statement level hints
and classic PLAN_TABLE optimization
hints. This field is not available on
Db2 installation panel. ZPARM name:
SUPPRESS_HINT_SQLCODE_DYN in
DSN6SPRM.

SVOLARC CHAR(3) SVOLARC Derived from
QWP3SVOL

When archiving to disk, Db2 will use the
number of online storage volumes for
the specified UNIT name to determine
a count of candidate volumes, up to a
maximum of 15 volumes. YES indicates
you want Db2 to specify a unit and
volume count of 1 when allocating
a new archive log data set on disk.
You may want to do this when SMS
manages the archives. This parameter
is defined on the "Archive Log Data Set
Parameters" panel and is assembled
as the SVOLARC parameter of the
DSN6ARVP macro.
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SYNCVAL INTEGER SYNCVAL-SPEC QWP1SYNV Specifies the synchronize stats recording
value. This value indicates whether Db2
statistics recording is synchronized with
some part of the hour. You can specify
that the Db2 statistics recording interval
is synchronized with the beginning
of the hour (0 minutes past the hour)
or any number of minutes past the
hour up to 59. If NO (-1) is specified,
no synchronization is done. NO is
the default. This parameter has no
effect if STATIME is greater than 60.
For example, assume you want the
Db2 statistics recording interval to
have a length of 15 minutes and to be
synchronized with 15 minutes past the
hour, which means that Db2 statistics are
recorded at 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes
past the hour. To establish this interval,
specify the following: STATIME=15,
SYNCVAL=15. The synchronize stats
recording value is specified on the
"Tracing" installation panel, and is
assembled as the SYNCVAL parameter
of the DSN6SYSP macro.

SYSADM VARCHAR(128) SYSADM-LONG QWP4SADM_D The first of two authorization IDs with
installation SYSADM authority. The
two users with installation SYSADM
authority are permitted access to Db2 in
all cases. However, the authorization ID
named as the first system administrator
is capable of doing several more things
than the authorization ID named as the
second system administrator, such as
running job DSNTIJTC and the REPAIR
DBD utility. This parameter is defined
on the "PROTECTION" panel and is
assembled as the SYSADM parameter of
the DSN6SPRM macro. This is a variable
length field that contains the complete
name.
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SYSADM2 VARCHAR(128) SYSADM2-LONG QWP4ADM2_D The second of two authorization IDs with
installation SYSADM authority. The two
users with installation SYSADM authority
are permitted access to Db2 in all cases.
However, the authorization ID named as
the first system administrator is capable
of doing several more things than the
authorization ID named as the second
system administrator, such as running
job DSNTIJTC and the REPAIR DBD
utility. This parameter is defined on the
"PROTECTION" panel and is assembled
as the SYSADM2 parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro. This is a variable
length field that contains the complete
name.

SYSOPR1 VARCHAR(128) SYSOPR1-LONG QWP4OPR1_D The first of two authorization IDs with
installation SYSOPR authority. The
two users with installation SYSOPR
authority are permitted access to Db2
even if the Db2 catalog is unavailable.
This parameter is defined on the
"PROTECTION" panel and is assembled
as the SYSOPR1 parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro. This is a variable
length field that contains the complete
name.

SYSOPR2 VARCHAR(128) SYSOPR2-LONG QWP4OPR2_D The second of two authorization IDs
with installation SYSOPR authority. The
two users with installation SYSOPR
authority are permitted access to Db2
even if the Db2 catalog is unavailable.
This parameter is defined on the
"PROTECTION" panel and is assembled
as the SYSOPR2 parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro. This is a variable
length field that contains the complete
name.

SYSTEM_LEVEL_BACKU
PS

CHAR(3) SYSTEM-LEVEL-BACK
UPS

Derived from
QWP4SLBU

Indicates whether recover uses
system level backups as the recovery
base. This field corresponds to field
system-level backups on installation
panel DSNTIP6. ZPARM name:
SYSTEM_LEVEL_BACKUPS.

TBSBPLOB CHAR(6) DEFAULT-BP-LOB QWP1TPLB The name of the buffer pool that is
used for implicitly created LOB table
spaces. This field corresponds to the
default buffer pool for user LOB data
on installation panel DSNTIP1. ZPARM
name: TBSBPLOB in DSN6SYSP.
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TBSBPOOL CHAR(4) DEFAULT-BP-DATA QWP1TBPL The current default tablespace buffer
pool ID. The default tablespace buffer
pool ID is specified on the "Buffer
Pool Sizes" installation panel, and is
assembled as the TBSBPOOL parameter
of the DSN6SYSP macro.

TBSBPXML CHAR(6) DEFAULT-BP-XML QWP1TPXM The name of the buffer pool that is
used for XML table spaces. This field
corresponds to the field "default buffer
pool for user XML data" on installation
panel DSNTIP1.

TBSBP16K CHAR(6) DEFAULT-BP16K-DATA QWP1TP16 The default 16KB buffer pool for:
table spaces with a 16KB page size in
implicitly created databases; explicitly
created table spaces with a 16KB page
size but no bufferpool clause specified
in the create tablespace statement. This
field corresponds to field "default 16-KB
buffer for user data" on installation panel
DSNTIP1. ZPARM name: TBSBP16K in
DSN6SYSP.

TBSBP32K CHAR(6) DEFAULT-BP32K-DATA QWP1TP32 The default 32KB buffer pool for:
table spaces with a 32KB page size in
implicitly created databases; explicitly
created table spaces with a 32KB page
size but no bufferpool clause specified
in the create tablespace statement. This
field corresponds to field "default 32-KB
buffer for user data" on installation panel
DSNTIP1. ZPARM name: TBSBP32K in
DSN6SYSP.

TBSBP8K CHAR(5) DEFAULT-BP8K-DATA QWP1TP8 The default 8KB buffer pool for: table
spaces with a 8KB page size in implicitly
created databases; explicitly created
table spaces with a 8KB page size
but no bufferpool clause specified in
the create tablespace statement. This
field corresponds to field "default 8-KB
buffer for user data" on installation panel
DSNTIP1. ZPARM name: TBSBP8K in
DSN6SYSP.
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TCPALVER CHAR(14) TCPIP-VERIFY Derived from
QWP9MISC and
QWP9TCPVX

Specifies the TCPIP already verified
value. TCPIP already verified determines
whether TCPIP connection requests
containing only a userid (and no
password, RACF PassTicket, or DCE
ticket) are accepted by Db2. If the
value is YES, TCPIP connection
requests containing only a userid are
accepted. The TCPIP already verified
value is specified on the "Distributed
Data Facility" installation panel, and is
assembled as the TCPALVER parameter
of the DSN6FAC macro. Possible values
are: NO—A user ID and password are
required for connection requests, or the
connection must be authenticated by
a RACF PassTicket or Kerberos ticket.
YES—A new connection is accepted
with a user ID only. SERVER_ENCRYPT
—A user ID and password or Kerberos
tickets are accepted. In addition to one
of the following must be true: The user
ID and password is AES-encrypted; The
connection is accepted on a port that
ensures AT-TLS policy.

TCPKPALV SMALLINT TCP-KEEPALIVE QWP9TCKA TCP/IP KeepAlive determines whether
to override the TCP/IP stack KeepAlive
value. A value of ENABLE (the default)
means do not override the TCP/IP value.
DISABLE means disable Keep Alive
probing all together. Otherwise, this
is a number (seconds) that indicates
that the TCP/IP stack Keep Alive value
should be modified in favor of this
new value. The "TCP/IP Keep Alive"
value is specified on the "Distributed
Data Facility" installation panel, and is
assembled as the TCPKPALV parameter
of the DSN6FAC macro.

TEMPLATE_TIME CHAR(5) TEMPLATE-TIME Derived from
QWP4MISA

Specifies the default setting for the TIME
option of the TEMPLATE statement.
Possible values: UTC, LOCAL. This
parameter is defined on the "DB2 utilities
parameters" panel and is assembled as
the TEMPLATE_TIME parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.
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TIME CHAR(5) DEFAULT-TIME-FORM
AT

QWPBTIME The time format value. The following
values may be used: ISO—hh.mm.ss,
USA—hh:mm AM/PM, EUR—hh.mm.ss,
JIS—hh:mm:ss, LOCAL—installation
exit. The time format is specified on the
"Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled as
the TIME parameter of the DSNHDECM
macro that builds module DSNHDECP.

TIMELEN SMALLINT LOCAL-TIME-LENGTH QWPBTLEN The local time length value. The
local time length is specified on the
"Application Programming Defaults"
installation panel, and is assembled
as the TIMELEN parameter of the
DSNHDECM macro that builds module
DSNHDECP.

TRACLOC SMALLINT LOCLSIZE QWP1TLSZ The size of the local trace tables in
multiples of 4K. This parameter is not
directly definable on any installation
panel, but is assembled as the
TRACLOC parameter of the DSN6SYSP
macro.

TRACSTR CHAR(32) TRACESTART Derived from
QWP1TRST

Identifies the global trace classes that are
automatically started during initialization.
The destination for these traces will be
SMF. This parameter is defined on the
"TRACING" panel and is assembled
as the TRACSTR parameter of the
DSN6SYSP macro.

TRACTBL SMALLINT TRACTBL QWP1TRSZ Shows the size, in bytes, of the trace
table in which the global trace records
Db2 events. Most trace records require
32-byte entries; events with more
than three data items require 64-byte
entries. This parameter is defined on
the "TRACING" panel and is assembled
as the TRACTBL parameter of the
DSN6SYSP macro.

TRKRSITE CHAR(3) TRACKER-SITE QWP4SIT:QWP4
TRKR

Indicates whether this Db2 is a tracker
site. The tracker site value is defined on
the "OPERATOR FUNCTIONS" panel
and is assembled as the TRKRSITE
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
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TS_COMPRESSION_TYP
E

CHAR(12) TS-COMPRESSION-TY
PE

Derived from
QWP4TSCT

Specifies which compression algorithm to
use when: Db2 creates new compressed
table spaces, loads into compressed
table spaces, and reorganizes
existing compressed table spaces.
Possible values are: FIXED_LENGTH
—Db2 uses existing compression
algorithm to perform compression
and decompression of data stored in
the table (default setting). HUFFMAN
—Db2 uses Huffman compression
provided by IBM z14 or later hardware
for compression and decompression
of data stored in the table. Huffman
compression only applies to universal
table spaces. Other table space types
use fixed-length compression regardless
of TS_COMPRESSION_TYPE setting.
UNKNOWN—Unknown setting. This
field is new with Db2 12. Function level
504 or higher must be activated. ZPARM
Name: TS_COMPRESSION_TYPE in
DSN6SPRM

TSQTY INTEGER TABLESPACE-DEFAUL
T-SPACE

QWP1TSQT Default PRIQTY and SEQCTY values in
KB for table spaces.

TSTAMP CHAR(3) ARCH-TIMESTAMP Derived from
QWP3FLG1

Indicates whether to timestamp the
archive. The timestamp parameter is
not directly definable on any installation
panel, but is assembled as the TSTAMP
parameter of the DSN6ARVP macro.

TWOACTV CHAR(6) LOGPARM Derived from
QWP1OPT1

Indicates whether single or dual active
logging is enabled. This parameter is
defined on the "SYSTEM RESOURCE
DATA SET NAMES" panel and is
assembled as the TWOACTV parameter
of the DSN6LOGP macro.

TWOARCH CHAR(6) ARCHPARM Derived from
QWP2OPT2

Indicates whether single or dual archiving
is enabled. This parameter is defined
on the "SYSTEM RESOURCE DATA
SET NAMES" panel and is assembled
as the TWOARCH parameter of the
DSN6LOGP macro.

TWOBSDS CHAR(6) BSDSPARM Derived from
QWP2OPT1

Indicates whether single or dual BSDS
is used. This parameter is not directly
definable on any installation panel, but is
assembled as the TWOBSDS parameter
of the DSN6LOGP macro.

UGCSSID BINARY(2) UNICODE-GBCS-CCSI
D

QWPBUGID UNICODE GBCS CCSID.
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UIFCIDS CHAR(3) UIFCIDS Derived from
QWP1_UNICODE

Indicates whether IFC trace data should
contain Unicode data. Yes indicates the
records will contain Unicode fields, where
appropriate. In this case SYSVIEW for
Db2 will translate the fields to EBCDIC.
No indicates that Db2 will translate
all fields to EBCDIC when necessary.
Only a subset of the character fields
(identified in the IFCID record definition
by a percent sign followed by a "U" in
the comment area to the right of the field
declaration in the DSNDQWxx copy files)
are encoded in Unicode. The remaining
fields maintain the same encoding of
previous releases. This parameter is
defined on the "Tracing Parameters"
panel and is assembled as the UFICIDS
parameter of the DSN6SYSP macro.

UMCSSID BINARY(2) UNICODE-MBCS-CCS
ID

QWPBUMID UNICODE MBCS CCSID.

UNION_COLNAME_7 CHAR(3) UNION-COLNAME-7 Derived from
QWP4UNM7

This is a Db2 serviceability field to enable
V7 UNION result column name behavior.
ZPARM name: UNION_COLNAME_7 in
DSN6SPRM.

UNIT CHAR(8) UNIT QWP3UNIT The device type or unit name for storing
archive log data sets. This parameter is
defined on the "ARCHIVE LOG DATA
SET PARAMETERS" panel and is
assembled as the UNIT parameter of the
DSN6ARVP macro.

UNIT2 CHAR(8) DEVTYPE QWP3UNT2 The current archive log device type or
unit name to use with the second archive
copy data set. The device type 2 or unit
2 name is specified on the "Archive
Log Data Set Parameters" installation
panel, and is assembled as the UNIT2
parameter of the DSN6ARVP macro.

URCHKTH SMALLINT UR-CHKPNT-THSHD QWP1URCK The number of complete checkpoint
cycles before Db2 issues a warning
message to the console for a UR. The
UR checkpoint frequency option is
specified on the "Tracing" installation
panel, and is assembled as the
URCHKTH parameter of the DSN6SYSP
macro.
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URLGWTH INTEGER UR-LOG-WRTN-THRSH QWP1LWCK The current "UR log write threshold"
value. This value indicates the number
of log records written by an uncommitted
unit of recovery (UR) before Db2 will
issue a warning message to the console.
The purpose of this option is to provide
notification of a long-running UR that
may result in a lengthy Db2 restart or
a lengthy recovery situation for critical
tables. The value is specified in 1000
(1000 log records) increments. A value
of 0 indicates that no write check is to
be done. The "UR log write threshold"
is specified on the "Active Log Data Set
Parameters" installation panel, and is
assembled as the URLGWTH parameter
of the DSN6SYSP macro.

USCSSID BINARY(2) UNICODE-SBCS-CCSI
D

QWPBUSID UNICODE SBCS CCSID.

UTIL_DBBSG CHAR(8) STORGRP-DB-COPYP
OOL

QWP4UDBSG The name of a backup SMS storage
group to be used by the Db2 BACKUP
SYSTEM utility for the DB copy pool.
Possible values are: Blank—BACKUP
SYSTEM will have HSM use the COPY
POOL BACKUP storage group which
is associated with each storage group
specified for the copy pool (this is
the default). A valid SMS storage
group name—Permitted only when
ALTERNATE_CP is not blank. The
storage group must have been defined
with the COPY POOL BACKUP attribute.
This field is new with Db2 12. ZPARM
Name: UTIL_DBBSG in DSN6SPRM

UTIL_LGBSG CHAR(8) STORGRP-LOG-COPY
POOL

QWP4ULBSG The name of a backup SMS storage
group to be used by the Db2 BACKUP
SYSTEM utility for the LOG copy
pool. Possible values are: Blank—
BACKUP SYSTEM will have HSM use
the COPY POOL BACKUP storage
group which is associated with each
storage group specified for the copy
pool (this is the default). A valid SMS
storage group name—Permitted only
when ALTERNATE_CP is not blank. The
storage group must have been defined
with the COPY POOL BACKUP attribute.
This field is new with Db2 12. ZPARM
Name: UTIL_LGBSG in DSN6SPRM
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UTIL_TEMP_STORCLAS CHAR(8) UTIL-TEMP-STORCLAS QWP4CHEC The name of the SMS storage class that
Db2 uses for defining temporary shadow
data sets. A blank value indicates that
the temporary shadow data sets are
defined in the same storage class as
the production page set. This field
corresponds to field "util temp storclas"
on installation panel DSNTIP6. ZPARM
name: UTIL_TEMP_STORCLAS in
DSN6SPRM.

UTILITY_OBJECT_CONV
ERSION

CHAR(8) UTILITY-OBJECT-CON
V

Derived from
QWP4MISA

Specifies whether Db2 utilities accepting
RBALRSN_CONVERSION option
will convert existing table spaces and
indexes to 6-byte page format, to a
10-byte page format, or perform no
conversion. Possible values: BASIC,
EXTENDED, NOBASIC, NONE. This
parameter is defined on the "SQL object
defaults" panel and is assembled as
the UTILITY_OBJECT_CONVERSION
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.

UTILS_BLOCK_FOR_CD
C

CHAR(3) UTILS-BLOCK-FOR-CD
C

Derived from
QWP4UBCDC

Specifies whether Db2 utilities can
update tables that are enabled for
replication (with the DATA CAPTURE
CHANGES attribute) or table spaces
that contain such tables. Possible
values are: YES—Db2 disallows the
following Db2 utilities to update tables
or table spaces enabled for replication:
CHECK DATA with DELETE YES LOG
NO; LOAD with SHRLEVEL NONE
or REFERENCE; RECOVER with
TOLOGPOINT, TORBA, TOCOPY,
TOLASTCOPY, or TOLASTFULLCOPY;
REORG TABLESPACE with DISCARD;
REPAIR with LOCATE DELETE. NO—
Db2 allows all utilities to update tables
or table spaces enabled for replication.
This field is new with Db2 12. ZPARM
Name: UTILS_BLOCK_FOR_CDC in
DSN6SPRM

UTILS_DUMP_CLASS_N
AME

CHAR(8) UTIL-RSTSYS-DMP-CL QWP4RSDC Name of the DFSMSHSM dump class
used by the restore system utility to
restore from a system-level backup that
has been dumped to tape. This field
corresponds to field "dump class name"
on installation panel DSNTIP6. ZPARM
name: UTILS_DUMP_CLASS_NAME in
DSN6SPRM.
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UTILS_HSM_MSGDS_HL
Q

CHAR(8) UTILS-HSM-MSGDS-H
LQ

QWP4UHMDH Specifies the high level qualifier for
data sets that will be allocated by
the Db2 BACKUP SYSTEM and
RESTORE SYSTEM utilities for receiving
messages from IBM Hierarchical Storage
Management (HSM) and IBM Data
Facility Data Set Services (DFDSS).
These messages will be included for
debugging purposes in Db2 utility
SYSPRINT DD output. Blank parameter
means that the utilities do not receive
these messages from HSM and DFDSS
and do not include them in diagnostics.
If non-blank, the high-level qualifier
must also be registered in HSM by a
SETSYS command. Data sets that use
the high level qualifier will be defined and
populated by HSM and DFDSS during
BACKUP SYSTEM and RECOVER
SYSTEM processing, then allocated
by Db2 and the content written to the
SYSPRINT DD of utility. Db2 will then
delete the data set. These data sets
do not include messages from DUMP
processing because control is returned
to Db2 before dump processing is
complete. The prefix must be blank
or a valid data set qualifier (1 to 8
characters). The default setting is blank.
This field is new with Db2 12. ZPARM
Name: UTILS_HSM_MSGDS_HLQ in
DSN6SPRM

UTIMOUT SMALLINT UTILITY-TIMEOUT QWP4UTO The number of timeout intervals that
a utility will wait for a held resource.
This allows utilities to wait longer than
normal SQL. This parameter is defined
on the "IRLM PANEL 2" panel and is
assembled as the UTIMOUT parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro.
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VOLTDEVT CHAR(8) TEMP-DS-DEVICE-TYP
E

QWP4VDTY Specifies the device type or unit name
for allocating temporary data sets. It is
the direct access or disk unit name that
is used for the precompiler, compiler,
assembler, sort, linkage editor, and
utility work files in the tailored jobs and
CLISTs. Db2 utilities that dynamically
allocate temporary data sets also use
this parameter. This field corresponds
to field "temporary unit name" on the
install panel. This parameter is defined
on the "Data Parameters" panel, and is
assembled as the VOLTDEVT parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro. ZPARM
Name: VOLTDEVT in DSN6SPRM

WFDBSEP CHAR(3) WFDBSEP Derived from
QWP4WFDBSEP

Specifies whether Db2 should provide an
unconditional separation of tablespace
work file database based on their
allocation attributes. Possible values
are: YES—Db2 always directs declared
global temporary table (DGTT) work
only to Db2-managed (STOGROUP)
work file table spaces defined with a
non-zero SECQTY and workfile work
only to other work file table spaces
(Db2-managed table spaces defined
with a zero SECQTY or user-managed
table spaces). If no table space with the
preferred allocation type is available,
Db2 issues an error (message DSNT501I
and/or SQLCODE -904). NO—Db2
attempts to direct (DGTT) work to
Db2-managed (STOGROUP) work file
table spaces defined with a non-zero
SECQTY and workfile work to any other
work file table space. If no table space
with the preferred allocation type is
available, Db2 selects a table space
with a non-preferred allocation type.
This parameter is defined on the "Work
file database panel" DSNTIP9. ZPARM
name: WFDBSEP in DSN6SPRM.

WFSTGUSE_AGENT_TH
RESHOLD

SMALLINT WFSTGUSE-AGENT-T
HLD

QWP4WFSAT Specifies the percentage of available
space in the work file database on a
Db2 subsystem or data sharing member
that can be consumed by a single agent
before a warning message is issued. This
parameter is defined on the "Work file
database" panel and is assembled as
the WFSTGUSE_AGENT_THRESHOLD
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.
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WFSTGUSE_SYSTEM_T
HRESHOLD

SMALLINT WFSTGUSE-SYSTEM-
THLD

QWP4WFSAT Specifies the percentage of available
space in the work file database on a
Db2 subsystem or data sharing member
that can be consumed by all agents
before a warning message is issued. This
parameter is defined on the "Work file
database" panel and is assembled as the
WFSTGUSE_SYSTEM_THRESHOLD
parameter of the DSN6SPRM macro.

WLMENV CHAR(32) DEFAULT-WLM-ENVIR
ON

QWP1WLME Specifies the current WLM environment
name. The value in this field specifies the
name of the WLM_ENVIRONMENT to
use for a user-defined function or stored
procedure when a value is not given
for the WLM_ENVIRONMENT option
on statements CREATE FUNCTION
or CREATE PROCEDURE. The WLM
environment name is specified on the
"Routine Parameters" installation panel,
and is assembled as the WLMENV
parameter of the DSN6SYSP macro.

XLKUPDLT CHAR(3) XLOCK-SEARCH-UPD
TE

QWP4SIT:QWP4
XLUD

Specifies the locking method used when
performing a searched update or delete.
The default is NO, meaning an S or U
lock when scanning for qualifying rows.
YES means use an X lock. The searched
update/delete lock is not defined on
any installation panel, but is assembled
as the XLKUPDLT parameter of the
DSN6SPRM macro.

XML_RESTRICT_EMPTY
_TAG

CHAR(3) XML-RESTRICT-EMPT
Y-TAG

Derived from
QWP4XMLO

Specifies whether an empty XML
element is always serialized using
a start-element tag followed by an
end-element tag. Possible values
are: YES—Db2 serializes an empty
XML element as a start-element tag
followed by an end element tag in all
cases. NO—Db2 serializes an empty
XML element either as an empty-
element or as a start-element followed
by an end-element. ZPARM name:
XML_RESTRICT_EMPTY_TAG in
DSN6SPRM.

XMLTABJPD CHAR(3) XMLTABJPD Derived from
QWP4XTJP

Specifies whether to activate a
performance enhancement (Join
predicate PushDown) to the XMLTABLE
function. Valid settings are NO and
YES. This field is no longer valid since
Db2 10. ZPARM name: XMLTABJPD in
DSN6SPRM.
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ZHYPERLINK CHAR(8) ZHYPERLINK Derived from
QWP4ZHYPL

Specifies how Db2 will use z/OS
zHyperLinks, which are used for
synchronous input/output connections
to Media Manager. In Db2 data sharing,
it is recommended to use the same
setting for all group members. Possible
values are: DISABLE—Db2 does not
use zHyperLink for for any I/O (default
setting). ENABLE—Db2 requests
zHyperLink protocol for all of eligible I/O
requests to Media Manager. DATABASE
—Db2 requests zHyperLink protocol only
for database synchronous read I/Os.
ACTIVELOG—Db2 requests zHyperLink
protocol only for active log write I/Os.
UNKNOWN—Unknown setting. This
field is new with Db2 12. ZPARM Name:
ZHYPERLINK in DSN6SPRM

ZOSMETRICS CHAR(3) ZOSMETRICS Derived from
QWP4METE

Specifies z/OS metrics in the IFCID 1
statistics trace record. ZPARM name:
ZOSMETRICS in DSN6SPRM.

ZPARM_ASSEMBLY_DA
TE

CHAR(8) QWP4DATE N/A Specifies the date of the DSNZPARM
member assembly (MM/DD/YY). IQL
Name: ASSEMBLY-DATE

ZPARM_LAST_UPDATE TIMESTAMP QWP4OZTM QWP4OZTM The time of the last update of parameters
online through the -SET SYSPARM
command. A value of "1900-01-01 00:00"
indicates that no dynamic updates have
been done.

ZPARM_LAST_UPDATE_
AUTHID

VARCHAR(128) QWP4OZUS-LONG QWP4OZUS_D Specifies the authorization ID of the
last user to update the parameters
online through the -SET SYSPARM
command. This is a variable length field
that contains the complete name.

ZPARM_LAST_UPDATE_
CORRID

CHAR(12) QWP4OZCI QWP4OZCI Specifies the correlation ID of the last
user to update the parameters online
through the -SET SYSPARM command.

ZPARM_TYPE CHAR(7) ZPARM-TYPE Derived from
QWP4OZTP

Specifies the type of Db2 zParm changed
by the last SET SYSPARM command.
Possible values are: NONE—No
command used. LOAD—SET SYSPARM
LOAD command used. RELOAD—SET
SYSPARM RELOAD command used.
STARTUP—SET SYSPARM STARTUP
command used.
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Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

ALCUNIT CHAR(4)

ARCH_CATALOG CHAR(3)

CACHE_DEP_TRACK_STOR_LIM INTEGER

CACHEDYN_FREELOCAL SMALLINT

CHECK_SETCHKP CHAR(3)

CONTSTOR CHAR(3)

DB2SORT CHAR(7)

DISABLE_ITTO_EXCPTN CHAR(3)

EDMPOOL INTEGER

INDEX_IO_PARALLELISM CHAR(3)

LEMAX SMALLINT

LOBVALA INTEGER

LOBVALS INTEGER

MINSTOR CHAR(3)

MOVE_TO_ARCHIVE_DEFAULT CHAR(1)

NEWFUN CHAR(3)

OPTIOWGT CHAR(7)

RRF CHAR(7)

SQWIDSC CHAR(3)

UTSORTAL CHAR(3)

XMLVALA INTEGER

XMLVALS INTEGER

Storage Utilization
The following table lists subsystem archive tables that contain the Db2 subsystem storage use information.

Each archive table is listed with its source IFCID records, index, IQL member name, and LOAD utility statement member
name.

NOTE
IFCID 1047 is a SYSVIEW for Db2-specific and only available when captured in the online history system file.

Archive Table IFCIDs Index IQL Member Load Utility Member
SUBSYS_STORAGE_DETAIL 225 INSEDI ARCIED ARCLED
SUBSYS_STORAGE_AS_DETAIL 225, 1047 INSEDAI ARCIEDA ARCLEDA
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SUBSYS_STORAGE_DETAIL Table

The SUBSYS_STORAGE_DETAIL archive table holds the base Db2 subsystem storage use information for every
statistics interval.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_STORAGE_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field
name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A Indicates the Db2 version and release in vv.r
format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
Useful in grouping or summarizing data by
week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (0225) STMG-POOL-SUMRY IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_STORAGE_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0225)
STMG-POOL-SUMRY IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACT_DISCONN_DBATS INTEGER ACT-DISCONN-DBATS QW0225DB Specifies the number of active and
disconnected DBATs.

ACT_PARA_CHLD_THDS INTEGER ACT-PARA-CHLD-THD
S

QW0225PT Specifies the number of active parallel
child threads.

ACTIVE_THREADS INTEGER ACTIVE-THREADS QW0225AT Number of active allied threads.

ADDR_SPC_NAME INTEGER ADDR-SPC-NAME QW0225AN Specifies the address space name
(DBM1 or DIST) of the storage owner.

AGT_LCL_64BIT_VSHR BIGINT AGT-LCL-64BIT-VSHR QW0225ALG Specifies the total agent local storage
(64-bit shared variable pools).
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AGT_LOCAL_POOL_STG INTEGER AGT-LOCAL-POOL-ST
G

QW0225AL Specifies the total agent local storage
(31-bit DBM1 private variable pools).

AGT_SYS_64BIT_VSHR BIGINT AGT-SYS-64BIT-VSHR QW0225ASG Specifies the total system agent storage
(64-bit shared variable pools).

AGT_SYSTEM_STG INTEGER AGT-SYSTEM-STG QW0225AS Total thread system storage usage.

ARRAY_VAR_STG BIGINT ARRAY-VAR-STG QW0225AR Array variables total storage.

AUXSLOTS_64BIT_COM
_DB2

BIGINT AUXSLOTS-64BIT-COM
-DB2

QW0225COMST
G_AUX

Specifies the number of 4K auxiliary
slots in use for 64-bit common storage.
This is recorded at the subsystem level.
This field only includes auxiliary slots
occupied by pages that are paged out.

AUXSLOTS_64BIT_SHR_
DB2

BIGINT AUXSLOTS-64BIT-SHR
-DB2

QW0225SHRST
G_AUX

Specifies the number of 4K auxiliary slots
in use for 64-bit shared storage. This
does not include shared stack storage.
This is recorded at the subsystem level.
This field only includes auxiliary slots
occupied by pages that are paged out.

AUXSLOTS_64BIT_SHR_
LPAR

BIGINT AUXSLOTS-64BIT-SHR
-LPAR

QW0225SHRAU
XSLOTS

Specifies the number of auxiliary slots
that are used for 64-bit shared storage
for this z/OS LPAR. Includes reserved
aux slots for pages that are paged in.

AUXSLT_64BIT_SHR_ST
K_DB2

BIGINT AUXSLT-64BIT-SHR-ST
K-DB2

QW0225SHRST
KSTG_AUX

Specifies the number of 4K auxiliary slots
in use for 64-bit shared stack storage.
This is recorded at the subsystem level.
This field only includes auxiliary slots
occupied by pages that are paged out.

BM_STGBLK_BELOWBA
R

BIGINT BM-STGBLK-BELOWB
AR

QW0225BB Total buffer manager storage blocks
below the 31-bit bar.

CACHEDSTMTS INTEGER CACHEDSTMTS QW0225LC Number of dynamic statements that are
allocated (active).

CACHEDSTMTS_HWM INTEGER CACHEDSTMTS-HWM QW0225HC Number of allocated (active) dynamic
statements when the highest value for
storage for allocated dynamic statements
(QW0225HS) was recorded.

CACHEDSTMTS_HWMTI
ME

TIMESTAMP CACHEDSTMTS-HWM
TIME

QW0225HT Time at which the highest value for
storage for allocated (active) dynamic
statements (QE0225HS) was recorded.

CACHEDSTMTS_THRDH
WM

INTEGER CACHEDSTMTS-THRD
HWM

QW0225HS Reserved.

CACHEDSTMTS_THRDS
TG

INTEGER CACHEDSTMTS-THRD
STG

QW0225LS Reserved.

CACHSTMT_64BIT_HWM BIGINT CACHSTMT-64BIT-HW
M

QW0225H2 Maximum allocated storage for thread
copies in "cached statements above"
pool.

CACHSTMT_64BIT_THD BIGINT CACHSTMT-64BIT-THD QW0225L2 Currently allocated storage for thread
copies in "cached SQL statements
above" pool.
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CASTOUT_ENGS INTEGER CASTOUT-ENGS QW0225CE Number of castout engines allocated.

COMPRESS_DICT_STG BIGINT COMPRESS-DICT-STG QW0225CD Total storage for compression dictionary.

DEFERRED_WRITE_EN
GS

INTEGER DEFERRED-WRITE-EN
GS

QW0225DW Number of deferred write engines
allocated.

DISCARDED_64BIT_COM
_DB2

BIGINT DISCARDED-64BIT-CO
M-DB2

QW0225ComStg
_dpage

Specifies the number of discarded pages
from high common storage that are
eligible for page steal. Collected only if
IFCID 503 is traced (IFCID503=ON).

DISCARDED_64BIT_SHR
_DB2

BIGINT DISCARDED-64BIT-SH
R-DB2

QW0225ShrStg_
dpage

Specifies the number of discarded pages
from shared storage that are eligible for
page steal. Collected only if IFCID 503 is
traced (IFCID503=ON).

DISCRD_64BIT_SHR_ST
K_DB2

BIGINT DISCRD-64BIT-SHR-ST
K-DB2

QW0225ShrStkS
tg_dpage

Specifies the number of discarded pages
from shared stack storage that are
eligible for page steal. Collected only if
IFCID 503 is traced (IFCID503=ON).

FRAMES_AUX_LMCTRL BIGINT FRAMES-AUX-LMCTRL QW0225_LMCT
RL_AUX

Specifies how many auxiliary 4-
KB frames the log manager control
structures use in 64-bit common storage.

FRAMES_AUX_LMWRITE BIGINT FRAMES-AUX-LMWRI
TE

QW0225_LMWR
ITE_AUX

Specifies how many auxiliary 4-KB
frames the log manager write buffers use
in 64-bit common storage.

FRAMES_REAL_LMCTRL BIGINT FRAMES-REAL-LMCT
RL

QW0225_LMCT
RL_REAL

Specifies how many real 4-KB frames the
log manager control structures use in 64-
bit common storage.

FRAMES_REAL_LMWRIT
E

BIGINT FRAMES-REAL-LMWR
ITE

QW0225_LMWR
ITE_REAL

Specifies how many real 4-KB frames the
log manager write buffers use in 64-bit
common storage.

GBP_WRITE_ENGS INTEGER GBP-WRITE-ENGS QW0225GW The number of GBP write engines
allocated.

HWM_TOT_REQ_DYN_S
QL

BIGINT HWM-TOT-REQ-DYN-S
QL

QW0225HS8 Highest value of total requested 64-bit
shareable storage that (active) dynamic
SQL statements use.

HWM_64BIT_GB_SHR_L
PAR

BIGINT HWM-64BIT-GB-SHR-L
PAR

QW0225SHRGB
YTES

Specifies the highest number of 64-bit
shared bytes that have been allocated so
far for this z/OS LPAR.

IRLM_COM_STG_64BIT BIGINT IRLM-COM-STG-64BIT QW0225I_ABCS
A

Specifies the total amount of 64-bit
common storage in use for all IRLM
pools.

IRLM_CUR_USE_ECSA BIGINT IRLM-CUR-USE-ECSA QW0225I_BBEC
SA

Specifies the total amount of ECSA in
use for all IRLM pools.

IRLM_HWM_COM_STG_
64BIT

BIGINT IRLM-HWM-COM-STG-
64BIT

QW0225I_ABCS
H

Specifies the highest amount of 64-bit
common storage allocated by all IRLM
pools.

IRLM_HWM_ECSA BIGINT IRLM-HWM-ECSA QW0225I_BBEC
SAH

Specifies the highest amount of ECSA
allocated by all IRLM pools.
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IRLM_HWM_PRIV_STG_
31BIT

BIGINT IRLM-HWM-PRIV-STG-
31BIT

QW0225I_BBPV
H

Specifies the highest amount of 31-bit
private storage allocated by all IRLM
pools.

IRLM_HWM_PRIV_STG_
64BIT

BIGINT IRLM-HWM-PRIV-STG-
64BIT

QW0225I_ABPV
H

Specifies the highest amount of 64-bit
private storage allocated by all IRLM
pools.

IRLM_MAX_VIR_31BIT_S
TG

BIGINT IRLM-MAX-VIR-31BIT-
STG

QW0225I_BPMA
X

Specifies the highest amount of 31-bit
virtual private storage for normal IRLM
execution. Only storage requests for
must-complete tasks can exceed this
value.

IRLM_MAX_VIR_64BIT_S
TG

BIGINT IRLM-MAX-VIR-64BIT-
STG

QW0225I_APMA
X

Specifies the highest amount of 64-bit
virtual private storage for normal IRLM
execution. Only storage requests for
must-complete tasks can exceed this
value.

IRLM_PRIV_STG_31BIT BIGINT IRLM-PRIV-STG-31BIT QW0225I_BBPV
T

Specifies the total amount of 31-bit
private storage in use for all IRLM pools.

IRLM_PRIV_STG_64BIT BIGINT IRLM-PRIV-STG-64BIT QW0225I_ABPV
T

Specifies the total amount of 64-bit
private storage in use for all IRLM pools.

MVS_EXTENDED_CSA INTEGER MVS-EXTENDED-CSA QW0225EC MVS extended CSA size.

NSYSAGT_USED64_SHR BIGINT NSYSAGT-USED64-SH
R

QW0225SUG Specifies the total 64-bit shared non-
system agent stack that is in use.

NSYSAGT_64BIT_SHR BIGINT NSYSAGT-64BIT-SHR QW0225GSG Specifies the total 64-bit shared non-
system agent stack.

PLOCK_EXIT_ENGS INTEGER PLOCK-EXIT-ENGS QW0225PL Number of P-lock/notify exit engines
allocated.

PREFETCH_ENGS INTEGER PREFETCH-ENGS QW0225PF The number of prefetch engines
allocated.

QW0225_ECSA_ALLOC INTEGER QW0225_ECSA_ALLO
C

QW0225_ECSA_
ALLOC

(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0225_ECSA_CONV INTEGER QW0225_ECSA_CONV QW0225_ECSA_
CONV

(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0225_ECSA_HWM INTEGER QW0225_ECSA_HWM QW0225_ECSA
_HWM

(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0225_ESQA_ALLOC INTEGER QW0225_ESQA_ALLO
C

QW0225_ESQA_
ALLOC

(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0225_ESQA_HWM INTEGER QW0225_ESQA_HWM QW0225_ESQA
_HWM

(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0225_ESQAS INTEGER QW0225_ESQAS QW0225_ESQA
S

(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0225_REALAVAIL INTEGER QW0225_REALAVAIL QW0225_REALA
VAIL

(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0225_REALAVAILLO INTEGER QW0225_REALAVAILL
O

QW0225_REALA
VAILLO

(S) IBM serviceability field.
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QW0225_REALAVAILOK INTEGER QW0225_REALAVAILO
K

QW0225_REALA
VAILOK

(S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0225_RS INTEGER QW0225_RS QW0225_RS (S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0225_WARN INTEGER QW0225_WARN QW0225_WARN (S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0225F1 BIGINT QW0225F1 QW0225F1 (S) IBM serviceability field.

QW0225F2 BIGINT QW0225F2 QW0225F2 (S) IBM serviceability field.

REAL_64BIT_COM_DB2 BIGINT REAL-64BIT-COM-DB2 QW0225COMST
G_REAL

Specifies the number of real 4K frames
in use for 64-bit common storage. This is
recorded at the subsystem level.

REAL_64BIT_SHR_DB2 BIGINT REAL-64BIT-SHR-DB2 QW0225SHRST
G_REAL

Specifies the number of real 4K frames in
use for 64-bit shared storage. This does
not include shared stack storage. This is
recorded at the subsystem level.

REAL_64BIT_SHR_LPAR BIGINT REAL-64BIT-SHR-LPAR QW0225SHRINR
EAL

Specifies the number of 64-bit shared
pages that are backed in real storage (4-
KB pages) for this z/OS LPAR.

REAL_64BIT_SHR_STK_
DB2

BIGINT REAL-64BIT-SHR-STK
-DB2

QW0225SHRST
KSTG_REAL

Specifies the number of real 4K frames in
use for 64-bit shared stack storage. This
is recorded at the subsystem level.

RID_POOL_STG BIGINT RID-POOL-STG QW0225RP Total storage for RID pool.

SHR_MEM_OBJS_LPAR INTEGER SHR-MEM-OBJS-LPAR QW0225SHRNM
OMB

Specifies the number of shared memory
objects that are allocated for this z/OS
LPAR.

SHR_PAGEIN_64BIT_LP
AR

BIGINT SHR-PAGEIN-64BIT-LP
AR

QW0225SHRPA
GEINS

Indicates the number of 64-bit shared
pages that are paged in from auxiliary
storage for this z/OS LPAR.

SHR_PAGEOUT_64BIT_L
PAR

BIGINT SHR-PAGEOUT-64BIT-
LPAR

QW0225SHRPA
GEOUTS

Specifies the number of 64-bit shared
pages that are paged out to auxiliary
storage for this z/OS LPAR.

SHR_64BIT_PGS_LPAR BIGINT SHR-64BIT-PGS-LPAR QW0225SHRPA
GES

Indicates the number of 64-bit shared
memory pages that are allocated for this
z/OS LPAR. This count includes hidden
pages.

STG_MGR_64BIT_COM BIGINT STG-MGR-64BIT-COM QW0225SMC Total 64-bit common storage for storage
manager control structures.

STG_MGR_64BIT_SHR BIGINT STG-MGR-64BIT-SHR QW0225SMS Specifies the total 64-bit shared storage
for storage manager control structures.

SYS_AGT_USED64_SHR BIGINT SYS-AGT-USED64-SH
R

QW0225SUG_S
YS

Specifies the total 64-bit shared system
agent stack in use.

SYS_AGT_64BIT_SHR BIGINT SYS-AGT-64BIT-SHR QW0225GSG_S
YS

Specifies the total 64-bit shared system
agent stack.

THRD_SQL_CACHE_STG INTEGER THRD-SQL-CACHE-ST
G

QW0225SC Reserved.
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TOT_AL_DMH_STG BIGINT TOT-AL-DMH-STG QW0225DMH Specifies the amount of storage that is
allocated for the hashing entries in the
dynamic statement cache.

TOT_AL_DYN_SQL_STG BIGINT TOT-AL-DYN-SQL-STG QW0225SC8 Represents the total allocated 64-bit
shareable storage that the dynamic SQL
statements use.

TOT_AL_STAT_SQL_STG BIGINT TOT-AL-STAT-SQL-ST
G

QW0225SX8 Total allocated 64-bit shareable storage
that static SQL statements use.

TOT_CACHSTMT_64BIT BIGINT TOT-CACHSTMT-64BIT QW0225S2 Total statement cache block storage
above the bar.

TOT_FIXD_31BIT_COM INTEGER TOT-FIXD-31BIT-COM QW0225FC Specifies the total 31-bit common fixed
pool storage.

TOT_FIXD_64BIT_COM BIGINT TOT-FIXD-64BIT-COM QW0225FCG Specifies the total 64-bit common fixed
pool storage.

TOT_FIXD_64BIT_SHR BIGINT TOT-FIXD-64BIT-SHR QW0225SF Total fixed virtual shared storage above
the bar.

TOT_GETM_31BIT_COM INTEGER TOT-GETM-31BIT-COM QW0225GC Specifies the total 31-bit common
GETMAINed storage.

TOT_GETM_64BIT_COM BIGINT TOT-GETM-64BIT-COM QW0225GCG Specifies the total 64-bit common
GETMAINed storage.

TOT_GETM_64BIT_SHR BIGINT TOT-GETM-64BIT-SHR QW0225SG Total getmained virtual 64-bit shared
storage.

TOT_REQ_DYN_SQL_ST
G

BIGINT TOT-REQ-DYN-SQL-S
TG

QW0225LS8 Total requested 64-bit shareable storage
that the dynamic SQL statements use.

TOT_VAR_31BIT_COM INTEGER TOT-VAR-31BIT-COM QW0225VC Specifies the total 31-bit common
variable pool storage.

TOT_VAR_64BIT_COM BIGINT TOT-VAR-64BIT-COM QW0225VCG Specifies the total 64-bit common
variable pool storage.

TOT_VAR_64BIT_SHR BIGINT TOT-VAR-64BIT-SHR QW0225SV Total variable virtual shared storage
above the bar.

TOT_XPROC_SQL_STG INTEGER TOT-XPROC-SQL-STG QW0225SX Reserved.

SUBSYS_STORAGE_AS_DETAIL Table

The SUBSYS_STORAGE_AS_DETAIL archive table holds the Db2 address space-related subsystem storage
use information. The information is broken down by the address space name for every statistics interval.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_STORAGE_AS_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.
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DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A Indicates the Db2 version and release in vv.r
format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
Useful in grouping or summarizing data by
week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (0225) STMG-POOL-SUMRY IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_STORAGE_AS_DETAIL table, with the corresponding
(0225) STMG-POOL-SUMRY IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ADDR_SPC_NAME CHAR(4) STMG-POOL-SUMRY.A
DDR-SPC-NAME

QW0225AN Specifies the address space name
(DBM1 or DIST) of the storage owner.

AUX_SLOTS_IN_USE BIGINT STMG-POOL-SUMRY.A
UX-SLOTS-IN-USE

QW0225AX Number of 4K auxiliary slots that are in
use for 31 and 64-bit private. Includes
reserved aux slots for pages that are
paged in.

AUXSLOTS_64BIT_XBP BIGINT STMG-POOL-SUMRY.A
UXSLOTS-64BIT-XBP

QW0225PRISTG
_AUX

Specifies the number of 4K auxiliary slots
in use for 64-bit private storage. This field
does not include buffer pool storage, but
only auxiliary slots occupied by pages
that are paged out.

AUXSLOTS_64BITS BIGINT STMG-POOL-SUMRY.A
UXSLOTS-64BITS

QW0225HVAUX
SLOTS

Specifies the number of 4KB auxiliary
slots currently in use for 64-bit private
storage. This field includes reserved aux
slots for pages that are paged in.

AVAIL_STG INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.A
VAIL-STG

QW0225AV The amount of available storage.

CONTR_STG_CUSH INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.C
ONTR-STG-CUSH

QW0225SO Storage cushion warning to storage
contraction.
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DISCARDED_PAGES BIGINT STMG-POOL-SUMRY.D
ISCARDED-PAGES

QW0225PriStg_
dpage

Specifies the number of discarded pages
from private storage that are eligible for
page steal. Collected only if IFCID 503 is
traced (IFCID503=ON).

FIXED_STG INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.F
IXED-STG

QW0225FX The total fixed storage.

HI_ADDR_24BIT_PVT INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.H
I-ADDR-24BIT-PVT

QW0225TP Specifies the current high address of the
24-bit private region.

HI_ADDR_31BIT_PVT INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.H
I-ADDR-31BIT-PVT

QW0225EP Specifies the current high address of the
31-bit private region.

HWM_AUXSLOTS_64BIT BIGINT STMG-POOL-SUMRY.H
WM-AUXSLOTS-64BIT

QW0225HVGAU
XSLOTS

Indicates the largest number of 4KB
auxiliary slots used so far for 64-bit
private storage (available in z/OS 1.11
or later). This field includes reserved aux
slots for pages that are paged in.

HWM_REAL_4K_64BIT BIGINT STMG-POOL-SUMRY.H
WM-REAL-4K-64BIT

QW0225HVGPA
GESINREAL

Indicates the largest number of real 4-
KB frames used so far for 64-bit private
storage (available in z/OS 1.11 or later).

MUST_COMPL_STG INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.
MUST-COMPL-STG

QW0225CR Storage reserved only for must complete
operations within Db2.

MVS_EXTENDED_RGN INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.
MVS-EXTENDED-RGN

QW0225RG MVS maximum extended region size.

MVS_STG_USE INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.
MVS-STG-USE

QW0225MV The amount of storage for MVS usage.

MVS_24BIT_HIGH_PVT INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.
MVS-24BIT-HIGH-PVT

QW0225HI MVS 24-bit high private storage.

MVS_24BIT_LOW_PVT INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.
MVS-24BIT-LOW-PVT

QW0225LO MVS 24-bit low private storage.

MVS_31BIT_HIGH_PVT INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.
MVS-31BIT-HIGH-PVT

QW0225EH MVS 31-bit extended high private
storage.

MVS_31BIT_LOW_PVT INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.
MVS-31BIT-LOW-PVT

QW0225EL MVS 31-bit extended low private storage.

PIPE_MANAGER_STG INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.P
IPE-MANAGER-STG

QW0225PM Total storage for pipe manager subpool.

REAL_FRAMES_IN_USE BIGINT STMG-POOL-SUMRY.R
EAL-FRAMES-IN-USE

QW0225RL Number of real frames that are in use.
Each frame is 4KB.

REAL_2G_FRAMES BIGINT STMG-POOL-SUMRY.R
EAL-2G-FRAMES

QW0225HVPAG
ESINREAL2G

Specifies the number of real 2G frames
available for 64-bit private storage. This
field is new with Db2 12.

REAL_4K_64BIT BIGINT STMG-POOL-SUMRY.R
EAL-4K-64BIT

QW0225HVPAG
ESINREAL

Specifies the number of real 4-KB frames
currently used for 64-bit private storage.

REAL_4K_64BIT_XBP BIGINT STMG-POOL-SUMRY.R
EAL-4K-64BIT-XBP

QW0225PRISTG
_REAL

Number of real 4K frames in use for 64-
bit private storage. This is a subset of
field QW0225HVPagesInReal and does
not include buffer pool storage.
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STG_MGR_64BIT_PVT BIGINT STMG-POOL-SUMRY.S
TG-MGR-64BIT-PVT

QW0225SM Specifies the total 64-bit private storage
for storage manager control structures.

TOT_FIXD_ABOVE_BAR BIGINT STMG-POOL-SUMRY.T
OT-FIXD-ABOVE-BAR

QW0225FA Total fixed storage above the 31-bit bar.

TOT_GETM_ABOVE_BAR BIGINT STMG-POOL-SUMRY.T
OT-GETM-ABOVE-BAR

QW0225GA Total getmained storage above the 31-bit
bar.

TOT_GETM_STACK_STG INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.T
OT-GETM-STACK-STG

QW0225GS Total getmained stack storage.

TOT_GETM_STG INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.T
OT-GETM-STG

QW0225GM Total allocated storage.

TOT_STACK_STG INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.T
OT-STACK-STG

QW0225SU Total stack storage in use.

TOT_STK_STG_SYSAGT INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.T
OT-STK-STG-SYSAGT

QW0225SS Specifies the total 31-bit stack in use for
system agents. This is a subset of field
QW0225SU.

TOT_VAR_ABOVE_BAR BIGINT STMG-POOL-SUMRY.T
OT-VAR-ABOVE-BAR

QW0225VA Total variable storage above the 31-bit
bar.

VARIABLE_STG INTEGER STMG-POOL-SUMRY.V
ARIABLE-STG

QW0225VR Total variable storage.

Columns with (1047) IDB2STAT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_STORAGE_AS_DETAIL table, with the corresponding
(1047) IDB2STAT IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

INT_HWM_WORKSET_S
IZE

DEC(15) IDB2STAT.HWM-WORK
SET-SIZE

N/A The high-water mark (HWM) of working
set size for the selected address space
during the collection interval. The working
set size is the amount of processor
storage allocated to an address space.

JOBNAME CHAR(8) IDB2STAT.JOBNAME N/A Db2 address space jobname.

SQL Statistics
This section provides information about the subsystem archive tables that contain the following data:

• Details for dynamic and static SQL statements.
• Details for dynamic and static SQL statements running on the Db2 accelerator.

Each archive table is listed with its source IFCID records, index, IQL member name, and LOAD utility statement member
name.

NOTE
IFCIDs 1041 and 1043 are SYSVIEW for Db2-specific and only available when captured in the online history
system file.

Archive Table IFCIDs Index IQL Member Load Utility Member
SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_DYNAMIC 1043 INSQDDI ARCIQDD ARCLQDD
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SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_DYNAMIC_ACCEL 1043 INSQDDAI ARCIQDDA ARCLQDDA
SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_STATIC 1041 INSQDSI ARCIQDS ARCLQDS
SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_STATIC_ACCEL 1041 INSQDSAI ARCIQDSA ARCLQDSA

SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_DYNAMIC Table

The SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_DYNAMIC archive table contains the details for dynamic SQL statement statistics for every
statistics interval.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_DYNAMIC table, with the corresponding
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DB2START TIMESTAMP DB2-START-TIME N/A The date and time when the Db2 subsystem
was started.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.
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Columns with (1043) DYNAMIC-CACHE-COLL IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_DYNAMIC table, with the corresponding
(1043) DYNAMIC-CACHE-COLL IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACCELERATOR_ELIGIB
LE

CHAR(1) ACCELERATOR-ELIGI
BLE

derived from
QW0316FL2

Specifies whether a statement is eligible
for executing on the accelerator: Yes—
Statement is eligible for executing on
the accelerator. No—Statement is not
eligible for executing on the accelerator
or the query is already routed to an
accelerator (accelerator modeling is not
performed for queries that are routed to
accelerator).

ACCUM_CPU DEC(15,6) ACCUM-CPU QW0316CT The accumulated CPU time.

ACCUM_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) ACCUM-ELAPSED QW0316AE The accumulated elapsed time used for
statement. IFCID 318 must be active in
order to collect this data.

ACCUM_WAIT_GLOBLCK DEC(15,6) ACCUM-WAIT-GLOBL
CK

QW0316W4 The accumulated wait time for global
locks. This wait time is collected only
when a class 3 accounting trace is
started.

ACCUM_WAIT_LOCK DEC(15,6) ACCUM-WAIT-LOCK QW0316W2 The accumulated wait time for lock
requests. This wait time is collected
only when a class 3 accounting trace is
started.

ACCUM_WAIT_OTHR_R
D

DEC(15,6) ACCUM-WAIT-OTHR-R
D

QW0316W5 The accumulated wait time for read
activity that is done by another thread.
This wait time is collected only when a
class 3 accounting trace is started.

ACCUM_WAIT_OTHR_W
T

DEC(15,6) ACCUM-WAIT-OTHR-W
T

QW0316W6 The accumulated wait time for write
activity that is done by another thread.
This wait time is collected only when a
class 3 accounting trace is started.

ACCUM_WAIT_SYNC_EX DEC(15,6) ACCUM-WAIT-SYNC-E
X

QW0316W3 The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch. This
wait time is collected only when a class 3
accounting trace is started.

ACCUM_WAIT_SYNC_IO DEC(15,6) ACCUM-WAIT-SYNC-IO QW0316W1 The accumulated wait time for
synchronous I/O. This wait time is
collected only when a class 3 accounting
trace is started.

AVG_GRP_ACTUAL_DEG DEC(15,6) AVG-GRP-ACTUAL-DE
G

QW0316AVGAC
T

The actual degree is obtained at
execution time after considering the
buffer pool negotiation and system
negotiation.

CURRPREC CHAR(1) CURRPREC QW0316XB The value of the current precision special
register at bind: Y—DEC31. N—DEC15.
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CURSOR_HOLD CHAR(1) CURSOR-HOLD QW0316XC Specifies (Y/N) whether the statement
cursor is a held cursor.

DYNRULES_BIND CHAR(1) DYNRULES-BIND QW0316X8 The DYNAMICRULES bind option: B—
BIND. R—RUN.

EXP_REASON CHAR(2) EXP-REASON QW0316EXR Indicates what caused the
query expansion: 'A '—Built-in
SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE
global variable. 'B '—The CURRENT
TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME
special register. 'S '—The CURRENT
TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special
register. 'SB'—The CURRENT
TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME and the
CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME
special register. ' '—The query does not
contain any expansion.

ISOBIND CHAR(2) ISOBIND QW0316X6 Specifies the value of the BIND option
isolation that is in effect for the initial
PREPARE. This value does not reflect
the value that is specified in WITH
clause: UR—UNCOMMITTED READ.
CS—CURSOR STABILITY. RS—READ
STABILITY. RR—REPEATABLE READ.

NORIDLIST_LIMITS DEC(15,0) NORIDLIST-LIMITS QW0316RT The number of times that a RID list
was not used because the number of
RIDs would have exceeded one or more
internal Db2 limits.

NORIDLIST_STOR DEC(15,0) NORIDLIST-STOR QW0316RS The number of times that a RID list was
not used because of insufficient storage
available.

NUMBER_EXECUTIONS DEC(15,0) NUMBER-EXECUTION
S

QW0316NE The number of statement executions for
a cursor statement, which is the number
of opens. IFCID 318 must be active in
order to collect this data.

NUMBER_GETPAGES DEC(15,0) NUMBER-GETPAGES QW0316NG The number of getpage operations
performed for statement. IFCID 318 must
be active in order to collect this data.

NUMBER_INDEX_SCANS DEC(15,0) NUMBER-INDEX-SCAN
S

QW0316NI The number of index scans performed for
statement. IFCID 318 must be active in
order to collect this data.

NUMBER_PARALLEL_G
RPS

DEC(15,0) NUMBER-PARALLEL-G
RPS

QW0316NL The number of parallel groups created for
statement. IFCID 318 must be active in
order to collect this data.

NUMBER_ROWS_EXAM DEC(15,0) NUMBER-ROWS-EXAM QW0316NR The number of rows examined for
statement. IFCID 318 must be active in
order to collect this data.
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NUMBER_ROWS_PROC DEC(15,0) NUMBER-ROWS-PROC QW0316NP The number of rows processed for a
statement. For example, the number
of rows returned for a SELECT, or the
number of rows affected by an INSERT,
UPDATE, or DELETE. IFCID 318 must
be active in order to collect this data.

NUMBER_SORTS DEC(15,0) NUMBER-SORTS QW0316NS The number of sorts performed for
statement. IFCID 318 must be active in
order to collect this data.

NUMBER_SYNC_READS DEC(15,0) NUMBER-SYNC-READ
S

QW0316NB The number of synchronous buffer reads
performed for statement. IFCID 318 must
be active in order to collect this data.

NUMBER_SYNC_WRITE
S

DEC(15,0) NUMBER-SYNC-WRIT
ES

QW0316NW The number of synchronous buffer write
operations performed for a statement.
IFCID 318 must be active in order to
collect this data.

NUMBER_TBLSP_SCANS DEC(15,0) NUMBER-TBLSP-SCA
NS

QW0316NT The number of tablespace scans
performed for statement. IFCID 318 must
be active in order to collect this data.

RID_INTERRUPT_LMT DEC(15,0) RID-INTERRUPT-LMT QW0316HJINCT The number of times that appending to a
RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted
because the number of RIDs exceeded
one or more internal limits.

RID_INTERRUPT_STG DEC(15,0) RID-INTERRUPT-STG QW0316HJINCS The number of times that appending to a
RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted
because no RID pool storage was
available to hold the list of RIDs.

RID_MULTI_IX_SKIP DEC(15,0) RID-MULTI-IX-SKIP QW0316RSMIAP The number of times that RID list
retrieval for multiple index access was
not done because Db2 could determine
the outcome of index ANDing or ORing.

RID_OVERFLOW_LIMIT DEC(15,0) RID-OVERFLOW-LIMIT QW0316WFRIDT The number of times that a RID list
overflowed to a work file because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.

RID_OVERFLOW_STOR DEC(15,0) RID-OVERFLOW-STOR QW0316WFRID
S

The number of times that a RID list
overflowed to a work file because no RID
pool storage was available to hold the list
of RIDs.

SCHEMA VARCHAR(128) SCHEMA-LONG QW0316SC_LO
NG

Current schema special register text.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

STABILIZATION_GROUP VARCHAR(128) STABILIZATION-GROU
P-LONG

QW0316_STBLG
RP_D

Specifies the stabilization group name.
This variable length field contains the
complete name. This field is new with
Db2 12.

STABILIZED_STMTID BIGINT STABILIZED-STMTID QW0316_SDQ_
STMTID

Specifies the stabilized statement ID.
This field is new with Db2 12.
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STMT_ID BIGINT UNIQUE-ID QW0316TK Unique statement identifier - a generated
number for uniquely identifying a
statement in the prepared statement
cache.

WAIT_DRAIN_CLAIMS DEC(15,6) WAIT-DRAIN-CLAIMS QW0316WA The accumulated wait time for drains
during waits for claims to be released.

WAIT_DRAIN_LOCK DEC(15,6) WAIT-DRAIN-LOCK QW0316W9 The accumulated wait time for drain
locks.

WAIT_GLOCK_CHILD_L DEC(15,6) WAIT-GLOCK-CHILD-L QW0316WC Specifies the accumulated wait time due
to global contention for child logical locks.
This field is new with Db2 12.

WAIT_GLOCK_OTHER_L DEC(15,6) WAIT-GLOCK-OTHER-
L

QW0316WD Specifies the accumulated wait time due
to global contention for logical locks in
various other categories. This field is new
with Db2 12.

WAIT_GLOCK_OTHER_P DEC(15,6) WAIT-GLOCK-OTHER-
P

QW0316WG Specifies the accumulated wait time due
to global contention for physical locks in
various other categories. This field is new
with Db2 12.

WAIT_GLOCK_PAGE_P DEC(15,6) WAIT-GLOCK-PAGE-P QW0316WF Specifies the accumulated wait time due
to global contention for page physical
locks. This field is new with Db2 12.

WAIT_GLOCK_PP_P DEC(15,6) WAIT-GLOCK-PP-P QW0316WE Specifies the accumulated wait time
due to global contention for page set or
partition physical locks. This field is new
with Db2 12.

WAIT_LATCH_REQ DEC(15,6) WAIT-LATCH-REQ QW0316W7 The accumulated wait time for latch
requests.

WAIT_LOG_WRITER DEC(15,6) WAIT-LOG-WRITER QW0316WB The accumulated wait time for log
writers.

WAIT_PAGE_LATCH DEC(15,6) WAIT-PAGE-LATCH QW0316W8 The accumulated wait time for page
latches.

WAIT_PARA_SYNC DEC(15,6) WAIT-PARA-SYNC QW0316_PQS_
WAIT

Specified accumulated time waiting for
parallel queries to synchronize between
parent and child tasks. This field is new
with Db2 12.

WAIT_PIPE DEC(15,6) WAIT-PIPE QW0316_PIPE_
WAIT

Specifies the accumulated wait time for
pipes. This field is new with Db2 12.

SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_DYNAMIC_ACCEL Table

The SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_DYNAMIC_ACCEL archive table contains the details of dynamic SQL statements that were
running on the Db2 accelerator for every statistics interval.
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Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_DYNAMIC_ACCEL table, with the
corresponding IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DB2START TIMESTAMP DB2-START-TIME N/A The date and time when the Db2 subsystem
was started.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (1043) DYNAMIC-CACHE-COLL IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_DYNAMIC_ACCEL table, with the
corresponding (1043) DYNAMIC-CACHE-COLL IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACCEL_BYTES_RETURN
ED

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-BYTES-RETUR
NED

QW0316ABYT The accumulated number of bytes that
the accelerator returned for the SELECT
statement. For completed queries, this
value is the total number of bytes that
the accelerator returned. For queries
in progress, this value is the number of
bytes that have been sent so far. For
DML statements, the number of bytes is
always 0.
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ACCEL_CPU_TIME DEC(15,6) ACCEL-CPU-TIME QW0316ACPU The accumulated CPU time on the
accelerator when processing the query
request for the statement. Accumulated
CPU time includes parallel processing.
Therefore, this value can exceed
the accumulated elapsed time. For
completed queries, this value is the
CPU time from the initial request to the
last row returned to Db2. For queries in
progress, this value is the time from the
initial request to the current point in time.

ACCEL_ELAPSED_TIME DEC(15,6) ACCEL-ELAPSED-TIME QW0316AELA The accumulated elapsed time on the
accelerator. For completed queries, this
value is the elapsed time from the initial
request to the last row returned to Db2.
For queries in progress, this value is the
elapsed time from the initial request to
the current point in time.

ACCEL_EXEC_TIME DEC(15,6) ACCEL-EXEC-TIME QW0316AEXE The accumulated execution time on
the accelerator. For completed queries,
this value is the time from the start of
the query until the execution finish. For
queries in progress, this value is the
time from the start of the query until the
current point in time or until the execution
is done and only processing of result
and transfer remains. This time does
not include any preprocessing on the
accelerator (for example, PREPARE).

ACCEL_EXECUTIONS DEC(15,0) ACCEL-EXECUTIONS QW0316AEXEC The number of executions on the
accelerator.

ACCEL_NAME VARCHAR(128) ACCEL-NAME-LONG QW0316ANM_D The name of the accelerator that
executes the SQL statement. This field
is of variable length and contains the
complete name.

ACCEL_QUEUE_WAIT_T
IME

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-QUEUE-WAIT-
TIME

QW0316AWAT The accumulated queue wait time. For
completed queries, this value is the time
that the query has spent in queues, while
waiting to be processed. For queries in
progress, the value is only available once
the query execution has finished and only
processing of the result remains. Until
then, the value is close to 0.
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ACCEL_ROWS_RETURN
ED

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-ROWS-RETUR
NED

QW0316AROW The accumulated number of rows that
the accelerator returned for the SELECT
statement. For completed queries, this
value is total number of rows returned
that the accelerator computed. For
queries in progress, this value is the
number of rows that have been sent so
far. For DML statements, the number of
rows is always 0.

ACCEL_TIMEOUTS_REP
L

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-TIMEOUTS-RE
PL

QW0316NWDP The accumulated number of times when
the query execution did not complete
because changes were not applied to a
referenced table before the HTAP delay
protocol time limit expired.

ACCEL_WAIT_TIME_DB2 DEC(15,6) ACCEL-WAIT-TIME-DB
2

QW0316ATWDB
2

The total time accelerator waits for Db2
to request the result of the query. For
completed queries, this is from the time
when the first row of the result set was
produced by the accelerator until the
last row was sent to Db2. For queries
in progress, this value is either 0 (if the
accelerator has not computed a result
row) or the time from computing the first
row to the current point in time. For DML
statements, the wait time is always 0.

ACCEL_WAIT_TIME_RE
PL

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-WAIT-TIME-RE
PL

QW0316TWDP The accumulated time that query spent
waiting for execution on an accelerator
because statements were waiting for
replication using HTAP delay protocol to
finish updating the referenced tables.

STMT_ID BIGINT ACCEL-UNIQUE-ID derived from
QW0316AID

Specifies a unique statement identifier.
This value is based on QW0316TK and
used for correlation with data section 1.

SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_STATIC Table

The SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_STATIC archive table contains the details for static SQL statement statistics for every
statistics interval.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_STATIC table, with the corresponding IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.
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DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (1041) EDM-STAT-STMT-COLL IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_STATIC table, with the corresponding
(1041) EDM-STAT-STMT-COLL IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACCELERATOR_ELIGIB
LE

CHAR(1) ACCELERATOR-ELIGI
BLE

Derived from
QW0401FL

Specifies whether a statement is eligible
for executing on the accelerator: Yes—
Statement is eligible for executing on
the accelerator. No—Statement is not
eligible for executing on the accelerator
or the query is already routed to an
accelerator (accelerator modeling is not
performed for queries that are routed to
accelerator).

ACCUM_CPU DEC(15,6) ACCUM-CPU QW0401CP The accumulated in-Db2 CPU time. This
time includes CPU time that is consumed
on an IBM specialty engine.

ACCUM_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) ACCUM-ELAPSED QW0401ET The accumulated in-Db2 elapsed time
processing the SQL.

ACCUM_WAIT_GLOBLCK DEC(15,6) ACCUM-WAIT-GLOBL
CK

QW0401GL The accumulated wait time for global
locks.

ACCUM_WAIT_LOCK DEC(15,6) ACCUM-WAIT-LOCK QW0401LK The accumulated wait time for locks.

ACCUM_WAIT_OTHR_R
D

DEC(15,6) ACCUM-WAIT-OTHR-R
D

QW0401OR The accumulated wait time for read
activity that was done by another thread.

ACCUM_WAIT_OTHR_W
T

DEC(15,6) ACCUM-WAIT-OTHR-W
T

QW0401OW The accumulated wait time for write
activity that was done by another thread.

ACCUM_WAIT_SYNC_EX DEC(15,6) ACCUM-WAIT-SYNC-E
X

QW0401EU The accumulated wait time for
synchronous execution unit switches.

ACCUM_WAIT_SYNC_IO DEC(15,6) ACCUM-WAIT-SYNC-IO QW0401SI The accumulated wait time for
synchronous I/O.
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AVG_GRP_ACTUAL_DEG DEC(15,6) AVG-GRP-ACTUAL-DE
G

QW0401AVGAC
T

The actual degree is obtained at the
execution time after considering the
buffer pool negotiation and system
negotiation.

COLLECTION_ID VARCHAR(128) COLLECTION-ID-LONG QW0401CL_LO
NG

Specifies the collection ID. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

CONSIST_TOKEN BIGINT CONSIST-TOKEN QW0401CT Specifies the consistency token of the
package.

CONSIST_TOKEN_HEX CHAR(16) CONSIST-TOKEN QW0401CT Specifies the consistency token of the
package.

EXP_REASON CHAR(2) EXP-REASON QW0401EXR Indicates what caused the
query expansion: 'A ' - Built-in
SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE
global variable. 'B ' - The CURRENT
TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME
special register. 'S ' - The CURRENT
TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special
register. 'SB' - The CURRENT
TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME and the
CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME
special register. ' ' - The query does not
contain any expansion.

NORIDLIST_LIMITS DEC(15,0) NORIDLIST-LIMITS QW0401RL The number of times that a RID list was
not used because the number of RIDs
exceeded the Db2 limits, and the number
of RID blocks exceeded the value of the
subsystem parameter MAXTEMPS_RID.

NORIDLIST_STOR DEC(15,0) NORIDLIST-STOR QW0401RS The number of times that a RID list was
not used because of insufficient storage
to hold a RID list, or work file storage or
resources were not available.

NUMBER_EXECUTIONS DEC(15,0) NUMBER-EXECUTION
S

QW0401EX The number of times the SQL statement
has been executed.

NUMBER_GETPAGES DEC(15,0) NUMBER-GETPAGES QW0401GP The number of getpages.

NUMBER_INDEX_SCANS DEC(15,0) NUMBER-INDEX-SCAN
S

QW0401IX The number of index scans.

NUMBER_PARALLEL_G
RPS

DEC(15,0) NUMBER-PARALLEL-G
RPS

QW0401PG The number of parallel groups created.

NUMBER_ROWS_EXAM DEC(15,0) NUMBER-ROWS-EXAM QW0401ER The number of rows examined.

NUMBER_ROWS_PROC DEC(15,0) NUMBER-ROWS-PROC QW0401PR The number of rows processed.

NUMBER_SORTS DEC(15,0) NUMBER-SORTS QW0401ST The number of sorts performed.

NUMBER_SYNC_READS DEC(15,0) NUMBER-SYNC-READ
S

QW0401SR The number of synchronous buffer reads.

NUMBER_SYNC_WRITE
S

DEC(15,0) NUMBER-SYNC-WRIT
ES

QW0401WT The number of buffer writes.
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NUMBER_TBLSP_SCANS DEC(15,0) NUMBER-TBLSP-SCA
NS

QW0401TB The number of table space scans.

PROGRAM VARCHAR(128) PACKAGE-ID-LONG QW0401PK_LO
NG

Specifies the package name. This
variable length field contains the
complete name.

RID_INTERRUPT_LMT DEC(15,0) RID-INTERRUPT-LMT QW0401HJINCT The number of times that appending to a
RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted.
Interruption occurred because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.

RID_INTERRUPT_STG DEC(15,0) RID-INTERRUPT-STG QW0401HJINCS The number of times that appending to a
RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted.
Interruption occurred because no RID
pool storage was available to hold the list
of RIDs.

RID_MULTI_IX_SKIP DEC(15,0) RID-MULTI-IX-SKIP QW0401RSMIAP The number of times that RID list
retrieval for multiple index access was
not done because Db2 could determine
the outcome of index ANDing or ORing.

RID_OVERFLOW_LIMIT DEC(15,0) RID-OVERFLOW-LIMIT QW0401WFRIDT The number of times that a RID list
overflowed to a work file. Overflow
occurred because the number of RIDs
exceeded one or more internal limits.

RID_OVERFLOW_STOR DEC(15,0) RID-OVERFLOW-STOR QW0401WFRID
S

The number of times that a RID list
overflowed to a work file. Overflow
occurred because no RID pool storage
was available to hold the list of RIDs.

STMT_ID BIGINT STMT-ID QW0401ID Specifies the statement ID of the
associated SQL statement. This ID is
used to retrieve an SQL statement from
cache (dynamic SQL) or from the Db2
catalog (static SQL).

WAIT_DRAIN_CLAIMS DEC(15,6) WAIT-DRAIN-CLAIMS QW0401CM The accumulated wait time for drain locks
that are waiting for claims to be released.

WAIT_DRAIN_LOCK DEC(15,6) WAIT-DRAIN-LOCK QW0401DL The accumulated wait time for drain
locks.

WAIT_GLOCK_CHILD_L DEC(15,6) WAIT-GLOCK-CHILD-L QW0401WC Specifies the accumulated wait time due
to global contention for child logical locks.
This field is new with Db2 12.

WAIT_GLOCK_OTHER_L DEC(15,6) WAIT-GLOCK-OTHER-
L

QW0401WD Specifies the accumulated wait time due
to global contention for logical locks in
various other categories. This field is new
with Db2 12.

WAIT_GLOCK_OTHER_P DEC(15,6) WAIT-GLOCK-OTHER-
P

QW0401WG Specifies the accumulated wait time due
to global contention for physical locks in
various other categories. This field is new
with Db2 12.
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WAIT_GLOCK_PAGE_P DEC(15,6) WAIT-GLOCK-PAGE-P QW0401WF Specifies the accumulated wait time due
to global contention for page physical
locks. This field is new with Db2 12.

WAIT_GLOCK_PP_P DEC(15,6) WAIT-GLOCK-PP-P QW0401WE Specifies the accumulated wait time
due to global contention for page set or
partition physical locks. This field is new
with Db2 12.

WAIT_LATCH_REQ DEC(15,6) WAIT-LATCH-REQ QW0401LH The accumulated wait time for latch
requests.

WAIT_LOG_WRITER DEC(15,6) WAIT-LOG-WRITER QW0401LW The accumulated wait for log writers.

WAIT_PAGE_LATCH DEC(15,6) WAIT-PAGE-LATCH QW0401PL The accumulated wait time for page
latches.

WAIT_PARA_SYNC DEC(15,6) WAIT-PARA-SYNC QW0401WPQS Specifies accumulated time waiting for
parallel queries to synchronize between
parent and child tasks. This field is new
with Db2 12.

WAIT_PIPE DEC(15,6) WAIT-PIPE QW0401WH Specifies the accumulated wait time for
pipes. This field is new with Db2 12.

SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_STATIC_ACCEL Table

The SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_STATIC_ACCEL archive table contains the details of static SQL statements that were
running on the Db2 accelerator for every statistics interval.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_STATIC_ACCEL table, with the
corresponding IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.
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YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (1041) EDM-STAT-STMT-COLL IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_SQL_DETAIL_STATIC_ACCEL table, with the
corresponding (1041) EDM-STAT-STMT-COLL IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACCEL_BYTES_RETURN
ED

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-BYTES-RETUR
NED

QW0401ABYT The accumulated number of bytes that
the accelerator returned for the SELECT
statement. For completed queries, this
value is the total number of bytes that
the accelerator returned. For queries
in progress, this value is the number of
bytes that have been sent so far. For
DML statements, the number of bytes is
always 0.

ACCEL_CPU_TIME DEC(15,6) ACCEL-CPU-TIME QW0401ACPU The accumulated CPU time on the
accelerator when processing the query
request for the statement. Accumulated
CPU time includes parallel processing.
Therefore, this value can exceed
the accumulated elapsed time. For
completed queries, this value is the
CPU time from the initial request to the
last row returned to Db2. For queries in
progress, this vale is the time from the
initial request to the current point in time.

ACCEL_ELAPSED_TIME DEC(15,6) ACCEL-ELAPSED-TIME QW0401AELA The accumulated elapsed time on the
accelerator. For completed queries, this
value is the elapsed time from the initial
request to the last row returned to Db2.
For queries in progress, this value is the
elapsed time from the initial request to
the current point in time.

ACCEL_EXEC_TIME DEC(15,6) ACCEL-EXEC-TIME QW0401AEXE The accumulated execution time on
the accelerator. For completed queries,
this value is the time from the start of
the query until the execution finish. For
queries in progress, this value is the
time from the start of the query until the
current point in time or until the execution
is done and only processing of result
and transfer remains. This time does
not include any preprocessing on the
accelerator (for example, PREPARE).

ACCEL_EXECUTIONS DEC(15,0) ACCEL-EXECUTIONS QW0401AEXEC The number of executions on the
accelerator.
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ACCEL_NAME VARCHAR(128) ACCEL-NAME-LONG QW0401ANM_D Specifies the name of the accelerator
that executes the SQL statement.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

ACCEL_QUEUE_WAIT_T
IME

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-QUEUE-WAIT-
TIME

QW0401AWAT The accumulated queue wait time. For
completed queries, this value is the time
that the query has spent in queues,
while waiting to be processed. For
queries in progress, this value is only
available once the query execution has
finished and only processing of the result
remains. Until then, the value is close to
0.

ACCEL_ROWS_RETURN
ED

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-ROWS-RETUR
NED

QW0401AROW The accumulated number of rows that
the accelerator returned for the SELECT
statement. For completed queries, this
value is the total number of rows returned
that the accelerator computed. For
queries in progress, this value is the
number of rows that have been sent so
far. For DML statements, the number of
rows is always 0.

ACCEL_TIMEOUTS_REP
L

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-TIMEOUTS-RE
PL

QW0401NWDP The accumulated number of times when
the query execution did not complete
because changes were not applied to a
referenced table before the HTAP delay
protocol time limit expired. This field is
new with Db2 12.

ACCEL_WAIT_TIME_DB2 DEC(15,6) ACCEL-WAIT-TIME-DB
2

QW0401ATWDB
2

Specifies the total time that accelerator
waits for Db2 to request the result of the
query. For completed queries, this is from
the time when the first row of the result
set was produced by the accelerator until
the last row was sent to Db2. For queries
in progress, the value is either 0 (if the
accelerator has not computed a result
row) or the time from computing the first
row to the current point in time. For DML
statements, the wait time is always 0.

ACCEL_WAIT_TIME_RE
PL

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-WAIT-TIME-RE
PL

QW0401TWDP The accumulated time that query spent
waiting for execution on an accelerator
because statements were waiting for
replication using HTAP delay protocol
to finish updating the referenced tables.
This field is new with Db2 12.

STMT_ID BIGINT ACCEL-STMT-ID QW0401AID Specifies the statement ID. This value is
based on STMT-ID (QW0401ID).
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Aggregated Accounting
The following table lists subsystem archive tables that contain thread accounting data aggregated by connection type.

Each archive table is listed with its source IFCID records, index, IQL member name, and LOAD utility statement member
name.

Archive Table IFCID Index IQL Member Load Utility Member
SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DAILY 369 INSSAASI ARCISACS ARCLSACS
SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DETAIL 369 INSSAADI ARCISACD ARCLSACD

SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DETAIL Table

The SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DETAIL archive table holds the thread accounting information for every statistics
interval, aggregated by connection type.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DETAIL table, with the corresponding
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP START-EVENT-TIM
E

N/A Shows the start time of the Db2 events that
come in pairs of records (begin and end
events).

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A Indicates the Db2 version and release in vv.r
format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
Useful in grouping or summarizing data by
week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.
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Columns with (0369) CONNECTION-STATS IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DETAIL table, with the corresponding
(0369) CONNECTION-STATS IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ABORTS DEC(15,0) ABORTS QWACABRT The number of rollback requests.
Indicates the number of units
of recovery that were backed
out and includes rollbacks
from attaches: application program
ABEND, application ROLLBACK request,
application deadlocked on database
records, application canceled by the
operator, and thread ABEND caused
by a resource shortage. This counter is
incremented for all rollbacks, regardless
of source.

ACCEL_ELIG_CPU DEC(15,6) ACCEL-ELIG-CPU QWAC_ACCEL_
ELIG_CP

Accumulated CPU time spent processing
accelerator-eligible SQL in Db2. This
CPU time does not include CPU
consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.

ACCEL_ELIG_ELAP DEC(15,6) ACCEL-ELIG-ELAP QWAC_ACCEL_
ELIG_ELA

Accumulated elapsed time spent
processing accelerator-eligible SQL in
DB2.

ACCEL_ELIG_ZIIP DEC(15,6) ACCEL-ELIG-ZIIP QWAC_ACCEL_
ELIG_SE

Accumulated CPU time consumed on an
IBM specialty engine while processing
accelerator-eligible SQL in Db2.

ACCEL_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) ACCEL-WAIT-TIME QWACAACW Accumulated wait time for requests to an
accelerator. The value is aggregated for
one or all connection types.

ACCEL_WAIT_TRC_EVE
NTS

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-WAIT-TRC-EVE
NTS

QWACAACC Amount of wait trace event processed for
requests to an accelerator.

APPL_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) APPL-ZIIP-CPU QWACCLS1_ZII
P

Accumulated CPU time that is consumed
on an IBM zIIP in all environments
(application class 1 time). This value may
be 0 when QWACRINV >= 20. The zIIP
CPU time is normalized.

ARCHIVE_READ_WAIT DEC(15,6) ARCHIVE-READ-WAIT QWAXAWAR Accumulated wait time for an archive
read from tape. Includes wait time for
active log reads and archive log prefetch
reads. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active to collect this data.

ARCHIVE_READ_WAITS DEC(15,0) ARCHIVE-READ-WAIT
S

QWAXANAR Number of wait trace events processed
for archive read. Includes wait trace
events for active log reads and archive
log prefetch reads. The accounting class
3 trace must be active to collect this data.
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AT_COUNT DEC(15,0) AT-COUNT QWAC_AT_COU
NT

For a non-rollup records and DDF/
RRSAF rollup records, this is the number
of executed autonomous transactions.
Otherwise, the value is zero.

AT_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) AT-WAIT-TIME QWAC_AT_WA
IT

Amount of waiting time for autonomous
transactions to complete.

CLAIM_RELEASE_WAIT DEC(15,6) CLAIM-RELEASE-WAIT QWACAWCL Accumulated wait time for a drain when
waiting for claims to be released. After
the drain lock is acquired, the drainer
must wait for claim holders to release the
object. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active to collect this data.

CLAIM_RELEASE_WAITS DEC(15,0) CLAIM-RELEASE-WAI
TS

QWAXARNC Number of wait trace events processed
for waits for claims to be released. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

COMMITS DEC(15,0) COMMITS QWACCOMM Number of successful phase 2 or single-
phase commit (sync) requests. This
count indicates the number of units of
recovery that completed successfully,
and for which the associated commit
duration locks were released. This
count represents the total number of
commit requests processed by the Db2
subsystem, whether the request was
an explicit external request (from an
IMS or CICS connection), an implicit
external request (from termination of a
CICS or IMS connection), or an implicit
internal request (within Db2 when Db2
was the commit coordinator, or when Db2
conducted read-only commit processing
as a commit participant on phase 1 call
from an IMS or CICS connection.)

CONNECTION_NAME CHAR(8) DECL-CONNECTION-N
AME

Derived from
QW0369CN

A declared field which specifies
the connection type according to
the original value of the Db2 field.
Specifies the repeating section the
data comes from. ALL is an added
section which shows values summarized
among all connection types. Possible
values are (original and displayed): *
—'ALL', 'MASS'—'IMS', 'SASS'—'CICS', 'RRSAF'—'RRSAF',
'UTILITY'—'UTILITY', 'BATCH'—'BATCH',
'DIST'—'DISTRIB', 'REST'—'REST API'.

DB2_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) DB2-ZIIP-CPU QWACCLS2_ZII
P

Accumulated CPU time that is consumed
on an IBM zIIP for execution in Db2
(class 2 time). The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.
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DECL_CP_DB2_TOTAL DEC(15,6) DECL-CP-DB2-TOTAL N/A The CPU time used on CP processors
while in Db2. The accounting class 2
trace must be active to collect this data.
The value is aggregated for one or all
connection types.

DECL_CPU_APPL DEC(15,6) DECL-CPU-APPL N/A CPU time from MVS for all environments.
Zero indicates no available timing.
Includes TCB time executing in stored
procedures and user-defined functions
as well as CPU time spent processing
on a zIIP processor. The value is
aggregated for one or all connection
types. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

DECL_CPU_DB2_TOTAL DEC(15,6) DECL-CPU-DB2-TOTAL N/A The CPU time used while in Db2. This
includes Db2 CPU time used by stored
procedures, user-defined functions, and
triggers. This time also includes zIIP
CPU usage from both locally executed
SQL as well as stored procedures and
user-defined functions executed in a
WLM or stored procedure address space.
The value is aggregated for one or all
connection types. The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.

DECL_WAIT_DB2_IO DEC(15,6) DECL-WAIT-DB2-IO N/A The thread elapsed time in Db2 that the
threads spent processing I/O requests
or waiting for I/O requests performed for
other threads. The value is aggregated
for one or all connection types. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

DECL_WAIT_LOCK DEC(15,6) DECL-WAIT-LOCK N/A Shows the time for which the applications
were suspended while waiting for a
Db2 resource or a serializing process
(latch). It includes Db2 times such as
page latch wait time, time the requester
is suspended while waiting to acquire
the drain lock and time waiting for claims
to be released, wait time for global lock
contentions. The value is aggregated
for one or all connection types. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.
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DECL_WAIT_LOG DEC(15,6) DECL-WAIT-LOG N/A Shows the accumulated time in Db2 that
the applications waited for an archive
read from tape or were suspended due
to an -ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command. This quiesce wait time is the
actual suspend time for the individual
threads, and not the time it took for the
entire commands to complete. The value
is aggregated for one or all connection
types. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active to collect this data.

DECL_WAIT_OTHERS DEC(15,6) DECL-WAIT-OTHERS N/A Shows wait time statistics for class 3 not
included in the previous fields. Includes
wait times such as wait time caused by
suspension for sending messages to
data sharing group members, wait time
for TCP/IP LOB and XML materialization,
wait time for asynchronous IXLCACHE/
IXLFCOMP invocations, wait time
for force-at-commit, wait time for
autonomous transactions to complete,
and others. The value is aggregated for
one or all connection types.

DECL_WAIT_PROC DEC(15,6) DECL-WAIT-PROC N/A Shows the total elapsed time spent
waiting for an available TCB before the
stored procedure and the user-defined
function could be scheduled. The value
is aggregated for one or all connection
types. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active to collect this data.

DECL_WAIT_SERVICES DEC(15,6) DECL-WAIT-SERVICES N/A Shows the thread elapsed time spent
waiting due to synchronous execution
unit switches to Db2 services. The value
is aggregated for one or all connection
types. Includes Db2 service waits such
as: open/close data set; HSM recall;
SYSLGRNG update; commit phase 2
for updates, inserts, and deletes; data
space manager services; define data set;
extend data set; delete data set; reset
data set; VSAM catalog access; and
other Db2 service tasks. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

DECL_ZIIP_TIME_DB2 DEC(15,6) DECL-ZIIP-TIME-DB2 N/A The CPU time used on specialty
engines (zIIP) while in Db2. The value
is aggregated for one or all connection
types. The accounting class 2 trace must
be active to collect this data. The zIIP
CPU time is normalized.
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DISK_CACHE_IO_COUN
T

DEC(15,0) DISK-CACHE-IO-COUN
T

QWACAWCD The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which hit disk cache, but did
not use zHyperLink. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

DISK_CACHE_IO_WAIT DEC(15,6) DISK-CACHE-IO-WAIT QWACAWTD Accumulated wait time for synchronous
read I/O operations that resulted in Disk
Cache hits. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

DRAIN_LOCK_WAIT DEC(15,6) DRAIN-LOCK-WAIT QWACAWDR Accumulated wait time for a drain
lock. This is the time the requester is
suspended while waiting to acquire the
drain lock. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

DRAIN_LOCK_WAITS DEC(15,0) DRAIN-LOCK-WAITS QWAXARND Number of wait trace events processed
for waits for drain locks. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

DS_GLBCONT_WAIT DEC(15,6) DS-GLBCONT-WAIT QWACAWTJ Accumulated elapsed wait time caused
by suspension of an IRLM lock request
due to global lock contention, which
requires inter-system communication to
resolve. QWACAWTL gives wait time
caused by local lock contention, which
does not require inter-communication
to resolve. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active and the Db2 subsystem
must be a member of a data sharing
group to collect this data.

DS_GLBCONT_WAITS DEC(15,0) DS-GLBCONT-WAITS QWACARNJ Number of wait trace events processed
for waits for global lock contention.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

DS_MSG_WAIT DEC(15,6) DS-MSG-WAIT QWACAWTG Accumulated elapsed wait time caused
by suspension for sending messages
to other members in the data sharing
group. One common use of inter-system
message sending is when database
descriptors are changed due to create,
alter, or drop statements. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.
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DS_MSG_WAITS DEC(15,0) DS-MSG-WAITS QWACARNG Number of wait trace events processed
for waits for sending messages to other
members in the data sharing group.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

ELAPSED_TIME_DB2 DEC(15,6) ELAPSED-TIME-DB2 QWACASC Shows the accumulated time in Db2 that
the application has spent processing
Db2 requests. This time does not include
time spent processing stored procedures
and user-defined functions on behalf
of the application. The time includes I/
O time, CPU, paging time, swap outs,
suspend time, and so on. The times
for most thread allocation and certain
abend conditions are not included. The
accounting class 2 trace must be active
to collect this data.

ENABLED_TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP ENABLED-TIMESTAMP QW0369ST Identifies the timestamp when IFCID
0369 statistics collection is enabled.

ENTRY_EXIT_EVENTS DEC(15,0) ENTRY-EXIT-EVENTS QWACARNA Provides the number of entry and exit
events processed to calculate the
elapsed time in Db2 and the processor
times. This does not include entry/exit
events for SQL statements executed in
stored procedures. The accounting class
2 trace must be active to collect this data.

GLBCHLDL_WAIT DEC(15,6) GLBCHLDL-WAIT QWACAWTK Accumulated wait time due to global
contention for child L-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBCHLDL_WAITS DEC(15,0) GLBCHLDL-WAITS QWACARNK Number of wait trace events processed
for waits for global contention for child L-
locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must
be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBOTHRL_WAIT DEC(15,6) GLBOTHRL-WAIT QWACAWTM Accumulated wait time due to global
contention for other L-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
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GLBOTHRL_WAITS DEC(15,0) GLBOTHRL-WAITS QWACARNM Number of wait trace events processed
for waits for global contention for other L-
locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must
be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBOTHRP_WAIT DEC(15,6) GLBOTHRP-WAIT QWACAWTQ Accumulated wait time due to global
contention for other P-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBOTHRP_WAITS DEC(15,0) GLBOTHRP-WAITS QWACARNQ The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for other P-locks. The accounting class
3 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.

GLBPAGEP_WAIT DEC(15,6) GLBPAGEP-WAIT QWACAWTO Accumulated wait time due to global
contention for page P-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBPAGEP_WAITS DEC(15,0) GLBPAGEP-WAITS QWACARNO The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for page P-locks. The accounting class
3 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.

GLBPPPLCK_WAIT DEC(15,6) GLBPPPLCK-WAIT QWACAWTN Accumulated wait time due to global
contention for pageset/partition P-locks.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBPPPLCK_WAITS DEC(15,0) GLBPPPLCK-WAITS QWACARNN The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for pageset/partition P-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

IO_WAIT_DB2 DEC(15,6) IO-WAIT-DB2 QWACAWTI The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent processing I/O
requests. For synchronous I/O only.
Includes synchronous read and write I/
O (including selected synchronous log I/
O). The accounting class 3 trace must be
active to collect this data.
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LATCH_WAIT_EVENTS DEC(15,0) LATCH-WAIT-EVENTS QWACARLH The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for latch contention.

LATCH_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) LATCH-WAIT-TIME QWACAWLH The accumulated wait time due to latch
contention.

LOBCOMP_WAIT_COUN
T

DEC(15,0) LOBCOMP-WAIT-COU
NT

QWAX_LOBCO
MP_COUNT

The number of times the thread waited
for the compression of Large Objects
(LOBs). This field is new with Db2
version 12.

LOBCOMP_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) LOBCOMP-WAIT-TIME QWAX_LOBCO
MP_WAIT

Wait time for the compression of Large
Objects (LOBs) This field is new with Db2
version 12.

LOCK_WAIT_DB2 DEC(15,6) LOCK-WAIT-DB2 QWACAWTL Shows the time that application was
suspended while waiting for a Db2
resource due to the local contention.
This time does not include the suspend
time for the global lock contention. This
time also does not reflect any latch wait
time, nor does it include wait time while
acquiring a drain lock. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

LOG_WRITE_IO_WAIT DEC(15,6) LOG-WRITE-IO-WAIT QWACAWLG Accumulated wait time for log write I/O.
For RRSAF threads, this value includes
implicit commit time for RRS at EOT if
uncommitted work exists. For explicit
RRS commit time, see QWACAWTE.

LOG_WRITE_IO_WAITS DEC(15,0) LOG-WRITE-IO-WAITS QWACARLG The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for log write I/O.

NESTED_TRIG_ZIIP DEC(15,6) NESTED-TRIG-ZIIP QWACTRTE_SE The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed on an IBM specialty engine
for execution of triggers on a nested task.
The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

NUM_SVPT_REL_REQS DEC(15,0) NUM-SVPT-REL-REQS QWACRLSV The number of release savepoint
requests.

NUM_SVPT_REQS DEC(15,0) NUM-SVPT-REQS QWACSVPT The number of savepoint requests.

NUM_SVPT_ROLB_REQ
S

DEC(15,0) NUM-SVPT-ROLB-REQ
S

QWACRBSV The number of rollback to savepoint
requests.
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OTHER_UDF_CPU DEC(15,6) OTHER-UDF-CPU QWACUDTT Accumulated CPU time that was spent in
Db2 for processing SQL statements that
were issued by user-defined functions
in WLM-established stored procedure
address spaces. This time also includes
Db2 time that was used for connecting
and disconnecting the user-defined
function task. This time is a subset of the
class 1 QWACUDCP time. Non-inline
UDF times are included in this time IF
the native UDF was called on a nested
task and was not invoked by the main
application execution unit. This time does
not include CPU consumed on an IBM
specialty engine. This value is calculated
only if accounting trace class 2 is active.

PACKAGE_DBRM_COUN
T

DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-DBRM-COU
NT

QWACPKGN Number of packages for which package
accounting (DSNDQPAC section) was
performed. This number is nonzero
only when accounting class 7 is active
when a class 7 event occurs. This
number corresponds to the number of
DSNDQPAC sections to be written for
this agent in IFCIDs 0003 and 0239. A
maximum of 10 DSNDQPAC sections
can appear in IFCID 0003. any additional
DSNDQPAC sections appear in IFCID
0239.

PAGE_LATCH_WAIT DEC(15,6) PAGE-LATCH-WAIT QWACAWTP Accumulated wait time because of page
latch contention. For example, when
RUNSTATS and COPY utilities are run
with the SHRLEVEL(CHANGE) option,
they use a page latch instead of locking
in order to serialize the collection of
statistics or the copying of a page. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PAGE_LATCH_WAITS DEC(15,0) PAGE-LATCH-WAITS QWACARNH Number of wait trace events processed
for page latch contention. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.
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PAR_CHILD_AGENTS DEC(15,0) PAR-CHILD-AGENTS QWAC_PT_COU
NT

Indicates the number of parallel query
child agents in a record. For a nonrollup
record, this value is zero. For a parallel
query rollup record, this value is the
number of parallel query child agents
that were included in the record. For
a DDF or RRSAF rollup record, this
value is the number of parallel query
child agents that were included in the
record. These agents are not included
in the calculation of QWACPCNT. For
autonomous procedure rollup record, the
value is zero.

PARALLEL_TASKS DEC(15,0) PARALLEL-TASKS QWACPCNT For a non-rollup parent record, this
is the number of parallel child agents
created. For a non-rollup child agent
record, the value is zero. For a parallel
query rollup record, this is the number
of parallel child agents rolled into the
record. For a DDF/RRSAF rollup record,
this is the number of accounting
intervals rolled into the record for
the corresponding end user. For an
autonomous procedure rollup record,
this value represents the number of
autonomous procedures rolled into the
record. The accounting class 1 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PIPE_WAIT_COUNT DEC(15,0) PIPE-WAIT-COUNT QWAX_PIPEWAI
T_COUNT

Number of times the thread waited for a
pipe. This field is new with Db2 version
12.

PIPE_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) PIPE-WAIT-TIME QWAX_PIPE_W
AIT

Wait time for a pipe. This field is new with
Db2 version 12.

PQS_SUSPEND_COUNT DEC(15,0) PQS-SUSPEND-COUN
T

QWAC_PQS_CO
UNT

Number of times a parallel query
processing waited for a parent/child for
synchronization.

PQS_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) PQS-WAIT-TIME QWAC_PQS_W
AIT

Amount of waiting time a parallel query
processing waited for parent/child for
synchronization.

SP_WLM_SP_ZIIP_C1 DEC(15,6) SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP-C1 QWACSP_CLS1
SE

The accumulated CPU time that is used
to satisfy stored procedure requests that
are processed in a stored procedure
address space and executed on an
IBM specialty engine. Times for SQL
procedures are included in this time if the
SQL procedures were called on a nested
task, and was not invoked by the main
application execution unit. The zIIP CPU
time is normalized.
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SP_WLM_SP_ZIIP_C2 DEC(15,6) SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP-C2 QWACSP_CLS2
SE

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed in Db2 for processing SQL
statements that are issued by stored
procedures that are processed in a
stored procedure address space and
executed on an IBM specialty engine.
Times for SQL procedures are included
in this time if the SQL procedure was
called on a nested task, and was
not invoked by the main application
execution unit. This time is a subset of
QWACSP_CLS1SE. The zIIP CPU time
is normalized.

SP_WLM_UDF_ZIIP_C1 DEC(15,6) SP-WLM-UDF-ZIIP-C1 QWACUDF_CLS
1SE

The accumulated CPU time that is used
to satisfy user-defined function requests
that are processed in a stored procedure
address space and executed on an IBM
specialty engine. The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.

SP_WLM_UDF_ZIIP_C2 DEC(15,6) SP-WLM-UDF-ZIIP-C2 QWACUDF_CLS
2SE

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed in Db2 for processing SQL
statements that are issued by user-
defined functions that are processed
in a stored procedure address space
and executed on an IBM specialty
engine. This time is a subset of
QWACUDF_CLS1SE. The zIIP CPU time
is normalized.

SRB_CPU_DB2 DEC(15,6) SRB-CPU-DB2 QWACASRB No longer populated by Db2.

STORPROC_DB2_CPU DEC(15,6) STORPROC-DB2-CPU QWACSPTT Accumulated CPU time that was spent
in Db2 for processing SQL statements
that were issued by stored procedures
in WLM-established stored procedure
address spaces. This time also includes
Db2 time that was used for connecting
and disconnecting the stored procedure
task for external stored procedures. SQL
procedure times are included in this time
if the SQL procedures were called on a
nested task, and were not invoked by the
main application execution unit. This time
is a subset of the class 1 QWACSPCP
time. The accounting class 2 trace must
be active to collect this data.

STORPROC_ELP_WAIT DEC(15,6) STORPROC-ELP-WAIT QWACCAST Total elapsed time spent waiting for
an available TCB before the stored
procedure could be scheduled. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.
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STORPROC_LCL_CPU DEC(15,6) STORPROC-LCL-CPU QWACSPNF_CP Accumulated CPU time that is used for
executing stored procedure requests
on the main application execution unit.
This time does not include time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP. Because
these stored procedures run entirely in
DB2, this time represents class 1 and
class 2 time.

STORPROC_LCL_ELAP DEC(15,6) STORPROC-LCL-ELAP QWACSPNF_EL
AP

Accumulated elapsed time that is
consumed executing stored procedure
requests on the main application
execution unit. Because these stored
procedures run entirely in Db2, this time
represents class 1 and class 2 time.

STORPROC_SQL_EVEN
TS

DEC(15,0) STORPROC-SQL-EVE
NTS

QWACSPNE Number of SQL entry or exit events
performed by stored procedures. The
accounting class 2 trace must be active
to collect this data.

STORPROC_SQL_WAITS DEC(15,0) STORPROC-SQL-WAI
TS

QWACCANM Number of times an SQL CALL
statement had to wait for an available
TCB before the stored procedure could
be scheduled. The accounting class 3
trace must be active to collect this data.

STORPROC_TCB_CPU DEC(15,6) STORPROC-TCB-CPU QWACSPCP Accumulated CPU time used to satisfy
external stored procedure requests that
were processed in WLM-established
stored procedure address space. SQL
procedure time is included only if the
SQL procedures were called on a nested
task, and were not invoked by the
main application execution unit. The
accounting class 1 trace must be active
to collect this data.

STORPROC_TOT_ELAP
SED

DEC(15,6) STORPROC-TOT-ELAP
SED

QWACSPEA Total elapsed time used to satisfy
external stored procedure requests that
were processed in WLM-established
stored procedure address space. SQL
procedure time is included only if the
SQL procedures were call on a nested
task, and were not invoked by the main
application execution unit. This value
includes time that was used for executing
SQL statements.
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STORPROC_TOT_ELAPS
ED_SQL

DEC(15,6) STORPROC-TOT-ELAP
SED-SQL

QWACSPEB Total elapsed time that was spent for
processing SQL statements that were
issued by stored procedures in WLM-
established stored procedure address
spaces. This time also includes time
that was used for connecting and
disconnecting the stored procedure task,
for external stored procedures. SQL
procedure times are included in this
time if SQL procedures were called on a
nested task, and were not invoked by the
main application execution unit.

STORPROC_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) STORPROC-ZIIP-CPU QWACSPNF_ZI
IP

Accumulated CPU time that is consumed
on an IBM zIIP for executing stored
procedure requests on the main
application execution unit. Because these
stored procedures run entirely in Db2,
this time represents class 1 and class 2
time. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

TCB_CPU_DB2 DEC(15,6) TCB-CPU-DB2 QWACAJST Shows the TCB CPU time accumulated
in the application's address space
(connecting thread's TCB) while
processing Db2 requests. Calculated for
threads by taking the MVS TCB CPU
time on exit from Db2 and subtracting
the MVS TCB CPU time on entry
to DB2. The result is added to the
previously saved TCB CPU time in
Db2. Most thread allocation and certain
ABEND conditions are not included. This
does not include CPU time consumed
by SQL statement executed in stored
procedures. It also does not include CPU
consumed on an IBM zIIP processor. The
accounting class 2 trace must be active
to collect this data.

TCBS_CPU_TOT DEC(15,6) TCBS-CPU-TOT QWACEJST The aggregated TCB CPU time for all
applications per connection.

TCP_LOB_MAT_WAIT DEC(15,6) TCP-LOB-MAT-WAIT QWACALBW Accumulated wait time for TCP/IP LOB
and XML materialization.

TCP_LOB_MAT_WAITS DEC(15,0) TCP-LOB-MAT-WAITS QWACALBC Number of wait trace events that were
processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB and
XML materialization.

THD_BYTES_LOGGED DEC(15,0) THD-BYTES-LOGGED QWACLRAB Total number of bytes of log records
written.
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THD_LOG_RECS DEC(15,0) THD-LOG-RECS QWACLRN Number of log records written. The
amount of logging for a thread can
exceed the amount of logging for units
of recovery because the logging for
a thread includes logging of actions
performed by Db2 on behalf of The
thread.

THDS_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) THDS-ELAPSED QWACESC The aggregated elapsed or response
time for all applications per connection.

TOTAL_TIME_DB2 DEC(15,6) TOTAL-TIME-DB2 N/A The total "in Db2" elapsed time. It is a
summation of the traditional application
"in Db2" time, plus the "in Db2" time
spent processing stored procedures,
user-defined functions and triggers
on behalf of the application. All of
these fields are recorded separately
in the accounting data from Db2. The
accounting class 2 trace must be active
to collect this data.

TRANSACTIONS_COUNT DEC(15,0) TRANSACTIONS-COU
NT

QWACPCNT Identifies the number of transactions that
were aggregated for a given connection
type.

TRIG_CPU_ENCLAVE DEC(15,6) TRIG-CPU-ENCLAVE QWACTRTE The accumulated TCB time used for
executing triggers under an enclave.

TRIG_ELAPSED_ENCLA
VE

DEC(15,6) TRIG-ELAPSED-ENCL
AVE

QWACTREE The accumulated elapsed time used for
executing triggers in a nested task.

TRIG_TOTAL_CPU DEC(15,6) TRIG-TOTAL-CPU QWACTRTT The accumulated CPU time used for
executing triggers in the main application
execution unit. This value does not
include CPU time that is consumed on an
IBM zIIP processor.

TRIG_TOTAL_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) TRIG-TOTAL-ELAPSED QWACTRET The accumulated elapsed time used
while executing triggers in the main
application execution unit.

TRIG_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) TRIG-ZIIP-CPU QWACTRTT_ZI
IP

Accumulated CPU time that is consumed
on an IBM zIIP for execution of triggers
on the main application execution unit.
The zIIP CPU time is normalized.
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UDF_CPU DEC(15,6) UDF-CPU QWACUDCP The accumulated TCB time used to
satisfy user-defined function requests
processed in a Db2 stored procedures
address space or WLM established
address space. This value is calculated
only if accounting class 1 is active. Non-
inline UDF times are included in this time
IF the native UDF was called on a nested
task and was not invoked by the main
application execution unit. This time does
not include CPU consumed on an IBM
specialty engine.

UDF_EVENTS DEC(15,0) UDF-EVENTS QWACUDNE The number of SQL entry/exit events
performed by user-defined functions.
This value is calculated only if accounting
trace class 2 is active.

UDF_LOCAL_CPU DEC(15,6) UDF-LOCAL-CPU QWACUDFNF_
CP

Accumulated CPU time that is used for
executing user-defined functions on the
main application execution unit. This time
does not include time that is consumed
on an IBM zIIP. Because these user-
defined functions run entirely in DB2, this
time represents class 1 and class 2 time.

UDF_LOCAL_ELAP DEC(15,6) UDF-LOCAL-ELAP QWACUDFNF_E
LAP

Accumulated elapsed time that is
consumed executing user-defined
functions on the main application
execution unit. Because these user-
defined functions run entirely in DB2, this
time represents class 1 and class 2 time.

UDF_TOTAL_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) UDF-TOTAL-ELAPSED QWACUDEA The total elapsed time that was spent
in user-defined functions in WLM-
established stored procedure address
spaces. This time includes time that was
spent executing SQL statements. This
value is calculated only if accounting
trace class 1 is active. Non-inline UDF
times are included in this time IF the
native UDF was called on a nested
task and was not invoked by the main
application execution unit.
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UDF_TOTAL_ELAPSED_
SQL

DEC(15,6) UDF-TOTAL-ELAPSED
-SQL

QWACUDEB The total elapsed time that was spent in
Db2 for processing SQL statements that
were issued by user-defined functions
in WLM-established stored procedure
address spaces. This time also includes
Db2 time that was used for connecting
and disconnecting the user-defined
function task. This value is calculated
only if accounting trace class 3 is active.
Non-inline UDF times are included in
this time IF the native UDF was called
on a nested task and was not invoked
by the main application execution unit.
This value is calculated only if accounting
trace class 3 is active.

UDF_WAIT_FOR_TCB DEC(15,6) UDF-WAIT-FOR-TCB QWACUDST The total elapsed time spent waiting for
an available TCB before the user-defined
function could be scheduled. This value
is calculated only if accounting trace
class 3 is active.

UDF_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) UDF-ZIIP-CPU QWACUDFNF_
ZIIP

Accumulated CPU time that is consumed
on an IBM zIIP for executing user
define functions on the main application
execution unit. Because these user-
defined functions run entirely in DB2, this
time represents class 1 and class 2 time.
The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

UNACC_DB2_TIME DEC(15,6) UNACC-DB2-TIME N/A The percentage of thread elapsed time in
Db2 that is not included in TCB time or in
any of the suspension categories. Most
common contributors to "other Db2 time"
are MVS paging and Processor wait time.

WAIT_ASYNC_IXLS DEC(15,6) WAIT-ASYNC-IXLS QWAXIXLT Wait time for asynchronous IXLCACHE/
IXLFCOMP invocations.

WAIT_FORCE_COMMIT DEC(15,6) WAIT-FORCE-COMMIT QWAXAWFC The accumulated wait time for force-at-
commit.

WAIT_LOG_QUIESCE DEC(15,6) WAIT-LOG-QUIESCE QWACALOG Shows the accumulated time in Db2 that
the application was suspended due to
an -ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command. This time reflects the actual
suspend time for the individual thread,
and not the time it took for the entire
command to complete. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.
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WAIT_OTHER_READ DEC(15,6) WAIT-OTHER-READ QWACAWTR Shows the accumulated time in Db2
that application has spent waiting for a
read I/O event that is being performed
by another thread to complete. Includes
sequential prefetch, sequential detection,
list prefetch, and synchronous read I/
O performed by a thread other than the
thread being reported. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

WAIT_OTHER_WRITE DEC(15,6) WAIT-OTHER-WRITE QWACAWTW Shows the accumulated time in Db2 that
the application has spent waiting for a
write I/O event that is being performed
by another thread to complete. Includes
asynchronous write I/O and synchronous
write I/O performed by a thread other
than the thread being reported. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

WAIT_SWITCH_DMS DEC(15,6) WAIT-SWITCH-DMS QWAXDSSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to
the Db2 data space manager services,
which include define data set, extend
data set, delete data set, reset data set,
and VSAM catalog access.

WAIT_SWITCH_OPEN_C
LS

DEC(15,6) WAIT-SWITCH-OPEN-
CLS

QWAXOCSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to the
Db2 open/close data set service or the
hsm recall service.

WAIT_SWITCH_OTHER DEC(15,6) WAIT-SWITCH-OTHER QWAXOTSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to
other Db2 service tasks.

WAIT_SWITCH_SYSLGR
NG

DEC(15,6) WAIT-SWITCH-SYSLG
RNG

QWAXSLSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to the
Db2 SYSLGRNG recording service. This
service is also sometimes used for level
ID checking for down-level detection.

WAIT_SWITCH_UPD_CO
M

DEC(15,6) WAIT-SWITCH-UPD-C
OM

QWACAWTE The accumulated wait time for
a synchronous execution unit
switch for Db2 COMMIT, ABORT, or
DEALLOCATION processing. For
RRSAF threads, this value includes
explicit COMMIT time (SRRCMIT calls).
For implicit RRS COMMIT time, see
QWACAWLG.
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WAIT_TRC_EVENTS DEC(15,0) WAIT-TRC-EVENTS QWACARNE The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for I/O requests
that were initiated by the same thread
(synchronous I/O requests). The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

WAITS_ASYNC_IXLS DEC(15,0) WAITS-ASYNC-IXLS QWAXIXLE Number of wait trace events processed
for asynch IXLCACHE/IXLFCOMP
invocations.

WAITS_FORCE_COMMIT DEC(15,0) WAITS-FORCE-COMM
IT

QWAXFCCT The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for force-at-commit.

WAITS_LOCK DEC(15,0) WAITS-LOCK QWACARNL The number of wait trace events for waits
for a local Db2 resource. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

WAITS_LOG_QUIESCE DEC(15,0) WAITS-LOG-QUIESCE QWAXALCT The number of wait trace events
processed for suspends due to an -
ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

WAITS_OTHER_READ DEC(15,0) WAITS-OTHER-READ QWACARNR The number of wait trace events
processed for a read I/O event that is
being performed by another thread.
Includes sequential prefetch, sequential
detection, list prefetch, and synchronous
read I/O performed by a thread other
than the thread being reported. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

WAITS_OTHER_WRITE DEC(15,0) WAITS-OTHER-WRITE QWACARNW The number of wait trace events
processed for a write I/O event that is
being performed by another thread.
Includes synchronous write I/O and
synchronous write I/O performed by
a thread other than the thread being
reported. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

WAITS_SWITCH_DMS DEC(15,0) WAITS-SWITCH-DMS QWAXDSNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to the data
space manager service tasks.

WAITS_SWITCH_OPEN_
CLS

DEC(15,0) WAITS-SWITCH-OPEN
-CLS

QWAXOCNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to the open/
close service.

WAITS_SWITCH_OTHER DEC(15,0) WAITS-SWITCH-OTHE
R

QWAXOTNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to other service
tasks.
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WAITS_SWITCH_SYSLG
RNG

DEC(15,0) WAITS-SWITCH-SYSL
GRNG

QWAXSLNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to the
SYSLGRNG recording service.

WAITS_SWITCH_UPD_C
OM

DEC(15,0) WAITS-SWITCH-UPD-C
OM

QWACARNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching for COMMIT or
ABORT.

ZIIP_NOTUSED_CPU DEC(15,6) ZIIP-NOTUSED-CPU QWACZIIP_ELIG
IBLE

Accumulated CPU executed on a
standard CP for zIIP-eligible work.

SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DAILY Table

The SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DAILY archive table holds the thread accounting information that is accumulated each
day, aggregated by connection type.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DAILY table, with the corresponding
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP MIN(START-EVENT
-TIME)

N/A Shows the start time of the Db2 events that
come in pairs of records (begin and end
events).

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A Indicates the Db2 version and release in vv.r
format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
Useful in grouping or summarizing data by
week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.
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Columns with (0369) CONNECTION-STATS IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DAILY table, with the corresponding
(0369) CONNECTION-STATS IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ABORTS DEC(15,0) SUM(ABORTS) QWACABRT The number of rollback requests.
Indicates the number of units of recovery
that were backed out and includes
rollbacks from attaches: application
program ABEND, application ROLLBACK
request, application deadlocked on
database records, application canceled
by the operator, and thread ABEND
caused by a resource shortage. This
counter is incremented for all rollbacks,
regardless of source.

ACCEL_ELIG_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-ELIG-CP
U)

QWAC_ACCEL_
ELIG_CP

Accumulated CPU time spent processing
accelerator-eligible SQL in Db2. This
CPU time does not include CPU
consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.

ACCEL_ELIG_ELAP DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-ELIG-ELA
P)

QWAC_ACCEL_
ELIG_ELA

Accumulated elapsed time spent
processing accelerator-eligible SQL in
Db2.

ACCEL_ELIG_ZIIP DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-ELIG-ZIIP) QWAC_ACCEL_
ELIG_SE

Accumulated CPU time consumed on an
IBM specialty engine while processing
accelerator-eligible SQL in Db2.

ACCEL_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-WAIT-TIM
E)

QWACAACW Accumulated wait time for requests to an
accelerator. The value is aggregated for
one or all connection types.

ACCEL_WAIT_TRC_EVE
NTS

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-WAIT-TR
C-EVENTS)

QWACAACC Amount of wait trace event processed for
requests to an accelerator.

APPL_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(APPL-ZIIP-CPU) QWACCLS1_ZII
P

Accumulated CPU time that is consumed
on an IBM zIIP in all environments
(application class 1 time). This value may
be 0 when QWACRINV >= 20. The zIIP
CPU time is normalized.

ARCHIVE_READ_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(ARCHIVE-READ-
WAIT)

QWAXAWAR Accumulated wait time for an archive
read from tape. Includes wait time for
active log reads and archive log prefetch
reads. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active to collect this data.

ARCHIVE_READ_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(ARCHIVE-READ-
WAITS)

QWAXANAR The number of wait trace events
processed for archive read. Includes
wait trace events for active log reads
and archive log prefetch reads. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.
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AT_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(AT-COUNT) QWAC_AT_COU
NT

For a non-rollup records and DDF/
RRSAF rollup records, this field indicates
the number of executed autonomous
transactions. Otherwise, this value is
zero.

AT_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(AT-WAIT-TIME) QWAC_AT_WA
IT

The amount of waiting time for
autonomous transactions to complete.

CLAIM_RELEASE_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(CLAIM-RELEASE
-WAIT)

QWACAWCL The accumulated wait time for a drain
when waiting for claims to be released.
After the drain lock is acquired, the
drainer must wait for claim holders to
release the object. The accounting class
3 trace must be active to collect this data.

CLAIM_RELEASE_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(CLAIM-RELEASE
-WAITS)

QWAXARNC The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for claims to be
released. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

COMMITS DEC(15,0) SUM(COMMITS) QWACCOMM The number of successful phase 2 or
single-phase commit (sync) requests.
This count indicates the number of units
of recovery that completed successfully,
and for which the associated commit
duration locks were released. This
count represents the total number of
commit requests processed by the Db2
subsystem, whether the request was
an explicit external request (from an
IMS or CICS connection), an implicit
external request (from termination of a
CICS or IMS connection), or an implicit
internal request (within Db2 when Db2
was the commit coordinator, or when Db2
conducted read-only commit processing
as a commit participant on phase 1 call
from an IMS or CICS connection).

CONNECTION_NAME CHAR(8) DECL-CONNECTION-N
AME

Derived from
QW0369CN

A declared field which specifies
the connection type according to
the original value of the Db2 field.
Specifies the repeating section the
data comes from. ALL is an added
section which shows values summarized
among all connection types. Possible
values are (original and displayed): *
—'ALL', 'MASS'—'IMS', 'SASS'—'CICS', 'RRSAF'—'RRSAF',
'UTILITY'—'UTILITY', 'BATCH'—'BATCH',
'DIST'—'DISTRIB', 'REST'—'REST API'.

DB2_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(DB2-ZIIP-CPU) QWACCLS2_ZII
P

Accumulated CPU time that is consumed
on an IBM zIIP for execution in Db2
(class 2 time). The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.
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DECL_CP_DB2_TOTAL DEC(15,6) SUM(DECL-CP-DB2-TO
TAL)

N/A The CPU time used on CP processors
while in DB2. The accounting class 2
trace must be active to collect this data.
The value is aggregated for one or all
connection types.

DECL_CPU_APPL DEC(15,6) SUM(DECL-CPU-APPL) N/A CPU time from MVS for all environments.
Zero means that no timing is available.
This includes TCB time executing in
stored procedures and user-defined
functions as well as CPU time spent
processing on a zIIP processor. The
value is aggregated for one or all
connection types. The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.

DECL_CPU_DB2_TOTAL DEC(15,6) SUM(DECL-CPU-DB2-T
OTAL)

N/A The CPU time used while in DB2. This
includes Db2 CPU time used by stored
procedures, user-defined functions, and
triggers. This time also includes zIIP
CPU usage from both locally executed
SQL as well as stored procedures and
user-defined functions executed in a
WLM or stored procedure address space.
The value is aggregated for one or all
connection types. The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.

DECL_WAIT_DB2_IO DEC(15,6) SUM(DECL-WAIT-DB2
-IO)

N/A The thread elapsed time in Db2 that the
threads spent processing I/O requests
or waiting for I/O requests performed for
other threads. The value is aggregated
for one or all connection types. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

DECL_WAIT_LOCK DEC(15,6) SUM(DECL-WAIT-LOC
K)

N/A Shows the time for which the applications
were suspended while waiting for a
Db2 resource or a serializing process
(latch). Includes Db2 times such as page
latch wait time, time the requester was
suspended while waiting to acquire the
drain lock and time waiting for claims
to be released, wait time for global lock
contentions. The value is aggregated
for one or all connection types. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.
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DECL_WAIT_LOG DEC(15,6) SUM(DECL-WAIT-LOG) N/A Shows the accumulated time in Db2 that
applications waited for an archive read
from tape or were suspended due to
an -ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command. This quiesce wait time is the
actual suspend time for the individual
threads, and not the time it took for the
entire commands to complete. The value
is aggregated for one or all connection
types. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active to collect this data.

DECL_WAIT_OTHERS DEC(15,6) SUM(DECL-WAIT-OTH
ERS)

N/ Shows wait time statistics for class 3 not
included in the previous fields. Includes
wait times such as wait time caused by
suspension for sending messages to
data sharing group members, wait time
for TCP/IP LOB and XML materialization,
wait time for asynchronous IXLCACHE/
IXLFCOMP invocations, wait time
for force-at-commit, wait time for
autonomous transactions to complete,
and others. The value is aggregated for
one or all connection types.

DECL_WAIT_PROC DEC(15,6) SUM(DECL-WAIT-PRO
C)

N/A Shows total elapsed time spent waiting
for an available TCB before the stored
procedure and the user-defined function
could be scheduled. The value is
aggregated for one or all connection
types. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active to collect this data.

DECL_WAIT_SERVICES DEC(15,6) SUM(DECL-WAIT-SER
VICES)

N/A The thread elapsed time spent waiting
due to synchronous execution unit
switches to Db2 services. The value is
aggregated for one or all connection
types. Includes Db2 service waits such
as open/close data set; HSM recall;
SYSLGRNG update; commit phase 2
for updates; inserts, and deletes; data
space manager services; define data
set; extend data set; delete data set;
reset data set; VSAM catalog access;
and other Db2 service tasks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

DECL_ZIIP_TIME_DB2 DEC(15,6) SUM(DECL-ZIIP-TIME-
DB2)

N/A The CPU time used on specialty
engines (zIIP) while in DB2. The value
is aggregated for one or all connection
types. The accounting class 2 trace must
be active to collect this data. The zIIP
CPU time is normalized.
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DISK_CACHE_IO_COUN
T

DEC(15,0) SUM(DISK-CACHE-IO-
COUNT)

QWACAWCD The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which hit disk cache, but did
not use zHyperLink. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

DISK_CACHE_IO_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(DISK-CACHE-IO-
WAIT)

QWACAWTD Accumulated wait time for synchronous
read I/O operations that resulted in Disk
Cache hits. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

DRAIN_LOCK_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(DRAIN-LOCK-WA
IT)

QWACAWDR Accumulated wait time for a drain
lock. This is the time the requester is
suspended while waiting to acquire the
drain lock. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

DRAIN_LOCK_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(DRAIN-LOCK-WA
ITS)

QWAXARND Number of wait trace events processed
for waits for drain locks. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

DS_GLBCONT_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(DS-GLBCONT-W
AIT)

QWACAWTJ Accumulated elapsed wait time caused
by suspension of an IRLM lock request
due to global lock contention, which
requires inter-system communication to
resolve. QWACAWTL gives wait time
caused by local lock contention, which
does not require inter-communication
to resolve. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active and the Db2 subsystem
must be a member of a data sharing
group to collect this data.

DS_GLBCONT_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(DS-GLBCONT-W
AITS)

QWACARNJ Number of wait trace events processed
for waits for global lock contention.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

DS_MSG_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(DS-MSG-WAIT) QWACAWTG Accumulated elapsed wait time caused
by suspension for sending messages
to other members in the data sharing
group. One common use of inter-system
message sending is when database
descriptors are changed due to create,
alter, or drop statements. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.
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DS_MSG_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(DS-MSG-WAITS) QWACARNG Number of wait trace events processed
for waits for sending messages to other
members in the data sharing group.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

ELAPSED_TIME_DB2 DEC(15,6) SUM(ELAPSED-TIME-D
B2)

QWACASC Shows the accumulated time in Db2 that
the application has spent processing Db2
requests. This time does not include time
spent processing stored procedures and
user-defined functions on behalf of the
application. The time includes I/O time,
CPU, paging time, swap outs, suspend
time, and so on. However, the times
for most thread allocation and certain
abend conditions are not included. The
accounting class 2 trace must be active
to collect this data.

ENABLED_TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP ENABLED-TIMESTAMP QW0369ST Identifies the timestamp when IFCID
0369 statistics collection is enabled.

ENTRY_EXIT_EVENTS DEC(15,0) SUM(ENTRY-EXIT-EVE
NTS)

QWACARNA Provides the number of entry and exit
events processed to calculate the
elapsed time in Db2 and the processor
times. This does not include entry/exit
events for SQL statements executed in
stored procedures. The accounting class
2 trace must be active to collect this data.

GLBCHLDL_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(GLBCHLDL-WAIT) QWACAWTK Accumulated wait time due to global
contention for child L-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBCHLDL_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(GLBCHLDL-WAIT
S)

QWACARNK Number of wait trace events processed
for waits for global contention for child L-
locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must
be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBOTHRL_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(GLBOTHRL-WAI
T)

QWACAWTM Accumulated wait time due to global
contention for other L-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
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GLBOTHRL_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(GLBOTHRL-WAIT
S)

QWACARNM Number of wait trace events processed
for waits for global contention for other L-
locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must
be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBOTHRP_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(GLBOTHRP-WAI
T)

QWACAWTQ Accumulated wait time due to global
contention for other P-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBOTHRP_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(GLBOTHRP-WAI
TS)

QWACARNQ Number of wait trace events processed
for waits for global contention for other P-
locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must
be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBPAGEP_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(GLBPAGEP-WAI
T)

QWACAWTO Accumulated wait time due to global
contention for page P-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBPAGEP_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(GLBPAGEP-WAI
TS)

QWACARNO Number of wait trace events processed
for waits for global contention for page P-
locks. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active and the Db2 subsystem must
be a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBPPPLCK_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(GLBPPPLCK-WA
IT)

QWACAWTN Accumulated wait time due to global
contention for pageset/partition P-locks.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBPPPLCK_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(GLBPPPLCK-WA
ITS)

QWACARNN Number of wait trace events processed
for waits for global contention for
pageset/partition P-locks. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.

IO_WAIT_DB2 DEC(15,6) SUM(IO-WAIT-DB2) QWACAWTI Shows the accumulated time in Db2 that
the application has spent processing I/
O requests. For synchronous I/O only.
Includes synchronous read and write I/
O (including selected synchronous log I/
O). The accounting class 3 trace must be
active to collect this data.
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LATCH_WAIT_EVENTS DEC(15,0) SUM(LATCH-WAIT-EV
ENTS)

QWACARLH Indicates the number of wait trace events
processed for waits for latch contention.

LATCH_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(LATCH-WAIT-TIM
E)

QWACAWLH Specifies the accumulated wait time due
to latch contention.

LOBCOMP_WAIT_COUN
T

DEC(15,0) SUM(LOBCOMP-WAIT-
COUNT)

QWAX_LOBCO
MP_COUNT

Number of times the thread waited for the
compression of Large Objects (LOBs).
This field is new with Db2 version 12.

LOBCOMP_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(LOBCOMP-WAIT
-TIME)

QWAX_LOBCO
MP_WAIT

Wait time for the compression of Large
Objects (LOBs) This field is new with Db2
version 12.

LOCK_WAIT_DB2 DEC(15,6) SUM(LOCK-WAIT-DB2) QWACAWTL Shows the time for which the application
was suspended while waiting for a Db2
resource due to local contention. This
time does not include suspend time for
the global lock contention. This time also
does not reflect any latch wait time, nor
does it include wait time while acquiring a
drain lock. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

LOG_WRITE_IO_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(LOG-WRITE-IO-W
AIT)

QWACAWLG Accumulated wait time for log write I/O.
For RRSAF threads, this value includes
implicit commit time for RRS at EOT if
uncommitted work exists. For explicit
RRS commit time, see QWACAWTE.

LOG_WRITE_IO_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(LOG-WRITE-IO-W
AITS)

QWACARLG The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for log write I/O.

NESTED_TRIG_ZIIP DEC(15,6) SUM(NESTED-TRIG-ZI
IP)

QWACTRTE_SE The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed on an IBM specialty engine
for execution of triggers on a nested task.
The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

NUM_SVPT_REL_REQS DEC(15,0) SUM(NUM-SVPT-REL-
REQS)

QWACRLSV The number of release savepoint
requests.

NUM_SVPT_REQS DEC(15,0) SUM(NUM-SVPT-REQ
S)

QWACSVPT The number of savepoint requests.

NUM_SVPT_ROLB_REQ
S

DEC(15,0) SUM(NUM-SVPT-ROLB
-REQS)

QWACRBSV The number of rollback to savepoint
requests.
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OTHER_UDF_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(OTHER-UDF-CP
U)

QWACUDTT Accumulated CPU time that was spent in
Db2 for processing SQL statements that
were issued by user-defined functions
in WLM-established stored procedure
address spaces. This time also includes
Db2 time that was used for connecting
and disconnecting the user-defined
function task. This time is a subset of the
class 1 QWACUDCP time. Non-inline
UDF times are included in this time IF
the native UDF was called on a nested
task and was not invoked by the main
application execution unit. This time does
not include CPU consumed on an IBM
specialty engine. This value is calculated
only if accounting trace class 2 is active.

PACKAGE_DBRM_COUN
T

DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-DBRM
-COUNT)

QWACPKGN Number of packages for which package
accounting (DSNDQPAC section) was
performed. This number is nonzero
only when accounting class 7 is active
when a class 7 event occurs. This
number corresponds to the number of
DSNDQPAC sections to be written for
this agent in IFCIDs 0003 and 0239. A
maximum of 10 DSNDQPAC sections
can appear in IFCID 0003. any additional
DSNDQPAC sections appear in IFCID
0239.

PAGE_LATCH_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PAGE-LATCH-W
AIT)

QWACAWTP Accumulated wait time because of page
latch contention. For example, when
RUNSTATS and COPY utilities are run
with the SHRLEVEL(CHANGE) option,
they use a page latch instead of locking
in order to serialize the collection of
statistics or the copying of a page. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PAGE_LATCH_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PAGE-LATCH-WA
ITS)

QWACARNH Number of wait trace events processed
for page latch contention. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.
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PAR_CHILD_AGENTS DEC(15,0) SUM(PAR-CHILD-AGE
NTS)

QWAC_PT_COU
NT

Indicates the number of parallel query
child agents in a record. For a nonrollup
record, this value is zero. For a parallel
query rollup record, this value is the
number of parallel query child agents
that were included in the record. For
a DDF or RRSAF rollup record, this
value is the number of parallel query
child agents that were included in the
record. These agents are not included
in the calculation of QWACPCNT. For
autonomous procedure rollup record, the
value is zero.

PARALLEL_TASKS DEC(15,0) SUM(PARALLEL-TASK
S)

QWACPCNT For a non-rollup parent record, this is the
number of parallel child agents created.
For a non-rollup child agent record, the
value is zero. For a parallel query rollup
record, this is the number of parallel child
agents rolled into the record. For a DDF/
RRSAF rollup record, this is the number
of accounting intervals rolled into the
record for the corresponding end user.
For an autonomous procedure rollup
record, this value represents the number
of autonomous procedures rolled into
the record. The accounting class 1 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PIPE_WAIT_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(PIPE-WAIT-COU
NT)

QWAX_PIPEWAI
T_COUNT

Number of times the thread waited for a
pipe. This field is new with Db2 version
12.

PIPE_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(PIPE-WAIT-TIME) QWAX_PIPE_W
AIT

Wait time for a pipe. This field is new with
Db2 version 12.

PQS_SUSPEND_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(PQS-SUSPEND-C
OUNT)

QWAC_PQS_CO
UNT

Number of times a parallel query
processing waited for a parent/child for
synchronization.

PQS_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(PQS-WAIT-TIME) QWAC_PQS_W
AIT

Amount of waiting time a parallel query
processing waited for parent/child for
synchronization.

SP_WLM_SP_ZIIP_C1 DEC(15,6) SUM(SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP
-C1)

QWACSP_CLS1
SE

The accumulated CPU time that is used
to satisfy stored procedure requests that
are processed in a stored procedure
address space and executed on an
IBM specialty engine. Times for SQL
procedures are included in this time if the
SQL procedures were called on a nested
task, and was not invoked by the main
application execution unit. The zIIP CPU
time is normalized.
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SP_WLM_SP_ZIIP_C2 DEC(15,6) SUM(SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP
-C2)

QWACSP_CLS2
SE

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed in Db2 for processing SQL
statements that are issued by stored
procedures that are processed in a
stored procedure address space and
executed on an IBM specialty engine.
Times for SQL procedures are included
in this time if the SQL procedure was
called on a nested task, and was
not invoked by the main application
execution unit. This time is a subset of
QWACSP_CLS1SE. The zIIP CPU time
is normalized.

SP_WLM_UDF_ZIIP_C1 DEC(15,6) SUM(SP-WLM-UDF-ZII
P-C1)

QWACUDF_CLS
1SE

The accumulated CPU time that is used
to satisfy user-defined function requests
that are processed in a stored procedure
address space and executed on an IBM
specialty engine. The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.

SP_WLM_UDF_ZIIP_C2 DEC(15,6) SUM(SP-WLM-UDF-ZII
P-C2)

QWACUDF_CLS
2SE

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed in Db2 for processing SQL
statements that are issued by user-
defined functions that are processed
in a stored procedure address space
and executed on an IBM specialty
engine. This time is a subset of
QWACUDF_CLS1SE. The zIIP CPU time
is normalized.

SRB_CPU_DB2 DEC(15,6) SUM(SRB-CPU-DB2) QWACASRB No longer populated by Db2.

STORPROC_DB2_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-DB2
-CPU)

QWACSPTT Accumulated CPU time that was spent
in Db2 for processing SQL statements
that were issued by stored procedures
in WLM-established stored procedure
address spaces. This time also includes
Db2 time that was used for connecting
and disconnecting the stored procedure
task for external stored procedures. SQL
procedure times are included in this time
if the SQL procedures were called on a
nested task, and were not invoked by the
main application execution unit. This time
is a subset of the class 1 QWACSPCP
time. The accounting class 2 trace must
be active to collect this data.

STORPROC_ELP_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-ELP
-WAIT)

QWACCAST Total elapsed time spent waiting for
an available TCB before the stored
procedure could be scheduled. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.
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STORPROC_LCL_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-LCL
-CPU)

QWACSPNF_CP Accumulated CPU time that is used for
executing stored procedure requests
on the main application execution unit.
This time does not include time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP. Because
these stored procedures run entirely in
DB2, this time represents class 1 and
class 2 time.

STORPROC_LCL_ELAP DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-LCL-
ELAP)

QWACSPNF_EL
AP

Accumulated elapsed time that is
consumed executing stored procedure
requests on the main application
execution unit. Because these stored
procedures run entirely in DB2, this time
represents class 1 and class 2 time.

STORPROC_SQL_EVEN
TS

DEC(15,0) SUM(STORPROC-SQL
-EVENTS)

QWACSPNE Number of SQL entry or exit events
performed by stored procedures. The
accounting class 2 trace must be active
to collect this data.

STORPROC_SQL_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(STORPROC-SQL
-WAITS)

QWACCANM Number of times an SQL CALL
statement had to wait for an available
TCB before the stored procedure could
be scheduled. The accounting class 3
trace must be active to collect this data.

STORPROC_TCB_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-TCB
-CPU)

QWACSPCP Accumulated CPU time used to satisfy
external stored procedure requests that
were processed in WLM-established
stored procedure address space. SQL
procedure time is included only if the
SQL procedures were called on a nested
task, and were not invoked by the
main application execution unit. The
accounting class 1 trace must be active
to collect this data.

STORPROC_TOT_ELAP
SED

DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-TOT
-ELAPSED)

QWACSPEA Total elapsed time used to satisfy
external stored procedure requests that
were processed in WLM-established
stored procedure address space. SQL
procedure time is included only if the
SQL procedures were call on a nested
task, and were not invoked by the main
application execution unit. This value
includes time that was used for executing
SQL statements.
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STORPROC_TOT_ELAPS
ED_SQL

DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-TOT-
ELAPSED-SQL)

QWACSPEB Total elapsed time that was spent for
processing SQL statements that were
issued by stored procedures in WLM-
established stored procedure address
spaces. This time also includes time
that was used for connecting and
disconnecting the stored procedure task,
for external stored procedures. SQL
procedure times are included in this
time if SQL procedures were called on a
nested task, and were not invoked by the
main application execution unit.

STORPROC_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-ZIIP
-CPU)

QWACSPNF_ZI
IP

Accumulated CPU time that is consumed
on an IBM zIIP for executing stored
procedure requests on the main
application execution unit. Because these
stored procedures run entirely in DB2,
this time represents class 1 and class 2
time. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

TCB_CPU_DB2 DEC(15,6) SUM(TCB-CPU-DB2) QWACAJST Shows the TCB CPU time accumulated
in the application's address space
(connecting thread's TCB) while
processing Db2 requests. Calculated for
threads by taking the MVS TCB CPU
time on exit from Db2 and subtracting the
MVS TCB CPU time on entry to Db2. The
result is added to the previously saved
TCB CPU time in Db2. Most thread
allocation and certain ABEND conditions
are not included. This does not include
CPU time consumed by SQL statement
executed in stored procedures. It also
does not include CPU consumed on an
IBM zIIP processor. The accounting class
2 trace must be active to collect this data.

TCBS_CPU_TOT DEC(15,6) SUM(TCBS-CPU-TOT) QWACEJST Shows the aggregated TCB CPU time for
all applications per connection.

TCP_LOB_MAT_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(TCP-LOB-MAT-W
AIT)

QWACALBW Accumulated wait time for TCP/IP LOB
and XML materialization.

TCP_LOB_MAT_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(TCP-LOB-MAT-W
AITS)

QWACALBC Number of wait trace events that were
processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB and
XML materialization.

THD_BYTES_LOGGED DEC(15,0) SUM(THD-BYTES-LOG
GED)

QWACLRAB Total number of bytes of log records
written.
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THD_LOG_RECS DEC(15,0) SUM(THD-LOG-RECS) QWACLRN Number of log records written. The
amount of logging for a thread can
exceed the amount of logging for units
of recovery because the logging for
a thread includes logging of actions
performed by Db2 on behalf of The
thread.

THDS_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) SUM(THDS-ELAPSED) QWACESC Shows the aggregated elapsed or
response time for all applications per
connection.

TOTAL_TIME_DB2 DEC(15,6) SUM(TOTAL-TIME-DB
2)

N/A Shows the total "in Db2" elapsed time.
This value is a sum of the traditional
application "in Db2" time and the "in
Db2" time spent processing stored
procedures, user-defined functions and
triggers on behalf of the application. All
of these fields are recorded separately
in the accounting data from Db2. The
accounting class 2 trace must be active
to collect this data.

TRANSACTIONS_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(TRANSACTIONS-
COUNT)

QWACPCNT Identifies the number of transactions that
were aggregated for a given connection
type.

TRIG_CPU_ENCLAVE DEC(15,6) SUM(TRIG-CPU-ENCL
AVE)

QWACTRTE The accumulated TCB time used for
executing triggers under an enclave.

TRIG_ELAPSED_ENCLA
VE

DEC(15,6) SUM(TRIG-ELAPSED-E
NCLAVE)

QWACTREE The accumulated elapsed time used for
executing triggers in a nested task.

TRIG_TOTAL_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(TRIG-TOTAL-CP
U)

QWACTRTT The accumulated CPU time used for
executing triggers in the main application
execution unit. This value does not
include CPU time that is consumed on an
IBM zIIP processor.

TRIG_TOTAL_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) SUM(TRIG-TOTAL-ELA
PSED)

QWACTRET The accumulated elapsed time used
while executing triggers in the main
application execution unit.

TRIG_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(TRIG-ZIIP-CPU) QWACTRTT_ZI
IP

Accumulated CPU time that is consumed
on an IBM zIIP for execution of triggers
on the main application execution unit.
The zIIP CPU time is normalized.
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UDF_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(UDF-CPU) QWACUDCP The accumulated TCB time used to
satisfy user-defined function requests
processed in a Db2 stored procedures
address space or WLM established
address space. This value is calculated
only if accounting class 1 is active. Non-
inline UDF times are included in this time
IF the native UDF was called on a nested
task and was not invoked by the main
application execution unit. This time does
not include CPU consumed on an IBM
specialty engine.

UDF_EVENTS DEC(15,0) SUM(UDF-EVENTS) QWACUDNE The number of SQL entry/exit events
performed by user-defined functions.
This value is calculated only if accounting
trace class 2 is active.

UDF_LOCAL_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(UDF-LOCAL-CPU) QWACUDFNF_
CP

Accumulated CPU time that is used for
executing user-defined functions on the
main application execution unit. This time
does not include time that is consumed
on an IBM zIIP. Because these user-
defined functions run entirely in DB2, this
time represents class 1 and class 2 time.

UDF_LOCAL_ELAP DEC(15,6) SUM(UDF-LOCAL-ELA
P)

QWACUDFNF_E
LAP

Accumulated elapsed time that is
consumed executing user-defined
functions on the main application
execution unit. Because these user-
defined functions run entirely in DB2, this
time represents class 1 and class 2 time.

UDF_TOTAL_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) SUM(UDF-TOTAL-ELA
PSED)

QWACUDEA The total elapsed time that was spent
in user-defined functions in WLM-
established stored procedure address
spaces. This time includes time that was
spent executing SQL statements. This
value is calculated only if accounting
trace class 1 is active. Non-inline UDF
times are included in this time IF the
native UDF was called on a nested
task and was not invoked by the main
application execution unit.
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UDF_TOTAL_ELAPSED_
SQL

DEC(15,6) SUM(UDF-TOTAL-ELA
PSED-SQL)

QWACUDEB The total elapsed time that was spent in
Db2 for processing SQL statements that
were issued by user-defined functions
in WLM-established stored procedure
address spaces. This time also includes
Db2 time that was used for connecting
and disconnecting the user-defined
function task. This value is calculated
only if accounting trace class 3 is active.
Non-inline UDF times are included in
this time IF the native UDF was called
on a nested task and was not invoked
by the main application execution unit.
This value is calculated only if accounting
trace class 3 is active.

UDF_WAIT_FOR_TCB DEC(15,6) SUM(UDF-WAIT-FOR-T
CB)

QWACUDST The total elapsed time spent waiting for
an available TCB before the user-defined
function could be scheduled. This value
is calculated only if accounting trace
class 3 is active.

UDF_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(UDF-ZIIP-CPU) QWACUDFNF_
ZIIP

Accumulated CPU time that is consumed
on an IBM zIIP for executing user
define functions on the main application
execution unit. Because these user-
defined functions run entirely in DB2, this
time represents class 1 and class 2 time.
The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

UNACC_DB2_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(UNACC-DB2-TIM
E)

N/A Shows the percentage of thread elapsed
time in Db2 that is not included in
TCB time or in any of the suspension
categories. The most common
contributors to "other Db2 time" are MVS
paging and processor wait time.

WAIT_ASYNC_IXLS DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-ASYNC-IXL
S)

QWAXIXLT Wait time for asynchronous IXLCACHE/
IXLFCOMP invocations.

WAIT_FORCE_COMMIT DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-FORCE-CO
MMIT)

QWAXAWFC The accumulated wait time for force-at-
commit.

WAIT_LOG_QUIESCE DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-LOG-QUIE
SCE)

QWACALOG Shows the accumulated time in Db2 that
the application was suspended due to
an -ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command. This time reflects the actual
suspend time for the individual thread,
and not the time it took for the entire
command to complete. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.
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WAIT_OTHER_READ DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-OTHER-RE
AD)

QWACAWTR Shows the accumulated time in Db2 that
the application has spent waiting for a
read I/O event that is being performed
by another thread to complete. Includes
sequential prefetch, sequential detection,
list prefetch, and synchronous read I/
O performed by a thread other than the
thread being reported. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

WAIT_OTHER_WRITE DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-OTHER-WR
ITE)

QWACAWTW Shows the accumulated time in Db2 that
the application has spent waiting for a
write I/O event that is being performed
by another thread to complete. Includes
asynchronous write I/O and synchronous
write I/O performed by a thread other
than the thread being reported. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

WAIT_SWITCH_DMS DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-SWITCH-D
MS)

QWAXDSSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to
the Db2 data space manager services,
which include define data set, extend
data set, delete data set, reset data set,
and VSAM catalog access.

WAIT_SWITCH_OPEN_C
LS

DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-SWITCH-O
PEN-CLS)

QWAXOCSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to the
Db2 open/close data set service or the
hsm recall service.

WAIT_SWITCH_OTHER DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-SWITCH-O
THER)

QWAXOTSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to
other Db2 service tasks.

WAIT_SWITCH_SYSLGR
NG

DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-SWITCH-SY
SLGRNG)

QWAXSLSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to the
Db2 SYSLGRNG recording service. This
service is also sometimes used for level
ID checking for down-level detection.

WAIT_SWITCH_UPD_CO
M

DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-SWITCH-U
PD-COM)

QWACAWTE The accumulated wait time for
a synchronous execution unit
switch for Db2 COMMIT, ABORT, or
DEALLOCATION processing. For
RRSAF threads, this value includes
explicit COMMIT time (SRRCMIT calls).
For implicit RRS COMMIT time, see
QWACAWLG.
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WAIT_TRC_EVENTS DEC(15,0) SUM(WAIT-TRC-EVEN
TS)

QWACARNE The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for I/O requests
that were initiated by the same thread
(synchronous I/O requests). The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

WAITS_ASYNC_IXLS DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-ASYNC-IX
LS)

QWAXIXLE Number of wait trace events processed
for asynch IXLCACHE/IXLFCOMP
invocations.

WAITS_FORCE_COMMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-FORCE-C
OMMIT)

QWAXFCCT The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for force-at-commit.

WAITS_LOCK DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-LOCK) QWACARNL Shows the number of wait trace events
for waits for a local Db2 resource. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

WAITS_LOG_QUIESCE DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-LOG-QUIE
SCE)

QWAXALCT Shows the number of wait trace events
processed for suspends due to an -
ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

WAITS_OTHER_READ DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-OTHER-R
EAD)

QWACARNR The number of wait trace events
processed for a read I/O event that is
being performed by another thread.
Includes sequential prefetch, sequential
detection, list prefetch, and synchronous
read I/O performed by a thread other
than the thread being reported. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

WAITS_OTHER_WRITE DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-OTHER-W
RITE)

QWACARNW Shows the number of wait trace events
processed for a write I/O event that is
being performed by another thread.
Includes asynchronous write I/O and
synchronous write I/O performed by
a thread other than the thread being
reported. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

WAITS_SWITCH_DMS DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-SWITCH-
DMS)

QWAXDSNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to the data
space manager service tasks.

WAITS_SWITCH_OPEN_
CLS

DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-SWITCH-
OPEN-CLS)

QWAXOCNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to the open/
close service.

WAITS_SWITCH_OTHER DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-SWITCH-
OTHER)

QWAXOTNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to other service
tasks.
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WAITS_SWITCH_SYSLG
RNG

DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-SWITCH-S
YSLGRNG)

QWAXSLNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to the
SYSLGRNG recording service.

WAITS_SWITCH_UPD_C
OM

DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-SWITCH-
UPD-COM)

QWACARNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching for COMMIT or
ABORT.

ZIIP_NOTUSED_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(ZIIP-NOTUSED-C
PU)

QWACZIIP_ELIG
IBLE

Accumulated CPU executed on a
standard CP for zIIP-eligible work.

Application Archive Tables
This section lists the following SYSVIEW for Db2 archive tables:
Accounting Statistics

Application archive tables that contain the Db2 accounting information.
IDB2 Accounting Extension

Extended application archive tables.
SQL Incompatibilities

Archive tables that store execution details about SQL statements that are potentially incompatible with the current
version of Db2.

Accounting Statistics
The following table lists the application archive tables that contain the Db2 accounting information. Each archive table is
listed with its index, IQL member, and LOAD utility statement member.

Archive Table Index IQL Member Load Utility Member
APPLICATION_DETAIL INSADI ARCIACD ARCLACD
APPLICATION_DAILY INSASI ARCIACS ARCLACS
APPL_ACCEL_DETAIL INSASAI ARCIACDA ARCLACDA
APPL_ACCEL_DAILY INSASAI ARCIACSA ARCLACSA
APPL_BP_DETAIL INSADBI ARCIACDB ARCLACDB
APPL_BP_DAILY INSASBI ARCIACSB ARCLACSB
APPL_DDF_DETAIL INSADDI ARCIACDD ARCLACDD
APPL_DDF_DAILY INSASDI ARCIACSD ARCLACSD
APPL_GBP_DETAIL INSADGI ARCIACDG ARCLACDG
APPL_GBP_DAILY INSASGI ARCIACSG ARCLACSG
APPL_PGM_DETAIL INSADPI ARCIACDP ARCLACDP
APPL_PGM_DAILY INSASPI ARCIACSP ARCLACSP

APPLICATION_DETAIL Table

The APPLICATION_DETAIL archive table contains the base Db2 accounting information for every Db2 thread.
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Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPLICATION_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing trace data. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

CICS_LUNAME CHAR(8) CONN-TOKEN QWHCTOKN You can use this token to correlate Db2
IFC records to CICS records for that CICS
transaction. CICS generates an LU6.2 unit of
work ID for every CICS task, including terminal
and non-terminal driven tasks. If TOKENI=YES
for TYPE=INIT and/or TOKENE=YES for
TYPE=ENTRY in the RCT, the CICS LUWID
less the commit count (2 bytes) is passed into
this field. The first 8 bytes are the network
name. For CICS, this is a variable length field.
The first 8 bytes are padded on the right with
blanks. The second 8 bytes are the LUNAME.
This is also a variable length field in CICS. The
second 8 bytes are padded on the right with
blanks as necessary. The final 6 bytes are the
uniqueness value. Db2 also creates an LU6.2
LUWID for every thread. QWHCTOKN does
not contain the same LUWID as QWHSLWID.
For more information, see the DSNCRCT
macro in section 2 of the Db2 Administration
Guide.
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CICS_NETWORK CHAR(8) CONN-TOKEN QWHCTOKN You can use this token to correlate Db2
IFC records to CICS records for that CICS
transaction. CICS generates an LU6.2 unit of
work ID for every CICS task, including terminal
and non-terminal driven tasks. If TOKENI=YES
for TYPE=INIT and/or TOKENE=YES for
TYPE=ENTRY in the RCT, then the CICS
LUWID less the commit count (2 bytes) is
passed into this field. The first 8 bytes are the
network name. For CICS, this is a variable
length field. The first 8 bytes are padded on
the right with blanks. The second 8 bytes are
the LUNAME. This is also a variable length
field in CICS. The second 8 bytes are padded
on the right with blanks as necessary. The final
6 bytes are the uniqueness value. Db2 also
creates an LU6.2 LUWID for every thread.
QWHCTOKN does not contain the same
LUWID as QWHSLWID. For more information,
see the DSNCRCT macro in section 2 of the
Db2 Administration Guide.

CICS_TOKEN CHAR(6) CONN-TOKEN QWHCTOKN You can use this token to correlate Db2
IFC records to CICS records for that CICS
transaction. CICS generates an LU6.2 unit of
work ID for every CICS task, including terminal
and non-terminal driven tasks. If TOKENI=YES
for TYPE=INIT and/or TOKENE=YES for
TYPE=ENTRY in the RCT, then the CICS
LUWID less the commit count (2 bytes) is
passed into this field. The first 8 bytes are the
network name. For CICS, this is a variable
length field. The first 8 bytes are padded on
the right with blanks. The second 8 bytes are
the LUNAME. This is also a variable length
field in CICS. The second 8 bytes are padded
on the right with blanks as necessary. The final
6 bytes are the uniqueness value. Db2 also
creates an LU6.2 LUWID for every thread.
QWHCTOKN does not contain the same
LUWID as QWHSLWID. For more information,
see the DSNCRCT macro in section 2 of the
Db2 Administration Guide.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.
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CONNECTION_TYPE CHAR(24) ARC-EXTENDED-C
ONN-TYPE

Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains an extended description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO ONLINE/BATCH Db2 CALL ATTACH
DL/I BATCH CICS ATTACH IMS ATTACH
BMP IMS ATTACH MPP SYSTEM-DIRECTED
ACCESS APPLIC.-DIRECTED ACCESS IMS
CONTROL REGION IMS TRANSACTION
BMP Db2 UTILITIES RRSAF ATTACH

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

CORR_TOKEN VARCHAR(128) CORR-TOKEN-LON
G

QWHCCTKN_D Specifies the extended correlation token
value. Requestor applications in a distributed
environment may provide a token value to
uniquely identify the connecting application.
If the appropriate information is provided,
this field contains a correlation token that
may be used to correlate work at the remote
system with work performed at the Db2
subsystem. The correlation token contains
three components, separated by a period: a
3-39 character IP address; a 1-8 character
port address; a 12 character unique identifier.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.
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CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Contains a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

ENDUSR_TRANSAC
TION

VARCHAR(255) ENDUSER-TRANSA
CTION-LONG

QWHCEUTX_D Specifies the transaction or application
name that the end user is running. This field
identifies the currently running application,
rather than the product that is being used
to run the application. If the client did not
supply this information, the value is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_USERID VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-USERID
-LONG

QWHCEUID_D Specifies the end user's work station user ID.
This may be different from the authorization
ID used to connect to Db2. If the client did not
supply this information, the value is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_WORKSTA
TION

VARCHAR(255) ENDUSER-WORKS
TATION-LONG

QWHCEUWN_D Specifies the end user's work station name.
If the client did not supply this information,
the value is blank. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times that this particular IFCID
trace record has been written. Note that an IFI
READS request does not increment this count
for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

JOB_STEP CHAR(8) JOB-STEP QWHCJOBSTEP Contains a JCL step name for the batch job
when the Db2 thread is running as a TCB. This
field is new with Db2 12.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.
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NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).

OPER_ID VARCHAR(128) OPER-ID-LONG QWHCOPID_D Specifies the original authorization ID before
the installation's authorization exit routine
changed it. If the original ID was not changed
by the exit routine, or the exit routine is not
present, then the OPER ID is the same
as the authorization ID. An exception is a
thread reuse for IMS and CICS. If a thread
is reused in CICS or IMS and the current
user's authorization ID is different from the
authorization ID currently associated with the
thread (the authorization ID of the last user of
the thread), then the OPER ID is authorization
ID of the previous user of the thread. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

ORIG_APP_USER VARCHAR(128) ORIG-APP-USER-L
ONG

QWHCOAUD_D Specifies the original application user ID. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Specifies the name of the application plan
specified when using the BIND command
under the DSN processor. For Db2 command
threads and threads in identify status, the
plan name is blanks. A plan is made up of
one or more packages generated by the Db2
precompiler. When a plan is bound by Db2, it
goes through a plan segmentation process.
This process divides a plan into sections that
can be independently loaded into the EDM
pool as they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D Specifies the Db2 location name of the
applicaton requestor. If the header is written
at the application requestor, this field is
blank. The LUNAME and location name of
remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in the
communications database, you can find
it in the bootstrap data set or install panel
DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed allied
thread (this location is the requestor), this field
is set to blanks. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is the server),
this field shows the name of the location
that made the request and is not the same
as QWHSLOCN, which is the local location
name. This variable length field contains the
complete name.
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ROLE_NAME VARCHAR(128) ROLE-NAME-LONG QWHCROLE_D Specifies the role name that is associated with
the authorization ID. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

TRUSTEDCONTEXT VARCHAR(128) TRUSTEDCONTEX
T-LONG

QWHCTCXT_D Specifies the trusted context name. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0003) ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPLICATION_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0003) ACCT
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACCEL_ELIGIBLE_CPU DEC(15,6) ACCEL-ELIG-CPU QWAC_ACCEL_
ELIG_CP

The accumulated CPU time spent
processing accelerator-eligible SQL
in Db2. This CPU time does not
include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP
processor.

ACCEL_ELIGIBLE_ELAP
SED

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-ELIG-ELAP QWAC_ACCEL_
ELIG_ELA

The accumulated elapsed time spent
processing accelerator-eligible SQL in
Db2.

ACCEL_ELIGIBLE_ZIIP DEC(15,6) ACCEL-ELIG-ZIIP QWAC_ACCEL_
ELIG_SE

The accumulated CPU time consumed
on an IBM specialty engine while
processing accelerator-eligible SQL in
Db2.

ACCEL_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) ACCEL-WAIT-TIME QWACAACW Accumulated wait time for requests to an
accelerator. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

ACCEL_WAIT_TRACES DEC(15,0) ACCEL-WAIT-TRC-EVE
NTS

QWACAACC Amount of wait trace event processed for
requests to an accelerator.

ALLOC_CURSOR DEC(15,0) ALLOC-CURSOR QXALOCC The number of ALLOCATE CURSOR
statements executed.

ALTER_DATABASE DEC(15,0) ALTER-DATABASE QXALDAB The number of SQL ALTER DATABASE
statements issued.

ALTER_INDEX DEC(15,0) SQL-ALTER-IDX QXALTIX The number of SQL ALTER INDEX
statements issued.

ALTER_JAR DEC(15,0) ALTER-JAR QXALTJR The number of ALTER JAR statements.

ALTER_MASK DEC(15,0) ALTER-MASK QXALTMP The number of ALTER MASK or ALTER
PERMISSION statements.
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ALTER_PROCEDURE DEC(15,0) ALTER-PROCEDURE QXALPRO The number of ALTER PROCEDURE
statements.

ALTER_SEQUENCES DEC(15,0) ALTER-SEQUENCES QXALTSEQ The number of alter sequence
statements.

ALTER_STORAGE_GRP DEC(15,0) SQL-ALTER-STOR-GP QXALTST The number of SQL ALTER STORAGE
GROUP statements issued.

ALTER_TABLE DEC(15,0) SQL-ALTER-TBL QXALTTA The number of SQL ALTER TABLE
statements issued.

ALTER_TABLESPACE DEC(15,0) SQL-ALTER-TBLSPC QXALTTS The number of SQL ALTER
TABLESPACE statements issued.

ALTER_TR_CONTEXT DEC(15,0) ALTER-TR-CONTEXT QXALTCTX The number of ALTER TRUSTED
CONTEXT statements.

ALTER_UDF DEC(15,0) ALTER-UDF QXALUDF The number of ALTER FUNCTION
statements.

ALTER_VIEW DEC(15,0) ALTER-VIEW QXALTVW The number of alter view statements.

APPL_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) THD-ELAPSED QWACESC-QW
ACBSC

The elapsed or response time since the
application first connected to Db2 with a
Create Thread request.

APPL_TCB DEC(15,6) TCB-CPU-TOT QWACEJST-QW
ACBJST

The accumulated TCB CPU time for the
application since it first connected to Db2
with a create thread request. This field
includes the Db2 TCB time reflected in
the accounting class 2 trace. This CPU
time does not include CPU consumed on
an IBM zIIP processor.

APPL_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) APPL-ZIIP-CPU QWACCLS1_ZII
P

The accumulated CPU time that
is consumed on an IBM zIIP in all
environments (application class 1 time).
This value may be 0 when QWACRINV
>= 20. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

ARCHIVE_LOG_TIME DEC(15,6) WAIT-LOG-QUIESCE QWACALOG The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application was suspended due to an
-ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command. This time reflects the actual
suspend time for the individual thread,
and not the time it took for the entire
command to complete. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

ARCHIVE_LOG_WAITS DEC(15,0) WAITS-LOG-QUIESCE QWAXALCT The number of wait trace events
processed for suspends due to an -
ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.
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ARCHIVE_READ_TIME DEC(15,6) ARCHIVE-READ-WAIT QWAXAWAR Accumulated wait time for an archive
read from tape. This time includes wait
time for active log reads and archive log
prefetch reads. The accounting class 3
trace must be active to collect this data.

ARCHIVE_READ_WAITS DEC(15,0) ARCHIVE-READ-WAIT
S

QWAXANAR The number of wait trace events
processed for archive read. This value
includes wait trace events for active log
reads and archive log prefetch reads.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active to collect this data.

ARRAY_EXPANSION DEC(15,0) ARRAY-EXPANSION QXSTARRAY_E
XPANSIONS

Specifies how often the variable array
expands beyond 32KB.

ASSOC_LOCATOR DEC(15,0) ASSOC-LOCATOR QXALOCL The number of ASSOCIATE LOCATOR
statements executed.

ASU_TIME_LIMIT DEC(15,0) RLIMIT-SUS QTXASLMT The maximum number of CPU service
units (ASUTIME), as specified in the
resource limit table, that a Db2 call for
a dynamic SQL statement is allowed to
consume. A dynamic SQL statement may
cause more than one Db2 call, but the
bulk of the processing for that statement
is typically done in one call.

ASYNC_READ_IO_TIME DEC(15,6) WAIT-OTHER-READ QWACAWTR The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent waiting for a read
I/O event that is being performed by
another thread to complete. The following
I/O waits are included in this field:
sequential prefetch, sequential detection,
list prefetch, and synchronous read I/
O performed by a thread other than the
thread being reported. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

ASYNC_READ_WAITS DEC(15,0) WAITS-OTHER-READ QWACARNR The number of wait trace events
processed for a read I/O event that is
being performed by another thread. The
following I/O waits are included in this
field: sequential prefetch, sequential
detection, list prefetch, and synchronous
read I/O performed by a thread other
than the thread being reported. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.
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ASYNC_WRIT_IO_TIME DEC(15,6) WAIT-OTHER-WRITE QWACAWTW The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent waiting for a write
I/O event that is being performed by
another thread to complete. The following
I/O waits are included in this field:
asynchronous write I/O and synchronous
write I/O performed by a thread other
than the thread being reported. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

ASYNC_WRITE_WAITS DEC(15,0) WAITS-OTHER-WRITE QWACARNW The number of wait trace events
processed for a write I/O event that is
being performed by another thread.
The following I/O waits are included in
this field: asynchronous write I/O and
synchronous write I/O performed by
a thread other than the thread being
reported. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

AT_COUNT DEC(15,0) AT-COUNT QWAC_AT_COU
NT

For a non-rollup records and DDF/
RRSAF rollup records, this field
represents the amount of executed
autonomous transactions. Otherwise, this
field contains zero.

AT_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) AT-WAIT-TIME QWAC_AT_WA
IT

The amount of waiting time for
autonomous transactions to complete.

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-START QWACBSC Specifies the beginning store clock value
(STCK) for the period covered by this
accounting record. For a distributed or
RRSAF rollup record, this field contains
the begin STCK value for the first
accounting record included in the rollup
record. For a child summary record, this
field contains the ending STCK value
of the last record included in the rollup
record. When processing child summary
records, SYSVIEW for Db2 copies this
value to the THD-END (QWACESC)
field, which originally contains the total
elapsed time of all summarized records.
For all other types of accounting records,
you can determine the elapsed time
of the application by subtracting this
field from the ending store clock value
(QWACESC).

BP_ASYNC_PGS_READ DEC(15,0) SUM(ASYNCH-PAGES
-READ(*))

QBACSIO The number of asynchronous pages read
by prefetch that the agent triggered.
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BP_COND_GETPG_FAIL DEC(15,0) SUM(CONDITIONAL-G
ETPAGE-FAIL(*))

QBACNGT The number of times a page requested
for a query processed in parallel was
unavailable because an I/O was in
progress or the page was not found in
the buffer pool. The agent does not wait.
Instead, control returns to the agent.
This counter is used only when queries
are processed in parallel. If the value is
close to zero, most pages are already
prefetched into the buffer pool and wait
time for synchronous I/O is small. This
counter can be high if, for example, there
is a cluster index scan and the data is not
truly clustered by the index key, so the
data pages are not accessed in their true
order. Hence, the cluster ratio is not valid.
Use the RUNSTATS utility to update it.
This number is also used to determine
how many sequential prefetches of one
page were scheduled.

BP_DISK_CACHE_READ
S

DEC(15,0) SUM(DISK-CACHE-RE
ADS(*))

QBACIOC The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which hit disk cache, but did
not use zHyperLink.

BP_DYN_PREFETCH DEC(15,0) SUM(DYNAMIC-PREFE
TCH(*))

QBACDPF The number of dynamic prefetch
requests performed due to the sequential
detection. If Db2 did not decide to
use sequential or list prefetch at bind
time, it can invoke sequential prefetch
dynamically if it detects that the data or
index leaf pages are being accessed
sequentially. Db2 turns off prefetch
when the data is no longer being
accessed sequentially (which does
not apply to prefetch requested at
bind time). This process is known as
sequential detection. Since it is detected
at execution time, its use is not indicated
in the PLAN_TABLE. Dynamic sequential
prefetch is subject to being disabled due
to buffer pool shortages as is normal
sequential prefetch.
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BP_GETPAGE DEC(15,0) SUM(GET-PAGE(*)) QBACGET The number of buffer pool GETPAGE
requests for a thread. This includes
successful requests for pages for
queries that are processed in parallel
and both successful and unsuccessful
requests for pages for queries that are
not processed in parallel. GETPAGE
requests occur when Db2 accesses
pages in the buffer pools to satisfy
application requests. The number of
GETPAGE requests is a good indicator of
how much work an application (or Db2)
is doing. It is independent of buffer pool
size and activity. Therefore, the number
of GETPAGE requests should be fairly
consistent between application runs
executing the same SQL statements.
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BP_LIST_PREFETCH DEC(15,0) SUM(LIST-PREFETCH
(*))

QBACLPF The number of requests for a list prefetch
operation. Through list prefetch, Db2 can
access data pages efficiently, even if the
pages are not contiguous (unlike normal
sequential prefetch). Db2 determines the
use of list prefetch at bind time. The use
of list prefetch is indicated by an L in the
Prefetch column of the PLAN_TABLE.
Three main phases to list prefetch are:
the RID retrieval, the RID sort, and the
data retrieval. During the RID retrieval,
a list of required data pages is gathered
through matching index scans and
compiling a list of RIDs. The RID list is
then sorted in the RID pool by the data
page numbers. Finally, the data pages
are accessed by the sorted list. Like
normal sequential prefetch, many pages
are read with one I/O operation, with the
same number of pages and restrictions
that apply to normal sequential prefetch.
With list prefetch, the data is not in any
certain order since the RIDs are sorted
by page number. If you need data in a
certain order, use an ORDER BY clause.
Db2 then performs an extra sort on the
retrieved data, unlike a normal matching
index scan not using list prefetch which
can sometimes avoid the sort. Note
that when a Hybrid join is used, the
sort of data page numbers may not be
needed if the index is highly clustered.
Db2 uses list prefetch for one of the
following reasons: 1) matching index
scan when the cluster ratio is less than
80; 2) matching index scan when the
cluster ratio is high, and the number
of resulting rows is too few to make
sequential prefetch efficient, but large
enough to prefer the use of list prefetch
over normal read I/O; 3) multiple index
access is involved; 4) accessing data
for the inner table of a Hybrid join. Db2
does not use list prefetch at bind time if
the estimated number of RIDs exceeds
50 percent of the RID pool, or if the RID
list is expected to exceed 16 million
RIDs. Db2 disables list prefetch at run
time either for multiple index ORing if
more than 25 percent of the table is
accessed, or for multiple index ANDing
if the number of RIDs in the RID list falls
below 32. In either of these cases, Db2
uses more efficient access path.
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BP_PAGES_UPDATED DEC(15,0) SUM(SETW-SYS(*)) QBACSWS The number of records that were updated
in the buffer pool. This counter includes
updates to index records as well as
table updates. Furthermore, if the
same record is updated twice within
the same logical unit of work, then it is
counted as two updates. Note, however,
that updates do not reflect any I/O
operations. Normally, no synchronous
I/O operation is done for a buffer pool
update because of Db2's buffering
algorithms and techniques. Read-only
SQL statements and applications can
have buffer pool updates because of
sorting and intermediate table results (for
example, use of the DSNDB07 temporary
database).

BP_PREFETCH_REQ DEC(15,0) SUM(SEQ-PREFETCH
(*))

QBACSEQ The number of requests for a prefetch
operation. Through sequential prefetch,
Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data
into the BP before the application reads
them. Typically, sequential prefetch
occurs when data is being sequentially
scanned. It can be invoked for index
spaces and table spaces. The number
of pages that Db2 reads for a prefetch
request depends on the BP size and
the number of buffers available. Usually,
sequential prefetch does not indicate a
problem. However, for an application or
SQL statement that is to return only one
row, sequential prefetch can indicate the
lack of an index or Db2's choosing not to
use one (for example, an unnecessary
table space scan).
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BP_SYNC_READ_IO DEC(15,0) SUM(SYNC-READ(*)) QBACRIO Specifies how many synchronous
physical I/O operations have occurred
to read pages of data from Db2 tables.
An I/O is caused by the need to access
either application data or system data
(from the Db2 catalog/ directory) that is
NOT currently loaded into Db2's buffer
pools. Note that one READ I/O operation
can bring in many pages of data, but
normally just one page is read per I/O
operation. Moreover, several physical I/
O operations can be issued to read one
row in Db2 because I/O may be done to
read indexes, Db2 catalogs (for dynamic
SQL), and the Db2 directory (for plan
and DBD data). READ I/O operations do
NOT include I/O performed for sequential
prefetch, but does include READ I/O
operations to the temporary database (for
sorting and intermediate table results).
The number of READ I/O operations
is a good indicator of how much work
Db2 is doing on behalf of an application.
The number of READ I/O operations
can depend on the buffer pool size and
the amount of Db2 activity. Therefore,
this number can vary greatly between
application runs executing the same SQL
statements.

BP_SYNC_WRITE_IO DEC(15,0) SUM(IMM-WRITE(*)) QBACIMW The number of buffer pool WRITE I/O
operations that required the application
to wait until they completed. Normally,
a WRITE I/O operation is processed
asynchronously and this field is zero for
application performance data. Occasional
synchronous WRITE I/O operations are
normal due to WRITEs occurring during
checkpoint processing or when a data
set is closed. However, a consistently
high number of synchronous WRITE I/O
operations indicates a problem.

BP_ZHL_READ_CPU_INT DEC(15,6) SUM(ZHLINK-READ-CP
U-INT(*))

QBACSYIT The amount of CPU time used for
successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink
I/O is synchronous as for the CPU,
thus CPU time accumulates from the
beginning of the I/O until it completes.

BP_ZHL_SYNC_IO_REA
DS

DEC(15,0) SUM(ZHLINK-SYNC-IO
-READS(*))

QBACSYI The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which used zHyperLink.
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CHANGE_REQUEST DEC(15,0) LOCK-CHANGES QTXACHG The average number of times that Db2
requested the lock manager, IRLM, to
change the type of lock on behalf of an
application. For example, if an application
opens a cursor for a SELECT ... FOR
UPDATE OF, then updates a retrieved
row, Db2 would first get an intent for
exclusive lock, then upgrade it to an
exclusive lock when the update is done.
This field is for informational purposes
only and serves no real tuning value.

CLAIM_REL_WAITS DEC(15,0) CLAIM-RELEASE-WAI
TS

QWAXARNC The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for claims to be
released. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

CLAIM_RELEASE_TIME DEC(15,6) CLAIM-RELEASE-WAIT QWACAWCL The accumulated wait time for a drain
when waiting for claims to be released.
After the drain lock is acquired, the
drainer must wait for claim holders to
release the object. The accounting class
3 trace must be active to collect this data.

CLAIM_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) CLAIM-REQUESTS QTXACLNO The average number of CLAIM requests.

CLAIM_UNSUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0) CLAIMS-UNSUCCESS
FUL

QTXACLUN The average number of unsuccessful
CLAIM requests.

CLIENT_PLATFORM CHAR(18) QMDA-CLIENT-PLAT Derived from
QMDAPLAT

Contains either the client platform for
non-local threads or the location name
for local threads. This 1-18 character field
is padded with blanks.

CLOSE_CURSOR DEC(15,0) SQL-CLOSES QXCLOSE The number of SQL CLOSE cursor
statements issued.

COMMENT_ON DEC(15,0) SQL-COMMENT-ON QXCMTON The number of SQL COMMENT ON
statements issued.
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COMMIT DEC(15,0) COMMITS QWACCOMM The number of successful phase 2 or
single-phase commit (sync) requests.
This count indicates the number of units
of recovery that completed successfully,
and for which the associated commit
duration locks were released. This
count represents the total number of
commit requests processed by the Db2
subsystem, whether the request was
an explicit external request (from an
IMS or CICS connection), an implicit
external request (from termination of a
CICS or IMS connection), or an implicit
internal request (within Db2 when Db2
was the commit coordinator, or when Db2
conducted read-only commit processing
as a commit participant on phase 1 call
from an IMS or CICS connection.)

CONC_LIT_REPLACED DEC(15,0) CONC-LIT-REPLACED QXSTCWLR The number of times that Db2 replaced
at least one literal. Replacement
occurred because CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS
behavior was in effect for the prepare of
the statement for the dynamic statement
cache.

CONC_LIT_REUS_FAIL DEC(15,0) CONC-LIT-REUS-FAIL QXSTCWLD The number of times that
CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH
LITERALS behavior was in effect. As a
result, Db2 creates a duplicate statement
instance in the statement cache for
a dynamic statement that had literals
replaced. The duplicate statement was
required because a cache match failed
only because literal reusability criteria
were not met.

CONC_LIT_STMT_FND DEC(15,0) CONC-LIT-STMT-FND QXSTCWLM The number of times that Db2 found a
matching, reusable copy of a dynamic
statement in the statement cache
during the prepare of a statement
that had literals replaced because
CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH
LITERALS behavior was in effect.

CONC_LIT_STMT_PARS DEC(15,0) CONC-LIT-STMT-PARS QXSTCWLP The number of times that Db2
parsed dynamic statements. Parsing
occurred because CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS
behavior was in effect for the prepare of
the statement for the dynamic statement
cache.

CONNECT_TYPE_1 DEC(15,0) CONNECT-TYPE-1 QXCON1 The number of SQL CONNECT type 1
statements issued.
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CONNECT_TYPE_2 DEC(15,0) CONNECT-TYPE-2 QXCON2 The number of SQL CONNECT type 2
statements issued.

CREATE_ALIAS DEC(15,0) SQL-CREATE-ALIAS QXCRALS The number of SQL CREATE ALIAS
statements issued.

CREATE_AUX_TABLE DEC(15,0) CREATE-AUX-TABLE QXCRATB The number of CREATE AUXILIARY
TABLE statements.

CREATE_DATABASE DEC(15,0) SQL-CREATE-DB QXCRDAB The number of SQL CREATE
DATABASE statements issued.

CREATE_DISTINCT DEC(15,0) CREATE-DISTINCT QXCDIST The number of CREATE DISTINCT
TYPE statements.

CREATE_INDEX DEC(15,0) SQL-CREATE-IDX QXCRINX The number of SQL CREATE INDEX
statements issued.

CREATE_MASK DEC(15,0) CREATE-MASK QXCREMP The number of CREATE MASK or
CREATE PERMISSION statements.

CREATE_PROCEDURE DEC(15,0) CREATE-PROCEDURE QXCRPRO The number of CREATE PROCEDURE
statements.

CREATE_ROLE DEC(15,0) CREATE-ROLE QXCRROL The number of CREATE ROLE
statements.

CREATE_SEQUENCES DEC(15,0) CREATE-SEQUENCES QXCRESEQ The number of create sequence
statements.

CREATE_STORAGE_GR
P

DEC(15,0) SQL-CREATE-STOR-G
P

QXCRSTG The number of SQL CREATE STORAGE
GROUP statements issued.

CREATE_SYNONYM DEC(15,0) SQL-CREATE-SYN QXCRSYN The number of SQL CREATE SYNONYM
statements issued.

CREATE_TABLE DEC(15,0) SQL-CREATE-TBL QXCRTAB The number of SQL CREATE TABLE
statements issued.

CREATE_TABLESPACE DEC(15,0) SQL-CREATE-TBLSPC QXCTABS The number of SQL CREATE
TABLESPACE statements issued.

CREATE_TR_CONTEXT DEC(15,0) CREATE-TR-CONTEXT QXCRCTX The number of CREATE TRUSTED
CONTEXT statements.

CREATE_TRIGGER DEC(15,0) CREATE-TRIGGER QXCTRIG The number of SQL CREATE TRIGGER
statements.

CREATE_UDF DEC(15,0) CREATE-UDF QXCRUDF The number of CREATE FUNCTION
statements.

CREATE_VARIABLE DEC(15,0) CREATE-VARIABLE QXCRTSV The number of CREATE VARIABLE
statements.

CREATE_VIEW DEC(15,0) SQL-CREATE-VIEW QXDEFVU The number of SQL CREATE VIEW
statements issued.
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DB2_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) ELAPSED-TIME-DB2 QWACASC The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent processing Db2
requests. This time does not include time
spent processing stored procedures and
user-defined functions on behalf of the
application. The time includes I/O time,
CPU, paging time, swap outs, suspend
time. However, the times for most thread
allocation and certain abend conditions
are not included. The accounting class 2
trace must be active to collect this data.

DB2_ENTRY_EXIT DEC(15,0) ENTRY-EXIT-EVENTS QWACARNA The number of entry and exit events
processed to calculate the elapsed time
in Db2 and the processor times. This
does not include entry/exit events for
SQL statements executed in stored
procedures. The accounting class 2 trace
must be active to collect this data.

DB2_IO_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) IO-WAIT-DB2 QWACAWTI The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent processing I/O
requests. This field is for synchronous I/
O only. It includes synchronous read and
write I/O (including selected synchronous
log I/O). The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

DB2_LOCK_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) LOCK-WAIT-DB2 QWACAWTL The time for which the application was
suspended while waiting for a Db2
resource due to local contention. This
does not include suspend time for global
lock contention. This time also does not
reflect any latch wait time, nor does it
include wait time while acquiring a drain
lock. The accounting class 3 trace must
be active to collect this data.

DB2_TCB DEC(15,6) TCB-CPU-DB2 QWACAJST The TCB CPU time accumulated in the
application's address space (connecting
thread's TCB) while processing Db2
requests. This field is calculated for
threads by taking the MVS TCB CPU
time on exit from Db2 and subtracting the
MVS TCB CPU time on entry to Db2. The
result is added to the previously saved
TCB CPU time in Db2. Most thread
allocation and certain abend conditions
are not included. This does not include
CPU time consumed by SQL statement
executed in stored procedures. It also
does not include CPU consumed on an
IBM zIIP processor. The accounting class
2 trace must be active to collect this data.
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DB2_WAIT_TRACE DEC(15,0) WAIT-TRC-EVENTS QWACARNE The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for I/O requests
that were initiated by the same thread
(synchronous I/O requests). The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

DB2_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) DB2-ZIIP-CPU QWACCLS2_ZII
P

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution
in Db2 (class 2 time). The zIIP CPU time
is normalized.

DEADLOCK DEC(15,0) DEADLOCKS QTXADEA The accumulated number of times that
an application was unable to obtain a
lock from the lock manager (IRLM) due
to a deadlock situation. An example of
a deadlock situation: application 1 is
waiting for a lock that application 2 is
holding and application 2 is also waiting
for another lock that application 1 is
holding. To detect a deadlock, IRLM
checks on a user-specified interval
of DEADLOK in DSNZPARM for a
deadlock situation. Use the SYSVIEW
for Db2 zParm display to see the current
DEADLOK setting for your installation. If
IRLM detects a deadlock situation, Db2
decides which application to abort. Db2
returns either a -911 or a -913 SQL return
code when a deadlock occurs. The IMS
attachment may return a U777 ABEND.
The SQLCA contains a reason code and
indicates what resource and type of lock
was unobtainable. If the SYSVIEW for
Db2 message logging facility is active,
you can find out what resource was
unavailable and who was involved in the
deadlock situation by browsing the log.

DECL_GLOB_TEMP_TAB DEC(15,0) DECL-GLOB-TEMP-TA
B

QXDCLGTT The number of DECLARE GLOBAL
TEMPORARY TABLE statements
executed.

DESCRIBE_TABLE DEC(15,0) DESCRIBE-TABLE QXDSCRTB The number of SQL DESCRIBE TABLE
statements issued.

DIR_ROW_ACC_INDX DEC(15,0) DIR-ROW-ACC-INDX QXROIIDX The number of times that Db2 attempted
to use direct row access but reverted to
using an index to locate a record.

DIR_ROW_ACC_SUCC DEC(15,0) DIR-ROW-ACC-SUCC QXROIMAT The number of times that Db2 used direct
row access to locate a record.

DIR_ROW_ACC_TSCAN DEC(15,0) DIR-ROW-ACC-TSCAN QXROITS The number of times that Db2 attempted
to use direct row access but reverted
to using a table space scan to locate a
record.
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DISK_CACHE_IO_COUN
T

DEC(15,0) DISK-CACHE-IO-COUN
T

QWACAWCD The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which hit disk cache, but did
not use zHyperLink. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

DISK_CACHE_IO_WAIT DEC(15,6) DISK-CACHE-IO-WAIT QWACAWTD The accumulated wait time for
synchronous read I/O operations
that resulted in Disk Cache hits. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

DRAIN_LOCK_TIME DEC(15,6) DRAIN-LOCK-WAIT QWACAWDR The accumulated wait time for a drain
lock. This value indicates the time the
requester was suspended while waiting
to acquire the drain lock. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

DRAIN_LOCK_WAITS DEC(15,0) DRAIN-LOCK-WAITS QWAXARND The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for drain locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

DRAIN_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) DRAIN-REQUESTS QTXADRNO The average number of DRAIN requests.

DRAIN_UNSUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0) DRAINS-UNSUCCESS
FUL

QTXADRUN The average number of unsuccessful
DRAIN requests.

DROP_ALIAS DEC(15,0) SQL-DROP-ALIAS QXDRPAL The number of SQL DROP ALIAS
statements issued.

DROP_DATABASE DEC(15,0) SQL-DROP-DB QXDRPDB The number of SQL DROP DATABASE
statements issued.

DROP_DISTINCT DEC(15,0) DROP-DISTINCT QXDDIST The number of DROP DISTINCT TYPE
statements.

DROP_INDEX DEC(15,0) SQL-DROP-IDX QXDRPIX The number of SQL DROP INDEX
statements issued.

DROP_MASK DEC(15,0) DROP-MASK QXDRPMP The number of DROP MASK or DROP
PERMISSION statements.

DROP_PACKAGE DEC(15,0) DROP-PACKAGE QXDRPPKG The number of SQL DROP PACKAGE
statements issued.

DROP_PROCEDURE DEC(15,0) DROP-PROCEDURE QXDRPPR The number of DROP PROCEDURE
statements.

DROP_ROLE DEC(15,0) DROP-ROLE QXDRPROL The number of DROP ROLE statements.

DROP_SEQUENCES DEC(15,0) DROP-SEQUENCES QXDROSEQ The number of drop sequence
statements.

DROP_STORAGE_GRP DEC(15,0) SQL-DROP-STOR-GP QXDRPST The number of SQL DROP STORAGE
GROUP statements issued.

DROP_SYNONYM DEC(15,0) SQL-DROP-SYN QXDRPSY The number of SQL DROP SYNONYM
statements issued.

DROP_TABLE DEC(15,0) SQL-DROP-TBL QXDRPTA The number of SQL DROP TABLE
statements issued.
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DROP_TABLESPACE DEC(15,0) SQL-DROP-TBLSPC QXDRPTS The number of SQL DROP
TABLESPACE statements issued.

DROP_TR_CONTEXT DEC(15,0) DROP-TR-CONTEXT QXDRPCTX The number of DROP TRUSTED
CONTEXT statements.

DROP_TRIGGER DEC(15,0) DROP-TRIGGER QXDRPTR The number of SQL DROP TRIGGER
statements.

DROP_UDF DEC(15,0) DROP-UDF QXDRPFN The number of DROP UDF statements.

DROP_VARIABLE DEC(15,0) DROP-VARIABLE QXDRPSV The number of DROP VARIABLE
statements.

DROP_VIEW DEC(15,0) SQL-DROP-VIEW QXDRPVU The number of SQL DROP VIEW
statements issued.

DS_GLBCONT_TIME DEC(15,6) DS-GLBCONT-WAIT QWACAWTJ The accumulated elapsed wait time
caused by suspension of an IRLM
lock request due to global lock
contention, which requires inter-system
communication to resolve. QWACAWTL
gives wait time caused by local lock
contention, which does not require
inter-communication to resolve. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

DS_GLBCONT_WAITS DEC(15,0) DS-GLBCONT-WAITS QWACARNJ The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global lock
contention. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active and the Db2 subsystem
must be a member of a data sharing
group to collect this data.

DS_MSG_TIME DEC(15,6) DS-MSG-WAIT QWACAWTG The accumulated elapsed wait time
caused by suspension for sending
messages to other members in the data
sharing group. One common use of
inter-system message sending is when
database descriptors are changed due
to create, alter, or drop statements.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

DS_MSG_WAITS DEC(15,0) DS-MSG-WAITS QWACARNG The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for sending
messages to other members in the data
sharing group. The accounting class
3 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.
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END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-END QWACESC Specifies the ending store clock
value. You can use this field with the
beginning store clock value (QWACBSC)
to determine the elapsed time of
an application. Threads that do not
terminate (such as CICS primed threads
and IMS wait-for-input message regions)
can have an ending clock value that
includes the time the thread was inactive
and waiting to perform work.

FALSE_CONT DEC(15,0) FALSE-CONT QTGAFCNT The number of false contentions for lock
and unlock requests. A false contention
occurs when different resource names
hash to the same entry in the coupling
facility lock table. The coupling facility
detects contention within the hash entry.
XES uses intersystem messaging to
determine that no resource contention
exists. If XES APAR OA12164 and
IRLM APAR PK85159 are applied, this
counter reports false contentions for
the data sharing member against which
an accounting trace is run. When these
APARs are not applied, this counter is
zero.

FETCH_CURSOR DEC(15,0) SQL-FETCHES QXFETCH The number of SQL FETCH cursor
statements issued.

FETCH_ONLYONE DEC(15,0) FETCH-ONLYONE QXR1BOAD The number of times we fetched one
block and never went on to fetch any
more blocks. This field is new with Db2
12.

FREE_LOCATOR DEC(15,0) FREE-LOCATOR QXFREEL The number of FREE LOCATOR
statements.

GLB_REQS_DENIED DEC(15,0) GLB-REQS-DENIED QTGADRTA The number of global lock or change
requests denied because of an
incompatible retained lock. For more
information about retained locks,
see Data Sharing: Planning and
Administration.

GLBCHLDL_WAIT DEC(15,6) GLBCHLDL-WAIT QWACAWTK The accumulated wait time due to the
global contention for child L-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and Db2 subsystem must be a member
of the data sharing group to collect this
data.
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GLBCHLDL_WAITS DEC(15,0) GLBCHLDL-WAITS QWACARNK The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for child L-locks. The accounting class 3
trace must be active and Db2 subsystem
must be a member of the data sharing
group to collect this data.

GLBOTHRL_WAIT DEC(15,6) GLBOTHRL-WAIT QWACAWTM The accumulated wait time due to the
global contention for other L-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and Db2 subsystem must be a member
of the data sharing group to collect this
data.

GLBOTHRL_WAITS DEC(15,0) GLBOTHRL-WAITS QWACARNM The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for other L-locks. The accounting class 3
trace must be active and Db2 subsystem
must be a member of the data sharing
group to collect this data.

GLBOTHRP_WAIT DEC(15,6) GLBOTHRP-WAIT QWACAWTQ The accumulated wait time due to the
global contention for other P-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and Db2 subsystem must be a member
of the data sharing group to collect this
data.

GLBOTHRP_WAITS DEC(15,0) GLBOTHRP-WAITS QWACARNQ The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for other P-locks. The accounting class 3
trace must be active and Db2 subsystem
must be a member of the data sharing
group to collect this data.

GLBPAGEP_WAIT DEC(15,6) GLBPAGEP-WAIT QWACAWTO Accumulated wait time due to the
global contention for page P-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and Db2 subsystem must be a member
of the data sharing group to collect this
data.

GLBPAGEP_WAITS DEC(15,0) GLBPAGEP-WAITS QWACARNO The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for page P-locks. The accounting class 3
trace must be active and Db2 subsystem
must be a member of the data sharing
group to collect this data.

GLBPPPLCK_WAIT DEC(15,6) GLBPPPLCK-WAIT QWACAWTN Accumulated wait time due to the global
contention for pageset/partition P-locks.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active and Db2 subsystem must be a
member of the data sharing group to
collect this data.
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GLBPPPLCK_WAITS DEC(15,0) GLBPPPLCK-WAITS QWACARNN The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for pageset/partition P-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and Db2 subsystem must be a member
of the data sharing group to collect this
data.

GLOBAL_TEMP_TBL DEC(15,0) GLOBAL-TEMP-TBL QXCRGTT The number of SQL CREATE GLOBAL
TEMPORARY TABLE statements.

HOLD_LOCATOR DEC(15,0) HOLD-LOCATOR QXHOLDL The number of HOLD LOCATOR
statements.

IAG1_USED DEC(15,0) IAG1-USED QXRWSINSRTD
ALG1

The number of times that basic insert
algorithm (IAG1) was used. This field is
new with Db2 12.

IAG2_USED DEC(15,0) IAG2-USED QXRWSINSRTD
ALG2

The number of times that fast insert
algorithm (IAG2) was used. This field is
new with Db2 12.

IFI_COUNTS DEC(15,0) IFI-COUNTS QIFAANIF The number of entries to and exits from
IFI events. The accounting class 5 trace
must be active to collect this data.

IFI_DC_DESCRIBES DEC(15,0) IFI-DC-DESCRIBES QIFAANMB The number of Data Capture describes
for processing READS requests for
IFCID 0185 data.

IFI_DC_DESCRIPTNS DEC(15,0) IFI-DC-DESCRIPTIONS QIFAANDD The number of data descriptions returned
in IFCID 0185.

IFI_DC_RECORDS DEC(15,0) IFI-DC-RECORDS QIFAANRR The number of log records returned to
the caller of the IFI READS call for IFCID
0185.

IFI_DC_ROWS DEC(15,0) IFI-DC-ROWS QIFAANDR The number of data rows returned in
IFCID 0185. Two rows are returned for
each row altered by an SQL UPDATE
statement. Data rows are returned in
IFCID 0185.

IFI_DC_TABLES DEC(15,0) IFI-DC-TABLES QIFAANTB The number of tables returned to the
caller of IFI READS call for IFCID 0185.

IFI_DESCRIBES_TIME DEC(15,6) IFI-DESCRIBES-ELAPS
ED

QIFAAMBT Accumulated elapsed time spent
processing Data Capture describes. Data
Capture describes occur only during IFI
READS requests for IFCID 0185. This
time is a subset of the time provided in
IFI log extract time (QIFAAMLT).

IFI_EXTRACT_TIME DEC(15,6) IFI-LOG-EXTRACT QIFAAMLT The accumulated elapsed time spent
extracting log records for tables defined
with "Data Capture changes". This time is
a subset of the accumulated IFI elapsed
time (QIFAAIET).
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IFI_LOG_READS DEC(15,0) IFI-LOG-READS QIFAANLR The number of log reads performed
for processing IFI READS requests for
IFCID 0185.

IFI_LOG_RECORDS DEC(15,0) IFI-LOG-RECORDS QIFAANRC The number of log records that can be
retrieved that were written for tables
defined with Data Capture changes. This
number includes only those log records
that can be retrieved by an IFI READS
call for IFCID 0185. Some records can be
written but not retrieved because of some
reason such as monitor trace class 6 not
being active.

IFI_TCB_CPU DEC(15,6) IFI-TCB-CPU QIFAAITT The accumulated CPU time spent
processing IFI calls. Provides an
estimate of tracing overhead. The
accounting class 5 trace must be active
to collect this data.

IFI_TIME DEC(15,6) IFI-ELAPSED QIFAAIET The accumulated elapsed time spent
processing IFI calls. Provides an
estimate of tracing overhead. The
accounting class 5 trace must be active
to collect this data.

INCREMENTAL_BIND DEC(15,0) SQL-INCR-BIND QXINCRB The accumulated total number of
incremental binds (excluding prepares)
that Db2 has done. An incremental bind
occurs when Db2 has to perform an
automatic rebind for a plan that has been
invalidated. For example, a plan that
fails at bind time with VALIDATE(RUN) is
incrementally bound at run time.

IPREP_FOUND DEC(15,0) IPREP-FOUND QXSTNPRP The number of times that Db2 did
not prepare a statement bound with
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because the
prepared statement cache contained a
valid copy of the prepared statement.

IPREP_NOFND DEC(15,0) IPREP-NOFND QXSTIPRP The number of times that Db2 did an
implicit prepare for a statement bound
with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because the
prepared statement cache did not contain
a valid copy of the prepared statement.

LABEL_ON DEC(15,0) SQL-LABEL-ON QXLABON The number of SQL LABEL ON
statements issued.

LATCH_WAIT_EVENTS DEC(15,0) LATCH-WAIT-EVENTS QWACARLH The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for latch contention.

LATCH_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) LATCH-WAIT-TIME QWACAWLH Specifies the accumulated wait time due
to latch contention.

LOBCOMP_WAIT_COUN
T

DEC(15,0) LOBCOMP-WAIT-COU
NT

QWAX_LOBCO
MP_COUNT

The number of times the thread waited
for the compression of Large Objects
(LOBs). This field is new with Db2 12.
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LOBCOMP_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) LOBCOMP-WAIT-TIME QWAX_LOBCO
MP_WAIT

Wait time for the compression of Large
Objects (LOBs) This field is new with Db2
12.

LOCK_ESCAL_EXCL DEC(15,0) LOCK-ESCAL-EXC QTXALEX The average number of times that Db2
successfully performed a lock escalation
on a table space from an "intent for
exclusive" (IX) to an exclusive (X) table
space lock. For table spaces defined
with a lock size of ANY or PAGE, Db2
allows a maximum of NUMLKTS page
locks as defined in DSNZPARM for
each table space. Use the SYSVIEW for
Db2 ZPARM display to see the current
NUMLKTS setting for your installation. If
the value is zero, then the application has
no table space lock limit. Otherwise, if
the locksize is PAGE, the SQL statement
is terminated with a negative SQL code.
For a lock size of ANY, Db2 tries to
escalate the lock to a table space lock.
This field should normally be zero. If it is
not, then the application causing the lock
escalation should be investigated to see
if the number of locks can be reduced.

LOCK_ESCAL_SHARE DEC(15,0) LOCK-ESCAL-SHR QTXALES The average number of times that Db2
successfully performed a lock escalation
on a table space from an "intent to
share" (IS) lock to a shared (S) table
space lock. For table spaces defined
with a lock size of ANY or PAGE, Db2
allows a maximum of NUMLKTS page
locks as defined in DSNZPARM for
each table space. Use the SYSVIEW for
Db2 ZPARM display to see the current
NUMLKTS setting for your installation. If
the value is zero, then the application has
no table space lock limit. Otherwise, if
the lock size is PAGE, the SQL statement
is terminated with a negative SQL code.
For a lock size of ANY, Db2 tries to
escalate the lock to a table space lock.
This field should normally be zero. If it is
not, then the application causing the lock
escalation should be investigated to see
if the number of locks can be reduced.
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LOCK_REQUEST DEC(15,0) LOCK-CALLS QTXALOCK The accumulated number of times
that Db2 sent a lock request to IRLM
on behalf of an application. For table
spaces defined with a lock size of ANY
or PAGE, Db2 allows a maximum of
NUMLKTS page locks as defined in
DSNZPARM for each table space.
Use the  ZPARM display to see the
current NUMLKTS setting for your
installation. If the value is zero, then
the application has no table space lock
limit. Otherwise, if the lock size is PAGE,
the SQL statement is terminated with a
negative SQL code. For a lock size of
ANY, Db2 tries to escalate the lock to
a table space (or table for segmented
table spaces) lock (exclusive if "update"
page locks are being obtained; shared if
"shared" page locks are being obtained).
Furthermore, Db2 allows a maximum
total of NUMLKUS page locks as defined
in DSNZPARM for a user. Once again,
if the value is zero, then the application
has no lock limit. Otherwise, the SQL
statement is terminated with a negative
SQL code. The number of locks is mostly
informational. However, if this number
is excessively large, you could save a
significant amount of CPU and storage
by using a LOCK TABLE statement
rather than letting Db2 acquire a lock for
every individual page.

LOCK_TABLE DEC(15,0) SQL-LOCK-TBL QXLOCK The number of SQL LOCK TABLE
statements issued.

LOCK_WAITS DEC(15,0) WAITS-LOCK QWACARNL The number of wait trace events for waits
for a local Db2 resource. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

LOG_WRITE_IO_WAIT DEC(15,6) LOG-WRITE-IO-WAIT QWACAWLG The accumulated wait time for log write
I/O. For RRSAF threads, this value
includes implicit commit time for RRS
at EOT if uncommitted work exists. See
QWACAWTE for explicit RRS commit
time.

LOG_WRITE_IO_WAITS DEC(15,0) LOG-WRITE-IO-WAITS QWACARLG The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for log write I/O.

MAX_DEGREE DEC(15,0) MAX-DEGREE QXMAXDEG The maximum degree of parallel
processing executed among all parallel
groups. This field indicates the extent to
which queries were processed in parallel.
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MAX_LEV_SQL_CASC DEC(15,0) MAX-LEV-SQL-CASC QXCASCDP The maximum level of nested SQL
cascading due to triggers, user-defined
functions, and stored procedures.

MAX_LOB_STORAGE DEC(15,0) MAX-LOB-STORAGE QXSTLOBV The maximum storage used for LOB
values, in megabytes.

MAX_PAGE_LOCKS DEC(15,0) MAX-PAGE-LOCKS QTXANPL The maximum number of page or row
locks held by an application at any given
point. If this field is summarized, the
value indicates the highest occurrence.
For table spaces defined with a lock size
of ANY, PAGE, or ROW, Db2 allows a
maximum of either NUMLKTS page or
row locks as defined in the DSNZPARM
for each table space or by the LOCKMAX
clause of the CREATE TABLESPACE
statement for the table space. Use the
SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display to
see the current NUMLKTS setting for
your installation. If the value is zero,
then the application has no table space
lock limit. If the lock size is ANY for a
table space and the maximum locks
has been reached, then Db2 tries to
escalate the page lock to a table space
lock. Otherwise, if the lock size of a
table space is PAGE or ROW, the
SQL statement is terminated with a
negative SQL code when max locks is
reached. The application is automatically
terminated when max locks is reached.
This counter should be kept as low as
possible. If this value is large, then the
application holding many page or row
locks should be investigated to see if the
number of locks can be reduced. Holding
a high number of locks can cause a
significant increase in storage usage and
cause concurrency problems.

MAX_PARALLEL_GRPS_
ESTM

DEC(15,0) MAX-PARALLEL-GRPS
-ESTM

QXMAXESTIDG The maximum estimated degree of the
parallel group. This value represents the
bind time estimated degree based on the
cost formula. The bind time estimates
the parallel group degree correctly when
the parallel group contains a parameter
marker or host variable.
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MAX_PARALLEL_GRPS_
PLAN

DEC(15,0) MAX-PARALLEL-GRPS
-PLAN

QXMAXPLANDG The maximum planned degree of the
parallel group. This value represents the
ideal parallel group degree. Db2 obtains
this value at execution time, after the
parameter marker or host variable values
are obtained. Db2 obtains this value
before negotiating between the buffer
pool and system.

MAX_XML_STORAGE DEC(15,0) MAX-XML-STORAGE QXSTXMLV The maximum amount of storage used
for XML values, in megabytes.
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MULT_INDX_FAIL_LMT DEC(15,0) MIAP-NO-MAXRIDS QXMRMIAP The number of times list prefetch access
was disabled because one of the run-
time thresholds for processing RIDs was
exceeded. Note that this counter only
reflects run-time failures. During the
bind process, Db2 may also determine
that multiple indexes or list prefetch
should not be used. For index access
with list prefetch (single index), this field
can only be incremented during RID
list retrieval. For multiple index access,
this field can be incremented during
RID list retrieval, RID list ANDing, and
RID list ORing. This counter reflects
the number of times internal limits or
threshold values were exceeded for the
RID lists obtained directly from an index
as well as for RID lists derived during the
ANDing and ORing process. Two of the
run-time limits are for the Data Manager
(DM) and for the Relational Data System
(RDS). The DM limit is an internal limit
and any failures should be reported to
the appropriate IBM support personnel.
One of the RDS limits is that the number
of RID blocks allocated to one user must
not exceed 50 percent of the RID block
pool. The RID block pool may expand to
be as large as 50 percent of the buffer
pool (note that the RID pool is a pool
of its own and is not a part of the buffer
pool). Other RDS limits for list prefetch
include disabling when the resulting
number of qualifying rows exceed 25
percent of the table when ORing two or
more indexes, and when the resulting
number of qualifying rows drops below
32 during an index ANDing process. Run
a SYSVIEW for Db2 application probe
to see the resulting number of RIDs for
each index. For any of the preceding
run-time failures, Db2 deactivates list
prefetch for the requestor, causing
the limit to be exceeded. However, it
continues to process the data using
other methods. Use subsystem RID
pool statistics to determine if the failure
was due to the DM or RDS limit being
exceeded.
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MULT_INDX_FAIL_STG DEC(15,0) MIAP-NO-STORAGE QXNSMIAP The number of times list prefetch failed
because the storage necessary to
allocate more RID blocks to hold the
list of record identifiers (RIDs) was not
available in the DBM1 private address
space. Db2 continues to process the data
without using list prefetch. This field can
be incremented during retrieval, sorting,
ANDing, and ORing of RID lists. For
index access with list prefetch (single
index), this field can only be incremented
once per access; for multiple index
access, it can be incremented for every
index involved in the ORing and ANDing
of RID lists.

MULT_INDX_NOT_USED DEC(15,0) MIAP-NOT-USED QXRFMIAP The number of times RID list processing
is not used or terminated for the whole
query. This field is incremented once
when RID list processing could not be
used for index access with list prefetch
AND/OR for multiple index access for
the whole query. While the related fields
MIAP-NO-MAXRIDS (QXMRMIAP) and
MIAP-NO-STORAGE (QXNSMIAP) are
incremented every time a given RID
list is not used in part of query RID list
processing, this count is updated only if
the final RID list could not be constructed
successfully and RID list processing has
to be terminated. This typically results in
(but is not limited to) FALLBACK to R-
scan. This field is new with Db2 12.
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MULT_INDX_USED DEC(15,0) MIAP-USED QXMIAP The number of times RID list (also called
RID pool) processing is used. During RID
(record ID) list processing, Db2 uses an
index to produce a list of candidate RIDs,
which is called a RID list. The RID list
can be sorted and intersected (ANDed)
or unioned (;ORd) with other RID lists
before actually accessing the data pages.
RID list processing is used for a single
index (index access with list prefetch)
or for multiple indexes (multiple index
access), which is when the ANDing and
ORing of RID lists occurs. This field is
incremented when RID list processing is
used for index access with list prefetch
and/or for multiple index access. For
multiple index access, if a final RID list
is obtained through ANDing and ORing
of rid lists, the counter is incremented
once, even if RIDs from all indexes in the
multiple index access were not used.

NESTED_TRIG_ZIIP DEC(15,6) NESTED-TRIG-ZIIP QWACTRTE_SE The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed on an IBM specialty engine
for execution of triggers on a nested task.
The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

NODM_RAI DEC(15,0) NODM-RAI QXRSDMAD The number of times a DM was not
called for RID list retrieval for multiple
index access or LPF because it
was not necessary due to Runtime
Adaptive Index processing being able to
predetermine the outcome. This field is
new with Db2 12.

NOTIFY_MSGS DEC(15,0) NOTIFY-MSGS QTGANTFY The number of notify messages sent.

NUM_SVPT_REL_REQS DEC(15,0) NUM-SVPT-REL-REQS QWACRLSV The number of release savepoint
requests.

NUM_SVPT_REQS DEC(15,0) NUM-SVPT-REQS QWACSVPT The number of savepoint requests.

NUM_SVPT_ROLB_REQ
S

DEC(15,0) NUM-SVPT-ROLB-REQ
S

QWACRBSV The number of rollback to savepoint
requests.

OPEN_CURSOR DEC(15,0) SQL-OPENS QXOPEN The number of SQL OPEN cursor
statements issued.

OTHER_IRLM_REQUEST DEC(15,0) IRLM-OTHER-CALLS QTXAIRLM Specifies the average number of times
that Db2 sent a request to the lock
manager (IRLM) that was not a lock,
unlock, query, or change lock request.
This field is for informational purposes
only and serves no real tuning value.
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OTHER_UDF_CPU DEC(15,6) OTHER-UDF-CPU QWACUDTT The accumulated CPU time that was
spent in Db2 for processing SQL
statements that were issued by user-
defined functions in WLM-established
stored procedure address spaces. This
time also includes Db2 time that was
used for connecting and disconnecting
the user-defined function task. This time
is a subset of the class 1 QWACUDCP
time. Non-inline UDF times are included
in this time IF the native UDF was called
on a nested task and was not invoked by
the main application execution unit. This
time does not include CPU consumed
on an IBM specialty engine. This value is
calculated only if accounting trace class 2
is active.

PAGE_LATCH_TIME DEC(15,6) PAGE-LATCH-WAIT QWACAWTP The accumulated wait time caused by
the page latch contention. For example,
when RUNSTATS and COPY utilities
are run with the SHRLEVEL(CHANGE)
option, they use a page latch instead of
locking in order to serialize the collection
of statistics or the copying of a page. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PAGE_LATCH_WAITS DEC(15,0) PAGE-LATCH-WAITS QWACARNH The number of wait trace events
processed for page latch contention. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PAR_CHILD_AGENTS DEC(15,0) PAR-CHILD-AGENTS QWAC_PT_COU
NT

The number of parallel query child
agents in a record. For a nonrollup
record, this value is zero. For a parallel
query rollup record, this value is the
number of parallel query child agents
that were included in the record. For
a DDF or RRSAF rollup record, this
value is the number of parallel query
child agents that were included in the
record. These agents are not included
in the calculation of QWACPCNT. For
autonomous procedure rollup record, this
field contains a zero.
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PARA_COORD_TOKEN CHAR(8) PARALLEL-COORD-TO
KEN

QWDAXCQO For a parallel task, this correlating value
indicates the member name of the
parallelism coordinator. This value, in
conjunction with QWACPACE, can be
used to correlate all of the parallel task
records with the records of the originating
task. For the coordinating task, there
might be multiple instances of this field,
with an occurrence for each assisting
member.

PARA_GRP_UDF_TTAB DEC(15,0) PARA-GRP-UDF-TTAB QXDEGDTT The total number of parallel groups that
are part of a query block using a UDF
and executed on a single Db2 due to
the existence of a Declared Temporary
Table in the application process. Neither
the query block nor the parallel group
references a Declared Temporary Table,
and a parallel group may or may not use
a UDF.

PARA_GRPS_BYPS DEC(15,0) PARA-GRPS-BYPS QXXCSKIP The number of times that the parallelism
coordinator had to bypass a Db2 when
distributing tasks because there was
not enough buffer pool storage on one
or more Db2 members. This field is
incremented only on the parallelism
coordinator, and it is incremented only
once per parallel group, even though it
is possible that more than one Db2 has
a buffer pool shortage for that parallel
group. The purpose of this count is to
indicate when there are not enough
buffers on a member. Therefore, this
count is incremented only when the
buffer pool is defined to allow parallelism.
For example, if vpxpseqt=0 on an
assistant, then Db2 does not send
parallel work there, but this count is not
incremented.

PARA_GRPS_DS DEC(15,0) PARA-GRPS-DS QXXCBPNX The total number of parallel groups
that Db2 intended to run across the
data sharing group. This count is
only incremented on the parallelism
coordinator at run time.
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PARA_GRPS_EXECCOR
R

DEC(15,0) PARA-GRPS-EXECCO
RR

QXCOORNO The total number of parallel groups
executed on a single Db2 due to one of
the following reasons: 1) When the plan
or package was bound, the coordinator
subsystem parameter was set to yes,
but the parameter is set to no when the
program runs. 2) the plan or package
was bound on a Db2 with the coordinator
subsystem parameter set to yes, but the
program is being run on a different Db2
that has the coordinator value set to no.

PARA_GRPS_EXECRR DEC(15,0) PARA-GRPS-EXECRR QXISORR The total number of parallel groups
executed on a single Db2 because the
plan or package was bound with an
isolation value of repeatable read or read
stability.

PARAL_QUERY_SUSPE
NDED

DEC(15,0) PQS-SUSPEND-COUN
T

QWAC_PQS_CO
UNT

The number of times a parallel query
processing waited for a parent/child for
synchronization.

PARAL_QUERY_WAIT DEC(15,6) PQS-WAIT-TIME QWAC_PQS_W
AIT

Amount of waiting time a parallel query
processing waited for parent/child for
synchronization.

PARALLEL_GROUPS DEC(15,0) PARALLEL-GROUPS QXTOTGRP The total number of parallel groups that
were executed.

PARALLEL_GRPS_DEGE
N

DEC(15,0) PARALLEL-GRPS-DEG
EN

QXSTODGNGR
P

Specifies how many parallel groups
degenerated to sequential. Degeneration
occurred when system negotiation
resulted in a high system stress level.

PARALLEL_GRPS_DEGE
N_OPT

DEC(15,0) PARALLEL-GRPS-DEG
EN-OPT

QXPAROPT Specifies how many parallel groups
degenerated as a result of optimization.
For example, parallel grouping results
in the return of zero rows. Degeneration
can also occur when the parallel group is
partitioned on one record.

PARALLEL_GRPS_REDU
CE

DEC(15,0) PARALLEL-GRPS-RED
UCE

QXSTOREDGRP Specifies how many parallel group
degree reductions occurred. These
reductions occurred when system
negotiation resulted in a high system
stress level.

PARALLEL_GRPS_SEQ DEC(15,0) PARALLEL-GRPS-SEQ QXDEGAT The number of parallel groups that
were executing under an autonomous
procedure and fell back to sequential
mode.
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PARALLEL_REC_TYPE CHAR(6) CPU-PARALLEL-IND N/A Specifies accounting record as:
"CHILD"—a child record; "CH SUM"—
a child summary record; "AUT SP"—
for an Autonomous Stored Procedure;
"PARENT"—a parent record; "SUM"—a
summary of the child and parent records;
"ROLLUP"—a DDF/RRSAF rollup record;
Blanks—not a child or parent record.

PARALLEL_TASKS DEC(15,0) PARALLEL-TASKS QWACPCNT For a non-rollup parent record, specifies
the number of parallel child agents
created. For a non-rollup child agent
record, the value is 0. For a parallel
query rollup record, specifies the number
of parallel child agents rolled into the
record. For a DDF/RRSAF rollup record,
specifies the number of accounting
intervals rolled into the record for
the corresponding end user. For an
autonomous procedure rollup record,
this value is the number of autonomous
procedures rolled into the record. The
accounting class 1 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PARALLEL_TOKEN DEC(15,0) PARALLEL-TOKEN QWACPACE Specifies the token which is used to
correlate parallel task records with the
records of the originating task. For a
non-rollup child agent record, this value
matches the ACE (QWHSACE) of the
parent record. For a parallel query
rollup record, this value contains the
QWHSACE value of the parent record.
For a DDF/RRSAF rollup record, this
field does not apply. For an autonomous
procedures rollup record, this value is
equal to the value of QWHSACE of the
parent record. The accounting class 1
trace must be active to collect this data.

PCT_RLIMIT_USED DEC(15,6) ARC-RLF-PCT-MAXX Derived from
QTXACHUS and
QTXACLMT

The percentage of the RLF limit used
by the Db2 call that consumed the
maximum amount of CPU time for
dynamic SQL being governed by the
resource limit facility. A dynamic SQL
statement may cause more than one Db2
call, but the bulk of the processing for
that statement is typically done in one
call. Only successful calls are monitored
by the resource limit facility.

PIPE_WAIT_COUNT DEC(15,0) PIPE-WAIT-COUNT QWAX_PIPEWAI
T_COUNT

The number of times the thread waited
for a pipe. This field is new with Db2 12.

PIPE_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) PIPE-WAIT-TIME QWAX_PIPE_W
AIT

Wait time for a pipe. This field is new with
Db2 12.
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PLANNED_DEGREE DEC(15,0) PLANNED-DEGREE QXNORGRP The total number of parallel groups that
executed in the planned parallel degree.
This field is incremented by one for each
parallel group that executed with the
planned degree of parallel processing (as
determined by Db2).

PLOCK_CHNG DEC(15,0) PLOCK-CHNG QTGACPLK The number of change requests for P-
locks. This is as opposed to QTXACHG
which contains the number of change
requests for L-locks.

PLOCK_REQS DEC(15,0) PLOCK-REQS QTGALPLK The number of lock requests for P-locks.
This is as opposed to QTXALOCK which
contains the number of L-lock requests.

PLOCK_UNLK DEC(15,0) PLOCK-UNLK QTGAUPLK The number of unlock requests for P-
locks. This is as opposed to QTXAUNLK
which contains the number of unlock
requests for L-locks.

PREP_INDX_RESTR DEC(15,0) PREP-INDX-RESTR QXPRRESI The number of prepare statements for
which the use of indexes was restricted
because the indexes were in a pending
state.

PREPARE_CACHE DEC(15,0) PREPARE-CACHE QXSTFND The number of times that Db2 satisfied
a prepare request by making a copy of
a statement in the prepared statement
cache.

PREPARE_DROP DEC(15,0) PREPARE-DROP QXSTDINV The number of times that Db2 discarded
a prepared statement from the prepared
statement cache because a program
executed a drop, alter, or revoke
statement against a dependent object.

PREPARE_MAXKD DEC(15,0) PREPARE-MAXKD QXSTDEXP The number of times that Db2 discarded
a prepared statement from the prepared
statement cache because the number
of prepared statements in the cache
exceeded the value of subsystem
parameter MAXKEEPD.

PREPARE_NOCACHE DEC(15,0) PREPARE-NOCACHE QXSTNFND The number of times that Db2 searched
the prepared statement cache but could
not find a suitable prepared statement.

PROFMON_COND_TYPE CHAR(1) PROFMON-COND-TYP
E

QWAC_PROFM
ON_TYPE

Specifies whether the thread exceeded
a WARNING or EXCEPTION level set
by a Db2 monitor profile. Contains 'E'
for an exception or a 'W' for a warning
condition. A blank indicates that a
warning or exception did not occur. This
field applies only to MONITORING IDLE
THREADs Db2 profiles.
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PROFMON_PROFILE_ID INTEGER PROFMON-PROFILE-I
D

QWAC_PROFM
ON_PID

Specifies the profile ID of the Db2
monitor profile for the thread that
exceeded a WARNING or EXCEPTION
level condition. The profile ID
corresponds to the PROFILEID value
in the DSN_PROFILE_TABLE. This
field applies only to MONITORING IDLE
THREADs Db2 profiles.

PROPXES_CHNG DEC(15,0) PROPXES-CHNG QTGACSLM The number of change requests
propagated to MVS XES synchronously
(that is, under the user's execution unit).
This count includes both L-locks and P-
locks. This counter is not incremented if
the request is suspended.

PROPXES_REQS DEC(15,0) PROPXES-REQS QTGALSLM The number of lock requests propagated
to MVS XES synchronously (that is,
under the user's execution unit). This
count includes both L-locks and P-locks.
This counter is not incremented if the
request is suspended.

PROPXES_UNLK DEC(15,0) PROPXES-UNLK QTGAUSLM The number of unlock requests
propagated to MVS XES synchronously
(that is, under the user's execution unit).
This count includes both L-locks and P-
locks. This counter is not incremented if
the request is suspended.

QUERY_REQUEST DEC(15,0) LOCK-QUERIES QTXAQRY The average number of times that Db2
sent a query request to the lock manager
(IRLM) on behalf of the application. This
field is for informational purposes only
and serves no real tuning value.

REDUCED_DEGREE DEC(15,0) REDUCED-DEGREE QXREDGRP The total number of parallel groups that
have a planned degree greater than
one at run time, but were processed
to a parallel degree less than planned
because of a storage shortage or
contention on the buffer pool. If this
field is not zero, increase the size of the
current buffer pool by using the ALTER
BUFFERPOOL command, or use the
ALTER TABLESPACE statement to
assign table spaces accessed by this
query to a different buffer pool.

REFORMU_BUFFERS DEC(15,0) REFORMU-BUFFERS QXREPOP2 The total number of parallel groups for
which Db2 reformulated the parallel
portion of the access path because there
was not enough buffer pool resource.
This counter is incremented only by the
parallelism coordinator at run time.
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REFORMU_CONFIG DEC(15,0) REFORMU-CONFIG QXREPOP1 The total number of parallel groups for
which Db2 reformulated the parallel
portion of the access path because the
sysplex configuration at run time was
different from the sysplex configuration
at bind time. This counter is incremented
only by the parallelism coordinator at run
Time.

REFRESH_TABLE DEC(15,0) REFRESH-TABLE QXREFTBL The number of times the REFRESH
TABLE SQL statement was invoked to
refresh data in a materialized query table.
This field is new with Db2 12.

RENAME_INDEX DEC(15,0) RENAME-INDEX QXRNIX The number or RENAME INDEX
statements.

RENAME_TABLES DEC(15,0) RENAME-TABLES QXRNTAB The number of SQL RENAME TABLE
statements.

REOPT_COUNT DEC(15,0) REOPT-COUNT QXSTREOP The number of times that reoptimization
for host variables occurred.

REQ_PRDID CHAR(8) QMDA-PRODUCT QMDAPRID Specifies the product that generated
the accounting string (QMDAASTR).
If the value is zeros, then there is no
accounting string present. The format
of the product ID is PPPVVRRM, where
PPP is the product name, VV is the
version, RR is the release, and M is the
modification level

RID_INTERRUPT_LMT DEC(15,0) RID-INTERRUPT-LMT QXHJINCT The number of times that appending to a
RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted.
Interruption occurred because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.

RID_INTERRUPT_STG DEC(15,0) RID-INTERRUPT-STG QXHJINCS The number of times that appending to a
RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted.
Interruption occurred because no RID
pool storage was available to hold the list
of RIDs.

RID_MULTI_IX_SKIP DEC(15,0) RID-MULTI-IX-SKIP QXRSMIAP The number of times that RID list
retrieval for multiple index access was
not done because Db2 could determine
the outcome of index ANDing or ORing.

RID_OVERFLOW_LIMIT DEC(15,0) RID-OVERFLOW-LIMIT QXWFRIDT The number of times that a RID list
overflowed to a work file because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.

RID_OVERFLOW_STOR DEC(15,0) RID-OVERFLOW-STOR QXWFRIDS The number of times that a RID list
overflowed to a work file because no RID
pool storage was available to the hold the
list of RIDs.
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RLIMIT_MATCH CHAR(50) RLF-DERIVED Derived from
QTXAPREC

RLF_V_12 shows how resource limit is
determined. To understand how resource
limit was determined in Db2 11 and prior,
see RLF_V_11.

RLIMIT_TABLE_ID CHAR(2) RLIMIT-TABLE QTXARLID Specifies the resource limit table
suffix. The actual table name can be
derived by appending the value in this
field to the resource limit table prefix
name, DSNRLSTxx, or DSNRLMTxx.
The resource limit table determines
how many service units (CPU time) a
particular Db2 call for a dynamic SQL
statement is allowed to consume. A
dynamic SQL statement may cause more
than one Db2 call, but the bulk of the
processing for that statement is typically
done in one call. Entries are placed in
the table by an administrator. There
can be generic or specific entries in the
table to control usage of dynamic SQL
by plan name and/or authorization ID. If
the resource limit facility is not active, no
dynamic SQL was used, or no table entry
applies to this authorization ID and plan
combination, then this field is not used.

ROLLBACK DEC(15,0) ABORTS QWACABRT The number of rollback requests. This
count indicates the number of units
of recovery that were backed out and
includes rollbacks from attaches. -
application program abend - application
ROLLBACK request - application
deadlocked on database records -
application cancelled by operator - thread
abend caused by a resource shortage. In
short, this counter is incremented for all
rollbacks, regardless of source.

ROW_TRIGGER_ACT DEC(15,0) ROW-TRIGGER-ACT QXROWTRG The number of times a row trigger is
activated.

ROWS_DELETED DEC(15,0) ROWS-DELETED QXRWSDELETD The total number of rows deleted.

ROWS_FETCHED DEC(15,0) ROWS-FETCHED QXRWSFETCHD The total number of rows fetched.

ROWS_INSERTED DEC(15,0) ROWS-INSERTED QXRWSINSRTD The total number of rows inserted.

ROWS_UPDATED DEC(15,0) ROWS-UPDATED QXRWSUPDTD The total number of rows updated.

SEQ_BUFFER DEC(15,0) SEQ-BUFFER QXDEGBUF The total number of parallel groups that
have a planned degree greater than one
at run time, but fall back to sequential
mode because of storage shortage or
contention on the buffer pool.
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SEQ_CURSOR DEC(15,0) SEQ-CURSOR QXDEGCUR The total number of parallel groups that
fall back to sequential operation because
of a cursor that can be used for update or
delete.

SEQ_ESA_SORT DEC(15,0) SEQ-ESA-SORT QXDEGESA The total number of parallel groups that
fall back to sequential operation because
of a lack of ESA sort support.

SERV_TASK_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-SWITCH-
UPD-COM + WAITS-
SWITCH-OPEN-CLS
+ WAITS-SWITCH-
SYSLGRNG + WAITS-
SWITCH-DMS +
WAITS-SWITCH-
OTHER)

SUM(QWACARNS
+ QWAXOCNS
+ QWAXSLNS +
QWAXDSNS +
QWAXOTNS)

The number of wait trace events for
synchronous execution unit switches to
Db2 services. This value is aggregated
for one or all connection types and
includes the following waits: open/
close data set; HSM recall; SYSLGRNG
update; commit phase 2 for updates,
inserts, and deletes; data space manager
services; define data set; extend data
set; delete data set; reset data set;
VSAM catalog access; other Db2 service
tasks.

SERVICE_TASK_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-SWITCH-
UPD-COM + WAIT-
SWITCH-OPEN-CLS
+ WAIT-SWITCH-
SYSLGRNG + WAIT-
SWITCH-DMS + WAIT-
SWITCH-OTHER)

SUM(QWACAWTE
+ QWAXOCSE
+ QWAXSLSE +
QWAXDSSE +
QWAXOTSE)

The thread elapsed time spent waiting
due to synchronous execution unit
switches to Db2 services. This field
includes the following waits: open/
close data set; HSM recall; SYSLGRNG
update; commit phase 2 for updates,
inserts, and deletes; data space manager
services; define data set; extend data
set; delete data set; reset data set;
VSAM catalog access; other Db2 service
tasks.

SET_CONNECTION DEC(15,0) SET-CONNECTION QXSETCON The number of SQL SET CONNECTION
statements issued.

SET_CURRENT_DEGRE
E

DEC(15,0) SET-CURRENT-DEGR
EE

QXSETCDG The number of SQL SET CURRENT
DEGREE statements issued.

SET_CURRENT_PREC DEC(15,0) SET-CURRENT-PREC QXSETCPR The number of SET CURRENT
PRECISION statements executed.

SET_CURRENT_RULES DEC(15,0) SET-CURRENT-RULES QXSETCRL The number of SQL SET CURRENT
RULES statements issued.

SET_CURRENT_SQLID DEC(15,0) SQL-SET-SQLID QXSETSQL The number of SQL SET CURRENT
SQLID statements issued.

SET_HOST_VARIABLE DEC(15,0) SET-HOST-VARIABLE QXSETHV The number of SQL SET HOST
VARIABLE statements issued.

SET_PATH DEC(15,0) SET-PATH QXSETPTH The number of SQL SET CURRENT
PATH statements.
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SP_TOT_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) STORPROC-TOT-ELAP
SED

QWACSPEA The total elapsed time used to satisfy
external stored procedure requests that
were processed in WLM-established
stored procedure address space. SQL
procedure time is included only if the
SQL procedures were call on a nested
task, and were not invoked by the main
application execution unit. This value
includes time that was used for executing
SQL statements.

SP_TOT_ELAPSED_SQL DEC(15,6) STORPROC-TOT-ELAP
SED-SQL

QWACSPEB The total elapsed time that was spent
for processing SQL statements that
were issued by stored procedures in
WLM-established stored procedure
address spaces. This time also includes
time that was used for connecting and
disconnecting the stored procedure task,
for external stored procedures. SQL
procedure times are included in this
time if SQL procedures were called on a
nested task, and were not invoked by the
main application execution unit.

SP_WLM_SP_ZIIP_C1 DEC(15,6) SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP-C1 QWACSP_CLS1
SE

The accumulated CPU time that is used
to satisfy stored procedure requests that
are processed in a stored procedure
address space and executed on an
IBM specialty engine. Times for SQL
procedures are included in this time if the
SQL procedures were called on a nested
task, and was not invoked by the main
application execution unit. The zIIP CPU
time is normalized.

SP_WLM_SP_ZIIP_C2 DEC(15,6) SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP-C2 QWACSP_CLS2
SE

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed in Db2 for processing SQL
statements that are issued by stored
procedures that are processed in a
stored procedure address space and
executed on an IBM specialty engine.
Times for SQL procedures are included
in this time if the SQL procedure was
called on a nested task, and was
not invoked by the main application
execution unit. This time is a subset of
QWACSP_CLS1SE. The zIIP CPU time
is normalized.

SP_WLM_UDF_ZIIP_C1 DEC(15,6) SP-WLM-UDF-ZIIP-C1 QWACUDF_CLS
1SE

The accumulated CPU time that is used
to satisfy user-defined function requests
that are processed in a stored procedure
address space and executed on an IBM
specialty engine. The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.
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SP_WLM_UDF_ZIIP_C2 DEC(15,6) SP-WLM-UDF-ZIIP-C2 QWACUDF_CLS
2SE

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed in Db2 for processing SQL
statements that are issued by user-
defined functions that are processed
in a stored procedure address space
and executed on an IBM specialty
engine. This time is a subset of
QWACUDF_CLS1SE. The zIIP CPU time
is normalized.

SPARSE_INDEX_DISABL
E

DEC(15,0) SPARSE-INDEX-DISAB
LE

QXSISTOR Specifies how often insufficient storage
resulted in the disabling of the sparse
index.

SPARSE_INDEX_WORK
FILE

DEC(15,0) SPARSE-INDEX-WF QXSIWF Specifies how often a physical work file
for probing was built by the sparse index.

SQL_CALL_REJECTS DEC(15,0) SQL-CALL-REJECTS QXCALLRJ The number of times an SQL CALL
statement was rejected.

SQL_CALL_STMTS DEC(15,0) SQL-CALL-STMTS QXCALL The number of SQL CALL statements
issued.

SQL_CALL_TIMEOUTS DEC(15,0) SQL-CALL-TIMEOUTS QXCALLTO The number of times an SQL CALL
statement timed out waiting to be
scheduled.

SQL_DELETE DEC(15,0) SQL-DELETES QXDELET The number of SQL DELETE statements
issued.

SQL_DESCRIBE DEC(15,0) SQL-DESCRIBES QXDESC The number of SQL DESCRIBE
statements issued.

SQL_ERR_IN_TRIG DEC(15,0) SQL-ERR-IN-TRIG QXTRGERR The number of times an SQL error
occurred during execution of a Triggered
action.

SQL_GRANT DEC(15,0) SQL-GRANT QXGRANT The number of SQL GRANT statements
issued.

SQL_INSERT DEC(15,0) SQL-INSERTS QXINSRT The number of SQL INSERT statements
issued.

SQL_MERGE DEC(15,0) SQL-MERGE QXMERGE The number of MERGE statements.

SQL_PREPARE DEC(15,0) SQL-PREPARES QXPREP The number of SQL PREPARE
statements issued.

SQL_RELEASE DEC(15,0) RELEASE QXREL The number of SQL RELEASE
statements issued.

SQL_REVOKE DEC(15,0) SQL-REVOKE QXREVOK The number of SQL REVOKE statements
issued.

SQL_SELECT DEC(15,0) SQL-SELECTS QXSELECT The number of SQL SELECT statements
issued.

SQL_UPDATE DEC(15,0) SQL-UPDATES QXUPDTE The number of SQL UPDATE statements
issued.
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STAB_PREPARES DEC(15,0) STAB-PREPARES QXSTSFND The number of times a PREPARE
request was satisfied by making a copy
from the stabilized statement in the
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY catalog table.
The stabilized statement search is done
only when no matching statement was
found in the prepared statement cache.
This field is new with Db2 12.

STMT_TRIGGER_ACT DEC(15,0) STMT-TRIGGER-ACT QXSTTRG The number of times a statement trigger
is activated.

STORPROC_ABNDS DEC(15,0) STORPROC-ABNDS QXCALLAB The number of times a stored procedure
terminated abnormally.

STORPROC_DB2_CPU DEC(15,6) STORPROC-DB2-CPU QWACSPTT The accumulated CPU time that was
spent in Db2 for processing SQL
statements that were issued by stored
procedures in WLM-established stored
procedure address spaces. This time
also includes Db2 time that was used
for connecting and disconnecting the
stored procedure task for external
stored procedures. SQL procedure
times are included in this time if the SQL
procedures were called on a nested
task, and were not invoked by the main
application execution unit. This time is a
subset of the class 1 QWACSPCP time.
The accounting class 2 trace must be
active to collect this data.

STORPROC_ELP_TIME DEC(15,6) STORPROC-ELP-WAIT QWACCAST The total elapsed time spent waiting
for an available TCB before the stored
procedure could be scheduled. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

STORPROC_LCL_CPU DEC(15,6) STORPROC-LCL-CPU QWACSPNF_CP The accumulated CPU time that is used
for executing stored procedure requests
on the main application execution unit.
This time does not include time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP. Because
these stored procedures run entirely in
Db2, this time represents class 1 and
class 2 time.

STORPROC_LCL_ELAP DEC(15,6) STORPROC-LCL-ELAP QWACSPNF_EL
AP

Accumulated elapsed time that is
consumed executing stored procedure
requests on the main application
execution unit. Because these stored
procedures run entirely in Db2, this time
represents class 1 and class 2 time.
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STORPROC_SQL_EVNT
S

DEC(15,0) STORPROC-SQL-EVE
NTS

QWACSPNE The number of SQL entry or exit events
performed by stored procedures. The
accounting class 2 trace must be active
to collect this data.

STORPROC_SQL_WAITS DEC(15,0) STORPROC-SQL-WAI
TS

QWACCANM The number of times an SQL CALL
statement had to wait for an available
TCB before the stored procedure could
be scheduled. The accounting class 3
trace must be active to collect this data.

STORPROC_TCB_CPU DEC(15,6) STORPROC-TCB-CPU QWACSPCP The accumulated CPU time used
to satisfy external stored procedure
requests that were processed in WLM-
established stored procedure address
space. SQL procedure time is included
only if the SQL procedures were called
on a nested task, and were not invoked
by the main application execution unit.
The accounting class 1 trace must be
active to collect this data.

STORPROC_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) STORPROC-ZIIP-CPU QWACSPNF_ZI
IP

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP for executing
stored procedure requests on the main
application execution unit. Because these
stored procedures run entirely in Db2,
this time represents class 1 and class 2
time. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

SU_CONV_FACTOR DEC(15,0) SU-CONV-FACTOR QWACSUCV This value can be used to convert CPU
time to a common unit known as a
service unit (SU). The conversion factor
used depends on the processor model
being used. By using the SU, you can do
equitable chargeback, even when work
is performed on different machines. The
conversion factor is used as follows: SU
= CPU seconds * (16000000/conversion
factor). The accounting class 1 trace
must be active to collect this data.

SUSP_IRLM_GLB DEC(15,0) SUSP-IRLM-GLB QTGAIGLO The number of suspends because
of IRLM global resource contention.
(IRLM lock states were in conflict.)
Global contention requires inter-system
communication to resolve the lock
conflict. In contrast, local contention does
not require inter-system communication
to resolve the lock conflict. The sum of
QTGAIGLO (IRLM), QTGASGLO (XES),
and QTGAFLSE (false) gives the total
number of suspends caused by global
contention.
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SUSP_XES_GLB DEC(15,0) SUSP-XES-GLB QTGASGLO The number of suspends because of
MVS XES global resource contention
(MVS XES lock states were in conflict
but IRLM lock states were not). For
information on resolving resource
contention, see Data Sharing: Planning
and Administration.

SUSPEND_LATCH DEC(15,0) SUSPENDS-LATCH QTXASLAT The average number of times that an
application has been delayed while
waiting for a latch. A latch is a piece
of storage used to serialize a process
within Db2 or IRLM. Latch suspends
are typically short and are controlled
internally by Db2. Not much can be done
about tuning. A few latch suspends can
be expected for a heavily loaded Db2
subsystem. However, if latch suspends
are causing you a significant amount
of degradation, then you may want to
contact IBM for assistance.

SUSPEND_LOCK DEC(15,0) SUSPENDS-LOCK QTXASLOC The average number of times that an
application trying to obtain a lock from
the lock manager (IRLM) was delayed
because the resource was being held by
another task with an incompatible lock.
Lock suspends should be avoided and,
ideally, this field should be zero.

SUSPEND_OTHER DEC(15,0) SUSPENDS-OTHER QTXASOTH The average number of times that
an application has been delayed for
some reason other than a lock or latch
wait. Reasons for this include: - Wait
for IRLM storage - IRLM internally
queued the request - Global resource
contention - Queued RH-to-PTB
communication request - Queued
intersystem communication request -
Wait for NOTIFY message to be sent

TCP_LOB_MAT_WAIT DEC(15,6) TCP-LOB-MAT-WAIT QWACALBW Accumulated wait time for TCP/IP LOB
and XML materialization.

TCP_LOB_MAT_WAITS DEC(15,0) TCP-LOB-MAT-WAITS QWACALBC The number of wait trace events that
were processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB
and XML materialization.
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TERMINATION_TYPE CHAR(40) ARC-TERM-REASON Derived from
QWACRINV

Gives an extended description as to
why the accounting record is produced.
Examples include: DDF/RRSAF ACCUM
- MAX NUM EVENTS DDF/RRSAF
ACCUM - STORAGE THRESH DDF/
RRSAF ACCUM - TIME THRESH
IFI READS REQUEST NORMAL -
SAME USER NORMAL - NEW USER
NORMAL - DEALLOCATION DDF
TYPE 2 INACT -> INACTIVE NORMAL
- APPL. PROGRAM END COMMIT -
RRSAF THREAD NORMAL - APPL.
PROGRAM ABEND ABNORMAL - END
OF MEMORY ABNORMAL - RESOLVE
INDOUBT ABNORMAL - CANCEL
FORCE WORK UNIT INDOUBT - END
OF TASK WORK UNIT INDOUBT
- APPL PGM ABEND WORK UNIT
INDOUBT - END OF MEMORY WORK
UNIT INDOUBT - RESOLVE INDOUBT
WORK UNIT INDOUBT - CANCEL
FORCE

THD_BYTES_LOGGED DEC(15,0) THD-BYTES-LOGGED
-D

QWACLRAB The total number of bytes of log records
written (doubleword value).

THD_LOG_RECS DEC(15,0) THD-LOG-RECS QWACLRN The number of log records written. The
amount of logging for a thread can
exceed the amount of logging for units
of recovery because the logging for
a thread includes logging of actions
performed by Db2 on behalf of The
thread.
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TIMEOUT DEC(15,0) TIMEOUTS QTXATIM The accumulated number of times that
an application was unable to obtain
a lock from the lock manager (IRLM)
after waiting for an installation-specified
time interval. Db2 aborts processing
and backs out the current unit of work
(erases any changes made since the last
COMMIT). Db2 waits the amount of time
specified on the DSNZPARM parameter
IRLMRWT for transactions and queries to
receive a lock. Furthermore, it waits twice
this value for IMS/VS BMPs to get a
lock, and three times this value for batch
jobs and utilities. Use the SYSVIEW for
Db2 zParm display to see the current
IRLMRWT setting for your installation.
Db2 returns either a -911 or -913 SQL
return code when a timeout occurs.
The IMS attachment may return a U777
ABEND. The SQLCA contains a reason
code and indicates what resource and
type of lock was unobtainable. If the
SYSVIEW for Db2 message logging
facility is active, you can find out what
resource was unavailable and who
owned it by browsing the log. Timeouts
should be avoided and, ideally, the value
should be zero.

TRANS_COUNT DEC(15,0) TRANS-COUNT Derived from
QWACPARR and
QWACPCNT

The number of accounting records
included in a DDF/RRSAF rollup record.
If the data is not a part of rollup record,
then the value is 1.

TRANSFER_OWNERSHI
P

DEC(15,0) TRANSFER-OWNERS
HIP

QXTRNOWN The number of times that the
TRANSFER OWNERSHIP SQL
statement was invoked to change the
owner of an object. This field is new with
Db2 12.

TRIG_CPU_ENCLAVE DEC(15,6) TRIG-CPU-ENCLAVE QWACTRTE The accumulated TCB time used for
executing triggers under an enclave.

TRIG_ELAPSE_ENCLAV DEC(15,6) TRIG-ELAPSED-ENCL
AVE

QWACTREE The accumulated elapsed time used for
executing triggers in a nested task.

TRIG_TOTAL_CPU DEC(15,6) TRIG-TOTAL-CPU QWACTRTT The accumulated CPU time used for
executing triggers in the main application
execution unit. This value does not
include CPU time that is consumed on an
IBM zIIP processor.

TRIG_TOTAL_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) TRIG-TOTAL-ELAPSED QWACTRET The accumulated elapsed time used
while executing triggers in the main
application execution unit.
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TRIG_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) TRIG-ZIIP-CPU QWACTRTT_ZI
IP

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution
of triggers on the main application
execution unit. The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.

TRUNCATE_TABLE DEC(15,0) TRUNCATE-TABLE QXTRTBL The number of TRUNCATE TABLE
statements.

UDF_ABENDS DEC(15,0) UDF-ABENDS QXCAUDAB The number of times that a user-defined
function abended.

UDF_CPU DEC(15,6) UDF-CPU QWACUDCP The accumulated TCB time used to
satisfy user-defined function requests
processed in a Db2 stored procedures
address space or WLM established
address space. This value is calculated
only if accounting class 1 is active. Non-
inline UDF times are included in this time
IF the native UDF was called on a nested
task and was not invoked by the main
application execution unit. This time does
not include CPU consumed on an IBM
specialty engine.

UDF_EVENTS DEC(15,0) UDF-EVENTS QWACUDNE The number of SQL entry/exit events
performed by user-defined functions.
This value is calculated only if accounting
trace class 2 is active.

UDF_EXECUTE DEC(15,0) UDF-EXECUTE QXCAUD The number of user-defined functions
executed.

UDF_LOCAL_CPU DEC(15,6) UDF-LOCAL-CPU QWACUDFNF_
CP

The accumulated CPU time that is used
for executing user-defined functions
on the main application execution unit.
This time does not include time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP. Because
these user-defined functions run entirely
in Db2, this time represents class 1 and
class 2 time.

UDF_LOCAL_ELAP DEC(15,6) UDF-LOCAL-ELAP QWACUDFNF_E
LAP

Accumulated elapsed time that is
consumed executing user-defined
functions on the main application
execution unit. Because these user-
defined functions run entirely in Db2, this
time represents class 1 and class 2 time.

UDF_REJECT DEC(15,0) UDF-REJECT QXCAUDRJ The number of times a user-defined
function was rejected.

UDF_TIMEOUT DEC(15,0) UDF-TIMEOUT QXCAUDTO The number of times a user-defined
function timed out while waiting to be
scheduled.
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UDF_TOTAL_ELAP DEC(15,6) UDF-TOTAL-ELAPSED QWACUDEA The total elapsed time that was spent
in user-defined functions in WLM-
established stored procedure address
spaces. This time includes time that was
spent executing SQL statements. This
value is calculated only if accounting
trace class 1 is active. Non-inline UDF
times are included in this time IF the
native UDF was called on a nested
task and was not invoked by the main
application execution unit.

UDF_TOTAL_ELAP_SQL DEC(15,6) UDF-TOTAL-ELAPSED
-SQL

QWACUDEB The total elapsed time that was spent in
Db2 for processing SQL statements that
were issued by user-defined functions
in WLM-established stored procedure
address spaces. This time also includes
Db2 time that was used for connecting
and disconnecting the user-defined
function task. This value is calculated
only if accounting trace class 3 is active.
Non-inline UDF times are included in
this time IF the native UDF was called
on a nested task and was not invoked
by the main application execution unit.
This value is calculated only if accounting
trace class 3 is active.

UDF_WAIT_FOR_TCB DEC(15,6) UDF-WAIT-FOR-TCB QWACUDST The total elapsed time spent waiting for
an available TCB before the user-defined
function could be scheduled. This value
is calculated only if accounting trace
class 3 is active.

UDF_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) UDF-ZIIP-CPU QWACUDFNF_
ZIIP

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP for executing
user-defined functions on the main
application execution unit. Because
these user -defined functions run entirely
in Db2, this time represents class 1
and class 2 time. The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.

UNACCOUNTED_TIME DEC(15,6) UNACC-DB2-TIME N/A The thread elapsed time in Db2 that is
not included in CPU time or in any of the
wait time categories. The most common
contributors to "other Db2 time" are: -
MVS paging - Processor wait time - Too
detailed tracing The accounting class 3
trace must be active to properly calculate
this value.
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UNLOCK_REQUEST DEC(15,0) UNLOCK-CALLS QTXAUNLK The average number of times that the
Db2 sent an unlock request to IRLM on
behalf of the application. The number of
unlock requests may be much lower than
the number of lock requests because
many locks can be freed by Db2 with
one unlock request. This field is for
informational purposes only and serves
no real tuning value.

WAIT_ASYNC_IXLS DEC(15,6) WAIT-ASYNC-IXLS QWAXIXLT Wait time for asynchronous IXLCACHE/
IXLFCOMP invocations.

WAIT_FORCE_COMMIT DEC(15,6) WAIT-FORCE-COMMIT QWAXAWFC The accumulated wait time for force-at-
commit.

WAIT_XUS_DMS DEC(15,6) WAIT-SWITCH-DMS QWAXDSSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to
the Db2 data space manager services,
which include define data set, extend
data set, delete data set, reset data set,
and VSAM catalog access.

WAIT_XUS_OPEN_CLS DEC(15,6) WAIT-SWITCH-OPEN-
CLS

QWAXOCSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to the
Db2 open/close data set service or the
hsm recall service.

WAIT_XUS_OTHER DEC(15,6) WAIT-SWITCH-OTHER QWAXOTSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to
other Db2 service tasks.

WAIT_XUS_SYSLGRNG DEC(15,6) WAIT-SWITCH-SYSLG
RNG

QWAXSLSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to the
Db2 SYSLGRNG recording service. This
service is also sometimes used for level
ID checking for down-level detection.

WAIT_XUS_UPD_COM DEC(15,6) WAIT-SWITCH-UPD-C
OM

QWACAWTE The accumulated wait time for
a synchronous execution unit
switch for Db2 COMMIT, ABORT, or
DEALLOCATION processing. For
RRSAF threads, this value includes
explicit COMMIT time (SRRCMIT calls).
See QWACAWLG for implicit RRS
COMMIT time.

WAITS_ASYNC_IXLS DEC(15,0) WAITS-ASYNC-IXLS QWAXIXLE The number of wait trace events
processed for asynch IXLCACHE/
IXLFCOMP invocations.

WAITS_FORCE_COMMIT DEC(15,0) WAITS-FORCE-COMM
IT

QWAXFCCT The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for force-at-commit.

WAITS_XUS_DMS DEC(15,0) WAITS-SWITCH-DMS QWAXDSNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to the data
space manager service tasks.
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WAITS_XUS_OPEN_CLS DEC(15,0) WAITS-SWITCH-OPEN
-CLS

QWAXOCNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to the open/
close service.

WAITS_XUS_OTHER DEC(15,0) WAITS-SWITCH-OTHE
R

QWAXOTNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to other service
tasks.

WAITS_XUS_SYSLGRNG DEC(15,0) WAITS-SWITCH-SYSL
GRNG

QWAXSLNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to the
SYSLGRNG recording service.

WAITS_XUS_UPD_COM DEC(15,0) WAITS-SWITCH-UPD-C
OM

QWACARNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching for COMMIT or
ABORT.

WLM_SERV_CLSNAME CHAR(8) WLM-SERV-CLSNAME QWACWLME The MVS Workload Manager Service
Class Name if the thread is a DBAT and
if the MVS release and system definitions
invoke this function. Otherwise, this
field is blank or binary zeroes. For DDF/
RRSAF rollup records, this value is
derived from the last thread to rollup data
into the record.

WORKFILE_BLKS_CURR DEC(15,0) WORKFILE-CURR QWAC_WORKFI
LE_CURR

The current number of workfile blocks
being used by this agent (traditional
workfile use, DGTT, and DGTT indexes).
This field is new with Db2 12.

WORKFILE_BLKS_HWM DEC(15,0) WORKFILE-HWM QWAC_WORKFI
LE_MAX

The maximum number of workfile blocks
being used by this agent at any given
point in time (traditional workfile use,
DGTT, and DGTT indexes) This field is
new with Db2 12.

ZIIP_NOTUSED_CPU DEC(15,6) ZIIP-NOTUSED-CPU QWACZIIP_ELIG
IBLE

The accumulated CPU executed on a
standard CP for zIIP-eligible work.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

APPL_SRB DEC(15,6)

CPU_BEFORE_ENCLAVE DEC(15,6)

DB2_SRB DEC(15,6)

DB2CPU_BEFORE_ENCL DEC(15,6)

PARA_TO_SEQUENT DEC(15,0)
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APPLICATION_DAILY Table

The APPLICATION_DAILY archive table holds the base Db2 accounting information grouped by plan name and
accumulated by day.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPLICATION_DAILY table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

CICS_LUNAME CHAR(8) CONN-TOKEN QWHCTOKN You can use this token to correlate Db2
IFC records to CICS records for that CICS
transaction. CICS generates an LU6.2 unit of
work ID for every CICS task, including terminal
and non-terminal driven tasks. If TOKENI=YES
for TYPE=INIT and/or TOKENE=YES for
TYPE=ENTRY in the RCT, then the CICS
LUWID less the commit count (2 bytes) is
passed into this field. The first eight bytes
are the network name. For CICS, this is a
variable-length field. The first eight bytes
are padded on the right with blanks. The
second eight bytes are the LUNAME. This
is also a variable-length field in CICS. The
first eight bytes are padded on the right with
blanks as necessary. The final six bytes are
the uniqueness value. Db2 also creates an
LU6.2 LUWID for every thread. See field
QWHSLWID. QWHCTOKN does not contain
the same LUWID as QWHSLWID. For more
information, see the CICS attachment facility
macro (DSNCRCT) in section 2 of the Db2
Administration Guide.
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CICS_NETWORK CHAR(8) CONN-TOKEN QWHCTOKN You can use this token to correlate Db2
IFC records to CICS records for that CICS
transaction. CICS generates an LU6.2 unit of
work ID for every CICS task, including terminal
and non-terminal driven tasks. If TOKENI=YES
for TYPE=INIT and/or TOKENE=YES for
TYPE=ENTRY in the RCT, then the CICS
LUWID less the commit count (2 bytes) is
passed into this field. The first eight bytes
are the network name. For CICS, this is a
variable-length field. The first eight bytes
are padded on the right with blanks. The
second eight bytes are the LUNAME. This
is also a variable-length field in CICS. The
first eight bytes are padded on the right with
blanks as necessary. The final six bytes are
the uniqueness value. Db2 also creates an
LU6.2 LUWID for every thread. See field
QWHSLWID. QWHCTOKN does not contain
the same LUWID as QWHSLWID. For more
information, see the CICS attachment facility
macro (DSNCRCT) in section 2 of the Db2
Administration Guide.

CICS_TOKEN CHAR(6) CONN-TOKEN QWHCTOKN You can use this token to correlate Db2
IFC records to CICS records for that CICS
transaction. CICS generates an LU6.2 unit of
work ID for every CICS task, including terminal
and non-terminal driven tasks. If TOKENI=YES
for TYPE=INIT and/or TOKENE=YES for
TYPE=ENTRY in the RCT, then the CICS
LUWID less the commit count (2 bytes) is
passed into this field. The first 8 bytes are the
network name. For CICS, this is a variable-
length field. The first 8 bytes are padded on
the right with blanks. The second 8 bytes are
the LUNAME. This is also a variable-length
field in CICS. The second 8 bytes are padded
on the right with blanks as necessary. The final
6 bytes are the uniqueness value. Db2 also
creates an LU6.2 LUWID for every thread.
QWHCTOKN does not contain the same
LUWID as QWHSLWID. For more information,
see the DSNCRCT macro in section 2 of the
Db2 Administration Guide.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS
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DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Indicates the name of the application plan
specified when using the BIND command
under the DSN processor. For Db2 command
threads and threads in identify status, the
plan name is blank. A plan is made up of
one or more packages generated by the
Db2 precompiler. When a plan is bound by
Db2, it goes through a plan segmentation
process. This process divides a plan into
sections that can be independently loaded into
the EDM pool.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D Specifies the Db2 location name of the
applicaton requestor. If the header is written
at the application requestor, this field is
blank. The LUNAME and location name of
remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in
the communications database, you can
find it in the bootstrap data set or install
panel DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed
allied thread (this location is the requestor),
this field is set to blanks. If the thread is a
database access thread (this location is the
server), this field shows the name of the
location that made the request and is not
the same as QWHSLOCN, which is the local
location name. This variable length field
contains the complete name.
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SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (0003) ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPLICATION_DAILY table, with the corresponding (0003) ACCT
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

AB_APPL_PROG_ABEND DEC(15,0) SUM(ABNABND) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 20
(NORMAL - APPL. PROGRAM ABEND).
Otherwise, the value is 0.

AB_CANCEL_FORCE DEC(15,0) SUM(ABNFORC) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 32
(ABNORMAL - CANCEL FORCE).
Otherwise, the value is 0.

AB_END_OF_MEMORY DEC(15,0) SUM(ABNEOM) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 24
(ABNORMAL - END OF MEMORY).
Otherwise, the value is 0.

AB_RESOLVE_INDOUBT DEC(15,0) SUM(ABNINDB) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 28
(ABNORMAL - RESOLVE INDOUBT).
Otherwise, the value is 0.

ACCEL_ELIGIBLE_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-ELIG-CP
U)

QWAC_ACCEL_
ELIG_CP

The accumulated CPU time spent
processing accelerator-eligible SQL
in Db2. This CPU time does not
include CPU consumed on an IBM zIIP
processor.

ACCEL_ELIGIBLE_ELAP
SED

DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-ELIG-ELA
P)

QWAC_ACCEL_
ELIG_ELA

The accumulated elapsed time spent
processing accelerator-eligible SQL in
Db2.

ACCEL_ELIGIBLE_ZIIP DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-ELIG-ZIIP) QWAC_ACCEL_
ELIG_SE

The accumulated CPU time consumed
on an IBM specialty engine while
processing accelerator-eligible SQL in
Db2.

ACCEL_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-WAIT-TIM
E)

QWACAACW The accumulated wait time for requests
to an accelerator. The accounting class 3
trace must be active to collect this data.

ACCEL_WAIT_TRACES DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-WAIT-TR
C-EVENTS)

QWACAACC Amount of wait trace event processed for
requests to an accelerator.

ACCM_DDFRRSAF_CNT DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCMMAX) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 1 (DDF/
RRSAF ACCUM - MAX NUM EVENTS).
Otherwise, the value is 0.
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ACCM_DDFRRSAF_STR
G

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCMSTG) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 2 (DDF/
RRSAF ACCUM - STORAGE THRESH).
Otherwise, the value is 0.

ACCM_DDFRRSAF_TIME DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCMTIME) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 3 (DDF/
RRSAF ACCUM - TIME THRESH).
Otherwise, the value is 0.

ALLOC_CURSOR DEC(15,0) SUM(ALLOC-CURSOR) QXALOCC The number of ALLOCATE CURSOR
statements executed.

ALTER_DATABASE DEC(15,0) SUM(ALTER-DATABAS
E)

QXALDAB The number of SQL ALTER DATABASE
statements issued.

ALTER_INDEX DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-ALTER-IDX) QXALTIX The number of SQL ALTER INDEX
statements issued.

ALTER_JAR DEC(15,0) SUM(ALTER-JAR) QXALTJR The number of ALTER JAR statements.

ALTER_MASK DEC(15,0) SUM(ALTER-MASK) QXALTMP The number of ALTER MASK or ALTER
PERMISSION statements.

ALTER_PROCEDURE DEC(15,0) SUM(ALTER-PROCED
URE)

QXALPRO The number of ALTER PROCEDURE
statements.

ALTER_SEQUENCES DEC(15,0) SUM(ALTER-SEQUEN
CES)

QXALTSEQ The number of alter sequence
statements.

ALTER_STORAGE_GRP DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-ALTER-STO
R-GP)

QXALTST The number of SQL ALTER STORAGE
GROUP statements issued.

ALTER_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-ALTER-TBL) QXALTTA The number of SQL ALTER TABLE
statements issued.

ALTER_TABLESPACE DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-ALTER-TBL
SPC)

QXALTTS The number of SQL ALTER
TABLESPACE statements issued.

ALTER_TR_CONTEXT DEC(15,0) SUM(ALTER-TR-CONT
EXT)

QXALTCTX The number of ALTER TRUSTED
CONTEXT statements.

ALTER_UDF DEC(15,0) SUM(ALTER-UDF) QXALUDF The number of ALTER FUNCTION
statements.

ALTER_VIEW DEC(15,0) SUM(ALTER-VIEW) QXALTVW The number of alter view statements.

APPL_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) SUM(THD-ELAPSED) QWACESC-QW
ACBSC

Specifies the elapsed or response time
since the application first connected to
Db2 with a Create Thread request.

APPL_TCB DEC(15,6) SUM(TCB-CPU-TOT) QWACEJST-QW
ACBJST

The accumulated TCB CPU time for the
application since it first connected to Db2
with a create thread request. This field
includes the Db2 TCB time reflected in
the accounting class 2 trace. This CPU
time does not include CPU consumed on
an IBM zIIP processor.

APPL_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(APPL-ZIIP-CPU) QWACCLS1_ZII
P

The accumulated CPU time that
is consumed on an IBM zIIP in all
environments (application class 1 time).
This value may be 0 when QWACRINV
>= 20. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.
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ARCHIVE_LOG_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-LOG-QUIE
SCE)

QWACALOG The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application was suspended due to an
-ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command. This time reflects the actual
suspend time for the individual thread,
and not the time it took for the entire
command to complete. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

ARCHIVE_LOG_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-LOG-QUIE
SCE)

QWAXALCT The number of wait trace events
processed for suspends due to an -
ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

ARCHIVE_READ_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(ARCHIVE-READ-
WAIT)

QWAXAWAR The accumulated wait time for an archive
read from tape. This time also includes
wait time for active log reads and archive
log prefetch reads. The accounting class
3 trace must be active to collect this data.

ARCHIVE_READ_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(ARCHIVE-READ-
WAITS)

QWAXANAR The number of wait trace events
processed for archive read. This value
also includes wait trace events for active
log reads and archive log prefetch reads.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active to collect this data.

ARRAY_EXPANSION DEC(15,0) SUM(ARRAY-EXPANS
ION)

QXSTARRAY_E
XPANSIONS

Specifies how often the variable array
expands beyond 32KB.

ASSOC_LOCATOR DEC(15,0) SUM(ASSOC-LOCATO
R)

QXALOCL The number of ASSOCIATE LOCATOR
statements executed.

ASYNC_READ_IO_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-OTHER-RE
AD)

QWACAWTR The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent waiting for a read
I/O event that is being performed by
another thread to complete. The following
I/O waits are included in this field:
sequential prefetch, sequential detection,
list prefetch, and synchronous read I/
O performed by a thread other than the
thread being reported. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

ASYNC_READ_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-OTHER-R
EAD)

QWACARNR The number of wait trace events
processed for a read I/O event that is
being performed by another thread. The
following I/O waits are included in this
field: sequential prefetch, sequential
detection, list prefetch, and synchronous
read I/O performed by a thread other
than the thread being reported. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.
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ASYNC_WRIT_IO_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-OTHER-WR
ITE)

QWACAWTW The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent waiting for a write
I/O event that is being performed by
another thread to complete. The following
I/O waits are included in this field:
asynchronous write I/O and synchronous
write I/O performed by a thread other
than the thread being reported. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

ASYNC_WRITE_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-OTHER-W
RITE)

QWACARNW The number of wait trace events
processed for a write I/O event that is
being performed by another thread.
The following I/O waits are included in
this field: asynchronous write I/O and
synchronous write I/O performed by
a thread other than the thread being
reported. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

AT_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(AT-COUNT) QWAC_AT_COU
NT

For a non-rollup records and DDF/
RRSAF rollup records, this field specifies
the amount of executed autonomous
transactions. Otherwise, the value is 0.

AT_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(AT-WAIT-TIME) QWAC_AT_WA
IT

Amount of waiting time for autonomous
transactions to complete.

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP MIN(THD-END) QWACESC End time of the first thread included in
the summary interval.

BP_ASYNC_PGS_READ DEC(15,0) SUM(ASYNCH-PAGES
-READ(*))

QBACSIO The number of asynchronous pages read
by prefetch that the agent triggered.

BP_COND_GETPG_FAIL DEC(15,0) SUM(CONDITIONAL-G
ETPAGE-FAIL(*))

QBACNGT The number of times a page requested
for a query processed in parallel was
unavailable because an I/O was in
progress or the page was not found in
the BP. The agent does not wait. Instead,
control returns to the agent. This counter
is used only when queries are processed
in parallel. If the value is close to zero,
most pages are already prefetched into
the BP and wait time for synchronous
I/O is small. This counter can be high
if, for example, there is a cluster index
scan and the data is not truly clustered
by the index key, so the data pages
are not accessed in their true order.
Hence, the cluster ratio is not valid. Use
the RUNSTATS utility to update it. This
number is also used to determine how
many sequential prefetches of one page
were scheduled.
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BP_DISK_CACHE_READ
S

DEC(15,0) SUM(DISK-CACHE-RE
ADS(*))

QBACIOC The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which hit disk cache, but did
not use zHyperLink.

BP_DYN_PREFETCH DEC(15,0) SUM(DYNAMIC-PREFE
TCH(*))

QBACDPF The number of dynamic prefetch
requests performed due to sequential
detection. If Db2 did not decide to
use sequential or list prefetch at bind
time, it can invoke sequential prefetch
dynamically if it detects that the data or
index leaf pages are being accessed
sequentially. Db2 will turn off the
prefetch when the data is no longer
being accessed sequentially (this does
not apply to prefetch requested at
bind time). This process is known as
sequential detection. Since it is detected
at execution time, its use is not indicated
in the PLAN_TABLE. Dynamic sequential
prefetch is subject to being disabled due
to BP shortages as is normal sequential
prefetch.

BP_GETPAGE DEC(15,0) SUM(GET-PAGE(*)) QBACGET The number of buffer pool GETPAGE
requests for a thread. This includes
successful requests for pages for queries
that are processed in parallel and both
successful and unsuccessful requests for
pages for queries that are not processed
in parallel. GETPAGE requests occur
when Db2 accesses pages in the buffer
pools to satisfy application requests. The
number of GETPAGE requests indicates
how much work the application (or Db2)
is doing. It is independent of the BP size
and activity. Therefore, the number of
GETPAGE requests should be fairly
consistent between application runs
executing the same SQL statements.
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BP_LIST_PREFETCH DEC(15,0) SUM(LIST-PREFETCH
(*))

QBACLPF The number of requests for a list prefetch
operation. Through list prefetch, Db2 can
access data pages efficiently, even if the
pages are not contiguous (unlike normal
sequential prefetch). Db2 determines the
use of list prefetch at bind time. The use
of list prefetch is indicated by an L in the
Prefetch column of the PLAN_TABLE.
Three main phases to list prefetch are:
the RID retrieval, the RID sort, and the
data retrieval. During the RID retrieval,
a list of required data pages is gathered
through matching index scans and
compiling a list of RIDs. The RID list is
then sorted in the RID pool by the data
page numbers. Finally, the data pages
are accessed by the sorted list. Like
normal sequential prefetch, many pages
are read with one I/O operation, with the
same number of pages and restrictions
that apply to normal sequential prefetch.
With list prefetch, the data is not in any
certain order since the RIDs are sorted
by page number. If you need data in a
certain order, use an ORDER BY clause.
Db2 then performs an extra sort on the
retrieved data, unlike a normal matching
index scan not using list prefetch which
can sometimes avoid the sort. Note
that when a Hybrid join is used, the
sort of data page numbers may not be
needed if the index is highly clustered.
Db2 uses list prefetch for one of the
following reasons: 1) matching index
scan when the cluster ratio is less than
80; 2) matching index scan when the
cluster ratio is high, and the number
of resulting rows is too few to make
sequential prefetch efficient, but large
enough to prefer the use of list prefetch
over normal read I/O; 3) multiple index
access is involved; 4) accessing data
for the inner table of a Hybrid join. Db2
does not use list prefetch at bind time if
the estimated number of RIDs exceeds
50 percent of the RID pool, or if the RID
list is expected to exceed 16 million
RIDs. Db2 disables list prefetch at run
time either for multiple index ORing if
more than 25 percent of the table is
accessed, or for multiple index ANDing
if the number of RIDs in the RID list falls
below 32. In either of these cases, Db2
uses more efficient access path.
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BP_PAGES_UPDATED DEC(15,0) SUM(SETW-SYS(*)) QBACSWS The number of records that were updated
in the buffer pool. This counter includes
updates to index records and table
updates. If the same record is updated
twice within the same logical unit of work,
it is counted as two updates. However,
updates do not reflect any I/O operations.
Normally, no synchronous I/O operation
is done for a BP update because
of Db2's buffering algorithms and
techniques. Read-only SQL statements
and applications can have BP updates
because of sorting and intermediate
table results (for example, use of the
DSNDB07 temporary database).

BP_PREFETCH_REQ DEC(15,0) SUM(SEQ-PREFETCH
(*))

QBACSEQ The number of requests for a prefetch
operation. Through sequential prefetch,
Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data
into the BP before the application reads
them. Typically, sequential prefetch
occurs when data is being sequentially
scanned. It can be invoked for index
spaces and table spaces. The number
of pages that Db2 reads for a prefetch
request depends on the BP size and
the number of buffers available. Usually,
sequential prefetch does not indicate a
problem. However, for an application or
SQL statement that is to return only one
row, sequential prefetch can indicate the
lack of an index or Db2's choosing not to
use one (for example, an unnecessary
table space scan).
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BP_SYNC_READ_IO DEC(15,0) SUM(SYNC-READ(*)) QBACRIO Specifies how many synchronous
physical I/O operations have occurred
to read pages of data from Db2 tables.
An I/O is caused by the need to access
either application data or system
data that is NOT currently loaded into
buffer pools. One READ I/O operation
can bring in many pages of data, but
normally just one page is read per I/O
operation. Moreover, several physical
I/O operations can be issued to read
one row in Db2 because I/O may be
done to read indexes, Db2 catalogs
(for dynamic SQL), and Db2 directory
(for plan and DBD data). READ I/O
operations do NOT include I/O performed
for sequential prefetch, but do include
READ I/O operations to the temporary
database (for sorting and intermediate
table results). The number of READ I/
O operations indicates how much work
Db2 is doing on behalf of the application.
The number of READ I/O operations can
depend on the BP size and the amount
of Db2 activity, so it can vary between
application runs executing the same SQL
statements.

BP_SYNC_WRITE_IO DEC(15,0) SUM(IMM-WRITE(*)) QBACIMW The number of buffer pool WRITE I/O
operations that required the application
to wait until they completed. Normally,
a WRITE I/O operation is processed
asynchronously and this field is zero for
application performance data. Occasional
synchronous WRITE I/O operations are
normal due to WRITEs occurring during
checkpoint processing or when a data
set is closed. However, a consistently
high number of synchronous WRITE I/O
operations indicates a problem.

BP_ZHL_READ_CPU_INT DEC(15,6) SUM(ZHLINK-READ-CP
U-INT(*))

QBACSYIT The amount of CPU time used for
successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink
I/O is synchronous with respect to the
CPU, thus CPU time accumulates from
the beginning of the I/O until it completes.

BP_ZHL_SYNC_IO_REA
DS

DEC(15,0) SUM(ZHLINK-SYNC-IO
-READS(*))

QBACSYI The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which used zHyperLink.
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CHANGE_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(LOCK-CHANGES) QTXACHG The average number of times that Db2
requested the lock manager (IRLM) to
change the lock type on behalf of an
application. For example, if an application
opens a cursor for a SELECT ... FOR
UPDATE OF, then updates a retrieved
row, Db2 would first get an intent for
exclusive lock, then upgrade it to an
exclusive lock when the update is done.
This field is informational only and has no
tuning value.

CHILD_RECS DEC(15,0) SUM(CPI-CHILD) N/A Contains a 1 if the accounting record is
a parallelism child record. Otherwise, the
value is 0.

CHILD_SUM_RECS DEC(15,0) SUM(CPI-CHSUM) N/A Contains a 1 if the accounting record
is a parallelism child summary record.
Otherwise, the value is 0.

CLAIM_REL_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(CLAIM-RELEASE
-WAITS)

QWAXARNC The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for claims to be
released. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

CLAIM_RELEASE_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(CLAIM-RELEASE
-WAIT)

QWACAWCL The accumulated wait time for a drain
when waiting for claims to be released.
After the drain lock is acquired, the
drainer must wait for claim holders to
release the object. The accounting class
3 trace must be active to collect this data.

CLAIM_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) SUM(CLAIM-REQUEST
S)

QTXACLNO The average number of CLAIM requests.

CLAIM_UNSUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0) SUM(CLAIMS-UNSUCC
ESSFUL)

QTXACLUN The average number of unsuccessful
CLAIM requests.

CLOSE_CURSOR DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-CLOSES) QXCLOSE The number of SQL CLOSE cursor
statements issued.

COMMENT_ON DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-COMMENT-
ON)

QXCMTON The number of SQL COMMENT ON
statements issued.
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COMMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(COMMITS) QWACCOMM The number of successful phase 2 or
single-phase commit (sync) requests.
This count indicates the number of units
of recovery that completed successfully,
and for which the associated commit
duration locks were released. This
count represents the total number of
commit requests processed by the Db2
subsystem, whether the request was
an explicit external request (from an
IMS or CICS connection), an implicit
external request (from termination of a
CICS or IMS connection), or an implicit
internal request (within Db2 when Db2
was the commit coordinator, or when Db2
conducted read-only commit processing
as a commit participant on phase 1 call
from an IMS or CICS connection).

CONC_LIT_REPLACED DEC(15,0) SUM(CONC-LIT-REPLA
CED)

QXSTCWLR The number of times that Db2 replaced
at least one literal. Replacement
occurred because CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS
behavior was in effect for the prepare of
the statement for the dynamic statement
cache.

CONC_LIT_REUS_FAIL DEC(15,0) SUM(CONC-LIT-REUS
-FAIL)

QXSTCWLD The number of times that
CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH
LITERALS behavior was in effect. As a
result, Db2 creates a duplicate statement
instance in the statement cache for
a dynamic statement that had literals
replaced. The duplicate statement was
required because a cache match failed
only because literal reusability criteria
were not met.

CONC_LIT_STMT_FND DEC(15,0) SUM(CONC-LIT-STMT-
FND)

QXSTCWLM The number of times that Db2 found a
matching, reusable copy of a dynamic
statement in the statement cache
during the prepare of a statement
that had literals replaced because
CONCENTRATE STATEMENTS WITH
LITERALS behavior was in effect.

CONC_LIT_STMT_PARS DEC(15,0) SUM(CONC-LIT-STMT-
PARS)

QXSTCWLP The number of times that Db2
parsed dynamic statements. Parsing
occurred because CONCENTRATE
STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS
behavior was in effect for the prepare of
the statement for the dynamic statement
cache.

CONNECT_TYPE_1 DEC(15,0) SUM(CONNECT-TYPE
-1)

QXCON1 The number of SQL CONNECT type 1
statements issued.
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CONNECT_TYPE_2 DEC(15,0) SUM(CONNECT-TYPE
-2)

QXCON2 The number of SQL CONNECT type 2
statements issued.

CREATE_ALIAS DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-CREATE-AL
IAS)

QXCRALS The number of SQL CREATE ALIAS
statements issued.

CREATE_AUX_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(CREATE-AUX-TA
BLE)

QXCRATB The number of CREATE AUXILIARY
TABLE statements.

CREATE_DATABASE DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-CREATE-DB) QXCRDAB The number of SQL CREATE
DATABASE statements issued.

CREATE_DISTINCT DEC(15,0) SUM(CREATE-DISTIN
CT)

QXCDIST The number of CREATE DISTINCT
TYPE statements.

CREATE_INDEX DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-CREATE-ID
X)

QXCRINX The number of SQL CREATE INDEX
statements issued.

CREATE_MASK DEC(15,0) SUM(CREATE-MASK) QXCREMP The number of CREATE MASK or
CREATE PERMISSION statements.

CREATE_PROCEDURE DEC(15,0) SUM(CREATE-PROCE
DURE)

QXCRPRO The number of CREATE PROCEDURE
statements.

CREATE_ROLE DEC(15,0) SUM(CREATE-ROLE) QXCRROL The number of CREATE ROLE
statements.

CREATE_SEQUENCES DEC(15,0) SUM(CREATE-SEQUE
NCES)

QXCRESEQ The number of create sequence
statements.

CREATE_STORAGE_GR
P

DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-CREATE-ST
OR-GP)

QXCRSTG The number of SQL CREATE STORAGE
GROUP statements issued.

CREATE_SYNONYM DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-CREATE-SY
N)

QXCRSYN The number of SQL CREATE SYNONYM
statements issued.

CREATE_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-CREATE-TB
L)

QXCRTAB The number of SQL CREATE TABLE
statements issued.

CREATE_TABLESPACE DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-CREATE-TB
LSPC)

QXCTABS The number of SQL CREATE
TABLESPACE statements issued.

CREATE_TR_CONTEXT DEC(15,0) SUM(CREATE-TR-CON
TEXT)

QXCRCTX The number of CREATE TRUSTED
CONTEXT statements.

CREATE_TRIGGER DEC(15,0) SUM(CREATE-TRIGGE
R)

QXCTRIG The number of SQL CREATE TRIGGER
statements.

CREATE_UDF DEC(15,0) SUM(CREATE-UDF) QXCRUDF The number of CREATE FUNCTION
statements.

CREATE_VARIABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(CREATE-VARIAB
LE)

QXCRTSV The number of CREATE VARIABLE
statements.

CREATE_VIEW DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-CREATE-VI
EW)

QXDEFVU The number of SQL CREATE VIEW
statements issued.
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DB2_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) SUM(ELAPSED-TIME-D
B2)

QWACASC The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent processing Db2
requests. This time does not include
time spent processing stored procedures
and user-defined functions on behalf of
the application. This time includes times
such as I/O time, CPU, paging time,
swap outs, and suspend time. However,
the times for most thread allocation
and certain abend conditions are not
included. The accounting class 2 trace
must be active to collect this data.

DB2_ENTRY_EXIT DEC(15,0) SUM(ENTRY-EXIT-EVE
NTS)

QWACARNA The number of Db2 entry and exit events
processed. This field gives the number
of entry and exit events processed to
calculate the elapsed time in Db2 and the
processor times. This does not include
entry/exit events for SQL statements
executed in stored procedures. The
accounting class 2 trace must be active
to collect this data.

DB2_IO_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) SUM(IO-WAIT-DB2) QWACAWTI The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent processing I/O
requests. This field is for synchronous I/
O only. It includes synchronous read and
write I/O (including selected synchronous
log I/O). The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

DB2_LOCK_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) SUM(LOCK-WAIT-DB2) QWACAWTL Specifies the time for which the
application was suspended while
waiting for a Db2 resource due to local
contention. This time does not include
suspend time for global lock contention.
This time also does not reflect any
latch wait time, nor does it include wait
time while acquiring a drain lock. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.
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DB2_TCB DEC(15,6) SUM(TCB-CPU-DB2) QWACAJST Specifies the TCB CPU time
accumulated in the application's address
space (connecting thread's TCB) while
processing Db2 requests. This field is
calculated for threads by taking the MVS
TCB CPU time on exit from Db2 and
subtracting the MVS TCB CPU time
on entry to Db2. The result is added to
the previously saved TCB CPU time in
Db2. Most thread allocation and certain
abend conditions are not included. This
does not include CPU time consumed
by SQL statement executed in stored
procedures. It also does not include CPU
consumed on an IBM zIIP processor. The
accounting class 2 trace must be active
to collect this data.

DB2_WAIT_TRACE DEC(15,0) SUM(WAIT-TRC-EVEN
TS)

QWACARNE The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for I/O requests
that were initiated by the same thread
(synchronous I/O requests). The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

DB2_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(DB2-ZIIP-CPU) QWACCLS2_ZII
P

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution
in Db2 (class 2 time). The zIIP CPU time
is normalized.
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DEADLOCK DEC(15,0) SUM(DEADLOCKS) QTXADEA The average number of times that an
application was unable to obtain a lock
from the lock manager (IRLM) due to
a deadlock situation. An example of
a deadlock situation: application 1 is
waiting for a lock that application 2 is
holding and application 2 is also waiting
for another lock that application 1 is
holding. To detect a deadlock, IRLM
checks on a user-specified interval
of DEADLOK in DSNZPARM for a
deadlock situation. Use SYSVIEW for
Db2 zParm display to see the current
DEADLOK setting for your installation. If
IRLM detects a deadlock situation, Db2
decides which application to abort. Db2
returns either a -911 or a -913 SQL return
code when a deadlock occurs. The IMS
attachment may return a U777 ABEND.
The SQLCA contains a reason code
and indicates what resource and type of
lock was unobtainable. If SYSVIEW for
Db2 message logging facility is active,
you can find out what resource was
unavailable and who was involved in the
deadlock situation by browsing the log.

DECL_GLOB_TEMP_TAB DEC(15,0) SUM(DECL-GLOB-TEM
P-TAB)

QXDCLGTT The number of DECLARE GLOBAL
TEMPORARY TABLE statements
executed.

DESCRIBE_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(DESCRIBE-TABL
E)

QXDSCRTB The number of SQL DESCRIBE TABLE
statements issued.

DIR_ROW_ACC_INDX DEC(15,0) SUM(DIR-ROW-ACC-IN
DX)

QXROIIDX The number of times that Db2 attempted
to use direct row access but reverted to
using an index to locate a record.

DIR_ROW_ACC_SUCC DEC(15,0) SUM(DIR-ROW-ACC-S
UCC)

QXROIMAT The number of times that Db2 used direct
row access to locate a record.

DIR_ROW_ACC_TSCAN DEC(15,0) SUM(DIR-ROW-ACC-T
SCAN)

QXROITS The number of times that Db2 attempted
to use direct row access but reverted
to using a table space scan to locate a
record.

DISK_CACHE_IO_COUN
T

DEC(15,0) SUM(DISK-CACHE-IO-
COUNT)

QWACAWCD The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which hit disk cache, but did
not use zHyperLink. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

DISK_CACHE_IO_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(DISK-CACHE-IO-
WAIT)

QWACAWTD The accumulated wait time for
synchronous read I/O operations
that resulted in Disk Cache hits. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.
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DRAIN_LOCK_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(DRAIN-LOCK-WA
IT)

QWACAWDR The accumulated wait time for a
drain lock is the time the requester is
suspended while waiting to acquire the
drain lock. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active to collect this data.

DRAIN_LOCK_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(DRAIN-LOCK-WA
ITS)

QWAXARND The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for drain locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

DRAIN_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) SUM(DRAIN-REQUES
TS)

QTXADRNO The average number of DRAIN requests.

DRAIN_UNSUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0) SUM(DRAINS-UNSUCC
ESSFUL)

QTXADRUN The average number of unsuccessful
DRAIN requests.

DROP_ALIAS DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-DROP-ALIA
S)

QXDRPAL The number of SQL DROP ALIAS
statements issued.

DROP_DATABASE DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-DROP-DB) QXDRPDB The number of SQL DROP DATABASE
statements issued.

DROP_DISTINCT DEC(15,0) SUM(DROP-DISTINCT) QXDDIST The number of DROP DISTINCT TYPE
statements.

DROP_INDEX DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-DROP-IDX) QXDRPIX The number of SQL DROP INDEX
statements issued.

DROP_MASK DEC(15,0) SUM(DROP-MASK) QXDRPMP The number of DROP MASK or DROP
PERMISSION statements.

DROP_PACKAGE DEC(15,0) SUM(DROP-PACKAGE) QXDRPPKG The number of SQL DROP PACKAGE
statements issued.

DROP_PROCEDURE DEC(15,0) SUM(DROP-PROCEDU
RE)

QXDRPPR The number of DROP PROCEDURE
statements.

DROP_ROLE DEC(15,0) SUM(DROP-ROLE) QXDRPROL The number of DROP ROLE statements.

DROP_SEQUENCES DEC(15,0) SUM(DROP-SEQUENC
ES)

QXDROSEQ The number of drop sequence
statements.

DROP_STORAGE_GRP DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-DROP-STOR
-GP)

QXDRPST The number of SQL DROP STORAGE
GROUP statements issued.

DROP_SYNONYM DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-DROP-SYN) QXDRPSY The number of SQL DROP SYNONYM
statements issued.

DROP_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-DROP-TBL) QXDRPTA The number of SQL DROP TABLE
statements issued.

DROP_TABLESPACE DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-DROP-TBLS
PC)

QXDRPTS The number of SQL DROP
TABLESPACE statements issued.

DROP_TR_CONTEXT DEC(15,0) SUM(DROP-TR-CONT
EXT)

QXDRPCTX The number of DROP TRUSTED
CONTEXT statements.

DROP_TRIGGER DEC(15,0) SUM(DROP-TRIGGER) QXDRPTR The number of SQL DROP TRIGGER
statements.

DROP_UDF DEC(15,0) SUM(DROP-UDF) QXDRPFN The number of DROP UDF statements.

DROP_VARIABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(DROP-VARIABLE) QXDRPSV The number of DROP VARIABLE
statements.
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DROP_VIEW DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-DROP-VIEW) QXDRPVU The number of SQL DROP VIEW
statements issued.

DS_GLBCONT_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(DS-GLBCONT-W
AIT)

QWACAWTJ The accumulated elapsed wait time
caused by suspension of an IRLM
lock request due to global lock
contention, which requires inter-system
communication to resolve. QWACAWTL
gives wait time caused by local lock
contention, which does not require
inter-communication to resolve. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

DS_GLBCONT_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(DS-GLBCONT-W
AITS)

QWACARNJ The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global lock
contention. The accounting class 3 trace
must be active and the Db2 subsystem
must be a member of a data sharing
group to collect this data.

DS_MSG_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(DS-MSG-WAIT) QWACAWTG The accumulated elapsed wait time
caused by suspension for sending
messages to other members in the data
sharing group. One common use of
inter-system message sending is when
database descriptors are changed due
to create, alter, or drop statements.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

DS_MSG_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(DS-MSG-WAITS) QWACARNG The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for sending
messages to other members in the data
sharing group. The accounting class
3 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.
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FALSE_CONT DEC(15,0) SUM(FALSE-CONT) QTGAFCNT The number of false contentions for lock
and unlock requests. A false contention
occurs when different resource names
hash to the same entry in the coupling
facility lock table. The coupling facility
detects contention within the hash entry.
XES uses intersystem messaging to
determine that no resource contention
exists. If XES APAR OA12164 and
IRLM APAR PK85159 are applied, this
counter reports false contentions for
the data sharing member against which
an accounting trace is run. When these
APARs are not applied, this counter is
zero.

FETCH_CURSOR DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-FETCHES) QXFETCH The number of SQL FETCH cursor
statements issued.

FETCH_ONLYONE DEC(15,0) SUM(FETCH-ONLYON
E)

QXR1BOAD The number of times we fetched one
block and never went on to fetch any
more blocks. This field is new with Db2
12.

FREE_LOCATOR DEC(15,0) SUM(FREE-LOCATOR) QXFREEL The number of FREE LOCATOR
statements.

GLB_REQS_DENIED DEC(15,0) SUM(GLB-REQS-DENI
ED)

QTGADRTA The number of global lock or change
requests denied because of an
incompatible retained lock. For
information about retained locks,
see Data Sharing: Planning and
Administration.

GLBCHLDL_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(GLBCHLDL-WAIT) QWACAWTK The accumulated wait time due to
global contention for child L-locks.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBCHLDL_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(GLBCHLDL-WAIT
S)

QWACARNK The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for child L-locks. The accounting class
3 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.

GLBOTHRL_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(GLBOTHRL-WAI
T)

QWACAWTM The accumulated wait time due to
global contention for other L-locks.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
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GLBOTHRL_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(GLBOTHRL-WAIT
S)

QWACARNM The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for other L-locks. The accounting class
3 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.

GLBOTHRP_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(GLBOTHRP-WAI
T)

QWACAWTQ The accumulated wait time due to
global contention for other P-locks.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBOTHRP_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(GLBOTHRP-WAI
TS)

QWACARNQ The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for other P-locks. The accounting class
3 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.

GLBPAGEP_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(GLBPAGEP-WAI
T)

QWACAWTO The accumulated wait time due to
global contention for page P-locks.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBPAGEP_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(GLBPAGEP-WAI
TS)

QWACARNO The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for page P-locks. The accounting class
3 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.

GLBPPPLCK_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(GLBPPPLCK-WA
IT)

QWACAWTN The accumulated wait time due to global
contention for pageset/partition P-locks.
The accounting class 3 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLBPPPLCK_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(GLBPPPLCK-WA
ITS)

QWACARNN The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for pageset/partition P-locks. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

GLOBAL_TEMP_TBL DEC(15,0) SUM(GLOBAL-TEMP-T
BL)

QXCRGTT The number of SQL CREATE GLOBAL
TEMPORARY TABLE statements.

HOLD_LOCATOR DEC(15,0) SUM(HOLD-LOCATOR) QXHOLDL The number of HOLD LOCATOR
statements.
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IAG1_USED DEC(15,0) SUM(IAG1-USED) QXRWSINSRTD
ALG1

The number of times basic insert
algorithm (IAG1) is used. This field is
new with Db2 12.

IAG2_USED DEC(15,0) SUM(IAG2-USED) QXRWSINSRTD
ALG2

The number of times fast insert algorithm
(IAG2) is used. This field is new with Db2
12.

IFI_COUNTS DEC(15,0) SUM(IFI-COUNTS) QIFAANIF The number of entries to and exits from
IFI events. The accounting class 5 trace
must be active to collect this data.

IFI_DC_DESCRIBES DEC(15,0) SUM(IFI-DC-DESCRIB
ES)

QIFAANMB The number of Data Capture describes
for processing READS requests for
IFCID 0185 data.

IFI_DC_DESCRIPTNS DEC(15,0) SUM(IFI-DC-DESCRIPT
IONS)

QIFAANDD The number of data descriptions returned
in IFCID 0185.

IFI_DC_RECORDS DEC(15,0) SUM(IFI-DC-RECORD
S)

QIFAANRR The number of log records returned to
the caller of the IFI READS call for IFCID
0185.

IFI_DC_ROWS DEC(15,0) SUM(IFI-DC-ROWS) QIFAANDR The number of data rows returned in
IFCID 0185. Two rows are returned for
each row altered by an SQL UPDATE
statement. Data rows are returned in
IFCID 0185.

IFI_DC_TABLES DEC(15,0) SUM(IFI-DC-TABLES) QIFAANTB The number of tables returned to the
caller of IFI READS call for IFCID 0185.

IFI_DESCRIBES_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(IFI-DESCRIBES-E
LAPSED)

QIFAAMBT The accumulated elapsed time spent
processing Data Capture describes. Data
Capture describes occur only during IFI
READS requests for IFCID 0185. This
time is a subset of the time provided in
IFI log extract time (QIFAAMLT).

IFI_EXTRACT_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(IFI-LOG-EXTRAC
T)

QIFAAMLT The accumulated elapsed time spent
extracting log records for tables defined
with "Data Capture changes". This time is
a subset of the accumulated IFI elapsed
time (QIFAAIET).

IFI_LOG_READS DEC(15,0) SUM(IFI-LOG-READS) QIFAANLR The number of log reads performed
for processing IFI READS requests for
IFCID 0185.

IFI_LOG_RECORDS DEC(15,0) SUM(IFI-LOG-RECORD
S)

QIFAANRC The number of retrievable log records
that were written for tables defined with
the Data Capture changes. This numbers
only includes log records that can be
retrieved by an IFI READS call for IFCID
0185. Some records can be written
but not retrieved, for reasons such as
monitor trace class 6 not being active.
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IFI_TCB_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(IFI-TCB-CPU) QIFAAITT The accumulated CPU time spent
processing IFI calls. This field can be
used to give you an estimate of tracing
overhead. The accounting class 5 trace
must be active to collect this data.

IFI_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(IFI-ELAPSED) QIFAAIET The accumulated elapsed time spent
processing IFI calls. This field can be
used to give you an estimate of tracing
overhead. The accounting class 5 trace
must be active to collect this data.

INCREMENTAL_BIND DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-INCR-BIND) QXINCRB The accumulated total number of
incremental binds (excluding prepares)
that Db2 has done. An incremental bind
occurs when Db2 has to perform an
automatic rebind for a plan that has been
invalidated. For example, a plan that fails
at bind time with VALIDATE(RUN) will be
incrementally bound at run time.

IPREP_FOUND DEC(15,0) SUM(IPREP-FOUND) QXSTNPRP The number of times that Db2 did
not prepare a statement bound with
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because the
prepared statement cache contained a
valid copy of the prepared statement.

IPREP_NOFND DEC(15,0) SUM(IPREP-NOFND) QXSTIPRP The number of times that Db2 did an
implicit prepare for a statement bound
with KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) because the
prepared statement cache did not contain
a valid copy of the prepared statement.

LABEL_ON DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-LABEL-ON) QXLABON The number of SQL LABEL ON
statements issued.

LATCH_WAIT_EVENTS DEC(15,0) SUM(LATCH-WAIT-EV
ENTS)

QWACARLH The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for latch contention.

LATCH_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(LATCH-WAIT-TIM
E)

QWACAWLH The accumulated wait time due to latch
contention.

LOBCOMP_WAIT_COUN
T

DEC(15,0) SUM(LOBCOMP-WAIT-
COUNT)

QWAX_LOBCO
MP_COUNT

The number of times the thread waited
for the compression of Large Objects
(LOBs). This field is new with Db2 12.

LOBCOMP_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(LOBCOMP-WAIT
-TIME)

QWAX_LOBCO
MP_WAIT

Wait time for the compression of Large
Objects (LOBs). This field is new with
Db2 12.
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LOCK_ESCAL_EXCL DEC(15,0) SUM(LOCK-ESCAL-EX
C)

QTXALEX The average number of times that Db2
successfully performed a lock escalation
on a table space from an "intent for
exclusive" (IX) to an exclusive (X) table
space lock. For table spaces defined with
a lock size of ANY or PAGE, Db2 allows
a maximum of NUMLKTS page locks as
defined in DSNZPARM for each table
space. Use SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM
display to see the current NUMLKTS
setting for your installation. If the value
is zero, then the application has no
table space lock limit. Otherwise, if the
locksize is PAGE, the SQL statement is
terminated with a negative SQL code.
For a lock size of ANY, Db2 tries to
escalate the lock to a table space lock.
This field should normally be zero. If it is
not, then the application causing the lock
escalation should be investigated to see
if the number of locks can be reduced.

LOCK_ESCAL_SHARE DEC(15,0) SUM(LOCK-ESCAL-SH
R)

QTXALES The average number of times that Db2
successfully performed a lock escalation
on a table space from an "intent to
share" (IS) lock to a shared (S) table
space lock. For table spaces defined with
a lock size of ANY or PAGE, Db2 allows
a maximum of NUMLKTS page locks as
defined in DSNZPARM for each table
space. Use SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM
display to see the current NUMLKTS
setting for your installation. If the value
is zero, then the application has no table
space lock limit. Otherwise, if the lock
size is PAGE, the SQL statement is
terminated with a negative SQL code.
For a lock size of ANY, Db2 tries to
escalate the lock to a table space lock.
This field should normally be zero. If it is
not, then the application causing the lock
escalation should be investigated to see
if the number of locks can be reduced.
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LOCK_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(LOCK-CALLS) QTXALOCK The average number of times that Db2
sent a lock request to IRLM on behalf
of an application. For table spaces
defined with a lock size of ANY or PAGE,
Db2 allows a maximum of NUMLKTS
page locks as defined in DSNZPARM
for each table space. Use SYSVIEW
for Db2 ZPARM display to see the
current NUMLKTS setting for your
installation. If the value is zero, then
the application has no table space lock
limit. Otherwise, if the lock size is PAGE,
the SQL statement is terminated with a
negative SQL code. For a lock size of
ANY, Db2 tries to escalate the lock to
a table space (or table for segmented
table spaces) lock (exclusive if "update"
page locks are being obtained; shared if
"shared" page locks are being obtained).
Furthermore, Db2 allows a maximum
total of NUMLKUS page locks as defined
in DSNZPARM for a user. Once again,
if the value is zero, then the application
has no lock limit. Otherwise, the SQL
statement is terminated with a negative
SQL code. The number of locks is mostly
informational. However, if this number
is excessively large, you could save a
significant amount of CPU and storage
by using a LOCK TABLE statement
rather than letting Db2 acquire a lock for
every individual page.

LOCK_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-LOCK-TBL) QXLOCK The number of SQL LOCK TABLE
statements issued.

LOCK_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-LOCK) QWACARNL The number of wait trace events for waits
for a local Db2 resource. The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to collect this
data.

LOG_WRITE_IO_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(LOG-WRITE-IO-W
AIT)

QWACAWLG The accumulated wait time for log write
I/O. For RRSAF threads, this value
includes implicit commit time for RRS
at EOT if uncommitted work exists. See
QWACAWTE for explicit RRS commit
time.

LOG_WRITE_IO_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(LOG-WRITE-IO-W
AITS)

QWACARLG The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for log write I/O.

MAX_DEGREE DEC(15,0) MAX(MAX-DEGREE) QXMAXDEG The maximum degree of parallel
processing executed among all parallel
groups. Specifies the extent to which
queries were processed in parallel.
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MAX_LEV_SQL_CASC DEC(15,0) MAX(MAX-LEV-SQL-C
ASC)

QXCASCDP The maximum level of nested SQL
cascading due to triggers, user-defined
functions, and stored procedures.

MAX_LOB_STORAGE DEC(15,0) MAX(MAX-LOB-STORA
GE)

QXSTLOBV The maximum storage used for LOB
values, in megabytes.

MAX_PARALLEL_GRPS_
ESTM

DEC(15,0) MAX(MAX-PARALLEL-
GRPS-ESTM)

QXMAXESTIDG Specifies the maximum estimated
degree of the parallel group. This value
represents the bind time estimated
degree based on the cost formula. The
bind time estimates the parallel group
degree correctly when the parallel group
contains a parameter marker or host
variable.

MAX_PARALLEL_GRPS_
PLAN

DEC(15,0) MAX(MAX-PARALLEL-
GRPS-PLAN)

QXMAXPLANDG Specifies the maximum planned
degree of the parallel group. This
value represents the ideal parallel
group degree. Db2 obtains this value
at execution time, after the parameter
marker or host variable values are
obtained. Db2 obtains this value before
negotiating between the buffer pool and
system.

MAX_XML_STORAGE DEC(15,0) MAX(MAX-XML-STORA
GE)

QXSTXMLV The maximum amount of storage used
for XML values, in megabytes.
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MULT_INDX_FAIL_LMT DEC(15,0) SUM(MIAP-NO-MAXRI
DS)

QXMRMIAP The number of times list prefetch access
was disabled because one of the runtime
thresholds for processing RIDs was
exceeded. This counter only reflects
runtime failures. During the bind process,
Db2 may also determine that multiple
indexes or list prefetch should not be
used. For index access with list prefetch
(single index), this field can only be
incremented during the RID list retrieval.
For multiple index access, this field
can be incremented during the RID list
retrieval, RID list ANDing, and RID list
ORing. This counter reflects the number
of times internal limits or threshold values
were exceeded for the RID lists obtained
directly from an index as well as for
RID lists derived during the ANDing
and ORing process. Two of the runtime
limits are for the Data Manager (DM)
and for the Relational Data System
(RDS). The DM limit is an internal limit
and any failures should be reported to
the appropriate IBM support personnel.
One of the RDS limits is that the number
of RID blocks allocated to one user
must not exceed 50 percent of the RID
block pool. The RID block pool may
expand to be as large as 50 percent of
the BP. Other RDS limits for list prefetch
include disabling when the resulting
number of qualifying rows exceed 25
percent of the table when ORing two or
more indexes, and when the resulting
number of qualifying rows drops below
32 during an index ANDing process. Run
SYSVIEW for Db2 application probe to
see the resulting number of RIDs for
each index. For any of the preceding
run-time failures, Db2 deactivates list
prefetch for the requestor, causing
the limit to be exceeded. However, it
continues to process the data using
other methods. Use subsystem RID
pool statistics to determine if the failure
was due to the DM or RDS limit being
exceeded.
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MULT_INDX_FAIL_STG DEC(15,0) SUM(MIAP-NO-STORA
GE)

QXNSMIAP The number of times that list prefetch
failed because the storage necessary
to allocate more RID blocks to hold the
list of record identifiers (RIDs) was not
available in the DBM1 private address
space. Db2 continues to process the data
without using list prefetch. This field can
be incremented during retrieval, sorting,
ANDing, and ORing of RID lists. For
index access with list prefetch (single
index), this field can only be incremented
once per access; for multiple index
access, it can be incremented for every
index involved in the ORing and ANDing
of RID lists.

MULT_INDX_NOT_USED DEC(15,0) SUM(MIAP-NOT-USED) QXRFMIAP The number of times RID list processing
is not used or terminated for the whole
query. This field is incremented once
when RID list processing could not be
used for index access with list prefetch
AND/OR for multiple index access for
the whole query. While the related fields
MIAP-NO-MAXRIDS (QXMRMIAP) and
MIAP-NO-STORAGE (QXNSMIAP)
are incremented every time a given
RID list is not used in part of query RID
list processing, this count is updated
only if the the final RID list could not be
constructed successfully and RID list
processing has to be terminated. This
typically results in (but is not limited to)
FALLBACK to R-scan. This field is new
with Db2 12.
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MULT_INDX_USED DEC(15,0) SUM(MIAP-USED) QXMIAP The number of times that RID list (RID
pool) processing was used. During RID
list processing, Db2 uses an index to
produce a list of candidate RIDs, which
is called a RID list. The RID list can
be sorted and intersected (ANDed)
or unioned (;ORd) with other RID lists
before actually accessing the data pages.
RID list processing is used for a single
index (index access with list prefetch)
or for multiple indexes (multiple index
access), which is when the ANDing and
ORing of RID lists occurs. This field is
incremented when RID list processing is
used for index access with list prefetch
and/or for multiple index access. For
multiple index access, if a final RID list
is obtained through ANDing and ORing
of rid lists, the counter is incremented
once, even if RIDs from all indexes in the
multiple index access were not used.

NESTED_TRIG_ZIIP DEC(15,6) SUM(NESTED-TRIG-ZI
IP)

QWACTRTE_SE The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed on an IBM specialty engine
for execution of triggers on a nested task.
The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

NODM_RAI DEC(15,0) SUM(NODM-RAI) QXRSDMAD The number of times a DM was not
called for the RID list retrieval for
multiple index access or LPF because
it was not necessary due to Runtime
Adaptive Index processing being able to
predetermine the outcome. This field is
new with Db2 12.

NORM_COMMIT_RRSAF DEC(15,0) SUM(COMMIT-RRSAF) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 14
(COMMIT - RRSAF THREAD).
Otherwise, the value is 0.

NORM_DDF_TYPE2_INA DEC(15,0) SUM(DDF2INA) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 11
(DDF TYPE 2 INACT -> INACTIVE).
Otherwise, the value is 0.

NORM_TERM_APPL_EN
D

DEC(15,0) SUM(NORMEND) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 16
(NORMAL - APPL. PROGRAM EOT).
Otherwise, the value is 0.

NORM_TERM_DDFINACT DEC(15,0) SUM(DDF-INACTV) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 10
(NORMAL - DEALLOCATION).
Otherwise, the value is 0.

NORM_TERM_DEALLOC DEC(15,0) SUM(NORMDEAL) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 12
(NORMAL - APPL. PROGRAM END).
Otherwise, the value is 0.
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NORM_TERM_NEW_US
ER

DEC(15,0) SUM(NORMNEW) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 8
(NORMAL - NEW USER). Otherwise, the
value is 0.

NORM_TERM_SAME_US
R

DEC(15,0) SUM(RESIGNON) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 6 (ORMAL
- SAME USER). Otherwise, the value is
0.

NOTIFY_MSGS DEC(15,0) SUM(NOTIFY-MSGS) QTGANTFY The number of notify messages sent.

NUM_SVPT_REL_REQS DEC(15,0) SUM(NUM-SVPT-REL-
REQS)

QWACRLSV The number of release savepoint
requests.

NUM_SVPT_REQS DEC(15,0) SUM(NUM-SVPT-REQ
S)

QWACSVPT The number of savepoint requests.

NUM_SVPT_ROLB_REQ
S

DEC(15,0) SUM(NUM-SVPT-ROLB
-REQS)

QWACRBSV The number of rollback to savepoint
requests.

OPEN_CURSOR DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-OPENS) QXOPEN The number of SQL OPEN cursor
statements issued.

OTHER_IRLM_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(IRLM-OTHER-CA
LLS)

QTXAIRLM The average number of times Db2 sent a
request to the lock manager, IRLM, that
was not a lock, unlock, query, or change
lock request. This field is informational
only and has no tuning value.

OTHER_UDF_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(OTHER-UDF-CP
U)

QWACUDTT The accumulated CPU time that was
spent in Db2 for processing SQL
statements that were issued by user-
defined functions in WLM-established
stored procedure address spaces. This
time also includes Db2 time that was
used for connecting and disconnecting
the user-defined function task. This time
is a subset of the class 1 QWACUDCP
time. Non-inline UDF times are included
in this time IF the native UDF was called
on a nested task and was not invoked by
the main application execution unit. This
time does not include CPU consumed
on an IBM specialty engine. This value is
calculated only if accounting trace class 2
is active.

PAGE_LATCH_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(PAGE-LATCH-W
AIT)

QWACAWTP The accumulated wait time because
of page latch contention. For example,
when RUNSTATS and COPY utilities
are run with the SHRLEVEL(CHANGE)
option, they use a page latch instead of
locking in order to serialize the collection
of statistics or the copying of a page. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.
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PAGE_LATCH_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PAGE-LATCH-WA
ITS)

QWACARNH The number of wait trace events
processed for page latch contention. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PAR_CHILD_AGENTS DEC(15,0) SUM(PAR-CHILD-AGE
NTS)

QWAC_PT_COU
NT

The number of parallel query child
agents in a record. For a nonrollup
record, this value is zero. For a parallel
query rollup record, this value is the
number of parallel query child agents
that were included in the record. For
a DDF or RRSAF rollup record, this
value is the number of parallel query
child agents that were included in the
record. These agents are not included
in the calculation of QWACPCNT. For
autonomous procedure rollup record, this
field contains a zero.

PARA_GRP_UDF_TTAB DEC(15,0) SUM(PARA-GRP-UDF-
TTAB)

QXDEGDTT The total number of parallel groups that
are part of a query block using a UDF
and executed on a single Db2 due to
the existence of a Declared Temporary
Table in the application process. Neither
the query block nor the parallel group
references a Declared Temporary Table,
and a parallel group may or may not use
a UDF.

PARA_GRPS_BYPS DEC(15,0) SUM(PARA-GRPS-BYP
S)

QXXCSKIP The number of times that the parallelism
coordinator had to bypass a Db2 when
distributing tasks because there was
not enough buffer pool storage on one
or more Db2 members. This field is
incremented only on the parallelism
coordinator, and it is incremented only
once per parallel group, even though it
is possible that more than one Db2 has
a BP shortage for that parallel group.
The purpose of this count is to indicate
when there are not enough buffers
on a member. Therefore, this count is
incremented only when the BP is defined
to allow parallelism. For example, if
vpxpseqt=0 on an assistant, then Db2
does not send parallel work there, but
this count is not incremented.

PARA_GRPS_DS DEC(15,0) SUM(PARA-GRPS-DS) QXXCBPNX The total number of parallel groups
that Db2 intended to run across the
data sharing group. This count is
only incremented on the parallelism
coordinator at run time.
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PARA_GRPS_EXECCOR
R

DEC(15,0) SUM(PARA-GRPS-EXE
CCORR)

QXCOORNO The total number of parallel groups
executed on a single Db2 due to one of
the following reasons: 1) When the plan
or package was bound, the coordinator
subsystem parameter was set to yes,
but the parameter is set to no when the
program runs. 2) the plan or package
was bound on a Db2 with the coordinator
subsystem parameter set to yes, but the
program is being run on a different Db2
that has the coordinator value set to no.

PARA_GRPS_EXECRR DEC(15,0) SUM(PARA-GRPS-EXE
CRR)

QXISORR The total number of parallel groups
executed on a single Db2 because the
plan or package was bound with an
isolation value of repeatable read or read
stability.

PARAL_QUERY_SUSPE
NDED

DEC(15,0) SUM(PQS-SUSPEND-C
OUNT)

QWAC_PQS_CO
UNT

The number of times a parallel query
processing waited for a parent/child for
synchronization.

PARAL_QUERY_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PQS-WAIT-TIME) QWAC_PQS_W
AIT

Amount of waiting time a parallel query
processing waited for parent/child for
synchronization.

PARALLEL_GROUPS DEC(15,0) SUM(PARALLEL-GROU
PS)

QXTOTGRP The total number of parallel groups that
were executed.

PARALLEL_GRPS_DEGE
N

DEC(15,0) SUM(PARALLEL-GRPS
-DEGEN)

QXSTODGNGR
P

Specifies how many parallel groups
degenerated to sequential. Degeneration
occurred when system negotiation
resulted in a high system stress level.

PARALLEL_GRPS_DEGE
N_OPT

DEC(15,0) SUM(PARALLEL-GRPS
-DEGEN-OPT)

QXPAROPT Identifies how many parallel groups
degenerated as a result of optimization.
For example, parallel grouping results
in the return of zero rows. Degeneration
can also occur when the parallel group is
partitioned on one record.

PARALLEL_GRPS_REDU
CE

DEC(15,0) SUM(PARALLEL-GRPS
-REDUCE)

QXSTOREDGRP Specifies how many parallel group
degree reductions occurred. These
reductions occurred when system
negotiation resulted in a high system
stress level.

PARALLEL_GRPS_SEQ DEC(15,0) SUM(PARALLEL-GRPS
-SEQ)

QXDEGAT The number of parallel groups that
were executing under an autonomous
procedure and fell back to sequential
mode.

PARALLEL_SUM_RECS DEC(15,0) SUM(CPI-SUM) N/A Contains a 1 if the accounting record is a
parallelism summary record. Otherwise,
the value is 0.
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PARALLEL_TASKS DEC(15,0) SUM(PARALLEL-TASK
S)

QWACPCNT For a non-rollup parent record, specifies
the number of parallel child agents
created. For a non-rollup child agent
record, the value is 0. For a parallel
query rollup record, specifies the number
of parallel child agents rolled into the
record. For a DDF/RRSAF rollup record,
specifies the number of accounting
intervals rolled into the record for
the corresponding end user. For an
autonomous procedure rollup record,
this value is the number of autonomous
procedures rolled into the record. The
accounting class 1 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PARENT_RECS DEC(15,0) SUM(CPI-PARENT) N/A Contains a 1 if the accounting record is a
parallelism parent record. Otherwise, the
value is 0.

PEAK_MAX_PAGE_LKS DEC(15,0) MAX(MAX-PAGE-LOCK
S)

QTXANPL The maximum number of page or row
locks held by the application. If this field
is summarized, it indicates the highest
occurrence detected. For table spaces
defined with a lock size of ANY, PAGE
or ROW, Db2 allows a maximum of
either NUMLKTS page or row locks as
defined in the DSNZPARM for each table
space or by the LOCKMAX clause of
the CREATE TABLESPACE statement
for the table space. Use SYSVIEW for
Db2 ZPARM display to see the current
NUMLKTS setting for your installation.
If the value is zero, then the application
has no table space lock limit. If the lock
size is ANY for a table space and the
maximum locks has been reached, then
Db2 tries to escalate the page lock to a
table space lock. Otherwise, if the lock
size of a table space is PAGE or ROW,
the SQL statement is terminated with a
negative SQL code when max locks is
reached. The application is automatically
terminated when max locks is reached.
This counter should be kept as low as
possible. If this value is large, then the
application holding many page or row
locks should be investigated to see if the
number of locks can be reduced. Holding
a high number of locks can cause a
significant increase in storage usage and
cause concurrency problems.
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PIPE_WAIT_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(PIPE-WAIT-COU
NT)

QWAX_PIPEWAI
T_COUNT

The number of times the thread waited
for a pipe. This field is new with Db2 12.

PIPE_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(PIPE-WAIT-TIME) QWAX_PIPE_W
AIT

Wait time for a pipe. This field is new with
Db2 12.

PLANNED_DEGREE DEC(15,0) SUM(PLANNED-DEGR
EE)

QXNORGRP The total number of parallel groups that
executed in the planned parallel degree.
This field is incremented by one for each
parallel group that executed with the
planned degree of parallel processing (as
determined by Db2).

PLOCK_CHNG DEC(15,0) SUM(PLOCK-CHNG) QTGACPLK The number of change requests for P-
locks. This is as opposed to QTXACHG
which contains the number of change
requests for L-locks.

PLOCK_REQS DEC(15,0) SUM(PLOCK-REQS) QTGALPLK The number of lock requests for P-locks.
This is as opposed to QTXALOCK which
contains the number of L-lock requests.

PLOCK_UNLK DEC(15,0) SUM(PLOCK-UNLK) QTGAUPLK The number of unlock requests for P-
locks. This is as opposed to QTXAUNLK
which contains the number of unlock
requests for L-locks.

PREP_INDX_RESTR DEC(15,0) SUM(PREP-INDX-RES
TR)

QXPRRESI The number of prepare statements for
which the use of indexes was restricted
because the indexes were in a pending
state.

PREPARE_CACHE DEC(15,0) SUM(PREPARE-CACH
E)

QXSTFND The number of times that Db2 satisfied
a prepare request by making a copy of
a statement in the prepared statement
cache.

PREPARE_DROP DEC(15,0) SUM(PREPARE-DROP) QXSTDINV The number of times that Db2 discarded
a prepared statement from the prepared
statement cache because a program
executed a drop, alter, or revoke
statement against a dependent object.

PREPARE_MAXKD DEC(15,0) SUM(PREPARE-MAXK
D)

QXSTDEXP The number of times that Db2 discarded
a prepared statement from the prepared
statement cache because the number
of prepared statements in the cache
exceeded the value of subsystem
parameter MAXKEEPD.

PREPARE_NOCACHE DEC(15,0) SUM(PREPARE-NOCA
CHE)

QXSTNFND The number of times that Db2 searched
the prepared statement cache but could
not find a suitable prepared statement.

PROFMON_EXCP_CNT DEC(15,0) SUM(PROFMON-EXCP
-CNT)

N/A Contains 1 if the thread exceed an
EXCEPTION level set by a Db2 monitor
profile. Otherwise this field contains 0.
This field applies only to MONITORING
IDLE THREADs Db2 profiles.
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PROFMON_WARN_CNT DEC(15,0) SUM(PROFMON-WAR
N-CNT)

N/A Contains 1 if the thread exceed a
WARNING level set by a Db2 monitor
profile. Otherwise this field contains 0.
This field applies only to MONITORING
IDLE THREADs Db2 profiles.

PROPXES_CHNG DEC(15,0) SUM(PROPXES-CHNG) QTGACSLM The number of change requests
propagated to MVS XES synchronously
(that is, under the user's execution unit).
This count includes L-locks and P-locks.
This counter is not incremented if the
request is suspended.

PROPXES_REQS DEC(15,0) SUM(PROPXES-REQS) QTGALSLM The number of lock requests propagated
to MVS XES synchronously (that is,
under the user's execution unit). This
count includes L-locks and P-locks. This
counter is not incremented if the request
is suspended.

PROPXES_UNLK DEC(15,0) SUM(PROPXES-UNLK) QTGAUSLM The number of unlock requests
propagated to MVS XES synchronously
(that is, under the user's execution unit).
This count includes L-locks and P-locks.
This counter is not incremented if the
request is suspended.

QUERY_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(LOCK-QUERIES) QTXAQRY The average number of times that Db2
sent a query request to the lock manager,
IRLM, on behalf of an application. This
field is informational only and has no
tuning value.

RECORD_COUNT DEC(15,0) COUNT(*) N/A The number of accounting records
produced.

REDUCED_DEGREE DEC(15,0) SUM(REDUCED-DEGR
EE)

QXREDGRP The total number of parallel groups that
have a planned degree greater than
one at run time, but were processed
to a parallel degree less than planned
because of a storage shortage or
contention on the buffer pool. If this
field is not zero, increase the size of
the current BP by using the ALTER
BUFFERPOOL command, or use the
ALTER TABLESPACE statement to
assign table spaces accessed by this
query to a different BP.

REFORMU_BUFFERS DEC(15,0) SUM(REFORMU-BUFF
ERS)

QXREPOP2 The total number of parallel groups for
which Db2 reformulated the parallel
portion of the access path because there
was not enough buffer pool resource.
This counter is incremented only by the
parallelism coordinator at run time.
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REFORMU_CONFIG DEC(15,0) SUM(REFORMU-CONF
IG)

QXREPOP1 The total number of parallel groups for
which Db2 reformulated the parallel
portion of the access path because the
sysplex configuration at run time was
different from the sysplex configuration
at bind time. This counter is incremented
only by the parallelism coordinator at run
Time.

REFRESH_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(REFRESH-TABL
E)

QXREFTBL The number of times that REFRESH
TABLE SQL statement was invoked to
refresh data in a materialized query table.
This field is new with Db2 12.

RENAME_INDEX DEC(15,0) SUM(RENAME-INDEX) QXRNIX The number of RENAME INDEX
statements.

RENAME_TABLES DEC(15,0) SUM(RENAME-TABLE
S)

QXRNTAB The number of SQL RENAME TABLE
statements.

REOPT_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(REOPT-COUNT) QXSTREOP The number of times that reoptimization
for host variables occurred.

RID_INTERRUPT_LMT DEC(15,0) SUM(RID-INTERRUPT-
LMT)

QXHJINCT The number of times that appending to a
RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted.
Interruption occurred because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.

RID_INTERRUPT_STG DEC(15,0) SUM(RID-INTERRUPT-
STG)

QXHJINCS The number of times that appending to a
RID list for a hybrid join was interrupted.
Interruption occurred because no RID
pool storage was available to hold the list
of RIDs.

RID_MULTI_IX_SKIP DEC(15,0) SUM(RID-MULTI-IX-SK
IP)

QXRSMIAP The number of times that RID list
retrieval for multiple index access was
not done because Db2 could determine
the outcome of index ANDing or ORing.

RID_OVERFLOW_LIMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(RID-OVERFLOW-
LIMIT)

QXWFRIDT The number of times that a RID list
overflowed to a work file because the
number of RIDs exceeded one or more
internal limits.

RID_OVERFLOW_STOR DEC(15,0) SUM(RID-OVERFLOW-
STOR)

QXWFRIDS The number of times that a RID list
overflowed to a work file because no RID
pool storage was available to the hold the
list of RIDs.

RLIMIT_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(RLIMIT-USED) N/A Contains a 1 if the resource limit was in
use. Otherwise, the value is 0.
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RLIMIT_MAX_CPU DEC(15,6) MAX(RLF-MAX-CPU-U
SED)

Derived from
QTXACHUS

The maximum amount of CPU time in
normal timer units that has been used
by any single Db2 internal call while
processing a dynamic SQL request.
This field is only valid for those calls
that completed successfully and are
governed by the Resource Limit Facility
(RLF). Only successful Db2 calls are
monitored by the RLF. This field is based
on the QTXACHUS (RUSED-16M) value.

RLIMIT_TOTAL_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(RLF-MAX-CPU-U
SED)

Derived from
QTXACHUS

The maximum amount of CPU time in
normal timer units that has been used
by any single Db2 internal call while
processing a dynamic SQL request.
This field is only valid for those calls
that completed successfully and are
governed by the Resource Limit Facility
(RLF). Only successful Db2 calls are
monitored by the RLF. This field is based
on the QTXACHUS (RUSED-16M) value.

ROLLBACK DEC(15,0) SUM(ABORTS) QWACABRT The number of rollback requests. This
count The number of units of recovery
that were backed out and includes
rollbacks from attaches. - application
program abend - application ROLLBACK
request - application deadlocked on
database records - application cancelled
by operator - thread abend caused
by a resource shortage. In short, this
counter is incremented for all rollbacks,
regardless of source.

ROW_TRIGGER_ACT DEC(15,0) SUM(ROW-TRIGGER-A
CT)

QXROWTRG The number of times a row trigger is
activated.

ROWS_DELETED DEC(15,0) SUM(ROWS-DELETED) QXRWSDELETD The total number of rows deleted.

ROWS_FETCHED DEC(15,0) SUM(ROWS-FETCHED
)

QXRWSFETCHD The total number of rows fetched.

ROWS_INSERTED DEC(15,0) SUM(ROWS-INSERTE
D)

QXRWSINSRTD The total number of rows inserted.

ROWS_UPDATED DEC(15,0) SUM(ROWS-UPDATED
)

QXRWSUPDTD The total number of rows updated.

SEQ_BUFFER DEC(15,0) SUM(SEQ-BUFFER) QXDEGBUF The total number of parallel groups that
have a planned degree greater than one
at run time, but fall back to sequential
mode because of storage shortage or
contention on the buffer pool.

SEQ_CURSOR DEC(15,0) SUM(SEQ-CURSOR) QXDEGCUR The total number of parallel groups that
fall back to sequential operation because
of a cursor that can be used for update or
delete.
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SEQ_ESA_SORT DEC(15,0) SUM(SEQ-ESA-SORT) QXDEGESA The total number of parallel groups that
fall back to sequential operation because
of a lack of ESA sort support.

SERV_TASK_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-SWITCH-
UPD-COM + WAITS-
SWITCH-OPEN-CLS
+ WAITS-SWITCH-
SYSLGRNG + WAITS-
SWITCH-DMS +
WAITS-SWITCH-
OTHER)

SUM(QWACARNS
+ QWAXOCNS
+ QWAXSLNS +
QWAXDSNS +
QWAXOTNS)

The number of wait trace events for
synchronous execution unit switches to
Db2 services. This value is aggregated
for one or all connection types and
includes the following waits: open/
close data set; HSM recall; SYSLGRNG
update; commit phase 2 for updates,
inserts, and deletes; data space manager
services; define data set; extend data
set; delete data set; reset data set;
VSAM catalog access; other Db2 service
tasks.

SERVICE_TASK_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-SWITCH-
UPD-COM + WAIT-
SWITCH-OPEN-CLS
+ WAIT-SWITCH-
SYSLGRNG + WAIT-
SWITCH-DMS + WAIT-
SWITCH-OTHER)

SUM(QWACAWTE
+ QWAXOCSE
+ QWAXSLSE +
QWAXDSSE +
QWAXOTSE)

The thread elapsed time spent waiting
due to synchronous execution unit
switches to Db2 services. This field
includes the following waits: open/
close data set; HSM recall; SYSLGRNG
update; commit phase 2 for updates,
inserts, and deletes; data space manager
services; define data set; extend data
set; delete data set; reset data set;
VSAM catalog access; other Db2 service
tasks.

SET_CONNECTION DEC(15,0) SUM(SET-CONNECTIO
N)

QXSETCON The number of SQL SET CONNECTION
statements issued.

SET_CURRENT_DEGRE
E

DEC(15,0) SUM(SET-CURRENT-D
EGREE)

QXSETCDG The number of SQL SET CURRENT
DEGREE statements issued.

SET_CURRENT_PREC DEC(15,0) SUM(SET-CURRENT-P
REC)

QXSETCPR The number of SET CURRENT
PRECISION statements executed.

SET_CURRENT_RULES DEC(15,0) SUM(SET-CURRENT-R
ULES)

QXSETCRL The number of SQL SET CURRENT
RULES statements issued.

SET_CURRENT_SQLID DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-SET-SQLID) QXSETSQL The number of SQL SET CURRENT
SQLID statements issued.

SET_HOST_VARIABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(SET-HOST-VARIA
BLE)

QXSETHV The number of SQL SET HOST
VARIABLE statements issued.

SET_PATH DEC(15,0) SUM(SET-PATH) QXSETPTH The number of SQL SET CURRENT
PATH statements.
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SP_TOT_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-TOT
-ELAPSED)

QWACSPEA Total elapsed time used to satisfy
external stored procedure requests that
were processed in WLM-established
stored procedure address space. SQL
procedure time is included only if the
SQL procedures were call on a nested
task, and were not invoked by the main
application execution unit. This value
includes time that was used for executing
SQL statements.

SP_TOT_ELAPSED_SQL DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-TOT-
ELAPSED-SQL)

QWACSPEB Total elapsed time that was spent for
processing SQL statements that were
issued by stored procedures in WLM-
established stored procedure address
spaces. This time also includes time
that was used for connecting and
disconnecting the stored procedure task,
for external stored procedures. SQL
procedure times are included in this
time if SQL procedures were called on a
nested task, and were not invoked by the
main application execution unit.

SP_WLM_SP_ZIIP_C1 DEC(15,6) SUM(SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP
-C1)

QWACSP_CLS1
SE

The accumulated CPU time that is used
to satisfy stored procedure requests that
are processed in a stored procedure
address space and executed on an
IBM specialty engine. Times for SQL
procedures are included in this time if the
SQL procedures were called on a nested
task, and was not invoked by the main
application execution unit. The zIIP CPU
time is normalized.

SP_WLM_SP_ZIIP_C2 DEC(15,6) SUM(SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP
-C2)

QWACSP_CLS2
SE

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed in Db2 for processing SQL
statements that are issued by stored
procedures that are processed in a
stored procedure address space and
executed on an IBM specialty engine.
Times for SQL procedures are included
in this time if the SQL procedure was
called on a nested task, and was
not invoked by the main application
execution unit. This time is a subset of
QWACSP_CLS1SE. The zIIP CPU time
is normalized.

SP_WLM_UDF_ZIIP_C1 DEC(15,6) SUM(SP-WLM-UDF-ZII
P-C1)

QWACUDF_CLS
1SE

The accumulated CPU time that is used
to satisfy user-defined function requests
that are processed in a stored procedure
address space and executed on an IBM
specialty engine. The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.
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SP_WLM_UDF_ZIIP_C2 DEC(15,6) SUM(SP-WLM-UDF-ZII
P-C2)

QWACUDF_CLS
2SE

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed in Db2 for processing SQL
statements that are issued by user-
defined functions that are processed
in a stored procedure address space
and executed on an IBM specialty
engine. This time is a subset of
QWACUDF_CLS1SE. The zIIP CPU time
is normalized.

SPARSE_INDEX_DISABL
E

DEC(15,0) SUM(SPARSE-INDEX-
DISABLE)

QXSISTOR Specifies how often insufficient storage
resulted in the disabling of the sparse
index.

SPARSE_INDEX_WORK
FILE

DEC(15,0) SUM(SPARSE-INDEX-
WF)

QXSIWF Identifies how often a physical work file
for probing was built by the sparse index.

SQL_CALL_REJECTS DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-CALL-REJE
CTS)

QXCALLRJ The number of times an SQL CALL
statement was rejected.

SQL_CALL_STMTS DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-CALL-STMT
S)

QXCALL The number of SQL CALL statements
issued.

SQL_CALL_TIMEOUTS DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-CALL-TIMEO
UTS)

QXCALLTO The number of times an SQL CALL
statement timed out waiting to be
scheduled.

SQL_DELETE DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-DELETES) QXDELET The number of SQL DELETE statements
issued.

SQL_DESCRIBE DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-DESCRIBES) QXDESC The number of SQL DESCRIBE
statements issued.

SQL_ERR_IN_TRIG DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-ERR-IN-TRI
G)

QXTRGERR The number of times an SQL error
occurred during execution of a triggered
action.

SQL_GRANT DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-GRANT) QXGRANT The number of SQL GRANT statements
issued.

SQL_INSERT DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-INSERTS) QXINSRT The number of SQL INSERT statements
issued.

SQL_MERGE DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-MERGE) QXMERGE The number of MERGE statements.

SQL_PREPARE DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-PREPARES) QXPREP The number of SQL PREPARE
statements issued.

SQL_RELEASE DEC(15,0) SUM(RELEASE) QXREL The number of SQL RELEASE
statements issued.

SQL_REVOKE DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-REVOKE) QXREVOK The number of SQL REVOKE statements
issued.

SQL_SELECT DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-SELECTS) QXSELECT The number of SQL SELECT statements
issued.

SQL_UPDATE DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-UPDATES) QXUPDTE The number of SQL UPDATE statements
issued.
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STAB_PREPARES DEC(15,0) SUM(STAB-PREPARE
S)

QXSTSFND The number of times a PREPARE
request was satisfied by making a copy
from the stabilized statement in the
SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY catalog table.
The stabilized statement search is done
only when no matching statement was
found in the prepared statement cache.
This field is new with Db2 12.

STMT_TRIGGER_ACT DEC(15,0) SUM(STMT-TRIGGER-
ACT)

QXSTTRG The number of times a statement trigger
is activated.

STORPROC_ABNDS DEC(15,0) SUM(STORPROC-ABN
DS)

QXCALLAB The number of times a stored procedure
terminated abnormally.

STORPROC_DB2_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-DB2
-CPU)

QWACSPTT The accumulated CPU time that was
spent in Db2 for processing SQL
statements that were issued by stored
procedures in WLM-established stored
procedure address spaces. This time
also includes Db2 time that was used
for connecting and disconnecting the
stored procedure task for external
stored procedures. SQL procedure
times are included in this time if the SQL
procedures were called on a nested
task, and were not invoked by the main
application execution unit. This time is a
subset of the class 1 QWACSPCP time.
The accounting class 2 trace must be
active to collect this data.

STORPROC_ELP_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-ELP
-WAIT)

QWACCAST Total elapsed time spent waiting for
an available TCB before the stored
procedure could be scheduled. The
accounting class 3 trace must be active
to collect this data.

STORPROC_LCL_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-LCL
-CPU)

QWACSPNF_CP The accumulated CPU time that is used
for executing stored procedure requests
on the main application execution unit.
This time does not include time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP. Because
these stored procedures run entirely in
Db2, this time represents class 1 and
class 2 time.

STORPROC_LCL_ELAP DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-LCL-
ELAP)

QWACSPNF_EL
AP

The accumulated elapsed time that is
consumed executing stored procedure
requests on the main application
execution unit. Because these stored
procedures run entirely in Db2, this time
represents class 1 and class 2 time.
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STORPROC_SQL_EVNT
S

DEC(15,0) SUM(STORPROC-SQL
-EVENTS)

QWACSPNE The number of SQL entry or exit events
performed by stored procedures. The
accounting class 2 trace must be active
to collect this data.

STORPROC_SQL_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(STORPROC-SQL
-WAITS)

QWACCANM The number of times an SQL CALL
statement had to wait for an available
TCB before the stored procedure could
be scheduled. The accounting class 3
trace must be active to collect this data.

STORPROC_TCB_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-TCB
-CPU)

QWACSPCP The accumulated CPU time used
to satisfy external stored procedure
requests that were processed in WLM-
established stored procedure address
space. SQL procedure time is included
only if the SQL procedures were called
on a nested task, and were not invoked
by the main application execution unit.
The accounting class 1 trace must be
active to collect this data.

STORPROC_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(STORPROC-ZIIP
-CPU)

QWACSPNF_ZI
IP

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP for executing
stored procedure requests on the main
application execution unit. Because these
stored procedures run entirely in Db2,
this time represents class 1 and class 2
time. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

SU_CONV_FACTOR DEC(15,0) MAX(SU-CONV-FACTO
R)

QWACSUCV This value can be used to convert CPU
time to a common unit known as a
service unit (SU). The conversion factor
used depends on the processor model
being used. By using the SU, you can do
equitable chargeback, even when work
is performed on different machines. The
conversion factor is used as follows: SU
= CPU seconds * (16000000/conversion
factor). The accounting class 1 trace
must be active to collect this data.

SUSP_IRLM_GLB DEC(15,0) SUM(SUSP-IRLM-GLB) QTGAIGLO The number of suspends because of
the IRLM global resource contention.
These suspends indicate that IRLM
lock states were in conflict. Unlike local
contention, global contention requires
an inter-system communication to
resolve the lock conflict. The sum of
QTGAIGLO (IRLM), QTGASGLO (XES),
and QTGAFLSE (false) gives the total
number of suspends caused by the
global contention.
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SUSP_XES_GLB DEC(15,0) SUM(SUSP-XES-GLB) QTGASGLO The number of suspends because of
MVS XES global resource contention
(MVS XES lock states were in conflict
but IRLM lock states were not). For
information on resolving resource
contention, see Data Sharing: Planning
and Administration.

SUSPEND_LATCH DEC(15,0) SUM(SUSPENDS-LAT
CH)

QTXASLAT The average number of times that the
application has been delayed while
waiting for a latch. A latch is a piece
of storage used to serialize a process
within Db2 or IRLM. Latch suspends
are normally short and are controlled
internally by Db2. Not much can be done
in the way of tuning latch suspends. A
few latch suspends can be expected
for a heavily loaded Db2 subsystem.
However, if latch suspends are causing
you a significant amount of degradation,
you should contact IBM for assistance.

SUSPEND_LOCK DEC(15,0) SUM(SUSPENDS-LOC
K)

QTXASLOC The average number of times that the
application trying to obtain a lock from
the lock manager (IRLM) was delayed
because the resource was being held by
another task with an incompatible lock.
Lock suspends should be avoided and,
ideally, this field should be zero.

SUSPEND_OTHER DEC(15,0) SUM(SUSPENDS-OTH
ER)

QTXASOTH The average number of times that
the application has been delayed for
some reason other than a lock or latch
wait. Reasons for this include: - Wait
for IRLM storage - IRLM internally
queued the request - Global resource
contention - Queued RH-to-PTB
communication request - Queued
intersystem communication request -
Wait for NOTIFY message to be sent

TCP_LOB_MAT_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(TCP-LOB-MAT-W
AIT)

QWACALBW The accumulated wait time for TCP/IP
LOB and XML materialization.

TCP_LOB_MAT_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(TCP-LOB-MAT-W
AITS)

QWACALBC The number of wait trace events that
were processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB
and XML materialization.

THD_BYTES_LOGGED DEC(15,0) SUM(THD-BYTES-LOG
GED-D)

QWACLRAB The total number of bytes of log records
written (doubleword value).
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THD_LOG_RECS DEC(15,0) SUM(THD-LOG-RECS) QWACLRN The number of log records written. The
amount of logging for a thread can
exceed the amount of logging for units
of recovery because the logging for
a thread includes logging of actions
performed by Db2 on behalf of The
thread.

TIMEOUT DEC(15,0) SUM(TIMEOUTS) QTXATIM The average number of times that an
application was unable to obtain a lock
from the lock manager (IRLM) after
waiting for an installation-specified
time interval. Db2 aborts processing
and backs out the current unit of work
(erases any changes made since the last
COMMIT). Db2 waits the amount of time
specified on the DSNZPARM parameter
IRLMRWT for transactions and queries
to receive a lock. Furthermore, it waits
twice this value for IMS/VS BMPs to get
a lock, and three times this value for
batch jobs and utilities. Use SYSVIEW
for Db2 zParm display to see the current
IRLMRWT setting for your installation.
Db2 returns either a -911 or -913 SQL
return code when a timeout occurs.
The IMS attachment may return a U777
ABEND. The SQLCA contains a reason
code and indicates what resource
and type of lock was unobtainable. If
SYSVIEW for Db2 message logging
facility is active, you can find out what
resource was unavailable and who
owned the resource by browsing the log.
Timeouts should be avoided and, ideally,
the value should be zero.
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TOT_MAX_PAGE_LOCKS DEC(15,0) SUM(MAX-PAGE-LOC
KS)

QTXANPL The maximum number of page or row
locks held by the application. If this field
is summarized field, it indicates the
highest occurrence detected. For table
spaces defined with a lock size of ANY,
PAGE or ROW, Db2 allows a maximum
of either NUMLKTS page or row locks
as defined in the DSNZPARM for each
table space or by the LOCKMAX clause
of the CREATE TABLESPACE statement
for the table space. Use SYSVIEW for
Db2 ZPARM display to see the current
NUMLKTS setting for your installation.
If the value is zero, then the application
has no table space lock limit. If the lock
size is ANY for a table space and the
maximum locks has been reached, then
Db2 tries to escalate the page lock to a
table space lock. Otherwise, if the lock
size of a table space is PAGE or ROW,
the SQL statement is terminated with a
negative SQL code when max locks is
reached. The application is automatically
terminated when max locks is reached.
This counter should be kept as low as
possible. If this value is large, then the
application holding many page or row
locks should be investigated to see if the
number of locks can be reduced. Holding
a high number of locks can cause a
significant increase in storage usage and
cause concurrency problems.

TRANS_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(TRANS-COUNT) Derived from
QWACPARR and
QWACPCNT

The number of accounting records
included in a DDF/RRSAF rollup record.
If the data is not part of a rollup record,
then this value is 1.

TRANSFER_OWNERSHI
P

DEC(15,0) SUM(TRANSFER-OWN
ERSHIP)

QXTRNOWN Identifies the number of times the
TRANSFER OWNERSHIP SQL
statement was invoked to change the
owner of an object. This field is new with
Db2 12.

TRIG_CPU_ENCLAVE DEC(15,6) SUM(TRIG-CPU-ENCL
AVE)

QWACTRTE The accumulated TCB time used for
executing triggers under an enclave.

TRIG_ELAPSE_ENCLAV DEC(15,6) SUM(TRIG-ELAPSED-E
NCLAVE)

QWACTREE The accumulated elapsed time used for
executing triggers in a nested task.

TRIG_TOTAL_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(TRIG-TOTAL-CP
U)

QWACTRTT The accumulated CPU time used for
executing triggers in the main application
execution unit. This value does not
include CPU time that is consumed on an
IBM zIIP processor.
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TRIG_TOTAL_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) SUM(TRIG-TOTAL-ELA
PSED)

QWACTRET The accumulated elapsed time used
while executing triggers in the main
application execution unit.

TRIG_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(TRIG-ZIIP-CPU) QWACTRTT_ZI
IP

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP for execution
of triggers on the main application
execution unit. The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.

TRUNCATE_TABLE DEC(15,0) SUM(TRUNCATE-TAB
LE)

QXTRTBL The number of TRUNCATE TABLE
statements.

UDF_ABENDS DEC(15,0) SUM(UDF-ABENDS) QXCAUDAB The number of times a user-defined
function abended.

UDF_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(UDF-CPU) QWACUDCP The accumulated TCB time used to
satisfy user-defined function requests
processed in a Db2 stored procedures
address space or WLM established
address space. This value is calculated
only if accounting class 1 is active. Non-
inline UDF times are included in this time
IF the native UDF was called on a nested
task and was not invoked by the main
application execution unit. This time does
not include CPU consumed on an IBM
specialty engine.

UDF_EVENTS DEC(15,0) SUM(UDF-EVENTS) QWACUDNE The number of SQL entry/exit events
performed by user-defined functions.
This value is calculated only if accounting
trace class 2 is active.

UDF_EXECUTE DEC(15,0) SUM(UDF-EXECUTE) QXCAUD The number of user-defined functions
executed.

UDF_LOCAL_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(UDF-LOCAL-CPU) QWACUDFNF_
CP

The accumulated CPU time that is used
for executing user-defined functions
on the main application execution unit.
This time does not include time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP. Because
these user-defined functions run entirely
in Db2, this time represents class 1 and
class 2 time.

UDF_LOCAL_ELAP DEC(15,6) SUM(UDF-LOCAL-ELA
P)

QWACUDFNF_E
LAP

The accumulated elapsed time that
is consumed executing user-defined
functions on the main application
execution unit. Because these user-
defined functions run entirely in Db2, this
time represents class 1 and class 2 time.

UDF_REJECT DEC(15,0) SUM(UDF-REJECT) QXCAUDRJ The number of times a user-defined
function was rejected.

UDF_TIMEOUT DEC(15,0) SUM(UDF-TIMEOUT) QXCAUDTO The number of times a user-defined
function timed out waiting to be
scheduled.
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UDF_TOTAL_ELAP DEC(15,6) SUM(UDF-TOTAL-ELA
PSED)

QWACUDEA The total elapsed time that was spent
in user-defined functions in WLM-
established stored procedure address
spaces. This time includes time that was
spent executing SQL statements. This
value is calculated only if accounting
trace class 1 is active. Non-inline UDF
times are included in this time IF the
native UDF was called on a nested
task and was not invoked by the main
application execution unit.

UDF_TOTAL_ELAP_SQL DEC(15,6) SUM(UDF-TOTAL-ELA
PSED-SQL)

QWACUDEB The total elapsed time that was spent in
Db2 for processing SQL statements that
were issued by user-defined functions
in WLM-established stored procedure
address spaces. This time also includes
Db2 time that was used for connecting
and disconnecting the user-defined
function task. This value is calculated
only if accounting trace class 3 is active.
Non-inline UDF times are included in
this time IF the native UDF was called
on a nested task and was not invoked
by the main application execution unit.
This value is calculated only if accounting
trace class 3 is active.

UDF_WAIT_FOR_TCB DEC(15,6) SUM(UDF-WAIT-FOR-T
CB)

QWACUDST The total elapsed time spent waiting for
an available TCB before the user-defined
function could be scheduled. This value
is calculated only if accounting trace
class 3 is active.

UDF_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(UDF-ZIIP-CPU) QWACUDFNF_
ZIIP

The accumulated CPU time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP for executing
user-defined functions on the main
application execution unit. Because
these user-defined functions run entirely
in Db2, this time represents class 1
and class 2 time. The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.

UNACCOUNTED_TIME DEC(15,6) SUM(UNACC-DB2-TIM
E)

N/A Specifies the thread elapsed time in Db2
that is not included in CPU time or in any
of the wait time categories. The most
common contributors to "other Db2 time"
are: - MVS paging - Processor wait time
- Too detailed tracing The accounting
class 3 trace must be active to properly
calculate this value.
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UNLOCK_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(UNLOCK-CALLS) QTXAUNLK The average number of times that Db2
sent an unlock request to IRLM on behalf
of an application. Note that the number
of unlock requests may be significantly
less than the number of lock requests
because many locks can be freed by
Db2 with one unlock request. This field
is informational only and has no tuning
value.

WAIT_ASYNC_IXLS DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-ASYNC-IXL
S)

QWAXIXLT Wait time for asynchronous IXLCACHE/
IXLFCOMP invocations.

WAIT_FORCE_COMMIT DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-FORCE-CO
MMIT)

QWAXAWFC The accumulated wait time for force-at-
commit.

WAIT_XUS_DMS DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-SWITCH-D
MS)

QWAXDSSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to
the Db2 data space manager services,
which include define data set, extend
data set, delete data set, reset data set,
and VSAM catalog access.

WAIT_XUS_OPEN_CLS DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-SWITCH-O
PEN-CLS)

QWAXOCSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to the
Db2 open/close data set service or the
hsm recall service.

WAIT_XUS_OTHER DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-SWITCH-O
THER)

QWAXOTSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to
other Db2 service tasks.

WAIT_XUS_SYSLGRNG DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-SWITCH-SY
SLGRNG)

QWAXSLSE The accumulated wait time for a
synchronous execution unit switch to the
Db2 SYSLGRNG recording service. This
service is also sometimes used for level
ID checking for down-level detection.

WAIT_XUS_UPD_COM DEC(15,6) SUM(WAIT-SWITCH-U
PD-COM)

QWACAWTE The accumulated wait time for
a synchronous execution unit
switch for Db2 COMMIT, ABORT or
DEALLOCATION processing. For
RRSAF threads, this value includes
explicit COMMIT time (SRRCMIT calls).
See QWACAWLG for implicit RRS
COMMIT time.

WAITS_ASYNC_IXLS DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-ASYNC-IX
LS)

QWAXIXLE The number of wait trace events
processed for asynch IXLCACHE/
IXLFCOMP invocations.

WAITS_FORCE_COMMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-FORCE-C
OMMIT)

QWAXFCCT The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for force-at-commit.

WAITS_XUS_DMS DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-SWITCH-
DMS)

QWAXDSNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to the data
space manager service tasks.
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WAITS_XUS_OPEN_CLS DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-SWITCH-
OPEN-CLS)

QWAXOCNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to the open/
close service.

WAITS_XUS_OTHER DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-SWITCH-
OTHER)

QWAXOTNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to other service
tasks.

WAITS_XUS_SYSLGRNG DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-SWITCH-S
YSLGRNG)

QWAXSLNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching to the
SYSLGRNG recording service.

WAITS_XUS_UPD_COM DEC(15,0) SUM(WAITS-SWITCH-
UPD-COM)

QWACARNS The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for synchronous
execution unit switching for COMMIT or
ABORT.

WORKFILE_BLKS_CURR DEC(15,0) WORKFILE-CURR QWAC_WORKFI
LE_CURR

Current number of workfile blocks being
used by this agent (traditional workfile
use, DGTT and DGTT indexes). This
field is new with Db2 12.

WORKFILE_BLKS_HWM DEC(15,0) WORKFILE-HWM QWAC_WORKFI
LE_MAX

The maximum number of workfile blocks
being used by this agent at any given
point in time (traditional workfile use,
DGTT and DGTT indexes). This field is
new with Db2 12.

WU_APPL_PROG_ABEN
D

DEC(15,0) SUM(WIDABND) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 44 (WORK
UNIT INDOUBT - APPL PGM ABEND).
Otherwise, the value is 0.

WU_CANCEL_FORCE DEC(15,0) SUM(WIDFORC) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 56 (WORK
UNIT INDOUBT - CANCEL FORCE).
Otherwise, the value is 0.

WU_END_OF_MEMORY DEC(15,0) SUM(WIDEOM) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 48 (WORK
UNIT INDOUBT - END OF MEMORY).
Otherwise, the value is 0.

WU_END_OF_TASK DEC(15,0) SUM(WIDEOT) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 40 (WORK
UNIT INDOUBT - END OF TASK).
Otherwise, the value is 0.

WU_RESOLVE_INDOUBT DEC(15,0) SUM(WIDINDB) Derived from
QWACRINV

Contains a 1 if QWACRINV is 52 (WORK
UNIT INDOUBT - RESOLVE INDOUBT).
Otherwise, the value is 0.

ZIIP_NOTUSED_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(ZIIP-NOTUSED-C
PU)

QWACZIIP_ELIG
IBLE

Accumulated CPU executed on a
standard CP for zIIP-eligible work.
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Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

APPL_SRB DEC(15,6)

CPU_BEFORE_ENCLAVE DEC(15,6)

DB2_SRB DEC(15,6)

DB2CPU_BEFORE_ENCL DEC(15,6)

PARA_TO_SEQUENT DEC(15,0)

APPL_ACCEL_DETAIL Table

The APPL_ACCEL_DETAIL archive table contains the Db2 accelerator accounting information by the accelerator server
name for every Db2 thread.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_ACCEL_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D The primary authorization ID of the Db2 thread
producing the trace data. This variable length
field contains the complete name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS
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CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Contains a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_N
UMBER

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this particular IFCID
trace record has been written. Note that an IFI
READS request does not increment this count
for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.
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PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Identifies the name of the application plan
specified when using the BIND command
under the DSN processor. For Db2 command
threads and threads in identify status, the
plan name is blanks. A plan is made up of
one or more packages generated by the Db2
precompiler. When a plan is bound by Db2, it
goes through a plan segmentation process.
This process divides a plan into sections that
can be independently loaded into the EDM
pool as they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (0003) ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_ACCEL_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0003) ACCT
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACCEL_ACCUM_CPU_T
IME

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-ACCUM-CPUT
ME

Q8ACACPU Overall accelerator CPU time processing
the query.

ACCEL_ACCUM_ELAPS
ED

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-ACCUM-ELAP
SE

Q8ACAELA Overall accelerator elapsed time
processing the query.

ACCEL_ACCUM_WAIT DEC(15,6) ACCEL-ACCUM-WAIT Q8ACAWAT Overall accelerator wait time for
processing the query.

ACCEL_BLOCKS_RETUR
NED

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-BLKS-RETD Q8ACBLKR The number of blocks returned from the
accelerator.

ACCEL_BLOCKS_SENT DEC(15,0) ACCEL-BLKS-SENT Q8ACBLKS The number of blocks sent to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_BYTES_RETURN
ED

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-BYTES-RETD Q8ACBYTR The number of bytes returned from the
accelerator.

ACCEL_BYTES_SENT DEC(15,0) ACCEL-BYTES-SENT Q8ACBYTS The number of bytes sent to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_CONNECTIONS DEC(15,0) ACCEL-CONNECTS Q8ACCONN The number of connections to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_FAILURES DEC(15,0) ACCEL-FAILURES Q8ACFAIL The number of failed requests.

ACCEL_MESSAGES_RE
TURNED

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-MSGS-RETD Q8ACMSGR The number of messages returned from
the accelerator.
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ACCEL_MESSAGES_SE
NT

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-MSGS-SENT Q8ACMSGS The number of messages sent to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_PRODUCT_ID CHAR(8) ACCEL-PRODUCT-ID Q8ACPRID Accelerator product ID.

ACCEL_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) ACCEL-REQUESTS Q8ACREQ The number of requests to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_ROWS_DELETE
D

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-ROWS-DELET
ED

Q8ACROWD The number of rows deleted on the
accelerator.

ACCEL_ROWS_INSERTE
D

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-ROWS-INSERT
ED

Q8ACROWI The number of rows inserted to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_ROWS_RETURN
ED

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-ROWS-RETD Q8ACROWR The number of rows returned from the
accelerator.

ACCEL_ROWS_RETURN
ED_ACCUM

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-ROWS-RETUR
NED

Q8ACROWC The number of rows returned by the
accelerator.

ACCEL_ROWS_SENT DEC(15,0) ACCEL-ROWS-SENT Q8ACROWS The number of rows sent to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_ROWS_UPDATE
D

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-ROWS-UPDAT
ED

Q8ACROWU The number of rows updated on the
accelerator.

ACCEL_SERVER_NAME VARCHAR(128) ACCEL-SERVER-LONG Q8ACNAME_LO
NG

Server name of the accelerator (variable
length field).

ACCEL_STMT_COMMIT DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-COMMIT Q8ACCMTC Specifies the accumulated number
of COMMIT statements send to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_CREATE DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-CREATE Q8ACCRTC Specifies the accumulated number
of CREATE statements send to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_DELETE DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-DELETE Q8ACDELC Specifies the accumulated number
of DELETE statements send to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_DROP DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-DROP Q8ACDRPC Specifies the accumulated number
of DROP statements send to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_INSERT DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-INSERT Q8ACINSC Specifies the accumulated number
of INSERT statements send to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_OPEN DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-OPEN Q8ACOPNC Specifies the accumulated number
of OPEN statements send to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_ROLLBAC
K

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-ROLLBA
CK

Q8ACRBKC Specifies the accumulated number of
ROLLBACK statements send to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_UPDATE DEC(15,0) ACCEL-STMT-UPDATE Q8ACUPDC Specifies the accumulated number
of UPDATE statements send to the
accelerator.
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ACCEL_TCPIP_CPU_TIM
E

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-TCPIP-CPUTM
E

Q8ACTCPU The accelerator services TCP/IP CPU
time is the CPU time spent processing
the call to the accelerator from the Db2
side.

ACCEL_TCPIP_ELAPSE DEC(15,6) ACCEL-TCPIP-ELAPSE Q8ACTELA The accelerator services TCP/IP elapsed
time is the elapsed time spent processing
the call to the accelerator as seen from
the Db2 side.

ACCEL_TIMEOUTS DEC(15,0) ACCEL-TIMEOUTS Q8ACTOUT The number of requests that timed out.

ACCEL_TIMEOUTS_REP
L

DEC(15,0) ACCEL-TIMEOUTS-RE
PL

Q8ACNWDP Specifies the accumulated number of
times when the query execution did not
complete because changes were not
applied to a referenced table before the
HTAP delay protocol time limit expired.

ACCEL_WAIT_TIME_RE
PL

DEC(15,6) ACCEL-WAIT-TIME-RE
PL

Q8ACTWDP Specifies the accumulated time that
query spent waiting for execution on an
accelerator because the statements were
waiting for replication using HTAP delay
protocol to finish updating the referenced
tables.

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-START QWACBSC Specifies the beginning store clock value
(STCK) for the period covered by this
accounting record. For a distributed or
RRSAF rollup record, this field contains
the begin STCK value for the first
accounting record included in the rollup
record. For a child summary record, this
field contains the ending STCK value
of the last record included in the rollup
record. When processing child summary
records, SYSVIEW for Db2 copies this
value to the THD-END (QWACESC)
field, which originally contains the total
elapsed time of all summarized records.
For all other types of accounting records,
you can determine the elapsed time
of the application by subtracting this
field from the ending store clock value
(QWACESC).

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-END QWACESC Specifies the ending store clock
value. You can use this field with the
beginning store clock value (QWACBSC)
to determine the elapsed time of
an application. Threads that do not
terminate (such as CICS primed threads
and IMS wait-for-input message regions)
can have an ending clock value that
includes the time that the thread was
inactive and waiting to perform work.
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PARALLEL_REC_TYPE CHAR(6) CPU-PARALLEL-IND N/A Specifies accounting record as:
"CHILD"—a child record; "CH SUM"—
a child summary record; "AUT SP"—
for an Autonomous Stored Procedure;
"PARENT"—a parent record; "SUM"—a
summary of the child and parent records;
"ROLLUP"—a DDF/RRSAF rollup record;
Blanks—not a child or parent record.

TRANS_COUNT DEC(15,0) TRANS-COUNT Derived from
QWACPARR and
QWACPCNT

The number of accounting records
included in a DDF/RRSAF rollup record.
If the data is not a part of rollup record,
then the value is 1.

APPL_ACCEL_DAILY Table

The APPL_ACCEL_DAILY archive table contains the Db2 accelerator accounting information by the accelerator
server name, grouped by plan name, and accumulated by day.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_ACCEL_DAILY table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.
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PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN The name of the application plan specified
when using the BIND command under
the DSN processor. For Db2 command
threads and threads in identify status, the
plan name is blank. A plan is made up of
one or more packages generated by the
Db2 precompiler. When a plan is bound by
Db2, it goes through a plan segmentation
process. This process divides a plan into
sections that can be independently loaded into
the EDM pool.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D The location name by which Db2 knows
the application requester. This field is blank
if the header is written at the application
requester. The LUNAME and location
name of remote systems in the network
are in the communications database. If the
location name of the local subsystem is not
in the communications database, you can
find it in the bootstrap data set or install
panel DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed
allied thread (this location is requester), then
this field is blank. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is server), then
this field specifies the name of the location that
made the request. This name is not the same
as QWHSLOCN, the local location name.
For more information, see section 3 of the Db2
Administration Guide. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (0003) ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_ACCEL_DAILY table, with the corresponding (0003) ACCT
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACCEL_ACCUM_CPU_T
IME

DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-ACCUM-C
PUTME)

Q8ACACPU Overall accelerator CPU time processing
the query.
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ACCEL_ACCUM_ELAPS
ED

DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-ACCUM-E
LAPSE)

Q8ACAELA Overall accelerator elapsed time
processing the query.

ACCEL_ACCUM_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-ACCUM-
WAIT)

Q8ACAWAT Overall accelerator wait time for
processing the query.

ACCEL_BLOCKS_RETUR
NED

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-BLKS-RE
TD)

Q8ACBLKR The number of blocks returned from the
accelerator.

ACCEL_BLOCKS_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-BLKS-SE
NT)

Q8ACBLKS The number of blocks sent to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_BYTES_RETURN
ED

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-BYTES-R
ETD)

Q8ACBYTR The number of bytes returned from the
accelerator.

ACCEL_BYTES_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-BYTES-S
ENT)

Q8ACBYTS The number of bytes sent to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_CONNECTIONS DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-CONNEC
TS)

Q8ACCONN The number of connections to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_FAILURES DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-FAILURE
S)

Q8ACFAIL The number of failed requests.

ACCEL_MESSAGES_RE
TURNED

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-MSGS-RE
TD)

Q8ACMSGR The number of messages returned from
the accelerator.

ACCEL_MESSAGES_SE
NT

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-MSGS-SE
NT)

Q8ACMSGS The number of messages sent to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_PRODUCT_ID CHAR(8) ACCEL-PRODUCT-ID Q8ACPRID Accelerator product ID.

ACCEL_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-REQUES
TS)

Q8ACREQ The number of requests to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_ROWS_DELETE
D

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-ROWS-D
ELETED)

Q8ACROWD The number of rows deleted on the
accelerator.

ACCEL_ROWS_INSERTE
D

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-ROWS-IN
SERTED)

Q8ACROWI The number of rows inserted to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_ROWS_RETURN
ED

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-ROWS-R
ETD)

Q8ACROWR The number of rows returned from the
accelerator.

ACCEL_ROWS_RETURN
ED_ACCUM

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-ROWS-R
ETURNED)

Q8ACROWC The number of rows returned by the
accelerator.

ACCEL_ROWS_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-ROWS-S
ENT)

Q8ACROWS The number of rows sent to the
accelerator.

ACCEL_ROWS_UPDATE
D

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-ROWS-U
PDATED)

Q8ACROWU The number of rows updated on the
accelerator.

ACCEL_SERVER_NAME VARCHAR(128) ACCEL-SERVER-LONG Q8ACNAME_LO
NG

Server name of the accelerator (variable
length field).

ACCEL_STMT_COMMIT DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-CO
MMIT)

Q8ACCMTC The accumulated number of COMMIT
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_CREATE DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-CR
EATE)

Q8ACCRTC The accumulated number of CREATE
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_DELETE DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-DE
LETE)

Q8ACDELC The accumulated number of DELETE
statements send to the accelerator.
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ACCEL_STMT_DROP DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-DR
OP)

Q8ACDRPC The accumulated number of DROP
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_INSERT DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-INS
ERT)

Q8ACINSC The accumulated number of INSERT
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_OPEN DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-OP
EN)

Q8ACOPNC The accumulated number of OPEN
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_ROLLBAC
K

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-RO
LLBACK)

Q8ACRBKC The accumulated number of ROLLBACK
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_STMT_UPDATE DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-STMT-UP
DATE)

Q8ACUPDC The accumulated number of UPDATE
statements send to the accelerator.

ACCEL_TCPIP_CPU_TIM
E

DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-TCPIP-CP
UTME)

Q8ACTCPU The accelerator services TCP/IP CPU
time is the CPU time spent processing
the call to the accelerator from the Db2
side.

ACCEL_TCPIP_ELAPSE DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-TCPIP-EL
APSE)

Q8ACTELA The accelerator services TCP/IP elapsed
time is the elapsed time spent processing
the call to the accelerator as seen from
the Db2 side.

ACCEL_TIMEOUTS DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-TIMEOUT
S)

Q8ACTOUT The number of requests that timed out.

ACCEL_TIMEOUTS_REP
L

DEC(15,0) SUM(ACCEL-TIMEOUT
S-REPL)

Q8ACNWDP The accumulated number of times when
the query execution did not complete
because changes were not applied to a
referenced table before the HTAP delay
protocol time limit expired.

ACCEL_WAIT_TIME_RE
PL

DEC(15,6) SUM(ACCEL-WAIT-TIM
E-REPL)

Q8ACTWDP The accumulated time that query spent
waiting for execution on an accelerator
because statements were waiting for
replication using HTAP delay protocol to
finish updating the referenced tables.

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP MIN(THD-END) QWACESC End time of the first thread included in
the summary interval.

RECORD_COUNT DEC(15,0) COUNT(*) N/A The number of accounting records
produced.

TRANS_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(TRANS-COUNT) Derived from
QWACPARR and
QWACPCNT

The number of accounting records
included in a DDF/RRSAF rollup record.
If the data is not part of a rollup record,
then the value is 1.

APPL_BP_DETAIL Table

The APPL_BP_DETAIL archive table contains the buffer pool Db2 accounting information by the buffer pool name for
every Db2 thread.
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Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_BP_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field name and
Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D The primary authorization ID of the Db2 thread
producing the trace data. This variable length
field contains the complete name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Contains a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.
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DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this particular IFCID
trace record has been written. Note that an IFI
READS request does not increment this count
for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Identifies the name of the application plan
specified when using the BIND command
under the DSN processor. For Db2 command
threads and threads in identify status, the
plan name is blanks. A plan is made up of
one or more packages generated by the Db2
precompiler. When a plan is bound by Db2, it
goes through a plan segmentation process.
This process divides a plan into sections that
can be independently loaded into the EDM
pool as they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.
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Columns with (0003) ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_BP_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0003) ACCT IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-START QWACBSC Specifies the beginning store clock value
(STCK) for the period covered by this
accounting record. For a distributed or
RRSAF rollup record, this field contains
the begin STCK value for the first
accounting record included in the rollup
record. For a child summary record, this
field contains the ending STCK value
of the last record included in the rollup
record. When processing child summary
records, SYSVIEW for Db2 copies this
value to the THD-END (QWACESC)
field, which originally contains the total
elapsed time of all summarized records.
For all other types of accounting records,
you can determine the elapsed time
of the application by subtracting this
field from the ending store clock value
(QWACESC).

BP_ASYNC_PGS_READ DEC(15,0) ASYNCH-PAGES-REA
D

QBACSIO The number of asynchronous pages read
by prefetch that the agent triggered.

BP_COND_GETPG_FAIL DEC(15,0) CONDITIONAL-GETPA
GE-FAIL

QBACNGT The number of times a page requested
for a query processed in parallel was
unavailable because an I/O was in
progress or the page was not found in
the buffer pool. The agent does not wait.
Instead, control returns to the agent.
This counter is used only when queries
are processed in parallel. If the value is
close to zero, most pages are already
prefetched into the buffer pool and the
wait time for synchronous I/O is small.
This counter can be high if, for example,
there is a cluster index scan and the
data is not truly clustered by the index
key, so the data pages are not accessed
in their true order. Hence, the cluster
ratio is not valid. Use the RUNSTATS
utility to update it. This number is also
used to determine how many sequential
prefetches of one page were scheduled.

BP_DISK_CACHE_READ
S

DEC(15,0) DISK-CACHE-READS QBACIOC The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which hit disk cache, but did
not use zHyperLink.
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BP_DYN_PREFETCH DEC(15,0) DYNAMIC-PREFETCH QBACDPF The number of dynamic prefetch
requests performed due to the sequential
detection. If Db2 did not decide to
use sequential or list prefetch at bind
time, it can invoke sequential prefetch
dynamically if it detects that the data or
index leaf pages are being accessed
sequentially. Db2 turns off prefetch
when the data is no longer being
accessed sequentially (which does
not apply to prefetch requested at
bind time). This process is known as
sequential detection. Since it is detected
at execution time, its use is not indicated
in the PLAN_TABLE. Dynamic sequential
prefetch is subject to being disabled due
to buffer pool shortages as is normal
sequential prefetch.

BP_GETPAGE DEC(15,0) GET-PAGE QBACGET The number of buffer pool GETPAGE
requests for a thread. This number
includes all unconditional and successful
conditional requests. GETPAGE requests
occur when Db2 accesses pages in
the buffer pools to satisfy application
requests. The number of GETPAGE
requests is a good indicator of how much
work Db2 is doing.
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BP_LIST_PREFETCH DEC(15,0) LIST-PREFETCH QBACLPF The number of requests for a list prefetch
operation. Through list prefetch, Db2 can
access data pages efficiently, even if the
pages are not contiguous (unlike normal
sequential prefetch). Db2 determines the
use of list prefetch at bind time. The use
of list prefetch is indicated by an L in the
Prefetch column of the PLAN_TABLE.
Three main phases to list prefetch are:
the RID retrieval, the RID sort, and the
data retrieval. During the RID retrieval,
a list of required data pages is gathered
through matching index scans and
compiling a list of RIDs. The RID list is
then sorted in the RID pool by the data
page numbers. Finally, the data pages
are accessed by the sorted list. Like
normal sequential prefetch, many pages
are read with one I/O operation, with the
same number of pages and restrictions
that apply to normal sequential prefetch.
With list prefetch, the data is not in any
certain order since the RIDs are sorted
by page number. If you need data in a
certain order, use an ORDER BY clause.
Db2 then performs an extra sort on the
retrieved data, unlike a normal matching
index scan not using list prefetch which
can sometimes avoid the sort. Note
that when a Hybrid join is used, the
sort of data page numbers may not be
needed if the index is highly clustered.
Db2 uses list prefetch for one of the
following reasons: 1) matching index
scan when the cluster ratio is less than
80; 2) matching index scan when the
cluster ratio is high, and the number
of resulting rows is too few to make
sequential prefetch efficient, but large
enough to prefer the use of list prefetch
over normal read I/O; 3) multiple index
access is involved; 4) accessing data
for the inner table of a Hybrid join. Db2
does not use list prefetch at bind time if
the estimated number of RIDs exceeds
50 percent of the RID pool, or if the RID
list is expected to exceed 16 million
RIDs. Db2 disables list prefetch at run
time either for multiple index ORing if
more than 25 percent of the table is
accessed, or for multiple index ANDing
if the number of RIDs in the RID list falls
below 32. In either of these cases, Db2
uses more efficient access path.
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BP_PAGES_UPDATED DEC(15,0) SETW-SYS QBACSWS The number of records that were updated
in the buffer pool. This counter includes
updates to index records as well as
table updates. Furthermore, if the
same record is updated twice within
the same logical unit of work, then it is
counted as two updates. Note, however,
that updates do not reflect any I/O
operations. Normally, no synchronous
I/O operation is done for a buffer pool
update because of Db2's buffering
algorithms and techniques. Read-only
SQL statements and applications can
have buffer pool updates because of
sorting and intermediate table results (for
example, use of the DSNDB07 temporary
database).

BP_PREFETCH_REQ DEC(15,0) SEQ-PREFETCH QBACSEQ The number of requests for a prefetch
operation. Through sequential prefetch,
Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data
into the BP before the application reads
them. Typically, sequential prefetch
occurs when data is being sequentially
scanned. It can be invoked for index
spaces and table spaces. The number
of pages that Db2 reads for a prefetch
request depends on the BP size and
the number of buffers available. Usually,
sequential prefetch does not indicate a
problem. However, for an application or
SQL statement that is to return only one
row, sequential prefetch can indicate the
lack of an index or Db2's choosing not to
use one (for example, an unnecessary
table space scan).
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BP_SYNC_READ_IO DEC(15,0) SYNC-READ QBACRIO Specifies how many synchronous
physical I/O operations have occurred
to read pages of data from Db2 tables.
An I/O is caused by the need to access
either application data or system data
(from the Db2 catalog/ directory) that is
NOT currently loaded into Db2's buffer
pools. Note that one READ I/O operation
can bring in many pages of data, but
normally just one page is read per I/O
operation. Moreover, several physical I/
O operations can be issued to read one
row in Db2 because I/O may be done to
read indexes, Db2 catalogs (for dynamic
SQL), and the Db2 directory (for plan
and DBD data). READ I/O operations do
NOT include I/O performed for sequential
prefetch, but does include READ I/O
operations to the temporary database (for
sorting and intermediate table results).
The number of READ I/O operations
is a good indicator of how much work
Db2 is doing on behalf of an application.
The number of READ I/O operations
can depend on the buffer pool size and
the amount of Db2 activity. Therefore,
this number can vary greatly between
application runs executing the same SQL
statements.

BP_SYNC_WRITE_IO DEC(15,0) IMM-WRITE QBACIMW The number of buffer pool WRITE I/O
operations that required the application
to wait until they completed. Normally,
a WRITE I/O operation is processed
asynchronously and this field is zero for
application performance data. Occasional
synchronous WRITE I/O operations are
normal due to WRITEs occurring during
checkpoint processing or when a data
set is closed. However, a consistently
high number of synchronous WRITE I/O
operations indicates a problem.

BP_ZHL_READ_CPU_INT DEC(15,6) ZHLINK-READ-CPU-IN
T

QBACSYIT The amount of CPU time used for
successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink
I/O is synchronous as for the CPU,
thus CPU time accumulates from the
beginning of the I/O until it completes.

BP_ZHL_SYNC_IO_REA
DS

DEC(15,0) ZHLINK-SYNC-IO-REA
DS

QBACSYI The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which used zHyperLink.

BUF_POOL_NAME CHAR(8) BUF-POOL-NAME QBACBFNM Buffer pool name (BP0-BP49, BP32K-
BP32K9, BP8K0-BP8K9, BP16K0-
BP16K9).
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END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-END QWACESC Specifies the ending store clock
value. You can use this field with the
beginning store clock value (QWACBSC)
to determine the elapsed time of
an application. Threads that do not
terminate (such as CICS primed threads
and IMS wait-for-input message regions)
can have an ending clock value that
includes the time that the thread was
inactive and waiting to perform work.

PARALLEL_REC_TYPE CHAR(6) CPU-PARALLEL-IND N/A Specifies accounting record as:
"CHILD"—a child record; "CH SUM"—
a child summary record; "AUT SP"—
for an Autonomous Stored Procedure;
"PARENT"—a parent record; "SUM"—a
summary of the child and parent records;
"ROLLUP"—a DDF/RRSAF rollup record;
Blanks—not a child or parent record.

TRANS_COUNT DEC(15,0) TRANS-COUNT Derived from
QWACPARR and
QWACPCNT

The number of accounting records
included in a DDF/RRSAF rollup record.
If the data is not a part of rollup record,
then the value is 1.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

BP_EXPANDS DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_PREF_PAGES DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_READS_FAIL DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_READS_OK DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_WRITES_FAIL DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_WRITES_OK DEC(15,0)

APPL_BP_DAILY Table

The APPL_BP_DAILY archive table contains the buffer pool Db2 accounting information by the buffer pool name, grouped
by plan name, and accumulated by day.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_BP_DAILY table, with the corresponding IQL field name and
Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.
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CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of Network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN The name of the application plan specified
when using the BIND command under
the DSN processor. For Db2 command
threads and threads in identify status, the
plan name is blank. A plan is made up of
one or more packages generated by the
Db2 precompiler. When a plan is bound by
Db2, it goes through a plan segmentation
process. This process divides a plan into
sections that can be independently loaded into
the EDM pool.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.
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REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D The location name by which Db2 knows
the application requester. This field is blank
if the header is written at the application
requester. The LUNAME and location name
of remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in the
communications database, you can find
it in the bootstrap data set or install panel
DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed allied
thread (this location is requester), then this
field is blank. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is server), then
this field specifies the name of the location that
made the request. This name is not the same
as QWHSLOCN, the local location name.
For more information, see section 3 of the Db2
Administration Guide. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (0003) ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_BP_DAILY table, with the corresponding (0003) ACCT IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP MIN(THD-END) QWACESC End time of the first thread included in
the summary interval.

BP_ASYNC_PGS_READ DEC(15,0) SUM(ASYNCH-PAGES
-READ)

QBACSIO The number of asynchronous pages read
by prefetch that the agent triggered.
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BP_COND_GETPG_FAIL DEC(15,0) SUM(CONDITIONAL-G
ETPAGE-FAIL)

QBACNGT The number of times a page requested
for a query processed in parallel was
unavailable because an I/O was in
progress or the page was not found in
the buffer pool. The agent does not wait.
Instead, control returns to the agent.
This counter is used only when queries
are processed in parallel. If the value is
close to zero, most pages are already
prefetched into the buffer pool and the
wait time for synchronous I/O is small.
This counter can be high if, for example,
there is a cluster index scan and the
data is not truly clustered by the index
key, so the data pages are not accessed
in their true order. Hence, the cluster
ratio is not valid. Use the RUNSTATS
utility to update it. This number is also
used to determine how many sequential
prefetches of one page were scheduled.

BP_DISK_CACHE_READ
S

DEC(15,0) SUM(DISK-CACHE-RE
ADS)

QBACIOC The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which hit disk cache, but did
not use zHyperLink.

BP_DYN_PREFETCH DEC(15,0) SUM(DYNAMIC-PREFE
TCH)

QBACDPF The number of dynamic prefetch
requests performed due to the sequential
detection. If Db2 did not decide to
use sequential or list prefetch at bind
time, it can invoke sequential prefetch
dynamically if it detects that the data or
index leaf pages are being accessed
sequentially. Db2 turns off the prefetch
when the data is no longer being
accessed sequentially (which does
not apply to prefetch requested at
bind time). This process is known as
sequential detection. Since it is detected
at execution time, its use is not indicated
in the PLAN_TABLE. Dynamic sequential
prefetch is subject to being disabled due
to buffer pool shortages as is normal
sequential prefetch.
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BP_GETPAGE DEC(15,0) SUM(GET-PAGE) QBACGET The number of buffer pool GETPAGE
requests for a thread. This number
includes successful requests for pages
for queries that are processed in parallel
and both successful and unsuccessful
requests for pages for queries that are
not processed in parallel. GETPAGE
requests occur when Db2 accesses
pages in the buffer pools to satisfy
application requests. The number of
GETPAGE requests indicates how much
work the application (or Db2) is doing.
This value is independent of the BP size
and activity. Therefore, the number of
GETPAGE requests should be fairly
consistent between application runs
executing the same SQL statements.
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BP_LIST_PREFETCH DEC(15,0) SUM(LIST-PREFETCH) QBACLPF The number of requests for a list prefetch
operation. Through list prefetch, Db2 can
access data pages efficiently, even if the
pages are not contiguous (unlike normal
sequential prefetch). Db2 determines the
use of list prefetch at bind time. The use
of list prefetch is indicated by an L in the
Prefetch column of the PLAN_TABLE.
Three main phases to list prefetch are:
the RID retrieval, the RID sort, and the
data retrieval. During the RID retrieval,
a list of required data pages is gathered
through matching index scans and
compiling a list of RIDs. The RID list is
then sorted in the RID pool by the data
page numbers. Finally, the data pages
are accessed by the sorted list. Like
normal sequential prefetch, many pages
are read with one I/O operation, with the
same number of pages and restrictions
that apply to normal sequential prefetch.
With list prefetch, the data is not in any
certain order since the RIDs are sorted
by page number. If you need data in a
certain order, use an ORDER BY clause.
Db2 then performs an extra sort on the
retrieved data, unlike a normal matching
index scan not using list prefetch which
can sometimes avoid the sort. Note
that when a Hybrid join is used, the
sort of data page numbers may not be
needed if the index is highly clustered.
Db2 uses list prefetch for one of the
following reasons: 1) matching index
scan when the cluster ratio is less than
80; 2) matching index scan when the
cluster ratio is high, and the number
of resulting rows is too few to make
sequential prefetch efficient, but large
enough to prefer the use of list prefetch
over normal read I/O; 3) multiple index
access is involved; 4) accessing data
for the inner table of a Hybrid join. Db2
does not use list prefetch at bind time if
the estimated number of RIDs exceeds
50 percent of the RID pool, or if the RID
list is expected to exceed 16 million
RIDs. Db2 disables list prefetch at run
time either for multiple index ORing if
more than 25 percent of the table is
accessed, or for multiple index ANDing
if the number of RIDs in the RID list falls
below 32. In either of these cases, Db2
uses more efficient access path.
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BP_PAGES_UPDATED DEC(15,0) SUM(SETW-SYS) QBACSWS The number of records that were updated
in the buffer pool. This counter includes
updates to index records and table
updates. If the same record is updated
twice within the same logical unit of work,
it is counted as two updates. However,
updates do not reflect any I/O operations.
Normally, no synchronous I/O operation
is done for a BP update because
of Db2's buffering algorithms and
techniques. Read-only SQL statements
and applications can have BP updates
because of sorting and intermediate
table results (for example, use of the
DSNDB07 temporary database).

BP_PREFETCH_REQ DEC(15,0) SUM(SEQ-PREFETCH) QBACSEQ The number of requests for a prefetch
operation. Through sequential prefetch,
Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data
into the BP before the application reads
them. Typically, sequential prefetch
occurs when data is being sequentially
scanned. It can be invoked for index
spaces and table spaces. The number
of pages that Db2 reads for a prefetch
request depends on the BP size and
the number of buffers available. Usually,
sequential prefetch does not indicate a
problem. However, for an application or
SQL statement that is to return only one
row, sequential prefetch can indicate the
lack of an index or Db2's choosing not to
use one (for example, an unnecessary
table space scan).
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BP_SYNC_READ_IO DEC(15,0) SUM(SYNC-READ) QBACRIO Specifies how many synchronous
physical I/O operations have occurred
to read pages of data from Db2 tables.
An I/O is caused by the need to access
either application data or system
data that is NOT currently loaded into
buffer pools. One READ I/O operation
can bring in many pages of data, but
normally just one page is read per I/O
operation. Moreover, several physical
I/O operations can be issued to read
one row in Db2 because I/O may be
done to read indexes, Db2 catalogs
(for dynamic SQL), and Db2 directory
(for plan and DBD data). READ I/O
operations do NOT include I/O performed
for sequential prefetch, but do include
READ I/O operations to the temporary
database (for sorting and intermediate
table results). The number of READ I/
O operations indicates how much work
Db2 is doing on behalf of the application.
The number of READ I/O operations can
depend on the BP size and the amount
of Db2 activity, so it can vary between
application runs executing the same SQL
statements.

BP_SYNC_WRITE_IO DEC(15,0) SUM(IMM-WRITE) QBACIMW The number of buffer pool WRITE I/O
operations that required the application
to wait until they completed. Normally,
a WRITE I/O operation is processed
asynchronously and this field is zero for
application performance data. Occasional
synchronous WRITE I/O operations are
normal due to WRITEs occurring during
checkpoint processing or when a data
set is closed. However, a consistently
high number of synchronous WRITE I/O
operations indicates a problem.

BP_ZHL_READ_CPU_INT DEC(15,6) SUM(ZHLINK-READ-CP
U-INT)

QBACSYIT The amount of CPU time used for
successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink
I/O is synchronous as for the CPU,
thus CPU time accumulates from the
beginning of the I/O until it completes.

BP_ZHL_SYNC_IO_REA
DS

DEC(15,0) SUM(ZHLINK-SYNC-IO
-READS)

QBACSYI The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which used zHyperLink.

BUF_POOL_NAME CHAR(8) BUF-POOL-NAME QBACBFNM Buffer pool name (BP0-BP49, BP32K-
BP32K9, BP8K0-BP8K9, BP16K0-
BP16K9).

RECORD_COUNT DEC(15,0) COUNT(*) N/A The number of accounting records
produced.
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TRANS_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(TRANS-COUNT) Derived from
QWACPARR and
QWACPCNT

The number of accounting records
included in a DDF/RRSAF rollup record.
If the data is not part of a rollup record,
then the value is 1.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

BP_EXPANDS DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_PREF_PAGES DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_READS_FAIL DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_READS_OK DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_WRITES_FAIL DEC(15,0)

BP_HP_WRITES_OK DEC(15,0)

APPL_DDF_DETAIL Table

The APPL_DDF_DETAIL archive table contains the distributed Db2 accounting information by the location for every Db2
thread.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_DDF_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D The primary authorization ID of the Db2 thread
producing the trace data. This variable length
field contains the complete name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS
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CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Specifies a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

ENDUSR_TRANSAC
TION

VARCHAR(255) ENDUSER-TRANSA
CTION-LONG

QWHCEUTX_D Specifies the transaction or application
name that the end user is running. This field
identifies the currently running application,
rather than the product that is being used
to run the application. If the client did not
supply this information, the value is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_USERID VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-USERID
-LONG

QWHCEUID_D The end user's work station user ID. This value
may be different from the authorization ID
used to connect to Db2. If the client did not
supply this information, the value is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_WORKSTA
TION

VARCHAR(255) ENDUSER-WORKS
TATION-LONG

QWHCEUWN_D The end user's work station name. If the client
did not supply this information, the value is
blank. This variable length field contains the
complete name.
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HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this particular IFCID
trace record has been written. Note that an IFI
READS request does not increment this count
for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN The name of the application plan specified
when using the BIND command under the
DSN processor. For Db2 command threads
and threads in identify status, the plan name
is blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (0003) ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_DDF_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0003) ACCT IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ABORTS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) ABORTS-RECEIVED QLACABRR The number of rollback requests received
from the requester location (single-phase
commit operations only). This value is
maintained at the server location.
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ABORTS_SENT DEC(15,0) ABORTS-SENT QLACABRS The number of rollback requests sent to
the server location (single-phase commit
operations only). This value is maintained
at the requester location.

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-START QWACBSC Specifies the beginning store clock value
(STCK) for the period covered by this
accounting record. For a distributed or
RRSAF rollup record, this field contains
the begin STCK value for the first
accounting record included in the rollup
record. For a child summary record, this
field contains the ending STCK value
of the last record included in the rollup
record. When processing child summary
records, SYSVIEW for Db2 copies this
value to the THD-END (QWACESC)
field, which originally contains the total
elapsed time of all summarized records.
For all other types of accounting records,
you can determine the elapsed time
of the application by subtracting this
field from the ending store clock value
(QWACESC).

BLOCKS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) BLOCKS-RECEIVED QLACBRBF The number of blocks received using
block fetch. This value is maintained at
the requester location.

BLOCKS_SENT DEC(15,0) BLOCKS-SENT QLACBTBF The number of blocks transmitted using
block fetch. This value is maintained at
the server location.

BYTES_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) BYTES-RECEIVED QLACBYTR The number of bytes of data received
from the server location. More bytes
of data might be sent from the server
location than are received by the
requester, because of the way distributed
SQL statements are processed internally.

BYTES_SENT DEC(15,0) BYTES-SENT QLACBYTS The number of bytes of data sent to
the requester location. This value is
maintained at the server location.

CLIENT_PLATFORM CHAR(18) QMDA-CLIENT-PLAT Derived from
QMDAPLAT

Contains either the client platform for
non-local threads or the location name
for local threads. This 1-18 character field
is padded with blanks.

COMMITS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) COMMITS-RECEIVED QLACCOMR The number of commit requests received
from the requester (single-phase commit
operations only). This value is maintained
at the server location.
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COMMITS_SENT DEC(15,0) COMMITS-SENT QLACCOMS The number of commit requests sent to
the server location (single-phase commit
operations only). This value is maintained
at the requester location.

CONV_DEALLOCATED DEC(15,0) CONVERSATIONS-TER
MINATED

QLACCNVT The number of conversations terminated.
This value might differ from the
number of successful conversation
allocations (QLACCNVA) because not all
conversations are terminated when the
accounting record is written. The protocol
flag (QLACFLGS) indicates whether
the conversations use system-directed
access, application-directed access,
or both. This value is maintained at the
requester location.

CONV_INIT_LOCAL DEC(15,0) CONVERSATIONS-SE
NT

QLACCNVS The number of conversations that were
initiated from the requester location. This
value is maintained at the requester.
A conversation is a specific instance
of using an LU 6.2 session to transfer
information between a requester and a
server. A session is a logical connection
between a requester and a server.

CONV_INIT_REMOTE DEC(15,0) CONVERSATIONS-RE
CEIVED

QLACCNVR The number of conversations that were
initiated from the requester to the server
location. This value is updated at the
server location.

CONV_QUEUED DEC(15,0) CONVERSATIONS-QU
EUED

QLACCNVQ The accumulated number of
conversations that have been queued.
A conversation, in the SNA sense, is
a connection between two application
programs using LU 6.2 protocol to
communicate. This counter should not
increase significantly during non-peak
times.

DBAT_ELAP_WAITING DEC(15,6) DBAT-ELAP-WAITING QLACMDWT The total time that the thread spent
waiting for a DBAT to become available.
This value increases when Db2 reaches
or exceeds its maximum number of
DBATs. Verify the QDSTQDBT field value
to see whether the MAXDBAT threshold
was reached. Increase the MAXDBAT
value.
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END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-END QWACESC Specifies the ending store clock
value. You can use this field with the
beginning store clock value (QWACBSC)
to determine the elapsed time of
an application. Threads that do not
terminate (such as CICS primed threads
and IMS wait-for-input message regions)
can have an ending clock value that
includes the time the thread was inactive
and waiting to perform work.

LOCAL_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) ELAPSED-REMOTE QLACCPUL Elapsed time at the requester location
spent waiting for completion of work by
a database access agent. This value
is maintained at the requester location.
This value includes Db2 and VTAM
processing time, and network time. This
value is calculated by accumulating the
difference between the store clock values
obtained before and after each VTAM
request.

MESSAGES_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) MESSAGES-RECEIVE
D

QLACMSGR The number of messages received from
the remote location. More messages
might be sent from the server location
than are received by the requester
because of the way distributed SQL
statements are processed internally. This
value is maintained at the location where
the messages were received.

MESSAGES_SENT DEC(15,0) MESSAGES-SENT QLACMSGS The number of messages sent to the
remote location. A message, as defined
by VTAM, is a group of characters and
control bit sequences transferred as an
entity. This value is maintained at the
location where the messages originated.

PARALLEL_REC_TYPE CHAR(6) CPU-PARALLEL-IND N/A Specifies accounting record as:
"CHILD"—a child record; "CH SUM"—
a child summary record; "AUT SP"—
for an Autonomous Stored Procedure;
"PARENT"—a parent record; "SUM"—a
summary of the child and parent records;
"ROLLUP"—a DDF/RRSAF rollup record;
Blanks—not a child or parent record.

REMOTE_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) REC-LOCATION-LONG QLACLOCN_LO
NG

Specifies the remote location. A remote
location can be either a requesting or
a serving location. The remote location
is the system in session with the local
location. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

REMOTE_PRDID CHAR(8) QLACPRID N/A Specifies the product ID of remote
location.
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REQ_PRDID CHAR(8) QMDA-PRODUCT QMDAPRID Specifies the product that generated
the accounting string (QMDAASTR). If
the value is zeros, no accounting string
is present. The format of the product
ID is PPPVVRRM, where PPP is the
product name, VV is the version, RR is
the release, and M is the modification
level.

ROLLUP_THREADS DEC(15,0) ROLLUP-THREADS QLACRLNU The number of threads for which data
is rolled up in this QLAC data section.
For nonrollup QLAC sections, this value
is one. is For rollup QLAC sections, this
value is one or greater.

ROWS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) ROWS-RECEIVED QLACROWR The number of rows of data retrieved
from the server location. This count does
not include either the SQLDA or SQLCA
if they are transmitted. This count is
maintained at the requester location.
Block fetch can significantly affect the
number of rows that are sent across the
network. Used with cursors that do not
update data, block fetch groups rows
retrieved by a query into as large a block
of rows as fit into the message buffer,
and transmits it over the network. So,
more rows of data might be sent from the
server location than are received by the
requesting allied thread. When system-
directed access is used, multiple blocks
can be transmitted from the server with
no intervening messages sent by the
requester.

ROWS_SENT DEC(15,0) ROWS-SENT QLACROWS The number of rows of data sent to the
requester location (includes SQLDA).
This field is updated at the server
location.

SQL_STMTS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SQL-RECEIVED QLACSQLR The number of SQL statements received
from the requester location. This field is
updated at the server location.

SQL_STMTS_SENT DEC(15,0) SQL-SENT QLACSQLS The number of SQL statements sent to
the remote server. This field is updated at
the requester location.

THREADS_INDOUBT DEC(15,0) THREADS-INDOUBT QLACINDT The number of threads that became
indoubt with the remote location as
the coordinator (two-phase commit
operations only). A large value might
indicate network problems.
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TRANS_COUNT DEC(15,0) TRANS-COUNT Derived from
QWACPARR and
QWACPCNT

The number of accounting records
included in a DDF/RRSAF rollup record.
If the data is not a part of rollup record,
then the value is 1.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

BKOUT_RESP_RCVD DEC(15,0)

BKOUT_RESP_SENT DEC(15,0)

BKOUT_RQST_RCVD DEC(15,0)

BKOUT_RQST_SENT DEC(15,0)

COMMIT_RESP_RCVD DEC(15,0)

COMMIT_RESP_SENT DEC(15,0)

COMMIT_RQST_RCVD DEC(15,0)

COMMIT_RQST_SENT DEC(15,0)

COMMITS_PERFORMED DEC(15,0)

CONV_ALLOCATED DEC(15,0)

CONV_OPEN_CONCURR DEC(15,0)

LAST_AGENT_RCVD DEC(15,0)

LAST_AGENT_SENT DEC(15,0)

PREPARES_RECEIVED DEC(15,0)

PREPARES_SENT DEC(15,0)

REMOTE_CPU DEC(15,6)

REMOTE_ELAPSED DEC(15,6)

ROLLBACKS_PERFORMD DEC(15,0)

ROLLBACKS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0)

ROLLBACKS_SENT DEC(15,0)

ROWS_MSG_BUFFER DEC(15,0)

SQL_STATMNTS_BOUND DEC(15,0)

SWITCH_CB_TO_LB DEC(15,0)

TRANS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0)

TRANS_SENT DEC(15,0)

APPL_DDF_DAILY Table

The APPL_DDF_DAILY archive table contains the distributed Db2 accounting information by the location name, grouped
by plan name, and accumulated by day.
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Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_DDF_DAILY table, with the corresponding IQL field name and
Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN The name of the application plan specified
when using the BIND command under
the DSN processor. For Db2 command
threads and threads in identify status, the
plan name is blank. A plan is made up of
one or more packages generated by the
Db2 precompiler. When a plan is bound by
Db2, it goes through a plan segmentation
process. This process divides a plan into
sections that can be independently loaded into
the EDM pool.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.
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REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D The location name by which Db2 knows
the application requester. This field is blank
if the header is written at the application
requester. The LUNAME and location
name of remote systems in the network
are in the communications database. If the
location name of the local subsystem is not
in the communications database, you can
find it in the bootstrap data set or install
panel DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed
allied thread (this location is requester), then
this field is blank. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is server), then
this field specifies the name of the location that
made the request. This name is not the same
as QWHSLOCN, the local location name.
For more information, see section 3 of the Db2
Administration Guide. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (0003) ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_DDF_DAILY table, with the corresponding (0003) ACCT IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ABORTS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(ABORTS-RECEIV
ED)

QLACABRR The number of rollback requests received
from the requester location (single-phase
commit operations only). This value is
maintained at the server location.

ABORTS_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(ABORTS-SENT) QLACABRS The number of rollback requests sent to
the server location (single-phase commit
operations only). This value is maintained
at the requester location.

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP MIN(THD-END) QWACESC End time of the first thread included in
the summary interval.

BLOCKS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(BLOCKS-RECEIV
ED)

QLACBRBF The number of blocks received using
block fetch. This value is maintained at
the requester location.
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BLOCKS_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(BLOCKS-SENT) QLACBTBF The number of blocks transmitted using
block fetch. This value is maintained at
the server location.

BYTES_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(BYTES-RECEIVE
D)

QLACBYTR The number of bytes of data received
from the server location. More bytes
of data might be sent from the server
location than are received by the
requester, because of the way distributed
SQL statements are processed internally.

BYTES_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(BYTES-SENT) QLACBYTS The number of bytes of data sent to
the requester location. This value is
maintained at the server location.

COMMITS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(COMMITS-RECE
IVED)

QLACCOMR The number of commit requests received
from the requester (single-phase commit
operations only). This value is maintained
at the server location.

COMMITS_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(COMMITS-SENT) QLACCOMS The number of commit requests sent to
the server location (single-phase commit
operations only). This value is maintained
at the requester location.

CONV_DEALLOCATED DEC(15,0) SUM(CONVERSATION
S-TERMINATED)

QLACCNVT The number of conversations terminated.
This value might be different than the
number of successful conversation
allocations (QLACCNVA) because not all
conversations are terminated when the
accounting record is written. The protocol
flag (QLACFLGS) indicates whether
the conversations use system-directed
access, application-directed access,
or both. This value is maintained at the
requester location.

CONV_INIT_LOCAL DEC(15,0) SUM(CONVERSATION
S-SENT)

QLACCNVS The number of conversations that were
initiated from the requester location. This
value is maintained at the requester.
A conversation is a specific instance
of using an LU 6.2 session to transfer
information between a requester and a
server. A session is a logical connection
between a requester and a server.

CONV_INIT_REMOTE DEC(15,0) SUM(CONVERSATION
S-RECEIVED)

QLACCNVR The number of conversations that were
initiated from the requester to the server
location. This value is updated at the
server location.
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CONV_QUEUED DEC(15,0) SUM(CONVERSATION
S-QUEUED)

QLACCNVQ The accumulated number of
conversations that have been queued.
A conversation, in the SNA sense, is
a connection between two application
programs using LU 6.2 protocol to
communicate. This counter should not
increase significantly during non-peak
times.

DBAT_ELAP_WAITING DEC(15,6) SUM(DBAT-ELAP-WAI
TING)

QLACMDWT The total time that the thread spent
waiting for a DBAT to become available.
This value increases when Db2 reaches
or exceeds its maximum number of
DBATs. Verify the QDSTQDBT field value
to see whether the MAXDBAT threshold
was reached. Increase the MAXDBAT
value.

LOCAL_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) SUM(ELAPSED-REMO
TE)

QLACCPUL Elapsed time at the requester location
spent waiting for completion of work by
a database access agent. This value
is maintained at the requester location.
This value includes Db2 and VTAM
processing time, and network time. This
value is calculated by accumulating the
difference between the store clock values
that are obtained before and after each
VTAM request.

MESSAGES_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(MESSAGES-REC
EIVED)

QLACMSGR The number of messages received from
the remote location. More messages
might be sent from the server location
than are received by the requester
because of the way distributed SQL
statements are processed internally. This
value is maintained at the location where
the messages were received.

MESSAGES_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(MESSAGES-SEN
T)

QLACMSGS The number of messages sent to the
remote location. A message, as defined
by VTAM, is a group of characters and
control bit sequences transferred as an
entity. This value is maintained at the
location where the messages originated.

RECORD_COUNT DEC(15,0) COUNT(*) N/A The number of accounting records
produced.

REMOTE_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) REC-LOCATION-LONG QLACLOCN_LO
NG

Specifies the remote location. A remote
location can be either a requesting or
a serving location. The remote location
is the system in session with the local
location. This variable length field
contains the complete name.
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ROLLUP_THREADS DEC(15,0) SUM(ROLLUP-THREA
DS)

QLACRLNU The number of threads for which data is
rolled up in this QLAC data section. For
nonrollup QLAC sections, this value is
one. Is For rollup QLAC sections, this
value is one or greater.

ROWS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(ROWS-RECEIVE
D)

QLACROWR The number of rows of data retrieved
from the server location. This count does
not include either the SQLDA or SQLCA
if they are transmitted. This count is
maintained at the requester location.
Block fetch can significantly affect the
number of rows that are sent across the
network. Used with cursors that do not
update data, block fetch groups rows
retrieved by a query into as large a block
of rows as fit into the message buffer,
and transmits it over the network. So,
more rows of data might be sent from the
server location than are received by the
requesting allied thread. When system-
directed access is used, multiple blocks
can be transmitted from the server with
no intervening messages sent by the
requester.

ROWS_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(ROWS-SENT) QLACROWS The number of rows of data sent to the
requester location (includes SQLDA).
This value is updated at the server
location.

SQL_STMTS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-RECEIVED) QLACSQLR The number of SQL statements received
from the requester location. This value is
updated at the server location.

SQL_STMTS_SENT DEC(15,0) SUM(SQL-SENT) QLACSQLS The number of SQL statements sent to
the remote server. This field is updated at
the requester location.

THREADS_INDOUBT DEC(15,0) SUM(THREADS-INDOU
BT)

QLACINDT The number of threads that became
indoubt with the remote location as
the coordinator (two-phase commit
operations only). A large value might
indicate network problems.

TRANS_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(TRANS-COUNT) Derived from
QWACPARR and
QWACPCNT

The number of accounting records
included in a DDF/RRSAF rollup record.
If the data is not part of a rollup record,
then the value is 1.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

BKOUT_RESP_RCVD DEC(15,0)
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BKOUT_RESP_SENT DEC(15,0)

BKOUT_RQST_RCVD DEC(15,0)

BKOUT_RQST_SENT DEC(15,0)

COMMIT_RESP_RCVD DEC(15,0)

COMMIT_RESP_SENT DEC(15,0)

COMMIT_RQST_RCVD DEC(15,0)

COMMIT_RQST_SENT DEC(15,0)

COMMITS_PERFORMED DEC(15,0)

CONV_ALLOCATED DEC(15,0)

CONV_OPEN_CONCURR DEC(15,0)

LAST_AGENT_RCVD DEC(15,0)

LAST_AGENT_SENT DEC(15,0)

PREPARES_RECEIVED DEC(15,0)

PREPARES_SENT DEC(15,0)

REMOTE_CPU DEC(15,6)

REMOTE_ELAPSED DEC(15,6)

ROLLBACKS_PERFORMD DEC(15,0)

ROLLBACKS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0)

ROLLBACKS_SENT DEC(15,0)

ROWS_MSG_BUFFER DEC(15,0)

SQL_STATMNTS_BOUND DEC(15,0)

SWITCH_CB_TO_LB DEC(15,0)

TRANS_RECEIVED DEC(15,0)

TRANS_SENT DEC(15,0)

APPL_GBP_DETAIL Table

The APPL_GBP_DETAIL archive table contains the group buffer pool Db2 accounting information by the group buffer pool
name for every Db2 thread.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_GBP_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D The primary authorization ID of the Db2 thread
producing the trace data. This variable length
field contains the complete name.
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CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Contains a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this particular IFCID
trace record has been written. Note that an IFI
READS request does not increment this count
for IFCIDs 1 and 2.
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LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Specifies the name of the application plan
specified when using the BIND command
under the DSN processor. For Db2 command
threads and threads in identify status, the plan
name will be blanks. A plan is made up of
one or more packages generated by the Db2
precompiler. When a plan is bound by Db2, it
goes through a plan segmentation process.
This process divides a plan into sections that
can be independently loaded into the EDM
pool as they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.
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Columns with (0003) ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_GBP_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0003) ACCT IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-START QWACBSC Specifies the beginning store clock value
(STCK) for the period covered by this
accounting record. For a distributed or
RRSAF rollup record, this field contains
the begin STCK value for the first
accounting record included in the rollup
record. For a child summary record, this
field contains the ending STCK value
of the last record included in the rollup
record. When processing child summary
records, SYSVIEW for Db2 copies this
value to the THD-END (QWACESC)
field, which originally contains the total
elapsed time of all summarized records.
For all other types of accounting records,
you can determine the elapsed time
of the application by subtracting this
field from the ending store clock value
(QWACESC).

DUPLEXED_COMP_CHK
S

DEC(15,0) DUPLEXED-COMP-CH
KS

QBGA2S The number of completion checks for
writes to the secondary GBP that were
suspended because the write had not yet
completed.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-END QWACESC Specifies the ending store clock
value. You can use this field with the
beginning store clock value (QWACBSC)
to determine the elapsed time of
an application. Threads that do not
terminate (such as CICS primed threads
and IMS wait-for-input message regions)
can have an ending clock value that
includes the time the thread was inactive
and waiting to perform work.

GBP_DEP_GETPAGES DEC(15,0) GBP-DEP-GETPAGES QBGAGG Getpage requests for group buffer pool-
dependent pages.

GBP_NAME CHAR(8) GRP-BUF-POOL-NAME N/A Group buffer pool name (GBP0-GBP49,
GBP32K-GBP32K9, GBP8K0-GBP8K9,
GBP16K0-GBP16K9).

IXLAXISN_SUSPENDS_XI DEC(15,0) IXLAXISN-SUSPENDS
-XI

QBGAAS The number of suspensions of coupling
facility asynchronous cross- invalidation
service (IXLAXISN) synch-up calls that
occurred while waiting for asynchronous
cross-invalidation to finish. This field is
new with Db2 12.
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P_LK_REQ_DATA DEC(15,0) P-LK-REQ-DATA QBGAP2 The number of page p-lock lock requests
for data pages.

P_LK_REQ_IDX_LEAF DEC(15,0) P-LK-REQ-IDX-LEAF QBGAP3 The number of page p-lock lock requests
for index leaf pages.

P_LK_REQ_SPACEMAP DEC(15,0) P-LK-REQ-SPACEMAP QBGAP1 The number of page p-lock lock requests
for space map pages.

P_LK_SUS_DATA DEC(15,0) P-LK-SUS-DATA QBGAS2 The number of page p-lock lock
suspensions for data pages.

P_LK_SUS_IDX_LEAF DEC(15,0) P-LK-SUS-IDX-LEAF QBGAS3 The number of page p-lock lock
suspensions for index leaf pages.

P_LK_SUS_SPACEMAP DEC(15,0) P-LK-SUS-SPACEMAP QBGAS1 The number of page p-lock suspensions
for space map pages.

P_LK_UNLOCK_REQ DEC(15,0) P-LK-UNLOCK-REQ QBGAU1 The number of page p-lock unlock
requests.

PARALLEL_REC_TYPE CHAR(6) CPU-PARALLEL-IND N/A Specifies accounting record as:
"CHILD"—a child record; "CH SUM"—
a child summary record; "AUT SP"—
for an Autonomous Stored Procedure;
"PARENT"—a parent record; "SUM"—a
summary of the child and parent records;
"ROLLUP"—a DDF/RRSAF rollup record;
Blanks—not a child or parent record.

PRIM_ASYNC_IXLCACH DEC(15,0) PRIM-ASYNC-IXLCAC
HES

QBGAHS Asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for
the primary group buffer pool.

SECD_ASYNC_IXLCACH DEC(15,0) SECD-ASYNC-IXLCAC
HES

QBGA2H Asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for
the secondary group buffer pool.

SES_READ_DATA DEC(15,0) SES-READ-DATA QBGAMD The number of coupling facility reads
necessary because the requested page
was not found in the buffer pool. Data
was returned from the coupling facility.

SES_READ_NODATA DEC(15,0) SES-READ-NODATA QBGAMR The number of coupling facility reads
necessary because the requested page
was not found in the buffer pool. Data
was not returned from the coupling
facility. If a directory entry does not
already exist for the page, an entry is
created.

SES_READ_SUPPDIR DEC(15,0) SES-READ-SUPPDIR QBGAMN The number of coupling facility reads
necessary because the requested page
was not found in the buffer pool. Data
was not returned from the coupling
facility, and no directory entry was
created.

SES_UNREG_PAGE_RE
Q

DEC(15,0) SES-UNREG-PAGE-RE
Q

QBGADG The number of coupling facility requests
to unregister a page.

SES_WRITE_CHNG DEC(15,0) SES-WRITE-CHNG QBGASW The number of changed pages written to
the group buffer pool.
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SES_WRITE_CLEAN DEC(15,0) SES-WRITE-CLEAN QBGAWC The number of clean pages written
to the group buffer pool. Db2 writes
clean pages for page sets and partitions
defined with GBPCACHE ALL.

SES_XI_EXPLICIT DEC(15,0) SES-XI-EXPLICIT QBGAEX The number of explicit cross-
invalidations.

SES_XIREAD_DATA DEC(15,0) SES-XIREAD-DATA QBGAXD The number of coupling facility read
requests required because the buffer was
marked invalid. Data is returned from the
group buffer pool.

SES_XIREAD_NODATA DEC(15,0) SES-XIREAD-NODATA QBGAXR The number of coupling facility read
requests required because the buffer
was marked invalid. Data is not returned
from the group buffer pool and a directory
entry is created if it does not already
exist. Another Db2 in the group has R/W
interest in the page set or partition.

TRANS_COUNT DEC(15,0) TRANS-COUNT Derived from
QWACPARR and
QWACPCNT

The number of accounting records
included in a DDF/RRSAF rollup record.
If the data is not a part of rollup record,
then the value is 1.

WRITEREG_MULT_PGS DEC(15,0) WRITEREG-MULT-PGS QBGAWM The number of write and register multiple
(WARM) requests.

WRITEREG_ONE_PAGE DEC(15,0) WRITEREG-ONE-PAGE QBGAWS The number of write and register (WAR)
requests.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

DUPLEXED_WRITES DEC(15,0)

SES_XIREAD_SUPPDIR DEC(15,0)

APPL_GBP_DAILY Table

The APPL_GBP_DAILY archive table contains the group buffer pool Db2 accounting information by the GBP
name, grouped by plan name, and accumulated by day.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_GBP_DAILY table, with the corresponding IQL field name and
Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.
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CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Specifies a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of Network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN The name of the application plan specified
when using the BIND command under
the DSN processor. For Db2 command
threads and threads in identify status, the
plan name is blank. A plan is made up of
one or more packages generated by the
Db2 precompiler. When a plan is bound by
Db2, it goes through a plan segmentation
process. This process divides a plan into
sections that can be independently loaded into
the EDM pool.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.
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REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D The location name by which Db2 knows
the application requester. This field is blank
if the header is written at the application
requester. The LUNAME and location
name of remote systems in the network
are in the communications database. If the
location name of the local subsystem is not
in the communications database, you can
find it in the bootstrap data set or install
panel DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed
allied thread (this location is requester), then
this field is blank. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is server), then
this field specifies the name of the location that
made the request. This name is not the same
as QWHSLOCN, the local location name.
For more information, see section 3 of the Db2
Administration Guide. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (0003) ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_GBP_DAILY table, with the corresponding (0003) ACCT IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP MIN(THD-END) QWACESC End time of the first thread included in
the summary interval.

DUPLEXED_COMP_CHK
S

DEC(15,0) SUM(DUPLEXED-COM
P-CHKS)

QBGA2S The number of completion checks for
writes to the secondary GBP that were
suspended because the write had not yet
completed.

GBP_DEP_GETPAGES DEC(15,0) SUM(GBP-DEP-GETPA
GES)

QBGAGG Getpage requests for GBP-dependent
pages.

GBP_NAME CHAR(8) GRP-BUF-POOL-NAME N/A Group buffer pool name (GBP0-GBP49,
GBP32K-GBP32K9, GBP8K0-GBP8K9,
GBP16K0-GBP16K9).
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IXLAXISN_SUSPENDS_XI DEC(15,0) SUM(IXLAXISN-SUSPE
NDS-XI)

QBGAAS The number of suspensions of the
coupling facility asynchronous cross-
invalidation service (IXLAXISN) synch-
up calls that occurred while waiting for
asynchronous cross-invalidation to finish.
This field is new with Db2 12.

P_LK_REQ_DATA DEC(15,0) SUM(P-LK-REQ-DATA) QBGAP2 The number of page p-lock lock requests
for data pages.

P_LK_REQ_IDX_LEAF DEC(15,0) SUM(P-LK-REQ-IDX-LE
AF)

QBGAP3 The number of page p-lock lock requests
for index leaf pages.

P_LK_REQ_SPACEMAP DEC(15,0) SUM(P-LK-REQ-SPAC
EMAP)

QBGAP1 The number of page p-lock lock requests
for space map pages.

P_LK_SUS_DATA DEC(15,0) SUM(P-LK-SUS-DATA) QBGAS2 The number of page p-lock lock
suspensions for data pages.

P_LK_SUS_IDX_LEAF DEC(15,0) SUM(P-LK-SUS-IDX-LE
AF)

QBGAS3 The number of page p-lock lock
suspensions for index leaf pages.

P_LK_SUS_SPACEMAP DEC(15,0) SUM(P-LK-SUS-SPACE
MAP)

QBGAS1 The number of page p-lock suspensions
for space map pages.

P_LK_UNLOCK_REQ DEC(15,0) SUM(P-LK-UNLOCK-R
EQ)

QBGAU1 The number of page p-lock unlock
requests.

PRIM_ASYNC_IXLCACH DEC(15,0) SUM(PRIM-ASYNC-IXL
CACHES)

QBGAHS Asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for
the primary group buffer pool.

RECORD_COUNT DEC(15,0) COUNT(*) N/A The number of accounting records
produced.

SECD_ASYNC_IXLCACH DEC(15,0) SUM(SECD-ASYNC-IXL
CACHES)

QBGA2H Asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations for
the secondary group buffer pool.

SES_READ_DATA DEC(15,0) SUM(SES-READ-DATA) QBGAMD The number of coupling facility reads
necessary because the requested page
was not found in the buffer pool. Data
was returned from the coupling facility.

SES_READ_NODATA DEC(15,0) SUM(SES-READ-NODA
TA)

QBGAMR The number of coupling facility reads
necessary because the requested page
was not found in the buffer pool. Data
was not returned from the coupling
facility. If a directory entry does not
already exist for the page, an entry is
created.

SES_READ_SUPPDIR DEC(15,0) SUM(SES-READ-SUPP
DIR)

QBGAMN The number of coupling facility reads
necessary because the requested page
was not found in the buffer pool. Data
was not returned from the coupling
facility, and no directory entry was
created.

SES_UNREG_PAGE_RE
Q

DEC(15,0) SUM(SES-UNREG-PAG
E-REQ)

QBGADG The number of coupling facility requests
to unregister a page.

SES_WRITE_CHNG DEC(15,0) SUM(SES-WRITE-CHN
G)

QBGASW The number of changed pages written to
the group buffer pool.
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SES_WRITE_CLEAN DEC(15,0) SUM(SES-WRITE-CLE
AN)

QBGAWC The number of clean pages written to the
GBP. Db2 writes clean pages for page
sets and partitions that are defined with
GBPCACHE ALL.

SES_XI_EXPLICIT DEC(15,0) SUM(SES-XI-EXPLICIT) QBGAEX The number of explicit cross-
invalidations.

SES_XIREAD_DATA DEC(15,0) SUM(SES-XIREAD-DA
TA)

QBGAXD The number of coupling facility read
requests required because the buffer was
marked invalid. Data is returned from the
group buffer pool.

SES_XIREAD_NODATA DEC(15,0) SUM(SES-XIREAD-NO
DATA)

QBGAXR The number of coupling facility read
requests required because the buffer was
marked invalid. Data is not returned from
the GBP. A directory entry is created if it
does not already exist. Another Db2 in
the group has R/W interest in the page
set or partition.

TRANS_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(TRANS-COUNT) Derived from
QWACPARR and
QWACPCNT

The number of accounting records
included in a DDF/RRSAF rollup record.
If the data is not part of a rollup record,
then the value is 1.

WRITEREG_MULT_PGS DEC(15,0) SUM(WRITEREG-MUL
T-PGS)

QBGAWM The number of write and register multiple
(WARM) requests.

WRITEREG_ONE_PAGE DEC(15,0) SUM(WRITEREG-ONE
-PAGE)

QBGAWS The number of write and register (WAR)
requests.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

DUPLEXED_WRITES DEC(15,0)

SES_XIREAD_SUPPDIR DEC(15,0)

APPL_PGM_DETAIL Table

The APPL_PGM_DETAIL archive table contains the Db2 package accounting information by the package name for every
Db2 thread.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_PGM_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.
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AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID.
The correlation ID associated with a specific
thread is defined as follows: TSO—TSO
LOGON ID is assigned; BATCH—batch job
name is assigned; UTILITY—batch job name
is assigned Call ATTACH+- batch job name/
TSO LOGON ID CICS+ - 1st byte = conn type:
G = group P = pool 2nd byte = thread type:
T = transaction G = group C = command 3-4
byte = thread number 5-8 byte = transaction ID
IMS/VS+ - pst#.psbname Distributed+- If the
application requestor (AR) is a Db2 system,
then it is the same value that was assigned
at the AR. If the application requestor is not
a Db2 system, then the value is the name
(possibly truncated) of the job, task, or process
that the AR is servicing. The AR sends the
name to the application server (AS) in the
EXTNAM parameter of the DDM EXCSAT
command. The Db2 AS stores up to the first
12 characters of this name padded on the right
with blanks if the length is less than 12. The
value is blank if no EXTNAM is supplied.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Contains a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.
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IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this particular IFCID
trace record has been written. Note that an IFI
READS request does not increment this count
for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN The name of the application plan specified
when using the BIND command under the
DSN processor. For Db2 command threads
and threads in identify status, the plan name
is blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID The Db2 subsystem name as defined in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

Columns with (0003) ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_PGM_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0003) ACCT IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACTIVITY_FLAG CHAR(2) ACTIVITY-FLAG QPACAAFG Specifies a flag which indicates: x'01'—
stored procedure; x'02'—user-defined
function; x'03'—trigger execution; x'04'—
native SQL stored procedure; x'05'—non-
inline UDF.
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ACTIVITY_NAME VARCHAR(128) ACTIVITY-NAME-LONG QPACAANM_LO
NG

Specifies the name of the trigger, stored
procedure, or user-defined function.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

ACTIVITY_SCHEMA_NM VARCHAR(128) ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-LO
NG

QPACASCH_LO
NG

Specifies the schema name under
which a stored procedure, user-
defined function, or trigger executes.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

ASU_TIME_LIMIT DEC(15,0) PKG-RLIMIT-SUS QTXASLMT The maximum number of CPU service
units (ASUTIME), as specified in the
resource limit table, that a Db2 call for
a dynamic SQL statement is allowed to
consume. A dynamic SQL statement may
cause more than one Db2 call, but the
bulk of the processing for that statement
is typically done in one call.

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-START QWACBSC Specifies the beginning store clock value
(STCK) for the period covered by this
accounting record. For a distributed or
RRSAF rollup record, this field contains
the begin STCK value for the first
accounting record included in the rollup
record. For a child summary record, this
field contains the ending STCK value
of the last record included in the rollup
record. When processing child summary
records, SYSVIEW for Db2 copies this
value to the THD-END (QWACESC)
field, which originally contains the total
elapsed time of all summarized records.
For all other types of accounting records,
you can determine the elapsed time
of the application by subtracting this
field from the ending store clock value
(QWACESC).

BP_ASYNC_PGS_READ DEC(15,0) PKG-ASYNCH-PAGES-
READ

QBACSIO The number of asynchronous pages read
by prefetch that the agent triggered.
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BP_COND_GETPG_FAIL DEC(15,0) PKG-COND-GETPAGE
-FAIL

QBACNGT The number of times a page requested
for a query processed in parallel was
unavailable because an I/O was in
progress or the page was not found in
the buffer pool. The agent does not wait.
Instead, control returns to the agent.
This counter is used only when queries
are processed in parallel. If the value is
close to zero, most pages are already
prefetched into the buffer pool and wait
time for synchronous I/O is small. This
counter can be high if, for example, there
is a cluster index scan and the data is not
truly clustered by the index key, so the
data pages are not accessed in their true
order. Hence, the cluster ratio is not valid.
Use the RUNSTATS utility to update it.
This number is also used to determine
how many sequential prefetches of one
page were scheduled.

BP_DISK_CACHE_READ
S

DEC(15,0) PKG-DISK-CACHE-RE
ADS

QBSTSIOC The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which hit disk cache, but did
not use zHyperLink.

BP_DYN_PREFETCH DEC(15,0) PKG-DYNAMIC-PREFE
TCH

QBACDPF The number of dynamic prefetch
requests performed due to the sequential
detection. If Db2 did not decide to
use sequential or list prefetch at bind
time, it can invoke sequential prefetch
dynamically if it detects that the data or
index leaf pages are being accessed
sequentially. Db2 turns off prefetch
when the data is no longer being
accessed sequentially (which does
not apply to prefetch requested at
bind time). This process is known as
sequential detection. Since it is detected
at execution time, its use is not indicated
in the PLAN_TABLE. Dynamic sequential
prefetch is subject to being disabled due
to buffer pool shortages as is normal
sequential prefetch.

BP_GETPAGE DEC(15,0) PKG-GET-PAGE QBSTGET The number of buffer pool GETPAGE
requests for a thread. This number
includes all unconditional and successful
conditional requests. GETPAGE requests
occur when Db2 accesses pages in
the buffer pools to satisfy application
requests. The number of GETPAGE
requests is a good indicator of how much
work Db2 is doing.
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BP_LIST_PREFETCH DEC(15,0) PKG-LIST-PREFETCH QBACLPF The number of requests for a list prefetch
operation. Through list prefetch, Db2 can
access data pages efficiently, even if the
pages are not contiguous (unlike normal
sequential prefetch). Db2 determines the
use of list prefetch at bind time. The use
of list prefetch is indicated by an L in the
Prefetch column of the PLAN_TABLE.
Three main phases to list prefetch are:
the RID retrieval, the RID sort, and the
data retrieval. During the RID retrieval,
a list of required data pages is gathered
through matching index scans and
compiling a list of RIDs. The RID list is
then sorted in the RID pool by the data
page numbers. Finally, the data pages
are accessed by the sorted list. Like
normal sequential prefetch, many pages
are read with one I/O operation, with the
same number of pages and restrictions
that apply to normal sequential prefetch.
With list prefetch, the data is not in any
certain order since the RIDs are sorted
by page number. If you need data in a
certain order, use an ORDER BY clause.
Db2 then performs an extra sort on the
retrieved data, unlike a normal matching
index scan not using list prefetch which
can sometimes avoid the sort. Note
that when a Hybrid join is used, the
sort of data page numbers may not be
needed if the index is highly clustered.
Db2 uses list prefetch for one of the
following reasons: 1) matching index
scan when the cluster ratio is less than
80; 2) matching index scan when the
cluster ratio is high, and the number
of resulting rows is too few to make
sequential prefetch efficient, but large
enough to prefer the use of list prefetch
over normal read I/O; 3) multiple index
access is involved; 4) accessing data
for the inner table of a Hybrid join. Db2
does not use list prefetch at bind time if
the estimated number of RIDs exceeds
50 percent of the RID pool, or if the RID
list is expected to exceed 16 million
RIDs. Db2 disables list prefetch at run
time either for multiple index ORing if
more than 25 percent of the table is
accessed, or for multiple index ANDing
if the number of RIDs in the RID list falls
below 32. In either of these cases, Db2
uses more efficient access path.
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BP_PAGES_UPDATED DEC(15,0) PKG-SETW-SYS QBSTSWS The number of records that were updated
in the buffer pool. This counter includes
updates to index records as well as
table updates. Furthermore, if the
same record is updated twice within
the same logical unit of work, then it is
counted as two updates. Note, however,
that updates do not reflect any I/O
operations. Normally, no synchronous
I/O operation is done for a buffer pool
update because of Db2's buffering
algorithms and techniques. Read-only
SQL statements and applications can
have buffer pool updates because of
sorting and intermediate table results (for
example, use of the DSNDB07 temporary
database).

BP_PREFETCH_REQ DEC(15,0) PKG-SEQ-PREFETCH QBSTSEQ The number of requests for a prefetch
operation. Through sequential prefetch,
Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data
into the BP before the application reads
them. Typically, sequential prefetch
occurs when data is being sequentially
scanned. It can be invoked for index
spaces and table spaces. The number
of pages that Db2 reads for a prefetch
request depends on the BP size and
the number of buffers available. Usually,
sequential prefetch does not indicate a
problem. However, for an application or
SQL statement that is to return only one
row, sequential prefetch can indicate the
lack of an index or Db2's choosing not to
use one (for example, an unnecessary
table space scan).
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BP_SYNC_READ_IO DEC(15,0) PKG-SYNC-READ QBACRIO Specifies how many synchronous
physical I/O operations have occurred
to read pages of data from Db2 tables.
An I/O is caused by the need to access
either application data or system data
(from the Db2 catalog/ directory) that is
NOT currently loaded into Db2's buffer
pools. Note that one READ I/O operation
can bring in many pages of data, but
normally just one page is read per I/O
operation. Moreover, several physical I/
O operations can be issued to read one
row in Db2 because I/O may be done to
read indexes, Db2 catalogs (for dynamic
SQL), and the Db2 directory (for plan
and DBD data). READ I/O operations do
NOT include I/O performed for sequential
prefetch, but does include READ I/O
operations to the temporary database (for
sorting and intermediate table results).
The number of READ I/O operations
is a good indicator of how much work
Db2 is doing on behalf of an application.
The number of READ I/O operations
can depend on the buffer pool size and
the amount of Db2 activity. Therefore,
this number can vary greatly between
application runs executing the same SQL
statements.

BP_SYNC_WRITE_IO DEC(15,0) PKG-IMM-WRITE QBACIMW The number of buffer pool WRITE I/O
operations that required the application
to wait until they completed. Normally,
a WRITE I/O operation is processed
asynchronously and this field is zero for
application performance data. Occasional
synchronous WRITE I/O operations are
normal due to WRITEs occurring during
checkpoint processing or when a data
set is closed. However, a consistently
high number of synchronous WRITE I/O
operations indicates a problem.

BP_ZHL_READ_CPU_INT DEC(15,6) PKG-ZHLINK-READ-CP
U-INT

QBACSYIT The amount of CPU time used for
successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink
I/O is synchronous as for the CPU,
thus CPU time accumulates from the
beginning of the I/O until it completes.

BP_ZHL_SYNC_IO_REA
DS

DEC(15,0) PKG-ZHLINK-SYNC-IO
-READS

QBSTSYIO The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which used zHyperLink.
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CHANGE_REQUEST DEC(15,0) PKG-LOCK-CHANGES QTXACHG The accumulated number of times that
Db2 requested the lock manager, IRLM,
to change the type of lock on behalf of an
application. For example, if an application
opens a cursor for a SELECT ... FOR
UPDATE OF, then updates a retrieved
row, Db2 would first get an intent for
exclusive lock, then upgrade it to an
exclusive lock when the update is done.
This field is for informational purposes
only and serves no real tuning value.

CLAIM_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) PKG-CLAIM-REQUEST
S

QTXACLNO The number of CLAIM requests.

CLAIM_UNSUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0) PKG-CLAIMS-UNSUCC
ESSFUL

QTXACLUN The number of unsuccessful CLAIM
requests.

CLIENT_PLATFORM CHAR(18) QMDA-CLIENT-PLAT Derived from
QMDAPLAT

Contains either the client platform for
non-local threads or the location name
for local threads. This 1-18 character field
is padded with blanks.

DEADLOCK DEC(15,0) PKG-DEADLOCKS QTXADEA The accumulated number of times that
an application was unable to obtain a
lock from the lock manager (IRLM) due
to a deadlock situation. An example of
a deadlock situation: application 1 is
waiting for a lock that application 2 is
holding and application 2 is also waiting
for another lock that application 1 is
holding. To detect a deadlock, IRLM
checks on a user-specified interval
of DEADLOK in DSNZPARM for a
deadlock situation. Use the SYSVIEW
for Db2 zParm display to see the current
DEADLOK setting for your installation. If
IRLM detects a deadlock situation, Db2
decides which application to abort. Db2
returns either a -911 or a -913 SQL return
code when a deadlock occurs. The IMS
attachment may return a U777 ABEND.
The SQLCA contains a reason code and
indicates what resource and type of lock
was unobtainable. If the SYSVIEW for
Db2 message logging facility is active,
you can find out what resource was
unavailable and who was involved in the
deadlock situation by browsing the log.

DRAIN_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) PKG-DRAIN-REQUEST
S

QTXADRNO The number of DRAIN requests.

DRAIN_UNSUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0) PKG-DRAINS-UNSUCC
ESSFUL

QTXADRUN The number of unsuccessful DRAIN
requests.
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END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-END QWACESC Specifies the ending store clock
value. You can use this field with the
beginning store clock value (QWACBSC)
to determine the elapsed time of
an application. Threads that do not
terminate (such as CICS primed threads
and IMS wait-for-input message regions)
can have an ending clock value that
includes the time that the thread was
inactive and waiting to perform work.

LOCK_ESCAL_EXCL DEC(15,0) PKG-LOCK-ESCAL-EX
C

QTXALEX The count of lock escalations to exclusive
mode. Specifies the accumulated number
of times that Db2 successfully performed
a lock escalation on a table space
from an "intent for exclusive" (IX) to an
exclusive (X) table space lock. For table
spaces defined with a lock size of ANY,
PAGE, or ROW, Db2 allows a maximum
of either NUMLKTS page or row locks as
defined in the DSNZPARM for each table
space or by the LOCKMAX clause of the
CREATE TABLESPACE statement for
the table space. Use the SYSVIEW for
Db2 ZPARM display to see the current
NUMLKTS setting for your installation.
If the value is zero, then the application
has no table space lock limit. Otherwise,
if the lock size is PAGE or ROW, the SQL
statement is terminated with a negative
SQL code. For a lock size of ANY, Db2
tries to escalate the lock to a table space
lock. This field should normally be zero. If
it is not, then the application causing the
lock escalation should be investigated
to see if the number of locks can be
reduced.
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LOCK_ESCAL_SHARE DEC(15,0) PKG-LOCK-ESCAL-SH
R

QTXALES The count of lock escalations to shared
mode. Specifies the accumulated number
of times that Db2 successfully performed
a lock escalation on a table space from
an "intent to share" (IS) lock to a shared
(S) table space lock. For table spaces
defined with a lock size of ANY, PAGE,
or ROW, Db2 allows a maximum of
either NUMLKTS page or row locks as
defined in the DSNZPARM for each table
space or by the LOCKMAX clause of the
CREATE TABLESPACE statement for
the table space. Use the SYSVIEW for
Db2 ZPARM display to see the current
NUMLKTS setting for your installation.
If the value is zero, then the application
has no table space lock limit. Otherwise,
if the lock size is PAGE or ROW, the SQL
statement is terminated with a negative
SQL code. For a lock size of ANY, Db2
tries to escalate the lock to a table space
lock. This field should normally be zero. If
it is not, then the application causing the
lock escalation should be investigated
to see if the number of locks can be
reduced.
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LOCK_REQUEST DEC(15,0) PKG-LOCK-CALLS QTXALOCK The accumulated number of times
that Db2 sent a lock request to IRLM
on behalf of an application. For table
spaces defined with a lock size of ANY
or PAGE, Db2 allows a maximum of
NUMLKTS page locks as defined in
DSNZPARM for each table space. Use
the SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display
to see the current NUMLKTS setting for
your installation. If the value is zero, then
the application has no table space lock
limit. Otherwise, if the lock size is PAGE,
the SQL statement is terminated with a
negative SQL code. For a lock size of
ANY, Db2 tries to escalate the lock to
a table space (or table for segmented
table spaces) lock (exclusive if "update"
page locks are being obtained; shared if
"shared" page locks are being obtained).
Furthermore, Db2 allows a maximum
total of NUMLKUS page locks as defined
in DSNZPARM for a user. Once again,
if the value is zero, then the application
has no lock limit. Otherwise, the SQL
statement is terminated with a negative
SQL code. The number of locks is mostly
informational. However, if this number
is excessively large, you could save a
significant amount of CPU and storage
by using a LOCK TABLE statement
rather than letting Db2 acquire a lock for
every individual page.
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MAX_PAGE_LOCKS DEC(15,0) PKG-MAX-PAGE-LOCK
S

QTXANPL The maximum number of page or row
locks held by an application at any given
point. If this field is summarized, the
value indicates the highest occurrence.
For table spaces defined with a lock size
of ANY, PAGE, or ROW, Db2 allows a
maximum of either NUMLKTS page or
row locks as defined in the DSNZPARM
for each table space or by the LOCKMAX
clause of the CREATE TABLESPACE
statement for the table space. Use the
SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display to
see the current NUMLKTS setting for
your installation. If the value is zero,
then the application has no table space
lock limit. If the lock size is ANY for a
table space and the maximum locks
has been reached, then Db2 tries to
escalate the page lock to a table space
lock. Otherwise, if the lock size of a
table space is PAGE or ROW, the
SQL statement is terminated with a
negative SQL code when max locks is
reached. The application is automatically
terminated when max locks is reached.
This counter should be kept as low as
possible. If this value is large, then the
application holding many page or row
locks should be investigated to see if the
number of locks can be reduced. Holding
a high number of locks can cause a
significant increase in storage usage and
cause concurrency problems.

OTHER_IRLM_REQUEST DEC(15,0) PKG-IRLM-OTHER-CA
LLS

QTXAIRLM The accumulated number of times that
Db2 sent a request to the lock manager
(IRLM) that was not a lock, unlock, query,
or change lock request. This field is for
informational purposes only and serves
no real tuning value.

PARAL_QUERY_SUSPE
NDED

DEC(15,0) PKG-PQS-SUSPEND-C
OUNT

QPAC_PQS_CO
UNT

The number of times that parallel query
processing waited for the parent-child
synchronization.

PARAL_QUERY_WAIT DEC(15,6) PKG-PQS-WAIT-TIME QPAC_PQS_WA
IT

The amount of time that parallel query
processing spent waiting for the parent-
child synchronization.
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PARALLEL_REC_TYPE CHAR(6) CPU-PARALLEL-IND N/A Specifies accounting record as:
"CHILD"—a child record; "CH SUM"—
a child summary record; "AUT SP"—
for an Autonomous Stored Procedure;
"PARENT"—a parent record; "SUM"—a
summary of the child and parent records;
"ROLLUP"—a DDF/RRSAF rollup record;
Blanks—not a child or parent record.

PCT_RLIMIT_USED DEC(15,6) ARC-PGM-RLF-PCT-M
AXX

Derived from
QTXACHUS and
QTXACLMT

The percentage of the RLF limit used
by the Db2 call that consumed the
maximum amount of CPU time for
dynamic SQL being governed by the
resource limit facility. A dynamic SQL
statement may cause more than one Db2
call, but the bulk of the processing for
that statement is typically done in one
call. Only successful calls are monitored
by the resource limit facility.

PGM_CLAIM_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-CLAIM-WAI
T

QPACAWCL The accumulated wait time for a drain
when waiting for claims to be released
for the package. After the drain lock
is acquired, the drainer must wait for
claim holders to release the object. The
accounting class 8 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PGM_CLAIM_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-CLAIM-WAI
TS

QPACARNC The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for claims to be
released for the package. The accounting
class 8 trace must be active to collect this
data.

PGM_DRAIN_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-DRAIN-WAI
T

QPACAWDR The accumulated wait time for a drain
lock is the time that the requester was
suspended while waiting to acquire
the drain lock for the package. The
accounting class 8 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PGM_DRAIN_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-DRAIN-WAI
TS

QPACARND The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for drain locks for the
package. The accounting class 8 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PGM_DS_GBL_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-DS-GLOBAL
-WAITS

QPACARNJ The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for the global lock
contention. The accounting class 8 trace
must be active and the Db2 subsystem
must be a member of a data sharing
group to collect this data.
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PGM_DS_GLOBAL_CON
T

DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-DS-GLOBAL
-CONT

QPACAWTJ The accumulated elapsed wait time
caused by suspension of an IRLM lock
request due to global lock contention,
which requires the inter-system
communication to resolve. QPACAWTL
gives wait time caused by local lock
contention, which does not require
inter-communication to resolve. The
accounting class 8 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

PGM_DS_MSG_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-DS-MSG-W
AIT

QPACAWTG The accumulated elapsed wait time
caused by suspension for sending
messages to other members in the data
sharing group. One common use of
inter-system message sending is when
database descriptors are changed due
to create, alter, or drop statements.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

PGM_DS_MSG_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-DS-MSG-W
AITS

QPACARNG The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for sending
messages to other members in the data
sharing group. The accounting class
8 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.

PGM_EVENTS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-EVENTS QPACARNA The number of Db2 entry and exit
events processed for the package. This
value indicates the number of entry and
exit events processed to calculate the
elapsed time in Db2 and the processor
times. The accounting class 7 trace must
be active to collect this data.

PGM_GLBCHLDL_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-GLBCHLDL
-WAIT

QPACAWTK The accumulated wait time due to
global contention for child L-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

PGM_GLBCHLDL_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-GLBCHLDL
-WAITS

QPACARNK The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for child L-locks. The accounting class
8 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.
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PGM_GLBOTHRL_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-GLBOTHRL
-WAIT

QPACAWTM The accumulated wait time due to
global contention for other L-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

PGM_GLBOTHRL_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-GLBOTHRL
-WAITS

QPACARNM The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for other L-locks. The accounting class
8 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.

PGM_GLBOTHRP_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-GLBOTHRP
-WAIT

QPACAWTQ The accumulated wait time due to
global contention for other P-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

PGM_GLBOTHRP_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-GLBOTHRP
-WAITS

QPACARNQ The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for other P-locks. The accounting class
3 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.

PGM_GLBPAGEP_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-GLBPAGEP
-WAIT

QPACAWTO The accumulated wait time due to
global contention for page P-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

PGM_GLBPAGEP_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-GLBPAGEP
-WAITS

QPACARNO The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for page P-locks. The accounting class
8 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.

PGM_GLBPPLCK_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-GLBPPPLC
K-WAIT

QPACAWTN The accumulated wait time due to global
contention for pageset/partition P-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

PGM_GLBPPLCK_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-GLBPPPLC
K-WAITS

QPACARNN The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for pageset/partition P-locks. The
accounting class 8 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
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PGM_IO_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-IO-WAIT QPACAWTI The accumulated time in Db2 that
the application has spent processing
I/O requests for the package. This
field is for synchronous I/O only. The
value includes synchronous read and
write I/O (including selected synchronous
log I/O). The accounting class 8 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PGM_IO_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-IO-WAITS QPACARNE The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for I/O requests
that were initiated by the same thread
(synchronous I/O requests) for the
package. The accounting class 8 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PGM_LOCK_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-LOCK-WAIT QPACAWTL The time for which the application was
suspended while waiting for a local Db2
resource for the package. This time does
not reflect any latch wait time or global
lock wait time. The accounting class 8
trace must be active to collect this data.

PGM_LOCK_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-LOCK-WAIT
S

QPACARNL The number of wait trace events for waits
for a local Db2 resource for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active to collect this data.

PGM_LOG_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-LOG-WAIT QPACALOG The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application was suspended due to an
-ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command for the package. This time
reflects the actual suspend time for the
individual thread, and not the time it took
for the entire command to complete. The
accounting class 8 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PGM_LOG_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-LOG-WAITS QPACALCT The number of wait trace events
processed for suspends due to an -
ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command for the package. The
accounting class 8 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PGM_LOGREAD_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-LOGREAD-
WAIT

QPACAWAR The accumulated wait time for an archive
read from the tape for the package. This
time includes waits for active log reads
and archive log prefetch reads. The
accounting class 8 trace must be active
to collect this data.
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PGM_LOGREAD_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-LOGREAD-
WAITS

QPACANAR The number of wait trace events
processed for archive read for the
package. This time includes waits for
active log reads and archive log prefetch
reads. The accounting class 8 trace must
be active to collect this data.

PGM_PG_LATCH_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-PG-LATCH-
WAIT

QPACAWTP The accumulated wait time due to
the page latch contention for the
package. For example, when RUNSTATS
and COPY utilities are run with the
SHRLEVEL(CHANGE) option, they use
a page latch instead of locking in order to
serialize the collection of statistics or the
copying of a page. The accounting class
8 trace must be active to collect this data.

PGM_PG_LATCH_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-PG-LATCH-
WAITS

QPACARNH The number of wait trace events
processed for the page latch contention
for the package. The accounting class 8
trace must be active to collect this data.

PGM_READ_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-READ-WAIT QPACAWTR The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent waiting for a
read I/O event that is being performed
by another thread to complete for the
package. The following I/O waits are
included in this field: sequential prefetch,
sequential detection, list prefetch, and
synchronous read I/O performed by
a thread other than the thread being
reported. The accounting class 8 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PGM_READ_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-READ-WAIT
S

QPACARNR The number of wait trace events
processed for a read I/O event that is
being performed by another thread for
the package. The following I/O waits are
included in this field: sequential prefetch,
sequential detection, list prefetch, and
synchronous read I/O performed by
a thread other than the thread being
reported. The accounting class 8 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PGM_SQL_COUNT DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-SQL-COUN
T

QPACSQLC The SQL request count. Specifies the
number of SQL statements issued in
this package. This field might not equal
the total of all SQL statement counters
(QXST data section) because QXST
does not count all SQL statements. For
example, it does not count COMMIT or
ROLLBACK statements.
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PGM_SVCS_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-SVCS-WAIT QPACAWTE The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent waiting due to the
synchronous execution unit switches
to Db2 services for the package.
The following Db2 service waits are
included in this field: open/close data
set, SYSLGRNG update, HSM recall
data set, commit phase 2 (for read-only
threads originating from TSO or batch),
dataspace manager services, define data
set, extend data set, and delete data set.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active to collect this data.

PGM_SVCS_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-SVCS-WAIT
S

QPACARNS The number of wait trace events for
synchronous execution unit switches
for Db2 services for the package.
The following Db2 service waits are
included in this field: open/close data
set, SYSLGRNG update, HSM recall
data set, commit phase 2 (for read-only
threads originating from TSO or batch),
dataspace manager services, define data
set, extend data set, and delete data set.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active to collect this data.

PGM_SWITCHEDTO DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-SWITCHED
TO

QPACSWITCH The number of switches that occurred
for this package. A package switch
occurs when another package has been
executing, and this package begins
executing. Initial execution of the first
pack in the application counts as a
package switch. If this package called
a nested package (such as a trigger,
UDF, or stored procedure), a switch is
NOT counted upon return from such a
package.

PGM_TCP_LOB_WAIT DEC(15,6) PKG-TCP-LOB-WAIT QPACALBW The accumulated wait time for TCP/IP
LOB or XML materialization while this
package was executing.

PGM_TCP_LOB_WAITS DEC(15,0) PKG-TCP-LOB-WAITS QPACALBC The number of wait trace events that
were processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB
or XML materialization while this package
was executing.

PGM_TOTAL_ELAP_DB2 DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-TOTAL-ELA
PSE-DB2

QPACSCT The accumulated time in Db2 that
the application spent processing Db2
requests for the package. This time
includes I/O time, CPU, paging time,
swap outs, suspend time. The accounting
class 7 trace must be active to collect this
data.
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PGM_TOTAL_TCB_DB2 DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-TOTAL-TCB
-DB2

QPACTJST The TCB CPU time accumulated in the
application's address space (connecting
thread's TCB) while processing Db2
requests for the package. This value
does not include CPU time that is
consumed on an IBM zIIP processor.
This field is calculated for threads by
taking the MVS TCB CPU time on exit
from Db2 and subtracting the MVS TCB
CPU time on entry to Db2. The result is
added to the previously saved TCB CPU
time in Db2. The accounting class 7 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PGM_WRITE_WAIT DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-WRITE-WA
IT

QPACAWTW The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent waiting for a
write I/O event that is being performed
by another thread to complete for the
package. The following I/O waits are
included in this field: asynchronous write
I/O and synchronous write I/O performed
by a thread other than the thread being
reported The accounting class 8 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PGM_WRITE_WAITS DEC(15,0) PACKAGE-WRITE-WA
ITS

QPACARNW The number of wait trace events
processed for a write I/O event that is
being performed by another thread for
the package. The following I/O waits are
included in this field: asynchronous write
I/O and synchronous write I/O performed
by a thread other than the thread being
reported. The accounting class 8 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PGM_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) PACKAGE-ZIIP-CPU QPACCLS7_ZIIP The total CPU time for all executions of
this package that is consumed on an IBM
zIIP. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

PKG_ACCEL_WAIT DEC(15,6) PKG-ACCEL-WAIT QPACAACW The accumulated wait time of the
requests waiting for an accelerator while
the package was executing.

PKG_ACCEL_WAITS DEC(15,0) PKG-ACCEL-WAITS QPACAACC The number of wait trace events that
were processed for accelerator requests
while the package was executing.
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PKG_COLLECTION VARCHAR(128) PACKAGE-COLLECTIO
N-LONG

QPACCOLN_LO
NG

The collection ID is a name which
identifies a set of packages. The
collection ID is specified on the
PACKAGE parameter of the BIND
PACKAGE statement. This variable
length field contains the complete
name. A value of "PKG SUMMARY"
indicates a summary package accounting
record, written for threads that used
CPU parallelism and for DDF/RRSAF
threads when ACCUMACC > 1. For more
information about package rollup data,
see the note in Db2 Macro DSNDQPAC.

PKG_COPYID INTEGER PACKAGE-COPYID QPAC_COPYID Specifies the copy ID of the package.
This field contains a valid value only if the
Db2 rebind phase-in feature is used. This
field is new with Db2 12.

PKG_LATCH_WAIT_TM DEC(15,6) PKG-LATCH-WAIT-TM QPACAWLH The accumulated wait time due to
latch suspensions during the package
execution.

PKG_LATCH_WAITS DEC(15,0) PKG-LATCH-WAITS QPACANLH The number of wait trace events
processed for waits on latches during the
package execution.

PKG_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) PACKAGE-LOCATION-
LONG

QPACLOCN_LO
NG

Specifies the location name from which
the current SQL originated. The package
was executing on behalf of an application
running on a remote system. A blank
name implies the package was executed
locally. This variable length field contains
the complete name. A value of "PKG
SUMMARY" indicates a summary
package accounting record, written
for threads that used CPU parallelism
and for DDF/RRSAF threads when
ACCUMACC > 1. For more information
about package rollup data, see the note
in Db2 Macro DSNDQPAC.

PKG_PIPE_WAIT DEC(15,6) PKG-PIPE-WAIT QPAC_PIPE_W
AIT

The amount of time spent waiting for a
pipe while processing this package. This
field is new with Db2 12.

PKG_PIPEWAIT_COUNT DEC(15,0) PKG-PIPEWAIT-CNT QPAC_PIPEWAI
T_COUNT

The number of times that the package
had to wait for a pipe. This field is new
with Db2 12.

PKG_ROLLUP_THRDS DEC(15,0) PKG-ROLLUP-THRDS QPACRLNU The number of threads that roll data into
this QPAC data section. QPAC records
that are not rolled up have a value of 1.
QPAC records that are rolled up have a
value of 1 or greater.
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PKG_TOKEN CHAR(8) PACKAGE-TOKEN QPACCONT Specifies the 64-bit unsigned binary
integer that represents the package
consistency token.

PKG_TOKEN_HEX CHAR(16) PACKAGE-TOKEN QPACCONT Specifies the 64-bit unsigned binary
integer that represents the package
consistency token.

PROGRAM VARCHAR(128) PACKAGE-PROGRAM-
LONG

QPACPKID_LO
NG

Specifies the name of the DBRM
member (program name) from which the
current SQL statement was bound by a
previous BIND {PACKAGE} operation.
This variable length field contains
the complete name. A value of "PKG
SUMMARY" indicates a summary
package accounting record, written
for threads that used CPU parallelism
and for DDF/RRSAF threads when
ACCUMACC > 1. For more information
about package rollup data, see the note
in Db2 Macro DSNDQPAC.

QUERY_REQUEST DEC(15,0) PKG-LOCK-QUERIES QTXAQRY The accumulated number of times
that Db2 sent a query request to the
lock manager, IRLM, on behalf of the
application. This field is for informational
purposes only and serves no real tuning
value.

RLIMIT_MATCH CHAR(50) PKG-RLF-DERIVED Derived from
QTXAPREC

RLF_V_12 shows how resource limit is
determined. To understand how resource
limit was determined in Db2 11 and prior,
see RLF_V_11.

RLIMIT_TABLE_ID CHAR(2) PKG-RLIMIT-TABLE QTXARLID Specifies the resource limit table
suffix. The actual table name can be
derived by appending the value in this
field to the resource limit table prefix
name, DSNRLSTxx, or DSNRLMTxx.
The resource limit table determines
how many service units (CPU time)
a particular Db2 call for a dynamic
SQL statement is allowed to consume.
A dynamic SQL statement can have
multiple Db2 calls, but the bulk of the
execution is typically made in one call
to Db2. Entries are placed in the table
by the administrator. There can be
generic or specific entries in the table
to control usage of dynamic SQL by
plan name and/or authorization ID. If the
RLF is inactive, no dynamic SQL was
used, or no table entry applies to this
authorization ID and plan combination,
then this field is not used.
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SQL_CALL_STMTS DEC(15,0) PKG-SQL-CALL-STMTS QXCALL The number of SQL CALL statements
issued.

SQL_CLOSES DEC(15,0) PKG-SQL-CLOSES QXCLOSE The number of SQL CLOSE cursor
statements issued.

SQL_DELETES DEC(15,0) PKG-SQL-DELETES QXDELET The number of SQL DELETE statements
issued.

SQL_DESCRIBES DEC(15,0) PKG-SQL-DESCRIBES QXDESC The number of SQL DESCRIBE
statements issued.

SQL_FETCHES DEC(15,0) PKG-SQL-FETCHES QXFETCH The number of SQL FETCH cursor
statements issued.

SQL_INSERTS DEC(15,0) PKG-SQL-INSERTS QXINSRT The number of SQL INSERT statements
issued.

SQL_LOCK_TBL DEC(15,0) PKG-SQL-LOCK-TBL QXLOCK The number of SQL LOCK TABLE
statements issued.

SQL_OPENS DEC(15,0) PKG-SQL-OPENS QXOPEN The number of SQL OPEN cursor
statements issued.

SQL_PREPARES DEC(15,0) PKG-SQL-PREPARES QXPREP The number of SQL PREPARE
statements issued.

SQL_SELECTS DEC(15,0) PKG-SQL-SELECTS QXSELECT The number of SQL SELECT statements
issued.

SQL_UPDATES DEC(15,0) PKG-SQL-UPDATES QXUPDTE The number of SQL UPDATE statements
issued.

STORPROC_EXEC DEC(15,0) STORPROC-EXEC QPACSPNS The number of stored procedures
executed. This value is calculated only if
accounting class 8 is active.

SU_CONV_FACTOR DEC(15,0) SU-CONV-FACTOR QWACSUCV This value can be used to convert CPU
time to a common unit known as a
service unit (SU). The conversion factor
used depends on the processor model
being used. By using the SU, you can
do the equitable chargeback, even
when work is performed on different
machines. The conversion factor is
used as follows: SU = CPU seconds
* (16000000/conversion factor). The
accounting class 1 trace must be active
to collect this data.
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SUSPEND_LATCH DEC(15,0) PKG-SUSPENDS-LATC
H

QTXASLAT The accumulated number of times that
an application has been delayed while
waiting for a latch. A latch is a piece
of storage used to serialize a process
within Db2 or IRLM. Latch suspends
are typically short and are controlled
internally by Db2. Not much can be done
about tuning. A few latch suspends can
be expected for a heavily loaded Db2
subsystem. However, if latch suspends
are causing you a significant amount
of degradation, then you may want to
contact IBM for assistance.

SUSPEND_LOCK DEC(15,0) PKG-SUSPENDS QTXASLOC The accumulated number of times that
an application trying to obtain a lock from
the lock manager (IRLM) was delayed
because the resource was being held by
another task with an incompatible lock.
Lock suspends should be avoided and,
ideally, this field should be zero.

SUSPEND_OTHER DEC(15,0) PKG-SUSPENDS-OTH
ER

QTXASOTH The accumulated number of times that
an application has been delayed for
some reason other than lock or latch
wait. Reasons include: - IRLM sync
requests - up to one request per agent
cancelled. - IRLM synchronous notifies.
examples include: - requests to invalid
DBDs in other members - requests for
a data set extend - requests for drop
or revoke to invalid EDM authorization
caches in other members - sysplex query
parallelism - GBP recovery None of the
above are frequent occurrences, unless
sysplex parallelism is being used.
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TIMEOUT DEC(15,0) PKG-TIMEOUTS QTXATIM The accumulated number of times that
an application was unable to obtain
a lock from the lock manager (IRLM)
after waiting for an installation-specified
time interval. Db2 aborts processing
and backs out the current unit of work
(erases any changes made since the last
COMMIT). Db2 waits the amount of time
specified on the DSNZPARM parameter
IRLMRWT for transactions and queries to
receive a lock. Furthermore, it waits twice
this value for IMS/VS BMPs to get a
lock, and three times this value for batch
jobs and utilities. Use the SYSVIEW for
Db2 zParm display to see the current
IRLMRWT setting for your installation.
Db2 returns either a -911 or -913 SQL
return code when a timeout occurs.
The IMS attachment may return a U777
ABEND. The SQLCA contains a reason
code and indicates what resource and
type of lock was unobtainable. If the
SYSVIEW for Db2 message logging
facility is active, you can find out what
resource was unavailable and who
owned it by browsing the log. Timeouts
should be avoided and, ideally, the value
should be zero.

TRANS_COUNT DEC(15,0) TRANS-COUNT Derived from
QWACPARR and
QWACPCNT

The number of accounting records
included in a DDF/RRSAF rollup record.
If the data is not part of a rollup record,
then the value is 1.

UDF_SCHEDULED DEC(15,0) UDF-SCHEDULED QPACUDNU The number of user-defined functions
scheduled. This value is calculated only if
accounting class 8 is active.

UNLOCK_REQUEST DEC(15,0) PKG-UNLOCK-CALLS QTXAUNLK The accumulated number of times that
Db2 sent an unlock request to IRLM on
behalf of the application. The number of
unlock requests may be much lower than
the number of lock requests because
many locks can be freed by Db2 with
one unlock request. This field is for
informational purposes only and serves
no real tuning value.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

PGM_STORPROC_WAIT DEC(15,6)
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PGM_STORPROC_WAITS DEC(15,0)

UDF_ELAP_SCHD_WAIT DEC(15,6)

APPL_PGM_DAILY Table

The APPL_PGM_DAILY archive table contains the Db2 package accounting information by the package name, grouped
by plan name, and accumulated by day.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_PGM_DAILY table, with the corresponding IQL field name and
Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).
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PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Indicates the name of the application plan
specified when using the BIND command
under the DSN processor. For Db2 command
threads and threads in identify status, the
plan name is blank. A plan is made up of
one or more packages generated by the
Db2 precompiler. When a plan is bound by
Db2, it goes through a plan segmentation
process. This process divides a plan into
sections that can be independently loaded into
the EDM pool.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D Specifies the Db2 location name of the
application requestor. If the header is written
at the application requestor, this field is
blank. The LUNAME and location name of
remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in the
communications database, you can find
it in the bootstrap data set or install panel
DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed allied
thread (this location is the requestor), this field
is set to blanks. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is the server),
this field shows the name of the location that
made the request and is not the same as
QWHSLOCN, which is the local location name.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.
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Columns with (0003) ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_PGM_DAILY table, with the corresponding (0003) ACCT IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACTIVITY_FLAG CHAR(2) ACTIVITY-FLAG QPACAAFG Specifies a flag which indicates a trigger,
stored procedure, or user-defined
function: x'01'—Stored procedure. x'02'—
User-defined function. x'03'—Trigger
execution. x'04'—Native SQL stored
procedure. x'05'—Non-inline UDF.

ACTIVITY_NAME VARCHAR(128) ACTIVITY-NAME-LONG QPACAANM_LO
NG

Specifies the name of a trigger, stored
procedure, or user-defined function.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

ACTIVITY_SCHEMA_NM VARCHAR(128) ACTIVITY-SCHEMA-LO
NG

QPACASCH_LO
NG

Specifies the schema name under
which a stored procedure, user-
defined function, or trigger executes.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP MIN(THD-END) QWACESC Specifies the end time of the first thread
included in the summary interval.

BP_ASYNC_PGS_READ DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-ASYNCH-PA
GES-READ)

QBACSIO The number of asynchronous pages read
by prefetch that the agent triggered.

BP_COND_GETPG_FAIL DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-COND-GETP
AGE-FAIL)

QBACNGT The number of times a page requested
for a query processed in parallel was
unavailable because an I/O was in
progress or the page was not found in
the buffer pool. The agent does not wait.
Instead, control returns to the agent.
This counter is used only when queries
are processed in parallel. If the value is
close to zero, most pages are already
prefetched into the buffer pool and the
wait time for synchronous I/O is small.
This counter can be high if, for example,
there is a cluster index scan and the
data is not truly clustered by the index
key, so the data pages are not accessed
in their true order. Hence, the cluster
ratio is not valid. Use the RUNSTATS
utility to update it. This number is also
used to determine how many sequential
prefetches of one page were scheduled.

BP_DISK_CACHE_READ
S

DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-DISK-CACH
E-READS)

QBSTSIOC The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which hit disk cache, but did
not use zHyperLink.
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BP_DYN_PREFETCH DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-DYNAMIC-P
REFETCH)

QBACDPF The number of dynamic prefetch
requests performed due to the sequential
detection. If Db2 did not decide to
use sequential or list prefetch at bind
time, it can invoke sequential prefetch
dynamically if it detects that the data or
index leaf pages are being accessed
sequentially. Db2 turns off the prefetch
when the data is no longer being
accessed sequentially (which does
not apply to prefetch requested at
bind time). This process is known as
sequential detection. Since it is detected
at execution time, its use is not indicated
in the PLAN_TABLE. Dynamic sequential
prefetch is subject to being disabled due
to buffer pool shortages as is normal
sequential prefetch.

BP_GETPAGE DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-GET-PAGE) QBSTGET The number of buffer pool GETPAGE
requests for a thread. This number
includes all unconditional and successful
conditional requests. GETPAGE requests
occur when Db2 accesses pages in
the buffer pools to satisfy application
requests. The number of GETPAGE
requests is a good indicator of how much
work Db2 is doing.
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BP_LIST_PREFETCH DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-LIST-PREFE
TCH)

QBACLPF The number of requests for a list prefetch
operation. Through list prefetch, Db2 can
access data pages efficiently, even if the
pages are not contiguous (unlike normal
sequential prefetch). Db2 determines the
use of list prefetch at bind time. The use
of list prefetch is indicated by an L in the
Prefetch column of the PLAN_TABLE.
Three main phases to list prefetch are:
the RID retrieval, the RID sort, and the
data retrieval. During the RID retrieval,
a list of required data pages is gathered
through matching index scans and
compiling a list of RIDs. The RID list is
then sorted in the RID pool by the data
page numbers. Finally, the data pages
are accessed by the sorted list. Like
normal sequential prefetch, many pages
are read with one I/O operation, with the
same number of pages and restrictions
that apply to normal sequential prefetch.
With list prefetch, the data is not in any
certain order since the RIDs are sorted
by page number. If you need data in a
certain order, use an ORDER BY clause.
Db2 then performs an extra sort on the
retrieved data, unlike a normal matching
index scan not using list prefetch which
can sometimes avoid the sort. Note
that when a Hybrid join is used, the
sort of data page numbers may not be
needed if the index is highly clustered.
Db2 uses list prefetch for one of the
following reasons: 1) matching index
scan when the cluster ratio is less than
80; 2) matching index scan when the
cluster ratio is high, and the number
of resulting rows is too few to make
sequential prefetch efficient, but large
enough to prefer the use of list prefetch
over normal read I/O; 3) multiple index
access is involved; 4) accessing data
for the inner table of a Hybrid join. Db2
does not use list prefetch at bind time if
the estimated number of RIDs exceeds
50 percent of the RID pool, or if the RID
list is expected to exceed 16 million
RIDs. Db2 disables list prefetch at run
time either for multiple index ORing if
more than 25 percent of the table is
accessed, or for multiple index ANDing
if the number of RIDs in the RID list falls
below 32. In either of these cases, Db2
uses more efficient access path.
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BP_PAGES_UPDATED DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SETW-SYS) QBSTSWS The number of records that were updated
in the buffer pool. This counter includes
updates to index records and table
updates. If the same record is updated
twice within the same logical unit of work,
it is counted as two updates. However,
updates do not reflect any I/O operations.
Normally, no synchronous I/O operation
is done for a BP update because
of Db2's buffering algorithms and
techniques. Read-only SQL statements
and applications can have BP updates
because of sorting and intermediate
table results (for example, use of the
DSNDB07 temporary database).

BP_PREFETCH_REQ DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SEQ-PREFE
TCH)

QBSTSEQ The number of requests for a prefetch
operation. Through sequential prefetch,
Db2 can pre-read pages of Db2 data
into the BP before the application reads
them. Typically, sequential prefetch
occurs when data is being sequentially
scanned. It can be invoked for index
spaces and table spaces. The number
of pages that Db2 reads for a prefetch
request depends on the BP size and
the number of buffers available. Usually,
sequential prefetch does not indicate a
problem. However, for an application or
SQL statement that is to return only one
row, sequential prefetch can indicate the
lack of an index or Db2's choosing not to
use one (for example, an unnecessary
table space scan).
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BP_SYNC_READ_IO DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SYNC-REA
D)

QBACRIO Specifies how many synchronous
physical I/O operations have occurred
to read pages of data from Db2 tables.
An I/O is caused by the need to access
either application data or system
data that is NOT currently loaded into
buffer pools. One READ I/O operation
can bring in many pages of data, but
normally just one page is read per I/O
operation. Moreover, several physical
I/O operations can be issued to read
one row in Db2 because I/O may be
done to read indexes, Db2 catalogs
(for dynamic SQL), and Db2 directory
(for plan and DBD data). READ I/O
operations do NOT include I/O performed
for sequential prefetch, but do include
READ I/O operations to the temporary
database (for sorting and intermediate
table results). The number of READ I/
O operations indicates how much work
Db2 is doing on behalf of the application.
The number of READ I/O operations can
depend on the BP size and the amount
of Db2 activity, so it can vary between
application runs executing the same SQL
statements.

BP_SYNC_WRITE_IO DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-IMM-WRITE) QBACIMW The number of buffer pool WRITE I/O
operations that required the application
to wait until they completed. Normally,
a WRITE I/O operation is processed
asynchronously and this field is zero for
application performance data. Occasional
synchronous WRITE I/O operations are
normal due to WRITEs occurring during
checkpoint processing or when a data
set is closed. However, a consistently
high number of synchronous WRITE I/O
operations indicates a problem.

BP_ZHL_READ_CPU_INT DEC(15,6) SUM(PKG-ZHLINK-REA
D-CPU-INT)

QBACSYIT The amount of CPU time used for
successful zHyperLink reads. zHyperLink
I/O is synchronous as for the CPU,
thus CPU time accumulates from the
beginning of the I/O until it completes.

BP_ZHL_SYNC_IO_REA
DS

DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-ZHLINK-SYN
C-IO-READS)

QBSTSYIO The number of synchronous read I/O
operations which used zHyperLink.
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CHANGE_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-LOCK-CHAN
GES)

QTXACHG The accumulated number of times that
Db2 requested the lock manager (IRLM)
to change the lock type on behalf of an
application. For example, if an application
opens a cursor for a SELECT ... FOR
UPDATE OF, then updates a retrieved
row, Db2 would first get an intent for
an exclusive lock, then upgrade it to an
exclusive lock when the update is done.
This field is informational only and has no
tuning value.

CLAIM_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-CLAIM-REQ
UESTS)

QTXACLNO The number of CLAIM requests.

CLAIM_UNSUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-CLAIMS-UN
SUCCESSFUL)

QTXACLUN The number of unsuccessful CLAIM
requests.

DEADLOCK DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-DEADLOCK
S)

QTXADEA The accumulated number of times that
an application was unable to obtain a
lock from the lock manager (IRLM) due
to a deadlock situation. An example of
a deadlock situation: application 1 is
waiting for a lock that application 2 is
holding and application 2 is also waiting
for another lock that application 1 is
holding. To detect a deadlock, IRLM
checks on a user-specified interval
of DEADLOK in DSNZPARM for a
deadlock situation. Use the SYSVIEW
for Db2 zParm display to see the current
DEADLOK setting for your installation. If
IRLM detects a deadlock situation, Db2
decides which application to abort. Db2
returns either a -911 or a -913 SQL return
code when a deadlock occurs. The IMS
attachment may return a U777 ABEND.
The SQLCA contains a reason code and
indicates what resource and type of lock
was unobtainable. If the SYSVIEW for
Db2 message logging facility is active,
you can find out what resource was
unavailable and who was involved in the
deadlock situation by browsing the log.

DRAIN_REQUESTS DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-DRAIN-REQ
UESTS)

QTXADRNO The number of DRAIN requests.

DRAIN_UNSUCCESSFUL DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-DRAINS-UN
SUCCESSFUL)

QTXADRUN The number of unsuccessful DRAIN
requests.
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LOCK_ESCAL_EXCL DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-LOCK-ESCA
L-EXC)

QTXALEX Count of lock escalations to exclusive
mode. The accumulated number of times
that Db2 successfully performed a lock
escalation on a table space from an
"intent for exclusive" (IX) to an exclusive
(X) table space lock. For table spaces
defined with a lock size of ANY, PAGE,
or ROW, Db2 allows a maximum of
either NUMLKTS page or row locks as
defined in the DSNZPARM for each table
space or by the LOCKMAX clause of the
CREATE TABLESPACE statement for
the table space. Use the SYSVIEW for
Db2 ZPARM display to see the current
NUMLKTS setting for your installation.
If the value is zero, then the application
has no table space lock limit. Otherwise,
if the lock size is PAGE or ROW, the SQL
statement is terminated with a negative
SQL code. For a lock size of ANY, Db2
tries to escalate the lock to a table space
lock. This field should normally be zero. If
it is not, then the application causing the
lock escalation should be investigated
to see if the number of locks can be
reduced.

LOCK_ESCAL_SHARE DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-LOCK-ESCA
L-SHR)

QTXALES Count of lock escalations to shared
mode. The accumulated number of times
that Db2 successfully performed a lock
escalation on a table space from an
"intent to share" (IS) lock to a shared
(S) table space lock. For table spaces
defined with a lock size of ANY, PAGE,
or ROW, Db2 allows a maximum of
either NUMLKTS page or row locks as
defined in the DSNZPARM for each table
space or by the LOCKMAX clause of the
CREATE TABLESPACE statement for
the table space. Use the SYSVIEW for
Db2 ZPARM display to see the current
NUMLKTS setting for your installation.
If the value is zero, then the application
has no table space lock limit. Otherwise,
if the lock size is PAGE or ROW, the SQL
statement is terminated with a negative
SQL code. For a lock size of ANY, Db2
tries to escalate the lock to a table space
lock. This field should normally be zero. If
it is not, then the application causing the
lock escalation should be investigated
to see if the number of locks can be
reduced.
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LOCK_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-LOCK-CALL
S)

QTXALOCK The accumulated number of times
that Db2 sent a lock request to IRLM
on behalf of an application. For table
spaces defined with a lock size of ANY
or PAGE, Db2 allows a maximum of
NUMLKTS page locks as defined in
DSNZPARM for each table space. Use
the SYSVIEW for Db2 ZPARM display
to see the current NUMLKTS setting for
your installation. If the value is zero, then
the application has no table space lock
limit. Otherwise, if the lock size is PAGE,
the SQL statement is terminated with a
negative SQL code. For a lock size of
ANY, Db2 tries to escalate the lock to
a table space (or table for segmented
table spaces) lock (exclusive if "update"
page locks are being obtained; shared if
"shared" page locks are being obtained).
Furthermore, Db2 allows a maximum
total of NUMLKUS page locks as defined
in DSNZPARM for a user. Once again,
if the value is zero, then the application
has no lock limit. Otherwise, the SQL
statement is terminated with a negative
SQL code. The number of locks is mostly
informational. However, if this number
is excessively large, you could save a
significant amount of CPU and storage
by using a LOCK TABLE statement
rather than letting Db2 acquire a lock for
every individual page.
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MAX_PAGE_LOCKS DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-MAX-PAGE-
LOCKS)

QTXANPL The maximum number of page or row
locks held by an application at any given
point. If this field is summarized, the
value indicates the highest occurrence.
For table spaces defined with a lock
size of ANY, PAGE, or ROW, Db2
allows a maximum of either NUMLKTS
page or row locks as defined in the
DSNZPARM for each table space or by
the LOCKMAX clause of the CREATE
TABLESPACE statement for the table
space. Use the SYSVIEW for Db2
display to see the current NUMLKTS
setting for your installation. If the value
is zero, then the application has no table
space lock limit. If the lock size is ANY
for a table space and the maximum
locks has been reached, then Db2 tries
to escalate the page lock to a table
space lock. Otherwise, if the lock size
of a table space is PAGE or ROW, the
SQL statement is terminated with a
negative SQL code when max locks is
reached. The application is automatically
terminated when max locks is reached.
This counter should be kept as low as
possible. If this value is large, then the
application holding many page or row
locks should be investigated to see if the
number of locks can be reduced. Holding
a high number of locks can cause a
significant increase in storage usage and
cause concurrency problems.

OTHER_IRLM_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-IRLM-OTHE
R-CALLS)

QTXAIRLM The accumulated number of times that
Db2 sent a request to the lock manager
(IRLM) that was not a lock, unlock, query,
or change lock request. This field is
informational only and has no tuning
value.

PARAL_QUERY_SUSPE
NDED

DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-PQS-SUSPE
ND-COUNT)

QPAC_PQS_CO
UNT

The number of times parallel query
processing waited for the parent-child
synchronization.

PARAL_QUERY_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PKG-PQS-WAIT-T
IME)

QPAC_PQS_WA
IT

Amount of time that parallel query
processing waited for the parent-child
synchronization.
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PGM_CLAIM_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-CLAIM
-WAIT)

QPACAWCL The accumulated wait time for a drain
when waiting for claims to be released
for the package. After the drain lock
is acquired, the drainer must wait for
claim holders to release the object. The
accounting class 8 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PGM_CLAIM_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-CLAIM
-WAITS)

QPACARNC The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for claims to be
released for the package. The accounting
class 8 trace must be active to collect this
data.

PGM_DRAIN_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-DRAIN
-WAIT)

QPACAWDR The accumulated wait time for a drain
lock is the time the requester was
suspended while waiting to acquire
the drain lock for the package. The
accounting class 8 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PGM_DRAIN_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-DRAIN
-WAITS)

QPACARND The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for drain locks for the
package. The accounting class 8 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PGM_DS_GBL_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-DS-GL
OBAL-WAITS)

QPACARNJ The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global lock
contention. The accounting class 8 trace
must be active and the Db2 subsystem
must be a member of a data sharing
group to collect this data.

PGM_DS_GLOBAL_CON
T

DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-DS-GL
OBAL-CONT)

QPACAWTJ The accumulated elapsed wait time
caused by suspension of an IRLM lock
request due to global lock contention,
which requires the inter-system
communication to resolve. QPACAWTL
gives wait time caused by local lock
contention, which does not require
inter-communication to resolve. The
accounting class 8 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.
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PGM_DS_MSG_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-DS-MS
G-WAIT)

QPACAWTG The accumulated elapsed wait time
caused by suspension for sending
messages to other members in the data
sharing group. One common use of
inter-system message sending is when
database descriptors are changed due
to create, alter, or drop statements.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

PGM_DS_MSG_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-DS-MS
G-WAITS)

QPACARNG The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for sending
messages to other members in the data
sharing group. The accounting class
8 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.

PGM_EVENTS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-EVEN
TS)

QPACARNA The number of Db2 entry and exit events
processed for the package. This field
gives the number of entry and exit events
processed to calculate the elapsed time
in Db2 and the processor times. The
accounting class 7 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PGM_GLBCHLDL_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-GLBC
HLDL-WAIT)

QPACAWTK The accumulated wait time due to
global contention for child L-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

PGM_GLBCHLDL_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-GLBC
HLDL-WAITS)

QPACARNK The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for child L-locks. The accounting class
8 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.

PGM_GLBOTHRL_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-GLBO
THRL-WAIT)

QPACAWTM The accumulated wait time due to
global contention for other L-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

PGM_GLBOTHRL_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-GLBO
THRL-WAITS)

QPACARNM The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for other L-locks. The accounting class
8 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.
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PGM_GLBOTHRP_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-GLBO
THRP-WAIT)

QPACAWTQ The accumulated wait time due to
global contention for other P-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

PGM_GLBOTHRP_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-GLBO
THRP-WAITS)

QPACARNQ The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for other P-locks. The accounting class
3 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.

PGM_GLBPAGEP_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-GLBP
AGEP-WAIT)

QPACAWTO The accumulated wait time due to
global contention for page P-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

PGM_GLBPAGEP_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-GLBP
AGEP-WAITS)

QPACARNO The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for page P-locks. The accounting class
8 trace must be active and the Db2
subsystem must be a member of a data
sharing group to collect this data.

PGM_GLBPPLCK_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-GLBP
PPLCK-WAIT)

QPACAWTN The accumulated wait time due to global
contention for pageset/partition P-locks.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active and the Db2 subsystem must be
a member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

PGM_GLBPPLCK_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-GLBP
PPLCK-WAITS)

QPACARNN The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for global contention
for pageset/partition P-locks. The
accounting class 8 trace must be active
and the Db2 subsystem must be a
member of a data sharing group to
collect this data.

PGM_IO_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-IO-WA
IT)

QPACAWTI The accumulated time in Db2 that
the application has spent processing
I/O requests for the package. This
field is for synchronous I/O only. It
includes synchronous read and write I/
O (including selected synchronous log I/
O). The accounting class 8 trace must be
active to collect this data.
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PGM_IO_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-IO-WA
ITS)

QPACARNE The number of wait trace events
processed for waits for I/O requests
that were initiated by the same thread
(synchronous I/O requests) for the
package. The accounting class 8 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PGM_LOCK_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-LOCK
-WAIT)

QPACAWTL Specifies the time for which the
application was suspended while waiting
for a local Db2 resource for the package.
This time does not reflect any latch
wait time or global lock wait time. The
accounting class 8 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PGM_LOCK_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-LOCK
-WAITS)

QPACARNL The number of wait trace events for waits
for a local Db2 resource for the package.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active to collect this data.

PGM_LOG_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-LOG-
WAIT)

QPACALOG The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application was suspended due to an
-ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command for the package. This time
reflects the actual suspend time for the
individual thread, and not the time it took
for the entire command to complete. The
accounting class 8 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PGM_LOG_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-LOG-
WAITS)

QPACALCT The number of wait trace events
processed for suspends due to an -
ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE)
command for the package. The
accounting class 8 trace must be active
to collect this data.

PGM_LOGREAD_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-LOGR
EAD-WAIT)

QPACAWAR The accumulated wait time for an archive
read from tape for the package. This
time also includes waits for active log
reads and archive log prefetch reads.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active to collect this data.

PGM_LOGREAD_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-LOGR
EAD-WAITS)

QPACANAR The number of wait trace events
processed for an archive read for the
package. This time also includes waits
for active log reads and archive log
prefetch reads. The accounting class 8
trace must be active to collect this data.
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PGM_PG_LATCH_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-PG-LA
TCH-WAIT)

QPACAWTP The accumulated wait time because of
page latch contention for the package.
For example, when RUNSTATS
and COPY utilities are run with the
SHRLEVEL(CHANGE) option, they use
a page latch instead of locking in order to
serialize the collection of statistics or the
copying of a page. The accounting class
8 trace must be active to collect this data.

PGM_PG_LATCH_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-PG-LA
TCH-WAITS)

QPACARNH The number of wait trace events
processed for the page latch contention
for the package. The accounting class 8
trace must be active to collect this data.

PGM_READ_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-READ
-WAIT)

QPACAWTR The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent waiting for a
read I/O event that is being performed
by another thread to complete for the
package. The following I/O waits are
included in this field: sequential prefetch,
sequential detection, list prefetch, and
synchronous read I/O performed by
a thread other than the thread being
reported. The accounting class 8 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PGM_READ_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-READ
-WAITS)

QPACARNR The number of wait trace events
processed for a read I/O event that is
being performed by another thread for
the package. The following I/O waits are
included in this field: sequential prefetch,
sequential detection, list prefetch, and
synchronous read I/O performed by
a thread other than the thread being
reported. The accounting class 8 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PGM_SQL_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-SQL-C
OUNT)

QPACSQLC The SQL request count. Specifies the
number of SQL statements issued in
this package. This field might not equal
the total of all SQL statement counters
(QXST data section) because QXST
does not count all SQL statements. For
example, it does not count COMMIT or
ROLLBACK statements.
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PGM_SVCS_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-SVCS
-WAIT)

QPACAWTE The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent waiting due to
synchronous execution unit switches
to Db2 services for the package.
The following Db2 service waits are
included in this field: open/close data
set, SYSLGRNG update, HSM recall
data set, commit phase 2 (for read-only
threads originating from TSO or batch),
dataspace manager services, define data
set, extend data set, and delete data set.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active to collect this data.

PGM_SVCS_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-SVCS
-WAITS)

QPACARNS The number of wait trace events for
synchronous execution unit switches
for Db2 services for the package.
The following Db2 service waits are
included in this field: open/close data
set, SYSLGRNG update, HSM recall
data set, commit phase 2 (for read-only
threads originating from TSO or batch),
dataspace manager services, define data
set, extend data set, and delete data set.
The accounting class 8 trace must be
active to collect this data.

PGM_SWITCHEDTO DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-SWITC
HEDTO)

QPACSWITCH The number of switches that occurred
for this package. A package switch
occurs when another package has been
executing, and this package begins
executing. Initial execution of the first
pack in the application counts as a
package switch. If this package called a
nested package (such as a trigger, UDF,
or stored procedure), a switch is NOT
counte

PGM_TCP_LOB_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PKG-TCP-LOB-W
AIT)

QPACALBW The accumulated wait time for TCP/IP
LOB or XML materialization while this
package was executing.

PGM_TCP_LOB_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-TCP-LOB-W
AITS)

QPACALBC The number of wait trace events that
were processed for waits for TCP/IP LOB
or XML materialization while this package
was executing.

PGM_TOTAL_ELAP_DB2 DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-TOTAL
-ELAPSE-DB2)

QPACSCT The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent processing Db2
requests for the Package. Includes times
such as I/O time, CPU, paging time,
swap outs, suspend time. The accounting
class 7 trace must be active to collect this
data.
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PGM_TOTAL_TCB_DB2 DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-TOTAL
-TCB-DB2)

QPACTJST Specifies the TCB CPU time
accumulated in the application's address
space (connecting thread's TCB)
while processing Db2 requests for the
package. This value does not include
CPU time that is consumed on an IBM
zIIP processor. This field is calculated
for threads by taking the MVS TCB CPU
time on exit from Db2 and subtracting the
MVS TCB CPU time on entry to Db2. The
result is added to the previously saved
TCB CPU time in Db2. The accounting
class 7 trace must be active to collect this
data.

PGM_WRITE_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-WRITE
-WAIT)

QPACAWTW The accumulated time in Db2 that the
application has spent waiting for a
write I/O event that is being performed
by another thread to complete for the
package. The following I/O waits are
included in this field: asynchronous write
I/O and synchronous write I/O performed
by a thread other than the thread being
reported The accounting class 8 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PGM_WRITE_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PACKAGE-WRITE
-WAITS)

QPACARNW The number of wait trace events
processed for a write I/O event that is
being performed by another thread for
the package. The following I/O waits are
included in this field: asynchronous write
I/O and synchronous write I/O performed
by a thread other than the thread being
reported. The accounting class 8 trace
must be active to collect this data.

PGM_ZIIP_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(PACKAGE-ZIIP-C
PU)

QPACCLS7_ZIIP Total CPU time for all executions of this
package that is consumed on an IBM
zIIP. The zIIP CPU time is normalized.

PKG_ACCEL_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PKG-ACCEL-WAI
T)

QPACAACW Specifies the accumulated wait time that
the requests waited for an accelerator
while the package executes.

PKG_ACCEL_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-ACCEL-WAI
TS)

QPACAACC Specifies how many wait trace events are
processed for accelerator requests while
the package executes.
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PKG_COLLECTION VARCHAR(128) PACKAGE-COLLECTIO
N-LONG

QPACCOLN_LO
NG

Specifies the collection ID, a name
which identifies a set of packages.
The collection ID is specified on the
PACKAGE parameter of the BIND
PACKAGE statement. This variable
length field contains the complete
name. A value of "PKG SUMMARY"
indicates a summary package accounting
record, written for threads that used CPU
parallelism and for DDF/RRSAF threads
when ACCUMACC is greater than 1. For
more information about package rollup
data, see the Db2 macro DSNDQPAC.

PKG_LATCH_WAIT_TM DEC(15,6) SUM(PKG-LATCH-WAI
T-TM)

QPACAWLH The accumulated wait time due to latch
suspensions during the execution of the
package.

PKG_LATCH_WAITS DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-LATCH-WAI
TS)

QPACANLH The number of wait trace events
processed for waits on latches during the
package execution.

PKG_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) PACKAGE-LOCATION-
LONG

QPACLOCN_LO
NG

Specifies the location name from which
the current SQL originated. The package
was executing on behalf of an application
running on a remote system. A blank
name implies the package was executed
locally. This variable length field contains
the complete name. A value of "PKG
SUMMARY" indicates a summary
package accounting record, written
for threads that used CPU parallelism
and for DDF/RRSAF threads when
ACCUMACC is greater than 1. For more
information about package rollup data,
see the Db2 macro DSNDQPAC.

PKG_PIPE_WAIT DEC(15,6) SUM(PKG-PIPE-WAIT) QPAC_PIPE_W
AIT

The amount of time spent waiting for a
pipe while processing this package. This
field is new with Db2 12.

PKG_PIPEWAIT_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-PIPEWAIT-C
NT)

QPAC_PIPEWAI
T_COUNT

The number of times the package had to
wait for a pipe. This field is new with Db2
12.

PKG_ROLLUP_THRDS DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-ROLLUP-TH
RDS)

QPACRLNU The number of threads that roll data into
this QPAC data section. QPAC records
that are not rolled up have a value of 1.
QPAC records that are rolled up have a
value of 1 or greater.

PKG_TOKEN CHAR(8) PACKAGE-TOKEN QPACCONT Specifies the 64-bit unsigned binary
integer that represents the package
consistency token.
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PKG_TOKEN_HEX CHAR(16) PACKAGE-TOKEN QPACCONT Specifies the 64-bit unsigned binary
integer that represents the package
consistency token.

PROGRAM VARCHAR(128) PACKAGE-PROGRAM-
LONG

QPACPKID_LO
NG

Specifies the name of the DBRM
member (program name) from which the
current SQL statement was bound by a
previous BIND {PACKAGE} operation.
This variable length field contains
the complete name. A value of "PKG
SUMMARY" indicates a summary
package accounting record, written
for threads that used CPU parallelism
and for DDF/RRSAF threads when
ACCUMACC is greater than 1. For more
information about package rollup data,
see the Db2 macro DSNDQPAC.

QUERY_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-LOCK-QUER
IES)

QTXAQRY The accumulated number of times
that Db2 sent a query request to the
lock manager, IRLM, on behalf of an
application. This field is informational
only and has no tuning value.

RECORD_COUNT DEC(15,0) COUNT(*) N/A Specifies the number of accounting
records produced.

RLIMIT_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-RLIMIT-USE
D)

N/A Contains a 1 if the resource limit was in
use. Otherwise, the value is 0.

RLIMIT_MAX_CPU DEC(15,6) MAX(RLF-MAX-CPU-U
SED)

Derived from
QTXACHUS

The maximum amount of CPU time in
normal timer units that has been used
by any single Db2 internal call while
processing a dynamic SQL request.
This field is only valid for those calls
that completed successfully and are
governed by the Resource Limit Facility
(RLF). Only successful Db2 calls are
monitored by the RLF. This field is based
on the QTXACHUS (RUSED-16M) value.

RLIMIT_TOTAL_CPU DEC(15,6) SUM(RLF-MAX-CPU-U
SED)

Derived from
QTXACHUS

The maximum amount of CPU time in
normal timer units that has been used
by any single Db2 internal call while
processing a dynamic SQL request.
This field is only valid for those calls
that completed successfully and are
governed by the Resource Limit Facility
(RLF). Only successful Db2 calls are
monitored by the RLF. This field is based
on the QTXACHUS (RUSED-16M) value.

SQL_CALL_STMTS DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SQL-CALL-S
TMTS)

QXCALL The number of SQL CALL statements
issued.

SQL_CLOSES DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SQL-CLOSE
S)

QXCLOSE The number of SQL CLOSE cursor
statements issued.
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SQL_DELETES DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SQL-DELET
ES)

QXDELET The number of SQL DELETE statements
issued.

SQL_DESCRIBES DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SQL-DESCR
IBES)

QXDESC The number of SQL DESCRIBE
statements issued.

SQL_FETCHES DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SQL-FETCH
ES)

QXFETCH The number of SQL FETCH cursor
statements issued.

SQL_INSERTS DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SQL-INSER
TS)

QXINSRT The number of SQL INSERT statements
issued.

SQL_LOCK_TBL DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SQL-LOCK-
TBL)

QXLOCK The number of SQL LOCK TABLE
statements issued.

SQL_OPENS DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SQL-OPEN
S)

QXOPEN The number of SQL OPEN cursor
statements issued.

SQL_PREPARES DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SQL-PREPA
RES)

QXPREP The number of SQL PREPARE
statements issued.

SQL_SELECTS DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SQL-SELEC
TS)

QXSELECT The number of SQL SELECT statements
issued.

SQL_UPDATES DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SQL-UPDAT
ES)

QXUPDTE The number of SQL UPDATE statements
issued.

STORPROC_EXEC DEC(15,0) SUM(STORPROC-EXE
C)

QPACSPNS The number of stored procedures
executed. This value is calculated only if
accounting class 8 is active.

SU_CONV_FACTOR DEC(15,0) MAX(SU-CONV-FACTO
R)

QWACSUCV This value can be used to convert CPU
time to a common unit known as a
service unit (SU). The conversion factor
used depends on the processor model
being used. By using the SU, you can do
equitable chargeback, even when work
is performed on different machines. The
conversion factor is used as follows: SU
= CPU seconds * (16000000/conversion
factor). The accounting class 1 trace
must be active to collect this data.

SUSPEND_LATCH DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SUSPENDS
-LATCH)

QTXASLAT The accumulated number of times that
the application has been delayed while
waiting for a latch. A latch is a piece
of storage used to serialize a process
within Db2 or IRLM. Latch suspends
are normally short and are controlled
internally by Db2. Not much can be done
in the way of tuning latch suspends. A
few latch suspends can be expected
for a heavily loaded Db2 subsystem.
However, if latch suspends are causing
you a significant amount of degradation,
you should contact IBM for assistance.
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SUSPEND_LOCK DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SUSPENDS) QTXASLOC The accumulated number of times that
the application trying to obtain a lock
from the lock manager (IRLM) was
delayed because the resource was being
held by another task with an incompatible
lock. Lock suspends should be avoided
and, ideally, this field should be zero.

SUSPEND_OTHER DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-SUSPENDS
-OTHER)

QTXASOTH The accumulated number of times that
the application has been delayed for
some reason other than a lock or latch
wait. Reasons include: - IRLM sync
requests - up to one request per agent
cancelled. - IRLM synchronous notifies.
examples include: - requests to invalid
DBDs in other members - requests for
a data set extend - requests for drop
or revoke to invalid EDM authorization
caches in other members - sysplex query
parallelism - GBP recovery None of the
above are frequent occurrences, unless
sysplex parallelism is being used.

TIMEOUT DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-TIMEOUTS) QTXATIM The accumulated number of times that
an application was unable to obtain
a lock from the lock manager (IRLM)
after waiting for an installation-specified
time interval. Db2 aborts processing
and backs out the current unit of work
(erases any changes made since the last
COMMIT). Db2 waits the amount of time
specified on the DSNZPARM parameter
IRLMRWT for transactions and queries to
receive a lock. Furthermore, it waits twice
this value for IMS/VS BMPs to get a
lock, and three times this value for batch
jobs and utilities. Use the SYSVIEW for
Db2 zParm display to see the current
IRLMRWT setting for your installation.
Db2 returns either a -911 or -913 SQL
return code when a timeout occurs.
The IMS attachment may return a U777
ABEND. The SQLCA contains a reason
code and indicates what resource and
type of lock was unobtainable. If the
SYSVIEW for Db2 message logging
facility is active, you can find out what
resource was unavailable and who
owned it by browsing the log. Timeouts
should be avoided and, ideally, the value
should be zero.
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TRANS_COUNT DEC(15,0) SUM(TRANS-COUNT) Derived from
QWACPARR and
QWACPCNT

The number of accounting records
included in a DDF/RRSAF rollup record.
If the data is not part of a rollup record,
then the value is 1.

UDF_SCHEDULED DEC(15,0) SUM(UDF-SCHEDULE
D)

QPACUDNU The number of user-defined functions
scheduled. This value is calculated only if
accounting class 8 is active.

UNLOCK_REQUEST DEC(15,0) SUM(PKG-UNLOCK-CA
LLS)

QTXAUNLK The accumulated number of times
that Db2 sent an unlock request to
IRLM on behalf of an application. The
number of unlock requests may be much
smaller than the number of lock requests
because many locks can be freed by
Db2 with one unlock request. This field
is informational only and has no tuning
value.

Columns with no IQL Field Data

These fields are obsolete. The value of the fields is NULL.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics

PGM_STORPROC_WAIT DEC(15,6)

PGM_STORPROC_WAITS DEC(15,0)

UDF_ELAP_SCHD_WAIT DEC(15,6)

IDB2 Accounting Extension
The following table lists the extended application archive tables. Each archive table is listed with its index, IQL member,
and LOAD utility statement member.

NOTE
These archive tables are based on the (151) IDB2ACCT trace record. IFCID 151 is specific to SYSVIEW for Db2
and only available when captured into the Online History Accounting file.

Archive Table Index IQL Member Load Utility Member
IDB2ACCT_DETAIL INSIADI ARCIAD ARCLAD
IDB2ACCT_LOCKSUSP_DETAIL INSIADLKI ARCIADLK ARCLADLK
IDB2ACCT_IO_DETAIL INSIADIOI ARCIADIO ARCLADIO
IDB2ACCT_STMT_DETAIL INSIADSTI ARCIADST ARCLADST
IDB2ACCT_LOCKSUM_DETAIL INSIADLSI ARCIADLS ARCLADLS
IDB2ACCT_PEAKSORT_DETAIL INSIADPSI ARCIADPS ARCLADPS

IDB2ACCT_DETAIL Table

The IDB2ACCT_DETAIL archive table contains supplemental thread details that are not in the Db2 accounting record.
These details include SORT statistics, sort high water marks, and work file usage.

This table is populated only if the system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL is used.
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Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the IDB2ACCT_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Identifies the Db2 connection.

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up
to the first 12 characters of this name. If the
length is less than 12, the value is padded
on the right with blanks. If no EXTNAM is
supplied, the value is blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Contains a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
equals the correlation ID. This field is useful for
grouping CICS and IMS data.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.
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DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Indicates the name of the application specified
in the BIND command under the DSN
processor. For Db2 command threads and
threads in identify status, the plan name is
blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0151) IDB2ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the IDB2ACCT_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0151) IDB2ACCT
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-START N/A Specifies the timestamp that records the
thread creation.

DB2_CPU DEC(15,6) DB2-CPU N/A Specifies the total "in Db2" (class 2) CPU
time for the application.

DB2_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) DB2-ELAPSED N/A Specifies the total "in Db2" (class 2)
processing time for the application.
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END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-END N/A Specifies the timestamp that records the
thread termination.

HWM_INITIAL_RUNS INTEGER HWM-INITIAL-RUNS Derived from
QW0096IR

The maximum number of initial work files
for any sort. Initial work files are sets
of rows, sorted and stored into logical
workfiles to be merged together. The
number of initial work files can be limited
by the buffer pool size.

HWM_MERGE_PASSES INTEGER HWM-MERGE-PASSES Derived from
QW0096MP

The maximum number of merge passes
during sort processing for any sort.

HWM_RECS_SORTED BIGINT HWM-RECS-SORTED Derived from
QW0096NR

The maximum number of records sorted
for any sort.

HWM_SORT_AREA_SIZE BIGINT HWM-SORT-AREA-SIZ
E

Derived from
QW0096WR *
QW0096NR

The maximum sort area size for any sort.
For a given sort, the sort area size is a
product of the sort record multiply the
number of records being sorted.

HWM_SORT_COLUMNS INTEGER HWM-SORT-COLUMNS Derived from
QW0096SC

The maximum number of sort columns
for any sort.

HWM_SORT_DATA_SIZE INTEGER HWM-SORT-DATA-SIZ
E

Derived from
QW0096DL

The maximum size of the sort data area
of a record, in bytes, for any sort.

HWM_SORT_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) HWM-SORT-ELAPSED Derived from
IFCIDs 95 and 96

The maximum sort elapsed time for any
sort.

HWM_SORT_KEY_SIZE INTEGER HWM-SORT-KEY-SIZE Derived from
QW0096KL

The maximum size of the sort keys in
bytes for any sort.

HWM_SORT_KEYS INTEGER HWM-SORT-KEYS Derived from
QW0096SK

The maximum number of sort keys for
any sort.

HWM_SORT_REC_SIZE INTEGER HWM-SORT-REC-SIZE Derived from
QW0096WR

The maximum size of sort records, in
bytes, for any sort. This value is made up
of the key size and either the data area
size or the size of a RID.

HWM_SORT_RET_CD SMALLINT HWM-SORT-RET-CD Derived from
QW0096RC

The highest sort return code value for
any sort.

HWM_WKFILES_PARTIT
ION

INTEGER HWM-WKFILES-PARTI
TIONED

Derived from
QW0096PW

The maximum number of work files
(equal to the degree of parallel I/O
processing) that sort partitioned for
any sort. This field is valid only if Db2
partitions the sort records.

HWM_WKFILES_USED INTEGER HWM-WKFILES-USED Derived from
QW0096WF

The maximum number of logical workfiles
used for any sort. Logical workfiles are
created during the initial runs of the sort
and hold intermediate sets of sorted data
as well as the final set of sorted data.

HWX_INITIAL_RUNS SMALLINT HWX-INITIAL-RUNS N/A Specifies the sort number that
encountered the highest value for initial
work files allocated.
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HWX_MERGE_PASSES SMALLINT HWX-MERGE-PASSES N/A Specifies the sort number that
encountered the highest value for merge
passes.

HWX_RECS_SORTED SMALLINT HWX-RECS-SORTED N/A Specifies the sort number that
encountered the highest value for
records sorted.

HWX_SORT_AREA_SIZE SMALLINT HWX-SORT-AREA-SIZ
E

N/A Specifies the sort number that
encountered the highest value for the
sort area size.

HWX_SORT_COLUMNS SMALLINT HWX-SORT-COLUMNS N/A Specifies the sort number that
encountered the highest value for sort
columns.

HWX_SORT_DATA_SIZE SMALLINT HWX-SORT-DATA-SIZE N/A Specifies the sort number that
encountered the highest value for the
sort data size.

HWX_SORT_ELAPSED SMALLINT HWX-SORT-ELAPSED N/A Specifies the sort number that
encountered the highest value for the
sort elapsed time.

HWX_SORT_KEY_SIZE SMALLINT HWX-SORT-KEY-SIZE N/A Specifies the sort number that
encountered the highest value for the
sort key size.

HWX_SORT_KEYS SMALLINT HWX-SORT-KEYS N/A Specifies the sort number that
encountered the highest value for sort
keys.

HWX_SORT_REC_SIZE SMALLINT HWX-SORT-REC-SIZE N/A Specifies the sort number that
encountered the highest value for the
sort record size.

HWX_SORT_RET_CD SMALLINT HWX-SORT-RET-CD N/A Specifies the sort number that
encountered the highest value for sort
return code.

HWX_WKFILES_PARTIT
ION

SMALLINT HWX-WKFILES-PARTIT
IONED

N/A Specifies the sort number that
encountered the highest value for work
files partitioned.

HWX_WKFILES_USED SMALLINT HWX-WKFILES-USED N/A Specifies the sort number that
encountered the highest value for work
files used.

LOCKS_EXC_ESCAL SMALLINT LOCKS-EXC-ESCAL QW0020TX The number of exclusive lock escalations
as reported by IFCID 20. This data
is collected from IFCID 20 when the
HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system parameter
specifies the LOCKSUM trace collection.

LOCKS_MAX INTEGER LOCKS-MAX QW0020TP Maximum page locks held as reported
by IFCID 20. This data is collected
from IFCID 20 when the HIST-ACCT-
DETAIL system parameter specifies the
LOCKSUM trace collection.
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LOCKS_SHR_ESCAL SMALLINT LOCKS-SHR-ESCAL QW0020TS The number of shared lock escalations
as reported by IFCID 20. This data
is collected from IFCID 20 when the
HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system parameter
specifies the LOCKSUM trace collection.

RECORD_VERSION BINARY(1) REC-VERSION N/A Specifies the version of this IDB2
accounting record.

SORT_COUNT INTEGER SORT-COUNT N/A The number of sort operations. This
data is collected from IFCIDs 95 and 96
when the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system
parameter specifies the SORTSUM trace
collection.

SORT_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) SORT-ELAPSED N/A The total amount of elapsed time spent
processing sort. This data is collected
from IFCIDs 95 and 96 when the HIST-
ACCT-DETAIL system parameter
specifies the SORTSUM trace collection.

SORT_RECORDS BIGINT SORT-RECORDS N/A The number of records sorted.
This data is collected from IFCIDs 95 and
96 when the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL system
parameter specifies the SORTSUM trace
collection.

TOT_INITIAL_RUNS INTEGER TOT-INITIAL-RUNS Derived from
QW0096IR

The total number of initial work files for
all sorts. Initial work files are sets of rows,
sorted and stored into logical workfiles to
be merged together. The number of initial
work files can be limited by the buffer
pool size.

TOT_MERGE_PASSES INTEGER TOT-MERGE-PASSES Derived from
QW0096MP

The total number of merge passes during
sort processing for all sorts.

TOT_RECS_SORTED BIGINT TOT-RECS-SORTED Derived from
QW0096NR

The total number of records sorted for all
sorts.

TOT_SORT_AREA_SIZE BIGINT TOT-SORT-AREA-SIZE Derived from
QW0096WR *
QW0096NR

The total of sort area size for all sorts.
For a given sort, the sort area size is a
product of the sort record size multiply
the number of records being sorted.

TOT_SORT_COLUMNS INTEGER TOT-SORT-COLUMNS Derived from
QW0096SC

The total number of sort columns for all
sorts.

TOT_SORT_COUNT INTEGER TOT-SORT-COUNT N/A The total number of sorts processed.
This count reflects the number of IFCID
96 records encountered.

TOT_SORT_DATA_SIZE INTEGER TOT-SORT-DATA-SIZE Derived from
QW0096DL

The total size of the sort data area of a
record (in bytes) for all sorts.

TOT_SORT_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) TOT-SORT-ELAPSED Derived from
IFCID 95 and 96

The total sort elapsed time for all sorts.

TOT_SORT_KEY_SIZE INTEGER TOT-SORT-KEY-SIZE Derived from
QW0096KL

The total size of the sort keys in bytes for
all sorts.
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TOT_SORT_KEYS INTEGER TOT-SORT-KEYS Derived from
QW0096SK

The total number of sort keys for all sorts.

TOT_SORT_REC_SIZE INTEGER TOT-SORT-REC-SIZE Derived from
QW0096WR

The total size of sort records, in bytes, for
all sorts. This value is made up of the key
size and either the data area size or the
size of a RID.

TOT_SORT_RET_CD_NO
T0

SMALLINT TOT-SORT-RET-CD-N
OT0

Derived from
QW0096RC

The total number of sorts that ended with
a non-zero return code.

TOT_SORT_RET_CD_0 SMALLINT TOT-SORT-RET-CD-0 Derived from
QW0096RC

The total number of sorts that ended with
return code zero.

TOT_WKFILES_PARTITI
ONED

INTEGER TOT-WKFILES-PARTIT
IONED

Derived from
QW0096PW

The total number of work files (equal to
the degree of parallel I/O processing)
that sort partitioned for all sorts. This
field is valid only if Db2 partitions the sort
records.

TOT_WKFILES_USED INTEGER TOT-WKFILES-USED Derived from
QW0096WF

The total number of logical workfiles used
for all sorts. Logical workfiles are created
during the initial runs of the sort and hold
intermediate sets of sorted data as well
as the final set of sorted data.

IDB2ACCT_LOCKSUSP_DETAIL Table

The IDB2ACCT_LOCKSUSP_DETAIL archive table contains detailed data about lock suspensions incurred by a thread.

This table is populated only if the system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL=('LOCKSPND') is used.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the IDB2ACCT_LOCKSUSP_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Identifies the Db2 connection.

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS
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CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up
to the first 12 characters of this name. If the
length is less than 12, the value is padded
on the right with blanks. If no EXTNAM is
supplied, the value is blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Contains a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
equals the correlation ID. This field is useful for
grouping CICS and IMS data.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.
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PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Indicates the name of the application
specified in the BIND command under the
DSN processor. For Db2 command threads
and threads in identify status, the plan
name is blanks. A plan is made up of one
or more packages generated by the Db2
precompiler. When a plan is bound by Db2, it
goes through a plan segmentation process.
This process divides a plan into sections that
can be independently loaded into the EDM
pool as they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0151) IDB2ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the IDB2ACCT_LOCKSUSP_DETAIL table, with the corresponding
(0151) IDB2ACCT IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-START N/A Specifies the timestamp that records the
thread creation.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-END N/A Specifies the timestamp that records the
thread termination.

LOCK_DEADLOCK SMALLINT LOCK-DEADLOCK Derived from
QW0045R

The number of times the application
failed to get the lock due to a deadlock
situation.

LOCK_ID BINARY(32) LOCK-ID QW0044LK Specifies the internal 32-byte
hexadecimal lock name. This name
consists of a lock name length, lock
qualifier, DBID value, OBID value, and a
partition value if applicable.

LOCK_NAME CHAR(27) LOCK-NAME Derived from
QW0044RN

Specifies the formatted, shortened name
of a locked resource. This field does
not include the page number, subpage,
anchor, collection token, and labels.
The name is shorted for summarization
purposes.

LOCK_TIMEOUT SMALLINT LOCK-TIMEOUT Derived from
QW0045R

The number of times the application
failed to get the lock due to a timeout
situation.
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LOCK_TYPE CHAR(8) LOCK-TYPE Derived from
QW0044KT

Specifies the lock type.

LOCK_WAIT_COUNT INTEGER LOCK-WAITS N/A The number of times the application was
suspended waiting for the lock.

LOCK_WAIT_TIME DEC(15,6) LOCK-WAIT N/A The total time suspended waiting for a
lock to become available.

IDB2ACCT_IO_DETAIL Table

The IDB2ACCT_IO_DETAIL archive table contains detailed data about I/O operations by a thread.

This table is populated only if the system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL=('IO') is used.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the IDB2ACCT_IO_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Identifies the Db2 connection.

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS
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CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up
to the first 12 characters of this name. If the
length is less than 12, the value is padded
on the right with blanks. If no EXTNAM is
supplied, the value is blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Contains a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
equals the correlation ID. This field is useful for
grouping CICS and IMS data.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.
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PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Indicates the name of the application
specified in the BIND command under the
DSN processor. For Db2 command threads
and threads in identify status, the plan
name is blanks. A plan is made up of one
or more packages generated by the Db2
precompiler. When a plan is bound by Db2, it
goes through a plan segmentation process.
This process divides a plan into sections that
can be independently loaded into the EDM
pool as they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0151) IDB2ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the IDB2ACCT_IO_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0151)
IDB2ACCT IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-START N/A Specifies the timestamp that records the
thread creation.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-END N/A Specifies the timestamp that records the
thread termination.

IO_BP_NAME CHAR(8) IO-BPNAME N/A Expanded buffer pool name.

IO_BPID INTEGER IO-BPID QW0006BP Internal identifier for the buffer pool that
contains the pageset. Db2 uses the
following values for the buffer pools: 0-49
for BP0 through BP49, 80-89 for BP32K
through BP32K9, 100-109 for BP8K
through BP8K9, and 120-129 for BP16K
through BP16K9.

IO_DBID SMALLINT IO-DBID Derived from
QW0044KD

First 2 bytes of the lock resource name
which usually identifies the DBID of a
pageset's database.

IO_DBNAME CHAR(8) IO-DBNAME N/A Specifies the name of the database that
is associated with the I/O request.

IO_OBID SMALLINT IO-OBID Derived from
QW0044KP

Bytes 3 and 4 of the lock resource name
which usually identifies the OBID of the
table/index space pageset or a table.
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IO_PAGES_PREFETCHE
D

INTEGER IO-PGS-PREF QW0007NP The number of pages read with a
prefetch type I/O request.

IO_PAGES_READ INTEGER IO-PGS-READ QW0007NP The number of pages read with a
synchronous I/O request.

IO_PAGES_WRITTEN INTEGER IO-PGS-WRITTEN N/A The number of pages written with a write
I/O request.

IO_PARTITION INTEGER IO-PART Derived from
QW0044K2

Byte 8 of the lock resource name which
usually identifies either an index subpage
number or a partition number.

IO_PREFETCH_ELAP DEC(15,6) IO-PREF-ELAP N/A The total elapsed time spent processing
prefetch I/O for the pageset. This time is
asynchronous and does not necessarily
reflect any application wait time. To
determine application suspend time for
prefetch I/O, look at the application class
3 suspend time for waiting on other read
I/O.

IO_PREFETCHES INTEGER IO-PREFETCHES N/A The number of prefetch I/O requests that
resulted in a physical I/O operation.

IO_PSNAME CHAR(8) IO-PSNAME N/A Specifies the name of the page set that is
associated with the I/O request.

IO_READ_ELAP DEC(15,6) IO-READ-ELAP N/A The amount of time the application
was suspended waiting for read I/O to
complete for the identified pageset.

IO_READS INTEGER IO-READS N/A The number of times the application
was suspended waiting for a read I/O
operation.

IO_WRITE_ELAP DEC(15,6) IO-WRITE-ELAP N/A The amount of time the application
was suspended waiting for write I/O to
complete for the identified pageset.

IO_WRITES INTEGER IO-WRITES N/A The number of times the application
was suspended waiting for a write I/O
operation.

IDB2ACCT_STMT_DETAIL Table

The IDB2ACCT_STMT_DETAIL archive table contains detailed data about SQL statements executed by a thread.

This table is populated only if the system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL=('SQL') or HIST-ACCT-DETAIL=('PDTSQL') is
used.
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Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the IDB2ACCT_STMT_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field
name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Identifies the Db2 connection.

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up
to the first 12 characters of this name. If the
length is less than 12, the value is padded
on the right with blanks. If no EXTNAM is
supplied, the value is blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Contains a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
equals the correlation ID. This field is useful for
grouping CICS and IMS data.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.
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DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Indicates the name of the application specified
in the BIND command under the DSN
processor. For Db2 command threads and
threads in identify status, the plan name is
blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0151) IDB2ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the IDB2ACCT_STMT_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0151)
IDB2ACCT IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-START N/A Specifies the timestamp that records the
thread creation.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-END N/A Specifies the timestamp that records the
thread termination.
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STMT_COLLECTION VARCHAR(128) STMT-COLL-ID-LONG QW0058PC_LO
NG

A name which identifies a set of
packages. The collection ID is specified
on the PACKAGE parameter of the BIND
PACKAGE statement. For triggered SQL,
this field contains the trigger schema
name. This variable length field contains
the complete name.

STMT_COUNT INTEGER STMT-COUNT N/A The number of times the SQL statement
was executed.

STMT_COUNT_ACCEL INTEGER STMT-COUNT-ACCEL N/A The number of times the SQL request
was executed on accelerator. This data
is populated only if the data is obtained
from Detector.

STMT_CPU DEC(15,6) STMT-CPU N/A The total CPU time used executing
the SQL statement. This time includes
zIIP CPU time. The zIIP CPU time is
normalized.

STMT_CURSOR VARCHAR(128) STMT-CURSOR-LONG QW0059CN_LO
NG

Name of the cursor used in the
application program (blank for the non-
cursor type statement). This variable
length field contains the complete name.

STMT_ELAPSED DEC(15,6) STMT-ELAPSED N/A The total elapsed time executing the SQL
statement.

STMT_ELAPSED_ACCEL DEC(15,6) STMT-ELAPSED-ACCE
L

N/A The total elapsed time executing the
SQL request on accelerator. This data
is populated only if the data is obtained
from Detector.

STMT_GETPAGE BIGINT STMT-GETPAGE QW0058GP The number of buffer pool getpage
operations performed while processing
the SQL statement. This value
is cumulative for all buffer pools
accessed. This field is not populated for
OPEN and FETCH statements. This field
is reported as an accumulated value on
the related CLOSE statement when the
data is obtained from Db2 using SQL
trace option.

STMT_ID BIGINT STMT-ID N/A Identifies the associated SQL statement
which is used to retrieve an SQL
statement from cache (dynamic SQL) or
from the Db2 catalog (static SQL).

STMT_IO_WAIT DEC(15,6) STMT-IO-WAIT QW0058SI,
QW0058OR,
QW0058OW,
QW0058LG,
QW0058PW

The amount of time the SQL statement
was suspended while waiting on I/O
operations to complete. This field is
not populated for OPEN and FETCH
statements. This field is reported as an
accumulated value on the related CLOSE
statement when the data is obtained from
Db2 using SQL trace option.
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STMT_LOCK_WAIT DEC(15,6) STMT-LOCK-WAIT QW0058LK,
QW0058DA,
QW0058CL,
QW0058PA,
QW0058GL,
QW0058LH,
QW0058AWTK,
QW0058AWTM,
QW0058AWTN,
QW0058AWTO,
QW0058AWTQ,
QW0058PQ

The amount of time the SQL statement
was suspended while waiting on a locked
resource. This field is not populated for
OPEN and FETCH statements. This field
is reported as an accumulated value on
the related CLOSE statement when the
data is obtained from Db2 using SQL
trace option.

STMT_NUMBER INTEGER STMT-NUM QW0058SN Specifies the precompiler statement
number of the program (DBRM or
package) for the SQL statement. For
triggered SQL, this field specifies the
trigger statement number generated by
Db2 during the trigger creation.

STMT_PREFETCH INTEGER STMT-PREFETCH N/A The number of buffer pool prefetch
operations performed while processing
the SQL statement. This value is
cumulative for all buffer pools accessed
and for all prefetch types. This data is
populated only if the data is obtained
from Detector.

STMT_PREFETCH_PAG
ES

INTEGER STMT-PREF-PGS N/A The number of buffer pool prefetch
pages read while processing the SQL
statement. This value is cumulative for all
buffer pools accessed and for all prefetch
types. This data is populated only if the
data is obtained from Detector.

STMT_PROGRAM VARCHAR(128) STMT-PROGRAM-LON
G

QW0058PN_LO
NG

Specifies the name of the package ID
or database request module (DBRM)
from which the current statement is being
executed. A package or DBRM is a
collection of SQL statements generated
by the Db2 precompiler. For triggered
SQL, this field contains the trigger name.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

STMT_READIO BIGINT STMT-READIO QW0058SR The number of buffer pool synchronous
read I/O operations performed while
processing the SQL statement. This
value is cumulative for all buffer pools
accessed. This field is not populated for
OPEN and FETCH statements. This field
is reported as an accumulated value on
the related CLOSE statement when the
data is obtained from Db2 using SQL
trace option.
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STMT_TYPE_IFI BINARY(1) STMT-TYPE-IFI N/A Specifies the type of SQL statement
executed. For example, SELECT.

STMT_TYPE_RDI BINARY(2) STMT-TYPE-RDI N/A Specifies the statement type code as
defined in the Db2 RDI macro.

STMT_TYPE_SHORT CHAR(8) STMT-TYPE-SHORT N/A Specifies the type of SQL statement
executed. For example, SELECT.

IDB2ACCT_LOCKSUM_DETAIL Table

The IDB2ACCT_LOCKSUM_DETAIL archive table contains detailed data about page locks and lock escalations for a
thread.

This table is populated only if the system parameter HIST-ACCT-DETAIL=('LKSUM') is used.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the IDB2ACCT_LOCKSUM_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Identifies the Db2 connection.

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS
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CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up
to the first 12 characters of this name. If the
length is less than 12, the value is padded
on the right with blanks. If no EXTNAM is
supplied, the value is blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Contains a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
equals the correlation ID. This field is useful for
grouping CICS and IMS data.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.
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PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Indicates the name of
the application specified in the BIND command
under the DSN processor. For Db2 command
threads and threads in identify status, the
plan name is blanks. A plan is made up of
one or more packages generated by the Db2
precompiler. When a plan is bound by Db2, it
goes through a plan segmentation process.
This process divides a plan into sections that
can be independently loaded into the EDM
pool as they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0151) IDB2ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the IDB2ACCT_LOCKSUM_DETAIL table, with the corresponding
(0151) IDB2ACCT IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-START N/A Specifies the timestamp that records the
thread creation.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-END N/A Specifies the timestamp that records the
thread termination.

LKSUM_ACE_ADDR BIGINT LKSUM-ACE-ADDR N/A Specifies the address of the ACE control
block that is related to the thread that
issued the lock request.

LKSUM_DBID SMALLINT LKSUM-DBID QW0020PD Specifies the DBID of the pageset's
database for which the lock information
applies.

LKSUM_DBNAME CHAR(8) LKSUM-DBNAME N/A Specifies the name of the database that
is associated with the lock request.

LKSUM_LOCK_STATE CHAR(3) LKSUM-LOCK-STATE Derived from
QW0020PS

Specifies the lock state. Possible values
are: ANY—Any lock; IS—Intent Share;
IX—Intent Exclusive; S—Share; U—
Update; NSU—Non-shared Update;
SIX—Share With Intent Exclusive; X—
Exclusive.

LKSUM_LOWER_LOCK CHAR(4) LKSUM-LOWER-LEVEL Derived from
QW0020PR

Specifies the type of lower level lock
used: NONE, PAGE, ROW, LOB, or XML
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LKSUM_MAX_LOCKS INTEGER LKSUM-MAX-LOCKS QW0020PL The maximum number of concurrent
page, row, LOB, or XML locks held by the
thread on the identified pageset.

LKSUM_OBID SMALLINT LKSUM-OBID QW0020PP Specifies the OBID of the table or
index space pageset for which the lock
information applies.

LKSUM_PRELOCK_STA
TE

CHAR(3) LKSUM-PRELK-STATE Derived from
QW0020PE

Specifies the lock state before escalation
occurred (nonsegmented table spaces
only). Zero implies no escalation
occurred. Possible values are: ANY—
Any lock; IS—Intent Share; IX—Intent
Exclusive; S—Share; U—Update; NSU
—Non-shared Update; SIX—Share With
Intent Exclusive; X—Exclusive.

LKSUM_PSNAME CHAR(8) LKSUM-PSNAME N/A Specifies the name of the page set that is
associated with the lock request.

LKSUM_TABLE_ESCAL SMALLINT LKSUM-TBL-ESCAL QW0020PC The number of tables within the
segmented table spaces for which lock
escalations have occurred.

LKSUM_TBSPACE_TYPE CHAR(10) LKSUM-TBSPACE-TYP
E

Derived from
QW0020PF

Specifies the type of tablespace.
Possible values are: SIMPLE—
Simple table space; NON-SEG—Non-
segmented table space; SEGMENTED
—Segmented table space; PARTITION
—Partitioned table space; PART-SPL—
SPL partitioned table space; LOB—LOB
table space; XML—XML table space.

IDB2ACCT_PEAKSORT_DETAIL Table

The IDB2ACCT_PEAKSORT_DETAIL archive table contains data that shows which SQL statements for a thread had the
most expensive SORT operations.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the IDB2ACCT_PEAKSORT_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Identifies the Db2 connection.
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CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up
to the first 12 characters of this name. If the
length is less than 12, the value is padded
on the right with blanks. If no EXTNAM is
supplied, the value is blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Contains a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
equals the correlation ID. This field is useful for
grouping CICS and IMS data.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.
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PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Indicates the name of the application
specified in the BIND command under the
DSN processor. For Db2 command threads
and threads in identify status, the plan
name is blanks. A plan is made up of one
or more packages generated by the Db2
precompiler. When a plan is bound by Db2, it
goes through a plan segmentation process.
This process divides a plan into sections that
can be independently loaded into the EDM
pool as they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0151) IDB2ACCT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the IDB2ACCT_PEAKSORT_DETAIL table, with the corresponding
(0151) IDB2ACCT IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-START N/A Specifies the timestamp that records the
thread creation.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP THD-END N/A Specifies the timestamp that records the
thread termination.

SORT_HWM_COLLECTI
ON

CHAR(18) SORT-PROGRAM-NAM
E

Derived from
QW0096PN

Specifies the name of the program
containing the query that invoked the
sort indicated by the HWM or peak sort
number. The program name is truncated
to 18 characters.

SORT_HWM_PACKAGE CHAR(18) SORT-COLLECTION-ID Derived from
QW0096PC

Specifies the name of the package
collection ID containing the query that
invoked the sort indicated by the HWM
or peak sort number. The collection ID is
truncated to 18 characters.

SORT_HWM_SORTNUM INTEGER HWM-SORT-NUM N/A Specifies the sort number associated
with the program or package. Correlate
this value with a peak or HWM sort
number for the HWM fields to identify the
statement that executed the sort with the
HWM value.
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SORT_HWM_STMTNUM INTEGER SORT-STMT-NUM Derived from
QW0096SN

Specifies the program statement number
of the query that invoked the sort
indicated by the HWM or peak sort
number.

SQL Incompatibilities
The following table shows the archive tables that store execution details about SQL statements that are potentially
incompatible with the current version of Db2.

Each archive table is listed with its index, IQL member, and LOAD utility statement member.

NOTE
These archive tables are based on the (376) APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT trace record.

Archive Table Index IQL Member Load Utility Member
APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_DETAIL INSASIDI ARCIASID ARCLASID
APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_PARMS INSASITI ARCIASIT ARCLASIT

APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_DETAIL Table

The APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_DETAIL archive table contains information about the SQL statements that are potentially
incompatible with the current version of Db2. This table is based on the Db2 trace record IFCID 376.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNECTION_TYPE CHAR(24) ARC-EXTENDED-C
ONN-TYPE

Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains an extended description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO ONLINE/BATCH Db2 CALL ATTACH
DL/I BATCH CICS ATTACH IMS ATTACH
BMP IMS ATTACH MPP SYSTEM-DIRECTED
ACCESS APPLIC.-DIRECTED ACCESS IMS
CONTROL REGION IMS TRANSACTION
BMP Db2 UTILITIES RRSAF ATTACH
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CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Contains a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

ENDUSR_TRANSAC
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-TRANSA
CTION-LONG

QWHCEUTX_D Specifies the transaction or application name
that the end user is running. This name
identifies the application that is currently
running, rather than the product that is being
used to run the application. If the client did
not supply this information, the field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.
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ENDUSR_USERID VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-USERID
-LONG

QWHCEUID_D Specifies the end user's work station user ID.
This ID may be different from the authorization
ID used to connect to Db2. If the client did not
supply this information, the field is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_WORKSTA
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-WORKS
TATION-LONG

QWHCEUWN_D Specifies the work station name of the
end user. If the client did not supply this
information, the field is blank. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this trace record has
been written. An IFI READS request does not
increment this count for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

JOB_STEP CHAR(8) JOB-STEP QWHCJOBSTEP Contains a JCL step name for the batch job
when the Db2 thread is running as a TCB. This
field is new with Db2 12.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

N/A Specifies the combination of network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Specifies the name of the application specified
in the BIND command under the DSN
processor. For Db2 command threads and
threads in identify status, the plan name is
blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.
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REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D Specifies the Db2 location name of the
application requestor. If the header is written
at the application requestor, this field is
blank. The LUNAME and location name of
remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in the
communications database, you can find
it in the bootstrap data set or install panel
DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed allied
thread (this location is the requestor), this field
is set to blanks. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is the server),
this field shows the name of the location that
made the request and is not the same as
QWHSLOCN, which is the local location name.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0376) APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_DETAIL table, with the corresponding
(0376) APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

COLLECTION_ID VARCHAR(128) COLLECTION-ID-LONG QW0376PC_D Specifies the package collection ID.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

CONTOKEN CHAR(8) CONTOKEN QW0376TS Specifies the consistency token.

CONTOKEN_HEX CHAR(16) CONTOKEN QW0376TS Specifies the consistency token.

PROGRAM_NAME VARCHAR(128) PROGRAM-NAME-LON
G

QW0376PN_D Specifies the program name. This
variable length field contains the
complete name.

REASON CHAR(25) REASON Derived from
QW0376FN

Specifies the reason the application or
SQL statement is affected. For reason
codes, see the REASON_CODE field.
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REASON_CODE INTEGER SYSIBM-CHAR-FUNC QW0376FN Specifies the type of incompatible
change: 1—V9 SYSIBM.CHAR(decimal-
expr) function. 2—V9
SYSIBM.VARCHAR(decimal-expr)
function CAST (decimal as VARCHAR
or CHAR). 3—Unsupported character
string representation of a timestamp. 4—
The Db2 10 default SQL path was used.
5—An unqualified user-defined function
name CUBE might be incompatible
with Db2 11. 6—An unqualified user-
defined function name ROLLUP might
be incompatible with Db2 11. 7—
Incompatible data type conversion from
string to numeric data type. 8—The Db2
server output data match the data types
of the corresponding CALL statement
arguments when DDF_COMPATIBILITY
zParm is set to SP_PARMS_NJV. 9—
Db2 ignores TIME ZONE information
in the boundary error checking for
TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE input
variables when the target data type is
TIMESTAMP and DDF_COMPATIBILITY
zParm is set to IGNORE_TZ. 10—V9
of SYSIBM.LTRIM(string-expression),
SYSIBM.RTRIM(string-expression), or
SYSIBM.STRIP(string-expression) was
executed while the BIF_COMPATIBILITY
zParm value is V9_TRIM, application
compatibility is V10R1, and string-
expression is in EBCDIC. 11—An illegal
SELECT INTO with a set operator is
being bound. 1101—Insert into an XML
column without the XMLDOCUMENT
function. 1102—XPath evaluation error.
1103—RLF governing. 1104—Long
CLIENT_ACCTNG Special Register
value. 1105—Long CLIENT_APPLNAME
Special Register value. 1106—Long
CLIENT_USERID Special Register value.
1107—Long CLIENT_WRKSTNNAME
Special Register value. 1108—Long
client Special Register value for RLF.
1109—CAST(string AS TIMESTAMP)
was processed. 1110—The integer
argument of SPACE function is greater
than 32764. 1111—The optional integer
argument of VARCHAR function is
greater than 32764. 1112—The empty
XML element is serialized to <X></X>.
1201—The pre-version 12 POWER built-
in function returned SQLCODE = -802
for out of range. 1202 (or 1215031)—
The rows with NULL in DATA CHANGE
OPERATION column can be qualified
by predicate FOR SYSTEM_TIME
FROM/BETWEEN on the system-
period temporal table with auditing.
1203 (or 1215032)—The applications
that use the stored procedure
SYSPROC.SET_MAINT_MODE_RECORD_NO_TEMPORALHISTORY.
Set the built-in global variable
SYSIBMADM.REPLICATION_OVERRIDE
to 'Y'.
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SCHEMA_NAME VARCHAR(128) SCHEMA-NAME-LONG QW0376SC_LO
NG

Specifies the schema name. This
variable length field contains the
complete name.

SECTION_NUM SMALLINT SECTION-NUM QW0376SE Specifies the section number of the
query.

SPECIFIC_NAME VARCHAR(128) SPECIFIC-NAME-LONG QW0376PR_LO
NG

Specifies the specific name. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

SQL_TEXT VARCHAR(4002) SQL-TEXT-LONG QW0376SQL_LO
NG

Specifies the SQL text. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

STMT_ID BIGINT STMT-ID QW0376SI Specifies the statement ID of the
associated SQL statement. This ID is
used to retrieve an SQL statement from
cache (dynamic SQL) or from the Db2
catalog (static SQL).

STMT_NUM INTEGER STMT-NUM QW0376SN Specifies the statement number of the
query.

STMT_TYPE CHAR(7) STMT-TYPE Derived from
QW0376TY

Specifies the SQL statement type as
Static or Dynamic.

STMT_TYPE_FLAG BINARY(2) STMT-TYPE-FLAG QW0376TY Specifies the statement type: x'8000'—
Dynamic. x'4000'—Static.

VERSION_NAME VARCHAR(64) VERSION-NAME-LONG QW0376VNV Specifies the version name with which
the program was complied. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_PARMS Table

The APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_PARMS archive table contains parameter details for SQLs with reason code 7 and 8 that
are potentially incompatible with the current version of Db2. This table is based on the Db2 trace record IFCID 376.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_PARMS table, with the corresponding IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this trace record has
been written. An IFI READS request does not
increment this count for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.
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Columns with (0376) APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_PARMS table, with the corresponding
(0376) APPL-SQL-INCOMPAT IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

INPOUTVAL CHAR(6) INPOUTVAL Derived from
QW0376FN

Specifies the type of parameter as
INPUT or OUTPUT.

ORDINAL_NUMBER SMALLINT ORDINAL-NUMBER Derived from
QW0376INC_VAR

Specifies the ordinal number of the input
parameter if the reason code is 7 or the
output parameter if the reason code is 8.
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SOURCE_TYPE CHAR(15) SOURCE-TYPE Derived from
QW0376INC_VAR

Specifies the source data type:
'DATE'—Fixed-length character-
string representation of a date.
'NDATE'—Fixed-length character-
string representation of a date with a
null indicator. 'TIME'—Fixed-length
character-string representation of a
time. 'NTIME'—Fixed-length character-
string representation of a time with
a null indicator. 'STAMP'—Fixed-
length character-string representation
of a timestamp. 'NSTAMP'—Fixed-
length character-string representation
of a timestamp with a null indicator.
'DATALINK'—DataLink. 'NDATALINK'—
DataLink with a null indicator. 'CGSTR'—
NUL-terminated graphic string.
'NCGSTR'—NUL-terminated graphic
string with a null indicator. 'BLOB'—
BLOB. 'NBLOB'—BLOB with a null
indicator. 'CLOB'—CLOB. 'NCLOB'—
CLOB with a null indicator. 'DBCLOB'—
DBCLOB. 'NDBCLOB'—DBCLOB with
a null indicator. 'VARCHAR'—Varying-
length character string. 'NVARCHAR'—
Varying-length character string with a
null indicator. 'CHAR'—Fixed-length
character string. 'NCHAR'—Fixed-
length character string with a null
indicator. 'LONG'—Long varying-
length character string. 'NLONG'—
Long varying-length character string
with a null indicator. 'CSTR'—NUL-
terminated character string. 'NCSTR'—
NUL-terminated character string with
a null indicator. 'VARGRAPH' Varying-
length graphic string. 'NVARGRAPH'—
Varying-length graphic string with a
null indicator. 'GRAPHIC'—Fixed-
length graphic string. 'NGRAPHIC'—
Fixed-length graphic string with a null
indicator. 'LONGRAPH'—Varying-length
long graphic string. 'NLONGRAPH'—
Varying-length long graphic string
with a null indicator. 'LSTR'—Varying
length string for Pascal. 'NLSTR'—
Varying length string for Pascal with
a null indicator. 'FLOAT'—Floating
point. 'NFLOAT'—Floating point with
a null indicator. 'DECIMAL'—Packed
decimal. 'NDECIMAL'—Packed decimal
with a null indicator. 'ZONED'—Zoned
decimal. 'NZONED'—Zoned decimal
with a null indicator. 'BIGINT'—Big
integer. 'NBIGINT'—Big integer with
a null indicator. 'INTEGER'—Integer.
'NINTEGER'—Integer with a null
indicator. 'SMALL'—Small integer
'NSMALL'—Small integer with a null
indicator. 'NUMERIC'—Packed decimal
number with an implicit decimal point.
'NNUMERIC'—Packed decimal number
with an implicit decimal point with
a null indicator. 'ROWID'—ROWID.
'NROWID'—ROWID with a null indicator.
'VARBINARY'—Varying-length binary
string. 'NVARBINARY'—Varying-length
binary string with a null indicator.
'BINARY'—Fixed-length binary string.
'NBINARY'—Fixed-length binary string
with a null indicator. 'BLOB_FILE'—BLOB
file reference variable. 'NBLOB_FILE'—
BLOB file reference variable with a
null indicator. 'CLOB_FILE'—CLOB file
reference variable. 'NCLOB_FILE'—
CLOB file reference variable with
a null indicator. 'DBCLOB_FILE'—
DBCLOB file reference variable.
'NDBCLOB_FILE'—DBCLOB file
reference variable with a null indicator.
'BLOB_LOCATOR'—BLOB locator.
'NBLOB_LOCATOR' BLOB locator with
a null indicator. 'CLOB_LOCATOR'—
CLOB locator. 'NCLOB_LOCATOR'—
CLOB locator with a null indicator.
'DBCLOB_LOCATOR'—DBCLOB
locator 'NDBCLOB_LOCATOR'—
DBCLOB locator with a null indicator.
'RS_LOCATOR'—Result set locator.
'NRS_LOCATOR'—Result set locator
with a null indicator. 'XML'—XML.
'NXML'—XML with a null indicator.
'DECFLOAT'—Decimal floating-
point. 'NDECFLOAT'—Decimal
floating-point with a null indicator.
'STAMP_TZ'—Timestamp with time
zone. 'NSTAMP_TZ'—Timestamp
with time zone with a null indicator.
'XML_LOCATOR'—XML locator.
'NXML_LOCATOR'—XML locator with a
null indicator. 'UNKNOWN'—Unknown.
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TARGET_TYPE CHAR(15) TARGET-TYPE Derived from
QW0376INC_VAR

Specifies the target data type. For the list
of possible values, see SOURCE_TYPE
field.

Audit Archive Tables
The following table lists the archive tables that store audit data. Each archive table is listed with its source IFCID records,
index, IQL member, and LOAD utility statement member.

Archive Table IFCID Index IQL Member Load Utility Member
AUDIT_ADMIN_AUTH_DETAIL 361 INAAAADI ARCIAAD ARCLAAD
AUDIT_AUTH_CHANGES_DETAIL 55, 83, 87, 169, 319 INAACHDI ARCIACHD ARCLACHD
AUDIT_AUTHFAIL_DETAIL 140 INAAAFDI ARCIAFD ARCLAFD
AUDIT_COMMAND_DETAIL 90, 91 INAACDI ARCICMDD ARCLCMDD
AUDIT_DCL_DETAIL 141 INAAACDI ARCIDCLD ARCLDCLD
AUDIT_DDL_DETAIL 142, 270, 271 INAADDLI ARCIDDLD ARCLDDLD
AUDIT_DML_BIND_DETAIL 145 INAADBDI ARCIDMLB ARCLDMLB
AUDIT_DML_DETAIL 143, 144 INAADMLI ARCIDMLD ARCLDMLD
AUDIT_OBJECTS 83, 87, 145, 362 INAAUDOI ARCIAUDO ARCLAUDO
AUDIT_TRACE_DETAIL 362 INAATDI ARCITRCD ARCLTRCD
AUDIT_TRUSTED_CON_DETAIL 269 INAATCDI ARCITRSD ARCLTRSD
AUDIT_UTILITY_DETAIL 23, 24, 25 INAAUADI ARCIUTLD ARCLUTLD

The following diagram illustrates the existing dependencies between the audit archive tables:
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AUDIT_ADMIN_AUTH_DETAIL Table
The AUDIT_ADMIN_AUTH_DETAIL archive table is based on the Db2 trace record IFCID 361. This table contains details
about access attempts that were successful because the user held an administrative privilege.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_ADMIN_AUTH_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNECTION_TYPE CHAR(24) ARC-EXTENDED-C
ONN-TYPE

Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains an extended description of the
connection type used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO ONLINE/BATCH Db2 CALL ATTACH
DL/I BATCH CICS ATTACH IMS ATTACH
BMP IMS ATTACH MPP SYSTEM-DIRECTED
ACCESS APPLIC.-DIRECTED ACCESS IMS
CONTROL REGION IMS TRANSACTION
BMP Db2 UTILITIES RRSAF ATTACH

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the connection
type used by the thread that produced the
trace data. Examples include: TSO DB2CALL
DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP IMS-MPP DB2-
PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-TBMP UTILITY
RRS
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CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Specifies a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

ENDUSR_TRANSAC
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-TRANSA
CTION-LONG

QWHCEUTX_D Specifies the transaction or application name
that the end user is running. This name
identifies the application that is currently
running, rather than the product that is being
used to run the application. If the client did
not supply this information, the field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_USERID VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-USERID
-LONG

QWHCEUID_D Specifies the end user's work station user ID.
This ID may be different from the authorization
ID used to connect to Db2. If the client did not
supply this information, the field is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.
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ENDUSR_WORKSTA
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-WORKS
TATION-LONG

QWHCEUWN_D Specifies the work station name of the
end user. If the client did not supply this
information, the field is blank. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

IFCID SMALLINT IFCID QWHSIID Specifies the Db2 Instrumentation Facility
Component ID (IFCID) of the Db2 trace record
that provided the data.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this trace record has
been written. An IFI READS request does not
increment this count for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

JOB_STEP CHAR(8) JOB-STEP QWHCJOBSTEP Contains a JCL step name for the batch job
when the Db2 thread is running as a TCB. This
field is new with Db2 12.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Specifies the name of the application specified
in the BIND command under the DSN
processor. For Db2 command threads and
threads in identify status, the plan name is
blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.
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REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D Specifies the Db2 location name of the
application requestor. If the header is written
at the application requestor, this field is
blank. The LUNAME and location name of
remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in the
communications database, you can find
it in the bootstrap data set or install panel
DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed allied
thread (this location is the requester), this field
is set to blanks. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is the server),
this field shows the name of the location that
made the request and is not the same as
QWHSLOCN, which is the local location name.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0361) AUDIT-ADMIN-AUTH IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_ADMIN_AUTH_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0361)
AUDIT-ADMIN-AUTH IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

AUTH_ID_OR_ROLE VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-OR-ROLE-LO
NG

QW0361ID_LON
G

Specifies the authorization ID or ROLE
that has the authority. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

AUTH_ID_TYPE CHAR(1) AUTHID-TYPE QW0361IT Specifies the authorization type: ' '—
Specifies the authorization ID. 'L'—
Specifies the role.

AUTHORITY_TYPE CHAR(1) AUTHORITY-TYPE QW0361AT Specifies an authority type indicator:
'B'—SYSTEM DBADM. 'C'—DBCTRL.
'D'—DBADM. 'E'—SECADM. 'G'—
ACCESSCTRL. 'I'—INSTALLATION
SYSADM. 'K'—SQLADM. 'L'—
SYSCTRL. 'M'—DBMAINT. 'O'—
SYSOPR. 'P'—PACKADM. 'R'—
INSTALLATION SYSOPR. 'S'—
SYSADM. 'T'—DATAACCESS.
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AUTHORITY_TYPE_TEXT CHAR(10) AUTHORITY-TYPE-TE
XT

Derived from
QW0361AT

Specifies an authority type indicator:
'SYS DBADM', 'DBCTRL', 'DBADM',
'SECADM', 'ACCESSCTRL', 'INS
SYSADM', 'SQLADM', 'SYSCTRL',
'DBMAINT', 'SYSOPR', 'PACKADM', 'INS
SYSOPR', 'SYSADM', 'DATAACCESS',
'USER'.

OBJECT_TYPE CHAR(1) OBJECT-TYPE QW0361OT Acts as an object type indicator.

OBJECT_TYPE_TEXT CHAR(15) OBJECT Derived from
QW0361OT

Acts as an object type indicator.

OTHER_OBJ_NAME VARCHAR(128) OOBJ-NAME-LONG QW0361ON_LO
NG

Specifies the other object name. This
variable length field contains the
complete name.

PRIV_CHECKED_CODE SMALLINT PRIV-CHECKED-CODE QW0361PR Specifies the privilege code for
permission that is being checked.

PRIV_CHECKED_TEXT CHAR(16) PRIVILEGE Derived from
QW0361PR

Specifies the privilege.

SOURCE_OBJ_NAME VARCHAR(128) SOBJ-NAME-LONG QW0361SN_LO
NG

Specifies the source object name.
If the object type equals user auth
(QW0361OT='U') and the statement
is the TRANSFER OWNERSHIP
statement, then the source object
name is the name of the object that
is being transferred by a TRANSFER
OWNERSHIP statement. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

SOURCE_OBJ_QUAL VARCHAR(128) SOBJ-QUAL-LONG QW0361SC_LO
NG

Specifies the source object qualifier or
owner. If the object type equals user auth
(QW0361OT='U'), and the statement
is the TRANSFER OWNERSHIP
statement, then the source object
qualifier is the qualifier of the object that
is being transferred by a TRANSFER
OWNERSHIP statement. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

SQL_TEXT VARCHAR(4000) TRUNC-SQL-LONG QW0361TX Specifies the SQL statement. If the SQL
statement is greater than 4000 bytes, the
statement is truncated.

TARGET_OBJ_NAME VARCHAR(128) TOBJ-NAME-LONG QW0361TN_LO
NG

Specifies the target object name.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

TARGET_OBJ_QUAL VARCHAR(128) TOBJ-QUAL-LONG QW0361TC_LO
NG

Specifies the target object qualifier or
owner. This variable length field contains
the complete name.
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AUDIT_AUTH_CHANGES_DETAIL Table
The AUDIT_AUTH_CHANGES_DETAIL archive table is based on the Db2 trace records IFCID 55, 83, 87, 169, and 319.
This table records every occurrence of an authorized ID being changed to a different authorized ID.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_AUTH_CHANGES_DETAIL table, with the corresponding
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNECTION_TYPE CHAR(24) ARC-EXTENDED-C
ONN-TYPE

Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains an extended description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO ONLINE/BATCH Db2 CALL ATTACH
DL/I BATCH CICS ATTACH IMS ATTACH
BMP IMS ATTACH MPP SYSTEM-DIRECTED
ACCESS APPLIC.-DIRECTED ACCESS IMS
CONTROL REGION IMS TRANSACTION
BMP Db2 UTILITIES RRSAF ATTACH

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS
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CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Specifies a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

ENDUSR_TRANSAC
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-TRANSA
CTION-LONG

QWHCEUTX_D Specifies the transaction or application name
that the end user is running. This name
identifies the application that is currently
running, rather than the product that is being
used to run the application. If the client did
not supply this information, the field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_USERID VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-USERID
-LONG

QWHCEUID_D Specifies the end user's work station user ID.
This ID may be different from the authorization
ID used to connect to Db2. If the client did not
supply this information, the field is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.
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ENDUSR_WORKSTA
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-WORKS
TATION-LONG

QWHCEUWN_D Specifies the work station name of the
end user. If the client did not supply this
information, the field is blank. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

IFCID SMALLINT IFCID QWHSIID Specifies the Db2 Instrumentation Facility
Component ID (IFCID) of the Db2 trace record
that provided the data.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this trace record has
been written. An IFI READS request does not
increment this count for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

JOB_STEP CHAR(8) JOB-STEP QWHCJOBSTEP Contains a JCL step name for the batch job
when the Db2 thread is running as a TCB. This
field is new with Db2 12.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Specifies the name of the application specified
in the BIND command under the DSN
processor. For Db2 command threads and
threads in identify status, the plan name is
blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.
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REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D Specifies the Db2 location name of the
application requestor. If the header is written
at the application requestor, this field is
blank. The LUNAME and location name of
remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in the
communications database, you can find
it in the bootstrap data set or install panel
DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed allied
thread (this location is the requestor), this field
is set to blanks. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is the server),
this field shows the name of the location that
made the request and is not the same as
QWHSLOCN, which is the local location name.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0055) SET-SQLID IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_AUTH_CHANGES_DETAIL table, with the corresponding
(0055) SET-SQLID IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

CURRENT_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) OLD-SQLID-LONG QW0055OI_LON
G

Specifies the value of the previous
SQLID. This variable length field contains
the complete name.

NEW_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) NEW-SQLID-LONG QW0055NI_LON
G

Specifies the value of the SQLID in the
"SET CURRENT SQLID" statement.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

STMT_STATUS CHAR(1) SUCC-FAIL QW0055ST Specifies the outcome of the SET
CURRENT SQLID statement: S—
Successful. F—Failed. X—Successful
because the user had SYSADM
authority. Otherwise, it would have failed.
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Columns with (0083) IDENTIFY IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_AUTH_CHANGES_DETAIL table, with the corresponding
(0083) IDENTIFY IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACCESS_FLAG BINARY(2) ACCESS-DENIED QW0083AD Specifies the reason for the denied
access: X'00—Access not denied. X'80
—Security authorization facility. X'40—
Authorization exit.

ACCESS_TEXT CHAR(27) ACCESS-TEXT Derived from
QW0083AD

Specifies the reason for the denied
access:'SUCCESSFUL', 'DENIED BY
SAF/SECURITY SYSTEM', 'DENIED BY
AUTHORIZATION EXIT'.

ACEE_UTOKEN CHAR(80) ACEE-UTOKEN QW0083UT Specifies the ACEE user token value.

CURRENT_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) ORIG-AUTH-ID QW0083OP Specifies the original authorization ID of
the caller to identify.

NEW_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) CURR-AUTH-ID QW0083QD Specifies the current authorization ID of
the caller to identify. If the value is over 8
characters, this field contains a truncated
name.

REC_COORD_OPTION CHAR(3) REC-COORD-OPT QW0083RO Specifies the record coordination option
as YES or NO.

SEC_AUTHID_COUNT SMALLINT NUM-AUTH-IDS QW0083SA_NU
M

The number of the secondary
authorization IDs, if at least one
QW0083SA entry is truncated.

Columns with (0087) SIGNON IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_AUTH_CHANGES_DETAIL table, with the corresponding
(0087) SIGNON IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACCESS_FLAG BINARY(2) ACCESS-DENIED QW0087AD Specifies the reason for the denied
access: X'00—Access not denied. X'80
—Security authorization facility. X'40—
Authorization exit.

ACCESS_TEXT CHAR(27) ACCESS-TEXT Derived from
QW0087AD

Specifies the reason for the denied
access:'SUCCESSFUL', 'DENIED BY
SAF/SECURITY SYSTEM', 'DENIED BY
AUTHORIZATION EXIT'.

ACEE_UTOKEN CHAR(80) ACEE-UTOKEN QW0087UT ACEE user token value.

CURRENT_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) ORIG-AUTH-ID QW0087OP Specifies the original authorization ID
of the caller to SIGNON processing. If
the value is over 8 characters, this field
contains a truncated name.
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NEW_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) CURR-AUTH-ID QW0087QD Specifies the current authorization ID
of the caller to SIGNON processing. If
the value is over 8 characters, this field
contains a truncated name.

SEC_AUTHID_COUNT SMALLINT NUM-AUTH-IDS QW0087SA_NU
M

The number of the secondary
authorization IDs, if at least one
QW0087SA entry is truncated.

Columns with (0169) DIST-AUTH-TRANS IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_AUTH_CHANGES_DETAIL table, with the corresponding
(0169) DIST-AUTH-TRANS IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

CURRENT_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) REQUESTING-AUTH-ID
-LONG

QW0169AU_VA
R

If the translation type is inbound
(QW0169TY='I'), then this ID is the
authorization ID sent from the requesting
location. If the translation type is
outbound (QW0169TY='O'), then this ID
is the untranslated authorization ID from
the requesting location. This complete
field name is expanded to the maximum
length.

DB_OR_LOC_ALIAS VARCHAR(128) ALIAS-LONG QW0169AL_LO
NG

The alias name of the database or
location. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

ID_TYPE CHAR(1) IDENTIFIER-TYPE QW0169ID Specifies the identifier type: 'A'—
Authorization ID. 'S'—Trusted context
system auth ID. 'L'—Location alias. 'D'—
Database alias.

LOCATION_NAME VARCHAR(128) REC-LOCATION-LONG QW0169LO_LO
NG

If outbound translation is in effect
at the requesting Db2 location
(QW0169TY='O'), then this name is the
serving location name, whether or not
the server is another Db2. If inbound
translation is in effect at the serving Db2
location (QW0169TY='I'), then this name
is the requesting Db2 location name
(or LUNAME for a non-Db2 requestor).
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

LU_NAME CHAR(8) LU-NAME QW0169LU If the type is inbound (QW0169TY='I'),
then this name is the LU name of the
requesting location. If the requesting
location is a non-Db2 requestor, then this
field and location name (QW0169LO)
contain the same value. If the type is
outbound (QW0169TY='O'), then this
name is the LU name of the serving Db2
location.
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NEW_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) RESPONDING-AUTH-I
D-LONG

QW0169NE_VA
R

Specifies the translated (serving)
authorization ID. Inbound translation
type (QW0169TY='I') indicates the use of
translated authorization ID at the serving
Db2 location. Outbound translation
type (QW0169TY='O') indicates that
translated authorization ID is sent to
the serving location. This complete field
name is expanded to the maximum
length.

TRANSLATION_TYPE CHAR(1) TRANSLATION-TYPE QW0169TY Specifies the translation type: 'I'—An
inbound translation at the serving db2.
'O'—An outbound translation from a
requesting Db2 location.

Columns with (0319) SECURITY-AUDIT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_AUTH_CHANGES_DETAIL table, with the corresponding
(0319) SECURITY-AUDIT IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

CLIENT_PRODUCT_ID CHAR(8) CLIENT-PROD-ID QW0319CP Client product ID.

COMM_ADDR_TYPE CHAR(1) TYPE-COMM-ADDR QW0319CT Specifies the type of communication
address: 'S'—SNA. 'T'—TCP/IP.

DATA_FIELD VARCHAR(256) DATA-FIELD1-TEXT QW0319D1 Specifies the kerberos principal name
if security type QW0319TY='K'. This
complete field name is expanded to the
maximum length.

DERIVED_USERID CHAR(8) DERIVED-USERID QW0319US Specifies the derived or translated user
ID. Db2 uses this ID to check for the
appropriate authorization.

MISCELL_FLAG BINARY(2) FLAGS QW0319FL Specifies the miscellaneous flags:
X'80'—Caller passed the user registry
name. X'40'—AES is used. X'20'—
SERVER_ENCRYPT compatible. X'10'—
SECURE connection.

REQ_COM_ADDRID CHAR(15) REQ-COMM-ADDR QW0319AD Specifies the requesting communication
address for the type specified by the
QW0319CT: 'T'—Dotted decimal IP
address. 'S'—Char(8) LU name.

REQ_INSTANCE CHAR(18) REQ-INSTANCE QW0319RI Specifies the requesting instance for the
type specified by the QW0319CT: 'T'—
128-bit IP address (internal form) and 16-
bit port number (internal form). 'S'—8-
byte reserved area and char(8) LU name.
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SECURITY_MECHANISM CHAR(1) SECURITY-MECHANIS
M

QW0319SM Specifies the security mechanism:
X'01'—User ID and password. X'03'—
User ID, password, new password.
X'07'—User ID only. X'E1'—User ID and
encrypted password. X'E2'—Encrypted
user ID and password. X'E3'—Encrypted
user ID, password, and new password.
X'E4'—Encrypted user ID and data.
X'E5'—Encrypted user ID, password,
and data. X'E6'—Encrypted user ID,
password, new password, and data.
X'E7'—Encrypted user ID only.

SECURITY_TYPE CHAR(1) SECURITY-TYPE QW0319TY Specifies the type of security identity:
'C'—Certificate. 'E'—Encrypted. 'K'—
Kerberos. 'N'—Non-Encrypted. 'P'—
PassTicket.

AUDIT_AUTHFAIL_DETAIL Table
The AUDIT_AUTHFAIL_DETAIL archive table is based on the Db2 trace record IFCID 140. This table contains details
about authorization failures. Entries describe the object being accessed, the owner of the object, the accessing user, and
the SQL/DML text used for the access.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_AUTHFAIL_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field
name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNECTION_TYPE CHAR(24) ARC-EXTENDED-C
ONN-TYPE

Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains an extended description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO ONLINE/BATCH Db2 CALL ATTACH
DL/I BATCH CICS ATTACH IMS ATTACH
BMP IMS ATTACH MPP SYSTEM-DIRECTED
ACCESS APPLIC.-DIRECTED ACCESS IMS
CONTROL REGION IMS TRANSACTION
BMP Db2 UTILITIES RRSAF ATTACH
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CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Specifies a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

ENDUSR_TRANSAC
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-TRANSA
CTION-LONG

QWHCEUTX_D Specifies the transaction or application name
that the end user is running. This name
identifies the application that is currently
running, rather than the product that is being
used to run the application. If the client did
not supply this information, the field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.
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ENDUSR_USERID VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-USERID
-LONG

QWHCEUID_D Specifies the end user's work station user ID.
This ID may be different from the authorization
ID used to connect to Db2. If the client did not
supply this information, the field is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_WORKSTA
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-WORKS
TATION-LONG

QWHCEUWN_D Specifies the work station name of the
end user. If the client did not supply this
information, the field is blank. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

IFCID SMALLINT IFCID QWHSIID Specifies the Db2 Instrumentation Facility
Component ID (IFCID) of the Db2 trace record
that provided the data.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this trace record has
been written. An IFI READS request does not
increment this count for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

JOB_STEP CHAR(8) JOB-STEP QWHCJOBSTEP Contains a JCL step name for the batch job
when the Db2 thread is running as a TCB. This
field is new with Db2 12.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Specifies the name of the application specified
in the BIND command under the DSN
processor. For Db2 command threads and
threads in identify status, the plan name is
blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.
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REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D Specifies the Db2 location name of the
application requestor. If the header is written
at the application requestor, this field is
blank. The LUNAME and location name of
remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in the
communications database, you can find
it in the bootstrap data set or install panel
DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed allied
thread (this location is the requestor), this field
is set to blanks. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is the server),
this field shows the name of the location that
made the request and is not the same as
QWHSLOCN, which is the local location name.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0140) AUDIT-FAILURES IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_AUTHFAIL_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0140)
AUDIT-FAILURES IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACEE_UTOKEN CHAR(80) ACEE-UTOKEN QW0140UT Specifies the ACEE UTOKEN. If the
token is not available, the first word of
this field contains one of the following
values: 0—The UTOKEN cannot be
accessed. -1—An ABEND occurred
during the attempt to access the ACEE.

AUDIT_AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUDIT-AUTH-ID-LONG QW0140UR_LO
NG

Specifies the authorization ID being
checked. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

AUDIT_AUTH_ID_TYPE CHAR(1) AUDIT-AUTH-ID-TYPE QW0140AT Specifies the authorization ID type: ' '—
User ID or secondary authorization ID.
'L'—Role.

MLS_SECLABEL CHAR(8) MLS-TBL-ROW-SECLA
BEL

QW0140RL Specifies the security label of the row, for
a table with multilevel security.
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MLS_TBL_RID CHAR(5) MLS-TBL-ROW-ID QW0140ID Specifies the RID of the row that is
being updated or deleted if the table has
multilevel security.

OBJECT_TEXT CHAR(10) OBJECT-TEXT Derived from
QW0140OB

Specifies the code for the type of object
being acted upon: 'BUFFERPOOL',
'COLLECTION', 'DATABASE', 'DSTNCT
TYP', 'FUNCTION', 'SESS VAR', 'JAR',
'PACKAGE', 'ROLE', 'SCHEMA', 'TR
CONTEXT', 'PROCEDURE', 'APPL.
PLAN', 'SEQUENCE', 'TABLESPACE',
'STOGROUP', 'TABLE/VIEW', 'USER
AUTH', 'ACEE', 'ROW'.

OBJECT_TYPE CHAR(1) OBJECT QW0140OB Specifies the code for the type of object
being acted upon.

PRIVILEGE CHAR(16) PRIVILEGE Derived from
QW0140PR

Specifies the text indicating the privilege
being checked.

PRIVILEGE_CODE SMALLINT PRIVILEGE-CODE QW0140PR Specifies the code value indicating the
privilege being checked.

REASON_CODE INTEGER REAS-CODE QW0140RS Specifies the user-defined reason code
from the access control authorization exit
routine.

RETURN_CODE SMALLINT RET-CODE QW0140RC Specifies the return code from the access
control authorization exit routine: -1—
Exit was not called. 4—Db2 authorization
check must be performed. 8—User is
not authorized. Access is denied. 12—
The authorization exit cannot service the
request. Do not call the exit again.

SOURCE_CREATOR VARCHAR(128) SOURCE-CREATOR-L
ONG

QW0140SC_LO
NG

Specifies the source object owner (8
bytes). The following three cases are
possible: 1) If the object type is not equal
to user auth (QW0140OB<>'U'), then the
source object owner is the qualifier of the
object against which the authorization
was checked. This case is valid only for
qualifiable objects. 2) If the object type
equals user auth (QW0140OB='U'), then
the source object owner is the qualifier of
the alias being created. This case is valid
only when the privilege (QW0140PR=15)
is CREATEALIAS. 3) If the object type
equals user auth (QW0140OB='U'),
and the statement is the TRANSFER
OWNERSHIP statement, the source
object owner is the qualifier of the object
that is being transferred. This variable
length field contains the complete name.
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SOURCE_OBJECT VARCHAR(128) SOURCE-NAME-LONG QW0140SN_LO
NG

Specifies the source object name. The
following two cases are possible: 1) If
the object type is not equal to user auth
(QW0140OB<>'U'), then the source
object name is the name of the object
against which authorization was checked.
2) If the object type equals user auth
(QW0140OB='U'), then the source
object name is the name of the object
being created. This case is valid only
when the privilege is CREATEALIAS,
CREATEDBA, CREATEDBC, or
CREATESG (QW0140PR=15 or
66 or 92 or 67). 3) If the object type
equals user auth (QW0140OB='U'),
and the statement is the TRANSFER
OWNERSHIP statement, the source
object name is the name of the object
that is being transferred. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

SQL_TEXT VARCHAR(4000) SQLSTMT-LONG QW0140TX Specifies the text of the failing statement,
if applicable.

TARGET_CREATOR VARCHAR(128) TARGET-CREATOR-LO
NG

QW0140TC_LO
NG

Specifies the target object owner,
which is the qualifier of the object being
defined. This field is valid when the
privilege checked is CREATE INDEX
or CREATE TABLE (QW0140PR =
56 or 94). This field is also valid for a
CREATE VIEW authorization check
against the set of privileges: CREATE
VIEW, SELECT, INSERT, DELETE, and
UPDATE (QW0140PR = 108, 50, 51, 52,
or 53). This variable length field contains
the complete name.

TARGET_OBJECT VARCHAR(128) TARGET-NAME-LONG QW0140TN_LO
NG

Specifies the name of the object being
defined. This field is valid when the
privilege checked is CREATE INDEX
or CREATE TABLE (QW0140PR =
56 or 94). This field is also valid for a
CREATE VIEW authorization check
against the set of privileges: CREATE
VIEW, SELECT, INSERT, DELETE, and
UPDATE (QW0140PR = 108, 50, 51, 52,
or 53). This variable length field contains
the complete name.

AUDIT_COMMAND_DETAIL Table
The AUDIT_COMMAND_DETAIL archive table is based on the Db2 trace record IFCID 90 and 91. This table records text
of the Db2 commands that are issued.
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Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_COMMAND_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field
name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

BEGIN_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP START-EVENT-TIM
E

N/A For Db2 events that come in pairs of records
(begin and end events), this field shows the
start time of the event.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNECTION_TYPE CHAR(24) ARC-EXTENDED-C
ONN-TYPE

Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains an extended description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO ONLINE/BATCH Db2 CALL ATTACH
DL/I BATCH CICS ATTACH IMS ATTACH
BMP IMS ATTACH MPP SYSTEM-DIRECTED
ACCESS APPLIC.-DIRECTED ACCESS IMS
CONTROL REGION IMS TRANSACTION
BMP Db2 UTILITIES RRSAF ATTACH

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS
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CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Specifies a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

ELAPSED_TIME DEC(15,6) EVENT-DUR Delta of
QWHSSTCK
values

Elapsed time between a start/end pair of
events.

END_DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

ENDUSR_TRANSAC
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-TRANSA
CTION-LONG

QWHCEUTX_D Specifies the transaction or application name
that the end user is running. This name
identifies the application that is currently
running, rather than the product that is being
used to run the application. If the client did
not supply this information, the field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.
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ENDUSR_USERID VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-USERID
-LONG

QWHCEUID_D Specifies the end user's work station user ID.
This ID may be different from the authorization
ID used to connect to Db2. If the client did not
supply this information, the field is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_WORKSTA
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-WORKS
TATION-LONG

QWHCEUWN_D Specifies the work station name of the
end user. If the client did not supply this
information, the field is blank. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

IFCID SMALLINT IFCID QWHSIID Specifies the Db2 Instrumentation Facility
Component ID (IFCID) of the Db2 trace record
that provided the data.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this trace record has
been written. An IFI READS request does not
increment this count for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

JOB_STEP CHAR(8) JOB-STEP QWHCJOBSTEP Contains a JCL step name for the batch job
when the Db2 thread is running as a TCB. This
field is new with Db2 12.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Specifies the name of the application specified
in the BIND command under the DSN
processor. For Db2 command threads and
threads in identify status, the plan name is
blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.
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REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D Specifies the Db2 location name of the
application requestor. If the header is written
at the application requestor, this field is
blank. The LUNAME and location name of
remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in the
communications database, you can find
it in the bootstrap data set or install panel
DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed allied
thread (this location is the requestor), this field
is set to blanks. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is the server),
this field shows the name of the location that
made the request and is not the same as
QWHSLOCN, which is the local location name.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

UW_INSTANCE BINARY(6) UW-INSTANCE QWHDLUUV Specifies the instance number, which is
part of the Logical Unit of Work ID (LUWID).
When concatenated with the fully qualified
LU network name, it uniquely identifies a
distributed thread.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0091) COMMAND IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_COMMAND_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0091)
COMMAND IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

COMMAND_TEXT VARCHAR(4000) CMD-TXT-LONG Derived from
QW0090CT,
QW0090LN

Specifies the text of the entered Db2
command. This variable length field
contains the complete command text.

REASON_CODE INTEGER QW0091RS N/A Specifies the reason code from the
command executed.

RETURN_CODE INTEGER QW0091RC N/A Specifies the return code from the
command executed.
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AUDIT_DCL_DETAIL Table
The AUDIT_DCL_DETAIL archive table is based on the Db2 trace record IFCID 141. This table contains the details of
explicit GRANT and REVOKE operations.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_DCL_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNECTION_TYPE CHAR(24) ARC-EXTENDED-C
ONN-TYPE

Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains an extended description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO ONLINE/BATCH Db2 CALL ATTACH
DL/I BATCH CICS ATTACH IMS ATTACH
BMP IMS ATTACH MPP SYSTEM-DIRECTED
ACCESS APPLIC.-DIRECTED ACCESS IMS
CONTROL REGION IMS TRANSACTION
BMP Db2 UTILITIES RRSAF ATTACH

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS
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CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Specifies a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

ENDUSR_TRANSAC
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-TRANSA
CTION-LONG

QWHCEUTX_D Specifies the transaction or application name
that the end user is running. This name
identifies the application that is currently
running, rather than the product that is being
used to run the application. If the client did
not supply this information, the field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_USERID VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-USERID
-LONG

QWHCEUID_D Specifies the end user's work station user ID.
This ID may be different from the authorization
ID used to connect to Db2. If the client did not
supply this information, the field is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.
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ENDUSR_WORKSTA
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-WORKS
TATION-LONG

QWHCEUWN_D Specifies the work station name of the
end user. If the client did not supply this
information, the field is blank. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

IFCID SMALLINT IFCID QWHSIID Specifies the Db2 Instrumentation Facility
Component ID (IFCID) of the Db2 trace record
that provided the data.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this trace record has
been written. An IFI READS request does not
increment this count for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

JOB_STEP CHAR(8) JOB-STEP QWHCJOBSTEP Contains a JCL step name for the batch job
when the Db2 thread is running as a TCB. This
field is new with Db2 12.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Specifies the name of the application specified
in the BIND command under the DSN
processor. For Db2 command threads and
threads in identify status, the plan name is
blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.
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REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D Specifies the Db2 location name of the
application requestor. If the header is written
at the application requestor, this field is
blank. The LUNAME and location name of
remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in the
communications database, you can find
it in the bootstrap data set or install panel
DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed allied
thread (this location is the requestor), this field
is set to blanks. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is the server),
this field shows the name of the location that
made the request and is not the same as
QWHSLOCN, which is the local location name.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0141) GRANT-REVOKE IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_DCL_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0141) GRANT-
REVOKE IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACCESS_TYPE CHAR(1) G-R QW0141AC Specifies the command type as 'G'—
GRANT or 'R'—REVOKE.

ACCESS_TYPE_TXT CHAR(11) G-R-TXT Derived from
QW0141RE

Specifies the reason access was granted
(for the GRANT type only): GRANTOR
IS... 'SYSADM', 'DBADM', 'SYSCTRL',
'SYSOPR ', 'DBCTRL', 'DBMAINT',
'PACKADM SPC', 'PACKADM ALL',
'SECADM', 'ACCESSCTRL'. If value
is blank, GRANT was not successful
(nonzero SQLCODE) or administrative
authority was not needed.

AUDIT_AUTH_ID_TYPE CHAR(1) AUDIT-AUTH-ID-TYPE QW0141OT Specifies the authorization ID type: ' '—
User ID or secondary authorization ID.
'L'—Role.
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GRANTOR_REVOKER_ID VARCHAR(128) GRANTOR-LONG QW0141OR_LO
NG

Specifies the ID of the grantor or revoker.
This field is blank when the BY clause
is used in the REVOKE statement.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

OBJECT_TEXT CHAR(16) OBJECT-TEXT Derived from
QW0141OB

Specifies the code for the type of object
being acted upon: 'BUFFERPOOL',
'COLLECTION', 'DATABASE', 'DSTNCT
TYP', 'FUNCTION', 'SESS VAR', 'JAR',
'PACKAGE ', 'ROLE', 'SCHEMA', 'TR
CONTEXT', 'PROCEDURE', 'APPL.
PLAN', 'SEQUENCE', 'TABLESPACE',
'STOGROUP', 'TABLE/VIEW', 'USER
AUTH ', 'ACEE', 'ROW'

OBJECT_TYPE CHAR(1) OBJECT QW0141OB Specifies the code for the type of object
being acted upon: 'B'—Buffer pool.
'C'—Collection. 'D'—Database. 'E'—
Distinct type. 'F'—Function. 'J'—Jar.
'K'—Package. 'L'—Role. 'M'—Schema.
'N'—Trusted context. 'O'—ProcedURE.
'P'—Application plan. 'Q'—Sequence.
'R'—Table space. 'S'—Storage group.
'T'—Table or View. 'U'—User auth (for
example, SYSOPR). 'A'—ACEE. 'W'—
Row.

REASON_GRANTED CHAR(1) REASON QW0141RE Specifies the reason access was
granted (for the GRANT type only):
GRANTOR IS... 'S'—SYSADM. 'L'—
SYSCTRL. 'O'—SYSOPR. 'D'—DBADM.
'C'—DBCTRL. 'M'—DBMAINT. 'P'—
PACKADM (SPECIFIC). 'A'—PACKADM
(ALL). 'D'—DBADM. 'E'—SECADM.
'G'—ACCESSCTRL. If value is blank,
GRANT was not successful (nonzero
SQLCODE) or administrative authority
was not needed.

REASON_GRANTED_TE
XT

CHAR(11) REASON-TEXT Derived from
QW0141RE

Specifies the reason access was granted
(for the GRANT type only): GRANTOR
IS... 'SYSADM', 'DBADM', 'SYSCTRL',
'SYSOPR ', 'DBCTRL ', 'DBMAINT',
'PACKADM SPC', 'PACKADM ALL',
'SECADM', 'ACCESSCTRL'. If value
is blank, GRANT was not successful
(nonzero SQLCODE) or administrative
authority was not needed.

SQL_TEXT VARCHAR(4000) SQLSTMT-LONG QW0141TX Specifies the text of the failing statement,
if applicable.

SQLCODE INTEGER SQLCODE QW0141CO Specifies the SQL error code indicating
the outcome of the GRANT/REVOKE
statement.
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AUDIT_DDL_DETAIL Table
The AUDIT_DDL_DETAIL archive table is based on the Db2 trace records IFCID 142, 270, and 271. This table contains
details about any CREATE, ALTER, or DROP for an audited table.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_DDL_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNECTION_TYPE CHAR(24) ARC-EXTENDED-C
ONN-TYPE

Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains an extended description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO ONLINE/BATCH Db2 CALL ATTACH
DL/I BATCH CICS ATTACH IMS ATTACH
BMP IMS ATTACH MPP SYSTEM-DIRECTED
ACCESS APPLIC.-DIRECTED ACCESS IMS
CONTROL REGION IMS TRANSACTION
BMP Db2 UTILITIES RRSAF ATTACH

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS
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CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Specifies a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

ENDUSR_TRANSAC
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-TRANSA
CTION-LONG

QWHCEUTX_D Specifies the transaction or application name
that the end user is running. This name
identifies the application that is currently
running, rather than the product that is being
used to run the application. If the client did
not supply this information, the field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_USERID VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-USERID
-LONG

QWHCEUID_D Specifies the end user's work station user ID.
This ID may be different from the authorization
ID used to connect to Db2. If the client did not
supply this information, the field is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.
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ENDUSR_WORKSTA
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-WORKS
TATION-LONG

QWHCEUWN_D Specifies the work station name of the
end user. If the client did not supply this
information, the field is blank. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

IFCID SMALLINT IFCID QWHSIID Specifies the Db2 Instrumentation Facility
Component ID (IFCID) of the Db2 trace record
that provided the data.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this trace record has
been written. An IFI READS request does not
increment this count for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

JOB_STEP CHAR(8) JOB-STEP QWHCJOBSTEP Contains a JCL step name for the batch job
when the Db2 thread is running as a TCB. This
field is new with Db2 12.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Specifies the name of the application specified
in the BIND command under the DSN
processor. For Db2 command threads and
threads in identify status, the plan name is
blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.
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REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D Specifies the Db2 location name of the
applicaton requestor. If the header is written
at the application requestor, this field is
blank. The LUNAME and location name of
remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in the
communications database, you can find
it in the bootstrap data set or install panel
DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed allied
thread (this location is the requestor), this field
is set to blanks. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is the server),
this field shows the name of the location that
made the request and is not the same as
QWHSLOCN, which is the local location name.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0142) AUDIT-DDL IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_DDL_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0142) AUDIT-
DDL IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

DBID SMALLINT DBID QW0142DB Specifies the DBID of the database
whose audited object is being created,
dropped, or altered.

MULTI_LVL_SECURITY CHAR(1) MULTI-LVL-SECURITY QW0142ML When multilevel security is used: Y—
On create or drop of a table that has
multilevel security, or on alter of a table
to add a security label column. N—
On alter of a table that has multilevel
security. Blank—The table does not have
multilevel security.

OBID SMALLINT OBID QW0142OB Specifies the OBID of the table that is
being created, dropped, or altered.

OBJECT_NAME VARCHAR(128) OBIDNAME(DBID,OBID
)

Derived from
QW0142DB,
QW0142OB

Specifies the name of the indexspace
that contains the index.

OBJECT_TEXT CHAR(15) 'TABLE' N/A Specifies the object type.
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ROW_COL_ACC_CNTL CHAR(1) ROW-COL-ACC-CNTL QW0142RC Specifies the type of row and column
access control that is active. The
following values are valid: 'R'—Indicates
row access control. 'C'—Indicates
column access control. 'B'—Indicates row
and column access control. ' '—Indicates
no access control.

SECURITY_LABEL CHAR(8) SECLABEL QW0142SL Specifies the security label used when
the table was defined.

SQL_TEXT VARCHAR(4000) SQLSTMT QW0142TX Specifies the text of the failing statement,
if applicable.

STMT_TYPE CHAR(1) C-D-A QW0142AC Specifies the type of action being
performed against the audited object:
'C'—CREATE. 'D'—DROP. 'A'—ALTER.

TABLE_CREATOR VARCHAR(128) TABLE-CREATOR-LON
G

QW0142CR_LO
NG

Specifies the creator of the table.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR(128) TABLE-NAME-LONG QW0142TN_LO
NG

Specifies the name of the audited table
that is being created, altered, or dropped.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

TABLE_OWNER VARCHAR(128) TABLE-OWNER-LONG QW0142OW_LO
NG

Specifies the table owner, which is the
table qualifier. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

TABLE_OWNER_TYPE CHAR(1) TABLE-OWNER-TYPE QW0142OR Specifies the table owner type as one
of the following values: ' '—User ID or
secondary authorization ID. 'L'—Role.

Columns with (0270) TRUSTED-CONTEXTDDL IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_DDL_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0270)
TRUSTED-CONTEXTDDL IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

OBJECT_TEXT CHAR(15) 'TRUSTED CONTEXT' N/A Specifies the object type.

SQL_TEXT VARCHAR(4000) STMT-TEXT QW0270SS Specifies the CREATE or ALTER trusted
context statement text. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

SQLCODE INTEGER SQLCODE QW0270SQ Specifies the SQLCODE from CREATE
or ALTER trusted context statement.

STMT_TYPE CHAR(1) TYPE QW0270TY Specifies the type of trusted context
statement: 'C'—CREATE. 'A'—ALTER.
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Columns with (0271) ACCESS-CNTL-TRC IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_DDL_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0271) ACCESS-
CNTL-TRC IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

OBJECT_TEXT CHAR(15) OBJ-TEXT Derived from
QW0271OB

Specifies the object type as one of the
following values: 'ROW PERMISSION',
'COLUMN MASK'.

SQL_TEXT VARCHAR(4000) SQLSTMT QW0271SS Specifies the SQL statement text up to
4000 bytes. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

SQLCODE INTEGER SQLCODE QW0271SQ Specifies the SQL return code from
the execution of a CREATE, DROP, or
ALTER statement.

STMT_TYPE CHAR(1) STMT-TYPE-FLAG QW0271TY Specifies the SQL statement type: 'C'—
CREATE a row permission or column
mask. 'D'—DROP a row permission
or column mask. 'A'—ALTER a row
permission or column mask.

AUDIT_DML_BIND_DETAIL Table
The AUDIT_DML_BIND_DETAIL archive table is based on the Db2 trace record IFCID 145. This table contains the details
of dynamically prepared statements that access audited tables.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_DML_BIND_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field
name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNECTION_TYPE CHAR(24) ARC-EXTENDED-C
ONN-TYPE

Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains an extended description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO ONLINE/BATCH Db2 CALL ATTACH
DL/I BATCH CICS ATTACH IMS ATTACH
BMP IMS ATTACH MPP SYSTEM-DIRECTED
ACCESS APPLIC.-DIRECTED ACCESS IMS
CONTROL REGION IMS TRANSACTION
BMP Db2 UTILITIES RRSAF ATTACH
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CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Specifies a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

ENDUSR_TRANSAC
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-TRANSA
CTION-LONG

QWHCEUTX_D Specifies the transaction or application name
that the end user is running. This name
identifies the application that is currently
running, rather than the product that is being
used to run the application. If the client did
not supply this information, the field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.
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ENDUSR_USERID VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-USERID
-LONG

QWHCEUID_D Specifies the end user's work station user ID.
This ID may be different from the authorization
ID used to connect to Db2. If the client did not
supply this information, the field is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_WORKSTA
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-WORKS
TATION-LONG

QWHCEUWN_D Specifies the work station name of the
end user. If the client did not supply this
information, the field is blank. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

IFCID SMALLINT IFCID QWHSIID Specifies the Db2 Instrumentation Facility
Component ID (IFCID) of the Db2 trace record
that provided the data.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this trace record has
been written. An IFI READS request does not
increment this count for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

JOB_STEP CHAR(8) JOB-STEP QWHCJOBSTEP Contains a JCL step name for the batch job
when the Db2 thread is running as a TCB. This
field is new with Db2 12.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Specifies the name of the application specified
in the BIND command under the DSN
processor. For Db2 command threads and
threads in identify status, the plan name is
blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.
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REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D Specifies the Db2 location name of the
application requestor. If the header is written
at the application requestor, this field is
blank. The LUNAME and location name of
remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in the
communications database, you can find
it in the bootstrap data set or install panel
DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed allied
thread (this location is the requestor), this field
is set to blanks. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is the server),
this field shows the name of the location that
made the request and is not the same as
QWHSLOCN, which is the local location name.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0145) AUDIT-LOG IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_DML_BIND_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0145)
AUDIT-LOG IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

COLLECTION_ID VARCHAR(128) COLLECTION-ID-LONG QW0145PC_LO
NG

Specifies the name which identifies a
set of packages. The collection ID is
specified on the PACKAGE parameter
of the BIND PACKAGE statement.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

LOCATION_NAME VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-NAME-LON
G

QW0145LN_LO
NG

Specifies the name by which Db2 refers
to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. This name is
the location on whose behalf the BIND
is being executed. The location name is
defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS,
which maps location names to VTAM LU
names. This variable length field contains
the complete name.
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MASK_PERM_COUNT SMALLINT NUM-MASKS QW0145AC_NU
M

Specifies the number of masks
and permissions used to mask and filter
the data that was processed by the SQL
statement.

OBJECT_COUNT SMALLINT UNIQ-DBID-OBID QW0145OB_NU
M

Specifies the number of unique non-zero
DBIDs and OBIDs that were processed
by the SQL statement.

PRECOMP_STMT_NUM INTEGER STMT-NUM QW0145SN Specifies the precompiler statement
number of the program (DBRM or
package) for the SQL statement.

PRECOMP_TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP PRECTIME-2 QW0145TS Specifies the precompiler timestamp
value of the package or DBRM that is
being bound.

PROGRAM_NAME VARCHAR(128) PROGRAM-LONG QW0145PN_LO
NG

Specifies the name of the package ID
or database request module (DBRM) on
whose behalf a bind (static or dynamic)
is taking place. A package or DBRM is a
collection of SQL statements generated
by the Db2 precompiler. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

SQL_TEXT VARCHAR(4000) SQLSTMT-LONG QW0145TX Specifies the text of the failing statement,
if applicable.

SQLCODE INTEGER SQLCODE QW0145SC Specifies the SQL error code indicating
the outcome of the SQL statement.

STMT_ID BINARY(8) UNIQ-STMT-ID QW0145SI Specifies the statement ID of the
associated SQL statement. This ID is
used to retrieve an SQL statement from
cache (dynamic SQL) or from the Db2
catalog (static SQL).

STMT_ISOL_LEVEL CHAR(1) STMT-ISOL-LEV QW0145IS Specifies the level of isolation for the
SQL statement: C—Cursor Stability. R
—Repeatable Read U—Uncommitted
Read. T—RS Isolation Level. X—RR
Isolation Level with X-Lock. L—RS
Isolation Level with X-Lock.

STMT_TYPE SMALLINT STMT-TYPE QW0145ST Specifies the code value which indicates
the statement type: 3—OPEN. 4—
FETCH. 5—CLOSE. 14—PREPARE.
15—EXECUTE. 16—EXECUTE
IMMEDIATE. 17—DESCRIBE. 18—
EXPLAIN. 229—TRUNCATE. 231
—SELECT-query. 232—INSERT.
233—DELETE. 234—UPDATE. 239
—SELECT-query/subselect. 278—
LOCK. 308—CREATE VIEW. 746—
SET HOST VARIABLE. 835—SET
ASSIGNMENT. 837—VALUES CLAUSE.
867—REFRESH. 893—MERGE.
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STMT_TYPE_TEXT CHAR(18) STMT-TYPE-TEXT Derived from
QW0145ST

Specifies the type of the SQL statement:
'OPEN', 'FETCH', 'CLOSE', 'PREPARE',
'EXECUTE', 'EXECUTE IMMEDIATE',
'DESCRIBE', 'EXPLAIN', 'TRUNCATE',
'SELECT ', 'INSERT ', 'DELETE ',
'UPDATE', 'SELECT-SUBSELECT',
'LOCK', 'CREATE VIEW', 'SET HOST
VARIABLE', 'SET ASSIGNMENT',
'VALUES CLAUSE', 'REFRESH',
'MERGE'.

AUDIT_DML_DETAIL Table
The AUDIT_DML_DETAIL archive table is based on the Db2 trace records IFCID 143 and 144. The table contains details
about the WRITE or first READ operation within a unit of recovery for an audited table.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_DML_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field name
and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNECTION_TYPE CHAR(24) ARC-EXTENDED-C
ONN-TYPE

Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains an extended description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO ONLINE/BATCH Db2 CALL ATTACH
DL/I BATCH CICS ATTACH IMS ATTACH
BMP IMS ATTACH MPP SYSTEM-DIRECTED
ACCESS APPLIC.-DIRECTED ACCESS IMS
CONTROL REGION IMS TRANSACTION
BMP Db2 UTILITIES RRSAF ATTACH

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS
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CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Specifies a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DB_NAME CHAR(8) DB-NAME N/A Specifies the database name associated with
a DBID. The translated database name is
obtained from the OBID name-mapping file
generated by the SYSVIEW for Db2 utility
program IDB2OBI. IFCID 105 and 107 records
are also used as overrides to the name
mappings in the OBIDTBL file.

ENDUSR_TRANSAC
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-TRANSA
CTION-LONG

QWHCEUTX_D Specifies the transaction or application name
that the end user is running. This name
identifies the application that is currently
running, rather than the product that is being
used to run the application. If the client did
not supply this information, the field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.
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ENDUSR_USERID VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-USERID
-LONG

QWHCEUID_D Specifies the end user's work station user ID.
This ID may be different from the authorization
ID used to connect to Db2. If the client did not
supply this information, the field is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_WORKSTA
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-WORKS
TATION-LONG

QWHCEUWN_D Specifies the work station name of the
end user. If the client did not supply this
information, the field is blank. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

IFCID SMALLINT IFCID QWHSIID Specifies the Db2 Instrumentation Facility
Component ID (IFCID) of the Db2 trace record
that provided the data.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this trace record has
been written. An IFI READS request does not
increment this count for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

JOB_STEP CHAR(8) JOB-STEP QWHCJOBSTEP Contains a JCL step name for the batch job
when the Db2 thread is running as a TCB. This
field is new with Db2 12.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).

PAGESET_NAME CHAR(8) PAGESET-NAME N/A Specifies the database pageset name
associated with an OBID. The translated
pageset name is obtained from the OBID
name-mapping file generated by the
SYSVIEW for Db2 utility program IDB2OBI.
IFCID 105 and 107 records are also used
as overrides to the name mappings in the
OBIDTBL file.
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PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Specifies the name of the application specified
in the BIND command under the DSN
processor. For Db2 command threads and
threads in identify status, the plan name is
blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D Specifies the Db2 location name of the
application requestor. If the header is written
at the application requestor, this field is
blank. The LUNAME and location name of
remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in the
communications database, you can find
it in the bootstrap data set or install panel
DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed allied
thread (this location is the requestor), this field
is set to blanks. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is the server),
this field shows the name of the location that
made the request and is not the same as
QWHSLOCN, which is the local location name.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0143) AUDIT-WRITE IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_DML_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0143) AUDIT-
WRITE IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

DBID SMALLINT DBID QW0143DB Specifies the DBID of the database
containing the audited table that is being
updated.

DML_TYPE CHAR(10) 'WRITE' N/A Specifies the DML type.
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LOG_RBA BINARY(10) LOG-RBA QW0143UR Specifies the unit of recovery ID (log
RBA).

OBID SMALLINT OBID QW0143OB Specifies the OBID of the audited table
that is being updated.

PSID SMALLINT PSID QW0143PS Specifies the OBID of the table space
pageset that contains the audited table
that is being updated.

STMT_ID BIGINT STMT-ID QW0143SI Specifies the statement ID of the
associated SQL statement. This ID is
used to retrieve an SQL statement from
cache (dynamic SQL) or from the Db2
catalog (static SQL).

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR(128) OBIDNAME(DBID,OBID
)

Derived from
QW0143DB,
QW0143OB

Specifies the name of the indexspace
that contains the index.

Columns with (0144) AUDIT-READ IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_DML_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0144) AUDIT-
READ IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

DBID SMALLINT DBID QW0144DB Specifies the DBID of the database
containing the audited table that is being
read.

DML_TYPE CHAR(10) 'FIRST READ' N/A Specifies the DML type.

LOG_RBA BINARY(10) LOG-RBA QW0144UR Specifies the unit of recovery ID (log
RBA or zeros if no unit of recovery was
created yet).

OBID SMALLINT OBID QW0144OB Specifies the OBID of the audited table
that is being read.

PSID SMALLINT PSID QW0144PS Specifies the OBID of the table space
pageset that contains the audited table
that is being read.

STMT_ID BIGINT STMT-ID QW0144SI Specifies the statement ID of the
associated SQL statement. This ID is
used to retrieve an SQL statement from
cache (dynamic SQL) or from the Db2
catalog (static SQL).

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR(128) OBIDNAME(DBID,OBID
)

Derived from
QW0144DB,
QW0144OB

Specifies the name of the indexspace
that contains the index.

AUDIT_OBJECTS Table
The AUDIT_OBJECTS archive table is based on the Db2 trace records IFCID 83, 87, 145, and 362. This table contains
the details of access attempts to audited objects.
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Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_OBJECTS table, with the corresponding IQL field name and
Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

IFCID SMALLINT IFCID QWHSIID Specifies the Db2 Instrumentation Facility
Component ID (IFCID) of the Db2 trace record
that provided the data.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this trace record has
been written. An IFI READS request does not
increment this count for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

Columns with (0083) IDENTIFY IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_OBJECTS table, with the corresponding (0083) IDENTIFY
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

OBJECT_TYPE CHAR(7) 'SEC ID ' N/A Specifies the object type.

SEC_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) SEC-AUTH-ID-LONG Derived from
QW0083SA_D

Specifies the repeating section of the
secondary authorization IDs. This
variable length field contains the
complete name.

Columns with (0087) SIGNON IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_OBJECTS table, with the corresponding (0087) SIGNON IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

OBJECT_TYPE CHAR(7) 'SEC ID' N/A Specifies the object type.

SEC_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) SEC-AUTH-ID-LONG Derived from
QW0087SA_D

Specifies the repeating section of the
secondary authorization IDs. This
variable length field contains the
complete name.
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Columns with (0145) AUDIT-LOG IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_OBJECTS table, with the corresponding (0145) AUDIT-LOG
IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

DB_NAME CHAR(8) DBIDNAME(DBID) Derived from
QW0145DB

Specifies the database name associated
with a DBID. The translated database
name is obtained from the OBID name-
mapping file generated by the SYSVIEW
for Db2 utility program IDB2OBI.

DBID SMALLINT DBID QW0145DB Specifies the DBID of the audited table's
database which is accessed by an SQL
statement that is being bound.

OBID SMALLINT OBID QW0145OB Specifies the OBID of the audited table
which is accessed by an SQL statement
that is being bound.

OBJECT_NAME VARCHAR(128) OBIDNAME(DBID,OBID
)

Derived from
QW0145DB,
QW0145OB

Specifies the name of the indexspace
that contains the index.

OBJECT_NAME VARCHAR(128) ACCCTL-OBJECT-LON
G

QW0145AO_LO
NG

Specifies the access control object name.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

OBJECT_TYPE CHAR(7) 'TABLE' N/A Specifies the object type.

OBJECT_TYPE CHAR(7) 'ROW/COL' N/A Specifies the object type.

SCHEMA_NAME VARCHAR(128) ACCCTL-SCHEMA-LO
NG

QW0145AS_LO
NG

Specifies the access control schema
name. This variable length field contains
the complete name.

Columns with (0362) AUDITPOLICY-TRACE IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_OBJECTS table, with the corresponding (0362)
AUDITPOLICY-TRACE IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

OBJECT_NAME VARCHAR(128) TRACED-TBLNAME-LO
NG

QW0362TN_LO
NG

Specifies the table name that was set
with a like clause. This variable length
field contains the complete name.

OBJECT_TYPE CHAR(7) 'TABLE' N/A Specifies the object type.

AUDIT_TRACE_DETAIL Table
The AUDIT_TRACE_DETAIL archive table is based on the Db2 trace record IFCID 362. This table contains the details of
each execution of the START TRACE and STOP TRACE command that includes the AUDITPOLICY parameter.
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Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_TRACE_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field
name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNECTION_TYPE CHAR(24) ARC-EXTENDED-C
ONN-TYPE

Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains an extended description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO ONLINE/BATCH Db2 CALL ATTACH
DL/I BATCH CICS ATTACH IMS ATTACH
BMP IMS ATTACH MPP SYSTEM-DIRECTED
ACCESS APPLIC.-DIRECTED ACCESS IMS
CONTROL REGION IMS TRANSACTION
BMP Db2 UTILITIES RRSAF ATTACH

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.
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CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Specifies a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

ENDUSR_TRANSAC
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-TRANSA
CTION-LONG

QWHCEUTX_D Specifies the transaction or application name
that the end user is running. This name
identifies the application that is currently
running, rather than the product that is being
used to run the application. If the client did
not supply this information, the field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_USERID VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-USERID
-LONG

QWHCEUID_D Specifies the end user's work station user ID.
This ID may be different from the authorization
ID used to connect to Db2. If the client did not
supply this information, the field is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_WORKSTA
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-WORKS
TATION-LONG

QWHCEUWN_D Specifies the work station name of the
end user. If the client did not supply this
information, the field is blank. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

IFCID SMALLINT IFCID QWHSIID Specifies the Db2 Instrumentation Facility
Component ID (IFCID) of the Db2 trace record
that provided the data.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this trace record has
been written. An IFI READS request does not
increment this count for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

JOB_STEP CHAR(8) JOB-STEP QWHCJOBSTEP Contains a JCL step name for the batch job
when the Db2 thread is running as a TCB. This
field is new with Db2 12.
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LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Specifies the name of the application specified
in the BIND command under the DSN
processor. For Db2 command threads and
threads in identify status, the plan name is
blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D Specifies the Db2 location name of the
application requestor. If the header is written
at the application requestor, this field is
blank. The LUNAME and location name of
remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in the
communications database, you can find
it in the bootstrap data set or install panel
DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed allied
thread (this location is the requestor), this field
is set to blanks. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is the server),
this field shows the name of the location that
made the request and is not the same as
QWHSLOCN, which is the local location name.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.
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YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0362) AUDITPOLICY-TRACE IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_TRACE_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0362)
AUDITPOLICY-TRACE IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

AUDIT_POLICY VARCHAR(128) AUDIT-POLICY-LONG QW0362AP_LO
NG

Specifies the audit policy name. This
variable length field contains the
complete name.

CHECK_CAT CHAR(1) CHECKING-CATEGOR
Y

QW0362CH Specifies the CHECKING audit policy
category. The valid value is: 'A'—The
audit policy category is CHECKING.

COLLECTION_ID VARCHAR(128) COLLECTION-ID-LONG QW0362CO_LO
NG

Specifies the collection ID. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

COMMAND_STATUS CHAR(1) STATUS QW0362ST Specifies the status of the command
execution: 'S'—Execution succeeded.
'F'—Execution failed.

COMMAND_TYPE CHAR(1) TYPE QW0362TY Specifies the command type. The valid
value is: 'S'—START TRACE.

CONTEXT_CAT CHAR(1) CONTEXT-CATEGORY QW0362CX Specifies the CONTEXT audit policy
category. The valid value is: 'A'—The
audit policy category is CONTEXT.

DATABASE_NAME CHAR(8) DATABASE-NAME QW0362DB Specifies the name of the database that
is audited.

DBADMIN_CAT VARCHAR(128) DBADMIN-CAT-LONG QW0362DA_LO
NG

Specifies the DBADMIN category values.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

DB2_STARTUP CHAR(1) DB2-START-UP QW0362DS Specifies the audit policy startup. The
valid value is: 'Y'—The audit policy is
started at the Db2 startup.

EXECUTE_CAT CHAR(1) EXECUTE-CATEGORY QW0362EX Specifies the EXECUTE audit policy
category. The valid value is: 'A'—The
audit policy category is EXECUTE.

OBJECT_TYPE CHAR(1) OBJECT-TYPE QW0362OT Specifies an object type: 'C'—Clone
table. 'P'—Implicit table for XML column.
'T'—Table. ' '—All supported object types.

OBJECT_TYPE_TEXT CHAR(9) OBJECT-TYPE-TEXT Derived from
QW0362OT

Specifies an object type: 'CLONE TBL'—
Clone table. 'XML TBL'—Implicit table for
XML column. 'TABLE'—Table. 'ALL'—All
supported object types.

OBJMAINT_CAT CHAR(1) OBJMAINT-CATEGORY QW0362OB Specifies the OBJMAINT audit policy
category. The valid value is: 'A'—The
audit policy category is OBJMAINT.
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REASON_CODE INTEGER REASON-CODE QW0362RN Specifies the reason code from the
command execution.

SECMAIN_CAT CHAR(1) SECMAIN-CATEGORY QW0362SM Specifies the SECMAINT audit policy
category. The valid value is: 'A'—The
audit policy category is SECMAINT.

SYSADMIN_CAT VARCHAR(128) SYSADMIN-CAT-LONG QW0362SA_LO
NG

Specifies SYSADMIN category values.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR(128) TABLE-NAME-LONG QW0362TB_LO
NG

Specifies the table name. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

TABLE_SCHEMA_NAME VARCHAR(128) TABLE-SCHEMA-LONG QW0362TS_LO
NG

Specifies the table schema name.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

TABLES_MATCHED_CO
UNT

SMALLINT TABLES-MATCHED QW0362TT Specifies the total number of tables that
match the specified like clause.

TABLES_TRACED_COU
NT

SMALLINT TABLES-TRACED QW0362TR Specifies the number of tables that were
traced.

VALIDATE_CAT CHAR(1) VALIDATE-CATEGORY QW0362VA Specifies the VALIDATE audit policy
category. The valid value is: 'A'—The
audit policy category is VALIDATE.

AUDIT_TRUSTED_CON_DETAIL Table
The AUDIT_TRUSTED_CON_DETAIL archive table is based on the Db2 trace record IFCID 269. This table records when
a trusted connection is established or re-established.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_TRUSTED_CON_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL
field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.
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CONNECTION_TYPE CHAR(24) ARC-EXTENDED-C
ONN-TYPE

Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains an extended description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO ONLINE/BATCH Db2 CALL ATTACH
DL/I BATCH CICS ATTACH IMS ATTACH
BMP IMS ATTACH MPP SYSTEM-DIRECTED
ACCESS APPLIC.-DIRECTED ACCESS IMS
CONTROL REGION IMS TRANSACTION
BMP Db2 UTILITIES RRSAF ATTACH

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS

CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Specifies a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.
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ENDUSR_TRANSAC
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-TRANSA
CTION-LONG

QWHCEUTX_D Specifies the transaction or application name
that the end user is running. This name
identifies the application that is currently
running, rather than the product that is being
used to run the application. If the client did
not supply this information, the field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_USERID VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-USERID
-LONG

QWHCEUID_D Specifies the end user's work station user ID.
This ID may be different from the authorization
ID used to connect to Db2. If the client did not
supply this information, the field is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_WORKSTA
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-WORKS
TATION-LONG

QWHCEUWN_D Specifies the work station name of the
end user. If the client did not supply this
information, the field is blank. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

IFCID SMALLINT IFCID QWHSIID Specifies the Db2 Instrumentation Facility
Component ID (IFCID) of the Db2 trace record
that provided the data.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this trace record has
been written. An IFI READS request does not
increment this count for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

JOB_STEP CHAR(8) JOB-STEP QWHCJOBSTEP Contains a JCL step name for the batch job
when the Db2 thread is running as a TCB. This
field is new with Db2 12.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).
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PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Specifies the name of the application specified
in the BIND command under the DSN
processor. For Db2 command threads and
threads in identify status, the plan name is
blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D Specifies the Db2 location name of the
application requestor. If the header is written
at the application requestor, this field is
blank. The LUNAME and location name of
remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in the
communications database, you can find
it in the bootstrap data set or install panel
DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed allied
thread (this location is the requestor), this field
is set to blanks. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is the server),
this field shows the name of the location that
made the request and is not the same as
QWHSLOCN, which is the local location name.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0269) TRUSTED-CONTEXT IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_TRUSTED_CON_DETAIL table, with the corresponding
(0269) TRUSTED-CONTEXT IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

CONTEXT_ROLE VARCHAR(128) CONTEXTROLE-LONG QW0269RC_D Specifies the default context role.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.
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ENCRYPTION_VALUE VARCHAR(254) ENCRYPTION-LONG QW0269EC_D Specifies the encryption value to be
associated with the encryption trust
attribute for a trusted context. Possible
values are 'NONE', 'LOW', or 'HIGH'.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

JOBNAME VARCHAR(254) JOBNAME-LONG QW0269JN_D Specifies the job name for a local
application. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

OWNER_TYPE CHAR(1) OWNER-TYPE QW0269OT Specifies the type of owner of the
objects that are created using the trusted
context: 'R'—Role. 'A'—Authorization ID.

REUSE_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) REUSEAUTHID-LONG QW0269RA_D Specifies the authorization ID under
which a trusted connection is reused.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

SEC_LABEL CHAR(8) SEC-LABEL QW0269SL Specifies the security label.

SECURITY_PROFILE VARCHAR(128) PROFILE-LONG QW0269PR_LO
NG

Specifies the RACF profile name
containing the authorization IDs that can
use the connection in the trusted context.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

SERVAUTH VARCHAR(254) SERVAUTH-LONG QW0269SR_D Specifies the servauth TCP/IP security
zone name. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

SQLCODE INTEGER SQLCODE QW0269SQ Specifies the SQLCODE from the event.

STATUS CHAR(1) STATUS QW0269ST Specifies the status of the event: 'S'—
Success. 'F'—Failure.

SYSTEM_AUTHID VARCHAR(128) SYSAUTH-LONG QW0269SA_D Specifies the system authorization ID
that is used to establish the trusted
connection. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

TCPIP_ADDRESS VARCHAR(254) TCPIP-LONG QW0269AD_D Specifies the TCP/IP address used for
connection. This variable length field
contains the complete name.

TRUSTED_CONTEXT VARCHAR(128) CONTEXT-LONG QW0269TC_D Specifies the trusted context name.
This variable length field contains the
complete name.

TRUSTED_CONTYPE CHAR(1) TYPE QW0269TY Specifies the type of trusted connection:
'E'—Establish new. 'R'—Reuse.

USER_ROLE VARCHAR(128) USERROLE-LONG QW0269RU_D Specifies the user role name. This
variable length field contains the
complete name.
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AUDIT_UTILITY_DETAIL Table
The AUDIT_UTILITY_DETAIL archive table is based on the Db2 trace records IFCID 23, 24, and 25. This table contains
details such as job execution statistics and referenced objects for each execution of a Db2 utility.

Columns with Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_UTILITY_DETAIL table, with the corresponding IQL field
name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACE INTEGER ACE QWHSACE Specifies the ACE (Agent Control Element)
control block address for the thread that
produced the trace data.

AUTH_ID VARCHAR(128) AUTH-ID-LONG QWHCAID_D Specifies the primary authorization ID of the
Db2 thread producing the trace data. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.

CONNECTION_ID CHAR(8) CONNECTION QWHCCN Specifies the connection to Db2.

CONNECTION_TYPE CHAR(24) ARC-EXTENDED-C
ONN-TYPE

Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains an extended description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO ONLINE/BATCH Db2 CALL ATTACH
DL/I BATCH CICS ATTACH IMS ATTACH
BMP IMS ATTACH MPP SYSTEM-DIRECTED
ACCESS APPLIC.-DIRECTED ACCESS IMS
CONTROL REGION IMS TRANSACTION
BMP Db2 UTILITIES RRSAF ATTACH

CONNTYPE CHAR(8) CONN-TYPE-8 Derived from
QWHCATYP

Contains a short description of the type
of connection that used by the thread that
produced the trace data. Examples include:
TSO DB2CALL DLI-BTCH CICS IMS-BMP
IMS-MPP DB2-PRIV DRDA IMS-CNTL IMS-
TBMP UTILITY RRS
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CORRELATION_ID CHAR(12) CORR-ID QWHCCV Specifies the thread identifier or correlation ID
as follows: TSO—TSO LOGON ID is assigned;
BATCH—batch job name is assigned; UTILITY
—batch job name is assigned; Call ATTACH
—batch job name/TSO LOGON ID; CICS
—1st byte (connection type: G—group P—
pool) 2nd byte (thread type: T—transaction
G—group C—command) 3-4 byte (thread
number) 5-8 byte (transaction ID); IMS/VS—
pst#.psbname; Distributed—If the application
requestor (AR) is a Db2 system, then the
value is the same as assigned at AR. If the
application requestor is not a Db2 system,
then the value is the name of the job, task,
or process that the AR is servicing. The AR
sends the name to the application server
(AS) in the EXTNAM parameter of the DDM
EXCSAT command. The Db2 AS stores up to
the first 12 characters of this name padded on
the right with blanks if the length is less than
12. If no EXTNAM is supplied, the value is
blank.

CORRNAME CHAR(12) CORR-NAME-DERI
VED

Derived from
QWHCCV

Specifies a derived value from the correlation
ID. For IMS threads, the value is the PSB
name. For CICS threads, the value is the CICS
transaction ID. For all other threads, the value
is the same as the correlation ID. This field is
useful for grouping CICS and IMS data.

DATE_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

DAY_OF_WEEK CHAR(3) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

ENDUSR_TRANSAC
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-TRANSA
CTION-LONG

QWHCEUTX_D Specifies the transaction or application name
that the end user is running. This name
identifies the application that is currently
running, rather than the product that is being
used to run the application. If the client did
not supply this information, the field is blank.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

ENDUSR_USERID VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-USERID
-LONG

QWHCEUID_D Specifies the end user's work station user ID.
This ID may be different from the authorization
ID used to connect to Db2. If the client did not
supply this information, the field is blank. This
variable length field contains the complete
name.
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ENDUSR_WORKSTA
TION

VARCHAR(128) ENDUSER-WORKS
TATION-LONG

QWHCEUWN_D Specifies the work station name of the
end user. If the client did not supply this
information, the field is blank. This variable
length field contains the complete name.

HOUR CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

IFCID SMALLINT IFCID QWHSIID Specifies the Db2 Instrumentation Facility
Component ID (IFCID) of the Db2 trace record
that provided the data.

IFCID_SEQUENCE_
NUM

INTEGER IFCID-SEQ-NUM QWHSISEQ The number of times this trace record has
been written. An IFI READS request does not
increment this count for IFCIDs 1 and 2.

JOB_STEP CHAR(8) JOB-STEP QWHCJOBSTEP Contains a JCL step name for the batch job
when the Db2 thread is running as a TCB. This
field is new with Db2 12.

LOCAL_LOCATION VARCHAR(128) LOCATION-LONG QWHSLOCN_D Specifies the location name by which Db2
refers to a particular Db2 subsystem in a
network of subsystems. The location name
is defined in the communications database
in table SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS, which
maps location names to VTAM LU names.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

MONTH CHAR(2) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

NETWORK_ID CHAR(16) UW-NETWORK-ID
UW-LU-NAME

Derived from
QWHDNID and
QWHDLUNM

Specifies the combination of network ID and
LU name (part of the logical unit of work ID or
LUWID).

PLAN_NAME CHAR(8) PLAN QWHCPLAN Specifies the name of the application specified
in the BIND command under the DSN
processor. For Db2 command threads and
threads in identify status, the plan name is
blanks. A plan is made up of one or more
packages generated by the Db2 precompiler.
When a plan is bound by Db2, it goes through
a plan segmentation process. This process
divides a plan into sections that can be
independently loaded into the EDM pool as
they are needed.

RELEASE CHAR(4) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.
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REQUESTOR_LOCA
TION

VARCHAR(128) REQUESTOR-LOC
-LONG

QWHDRQNM_D Specifies the Db2 location name of the
application requestor. If the header is written
at the application requestor, this field is
blank. The LUNAME and location name of
remote systems in the network are in the
communications database. If the location
name of the local subsystem is not in the
communications database, you can find
it in the bootstrap data set or install panel
DSNTIPR. If the thread is a distributed allied
thread (this location is the requestor), this field
is set to blanks. If the thread is a database
access thread (this location is the server),
this field shows the name of the location that
made the request and is not the same as
QWHSLOCN, which is the local location name.
This variable length field contains the complete
name.

SUBSYSTEM CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SYSTEM_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A Specifies the SMF ID of the MVS system.

UW_COMMIT_COUN
T

SMALLINT UW-COMMIT-COU
NT

QWHDLUCC The LUW sequence number identifies the last
commit scope that the logical unit participated
in. This number is incremented whenever a
thread commits or is rolled back.

UW_INSTANCE BINARY(6) UW-INSTANCE QWHDLUUV Specifies the instance number, which is
part of the Logical Unit of Work ID (LUWID).
When concatenated with the fully qualified
LU network name, it uniquely identifies a
distributed thread.

WEEK_NUM DEC(15,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

Specifies the relative week number since
01/01/1900. This field is useful in grouping or
summarizing data by week.

YEAR CHAR(4) EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK Specifies the store clock time when the trace
record was produced.

Columns with (0023) UTILITY-ST IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_UTILITY_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0023)
UTILITY-ST IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

COPY_RECOV_FLAG BINARY(1) UT-COPY-RECOV-FLA
G

QW0023FA This flag field shows specified keywords
of the COPY or RECOVER utility. Flags
can be combined. COPY utility: X'80'—
CONCURRENT. X'40'—SHRLEVEL
CHANGE. X'20'—PARALLEL. X'10'—
CHECKPAGE RECOVER utility: X'02'—
REUSE. X'01'—PARALLEL.
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DB_NAME CHAR(8) DATABASE-NAME QW0023NA Specifies the database name.

DBID SMALLINT DBID QW0023DB Specifies the DBID of the pageset's
database for which the utility is running.

EVENT CHAR(5) 'START' N/A Specifies the utility event.

KEYWORDS CHAR(120) KEYWORDS Derived from
QW0023FA-
QW0023FH

Contains a list of specified keywords for a
utility.

LOAD_FLAG BINARY(1) UT-LOAD-FLAG QW0023FB This flag field shows specified keywords
of the LOAD utility. Flags can be
combined. X'80'—KEEPDICTIONARY.
X'40'—REUSE. X'20'—LOG NO.
X'10'—SORTKEYS. X'08'—SHRLEVEL
CHANGE. X'04'—COPYDDN. X'02'—
STATISTICS. X'01'—INDDN.

OBID SMALLINT OBID QW0023PD Specifies the OBID of the table or index
space pageset for which the utility is
running.

PAGESET_NAME CHAR(8) TBL-OR-INDX-NAME QW0023PN Specifies the pageset (tablespace or
index) name.

PART_OR_DS_NUM INTEGER PART-OR-DS-NUM QW0023PT Specifies the partition or data set number
if the utility is operating on a single
partition or data set. Otherwise, this value
is zero.

PHASE CHAR(8) PHASE QW0023PH Specifies the current utility phase. This
field is blank if not applicable. Possible
values are: For COPY: 'UTLINITR',
'UTLINITW' For RECOVER: 'UTLINITR',
'UTLINITW'

REBUILD_FLAG BINARY(1) UT-REBUILD-FLAG QW0023FF This flag field shows specified keywords
of the REBUILD utility. Flags can be
combined. X'80'—REUSE. X'40'—
SORTKEYS. X'20'—STATISTICS.
X'10'—WORKDDN.

REORG_FLAG1 BINARY(1) UT-REORG-FLAG1 QW0023FD This flag field shows specified keywords
of the REORG utility. Flags can be
combined. X'80'—KEEPDICTIONARY.
X'40'—REUSE. X'20'—LOG NO. X'10'—
SORTKEYS. X'08'—SORTDATA.
X'04'—NOSYSREC. X'02'—SHRLEVEL
CHANGE. X'01'—SHRLEVEL
REFERENCE.

REORG_FLAG2 BINARY(1) UT-REORG-FLAG2 QW0023FE This flag field shows specified keywords
of the REORG utility. Flags can be
combined. X'80'—COPYDDN. X'40'—
STATISTICS. X'20'—FASTSWITCH
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RUNSTATS_FLAG BINARY(1) UT-RUNSTATS-FLAG QW0023FG This flag field shows specified keywords
of the RUNSTATS utility. Flags can be
combined. X'80'—SAMPLE. X'40'—
SHRLEVEL CHANGE

SUBTASKS INTEGER SUBTASKS QW0023R1 The number of requested subtasks by
a keyword supplied to the utility. For
example, the parallel keyword of copy.

UNLOAD_FLAG BINARY(1) UT-UNLOAD-FLAG QW0023FH This flag field shows specified keywords
of the UNLOAD utility. X'80'—SHRLEVEL
REFERENCE. X'40'—SHRLEVEL
CHANGE ISOLATION CS. X'20'—
SHRLEVEL CHANGE ISOLATION UR

UTILITY_ID CHAR(16) UT-ID QW0023ID Specifies the utility ID, which is specified
by the user in the UID parameter.

UTILITY_NAME CHAR(8) UT-NAME QW0023NM Specifies the name or type of utility. For
example, RUNSTATS, CHECK, and so
on.

Columns with (0024) UTIL-PHASE IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_UTILITY_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0024) UTIL-
PHASE IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

DB_NAME CHAR(8) DATABASE-NAME QW0024NA Specifies the database name.

DBID SMALLINT DBID QW0024DB Specifies the DBID of the pageset's
database for which the utility is running.

EVENT CHAR(5) 'PHASE' N/A Specifies the utility event.

ITEM_COUNT BIGINT ITEM-CNT QW0024DN The number of items processed by the
previous phase. Items indicate counts of
pages for COPY, RECOVER, MERGE,
and RUNSTATS utilities. They indicate
the number of records processed for
LOAD, REORG, and CHECK utilities. Or
the number of objects for a STOSPACE
utility.

OBID SMALLINT OBID QW0024PD Specifies the OBID of the table or index
space pageset for which the utility is
running.

PAGESET_NAME CHAR(8) TBL-OR-INDX-NAME QW0024PN Specifies the pageset (tablespace or
index) name.

PART_OR_DS_NUM INTEGER PART-OR-DS-NUM QW0024PT Specifies the partition or data set number
if the utility is operating on a single
partition or data set. Otherwise, this value
is zero.

PHASE CHAR(8) PHASE QW0024PH The current phase of the utility.
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SUBTASKS INTEGER SUBTASKS QW0024R1 Specifies the current subtask count. This
count accumulates all subtasks started
up to the time of this IFCID record.

UTILITY_ID CHAR(16) UT-ID QW0024ID The utility ID is specified by the user in
the UID parameter.

UTILITY_NAME CHAR(8) UT-NAME QW0024NM Specifies the name or type of utility. For
example, RUNSTATS, CHECK, and so
on.

Columns with (0025) UTILITY IQL Field Data

The following table lists the Db2 column name in the AUDIT_UTILITY_DETAIL table, with the corresponding (0025)
UTILITY IQL field name and Db2 field name.

Db2 Column Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

CPU_TIME DEC(15,6) UT-CPU-TIME QW0025UC Specifies the total utility CPU time. This
value is calculated only if accounting
trace class 1 is active.

DB_NAME CHAR(8) DATABASE-NAME QW0025NA Specifies the database name.

DBID SMALLINT DBID QW0025DB Specifies the DBID of the pageset's
database for which the utility is running.

ELAPSED_TIME DEC(15,6) UT-ELAPSED-TIME QW0025UE Specifies the utility elapsed time. If this
field is zero, then no data is available
for this field and for CPU and zIIP time
fields. This value is calculated only if
accounting trace class 1 is active.

EVENT CHAR(5) 'END' N/A Specifies the utility event.

ITEM_COUNT BIGINT ITEM-CNT QW0025DN The number of items processed by the
previous phase. Items indicate counts of
pages for COPY, RECOVER, MERGE,
and RUNSTATS utilities. They indicate
the number of records processed for
LOAD, REORG, and CHECK utilities. Or
the number of objects for a STOSPACE
utility.

JOB_NAME CHAR(8) JOB-NAME QW0025JN Specifies the name of job, which started
utility.

OBID SMALLINT OBID QW0025PD Specifies the OBID of the table or index
space pageset for which the utility is
running.

OTHER_SORTS INTEGER NUM-OTHER-SORTS QW0025OS The number of sorts, which are not
parallel data sort or parallel index sort.

PAGESET_NAME CHAR(8) TBL-OR-INDX-NAME QW0025PN Specifies the pageset (tablespace or
index) name.

PARAL_DATA_SORTS INTEGER PARALLEL-DAT-SORT
S

QW0025DA The number of parallel data sorts.

PARAL_INDEX_SORTS INTEGER PARALLEL-IND-SORTS QW0025IX The number of parallel index sorts.
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PART_OR_DS_NUM INTEGER PART-OR-DS-NUM QW0025PT Specifies the partition or data set number
if the utility is operating on a single
partition or data set. Otherwise, this value
is zero.

PHASE CHAR(8) PHASE QW0025PH Specifies the phase of the utility. This
field is blank if not applicable. Possible
values are: For COPY: 'UTLINITR',
'UTLINITW'. For RECOVER: 'UTLINITR',
'UTLINITW'

SHR_LVL CHAR(9) SHRLEVEL-TEXT QW0025SL Specifies the utility share level value:
'NONE'—None. 'REFERENCE'—
Reference. 'CHANGE'—Change. ' '—Not
provided.

SHR_LVL_FLAG CHAR(1) SHR-LVL QW0025SL Specifies the utility share level value:
'N'—None. 'R'—Reference. 'C'—Change.
' '—Not provided.

SORT_CPU_TIME DEC(15,6) UT-SORT-CPU-TIME QW0025SC Specifies the sort CPU time. This value is
calculated only if accounting trace class 1
is active.

SORT_TYPE CHAR(7) SORT-TYPE-TEXT QW0025FL Specifies the type of sort used type of
sort used. 'DF '—DFSORT was used at
least once. 'DB2'—DB2SORT was used
at least once.

SORT_TYPE_FLAG BINARY(1) SORT-TYPE QW0025FL This flag field indicates the type of sort
used: x'80'—DFSORT was used at least
once. x'40'—DB2SORT was used at
least once.

SORT_ZIIP_TIME DEC(15,6) UT-SORT-ZIIP-TIME QW0025SZ Specifies sort zIIP time. This value is
calculated only if accounting trace class 1
is active.

STEP_NAME CHAR(8) STEP-NAME QW0025JS Specifies the name of the step in which
the utility was called.

SUBTASKS INTEGER SUBTASKS QW0025R1 Specifies the final subtask count, which is
accumulative for all subtasks started for
the utility.

UTILITY_ID CHAR(16) UT-ID QW0025ID The utility ID is specified by the user in
the UID parameter.

UTILITY_NAME CHAR(8) UT-NAME QW0025NM Specifies the name or type of utility. For
example, RUNSTATS, CHECK, and so
on.

ZIIP_TIME DEC(15,6) UT-ZIIP-TIME QW0025UZ Specifies the total utility ZIIP time. This
value is calculated only if accounting
trace class 1 is active.
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Sample Queries for Archive Tables
The following sample SQL statements provide a base for the exploitation of the data in the archive tables. Change these
queries according to your needs and your environment.

Once data has been loaded into the archive database, you can use it to generate reports. The ARCSQL member in the
SOURCE library contains sample SQL statements for manipulating archive data.

The following examples demonstrate queries that you can write against the archive tables:

Percent of BP Getpage Activity by Plan Name

The following query shows how to join data from the subsystem tables and the application daily tables. The query also
shows the use of the DECIMAL function. This function forces Db2 to maintain precision when any division involves integer
columns.

This query retrieves the percentage of buffer pool getpage activity that was generated by the applications that use
'PLANA' in the subsystem 'SSID'.

SELECT A.YEAR, A.MONTH, A.DAY, A.BUF_POOL_NAME,

       (DECIMAL(SUM(A.BP_GETPAGE)) / SUM(S.BP_GETPAGE))

  FROM APPL_BP_DAILY A,

       SUBSYS_BP_DAILY S

  WHERE DATE(A.BEGIN_DATE_TIME) = DATE(S.BEGIN_DATE_TIME)

    AND A.SUBSYSTEM = S.SUBSYSTEM

    AND A.SYSTEM_ID = S.SYSTEM_ID

    AND A.BUF_POOL_NAME = S.BUF_POOL_NAME

    AND A.SUBSYSTEM = 'SSID'

    AND A.PLAN_NAME = 'PLANA'

  GROUP BY A.YEAR, A.MONTH, A.DAY, A.BUF_POOL_NAME

;

Average Db2 Elapsed Time by Connection ID

The following query shows the average Db2 elapsed time for applications by connection ID. Uncomment the commented
parts to retrieve average by plan name for a specific connection. In this example, the connection ID is 'CICSDB'.

SELECT SYSTEM_ID,SUBSYSTEM,CONNECTION_ID,

--     PLAN_NAME,

       DECIMAL( FLOAT(SUM(DB2_ELAPSED))/SUM(RECORD_COUNT),11,4 ),

       SUM(RECORD_COUNT)

  FROM APPLICATION_DAILY

--WHERE CONNECTION_ID = 'CICSDB'

  GROUP BY SYSTEM_ID,SUBSYSTEM,CONNECTION_ID

--        ,PLAN_NAME

;

Time Evolution of BP Ratio on a Selected Weekday

The following query uses a GROUP BY to ensure the return of a single row per activity day. Use SUM and GROUP BY
YEAR, MONTH, DAY to re-correlate the data that you retrieve from the daily tables.

This query shows how buffer pool ratio changes over time for Mondays only.

SELECT YEAR, MONTH, DAY, BUF_POOL_NAME,

      DECIMAL(SUM(BP_GETPAGE)) / SUM(BP_SYNC_READ_IO)

FROM SUBSYS_BP_DAILY
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  WHERE  DAY_OF_WEEK = 'MON'

GROUP BY BUF_POOL_NAME, YEAR, MONTH, DAY

;

Application Details with Nonzero Exceptions

The following query retrieves application detail records that have any exception fields count greater than zero.

SELECT BEGIN_DATE_TIME, SYSTEM_ID, SUBSYSTEM

      ,PLAN_NAME, CONNECTION_ID, REQUESTOR_LOCATION

      ,MULT_INDX_FAIL_STG

      ,DEADLOCK

      ,TIMEOUT

      ,LOCK_ESCAL_SHARE

      ,LOCK_ESCAL_EXCL

FROM APPLICATION_DETAIL

  WHERE

         MULT_INDX_FAIL_STG      > 0

      OR DEADLOCK                > 0

      OR TIMEOUT                 > 0

      OR LOCK_ESCAL_SHARE        > 0

      OR LOCK_ESCAL_EXCL         > 0

;

Identification of CICS Application Suitable for Protected Threads

The following two queries show which CICS applications are best suited for protected threads. For both queries, we
assume that you have an evenly distributed transaction rate for the time specified. The first query allows you to extract
detailed data for peak times. This query provides high accuracy, but requires a detail level of data collection.

Due to SQL limitations, the results are fetched by plan_name and not by transaction ID. To view the data
by transaction ID, create a temporary table with the required fields, which include 'transaction ID'. Use
SUBSTR(CORRELATION_ID,5,4) to extract transaction ID from the correlation ID.

Both select statements are almost identical. The dividend represents the maximum total time that a protected thread stays
active. 45 is the average time that a protected thread stays allocated after the last transaction terminates. You can use the
minimum interval of 30 seconds.

The divisor adjusts the dividend value relative to 1. If the result is less than 1, there would not be much value in thread
reuse. A higher value indicates a greater potential benefit from thread reuse. The divisor is the number of seconds in an
hour (3600) times the number of hours being analyzed times the number of days.

In the first example, we look at two hours of activity, between 1 PM and 3 PM, for five days. In the second example, we
use summary data and assume that most activity occurred during an eight-hour period. COUNT(*) indicates the number of
days.

Query 1:
SELECT DECIMAL(FLOAT(SUM((APPL_ELAPSED)+(45*(COMMIT+ROLLBACK))))

        / (3600*2*5),11,4),

       SYSTEM_ID, SUBSYSTEM, PLAN_NAME, CONNECTION_ID

FROM APPLICATION_DETAIL

WHERE

      HOUR(BEGIN_DATE_TIME) BETWEEN 13 AND 15

  AND DATE(BEGIN_DATE_TIME) BETWEEN 'yyyy-mm-d1' AND 'yyyy-mm-d2'

  AND CONNECTION_ID LIKE '%CICS%'

GROUP BY SYSTEM_ID, SUBSYSTEM, PLAN_NAME, CONNECTION_ID
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ORDER BY SYSTEM_ID, SUBSYSTEM, CONNECTION_ID, 1 DESC

;

Query 2:
SELECT DECIMAL(FLOAT(SUM((APPL_ELAPSED)+(30 * (COMMIT+ROLLBACK))))

        / (3600*8*COUNT(*)),11,4),

       SYSTEM_ID, SUBSYSTEM, CONNECTION_ID, PLAN_NAME

FROM APPLICATION_DAILY

WHERE

      CONNECTION_ID LIKE '%CICS%'

GROUP BY SYSTEM_ID, SUBSYSTEM, CONNECTION_ID, PLAN_NAME

ORDER BY SYSTEM_ID, SUBSYSTEM, CONNECTION_ID, 1 DESC

;

Average Minutes per Checkpoint in Prime Time Processing

The following query retrieves the average number of minutes per checkpoint during the prime time processing. The query
uses subsystem detail data.

SELECT SYSTEM_ID, SUBSYSTEM,

   SUM((TIME(END_DATE_TIME)-TIME(BEGIN_DATE_TIME))/60)/SUM(CHECKPOINTS)

FROM SUBSYSTEM_DETAIL

  WHERE HOUR(BEGIN_DATE_TIME) BETWEEN 8 AND 17

        AND DATE(BEGIN_DATE_TIME) = DATE(END_DATE_TIME)

GROUP BY SYSTEM_ID, SUBSYSTEM

;

Lock Requests per Second

The following query retrieves applications that were executed at a specific time of day.

In this example, SYSVIEW for Db2 has detected a high number of lock requests on July 7 at 10:05:22. The query
retrieves applications that were running at the time, the number of lock requests, and the average number of lock requests
per second.

SELECT SUBSYSTEM, PLAN_NAME, AUTH_ID,

  BEGIN_DATE_TIME, END_DATE_TIME, LOCK_REQUEST,

  LOCK_REQUEST/(TIME(END_DATE_TIME)-TIME(BEGIN_DATE_TIME))

FROM APPLICATION_DETAIL

WHERE BEGIN_DATE_TIME < '2020-07-24-10.05.22.000000'

  AND END_DATE_TIME   > '2020-07-24-10.05.22.000000'

;

Local and Distributed Processing Activity

The following query shows how to join data from the application daily table to distributed data from the application
distributed-data-daily table.

This query retrieves the total amount of SQL activity for applications, and the amount of SQL activity that was processed
remotely, or at this site for another site.

SELECT A.YEAR, A.MONTH, A.DAY,

       A.SYSTEM_ID, A.SUBSYSTEM, A.PLAN_NAME, A.CONNECTION_ID,

       A.LOCAL_LOCATION, A.REQUESTOR_LOCATION, B.REMOTE_LOCATION,

       SUM(SQL_SELECT+SQL_DELETE+SQL_UPDATE+SQL_INSERT+OPEN_CURSOR+

       CLOSE_CURSOR+FETCH_CURSOR),
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       SUM(SQL_STMTS_SENT), SUM(SQL_STMTS_RECEIVED)

FROM APPLICATION_DAILY A, APPL_DDF_DAILY B

     WHERE A.YEAR = B.YEAR

       AND A.MONTH = B.MONTH

       AND A.DAY = B.DAY

       AND A.SYSTEM_ID = B.SYSTEM_ID

       AND A.SUBSYSTEM = B.SUBSYSTEM

       AND A.PLAN_NAME = B.PLAN_NAME

       AND A.CONNECTION_ID = B.CONNECTION_ID

       AND A.REQUESTOR_LOCATION = B.REQUESTOR_LOCATION

GROUP BY A.YEAR, A.MONTH, A.DAY,

         A.SYSTEM_ID, A.SUBSYSTEM, A.PLAN_NAME, A.CONNECTION_ID,

         A.LOCAL_LOCATION, A.REQUESTOR_LOCATION, B.REMOTE_LOCATION

;

Amount of Concurrency for CICS Transaction

The following query retrieves the amount of concurrency for a CICS transaction 'D8CS'. This value indicates whether
THREADM, THREADS, or THREADA should be increased or decreased. You can track the maximum values of the
correlation ID counter.

SELECT SYSTEM_ID, SUBSYSTEM, CONNECTION_ID, CORRELATION_ID, PLAN_NAME,

       COUNT(*)

FROM APPLICATION_DETAIL

WHERE CONNECTION_ID LIKE '%CICS%'

  AND SUBSTR(CORRELATION_ID,5,4) = 'D8CS'

GROUP BY SYSTEM_ID, SUBSYSTEM, CONNECTION_ID, CORRELATION_ID, PLAN_NAME

;

Active ZPARMs on a Day and Time

The following query retrieves the subsystem 'SSID' ZPARMs that were active on day 'yyyy-mm-dd'.

SELECT * FROM SUBSYS_ZPARMS

WHERE  SUBSYSTEM='SSID' AND RECORD_DATE_TIME =

       ( SELECT MAX(RECORD_DATE_TIME) FROM SUBSYS_ZPARMS

         WHERE  RECORD_DATE_TIME <= TIMESTAMP('yyyy-mm-dd')

         AND SUBSYSTEM='SSID' )

;

System, Sequential Page, and Random Page Residency Times for Time Period, Systems, or Subsystems

The following query retrieves System Residency Time (SRT), Sequential Page Residency Time (QRT), Random Page
Residency Time (RRT), and the date of the BP configuration. The query returns results for a time period, systems, or
subsystems.

SELECT

    T0.SUBSYSTEM, T0.BPNAME, T0.YEAR, T0.MONTH, T0.DAY, T0.HOUR,

    BP.RECORD_DATE_TIME AS PARM_DATE,

    (CASE WHEN T0.TOTAL_IO=0 THEN NULL

          ELSE 3600.0*BP.VPSIZE/T0.TOTAL_IO

          END

    ) AS SRT,

    (CASE WHEN T0.SYNC_IO=0 THEN NULL

          ELSE 36.0*BP.VPSIZE*BP.VPSEQT/T0.SYNC_IO
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          END

    ) AS QRT,

    (CASE WHEN T0.TOTAL_IO-T0.SYNC_IO=0 THEN NULL

          ELSE 36.0*BP.VPSIZE*(100-BP.VPSEQT)/(T0.TOTAL_IO-T0.SYNC_IO)

          END

    ) AS RRT

FROM (SELECT

          BD0.YEAR,BD0.MONTH,BD0.DAY,BD0.HOUR,

          BD0.SYSTEM_ID,BD0.SUBSYSTEM,BD0.BUF_POOL_NAME,

          SUM(BP_SYNC_READ_IO) AS SYNC_IO,

          SUM(BP_SYNC_READ_IO+BP_PREFETCH_PAGES+

              BP_LIST_PREF_PGS+BP_DYN_PREF_PGS) AS TOTAL_IO,

          ( SELECT MAX(BP0.RECORD_DATE_TIME)

            FROM   SUBSYS_BP_PARMS BP0

            WHERE  BP0.RECORD_DATE_TIME<

                   TRUNC_TIMESTAMP(TIMESTAMPADD(8,1,

                                   MAX(BD0.BEGIN_DATE_TIME)),'HH')

                   AND BP0.SYSTEM_ID=BD0.SYSTEM_ID

                   AND BP0.SUBSYSTEM=BD0.SUBSYSTEM

                   AND BP0.BPNAME   =BD0.BUF_POOL_NAME

          ) AS PARM_TIME

      FROM  SUBSYS_BP_DETAIL BD0

--    WHERE where-clause restricting which buffer pools

--          and what dates and times to evaluate

      GROUP BY BD0.YEAR,BD0.MONTH,BD0.DAY,BD0.HOUR,

               BD0.SYSTEM_ID,BD0.SUBSYSTEM, BD0.BUF_POOL_NAME

     )

     AS T0(YEAR,MONTH,DAY,HOUR,

           SYSTEM_ID,SUBSYSTEM,BPNAME,

           SYNC_IO,TOTAL_IO,PARM_TIME)

     LEFT  JOIN SUBSYS_BP_PARMS BP

             ON (T0.PARM_TIME=BP.RECORD_DATE_TIME AND

                 T0.SYSTEM_ID=BP.SYSTEM_ID        AND

                 T0.SUBSYSTEM=BP.SUBSYSTEM        AND

                 T0.BPNAME   =BP.BPNAME)

;

Counts of SELECT Statements Processed in Db2 and SELECT Statements Sent to Accelerator

The following query shows how many SELECT SQL statements are processed by Db2 and how many are sent to the
Accelerator.

SELECT

    SD.SYSTEM_ID, SD.SUBSYSTEM, SD.YEAR, SD.MONTH,

    SD.DAY, SD.SQL_DAILY, ACCEL.SQL_ACCEL

FROM

   (SELECT

        SYSTEM_ID, SUBSYSTEM, YEAR, MONTH,

        DAY, SUM(SQL_SELECT) AS SQL_DAILY

    FROM

        SUBSYSTEM_DAILY

    GROUP BY

        SYSTEM_ID, SUBSYSTEM, YEAR, MONTH, DAY
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   ) SD

JOIN

   (SELECT

        SYSTEM_ID, SUBSYSTEM, YEAR, MONTH, DAY,

        SUM(ACCEL_QUERY_SUCCESS_SSID + ACCEL_QUERY_FAIL_SSID)

          AS SQL_ACCEL

    FROM

        SUBSYS_ACCEL_DAILY

    GROUP BY

        SYSTEM_ID, SUBSYSTEM, YEAR, MONTH, DAY

   ) ACCEL

ON

        SD.SYSTEM_ID = ACCEL.SYSTEM_ID

   AND  SD.SUBSYSTEM = ACCEL.SUBSYSTEM

   AND  SD.YEAR      = ACCEL.YEAR

   AND  SD.MONTH     = ACCEL.MONTH

   AND  SD.DAY       = ACCEL.DAY

;

Details for Incompatible Conversions Between String and Numeric Data Types

The following query shows how to join data from application SQL incompatibility tables.

This query retrieves full application details for incompatible conversions between string and numeric data types
(incompatibility code 7).

SELECT *

FROM APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_DETAIL A

     LEFT JOIN APPL_SQL_INCOMPAT_PARMS B

      ON A.DATE_TIME          = B.DATE_TIME

     AND A.SYSTEM_ID          = B.SYSTEM_ID

     AND A.SUBSYSTEM          = B.SUBSYSTEM

     AND A.IFCID_SEQUENCE_NUM = B.IFCID_SEQUENCE_NUM

WHERE REASON_CODE = 7

;

REST API Requests
The Data Service IQL (DSAIxxxx) requests feed the SYSVIEW for Db2 REST API endpoints, /generic , and /
prometheus/generic .

Most DSAI requests are modeled after SYSVIEW for Db2 archive tables, so that the archive table documentation
identifies the metrics. Eight such requests are currently available. DSAISTDX includes additional subsystem metrics and
is the only data service request that is not modeled after archive tables.

This section lists the metrics that are available for the Prometheus and Grafana Integration in the subsections.

DSAIxxxx Subsystem Metrics
The Data Service IQL requests feed the generic SYSVIEW for Db2 REST API endpoints, /api/v1/idb2/generic ,
and /api/v1/idb2/prometheus/generic . These requests are prefixed with DSAI and start at the data collector
startup when the system parameter XNETAGT is set to YES.

The DSAI requests provide the metrics that are available for the Prometheus and Grafana Integration.
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Use the following IQL requests with generic endpoints. These requests are modeled after SYSVIEW for Db2 archive
tables, so that the archive table documentation identifies the metrics. Metric names match the Db2 column name in each
of the tables.

NOTE

• REST API has no dependency on archive tables. Archive tables only refer to the documentation.
• Prometheus only accepts numeric values. That reduces the list of provided metrics.

DSAISTD
Refers to SUBSYSTEM_DETAIL, the base Db2 subsystem performance information.
For a list of available metrics, see SUBSYSTEM_DETAIL Table.

DSAISTDX
Refers to the additional real-time Db2 subsystem statistics.
For a list of available metrics, see DSAISTDX Additional Subsystem Metrics.

DSAISTDA
Refers to SUBSYS_ACCEL_DETAIL, the Db2 accelerator subsystem performance information by the accelerator
server name.
For a list of available metrics, see SUBSYS_ACCEL_DETAIL Table.

DSAISTDB
Refers to SUBSYS_BP_DETAIL, the buffer pool Db2 subsystem performance information by the buffer pool
name.
For a list of available metrics, see SUBSYS_BP_DETAIL Table.

DSAISTDG
Refers to SUBSYS_GBP_DETAIL, the group buffer pool Db2 subsystem performance information by the group
buffer pool name.
For a list of available metrics, see SUBSYS_GBP_DETAIL Table.

DSAISTDD
Refers to SUBSYS_DDF_DETAIL, the distributed Db2 subsystem performance information by the location name.
For a list of available metrics, see SUBSYS_DDF_DETAIL Table.

DSAIED
Refers to SUBSYS_STORAGE_DETAIL, the base DB2 subsystem storage use information.
For a list of available metrics, see SUBSYS_STORAGE_DETAIL Table.

DSAIEDA
Refers to SUBSYS_STORAGE_AS_DETAIL, the Db2 address space-related subsystem storage use information.
For a list of available metrics, see SUBSYS_STORAGE_AS_DETAIL Table.

DSAISACD
Refers to SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DETAIL, the thread accounting information by the connection type.
For a list of available metrics, see SUBSYS_ACCT_BY_CONN_DETAIL Table.

DSAISTDX Additional Subsystem Metrics
The DSAISTDX Data Service IQL request provides real-time Db2 subsystem statistics that are not available in any other
data service request.

The data service requests are mostly modeled after SYSVIEW for Db2 archive tables, so that the archive table
documentation identifies the metrics. The following table shows the metrics that are not referenced in the archive tables
documentation.
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Metrics Based on Common IQL Field Data

The following table lists the metric name, the corresponding IQL field name, and the Db2 field name.

Metric Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

APPL_CRIT_EXCPT DEC(7,0) APPL-CRIT-EXCPT N/A The number of critical application exceptions
detected during the last exception cycle.

APPL_INFO_EXCPT DEC(7,0) APPL-INFO-EXCPT N/A The number of informational application
exceptions detected during the last exception
cycle.

APPL_WARN_EXCPT DEC(7,0) APPL-WARN-EXCP
T

N/A The number of warning application exceptions
detected during the last exception cycle.

DATABASE_CRIT_E
XCPT

DEC(7,0) DATABASE-CRIT-E
XCPT

N/A The number of critical database exceptions
detected during the last exception cycle.

DATABASE_INFO_E
XCPT

DEC(7,0) DATABASE-INFO-E
XCPT

N/A The number of informational database
exceptions detected during the last exception
cycle.

DATABASE_WARN_
EXCPT

DEC(7,0) DATABASE-WARN-
EXCPT

N/A The number of warning database exceptions
detected during the last exception cycle.

DB2_ELAPSED_TIME DEC(15,6) DB2-ELAPSED-TIM
E

N/A Specifies how long the Db2 subsystem has
been active.

DB2_RLSE_NUM CHAR(8) DB2-RLSE-NUM N/A The Db2 version and release in the vv.r format.

EVENT_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

EVENT_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

EVENT_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

EVENT_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

EVENT_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

EVENT_TIME TIMESTAMP EVENT-TIME QWHSSTCK The store clock time when the trace record
was produced.

MVS_SMF_ID CHAR(4) MVS-SMF-ID N/A SMF ID of the MVS system.

START_EVENT_TIME TIMESTAMP START-EVENT-TIM
E

N/A For Db2 events that come in pairs of records
(begin and end events), this field shows the
start time of the event.

SUBSYS CHAR(4) SUBSYS QWHSSSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem name as defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx).

SUBSYS_CRIT_EXC
PT

DEC(7,0) SUBSYS-CRIT-EXC
PT

N/A The number of critical subsystem exceptions
detected during the last exception cycle.

SUBSYS_INFO_EXC
PT

DEC(7,0) SUBSYS-INFO-EXC
PT

N/A The number of informational subsystem
exceptions detected during the last exception
cycle.
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SUBSYS_WARN_EX
CPT

DEC(7,0) SUBSYS-WARN-EX
CPT

N/A The number of warning subsystem exceptions
detected during the last exception cycle.

WEEK_NUM DEC(7,0) WEEK-NUM Derived from
QWHSSTCK

The relative week number since 01/01/1900.
This field is useful in grouping or summarizing
data by week.

Metrics Based on (1001) CURR-STATS1 IQL Field Data

The following table lists the metric name, the corresponding (1001) CURR-STATS1 IQL field name, and the Db2 field
name.

Metric Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

AVAIL_DB2_ACC_CPU_S
ECS

DEC(15,6) AVAIL-DB2-ACC-CPU-
SECS

N/A The number of normalized CPU seconds
that Db2 is up.

BACKGROUND_THRDS_
PCT

DEC(15,0) BACKGROUND-THRDS
-PCT

N/A The percentage of maximum batch
connections in use. The maximum
number of batch connections is defined
by the ZPARM parameter IDBACK. Batch
connections include batch jobs using
the DSN command, call attach, and Db2
utilities.

CHKPT_TIMES_60 DEC(15,0) CHKPT-TIMES-60 N/A Used to calculate checkpoints per
minute.

CURR_BACKGROUND_T
HRDS

DEC(15,0) CURR-BACKGROUND-
THRDS

N/A The current number of connections to
Db2 from batch. Each of the following is
counted as a separate batch connection:
Each batch job using DSN processor;
Each batch job using call attach; Each
Db2 utility.

CURR_DATASETS DEC(15,0) CURR-DATASETS N/A The number of database data sets
currently open.

CURR_DBAT_INACTIVE_
THRDS

DEC(15,0) CURR-DBAT-INACTIVE
-THRDS

N/A The current number of inactive remote
connections. The maximum number of
active and inactive remote connections
is defined by the ZPARM parameter
CONDBAT.

CURR_DBAT_THRDS DEC(15,0) CURR-DBAT-THRDS N/A The current number of active remote
connections. The maximum number of
remote connections is defined by the
ZPARM parameter MAXDBAT.

CURR_FOREGROUND_T
HRDS

DEC(15,0) CURR-FOREGROUND
-THRDS

N/A The number of TSO connections in
use. The maximum number of TSO
connections is defined by the ZPARM
parameter, IDFORE. TSO connections
include TSO users issuing the DSN
command and call attach users under
TSO.
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CURR_THRDS DEC(15,0) CURR-THRDS N/A The current number of active users
in Db2. The maximum number of
active users is defined by the ZPARM
parameter, CTHREAD.

DATASETS_PCT DEC(15,0) DATASETS-PCT N/A The current number of database data
sets open as a percentage of the DSMAX
ZPARM parameter. This percentage
can be greater than 100 if the DSMAX
parameter is significantly under the MVS
limit and many pagesets are defined
CLOSE NO.

DBAT_INACTIVE_THRDS
_PCT

DEC(15,0) DBAT-INACTIVE-THRD
S-PCT

N/A The percentage of inactive remote
connections as compared to the
maximum number of active and inactive
connections allowed. The maximum
number of active and inactive remote
connections is defined by the ZPARM
parameter CONDBAT.

DBAT_THRDS_PCT DEC(15,0) DBAT-THRDS-PCT N/A The percentage of maximum remote
connections in use. The maximum
number of remote connections is defined
by the ZPARM parameter MAXDBAT.

DBM1_ADDRIO DEC(15,0) DBM1-ADDRIO N/A The number of I/Os performed by the
Db2 address spaces.

DBM1_JOB_NAME CHAR(8) DBM1-JOB-NAME N/A Specifies the started task name of the
Db2 address space.

DBM1_PGIN DEC(15,0) DBM1-PGIN N/A The amount of page-in activity for the
Db2 address space.

DBM1_PGOUT DEC(15,0) DBM1-PGOUT N/A The amount of page-out activity for the
Db2 address space.

DBM1_PROC_NAME CHAR(4) DBM1-PROC-NAME QWSAPROC The last 4 characters of the procedure
name used to start the address space
(DBM1, MSTR, or DIST), or a constant
identifier of IRLM.

DBM1_WORKING_SET_S
IZE

DEC(15,0) DBM1-WORKING-SET-
SIZE

N/A Specifies the working set size for the
selected address space. The working
set size is the amount of processor
storage allocated to an address space.
On systems with expanded storage,
this includes both central and expanded
storage.

DDF_STATUS CHAR(8) DDF-STATUS N/A Specifies whether the distributed data
facility is started (ACTIVE) or not
(INACTIVE).

DIST_ADDRIO DEC(15,0) DIST-ADDRIO N/A The number of I/Os performed by the
Db2 address spaces.

DIST_JOB_NAME CHAR(8) DIST-JOB-NAME N/A Specifies the started task name of the
Db2 address space.
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DIST_PGIN DEC(15,0) DIST-PGIN N/A The amount of page-in activity for the
Db2 address space.

DIST_PGOUT DEC(15,0) DIST-PGOUT N/A The amount of page-out activity for the
Db2 address space.

DIST_PGSEC DEC(15,0) DIST-PGSEC N/A Specifies system page seconds for the
Db2 address space.

DIST_PROC_NAME CHAR(4) DIST-PROC-NAME QWSAPROC Specifies the last 4 characters of the
procedure name used to start the
address space (DBM1, MSTR, or DIST),
or a constant identifier of IRLM.

DIST_WORKING_SET_S
IZE

DEC(15,0) DIST-WORKING-SET-S
IZE

N/A Specifies the working set size for the
selected address space. The working
set size is the amount of processor
storage allocated to an address space.
On systems with expanded storage,
this includes both central and expanded
storage.

EFFECTIVE_PROCESSO
R_COUNT

DEC(15,0) EFFECTIVE-PROCESS
OR-COUNT

N/A The number of processors that would
be required if all zIIPs and zAAPs were
replaced by CPs.

FOREGROUND_THRDS_
PCT

DEC(15,0) FOREGROUND-THRD
S-PCT

N/A The percentage of maximum TSO
connections in use. The maximum
number of TSO connections is defined
by the ZPARM parameter IDFORE. TSO
connections include TSO users utilizing
the DSN command and call attach users
under TSO.

FREE_SEG DEC(15,0) FREE-SEG QSST_SFREER The number of out-of-line 31-bit stack
free requests.

FREEMAIN DEC(15,0) FREEMAIN QSSTFREM The number of 31-bit freemain requests.

FXD_POOLS_CREATED DEC(15,0) FXD-POOLS-CREATED QSSTGPLF The number of get fixed pool requests.

FXD_POOLS_DEALLOC DEC(15,0) FXD-POOLS-DEALLOC QSSTFPLF The number of free fixed pools requests.

FXD_SEGS_CNTRCT DEC(15,0) FXD-SEGS-CNTRCT QSSTCONF The number of contracted segments in
31-bit fixed pools.

FXD_SEGS_EXP DEC(15,0) FXD-SEGS-EXP QSSTEXPF The number of extensions getmained in
fixed pools.

FXD_SEGS_FREED DEC(15,0) FXD-SEGS-FREED QSSTFREF The number of freemained segments in
31-bit fixed pools.

GETMAIN DEC(15,0) GETMAIN QSSTGETM The number of 31-bit getmain requests.

HIGH_MAX_DBAT_INAC
TIVE

DEC(15,0) HIGH-MAX-DBAT-INAC
TIVE

N/A The peak number of inactive remote
connections.

INDOUBT_THREADS DEC(15,0) INDOUBT-THREADS N/A The current number of indoubt threads.
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INT_HWM_CTHREAD_TH
RDS

DEC(15,0) INT-HWM-CTHREAD-T
HRDS

N/A The maximum number of allied threads
that have been allocated concurrently
during the collection interval. For real-
time displays, the collection interval is
the current data collector statistics record
collection interval. For online history,
the value is the maximum value for the
selected interval or range of intervals. If
the system parameter HWM-SAMP-INT
is set to zero, this value is not collected
and is zero. Otherwise, the HWM-SAMP-
INT setting controls the frequency of
collection for this field. This field is valid
for online displays only.

INT_HWM_IDBACK_THR
DS

DEC(15,0) INT-HWM-IDBACK-THR
DS

N/A The maximum number of users that
are identified to Db2 from batch tasks
during the collection interval. For real-
time displays, the collection interval is
the current data collector statistics record
collection interval. For online history,
the value is the maximum value for the
selected interval or range of intervals. If
the system parameter HWM-SAMP-INT
is set to zero, this value is not collected
and is zero. Otherwise, the HWM-SAMP-
INT setting controls the frequency of
collection for this field. This field is valid
for online displays only.

INT_HWM_IDFORE_THR
DS

DEC(15,0) INT-HWM-IDFORE-TH
RDS

N/A The maximum number of users that are
identified to Db2 from TSO foreground
tasks during the collection interval. For
real-time displays, the collection interval
is the current data collector statistics
record collection interval. For online
history, the value is the maximum value
for the selected interval or range of
intervals. If the system parameter HWM-
SAMP-INT is set to zero, this value is
not collected and is zero. Otherwise, the
HWM-SAMP-INT setting controls the
frequency of collection for this field. This
field is valid for online displays only.
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INT_HWM_MAXDBAT_TH
RDS

DEC(15,0) INT-HWM-MAXDBAT-T
HRDS

N/A The maximum number of active database
access threads that existed during
the collection interval. For real-time
displays, the collection interval is the
current data collector statistics record
collection interval. For online history,
the value is the maximum value for the
selected interval or range of intervals. If
the system parameter HWM-SAMP-INT
is set to zero, this value is not collected
and is zero. Otherwise, the HWM-SAMP-
INT setting controls the frequency of
collection for this field. This field is valid
for online displays only.

IRLM_ADDRIO DEC(15,0) IRLM-ADDRIO N/A The number of I/Os performed by the
Db2 address spaces.

IRLM_JOB_NAME CHAR(8) IRLM-JOB-NAME N/A Specifies the started task name of the
Db2 address space.

IRLM_PGIN DEC(15,0) IRLM-PGIN N/A The amount of page-in activity for the
Db2 address space.

IRLM_PGOUT DEC(15,0) IRLM-PGOUT N/A The amount of page-out activity for the
Db2 address space.

IRLM_PROC_NAME CHAR(4) IRLM-PROC-NAME QWSAPROC Specifies the last 4 characters of the
procedure name used to start the
address space (DBM1, MSTR, or DIST),
or a constant identifier of IRLM.

IRLM_WORKING_SET_S
IZE

DEC(15,0) IRLM-WORKING-SET-S
IZE

N/A Specifies the working set size for the
selected address space. The working
set size is the amount of processor
storage allocated to an address space.
On systems with expanded storage,
this includes both central and expanded
storage.

LOG_HIGH_RBA CHAR(20) LOG-HIGH-RBA QWSDLR Specifies the high used RBA address of
the active log.

LOOK_AHEAD_FAILURE
S

DEC(15,0) LOOK-AHEAD-FAILUR
ES

N/A The number of "look-ahead" tape mount
failures. For maximum performance, this
value should be zero.
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MAX_BACKGROUND_TH
RDS

DEC(15,0) MAX-BACKGROUND-T
HRDS

N/A The maximum number of concurrent
connections allowed by Db2 from batch.
Each of the following is counted as a
separate batch connection: Each batch
job using DSN processor; Each batch job
using call attach; Each Db2 utility. When
the number of batch jobs attempting to
access Db2 exceeds this number, excess
connection requests are rejected. This
value is controlled by the "STORAGE
SIZES" panel and is assembled as the
IDBACK parameter of the DSNZPARM
DSN6SYSP macro.

MAX_DATASETS DEC(15,0) MAX-DATASETS N/A This parameter tells Db2 the maximum
number of concurrent database data
sets that it should try to have allocated
and open. When this value is reached,
Db2 tries to close pagesets defined
with CLOSE YES that are not in use.
The value cannot be defined on any
installation panel, but is assembled
as the DSMAX parameter of the
DSNZPARM DSN6SPRM macro.

MAX_DBAT_INACTIVE_T
HRDS

DEC(15,0) MAX-DBAT-INACTIVE-
THRDS

N/A The maximum number of database
access threads (DBATs) that can
be allocated concurrently, including
inactive threads. This value is defined
on the "STORAGE SIZES" panel and is
assembled as the CONDBAT parameter
of the DSNZPARM DSN6SYSP macro.

MAX_DBAT_THRDS DEC(15,0) MAX-DBAT-THRDS N/A The maximum number of database
access threads (DBATs) that can be
allocated concurrently. The total number
of users that can access Db2 is the
sum of this value and the concurrent
users value. When the number of users
attempting to access Db2 remotely
exceeds this number, then the excess
allocation requests are queued. This
value is defined on the "STORAGE
SIZES" panel and is assembled as the
MAXDBAT parameter of the DSNZPARM
DSN6SYSP macro.
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MAX_FOREGROUND_TH
RDS

DEC(15,0) MAX-FOREGROUND-T
HRDS

N/A The maximum number of users
that are simultaneously allowed to
be identified to Db2 from the TSO
foreground. Each TSO user using DSN
processor and each TSO user using call
attach is counted as a separate TSO
user. When the number of TSO users
attempting to access Db2 exceeds this
number, excess connection requests
are rejected. This value is controlled by
the "STORAGE SIZES" panel and is
assembled as the IDFORE parameter of
the DSNZPARM DSN6SYSP macro.

MAX_RIDBLK_ALLOWED DEC(15,0) MAX-RIDBLK-ALLOWE
D

N/A The maximum number of RID blocks
in the Db2 subsystem. The size of
each RID block is 32K. This parameter
is defined on the first "CLISTS
CALCULATIONS" panel and is
assembled as the MAXRBLK parameter
of the DSN6SPRM macro.

MAX_THRDS DEC(15,0) MAX-THRDS N/A The maximum number of allied threads
(threads started at the local subsystem)
that can be allocated concurrently. Each
of the following is counted as a separate
thread: Each TSO user (DSN processor);
Each batch job (DSN processor/utility);
Each IMS region accessing Db2; Each
CICS transaction accessing Db2; Each
call attach task accessing Db2. The
total number of users that can access
Db2 is the sum of this value and the
remote users value. When the number
of users attempting to access Db2
exceeds this number, then the excess
plan allocation requests are queued.
This value is defined on the "STORAGE
SIZES" panel and is assembled as the
CTHREAD parameter of the DSNZPARM
DSN6SYSP macro.

MSTR_ADDRIO DEC(15,0) MSTR-ADDRIO N/A The number of I/Os performed by the
Db2 address spaces.

MSTR_JOB_NAME CHAR(8) MSTR-JOB-NAME N/A Specifies the started task name of the
Db2 address space.

MSTR_PGIN DEC(15,0) MSTR-PGIN N/A The amount of page-in activity for the
Db2 address space.

MSTR_PGOUT DEC(15,0) MSTR-PGOUT N/A The amount of page-out activity for the
Db2 address space.
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MSTR_PROC_NAME CHAR(4) MSTR-PROC-NAME QWSAPROC The last 4 characters of the procedure
name used to start the address space
(DBM1, MSTR, or DIST), or a constant
identifier of IRLM.

MSTR_WORKING_SET_
SIZE

DEC(15,0) MSTR-WORKING-SET-
SIZE

N/A Specifies the working set size for the
selected address space. The working
set size is the amount of processor
storage allocated to an address space.
On systems with expanded storage,
this includes both central and expanded
storage.

NONZERO_RET_CDS DEC(15,0) NONZERO-RET-CDS QSSTRCNZ The number of conditional 31-bit get
request failures due to a local storage
shortage.

PROCESSOR_COUNT DEC(15,0) PROCESSOR-COUNT N/A The number of processors available for
MVS to use.

RLF_STATUS CHAR(8) RLF-STATUS N/A Specifies whether the resource limit
facility is started (ACTIVE) or not
(INACTIVE).

SEG_FREEMAIN DEC(15,0) SEG-FREEMAIN QSST_SFREEM The number of 31-bit free requests that
required a freemain.

STACK_EXT DEC(15,0) STACK-EXT QSST_SGETEX
T

The number of 31-bit stack requests
that were satisfied with an available
extension.

STACK_GET_REQ DEC(15,0) STACK-GET-REQ QSST_SGETR The number of out-of-line 31-bit stack get
requests.

STACK_REQ_GETMAIN DEC(15,0) STACK-REQ-GETMAIN QSST_SGETM The number of 31-bit stack requests that
required a getmain.

THRDS_PCT DEC(15,0) THRDS-PCT N/A The percentage of maximum users in
Db2. The maximum number of users
is defined by the ZPARM parameter
CTHREAD.

VAR_POOLS_CREATED DEC(15,0) VAR-POOLS-CREATED QSSTGPLV The number of get variable pools.

VAR_POOLS_DEALLOC DEC(15,0) VAR-POOLS-DEALLOC QSSTFPLV The number of free variable pools.

VAR_SEGS_CNTRCT DEC(15,0) VAR-SEGS-CNTRCT QSSTCONV The number of contracted segments in
31-bit variable pools.

VAR_SEGS_EXP DEC(15,0) VAR-SEGS-EXP QSSTEXPV The number of extensions getmained in
variable pools.

VAR_SEGS_FREED DEC(15,0) VAR-SEGS-FREED QSSTFREV The number of freemained segments in
31-bit variable pools.
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Metrics Based on (1002) CURR-STATS2 IQL Field Data

The following table lists the metric name, the corresponding (1002) CURR-STATS2 IQL field name, and the Db2 field
name.

Metric Name Characteristics IQL Field Name Db2 Field Name Field Description

ACTIVE_POOLS DEC(15,0) CURR-STATS2.ACTIVE
-POOLS

N/A The current number of buffer pools
allocated.

EDM_PAGES_USED DEC(15,0) CURR-STATS2.EDM-P
AGES-USED

N/A The number of pages of the EDM
(environmental descriptor manager) pool
that are allocated to skeleton package
tables (SKPTs), skeleton cursor tables
(SKCT), or database descriptors (DBDs).

SQL_DDL DEC(15,0) CURR-STATS2.SQL-D
DL

N/A The total number of DDL and DCL type
SQL statements issued.

SQL_MANIP DEC(15,0) CURR-STATS2.SQL-M
ANIP

N/A The total number of manipulative-type
SQL statements issued. This value
includes the number of SQL DESCRIBE,
DESCRIBE TABLE, OPEN, FETCH,
CLOSE, and PREPARE statements
executed.

SQL_SIUD DEC(15,0) CURR-STATS2.SQL-SI
UD

N/A The total number of SQL SELECT,
INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE
statements issued.

SQL_TOTAL DEC(15,0) CURR-STATS2.SQL-TO
TAL

N/A The total number of SQL statements
issued.

SYNCASYNC_HEURCON
V

DEC(15,0) CURR-STATS2.SYNCA
SYNC-HEURCONV

QTGSFLSE-QTG
SFLMG

The number of sync-to-async heuristic
conversions. This conversion is
done when XES determines that it
is more efficient to drive the request
asynchronously to the CF.

Exceptions
This section describes components of the exception system: defined exceptions and exception field variables.

Exception Definitions

Each defined exception falls into one of the following categories:

• Subsystem defined exceptions
• Database defined exceptions
• Application defined exceptions

– Real‑time thread-level exceptions
Monitor threads currently allocated to Db2.

– Real-time SQL exceptions
Similar to real‑time thread-level exceptions, but they apply to a single static or dynamic SQL statement.

– Individual historical thread-level exceptions
Monitor accounting trace records.

– Summarized historical thread-level exceptions
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Monitor accounting trace records.
• External/IQL based defined exceptions

Exception Field Variables

The SYSVIEW for Db2 exception processor provides many exception field variables. These variables are grouped into the
following categories:

• Subsystem exception field variables
• Database exception field variables
• Application and SQL exception field variables

Exception field variables are not available for external/IQL based defined exceptions.

Exception Variables
This section provides a summary of exception output destinations with their corresponding exception variables.

The following table cross-references the SYSVIEW for Db2 exception variables:

• Exception message text variables
• OPS/MVS variables
• Email variables
• SNMP variables
• IFCID 1042 fields

The exception can use any of these variables, depending on its type. The table also lists the corresponding exception
types and short description of the exception.

NOTE

• For more information about SNMP variables, see the high-level.SOURCE(CAIDB2MB) MiB file.
• A dash in the cell means that the value is not available.

Message Text OPS/MVS Email SNMP IFCID 1042 Exception
Types

Description

- API.ID - - - All OPS/MVS event ID
- API.TEXT &TEXT db2ExceptionT

ext
EXP-MESSAG
E

All Exception text

- API.SYSTEM &LPAR db2ExceptionL
par

MVS-SYSTEM
-ID

All z/OS LPAR

&SSN API.DB2SUBS
YS

&SSID db2ExceptionD
B2

EXP-SSID
SUBSYS

All Db2 subsystem name

- - &DB2VER db2ExceptionD
B2ver

DB2-VERSION All Db2 subsystem release

- API.DSGROUP &DSHRGRP db2ExceptionD
sgroup

EXP-
DSGROUP
DS-GROUP-
NAME

All Data sharing group

- API.JOBNAME &DCJOBNM db2Exception
DC

- All DC job name

- API.DCASID &DCASID db2ExceptionD
Casid

- All DC address space ID

- API.VERSION &INSVER db2ExceptionD
Cver

- All Version of SYSVIEW for Db2
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- API.TYPE &XCTYPE db2ExceptionT
ype

EXP-TYPE All Exception type

- - - db2ExceptionS
evCode

EXP-NUM-SEV
ERITY

All Severity code

&LVL API.SEVERITY &SEVR db2ExceptionS
everity

EXP-SEVERIT
Y

All Severity type

- API.TOKEN &TOKEN db2ExceptionT
oken

EXP-INSTANC
EID

All Unique value for the exception
instance

&TTOKNXX - - - - Application,
IFCID 148

Thread token

- API.DATETIME &DATETIME db2ExceptionD
ateTime

- All Date and time

- - - - EXP-FIRST-TI
MESTAMP

All First tripped exception
timestamp

- - - - EXP-LAST-TIM
ESTAMP

All Last tripped exception
timestamp

&VALUEXX API.VALUE &VALUE db2ExceptionV
alue

EXP-VALUE All Exception value

&FLD1VAL - - - - All First variable value
&FLD2VAL - - - - All Second variable value
&ACEXXXX API.ACE &ACE db2ExceptionA

ce
EXP-ACE Application,

IFCID 148
Active thread ACE

- API.COLLID &COLLID - - Application,
IFCID 148

Collection ID

- API.PACKAGE &PACKAGE - - Application,
IFCID 148

Package name

- API.PACKVER &PACKVER - - Application,
IFCID 148

Package version

- API.STMTID &STMTID - - IFCID 148 Statement ID
- API.SQLTEXT In an email

attachment
- - Application,

IFCID 148
SQL text

- API.TRUNCS
QL

&SQLSTAT - - Application,
IFCID 148

SQL text truncation

&PLANNAM API.PLAN &PLAN db2ExceptionP
lan

EXP-PLAN Application,
IFCID 148

Plan name

&CORRELATI
ON

API.CORRID &CORR db2ExceptionC
orr

EXP-CORRID Application,
IFCID 148

Correlation ID

&AUTHIDX API.AUTHID &AUTH db2ExceptionA
uth

EXP-AUTHID Application,
IFCID 148

Authorization ID

&CONNNAM API.CONN &CONN db2ExceptionC
onn

EXP-CONNNA
ME

Application,
IFCID 148

Connection ID

&DBNAMEX API.DBNAME &DBNAME db2ExceptionD
atabase

EXP-DATABA
SE

DB Database name

&PAGESET API.PAGESET &PAGESET db2ExceptionP
ageset

EXP-PAGESE
T

DB Page set name

&DATABASES
TATUSX

- - - EXP-RESTRIC
TED-STATUS

DB Database status

&CONNTYPEX - - - - Application Connection type
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&BPNAME API.BPNAME &BP db2Exception
BP

EXP-BPOOL SSGenBP &BPNAME variable for BPs

&BPNAME API.GBPNAME &GBP db2ExceptionG
BP

EXP-GBPOOL SSGenBP &BPNAME variable for GBPs

- API.SUBTYPE - - EXP-SUBTYP
E

SSGenBP Pool subtype

- API.IQLID &IQLID - - IQL External/IQL-based exceptions
ID

- API.STATUS &STAT db2ExceptionS
tatus

- All Exception status

- API.COLOR - - - All Binary color value of the
OPSLOG API.TEXT

- API.APPLICAT
ION

- - - All Application that feeds OPS/MVS

&XCPNAME API.XCPNAME &XCPNAME db2ExceptionN
ame

EXP-NAME All Exception Name

Exception Types
Exception types match the options that are listed in the SYSVIEW for Db2 Define/Modify Exception Type panel.

Exception Types

The following table identifies the types of exceptions which you can define and whether they are used for subsystems,
applications, databases, or SQL statements.

NOTE

• For the detailed description of variables, see the section Exception Type Descriptions, which follows the
table.

• External/IQL based exceptions have no field values and are excluded from this table.

Type Description Used For

1 Ratio of one cumulative/snapshot field value over another Subsystem, Application, and SQL

2 Ratio of one delta field value over another delta value for an interval Subsystem, Application, and SQL

3 The value of a cumulative/snapshot field All

4 Change (delta) of a field value for an interval All

5 Rate per second of a delta field value for an interval All

6 Percentage of one cumulative/snapshot field value over another Subsystem, Application, and SQL

7 Percentage of one delta field value over another for an interval Subsystem, Application, and SQL

8 CPU percentage for a Db2 address space Subsystem

9 A specified resource is active or inactive Subsystem and Application

10 Average application "time" (CPU, elapsed, and so on) exception Application and SQL

11 Extents for open pageset data sets through control block data-less overhead Database

12 Extents for all pageset data sets through z/OS catalog services-high overhead Database

13 Restricted databases and page sets Database

14 Percent pageset space utilization Database
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15 Db2 address spaces with enqueue conflicts Subsystem

Exception Type Descriptions

The following list describes each exception condition.

Ratio of one cumulative/snapshot field value over another
Takes the current value of one field, divides it by another field, and then checks against thresholds specified in
the exception definition. If cumulative field values are used, the current value represents the ratio value since Db2
was last restarted.
The first field value is typically greater than the second field value. For example, a ratio of buffer pool GETPAGE
requests over read I/O operations. If the divisor is zero, the resulting value of zero is used.

Ratio of one delta field value over another delta value for an interval
Represents the ratio of one delta field value over another delta value for an interval. This exception is similar to
the ratio of one cumulative/snapshot field value over another exception.

NOTE
Use only cumulative fields for this type of exception.

An example of this type of exception is a ratio of buffer pool GETPAGE requests over read I/O operations for
the last minute. To obtain the ratio for the last minute, the GETPAGE and read I/O values at the beginning of the
interval are subtracted from the values at the end of the interval, providing the delta value of each field. The delta
value of the GETPAGE requests is divided by the delta value of the read I/Os, resulting in the ratio of the two
values for the last minute. If the divisor is zero, the resulting value of zero is used.

The value of a cumulative/snapshot field
Compares the current value of any type of cumulative or snapshot field against threshold values that are specified
in the exception definition.

Change (delta) of a field value for an interval
Represents the change (delta) of a field value for an interval. This exception is similar to the value of a cumulative/
snapshot field exception.

NOTE
Use only cumulative fields for this type of exception. An example of this exception is the number of
timeouts that occurred during the last 5 minutes. To obtain the value for the five-minute interval, the
deadlock count at the beginning of the interval is subtracted from the deadlock count at the end of the
interval, resulting in the number of deadlocks for the interval.

Rate per second of a delta field value for an interval
Represents the delta field value for the interval, divided by the number of seconds in the exception definition
interval, providing a rate per second. This exception is similar to the Change (delta) of a field value for an interval
exception.

NOTE
Use only cumulative fields for this type of exception.

An example of this exception is the number of SQL fetches per second during the last 2 minutes. To obtain the
value for the two-minute interval, the SQL fetch count at the beginning of the interval is subtracted from the SQL
fetch count at the end of the interval, resulting in the number of SQL fetches for the interval. This interval count is
then divided by 120 seconds (2 minutes in this example), resulting in the rate of SQL fetches per second during
the last interval.

Percentage of one cumulative/snapshot field value over another
Takes the current value of one field, divides it by another field, and then compares against thresholds that are
specified in the exception definition. The result is multiplied by 100 to yield a percentage result of the two values.
If cumulative field values are used, the value represents the percentage value since Db2 was last restarted.
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The first field value is typically smaller than the second field value. For example, the percentage of EDM pool
pages in use over the total number of pages in the EDM pool. If the divisor is zero, the resulting value of zero is
used.

Percentage of one delta field value over another for an interval
Represents the percentage of one delta field value over another for an interval. This exception is similar to the
percentage of one cumulative/snapshot field value over another exception.

NOTE
Use only cumulative fields for this type of exception.

An example of this type of exception is a percentage of buffer pool read I/O to buffer pool GETPAGE requests
during the last minute. To obtain the percentage for the last minute, the read I/O and GETPAGE values at the
beginning of the interval are subtracted from the values at the end of the interval, resulting in the delta value of
each field. The delta value of read I/O is multiplied by 100, and then divided by the delta value of GETPAGE
requests, resulting in the percentage of GETPAGE requests requiring read I/O during the last minute. If the divisor
is zero, the resulting value of zero is used.

CPU percentage for a Db2 address space
Monitors the percentage of CPU used by a Db2 address space during the interval that is specified in the
exception definition.

A specified resource is active or inactive
Monitors whether a particular resource is active. Examples of monitored resources:

• Db2 traces
• DDF facility
• Resource limit facility

Average application "time" (CPU, elapsed, etc.) exception
Monitors timing values for Db2 applications. Examples include application or "in DB2" elapsed and CPU times.
This exception uses a second field value to compute an average time. To monitor the total time that is used for an
application, use the 101 record count for the second field value. For monitoring threads in real time, this value is
set to 1, giving an average time that is equal to the total time value the thread consumed.

Extents for open pageset datasets via control block data—less overhead
Monitors the extents of open Db2 pagesets. Extent information is collected from Db2 control blocks.

NOTE
This exception only monitors open pagesets.

Extents for all pageset datasets via MVS catalog services--high overhead
Monitors the extents of Db2 pagesets. Extent information is collected using the z/OS catalog services.
When monitoring many pagesets, we recommend using the following exception type monitoring:
Extents for open pageset data sets using control blocks.

Restricted databases and pagesets
Monitors pagesets that are in a non-read/write status. This exception uses the following command to look for
databases and pagesets that are not in a normal state:
-DISPLAY DATABASE RESTRICT

Percent pageset space utilization
Monitors the space use for pagesets that are currently allocated in Db2 based on information from Db2 and z/OS
control blocks.
To determine the maximum amount of space, this exception definition lets you specify how many extents to
consider for maximum allocation when computing the percentage of space used. The maximum pageset data set
size is computed by multiplying this value (minus one for the primary extent) by the secondary extent size, and
then adding it to the primary extent size.
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Db2 address spaces with enqueue conflicts
Monitors any ENQUEUE conflicts for a selected Db2 address space.

Defined Exceptions
At the data collector initialization, SYSVIEW for Db2 populates an empty exception definition file with default exceptions.

This section includes topics that describe the following categories of predefined exceptions:

• Subsystem Defined Exceptions
• Database Defined Exceptions
• Application Defined Exceptions
• External/IQL Based Defined Exceptions

Exceptions are listed with their default status (ACTIVE or INACTIVE), exception text, and other characteristics. You can
update definitions to change those characteristics.

Subsystem Defined Exceptions
At initialization, the data collector populates an empty exception definition file with the following default subsystem
exception definitions:

Status Subsystem Type Exception Text
ACTIVE PROD High number of checkpoints taken

during the last hour. Number of mins per
checkpoint is &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE PROD Average number of pages written per write
I/O is low for &BPNAME Ratio value is
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE PROD Average number of updates per page
written is low for &BPNAME Ratio value is
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE A Db2 performance class 7 trace is running.
ACTIVE A Db2 global trace is running.
ACTIVE IRLM internal trace is active.
ACTIVE Low percentage of free and stealable

skeleton pool pages: &VALUEXX%.
ACTIVE Low percentage of free and stealable DBD

pool pages: &VALUEXX%.
INACT Low percentage of free and stealable

statement pool pages: &VALUEXX%.
ACTIVE Low percentage of successful "look-ahead"

archive tape mounts: &VALUEXX.
ACTIVE Low number of active logs, &VALUEXX,

available for Db2 to use.
ACTIVE Average number of getpage requests per

read I/O is low for &BPNAME. Ratio value
is &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE Db2 is taking too many checkpoints. The
average number of minutes between
checkpoints is &VALUEXX.
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ACTIVE PROD High percent of &BPNAME writes
encountered paging during the last minute:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE PROD High percent of &BPNAME reads
encountered paging during the last minute:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE PROD High percentage of DBD requests from the
EDM pool required loads during the last
minute: &VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE PROD High percentage of CT requests from the
EDM pool required loads during the last
minute: &VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE PROD High percent of failures for retrieving
dynamic statement from EDM pool
statement cache: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE PROD High percentage of package table requests
from EDM pool had to be satisfied with a
load: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE PROD High percentage of DBD requests from the
EDM pool had to be satisfied with a load:
&VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE PROD High percentage of cursor table requests
from the EDM pool had to be satisfied with
a load: &VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE PROD Db2 is taking too few checkpoints. The
average number of minutes between
checkpoints is &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE Db2's IRLM task has &VALUEXX enqueue
conflicts.

ACTIVE Db2's DIST task has &VALUEXX enqueue
conflicts.

ACTIVE Db2's DBM1 task has &VALUEXX enqueue
conflicts.

ACTIVE Db2's MSTR task has &VALUEXX enqueue
conflicts.

ACTIVE The Db2 accounting trace is not running.
ACTIVE The Db2 statistics trace is not running.
ACTIVE Db2 is running in single active log mode.
ACTIVE The resource limit facility is inactive.
ACTIVE The distributed data facility (DDF) is

inactive.
ACTIVE Db2 subsystem is not active.
ACTIVE High CPU for IRLM address space =

&VALUEXX% during the last exception
interval.

ACTIVE High CPU for DIST address space =
&VALUEXX% during the last exception
interval.
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ACTIVE High CPU for DBM1 address space =
&VALUEXX% during the last exception
interval.

ACTIVE High CPU for MSTR address space =
&VALUEXX% during the last exception
interval.

ACTIVE High percent of CF list entries in use:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High percentage of &BPNAME pages in
use: &VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE High percent of workfile database storage
used during the last exception interval:
&VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE High percentage of maximum workfile
database storage used since Db2 restarted:
&VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE Highest percentage of maximum star
join pool in use since Db2 was restarted:
&VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE High current percentage of maximum star
join pool in use: &VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE High percentage of IRLM's maximum CSA
currently in use: &VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE High percentage of maximum REMOTE
threads in use during the last exception
interval: &VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE High percentage of maximum threads
in use during the last exception interval:
&VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE High percentage of maximum TSO threads
in use during the last exception interval:
&VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE High percentage of maximum BATCH
threads in use during the last exception
interval: &VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE Highest percentage of maximum threads in
use since Db2 was restarted: &VALUEXX
%.

ACTIVE Highest percentage of maximum TSO
threads in use since Db2 was restarted:
&VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE Highest percentage of maximum BATCH
threads in use since Db2 was restarted:
&VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE High percentage of maximum RID blocks
currently in use: &VALUEXX%.

ACTIVE Highest percentage of maximum RID
blocks in use since Db2 was restarted:
&VALUEXX%.
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ACTIVE High number conditional getpage request
failures for &BPNAME during last interval:
&VALUEXX

ACTIVE High number of data set opens
encountered during the last minute for
&BPNAME: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High rate of sequential prefetch activity for
&BPNAME: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of &BPNAME write I/O
requests during the last exception interval:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of &BPNAME update
requests during the last exception interval:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of &BPNAME getpage
requests during exception interval:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High rate of threads encountered during the
last exception interval: &VALUEXX/SEC.

ACTIVE High paging rate for the IRLM address
space during the last exception interval:
&VALUEXX/SEC.

ACTIVE High paging rate for the DIST address
space during the last exception interval:
&VALUEXX/SEC.

ACTIVE High paging rate for the DBM1 address
space during the last exception interval:
&VALUEXX/SEC

ACTIVE High paging rate for the MSTR address
space during the last exception interval:
&VALUEXX/SEC.

ACTIVE High I/O rate for the DIST address
space during the last exception interval:
&VALUEXX/SEC.

ACTIVE High I/O rate for the DBM1 address
space during the last exception interval:
&VALUEXX/SEC.

ACTIVE High I/O rate for the MSTR address
space during the last exception interval:
&VALUEXX/SEC.

ACTIVE High rate of data received from remote
locations. Last exception interval rate:
&VALUEXX BYTES/SEC.

ACTIVE High rate of data sent to remote locations.
Rate for last exception interval was
&VALUEXX BYTES/SEC.

ACTIVE High rate of lock requests encountered
during the last exception interval:
&VALUEXX/SEC.
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ACTIVE High rate of SQL FETCH requests
encountered during the last exception
interval: &VALUEXX/SEC.

ACTIVE High rate of SQL DELETE requests
encountered during the last exception
interval: &VALUEXX/SEC.

ACTIVE High rate of SQL UPDATE requests
encountered during the last exception
interval: &VALUEXX/SEC.

ACTIVE High rate of SQL INSERT requests
encountered during the last exception
interval: &VALUEXX/SEC.

ACTIVE High rate of SQL SELECT requests
encountered during the last exception
interval: &VALUEXX/SEC.

ACTIVE High percent of SCA in use: &VALUEXX.
ACTIVE High number of times SES-write request

failed due to lack of SES storage for
&BPNAME: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times prefetch quantity
reduced to 1/4 for parallel I/O for
&BPNAME: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times prefetch quantity
reduced to 1/2 for parallel I/O for
&BPNAME: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times a parallel group
could not run at the planned degree for
&BPNAME: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of requested prefetch I/O
streams that were denied for &BPNAME:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of inefficient sort merge
passes due to buffer shortage for
&BPNAME: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times a sort or merge pass
failed due to buffer shortage for &BPNAME:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times work file creation
failed due to buffer shortage for &BPNAME:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times work file prefetch
aborted due to buffer shortage for
&BPNAME: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number &BPNAME HSM recall
timeouts: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times data manager
critical threshold reached for &BPNAME:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times sequential prefetch
has been disabled due to SRB shortage for
&BPNAME: &VALUEXX.
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ACTIVE High number of times sequential prefetch
has been disabled for buffer shortage in
&BPNAME: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of getpage failures due to
VPOOL full for &BPNAME: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number statement cache pool above
the bar load failures due to full pool:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times hybrid join RID list
append interrupted due to internal limit:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times hybrid join RID
list append interrupted due to storage
shortage: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times a 4K work tablespace
was used when 32K work tablespace was
unavailable: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times a 32K work
tablespace was used when 4K work
tablespace was unavailable: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times maximum storage
usage limit for an agent was exceeded:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of star join pool failures due to
full pool: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times engine was
unavailable for a P-lock exit or Notify exit
request: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE Archive log in progress.
ACTIVE &VALUEXX tape mounts are pending for

output archive logs.
ACTIVE &VALUEXX tape mounts are pending for

input archive logs.
ACTIVE High number of active logs are full,

&VALUEXX, and have not been offloaded
yet.

ACTIVE High number of threads currently queued:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of remote threads queued:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times Db2 has abended
tasks due to a short on storage condition:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times Db2 has encountered
a critical short on storage condition:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times Db2 has issued
a contraction due to a short on storage
condition: &VALUEXX.
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ACTIVE High number of times a unit of recovery has
gone indoubt: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High total number of times a thread was
queued during create thread: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times parallel groups
processed at a degree less than the
planned degree: &VALUEXX

ACTIVE High number of times parallel groups fell
back to sequential mode: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of columns with invalid
select procedures that were bypassed:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times RID pool processing
aborted due to maximum concurrency:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times RID pool processing
aborted due to insufficient storage:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times RID pool processing
aborted due to number of RIDS exceeding
DM limit: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times multiple index
processing was disabled due to not enough
storage: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of threads gone indoubt
with remote location as the coordinator:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of exclusive lock escalations
detected for subsystem: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of shared lock escalations
detected for subsystem: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High total number of TIMEOUTS
encountered for subsystem: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High total number of DEADLOCKS
encountered for subsystem: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times archive log read
accesses delayed due to unavailable
resources: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times log read was delayed
due to tape volume contention: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times output log buffer was
unavailable: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times sparse index was
disabled because of insufficient storage:
&VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times PREPARE was
restricted due to an index in pending state:
&VALUEXX.
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ACTIVE High number of times access path
recalculated due to buffer pool resource
shortage: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times access path
recalculated due to change in sysplex
configuration: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number of times Db2 coordinator
bypassed a Db2 due to lack of buffer pool
storage: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number statement skeleton pool load
failures due to full pool: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number statement cache pool load
failures due to full pool: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number DBD pool load failures due to
full pool: &VALUEXX.

ACTIVE High number EDM pool load failures due to
full pool: &VALUEXX.

Database Defined Exceptions
At initialization, the data collector populates an empty exception definition file with the following default database
exception definitions:

Status Database/Pageset Exception Text
INACT DSNDB07

********
High percent space utilized by database
&DBNAMEX and pageset &PAGESET =
&VALUEXX% used.

INACT ********
********

High percent space utilized by database
&DBNAMEX and pageset &PAGESET =
&VALUEXX% used

INACT ********
********

Database, &DBNAMEX, and pageset,
&PAGESET, is in a restricted state:
&DATABASESTATUSX

INACT ********
********

High number of data set extents,
&VALUEXX, for database &DBNAMEX and
pageset &PAGESET

ACTIVE ********
********

High number of data set opens,
&VALUEXX, for database &DBNAMEX and
pageset &PAGESET

Application Defined Exceptions
SYSVIEW for Db2 provides the following types of application defined exceptions:

REAL (Real-time thread-level exceptions)
Monitor threads currently allocated to Db2.

SQL (Real-time SQL exceptions)
Similar to real‑time thread-level exceptions, but they apply to a single static or dynamic SQL statement.

IND (Individual historical thread-level exceptions)
Monitor accounting trace records.
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SUM (Summarized historical thread-level exceptions)
Monitor accounting trace records.

At initialization, the data collector populates an empty exception definition file with the following default application
exception definitions:

NOTE
The status is INACTIVE and the subsystem name is ****.

Conn/Plan Exception Type Exception Text
********
********

SQL Long running SQL: PLAN=&PLANNAM,
AUTH=&AUTHIDX, CONN=&CONNNAM,
CORR=&CORRELATION,
Resp=&VALUEXX.

********
********

REAL Application is running with repeatable read.

TSO
********

SUM High average "IN DB2" time per unit of
work, &VALUEXX, for PLAN=&PLANNAM
and CONN=&CONNNAM.

TSO
********

REAL High average "IN DB2" time per unit of
work: &VALUEXX.

DB2CALL
********

SUM High average "IN DB2" time per unit of
work, &VALUEXX, for PLAN=&PLANNAM
and CONN=&CONNNAM.

DB2CALL
********

REAL High average "IN DB2" time per unit of
work: &VALUEXX.

BATCH
********

SUM High average "IN DB2" time per unit of
work, &VALUEXX, for PLAN=&PLANNAM
and CONN=&CONNNAM.

BATCH
********

REAL High average "IN DB2" time per unit of
work: &VALUEXX.

********
********
CICS

SUM High average "IN DB2" time per unit of
work, &VALUEXX, for PLAN=&PLANNAM
and CONN=&CONNNAM.

********
********
CICS

REAL High average "IN DB2" time per unit of
work: &VALUEXX.

DB2CALL
********

SUM High average "IN DB2" time per unit of
work, &VALUEXX, for PLAN="IFI/CMD" and
CONN=&CONNNAM.

DB2CALL
********

REAL High average "IN DB2" time per unit of
work: &VALUEXX.

********
DSNBIND*

SUM High average "IN DB2" time per thread,
&VALUEXX, for PLAN=&PLANNAM and
CONN=&CONNNAM.

********
DSNBIND*

REAL High "IN DB2" response time: &VALUEXX.

********
********
UTILITY

SUM High average "IN DB2" time per thread,
&VALUEXX, for PLAN=&PLANNAM and
CONN=&CONNNAM.
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********
********
UTILITY

REAL High "IN DB2" response time: &VALUEXX.

********
********

REAL &VALUEXX% resource limit used by
current SQL statement.

********
********

SUM High percentage of maximum
resource limit, &VALUEXX%,
used by PLAN=&PLANNAM and
CONN=&CONNNA.

********
********

REAL &VALUEXX% of maximum resource limit
used.

********
********

SUM High number parallel groups reduced:
&VALUEXX, for PLAN=&PLANNAM and
CONN=&CONNNAM

********
********

REAL High number parallel groups reduced:
&VALUEXX.

********
********

SUM High number parallel groups failed:
&VALUEXX, for PLAN=&PLANNAM and
CONN=&CONNNAM.

********
********

REAL High number parallel groups failed:
&VALUEXX.

********
DSNBIND*

IND Restricted PREPARE: PLAN=&PLANNAM,
AUTH=&AUTHIDX, CONN=&CONNNAM,
CORR=&CORRELATION,
Count=&VALUEXX.

********
DSNBIND*

REAL High number restricted PREPARE/indx
pend: &VALUEXX.

********
********

SUM High number remote threads gone
indoubt:&VALUEXX, for PLAN=&PLANNAM
and CONN=&CONNNAM.

********
********

REAL High number times remote thread indoubt:
&VALUEXX.

********
********

IND Exclusive lock escalation:
PLAN=&PLANNAM, AUTH=&AUTHIDX,
CONN=&CONNNAM,
CORR=&CORRELATION,
count=&VALUEXX.

********
********

REAL High number exclusive lock escalations:
&VALUEXX.

********
********

IND Shared lock escalation:
PLAN=&PLANNAM, AUTH=&AUTHIDX,
CONN=&CONNNAM,
CORR=&CORRELATION,
count=&VALUEXX.

********
********

REAL High number of shared lock escalations:
&VALUEXX.

********
********

SUM High number of timeouts encountered,
&VALUEXX, for PLAN=&PLANNAM and
CONN=&CONNNAM.
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********
********

IND Timeouts encountered for
PLAN=&PLANNAM, AUTH=&AUTHIDX,
CONN=&CONNNAM,
CORR=&CORRELATION.

********
********

REAL Timeouts encountered = &VALUEXX.

********
********

SUM High number of deadlocks encountered,
&VALUEXX, for PLAN=&PLANNAM and
CONN=&CONNNAM.

********
********

IND Deadlock encountered for
PLAN=&PLANNAM, AUTH=&AUTHIDX,
CONN=&CONNNAM,
CORR=&CORRELATION.

********
********

REAL Deadlock encountered.

********
********

SUM High number of incremental binds,
&VALUEXX, for PLAN=&PLANNAM and
CONN=&CONNNAM.

********
********

REAL High number of incremental binds:
&VALUEXX.

********
********

SUM High number conditional getpage
failures:&VALUEXX, for PLAN=&PLANNAM
and CONN=&CONNNAM.

********
********

REAL High number conditional getpage failures:
&VALUEXX.

********
********

SUM High average max-page-locks per thread,
&VALUEXX, for PLAN=&PLANNAM and
CONN=&CONNNAM.

********
********

REAL High maximum number of page locks held:
&VALUEXX.

********
********
CICS

SUM High average number of BP getpage
requests/commit, &VALUEXX,
for PLAN=&PLANNAM and
CONN=&CONNNAM.

********
********
CICS

REAL High average number of buffer pool
getpage requests per commit: &VALUEXX.

****
DISTSERV

REAL Text1

****
DISTSERV

SQL Text2

External/IQL Based Defined Exceptions
At initialization, the data collector populates an empty exception definition file with the following default IQL exception
definitions:
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NOTE
For IQL request details, see IQL Exception Requests.

Status Exception ID IQL Request
ACTIVE COLDSTRT SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE COMFAIL SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE DSCONN SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE EXCP0258 EXCP0258
ACTIVE EXCP0360 EXCP0360
ACTIVE EXCP0366 EXCP0366
ACTIVE EXCP0376 EXCP0376
ACTIVE EXCP0402 EXCP0402
ACTIVE HEUDAMAG SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE HEUDCSN SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE IDSXC402 IDSXC402
ACTIVE LESSPIO APPLEXCP
ACTIVE LOCKESCL APPLEXCP
ACTIVE LOGXCHNG SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE MAXTEMPS APPLEXCP
ACTIVE OVERFLOW SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE POOLTHRD SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE RBNDRQRD APPLEXCP
ACTIVE RECSSORT APPLEXCP
ACTIVE RESYNCH SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE SNAERROR SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE STALLED SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE SYNCFAIL SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE TBLCONST APPLEXCP
ACTIVE THDINUSE SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE THDNOCMT THRDEXCP
ACTIVE THRDLOOP THRDEXCP
ACTIVE THREADAB SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE WAITNTRY SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE WAITPOOL SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE WARMSTRT SYSEXCPT
ACTIVE ******** N/A

Subsystem Exception Field Variables
SYSVIEW for Db2 provides numerous subsystem exception field variables.

This section includes topics to describe these variables by their type.

SYSVIEW for Db2 provides the following subsystem exception field variables:
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• Subsystem type 1 to 7 exceptions
• Subsystem type 8 exceptions
• Subsystem type 9 exceptions
• Subsystem type 15 exceptions

For the full list of exception types and the explanation of how we define exception types, see Exception Types.

Subsystem Type 1 to 7 Exceptions
This section includes topics to describe subsystem type 1 to 7 exceptions.

For the full list of exception types and the explanation of how we define exception types, see Exception Types.

Db2 Address Space Fields

The following table lists the Db2 address space fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their associated
Db2 field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
EXCPs done by MSTR address space IOMSTR N/A
EXCPs done by DBM1 address space IODBM1 N/A
EXCPs done by DIST address space IODIST N/A
EXCPs done by IRLM address space IOIRLM N/A
Paging done by MSTR address space PAGMSTR N/A
Paging done by DBM1 address space PAGDBM1 N/A
Paging done by DBM1 address space PAGDIST N/A
Paging done by IRLM address space PAGIRLM N/A

Miscellaneous Fields

The following table lists the miscellaneous fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their associated Db2 field
and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
Total # commits and aborts (logical units of
work)

FLDCMAB N/A

Total # of minutes Db2 has been active DB2ELAPM N/A
Maximum amount of CSA allowed for IRLM
locks

FLDIMCSA N/A

Current amount of CSA used by IRLM locks FLDICCSA N/A

Active and Archive Log Allocations and Offloading Fields

The following table lists the active and archive log allocations and offloading fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception
variables and their associated Db2 field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
Current number of active logs defined FLDLG#AC N/A
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Current number of active logs available for
use

FLDLG#AA N/A

Current number of active logs that are full FLDLG#AF N/A
Current number of input archive log
requests

FLDLGRI N/A

Current number of input archive log mounts
pending

FLDLGRIM N/A

Current number of input archive logs
allocated

FLDLGRIA N/A

Current number of output archive log
requests

FLDLGRO N/A

Current number of output archive log
mounts pending

FLDLGROM N/A

Current number of output archive logs
allocated

FLDLGROA N/A

Current number of archive log requests FLDLGRT N/A
Current number of archive log mounts
pending

FLDLGRTM N/A

Current number of archive logs allocated FLDLGRTA N/A
Current # of threads queued FLDSSQCT N/A

Checkpoint and Zparm Thresholds Fields

The following table lists the checkpoint and zParm threshold fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their
associated Db2 field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
Maximum # of data sets concurrently open
(DSMAX)

Q3MAXDS MAX-DATASETS

Total # of checkpoints taken QWSDCKPT DB2-CHECKPT
Current # of batch threads in use Q3CURBKG CURR-BACKGROUND-THRDS
Current # of TSO threads in use Q3CURFRG CURR-FOREGROUND-THRDS
Current # of threads in use Q3CURTHD CURR-THRDS
Current # of remote threads in use Q3CURDBT CURR-DBAT-THRDS
Maximum # of batch threads allowed Q3MAXBKG MAX-BACKGROUND-THRDS
Maximum # of TSO threads allowed Q3MAXFRG MAX-FOREGROUND-THRDS
Maximum # of active threads allowed Q3MAXTHD MAX-THRDS
Maximum # of remote threads allowed Q3MAXDBT MAX-DBAT-THRDS
Maximum # of connected DBAT threads
allowed

Q3CONDBT N/A

Total # of threads created Q3STCTHD CREATE-THDS
Maximum allowable size of star join pool Q3SJMAXZ N/A
Maximum number of RID blocks allowed Q3MXRBLK MAX-RIDBLK-ALLOWED
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Logging Statistics Fields

The following table lists the logging statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their associated Db2
field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of log WRITE requests with waits QJSTWRW WRITE-REQ-WAIT
# of log NOWAIT WRITE requests QJSTWRNW WRITE-REQ-NOWAIT
# of log FORCE WRITE requests QJSTWRF WRITE-REQ-FORCE
# of log waits due to an unavailable buffer QJSTWTB UNAVAIL-ACT-BUF
# of log READs satisfied from output buffers QJSTRBUF LOG-READS-FROM-BUF
# of log READs satisfied from active
datasets

QJSTRACT READS-FROM-ACT-LOG

# of log READs satisfied from archive
datasets

QJSTRARH READS-FROM-ARCH-LOG

# of log READs delayed due to tape volume
contention

QJSTTVC READS-DLYED-CONTENTION

# of BSDS access requests QJSTBSDS BSDS-ACCESS-REQS
# of active log output control intervals
created

QJSTBFFL CNTL-INTVLS-CREATED

# of WRITE I/Os for writing output log
buffers

QJSTBFWR WR-ACT-LOG-BUF-CALLS

# of archive log READ allocations QJSTALR ARCH-LOG-READ-ALLOC
# of archive log WRITE allocations QJSTALW ARCH-LOG-WRITE-ALLOC
# of log control intervals offloaded QJSTCIOF CNTL-INTERVALS
# of read accesses delayed - unavailable
resource

QJSTWUR WAIT-RESOURCE

# of look-ahead tape volume mounts
attempted

QJSTLAMA LOOK-AHEAD-TAPE-ATTEMPTS

# of look-ahead tape volume mounts
performed

QJSTLAMS LOOK-AHEAD-TAPE-DONE

# times log write request suspended QJSTLSUS LOG-WRITE-SUSPENDS
# log write I/O requests QJSTLOGW LOG-WRITE-IOS
# log CIs written QJSTCIWR LOG-WRITE-CIS
# serial log write requests QJSTSERW LOG-SERIAL-WRITES
# log writes scheduled due to log write
threshold

QJSTTHRW LOG-THRSH-WRITES

# log writes requiring page-in QJSTBPAG LOG-WRITE-PAGEINS
Total time (microseconds) XES suspended
the log writer

QJSTDPXT LOGWTR-XES-SUSPTIME

# times that XES suspended the log writer QJSTDPXN LOGWTR-XES-SUSP-CNT
# of Compression Dictionary Data Set
access requests

QJSTCDDS CDDS-ACCESS-REQS

# of log write I/O requests with successful
zHyperLink

QJSTSYCW ZHLINK-LOGW-REQS-SUCC
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# of log write I/O requests with
unsuccessful zHyperLink

QJSTSYCF ZHLINK-LOGW-REQS-UNSUCC

Distributed Activity Statistics Fields

The following table lists the distributed activity statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their
associated Db2 field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
Total # of SQL statements sent to a remote
site

QLSTSQLS SQL-SENT

Total # of SQL statements received from a
remote site

QLSTSQLR SQL-RECEIVED

Total # of rows sent to a remote site QLSTROWS ROWS-SENT
Total # of rows received from a remote site QLSTROWR ROWS-RECEIVED
Total # of bytes sent to a remote site QLSTBYTS BYTES-SENT
Total # of bytes received from a remote site QLSTBYTR BYTES-RECEIVED
Total # of connections initiated locally QLSTCNVS CONVERSATIONS-SENT
Total # of connections initiated remotely QLSTCNVR CONVERSATIONS-RECEIVED
Total # of messages sent to a remote site QLSTMSGS MESSAGES-SENT
Total # of messages received from a remote
site

QLSTMSGR MESSAGES-RECEIVED

Total # of COMMIT requests sent to a
remote site

QLSTCOMS COMMITS-SENT

Total # of COMMIT requests received from
a remote site

QLSTCOMR COMMITS-RECEIVED

Total # of ABORT requests sent to a remote
site

QLSTABRS ABORTS-SENT

Total # of ABORT requests received from a
remote site

QLSTABRR ABORTS-RECEIVED

Total # of connections queued QLSTCNVQ CONVERSATIONS-QUEUED
Total # of blocks transmitted using block
fetch

QLSTBTBF BLOCKS-SENT

Total # of blocks received using block fetch QLSTBRBF BLOCKS-RECEIVED
Total # threads indoubt w/rmt location as
coordinator

QLSTINDT THREADS-INDOUBT

Connections deallocated from this site to
remote

QLSTCNVT CONVER-DEALLOC

Total # of REST requests received QLSTNREST REST-REQS-RECEIVED
Total # of connections set special registers QLSTNSSR SPEC-REG-CONNS-RECEIVED
Total # of connections set global variables QLSTNSGV GBL-VAR-CONNS-RECEIVED
Total # of connections using sysplex
workload balancing

QLSTNWLB SYSPLEX-WLB-CONNS-RECVD

Total # of connections using TLS/SSL QLSTNTLS SSL-TLS-CONNS-RECEIVED
Total # of connections using trusted context QLSTNTRS TRUSTED-CONNS-RECEIVED
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Total # of connections using AES
encryption

QLSTNAES AES-ENCR-CONNS-RECEIVED

Total # of connections using XA global
transaction

QLSTNXA GLOBAL-XA-CONNS-RECEIVED

Total # of connections using DRDA
encryption

QLSTNENC DRDA-ENCR-CONNS-RECEIVED

Total # of connections using userid/
password auth

QLSTNPWD UID-PWD-CONNS-RECEIVED

Total # of connections using kerberos
authentication

QLSTNKER KERBEROS-CONNS-RECEIVED

Total # of connections using multi-factor
authentication

QLSTNMFA MFA-CONNS-RECEIVED

Total # of connections using client
certificates

QLSTNCCA CERT-AUTH-CONNS-RECEIVED

Total # of failed security authentications QLSTFSEC FAILED-SECURITY-AUTH
Thread pooling prevented due to open held
cursors

QLSTHCRSR HOLD-CURSOR-POOL-FAILS

Thread pooling prevented due to DGTT QLSTDGTT DGTT-POOL-FAILS
Thread pooling prevented due to
KEEPDYNAMIC bind

QLSTKPDYN KEEPDYNAMIC-POOL-FAILS

Thread pooling prevented due to High perf
DBATs

QLSTHIPRF HPER-DBATS-POOL-FAILS

Thread pooling prevented due to open
locator

QLSTHLOBLOC OPEN-LOCATOR-POOL-FAILS

Thread pooling prevented due to stor proc
commit

QLSTSPCMT STORPROC-COM-POOL-FAILS

Total # of connections terminated due to
CONDBAT

QLSTCNVTC CONDBAT-CONNS-TERMINATED

Total # of conns terminated due to conn
excp profile

QLSTCNVTP PROFILE-CONNS-TERMINATED

Total # of connections terminated due to
MAXCONQN

QLSTCNVTQN MAXCONQN-CONNS-TERM

Total # of connections terminated due to
MAXCONQW

QLSTCNVTQW MAXCONQW-CONNS-TERM

Total # of threads queued due to thread
excp profile

QLSTNTHDPQ PROFILE-THRDS-QUEUED

Total # of threads terminated due to thread
excp profile

QLSTNTHDPT PROFILE-THRDS-TERMINATED

Total # of threads abended QLSTNTHDA THRDS-ABENDED
Total # of threads canceled QLSTNTHDC THRDS-CANCELED

DDF System Statistics Fields

This section contains the DDF system statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables.
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The following table lists the DDF system statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables, their associated Db2
field, and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
Total # of DBAT threads that have been
queued

QDSTQDBT DBAT-QUEUED

Total # of cold start connections with all
remotes

QDSTCSTR COLD-START-CONNECTIONS

Total # of warm start connections with all
remotes

QDSTWSTR WARM-START-CONNECTIONS

Total # resynchronization connections
attempted

QDSTRSAT RESYNC-CONNECTIONS

Total # resynchronization connections
succeeded

QDSTRSSU RESYNCS-SUCCESSFUL

Total # conversations deallocated due to
the ZPARM limit

QDSTQCRT CONVERSIONS-DEALLOCATED

Current number of inactive DBATs QDSTQCIT INACTIVE-DBATS
Maximum number of inactive DBATs QDSTQMIT MAX-INACTIVE
Current number of active DBATs QDSTCNAT ACTIVE-DBATS
Maximum number of active DBATs that
existed (HWM)

QDSTHWAT MAX-ACTIVE-DBATS

High water mark for active DBATs -
exception interval

Q3STHWATI INT-HWM-MAXDBAT-THRDS

Max number of active+inactive DBATs that
existed (HWM)

QDSTHWDT MAX-TOTAL-DBATS

Number of connections terminated - max
type 1 inactive

QDSTNITC T1-CONN-TERMINATED

Current number of type 2 inactive threads QDSTCIN2 T2-CURR-INACT
Maximum number of type 2 inactive threads QDSTMIN2 T2-MAX-INACT
Number of queued receive requests for
type 2 inactive threads

QDSTQIN2 T2-QUEUED

Current number type 2 inactive threads
queued

QDSTNQR2 T2-CURR-INACT-QUED

Maximum number type 2 inactive threads
queued

QDSTMQR2 T2-MAX-INACT-QUED

Current number active DBAT slots not in
use

QDSTNADS ACT-DBATS-NOTUSED

Maximum number active DBAT slots not in
use

QDSTMADS MAX-DBATS-NOTUSED

Number of requests requiring data base
access thread

QDSTNDBA NUM-REQS-DBAT

Number of requests satisfied using pool
thread

QDSTPOOL NUM-REQS-POOL

Queued client conn TCPIP sockets closed -
MAXDBAT

QDSTNCQC QUEUED-CONN-CLOSED

Current active DBATs w/pkgs bound
REL(DEALLOC)

QDSTNARD ACT-DBAT-DEALLOC
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HWM active DBATs w/pkgs bound
REL(DEALLOC)

QDSTMARD MAX-DBAT-DEALLOC

Minimum queued duration for this statistics
period

QDSTNQMN MIN-QUEUED-DUR-INT

Maximum queued duration for this statistics
period

QDSTNQMX MAX-QUEUED-DUR-INT

Average queued duration for this statistics
period

QDSTNQAV AVG-QUEUED-DUR-INT

Connections closed - max wait for a DBAT,
MAXCONQW

QDSTNCCW QUEUED-TIME-CONN-CLOSED

Number of ILOS cancels declined due to
CPU contention

QDSTNLSC ILOS-CANCEL-DECLINED

Current number of DBATs active due to
KEEPDYNAMIC YES

QDSTNAKD ACT-DBATS-KEEPDYN-YES

Maximum number of DBATs active due to
KEEPDYNAMIC YES

QDSTMAKD MAX-DBATS-KEEPDYN-YES

Number of DBATs terminated since DDF
was started

QDSTNDBT DBATS-TERM

Number of DBATs terminated after
exceeding POOLINAC

QDSTNTPL DBATS-TERM-POOLINAC

Number of DBATs terminated after
exceeding REUSELIMIT

QDSTNTRU DBATS-TERM-REUSE

Services Statistics Fields

The following table lists the services statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their associated Db2
field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of IDENTIFY requests Q3STIDEN IDENTS
# of SIGNON requests Q3STSIGN SIGNONS
# of Thread Terminate requests Q3STTERM TERMINATES
# of Indoubt URs resolved Q3STRIUR RESOLVED
# of successful single phase COMMITs Q3STSYNC SYNCHS
# of successful ABORT requests Q3STABRT ABORTS
# of connection exit (DSN3EXIT) calls Q3STEXIT EXITS
# of queued create threads Q3STCTHW CREATE-THD-QUEUED
# of units of recovery gone indoubt Q3STINDT AGENTS-INDOUBT
High water mark for IDBACK threads Q3STHWIB HWM-IDBACK-THRDS
High water mark for IDFORE threads Q3STHWIF HWM-IDFORE-THRDS
High water mark for CTHREAD threads Q3STHWCT HWM-CTHREAD-THRDS
High water mark for IDBACK threads -
exception interval

Q3STHWIBI INT-HWM-IDBACK-THRDS

High water mark for IDFORE threads -
exception interval

Q3STHWIFI INT-HWM-IDFORE-THRDS
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High water mark for CTHREAD threads -
exception interval

Q3STHWCTI INT-HWM-CTHREAD-THRDS

Short on Storage Statistics Fields

The following table lists the short on storage statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their
associated Db2 field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of times short on storage - contraction
issued

QSSTCONT SOS-CONTRACTS

# of times short on storage - critical QSSTCRIT SOS-BIT-SET
# of times short on storage - abend issued QSSTABND SOS-ABEND

EDM Pool Statistics Fields

The following table lists the EDM pool statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their associated Db2
field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of EDM request failures - no pages
available

QISEFAIL FAIL-POOL-FULL

# of application requests for a CT section QISECTG REQS-CT
# of times a CT section had to be loaded
from DASD

QISECTL LOAD-CT

# of pages used for DBD pages QISEDBD PAGES-USED-DBDPOOL
# of EDM pages in use for SKCT QISESKCT PAGES-SKCT
# of application requests for a DBD QISEDBDG REQS-DBD
# of times a DBD had to be loaded from
DASD

QISEDBDL LOAD-DBD

# of application requests for a PT section QISEKTG REQS-PT
# of times a PT section had to be loaded
from DASD

QISEKTL LOAD-PT

# of EDM pages in use for SKPT QISESKPT PAGES-USED-SKPT
# inserts for dynamic cache QISEDSI INSERTS-DYN
# requests for dynamic cache QISEDSG REQS-DYN
# of failures due to DBD pool full QISEDFAL FAIL-DBDPOOL-FULL
# of pages in the DBD pool QISEDPGE TOT-DBDPOOL-PAGES
# of free pages in DBD pool free chain QISEDFRE FREE-DBDPOOL-PAGES
# of pages used in the statement pool QISEDYNP PAGES-USED-STMTPOOL
# of failures due to statement pool full QISECFAL FAIL-STMTPOOL-FULL
# of pages in the statement pool QISECPGE TOT-STMTPOOL-PAGES
# of free pages in the statement free chain QISECFRE FREE-STMTPOOL-PAGES
# of statements in the EDM statement pool
cache

QISESTMT STMTPOOL-STMTS
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# of fail due to statement skeleton pool full QISEKFAL FAIL-SKELPOOL-FULL
# of pages in skeleton EDM pool QISEKPGE TOT-SKELPOOL-PGS
# of free pages in the skeleton EDM pool QISEKFRE FREE-SKELPOOL-PGS
# of pages used in CT above the bar QISECTA SKCT-SKELPOOL-PGS
# of pages used in PT above the bar QISEKTA SKPT-SKELPOOL-PGS
# of fail due to RDS pool above bar full QISESFAL FAIL-STMTABAR-FULL
# of pages in RDS pool above the bar QISESPGE TOT-STMTABAR-PAGES
# of free pages in RDS pool above the bar QISESFRE FREE-STMTABAR-PGS
# of cached not-found records located QISEKNFM CACHE-NOTFND-LOC
# of not-found records added to cache QISEKNFA CACHE-NOTFND-ADD
# of not-found records removed from cache QISEKNFR CACHE-NOTFND-REM
Total stealable DBD pages QISEDLRU DBD-STEALABLE
Total stealable skeleton pages QISEKLRU SKPT-STEALABLE
Total available (free + stealable) statement
pgs

QISECAVAIL N/A

Total available (free + stealable) DBD
pages

QISEDAVAIL N/A

Total available (free + stealable) skeleton
pgs

QISEKAVAIL N/A

Total storage allocated to xPROCs QISEKSPA XPROC-PAGES
Number of xPROC requests QISEKSPG XPROC-REQUESTS
Storage allocated to plans above the bar QISESQCA PLAN-ATB-STORAGE
Storage allocated to plans below the bar QISESQCB PLAN-BTB-STORAGE
Storage allocated to packages above the
bar

QISESQKA PKG-ATB-STORAGE

Storage allocated to packages below the
bar

QISESQKB PKG-BTB-STORAGE

Storage allocated to shareable static SQL
stmts

QISEKSPA8 STG-SHR-STATIC-SQL

# of requests to look for stabilized dynamic
SQL stmts

QISEDPSL REQ-TOLOOKFOR-DPS

# times row in SYSIBM.SYSDYNQRY may
fit for stab dyn SQL

QISEDPSC POSS-ROW-FOUND

# times stab dyn SQL found through text
match or bind

QISEDPSM MATCH-TEXT-BIND

# times stabilized dyn SQL stmt found for
dyn SQL stmt

QISEDPSF MATCH-FOUND

SQL Usage Statistics Fields

This article lists the SQL usage statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their associated Db2 field
and IQL variable names.

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of SELECT statements QXSELECT SQL-SELECTS
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# of INSERT statements QXINSRT SQL-INSERTS
# of UPDATE statements QXUPDTE SQL-UPDATES
# of DELETE statements QXDELET SQL-DELETES
# of DESCRIBE statements QXDESC SQL-DESCRIBES
# of PREPARE statements QXPREP SQL-PREPARES
# of OPEN CURSOR statements QXOPEN SQL-OPENS
# of CLOSE CURSOR statements QXCLOSE SQL-CLOSES
# of CREATE TABLE statements QXCRTAB SQL-CREATE-TBL
# of CREATE INDEX statements QXCRINX SQL-CREATE-IDX
# of CREATE TABLE SPACE statements QXCTABS SQL-CREATE-TBLSPC
# of CREATE SYNONYM statements QXCRSYN SQL-CREATE-SYN
# of CREATE DATABASE statements QXCRDAB SQL-CREATE-DB
# of CREATE STORAGE GROUP
statements

QXCTSTG SQL-CREATE-STOR-GP

# of CREATE VIEW statements QXKDEFVU SQL-CREATE-VIEW
# of DROP INDEX statements QXDRPIX SQL-DROP-IDX
# of DROP TABLE statements QXDRPTA SQL-DROP-TBL
# of DROP TABLE SPACE statements QXDRPTS SQL-DROP-TBLSPC
# of DROP DATABASE statements QXDRPDB SQL-DROP-DB
# of DROP SYNONYM statements QXDRPSY SQL-DROP-SYN
# of DROP STORAGE GROUP statements QXDRPST SQL-DROP-STOR-GP
# of DROP VIEW statements QXDRPVU SQL-DROP-VIEW
# of ALTER STORAGE GROUP statements QXALTST SQL-ALTER-STOR-GP
# of FETCH CURSOR statements QXFETCH SQL-FETCHES
# of ALTER TABLE SPACE statements QXALTTS SQL-ALTER-TBLSPC
# of ALTER TABLE statements QXALTTA SQL-ALTER-TBL
# of ALTER INDEX statements QXALTIX SQL-ALTER-IDX
# of COMMENT ON statements QXCMTON SQL-COMMENT-ON
# of LOCK TABLE statements QXLOCK SQL-LOCK-TBL
# of GRANT statements QXGRANT SQL-GRANT
# of REVOKE statements QXREVOK SQL-REVOKE
# of LABEL ON statements QXLABON SQL-LABEL-ON
# of SET SQLID statements QXSETSQL SQL-SET-SQLID
# of CREATE ALIAS statements QXCRALS SQL-CREATE-ALIAS
# of DROP ALIAS statements QXDRPAL SQL-DROP-ALIAS
# of SET "host variable" statements QXSETHV SET-HOST-VARIABLE
# of ALTER DATABASE statements QXALDAB ALTER-DATABASE
# of DROP PACKAGE statements QXDRPPKG DROP-PACKAGE
# of DESCRIBE TABLE statements QXDSCRTB DESCRIBE-TABLE
# of CONNECT type 1 statements QXCON1 CONNECT-TYPE-1
# of CONNECT type 2 statements QXCON2 CONNECT-TYPE-2
# of RELEASE statements QXREL RELEASE
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# of SET CONNECTION statements QXSETCON SET-CONNECTION
# of SET CURRENT DEGREE statements QXSETCDG SET-CURRENT-DEGREE
# of SET CURRENT RULES statements QXSETCRL SET-CURRENT-RULES
# of RENAME TABLE statements QXRNTAB RENAME-TABLES
# of CREATE TRIGGER statements QXCTRIG CREATE-TRIGGER
# of DROP TRIGGER statements QXDRPTR DROP-TRIGGER
# of SET CURRENT PATH statements QXSETPTH SET-PATH
# of DROP USER DEFINED FUNCTION
statements

QXDRPFN DROP-UDF

# of DROP PROCEDURE statements QXDRPPR DROP-PROCEDURE
# of CREATE DISTINCT TYPE statements QXCDIST CREATE-DISTINCT
# of DROP DISTINCT TYPE statements QXDDIST DROP-DISTINCT
# of CREATE FUNCTION statements QXCRUDF CREATE-UDF
# of CREATE PROCEDURE statements QXCRPRO CREATE-PROCEDURE
# of HOLD LOCATOR statements QXHOLDL HOLD-LOCATOR
# of FREE LOCATOR statements QXFREEL FREE-LOCATOR
# of CREATE AUX TABLE statements QXCRATB CREATE-AUX-TABLE
# of ALTER FUNCTION statements QXALUDF ALTER-UDF
# of ALTER PROCEDURE statements QXALPRO ALTER-PROCEDURE
# CREATE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE
statements

QXCRGTT GLOBAL-TEMP-TBL

# ASSOCIATE LOCATOR statements QXALOCL ASSOC-LOCATOR
# ALLOCATE CURSOR statements QXALOCC ALLOC-CURSOR
# SET CURRENT PRECISION statements
executed

QXSETCPR SET-CURRENT-PREC

# DECLARE GLOBAL TEMPORARY
TABLE statements executed

QXDCLGTT DECL-GLOB-TEMP-TAB

# of CREATE SEQUENCES statements QXCRESEQ CREATE-SEQUENCES
# of ALTER SEQUENCES statements QXALTSEQ ALTER-SEQUENCES
# of DROP SEQUENCES statements QXDROSEQ DROP-SEQUENCES
# of ALTER VIEW statements QXALTVW ALTER-VIEW
# of ALTER JAR statements QXALTJR ALTER-JAR
# of MERGE statements QXMERGE SQL-MERGE
# of TRUNCATE TABLE statements QXTRTBL TRUNCATE-TABLE
# of CREATE ROLE statements QXCRROL CREATE-ROLE
# of DROP ROLE statements QXDRPROL DROP-ROLE
# of CREATE TRUSTED CONTEXT
statements

QXCRCTX CREATE-TR-CONTEXT

# of ALTER TRUSTED CONTEXT
statements

QXALTCTX ALTER-TR-CONTEXT

# of DROP TRUSTED CONTEXT
statements

QXDRPCTX DROP-TR-CONTEXT

# of RENAME INDEX statements QXRNIX RENAME-INDEX
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Number of ALTER MASK or PERMISSION
statements

QXALTMP ALTER-MASK

Number of CREATE MASK or
PERMISSION statements

QXCREMP CREATE-MASK

Number of DROP MASK or PERMISSION
statements

QXDRPMP DROP-MASK

# of DROP VARIABLE statements QXDRPSV DROP-VARIABLE
# of CREATE VARIABLE statements QXCRTSV CREATE-VARIABLE
# of SQL SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT
statements executed

QXSTTIMEOUTAPPL CURR-LOCK-TIMEOUT-APPL

# of times CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT was
set from profile

QXSTTIMEOUTPROF CURR-LOCK-TIMEOUT-PROFTAB

Locking Statistics Fields

This section lists exception variables for lock statistics.

The following table lists the locking statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables, their associated Db2 field,
and IQL variable name.

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of deadlocks. QTXADEA DEADLOCKS
# of suspends due to unavailable lock. QTXASLOC SUSPENDS-LOCK
# of timeouts. QTXATIM TIMEOUTS
# of shared lock escalations. QTXALES LOCK-ESCAL-SHR
# of exclusive lock escalations. QTXALEX LOCK-ESCAL-EXC
# of suspends due to latches. QTXASLAT SUSPENDS-LATCH
# of suspends due to reasons other than
lock/latch.

QTXASOTH SUSPENDS-OTHER

# of lock requests. QTXALOCK LOCK-CALLS
# of unlock requests. QTXAUNLK UNLOCK-CALLS
# IRLM query requests. QTXAQRY LOCK-QUERIES
# change lock requests. QTXACHG LOCK-CHANGES
# other IRLM requests. QTXAIRLM IRLM-OTHER-CALLS
# claim requests. QTXACLNO CLAIM-REQUESTS
# unsuccessful claim requests. QTXACLUN CLAIMS-UNSUCCESSFUL
# drain requests. QTXADRNO DRAIN-REQUESTS
# unsuccessful drain requests. QTXADRUN DRAINS-UNSUCCESSFUL
# cond partition lock requests failed during
inserts.

QISTCONDLKF INSERT-LOCK-FAILS

# uncond retries when cond part locks
failed for inserts.

QISTRETRYLK INSERT-LOCK-RETRIES
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Global Locking Statistics Fields

The following table lists the global locking statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their associated
Db2 field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# P-lock lock requests QTGSLPLK GA-PLOCK-REQS
# P-lock change lock requests QTGSCPLK GA-PLOCK-CHNG
# P-lock unlock requests QTGSUPLK GA-PLOCK-UNLK
# lock requests propagated to XES
synchronously

QTGSLSLM GA-PROPXES-REQS

# change lock requests propagated to XES
synchronously

QTGSCSLM GA-PROPXES-CHNG

# unlock requests propagated to XES
synchronously

QTGSUSLM GA-PROPXES-UNLK

# suspends due to IRLM global resource
contention

QTGSIGLO GA-SUSP-IRLM-GLB

# suspends due to XES global resource
contention

QTGSSGLO GA-SUSP-XES-GLB

# false (hash) contentions QTGSFLSE GA-FALSE-CONT
# global/change lock denied - incompatible
retained lock

QTGSDRTA GA-GLB-REQS-DENIED

# notify messages sent QTGSNTFY GA-NOTIFY-MSGS-SENT
# notify messages received QTGSNTFR GA-NOTIFY-MSGS-RECV
# resources propagated from IRLM to XES
asynchronously

QTGSKIDS GA-RESOURCE-PROP

# times pageset lock negotiated - interest
level changed

QTGSPPPE GA-NEGOT-PAGESET

# times page lock negotiated - interest level
changed

QTGSPGPE GA-NEGOT-PAGES

# times "other" lock negotiated - interest
level changed

QTGSOTPE GA-NEGOT-PLOCKS

# CHANGEP requests QTGSCHNP GA-CHANGEP
Max # engines available for P-lock/Notify
exit requests

QTGSPEMX GA-MAX-ENGINES

# times engine unavailable for Plock/Notify
exit request

QTGSPEQW GA-ENGINE-NOTAVAIL

False contentions encountered on local
LPAR

QTGSFLMG GA-FALSE-CONT-LPAR

Failed synchronous XES lock requests
without delay

QTGSCREJ XES-SYNC-LK-FAIL
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Star Join Statistics Fields

The following table lists the star join statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their associated DB2
field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of allocation requests in star join pool QISJTRY SJ-POOL-ALLOC-REQ
# of failures caused by full star join pool QISJFAIL SJ-POOL-FULL-FAIL
current size of star join pool in MB QISJSIZE SJ-POOL-CURSIZE-MB
maximum size of star join pool in MB QISJMAX SJ-POOL-MAXSIZE-MB

Multiple Index Statistics Fields

The following table lists the multiple index statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their associated
Db2 field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of times Multiple Index Access used QXMIAP MIAP-USED
# of times Mult-Index failed - no storage QXNSMIAP MIAP-NO-STORAGE
# of times Mult-Index failed - limit exceeded QXMRMIAP MIAP-NO-MAXRIDS
Multi-IX RID retrieval not necessary
(ANDing/ORing)

QXRSMIAP RID-MULTI-IX-SKIP

# of times RID list processing not used for
whole query

QXRFMIAP MIAP-NOT-USED

Db2 Routine Execution Statistics Fields

The following table lists the Db2 routine execution statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their
associated Db2 field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of SQL CALL statements executed QXCALL SQL-CALL-STMTS
# of times a stored procedure abended QXCALLAB STORPROC-ABNDS
# of times an SQL CALL statement timed
out

QXCALLTO SQL-CALL-TIMEOUTS

# of times an SQL CALL statement was
rejected

QXCALLRJ SQL-CALL-REJECTS

# of times a statement trigger was activated QXSTTRG STMT-TRIGGER-ACT
# of times a row trigger was activated QXROWTRG ROW-TRIGGER-ACT
# of times SQL error occurred during trigger
execution

QXTRGERR SQL-ERR-IN-TRIG

Maximum level of nested SQL cascading QXCASCDP MAX-LEV-SQL-CASC
# of user defined functions executed QXCAUD UDF-EXECUTE
# of times a UDF abended QXCAUDAB UDF-ABENDS
# of times a UDF timed out waiting to be
scheduled

QXCAUDTO UDF-TIMEOUT
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# of times a UDF was rejected QXCAUDRJ UDF-REJECT

Row Access Statistics Fields

This section lists exception variables for row access statistics.

The following table lists the row access fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables, their associated Db2 field, and
IQL variable name.

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of times direct row access was successful. QXROIMAT DIR-ROW-ACC-SUCC
# of times direct row access failed - IX access used. QXROIIDX DIR-ROW-ACC-INDX
# of times direct row access failed - TS scan used. QXROITS DIR-ROW-ACC-TSCAN
Read currently committed rows skipped - uncommitted INS. QISTRCCI ROWS-SKP-UNCMT-INS
Read currently committed rows skipped - uncommitted DEL. QISTRCCD ROWS-RD-UNCMT-DEL
Read currently committed rows read - uncommitted update. QISTRCCU ROWS-RD-UNCMT-UPD

Fast Index Traversal Statistics Fields

This section lists exception variables for fast index traversal (FTB) statistics.

The following table lists the fast index traversal fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables, their associated Db2
field, and IQL variable name.

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
FTB threshold for index traversals. QISTTRAVMIN FTB-THRESHOLD
Number of FTB eligible indexes. QISTFTBCANT FTB-CANDIDATE-COUNT
Number of FTB eligible indexes reached FTB threshold. QISTFTBCAN FTB-INDEX-COUNT
Memory allocated for FTBs (in MB). QISTFTBSIZE FTB-MEMORY-USAGE
Number of FTB indexes in previous optimization interval. QISTFTBNUMP FTB-LAST-INTERVAL-COUNT
Number of FTB indexes in current optimization interval. QISTFTBNUMC FTB-CUR-INTERVAL-COUNT

Insert Algorithm Statistics Fields

This section lists exception variables for insert algorithm (IAG2) statistics.

The following table lists the insert algorithm fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables, their associated Db2 field,
and IQL variable name.

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
Number of times IAG2 pipes re-enablement was attempted. QISTINPR IAG2-PIPE-ATTEMPTED-RNBL
Number of times IAG2 pipes re-enablement was successful. QISTINPE IAG2-PIPE-SUCCESSFUL-RNBL
Number of insert algorithm 2 pipes allocated. QISTINPA DMFI-PIPES-ALLOC
Number of insert algorithm 2 pipes disabled. QISTINPD DMFI-PIPES-DISABLE
# of times basic IAG1 is used. QXRWSINSRTDALG1 IAG1-USED
# of times fast IAG2 is used. QXRWSINSRTDALG2 IAG2-USED
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Miscellaneous Statistics Fields

The following table lists the miscellaneous statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables, their associated
Db2 field, and IQL variable name.

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
Max storage used for LOB values. QXSTLOBV MAX-LOB-STORAGE
Max storage used for XML values. QXSTXMLV MAX-XML-STORAGE
# of times an array var is expanded beyond
32K.

QXSTARRAY_EXPANSI* ARRAY-EXPANSION

# times sparse index disabled - insufficient
storage.

QXSISTOR SPARSE-INDEX-DISABLE

# times sparse index built a work file for
probing.

QXSIWF SPARSE-INDEX-WF

# times RDS Sort was performed. QXSTSRT RDS-SORT-PERFORMED
# times RDS Sort used ZSORT. QXSTSRTL RDS-SORT-USED-ZSORT

Dynamic Prepare Statistics Fields

The following table lists the dynamic prepare statistics fields for subsystem 1-7 exception variables and their associated
Db2 field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of Incremental BINDs QXINCRB SQL-INCR-BIND
# PREPAREs bypassed - prepared
statement cache

QXSTFND PREPARE-CACHE

# PREPAREs not found in prepared
statement cache

QXSTNFND PREPARE-NOCACHE

# implicit PREPAREs w/
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) - executable n/a

QXSTIPRP IPREP-NOFND

# PREPARES avoided w/
KEEPDYNAMIC(ES) - executable found

QXSTNPRP IPREP-FOUND

# times exec copy of prepared stmt
discarded - MAXKEEPD

QXSTDEXP PREPARE-MAXKD

# times prepared stmt purged cache -
dependent obj n/a

QXSTDINV PREPARE-DROP

# of restricted PREPAREs due to index in
pending state

QXPRRESI PREP-INDX-RESTR

Dyn stmts parsed - duplicate concentrate
stmt w/literals

QXSTCWLD CONC-LIT-REUS-FAIL

Dyn stmt parse avoided - concentrate stmts
w/literals

QXSTCWLM CONC-LIT-STMT-FND

Dynamic stmts parsed - concentrate stmts
w/literals

QXSTCWLP CONC-LIT-STMT-PARS

Times Db2 replaced literal - concentrate
stmt w/literals

QXSTCWLR CONC-LIT-REPLACED
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Parallel I/O Statistics Fields

The following table lists the parallel I/O statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their associated
Db2 field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
Max degree of parallelism estimated for
parallel group

QXMAXESTIDG MAX-PARALLEL-GRPS-ESTM

Max degree of parallelism planned for
parallel group

QXMAXPLANDG MAX-PARALLEL-GRPS-PLAN

Max degree of parallelism among parallel
groups

QXMAXDEG MAX-DEGREE

Total number of parallel groups executed QXTOTGRP PARALLEL-GROUPS
Total # parallel groups failed - UPDATE/
DELETE cursor

QXDEGCUR SEQ-CURSOR

Total # parallel groups failed - lack of ESA
support

QXDEGESA SEQ-ESA-SORT

Total # parallel groups failed - buffer/
storage short

QXDEGBUF SEQ-BUFFER

Total # parallel groups failed - system
negotiation

QXSTODGNGRP PARALLEL-GRPS-DEGEN

Total # parallel groups failed - autonomous
procedure

QXDEGAT PARALLEL-GRPS-SEQ

Total # parallel groups degenerated -
optimization

QXPAROPT PARALLEL-GRPS-DEGEN-OPT

Total # parallel groups reduced - buffer/
storage short

QXREDGRP REDUCED-DEGREE

Total # parallel groups reduced - system
negotiation

QXSTOREDGRP PARALLEL-GRPS-REDUCE

Total # parallel groups processed normally QXNORGRP PLANNED-DEGREE
# parallel groups executed single Db2 -
COORDINATOR=NO

QXCOORNO PARA-GRPS-EXECCORR

# parallel groups executed single Db2 -
isolation=RR/RS

QXISORR PARA-GRPS-EXECRR

# para. grps intended to run across the data
sharing grp

QXXCBPNX PARA-GRPS-DS

# times para. coordinator bypass a Db2 -
BP shortage

QXXCSKIP PARA-GRPS-BYPS

# parallel groups exec single Db2 -
declared temp tbl

QXDEGDTT PARA-GRP-UDF-TTAB
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RID Pool Statistics Fields

The following table lists the RID pool statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their associated Db2
field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of times RID list failed - RDS limit
exceeded

QISTRLLM RIDLIST-RDSLIMIT

# of times RID list failed - DM limit
exceeded

QISTRPLM RIDLIST-DMLIMIT

highest number of RID blocks QISTRHIG RIDLIST-MAX-BLOCKS
current number of RID blocks QISTRCUR RIDLIST-CURR-BLOCKS
# of times RID list failed - no storage QISTRSTG RIDLIST-STORAGE
# of times RID list failed - concurrent
processes

QISTRMAX RIDLIST-PROCESSES

# of columns bypassed - invalid Select
Procedure

QISTCOLS INVALID-SELECT-PROCEDURE

Hybrid join RID list append interrupted -
storage

QXHJINCS RID-INTERRUPT-STG

Hybrid join RID list append interrupted -
internal limit

QXHJINCT RID-INTERRUPT-LMT

RID list overflow to workfile - storage QXWFRIDS RID-OVERFLOW-STOR
RID list overflow to workfile - internal limit QXWFRIDT RID-OVERFLOW-LIMIT

Workfile Database Utilization Fields

The following table lists the workfile database utilization statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and
their associated Db2 field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# times the maximum storage limit/agent
exceeded

QISTWFNE WKFILE-AGT-LIMITEX

# times 32KB tablespace used when 4K not
avail.

QISTWFP1 WKFILE-32K-FOR-4K

# times 4KB tablespace used when 32K not
avail.

QISTWFP2 WKFILE-4K-FOR-32K

HWM workfile storage (KB) QISTWMXU MAX-WKFILE-STG
Current workfile storage (KB) QISTWCTO CUR-WKFILE-STG
Max temp storage limit per agent (KB) -
MAXTEMPS

QISTWMXA MAX-AGTLMT-WKFL

Current 4KB workfile tablespace storage
used

QISTW4K WKFILE-4KTS-STG

Current 32KB workfile tablespace storage
used

QISTW32K WKFILE-32KTS-STG

Currently active in-memory DM workfiles QISTIMAC ACT-INMEM-WKFILES
HWM active in-memory DM workfiles QISTIMAH HWM-INMEM-WKFILES
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Current space used for active in-mem DM
workfiles (KB)

QISTIMSC ACT-INMEMWKFILE-KB

HWM space used for active in-memory DM
workfiles (KB)

QISTIMSH HWM-INMEMWKFILE-KB

Currently active sort in-memory workfiles QISTSIAC SRT-INMEM-WFS-CUR
HWM active sort in-memory workfiles QISTSIAH SRT-INMEM-WFS-HWM
Currently active sort in-memory workfile
space (bytes

QISTSISC SRT-INMEM-WFSPC

HWM active sort in-memory workfile space
(bytes)

QISTSISH SRT-INMEM-WFSPC-HWM

Current number RID blocks in workfile
storage

QISTWFRCUR WKFILE-RIDBLKS-CUR

HWM number RID blocks in workfile
storage

QISTWFRHIG WKFILE-RIDBLKS-HWM

# of non-SORT related DM in-mem
workfiles active

QISTI2AC WKFILE-NONSORT-ACT

High water mark for non-SORT DM in-mem
workfiles active

QISTI2AH WKFILE-NONSORT-HWM

# times type-2 inmem WFs overflowed into
phys tablespace

QISTI2OF WKFILE-TYPE2-OVERFLOW

# times in-mem WF not created due to
storage conditions

QISTIMNC WKFILE-NOT-CREATED

Total storage (KB) config for all tablespaces
in WFDB

QISTWSTG WFSPC-TOTAL-KB

Total storage (KB) configured for DGTTs in
the WFDB

QISTDGTTSTG WFSPC-DGTT-PREF-KB

Total storage (KB) configured for non-DGTT
WFs in WFDB

QISTWFSTG WFSPC-PREF-KB

Current total storage (KB) used - DGTTs QISTDGTTCTO WFSPC-DGTT-USED-KB
Maximum total storage (KB) used - DGTTs QISTDGTTMXU WFSPC-DGTT-MAX-KB
Current total storage (KB) used - non-DGTT
workfiles

QISTWFCTO WFSPC-USED-KB

Maximum total storage (KB) used - non-
DGTT workfiles

QISTWFMXU WFSPC-MAX-KB

Maximum amount of WFDB storage (KB)
used by any thread

QISTAMXU WFSPC-THRD-MAX-KB

Agent space usage threshold (%) for all
WFs in the WFDB

QISTASTH WFSPC-AGENT-USAGE

Space usage threshold (%) for all WFs in
the WFDB

QISTSSTH WFSPC-SYSTEM-USAGE
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Dataset Drain Statistics Fields

The following table lists the dataset drain statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their associated
Db2 field and IQL variable names:

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
Current number of data sets open QTDSOPN DS-CURR-OPEN
Maximum number of data sets concurrently
open

QTMAXDS MAX-DS-OPEN-CONCUR

# of data sets open with close(YES), but not
in use

QTSLWDD DDS-SLOW-CLOSE

Maximum number of pagesets available to
DRAIN

QTMAXPB MAX-FREE-PB

# of data sets that were closed via the
DRAIN process

QTDSDRN DDS-PRODUCED

# times requested PB found on free queue
for DS open

QTREOPN OPENS-PB-FOUND

# infrequently updated d.s. converted from
R/W to R/O

QTPCCT MADE-READ-ONLY

# of physically closed infrequently accessed
data sets

QTPCGBP PHYS-CLOSED-INFREQ-DS

# of physically closed utility-access-only
data sets

QTPCUT PHYS-CLOSED-UTIL-ONLY-DS

Authorization Cache Statistics Fields

This article lists the authorization cache statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables, and their associated
Db2/IDB2 field and IQL variable names.

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# successful package auth checks using
pkg auth cache

QTPACAUT AUTH-CHKS-PKG-CACHE

# successful pkg auth checks - execute
held by PUBLIC

QTPACPUB AUTH-CHKS-PKG-PUB

# package auth checks not making use of
pkg auth cache

QTPACNOT AUTH-CHKS-PKG-NOCACHE

# times Db2 overwrote auth ID in the pkg
auth cache

QTPACOW1 OVWRT-AUTH-PKG-CACHE

# times Db2 overwrote pkg entry in pkg
auth cache

QTPACOW2 OVWRT-PKGE-PKG-CACHE

# successful auth checks using routine auth
cache

QTRACAUT SUCC-ROUT-AUTH-CHK

# successful auth checks for public routines QTRACPUB SUCC-ROUT-PUB-EXEC
# routine auth checks could not use routine
auth cache

QTRACNOT ROUT-AUTH-CHK-NUSE

# times authid overwritten in routine auth
cache

QTRACOW1 ROUT-AUTH-OWRT-AUTH
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# times routine entry overwritten in routine
auth cache

QTRACOW2 ROUT-AUTH-OWRT-ROUT

# times unable to add entry to routine auth
cache

QTRACNAC ROUT-AUTH-NOT-ADD

# of unsuccessful checks for plan
EXECUTE privilege

QTAUCNOT UNSUCC-AUTH-CHKS-PLNCACHE

# of times Db2 overwrote auth ID in plan
auth cache

QTAUCOW1 OVWRT-AUTH-PLNCACHE

Buffer Pool Statistics Fields

The following table lists the buffer pool statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their associated
Db2 field and IQL variable names:

NOTE
The same fields are available for BP1 through BP49, BP8K through BP8K9, BP16K through BP16K9, and
BP32K through BP32K9. The fields are also available in a generic form (such as, BP****). Use generic form to
define a buffer pool exception once and then apply it to each Db2 buffer pool that you use.

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field
Name

IQL Variable Name

BP**** GETPAGE requests QBSTGET GET-PAGE-SW
BP**** READ I/O requests QBSTRIO READ-IO
BP**** getpage failures - VPOOL full QBSTXFL EXP-FAIL-MAX-LIM
BP**** expansion failures - virtual storage shortage QBSTXFV EXP-FAIL-GETMAIN
BP**** UPDATES - system pages QBSTSWS SETW-SYS
BP**** PAGES WRITTEN - system pages QBSTPWS PG-WRITES-SYS
BP**** WRITE I/O - asynchronous QBSTWIO WRITE-IO
BP**** # active buffers QBSTCBA CURR-ACT-BUF
BP**** READ I/O requiring paging QBSTRPI PAGEIN-RD
BP**** WRITE I/O requiring paging QBSTWPI PAGEIN-WR
BP**** - total number of datasets opened QBSTDSO DS-SUCC-OPENED
BP**** synchronous/immediate WRITE I/O QBSTIMW IMM-WRITES-SYS
BP**** sequential prefetch requests QBSTSEQ SEQ-PREFETCH
BP**** # pages read due to sequential prefetch QBSTSPP PG-READ-PREFETCH
BP**** sequential prefetch failures - buffer shortage QBSTSPD SEQ-PREFETCH-DIS-BUF
BP**** sequential prefetch failures - no READ engines QBSTREE SEQ-PREFETCH-DIS-RD-ENG
BP**** number of times deferred threshold reached QBSTDWT DEFERRED-WR-THRESHOLD
BP**** # times at DATA MANAGER CRITICAL threshold QBSTDMC WPHFWT-THRESHOLD
BP**** buffer count (total # buffers in BP****) QBSTFCT N/A
BP**** # times migrated data sets encountered QBSTMIG MIGRATED-DS
BP**** number of recall timeouts QBSTRTO RECALL-TIMEOUT
BP**** count of prefetch (asynchronous) read I/Os QBSTPIO PREFETCH-READS
BP**** # times workfile prefetch aborted - zero quantity QBSTWKPD WK-PREFETCH-ZEROS
BP**** # times could not support concurrent workfiles QBSTMAX WKFILE-NOBUFFS
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BP**** max workfiles allocated for sort/merge processing QBSTWFM MAX-WORKFILES
BP**** # pages for which destructive read was requested QBSTWDRP PAGES-DESTRUCTIVE-READ
BP**** # pages deque from VDWQ, destructive redd request QBSTWBVQ PGS-DEQD-DESTRUCTIVE-RD
BP**** # sort merge passes requested QBSTWFR REQUESTS-QUERIED
BP**** # workfiles req. during sort/merge processing QBSTWFT WORKFILES-REQUESTED
BP**** # workfiles denied during sort/merge processing QBSTWFD WORKFILES-DENIED
BP**** # times inefficient sort/merge done, BP shortage QBSTWFF INEFFICIENT-SORTS
BP**** # of times list prefetch requested QBSTLPF LIST-PREFETCH-REQUESTS
BP**** # times vertical deferred write threshold reached QBSTDWV DEFERRED-WRITE-VERTICAL
BP**** # of dynamic prefetch requested QBSTDPF DYNAMIC-PREFETCH-REQUEST
BP**** # of successful VP expansions/contractions QBSTVPA VPOOL-CHANGES
BP**** # buffers allocated for virtual pool QBSTVPL VPOOL-BUFFERS
BP**** # pages read due to dynamic prefetch QBSTDPP DYNAMIC-PREFETCH-PAGES
BP**** # pages read due to list prefetch QBSTLPP LIST-PREFETCH-PAGES
BP**** # dynamic prefetch (asynchronous) read I/Os QBSTDIO DYNAMIC-PREFETCH-READS
BP**** # list prefetch (asynchronous) read I/Os QBSTLIO LIST-PREFETCH-READS
BP**** # getpage issued by sequential request QBSTSGT SEQUENTIAL-GET-PAGES
BP**** # sync. read I/Os performed by sequential req. QBSTSIO SEQUENTIAL-SYNC-READ
BP**** # getpage failures - conditional getpage request QBSTNGT CONDITIONAL-GETPAGE-FAIL
BP**** highest prefetch I/O streams ever been allocated QBSTXIS MAX-PREFETCH-STREAMS
BP**** # prefetch I/O streams denied - BP shortage QBSTJIS PARALLEL-IO-DEGREES-REDU
BP**** # negotiations between BM and RDS, I/O parallel. QBSTPQO PARALLEL-IO-QUERIES
BP**** # times I/O parallelism downgraded - BP shortage QBSTPQF PARALLELISM-DOWNGRADED
BP**** # times prefetch quantity decreased to 1/2 normal QBSTPL1 PREFETCH-QTY-TO-HALF
BP**** # times prefetch quantity decreased to 1/4 normal QBSTPL2 PREFETCH-QTY-TO-FOURTH
BP**** # times one or more pages were added to LPL QBSTLPL LPL-ADDED-PAGES
BP**** # of pages on unlock castout QBSTPCO CASTOUT-IO-PGS
BP**** # of I/O on castout QBSTCIO CASTOUT-IO
BP**** failed cond seq getpage requests - pg not in pool QBSTNSG COND-SEQ-GETP-FAIL
BP**** high water mark for number of buffers om SLRU QBSTSMAX BUF-SLRU-MAX
BP**** low water mark for number of buffers on SLRU QBSTSMIN BUF-SLRU-MIN
BP**** # times when length of SLRU equals VPSEQT QBSTHST LEN-SLRU-VPSEQT
BP**** # times rand getpage buffer hit and found on SLRU QBSTRHS RANDOM-GETP-HIT
BP**** # of non-sequential getpages in the overflow area QBSTAGET GETP-RAND-OVFLOW
BP**** # of sequential getpages in the overflow area QBSTASGE GETP-SEQ-OVFLOW
BP**** # of random sync read I/O in the overflow area QBSTASYN GETP-RAND-READIO-OVFLOW
BP**** # of seq sync read I/O in the overflow area QBSTASSE GETP-SEQ-READIO-OVFLOW
BP**** # of successful read I/Os using zHyperlink QBSTSYIO ZHYPERLINK-READS
BP**** # of read I/Os hitting disk cache (no zHL) QBSTSIOC DISK-CACHE-READS
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Group Buffer Pool Statistics Fields

The following table lists the group buffer pool statistics fields for subsystem type 1-7 exception variables and their
associated Db2 field and IQL variable names:

NOTE
The same fields are available for GBP1 through GBP49, GBP8K through GBP8K9, GBP16K through GBP16K9,
and GBP32K through GBP32K9. The fields are also available in a generic form (such as GPXXXX). Use generic
form to define a group buffer pool exception once and then apply it to each Db2 group buffer pool that you use.

Exception Variable Db2/IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of SES-reads - buffer XI: with data
returned for GBP0

QBGLXD INV-BUF-SR-DATA

# of SES-reads - buffer XI: without data
returned for GBP0

QBGLXR INV-BUF-SR-DIR-NO-DATA

# of SES-reads - requested page not found
for GBP0

QBGLMD NO-PG-SR-DATA

# of SES-reads - page not available:
without data returned - GBP0

QBGLMR NO-PG-SR-DIR-NO-DATA

# of SES-writes for changed pages for
GBP0

QBGLSW CHG-PGS-SW

# of SES-writes for clean pages for GBP0 QBGLWC CLN-PGS-SW
# of castouts initiated - castout class
threshold - GBP0

QBGLCT CLASS-CASTOUTS

# of castouts initiated - GBP castout
threshold - GBP0

QBGLGT GRP-BP-CASTOUTS

# of SES-writes (system execution unit)
changed pages - GBP0

QBGLAW CHG-PGS-AW

# of pages castout from GBP to DASD -
GBP0

QBGLRC CASTOUT-PGS

# of incompleted SES-write requests: SES
storage - GBP0

QBGLWF WRITE-FAIL-STORAGE

# of other SES requests - GBP0 QBGLOS OTHER-REQUESTS
# of SES-writes (system execution unit)
clean pages - GBP0

QBGLAC CLN-PGS-AW

Allocated size of GBP in 4 KB blocks -
GBP0

QBGBGSZ GRP-BUF-PAGES

Actual number of allocated directory entries
- GBP0

QBGBGDR GRP-DIR-ENTALLOC

Actual number of allocated data entries -
GBP0

QBGBGDT GRP-DATA-ENTALLOC

# of GBP checkpoints triggered by this
member for GBP0

QBGLCK GBP-MEMB-CHKPOINTS

# of IXLCACHE unlock castout requests for
GBP0

QBGLUN UNLK-CASTOUT-REQS

# of IXLCACHE read castout class requests
for GBP0

QBGLCC READ-CASTOUT-CLS-REQS

# of IXLCACHE read castout stats requests
for GBP0

QBGLCS READ-CASTOUT-STS-REQS
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# of IXLCACHE delete name requests for
GBP0

QBGLDN DEL-NAME-REQS

# of IXLCACHE read directory info requests
for GBP0

QBGLRD READ-DIRINFO-REQS

# of register page requests for GBP0 QBGLRG REG-PAGE-REQ
# of unregister page requests for GBP0 QBGLDG UNREG-PAGE-REQ
# of reads prefetch register page list
requests for GBP0

QBGLAX REG-PGLST-REQ-A

# of GBP reads done by prefetch - changed
page for GBP0

QBGLAY GBP-CHGREADS-A

# of explicit cross invalidates for GBP0 QBGLEX EXP-CROSS-INVAL
# of failed writes to secondary GBP
(storage) for GBP0

QBGL2F WRITE-FAIL-STORAGE-DUP

# of suspended write completion checks for
GBP0

QBGL2S COMP-CHKS-DUP

# of IXLCACHE delete name list requests
for GBP0

QBGL2D DELETE-NMLIST-REQS-DUP

# of IXLCACHE read castout stats requests
for GBP0

QBGL2R READ-CASTOUT-STS-REQS-DU

# of IXLCACHE delete name requests for
GBP0

QBGL2N DEL-NAME-REQS-DUP

# of asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations
for primary GBP0

QBGLHS PRIM-ASYNC-IXLCACHES

# of asynchronous IXLCACHE invocations
for secondary GBP0

QBGL2H SECD-ASYNC-IXLCACHES

# of getpages for GBP-dependent pages for
GBP0

QBGLGG GBP-DEP-GETPAGES

# of write and register multiple requests for
GBP0

QBGLWM WRITEREG-MULT-PGS

# of write and register (single) requests for
GBP0

QBGLWS WRITEREG-ONE-PAGE

# of read for castout multiple requests for
GBP0

QBGLCM READ-CASTOUT-MULTI

# of read for castout (single) requests for
GBP0

QBGLCR READ-CASTOUT-ONEPG

# of write and register multiple pages
written for GBP0

QBGLWP WRITEREG-TOT-PAGES

# of page P-lock lock requests - space map
pages for GBP0

QBGLP1 P-LK-REQ-SPACEMAP

# of page P-lock lock requests - data pages
for GBP0

QBGLP2 P-LK-REQ-DATA

# of page P-lock lock requests - index leaf
pages for GBP0

QBGLP3 P-LK-REQ-IDX-LEAF

# of page P-lock unlock requests for GBP0 QBGLU1 P-LK-UNLOCK-REQ
# of page P-lock lock suspends - space
map pages for GBP0

QBGLS1 P-LK-SUS-SPACEMAP

# of page P-lock lock suspends - data
pages for GBP0

QBGLS2 P-LK-SUS-DATA
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# of page P-lock lock suspends - index leaf
pages for GBP0

QBGLS3 P-LK-SUS-IDX-LEAF

# of page P-lock lock negotiate - space map
pages for GBP0

QBGLN1 P-LK-NEG-SPACEMAP

# of page P-lock lock negotiate - data
pages for GBP0

QBGLN2 P-LK-NEG-DATA

# of page P-lock lock negotiate - index leaf
pages for GBP0

QBGLN3 P-LK-NEG-IDX-LEAF

# of pages that were written using write
around for GBP0

QBGLWA P-WRITE-AROUND

# of CF directory entry reclaims for GBP QBGBDRR GRP-DIRENT-RECLAIM
# of CF data entry reclaims for GBP QBGBDTR GRP-DATENT-RECLAIM
# of CF directory entries stolen with XI for
GBP

QBGBRXI GRP-XIDIR-RECLAIM

# of IXLCACHE requests with async XI for
GRP

QBGLWX IXLCACHE-REQS-XI

# of CF async XI synch-up calls for GRP QBGLSU IXLAXISN-SVCS-CALLS
# of CF async XI synch-up call suspends
for GRP

QBGLAS IXLAXISN-SUSPENDS-XI

Subsystem Type 8 Exceptions
The following table lists the fields for subsystem type 8 exception variables and their associated Db2 field and IQL variable
names:

Exception Variable Db2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
CPU used by MSTR address space QWSAEJST MSTR-JS-TIMER
CPU used by DBM1 address space QWSAEJST DBM1-JS-TIMER
CPU used by DIST address space QWSAEJST DIST-JS-TIMER
CPU used by IRLM address space QWSAEJST IRLM-JS-TIMER

Subsystem Type 9 Exceptions
The following table lists the fields for subsystem type 9 exception variables and their associated Db2 field and IQL variable
names:

Exception Variable Db2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
Db2 subsystem is active/inactive NOHELP n/a
IRLM PC=YES is active/inactive FLDIPC n/a
IRLM trace is active/inactive FLDITRA n/a
Distributed data facility is active/inactive NOHELP n/a
Resource limit facility is active/inactive NOHELP n/a
Dual active logging is active/inactive NOHELP n/a
A statistics trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
An accounting trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A performance trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
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A global trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
An audit trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A monitor trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A statistics class 1 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A statistics class 2 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A statistics class 30 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A statistics class 31 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A statistics class 32 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
An accounting class 1 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

An accounting class 2 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

An accounting class 3 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

An accounting class 4 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

An accounting class 30 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

An accounting class 31 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

An accounting class 32 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 1 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 2 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 3 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 4 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 5 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 6 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 7 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 8 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 9 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 10 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 11 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 12 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a
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A performance class 13 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 14 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 15 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 16 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 30 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 31 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A performance class 32 trace is active/
inactive

TRAACTIN n/a

A global class 1 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A global class 2 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A global class 3 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A global class 4 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A global class 5 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A global class 6 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A global class 7 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A global class 8 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A global class 30 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A global class 31 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A global class 32 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
An audit class 1 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
An audit class 2 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
An audit class 3 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
An audit class 4 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
An audit class 5 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
An audit class 6 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
An audit class 7 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
An audit class 8 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
An audit class 9 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
An audit class 30 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
An audit class 31 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
An audit class 32 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A monitor class 1 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A monitor class 2 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A monitor class 3 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A monitor class 4 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A monitor class 30 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
A monitor class 31 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a
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A monitor class 32 trace is active/inactive TRAACTIN n/a

Subsystem Type 15 Exceptions
The following table lists the fields for subsystem type 15 exception variables and their associated IDB2 field and IQL
variable names:

Exception Variable IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
Number of enqueue conflicts for the MSTR
address space

FLDENQ n/a

Number of enqueue conflicts for the DBM1
address space

FLDENQ n/a

Number of enqueue conflicts for the DIST
address space

FLDENQ n/a

Number of enqueue conflicts for the IRLM
address space

FLDENQ n/a

Database Exception Field Variables
This section lists the database exception field variables:

Database Type 3, 4, and 5 Exceptions
These exceptions have one exception field variable: Number opens for a data base page set's data sets.

Database Type 11, 12, 13, and 14 Exceptions
These exceptions do not use variables.

NOTE
For the full list of exception types and their explanation, see the section Exception Types.

Application and SQL Exception Field Variables
SYSVIEW for Db2 provides the following application and SQL exception field variables. Variables are listed with their
associated Db2 field name and IQL variable name.

NOTE
For a complete list of exception types and explanation of how we define them, see Exception Types.

Application and SQL type 1-7 exceptions

This section includes topics that list field type 1-7 exceptions provided by SYSVIEW for Db2.

Application and SQL type 9 exception

SYSVIEW for Db2 provides the following field type 9 exception:

Exception Variable IDB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name

Application plan is active using repeatable
read.

FLDBIND N/A
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Application and SQL type 10 exceptions

SYSVIEW for Db2 provides the following application and SQL type 10 exceptions:

Exception Variable Db2 Field Name IQL Variable Name

Elapsed time spent processing in Db2. QWACASC ELAPSED-TIME-DB2

Wait time for Db2 I/O. QWACAWTI IO-WAIT-DB2

Total CPU time used while in Db2. QWACC2TotalCpu DECL-CPU-DB2-TOTAL

TCB CPU time used while in Db2. QWACAJST TCB-CPU-DB2

Wait time for local lock contentions. QWACAWTL LOCK-WAIT-DB2

Wait time for latch contentions. QWACAWLH LATCH-WAIT-TIME

Wait time for synchronous Db2 services. QWACAWTE WAIT-SWITCH-UPD-COM

Wait time for asynchronous read I/O. QWACAWTR WAIT-OTHER-READ

Wait time for asynchronous write I/O. QWACAWTW WAIT-OTHER-WRITE

Wait time for ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE).

QWACALOG WAIT-LOG-QUIESCE

Wait time for drain locks. QWACAWDR DRAIN-LOCK-WAIT

Wait time for claim releases. QWACAWCL CLAIM-RELEASE-WAIT

Wait time for archive reads (tape). QWACAWAR ARCHIVE-READ-WAIT

Wait time for page latch contentions. QWACAWTP PAGE-LATCH-WAIT

Wait time for sending msgs to data sharing
group.

QWACAWTG DS-MSG-WAIT

Wait time for global lock contention. QWACAWTJ DS-GLBCONT-WAIT

Total TCB time to satisfy stored procedure
CALLs.

QWACSPCP STORPROC-TCB-CPU

Db2 TCB time to satisfy stored procedure
CALLs.

QWACSPTT STORPROC-DB2-CPU

Wait time for available stored procedure
TCB.

QWACCAST STORPROC-ELP-WAIT

Wait time for sync exec unit switch: open/
close/hsm.

QWAXOCSE WAIT-SWITCH-OPEN-CLS

Wait time for sync exec unit switch:
SYSLGRNG rec.

QWAXSLSE WAIT-SWITCH-SYSLGRNG

Wait time for sync exec unit switch:
Dataspace mgr.

QWAXDSSE WAIT-SWITCH-DMS

Wait time for sync exec unit switch: other
tasks.

QWAXOTSE WAIT-SWITCH-OTHER

Wait time for log write I/O. QWACAWLG LOG-WRITE-IO-WAIT

TCB time for UDF requests in stored
procedure/WLM.

QWACUDCP UDF-CPU

Db2 TCB time for processing UDF SQL. QWACUDTT OTHER-UDF-CPU

Wait time waiting for UDF TCB. QWACUDST UDF-WAIT-FOR-TCB
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Total elapsed time for executing UDFs. QWACUDEA UDF-TOTAL-ELAPSED

Total elapsed time processing UDF SQL. QWACUDEB UDF-TOTAL-ELAPSED-SQL

TCB time consumed while executing under
triggers.

QWACTRTT TRIG-TOTAL-CPU

Elapsed time while executing under
triggers.

QWACTRET TRIG-TOTAL-ELAPSED

Wait time for sync Db reads with DASD
cache hits.

QWACAWTD DISK-CACHE-IO-WAIT

Total elapsed time in stored procedure -
incl. SQL.

QWACSPEA STORPROC-TOT-ELAPSED

Total elapsed time executing stored
procedure SQL.

QWACSPEB STORPROC-TOT-ELAPSED-SQL

Total TCB time executing triggers under
enclave.

QWACTRTE TRIG-CPU-ENCLAVE

Total elapsed time executing triggers under
enclave.

QWACTREE TRIG-ELAPSED-ENCLAVE

Wait time for force-at-commit. QWAXAWFC WAIT-FORCE-COMMIT

Wait time for asynchronous IXL requests. QWAXIXLT WAIT-ASYNC-IXLS

Wait time for glbl contention for child L-
Locks.

QWACAWTK GLBCHLDL-WAIT

Wait time for glbl contention for other L-
Locks.

QWACAWTM GLBOTHRL-WAIT

Wait time for glbl contention for pageset P-
Locks.

QWACAWTN GLBPPPLCK-WAIT

Wait time for glbl contention for page P-
Locks.

QWACAWTO GLBPAGEP-WAIT

Wait time for glbl contention for other P-
Locks.

QWACAWTQ GLBOTHRP-WAIT

Wait time for TCP/IP LOB materialization. QWACALBW TCP-LOB-MAT-WAIT

Application zIIP CPU time (class 1). QWACCLS1_ZIIP APPL-ZIIP-CPU

Db2 zIIP CPU time (class 2). QWACCLS2_ZIIP DB2-ZIIP-CPU

Trigger zIIP CPU time on main execution
unit.

QWACTRTT_ZIIP TRIG-ZIIP-CPU

CPU time on standard CP for zIIP eligible
work.

QWACZIIP_ELIGIBLE ZIIP-NOTUSED-CPU

Stored procedure zIIP CPU time on main
execution unit.

QWACSPNF_ZIIP STORPROC-ZIIP-CPU

UDF zIIP CPU time on main execution unit. QWACUDFNF_ZIIP UDF-ZIIP-CPU

Stored procedure elapsed time on main
execution unit.

QWACSPNF_ELAP STORPROC-LCL-ELAP

Stored procedure non-zIIP CPU on main
execution unit.

QWACSPNF_CP STORPROC-LCL-CPU

UDF elapsed time on main execution unit. QWACUDFNF_ELAP UDF-LOCAL-ELAP
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UDF non-zIIP CPU on main execution unit. QWACUDFNF_CP UDF-LOCAL-CPU

Stored procedure/WLM address space
class 1 zIIP CPU time.

QWACSP_CLS1SE SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP-C1

Stored procedure/WLM address space
class 2 zIIP CPU time.

QWACSP_CLS2SE SP-WLM-SP-ZIIP-C2

UDF stored proc/WLM address space class
1 zIIP CPU time.

QWACUDF_CLS1SE SP-WLM-UDF-ZIIP-C1

UDF stored proc/WLM address space class
2 zIIP CPU time.

QWACUDF_CLS2SE SP-WLM-UDF-ZIIP-C2

zIIP CPU time while executing triggers on a
nested task.

QWACTRTE_SE NESTED-TRIG-ZIIP

Total elapsed time processing accelerator
eligible SQL.

QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_E ACCEL-ELIG-ELAP

Wait time for requests to an accelerator. QWACAACW ACCEL-WAIT-TIME

zIIP CPU time while processing accelerator
eligible SQL.

QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_SE ACCEL-ELIG-ZIIP

Non-zIIP CPU time processing accelerator
eligible SQL.

QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_CP ACCEL-ELIG-CPU

Wait time for lock or latch contention. QWACC3Lock DECL-WAIT-LOCK

Wait time for log quiesce or archive reads. QWACC3Log DECL-WAIT-LOG

Wait time for Db2 services. QWACC3Services DECL-WAIT-SERVICES

Wait time for other events. QWACC3Others DECL-WAIT-OTHERS

Total time spent waiting for a pipe. QWAX_PIPE_WAIT PIPE-WAIT-TIME

Total time spent waiting for compression of
LOB.

QWAX_LOBCOMP_WAIT LOBCOMP-WAIT-TIME

Elapsed time spent processing SQL Data
Insights functions.

QWAC_AIDB_FNS_ELAP AIDB-ELAPSED

Non-zIIP CPU time spent processing SQL
Data Insights functions.

QWAC_AIDB_FNS_CP AIDB-ELAPSED-CPU

zIIP CPU time spent processing SQL Data
Insights functions.

QWAC_AIDB_FNS_zIIP AIDB-ELAPSED-ZIIP

Application total elapsed time. QWACISC THD-ELAPSED

Application and SQL Type 1-7 Exceptions
This section includes topics that list application and SQL type 1-7 exceptions.

Application and SQL type 1-7 exceptions are categorized by the following field types:

NOTE
For a complete list of exception types and explanation of how we define them, see Exception Types.
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• Accounting statistics
• Miscellaneous statistics
• Locking statistics
• Global locking statistics
• Resource limit statistics
• Distributed activity statistics
• Multiple index statistics
• Activity and Db2 routine execution statistics
• Row access statistics
• Dynamic prepare statistics
• Parallelism statistics
• Buffer pool statistics
• Group buffer pool statistics

Application and SQL Accounting Statistics Fields

The following table lists the accounting fields for application and SQL type 1 to 7 exception variables and their associated
Db2 field and IQL variable names as applicable:

Exception Variable DB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of COMMITs and aborts FLDCMAB N/A
# of COMMITs QWACCOMM COMMITS
# of aborts QWACABRT ABORTS
# SMF type 101 records processed (1 for
active threads)

FLDRECSX N/A

Application and SQL Miscellaneous Statistics Fields

Application and SQL miscellaneous fields relate to entry/exit events and miscellaneous statistics.

The following two tables list the miscellaneous fields for application and SQL type 1-7 exception variables.

Entry/Exit Events

The following table lists exception variables for entry/exit events, their associated Db2 field, and IQL variable name.

Exception Variable Db2 Field Name IQL Variable Name

# of Db2 entry/exit events. QWACARNA ENTRY-EXIT-EVENTS

# of I/O wait trace events. QWACARNE WAIT-TRC-EVENTS

# of latch/lock wait trace events. QWACARNL WAITS-LOCK

# of asynchronous read I/O wait trace
events.

QWACARNR WAITS-OTHER-READ

# of asynchronous write I/O wait trace
events.

QWACARNW WAITS-OTHER-WRITE

# of synchronous execution unit switch wait
trace events.

QWACARNS WAITS-SWITCH-UPD-COM
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# of suspensions due to ARCHIVE LOG
MODE(QUIESCE).

QWAXALCT WAITS-LOG-QUIESCE

# of drain lock wait trace events. QWAXARND DRAIN-LOCK-WAITS

# of wait claim release trace events. QWAXARNC CLAIM-RELEASE-WAITS

# of archive read wait trace events. QWAXANAR ARCHIVE-READ-WAITS

# of page latch contention wait trace
events.

QWACARNH PAGE-LATCH-WAITS

# of send messages to data sharing group
wait trace events.

QWACARNG DS-MSG-WAITS

# of global lock contention wait trace
events.

QWACARNJ DS-GLBCONT-WAITS

# of stored procedure SQL entry/exit
events.

QWACSPNE STORPROC-SQL-EVENTS

# of stored procedure waits for available
TCB.

QWACCANM STORPROC-SQL-WAITS

# of parallel tasks created. QWACPCNT PARALLEL-TASKS

# of synchronous execution unit switches to
open/close service.

QWAXOCNS WAITS-SWITCH-OPEN-CLS

# of synchronous execution unit switches to
SYSLGRNG recording.

QWAXSLNS WAITS-SWITCH-SYSLGRNG

# of synchronous execution unit switches to
data space manager.

QWAXDSNS WAITS-SWITCH-DMS

# of synchronous execution unit switches to
other tasks.

QWAXOTNS WAITS-SWITCH-OTHER

# of log write I/O wait trace events. QWACARLG LOG-WRITE-IO-WAITS

# of log records written. QWACLRN THD-LOG-RECS

# of SQL entry/exit events by user-defined
functions.

QWACUDNE UDF-EVENTS

# of synchronous DB reads with DASD
cache hits.

QWACAWCD DISK-CACHE-IO-COUNT

# of force-at-commit wait trace events. QWAXFCCT WAITS-FORCE-COMMIT

# of asynchronous IXL request events. QWAXIXLE WAITS-ASYNC-IXLS

# of savepoint requests. QWACSVPT NUM-SVPT-REQS

# of release savepoint requests. QWACRLSV NUM-SVPT-REL-REQS

# of rollback to savepoint requests. QWACRBSV NUM-SVPT-ROLB-REQS

# of global contention for child L-locks trace
events.

QWACARNK GLBCHLDL-WAITS

# of global contention for other L-locks trace
events.

QWACARNM GLBOTHRL-WAITS

# of global contention for pageset P-locks
trace events.

QWACARNN GLBPPPLCK-WAITS

# of global contention for page P-locks
trace events.

QWACARNO GLBPAGEP-WAITS
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# of global contention for other P-locks
trace events.

QWACARNQ GLBOTHRP-WAITS

# of TCP/IP LOB materialization wait trace
events.

QWACALBC TCP-LOB-MAT-WAITS

# of latch contention wait trace events. QWACARLH LATCH-WAIT-EVENTS

# of accelerator wait trace events. QWACAACC ACCEL-WAIT-TRC-EVENTS

# of times parallel query waited parent-child
synchronization.

QWAC_PQS_COUNT PQS-SUSPEND-COUNT

Maximum number of workfile blocks in use
by this agent.

QWAC_WORKFILE_MAX WORKFILE-HWM

# of workfile blocks in use by this agent. QWAC_WORKFILE_CURR WORKFILE-CURR

# of times a pipe wait occurred. QWAX_PIPEWAIT_COUNT PIPE-WAIT-COUNT

# of times a wait for LOB compression
occurred.

QWAX_LOBCOMP_COUNT LOBCOMP-WAIT-COUNT

# of Db2 entry/exit events performed by
SQL Data Insights functions.

QWAC_AIDB_COUNT AIDB-COUNT

Miscellaneous Statistics

The following table lists exception variables for miscellaneous statistics, their associated Db2 field, and IQL variable
name.

Exception Variable Db2 Field Name IQL Variable Name

Maximum storage in use for LOB values. QXSTLOBV MAX-LOB-STORAGE

Maximum storage in use for XML values. QXSTXMLV MAX-XML-STORAGE

# of times an array variable is expanded
beyond 32K.

QXSTARRAY_EXPANSI* ARRAY-EXPANSION

# of times sparse index was disabled due to
lack of storage.

QXSISTOR SPARSE-INDEX-DISABLE

# of times that sparse index built a work file
for probing.

QXSIWF SPARSE-INDEX-WF

# times RDS Sort was performed. QXSTSRT RDS-SORT-PERFORMED

# times RDS Sort used ZSORT. QXSTSRTL RDS-SORT-USED-ZSORT

Application and SQL Locking Statistics Fields

The following table lists the locking statistics fields for application and SQL type 1-7 exception variables. Exception
variables are listed with their associated Db2 field name and IQL variable name:

Exception Variable Db2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of deadlocks QTXADEA DEADLOCKS
# of suspends - lock conflict QTXASLOC SUSPENDS-LOCK
# of timeouts QTXATIM TIMEOUTS
# of share lock escalations QTXALES LOCK-ESCAL-SHR
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# of exclusive lock escalations QTXALEX LOCK-ESCAL-EXC
Total of maximum # of page locks held QTXANPL MAX-PAGE-LOCKS
# of suspends - latch conflict QTXASLAT SUSPENDS-LATCH
# of suspends - other conflict QTXASOTH SUSPENDS-OTHER
# of lock requests QTXALOCK LOCK-CALLS
# of unlock requests QTXAUNLK UNLOCK-CALLS
# of IRLM query requests QTXAQRY LOCK-QUERIES
# of change lock requests QTXACHG LOCK-CHANGES
# of other IRLM requests QTXAIRLM IRLM-OTHER-CALLS
# of claim requests QTXACLNO CLAIM-REQUESTS
# of unsuccessful claim requests QTXACLUN CLAIMS-UNSUCCESSFUL
# of drain requests QTXADRNO DRAIN-REQUESTS
# of unsuccessful drain requests QTXADRUN DRAINS-UNSUCCESSFUL
Longest lock/latch duration QLLLRDT LL-DURATION
Longest service time duration QLLLSDT LL-ST-DURATION
Longest page latch duration QLLLPIDT LL-PL-DURATION

Application and SQL Global Locking Statistics Fields

The following table lists the global locking statistics fields for application and SQL type 1 to 7 exception variables and their
associated DB2 field and IQL variable names as applicable:

Exception Variable DB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# P-lock lock requests QTGALPLK PLOCK-REQS
# P-lock change lock requests QTGACPLK PLOCK-CHNG
# P-lock unlock requests QTGAUPLK PLOCK-UNLK
# lock requests propagated to XES
synchronously

QTGALSLM PROPXES-REQS

# change lock requests propagated to XES
synchronously

QTGACSLM PROPXES-CHNG

# unlock requests propagated to XES
synchronously

QTGAUSLM PROPXES-UNLK

# suspends due to IRLM global resource
contention

QTGAIGLO SUSP-IRLM-GLB

# suspends due to XES global resource
contention

QTGASGLO SUSP-XES-GLB

# false (hash) contentions QTGAFLSE SUSP-XES-HEUR
# global/change lock denied - incompatible
retained lock

QTGADRTA GLB-REQS-DENIED

# notify messages sent QTGANTFY NOTIFY-MSGS
False contentions for LOCK and UNLOCK
requests

QTGAFCNT FALSE-CONT
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Application and SQL Resource Limit Statistics Fields

The following table lists the resource limit statistics fields for application and SQL type 1 to 7 exception variables and their
associated DB2 field and IQL variable names as applicable:

Exception Variable DB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
Maximum amount of resource limit service
units available

QTXACLMT RLIMIT-16M

Current amount of resource limit service
units used

QTXARLCP RLF-CURR-CPU-USED

Application and SQL Distributed Activity Statistics Fields

The following table lists the distributed activity statistics fields for application and SQL type 1 to 7 exception variables and
their associated DB2 field and IQL variable names as applicable:

Exception Variable DB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
Total # of SQL statements sent to a remote
site

QLACSQLS SQL-SENT

Total # of SQL statements received from a
remote site

QLACSQLR SQL-RECEIVED

Total # of rows sent to a remote site QLACROWS ROWS-SENT
Total # of rows received from a remote site QLACROWR ROWS-RECEIVED
Total # of bytes sent to a remote site QLACBYTS BYTES-SENT
Total # of bytes received from a remote site QLACBYTR BYTES-RECEIVED
Total # of conversations initiated locally QLACCNVS CONVERSATIONS-SENT
Total # of conversations initiated remotely QLACCNVR CONVERSATIONS-RECEIVED
Total # of messages sent to a remote site QLACMSGS MESSAGES-SENT
Total # of messages received from a remote
site

QLACMSGR MESSAGES-RECEIVED

Total # of COMMIT requests sent to a
remote site

QLACCOMS COMMITS-SENT

Total # of COMMIT requests received from
a remote site

QLACCOMR COMMITS-RECEIVED

Total # of ABORT requests sent to a remote
site

QLACABRS ABORTS-SENT

Total # of ABORT requests received from a
remote site

QLACABRR ABORTS-RECEIVED

Total # of conversations queued QLACCNVQ CONVERSATIONS-QUEUED
Total # of blocks transmitted using block
fetch

QLACBTBF BLOCKS-SENT

Total # of blocks received using block fetch QLACBRBF BLOCKS-RECEIVED
Total # conversations terminated QLACCNVT CONVERSATIONS-TERMINATED
Total # threads gone indoubt w/rmt location
coordinator

QLACINDT THREADS-INDOUBT
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Application and SQL Multiple Index Statistics Fields

The following tables list the multiple index statistics fields for application and SQL type 1 to 7 exception variables and their
associated Db2 field and IQL variable names as applicable.

Multiple Index and RID Pool Statistics

Exception Variable Db2 Field Name IQL Variable Name

# of times Multiple Index Access used QXMIAP MIAP-USED

# of times Mult-Index failed - no storage QXNSMIAP MIAP-NO-STORAGE

# of times Mult-Index failed - limit exceeded QXMRMIAP MIAP-NO-MAXRIDS

Multi-IX RID retrieval not necessary
(ANDing/ORing)

QXRSMIAP RID-MULTI-IX-SKIP

Hybrid join RID list append interrupted -
storage

QXHJINCS RID-INTERRUPT-STG

Hybrid join RID list append interrupted -
internal limit

QXHJINCT RID-INTERRUPT-LMT

RID list overflow to workfile - storage QXWFRIDS RID-OVERFLOW-STOR

RID list overflow to workfile - internal limit QXWFRIDT RID-OVERFLOW-LIMIT

# of times RID list processing not used for
whole query

QXRFMIAP MIAP-NOT-USED

Application Resource Limit Statistics

Exception Variable Db2 Field Name IQL Variable Name

Maximum amount of resource limit service
units used

QTXACHUS RUSED-16M

Application and SQL Activity and Db2 Routine Execution Statistics Fields

This topic lists the activity and Db2 routine execution statistics fields for application and SQL type 1-7 exception variables.

SQL Activity

The following table lists the activity statistics fields, their associated Db2 field, and IQL variable name.

NOTE
These variables do not apply to SQL statement exceptions.

Exception Variable Db2 Field Name IQL Variable Name

# of SELECT statements issued QXSELECT SQL-SELECTS

# of INSERT statements issued QXINSRT SQL-INSERTS

# of UPDATE statements issued QXUPDTE SQL-UPDATES

# of DECLARE statements issued QXDELET SQL-DELETES

# of DESCRIBE statements issued QXDESC SQL-DESCRIBES
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# of PREPARE statements issued QXPREP SQL-PREPARES

# of OPEN CURSOR statements issued QXOPEN SQL-OPENS

# of CLOSE CURSOR statements issued QXCLOSE SQL-CLOSES

# of FETCH statements issued QXFETCH SQL-FETCHES

# of LOCK TABLE statements issued QXLOCK SQL-LOCK-TBL

# of CREATE TABLE statements QXCRTAB SQL-CREATE-TBL

# of CREATE INDEX statements QXCRINX SQL-CREATE-IDX

# of CREATE TABLE SPACE statements QXCTABS SQL-CREATE-TBLSPC

# of CREATE SYNONYM statements QXCRSYN SQL-CREATE-SYN

# of CREATE DATABASE statements QXCRDAB SQL-CREATE-DB

# of CREATE STORAGE GROUP
statements

QXCRSTG SQL-CREATE-STOR-GP

# of CREATE VIEW statements QXDEFVU SQL-CREATE-VIEW

# of DROP INDEX statements QXDRPIX SQL-DROP-IDX

# of DROP TABLE statements QXDRPTA SQL-DROP-TBL

# of DROP TABLE SPACE statements QXDRPTS SQL-DROP-TBLSPC

# of DROP DATABASE statements QXDRPDB SQL-DROP-DB

# of DROP SYNONYM statements QXDRPSY SQL-DROP-SYN

# of DROP STORAGE GROUP statements QXDRPST SQL-DROP-STOR-GP

# of DROP VIEW statements QXDRPVU SQL-DROP-VIEW

# of ALTER STORAGE GROUP statements QXALTST SQL-ALTER-STOR-GP

# of ALTER TABLE SPACE statements QXALTTS SQL-ALTER-TBLSPC

# of ALTER TABLE statements QXALTTA SQL-ALTER-TBL

# of ALTER INDEX statements QXALTIX SQL-ALTER-IDX

# of COMMENT ON statements QXCMTON SQL-COMMENT-ON

# of GRANT statements QXGRANT SQL-GRANT

# of REVOKE statements QXREVOK SQL-REVOKE

# of LABEL ON statements QXLABON SQL-LABEL-ON

# of SET SQLID statements QXSETSQL SQL-SET-SQLID

# of CREATE ALIAS statements QXCRALS SQL-CREATE-ALIAS

# of DROP ALIAS statements QXDRPAL SQL-DROP-ALIAS

# of SET "host variable" statements QXSETHV SET-HOST-VARIABLE

# of ALTER DATABASE statements QXALDAB ALTER-DATABASE

# of DROP PACKAGE statements QXDRPPKG DROP-PACKAGE

# of DESCRIBE TABLE statements QXDSCRTB DESCRIBE-TABLE

# of CONNECT type 1 statements QXCON1 CONNECT-TYPE-1

# of CONNECT type 2 statements QXCON2 CONNECT-TYPE-2

# of RELEASE statements QXREL RELEASE

# of SET CONNECTION statements QXSETCON SET-CONNECTION
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# of SET CURRENT DEGREE statements QXSETCDG SET-CURRENT-DEGREE

# of SET CURRENT RULES statements QXSETCRL SET-CURRENT-RULES

# of RENAME TABLE statements QXRNTAB RENAME-TABLES

# of CREATE TRIGGER statements QXCTRIG CREATE-TRIGGER

# of DROP TRIGGER statements QXDRPTR DROP-TRIGGER

# of SET CURRENT PATH statements QXSETPTH SET-PATH

# of DROP USER DEFINED FUNCTION
statements

QXDRPFN DROP-UDF

# of DROP PROCEDURE statements QXDRPPR DROP-PROCEDURE

# of CREATE DISTINCT TYPE statements QXCDIST CREATE-DISTINCT

# of DROP DISTINCT TYPE statements QXDDIST DROP-DISTINCT

# of CREATE FUNCTION statements QXCRUDF CREATE-UDF

# of CREATE PROCEDURE statements QXCRPRO CREATE-PROCEDURE

# of HOLD LOCATOR statements QXHOLDL HOLD-LOCATOR

# of FREE LOCATOR statements QXFREEL FREE-LOCATOR

# of CREATE AUX TABLE statements QXCRATB CREATE-AUX-TABLE

# of ALTER FUNCTION statements QXALUDF ALTER-UDF

# of ALTER PROCEDURE statements QXALPRO ALTER-PROCEDURE

# of CREATE GLOBAL TEMPORARY
TABLE statements

QXCRGTT GLOBAL-TEMP-TBL

# of ASSOCIATE LOCATOR statements QXALOCL ASSOC-LOCATOR

# of ALLOCATE CURSOR statements QXALOCC ALLOC-CURSOR

# of DECLARE GLOBAL TEMPORARY
TABLE statements executed

QXDCLGTT DECL-GLOB-TEMP-TAB

# of CREATE SEQUENCES statements QXCRESEQ CREATE-SEQUENCES

# of ALTER SEQUENCES statements QXALTSEQ ALTER-SEQUENCES

# of DROP SEQUENCES statements QXDROSEQ DROP-SEQUENCES

# of ALTER VIEW statements QXALTVW ALTER-VIEW

# of ALTER JAR statements QXALTJR ALTER-JAR

# of MERGE statements QXMERGE SQL-MERGE

# of TRUNCATE TABLE statements QXTRTBL TRUNCATE-TABLE

# of CREATE ROLE statements QXCRROL CREATE-ROLE

# of DROP ROLE statements QXDRPROL DROP-ROLE

# of CREATE TRUSTED CONTEXT
statements

QXCRCTX CREATE-TR-CONTEXT

# of ALTER TRUSTED CONTEXT
statements

QXALTCTX ALTER-TR-CONTEXT

# of DROP TRUSTED CONTEXT
statements

QXDRPCTX DROP-TR-CONTEXT

# of RENAME INDEX statements QXRNIX RENAME-INDEX
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# of ALTER MASK or PERMISSION
statements

QXALTMP ALTER-MASK

# of CREATE MASK or PERMISSION
statements

QXCREMP CREATE-MASK

# of DROP MASK or PERMISSION
statements

QXDRPMP DROP-MASK

# of DROP VARIABLE statements QXDRPSV DROP-VARIABLE

# of CREATE VARIABLE statements QXCRTSV CREATE-VARIABLE

# of times PREPARE was satisfied through
stabilized statement

QXSTSFND STAB-PREPARES

# of SQL SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT
statements executed

QXSTTIMEOUTAPPL CURR-LOCK-TIMEOUT-APPL

# of times CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT was
set from profile

QXSTTIMEOUTPROF CURR-LOCK-TIMEOUT-PROFTAB

Db2 Routine Execution Statistics

The following table lists the Db2 routine execution statistics fields, their associated Db2 field, and IQL variable name.

NOTE
These variables do not apply to SQL statement exceptions.

Exception Variable Db2 Field Name IQL Variable Name

# of SQL CALL statements executed QXCALL SQL-CALL-STMTS

# of times a stored procedure abended QXCALLAB STORPROC-ABNDS

# of times an SQL CALL statement timed
out

QXCALLTO SQL-CALL-TIMEOUTS

# of times an SQL CALL statement was
rejected

QXCALLRJ SQL-CALL-REJECTS

# of times a statement trigger was activated QXSTTRG STMT-TRIGGER-ACT

# of times a row trigger was activated QXROWTRG ROW-TRIGGER-ACT

# of times SQL error occurred during trigger
execution

QXTRGERR SQL-ERR-IN-TRIG

Maximum level of nested SQL cascading QXCASCDP MAX-LEV-SQL-CASC

# of user-defined functions executed QXCAUD UDF-EXECUTE

# of times a user-defined function abended QXCAUDAB UDF-ABENDS

# of times a user-defined function timed out
waiting to be scheduled

QXCAUDTO UDF-TIMEOUT

# of times a user-defined function was
rejected

QXCAUDRJ UDF-REJECT
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Application and SQL Row Access Statistics Fields

The following table lists the SQL row access statistics fields for application and SQL type 1 to 7 exception variables and
their associated Db2 field and IQL variable names as applicable:

Exception Variable Db2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of times direct row access was successful QXROIMAT DIR-ROW-ACC-SUCC
# of times direct row access failed - IX
access used

QXROIIDX DIR-ROW-ACC-INDX

# of times direct row access failed - TS
scan used

QXROITS DIR-ROW-ACC-TSCAN

# of times basic IAG1 is used QXRWSINSRTDALG1 IAG1-USED
# of times fast IAG2 is used QXRWSINSRTDALG2 IAG2-USED

Application and SQL Dynamic Prepare Statistics Fields

The following table lists the dynamic prepare statistics fields for application and SQL type 1 to 7 exception variables and
their associated DB2 field and IQL variable names as applicable:

Exception Variable DB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of Incremental BINDs QXINCRB SQL-INCR-BIND
# times reoptimization has occurred QXSTREOP REOPT-COUNT
# PREPAREs bypassed - prepared
statement cache

QXSTFND PREPARE-CACHE

# PREPAREs not found in prepared
statement cache

QXSTNFND PREPARE-NOCACHE

# implicit PREPAREs w/
KEEPDYNAMIC(YES) - executable n/a

QXSTIPRP IPREP-NOFND

# PREPARES avoided w/
KEEPDYNAMIC(ES) - executable found

QXSTNPRP IPREP-FOUND

# times exec copy of prepared stmt
discarded - MAXKEEPD

QXSTDEXP PREPARE-MAXKD

# times prepared stmt purged cache -
dependent obj n/a

QXSTDINV PREPARE-DROP

# SET CURRENT PRECISION statements
executed

QXSETCPR SET-CURRENT-PREC

# of restricted PREPAREs due to index in
pending state

QXPRRESI PREP-INDX-RESTR

Dyn stmts parsed - duplicate concentrate
stmt w/literals

QXSTCWLD CONC-LIT-REUS-FAIL

Dyn stmt parse avoided - concentrate stmts
w/literals

QXSTCWLM CONC-LIT-STMT-FND

Dynamic stmts parsed - concentrate stmts
w/literals

QXSTCWLP CONC-LIT-STMT-PARS

Times DB2 replaced literal - concentrate
stmt w/literals

QXSTCWLR CONC-LIT-REPLACED
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Application and SQL Parallelism Statistics Fields

The following table lists the parallelism statistics fields for application and SQL type 1 to 7 exception variables and their
associated DB2 field and IQL variable names as applicable:

Exception Variable DB2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
Max degree of parallelism estimated for
parallel group

QXMAXPLANDG MAX-PARALLEL-GRPS-PLAN

Max degree of parallelism planned for
parallel group

QXMAXESTIDG MAX-PARALLEL-GRPS-ESTM

Max degree of parallelism among parallel
groups

QXMAXDEG MAX-DEGREE

Total number of parallel groups executed QXTOTGRP PARALLEL-GROUPS
Total # parallel groups failed - UPDATE/
DELETE cursor

QXDEGCUR SEQ-CURSOR

Total # parallel groups failed - lack of ESA
support

QXDEGESA SEQ-ESA-SORT

Total # parallel groups failed - buffer/
storage short

QXDEGBUF SEQ-BUFFER

Total # parallel groups failed - system
negotiation

QXSTODGNGRP PARALLEL-GRPS-DEGEN

Total # parallel groups failed - autonomous
procedure

QXDEGAT PARALLEL-GRPS-SEQ

Total # parallel groups degenerated -
optimization

QXPAROPT PARALLEL-GRPS-DEGEN-OPT

Total # parallel groups reduced - buffer/
storage short

QXREDGRP REDUCED-DEGREE

Total # parallel groups reduced - system
negotiation

QXSTOREDGRP PARALLEL-GRPS-REDUCE

Total # parallel groups processed normally QXNORGRP PLANNED-DEGREE
# parallel groups w/reformulated access
path: sysplex

QXREPOP1 REFORMU-CONFIG

# parallel groups w/reformulated access
path: BP short

QXREPOP2 REFORMU-BUFFERS

# parallel groups w/reformulated access
path: sysplex

QXREPOP1 REFORMU-CONFIG

# parallel groups w/reformulated access
path: BP short

QXREPOP2 REFORMU-BUFFERS

# parallel groups executed single DB2 -
COORDINATOR=NO

QXCOORNO PARA-GRPS-EXECCORR

# parallel groups executed single DB2 -
isolation=RR/RS

QXISORR PARA-GRPS-EXECRR

# para. grps intended to run across the data
sharing grp

QXXCBPNX PARA-GRPS-DS

# times para. coordinator bypass a DB2 -
BP shortage

QXXCSKIP PARA-GRPS-BYPS

# parallel groups exec single DB2 -
declared temp tbl

QXDEGDTT PARA-GRP-UDF-TTAB
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Application and SQL Buffer Pool Statistics Fields

The following table lists the buffer pool statistics fields for application and SQL type 1 to 7 exception variables and their
associated Db2 field and IQL variable names as applicable:

NOTE
The same fields are available for BP1 through BP49, BP32K through BP32K9, BP8K0 through BP8K9, and
BP16K0 through BP16K9.

Exception Variable Db2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# of synchronous writes for BP0 QBACIMW IMM-WRITE
# of GETPAGE requests for BP0 QBACGET GET-PAGE
# of system page updates for BP0 QBACSWS SETW-SYS
# of synchronous READ I/Os for BP0 QBACRIO SYNC-READ
# of sequential prefetch requests for BP0 QBACSEQ SEQ-PREFETCH
# of list prefetch requests for BP0 QBACLPF LIST-PREFETCH
# of dynamic prefetch requests for BP0 QBACDPF DYNAMIC-PREFETCH
# getpages failed - conditional getpage for
BP0

QBACNGT CONDITIONAL-GETPAGE-FAIL

# async. pref. pages read by owning agent
for BP0

QBACSIO ASYNCH-PAGES-READ

# of sync I/O reads with zHyperLink for BP0 QBACSYI ZHLINK-SYNC-IO-READS
# of reads with disk cache hits for BP0 QBACIOC DISK-CACHE-READS
CPU time for successful zHyperLink reads
for BP0

QBACSYIT ZHLINK-READ-CPU

Application and SQL Group Buffer Pool Statistics Fields

The following table lists the group buffer pool statistics fields for application and SQL type 1 to 7 exception variables and
their associated Db2 field and IQL variable names as applicable:

Exception Variable Db2 Field Name IQL Variable Name
# SES-reads - buffer XI: w/data returned for
GBP0

QBGAXD SES-XIREAD-DATA

# SES-reads - buffer XI: w/o data returned
for GBP0

QBGAXR SES-XIREAD-NODATA

# SES-reads - requested page not found for
GBP0

QBGAMD SES-READ-DATA

# SES-reads - page n/a: w/o data returned
- GBP0

QBGAMR SES-READ-NODATA

# SES-reads - page n/a: w/o data & dir
entry - GBP0

QBGAMN SES-READ-SUPPDIR

# SES-writes for changed pages for GBP0 QBGASW SES-WRITE-CHNG
# SES-writes for clean pages for GBP0 QBGAWC SES-WRITE-CLEAN
# "unregister page" requests for GBP0 QBGADG SES-UNREG-PAGE-REQ
# explicit cross invalidations for GBP0 QBGAEX SES-XI-EXPLICIT
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# completion checks for susp sec GBP
writes for GBP0

QBGA2S DUPLEXED-COMP-CHKS

# async IXLCACHE invocations for primary
GBP0

QBGAHS PRIM-ASYNC-IXLCACHES

# async IXLCACHE invocations for
secondary GBP0

QBGA2H SECD-ASYNC-IXLCACHES

# getpages for GBP dependent pages for
GBP0

QBGAGG GBP-DEP-GETPAGES

# write and register multiple requests for
GBP0

QBGAWM WRITEREG-MULT-PGS

# page P-lock lock requests - spacemap
pages for GBP0

QBGAP1 P-LK-REQ-SPACEMAP

# page P-lock lock requests - data pages
for GBP0

QBGAP2 P-LK-REQ-DATA

# page P-lock lock requests - index leaf pgs
for GBP0

QBGAP3 P-LK-REQ-IDX-LEAF

# page P-lock unlock requests for GBP0 QBGAU1 P-LK-UNLOCK-REQ
# page P-lock lock suspends - spacemap
pages for GBP0

QBGAS1 P-LK-SUS-SPACEMAP

# page P-lock lock suspends - data pages
for GBP0

QBGAS2 P-LK-SUS-DATA

# page P-lock lock suspends - index leaf
pgs for GBP0

QBGAS3 P-LK-SUS-IDX-LEAF

# write and register (single) requests for
GBP0

QBGAWS WRITEREG-ONE-PAGE

# of CF async XI synch-up call suspends
for all GBPs

QBGAAS IXLAXISN-SUSPENDS-XI

IQL Exception Requests
This section describes requests for IQL-based exception processing and how to tune IQL exception thresholds.

Requests for IQL-based exception processing
SYSVIEW for Db2 provides the following requests for IQL-based exception processing:
APPLEXCP

Captures the following application events:

• Excessive sorting.
• Degree of Parallel I/O reduced.
• Rebind required.
• Lock escalation.
• Defining, removing, and enforcing of a table check constraint (commented out by default).
• Maximum amount of temporary storage in the work file (MAXTEMPS) limit exceeded.

EXCP0258
Tracks the data set extension activity and captures the approaching of the following limits:

• Maximum data set size
• Maximum number of volumes
• Maximum number of extends
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This request is based on IFCID 258.
EXCP0360

Tracks incremental rebinds, by package and SQL statement number, that occur due to down-level parallel
packages.
This request is based on IFCID 360.

EXCP0366
Tracks programs that Db2 release changes adversely affect, by package, statement number, and reason.
This request is based on IFCID 366.

EXCP0376
Tracks programs that Db2 release changes adversely affect, by package and reason.
This request is based on IFCID 376.

NOTE
To enable the tracking of individual statements by statement ID, set IQL-DEFINE=(EXCP-
LONG376=YES) in the system parameters. This setting can result in significant CPU overhead and
storage shortages.

EXCP0402
Tracks Db2 monitoring profile exceptions and warnings since Db2 startup. This request is not started when the
system parameter PROFILE-MONITORING is set to YES.
This request is based on IFCID 402.

IDSXC402
Tracks Db2 monitoring profile exceptions and warnings in the last interval.
This request is based on IFCID 402.

IQLEX396
Tracks Db2 index splits with an elapsed time of more than 5 seconds.
This request is based on IFCID 396.
You can change the elapsed time threshold from the default of 5 seconds, if preferred.

SYSEXCPT
Captures the following subsystem events:

• Number of CICS threads approaching the maximum (commented out by default).
• Number of CICS threads approaches the abend threshold (commented out by default).
• Number of CICS pool threads approaches current maximum (commented out by default).
• CICS transaction overflowing to the pool (commented out by default).
• CICS transaction waiting for a dedicated thread (commented out by default).
• CICS transactions are waiting for a pool thread (commented out by default).
• Heuristic decision is made for indoubt thread.
• Attempt to reconnect to a cold started Db2.
• Recovery log name changed at warm start.
• Protocol error during indoubt resolution.
• Heuristic damage detected.
• Syncpoint protocol error.
• Communication failed after Commit phase 1.
• Restart resynchronization failure.
• Protocol error during exchange log names.
• System event stalled (checkpoint or log offload).
• Data sharing Db2 attempt to connect to group BP failed.
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THRDEXCP
Captures the following events:

• Threads running the whole interval without issuing COMMITs.
• Threads running the whole interval without any GETPAGEs and high CPU usage (looping is suspected).

This request is based on IFCID 148 delta values.
These requests produce no visible output. The exception information is forwarded (using the EXCP destination) to the
exception processor. Each output record begins with the eight-character tag that is described on the previous page.

Tuning IQL Exception Thresholds

THRESHDS is one of the requests that SYSVIEW for Db2 provides. THRESHDS defines several fields which are used in
IQL exception requests (APPLEXCP, SYSEXCP, and EXCP0258) as the exception trigger threshold values.

You do not need to restart the IQL exception request to change the threshold. Restart might result in lost exceptions.

To change the value of a threshold field, edit, stop, and restart the THRESHDS member.

NOTE
DBG01021W in the job log indicates that #IF statement used a custom IQL variable that is not defined in the
system parameter. To suppress DBG01021W, the custom IQL variable must be in quotes and prefixed by a
dollar sign.

Example: IQLVAR is not defined in the data collector system parameter

In the following scenario, DBG01021W message is printed:
#IF IQLVAR

STMT-ID

#IFEND

In the following scenario, DBG01021W message is suppressed:
#IF '$IQLVAR'

STMT-ID

#IFEND

Health Checks
As a system administrator, use health checks to assess the health of the product settings.

SYSVIEW for Db2 uses the Health Checker for z/OS to identify settings that are not optimal for your environment.

Health checks enable you to optimize the setup of the product by alerting you to changes that you are recommended to
apply.

This section includes topics that describe available health checks in SYSVIEW for Db2.

The product owner for all health checks is CA_DB2.

DB2_IDB2_AGNT_DBUG_ssid jobname
Description

The DB2_IDB2_AGNT_DBUG_ssid@jobname health check provides notification when agent detail debugging messages
are enabled. This health check is enabled only when the Xnet agent is active. An exception occurs if the DEBUG-
LEVEL data collector SYSPARM setting is set to a value of 4 or higher. The normal message level is 3. If the value is 4 or
higher, extended debug messages are written to the log file. These messages should only be enabled when performing
agent problem analysis and might be requested by Broadcom Support.

Best Practice
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View the data collector DBGPRINT DD output to see the current DEBUG-LEVEL setting. Determine if this option is
required for diagnostics. The normal message level is 3 for the DEBUG-LEVEL data collector SYSPARM setting. If the
value is 4 or higher, extended debug messages are written to the log file.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For more information about agent parameters and operation and customization, see DC Data Sets.

Messages

See the SYSVIEW for Db2 health check messages (DBGHC prefix) in the section Messages.

DB2_IDB2_DATASHR_ssid jobname
Description

The DB2_IDB2_DATASHR_ssid@jobname health check ensures that the data collector data sharing SYSPARM setting
matches the Db2 subsystem definition. When the data sharing settings match, the data that is displayed by SYSVIEW for
Db2 reflects the monitored Db2 environment more accurately. An exception occurs if the data collector DATA-SHARING
SYSPARM is set to:

• YES, while monitoring a non-data sharing Db2 subsystem
• NO, while monitoring a data sharing Db2 subsystem

Some of the IQL requests are customized based on this value. If this value is set incorrectly, unneeded data sharing data
might appear or be missing in some IQL requests.

The exception message describes steps how to resolve this condition when an exception occurs.

Best Practice

We recommend that the DATA-SHARING SYSPARM setting in high-level.SOURCE(ssidPARM) library member matches
the monitored Db2 subsystem. This library is generated during post-install processing and is defined in the data collector
JCL with the SYSPARMS DD statement.

You can use the DISPLAY SYSPARMS command from the SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface to view the current Db2 data
sharing DSNZPARM setting.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference
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For more information, see Operational Parameters. For more information about setting up a data collector for data
sharing, see Data Sharing Considerations.

Messages

See the SYSVIEW for Db2 health check messages (DBGHC prefix) in the section Messages.

DB2_IDB2_DB2VER_ssid jobname
Description

The data collector uses the DB2VER system parameter to tell the SYSVIEW for Db2 IQL parser for which release of Db2
to customize online displays. The DB2VER setting is a base for customization of many IQL requests. SYSVIEW for Db2
has detected a mismatch between the Db2 release and the DB2VER setting. This mismatch can result in the display of
data for an incorrect release or missing data for a current release.

If Db2 is active when the data collector is started, SYSVIEW for Db2 attempts to dynamically change the setting based
on the Db2 subsystem version. If the DB2VER setting differs from the Db2 release, this health check raises exceptional
condition. However, if Db2 is not active when the data collector is started, the data collector uses DB2VER setting to
customize IQL during startup. In this case, this health check does not raise an exception.

Best Practice

Use the D SYSSTATS command from the SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface, which shows the current release of Db2. See
the DBGPRINT DD output for the current DB2VER setting.

Set DB2VER to match the release of the monitored Db2 subsystem.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For more information about customizing DC initialization parameters and operation and customization, see DC System
Parameters.

Messages

See the SYSVIEW for Db2 health check messages (DBGHC prefix) in the section Messages.

DB2_IDB2_DDF_PARM_ssid jobname
Description

The DB2_IDB2_DDF_PARM_ssid@jobname health check ensures that the data collector DDF system parameter setting
matches the Db2 subsystem definition. When the DDF settings match, SYSVIEW for Db2 displays data which reflects the
monitored Db2 environment more accurately.

An exception occurs under the following conditions:

• DDF=NO, but the data collector is monitoring a Db2 subsystem running with distributed data facility enabled.
• DDF=YES, but the data collector is monitoring a Db2 subsystem where distributed data facility is not enabled.

Best Practice
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Ensure that the DDF setting in the high-level.SOURCE(ssidPARM) library member, generated during the post-install,
matches the monitored Db2 subsystem. This library is defined in the data collector JCL through the SYSPARMS DD
statement. If you make changes, restart the data collector task.

To see your current DDF setting, use the DISPLAY SYSPARMS command from the SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For more information about SYSPARM settings and report control parameters for operation and customization, see IQL
Control Parameters.

Messages

See the SYSVIEW for Db2 health check messages (DBGHC prefix) in the section Messages.

DB2_IDB2_EXC_CUST_ssid jobname
Description

The DB2_IDB2_EXC_CUST_ssid@jobname health check ensures that the SYSVIEW for Db2 exceptions are properly
customized. An exception occurs when the number of exceptional conditions that the SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector's
exception system detects is high for one or more categories of exceptions (subsystem, application, database, or IQL/
external). This exception indicates that the Db2 subsystem has problems or that the exception definitions must be
customized.

The main purpose of this health check is to determine whether the exception definitions are properly customized. If they
are not, many exceptions are frequently detected and some users ignore the exceptional conditions.

If the exceptions are properly customized, the system problems must be resolved for this check to return to a normal
state.

The generated report shows the number of warning and critical exceptions for each of the exception types at the time of
the health check. The report also shows the health check threshold limit and whether it has been exceeded. A sample
report follows:

Data collector exception counts:

  

 

 Category     Critical  Warning  Limit  Exceptional Status

 --------     --------  -------  -----  ------------------

 Subsystem    0         3        5      NO

 Application  1         2        5      NO

 Database     0         8        10     NO

 IQL/Ext.     0         0        5      NO

Best Practice

Verify that the exceptions have been properly customized. If necessary, change the exception threshold to a reasonable
value for your Db2 subsystem and inactivate any exceptions that do not apply.
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Use the SYSVIEW for Db2 Exceptions main menu option to view a list of current exceptions to determine which
exceptions are occurring.

Parameters Accepted

The following parameters are accepted by this health check:

MAXAPPL(5) or MAXAPPL=5
Specifies the maximum number of application exceptions that can be in warning or critical status before an
exception occurs.
Range: 0 to 9999
Default: 5

MAXSUBSYS(5) or MAXSUBSYS=5
Specifies the maximum number of subsystem exceptions that can be in warning or critical status before an
exception occurs.
Range: 0 to 9999
Default: 5

MAXDB(10) or MAXDB=10
Specifies the maximum number of database exceptions that can be in warning or critical status before an
exception occurs.
Range: 0 to 9999
Default: 10

MAXIQLEXT(5) or MAXIQLEXT=5
Specifies the maximum number of IQL/external exceptions that can be in warning or critical status before an
exception occurs.
Range: 0 to 9999
Default: 5

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For more information about exception monitor control parameters, see Exception System Parameters.

Messages

See the SYSVIEW for Db2 health check messages (DBGHC prefix) in the section Messages.

DB2_IDB2_EXC_MON_ssid jobname
Description

The DB2_IDB2_EXC_MON_ssid@jobname health check ensures that the data collector exception monitor is active.
Under normal circumstances, the SYSVIEW for Db2 exception system is always executing. An exception occurs when
SYSVIEW for Db2 detects an inactive exception processor.

Use the EXCMGR command from the SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface to view the exception system status and to restart
the exception system. Use the EXCDEF command to view a list of defined exceptions.

This health check executes every 15 minutes.

Follow the steps from the exception message to resolve this condition when an exception occurs.
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Best Practice

We recommend that you always run with the exception system active. Other applications, such as the SYSVIEW system
condition monitor, depend on data from the exception system. If you stop the exception system due to CPU overhead
concerns, evaluate some of the more expensive exceptions and deactivate them instead.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For more information about exception monitor control parameters, see Exception System Parameters.

Messages

See the SYSVIEW for Db2 health check messages (DBGHC prefix) in the section Messages.

DB2_IDB2_HS_BADIFC_ssid jobname
Description

The DB2_IDB2_HS_BADIFC_ssid@jobname health check ensures that subsystem history list only specifies the standard
IFCIDs. An exception occurs if the data collector system parameter HIST-STATS-RECS specifies one or more IFCIDs that
does not exploit. While it is valid to specify a non-standard IFCID in the list, this check provides notification in case the
IFCID was inadvertently specified. Non-standard IFCIDs are not used by SYSVIEW for Db2 and cause overhead in terms
of CPU cycles and space on the online history file.

Best Practice

Check whether the HIST-STATS-RECS system parameter specifies any incorrect IFCIDs. If necessary, remove the non-
standard IFCID specification and restart the data collector.

TIP
You can also specify IFCIDs with the ALLOW parameter. If you do so, this health check does not raise an
exceptional condition.

Parameters Accepted

The following parameter is accepted by this health check:

ALLOW(ifcid1,ifcid2,...)
Specifies the non-standard IFCID that should not raise an exception condition.

NOTE
You can specify a list of IFCIDs.

Range: 0 to 9999

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.
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Reference

For more information about customizing the data collector initialization parameters for the HIST-STATS-REC system
parameter and a list of standard IFCIDs, see History and Archive Parameters.

Messages

See the SYSVIEW for Db2 health check messages (DBGHC prefix) in the section Messages.

DB2_IDB2_HS_EXPACC_ssid jobname
Description

The DB2_IDB2_HS_EXPACC_ssid@jobname health check provides notification whether the more expensive IOSUM or
SQL detail trace options have been specified in the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL data collector SYSPARM option. These options
are not enabled by default and can generate a significant amount of CPU overhead at some sites.

Best Practice

Verify that the specified options are meant to be active. If not, remove these options from the HIST-ACCT-DETAIL data
collector SYSPARM setting and restart the data collector task.

Use the INS IFI and INS HISTORY commands from the SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface to see how much trace data
these options generate.

Use the D MVSTASKS command from the SYSVIEW for Db2 user interface to view the CPU used by the history and trace
collection tasks. On the resulting display, you must specify the data collector job name. History tasks include tasks using
programs NAINSLOG and NOLDSTSK, and the trace task uses program NADCPTMM.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For more information about data collector history customization, see History and Archive Parameters.

Messages

See the SYSVIEW for Db2 health check messages (DBGHC prefix) in the section Messages.

DB2_IDB2_HS_EXPIFC_ssid jobname
Description

The DB2_IDB2_HS_EXPIFC_ssid@jobname health check ensures that a high-volume, high-overhead IFCID is not
specified in the subsystem history list degrading history effectiveness. An exception occurs when the data collector
system parameter HIST-STATS-REC specifies one or more expensive IFCIDs. SYSVIEW for Db2 does not use these
IFCIDs. They can cause high Db2 overhead and can flood the online history file, which makes meaningful history data
unavailable.

If an exception occurs, the data collector should be shut down immediately.

Best Practice
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Only use the IFCIDs recommended by SYSVIEW for Db2. Review the currently specified IFCIDs in the HIST-STATS-REC
SYSPARM option, remove expensive IFCIDs, and restart the data collector task.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For more information about customizing DC initialization parameters for HIST-STATS-REC system parameter and a list of
standard IFCIDs, see History and Archive Parameters.

Messages

See the SYSVIEW for Db2 health check messages (DBGHC prefix) in the section Messages.

DB2_IDB2_LOST_RECS_ssid jobname
Description

The DB2_IDB2_LOST_RECS_ssid@jobname health check ensures that the SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector (DC) is
not losing too many trace records due to shortage of trace buffers. An exception occurs when PCTLOSTRECS value is
exceeded. PCTLOSTRECS is the threshold of percentage of records that were lost during a check interval. A report which
is generated shows the following data:

• The current Db2 IFI and private area buffer sizes
• The total number of processed and lost records
• The number of records that were processed and lost during the last interval

Follow the steps from the exception message to resolve this condition when an exception occurs.

Best Practice

If system paging is not a problem, set the DC system parameter values, such as IFI buffer size, to at least 4 MB. We
recommend this setting for systems with extensive application tracing or a high rate of Db2 activity. Use the SYSVIEW for
Db2 INS IFI command to view trace buffer use and trace record collection statistics, and see which trace records produce
most data.

Parameters Accepted

The following parameter is accepted by this health check:

PCTLOSTRECS(2) or PCTLOSTRECS=2
Specifies the threshold percentage of lost records that can occur before an exception occurs.
Range: 1 to 100
Default: 2

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference
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For more information about the trace record buffer parameters, see Tracing Parameters.

Messages

See the SYSVIEW for Db2 health check messages (DBGHC prefix) in the section Messages.

DB2_IDB2_PVT_AVAIL_ssid jobname
Description

The DB2_IDB2_PVT_AVAIL_ssid@jobname health check ensures that the data collector is not running out of 32-bit
private storage, which can result in failed user requests for data. An exception occurs if the total amount of 24-bit and 31-
bit private area storage available to the data collector drops below the storage cushion limit. This limit is specified in the
PVTCUSHION health check parameter. A report which is generated shows the following data:

• The amount of 24-bit and 31-bit private area storage allocated
• The storage limit for the address space
• The percentage of the currently allocated limit

The following example shows the sample report:
Data collector private area storage utilization:

  

 

 Area      Allocated  Limit      Pct Limit

 --------  ---------  ---------  ---------

 24-bit    4123K      6M         69%

 31-bit    16243K     32M        50%

Follow the steps from the exception message to resolve this condition when an exception occurs.

Best Practice

We recommend setting the region size in the JCL procedure to 0M and that you have at least 128-MB private area
storage available. This storage provides sufficient space for application tracing. If the system default for an address space
is too small, use the REGION SYSPARM setting to override the default value.

Parameters Accepted

The following parameter is accepted by this health check:

PVTCUSHION(4) or PVTCUSHION=4
Specifies the storage cushion limit or amount of storage that must be available before an exception occurs and
SYSVIEW for Db2 considers itself short of the private area storage.
Range: 0 to 512 (MB)
Default: 4 (4-MB storage limit)

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For more information about customizing data collector initialization parameters, see DC System Parameters.

Messages

See the SYSVIEW for Db2 health check messages (DBGHC prefix) in the section Messages.
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DB2_IDB2_RAF_LU_ssid jobname
Description

The DB2_IDB2_RAF_LU_ssid@jobname health check provides notification when the Remote Access Facility (RAF) LU is
unavailable. The RAF interface only becomes available when LU is activated. When the RAF interface is unavailable, only
local connections can be made to a data collector (DC). Any attempts to access the DC from a remote system would fail.

The SYSVIEW for Db2 DC continues processing and periodically attempts to establish connectivity through the RAF LU.

Review the DC job log and DBGPRINT DD output which may contain messages and return code that identify the problem.

NOTE
An initial check is done after the DC initialization is complete. The DC forces a check once the LU becomes
available so that this exception goes away immediately.

Best Practice

Ensure that the DC APPLS SYSPARM specifies a valid LU name and that LU is active. You can use the following operator
command to display the status of the RAF LU identified in the health check message:

D NET,ID=luname

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For more information about setting up the RAF interface, see VTAM Remote Access Facility (RAF).

Messages

See the SYSVIEW for Db2 health check messages (DBGHC prefix) in the section Messages.

DB2_IDB2_SEC_DIS_ssid jobname
Description

The DB2_IDB2_SEC_DIS_ssid@jobname health check ensures that the data collector is running with the SYSVIEW for
Db2 internal security enabled. An exception occurs when security is disabled. Without security, any SYSVIEW for Db2
user is allowed to connect and perform any function from with SYSVIEW for Db2.

Best Practice

Always run with security enabled. Ensure that the data collector system parameter SECURITY is set to YES.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support
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No.

Reference

For more information about setting up internal product security, see Security.

Messages

See the SYSVIEW for Db2 health check messages (DBGHC prefix) in the section Messages.

DB2_IDB2_VRFY_DP_ssid jobname
Description

The DB2_IDB2_VRFY_DP_ssid@jobname health check verifies the dispatching priority of the SYSVIEW for Db2 data
collector address space to minimize lost Db2 trace data. When dispatching priority of the data collector is at highest
setting (254 / WLM service class SYSSTC), an exception occurs when the Db2 database services (DBM1) or the
Distributed Data Facility (DIST) address space has the same dispatching priority as the data collector. Otherwise, an
exception occurs if the dispatching priority of the data collector address space is less than or equal to Db2 or Db2
application address spaces and they do not have a dispatching priority of 255.

Without the appropriate dispatching priority, the data collector address space might process Db2 data slowly, resulting in
lost Db2 trace data.

Db2 or Db2 application address spaces with dispatching priority of 255 do not trigger an exception. The OS sometimes
promotes address spaces to 255 for short periods of time so that critical work can be completed. This temporary increase
in priority cannot be evaluated.

A report is generated showing the current dispatching priorities of the data collector, Db2 subsystem, and Db2 application
address spaces. A sample report follows:

Dispatching priority of DB2 and SYSVIEW for Db2 data collector address spaces:

 STC/Job   DP (Dec)  SrvClass  Status

 --------  --------  --------  --------

 IDB2DC    218       STCTEST   <=======

 DSNMSTR   244       STCDB2    HIGHER

 DSNDBM1   218       SYSSTC    SAME

 DSNDIST   216       STCTEST   Ok

 TSOUSR1   N/A       TSO       Swapped

 TSOUSR2   255       TSO       Ok-255

 PTXMAN    218       STCTEST   SAME-Ok

Follow the steps that are described in the exception message to resolve this condition.

Best Practice

The data collector should have the following dispatching priorities:

• Higher than the MSTR, DBM1, and application address spaces.
• Lower than the IRLM address space.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.
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Reference

None.

Messages

See the SYSVIEW for Db2 health check message DBGHC001E.
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Messages and Codes
SYSVIEW for Db2 generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that can
occur.

This section describes SYSVIEW for Db2 message formats, return codes, and user ABEND codes.

ISPF messages are typically documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages, press
the F1 key (Help) while viewing the message.

The following SYSVIEW for Db2 components generate specific message formats:

• ISPF session
• Data collector and PC owner
• IMOD
• VTAM user interface

ISPF Session

The ISPF session messages occur online within TSO or VTAM sessions and appear directly above the command line.

Press F1 for the explanation of the message and for actions you can take.

All ISPF session messages have the DBG55nnnx format, where n is an integer (0-9) and x is I (informational), W
(warning), or E (error).

NOTE
ISPF error messages are stored in the CDBAMAPS library. Online error messages are stored in members
whose names begin with DBG55. Members contain the text and help for 10 messages. For example,
DBG55078E is in CDBAMAPS(DBG5507), which contains messages DBG55070E through DBG55079E. You
can use the ISPF BROWSE function to see the help for a particular message.

Data Collector and PC Owner

Data collector and PC owner issue messages during initialization, while executing, and during termination. These
messages appear as job log (WTO) messages, in the output destination you have specified for the log files for these
programs, or both. If SYSVIEW for Db2 is running under Xmanager, the data collector messages are written to the
IDLGssid file, where ssid is the Db2 subsystem ID. The PC owner messages are written to the IDB2PCLG file. If the
data collector and PC owner are not running under Xmanager, the messages for each are written to the DBGPRINT file.

Most messages have the format DBGccnnnx ssid hh:mm:ss, where n and c are integers (0-9) and x is I, W, or E.

• For Data Collector messages, ssid identifies the Db2 subsystem (it is blank if the subsystem is not yet known).
• For PC owner messages, ssid identifies the Xmanager ID if running under Xmanager or the PC subsystem ID

(PCSSID).

IMOD

The Global Subsystem (GSS) issues SYSVIEW for Db2-specific messages for IMODs. These messages are self-
explanatory and are not documented. They appear in the ISRV log.

Messages with the format:
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• IMHnnnI are informational.
• IMHnnnW are issued when subsystem control blocks do not exist for the specified Db2 subsystem. Verify the names

that are coded in the DB2SSID member in the source library.
• IMHnnnE are issued when program logic errors are detected. Report these messages to Broadcom Support.

VTAM User Interface

VTAM User Interface messages appear on the z/OS in the format DBG51nnnx, where n is an integer (0-9) and x is I, W,
or E.

ABEND Codes
User ABEND Codes can be generated by the data collector (DC), user interface (UI), VTAM UI, or history unload utility
(IDB2UIFI).

This section provides the list of currently documented user ABEND Codes. The associated description explains the
condition, action to take, and the module that issued the ABEND code.

The following ABEND code is common for all environments:
U0134

Indicates a failed dynamic allocation of a data set due to lack of space for DYNALLOC TU pointers.
Action: Allocate the file using a JCL DD statement. Otherwise, provide the dump to Broadcom Support for
analysis.
Module: NODYNALM

Data Collector ABEND Codes

The data collector can return the following ABEND codes. This list includes PC owner and batch report writer ABEND
codes.

U0028
Indicates that a subtask of the data collector was still holding a lock while attempting to terminate normally. The
task terminates abnormally.
Action: Stop and restart the data collector. Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NASINITM

U0032
Indicates that the data collector free storage chain has become corrupted. Corruption is typically caused by a
storage overlay.
Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NMIOMOD

U0036
Indicates a failed ATTACH of the file handler subtask during the data collector initialization.
Action: Ensure that the data collector has access to all product libraries through the STEPLIB or LINKLIST.
Otherwise, provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NCGBINTM

U0048
Indicates an error in the file handler program. The following reason codes apply:
04

Indicates a failed attempt to POST the caller for a completed event.
08

Indicates internal corruption of the print buffer chain.
Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
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Module: NOFILEHM
U0052

Indicates an error in the file open/close program. The following reason codes apply:
04

Indicates that a record locate function was called for a file that is not a linear data set or a history file.
08

Indicates that an invalid parameter was passed to the file record locate function.
12

Indicates internal error.
16

Indicates internal error.
20

Indicates internal error.
24

Indicates an attempt to write a record to the history file that exceeded the maximum record size.
Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: FILEOPEM

U0131
Indicates a trace record with an invalid Db2 header (QWHSLEN=0), and a possible bug in the Db2 trace record
production.
Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NDREFORM

U0136
Indicates that reformatting of Db2 trace records has failed due to insufficient storage.
Action: This error typically affects probes or other high volume requests. Use qualifiers to reduce data produced
by probes, or increase the region size of the data collector.
Module: NDREFORM

U0140
Indicates timer task failure. The following reason codes apply:
04

Indicates corrupted chain of timer queue elements (DTQE chain).
08

Indicates the missing DTQE.
12

Indicates the CSA storage overlay of the CSAC data area.
Action: For reasons 04 and 08, recycle the data collector. For reason 12, provide the dump to Broadcom Support
for analysis.
Module: NATIMPRM

U0148
Indicates that an invalid request type was passed to the linear data set services module NOLDSTSK.
Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NOLDSTSK

U0150
Indicates an error in the primary processing routine for Db2 trace records. The following reason codes apply:
04

Indicates inability to open a TRACE or DISCARD output file.
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08
Indicates an error when trying to write an invalid Db2 trace record to the DISCARD file.

12
Indicates that IFCID 239 package data could not be merged into the IFCID 3.

16
Indicates an invalid length of the product section QWHS.

Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NADCPPRM

U0154
Indicates that a subroutine call returned a code out of the expected range. The reason code contains the return
code:
nn

Specifies the invalid return code value from the pre-processing routine.
Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NADCPPRM

U0158
Indicates an error in the trace record reformatting routine NDRITABL. The following reason codes apply:
04

Indicates that storage was exhausted when processing IFCID 105 DBID/OBID mapping records.
08

Indicates that storage was exhausted when processing IFCID 107 DBID/OBID mapping records.
Action: Increase the REGION size for the job. If the problem persists, provide the dump to Broadcom Support for
analysis.
Module: NDRITABL

U0160
Indicates an error in the user command handler program. The routine was unable to establish a recovery
environment. The following reason codes apply:
04

Indicates that new recovery block could not be obtained or the previous block could not be located.
08

Indicates a storage request for a negative amount.
12

Indicates that the specified DDNAME was not already allocated.
Action: Restart the data collector. Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NUINSITM

U0168
Indicates inability to interpret a request for data from another member of a data sharing group. The following
reason codes apply:
04

Indicates a failed call to the command scheduling program NUINSUBM.
08

Indicates that an invalid request code was passed to CHKEND for a user.
12

Indicates that the user state could not be determined.
Action: Report the ABEND to Broadcom Support. For reason code 04, also provide the dump for analysis.
Module: NAINSPRM
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U0170
Indicates an error in the trace record processor. The following reason codes apply:
04

Indicates an unexpected condition where the trace record has more than 32 data sections.
08

Indicates that IQL JOIN specified a field ineligible for a JOIN.
12

Indicates an unexpected condition where an object name exceeds 512 bytes.
Action: For return codes 04 and 12, provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis. For return code 08,
provide the IQL member that is using the JOIN statement.
Module: NEPROCES

U0226
Indicates an error in the SQL text database component.
Action: Depends on the reason code:
1001

Ensure that the HSTSQLDB-DSN system parameter correctly defines the SQL history database. See
sample member IDDCVSAM for the correct specification.

1002
Change HISTORY-SQLTEXT to NO to circumvent. Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.

1003
Change HISTORY-SQLTEXT to NO to circumvent. Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.

> 2000
Change HISTORY-SQLTEXT to NO to circumvent. Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.

Module: NSISQLFN
U0376

Indicates a RAF error (VTAM communication between data collectors): VTAM RSP exit bad SESSAREA.
Action: If a user session was disrupted, supply any details with the dump to Broadcom Support.
Modules: NCVTMINM, NVVTMPRM

U0384
Indicates a RAF error (VTAM communication between data collectors): VTAM SCIP exit no BIND area in RPL for
BIND req.
Action: If a user session was disrupted, supply any details with the dump to Broadcom Support.
Module: NCVTMINM

U0388
Indicates a RAF error (VTAM communication between data collectors): VTAM SCIP exit bad SESSAREA.
Action: If a user session was disrupted, supply any details with the dump to Broadcom Support.
Modules: NCVTMINM, NVVTMPRM

U0392
Indicates a RAF error (VTAM communication between data collectors): VTAM SCIP exit no RPLAREA for
UNBIND.
Action: If a user session was disrupted, supply any details with the dump to Broadcom Support.
Modules: NCVTMINM, NVVTMPRM

U0401
Indicates that the IFCID 401 record is larger than the history buffer. This ABEND should only occur if a statement
runs on many Accelerators.
Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NGR1041
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U0456
Indicates that Db2 SSCT has no ERLY pointer.
Action: Verify that the DBSUB system initialization parameter names a valid Db2 subsystem.
Module: NADCFUNM

U0524
Indicates a RAF error (VTAM communication between data collectors): VTAM SYNAD.
Action: If a user session was disrupted, supply any details with the dump to Broadcom Support.
Modules: NCVTMINM, NVVTMPRM

U0544
Indicates a RAF error (VTAM communication between data collectors): VTAM RECEIVE.
Action: If a user session was disrupted, supply any details with the dump to Broadcom Support.
Modules: NCVSDRCM, NVVTMPRM

U0548
Indicates a RAF error (VTAM communication between data collectors): VTAM SEND negative response failed.
Action: If a user session was disrupted, supply any details with the dump to Broadcom Support.
Module: NCVSDRCM

U0664
Indicates an error in the 64-bit table manager. The following reason codes apply:
04

Indicates an attempt to create a table with a key length greater than 16 MB.
08

Indicates an inconsistency between the key format and the passed key length value.
12

Indicates that the specified data length is greater than 2 GB.
16

Indicates that the key length is greater than the data length.
20

Indicates unknown table format (not fixed or WRAP).
24

Indicates invalid key length.
28

Indicates invalid table key format.
32

Indicates negative count of active users of a table.
36

Indicates an attempt to copy a table whose key is greater than 4096 bytes, which is not supported.
Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NTABLE64

U0700
Indicates possible storage overlay. The control block HSTFLDS that is passed to NUHSTCHM failed the eyecatch
check.
Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NUHSTCHM

U0704
Indicates that a record read from the history file did not have a QWHS as the first product section.
Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NUHSTRDM
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U1000
Indicates an error in the general operating system services routine NMSPRMVS. The following reason codes
apply:
04

Indicates that a LOAD request was satisfied by a load module with RMODE 64.
08

Indicates an unsuccessful ESTAE recovery function attempt due to unknown function code.
Action: For reason code 04, verify your SMP/E installation of SYSVIEW for Db2. No product modules currently
have RMODE 64. Reason code 08 is a programming error, report it to Broadcom Support.
Module: NMSPRMVS

U1026
Indicates a grabber error for IFCIDs 1 and 2 (STATS). This ABEND can only occur with Db2 version 10 or prior.
Action: Apply Db2 fixes (PTFs) to IFCIDs 1 and 2.
Modules: NGR1002, NGR1026

U1039
Indicates a grabber error for IFCID 1039 DBD-POOL-USAGE.
Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NGRABP5C

U1870
Indicates that the PC owner task detected an overlay of the PCTAB CSA control block.
Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NIPTERMM

U1871
Indicates an error in the data collector initialization system parameters. The following reason codes apply:
04

Indicates an error in processing the SECURITY-EXIT parameter.
08

Indicates an error in processing the IQL control statement IQL-DEFINE.
Action: For reason code 04, verify that the module of SECURITY-EXIT system parameter exists in STEPLIB or
LINKLIST. For reason code 08, provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NIDFINTM

User Interface and VTAM UI ABEND Codes

The following list describes the ABEND codes that can occur in the VTAM and TSO user interface, or only in the VTAM
user interface:

U0001
Indicates that the user issued the command ABENDU001 from their user interface session.
Action: None. This command generates a dump of the user interface session.
Module: NCCMAINM

U0002
Indicates that the user issued the command ABENDU002 from their user interface session.
Action: None. This command generates an ABEND in the user interface session for diagnostic purposes.
Module: NCCMAINM

U0201
Indicates an error in a GETMAIN or FREEMAIN request for storage in the VTAM UI address space. The following
reason codes apply:
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04
Indicates a GETMAIN error.

08
Indicates a FREEMAIN error.

Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: IUISDIM

U0220
Indicates an unexpected condition in the VTAM UI address space. The following reason codes apply:
04

Indicates that a call was made on behalf of the SLU (Secondary Logical Unit) whose session has already
terminated.

08
Indicates that a VTAM SEND was attempted, but the screen buffer was not supplied.

12
Indicates a timed-out VTAM SEND.

16
Indicates that VTAM RECEIVE was requested on behalf on an SLU whose session has already
terminated.

Action: If the problem persists, provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: IUIXAPI

U0224
Indicates an error in the main processing program of the VTAM UI address space. The following reason codes
apply:
04

Indicates a failed control block validation during VTAM UI ASID shutdown (possible storage overlay).
08

Indicates a failed control block validation during recovery from a prior error.
12

Indicates a failed control block validation during an EXPLORE request.

NOTE
EXPLORE is used by the MVS IDB2 command, and by the System Condition Monitor (SCM)

16
Reserved.

20
Indicates that the VTAM DFASY exit was driven for the expedited-data-flow request that is not
SIGNAL. SIGNAL is the only request that we expect.

Action: For reason code 04, restart the address space. If the error persists, provide the dump to Broadcom
Support for analysis. Reason code 16 should never occur. For all other reason codes, provide the dump to
Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: IUIVTAM

U0228
Indicates an error in the VTAM UI during the processing of a user request. The following reason codes apply:
04

Indicates a terminated session.
08

Indicates a terminated session during VTAM SEND.
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12
Indicates a failed VTAM SEND.

16
Indicates a terminated session during VTAM RECEIVE.

20
Indicates a lost session during VTAM RECEIVE.

Action: Re-establish the VTAM UI session.
Module: IUIAPI

U0232
Indicates an error in the user interface terminal management program when calling ISPF services. The reason
code contains the return code value from the call to ISPLINK (ISPF services).
Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: UITMR2

U0236
Indicates an error in the user interface terminal management program. The following reason codes apply:
12

Indicates data overrun.
16

Indicates bad input parameters.
20

Indicates a disconnected terminal.
Action: For reason code 20, re-establish your terminal session. For the other reason codes, provide the dump to
Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: IUITMR

U0296
Indicates an error in the user interface EXPLAIN function. The following reason codes apply:
04

Indicates a programming error: invalid parameters passed to float conversion.
08

Indicates a failed call to ISPF VDEFINE service.
12

Indicates a programming error: unidentified function requested.
Action: For reason codes 04 and 12, provide the input to the EXPLAIN. For reason code 08, verify that your ISPF
environment is correct.
Module: NCCXPLNM

U0336
Indicates a failed application exception request to write the SQL text to a data set. The output routine was unable
to acquire the necessary storage.
Action: Turn off collection of SQL to a data set in the exception definition. Provide the dump to Broadcom Support
for analysis.
Module: AMXXCSQP

U0348
Indicates a programming error. An unknown function code was passed to the user interface EXPLAIN module.
Action: Provide the input to the EXPLAIN.
Module: NCCXPLNM

U2040
Indicates a disconnected terminal. This error typically occurs when you kill your TSO or VTAM UI session.
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Action: Establish a new user interface session.
Module: IUITMR

U2484
Indicates an error in a Program Call (PC) service routine. The following reason codes apply:
04

Error sending a command or data from the user interface (UI) to the data collector (DC). Command
version string was invalid.

08
Error sending a command or data from the UI to the DC. Command length was zero.

12
Error receiving data from the data collector. Command version string was invalid.

16
Error receiving data from the data collector. Data length was zero.

20
Error initializing a UI session from TSO. Input parameters failed validity check.

24
Error invoking the UI through the "IDB2" command from Sysview/MVS. Input parameter failed validity
check. Ensure that a latest copy of the IDB2COMM module is in the Sysview/MVS STEPLIB or
a LNKLSTxx data set.

28
Error invoking the UI through the "IDB2" command from Sysview/MVS. No user id was supplied. For more
information, see reason code 24.

32
Error invoking the UI through the "IDB2" command from Sysview/MVS. The user id passed was not valid
character data. For more information, see reason code 24.

36
Indicates that invalid input parameters were passed to the IDB2API. Use this API to investigate the
program.

Action: Errors in the PC routines often arise from mismatched module levels. Ensure that the PC owner (if used),
the data collector, and the User Interface (UI) are using the same module load library. Otherwise, provide the
dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: NXCMSROM

U3841
This internal WTO construction error indicates that the WTO text is too long.
Action: Provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Module: IUIAWTO

History Unload Utility (IDB2UIFI) ABEND Code

The following ABEND code can occur in the History Unload Utility (IDB2UIFI):

U1963
Indicates IDB2UIFI utility error. The following reason codes apply:
04

Indicates that an error occurred while trying to locate the last IFCID 2 record in the file.
08

Indicates that the UNLOAD function was unable to update the history file to indicate the last successfully
unloaded record.
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12
Indicates a failed OPEN of a history linear data set (LDS).

16
Indicates a programming error: the requested function was unknown.

20
Indicates a failed call to the MAKECOMM function.

Action: For reason codes 04, 08, and 12, provide the dump to Broadcom Support for analysis. Reason code 16
should never occur in a production environment. For reason code 20, verify that a valid Xmanager environment
exists on the LPAR where the job runs. The PTIPARM DD statement must point to a data set that contains valid
SETUP00 and PTISYS00 members for establishing communication with Xmanager.
Module: NALDSCON

Return Codes
The following components generate return codes for SYSVIEW for Db2:

• Batch report writer
• Batch user interface
• Data collector
• PC owner routine
• Archive table migration utility

Batch Report Writer Return Codes

A condition code is returned at termination. Typically, a code of zero is returned even when the Batch Report Writer
terminates due to some error condition. The error condition can be explained by messages that are written to the
message log output file (DBGPRINT DD). Several conditions may cause termination without producing error messages.
These conditions are indicated by non-zero codes.

The following list describes the returned condition codes:

0
Indicates the normal program termination. Some error conditions are indicated by messages in the message log
output file (DBGPRINT DD).

12
Indicates that the error message was issued and no report generated

36
Indicates the missing message log output file (DBGPRINT DD) or DBGIN DD statement.

44
Indicates that an ABEND occurred but was intercepted by the ESTAE exit routine.

52
Indicates that an error occurred during the processing of the startup parameters. See the message log output file
(DBGPRINT DD) for error messages.

99
Indicates that the product code has expired or is invalid.

Batch User Interface Return Codes

A condition code is returned at termination. Typically, a code of zero is returned even when the Batch User Interface
terminates due to some error condition. The error condition can be explained by messages that are written to the
message log output file (DBGPRINT DD).
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0
Indicates that the processing completed successfully.

>0
Indicates that the processing was not successful.

Data Collector Return Codes

The Data Collector returns a condition code every time it terminates. Typically, it returns a code of zero even if the Data
Collector terminated for an error condition. The error condition can be explained by messages that are written to the
message log output file. Several conditions may cause the Data Collector to terminate without producing error messages.
These conditions are indicated by non-zero codes.

The following list describes the returned condition codes:

0
Indicates the program termination. An error, which may have caused the termination, is indicated by a message
on the message log output file.

32
Indicates an error during the processing of the parameters that are specified in the PARM field of the EXEC
statement.

36
Indicates the missing message log output file or DBGIN DD statement.

40
Indicates that the address space is not APF-authorized.

44
Indicates that an ABEND occurred but was intercepted by the ESTAE exit routine.

52
Indicates that an error occurred during the processing of the startup parameters. See the message log output file
for error messages.

99
Indicates that your product code has expired or is invalid.

PC Owner Routine Return Codes

A condition code is returned by the program at termination. Most of the conditions which produce a non-zero code also
produce a message on the message log output file.

Each code specifies a fairly unique condition. If the message log output file has been put to a throwaway output class, the
codes should indicate the termination cause. The following codes are produced:

0
Indicates normal program termination without errors.

4
Indicates that virtual storage was not available for a GETMAIN, or a module was not found for a BLDL.

8
Indicates that real storage page was not available for a SQA GETMAIN request, or an I/O error occurred in a PDS
directory for a BLDL.

12
Indicates that a GETMAIN error occurred while obtaining SQA storage for the PC number table.

16
Indicates that the LOAD failed for the module containing the CMS routine.
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20
Indicates that an error occurred when the ETCRE macro was executed.

24
Indicates that an ENQUEUE error occurred when the ENQ was issued for an internal enqueue.

32
Indicates an error during the processing of the input parameters.

36
Indicates the missing Message log output file DD statement.

44
Indicates that an ABEND occurred but was intercepted by the ESTAE exit routine. Code 44 termination that is
preceded by ABEND U0456 indicates that no DB2 subsystems are defined in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) on the
z/OS image.

48
Indicates that the CMS Owner program was already started when an attempt was made to start the program.

52
Indicates that an error occurred when the GQSCAN macro was issued.

60
Indicates that an error occurred when the ETCON macro was issued.

64
Indicates that a GETMAIN error occurred while obtaining storage for a program control block.

68
Indicates that an error occurred while obtaining storage for an SSCVT.

72
Indicates that the system LX value could not be obtained.

Archive Table Migration Utility Return Codes

The following list describes the return codes for the Archive Table Migration Utility (NSIGMIGA):

0
Indicates that NSIGMIGA ran successfully.

4
Indicates that NSIGMIA ran successfully but there are possible problems with the output. Output members are
produced and written to the IQLOUT, LOADOUT, and ALTEROUT data sets. Review any warning messages, the
output IQL requests, and output load utility control statements. A return code 4 may indicate that inserted fields
are positioned at the end of an IQL request or load utility control statement.

8
Indicates that errors occurred in the FLDLST or SYSIN control statements. Output members are not produced.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Product Support

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support:

• Database Management Solutions for Db2 overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical documents)
• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Support and Services (getting started, services, and support)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, Db2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain information about maintaining the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Support Network Details

Db2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided as a PDF download:

• Performance Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for Db2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Training Quick Reference Guide (describes how to access mainframe training from
Learning@Broadcom)

• Integrate Mainframe Db2 into your DevOps Journey
– Complete the Db2 DevOps: Using the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to Provision, Migrate and Recover Objects

200 web-based course that is available in Learning@Broadcom.
• Mainframe Software Education
• Web-Based Product Training
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Includes the following resources:
– Mainframe Course Catalog
– Mainframe Learning Paths

Include the following learning plans, based on your job role:

• Database Administration Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for RC/Migrator and RC/Compare, and selected RC/Query courses.

• Database Performance Suite for Db2
Includes foundations for Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2, core foundations for Plan
Analyzer, and selected courses for Detector, Subsystem Analyzer, and SYSVIEW for Db2.

• Database Recovery Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Fast Recover, Log Analyzer, Merge/Modify, Quick Copy, and Recovery
Analyzer.

• Database Utility Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Database Analyzer, Fast Load, Fast Recover, Fast Unload, Log Analyzer,
Quick Copy, and Recovery Analyzer.

– Broadcom Digital Badge Program
Earn your badge for skills accomplished in the following Broadcom Db2 products:

• Detector Digital Badge
• Log Analyzer Digital Badge
• RC/Query Digital Badge
• SYSVIEW for Db2 Digital Badge

• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. You can access
these videos directly from the Database Management Solutions for Db2 playlist on YouTube or from the product-specific
documentation.

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Mainframe Blog
• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools Community
• Mainframe Education Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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